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PATENTS
NOTICES

Board of Appeals Decisions Rendered In the Month of

May 1963

Examiner afflrm»-(]
'^^^

Examiner afflniit'd In part

Examiner rvver^ed ^^-^

Total 5^6

Director? for Reorganized Patent Examining Operations

The iiioveincnt «'f al: h;\aii.ininK' droup^ iiiridfut ti. the

rt'organizatit'U of the raicnt Examining L\<n>- l^ n.-w cuii^

2 I'iete

For your c^ .11 vhiii.-ijiv. a xt'l'iow- Ifur -h.-t-t wMcb ;.riivlde-

a ,N.inp!e!e li-tniK- "f roc, 11, and t.v.-p!.-i-f '-.uAoy "-^''^f^

liirt'tor and Sui^'rM>or\ E\a:i.iri.-r a- -f May If. li*-;:-;, it^

included a>. the la^t pa^re of this Usue of tbt uffk UL

Gazette

Foreign Patents Received In the Scientific Library as of

May 31, 1963

Sou r<-e Date received lllKtiest
II .iiijber

Australia
{ Abut r nets I

May
[I'altntgi May

Auf^trla M"''

Belgium < '<'t-

Canada M&y
Czechoslovakia Eeb
Denmark -^1"'

East Oermany May
Egypt Jan
Finland ,

M^X
France :

il'atintxi May
i
AdditKjnn )

May
( Sfedicamfntit )

May
{ Addittonn)

I

May
Germany

I
\uKh'geKchr\ftrn ) May

[ratrntn\ May
(Jreat Britain ,

May
India M*''

Ireland :

^ •'f'

ItalT -^Pr

Japan M»>
Netherlands May
N,,rwav--- M«y
I'aklstan Apr
I'hlUp'dne Republic Apr
Poland May
Rumania May
Sweden May
Switzerland May
r S.SR May

14,
20.
11

1»).

24

25

1963
l»ti3

, l«t>3
19*i2
19H3
I9i>,>;

1963
19tJ3

19t>a
mtta

>,793
241.
225,

ti6;i,

103,
94,
25,
3,

61
4 tin

t>5ti

1(MI

711
500
s30
330
417
9(11

1

I nited States District Court for the District of Columbia

Pre-lnal Bneff Patent ('a*f«

So long as I am assigned to hearing patent cases In the

District Court all pr>--trial l)rlefs in such cases shall be filed

with th.' Assj>:,in.eut C-nimissiMuer 4^ ho„rs prior to the

trial .late, ,ni.l ^hnli not h( ncaptai >' ,1/iny hp thi Clerks

Mav 21. 19t>:;. .11 iSEPH K JACKS' iN

' uaoe.

27, 19»i3-.
22 1963-

.

1 19H3__.
i;;, 19&3_-

i,:-;i.".;'.'.(

I

71i,7r'n

1 41 Ml .M

l,'i CAM

Transcript* I'ntfnt CG'ff

Stipulations reflecting moditicatK.ns ii, transcript^, of pat

..„t ruM.s shall be In all cases appr.^ye.i by the Court prior

to their be.hg r..e,l w-.th the Clerk .^f the iK-Xr^r, Court,

JOSEPH K JACKS! iN,

Judge
June 3. 1963

17,
17,
'^2

19,

12,
25.
24.
15.

24.
25,
13,
22
31'

27,
17,
17,

i*r>r^

19t>3

1963
1963
196,3 _..
19»>3
1 <<•;:;

mt'v.s

IHHH
1963
1962
196,1 _.

196,S

1963
1963
1963

.145

.136
925
79
23.

rtl6
i.dOO
104
101.
111.

46.
42.

1K3,
36S,

152,

110
271
S90
4 33
400
9(1(1

t>3

(125
7-5 'i

199
45S
772
141
072
109
e2H

.\nnual Index of Patents

The 1962 edition of the Annual Index nf Paier.ts has h.-en

published. Copies may be obtained froii; the SuperiLtendent

of Documents. Government Printing (
"ffi

D C
Price ;

Buckram bound, $6.75.

Washingt-n 25,

M,3(i() 1952 and

Australia First 2,(H)0 incomplete
Belgium : First printed 49.3,079 1950
Canada First printed 445.9.31 194S
Czi-ohoslovakia ; .Not re<vlved between

91.901 1959
Finland First printed 19, 42^. 1941

First 5(H) incomplete

Hungary :
Hrst received 5,792 1^96
Latest 14(1, 5.S2 1951

Ireland : Missing 1 10,(H)0

Italy : First 24.3, (KM) Incomplete
Rumania First received 40, HMO '1957

rs"sR Not received between 2,496 1928 and 116,.MHM9..S

Yugoslavia ; First received 10,(K)1,/ 1933
Latest 16,461/1941

Patents Available for Licensing or Sale

2,602.735 Making Pig Iron John J Howard, s,; Knoll-

winid Road. Shnrl Hills, N J.

3,089,277. Ke\(,;vable Toy Milaus R.fse, Jr, 2117 l>>th

St .
Biniiiiigham s \',n

General EbH'trlc Ccinipaiiy Is prepared t.. grant nnn-e^c.u

slve licenses under the f..l;nv,;ng 12 patents up-n reasonable

terms to domestic manufacturer-

Applications for license under the f.iliowing patent may
t,.. addres^.-d to; (ieiieral Electric Company. Patent ( ounse,.

Chemical and Metallurgical Division. 1 River Road. Schenec-

tadv 4. N V

3,024.156 Composition and Process for the Production of

Laminates

New Applications Received During May 1963

Patents ''^^^

Designs _. '*^^

Plant Patents '

23
BelsBues

Total ^•^^'^

Issue

Patents 95(»^-No. 3.095.572 to No 3.ii96.521. Inch

Designs 76— No. 195.541 to No. 195.616. incl.

Reissues 3— No, 25,40h to No 25.410. Incl

Total 1029

1
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\nnllciitlons for llc«>n«p undtT th.- followlne 3 patentu may

l)p Hddr^'sw'd to (ifiieral Klectrlc Company, Hoiisewaret. and

(oiiun.Tclal Equipment Dlvlnlon. 12W BoHton Ave. Bridge-

port 2. Conn

.?,()3;!.10(X Eipantilble Broiling Rack.

:{,or>l,si,'i Teniptraturt' Control SyBtemH

3,081, 690. Window niter Fan

XppllcatlonH for llcenhe iind«T the following 7 patentM may
be luidressed to I'ateiit (•(iiinsel, Major Appliaiioe IHvlHlon.

(Jeneral Klectric Company, .\ppllan(v I'ark, I»ulKvllle 1, Ky

:i,(Hj2,u;i2. Treating Agent Dl«pen»fr for Wanhlng Machines.

3,075.296 Vapor Condensing Clothes Dryer With Pulsed

Flow Condenser

3.077.244 DftHiplng Assembly

3,082,512 Compressor Valre Assembly.

3.082.678. Air Control Devlc*.

3,082.936. Lubricating Arrangement for Compressors

3.083,248. Thermoelectric Module

AppllcatlonH for license under the following |>atent may
tH> a(ldreHM-d to Patent Attorney. Sp.K-ialty Control Depart
ment, (Jeneral Kle<trlc Company. U aynenboro, Va.

3,089,555. Weighing Control Systems.

GUIDELINES OF PATENTABILITY
On June 17. 1663. the memorandum reproduced below was

distributed to the Examiners In the Patent Office It Is

prest-nted here for the Information of all applicants and their

representatives.

Memonndam #1 (GPl)

The following principles have been formulated after care-

ful consideration of the applicable court decisions and after
consultation with the Board of Appeals of the Patent Office,

and will be supplemented or revised from time to time as
circumstances may require. The principles stated here and
In future "Guidelines of Patentability memoranda should
be uniformly followed until further notice.

OPl(a) : Uniform Application of the Statutory Requirement/i
for Patentability

The standards of patentability applied in the examination
of claims must be the same throughout the Office. In everj-

art. whether It be consliered "complei." "newly developed.
'

"crowded." or "competitive," all of the requirements for

patentability (eg., novelty, usefulness and unobviousness, as
provided In 35 ISC. 101, 102 and 103) must be met before
a claim Is allowed Hence, the mere fact that a claim recites

In detail all of the feat ires of applicant's alleged Invention
(le., a "redbutton" or "picture" claim) Is never, In Itself,

Justification for the allowance of such a claim.

OPl(b) : Multiple Rejection*

As a general rule, an Examiner should reject each claim
of an application on all distinct, valid grounds that are avail-

able to nlm. Stated In another manner, each claim should
be rejected on any ground available whlch^ If not applied,
could subsequently be utilized by a court to hold the same
claim In a patent Invalid.
Thus rejections on such grounds as Insufficient disclosure,

Indeflnlteness. and res judicata should be applied where ap-

propriate even though there may be a seemingly sufficient

rejection on the basis of prior art. However, prior art rejec-

tions should not be needlessly multiplied but should ordinarily
be confined to the best available art. Rejections which are
merely cunrolaflve or which would clearly fall If the primary
rejection Is not Sustained Bbould be avoided. Exceptions
may properly be made where the most f)ertlnent reference
seems likely to be antedated or where a claim is met only in
terms by a reference which does not disclose the Inventive
concept Involved. Such rejections should be backed up by
the best other art available.
A number of situations have been found to exist where

examination of an application is best accomplished by limit-
ing action on the cialma thereof to the particular issue
Involved. These situations are as follows :

(1) Where an application Is too Informal for a complete
action on the merits—see section 702 01, M PEP. ;

(2) Where there la an undue multiplicity of claims—see
section 706.03(1), M.P.E P.

;

(3) Where there Is a misjoinder of invention—see sec-
tion 806,02, M.P.E.P.

;

(4) Where the disclosure is directed to perpetual mo-
tion—note Ex parte Payne, 1904 CD. 42, 108 0.0.
1049.

However, in such cases, the best prior art readily available
should be cited without specifically applying it to the claims.
On the other hand, a rejection on the grounds of Inopera-

tiveness (not involving perpetual motion), re* judicata, no
prima facie showing for reissue, or new matter should be
accompanied by all other available grounds of rejection.

GPlio; Old Combination
A rejection on the ground of old combination should h*-

made whenever proper
Whether subcombination claims have been presented or

allowed In the same application, or whether other grounds
for rejection of the combination claims exist, are not deter
mlnatlve of the propriety of this rejection.
The rejectlup is proper when a single reference discloses

broadly a combination of elements functionally cooperating
in substantially the name manner to produce substantially
the same results as that of the claimed combination under
consideration tx parte Siherste^n. 125 I'.S I'.Q 238

The fact that an applicant has Improved one element of

a combination which may be per se patentable does not
entitle him to a claim to the Improved element In comblna
tlon with old elements where the elements perform no new
function In the claimed combination In re Hall, 41 CCPA
759. The test to be applied to claims of this character Is

whether or not the action of any of the elements embraced
by the claim is modified In anv material manner by the fact

that another element has the specific structure recited
In re Allatt. 28 CCPA 1367 f-

Accordingly, the rejection should make It clear exactly
what the combination Is and why It is thought that any
Improved element does not modify the action of the combi-
nation.
A suggested form for use In making an old combination

rejection is as follows :

Claim 1 Is rejected as being drawn to the old combina-
tion of a bell, a battery and a switch connected in series
by wire conductors This combination Is shown to be
old by the patent to Jones which discloses broadly the
same elements functionally Interrelated In the same
manner to produce substantially the same results The
combination of claim 1 differs from that shown In Jones
In setting forth a specific construction of the battery
itself Since the latter does not modify the action of
the other elements recited In the claim In any material
manner, no new combination Is seen to exist In r( Halt.
41 CCI'A 759

GPl(d) : Inherent Function of the Apparatus
Process or method claims which merely define the function

of applicant's machine or apparatus are not allowable
A rejection on this ground is proper where the disclosed

machine will Inherently carry out the steps set forth In the
process claims regardless of whether an apparatus claim Is

allowed, unless it appears that the process claimed can be
carried out either by some machine which is not the func
tional equivalent, I.e., having materially different functional
characteristics from the disclosed machine, or bv hand, In re
Gartner et al , 42 CCPA 1022. The performance of a process
by hand is not necessarily limited to the use of hands alone,
but Includes the use of prior art apparatus actuated by hand.
In re Winder, 44 CCPA f95.

OPl(e): Obviout Method
It is well settled that a process which amounts to nothing

more than an ol^lous manner of producing an article or
product is not patentable.

While a rejection on this ground does not require the cita-
tion of art or the allowance of any claim, it must be apparent
to a person ordinarily skilled in the art, without reference
to any method disclosure contained in the application, how
the article was made. In other words, the rejection Is proper
if such a person would be able, upon the basis of his own
knowledge, to produce the article merely by having It shown
to him or by being told what Ingredients It contained Note
In re Larten, 49 CCPA 711.

June 17, 1963. EDWIN L REYNOLDS,
Fir»t A.»*i»tant Committioner.
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
H. B. WHITMORE, Superintendent

PATENT EXAMINING 0PEBAT10N8 AND GROUPS
Oldest Application

New Amended

CHEMICAL EXAMINING OPEBATION-P. E. MANGAN. Director.'

^^vTTTDiT naTrv4TBTRY OROUP no—R L CAMPBELL, Supervisory Examiner. ..

""^llorg^c "Z^dl! Inorr^rCo^Uions; Organo-MeUl and Organo-Metallold Chemistry; Metallurgy; Metal

Stock; Electro Chemistry; Batteries.

^«vTTfTi»T nunAVTP PHFMISTRY OROUP 120— I. MARCUS, Supervisory Examiner..
^'^

H^U-icycrAlnJd^; AuLXr^; S^'ur; Misc. Esters; Carbohydrates; Herbicides; Poisons; Medicines; Cosmetics;

Steroids.

Acid Anhydrides; Add H*Ude«.

^Ss with Natural Polymers «id R«lns; Natural Resins: Reclaiming; Pore-Forming.

PAxxPrtBTTinvs AND MOLDING, OROUP 180-L. H. GASTON, Supervisory Examiner
, \.

"^"^ Com^tLr^CPa^) ..rc^^^^^^^ Molding; Adhesive Compositions; Abrading; Liquid Purification or Separation; Oas

Separation; Special Utility; Molding Proceesee.

nr^L'v^^n * vr> LAMINATING GROUP 180-J. REBOLD, Supervisory Examiper - -

clit^g: Pr^ ip^tu, -d MISC. Products; Laminating Methods and Apparatus; Stock Materials; Omamen-

Utlon; Adhesive Bonding; Spwslal Manufactures.

S^ P^Tp^r M^« Gtii; Manufactuie; Metallurgical Apparatus; Gas, Heating and lUumlnatlng; Cleaning Proc-

esses- Liquid Purification; Thermolytlc DUtlllatlon; Preserving.

D;yUig; Refrigeration; Conoentrmtlve Evaporators; Mineral Oil, Apparatus; Misc. Physical Prooes«».

BLKCTSICAL EXAMINING OPEBATION-N. H. EVANS. Dtraetar.

^t^ri;;^5^ R*^". Powder MetaUurgy. Rocket Fuels; Radlo-Actlve Material.

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION. OROUP 330-8. W. CAPELLI. Supervisory Examiner

Communications; Multlptoxtot Teohnlquei; Facsimile and Related Art.

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL. GROUP m-W. W BURNS. Supervisory Examiner

D»U ProoeMlng. CompuUtlon and Conversion; Storage Devices and Related Art.

and Networks.

RADIATION AND INSTRUMENTS. OROUP a»-F. M. STRADER. Supervisory Examiner

Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring.

ELEMENTS, GROUP 270-E. J. SAX, Supervisory Examiner

Conductors; Switches; Mlscellaneoas. i

10-6-^1

2-2-62

12-7-61

6-27-61

12-1-61

12-4-61

11-24-61

1-11-62

11-21-61

12-2&-61

12-1-61

10-6-61

11-16-61

11-1-61

11-^-61

9-14-61

2-»-62

11-17-61

7-20-61

1-4-62

12-4-61

10-11-61

1-25-62

8-31-61

lO-lfr-61

i-a-«2

10-«-61

11-7-61

11-3-61

11-3-61

CONDITION OF PATENT APPLICATIONS AS OF MAY 31, 1963

, . J. T^ • ^ 200, 178

ToUl number of pending appUcations (excluding Designs) - - -

g ^95

Total number of Design applications pending . -- --- - - ^c --:;;:; 11 5, 956

Total number of appUcatlons awaiting action (excluding Designs) ^ 2 . 329

Total number of Design applications awaiting action -

j^^jg 27, 1961

Date of oldest new application awaiting action.^. jyjy 20, 1961

Date of oldest amelided application awaiting action -

EXPIBAnON OF PATENTS

The patenu within the r^ of number, indicated below -l^J-^ Jj^ Z'^rSJ^^^^^y"^^^"^^-^^^^^^^^^
provlrions of the Veterans Patent Extension Act (64 Stat. 316 as amended by " 8*'^;^^;^^^ *J^7?'^^"^ ^ ^he Xnnuo; Index of PaUnU-lM
SLs under the provlrion. of PubUc Law «0. A list of Vet«r«»' patenU which have been extended ^^^^^^^^ ^ 3,^,106. Inclulr.

PatenU
*

Numbers 702 to 706 Inclusive

Plant Patents
*



PATENT BXAMIMING OPEBATION8 AND GBOUPfl (0««lta«»4)

OMMt AppllefttloB

N«w AnModUd

MECHANICAL ENOINBEMNO EIAMININO OPEBATION-B. A. WAHL. Dlrwtw.

MATKRIAL OR ARTICLE HANDLING AND DIBPBNBINO. GROUP ll^-A. BERLIN. SuperTlwry Ei»mln.r . .

.

Mr^itl» Art^ta Ha^dllni and DUpeniln,; Cflnreyon; H0I.U; EtaTston: ArUoto HandUn, Iinpl.m«U: Bton 8«n«;

bS^C «dTb FeStar F^dVp^^^^^ Ft« Eitlnrii-her.: C«ln H«dlln, «d Check Control^ App«tu.;

ClMalfTlni uid AMortlng BoUdt. 4

w»i<AT »»ir» PT AUTTPH WORKING. GROUP 830—N. BEROER, BupsrrlforT Emslner

^•'Sti iSiJ, dS KU^^Cf^^ Romnr. Bh«t M.U1 W«1^«= ^^W". »«*;. H««-bc. Maklnr. MeUl

Joundlni: Wlr. F.brici; Plwtlc Worktaf Appwatui; Plartlc Block, E*rtb«w.« App«f.tui.

MANUFACTURING AND ABBEMBLINO MIBCELLANEOUB ARTICLES. GROUP 880-A. M. ^^^^^^'

^^»^!lKTtl^rM^g-Ai»imb)ini,'r'oo\ *nd Implement Maklnt; »nd MeUl WorWni.

w A r«TV« TOOLS MECHANIBMB AND ELEMENTS, GROUP MO-F. H, BRONAUOH, Buperrtoonr Eiwntoer.

ComponenU, Work and Tool Holderi.

HARDWARE TOOL8ANDJOINT8, GROUP«flO-T. J. HICKEY.BuperrlwnrEiaminer «
w,i:" « V

M^ltSi'^H^^.; Tool.; Jolnu; Cutlery; Lock.; Faetener,; Rod Pipe and Electrical Connector.; Buokh.; But-

ton., Cla.p., Bto.i Puehing and PuUlng

Joint Paoklng.

POWER PLANTS MOTORS AND PUMPS, GROUP JTO-C. F. OAREAU, SuperriMry Knmlner.— -...-^-_ -
---

Pow« ptiu CombLon Power Planu, Expaneible Chamber Motor.. Rotary Motor. ""^ RotaryE^bW Chamber

MMor. E^Unrtbl. Chamber Device, and Internal Comburtion Engine., Pump, and Pump Rnulation.

HKATTVO COOLING AND VENTILATING, GROUP 880-P. L. PATRICK, BuperriMry Eiamlner. -...-----.

-

iZ2;.u°u!;iSii««.d Vaporiser., Bunler., Heat Exchange, Automatic Temperature and Humidity Regulation,

Refrigeration, Vntllatlon. and UlumlnaUon.

QBNBBAL BNGINEEBINO AND INDU8TB1AL ABT8 EXAMINING OPBBATION-J. A. MANIAN.

s-«-a

la-is-u

l-gl-<B

i-ie-aa

1-13-63

3-3»^

S-A-03

1-17-fla

AOBirtJLTURE GROUP 410—A. RUEGO, Supervlwry Examiner -
-

_' "

\;

rnln!iMIa.b^dry Butchering; FUhlng, Trapping and Vermin Detroylng; Plant Hu-bandry; Tobacco, Earth

Working. *•

CIVIL ENGINEERING. GROUP 430-B. BENDETT, Superyi*)ry B»ml°" -
nH,i.n,- MinVn.

Building Structure.; Bridge., Clomiree; Clcure Operator.; Safe.; Earth Engineering; Drilling. Mining.

PHVHirs GROUP 430—R L. EVANS, 8uperTlK)ry Examiner • -

p"f4^p?y° SmindLTd Ughting; Indicator, and Optic; Mea«irin, and Teetlng; Geometrical In.trumenU.

TKYTil KS AND APPAREL. GROUP 4*a-B. C. MADER, SuperTlwry Examiner

T^ili?Wmlg"d S^ukg; Tying Strand.; Appaiel; Boot and Shoe Making; Sewing Machine..

TRANSPORTATION, GROUP 4«)-P. ARNGfLD, SuperTlwry Examiner

Railway, and RolUng Stock; Brake.; Land Vehicle.; Aeronautic; Ship..

FURNITURE AND RECEPTACLES, GROUP 4flO-W. 8. COLE. SuperrlMry Examiner

Furniture; SupporU; Cabinet Structure.; Receptaclee; Baggage.

PRINTING, STATIONERY AND MATERIAL TREATMENT, GROUP 470-L. W. VARNER, BupTTl^ry

Examiner
Printing; Typewriter.; Stationery; Material Treatment.

,„„ „ _.

PERSONAL TREATMENT, ADORNMENT AND AMUSEMENTS, GROUP 480-L. R. PRINCE, B^perTt^ry

''Srr:i>«tl«ry;Artifldal Body Member; Toitairy:Amu«m«tDe^^^^^^ Mechanical Gun.; Prof^don.

DESIGNS. GROUP 4»-J. A. MANIAN, Superviwry Examiner

Induatrial Art.; HouMhoW, Perwmal and Fine ArU.

i-iv-a

3-ft-Q3

4-a-«3

a-13-a

4-l>-«3

1-lMB

1-9-92

%-»-m

13-31-61

ia-4-«i

1-16-82

»-9»-«l

»-i3-aa

»-»-«3

i-«-fla

7-3-83

\
l-*-«2

3-»-aa

4-3-fla

a-fr-OB

ft-3»-«3

13-l»-fll

»-»-e3

13-1S-<B

\

(CLASSIFICATION) OORECKL O. A.-ARTS UNDERGOING RECLASSIFICATION AS LISTED UNDER

CLASSIFICATION DIVISIONS.

gi. KENT, A. P. (acting)
'" ".'."."."'

92. GAUSS, H
08. PURDY, W. F. (acting), Wire Working -

B4. BERLOWITZ, W
OS. ANGEL, C. D., (REZNEK. J, acting)

o-8-«a 0-l-«3

10-llHB

\

DECISIONS IN PATENT AND TRADEMARK CASES

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

Jaw a. Rajchman v. John M. Hebbibt and Anthont W. Simpson

No. 690S. Decided February IS, 196S

[BO C5CPA — ; 317 F.2d 926; 136 USPQ 466]

1. INTERFIBSNCE—CONSTBUOTION Of COUNT—RIGHT TO MAKE.

"The count requires that the holes be 'closely spaced to each other whereby

the central hole serves as the opening in a core defined by the ferromagnetic

I material between the central hole and the array of holes.' Since 'closely' is

a relative term, it is proper to consider the 'whereby' clause as defining the

term. This clause indicates Just how close the spacing should be, so that

It is unnecessary to refer to the appellees' speclflcation for a definition. The

count not being ambiguous, it is not necessary to refer to the speclflcation in

Which It originated. The appeUant's specification supports the 'whereby'

clause inasmuch as the function of servkig as a core around a hole within

' an an^y of apertures is the same in appellant's disclosure as in appellees'.

The holes are 'closely spaced' in that they are close enough to be effective.

The competing objectives of close spacing of core holes to provide the most

cores per sheet of ferromagnetic material, close spacing of isolating holes to

minimis 'crossKWupllng,' wide spacing of holes to provide sheet strength,

etc., must be balanced. Nothing In the count precludes the pattern of holes

,

shown by appellant which Is merely a design variation over the specific

example Illustrated In appellees' disclosure."

2. Same—Same—Same. .

"Laying the relevant elements of the two structures side by side; accord-

ing the terms of the count the broadest meaning which they reasonably sui^

port ; finding no ambiguity therein sufficient to warrant resort to <^onn\6eTatou

It the disclosure of the patent, and Indulging the 'reasonable Pre«"-Ptlon

that the inventor 'intended to patent his invention broadly.' it is our opinion

that the appellant's application supports the count in issue.

3. Same^Benefit of Foreign Filing Date-35 U.S.C. 119.

"Inasmuch as appellees did not meet the requirement of 35 L.S.a liy by

•

claiming priority before the patent was granted nor claim P^-rity befo e

payment of the final fee, they are not entitled to rely on the foreign filing date

for convention priority."

Appeal from the Patent Office. Interference No. 89,400.

^

REVERSED.
John V. Regan {Albert Ru^^noff of counsel) for appellant.

FranJc L. Durr, Greene. Pifi^Us & Durr for appellees.

Before Worlet, Chief Judge, and Rich, Martin, Smith, and

Almond, Jr., Associate Judges

Almond, /., delivered the opinion of the court.

This is an appeal by appellant, Rajchman, the senior party, from a

decision of the Board of Patent Interferences awarding priority to the

junior party, Herbert et al. The interference No. 89,400 involves

a pending application and a patent. The application, Serial No.

455,724, was filed September 13, 1954,.by Jan A. Rajchman for Mag-

netic Storage Devices." The patent, No. 2,825,046, for "Production

of Magnetic Material for Use in Computers or Magnetic Memory

Systems," issued February 25, 1958, upon an application of John M.

,
Herbert and Anthony W. Simpson, Serial No. 517,223, filed June

22, 1955.

The invention in issue relates to a magnetic memory system in which

a perforated sheet of magnetic material (e.g., ferrite) is provided as
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an element of a storage device for information signals, such as is used

in electronic computers.
j j u u

The holes in the sheet have electrical windings threaded through

them so that when suitable currents flow therein, magnetic flux is

produced in the material of the sheet surrounding the hole. The

material has two stable magnetic states (i.e., it is bipolar). Thus, a

current pulse in one direction produces a magnetic flux of a given

polarity or direction in the material surrounding the hole in question.

A second current pulse of opposite polarity causes a "reversal" of the

flux in the material to its other stable state. In this way, the magnetic

material is said to '^store information" in storage areas adjacent each

hole in that the retained flux polarity or direction is a record of the

effect of the last preceding current pulse applied to it. At any given

time, such information may be "read out" of the memory system.

One of the problems with an apertured sheet in such a storage

device is that current flowing in a selected winding tends undesir-

ably to influence the information stored in an adjacent storage area.

Both appellant and appellees recognized this problem and each seeks

to separate the core apertures to avoid interference. The approach

of appellant Rajchman is to prevent "cross-couphng" mterference

between the magnetic memory areas by "proper geometrical propor-

ti6ning of the apertures and shaping of the plates." The Herbert

et al. (appellees) approach is to magnetically "isolate" the cores

formed in a single sheet of ferromagnetic material by an array of

holes surrounding each core hole.

The single coui>tr in issue is

:

In a magnetic memory system, a panel member comprising a sheet of ferro-

magnetic material, said sheet including at least two clusters of holes each of

said clusters of holes comprising a c-entral hole and an array of equally spaced

holes surrounding the central hole, said array of equally spaced holes being

closely spaced to each other whereby the central hole serves as t^e opening in

a core defined by the ferromagnetic material between the central hole and the

array of holes.

The count under consideration is a verbatim copy of claim 1 of

the Herbert et al. patent.
, ^ ^ tj ^^

Priority was awarded to appellees as a result of the Board s sus-

taining their motion to dissolve on the ground appellant could not

make the count because the term "clusters" and the relative phrase

"closely spaced" were material limitations unsupported by the appei-

lant's disclosure. It is significant that these words are not o be

found in appellees' specification nor was any special meaning attrib-

uted to them during the course of the prosecution of appellees pat^t.

In support of their motion to dissolve the interference, both before

the Primary Examiner and the Board, the appellees contended that

the limitation of count 1 that:
,. ^ , , •

• • • said array of equally spaced holes being closely spaced to each other

did not find support in appellant's disclosure, and that "closely

spaced" is a relative term, and reference should be had to the appellees

specification for the meaning thereof. The specification to which

special reference was made is:
. . v. v,o. .i,- pn„i

For instance the holes can be uniformly spaced so that each has six equi-

distant netb^rs. and so that the space between the holes Is less than the

diameter of a hole.

It is pertinent to here point out that an examination of the entire

passage of the specification germane to the several aspects of the

invention discloses that this "For instance" sentence suggests but one

/^
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example as to how, "The holes in the matrix may be disposed at a

mitable distance apart; * * *." [Emphasis supplied.] It is ap-

parent that appellees' concept is not intended to be as restrictive as

suggested in the "For instance" sentence. This conclusion is em-

phasized by the following descriptive language in appellees' specifi-

cation :

According to One aspect of this invention the magnetic material consists of

thin sheets having a large number of email holes arranged in patterns to suit a

particular wiring arrangement, the arrangement being such that each hole

having a conductor threaded therethrough is isolated magnetically by adjacent

holes to avoid magnetic coupling between adjacent threaded elements.

We perceive no significant distinction in the scope of this descrip-

tion from the broad description contained in the count relative to

the spacing between isolating holes. It would seem to us to logically

follow that appellees employed the relative term "closely spaced" in

their claim to afford adaptation to any suitable arrangement produc-

tive of the desired result of isolating the storage aperture "to avoid

magnetic coupling between adjacent threaded elements."

In denying appellees' motion to dissolve the interference, the Ex-

aminer applied the well settled rule that the terms of a count should

be given the broadest meaning which they reasonably support.

Deibel V. Heise and Schumacher, 18 CCPA 907, 46 F.2d 570, 8 USPQ

162. The Examiner stated that:

• • • while "closely spaced" is a relative term and is not exact, it is "not so

ambiguous as to necessitate reference to the Herbert et al. specification for the

meaning thereof. Therefore, there is nothing repugnant to the ordinary defini-

tion of this term In applying it to FIG. Id of the Rajchman disclosure. It is

held to be an entirely reasonable application of this limitation to say that the

holes m plate 4 of Rajchman's FIG. Id are "equally spaced holes being closely

spaced to each other."

In reversing the Examiner, the Board stated:

Were it proper here too construe "closely spaced" by itself, we would be

hesitant to deny Rajchman's argument, however, we feel that such a construc-

tion lifts the phrase from its context.

As pointed out hereinabove, the Board found that the term

"clusters" and the phrase "closely spaced" relating thereto were mate-

rial limitations unsupported by appellees' disclosure, deeming it

proper to consider "closely spaced" in context "as referring to or as a

restatement of the clustering feature:' [Emphasis added.]

In support of its interpretation of the count and the significance

attributed to "cluster," the Board resorted to dictionary definition of

that word. We do not deem it necessary to launch upon a detailed

discussion of the reasoning advanced by the Board productive of its

conclusion. Suffice it to say, we do not ascribe to the term "clusters

that "unique significance" accorded to it by the Board, thus rendering

irrelevant, in our judgment, the pursuit of lexicographical discussion.

The count defines a "cluster" as "comprisi;ig a central hole and an

array of equally spaced holes surrounding the central hole." It seems

clear to us that appellant's disclosure shows this.

In Liehscher v. Boothroyd, 46 CCPA 701, 258 F.2d 948, 119 USPQ

133, this court said:

Indiscriminate reliance on definitions found In dictionaries can often produce

absurd results. • • • But the words In which a claim is couched may not be

read In a vacuum. One need not arbitrarily pick and choose from the various

accepted definitions of a word to decide which meaning was intended as the

word Is used In a given claim. The subject matter, the context, etc., will more

often than not lead to the correct conclusion.

792 O.Q.—

a
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[1] The count requires that the holes be "closely spaced to each

other whereby the central hole serves as the opening in a core defined

by the ferromagnetic material between the central hole and the array

of holes." Since "closely" is a relative term, it is proper to consider

the "whereby" clause as defining the term. This clause indicates just

how close the spacing should be, so that it is unnecessary to refer to

the appellees' specification for a definition. The count not being

ambiguous, it is not necessary to refer to the specification in which it

originated. The appellant's specification supports the "whereby"

clause, inasmuch as the function of serving as a core around a hole

within an array of apertures is the same in appellant's disclosure as

in appellees'. The holes are "closely spaced" in that they are close

enough to be eflFective. The competing objectives of close spacing

of core holes to provide the most cores per sheet of ferromagnetic

material, close spacing of isolating holes to minimize "cross-coupling,"

wide spacing of holes to provide sheet strength, etc., must be balanced.

Nothing in the count precludes the pattern of holes shown by appel-

lant which is merely a design variation over the specific example

illustrated in appellees' disclosure.

[2] Laying the relevant elements of the two structures side by

side; according the terms of the count the broadest meaning which

they reasonably support; finding no ambiguity therein sufficient to

warrant resort to consideration of the disclosure of the patent, and

indulging the "reasonable presumption" that the inventor "intended

to patent his invention broadly," it is our opinion that the appellant's

application supports the count in issue. Kean v. Wheelan, 26 CCPA

1010, 102 F.2d 824, 41 USPQ 226; Kirhy v. CUments, 44 App.

D.C. 12, 1915 CD. 163.
'

In the tribunals below the appellees moved to shift the burden of

proof asserting entitlement to the benefit of the filing date of their

British application, filed June 24, 1954. The record discloses, how-

ever, that appellees did not file ckim fbr priority before the issue of

their patent, on February 25, 1958. The Board held this matter moot

in view of its findings as to appellant's right to make the count in

issue. Our decision however on the issue relating to the count revives

the matter.
'

. '

The second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 11| reads in part:

No application for patent shall be entitled to tBls right of priority unless a

claim therefor and a certified copy of the original foreign application. Bpedflca-

tion and drawings upon which it is based are filed in the Patent Office before

the patent is granted, • • •.

Rule 55 of the Patent Office Rules of Practice requires that the

priority claim be filed before the final fee is paid.

[3] Inasmuch as appellees did not meet the requirement of 35

U.S.C. 119 by claiming priority before the patent was granted nor

•laim priority before payment of the final fee, they are not entitied

to rely on the foreign filing date for convention priority.

For the foregoing reasons, we reverse the decision of the Board

of Patent Interferences in awarding priority of invention of the sub-

ject matter in the count in issue to John M. Herbert and Anthony

W. Simpson.

REVERSED.

\

PATENT SUITS
Notice* ander 80 U.S.C. 290 ; Patent Act of 1962

S,4W,45t. Bclner and Bra«a, Clamp, fltod Apr. 1, 196S,

D.C, E.D.N.T. (Brooklyn), Doc, M/887, Th€ I. Leon Co., Inc.

V. Kaynar Mfg. Co., Inc.

t,U*.174. E- B- Ooldamitb, Denturea and artificial teeth ;

t.7«»,««l, Mune, Ued Feb. 4, 1989, D.C, S.D.N.Y., Doc.

142-S18, Emett S. Ooldtmith t. Overaea* Boientiflc Corp.

et al. Decree for plaintiff Mar. 27, 1968.

t,«tt.878, W. T. Mooney, Exercising apparatus; X.0S7.OK,

Koller and Parka, Hobby horae frame; Ke. tS^M, W. Haiti.

Saapended taorw, filed Mar. 18, 19«2, D.C, N.D. ni.

(Chicago), Doc. 62c618, WlUUm Baltt et al. r. Oiobe Whole-

tale Co., Inc., et al. Conaant Judgment ; patents held valid

and Infringed ; defendanta enjoined Mar. 19, 1903.

t,6S7.6U, W. Elsbein, Dereloping apparatus, filed Mar. 28,

1968. D.C. N.D. 111. (Chieago), Doc. «8«826, American Photo-

copy Equipment Co. t. Tranaoopy Inc. et al.

t.7M.Ml. (See 2,616.174.)

Z.716.461, O. A, Staalnoa, Shoe or aUpper and the like, filed

Sept. 20, 1960, D.C, 8 D.N.Y., Doc. 60/8647, Ripple BoU Cor-

poration . New York MerehandUe Co., Inc. Stipulation and

order of dlsmlsaal Mar. 28, 1968.

t,77t,994, Q. H. Lacy, Laminated thread, filed June 29,

1962, DC, S.D.N.Y., Doc. 62/2882. Riegel Paper Corp. t. The

Dov) Chemical Co., Inc. Consent Judgment ;
plalntUTs' com-

plaint for deriaratory Jadgment denied with prejudice; de-

fendant's counterclaim for infringement granted ;
Begal Paper

Corp. enjoined Mar. 26, 1968.

t3W,n«. H. 8. Hoffar, Vibratory flexible silencer*, filed

Dec 11, 1968, D.C. Oreg. (Portland), Doc. 10123, Henry 8.

Hoffar y. Orifflth Rubber MiUt. District Court decree re-

versed Mar. 16, 1968.

MS7.Mt. (See 2.622,878.)

S,M7M9 A A, Lachaaee, Wheel hub construction, filed

Oct 26, 1962, DC. E.D. Pa. (PhiUdelphla), Doc. 32248,

Ainerioan Metal Producte, Inc. t. Pe*n Fruit Co.. Inc. Stipu-

lation of dismissal Mar. 26, 1968.

t.944.415. Smith and Borkland. Filter for washing ma-

chine; M76.TU. T. B. SmlUi. WartUng aglUtor with fluid

pumping means, filter, and dlapenaer, filed Mar. 26, 1968,

DC, N.D. m. (Chicago). Doe. 6806OI. The Maytag Company

r. Borg-Wamor Corp.

MM.—> J ^ Bona, Method of manofaeturlng moecaains,

filed Mar '28, 1968, D.C. W.D. Texas (Ban Antonio), Doc.

8268, The Jo-An fikoe Mmautaeturitig Company, Inc. t. flimW

Manufacturing Co., Inc. Consent Judgment; injunction

granted Apr. 19, 1963.

t.MS.aM Haugen and Henrtkson. Pipe Joint, filed Mar. 26,

1963 Dc!, WD. Washington (Beattle), Doc. 6838. United

Stat'ee Pipe and Foundry Company t. Weetem VtiUtiee Sup-

ply Co. et al.

CM7 4M Wldoff and Powers. Hair treating method and

ap^rlC filed Jnn. 19. 19«a. DC 8.D.N.T., Doc. 62-2169,

Aldan Bundriee Inc. t. BeUy Daim Creation, Inc. et ano.

Stipulation and order of OHmlaaal Jan. 10, 1968.

MW,M6, J. Bochan, Joining member for providing a flex-

ible connection between two relatively movable members,

filed Mar. 21, 1968, D.C, S.D. Calif. (Los Angeles). Doc.

63-326-WM, General Blectrie Company v. Elfitrom Corpora-

tion et al.

t,971.7es. F. E. Rath. Proceaa for cleaning and recovering

scrap meUl from slag and the like ; S,O49,SO0, same. Process

for recovering substantially clean magnetic metal pieces and

magnetic oxides from steel plant debris, filed Mar. 27, 196.S,

D.C, N.D. Ohio (Cleveland), Doc. C63-212, Spang and Com-

pany V. Columbia Iron d Metal Co., Inc.

t,»7«.7ll. (See 2,944.415.)

Z,M«,OM, R. F. Reifers, Molded pulp egg carton, filed Mar.

25, 1963. D.C. Md. (Baltimore). Doc. 14510. Diamond Sa-

tional Corporation v. Harry C. Walterhoefer, Jr. et al.

8,00ft.C7S, J. H. Milne. Dixie dredge; De*. 188,477, same.

Dredge, filed Mar. 26. 1968, D.C. M.D. Tenn. (Nashville).

Doc. 3428, The Dixie Dredge Corporation v. American Marine

d Machinery Co., Inc. et al.

- S.atS,UW, H B. Plckrell, Cargo vessel, filed Mar. 21, 1963.

D.C. Oreg. (Portland). Doc. 63-100, RPTZ-PATCO. Inc. v.

Pacific Inland Navigation Co.

8,M»,S0S. (See 2,971,703.)

S.W4.ei8. A. B. Neumann, Toy, filed Sept. 19, 1982. D.C,

S.D.N.Y., Doc. 62/3182, Marvin Olaae d Aetociatea et ano. v.

Jolly Toy Inc. Cause dlamlsaed May 8, 1963. SMiie. fiied

Mar 29, 1963, D.C. 8.D.N.Y., Doc. 63/881, Marvin Olaet d

Aeaociatet et ano. v. Mangel Molding Corp. Bmm. filed Apr.

5, 1963, D.C, S.D.N.Y., Doc. 63C-362, Marvin OUue i Ano-

oiatet et ano. v. Oyro Dynamic Inc.

I.W.aK. Potta and CaireUi, Loose leaf binder, filed Mar.

19, 1963. D.C Maas. (Boston). Doc. 63-223-C. WiUon Jonea

Company v. Elbe File d Binder Co., Inc.

B«.tS349. (See 2,622.87&)

Be. t8.188, Brown and Waller. Method of and apparatus

for handling raw materials in the production of hydrolyied

feather meal and other poultry by-product meal, filed Mar.

28, 1963, D.C, S.D. Miss. (Jackson). Doc. 3896. El Dorado

Poultry By-Producta Company v. A.B.C. Rendering of Ban

Antonio, Inc. et al.

I>«*. 18S.1M. 8. unman. Coin tray, filed Mar. 26, 1968.

D.C. ^.N.Y., Doc. 63/841, B*ymour Vllman v. Damar Prod-

ucta, Inc.

Des. 188.560, M. Bobrtck, Combined hospital and bed light

ilxture and service outlet control panel, filed Mar. 22. 1963.

DC, N.D. Calif. (San Francisco), Doc. 41391, Bunbeam

Lighting Company v. Pacific Aaaociated Lighting, Inc.

Dee. 188.477. (See 3,006,278.)

De*. 19S.M8. R. H. Gray. Hand winch, filed Mar. 27, 1963,

D.C. Oreg. (Portland), Doc. «3-118, Robert H. Oray v. Mont

gomery Ward d Oompanif.
. 11
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Matter enclosed In heary brackets II appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification
;
matter

m.ai.ic4 c ,. J
printed In italics indicates additions made by reissue

25,408
CONtlNUOUS EXPOSURE APPARATUS FOR PRO-
DUCING PHOTOCOPIES FROM FLAT PATTERNS

Walter Limbcrgcr, Hamburg, Germany, aaiignor to Lumo-
print Zlndler K.G., Hamburg, Germany

Original No. 2,930,284, dated Mar. 29, 1960, Ser. No.

586,162, May 21, 1956. AppUcatioo for reissue June 7,

1961, Ser. No. 121,805
Claims priority, application Gcrmanj^May 20, 1955

7 Claims. (CL 88—24)

a point immediately precedi^ig the point where the blades

of said rotor enter said high pressure outlet and back

along the periphery of said rotor toward said low pressure

inlet, the swirl chamber having a wall defining the cham-

ber which has a shape of a portion of a spiral extending

outwardly away from said rotor and back along the pe-

riphery of said rotor in a direction opposite to the direc-

tion of rotation of said rotor with the portion of the

smaller radius of curvature being toward said high pres-

sure outlet, said wall ii^ersecting said housing along the

periphery of said rotor adjacent said point immediately

f^

^ - M tt

1. A continuous-exposure apparatus for producing pho-

tocopies from substantially fiat originals, comprising

means providing an exposure slot arranged perpendicu-

larly to the path of movement of CtheJ an original to be

copied, means providing an image slot arranged perpen-

dicularly to the path of movement of [thej a film to be

exposed, the slots being approximately linear in form and

parallel to each other, a system of mirrors inclined to the

slots for reflecting light-from the original and directing

the light [on to] onto the film, an optical>»ifstem included

in the path of light reflected from saia original to the

film, means for feeding the original and the film past the

slots at proportional speeds, means providing a common
feed slot for the original and the film having diverging

guideways, pressure feed means associated with each of

the ilots. the guideways being arranged to feed the orig-

inal and the film separately between the apprc^riate slot

and the pressure feed means associated therewith, an en •

closing Casing through which the common feed slot opens

and in which the means providing the slots and associated

components are housed, and means providing ejection

slots extending from the exposure and image slots through

the casing. I ^

25,409
TURBO MACHINE

Robert Coester, Zumikon, Zarkh, Swi^eriaod, j^f^V^or

to Maschinenfabrik Bcnnlogcr A.-G., Uzwill, Switzer-

land
Original No. 2,968,436^ dated Jan. 17, 1961, Ser. No.

766,229, Oct 9, 1958. Appttcation for rcisnc Aug. 22,

1961, Ser. No. 134,052
Claims priority, application Switzerland Oct 10, 1957

lOCIaiml. (CI. 230—125)
1. A transverse flow blower, comprising a rotor, a

housing around said rotor and extending along the periph-

ery of the rotor, said rotor having a plurality of blades

spaced around the periphery thereof and having a hollow

annular center into which the spaces between the blades

open, said rotor being mounted in said housing for rota-

tion in one direction, a low pressure inlet opening into

said rotor housing along one portion of the periphery of

said rotor, and a high pressure outlet opening out of said

rotor housing from another portion of the periphery of

said rotor, the rotor separating said inlet and outlet, and

said housing having a swirl chamber therein opening into

said rotor housing along the periphery of said rotor from

12

preceding the point where the blades of said rotor enter

the high pressure outlet to form a first cut-off point, and

intersecting the wall of said housing along the periphery

of the rotor adjacent the inlet to form a second cut-off

point, whereby fluid being drawn into said inlet is de-

flected inwardly through the blades of said rotor by said

second cut-off pbint, thereby causing a reduced pressure

in said swirl chamber which causes the fluid to be moved

outwardly between the blades of the rotor into said swirl

chamber, so that fluid is moved through the spaces be-

tween the blades as the blades enter the outlet.

25,410
GRINDING WHEELS

Hubert E. Wayland, KnozTillc, Tenn., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Tysaman Machine Company, Inc.,

Knoxville, Tenn., a corporation of Dehiwarc
Original No. 2,980,098, dated Apr. 18, 1961, Ser. No.

748,046, July 11, 1958. Application for reiswc Aug.

25, 1961, Ser. No. 136,386
8Chdnit. (Q. 125—3)

8. A grinding wheel comprising a device adapted for

turning movement about an upright axis, said device

having a bottom face, mounting members abutting against

said bottom face, means for detachably securing said

mounting members to the device, abrasive cutting seg-

ments secured to the mounting members, some of said

cutting segments having abrasive surfaces in a plane

normal to said upright axis, and others of the cutting seg-

ments having abrasive surfaces spaced radially outward

from the first-mentioned abrasive surfaces and turned at

acute angles to the plane of said first-mentioned abrasive

surfaces.

PATENTS
GRANTED JULY 2, 1963

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3 095 572

PLUGGING GUN OF THE REPEATING TYPE
Jean-Marie Fr6d«rlc Massacrter, 29 Rue Camelinat

Saint-Etlcnnc, France

Filed Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 1W,736

Cbikns priority, application France Jan. 19, 1961

6 Clahns. (CL 1—44.5)

3 095 573

EXPLOSIVE-CHARGE OPERATED FASTENING
TOOLS ^ ^ _^..

John Royston SIddons, Lower Plen^, Victoria, Australia

Filed Nov. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 150^28

Clahns priority, application Great Britata Nov. 10, 1960

7 Clahns. (CI. 1—44.5)

2S » ^ ^ ^ ">

1. A gun for plugging a surface, comprising a body

having a front and rear end, said body including an en-

larged housing portion, said body being provided with a

first longitudinal bore ui the front end thereof, said hous-

ing portion being provided with a bore of larger diam-

eter than the first said bore and opening thcremto, said

bores being parallel to one another and eccentrically ar-

ranged, a shield encircling the front end of the body and

removably coupled thereto, a cylinder removably and

revolvably supported inside the bore in the housmg por-

tion of the body and provided with a pluraUty of an-

nularly distributed cartridge chambers each of which is

adapted to register in succession with the first said bore,

a ring slidingly supported inside the first bore a hoUow

barrel slidingly supported inside said ring and including

a forwardly facing shoulder at the rear thereof and a

rearwardly tapering terminal section slidmgly supported

in the rear end of the first said bore, a slider, an end-

piece detachably secured to the slider and extendmg for-

wardly of the barrel, said end-piece bemg adapted for

being urged against the surface to be plugged to move

said slider, means including a trigger, striker and sear sup-

ported in the body and cooperating with the slider to

^k the gun and adapt the same for bemg operated U)

fire the cartridge in the chamber registering witii the bar-

rel in the first said bore, two aligned springs located on

cither side of the sliding ring, one of said sprmgs being

supported between the ring and the "d-p.ece the oAcr

spring being supported between the rmg and the shoulder

of tie barrel, to urge the barrel rearwardly into engage^

mem with the cylintier. said cylinder m turn'-bemg urged

^^Sy into engagement with the housing portion of

the body at the rear end of the bore therem.

(ifa //

1. In an explosive-charge operated fastening toolof

the kind described a driving piston ^d a separate pusher,

the pusher being adapted to move axially relative to the

driving piston and also being adapted to seat on the driv-

ing piston, and the driving piston having a through bore

for gaseous pressure, whereby gas pressure resulting from

the firing of an explosive charge in the fastemng tool

causes relative movement between tiie pusher and the

driving piston.

3,095,574 ^ '^^^

HANDLE LOCK FOR STAPLING DEVICES
Albert L. Robbing, New York, N.V.

(163—64 22nd Are., Whitestone, N.Y.)
,

Filed Dec. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 162,520 4

1 Claim. (CL 1—49)

'- f :&?-

I

_J

In a stapling device of the class described, mcluding a

frame element, a handle element mounted for pivotal

movement with respect to said frame c emcnt, and re-

silient means normaUy urging said handle clement in a

given angular direction of roUition, improved locking

means for selectively fixing said handle element against

tiic action of said spring comprising: a shaft element and

a latch element; said shaft clement being of cyhndnca^

configuration and transversely projecting through said

frame element and having first and second ends extendmg

outwardly thereof; said latch clement being of elongated

U shaped configuration and having first and second re-

sUient hook means at opposite first and second ends there-

of freely pivptally engaged upon said first and second

ends of said shaft element, and a transverse member

interconnecting said hook means and selectively project-

able into the path of movement of said handle clement

to engage a portion thereof.
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3,095,575
WELDER'S HOOD

Samuel J. Radov, Los Angeles, Calif., aolgDor to

David F. Krumme, Jr., El Moatc, Calif.

FUcd June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 35,997

5 Claims. (Cl. 2—»)
,

pocket substantially coinciding with the upper limit of the

bifurcation, said pocket being open at the top and bot-

tom, and a hollow tapered metallic recepUcle provided

in said pocket.

3,095,577
TOILET TANK FLUSHING MECHANISM
CharlM J. Clark, 6237 W. Uncoln Creek DriTe^

MUwaakcc, Wis.

FUcd Mar. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 177,314
5 Claims. (CL 4—19)

1. In a welder's hood having a vertical front section

provided with a viewing aperture, a head harness secured

to the hood and adjustable so that said aperture may. be

disposed in the wearer's line of vision, and a lens adapted

to slide into and out of alignment with said aperture,

mechanism for so sliding said lens; said mechanism in-

cluding a chin-operable actuator embodying a slide mem-

ber mounted on said hood for sliding movement in a

substantially vertical plane, and a chin extension pivotal-

ly connected to said slide member for bodily movement

with said slide member and for swinging movement rel-

ative to said slide member about a substantially hori-

zontal axis, adjustable means accessible exteriorly of said

hood for limiting the extent of swinging movement, in a

downward direction, of said chin extension, a chin plate

mounted on said chin extension, means on said chin ex-

tension and said chin plate accessible exteriorly of said

hood for independently adjusting the horizontal spacing

of said chin plate from said front section and the angu-

lar orienution of said chin plate with respect to said

chin extension, a pair of levers pivotally mounted on

said hood and operatively engaged by said slide member,

said levers being operatively connected to said slidable

lens in a manner whereby pivotal movement of said levers

slides said lens.

3,095^76
APRON FOR USE WHEN TREATING SMALL PIGS

Ellsworth W. Jcnter, Rte. 1, Arlcc, Mont.

Filed May 24, 1962, Ser. No. 197,367

3 Claims. (CI. 2—51)

\y-'

1. In a flushing mechanism for toilets, a flush tank,

an outlet pipe for water extending into the tank having

a valve seat on its upper end, an overflow pipe disposed in

the tank and communicating with the pipe, an inlet pipe

for water extending into the tank, valve means for con-

trolling the flow of water from the inlet pipe into the

tank, a normally open flush valve carried by the over-

flow pipe for the valve scat of the inlet pipe, a frame

rockably mounted on the overflow pipe above the flush

valve, a float carried by. the frame for rocking the frame

to a raised position when water is flowing into the tank,

spring means normally holding the frame and float in a

raised position, means operatively connecting the frame

with the water inlet valve and normally holding the valve

closed with the frame in a raised position, means opera-

tively connecting the frame with the flush valve and for

holding the flush valve in a raised position off of its seat

with the frame in ^ raised position, and manual means for

rocking the frame and float to a lowered position with

the water inlet valve in an open position and the flush

valve in a lowered closed position, the float functioning

to raise the frame upon the raising of water in the tank

to open the flushing valve and close the water inlet valve.

3,095^78
DISPOSABLE URINAL BAG

George A. Stanford, JackaonTille, IIL

(% V. A. Hospital, KnoxvUie, Iowa)
Filed Dec. 27, IMl, Ser. No. 162,398

SCIplmi. (0.4—110)

1 . An apron for use when treating small pigs compris-

ing, a body portion, the lower section off said body portion

being bifurcated so as to form two spaced depending leg

portions, a downwardly tapered pocket secured to the

body portion centrally thereof substantially in line with

the space between the leg pOTtions, the lower edfe of the

1

1. A container for the collection of disposable matter

comprising,

(a) a tubular supporting collar having an outwardly

projecting flange,
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(6) a bag having ito open end embrasing and peripher-

ally adhered to the collar,

(c) a tear strip integrated with the bag below the ad-

herence to the collar and severable from the bag

to release the bag from the collar, and

(rf) a band of pressure-sensitive adhesive disposed in-

teriorly around the bag below the tear strip to reseal

the open end of the bag remaining after release of

the bag from the collar.

3,095,579

COLUMN SHOWER
Clarence C. Gerow, CUymont, Del., Herman F. Bottchcr,

Plainficid, NJ., and Charics F. Molzcn, Philadelphia,

and Harper Landcll, Whkemarsh, Pa., assignors to

Spcakman Company, Wilmington, Del.

FUed Oct 30, 1961, Ser. No. 148,526
"^

4 Claims. (CL 4—145)

1. A vertically disposed free standing multi-person

shower bath accessible from all directions thereabout,

comprising:

(a) a vertical hollow standard,

(6) means cooperating with the bottom of the stand-

ard to support the latter,

(c) a housing carried by said standard in a zone spaced

above the standard supporting means, said housing

having a series of shower heads located near the top

thereof,

(«/) a manifold block having two horizontally spaced,

substantially parallel ckcular manifolds therein, said

block being supported by the top of said standard,

said housing being attached to and supported by said

block, one manifold being connected to a source of

supply of hot water and a second manifold being

connected to a source of supply of cold water, each

manifold having a plurality of take-off conduits, one

conduit from each manifold being connected to a

mixing valve, said mixing valve being controlled

through said housing, and a conduit from each mix-

ing valve carrying mixed hot and cold water to a

shower head.

tioned within said opening, said sink including a bowl

and a horizontal rim extending around said bowl, said rim

having an edge portion engaging the upper surface of said

drainboard; a clamping structure for securing said sink

to said drainboard comprising a channel bracket con-

nected to said rim and projecting downwardly within said

opening, said bracket including a pair of horizontal in-

wardly extending flanges having edges spaced apart to

provide on said bracket a slot, a downwardly extending

lip on one of said flanges and being substantially hori-

zontally coextensive therewith, said lip providing on op-

posite sides thereof opposed vertical seating portions sub-

stantially the thickness dimension of said drainboard, a

plurality of securing clamps supported on said bracket,

said clamps each having a horizontal leg extending under-

neath said drainboard. said horizontal leg including a first

horizontal portion engaging the underneath side of said

drainboard. said leg further including a downwardly ex-

tending second portion connected to said first portion and

a third horizontal portion disposed vertically in alignment

with said channel bracket, and a vertical member on each

clamp connected to said third horizontal portion, said

vertical member including at least one pair of vertical

fingers horizontally spaced from each other and having

opposed flat faces to provide a slot of greater width than

said lip, said flat faces of said fingers overlapping and

engaging said opposed seating portions whereby the

greater portion of said lip is disposed in said slot of said

clamp, said third horizontal portion of said leg having

a threaded opening, a vertical threaded fastener attending

through said opening, said fastener extending through the

slot of said bracket and having at its upper end a bead

which is slidable horizontally within said bracket where-

upon tightening of said fastener said sink is secured to

said drainboard.

3,095,581
PANEL SHOWERS

Clarence C. Gerow, Claymont, Del., and Herman F.

Bottcber, Plainfiekl, NJ., assignon to Spcakman Com-
pany, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Feb. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 170,602
7 Claims. (CL 4—192)

3,095^80
SINK MOUNTING CONSTRUCTION

Matyas J. Just, 3000 Sheridan Road, Chicago, IIL

FUed June 5, 1962, Ser. No. 200,199

1 Claim. (O. 4—187)

J» M

In a sink structure including a drainboard having a

certain thickness dimension and an opening, a sink posi-

1. An expansion unit for a prefabricated, surface

mounted, plumbing fixture, comprising in combination:

(fl) two front panels, each having rearwardly offset

flanges at opposite edges for seating against a build-

ing wall, said front panels having an opening there-

between,

(fr) means to attach said flanges to said wall,

(c) a joining plate wider than said opening having a

contour similar to each of said front panels, said

joining i^ate having a series of matching holes at

,

one edge thereof for attachment to one of said front

panels,

(if) said joining plate having an interior strip on the

interior surface of said joining plate to receive said

other panel between the rear surface of said joining

plate and said interior strip, in sliding engagement

therewith,

(«) and bolts through said front {date and said in-
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terior stwp to draw the said interior strip towards

said front plate.

3,095,582

FOOT FLUSH ASSEMBLIES FOR USE WITH A
WATER CLOSET '

Arthur P. Booth, The Elms, Bushby, Thumby,
Leicestershire, Enshind

Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,850

Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 3, 1960

3 Claims. (CL 4—249)

1. A foot flush assembly for use with a water closet

having a flush lever, comprising a foot pedal device

including a cawier plate, means to fasten said plate to a

supporting surface, a pedal arm hinged at one end thereof

to said plate, an extension piece slidably mounted on said

arm at the other end thereof, and a foot step portion

formed on said arm intermediate the two ends ihefeof,

draw means adapted to be coupled between said exten-

sion piece and said flush lever, said draw means m-

corporating return spring means attached at one end

thereof to said draw means and at the other end to Siiid

flush lever, and connecting means loosely attached to said

return spring means and having means for adjustably

clamping the draw means so as to vary the effective

length of the latter.

ends for supporting opposing ends of said upper

frame relative to said lower frame when the legs

are in the open position.

3 095 584
HONEYCOMB UNCAPPING MACHINE

Earl R. J. Cusden, Dearborn, Mich.

(8251 Bryce Road, Goodclis, Mich.)

Filed May 19, 1961, Ser. No. 111,202

8 Claims. (CL 6—12)

3,095,583
PLAY PEN

Leo Golub, Marblehead, and Max Zaiger, Swampscott,

Mass., assignors, by mesne assignments, to Paul K.

Engel, Rochester, N.Y.
. FUed Jan. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 728
'

8 Claims. (CI. 5—99)

4. A honeycomb uncapping machine comprising an

elongated honeycomb supporting base having first and

second ends, longitudinally spaced first and second posts

fixed to and rising from the base, a horizontally elon-

gated knife assembly extending between and slidably

mounted for vertical movement on the posts, and an

operating assembly mounted on the base longitudinally

outwardly of a post and operativcly connected to the

knife assembly, said knife assembly comprising a pair of

coextensive, laterally spaced knife elements, said oper-

ating means comprising a standard fixed to and rising

from the base, a normally horizontal handle lever piv-

oted intermediate its ends on said standard on a level

above the posts, flexible arm means individually fixed

to and rising from the knife elements, and link and lever

means operatively connected to the handle lever and said

arm means.

3,095,585
TRAILER MECHANISM

John L. Thomas, 2259 N. 65th St, Wauwatosa, Wis.

Filed Feb. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 174,169

1 CUihn. (a. 9—1)

1 A foldable play pen comprising, in combination,

(a) an upper frame having two sections pivoted with

respect to each other on an axis,

(/?) a pair of legs carried on each opposing side of the

upper frame and being pivoted with respect to each

other approximately on said axis between open and

closed positions,

(c) a lower frame comprising the lower portions ot

said legs and means rigidly connecting opposing ones

of said pairs of legs for supporting a foldable floor

thereon,

{d) a. pair of end support means pivoted on said lower

frame at opposite ends of the play pen, each support

means being releasably lockable with a correspond-

ing one of said upper frame sections at said opposite

In combination with a water craft having a stern, rela-

tively spaced side walls and a prow, of a shaft extending

between and through each wall to the exterior thereof,

a pair of brackets each having a semi-spherical surface

and embracing said shaft, one bracket disposed in side of

said craft and the other bracket disposed in the other

side of said craft, a side plate secured to each side ex-

teriorly thereof and having a portion contoured and com-

plementary to the semi-spherical surface of an adjacent

bracket, means securing said bracket to said shaft and to

said side plates, said semi-^herical portion of each

bracket having exteriorly of said craft provided with a

serrated edge disposed annularly about and radially of

said shaft, a pair of spring mountings each rotatably and

slidably disposed on said shaft exteriorly of said craft

arid adjacent one of said brackets, each of said mountings

having a serrated edge complemtntary to the serrated

edge of an adjacent bracket and normally engaged there-

with, whereby said mounting is normally held against

^ GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
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rotation on said shaft, releasable means carried by each

end of said shaft and normally holding said mountmgs

with said serrated edges in engagement and said mountings

against sliding motion on said shaft, a pair of leaf springs

each having one end releasably secured to one of said

mountings, said leaf springs extending from said mount-

ings in a direction relatively parallel to each other and

normal to the axis of said shaft, an inverted U -like yoke

member secured to the free end of each of said leaf

springs and depending therefrom, a wheel disposed be-

tween the depending legs of each yoke member and rotat-

ably carried thereby, and a hitch attached to the bow of

said craft adapted for connection with the rear of a ve-

hicle to be towed thereby.

17

passing through said aperture and having one end secured

to said reel and its other end provided with detachable

means for sccurcment to an object.

3,095,588 ™^„
APPARATUS FOR FORMING NAILS FROM

WIRE STOCK
Dieter Haubold, Lutzowstrasse 8-10,

Hannover, Germany
Filed Feb. 1, I960, Ser. No. 5,865

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 30, 19S9

1 Clahn. (CI. 10—Ai)

3,095,584 ^^
RING BUOY LIFE PRESERVER

Lndwlg S. Baler, 4538 SW. Macadam Atc
Portland 1, Oreg.

FUed Apr. 22, 1959, Ser. No. 808,272

2 Claims. (CI. 9—340)

2 A ring buoy life preserver comprising -a substanti-

ally rigid annular core pre-formed in one piece of molded

plastic material having a cellular structure of low dens y

and a relatively thin two-piece substantially rigid plastic

shell enclosing and adhesively secured to said core, said

shell comprising a pair of P"=-f°^'"'=^.'='^^"L"
?^'/v

members of channel shape in cross section adhesively

secured together by lap joints «t«="d.ng around the inner

and outer margins of the buoy, each of said shell mem-

bers being molded of resin-impregnated fiber glass.

3,095,587
LIFE JACKET

Milton W. Whalen, 1135 Newfleld R^d, BaWmore 7 Md.

Filed Feb. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 88,406

ICUilm. (CI. 9—342)

An apparatus for manufacturing nails, comprising, in

combination, a die body consisting of an upper part and

a lower part, said parts having opposed surfaces and a

plurality of parallel opposed grooves formed in said sur-

faces, said grooves lying in parallel juxtaposition with

respect to each other, said upper part being movable into

engagement with said lower part, said die body parts

having an open recessed portion, having parallel side walls

the ends of said grooves being uniformly spaced from said

walls of said recessed portion, a stamp having a part fitting

into the recessed portion of said die body, two opposed

movable cheeks spaced from said die body and having

cutting edges extending the entire width of said plurality

of grooves transversely to the direction of said grooves,

said cutting edges having points movable to a cutting

position wherein they arc located adjacent a plane extend-

ing through the interengaging opposite surfaces of the

die body parts, a matrix located between said cheeks and

said die body and having a supporting surface extending

substantially in the plane of the bottoms of the grooves

of said lower part, said matrix having an inner space,

a serrated cutting edge located in said space and close

to said die body, said cutting edge extending substantially

perpendicularly to the direction of said grooves to said

supporting surface, and a movable cutter stamp located

above said matrix and having a cutting edge extending

substantially parallel to the last-mentioned cutting edge

and cooperating therewith, the cutting edges of said cheeks

having surfaces extending substantially perpendicularly to

the surfaces of the cutting edges of the matrix and cutter.

In combination, a wearable life preserver having buoy-

ant portions and garment portions to unite said buoyant

portions into a vest shape having an opening in its front

so as to be fittable onto a person and having said opening

adapted to be closed to retain said life preserver on said

person, said life preserver having an adjacent portion on

each side of said opening composed only of garment por-

tions and surrounded, except at their coextensive sides

at least partly by buoyant portions so as to form a cavity

when said opening is closed, fastening means mounted

within said cavity on one side of said opening, and a reel

assembly including a frame mounted within said cavity

on the other side of said opening and having means to de-

tachably engage said fastening means, whereby said frame

serves to close said opening, a reel rotatably mounted in

said frame, said frame having an aperture, and a line

3,095,589

MACHINES FOR APPLYING PRESSURE TO
SHOE BOTTOMS

Charles H. Anniss, Thomas Aubrey Kestell, and Eraest

Tipper, Leicester, England, assignors to United Shoe

Machinery Corporation, Ficmington, NJ., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey ^ .„,
Ffled Dec. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 160,483

Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 7, 1961

* 15 Cbiims. (CI. 12—33)

1. A machine for applying pressure to shoe bottoms

having fluid pressure applying members providing be-

tween them a separating gap to enable an operator free-

dom in presenting a shoe to the machine, having:

(a) a hydraulic system actuated through a predeter-

mined cycle, first to close up the separating gap

quickly between the shoe pressure members, then

to apply a relatively low pressure, and thereafter to

apply a heavy working pressure to the shoe,

(b) a treadle for starting the hydraulic cycle, and

(c) means acting to halt the hydraulic cycle just before

heavy pressure is exerted on the shoe,

in combination with

1
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id) a safety control for slowing down to the speed with

which the pressure applying members are actuated

before applying heavy pressure to the shoe to pre-

jecting upwardly from said base frame at spaced apart

intervals with the standards in each pair lying on oppo-

site sides of said base frame, ramp bars extending trans-

versely of said base frame between said pairs of stand-

ards with the opposite ends of said ramp 4>ars slidably

received by said pairs of standards, a ramp sectioo ex-

tending between each adjacent pair of said standards so.

as to define a continuous ramp extending lengthwise of

said structure, said ramp sections each being hingedly

connected at its leadipg end to ooe of said ramp ban
with its opposite end overlying and su^xxled for slid-

ing movement on the next adjacent ramp section, with

the pivoted ends of said ramp sections all extending in

the same direction, cable means mounting said ramp

vent the hands of the operator while presenting the

shoe to the machine from being subject to impact

between the pressure applying members.

3,095,590
SHOE ASSEMBLING AND LOCATING

ATTACHMENT
Max Neckrkh, Shamokin, Pa.

(1515 Mifflin St., Hunttngdon, Pa.)

Filed Aug. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 219,289

3 Claims. (CI. 12—141)

bars for joint vertical movement along said pairs of ver-

tical standards, said cable means comprising sets of cables

operativcly connected to the opposite ends of said ramp
bars and extending to a common cable actuating means
capable of simultaneously paying out and reeling in

said sets of cables, said sets of cables being arranged,

upon actuation of said cable actuating means, to move
said ramp sections from a lower position to an upper

position, said ramp sections being aligned when in said

lower position to define an inclined ramp leading to an

underlying tier of a vehicle transport, and aligned when
in the upper position to define a ramp leading to the

uppermost tier of the vehicle transport, and releasable

locking means automatically operable to engage and se-

cure said ramp bars in their upper positions.

3,0991592
PIPE CLEANING MACHINE

Robert G. Hunt, Los Anfeies, CaHf., aasigDor to Marco
Products Company, Los Aageles, Calif., a firm

FUed June 5, 19<1, Scr. No. 114,766
IClaimM. (CL15—104J)

1. In combination with a last, a shoe assembling and

locating attachment embodying a flexible flat strip

adapted to be disposed vertically so as to extend trans-

versely about the rear end of- the last spaced below and

adjacent the upper edge thereof, means provided on said

strip adapted to receive securing elements disposed on

opposite sides of the rear end of the last and driven into

the last to fixedly secure the strip to the last in the dis-

posed relation thereto, and abutment means overhanging

the front face of said strip and supported from the mid-

portion of the upper edge of said strip, said abutment

means being constructed and arranged to engage the top

rear edge portion of a shoe upper at each side of the

middle seam thereof.

<» #*^5

3,095,591

TRAVELING RAMP FOR LOADING VEHICLES
ONTO MULTIPLE DECK TRANSPORT

Steward T. Buck, % Buck Equipment Corp., 720 Ander-

son Ferry Road, Cincimuitl 38, Ohio
Filed Sept. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 54,028

7 Claims. (CI. 14—72)
1. An adjustable ramp structure for loadmg vehicles

onto multiple tiered transports, said structure compris-

ing an elongated base frame mounting a plurality of

spaced apart pairs of vertically disposed standards pro-

1. A reel for housing a flexible plumbers' snake formed

of helically coiled spring wire, comprising a circular

wheel disk having a central hub and having a rim with

a drive belt-receiving peripheral groove therein, a plu-

rality of rod-like members mounted in said rim at circum-

ferentially spaced points in a plane adjacent but axially

spaced from the groove, said members each including a

straight radially projecting section immediately beyond

the rim and a circularly curved forwardly projecting arcu-

ate section therebeyond extending through about 270",

and a ring of somewhat greater diameter than said wheel

disk spaced a»ally forward thereof, the arcuate sections

of said rod-like members having their ends mounted in

and supporting said ring, said ring and wheel disk defining

an annular opening into the annular snake-receiving space

defined by said rod-like members.

\
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3^5493
FEATHER DUSTER
1609-11 CwbI^ St., Omaha 2, Nelnr.

FUed Sept 13, 1960, Scr. No. 55,760

1 Claim, (a. 15—234)

means for operating the same, a common control means

for said power units comprising a bearing and an elon-

gated manipulating element supported thereby for rela-

tive axial and rotatable movement, a first actuating means

operated by said element upon rotatable movement there-

of for rendering said wiper means power unit operative

and inoperative, a second actuating means operated by

said element upon axial movement thereof for rendering

such washer means power unit operative and inoperative,

including a fluid chamber means secured to said bearing,

said manipulating element having an end portion projected

from said bearing into said chamber means, said chamber

means having an inlet and a fluid bleed means arranged

opposite each other at positions spaced axially of said ele-

ment, an outlet for said chamber means, said inlet being

A feather duster of the character described, compris-

ing a cylindrical plastic casing having a closed base and

a splayed opening in the upper end thereof, and a cylin-

drical plug slidably mounted .within the said cylmdncal

plasUc casing, the said plug having a series of annular

spaced apart tapering grooves encompassing the upper

end thereof, and in which is secured the quills of a plu-

rality of feathers, and a wire encompassing the upper

end of the said plug to which it is secured, the said wire

encompassing said quills and lying in the said grooves

which prevents the said wire from coming in conUct with

the inside wall of the said cylindrical plastic casing when

the said cylindrical plug is manually moved from end to

end of the said cylindrical casing, a thumb screw having

one end secured in the lower porUon of the said cyhn-

drical plug and projecting outward through a longi-

tudinally extending slot in the said cylindrical plastic cas-

ing, whereby the said feathers may be projected from Uie

said splayed end of the said plastic casing when it is de-

sired to dust an object, and retracted withm the said

splayed end of the said plasUc casing when the said

feather duster is to be stored.

*

connectible with a source of fluid pressure and said outlet

being connectible with said second actuating means, a

one piece valve member formed of a resilient material

and mounted on the projected end portion of said manip-

ulating element so as to constitute an extension therefor,

said valve member being of a greater diameter than said

end portion so that on axial movement of said element in

one direction to a first position, one end face of said valve

member acts to close said inlet whereby Said outlet and

bleed means are in fluid communication, and on axial

movement of said element in an opposite direction to a sec-

ond position the opposite end face of said valve member

acts to close said bleed means whereby said inlet and

outlet are in fluid communication, and means for yield-

ably holding said element in said first position therefor.

3,095,594

PLASTERER'S FINISHING TOOL
Prter B. Domijos, 1929 McHlwijIth St, MMkefon, Midi.

Filed Apr. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 25,574

3 Claims. (CU 15—235.4)

3,095,596

WINDSHIELD CLEANING APPARATUS
John R. Oishel, Buffalo, and Martin BItzer, Kenmorc,

N.Y., assignors to Trico Products Corporation, Buffalo,

NY
Filed July 30, 1959, Ser. No. 830,543

3 Claims. (CL 15—250.02)

1 A plastering finishing tool for dcnsifying and smooth-

ing "the surface of a wall during the plastering thereof

including a member having at least one flexible, thin,

flat working surface for movement along the wall, an

elongated flat rigid strip of small cross section secured

along the edge of said surface used for applying pressure

to the wall, said strip extending from said workmg sur-

face a uniform distance.

3,095,595 „^„
WINDSHIELD CLEANER CONTROL DEVICE

Ernest E. Lovell, Detroit, Mich., assignor to The I^>?*f
Compuiy, CookevUle, Tenn., a corporaUon of Ten-

"*'^
Filed Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76,289

2 Claims. (CI. 15—250.01)

1 In a windshield cleaning system, wiper means and a

washer means, a power unit associated with each of said

1. A windshield cleaning system comprising a wiper

unit including a wiper motor, a wiping element, and

transmission means therebetween; a combined pump and

coordinator unit constituting an entity separate and dis-

tinct from said wiper motor and adapted to be mounted

proximate thereto; first control means for producing sole

operation of said wiper unit without accompanying op-
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eration of said combined pump and coordinator unit;

second control means for providing joint operation of said

wiper unit and said combined pump and coordinator unit;

said combined pump and coordinator unit comprising

a base, a shaft journaled in said base, a pump including

a pump shaft mounted on said base, means on said shaft

adapted to be coupled to said wiper motor output where-

by said wiper motor drives said shaft, eccentric disk

means mounted on said shaft, a first strap mounted on

said eccentric disk, means, means for selectively coupling

said first strap to said pump shaft, a second strap coupled

to said eccentric disk means, a ratchet and cam assembly

mounted for rotation on said base, a pawl driven by said

second strap for engagement with said ratchet, means
mounted on said base member and responsive to the ma-
nipulation of said second control means for rotating said

ratchet and cam assembly, switch means adapted to be

actuated incidental to rotation of said ratchet and cam
assembly to thereby energize said wiper motor, means re-

sponsive to the rotation of said ratchet and cam assembly

for coupling said pump shaft to said first strap and there-

by causing the rotation of said shaft produced by the op-

eration of said wij^r motor to drive said pump to there-

by provide a period of joint wiper motor and washer pump
operation and thereafter terminate said connection there-

by permitting said wiper motor to continue in operation

without accompanying pump operation, said ratchet in-

cluding means associated therewith to permit said wiper

motor to operate without producing accompanying oper-

ation of said pump when said first control means arc ac-

tuated.

-^

1

3,095,597
WINDSHIELD WIPER

CUmAt F. Waldron, Columbus, Miss., assignor to Ameri-

can Bosch Arma Corporation, a corporation of New
Yorit

Filed Mar. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 13,930

10 Claims. (CI. 15—250.17)

PmCnOlK. ».*

1. In a device of the characj^r described, an electric

motor, a source of power, a wiper member operatively

connected to said motor and adapted to be actuated there-

by and means for parking said wiper motor in predeter-

mined position, said means comprkin^.« contact ring, a

first contact member adapted to contact said ring, an arcu-

ate contact member and a second contact member adapted

to contact said arcuate contact member, said first and

second contact members being electrically connected, and

means for energizing said contact ring through energiza-

tion of said arcuate con:act member, said motor having

series field and shunt field windings, and switch means

for controlling the energization of said motor, said switch

means having high speed, low speed and park settings,

said switch means being connected to said motor whereby

when said switch means is on its park setting thai said

shunt and field windings will be energized and said con-

tact finger will move until it reaches the end of said arcu-

ate contact.

3,095,598
DISPENSING CONTAINER

Carmen J. Gonnella, Succasunna, NJ., and Paul A. Mar-
chant, Kansas City, Mo., assignors, by direct and mesne
assignments, to The Mennen Company, a corporation of
New Jersey, and Consolidated Thermopbistics Com-
pany, a corporation of Delaware

Filed May 16, 1960, Ser. No. 29,528
5 Claims. (CI. 15—571)

I. A roller assembly for dispensing containers compris-

ing a roller element having an elliptical cross section along

one dimension and a substantially circular cross section

normal to said one dimension; a fitment including an

elliptical socket adapted to receive said roller element for

rotation in the elliptical socket about said one dimension

of the roller element, said roller element being movable

in the elliptical socket to and from dispensing and non-dis-

pensing positions portions of said elliptical socket closely

engaging said roller element to maintain the roller element

in the socket, a portion of said roller clement being ex-

posed outside said elliptical socket; said elliptical socket

having an opening therein; a second socket located out-

side of and integral with said elliptical socket, said second

socket being located around the opening in the elliptical

socket thereby providing communication between the sock-

ets; a resilient element positioned in and substantially con-

forming in shape to said second socket, a portion of said

resilient element extending into the elliptical socket sufTi-

cient to be engageable by the roller element when the lat-

ter is in non-dispensing position and spaced from the

roller element when the latter is in dispensing position an
opening through said resilient element and portion thereof;

an opening in said second socket located remote from the

opening in the elliptical socket; said opening through

the resilient element being in substantial alignment with

the opening in the elliptical socket and the opening in the

second socket; said roller element being movable from
said dispensing position to said non-dispensing position

upon the application of pressure on said exposed portion

of the roller element; said dispensing position spacing the

roller element from the resilient element such that an un-

impeded passage is provided through said aligned openings

into said elhptical socket, said non-dispensing position lo-

cating the roller element such that a portion of the roller

element is in sealing engagement around the opening in

said portion of the resilient element thereby closing said

unimpeded passage; and said resilient element normally

urging said elliptical roller element from said non-dispens-

ing position toward said disp>ensing position.

3,095,599
ADJUSTABLE SOFFIT PLATE

David R. Lasier, Princeton, III., assignor, by mesne assign-

signments, to Schlage LocIk Company, a corporation of
California

Filed Oct. 29, 1954, Ser. No. 465,507
8 Claims. (CI. 16—49)

4. A soffit plate for use in combination with a door,

a doot frame, and a door closing and checking device

having a crank arm pivotally connected to one end of a

forearm, said soffit plate comprising a bracket having a

slot formed therein adapted to be mounted in said door
frame, said bracket having downwardly projecting flanges

defining a housing, a channel member above said slot, a

slidable member within said channel member mounted
for sliding movement along said slot, a shank member
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connected to said slidable member and depending through

said slot for pivotally holding the other end of said fore-

arm about an axis, and holding means including a set

screw spaced from the axis of said shank member opera-

move the scales therefrom as the container rotates in the

water as it is being towed behind a boat; a plurality of

angularly disposed offset elements extending outwardly

of the wall arranged to contact the water as the con-

tainer is towed through the water by a boat to thereby

lively associated with said slidable member and said brack-

et for maintaining said shank member at a selected posi-

tion, said channel member coacting with and guiding said

slidable member to selected positions wherein the latter

member is fastened by said holding means.

3,095,600
DOOR HINGING ARRANGEMENT FOR

VEHICLE BODIES
Hans S. Bretzner, Birmingiiani, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Midi., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Mar. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 15,919

3 Claims. (CI. 16—163)

^1

^^^
3. Hinge means for mounting a closure member on a

body member for movement of the closure member be-

tween open and closed positions with respect to the

body member comprising, in combination, a pair of hinge

arms swingably mounted on said body member, a pair

of pivotal connecting means, one for each of said hinge

anns for mounting said closure member on said hinge

arms for bodily movement between said open and closed

positions, said connecting means permitting simultaneous

pivotal movements of said closure member relative to said

hinge arms about a common horizontal axis extending

through both said connecting means and vertical axes ex-

tending through each of said connecting means during

movement of said closure member, pivotal movement of

said closure member about said horizontal axis permit-

ting said closure member to swing inboard and outboard

with respect to said body member, and means intercon-

necting said closure member and said body member and

controlling pivotal movement of said closure member

about said horizontal axis during bodily movement of

said closure member between said positions thereof to

thereby control movement of said closure member in-

board and outboard with respect to said body member.

3,095,601

FISH SCALER AND CLEANER DEVICE
Harvey J. Wier, Sr., P.O. Box 124, Opeionsas, La.

FUcd Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 82,809
^6 Ciaims. (CI. 17—5) .

1. In a device for cleaning fish adapted to be towed

behind a boat; an elongated hollow cylindrical container

having a perforated wall and end closures; a plurality of

blade-members extending angularly inwardly of the wall,

arranged to contact fish placed in said container to re-

W' ''
'•-
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rotate the container; towing means attachable to a boat

in position to extend reai^vardly thereof; said towing

means including spaced arms embracing opposite ends

of the container; and means for rotatively attaching the

ends of the container to the ends of the arms.

3,095,602
DEVICE FOR HALVING THE BODIES OF

SLAUGHTERED ANIMALS
Antonin Kottner, Hybesova 42, Slapanice,

near Brno, Czechoslovakia
Filed Feb. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 86,974

Claims priority, application Czechoslovalda Feb. 19, 1960
1 Claim. (CL 17—23)

A machine tor halving bodies of slaughtered animals,

such as cattle, pigs, or the like, suspended by their hind

legs, comprising in combination

(a) a cutting tool reciprocable in substantially horizon-

tal direction and located to start its downwardly di-

rected operation between said hind legs;

(/>) an electric motor reciprocatively operating said

cutting tool;

(c) a support for said electric motor mounted for

reciprocable movement in vertical direction between

an uppermost and lowermost position;

{d) vertical guide means for said support;

(r) reversible driving means effecting said reciprocable

movement of the support;

(/) stabilizing means holding the suspended animal

body in operating position relative to the cutting tool

and slidingly mounted on said guide means to be

pushed downwardly by the downwardly moving sup-

port during the halving operation;

{g) a pair of rails horizontally extending above the

uppermost position of the cutting tool and parallel

thereto, said rails spaced to support the hind legs of

the animal body in spread position;

(/i) suspending means movable on said rails holding

the animal body by its hind legs;

(/) first electric switch means for the electric motor
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and for said reversible driving means, said switch

means actuated by said suspending means in their

rest position when holding the animal body in con-

tact with said stabilizing means and causing the

downward movement of said support for the electric

motor and the operation of the cutting tool;

(/) a second electric switch means actuated by said

support in its lowermost position to switch off the

motor operating the saw and to reverse said driving

means causing said suK>ort to move upward;

(it) and third electric switch means actuated by said

support in its uppermost posiUon to stop said drivmg

means.

3,095,603

SAUSAGE SLirriNG HAND TOOL
Matthew A. May, 287 Union Road, W«t ?ene«, N.Y.

Continuation of application Ser No. W8,318, Sept 4,

1959. This applkatioD Mar. 5, 1962, S«r. No. 177^40
SCiaima. (CI. 17—25)

curved unitary seamless metal tubular conduit and beat-

ing means encased within said member.

1. A hand tool for slitting sausages of different diam-

eters and lengths comprising, in combination, an open-

ended tubular body of a diameter freely to receive a

sausage and to permit its movement in an axial direction,

one end of the body being an entrance end and being

available for the introduction of the sausage and the other

end being a discharge end and being available for the re-

moval of the sausage, and a plurality of spaced radially

disposed flat leaf spring arms, each having one end por-

tion rigidly secured to and within the body adjacent its

entrance end. the spring arms terminating within the body

and extending inward and downward in parallel relation,

from their secured ends whereby their free end portions

act in cooperation resiliently to receive and center the

sausage as manually moved in an axial direction through

the body, the arms severally being provided adjacent their

free ends with inwardly projecting knives, each having an

inclined cutting edge whereby it operates with a shearmg

action to slit the skin of the sausage and penetrate the

meat to a predetermined extent, the knives acting con-

jointly to form a plurality of parallel slits in the sausage

during its movement through the body.
|

3 095 604
HOT RUNNER FOR MOLDING MACHI1>^

Robert L. Ackarct, BaurtlesvUie, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 6, 1961. Ser. No. 101,113

6 Claims. (CI. 18—5)

3,095,605

VULCANIZER PRESS WAX INJECTORS
FOR MOLDS

Aron Finelt, 130—17 236th St, Lanrchon, N.Y.

FUcd June 7, 1961, Scr. No. 115,445

4Claiiiu. (CI. 18—6)

1. A vuleihizer press-wax injector for molds compris-

ing a platen-press adapted as a vulcanizer and a wax in-

jector coactive to transfer heat by conduction from the

press to the injector after a pressing and thermal action

of the press, and coactive to revert said heat transfer, and

consisting of a press base-member formed with a hori-

zontal platen and an electrically induced heating element

carried by the platen, a movable press platen overlying

the base platen, and an electrically induced heating ele-

ment carried by said movable press platen, an electric

circuit leading to said beating elements and including a

preset thermostatic switch, and a manually operated

switch, each for make-and-break of the circuit^a wax in-

jector body having a lateral thermal-conducting plate

adapted to be brought under the press platen ot the

vulcanizer means for clamping said plate between the press

platen and the base platen of the vulcanizer press, an elec-

tric circuit in the wax injector and including a thermostatic

switch, the circuit for the vulcanizer press including a

plug-in member having three contacts, and the circuit for

the wax injector having a coacting plug-in device with at

least two contacU corresponding with like contacts in the

plug-in device of the vulcanizer press and to be received

therein, the connecting contacts for the two plug-in de-

vices and their circuiu, being adapted to restore the cir-

cuit in the vulcanizer press broken by operation of said

manual switch, and thermal operation of the thermostatic

switch in the wax injector being adapted to break said

circuit to the heating plate of the press.

1. A molding machine comprising molding means,

plasticizing n»eans for supplying moldable plastic ma-

terial to said molding means, a hot runner for conducUiig

moldable material from said plasticizing means to said

molding means, said runner comprising a sohd metal

member having a passageway therethrough formed by a

1.095.6A6

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
COLD DRAWN MCM^OFU^AMENTS

John N. Scott, Jr., Bartkaviile, Okto., >iiipor to PhUHpa

Pctroicaa CompMiy, a corpontfoa of DcIbwvc
Filed M». 20, 1961, Ser. No. 97,089

3Ciahiu. (CL18—•)
2. In an apparatus for producing a plurality of cold

drawn thermoplastic filaments simultaneously which com-

prises, in combination, an extruder having a die to form

said filaments, quenching means for cooling the extruded

filaments, first roller means for removing quenched fila-
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ments from the bath, second roller means for drawing said

t filaments from said first roller through a drawing means,

means for storing said drawn filaments, and a grooved,

stationary, and cylindrical drawing means disposed be-

tween said first and second roller means so positioned as

V to apply simultaneous stretch to each filament drawn

through separate grooves on said drawing means, said

drawing means comprising an internally heated cylinder

having on the outer peripheral surface thereof a plu-

rality of circumferentially spaced, paral^l tapered grooves

composition the minimum practical curing temperature

for which is substantially above the temperature required

for satisfactory extrusion thereof, an improved die as-

sembly located at the discharge end of said extrusion

apparatus comprising an elongated inner mandrel mem-
ber concentrically mounted within an elongated outer die

member thereby forming a uniform annular channel be-

tween said mandrel and die members, said mandrel mem-
ber being electrically isolated from said die member.

lying in spaced planes, which planes are perpendicular to

the longitudinal axis of said cylinder, extending in length

at least approximately one-half the circumference of

said cylinder, the number of grooves provided on said

cylinder being sufficient to allow drawing a separate fila-

ment through each groove, each of said grooves having

a channel shape corresponding substantially to the cross-

sectional shape of the filament being drawn through the

groove and having a width varying from the undrawn

filament diameter ai one end to the drawn filament diam-

eter at the other end so as to apply circumferential pres-

sure to the filament.

3,095,607
SPINNERET ASSEMBLY

James S. Cobb, Jr., MartfauvUic, Va., asaicnor to E. I.

du Pont dc Nemours and Company, Wilmincton, Del.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed July 10, 1962, Ser. No. 208,748

4Clai9u. (CI. 18—8)

1. In a spinneret assembly for the extrusion of fiber-

forming material into a plurality of shaped filaments by

passage through a bank of non-circular orifices in a spin-

neret plate, the improvement comprising a metering plate

directly adjacent the upstream face of the spinneret plate

and having a plurality of substantially identical circular

apertures therein in alignment with said orifices, each

aperture communicating directly with a single orifice, the

apertures providing substantially equal flow of fluid to the

respective orifices with which they are aligned and pro-

viding a resistance to flow of fluid at least twice the resist-

ance offered by the orifices of the spinneret plate to the

same fluid flowing to the same extent through the orifices.

3,095,608

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR EXTRUDING
AND CURING POLYMERIC COMPOSITIONS

David D. Mnnscil, Manchester, Mass., assignor to Cabot

Corporation, Boston, Mass., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Dec. 9, 1959, Scr. No. 858,396

7 Clafana. (CI. 18—14) -

6. In extrusion apparatus for continuously extruding

and simultaneously curing to tubular form a polymeric

y- 4<((<A>>>r}>.>>>/>

confined fluid circulating means for indirectly cooling

the inner surface of said die member, a helically grooved

passage positioned within said mandrel member near the

outer surface of same with enclosed conduit means for

introducing a fluid coolant internally to one end of said

passage and enclosed conduit means for withdrawing fluid

coolant from the other end of said passage, and means

for imposing a high frequency dielectric field across said

annular channel.

3,095,609
NOZZLE CLOSURE FOR INJECTION MOULDING

PRESS
Lucien Lievre, Chazay D'Azergues, France, assignor to

Sodete Rhodiaceta, Paris, France, a French body cor-

porate
FUed Jan. 22, 1962, Scr. No. 167,640

^ 6 Cbdms. (CI. 18—30)

1. In an injection moulding press provided with an in-

jection cylinder movable to and from a mould between

an injection position and a retracted position and with an

injection nozzle carried by this cylinder, a closure for said

nozzle, such closure comprising a valve slidably mounted
in said nozzle for limited movement relatively thereto

and having an injection channel for the passage of ma-
terial to be injected from the interior of the cylinder

through the valve and outwardly thereof into the mould,

means defining a chamber within said valve immediately

upstream of said injection channel, the said valve having

ducts leading into said chamber and positioned so that,

when the cylinder is in its injection position, the valve

is in such a position in the nozzle that the said ducts

provide communication between the interior of the in-

jection cylinder and the said chamber while when the

cylinder is in its retracted position and relative movement
between the nozzle and valve having occurred, the said

nozzle closes this communication, and a plunger movable
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with the said injection cylinder and so resiliently con-

nected to the said valve that, when the cylinder moves

away from its injection position^, the said plunger moves

relatively to the valve and creates a suction in said

chamber.

3,095,610
HAIR RETAINING COMB AND METHOD OF

MAKING THE SAME
Lester T. S«wyer, % Diadem, Inc., Leominster, Mass.

OriKinal application Nov. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 70,066. Di-

vided and this application Sept. 26, 1961, Ser. No.

140,855
2 Claims. (CI. 18—34)

lar mold cavity, and a continuous series of upwardly-

facing circular recesses in the bottom of said bottom

plate forming a portion of the wail of said cavity, said

recesses being of substanUally the same radius as the

beads of said chain with a spacing from one another

substantially the same distance as the spacing between

the beads of said chain when taut.

3,095,612
APPARATUS FOR MAKING CONDUIT

Harold Pendorf, Sidney, N.Y., assignor to The Bendix
Corporation, a corponition of Delaware

Original application Nov. 2, 1956, Ser. No. 620,023, now
Patent No. 2,981,982, dated May 2, 1961. Divided

and this application Jan. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 2,633

3 Claims. (CI. 18—36)

1 . A die for converting a generally flat annular blank

having an internal annular ring-like member which is

solid and includes an inner rib, an outer rib, and an inter-

vening groove, with teeth on the outer ring, into a gen-

erally cylindrical or crown-like object, in which the gen-

eral plane of the bottom of the groove is at an incline

with respect to the general plane of the teeth, said mold

comprising a base member having an upstanding annular

ridge and a vertical inner surface in the upper portion

an4 a downwardly and inwardly directed inclined sur-

face in the lower portion thereof, said surface also being

annular, an upper cylindrical die member adapted to fit

into the ridge on the base member, said upper die mem-

ber having a circumferential inwardly directed slanted

surface conforming in general to the aforementioned in-

clined surface, and having means to engage the flat blank

at the inner portion thereof and carry the same ,jJown to

a point gear the bottom of the lower member, the ridge

bending the teeth relatively upwardly with respect to said

back member, said means including an annular shoulder

adjacent the lower portion of the inwardly directed

slanted surface area on the cylindrical member, said

shoulder being adapted to engage the innermost portion

of said flat blank in order to catch it and force it down-

wardly.

John E.

3,095,611
MOLD

Borah, 815 Mishawaka Ave., Mishawaka, Ind.

Filed Jan. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 1,924

5 Claims. (CI. 18—36)

2. A mold for embedding an endless, normally limp

chain of beads connected to one another by stems in

a gasket of rubber and rubber-like material with the

beads forming the chain partially exposed in the gasket

as renwved from the mold, comprising a pot well mem-

ber having a recess therein for moldable material, a

plunder in said recess, a bottom plate having an annu-

1. Apparatus adapted for lining and impregnating with

a sluggish fluid compound the porous walls of a conduit

having sleeve-like terminal fittings with flanges adjacent

their outer ends, comprising a longitudinally divided mold

having an elongated cavity formed between confronting

parts of the mold, said cavity in its generally central part

being in the form of a mold cavity receiving the conduit

in extended condition, at portions thereof immediately

outwardly of the mold cavity being in the form of counter-

bores of larger diameter than the mold cavity and of such

diameter as snugly to receive the adjacent end portions of

the sleeve-like terminal fittings on the conduit, and at its

outer ends being in the form of passages of larger diameter

than the counterbores and receiving the flanges of the

terminal fittings on the conduit, the junctions between the

mold cavity and the counterbores and the junctions be-

tween the counterbores and the passages being in the form

of generally transverse annular shoulders, the sleeves on

the terminal fittings lying within the counterbores and

having generally transverse inner end surfaces overlying

the shoulders at the opposite ends of the mold cavity, a

bloiir beyond each end of the mold cavity, each block

being supported in and guided by the'Tespective passage

for movement toward and away from the respective end

of the mold cavity and for easy removal from the passage,

means for detachably securing each respective terminal

fitting and its block together in the form of an assembly,

each assembly having a generally transverse annular

shoulder, each said last named annular shoulder closely

confronting the junction between the counterbore and the

respective passage in the mold, each block having an in-

wardly facing abutment surface thereon engaging the

outer face of the respective terminal fitting jvhen the

block and fitting are in assembled relationship, means

mounted on the mold for thrusting each of the assemblies

toward the mold cavity so as forcibly to thrust at least

one of the inner end surfaces of the sleeve and the last

named annular shoulder of the assembly into sealing en-

gagement with the inner end of the respective counterbore

and the junction between the respective counterbore and
- the passage, respectively, and means in the mold for intro-

ducing the compound under pressure to the outer surface

of the conduit over an area disposed generally longitu-

dinally of the conduit, whereby the conduit and blocks
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may be inserted and removed from said cavity as a con-

duit-block assembly when the mold sections are separated.

3,095,613
METHOD AND MEANS FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF HOLLOW BENT ARTICLES OF PLASTIC MA-
TERIAL

B#r«e Johannes Ravn Chrfitcnsen, Copenhagen-Bags-
vaerd, and lb Refsfaolm, Copenhagen N, Denmark
(both % Patcntbureaa Erik Larscn, Rcventlowsgade 18,

Copenhagen V, Dcnmaifc)
Filed Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76,237

Claims priority, appUcatioD Denmark, Dec. 17, 1959

2 Cbdms. (CL 18—42)

3,095,615
PLATTING APPARATUS

Uoyd J. Ponson, Gulf Breeze, and Robert H. Becker,

Pensacola, Fla., assignors to American Cyanamid Com-
pany, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Maine

Filed Aug. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 133,214
7 Claims. (CI. 19—163)

1, A mold for injection molding of bent plastic articles

having through cavities, the mold having a pair of sepa-

rable mold parts having cavities therein conforming the

exterior shape of the article to be molded, and cores mov-

able into and out of the mold cavity where the molded

article has an interior through cavity, the cores substan-

tially conforming the shape thereof and thereby abut-

ting closely together in this cavity, the cores each having

an extractable additional segmental core part which core

parts during the molding abut closely against each other

and in their associated cores and each have an arci-

formed surface which surfaces together conform an inner

rounded and concave curved wall portion in the cavity in

the article and which core parts are so extractable from

their associated cores and movable that they can be drawn

completely inside the limitation of the remaining part of

their associated cores when these are drawn out of the

cavity in the molded article.

1. Plaiting apparatus comprising a stationary support;

a plaiter arm pivotally mounted at its rearward end to the

upper part of said support and at an angle of approxi-

mately 90" thereto; a housing attached to the forward end

of said arm, said housing being adapted to permit the

direct passage therethrough of a tow of filamentary ma-

terial; means for oscillating, for a controlled distance, said

arm and the housing attached to its forward end; drawing

means including cooperating star rolls for drawing the

said tow to the said housing; means for driving said star

rolls; and a plurality of guide means positioned above

and along the said arm for guiding the said tow to the

said drawing means.

3,095,614
FIBER TRANSFER DEVICES

David Pelton Moore, Marlow, NJI.

(9210 Flower Ave., Silver Spring, Md.)

Filed Aug. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 131,057

5 Claimi. (CL 19—99)

3,095,616
PORTABLE BUILDING AND APPARATUS FOR THE
TRANSPORTATION AND ERECTION OF THE
SAME
Floyd E. Bigelow, Jr., 6614 Lhidyann, Houston, Tex.

Filed May 2, 1960, Ser. No. 26,234
2 Cbdms. (CL 20—2)

1. A fiber transfer device, including in combination, a

main supporting frame, a main drum having a fiber re-

ceiving surface mounted in the frame, a plurality of pairs

of feed-in rollers at one end of the frame for feeding

fibers to the main drum, a doffer brush mounted on the

frame at the end remote from the feed-in rollers to re-

move fibers from the main drum, the active surface of the

brush being of greater width than the active surface of

the main drum, and a slotted transparent sliver guide and

finger protector mounted in the frame in advance of the

feeding rollers.
A

1 . In a portable building the combination with a floor,

separate walls laid in superposed relation on the floor and

a roof positioned over the walls, coacting with the floor

and enclosing the walls, of a supporting frame upon

which the floor is positioned and having upwardly and

inwardly sloping end faces and horizontally extending

portions extending inwardly from the upper ends of said

faces above said roof in position for engagement with

another such supporting frame to support the same above

said roof.

3,095,617
MEANS TO PRECLUDE WIND FLEXING OF

A STORM SASH
John Bruno, 495 E. 22nd SL^ PatcrsoD, NJ.

Filed July 6, 1959, Ser. No. 825,129
6 Cbdms. (CL 20—55)

S. In a storm sash assembly of the class wherein a

sash unit having side walls and inherently susceptible to
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lateral flexing in either direction between the ends of such parts under di£ferential pressure conditions existing

the walls is disposed within a frame unit effective to on opposite sides of said parts comprising forming a

preclude the lateral fkxing in one direction, the combi- recess in the meeting surface of said one part, applying

nation with a slidable bar member extending into each a quantity of activated puffable material in the recess,

of the walls between its ends and -having an anchoring placing an independent seal element in said recess in

contact with said material to one tide of the meeting

'7,'? ,tS

li ff
lo II

offset end section encased within the respective wall and

projectable therefrom into the frame unit for anchoring

engagement therewith to preclude lateral flexing of the

sash unit in the opposite direction when each of the

members is so projected.

3,095,618 ^
CASING FOR THE PRODUCTION OF A SHRINK-
AGE FUNNEL INHIBnrOR COATING IN AN
INGOT OR LIKE MOLD

. ^ .. -.

Georges Roussos, Paris, France, assignor to Anstalt nir

Tcchnische Entwicklung und Verwertung, Vaduz,

Liechtenstein .„ ^,^
Filed Dec. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 157,060

Claims priority, appUcation SwitxerUind Dec. 9, 1960

ICIainu. (CL 22—9)

1. In a casing for the production of hot tops and the

like, an expansible set of plates defining an inner en-

closure, means defining a supporting frame within said

enclosure, means defining sector members, means pivot-

ally connecting said sector members with said frame, lock-

ing means for securing said sector members to said frame

in different pivotal positions, telescopic arms connecting

said plates to said sector members, means defining fluid

operated control jacks secured to said frame and having

rcctilinearly movable elements, means pivotally connect-

ing said rcctilinearly movable elements with said plates,

conduit means connecting said control jacks with a source

of operating fluid, valve means in said conduit means

for controlling the admission of said operating fluid to

said control jacks whereby to vary the cross-section of

said casing, and pipe means connected to said casing for

supplying carbon dioxide gas for hardening an exothermic

mixture to form said hot top.

3,095,619 _
METHOD AND MEANS FOR SEALING ADJACENT
COACTING CLOSURE SURFACES OF CAVITY
CONTOURING STRUCTURES

Edwin F. Peterson, P.O. Box 151, Ncponwt, IlL

Filed Dec. 16, 1958, Ser. No. 780,775
40 Claims. (CI. 22—10)

1. The method of providing a seal strip in a surface

of one of two separable coacting meeting surface areas

of a pair of parts as a scaling means between the meeting

surfaces of said parts to Counteract fluid flow between

surfaces of said parts, uniting the two coacting parts

along their meeting surfaces to confine said puffable mate-

rial and said seal element between the meeting surfaces

of said parts and the inner confines of the recess in said

dtic part, and maintaining said parts in such united sur-

face to surface position until the permissible expansion

of said material ceases.

3,095,620
FOUNDRY MACHINES

Lucien P^ras, Billancourt, France, aoignor to Regie Na-
tionale des Usincs Renault, BilUmconrt, Seine, France

Filed June 26, 1961, Ser. No. 119,672
Claims priority, application Fnmcc Jn^ 26, 1960

1 Claim. (CL 22—64)

A foundry installation for filling molds continuously

rotated on a horizontal platform from molten metal ladle

devices earned by a continuously driven conveyor sys-

tem comprising a rotating circular platfonn, a plurality

of circumfer^ntially spaced molds carried thereon, a

ladle conveyor system including an endless driven con-

veyor circuit, a plurality of ladle pouring devices carried

on said conveyor, circuit and movable around said cir-

cuit, a by-pass conveyor circuit disposed between two

points of said endless circuit and adjacent said platform,

with the opposite ends of said by-pass circuit intersecting

said endless circuit at said points, said by-pass circuit

comprising a casting station between said pointe, said by-

pass circuit provided with spaced horizontal rails, the

ladle device including rollers carried on said rails, a main

vertical frame member depending from said rollers, forks

on the lower end of said frame member, trunnion mem-
bers carried on said forks, a molten metal ladle carried

by said trunnion members, upset means on said frame
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member for upturning said ladle to pour metal into a

mold, a horizontal driven arm member on said frame

member extending toward said platform with a roller

on its outer end, a horizontal arm drive member on said

platform extending toward said arm roller for engaging

it to move said ladle device along said by-pass circuit,

recess means on said platform, pin means on said hori-

zontal arm driven member adapted to project into said

recess means to center the ladle with respect to a mold

at said casting station, friction brake means disposed

along said by-pass circuit, roller means on the bottom

of said frame member for engaging said friction brake

means to stop movement of a ladle device until said hori-

zontal arm drive member engages said arm driven mem-

ber, and motor driven cam means on said by-pass circuit

diH>osed thereon at said casting station to operate said

upset means to upturn a ladle and pour its contents into

a mold when said ladle and a mold on said platform

come into alignment with each other at said casting sta-

tion, and ramp means on said frame member to actuate

said motor driven cam means when a ladle arrives at

said casting station.

magazine and extending substantially perpendicular there-

to, said one end of the magazine (^>ening into said guide

means, said guide means having one surface remote from

said magazine spaced from said one end thereof by a

distance at least slightly larger than thickness of one of

said elements but less than twice said thickness; means

defining an aperture in said Mie surface of the guide

means coaxially aligned with said magazine, at least

3,095,621
MULTI-ROTATIONAL CASTING MACHINE^
Aron Finelt, 130—17 236th St, Laurelton, N.Y.

Filed June 7, 1961, Ser. No. 115,426

2 Claims. (CL 22—65.1)

one side of said aperture being bounded by a cutting

edge substantially flush with said bottom surface; wire

guide means disposed adjacent said one surface and co-

axially aligned with said aperture therein and said tubu-

lar magazine; and plunger rcciprocably mounted for

movement in said guide means along a rectilinear path

with the head end of said plunger traversing to and fro

across said open end of the magazine.

3,095,623
MOLDING DEVICES

Fred R. Kerns, Cleveland Heights, and Robert R. Mease,

Eastlake, Ohio, assignors to The Electric Storage Bat-

tery Company, a corporation of New Jersey

FUed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,997

6 Claims. (CI. 22—155)

1. A multi-rotational casting machine coniprising an

elongated hollow body member, a shaft extending trans-

versely through said body member, power means in the

body member for rotating said shaft, an end of the shaft

extending through the body member, a supporting bracket

having spaced arms adapted to embrace said body mem-

ber at its base and also centrally thereof when the hollow

body is positioned vertically or horizontally, an arm car-

ried by said shaft exterior of the body member and re-

leasable means for holding the arm firmly upon the shaft,

means at one end of the last named arm for rigidly hold-

ing a mold containing flask and a supply chamber for

a charge of wax or meUl means carried by the opposite

end of the last named arm and adapted to adjusUbly

hold a counterweight movable longitudinal of the arm,

and a counterweight held by said last named means.

3,095,622

APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURE OF ALLOYED
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Watter Otto Ramscr, Nnmbcrg, Germany, assignor to

Clevite Corporation, Cleveland, OWo, a corporation of

Ohio
Filed June 10, 1959, Ser. No. 819,365

Claims priority, application Germany June 11, 1958

8 Claims. (CL 22—75)
1. Apparatus for manufacture of semiconductor de-

vices comprising: a plurality of coaxially apertured dis-

coid mold elements constructed of highly polished re-

fractory material not wet by molten alloy materials ef-

fective to form rectifying junctions in semiconductors;

a tubular magazine open at at least one end and adapted

to contain a plurality Of said mold elements in coaxial

juxUpoakion; guide means adjacent said one end of said

1. In a molding device, means having a mold cavity

for receiving liquid molding material, said cavity having

a side open throughout the length of the cavity, a gate

having a trough portion for receiving molding material

and guiding the received material to the cavity through the

open side, means mounting said gate for movement about

a first axis generally parallel to the length of the cavity

between an operative position wherein the trough is

aligned with the open side to permit guiding of material

thereto, and an inoperative position wherein the trough

is misaligned from the open side, a shear lever independ-

ent of said gate, and means mounting said lever for

pivotal movement about a second axis transverse to the

first axis across the open side of the cavity, said gate be-

ing secured to said shear lever for movement therewith.

/
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3,095,624
MAP HOLDER AND CLIP

Elmer E. Croisant, Rte. 1, Omro, Wis.

FUcd Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,258

2 Claims. (CI. 24—66)

^n the base plate curved to form a hook, there being a

channel on the inside of said projection, a curved blade

spring having one end fixedly secured to the free end of

said projection and another end slidable in that f>art of

the channel adjacent the base plate, said ^ring having an

intermediate convex portion spaced from said plate, a pin

2. A map holder and clip formed of a resilient plastic

stock molded to provide an arcuate shaped upper loop

portion, an intermediate body portion, including a pair^

of depending legs each secured to a respective end of

said arcuate loop, lower depending resilient jaws at the

end terminations of said legs » and being of a generally

enlarged circular shape to confine and surround an

immediate general area of said map. and straight stretches

each defining a pointer extending inwardly ifom each jaw .

towards the axial center thereof to indicate a specific

point of interest on the map, said intermediate body

portion and depending legs thereof being of a sufficient

length in relation to said upper loop portion and said

lower resilient jaws to space said resilient jaws a sub-

stantial distance from said loop portion, whereby the

immediate general area of said map confined by said

jaws may lie well within the body of the map held therein.

3,095,625 • '

CONNECTOR
Robert L. Propst, Englewood, Colo.,

«f8»»':*°
"*™"

Miller, Inc., Zeeland, Mich., a corporation of Micliigan

FUed Aug. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 49,740

14 Claims. (CL 24-217)

mounted in the base plate and normally engaging said

convex portion, said other spring end, said convex portion

and said plate defining a closed, yieldable and separable

loop portion, a ring member adapted to be secured in

locking engagement in said separable loop portion without

contacting the fur and means for securing said ring to a

garment.

3,095,627
PIPE ANCHOR

Charles F. Johnson, Houston, Tex., assignor to McEvoy
Company, Houston, Tex., a corporation of Texas

Original application May 14, 1954, Ser. No. 429,870. Di-
' vided and appUcation June 6, 1958, Ser. No. 740,228.

Divided and application Feb. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 7,673,

now Patent No. 2,887,754, dated May 26, 1959. Again

divided and this appUcation July 7, 1960, Ser. No.

41,447
11 Claims. (CI. 24—263)

1. A device for connecting two pieces of material, com-

prising: a first connector means secured to one piece of

material; a second connector means secured to the other

piece of material. 'said second connector means including

a resilient tensioned member; said tensioned member

including portions held under tension with respect to each

other, said portions thereby normally exerting pressure

toward said second means; and an element releasably

holding said portions under said tension; said first con-

nector means engaging said element upon being posiuoned

behind said portions; and said element yieldingly movable

upon pressure, thereby releasing said portions from said

tension, whereby said portion draw said first and second

means together and prevent removal of said first con-

nector means.

3,095,626
HOOK FASTENER

Christoph Gubbels, Osterstrabc 103, Hamburg, Germany

Filed Oct. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 143,650

2 Claims. (CI. 24—225)
1. A hook fastener device for fur garments, compnsing

a perforated flat base plate having a plurality of spaced

holes for attaching the plate to a garment, a projection

9. A slip having a generally segmental cylindrical face

with sharp teeth on said cylindrical face and having an

opposite face tapering relative to the axis of said cylin-

drical face, said tapering face having particles of ir-

regular size and surface configuration secured on said

tapering face in abutting surface contact with the outer

surface thereof with said particles being harder than the

base material of said slip.

3,095,628
CONDUIT FORMING MACHINE

Douglas N. Norton, West University, and Marion C.

Mckinley, HoO'ston, Tex., assignors of small interests

to various assignees

Filed Feb. 15, 1957, Ser. No. 640,502 I

3 Claims. (CL 25—36) '

I. A conduit forming machine comprising, a form

having in-line openings in opposite ends thereof, a plu-

rality of packer heads mounted for rotational and axial

movement in said form, said packer heads entering and

leaving the form through one of said openings, each of

said heads having a slinger section and a trowel section

with the slingers arranged to precede the trowels in form-

ing conduit and certain of said slinger sections being

radially opposed to a trowel section of an adjacent head,

cylindrical iollowers mounted for rotational and closely
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guided axial movement along the axes of rotational and

axial movement of the heads, said followers entering and

leaving the form through the other opening in the form

and each having a rclcasable conceffiric engagement with

one of the heads, said followers being of slightly less

diameter than the troweling sections of the heads and

upon said worktable into an operative position in which

it is interposed between a pair of opposed sidewall-form-

ing members, said sidewall members being slidable upon

said worktable normal to said bottom palette between op-

erative positions overfying said bottom palette and re-

tracted positions remote therefrom, and a removable top

palette supported above the bottom palette on said side-

wall-forming members, said top palette and worktable

having a first set of aligned openings formed therein and

said bottom palette having a second set of openings

formed therein and disposed in alignment with said first

set of openings upon movement of said bottom palette

into its operative position, a plurality of vertically mov-

able shafts supported from the supporting frame above

the mold and extending through said top palette, a plural-

ity of end-fcMtners and expandable core-formers slidably

carried on said shafts below said top palette and adapted

to form the end faces and cores of the blocks, and means
for moving the shafts vertically with respect to the work-

table to move said end and core-formers to and from

operative position in the mold in alignment with said first

and second sets of openings, said shafts being movable

through the planes of the end and core-formers and said

first and second sets of openings to cause the core-formers

to expand to compress the aggregate in the mold.

providing trowels, and means anchored relative to said

form for driving the heads and followers including means

separately connected to the heads and followers, respec-

tively; for rotating the heads and ft^owers and simul-

taneously moving them along said axes with the heads

preceding the followers to form slurry in the m<rid into

a multi-hole conduit.

3,095.629

APPARATUS FOR MAKING PRECAST CORED
BUILDING BLOOM .

Lconani D. Long, % Long Coiutniction' Co., T.O. Box

288, 2110 Mount PIcMUit St., Charleston, S.C.

Filed Not. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 853,475

SCbdma. (CL IS—45)

1 An apparatus for making cored building blocks, com-

prising a supporting frame having a horizontally disposed

worktable mounted thereon, a mold on said worktable

defining the outer faces of the blocks to be produced, said

mold including a bottom palette longitudinally slidable

3,095,630
METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING

INTERMITTENTLY ELASTICIZED YARNS
Edgar Henry Pittman, Spartanburg, S.C, assignor to Deer-

ing Millilien Research Corporation, Spartanburg, S.C.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed Nov. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 852,508

9 Cbdms. (CI. 28^1)

C^
J

^
1. The method of processing thermoplastic yam com-

prising heating said yam and passing said yam in a

heated state over and past a sharp-bend surface with a

sharp angle of bend iti the path of said yam as it passes

over said bend surface, and intermittently altering the

degree of heating of said yam substantially immediately

preceding passage over said bend surface whereby suc-

ceeding increments of yam passing over said bend surface

are at different temperatures as they pass over said bend

surface and are thereby differentially crimp^modified.

6. Apparatus for processing thermoplastic textile yam
comprising a yam supply source, a yam take-up, a yam
crimping device disposed in intermediate flow relation

between said supply means and said take-up means, said

yam crimping means compnsing a sharp-bend crimping

element disposed in yam-bending relation at a point along

the path of said yam, heater means disposed in subsun-

tially immediate preceding flow relation to said yam

crimping element, and means for intermittently altering
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the degree of heating of uud yarn by said beating means

whereby succeeding incremenu of yarn pas&ing over said

sharp-bend crimping element are at different temperatures

as they pass in a sharp bend over said element and are

thereby differentially crimp-modified.

in the straightened condition, said second tension being

applied to adjacent filaments of the tow at different lengths

thereof and at an angle to said first tension whereby the

crimps in adjacent filaments are drawn out of registry

\

3,M5,631
STRIPPING DEVICE FOR BOBBINS

Gcorg Rohl, 1 Haldsclilagwag, Regciubiiri,

Bavaria, Gcmuuiy
FUcd July 12, 1960, Scr. No. 42,407

Claims priority, application Gcrmanv July 30, 1959

TCkiiiM. (CLlft—20)

1. In a stripping device for removing yam from a

bobbin and having means for supporting a bobbin from

which yarn is to be removed, a pair of endless flexible

members, means guiding said endless flexible members

for movement of the latter along paths having runs ex-

tending along the axis of a bobbin carried by said sup-

porting means and being disposed at opposite sides of the

bobbin, and stripping elements carried by said endless

flexible members to axially remove yam from a bobbin

carried by said supporting means during movement of

said stripping elements along said runs; each of said end-

less flexible members including an endless chain of pivot-

aliy connected links and an endless flexible band extend-

ing along the outer periphery of said chain and drivingly

connected with the latter, said band projecting laterally

beyond the related chain to avoid entanglement of the

removed yarn in said chain, and said means guiding each

of the endless flexible members including a driving

sprocket m meshing engagement with said chain of the

related endless flexible member and being mechanically

connected with the driving sprocket of the means guid-

ing the other of said endless flexible members so that

the movements of said endless flexible members are

synchronized to ensure the simultaneous action of said

stripping elements against the yarn on a bobbin carried

by said supporting meani.

3,095,632
METHOD FOR CONTINUOUSLY OPENING

CRIMPED TOW
John Winaton Smith, Klngspori, Tcmi., amifBor to -
man KodalK Compaay, Rochester, N.Y., a ooiporatioa

of New Jersey

Original application Nov. 7, 1957, Ser. No. 695,080. now
Patent No. 3,016,581, dated Jan. 16, 1962. Diridcd

and this appHcatioB July 14, 1961, Scr. No. 127,437

3 Clalmi. (CI. 28—72)
1. A method for continuously opening a crimped con-

tinuous multi-filament tow which comprises subjecting

substantially equal lengths of the filaments in the tow to a

first tension sufficient to stretch the filaments and tem-

porarily straighten out the crimps, subjecting said fila-

ments to a second tension sufficient to maintain the crimps

with one another, expanding the cross-sectional dimen-

sions of the tow and restoring the crimps in the tow in the

out-of-registry position by abrupUy relaxing said second

tension. .

3,095,633
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING

STORAGE BATTERY PLATES
John K. ShaoDOn, 2028 63rd Pbce, Kcnodia, Wto.

FUcd Mar. 3, 1960, Scr. No. 12,612
4 Claims. (CL 29—2)

1. The method of continuously and simultaneously

manufacturing positive and negative battery plates which

consists in first making upper and lower superimposed

continuous strips from molten metal in a pot with spaced

battery plate grid structures in the strips; second, ad-

vancing the strips away from the forming means; third,

filling the voids of the grid structures of the spaced strips

with lead oxide paste; fourth, activating the paste by op-

positely charging the strips and passing the strips through

a tank containing electrolyte; fifth, rinsing the strips;

sixth, drying the strips; and seventh, simultaneously

punching out plates from the spaced strips with each

plate embodying a pasted grid structure, both of said

fourth and fifth steps being performed in a dosed cham-

ber and out of the atmosphere.

3,095,634
ROLLER FOR SURFACING PURPOSES

Arthur T. Willbims and Willis D. Smith, Camas, Wash.;
said Smith acdgnor to Charies R. Tidbmd

Filed Oct 9, 1961, Scr. No. 143,945
2ChdiM. (CL29—113)

uffT^lBnT
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said carrier means and rib elements thereon along a path;

stationary holding means for holding an elongated object

in a position in which at least a portion of the object ex-

tends along said path in such a manner that said carrier

means in said operative position move along said portion

toward said holding means for successively placing rib

elements on said portion and for moving rib elements

along said portion; and control means moving in a direc-

tion opposite to said direction and including a device mov-

ing along said path for successively releasing said locking

means and for moving successive carrier means from said

operative position to said inoperative position so that

said carrier means separate from rib elements placed

on said portion of the elongated object whereby the rib

elements are disposed on said portion in spaced positions

corresponding to the positions of said device relative to

the e'ongated object at the time of the release of said

locking means and of the movement of said carrier

means to said inoperative position.

3,095,639
APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY THREADING
TRANSVERSE RIBS ON TO TUBES, ESPECIALLY
FOR HEAT EXCHANGERS

Giintcr Scien, Wanne-Eickel, Germany, assignor to GEA
Luftkuhlergesellschaft Happcl Gescllschaft i^.b.H^ &
Co. K.G., Bochum, Germany, a firm

Filed Oct. 12, 1960, Scr. No. 62,228

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 13, 1959

24 Claims. (CI. 29—202)

1 . In an apparatus for placing rib elements on an elon-

gated object, in combination, conveyor means including a

set of carriers for rib elements and being movable in one

direction for moving the rib elements along a path; sta-

tionary holding means for holding an elongated object in

a position in which at least a portion of the object extends

along said path in such a manner that said carriers move

along said portion toward said holding means for suc-

cessively placing the rib elements on said portion and for

moving the rib elements along said portion; and control

means moving along said path in a direction opposite to

said oAe direction for successively actuating said carriers

to separate from the rib elements on said portion so that

the rib elements are disposed on said portion of said

elongated object in spaced positions corresponding to the

positions of said control means relative to the elongated

object at the time of the actuation of the respective carrier.

r

3,095,640
TOOLS FOR UNWRAPPING WRAPPED

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
Arnold William Botterworth, Chadderton, Oldham, and
James Edgar Roberts, Wythenshawe, Manchester, Eng>
land, assignors to Ferranti, Limited, Hollinwood, Eng-
land, a company of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

Filed Oct. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,558
Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 4, 1959

3 Claims. (01. 29—203)

/I ii ii^ 1/3"^
1. A tool for unwrapping wrapped electrical connec-

tions of the type wherein one end of the connecting por-

tion of a wiress wrapped closely ^igainst a terminal pin

and the other end projects outwardly away from the pin, !

comprising at least one rotatable tubular member having
one end adapted to fit loosely over a wrapped connection,
said tubular member containing adjacent but spaced
axially from said one end a slot closed at one end and ex-

tending transversely to the longitudinal axis of said tubu-

lar member and an access to said slot from said one end
of said tubular member so formed that when said tubular

member is fitted over a wrapped connection the projecting

end of the wire may pass by way of said access into said

slot, whereby rotation of said tubular member in the op-
posite direction to that in which said wire is wrapped first

causes the closed end of said slot to engage the projecting

end of said wire and thereafter causes unwrapping of the

wire, the internal diameter of said tubular member being
large enough to permit expansion of the wrapped wire
therewithin sufficiently to rclase the terminal pin, and
means for ejecting the unwrapped piece of wire from said

tubular member including an outer sleeve mounted on
said tubular membes^n such manner that it is rotatable
about the longitudinal axis of said tubular member, said

outer sleeve having an axial projection for engaging the
projecting portion of said unwrapped wire in said trans-

verse slot and moving it to said access, and an inner sleeve

slidable axially within said tubular member for thereafter

pushing the unwrapped wire out of said tubular portion.

3,095,641
METHOD FOR MAKING A HANDLE

Rubin Siegel, Cedarfaurst, N.Y., assignor to A. Siegcl
Handles, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation

Filed May 10, 1960, Scr. No. 28,051
5 Cbdms. (CL 29^-411)

^Q^ T ;—i^

1. The method of making handles which comprises at-u^'

taching a bendable reinforcing member between each of

a plurality of longitudinally spaced insert members to make
a continuous strip, encasing the continuous strip in a

continuous outer/cover, and cutting the strip in approxi-

mately the cent^ of each of the reinforcing members to

form a handle /with covered reinforcing sections at each

end.

3,095,642
METAL AND FIBER COMPOSITE MATERIALS

AND METHODS OF PRODUCING
Paul A. Lockwood, Newark, Ohio, assignor to Owens-
Coming Fibcrglas Corporation, a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Nov. 26, 1957, Scr. No. 698,984

5 CUims. (CI. 29—419)
1. Method of producing a flat sheet of metal and fiber

comprising advancing fibers as they are formed from a
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supply of molten material, arranging the fibers in a the second named member in the bore of the first named

parallel pattern as they are advanced, directing the fibers member in position so that the grooves coincide; form-

onto an advancing supporting surface, introducing molten ing a plurality of holes at approximately equally spaced

metal onto the prearranged fibers to flow the metal be- intervals through the wall of the first named member to

tween and around the fibers on the advancing surface,

solidifying the metal to set the fibers in the pattern

formed and thereby create a sheet of metal and fiber,

and removing the flat sheet of metal and fiber from said

advancing surface.

3,095,643
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING SUBMARINE

CABLES
Edward Ingram Cooke, London, and James Arthur Done-

Ian, Harrow, England, assignors to Submarine Cables

Limited and Pirelli General Cable Works Limited, both

of London, England
FUed Feb. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 10,311

Claims priority, application Great Britain Feb. 27, 1959
5 Claims. (CL 29—460)

tiUMnai TWO 6

rarracH muTWhS

5

1. A method of manufacturing a submarine cable, said

method comprising the steps of applying a longitudinally

extending tape of copper of high electrical conductivity

with its edges abutting around a torsionally balanced

stranded metal heart, butt welding the abutting edges of

the tape together in a continuous impermeable seam by

means of inert-ga> shielded electric arc welding so as to

form an enshpimiing tube, reducing the diameter of said

tube SQ^a»i40^ightly compress said tube on the heart and

thus mechanically connect the conductor and the heart

together and thereby to inhibit relative movement be-

tween them, and thereafter heat extruding a plastic sheath

over said tube and in contact therewith.

communicate with the grooves; introducing molten metal-

lic material through said holes into the grooves; and

allowing the molten material to cool and solidify to form

an integral metallurgical bond between the members.

3,095,644
METHOD FOR ATTACHING OVERLAPPED

MEMBERS
John L. Curry, Fort Worth, Tex., assignor to Rector Well

Equipment Company, Inc., Fort Worth, Tex., a corpo-

ration of Texas
Filed Apr. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 726,207

5 Claims. (CI. 29—527)
5, A method of joining overlapped members, at least

one of which has a hollow bore, comprising the steps of:

Forming an annular groove on the inner side of the

hollow bore of one member; forming an annular groove

about the outer surface of the other member; inserting

792 0.0—3

3,095,645
ADJUSTABLE INJECTOR RAZOR AND TH^ LIKE
Gerald Stahl, Rye, N.Y., assignor io Philip Morru( Incor-

porated, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Virghiia

Filed July 28, 1961, Ser. No. 127,654
5 Claims. (CI. 30—63)

1. An injector razor comprising an upwardly-extending

supF>ort arm, a cap extending forwardly from the top

thereof, blade stops on a forward portion of said cap,

a spring beneath said cap and forward of said arm for

urging forwardly against the blade stops on the cap, a

blade lying against the underside of said cap and arranged

to be released by the key of an injector magazine, a

forwardly-and-rearwardly movable blade seat beneath

the cap and adapted to bear upwardly against said

blade lying between it and said cap. guard means fixed to

the forward end of said seat and adjustable with the seat,

a rearwardly-urged forwardly-movable seat-supporting

member extending downwardly from said seat, and ad-

justable means carried by said support arm and having

a forward portion variably bearing against said support-

ing member to move said support member in opposition to

said rearward urge to carry said seat and said guard

means forwardly to adjust the shaving angle between

said guard means and a blade held against said stops.

3,095,646
SLICING KNIFE

George Szekcly, 2320 Valentine Ave., Bronx 58, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 157,502

5 Claims. (CI. 30—283)
1 . An adjustable knife for slicing meat, bread and like

products, comprising elongated substantially plate-like

handle means having an elongated front edge portion and
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a pair of elongated spaced parallel channels; elongated

guide means rigid with said edge portion and having a

substantially flat outer face disposed in a plane substan-

tially perpendicular to the plane of said handle means; an

elongated flat cutting blade; carrier means comprising a

pair of substantially L-shaped brackeU each h&ving a

first arm slidably received in one of said channels and a

second arm connected with one longitudinal end of said

chamber having a compaction cavity therein located below

the longitudinal axis of the pivotal support of said

chamber and; being open at its pivoted end and positioned

to receive the free end of said piston in said open end,

and means for moving said piston into said compacting

cavity. "*^

3,09S,649
PATTERNS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

GARMENTS
Audrey Wightwick, 23 Jamcaon Road,

Bczhlll-on-Sca, England
Filed Apr. 17, 1959, Scr. No. 807,051

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 17, 1958
8 Claims. (CL 33—12)

blade so as to maintain the blade in a plane which is sub-

stantially parallel with the plane of said outer face, and

an elongated connecting member having ends secured to

the first arms of said brackets; and means mounted on

said handle means and operatively connected with said

connecting member for reciprocating said brackets in the

respective channels so as to move said blade toward and

away from said guide means.

3,095,647 ^
CHEESE MOULD AND INSERT FOR SUCH

CHEESE MOULD
Hans Andreas RosMn, Tisct pr Gram, DcnmarlK

Filed Oct. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 849,552

Clainu priority, application Denmark Nov. 1, 1958

5 Claims. (CI. 31—45)

1. A cheese mold comprising a mould wall, a slit single

piece shell made of plate material mounted in telescoping

contact against the inner sides of the mould wall, a lid

having means gripping the uppermost edge of the shell and

a bottom member having a bent portion cooperating with

said inner mould wall to define a groove of suitable height

along the entire circumference of said mould wall, the

width of said groove not substantially exceeding the plate

thickness of the shell so as to receive the lowermost part of

the shell when the lowermost part of the shell is introduced

below the upper surface of said bottom member.

3,095,648

PRESS FOR AMALGAMS AND THE LIKE
Norman Landon Ray, 111 84tli St., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Filed June 15, 1960, Scr. No. 36,239
6 Claims. (CL 32—40)

I . As a new article of manufacture, a press comprising

a pair of jaws supported in movable relationship, a piston

pivotally supported by one of said jaws, the other of said

jaws being bifurcated, and having a chamber pivoully

supported between the branches of said bifurcation, said

A

1. A pattern for the manufactufe of textile garments

from a textile comprising a sheet of flexible material,

and pattern marking lines and indicia printed in trans-

ferable color thereon, each of said lines and indicia being

formed of a plurality of transferable colors, at least one

of which colors will contrast sufficiently with the color

of the textile.

3,095,650
MULTIFILAR MEASURING DEVICE

Bertram Stiller, Washington, D.C., and Frank I. Louckes,

Jr., Arlington, Va., assignors to tlic United States of

America as represented by ttie Secretary of tlic Navy
Filed May 13, 1959, Scr. No. 813,043

2 Claims. (CI. 33—46)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A device adapted to be secured to the tube of a

microscope to measure -the width of particles in a micro-

scopic field which comprises a housing, including a cover

plate and a bottom plate, said cover plate having an aper-

ture centrally disposed therein, an eyepiece secured in said

aperture, said bottom plate having an aperture therein in

alignment with said aperture in said cover plate, a sleeve

element secured to said aperture in said bottom plate and

adapted to fit over the tube of a microscope, three car-

riages movably mounted in said housing, each of said car-

riages having an aperture therein in alignment with said

apertures in said top and bottom plates, crosshairs mount-

ed, on each of said carriages across the center of their

respective apertures in said carriages, two of said cross-
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hairs being arranged in parallel relationship and adapted

independently to move across the field of view along a

line in parallel relationship with movement of their respec-

tive carriages, the other of said crosshairs adapted to be

moved across the field of view perpendicular to said paral-

lel crosshairs by movement of its respective carriage, a

transducer adapted to be connected to said carriages hav-

ing said parallel crosshairs thereon, said transducer adapt-

ed to produce a voltage signal proportfonal to the move-

ment of said parallel ^crosshairs as said crosshairs are posi-

tioned along opposite sides of said particle to be meas-

ured, and recorder means adapted to receive said signal

and to record the distance of movement of said cross-

hairs, said record being a measure of the width of said

particle measured.

3,095,651
TRAM GAGE

Alexander H. Luedickc, Jr., Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to

Applied Power Industries, Inc^ a corporation of Wis-

consin
Filed Mar. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 18,067

7 CUims. (CL 33—158)

ing upon said worm drive means for selectively locking

said worm drive means against movement with respect

to said frame element; an elongated feeler element having

a principal axis substantially perpendicular to said first-

mentioned axis, and a shoe member extending laterally

with respect to said last-mentioned axis to project into

the path of the teeth of a gear mounted upon said shaft

for testing thereby to selectively contact successive tooth

profiles on said gear as said shaft is rotated; a carriage

element slidably mounted upon said frame element for

movement substantially at right angles with respect to the

principal axis of said feeler element, post means mounted

on said carriage element, worm drive means interconnect-

ing said carriage element and said frame element for

critically adjusting the relative positions therebetween,

at least one support bar means connected to said post

means and supporting said feeler element for translational

displacement with respect to said frame element, and

means on said support bar for measuring axial movement
of said feeler element relative to said frame element.

1. In a tram gage which utilizes a flexible housed tape

to measure distances between spaced points, an elon-

gated rigid element disposable in proximity to the spaced

points to be measured, and a pair of brackets attachable

to the element adjacent to said points, one of said brackets

being formed to position the tape housing relative to the

bar and each of the brackets having thereon a resilient

clip for receiving and frictionally clamping the tape to

its respective bracket to hold the tape stretched across the

gap between said brackets.

3,095,652
MEANS FOR ANALYZING INVOLUTE GEAR

PROnLES
WUliam J. Pick, 163 E. St. Marks Place,

Va'ley Stream, N.Y.
FUed Aug. 11, 1959, Ser. No. 832,935

1 Claim. (CI. 33—179.5)

A device for analyzing involute gear teeth profiles, com-

prising: a frame element, a shaft mounted for rotation

about an axis passing through said frame element, said

shaft having means for supporting a gear to be tested

coaxially thereupon for rotation therewith, worm drive

means mounted upon said frame element and selectively

driving said shaft about its own axis through measured

predetermined angular incremenu, locking means operat-

3,095,653
METHOD OF TESTING THE LEARNING OF

PERSONS
Robert E. Corrigan,*Garden Grove, Calif., assignor to

Corrigan ComnuinicatioBSt Inc^ Garden Grove, Calif.,

a corporation of California

Filed Apr. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 21,167
14 Ckiims. (CI. 35—9)

1. Apparatus for use with a communications receiver

in testing the learning of a person wherein there is simul-

taneously displayed by said receiver both correct and in-

correct bits of information and a coded signal represent-

ing the individual correctness of said bits comprising, a

selector comprising a device for each bit of information

individually actuable to indicate the person's selection of

the correct bit, indicating means on said selector respon-

sive to said devices, control means for said indicating

means responsive to the coded signal on said receiver to

cause said indicating means to indicate the correctness of

the person's selection, and means interposed between said

control means and said indicating means to vary the

correspondence between the coded signal and the indica-

tion afforded by said indicating means whereby the coded

signals fw succeeding displays by said receiver are caused

to have different relationships to the bits of information

in such succeeding displays.

3,095,654
EDUCATIONAL DEVICE

Thomas F. Cummings, Pougiikee|Mie, N.Y., assignor to

International Business Machines Corporation, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Sept 14, 1961, Scr. No. 138,134
15 Claims. (CI. 35—9)

2. An educational device comprising a screen; a pro-

jector for displaying on said screen data comprising a

question, a plurality of answers, and a corresponding

group of instructions; a plurality of slides each carrying

a related grouping of said dala; a mount for each slide;

a motor driven slide changer adapted to hold and feed

said mounts seriatim; said changer feeding an individual

mount into a display position; means for masking that
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portion of said slide containing said instructions when in

display position; a "yes" circuit controlling said slide

changer motOF and a "no" circuit controlling said masking

said outer sole at all points except at a central portion

thereof to define a passage with said outer sole, said un-

attached remainder of the band passing through said pas-

sage and freely expansible therein, said securing means

including two spaced hnes of stitching at each side of the

upper extending substantially parallel to the outer sole,

whereby the securement of the band to the upper is

strengthened, and whereby removal of one line of stitch-

ing at each side of the upper lengthens the free central

portion of the band for accommodating a larger foot.

means; a plurality of keys one associated with each

answer; and contact pins selectively positioned in said

mount whereby one of said circuits associated with each

answet is prepared for completion by one of said keys.

3,095,655

RANPOM SAMPLING DEMONSTRATION DEVICE
David Broce Berglund, Dallas, and Joiin H. Drew, Arling-

ton, Tex., assipiort to Texas Electronic Products Corp^
Dallas, Tex., a corporation of Texas

Continuation of application Scr. No. 145,292, Oct. 16,

1961. This application June 21, 1962, Ser. No. 207,141

8 Claims. (CI. 35—30)

f'..

1. A random sampling demonstrating device including a

container having an upright marginal wall, a top wall over-

lying the marginal wall, plate means underlying the mar-

ginal walls and havings plurality of openings therein, a

shuttle member slidat/y mounted in the container in over-

tying relation to the p»te means and having a plurality of

<^3enings for alinement and misalinement with the open-

ings of said plate means upon reciprocation of the mem-

ber, and a plurality of spherical articles of slightly less

diameter and of greater quantity than the openings for

passage through the shuttle member openings and confine-

ment in-^aid plate means openings upon alinement and

misalinement of said openings, a percentage of the articled

having a different appearaoce so as to be distinguishable

from the articles, the articles confined in said plate means

openings being visible through the lower ends of said

openings.

3,095,656

ELASTIC CRADLE GRIP FOR FOOTWEAR
Frank L'pare, 112 W. 34tl»St., New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 223,910 i

2 Claims. (CI. 36—2.5)

IrT f,4 l_,. C^ vjy^

1. In an article of footwear having an outer sole and

an arched upper attached to the sole an elastic band,

means securing opposite ends of the band to opposite

inner sides of the upper, the remainder of the band being

unattached and said band extending across the outer sole

and freely expansible to grip the arch and sides of the

instep of the foot of a wearer and an insole secured to

3,095,657
TRACTION FOOTWEAR

Lawrence E. Fradette, 915 Mill St, Algonac, Mich.
Filed July 10, 1962, Scr. No. 208,862

4 Claims. (CI. 36—7.6)

1. An ice creeper comprising an elongated central strap,

a toe cleat ine^ding a plurality of downwardly depend-

ing spikes which is pivotally secured to the fOTward end

portion of said strap, a heel cleat including a plurality of

downwardly depending spikes which is pivotally secured

to the rearward end portion of said strap, stop means

for restricting the independent pivoting movement of said

toe cleait and said heel cleat relative to said strap, and

means for removably securinf sai4 ice creeper to the

underside of a shoe.

3,095,658
LAMINATED INSOLE OF VARYING THICKNESS
Noel Hetherington Midglcy, Caulfieid, Victoria, Australia,

assignor to Midgley Shoe Systems, Inc., Nashua, NJl.,

a corporation of New Hampshire
Filed Oct. 30, 1959, Scr. No. 849,960

3 Claims. (C\. 36—44)

1. An improved insole having a toe portion, a ball por-

tion, a shank portion and a heel portion, and formed from

a multi-ply blank consisting of a layer of relatively thin

flexible material and a layer of relatively rigid material

of varying thickness along the length of the insole, said

rigid layer having a thickness in the toe portion which

is less than the maximum thickness of the relatively

rigid material, and having the maximum thickness in

at least a part of the width of the central longitudinal

part of the shank portion and in the entire area of the

heel portion, said rigid layer in the shank portion taper-

ing from the edges of the part of the width of the central

longitudinal part toward the opposite side edges and

toward the front of the shank portion, the ball portion

comprising at least the layer of said flexible material.

3,095,659
SHOE PROTECTOR

Allen McCldlan, 3715 E. 33rd St., Kansas City, Mo.
Filed Mar. 14, 1962, Scr. No. 179,705

2 Claims. (CI. 36—72)
1. A shoe protector comprising a soft leather body,

having the configuration of a letter U when viewed from
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the top which terminates in a rounded edge, the said body

extending below the sole of the shoe on which it is placed,

and a steel wire embedded within the said soft leather

body, the said wire being located parallel and near the

therein, and a removable substantially S-shaped invertible

member, the arms of said 8 -shaped member being en-

gageable with the slots in said outer and intermediate

flanges of said web of the channel member and each of

the arms on opposite sides of the integral intermediate

web of said S-shaped member being at a different prede-

edge of the said soft leather body, having its lower edge

terminating in a steel U-shaped clamp spring adapted to

encompass in part the heel of the shoe on which the said

shoe protector is placed.

3 095 660
SNOW DISINTEGRATING'and BLOWING DEVICE

Knut Eng, Askim, Norway, assignor to A/S
Norsk Lettmetall, Askim, Norway

Filed Jan. 19, 1962, Scr. No. 167,253

Claims priority, application Norway Jan. 26, 1961

3 Claims. (CL 37—43)

termined distance away from said intermediate web of

said S-shaped member thereby to provide for accom-

modation of a panel of a corresponding predetermined

thickness between said integral intermediate web of said

S-shapedMember and a given arm of said member there-

by adapting said frame to panels of different thicknesses.

3,095,662
FISH GRAPPLING AND LANDING DEVICE

Prentiss S. Puckett, Juliaetta, Idaho
(120 N. 7th St., Klamath Falls, Orcg.)

Filed Dec. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 157,464

1 CUim. (CI. 43—5)

1. A snow disintegrating and throwing device of Ac

type moved forward by a motive means comprising a shaft

operatively connected to said motive means to impart ro-

tary movement thereto, said shaft being disposed longi-

tudinally in the direction of motion, a throwing wheel

mounted on said shaft for rotation thereby, said throwing

wheel being provided at the front portion thereof with a

plate member which is circular when viewed in an axial

direction and which has a helical disposition when viewed

in a horizontal direction, said plate member having a

radial slot disposed therein which extends below the cen-

tral axis thereof, said radial slot forming a leading edge

thereby providing a cutting edge, a housing encompassing

said throwing wheel and being provided with a first open-

ing disposed in front of said throwing wheel through

which snow is directed thereto and a second opening dis-

posed in the top portion of said housing through which

the snow is directicd upon being thrown by said throwing

wheel, and a snow-guiding funnel disposed in front of said

throwing wheel and communicaUng with said first open-

ing. ^^^^^^^^^
3,095,661

STRUCTURE FOR DETACHABLY MOUNTING
PANELS

Henry A. Ellis, University CWy, Mc assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware ^, ..^ ,^t
Filed Oct 19, 1961, Scr. No. 146,164

6 Claims. (CI. 4<>—156)

1. A frame having interconnected opposed peripheral

elements, each of said elements comprising a channel

member having,, a web, an outer flange extending from a

surface of said web, an intermediate flange extending

from said surface, each of said flanges having a slot

A fish landing device comprising a rigid elongated tubu-

lar sleeve having a lengthwise slot in one side, the ends

of said sleeve being open and defining a leading and trail-

ing end when said sleeve is placed on a fishing line, the

leading end of said sleeve being circular in cross-section

and having means formed integral therewith for enabling

the sleeve to clear the sinker on said fishing line, said

means comprising an outwardly flaring flange defining a

bell mouth having a lip, a plurality of circumferentially

spaced self-setting resilient grappling hooks placed on

said sleeve adjacent the leading end and said bell mouth,

the hooked forward ends being turned in toward each

other, and the shank portions being resilient and con-

verging towards each other at their rearward ends by en-

gaging the marginal edge of the lip of the bell mouth

flange and having rearward ends affixed to the leading

end portion of the sleeve just rearwardly of but adjacent

to said lip, said sleeve being provided along the major

portions of the opposed longitudinal edges of said slot

with elongated spaced parallel fixedly mounted heavy

rods providing weights for enabling the sleeve to gravi-

tate down the fishing line, the rearward end of one rod

having a terminal eye for attachment thereto of a re-

trieving line, said sleeve further being provided with, in

the interior of the trailing end portion opposite said slot

a fishing line seat and sleeve-guiding groove, the latter

being V-shaped in plan and varying in depth, its deeper

end located at the trailing end of said sleeve, the out-

jvardly flaring flange defining said bell mouth being

formed continuous with the tubular sleeve body and the

leading edges of said slot being flared outwardly widen-

ing the entrance to the interior of the sleeve for passage

of said sinker and merging with said bell mouth.
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3,095,663
ROD HOLDER FOR FISHING TACKLE BOXES

Marcell J. Miller, Penfield, N.Y., aicignor to The Liberty

Steel Chest Corporation, Rocliester, N.Y., a corpora-
tion of New Yorit

Filed Nov. 8, 1961, Scr. No. 150,978
2 Claims. (CI. 43—21.2)

1. A fishing tackle box, comprising a bottom section

and a cover section hinged thereto along the rear edges,

said bottom section having a front wall, a handle

mounted on one of said sections in the central portion

between oppasite ends thereof, a holder loop having

a length of wire formed with a curved outer end portion,

a pair of spaced substantially parallel side portions ex-

tending from opposite ends of said curved outer end

portion and having the free ends of said length of wire

formed with terminal portions extending inwardly toward

each other at the ends of said side portions opposite to

said curved outer end portion, a pair of collars formed

with bearing portions rotalably receiving said terminal

portions with said collars arranged between said side por-

tions in spaced relation, and means securing said collars

to a side wall of said bottom section in spaced relation

from the bottom wall and intermediate the central por-

tion and one end thereof, said holder loop having the di-

mension between the side portions thereof approximate-

ly ten percent greater than the dimension between said

terminal portions and said outer end portion, whereby the

handle of a fishing rod will just clear the inner sides of

said loop for insertion through and cooperation of said

loop about an intermediate portion of said handle with

the free end of said handle engaging the front wall of

said bottom section below said loop and the other end

carrying the fishing rod extending upwardly above the top

of said taclcle box in upwardly and outwardly inclined

relation at an angle closer to vertical than horizontal for

detachably locking said fishing rod handle to said bottom
section.

3,095,664
TROLLING SPINNER

William O. NiclioU, 2020 Montgomery St, OrovlUc, Calif.

FUcd Aug. 31, 1961, Scr. No. 135,297
4 Claims. (CI. 43—42.19)

JT Vrjj^-I!

1. A clevis and a lure for attachment to a fishing line,

said clevis comprising a tubular body adapted to receive

the line therethrough and rotatable about the line, a loop

member for attaching a lure thereto at one end of said

tubular body and projecting therefrom, said loop having

first and second ends, the first end of said loop member
being joined to said tubular body at said one end and the

second end forming a hook for releasable engagement with

another portion of the loop member adjacent said one end
of said tubular body, said loop member being bendable
toward and away from said body whereby the rate of

y
(

rotation of the body under impetus from a lure attached

to said loop member may be accelerated by bending the

loop member toward the body and the rotational rate

decelerated by bending the loop member away from the

body.

3,095,665 J
FOLDING EASEL

^Duncan C. Killen, 2521 Durant Atc., Berkeley, Calif.

FUed Jan. 23, 1961, Scr. No. 84,309
7 Claima. (CI. 45—129)

1. An easel for supporting the stretcher frame of an

artist's canvas or the like, comprising a generally up-

right standard having a fiat front face formed with a

vertically extending slot, a pair of elongated clamping
devices extending laterally across said front face, said

clamping devices being formed with confronting longi-

tudinal V-shaped edges adapted for engaging the stretcher

frame with the apexes of the V-shaped edges in spaced

relation to the front surface of the canvas whereby the

artist may extend his brush strokes past the edges of the

canvas, and locking means on said clamping devices en-

gaging said slot and formed for adjustably securing said

devices to said standard in clamping engagement against

the top and bottom edges of the stretcher frame.

3,095,666
WIDE FRAME FOLDING EASEL

Duncan C. Killen, 2521 Durant Ave., Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Oct. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 142,613
12 Claims. (CI. 45—129)

1. Aii^-casel for supporting the stretcher frame of an
artist's canv^ or the like, comprising a generally upright

standard Ha^ng a flat front face formed with a vertically

extending* slot, a first substantially horizontal member
carried on said upright standard at the lower end therof,

a second substantially horizontal member carried by said

upright standard above said first horizontal member, a

pair of generally vertical members carried on and ex-

tending between said first and second horizontal mem-
bers, said pair of generally vertical members having front

faces substantially in a pl^ne including the front face of

the upright standard, bracicet means for adjustably se-

curing said vertical members to said horizontal mem-
bers, a pair of elongated clamping devices fitting on the

standard at positions located between said horizontal

members and extending laterally across said front face

and said vertical members, said clamping devices being
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formed with confronting longitudinal V-shaped edges
adapted for engaging the stretcher frame in spaced rela-

tion to the front surface of the canvas whereby the artist

may extend his brush strokes past the edges of the

canvas, locking means on said devices engaging said slot

anti formed for adjustably securing said devices to said

standard in clamping engagement against the top and
bottom edges of the stretcher frame, and a pair of exten-

sion assemblies adapted to fit each side of the easel each

comprising a member having front faces substantially in

the plane of the front faces of the generally vertical

members.

3,095,667
ROTATABLE AND TRANSLATABLE DRAWING

BOARD
Leslie Roycc Huff, 266 Mill St., Wcstwood, NJ.; Hazel
Shuman Huff, administratrix of the estate of Leslie

Roycc Huff, deceased
FUcd Dec. 15, 1961, Scr. No. 159,581

9 Claims. (0.45—131)

1. A drawing board mounting comprised by a carriage

arranged to travel over a horizontal surface, a drawing

board supported on said carriage, an arrangement of roll-

ers over which the drawing paper is trained comprised

by a winding roller along one edge of the drawing board,

a tension roller along the opposite edge of the drawing

board, a second winding roller intermediate the first

winding roller and the tension roller, parallel tread mem-
bers on the opposite sides of said carriage, and supports

including parallel plates slidable along the opposite edges

of said parallel tread members and rollers carried by

said plates and engaging said parallel tread members.

3,095,668
MAGNETIC BLOCKS

Clarence T. Dorsctt, 1020 Holly Ave, Arcadia, Calif.

FUcd Feb. 10, 1959, Scr. No. 792,343

2 Claims. (0.46—25)
1 . A set of blocks, each of said blocks of said set being

said set having surfaces adapted to be held against other

surfaces of other blocks of said set by magnetic force,

said surfaces also being adapted to be repelled from other

surfaces of other blocks of said set by magnetic forces,

some of said surfaces being at least partially covered with

an adherent non-self supporting coating consisting of per-

manent magnetic particles sized so as to pass a 200 mesh
standard Tyler sieve and a non-magnetic binder holding
said permanent magnet particles in place, other of said

surfaces being at least partially covered with an adherent

non-self supporting coating consisting of iion-permanent
magnet magnetic particles sized so as to pass a 200 mesh

standard Tyler sieve and a non-magnetic binder holding

said non-permanent magnet magnetic particles in place,

said coatings containing not more than one part by weight

of binder for each part by weight of particles, said per-

manent magnet particles being oriented within the coat-

ing on each of said some of said surfaces so as to pro-

vide poles concentrating magnetic flux in order to pro-

vide the forces necessary to hold and repel similarly

coated surfaces of blocks within said set, said other of said

surfaces of blocks within said set being capable of being

held ^against surfaces covered with a coating including

said oriented permanent magnet particles.

3 095 669
SOUND EMITTING DEVICE

Joseph B. Barrlcks, Dcs Moines, Iowa, assignor of five

percent to Marjory Zcrln and ninety-five percent to
Rudolph L. LoweU, both of Des Moines, Iowa

Original appUcation Jan. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 1,330, now
Patent No. 3,025,634, dated Mar. 20, 1962. Divided
and diU appUcation Jan. 31, 1962, Scr. No. 170,074

2 Claims. (CL 46—179)

-?-*

1. A whistle comprising:

{a) a tubular body member including

(Z>) a pair of tubular sections, with one of said sec-

tions having a bore of a reduced diameter and of a

shorter length ^elative to the bore and length of the

other of said sections, and

(c) an annular shoulder at die junction of said bores

projected inwardly of the bore of said one section

so as to form an opening at said junction having a

diameter smaller than the diameter of the bore of

said one section.

3,095,670
SEED STARTER AND PLANT PROPAGATOR

Alexander Raab, % White Rose Nurseries,
Unionvinc, Ontario, Canada

nicd Mar. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 94,815
1 Clahn. (CI. 47—17)

A seed starter and plant propagator comprising an

formed out of a non-magnetic material, said blocks of open-toi^)ed, outer receptacle having side walls and a
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base, an open-topped, inner receptacle having side walls

and a base and positioned within said outer receptacle in

spaced apart relationship therewith, said base of said

inner receptacle being adjacent said base of said outer

receptacle, said inner receptacle being adapted to receive

soil therewithin, the space between said inner receptacle

and said outer receptacle being adapted to receive water

therewithin, at least portions of said inner receptacle being

porous, whereby water i|^said space may be absorbed by
the soil, means for draining water from said space, and
a roof of transparent material positione dover said inner

receptacle and, with said outer receptacle, forming an en-

closure cortipletely enclosing said inner receptacle, the

inner surface of at least the portion of said roof over said

inner receptacle being smoothly and uninterruptedly

curved, at least one first divider removably located in

said inner receptacle, at least one second divider remov-

ing in face-to-face relation along the greater part of the

rear of said row and of each individual shingle, a sepa-

rate narrow nailing strip capable of receiving and secure-

ly anchoring nails, said strip extending along the rear of

said row substantially the full length and adjacent the

lower edge of said row and remote from the upper edge
thereof, the upper edge of said nailing strip extending

along close to and opposing the lower edge of said felted

fiber backing panel whereby said nailing strip forms a

downward continuation of said felted fiber backing panel.

/A fO

30sf

2^^ :^ 3S

ably located in said inner receptacle, said first divider

having at least one notch therein extending from the top

edge of said first divider toward the bottom edge thereof

to a point less than one-half way through said first divider,

said second divider having at least one notch therein

extending from the bottom edge of said second divider

toward the top edge thereof, said first and second dividers

being angularly interlocked with said first divider being

inserted into said notch in said second divider and said

second divider being inserted into said notch in said first

divider, whereby a plurality of individual seed starting

and plant propagating receptacles are formed, said top

edges of said first and second dividers being positioned

contiguous to the open top of said inner receptacle and

lying in substantially the same plane, said bottom edges

of said first and second dividers resting on said base of

said inner receptacle.

3,095,671
MULTIPLE SHINGLE STRUCTURE

Carl J. Fink, Clarence, and Charles E. Heintz, Elma, N.Y.,

assignors to Creo-Dipt Company, Inc., North Tona-

wanda, N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed July 17, 1956, Scr. No. 598,310

2 Claims. (CI. 50—251)
1. As an article of manufacture, a multiple shingle

structure comprising a row of separate nailable shingles

arranged in edge-to-edge relation, a separate single pre-

formed felted fiber relatively rigid backing panel cxtend-

means securing each shingle adjacent its lower edge to

said nailing strip, means securing said felted fiber back-

ing panel to at least some of said shingles, and a layer of
water repellant material interposed between said nailing

strip and said row of shingles, said layer of water repel-

lant material being in the form of an integral continua-

tion of said felted fiber backing panel, with said nailing

strip arranged in a rabbet provided in the lower rear

part of said felted fiber backing panel.

3,095,672
ANCHORAGE BOLT AND BLOCK FOR

CONCRETE^STRUCTURES
Alfred Di Tullio, 253 Marion St., and Patsy Di Tullio,

25 Cleveland Ave., both of Bridgeport, Conn., and
Elio S. Di Tullio, 38 Smith Place, Trumbull, Conn.

FUed Nov. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 66,647
2 Cteims. (CI. 50—477)

1. An anchorage and fastening means for use with

concrete and like structures, comprising in combination:
(a) a block adapted to be imbedded in concrete with
one face thereof exposed,

(6) said block having a recess with oppositely dis-

posed undercut walls constituting a T-sIot, which T-
slot opens at the said face, said recess having a pair

of straight, opposite wall surfaces,

(c) an anchor bolt having a shank and a patted and
elongate shaped head, the latter being received in

said T-slot with the shank protruding from the said

exposed face of the block,

{d) said head having a size and elongate shape which
prevents it from being completely turned when in

the slot but enabling a partial turning to be effected,

locating the outermost portions of the head in the

^ndercut portions of the walls to prevent pull-out of

^ ^ the bolt from the block,

(e) said bead portion of the bolt having oppositely
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disposed end faces comprising a pair of curved eccen-

tric cam surfaces, said cam surfaces cooperating

with the straight opposite wall surfaces of the block

recess to ho^l the bolt, the portions of the cam sur-

faces which engage the said straight opposite wall

surfaces, together with the axis of the bolt being all

in alignment along a line which is normal to the

said wall surfaces for the purpose of holding the bolt

firmly wedged against lateral movement and fixedly

supported in the slot in various locations solely in

response to the bolt being slightly turned.

3,095,673
WORKPIECE GAUGING STOP FOR METAL

CUT-OFF MACHINE
Lester R. Bom, Jr., and Warren Dean Wclkart, Bcllc-

fontaine, Ohio, assignors to Rockwell Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Pennsyl-
vania

Filed Aug. 9, 1961, Scr. No. 130,375

,

18 Claims. (CI. 51—98)

supporting an article to be finished and facilitating rota-

tion of the article about an axis; means pivotally coupled

to said frame and carrying an abrasive belt, said belt

being engageable with the article to be finished; a work-

wheel mounted to a carrier movably mounted to said belt

carrying means, the pivotal mounting of said carrying

means and the movable mounting of said carrier to said

carrying means cooperating to accommodate engagement
of said work-wheel with said belt oppc^e a point of en-

gagement of said belt with the artiste to be finished;

resilient means coupled to said belt carrying means and
to said workwheel carrier to engage said workwheel with

said belt opposite a point of engagement of said belt

with the article to be finished and apply a desired load

on said workwheel to compressively load said belt be-

tween said workwheel and the article to be finished

when said belt is engaged with said article >vhereby the

machine is adapted to rapidly remove comparatively

large irregularities in an unsmooth cylindrical surface

of said article when said article is rotated, and simul-

taneously remove at a slower rate smaller irregularities

in said surface; and means coupled to said belt carrying

means to determine the extent of engagement of said

belt with said article.

3,095,675
ABRASIVE BELT GRINDING MACHINE

Fritz Gegauf, Steckbom, Switzerland, assignor to Fritz

Gcgauf Aktiengesellschaft Bemina-Nahmaschlncnfa-
brik, iMeckbom, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 9,986
Claims priority, application Switzerland Feb. 19, 1959

1 Claim. (CL 51—148)

1. For use with a metal cut-off machine having a sujv

porting table and a workpiecc guide fence against which

a workpiece may be held in fixed position on the table

while being cut, a work stop adapted for selective posi-

tioning along the guide fence, comprising: a support block

adapted for attachment to a fixed part of the cut-oflf ma-

chine; an abutment stop adapted to contact an end of a

workpiece to predetermine the length thereof to be cut;

means to adjust the position of the abutment stop rela-

tive to the support block; means to lock said adjusting

means in adjusted position; and back-off means, carrying

said adjusting means and cooperable with said support

block, operable to back-off said abutment stop from con-

tact with the end of a workpiece without affecting the

adjustment of said adjusting means.

3,095,674
ABRASIVE BELT FINISHING MACHINE

Herbert P. Lee, 3025 Madison Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

F^ Feb. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 86,682

9 Cbhns. (CL 51—141)

1, A finishing machine _for cylindrical articles and

comprising: a frame; means coupled to said frame for

792 O.Q.—

4

A grinding machine comprising a raised pedestal, a

rigid bearing arm on said pedestal including a first bear-

ing opening directly above said pedestal, said arm hav-

ing an extension extending laterally and upwardly from
said pedestal and having a second bearing opening there-

in, a driving motor mounted on said pedestal and having

a shaft extending through said first bearing opening and

terminating in a first guide roller, a tensioning arm mem-
ber having a mounting shaft portion connected thereto

extending through said second bearing opening and

tenninating in a second guide roller said tensioning arm

with said shaft being rotatable in said second bearing,

said tensioning arm having at its free end an outwardly

extending shaft portion constituting a third guide roller

aligned in a plane with said first and second guide rollers,

an endless abrasive belt trained to run around each of said

guide rollers, a weighted arm member connected to said

tensioning arm and biasing said tensioning arm in a di-

rection toward engagement with said abrasive belt and

away from said first guide roller for tensioning said belt,

and pedestal means connected to said weighted member

aiul movable to deflect said weighted arm member to ro-

tate said tensioning arm member to increase the tension

on said abrasive belt.
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3,095,676
AUTOMATIC BALANCING ARRANGEMENT FOR

GRINDING WHEELS
Rolf Voller, Dagcnhclm, Krcif Bobllngen. Gcnnany, •••

signer to Fortuna-Wcrkc Sptrialmaichlnenfabrik Ak-
tIcngcMllKhaft, Stattgart-Bad Cannitatt, Gcrnumy

FUcd Mar. 22, 1962, Scr. No. 181,640
Claims priority, applicatioii Germany Mar. 25, 1961

11 CUUms. (CI. 51—U9)

1. In an arrangement for Jbe static and dynamic
balancing of grinding wheels^n grinding machines, the

combination comprising an oscillation imbalance indi-

cator having a damped indicator pointer and a trailing

pointer pushed by said indicator pointer in the direc-

tion of decreasing imbalance indication, there being en-

gageable electrical contacts on said pointers, a first ad-

justing drive for adjusting the radial direction of counter-

weights with respect to a grinding wheel, a second ad-

justing drive for adjusting the quantity of the counter-

w ;igblt, a third adjusting drive for axially displacing the
<•- ' ^'^.Veights with respect to the axis of a grinding
'tvheel. a reversible servomotor drivingly engageable with

said . adjusting drives, a control circuit for drivingly con-

necting said first adjusting drive to said servomotor, a sec-

ond control circuit including a step switch mechanism
for reversing the direction of rotation of said servo-

motor and for successively connecting said second and
third adjusting drives to said servomotor, a third control

circuit connected to said pointer contacts for actuating

said step switch mechanism upon separation of said

pointer contacts, and means actuated by a predetermined
minimum position of said trailing pointer for terminating
the balancing operation.

3,095,677
METHOD OF FACKAGIN(i ARTICLES

Robert L. Drcyfna, Arlington, and Wylla C. Klriqiatrick,
Wayland, Maai., aaaignon to W. R. Grace Jk Co.,
Duncan, S.C., a corporation of Connecticut

Filed July 20, 1960, Scr. No. 44,196
10 Clalma. (CL 53—30)

1. A method of packaging a relatively thin object
which comprises placing said object upon a substantially

flat sheet of heat shrinkable material and subjecting the
heat shrinkable material to heat except for that portion
of said material which lies directly under said object
whereby said material shrinks up the sides and at least

partially over the top of the object and thereby partially

encloses said object.

3,095,678
ARTICLE STACKING AND STRAFFING MACHINE
George Jolu CUH, Chicago, Bart B. PankalL Wood Dale,

William H. Braon, Brookflald, Jobn Ci. Ftldkamp,
Homcwood, and Robert E. Hagcr, Park Foraat, 111.;

aid Cliff, said Panludl, and wald Braan, aiaigBori to

Link-Belt Company, a corporation of niinoia, and said
Feldkamp and lakl Hagcr, aMignon to Acme Steel

Company, Chicago, U., a corporation of Dllnob
FUcd May 18, 1959, Scr. No. 813,769

ISCJalma. (CL 53—124)

2. A machine for packaging articles, comprising a jig

for receiving and supporting a plurality of articles in a
given loosely stacked arrangement, means for conveying
said jig along an endless path past a number of loading
stations at each of which a desired number of articles

are placed thereon to progressively build a complete stack

comprising a desired number of superimposed tiers, un-
loading means a'^ a station in the path of jig movement
beyond said loading stations for removing a completed
stack of loose articles from the jig, means at said unload-
ing station for receiving the completed stack of loose
articles as it is removed from said jig and including a
second conveyor along which said unloaded stack of arti-

cles is advanced to a discharge point, first means asso-

ciated with the second conveyor for independently com-
pacting the articles of each tier relative to each other as

the stack is advanced along said second conveyor to elimi-

nate spaces between the articles, and second means asso-

ciated with the second conveyor for applying a strap
around the compacted stack of articles to form the latter

into a self-sustaining package before it arrives at said dis-

charge point.

^ 3,095,679
CANE CONVEYOR ASSEMBLY FOR HARVESTERS
Joceph M. Pugh and Jamca H. Edlcy, Jeancrattc, La., aa-

ignors to J. & L. Engineering Co., lac, Jaancictta, La.,
a corporation of Loniaiana

Filed Oct. 30, 1959, Scr. No. 849,841
17 Clalma. (CL 56—15)

- ^^

1. In a cane harvesting and piling machine having a
frame,

(a) a horizontally extending cane piling arm having a
front end and a rear discharge end,

(b) means pivotally mounting said arm at its front end
upon said frame for swinging movement in a hori-

zontal plane to thereby adjust said discharge end lat-

erally of said frame.
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(c) cane conveying means supported by and projecting

laterally from the side of said frame and arm and

having laterally projecting holding elements for con-

veying the stalks of cane while individually gripped

and held in a vertical position rearwardly and later-

ally of the machine and then longitudinally and rear-

wairdly of said arm to said discharge end,

(d) presaer means upon said frame and arm fixed

against longitudinal movement relative to said frame

and arm and including a member having a snKX)th,

\flat presser surface opposed to and cooperating with

said holding elements and disposed along the side of

said conveying means for resiliently pressing stalks

of cane against the holding elements of the latter,

(«) means pivotally mounting said presser means upon

said frune. for swinging movement in a horizontal

plane tioout a vertical axis which is di^laced from

the pivotal axis of said arm.

3^5,680
CANE STALK GATHERING, TOPPING, DE-

TRASHING AND SEVERING MEANS
Samuel A. Thoraton, Jeancrattc, La.

FUcd Nov. 5, 1959, Scr. No. 851,038
llChdna. (CLS6—17)

3.095,681
HAND-OPERATED IMPLEMENT FOR PICKING ON
THE PLANT OLTVES AND SIMILAR HANGING
DOWN FRUITS

Aristide Ludo Sartorio, Piazza del Teatro 21,
Velletri, Rome, lUly

Fi!ed Mar. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 98,170
Claims priorits^ application Italy Mar. 26, 1960

2 Cbinu. (CI. 56—339)

1. A hand-operated implement for picking olives and

downwardly hanging fruit, comprising a fork having the

shape of pincers, a plurality of spaced teeth on the in-

ner side of the fork situated relative to each other so

that they will not contact or overlap each other, said

teeth permitting the branches to be gripped by the pick-

ing implement to slide there along without damaging
the fruit with which it contacts when being detached from
the branches, a handgrip controlled by the operator and

divided into two parts and pivoted to each other, and a

spring to urge the implement in the open position in

the absence of pressure of the operator's hand on the in-

ner surface of the handgrip.

3,095,682
COMBINATION RAKE AND CARRIER

Tony A. Pasqnhie, 1750 Lacrctia Drive, Gfavd, Ohio
FUcd June 30, 1961, Scr. No. 127,783

3 Chdnu. (CL 56—400.12)

1. Stalk gathering and detrashing means for cane com-

bines comprising a gather chain having a leading end and

a trailing end, a rectangular supporting frame for said

chain having guide sheaves at the comers thereof for

guiding the chain for movement about said frame, said

frame being inclined rearwardly upward longitudinally

thereof from the leading end to the trailing end of said

chain aiKl being inclined laterally downward from one

longitudinal edge to the other longitudinal edge thereof, a

plurality of rotary detrashers mounted on said frame in

the space between the longitudinal edges thereof, said

detrashers being mounted for roution about vertically

^>aced horizonal axes generally paralleling the longitu-

dinal edges of said frame, each detrasher including a pe-

ripheral portion extending beyond the vertical plane of

said one longitudinal edge of said frame and into the

vertical plane of the run of the chain adjacent said one

longitudinal edge, said sheaves on said frame guiding said

chain around said detrashers and spacing the said run

thereof vertically above the said portion of each detrasher,

an arm pivotally mounted on said frame adjacent the lower

forward edge thereof and extending forwardly downward

therefrom, and a guide sheave for said chain mounted on

said arm adjacent the forward end thereof, said sheave

guiding said chain forwardly downward and rearwardly

upward relative to the lower end of said frame, said arm

being pivotally adjustable on said frame to vary the direc-

tion of forward extension of the lead end of said chain.

1 . A combined rake and carrier, comprising a flat body
member having a top part formed for the attachment of

a handle thereto, said member having a forward side, a

rearward side, and lateral widely spaced side edges, hinge

ear members on and extending rearwardly from said side

edges, a plurality of rake tines, each attached at one end

to and extending downwardly from the body member,
said tines lying in a common plane and being spaced apart

transversely of the body member, each of said tines hav-

ing a portion of its other, and lower, end extending at an

obtuse angle downwardly and rearwardly, a second body
member extending across the rear side of the first body
member and spaced rearwardly from and substantially

paralleling the first body member, means pivotally cou-

pling said second body member to said hinge car mem-
bers for pivoting on an axis extending transversely of the

members, a plurality of secondary tines each secured at

one end to and extending downwardly from the second
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body member, said secondary tines being spaced apart

transversely of the second body member and lying in a

common plane, each of said secondary tines having a por-

tion of its other, and lower end extending at an obtuse

angle downwardly and forwardly and terminating an ap-

preciable distance above, or short of, the said other, lower

ends of the rake tines when the secondary tines are piv-

oted forwardly into a closed relation with the rake tines,

and spring means operatively connecting said body mem-
bers and biased to urge the same and the tines into said

closed relation.

3,095,683
YARN HANDLING APPARATUS

Raymond G. Tessmer, Spartanburg, S.C^ assignor to

Deerlng Milliken Research Corporation, Spartanburg,

S.C., a corporation of Dcbware
FUed May 20, 1960, Scr. No. 30,655

3 Claims. (CI. 57—34)

1. Apparatus for forming wr^w of yam on a yam
carrier comprising a spindle for mounting a yam car-

rier, a first yarn guide disposed laterally adjacent said

sijbtdle, said first yarn guide and said spindle being lon-

gfeDdinally relatively movabl^with respect to one an-

OUM- for forming a package of yam on a yam carrier

on said spindle, a second yam guide disposed in longi-

tudinally spaced apart position from said first guide and

being also disposed laterally adjacent said spindle, said

second yarn guide being angularly movable about the

axis of said spindle, and a normally yarn-disengaged yam-

retarding element adapted to be nx)ved into contact with

the yarn at a position adjacent said second yam guide

for selectively disengaging yam from said second yam
guide during laying of yam thereby onto a yam carrier

on said spindle while not disengaging the yam from said

first yam guide.
I

3,095,684

RING RAIL LATCH FOR SPINNING FRAMES
AND THE LIKE

Bobo B. Rogers, 2407 Wallace Ave., Spartanburg, S.C.

Filed Nov. 8, 1961, Scr. No. 151,052

5 culms. (57—54)

1. In a spinning frame having a plurality of rotating

spindles, a ring rail mounted for traversing movement

longitudinally of said spindles, a builder mechanism for

moving said ring rail in said traversing movement, and
a treadle member connected to said ring rail and movable
therewith, said treadle member being adapted to be manu-
ally lowered to move said ring rail to a bobbin doffing

position; the combination of

(a) a latch member mounted for movement between a

first posiiion wherein at least a portion thereof is

disposed in the path of travel of said treadle to the

lowered position and being adapted to overlie said

treadle when the same is in the lowered position,

and a second position spaced from said first position

and out of the path of travel of said treadle, said

latch member having a cam surface on said portion

which is adapted to be engaged by said treadle as

the treadle moves to the lowered position for mov-
ing said latch member from said first position to said

second position to allow said treadle to move thereby,

and
(b) spring means biasing said latch member toward

said first position to normally maintain the latch

member in the path of travel of said treadle.

3,t95,685
TRAVELER CLEANER

Bobo B. Rogers, 2407 Wallace Ave., Spartanburg, S.C.
FUed Nov. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 154,619

10 Claims. (CL 57—57)

1. A traveler cleaner for a spinning frame or the like

having a ring about which a travelei revolves, said trav-

eler cleaner comprising:

{a) an elongate resilient member carried by said frame

and having a free end portion; and

(b) means carried by said frame in association with

said resilient member for maintaining said resilient

member in a deflected position with said free end

portion thereof adjacent said ring.

3,095,686
SP£ED-STRANDING MACHINE

Max Steinlein, Stuttgart-Stammhelm, Germany, assignor

to Kreidlcr's MeUil- und Drahtwcrkc G.m.bJI., Stntt-

gart-Zuffenhauscn, Germany, a corporation of Ger-

many
Filed May 31, 1961, Scr. No. 113,801

1 Claim. (CI. 57—58.3)

A speed-stranding machine, comprising an elongated,

tuBular stranding body, a plurality of supply drums dis-

posed in series relative to each other and received by said

stranding body, a forwardly disposed cage larger than

said supply drums adapted to receive the drum for a

core-strand, and separate bearing means for said strand-

ing body and said cage, respectively, means for coupling

said stranding body with said cage for joint rotary move-

U^^-

ment, said coupling means including means for damping second position being when said first portion is in said

of oscillations between said stranding body and said cage second seat and said second portion is in said fir^t seat,

and for connecting said stranding body with said cage means biasing said portions of the periphery into said

elastically in a rotary direction. depressions, a shaft extending outwardly from said mem-

3,095,687
ELECTROMOTOR-DRIVEN TEXTILE MILL

SPINDLES
Karl Beerii, Niederuster, Zwidi, Switzerland, assignor to

Splndcl-, Motoren- und Maschineitfabrik A.G., Uster,

Switzerland
Filed Feb. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 170,982

Claims priority, application Switzerland Feb. 17, 1961
4 Claims. (CU 57—100)

'i^

1. An electromotor-driven textile mill spindle compris-

ing

(a) a substantially rigid tubular bearing sleeve,

{b) a foot bearing, and

(c) a collar bearing both rigidly connected to said

bearing sleeve.

(d) a spindle shaft rotatably supported in said foot

bearing and in said collar bearing,

{e) electromotor means comprising a staler rigidly

connected to said bearing sleeve and a rotor rigidly

connected to said spindle shaft,

(/) a housing, and

(g) yielding connecting means swingably connecting

said bearing sleeve to said bousing and the center of

gravity of said stator and rotor substantially coincid-

ing with the position of said yielding connecting

means.

3,095,688
BALLOON CONTROL RING

James S. Russell, Greer, S.C, assignor to Steel Heddlc
Manufacturing Company, Paris, S.C., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
Filed \my 5, 1961, Ser. No. 108,015

% a^lalms. (C1.57—106)
1. A balloon control ring comprising a subsuntially

enclosed strand confining member having a threading slot

about its periphery, a shank having an intermediate recess

and first and second spaced seats in the side walls de-

fining said recess in whicl) first and second portions of the

periphery of said member, remote from said slot, are al-

ternatively supported in first and second positions, said

first position being when said first portion is in said first

seat and second portion is in said second seat and said

I

ber at a point between said first and second portions ro-

tatably supporting said member to said shank whereby the

strand confining member can be unseated against the

force of said means and rotated to either of said first and

second positions.

3,095,689

LUBRICATING HOLDER FOR SPINNING AND
TWISTING RINGS

Johann Jacob Keyser, Grabenallec 16,

Aarau, Switzcriand

Filed Sept 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,522

Claims priority, application Germany Sept 12, 1959
6 Cbdms. (CI. 57—120)

2. In combination with a rail member for connection

with spinning and twisting machines: a holder for re-

ceiving individual spinning and twisting rings, said holder

being formed by a tube having a loop-shaped portion

and leg portions angled off from the ends of said loop-

shaped portion and connected, to said rail member, said

rail member comprising lubricant conveying passage

means communicating with the interior of at least one of

said leg portions and thereby also with said loop-shaped

portion, said leg portions being spaced from each other

by such a distance that said loop-shaped portion will ex-

tend around and engage the ring to be received thereby

by an angle varying from a maximum of 330° to a

minimum angle just in excess of 180*.

3,095,690
CONTACT AND INDEX SYSTEM FOR AN

ELECTRIC WATCH
Helmut Epperlein, Ersingen, near Pforzheim, Germany,
ass^or to HamlHoB Watch Company, Lancaster, Pa.,

a corporation of Pennsylvania
Filed Mar. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 801,212

10 Claims. (CI. 58—28)
1. In an electric watch adapted to be driven by a

battery and having a train, an index wheel connected to

drive said train, and an oscillating balance staff carrying

one portion of a periodically energized magnetic impuls-

ing system having a second portion mounted on the frame

of said watch, wherein the axes ol rotation of said train,

index wheel and said balance staff are parallel, the im-

provement comprising; support means on said staff carry-
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ing a contact member and a separate spaced cam; and

pallet means pivotally mounted on said watch frame for

rotation about an axis parallel to said aforementioned

axes, and having a first portion positioned for engage-

ment with said cam, a second portion positioned for en-

gagement with said contact member, and a third portion

f

engageable with said index wheel for both driving and

indexing said wheel as said staff oscillates, said contact

member and pallet member establishing an electrical cir-

cuit between said battery and said magnetic impulsing

system through said pallet means when said second por-

tion engages said contact member.

3,095,691
CHAIN LINKS OR THE LIKE

WUliam C. WaUcr, 4142 MidcUa Are.,

Sherman Oaka, Calif.

FUad Oct 3, 1958, Scr. No. 765,159
TCIalma. (CL 59—88)

the respective stud lug shoulders, a rigid but removable

connector<arried backing means for at least said first stud,

said backing means having a dimension measured on a

line normal to the limb axis which is greater than the

thickness of said stud lugs in the direction of said line,

whereby to reuin the studs and projections in said con-

nector-provided socket, and said backing means located

between the plane of the first lug shbulder and the closest

end portion of the first lug-provided limb section end so

as to prevent eccentric bending of said first stud and its

lug in a direction contra to the direction of stud lug pro-

jection, laterally spaced and opposed walls provided by
said connector and extending beyond the plane of said

first stud backing means to support the latter, said con-

nector walls having extensions, and a bridge connecting

said wall extensions and engaging and sustaining said

stud-backing means when the latter is in operative posi-

tion, whereby said backing means will be in compression

between said bridge and first stud when the two section

limb is under longitudinal load.

1. In a coupling for the aligned and engaging terminal

ends of a two section link limb or the like, each of said

section ends constituted by a single heavy duty stud, one

of said studs being designated as the first stud and the

other as the second stud, each of said studs having a sin-

gle longitudinal limb load-sustaining lug projecting later-

ally in the same direction, each lug having a planar longi-

tudinal load-receiving shoulder of substantial area, said

shoulders being spaced inwardly of the related stud-de-

fined section end, interfitting portions provided by the

stud-defined meeting ends of said lin^b sections and coop-

erating with the end to end engagement of said limb sec-

tions to resist movement of said limb section ends in a

direction contra to said lateral direction of stud lug pro-

jection; the combination of a rigid connector which is

open at each end, said connector providing a laterally

opening socket receiving and seating said limb terminal-

provided sttids, longitudinal limb load-supporting shoul-

ders incorporated in said connector socket and engaging

3,095,692
TWO-STROKE DIESEL ENGINE WITH AN EX-

HAUST GAS DRIVEN TURBOBLOWER
Gottlieb Wolf, Wintcrtbur, Switzerland, aarignor to Sulzer

Frcrct, S.A., Wlntcrtfaur, Switzerland, a corporation of

Switzerland
FUed June 26, 1961, Ser. No. 119,611

Claims priority, application Switzerland July 11, 1960
1 Claim. (CI. 60—13)

In a reversible two-stroke dieeel engine operating under

variable load and having an exhaust gas driven turbo-

charger, an exhaust valve for controlling flow of exhaust

gas to said turbocbarger, and control means for said ex-

haust valve, said control means including an axially

movable shaft rotating at a speed corresponding to tbt

engine speed: a cam mounted on said shaft and having

three cam surfaces, cam follower means operatively con-

nected to said valve and engaged by one of said cam sur-

faces for operatii^ the engine in one direction of rota-

tion and engaged by the second or third cam surface, de-

pending on the axial position of said shaft for (H>erating

the engine in tbe< opposite direction of rotation, means
responsive to the speed of the engine and connected to

said shaft for axial movement thereotto effect engagement

of said second cam surface by said cam follower means

upon an engine speed below a predetermined value and to

effect engagement of said third cam surface by said cam
follower means upon an engine speed above said prede-

termined value, to stepwisely advance beginning of the

opening of said exhaust valve upon a reduction of the

engine speed below said predetermined value and to retard

beginning of the opening of said exhaust valve upon in-

crease of the engine speed above said predetermined value.
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3,095,693
OXIDIZER COMPRISING TETRANITROMETHANE
AND NITROGEN PENTOXIDE AND METHOD
OF PRODUCING THRUST THEREWITH

Chrlfltlan A. WamMr, Berkeley Heighti, NJ., aalgnor to

Air Reduction Company, Incorporated, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 9, I960, Scr. No. 7,527

3 Claims. (CL 60—35.4)

1. A normally-liquid oxidizing composition consisting

essentially of about 10 to 20% by weight of tetranitro

methane and about 80-90% by weight of nitrogen pent-

oxide.

3. A method for producing thrust which comprises

injecting into a combustion chamber of a rocket a liquid

fuel and a liquid oxidizer consisting essentially of about

10 to 20% by weight of tetranitro methane and about

80 to 90% by weight of nitrogen pentoxide, reacting said

fuel and said oxidizer to produce a gas and directing said

gas through a nozzle.

3.095,694
REACTION MOTORS

Hermlne Johanna Walter, Dover, NJ.

(P.O. Box 61, Mancbefter, Tenn.)
Filed Oct 28, 1959, Ser. No. 849,329

3 Clalma. (CL 60—35.6)

2. A reaction motor comprising a casing, means wiihin

the casing for producing high temperature combustion

products having an unburncd fuel constituent, a nozzle

having walls forming a convergent section and a divergent

section, said nozzle being connected to the casing and

in fluid communication with said means, said nozde di-

mensioned to accelerate the combustion products to

supersonic velocities in the divergent section, ducts in

the wall of said divergent section for inducting ambient

air into said divergent section, and means, mounted

within said ducts, for generating sound waves in the in-

ducted air to enhance mixing of the inducted air and the

imburned fuel constituent whereby combustion of the

unbumed fuel constituent occurs in the divergent section.

tions axially aligned with said outlet and each other and

pivotally connected to each other at their adjacent ends,

the opposite end of said convergent section being piv-

otally connected to said duct, the pivotal connection be-

tween the convergent and divergent sections constituting

a throat, each of said sections comprising a plurality of

circumferentially spaced flaps operatively pivotally con-

nected to each other at their adjacent lateral edges to form

a continuous annular surface, the pivotal connection be-

tween said flaps comprising means both radially and cir-

cumferentially movable permitting increase or decrease in

the area enclosed by said flaps, the movement of said piv-

otal connection varying the area of said throat, cam fol-

lower means secured to each of said flaps, said cam fol-

lower means having an arcuate slot therein, annular

shroud means having a plurality of pins thereon engage-

able in each of said slots, said shroud means being axially

movable to radially vary the position of said flaps, and

means for moving said shroud means to vary the area of

said throat, the passage of the exhaust gases through said

throat exerting forces on said throat tending to increase

its area, air conduit means secured at one end to said di-

vergent section and surrounding portions of the same and

the convergent section to define an air compartment there-

between, the opposite end of said conduit means being in

communication with ram air upon forward flight of said

aircraft, said ram air acting in said compartment against

the exterior of said sections in a direction balancing the

forces of the said exhaust gases permitting the axial move-

ment of said shroud means to selectively vary the area

of said throat.

3 095 696
COMBUSTION-ENGM EXHAUST SYSTEMS

Roy W. Rumble, Johannesbuif, Transvaal, Republic of

South Africa (P.O. Box 357, Germiiton, Traniraal,

Republic of South Africa)

Filed Sept. 19, I960, Ser. No. 57,003

Claims priority, application Republic of South Africa

Sept 25, 1959
14 Clahns. (CL 60—35.6)

3,095,695
CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT JET NOZZLE

Arthur W. Gaubatz, Indhmapolli, and James W. Moore,

West Lafayette, Ind., ani|nori to General Motors Cor-

poration, Detroit, Mkhn corporation of Detawara

Filed Nov. 23, 1959, S». No. 854,968
3Chdme. (0.60—35.6)

1. A jist propulsion engine including a conduit for the

jet stream and comprising a convergent nozzle having an

inlet mouth disposed at the discharge end of said conduit,

a jacket coaxially disposed at and surrounding said noz-

2dc and having a portion extending downstream of said

nozzle, said portion having inwardly directed flanges

which define an aperture having substantially the same

diameter as said convergent nozzle exit mouth, and means

being provided in said jacket to reduce the pressure in the

space formed between said convergent nozzle and said

jacket to reduce the noise level.

1. A convergent-divergent jet nozzle for an aircraft

type gas turbine engine having an exhaust duct with an

outlet for the passage of exhaust gases therethrough, said

nozzle comprising annular convergent and divergent sec-

3,095,697

NOISE SUPPRESSION NOZZLES WITH THRUST
REVERSAL PROVISION FOR JET ENGINES

WllUam A. Refaihart, Bcllcvuc, Wadi., avlgnor to Bochig

Aliphmc Company, Seattle, Wadi., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Feb. 7, 1956, Scr. No. 563,953

4Cbdmi. (CL 60—35.54)

1. Jet engine nozzle means comprising rearwardly

directed nozzle discharge duct means including an outer

wall having a plurality of ports therein located forwardly

of the after end thereof and spaced apart in successive
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serial relationship transversely of the direction of dis- rubidium to said liquid residue to provide said mixture

charge through said duct means, a like plurality of stream for reuse, said mixture having a percentage composition

dividers mounted in said duct means at respective trans-

versely^, spaced locations between said ports, thereby to

confine the rearward discharge flow transversely to the

regions adjacent to said ports, the transverse spacing

between such stream dividers at the after end thereof

being substantially equal to their width at such ends,

"cover means longitudinally overlapping said outer wall

and ports and having a like plurality t)f openings therein

registrable with said ports, said cover means being mov-

able transversely of the duct means to position its open-

ings in the spaces between said ports, thereby to open

and close said ports, and discharge directing means con-

nected with said cover means to be movable therewith,

o

said directing means comprising a like plurality of gen-

erally transversely disposed deflectors including deflecting

surfaces extending inwardly from the outer wall and

rearwardly from the vicinity of the after edges of the

respective openings, said deflectors having a width and

spacing substantially to close the respective spaces be-

tween said stream dividers against rearward discharge

and to direct such discharge outwardly and forwardly

through said openings with the latter in registry with

said ports, thereby to reverse nozzle thrust, said deflectors

having after ends longitudinally positioned substantially

at the after end of said outer wall and of a width, meas-

ured transverse to the direction of discharge and parallel

to the series extent of the ports and openings, substan-

tially equal to said stream divider after end width, thereby

to form stream divider extensions with bluff after ends

to suppress jet noise while producing forward thrust.

3,095,698
HEAT TRANSFER MEDIUM

David R. Stern, Fullerton, Calif., assignor to Ameriam
Potash & Chemical Corpontion, a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Sept. 18, 1957, Ser. No. 684,719

2 Claims. (CI. 60—36)
1. A method of heat transfer comprising heating a

ternary mixture of sodium, potassium and rubidium to

provide a stream of hot rubidium vapor and a liquid

residue lean in rubidium, extracting energy from the ru-

bidium vapor whereby the vapor is cooled, condensing

the Oooled rubidium vapor, and returning the condensed

»' P^ C*-* of «m»ff •* *•"»

\

timiiinff^«t« *t

\

falling along the line connecting points I, J and K of

the drawing.

3,095,699
COMBINED GAS-STEAM TURBINE POWER
PLANT AND METHOD OF OPERATING THE
SAME

Clyde B. Baver, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The Babcock &
Wilcox Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey
FUcd Dec. 18, 1958, Scr. No. 781,289

9 Claims. (CI. 60—39.02)

»•««•* _^»

L_

8. In a combined gas turbine-steam turbine electrical

generating plant including a steam generating and heat-

ing unit for supplying steam td said steam turbine and

which includes walls forming a furnace and a connected

convection gas pass, fuel burning means for supplying

freshly generated heating gases to the furnace, steam

generating tubes lining the walk of the furnace, steam

heating tubes disposed in said convection gas pass and

connected for flow of fluid from said steam generating

tubes and to said steam turbine, and an economizer down-

stream gas-wise of said steam heating tubes and supply-

ing feedwater to said steam generating tubes, the meth-

od for improving the thermal efficiency of said unit dur-

ing low load operation thereof comprising the steps of

operating the gas turbine at substantially full load for

generating the base electrical output of said plant, and

varying the load of said steam generating unit to com-

pensate for any swing in the electrical output of said

plant above said base output during the combined gas-

steam cycle operation thereof, recovering the hot ex-

haust gases from the gas turbine to increase the cycle

eflSciency of the steam generating unit during such load

swings by dividing the recovered exhaust gases, combin-

ing at the inlet end of the economizer a divided portion
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of the exhaust gases together with the freshly generated

heating gases of the unit and directing said combined
gases over all the economizer heating surface to heat

the feedwater by recovering the heat from said combined

gases by indirect heat exchange, delivering another di-

vided portion of said exhaust gases directly to the fuel

burning means for utilization as a preheated combustion

supporting medium, introducing still another divided por-

tion of the exhaust gases directly into the furnace to re-

duce the amount of radiant heat transmission of the

products of combustion to the steam generating tubes

lininig the walls of the furnace and to increase the gas

mass flow through the unit, increasing the rate of flow

of gas turbine exhaust to said furnace as the load of

the steam generating unit decreases, and decreasing the

rate of supply of freshly generated heating gases to the

furnace as the load of the steam generating unit de-

tain a predetermined line of relationship between said

characteristics under steady state conditions throughout

the power range of the power plant, means for selecting

a desired i>ower output and thus an operating point on

said line, and a variable speed ratio transmission, con-

creases.

3,095,700
REGENERATIVE GAS TURBINE

Charles A. Amann, Bhmingham, John S. Collman, De-
troit, Roger W. Hausfaalter, St. Cbir Shores, James M.
Ricketts, Oxford, William A. Tunmen, Bhmingham,
and Paul T. Vickers, Royal Oak, Mich., assignors to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Original application Jan. 16, 1956, Ser. No. 559,475.

Divided and this application Jan. 20, 1960, Ser. No.
3,556

1 Claim. (CI. 60—39.2)

trolled by said last named means for unloading said out-

put shaft during a transient upset caused by selection of

higher power output level, whereby during such transient

upset said speed will recover faster than said characteristic.

.W /(p

A power plant comprising, in combination, a gas turbine

engine, means defining an exhaust chamber receiving the

exhaust from the engine, means defining a first constantly

open outlet from the chamber of dimensions sufficient to

handle the exhaust during idling operation of the engine,

means defining a second outlet from the chamber substan-

tially larger than the first outlet, the second outlet includ-

ing valve means normally closed during idling operation

of the engine and normally open at higher power levels,

means responsive to pressure in the chamber operative to

open the valve means in response to a predetermined pres-

sure level above the level normal in idling operation of the

engine; a power control for the engine operable to set

the engine power output level, and means actuated by

the power control operative to open the valve means when

the power control is advanced above a predetermined

power setting.

3,095,701
GAS TURBINE POWER PLANT CONTROL

SYSTEMS
Robert A. Grossclfinger, Wariiington, D.C., and Jacques

J. Schoch, Seattle, Wash., assignors to The Garrett Cor-

poration, Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of Cali-

fornia

Filed Apr. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 19,711
13Cbiims. (CI. 60—39.28)

1. A gas turbine power plant system including a vari-

able fuel input, an output shaft for driving a load, and

a control system comprising means for sensing first and

second engine operating characteristics, control means

connected to both of said sensing means and said variable

fuel input for determining the fxjcl supply rate to main-

3,095,702
AFTERBURNER FUEL CONTROL

Arthur E. Brown, Chichinati, Ohio, Edward G. Gaekc,
Waukesha, Wis., John D. Hiller, Chicfamati, Ohio, and
Harry C. Zeisloft, Brookfield, Wis., assignors to Gen-
eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corpoiatioD
of Delawu-e

Filed Sept. 26, 1960, Scr. No. 58,286
5 Cbdms. (CI. 60—39.28)

-^Hx^^^Aii-'

1. A fuel control for a jet engine comprising, in com-
bination, manually operable control means, fuel-air ratio

control means set by the manually operable control means,
fuel limiting means responsive to engine inlet air tem-

perature, fuel metering means, and means resi>onsive to in-

let air temperature operable to couple the fuel-air ratio

control means to the fuel metering means below a pre-

determined air temperature and to couple the fuel limit-

ing means instead of the fuel-air ratio control means to

the fuel metering means above said predetermined air

temperature.
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3,095,703
SUPER.CHARGED JET TORQUE AND PROPUL-

SION REVERSE REACTION ENGINE
James N. Preston, 1633 W. Campbell, Phoenix, Ariz.

^ FUed Sept. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 139,137
2 Claims. (CI. 60—39J5)

.T-J
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3,095,707
GAS TURBINE FUEL NOZZLE AIR

SUPPLY SYSTEM
Eugene E. Flanigan, Detroit, and Richard M. Zeeic, Utica,

. Micii., assignors to General Motors Corporation, De-
troit, Mich^ a corporation of Delaware

Original application Sept. 8, 1958, Scr. No. 759,689. Di-
vided and this application Sept. 21, 1960, Scr. No.
57,506

3 Claims. ^1. 60—39.74)
|

driven pump assemblies respectively mounted in said

chambers, said assemblies including a rotor connected to

said input and output shafts and a plurality of radial

vanes mounted on said rotors; a divider disk supporting

assembly mounted in said housing and having therein an

annular groove, a divider disk having a plurality of radial

slots therein mounted in said groove and adapted to inter-

mesh with said vanes, a plurality of perif^ral chambers
on each side of said divider disk in the portion thereof

disposed in said annular groove, each of said peripheral

chambers being connected by a duct to a corresponding

5^frr^1''}jpr~: ^
y> ^ I

ff^' i^^jr] _„ , rn •

"' r

1. A gas turbine engine comprising, in combination,

a compressor, combustion apparatus supplied by the com-
pressor, and a turbine energized by the combustion ap-

paratus and connected to drive the compressor, a regen-

erator for transfer of heat from the turbine exhaust to air

discharged by the compressor, the regenerator being con-

nected between the compressor and the combustion ap-

paratus for flow of air through the regenerator and being

connected to the turbine for flow of combustion products

discharged by the turbine through the regenerator; the

compressor including a diffuser providing an outlet from

the compressor connected to discharge into the regenera-

tor, the flow of air through the regyierator causing a pres-

sure drop in the air between the regenerator inlet and

the combustion apparatus, a fuel nozzle in the combus-

tion apparatus supplying fuel to the combustion appara-

tus, the fuel nozzle being of an air-atomizing type and

including a fuel inlet and an air inlet, and means for sup-

plying air to the said air inlet at a pressure differential

above that within the combustion apparatus based at least

in part upon the said air pressure drop in the regenerator

comprising an open-ended pickup tube projecting into the

diffuser in a direction opposite to the direction of air flow

therein at the location of the tube so as to provide a

total pressure recovery, and conduit means connecting the

pickup tube openly and directly to the fuel nozzle air

inlet so that the said air inlet is supplied with air substan-

tially at compressor total discharge pressure.

Dump chamber formed between adjacent vanes on the

Opposite sides of said divider disk, said disk support as-

^fcmbly being pivotally mounted about 'a diameter thereof

in said housing about said driving pump assembly; a duct-

ing core extending from said driving pump chamber to

said driven pump chamber, said ducting core having at

least a pair of channels cut therein to sequentially con-

nect together corresponding pump chambers of said rotor

assembly whereby oil may flow from one to the other;

and control means for varying the pitch of said driving

pump divider disk assembly.

3,095,709
HEAT TRANSFER APPARATUS

Erhart E. Demand, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Phiico

Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Dela-
ware

Filed Dec. 29, 1961, Scr. No. 163,266
9 Cbims. (CI. 62—3)

3,095,708
VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT HYDRAULIC

ASSEMBLY
Lcc T. Harris, 511 William St., Rome, N.Y.

Original application July 9, 1957, Scr. No. 670,814, now
Patent No. 3,044,409, dated July 17, 1962. Divided

and this application Aug. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 141,555
9 Claims. (CI. 60—53)

1. A variable speed transmission of the hydraulic type

comprising a housing having therein a driving pump
chamber and a driven pump chamber; input and output

shafts respectively mounted in said chambers; driving and

1. A thermoelectric module comprising thermocouple

means including a heat-rejecting side, an array of elon-

gated heat-dissipating fins each having a first end portion

arranged in heat exchange relation with said heat-rejecting

side and a second end portion disposed remotely from
said side, and electrically insulative material spaced from
said side and arranged in stabilizing and insulating engage-

ment with said second end portion of each fin, the portion

of each fin between said first and second end portions

being exposed in the space between said material and said

heat-rejecting side.

^ •
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3,095,710
ANTI-SURGE CONTROL FOR FLUID

COMPRESSOR
William E. Clarke Syracuse, N.Y^ assignor to Carrier Cor-

poration, Syracuse, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUed May 18, 1960, Scr. No. 29,962

3 Claims. (O. 62—117)

other end of said tubes for flow therethrough and valve

means for closing one of said tubes to gas flow there-

through.

3,095,712
DRIVE COUPLING

George Y. Ono, Mayficid Heights, Ohio, assignor to
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc., a corporation of
Ohio

FUed Sept 23, 1957, Scr. No. 685,603
1 Claim. (CI. 64—3)

1. The method of controlling operation of a compressor
subject to surging action in a refrigeration system includ-

ing in addition to the compressor a condenser for liquefy-

ing refrigerant, an evaporator for vaporizing refrigerant

and means for metering refrigerant flow to said evapo-

rator, which consists in the steps of providing a path of

flow for refrigerant from the high pressure side of the

system to the low pressii^ side of the system without

flow through said metering means, controlling flow of

refrigerant in said path in response to a predetermined

difference in the temperature of the gaseous refrigerant

at the inlet of the compression means and the saturated

temperature of the gaseous refrigerant in the evaporator

as determined by a measured characteristic of the rrt^<g-

erant indicative of the saturated temperature of ^^
frigerant in the evaporator.

'-TPO-

In a drive coupling for connecting a load to a high

temperature motive power source which includes a cas-

ing, a housing, means including an annular sleeve mem-
ber for mounting said casing on one end of said housing,

and a shaft journalled in said housing and having an end
portion projecting from said one end of said housing

through said annular member and into said casing, said

sleeve member having a plurality of circumferentially

spaced radial ports therethrough for flow of hot gases

radially outwardly therethrough and said sleeve having

a low thermal conductivity cooperating with the ports to

'ninimize axial heat conduction across the sleeve between

the Cv' ^'g and said housing.

3,095,711 3,095,713

DOUBLE CRYOSTAT SEAL AND FLEXIBLE GEAR TYPE COUPLING
Howard P. Wurti, Jr.. Santa Bwbara, Calif., assignor, by Louis H. Sahhnann and John J. Kane, Eric, Pa., assigB-

mesne asslgnmcnti, to Ibc United States of America as ors to Zum Industries, Inc., Eric, Pa., a corporatioB of

represented by the Secretary of the Navy Pennsylvania ,. ,„^, „ ^, ,« ^,,
FUed Jan. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 170^293 FUed Nov 20, 1961 Scr. No. 153,432

Sdaiai^ (CL 61-^14) 3 Chdms. (CI. 64-9)

2. A Joule-Thomson effect cryostat comprising a hol-

low envelope closed at one end, a hollow mandrel dis-

posed at the center of said hollow envelope, a pair of

hollow heat exchanging tubes disposed within said en-

velope, one of said tubes being disposed within said hol-

low mandrel and the other of said tubes being wound
on said mandrel, each of said tubes having a gas dis-

charging Opening at the closed end of said hollow en-

velope, means for introducing high pressure gas at the

1. A coupling comprising a hollow, generally cylin-

drical member having inwardly directed teeth and a

counterbore in one end thereof outward of said teeth;' a

generally cylindrical hub having outwardly directed

crowned teeth adjacent one end thereof and engaging said

inwardly directed teeth, a sealing ring having a shape in

cross section of an H with one outer leg removed, the

inner legs thereof being adjacent the outer periphery of

said hub, said sealing ring being disposed in said counter-

bore, the bar of said H being chamfered, an O-sbaped
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sealing ring in the space defined by the outside bottom of

said bar and the outer outwardly extending leg of said

H -shaped ring, an 0-ring disposed in the groove defined

by said inner legs of said H-shaped sealing ring, said

inner ring being slightly greater in cross sectional diam-

eter than the distance fronl the outer peripheral surface

of said hub to the bar of said H, an outer peripheral

groove in said cylindrical member in the surface defining

the counterbore thereof outwardly of said H-shaped ring,

and a snap washer disposed in said groove, said snap

washer extending inwardly and forming a stop, prevent-

ing said H -shaped ring from sliding outwardly.

movable members said sleeve comprising: an annular uni-

tary body of elastic and pliable material generally arcuate

in cross-section, said body having an annuUr stiffening

portion located at one terminal thereof and adapted to

sealably engage one of said surfaces, said body having at

the other terminal thereof an annular portion adapted to

sealingly and wipingly engage the other of said surfaces,

said body being particularly characterized by an annular

web disposed intermediate said wiping portion and said

stiffening portion with said web being flanged by relatively

thin annular neck portions connecting said respective wip-

3,095,714
FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS

Karl Schlotmann, Uona, Westphalia, ^Germany, aasignor

to Maschlnenfabrlk Stromag G.in.bJI., Unna, West-

phalla, Germany, a firm of Garmany
Filed May 24, 1961, Scr. No. 127,414

9 Claims. (CL 64—11)

1 . A flexible coupling for coupling coaxial shafts com-

prising a torque-transmitting member of an elastomer

including a central substantially annular portion substan-

tially U-shaped in cross-section and a pair of integral

hub-extensions projecting in opposite axial directions at

right angles from the flange portions of said cei^^l PO*'

tion, said torque-transmitting member being su^video-

substantially radially into a plurality of separate com-

plementary torque-transmitting units, means for preclud-

ing relative rotational movement between said pair of

hub-extensions and a pair of coaxial shafts, said pre-

cluding means including a pair of substantially annular

clamping members each mounted on one of said pair of

Jiub-extensions and each adapted to exert radial clamping

pressure upon one of said pair of hub-extensions, said

means for precluding relative movement further including

a pair of coaxial metallic hub-members adapted to be

mounted directly upon and keyed to a pair of coaxial shafts

and to form a pair of mounting supports for said pair of

hub-extensions, each of said pair of hub-extensions hav-

ing a radially inner surface in the shape of a multilateral

prism abutting against the radially outer surface of one of

said pair of hub-members in the shape of a congruent

multilateral prism, gaps being defined between said plu-

rality of torque-transmitting units in the regions of said

pair of hub-extensions thereof allowing compression of

portions of said pair of hub-€xtensions into said gaps.

3,095,715
UNIVERSAL JOINT '

Raymond E. Stokcly, Rockford, III., assignor to Borg-

Wamer Corporation, Chicago, 111., a corporation of

Illinois

Filed May 22, 1961, Scr. No. 111,632

13 Claims. (CI. 64—21)
1. A scaling ring or sleeve adapted for effecting a fluid

seal between generally .concentric surfaces of relatively

ing portion so that a first one of said neck portions will

being spaced axially and radially inwardly of said stiffen-

ing portion so that a first one of said neck portions will

serve as a primary flexing segment whereby the wiping

element is made to resiliently seal against said s^urface of

said other element and said other of said neck portions

provides a secondary flexing segment whereby the body
is permitted to accommodate irregular deformation of the

wiping element caused by relative movement between said

members while maintaining an annular fluid sealing rela-

tionship with said surfaces.

3,095,716
TORSIONAL VIBRATIONAL DAMPENER DEVICE
Richard L. Smlrl, La Grange Park, 111., assignor to Borg-
Wamcr Corporation, Chicago, lU., a corporatton of
Mlhiois

Filed Dec. 7, 1961, Scr. No. 157,721
8 Clahns. (H. 64—27)

7^~

1. A torsional vibration dampening device comprising:

a hub having a radially extending flange; a pUte assembly

comprising a pair of disc portions disposed on opposite

sides of said hub flange and spaced therefrom, said flange

and disc portions each having means defining a plurality

of openings therein with adjacent openings on said flange

and portions being arranged in general alignment so as to

cooperate in forming a plurality of variable receptacles;

and resilient means disposed in each of said receptacles

and adapted to be flexed upon relative rotation between

said flange and disc portions, said resilient means having a

generally rectangular configuration within the plane of

each of said openings, said opening defining means pro-

viding a radially outermost wall for each of said disc por-

tion openings and a radially outermost wall for each of

said flange openings, each said disc portion outermost wall
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being disposed at an angle with respect to each generally

aligned flange opening outermost wall as viewed in an

axial direction, said outermost walls in each of said

aligned openings cooperating to maintain engagement with

said resilieivt means at substantially the same areas under

all operating conditions whereby parasitic friction be-

tween said resilient means and outermost opening walls,

tending to reduce the elastic response of said resilient

meaiu. is substantially eliminated and said opening defin-

ing means and resilient means cooperating to support said

disc portions independent of said hub whereby heretofore

parasitic friction losses due to interengagement between

the hub and disc portions may be substantially eliminated.

one face of the member, the axis of said apertures ex-

tending generally transversely of the tongue axis, and a

rigid retaining pin inserted into said apertures through

>y

3,095,717
CIRCULAR KNITTING MACHINE

Bcniamfai FrankUn Colic, Athena, Ga^ amignor to Tcx-

. tiicMachhic Works, Wyomlsiini, Pa., a corpocatkm of

Ptmuylvanla
Filed Oct 31, 195S, Scr. No. 771,035

2Chdms. (CL66—«)

said opening, said pin passing at least substantially

through said tongue and extending into said other mem-
ber on at least one side of the tongue.

3,095,719
CIRCULAR KNITTING MACHINES

Charles F. Manger and George A. Smith, Leicester, Eng-
land, assignors to The Bcntlcy Engineering Company
Umltcd

Filed Mar. 22, 1969, Scr. No. 16,845

Cbims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 26, 1959

9 CbOms. (CL 66—133)

,-»

1. In a circular knitting machine having independent

latch needles adapted to be operated in both rotary and

reciprocatory movements of the machine and sinkers co-

operating with said needles, said sinkers having upper

stitch drawing surfaces and lower knockover surfaces, in

combination with a stitch cam having upper straight

needle draw-down surfaces for moving said needles to

draw yarn stitches over the upper surfaces of said sinkers

during reciprocatory movements of said needles in oppo-

site directions, straight lower horizontal surfaces into

which each of said draw-down surfaces merges, and cor-

responding to the maximum depth to which said needles

are moved to draw said stitches, a jwrtion intermediate

said horizontal surfaces having draw-down surfaces for

moving said needles to draw said stitches onto the knock-

over surfaces of said sinkers during reciprocatory move-

ment of said needles in opposite directions, and upwardly

inclined surfaces joining the inner ends of said horizontal

surfaces to said draw-down surfaces of said intermediate

portion, said upwardly inclined surfaces acting on said

needles to relieve the tension in the stitches between the

draw-down movements of said needles by said upper

draw-down surfaces and said draw-down surfaces of said

intermediate portion.

"« " o

3,095,718
WEAR-RESISTANT THROAT PLATE FOR

KNSmNG MACHINE
Gas T. Smhh, Padwxh, Ky., amignor to Ace

EngfaMcrfng Compav, Padncah, Ky.

FOcd Sept 7, 1960, Scr. No. 54,418

6C:fadma. (CL 66—125)
1. A wear-resistant yam guide comprising a base mem-

ber and ^n insert member ^ formed of wear-resistant

ceramic materials arranged in abutting relation, at least

one tongue projecting from one of said members, a recess

formed in the other of said members for each such tongue

and adapted to receive the same, aligned apertures formed

in the tongue and in an adjacent portion of said other

member, the latter aperture having an opening in only

1. An auxiliary yam feeder control mechanism for a

knitting machine comprising a yarn feeder, means for

intermittently moving said yam feeder into and out of

a position in which the yarn is fed to part <Hily of a set

of needles arranged in a circle in the knitting machine

for circular knitting, means iat interrupting the first-

named means as to its actuation for moving the feeder

out of feeding position and means, including a platform,

and brackets, for mounting said feeder on a knitting

machine, a pivot plate screw-pivoted to said idatform

and formed with a bearing offset from its pivotal axis in

which a stub spindle carrying a feeder arm turns freely to

rocket about the axis of a second stub spindle through

which it is slidable, and a slotted slide member with an

associated masking plate for rocking the pivot plate to op-

erate the feeder.

3,095,720
WASHING AND DYEING MACHINES

Hans Jakob, Arbon am Bodensee, Switzerland, assignor

to Ferdinand Zocllig, Stcfaiach, Switzerland

FUed Feb. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 174,617

Cfadms priority, appttcatioB Germany Feb. 23, 1961

lOChdms. (CL68—43)
1. A processing machine for textile fabric webs, com-

prising at least one vat, at least one roller vibrator ar-

ranged in each such vat, each vibrator being mounted on

a hollow shaft, means for advancing said web in loops

through such vat, means for passing a fresh liquid sup-

ply through said hollow shaft, each said hollow rfiaft

having mounted thereon a rtrfler vibrator body studded
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with rows of teeth and having radially arranged outlet

openings for said liquid, the outer extremities of said

teeth being adapted to contact adjacent loops of said

web.

3,095,721
CLOTHES WASHING MACHINE

John Bochan, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York
FUcd Apr. 9, 1962, Scr. No. 185,921

4 Claims. (CL 68—133)

L- J"

1. A clothes washing machine comprising:

(a) receptacle means for containing liquid and clothes

to be washed;

(b) an agitator positioned in said receptacle means;

(c) driving means;

(</) a first elliptical gear secured to be rotated by said

driving means;
(e) a second identical elliptical gear rotatably mounted

in meshing engagement with said first gear, said

first and second gears each being secured for rota-

tion on a focus thereof;

(/) and first and second members secured to said first

and second gears respectively at their second foci

respectively;

(g) said agitator having a portion secured to said mem-
bers so that said agitator moves on a path determined

by the movement of a line between said second foci,

said agitator being formed to effect a washing action

during such movement.

3. An agitator member for a vertical axis-type clothes

washing machine comprising:

(a) a base;

(b) substantially vertical wall portions extending up-

wardly substantially along a line through the center

of said agitator on either side thereof, said wall por-

tions both facing in substantially the same direction;

(c) and a smoothly contoured sloping back surface

extending from said wall portions down to said base

of said agitator.

3,095,722
DEVICE FOR DISPENSING WATER OR FABRIC
CONDITiONING SUBSTANCES IN CLOTHES
WASHERS

Donald L. Fox, 7 Chapel Lane, RiversMe, Conn.
Filed June 2, 1961, Scr. No. 114,531

12 Claims. (CI. 68—207)

1. A device for- dispensing a water or fabric treating

substance into the deep rinse water in an automatic clothes

washer having a tub which is rotated at high speed for a

brief spin cycle prior to the introduction of the deep

rinse water; said device comprising a support adapted to

be secured to the side wall of the tub of a clothes washer,

a housing pivotally suspended in said support and defining

first and second chambers, said housing tending to main-

tain said second chamber below said first chamber and
having a first opening between said first and second cham-

bers and a second opening between said second opening,^

and the exterior of the housing and normally disposed at

the bottom of said housing, a valve assembly movable in

said housing and operative to initially close said first open-

ing for retaining a charge of treating substance initially

placed in said first chamber, said valve assembly being

"displaced by centrifugal force acting thereon during the

high-speed spin cycle prior to the introduction of the deep

rinse water to open said first opening and close said second

opening so that the charge of treating substance can enter

said second chamber, and resilient means acting on said

valve assembly to urge the latter to an intermediate posi-

tion where both said first and second openings are open

when the centrifugal force is removed at the conclusion

of the spin cycle so that the charge of treating substan«

can discharge from said second chamber and mix wim
the introduced deep rinse water.

3,095,723
LOCK AND MAGNETIC RELEASE DEVICE

Harry F. McKnight, Crest and Park Ave., Box 182, Ben-

scnville, HI., and John Noble, 3321 W. Pierce Ave.,

Chicago 51, III.

Filed May 23, 1962, Ser. No. 196,967
7 Claims. (CI. 70—69)

6. A magnetic locking device for a container, said

container having a supporting section and a movable sec-

tion hingedly connected together and separable from each

other at the top, a flexible handle mounted on said sup-

porting section, aJatch plate mounted on said supporting

section and beneath said handle, a locking frame mounted

on said movable section and adapted to have an end por-

tion thereof extend over said latch plate, a locking mem-
ber attached to said locking frame and adapted to enter

an opening in said latch plate, and a permanent magnet

concealed and embedded within said handle intermediate
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its ends for releasing said locking member from said open-
ing in said latch plate, and said handle coacting with said

supporting section for positioning said magnet in latch

member releasing position.

3,095,724
DOOR LOCK

John A. Truhon, Detroit, Mkh., assignor to Theodore
Bargman Co., Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

Filed Nov. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 150,511
10 Claims. (CL 70—146)

1. In a door lock, the combination of an axially re-

ciprocable bolt projectable into locking position with a

keeper, means normally biasing the bolt to the projected

locking position, individually operable inside and out-

side spindles for operating said bolt, said bolt having an

abutment thereon, each spindle having a cam which, when
the spindle is rotated, is effective to engage the abut-

ment and retract the bolt, an outside plate in which

said outside spindle is joumalled, said outside plate hav-

ing a guideway thereon, a slide movable in said guide-

way in a direction parallel to the path of travel of the

bolt, said outside spindle having a key actuated lock cyl-

inder co-axial therewith, said lock cylinder having a ra-

dial projection engageable with said slide to reciprocate

the slide in the guideway when the cylinder is key ac-

tuated, said outside cam being disposed axially adjacent

said slide and having a recess therein, said slide having

a> projection normally radially aligned with said recess

in said outside cam and engageable therein when the slide

is actuated by said cylinder in one direction to thereby

lock the outside cam against rotation, said slide having

a second projection thereon, the inside cam having a

cam edge thereon engageable with said second projec-

tion to shift the slide in the opposite direction out of

locking engagement with the outside cam in response to

rotation of the inside cam.

3,095,725
NON-TUMBLER LOCK FOR TUMBLERLESS KEY
Thomas Um«rordi, WeDcslcy, Mass., assignor to Cole-

Hersec Company, South Boston, Mass., a corporation

of Massachusetts
Filed Dec. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 161,744 v^>

1 Cbdm. (CL 70—346)
A non-tumbler lock operable by a tumblerless key hav-

ing a central, straight, solid shank provided with a por-

tion of reduced width remote from its inner end, said lock

comprising a cylindrical shaft and a bushing in which the

shaft is rotatable, the outer end of the shaft having a hol-

low portion, providing a chamber defined by a substan-

tially cylindrical wall, and said wall having opposed slots

therein adapted to receive the opposite edges of the key

shank, and the bushing having a key-receiving slot con-
sisting of relatively narrow end portions in which the

edges of the key shank are freely slidable and an enlarged

central opening in which the reduced width of the key
shank is adapted to rotate when the key is inserted in the

^3
lock and turned therein; said narrow end portions of the

slot being normally aligned with said opposed slots in the

wall of the hollow portion of the shaft; and said shaft wall

having a peripheral groove intersecting said wall slots, and
a spring ring in said groove adapted resiliency to retain

the key shank in the lock.

3,095,726
PIN TUMBLER CYLINDER KEY SYSTEM

Ernest L. Schlage, Burifaigame, Calif., assignor to
Schlage Lock Company, a corporation
FUed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,378

5 Clafans. (CL 70—383)

4. In a pin tumbler cylinder lock having a rotatable

plug, and a single row of aligned tumbler columns with
upper and lower spring actuated pin tumblers in each
column, an intermediate pin tumbler disposed between an
upper and a lower tumbler in one of the columns, resilient

means on the intermediate tumbler for temporarily se-

curing said intermediate tumbler in the plug with its up-
per surface aligned with the shear line of the plug, the

tumblers in the other columns being liftable by a tempo-
rary key to the shear line, thereby permitting rotation of

the plug, and a final key for lifting the intermediate

tumbler and freeing it from its secured position, so that

when the final key is removed, the intermediate tumbler
will assume its normal position intersecting the shear line,

thereby permanently preventing rotation of the plug by
the temporary key.

3,095,727
QUICK-RELEASE MEANS FOR SECURING LOCK

ASSEMBLIES IN FITTED DOOR OPENINGS
William J. Kerr, Glenview, III., assignor to Chicago Lock
Company, Chicago, lU., a corporation of lUinois

FUed Nov. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 154,436
2 Cbiims. (CL 70—451)

2. The combination with a flat door panel having a

lock opening therein presenting a pair of opposed parallel

straight side edges, and a lock housing presenting a pair

of oppositely facing planar side faces fitting closely

against said exposed pair of side ed^s and extending

normal to the plane of said door panel, a rear face

disposed rearwardly of the door panel, and a rim flange
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bearing against the outside face of the door panel and

surrounding said opening, said rear face being formed

with two threaded holes disposed in spaced relationship

adjacent to but spaced inwardiy of each of said side faces,

of a pair of identical sheet metal clamping brackets for

fixedly securing the lock housing in position on said door

panel, each of said backets comprising an elongated flat

body portion in face-to-face coextensive contact with

one of said side edges of the housing, and having a

longitudinal edge thereof bearing coextensively against

the inner face of the door panel, and a pair of spaced

laterally turned reaction flanges on the other longitudinal

3,095,729
PIPE TESTER WTTH AUTOMATIC SCREW-OFF

STATIONS
William Mynard McConncil, Plttoburih, Pa^ aarignor to

Taylor-Wilson Manufactnring Company, Pittabargh,

Pa., a corporation of Pcnnfylranla
Filed June 29, 19M, Scr. No. 39,705

18 Claims. (CI. 73—49.1)

edge and overlying but spaced from the rear face of the

hc^jsing, each reaction flange being formed with an open-

ended slot therein extending inwardly from the distal edge

of the flange and in register with one of the tapped holes,

and a clamping screw for each slot and having a shank

projecting through the slot and thrcadedly received in the

adjacent threaded hole, and an enlarged head in engage-

ment with the flange in which the slot is formed, the

clamping screws serving collectively to draw the lock hous-

ing rearwardly of the panel and thus draw the rim flange

of the housing tightly against the from face of the door

panel.

3,095,728
FLUID MIXTURE ANALYSIS

Raymond L. Kindred and Mclvin M. Fourrouz, Bartlcs-

vUlc, Okla., assignor! to Phlllipi Petroleum Company,
a corporation of Delaware

Filed May 12, 1960, Ser. No. 28,637
7Ctaim«. (CI. 73—23)

-^^{^:^:^:?"^"1
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4. The method of measuring the heating value of a

fluid mixture of known constituents which comprises

analyzing said mixture to establish a plurality of first

signals representative of the concentrations of the respec-

tive constituents of the fluid mixture to be measured,

multiplying each of said first signals by a factor repre-

sentative of the heat of combustion of the corresponding

fluid constituent to establish a plurality of second signals,

and summing said second signals.

U[[]l>H?f4>

1. In treating apparatus for pipe members which have

been pre-plugged with teat cloture members at the ends,

and including stands arranged in alignment in a row ex-

tending lengthwise of the apparatus, combined operating

and handling stations spaced apart from one another lat-

erally of the row and including a plurality of automatic

unplugging mechanism stations in which the pipe members
are automatically operated on at one end oi each and

for purposes of which the pipe members are moved on
the stands to predetermined positions endwise, said stands

presenting a line of pipe support structures for supporting

the pipe members, an individual gripper aligned with each

of said pipe support structure lines for clamping a pipe

member axially fast and also fast against rotation to

enable the closure member to be removed, the mechanism
at one of said automatic unplugging mechanism stations

comprising a closure member Vipport supporting said clo-

sure member for rotation by tool but holding it axially

fast, preventing endwise withdrawal of the pipe member
without complete removal of the closure member there-

from, a rotatable tool to unplug the pipe member and

adapted to be power driven, and (H>eraang means individ-

ually connected to said gripper, to said pipe support struc-

tures, and to said closure member support at said station

respectively, whereby upon completion of removal of said

closure member by said tool, operation of one means im-

clampa said gripper from said pipe member, operation of

another means withdraws said pipe member axially on
said pipe support structures, and operation of the other

means withdraws the support supporting said closure

member.

3,095,730
APPARATUS FOR TESTING BEARINGS

Stnart N. Mntheaon, Norwalk, Calif., aaiigBor to Bearing
Inapcction, Inc., HnntlnctOB Park, Calif., a corporation
of Callfomia

FUed Mar. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 12,424
2Clalma. (0.73—47)

1. A system for establishing whether a flaw in a

bearing is in the outer race, the inner race, or a ball be-

tween the races, and signifying the nature and magnitude

of the flaw, compnd|k: a hoUow housing; a vertical

noncircular metal ^''extending through said housing,

said rod having a^ylindrical opening extending from
one end of said rod to a point adjacent the opposite end

thereof; a mass of resilient material filling said housing

and holding said rod against rotation, said mass permit-

ting said rod to undergo translatory vibrations; a cylin-

drical metal arbor matingly received in said cylindrical

opening so as to be rotatable but not capable of trans-

verse movement relative to said rod, the length of said

arbor being greater than the length of said opening; a

metal bearing adapter releasably mounted on the outer
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end of said arbor to snugly receive and hoM the inner

race of a bearing; drive means including a vertical pad-

ded drive wheel for frictionally engaging and rotating

the outer race of a bearing to be placed on the adapter,

the axis of said drive wheel being parallel to the axis of

said arbor, said drive wheel biasing the outer race later-

ally so the minimum distance between the outer and

mined yield point of a specimen, an X—Y recorder hav-

ing a strain drive motor and a stress drive motor, a first

potentiometer having two fixed connections and a mov-

able connection, said movable connection being mechani-

cally coupled to said strain drive motor, a second poten-

tiometer having two fixed connections and a movable con-

nection, said movable connection being coupled to said*

stress drive motor, a voltage source connected in parallel

to said fixed connections of said potentiometers, a third

potentiometer having two fixed connections connected

in parallel with said fixed connections of said first poten-

tiometer, said third potentiometer having a movable con-

au\

— JS-ki

i -'^

». -..«..

inner races is along the horizontal line through the races

and between said arbor and drive wheel; and means cou-

pled to said rod and operable to develop and display,

for a flaw in the inner race, voltage waveforms of sub-

stantially uniform magnitude, and, for a flaw in the outer

race, voltage waveforms with generally cyclical vari-

ations in magnitude, and, for a flaw in a ball, voltage

waveforms of randomly varying magnitude.

3,095,731
TONOMETER

Robert I. SchlUlngcr, 1717 Pablo Place,

Palos Verdes Estates, Calif.

FUed Oct. 13, 1960, Scr. No. 62,477
7Clalmf. (CI. 73—80)

3,095,732
YIELD POINT DETECTING MEANS

Wniiam D. Macgeorgc, Bcrwyn, Pa., aasignor to The
Bndd Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
FUed Jan. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 3,315

8 Claims. (CI. 73—88)
2. An electronic circuit having a voltage source for

energizing a print-out utilization device at a predeter-
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impulse after another, but different, predetermined num- said computer amplifier, adjusting said second resistor

ber of mutally equal operaUons different from the until the output of said computer amplifier remams

preceding series.

3,095,734

APPARATUS FOR FURNISHING ELECTRICAL
SIGNALS FOR TORQUE MEASUREMENT

Fricdiich Mayer, Sarnen, Switzerland, assigiior to G.A.

Messcn-JascUn, Sarnen, Switzerland, a corporation of

Switzerland
Filed June 14, 1961, Ser. No. 117,142

Claims priority, application Switzerland June 16, 1960

8 Claims. (CI. 73—136)

i» f-.

constant when said weight is placed at any position along

the length of said balance sting.

• 3,095,736
STUCK PIPE LOCATOR

Austin S. Rogers, Houston, Tex., assignor to Houston Oil

Field Material Company, Inc^ Houston, Tex., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed Oct. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 847,737

9 Claims. (CI. 73—151)

1. Apparatus for furnishing electrical signals for torque

measurement, comprising a shaft, the torque on which is

to be measured, first and second wheels co-axial with the

shaft and secured to the shaft at first and second locations

spaced apart along the shaft so as to turn in accordance

with the turning of the shaft at said first and second loca-

tions, respectively, a third wheel co-axial with the shaft

and mounted to turn with respect thereto, a ring of teeth

of magnetic material on the second wheel, a ring of teeth

of magnetic material on the third wheel of equal pitch to

the teeth on the second wheel, coupling means coupling

the third wheel to the first and second wheels such that

relative turning between the first and second wheels brings

about a proportionally greater relative turning between

the second and third wheels, a stator adjacent the rings of

teeth, means in the stator for co-operating with the teeth

of the second wheel for the generation of alternating cur-

rent when the shaft turns and means in the stator for coop-

erating with the teeth of the third wheel for the generation

of alternating current, when the shaft turns, which is

phase -displaced from tbc first-mentioned alternating cur-

rent by an amount dependent upon the torque on the

shaft.

3,095,735
AERODYNAMIC COMPUTER AND METHOD

Wolfgang A. Menzel, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy
Filed Apr. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 22,371

4 Claims. (CI. 73—147)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

4. A method of calibrating wind tunnel test equip-

ment, comprising the steps of placing a weight at several

positions along a balance sting in succession, applymg a

first output voltage from an electrical strain gage located

in the forward part of said balance sting to a first input

resistor of a computer amplifier, applying a second voltage

output from an electrical strain gage located in the rear-

ward part of said balance sting to a second input resistor of

'. ^S^

1. An apparatus for determining the point at which

pipe is stuck in a well bore comprising, a rigid mag-

netically permeable member, first releasably connecting

means connected to the member for releasably connect-

ing the member inside of and to the wall of the pipe,

clutch elements one of which is connected to said perme-

able member, said clutch elements being actuated on

movement relative to each other, second releasably con-

nected means spaced from said first means and connected

to the second of said clutch elements for releasably con-

necting said member to the inside of and at a point

of the wall of the pipe spaced from the first means,

means electrically coupled to said permeable member for

measuring changes in the permeance of said member

caused by a change in the stress applied to said mem-

ber whereby when force is applied to said pipe and trans-

mitted to said permeable member the location of the

stuck point 'may be determined.
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3,095,737
FABIUC TESTER

WiUiam J. Hollcnbaugh and Herbert G. Winter, Medina,

Ohio, assignors to General Moton Corporation, De-

troit, Mich., a corporatioD of Debware
FUed Mar. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 18,617

6 Claims. (CI. 73—159)

tions, a calibrated rod within said upper portion of said

tube, a piston mounted at the lower end of said rod for

movement therewith within said upper portion, said upper

j>ortion provided with a plurality of vertically arranged

apertures for controlling the flow of water entering said

lower portion and exiting from said upper portion, hold-

ing means for maintaining said lower portion in a pro-

jected position at a level below that of the boat bottom,

and spring means for retracting said lower portion to a

position above the level of the boat bottom on release

of said holding means.

1. Sheet material testing apparatus comiwising a base

platen having a portion recessed from a test material

pressing surface thereon, a material flexing platen having

a portion recessed from a test material pressing surface

thereon, means for pivotally mounting said flexing platen

for swinging movement relative to said base platen about

a pivotal axis spaced from said recessed platen portions

between a test material stretching opened position where-

in said flexing platen is spaced from and angularly in-

clined to said base platen and a test material creasing

closed position wherein folding engagement occurs be-

tween the test material and the pressing surfaces of said

platens, power means operable to actuate said flexing

platen between its opened and closed positions, ^fastening

means for securing opposite ends of a test sample of

sheet material within the recessed portions of said platens,

and platen carried spring means for resiliently biasing

the fastened end portions of the test sample sheet material

against said recessed platen portions at a point adjacent

the pr««siag surfaces thereof whereby said test sample

sheet material is alternately stretched between said^laten

carried spring means and creased between said pressing

surfaces upon actuation of said platens between their

opened and closed positions.

I 3,095,738
MARINE SPEEDOMETERS

William G. Salo, 6 CreKcnt St, Springfield, Vt.

FUed Dec. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 75,573

2 Claims. (CI. 73—181)

V k>"

3,095,739
SPECIFIC HEAT MEASURING DEVICE

Charies M. DooUttIc, Peeksidll, N.Y., assignor to Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation, New Yorl^

N.Y., a corporation of New Yoric

FUed June 29, 1961, Ser. No. 120,586
1 Chdm. (CL 73—190)

Apparatus for determining the specific heat of the stack

gas in a heat generating unit comprising; an alternate

path in parallel with said stack; filter means concentrically

positioned with said stack for coupling the input of said

alternate path to said stack; said filter means having an

inner diameter substantially equal to the inner diameter

of said stack and effective to prevent the entry into said

alternate path of particles resulting from combustion in

said unit; means maintaining the flow rate of stack gas

through said alternate path substantially constant; heat

exchange means positioned in said alternate path effec-

tive to remove a portion of the heat of said stack gas;

means supplying said heat exchange means with a fluid

at a constant rate; said fluid having a predetermined

specific heat and effective to absorb the heat removed

from said stack gas; means determining the temperature

decrease of said stack gas and the temperature increase

of said fluid; and means responsive only to said last

named means generating an indication of the specific heat

of said stack gas.

1 . A speedometer for use with power boats comprising;

a generally L-shaped tube having upper and lower por-

3,095,740
MASS FLOW MEASUREMENT

Wendell C. Peacock, Dover, Mass., assignor, by
assignments, to Laboratory For -dectronks, Inc^

Boston, Mass., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Dec. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 858,443

2 Cbims. (CL 73—204)
1 . Apparatus for determining the mass flow of a liquid

stream comprising, a source of heat coupled to said stream
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and adapted to provide a predetermined quantity of h^t
per unit time to said stream; density gauging means cou-

pled to said stream and adapted to determine continuous-

ly the difference in density of said stream occasioned by

3,095,742
COMFORT INDEX CVBICATING MEANS

Roy A. Pcliiriiek, 4419 Washington Road, Kenosha, Wb.
FUed Sept. 22, 1960, Scr. No. 57,716

4 Claims. (CI. 79—336)
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the addition of the said predetermined quantity of heat

per unit time, means responsive to said density gauging

means and adapted to generate an output signal related

to the change in temperature represented by said change

in density, as indicative of said mass flow.

3,095,741
LIQUID METERS

Frederick Edward John Wilson, Chessington, England,

assignor to Avery-HardoU Limited, Chessington, Eng-

land
. FUed Feb. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 89,187

5 Claims. (CI. 79—233)

1. In a liquid metering device of the type having a

rotary member driven by the flow of liquid through the

meter and connected by driving means to an indicator,

a float mounted in a chamber having an inlet and outlet

through which a proportion of the liquid passing through

the me.er flows, a piston movable to and fro responsive

to movement of the float by liquid pressure acting on the

piston, a counterweight carried by the piston and recip-

rocal with resj)cct thereto connected to the float to vary its

buoyancy, and a ratio changing member of a continuously

variable change speed device included in said driving

means connected to said piston for varying the velocity

readings of said indicator in accordance with changes of

density of liquid passing through the meler, the improve-

ment comprising the addition to said metering device of a

reciprocal?le pilot valve, hydraulic passages connecting

opposite ends of said pilot valve to both said liquid inlet

and outlet of the float chamber, means in laid passages

responsive to movements of said float to hydraulically

apply a pressure differential to said pilot valve, and hy-

draulic means connecting said pilot valve to opposite

ends of said piston whereby the control of pressure of

liquid flowing to opposite ends of the piston is effected

by movements of said pilot valve.

4. An instrument for indicating comfort index includ-

ing, a support frame, a scale on said frame and developed

in accordance with the formula {DB-\-WB){A)-{-\5
where DB is the dry bulb temperature and WB is the

wet bulb temperature of the air to be measured, shiftable

indicating means for movement over said scale, coil spring

means mounted on said frame and connected directly with

said indicating means whereby winding and unwinding of

said spring means causes said indicating means to move
over said scale, said spring means including a bi-metal

portion for measuring dry bulb temperature of the air

and a moisture absorbent portion for measuring the wet
bulb temperature of the air, said portions being formed
together as an integral unit and both acting directly on
said indicating means to cause the latter to indicate on
said scale the net effect of said measuring portions.

3,095,743
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING ELEVATED

TEMPERATURES
Richard C. Teasel, Sylvania, and Edward D. Buckley,

Toledo, Ohio, assignors to Champion Spark Plug Com-
pany, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Dec. 18, 1959, Scr. No. 860,603
7 Clainu. (O. 73—339)

5. A device for measuring temperatures of fluids, said

device comprising a probe including two elongate arms,

said arms being of heat conducting material and of differ-

ent cross-sectional area, means adjacent the base for main-
taining its temperature substantially different than the

temperature of the fluid being measured, means for

measuring a first temperature at said base, means for

measuring a second temperature at a point on one of said

arms spaced a known distance from said base, and means
for measuring a third temperature on the other of said

arms at a second point spaced from said base a distance

equal to the distance between the first point and said

base.

3,095,744
GRAVITY GRADIENT MEASURING DEVICE

Roger William Hutchins, Toronto, Ontario, and Donald
F. D'Arcy, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada, assignors to

Hunting Survey Corporation Limited, Toronto, On-
tario, Canada

Filed Aug. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 49,094
14 Claims. (CL 73—382)

2. A gravity gradient sensing device comprising: two
columns in the form of two substantially vertically dis-
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posed tubes, the upper closed ends of which are at equal

pressure, the bottom ends thereof being joined by a coin-

mon communicating tube therebetween; a different liquid

in each of said columns, said liquids being in hydrosutic

equilibrium at a predetermined gravitational gradient and

movable in sai^ tube under the influence of a different

gravitational gradient to re-establish hydrostatic equilib-

rium at a new position in said tube; a volume of gas sep-

arating each of said liquids from the closed ends of the

tubes describing the columns therefor; means for gen-

and constituting the aforesaid pivotal connection of the

linking means to the tube ends, each of the tubes being

arranged so that the path of movemem of its free end

is a substantially straight line, and each of the flexures

comprising a spring strip lying in the substantially straight

line path of the tube end to which such flexure is con-

nected, and means comprising a movable element con-

nected to the linking means at a locality intermediate

said ends of the linking means for displacement by said

linking means upon displacement of one of said tube ends

differentially relative to the other, to move said element

only in accordance with the change of the pressure in

the interior of one tube relative to the jwessure in the

interior of the other tube.

erating an electrical current in a predetermined direction

in one of said liquids proportional to a local gravitational

gradient and biassing said li^liUJ* in equilibrium; at least

two spaced apart electrodes located to communicate said

electrical current transversely through one of said liquids;

means establishing a magnetic field about said electrodes

and oriented to establish direction for the magnetic flux

of said field substantially at right angles to the direction of

electrical current flow through said electrodes; and means

responsive to said electrical current to indicate the mag-

nitude of said graviutional gradient.

I 3,095,746
! FLUID-ACTUATED VALVE
Marvin E. Reincckc and Donald V. Eckert, BartlesviUe,

Okla., asslgnon to Phillips Petroleum Company, a cor-

poration of Delaware
FUed Feb. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 8,548

3Cbdms. (CI. 73—422)

3,095,745

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE INSTRUMENT
John O. Wrwan, Livingston, NJ., assignor to Wallace *
Tleman Incorpontcd, BcUevillc, NJ., a corporation of

'^***'"FUcd May 28, 1959, Scr. No. 816,619

9 Claims. (CI. 73—412)

1 In a differential pressure instrument, in combina-

tion a pair of Bourdon tubes, each having a free movable

end and disposed relative to each other so that their free

ends are movable along spaced, substamially parallel

paths, said disposition of the tubes being such that their

frte ends move respectively in opposite directions when

the pressure in both tubes increases relative to the pres-

sure outside them and when the pressure in both tubes

decreases relative to the pressure outside them, Imking

means extending crosswise of the paths and pivotally

connected at its ends respectively to the free ends of the

tubes for linking said ends of the tubes, said linking means

including two flexures respectively connected to the free

ends of the tube and to the ends of the Unking means

<n

wi

1. A two-position fluid-actuated diaphragm valve com-

prising, in combination: a central disc; a first outer set of

six spaced perforations disposed near the periphery of said

disc; a second inner set of six spaced perforations dis-

posed within the circle described by said first set of spaced

perforations; each of said perforations defining an upper

and lower pair of ports in the faces of said disc; a plu-

rality of passages in said disc connecting radially aligned

perforations of said first and second sets of perforations;

a first and second diaphragm means disposed on opposing

sides of said disc, the upper of said diaphragm means

provided with a set of spaced perforations disposed adja-

cent said first set of spaced perforations in said central

disc; a first and second gasket means disposed adjacent

said first and second diaphragm means, respectively; said

first and second gasket means being each provided with a

plurality of slots for receiving therein the adjacent por-

tions of said first and second diaphragm means; said slots

in said first gasket means being disposed so that the first

of said slots extends over the upper ports of the first and

second inner disc perforations, the second of said slots

extends over the upper ports of said third and fourth inner

disc perforations, and the third of said slots extends over

the upper ports of said fifth and sixth inner disc perfora-

tions; said second gasket means being so disposed that the

first of said slots thereof extends over the lower ports of

said second and third inner disc perforations, the second

of said slots extends over the lower ports of said fourth

and fifth inner disc perforations, and the third of said slots

extends over the lower ports of said sixth and first inner

disc perforations; the upper of said gasket means further

provided with a set of spaced perforations disposed adja-

cent said set of perforations in said upper diaphragm

means; a first and second passage means for conducting a

power gas from a source ^hereof to the respective plural-

ities of slots in said first and second gasket means, and

sealing said adjacent portions of said diaphragm means
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against said central disc, thereby closing off communica-

tion between certain of the adjacent members of said

inner second set of spaced perforations, as desired; a third

passage means for conducting a carrier gas from a source

thereof to one of said first set of spaced perforations; a

fourth passage means for conducting vaporized sample

from a source .thereof to a second of said first set of

spaced perforations; a sample conduit communicating be-

tween a third and fourth perforations of said first set; a

fifth passage means for venting sample gas from a fifth of

said first set of spaced perforations; and sixth passage

means for conducting carrier gas aiid vaporized sample

to a chromatographic column from a sixth of said first set.

sliding and pivotal connection with said guide, and means

pivotally connecting said connecting rod to said tool car-

rier, said latter connection being spaced in a direction

lengthwise of said connecting rod from said first con-

nection.

3,095,749
INTERMITTENT MOTION MECHANISM

Dillon K. Kilcup, W. 1012 Cleveland, Spokane, Wash.
Filed July 29, 1960, Ser. No. 46,197

5 Claims. (CI. 74—84)

3,095,747
AMPLITUDE CONTROL OF RESONANT

VIBRATION EXCITER
John M. Morris, Louisville, Ky., assisnor, by mesne as-

signments, to Chain Belt Company, Milwaukee, Wis^

corporation of Wisconsin
Filed July 22, 1957, Ser. No. 673,416

22 Claims. (CI. 74—26)

1 . In a device of the class described, in combination, a

first member that does work by vibration, an exciter mem-

ber, spring means connecting said members and forming

vvith said members a vibratory system having a natural fre-

quency, an eccentric weight journaled in the exciter mem-

ber, means to rotate said weight at a speed substantially

equal to said natural frequency, supplementary springs

connected to one of said members, and lost motion means

connecting said supplementary springs to the other of said

members.

3,095,748
ORBITAL MOTION TOOL

Charles R. Stelljes, Fayetteville, and Lars Frostad and

Hugh K. Leach, Syracuse, N.Y., assignors to The Por-

ter-Cable Machine Company, Syracuse, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed June 16, 1961, Ser. No. 117,690

9 Claims. (CI. 74—44)

1. An orbital motion, power-operated tool comprising

a housing, a crank shaft journalled in said housing, a mo-

tor mounted in said housing and operatively connected

to' said shaft to effect rotation thereof, a crank affixed

to said shaft, a tool carrier mounted for orbital movement

in said housing in a plane normal to the axis of said dVank,

a connecting rod pivotally attached to said crank, a guide

member mounted in the housing in spaced relation to said

shaft in a direction lengthwise of said connecting rod.

means for restraining movement of said guide member

relative to said housing, said connecting rod having linear

" ri

1. An intermittent motion mechanism adapted to con-

vert continuous rotaryJmotion of a given velocity in a

given direction to intermittent rotary motion of the same

velocity and in the same direction, comprisii^g:

a rigid supporting framework;

a drive shaft mounted on said framework for rotation

about its longitudinal central axis, said drive shaft

being adapted to be continuously rotated by a prime

mover;

a driven shaft mounted on said framework for inde-

pendent rotation coaxially with said drive shaft;

a stop mounted on said frame and extending along a

portion of said drive shaft at a radially spaced dis-

tance therefrom;

an extension fixed to said driven shfU^and extending

alongside said drive shaft at a radUBy spaced dis-

tance therefrom;
""^

coupling means operatively connecting said drive shaft

and said extension adapted to normally transmit

rotational motion from said drive shaft to said driven

shaft through said extension at a one to one ratio;

a carrier mounted on one of said shafts for selective

rotational and longitudinal motion relative thereto

and extending radially outward therefrom so as to

be engageable with boA said stop and said exten-

sion, said carrier being biased longitudinally parallel

to said shaft axis so as to normally abut said stop

fdllowing rotation of said carrier about the shaft

axis to thereby interrupt the transmission of roU-

tional motion between said drive and driven shafts

through said coupling means by blocking rotation of

said extension;

and means on said carrier engageable with said one

shaft during abutment of said stop by said carrier

adapted to effect longitudinal motion of said carrier

parallel to said shaft ^xis during such abutment to

thereby enable said carrier to periodically clear said

stop.

3,095,750

CONTROL MECHANISM FOR THE AXIAL DIS-

PLACEMENT OF COMPONENTS OF PHOTO-
GRAPHIC OR CINEMATOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES
AND THE LIKE

, ^^ ^
Herbert Mahn, Kreuznach, Germany, assignor to Optischc

Werke Jos. Schneider & Co., Kreuznach, Germany, a

corporation of Germany «. ...
Filed Dec. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 74,118

Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 12, 1959

9 Claims. (CI. 74—107)

1. A control mechanism for an optical system having

at least one component displaceaWe along the optical

r
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axis of the system, comprising a housing for said system,

a stud on said housing extending generally transversely

to said axis, a knob rotatable on said stud with freedom

of displacement thereon between a first and a second

axial location, vO-operating indexing means on said hous-

ing and said knob effective in said first axial location

for yieldably arresting the latter in a selected one of

several angular positions, said indexing means being

ineffectual in said second axial location, an axially fixed

m t I* Ik

uJi

disk disposed adjacent said knob in a plane transverse

to said stud and rotatable in said plane, said housing

being provided with a guiding slot extending parallel to

said axis, said disk being provided with a camming slot

inclinedly intersecting said guiding slot, a pin on said

movable component extending outwardly from said hous-

ing through said guide and camming slots, and coupling

means connecting said disk with said knob for joint

rotation.

3,095,751

HIGH RATIO DOUBLE ACTION STEPPER UNIT
Arthur W. Enslehi, 3815 Trevor Ave., Cheviot, Cincin-

nati, Ohio; Geoigc WfHapp, administnitor of said

Arthur W. Enslein, deceased
FUed Aug. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 47,630

5 Claims. (CI. 74—142)

1. A high reduction ratio drive mechanism adapted to

convert a plurality of intermittent driving pulses from

independent sources into movement of a single control

member by different incremental amounts and different

directions for digital summation of values corresponding

to said driving pulses from the respective independent

sources, comprising, a plurality of incremental drive as-

semblies each selectively adjusted for displacement by

a preset amount in response to a driving pulse from an

associated source, positive drive means operatively con-

nected to each of said incremental drive assemblies for

movement thereof at a fixed speed ratio and in a selected

direction by different amounts, and means drivingly con-

necting said drive means to the control member for

movement thereof in one of said selected directions and

by one of said different amounts dependent upon the

source from which the driving pulse is derived.

782 O.Q.—

3,095,752
CHANGE SPEED ARRANGEMENT FOR

SEWING MACHINES
Luigi Bono, Pavia, Italy, assignor to Necchi Societa per

Azioni, Pavia, Italy, a company of Italy

Filed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,554
Cbiims priority, application Italy May 11, 1959

2 Claims. (CI. 74—217)

1. In a sewing machine having first and second main-

shafts, a drive system for driving said mainshafts in timed

relation and at selected relative speeds, a first pulley ro-

tatably journaled on said first mainshaft, a manually

controllable positive drive clutch between said first pulley

and said first mainshaft for connecting the same together

for rotation in unison, a second pulley rigidly connected

to said first mainshaft, a third pulley rigidly connected to

said second mainshaft, a first flexible drive member en-

trained over and coupling together said second and third

pulleys in driving relation, a fourth pulley rotatably

journaled on said second mainshaft in alignment with said

first pulley, a second flexible drive member entrained

over and coupling together said first and fourth pulleys

in driving relation, an automatic clutch between said

fourth pulley and said second mainshaft, and means for

driving one of said first and fourth pulleys whereby said

first mainshaft is driven from said second mainshaft when
said positive drive clutch is disengaged and said second

mainshaft is driven from said first mainshaft when said

positive drive clutch is engaged, said automatic clutch

being of the overrunning type and said second and third

pulleys driving said second main shaft at a greater speed

than said first and fourth pulleys.

3,095,753
CONVEYOR CHAIN LINK

Charies N. Lengyel, Chicago, 111., assignor to Kropp Forge
Company, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Feb. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 5,730
3 Claims. (CI. 74—248)

.W /''

1. A conveyor chain link member which comprises,

an integral one-piece metal forging having a central

body portion with end walls,

a top wall,

side walls and a recessed bottom wall adapted to re-

ceive a sprocket tooth,

a tongue portion projecting longitudinally away from
one end wall of said body portion centrally thereof,

a transverse pin portion formed integrally with the end

of said tongue portion and projecting equal amounts
beyond opposite sides of said tongue portion,

and a clevis portion projecting from the opposite end
wall of said body portion from said tongue portion

and including a pair of fingers initially extending

angularly outwardly of said end wall and body por-
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tion and each having an aperture extending trans-

versely therethrough,

said fingers being adapted to receive the tongue portion

of an identical chain link member therebetween and

being sufficiently ductile to accommodate bending

from initial positions diverging laterally from said

body portion to register with .the pin portion of an

identical link member into positions substantially

parallel with the longitudinal axis of the i<tentical

link member and being quench hardenable after as-

sembly to remain in fixed parallel relation with re-

spect to each other and thereby retain the pin portion

of a next adjacent link member in articulated rela-

tionship therewith,

and said pin portion having a total length greater than

the distance between said fingers when m fixed paral-

'
lei relation with respect to each other.

a position wherein it is perpendicular to both said

shaft means.

3,095,755

CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR A POWER TRANS-
MISSION MECHANISM

James J. Dully, Scottsdalc, Arta., assifiior to Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mlch^ a corporation of Detoware

Filed Feb. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 4,703

37 Claims. (CI. 74—472)

3,095,754
CONTROL APPARATUS

Leon Mayon, Philadelphia, and Donald P. Sfh"""'J?""'

Pa, assignors to Burroughi Corporation, Detroit, MIcb.,

a corporation of Michigan
FUcd June 30, 1960, Ser. No. 40,007

3 Claima. (CI. 74—471)

1. Control apparatus comprising, in combination,

(a) first rotatable shaft means,

\b) second rotatable shaft means,

(c) said two shaft means being arranged to roUte

about mutually perpendicular intersecting, longi-

tudinal shaft axes, j «
(d) first gimbal means fixedly connected tojaid first

shaft means,

(e) second gimbal means connected to said second

shaft means, . .

(/) said first gimbal means including a scmi-circular

portion having an arcuate slot therein.

(g) said second gimbal means being provided with two

substantially perpendicularly disposed opemngs

therein,
. . «.

(/i) means rotatably mounting said second shan means

in one of said openings in said second gimbal means,

(i) a control clement extending through the arcuate

slot in said semi-circular portion,

ij) bearing means mounting said control element for

slidable arcuate movement in said slot,

(k) said control element being rigidly fixed to one end

of said second gimbal means and being effective to

move the latter in response to forces appUed to said

control element,

(/) the opposite end of said second gimbal means hav-

ing a conical depression forming a cam surface there-

in, and

(m) means mounting a coiled spnng adjacent said sec-

ond gimbal means,

(n) said coil spring carrying a spherical member at one

end thereof engaging said cam surface whereby the

forces developed by said spring causes said spherical

member to constantly urge said control element into

1. In a power transmission mechanism for a wheeled

vehicle having an internal combustion engine, a power in-

put member drivably connected to said engine, a power

output member, a gear element interconnecting said power

input member and said power output member and forming

plural torque delivery paths therebetween, a fluid pressure

operated servo means for controlUng the relative motion

of said gear elements, a source of fluid pressure, conduit

structure interconnecting said servo means and said fluid

pressure source, a shift valve disposed in and partly de

fining said conduit structure including a movable valve

element adapted alternately to distribute fluid pressure to

said servo means and to block the distribuUon of fluid

pressure thereto, valve means for establishing a fluid pres-

sure signal related functionally in magnitude to engiiie

torque, a passage extending from said valve means to said

shift valve for distributing said pressure signal to said shift

valve to actuate the same, and booster valve means dis-

posed in and partly defining said passage including a valve

chamber and a movable valve element disposed in said

chamber, said chambw communicating with a high pres-

sure region of said conduit structure when said valve ele-

ment is moved in one direction, said valve element being

subjected to safd pressure signal and urged thereby in said

one direction when said pressure signal exceeds a precali-

brated value.

3,095,756
MULTIPLE PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH

Stewart A. Woodward, Stratford, Coon., aacignor to Gen-

eral Electric CompMy, a corporation of New York

Filed Dec. 30, I960, Ser. No. 79,807

8 Claims. (CI. 74—503)
1 . In a multiple push-button switch, at least two side-by-

side reciprocating actuating members for controlling said

switch by the selective reciprocation thereof along parallel

spaced apart axes, each of said members having a vertical
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wall in close proximity to an associated vertical wall

of the other of said members, and at least one protuber-

ance formed on each said wall, the protuberance of each

carrier mounting preventing axial movement of the car-

rier on said input shaft duing operation but permitting

ready removal of the carrier from said input shaft, a sun

gear joumalled on said input shaft, a ring gear non-rotat-

ably mounted on said fixst output shaft and rotatable

of the walls being positioned to ride along the other wall

thereby to maintain the members in substantially uniform

spaced relationship thereto during and after reciprocating

movement of said actuating members of said switch.

3,095,757
TRANSMISSION WITH HYDROSTATIC CONTROL

Hans Johannes Tboma, Rotfhihstrassc 10^

ZolUkon-Znrlch, Switzerland

Filed Not. 25, 1957, Ser. No. 698,783
21 Claims. (CL 74—687)

S. A transmission adapted to be interposed between a

power supirfy shaft and a power delivery shaft compris-

ing in combination, a multi-ratio change speed gear, a

coupling operatively connected to said power supply shaft

having two driving members for selectively engaging one

of two driven men>bers (^>eratively connected through

gears to said power delivery shaft, a first hydrosUtic drive

unit having a rotary power transmitting a shaft operatively

connected to the driving members of said coupling, a sec-

ond hydrostatic drive unit having a rotary power trans'

mitting shaft operatively connected to the driven mem-
bers of said coupling, conduits hydraulically intercoonect-

ing said first and seorad hydrostatic units, sensing means

producing an output dependent upon the difference in

speed of said two ooupllkg members and the speed of a

disengaged driven coupling member and means to con-

trol the output speed of said second hydrostatic drive unit

in accordance with said output

3,095,758
POWER TRANSMISSION

Leo A. Bixby, Niks, Mkh.. assigBor to RockweU-Stand-
ard Corporation, CoraopoUs, PiL, a corporation of Penn-
sylvania

FUcd Sept. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 758,822
9Clidiiis. (CL74—701)

1. In a transfer case having a rear wall opening, a

housing member removably secured over said opening, an

input shaft, a coaxial first output shaft journalled on and

extending rotatably through said housing member, a

spaced parallel second output shaft, a planetary gear sys-

tem contained by said housing member and ccnnprisiiig

a carrier non-rotatably mounted on said input shaft said

pinions on said carrier meshed with said sun and ring

gears, and a drive gear tram constantly connecting said

sun gear to said second output said ring gear and first

output shaft being removable from the casing along with

said housing member shaft.

3,095,759
COMBINATION TRANSMISSION AND

DIFFERENTL4L
J. T. Herrod, 606 B St., Taft, CaUf

.

Filed Mar. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 99,814
1 Clahn. (CL 74—701)

^i^ry
In combination, two aligned axles having differential

gearing therebetween, sleeve means rotatable about said

axles and operatively c(Minected to the differential gearing

so as to drive the same, countershafts arranged parallel

to said axles on opposite sides of the differential gearing,

countershaft gearing on said countershafts, gears rotatable

on said sleeve means meshing with the countershaft gear-

ing, means for selectively locking said gears against ro-

tation relative to the sleeve means, a second sleeve means
rotatable about said first sleeve means, gears keyed on
the second sleeve means meshing with the countershaft

gearing on the countershafts so as to drive the same, and
means for driving the second sleeve means.
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3,095,760
TRANSMISSION

Howard W. Christenson, Indianapolis, Marii E. Fisher,

Carmel, and Robert H. Scbaefer, Westfield, IndL, as-

signors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed June 6, i960, Ser. No. 34,177

25 CUinu. (CI. 74—710.5)

3,095,762
REAR AXLE CONSTRUCTIQN

Willard C. Baker, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Ford

Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Aug. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 49,183

6 Cbdms. (CI. 74—720.5)

1. In a transmission, a fluid operated drive engaging

device, a sump, a pump supplying fluid from said sump, a

pressure regulator valve, control valve means having a

neutral position connecting said pump substantially freely

to said sump and a drive position connecting said pump

to said regulator valve to regulate the pressure of the fluid

supplied by said pump and controlling the supply of fluid

under the pressure regulated by said regulator valve to said

fluid operated drive engaging device.

3,095,761
SELF LOCKING DIFFERENTIAL MECHANISM

Alfonso Hilado, Paranaquc, Riial, RepubUc of the Phil-

ippines (Rufino BIdg., Ayala Ave., Makti, Rizal, Re-

public of the Philippines)

Filed Mar. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 16,105

CUims priority, application Republic of the Philippines

Dec. 21, 1959
5 CUhns. (CI. 74—715)

1. In a tractor rear axle construction, a center housing,

a differential within the center housing, a sun gear shaft

extending from one side of the differential and having a

sun gear on its outer end and a splined portion adjacent

the sun gear, a brake disc splined to said portion and

movable axially of the shaft, a rear axle housing sur-

rounding the sun gear shaft and having a radially extend-

ing surface adapted to be frictionally engaged by one

side of the brake disc, an annular piston concentric with

the sun gear shaft and supported by the rear axle housing,

an annular pressure plate concentric with the shaft and

movable against the brake disc, a deformable frusto-

conical plate connecting the pressure plate with the pis-

ton for actuation thereby, a ring gear fixed to the hous-

ing concentric with the sun gear, a rear axle shaft jour-

nalled in the axle housing coaxially with the sun gear

shaft, the axle shaft having at least one planetary gear

mounted on the end thereof adjacent the sun ge^ shaft

and meshing with the sun gear and ring gear tpf form a

speed reduction gearing, the reduction gearing being

located a short distance from the differential and the

brake disc and pressure plate being located between the

ring gear and differential, and the inner end of the axle

housing being enlarged and secured to the center housing,

the enlarged end of the rear axle housing and the center

housing forming a chamber receiving the reduction gear-

ing and brake.

3,095,763

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR HYDRAULICALLY OPER-
ATED VARIABLE SPEED TRANSMISSIONS FOR
MOTOR VEHICLES

Sven-Olof Kronogftrd, Kamvcdagatan 19,

Gothenburg, Sweden
Filed Dec. 22, 1959, Ser. No. 861,301

Claims priority, application Sweden Dec. 23, 1958

SCbihns. (CL74—754)

1 . In a differential mechanism, a rotatable gearing box

or carrier, drivable members extending into opposite ends

of said carrier, a gear element splined to each member

respectively and lying within said carrier, each gear ele-

ment having spur teeth thereon, mating planetary gear

for each ger.r element joumaled in said carrier, in pairs,

each planetary gear mating with the corresponding gear

element being provided with a hardened worm integrally

co-axial with said mating plenetary gear, and said plane-

tary gear with integral co-axial worm set in pairs with

their worms in mesh with each other, one worm of each

pair being left handed and the other right handed, and

one worm slightly larger in diameter than is called for

by the ratio of revolutions between the two worms and

both planetary gears and worms being constrained from

moving longitudinally along their axes.

(-r-SQ

1. A control system for controlling the operation of

a hydraulically-operated variable spsed motor vehicle

transmission system of the type induding a hydraulic

torque converter, mechanical gearing means connected to

said converter aivd including an output shaft, clutch means
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operably connected to said mechanical gearing means for

alternately causing forward and reverse drive of said

output shaft, said clutch means being of the jaw clutch

type including two clutch members one of which is mov-
able into and out of engagement with the other, and
manually-operable selector lever means for Operating

said clutch means; said control system comprising a hy-

draulic servo motor of the double acting piston type hav-

ing one working chamber on each side of the piston

thereof, said piston being connected to said clutch means
by means of a piston rod, said piston rod having a bore

therein, a control valve member slidable in said bore and
spring means biasing said control valve member to a neu-

tral position in said bore of said piston rod, said piston

rod having ports therein controlled by said control vaive

member for supplying pressure liquid to and discharging

liquid from said servo motor chambers to move said

piston and thus operate said clutch means, said selector

lever being connected to said control valve member to

move the same relative to said pistcm rod.

with the output element of the second clutch, said brakes
and clutches being selectively operable for obtaining a
transmission comprising a plurality of speeds and a re-

verse speed.

3,095,764
CHANGE-SPEED GEARS FOR ENGINE AND

TRANSMISSION MECHANISM UNITS
Ludcn Piras, Billanconrt, France, assignor to Regie Na-

tionale des Usincs Renault, Billancourt, France
FUed Jan. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 81,778

Claims priority, application France Jan. 15, 1960
4 Cbdms. (CL 74—763)

1. A transmission box for vehicles including an engine-

transmission unit comprising a differential and, at the

side of said differential opposite of the engine, a change-

speed box having an outlet shaft and an input shaft inside

the outlet shaft, said outlet shaft being drivingly con-

nected to the differential, a flrst and a second clutch hav-

ing a common input element and each an output element,

a first and second epicyclic train each having a first^^c-

ond and third element rotating about the axis of the train

and interconnected by satellites, the input element of

said clutches being connected at the free end of the input

shaft that traverses axially the said epicyclic trains, the

output element of the first clutdi comprising a shaft sur-

rounding the said input shaft and carrying the flrst ele-

ment of the first epicyclic train forming a sun gear, the

outlet shaft of the second clutch comprising a shaft sur-

rounding the said output shaft of the first clutch and
carrying the first element of the second epicyclic train

forming a sun gear, the second element of the first train

forming a satellite support being connected for rotation

to the outlet shaft and carrying two satellite groups'

meshing with each other, one of said groups meshing
with the first element of said epicyclic train and the

other groups meshing with the third element of said train

which is connected for rotation to the second element of

the second epicyclic train forming a satellite support, the

third element of the second epicyclic train being con-

nected for rotation to an element of the first epicyclic

train other than the said third element of said train, a

first brake cooperating with the satellite support of the

second epicyclic train and a second brake cooperating

3,095,765
TWO-SPEED DRIVE FOR SEWING MACHINES

Martin R. Peria, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to The Singer
Manufacturing Company, Elizabeth, NJ., a corporation
of New Jersey

Filed Sept. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 59,070
6 Cbhns. (CI. 74—785)

"-^

1. In a sewing machine having a frame, a main drive
shaft journaled for rotation in said frame, and a planetary
drive unit for said shaft comprising a planet carrier

mounted on said shaft, means for securing said planet
carrier to said shaft for unitary rotation, a driving ele-

ment and a reaction element mounted on said shaft for

independent rotation relatively to said shaft, said driving
element and said reaction element having coaxial planet
engaging surfaces, a plurality of planets carried by said
planet carrier and disposed between and in operative

engagement with said planet engaging surfaces, and a
locking element having a laterally extending arm, means
for pivotally mounting said locking element on said re-

action element for unitary rotation with said reaction
element and for pivotal movement about an axis in a
plane normal to the axis of said shaft relative to said

reaction element for moving said arm between a locking
position relative to said driving element and a locking
position relative to said frame, and means on said frame
and on said driving element for engaging with said arm
when in said locking position relative thereto for securing
said reaction element respectively against rotation rela-

tively to said frame and for unitary rotation with said

driving element.

3,095,766
FAN REVERSING MECHANISM

Henry C. Cox, 4305 SE. Bybee Blvd., Portland, Oreg.
FUed Mar. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 99,768

1 CUim. (CI. 74—792)
A fan reversing mechanism for a vehicle engine com-

prising a pulley having a forwardly projecting annular
flange the inner surface of which has gear teeth to form
a driving gear member, a shaft, bearing bracket means
disposed rearwardly of and adjacent said pulley and en-
gageable with said shaft, said bracket having a projecting
portion adapted to be secured to a vehicle engine and sup-
port the mechanism on a vehicle engine, a planet gear as-

sembly splined to said shaft and disposed interiorly of
said flange, said planet gear assembly being in meshing
relation with said driving gear member, a fan supporting
sun gear rotatably mounted on said shaft and meshing
with said planet gear assembly, a one-way clutch having
a positive drive connection between said fan supporting
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sun gear and said driving gear member in forward drive,

radially expandable locking means engageable with said

shaft rcarwardly of said bearing bracket means for lock-

ing said shaft in a non-rotative position to hold said

planet gear assembly stationary and produce reverse ro-

tation of said fan supporting sun gear, said planet gear
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independent movement of each with respect to the mov-

able ring; and drill powering means mounted for vertical

movement and adapted to power the drills.

3,095,767

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
DRILLING HOLES *

Alexander Jesonis, 1105 Ewing Ave., Clearwater, Fla.

Filed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 110,018

2 Claims. (CI. 77—62)

ZT

3,095,768
AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPING DEVICE

Leslie R. Walstrom, Amcry, WIs^ aaoignor to Fabri-Tek

Incorp<^ratcd, Hopkins, Mian., a corporation of Wis-

consin
Filed June 12, 1961, Ser. No. 116,473

10 Claims. (CL SI—931)

assembly establishing a ratio drive in reverse rotation for

driving said fan supporting sun gear at a greater sp^d

than said driving gear member, and anchor bracket

means on said locking means adapted to be secured to a

vehicle engine to assist said bearing bracket in supportmg

the mechanism on the engine.

10. A wire stripping device for removing insulation

from an insulated wire, said device including a base, a

stripping unit mounted with respect to said base and hav-

ing at least one rotatably mounted stripping wheel, con-

trol means mounted with respect to said base for rotating

said stripping wheel, drive means mounted with respect

to said base to move said insulated wire in a direction

along its longitudinal axis past said wheel, support means

on said stripping unit for supporting said insulated wire,

said stripping unit being movable to a first position where-

in said insulated wire and said stripping wheel are in en-

gaging relationship, resilient means for normally holding

said stripping wheel and said wire separated, an adjust-

able stop member mounted with respect to said base limit-

ing the engagement of said wire and said wheel, actuating

means mounted with respect to said base for moving said

stripping unit to said first position, and control means to

cause said actuating means to move said stripping unit to

said first position at predetermined intervals.

3,095,769
RATCHET WRENCH

Abraham S. Weinstein, 15 Garrison Rnwl,
Brooklinc, Ma».

FUed Mar. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 13,517

4 Claims. (CL 81—97)

1. An apparatus for drilling two finger holes in a

bowling ball comprising a ball cradle including a fixed

ring for supporting the ball, and a moVable ring pivotally

mounted for movement between a ball removing position

and a ball clamping position and means for clamping the

ball in the cradle; cradle mounting means for mounting

the cradle for pivotal movement about a pair of trans-

verse horizontal axes; a first pair of spaced apart drill

support means adapted to support a drill for drilling

one finger hole; a second pair of spaced apart drill sup-

port means adapted to support another drill for drilling

the other finger hole; each support means including t

shank having a swivelly mounted member at an end with

a through aperture formed therein; means for mounting

each drill support member on the movable ring for

t. A ratchet wrench comprising a casing having a

head and handle, said head having a pair of jaws with

fixed opposed parallel surfaces, means forming an (own-

ing transversely through said head adjacent the inner

edges of said surfaces with said opening having trans-
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verse measurements greater than the distance between
said surfaces, means forming a recess within said head

bordering and continuous with said opening, a C-shaped

jaw positioned within said recess with a pair of opposed
legs with one leg having a flattened inner surface, means
pivotally supporting said C-shaped jaw within said recess

on an axis passing through said other leg with said

flattened inner surface of said one leg adapted to be

pivoted into coplanar alignment with one of said parallel

surfaces and with said one leg partially projecting from

said recess into said caning, and spring means en-

gaging said C-shaped jaw and tensioning said one leg

toward the other of said parallel surfaces.

i
3,095,770

CONTOUR ROLL-TURNING LATHE
Jack N. Binna, 4886 Oakiawn Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio

FUed Oct. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 848,751
12 Claims. (Q. 82—2)

1. Mechanism for rotatably supporting a roll work-

piece by end journal portions thereof, comprising in com-
bination a pair of spaced open bearings for reception of

end journal portions of a roll or workpiece, and a second
pair of cooperating open bearings movable into position

to overlie said first pair of bearings to engage and retain

the said end journal portions in position on said first

pair of bearings, means supported upon the individual

second pair of bearings for establishing maximum ac-

curacy of axial rotation and equalized terminal rotational

resistance of a workpiece with respect to the mechanism
during rotation of the workpiece, said means including

individual pressure damping means for urging the individ-

ual bearings of the second pair in the direction of the

respective bearings of the first pair to secure the workpiece
therebetween, said pressure clamping means each further

including a sensitive pressure indicator, said pressure in-

dicators being correspondingly calibrated whereby said

clamping means may be set and maintained at effective

pressures establishing desired radial loads on the work-
piece journals for and during a machining operation ir-

respective of varying bearing conditions.

3,095,771
STOP DEVICES FOR FACILITATING AUTOMATIC
FEEDING OF BAR STOCK INTO MACHINE
TOOLS

Henry E. Vann, Leicester, and Thomas C. Keeling, Bir-
stall, Leicester, England, assignors to Ratby Engineer-
ing Company Limited, Earl Shiiton, Leicestershire, Eng-
land, a company of Great Britain

Filed May 14, 1958, Ser. No. 735,256
Claims prtortty, application Great Britain May IS, 1957

8 Claims. (CI. 82—34)
1. In apparatus for cutting lengths of bar stock from

sections thereof including a collet through which the

sections are fed, means for limiting outward feed of each

section from the outlet end of the collet along its axis,

and means movable in a plane traversing the collet axis

between said outlet end and said limiting means to cut

the section at a predetermined length from the limiting

means, means for forming the forward end of each sec-

tion comprising an interceptor member, retractable means
for movably mounting the intercepUx- member in a first

plane traversing the collet axis between the cutting

traverse plane and said limiting means including first

resilient means urging the interceptor member to traverse

the collet axis, second resilient means urging the inter-

ceptor member toward said outlet end of the collet and
into a second plane traversing the collet axis between
said, outlet end and said cutting traverse plane, and abut-

ment means disposed between said cutting traverse plane
and said limiting means to restrict lateral movement of the
interceptor member against the action of the second
resilient means to the space defined between said first and
second traverse planes thereof whereby said member inter-

cepts the forward end of each section and stations it in

said space for forming by said cutting means.

3,095,772
'

POWER THREADING TOOL
Carl H. Ingmtr and Clyde E. Wr^t, Elyria, and Herman

Weibel, Westiake, Oliio, assignors to Ridge Tool Com-
pany, Elyria, Ohio

Continuation of application Ser. No. 568,730, Mar. 1,

1956. This applicaHon Aug. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 53,572
2 Claims. (CI. 82—100)

-'^^

1. In a power driven pipe tool having means for ro-
tating a pipe for performing a cutting off operation there-

on in the presence of orbital movement of the pipe in-

cluding a support means, a tool carrier slidably disposed
on support means, a pipe cutter mounted for orbital

movement in a plane transverse to the rotating means on
said carrier comprising a journal member rotatably

mounted on said carrier for free rotation in a plane trans-
verse to the pipe rotating means, means to restrict the ro-

tary movement of said journal member in both direc-

tions on said carrier comprising cooperating means be-
tween the journal member and the carrier ai»d a pipe
cutting tool freely slidably disposed on said journal mem-
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ber for movement toward and away from said pivotal

member.

3,095,773

PERFORATOR FOR PNEUMATIC TIRE SIDEWALL
Norman Ashcroft Hurst, Four Oaks, and Walter James

Edney, Birmingham, England, assignors to Dunlop Rub-

ber Company Limited, County of London, England, a

company of Great Britain

Filed Jan. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 814

Claims priority, application Great Britain June 10, 1959

11 Claims. (CI. 83—2)
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driving the turns individually between two cutting edges

at least one of which includes a rotary member ro-

tatable about a second axis substantially perpendicular

to the first axis, moving the edges frqm nonoperatcd

positions into cutting engagement to sever the strip trans-

versely across its width while concurrently moving said

4. A machine for piercing the side wall of a pneu-

matic tire which comprises a support for a penumatic tire

having a tire bead, a guide pillar normal to said sun)ort,

said support having slots radial to said pillar, an inner

sleeve slidable on said pillar beneath said support towards

and away from said support and said sleeve having an

outwardly extending flange, said sleeve having a recess,

an outer sleeve slidable on said inner sleeve beneath said

flange and into contact with said flange for controlhng

the upward and downward movement of the outer sleeve

and having an annular groove, centering arms, one for

each said slot, extending upwardly through its respective

slot and pivotally supported below said support to swmg

in its respective slot toward and from said pillar and

having an extension engaging said annular groove of said

outer sleeve, at least one spring associated with the outer

sleeve and the arms and operable upon movement of the

inner sleeve towards the support to move the outer sleeve

with the inner sleeve towards the support and to bias

each arm radially outwardly, the radially outward move-

ment of the arms and the upward movement of the outer

sleeve being arrested upon engagement of the tire bead

cutting edges substantially at the same speed as that of

the continuously moving strip, and returning each of the

cutting edges to the nonoperated position in which the

edges are spaced apart a sufficient lineal distance to per-

mit continuous and unimpeded passage of the strip there-

between.

3,095,775
MULTI-BEAT INSTRUMENT

Paul Billotti, 881 7th Ave New Yorli, N.Y., and Leonard

Werner Weiss, 68—04 52nd Drive, Maspeth, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 19, 1959, Scr. No. 854,116

6 Claims. (CI. 84—484)

hS •«

irhhl
-.*

1. A multi-beat instrument, comprising a motor having

a motor shaft, a rotauble driven shaft, means driven by

said motor shaft for driving said driven shaft, engaging

means mounted on yid driven shaft for selectively en-

gaging the first-mentioned means to rotate said driven

sleeve bemg arrestee upon engagc.ucu u. u.. .... ^-. shaft at various selected speeds, a plurality of beat-pro-

by the arms needle eleLms one for each said centerirt^ducmg elements, actuatmg means connected to sad

arm slidably mounted along the radially outer edge o>dr.ven shaft for actuatmg sa.d beat-producmg elements.

its arm to slide longitudinally of the arm and through one

of said slots into engagement with the side wall of a tire

positioned on said support, each said needle element en-

gaging said flange of said inner sleeve to be moved down-

wardly thereby, a spring on each said centering arm to

bias the needle element mounted thereon upwardly upon

the arrest of upward movement of the outer sleeve and

upon continued upward movement of the inner sleeve

thereby to pierce the tire side wall, an actuating arm en-

gaging the recess of said inner sleeve and a cam engag-

ing said actuating arm and rotatable to tilt said actuating

arm to depress said inner sleeve and flange subsequent to

the piercing operation.

and means for selectively placing said beat-producing

elements in intermittent contact with at least one of said

actuating means, whereby a selected ratio of simultaneous

beats is obtained at selected rates of speed.

3,095,774

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SEVERING A
MOVING HELICAL STRIP

Benjamin F. Hart, Ballston Lake, N.Y., assignor to Gen-

eral Electric Company, a corporation of New Yorii

Filed Dec. 8, 1959, Ser. No. 858,200

12 Claims. (CI. 83—37)
12. In a method for severing a helically wound strip

having a plurality of turns rotatable about a first axis.

3,095,776

LOCK BOLT WITH COLLAR THAT IS SWAGED BY
A ROTATABLE DRIVING TOOL

Harold G. Brilmyer, Grosse Pointe, and Gerald Edward
Wehlann, Detroit, Mich., assignors to Hucli Manufac-

turing Company, a corporation of Michigan
Filed July 31, 1958, Ser. No. 752,303

1 Claim. (CI. 85—7)
A fastener adapted to be applied with a tubular anvil

rotatably mounted on and axially aligned with a nut

member, said fastener comprising a pin having a head

at one end, said pin having a cylindrical portion axially

next to said head, an externally and circumferentially

grooved portion next to said cylindrical portion having

circumferential locking grooves formed therein, a stem

portion at the end of said pin opposite said head, an

annular section weaker than the remaining portion of

said pin providing a breaJuieclt between said grooved
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portion and said stem portion, and a collar positioned on

said pin and adapted to be swaged into said locking

grooves when the fastener is set. said stem portion hav-

ing screw threads formed on the surface thereof for ro-

Utably supporting the nut for travel lengthwise thereof

for forcing said anvil into swaging engagement with said

collar when said collar is positioned on said pin about

S

^^^^S^

direction of movement of the film across the aperture,

the combination comprising means forming an aperture

which defines an exposure area, sprocket means rotatably

mounted at a point spaced from and in advance of the

axis of said aperture, the plane containing the aperture

being substantially tangent to the sprocket means, means

for continuously rotating said sprocket means at a sub-

stantially uniform speed, said sprocket means having teeth

on the periphery thereof adapted to engage perforations

in the film, means adjacent one point of the periphery

of said sprocket means for holding film in position to

said grooved portion, said stem portion terminating at

the terminal end of said pin opposite said head in an

unthreaded, non-circular section, said unthreaded section

being of a configuration such that a wrench can be ap-

plied thereto for exerting a torque on said pin and being

of a reduced cross sectional size relative to the threaded

portion of said stem.

3,095,777
DRIVEN FASTENER HAVING PENETRATING
POINT FOR ATTACHING OBJECTS TO METAL

Robert Lay Hallock, 32 Vine Road, Larchmont, N.Y.
Filed June 2, 1960, Ser. No. 33,572

7 Claims. (CI. 85—31)

1. A fastener comprising a shank having driving and

driven end portions, said driving end portion having an

external taper decreasing in size toward its driving ex-

tremity, said shank having an axially extending cavity

in its driving extremity extending inwardly sufficiently

to allow- the necessary penetration of the fastener into

the metal into which it is driven, the penetrating ex-

tremity of said fastener terminating in a blunt substan-

tially flat end the surface of which is tratisverse to the

wall of said cavity with the joint between such blunt

end surface and cavity wall and between the external

taper and blunt end each becoming cutting edges when
the fastener is driven into metal, the relation of the

external taper and the wall thickness of the blunt end

surface of the driving end of the shank of said fastener

being of such character that the endwise application of

impact force to said shank will cause penetration of the

metal into which the fastener is driven and will cause

the cutting end to be directed inwardly toward the axis

of the shank in a manner to cause cutting as its travels

with a gradually progressive contractual movement and

with a bulbous mass of metal collected and retained

within said cavity while maintaining its connection with

said metal.

be engaged by the teeth of said sprocket means, means

adjacent another point on the periphery of said sprocket

means for holding a portion of the film in position to be

engaged by the teeth of said sprocket means, means for

guiding said film from adjacent the periphery of said

sprocket means and across said aperture, thereby per-

mitting a loop of film in untensioned state to be pro-

vided between said first and second means, said aper-

ture being positioned in such a manner that a portion of

said untensioned loop is adjacent thereto so that when the

sprocket means is continuously rotated, the film is moved

continuously across said aperture in an untensioned state.

3,095,779
FILM MAGAZINE AND DRIVE MEANS THEREFOR

Edwin E. Foster, Austin, Tex.

Filed June 22, 1959, Ser. No. 821,981

7 Claims. (CI. 88—17)

3,095,778
FILM DRIVING MEANS IN A HIGH-SPEED

CAMERA
Frederick P. Wairkk, 8545 Thcndara, Ciarkston, Mich.

Filed May 18, 1959, Scr. No. 813318
7 Cialini. (CL 88—17)

1. In a high-^)eed camera wherein images are suc-

cessively directed toward an aperture and moved in the

792 O.O.—

6

1. In a moving picture camera, a film magazine ccwn-

prising a casing, a film supply spool and a film takeup

spool in the casing, the film passing from the supply

spool past an exposure point and onto the takeup spool,

a sprocket engaging the runs of film between the re-

spective spools and the exposure point to insure move-

ment of the film from one of the spools and onto the

other spool at the same rate, a spring motor including

a storage spool for the spring, a power spool and a

siM-ing strip normally biased to coil onto the storage spool

and connected to the power spo(rf to be back wound there-

on, means connecting the power spool drivably to the

sprocket to drive it at a constant speed, and means form-

ing a positive driving connection between the spring stor-

age spod and the film takeup spool to drive the film take-
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up spool at varying angular speeds as the effective diam- the cocking piece, means to operate the member to com-

eters of the spring storage spool and the film takeup press the spring to a cocking position of the striker for

spool change thereby to wind the film onto the film take- the firing position and to force the striker back to its

up spool at a constant lineal rate. initial inoperative position, a cocking latch rotatably

mounted in the cocking piece and having two projections,

^ 3,095,7M
LAST DOORS AND SPAN TRACK ARRANGE-
MENT FOR GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHING
SYSTEM

MyroD J. Bauer, St. Paul, and Rkhard C. WUcon, Cham-
plin, Minn., assignors, by mesne assignments, to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy
Original application Oct. 22, 1959, Ser. No. 848,1(3. Di-

vided and this application Mar. 18, 1960, Ser. No.

16,108
12 Claims. (CI. 89—1.7)

1. In a missile weapon launching system, a launcher

having at least one track member, a ballistically enclosed

structure having an qpening therein, a feeder system lo-

cated in said ballistifiilly enclosed structure and spaced

from said launcher and having at least one track mem-
ber, a bascule type door structure pivotally mounted in

said opening in said ballistically enclosed structure, said

door structure including an upper section and a lower sec-

tion horizontally hinged to said ballistically enclosed struc-

ture, a third track member positioned between said first

two mentioned track members, means floatably mounting

said third track member on said upper section to allow said

third track member to compensate for discrepancies in

position of at least one of said track members of said

launcher and feeder system, said pivotally mounted door

structure being movable to shift said third track member

into track engagement with said first two mentioned track

members, whereby a missile weapon can be nrovcd from

said track member of said feeder systiem to said track

member of said launcher for launching therefrom when

said pivotally mounted door structure is open.

and a pressure pin provided parallel and eccentric with

respect to the longitudinal axis of the striker with one

end contacting one of the projections of the cocking

latch with the other projection of the cocking piece con-

tacting the projecting part of the member in the cocking

position.

0,095,782
AUTOMATIC LOADING MECHANISM FOR GEAR

FINISHING MACHINES
Uly G. Skalsey, Detroit, Mich., aarignor to National

Broach & Machine Company, Detroit, Mkh., a corpo-

ration of Michigan
Filed Sept. 22, 1958, Ser. No. 762,560

10 Claims. (CL 90—1.6)

3,095,781
REPEATER-TYPE COCKING FIRING

MECHANISM FOR GUNS
Erich Bartels, Ratingen, near Dusscidorf, Germany, as-

signor to Firma Rhcimnctall GjnJ»Jl., DnsMldorf,

Germany
FUcd July 25, 1961, Ser. No. 127,454

Claims priority, application Germany July 29, 1960

1 Claim. (CI. 89—27)
Repeater cocking mechanism for firearms, more par-

ticularly guns, comprising a breech having a bore there-

in, a sleeve stcured in one end of the bore, a striker slid-

ably mounted in the bore and in the sleeve and having

a firing pin at one end thereof, a disc mounted on the

striker and slidable with respect thereto, a single com-

pression spring around the striker abutting against the

sleeve at one end and the disc at the other end, a cock-

ing piece secured on the other end of the striker to be

slidably movable therewith, a member having a project-

ing part and a cocking part operative against the disc and

1. Means for supporting an apertured work piece for

rotation and axial movement comprising a first rotary

member mounted for axial movement, first fluid pres-

sure operated means including first rigid means connected

to said first roUry member, a first rigid abutnwnt en-

gageable by a portion of said rigid means to determine

two limiting positions of said first rotary member, a

second rotary member mounted for axial movement to-

ward aitd away from said first rotary member, second fluid

pressure operating means including second rigid means

connected to said second rotary member, a second rigid

abutment engageable by a portion of the rigid means con-

nected to said second rotary member to determine two

limiting positions thereof, said first fluid pressure op-

erated means having sufficient power to overcome said

second fluid pressure operated means, a first valve for

admitting fluid under pressure to said fluid pressure op-

erated means to move said first member through the

aperture in a work piece and to engage said first rigid

abutment by said first rigid means, a second valve op-

erable to admit fluid to said second fluid pressure operated

means to move said second rotary member into en-

gagement with the work piece to clamp the work piece

between said rotary members, said first valve being op-
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erable following a machining operation to exhaust fluid

from said first fluid pressure operated means to cause

said second fluid pressure operated means to overcome

said first fluid pressure opiated meens and to shift said

first rotary member and the work piece axially to a

position determined by engagenwnl between said sec-

ond rigid abutment and said second rigid means, said

second valve being then operable to reverse the appli-

cation of fluid pressure to said first fluid pressure op-

erated njcans to move said first rotary member away from

said sedond rotary member to iflease the work piece

from clamped condition therebetween.

channels with the position of the servo valve in each of

two other channels, and warning means responsive to a

3,095,783
FAULT DETECTION MEANS

Charles B. Flindt, Sunbory-oii-Thames, England, aarignor

to Short Brothers A Harland Limited, Belfast, North-

cm Ireland, a Britiafa company
Filed Ma/ 2, 1960, Ser. No. 25,954

lldalmi. (0.91—1)

JCX—*>-' 1 1-,,|„ III,,
1

1. Apparatus for controlling the'movement of an organ

such as an aircraft control surface or the like in response

to input control means, comprising at least three inde-

pendent servo control systems, each having an independent

servo mechanism with its output mechanically coupled to

a common output member controlling movement of said

organ and each having an independent electrical signal

transmission channel adapted to be supplied with elec-

trical input control signals representative of the move-

ment of the said input control means, means for sampling

the electrical control signal in each channel and for com-

paring each electrical signal sample with each of two other

electrical signal samples, and warning means responsive to

any disparity between the compared samples to indicate

the identity of a defective channel.

disparity between the valve positions to indicate the iden-

tity of a defective channel.

3,095,785
POSITIONING DEVICE

Daniel T. Cahill, Glen Head, N.Y., assignor to Specialties,

Incorporated, Syosset, Long Idand, N.Y. ^

FUed Aug. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 50,364

8 Claims. (CL 91—42)

1. In a control device, a cylinder, piston means rela-

tively movable therein, means including valve means for

supplying fluid to said cylinder to cause movement of

said piston means, first electromagnetic means for con-

trolling said valve means, second electromagnetic means

for controlling said first electromagnetic means, means

inductively connected with said second electromagnetic

means to cause variable adjustment thereof, said induc-

tively connected means including means carried by said

piston means, and means for fastening said piston means

against movement

3,095,784
ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC CONTROL SERVO-

MECHANISMS
Robert Sydney Colhonn, Usbum, Northern Ireland, as-

signor to Short Brothers ft Harland Limited, Belfast,

Northern Ireland, a British company
Filed Inly 14, 1960, Ser. No. 42,782

Cbitans priority, appHcation Great Britafai July 28, 1959

9 Claims. (a.91—1)

1 . An electro-hydraulic servo system comprising a com-

mon input control member, a common output member, at

least three independent channels for the transmission of

signals from the input contrcri member to the output mem-
ber, each channel comprising a first motor responsive to

movement of the input control member, a hydraulic servo

motor mechanically coupled to drive the common output

member, means for supplying hydraulic fluid to the hy-

draulic servo motor, a hydraulic servo valve coupled to

be operated by the said first motor, means for effectively

comparing the position of the servo valve in each of the

3,095,786
HAMMER DEVICE

George Donald Fcnton, Rodty River, Ohio, aarignor to

United States Steel Corporation, a corporatioB of New
Jersey

Orighial applicatioa June 6, 1959, Ser. No. 820,012. Di-

vided and this applicatioD Oct 18, 1960, Ser. No.
63,320

1 Claim. (CI. 91—454)
Apparatus providing a hanuner blow comprising a

cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, a piston rod attached to

said piston and extending therefrom, a stop attached to

said piston and extending therefrom in the direction op-

posite said piston rod, a collar on said piston rod outside

said cylinder, a second cylinder arranged generally nor-

mal to said fibrst cylinder and located adjacent said collar,

a piston in said second cylinder, a piston rod attached to

said second named piston and extending therefrom toward

said collar, means on said last named piston rod for en-

gaging said collar, means for delivering air under pressure

to said first cylinder on the side of its piston having the

stop thereon, means for delivering fluid under pressure
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to said second cylinder on the side of said second named

piston opposite its piston rod for holding its collar engag-

ing means in engagement with said collar, and means for

3,095,788
SPREADER AND HITCH THEREFOR"

Robert Odell, Parmclee Drive, Mentor, Ohio
Original application Sept. 8, 1953, Scr. No. 378,834, now

Patent No. 2,914,995, dated Dec. 1, 1959. Divided

and tills application Nov. 23, 1959, Scr. No. 854,738

10 Claims. (CI. 94—44)

delivering fluid under pressure to said second cylinder on

the piston rod side of said second named piston to retract

said second named piston rod after the pressure in said

first cylinder has built up to a predetermined amount.

3,095,787
LAUNDRY INVOICING MACHINE

Carlyle S. Comwell, Shelby, N.C., and Theodore Bishoff,

Washington, D.C.; said Bishoff assignor to said Com-

FUed June 30, 1959, Scr. No. 824,118

14 Chiims. (CI. 93—88)

1. In combination, a truck having a rear dump body

and a spreader including a hopper positioned below the

dump body discharge point for receiving material dumped

thereby and for smoothly spreading this material over the

ground behind said hopper, and a hitch means connecting

said hopper and truclc comprising a pull yoke secured to

said hopper and having a forked abutment at its leading

edge engaging a trailing surface of the rear truck axle,

said hitch means comprising a resilient cable extending

forwardly under the truck and below the rear axle and

having a hook at its forward extremity detachablv en-

gaged with the front axle of said truck so that the re-

siliency of said cable pulls said forked abutment against

the tear truck axle by the stretch in said cable and urges

said hopper down toward the ground by the tension in

said cable exerting a pulling force below the rear axle and

pivoting the forked abutment about the rear axle to urge

the hopper downwardly so that said resiliency urges the

hopper into ground contact but permits vertical relative

movement between said hopper and truck to allow for

variations in contour of said ground and urges said hopper

down against the ground to help smooth the ground before

the material is spread thereon.

3,095,789
ADJUSTABLE PORTABLE STRIKE-OFF

Paul A. Melvhi, Chici«o, and Howard L. Wallin, OA
Park, ni.; said Wallin assignor to Paul A. Melvin

FUed Apr. 28, 1959, Scr. No. 809,525

4 Claims. (O. 94—45)

1, A machine for printing identifying tags with num-

bers corresponding to prenumbercd invoice tickets and

attaching the tags to garments, comprising, in combina-

tion, a register having a manual writing table for receipt

,tf the invoice tickets, a printer including an advanccable

numbering device for printing a number on tape corre-

sponding to the preprinted number on a ticket on said

writing table, means for feeding Upe to the printer and

to a stapling position, a stapler, a tag cutter, a garment

support member movable from a garment receiving posi-

tion to said stapling position and to a third position,

means controlled by movement of the garment support

member to said stapling position to operate said printer,

tape feeding means, supler and tag cutter in sequence,

ticket moving means controlled by movement of said

garment support member to said third position and op-

erable to move a ticket from said writing table upon

completion of the manual recording of a lot of garments,

and means to advance the number on the numbering de-

vice when said ticket is moved from said writing table

actuated by said ticket moving means.

1. A concrete finishing tool adapted for use in finishing

a relatively large body of concrete poured between op-

posed spaced fixed forms and adapted to extend across

the concrete and rest upon said forms, said tool compris-

ing an elongate beam formed with a continuous planar

bottom surface of uniform width throughout the length

of the beam, the edges of said surface defining forward and

rearward faces of said beam, a first elongate rigid truss

member having one of its ends made fast to one end of

said beam, a second elongate rigid truss member having

one of its ends made fast to the other end of said beam,

said members being substantially equal in length and hav-

ing combined a length that is greater than the length of

said beam, said members having their other ends joined

together over the central portion of the beam to form

\

a truss structure, a rigid upright strut made fast between

said joined together ends of said members and said beam

and including jack means for adjusting the effective length

of said strut whereby the contour of said beam may be

adjusted, an elongate handle pivotally secured to said

beam on each side of said strut and substantially midway

between said strut and one of the ends of said beam, each

of said handles projecting laterally from said beam and

being mounted on the forward side of said beam for pivotal

movement about a horizontal axis extending lengthwise

of said beam, vibrator means mounted on said beam ad-

jacent each of said handles for vibrating said bottom

surface, a pair of tie rod means each connected at one

of its ends to said beam adjacent said vibrator means and

having its other end connected to said truss structure ad-

jacent said joined together ends of said members, said

tie rod means bracing said beam portions against un-

controlled vibration and thereby spreading out the vibra-

tion generated by said vibrator means substantially uni-

formly along the length of the beam, and means for re-

leasably securing said handles against pivotal movement at

selected forwardly directed positions of inclination with re-

spect to said beam whereby a worker may adjust a handle

to his particular height, said beam being formed with ^an

upwardly facing planar sight guide surface means alonjg

said forward face thereof for acting as a guide for posi-

tioning and leveling concrete in advance of said beam

during operation thereof, with said sight guide surface

means being in parellel relation with and above said bot-

tom surface of said beam, whereby each of two workers

standing in the poured concrete and grasping a handle

may adjust said handle to his particular height and, when

drawing the beam along the opposed forms in a forward

direction and over the concrete as said bottom surface is

vibrated to finish the surface of thepoured concrete, avoid

twisting of said sight guide surface means.

about said common axis and having abutment means for

engaging both of said control rings to hold both of said

control rings against the action of said spring means in

related positions determined by the position of said ex-

posure value control means independently of said abut-

ments on said aperture adjusting member and said speed

adjusting member.

3,095,790
PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA

Kurt Gebele and Franz Singer, Munich, Germany, as-

signors to Compur-Werit Gescllschaft mit beschranicter

Haftung & Co., Munich, Germany, a German firm

FUed June 9, 1960, Scr. No. 35,069

Claims priority, application Germany June 11, 1959

15 Claims. (CI. 95—10)

3,095,791
PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA HAVING A BUILT-IN

EXPOSURE METER
Carl Fritz Ricbter, Calmbach (Enz), Germany, assignor to

Alfred Gauthier, G.m.bJl., Calmbach (Enz), Germany,
a corporation of Germany

Filed July 25, 1962, Ser. No. 212,392

Cbdms priority, appUcation Germany July 29, 1961

5 Clahns. (CI. 95—10)

10. Photographic exposure setting mechanism compris-

ing a diaphragm aperture control ring and a shutter speed

contr(rf ring both rotatable through respective ranges

about ireommon axis of rotation, spring means tending to

turn each of said rings toward one end of its respective

range, a manually operable diaphragm aperture adjust-

ing member having an abutment for engaging said aper-

ture control ring to hold such control ring against the ac-

tion of its spring means in a position determined by the

position of said aperture adjusting member, a manually

operable speed adjusting member having an abutment

for engaging said speed control ring to hold such coii-

trol ring against the action of its spring means in a posi-

tion determined by the position of said speed adjusting

member, and exposure value control means rotatabl^

1. A photographic camera comprising a built-in ex-

posure meter; a shutter; first means to drive said shutter

at variable speeds to achieve diflfferent exposure times;

an adjustable diaphragm; second means to control the

aperture of said diaphragm; a first setting member ad-

justable to an automatic position and to a range of manu-

ally controlled positions; a first linkage connecting said

setting member to said second means only when said set-

ting member is in its manual range to set said diaphragm

manually; an automatic setting member linked to said

exposure meter and to said second means to control said

diaphragm automatically when said first setting member

is set to its automatic position; a second setting member

and a second linkage connecting said second setting mem-

ber to said first means to control the exposure time of

said shutter when said first setting member is in its range

of manual positions; a third linkage connecting said auto-

matic setting member to said first means to control the

exposure time of said shutter when said first setting mem-

ber is in its automatic position; and fourth means opera-

tively connected with said first setting member to disen-

gage said second linkage when said first setting member

is in its automatic position.

3,095,792

CAMERA ACCESSORY SHOE ARRANGEMENT
Karl Heinz Lange, Bnnde-Ennlgloh, Westphalia, Ger-

many, assignor to Balda-Kamerawerk Rudolf Gruter,

KommanditgescUschaft, Bunde, Westphalia, Germany,

a German company
FUed Aug. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 47,228

Claims priority, appUcation Germany Sept. 3, 1959
^

11 Claims. (CI. 95-11)
1. In a camera case having a top, a rectangular open-

ing in said top, a plate below said opening and a bent

tongue on said top; a camera accessory shoe arrangement

comprising a guideway fo# receiving a foot portion of said

accessory, said guideway being formed between said top
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and said plate, and said opening in said top having a raised operatively connecting said drive means with said con-

border portion locating said foot portion laterally, said trol means for automatic displacement of said component

h— ui

plate being inserted from the inside of said camera case

and being secured to said top by said bent tongue thereof.

3,095,793
PHOTOGRAPHIC SHUTTER

Erlurd Loose, Dresden, Karl Kromer, Radcbcul, and

Werner Hahn, Dresden, Germany, assignors to VEB
iAimera- und Kinowerke Dresden, Dresden, Germany

FUed July 29, 1960, Scr. No. 46,289

5 Claims. (CI. 95—11.5)

1 . In a photographic camera having a housing, a shut-

ter device mounted in the housing and an exposure time

setting member rotatably mounted in the housing, the

provision of a plurality of flash-light contacts for lighting

flash lamps having different delay characteristics, switch

means mounted in the housing, a plurality of electrical

circuits connected to said contacts respectively and to

said switch means, said switch means being nioved by

the exposure time setting member to select oneof said

circuits in accordance with the position of the exposure

time setting member corresponding to the preset exposure

time, and means, driven by said shutter device, to engage

said contacts in turn to complete said selected circuit on

operation of the camera, the other circuit being ineffec-

tive. ^

3,095,794

MECHANISM FOR AXIALLY DISPLACING
AN OPTICAL CAMERA COMPONENT

Karlhclnz Raab, Bad Kreuznacb, Germany, assignor to

Jos. Schneider & Co., Optische Werke, Bad Kreuznacii,

Gennany, a company of Germany
FUed p^. 11, 1961, Scr. No. 158,306

Claims priori^, application Germany Dec. 15, 1960

17 Clainu. (CI. 95—45)
1 . In a camera objective having a housing and at least

one optical component axially displaceable in said bous-

ing, in combination, automatic drive means for said com-

ponent, control means in engagement with said compo-

nent, a manually movable member shiftable on said hous-

ing between a set of first positions and an alternate sec-

ond position, said member engaging said control means

in any of said first positions for displacing said compo-

nent upon movement along a path defined by said first

positions, and coupling means controlled by said member

upon a shifting of said member into said alternate posi-

tion in which said member is disengaged from said con-

trol Beans.

3,095,795
CAMERA SHUTTER

Harold W. Yates, Stamford, Conn., assignor to Barnes

Engineering Company, Stamford, Conn., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Jonc 8, 1960, Scr. No. 34,721

5 Claims. (CI. 95—53)

-1^^

1. In a ballistic camera having a radiant energy respon-

sive surface and wide angle imaging optics, the improve-

ment which comprises

(a) an iris type shutter centnvd on the optic axis,

(6) electrically actuated means for periodically and

substantially instantly opening the shutter to a wide

open position against the resistance of rapid shutter

closing means including a solenoid and a linkage

from the solenoid to the shutter,

(c) a stop on said linkage, releasable latching means

for said stop to hold the shutter partly open,

((f) a solenoid for releasing the latch, and

(«) means for adjusting the position of said releasable

latching means to stop the closing of the shutter at

a predetermined aperture.

3 095 796
.PHOTOCOPY DEVELOPING MACHINE HAVING

AUTOMATIC SQUEEZE ROLLER OPERATION
Edgar H. Da Bois and Anthony J. Mazzio, Chicago, and

George P. Nlcsen, NUcs, 111., assignors to A. B. Dick

Company, Chicago* 111., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Apr. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 22,913

9 Claims. (CI. 95—89)
9. Jn a machine for applying a liquid to sheet material,

the combination comprising a first receptacle for receiving

the liquid, a closed receptacle for holding a supply of the^

liquid, conduit means connected between said fiirst recep-

tacle and said dosed receptacle for carrying the liquid

to and from said first 'receptacle, swingable means sup-

porting said closed receptacle for movement between a

raised inverted position in which the liquid flows into the

first receptacle and a lowered upright position in which

the liquid flows from the first receptacle into the closed
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receptacle, first and second squeeze rollers disposed above

the first receptacle for receiving sheet material therefrom

to squeeze liquid from the sheet material, means mounted

on said first and second rollers for relative movement

against and away from each other, and msans connected

finger portions being normally located beneath the level

of said track portions.

ifltll'll'llffi

-^-4

3,095,798
PROCESSING TANK

Victor Q, Kelly, Atlantic Highlands, NJ., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of tbe Army
Filed June 4, 1962, Scr. No. 200,002

5 Claims. (CI. 95—94)
(Granted under TiUc 35, UJS. Code (1952), sec 266)

between said last-mentioned means and said swingable

means for moving said rollers against each other when

said closed receptacle is inverted, while moving said

rollers away from each other when said closed receptacle

is moved into said upright position.

,. .'J. -/u^ '
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said blade being rotatable about said axis from a first

position in which the length and width thereof extend

for substantially the full length and width of said open-

ing and substantially closes said opening with one sur-

face of said first portion facing away from said source

to a second position in which the length of said blade ex-

tends generally in the direction of the air movement

through said opening, said first portion is intermediate

said source and said axis and said one surface of saitj,

first portion is internlediate said opening and an imagi-

nary plane substantially perpendicular to a plane con-

taining said opening and parallel to and intersecting

said axis, the edge portion of said first portion of said

blade most remote from said axis being bent oppositely

to the direction of the bend forming said ridge. w"hereby

in said second position said first portion of said blade

has an effective cross-section transverse to ^aid path cor-

responding to the cross-section of an airfoil, means con-

nected to said blade for exerting thereon a variable me-

chanical moment urging said blade towards said second

position, said moment increasing with the movement of

said blade away from said second position and being

substantially equal to the moment exerted on said blade

by the impingement of air thereon in different positions

of said blade, and stop means connected to said blade

for preventing movement of said first portion of said

blade beyond said second position thereof in a direction

away from said first position.

single brewing of beverage from the entire volume thereof,

said container adapted to hgve adhered to the under sur-

face of said bottom wall a removable seal for closing said

opening prior to the use of said package; and a circulator

head comprising a cylindrical tubular body extending up-

wardly through said opening and fitted snugly therein

extending upwardly through said body of dry beverage

m.tterial and having an upper end disposed adjacent aid

tup wall, and having at its lower end an annular enlarge-

ment defining an upwardly facing annular shoulder upon

which said bottom wall is seated so as to support tht

container on the head with said upper end disposed above

said body of beverage material; said upper end being

provided with a circumferential array of discharge apcr

turts for discharging outwardly near the upper level ot

3,095,800
INFUSION APPARATUS

Jack J. Gilbert, SufFern, N.Y., assignor to

Simon Adler, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 105,734

3 Claims. (CI. 99—289)

1. A machine of the class described which includes

means defining a flat supporting surface having an aper-

ture therethrough, a receptacle having an open bottom

positioned on said surface with said open bottonj over

said aperture, said receptacle thereby enclosing said aper-

ture, means connected to said receptacle for moving said

receptacle between said position and a position spaced

away from said surface, means for drawing a tape across

said surface over said aperture and under the open bot-

tom of said receptacle, means communicating with the

upixr end of said receptacle for introducing liquid ma-

terials thereinto, and means communicating with the up-

per end of said receptacle for introducing solid materials

thereinto.

3,095,801

BEVERAGE PERCOLATING APPARATUS WITH
UNIT DRY BEVERAGE CONTAINER

Charles R. Fogg, 130 Ivalee St., Playa Del Rey, Calif.

Filed Sept. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 57,017

3 Claims. (CI. 99—312)
1. Beverage percolating apparatus comprising, in com-

bination: a package including a container comprising top

and side walls and a bottom wall having a preformed

circular opening at its center and a body of dry beverage

material in said container in a quantity suitable for a

said body of beverage material, a plurality of jets of hot

water to be pumped upwardly through said tubular body,

for filtering downwardly through said dry beverage body,

said tubular body having a plurality of inlets disposed in

circumferential array near said annular shoulder, said

inlets providing for flow of brewed beverage from the

bottom area of said container into the lower portion of

said tubular body, said tubular body having an open lower

end for discharge of said brewed beverage downwardly

into a receptacle; and means in said upper end of said

tubular body providing a socket in spaced relation to said

circumferential array of discharge apertures, said socket

being of a shape and size to snugly receive the upper end

of the tubular shaft of a percolator pump for pumping

said hot water into said upper end as aforesaid.

3,095,802
HAY BALER

Edwin B. Nolt, New Holland, Pa., assignor to Sperry

Kand Corporation, New Holland, Pa., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,541

4 Claims. (CI. 100—19)

1 . A hay baler comprising a fore-and-aft extending bale

case having a pair of side walls, a forward end and a rear

end, each of said side walls having an opening therein,

the opening in one wall being aligned with the opening in

the other wall, said opening in said one side wall having a

central portion and portions on opposite sides of the cen-

tral portion, a plunger reciprocal in said bale case and

having a hay engageable face operable to convey crop

material deposited in the bale case from said forward end

and toward said rear end, said plunger face having a slot
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therein registering with said wall openings when said

plunger is in its rearmost position, said plunger moving
hay past said openings on each stroke thereof toward

said rear end, needle means operable in timed relation

with said plunger and projectable across said bale case

through said plunger slot and through said openings, a

hay dog having a normal position wherein it extends into

said bale case and in the path of said plunger and having

a width less than the width of said slot, means supporting

said hay dog on said one side wall for pivotal movement
about an axis transverse to the reciprocations of said

plunger, spring means connected between said hay dog
and the bale case and biasing the dog to said normal po-

sition while permitting it to yieldably pivot outwardly rela-

tive to the bale case responsive to engagement by hay
moved toward said bale case rear end by said plunger,

said hay dog having a pair of fore-and-aft extending

laterally spaced hay engageable elements which form an

acute angle with said one side wall when the hay dog is in

normal position, said hay engageable elements being lo-

cated in register with portions of said one side wall open-

ing on the opposite sides of the central portion thereof and

in register with the slot in the face of the plunger and
having forward ends connected to said supporting means
and free rearward ends, and said needle means passing

between said pair of elements and through said central

portions of said openings when projected across said bale

case so that the free ends of the hay engageable elements

move into the slot and against the -end of the hay when the

plunger is in its rearmost position whereby the hay dog
opposes engagement of the hay with the needle upon for-

ward movement of said plunger.

3 095 803
CUTTING PRESSES AND CUTTING SURFACES

THEREFOR
Hans Linderoth, 16 Avenue Vion Whltcomb,

Paris, France
Filed Feb. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 791,369

Claims priority, appUcatioD France Feb. 12, 1958
10 CUims. (CL 100—50)

3,095,804
SAFETY STOP FOR PRESSES

Philip J. Lindner, Moont Gilead, Ohio, assignor to

Koehring Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of
Wisconsin

Filed June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 35,973
8 Claims. (CI. 100—53)

1 . In a press having a frame member, a relatively mov-
able platen member and hydraulic means for actuating

jaid platen member, a safety stop device auxiliary to said

actuating means comprising threaded nut means affixed to

one of said members; threaded shaft means affixed to the

other of said members and having threaded engagement
with said nut, said nut and shaft being relatively rotatable

when one is moved axially with respect to the other; one
of said threaded means being non-rotatably affixed to its

respective member; and brake means for selectively pre-

venting relative rotation between said nut and shaft there-

by preventing further movement of said platen member.

3,095,805
PINEAPPLE JUICE EXTRACTING MACHINE

Richard A. Andrews, Whittier, Calif., assignor to Citrus
Equipment Corporation, WUttier, Calif., a corporation
of California

Filed Oct. 20, 1958, Ser. No. 768,155
6 Cbdms. (CI. 100—97)

1. A press for operating on sheet material, the press

comprising a tool for effecting an operation on the sheet

material, a piston-and-cylinder assembly for applying

pressure to the tool, means carrying said piston-and-cylin-

der assembly so that same is vertically movable, an elec-

trical control s>stem for initiating operation of the piston-

and-cylinder assembly, a plate on the piston, electrical

contacts mounted on said plate and forming part of the

control system and adapted to be closed on contaa with

the tool to operate the control system and thereby actuate

the piston-and-cylinder assembly and supporting means
for supporting the sheet material.

4. Apparatus for extracting pineapple juice compris-

ing the combination of means for conveying whole pine-

apple fruit, means for aligning said fruit with the long

axes thereof extending generally parallel to the direc-

tion of travel thereof, means for cutting said fruit while

being so conveyed, and means for extracting the juice

from the cut fruit, said extracting means including a ro-

tating drum, and a grid having a curved surface conform-
ing to the surface of said drum, said grid being con-

vergently spaced from said drum to provide a convergent

passage therebetween for movement of the fruit there-

through to flatten the same and express the juice there-

from and said grid being composed of a plurality of grid

sections, each section being individually resiliently urged
in the direction of the drum. i
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3,095,806
CAN DESTROYER

Zhivan James Mirkovkh, 3101 W. Bottrford Ave,
Milwaukee 21, ^^is.

Filed May 25, 1961, Ser. No. 112,653

5 Claims. (CI. 104K—173)

operating in tinted relation to the recurring sequence of

cycles of operation and non-operation, said detecting

means and said switching means each having two respec-

tive conditions, the stopping means being under the joint

contrcri of the two controlling means, the two controlling

means cooperating to cause said stopping when the

switching means has a certain one of its two conditions and

coincidentally the detector has a certain one of its two

conditions.

3,095,808
PHOTOCONDUCTOLITHOGRAFHY EMPLOYING

RUBEANATES

3,095,807
INDICIA-APPLYING MACHINE

Arnold R. Bone, Necdham, Mass., assignor to Dcnnison

Manufacturing Company, Framingham, Mass., a cor-

poration of Massachusetts
Filed Apr. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 22,361

7 Claims. (CI. 101—19)

Donald R. Eastman, Rochciter, N.Y.

I. Apparatus for deforming hollow articles for dis-

posal, comprising, a frame having a platform for receiv-

ing successive articles to be deformed, a pair of arcuate

crushing members rotatably mounted on said frame in

peripherally spaced relation and on parallel axes extend-

ing perpendicular to said article receiving platform, a

rectilinearly movable force applying member supported

on said frame and guided for movement from an initial

position remote from said rotatable crushing members on

one side thereof whereby the article to be crushed may

be positioned on said platform between said force apply-

ing member and said rotatable crushing members to a

position beyond the common plane containing the axes

of said arcuate crushing members, and power means for

moving said force applying member along said path to

thereby collapse the article upon said force applying

member as it passes between the peripheries of said arcu-

ate crushing members.

to Eastman
Kodak Company, Rodicster, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey
FUed July 28, 1960, Ser. No. 45,958

3 Claims. (CL 101—149J)

m.

m
u'fe?

J

1. In a photoconductolithographic process, the steps

of depositing on a hydrophobic photoconductive surface

from an electrolyte containing rubeanic acid and metal

ions selected from the group consisting of iron, copper,

nickel and cobalt, an image of the compound of said

metal and rubeanate which image is hydrophilic and

litbo printing from said surface and image.

3,095,809
MASTER STRIPPING MEANS FOR ROTARY

PRINTING MACHINES
Harry F. Gammeter, Cleveland Heights, Francis R.

Patalon, WUIowick, and Rudolph J. Katterle, East

Cleveland, Ohio, assignors to Addressograph-Multi-

graph Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of

Dekiware
FUed Sept 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,399

8 Claims. (CL 101—217)

1. An indicia-applying machine for sectional ticket

material, the machine including a plurality of indicia-

applying devices at respective stations, means for feeding

the ticket material step by step in successive cycles, tim-

ing means for causing the operation of one of said de-

vices in the cycles of certain steps of feed and non-opera-

tion thereof in other cycles, the cycles of operation and

non-operation forming a recurring sequence, and means

for stopping the operations of feeding and indicia-apply-

ing in the event of out-of-phase relation between the ticket

material and the recurring sequence of cycles of opera-

1

tion and non-operation, the machine including two con-

trolling means for said stopping means, one of said con-

trolling means including a detector for a cut-out occur-

ring in a particular section of the material of a ticket and

the other controlling means including switching means

1. In an offset-set printing machine wherein a master is

to be held on a rotatable master cylindw by a releasablc

clamp, oscillatable stripper means adjacent the master

cylinder and normally disposed in a position free of the
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path of the master, means to release the clamp, a cam

for controlling the releasing means aiul normally disposed

in an ineffective position, means for shifting the cam to

an effective position aftw a predetermined number of

prints have been made, means under control of said cam
in its effective position to permit shifting of the stripper

means into the path of the undamped master to strip

the undamped master from the master cylinder, and a

cam rotatable with the master cylinder to control osdl-

lation of the stripper means between the effective and in-

effective position thereof.

3,095,810
ROTARY PRINTING MACHINES

John William Harris, Barton Seagrave, Kettering, Eng-
land, assignor to Timsoos Limited, Northamptondiire,
England, a British company

FUed July 16, 1959, Ser. No. 827,613
Claims priority, appUcatlon Great Britain Aag. 18, 1958

3 Claims. (CI. 101—351)

and cam means engaging the switch and responsive to

changes in the speed of the web moving means.

3,095,811
TENSION LOCKUP FOR THIN PRINTING PLATES
Glenn R. Peabody, BeUwood, and Louis S. Tyma, Jr.,

Hinsdale, III., assignors to Miehle-Goss-Dexter, Incor-

porated, Chicago, lU., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 13,263

11 Claims. (CI. 101—415.1)

s^z:^

1. In combination with apparatus for moving a web

through printing means and thereafter through a drying

chamber and including a stationary frame supporting the

printing means, means for moving the web at a predeter-

mined speed, and a plurality of inking rollers for supply-

ing ink to the printing noeans, the improvement compris-

ing:

a movable carriage supporting the inking rollers;

driving means moving the carriage towards and away

from the printing means to selectively supply ink to

the printing means, the driving means including

a fluid pressure actuated piston and cylinder device,

a lever pivotally mounted on the carriage and pivoted

in response to actuation of the piston and cylinder

device,

a tumable eccentric mounted on the carriage and ec-

centrically rotatable relative to the carriage in re-

sponse to pivoting of the lever,

and an arm joining the eccentric and the stationary

frame and controlling the movement of the carriage;

and synchronous means responsive to the speed of the

web moving means and operativcly controlling the

driving means for automatic shifting of said carriage

away from the printing means when the web is ad-

vanced at a speed less than said predetermined speed

and for automatic shifting of the carriage toward the

printing means when the web is advanced at a speed

at least equal to said predetermined speed, the said

synchronous means including

a fluid valve communicating with the piston and cylin-

der device and operable to control transmission of

fluid to the piston and cylinder device,

an actuable solenoid operatively controlling the fluid

valve,

an electric switch controlling the actuation of the sole-

noid.

1. In combination, a printing cylinder having a longi-

tudinal slot in the surface thereof, a thin printing plate

adapted to be conformed to and supported by the surface

of said cylinder, said plate having channels formed along

its opposite edges, an elongated spring of generally U-

shaped cross section having a bight disposed in the lower

portion of said slot defining arm portions and having

nibs adjacent the surface of said cylinder, a plurality of

fastening elements engaging one arm portion of said

spring so as to anchor the spring in said slot with the

nibs on said one arm portion being fixed and the nibs on

the other arm portion being flexibly supported by the full

extent of said bight, said nibs being formed to enter said

channels on the opposed edges of said plate as such nibs

are moved toward one another, said spring being formed

such that said nibs are normally closely spaced from one

another and when moved apart are biased toward one

another, and a cam shaft embraced by said arm portions

of said spring and rotatable to spread or relax said nibs.

3,095,812
EXPLOSIVE MEANS

David L. Coursen, Newarii, Del., assignor to E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., a

corporation of Delaware
Filed June 27, 1960, Ser. No. 39,192

5 Claims. (CL 102—27)

1. An explosive device having directional selectivity

compH-ising in combination a length of a sheathed det-

onating explosive core in helical configuration consist-

ing of a plurality of turns and a second length of a

sheathed detonating explosive core axially positioned

within said helical configuration, the said helical con-

figuration being such that the sheathing of each turn of

said explosive core therein ^s in contact with the sheath-

ing of its adjacent turn and with the sheathing of the

said axial core, the ratio of the weight of sheathing to

explosive in said explosive device being between S and

50 to 1.
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3,095,813
PROPELLANT CONTAINER, PLASTIC

IMPREGNATED GLASS
Henry S. Lipinski, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Army
FUed July 5, 1961, Ser. No. 122,044

1 Claim. (CI. 102—43)

(Granted under Titie 35, VS. Code (1952), sec. 266)

A recoilless weapon frangible reinforced plastic con-

tainer for propellant comprising a cylindrical wall and at

least one end wall and formed to be ruptured by break-

ing into many pieces when a propellant is fired, both the

cylindrical wall and an end wall being provided with a

patterned substantially entire surface forming repetitive

diamond configuration having areas of dissimilar strengths

with edge portions of the diamond shapes stronger than

the rest of said configurations under pressure within the

container to break up the container walls, at least one

of said walls having configurations of a size to cause the

broken pieces to be as small as of an order of about a

third of an inch in one dimension.

3,095,814
DISPENSING APPARATUS

Tor W. Jaosen, Southampton, and William B. Walker,
Hatboro, Pa., assignors to the United States of America
as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

Filed June 30, 1960, Ser. No. 40,114
9 Claims. (CI. 102—49)

(Granted under TiUe 35, l^. Code (1952), sec. 266)

4. A device for dispensing an object in the flight path of

a projectile which comprises: a shell, a propellent motor

releasably coupled to the rear-end of said shell for pro-

pelling it and automatically uncoupling itself therefrom

when the pushing power of said motor ceases, a timer

releasably secured in said shell and means on said timer

for activating said timer when said motor and shell are

separated, said object confined in said shell by said

timer and disposed and slidable endwise in said shell,

force exerting means at the forward end of said shell and

operable on said object and said timer to eject both said

timer and said object from the shell; whereby when said

projectile reaches a point in its flight where said motor

ceases its propulsion and separates from said shell said

timer will uncouple itself from the shell a selected time

interval thereafter and release said object, and said force

exerting means will eject said object from said shell into

the ambient space.

3,095,815
FLUID PRESSURE RESPONSIVE FIRING DEVICE
William R. Brockway, Thorofare, Frank A. Loving,
Wenonah, and George A. Nodd*n, Sewell, NJ., assign-
ors to E. I. du Pont'de Nemours and Company, Wil-
mington, Del., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Oct 21, 1960, Ser. No. 64,087
3 Claims. (CI. 102—70)

1. A pressure responsive initiator for detonation of
explosive charges at a predetermined depth below the

surface of a body of water which consists essentially of
a tubular shell integrally closed at one extremity, a piston

slidably mounted within and closing the other extremity
of said shell, a base charge of detonating explosive and
a priming charge of explosive sequentially positioned from
said integrally closed extremity, an anvil positioned con-
tiguous to said priming charge, said anvil comprising a
diaphragm secured in peripheral engagement with the

inner wall of said shell and a striker arm arrester extend-
ing from said diaphragm toward said piston, said dia-

phragm being provided with an aperture therethrough
adjacent said striker arm arrester, an ignition charge fill-

ing said aperture, a percussion sensitive explosive cap se-

cured on said diaphragm adjacent said aperture and in

propagating relationship to said ignition charge, a striker

arm secured to said piston and extending to engage said

arrester, said arm being adapted to disengage said ar-

rester and strike said percussion cap upon exertion of a
predetermined pressure by said piston, and removable
means for locking said piston in position.

3.095,816
SETBACK ACTUATED TIMING DEVICE

Benjamin D. Nabreski, Haddon Heights, NJ., and
Albert L. Staudte, Philadelphia, Fa^ assignors to the
United States of America as represented by the Secre-
tary of the Army

Filed Sept. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 56,070
2 Cbiims. (CL 102—84)

(Granted under TiUe 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

'1
. In a timing device, the combination of

a support,

a rotor journaled in said support and having fixed

thereto a rotor pin and a rofler which extend axially
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tfaerefrom and are angularly displaced from one an-

other about the rotational axis of said rotor,

a delay gear train coupled to said rotor,

a lever having one end pivoted to said support and

having the other end located between said rotor pin

andtaid roller,

resilient means exerting a force whereby said other

end of said lever is biased into engagement with

said rotor pin,

a barrier guard fixed to said one end of said lever

and having a groove curving outwardly from and

alined with said lever,

a barrier pivoted to said support,

a barrier pin fixed to said barrier, said barrier pin

being movable along the edge of said barrier guard

past the end of said groove upon the movement of

said lever against the force exerted by said resilient

means and being movable along said edge and into,

said groove by said force, and

a firing arm biased into engagement with said barrier

and releasable therefrom upon movement of said

barrier pin into said groove.

interconnecting said means interconnecting the motor
means to the sensing means with said sensing means to

3,095,817
WAD COLUMN

Homer E. Clark, Jr., Alton, 111., assignor to Alcan Com-
pany, Incorporated, Alton, III., a corporation of lUi-

nois
Filed July 25, 1960, Ser. No. 45,135

2 Clahns. (CI. 102—95)

1. An over-powder, pre-asqembled wad column for a

shotgun cartridge comprising a substantially elongated

tubular body being open at one end, said body having a

transverse closure at the other end thereof, at least one

filler wad disposed within said tubular body, said filler

wad being permeated with a flowable lubricant, said tu-

bular body having a plurality of relatively narrow, parti-

spiral openings extending from the open end of said

body to a point proxinuite the transverse closure.

stop said motor means when a desired level is reached

in said suction reservoir.

3,095,819
FREE PISTON PUMPING SYSTEM

Norman F. Brown and Clifford M. Peters, Longvicw,
Tex., assignors to U.S. Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 856,818
12 Claims. (CI. 103—52)

3,095,818
FLOW CONTROL MEANS FOR A PUMPING

STATION
Wilbur D. Noblci, Upper Mootclair, and Peter E. Car-

dillo, Irvkigton, NJ., aarignors to Worthington Corpo-
ration, Harrison, NJ., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Dec. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 156,838
14 Claims. (CI. 103—11)

1. Variable flow control means for use with a pump-
ing system having a suction teaervoir, said pumping sys-

tem including a pump, drivrhg means for said pump,
speed regulating means operatively interconnecting said

pump to said driving means for varying the power flow

of said driving means to said pump, said variable flow

control meaas including indicator means for measuring

the level in said suction reservoir, said indicator means

including switch means connected to said driving means

to start and stop said pump, a control connected to said

indicator means, sensing means operated by the control

means to sense a change in level in the suction reservoir,

variable speed control means connected to the speed

regulating means, a motor means connected to the vari-

able speed control means, means interconnecting the

motor means to the sensing means to start said motor

means when said sensing means senses a change in level

in the suction reservoir, and a variable contrcd means

1 . A free piston pumping system comprising in a com-

bination a wellhead; a lubricator having a section made
of non-magnetic material superimposed on the wellhead;

a production line having a bore common to that of the

lubricator extending down to a producing zone; a free

piston containing magnetic material disposed to travel

within the bore; a spring actuated catcher disposed to

catch and retain the piston in the lubricator; pneumatic

pressure responsive means for overcoming spring pres-

sure on the catcher to move it to release the free piston;

an outlet line leading from the bore; a pneumatic pres-

sure responsive valve disposed to open and close the out-

let line; a normally retracted movable magnet disposed

at a side of the non-magnetic section of the lubricator
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in position to be moved by attraction toward the free

piston when the piston is in the lubricator; and means,

comprising a valve actuated by movement of the magnet,

for bleeding pneumatic pressure from the pneumatic pres-

sure responsive means for releasing the catcher to move

to free piston catching position and from the pneumatic

pressure responsive valve.

3,095,820

REENTRY ROTARY FLUID PUMP
Daniel S. Sanborn, S«n Diego, and Joe L. Byrne, Gardena,

Calif., assignors to McCuUoch Corporation, Los An-

geles, Calif., a corpomtkMi of Wisconsin

FUed Feb. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 11,514

9 Claims. (CI. 103—96)

iccting axially from the radially inner ends of said vanes

away from said plate, and a casing of molded plastic

material having a portion encircling said impeller, a por-

tion having a cylindrical inner surface closely encircling

and guiding the cylindrical outer surface of said ring

for rotation thereof and an inlet tube communicating with

the unobstructed interior of said ring and said impeller

cavity.

3,095,822
PLASTIC WHEELS OR RUNNERS

Otto Kiefer, 89 Schottstrsssc, Stuttfart, Gemaany
Filed Nov. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 67,108

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 1, 1960
1 Claim. (CI. 103—114)

1. In a reentry rotary fluid pump: a casing; an im-

peller mounted for rotation in said casing; a plurality of

spaced vanes disposed on said impeller at a common

radius from the center of the roUtional axis of said im-

peller, said vanes exter^ling outwardly from said impeller;

a flow passage in said casing laterally outwardly of said

vanes and in communication therewith; an inlet into said

casing and into said flow passage; a discharge passage

from said flow passage outwardly through said casing;

a sealing block in said casing outwardly of said vanes

providing a seal between said inlet into said flow passage

and said discharge from said flow passage; and a fluid

bleed port„ adjacent the sealing block open through the

casing to the vanes adjacent the outer portion of said

flow passage for preventing recirculation of trapped fluid

in the flow passage.

3,095,821
SANITARY CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

Herman Elenbaas, P.O. Box 273, Lynden, Wadi.

FUed May 2, 1960, Ser. No. 26,038

1 Claim. (CI. 103—103)

A sanitary pump comprising an impeller of molded

plastic material including a circular plate, vanes project-

ing edgewise axially from said plate, having their radially

inner ends spaced outward from the center of said plate

to provide an unobstructed central cavity in the impeller

"^and each having one edge integral with said plate, the

edges of said vanes remote from said plate being free

from their outer ends inward over most of their radial

extent and a ring interconnecting the radially inner cor-

ners of said vanes remote from said plate, having a cylin-

drical outer surface and an unobstructed interior and pro-

Ji

An impeller unitary in structure and composed wholly

of thermoplastic material, including a base member hav-

ing an integral centrally located portion forming a hub,

and having integral wall members extending upwardly

from said base member, said wall members converging at

their tops to form a plurality of substantially V-shaped

circumferentially spaced hollow vanes opening downward-

ly through said base member, said vanes extending from

a point adjacent the periphery of said base member to

said hub, and said hub extending upwardly from said

base member to the vertical center of gravity of said

impeller between the upper edge of said vanes and said

base member.

3,095,823

POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT PUMP
Ronald S. Brand, Wcstford Road, Eastford, Conn.

FUed Aug. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 131,213

6 Claims. (CL 103—117)

1. A fluid pump comprising a housing having a cylin-

drical bore, a first cylindrical rotor of subsUntially the

same diameter as said bore rototively supported at a fixed

axial position in said bore in coaxial relatidnship there-

with and sealingly closing one end thereof, said rotor hav-

ing a flat end face facing the other end of said bore and

which end face is inclined relative to the common axis of

said bore and said first rotor, wall means fixed relative

to said bousing and closing said other end of said bore, a

second cylindrical rotor of smaller diameter than said bore

loosely mounted in said wall means with its axis ar-

ranged eccentric to said common axis of stid bore and

said first rotor, said second rotor being both rotatable

about and reciprocable along said eccentric axis relative

to said housing and also extending beyond said wall

means toward said first rotor and having an inclined flat

end face which flatly engages said inclined end face of
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said first rotor, said inclined face of said first rotor, the

surface of said housing bore, the surface ol said wall

means, and the outer cylindrical surface of said second

rotor collectively defining an operating chamber, means
for urging sad second rotor toward said first rotor so

that said two inclined faces are maintained in flat en-

gagement with each other and so that said second rotor

is accordingly rotated and reciprocated relative to said

housing into and out of said wall means as said first rotor

is rotated, the reciprocation of said second rotor into

and out of said wall means serving to cyclically vary the

volume of said operating chamber, inlet means adapted

for connection to a source of flud and operable to permit

fluid to pass from said source to said operating chamber
while the volume of the latter is increasing and to pre-

vent fluid from passing in the reverse direction while said

volume is decreasing, and outlet means adapted for con-

nection to a receiver and operable to permit fluid to

pass from said operating chamber to said receiver while

said volume is decreasing and to prevent said fluid from

passing in the reverse direction when said v<^ume is in-

creasing.

3,095,824
FUEL PUMP DRIVE

bonald B. Elfes, Royal Oait, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporatioa, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Jnne 13, 1960, Ser. No. 35,678

3 Clafans. (CI. 103—152)

-=»

1. In a fuel pump drive for an internal combustion

engine having an engine trame and a rotating shaft mount-

ed in said frame and a fuel pump removably mounted

on said frame, an axial passage in said frame extending

from an exterior surface thereof to a position adjacent

said rotating shaft, said fuel pump ftiounted at the exterior

opening of said passage and having a reciprocating drive

shaft aligned with and extending into said passage and

being variably positionable by the fuel pump from a maxi-

mum stroke position to a minimum stroke position in

accordance with fuel demand, the improvement com-

prising a cjim adapted to be mounted on the engine ro-

tating shaft, a push rod adapted to be reciprocably mount-

ed within the lower portion of said passage and operatively

engaging said cam and extending between said cam and

the end of the fuel pump reciprocating drive shaft to

variably reciprocate same in response to the operation of

said cam according to the combined effect thereon of said

fuel pump and cam, a spring supported by the walls of

said passage and acting on said push rod to constantly

urge same solidly against said cam, said push rod and re-

ciprocating drive shaft being separably engageable to

permit the operation of the fuel pump at a stroke less

than the lift of said cam when the reciprocating drive

shaft is positioned other than at maximum stroke posi-

tion, a coupling secured on the end of said push rod oppo-
site said cam and having an axially disposed cylinder

therein, said cylinder being adapted to reciprocally receive

the inner end of said reciprocating drive shaft for guid-

ing same, and a non-metallic element disposed between
the separably engageable ends of said push rod and re-

ciprocating drive shaft whereby said fuel pump is provided

with a fuel pump drive practically free from operational

noises.

3,095,825
LOCKING MECHANISM FOR TELESCOPING

MEMBERS
John W. Sandberg, 8723 Sepulveda Blvd., and Rudolf

Balzer, 9131 Burnet Ave., both off Sepulveda, Calif.

FUed July 10, 1961, Ser. No. 122,995
5 Claims. (CI. 103—153)

1. In a locking mechanism for a pump operative to

move fluid into and out of an elongated cylinder, the

combination of: a member adapted for axial and rotatable

movement in the cylinder; a piston carried by and rotata-

ble with said member, and including a plurality of radi-

ally outwardly directed cam lobes; and a resilient piston

ring mounted to said piston for axial and slidable move-

ment in the cylinder, and including a plurality of radially

inwardly directed cam shoulders adjacent said cam lobes,

whereby said piston ring is radially compressible for resil-

ient slidable engagement with the walls of the cylinder,

and said cam lobes are urgable radially outwardly into

forcible engagement with said cam shoulders upon rotation

of said member to radially expand said piston ring for

locking frictional engagement with the cylinder to there-

by lock said piston in any position of its stroke.

3,095,826
RAIL ANCHOR APPUCATOR

Edwin C. Swanson, Rockford, 111., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Unit RaU Anchor Corporation, Pittsburgh,

Pa., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Nov. 15, 1957, Ser. No. 696,739
20 Claims. (CI. 104—2)

1. An apparatus for applying a rail anchor to the base

of a railroad track, comprising, a supporting framework,

an anchor positioning mechanism on the framework in-

•
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eluding means for engaging a rail anchor and urging the

anchor toward a rail base thereby to hold the anchor in

position against a rail base to be forced thereonto and

means for moving the rail anchor longitudinally of the

3,095,828
MONORAIL VEHICLES

Konrad Deller, Colognc-Dcutz, Germany, assignor to

Alweg-Forschung Cm.b.H^ Cologne, Germany, a cor-

poration of Germany
Filed Mar. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 95,915

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 16, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 105_144)

rail base against a tic, and an anchor applying mech-

anism on the framework including means for forcing the

anchor onto the rail base while held by said positioning

mechanism.

3,095,827
RAILWAY SWITCH

Lucien Chadenson, Paris, France, assignor to Safege-

Transport, Sociit* Anonyme, Paris, France

Filed June 29, 1962, Ser. No. 206,232

Claims priority, application France Mar. 1, 1962

4 Claims. (CI. 104—130)

1. A monobeam vehicle assembly comprijsipg a vehicle

body, means including a downwardly facmg U-shaped

wheel box forming a recess in said body extending longi-

tudinally thereof and opening at the front thereof, a

U-shaped running gear frame, load carrying wheels spring-

suspended on said frame, side wheels mounted on said

frame, and means detachably and rigidly securing said

frame to said vehicle body within said recess to dispose

said frame transversely of said vehicle body and said run-

ning wheels within said wheel box whereby said frame

and said wheels may be detached from said vehicle body

and withdrawn as a unit through the open end of said

recess.

7 l»' >»

3,095,829
TRAVELING CRANE

Roy F. Dehn, WIckliffc, Ohio, assignor to The Cleveland

Crane & Engineering Company, Wickliffe, Ohio, a cor-

poration of Ohio
Filed Dec. 3, 1959, Ser. No. 857,067

6 Claims. (CL 105—163)

1. A switching device for railway systems in which

the vehicles arc equipped with carrier wheels mounted on

pneumatic tires and with guide means such as wheels gen-

erally but not exclusively horizontal provided preferably

with tires, mounted on the frame or on each bogie truck

of the vehicle and engaging lateral guiding surfaces ex-

tending at right angles to the wheel-supporting surfaces

and parallel to the longitudinal axis of the rolling sur-

face, said device comprising a movable member adapted

to pivot about a vertical axis situated at the point of

crossing of the inner guiding tracks of the direct line and

of the branch line, means for locking said movable mem-

ber in two end positions, one end position corresponding

to the passage tp the direct line, the other to the branch

line, said movable member consisting in turn of at least

two elements in longitudinal relative alignment, the sec-

ond element pivqting in relation to the first element about

a vertical axis, each one of these elements being bound

laterally by a plane vertical face on the side of the direct

line and by a curved vertical face havins a curvature

corresponding to the curvature of the branch line, on the

side of the branch line, and means for interconnecting

these two elements whereby, in each one of the end posi-

tions in which they can be locked, which correspond to

the direct line and to the branch line respectively, the

outer vertical surface of the second element lies against

the outer guiding track of the inoperative line, and the

inner vertical surfaces of the two elements are in longi-

tudinal alignment with each other and with the mner

guiding track of the operative line.

1. In an elongated generally rectangular traveling crane

or the like having at each end a plurality of wheels ar-

ranged in spaced tandem relationship with respect to one

another for movably supporting the crane on a runway

formed by two widely spaced generally parallel rails,

differentially connected power means for driving at least

one of said wheels at each end of said crane for movmg

said crane by power along said runway, and discrete

means adjacent to each of the leading corners of the

crane for respectively engaging the vertical side of the rail

adjacent thereto which side is farthest from ,the other rail

when the corner of the crane adjacent to which said re-

spective means is located leads all other corners to fric-

tionally retard the movement of said leading corner and

in turn the end of the crane of which it is a part.

3,095,830

LADING BRACING ARRANGEMENT
Gerd Runken, Cold Springs, N.Y., assignor to ACF In-

dustries, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corporation

of New Jersey „ ^, .- ,,-
Filed July 6, 1960, Ser. No. 41,157

4 Claims. (CI. 105—369)

1. An apparatus for supporting lading m a railway car

having side walls and an underframe, said apparatus m-
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eluding a track supported along the upper longitudinal

edge of a side wall, a longitudinally extending support

extending along the bottom of said side wall, a carriage,

a pair of spaced rollers mounting said carriage on said

track for longitudinal movement therealong, a load sup-

porting post member positioned between said track and

said longitudinal support, said post member including an

upwardly projecting angle bracket having a portion ex-

tending above and overlying said carriage, resilient means

mounted on said carriage and interposed between the

overlying portion of said post angle bracket and the car-

with its longitudinal axis coincident therewith, said last

mentioned panel extending substantially the entire height

of said other two panels and being formed with a web

of substantially constant width in substantially coexten-

sive contact with said uncorrugated margins and with

a tapered vertically extending corrugation on each side

of said web and overlying said margin of the respective

underlying panel, a weld extending along said vertical

line and integrally connecting together said two panels

and said web of said rectangular third panel, and a weld

extending along each longitudinal boundary of said third

panel and integrally connecting the latter to the respec-

tive panel lying thereunder.

3 095 832
PIE FORMING'apparatus

George W. Evans, 1220 S. 2nd W., Salt Lake City, Utah
Filed June 18, 1958, Ser. No. 742,858

21 Claims. (CL 107—1)

riage for suspending the post out of engagement with the

longitudinally extending support when the post is not

under load but permitting the post to move downwardly

into engagement with the longitudinal support when sup-

porting a load, means securing said resilient means against

lateral displacement, a retainer plate overlying said re-

silient means, means for detachably connecting the over-

lying portion of said post with said retainer plate, and

manually actuated means mounted on said post for engag-

ing the track and carriage to prevent relative movement

of the parts.

3,095,831
CAR END WALL

Norman E. Carlson, Ridgewood, NJ., asagnor to ACF
Industries, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey

Filed Nov. 18, 1957, Ser. No. 697,236
8 Claims. (CI. 105—410)

1. A unitary freight car end wall structure fabricated

from a plurality of smaller components and comprising,

in combination, two substantially identical metal panels

each having at least one uncorrugated margin, said panels

abutting each other along a vertical line and each panel

constituting substantially a half portion of said end wall,

said end wall further comprising an approximatjly rec-

tangular third metal panel overlying said vertical line and

1. A machine for forming pies, comprising, in c<Mn-

bination. frame means, hopper means for pie filling ma-
terial mounted upon said frame means, measuring dis-

pensing means mounted on said hopper means and hav-

ing downwardly directed nozzle means for intermittently

dispensing measured quantities of pie filling from said

hopper means, an intermittently operable endless con-

veyor having regular alternating periods of dwell and

movement, sequentially spaced mold means carried by

said conveyor in a path below said nozzle means, said

mold means stopping below said nozzle means during

a period of dwell of said conveyor means, drive means

for intermittently moving said conveyor with regular

and alternating periods of dwell and movement, and

brake means for accurately stopping successive m(^d
means below said nozzle means during respective periods

of dwell of said conveyor, and said drive further in-

cluding means to actuate said dispensing means to periodi-

cally dispense measured quantities of pie filling into said

mold means below said nozzle means.

3,095,833
CONVERTIBLE TABLES

Eugenie Peter, Spruceton, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 168,573

1 Claim. (CI. 108—3)
A convertible table comprising two center boards,

brackets solidly secured to the ends of the latter, sections

pivotally connected to said brackets, two table top leaves

pivotally attached to the upper brackets, and two table

leaves pivotally attached to the lower brackets, and pins

for securing said connections, means for arranging said

table leaves in different positions, all of said leaves having

their inner edges downwardly slanting, two spacers se-

cured to the center boards, one at the top and the other at

the bottom of the latter, said spacers being tapered and

adapted to cooperate with the downwardly slanting edges

of the table leaves in making these form a snugly fitting

surface, the upper one of said spacers has its tapered end
extending upwardly, and the lower one of said spacers

having its tapered end extending downwardly, a black-

board slantingly attached to a table top leaf; flat springs

beneath the upper table top leaves, and flat springs be-
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neath the lower table top leaves, and lists arranged near

the outer edges of the table top leaves, whereby to pre-

?>

vent articles from sliding off said leaves, when the latter

are adjusted into slanting positions.

3,095,834
CONVERTIBLE EASEL AND TABLE

Duncan C. Killen, 2521 Dorant Ave., Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Jan. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 164,058
12 Claims. (CL 108—15)

__ ^^-^^

1 . A convertible easel and table containing in combina-

tion ( 1 ) an easel for supporting the stretcher frame of an
artist's canvas and the like, comprising a normally up-

right standard having a flat front face formed with an

axially extending slot, a brace hingedly attached to the

rear side of said standard, means for fastening said hing-

edly attached brace at a desired angle relative to said

standard, and an elongated foot member mounted on and
extending transversely across the lower end of said stand-

ard and brace; ^nd (2) a leg assembly adapted to be

secured to the normally upright standard of the easel in

the slot thereof and adapted to support the normally up-

right standard in a substantially horizontal position, said

leg assembly comprising a legi a hinge on said leg adapted

to pivotally secure the leg to the normally upright stand-

ard, locking means for holding the hinge in a fixed angiilar

position, and a foot on said leg secured at the end opposite

the hinge.

3,095,835
DRAFTING EQUIPMENT RECEPTACLE

Stacy M. Smith, 4801 Lcmmon Ave., Dallas, Tex.
Filed June 20, 1961, Ser. No. 118,404

3 Claims. (CI. 108—25)

a portion extending arcuately downwardly, outwardly and
then upwardly to a point above the edge of the table top;

an adjustable arm including angularly disposed legs, one
said leg being vertically disposed and pivotally attached

to the upwardly extending portion of the bracket, and the

other said leg being substantially horizontally disposed;

and a flat receptacle attached to the horizontal leg en-

tirely at one side of the table, the major portion of said

receptacle being spaced above and outwardly of the edge

of the table, whereby the upper surface and edge of the

table top are not obstructed by the receptacle, and the

receptacle may be adjustable to horizontal position when
the bracket is attached to the slanted surface.

3 095 836
CONSTRUCTIONS FOR TABLES AND LIKE

STRUCTURES
John M. Liptay, Manhassct, N.Y., asrignor to Laboratory

Fumitm-e Company, Inc., MIneola, N.Y., a corporation
of New Yorii

Filed Mar. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 94,367
9 Claims. (CL 108—48)

^^

1. In a construction for table structures, a table in-

cluding a top surface, a rear wall and a top ledge, said

rear wall extending upwtardly from the top surface and

having an exposed surface, a bracket having a top and

a side, said rear wall having engaging means along op-

posite edges thereof remote from its exposed surface,

support means extending from and beyond the side of

said bracket and engaging said engaging means along one

of the edges of said rear wall to maintain the same against

said bracket side, connecting means engaging said en-

gaging means of said rear wall along the opposite edge

thereof, and means securing said connecting means to

said bracket top, said connecting means including means
to support said t<^ ledge above said bracket top.

3,095,837
PALLET TIERING FRAME

Leroy F. Skubic, Beverly Shores, Ind., assigDor to The
Paltier Corporation, Michigan City, Ind., a corporation

of Illinois

FUcd Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 100,718
6 Claims. (0.108—53)

1. In a receptacle arranged for attachment to a drafting

table top having a slanted surface; a bracket comprising a 1. A load carrying pallet frame for use on a support-

straight portion attachable to the underside of the table; ing pallet for vertically carrying a plurality of similar
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pallets thereon, each pallet having longitudinal stringers

and spaced deck boards secured transversely on said

stringers, said frame comprising a pair of opposed frames

mountable on the pallet each above a stringer thereof,

said frames each including a pair of substantially vertical

support posts and means permanently connecting said

posts together with said posts pitched with respect to

each other and stiffly resilient so that the lower ends

thereof may be moved in opposition to said pitch, means

on the lower end of each post for gripping a pallet

stringer and for engaging a deck board including a pair

of depending parallel spaced finger plates joined at their

upper ends by a web, said web being of substantially

the same width as the diameter of said posts and said

finger plates being spaced apart a sufikient amount to

snugly engage the pallet stringer, said fingers including

a projection extending beneath a pallet deck board when
the frame is mounted on the pallet and said fingers

engage a stringer thereof.

return reach, a plurality of individual grate carriages

mounted on said trackway, said carriages abutting each

other in the upper firebox reach, a row of grate bars

mounted in each carriage, respectively, and means for

lifting a carriage from the lower return reach of the track-

way into the inlet end position of the carriages on the

upper firebox reach for pushing the carriages along the

upper reach and thereby discharging a carriage from the

exit end of the upper reach to ride inverted on said lower

reach, the improvement comprising means forming an

elongated slot extending parallel to said upper firebox

reach in each grate bar, shaft means extending through

3,095,838
FORCED ENTRY RESISTANT SECURITY FILE

CONSTRUCTION
Harry Panlos, Canton, and Roland G. Blanvclt, Hamil-

ton, Ohio, assignors to DieboM, IncfMporated, Canton,
Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Sept. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 59,566
9 Cfaiims. (CL 109—80)

1. In an insulated security file of a type having a five-

sided cabinet provided with side, rear, top and bottom in-

sulated walls comprising inner and outer light gauge sheet

metal shells and insulation material therebetween, and a

plurality of drawers having insulated drawer heads remov-
ably mounted in said cabinet; the combination of a duplex-

walled, forced-entry-reststant shell in the cabinet walls;

the forced-entry-resistant shell including a bottom plate,

inner and outer side plates forming two spaced side walls,

inner and outer top plates and inner and outer back plates;

the bottom plate and outer side, top and back plates being

secured together as an integral structure; and the inner

side, top and back plates being trapped between the in-

tegral structure and said inner shell and being unrestrained

inwardly by said integral structure; whereby the duplex-

walled shell resists penetration by a wedge attempted to

be driven therethrough.

each slot in the row of grate bars for holding said grate

bars in said carriage so that the grate bars slide the

length of said slot on said shaft and hang vertically from

said carriage when on said lower return reach, and said

means for lifting a carriage into the inlet end position

on the upper reach including a cam driven arm for push-

ing a carriage upwardly around the trackway portion

at said inlet end to right said carriage on said inlet end
portion, and simultaneously invert said grate bars in their

position within said carriage so that the previous firebox

passage upper grate bar siufaces now are the lower grate

bar surfaces.

3,095,840
METHOD FOR TUFTING PILE FABRICS

Hyde W. Ballard, West Chester, Pa., assignor to James
Lees and Sons Company, Bridgeport, Pa., a corporation

of Pennsylvania
FUed Sept 5, 1957, Ser. No. 682,119

6 Claims. (CL 112—79)

3,095,839
MOVING GRATE ASSEMBLY

Fromut VoUhardt, Gottingcn, and Joachim Gevecke,
Kreis Gottingcn, Germany, assignors to Schmidfschc
HeisBdampf-Gesellschaft, KasserWIIhebnshohc, Ger-
many

Filed Oct 4, 1961, Ser. No. 142,954
4 Cbfans. (CL 110—40)

1. In a moving grate assembly for a furnace having an
endless trackway with an upper firebox reach and a lower

1. The method of producing a pattern tufted pile fabric

which comprises the steps of inserting a transverse series

of pile yarn projections through a backing fabric, vary-

ing the tension in the pile yams forming said projections

in accordance with a predetermined pattern, holding the

projections on the opposite side of the backing fabric, and
releasing certain of said held pile projections solely in ac-

cordance with said varying tension in the yams without

removing yarn from previously formed projections.
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3,095,841
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PATTERN TUFT-

t ING PILE FABRICS WITHOUT LOOP ROBBING
Hyde W. Ballard, West Chester, and John E. Smith, Nor-

rirtown, Pa^ assignors to James Lees and Sons Copi-

pany, Bridgeport, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUcd Sept. 24, 1957, Ser. No. 685,968
2 Claims. (CI. 112—79)

1 . The method of tufting a pile fabric to provide vari-

ous height pile projections in the same transverse and

longitudinal rows which comprises supplying a series of

yarn ends to the needles of a tufting machine under vari-

ous degrees of tension, inserting all of said yarn ends

to a maximum depth through a ground fabric, holding

said yarn ends on the opposite side of said ground fabric,

applying an additional tension increment to all of said

yarn ends at approximately the point of maximum inser-

tion, releasing selected pile projections due to said added

increment of tension, and partially withdrawing said

released projections through the ground fabric after max-
imum insertion and before maximum elevation of the

needles.

3,095,842
APPARATUS AND COVTROL DEVICE FOR FORM-

ING BELT LOOPS ON GARMENTS
Louis G. Metzger, New Yorit, N.Y., asrignor to

Alfred S. Minchenl>crg, Winchendon, Mass.
FUcd Apr. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 105,408

5 Claims. (CL 112—104)

1. In a machine for forming belt loops, a plunger car-

rying a needle axially thereon, a drive motor, a clutch

cylinder secured axially on a shaft, a drive wheel freely

rotatable on said shaft, said wheel having a hole, means

of connection between said motor and wheel driving the

wheel continuously on said shaft, an axially movable

ntember in said cylinder engageable in the hole in said

wheel rotating said cylinder, blade means disposed to

retract said member frcrni the hole in the wheel, a link-

age connecting the plunger and cylinder advancing and
retracting said needle while said member is engaged in

said bole in the wheel, said blade means being a pair of

blades operativcly connected by linkage and pivotally

mounted for pivoting under control of a pedal, stop mem-
bers carried by said blades, and a radially projecting pin

carried by said cylinder disposed to engage said stop

members and hold the cylinder against rotation after said

member is retracted from the (lole in the wheel, with the

plunger in either a forwardly extended position or in a
retracted position.

3,095,843
PASSAGEWAY J>ANEL EXPANSION APPARATUS

JcsBC B. Thomas, Looisvilic, Ky., assignor to Reynolds
Metals Company, Richmond, Va., a corporation of
Delaware

FUed Feb. 13, 1958, Ser. No. 715,108
3 Clahns. (a. 113—44)

1 . An apparatus for expanding passageway panels com-
prising:

A. a press having

( 1 ) a pair of opposed platens mounted for rela-

tive movement between
(a) an open j)osition, in which they are

openly spaced to permit an unexpanded

panel to be interposed between them and
operatively located in a predetermined ex-

pansion position, and
(b) a closed position, in wiiich they are

dosed upon said interposed and operatively

located panel to clamp it in said prede-

termined expansion position, and

(2) a front end through which an unexpanded
panel is inserted and moved longitudinally

rearward between said open [rfatens,

(3) one of said platens having

(a) a holding pressure cavity into whi<^ the

adjacent side of said interposed and op-

erativdy located panel is to be expanded,

and
(b) a continuous groove encircling said

cavity;

B. panel positioning means located along one longi-

tudinally extending side edge of said predetermined

position and mounted on one platen for movement,

when said platens are open, between

(1) a retracted position, along one i^aten-face

side of said open space between open platens,

and

(2) a projecting position, in which said position-

ing means projects into the said open space be-

said open platens and is operative,

(a) when engaged by the rear edge of the

panel during its longitudinally rearwanl

insertion movement Ixtween open platens,

to be retracted sufficiently to allow further

rearward movement of said panel, and

(b) when engaged by the side edge of the

pand, to align it longitudinally with said

predetermined expansion position; and
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C. a resilient sealing strip extending lengthwise along

said groove and widthwise across said groove,

(1) said strip being anchored in said groove to

project heightwise in a direction proceeding

outwardly away from said one platen and

toward the other platen suflSciently to insure,

"Upon the closure of said platens, compressive

sealing contact between the outermost face of

said strip and said interposed operatively lo-

cated unexpanded panel,

(2) said strip having on its outermost face at

least two laterally spaced saw tooth ribs extend-

ing longitudinally along the length of the strip.

ferrule for pulling said device to and from its desired

position.

3,095,845
LAUNCHING DEVICE FOR WATER SKIERS

William O. Dawson, 8 Wheelwri^t Ave., Exeter, NJl.,

and Roland K. Eraser, Christian Hill Road, Amherst,
N H

FUed July 28, 1960, Ser. No. 45,899
12 CbOms. (CI. 114—43.5)

3,095,844
INERT GAS SEALER

Helmut J. Thielsch, Cranston, R.I., assignor to GrinneU
Corporation, Providence, RJ., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Jaly 24, 1958, Ser. No. 750,718

1 CbUm. (CL 113—111)

An inert gas sealing device for enclosing and substan-

tially sealing adjacent interior portions of two abutting

pipe ends during a welding operation on said pipe ends,

said device comprising:

A. two spaced, normally parallel and normally coaxial

disc assemblies, each assembly comprising:

( 1 ) two thin flat circular metal plates spaced

from each other in parallel relationship,

(2) one thin flat circular elastomer disc of larger

diameter than said metal plates sandwiched be-

tween said plates,

(3) a threaded ferrule element through the center

of each of said assemblies securing each assem-

bly together in firm relation,

(a) one ferrule being open therethrough, and

the other ferrule having a plug therein,

B. a flexible, apertured, hollow meul mesh tube ex-

tending between the disc assemblies coincident with

their axes and having each end fastened to one of

said ferrules,

( 1 ) one end of said tube communicating through

the open ferrule^ with a gas inlet tubfc on the

side of the disc assembly <^posite to the side

having the mesh tube,

(2) the other end of said mesh tube being fastened

to the ferrule with the plug therein,

C. a helical coil spring located between said disc assem-

blies and coaxial therewith about said metal mesh

tube,

( 1 ) said spring having a free length greater than

the distance between said disc assembUes, where-

by said spring is always under compression and

causes said assemblies to constantly seek a paral-

lel relationship and to maintain a desired sepa-

ration to the extent prescribed by the length of

the metal mesh tube,

D. means for retaining said spring in said location, and

E. a plurality of chains each having one end joined to

the outside of the disc assembly containing the open

1. A launching device for water skiers which com-

prises a supporting post, a partly submerged body mem-
ber, a seat and back rest on the upper portion of said

body member adapted to be occupied by a skier prior to

being launched, and means on the lower front portion

of said body member for holding the rear ends of the

water skis beneath the surface of the water with the

forward ends extending upwardly in an inclined direction

to a point above the said surface.

3,095346
AIRCRAFT FLOAT

Thomas R. Beamish, StreetsviUe, Ontario, Canada (%
Canadian Research and Development Foundation, 1434

Queen St. W., Toronto 3, Ontario, Canada)
FUed July 19, 1961, Ser. No. 125,137

3 Claims. (CI. 114—^.5)

1. An aircraft float including a beam assembly having

an upper longitudinal member and a keel strip in vertical,

spaced apart alignment; a plurality of former assemblies

attached to said beam assembly and extending outwardly

therefrom substantially at right angles thereto; a plurality

of shear strakes and inner chine strips attached to said

former assemblies; a block of cellular foam material

occupying the space defined by said upper member, said

keel strip, said shear strakes and said chine strips; water

tight covering means closely enveloping said block, said

upper member, said keel strip, said shear strakes and

said chine strips and adhesively attached thereto; each

said former assembly including an upper cantilevered
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plate and a lower cantilevered plate symmetrically dis- adapted to be swivelly secured to a boat, said main frame
posed about said beam assembly; said upper cantilevered being longitudinally extendible and including means re-

plate being substantially triangular and having two oppo- siliently urging said main frame to an intermediate posi-

sitely located comers cut away to accommodate said tion between extended and retracted positions, a board-
shear strakes; said lower cantilevered plate being sub- ing ramp, means securing said boarding ramp to the up-

stantially quadrilateral and having two diagonally op-

posite corners cut away to accommodate said inner chine

strips. ^

3,095,847
COVERS FOR CLOSING OPEN SPACES SUCH AS
SHIPHOLDS, RAILWAY CARS AND THE LIKE

Ynko Itch, Tokyo, Japan, aasigDor to Intematkuial

Mac Gregor Orvuilz*tion (LM.GX).), Monte Cario,
Monaco

^ FUcd Jmc 5, 1961, Scr. No. 114,808
Claims priority, appiicatioa France Sept 30, 1960

5 Claims. (CL 114—202)

per side of said main frame, a stair assembly, means se-

curing one side of said stair assembly to the upper
surface of said boarding ramp for swinging movement
about an axis extending along one side of said boarding

ramp.

3,095,849
STEERING APPARATUS FOR OUTBOARD

MOTORS
Theodore R. Breanidi, Stamford, Conn., assignor to Con-

trolex Corporation of America, Wliitc Plains, N.Y., a
corporation of New York

FUcd July 27, 1961, Scr. No. 127,399
12 Claims. (CI. 115—18)

^^^.
1. A cover device for closing apertures such as hatch-

ways in ships' decks and like openings in rolling vehicles

and buildings, comprising a plurality of separate rolling

cover panel sections adapted to be horizontally aligned

in a row in their aperture closing position and to be

tilted and stowed vertically in an up-ended position in

mutually nested relationship within a space adjacent said

aperture when this latter is open, each panel section hav-

ing a hollow box-like shape which is open at the bottom
face and closed at the top and on at least three side faces

thereof and comprising strong longitudinal beam means
of sturdy structure constituting at least one lateral end
wall of said panel section extending substantially the

greatest dimension thereof and sloping downwards from
said top face and outwards of said box-like shape to

afford an interfitting engagement with adjacent panel sec-

tions in their stowed viirtical position, one flat relatively

light metal sheet formed by at least one plaCe constituting

said top face and secured to said beam means, straight

reinforcing elements secured to and beneath said plate

and to said beam means to enable said top face to carry

heavy loads in the closing position of said panel sections,

said elements being substantially of less height than said

beam means and said elements located transversely to

said beam means being each one provided at thei{ ends

with a slant extension member connected and substan-

tially conforming to the entire web height of said beam
means to form part thereof and sealing bearing means

provided on both lateral opposite end faces of said panel

section adapted to cooperate in overlapping engagement

with corresponding sealing bearing means secured to the

adjacent ends of adjoining panel sections in their closing

position to provide therebetween continuous fluid-tight

joints, whereby the end part of one panel section is adapt-

ed to rest upon the adjacent end part of the adjoining

panel section and said top plates are on a level with one

another.

3,095,848
BOAT MOORING APPARATUS AND BOARDING

RAMP THEREFOR
Adolph A. Dick, 1788 SW. 8th St., Miami, Fla.

FUcd Dec. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 162,494
10 Claims. (CL 114—230)

1 . A boat mooring apparatus and boarding ramp there-

for comprising a main frame having opposite ends and

upper and lower sides, mounting means adapted to be
secured to a mooring structure and having one end of

said main frame pivotally secured thereto for movement
about a horizontally disposed transversely extending axis,

mooring means carried by the^ other end of said frame

1

.

Steering apparatus for remotely controlling the steer-

ing of an outboard motor comprising, in combination, a
motor unit, means supporting said motor unit for rota-

tional movement about a steering axis, said motor unit

including a post whose longitudinal axis coincides with
said steering axis, and said supporting means comprising a

hanger bracket provided with a bearing for rotatably sup-

porting said post for rotational movement about the longi-

tudinal axis thereof, means hingedly connecting said sup-

porting means to a boat to enable said supporting means
and said motor unit to be moved about a tilting axis, k
rigid steering lever in the form of a quadrant fixed to said

post so as to be rotatable with said motor about said steer-

ing axis, said quadrant extending from said post to said

tilting axis and having an outer arcuate end substantially

tangential to said tilting axis and connected at the tilting

axis for pivotal movement with said motor about said tilt-

ing axis, and movable means coacting with the arcuate

end of said quadrant and operable to rotate said quadrant,

said post and said motor about said steering axis regard-

less of the disposition of said quadrant relative to said

tilting axis.

3,095,850
FOOT OPERATED BOAT PADDLE

Forrest L. Stolzcr, 2900 W. 7th SC, LMIc Rock, Ark.
FUcd Apr. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 106,019

2 Claims. (0.115—25)
2. A paddle actuating assembly supported upon a boat

comprising:

(A) a vertically inclinable bracket, including slip joint

means, mounted upon an end of said boat;
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(B) a paddle pivot attached to said bracket, said paddle

pivot including a paddte shaft encompassing sleeve

pivotable from side to side in said bracket;

(C) a paddle of the type having a lower blade and an

ui^>er shaft extending into and secured in said sleeve,

said blade being parallel to the keel of said boat and

being actuable with said sleeve from side to side per-

pendicularly of said keel;

(D) a cable bearing assembly supported upon the top

propelling such respective fluids into said mixing chamber

where they combine to form a marlung substance, said

propelling means further acting to force the marking sub-

stance so formed through the exteri(M- opening in said mix-

ing chamber formerly closed by said plug.

of said sleeve, including an annular bearing mounted

upon a pivoted lever and a cable anchor pivoted on

top of said sleeve;

(E) opposed cable means extending through said bear-

ing assembly, and connected to said anchor, each of

said cable means being reciprocable through bearing

members mounted on said boat; and

(F) a paddle longitudinal tensioning sfM-ing intercon-

necting said pivoted lever and said sleeve.

3,095,851
WATER MARKING DEVICE

Samuel E. Lager, P.O. Box 385, Somis, CaUf

.

FUcd Nov. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 155,218
11 Claims. (CL 116—124)

(Granted imdcr TUto 35. U.S. Code (1952), ace. 266)

SOUWLI fU*
90

3,095,852
FISH FEEDER

Marvin Goldman, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to Gro-wel
Fisfa-Ade Co., Inc., a corporation of New York

FUcd Sept 8, 1961, Scr. No. 136,756
5 Claims. (CL 119—3)

1 . In a device for feeding fish in an aquariui?, the com-
bination comprising, a substantially dis'h form reservoir,

a trough leading from the exterior of the device into said

reservoir, a strainer portion including an opening at the

bottom thweof communicating with the aquarium, a

strainer suK>orted in said opening, an intermediate wall

separating said reservoir and strainer pwrtion, passage-

way means communicating between said reservoir and

strainer .porticm, and means on said device for supporting

the same on the aquarium.

3,095,853
AQUARIUM STRUCTURAL UNIT

Frank M. Stout, 384 St. Francis Blvd., Daly City, Calif.

FUcd July 21, 1961, Scr. No. 125,838
7 Claims. (CL 119—5)

1. A device for marking the location of an object in a

body of water, said device being adapted for entry into

said body of water in the vicinity of the object the locaticm

ot which is to be nnarked thereby, said device comprising

an elongated container having a pair of laterally-adjacent

compartments extending longitudinally of said container

for less than the eiuire length thereof, one of said compart-

ments being filled with an insoluble polymer to which has

been added a cdoring material, the other of said compart-

ments being filled with a fluid catalyst, said device further

comprising a mixing chamber located at one longitudinal

extremity thereof so as to border upon both of said com-

partments, a soluble plug closing an exterior opening in

said mixing chamber, means operating upon a dissolution

of said plug following entry of said device into a body of

water for opening said mixing chamber to the respective

fluids contained in said two compartments, and means for

''^^

1. In an aquarium:

(a) a tank structiu-e having generally ujMight sides

and a bottom whereby to form an enclosure for hold-

ing water, said upright sides terminating in upper

edges;

{b) a cover supported thereover in close proximity to

said tank, said cover having edges substantially con-

forming to the figure defined by said upper edges of

said sides, an edge of said cover being spaced in-

wardly from the corresponding tank side edge, the

space so formed constituting a first ventilating air

passageway, said cover further including a single

second ventilating passageway therethrou^ spaced a

substantial distance from the aforementioned first

ventilating passageway.

3,095,854
MOVABLE ANIMAL RESTRAINING PLATFORM

FOR MILKING STATION
Delmar H. Bott, Godfrey, and Marvin O. Bott,

Brighton, lU.

FUcd Apr. 19, 1961, Scr. No. 104,158
8 Claims. (CL 119—14.04)

1. Milking apparatus for dairy cows and the like com-
prising an endless movable platform means, means as-

;

\
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sociated with said platform means for moving the same

in an orbital path, said platform having an inner and an

outer periphery, a plurality of cow confining means ar-

ranged along said platform, each confining means having

a front end and a rear end, said rear end of each con-

,;,S.!2#»f^-

V

fining means being located adjacent the inner periphery

of said platform, connections for milking equipment lo-

cated adjacent the inner periphery of said platform, and
adit and exit means located adjacent the outer periphery

of said platform.

3,095,855
PREFABRICATED WIRE PANEL ENCLOSURE

Harold C. Mead, Charles City, Iowa, assignor to Walsh
Manufacturing Company, Charles City, Iowa, a corpo-
ration of Iowa ,

Filed Jan. 5, 1961, Scr. No. 80,864 ^.

6 Cbdms. (CL 119—20) ^

^
1. A nursing pen, comprising a generally circular lat-

eral enclosure, and a multiplicity of ground engaging

members supporting said enclosure in spaced relation to

the ground for a distance sufficient to provide access for

young animals to and from the area encompassed by said

enclosure while confining an adult animal within the in-

terior of said enclosure, the circumference of the curve

formed by the lower ends of said ground engaging mem-
bers being sufficiently greater than the corresponding

curve formed by the upper edge of said enclosure to pro-

vide a protected area at ground level sufficient to prevent

the crushing of a young animal when the latter is caught

between one of said ground engaging members and the

reclining body of the adult animal.

3,095,856
ANIMAL WATERING FOUNTAIN

George D. Prentice, Milwaukee, Wls^ aadgnor to A. F.
Klinzing Co., Inc., a corporation of Wisconsin

Filed Sept. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 138,726
4 Claims. (CI. 119—75)

1. In a self-serving animal drinlcing fountain, a sta-

tionary support having a pair of laterally spaced lugs

projecting outwardly therefrom and terminating in up-

wardly open sockets, each of said lugs having a cam-
ming surface adjoining and spaced inwardly of its socket,

a liquid confining bowl attached to said support below

said lugs and the sockets th^eof, a liquid supply valve

carried by said support and having an actuating stem

directed toward the interior of said bowl between said

lugs, and a valve actuating lever having a nose contacting

plate movable within said bowl and an end projection

engageable with said valve stem and being provided with

suspension pivots normally disposed within said sockets,

said lever having a cam formed thereon adjacent to

each of said pivots remote from said sockets and out of

contact with said camming surfaces when said lever is

in normal position with the nose contact plate thereof

disposed within said bowl, said cams being movable into

contact with said camming surfaces when said nose plate

is swung out of said bowl to thereby prevent displace-

ment of said lever and its pivots from said sockets ex-

cept upon lateral tilting thereof.

3.095,857
LEASH

Stanton E. Fisher, 706 Laotem, St Looia, 3, Mo.
Filed July 17, 1961. Scr. No. 124,707

1 Cbdm. (CL 119—109)

A flat ribbon-like leash of planar spiral configuration

having one edge thereof of greater length than the length

of the other edge, each of said edges being of a fixed length

relative to each other, whereby said leash is converted to a

three dimensional spiral configuration when the leash is

extended.

3,095,858
VEHICLE MOUNTED ANIMAL CATCHING

DEVICE
Oscar E. Bauer, Long Lake Rte., Alliance, Nebr.

Filed June 14, 1961, Scr. No. 117,056
3 Cbdms. (O. 119^151)

1 . In an animal catching device, a pen adapted to sur-

round and enclose range animals such as cattle, sheep

and the like while the animal remains in standing or

running position on the ground and said pen having
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fence-like rear wall and side walls with the side walls

pivoted on vertical axes at opposite ends of the rear wall

for pivotal movement from open positions wherein the

side walls diverge substantially witfTrespect to each other

to closed positions wherein the side and rear walls form

a fully enclosed area in which an animal may be confined,

means on said rear wall for pivotally supporting the rear

wall on and across the forward end of an automotive

vehicle, and means mounted in part on said pen and

operable by a driver in such a vehicle for shifting said

side wall between open and closed positions.

3,095,859
WRITING INSTRUMENT

Morris Levy, Teaneck, NJ., assignor to David Kahn, Inc.,

Townsliip of North Bergen, NJ., a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed Aug. 15, 1958, Ser. No. 755,311
14 Claims. (CI. 120—42.03)

1. An ink cartridge comprising an elongated organic

plastic tube having a ball point writing tip at one end
thereof, said tube having an intermediate portion includ-

ing a seat for a retract spring, said seat comprising at

least one lateral projection of plastic material integral

with said tube, said projection defining a plane substan-

tially parallel to the axis of said tube, said projection

comprising said material laterally displaced from the

wall of the intermediate portion of said tube.

3,095,860
CARTRIDGE FOUNTAIN PEN

Frederick J. Ransom and Charles K. Lovejoy, Atlanta,

Ga., assignors to Saripto, Inc^ a corporation of Georgia
Filed May 1, 1962, Ser. No. 191,519

2 CUhns. (CI. 120—45.4)

.-•-t

* ~x

1. In a cartridge fountain pen having a barrel, a feed

section at the forward end of said barrel and in axial

alignment therewith, piercing means having a bore there-

in carried by said feed section, said piercing means being

so disposed to pierce an ink cartridge when carried within

said barrel, a feed bar carried by said feed section, and

a point mounted axially contiguous with said feed bar, the

combination therewith of a first plurality of ink feed

grooves formed on the upper surface of said feed bar

extending rearwardly the full length of said feed bar and

adapted to conduct ink by capillary action, an air channel

overlying said feed grooves and adapted to allow air to

enter the reservoir, a second plurality of ink feed grooves

formed within the bore of said piercing means, said sec-

ond plurality of ink feed grooves extending for a portion

of their length in adjacent, parallel, overlapping relation-

792 O.Q.—

7

ship with a portion of the length of said first plurality

of ink feed grooves, the arrangement being such t at ink

from said ink cartridge is conducted through one of said

second plurahty of ink feed grooves in said piercing

means, and is transferred laterally to enter one of saiJ

first plurality of grooves for feeding to the point, the

capillarity and ink storage capacity of said first plurality

of ink feed grooves being greater than said second plu-

rality of said ink feed grooves, and said bore of said

piercing means having an area greater than said uir

channel of said feed bar to facilitate ingress of air within

the closed system, the air-ink counter-flow metering action

being controlled by the overlapping arrangement of said

first and second plurality of ink feed grooves.

\

3,095,861
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR EXTRACTING
HEAT FROM THE HOT EXHAUST GASES OF IN-
TERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Alan Norris, Britannic House, Finsbury Circus,
London E.C. 2, England

Filed Nov. 9, 1959, Scr. No. 851,607
Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 10, 1958

8 Claims. (CI. 122—7)

mtS OCJUMCRSi

1 . Apparatus for extracting heat from the hot exhaust

gases produced by an internal combustion engine com-
prising:

a boiler having means for removing steam at a high

temperature therefrom;

cooling means having indirect heat exchange means
for transferring useful heat from one fluid to another;

a heat exchanger including means for forwarding hot

exhaust gases therethrough and means for forward-

ing water therethrough in indirect heat exchange re-

lationship with said exhaust gases so that the heat

content of said water is increased;

conduits connecting said boiler, said cooling means and

said heat exchanger to provide a closed circuit for

circulating water from said boiler through said cir-

cuit with said water passing through said cooling

means before it passes through said heat exchanger

so that heat is transferred from said water to another

fluid in said cooling means;
means for continuously circulating water through said

closed circuit;

a bypass circuit connected in parallel with said cooling

means and valve means in said bypass circuit for

controlling the amount of water circulating through

said bypass circuit whereby the amount of cooling

of the circulating water by said cooling means can be

controlled.
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3,095,862
SCALE REMOVAL

Roland A. Bcrncr, Tinlcy Park, III^ assigiior to Nalco

Chemical Company, Chicago, 111., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 16,143

4 Claims. (Ci. 122—379)
3. The method of removing carbonate scale from a

boiler when said boiler is operating whiclf consists es-

sentially of the steps:

(a) Adding to water in a boiler from 0.05% to 2.0%

by weight of a composition comprising an alkali

metal salt of a hydroxy substituted carboxylic acid,

selected from the group consisting of malic, malonic,

tartaric, citric, gluconic, lactic, and salicylic, the

calcium salt of said acid being soluble in water at

20' C. to the extent of at least 500 parts per million,

and said acid having a dissociation constant of from

2X10-', to lXl0-», an organic sludge conditioning

agent of large molecular dimensions and a polyoxy-

alkylene glycol having an average molecular weight

of at least 1,000 with the weight ratio of the salt to

the sludge conditioner being within the range of 2:1

to 1:2 and with the weight ratio of the sludge con-

ditioner to said glycol compound being within the

range of 300:1 to 2:1;

(b) Continuing normal operation of said boiler until

the carbonate scale has been loosened and dispersed

and;

(c) Blowing down said boiler.'

connected to the other end of the conduit, a second con-

duit connecting the inlet of the fan to the said back pass,

means for regulating gas flow to the openings, the gas

flowing from the openings in a direction generally parallel

to the said lower surfaces of the abutments to provide

protective blankets over the surfaces of the abutments, a

convection superheater located downstream of the said

openings, an indicator associated with the superheater

producing a signal representative of the degree of super-

heat, an actuator for determining the setting of the said

means, and control means receiving the signals from the

indicator and transmitting a signal to the actuator to main-

tain th; degree of superheat at a selected predetermined

value, means for regulating gas flow increasing and de-

creasing the flow of gas through the first conduit to the

openings to increase and decrease, respectively, the heat

transfer to the superheater to maintain the superheat at

a predetermined value.

3,095,863

STEAM GENERATING UNIT
George Parmakian, Worcester, Mass., assignor to Riley

Stoker Corporation, Worcester, Mass., a corporation of

Massachusetts
Filed Mar. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 95,675

3 Claims. (CI. 122—479)

2. Apparatus for controlling superheat in a steam gen-

erating unit, comprising walls defining a vertically-elon-

gated furnace, a back pass through which the products

of combustion travel after they leave the furnace, abut-

ments on opposed walls, each abutment having inclined

upper and lower surfaces intersecting inwardly of the

furnace walls to form a restriction in the furnace, the

furnace being provided with a slagging bottom, directional

flame burners having downwardly inclined van;s located

on the said lower inclined surfaces of the abutments, a

series of openings into the furnace located on the lower

surfaces of the abutments between the burners, the open-

ings having upwardly inclined vanes, a first conduit cori-

nected at one end to the openings, a fan whose outlet is

3,095,864
STEAM GENERATING LINIT

Earle C. Miller, Worcester, Mass., assignor to Riley
Stoker Corporation, Worcester, Mass^ a corporation
of Massachusetts

Filed Mar. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 96,241
5 Claims. (CI. 122—479)

1 . Apparatus for controlling superheat in a steam gen-

erating unit, comprising walls defining a furnace, a back

pass through which the products of combustion travel after

leaving the furnace, an abutment on one wall forming

a restriction in the furnace, a cell containing burner open-

ings located on the lower surface of the abutments, a

first conduit connected at one end to certain of the burner

openings, a fan whose outlet is connected to the other

end of the conduit, a second conduit connecting the inlet

of the fan to the said back pass, fuel and air mixture

means connected to the burner openings, a valve located

in the first conduit for regulating gas flow therethrough,

a valve associated with the fuel and air mixture means for

regulating the flow thereof through the burner openings,

a convection superheater located downstream of the said

openings, an indicator associated with the said convection

superheater producing a signal proportional to the degree

of superheat, actuators for determining the setting of the

valves, control* means receiving the signal from the indi-

cator and transmitting a signal to the actuator to main-

tain the degree of superheat at a selected predetermined

value, the valves opening and closing to permit flow of

either gas alone or mixture alone through the cerUin of
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the burner openings to maintain the temperature of super-

heat at a predetermined value.

3,095,865
INTER-CYLINDER COMBUSTION CONTROL SYS-
TEM FOR AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Craig Marks, Bfarmingham, and Floyd A. Wyczaiek,
Grosse Pointe Woods, Mich., assignors to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Dec. 9, I960, Ser. No. 74,894

15 Clahns. (CI. 123—55)

X

connected to said passage through which air flows to

said engine, an air filter detection device comprising, a

liquid lubricant containing reservoir, and conduit means
communicating between said reservoir and said central

cavity, said reservoir positioned below the communica-
tive connection of said conduit to said central cavity in

order that said conduit means will draw said lubricant

from said reservoir into said passage ih response to the

partial vacuum within said central passage when there is

a restriction of air flow through said filter unit.

1 . In an internal combustion engine having a plurality

of expansible combustion chambers having sequentially

phased compressive and expansive cycle portions and hav-

ing means for sequentially charging, firing and exhausting

said combustion chambers, passage means connecting

each of said combustion chambers in series to a combus-

tion chamber firing immediately therebefore and to a com-
bustion chamber firing inmiediately thereafter, pressure

operated injector valve means associated with the passage

means leading to each of said combustion chambers and

operable to inject a combustion gas pressure impulse into

its respective combustion chamber from the combustion

chamber firing immediately therebefore, said valve means

including a valve member subjected to the differential

pressures occurring within its associated combustion

chamber and passage means and spring means normally

biasing said valve member to a closed position, said

valve member being pressure actuated to an opened gas

impulse injecting position in opposition to said spring

means whenever the diflferential pressures applied thereto

exceeds the biasing action of said spring means, and each

of said passage means being of an acoustical length and

restriction to time the pressure impulse opening of its as-

sociated injector valve member during the compressive

cycle portion of its associated combustion chamber and

immediately prior to the firing of the combustible charge

therein.

3,095,866
CARBURETOR AIR FILTER DETECTING DEVICE
Henry E. Dionne, 22 Hilton Road, Mount Holly, NJ.

Filed July 25, 1960, Ser. No. 45,212

5 Claims. (CI. 123—196)

3,095,867

MISSILE PROJECTOR
Paul C. Kiyuna, Honolulu, Hawaii, assignor to Paul's of

Hawaii, Inc., Honolulu, Hawaii, a corporation of
HawaU

Filed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40,747

3Cbdma. (CL 124—5)

1. In combination: a missile projector comprisiitg a
whip-like member including a freely flexible la^, a whip-
stock on one end of the lash forming a continuaticm

thereof and a cylindrical gripper on the other end; and
a missile having a cylindrical projection, oik of said

cylindrical members being hollow and telescopically

and frictionally engaging the other cylindrical member,
said cylindricaJ members being the sole means holding

said missile on said projector.

1. In combination with an engine having an air in-

duction passage and a filter unit having a central cavity

3,095,868

STONE FACING MACHINE CUTTER HEAD
Elmer F. Mangis, Gossett Road, Frankfort, Ind.

Filed May 24, 1961, Ser. No. 112,357

13 Claims. (CI. 125—23)
13. A stone facing machine comprising a frame, a pair

of cutter heads mounted on said frame for reciprocal

movement toward and away from each other and adapted
to receive a stone to be faced therebetween, at least one
knife on each cutter bead for cutting action movement
therewith into engagement with opposite sides of said

stone and cooperating as a pair of knives having opposing
cutting edges, said heads also including opposing and yield-

able holddown means spaced closer together than the
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corresponding cutting edges whereby a stone disposed be- extending from said central heat conduit, means for sup-

tween said cutter heads will first be engaged by said hold- plying heat to said front transverse heat conduit for travel

throughout the remaining heat conduits and out said vent

» y " »-*^ ' ^

-^

down shoes and then by said blades as said cutter heads

move toward each other.

3,095,869
PICNIC GRIDDLE

Henry F. Swenson, 22 Holmhill Lane, Roscland, NJ.

Filed Apr. 3, 1961, S«r. No. 100,446
2 Claims. (CI. 126—25)

-M *0y

Z^
la^

I. A portable picnic griddle comprising; a supporting

rod, a lower grill having the middle of its inner and

outer edges attached to an opposed end portion of said

rod. an upper grill having an inner and outer edge, a

plurality of elongated horizontally spaced connecting

links, said outer edges of said upper and lower grills pivot-

ally connected respectively to opposite ends of said links,

an extension on the inner end of said supporting rod, a

spring clamping member wrapped about and friction^lly

slidable on said extension, the ends of said spring clan^p-

ing member being adapted to extend outwardly frpm

each side of the extension and having hook-shaped ends

spaced to engage the opposite ends of the inner edge of

said upper grill whereby the space between the grills may

be altered, whereby the two grills may be clamped in

parallel relation at different vertical distances apart, said

clamping member being adapted to have sufficient force

to hold the upper grill frame closed against the contents

of the grill.

3,095,870
PORTABLE FURNACE FOR THAWING EARTH

AND THE LIKE
Chester W. Sharkey, 2025 Anderson Road, Duinth, Minn.

Filed Sept. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 138,029

2 Claims. (CI. 126—271.2)
1. In a portable furnace for heating earth and the like,

a body member having a top, side walls, end walls and

open at the bottom, a pair of spaced longitudinally ex-

tending outer heat conduits positioned within said body

member, a rear transverse heat conduit connecting the

rear ends of said outer longitudinal heat conduits, a

front transverse heat conduit connecting the front ends

of said outer longitudinal heat conduits, a central heat

conduit connected to said rear conduit and extending

between said pair of longitudinal conduits, a vcnl pipe

lU
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pipe, wheel means connected to said body member, and
means for raising and lowering said body member rela-

tive to said wheel means.

3,095,871
METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE CONDITION

OF THE UTERINE ISTHMUS
Edward C. Mann, 445 E. 68th St., New York, N.Y., and

William D. McLani, The Glen, Locust Valley, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 1,931

1 Claim. (CI. 128—2)

"S

1 1

If 1 1 f I(

A method for diagnosing the condition of the uterine

isthmus which comprises, providing an expandable unit

adapted for primary expansion to a critical pressure and

secondary expansion beyond said critical pressure, in-

serting said expandable unit into the cervical canal, uterine

isthmus and the cavity of the corpus of the uterus, in-

troducing a radiopaque fluid into said expandable unit

whereby it is subjected to a primary expansion and oc-

cupies the corpus of the uterus, continuing the introduc-

tion of said liquid beyond a critical pressure whereby a

secondary expansion of said expandable unit is caused

to take place and occupies and outlines the uterine isthmus

and cervical canal, and taking an X-ray film of the uterus,

uterine isthmus and cervical canal while said expandable

unit is in position within said uterus, uterine isthmus and

cervical "canal and is under condition of primary and sec-

ondary expansion.

3,095,872
BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

Walter E. Tolles, Oyster Bay, N.Y., assignor to Cutler-

Hanuner, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Dela-
ware

Filed Nov. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 855,699
9 Claims. (CI. 128—2.05)

1 . Apparatus for continuously measuring arterial blood

pressure which comprises transmitting transducer means
and driving source for externally impressing an alternating

substantially symmetrical continuous-wave pressure varia-

tion on the arterial blood stream at a frequency substan-

tially higher than the frequency of heart contraction and
with an amplitude which is substantially smaller than

the normal arterial blood pressures, whereby the im-
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pressed continuous-wave pressure variation is phase-modu-

lated in accordance with the arterial blood pressure over

the heart beat cycle as the continuous-wave pressure varia-

tion travels along the artery, receiver transducer means

externally positioned over the arterial blood stream and

hub, the distance between the wheel nearest the center of

the hub on each arm and said center increasing uniformh

spaced from the transmitting transducer means and re-

sponsive to said phase-modulated continuous-wave pres-

sure variation to yield an output corresponding thereto,

'and detecting means insensitive to amplitude variations

for detecting the phase-modulation of the output of the

receiver transducer means.

3,095,873
MECHANICALLY DRIVEN ELECTRICAL RECORD-

ING SPHYGMOMANOMETER
Arthur B. Edmunds, Jr., Seattle, Wasfa^ assignor to Boeing

Airphine Company, Seattle, Wash., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Mar. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 98,567

7 Claims. (CL 128—2.05)

from one arm to the next in a predetermined direction

around the hub.

3,095,875
SURGICAL BRACE

Ian Davidson, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, and Eugene L.

Jewett, Maitland, Fla., assignors to Florida Brace Cor-
poration, Winter Park, Fla., a corporation of Florida

Filed Aug. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 134,426
8 Claims. .(CI. 128—78)

1. Sphygmomanometric apparatus comprising an oc-

clusion cuff device adapted to extend around a body mem-
ber and having opposite end portions, and means to

slacken said cuff progressively through the relative systolic

and diastolic points of the body member arteries, said

slackening means comprising an electric motor and an

associated drive connection movable by operation of said

motor, said motor and drive connection being mounted on

said cuff device and operatively interconnecting said end

portions to move them progressively apart, and energizing

circuit means connected to said motor, including switch

means operable to control application of energizing volt-

age to the motor.

3,095,874

ROTARY MASSAGING APPARATUS
Israel Jean Frajdcnrajch, 21 Rue St.-Rome,

Toulouse, Haute-Garonne, France

FUed June 19, 1961, Ser. No. 117,884

Claims priority, application France June 25, 1960
6 Claims. (CI. 128—57)

1. A massaging apparatus comprising a hub, a plurali-

ty of substantially radial arms rigid with said hub, means

rotatably driving said hub, and a plurality of massage

wheels carried by each of said arms at predetermined dis-

tances from the point of attachment of said arm on said

3. A surgical brace comprising a pubic pad, buttocks

pads, pelvis encircling means including frame elements

for connecting the pubic and buttocks pads, a thoracic-

lumbar pad, side pads, means including frame members

for connecting respective side pads with the thoracic-

lumbar pad and with the frame elements aforesaid, said

connecting means including pintles pivotally connecting

respective frame elements and respective frame members,

and means for positively fixing the angular position of

each frame member respecting the frame element with

which it is in pivotal connection upon the respective

pintle.

3,095,876
QUICK DONNING MASK

Eugene Neal Meister, Santa Ana, Calif., assignor to The
Firewel Company, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y., a corporation of

Ohio
Filed .Mar. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,664

9 Claims. (CI. 128—146)

1. A quick donning mask, comprising a mask member
adapted to engage the face of the user, a head member
adapted to engage the back of the user's head, spring

means biasing said mask member toward said head mem-
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bcr to hold &aid mask member in pressure contact with

the user's face, a laterally biased strut mounted on one

of said members and positionable to project toward the

other member, a withdrawable tongue and socket con-

nection between the free end of said strut and said other

member to hold said mask and head members in spaced

inoperative relation to each other, said tongue projecting

in the direction of movement of said members toward and

from each other whereby upon pulling the mask member

away from said head member said strut springs away

from said other member to permit said mask member to

spring into pressure contact with the face of the user.

fibers are bonded together at spaced areas by a resinous

binding agent, said cover having about 100 holes per

square inch and said cover being creped with the pleats

of the crepe running transverse of the absorbent core, said

fabric cover having incorporated therein a softening agent

whereby said cover takes the arcuate shape of the core

without entering and conforming to the crevices and

wrinkles on the concave surface of said core.

3,095,877 i

SURGICAL PACKING
Robert L. Rowan, 141 E. 33rd St^ New York 16, N.Y.

FUed May 1, 1961, Scr. No. 106,722

7 Claims. (CI. 128—260)

3,095,879
BELT

Harold F. Bumham, Highland Park, NJ., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Johnson & Johnson, New Bruns-

wick, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Jan. 23, 1957, Ser. No. 635,767

8 Claims. (CI. 128—291)

1. A sanitary napkin belt comprising a waist strap

adapted to extend around the rear and sides of the waist

of a wearer with the ends thereof spaced from each other

on the front of the waist so that the strap does not en-

circle the waist, the spaced ends of said waist strap being

attached to length-adjusting devices so that the size of

the said strap may be adjusted on the waist of the wearer,

a loop member of fixed length slideably connected to

said devices and forming front and rear straps, one of

said straps extending downwardly in a V-shaped con-

figuration, and means on said downwardly extending strap

and on the rear of said belt for attaching a napkin.

1 . A surgical packing comprising a hollow nylon thread,

a plurality of absorbent balls centrally secured to said

thread in spaced relationship to each other.

3,095,878

SANITARY NAPKINS AND METHODS OF
MAKING THE SAME

Alton H. Baasctt, New Brunswick, NJ., assignor, by
• mesne assignments, to Johnson & Johnson, New Bruns-

wick, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed June 23, 1960, Scr. No. 38,154

1 Claim. (CI. 128—290)

3,095,880
DIATHERMY APPLICATORS

Duane B. Haagensen, Lincoln, Mass., assignor to

Raytheon Company, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Nov. 24, 1958, Ser. No. 776,114

5 CUims. (CI. 128—418)

A sanitary napkin comprising in combination, a molded

absorbent core having an arcuate shape with a plurality

of crevices and wrinkles on its concave surface, and a

conformable and drapeable cover wrapped about said

core and in intimate contact therewith, said cover com-

prising a soft and highly permeable fibrous nonwoven

fabric in which the fibers are oriented to define a multi-

plicity of substantially uniformly arranged holes and

groups of fibers between said holes, and in which the

1. Apparatus for heating a body to be treated com-

prising a source of microwave energy, a waveguide ap-

plicator having a pair of conductive plates adapted to be

positioned about the part of the body to be treated, each

conductive plate containing an energy radiating aper-

ture resonant at the operating frequency, a hollow metallic

cylinder having an energy radiating slot resonant at the

operating frequency and supported in register with the

corresponding energy radiating aperture in each conduc-

tive pla.e, said energy radiating slots positioned in a man-

ner to direct energy toward said body in cross-polarized

planes, a conducting rod passing through the inside of

each cylinder parallel to the axis thereof and attached to
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one end of said cylinder, a feeder stub connected to the

inner conducting rod of each cylinder and projecting

radially outward therefrom to contact the wall of the

corresponding radiating aperture in each plate, and a

coaxial transmission line adapted to couple energy from

said microwave source to each of said cylinders.^

3,095,881
FREE MOTION GIRDLE

Nicholas Anthony Marino, 126 E. 36th St.

New York, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 75,295

1 Claim, (a. 128—552)

munication with one face of the conveyor, a straight

first duct having an inlet and an outlet, the inlet of

the first duct being spaced from the conveyor and the

outlet of the first duct being in communication with

the other face of the conveyor, and tobacco feeding

means to introduce cut tobacco into the inlet of the

first duct along a path at substantially a right angle to

the first duct, a pneumatic system comprising a first air

pump having an inlet and an outlet, first air ducting

having an inlet and an outlet, the inlet of the first air

ducting being connected to the suction chamber, and the

outlet of the first air ducting being connected to tl^ inlet

of the first air pump, whereby the first air pump draws air

through the first duct, the conveyor and the suction

chamber to impel the tobacco through the first duct to

the conveyor to form a continuous tobacco filler on the

conveyor and hold it thereto, a second duct having an inlet

and an outlet, the inlet of the second duct being situated

adjacent the inlet of the first duct and between the inlet

of the first duct and the path of the tobacco, second air

ducting having an inlet and an outlet, the outlet of the

second duct being connected to the inlet of the second air

ducting, a second air pump having an inlet and an outlet,

A girdle comprising an outer body-encircling member

superposed upon an inner body-encircling member, said

body-encircling members, along the vertical edges thereof,

being joined to form a front seam, the upper edges of

said injiiera^d outer body-encircling members being

secured to each other constituting the common upper

edge of said/garment. said outer member constituted by

a pair o"r~sTde panels and a pair of narrow rear panels

stitched to each other, said inner member along the lower

edge thereof extending downwardly to form downwardly

extending portions at the front regions of the thighs of

the wearer when the garment is worn, the lower edge

of said outer member extending obliquely at the front

of the garment and terminating at the front seam, said

lower edge of the outer member extending generally

horizontally across the rear of the garment, the lower

edges of said inner and outer members being joined by

stitching at the lower edges thereof at the rear of the

garment, and hose supporting means secured to said

downwardly extending portions of the lower edge of the

inner member at the front of the garment and secured

to the horizontally extending lower edge of the outer

member at the rear of the garment.

3,095,882
TOBACCO FLAVORANTS

John D. Hind and Frank H. Crayton, Richmond, Va.,

Msignors to Philip Morris Incorporated, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of Virginia

No Diawhig. FUed Aug. 4, 1961, Scr. No. 129,240

17 Claims. (CI. 131—17)
I. A tobacco product containing a flavorant charac-

terized in being volatile below the pyroiysis temperature

of tobacco, said flavorant being the reaction product of an

alcohol and a member of the group consisting of sac-

charides and organic acids native to tobacco.

3,095,883
CONTINUOUS ROD CIGARETTE-MAKING

MACHINES
James Ernest Morris, Dcptford, London, England, assign-

or to Molins Machine Company Limited, a British

company
Filed Mar. 31, 1960, Scr. No. 18,926

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 17, 1959

3 Cbdms. (CI. 131—84)
1. In a continuous rod cigarette-making machine hav-

ing a perforated conveyor, a suction chamber in ^m-

the outlet of the second air ducting being connected to

the inlet of the second air pump, whereby the second air

pump draws air across the path of the tobacco to assist

in turning it into the first duct, a third duct having one

end in communication with the inlet of the first duct and

having its other end closed, the tobacco feeding means
and air pumps being located on one side of the first and

third ducts, third air ducting having an inlet and an out-

let, the inlet of the third air ducting being connected

to the outlet of the first air pump, and the outlet of the

third air ducting being open to the atmosphere at a posi-

tion remote from the inlet of the first duct, and fourth air

ducting having an inlet and an outlet, the inlet of the

fourth air ducting being connected to the outlet of the

second air pump, and the outlet of the fourth air ducting

being open to atmosphere adjacent the inlet of the first

duct, whereby the air from the second air pump is drawn

again into the first and second air ducts together with

a first quantity of air from atmosphere, and means defining

an aperture in a side of the third duct remote from the

tobacco feeding means and air pumps to admit a second ^

quantity of air from atmosphere into the third duct to

be drawn into the first duct, which second quantity of air

is cooler than the first quantity of air.

3,095,884
CIGAR TIPPING MACHINE

Dale R. Smith, Red Lion, Pa., assignor to York Produc-
tion Engineering Co., Inc., Windsor, Pa., a corporation

of Pennsylrania
Filed July 17, 1961, Scr. No. 124,698

5 Claims. (CI. 131—88)
1. A machine for applying tips or the like to cigars

comprising a stationary platform, cigar advancing means
including a rack having a horizontally disposed main
body and a {riurality of fingers extending upwardly there-

from, each between an adjacent pair of cigars on said
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platform, means mounting said rack for being extended

horizontally in cigar advancing direction, lowered from

its extended position for disengagement of said fingers

from said cigars, retracted horizontally from its extended

and lowered position, and raised from its retracted and

lowered position to its initial position for re-engagement

of said fingers with said cigars advanced as aforesaid,

said rack having a fingerless terminal portion which is

positioned, when said rack is in its retracted and lowered

position, for receiving cigars successively fed thereto,

means for actuating said rack in repeating cycles to ad-

mF
vance each cigar successively from finger to finger to a

cigar tipping station, while lifting cigars as they are

successively fed to said rack to the elevation of said plat-

form, means for successively sliding each cigar lifted in the

manner aforesaid onto said platform when said rack is

extended to advance said cigars, means for delivering a

tip to a point aligned with a cigar on said platform at the

tipping station, and rrieans for axially shifting a cigar tip

delivered to said point to effect its application to the op-

posed end of a cigar on said platform at the tipping sta-

tion. '

3,095,885
DISHWASHER

|

Wilhelm Hertel, Traunreut, Germany, assignor to Sie-

mens-Electrogerate Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin, Ger-
many, a corporation of Germany

Filed Feb. 21, 1962, Ser. No. 174,781
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 22, 1961

8 Claims. (CI. 134—58)

tion for directing jets of water into the hollow of a vessel,

and nozzle means between said structures and directed

to pass jets of water onto the outer surface of the vessel,

pressure conduit means connected to all of said nozzle

means for supplying water thereto, and pressure control

means interposed in said conduit means ahead of those

of said nozzle means that are mounted below said loca-

tion for controlling said latter nozzle means when wash-

ing a vessel to operate at a higher pressure than said other

nozzle means.

3,095,886
WEATHER SHIELD

Cyril P. Frommelt and Sylvan J. Frommeit, Dubuque,
Iowa, assignors to Dubuque Awning & Tent Company,
Dubuque, Iowa, a corporation of Iowa

Filed Aug. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 51,365
3 Claims. (CL 135—5)

1. A weather shield adapted to be quickly attached

and detached to adjacent roofed structures, each structure

having a side wall with an opening therein, said shield

comprising a frame having a covering element thereon,

said frame adapted to have opposed ends projecting into

said openings, a pair of T-bars, one at each side of said

frame, each T-bar comprising a vertical bar rotatably

and slidably mounted on said frame and a cross bar

attached to said vertical bar, the ends of which cross

bar are adapted to engage the roofs of the structures

and coact with the ends of the frame projecting into the

openings to clamp said ends of said frame into engage-

ment against the upper portions of said openings, and

spring means connecting said T-bars and frame to con-

tinually urge said T-bars toward said frame.

3 095 887
STREAM BLENDING METHOD AND APPARATUS
Dale E. Lupfer, Bartlesviile, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 98,544

5 Claims. (CI. 137—3)

2. A dishwasher, comprising a housing forming a

washing chamber, lattice-type shelf structures in said

chamber for supporting dishes to be washed, one of said

structures being adapted at a given location to accommo-

date a cooking vessel placed upside down; a jet nozzle

arrangement in said chamber for squirting water against

objects placed onto said structures and comprising up-

wardly directed nozzle means mounted below said loca-

1. A method of continuously blending a first fluid

stream consisting essentially of components A and B in

variable ratio with a second fluid stream consisting es-

sentially of component B to form a third stream containing

I
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components A and B in a substantially constant ratio and

flow rate which comprises analyzing a sample of said first

stream for component A, producing a first signal as a

function of the fraction of said first stream that is com-

ponent A, producing a second signal as a function of the

ratio of said fraction to the desired flow rate of com-

ponent A in said third stream, regulating the flow rate of

said first stream in response to said second signal, produc-

ing a third signal as a function of the difference between

the desired flow rate of said third stream and said flow

rate of said first stream, and regulating the flow rate of

said second stream in response to said third signal.

period of flow from a given well through said zone com-

mingling fluid from the remainder of said wells for group

flow in a separate flow path by-passing said zone, at said

zone separating the flow from said given well into gas

and liquid, and measuring said gas and said liquid issuing

3,095,888
CONTROL OF RATES OF FLOW IN PIPELINE LOOP
Marvin E. Kline and Robert C. Reilly, both of Bartlesviile,

Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed May 4, 1961, Ser. No. 107,723

5 Chiims. (CI. 137—10)

—r
_1
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nozzle tube, fluid connections for applying the pressure

in said nozzle tube on one of said wall portions, fluid

connections for applying the transmitted pressure on the

other of said wall portions in the same direction, and a

/

valve member having a part pivotally connected to said

input member portion and another part controlling the

discharge from said npzzle and thereby controlling the

pressure upstream of said nozzle.

3,095,892
FLUID METERING DEVICE

David Harkness Laing, 1509 Pembroke Drive, Oakville,

Ontario, Canada, and James Dennis Jones, 60 Glen-
ridge Ave., Willowdale, Ontario, Canada

Filed Mar. 22, 1960, Scr. No. 16,880
Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 24, 1959

10 Claims. (CI. 137—101.11)

1. Means for metering a flrst fluid into a second fluid,

comprising: a conduit defining a fluid flow path; a pre-

determined fluid flow direction in said conduit; means for

restricting flow of fluid along said conduit adapted to

cause a pressure differential thereacross from a higher

pressure on the upstream side of said flow restricting

means to a lower pressure on the downstream side of said

flow restricting means, said flow restricting means being

designed to allow fluid flow therepast at a volume flow

rate substantially linearly proportional to said pressure

differential within a predetermined range of said pres-

sure differential; a compressible container for said flrst

fluid; means for applying said U^er pressure to the out-

side of said compressible container; means defining a fluid

passage connecting the inside of said compressible con-

tainer to said main flow line in the region of said lower
pressure; said fluid passage being designed to have laminar
flow of said first fluid over said predetermined range of

pressure differentials.

3,095,893
EMERGENCY WATER STORAGE TANK SYSTEM

FOR USE IN BUILDINGS
Jules Martin, 525 Kunawal Lane, Honolulu, Hawaii

Filed June 8, 1959, Scr. No. 818,667
4 CUims. (CL 137—216)

JO- «' 11 M"

2No>Lcni

I. In a building equipped with plumbing facilities, an
emergency distributing system including a water distribu-

tion pipe, a plurality of water storage tanks having inlet

and outlet pipes connected in series, the inlet pipe of the

first of said water storage tanks being connected to the

water distribution pipe and the outlet pipes of said water

storage tanks being connected to the plumbing facilities

to permit passage of water from said water distribution

pipe through the storage tanks before emptying into the

plumbing facilities, each inlet pipe being connected to the

top of each water storage tank and extending into the

tank to a point proximate the lower limit of the tank, that

portion of the pipe within the tank being provided with

air holes to prevent the siphoning of water therefrom in

the event that the water distribution pipe is broken, each
outlet pipe being connected to a side wall of the tank
near its upper extremity and being joined to a T-connec-

tion, one branch of said T-connection being in communi-
ation with the inlet pipe of an adjacent tank, the other
branch of said T-connection being in communication with
one of the plumbing facilities, and a shut-off valve in the

other branch of each T-connection, to isolate said water
storage tanks from the plumbing facilities, means con-
nected to the storage tanks adjacent their lower extremi-

ties for drawing off water therefrom, and shut off valves

in the inlet pipe of said first tank and in the outlet pipe
of the last tank to isolate the series of tanks.

3,095,894
TANK LOADING AND UNLOADING SYSTEM FOR

TANK VEHICLES
James A. Jensen, Haverford, Pa^ assignor Co Philadelphia

Valve Company, PhlbdclpUa, Pa^ a firm
FUed May 25, 1960, Ser. No. 31,740

4 Claims. (CI. 137—267)
I

.
In apparatus for controlling the filling and draining

of liquid in a tank through normally closed external sup-

ply and drain conduits, the combination comprising means
having an inlet-outlet passage through which liquid is

supplied to and drained from said tank, « hollow valve
body overlying said passage, an assembly including a main
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valve normally closing said inlet-outlet passage, and a

piston in said body movable with said main valve and

defining with said body a chamber over said piston, means

biasing said main valve and yieldably holding the same

in closed position, said main valve being movable for

opening said inlet-outlet passage and said piston being

movable in said body, against the influence of said bias,

by supply liquid entering the tank through said inlet-outlet

passage, means providing an inlet passage leading to said

chamber from the inlet-outlet passage of said main valve,

means providing an outlet passage leading from said

chamber to the interior of the tank, a liquid controlled

valve in said outlet passage open to permit maximum
flow through said outlet passage, said liquid controlled

valve being responsive to liquid level in the tank for

closing, thereby to shut off flow through said outlet pas-

said outflow port for continuing the energization of said

solenoid actuated valve for an additional period neces-

sage so that when said liquid controlled valve is open

pressure is released in said chamber and said main valve

is quickly opened by supply liquid pressure thereon and

when said liquid controlled valve is closed pressure is in-

creased in said chamber, whereupon said main valve

closes under the influence of said bias, shutting off the

flo^ of suM>ly liquid to the tank, means providing an aux-

iliary outlet passage leading from said chamber to said

inlet-outlet passage, a release valve normally closing said

auxiliary passage, and means operable for actuating

said release valve thereby to first release the pressure in

said chamber, and thereafter to quickly open said main

valve against the influence of said bias thereby to permit

liquid to drain from said tank through said inlet-outlet

passage.

3,095^5
WASHING MACHINE LEVEL CONTROL

James W. Jacobs, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Gcncrvl Mo-
tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Dec. 26, 1961, Scr. No. 161,796

5 Claims. (CI. 137—387)
1. In combination, means forming a wash tub having an

outflow port in an upper portion thereof, means including

a solenoid actuated valve for supplying water to said wash

tub. timer means for energizing said solenoid actuated

valve for a predetermined time whereby said valve is coa-

ditioned to supply a predetermined quantity of water to

said wash tub to a level even with said outflow port, and

thermistor means in parallel with said timing means and

ing heat exchange relationship with water flowing from

sary to insure a fill of water to said predetermined

quantity.

3,095396
FLOAT VALVE

Anthony J. Ross, 116 Myrtle Ave., Elmhurst, 111.

FUed July 13, 1959, Scr. No. 826,827
5 Cbfans. (CL 137—448)

1. A liquid level control valve comprising a valve body

defining a chamber having a liquid inlet passage and an

outlet passage, said body having a substantially verti-

cally disposed seat on the inner side of the body around

said outlet passage, a valve member loosely positioJSed in

said chamber adapted to overlie said outlet passage and
having a face cooperable with said seat to block flow

through said outlet passage in one position of the valve

member and to open and permit flow when the valve mem-
ber is tilted relative to said seat away from said one posi-

tion, a stem rigidly attached to said valve member and ex-

tending generally horizontally outwardly of said chamber
through said outlet passage, a float rigidly attached to the

outer end of said stem to normally gravitationally urge

the stem downwardly and tilt the valve member relative

to its seat away from said one position, said float being

adapted to be buoyed upwardly as the water level rises

to move the stem upwardly until the valve member reaches

said one position and stops the flow of liquid through said

outlet passage, said body including a rigid guide member
extending outwardly of the body alongside said stem,

said guide member having a stop portion overlying said

stem and engageable with the stem to prevent swinging

of the stem above a position in which the valve member
lies substantially flush with the valve seat, said guide

member having vertically extending guide portions posi-

tioned along opposite sides of the path of travel of said

stem and guidably engaging opposite sides of the stem to

prevent horizontal swinging of the stem and float, and

an elongated longitudinally resilient and laterally flexible

spring disposed externally of said chamber and having

one end engaging said body and the other end operatively

connected to said outer end of said stem to urge the stem

in a direction generally axially thereof and thereby yield-

ably urge the valve member toward its seat.

3,095,897
BALANCED VALVE AND SEAL CONSTRUCTION
Robert G. Pennstrom, Neptmw, NJ., assignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York
FUed Sept. 15, 1959, Scr. No. 840,140

4 Claims. (O. 137—454J)
1. In a pressure regulator comprising a body having

a cavity therein provided with an inlet for fluid under
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pressure to be regulated, a socket formed in said cavity

having an outlet for pressure-regulated fluid, a valve hav-

ing a head in said socket and a stem in said cavity, a

valve seat between said socket and said cavity the im-

provement which comprises an annular retainer for said

valve seat, a cap screwed into said cavity having a larger

bore surrounding said retainer and a smaller bore with

3,095,899
LIQUID OUTAGE CONNECTION

Evans R. BUIingtoo, Chicago, 111^ assignor to The Bastian-

Blessing Company, Chicago, III., a corporation of

Illinois

Continuation of application Scr. No. 733,125, May 5,

1958. This application Mar. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 12,475

31 Claims. (CI. 137—454.5)

U y
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an internal annular shoulder therebetween engaging the

top of said retainer, said valve stem having a bearing

slideable in said smaller cap bore and a shoulder nor-

mally in register with said cap shoulder and forming

with the top of said retainer an annular recess, and a ring

of packing material in said annular recess sealing agains^

leakage between said bearing and said retainer from said

cavity.

3 095 898

REMOVABLE BALL AND SEAT VALVE UNIT
Howard G. Freeman and William W. Rawstron,

Worcester, Mass., assignors to Jamesbury Corp.,

Worcester, Mass., a corporation of Massachusetts

FUed Dec. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 73,237

6 Claims. (CI. 137—454.2)

6. An excess flow check valve comprising a housing

having a fluid flow passage therethrough open at one end,

a valve seat element in said passage having a valve seat

adjacent to the other end of said passage, guide means in

said passage spaced from said other end, a reciprocable

means in said passage accessible for adjustment through

said open end extending through said guide means for

: relative free movements in a valve-closing direction and

in a valve opening direction, a stop element on said recip-

rocable means, a valve member carried by said recip-

rocable means for movement into and out of engagement

with said valve seat, means for moving said reciprocable

means and valve member towards said one end to carry

the valve member into a closed position, and resilient

means released by said moving means for biasing said

reciprocable means and said valve member away from

said seat a distance limited by said stop element whereby

said valve member and resilient means cooperate to per-

form an excess flow valving action when said valve mem-

ber is disposed at said limited distance.

3,095,900
POPPET VALVE

Donald H. Newhall, Waipole, Mass., assignor to Harwood
Engineering Company, Waipole, Mass., a corporation

of Massachusetts
FUed Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,099

3 Cfadms. (CI. 137—516J5)

1. A ball valve comprising a hollow valve casing hav-

ing a longitudinal direction ^d longitudinally spaced

inner end walls defining a valve chamber and inlet and

outlet passages through said end walls communicating

with said chamber, a ball and seat assembly disposed

between said end walls, said assembly including a yield-

able sealing member engaging said ball, and adjustable

means independent of said casing for constricting said

assembly to a dimension less than the spacing of said

end walls in the longitudinal direction of said casing,

said casing having a side opening of a size to admit said

assembly when restricted to said dimension communicat-

ing with said chamber, and a cover closing said opening

and secured to said body.

1. For use in a high pressure poppet-type valve, a valve

structure which comprises a seating element of hard ma-

terial having an aperture and a seating surface having a

straight line outward projection surrounding said apcr-

tiu-e, a composite movable valve member shiftable by op-

posed valve seating and valve opening fluid pressures be-

tween a seating and an open position comprising a metal-

lic core member having a seat engaging portion for en-
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gagement with a portion of said seating surface adjacent

said aperture, and a stem portion, and a valve closing

component of said movable valve member overlying said

metallic core member composed of a plastic material hay-

ing suitable qualities of strength, ductility, and plastic

flow, said valve closing plastic component having a seat-

ing surface engaging pwtion forming an outward exten-

sion of said core member seating surface engaging por-

tion and substantially flush therewith for effecting a

simultaneous engagement of said seating surface engaging

portions with said seating element along said straight line

projection of said seating surface, and said valve closing

plastic component having a centrally disposed upwardly

extending bore open at its lower end to receive said stem

portion of said core member and of a diameter to pro-

vide a leak-tight fit with said stem and extending longi-

tudinally in excess of the length of said stem to provide

an unsupported area of said valve closing component

equal to the cross-sectional area of said stem, whereby,

the effective pressure exerted by the seating portion of

said valve closing plastic component against said seating

element seating surface is substantially intensified to pro-

duce a strong initial seal between said valve closing plas-

tic component and said seating element seating surface,

said valve structure further defining a means biasing said

composite movable valve member in a direction to close

said valve.

3,095,901

RAPID OPENING VALVE
Vincent H. Larson, Minneapolis and Robert D. Holm-

berg, Mound, Minn., assignors to the United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Air

Force
FUed Mar. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 180,368

2 Claims. (CI. 137—522)

' y «• n >» it ss It **

1 . A rapid opening valve for releasing a fluent material

under pressure within a container at a controllable time

comprising: a valve housing having an inlet port and an

outlet port; said inlet port being sealed to said container;

a floating valve seat within said housing; a valve piston

supported in sealing relation with said valve seat; a piston

rod connected to said piston; a first pivot support within

said valve housing; a first two-bar linkage connected be-

tween said piston rod and said first pivot support; a sec-

ond pivot support within said valve housing; means, in-

cluding a second two-bar linkage connected between said

first two-bar linkage and said second pivot support, for

holding said first two-bar linkage, said piston rod and said

first pivot support in an in-line relation, to thereby lock

said piston against said valve seat; means connected be-

tween said second two-bar linkage and said second pivot

support for normally holding said second two-bar linkage,

said second pivot support and the connecting point of

said first and second two-bar linkages in in-line relation; a

solenoid operated means for moving said second two-bar

linkage out of its in-line relation to thereby move the first

two-bar linkage out of its in-line relation to permit rapid

opening of said valve in response to the pressure of the

fluent material within said container; said second two-bar

linkage being free to move independently of said solenoid

operated means; means for decelerating and stopping said

valve piston and means for reclosing the valve when the

inlet and outlet pressures are equalized.

3,095,902
CORROSION RESISTANT VALVE

Walter Nathaniel Caton, 53 Pellisier Road, Putney, near

Sydney, New South Wales, Australia

Filed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,753
2 Claims. (CI. 137—554)

1 . A corrosion resistant valve comprising a valve body

of non-magnetic, corrosion resistant material, said body

incorporating a chamber, an exhaust duct leading from

said chamber, a female valve seat rimming an orifice at

one end of said chamber and an inlet duct leading to said

orifice externally of said chamber; a plunger of non-

magnetic corrosion resistant material slidable axially

within said chamber; a magnetic core within and totally

enclosed by said plunger; a male valve seat secured to

said plunger able to close the valve by seating in a liquid

tight manner against said female seat and open the valve

by departing from that seat in consequence of axial

movement of said plunger; two solenoid coils with their

adjacent ends in close proximity outside said body en-

circling said chamber and being adapted to act upon

said core as an armature so as to close and open said

valve depending on which coil is energized for the time

being, and means to monitor the electrical continuity of

the unenergized coil, said means being operated by the

voltage induced in the unenergized coil by the leakage

flux of the energized coil.

3,095,903
VALVE

William G. Jennings, Chicago, III., assignor to Stewart-

Warner Corporation, Chicago, lU., a corporation of

Virginia
FUedJ^ay 5, 1960, Ser. No. 27,050

4 Claims. (CI. 137—625.25)

si,f!j\Te^/i^MM

1. A valve, comprising a valve body having an elon-

gated bore, abutments at opposite ends of the bore, a

piston matably disposed in the bore and having a through-

bore terminating at opposed end surfaces of equal areas

projected normal to the longitudinal axis of the bore,

said piston being axially translatable within the bore

between two extreme positions whereat a portion of the end

surface of said piston is in contact with its adjaicent abut-

ment, each abutment and end surface constituted and

arranged in said extreme positions to define with said bore

an annular cavity, means for providing fluid communica-

tion between each defined annular cavity and the through-

bore of the piston, said valve body having a fluid inlet

communicating with the bore and the through-bore, said

valve body also having a pair of axially spaced fluid out-

lets communicating with the bore between the abut-

ments, each of said outlets being spaced from its adjacent
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abutment and its remote abutment respectively, a distance

less than and greater than the length of the piston, and

means for translating the piston within the bore.

3,095,904
VALVES FOR THE CONTROL OF FLUID FLOW

Mels Otto Thaning, International House, 61 Loveday St.,

Johannesburg, Transvaal, Republic of South Africa

Filed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78^16
11 Clainis. (CI. 137-^25.28)

generally tubular portion integral with and extending

generally centrally and axially from one face of said di-

aphragm portion, said diaphragm portion extending radi-

ally outwardly beyond said tubular portion to provide a

free-edged flange portion; a valve housing having a bon-

net mounted thereon, said free-edged flange portion of

said diaphragm being clamped between said housing and

said bonnet; and openings in the side of said tubular por-

tion between the ends thereof.

1

.

A valve for controlling the flow of fluid comprising

a valve body, a resilient and deformable plug closure

member in said body, said plug comprising an outer de-

formable sleeve, a rotatable spindle positioned across the

passageway, a pair of stops around said spindle and a

second resilient sleeve on said spindle and between said

stops screw threads of opposite hands on each end of

the spindle and the stops in the form of nuts one on each

end of the spindle, a passageway through thfc body and

aroutkl said plug in the unstressed condition, and a pair

of guides one positioned on each side of said plug, said

guides shaped to ensure maximum distortion of the plug

at right angles to the direction of fluid flow through the

valve when the latter is closed, and valve operating hand-

wheel assemblies associated with each spindle end.

2. A valve for controlling the flow of fluid comprising

a valve body, a resilient and deformable plug closure

member in said body, at least one hollow pocket formed

in said plug, a passageway through the body and around

said plug in the unstressed condition, and a pair of guides

one positioned on each side of said plug, said guides

shaped to ensure maximum distortion of the plug at right

angles to the direction of fluid flow through the valve

when the latter is closed.

3,095,905
DIAPHRAGM VALVE

Myron J. Glauber, 6399 Wllshirc Blvd.,

Los Angeles 48, Calif.

FUed May 12, 1960, Ser. No. 28,723
2 Claims. (CI. 137—625J3) >

1. A valve, comprising: a resilient valve element hav-

ing a generally planar imperforate diaphragm portion; a

3,095,996
FLOW CONTROL SERVO VALVE WTFH DYNAMIC \

LOAD PRESSURE FEEDBACK
Harvard B. Kolm, Jr., East Aurora; N.Y., assignor to

Moog Servocontrols, Inc., a corporatkm of New York
Filed Mar. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 797,487

2 Claims. (CL 137—^5.62)

2. In a servo valve having actuating ports adapted to

be connected to a fluid-operated load, a first stage electro-

hydraulic amplifler and a second stage valve spool ar-

ranged to be fluidly driven by the output of said amplifler

for controlling the flow of fluid through said ports, the

combination therewith of load pressure feedbaclc means
associated with said ports and including resiliently re-

strained fluid volume transfer means and pressure drop

producing means arranged to provide a frequency sensitive

network for reducing the effective fluid drive on said spool

in response to the dynamic pressure differential in said

ports as a result of load reaction and operative to pass

the load pressure variations more effectively above than

below a predetermined frequency, said network being free

of fluid flow during steady state conditions.

3,095,907
SERVO VALVE

Allen Latham, Jr., Jamaica Plain, Mass., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Borg-Wanicr Corporation, Chi-

cago, lU., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Apr. 21, 1958, Ser. No. 729,990
12 Clahns. (CI. 137—625.67)

I. A fluid control valve device comprising: a housing

having a bore therein; means defining a plurality of

spaced passage means disposed in said housing intercon-

necting said bore with the exterior ot said housing, said

passage means including at least one passage means and

a pair of passage means being so disposed whereby each

passage means of said pair is disposed adjacent to said

one passage means; movable piston means disposed in

said bore, said piston means having medial recess means
formed therein; biasing means carried by said housing

tending to maintain said piston means in a predetermined

position relative to said housing; pin means carried by
said piston means dividing said recess means into sec-

tions, one of said pin means being adapted to prevent

fluid communication between said one passage means
and each passage means of said pair of passage means
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when said piston means is in said predetermined posi-

tion; and means carried by said housing being adapted

to cause selected axial movement of said piston means

relative to said housing in opposition to said biasing

suspension strip of flexible plastic material projecting out-

wardly on the opposite side of said main body strip of

said jacket from said second seam forming member, said

suspension strip being so spaced from said guard flap that

said seam is located along one lateral side of said jacket

when the latter is supported by suspension from said

suspension strip and whereby said guard flap overlie

and conceals the closed seam and is effective eave-fashion

to drain rain water and the like from the jacket without

permitting the water to contact the mating portions of

said seam forming means, said continuous seam being

openable from the side of the suspended jacket and from

end-to-end thereof to admit additional conductors and

the withdrawal of conductors previously insUlled.

3,095,909
DOBBY

Erwin Pfarrwaller, Wintertfaur, Switzerland, assignor to

Sulzcr Freres, S.A., Wintertfaur, Switzerland, a corpora-

tion of Switzerland
FUed Feb. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 86,490

Claims priority, application Switzerland Feb. 12, 1960

8 Claims. (CI. 139—75)

means whereby said pin means permits certain of said

sections to fluidly interconnect said one passage means

with one of the passage means of said pair of passage

means.

3,095,908

COMBINED JACKET AND SUSPENSION MEANS
FOR CONDUCTORS AND THE LIKE

Walter A. Plummer, North HoUywood, Calif.

(3546 Crowwidge Drive, Sherman Oaks, CaUf.)

FUed Mar. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 801,146

3 Clabns. (CL 138—107)

1
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warp wires across said framework; heddlc means for

effecting a shed in said warp wires; a lay beam recipro-

aally supported on said framework, said lay beam opera-

ble between weft filling and weft weaving positions; a

reed having a forward working face supported on said

lay beam in fixed relation thereto; a substantially con-

tinuous weft wire supply source mounted on said frame-

work' and a weft feeding means having a weft bore

therein fixedly mounted on said framework with said bore
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^;3,095,912

SCREW DRIVER FOR BENDING WIRE
Melvin Sullivan, 523 Peach Tree Lane, Arcadia, Calif.

Filed Aug. 28, 1958, Ser. No. 757,805

2 Claims. (CI. 140—124)

aligned with said working face of said reed when said

lay beam is in said weft filling position; said feeding

means adapted to project the free end Of said weft wire

into said shed, the improvement comprising; a weft shear

and bend means aligned with said bore to first shear said

projected weft wire from said supply and then bend a

short length of the end of the remaining weft wire sup-

ply through a substantial angle prior to projection thereof

into said shed.

3,095,911

WEFT DETECTING MEANS FOR
SHUTTLELESS LOOMS

Raymond Dewas, % Blvd. dc Saint Quentu,

Amiens, Somme, France

Filed Sept. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 54,803

Claims priority, application France Sept. 11, 1959

8 Claims. (CI. 139—370)

1. A tool for setting an electrical Screw having a head

and for looping an electrical wire around the shank of the

screw and under said head thereof, said tool comprising

a blade for engaging a screw head, and a tang projecting

from an edge of said blade, said tank having an inwardly

extending end portion to extend under the head of the

screw when the screw is engaged by said blade with the

tang enjzaging the periphery of the screw head, said tang

end portion being of such conformation and extent as to

engage an electrical wire which is directly under said screw

head to force it substantially against the shank of the

screw whereby the tool is operative to loop the wire

around the shank of the screw in a position underneath

the head of the screw while the screw is turned by the tool.
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3,095,913

DEVICES FOR WRAPPING AND REMOVING
WRAPPED CONNECTIONS

Sydney Anthony Shepherd, Coventry, and Bernard Nor-

man Woods, Fillongley, England, assignors to The Gen-

eral Electric Company Limited, London, England

Filed May 24, 1960, Ser. No. 31,468

Claims priority, application Great Britain May 29, 1959

3 Claims. (CI. 140—124)
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1. Stop motion means for shuttleless looms comprising

in combination: a weft inserter; means for drawing the

wfeft inserter through the shed of the loom; weft thread

gripping means consisting of a rigid metal blade and an

elastic metal blade mounted on the weft inserter said

rigid and elastic metal blades being held out of contact

with each other by the weft thread gripped therebetween;

a first wiper mounted on the weft inserter and electrically

connected to the rigid blade; a second wiper mounted

on the weft inserter and electrically connected to the

elastic blade; a first electrical conductor bar arranged

in the path of the first wiper to make electrical contact

therewith; a second electrical conductor bar arranged in

the path of the second wiper to make electrical contact

therewith; a motor driving the loom; an^ electrical inter-

rupter; an electrical relay controlling the motor driving

the loom; the electrical conductor bars, the interrupter

and the winding of the relay being connected in elec-

trical series circuit with a source of electrical current to

stop the motor if the rigid blade contacts the elastic

blade during the weft insertion phase. i

• l<7

6

1. A device for wrapping turns of wire as a connec-

tion on a terminal and tor increasing the diameters of

said turns when it is desired to remove the wire wrap-

ping from the terminal, said device comprising a spindle

which is rotatablc about its longitudinal axis and which

has an outer end surface, said spindle having a hole

which extends longitudinally of the spindle from said

outer end surface and which is adapted to receive the

terminal, and said spindle also having a groove which

extends longitudinally of the spindle from said outer end

surface and which is adapted to receive a wire which

is to be wrapped around said terminal, said groove being

offset from said hole so that when said spindle is ro-

tated in one direction relative to said terminal said wire

is drawn from said groove and is wrapped around said

terminal, a sleeve which encircles and is a longitudi-

nally sliding fit on said spindle and which has an outer

end. means to retain said sleeve in a first position in

which the outer end of said sleeve projects outwards

beyond the outer end surface of said spindle a sufficient

distance to substantially completely encompass the

wrapped connection, means to retain said sleeve in a sec-

ond position in which the outer end of said sleeve lies

in substantially the same plane as the outer end surface

of said spindle, a projection formed on the outer end

surface of said spindle, and a recess in the outer side

surface of said spindle, said recess being positioned ad-

jacent said projection and extending rearwardly from the
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outer end surface of said spindle and being shaped to

receive the end of a wire!that has been wrapped on said

terminal when said spindle is rotated in the other direc-

tion relative to said terminal.

said face to different fixed positions relative to the frame,

and a gage member of approximately the same thickness

3,095,914
SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR VISCOUS FLUIDS

Josef Bachmann, Chalet Stegacker,

Wollerau, Switxcrland

Filed Nov. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 852,094

Claims priority, application Switzcriand Sept 11, 1959

3Chiim8. (CL141—27)

as said frame and secured to said arm for movement
therewith and to lie within the plane of said frame.

3,095,916
GRID FOR DISINTEGRATING FIBROUS

MATERIALS
Alexander lacobsen, Appleton, Wis., assignor to Kools

Brothers, Inc., Appleton, Wis., a corporation of Wis-

consm
Filed Apr. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 188,792

7 CUims. (CI. 146—117)

3. A &upp\y system for a viscous fluid comprising a

container for said fluid provided with an outlet bore and

a fluid reservoir provided with a generally tubular re-

ceptacle removably positionable on said container, said

reservoir having a discharge opening at one end thereof

adapted to register with said outlet bore, a piston mem-

ber slidably received in said receptacle and displaceable

toward and away from said discharge opening, pressure

means within said receptacle for urging said piston mem-

ber toward said opening, said pressure means comprising

a pressure member displaceable within said receptacle

and spring means engaging said receptacle for urging said

pressure member against said piston member, and stress-

ing means operable externally of said receptacle for with-

drawing said pressure member from engagement with

said piston member while simultaneously loading said

spring means, thereby relieving said piston member, said

container being provided with a slidably displaceable pis-

ton-forming cover member formed with said inlet bore,

said cover member being capable of being urged into said

container for forcing fluid from said container through

said outlet bore and said discharge opening in their regis-

tering position and in the relieved condition of said piston

member, said stressing means comprising an elongated

flexible member secured to said pressure member, said

receptacle being provided with an opening at its other end

adapted to pass said flexible member and retaining means

at said other end adapted to releasably engage said flexible

member in a selected one of a plurality of relative posi-

tions of said flexible member and said receptacle for

temporarily holding said pressure member against the

force of said spring means out of engagement with said

piston member to enable filling of said receptacle with

said fluid.

3,095,915

APPARATUS FOR CONSTRUCTING CABINETS
AND THE LIKE

James P. Tesar, 870 Mulberry Road, and Stanley J. Kot,

12214 St. Clair Ave., both of Cleveland, Ohio

FUed May 5, 1960, Ser. No. 27,019

7 Claims. (CL 144—144.5)
1. In apparatus of the class described, in combination,

a jig frame having an opening therethrough, an arm ex-

tending across one face of the frame and secured thereto

for movement of said arm transversely of its length over
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7. A grid for disintegrating fibrous materials compris-

ing a frame member; said frame member being formed
by a pair of spaced concavely-shaped side members and

end cross-members connecting the ends of said side mem-
bers; a plurality of pairs of spaced concavely-shaped sup-

porting bars connected to said cross-members, the bars

of each pair of said supporting bars being spaced apart

to provide an elongated open space therebetween; a cutting

bar removably retained on said supporting bars, said cut-

ting bar being provided with openings for receiving fasten-

ing bolts therethrough, the free ends of said bolts extend-

ing through the said elongated open space between the

bars of each pair of supporting bars, and retaining means

carried by the free ends of the bolts for securely retaining

the cutting bar at preselected positions on said supporting

bars.

3,095,917
VEHICLE TIRE

Louis Adrien Arsandaux, Paris, France, assignor to Pneu-
matiques et Caoutchouc Manufacture Kleber-Colombes,
Paris, France, a corporation of France

Filed Oct. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 145,667
Claims priority, application France Oct. 19, 1960

14 Claims. (CI. 152—155)
5. A vehicle tire of the inflatable type comprising a

hollow carcass of cord-reinforced elastomer open at its

radially inner portion with a running surface opposite

said open portion and an annular member formed through-

out of homogeneous incompressible elastomer in said car-

cass in contact with the interior surface of the latter, the

said member occupying 40 to 80% of the volume of the

interior of the carcass and having a free shape of greater
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outer peripheral dimensions than the dimensions of the them over the slightly inturned peripheral edges, each

interior of the tire carcass so that when said member is ring member having attachment means secured thereto

inserted in the carcass it is deformed by said carcass in

a manner causing the member to exert tension stresses in

the carcass similar to those created therein by inflation

with fluid under pressure.

3,095,918

PNEUMATIC ANTI-SKID OR SNOW TIRE
John G. Mike, 71 Elmwood Ave^ Bridgeport 5, Conn.

Filed Feb. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 173,248

8 Claims. (CI. 152—208)

in spaced relation, and a cross link releasably attached

to said attachment means and extending around said tire

from one side to the other.

1 . A pneumatic anti-skid vehicle tire comprising, in com-

bination :

(a) a tire casing having a peripheral tread portion,

(b) a plurality of anti-skid plungers mounted in said

tread portion for substantially radial movement be-

tween retracted, non-protruding positions and ex-

tended positions wherein they project from the tread

portion to increase the traction of the tire,

(c) yieldable means biasing the said plungers to( their

retracted positions and normally retaining the plung-

ers therein when air pressure in the casing is below a

predetermined value; and

(d) means comprising an enclosure having a volume

commensurate with that of the casing and including

any air-tight, flexible member in the casing, operable

by the pressurized air therein, for shifting the said

plungers to their extended positions when the air

pressure in the casing is raised appreciably above said

1 predetermined value.

3,095,919
TRACTION DEVICE

Lester N. Yohe, 1601 Melrose Ave., Havertown, Pa.

Filed Feb. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 90,406

5 Claims. (CI. 152—236)
5. Traction apparatus for motor vehicles comprising,

a rim having spaced apart outwardly turned peripheral

terminal flanges having slightly inturned peripheral edges

thus to form radially inwardly facing shallow peripheral

grooves on opposite sides of said rim, a tire mounted

between said flanges, a pair of closed ring members,

pach having substantially the same outer diameter as the

major inner diameter of said grooves whereby one ring

member may releasibly be secured to each of said flanges

by force fit being snapped into said grooves by forcing

3,095,920
AUTOMATIC TIRE MOUNTING MACHINE
Frank W. Cislak, 5768 W. 77th St., Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 1,671

9 Claims. (CI. 157—1.1)

1. Apparatus for placing rubber tires on the rims of

vehicle wheels, including a magazine having elongated

compartments for a plurality of tires and a plurality of

wheels, sajd magazine being an elongated rectangular

frame for receiving both said wheels and tires in vertical

planar side by side relation, means associated with the

lower end of said magazine for releasing one tire and one

wheel at a time, a cradle below the end of said magazine

for receiving a wheel and a tire in vertically disposed side

by side relation, a wheel guide for moving said wheel

axiallyaransversely to said carriage, a plurality of stretcher

fingersladapted to enter the side of said tire and engage

its inner surface to move the same outwardly radially to

increase the diameter of said tire opening to a size larger

than the diameter of said wheel rim, means for pushing

said expanded tire off said fingers and on to the rim of

said wheel, and means for collapsing a portion of said

cradle to permit said completed wheel to drop from said

machine.

3,095,921 I

BLOWPIPE
Clifford C. Anthes, Union, Byron H. Acomb, Watchung,

and Matthew Heer, Jr., Basking Ridge, NJ., assignors

to Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New
York

Orighial application July 17, 1958, Ser. No. 749,292. Di-

vMed and this aM>Hcatk>n Jan. 27, 1961, Ser. No.

85,273
5 Claims. (CI. 158—27.4)

1. A blowpipe comprising in combination, a gas con-

duit, a tube positioned downstream of said conduit to
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receive a flow of a combustible gas mixture, a high tem-

perature resistant tubular throat disposed in said conduit,

the forward end of said throat positioned at the down-

stream end of said conduit, a cylindrical gas mixer dis-

posed upstream of said tubular throat in slideable rela-

tion to said conduit, said mixer including a gas mixing

chamber having an inlet and an outlet, a passage means

communicating said mixing chamber with a supply of fuel

gas, and a second passage means communicating said

chamber with a supply of combustion supporting gas, the

to be engaged by the cable as the door approaches a

predetermined open position.

3,095,923
CONDENSER

Clinton Root Foutz, 240 Brightwaters Blvd.,

St. Petersburg, Fla.

FUed Jan. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 81,135
2 Claims. (CI. 165—164)

outlet of said mixing chamber positioned adjacent the

upstream end of said tubular throat to provide a flow of

a combustible gas mixture to said throat, and means for

resiliently urging said throat and mixer longitudinally

into said conduit providing a continuous gas passage there-

between, whereby thermal expansion and contraction of

said throat due to flashback burning of the combustible

mixture therein will result in free longitudinal movement

of the throat and mixer along the conduit subject to urg-

ing of said resilient means. ...

3,095,922
COUNTERBALANCE AND STOP MEANS FOR

UPWARDLY ACTING CLOSURES
Russel B. Frazier, Hartford City, Ind., assignor to Over-

head Door Corporation, Hartford City, Ind.

FUed Apr. 4, 1958, Ser. No. 726,385

4 Claims. (CI. 160—191)

4. An upwardly acting door assembly including a door

and substantially vertical tracks with which the door is

associated for vertical reciprocating evening and closing

movement, a counterbalance means for the door com-

prising a rotatably mounted peripherally grooved cable

drum, a door counterbalance s{H4ng drivingly connected

to said drum, and a cable connected to said drum to

wind ihcreon on the opening movement of the door and

to be unwound therefrom on the closing movement of

the door with the drum under continuous torsional stress

of said spring, said drum including a brake member con-

formed on its inner edge to be supportedly engaged m
the groove of the drum and having a peripheral cable

groove which merges into the cable groove of the drum

and is of increasing radius and is positioned on said dnmi

1. A condenser comprising an elongated hollow body

formed by substantially parallel upper and lower walls and

parallel end walls completely enclosing the space within

the body, a heat conducting partition wall intermediate

said upper and lower walls and substantially parallel

thereto dividing the space within the body into an upper

coolant chamber and a lower vapor chamber, said upper,

lower and partition walls being inclined to the horizontal,

a vapor inlet at the upper end of said vapor chamber and

a condensate outlet at the lower end of the vapor cham-

ber, a coolant inlet to said coolant chamber at the same
end of the condenser as the condensate outlet and a

coolant outlet to said coolant chamber at the other end

of the condenser, the walls of said body being imperforate

except for said inlets and outlets, the lower surface of

said partition wall having a plurality of inverted cones

integrally protruding downwardly therefrom, said cones

having axes disposed substantially vertically and being

adapted to quickly cool vapor and form spherical con-

densate droplets which will flow by gravity to and off the

cone apices, and a plurality of longitudinally extending

fins along the upper surface of said partition wall extend-

ing upwardly into said coolant chamber for substantially

the full length thereof for conducting heat to a coolant

fluid in said coolant chamber.

3,095,924

HYDRAULICALLY ACTUATED ORIENTING
DEVICE

Thomas M. Frisby, Denver, Colo^ assignor to Eastman
Oil Well Survey Company, Denver, Colo., a corpora-

tion of Delaware

FUed Dec. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 73,348

3 Clafans. (CI. 166—4)

1. An orienting sub for insertion in a drill string for

earth boring operations comprising: an outer tubular

member having a bore therethrough; a tubular piston in

said bore axially and radially movable therein and having

at least one orifice in i» wall near its lower end, an ex-

ternal annular shoulder having a downwardly facing notch

therein, and a restricted opening at its lower end defining

a first outlet passage constituting an outlet area for the

passage of drilling fluid from said sub; the hollow of said
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piston forming a passageway for drilling fluid through

said sub; a tubular seal between said piston and said bore

located below said external shoulder and having an in-

ternally recessed portion at its lower end to form an

annular recess between its lower internal surface and said

piston, the upper end of said seal and the lower surface

of said external shoulder defining an annular race; means,

for indicating the orientation of said piston and said

notch radially with respect to said outer tubular member;

means for securing said piston in oriented position against

radial movement; means for equalizing pressure between

said race and the hydrostatic head of the well bore; a sec-

ond outlet passage from said passageway defined by said

orifices and said annular recess; sealing means carried by

tion well in said stratum under pressure into a substantial

section of said stratum around said well; thereafter releas-

ing pressure on said solution in said well so a-, to permit

escape of COj and precipitation of iron carbonate m said

section; and thereafter driving remaining aqueous liquid

from said section by displacing said liquid with drying

gas injected thru a well in said stratum to dry and impreg-

nate said section with iron carbonate.

/=

3,095,926 I

APPARATUS FOR RECOVERING OBJECTS
IN A WELL

George E. Rush, Odessa, Tex., assignor to Houston Oil

Field Material Company, Inc., Houston, Tex., a cor-

poration of Delaware

FUed Sept. 3, 1958, Scr. No. 758,829

7 Claims. (CI. 166—55)

said piston sealing said second outlet passage when the

piston is in its upper position and opening said second

outlet passage when the piston is moved to its lower

position; spring biasing means between the bottom of

said piston and said bore biasing said piston upwardly

against the inlet pressure of drilling fluid in said passage-

way; and a ball in said race holding said piston in its

upper position when the ball is not in said notch; whereby,

when said ball is in said notch the piston will move to

its lower position to open said second outlet passage to

thereby increase said outlet area from said passageway

resulting in a noticeable decrease in drilling fluid pres-

sure in said passageway to indicate that the ball is in said

notch.

3,095,925

CATALYTIC IN SITU COMBUSTION

John W. Marx, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed July 20, 1959, Ser. No. 82^,029

6 Claims. (CI. 166—11)

4. A process for depositing an iron-containing catalyst

in a permeable carbonaceous stratum prior to producing

same by in situ combustion, which comprises preparing

an aqueous milky suspension of iron carbonate containing

h-on (calculated as FejOj) in the range of 0.1 to 5% by

weight; introducing COj into said suspension so as to form

a clear yellow solution; maintaining said solution under

COj pressure so as to prevent precipitation of iron car-

bonate; injecting s^id clear yellow solution thru an injec-

1. In an apparatus for recovery of objects lodged in

a well the improvement comprising, an elongated wash-

over pipe adapted to be moved in a well, an elongated

mandrel in said washover pipe, engaging means con-

nected to the lower end of the mandrel adapted to engage

the object in the well, said mandrel including an enlarged

diameter portion, releasable connecting means releasably

securing the mandrel in the washover pipe, a first J-slot

in the enlarged diameter portion of the mandrel below

its upper end, a lug on the inner wall of the washover

pipe adapted to be slidably received in said first J-slot,

a second J-slot in the mandrel below the enlarged diam-

eter portion of said mandrel, and a lug connected to said

engaging means and adapted to be slidably received in

said second J-slot, and shearable means releasably secur-

ing the engaging means to the mandrel.

3. In an apparatus for recovery of objects in a well

bore, said apparatus including a washover pipe, a mandrel

movable in the washover pipe, and engaging means con-

nected to the lower end of the mandrel adapted to engage

the object in the well, the improvement comprising, an

open ended cylinder at the upper end of the mandrel, a

piston slidably mounted in the cylinder, a slip assembly

slidably secured to the mandrel, said slip assembly in-

cluding slips, said mandrel including a vertical slot ad-

jacent the slip assembly, said mandrel being tapered ad-

jacent its upper end to form a slip expander adapted to
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expand the slips into engagement with the washover pipe above grade, said check valve characterized by having

upon relative movement of the slips towards the slip a non-wettable valve seat of tetrafluoroethylene and a

expander and to release the slips upon relative movement

of the slips away from the slip expander, spring means

urging the slip assembly toward the slip expander, a - 2'

rigid connection secured between the piston and the slip

assembly through the vertical slot whereby on appli-

cation of fluid pressure on the piston the slip assembly

is moved in one direction retracting the slips.

3,095,927

FLANGE-CONNECTED WELL HEAD
APPARATUS

Allen F. Rhodes, Houston, Tex., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to McEvoy Company, Houston, Tex., a cor-

poration of Texas

Continuation of application Scr. No. 674,385, July 26,

1957. This application Not. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 71,505

5 Claims. (CL 166—75)

valve member of silicon rubber, and means for draining

the pipe on each side of the valve.

3,095,929
CASING HEADS FOR OIL WELLS

lack C. McGuirc and A. J. Speegle, Duncan, Oida., as-

signors to Halliborton Company, a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Jan. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 2,524

2 Claims. (CI. 166—97)

3. Adapter device, comprising circular connection

flange, a cylindrical body portion extending eccentrically

above said connection flange and having a flow passage

eccentrically therethrough, said flow passage also extend-

ing through said flange, an L-shapcd passage through

said flange and body portion having end openings at the

lower face of said flange and at a side of said cylindrical

body portion, a bolting flange formation forming the

upper end of said cylindrical body portion and being

circular and concentric with said flow passage and eccen-

tric with said cylindrical body portion.

3,095,928

WELL SYSTEM

Georfe F. Morrison, Fox Point, and Herman C. Frentzel,

Milwaukee, Wis., assignors to The Morrison Company,
Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Wisconshi

FUed Dec. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 74,502

6 Claims. (CI. 166—75)

1 . The combination with a well system having a pump

discharge pipe extending above grade and returning be-

low grade, of a check valve located at the high point

1 . A casing head and testing apparatus adapted for use

in fracturing oil wells or the like comprising:

a body having an apertured portion;

independently removable closure means having cou-

pling means for detachably and sealingly engaging

said apertured portion of said body;

means for connecting a plurality of inlet conduits to

said apertured body portion;
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means for connecting said body to a well casing;

seat means within said apparatus disposed between said

apertured body portion and an upper portion of said

well casing;

test plug means engaging said seat means, said test plug

means being freely and independently movable uj>-

wardly and away from said seat means;

packing means sealingly extending between the periph-

ery of said test plug means ami an inner peripheral

portion of said body;

said test plug means further having fluid passage means

extending therethrough to provide fluid communica-

tion between the interior of said well casing beneath

said test plug means and said apertured portion of

said body;

valve seat means in said passage means; '

and check valve means between said vaKe seat means

and said apertured body portion and movable toward

said valve seat means in response to fluid pressure

within said apertured body portion to prevent flow

from said inlet conduits to the interior of said well

casing beneath said test plug means and movable

away from said valve seat means in response to fluid

pressure in said well casing while said test plug

means remains seated;

valved means for venting the interior of body prior to

the removal of said closure means;

said valved means and said check valve means being

cooperable to afford relief for fluid pressure in said

well casing while said test plug remains seated;

grappling means on said check valve means extending

toward said apertured body portion;

first abutment means carried by said check valve means;

second abutment means disposed outwardly with respect

to said valve seat means from said first abutment

means, spaced from and opposing said first abutment

means, and carried by said test plug means, whereby,

with said closure means removed from said apertured

body portion, said grappling means may be engaged

and moved away from said valve seat means to

sequentially unseat said check valve means from said

valve seat means and, through means of said first

and second abutment means, rnove said test plug

means from said seat means;

a plurality of inlet conduits connected to said apertured

body portion;

a check valve in each inlet conduit biased to a closed

position to prevent flow outward from said body

through said conduits, and

pump means associated with each of said irilet con-

duits for supplying pressurized fluid to the interior

of said body.

position of said pistons for joint movement relative to

said sample-admitting opening to displace said pistons and

sample therebetween from access to said sample-admitting

opening.

3,095,931 .

BLADE PITCH CONTROL MECHANISM
FOR A HELICOPTER

Norman H. Peiffer, Scottsdale, Ariz^ and Earie S. Proc-

tor, Los Gatos, Caiif^ aas^ors to Kaman Aircraft

Corporation, Bioomficid, Conn., a corporation of Con-
necticut

Filed May 10, 1961, Scr. No. 109^18
5 Claims. (Ci. 170—160.25)

3,095,930
FLUID SAMPLERS

James W. Kisling III, Houston, Tex., assignor to Schlum-

l>crger Well Surveying Corporation, Houston, Tex., a

corporation of Texas
Filed Apr. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 809,102

12 Claims. (CI. 166—163)
1. A borehole apparatus for obtaining a representative

fluid sample in a bore hole comprising: a housing adapted

for passage through a borehole, said housing having a

cylindrical bore; first and second pistons slidably and

sealingly positioned in said bore and relatively movable

between a collapsed position of adjacency and an ex-

tended, spaced-apart position to define therebetween a

fluid sample-receiving chamber, said housing having a

sample-admitting opening positioned to open between

said pistons in their collapsed position to admit a fluid

sample therebetween; means in said housing for control-

ling the rate of relative movement between said pistons

upon admission of a fluid sample therebetween; and means

for coupling said pistons to one another at said extended

1. For use in a helicopter provided with a lifting rotor

having a generally vertical drive shaft and a plurality of

generally radial blades connected with said drive shaft

and movable about spanwise pitch changing axes, the

combination comprising an azimuth assembly for control-

ling the pitches of said blades and including a nonrotat-

able azimuth ring and a swash plate rotatable about an

axis fixed relative to the ring and normally coincident with

the rotor axis, a first vertical link connected with the cen-

ter of said swash plate for moving said azimuth assembly

upwardly and downwardly along said rotor axis, a sec-

ond vertical link connected to said nonrotatable ring and

located in a transverse plane passing through said rotor

axis for tilting said azimuth assembly about a longitudinal

horizontal axis, a third vertical link connected to said non-

rotatable ring and located in a longitudinal plane passing

through said rotor axis for tilting said azimuth assembly
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about a transverse horizontal axis, first and second and

third bell cranks located below said azimuth mechanism

and each of which bell cranks is supported for pivotal

movement about a horizontal axis extending approximate-

ly 45* to said longitudinal plane, said bell cranks being

associated respectively with said first and second and

third vertical links and each of said bell cranks including

a generally horizontal arm pivotally connected with the

lower end of the associated vertical link and also includ-

ing a generally vertical arm, and pilot operable means for

moving said bell cranks about their horizontal pivot axes

which means includes first and second and third generally

horizontal links pivotally connected respectively to said

vertical arms of said first and second and third bell cranks

and which links extend generally perpendicular to said

horizontal pivot axes of said bell cranks.

3,095,932
VARIABLE-PITCH BLADE PROPELLER
Christopher DeJ. Hcrcolct, 4640 Q St. NW.,

WasUngton, D.C.
FUed Dec. 14, 1959, Scr. No. 859,535

2 Claims. (CL 170—160.43)

^8

1. An adjustable pitch propeller having a hollow drive

shaft and a hub casing mounted at the end of the drive

shaft, said casing having a substantially square cross

section,

a propeller blade extending radially from each side of

said casing and having a flat circular base of maxi-

mimi diameter rotatably mounted on the correspond-

ing side of said casing,

a mounting shaft extending from each circular base

through a bearing in said casing and having an arcu-

ate rack or gear portion on one side at the inner end

of said mounting shaft and an arcuate guide surface

on the opposite side thereof,

an axially movable yoke member forming a yoke strad-

dling each mounting shaft in said casing, each yoke

comprising a pair of axially extending legs slidably

mounted in angular recesses at the inside corners of

said square casing and having opposing rack and flat

guide surfaces coacting with the arcuate rack por-

tion and arcuate guide surface respectively on the

end of the corresponding mounting shaft for simul-

taneous adjustment of all the blades, each leg of each

yoke serving also as the adjacent leg of the adjacent

yoke to form a compact yoke member reenforced

against distortion by the sides of said comer recesses,

substantially conically streamlined end portions fore

and aft of said casing, the forward end portion being

streamlined into the aft end of said hollow drive

shaft,

a control rod extending freely through said hol-

low shaft in spaced relation thereto, and connected

to said yoke member for controlling said adjustment

of all the blades from the forward end of said hol-

low drive shaft, said rod having a substantially smaller

diameter than the internal diameter of said hollow
shaft, and

the base of each blade having an overhanging circimi-

ferential flange forming a substantially closed ball

bearing outer race and the hub casing having a raised

circular step to form a ball bearing inner race and
ball bearings coacting with said races.

3,095,933
HYDRAULIC CONTROL SYSTEM

Ernest V. Bunting, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Massey-
Ferguson Inc., Racine, Wis., a corporation of Maryland

Filed Feb. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 10,126
13 Claims. (CI. 172—491)

\

2. In an operating and control system for the vertically

swingable implement hitch linkage of a tractor, in com-
bination, a pressure fluid operated actuator mounted on
the tractor and operatively connected to the linkage, main
control valve means operable to direct fluid under pres-

sure to said actuator to raise the linkage and implement
attached thereto, said valve means including a flow re-

stricting drop port and being further operative to vent

said actuator to exhaust through said port to permit de-

scent of the linkage and attached implement under the

action of the load imposed on the linkage by the imple-

ment, and auxiliary valve means interposed between said

actuator and said main valve means operative to restrict

the exhaust of fluid from the ram to a rate such that the

pressure of the fluid at the drop port is precluded from
rising above a predetermined value whether the port is

open or closed.

3,095,934
ROLLER BIT LUBRICATION

Richard E. Goetz, Long Beach, Calif., assignor to Smith
Tool Co., Compton, Calif., a corporation of California

Filed Feb. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 88,843
2 Claims. (CI. 175—227)

1. A well drilling bit comprising a body having a leg

on which there is a journal, a roller cutter rotatable on
the journal, opposed ball races on the exterior of the

journal and on the interior of the cutter, balls between
said races, there being a^ole in the journal leading from
the exterior of the leg to the ball race on the journal

through which balls can be fed to between the races, a

ball plug closing the outer entrance to the hole and ex-

tending inwardly to the race on the journal, there being
a groove around the ball plug adjacent its outer end there

being a clearance between the ball plug and the walls of
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the hole, which clearance extends from the groove to the

inner end of the ball plug, there being a single hole in the

for raising said spare wheel out of contact with said road-

way, separate hydraulic means on said frame and acting

against one rear wheel for restraining said one rear wheel
against movement, means communicating with said pump
and in open communication with both said first mentioned

leg leading from the outer side thereof to the groove on

the ball plug.

3,095,935
CORING BIT

Alexander B. Hildebrandt and Harold C. Bridwell, Tulsa,

Okla^ assignors to Jersey Production Research Com-
pany, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Sept. 25, 1958, Ser. No. 763,379
13 Claims. (CI. 175—330)

6. In a rotary coring bit having a body which possesses

a drilling face of a character to engage the bottom of a

hole in which the bit is operating, a fluid conduit means

therethrough and an axial core passage extending longitu-

dinally therethrough, the improvement which comprises a

fluid nozzle in fluid communication with the fluid conduit

means and positioned in said drilling face closely adja-

cent said core passage with said nozzle being of a charac-

ter to discharge fluid in a path substantially tangential to

the periphery of said core passage.

3,095,936
VEHICLE LIFTING AND TRAVERSING DEVICE

Brooks Walker, 1280 Columbus Ave.,

San Francisco 11, Calif.

Original application Feb. 17, 1959, Scr. No. 793,929. Di-

vided and this application Oct. 6, 1960, Scr. No. 71,853

3 Claims. (CI. 180—1)
' 1. An automotive vehicle comprising a frame sup-

ported on front and rear wheels; a lifting and traversing

device on said frame incorporating a spare wheel adja-

cent to and rearward from said rear wheels; an engine-

driven hydraulic pump supported by said frame; hydraulic

means on said frame for lowering said spare wheel into

contact with a roadway, for lifting the rear end of said

vehicle on said lowered spare wheel so that the vehicle

can be traversed thereon, for lowering said vehicle, and

^?V%

and said separate hydraulic means for the simultaneous

actuation of both said hydraulic means and the holding of

said one rear wheel against movement when said spare

wheel is in firm contact with said roadway just before said

vehicle is lifted.

3,095,937
TELECONTROL TOY VEHICLE

Jacques Vulliet-Durand, 91 Promenade des Anglais,
Nice, Alpes-Maritimes, France

Filed Sept. 22, 1958, Scr. No. 762,606
Claims priority, application France Oct. 2, 1957

12 daims. (CI. 180—2)

«"/<'

1. A driving system for a toy vehicle including^eer-

able wheels under the control of electromagnetic waves
transmitted over a constant wave length comprising a

wireless receiver for receiving the electromagnetic waves,

a receiving relay controlled by said wireless receiver, a

flrst circuit means including an electromagnetic coil con-

trolled by said receiving relay, a second circuit including

a reversing switch and steering motor for controlling the

angular setting of said steerable wheels, means under con-

trol of said electromagnetic coil for moving said revers-

ing switch from one position to another position to drive

said steering motor in opposite directions, a third circuit

including a switch and propelling motor for propelling

the vehicle in forward and reverse directions, and means
operatively connected to said receiving relay and con-

trolled thereby to maintain said switch in said third cir-

cuit closed in the absence of transmitted electromagnetic

waves.
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3,095,938

GROUND EFFECT MACHINE EQUIPPED WITH
AUXILIARY SELECTIVELY ADJUSTABLE
GROUND ENGAGING PROPELLING MECHA-
NISMS . .. ^

William R. Bcrtelscn, Neponsct, III., assignor, by direct

and mesne asdgnmcnts, of twenty-five percent to Wil-

liam E. Martin, Kewancc, III., and twenty-five percent

to Martin Engineering Company, Neponsct, 111., a cor-

poration of Illinois

FUcd Dec. 3, 1959, Ser. No. 857,212

11 Claims. (0.180—7)

tacting probe mounted on said vehicle and arranged to

maintain continuous physical contact with the said ground

trace, left and right trace sensing probes mounted sym-

metrically on said vehicle with respect to said common
probe along an axis transverse the desired ground path

for said vehicle, said trace sensing probes being mounted

a predetermined distance apart and being arranged to

maintain continuous contact with the respective left and

11. A mobile vehicle for travel over generally level

and inclined ground surface areas comprising, in com-

bination, selectively operable mobile apparatus to sup-

port and provide the means to propel the vehicle over

the ground areas, one portion of said apparatus com-

prising an air pressure system with air discharge means

to establish a supporting cushion of air beneath the ve-

hicle to sustain said vehicle for motion in a given raised

position above the ground, another portion of said ap-

paratus comprising mechanical drive mechanisms for

ground engagement mounted upon the vehicle and in-

cluding actuation means to bodily displace such drive

mechanisms between elevated inoperative locations sit-

uated above the lower structural limits of the vehicle

and lowered ground contacting locations with the drive

mechanisms occupying maximum effective positions

spaced below the lower structure limits of the vehicle

for the physical off the ground support of said vehicle

structure, said one air pressure portion of said apparatus

being used for normal travel over generally level ground

areas and said other drive mechanism portions of said

apparatus being employed for travel over inclined ground

areas, said one air apparatus further providing an ap-

propriate air cushion to maintain said vehicle at a given

elevated position with respect to the lower structural

limits thereof with the vehicle raised sufficiently to per-

mit the actuating means for said drive mechanisms to

freely and bodily swing such mechanisms between the

aforesaid raised inoperative and lowered ground con-

tacting positions that are below the level of the lower

limits of the vehicle structure; such drive mechanisms,

when lowered, providing a substitute mechanical ma-

neuverablc means for the air cushion maneuverablc

means of the vehicle at such times when the latter en-

counters inclined ground terrain of a nature presenting

topography to impede the progress of the vehicle when
airborne, said mechanical drive mechanisms each in-

cluding power driven ground supported track assemblies

each having air entrapping surface portions subjected

to air pressure to enhance the effective operation of the

tracks, said one air apparatus portion providing the op-

erative means whereby to supply air under pressure to

the air entrapping portions of the track assemblies.

3,095,939
GUIDANCE APPARATUS

Edward K. Hfaic, North CaMwell, NJ.

(Avery Road, Garrison, N.Y.)
Filed Apr. 13, 1960, Scr. No. 21,923

8 Cbims. (CI. 180—79.1)
1. Apparatus for automatically steering an automotive

vehicle along a path defined by an electrically conductive

fugitive ground trace, comprising a common ground con-

right ground surfaces adjacent said trace, means for elec-

trically energizing said probes to produce separate current

flow between the said common probe and said left and

right probes respectively, circuit means for producing left

and right steering control signals from the respective cur-

rents flowing to the said left and right sensing probes, and

electrically operable steering means responsive to said left

and right steering control signals for guiding said vehicle

along a path defined by the said trace.

3,095,940
ACOUSTICAL VIBRATO APPARATUS

Harris Herman Santi, La Porte, Tex., assignor to Roto-

tone, Inc., Houston, Tex., a corporation of Texas

Filed May 28, 1959, Ser. No. 816,610
4 Claims. (CI. 181—27)
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1. In a rotatable vibrato sound producing apparatus

having a speaker in a housing, such speaker having an

opening, a rectangular blade deflector having first and

second ends, and having a width sufficient to extend across

the speaker, said blade deflector being rotatable about

an axis positioned in front of and parallel to the plane

of the speaker opening, and means operatively associated

with the blade deflector for rotating said blade deflector,

the improvement comprising,

two flanges, one of which is connected to the first end

and the second of which is connected to the second

end of the blade deflector, the dimension of the

flanges at the line of connection to the blade de-

flector being the same as the blade deflector,

the entire body of said flanges extending rcarwardly

from the blade deflector relative to the direction of

rotation, the distance of said rearward extent being

no greater than the speaker opening, but being of a

distance sufficient to increase the loading effect on

the speaker.
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3,095,941
LOUD SPEAKER CONSTRUCTION

Jowph A. Hassan, South Weymouth, Mass., assignor of

one-half to Fauthal A. Hassan, South Weymouth, Mass.
Filed May 9, 1957, Ser. No. 658,095

2 Claims. (CI. 181—32)
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3,095,948 ^

MOUNTING AND LUBRICATIO>J SUPPLY MEANS
FOR ENGINE VALVE ACTUATING MECHANISM
Gilbert M. Lahr, Detroit, Mich., assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, DeB-oit, Midi., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Jan. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 81,288

5 Claims. (CI. 184—6)

4. In an internal combustion engine having a lubricant

supply gallery extending therethrough and a double pitch

threaded hole intersecting said gallery, valve actuating

mechanism including a rocker arm, means including a

bracket member for pivotally journalling said rocker arm

in spaced relation to said engine, said bracket member

having a bolt hole and a bolt extending therethrough and

defining a passage therebetween connected to supply lubri-

cant to the means pivotally journalling said rocker arm,

said bolt having a single pitch threaded end portion

threaded in said gallery intersecting hole and securing

said bracket member to the engine, said single and double

pitch mating threads defining a helical fluid metering pas-

sage interconnecting the lubricant supply gallery with said

bolt and bracket defined passage.

ing members rigidly fixed on both said supporting ele-

ments and extending from the side of said supporting ele-

ments remote from the axis of said disc to a distance be-

yond the periphery of said disc, the guiding and stress

supporting members being spaced from each other to form

a guide passage for Cach of said friction elements trans-

verse to the plane of said disc and open to said disc in

which said friction elements are retained and guided in

movement to and from the braking surfaces of said disc

and a pair of brake actuating means comprising a pressure

plate pivoted to the base plate, an operating lever ful-

crumed to one of the pressure plates, and a link situated

beyond the periphery of the disc connecting the lever to

the other pressure plate, angular movement of the operat-

ing lever being effective to move both pressure plates to-

ward the disc and thereby force the friction elements

into braking engagement with the disc, and a wear com-

pensating device transmitting pressure from said pressure

plate to said friction pad assembly to move said friction

pad assembly against said disc and to withdraw said as-

sembly upon movement in the reverse direction, said wear

compensating device' comprising a hollow, internally

threaded, outer cylinder, an externally threaded inner cyl-

inder threaded into said outer cylinder, one of said cylin-

ders being rotatably connected to said pressure plate and

the other cylinder being connected to the friction pad as-

sembly, and a spring torsioned to rotate said inner cylin-

der outwardly of said outer cylinder when said pressure

plate moves away from said friction pad assembly.

3,095,949
'

IMPROVEMENTS IN DISC BRAKES
Henry James Batier, Sutton CoId6eid, England, assignor

to Dunlop Rubber Company Limited, a British com-

pany
FUed Mar. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 17,377

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 21, 1959
2 Claims. (CI. 188—73)

1. A disc brake comprising a rotatable disc, a non-ro-

tatable structure comprising a pair of supporting elements

one on each side of and spaced from a radial side of said

disc and extending on a common chord of said disc to

project beyond the periphery of said disc and united -to

each other beyond the said periphery to form a base plate,

a pair of friction elements, one on each side of said disc,

a guiding and stress supporting structure for said friction

elements comprising a pair of guiding and stress support-

3,095,950
FLAT, TAPERED HORSESHOE TYPE RETURN

SPRING AND BRAKE^HOE ASSEMBLY
Walthcr F. Schecl, Detroit, Mfth., assignor to Rockwell-

Standard Corporation, CoraopoUs, Pa., a corporation

of Pennsylvania
FUed June 17, 1960, Ser. No. 36,927

1 Claim. (CI. 188—78)

\

In a brake shoe and return spring assembly wherein

two brake shoes are pivoted at adjacent ends and have

their other ends adapted to be operably connected to an

actuator with each brake shoe comprising an arcuate

table, brake lining secured to said table on the convex

side thereof and parallel spaced apart dual webs extend-

ing from the concave side of said table, anchor pins fixed

between said webs near the actuator ends of said shoes, a

substantially U-shaped brake shoe return spring having

its free ends extending between the webs of the respective

shoes and formed with inwardly opening sockets for hook-

ingly engaging said anchor pins, said spring being sus-

pended and supported entirely from said anchor pins so

that it is intermediately free of restraint during flexure

and stressed on the assembly to urge the actuator ends of

said shoes toward each other, and cooperating transverse

aligned apertures in said shoes and extending through said

brake linmgs and tables substantially at the vicinity of

said pins to enable the introduction of a tool for expand-

ing said spring to permit said sockets to be hookingly en-
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gaged with said anchor pins in the assembly of said spring

on said brake shoes.
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3,095,951

ARTICLE AND METHOD FOR JOINING
DISSIMILAR MATERIAI^

Robert M. Rood, Pittsfield, Mass., and Philippe VUlers,

Bellows Falls Vt, assignors to General Electric Com

pany, a corporation of New York
^

FUed Jan. 11, I960, Ser. No. 1,682

4 Claims. (CI. 189—36)

longitudinally extending grooves on each side of said

central web portion, said moulding strip means being

connected to said panel member through said central web

portion, the ends of said wing portions being reversely

bent and extending outwardly beyond the plane of said

central web portion opposite said grooves whereby when

said central web portion is secured to said Paf ' J^^'^'^f'

said wing portions will be resiliently outwardly flexed to

obtain a tight sound deadening engagement between said

wing portions and said panel member, said central web

portion being fastened to said panel member between said

louvers along the side edges thereof, one of said wmg

portions being located to engage said louvers adjacent

said panel member, and the other of said wing portions

being located to engage said panel member adjacent said

louvers. ^^^^^^^^^_

3,095,953
GRILLE

Jan de Swart, 5833 Eucalyptus Lane',l^A'?« '

Filed Feb. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 90,028

8 Claims. (CI. 189—82)

4. A joint between members composed of dissimilar

materials comprising:

(a) a first joint member,

lb) a second joint member composed of easily weld-

able material, ,

(c) said first joint member being composed of mate-

rial incompatible with said easily weldable matend.

id) an aperture through said first joint member de-

fining a sharp corner, ,

(.? a washer composed of material compatible with

said easily weldable material contacung said first

joint member and surrounding said aperture and

(/) a plug of fused material extending into said second

joint member and filling said aperture.

(/') said plug being fused to said second joint

member and to said washer,

(/") said plug comprising easUy weldable mate-

rial derived from a region of said second joint

member adjacent said aperture and compatible

material derived from a region of said washer

in said aperture adjacent such sharp corner, and

being substantially free of said incompatible

material of said first joint member.

3,095,952
DOOR

Ralph E. Ford, Harper Woods, Mich., assignor to
*^

William A. Temes ^^^ ,,^
Filed Nov. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 854,338

10 Claims. (CI. 189—46)

1 A grille comprising a plurality of geometrically con-

gruent links, each link comprising an elongated web and

a head on each end of the elongate extent of the web said

heads being symmetrical about the micl^pint of the

elongate extent of the web, each head defining at least

one aperture extending through the head with their axes

parallel and perpendicular to the elongate extent of the

web. said links being disposed in end-to-end relation with

their heads adjacent, connecting means disposed in tne

apertures in adjacent heads of adjacent links for connect-

mg the links together, said connecting means including

pins disposed in such apertures and having exterior sur-

faces in engagement with the surfaces defining the aper-

tures in the heads, and means for effecting resilient dis-

placement of the pins and the apertures relative to each

other responsive to disposition of the pins in the aper-

tures for biased frictional engagement between the sur-

faces of the pins and the surfaces of the apertures.

3,095,954

NON-PHASED ONE-WAY ROLLER CLUTCH
Ernest A. Ferris, Downers Grove, III., assignor to Borg-

Wamer Corporation, Chicago, III., a corporation of

"""°"
Filed Apr. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 106,320

6 Claims. (CI. 192—45)

^. ^

1 A decorative steel door construction comprising a

front panel member, a louvered section formed in said

oanel member, a plurality of louvers integrally formed m

^aTdlouvTred section of said panel member, moulding

stnp means secured to said panel member around said

louvered section, said moulding strip means comprising

a paTr of spaced wing portions, a central web ^rt.on

connecting said wing portions, said wing portions definmg

1 In a unitary preassembled clutch unit for a one-way

engaging device having inner and outer races said clutch

unit comprising: a cage member defined by a pair ot

axially spaced radially extending side rings, a plurality ot

crossbar means connecting said side rings, means formed
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on one side of each of said crossbar means defining re-

taining means for retaining wedging elements, means on

the other side of each of said crossbar means for attach-

ing spring means thereto, said supporting means comprisr

ing means defining a slot on said crossbar means and

adapted to receive one end of a spring means, a plurality

of wedging elements disposed in said cage member and

individual spring means attached in said slot means of

said crossbar means and disposed respectively between a

crossbar means and a wedging element yieldably urging

said wedging element into engagement with said retaining

means.

3,095,955
OVERLOAD CLUTCH OR TORQUE

LIMITING DEVICE
Olaf J. B. Orwin, Quinton, Blnninfiiani, England, assign-

or to Fisher & Ludlow Limited, Tipton, England, a

British company
Filed Apr. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 102,885

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 14, 1960
4 Claims. (CI. 192—56)

1. An overload clutch comprising

(a) a driving clutch member;

{b) a driven clutch member, said members being ro-

tatable about a common axis and having

(c) opposed plane faces, said faces defining

(d) two like sets of ball receiving bores, all of said

bores having the same radial distance from said axis

and said sets of bores being in register with one an-

other in one relative rotational position of the two

clutch members; i

(e) a plurality of torque transmitting balls each of

a diameter greater than the diameter of said ball re-

ceiving bores at said faces;

(/) means yieldingly urging said opposed faces

towards one another whereby said balls are in

torque transmitting engagement with two registering

- ones of said bores when the two sets of bores are in

said one relative rotational position;

(g) a ball retaining means rotatable with one of said

clutch members and arranged between said opposed

faces, said ball retaining means defining

(/i) a plurality of ball retaining slots, said slots each

having one part at the same radial distance from

said axis as said bores and another part at a different

radial distance from said axis whereby said other

part of the slots is out of register with the bores at

all relative rotational positions of the clutch mem-
bers, and said balls being freely advanceable along

said slots when the bails are out of torque trans-

mitting engagement with said bores.

3,095,956
DECELERATOR

Thomas A. McGUl, South Hamilton, Masi., assignor to
J. W. Greer Company, Wilmington Mass., a corpora-
tion of Maasachusctts

Filed Apr. 12, 1962, Scr. No. 187,005
3 Claims. (CL 193—35)

1. In a roller conveyor having a series of idler rollers

disposed in sequential parallel relation for transferring

a load over said rollers, the combination of a plurality

of decelerator rollers spaced among said idler rollers, each

said decelerator roller being constructed and arranged
to have a non-slip load bearing surface, and a decelerator

unit comprising a shaft, a rotor cylinder secured to said

shaft, a stator cylinder disposed concentrically over said

rotor cylinder and having fluid tight bearings at each

end thereof on said shaft, said concentric stator and

rotor cylinders having cooperating damping peripheral

surfaces spaced from one another so that increasing rela-

tive vel^ity between said surfaces produces a damping
effect therebetween, means on said conveyor for support-

ing said shaft on the same axis with a selected one of

said decelerating rollers, means for connecting said shaft

to said axially aligned decelerator roller, means secur-

ing said stator cylinder in fixed angular position on said

conveyor, and a damping fluid disposed between the pe-

ripheral damping surfaces of said cylinders of a viscosity

chosen to produce said damping effect.

3,095,957
CAP ALIGNING MECHANISM

Cecil P. Roberts and Frederick V. HiMebrandt, Lancaster,

Ohio, assignors to Aacbor Hocking Glass Corporation,
Lancaster, Ohio, a corporation of Delaware

FUcd Apr. 7, 1960, Scr. No. 20,579
14 Clahns. (CI. 193—43)

1. In a mechanism for inverting caps which are im-

properly positioned, a rotating star wheel, a hopper syn-

chronously rotated with said star wheel, means for deliver-
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ing closures from said hopper to the pockets of said star

wheel, means for permitting properly positioned closures

to pass through the star wheel unaffected, magnetic means

associated with said star wheel for raising improperly

positioned closure caps toward a substantially vertical

position, cam means along the path of said rotating star

wheel to invert said vertically positioned caps, means for

removing said caps from said star wheel, and means for

returning excess caps to said helper.

port member, a mating external friction ring mounted for

relative rotation with respect to said clutch ring, and

engaging means for selectively interlocking said clutch

ring, said external ring and said support member, said

engaging means comprising a symmetrical pair of cam

elements in rolling contact with each other and with flat

cooperating surface % of said clutch ring, means mounting

3,095,958
COAT HANGER DISPENSER

John H. Whitman, Grandville, Mich., assignor to Applied

Arts Corporation, a corporation of Michigan
FUcd Mar. 30, 1961, Scr. No. 99,389

10 Claims. (CI. 194—10)

S4. AM. 7t

M
4)

^Z^22Z

said cam elements loosely on said support member, a

slidable operating member mounted within said support

member for coaxial movement relative thereto, and means

responsive to the axial movement of said operating mem-
ber for simultaneously rolling said cam elements along

said cooperating surfaces of said clutch ring to expand the

clutch ring into frictional engagement with the external

ring.

3,095,959
INDEXING CLUTCHES

Thnrston H. Tocppcn, Mahopac, N.Y.

(R.D. 3, Lois Lane, Ponghkecpsic, N.Y.)

FUcd Feb. 19, 1962, Scr. No. 173,986

7 Claims. (CL 197—123)
1. An indexing clutch comprising a principal support

member, an expandable clutch ring surrounding said sup-

1. A hanger dispensing apparatus comprising the com-

bination of a housing; a plurality of horizontally ro-

tatable hanger package supports pivotally mounted on

two sides of said housing; a stack of packaged hangers

resting on said support; each package having at least one

hanger therein and extending under the hook of said

hanger, and around the central portion of the base of

said hanger; at least two of said supports being on one

side of said housing and under said hanger base and one

of said supports centrally placed on the opposite side of

said housing under the packaged hook portion; each of

said supports having a first tang portion projecting to-

ward the opposite side of said housing for normally

supporting packaged clothes hangers; a second separating

tang on each of said supports on an adjacent lateral

side from said first tang so that when said support is

rotated said second tang will project toward the opposite

side of said housing while said first tangs recede there-

from; said second tangs being a distance above said first

tang equal to the thickness of a hanger package; linkage

means connecting said plurality of supports to a motor

means; motor means operatively connected to said link-

age means to cause said suKHJrts to rotate and thus

cause said first tangs to recede toward the adjacent hous-

ing wall and thus create a central opening through which

a hanger package may pass while simultaneously causing

said second separator tangs to move toward the opposite

side of said housing; switch meabs to actuate said motor

means; and a guide means for packaged hangers above

said supports; said guide means including a pair of ver-

tical guide elements straddling said supports under said

hanger base and holding the V-shaped ends of the pack-

aged hangers aligned, and also including a U-shaped

channel guide elqmen; positioned above said hook portion

support and holding the packaged hooks aligned.

3,095,960
DEVICE FOR ARRANGING IRREGULARLY

SUPPLIED FLAT ARTICLES
Pierre Luginbiihl, Nenhanscn am Rhehifall, Switzerland,

ass:g:nor to Schweizerische Industrie-Gescllschaft, Neu-
hausen am RhcinfaU, Switzerland

FUed Nov. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 68,393

Claims priority, application Switzerland Nov. 20, 1959

6 CUims. (CI. 198—30)

6. In apparatus for aligning irregularly supplied flat

objects, particularly biscuits, uid advancing said objects

in the aligned order, means defining a track inclined from

a supply end to a delivery end thereof sufficiently to

cause said objects to slide by gravity thereon from said

supply end to said delivery end, means on said track

defining a plurality of channels extending substantially

from said supply end to said delivery end of the track,

each of said channels having a width sufficient to accom-

modate one of said objects with a slight lateral clearance,

rotary means extending across said plurality of channels

adjacent to said delivery end of the track and having its

axis of rotation substantially transverse to said channels,

a plurality of substantially radial pins on said rotary

means arranged in separate circumferential rows coin-

ciding with said channels and having such a length and

circumferential spacing as to successively extend into

said channels into engagement with consecutive ones of

said objects therein as said rotary means rotates, where-

by upon cessation of the rotation of said rotary means
advance of the objects in the channels past said engaging

pins is prevented, drive means for said rotary means,

first control means disposed in the lower range of said

track and including nxans for sensing a gap in any one

of said rows of aligned objects in said channels and for

stopping said drive means in response to the sensing of
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such a gap. and .second control means adapted to restart

said drive means following said stopping thereof, where-

by delivery of said objects from said track is automati-

cally interrupted when any of said channels is devoid of

a row of intcrengaging objects, and automatically re-

sumed when said void has been filled, said second con-

trol means being disposed in a higher range of said track

than said first control means and includes sensing means

for sensing the presence of one of said objects at rest in

each of said channels and for starting said drive means

in response to the sensing of such presence, and inclined

slide means at the supply end of said track, means for

oscillating said slide means transversely of said track,

a plurality of laminations forming\)etween them con-

tinuations of said channels over the supply end of said

track, and means for oscillating said laminations longi-

tudinally of said track.

bales therefrom and throw them away from the baler,

means mounting said thrower on said bale case for lateral

swinging movement about a vertical pivot axis and to

each side of a neutral position whereby the direction of

throw is variable, said pivot axis being located along a

plane generally through the longitudinal center of said

bale case, drive means on said baler, a drive sheave ro-

tatably mounted on said bale case and connected to said

drive means, a driven sheave rotatably mounted on said

thrower, the location of said driven sheave relative to said

drive sheave changing responsive to lateral swinging

movement of said thrower, an endless belt connecting

said drive and driven sheaves and having a pair of spaced

3,095,961
BALE THROWER

James H. Hollyday, New Holland, Pa., assignor to Sperry

Rand Corporation, New Holland, Pa., a corporatioo of

Delaware
Filed Sept. 30, 1960, S«r. No. 60,254

3 Claims. (CI. 198—128)

I . A bale thrower mountable on the discharge end of a

hay baler to receive discharged bales and traject them

distantly from the baler, said thrower comprising an

upper and a lower conveyor coextensive and engageable

respectively with the top and bottom sides of each bale

discharged from the baler, each conveyor having a plu-

rality of high speed power driven rollers spaced relative

to each other and successively engageable with each bale

and including a first roller adjacent the baler and at least

one other roller more remote therefrom, means rotating

the first roller in each conveyor at a given speed and the

other roller of each conveyor at a faster speed whereby to

progressively increase the application of throwing force

to each bale, the space between said first roller and said

remote roller of each conveyor being such relative to the

lengths of said discharged bales that when the bales en-

gage the remote rollers portions of the bales are in en-

gagement with the first rollers, the rollers in the upper

conveyor being driven at substantially the same speed as

the corresponding rollers in the lower conveyor and both

conveyors cooperating in imparting a throwing force to

each bale.

3,095,962

CONVEYING APPARATUS
James H. Hollyday, New Holland, Pa., assignor to Sperry

Rand Corporation, New Holland, Pa., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Jan. 11, 1961, Scr. No. 82,015

10 Claims. (CI. 198—128)
1. In combination, a baler having a bale case, a bale

thrower at a rearward end of said bale case to receive

reaches, a pair of idlers on said thrower and rotatable

about axes in said plane when the thrower is in said

neutral position, said axes being spaced from said pivot

axis, one reach of said endless belt extending around one

of said idlers and the other reach around the other idler,

each idler having a particular portion adjacent the periph-

ery thereof around which said belt travels located gen-

erally in vertical register with said thrower pivot axis and

the length of belt travel from said drive sheave to said

driven sheave and around said idlers remaining substan-

tially constant when the thrower swings laterally where-

by the drive to the thrower is unimpaired by such swing-

ing.

3,095,963
APPARATUS FOR MOVING FOWL

Leonard R. Johnson, 627 S. Capitol, Iowa City, Iowa

FUed Apr. 21, 1960, Scr. No. 23,847

5 Claims. (CI. 198—148)

1. In an apparatus for moving fowl from one location

to another location, frame means, guideways on the frame

means extending longitudinally thereof to define upper

and lower runs, endless transmission means adapted for

movement in the guideways, longitudinally spaced open

ended containers carried by the transmission means for

free swinging movement transverse to the path of travel

of the transmission means with each container being

adapted lo contain a fowl, means associated with the
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frame means and the containers for spacing the con-

tainers in the upper and lower runs apart during move-
ment of the transmission means, and means for impart-

ing movement to the transmission means.

of said pintles to oppose forward movement of said pintles,

the rear portion of said cover member being formed to

oppose upward movement of said platform until the cover

3,095,964
MEANS TO GUIDE A CONVEYOR BELT

AROUND CORNERS
Herbert S. Shaw, La Mesa, Calif. (1526 Rideout Way,

Whittier, Calif.), and Kenneth J. Bentley, 199 E. L St.,

Chula Vista, Calif.

FUed July 19, 1960, Ser. No. 43,788
7 Claims. (CI. 198—184)

'-r-*'.

1. A belt assembly with means to guide a belt around

a corner, comprising: a supporting frame defining a cor-

ner structure having an entry portion and an exit portion;

a first compound roller rotatably mounted in said entry

portion; a second compound roller rotatably mounted
in said exit portion; an idler roller freely rotatably mount-
ed in offset relation to and effectively between said com-
pound rollers; a flexible belt supported on and passing

between said compound rollers and around said idler

roller; each of said compound rollers including a pair of

end discs, each having its axis extending transversely of

and dipped at an acute angle relative to the general plane

of that portion of the belt in the adjacent one of said entry

and exit portions, and a plurality of belt supporting rods

parallel to said plane and staggered at an acute angle

transversely of said portion of the belt; said belt support-

ing rods extending between said end discs and being uni-

versally pivotally attached at their ends to said end discs;

any given point on one of said compound rollers in contact

with said belt moving in an arcuate path in a plane in-

clined outwardly of the corner structure and parallel to

said general plane, whereby axial slippage of said belt

on the compound roller is prevented.

3,095,965
CASE FOR A RAZOR SET OR THE LIKE

Gerald Stahl, Rye, N.Y., and Charles A. Johnson, Jr.,

Cos Cob, Conn., assignors to PhUip Morris Incorpo-
rated, New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation of Virginia

FUed May 12, 1961, Ser. No. 109,706
1 Clahn. (CI. 206—16)

A case for a razor set or the like comprising a base

member having a rear portion, a cover member having a

rear portion adapted to be supported by the rear portion

of the base member, a platform member seated in said

base member, rearwardly-extending arms on the rear por-

tion of said cover member, pintles carried by said arms,
means on the rear portion of the base member providing

recesses into which said pintles may be moved in a rear-

ward direction and providing shoulders opposing upward
and rearward movement of said pintles, and arms ex-

tending rearwardly from said platform member at points

disposed laterally of the aforesaid arms and carrying at

their rear ends upward projections extending forwardly
792 O.Q.—

8

has been moved to an open position, said cover member
being swingable on said pintles into an open position in

which said platform may be moved out of said base

member.

3,095,966
PACKAGE

Louis Henry Pfohl, Forest Hills, N.Y., assignor to Design
Center, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., a corporation of
New York

Filed Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76,206
4 Claims. (CI. 206—45.31)

3. A package, comprising a generally L-shaped stand

formed from a single relatively stiff sheet folded along

a first line to provide a bottom portion and a top por-

tion, each of said portions being folded along an inter-

mediate line to provide an upright back section and a

horizontal base section, said sections of said top portion

overlying directly the corresponding sections of said bot-

tom portion, a plastic blister having a hollow body with

an open base and an open back, said blister body having

a first integral flange extending outwardly from the

periphery of said open base along at least a major portion

of the periphery thereof and being disposed in a hori-

zontal plane, said blister body having a second integral

flange extending outwardly from the periphery of said

open back along at least a major portion of tiie periphery

thereof and being disposed in a vertical plane, said flanges

being integrally joined along the line of intersection of

said planes, said upright back section of said top portion

of said sheet having an aperture substantially conform-
ing in size and shape to the periphery of said open back

and said horizontal base section having an aperture sub-

stantially conforming in size and shape to the periphery

of said open base, said apertures communicating with

each other along said line of intersection of said planes,

said body being inserted through said apertures so that

said first flange lies between said base sections of said

sheet and said second flange lies between said back sec-

tions of said sheet, and means to retain said portions in

said overlying positions so that said sections of said por-
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lions of said sheet contact said respective flanges and

retain said body in said apertures.

3,095,967

PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR A BOW ON
GIFT-WRAPPED PACKAGES

Wallace A. Haryey, Jr., 1626 N. Fort Myer Drive,

ArlinKton, Va.

Filed Mar. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 18,622

3 Claims. (Ci. 206—45.33)

interior surfaces of said main, and subjacent side and

end wall panels, said liner being in sliding contact with

the opposed pairs of side and end walls, said container

with the top closure means unsealed convertible to a

self-supporting stand by telescoping downwardly said

main body panels about the rigidifying liner, the lower-

most of said subjacent panels folding outwardly about

their respective fold lines and said bottom closure means

into truss-like relation with the outer face of said lower-

most subjacent panels in substantial engagement with

a supporting surface with the uppermost subjacent panels

disposed angularly to the plane of the respective main

side wall panels and forming a self-supporting stand.

3,095,969
CONTAINER AND REEL FOR TAPES

William A. Morrison, RMgcficid, Conn., assignor to

Reeves Soundcraft CoqjKf Danbury, Conn.
Filed Aug. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 128,534

1 Cblm. (€1. 20^—53)

1. In combination with a package having a flexible ele-

ment tied therearound and a fragile ornament fixed with

relation thereto, a unitary body having a substantially

vertical bottom edge shaped to seat upon the package over

said ornamental and said flexible element, said bottom edge

having diametrically opposite slots provided with closed

ends arranged above said bottom edge and entering ends

extending from said closed ends downwardly through saiiF

bottom edge, the entering end of each slot having opposite

edges, one of which is inclined at an angle to the vertical

and intersects said bottom edgd in a point, the points of

the two slots extending circumfe?entially in the same direc-

tion whereby rotation of said body in said one direction

with said bottom edge in engagement with the package

will cause portions of said flexible element to slide up-

wardly over said inclined edges and move into the closed

ends of said slots.

3,095,968
SHIPPER DISPENSER

Joseph Portola Hamilton, Oakland, Calif., assignor to

Crown Zellerbach Corporation, San Francisco, Calif.,

a corporation of Nevada
FUed Nov. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 67,139

3 Claims. (CI. 206—52)

3. A container readily convertible to a self-supporting

stand, the container formed from foldable sheet material

and comprising opposed parallel pairs of side and end

walls, top and bottom closure means and an inner rigidi-

fying liner, each of said side and end walls including a

main body panel and two subjacent panels hingedly con-

nected to the main body panels and to each other, the

main body panels of the side and end walls only being

connected together by fold lines to form a container,

said subjacent panels of the side and end walls being

free and unconnected at their side edges to said main

body panels and to each other, top closure means secured

to the main side and end wall panels, bottom closure

means secured to the lowermost of said subjacent side

and end wall panels, the liner disposed within said con-

tainer and in contacting and parallel relation with the

A dust-free storage container comprising a reel, said reel

being formed from mating halves of a molded plastic ma-

terial, said reel having a cylindrical, centrally located

spool and radially extending solid flanges affixed to each

end of the spool, and an annular cover for said reel, said

annular cover and said solid flanges coacting to provide a

dust-free storage container, said cover comprising a C-

shaped molded plastic cover, the ends of which are self-

bia^ed into engagement to provide an annular cover for

said reel, said cover comprising a first and second channel,

a web between said first and second channel, each of said

channels dimensioned to receive a respective flange of said

reel in a dust-tight enclosure, said web dimensioned for

insertion between the flanges of said reel to supportably

engage said flanges, said cover being installed on said

reel by deforming said C-shaped assembly to encircle said

reel, and latch means extending between the ends of said

cover to lock said cover in a dust-sealing relationship

thereto, said first channel member being provided with

upstanding annular shoulder inwardly of the channel and

along the outer free edge of said first channel member,

said said channel member terminating in a free edge con-

centric with said shoulder, whereby said shoulder is posi-

tioned to coact with the second channel member of an

adjacent container in nesting relationship so that a plu-

rality of reels may be nested for compact storage, and a

flexible inwardly extending finger integrally molded to

the web of said cover to engage magnetic tape secured

on said reel.

3,095,970

PACKAGING STRIP HAYING OUTWARDLY PRO-
JECTING CUSHIONING PEAKS

Arthur W. Gaulkc, MUwaukec, Wb^ assignor to Vanant

Company, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation

Filed Jan. 4, 1957, Ser. No. 632,562

1 Claim. (CI. 206—62)
A shipping package for a sheet of glass or the like

comprising a carton including end walls and facing side

walls, a continuous cushion and suspension strip encom-

passing the periphery of the sheet of glass disposed in the

carton including a longitudinally extending flat inner ply

and a longitudinally extending outer ply secured at spaced

points to the inner ply. and outwardly projecting cushion-

ing members formed on the outer ply between the points

of securcment of the outer ply with the inner ply, said

cushioning members being slit uansversely with the slits

f^-
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in longitudinal alignment and extending the length of

the strip, said plies being folded longitudinally on said

strip ancTsaid strip being of a U-shape in cross-section

defining an outer wall of a width substantially equal to

the width of the sheet of glass extending completely along

the entire edge of the sheet of glass and spaced side walls

engaging the opposite faces of the sheet of glass leaving

3,095,972
SELF-SEALING STERILE PACKAGING

ANDMETHOD
James L. Sorensoo, 2341 Logan Circle,

Salt Lake City, Utah
FUed Oct. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 143,479

11 CUIms. (a. 206—63.2)

E - —
\^

Jte^4-J
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1. A Sterile package construction comprising a flexible

envelope sealed at each end thereof and a bub having

a circumferential concavity therein, said envelope hav-

ing opposed portions extending over said hub and con-

verging snugly into said concavity in sealing relationship

to the hub, said portions being individually selectively

removable and each maintainable in sealing relation U>

the hub after removal of the other portion.

the major portion of the opposite sides of the sheet of

glass clear and said cushioning members projecting out-

ward from the outer wall of the strip in engagement with

all of the carton end walls and laterally from the side

walls of the strip into engagement with the facing carton

side walls and spacing the sheet of glass from said end

walls and side walls.

3,095,973
EXTRUSION CLADDING APPARATUS

Carl De Buigne, Grosse Polnte Shores, Mich., assignor to

the United States of America as represented hy the

United States Atomic Energy Commission
FUed Mar. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 798,420

10 Claims. (CI. 207—4)

3,095,971

CARTON FOR SHIPPING DIFFERENT SIZES
OF FRAGILE ARTICLES

Lloyd D. Yan Antwerpcn, 954 S. Water St.,

MUwankce, Wis.

FUed Ang. 23, IMI, Ser. No. 133,497

5 ClainM. (01. 20^-^2)

1 . A shipping and storing package for a plurality of

different sizes of fragile articles comprising a carton in-

cluding top and bottom walls, side walls and end walls,

a bottom cushioning and supporting member for the

fragile articles disposed in said carton against the bottom

wall thereof with its side edges engaging the inner faces

of the opposite side walls, said member including a base

ply and an outer ply having a plurality of transversely

extending spaced peaks extending substantially the full

width of the member, each of said peaks being provided

with a plurality of spaced slits defining therebetween a

plurality of bendable tongues, a plurality of fragile arti-

cles in said carton disposed with their lower edges against

the said peaks in spaced parallel relation with the lower

edges of the fragile articles breaking down adjacent tongues

between the slits to form cushioning members and seats

for the lower edges of the fragile articles, and independent

cushioning strips for the upper edges of the articles in-

cluding slotted peaks for receiving the upper edges of said

articles with the strip for the article of greatest height

engaging the inner surface of the top wall of the carton,

said other cushioning strips for the other articles also

including outer slotted cushioning peaks, and spacer strips

of different heights seated in the slots of the peaks of the

last named cushioning strips engaging the inner surface

of the top wail of the carton.
^

1. An extrusion cladding apparatus for bonding metal

in the solid state to the inside surface of a preformed

metal tube comprising a billet cylinder adapted to hold

a billet of cladding metal in the solid state, guide means

providing a linear path for axial movement of said pre-

formed tube around said cylinder, an inside diameter

die member fixedly secured against axial and lateral

movement within the confines of such path at the dis-

charge end of said billet cylinder which forms one side

of an annular radial discharge orifice of fixed predeter-

mined cross section for the billet metal from the cylin-

der within said tube as it moves through said path, the

inside of said tube as it moves through said path coop-

erating with the outer periphery of said die member and

being spaced therefrom to define an axial extrusion aper-

ture of fixed predetermined cross section downstream
relative to said orifice and in series flow relationship

therewith, a power driven ram to apply extrusion pres-

sure to the billet of metal in the solid state in said cylin-

der for extruding such metal in the solid state through

said discharge orifice against the preformed tube and
through said extrusion aperture, the sides of said orifice

being axially spaced from each other whereby cladding

metal in the solid state in response to the extrusion pres-

sure applied by said ram is forced from the billet and
radially discharged from said orifice toward and against

the inside of said tube and into intimate contact there-

with and metallurgically bonded thereto as the tube moves
past said orifice, the axial spacing of the sides of said

orifice being greater than the radial dimension of said

extrusion aperture, said apparatus being characterized by

/
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the fact that said preformed tube moves axially thereof

relative to said orifice and die member during an extru-

sion cladding of said tube and forms a moving mandrel

for extruding cladding metal of a predetermined Ihick-

" ness therewith.

3,095,974
COLLAPSIBLE BOOK RACK

Anthony R. Perini, 6 Wall St., New Bedford, Mass.

Filed Oct. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 159,473

4 Cfatims. (CL 211—42)

1. A portable book rack comprising a pair of ver-

tical spaced parallel X-shaped leg frames, each leg frame

comprising a pair of crossed interlocked separably fas-

tened legs, a first pair of relatively low horizontal paral-

lel contiguous rod members having their respective outer

ends connected to the respective legs of the crossed por-

tions of the respective leg frames, a second pair of upper

Jljorizontal rod members having their end portions con-

nected to the upper ends of their respective legs of the

respective leg frames and projecting outwardly beyond

said legs, a plurality ot intermediate rod members ar-

ranged in planes between the upper rod members and

lower rod members and connected at their ends to their

respective legs of the respective leg frames and provid-

ing a crib-like book rack, and a pair of bar members

disposed at right angles to and having apertured end por-

tions frictionally slidabie along said upper rod members.

elements having at least one projection engageable with

an aperture in one of said post members; a second hori-

zontal stringer spanning said rear post members and

connected thereto by connector elements equivalent to

the first-mentioned connector elements; the vertical rela-

tionship between the upper supporting surface of the

first-mentioned stringer and the projections on its as-

sociated connector elements being different from that

relationship of said second stringer to the projections

on its associated connector elements by an amount ap-

proximately equal to one-half said center-to-ccnter spac-

ing of the apertures; whereby the first-mentioned and

second stringers are interchangeable between said front

and rear post members for height adjustments equal to

one-half said center-to-center spacing or multiples there-

of.

3,095,976

CARGO HANDLING APPARATUS
Rolf Langfeldt, Bremen, Germany, assignor to Licentia

Patent-Verwaltungs-Gjn.b.H., Frankfurt am Main,

Germany
Filed Mar. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 15,649

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 18, 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 212—3)

3,095,975
STORAGE RACK

Harrison H. Cassel, Skippacli, and John O. Stoddart, La-

fayette Hill, Pa., assignors to The Allen Iron & Steel

Company, Norristown, Pa., a corporation of Pennsyl-

vania
FUed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 110,001

N 10 Claims. (CI. 211—148)

6. A storage rack comprising a pair of spaced upright

front post members; a pair of upright rear post members

spaced from each other and from said front post mem-

bers; each of said post members having therein a series

of vertically spaced apertures, the respective series of

apertures in the posts being substantially identical in-

dividually and having the same center-to-center spacing,

the apertures in said front post members being staggered

vertically with respect to the apertures in said rear post

members by an amount equal to approximately one-half

said center-to-center spacing; a horizonlal stringer span-

ning said front post members and connected thereto at

Its ends by connector elements, each of said connector

^^

-Wnj^ r^^ D^Qp'

1 . Apparatus for loading and unloading cargo on ships

comprising first and second loading booms, first and

second sheaves connected to said first and second loading

booms respectively, a guide rope leading over the first

sheave to a first loose block, a load rope leading over

said second sheave and over said first loose block to a

load hook for lifting and lowering cargo, an auxiliary

cable connected between said first and second loading

booms, means for resiliently connecting said auxiliary

cable to at least one of said loading booms, a second

loose block connected to said first loose block, and adapted

to travel on said auxiliary cable wherein the altitude of

said first and second loose blocks is limited by said resilient

connection and said auxiliary cable.

3,095,977
ANTI-PENDULATION RIGGING FOR CRANES
Valdemar C. Farrell, Rte. I, Box 172, Harwood, Md.

Filed June 22, 1961, Ser. No. 118,829

4 Claims. (Ci. 212^58)

1. In crane apparatus, a boom having a heel and a

head, means for slewing said boom, means for topping
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said boom, means at a first point a given distance from

the boom heel and a given distance to one side of the

center line of the boom for guiding a first fall line there-

over, and means at a second point closer to said boom

heel than the first point and on the opposite side of the

center line of the boom for guiding a second fall line

thereover, a load hook means, the said first and second

fall lines being fixed together at the load hook means

^ as sole support therefor.
\X .

3,095,980
AUTOMATIC LOADER

Kenneth J. Davis, Detroit, Mich., assignor io National

Broach & Machine Company, Detroit, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Michigan
Filed Mar. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 798,076

13 Claims. (CI. 214—1)

^ 3,095,978

TR^E^LING CRANES AND THE LIKE
Leon Piei^r^oyer, 12 Blvd. Marfus Richard,

Mon^Kv^-Marseille, France

Filed Feb. 29^196$, Ser. No. 11,705

Claims priority, appHcatto^Fnince Mar. 4, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 21i

1. A travelling crane comprising a supporting chassis,

a platform rotatably mounted on said chassis, vertically

inclined guide means extending across said platform, a

jib having a base mounted on said guide means and the

jib extending in the same direction therewith, means con-

necting the base to the guide means for oscillating and

sliding movement therealong, a short frame mounted on

said platform adjacent to the lower end of the guide

means, tie-rod means having one end pivotally connected

to the head of said jib and the other to the upper end of

said frame and means connected to the base of said jib to

displace it in said guide means and constituting the ole

means for raising and lowering said jib.

3,095,979
OVERLOAD DEVICE

Marvin E. Silberger, York, Pa. (% American Chain &
Cable Co., Inc., 929 Comiccticut Ave., Bridgeport 2,

Conn.)
Filed Apr. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 20,975

3 Claims. (CL 212—134)

1. An automatic loader for a gear finishing machine

comprising a carrier having a gear support thereon ar-

ranged to support a work gear for rotation and movable

between two positions along a path substantially tangential

to the periphery of a work gear, one position providing a

combined loading and unloading station and the other posi-

tion providing a working station, non-positive means act-

ing on said carrier in a direction to move said support from

the combined loading and unloading station to the working

station, and power means movable in opposite directions

at controlled predetermined speeds and having a one-way

connection to the carrier and operable upon movement

of said power means in one direction to effects-positive

movement of the carrier in a direction to move the gear

support from the working station to the combined load-

ing and unloading station, movement of said power means

in the opposite direction being operable to release said

carrier at a controlled rate for movement by said non-

positive means in the direction to move the gear support

toward the said working station.

3,095,981
TRAILER

John R. Thorson, Takoma Park, Md., assignor to ACF
Industries, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey
FUed June 22, 1959, Ser. No. 822,106

5 Claims. (CL 214—1)

1. In a device for lifting indeterminate weights, means

for causing operation of the device in a weight-lifting di-

rection, an electrical circuit for controlling such operation,

spring means opcratively connected to said device and de-

flectable in response to the weight imposed on said device,

switch means in said circuit operative in response to de-

flection of said spring means by a weight greater than a

predetermined maximum to prevent operation of the lift-

ing device in a weight-lifting direction, and means mairi-

taining said switch in operation-preventing condition until

reduction of the deflection of the spring means corre-

sponding to reduction of the imposed weight to a predeter-

mined value below the predetermined maximum.

1. In a trailer, a frame supported on

assemblies, a cantilever elevator arm pi

on said frame, a base pivotally mounted

of said cantilever arm, parallel linkage

wheel and axle

volally mounted

on the free end

means to main-
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tain said base parallel to said frame during pivotal move-

ment of said cantilever arm, a missile rack mounted on

said base for rotational movement about a vertical axis,

said rack comprising a rack frame, front and rear walls on

opposite ends of said rack frame, upper walls pivotally

mounted on said front and rear walls, and arcuate pads on

said walls to support missiles.

a stand, means forming a channel, mounting means sup-

porting said channel on said stand, said channel being

adapted to closely surround and support said workpiece

along its length, means for adjusting the position of said

channel to dispose a workpiece in said channel in align-

ment with said forming mechanism, means mounting at

3,095,982

COMPLIANT SUPPORT FOR MATERIAL
HANDLING APPARATUS

Sidney Welser, Silver Spring, Md^ assignor to U^. Indus-

tries, Inc^ New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Nov. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 856,261

1 Claim. (CL 214—1)

least one wall of said channel for nwvement with re-

spect to the other walls to thereby vary the size of said

channel, power means for periodically moving one of

the walls of said channel to permit said workpiece to

move laterally out of said channel, and means respon-

sive to movement of said workpiece out of said forming

mechanism to actuate said power means.

3,095,984
ARTICLE HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Gustav A. Lindkvlsf, Evanston, III., assignor to Link-Belt

Company, a corporation of Illinois

Filed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,373

15 Claims. (CL 214—1)

Automatic electrical servo position controlled apparatus

adapted to pick-up, transport and deliver articles between

a supply station and a receiving station comprising a sup-

port, a mechanical arm adjustably mounted on said sup-

port for movement in linear translation, in height and

in azimuth rotation v^TfRr respect to said support, a turret

rotatably mounted on said arm adjacent a free end there-

of, said turret having at least one set of grasping jaws

mounted thereon, the fingers of said jaws being adapted

to be opened and closed to grasp and release articles in

accordance with a predetermined program, separate null-

seeking servo motor control systems for positioning said

arm support and turret in linear translation and azimuth

rotation with respect to said support, a null-seeking servo

motor control system for positioning said arm support

and turret vertically within a predetermined height loca-

tion of limited position tolerance with respect to said work

station, means for supporting said turret from said arm,

said means including a compliant ring member arranged

to yieldably couple said turret to said arm and provide a

limited range of relative motion between said turret and

said arm in the vertical direction of travel while providing

a stiff arm coupling support for said turret in the hori-

zontal direction of travel, and means mounted on said tur-

ret for adjusting the effective stiffness of said compliant

ring member to turret motion in the vertical direction.

-t

3,095,983

APPARATUS FOR HANDLING ELONGATED
WORKPIECES

Edward C. Hanna, Waynesboro, Pa., assignor to Landis

Machine Company, Waynesboro, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
FUed Apr. 8, I960, Ser. No. 20,954

5 Claims. (CI. 214—1)
1. Apparatus for receiving elongated workpieces as

they are delivered from a forming mechanism comprising

1. In combination with a pair of conveyors having the

conveying paths thereof disposed at an angle to each

other, apparatus for removing an article from the end of

one of said conveyors and transferring it to the end of

the other of said conveyors comprising a fixed base struc-

ture disposed intermediate the ends of said conveyors and

providing a pivotal mounting means, a turntable mounted

on said pivotal mounting means, means for effecting swing-

ing of said turntable between a position aligned with said

one conveyor and a position aligned with said other con-

veyor, a carriage mounted on said turntable to be mov-

able inwardly and outwardly relative to the s^ng axis

of said turntable, means for moving said carnage be-

tween extended and retracted positions on said turntable,

lifting means carried by said carriage and mounted there-

on to be elevatablc to lift the article to be transferred,

and means to effect raising of said lifting means to re-

move an article from the end of said one conveyor and

to effect lowering of said lifting means to deposit the

article on the end of said other conveyor.
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3,095,985

SILO UNLOADER CONVEYOR STRUCTURE
Floyd E. Boschbom, Long Lake, fdbm^ assignor to Van-

dale Corporation, Long Lake, Minn., a corporation of

Minnesota _ ^ ^^„
FUed June 19, 1961, Ser. No. 118,008

12CUinis. (CL214—17)

said chute having a plurality of openings therein for dis-

charging material therefrom, a second chute slanting

downwardly from one of said openings around said inner

shell, said second chute having at least one opening therein

for discharging material therefrom, means to selectably

close at least one of said openings, and means for con-

veying raw materials through the said outer shell to said

first chut^

3,095,987
PIGGY-BACK TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

Donald E. Sable, Kansas City, Mo.
(4413 Windsor Parkway, Dallas 5, Tex.)

FUed Nov. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 854,192

12 Claims. (CL 214—38)

1. A housing for a booster impeller for a silo unloader

or the like comprising, a pair of side panels having one

end adapted to be secured to receive the discharge of a

main impeller, an enlargement in each of said side panels

and spaced from said end and adapted to provide suitable

profiles to cover the sides of a booster impeller, each side

panel having an edge portion extending in a direction the

projection of which would be tangent to the circle de-

scribed by the blade tips of a booster impeller in said

housing, each side panel having an edge portion adjacent

thereto diverging away from said circle before the tangen-

tially oriented portion thereof reaches said circle, and

a panel connecting said side panels and following the con-

tour of said tangential and diverging oriented portions of

said side panels.
i

3,095,986

BLAST FURNACE TOPS
Francis J. Sines, Youngstown, Ohio, assignor to United

States Steel Corporation, a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Nov. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 67,386

9 Claims. (CL 214—35)

1. A load handling and cushioning device, comprising

a lower base plate; an upper plate disposed in a substan-

tially horizontal plane thereabove; guide members carried

by said plates and disposed to mutually interfere to limit

the relative motion therebetween, the areas of the plates

being large as compared with the maximum vertical sepa-

ration between the plates permitted by the guide means;

load receiving and engaging means carried on said upper

plate; plural inflatable air tube means of flattened annu-

lar shape interposed between said plates and mutually

spaced apart in two normal horizontal directions, the

mutually adjacent faces of the plates having opposed

bowl-shaped cavities receiving each air tube means, the

cavities being deep enough that when the tube means is

deflated the plates come together without pinching the

periphery of the tube means therebetween, said lower

plate having air ducts therethrough individually communi-

cating with each one of the air tube means; and individual

air supply line and valve means coupled to each duct

for selectively inflating the air tube means to relative

degrees required to float the upper plate substantially

level on the lower plate de^ite unequal distribution of

load weight on the air tube means.

3,095,988
UNIT HANDLING SINGLE LOAD

HOISTING SYSTEM
John E. Ferguson, Bcaverton, and Dwight Richards, Pon-

land, Oreg., assignors to Guy F. Atkinson Company,

South San Francisco, Calif., a corporation of Nevada

FUed Oct. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 60,009

8 Cbdms. (CL 214—38)

<r^ 1

1 In a blast furnace an outer shell mounted on top of

said furnace and extending upwardly therefrom, an inner

shell arranged concentrically within said outer shell above

the stock line of the furnace and arranged for conveymg

exhaust gases therethrough, a first chute slanting down-

wardly around said inner shell within said outer shell.

1. A load handling system comprising a loading sUtion

and a dumping sUtion, a carriage arranged to travel be-

tween said stations, means for carrying a loaded truck

body under said carriage, means for carrying an empty

truck body on top of said carriage, means in said loading

sUUon for lifting an empty body off said carriage and
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lowering said body onto a truck chassis, a dumping mech-

anism in said dumping station arranged to receive a loaded

body from the under side of said carriage and dump the

load, and means for lifting an empty body from said

dumping mechanism and lowering said body onto the top

of said carriage.

3 095 989
MEANS FOR MOVING SHIPPER CONTAINERS OFK

OF AND ONTO A ROAD VEHICLE
Willard L. Morrison, Lake Forest, HI., assignor to Lique-

freeze Company, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation

of New York
FUed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,673

1 Claim. (CI. 214—85)

the available power from said engine to said traction

means and said tool means in different proportions, com-

prising transmission means for selectively connecting

power from said engine to said traction means at different

speed ratios, means connected to said engine and to said

tool means to deliver a certain amount of power to said

tool means, second means connected between said engine

\\

-f: f3 r|Gi
r. '
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In the combination of a transport vehicle and insulated

shipping containers of substantial dimension and weight,

means for removably mounting said shipping containers in

a stabilized position of use on said transport vehicle, in-

cluding means for the displacement of said containers into

and out of said stabilized position onto and off of said

transport vehicle, comprising longitudinally spaced apart

tracks which extend laterally across a substantially flat

horizontally disposed top surface of the transport vehicle,

depressions in corresponding portions of said tracks spaced

inwardly from the lateral edges thereof, portions spaced

from the lateral edges of the containers extending down-

wardly from the bottom side of said containers for receipt

in said depressions in said tracks when the containers are

in position of use on said transport vehicle thereby re-

leasably to hold the containers in position of use on the

transport vehicle, bridge members laterally aligned with

the tracks and pivotally mounted on each side thereof for

rocking movement between a raised position extending

vertically upwardly from the lateral edges of the tracks

to a lowered position extending laterally horizontally'as

a continuation of said tracks with the upper surface of

said lowered bridge member substantially flush with the

surface of said tracks to form an extension thereof, and

means for releasably latching said bridge member in

raised position to block movement of the containers lat-

erally relative to the supporting tracks comprising an

elongate slot in the inner end portion of the bridge mem-
ber, a pin fixed to the track and extending through the slot

pivotally to support the track for rocking movement be-

tween raised and lowered positions, and another pin

spaced below the first pin and longitudinally aligned with

the slot when the bridge is in raised position, said other

pin being mounted for shifting movement into and out

of the slot whereby the pivot pin and the other pin retain

the bridge in,raised position when the latter as inserted

in the slot and whereby the bridge is free for rocking

movement about the pivot pin when the other pin is with-

drawn from the slot, and means for releasably holding the

other pin in retracted position.

and said tool means for delivering an additional amount

of power from said engine to said tool means, and means

associated with said transmission means and operating

responsive to the selective connection of power from said

engine to said traction means at the lowest speed ratio

for disconnecting said second means from said tool

means.

3,095,991

COMBINATION BOTTLE CAP SEAL AND OPENER
Juan Garcia Paniagua, Tepeyac 121 Col. Leon Modemo,

Leon, Guanajuato, Mexico
Filed Nov. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 153,028

3 Claims. (CI. 215—40)

2S, ?S «

1. A bottle seal and opener comprising, in combina-

tion, a substantially annular sealing disc disposed be-

tween the top of a bottle and a cap therefor, said sealing

disc having integral guide means dependingly positioned

upon and extending from one side thereof and into a

bottle for centering the scaling disc with respect thereto,

integral deformable seal means positioned upon the one

side of said sealing disc and substantially adjacent the

periphery thereof, said deformable seal means being in

engagement with the top of a bottle, and a series of

frusto-conical projections integral with said sealing disc

and extending from another side thereof oppositely

disposed with respect to said oije side, said projections

being in engagement with a cap, said deformable seal

means being deformed into engagement with the top

of a bottle as the cap thereof is superimposed with re-

spect to said sealing disc and the projections extending

from the other side thereof, and an opener integral with

said sealing disc, said opener being disposed in angular

relationship with respect to said scaling disc and being

of such configuration as ^o lie flush with respect to the

exterior of a bottle and in conformance with the ex-

terior configurations thereof.

3,095,990
TRANSMISSION CONTROLLED LOADER

HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT
Thorvald G. Granryd, Libertyvllle, III., assignor to The

Frank G. Hough Co., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Mar. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 99,453

8 Claims. (CI. 214—140)
1. In a tractor loader having traction means and tool

means operated' by a single engine, means for distributing

3,095,992

COOPS FOR CHICKENS
George W. ShreckhIsc, Weyers Cave, Va.

Filed Mar. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 16,343

4 Claims. (CI. 217—36)
I. The combination of a chicken coop having a top

wall comprising two pairs of longitudinally extending

spaced apart rails, the innermost rail of each pair of rails
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forming a door opening, a short rail member at respec-

tive ends of the coop and positioned in the longitudinal

medial axis of the coop, spaced dowels secured between

each pair of spaced rails and the short rails, the dowels

adjacent the innermost rails forming the door-opening

terminating therein; a door member complemental to the

door-opening and comprising parallel side rails and being

interconnected by spaced dowels, one of said dowels at

one end of the side rails of the door being freely slidable

therethrough, the innermost rails of said pair of rails

having a longitudinally extending slot aligned with a

respective recess formed in each of the outermost rails of

said pair of rails, said freely slidable dowel being of a

space and filling said surface depressions and bonded

to both said members.

3,095,994

DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE CLOSURE MEANS
Russell J. Bush, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed June 23, 1960, Ser. No. 38,180

2 Claims. (CI. 220—46)

length to extend through the slots to seat respective ends

of the dowel in an aperture of the outermost rails to form

a hinge connection between the door and the top wall.

the short rail adjacent the hinge connection havmg an

upwardly tapered end face, a reinforcing bar positioned

beneath said pairs of rails and said short rail and se-

cured thereto, a similar bar being positioned beneath said

rails at the opposite end of the door-opening, the inner-

most rails and said short rail being recessed upon their

upper faces, a latch bar secured in said recesses but

spaced above and forwardly of said reinforcmg bar to

provide a space for passage of the side rails therebetween

due to resilient tension provided between the slots and

the dowel engaged therein.

1. On a dynamoelectric machine having primary and

secondary internal components contained within station-

ary housing parts each having outwardly projecting flanges

which adjoin each other, the improvement therewith

which comprises an external elongated completely non-

metallic combination seal and closure means of elas-

tomeric material having a body with an undercut recess

on one side as well as laterally adjacent preformed slot

means on an opposite side thereof to complement said

flanges free of any bonding thereto as installed to fit

snugly though removably therefrom, and a replaceable

filler strip wedged longitudinally into said undercut recess

of said body in a location spaced away from said flanges

so as to maintain snug seal-like locking engagement of

said elastomeric body externally around said flanges of said

stationary housing parts inside of which said primary and

secondary internal components are protected and free for

movement relative to each other though such movement is

independent of said elastomeric body.

3,095,993
FIBER GLASS TANK ^

George A. Balcom, Cleveland, and Ralph L. Archbold,

EucUd, Ohio, assignors to White Scwmg Machhie Cor-

poration, Lakewood, Ohio, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Nov. 5, 1958, Ser. No. 772,026

3 Claims. (CI. 220—5)

3,095,995

CONTAINER WITH PLUG TYPE CLOSURE
John A. Foster, Rockford, III., assignor \o J. L. Clark

Manufacturing Co., Rockford, III., a corporation of

Illinois

FUed Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,356

8 Claims. (CI. 220—<iO)

1 . In combination, first and second cured resin-bonded

fiber glass members respectively having outer and inner

cylindrical portions which interfit in telescoping engage-

ment with one another, the inner cylindrical portion hav-

ing an interference fit with the outer cylindrical portion

at a pair of locations spaced apart a substantial distance

axially, said interfitting portions having an offset cylin-

drical portion defining between them a circumferentially

and axially continuous annular space extending from one

of said interference fit locations to the other, said mem-

bers presenting at said annular space confronting cylin-

drical faces each having substantial surface depressions

therein, and solidified bonding material filling said annular

792 O.G.—10

1. The combination with a container top having an

opening defined by a narrow inturned flange of, a molded

plug of resilient plastic material providing an airtight

closure for said opening and comprising a top plate

larger than said opening and sized to cover the open-

ing when lying against said top, means hinging said

plate on said top to swing about an axis paralleling said

top and disposed adjacent but spaced outwardly from
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one side of the opening, a peripheral wall depending

from said plate and sized to telescope within said flange

with a close press fit by lateral flexing of the skirt and

compression of the plastic material thereof, said wall

being deeper than said flange and having a perijAeral

outwardly extending shoulder adapted to expand beneath

the lower edge of said flange when the plug is pressed

into said opening whereby to hold the plug in said

opening and said plate against said top, and an out-

wardly projecting bead narrower than said flange formed

integral with and extending around the entire periphery

of said wall intermediate the top and bottom thereof so

as to be compressed into sealing engagement with a

narrow band-like area of said flange when the plug is

pressed into said opening.

the sheets of said sUck are engaged with said housing

end.

3 095 997
DEVICE FOR VENDING CYLINDRICAL

OBJECTS
Alex James Garvin, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada, as-

signor, by mesne assignments, to Superpacii Vending

(Curacao), N.A^ Wiilemstad, Curacao, N.A., a corpo-

ration of Curacao
FUed May 26, 1961, Scr. No. 112,896

8 Claims. (CI. 221—180)

3,095,996

FOLDED SHEET DISPENSER
Alexander Babin, Walnut Creek, Califs asiignor to Crown

Zellerbach Corporation, San FrandKO, Calif., a corpo-

ration of Nevada ..,.
FUed Nov. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 72,364

7 Claims. (CI. 221—52)

1. In combination, a dispenser and a stack of folded

sheets positioned in said dispenser to be individually with-

drawn therefrom; each of said sheets comprising a pair

of rectangular panels hingedly connected with each other

along a fold line, the panels of adjacent sheets in said

stack being interfolded with each other whereby with-

drawal of one sheet from said dispenser automatically

withdraws at least partially a panel of another sheet which

is interfolded therewith; said dispenser comprising a

housing to be vertically mounted on a suM>orting surface,

a sheet dispensing opening in an end of said housing

through which individual sheets are withdrawable, a plat-

form movably mounted in said housing on which said

stack of sheets is supported, means normally urging said

platfrom toward said housing end whereby the outermost

sheet in said stack is engaged with said end; said dis-

pensing opening being non-rectangular in configuration

and having major and minor axes, the lengths of the

major and minor axes of said dispensing opening being

substantially equal to the respective major and minor

dimensions of the folded sheets of said stack, said sheets

being oriented in said housing with their fold lines and

major dimension extending in the same direction as the

major axis of said opening, whereby comer portions of

1. A device for vending cylindrical articles comprising:

a hopper of substantially rectangular cross-section having
|

sides spaced apart a distance substantially equal to the

length of said articles and front and back wall portions

spaced apart a distance greater than the diameter of said

articles and defining the width of said hopper; at least

one baffle in said hopper extending from one of said wall

portions in a downwardly sloping manner substantially

toward the middle of said hopper; a channel located sub-

jacent to said hopper converging from a width substan

tially equal to said hopper to a width substantially equal

to the diameter of said articles forming said articles therein

into a stack; an agitator incorporated in said channel and

pivotally mounted for see-saw movement relative there-

to; an operable coin slide in communication with said

agitator; Unkage means pivotally connected to said coin

slide and to said agitator and transmitting motion of said

coin slide in one direction to said agitator to displace the

same and transmitting motion of said coin slide in the

reverse direction to said agitator to return the same, said

movement of said agitator procuring simultaneous move-

ment of said articles in said h<^>per; an article delivery

member attached to said coin slide for movement to-

gether therewith and oriented in alignment with the lower-

most article in said stack to move the same therefrom

simultaneously with movement <rf said coin slide in said

one direction; and a dispensing chute located subjacent

to said channel.

3,095,998

TOWEL DISPENSING MACHINE
Joseph E. Kienel, Marietta, Ga., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Callaway MIUs Company, La Grange,

Ga., a corporation of Georgia
Filed Apr. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 22,336

7 Claims. (CI. 221—213)
1. Apparatus for dispensing cloth towels one at a Umo

from an opening in the front of a cabinet containing a

vertical stack of horizontally disposed towels, means form-

ing a towel passageway in front of the stack of towels

leading upwardly from said opening on the interior of the
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cabinet, a carriage mounted for vertical movement in said to positions where said fasteners are deposited in said

cabinet' and including contact means resting by gravity on conduits and means operative in response to movement

top of said stack of towels, towel pickup means having

teeth for catching the fabric of a towel, means mounting

said pickup means on said carriage for movement of said

teeth relative to said carriage around an endless path with

said teeth extending outwardly from the central portion

of the space enclosed by said endless path, said path in-

cluding a towel discharge zone extending above said towel

passageway and a towel entraining zone extending in

proximity to the top towel of the stack at a point below

and to the rear of said towel discharge zone and to the

rear of said contact means on said carriage, and means for

advancing said teeth completely around said path, said

TT-
^ M ^^

^ n h
'"T"

of the transfer plate for removing faster»ers from the

cavity one at a time and depositing them each in a

separate conduit

teeth passing downwardly and rearwardly into said towel

entraining zone to contact the top towel in the stack, said

teeth passing rearwardly in said towel entraining zone to

entrain the top towel, said teeth passing upwardly and

forwardly carrying the entrained towel toward the front

of the cabinet with a portion of the towel trailing loosely

behind said teeth, said teeth passing downwardly into said

towel discharge zone in a forwardly direction and passing

out of said towel discharge zone in a rearwardly direction

whereby the reversal in direction within said towel dis-

charge zone causes the trailing portion of a towel entering

said zone to flip over toward said toward passageway un-

der the influence of gravity and exert a force for disengag-

ing the towel from said teeth.

3,096,000

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DISCHARGING
FLUID BY PRESSURE OF AN ISOLATED PRO-
PELLANT IN CONTACT WTTH AN ADSORBER
OR ABSORBER THEREOF

John Stalcy, Chesterfield County, Va., assignor to Reyn-

olds Metals Company, Richmond, Va., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Not. 4, 1959, Scr. No. 850,836

10 Claims. (CI. 222—1)

3,095,999
FASTENER SEPARATING AND DISTRIBUTING

MECHANISMS
Kcnnetii L. Peterson, Bayport, Mfaw., assignor, by mesne

ass^nments, to United Shoe MacMncry Corporation,

Boston, Mass., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed June 17, 1960, Scr. No. 36,947
12 Claims. (CI. 221—233)

1. A machine for feeding fasteners to a plurality of

inserting tools having, in combination, an inclined chiite

fastener supplying raceway, a plurality of conduits ad-

jacent said raceway and each leading to an inserting tool,

a transfer plate having a single fastener cavity for receiv-

ing fasteners from the raceway, said cavity being of

sufficient length to accommodate at the same time at

least as many fasteners as there are conduits, means for

actuating said transfer plate to move from a position

where said fasteners enter said cavity from said raceway

4. A method of discharging a fluid contained in a

sealed container which comprises: discharging said fluid

from said container under controlled conditions by push-

ing against said fluid in said container by means of an

isolated propellant gas under internal pressure of said

gas and modifying the normal internal effective pressure

of said gas with a modifying agent which materially re-

duces the normal effective pressure of said propellant gas

when said container is relatively full of said fluid and

which negligibly reduces the normal effective pressure of

said gas when said container is relatively empty of said

fluid whereby said fluid is discharged from said container

at a substantially constant pressure regardless of the

amount of fluid in said container.
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3,096,001

PRESSURE-PACKED POLYMERIZABLE
MATERIALS

Carsten F. Boe, Malvern, Pa., and Lloyd L Osipow, Mon-

sey, N.Y.; said Osipow assignor to said Boe

FUed Mar. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 798,034

13 Claims. (CI. 222—135)

with said lever, said outlet communicating with the soclcet

of the lever.

3,096,003

AEROSOL VALVE PERMITTING FAST INJECTION
William Z. Nesin, 2785 University Ave., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 29, 1961, Ser. No. 122,049

11 Claims. (CI. 222—394)

\<

/--'

r-v-'.--*

1 A package comprising a self-sufficient pressure-tight

container having a closablc outlet and contaming a

poiymerizable material selected from the group consist-

ing of reactive monomers and prepolymers contaming a

vinyl group; phenol, melamine and urea-aldehyde pre-

polymers; unsaturated polyesters derived from a poly-

hydric alcohol and maleic and fumanc acid and anhy-

dride; epoxy resins, and polyurethane prepolymers, said

poiymerizable material being maintained in said con-

tainer under such conditions that it is incapable of con-

version to a higher molecular weight organic polymer

while in said container, said poiymerizable material of

such nature that it will convert at a temperature below

about 150° F. rapidly and completely to an organic poly-

mer when released from said container, and a propcllant

that is a gas at room temperature and pressure, said

propcllant being present in a sufficient quantity and exert-

ing sufficient pressure within the container to expel said

poiymerizable material without further replenishment of

propcllant from a source outside the container.

3,096,002

DISPENSING HEAD CONNECTABLE TO THE
VALVE STEM OF AN AEROSOL DISPENSER

John Richard Focht, Yonliers, N.Y., assignor to Precision

Valve CorporaUon, Yonkers, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
, .^ ...

Filed Sept. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 59,544

2 Oaims. (CI. 222—394)

1. A fast injection aerosol valve assembly comprising

a mounting cup, a valve gasket, a movable hollow valve

stem passing through the gasket and having a flange be-

neath the gasket, a stationary spring cup around the lower

end of the valve stem, a spring in said cup bearing against

the flange of the valve stem to close the valve, the side

of said valve stem having a small discharge orifice which

is exposed to the conUiner contente when the valve stem

is moved, said valve stem having a closed lower end, a

plurality of radial holes through the valve stem near its

lower end, and a sleeve made of elastic material sur-

rounding and movable with the lower end of the valve

stem and acting with the holes to provide a check valve

to afford fast injection when filling the aerosol container

but thereafter preventing escape therethrough of contents

from the container.

3,096,004

HOPPER AND FEEDING ROTOR STRUCTURE FOR
DISPENSERS OF GRANULAR MATERIAL

Ebenhard S. Gandrud, % Gandy Co., 100 Gandrud Road,

Owatonna, Minn.
/ FUed July 14, 1961, Ser. No. 125,042

4 Claims. (CI. 222—410)

1. A dispenser head for controlling the dispensing of

material from an aerosol container with a filling opening

permanently closed by a mounting cap provided with an

interior horizontally disposed recess arid on which cup

is supported an outlet valve having a tubular valve stem,

comprising: a one-piece lever of plastic material provided

intermediate its ends with an integral socket to embrace

the tubular valve stem of the container to thereby serve

as a support for the lever on the container, said lever

also having at one of its ends an integral outwardly

extending fulcrum toe adapted «to engage in said recess

of the mounting cup as the fulcrum of pivotal movement

of the lever, and a liquid-discharge outlet also integral

1. In a device of the kind described, a hopper having

end walls and a pair of opposed side walls, and a cross

sectionally arcuate bottom wall portion, a feeding rotor

rotatably mounted in said end on the axis of said arcuate

bottom wall, said side walls having downwardly converg-

ing portions both being tangent to said arcuate bottom

wall portion, said bottom wall portion having a plurality

of discharge openings arranged in a row in an axial direc-

tion, said rotor having at least five equally spaced radially

I
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extending vanes cooperating with said bottom wall por-

tion to move material through said apertures, the angle

of convergence of the side wall portions and the number

of radial vanes being so related that at least two vanes

cooperate with the arcuate portion at all times, with one

on either side, circumferentially of said apertures to seal

the hopper from the apertures.

welt-straightening rollers covered with a relatively soft,

yielding material, said rollers being arranged together side

by side at a location intermediate the foot portions and

the opposite ends of the travelling forms, immediately in

advance of said vertical entrance aperture and with their

axes in a common horizontal plane at opposite sides of

and substantially parallel to the vertical plane in which the

3,096,005

REMOVABLE SPOUT FOR RECEPTACLE
Daniel L. SmHh, Fort Myers, Fla., assignor to Home

Products, Inc., Fort Myers, Fla., a corporation of

Florida
FUed Dec. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 157,473

5 Claims. (CI. 222—556)

1 . For use with a receptacle formed to provide an up-

standing, upwardly-open pouring mouth of quadrilateral

cross section and further formed to provide an upstand-

ing, narrow rib disposed in a substantially vertical plane

including a diagonal of the cross section of said mouth;

the invention which comprises a self-sustaining, remov-

able spout formed integrally of resilient, sheet material,

said spout including two front walls integrally joined at

their forward edges and diverging rearwardly, two rear

walls integrally joined respectively to the rear edges of

said front walls and converging rearwardly but spaced

from each other at their rear edges, the lines of juncture

between the respective front and rear walls diverging

downwardly, and a substantially horizontal, outwardly-

extending flange integrally projecting from the upper end

of each wall, said spout being receivable in the pouring

mouth of such a receptacle with the line of juncture be-

tween said front walls and a median line between the rear

edges of said rear walls disposed in said vertical plane

and with said flanges bearing against the lips of said

mouth, a clip formed of resilient sheet material and pro-

portioned and designed to be frictionally mounted in

embracing relation on such a rib, hinge means supported

at the forward end of said clip, and a cover hingedly

mounted on said hinge means and proportioned and de-

signed normally to rest upon said flanges in closmg asso-

ciation with the upper end of said spout.

forms travel, and means rotating the rollers in opposite

directions whereby adjacent portions of the rollers move
downwards together, away from the foot portions of the

forms, suchwise as to enable the rollers to engage and

stroke each sock welt downwardly, thereby causing it to

lie flat against and conform to the corresponding form

as the latter passes edgewise between the rollers.

3,096,007

FORM FOR STOCKINGS AND THE LIKE
Curt Kronsbein, Hagen, Westphalia, Germany, assignor

to Eugen BeUmann Erben oJl.G., Hagen-Haspe, Ger-

many
Filed July 6, 1961, Ser. No. 122,215

Claims priority, application Germany July 23, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 223—75)

3,096,006

DEVICE FOR STRAIGHTENING THE WELTS OF
SOCKS PREPARATORY TO A BOARDING OPER-
ATION __ , .A *

John W. Glaze, Jr., Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Auto-

board Corporation, Chariotte, N.C., a company of

North CaroUna ^, „,^ ^^^
FUed Mar. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 176,666

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain Mar. 17, 1961

8 Claims. (CI. 223—60)
1. In a boarding machine wherein vertically disposed

boarding forms with their foot portions uppermost, and

capable of individually supporting knitted socks having un-

elasticated welts, are caused to travel through a vertical

entrance aperture into a boarding chamber in which said

socks are subject to a fluid treatment phase, a welt-

straightening device comprising, in combination, a pair of

r

1. A form for a stocking and the like, comprising, in

combination, a flat substantially rigid member consisting

essentially of a core portion and a layer of synthetic

plastic material covering the same, said member having

in its plane a configuration corresponding to the shape

of said stocking and having a peripheral edge; and an

elongated protecting strip of solid cross section firmly

attached to said rigid member along at least part of said

peripheral edge thereof and extending in said plane out-
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wardly of said edge so as to cover said edge terminating

in a rounded outward edge portion, and to prevent, upon

insertion of said form into a stocking or the like, direct

contact between the latter and the edge covered by said

protecting strip.

3,096,008
MITTEN HOLDING, STRETCHING AND

SHAPING DEVICE
Fred J. Schumacher, 708 S. Wenona Ave.,

Bay City, Mkh.
Filed Nov. 23, 1959, Scr. No. 854,898

1 Claim. (CI. 223—78)

engaging support means, the other of said panels being

foldable into a position of substantial alignment there-

with and extending through said recess means, the upper

edge of said other panel, when enfolded, being substan-

tially in line with the upper edge of said recess means.

A wet mitten holding, stretching, drying and shaping

device comprising a base; said base having an upper

surface with a recessed area providing a gathering place

for moisture dripping down; a row of vertically disposed

wire mitten forms mounted on said base in spaced apart,

side-by-side disposition; each mitten form comprising a

resilient wire, with an intermediate generally U-shaped

portion shaped to generally simulate a mitten in upright

position, and terminal ends; one of said terminal ends

df each form comprising a leg extending down to said

base and having a lateral foot loop portion thereon and

the other of said terminal ends terminating at a spaced

distance above the base in a free loop portion in a verti-

cal plane disposed inward of the wire portion above it;

a hollow, cup-shaped member snugly embracing the foot

loop of each form and having an opening in the wall

thereof disposed at generally right angles to the plane

of the row of forms and permitting said one wire leg to

extend upwardly from the cup-shaped member covering

its foot loop; and means for clamping each cup-shaped

member to the base.

3,096,009
GARMENT HANGER

Monroe Jang, 1750 L St., Merced, Calif.

\ Filed May 9, 1960, Ser. No. 27,708

/ 13 Claims. (CI. 223—87)

I. A garment hanger comprising a pair of elongated

panel members joined together about a transverse fold

line, one of said panels being provided with upwardly

extending recess means in a lower edge thereof and rod

3,096,010
GAME CARRIER

Donald E. Rasmussen, Faiso* N. Dak., assignor to Lloyd
C. Baldwin, Bandcttc, Minn., and Russ Crawford,
Grand Forks, N. Dak., a |»artncrsbip doing bnsincss as

the Balford Mfg. Co., Baudcttc, Minn.
FUcd Mar. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 17,070

2 Claims. (CL 224—7)

1. A game carrier comprising:

(a) a body unit for attachment at its upper end to a

hunter's belt,

(h) said body unit including confronting front and

rear panel portions;

((•) a reversely bent flexible cord having an intermedi-

ate portion thereof received between the lower mar-

ginal edges of said panel sections to provide two pro-

jecting end portions;

(d) stitching extending across the lower marginal por-

tions of said panel sections and through said re-

ceived intermediate portion of said cord, and

(e) a pair of plug members each having two parallel

apertures extending therethrough,

(/) one aperture of each plug member having a pro-

jecting end of said cord anchored therein and the

other aperture of each plug member slidably encir-

cling a portion of said cord residing between the

projecting end associated therewith and said mar-

ginal edges,

(g) whereby two cord loops are formed of independ-

ently adjustable size determined by where each plug

member is individually positioned.

3,096,011
CONTAINER WITH POURING SPOUT

William R. Davii, LawrcnccTiilc, Ga., asaigBor to Sonoco
Products Company, HartsrUlc, S.C., a corporation of

Sonth Carolina
Filed Sept 4, 1962, Ser. No. 221,253

SCIaimi. (CI. 229—17)

1. In a carton having a pouring spout formed from a

one-piece body blank comprising, in combination, a wall

on said carton including an outer ply, an intermediate

ply and an inner ply secured together in overl^ping

\
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relationship, said intermediate ply and said outer ply inte-

grally connected together along a common upper edge

defined by a fold line, a hinged tab cut in said outer ply

defining a spout opening having side edges, a hinged cen-

tral portion having elongated wings (^ingedly connected,

thereto along each side cut in intermediate ply, said tab

and said central portion having an upper edge defined

by said common edge, a hinged tongue cut in said inner

ply defining an opening in said inner ply, means for se-

curing said tongue, said central portion and said tab to-

gether in overlapping relationship to form with said wings

a pouring spout movable between a closed position flush

net top flaps and said outer top flaps being connected

along their adjacent longitudinal edges, a handle element

connected to the other transverse edge of each of said

outer top flaps, the handle elements being connected in

face-to-face relation to provide a centrally disposed

handle, a tie flap connected to said opposite transverse

edge of each inner top flap at one side of said apex, each

tie flap being sandwiched within the bellows fold formed

by its inner top flap and adhered in face-to-face engage-

ment to the portion of the bellows fold positioned there-

over, said face-to-face engagement being made by the

inner pulp board surface of the tie flaps and the outer

foil laminate surfaces of their respective bellows folds,

said tie flaps having a right triangular shape conforming

substantially to the portion of the bellows fold to which

it is adhered.

3,096,013
PLASTIC TUBULAR BAG

Emanuel Kngier, Valley Stream, N.Y.
FUcd Aug. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 132,802

5 Claims. (Q. 229—55)

with said carton and an open position with said wings

movable slidably over the side edges of said outer ply

spout opening from a retracted position between said inner

and outer plies in the closed position of said spout to

an elevated position to form side walls for said spout

in said spout open position, means cut in said inner ply

for admitting the trailing portion of said wings during

said sliding movement and for urging said wings against

said spout opening side edges to thereby reduce the bend-

ing of said wings around said side edges and to prevent

finely divided material packaged in said carton from sift-

ing out around said pouring spout.

>*3,096,012
CARTON

Edward T. Bryant and John T. McNeally, Chesterfield

Coonty, Va., assignors to Reynolds Metals Company,
Richmond, Va^ a corporation of Delaware

FUcd Mar. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 99,129

1 Claim. (CI. 229—52)

A thermal carton formed from a ooe-piece scored blank

of a laminated board having an outer foil laminate sur-

face and an inner pulp board surface, said carton com-

prising a front panel, a back panel and two side panels

connected together along their edges to form a body of

rectangular cross section, inner top flaps <rf equal size

connected to the transverse t<^ edges of said side panels,

each inner top flap having 45 degree fcrfd lines extending

from its conjers at its side panel, said lines extending to-

ward each other and terminating at an apex at tht op-

posite transverse edge to provide a bellows fold for each

inner top flap, outer top flaps of equal size coimected to

the top edges of said front panel and back panel, said in-

\

5. A tubular bag of flexible material having a top end,

a bottom end and opposed side edges, and including

oppositely disposed front and back face panels, a re-

inforcing member disposed between said front and back

face panels at said top end of the bag and centrally of

the width of the bag between said side edges, said re-

inforcing member having a lower edge and respective

opposite ends each facing towards one of said opposed

side edges of the bag, and further having length shorter

than said width of the bag at its said top end whereby

each of said opposite ends thereof is spaced a substan-

tial distance inwardly in the direction of said bag width

from its said associated side edge of the bag, said oppo-

sitely disposed front and back face panels being cut away

within each region of the bag located outwardly of the

re^)ectivc c^jposite ends of the reinforcing member to

said respective side edges of the bag and substantially in

alignment with said lower edge of the reinforcing member

to define notched top end shoulder regions of the bag

thereat, means attaching said reinforcing member in said

position with respect to said front and back face panels,

means retaining each of said front and back face panels

in adjacent, substantially contiguous relationship with

respect to said lower edge of the reinforcing member, re-

spective sealing means sealing together said front and

back face panels at each of said onx>sed side edges of

the bag, each said sealing means extending in a line from

substantially said bottom end of the bag to said respective

notched shoulder regions thereof, each said notched top

end shoulder region extending outwardly from coincidence

with each respective oi^)osite end of the reinforcing

member, and said front and back face panels at each of

said notched shoulder portions being sealed together in

respective lines of seal extending from each of said

opposed side edges of the bag to respective locations sub-

stantially adjacent said respective opposite ends of the

reinforcing member.
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^^,096,014
PRINTABLE SHEET AND METHOD

Charies M. Swan, San Lorenzo, Callf^ assignor to Crown

Zellerbach Corporation, San Francisco, Calif., a corpo-

ration of Nevada _ _ .
Filed Nov. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 67,707

11 Claims. (CI. 229—87)

1. A heat sealed package comprising an article and

a printed protective wrapper folded upon itself and sur-

rounding said article and enclosing the same, said wrai>-

per comprising a thermoplastic sheet having margms

thereof overlapped and defining a seam extending along

said article, one surface of said sheet being in contact

with and heat sealed to the other surface of said sheet

throughout substantially the full length of said seam, said

sheet normally being generally non-receptive to printing

inks and being treated across the full width of said one

surface to make the same receptive to such inks, prede-

termined areas of said one ink receptive surface being

coated with substantially solid patternvinked indicia, only

said predetermined areas of said one surface being over-

coated with a heat sealable material whereby said ma-

terial contacts the other surface of said sheet in said seam,

said other surface being selectively treated in said seam in

alignment with said predetermined areas of said one sur-

face to enhance the heat sealable characteristics thereof

relative to said heat sealable material, whereby said

sheet surfaces are heat sealable to each othit for the

length of said overlapped sfcam.

3,096,015
BALL PERFORATOR

Wllbum F. Bradbury, Northbrook, III., assignor to

SCM Corporation, a corporation of New York
Filed Jan. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 4,916

20 Claims. (CI. 234—107)

•* «?j

1. A multiple hole perforator machine comprising: a

plurality of selectively operable ball type punch and die

means; hammer means, at least equal in number to said

punch means, individual to each punch means and adapted

to impart momentary impact punching forces to asso-

ciated punch means during a cycle of machine operation;

power means for operating said hammer means; and a

plurality of two position operable means adapted in one

direction to engage and block the hammer operation of.

and selectively operable to the second position to unblock

and permit operation of, selected hammer means enabling

such selected hammer means to iflipart said momentary

impact punching forces to associated punch means.

3,096,016
DATA RECORDER

Werner Flieg, Brooklinc, Mass^ assignor to

Invac Corporation, Waltham, Mass.
FUed Apr. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 102,478

4 Claims. (CI. 234—108)

1. Tape punch apparatus comprising parallel pins dis-

placeable to punch said tape and arranged in a rectilinear

alignment of determinable breadth, a bank of solenoids

on one side of the alignment of pins, said bank being

parallel to and of substantially greater breadth than said

alignment of pins, said solenoids including armatures dis-

placeable transversely of said alignment of pins, said pins

being provided with lateral openings, hammers coupling

said armatures to said pins for actuating the latter, said

hammers each including spaced perpendicularly disposed

first and second arms and connecting members rigidly con-

necting the arms, means pivotally supporting said ham-

mers with the first arms in parallel and with the second

arms in parallel, and springs coupled to said hammers and

urging the same towards respective rest conditions, said

first arms being aligned with and coupled to said pins, said

second arms being aligned with and coupled to said arma-

tures, said connecting members being of different lengths

to compensate for different distances of said armatures

relative to the associated pins due to the different breadths

of said bank and the alignment of pins.

3,096,017
VOTING MACHINE

Stanley W. Wilcox, Tulsa, Okla., and Guilbert M. Hunt,

Willowick, Ohio, and Arthur F. Fassnacbt, deceased,

late of Cleveland, Ohio, by Mary Ann Fassnacht, ad-

ministratrix, Cleveland, Ohio, assignors to Seismograph

Service Corporation, Tulsa, Okla., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Dec. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 74,825

30 Claims. (CI. 235—54)
I. In a voting machine, the combination of a voting

panel made up of a number of different side by side

columns, a plurality of stop means adjustably but fixedly

mounted upon each column for dividing each column into

different office groups, a plurality of selectors mounted

for manual sliding movement along each column from a

neutral position adjacent one of the stop means to any de-

sired one of a plurality of selecting positions within

each office group, there being at least one selector for

each office group, scanning means movable along said

columns in one direction to determine the selecting posi-

tions to which a selector has been moved, said scanning

means being movable along said columns in a reverse

direction and including means for returning each said

selectors from its selecting position to its neutral position

when said scanning means is moved in said reverse direc-

tion, the return movement of said selectors being limited

by said stop means, and a movable cover for said panel
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movable in synchronism with said scanning means for positions, whereby the operator of said machihe may

covering said panel as said scanning means is moved in rest the fingers and thumb of his hand firmly on said

::^:Z^^ZXSiJ^^^:Xl^^^- v^-ue seum, ..ys.n.^..^. operaUon o, .he .achln.

without removal of his hand therefrom.

3,096,018

PREDETERMINING COUNTER MECHANISM
Harvey N. Bliss, Windsor, and George W. White, West

Hartford, Conn., assignors to Veeder-Root, incorpo-

rated, Hartford, Conn., a corporation of Connecticut

FUed June 24, 1959, Ser. No. 822,517

7CUiins. (Q. 235—132)

3,096,020

STEAM BOILER COMBUSTION CONTROL UNIT
Arthur A. Kraft, Parma, Ohio, assignor to

Cleveland Controls, Inc.

Filed June 4, 1959, Ser. No. 818,064

6 Claims. (CI. 236—14)

TO

7. A predetermining counter comprising a totalizing

counter having first and second rotatably mounted, indicia

bearing counting wheels and transfer means operatively

connecting said counting wheels, a first preset wheel ad-

jacent the first number wheel, a second preset wheel ad-

jacent the second number wheel, first and second coaxially

mounted rotatable conductors driven by the adjacent

counting wheels and preset wheels respectively, one of said

conductors having a contact portion extending less than

360° about its axis of rotation, a contact on the other

of said conductors engageable with said contact portion

of said first conductor, and means for establishing ex-

ternal electricaTconnections to said first and second con-

ductors.

3,096,019

CALCULATING MACHINE KEYBOARD
Marvin A. Frenkel, 26323 Hendrie Blvd.,

Huntington Woods Mich.
Filed May 25, 1960, Ser. No. 31,696

12 Claims. (CI. 235—145)
1. A ten digit keyboard for a calculating machme

comprising function key means for effecting a desired

operation on a number entered into said machine, and

five value setting keys disposed in spaced relation from

said function key means and constructed and arranged

to be actuated by the fingers and thumb of an operator's

hand while the heel of the operator's hand rests on said

function key means, said value setting keys being mov-

able in substantially a single plane from a neutral posi-

tion to one or the other of first and second digit input
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connected between said arm and the frame for moving

the arm with the roller into engagement with the lever,

means for controlling the flow of the other component in-

cluding a reversible motor and a control arm connected

thereto and movable longitudinally in response to ener-

gization of the motor by a motor circuit, a second lever

connected to said control arm, a cam connected to and

actuated by said second lever, a lever having a cam en-

gaging portion in engagement with the cam and a first

lever engaging portion for pressure engagement with the

other end of the first lever, a motor circuit and switch

means for controlling the motor circuit, means for ad-

justably sup^rting said switch means in operative con-

nection with said switch operating plate.

mem on the spider, said piston being directed through

said plate member opening, a valve poppet positioned

within the first chamber over the plate member and sup-

ported by the piston and movable thereby between two

extreme positions in pne of which positions it engages

the plate member over the opening therein, and in the

other of which positions it closes the fluid inlet port

communicating with the first chamber, said valve poppet

3,096,021
HOT WATER CIRCULATING SYSTEM

Halvard Lintvedt, Kalamazoo, Micb^ assignor to Ruud
Manufacturing Company, Kalamazoo, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed Dec. 17, 1958, Ser. No. 780,971

4 CUims. (CI. 236—20)
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embodying an annular flange directed toward said plaie

member and wherein the plate member carries spaced

means forming a part thereof with which said flange is

adapted to engage, whereby a restricted water passage is

provided between the two chambers, and spring means

connected with and between the valve poppet and the

body portion of the thermal element and normally urging

movement of the valve pc^pet toward said plate member.

1. In a hot water system wherein hot water is with-

drawn from a tank througly a supply conduit connected

to at least one service outlet and cool water is introduced

into the tank to,replenish hot water withdrawn from the

system through said outlet, means for maintaining the

temperature of the water in said supply conduit at a pre-

determined level comprising a return conduit from said

supply conduit to the tank, a pump assembly in one of

said conduits, means responsive to the temperature of

water in said supply conduit for starting operation of said

pump assembly when said temperature drops below said

predetermined level, means for continuously mixing di-

rect hot water from said tank with a proportioned amount

of said cool water to provide a continuous source of tem-

pered hot water and for conducting said tempered hot

water into said supply conduit, and proportioning means

connected to said return conduit for diverting part of the

returned water into admixture with" said tempered hot

water adjacent said mixing means while discharging the

remainder of said returned water into said tank.

3,096,023
LUBRICATION

Thomas R. Thomas, New York, N.Y^ assignor to Auto

Research Corporation, Boonton, NJ., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Sept. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 840,449

9 Claim*. (CL 239—424)

3,096,022
SAFETY THERMOSTATIC CONTROL FOR MARINE

ENGINE COOLING SYSTEMS
Donald A. Holley, 700 E. Bremer Ave., Waverly, Iowa

Filed Dec. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 856,685
7 Claims. (CI. 236—34.5)

1. A thermostatically actuated valve unit comprising

a housing, a plate member therein and dividing the hous-

ing into a first chamber and a second chamber, said plate

member having a central opening therethrough, a fluid

inlet port and a fluid outlet port opening directly into

the first chamber, a fluid inlet port opening into the sec-

ond chamber, a spider structure supported by said plate

member in said second chamber, a thermal element hav-

ing a body and a piston carried by the body and movable

relative to the body by thermal action, a resilient means

connected with said body and supporting the thermal ele-

1. In a system for applying a controlled finely divided

coolant to a place of machining by a machine tool of the

type having a central air pressure and liquid coolant sup-

ply with parallel separate lines leading from said central

supply to said place; the combination therewith of an

outlet unit Having concentric cylindrical inside and out-

side conduits with an outer annular air conduit and an

inside central liquid coolant conduit, an inside nozzle

unit having a central axial passageway with inlet and out-

let nozzles, said inlet nozzle receiving said ioiJide conduit

and forming a fluid tight connection therewith, an outside

tubular member having a central axial passageway re-

ceiving said nozzle unit and having inlet and outlet con-

nections, said outlet connection having a central cylin-

drical chamber receiving the outlet nozzle of the nozzle

unit and a closure closing off said central chamber and

said outlet connection and said outside tubular member
and closure having means to direct the flow of the finely

divided coolant.

3,096,024
MARKER LIGHT

Clinton J. T. Young, Alexandria, Va., assignor to Out-

look Engineering Corporatioa, Alexandria, Va., a cor-

poration of Vifginla

Filed Apr. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 105,687
6 Claims. (CL 240—1J)

1. A flush mounted marker li^t capable of directing a

light beam along nmways and the like and adjacent to
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the runway surface, comprising means providing a well

member arranged for mounting in said runway surface,

a mounting adapter fastened to said well member and

extending about the upper end thereof approximately flush

with the runway surface, a light source providing a con-

centrated beam of light from within said well member,

a light transmitting lens member mounted in said adapter

to close said well member and having an essentially flat

upper surface extending across said well member approxi-

mately flush with the runway surface, said lens member

being formed of material capable of withstanding thermal

shock resulting from heat from such light source as ac-

said recesses with its longitudinal axis parallel to said

pivot pin, rotation of said magazine unit moving each of

said lamps successively into an operative position with

its respective recess forming the apex of said reflecting

surfacov a power supply device contained within the hous-

ing of said reflector unit for supplying energy to said

lamps, a guide flange on said pivot pin having an open-

ing, and a projection on said drum adapted to pass

through said opening to permit axial insertion and re-

moval of said drum only in a fixed angular position,

said drum when in other angular positions rotating on

said pivot pin without substantial axial movement, to

bring successive flash lamps into operative position.

^ 2X
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3,096,026

CAB LAMP FOR AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES
Donald S. Bruce, Holliston, Mass., and John B. Dickson,

Kew Gardens, and Vilho Koljonen, Brooklyn, N.Y.,

assignors to Signal-Stat Corporation, Brooklyn, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
FUed Ian. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 81,300

15Clafaiii. (CL 240—7.1)

••^'^'•>.'.^-.>'
'A^.''-yV .-.*. ''.^--*^'»V'

cumulated within said well member due to enclosure of

said light source therein and to the proximity of said light

source of said lens member, and said lens member having

an undersurface subdivided into a plurality of beam receiv-

ing surfaces extending essentially parallel to each other

and angularly arranged with respect to said light source •

and said lens upper surface to direct a substantial portion

of light rays from said source through said lens member

to intersect said upper surface thereof at an angle slightly

less than the critical angle of incidence of the lens member

causing refraction of the beam of light and directing the

refracted beam issuing from said lens member at an acute

angle with respect to said upper surface.

3,096,025

PHOTOGRAPHIC FLASH APPARATUS
Claus Prochnow, Branoschwcig, Germany, assignor to

Franke & Heklcckc, Fabrik Photographischer Prazi-

sions-Apparate, Braiinschweig, Gennany, a firm of

Germany
Filed Dec. 14, I960, Ser. No. 75,823

Claims priority, applieation Germany Dec. 23, 1959

4Claiins. (CL 240—1J)

1. Flash lighting apparatus for use with a photographic

camera and comprising a reflector unit and a magazine

unit, said reflector unit including a housing having a

portion of an inwardly dished reflecting surface, means

defining a cylindrical bore extending laterally through

said housing, a pivot jrin mounted on said housing in

said bore and disposed approximately at the apex of said

reflecting surface and perpendicular to its optical axis,

said magazine unit being in the form of a drum received

roUtably and detach»bly on said pivot pin. a base and

a plurality of angularly spaced recesses on said magazme

unit, a flash kamp mounted on said base within each of

1. An automotive vehicle lamp comprising, in com-

bination, a housing constructed and arranged for mount-

ing upon a portioa of a vehicle subjected to road shock;

a lens operatively associated with said housing; a ci^>

of relatively soft and flexible material having an aper-

tured base; a lamp bulb socket having conforming seat-

ing engagement in and embraced by said cup; and a sub-

stantially flat annular metal member surrounding said

cup intermediate its ends and having an outer peripheral

portion seated in said housing; said cup being formed

integral with a plurality of substantially uniformly periph-

erally spaced flexible and resilient fingers extending from

the outer surface of its side wall intermediate the ends

thereof, alternate fingers resiliently bearing on one sur-

face of said member and intermediate fingers resiliently

bearing on the opposite surface of said member; the

side wall of said cup being imperforate in the area of

said fingers and extending through the aperture in said

annular member to completely isolate said socket from

metal-to-mctal contact with said member, whereby said

lamp socket is isolated from shocks transmitted to said

housing.

3,096,027

COMBUSTION CONTROLLED FLASHER LAMP
Lyie D. Atkins and Warren E. Holmgreen, Jr., San An-

tonio, Tex., assignors, by direct and mesne assignments,

to Warning Lites Company, Inc., San Antonio, Tex., a

corporation of Texas
Filed Dec. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 73,131

6 Claims. (CI. 240—11)

1. A combustion controlled flasher lamp comprising, a

source of fluid fuel, pressure regulator means operatively

connected to said source for supplying a metered flow of

fuel, flow passage means operatively connected to said

source for conducting said metered flow of fuel, fuel

mixture control means operatively connected to said pas-
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sage means for supplying an adjustable proportion of

combustion supporting fluid to form a combustible mix-

ture with said fuel in response to said metered flow there-

of. discharge means operatively connected to said passage

means, illumination emitting means operauvely mounted

by said discharge means for defining a volume within

which combustion consumes said combustible mixture at

a rate depleting the supply thereof, and means mounted
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3,096,029
LANTERNS

Birger B«r«e, Sodertalje, Sweden, assignor to El-B« Elek-

friska' Akilebolag, Sodertalje, Sweden, a joint stock

company of Sweden .- „,o
FUed Mar. 1, I960, Sen No. 12,018

Claims priority, application Sweden Mar. 5, 195*

3 Claims. (CI. 240—25)

I-

within said flow passage nleans intermediate said source

and said discharge means for volumctrically hmiting con-

tinued combustion within said passage means recedmg

therewithin from the illumination emitting means m re-

sponse to depiction of said combusUble mixture whereby

Ulumination is intermittently produced within the illumi-

nation emitting means without interrupUon in combusUon

of said combustible mixture.

3,096,028
FLUORESCENT LUMINAIRE

Donald W. Marling, South Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to

McGraw-Edison Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a corpo-

ration of Delaware ^, ,.,, „ ^j„ ^o, 4,0 ni-
Original application Sept. 23, 1957, Ser.JVo. 685,439. Dl-

^ed and this application Dec. 29, 1958, Ser. No.

^**''**^
8CUIms. (CI. 240-25)

7 In a luminaire. reflector means comprising at least

two spaced parabolic reflecting surface means each oper-

able to direct light from a light source disposed at its

focal point in a preferred direction and connecting sur-

face means interposed between and connectmg said

spaced parabolic reflecting surface means, and lamp

means comprising a plurality of elongated light sources,

at least one of said light sources positioned adjacent to

and cooperating with each parabolic reflecting surface

means and another of said light sources positioned ad-

jacent to and cooperating with said connecting surface

means, said connecting surface means being of a con-

figuration and said light sources being positioned re ative

to each other and said connecting surface means that said

connecting surface means intercepts a substanUal portion

of the light from said another light source and directs

said light into each of said light sources to thereby con-

vert said light into heat and reduce the concentraUon of

light immediately below the luminaire.

I In a luminaire of the type intended to be mounted

high above the ground and to have its lamp exchanged

from the ground by means of a rod-mounted tool; the

combination of:

A An upper stationary housing in the form of an elon-

gated inverted trough mounted with its longitudinal

axis at a substantial angle from the vertical and hav-

ing an opening at the bottom thereof;

B. a lamp holcVer assembly having a predetermned cen-

ter of gravity and including

a. a lamp socket mounted in the assembly receiv-

ing the base of an electric lamp, and

h. a closure extending in opposite directions be-

yond ^aid center of gravity and having a pe-

riphery with a configuration corresponding to

that of said opening of the housing;

C pivot means mounting said lamp holder assembly

on said housing and defining a pivoting axis for the

assembly, which pivoting axis extends transversely

""

with respect to said longitudinal axis of the housing

and is disposed intermediate the ends of both said

housing and closure, said lamp holder assembly being

swingable relative to said housing about said pivot-

ing axis between

a. a swung-up operative position in which said

socket and lamp are disposed In said housing

and arranged substantially parallel to said longi-

tudinal axis of the latter with said periphery of

the closure engaging said housing around said

opening at the bottom thereof, and in which said

center of gravity of the lamp holder assembly is

located above said pivoting axis and substantially

close to a vertical plane passing through said

pivoting axis, thereby to avoid abrupt uninten-

tional downward swinging of said lamp holder

assembly from said operative position, and

b. a swung-down, Tamp exchange position in which

said periphery of the closure lies substantially

in a vertical plane and in which the lamp is sus-

pended below the socket so as to be easily ex-

changeable from the ground by a rod-mounted

tool, and said center of gravity of the lamp hold-

er assembly is spaced radially to one ide of

said pivoting axis in order to stabilize the lamp

holder assembly in said lamp exchange position;

«ad

D. a tension spring connected, at its opposite ends, to

points on said housing and lamp holder assembly,

respectively,

a. the operative position of said lamp holder as-

sembly having the line of force of said spring

dispose^ to said one side of said pivot axis, the

lamp exchange position having the line of force

of said spring disposed to the oppo ite side of

the pivot axis, and

b. the distance between said points of connection

of the spring increasing to increase the tension

of said spring during swinging movement of said

lamp holder assembly from said operative posi-

tion to said lamp exchange position, whereby

said spring normally yieldably maintains the

lamp holder assembly in said swung-up opera-

tive position and further stabilizes said assembly

in said swung-down lamp exchange position

when said assembly is positively displaced to the

latter position.

center at the other side thereof, a supporting element,

means carried by said housing between said sides and ad-

jacent one side wall thereof for mounting said element

for sliding movements selectively in rectilinejir crosswise

directions relative to the lop wall of the housing that lie

in a common plane that is parallel to that axis of th/

housing which extends between the approximate center^

of said reflector and said window, a lamp supporting

member carried by said element and extending therefrom

3,096,030
LUMINAIRE FOR DIRECTIONAL LIGHTING

Donald W. Harling, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Mc-
Graw-Edison Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
Filed Nor. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 67,392

3 Claims. (CI. 240—25)

1. An elongated street lighting luminaire for use above

a roadway having unidirectional travel thereon defining

a forward and rearward direction, said luminaire having

an elongated housing, a bracked arm engaging said hous-

ing and supporting said luminaire above the roadway

with its longitudinal axis extending transversely of said

roadway, an elongated light source supported by said hous-

ing and extending longitudinally thereof, means including

a generally horizontally disposed reflecting surface posi-

tioned above said light source for reflecting light rays

from said source downwardly in a substantially balanced

pattern, with said rays extending vertically and also at an

angle forwardly and rearwardly of said luminaire, and

means including a secondary reflector having a forwardly

directed reflecting surface positioned below said light

source and spaced therefrom, the upper edge of said reflec-

tor terminating below said light source, said secondary

reflector intercepting the greater portion but not all

of said rearwardly directed rays and redirecting said

greater portion forwardly of said luminaire in the direc-

tion of travel on the roadway, the space above said reflec-

tor permitting the smaller portion of said rays to be

emitted in a rearward direction.

%

3,096,031

LAMP POSITIONING MECHANISM FOR
SEARCHLIGHTS

Sidney Feldman, Riverdale, and Alfred J. Lawes, Flush-

ing, N.Y., assi^iors to the United States of America

as represented by fht Secretary of the Navy
Filed June 26, 1959, Ser. No. 823,264

13 Claims. (CI. 240—44.2)
(Granted under TlUe 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A searchlight for signalling which comprises a hous-

ing having a window in one side and a reflector with its

^

in a direction approximtaely normal to said plane and

radially toward said axis, and at its free end having

means for detachably supporting a lamp approximately

at said axis, said member being vertically movable in

said direction normal to said plane for adjusting the po-

sition of a lamp carried thereby in a direction crosswise

of said axis, and means accessible from the exterior of

said housing and connected to said element for selectively

adjusting said element and through it said lamp support-

ing member in directions toward and from said window.

3,096,032
LIGHTING DIFFUSER

Doifald W. Davis, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Lighting

Products, Inc., Highland Park, III., a corporation of

Illinois

Filed Sept. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 841,776
2 Claims. (CI. 240—106)

1. A solid imperforate light dift^user plate of plastic

material smooth on one side and having octagonal py-

ramidal projections and square pyramidal inwardly ex-

tending recesses arranged closely together in the other

side of the plate in a regular pattern with the octagonal

apices outwardly, the alternate sides of each pyramid

meeting the alternate bases of adjacent sides and bases

of adjacent pyramids on all four sides, and the other

four alternate sides of each pyramid extending inwardly

in the planes of the sides of the recess, each to meet at

the apex of the recess in the plate forming each of said

pyramidal square inwardly extending recesses, the four
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outward sides of the base of each recess defining a com-

mon plane for the bases of all of the outward pyramidal

projections, the four common sides of each recess and of

the corresponding octagonal pyramids being thus contmu-

ous and each pair of opposite sides being at an angle of

approximately 122°.
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3.096.033
CEILING PANEL

Kurt Franck and Vearl S. Wince, Newark, Ohio, assignors

to Holophane Company, Inc., New York, N.Y., a cor-

poration of Delaware ^^,,., »- .1
Continuation of application Ser. No. 645,315, M"- »»'

1957. This application Jan. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 4,049

8 Claims. (CL 240—106)

salt-containing mined raw material including also par-

ticles within the size range of between 40 and 160 mm.

without prior impact comminution to impact comminu-

tion at a first predetermined impact velocity so as to sepa-

rate said raw material into clay enriched larger particles

and potassium salt enriched smaller particles; recovering

said potassium salt enriched particles from the thus

formed particulate mixture; subjecting said clay enriched

"larger particles to impact comminution at a second veloc-

ity being greater than said first impact velocity so as to

separate said clay enriched particles into further potas-

sium salt enriched smaller particles and larger clay en-

riched particles; recovering said further potassium salt

enriched particles; and subjecting the thus separated clay

enriched particles to impact comminution at a third im-

pact velocity being smaller than said second impact veloc-

ity so as to cause further separation into clay enriched

larger particles and smaller potassium salt containing par-

ticles of greatly reduced clay content.

8. A rectangular light transmitter for use below fluo-

res«nt lamps and made of a single piece of plastic trans-

parent material, the transmitter having a web panel, in-

tersecting rib means extending downwardly from the light

emergent surface of said web panel for strengthenmg said

web panel and extending between the edges of said web

panel, prism means substantially covering the light emer-

gent surfaces of said panel between said intersecting nb

means for altering the direction of transmitted light there-

through so as to obscure the fluorescent lamps and pre-

vent glare, and further prism means on the bottom edges

of said rib means for altering the direction of light trans-

mitted therethrough so as to prevent glare.

3,096,034

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PUR<fYING
POTASSIUM SALT-CONTAINING MATERIALS

Kurt Schmldlapp, Neuhof, Kreis I;""*' Germany, as-

signor to Wintershall Aktiengesellschaft, Kassel, G«r-

"'"'^
FUed Dec. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 79,073

16 CUims. (CI. 241—14)

3,096,035
ROTARY IMPACT CRUSHER

Frank M. Alien and Fred Cartb Arclier, Whitefish Bay,

and William S. Shira, Brookfield, Wb, assignors to

Barber-Greene Company, Aurora, W., a corporation of

niinols ^, ^, ^„
Filed Aug. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 46,637

7 CUims. (CI. 241—32)

1. In a method of separating sludge-forming clay con-

stituents from a particulate sludge-forming clay and potas-

sium salt containing mined raw material, the steps of

subjecting particulate sludge-forming clay and potassium

3. A rotary impact crusher comprising, cooperating

upper and lower rotors having peripheral impact hammers

revolvable in the same direction about parallel horizontal

axes disposed at different elevations, a housing for said

rotors forming an unobstructed impact rone above the

hammer paths and being bounded above said zone by a

rectilinear breaker plate disponed paraUel to the common

plane of the rotor axes and by another rectilinear breaker

plate depending from the lower end of said inclined plate,

several stationary breaker bars spanning said housing

beneath and laterally of said zone and between the lower

end of said depending plate and the path of the hammers

of the lower rotor, and an approximately upright mate-

rial discharge grid pivotally suspended from said housing

laterally of said stationary bars and of said lower rotor

and having thereon upper and lower grid sections sepa-

rated by another breaker bar.

3,096,036
PEPPER MILLS

Edwin Cowies, New York, and Kenneth H. Bowen, Au-

burn, N.Y., assignors, by mesne assignments, to Bo-

Mer Manufacturing CorporatioB, Aabarn, N.Y., a cor-

poration of New York
Filed Feb. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 91,077

5 Claims. (CI. 241—169)

1. A condiment grinding mill comprising an elongated

casing having a bore therein, a hollow annular end ferrule
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closing said bore, said end ferrule having an internal coni-

cal surface terminating in an edge defining an aperture

through said ferrule, a spindle mounted within said bore

and having a diameter less than said aperture, said cylin-

drical spindle being reciprocablc in a stroke during which

the spindle is driven from an end position into said aper-

ture, said spindle beingprovided with a serrated surface

3,096,038

TAPE STORAGE APPARATUS
John O. Fundingsland, Colorado Springs, Colo., assignor

to Teleprompter Corporation, New Yorii, N.Y., a cor-

poration of New York
Filed Jan. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 788,187

2 Claims. (CI. 242—55.14)

for grinding during said stroke, and means for varying

the particle size of the ground condiment comprising

means for moving said ferrule axially from a position at

which the end of said spindle and the aperture defining

edge are substantially coincident when the spindle is in

said end position to provide a selectable gap between the

end of said spindle and said aperture defining edge.

3,096,037
ORE PULVERIZER WITH CENTRIFUGAL

IMPACT ACTION
Ervin J. Dear, 495 N. Bowlhig Green Ave., Los Angeles,

Calif., and Robert W. Staples, 14826 Wyandotte St.,

Van Nuys, Calif.

Filed Mar. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 177,421

8 Claims. (CI. 241—275)

1. Record medium storage apparatus comprising two
disks mounted for rotation about spaced parallel axes,

each of said disks being adapted to drive a reel, and
means coupling said disks for rotation together, said cou-

pling means comprising a carriage mounted for reversible

translation between said disks along a path substantially

perpendicular to said axes and parallel to the plane defined

by said axes, a shaft, two wheels afl^xed to said shaft at a

separation different from the separation of said axes,

means supporting said shaft from said carriage for rota-

tion about its own axis and for separate rotation about a

transverse axis parallel to said parallel axes, the support

of said shaft from said carriage being such that when said

shaft is parallel to the plane defined by said parallel axes,

its said own axis lies in that plane, and resilient means en-

gaged between said carriage and shaft support means tend-

ing to rotate said shaft about said transverse axis to posi-

tions in which the axes of said wheels are skew to the axes

of said disks.

3,096,039
MACHINE FOR SLITTING SHEET MATERIAL

Eugene Doven, Appleton, Wis., assignor to The Appleton
Machine Company, Appleton, Wis., a corporation of

Wisconsin
FUed July 8, 1958, Ser. No. 747,163

2 Claims. (CI. 242—56.2)

1. In an ore pulverizing mill, in combination: a bousing

comprising a rim, front and back walls secured to said

rim in axiaily-spaced parallel relation, a target ring lining

the inner wall of said rim, an inlet in one of said walls

at the center thereof, and an outlet in one of said walls,

adjacent said rim; and a rotor rotatable within said hous-

ing, having an inlet port communicating with said housing

inlet and a plurality of peripheral discharge mouths for

delivering ore chunks outwardly against said target ring;

said target ring being of split ring form, with circumferen-

ti&Uy-spaced ends defining a gap extending circumferen-

tially to said outlet in the direction of rotation of said

rotor, from a point spaced from said outlet.

I

I. In a machine for slitting sheet material including

a frame, a supply shaft for holding a roll of sheet ma-
terial to be slit, a rewind shaft upon which the slit ma-
terial is wound and a slitting device to slit the material

in its path from said supply shaft to said rewind shaft;

means disposed substantially at the ends of said rewind

shaft to removably connect said rewind shaft to said

frame, wherein one end of said shaft has a pin and

mating groove, first removable connection with said

frame and the other end of said rewind shaft has a
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second removable connection, said second removable con-

nection comprising a bearing and a sleeve to rotatably

enclose said other end of said rewind shaft enclosed

in said beiiring, said bearing and said sleeve havmg open

groove portions wliich when aligned enable removal of

said rewind shaft, means to selectively align and dis-

align saiu sleeve and bearing grooves, end thrust bearing

means disposed within said bearing in engaging relation-

ship with said rewind shaft other end, said sleeve hav-

ing a front flange to abut the inner end of said bearing

and a notch which is in registry to permit movement

of the other end of said rewind shaft into and out of

said bearing when said bearing and said sleeve grooves

are also in registry.

blades of substantially circular cross-section, means lock-

ing the blades to the rotor head in an operative position

at a pre-detcrmined cone angle in which the rotor can

rotate with the blades clear of the fuselage, each blade

comprising an outer shell and an inner liner coaxial

therewith, the liner defining a substantially circular

section passage and the shell and liner defining between

them an annular passage, both passages extending longi-

tudinally of the blade, and the outer shell of each blade

being formed with at least one long shallow aperture

opening from the annular passage and extending along

the blade; tip jet units mounted on the extremities of

the blades and connected to be supplied from said circular

section passage; means for moving the rotor blades be-

3,096,040

HAND WINDER FOR FLEXIBLE MATERIAL
Walter P. Taylor, Jr., 42—44 12th St.,

Long Island City, N.Y.

Filed June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 36,063

7 Claims. (CL 242—85.1)

1. A hand winder for winding flexible material into

a series of figure-8 coils, comprising a shank, at least tvvo

flexible-material-receiving members extending from said

shank, means pivoting said members on said shank for

movement about at least one axis transverse to the longi-

tudinal axis of the shank between an operative position

in which their longitudinal axes lie in planes forming an

obtuse angle with each other and a released position in

which the longitudinal axes lie closer to the longitudinal

axis of the shank, and releasable means for holding the

receiving members in operative position, the pivoting

means pivoting the two receiving members being at a

common point on the shank so as to extend in opposite

directions therefrom and the shank having an extension

beyond said common point having an end surface of

saddle shape extending transversely to the common plane

of the longitudinal axis of the receiving members.

tween said operative position and a position in which

they are at least partly retracted into the fuselage; at

least one gas turbine jet propulsion engine comprising

a compressor and having a jet nozzle arranged to dis-

charge a jet stream rearwardly so as to produce forward

thrust on the aircraft; duct means extending from said

engine to said circular section passage of each blade; jet

deflector means operable to divert the jet stream from

said nozzle into said duct means; and duct means con-

necting said compressor to supply compressed air to

said annular passage of each blade, each said aperture

being arranged to discharge the air as a thin layer down-

wardly over the rearward part of the outer surface of

the blade.

3,096,042

JET SUSTAINED AND PROPELLED AIRCRAFT
Fernando G. Piieto, Los Angeles, Calif.

(3a. Calle Poniente 904, San Salvador, El Salvador)

Filed Oct. 1, 1954, Ser. No. 459,625

2 Claims. (CI. 244—12)

3,096,041
AIRCRAFT

Ian Clifford Cheeseman, Hawley, and Charles Ernest

Moss, Famborough, England, assignors to Power Jets

(Research and Development) Limited, London, Eng-

land, a British company
Filed Dec. 20, I960, Ser. No. 77,091

Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 7, 1960

9 Claims. (CI. 244—7)
1. An aircraft comprising a fuselage; a two-bladed

helicopter rotor comprising a rotor head rotatably

mounted on top of the fuselage, two opposite rotor

- L

1. In a wingless gas jet discharge engine-propelled

heavier than air flying vehicle which is devoid of con-

nection to subjacent ground or water when in flight, so

as to be adapted for high speed^ flying at from low to

high altitudes, said vehicle having walls providing a hol-

low fuselage which is substantially oval in top plan, said

fuselage providing a substantially plane bottom wall and

merging side and top walls which are convexly curved

both transversely and longitudinally throughout their ex-

tent and the length of the fuselage, said fuselage hav-

ing an interior and forwardly closed engine-receiving

space at least in part provided by said top, bottom, and

side fuselage walls; two first and one second gas dis-

charge type reaction engines disposed entirely within said

fuselage space, the two first engines in said space being

located approximately midway the length of said fuse-

lage and adjacent opposite sides of the latter; the bottom

wall of said engine-receiving space constituting the bot-

tom wall of said fuselage and provided with an opening
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extending therethrough adjacent each side, mounting

means for each of said first engines carried by said bot-

tom wall and surrounding the respective openings there-

in as a bottom fuselage wall reinforcement at the site of

said openings, said first engines being disposed in a down-

wardly discharging and substantially vertical position

and directing their reacting forces downwardly through

said bottom wall openings, whereby to vertically lift or

controlledly lower the vehicle for a landing, the second

single gas discharge type reaction engine having a rear-

wardly directed gas discharge end and constituting the

steering and forward propulsion means for said vehicle,

said single second engine located adjacent the rear end

of both the vehicle fuselage and engine-receiving space,

said rear fuselage end having an opening therein com-

municating directly with said engine-receiving space, at

least the top and side walls of said engine-providirig

space being imperforate when the vehicle is in flight, said

rear fuselage opening being of substantially greater width-

wise area than the gas discharge end of said second en-

gine, a circular tracking within said space and affixed to

one of the top and bottom walls as a reinforcement for

same, a member on which said second engine is affixed

and which member is revolubly engaged with said track-

ing to turn in a horizontal plane around its axis through

any desired angle, the discharge end of said second en-

gine being disposed with relation to said rear fuselage

opening to direct its reaction force therethrough during

'
all positions of operative adjustment thereof relative to

said fixed trackway, an upstanding stabilizing fin fixedly

carried by the upper exterior portion of said fuselage ex-

tending longitudinally of the latter above said second

engine to a point adjacent the plane of the first two en-

gines and being of substantial height as compared to

fuselage depth, whereby to cooperate with the latter as

an aid in predeterminedly controlling turning of the ve-

hicle in flight, and said first and second engines coop-

erating to propel said vehicle in flight with a minimum

drag and a maximum efficiency.

3,096,043

AERODYNES HAVING A SLIPSTREAM-ASSISTED
WING SYSTEM

Xodri 3. Labusslere, Sceaux, France, assignor to Soclete

Anonyme des Ateliers d'Aviation Louis Breguet, Paris,

France, a company of France
Filed Apr. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 104,912

Claims priority, application France May 10, 1960

12 Claims. (CI. 244—12)

at least two variable pitch propellers mounted in front

of each wing symmetrically disposed with respect to

the longitudinal axis of the aerodyne,

engine means carried by said aerodyne,

driving means interconnecting all of said propellers to-

gether and to said engine means for equal speed op-

eration,

means coupled to said propellers for simultaneously ad-

justing the pitch of all of the propellers in the same

direction,

and means operatively associated with said last men-
tioned means for simultaneously and symmetrically

changing the pitch of the outboard propellers rela-

tive to the inboard propellers whereby the pitch of

the outboard propellers can be reduced independently

of the inboard propellers to introduce drag during

low speed operation.

3,096,044
HELICOPTER

Murray Whitfield Gould, Mink Hollow Road,
Highland, Md.

Filed Feb. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 172,032
16 Claims. (CI. 244—12)

15. An aircraft of the helicopter type, comprising a

motor, a hollow shaft connected to be rotated by the

motor, said hollow shaft having a partially closed end.

a propeller blade fixed to said shaft and rotatable there-

with, a hollow cylinder partially housing said hollow shaft

and supporting said motor, journalling means carried be-

tween said hollow cylinder and said hollow shaft, means

journalled on the closed end of said hollow shaft to carry

a load and means connected to said load carrying means

and said hollow cylinder to change the relative position

of said load carrying means and said hollow cylinder.

1. An aerodyne comprising a fuselage,

a wing mounted on each side of the fuselage.

3,096,045

HELICOPTER CONTROL MECHANISM
Harold S. Hendrickson, Bioomfield, and Nelson R. Rich-

mond, Thompsonville, Conn., assignors to Kaman Air-

craft Corporation, Bioomfield, Conn., a corporation of

Connecticut
Filed Oct. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 143,651

7 Claims. (CI. 244—17.11)

1. A helicopter control mechanism including a pilot

operable stick for collectively changing and controlling

the pitches of the blades of the helicopter rotor, a friction

brake operably connected with said stick, an electric cir-

cuit including an electromagnet which is connected to

serve upon energization or de-energization to apply or

release said brake so that it is effective or ineffective for

resisting movement of the stick, and a pilot operable elec-

tric switch for connecting or disconnecting an automatic
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pilot system to cause said system to be either operative

•r inoperative for actuating said helicopter control mecha-

nism, said switch including contacts in said electromagnet

circuit which serve to close said circuit so as to energize

commands commanding said aircraft to fly in a second

direction a: right angles to said first direction, means elec-

trically connected to both of said aircraft carried signal

producing means for producing a resultant signal repre-

senting the desired direction of flight of said aircraft, and
means electrically connected to said resultant signal pro-

ducing means for converting said resultant signal into for-

ward and lateral mechanical flight control movements.

said electromagnet and apply said brake when said auto-

matic pilot system is disconnected and inoperative and

which serve to open said circuit so as to de-energize said

electromagnet and release said brake when the automatic

pilot system is connected and operative.

3,096,046
REMOTE CONTROL OE ROBOT AIRCRAFT

Delvin E. Kendall, Jr., West Hartford, Robert C. Mack,
' Warehouse Point, and Robert R. Wellock, Newington,

Conn., assignors to Kaman Aircraft Corporation, a cor-

poration of Connecticut
Filed Nov. 14, 1958, Ser. No. 773,964

49 Claims. (CI. 244—17.13)

1. A conirol system for a robot aircraft comprising

control means remote from said aircraft including means

for producing electrical signals representing flight direc-

tion and air speed commands, and means electrically con-

nected to said signal producing means to transmit said sig-

nals to said robot aircraft; and control means carried

by said robot aircraft including means to receive said sig-

nals transmitted from said remote control means, means

electrically connected to said receiving means for pro-

ducing electrical signals representing flight commands
commanding said aircraft to fly in a first direction, means

electrically connected to said receiving means for simulta-

neously producing electrical signals representing flight

3,096,047
THERMALLY CONTROLLED BUOYANT VEHICLE

Edward D. Dunn, Jr., Columbus, Ga.
(Rte. 1, Greenfield Plantation, Morgan, Ga.)

Filed Jan. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 164,488
11 Claims. (CI. 244—26)

1. An airship comprising a frame, expansible gas con-

tainers for buoyant gas secured in said frame for impart-

ing buoyancy to the latter, means for controllably varying

the volume of said containers and thereby their buoyant
force upon said frame, said last mentioned means com-
prising means for circulating the buoyant gas into and out

of said containers in a closed system while controllably

varying the temperature of said buoyant gas during said

circulation, propelling means for effecting circulation of

said buoyant gas with a forced flow through said contain-

ers, a power plant carried by said frame, helicopter

blades rotatably mounted upon said frame and drivingly

connected to said power plant, said helicopter blades and

said gas containers controllably varying between positive

and negative limits the effective weight of said aircraft.

3,096,048
HEATED GAS GENERATOR FOR BALLOON
Paul E. Yost, 2105 W. 28th St., Skwi Falls, S. Dak.

FUed Sept. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 135,833
3 Clainu. (CI. 244—31)

I. A load carrying free floating balloon assembly com-
prising

a balloon for containing a lifting gas,

burner means supported on the balloon for supplying

heated gas to the balloon,

a fuel supply conduit means leading to the burner

means,

a first predetermined flow control valve connected to

the conduit to supply a predetermined constant fuel

flow to the burner means,
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a second boost valve connected to said conduit means

in parallel relation to said first valve to supply fuel

to the burner means independent of the fuel flow

passing through said first valve,

said second boost valve having a first closed position

and a second open position and said open position

passing a relatively large flow of fuel to said burner

means, and

a rapid opening means connected to said second valve

means to substantially instantaneously open and close

said second boost valve means.

sponsive to said output signal to adjust the lift engine

thrust to reduce such normal acceleration.

3,096,049

STEERING MEANS FOR SPACE VEHICLES MIS-

SILES AND HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING CRAFT
Edward S. Karasinski, 2605 Ridgeway Ave., Chicago, HI.

Filed Jan. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 4,535

5 Claims. (CL 244—52)

3,096,051

AIRCRAFT UNDERCARRIAGE
Jack Perdue, Warrington, and Christopher Bernard Vere-

Neilson, Norton, near Runcorn, England, assignors to

Electro-Hydraulics Limited, Warrington, England, a

corporation of the United Kingdom
FUed Mar. 17, 1958, Ser. No. 721,848

1 Claim. (CI. 244—100)

1. In a space vehicle powered by an engine having

an exhaust stream, guidance means of the character

described, including: an exhaust tube of annular cross

section through which said exhaust stream is discharged,

said tube having an inner wall; at least one generally tri-

angular exhaust deflecting member hinged to said tube

wall and having a first position flush with the inner sur-

face of said tube wall, said deflecting member having

generally the shape of a right triangle with one leg paral-

lel with the axis of said tube and the other leg in a

plane at right angles thereto, said deflecting member

being hinged to the tube wall along the hypotenuse of

the right triangle; and means for moving said deflecting

member into the exhaust stream to control movement of

the vehicle.

3 096,050
CONTROL APPARATUS FOR JET LIFT AIRCRAFT
Charles Snowdon, Belmont, Belfast, Northern Ireland,

assignor to Short Brothers A Harland Limited, Belfast,

Northern Ireland, a British company
Filed Aug. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 52,475

Claims priority, application Great Britain Sept 7, 1959

nCUims. (CL244—77)

1. Automatic control apparatus for controlling the

thrust generated by one or more vertical lift jet engines

in an aircraft of the type specified, said apparatus com-

prising, in combination, accelcrometers for generating

component signals representative of the vertical and hori-

zontal accelerations of the aircraft, reserving means for

deriving from said component signals an output signal

representative of the acceleration of the aircraft normal

to any desired flJ|^ path angle, and a servo system re-

i

An aircraft including a fuselage and wing structure,

a nose undercarriage, and a main group comprising three

sets of main undercarriage equipment of which one is

disposed beneath the fuselage and the other two are dis-

posed one adjacent to each wing tip in transverse align-

ment with each other with respect to the longitudinal axis

of the aircraft, each of said main undercarriage equip-

ments having a brake, said three sets of main undercar-

riage equipment all being in the rear of the center of

gravity of the aircraft and being so disposed relatively

to said structure and to each other that, on land, said

three sets of undercarri^ige equipment together carry sub-

stantially 90% of the static weight of the aircraft and

each of said other two sets of undercarriage equipment

carries between 10% and 25% of the static weight of

the aircraft, a substantial proportion of the horizontal

kinetic energy of the aircraft on landing being absorbed

by the brakes of each of said three main undercarriage

equipments.

3,096,052
PRE-SPINNING OF AIRCRAFT LANDING WHEELS
Robert Hardigan, Bronx, N.Y., assignor to Sperry Rand

Corporation, Ford Instrument Company Division, Wil-

mington, Del., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Jan. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 84,800

9 Claims. (CL 244—103)

1. An aircraft landing gear mechanism of the character

described comprising supporting means which is adapted

to be secured to the underside of an aircraft, a pair of

transversely spaced axially aligned landing wheels rotat-

ably mounted on said supporting means, a gear box, power

means by which said landing wheels are adapted to be

rotated through said gear box at such r.p.m. that the linear

peripheral speed thereof is equivalent to the ground speed

of said aircraft, adjustable control means by which the

speed of said power means is regulated, a mechanical dif-

ferential, a ground spxcd computer, means by which the

!
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computed ground speed value is adapted to be imparted

to said differential, 'a servo mechanism by which the out-

put of said gear box is fed back to said differential, and

means by which the output of said differential is imparted

to said adjustable control means.

3,096,053

LOW DENSITY CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
Theodore P. Pajak, Belair, Md., assignor to General Grid

Corporation, Army Chemical Center, Md., a corpora-

tion of Maryland g.

FUed Nov. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 69,888

17 Claims. (CI. 244—133)

said intermediate tank for gravity flow of liquid fuel from

said wing tanks to said intermediate tank whereby said

intermediate tank is normally completely filled with fuel

excluding air therefrom; quick-acting dumping valve

means positioned at the bottom portion of said intermedi-

ate tank; second conduit means communicating with said

intermediate tank for supplying fuel to at least one air-

craft engine; a closed individually vented auxiliary tank

fixedly positioned within the interior of said intermediate

tank; first manually operable valve means for causing

said second conduit means to communicate with said

auxiliary tank to the exclusion of said intermediate tank;

and second manually operable valve means for causing

said auxiliary tank to communicate with the interior of

said filled intermediate tank to receive fuel therefrom by

gravity flow.

3,096,055 y-

AERIAL CARGO DELIVERY SYSTEM '

Robert B. Cotton, Media, Pa., assignor to Ail American
Engineering Company, Wilmington, Del., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Aug. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 132,088

27 Claims. (CI. 244—137)

1. A laminated, lightweight airfoil core having a lead-

ing edge and a trailing edge comprising, a plurality of

linearly corrugated flat sheets of metal foil adhesively

bonded together at all contacting surfaces in face-to-face

relation, the corrugations of alternate sheets being angular-

ly inclined and oi>posed to cross those of adjacent sheets,

whereby said crossed corrugations form rigid truss-like

structures, the longitudinal axes of all the linear corruga-

tions of said plurality of flat sheets being disposed oblique-

ly to said leading edge.

1 2. A method of constructing a lightweight core unit of

the truss-grid type which comprises the steps of corru-

gating a strip of foil material so as to provide a ridge-like

bondmg area at the crest of the corrugation, coating the

ridge-like bonding areas only of the corrugations with an

adhesive, slitting the corrugated material at an angle

of substantially 45° to the corrugations, leaving the crests

on one side intact, folding the strip on the intact crests

so that crests cross at substantially 90° and bonding the

crossed crests.

3,096,054 '

FUEL FEED OR SUPPLY SYSTEM FROM SEPA-
RATE TANKS WITH MEANS FOR ITS QUICK
DISCHARGE IN CASE OF BREAKDOWN FOR
AIRCRAFT INSTALLATIONS AND THE LIKE

Attilio Ciminaghi, Piazza Pietro Lcopoldo 9,

Florence, Italy

Filed Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 154,759

Claims priority, application Italy Dec. 1, .1960

3 Claims. (CI. 244—135)

qOQ,, ,, ,, '^Q

11. In an aerial cargo delivery system in an aircraft

for delivering a cargo from a moving aircraft to a

ground station, and including an aircraft ^nd a cargo car-

ried by said aircraft, means carried by said aircraft for

accelerating said cargo in a direction opposite to the

velocity of said moving aircraft for a time sufficient to

decelerate said cargo from the velocity of the aircraft

to a predetermined velocity with respect to said ground

station while said cargo is under the control of said

system and release, means coordinated with said means

for releasing said cargo from said system when the veloc-

ity of said cargo with respect to said ground station is

substantially equal to said predetermined velocity.

3,096,056
LOCOMOTIVE REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

Leslie R. Allison, Forest Hills, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Air Bral(e Company, Wilmerding, Pa., a corpo-

ration of Pennsylvania
Filed Jan. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 84,929

6 Claims. (CI. 246—187)

1. A fuel supply system of the class described com-

prising: a series of interconnected vented wing tanks; a

closed intermediate tank positioned below said wing tanks;

first conduit means interconnecting said wing tanks and

1. A remote speed control system for a locomotive,

comprising, a communication means for transmitting dif-

ferent signals from a remote control station to a locomo-

tive; a first, a second, and a third transmitter at said

station, each capable of generating a distinctive tone

signal when actuated and connected to said communica-

tion means for transmission of that signal; a first and a

second control function selector for momentarily selec-
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lively actuating said first and second transmitters; a first,

a second, and a third receiver at said locomotive having

connections to said communication means for detecting

the tone signals from the corresponding transmitters;

speed control means controlled by said first and said sec-

ond receivers for respectively increasing and decreasing

the locomotive speed by increasing and decreasing the

applied power between the zero and a maximum as first

and second transmitter tone signals are received, con-

trol means having connections when operated for con-

tinuously actuating said third transmitter, and a control

connection between said third receiver and said speed

control means and responsive to said third receiver for

overriding the control of said first and second receivers

and immediately decreasing the locomotive speed to zero

when absence of- the third transmitter tone signal is

detected.

3,096,057
ANTI-CREEP RAILROAD CROSSINGS

John L. Devaney, Jr., Downey, Calif., assignor to Ameri-

can Brake Shoe Company, Chicago, 111., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Mar. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 13,867

, 5 Claims. (CI. 246—465)

by the joints of one track act as tying devices to main-

tain the gauge of the other track and thus prevent a set

of car wheel flanges from simultaneously striking the"

guard flanges of said other track.

3,096,058
OUTBOARD MOTOR TILT RELEASE

Pier Luigl Torre, Milan, Italy, assignor, by direct and

mesne assignments, to Bundy Marine S.p.A., Milan,

Italy «
Filed June 8, 1961, Ser. No. 115,760

Claims priority, application Italy Sept. 22, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 248—4)

1. In a positive gauge railroad crossing, said crossing

comprising castings laid out to form intersecting tracks,

joints connecting adjacent arms of adjacent castings, each

joint comprising a set of connected arms having adja-

cent ends, a set of splice bars and a set of connecting

bolts; each arm having a treadway, flangeway and guard

flange; each arm having upper and lower fishing sur-

faces on opposite sides thereof, said splice bars having

upper and lower fishing surfaces engaging their respec-

tive arm fishing surfaces, each arm and adjacent ends

of the splice bars having aligned bolt holes in which

said bolts are loosely disposed, each arm having an abut-

ment, at least one splice bar of each set constituting a

tie bar having spaced abutments, said arm abutments

having anti-creep dimension surfaces facing away from

the arm ends, said spaced tie bar abutments having di-

mension surfaces engaging the arm dimension surfaces of

a set of arms, said dimension surfaces being laid out in

planes substantially perpendicular to the axes of said

arms, the area of contact of said dimension surfaces

being such as to permit movement of the bar dimension

surfaces on said arm dimension surfaces with change in

tightness of said bolts, without destroying the ability of

said tie bars to maintain a substantially fixed distance

between their respective arm dimension surfaces, where-

1. In an outboard motor support, a transom bracket,

a swivel bearing having a bracket arm, a pivot tiltably

connecting the bracket arm to the transom bracket, a

latching pin carried by the transom bracket, a latch lever

having a fulcrum pivot at one end and a hook at its op-

posite end normally engaging the pin thereby to prevent

tilting of the motor, an auxiliary lever arm on the swivel

bearing having a free end carrying the fulcrum pivot,

Ihe auxiliary lever arm extending transversely of the swivel

bearing from a separate pivot, spring means effective be-

tween the latch lever and lever arm urging the former

to its pin-engaging condition, hand-controlled release

means associated with the hook-carrying end of the

latch lever, further spring means effective between the

swivel bearing and said fulcrum pivot in co-operation with

the first named spring means to urge the latch lever

to its pin-engaging condition, and abutment surtaces on

the latch lever and the swivel bearing providmg a tem-

porary fulcrum for the latch lever under the action of an

automatic release pull applied from the swivel bearing

to the hook and pin whereby the latch lever is capable

of swinging on the said temporary fulcrum against the ac-

tion of the said further spring means in a direction dis-

engaging the hook from the pin.
,

3,096,059

TELESCOPING MEANS HAVING INDEXING,
BRAKING AND INTERLOCKING MEANS

Philip C. Johnson, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to F. and F.

Koenigl(ramer Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a corpora-

tion of Ohio
Continuation of application Ser. No. 718,720, Mar. 3,

1958, now Patent No. 2,977,168, dated Mar. 28, 1961.

This application Mar. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,607

10 Claims. (CI. 248—162)

1. Locking means for a pair of telescopmg memb«;re

comprising in combination a first telescoping member,^

second telescoping member having a longitudinal slot

therein, a brake block guide in fixed radially extending

relation to said first telescoping member and extending^

freely through said slot, a brake block slidable along said

guide and engageable with said second telescoping mem-
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bcr. a brake frame pivotally secured to said brake block,

a brake shoe pivotally secured to and carried by said

brake frame and advanceable into cooperating straddling

engagement with said second telescoping member, said

brake frame being biased to pivot relative to said brake

block to successively draw said brake block into indexing

engagement with said second telescoping member and

r-\r-'

other in direct response to movement of said handle in

opposite directions and adapted for wedging locking en-

gagement with said standard when moved toward each

other.

then draw said brake shoe into engagement with said

second telescoping member from a diametrically opposed

direction, whereby slight movement in one direction of

said second telescoping member while engaged by said

brake shoe urges said brake frame to pivot to advance

said shoe and block into locking relation to said second

telescoping member releasablc by slight movement of

said telescoping member in the opposite direction.

3,096,060

BUMPER JACK SUPPORT WITH INTER-
CHANGEABLE BLOCKS

William E. Stevens, 2617 Taft St., Hollywood, Fl«.

FUcd Mar. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,639

11 Claims. (CI. 24ft—170)

3 096 061
SUPPORT FOR MOUNTING A REAR VISION

MIRROR ON A WINDSHIELD
Paul Bertell, WilliamsvUle, N.Y., assignor to Staodard

Mirror Company, Inc^ Buffalo, N.Y., a corporation of

New \oTk
Filed June 28, 1961, Ser. No. 120,288

4 Claims. (CL 248—288)

r^at

1. A support for supporting a rear vision mirror assem-

bly from the glass windshield of a vehicle, said rear vision

mirror assembly including an attaching ball and a neck

connecting said attaching ball with the rear vision mir-

ror, comprising a base having one broad face adapted to

be secured directly to the inside face of said windshield

and having a central concavity in its opposite face, a cap

plate member having a laterally projecting marginal flange

means along opposite sides of the periphery of said base

and having a central through opening alongside an inter-

nal spherical Qoncavity oppoing said concavity of said

base, said mSfnting ball being arranged in said concavi-

ties in contact with said spherical concavity of said cap

plate member and with said stem projecting out through

said central through opening, a sheet metal spring plate

member interposed between said base and cap plate mem-

ber and having a central portion offset into said concavity

of said bafe and providing spherical concavity in contact

with said mounting ball, and means securing said plate

members to said base and providing pressure contact of

said spring plate member against said ball.

3,096,062
ADJUSTABLE MOUNTING SUPPORTS FOR

TELEVISION SETS AND THE LIKE
Marvin L. V. Boashart, Truman, Minn.
FUcd Apr. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 105,779

6 Claims. (CI. 248—289)

1. A suppon for a bumper jack standard comprising a

housing adapted for sliding movement along a bumper

jack standard, lock means adapted to lock said housing in

selected positions, a pair of legs carried by said housing

and diverging downwardly and outwardly from the latter

adapted to form, with the lower end of said standard a

triangular supporting base for the latter, said lock means

including an actuating handle movably mounted on said

housing, spaced first and second wedge means, means

mounting said first and second wedge means in said hous-

ing for movement toward and away from each other and

defining a pas.sage therebetween through said housing

adapted to receive said standard, means operatively con-

necting said first and second wedge means to said actuat-

ing handle for movement toward ^nd away from each

4. A swingably adjustable support mounting for tele-

vision sets and the like having in combination, a bracket

adapted to be secured in general vertical position to a

wall or the like, said bracket having forwardly extend-

ing pivot-receiving means, a main, generally horizontal

supporting member connected to said pivot-receiving

means by a pivot member for swinging on a vertical

axis disposed forwardly of the main portion of said

bracket with its intermediate portion swingably connected

by said pivot member, a pair of forwardly projecting

supporting arms downwardly offset from said first men-

tioned supporting member near the end portions thereof

and providing angular rear shoulders for cradling and

engaging the back of a television set or the like and

means adjacent the forward extremities of said arms for

also engaging the lower portion of the television set or

the like to further secure the set for mounting and swing-

able adjustment.

3,096,063

GARBAGE CAN COVER HOLDER
Otto J. Nygren, 6036 13tfa Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Aug. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 134,982

1 Claim. (CI. 24»—292)

A holder for the cover member of a garbage receptacle

comprising in combination, a mounting bracket rigidly

secured to a fixed supporting member said bracket having

a base plate and a pair of forwardly projecting, laterally

spaced, integral side plates, a pair of outwardly projecting

cover supporting arms pivotally mounted at their respec-

tive inner end portions to the said side plates of the

mounting bracket said arms being rigidly connected in

parallel arrangement, the one to the other by means of

a plurality of spacer members, a finger piece associated

with the outermost of said spacer members whereby said

cover is manually raised or lowered relative to the rc-

ceptac'e. and cover handle engaging means associated

with the rearwardmost spacer member whereby the^satd

forwardly projecting arms are loosely connected to the

said handle of the cover member to afford^adjustment

thereof relative to the said receptaeTe, a coiled spring

extending between the said side plates of the bracket and

the forwardly projecting^ arms rigidly secured at its

inner end portion to the transverse center of the base

plate of the mounting bracket adjacent the lower edge

portion thereof, and at its outer end portion to the trans-

verse center of the said rearwardmost spacer member
substantially forwardly of the pivot point of the said arms

and the side plates of the mounting bracket whereby said

coiled spring will exert a downward pull on the assembled

arms and cover member when said cover member is posi-

tioned on the said receptacle, and conversely a rearward

pull on the said assembled arm and cover member when

the same are moved into a raised position relative to the

receptacle as the pivotally mounted arms move the

mounting station of the inner end portion of the coiled

spring past dead center of the pivot point of the said

arms and the mounting bracket and thus hold the as-

sembled arms and cover member in a raised position.

3,096,064
SUSPENSION STRUCTURE FOR DEMOUNTABLE

SCAFFOLDS
Henderson G. Leonard, P.O. Box 124, Covert, Mkh.

Filed Mar. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 97,825
2 CUims. (CI. 248—323)

1. Suspended demountable scaffold structure compris-

ing a pair of hangers each including

opposed rigid hook members having beam engaging

rollers on their upper ends,

laterally inwardly extending tie bars connected to said

hook members adjacent the lower ends thereof,

means securing said bars in overlapping slidable rela-

tion,

removable pin means selectively connecting said tie

bars,

first suspension links pivoted on the lower ends of said

hook members and pivotally connected to each other

in crossing relation at their mid-sections,

second suspension links pivotally connected to the

lower ends of said first links,

upright guide means comprising spaced bars having

slots formed in their upper ends slidably receiving

and guiding the pivot connection at the mid-section

rf^

of said first links and pivotally connected at their

lower ends to the lower ends of said second links,

a tubular connector of circular cross section pinned to

the lower end of said guide means,

a suspension pipe telescopically received in said con-

nector and removably pinned thereto, a sleeve rotata-

bly and axially adjustable on said pipe and having

a laterally projecting brace and support arm ar-

ranged in lapped engagement with the similar brace

on the suspension pipe of the other hanger,

bolt means connecting said bases of said pair of hangers,

a supporting collar sleeved around each of said pipes

and removably pinned thereto below said sleeves to

support said sleeves.

3,096.065
TRAILER STABILIZER

Cledc A. Horn, Rte. 1, Lake Antoine,

Iron Mountain, Mich.
FUed Jan. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 169,793

5 Claims. (CI. 248—354)
1. In a trailer stabilizer, the combination of a longitu-

dinally adjustable tubular upright means having an upper

end and a lower end, means for pivotally securing said

upper end to the underside of a trailer, sleeve means slid-

ingly and rotatably received over said tabular upright

means, a first longitudinally adjustable tube and rod

means having an upper end and a lower end, means piv-

otally securing said lower end of said first tube and rod

means to said sleeve means, means pivotally securing said

upper end of said first tube and rod means to the under-
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side of said trailer remote from the point where said tubu-

lar upright means is secured thereto, a second longitudi-

nally adjustable tube and rod means having an upper end

and a lower end. means pivotally securing said lower end

of said second tube and rod means to said sleeve means

opposite axial direction while being yieldable to a pre-

determined fluid pressure in said one direction, and a

third valve on said other of said heads spring-urged into

a normal position blocking the passage of said fluid in

said one direction while being yieldable to a predeter-

mined fluid pressure in said opposite direction, ^aid third

valve being provided with a port obstructed in its normal

position and exposed upon yielding for permitting only a

restricted flow of said fluid through said other of said

heads in said opposite direction.

3,096,067
SEAT DEVICE FOR A SHOWER-BATH STALL

Thomas F. O'Connell, Drake's Island Road, Wells, Maine

Filed Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 82,782

3 Claims. (CI. 248—436)

at right angles to said first tube and rod means, means

pivotally securing said upper end of said second tube and

rod means to the underside of said trailer remote from

the point where said tubular upright means is secured

thereto and remote from the point where said first tube

and rod means is secured thereto.

3,096,066
VEHICLE-SEAT SUSPENSION

Charles Granet, 32 Blvd. de Lorraine, Courbevoie,

France, and Robert Crauc, 2 Ave. Louis Dardenne,

Vanves, France
Filed Jan. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 81,136

Claims priority, application France Nov. 30, 1960

6 Claims. (CI. 248—399) ,

1. A seat device comprising two supporting members

each embodying a rear leg, a front leg and a supporting

arm between and connected to said legs, a connector

connected to said rear legs and movably holding one of

said rear legs whereby one said arm and one said front

leg may be moved to position in angular relationship to

said other arm and front leg, and a scat member sup-

ported by and extending between said supporting mem-

bers in position of use, embodying means attaching one

said arm to said seat member and means removably

connecting said seat member to the other said arm, and

two extension members one each of which extends into

one of each said tubular arms whereby said extension

members may extend beyond said front legs and arms.

3,096,068
BALL-COCK

Geor«e H. Claridge, 105 Easther Crescent, and Clarence

J. Maindonald, 97 Crawford St^ both of Dunedin,

Otaso, New Zealand
FUed June 24, 19)60, Ser. No. 38,653

Claims priority, application Wew Zealand June 26, 1959

1 Claim. (CI. 251—118)

1. A seating assembly for a vehicle subject to jolting,

comprising a base; a scat support mounted on said base

for pivotal movement about a horizontal axis; resilient

means anchored to said base and to said scat support for

counteracting the weight of the latter; hydraulic damp-

ing means on said base, said damping means including a

piston cylinder and piston means axially slidable in said

cylinder; and transmission means positively connecting

said seat support with said piston means; said piston

means comprising a pair of axially spaced heads forming

channels for the passage of a hydraulic fluid in gen-

erally axial direction within said cylinder, a first valve

on one of said heads spring-urged into a normal position

blocking the passage of said fluid in one axial direction

while being yieldable to a predetermined fluid pressure

in the opposite axial direction, said one of said heads

being provided with an orifice of a width unaffected by

the position of the said first valve and independent of the

pressure differential across said orifice for enabling the

passage of a restricted fluid flow therethrough, a second

valve on the other of said heads spring-urged into a nor-

V mal position blocking the passage of said fluid in said

'•'^
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the valve scat and having an outer peripheral dimension

smaUer than the valve seat, mounting means spaced from

said plane and diametrical of the valve seat adapted to

rotate the disc member to a valve closed position aligned

with the valve seat and to a valve opened position nor-

mal to said valve closed position, a flexible annulus of

substantially uniform section secured to the disc mem-

ber and having a generally cylindrical outer periph-

eral dimension larger than the valve seat and scalable

therewith in the valve closed position to close the flow

passage, and a rigid annulus secured to the disc member

on the downstream side of the flexible annulus In the valve

closed position, the outer peripheral dimension of the

rigid annulus being smaller than the valve seat and di-

verging outwardly from the disc member in an upstream

direction in the valve closed position against the flexible

annulus to slope the overlapping flexible annulus with

respect to the valve seat and to the disc member.

sage is located in the adjacent part of said admission

zone, said smaller cross section having such a ratio to

the cross section at the center of said admission zone

that a Fourier analysis of the oscillation excitation of said

rotor vane liieans by the dynamic gas force based on the

3,096,072

STRUCTURAL CENTER SECTION FOR FABRI-
CATED GATE VALVE

Ronald A. Gulick, Houston, Tex^ assignor to ACF In-

dustries, incorponited. New York, N.Y., a corforation

of New Jersey

Filed Nov. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 851,074

2 Claims. (CI. 251—329)

resonance oscillation frequency of said rotor vane means

is at least partly free of at least one harmonic oscilla-

tion occurring when fluid is admitted through the entire

cross section of a rotor passage whereby oscillations of

said rotor vane means are at least partly suppressed.

3,096,074
BLADED ROTORS OF MACHINES SUCH AS

GAS TURBINES
Leslie James Pratt, Allenton, and Ronald Bricn, Allestree,

England, assignors to Rolls-Royce Limited, Derby, Eng-
land, a British company

Filed Nov. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 155,117

Claims priority, application Great Britain Dec. 6, 1960

6 Claims. (CI. 253—77)

I .

2. A fabricated through conduit gate valve body com-

prising: a structural center section formed of two axially

aligned, spaced, cylindrical conduits, the opposed ends

of the conduits formed into hubs, the opposed, spaced

hubs of said conduits provided with opposed, annular seat

pockets, four generally C-shapcd clips joining the two

conduits together dividing the opposed, spaced hubs of

the conduits into four independently, approximately equal

portions whereby the hubs become free rings supported

at equally spaced points and the four portions may inde-

pendently deflect thereby becoming self-cancelling; said

center section being of sufficient strength to cafry line

and gate loads produced on the valve, a pressure contain-

ing shell capable of withstanding the internal pressure in

the valve fabricated around the center section, the shell

extending on two sides of the conduit

3,096,073
OSCILLATION SUPPRESSING ARRANGEMENT

FOR TURBINES
Friedrich Homola and Arnold Witt, Obcrursel, Taunus,

Germany, assignors to Klockner-Humboldt-Dcutz,
Cologne, Germany

Filed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,345
18 Claims. (CI. 253—39)

1. In a turbine, in combination, rotor vane means

forming rotor passages and moving along a path; and

guide passage means for guiding a fluid into said rotor

passages and defining a fluid admission zone extending

along said path so that said admission zone is passed by

successive rotor passages during rotation of said rotor

vane means, said guide passage means being constructed

and arranged so that fluid flows into each rotor passage

at least at one end of said admission zone through a

smaller 'cross section than when the respective rotor pas-

1. A bladed rotor comprising

(a) a rotor disc having a peripheral portion with axial-

ly-facing surfaces,

{b) a ring of blades carried by the peripheral portion

of the disc, each blade having,

(c) a root interengaging with the peripheral portion of

the disc to retain the blade radially in position, the

root having axially facing surfaces corresponding

to the axially-facing surfaces of the peripheral por-

tion of the disc,

(d) a circumferential groove in one of said axially-

facing surfaces of the peripheral portion, said groove

affording by its sides a radially outwardly facing

surface and a radially inwardly facing surface spaced

outwards from the outwardly facing surface,

(e) a series of angularly-spaced first dogs on said

peripheral portion, said first dogs projecting radially

outwards ffom the outwardly facing surface of said

groove in axially spaced relation to said peripheral

portion,

(/) at least one key having a surface engaging said

outwardly facing surface of said groove, said key
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further having circumferentially-spaced end portions

each extending between one of an adjacent pair of

said first dogs and the peripheral portion of the disc,

said key further having a radially outwardly facing

surface spaced inwardly from the radially inwardly

facing surface of said groove,

(g) a tab on said key projecting axially between and

abutting circumferentially agaihst the said pair of first

dogs, and

(h) an annular unsplit plate extending in contact with

the axially-facing surface of said peripheral portion

and said blade roots, said annular plate having a

circumferential land projecting axially therefrom into

said circumferential groove, said land having a radial-

ly outwardly facing surface in contact with the radi-

adly inwardly-facing surface of said groove and a

radially inwardly-facing surface in contact with the

radially outwardly-facing surface of said key, said

annular plate further having circumferentially spaced

second dogs engaging axially in the spaces between

the said first dogs and the peripheral portion of the

disc, and said annular plate further having a radial

notch therein defining a pair of opposed circumfer-

eiHially-facing shoulders, said tab having a portion

engaging in said notch and abutting said opposed

circumferentially-facing shoulders.

3,096,075
HYDRAULIC PIPE SNUBBER FOR OIL WELLS

Cicero C. Brown, Houston, Tex., assignor to Brown Oil

Tools, Inc., Houston, Tex., a corporation of Texas

FUed Dec. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 74,977

8 Claims. (CI. 254—29)

3,096,076
APPARATUS FOR GRADUALLY LIFTING CON-
STRUCTION PARTS MANUFACTURED ON A
BUILDING YARD

Ernst Wiilli, 3 Alpenstrasse, Ari>on, Switzerland
Filed Nov. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 853,153

Claims priority, application Switzerland July 3, 1959

1 Claim. (CI. 254—89)

8. In a pipe snubber, a snubbing member comprising,

a body having a through bore to receive a pipe, said bore

comprising oppositely inwardly converging frusto-conical

opposite end portions, separate sets of pipe-gripping

wedges mounted in said end portions for reciprocative

radial movement therein into and out of pipe-gripping

positions, a pressure cylinder in the body, a pair of

oppositely movable pistons slidable in said cylinder, means

operably securing each piston to one of said sets of

wedges to move said wedges in accordance with the re-

spective piston movements, a first pressure fluid duct com-

municating with said cylinder at a point between the

pistons, and a second pressure fluid duct communicatiiig

with both end portions of said cylinder outside said

pistons.

In a lifting system for lifting heavy parts of construc-

tion into flush engagement with a ceiling comprising for

each lifting location, a lifting assembly therefor formed

of a. round stationary vertical supporting tube extending

between a floor and the ceiling, said supporting tube be-

ing provided at at least one end with a tensioning head

so as to secure the supporting tube between the floor

and the ceiling, a round lifting tube extending parallel to

said supporting tube and having limited vertical lifting

strokes, a lifting device disposed beneath the lifting tube

to lift same, said lifting tube being removably' mounted

upon said lifting device, said supporting and lifting tubes

extending vetrically through the construction part, and

each of said tubes having two diametrically-opposed rows

of studs equally-spaced from one another in an axial direc-

tion, a work supporting plate adapted to engage the under-

side of the heavy construction part, said supyporting plate

having openings therein for the assembly of said round

tubes therethrough, said supporting plate when so as-

sembled upon said round tubes being slidable thereupon,

weight loaded pawls pivotally connected to the underside

of said supporting plate and respectively engageable with

the respective rows of said supporting studs, said loaded

pawls being so arranged that the pawls engaging the studs

of the lifting tube when the lifting tube is elevated cause

the work supporting plate to be lifted, and the loaded

pawls that engage the studs of the supporting tube having

slid upwardly over the studs of the supporting tube, and

when lowering the lifting tube the pawls that engage the

studs of the supporting tube automatically bear on the

next lower studs thereof and the studs of the lifting tube

pass under the pawls associated therewith, whereby the

assembled parts of the lifting assembly can bC^'^readily

taken down from the ceiling and the construction part

that has been brought into flush engagement therewith.

3,096,077
BARRING JACK

James M. Forsyth, % Forsyth Engineering Co., P.O. Box
1623, 875 Lockwood Drive, Houston, Tex.

Filed Dec. 9, 1958, Ser. No. 779,106

5 Claims. (CI. 254—93)
1. In a barring jack, a base, a cylinder, axle means

carried by said base and supporting said cylinder for

oscillation about the axis of said axle means, pressure

fluid connection means to said^axle means and from said

axle means to the adjacent end of said cylinder, a hollow

tube extending from said fluid pressure connection means

within said cylinder to the opposite end of said cylinder, a

piston in said cylinder and guided on said tube and pre-

vented thereby from rotation in said cylinder, means to

fixedly support said hollow tube at the opposite end from
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said fluid pressure connection means whereby said hollow

tube passes through said piston, and a piston rod on said

piston and having a barring head at the end thereof for en-

gagement in notches in the flywheel of an engine, said axle

means allowing oscillation about the axis thereof from a

non-operating position to an operating position, and

means for restraining said cylinder in said non-operating

position.

3 096 078

MOTORIZED TRAVERSE ROD OPERATOR
Hermann Steingass and Clare L. Milton, Jr^ Baltimore,

Md., assignors to Eastern Products Corporation, Balti-

more, Md., a corporation of Maryland

Filed Apr. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 101,985

10 Claims. (CI. 254—175J)

3,096,079

FENCE PANELS FOR ROADWAYS
Henry James Winn, 29 Between Sts., Cobham, England

Filed Jan. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 82,609

Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 14, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 256—24)
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1. A barrier between separate trades of a highway to

eliminate dazzle of lights of oncoming traffic, said bar-

rier comprising spaced uprights carrying horizontal pale

supporting rails, a plurality of spaced apart pales mount-

ed in verti'cal disposition on said rails, said pales com-

prising strips of thin sheet material having holes there-

through on the longitudinal centerline for the passage

of the rails, said pales extending transversely of the rails

and providing a series of side wings on both sides of the

rails which wings are set at an angle to interrupt beams

of light of oncoming traffic.

3,096,080

APPARATUS FOR GENERATING OSCILLATIONS
IN FLUID

Peter Willems, 20-22 SteinhofhaMe, Lucerne, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 65,163

Claims priority, application Switzerland Oct. 30, 1959

13 Claims. (CI. 259—1)

1 . A powered operator for operating draperies and the

like by imparting axial motion to an operating cord, com-

prising a reversible motor, a cord sheave, mechanical

means intercoupling said motor and said sheave for ro-

tating said sheave when said mo^or is powered, a pair

of tensioning pulleys, mounting means for said tensioning

pulleys arranged to permit translational motion of said

tensioning pulleys, said sheave and said pulleys being ar-

ranged so that an operating cord may be threaded around

one tensioning pulley, thence around said sheave and

thence around the other tensioning pulley, whereby rota-

tion of said sheave in one direction causes said cord to

advance axially in one direction and rotation of said

sheave in the other direction causes said cord to advance

axially in the other direction, biasing means operatively

coupled to said tensioning pulleys and constajitly urging

said tensioning pulleys to move in a direction to maintain

said cord in tension, and a stop disposed in the path of

motion of each of said tensioning pulleys and arranged

to limit motion of said tensioning pulleys in a direction

opposite to the direction of motion resulting from urging

of said biasing means.

1. In a mechanical oscillator, in combination, a tubu^

lar housing having an axis; rotor means rotatable in said

housing for actuating axial flow of a fluid through said

housing; and a plurality of lip means mounted in said

housing for oscillation transversely of the direction of

fluid flow in contact with said flowing fluid, said lip means

being angularly spaced about said axis and mounted for

oscillation in respective paths tangential relative to a

circle about said axis.

3,096,081
BAG FORMER AND SHAKER

Jack D. Helm and Frank L. Hopkins, Minneapolis, Minn.,

assignors to Bemis Bro. Bag Company, Minneapolis,

Minn., a corporation of Missouri

Filed Nov. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 851,582

8 Claims. (CI. 259—72)
1. Apparatus for simultaneously conveying and shaping

a bag comprising a frame, an elongated conveyor plat-

form, means mounting said conveyor platform for vibra-
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lory movement to advance a bag along said platform, a

pair of sideboards, and means for transversely mounting

one sideboard on either side of the conveyor platform to

extend to an elevation subsUntially above the conveyor

platform to abut against the respective side of a bag as it

is advanced, said side board mounting means including

two mounted uprights, one upright mounted on either

transverse side of the conveyor platform, three elongated

transversely extending shafts secured to each upright to

extend horizontally inwardly toward the conveyor plat-

form and in spaced relation to have the elongated axes

of said shafts located at the apexes of a triangle, a re-

silient mount secured to the inner end of each shaft, means

for securing each mount to a sideboard with each resilient

mount between the shaft and sideboard to permit limited

movement of the sideboard relative to the shaft, said

shafts and resilient mounts holding the respective side-

board adjacent to the conveyor platform to strikingly en-

gage an advancing bag.

3,096,082

BORING TYPE CONTINUOUS MINER
John B. Long, Oak Hill,<W. Va., assignor to Marmon-

Herrington Company, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., a corpo-

ration of Indiana
Filed Jan. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 80,927

9 Claims. (CI. 262—9)

tration of a working face leaving a projection of material

extending intermediate the cuts made by said first and

second mentioned material dislodging means, and a plural-

ity of blades mounted in a spaced apart position for scor-

ing the projection of material extending from said working

face along its side edges left by the cuts of said second

mentioned material dislodging means; gathering means

mounted upon said main frame and disposed in juxta-

position with respect to said cutting means for cooperative

abutment with the projection extending from the work-

ing face to dislodge such projection; and conveying means

mounted upon said main frame in juxtaposition to receive

the dislodged material.

3. Cutting means (or a continuous miner including a

first cutting drum and a second cutting drum, said first

and second cutting drums being positioned in a spaced

apart cutting relationship, a first sprocket fixedly secured to

said first drum for cooperative rotation therewith, a second

sprocket mounted upon said second cutting drum, said

second sprocket being independently rotatable with respect

to said second cutting drum, a cutting chain entrained

about the said first and second sprockets and positioned

in a cutting relationship with respect to said first and sec-

ond cutting drums, first drive means for rotation of said

first cutting drum and said cutting chain, and second drive

means for' rotation of said second cutting drum independ-

ently of the rotation of said first cutting drum and said

cutting chain.

5. A method of continuous mining with a continuous

miner having a pair of sjwced apart cutting drums and a

cutting chain entrained about the cutting drums with one

of the cutting drums driving the cutting chain and the

other cutting drum operative independent of the cutting

chain which includes the steps of making a first cut in

the working face with each of the cutting drums and the

cutting chain engaging the working face in a cutting rela-

tionship, making a second cut in the working face later-

ally of the first cut with the cutting drum operative

independently of the cutting chain and the cutting chain

engaging the working face in a cutting relationship and

the cutting drum driving the cutting chain extending into

the opening made by the first cut and substantially out of

contact with the working face, and making succeeding

cuts in the same manner as the second cut for the entire

width of the area then being mined.

3,096,083
ANISOTROPIC HEAT-CONTROLLING BODY AND

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURE THEREOF
Edward F. Keon, Lowell, Mass., assignor to Raytheon

Company, Lexington, Mass., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Aug. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 835,618

5 Claims. (CI. 263—2)

1. In a continuous miner, the combination of a main

frame; cutting means mounted upon said main frame; said

cutting means including material dislodging means for

making a pair of spaced apart cuts in a working face,

material dislodging means for making a pair of spaced

apart cuts in the working face interconnecting with the

cuts made by said first mentioned material dislodging

means, said first and second mentioned material dislodg-i

ing means being cooperatively positioned for cutting penc-

1. A system comprising a source of heat, an object to

be heated, a body to be heat isolated, and a member of

pyrolytic graphite characterized by respectively high and

low degrees of heat conductivity in mutually orthogonal

directions spaced in heat conducting relation to said ob-

ject to be heated and said source of heat and oriented in

the direction parallel to that of low heat conductivity

to said body to be heat isolated.
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3,096,084
HELPER SPRING ASSEMBLY FOR

SHOCK ABSORBERS
Harry Osterhoudt, Detroit, Mkh., asslgiior to Perfection

Automotive Products Corporation, Detroit, Micb^ a

corporation of Mich^an
FUed Dec. 10, 1962, Scr. No. 243^81

4 Claims. (CI. 267—8)

1. In a helper spring assembly for a shock absorber

including body with a reciprocal rod projecting axially

therefrom; the improvement comprising an annular first

spring stop loosely mounted around said body including

an internal annular flange engaging the body, a flexible

metallic split sleeve mounted around and upon said body
within said first spring stop and bearing against its in-

ternal flange, a series of spaced fasteners threaded radi-

ally through said first stop operatively and frictioinally

engaging said sleeve to adjustably anchor said first stop

on said body, a coiled spring loosely mounted longi-

tudinally over said body and rod and at one end extending

around said sleeve and bearing against said first stop,

an apertured axially split second spring stop comprising

a pair of opposed symmetrical elements mounted over

the end of said rod retainingly and compressivcly engag-

ing the other end of said spring, spacer sleeve elements

of reduced radius axially projecting from said sym-

metrical elements down into said other end of said spring,

and an adjustable fastener threaded upon said rod opera-

tively bearing against said second spring stop for regu-

lating the compression of said spring and for centraliz-

ing and anchoring the same relative to said shock ab-

sorber body and rod.

3,096,085
INDEPENDENT TORSION BAR SUSPENSION UNIT
Walter J. Owens, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Her Majesty the Queen in right of Canada as repre-

sented by the Minister of National Defence
Filed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,121

1 Claim. (CI. 267—57)
An independent suspension unit for a vehicle wheel

comprising a torsion bar enclosed throughout its length

by a housing and fixed at one end to the vehicle through

said housing, a torsion arm with one end thereof housed

and fixed to the free end of the torsion bar, an elongated

trailing arm supporting a wheel spindle at one end and

pivotal! y connected at its other end to a shaft projecting

from and fixed to said torsion arm housing, said trailing

arm and said torsion bar being normally disposed in

side-by-side relationship with their longitudinal axes sub-

stantially parallel, the plane of motion of the trailing

arm being substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis

of the torsion bar. and a ball and socket joint coupling

the free end of the torsion arm to the trailing arm adja-

cent the connection of the trailing arm to the vehicle

whereby reciprocating, pivotal motion of the trailing arm
causes displacement of the coupling end of the torsion

1,, 1

-^^..'« y,
^^^;^

arm occasioning twisting or torsion stress in the torsion

bar; and whereby the spindle end of the trailing arm is

adapted for comparatively greater displacement than the

coupling end of the torsion arm.

3,096,086
SINUOUS WIRE SPRING

Edwin G. Krakaner, Rodyn Hciglits, N.Y., asrignor to
Kay Manofactnilng Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y., a corpora-
tion of New York

Filed May 18, 1961, Ser. No. 117,255
4 Claims. (CI. 267—103)

1. A spring structure comprising a frame having a

pair of spaced apart rails, a pre-stressed sinuous wire

spring having cross bars connected by loops and having
a main portion initially set on an arc of relatively small

uniform radius and extended into an arc of greater

radius, said spring bridging the space between rails, pro-

file-raising and spring-softening means adjacent the rear

end of the spring to compel said end to swing readily

inwardly when loaded and thereby to change the profile

of said end from convex upwardly to concave upwardly
when the spring is loaded, while maintaining substan-

tially constant the angle between the leg and the adja-

cent part of the main portion, said means comprising a
relatively short stiff leg at said end arranged at an in-

terior angle of less than 180* to the adjacent part of the

main portion, there being a common cross bar at one
end of the leg and the main portion, and a second cross

bar at the other erid of the leg constituting a fulcrum

about which the remainder of the leg and the adjacent

part of the main p>ortion are swingable as a unit, means
pivotally securing the second cross bar of the leg to one
rail, the spring having a relatively short stiffening bend
adjacent the front end thereof, and means securing the

front end of the spring to the other rail.

3,096,087
CARD FEED APPARATUS

Robert F. Markley, Nichols, N.Y., assignor to Interna-

tional BusinesB Machines Corporation, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Sept. 29, 1961, Scr. No. 141,734
9 Claims. (CI. 271—32)

1. Sheet feeding apparatus comprising a hopper con-

taining a stack of sheets, at least one stationary throat

block forming part of the front wall of the hopper, and a

resilient feed roll spaced slightly from each throat block

and cooperating therewith to define an expandable throat
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and sheet-receiving bite of minimum thickness at a point wall a sheet-collecting compartment, said member ex-

a very slight distance forward of«the leading edge of the tending over a greater part of the radial extent of said

stack, means for driving said feed roll continuously, means one wall and having its inner end continuously spaced

for advancing the endmost sheets successively substan- from said one wall by a distance corresponding to the

desired sheet collecting depth of said compartment, and
positioning means connected with each said supporting

member and operative upon movement of said support

means to move said member between ( 1 ) a iKxmal posi-

tially only as far as said bite such that advancement

beyond said bite will be effected solely by said roll, and

means asynchronously operable for effecting the advance

and return of said advancing means.

o 3,096,088

SHEET HOLDING AND TRANSFER MECHANISM
FOR PRESSES

WUliam G. Young, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to MUler

Printing Machhiery Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation

of Pennsylvania
Filed Mar. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 97,016

8 Claims. (CI. 271—51)

1 . In a sheet handling device, a sheet transfer cylinder

having means fixed relatively to the cylinder receiving

and gripping the leading edge of a sheet to be transferred

and valved suction means extending to the periphery of

the cylinder adjacent the trailing edge of the sheet to be

transferred, an opening in the periphery of the cylinder at

the suction means, a suction head in said opening for en-

gaging the trailing edge of said sheet, said suction head

being slidable generally on the circumference of said

cylinder, resilient means normally urging said head to-

ward the gripping means, connections in said suction head

to the suction means acting through the suction head

to engage the trailing edge of the sheet and thereupon

draw the head against the resilient means whereby to

draw the sheet Uut over the periphery of the cylinder.

tion in which said member and said one wall form a

relatively closed sheet-retaining compartment and (2) an

open position in which said member is swung away frcMn

said one wall with its outer end lying adjacent the other

of said two walls whereby said compartment is opened

to nearly the width of said widened end of said space to

receive a sheet fed thereinto or for the removal of sheets

collected therein.

3,096,090
PIT CUSHION

Alexander J. Albrecht, West Englewood, NJ., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Brunswick Corporation, Chicago,

III., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Mar. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 97,032

11 CUims. (CI. 273—53)

3,096,089
DEVICE FOR COLLECTING SHEETS OF

LAMINAR MATERIAL
Martin Dominicns Pierre Swenkcr and Johannes Comclis

Augustinus Vcrcoolcn, both of Venlo, Netherlands, as-

signors to Chcmischc Fabrkk L. van der Grintcn N.V.,

Venlo, Netberbmds, a corporation
Filed Nov. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 153,536

Claims priority, application Netheriands Dec. 1, 1960
8 Claims. (CI. 271—64)

1. An apparatus for the assorted collecting of sheets

of laminar material, comprising movable support means,

a multiplicity of walls spaced apart on said support means

and carried thereby about a horizontal axis in substan-

tially radial relation to said axis, each adjacent two of

said walls continuously delimiting a wedge-shaped space

widened at its radially outer end, a sheet-supporting mem-
ber mounted swingably within each said space in spaced

relation to one of said walls and forming with said one

^

Y
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port the backstop so that movement of the hanger arms

and co-incident angular rotation of said outer rim effect

a distortion of the intermediate web portion of said rings.

3,096,091
WING SHOT ARROW

Jerome M. Dudley, 210 N. Pleasant Ave., Galesburg, III.

Filed Nov. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 69,758

1 Claim. (CI. 275—106.5)

extending therethrough, a word game sheet having in-

dividual aligned columns of word letters and wwd defini-

tions, said playing board slidably receiving said game

sheet therebeneath with said columns of word letters and

word definitions visible through said window openings

of said main panel, individual closures for each of said

word letter window openings, said closures being individ-

ually movable between an initial closed position masking

the associated word letter and an adjusted open position

revealing said word letter, means determining the se-

quence of opening all of said closures, and each one of

said closures comprising a slide slidably supported upon

said main panel for selective longitudinal sliding move-

ment between said closed position and said adjusted open

position and wherein said playing board further comprises

a base panel, and a frame suporting said main and base

panels in spaced apart parallel relationship slidably re-

ceiving said word game sheet therebetween for selective

longitudinal movement to position a selected one of said

word definitions and word letters within said window

openings of said main panel, and wherein said means de-

termining the sequence of opening of all of said closures

comprises a spinner rotatably carried upon said main

panel, and a plurality of circumferentially spaced apart

numerals upon said main panel in the path of rotation

of said spinner, each one of said numerals corresponding

to one of saiS window openings in said main panel.

A wing shot arrow comprising, in combination, a hol-

low shaft having a longitudinal bore extending through-

out the entire length thereof, said hollow shaft having a

bow strin^receiving portion at one end and a multiple

chamber projectile housing at the opposite end and mo-

tion responsive means carried by said shaft responsive to

forward movement of said shaft to effect a braking ac-

tion upon said shaft, said housing comj#ising a closure

having a plurality of intersecting partition walls defining

a plurality of identical chambers opening outwardly to-

ward the front end of said housing for supporting a plu-

rality of projectiles in spaced apart relationship, said mo-

tion responsive means comprising a longitudinal metal

weight and a pair of circumferential friction pads se-

cured at opposite ends of said weight slidably received

within said longitudinal bore of said shaft, said shaft hav-

ing means at eachr end for holding said weight captive

thcrewithin.

3,096,092
WORD GAME

Georse J. Bredehoni, 7l3 Francis Drive, Wantagb, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 6, 1^59, Ser. No. 831,973

4 Claims. (CI. 273—135)

3,096,093
RECORD PLAYERS

Maurice E. Hardy. Chicago, III., assignor to Zenith Radio

Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Nov. 7, 1956, Ser. No. 620,925

8 Claims. (CI. 274—10)

1 ' .' /r
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1. A word game cc^prising, in combination, a sub-

stantially rigid playing board, said playing board includ-

mg a main panel having a plurality of window openings

7. A record player comprising: a motor-driven turn-

table having a principal level area for supporting both

large index-hole and small index-hole disc records, said

turntable including an intermediate surface area depressed

substantially below said principal level area whereby to

provide thereat a reception space; an adaptor for support-

ing a quantity of large index-hole disc records; a mecha-

nism for supporting said adaptor at an elevated level above

said turntable and for allowing said adaptor to be manu-

ally submerged from its said elevated level position to one

substantially completely encompassed by said receptive

space; a record dispensing apparatus including peripheral

support shoulders and associated separator plates carried

by said adaptor and moved therewith between its elevated

level jKJsition and its said receptive space position; and

means including a swindle for indexing small index-hole

record discs when said adaptor is manually submerged.
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3,096,094
SOUND REPRODUCING MACHINES

John Adrian Churchill, Thorpc-lc-Soken, and Garnet

Montague Evelei^ Williams, Crankigh, England, as-

signors to Foster-Mallard Limited, London, Engbmd
Filed June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 36,082

Claims priority, application Great Britain June 15, 1959

8 Claims. (CI. 274—10)

tion, a plate attached to said vertical spindle, and said plate

being arranged in a plane perpendicular to said spindle,

a rotary control unit,

a cam on said control unit,

a follower arm having a first follower thereon cooperat-

ing with said cam, said follower arm having an oscil-

lating motion imposed upon it by said cam and being

adapted to releasably engage said plate for trans-

mitting said oscillating motion thereto, said follower

arm further having a movement greater than it is

required to move said pick-up arm from said extreme

outward to said extreme inward position, and, whetf

1. A sound reproducing machine having a base plate,

an upper and a lower turntable, a vertical spindle extend-

ing upwardly from said lower turntable through the center

of said upper turntable, said spindle being adapted to re-

ceive records having various diameters, means permitting

said records to drop one by one onto said lower turntable,

a pick-up arm carrying a pick-up head for playing both

sides of each one of said records, said pick-up arm swing-

ingly arranged in a horizontal plane across said records, a

mechanism positioning said pick-up arm at the correct

radial distance from the center of one of said records

preparatory to playing said record, said mechanism com-

prising a sizing arm pivotally located on said base plate,

said sizing arm movable in a plane substantially radial to

said upper and said lower turntable, a feeler carrier

mounted on said sizing arm, spaced feeler members

mounted in fixed relationship to one another on said feeler

carrier, means moving said feeler carrier and said feeler

members thereon together transversely over the surface of

one of said records from the inner diameter of said record

toward the outer diameter thereof, said feeler members

movable, one relative to the other, in a direction trans-

verse to said surface of said record, said feeler members

positioned relatively to said feeler carrier in such manner

that one feeler reaches said outer diameter of said record

prior to the other feeler, means responsive to said rela-

tive movement of said feeler members when one of them

passes over the outer diameter of one of said records, and

a stop on said base plate, said stop limiting the inwardly

swinging movement of said pick-up arm from a position

outside said outer diameter of the largest size of said

records, and said means responsive to said relative move-

ment of said feeler members setting said stop according

to the actual size of the one of said records to be played.

3,096,095
SOUND REPRODUCING MACHINES

John Adrian Churchill, Thorpe-le-Soken, England, as-

signor to Foster-Mallard Limited, London, England

FUed July 26, 1960, Ser. No. 45,385

5 Claims. (CI. 274—10)
1. In a sound reproducing machine having a turntable

adapted to support records, a pick-up arm, said pick-up

arm being provided with at least one stylus thereon for

playing said records, a hollow vertical spindle having said

pick-up arm pivotally mounted thereon, said pick-up arrn

having an extreme outward and an extreme inward posi-

792 O.O.—12

said control unit is inoperative, occupying a position

such as to enable said pick-up arm to swing inwardly

to its full extent without engaging said arm with said

plate, a second follower on said follower arm, a

two-arm lever, said lever adapted to move said

stylus on said pick-up arm in and out of engagement

with said records,

a ramp unit on one arm of said lever, said second fol-

lower arm cooperating with said ramp unit.

and a slidable stem in said hollow vertical spindle for

lifting and lowering said pick-up arm, said slidable

stem being operatively engaged by the other arm of

said two-arm lever.

3,096,096

SEALING MEANS FOR SPINDLES OF
FLUID VALVES

George W. Banks, 12424 14th Ave. S., Seattle 88, Wash.

Filed Feb. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 793,175

11 Claims. (CI. 277—117)

1. A sealing means for spindles of high pressure fluid

valves comprising: a valve spindle having a cylindrical

sealing portion; a spindle barrel coaxially disposed around

the sealing portion of said valve spindle and in which

said spindle is guided and disposed for valve actuating

movement; a coaxial recess in the outer end of said

spindle barrel having a cylindrical portion and a threaded

portion; a seal backing plug on said spindle barrel and

threadedly engaging said threaded portion; a compres-

sion type compensating spring disposed around said valve

spindle and seated on said plug; a plastic sealing member

of conical frustum form, having an axial cylindrical bore,

disposed in said recess and having a wall disposed around

said valve spindle with its thinnest wall portion directed

toward said spring; said sealing member made of a plastic

material capable of limited cold flowing under pressure

and having an annular flange at its thickest wall portion;

a flowable medium having a cylindrical outer surface and

a tapered axial bore adapted to fit the conical surface of

said sealing member, disposed around the wall portion
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of said sealing member and substantially filling the space

between the wall of said recess and said wall portion;

a pressure application washer operatively disposed be-

tween said medium and said spring and coacting to posi-

tion said fluid medium in intimate contact with said scal-

ing member including the free face of said annular flange

and said seal backing plug adapted to compress all the

elements of the sealing means and position them in co-

acting relationship.

V

3,096,097
INDEXING CHUCK

John J. Roddy, Meriden, Conn., assignor to Skinner Pre-

cision Industries, Inc., New Britain, Conn., a corpora-

tion of Connecticut
Filed Apr. 26, 1961, Scr. No. 105,579

10 Claims. (CI. 279—5)

1. An ittdexing chuck, comprising: a chuck housing, a

pair of opposed workpiece jaw supports mounted upon

the housing for movement toward and away from each

other, an indexing spindle adapted for indexing a chuck

supported workpiece. means rotatably mounting the

spindle in one of the opposed jaw supports, an indexing

plate on the indexing spindle having a plurality of in-

dexing notches thereon angularly spaced about the axis

of rotation of the spindle, a locking pin mounted for

movement within said one jaw support and having one

end thereon adapted to selectively engage the angularly

spaced notches for preventing rotation of the spindle, and

a locking pin stop mounted upon said one jaw support

adjacent the other end of the locking pin for movement
between a first position and a secord position, said stop

having means overlying the other end of the locking pin

to positively lock the pin in engagement with the index-

ing plate when the slide is in the first position.

3,096,098
CHUCK JAW CONSTRUCTION

Russell E. Buck, Scotts, Mich., assignor to Bock Tool
Company, Kalamazoo, Mich., a corporation of Michi-
gan

Filed Apr. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 102,847
7 Claims. (CL 279—123)

." . -

1. A jaw construction for a chuck, comprising:

a jaw base having an elongated slot opening through

one external face thereof, said jaw base having an

elongated threaded recess at the inner end of said

slot;

a key member mounted on said jaw base and extending

through said slot, said key member being movable
longitudinally along said slot,

screw means threadedly engaging the threads of said

recess and connected to said key member so that

rotation of said screw means effects longitudinal

movement of said key member along said slot;

a jaw mounted on said key member for movement there-

with longitudinally of said slot;

cooperating clamping surfaces on said jaw base, said

key member and said jaw; and
means extending between said jaw and said key mem-

ber for moving the clamping surfaces of same into and

out of engagement with the clamping surfaces on said

jaw base whereby said jaw and said key member can

be rigidly secured to said jaw base.

3,096,099
FIFTH WHEEL FOR TRUCK TRAILERS

Elton P. Bowles, 657 27tfa V^ Road, and Paul D. McNew,
147 Red Rock Road, both of Grand Junction, Colo.

Filed Jan. 22, 1962, Scr. No. 167,805

11 Claims. (CI. 280—125)

1 . A fifth wheel unit for rotatably mounting a tow bar

and wheel assembly on the frame of a txailer, said unit

including:

(a) a first member adapted to be seciired to said frame

and having a downwardly facing, generally planar

surface;

(b) a second member adapted to be coupled to the

assembly and having an upwardly facing, generally

planar surface;

(c) means rotatably interconnecting the members with

said surfaces thereof in facing, substantially aligned

relationship, said surfaces being provided with op-
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posed, aligned, circular grooves therein in concentric

relationship to the axis of rotation of the members

and located in substantial spaced relationship to said

axis; and

(d) a continuous, resilient, annular load bearing ele-

ment of uniform cross-sectional configuration con-

forming to said grooves and interposed between said

surfaces, positioned in said grooves, maintaining said

surfaces of the members in spaced relationship and

preventing lateral movement of one of the members

relative to the other member.

3,096,100
RIDER PROPELLED VEHICLE

Robert E. Clarke, 450 Trappc Road, and John C. Clarke,

2903 Dunglow Road, both of Baltimore County, Md.
Filed Oct. 5, 1961, Scr. No. 143,128

4 Claims. (CI. 280—261)

nally spaced perforations therein, the combination of, a

support, a power-driven roll mounted on said support

for rotation about a fixed axis, a shaft fixed at one end

to said support and paralleling said roll axis, a radially

expansible head on the free end portion of said shaft

comprising a plurality of sections disposed around the

shaft to form a substantially cylindrical outer surface

telescoping into one end of the supply tube, a series

of teeth angularly spaced around said roll to mesh with

the perforations in the paper and draw the latter from

the tube as the roll is rotated in one direction, and spring

means disposed between said sections and urging the

latter into light frictional contact with the tube to exert

a frictional drag thereon while permitting axial shifting

of the tube back and forth relative to said roll in re-

sponse to stresses in the paper exerting axial forces on

the tube greater than the light frictional force exerted by

said spring means.

3,096,102
EASEL BINDER FOR PAGES READING ON LINES

PARALLEL WITH THE BINDING
Clarence L. Wiands, Robert C. Clhie, and Robert G. Rose,

al of Saugerties, N.Y., assignors to F. L. Russell Cor-

poration, Saugerties, N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed Oct. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 144,384

1 Claim. (CI. 281—33)

1. A tiluble rider propelled vehicle, a longitudinal

frame, an axle thereon, transverse of and near the rear

thereof, a main wheel on each end of the axle, a steerable

wheel on the front of the frame, a seat on the frame rear-

wardly of the axle, a steering handle connected to the

steerable wheel and extending rearwardly over the frame

to adjacent the seat, means to drive one of said main

wheels, while the other routes freely, a caster wheel on

the rear of the frame spaced upwardly from road contact

relative to the other wheels, giving a third point support

for the vehicle and a rider thereon when tilled back, to

raise the steerable wheel from road contact for movement

of the vehicle in a circle by the driving means.

3,096,101

CHART PAPER HOLDER
Melvfai A. Raddeman, Rockford, HI., assignor to Barber-

Colman Company, Rockford, Dl., a corporation of

Illinois

Filed Dec. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 79,261

3 Clahns. (CI. 281—8)

2. In a holder for an elongated sheet of chart paper

rolled on a supply tube and having a series of longitudi-

An easel binder which can be reversed to locate the

binding in horizontal position at the top or at the bottom

of the binder, to support bound leaves either hanging

down from the binding or turned up away from the bind-

ing, said binder comprising

a back,

front and back covers hingedly connected with said

back by reversible hmges enabling said cover* to be

hinjed in reverse directions to positions m front of

or behind said back,

a binding mounted on said back between the hinge

lines of said covers,

an easel board in the form of a single flat layer of thin

stiff sheet material of the approximate size and shape

of said back cover, said easel board overlying said

back cover,

said easel board being hinged to said back along its

inner edge at the hinge connection of the back cover

to thereby lie flat against the inside of the back cover

when the binder is closed with the covers hinged to

closed position overlying and in front of the bind-

ing, and free to be lifted to an upwardly inclined

position over the back cover when the binder is

opened in position with the back and the binding

thereon at the bottom in horizontal relation, so that

the bound pages in the binding may be raised from

a horizontal position overlying the front cover to an

upwardly inclined reading position on the upwardly

inclined easel board,

props of thin flat stiff sheet material similar to said

easel board and hingedly connected to said board on

spaced parallel lines extending at right angles to said

back and the binding thereon, whereby to hinge away

from the back and the binding at right angles thereto

into positions over and in engagement with the back
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cover to support the board in upwardly inclined rela-

tion over the back cover.

a clip on the back cover between said props,

a tape slidingly engaged beneath said clip and connected

at its ends with said props to automatically pull the

props to a substantially equal extent into position ex-

tending from the board over the back cover when

the easel board is raised, and

said props being held extended by said tape into posi-

tion spacing the easel board from the back cover so

that said board and back cover held in said spaced

relation will support the back along one edge in raised

position at the top of the binder, with the opposite

edge supported by the front cover in reversed rela-

tion of the covers extending behind the back.

3,096,103
DUAL PASSAGE ROTARY SWIVEL

Demery A. Murphy, Tomince, Calif., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Armco Steel Corporation, Middletown,

Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Oct. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 846,173

1 Claim. (CI. 285—134)

In a rotary swivel of the type used in the drilling of

wells, the combination of: a housing, bearing means with-

in the housing, a shank mounted on said bearing means

and projecting through the lower end of the housing, the

shank having a central opening extending therethrough,

a tube extending centrally through the shank opening and

defining a first passage in the annulus between the shank

and the tube and a second passage within the tube, a

sub threadedly secured to the lower end of said shank,

means connecting the tube and the shank sc that they ro-

tate as a unit, said means including an element fixed to

said tube and having a portion thereof clamped between

the shank and said sub, a first washpipe detachably con-

nected to the upper end of said shank and encircling a

portion of said tube, a second washpipe detachably con-

nected to the upper end of said tube, a sleeve detachably

secured relative to said housing and having axially spaced

sealing means engaging said washpipes, a flow conduit

connected to said sleeve at a location between said sealing

means and communicating with said first passage, and a

second flow conduit fixed with respect to said housing and

communicating with said second passage.

3,096,104
FLEXIBLE PIPE LINE FiTTING

Harold Browning, Hyattsville, Md^ assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy
Filed May 15, 1959, Ser. No. 813,604

4 Claims. (CI. 285—226)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

>• ,j» >C I

1. A flexible coupling comprising, a plurality of corru-

gations connected together to form the longitudinal length

of the flexible coupling, at least one of said corrugations

being annular and having a cross-section that is sym-

metrical about an axis extending at right angles to the

longitudinal axis of the coupling, and the remainder of

said corrugations being substantially S-shaped with the

major axis being disposed parallel to the longitudinal

axis of the coupling, whereby the flexible coupling is

adapted to connect together a pair of tubular members,

and to yield to longitudinal, lateral land angular deflec-

tions of said tubular members; each of said corrugations

having an opening therein exposed to the interior of the

coupling, and each of the 8-shaped corrugations having

a portion there of comprising a substantially cylindrical

outer surface, a first flange extending inwardly from said

outer surface toward the interior of the coupling and in

juxtaposed relation to the outer surface forming a

U-shaped cavity whose width is approximately one-half

its length, a second flange extending away from said first

flange and forming an ogival curve, the inner leg of said

ogival curve extending substantially parallel to the longi-

tudinal axis of the coupling and toward an immediately

adjacent 8-shaped member, and wherein the second flange

of one S-shapcd corrugation has a free edge fixedly at-

tached to the free edge on the inwardly directed flange

on the next adjacent corrugation, whereby a plurality of

nested S-shaped corrugations are formed which are free

to flex on substantially all points from one fixedly at-

tached point to the next*

3,096,105

SPLIT ARRESTOR HAVING CIRCUMFEREN-
TIALLY EXTENDING GRAIN STRUCTURE
FOR WELDED PIPELINES HAVING LONGI-
TUDINALLY EXTENDING GRAIN STRUC-
TURE

Roger E. Risley, Bradford, Pa., assignor to Dresser In-

dustries, Inc., Dallas, Tex., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 54,943

3 Claims. (CI. 285—286)
1. In combination, a pipeline comprising a plurality of

rolled thin-walled steel pipe sections having a definite

fibrous longitudinally extending grain structure, said sec-

tions being welded together, and a plurality of split ar-

resters incorporated into said pipeline at intervals with

each arrestor having each end welded to the end of an

adjacent pipe section, each of said arresters comprising a
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rolled tubular pipe section having a fibrous grain struc-

ture extending circumferentially thereof, whereby a split

being disposed on opposite sides of said first member

and extending longitudinally of said first member and the

arms coming into engagement with the curved surface of

said first member at generally opposed positions on the

first member spaced by a distance less than the diameter

of the first member, the yoke in relaxed position when

in contact with said first member having the arms of the

yoke engaging the first member and the base of the yoke

spaced from the first member, the arms of the yoke in

assembled position being resiliently outwardly deflected

and maintaining residual stress on the first member and

occurring in one of said sections is arrested when it

reaches the next adjacent section of circumferential fibers.

3,096,106

TORQUE TRANSMITTING BEARING
Keith W. Wanner, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Cor-

duroy Rubber Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed Sept. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 56,183

8 Claims. (CI. 287—53)

1. A torque-limiting and vibration-absorbing bearing

for mounting a propeller hub on a propeller shaft and

for transmitting torque from said shaft to said hub. which

comprises: a non-resilient bushing member mountable on

said shaft and having an outside circumference less than

the inside circumference of said hub; longitudinal and

transverse flange means on said non-resilient bushing; a

resilient bushing member slidably mounted on said non-

resilient bushing member and having a sub tantially

smooth, cylindrical outer surface of a diameter sufficient

to provide slippage between said resilient bushing mem-

ber and said hub when the torque to be transmitted there-

between exceeds a predetermined amount, said resilient

bushing member having on the inside circumference

thereof longitudinal and transverse flange receiving slot

means and portions on both sides of said longitudinal and

transverse slot means cooperating with and engaging said

flange means to prevent all movement of said resilient

bushing member with respect to said non-resilient bushing

member after installation of said resilient bushing mem-

ber on said non-resilient bushing member; and said cylin-

drical outer surface having a sufficient coefficient of fric-

tion relative to the surface of the inside circumference of

said hub to prevent rotary motion of said hub with respect

to said resilient bushing member during normal operation

of said propeller.

3,096,107

STRUCTURAL CONNECTION
Arthur C. Farley, Flourtown, Pa.

(The Kenilworth, Philadelphia 44, Pa.)

Filed June 29, i960, Ser. No. 39,577

3 Claims. (CI. 287—54)
1. In a structural connection, a first metallic member

of generally round cross section, a second metallic mem-

ber extending generally transversely to the first member,

a metallic connector yoke having a generally flat base

and arms of the yoke which diverge from the base, said

second metallic member being secured in abutting rela-

tion to one of the arms ot the yoke, the arms of the yoke

the base of the yoke in assembled position being rela-

tively closer to the side of the first member than in the

relaxed position of the yoke, and tension fastening means

extending through the base of the yoke and through the

first member at a plurality ot points distributed longi-

tudinally of the first member and pulling said yoke to-

ward the first member and maintaining the arms of said

yoke prestressed against the first member, the compres-

sion stress imposed on the first member by the tension

of said fastening means being generally at right angles to

the compression imposed on said first member by the

arms of the yoke.

3,096,108
ADJUSTABLE RACK CONNECTION

Fred L. Baybarz, Lodi, Calif., assignor of one-half to

Green-Penny Co., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of

California

FUed Mar. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 96,261

6 Claims. (CI. 287—54)

I. A rack connection comprising an upright having at

least two vertical sides at right angles to each other, one

of said sides having a downwardly extending bayonet

slot formed therein and having a pin-passing opening that

is open on the other of said sides, said other side having

a generally longitudinal end-closed slot formed therein,

an anchor member having two legs at right angles to each

other and provided with a support extension afTixed to one

of said legs, a fixed pin extending from one leg of the

anchor member to enter and pass through the pin-passing

opening in the bayonet slot into engagement with said

slot when the other leg of said anchor member is being

moved in a direction toward and in flatwise engagement

with the side of the upright that has the end-closed slot,

and a fixed pin on said other leg and extending into said

end-closed slot, the bayonet slot being disposed at an

angle to draw the pin therein in a direction to move the
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anchor leg that has the other pin toward and in flatwise

engagement with the support.

3,096,109
CLAMPING DEVICE

James P. Callahan, % Personnel Quarters, BIdg. No. 2024,

Veterans Administration Hospital, Downey, III.

Filed Jan. 29, 1962, Scr. No. 169,436

1 Claim. (CI. 287—54)

portions having semi-circular profiles of the same diam-

eter as the semi-circular extremity, said body including

shoulders adjacent said branches, the branches of each

body being accommodated in the slot of the other body

with the shoulders of the respective bodies in abutting re-

lation whereby the semi-circular profiles and extremities

define circular passages spaced from one another.

A clamping device for securing in a selected angular

relation two elongated articles; said device being com-

prised of a block assembly having two sections, said sec-

tions being disposed in side by side relation and formed

at one end wi.h registering slots in aligned end faces of the

sections, a hinge bar fitted into said slots, pins fitted into

aligned holes in the hinge bar and in the sections for

hingedly connecting said sections, a further slot adjacent

the other end and formed in an outer side of one of said

sections, an eyebolt having a shank extending through

aligned openings in both sections and with its head re-

ceived in said further slot, a further opening in said one

of said sections transversed to said further slot, a first

article to be clamped extending through said further open-

ing and having one end received in the eye of said eye-

bolt, the inner facing walls of said sections having con-

cave portions jointly defining a recess intermediate and

transverse of the facing walls of said sections for receiv-

ing a second article in angular relation to said first arti-

cle, a washer and a threaded knob screwed onto the free

end of said eyebolt shank for drawing together the two

block sections in embracing and clamping relation to the

two said articles.

3,096,110
CLAMP

Theodore Cantor, Yonkers, N.Y., assignor to Manostat
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 249,891

9 Claims. (CI. 287—54)

V

1. Apparatus comprising first and second elements

adapted for being connected in mating engagement, each

said element comprising a body having opposite ends

and being provided with an axially extending elongated

slot of determinable width opening at one of said ends

and terminating in a semi-circular extremity remote from

said one end, said body including branches on opposite

sides of said slot, said branches being of said width and

including free end portions at said'one end, said free end

3,096,111
BALL LOCK COUPLING

Curth Myhre, Chatsworth, Calif., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to the United States of America as repre-

sented bv the United States Atomic Energy Commis-
sion

Filed Sept. 28, 1960, Scr. No. 58,959
8 Claims. (CI. 287—58)

1 . A coupling for disengaeeably connecting a member
and a connector comprising In combination a plunger, a

sleeve arourkl said plunger having a first and second lock-

ing element therein, said locking elements being laterally

movable, said plunger and said sleeve being relatively

axially movable, said {hunger having a pair of opposed

cam surfaces thereon adapted to engage said first and

second locking elements and limiting inward lateral move-

ment of said elements, said plunger being connected to

said member, said connector having a detent adapted to

receive said first locking element, means for retaining

said second locking element in said sleeve and adjacent

said plunger, means for removing said retaining means
including means for moving said plunger and sleeve rela-

tive to each other so that said second locking element is

forced outwardly by one of said cam surfaces and said

first locking clement is movable inwardly out of engage-

ment with said connectc»'.

3,096,112
COINCIDENTAL DOOR LOCKING SYSTEM

Theodore H. Johnstone, Lincoln Park, Mich., assignor to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
FUed Nov. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 152,217

11 Claims. (CI. 292—3)

1. In a vehicle -having a plurality of doors, coincidental

locking and unlocking apparatus of the character de-

scribed, including: a latch for each door having locking

means movable between locked and unlocked positions,

including first latches with locking means movable be-
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tween said positions by a force exerted in one direction as to preclude digital actuation of the plunger through

and second latches with locking means movable between the aperture, the plunger bemg operatively discngageablc

said positions by a force exerted in another direction;

reversible fluid supply means having first and second out- ^

lets respectively {M^ucing positive and negative fluid

from said hub in its other limit to enable unrestricted

swivel movement of the lever relative to the hub.

3,096,115
KNOB CONSTRUCTION

George P. Patriquin, Gardner, and Norman R. Adier,

Fitchburg, Mass., assignors to Independent Lock Com-
pany, Fitchburg, Mass., a corporation of Massachusetts

FUed Sept 15, 1960, Ser. No. 56,234

2 Claims. (CL 292—347)

pressure alternately in accordance with the direction of

operation of said fluid supply means; means connecting

the locking means of said first latches to said first out-

let; and means connecting the locking means of said sec-

ond latches to said second outlet.

3,096,113
FLUSH-TYPE DOOR LOCK

Lester A. Polzin, New Berlin, Wis., assignor to Western

Metal Specialty Division, Western Industries, Inc., a

corporation of Wisconsin
Filed Oct 2, 1961, Scr. No. 142,309

4 Claims. (CI. 292—147)

M-'"

1. A flush-type lock comprising, a sheet metal pocket

having a flat bottom wall and a flange extending laterally

from its front opening to form a recess of substantially

uniform depth, said bottom wall having a guide slot

formed therein, a manually operable handle mounted

within said recess for sliding coaction with the bottom

wall thereof, a flat guide plate reciprocal in said slot, a

latch slidably engaged with the bottom wall exteiiorly

of said recess and on the side of the wall opposite from

said handle, said handle, guide and latch all being rigidly

secured together for sliding as a unit, and guide track

means on said bottom wall exteriorly of said recess and

adjacent said latch for guiding the latter in its reciproca-

tory movement.

3,096,114
SAFETY DOOR LOCK

Eari M. Trammcll, Jr., The Gatcsworth Apts.,

245 Union Bivd^ St. Louis 8, Mo.
FUed Aug. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 131,795

8 Chiims. (CL 292—336J)
8. In a device for conditioning a latch mechanism, a

hub operatively connected to the latch mechanism, a lock

lever including a hub housing and a radially extendiiig

plunger housing, the hub being swivelly mounted in said

hub housing, a plunger mounted in said plunger housing

for movement between limits, means interconnecting said

hub and plunger in one limit, the plunger housing being

provided with an aperture for access to said plunger for

plunger actuation, the aperture being of reduced size so

2. A door knob assembly including a shank portion

and a gripping portion comprising a hollow shell of

plastic material set to rigidity for loads encountered in

door knob operation, having an open outer end, an an-

nular groove formed in the inner circumference of said

shell adjacent said open end, said groove including an

annular sloped cam shoulder having radial and axial

slope components and an inwardly extending retaining

ledge in spaced relation to said shoulder, a concavo-

convex end cap member of resilient plastic having a cir-

cular peripheral portion seated in said groove, the convex

portion of said cap member being directed toward said

shank portion, the diameter of said cap member in the

unstressed condition thereof being greater than the diam-

eter of said groove, whereby said cap member in the

inserted position of the latter within said groove is main-

tained in stressed condition and assumes an increased

concavo-convex posture with respect to the unstressed

condition thereof, said periphery of said stressed cap

being biased radially against said cam shoulder and

coacting therewith to urge said cap member, axially

against said ledge member in stressed contacting relation-

ship.

3,096,116
SHOCK ABSORBING FENDER

Nick Kost 3011 G St., Apt 6, Sacramento 16, Calif.

FUed May 12, 1961, Scr. No. 109,772

3 Claims. (CI. 293—85)

^ .*

1. A spring cushion shock absorber for a vehicle fend*"

comprinng a normally horizontal substantially hollow buf-

fer member having a longitudinally-extending main body
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bumper portion; said shock absorber including an elon-

gated longitudinal face plate connected to said main body

bumper portion, said face plate confronting said main

body bumper portion and being laterally spaced there-

from, a substantially hallow elongated longitudinal hous-

ing connected to said face plate and having an elongated

longitudinal end wall spaced in confronting relation rela-

tive to said face plate, an elongated longitudinal abutment

plate mounted for reciprocation within said housing and

being juxtaposed with respect to said end wall, a plurality

of volute springs spaced longitudinally of said face plate

and said abutment plate, said springs each having their

respective bases engaging against said abutment plate and

their respective apices engaging against said face plate,

said springs constantly biasing 'aid face plate for move-

ment away from said end wall, and means extending

through said end wall and connected to said abutment

plate for connection with said vehicle.

movable leg supporting platform and a movable exten-

sion thereof, a pair of support brackets secured to the

inner sides of said stationary arms below said seat and
back unit, a pair of elongated brackets secured to said

seat and back unit above said support brackets, a pair of

spaced supporting arms each of which has an upper por-

tion pivotally connected to one of said support brackets

and a lower portion pivotally connected to one of said

elongated brackets and a leg platform normally positioned

in vertical retracted position beneath the forward edge of

said seat and back unit, slotted brackets on said leg plat-

form and oppositely disposed pairs of actuating arms and

levers pivotally supported on said elongated brac^cets and
pivotally engaging said slotted brackets, one of each of

said pairs of supporting arms having end portions depend-

ing below said supfwrt brackets and links pivoted to said

3,096,117
VEHICLE BODY

Virgil R. Hallenbeck, Royal Oak, Mich., assignor to Gen-
eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Mar. 8, 1961, S«r. No. 94,204

3 Claims. (CI. 296—107)

r -r

^^

1. In a convertible vehicle body of the type including

a foldable top frame mounted thereon for movement be-

tween raised and lowered positions and supporting a flexi-

ble top fabric having a rear window opening therein, a

rear window construction comprising, in combination, a

rear window of flexible material having an extent greater

than the extent of said rear window opening, said window
being disposed underneath said top fabric to locate the

edge portions of said top fabric around said opening in

overlying relationship to said window, means securing the

lower edge portion of said window to the interior of said

body below the belt line thereof and below said window
opening, means securing the side edge portions of said

window to the interior of said body below the b<lt line

thereof and to each side of said rear window, opening,

means removably securing the upper edge portion of said

window to said top frame above said window opening

and below the edge portiotr,of said top fabric overlying

the upper edge portion of said window, each said securing

means lacking any connection to said top fabric whereby
the tension and stress in said top fabric cannot be trans-

ferred to said rear window and said rear window and top

fabric can shift relative to each other when said top frame
is raised and lowered.

3,096,118
RECLINING CHAIR MECHANISM WITH LEG

PLATFORM EXTENSION
Emil Dubeck, Warren, Ohio, assignor to The Kenmar

Manufacturing Company, East Palestine, Ohio, a cor-

poration of Ohio
Filed Nov. 17, 196 1, Ser. No. 153,091

2 Claims. (CI. 297—75)
1. In a reclining chair mechanism for a reclining chair

having stationary arms, a movable back and seat unit, a

depending end portions and to said levers for imparting

movement to said actuating arms and levers of said plat-

form when said seat and back unit is moved relative to

said arms and a leg platform extension normally posi-

tioned in vertically retracted position beneath said leg plat-

form and oppositely disposed extension members secured

thereto and slidably engaged and supported in said slotted

brackets on said leg platform for longitudinal movement
relative thereto and oppositely disposed pairs of second-

ary actuating arms and levers pivotally supported on said

slotted brackets and on said actuating arms and levers for

imparting movement to said extension members when said

seat and back unit is moved relative to said arms and said

leg platform moves relative to said seat and back unit,

said movable extension of said leg platform secured to said

extension members.

3,096,119
RECLINING CHAIR OF THE MULTIPLE

POSITION LOUNGER TYPE
Peter S. Fletcher, Delniy Beach, Fla., assignor to

Anton Lorenz, Boynton Beach, Fla.

Continuation of application Ser. No. 601,885, Aug. 3,

1956. This application July 14, 1959, Ser. No. 827,065

20 Claims. (CI. 297—85)
8. A reclining chair comprising a support, body-sup-

porting means including a back-rest and seat adapted to

be mounted on said support for reclining and inclining

movement respectively, and means movably mounting

said body-supporting means on said support for a first

movement phase from a sitting position to an intermedi-

ate, tilted sitting position and for a second movement
phase from said intermediate, tilted sitting position to

a reclining position, the mounting means including a first

constrained linkage for guiding said body-supporting

means during movement between said sitting position and

said intermediate, tilted sitting position and a second con-

strained linkage for guiding said body-supporting means

during movement between said intermediate, tilted sitting
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position and said reclining position, and rear guiding 3,096,121

means as part of one of said constrained linkages and RECLINING PLATFORM ROCKING CHAIR
operative during one of said movement phases to cause ^7','^ ^- ^^^^^ and Edwin J. Shoemaker, Monroe,^ ^

Mich., assignors to La-Z-Boy Chair Company, a cor-

poration of Michigan
FUed July 21, 1961, Ser. No. 125,874

^, 19 Claims. (CI. 297—269)

a rapid lowering of the rearward portion of said body-

supporting means with a relatively small rearward dis-

placement of said body-supporting means.

3,096,120
TWO-PASSENGER ROCKING TOY

William M. Campbell, 1621 Crnft, Indianapolis, Ind.

FUed Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 154,627
2 Claims. (CI. 297—247)

1, A two-passenger rocking toy comprising a pair of

laterally spaced side members having arcuate rockers

having upper ends and longitudinal side bars secured to

the rockers at their upper ends, said side bars having

end portions reaching longitudinally outwardly beyond

the ends of the rockers and defining ground-engageable

stop bars, meafis spacing and connecting the rockers,

means spacing and connecting the side bars including

transverse handle bars located near to and spaced in-

wardly from the ends of the rockers, inwardly facing seats

extending between and secured to the rockers below the

side bars and facing said handle bars, foot rests ex-

tending between and scoured to the rockers at locations

spaced below and spaced longitudinally inwardly from

the seats, one of said side bars being discontinuous, and

comprising a relatively long intermediate portion, a pair

of vertical laterally spaced strut bars secured at their

lower ends to the related rocker and at their upper ends

to said intermediate portion, said one side bar further

comprising end portions fixed to the related rocker, and

spaced from the ends of the intermediate portion, and

gate portions hinged to the longitudinally inward ends of

the end portions to assume closed positions in the gaps

between the end portions and the intermediate portion,

and latch means for securing the gate portions in closed

position.

5. In a platform rocking chair the combination of, a

base, a seat and a back, means supporting said seat and
said back on said base for both rocking movement and

reclining movement and said supporting means being

constructed and arranged so as to resist any substantial

reclining movement during normal rocking movement
and to permit rearward rocking of said seat and back on

said base during reclining movement of said seat and said

back.

3,096,122

SAFETY SEAT
John G. Connell, 232 Wyoming Ave., West Pittston, Pa.

Filed Mar. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 180,184
1 Claim. (CI. 297—385)
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d of one of the tires and a web integral with said

flange of each end part and extending radially

>-»

dome-shaped portion of said cover across axially spaced
sharply defined annular juncture ribs located generally
oppositely and radially inwardly of said bead structure
and within the confines of said axially extending wheel
flange structure, at least one of said juncture ribs pro-
viding a bending axis for said first and second wall por-
tions and said bead structure relative to said central
portion of said cover to permit distortion of said bead
structure upon assembly and removal of said wheel cover
relative to said wheel structure.

inwardly from said retaining tlange, to, and supported on
said hub and its respective bearing.

3,096,124
WHEEL COVER

Thomas B. Frame, Syracuse, and Arnold J. Malctzke,
Fayetteville, N.Y., assignors to General Motors Corpo-
ration, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

Filed July 27, 1960, Ser. No. 45,743
2 Claims. (CI. 301—37)

1^*

1. In combination with a wheel structure including
generally axially extending flange structure provided with
a plurality of generally radially extending spaced pro-

tuberances, a vehicle wheel cover comprising, a cover

structure including a generally axially extending an-

nular first wall i>ortion telescoped within said flange

structure, a generally axially facing and axially and
radially outwardly extending annular second wall por-

tion located angularly to said first wall portion, an an-

nular retention bead structure interconnecting said first

and second wall portions and engageable with said pro-

tuberances to place said bead structure under radial

stress, said bead structure including an axially inner leg

located generally coplanar with said second wall portion

to distribute said radial stress over said second wall por-

tion upon engagement of said retention bead structure

V with said protuberances, and axially extending flange

structure located in generally radially inwardly spaced

juxtaposed relationship to said first wall portion and con-

necting said second wall portioi^ and a central generally

3,096,125
SLIDE OUT MECHANISM

Norman L. Kendt, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Oct. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 146,106
2 Claims. (CI. 308—3.8)

1. A support system comprising:
(a) at least one roller rotatably secured to a stationary

structure,

(/)) a substantially V-shaped truncated annular recess

in the periphery of said roller with the plane of trun-
cation providing a contact surface,

(c) a track member asociated with said roller and hav-
ing convergcntly slop>ing sides received within said re-

cess,

(d) said convergently sloping sides terminating at a flat

portion arranged to bear against the contact surface

of said roller,

(e) said track member being formed of molded mate-
rial made up of two sections which come together at

the top and bottom and are subjected to irregular

flashing along said flat portion at their junction line

and in the line of movement of said track member as

a result of the molding process, and
(/) a small peripheral groove in said contact surface

of said roller adapted to receive the irregular flashing

along said flat portion of said track member.

3,096,126
ANTI-WHIRL BEARING

William E. Woollenweber, Jr., Colnmbns, Ind., James A.
Hardy, Playa Del Rey, Calif., and Gerhard Paul, In-

dianapolis, Ind., assignors to Schwitzcr Corporatloo,
Indianapolis, Ind., a corporation

Filed Sept. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,410
4 Claims. (CI. 308—9)

1. A bearing structure for high speed machinery com-
prising a bearing housing formed to provide a chamber
and spaced aligned journal boxes on opposite ides of said

chamber, thrust washers mounted at the outer ends of

said journal boxes, a shaft disposed within said journal

boxes, a pair of bushing members mounted over said shaft

within said journal boxes with their facing ends exposed
to said chamber and their other ends adjacent said thrust

washers, said bushing members having clearance with re-

spect to said shaft and said journal boxes sufficient to per-
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mit excessive oil film whirl and shaft whip at certain cylindrical journal the other of which carries an eye

^peeds of rotation, and a source of lubricant coupled to having a generally cylindrical inner wall, said assembly

said chamber for providing a film of lubricant within said being subject to forces tending to induce re tive rocking

clearance spaces, said bushings having sufficient thickness movement of said parts about axes dispose^ angularly to

at the exposed ends thereof to provide exposed areas of the axis of the rotary movement and compri- -g a bushing

sleeve formed of substantially non-resilient lubricous

such magnitude that the pressure of the lubricant on said

exposed ends forces said bushings against said thrust

washers and inhibits rotation of said bushings with re-

spect to said journal boxes to prevent said excessive oil

film whirl and shaft whip.

3,096,127
RIDING RING FOR ROTARY CYLINDERS

William Sym Parker, Barrow-in-Foraess, England, as-

^gaoT to Vkkers-Armstrongs (Engineers) Limited,

London, England, a British company
Filed Apr. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 104,384

Cbdms priority, application Great Britain May 31, 1960

7Cialiiii. (CL30ft—36)

've-

plastic material press fitted in said eye and within which

said journal has a press fit, said bushing sleeve having an

internal diameter at the end portions thereof less than

its internal diameter over the portion thereof mediate

said end portions, the press fit of said journal in said bush-

ing being due solely to said end portions.

1. In a combination including a rotatable cylindrical

member, and a loosely fitting riding ring encircling the

cylindrical member, the improvement in which said ro-

tatable cylindrical member has a pair of spaced circum-

fcrentially-extending grooves associated with its outer

surface respectively located at the ends of the riding ring

and in which said riding ring includes an annular recess

at each extreme end of its bore, each recess presenting

a radially-extending annular shoulder and a cylindrical

surface extending from the shoulder to the adjacent end

of the ring, and a retaining ring at each end of the riding

ring located partly in the recess and partly in the groove

at said end, each retaining ring consisting of two resilient

half-ring segments sprung into position in the groove in

which the retaining ring is located, the retaining rings

at the respective ends of the riding ring respectively en-

gaging the shoulders thereof to locate the riding ring

axially of the cylindrical member.

3,096,128

IDLER ARM SUPPORT BEARING
Robert D. Wight, Saginaw, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware _^^
FUed Aug. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 53,226

3 Claims. (CI. 308—36.1)

1. A joint assembly permitting relative rotary move-

ment between two parts one of which carries a generally

3 096 129
ANTIFRICTION BEARING AND LUBRICATION

THEREFOR
Charles N. Hay, Sandusky, Ohio, assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Sept. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 137,234

7 Claims. (CI. 308—187)

1. In a lubricated antifriction bearing having a series

of rolling elements between a pair of relatively rotatable

race rings, an annular rotatable separator between the

race rings and journalled on one of said rings, said sep-

arator having spaced rolling element-receiving "^^ockets,

the separator being provided at its periphery with pocket

edges which slope laterally and radially outwardly to di-

vert lubricant from the outer pocket ends to a side of the

bearing during separator rotation, and one side of the

separator having a frusto-conical surface surface which

receives the diverted lubricant and laterally feeds it back

into the bearing between the rolling elements during bear-

ing operation.

\3,096,130
STORAGE ARRANGEMENTS

Paul W. McCobb, 139 E. 57th St., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 857,351

5 Claims. (CI. 312—111)
5. In a storage arrangement, in combination, a pair

of cabinet units of substantially the same height located

at substantially the same elevation with front faces of

said units located in a common plane, each cabinet unit

having a pair of front vertically extending comers each

of which is formed along its entire length with a notch

of polygonal cross section so that at the adjoining front

corners of said pair of units there are a pair of notches
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directed toward each other; and a divider element of

polygonal cross section located in and filling said pair of

notches and extending forwardly beyond said front faces

of said units, said divider elements being fixed to said

i-cli- :•
^[

I.--^"^

units so that the latter are interconnected with each other

by said divider element, and said divider element extend-

ing downwardly beyond said units to form a leg which

supports said units.

3,096,131
ELECTRICAL BUS CONDUCTOR

Albert H. Adams, Simsbury, Conn., assignor to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Jan. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 80,U2
8 Claims. (CI. 339—22) /

4. Electrical distribution apparatus comprising a pair

of insulating sheets, a plurality of bus conductors aligned

side by side, each having side edges adapted to be clamped

between the pair of insulating sheets, the sheets being

multiply channeled oppositely to one another and adapted

to clamp a bus conductor between each opposing pair of

channeled portions, the lateral portions of the respective

sheets extending along the channeled portions thereof

being essentially contiguous with one another, access to

each bus conductor clamped between the sheets being

provided by apertures in at least one of the overlying

channeled sheet portions.

3,096,132
SEALED ELECTRICAL RECEPTACLES

Harvey Hubbell, Southport, Conn., assignor to Harvey
Hubbell, incorporated, Bridgeport, Conn., a corpora-
tion of Connecticut

Filed May 25, 1959, Ser. No. 815,577
2 Claims. (CI. 339—36)

2. In combination, a sealing cover plate for an electri-

cal outlet box; an electrical receptacle having a plurality

of female contacts and rigidly secured to said sealing

cover plate; opening means including a plurality of spaced

openings formed in said sealing cover plate and commu-
nicating with the interior of said receptacle in alignment

with said contacts; a resilient sealing insert supported by

said sealing cover plate and normally completely filling,

closing and sealing said opening means; said sealing in-

sert comprising a main body portion having a plurality of
spaced raised portions thereon, each of said raised por-
tions having a slit therein that extends completely through
the sealing mscrt, said slits corresponding in number to

and being in alignment with said contacts, the raised por-
tions of said insert having yieldable rim portions which
surround said slits and are accessible from the exterior of
the outlet box and adapted to be deformed when standard
male electrical contact fingers of an electrical plug are

inserted through said slits into engagement with said

female electrical contacts and thereby transform said slits

into slot-like passageways, and said rim portions inher-

ently acting to closely embrace the male electrical contact
fingers, whereby said openings are completely sealed prior

to and after an electrical plug is connected to said recep-

tacle; a recess formed in said receptacle adjacent said in-

sert; and a protective insert made of flame-resistant ma-
terial disposed in said recess between said insert and said

contacts, said protective insert having a plurality of slots

that are in registry with said slits.

3,096,133
PROTECTIVE SNAP COVER FOR RECHARGER
CORD RECEPTACLE OF CORDLESS ELEC-
TRIC TOOL OR APPLIANCE

Allen C. Stanley, Baltimore, Md., assignor to The Black
and Decker Manufacturing Company, Towson, Md., a
corporation of Maryland

Filed Aug. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 131,622
2 Claims. (CI. 339—44)

r

1. In a cordless electric device, the combination of a

recharger cord receptacle and a protective snap cover for

the receptacle, comprising:

{a) a housing having a first recess within which a
pair of electrical contacts are mounted;

(b) said housing further having a second recess com-
municating with said first recess and through which

said electrical contacts are externally accessible;

(c) a substantially-flat snap cover adapted to be re-

ceived flush within said second recess and to have
an interference fit with respect to said housing;

(d) said cover having a pair of parallel side edges,

each of which is rounded off;

(e) said second recess having parallel side walls, each

of which has a beveled undercut; with the lateral

width of said cover, measured across said side edges

thereof, being slightly greater than the minimum
lateral width of said second recess measured between

the respective tips of said beveled undercuts; and with

the maximum lateral width of said second recess,

measured across the respective troughs of said bev-

eled undercuts, being slightly greater than the lateral

width of said cover;

(/) said cover being fortncd of a flexible material,

and said housing being formed of a more rigid ma-

terial than said cover, whereby said coveT will flex
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inwardly and outwardly as it is alternately moved

in and out of said housing;

(g) said housing further having a third recess above

said first recess and anteriorly in said housing with

respect to said second recess and communicating

with said second recess;

(h) said cover having an integral rearward boss por-

tion received within said third recess; and

(/) a pin carried by said housing and passing through

said boss to pivotally mount said cover to said hous-

ing.

3 096 134

WATERPROOF ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
ADAPTER

Jcae 1. Kimarck, Scpnlveda, Calif.

(1102 Phim Ave Sannyvale, Calif.)

Filed Aug. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 52,554

2 Claims. (CL 339—150)

IT J i» 5 n

»' 5 n « M

1. A waterproof electrical connector comprising a tu-

bular casing incorporating two detachable halves held

together by means of annular sleeves disposed thereupon

and having screw engagements for fastening said halves

one to the other; an electrical receptacle means having

a plurality of solder wells therein secured to one end of

said casing; and a cable provided with a plurality of in-

sulated conductors therein passing through said casing,

said conductors being attached to said solder wells to

form an electrical outlet plug; and a tubular resilient

member with its ends circumferentially stretched and

sealed to said halves of said casing, forming a constricted

portion at its midsection, said constricted portion of said

tubular member hermetically gripping the cable passing

therethrough to form a leakproof seal between said cable

and said casing so as to permit said casing to be em-

ployed in a^uid atmosphere.

ilKlS^|^aJilEaBli[r
/ •>.
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3,096,138
PROGRAMMING CONTROL CIRCUITS

Donald E. Stark, Eastwood, Pa^ assignor to Westingbousc
Air Bralie Company, Wiimerding, Pa., a corporation of
Pennsylvania

Filed Dec. 12, 1958, Scr. No. 780,019
4 Claims. (CI. 346—34)

.^JT^

1, Programming control circuits for data recording in-

cluding in combination, a crossbar switch arransemeat

iiaving a plurality of horizontal and vertical coils and a

plurality of crosspoint contact sets, means connecting said

horizontal and said vertical coils to operate in counting
chain sequence to momentarily close in sequence said

crosspoint contact sets; at least one set of indication stor-

age contacts for storing by the closed combination thereof

a data quantity, a recording device responsive to a data
code input to produce a permanent record of that data and
a stepping pulse output for each data quantity recorded,

a stepping relay means operable in response to stepping
pulses emitted from said recording device, a first ener-
gizing circuit for said horizontal and vertical coils includ-

ing contacts controlled by the operation of said stepping

relay means to advance the chain sequence one step for

each stepping pulse, a translator relay bank with one
relay for each contact of said storage contact set, at least

one second energizing circuit tor said translator relay

bank comprising means for connecting said indication

storage contacts when said secondset of crosspoints con-
tacts to energize said translator relay bank in a combina-
tion corresponding to the closed combination of said

storage contacts when said second set of crosspoint con-
tacts is closed to momentarily register the stored data
quantity, and an input circuit arrangement for said record-

ing device including another contact of said selected set of
crosspoint contacts connected to the contacts of said trans-

lator relays to translate the registered data quantity into

a proper code input for said recording device to record
that data quantity.

CHEMICAL

3,096,139
UNION DYEING ACRYLONITRILE COPOLYMER

AND WOOL BLENDS
Walter H. Hindle, Decatur, Ala., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Monsanto Chemical Company, a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 12, 1957, Scr. No. 683,455

11 Claims. (CI. 8—21)
1. A method of union dyeing blends of acrylic fibers

composed of blended polymers containing at least 80

percent by weight of acrylonitrile in polymeric form and
from 2 to 10 percent by weight of^ vinylpyridine in

polymeric form with wool fibers which comprises sub-

jecting the blend to the action of a dyebath containing

a wool dye, from 0.5 percent to 6.0 percent of sulfiiric

acid, from 0.25 percent to 2.5 percent of a condensa-

tion product of ethylene oxide and a compound selected

from the group consisting of higher fatty acids and higher

fatty alcohols, and from O.I percent to 2.0 percent of

the reaction product of ethylene chlorohydrin with the

condensation product of equimolar quantities of hydroxy-

ethyl ethylene diamine and stearic acid, based on the

weight of the blended fibers.

1^
<^ y—N=N—<^ J>—N=N—Ar

wherein R is a member selected from the group consisting

of H, CHj, CF3 and CI, R' is a member selected from the

group consisting of H, CH3 and CI, and Ar is a member
selected from the group consisting of

(a)

wherein Rj is selected from the group consisting of CH],
COOH and CI

(6)

CO

Clli

> (OHi)i

OH

3,096,140
PROCESS FOR DYEING POLYOLEFINS

Ermanno Gaetani, Milan, Italy, assignor to Azicnde
Colori NazionaU AlBni, ACNA S.p^., Mifain, Italy, a

corporation of Italy ..j
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 22,128

Claims priority, application Italy Apr. 16, 1959 ,^
15 Claims. (Ci. 8—41)

1. A process for dyeing olefin polymers which com-

prises contacting said polymers in an aqueous dye bath

which is maintained at its boiling temperature with a

disazo dye having the formula:

CHi
\ /
CHf—CHi

OH

CHi
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3,096,141

PRINTING PASTE CONTAINING AN ORGANIC
SULPHUR COMPOUND AND A DYESTUFF
CARRYING A 4:6.DIHALOGENO-l:3:5-TRIAZIN-
2-YLAMINO GROUP, AND METHOD OF PRINT-
ING

George Arthur Bennett, William Clarke, and John Stirling,

all of Manchester, England, assignors to Imperial

Chemical Industries Limited, London, England, a cor-

poration of Great Britain

No Drawing. Filed June 29, 1960, Scr. No. 39,460

Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 27, 1959

7 Claims. (Q. 8—63)

1. Process for printing textile materials which com-

prises applying to the textile materials a print paste con-

taining as essential ingredients, firstly a sulphur com-

pound of the formula: D—S—X, wherein D is selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen and metal; X is

an organic radical selected from the group consisting of

alkyl; hydroxyalkyl; alkoxyalkyl; carboxyalkyl; cyclo-

alkyl; aralkyl; aryl; and aryl carrying a substituent se-

lected from the class consisting of chlorine, alkyl, alkoxy,

sulphonic acid, nitro, and carboxylic acid groups; and a

heterocyclic ring system of the class consisting of thiazol-

yl, benzthiazolyl, naphthathiazolyl, pyridyl, furyl, benz-

oxazolyl, bcnzselenazolyl, pyrrolidyl, quinolyl, 6-nitro-

benzthiazolyl, and 5-chlorobenzthiazolyl radical; and a

group having one of the formulae

:

N'-CH»-CH»-CN and N-CHt—CHt-CHt
/ /

-N

\

DO w

_|!;_S-R", -6-0 R", and -C-N

wherein

R' is selected from hydrogen, hydrocarbon, and

heterocyclic radicals;

R" is selected from hydrocarbon and heterocyclic

radicals; and wherein

R' and R" together with the nitrogen atom N form a

heterocyclic ring having from 5 to 7 members;

and secondly a dyestuff compound having a chromophoric

group selected from the class consisting of azo, anthra-

quinone, nitro, and phthalocyanine chromophoric groups,

carrying a 4:6-dihalogeno-l:3:5-triazin-2-yiamino group.

r
and n represents an integer of from to 20.

3,096,143

TANNING WITH SILICATED SODIUM
ZIRCONYL SULFATE

Robert V. Horrigan, Penn Yan, N.Y., assignor to Na-
tional Lead Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation

of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 132,561

10 Cbiims. (CI. 8—94.25)

1. A process for producing dry, r.on-gelatinous, silicat-

ed sodium zirconyl sulfate which consists essentially in

mixing together sodium zirconium silicate and concen-

trated sulfuric acid in a molar ratio of acid to silicate of

from about 1.5:1 to about 2.2:1 whereby a reaction oc-

curs which results in the direct production of a dry, non-

gelatinous, silicated sodium zirconyl sulfate substantially

free of silica gel.

5. A tanning process which comprises treating pickled

animal skins in an aqueous system with a silicated sodium

zirconyl sulfate in an amount equivalent to from about 3.5

to lO.O parts of soluble Zr02 per hundred parts of drained,

pickled skins and from about 0.3 to 1.9 parts of soluble

SiOa per hundred parts of drained, pickled skins, said

silicated sodium zirconyl sulfate being characterized by

the presence of water soluble zirconium products equiv-

alent to from about 24% to about 30% Zr02 content and

from about 1% to about 5% water soluble silica and be-

ing substantially free of silica gel.

3,096,142

PROCESS FOR DYE LEVELLING WITH LACTAMS
Bjamc Hartmark, Curt Schuster, and Karl Hcrrle, all of

Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Germany, assignors to Badische

Anilfai- & Soda-Fabrik Akticngcscllschaft, Ludwigs-

hafen (Rhhie), Germany
^, «^, ,-,

No Drawhig. Filed July 9, 1958, Scr. No. 747,351

Claims priority, application Germany July 10, 1957

11 Chiims. (CI. 8—85)
1. In the process of dyeing textile materials selected

from the group consisting of cellulose and staple fiber

yarn of regenerated cellulose with vat dyestufis and

sulfur dyestuffs the step which comprises levelling the

dyeings in an alkaline bath with a compound of the

following general formula

Li—Ri—X— (Rj—X )n—Rs—La

wherein Lj and L, represent lactam groups with from 5

to 7 ring members, the said lactam groups being attached

by their nitrogen atoms to Rj and Rs; wherein Ri and Rs

represent carbon chains with from 2 to 6 carbon atoms

in each chain, Rj represents a carbon chain with from

1 to 6 carbon atoms in the chain, X represents a member

of the class consisting of oxygen, sulfur,

_isj_ -N-, -N- , -N- ,
N-CH,-CH,on

II CH, C1U7 C»Hi

N—CHi—CHr-OCUi, N—CHr-CUi-CHiNHi
/ /

3,096,144

METHOD OF MAKING INORGANIC FIBERS
Eugene Wainer, Clevehind, and Edward F. Mayer, Nov-

elty, Ohio, assignors to Horizons Incorporated, Cleve-

land, Ohio, a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Aug.)l2, 1960, Scr. No. 49,158

6 Claims. (CI. 18—54)
1. A method of forming filaments having a rectangular

cross section and the following dimensions, length from
2.5 millimeters to 6 inches, width from 5 to 25 microns,

thickness from 0.2 to 1.5 microns, ratio of length to width

> 100:1 and ratio of length of thickness > 1000:1, said

filaments being composed of inorganic oxide; which meth-

od comprises: forming a relatively stable highly concen-

trated sol, by bringing together in solution a metal salt

of a strong acid and an alkali metal salt of a weak acid

and thereafter adjusting the pH of the product resulting

from the double decomposition reaction which occurs

when the two said salts are brought together to produce

a composition with a pH between 5 and 9; spreading the

resulting filament forming composition as a thin layer on

a chemically resistant solid surface; heating the thin layer

to a temperature such that the sol of the layer is quickly

transformed to a gel, simultaneously with the rapid evap-

oration of water; continuing the healing while filaments

are formed as a result of the continued drying of the gel;

completing the drying at about 150° C. until all free water

has been removed; converting the dried fibrous material

to metal oxide filaments by slowing raising the tempera-

ture of the dried material to between about 600° C. and
800° C. in an oxidizing atmosphere and maintaining the

filaments within said temperature range for between 10

and 120 minutes; cooling the metal oxide filaments to

room temperature; thereafter washing the filaments to

remove all residual water soluble salts; drying the result-

ing porous inorganic oxide filaments; and then impregnat-

ing the porous product with a solution of an oxide form-

ing metal salt.
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3,096,145
PROCESS OF MAKING PLATES AND SHEETS OF
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE FRAGMENTS BY A
SIMULTANEOUS HEAT AND PRESSURE TREAT-
MENT

Boris Carnaut, 53 Rue de Renncs, Paris, France
Filed May 6, 1958, Ser. No. 733,261

Claims priority, application France May 7, 1957
3 Claims. (CI. 18—55)

^]-^"-' G

curely positioning said insert within a mold cavity about

the injection orifice thereof; filling said mold cavity

through said injection orifice while in the closed position

with a thermoplastic material from a hot plastic mass
thereof, said injected thermoplastic material contacting

and softening said insert; thereby drawing from one edge

of said insert a minor part of said colored thermoplastic

until said injected material fills said mold cavity and
ceases to flow thereinto; whereby a decorated injection

molded article is formed.

1. A process for making plates and sheets from frag-

ments of polyvinyl chloride, by a simultaneous heat and

pressure treatment, said process consisting of applying

an even layer of polyvinyl chloride fragments on the

lower platen of a first press, both platens being con-

tinuously heated at a fixed temperature comprised be-

tween 200' C. and 300' C, applying on said layer in

said first press, a pressure from 2 to 5 kg./cm.^, said

pressure being no more than sufficient to obtain a thick-

ness no greater than the diameter of the larger fragments;

releasing this pressure only when the polyvinyl chloride

fragments of the layer have just reached a temperature

scarcely under their decomposition point, so as to be

agglomerated with each other without being altered, the

pressure being so applied on the layer of polyvinyl chlo-

ride fragments in said first press during a time which is

predetermined between 10 minutes and 30 seconds, so as

to be longer as said layer is thicker and as the tempera-

ture of the press platens is lower; transferring the layer

of agglomerated polyvinyl chloride fragments just after

the pressure release from the first press rapidly into a

second press, the platens of which are continuously at

a substantially lower temperature than the platens of said

first press; applying finally to said layer of agglomerated

polyvinyl chloride fragments a pressure near to the pres-

sure applied thereupon in the first press; and releasing

this finally applied pressure when said layer has returned

to the ambient temperature.

3,096,146
DECORATIVELY COLORED THERMOPLASTIC
ARTICLE AND PROCESS FOR MAKING THE
SAME

Harold D. Coale, Bartlesviile, Okla., assignor to PhilUps

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Feb. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 89,742

9 Claims. (CI. 18—61)

1. The process for molding a thermoplastic article hav-

ing at least one decorated surface which comprises: form-

ing at least one insert of a colored thermoplastic; se-

3,096,147
PROCESS FOR INHIBITING CORROSION IN ACID
SOLUTIONS WITH GUANAMINE-PROPYLENE
OXIDE CONDENSATION PRODUCT

Richard W. Fulmer, Minneapolis, Minn., aasisnor to Gen-
eral Mills, Inc., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Oct 6, 1960, Ser. No. 60,808
4 Claims. (CI. 21—2.7)

1. A process for corrosion inhibition of metallic sub-

stances intimately contacted by aqueous media which
comprises adding .o said aqueous media a corrosion in-

hibitor comprising a condensation product of an oxirane

compound having 2 to 3 carbon atoms with a substituted

giianamine having a monovalent aliphatic substituent hav-

ing 1 to 20 carbon atoms.

3,096,148
ARTICLE STERILIZING, DEODORIZING AND
ACCOUNTING PROCESS AND APPARATUS

Willis Walker, Jr., 990 Hardy St., Hattiesburg, Miss.

Filed Nov. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 150,761
6 Claims. (CI. 21—58)

1. Apparatus for sanitizing and deodorizing articles

comprising a heat sealable disposable container for receiv-

ing said articles and an independent gas generator within

said container, said generator including wall structure

defining a substantially flat paper envelope, at least one

pellet disposed within said envelope, said pellet giving off

sanitizing and deodorizing gases in the presence of water,

said wall structure having at least one aperture for the

inlet of water and the outlet of gases, the wall structure

about said aperture being adapted to close to prevent leak-

age until opened by the expanding gases whereby water

may be introduced into said envelope having a gas produc-

ing pellet and the envelope and article placed in the con-

tainer and the container sealed by heat and thereafter

said pellet will produce gases to sanitize and deodorize

said article.

3,096,149
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

METAL BORIDES
Bernard A. Grubcr, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Monsanto

Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed July 16, 1959, Ser. No. 827,437

6 Claims. (CI. 23—14)
1. Process for the production of a single crystal form of

metal borides selected from the group consisting of the

borides of titanium, zirconium, molybdenum, tungsten,

chromium, silicon, columbium, vanadium and tantalum,

which comprises melting together a preformed ferroalloy
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of the desired metal in a molten matrix with approxi-

mately stoichiometrical amounts of preformed ferro-

boron relative to the metal in said ferroalloy, cooling the

said molten matrix at a rate of from 1° to 100" C./min.

to crystallize the desired metal boride, and thereafter iso-

lating the said metal boride having a crystal size rang-

ing from al least 0.1 micron to more than V& inch on at

least one axis.

3,096,150
DEHYDRATION OF INORGANIC FLUORIDE HY-
DRATES WITH LIQUID HYDROGEN FLUORIDE
Donald R. Allen, Lake Jackson, Tex., assignor to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed May 5, 1958, Ser. No. 732,786

7 Claims. (CI. 23—14.5)

L A process for the dehydration of an inorganic fluo-

ride salt hydrate, which comprises contacting at atmos-

pheric pressure an inorganic fluoride hydrate salt selected

from the group consisting o£)aluminum fluoride hydrate

and uranium tetrafluoride hydrate with liquid hydrogen

fluoride containing less than 5 weight percent water to

dehydrate the salt, and separating the dehydrated salt

from the resulting liquid hydrogen fluoride solution.

agitatihg the brine, gradually adding at least the stoi-

chiometric amount of an unsaturated, aqueous solution of

calcium chloride to react with the sulfate present to pro-

duce crystals of gypsum; subjecting the resulting brine and

gypsum crystal slurry, essentially without solids separa^

tions, to evaporation until saturated with respect to a

chloride of said at least one alltali metal, and with re-

3,096.151
SEMI-CONDUCTOR TlzTts AND ITS METHOD OF

PREPARATION
Albrccht Karl Heinrich Theodor Rabcnan, Aachen, Ger-

many, assignor to North American Philips Company,
Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed July 10, 1959, Ser. No. 826,341

Claims priority, application Germany July 23, 1958

7 Claims. (CL 23—50)
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1. A new semiconductor material comprising a single

phase containing thallium and tellurium having a crystal

structure isomorphous with that of TljTej and exhibiting

a characteristic X-ray powder diffraction pattern contain-

ing substantially the line sequence indicated by the ar-

rows in the graph of FIG. 16 of the accompanying draw-

ing, wherein the abscissa is in degrees » and the ordinate

indicates relative line intensity, said single phase possess-

ing a low thermal conductivity, a high thermoelectric

power at room temperature of at least several hundred

microvolts/" C, and an electrical conductivity in the

semiconductor range.
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spect to magnesium chloride, resulting in the precipita-

tion of a multitude of crystals of gypsum, magnesium

chloride, and a chloride of said at least one alkali metal;

and separating said crystals from the brine component

of said slurry to yield a magnesium chloride brine which

is substantially free of sulfate ions, and of potassium ions

and/ or sodium ions, depending upon which ions are

present.

3,096,153
ION EXCHANGE PROCESS FOR PRODUCING
POTASSIUM SULFATE AND SULFURIC
ACID

Pablo Hadzeriga, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Standard Magnesium Corporation, Inc.,

Tulsa, Okla., a corporation of New York
Filed Oct. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 63,075

5 Claims. (CI. 23—121)

ifii Co 1,

3,096,152
PROCESS FOR REMOVAL OF SULFATE FROM

MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE BRINES
Pablo Htdzeriga, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Standard Magnesium Corporation, Inc.,

Tulsa, Okla., a corporation of New York
Filed Jan. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 81,903

10 Claims. (CI. 23—91)
1. A process for removing sulfate ions from magnesium

chloride brines containing a significant quantity of said

ions as well as ions of at least one alkali metal selected

from the group of alkali metals consisting of potassium

and sodium, comprising first sampling and analyzing such

a brine to determine the molar ratio of ions of said at

least one alkali metal to sulfate ions, and, if said ratio is

less than one, adding to said brine a material which will

supply a sufficient quantity of ions of the one alkali metal

concerned to raise said ratio to at least one; then, while
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1. An ion exchange process for producing potassium

sulfate from calcium sulfate and potassium chloride as

raw materials, comprising bringing an aqueous suspension

of calcium sulfate and a cation exchange material in

hydrogen form into intimate contact at a temperature of

at least about 50° C. to effect ion exchange therebetween,

yielding sulfuric acid; bringing a solution of potassium

chloride and a cation exchange material in hydrogen

form into intimate contact to effect ion exchange there-

between, yielding hydrochloric acid; and eluting the last-

mentioned exchange material with the sulfuric acid to
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regenerate said material and yield a solution of potassium crystals of metallic compound that are formed and fall

sulfate. under gravity.

3,096,154
METHOD FOR PREPARING BETA-ALUMINA

TRIHYDRATE
Meredith M. Stewart, Penn Hills, Pa., assignor to Gulf

Research Si Development Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a
corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 861,525
7 Claims. (CI. 23—143)

1. The method of preparmg beta-alumina trihydrate

without an aging step which comprises slowly adding in

increments a dilute acidic aqueous solution of an alumi-

num salt selected from the group consisting of aluminum
chloride and aluminum nitrate substantially free of metals

other than aluminum with thorough mixing to a substan-

tially sodium free 0.1 to 4 molar aqueous highly basic

solution of an hydroxide compound having a non-metallic

volatile cation, the slow rate of addition of increments

of said acidic solution to said basic solution tending to

only slowly decrease the pH of said basic solution from
its highly basic value to a lower value, the lowest pH
in the mixture of acidic solution and basic solution during

the entire operation being no less than 9, maintaining the

temperature of the mixed solution above freezing but

below 120° F. during the entire operation, and recover-

ing an immediate crystalline precipitate which comprises

at least 95 percent bayerite.

-,3,096,155
PROCESS FOR THF CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION
OF THIN, ELONGATED, SINGLE CRYSTALS OF
ZINC OXIDE AND ANTIMONY TRI-OXIDE

James Edward Gordon, Christopher Charles Evans, and
Noel James Parratt, all of Saffron Walden, England, as-

si^rors to T. I. (Group Services) Limited, Aston, Eng-
land, a company of Great Britain "^

Filed Nov. 25, 1959, Ser. No. 855,431
Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 26, 1958

1 Claim. (CI. 23—144)

L^
ib
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A process for the continuous production of thin elon-

gated, single crystals of the class known as whiskers com-

prising the steps of subjecting a metallic compound
selected from the group consisting of zinc oxide, and

antimony tri-oxide to heat in a heating zone which is main-

tained at a temperature above the vaporizing temperature

of said compound, continuously passing vaporized com-

pound formed in said heating zone from said.zone into a

region of a ccxidensing vessel, maintaining sanl region at

a temperature below the vaporizing temperature of said

compound, continuously passing an upward current of

inert gas through said region, controlling the mean veloci-

ty of said upward current so that it initially maintains in

suspension condensed crystals of said compound formed

in said gas in said region as a result of the lowered tem-

perature thereof until said crystals have grown to a size

wherein they fall by gravity against said upward current

of gas, and collecting from the bottom of the vessel the

3,096,156
MULTI-STAGE PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION
AND RECOVERY OF HCN AND HjS FROM
WASTE PRODUCT GASES CONTAINING AM-
MONIA

Paul Kaunert and Hasso Docring, Marl, Germany, assign-

on to Gewerkschaft Auguste Victoria, Marl, Germany
Filed Apr. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 20,389

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 13, 1959
8 culms. (CI. 23—151)

1. A multi-stage process for the separation and re-

covery of HCN and HjS from a waste product gas which
also contains ammonia, said (^rocess comprising: introduc-

ing said waste product gas into a saturator; contacting said

waste product gas in said saturator with a dilute sulfuric

acid bath at an elevated temperature for removal of said

ammonia as ammonium sulfate; removing from said satu-

rator a gas which is substantially free of ammonia but

which still contains said HCN and HjS; cooling said gas

from said saturator; absorbing substantially all of the

HCN and a portion of the HjS contained in said gas from
said saturator by contact with water in a washing zone
recovering from said washing zone the washed product
gas steam enriched in HjS and substantially free of HCN;
leading the wash water containing HCN and HjS into a

first stripping zone wherein substantially all of said H^S
and a minor proportion of said HCN is stripped from
iaid wash water by contact with a stripping gas which
is practically inert to HCN; recycling and introducing the

effluent stripping gas from said first stripping zone into

said saturator; leading the partially stripped water from
said first stripping zone into a second stripping zone
wherein substantially all of the remaining HCN is stripped

from the wash water by contact with a second stripping

gas which is practically inert to HCN; and separating HCN
from the gas stream being removed from said second
stripping zone.

3,096,157
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ANALYZING

FUEL-AIR MIXTURES
Paul M. Brown, OUara Township, Allegheny County,

and Donald R. O'Mallcy, Foi Chapel Borough, Alle-
gheny County, Pa., assignors to Gulf Research & De-
velopment Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed Nov. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 70,228 .

13 Claims. (CI. 23—232)
1. A me.hod of analyzing gaseous mixtures of hydro-

carbon fuels and air which comprises: extracting a sample
of predetermined volume of the gaseous mixture to be
analyzed, subjecting the said sample to oxidative com-
bustion under conditions to effect substantially complete

combustion of the combustible componen.s of said sam-

ple, and then passing said oxidized gas sample through

a series of chromatographic separation zones adapted se-
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lectively to separate the various components of said ox-

idized gas sample and detecting the separated compo-

neiits of the oxidized gas samjrfe as they emerge from the

separation zones selective therefor.

3,096,158
APPARATUS FOR PULLING SINGLE CRYSTALS IN
THE FORM OF LONG FLAT STRIPS FROM A
MELT

Gcrliari K. Ganli, Long Branch, Hont H. Kedeady, Utde
Silver, and Leon J. D. Rouge, Fort Monmoodi, NJ.,

assignors to the United States of America as represented

by tiic Secretary of the Army
FUcd Sept. 25, 1959, Ser. No. 842,536

2 Claims. (CI. 23—273)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. Apparatus for growing a flat single crystal from a

melt comprising: a crucible; means for drawing the grow-

ing crystal progressively upward from the melt; conccn-

tratw means supported at approximately the top of said

crucible, said concentrator means comprising a conoidal

shaped concentrator element of thin electrically conduc-

tive material supported with its major axis coaxial with

that of said drawing means, said concentrator element

having at its apex a narrow elongated opening, said apex

projecting downwardly toward said crucible, said concen-

trator element having a slot that extends radially out-

ward from its apex to its base such that said concentrator

element forms a single turn slotted conductor; a multiple-

turn coil surrounding and in physical contact with said

concentrator element, said multiple-turn coil having one

turn electrically connected to said concentrator element

and the other turns electrically insulated therefrom in such

a manner that said multiple-turn coil and said concen-

trator element form an autotransformer for increasing the

electromagnetic current in said concentrator element over

the current supplied to said coil; a conoidal shaped elec-

tromagnetic shield sui^wrted within said concentrator

element, said shield having a narrow elongated aperture

at its apex and terminating slightly above the apex of

said concentrator element, said shield aperture being

elongated in the same direction as the opening of said

concentrator element so that it closely surrounds said

grown crystal; and means supported by said shield for

cooling said shield and said concentrator element.

3,096,159
METHOD OF MAKING A SIPOllRED CERAMIC

ARTICLE
Harrison C. Van Cott, Horsehcads, N.Y., assipKir to

Comii« Glass Works, Corning, N.Y^ a corporation of

New York
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 163,898

5 Claims. (CI. 25—157)
1. A method of making a sintered ceramic arUcle com-

prising forming to the desired shape a finely divided

ceramic batch composition consisting essentially, by

weight, of 20 to 80 percent of beta spodumene and the

remainder petalite, and sintering the resulting article at

an elevated temperature but below the incipient melting

point of said article.

3,096,160
VAPOR DIFFUSION COATING PROCESS

Robert B. Puyear, Kokomo, Ind., assignor to Union Car-

bide Corporation, a corporation of New York
FUed June 19, 1961, Ser. No. 117,974

16 Claims. (CI. 29—197)

14. A metallic article having a protective coating

of aluminum-containing, oxidation resistant materials

formed by heating the article in a particulated, preal-

loyed charge material consisting essentially of from about

19 precent to about 35 percent by weight aluminum and

the balance substantially all at least one metal selected

from the group consisting of iron and cobalt and inci-

dental impuritieft, said heating conducted in the presence

of at least one carrier material selected from the group

consisting of ammonium halides and aluminum halides

at a temperature between about 1400* F. and 2000* F.

with the exclusion of air for a time sufficient to form the

coating.

3,096,161
HEAT SETTING OF BINDER OF FIBROUS MASSES
Albert R. Morrison and Jos^ A. Apcllaniz, Newark, Ohio,

assignors to Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation, a
corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 16, 1957, Ser. No. 684,042
7 Claims. (CL 34—1)

\
1. A method of heat curing the moisture laden binder

of a porous, fibrous -mass, in which the temperature re-

quired for heat curing the binder is substantially above

the volatilizing temperature of the moisture, comprising

first drying the binder by placing the mass in a dielectric

heating field and simultaneously driving air at a tempera-

ture below the heat curing temperature of the binder

through the mass, and then driving air at a binder heat

curing temperature through the mass.

\
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3,096,162
GASEOUS RESTRAINT OF CONVEYED ARTICLES
Michael Denis Jepson, Ilkley, England, assignor to The
Spooner Dryer & Engineering Co. Limited, Ilkley,

England
Filed Feb. 18, 1959, Ser. No. 794,005

Claims priority, application Great Britain Feb. 19, 1958
2 Claims. (Gl. 34—33)

h

1. In a method of thermally treating light-weight

moulded pulp articles; the steps of traversing the articles

on a perforate conveyor, wit.idrawing gaSeous medium
from a suction zone at the side of said conveyor remote
from said articles to establish a pressure drop across said

conveyor, directing a plurality of streams of gaseous

medium towards articles on the conveyor so as to impinge
the articles at high velocity when opposite said suction

zone, withdrawing at the article side of said conveyor

gase6us medium so directed and circulating said with-

drawn gaseous medium along an endless path of which
a portion is occupied by said high velocity streams, im-

parting heat to said gaseous medium before directing

it toward said articles, adding gaseous medium with-

drawn from said suction zone to gaseous medium in said

endless path, and adjusting the rate of withdrawal of said

gaseous medium from said suction zone to be sufficient

to restrain said articles from displacement on said con-

veyor by said high velocity streams.

3,096,163
APPARATUS FOR FREEZE-DRYING AT ATMOS-

PHERIC PRESSURE
Harold T. Meryman, Sandy Spring, Md., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy
FUed Aug. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 49,894

2 Claims. (CI. 34—43)

1. Apparatus for freeze-drying a water-containing

material at atmospheric pressure comprismg, an elongated

container, which is closed at both ends, an elongated

tubular member fixedly mounted within said container

and spaced therefrom, said tubular member being shorter

than said elongaed member and having its opposite ends

spaced from the sides and closed ends of said elongated

member, a quantity of desiccant between the outside of
said tubular member and the inside of said elongated
container, blower means within said elongated container
constructed, and arranged to circulate air through said

tubular member and the desiccant, whereby the air is

kept moving and dry, a perforate container within said

tubular member constructed to hold a quantity of frozen

material which is to be dehydrated, and means con-
structed to maintain the temperature of the circulating air

within the elongated tubular member below freezing.

3,096,164
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR CLOTHES DRYERS
Aidan M. Stone, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New Yoric
Filed Apr. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 105,162

3 Claims. (CI. 34—45)

1. <lothes drying apparatus comprising: a clothes dry-

ing chamber substantially sealed from the atmosphere dur-

ing operation of said apparatus; means for tumbling clothes

in said chamber; clothes heating means positioned within

s; id chamber for vaporizing moisture from clothes; con-

denser means within said chamber for removing moisture

from ;he air therewithin after the moisture has entered

the air from the clothes by evaporation; first thermostatic

means having a low temperature normal position and a

high temperature tripped position, said first thermostatic

means being positioned both immediately next to said

heating means and with a surface thereof projecting into

said chamber to sense temperatures therewithin, said first

thermostatic means being arranged to enable operation of

said heating means in said normal position and to prevent

operation of said heating means in response to movement
to said tripped position, said first thermostatic means being

calibrated to provide cycling on and off of said heating

means during operation of said apparatus; second thermo-

static means having a low temperature normal position and
a high temperature tripped position, said second thermo-

static means projecting into said chamber so as to con-

tact the clothes therewithin and thereby sense rises in the

temperature of the clothes, said second thermostatic means
being calibrated to move from its normal position to its

tripped position at a temperature indicating dryness of

the clothes, said second thermostatic means being arranged

to enable operation of said heating means in its normal

position and to prevent operation of said heating means
in response to movement to its tripped position; and means
for terminating operation of said apparatus in response

to movement of said second thermostatic means to its

tripped positions.

3,096,165
COMBINE MOUNTED GRAIN DRYER

Eugene W. Lane, Kensal, N. Dak.
(27350 Base Line, Highland, Calif.)

Filed Sept. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 57,560
1 Claim. (CI. 34—183)

A grain dryer for use with an internal combustion

engine-equipped combine, said dryer comprising a hori-
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zontally disposed cylindrical drying chamber adapted to
be interposed in the grain discharge line of said combine,
a screw conveyor extending axially through said drying
chamber and journalled for rotation with respect thereto,

a radially inwardly opening grain inlet adjacent one end
of sai^ drying chamber, a generally cylindrical jacket in

outwardly spaced concentric relation to said drying cham-
ber and defining therewith an axially elongated annular
plenum, a gas inlet communicating with the lower end
of said plenum in the end thereof adjacent the grain inlet,

a diametrically opposed gas outlet leading from said
plenum, axially extended circumferentially spaced baffle

means within said plenum defining a serpentine path for

Z3

gasses passing from said gas inlet to said gas outlet, said

drying chamber being axially extended at its discbarge

end beyond said screw conveyor and including an up-
wardly opening overflow-outlet defining side wall and a

generally vertical end wall, said end wall defining an
axially directed normal grain outlet above the axis of
rotation of said screw conveyor, but below the lower limits

of said overflow outlet, the lower portion of said side wall

being formed to define a clean-out door.

3,096,166
APPARATUS FOR DEGASIFYING WATER, PAR-

TICULARLY BOILER FEED WATER
Jacob J. Koltbof and Matthcos Bcsier, Hengelo, Nether-

lands, assignors to KoDinklljkc Machinefabriek Gebr.
Stork & Co. N.V., Hengelo, Netherlands

Filed July 7, 1961, Ser. No. 122,560
Claims priority, application Netheriands Aug. 10, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 55—198)

^-vHl
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0.25 and about 4.0 parts of attapulgite per part of swell-

ing type bentonite.

3,096,171

PROCESS FOR PREPARING SLOW RELEASE
FERTILIZER COMPOSmON

Clarence J. Woerther, Lakeland, Fla., assignor to Inter-

national Minerals A Chemical Corporation, a corpora-

tion of New York
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 61,341

1 Claim. (CI. 71—64)
A process for preparing a fertilizer composition com-

patible with the constituents in soil and which when ap-

plied to soil releases the plant nutrient over an extended
period of time, said fertilizer composition containing a

water-soluble plant nutrient compound and a plant wax,
said process comprising the steps of coating particles of

a relatively water-soluble plant nutrient compound se-

lected from the group consisting of ure«, potassium ni-

trate, ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate, ammonium
phosphate, dicalcium phosphate, potassium phosphate,
superphosphate, triple superphosphate, potassium chlo-

ride, potassium carbonate, potassium sulfate, langbeinite

and mixtures thereof, with from about 0.1% to about
25% by weight of said fertilizer composition of waxy
cutin plant wax, and recovering said coated particles,

whereby the water-soluble plant nutrient compound in

said particle is rendered soluble in water at a relatively

slower rate.

3,096,172

ROTARY FURNACE PRODUCTION OF
SPONGE IRON

Stoart R. Zimmericy, Alexander E. Back, RuskII R. Beck,

and Hans H. Pick, all of Salt Lake City, Utah, assignors

to Kennecott Copper Corporation, New York, N.Y., a
corporation of New York

FUed May 5, 1960, Scr. No. 27,168

3Claiiiu. (0.75—33)

1. In a reduction process utilizing a rotary furnace

having a cylindrical shell defining a processing chamber
and having an end wall at the discharge end thereof,

wherein the raw materials are charged into an end of the

furnace opposite said discbarge end and the reduced prod-

uct is discharged at said discharge end from a reaction

bed protectively blanketed by a burning gas produced
by the reaction, the method of minimizing oxidation of

said reduced product during its transfer from the furnace

to a receiving vessel, coipprising substantially instantane-

ously dropping, periodidi^ly, respective gas-generating

batches of the reduced product in the form of respective,

substantially compact masses of discrete solid particles

from the lower part of said bed below the protective

blanket and from within the zone comprehended by said

cylindrical shell inwardly of said chamber from, but adja-

cent to, said end wall and into said receiving vessel as

said furnace rotates.

3,096,173
METHOD FOR MAKING STEEL BY

OXYGEN BLOWING
Truman H. Kennedy, Ptttsbuigh, Pa^ assignor to United

States Steel Corporation, a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Feb. 29, 1960, Scr. No. 11,538
1 Claim. (CI. 75—60)

The method of making steel from a charge including
molten iron in a vessel mounted for movement about a
generally horizontal axis and having a charging opening
at one end and an oxygen lance extending through the

wall thereof, which method comprises charging the vessel

through said opening, rotating said vessel about its axis

to raise the level of molten metal, then delivering oxygen
through said lance generally vertically downwardly on the

surface of said bath, continuing flow of oxygen with the

vessel remaining in its last mentioned position until the

charge ignites, then rotating said vessel to increase the

distance between said metal and lance, shutting off said

oxygen flow, and then rotating said vessel to discharge
molten steel therefrom.

3,096.174
METHODS OF REDUCING A METAL OXIDE BY A
CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL AT SUB-ATMOS-
PHERIC PRESSURES

Elis Erik Vllhclm Hclhi, Gothcobnrg, Sweden, assignor,
by mesne assignments, to Elektriska Svetsningsakticbo-
li^ct, Gothenburg, Sweden, a corporation of Sweden

FUed Apr. 10, 1958, Ser. No. 727,660
Claims priority, implication Sweden Apr. 18, 1957

5 Claims. (CL 75—226)

1. In the method of reducing a metal oxide by a car-

bonaceous material by the heating of a comminuted solid

mixture of said materials at sub-atmospheric pressures,

the steps of charging said unreacted mixture into a sheet

metal container the fndl thickness of which is insufficient

to enable the container to retain its shape against external

atmospheric pressure on exhaustion at elevated tempera-

tures, and heating said charged container at atmospheric
pressure while maintaining a sub-atmospheric pressure in

the interior of said container.
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3,096,175
PHOTOELASTIMETRIC APPARATUS FOR

STRESS ANALYSIS
Felix 2Landman, Paris, France, assignor to The Budd Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Jan. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 3,049
Claiias priority, application France Mar. 21, 1959

1 CUim. (CI. 88—14)

:^. a-

1. Photoelastimetric apparatus for the investigation of

principal plane stresses acting laterally within a region of

a sheet of transparent birefringent material contiguous
with a reflecting surface, said apparatus comprising:

a mount relatively rotatable about an axis through said

region and, supported on said mount, a unitary light

source, a sheet material polarizer, a sheet material

analyzer, an axially elongated pointer, and first and
second plane mirrors;

said polarizer and said analyzer being coplanar and sym-
metrically displaced to opposite sides of said axis at

one end thereof;

said pointer being located at the other end of said axis

and oriented coaxially with respect thereto;

said first and second mirrors being located intermediate
said ends of said axis, symmetrically displaced to op-
posite sides thereof, and equiangularly disposed with
respect thereto;

said source being located behind said polarizer and
illuminating said first mirror and said pointer;

and said source, polarizer, first and second mirrors, and
analyzer being further relatively oriented with re-

spect to said axis and to said p>ointer to simultane-
ously define first and second coplanar light paths
through the region when said apparatus is in a posi-

tion with said pointer contiguous with the region and
said axis perpendicular to the plane of the principal

stresses;

said first light path extending from said source, through
said polarizer, through the region, to the reflecting

surface, back through the region, and through said

analyzer, when said apparatus is in said position;

said second light path extending from said source,

through said polarizer, to said first mirror, through

the region, to the reflecting surface, back through the

region, to said second mirror, and through said

analyzer, when said apparatus is in said position;

the portion of said first light path within the region being
substantially normal to the plane of the principal

stresses when said ai^aratus is in said position; and
the portion of said second light path within the region

being at a substantial oblique angle with the normal
to the principal stresses acting within the region when
said apparatus is in said position;

whereby upon relative rotation of said apparatus in

said position about said axis, the plane of said co-

planar light paths may be oriented parallel with one

,

and the other of the principal stresses acting laterally

of the region to yield photoelastic fringe informa-
tion for the immediate resolutions of the individual

magnitudes of the principal stresses.

3,096,176
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING METHOD

Owin R. Craig, Falls Church, Va., assignor to Loge-
tronics, Inc., Alexandria, Va., a corporation of Dela-
ware

Filed Mar. 13, 1957, Ser. No. 645,717
8 Claims. (CI. 96—27)

»•-. .—

,
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1. A photographic printing method comprising direct-

ing light from a source to an object and projetcing an
image of said object on a surface, positioning brightness

indicating devices at points approximating respectively

the minimum and the maximum brightness of said image
at said surface, adjusting the overall brightness of said

image until the maximum brightness indicating device

indicates a first fixed predetermined value, "superimposing
light of uniform intensity over said surface, atdjusting the

brightness of said light of uniform intensity until the

minimum brightness indicating device indicates a second
fixed predetermined value, then exposing a film of photo-
sensitive emulsion to the aggregate light at said surface

and developing said film.

3,096,177
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF A SYN-

THETIC YOGHURT FROM SOYBEAN
HisashI Ariyama, 301 Nippon Jutakukodan, Apt.-House,

5th BIdg., No. 75-1, Biwakubi-cho, Sendai-shi, Japan
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 31, 1960, Scr. No. 53,044

Claims priority, appUcation Japan Sept 7, 1959
6 Claims. (CI. 99—59)

1. A. process for the manufacture of a synthetic

yoghurt product, comprising steps of steaming washed
soybeans for 25 to 30 minutes, soaking said soybeans in

0.1-0.2% caustic soda solution for one hour, skinning

said soaked soybeans, soaking said skinned soybeans in

0.1-0.2% caustic soda solution for 4 to 5 hours, grinding

said soaked soybeans with the same caustic soda solution,

filtering said ground soybeans, adjusting pH of said fil-

trate to 7.0 by adding hydrochloric acid, adding about
75 grams of sugar per 500 ml. of said adjusted filtrate,

boiling said filtrate for about 5 minutes with continuous

agitation, cooling said boiled filtrate, inoculating said

cooled filtrate with LactobaciHus bulgaricus, and incu-

bating said inoculated filtrate at a temperature of 37°

to 43° C. for four to six hours.

3,096,178
CHEMICALLY LEAVENED YEAST DOUGH

James W. Tucker, Park Forest, lU., assignor to Stauffcr
Chemical Company, New Yorl(, N.Y., a corporation of
Delaware
No Drawing. Filed May 2, 1961, Scr. No. 107,052

2 Claims. (CI. 99—94)
I

. An improved yeast dough formulation consisting of
a standard yeast dough formulation containing from 0.5

to 4.0 parts by weight bicarbonate of soda for each 100
parts by weight flour in said standard yeast dough formu-
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lation, and from 100% to 250% of the theoretical amount
of a sodium aluminum phosphate baking acid necessary

to completely neutralize said bicarbonate of soda.

3,096,179
TWO-PACKAGE ANGEL FOOD CAKE MIX

Thomas P. Finucane, Hartsdale, N.Y., William A. Mitch-
ell, Lincoln Park, NJ^ and Leonard Z. Raymond,
White Plains, N.Y., assignors to General Foods Corpo-
ration, White Plains, N.Y., a corporation of Debware
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 17, 1962. Scr. No. 188,278

12 Claims. (CI. 99—94)
1. A two-package angel food cake mix comprising egg

white and sugar in one package and farinaceous ingredient

in the other package, a fatty anti-foaming agent being

present in the package containing the farinaceous ingredi-

ent at a level of 0.04-9.0% by weight of the egg white in

the mix, wherein the aggregate level of a fatty anti-foam-

ing agent present in the mix is present in an amount in-

sufficient to cause collapse of the foam batter and pre-

vent sufficient expansion of the cells of the egg white foam
batter upon baking but sufficient to prevent excessive

swelling of the foam batter on baking and subsequent col-

lapse of the cake on cooling.

3,096,180
METHOD OF GRINDING SPICES

Felix E. Kasbaum, Chicago, III., assignor to H. J. Mayer
& Sons Co., Inc., Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

FUcd Sept. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 141,368
10 Claims. (CI. 99—140)

1. An improved method of grinding spices which com-

prises introducing the spices to be ground into a chamber,

commingling with the spices in the chamber a non-oxidiz-

ing gas having g(^ heat exchanging properties whereby

to obtain a temperature within the chamber of from about
— 69° F. to about 30° F.. and grinding the spices in the

chamber while maintaining the temperature by controlling

the rale of discharge of the ground spices from the cham-

ber.

3,096,181
FOOD PROCESSING METHOD AND APPARATUS
Morris S. Dixon, Robert B. Marshall, and Joiin Ross

Crerar, all of Leamington, Ontario, Canada, assignors

to H. J. Heinz Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation
of Pennsylvania

Filed Dec. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 784,173
1 Claim. (CI. 99—150)

The method of storing an aseptically cooled and
sterilized food product which is capable of being pumped
from a source into a sterile tank having a sterile inlet

and containing an inert gas, comprising the steps of:

closing the tank inlet,

^- connecting the closed sterile tank inlet to the food prod-

uct source with a sterile conduit,

introducing sterilizing steam under pressure into the

conduit,

pumping the food product against the pressure of the

sterilizing steam whereby the product advances

toward the inlet and displaces the steam by the ad-

vancement to maintain a sterile atmosphere in the

conduit immediately preceding the advancing front

of the product,

simultaneously terminating the introduction of the

steam into the conduit and opening the tank inlet

to fill the tank with the sterile food product to a

desired level and displacing an equal volume of the

inert gas in the tank,

closing the tank inlet.

'"h^:^"
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maintaining in the tank the inert gas a super-atmos-

pheric pressure above the level of the food product
tn the tank whereby a sterile fluid seal is effected

between the product and the atmosphere without

the tank,

closing the conduit connection with the product source,

and introducing a sterilizing medium into the conduit

to effect a fluid seal between the tank inlet and the

atmosphere without the conduit.

3,096,182
CHEMICAL PLATING SOLUTION AND PROCESS

FOR PLATING THEREWITH
Talivaldis Berzins, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., a
corporation of Delaware

Filed Oct. 1, 1958, Scr. No. 765,017
9 Claims. (CI. 106—1)

1. An aqueous alkaline chemical plating solution con-
sisting essentially of about 0.02 to 0.2 gm.-mol per liter

of a salt selected from the group consisting of nickel and

cobalt salts, the anions of which are inert to said plating

solution, a metal complexing agent capable of forming
a stable water-soluble complex with nickel and cobalt, se-

lected from the group consisting of ammonia and organic

complex forming compounds having at least one func-

tional group selected from the group consisting of amino,
imino, carboxy and hydroxy radicals, in the molar ratio

of about 1-10 mols per mol of said salt, about 0.005-0.05

gm.-mol per liter of an alkali metal borohydride, and an
alkalinity such that the solution will have a hydroxyl ion

concentration of 0.001 to 2.0 mols per liter.

3,096,183
BACTERIA-RESISTANT PLASTIC MATERIALS

Hermann Genth, Krefeid-Bockum, Germany; assignor to
Farbenfabriken Bayer AkticngescUschaft, Lcvcrkusen,
Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 26, 1960, Scr. No. 11,124
Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 12, 1959

4 Claims. (CI, 106—15)
1. A bacteria-resistant synthetic plastic material com-

posed of a synthetic plastic substance of the group con-
sisting of polyvinyl chloride, copolymers of vinylchloride

and vinyl acetate copolymers of vinyl chloride and acry-

lonitrile, polyethylene, polypropylene, polystyrene, un-

saturated polyesters, and cellulose esters containing be-

tween about 1 and about 6% by weight of a mixture
of approximately equal parts by weight of zinc penta-

chlorophenolate and salicyl anilide incorporated in the

said plastic material.
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3,096,184
GLASS MARKING INK

John L. Gallup Bloomfield, NJ., assignor to Radio Cor-
poration of America, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 139,377
5 Claims. (CI. 106—20)

1. A glass marking ink having solids, expressed as per-

cent by weight oxides, NajO: 6 to 10, PbO: 15 to 25,

CoO: 0.5 to 4, TiO: 10 to 20, WO3: 20 to 30, BjOj: 1 to

5, and P2O5: 15 to 25.

3,096,185
HIGH DIELECTRIC MATERIAL

Daniel P. Lucero, 438 W. 94tb St., Los Angeles 37, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 6,366
1 Claim. (CL 106—39)

A fired composition having a dielectric constant in the

ran_ge of about 20,000 to 30,000. consisting of, by weight,

about 41% ferric oxide, 30% barium titanate, 10% ti-

tanium dioxide, 9% ferrous oxide, 5% cobalt oxide and

5% nickel oxide.

3,096,186
METHOD OF PREPARING GLASS

Robert W. Hopkins, Hamilton, Ohio, as.sif;nor, by mesne
assignments, to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company

Filed May 11, 1959, Ser. No. 812,251
3 Claims. (CI. 106—52)

ACKNT AACMT ffTTtkMl CA*.UMrrC

1. A method of preparing glass by mixing and heating

a mixture of glass making ingredients comprising sand

and sodium sesquicarbonate, said sodium sesquicarbonate

comprising at least 50 percent by weight of the total alkali

of the glass making ingredients, which comprises forming

an aqueous solution of between 5 and 40 percent by weight

of the sodium sesquicarbonate content of the glass making

ingredients, mixing said aqueous solution of sodium ses-

quicarbonate with said sand and the remainder of the

sodium sesquicarbonate content of the batch, the amount
of water present in the aqueous solution of sodium sesqui-

carbonate being not sufficient to produce a slurry but

enough to produce a wet, free-flowing mixture, and feed-

ing the wet, free-flowing mixture so formed into a glass

forming furnace while wet and melting said wet, free-flow-

ing mixture.

3,096,187
SILICON-BORON-OXYGEN REFRACTORY

MATERIAL
Berthold C. Weber and Harry F. Rizzo, Dayton, Ohio,

assignors to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Air Force
Filed Aug. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 831,919

13 Claims. (CL 106—55)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
1. A sintered refractory article formed from a raw mix

consisting of by weight from 5% to 50% boron and from

50% to 95% silicon, said article consisting of a silicon-

792 O.G.— 13

boron-oxygen refractory composed of three phases that
consist of a boro-silicate matrix phase in which are dis-

persed an unreacted silicon phase and a silicon-boron re-

action phase, which article has an oxygen gain by wneight

of between 19.6% and 43.8% and the material being
characterized by chemical inertness in air to mixtures
of boron and boron oxide at temperatures between the
melting point of boron oxide and 2700° F.

3,096,188
STRUCTURAL COMPOSITION MATERIAL AND

PROCESS FOR MAKING SAME
Paul Maydl, Landstrasse 113, Linz, Austria

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 74,446
Claims priority, application Austria Mar. 18, 1957

6 Claims. (CI. 106—97)
1. A process for making a structural composition mate-

rial, comprising the steps of forming a granular-slag ag-
gregate by quenching molten blast-furnace slag rich in

silicic acid in an agitated fluid to produce an acidic coarse
slag sand having a bulk weight between substantially 0.8
and 2.90 kg./l. at least a major fraction of said sand
having a particle size between substantially 1 and 8 mm.,
and crushing said sand to a maximum particle size of
approximately 5 mm. and until a proportion thereof rang-
ing between substantially 10 and 50% by weight of said

sand consists of particles having a grain size ranging up
to 0.2 mm.; and admixing with said aggregate a hydraulic
binder and water.

3,096,189
DUPLICATING SHEET AND COLORED COATING ^

COMPOSITIONS THEREFOR
Frederick H. Kranz and Floyd L. Tewksbury, Jr., Buffalo,

N.Y., assignors to Allied Chemical Comporation, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 10, 1958, Ser. No. 779,276

14 Claims. (CI. 106—236)
9. A coating composition for the production of a dupli-

cating sheet consisting essentially of a dispersion of dis-

crete colored droplets as discontinuous phase in a plastic

normally solid hydrophobic material selected from the

group consisting of waxes, resins and mixtures thereof

as continuous phase, thereby characterized that said

colored droplets consist essentially of a solution of a
water-insoluble colorant which is at least one salt of an
organic base with an organic dyestuff sulfonic acid in a

hydrophilic oxygen-containing organic liquid solvent for

said salt which is immiscible with said hydrophobic ma-
terial.

3,096,190
BITUMINOUS COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING

METHYLOL PHENOL DERIVATIVES
Metvin De Groote, St. Louis, and Kwan-Ting Shen, Brent-
wood, .Mo., assignors to PetroUte Corporation, a corpO'
ration of Delaware

.No Drawing. Original application May 12, 1960, Ser.
No. 28,514. Divided and this application Apr. 10,
1961, Ser. No. 101,629

16 Claims. (CI. 106—273)
1. A strip-resistant bituminous composition containing

an asphalt and a minor amount of a member selected from
the group consisting of:

(1) acylated, (2) oxyalkylated, (3) acylated then oxy-
alkylated, (4) oxyalkylated then acylated, (5) acyl-

ated. then oxyalkylated and then acylated, monomeric
polyaminomethyl phenols characterized by reacting a
preformed methylol phenol having one to four mcth-
ylol groups in the 2, 4, 6 position with a polyamine
containing at least one secondary amine group in

amounts of at least one mole of secondary polyamine
per equivalent of methylol group on the phenol until
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one mole of water per equivalent of methylol group

is removed, in the absence of an extraneous catalyst;

and then reacting the thus formed monomcric poly-

aminomethyl phenol with a member selected from
the group consisting of ( 1) an acylation agent, (2)

an oxyalkylation agent. (3) an acylation then an oxy-

alkylation agent, (4) an oxyalkylation then an acyla-

tion agent, and (5) an acylation then on oxyalkyla-

tion and then an acylation agent, the preformed meth-
ylol phenol having only functional groups selected

from the class consisting of methylol groups and

phenolic hydroxyl groups, the polyamine having only

functional groups selected from the class consisting

of primary amino groups, secondary amino groups

and hydroxyl groups, the acylation agent having up
to 40 carbon atoms and being selected from the class

consisting of unsubstituted carboxylic acids, unsub-

stituted hydroxy carboxylic acids, unsubstituted acyl-

ated hydroxy carboxylic acids, lower alkanol esters of

unsubstituted carboxylic acids, glycerides of unsub-

stituted carboxylic acids, unsubstituted carboxylic

acid chlorides and unsubstituted carboxylic acid an-

hydrides, and the oxyalkylation agent being selected

from the class consisting of alpha-beta alkylene oxides

and styrene oxide.

consisting essentially of a hydrocarbon having a boiling

point falling in the range of 200°-600'' F. for the produc-

tion of thixotropic coating compositions which comprises

reacting with heat a polyamide resin, comprising the re-

action product of a polymerized fatty acid with an alkyl-

ene polyamine having from two to four amine substitu-

ents, with an ester base selected from the group consisting

3,096,193
METHOD FOR END POINT DETERMINATION IN
THE PRODUCTION OF THIXOTROPIC POLY-
AMIDE-MODIFIED VEHICLES

George H. Tinker, Skokie, and William B. Winkler, Ar-

lington Heights, III^ assignors to T. F. Washburn Com-
pany, Chicago, 111.

FUed June 23, 1958, Ser. No. 743,698
17 Claims. (CI. 106—287)

1. A process for the production of a vehicle base suit-

able for formulation with a predetermined vehicle solvent

"C,"

Aao<i<aw ^ IV*<

3,096,191
ASPHALT AMINE SULFONATE ANTISTRIPPING

AGENT FOR ASPHALT
Armin C. Pitchford, Bartlcsville, Okla., assignor to Phil-

lips Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed May 23, 1960, Ser. No. 31,219

4 Claims. (CI. 106—275)
1. An anti-stripping composition consisting essentially

of an asphaltic material selected from the group consist-

ing of asphalt, road oil, still bottoms from an asphaltic

crude oil and asphaltic cracking still bottoms; an aggre-

gate; and an asphalt sulfonic acid neutralized with an

amine having the general formula

R—CHr—NH—CHj—CHx—CHy—NHa

in which R represents an alkyl group containing from 7

to 17 carbon atoms per alkyl group.

of glyceride oils, oil-modified alkyd resins and vamish
ester bodies until a test solution of the reaction product in

said vehicle solvent, wherein said test solution contains

said reaction product in an amount at least 25% by

weight, is clear at room temperature.

3,096,194

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONSERVING
AND RESTORING OIL PAINTINGS AND THE
LIKE

Gustav D. Klimann. 15 Wellesiey Road, Beverly, Mass.

Filed June 30, 1960, Ser. No. 40,092

10 Claims. (CI. 117—2)

3,096,192

ASPHALT COMPOSITIONS HAVING REDUCED
STRIPPING TENDENCIES

Armfaa C. Pitchford, Bartlcsville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Debware
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 49,130

7 Claims. (CI. 106—281)
1. An asphalt composition having a low stripping

tendency, comprising asphalt and an anti-stripping agent

consisting essentially of a salt of asphaltene carboxylic

acids and an amine selected from the group consisting

of RNHj. (R)2NH, and RNH(Cnj),NHa, where R is

an aliphatic radical derived from a fatty acid having 8

to 22 carbon atoms per molecule, the amount of said

agent in said comjHJsition being sufficient to maintain

the low stripping tendency thereof.

1. A method of conserving, restoring and facilitating

the cleaning of oil paintings and the like comj^ising the

steps of; placing a sheet of wet-strength paper over the

painted surface; superimposing successively both above

and below the painting, a sheet of wax impregnated pa-

per, a sheet of insulation paper, a sheet of semi-absorbent

paper and a substantially rigid panel; placing the mate-

rials thus sandwiched together within a substantially air-

tight, collapsible container; evacuating the air from with-

in said container; raising the temperature within said

container and subsequently permitting said container to

cool; releasing the vacuum created in said container; open-

ing said container and disassembling the said sandwiched

materials and removing the painting and stripping the wet-

strength paper therefrom.
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3,096,195
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING AN ORNAMENTAL

WALL FACING
David C. Seman, 261 Vi Scott St^ Erie, Pa., and Colman J.

Seman, R.D. 1, E. Mafai Road, and Fredrick P. Seman,
R.D. 3, Station Road, both of North East, Pa.

Filed Apr. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 21^88
7 Claims. (CI. 117—8.5)

1. A process of preparing an ornamental facing on the

wall of a building, including mortar lines, consisting of

applying a removable pattern of first strips of adhesive

coated tape to said building, applying spaced second strips

of pressure sensitive adhesive coated tape having a range

of thickness of from .004 to .012 inch to said building

perpendicular to said first strips, applying a coating of

plaster material to a thickness of one-sixteenth inch to

one-fourth inch over said tape and over said building

surface whereby said plaster material adheres to said

building surface exposed between said tape, and pulling

said tape to remove said tape substantially immediately

with said plaster material overlying said tape therewith.

3,096,196
FLAME-RETARDANT ASPHALTIC

ROOFING MATERIALS
Phillip Stephen Bcttoli, Belle Mead, and Joseph Jacob

Klimas, North Phifaifield, NJ., assignors to The Ruber-
old Company, a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. FOed Jan. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 5,109
10 Claims. (CI. 117—32)

9. A mineral-surfaced fire-retardant roofing material

comprising a saturated web base coated with a layer of

a fire-retardant asphaltic coating composition and sur-

faced with mineral roofing granules embedded in the

asphaltic coating, the fire-retardant asphaltic coating

composition comprising from about 40 to about 60 per-

cent by weight of a blown petroleum asphalt having a

softening point, when measured by the ball and ring

method, in the range between 180" F. and 250* F., from
about 1 to about 25 percent by weight of a polyester

resin of a polycarboxylic acid and a polyol, and from
about 30 to about 60 percent by weight of a mineral sta-

bilizer uniformly dispersed throughout the organic com-
ponents of the coating composition, the percentage of the

polyester resin being based on the weight of the blown

petroleum asphalt contained in the asphaltic coating

composition.

3,096,197
MARKING METHOD

Ralph W. Buetow and Robert P. Cox, Madison, Wis., as-

signors, by mesne assignments, to the United States of
America as represented by the Secretary of the Army

FUed Jan. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 3,791
6 Clahns. (CI. 117—33.5)

1 . A process for marking an article of graphic art com-
prising

(a) a preliminary treatment for applying a fluorescent

marking visible only in ultraviolet light to an article

of graphic art, said preliminary treatment including

(1) coating said article of graphic art with a re-

active first composition,

(2) applying a stencil to said article of graphic
art,

(3) reacting the areas exposed by said stencil with
a vaporous second composition, the reaction

product of said first and second compositions
being visible only in ultraviolet light;

(b) a secondary treatment for applying a permanent
marking to said article of graphic art marked with
said preliminary fluorescent marking including

( 1 ) coating said article of graphic art with a
third reactive composition,

(2) aligning said stencil to said fluorescent mark-
ing, and

(3) applying a fourth reactive substance in the

exposed areas of said stencil, the reaction prod-
uct of said third reactive composition and said

fourth reactive substance giving a permanent
marking visible in actinic light.

3,096,198
METHOD FOR DEVELOPING LATENT FIELD

IMAGES WITH LIQUID INKS
Roland M. Schaffert, Vestal, N.Y., assignor to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Dec. 22, 1958, Ser. No. 782,107
4 Clahns. (CI. 117—37)

ing

1. A method of developing latent field images compris-

es) contacting a liquid ink wettable development sur-
face of a latent image-bearing record medium in the
image and non-image areas alike with an impres-
sion member having a developing surface uniformly
saturated with an image attractable development sur-
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face wetting electrostatic field controllable liquid

ink.

(ft) and subjecting said liquid ink to an external elec-

trostatic transfer control field while the developing

surface is in contact with said record medium and

said liquid ink is in contact coincidentally with the

image and non-image areas alike of said record

medium development surface by applying an external

transfer control potential to said impression mem-
ber and said record medium,

(c) said external electrostatic transfer control field

having a polarity and magnitude opposing and coun-

terbalancing the transfer of said pigmented liquid

ink to the non-image areas while permitting transfer

of said pigmented liquid ink from said impression

member in response to field force of said field images

in said image areas

(cJ) whereby said pigmented liquid ink is deposited

on said image areas and is prevented friifli depositing

on the non-image areas of said development surface

of said image bearing record medium on separation

of said developing and development surfaces.

3,096,200
METHOD OF PREPARING INORGANIC

PRODUCTS
Robert G. Quinn, Bound Brook, NJ., assignor to Johns-

Manville Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation

of New York
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 70,938

8 Claims. (CI. 117—54)
1. The method of treating inorganic asbestos products

consisting essentially of approximately 75 to 95% by

weight of asbestos and approximately 25 to 5% by weight

of bentonite which comprises removing about 15 to 25%
by weight of the water of hydration of the asbestos con-

stituent by heating the product to a temperature of at

least about 1200° F. and, upon cooling, subjecting the

thus dehydrated asbestos-bentonite product having about

15 to 25% by weight of its water of hydration thermally

removed to silicon tetrafluoride gas until an over-all gain

in weight of at least about 2% is effected.

3,096,199

SURFACING TORCH WITH EXTERNAL
POWDER FEED

Kenneth Lamb, Valencu, Pa., assignor to Coast Metals

Inc., Little Ferry, N J., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Dec. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 856,839

12 Claims. (CL 117—46)

1. In a torch for applying a coating to a work piece

surface, and in which the torch has a tip face through

which a combustible gas mixture is discharged in a high-

velocity jet system and is burned in a flame system beyond

the tip face but with eddy currents that flow outward

from the jet system and turn back toward the tip face

immediately adjacent to said tip face, and there is a

powder holder for powdered coating material located at a

higher level than the tip and with a discharge passage

through which powder from the holder flows by gravity

into the flame system, at a location outside of the torch

and in front of the tip, and there are bracket means con-

necting the nozzle and powder holder to the torch, the

improvement which comprises means for preventing pow-

der from being carried by said eddy currents into contact

with the tip face with resulting build-up of coating mate-

rial on the tip face, said means including a discharge

nozzle at the end of the passage and facing in a direction

to discharge the powder from the passage into the burn-

ing flame system transversely of the direction of flow of

the gas of the flame system from the tip, and supporting

means holding the discharge nozzle above the flame sys-

tem and out in front of the tip face at a distance to dis-

charge the powder into the 'flame system ahead of the

eddy currents.

3,096,201
INSOLUBILISATION OF FURTHER-POLYMERIS-
ABLE METHYLOL-PHOSPHORUS POLYMERIC
MATERIALS

Harold Coates, Womboum, and Brian Chalkley, Stour-

bridge, England, assignors to Albright & Wilson Lim^
ited, Warwickshire, England, a company of the United

Kingdom
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 62,557

Claims priority, application Great Britain May 30, 1960

15 Claims. (CI. 117—62.2)
4. A process for modifying the properties of a cel-

lulosic material which comprises impregnating said cel-

lulosic material with a solution of a further-polymeris-

able methylol-phosphorus polymeric material containing

at least one free methylol group attached to a phosphorus

atom, said solution containing A member selected from

the group consisting of diamnrtonium sulphite and mix-

tures of an ammonium salt of a weak acid together with

a sulphite, drying the resulting impregnated cellulosic

material and finally treating said material with an aqueous

ammonia system.

3,096,202
POLYVINYL PYRROLIDONE PRESSURE SENSI-
TIVE ADHESIVE AND TAPE CONTAINING
SAME

Ellen deGroot von Arx, Shrewsbury, NJ., assignor to

Johnson & Johnson, a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Aug. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 52,815

7 Claims. (CI. 117—68.5)

O/tcfi/va

7. A splicing tape comprising a tissue paper impreg-

nated and coated on both faces with a water-soluble, nor-

mally tacky and pressure-sensitive adhesive comprising:

a polyvinyl pyrrolidone elastomer, a polyfunctional mon-

omeric cross-linking agent having at least two functional

groups selected from the group consisting of vinyl, allyl,

acrylic and methacrylic croups, said cross-linking agent

being in an amount from about 5" to 50 parts by weight

per 100 parts by weight of polyvinyl pyrrolidone elasto-

mer, a plasticizer compatible with the polyvinyl pyr-

rolidone elastomer selected from the group consisting of

polyols and polyalkyl glycol ethers, said plasticizer being

in an amount from about 15 to about 100 parts by weight

per 100 parts of polyvinyl pyrrolidone elastomer, and an

activator catalyst of the type capable of inducing vinyl-

type polymerization in an amount from about 0.5 to about

5 parts by weight per 100 parts of polyvinyl pyrrolidone

elastomer.
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3,096,203

COATING SYSTEM
Morris Levine, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, assignor to Pitts-

burgh Plate Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corpo-

ration of Pennsylvania

FUed June 1, 1961, Ser. No. 114,243

8 Claims. (CL 117—75)

VtHYL ««*.lDt VIMYL tVtM.
COKXVMCK.-MCOMMC ACjTLic Locauc*.

1. A metal article having a hard, adherent, crack-re-

sistant, multiple layer coating comprising a layer of

primer and a superimposed layer of a methyl methacrylate

lacquer therewith, said primer consisting essentially of

(1) from about 55 percent by weight to about 94 percent

by weight of a hydroxyl-containing copolymer of a vinyl

halide and a vinyl ester, (2) from about 6 percent by

weight to about 25 percent by weight of a melamine-form-

aldehyde resin, and (3) up to about 20 percent by weight

of a glycidyl ether of a polyhydroxyl substituted aryl com-

pound. 55

3,096,204

METHOD OF MAKING A COATED FIBROUS
FILTER ELEMENT

Earl Girrard Spangler, Newport Beach, and Clarence
Schreur, Escondido, Calif.; said Schreur assignor to

said Spangler

Filed Dec. 29, 1958, Ser. No. 773,610

10 Claims. (CL 117—98)

3,096,205

DIFFUSION COATING OF METALS
Charles A. De Guisto, Elmsford, N.Y., assignor to

Chromalloy Corporation, West Nyack, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed May 16, 1960, Ser. No. 29,151

9 Claims. (CI. 117—107.2)

1. In a pack- impregnation difl^usion coating of the*
character descrioed for producing an outer layer of
metallic constituents diffused into the surface of a metal
article, the steps which comprise embedding said metal
article in a diffusion coating pack including a source
of chromium and aluminum as the metallic materials

to be diffusion coated into the surface thereof and a

source of vaporizable halogen for diffusion of said ma-
terials into said metal article, heating said pack with
said materials and said article therein effecting vaporiz-

ing of said halogen and diffusion of said metallic ma-
terials into the surface of said article, also producing
in said heating and diffusion coating step resultant com-
ponents in said pack including chromium aluminide
which are not diffusion coated into the surface of said

article, removing said thus coated article from said pack,

embedding a subsequent article to be coated in the same
said pack for re-use thereof and a subsequent diffusion

coating operation, including in said pack at least in said

subsequent coating operation a fluoride as at least a

part of said vaporizable halogen component, heating

said article embedded in said pack in said subsequent
coating operation for diffusion coating of said metallic

materials into the surface thereof, and effecting by ther-

mal reaction with said fluoride breakdown of said re-

sultant chromium aluminide components formed in said

preceding coating step for a diffusion coating thereof

into said article in said subsequent coating step in said

pack.

3,096,206

METHOD OF MAKING MAGNETIC
FERRITE FILMS

William L. Wade, Jr., Neptune Township, NJ., assignor to

the United States of America as represented by the

Secretary of the Army
Filed June 6, 1961, Ser. No. 115,271

1 Claim. (CI. 117—121)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. The method of making a filter clement that com-

prises providing a porous sheet of material containing

fibers arranged in closely spaced relation but with a large

number of minute fluid passages formed between said

fibers for passing a fluid from one side of the sheet to

the other, applying to said sheet and into said passages

a solution of a resinous plastic material dissolved in a

solvent, said resinous plastic material being chosen from

the group consisting of polyethylene, polypropylene, and

the copolymers of polyethylene and polypropylene with

each other, heating said sheet and said solution, after the

solution has been filled into said passages, and thereby

evaporating said solvent from the solution and from said

passages, adding sufficient heat to the sheet and solution

to maintain both the sheet and solution, during said

evaporation of the solvent, at a temperature which is at

least about as high as the fusion temperature of the

resin, and thereby depositing the resin as a thin con-

tinuous coating on the surfaces of the individual fibers

throughout the thickness of the sheet, said solvent being

present in sufl^icient quantity in the initial solution to

leave said passages open to fluid flow through the sheet

after evaporation of the solvent.

AftWt'J* '!«

The method of making magnesium ferrite film includ-

ing the steps of ( 1 ) mixing an iron alcoholate solution

with a magnesium alcoholate solution in stoichiometric

proportions of 2 moles of iron to 1 mole of rnagnesium.

(2) immersing a substrate in ihc solution and preliminar-

ily firing the coated substrate at 500° C. (3) repeating the

latter steps until the requisite coating thickness has been

attained, and (4) firing the coated substrate at 1000° C.
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3,096,207

PROCESS OF IMPARTING OIL-REPELLENCY TO
SOLID MATERIALS

Werner Victor Cohen, Glen Farms, Md., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemeurs and Company, Wilmington, Del.,

a Qprporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 6, 1960, Scr. No. 53,885

8 Claims. (CI. 117—138.8)
1 . The process of rendering a water-insoluble solid ma-

terial oil repellent which comprises treating said material

with an aqueous bath containing a water-soluble poly-

fluoroalkyl phosphate of the group defined by the for-

mulas

IF{CFi)oi-CHr-01,F

>

and

OZ),-,

o

[»(CFj).-CHi-0],l
^

(OZ),-,

wherein m is an integer fpom 3 to 12, n is an integer from
6 to 12, y Is a number of average value from 1.0 to 2.5,

and Z is a member of the group consisting of hydrogen

and water-solubiiizing cationic ions, and drying the ma-
terial whereby to torm in intimate contact therewith an

evenly distributed deposit of said polyfluoroalkyl phos-

phate.

8. A process as in claim 1, wherein the material being

treated is a member of the group consisting of textile

fibers and fabrics, leather, paper sheeting and synthetic

plastic sheet material.

3,096,208
COATING MOLDED AMINOPLAST ARTICLES

WITH POLYUREAS
Arthur S. Nyquist, Darien, and Arnold D. Myers, Wall-

ingford. Conn., assignors to American Cyanamid Com-
pany, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Maine
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 99,731

20 Claims. (CI. 117—138.8) ^

1. A heat- and pressure-consolidated article prepared
from an aminoplast resinous composition selected from
the group consisting of an aminolriazine-aldehyde resin-

ous composition and a urea-aldehyde resinous composi-
tion and coated with a hard, stain-resistant, cured, adher-

ent film comprising a resinous reaction product of ( 1

)

a toluene lliisocyanate and (2) a water, the mol ratio

of said ( 1 ) to said (2) being from about 2:1 to 6:1,

respectively. *

3,096,209
FORMATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR BODIES

Herbert S. Ingham, Jr., Hillside Lake, Wappingers Falls,

N.Y., assignor to International Business Machines Cor-
poration, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed May 18, 1960, Ser. No. 29,836
1 Claim. (CI. 117—201)

1 he methtxl of forming semiconductor bodies compris-

ing the steps of providing a continuous closed loop reac-

tion contamer in a vertical orientation, positioning in a

first zone on one side of said contini\us closed-loop reac-

tion container a source of semiconductor material, posi-

tioning in a second zone on another side of said container

at least one substrate of semiconductor material, provid-

ing in said container a transport element cyclically reac-

tive with said source said substrate to produce vapors,

maintaining between said first and second zones a differ-

ence in temperature to effect the cyclical reaction, and
establishing between said second zone and a third zone.

adjacent said first /one, another difference in temperature,

whereby rapid circulation of the vapors is obtained inde-

pendently of the temperature difference between the source

and the substrate.

3,096,210
INSULATED CONDUCTORS AND METHOD OF

MAKING SAME
Bram B. S. T. Boonstra, Sharon, Mass., assignor to Cabot
Corporation, Boston, Mass., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 807,001
15 Claims. (CI. 117—216)

F».LCD
wxtooenvi

1. An insulated conductor for high voltage use which

comprises a conductor, a cured conductive sheathing sur-

rounding said conductor and an outer insulating sheath-

ing, said conductive and insulating sheathings being

chemically bonded to each other, said conductive sheath-

ing comprising a crosslinked polymeric material chosen

from the group consisting of the polymers and copolymers

of the mono-olefinic hydrocarbons and mixtures thereof,

and at least about 20 parts by weight of carbon black per

100 part^ of the polymeric material, and said insulating

sheathing comprising a polymeric material chosen from
the group consisting of the polymers and copolymers of

the mono-olefinic hydrocarbons and mixtures thereof.

3,096,211
ALKALI METAL GENERATORS

Cordon Peter Davis, Sunbury-on-Thames, England, as-

signor to Electric & Musical Industries Limit^, Hayes,
England, a company of Great Britain

Filed Mar. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 18,145
Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 31, 1959

8 Claims. (CI. 117—224)

HtATlNO r»,AMCNT

NCDUCISCC COMPOUND or
AM A1.KA1.I MC^AL *
WCXJCINa AGCNT *N0 A
MOCK

1 . An alkali metal generator comprising an electrically

conducting heating element of filamentary form, a coating
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thereon comprising a powdered mixture of a reducible

compound of an alkali metal and a reducing agent for

said compound and an alkali metal silicate.

3,096,212

BLENDER BELT
John R. Rosenleaf, Enterprise, Kans., assignor to The

J. B. Ehrsam & Sons Manufacturing Company, Enter-

prise, Kans., a corporation of Kansas

FUed June 5, 1961, Scr. No. 115,003

6 Claims. (Q. 118—111)

3,096,214

CONTACTING ELONGATED FLEXIBLE
MATERIAL WITH LIQUID

Arthur Forest Wells, Jr., and Carl Dolphin, Chesterton,

and Robert R. Gobert, Long Beach, Michigan City,

Ind., assignors to National Steel Corporation, a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed June 29, 1962, Ser. No. 206,482

7 Claims. (CI. 134—15)

1. In a device of the class described, a travelling con-

veyor for discrete material, and a plurality of agitators

spaced along the path of said conveyor in the direction of

conveyor travel, each such agitator comprising a rotor

suspended above said conveyor for turning movement

about a vertical axis, a plurality of arms carried by each

rotor, each arm being pivotally supported from its rotor

for relative movement about a substantially horizontal

axis and said arms for each rotor being peripherally spaced

about said vertical axis, each of said arms depending

from its pivotal support and having a length greater than

the vertical distance from its pivotal support to said con-

veyor, a spray nozzle concentrically associated with at

least one of said rotors and arranged to discharge toward

said conveyor, and m.eans for driving said rotors during

transit of said conveyor.

3,096,213

FLOCK APPLYING DEVICE
Frank McCurtain, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor of one-

half to Zack E. Gibbs, San Marino, Calif.

FUed Dec. 27, I960, Ser. No. 78,509

8 Claims. (CL 118—638)

M " ] - u

1. A method of contacting elongated flexible material

with a liquid, comprising moving the material lengthwise

through an elongated tank from a material entry end por-

tion of the tank to a material exit end portion of the tank

in contact with liquid in the tank, returning a first stream

of liquid from the material exit end portion of the tank

to the material entry end portion of the tank along a hori-

zontal path, withdrawing from adjacent the material exit

end portion of the tank a second stream of liquid, con-

tacting the second stream with a solid impeller to move
the second stream at a higher velocity thanthe first stream,

and introducing the second stream into the first stream

downstream of its point of withdrawal but substantially

closer to the upstream than to the downstream end of the

first stream and in a downstream direction.

1. A flock applying device comprising: an elongated

upper electrode having a small cross-sectional perimeter

compared to its length and disposed in a substantially

horizontal plane; an insulating screen disposed in a sub-

stantially horizontal plane spaced below said electrode

plane and receiving loose flock thereon; a lower electrode

disposed in a substantially horizontal plane spaced below

the plane of said screen in a position to accommodate

material to be flocked thereabove; and means for apply-

ing a fluctuating unidirectional potential across said elec-

trodes to feed the flock through the screen to the surface

of the material in pile producing relation.

3,096,215
SEALED STORAGE BATTERY

Ernst Voss and Klaus Dehmelt, Frankfurt am Main, Ger-

many, assignors to Varta Aktiengesellschaft, Hagen,
Westphalia, Germany

FUed Apr. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 21,229

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 9, 1959
10 Claims. (CI. 136—6)

rr

> 5

1. In a storage battery, in combination, a casing: means

for hermetically sealing said casing; a free flowing liquid

electrolyte in said casing filling the same but partly so

as to define a gas space within said casing; positive and

negative electrodes in said casing substantially submerged

in said free flowing liquid electrolyte; and an auxiliary

gas-consuming electrode consisting essentially of an elec-

trically conductive material which is inert with respect to

said liquid electrolyte located in said casing spaced from

said positive and negative electrodes and electrically con-

nected to one of said electrodes, said auxiliary electrode

having a major exterior surface portion in contact with

said liquid electrolyte and being formed with a cavity

opening into said gas space so that the interior surface
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of said auxiliary electrode formed by said cavity com- interposed between said cathode and said anode, the in-

municates with said gas space and said cavity will be sub- ner surface of the inner top disc being formed of a first

stantially free of liquid electrolyte. metal having low electrochemical potential with respect

to the anode metal, and the outer surface of the inner

3,096,216

VALVE FOR VENTING FLUID
Robert A. Wfcrren, Center Line, Mich., assignor to Servel,

Inc., Evansville, Ind., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Jan. 2, 1962, S«r. No. 163,580

19 Claims. (CI. 136—6)

#«* ' ^ '
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3,096,225
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR DEPOSITING

CONTINLOUS STRANDED MATERIAL
Marvin E. Carr, Rte. 1, Box 64, Burton, Wash., and

Frank E. Ives, 15820 Benson Road, Rentoo, Wash.
FUed May 25, »59, Ser. No. 815,716

14 Claims. (CI. 156—38)

14. The method of making a mat of bonded continuous

«trandcd material on a surface, which comprises project-

ing a roving of such continuous stranded material length-

wise and thereby depositing the strands of such roving as

an unconfined mat on such surface, projecting onto such

continuous stranded material, from opposite sides and in

directions transversely of the rovings lengthwise move-

ment, air jets which intersect a portion of such material

moving through the air free from confinement within a

tubular passage and thereby spreading apart the strands

of such material into a fluffy cluster greatly expanded in

cross-sectional area, for deposition on such surface, and

spraying binder onto such strands after they have been

spread into a fluffy cluster by such air jets and before

they are deposited on such surface.

3,096,226
AQUEOUS COMPOSITION OF PHENOL-ALDEHYDE
CONDENSATE AND METHOD OF BONDING MA-
TERIALS WITH SAME

Clarence W. Spilkcr, Hopewell, Va., assignor to Allied

Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation

of New York
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 90,908

2 Claims. (CI. 156—335)
1. In the method of bonding comprising forming an

assembly of the materials to be bonded in which at least

one surface in contact^with an adjacent surface of the

materials in said assembly is coated with a bonding com-
position, and heskting the assembly at elevated tempera-

tures for sufficient time to convert the bonding composi-

tion to the infusible state, the step which comprises em-
.^ploying therein a bonding composition containing (A)
40 to 70 parts by weight of a phenol and formaldehyde

condensation product havmg an average molecular

weight within the range of about 124 to 316; (B) 15 to 43

parts by weight free formaldehyde; (C) 20 to 65 parts

by weight free phenol; and 10 to 160 parts by weight

water, the ratio of free formaldehyde to free phenol be-

ing within the range of about 1.8 mols to 2.5 mols of

free formaldehyde to free phenol, (D) 0.02 to 0.2 mol
per mol of total phenol of activating agent selected from

the group of sodium carbonate, potassium carbonate, and
ethylenediamine, said composition having a pH within the

range of about pH 8 to pH 11.5.

3,096,227
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING FIBROUS

BUILDING BOARDS
Gerrit Jan van EHcn, Haarkampstraat 10,

Voerthuizcn, Nettierlands
Filed June 4, 1959, Ser. No. 818,171

Claims priority, application Netberiands June 4, 1958
4 Claims. (CL 156—372)

'i<> '

i
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1. An apparatus for manufacturing light weight build-

ing boards from elongated wood wool fibers mixed with a
binding agent, said apparatus comprising, in combination,
a conveyer movable in a predetermined direction, forming
plates carried by said conveyer and movable therewith,

said forming plates having side rims, a distributor device

located above said conveyer and rotatable in a direction

opposite to the direction of movement of the conveyer to

throw the material to be processed in said opposite direc-

tion upon the forming plates, a fixed guide shield located

above said conveyer between the side rims of the forming
plates and spaced from said distributor device in said op-
posite direction for receiving the material thrown by said

distributor device, rolls connected with said guide shield

for laterally compressing the material in the marginal
spaces between said guide shield and said side rims, and
a Vertically adjustable picker roll located above said con-
veyer and spaced from said distributor device, said picker

roll having a lower portion rotatable in the direction of
movement of said conveyor and being adapted to engage
the material carried by said forming plates.

3,096,228
MANUFACTURE OF CELLULOSIC PRODUCT

Winterton U. Day, Neenah, and Harold F. Donnelly, Ap-
pleton. Wis., and Henry L. Rohs, North Tonawanda,
N.Y., assignors to Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Nee-
nah, Wis., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Jan. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 81,393
6 Claims. (CI. 162—112)

4. The process of producing an absorbent paper hav-

ing temporary wet strength which comprises forming,
*" drying, and creping a web of absorbent cellulose wadding
at a moisture content of from 3 to 7%, applying to said

web an aqueous solution of glyoxal in an amount to ob-

tain a total moisture content in said web of more than

4% and not more than 20% by weight, and substantially

maintaining said moisture content while aging the treated

web at about room temperature to develop wet strength

therein.
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3,096,229

CARBON IMPREGNATED PAPER AND METHOD
OF MAKING SAME

Robert M. Whitman, Holland Township, NJ., assignor to

Riegel Paper Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware

Filed Oct. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 849,562

1 Claim. (CI. 162—135)

S

The method of making photographic papers and the

like, which comprises'the steps of

(a) forming a wet web of fibers which are inert to

photosensitive materials,

(b) reducing substantially the moisture content of

said web,

(c) impregnating said web with a colloidal suspen-

sion of carbon black and binder, whose dried residue

forms an integral, opaque, pin-hole free impregna-

tion which is inert to photosensitive materials, by

subjecting said web to sufficient rolling pressure in

the nip of a size press while said suspension is in

contact with at least one surface of the web to

bond mechanically the carbon to said web, and

(d) drying the thus impregnated film.

3,096,231

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING PAPER FROM
PARTIALLY ESTERIFIED CELLULOSE FIBERS

William H. Griggs and Ralph D. Zaffrann, Rochester,

N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-
ter, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Apr. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 22,711

9 Cbiims. (CI. 162—157)
1. A method of preparing paper which comprises form-

ing an aqueous suspension of cellulose fibers the cellulose

of which contains 15-25% of lower fatty acid groups

chemically combined therewith adding to this suspension

in that order a water soluble salt of a higher fatty

acid, a water soluble aluminum salt of a strong mineral

acid and a water soluble cationic thermosetting resin

formed by reacting epichlorohydrin with a polyamide of

C3 to Cjo, saturated aliphatic dibasic carboxylic acid and

from about 0.8 to about 1.4 moles per mole of dibasic

acid of a polyalkylene polyamine at a temperature from

about 45° C. to about 100° C, said polyamide contain-

ing secondary amine groups, the ratio of epichlorohydrin

to secondary amine groups of said polyamide being from

about 0.5-1 to about 1.8-1, adsorbing 0.1-5% approxi-

mately of said resin on said cellulose fibers, forming the

cellulose fibers suspension into a sheet and heating the

sheet to cure the resin to a water insoluble state.

3,096,230

FILTER MEDIUM
SouthwIck W. Briggs, Howard County, Md.
(6420 Western Ave., Chevy Chase, Md.)

Filed June 23, 1960, Ser. No. 38,278

12 Claims. (CI. 162—137)

a
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3,096,232

AQUEOUS EMULSIONS OF WAXES AND RESINS
Charles H. Chapman, San Mateo, Calif., assignor to

Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington, Del., a cor-

poration of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 861,747

7 CUims. (CI. 162—172)

7. A process for the internal sizing of paper which

comprises adding to an aqueous suspension of paper pulp

at a point ahead of sheet formation an aqueous emulsion

having as the continuous phase, an aqueous solution of

from about 0.1% to about 6% by weight, based on the

weight of the emulsion, of a cationic starch having the

formula

—R-

(OH),-

R-/ Ri\

. I
ORi-N

I

where R is the starch molecule repeating unit, Ri is

selected from the group consisting of alkylene, hydroxy-

alkylene, phenyl alkylene and alkylalkylene groups, Rj

and R3 are each selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen, alkyl, aryl, aralkyl and cycloalkyl groups and

n is from about 0.005 to about 3 and, as the dispersed

phase, a paraffin wax, forming a sheet from the said

pulp, and drying the sheet.

M<M. CU«*IW« I

8. A method of making a filter medium comprising

impregnating paper fibers with from lVi% to 2% of an

oil-insoluble thermosetting resin, based upon the weight

of said fibers, forming the impregnated fibers into a

sheet, coating said sheet with a phenol formaldehyde res-

in and partially curing the same, thereafter coating said

sheet with from 2% to 5% of cold pressed castor oil,

based upon the combined weight of the other materials

present, and finally curing said coating materials at an

elevated temperature.

3,096,233

METHOD AND EQUIPMENT FOR RESTORING
PAPER PASTE WEB IN PAPER MAKING MA-
CHINERY AND SIMILAR FOILS IN OTHER
MACHINES

Maximiliano Rappaport, Bernardo Rappaport, and Raul
Szuehman, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Filed Mar. 26, 1957, Ser. No. 648,731

Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 28, 1956

16 Claims. (CI. 162—193)

6. In the manufacture of a continuous paper web, the

method of restoring the width of the web and maintaining

its continuity upon initiation of a v/eb break which com-

prises cutting a safety band parallel along the side of the

web opposite the breaking side, continuing the cut from
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said safety band diagonally across the web so as to sever

and isolate the break section and forming an intentional

_fl««

3,096,235

SUCTION BOX COVER FOR FOURDRINIER
MACHINES

John S. Taylor, Wilmington, Del., assignor to Ttie Budd
Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Mar. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 97,248

1 Claim. (CI. 162—374)

" 'is

break at an intermediate part of said break section for di-

viding said break section into separate parts.

3,096,234
CONTINUOUS DIGESTING SYSTEM

Bruce Armstrong and William J. Nolan, Gainesville, Fla.

said Armstrong assignor to said Nolan
Filed Oct. 29, 1958, Ser. No. 770,424

6 Claims. (CI. 162—237)

'0 »<> ^*t»v

^^-^^>^iy

1. A system for continuously discharging pulp from a

digester, including: a conduit connected to the discharge

end of said digester; control means in said conduit re-

sponsive to the flow of pulp in said conduit for provid-

ing a signal proportional thereto; a liquor transfer press

connected to said conduit for receiving pulp flowing

therethrough, said press including means for expressing

digestion liquor, at digester temperature, from the pulp

as same passes therethrough so that the expressed liquor

can be stored in a pressurized tank for reuse and the

pulp exiting from said press is at a high consistency;

a pressurized dilution tank connected for receiving pulp

exiting from said press, said dilution tank being closed;

means connected to said dilution tank for continuously

supplying a non-condensible gas under pressure into said

dilution tank to provide pressure on the pulp in said

dilution tank and on the discharge end of said press,

said last-named means being connected for responding

to a signal from said control means so that the pressure

within said tank will be proportional to the flow of pulp

through said conduit; means for feeding a dilution liquid

into said dilution tank and mixing same with the pulp

"therein; a liquid level controller connected to said dilu-

tion, tank for maintaining a substantially constant liquid

level therein; and pump means for withdrawing diluted

pulp from said dilution tank in such a manner as to

cause a smooth controllable flow of pulp and a release

of the dilution tank pressure thereon.

A suction box cover for use in contact with the mov-

ing screen wire of Fourdrinier machines, said cover com-

prising a screen contacting element and a base element,

the screen contacting element consisting essentially of

polypropylene, the base element being formed of a phe-

nolic condensate impregnated fabric laminate, and a fabric

layer bonded to said screen contacting element by fusion

of the polypropylene material and thereafter bonded to

the base element, whereby a low cost suction box cover

is provided which increases the useful life of the moving

screen and suction box cover system.

3.096,236
METHOD FOR CONTROL OF SOIL BORNE

PATHOGENIC ORGANISMS
John J. D'Amico, Nitro, W. Va., assignor to Monsanto

Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Original application Sept. 22, 1958, Ser.

No. 762,207. Divided and this application Dec. 13,

1961, Ser. No. 168,860
5 Claims. (CI. 167—22)

1. The method of treating soil which comprises apply-

ing to the soil in a quantity sufficient to destroy patho-

genic organisms a compound of the structure

8 8

R,Sl-C-N-CiHi(R)-N-C-SRi
V

where C3H5(R) represents an alkylene radical separating

the nitrogen atoms by three carbon atoms, R being se-

lected from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower alk-

o;iy and lower alkyl. R, and R2 are

X

-cniC=i\

X ind Y bei/ig selected from a group consisting of hy-

drogen, halo-en and acyclic hydrocarbon of 1-3 carbon

atoms, at least one of X and Y being halogen, and Z is

selected from a group consisting of hydrogen and halogen.

3,096,237

METHODS OF COMBATING MITES AND FUNGI
Engelbert Kuhle and Ferdinand Grewe, Cologne-Stamm-

heim, Giinter Unterstenhofer, Opiaden, Martin Boness,

Bergisch-Neukirchen, and Richard Wegler, Leverkusen,

Germany, assignors to Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktien-

gesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany, a corporation of

Germany
, .„,,-

No Drawing. Filed May 11, 1960, Ser. No. 28,215

Claims priority, application Germany May 13, 1959

8 Claims. (CI. 167—30)

1. A method for combating fungus infestation of a plant

which comprises treating the plant with an eflfective

amount of a compound of the formula

R,-NH-C-CH=C-NHAIk
'I i

'

O Hi
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wherein R^ is a member selected from the group consist- mine compound being present with the phenyl toloxainme

ing of an anilino radical, a phenyl radical and a phenyl- compound m potcnt.almg amount sufficient to give sub-

sulfonyl radical; Rj is a member selected from the group

consisting of methyl and a phenyl radical; and AJk is an

alkyl radical having 10 to 18 carbon atoms.

3,096,238

0-(HALOPHENYL) PHOSPHONOTHIOATES
Joseph W. Baker add John P. Chupp, Kirkwood, and Peter

E. Newallis, Crestwood, Mo., assignors to Monsanto

Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 77,005

16 Claims. (CI. 167—30)

1. A O-(halophenyl) phosphonothioatc of the formula

RO s

^ itmt •• ••Of»»

—;;. <« I

wherein R and R' arc lower alkyl radicals and wherein

A, B and C are halogens having an atomic number from

16 to 36.

3,096,239

METHOD FOR PEST CONTROL EMPLOYING POLY-
CHLOROPOLYHYDRIC ALCOHOLS

Paul E. Hoch, Youngstown, and Jack S. Newcomer, Wil-

son, N.Y., assignors to Hooker Chemical Corporation,

Niagara Falls, N.Y., a corporation of New York

No Drawing. Filed July 23, 1962, Ser. No. 211,897

10 Claims. (CI. 167—30)

1. A method for controlling pests which comprises

applying to the locus of said pests a toxic amount of a

composition comprising a polyhydric alcohol hemi-ketal

of decachlorooctahydro - 1,3.4 - metheno - 2H-cyclobuta-

(cd)-pentalene-2-one wherein the alcohol is an aliphatic

polyhydric alcohol containing at least three hydroxyl

groups.

3,096,240

PROCESS FOR THE CONTROL OF BLOAT IN RUMI-
NANTS WITH TRIS(HYDROXYMETHYL)AMINO-
METHANE

LoulTL. Rusoff, Baton Rouge, La., assignor to Commer-

cial Solvents Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Maryland

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 90,213

6 CUims. (CI. 167—53)

1. A process for the treatment of bloat in ruminant

animals which comprises administering to the bloated

animal bloat-reducing amounts of tris(hydroxymethyl)

aminomethane.

stantial increased duration of effectiveness to the com-

position.

3,096,242

VASODILATOR DRUG MIXTURES AND
EXCIPIENT THEREFOR

Aubrey Allyn Young, Tamaqua, Pa., assignor to Atlas

Chemical Industries, Inc., Wilmington, Del^ a corpora-

tion of Delaware ,« .^^
No Drawing. Filed May 20, 1960, Ser. No. 30,444

16 Claims. (CI. 167—65)
1. A drug mixture containing at least 20% by weight

of PETN desensitized by an excipient in which the PETN

is uniformly distributed, said excipient being selected from

the group consisting of (1) lactose and a finely divided,

highly porous material. (2) mannitol, and (3) mannitol

and a finely divided, highly porous material, wherein the

finely divided, highly porous material in (1) and (3) is

selected from the group consisting of activated clay, di-

atomaceous earth, silica gel and activated carbon.

3,096,243
PERLIMYCIN

Felix Edward Pansy, Jamesburg, and James Dean

Dutcher, New Brunswick, NJ^ assignors to Olin

Mathieson Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of Virginia

FUed Nov, 21, 1961, Ser. No. 153,946

3 Claims. (CI. 167—65)
1. An antibiotic selected from the group consisting of

perlimycin and salts thereof, said perlimycin being a

colorless material having the following average elemental

analysis: C=65.30; H= 8.50; = 26.25; specific rotation

[jj] 25=o±2°; having a molecular formula of CtoHwOia

and a molecular weight of about 736; M.P. 147-152°;

very soluble in chloroform, benzene and pyridine; very

slightly soluble in water; no specific absorption in the

ultra violet above 210 m/x; and an infrared absorption

spectrum in hydrocarbon oil as shown in the drawing.

3,096,241

SYNERGISTIC ANTIHISTAMINE MIXTURE
Edwin E. Hays and John G. Swift, Rochester, N.Y., as-

signors to Wallace ft Tieman Inc., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed July 13, 1959, Ser. No. 826,825

4 Claims. (CI. 167—65)

1. An antihistaminic compositjon comprising a mix-

ture of a substance of the group consisting of phenyl-

toloxamine base, soluble sa'ts of phcnyltoloxamine, and

cation exchange resinates of phcnyltoloxamine, and a

substance of the group consisting of chlorpheniramine

base, soluble salts of chlorpheniramine, and cation ex-

change resinates of chlorpheniramine, the chlorphenira-

\
3,096,244

SUBSTITUTED BUTYRIC ACID AMTOE \

AND ANALGESIA
Gustav Ehrfaart, Bad Soden, Taunus, Ingeborg Hennte,

Kelkheim, Taunus, Ernst Lindner, Frankfurt am Main,

and Heinrich Ott, Eppstehi, Taunus, Germany, assign-

ors to Farbwerke Hocchst Aktiengesellschaft vormals

Meister Lucius & Briining, Frankfurt am Main, Ger-

many, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 160,258

Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 6, 1956

5 Claims. (CI. 167—65)
2. A pharmaceutical composition in dosage unit form

having analgesic activity containing from 200 to 500 milli-
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grams of a sub^ituted butyric acid amide of the general

formula

CH|-CH-CHt

iH

Ri
/

-CO-NH-C-Ri
\
Ri

wherein Ri and Rj each represent an alkyl radical con-

taining at most 2 carbon atoms, and R3 is selected from
methyl, ethyl and phenyl,«nd a pharmaceudcally accepta-

ble carrier.

3.096.245
16a-METHYLYOHIMBONE, PROCESS THEREFOR
AND THERAPEUTIC COMPOSITIONS THEREOF

John Shavel, Jr., Mendham, and Maximilian von Strandt-
mann, Morris Plains, N J., assignors to Warner-Lambert
Pharmaceutical Company, Morris Plains, N J., a corpo-
ration of Delaware
No Drawing. FilecT Oct. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 849,464

4 Claims. (CI. 167—67)
3. A therapeutic composition in dosage unit form which

consists essentially of pharmaceutical carrier and 2 to 100

milligrams per unit of a member selected from the group

consisting of 16a-methylyohimbone and its pharmaceuti-

cally acceptable non-toxic acid addition, alkyl halide and

alkyl sulfate quaternary ammonium salts.

3,096,246
PROCESS FOR THE EXTRACTION AND

PURIFICATION OF RELAXIN
John Doczi, Morristown, NJ., assignor to Warner-Lam-

bert Pharmaceutical Company, Morris Plains, NJ., a
corporation of Delaware

FUcd May 24, 1960, Ser. No. 31,371
46 Claims. (CI. 167—74)

GPOUND FROZtN OVABIES

•
1

'

k»wt ••••u* •>

PHOSPMORYLATtD
cambohydrate-relaxin complex

».•*«•» L«M»Ll>

Q-.

*i. «i '.*

CO"*."*.*'!.

Partly purified RElaxin

[ ptmi**^wt ^
*

MIGM POTENCY
RELAXIN PRECIPITATE

5. A method of recovering relaxin from animal ovaries

which comprises extracting the ovaries with a dilute aque-

ous mineral acid, adding sufficient acetone to provide an

acetone concentration of between about 70 and about 85

percent by volume, separating the tissue residue from the

mixture to yield an acid-acetone extract comprising re-

laxin dissolved therein, adding water to said extract in

an amount sufficient to reduce the acetone concentration

to about 30 to about 40 percent by volume, adding an

excess of a phosphorylated carbohydrate to the diluted

extract and separating therefrom the precipitate consti-

tuting a phosphorylated carbohydrate-relaxin complex.

3,096^47
INFECTIOUS RHINOTRACHEITIS VmUS ATTENU-

ATED IN LAMB CELL TISSUE CULTURES
Eben A. Slater, St Joseph, Mo.^ Msignor to Anchor
Serum Company, Inc., St. Jotephf Mo., a corporation
of Missouri
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 790,071

5 CUims. (CI. 167—78)
1. A process of attenuating infectious bovine rhino-

tracheitis virus comprising passing the virus from about

5 to 125 times in lamb tissue cells.

3,096,248
METHOD OF MAKING AN ENCAPSULATED

TABLET
Henryk S. Rndzld, West Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to

Rexall Drug & Chemical Company, Los Angeles, Calif.,

a corporation of Delaware
FUed Apr. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 804,489

1 Claim. (CI. 167—82)
A method of making an oral dosage tablet form which

comprises: compressing a first finely-divided medicinal

ingredient-containing portion to form a compressed tablet

core having smaller dimensions than the desired finished

tablet form; positioning the preformed compressed tablet

core in contact with a coating material containing a second

finely-divided medicinal ingredient portion; compressing

said second portion, at a pressure between about 1000 and

about 75,000 pounds per square inch, about said com-
pressed tablet core until it fuses to form a continuous in-

tegral film coating which hermetically seals the core.

3,096,249
EMULSION COMPOSITION

Samuel J. Prigal, 55 Park Art., New York 17, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed May 10, 1960, Ser. No. 28,011

14 Cbims. (CI. 167—82)
1. An injectable, stable, homogeneous emulsion com-

prising an aqueous phase containing a material selected

from the group consisting of a therapeutic agent and a

prophylactic agent dispersed within a non-toxic oil phase,

said dispersed phase comprised of particles having an

average size of about 0.5 to 1.5 microns.

3.096,250
NOVEL PARTICULATE ANTIGENS AND PROCESS
Joseph S. Ingraham, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Indi-

ana University Foundation, Bloomington, Ind.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 856,018
4 Clainu. (CI. 167—84.5)

1. A particulate antigen suspended in a buffered form-

aldehyde solution comprising a formalinized erythrocyte

of the group consisting of avian and mammalian eryth-

rocytes coupled to a soluble proteinaceous antigen by

means of formaldehyde at a pH within 2 pH units of

the isoelectric point of the proteinaceous antigen.

3,096,251
METHOD OF STABILIZING ACID PHOSPHATASE
IN SERUM BY MEANS OF CITRATES AND
GLUTAMATES

Arthnr L. Babson, Morris Plains, NJ., assignor to Warner-
Lambert Pharmaceutical Company, Morris Plains, NJ.,

a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 94,719

1 Claim. (CI. 167—84.5)
A method of stabilizing acid phosphatase in blood

serum which comprises the addition to said serum of a

member selected from the group consisting of disodium

citrate, mixtures of citric acid and trisodium citrate, and
mixtures of L-glutamic acid and sodium glutamate in

an amount of about IS to about 35 milligrams of said

member for each 2 milliliters of said serum.
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3,096,252

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING L-GLUTAMIC ACID
SUnichi MotozaU, Tokyo, Toshkuio Tsunoda and Shinji

Okamnra, Kanagawa-kcn, Rynichfaro Tsogawa, Tokyo,

Todifaiori Matsni, Knmamoto-ken, and Atsoo Kitai and

Nobora Miyachi, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Aiino-

moto KaboshiU Kalsha and Sanrakn Shnzo Kabushiki

Kaisha, both of Tokyo, Japan, and both corporations

of Japan
No Dnwfaig. Filed Apr. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 104,010

Clafans priority, application Japan Apr. 23, 1960

13 Oahns. (a. 19S—47)
1. In a process for producing L-glutamic acid which

comivises culturing L-glutamic acid producing bacteria

belonging to the genus Brevibacterium under aerobic

conditions in a culture medium containing carbohydrates,

nitrogen sources, amino acids, and inorganic salts to pro-

duce and accumulate L-glutamic acid in said medium, the

improvement comprising culturing the said bacteria under

aerobic conditions in said medium in the presence of at

least one member selected from the group consisting of

desthiobiotin, biotin-d-sulfoxide and biocytin, and recov-

ering L-glutamic acid thus formed. .

3,096,253
ENZYME PRODUCTION

Won Young Koh, Bound Brook, and Ralph A. Messing,

SomcrvUle, NJ., assignon to Ethicon, Inc., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey

No Drawfaig. Filed Nov. 25, 1957, Ser. No. 698,880

12 Clahns. (CI. 195—62)
1. A method for producing keratinolytic enzymes

which comprises aerobically cultivating a keratinase-

producing strain of fungi selected from the group con-

sisting of Aspergillus flavus. ATCC No. 13003. and

Aspergillus niger. ATCC No. 13004, in a semi-synthetic

aqueous nutrient medium containing a source of pro-

tein rich in sulfur-containing amino acids and disulfide

bonds and inorganic salts.

body of sea water to an inner zone, which zone and the

path of said stream is heat insulated from said body of

sea water; heating the stream as it moves inwardly by

indirect heat exchange to a temperature approaching the

critical temperature of the water of the body of water;

further heating said stream within the inner zone to at

least the critical temperature of said water; withdrawing

from said inner zone a stream of water of reduced salt

content; withdrawing a second stream of water from said

inner zone of increased salt content, moving each of said

last mentioned two streams outwardly in separated con-

fined elongated spiral paths; and cooling each of said last

two mentioned streams as they move outwardly by in-

direct heat exchange contact of said streams with said

first stream.

3,096,254

GEOMICROBIOLOGICAL PROSPECTING
Donald O. Hitzman, Bartlcsville, Okla., assignor to Phil-

lips Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawhig. Filed Nov. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 66,940

5 Claims. (CI. 195—103.5)

5. The method of prospecting for subterranean petro-

leum hydrocarbon deposits which comprises collecting

samples of soil from spaced points in the area under in-

vestigation, said samples containing both heat resistant

and non-heat resistant forms of microorganisms; heating

in the range from 40-75* C. said soil samples for a

period of time which ranges between 2 and 60 minutes

sufficient to kill off substantially all of the non-heat re-

sistant forms of said microorganisms while leaving viable

the more heat resistant forms thereof; and storing said

heat-treated soil samples for an extended period of time

until ready to carry out analysis of the same for evidence

of hydrocarbon-indicating types of microorganism

growth.

3,096,255

METHOD AND MECHANISM FOR SEPARATION
OF SOLUTES FROM SOLVENTS

William A. Redcnbangh, Friday Harbor, Wash., assignor

of one-half to G. Wright Arnold, Seattle, Wash.

Filed May 31, 1956, Ser. No. 588,546

17 Cfaiims. (CI. 202—51)
2. The method of separating sea water into its compo-

nents salt and water of reduced salt content, comprising

the steps of withdrawing a first stream of sea water from

a txxly of sea water which body of water is at a pressure

at least equal to its critical pressure; moving said stream

through an elongated confined spiral path within said

3,096,256

MULTISTAGE FLASH DISTILLING PLANT
Eugene Porter Worsen, Bralntree, and Fenner Smith Bar-

bour, WoUaston, Mass., assignors to Bethlehem Steel

Company, a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed Jan. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 787,628

17 Chdms. (CI. 202—173)

2. Evaporator apparatus comprising an elongated shell,

a first suge and a second stage in said shell, each of said

stages extending only a portion of the length of said shell,

a first stage condenser and a second sUge condenser within

said shell and operativcly associated with said first and

second stages respectively, each of said condensers extend-

ing substantially the full length of said shell, first and

second feed duct means in end-to-end relation in said

first and second sUges respectively, first and second excess

feed channel means in said first and second sUges respec-

tively adjacent said first and second feed duct means re-

spectively, feed inlet means communicating with the first

feed duct means, and feed transfer means comprising a

partitioned shell adjacent said first and second stages, a

first chamber and a second chamber within said parti-

tioned shell, said first chamber communicating between

said first excess feed channel means and said second feed
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duct means, and said second chamber communicating

between said second excess feed channel means and dis-

charge, further including insulating means operativeiy in-

terposed between said second stage condenser and said

first stage.

3,096,^7
SALT WATER CONVERTING APPARATUS

Clinton R. Foutz, St. Petersburg, Fla.; David F. Foutz

administrator of said Clinton R. Foutz, deceased, as-

signor, by mesne assignments, of one-half to Elizabeth

Foutz Lundstrom, Buckroe Beach, Va.

Filed Nov. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 853,546

5 Claims. (CI. 202—205)

trations of gaseous boranes in air which comprises passing

into the cell a gas stream comprising chlorine in an

amount and for a time sufficient to reduce the cell to

zero potential, said cell comprising a silver wire electrode

coated with a paste consisting essentially of a silver salt

and an electrolyte solution, a non-conducting absorbent

material wetted with the electrolyte solution surrounding

the coated silver wire electrode, and a platinum wire elec-

trode surrounding the wetted absorbent material, the elec-

3. An apparatus for distilling liquid in a closed vac-

uum system sealed at one end by the liquid and at the

other end by the condensate, comprising gravity operated

means for leading the liquid from a source in the open

to at least one evaporator also situated in the open and

adapted to be heated by ambient thermal condiiiotis, an

ambient air cooled condenser disposed above the evapo-

rator at a height exceeding the height of a barometric

column of the liquid at atmospheric pressure, a vapor

conducting duct connecting the evaporator to the con-

denser, a condensate receiving tank open to the atmos-

phere and positioned below the condenser a distance

exceeding the height of a barometric column of the con-

densate, and a condensate discharge duct leading from

the lowest part of said condenser to a point spaced above

the bottom of the condensate receiving tank, said con-

densate discharge duct having venturi means in its inlet

end including a duct extending into the condenser to a

level above said lowest part for sucking air and vapor

from the condenser above the level of the condensate

therein by movement of the condensate through said

means.

3,096,258

METHOD OF OPERATING AN ELECTROLYTIC
ANALYSIS CELL

Nicholas A. Poulos, Niagara Falls, N.Y., assignor to Olln

Mathieson Chemical Corporation, a corporation of

Virginia
Filed Sept. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 838,355

1 Claim. (CI. 204—1)
A method for reducing to zero potential a cell which

has been used in detecting and measuring small concen-

trolyte being a homogeneous solution wherein the solvent

is a mixture of water, a polyol having 2 to 6 carbon

atoms and 2 to 6 hydroxyls, and a glycol ether of the

formula RO—(CH2CH20)n—R', wherein n is an integer

from 2 to 4. R is an alkyl hydrocarbon radical having 1

to 4 carbon atoms, and R' is selected from the class con-

sisting of hydrogen and an alkyl hydrocarbon radical hav-

ing 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and wherein the solute is an

alkali metal salt.

3 096 259
METHOD OF j^ANIJFACTURLNG SEMICON-

DL'CTIVE DEVICE
Richard A. Williams, Collingswood, NJ., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Phiico Corporation, Philadelphia,

Pa., a corporation of Delaware
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 669,852,

July 3, 1957. This application Sept. 1, 1960, Ser. No.

56,619
3 Claims. (CI. 204—15)

1. A method for producing reproducibly and in quan-

tity high-frequency transistors each having emitter, col-

lector and base elements, which method comprises:

providing a plurality of bodies of substantially identical

semiconductive material; subjecting said plurality of

bodies to the same surface diffusion treatment to produce

therein surface layers of substantially identical graded-

resistivity characteristics, each of said surface layers hav-

ing an exterior surface which is highly conductive and

having a first region beneath said external surface the

resistivity of which is substantially higher than that exist-

ing at said external surface and whch is suitable for the

base material adjacent said emitter element, each of said

bodies also containing a second region on the opposite

side of said first region from said exterior surface which

is of higher resistivity than said first region and suitable

for the base material adjacent said collector element;

subjecting a typical body of said plurality of bodies to
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jet-electrolytic etching of a limited portion of said sur-

face layer thereof to etch therein a depression extending

into said layer toward said first region thereof; inter-

rupting said etching to apply to said body a rectifying

connection at the bottom of said depression and a reverse

bias with respect to said rectifying connection, thereby

to ascertain the resistivity of said layer at said bottom

of said depression; alternating said etching and said ap-

plication of said rectifying connection and said reverse

bias until said etching has proceeded into said layer of

said typical body to a depth at which said ascertained

resistivity is substantially equal to said resistivity of said

first region, the depth of said depression thereby being

substantially equal to that required to expose said first

region; jet-electrolytically etching a limited portion of

said surface layer of each of the others of said plurality

of bodies to produce in each of said other bodies a de-

pression of substantially said depth; jetnelectrolytically

etching each of said other bodies at a surface on the op-

posite side of said second region from said depression

therein to form another depression extending toward said

second region therein, said last-named etching being ter-

minated when it has proceded to a depth substantially

equal to that required to expose said second region there-

in; forming two rectifying barriers in each of said other

bodies by a process including jet-electrolytically deposit-

ing a metal substance on the bottoms of the two opposed

depressions formed in each of said bodies by said jet-

electrolytic etching; and applying a substantially ohmic

connection to each of said other bodies on a portion of

said exterior surface of said surface layer thereof lying

outside said etched depression therein.

3,096,261

SALT BATH FOR ELECTROLYTIC CLEANING
OF METALS

Matthew Mekjean, Niagara Falls, N.Y., assignor to

Hoaker Chemical Corporation, Niagara Falls, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed May 25, 1959, Ser. No. 815,270

11 Claims. (CI. 204—141)

2. In a process for preparing a non-reducing molten

alkali metal hydroxide-based salt bath for the electrolytic

cleaning of metals, which bath consists essentially of at

least 50 percent by weight of an alkali metal hydroxide,

and a minor amount of a compound selected from the

group of alkali metal and alkaline earth phosphates, chlo-

rides, carbonates, fluorides, silicates, aluminates. stan-

nates. borates, sulfates, sulfites, molybdates. fluosilicatcs,

fluoborates, and mixtures thereof; the improvement for

priming said salt bath which comprises adding thereto a

priming amount of at least 0.05 percent of a material

selected from the group consisting of elemental phos-

phorus, finely divided elemental iron, a phosphide, a phos-

phite, and mixtures thereof.

3,096,260

TWO-STEP ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY
Nelson R. Nail, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey
Filed June 2, 1959, Ser. No. 817,640

8 Chihns. (CI. 204—18)

1. The method of recording a radiation image by use

of a photoconductive layer containing photoconductive

zinc oxide in an insulating binder comprising

(o) establishing in said layer an imagewise distributed

pattern of electrical conductivity,

ib) electroplating onto one surface of said layer in

conformity with said pattern a material selected from

the group consisting of electroplatable metals and

iron dithioximide. by passing an electric current

through the layer while the conductivity pattern is

present and while saidjone surface is in contact with

an electrolyte containing in solution a material select-

ed from the group consisting of ions of said

metals and ferrous chloride tetrahydrate with dithi-

oximide, .

(c) applying a negative electrostatic charge to said

surface bearing the imagewise distributed electro-

plated material, such application being carried out

with the surface substantially dry and in the absence

of radiation to which the said layer is sensitive,

(d) imagewise toning said charged surface by applying

xerographic toner thereto and

(e) fixing the toner to the surface.

3,096,262

METHOD OF MAKING THIN SLICES OF
SEMICONDUCTIVE MATERIAL

William Shockley, 23466 Corta Via, Los Altos, Calif.

FUed Oct. 23, 1958, Ser. No. 769,193

12 CUims. (CI. 204—143)

1. The method of making a slice of semiconductive ma-

terial of one conductivity type having a predetermined

uniform thickness which comprises the steps of formmg

a block of semiconductor material having a first region

of said one conductivity type and a second region of oppo-

site conductivity type contiguous therewith to form a recti-

fying junction, said region of one conductivity type hav-

ing the desired predetermined uniform thickness, and re-

moving all the material of said opposite conductivity type,

said step of removing material including preferentially dis-

solving material from a selected area of the face of said

region of opposite conductivity type which lies opposite

the junction until the material of opposite conductivity

type beyond the junction in the selected area is entirely

removed to leave an area of said material of said one

conductivity type having said predetermined tftickness.

3,096,263

NUCLEAR REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS AND
METHOD OF PREPARATION

Walter E. Kingston, Bayside, Bernard Kopelman, Flush-

ing, and Henry H. Hausner, New York, N.Y., assignors,

by mesne assignments, to the United States of Amer-

ica as represented by the United States Atomic Energy

Commission .,-„«.*
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 1, 1952, Ser. No. 279,910

23Ctalms. (CI. 204—154.2)

1. The method of incorporating uranium in discrete

areas in a beryjlium matrix which comprises the steps of

mixing a compound in powder form selected from the

group consisting of uranium nitride and uranium carbide,

with beryllium powder, compacting the mixture and sin-

tering the mixture.
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14. A fuel element core for a nuclear reactor which

comprises a solid coherent zirconium matrix containing

in discrete areas, particles of a compound selected from

the group consisting of uranium nitride and uranium

carbide.
V

3 096 264
METHOD OF PRODUCING CANNED FUEL RODS

FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS
Stefan Georse Bauer, Willowpit, Hilton, England, assignor

to Rolls-Royce Limited, Derby, England, a company of

Great Britain

Filed Dec. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 857,836
Claims priority, application Great Britain Dec. 10, 1958

4 Claims. (CI. 204—154.2)

2. A method of producing canned fuel rods which com-

prises producing the fuel rod casing by the steps of

bending a strip of metal into a tubular form with the

longitudinal edges adjacent and outwardly flanged, twist-

ing the tubular part about its longitudinal axis to give the

flanged longitudinal edges a helical form, then welding

the helical flanges together throughout their radial extent

to form a tube having an external helical rib, then insert-

ing fissile material in pellet form into the tube, and then

subjecting the tube externally to fluid pressure to tighten

the tube on the pellets.

3,096,266
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF ACYL AND
ALKYL SUBSTITUTED CYCLIC ORGANIC COM-
POUNDS AND PRODUCTS RESULTING THERE-
FROM

Kari W. Hnbcl and Emilc Henri Braye, Brussels, Belgium,
assignors to Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation

of New York
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 31, 1960, Scr. No. 18,890

Claims priortty, application Great Britain Apr. 7, 1959
10 Claims. (CI. 204—158)

1. A process for the preparation of acyl and allcyl-

substituted cyclic organic compounds free of carbon to

metal bonds, which comprises reacting an organo-metal-

lic complex having the formula:

M,(CO),(R'CaR").(B),

wherein M is a transition metal selected from the group
consisting of sub-groups VIE, VIIB and VIII of the

periodic table, CO represents a carbonyl group, R' and

R" represent a member selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen, halogeno, carboalkoxy, alkyl, aryl,

cycloaliphatic alkoxy and silyl groups, C^ represents

carbon-to-carbon bonding, B represents a member se-

lected from the group consisting of hydrogen, mercury,

halogen, alkyl, aryl and acyl, x represents an integer of

from 1 to 4, y represents an integer of from 1 to 10, z

represents an integer of from 1 to 6, and w represents

an integer of from to 4, with at least a stoichiometric

amount of a member selected from the group consisting

of acylation and alkylation reagents, whereby the carbon

to metal bond in said complex is broken and a member
of the group consisting of alkyl and aryl is added to the

Ca group present in said complex to form the said cyclic

organic compound.
10. A process as claimed in claim 1, in which the reac-

tion mixture is initially activated by ultraviolet radiation.

3,096,265

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF KETONIC
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS AND PRODUCTS RE-
SULTING THEREFROM

Karl W. Hubel and Emile Henri Braye, Brussels, Belgium,

assignors to Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation

of New York
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 31, 1960, Scr. No. 18,889

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 7, 1959

10 Claims. (CI. 204—158)
1. A process for the preparation of ketonic organic

compounds free of carbon to metal bonds, which com-
prises reacting an organometallic complex having the

formula:

M,(CO)y(R'CaR"),(B),

wherein M is a transition metal selected from the group

consisting of sub-groups VI B, VIIB and VIII of the

periodic table, CO represents a carbonyl group, R' and R"
represent a member selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen, halogeno, carboalkoxy, alkyl, aryl, cycloali-

phatic, alkoxy and silyl groups, Cj represents carbon-to-

carbon bonding, B represents a member selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen, mercury, halogen,

alkyl, aryl and acyl, x represents an integer of from 1

to 4, y represents an integer of from 1 to 10, z represents

an integer of from 1 to 6, and w represents an integer of

from to 4, with at least a stoichiometric amount of an

oxidation regent, whereby the carbon to metal bond in

said complex is broken and oxygen is added to the Cj

group present in said complex to form the said ketonic

organic compounds.
10. A process as claimed in claim 1, in which the

reaction mixture is initially activated by ultraviolet radia-

tion.

3,096,267
RADIATION POLYMERIZATION OF VINYL

ACETATE
Masakazu Matsumoto and Kiyoliazu Imai, Kurashiiii,

Japan, assignors to Kurashild Rayon Co., Ltd., Kura-
shilui-shi, Japan, a corporation of Japan
No Drawing. Filed June 3, 1960, Scr. No. 33,619
Claims priority, application Japan June 4, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 204—158)
I . A method for the polymerization of vinyl acetate

which comprises forming a solution consisting of vinyl

acetate monomer, and 10 to 200 percent of a solvent

based on the weight of vinyl acetate monomer, said sol-

vent consisting of 10 to 90 percent of water by weight

and 90 to 10 percent of a water-soluble solvent by weight,

and subjecting said vinyl acetate solution to high energy,

ionizing radiation, the dosage of said radiation being at

least about IXIO' roentgens per hour.

3,096,268
ARRESTING DEVICES FOR FALLING BODIES

Graliam Eades Lindsay, London, and Sidney John Joslin

Waldron, Harwell, England, assignors to United King-
dom Atomic Energy Authority, London, England

Filed June 14, 1957, Ser. No. 665,812
Claims priority, application Great Britahi June 14, 1956

3 Clainu. (CI. 204—193J)
1. A body adapted to be suspended vertically and to

extend through an apertare in a fixed structure having an
jpper complementary face and a lower impact stool, a

support head fixed to the upper end of said body, an

arrester cup having an inner vertical bore through which
said support head extends, said arrester cup having a face

on its outer surface adapted to engage with said comple-

mentary face for arresting the fall of *aid arrester cup.

vertically resilient means fixed inside said arrester cup.

yieldable linking means connecting said support head to
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said resilient means and adapted to yield and release said

support head and body to fall free of the cup and resilient

means when the force across said linking means increases

to a predetermined magnitude, and energy absorbing

3,096,270

ELECTROPLATING APPARATUS
Anton Lazaro, 2022 N. California Ave., Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 84,910

4 Claims. (CI. 204—213)

D*«<rrio« Of «;-r»Tio~

means at the lower end of said body adapted to engage

with said lower impact stool to absorb the energy of the

free fall of said support head and body.

3,096,269

COUNTERROTATING PLASMA DEVICE
Klaus Halbach, Beriieley, William R. Baker, C^niU, and

Didier Veron, Bcriwiey, C-Uf. s'gnors ^othtVnMd
States of America as represented by the Umted SUtes

Atomic Energy Commission ,,- ,„
Filed May 23, 1961, Ser. No. 112,132

11 Claims. (0.204—193J)

1 A self contained portable electroplating apparatus

comprising: an electroplating barrel having solid non-

perforated walls, a pair of end plates m opposing rela-

tion, each of said walls' sides being fixedly attached to a

single one of said end plates, said walls being unconnected

and overlapped at certain locations, said walls' uncon-

nected ends forming slots therebetween to admit elec-

troplating fluid when rotated in a certain direction with-

out allowing parts to be electroplated to escape from said

barrel, a motor associated with said electroplating barrel

for rotatably driving it in one direction, and exhaust

means associated with said barrel to enable spent fluid to

be exhausted from said barrel without aUowing said parts

to be electroplated to escape.

3,096,271

DATA DISPLAY DEVICE
Wilbur G. Hespenheide, Malvern, Pa., assignor to Bur-

roughs Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Michigan^^^
Nov. 26, 1958, Ser. No. 776,481

13 Claims. (CI. 204—267)

1 In a plasma generating and ccntainment device, the

combination comprising a pair of spaced apart electrodes

each having a passage therein for emitting gas, a gas

supply coupled to said passages of said electrodes, valve

means operable on each of said passages of said electrode,

an annular conductive means encircling each of said elec-

trodes in ^>aced relationship /therefrom, means for ap-

plying a potential difference between a first of said pair

of electrodes and said conductive means and for apply-

ing an opposite potential, diff.-rence between the second

of said pair of electrodes and said conductive means, and

means providing a magnetic field having a flux com-

ponent perpendicular to said electric fields, said magnetic

field being of greater intensity in the vicinity of said elec-

trodes than in the region therebetween.

1 A symbol display device comprising a transparent

walied vessel, a plurality of electrodes eacli fabricated

from transparent material, at least one of said electrodes

having a conducting surface formed as a symbol there-

on separate conducting means connected to each eUx

-

trode, an immersing liquid within said transparent walled

vessel surrounding said electrodes and being capable of

depositing a visible solid upon the symbol carrying elec-

trode arranged as a cathode, upon the application of a

potential differential of proper polarity between one

other of said electrodes serving as an anode and the sym-

bol carrying electrode, said visible solid being removed

upon the application of a potential differential of opposite

polarity between the said symbol carrying electrode, now

acting as an anode and any other of said plurality of elec-

trodes serving as a cathode.

3,096,272

NOBLE METAL COATED TITANIUM ELECTRODE
AND METHOD OF MAKING AND USING IT

Henri Bernard Beer, The Hague, Netherlands, assignor,

by mesne assignments, to Amalgamated Curacao Pat-

ents Company N.V., WUIemstad, Curacao, Dutch An-

tilles, a limited-liability company ^ ^ ^, ,^„ , .^

No Drawhig. Filed Oct. 20, 1958, Ser. No. 768,046

Claims priority, application Netherlands Oct. 24, 1957

5 Claims. (CL 204—290)
5. An electrode consisting essentially of a core of U-

tanium and a coating of a noble metal thereon and hav-
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ing pores therein, each pore having therein a film of ti-

tanium oxide in rutilc form produced by heating the noble

metal coated electrode in an oxygen containing atmos-

phere at an elevated rutile oxide-forming temperature for

a time sufficient to produce the rutile form of titanium

oxide in the pores of the noble metal coating as a pro-

tective film which has high corrosion resistance.

3,096,273
RECOVERY OF HYDROCARBONS

John Hanisian, Garden City, N.Y., and Edward H.
Lightcap, Stratford, NJ., assignors to The M. W. Kel-

logg Company, Jersey City, N J., a corporation of Del-

aware
Filed Aug. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 47,728

12 Claims. (CI. 208—101)

HV&ilOt AM«0M
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1. A process for recovering C13 and lighter hydro-

carbons from a vaporous mixture containing the same

and tarry substanccj which comprises contactmg said

vaporous mixture in a scrubbing zone with a hydrocarbon

scrubbing liquid predominantly comprising hydrocarbons

heavier than C13, separating a scrubbed-gas fraction con-

taining a major portion of said C13 and lighter hydro-

carbons and a minor portion of said C^ and heavier

hydrocarbons and a liquid fraction containing a major

portion of said Cu and heavier hydrocarbons, tarry sub-

stances and a minor portion of said C13 and lighter hydro-

carbons, separating Ci3 and lighter hydrocarbons from

at least a portion of said liquid fraction, cooling and par-

tially condensing said scrubbed-gas fraction, separating

hydrocarbon condensate containing said minor portion of

Cn and heavier hydrocarbons present in said scrubbed-

gas fraction and C13 and lighter hydrocarbons from said

cooled and partially condensed scrubbed-gas fraction,

separating Ci3 and lighter hydrocarbons from at least a

portion of said hydrocarbon condensate, and recovering

Ci3 and lighter hydrocarbons uncondensed from said

cooling and partial condensing step and a^ separated from

said liquid fraction and said hydrocarbon condensate.

3,096,274
CONTROL OF STRIPPING STILL AND

DEPHLEGMATOR OPERATION
Everett S. Palmer, Jr., Borger, Tex., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Apr. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 24,868

3 Claims. (CI. 208—341)
3. A method for operating a rich absorption oil distil-

lation and dcphlegmator system, comprising, introduc-

ing an absorption oil rich in gasoline boiling range hydro-

carbons into a distillation zone, introducing stripping:

steam into said zone and therein distilling absorbed hydro-

carbons and low boiling ends of said absorption oil from

the remainder of the absorption oil thereby producing

overhead vapors from said distillation zone, introducing

said overhead vapors into a dephlegmation zone, introduc-

ing cooling water into the upper portion of said dephleg-

mation zone and in said dephlegmation zone cooling said

vapors by direct heat exchange with said cooling water

whereby at least a portion of the high boiling ends of

said vapors condense to produce a dephlegmator oil, with-

drawing heat exchanged water from the bottom of said

dephlegmation zone, cooling the withdrawn water to pro-

duce the first mentioned cooling water, withdrawing said

MO* aiAPOMS
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dephlegmator oil from said dephlegmation zone and intro-

ducing this withdrawn oil into the upper portion of said

distillation zone, decreasing the rate of introduction of

steam into said distillation zone in response to an increase

in the rate of introduction of said dephlegmator oil into

said distillation /one, and increasing the rate of introduc-

tion of steam into said distillation zone in response to a

decrease in the rate of introduction of said dephlegmator

oil into said distillation zone.

3,096,275
METHOD FOR SEPARATING DIRT FROM
AQUEOUS SUSPENSIONS OF PULP FIBERS

George H. Tomlinson II, Long Sault, Ontario, Canada
Filed Sept. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 140,702

3 Claims. (CI. 209—2)

1. The method of separating from an aqueous pulp

suspension of cellulose fibers dirt particles of widely vary-

ing sizes characterized by the use of an apparatus com-
prising a separating chamber having at least a portion

thereof of conical form, a tangential inlet at the larger

end thereof, an axial accepted stock outlet at said larger

end and an axial dirt discharge outlet at the apex of the

chamber, the diameter at the larger end of said chamber
being from 3 in. up to less than 36 in., the cone angle

being between 5° and 18°. said inlet diameter being

greater than 0.5 in., and said axial accepted stock outlet

being not less than 1 in., the method comprising intro-

ducing an aqueous suspension of cellulose fibers into the

i
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tangentiM inlet, the suspension containing dirt particles

of widely varying sizes including shive, whirling the sus-

pension in the separating chamber to produce a^ vortex of

conical forms having a first zone of radially mcreasing

angular velocities and a second zone wherein the angular

velocity is substantially constant, the first and second zones

meeting at a radial distance from the central axis at which

the centrifugal force and angular velocity gradient are at

a maximum, the ratio of centrifugal force to angular

velocity gradient at said radial distance being at a value

greater than 16x10-' and an angular velocity gradient

at said radial distance being less than 29,0(X) sec.-i ft.-^

while operating at 40 p.s.i. feed pressure, and continuously

withdrawing from the central portion of the vortex at

the apex end said dirt and a minor proportion of the

cellulose fibers and withdrawing at the end remote from

the apex end a stream of suspension which contains a

major proportion of the cellulose fibers.
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3,096,276

APPARATUS AND METHOD OF CLEANING
SEED COTTON

Gerald N. Franks, 1708 N. Robcrtshaw, GreenTille, Miss.,

and Charles S. Shaw, 402 S. Deer Creek Drive W.,

LeJand, Miss.
FUcd Feb. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 88,235

3 Claims. (CI. 209—20)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

^-,

1. A seed cotton cleaner comprising:

(fl) a relatively deep first rectangular duct for convey-

ing a stream of air carrying seed cotton mixed with

trash of varying weight at a velocity sufficient to float

said seed cotton but insufficient to float said trash;

(fc) a casing surrounding a forward portion of said

first duct;

(c) an adjustable baffle within said first duct extending

across the width thereof for deflecting the stream and

removing from said stream a portion of the relatively

heavier trash carried thereby;

(d) a relatively wide, shallow second duct in said casing

connected to said first duct, said second duct being

of smaller cross section than said first duct to effect

an increase in air velocity, said second duct having

two substantially reverse and opposed turns to form a

generally 8-shaped curve and being provided with

a cut-away portion in the outer wall of each of said

turns, said cut-away portions extending the entire

width of the walls;

(e) & plurality of rotatable, adjustable triangular bars

in each of said openings, for removing relatively

lighter trash, extending the entire width of the second

duct to provide a plurality of parallel passageways

through the outer walls of the curved portions of said

second duct, said triangular bars being so disposed

that an apex portion of each bar extends into the

second duct in a direction opposed to the direction

of air flow in said second duct; and

(/) means connected to said first and second ducts for

collecting trash removed by said baffle and triangular

bars.

3,096,277
ELECTROSTATIC SEPARATOR

Thomas E. Maestas, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Filed Mar. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 98,576

7 Claims. (CI. 209—20)

1. In apparatus for the electrostatic separation and

classification of comminuted material of the type having

an endless primary conveyor belt whose upper surface is

adapted to move from a receiving terminal to a discharge

terminal, means at the receiving terminal adapted to de-

posit material upon the upper surface of the belt, means
at the discharge terminal adapted to receive material

dropping from the belt, means in the belt reach between

the terminals including electrode plates above and under-

neath the upper surface of the belt adapted to create an

alternating electrostatic field on the belt surface with an

intensity sufficient to agitate and lift electrostatically sen-

sitive particles from the belt surface and means adapted

to initiate a transverse movement of the lifted particles and

shift them laterally across the belt and over the side there-

of, and including in combination therewith, a series of gen

erally longitudinally disposed riffles on the belt surface

adapted to interrupt the lateral flow of particles to the side

of the belt.

3,096,278
SCRAPER ASSEMBLY FOR FILTERS

Hudson F. Francom, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to

The Eimco Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah, a corpo-
ration of Delaware

FUed Mar. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 798,216
1 Claim. (CI. 210—327)

In a rotary disc filter including a housing having a

slurry tank associated therewith and a plurality of filter

discs mounted for rotation through the tank, a scraper

blade assembly comprising a scraper blade extending ad-

jacent each of the filtering surfaces of said discs, means
mounting one end of said scraper blades for pivotal

movement adjacent the axis of rotation of the said discs,

a support member spaced from the radially outer edge

of each disc mounting in fixed spaced relationship the

radially outer ends of the pair of scraper blades asso-

ciated with each disc, and yieldaMe means sui^>orting

the said support member from a wall of the tank of the

filter, said yieldable means including spaced swingable

suspension means carried by the housing of said filter

and having their lower ends attached to said support
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member mounting the radially outer ends of each of the the drum, to facilitate the loosening and discharge of the

pairs of scraper blades thereby mounting the support filter cake from the belt and also to deform temporarily

the pores of the belt whereby to facilitate the removal of

solids therefrom; the meshing relation between said belt

traction ribs and said drum traction grooves together

with their tapering crosa-sectional configuration function-

ing to contract said resiliently elongated portion of the

bek incident to its return to the drum.

FILTER APPARATUS
StcTcn S. Davis, Boontifiil, and Kent L. Davis, Sidt Lake

City, Utali, aarignora to Tlic Elmco CorporatioB, Salt

LMkt City, Utah, a corporatioD of Delaware
Filed Apr. 8, 1959, Scr. No. 804,973

1 Claim. (CL 210-^M4)

member for arcuate movwnent in a plane normal to the

radial plane of the disc.

3,096,279
FLEXIBLE BELT FILTER UNIT

Thomas R. Komlincj. Gladstone, NJ., assignor to

Komlinc-Sanderson Engineering Corporation, Pcap•cl^

NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Dec. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 861,534
5 Claims. (CI. 210—391)

rr~r ^T ry-T-r rri

1. A vacuum filtering unit comprising a rotary filtering

dnmi and means suKX>rting same for rotation about a

horizontal axis, said drum having a generally cylindrical

surface formed with a plurality of axially parallel rela-

tively uniformly spaced traction grooves of inwardly taper-

ing cross-sectional configuration; a discharge roller ro-

UUble about an axis parallel to the rotational axis of

the drum and spaced from the drum; a flexible endless

porous filter belt -t^ratively disposed around said drum

and said discharge roller for movement through an end-

less circuit incident to rotation of the drum, said belt

having fixed on its inner surface a plurality of relatively

parallel traction ribs of inwardly Upering cross-sectional

configuration conforming generally to said traction

grooves, said traction ribs extending transversely of the

belt and positioned for reception in the respective traction

grooves for imparting a positive drive to the belt and

preventing wrinkling thereof; means supporting said belt

around the drum with its inner surface spaced from the

drum for reception of the eflfluent from the filtered mate-

rial, certain of the said traction ribs being imperforate

and extending continuously across the drum to function

as scaling strips subdividing said space into relatively iso-

lated sectors; suction means communicating with the re-

spective sectors between adjoining sealing strips, said ribs

in each sector between relatively adjoining sealing strips

being formed to permit the passage of fluid to the respec-

tive suction passages, said belt being formed^ of elastic

material and having a resiliently elongated portion both

around said discharge roll and between the said roU and

In a rotary drum filter having a deck including means

for suK>orting a filter medium in spaced relationship

therefrom, means dividing the space between the deck

and the filter medium into a plurality of filter sectors,

means for rotating the drum to successively pass the

filter sectors through a slurry to be filtered, means con-

necting each of the filter sectors to a source of reduced

pressure, said connecting means comprising a filtrate stor-

age container, the volume of the storage container being

substantially greater than the volume of its respective

filter sector whereby the container will hold substantially

all of the filtrate removed from a sector during a cycle

of operation, said storage container being mounted adja-

cent each filter sector inwardly of the deck, said con-

tainers being positioned to receive and store filtrate out

of contact with the filter medium during filter cake for-

mation on the filter medium, conduit means having one

end in communication with a filtrate outlet opening in

the deck portion of each filter sector, each of the filtrate

outlet openings being positioned adjacent only the trailing

edge of the respective filter sectors with respect to the

direction of rotation of the drum filter whereby as so6n

as the filter sectors begin to emerge from the slurry

gravity assists in the flow of filtrate from the filtrate out-

let openings, the other end of said conduit means having

communication with the container mounted adjacent its

filter sector and extending inwardly of the radially outer-

most wall thereof to position the outle* radially inwardly

of the maximum liquid level of said container thereby

to prevent return flow of filtrate to the respective filter

sector, and further conduit means having one end con-

nected at radially inner trailing edge portion of each

container and the other end of said further conduit means

connected to the source of reduced pressure.
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3,096,281

FILTER CONSTRUCTION
Richard G. Smith, Lake Hiawatha, and James M.
McMahon, Caldwell, NJ., aasigiiorB to Screen Products,
Inc., Caldwell, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Nov. 20, 1958, Scr. No. 775,272

3 Claims. (CI. 210—487)

1. A filter comprising an imperforate cylindrical casing,

closure means closing both ends of said casing and pro-

viding inlet and outlet ports thereto, at least one of said

means being readily detachably connected to said casing

to provide access to the interior thereof, and an elongated

filter element carried within said casing between said

closure means, said filter element being substantially star-

shaped in cross section and comprising a single sheet of

foraminous material formed into a series of ridges and

valleys about a cylindrical axis, a support for said filter

comprising a pair of longitudinally spaced star-shaped

end members having radially extending fingers, one of

said end members being formed with an axial opening

therethrough, said fingers of one star-shaped member being

aligned with the fingers of the other star-shaped member,

said filter element having opposite ends fixed to said star-

shaped members, a longitudinally extending strip fixed

to and connecting each pair of aligned fingers inwardly of

said filter element, there being a strip supporting each

ridge of said filter element, said strips being corrugated

with the folds thereof extending in radial directions, at

least one annular member between said star-shaped mem-
bers and in axial alignment therewith, and said strips being

fixed to and supported on the periphery of said annular

member.

solids, said last-mentioned means comprising an impeller

for moving said solids relative to said rotor, and means
for rotating said rotor and for actuating said impeller,

of a flexible sleeve of thin, non-stretchable. wear-resistant

material, the sleeve being received into said rotor in

sliding fit and being circular in cross-section in contact

with a corresponding area circular in cross-section on the

inner periphery of said rotor, the inner surface of said

sleeve being close to said impeller, said sleeve having^ a

slit therein extending from one end thereof to the other

so as to expand under centrifugal force up>on rotation of

said rotor to grip the inner periphery of said rotor, thereby

preventing relative movement between said sleeve and
said rotor upon relative movement of said impjeller with

respect to said sleeve in moving solids deposited by cen-

trifugal force on the inner surface of said sleeve toward
the zone of discharge of solids, and a plurality of circum-

ferentially spaced ribs secured to the inner surface of said

sleeve, one of said ribs being attached to one edge of

said slit, said rib overlapping said slit in said sleeve.

3,096,282

IMPROVEMENT IN CENTRIFUGES
Herbert Trotter, Jr., Haverford, Pa., assigBor to The

Sharpies Corporatioo, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec 30, 1957, Scr. No. 706,061

2 Claims. (CI. 233—7)

1. The combination with a centrifuge having a rotor

for the separation of solids from liquid, said rotor having

zones for the discharge of solids and liquid, means for

impelling separated solids to the zone of discharge of

3,096,283

CONTAINER FOR BLOOD AND MACHINE FOR
SEPARATING PRECIPITATES FROM LIQUID
BLOOD CONSTITUENTS

George N. Hein, San Carlos, Calif., assignor to Becton,
Dickinson and Company, Rutherford, NJ., a corpora-
tion of New Jersey

Filed June 24, 1959, Ser. No. 822,561

5 Claims. (CI. 233—20)

1. Apparatus for use in separating materials into com-
ponents of relatively higher and relatively lower specific

gravity which comprises: a drive shaft and a motor for

causing the rotation thereof, a rotor head operatively

connected to the drive shaft to be rotated thereby and
formed with a circular recess concentric with the center

of rotation, a separate removable liner in the recess in

the rotor head in the form of a hollow circular body

having upper and lower walls of sheet material spaced

from each other to provide a central chamber and con-

nected together around their peripheries to provide an

annular chamber closed around the outer edge and com-
municating with the central chamber at its inner edge,

said walls having annular confronting sealing zones be-

tween the two chambers, at least one of the walls being

flexible so that sealing zones can be brought into sealing
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engagement with each other, said rotor having clamping

means spaced inwardly from the periphery of the recess

in registry with the sealing zones of the liner to clamp

said sealing zones into sealing engagement with each

other, means for compressing the flexible wall of said

liner around the anndlar chamber while the rotor head

is rotating to express some of the materials from the

annular chamber into the central chamber and means for

thereafter oj)erating said clamping means while said rotor

head is rotating to cause said sealing zones to have seal-

ing engagement and thereby seal off the materials of

relatively higher specific gravity in the annular chamber

from the materials of relatively lower specific gravity in

the central chamber.

3,096^86
ESTERS OF AN OXYALKYLATED PHENOL-FORM-
ALDEHYDE RESIN AS A LUBRICATING OIL
DETERGENT

Joseph A. Verdol, Dolton, III., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Sinclair Research Inc., New York, N.Y., a

corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Jan. II, 1960, Ser. No. 1,425

3 Claims. (CI. 252—57)
1. An oleaginous lubricant compo ition consisting es-

sentially of a mineral oil of lubricating viscosity and about

0.1 to 10% of the oil to maintain in suspension sludge

and varnish formed during use of said lubricant composi-

tion in an internal combustion engine of an oil-soluble

polymer consisting essentially of an ester of an oxyalkyl-

ated phenol-formaldehyde resin wherein said oil-soluble

polymer has the formula:

R' ()

Hr-CH—O).—C-R'
R" <>

0(CH»

A
-CH-O).—C— R'

Jm R

3,096,284
METHOD OF PREPARING GELLED AQUEOUS

'^ FLUID
Ralph L. Slate, Duncan, Okla., assignor to Halliburton

Company, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed July 5, 1960, Ser, No. 40,573

13 Claims. (CI. 252—8.55)
1. A method of preparing a gelled aqueous fluid from

a borate water, comprising the steps of:

(a) adding to said borate water a compound selected

from the group consisting of polyhydroxy alcohols,

monosaccharides, alkali metal fluorides, and am-

monium fluorides, which forms a water soluble com-

plex with the borate in said water in an amount which

is at least equal on a chemical equivalent basis to

the amount of the borate present in the borate wat^;

and thereafter, ^

(b) adding to the resulting mixture a gum which tends

to hydrate in the presence of water in an amount suf-

ficient to form a gel characterized further in that

the stability of the water soluble borate complex

is sufficiently strong that thf formation of a gum-

borate complex is substantially prevented.

wherein: n= about 1 to 10; m=about to 10; R= alkyl

group, of about 4 to 15 carbon atoms; R'= alkyl group

of about 11 to 19 carbon atoms, and R" is selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen and an alkyl radical of

1 to 2 carbon atoms.

3,096,285
URETHANE CONTAINING LUBRICANT

Dietrich F. Huttenlocher, PhUadelphia, Pa., and William

M. Sweeney, Wappingers Falls, N.Y., assignors to Tex-

aco Inc., New Yori^ N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 25, I960, Ser. No. 51,762

12 Claims. (CI. 252—47.5)
1. A lubricant composition comprising as the major

compxjnent ,an ester formed from an acid selected from

the group consisting of saturated aliphatic monocarboxylic

acid and saturated aliphatic dicarboxylic acid of 6 to 12

carbon atoms and a saturated aliphatic alcohol of 6 to 18

carbon atoms containing 1 to 4 hydroxyl groups and as a

minor component between 0.1 to 5.0 wt, percent of a

urethane of the formula

lAo-C-NH-RV,

wherein R' is a saturated aliphatic hydrocarbon radical of

from 3 to 20 carbon atoms, y^s an integer from 1 to 8 and

equals the valence of I^ R' is a monovalent hydrocarbon

radical selected from tlfe group consisting of alkyl. aryl,

alkaryl, and aralkyl of 1 to 40 carbon atoms and where

X is selected from the group consisting of sulfur and

oxygen.

3,096,287
METHOD OF MAKING TIsTe.,

Albrecht Karl Heinrlch Theodor Rabenau, Aachen, Ger-
many, assignor to North American Philips Company,
Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed July 6, 1960, Ser. No. 40,999
Claims priority, application Germany July 4, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 252—62.3)
1. In the method of making a semiconductor material

comprising a single phase containing thallium and telluri-

um having a crystal structure isomorphous with that of

TljTea and exhibiting a characteristic X-ray diffraction

pattern containing substantially the line sequence in-

dicated by the arrows in the graph of the accompanying

drawing, wherein the abscissa is in degrees 8 and the

ordinate indicates relative line intensity, said single phase

possessing semiconductive properties making it suitable

for use in semiconductor devices, wherein the structure-

forming materials containing thallium and tellurium are

heated and reacted at a temperature below the decom-
position temperature of the solid-state single phase for

a period of time sufficient to form the said single phase,

the improvement comprising, in order to reduce the

heating time required to convert the structure-forming

materials to the desired said single phase, carrying out

the heating and reacting step in the presence of crystal

nuclei containing thallium and tellurium and having a

crystal structure isomorphous with that of said single

phase.

3,096,288
FERRI-MAGNETIC SPINEL BODIES

Raymond V. Sarakauskas, North Olmsted, Mason C. Cox,
Bay Village, and Norman R. Thicike, North Olmsted,
Ohio, assignors to Union Carbide Corporation, a corpo-
ration of New York

FUed Dec. 23, 1957, Ser. No. 704,732
11 Claims. (CI. 252—62.5)

1. A substituted ferrite material of spinel structure

suitable for use as low loss cores in electric components,
said material having the formula:

LiaO^ROacF,0,
wherein b ranges from to 5 and c ranges from about
0.1 (l-)-6-fc) to 5; R stands for a cation selected from
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the group consisting of titanium and manganese, the sum

of ( 1 +b+c) being from 3 to 7.

3,096,289
DIELECTRIC PLASTIC

Michael Joseph D'Errico and Mary Margaret Timney,
Stamford, Conn., assignors to American Cyanamid
Company, New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation of Maine
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 130,762

4 Claims. (CI. 252—63.2)
1 . A novel composition of matter consisting essentially

of from about 5 to about 50 weight percent of the total

composition of cyanoethylated hydroxyethyl cellulose

and from about 50 to about 95 weight percent of cyano-

ethylated cellulose, each of said cyanoethylated materials ^ggj^s
having a degree of substitution of at least about 2.0, said

composition being further characterized by a high dielec-

tric constant and a low dissipation factor.

weight of asphalt, as the disperse bituminous phase; from

about 50 to about 25% by weight of water, as the con-

tinuous aqueous phase; and, as the emulsifier for said

asphalt in said water, from about 0.1 to about 2.07c by

weight of a hydrohalide salt of an amino-amide of tetra-

ethylene pentamine and tall oil acids, s^id salt being se-

lected from the group consisting of hydrochloride and

hydrobromide salts of mono-talloyl and ditalloyl amides

of tetraethylene pentamine, said amides being character-

ized by the presence of from 3 to 4 basic nitrogen atoms

reactive with halogen acids, and said emulsion being

characterized by stability in storage at temperatures from

about 120 to about 160° F. and by the absence of settle-

ment of the asphalt, when so stored for at \east two

^\

3 096 290
DEICER COMPOSITION

John J. Duanc and Gene F. Tappan, Buffalo, N.Y., assign-

ors to Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation of

New York
No Drawing. Filed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,610

7 Cbims. (CI. 252—70)
1. A deicing composition consisting essentially of 25

3,096,293

METHOD OF INCREASING THE VISCOSITY OF AN
AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF A DEACETYLAJED
POLYSACCHARIDE

Allene R. Jeanes, Peoria, and James H. Sloneker, Minier,

III., -assignors to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of Agriculture
Original application Dec. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 863,054, now

Patent No. 3,000,790, dated Sept. 19, 1961. Divided

and this application Oct 31, 1960, Ser. No. 71,114

6 Claims. (CI. 252—316)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A method of substantially increasing the viscosityto 95 weight percent normal propanol, 5 to 50 weight

percent ethylene glycol, and the remainder water, the
qj '^ q 25"to'ro"percenVVqueous s'olut[o7

water content of said composition not exceeding 25 (jggcetyiated derivative of the native polysaccharide
weight percent.

7. In a sealed container which is provided with a

spray valve, a deicing composition which consists es-

entially of an active portion comprising 55 weight per

cent normal propanol, 30 weight percent ethylene glycol

B-1459 comprising adding about from 0.25 to 5.0 per-

cent of a member selected from the group consisting of

borax, calcium acetate, and potassium chloride thereto,

said native polysaccharide B-1459 having been precipi-

tated by the addition of methanol and potassium chlo-

portion.

and 15 weight percent water, an inhibitor portion of
^.^^ ^^ provide respective concentrations of 56 percent

morpholine, and a propellant portion of carbon dioxide,
^^^ ^ percent thereof in a centrifuged 72 to 96 hour

said inhibitor portion being present in about 0.2 part by
^g^Q^j^. ^Y\o\e culture fermentation of Xanthomonas

weight to every 100 parts by weight of said active portion
^^^p^^,^,-^ ^rrl B-1459 and then isolated, the alkaU-

and about 2.25 parts by weight of propellant to every
jgacetylated derivative of said polysaccharide B-1459

100 parts by weight of said active portion plus inhibitor
^^^j^^^ ^^^ obtained by dissolving, under nitrogen, 0.67

part of the isolated native polysaccharide B-1459 in 100

parts of air-free water containing 1.35 parts of potas-

sium chloride, vigorously stirring in 34 parts of 0.20 N
potassium hydroxide solution, maintaining the mixture

at 25° C. for 2 hours under nitrogen, adjusting the pH
to neutrality, precipitating the deacetylated polysaccharide

by adding methanol to provide a concentration thereof of

44 percent by weight, and isolating the deacetylated poly-

saccharide.

3,096,291

PROCESS OF PREPARING DRV*GRANULAR
COMPOSITIONS

Paul J. Schauer and Riley N. Weston, St. Louis County,

Mo., assignors to Monsanto Chemical Company, St.

Louis, Mo., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 784,471

6 Claims. (CI. 252—99)
1. The process of preparing a dry, stable granular

product comprising dichloroisocyanuric acid and sodium

tripolyphosphate hexahydrate which comprises adding

and mixing water droplets with an intimate mixture of

powdery anhydrous dichloroisocyanuric acid and granular

anhydrous sodium tripolyphosphate of a size such that

3,096,294

PROCESS OF IMIIBmNG CORROSION
William B. Hughes, Webster Groves, Mo., assignor to

Petrolite Corporation, Wilmington, Del., a corporation

of Delaware
98% will pass through a 20 mesh screen and at least No Drawing. Original application June 4, 1958, Ser. No.

98 7o will be retained on a 100 mesh screen and thereafter
"

" ""
heating the granular product at a temperature in the range

of 50° C. to 90° C, the amounts of said materials in

parts by weight being as follows:

40 to 85 parts sodium tripolyphosphate

5 to 50 parts dichloroisocyanuric acid

10 to 17 parts water

wherein the parts are so selected as to total 100 parts.

739,660, now Patent No. 3,024,236, dated Mar. 6, 1962.

Divided and this application Feb. 24, I960, Ser. No.
10,544

4 Claims. (CI. 252—390)
1. A method for inhibiting corrosion of ferrous metals

contacting corrosive petroleum products comprising treat-

ing such metals with a compound of the formula

r i— (CBi)i-i-

3,096^92
CATIONIC BITUMINOUS EMULSIONS

Edwanl W. Mertens, El Ccrrito, Calif., assignor to Cali-

fornia Research Corporation, San Francisco, Calif., a

corporation of Delaware
No Drawfaig. FUed Aug. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 835,176

5 Claims. (CI. 252—311.5)
1. A cationic oil-in-watcr type bituminous emulsion

N

N

R

H
I I

N-[(CBt)t-»-N].

II

I

N'-[(CBi)i-i-N]„

Y>

Y>

L l_{CBi),->—

'

J

Yi

-C—Y«

where R is a hydrocarbon group having 1-30 carbon

consisting essentially of from about 50 to about 75% by atoms, B is a member selected from the group consisting

\
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of hydrogen and lower alkyl. n is an integer, and Y* and of from 2 to 6. with an aliphatic polyhydric alcohol wherc-

Y' are selected from the group consisting of hydrogen in the only OH groups present are the alcoholic hydroxyl

and a hydrocarbon group. groups in the presence of an acid catolyst.

3,096^95
MANUFACTURE OF SPHEROmAL ALUMINA

Edward Mkhalko, Chioigo, lUn assignor to Unlrersal Oil

Products Company, Dcs Plaincs, 111^ a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Nov. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 855,075

10 Ckims. (CI. 252—448)

3,096,297
ARTIFICIAL BOARD AND PROCESS FOR

PREPARING SAME
Meivin E. Peteridn, BrooidiaTcn, and Stewart S. Kurtz,

Jr., Merion Station, Pa., assignors to Sun Oil Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa^ a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 95,790
6 Claims. (CI. 260—9)

1. An artificial board. consisting essentially of a heated

and compressed mixture of from 5.0 to 30.0 wt. percent

of petroleum resin prepared by the condensation of an

aldehyde and a hydrocarbon fraction containing aro-

matic hydrocarbons boiling in the range of from about

200° F. to about 650° F. in the presence of an acid cata-

lyst, at condensation conditions suitable for the particular

aldehyde, hydrocarbon fraction and catalyst employed,

from 75.0 to 95.0 wt. percent of a cellulosic filler and

from 0.1 to 6.0 wt. percent hexamethylenetctramine.

5 II ir It II to II tl ti
ittti*mtmmt§ mM, ^tr f«.r.#MM^ Of CI'

3. A method of manufacturing spheroidal alumina par-

ticles which comprises preparing an aluminum chloride

hydrosol. separately preparing a mixture, of urea and

hexamethylenetctramine having a weight ratio of hexa-

methylenetctramine to urea of from about 0.3:1 to about

9:1 and an ammonia concentration within the range of

about 0.75 to about 2.25 equivalents per equivalent of

chloride ion contained in said hydrosol, commingling said

mixture with said hydrosol, passing the resultant mixture

in the form of droplets into an oil bath maintained at

gelation conditions, retaining the droplets in said oil bath

until they set to hydrogel spheroids, and thereafter sub-

jecting said spheroids to drying and calcination at an

elevated temperature sufficient to convert said hydrogel

to alumina.

3,096,296

. POLYETHERS FROM OXYGEN-CONTAINING
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

Gunther Nlschlc, Leverinisen, Hans Holtschmidt, Cologne-
Stammheim, Wilhelm Bongard, Cologne-Nippcs, and

Otto Bayer, Lcverkusen, Germany, assignors, by direct

and mesne assignments, of one-half to Farbenfabriken

Bayer Akticngescllschaft, Lcverkusen, Germany, a cor-

poration of Germany, and one-half to Mobay Chemical

Company, Pittsbw^h, Pa., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 724,840

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 5, 1957 .

7 Claims. (CI. 260—2)
1 . A method for preparing polyether compounds which

comprises reacting a compound selected from the group

consisting of compounds having the formula:

Ri Ri

Rt-'-C=C-Cn-ORi )

3,096,298
PREPARATION OF POLYVINYL ALCOHOL FROM
POLYVINYL ACETATE AND AQUEOUS SOLU-
TION THEREOF

Kozo Fuji! and Yasnji Oyanagi, Knrashiki City, Japan, as-

signors to Kurashiki Rayon Co., Ltd., Okayama Pre-

fecture, Japan, a corporation of Japan
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 802,006

4 Claims. (CI. 260— 29.6)

1. A process for preparing polyvinyl alcohol which

comprises b(xnopolymerizing vinyl acetate in bulk in the

presence of a polymerization initiator consisting essen-

tially of a compound selected from the group consisting

of the organic peroxides and azobis(isobutyronitrile) at

a temperature of at least 135* C. and superatmospheric

pressure to form homopolymeric polyvinyl acetate, and

saponifying the polyvinyl acetate to form polyvinyl al-

cohol.

3,096,299
POLYVINYL FLOURIDE DISPERSED IN

DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE
James Simpson Proctor, Amherst, Mats^ assignor to E. I.

dn Pont dc Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.,

a corporatioa of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 83,165

2 Claims. (CI. 264»—30.8)
1 . A film-forming composition capable of being formed

into a self-supporting film consisting essentially of par-

ticulate polyvinyl fluoride stably dispersed in dimethyl

sulfoxide, said polyvinyl fluoride constituting from about

5% to about 85% of the total weight of the dispersion,

the polyvinyl fluoride particles having a minimum aver-

age diameter of not less than about 0.005-0.010 micron.

and compounds having the formula:

^-^q-ORi]Rt 4-CH-

wherein Ri represents a member of the group consisting

of hydrogen, and alkyl radicals, Rj represents a member

of the group consisting of aliphatic, and aromatic radi-

cals, Rj represents an aromatic radical, and X is an integer

3,096,300
POLYMERIC COMPOSITIONS OF MONOVINYL
AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS AND SYNTHETIC
RUBBER CONTAINING HIGH MOLECULAR
WEIGHT POLYETHYLENE GLYCOLS OR MONO-
ESTERS OF SUCH GLYCOLS

William E. Rittcnhooac, Norwich* Conn., and Roger L.

Briggs and Raymond M. Price, Midland, Mich., assign-

ors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.,

a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Inly 10, 1958, Ser. No. 747,603

7 Claims. (CI. 260—31.4)
1. A polymeric composition of matter comprising from

85 to 97 percent by weight of a normally solid thermo-

plastic polymer consisting of at least one polymerized

monovinyl aromatic hydrocarbon having a single benzene
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nucleus and a single vinyl radical directly attached to a

carbon atom of the benzene nucleus and from 15 to 3

percent by weight of a rubbery copolymer containing in

chemically combined form from 70 to 85 percent by

weight of butadiene and from 30 to 15 percent of styrene,

intimately incorporated with one another and with from

1 to 5 percent by weight, based on the total weight of

the polymeric ingredients, of a polyoxyalkylenc com-

pound selected from the group consisting of polyethylene

gl>cols having an average molecular weight between

4(X)0 and 6000 and the monoesters of stearic acid and

oleic acid which monoesters are the monostearates and

monoolcates of such polyethylene glycols.

obtained by effecting interpolymerization between (1) a

compound corresponding to the general formula

R R

Z—81-0-81-

Z

k k

and (2) a compound corresponding to the general formula

[R'jSiolm, where Z, R and R' have the meanings given

above, and m is an integer equal to from 3 to 10, inclusive.

3,096,301
HEAT TREATMENT OF BUTYL RUBBER WITH
HALOGENATED BUTYL RUBBER AND A POLY
(HALOMETHYL) PHENOL

Conrad J. Jankowski, Metuchen, James V. Fnsco, West-

field, and Wilbur F. Fischer, Cranford, NJ., assignors

to Esso Research and EnghMcring Company, a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Not. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 850,054

14Clafans. (CL 260—43)
1. A method which comprises heat treating an admix-

ture of a rubbery polymer of 70 to 99.5 parts by weight

of a C4-C7 isoolefin and 30 to 0.5 parts by weight of a

C4-C10 conjugated diolefin, a halogenated rubbery poly-

mer of the aforementioned type in which the halogen is

selected from the group consisting of chlorine and

bromine, and a poly (halomethyl) phenol at a tempera-

ture of between 250 and 350° F. for a period of time, in

hours, equal to K divided by T minus 200, wherein T is

the heating temperature in degrees Fahrenheit and K is

between 50 and 600, cooling the heat treated admixture to

a temperature below 250° F., followed by admixing cur-

ing agents with said admixture and curing the so treated

admixture to produce a vulcanizate having a relative

damping below 34.4%.

3,096,302
HEAT AND LIGHT STABLE POLYPROPYLENE

COMPOSITIONS
Gordon C. Newbind, Kingsport, Tenn., and Julian H.

Chaudet, Fairfax, Va., assignors to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of New
Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 137,748

4 Claims. (CI. 260—45.95)
1. A heat and light stable polypropylene plastic com-

p>osition comprising: a normally solid polypropylene poly-

mer component and dispersed therein 4,4'-didodecycloxy-

2-hydroxybenzophenone at a heat and light stabilizing

concentration.

3,096,303
NOVEL ORGANOPOLYSILOXANE COMPOSITIONS
Joseph C. Caprino, Cohocs, N.Y., and Robert J. Pro-

chaska, Pittsfield, Man., assignors to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed May 25, 1954, Ser. No. 432,332

19Chiim8. (CI. 260—46.5)
1. Organopolysiloxanes having the general formula

R
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an alkyl group of 1 lo 4 carbon atoms, a phenyl group

and a tolyl group.

3,0^6,306

TRIALKYLENE DIAMINE INITIATORS FOR THE
POLYMERIZATION OF FORMALDEHYDE

Henri Sidi, Paramiu, NJ^ anignor to Heyden Newport

Chemical Corporation, New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 88,628

7 Claims. (CI. 260—67)
1. A process for the production of high molecular

weight polyoxymethylene which comprises contacting

substantially anhydrous monomcric formaldehyde at a

temperature in the range of approximately —100° C.

to 80° C. with a polymerization initiator which is a

trialkylene diamine having the formula

Allcylene

/ \
^ N—Alkylene—

N

\ /
Alkylene

wherein the alkylene groups are saturated aliphatic hy-.

drocarbon groups which contain from 2 to 4 carbon

atoms, said polymerization initiator being present in the

amount of approximarely 0.00001 part to 0.05 part by

weight per part by weight of said formaldehyde.

3,096,307
DIHYDROXY DIAMINE INITIATORS FOR THE
POLYMERIZATION OF FORMALDEHYDE

Henri Sidi, Paramus, NJ., assignor to Heyden Newport

Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 88,656

12 Claims. (CI. 260—67)
, 1. A process for the production of high molecular

weight polyoxymethylene which comprises contacting sub-

stantially anhydrous monomeric formaldehyde at a tem-

perature in the range of approximately —100° C. to 80°

C. with a polymerization initiator selected from the group

^^nsisting of

Cllr

CIIi

CEIi

i-
lA,

CH—CII=CH-
CHj

-i-

i.

CU-CIIa
I

A,

CIIj

-c—cn-
I I

A. Ai

CHi— CIIi

CHi

-CH—CHi
I I

A, Ai

and mixtures thereof where in each case two of the sub-

stituents Aj, A2. A3, and A4 represent hydroxyl groups

and the other two of said substituents represent nitrogen-

containing groups selected from the group consisting of

amino and alkylamino groups, said alkyiamino group con-

taining at least one alkyl group having from 1 to 4 carbon

atoms, and where the combination of Ai and Aa and the

combination of A3 and A4 each contain one hydroxyl

group and one nitrogen-containing group, said polymeri-

zation initiator being present in the amount of about

0.00001 part to 0.05 part by weight per part by weight of

said formaldehyde, and recovering a high molecular

weight polyoxymethylene.

3,096,308
TRIAMINOPHENOL INITIATORS FOR THE POLYM-

ERIZATION OF FORMALDEHYDE
Henri Sidi, Paramus, and Roy^T. Gottesman, Glen Rock,

NJ., assignors to Heyden Newport Chemical Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 89,628

7 Claims. (CI. 260—67)
1. A process for the production of high molecular

weight polyoxymethylene which comprises contacting

substantially anhydrous monomeric formaldehyde at a

temperature in the range of approximately — 1()0° C. to

80° C. with a polymerization initiator with a triamino-

phenol having the formula

OH

\
rN

\
N

R

Y
N

/ \
R R

wherein each R represents an alkyl group containing

from 1 tu 4 carbon atoms, said polymerization initiator

being present in the amount of approximately 0.00001

part to 0.05 part by weight per part by weight of said,

formaldehyde.

3,096,309
WATER SOLUBLE BASIC RESINS

CONTAINING NITROGEN
Hans Schlapfer, Basel, and Jakob Bindler, Rieben, near

Basel, Switzerland, assignors to J. R. Geigy A.-G.,
Basel, Switzerland

No Drawbig. Filed May 16, 1958, Ser. No. 735,695
Claims priority, application Switzerland May 27, 1957

8 Clahns. (CI. 260—67.5)
1. A water-soluble nitrogen-containing basic resin ob-

tained exclusively by heating to a temperature of about

120 to 280° C. a member selected from the group con-

sisting of

(a) a 2-amino-imidazoline of the formula

X Y

HC CH
I I

HN N

NHi

(b) a salt of the said 2-amino-imidazoline with a weak
volatile acid,

(c) a mixture of (a) and an inert high-boiling com-
pound, and

(d) a mixture of (b) and an inert high-boiling com-
pound,

wherein each of X and Y is a member selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen and lower

alkyl, and X and Y taken together represent

—CHj—CHa—CH,—CHj—, until about 0.5

mole of ammonia per mole of imidazoline has

been split off;

and separating, in the case of (c) and (</), the result-

ing resin from the solvent.

3,096,310
POLYMERIZATION PROCESS FOR POLYALLYLIC

ESTERS
Charles A. Heiberger, Princeton, NJ., assignor to FMC

Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed May 22, 1959, Ser. No. 814,957

19 Claims. (CL 260—77.5)
1. The process of polymerizing to a fusible polymer

capable of further polymerization a monomeric polyallylic

ester selected from the group consisting of allyl and meth-

allyl esters of a polybasic organic acid, comprising polym-

erizing said monomer in a homogeneous system with a

catalytic amount of hydrogen peroxide, wherein the maxi-

mum amount of water present in the' reaction system is

that which is completely miscible with the reaction system

throughout the polymerization reaction, said reaction sys-

tem remaining homogeneous throughout the polymeriza-

tion reaction, said maximum amount of water compris-

ing about 1% of the reaction system.
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3,096,311
POLYMERIC AZIDES AND AZIDOPHTHALIC

ANHYDRIDES
Stewart H. Merrill and Comclhis C. Unmh, Rochester,

N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-
ter, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed July 29, 1955, Ser. No. 525,368
8 Claims. (CI. 260—78.5)

1. A film-forming organic polymer which becomes in-

soluble on exposure to light selected from the group con-

sisting of ( 1 ) an azidostyrene polymer containing at least

5 mole percent of a recurring structural unit represented

by the following general formula:

—CHr-CH—

(X).

A
(N,).

the remainder of the polymer molecule being a recurring

structural unit represented by —R—, (2) a vinyl azido-

benzoate polymer containing at least 5 mole percent of

a recurring structural unit represented by the following

general formula:

—CHr-CH- X).

the remainder of the polymer molecule being a recurring

structural unit represented by —Ri— , (3) a vinyl azido-

phthalate polymer containing at least 5 mole percent

of a recurring structural unit represented by the follow-

ing general formula:

COOH

(Ni).

the remainder of the polymer molecule being a recurring

structural unit represented by —Ri— , (4) a maleic acid

azidoester copolymer containing at least 5 mole percent

of a recurring structural unit represented by the follow-

ing general formula:

-CH—CH-

c=o c=o
OH 0-Rf-(D)p—

<^

(X),

(Xi)-

thc remainder of the polymer molecule being a recurring

structural unit represented by —R—, (5) a polyvinyl

azidobenzalacetal containing at least 5 mole percent of

a recurring struaural unit represented by the following

general formula:

—CHr-CH-CH|-CH—
<^ i,

H
C

(X). (Ni)«

the remainder of the polymer molecule being a residual

recurring structural unit selected from the group consist-

ing of a vinyl alcohol unit, a vinyl ester unit, and a vinyl

alcohol unit in combination with a vinyl ester unit, the

said vinyl ester unit being a vinyl ester of a saturated

fatty acid containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, (6) a

polyvinyl azidocarboxylic acid ester containing at least

5 mole percent of a recurring structural unit represented

by the following general formula:

-CHr-CH- . -

I

0-C-R»-Ni

the remainder of the polymer molecule being a residual

recurring unit selected from the group consisting of a

vinyl chloroacetate unit, a vinyl a-chloropropionate unit

and a vinyl w-chlorobutyrate unit, (7) a cellulose car-

boxylic acid ester wherein at least 5 mole percent of the

cellulose units have attached thereto through carbon
atoms of the cellulose unit an azidoacyloxy group rep-

resented by the following general formula:

-o-c COOH

(Ni).
(X),

the remainder of the cellulose molecule being residual

cellulose acetate units, and (8) an amidated gelatin where-
in at least 5 mole percent of the gelatin units have at-

tached thereto through a nitrogen atom of the gelatin

unit an azidoacyl group represented by the following

general formula:

COOH

(Ni)-

the remainder of the gelatin molecule being residual

gelatin units, wherein in each occurrence m represents

a digit of from 1 to 2, n represents a digit of from
to 2, X represents a member selected from the group

consisting of a chlorine atom, an alkyl group containing

from I to 4 carbon atoms, an alkoxy group containing

from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and a nitro group, p repre-

sents a digit of from to 1, R2 represents an alkylene

group containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, D represents

a member selected from the group consisting of an oxygen

atom, a sulfur atom, an imino group and an alkylimino

group wherein the alkyl group contains from 1 to 4

carbon atoms, R represents a recurring structural unit

selected from the group consisting of ethylene, isobu-

tylene, butadiene- 1,3, styrene, acrylic acid, methacrylic

acid, maleic acid, citraconic acid, itaconic acid, maleic

anhydride, acrylamide, methacrylamide, N-alkyl acryl-

amide, N,N-dialkyl acrylamide, N-alkyl methacrylamide,

N,N-dialkyl methacrylamide, acrylonilrile, methacryloni-

trile, an alkyl acrylate, an alkyl methacrylate, vinyl

chloride, vinylidene chloride and a vinyl alkyl ketone,

the said alkyl group in each instance containing from 1

to 4 carbon atoms, and Ri represents a recurring struc-

tural unit selected from the group consisting of ethylene,

isobutylene, butadiene- 1,3, vinyl alcohol, a vinyl ester

of a saturated fatty acid of 2 to 4 carbon atoms, a vinyl

alcohol unit in combination with said vinyl ester unit,

an isopropenyl ester of a saturated fatty acid of 2 to 4

carbon atoms, vinyl benzoate, vinyl carbamate, a vinyl

N-alkyl carbamate, a vinyl aJkyl ketone, a vinyl alkyl

ether, vinyl acetaldehyde acetal, vinylpropionaldehyde

acetal and vinyl butyraldehyde acetal, the said alkyl group
in each instance containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

V
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3,096,912

POLYMERS AND COPOLYMERS OF
5-VINYLTETRAZOLE

Ronald A. Henry, China Lake, Calif., aaiignor to the

United States of America as represented by tiie Secre-

tary of the Navy
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 26, I960, Scr. No. 52,310

7 Claims. (CI. 260—78.5)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. The copolymer of l,l-bis(5-tctrazolyl)cthylene and

vinyl acetate having the empirical formula

—[—CHaC(CHN4)a—CH^-CH(OCOCH,)—],.

3,096313
V COPOLYMER OF METHYL METHACRYLATE

AND GLYCIDYL METHACRYLATE
Edwin Benjamfais and Barnard Mitchel Maribs, Wilming-

ton, Del., assignors to E. I. dn Pont de Nemours and
Company, Wilmington, DeL, a corporation of Dela-
ware
No Drawing. Filed May 20, 1958, Scr. No. 736,444

1 Claim. (CI. 260—86.1)
A thermoplastic composition having improved melt

viscosity stability, melt strength, and injection m(ddability

consisting essentially of a copolymer of methyl methac-

rylate and glycidyl methacrylate containing from 0.01%
to 0.40% by weight of copolymerized glycidyl methacry-

late units.

3,096,314

POLYMER CROSSLINKING TECHNIQUE
AND COMPOSITIONS

David Alwyn Stivers and Don L. Peterson, St. Paul,
> Minn., anignors to Minnesota Mining and Manufac-

turing Company, St. Paul, Minn., a corporation of Dela-
ware

No Drawing. FUed June 17, 1960, Ser. No. 36,744

6 Claims. (CI. 260—87.7)

1. A method for preventing scorch in the curing of

highly fluorinated polymers which comprises admixing

with 100 parts by weight of an elastomeric copolymer of

vinylidene fluoride and a member of the group consisting

of perfluoropropene and chlorotrifluoroethylene, between

about 0.1 and about 10 parts of hydroquinone, and be-

tween about 0.1 and about 10 parts by weight of a non-

aromatic polyfunctional amine salt of the formula

YHN—R—

X

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of cyclic

and acyclic alkylene radicals having from 2 to 15 carbon

atoms, Y is selected from the group consisting of hydro-
' gen, alkyl or aryl, and X is a carbamic radical wherein

one of the oxygen atoms is bonded to a hydrogen atom.

3,096,315
l-(l,2-EPOXYETHYL)-2-VINYLCYCLOBUTANE

AND POLYMERS THEREOF
Samuel W. Thisicy and Donald L. MacPeek, Soath

Charleston, W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide Cor-
poration, a corporation of New York
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 105,879

16 Claims. (O. 260—88J)
1

.

1 - ( 1 ,2-«poxyethyl ) -2-vinylcyclobutane.

2. A fusible polymer of l-(l,2-epoxyethyI)-2-vinyl-

cyclo^utane which ranges from a viscous liquid to a solid

and which contains the following recurring structural unit:

-CH-CHi-

CH-CH-CH CHi

CHr-CHi O

3,096,316
POLYMERIZATION OFPROPYLENE WITH A CAT-
ALYST PREPARED BY GRINDING Al AND TlCl,
IN THE PRESENCE OF H,

Donald F. Hocg, Kensington, Md., assignor to W. R.
Grace A Co., Clarksriilc, Md., a corporation of Con-
nectlcnt

No Drawing. FUed July 7, 1959, Scr. No. 825,410
4 Claims. (0.260—93.7)

1. The method of preparing a catalyst which com-
prises grinding a mixture of aluminum metal and tita-

nium trichloride in an initial Al:TiCl| weight ratio of

0.5 to 100:1 in the presence of hydrogen until hydrogen
' is absorbed into the mixture to provide a hydrogen : alu-

minum ratio of substantially 1 atom of hydrogen per 2
atoms of aluminum.

3,096,317
METHOD FOR PURIFYING POLYOLEFfNS BY FIL-
TRATION UNDER A PARTIAL PRESSURE OF
DISSOLVED GAS

David C. Hull, Hugh J. Hagemcyer, Jr., and John W.
Wilder, Longvicw, Tex., assignors to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of New
Jersey
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 1,414

8 Oaims. (O. 260—93.7)
1. The method for removing solid impurities from a

high molecular weight macromolecular substance which
comprises filtering liquified macromolecular substance
having a substantially high viscosity at which filtration

is difficult, at a temperature at which said impurities are

solid and under a sufficient partial pressure of a gas

scriuble in said liquified macromolecular substance to

reduce substantially the viscosity of said liquified macro-
molecular substance.

3,096,318
BENZOTHIAZOLE AZO fl-NAPHTHOL

DYE COMPOUNDS
James M. Stralcy. John G. Fbhcr, and Raymond C. Har-

ris, Khigsport, Tenn., assignors to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of New
Jersey

No Drawfaig. Filed Jan. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 2,827
10 Claims. (CI. 260—146)

1. The azo compounds selected from the group con-
sisting of the monoazo compounds having the formula:

fRIfN-R-X-

V^
\

OH

C—N=N-

N

wherein R represents an alkylene radical having 2 to 3

carbon atoms, R' represents an alkyl radical having 1 to 4
carbon atoms, X represents a member selected from the

group consisting of a thio radical and a sulfonyl radical,

N[R']j collectively represents a member selected from
the group consisting of the morpholinyl and piperidyl

radicals and Y represents a member selected from the
group consisting of a hydrogen atom, a bromine atom,
the sulfamyl group, a

H
—SOiNklkyI

group, a —SO]N(alkyl)3 group, a

H
—OONalkyI

group, a—CON (alkyl) 3 group and a

H
-CONRi

group, wherein Ri represents a member selected from
the group consisting of a phenyl group and a methoxy-
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phenyl group and wherein alkyl as used herein represents

an alkyl radical having 1 to 4 carbon atoms and their 1:2

metal complexes containing a metal selected from the

group consisting of cobalt, nickel and chromium, said azo
compounds being devoid of a water-solubilizing group.

3,096,319
COMPLEX METAL COMPOUNDS OF WATER-IN-
SOLUBLE MONOAZO 3-INDAZOLE DYESTUFFS

Ulrich Dreyer and Werner Klrst, Offenbach (Main), Ger-
many, ass'gnors to Farbwcrlu Hocchst Aktiengesell-

schaft vormals Meister Lucius & Briining, Franlifurt
am Main, Germany, a corporation of Gemiaoy
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 11, 1961, Scr. No. 81,951
Claims priority, appUcatkm Germany Jan. 14, 1960

6 Chiims. (CI. 260—147)
1. A complex metal compound containing a metal

selected from the group consisting of copper, cobalt and
nickel, of an azo-dyestuff having the following formula

OH

C-N=N-R-

wherein X represents a member selected from the group

consisting of a hydrogen atom, chlorine atom, a methyl,

methoxy, ethoxy, trifluoromethyl, sulfonic acid diethyl-

amide, carboxylic acid amide, methyl sulfone, phenyl

sulfone, benzoylamino, acetyl and nitro group, Y stands

for a member selected from the group consisting of a

hydrogen atom and a methoxy group, R represents a
member selected from the group consisting of benzene,

naphthalene and carbazole, and Z stands for a member
selected from the group consisting of a hydrogen atom,

a hydroxy, methoxy, benzoyl, carboxylic acid methyl ester

and sulfonic acid amide group, and wherein the group
OH stands in a position adjacent to the azo group.

3,096,320
WATER-INSOLUBLE MONOAZO AND DISAZO

1,3,4-THIADIAZOLE DYESTUFFS
Guenter Lainge, Lndwigshafen (Rhine), Gartenstadt, and

Gerhard Luctzcl, Hans Guenter Wippcl, Hans Wei-
dingcr, and Joachim Kranz, Lndwigshafen (Rhine), Ger-
many, assignors to Badiaclic Anilin- A Soda-Fabrik Ak-
tiengcscUschaft, Ludwigdiafcn (Rhine), Germany
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 28, 1960, Scr. No. 17,770
Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 28, 1959

6 Cbims. (CI. 260—158)
I. A water-insoluble azo dyestufT of the general for-

mula

N- -N

B«-C C—N=N'W
Ri-O-X

Ri-Y

in which:

Ri represents a radical selected from the class consisting

of an alkylene group with 2 to 6 carbon atoms, a

chloralkylene group with 3 to 4 carbon atoms and
a cyanalkylene group with 4 carbon atoms;

X represents a substituent selected from the class con-

sisting of a hydrogen atom, an alkyl group with 1 to

3 carbon atoms, a hydroxyalkyl group with 2 to 3

carbon atoms, a cyanalkyl group with 2 to 4 carbon

atoms and the acyl radical of an aliphatic mono-
carboxylic acid with 1 to 4 carbon atoms;

Ra represents a radical selected from the class consist-

ing of an alkylene group with 2 to 6 carbon atoms,

a cyanalkylene group with 3 to 4 carbon atoms and

a chloralkylene group with 2 to 4 carbon atoms;

Y represents a substituent selected from the class con-

sisting of hydrogen, hydroxy, alkoxy with 1 to 3 car-

bon atoms, hydroxyalkoxy with 2 to 3 carbon atoms,
a cyanalkoxy group with 3 to 4 carbon atoms and
an acyloxy radical of an aliphatic monocarboxylic
acid with 1 to 4 carbon atoms;

Rj—Y together also representing a methyl group;
R3 represents a substituent selected from the class con-

sisting of hydrogen, methyl, ethyl, chlorine, trifluoro-

methyl and acetylamino;
R4 represents a substituent selected from the class con-

sisting of hydrogen, methoxy and ethoxy; and
Rj represents a substituent selected from the class con-

sisting of methyl, ethyl, cyclohexyl, phenyl, tolyl,

chlorophenyl and nitrophenyl.

3,096,321
WATER-INSOLUBLE MONOAZO-DYESTUFFS

Joachim Ribka, Offenbach (Main), Germany, assignor to
Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister
Lucius & Briining, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, a
corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed June 29, 1961, Scr. No. 120,512
Claims priority, application Germany July 2, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 260—193)
1. The water-insoluble monoazo-dyestuffs having the

formula

CHi

N=N'—CH—CO—NH

ROOC-

-COOR

wherein X represents a member selected from the group
consisting of a hydrogen atom, a lower alkyl group, a
lower alkoxy group and an acetylamino group, Y repre-
sents a member selected from the group consisting of a
hydrogen atom, a chlorine atom, a lower alkyl group, a
lower alkoxy group, a benzoylamino group and an acetyl-
amino group, Z represents a member selected from the
group consisting of a hydrogen atom, a chlorine atom, a
lower alkyl group, a lower alkoxy group and an acetyl-

amino group, and R represents a lower alkyl group.

3,096,322
AMINOBENZENESULFONAMIDE AZO DYES FOR

ACRYLIC FIBERS
James M. Straley and Raymond C. Harris, Kingsport,

Tenn., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-
ester, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 14,560

6 Claims. (CI. 260—204)
1. The azo compounds having the formula:

ox uo
n

CON-Ri

-N'=N-

YIt

SOiNRN(R,)i

wherein X represents a member selected from the group
consisting of a methyl radical and an ethyl radical. R
represents an alkylene radical having 2 to 3 carbon
atoms, Ri represents an alkyl radical having 1 to 4
carbon atoms, N(Ri)2 collectively represents a member
selected from the group consisting of the morpholinyl
radical and the piperidyl radical and Rj represents a
monocyclic aryl nucleus of the benzene series devoid of
a water-solubilizing group.
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3,096,323
GLUCOSE ISOBUTYRAL

George P. Touey and John E. Kiefer, Kingsport, Tenn.,

assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.,

a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 838,039

2 Claims. (CI. 260—209)
1. Glucose isobutyral containing in its structure from

2.5 to 3.5 isobutyraldchyde molecules and less than 4%
hydroxyl grouf>s.

3,096,324

PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING SUGAR ESTERS
Rex H. Goins and Herman E. Davfs, Kingsport, Tenn.,

assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N.Y„ a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, I960, Ser. No. 51,519

8 Claims. (CI. 260—234)
4. The method of preparing sugar esters which com-

prises reacting a sugar selected from the group consisting

of the mono- and di-saccharides with a lower fatty acid

anhydride, in excess of the amount required to csterjfy

the sugar, to which has been added about 1% barium

hydroxide, based on the weight of the sugar.

3,096,325
PREPARATION OF 3-CHLOROCAPROLACTAM

Roger J. Tull, Plainfield, N J., assignor to Merck & Co.,

Inc., Rahway, N J., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 29, 1962, Ser. No. 169,655

5 Claims. (CI. 260—239.3)
1. A process for the preparation of 3-chlorocaprolactam

which comprises reacting N-benzoyl-3-chlorocaprolactam

with sulfuric acid.

3,096,326
PREPARATION OF a-NlTRO e-CAPROLACTAM

Johannes de Haan and Johan P. H. Von Den Hoff, Geleen,

Netherlands, assignors to Stamicarbon N.V., Heerlen,

Netherlands
Filed Feb. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 173,885

Claims priority, application Netherlands Feb. 22, 1961
6 Claims. (CI. 260—239.3)

1. In a process for the preparation of a-nitro t-capro-

' lactam by nitration of 2-ch!oroazacyclo 2,3-heptene 1-

carbochloride and hydrolysis of the nitration product in

two steps wherein 3-nitroazacycloheptane-2-one 1-carbo-

chloride is formed in the first step and said nitro com-

pound is hydrolized further into a-nitro e-caprolactam,

the improvement which comprises carrying out said first

step in a water-immiscible organic solvent for 3-nitroaza-

cycloheptane-2-one 1-carbochloride, after which the re-

sulting liquid is separated into an aqueous and an organic

phase, and the latter phase is re-contacted with water in

the second step.

3,096,327
FLUORINATED PYRAZOLE STEROID

COMPOUNDS
Marcel Hamik, Morristown, Tenn., assignor to Chemetron

Corporation, Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 162,230

4 Claims. (CI. 260—239.5)
1. A fluorinated steroid pyrazole compound selected

from the group consisting of

C V nlld Dl

ClI.

cu,

I
O X

UN
A
\.

/\

/V
i^v

Clli

N-

CH|

/\

h
\

-NU

C FbH(]-o)

ClI

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen and lower alkanoyl radicals, R is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl radicals and

/I is a positive integer from 1 to 3, inclusive.

3,096,328
ESTRADIOL DERIVATIVES

Poul Borrevang, Copenhagen, Denmark, assignor to

Lovens Kemiske Fabrik ved A. Kongsted, Ballerup,
Denmark, a firm

No Drawing. Filed July 3, 1961, Ser. No. 121,380
Claims priority, application Great Britain July 13, 1960

, 18 Claims. (CI. 260—239.55)
1. Novel estradiol derivatives having the general for-

mula:

CHi
R«

U

/\/\°-J;-"'

Xv/X/

as the individual isomers and mixtures thereof, in which

formula R' is a substituted alkyl group having from 1 to 4

carbon atom^n the carbon chain and being substituted

with at lea^Tone chlorine atom, and R^ and R* are selected

from thjr^lass consisting of a hydroxy group, and its esters

with 4m acid group selected from the group consisting of

formyl, acetyl, propionyl, butyryl, isobutyryl, cyclopentyl-

propionyl, benzoyl, phenyl-propionyl, furoyi, enanthyl,

glycyl, succinyl, and glutaryl groups, and where the isom-

ery is due to the carbon atom of the hcmiacetal group

which is indicated by an asterisk.

3,096,329
TRIAZOLO[bJPYRIDAZINES

Edgar Alfred Steck, GuUderland Township, Albany
County, N.Y., assignor to Sterling Drug Inc., New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 15, 1957, Ser. No. 690,195

12 Claims. (CI. 260—250)
1. A compound having the formula

NH—Y—N=B

R'

R
I

N N

wherein R is a member of the group consisting of lower-

alkyl and monocarbocyclic aryl, R' is a member of the

group consisting of hydrogen and lower-alkyl, Y is a

member of the group consisting of lower-allcylene, hy-

droxy lower-alkylene and monocarbocyclic aryl lower-

alkylene, in which the free valences are on different car-

bon atoms, and N=B is a member of the group consist-

ing of di-lower-alkylamino, 1-pyrrolidyl, I-piperidyl, and
4-morpholinyl; said monocarbocyclic aryl in each instance
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being a member of the group consisting of phenyl and
phenyl substituted by from one to three groups selected

from lower-alkyl, lowcr-alkoxy and halogen.

7. 6 - methyl - 8 - (3 - diethylaminopropylamino) - s-

triazok) [ b ] pyridazine.

3,096,330

PRODUCTION OF PYRAZINOIC ACID
Harold Gainer, Southgate, and Moses Cenker, Trenton,

Mich., assignors to Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation,
Wyandotte, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 6,352

7 Claims. (O. 260—250)
3. A process for the production of pyrazinoic acid,

which comprises, adding a permanganate selected from
the group consisting of sodium, potassium, lithium and
calcium permanganates to an aqueous solution of ethyl-

pyrazine while continuously stirring the resulting reaction

mixture, th& permanganate being added portionwise at

such a rate and the temperature of the reaction mixture
being so controlled that the color of the permanganate
is removed, separating and removing precipitated man-
ganese dioxide from the reaction mixture and adding an
acid to the reaction mixture which is stronger than
pyrazinoic acid to precipitate pyrazinoic acid.

3,096,331

CHLORINATION OF ALKYLPYRAZINES
William K. Langdon, Grossc De, and Michael Kokorudz,

Southgate, Mich., assignors to Wyandotte Chemicals
Corporation, Wyandotte, Mich., a corporation of Mich-
igan

No Drawhig. FUed Mar. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 96,362

10 Claims. (CI. 260—250)
1. A liquid phase process of preparing mononuclear-

chlorinated alkylpyrazines which comprises adding chlo-

rine to a liquid solvent selected from the group consist-

ing of carbon tetrachloride and chloroform and subse-
quently adding thereto an alkylpyrazine selected from
the group consisting of methylpyrazine, ethylpyrazine,

2,5-dknethylpyrazine and 2,5-diethylpyrazine while main-
taining the solvent at a temperature from about 25° C.
to about the boiling point of the solvent; the process
being further characterized by having a minimum initial

chlorine: alkylpyrazine mol weight ratio of 2: 1 and having
a chlorine concentration with respect to the solvent of
at least 1 % by weight.

3,096,332

4,6 - BIS(TRIHALOMETHYL) OR 4,6 • DILOWERAL•
KYL-2.(5-NITROFURYL)-PYRIMIDINES

Anne Mary Von Esch, North Chicago, III., and William
Reese Sherman, University City, Mo., assignors to Ab-
bott Laboratories, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Illinois

No Drawing. FUed Oct 19, 1961, Ser. No. 146,364

5 Cbdms. (CI. 260—251)
1 . A compound of the formula

(!)

CH CH N CH

OiN-C C e C-R
\ / \ ^
O N

wherein each R is a member of the group consisting of
loweralkyl and trihalomethyl.

792 O.Q.—15

3,096,333
REACTION OF 4 - AMINO - M - NAPHTHALIMIDES
AND AROMATIC DHSOCYANATES, AND RE-
SULTING PRODUCTS

Robert C. Wilson, Cranford, NJ., and Harian B. Freyer-
muth, Easton, Pa., assignors to General Aniline & Film
Corporation, New York, N.Y^ a corporation of Dela-
ware
No Drawmg. Filed Nov. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 70,418

14 Claims. (CI. 260—281)
8. A dyestuff having the formula:

N

o=c c=o

HNCONH—X—N=C=0
wherein R is a member of the group consisting of H,
alkyl having from 1 to about 18 carbon atoms, lower
hydroxyaikyi, lower carboxyalkyl. lower cycloalkyl, ar-

alkyl wherein the alkyl is a lower alky! and the aryl con-
tains no more than 2 benzene nuclei, aryl containing no
more than two benzene nuclei, and substituted deriva-

tives of said aryl wherein the substituted substit'uent is

selected from the group consisting of lower alkyl, lower
alkoxy, and hydroxyl, and X is the aromatic moiety of a

homocyclic aromatic diisocyanate containing no more
than 2 benzene nuclei, nuclei of said moiety having sub-
stituents thereon selected from the group consisting of
H, lower alkyl and lower alkoxy.

3,096,334
6-METHOXY-8-(5 - n - PROPYLAMINOPENTYLAMI-
NO)QUINOLINE, ITS SALTS AND ITS PREPARA-
TION

Edgar Alfred Steck, Metuchen, NJ., assignor to Sterling
Drug Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 9, 1957, Ser. No. 633,199

4 Claims. (CI. 260—286)
1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

6-methoxy-8-(5-n-propylaminopentylamino)quinoline and
non-toxic acid addition salts thereof.

4. 6 - methoxy-8-(5-n-propylaminopentylamino)quino-
line monophosphate.

3,096,335
LOWER ALKYL 1-(PHENYLAMINOALKYL).4-

PHENYL-4-PIPERIDYL KETONES
Bill Elpem, Walnut Creek, Calif., assignor to Sterlhig
Drug Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. Filed May 12, 1958, Ser. No. 734,389

9 Claims. (CI. 260—293.4)
1. A member of the group consisting of compounds

of the formula

o
II

CiUi C-(lower-ftlkyl)

O

CHi CHi

CHi CHi

I

Y—NH—Ar

where CjHs is phenyl, Y is alkylene having from two to
six carbon atoms, lower-alkyl has from one to six carbon
atoms, and Ar is selected from the group consisting of
unsubstituted-phenyl and phenyl substituted by from one
to three substituents selected from nitro, amino, (lower-
alkyl) amino, (lower-alkanoyl) amino, lower-alkoxy, low-
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er-alkylmercapto, lower-alkylsulfonyl, hydroxy and halo;

and their acid-addition salts.

3,«96,336
GLYCERYL MONONITRATE DINICOTINATE
Edgar A. Ferguson, Jr^ Brooklyn, N.Y^ assignor to

Amfrc-Grant, Inc^ Brooklyn, N.Y.
No Drawing. FOed Jan. 22, 1962, Scr. No. 167,949

1 Claim. (CI. 260—295.5)
Glyceryl mononitrate dinicotinate of the following

formula: ^

^/\CHi—O—OC

OH-ONOi \y

CHr-O—OC-r\

in which:

X represents a heterocyclic radical selected from the

class consisting of 3-methyl-dibydrothiazoiylidene-

(2), 3-methyl-dihydrobenzothiazolylidene-(2), 3-

methyI-6-methoxy - dihydrobenzotbiazolylidene-(2),

2,4 - dimcthyl-5-phenyl-dihydro-l,2,4-triazolylidene-

(3), 3-methyl-5-phenyl - dihydro-l,3,4-thiodiazolyli-

dene-(2), 2.4-dimcthyl-dihydro-l,2,4-triazolylidcne-

(3), l,2-dimethyl-5-chIoro - dihydroindazolylidene-

(3), 3-methyl-dihydro-l,3,4-oxadiazolylidene-(2), 1,

2-dimethyl-dihydropyrazolylidene- ( 3 ) , 1 ,4-dimetbyl-

dihydrotetrazolylidene- ( 5 ) , 2 - methyl - dihydrocin-

noIinylidene-(3), 2-methyI-dihydropyridazinylidene-

(3), 1,2 -dimethyl-dihydroindazolylidene - (3), 1-

methyl-dihydroquinoIinylidene-(2), the moiety

3,096,337
PROCESS FOP THE PREPARATION OF

AMINO-HALOGENOPYRIDINES
Francis Johnson, ^tst Newton, Mass., assignor to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 5,661

6Cbdms. (CI. 260—296)
1. A process for the preparation of a compound of the

formula

NHiN^
wherein R is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen, lower alkyl and phenyl and X is a halo-

gen atom selected from the group consisting of bromine

and iodine, which process comprises reacting in an inert

organic solvent at room temperature a compound selected

from the group consisting of

NC—CHi -i.

A

CHt-CN

H

where R has the same meaning as above and the corre-

sponding unsaturated compound formed upon splitting

out of water with an anhydrous hydrogen halide of the

formula HX where X has the same meaning as above and

recovering said first-named compound.

-0-

N
I

represents a heterocyclic radical selected from the

class consisting of l-methyl-benzimidazolyI-(2), ben-

zothiazolyl-(2), 3-hydroxyquinoxalyl-(2), 1-phenyl-

benzimidazolyl-(2), quinolyI-(2), pyridyl-(2), thia-

zolyl-(2), benzoxazolyl-(2), l-methyl-5-chlorobenz-

imidazolyl-(2) and l-methyl-perimidyl-(2);

A© represents an anion selected from the class con-

sisting of chloride, bromide, iodide, nitrate, perchlo-

rate, sulfate, phosphate, tctrachlorozincate, tetra-

bromozincate, tetrafluoborate, toluenesulfonate, and

methylsulfate; and
m and n each represent an integer of from 1 to 2.

4. A dye of the formula:

2(CH|0S0iQ)

3,096,339
SELECTED NEGATIVELY SUBSTITUTED

MALEIMIDE DYES
Elmore L. Martin, Wilmfaigton, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., a

corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Feb. 19, 1959, Scr. No. 794,239

8 CUims. (CI. 260—310)
1. Compounds of the formula

Q—C-=—C-Y
A=C C=A'3,096338

NEW DIAZAPOLYMETHINE DYES CONTAINING
THREE HETEROCYCLIC RINGS

Johannes Dchncrt, Lodwlgiliafen (Rhine), Germany, as-

te'L55!^&.1rl!SiiK*SS£?'
'^^'^"-

wherein A and A' „e ch.,co8.ns of a,on,ic nuo,ber ,e»

No DrawiDf. Filed Apr. 4, IWI, Sct. No. 100.510 '>"•< "• Q ^'"i " member of the group consisting of

V

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 9, 1960

7 Clahns. (CL 260—299)
1 . A dye of the formula

X=N—N=0
Hi) .-I

N

(CHi)^i.

IA©W«-|

R'iNAr-, KCONHNRAr- (R'iNAr)iC=CH-

O

YY'CH— , R'N—

O

N=C-R

Cp CH

ann RiN—N=CH(CH=CH).—

C

C
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wherein Ar represents arylene which is hydrocarbon of 6
to 20 carbon atoms; R' is from 1 to 20 carbon atoms and
is a member oi the class consisting of hydrocarbon radi-

cals, /3-alkoxyethyl, /9-acyloxyethyl where the acyl group
contains only carbon and hydrogen in addition to the
oxygen of the carbonyl group, ^-cyanoethyl and ^-trialkyl-

ammoniumethyl halide; X is a member of the group con-
sisting of O, S, and NR; Y and Y' are members of the

group consisting of —ON, —COOR, —COR, —CONRj,
—CSNRa, —SOaR, —NOj, —NR,+, and —SRj+; Z is a
member of the group consisting of lower alkyl, halogen,
—SOjNa, and Y; Z' is a member of the group consisting

of hydrogen and Z, and taken together with R" and the

carbons to which Z' and R" are attached is the benzene
ring; R and R" are members of the class consisting of hy-

drogen and hydrocarbon radicals of 1 to 20 carbon atoms;
and n represents a cardinal number selected from the

group consisting of and 1.

5. 3-cyano-2,5-dioxo-4 ( 3-methyl- 1 -phenyl-5-pyrazolon-

4-yl)-3-pyrroline.

chain of 2-4 carbons and at most one intracatenic atom
other than carbon.

2. Ocotafluoro - 2,7 - dithiatricyclo[6.2.0.0»«]deca-
l(8),3(6)-diene.

5. The process which comprises reacting a metal sul-
fide with a polyfluorinated cyclic olefin of the formula

c-x

&.,

3,096340

NEW PHTHALOCYANINE DYES
Arnold Tartter, Lambsbeim, Pfalz, Werner Rohland, Lud-

wigshafen (Rhine), Dieter Ludsteck, Ludwigshafen
(Rhfaie)-Gartenstadt, and Rudolf Schrocdel, Ludwigs-
hafen (Rhine), Germany, assignors to Badische Ani-
Un- ft Soda-Fabrik Aktiengctcllschaft, Ludwigshafen
(Rhine), Germany
No Drawfaig. FUed Oct. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 61,391

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 15, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 260—314.5)
4. The dye of the formula:

(
H0|S^—j—tetraphenyloopper phthalo-

cy»nIne-j-^SO iNH CH»-C £ :C-C HiClj

3,096,341
9-CYANOETHYL DODECAHYDROCARBAZOLE

Chester S. Shcppard, Pittsborgk, ami Myron H. Wilt, Mon-
rocvillc, Pa., assignors to United States Steel Corpora-
tion, a corporation of New Jersey
No Drawhig. Filed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,263

1 Cbiim. (O. 260—315)
The compound 9-(^yanoethyl-)dodecahydrocarba-

zole.

3,096,342

POLYFLUORINATED 1,4-DrnniN COMPOUNDS
AND THE PROCESS OF PREPARATION

Cari G. Krespan, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont dc Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.,

a corporation of Debwarc
No Drawfaig. Filed Sept 19, 1960, Ser. No. 56,649

11 Claims. (CI. 260—327)
1. Compounds of the formula

Li

c^\

^s^

D'

where R( is a saturated divalent radical in which the ter-

minal members are —CF^— selected from the group
consisting of polyfluorohydrocarbon, oxygen-interrupted
polyfluorohydrocarbon and sulfur-interrupted polyfluoro-

hydrocarbon, said divalent radical having a continuous

wherein X is halogen and R, is a saturated divalent radi-
cal in which the terminal members are —CFj— selected
from the group consisting of polyfluorohydrocarbon, oxy-
gen-interrupted polyfluorohydrocarbon and sulfur-inter-
rupted polyfluorohydrocarbon, said divalent radical hav-
ing a continuous chain of 2-4 carbons and at most one
intracatenic atom other than carbon.

3,096,343

METHOD FOR ISOLATING AROMATIC
CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

Ovell Francis Bennett, Woodbury, NJ., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.,
a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed July 20, 1960, Ser. No. 44,017

13 Claims. (CI. 260—328)
1. A method for the isolation of an aromatic car-

boxylic acid selected from the group consisting of pyro-
mellitic acid, trimellitic acid. bis(4-carboxyphenyl)-sul-
fone, 2,6-anthraquinonedicarboxylic acid and 2,7-dicar-
boxythiaxanthone-5,5-dioxide which comprises dissolving
a mixture containing the acid to be isolated in hot N,N-
dimethylformamide, cooling the solution thus formed to
precipitate an adduct of N,N-dimethylformamide and
said acid, separating the adduct from the remaining solu-
tion, and heating the adduct to drive off the N,N-di-
methylformamide.

6. A process according to claim 1, wherein the aro-
matic carboxylic add is 2,7-dicarboxythiaxanthone-5,5.
dioxide.

3,096,344

PERFLUOROALKYLOXETANES
Leslie C. Case, Lafayette, Ind., assignor to Research Cor-
poration, New Yorit, N.Y., a corporation of New York
No Drawing. FUed May 9, 1961, Ser. No. 108,720

3 Claims. (CI. 260—333)
1. An oxetane selected from the group consisting of

oxetancs of the formula

o
/ \

HiC CUi
\ /
c

Ri Ri

wherein Rj is a perfluoro lower alkyl group of 1 to 9
carbon atoms and Rj is selected from the group consisting
of perfluoro lower alkyl groups of 1 to 9 carbon atoms,
lower alkyl of 1 to 2 carbon atoms and hydro^n, and
oxetanes of the formula

/ \
HiC CHRi

\ /
C
Hi

wherein R, is a perfluoro lower alkyl group of 1 to 9
carbon atoms.
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3,096,345
ACETAL AND KETAL PHOSPHITES

Ingenuin Hechenbleikner and Kenneth R. Molt, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, assignors to Carlisle Chemical Works Inc.,

Reading, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 214,508

32 Claims. (CI. 260—340.7)
1. A phosphite having one of the formulae

(a)

(RO)i-r-

/ R, R> R. Ki >
CHO)v(CHi)„-C (O™0(CIIjCHO)v(CHi

3,096,347

N-CARBETHOXY AMINOACID S-NITROFUR-
FURYLIDENE HYDRAZIDES

George C. Wright, Norwich, N.Y., assignor to The Nor-

wich Pharmacal Company, a corporation of New York

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 157,543

4 Claims. (CI. 260—347.5)

1 . A compound of the formula

:

(b)

(0

«0

(RO)i

and

\ /
c

Ri R, M-Z
OCIIi ClIiO Ri

' RO-I' C C

OCHi CUiO Ri

Ri

(RO)r-PO(CHi).-0-C-0-(CH,),-0-P-(OR)i

R, ! Ri Ri R«

^P_0-(ClliCnO)x-0-CII»-CHO-CO-CHi-CHO-(C

Rj

FIiC-0 R

J, \ /
Ri OCH C
\ / I / \
C CHO

OiN-< >-CH=NNHOOANHCOOCiH,

in which A represents a lower alkylene group selected

from the group consisting of —CHj— ; —CH2CHJ—

;

CHiOH

-iH-

Ri

HiCJIO)x-OP-(OR)i

/ \
Ri OCH

CH-0
\

1

/

Ri

FOR

CHiO

where R is selected from the group consisting of alkyl,

alkenyl. phenyl, lower alkyl phenyl, naphthyl and halo-

phenyl, Ri and Rj are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, alkyl, phenyl, naphthyl, lower alkyl phenyl,

halophenyl and nitrophenyl, individually and

R.
\
c

/
Ri

together form a cycloalkyl ring of 5 to 6 carbon atoms,

R3 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

alkyl and phenyl, lower alkyl phenyl, R4 and R5 are

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and alkyl,

Re is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and

1-2 carbon atom alkyl, V is selected from the group con-

sisting of zero and an integer, n is an integer between 1

and 10 inclusive, m is ah integer between 1 and 2 inclu-

sive, 1 is an integer of at least 4, Z is selected from the

group consisting of zero, 1 and 2 and X is an integer of

at least 1.

3,096,346

OXIDATION OF MANOYL OXIDE
Jesse A. Giles and Sam S. Mims, WInston-Salem, N.C., as-

signors to R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-

Salem, N.C., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 137,022

7 Claims. (CI. 260—343.3)

1. A process of preparing the compound decahydro-

3a,6,6,9a-tetramethylnaphtho[2,l - b]furan . 2(1H) - one

which comprises contacting under oxidizing conditions in

the presence of a non-oxidizing organic acid dispersing

medium manoyl oxide and an oxidizing agent selected

from the group consisting of the alkali metal and alkaline

earth metal permanganates, said oxidizing agent being

present in an amount whereby the desired oxidation is

completed, and thereafter recovering the said compound.

3,096,348

QUATERNARY AMMONIUM SALTS OF 5-DIMETH-
YL AMINO-3-FURANMETHANOLS

Rolf Denss and Hans Herbert Kiihnis, Basel, Switzerland,

assignors to Geigy Chemical Corporation, Ardsley,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed May 18, 1961, Ser. No. 110,866

Claims priority, application Switzerland May 19, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 260—347.7)

1 . A compound of the formula

Cllj
\®

rii,-N-cii
/

cii,

-CH»—OH

wherein

R is a member selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and lower alkyl and

An© is a pharmaceutically acceptable anion.

3,096,349

PRODUCTION OF DIGLYCIDYL ETHERS
OF DIOLS

Ferdinand Meyer, Ziegelhauscn, and Kurt Demmler, Lud-

wigshafen (Rhine), Germany, assignors to Badische Ani-

lin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen

(Rhine), Germany
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 11, 1962, Ser. No. 186,624

Claims priority, application Germany May 14, 1955

5 Claims. (CI. 260—348.6)
1. In a process for preparing diglycidyl ethers from

an epihalogenhydrin selected from the group consisting

of epichlorohydrin and epibromohydrin and a diol having

two primary hydroxyl groups wherein said epihalogen-

hydrin and said diol are reacted in the presence of an

acid catalyst to form a diol-dihalogenhydrin and wherein

hydrogen halide is split off from said diol-dihalogen-

hydrin taform a diglycidyl ether, the improvement which

comprises: reacting from 0.5 to 1.0 mol of said epihalo-

genhydrin with each mol of said diol having two primary

hydroxyl groups in the presence of said acid catalyst to

form a monohalogenhydrin ether; distilling off the un-

reacted diol; and thereafter reacting an additional 0.3 to

0.7 mol of epihalogenhydrin per mol of the original

diol reactant with said monohalogenhydrin to form said

dioldihalogenhydrin.
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3,096450
6,16a-DIMETHYL.A» < «.PREGNATRIENE-17a^L.

3,20-DIONE AND ESTERS THEREOF
Jose Iriarte, Carl DJerassi, and Howard J. Ringold, all

of Mexico City, Mexico, assignors, by mesne assign-
ments, to Syntex Corporation, a corporation of Panama
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 3,278
Claims priority, application Mexico Jan. 28, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 260—397.4)
1.6.1 6a-dimethy!-Ai* '-pregnatricne- 1 7o-ol-3,20-dione.

3,096^51
4,4.DIALKYL ANDROSTANES

Howard J. Ringoid, Shrewsbory, Mass., and George
Rosenkranz, Mexico City, Mexico, assignors, by mesne
assignments, to Syntex Corporation, a corporation of
Panama
No Drawing. FUed May 31, 1961, Ser. No. 113,629
Claims priority, application Mexico, Feb. 21, 1956

14 Claims. (CI. 260—397.4)
1. A compound of the following formula:

OR'^A
R«

0=1

U^
rV r

wherein R represents a lower alkyl group; R^ is selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen and a hydrocarbon
carboxylic acyl group of less than 12 carbon atoms and
R' is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
and methyl.

3,096,352
ANDROSTANE COMPOUNDS CONTAINING TRI-
FLUORO ALIPHATIC SUBSTITUENTS IN THE
2-posrnoN

Marcel Hamik, Morristown, Tenn., assignor to Cheme-
tron Corporation, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Dela-
ware
No Drawing. Filed July 13, 1961, Ser. No. 123,630

8 Claims. (CI. 260—397.4)
1. An androstane compound of the formula

\»1iereiD R is a member of the group consisting of hydrogen
and lower alkanoyl radicals and X is a member of the

group consisting of trifluoroacetyl, 2,2,2-trifluoro-l-

acetoxy-ethylidene, 2,2,2-trifIuoro-l-hydroxyethyl, 2,2,2-

trifluoro-1-acetoxyethyl, 2,2,2-trifluoroethylidene, and 2,2,

2-trifluoroethyl radicals.

3,096,353
A*-DEHYDRO-21-HALOETHISTERONES AND THE
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION THEREOF

John Fried, Plainfield, and Thomas S. Bry, Elizabeth,
NJ., assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ., a
corporation of New Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 128,977

9 Claims. (CI. 260—397.4)
1. 17a - haloethynyl - 17/3 - hydroxy - 19-nor-4,9( 10)-

androstadiene-3-one

.

3,096,354
2-FLUOROACETYL-5-ANDROSTENOLONE

COMPOUNDS
Marcel Hamik, Morristown, Tenn., assignor to Chemetron

Corporation, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed July 6, 1961, Ser. No. 122,093

8 Claims. (CI. 260—397.5)
1. An androstene compound of the formula

CH|

CH,
OR
-R'

.»"

OZ'

CFXiC=/^\

wherein X is a member of the group consisting of hydro-
gen and fluorine; R and Z are members of the group con-
sisting of hydrogen and lower alkanoyl radicals; R' is a
member of the group consisting of hydrogen and lower
alkyl radicals; and Z' is a member of the group consist-
ing of hydrogen, alkali metal and lower alkanoyl radicals.

3,096,355
17 - ALKYNYLANDROSTA^,6.DIENE - 3,17 - DIOLS,
ESTERS THEREOF AND 19.NOR COMPOUNDS
CORRESPONDING

John S. Baran, Morton Grove, III., assignor to G. D.
Searle & Co., Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 135,126

10 Claims. (CI. 260—397.5)
1. A compound of the structural formula

CHi
OR"
--flower alkynyl)

R'O

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydro-
gen and a methyl radical, and R' and R" are selected
from the group consisting of hydrogen and lower alkanoyl
radicals.

3,096,356
NEW AROMATIC AMINES AND PROCESSES

FOR THEIR PREPARATION
Marcel Jiron, Sotterllle-Ies-Rouen, and Jean-Marie Frey,

Les Autliicnx snr le Port St.*Ouen, Oissel, France, as-
signors to Compagnie Fran^aise des Matieres Color-
antes, Paris, France, a French company
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 13, 1957, Ser. No. 702,497
Claims priority, application France Dec. 14, 1956

4 Claims. (CI. 260—397.7)
1. A compound of the formula

X

-NH,

SO»—NH—CO—NH—

R

in which R represents a member selected from the group
consisting of methyl, ethyl and phenyl, X represents a
member selected from the group consisting of —OH and—(3CH3, X' represents a member selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, chlorine, nitro, methyl and
methoxy.

3. N-(3 - hydroxy-4-amino-6-methyl-phenylsulphonyl)-
N'-ethylurea.
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3,096^57
NOVEL REACTION PRODUCTS OF A SULFURIC

ACID AND EPOXIDES
Jiirgea Plappcr, Dnaacldorf, and Gerhard Dleckelmann,

Diuseldorf-Holthaiucn, Gcmiany, assignors to Bohme
Fettchcmic G.ai.b.H., Dusseldorf, Germany, a corpora-

tion of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 102,387

Claims priority, application Germany May 4, 1960

13 Claims. (CI. 260—400)
1. A process for the preparation of surface-active sul-

furic acid reaction products which comprises reacting at

temperatures between about 15° and 40° C. an epoxide

of high molecular weight unsaturated polyesters having at

least one unsaturated hydrocarbon radical with 8 to 20

carbon atoms and having an epoxide oxygen content of

0.5 to 1.5% and 8 to 20% by weight sulfuric acid and

recovering the reaction product.

3,096358
SULFONATED 9,9.Dl(CARBOXYALKYL) FLUO-
RENE AND ESTERS AND SALTS THEREOF

Christian F. Horn, South Charleston, W. Va., assignor to

Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New Yorli

No Drawing. FUed Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 96,683

10 Claims. (CI. 260—429.7)

1. A fluorene of the formula:

.-C)

3,0963M
MANUFACTURE OF 1,2-DICYANOCYCLOBUTANE
Kurt Scnnewald and Armhi GoCz, Knapsack, near Co-

logne, and Gottfried Kallrath, Kerpcn, Germany, as-

signors to Knapsack-Gricsheim Akticngescllschaft,

Knapsack, near Cologne, Gcnnany, a corporation of

Germany
No Drawhig. FUed Jan. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 3,244

Claims priority, application Germany Feb. 6, 1959

3 Claims. (CI. 260—464)

1. A process for the manufacture of 1,2-dicyanocyclo-

butane by dimerization of acrylonitrile which comprises

heating acrylonitrile in a closed reaction vessel for a

period of between about 1 hour and 6 hours to a tem-

perature of between about 180' and 260* C. under a

pressure of between about 10 and 100 atmospheres in the

presence of an inert gas and of about 0.01% to 1.00% by
weight, calculated on the acrylonitrile used, of a sub-

stance selected from the group consisting of nitrogen mon-
oxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, diphenylnitros-

amine and nickel tetracarbonyl, wherein a reaction mix-

ture is obtained consisting of the unreacted portion of

acrylonitrile and 1,2-dicyanocyclobutane, separating the

unreacted acrylonitrile from the reaction mixture by a

first distillation, recycling the obtained acrylonitrile to

again participate in the dimerization, and subjecting the

residue of the first distillation to a second distillation to

yield pure 1,2-dicyanocyclobutane.

ROOCHuC. C.Hi.COOR

wherein X is a member selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, —SO3H. —SO3M. and —SOjM'Z; Y is a

member selected from the group consisting of —SOsH,

—SO3M. and —SOjM'Z; M is a member selected from

the group consisting of lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidi-

um, cesium, and —NR'*; R' is a member selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen, alkyl of from 1 to 10

carbon atoms, phenyl, naphthyl. benzyl, phenethyl. tolyl.

and xylyl; M' is a member selected from the group con-

sisting of beryllium, magnesium, calcium, zinc, strontium,

barium, and tin; Z is acyloxy —OOCR"; R" is a mem-

ber selected from the group consisting of alkyl of from 1

to 10 carbon atoms, phenyl, naphthyl, benzyl, phenethyl,

tolyl. and xylyl; R is a member selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen and alkyl of from 1 to 10 carbon

atoms; and n is an integer having a value of 1 to 10.

10. 2,7 - di - (acetoxytinsulfo) - 9,9 - di - (2' - carbo-

methoxyethy 1 ) fluorene.

3,096,359

BISCHLOROFORMATES OF 2,2,4,4-TETRAALKYL.
1 ,3-CYCLOBUTANEDIOLS

John R. Caldwell and Winston J. Jackson, Jr., Kingsport,

Tenn., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-

ester, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. FUed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,247

6 Claims. (CI. 260—463)
1. The compounds represented by the following general

structural formula:

R RV
CICOO—lie CH—OCOCl

wherein each R represents an alkyl group containing from

1-4 carbon atoms.

3,096,361

PRODUCTION OF NITRILES FROM ALCOHOLS
Joachim Datow and Karl Wimmer, Ludwigshafen

(Rhine), Germany, assignors to Badlschc Anilin- &
Soda-Fabrik Akticngescllschaft, Ludwigshafen (Rhine),

Germany
No Drawing. Filed June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 35,883

Claims priority, application Germany June 19, 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 260—465)

1. A process for the production of nitriles of the for-

mula R-—CN which comprises reacting a primary alcohol

of the formula RCHjOH wherein R in the foregoing for-

mulae is a member selected from the group consisting of

phenyl, alkyl of 2-19 carbons and alkenyl of 2-19 car-

bons with ammonia at a temperature in the range of

300-500° C. in contact with a solid catalyst consisting es-

sentially of the active ingredients chromium (III) oxide

and a member selected from the group consisting of zinc

oxide and cadmium oxide wherein the chromium con-

tent of said catalyst, calculated as chromium (III) oxide,

constitutes 5-95% by weight of said active ingredients.

3,096,362

METHOD FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
N-METHYLENE GLYCBNONITRILE

Arthur R. Sexton, Midland, Mich., asrignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mkh^ a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 1,438

3 Claims. (CI. 260—465.5)
1. A method for the manufacture of N-methylcne

glycinonitrile which comprises reacting as the sole ingre-

dients one proportion of glycinonitrile gradually portion-

wise with about one molecular proportion of formalde-

hyde in water as reaction medium with the water being

employed in the proportion of at least 1.6 moles with

each two moles of the sum of the employed amounts of

glycinonitrile and formaldehyde, the reaction being ef-

fected by adding the glycinonitrile incrementally portion-

wise to the formaldehyde at such a rate that heat of re-

action is evolved and the reaction temperature does not

exceed 50" C. )

J
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3,996,363
FLUORINATED ESTERS OF POLYCARBOXYUC

ACIDS
Edward C. Ballard and Earl E. Sommers, Wilmington,

Del., assignors to E. I. du Pont dc Nemours and Com-
pany, Wilmington, Del., a corporation of Dcbwarc
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 74,449

10 Claims. (CI. 260—468)
1 . A normally liquid ester of the formula

R[COO—CHjCHr-O—CHa(CFaCFa)nH]B,

wherein R represents a saturated hydrocarbon radical <A

2 to 20 carbon atoms, in which ester only one

COO—CHjCHr-O—CHa(CFaCFa)nH

group is attached to any one carbon atom of R, m is an
integer of 2 to 4 and n is an integer of 1 to 5.

3,096364
PRODUCTION OF BENZYL ALKYL PHTHALATES

BY ESTER INTERCHANGE
Harry R. Gamrath, SL Loab, and Louis O. Raether, Web-

ster Groves, Mo., aarignors to Monsanto Chemical
Company, SL Louis, Mo^ a corponitloo of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 8, 1958, Ser. No. 778,628

7 Claims. (Ci. 260—475)
1. In a process for producing a benzyl pbthalate of the

formula

o o

Hr-O-O-R—C—O—R'<^
where R is o-phenylene and R' is selected from the group
consisting of alkyl, alkenyl and alkyl-substituted alicyclic

of from about ten to about twenty carbon atoms, the steps

comprising heating a mixture of an alcohol of the struc-

ture R'OH, said alcohol having a boiling point above the

boiling point of benzyl alcohol, land a benzyl phthalate

of the formula

o o

CHr-O—C—R-C-O-R"<^-
where R is o-pbenylene and R" is selected from the group
consisting of alkyl, alicyclic and alkenyl of up to about

twenty carbon atoms, to form said pbthalate of the for-

mula

00
-CHt—o—c—R—c—o— R'

and an alcohol of the structure, R"OH, which boils be-

low said alcohol, R'OH, and removing said alcohol,

R"OH, from said mixture.

3,096,365
PREPARATION OF ESTERS FROM OLEFINS

Robert Y. Heisler, FishUll, Howard V. Hess, Glenham,
George W. Eckcrt, Wappiageri Falls, and Morford C.
Throckmorton, Beacon, N.Y^ assignors to Texaco,
Inc., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawmg. Filed Mar. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 801,434

17 Claims. (CL 260—497)
1. In a process for the condensation of a tertiary olefin

with a carboxylic acid to form the corresponding ester in

a reaction zone, the improvement which comprises: con-

tacting said reactants in the liquid phase at a temperature

not above about 300* F. and in the presence of a Period 3

polyvalent metal silicate catalyst which is substantially

free from fugitive acid and consists essentially of 5 to 50

weight percent Period 3 polyvalent metal oxide and 50
to 95 weight percent silica.

3,096,366

PREPARATION OF TEREPHTHALIC ACID BY
CARBOXYLATION REACTIONS

Franklin D. Smith, Webster Groves, Mo., and Erhard J.

Prill, James C. Wygant, and Milton Kosmin, Dayton,
Ohio, assignors, by mesne assignments, to Henkel and
Cie G.m.b.H., a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 7, 1957, Ser. No. 688,785

10 Claims. (CI. 260—515)
I . The preparation of terephthalic acid by the thermal

reaction of alkali metal benzoates with alkali metal salts

of aliphatic hydrocarbon carboxylic acids containing at

least 2 carbon atoms, by heating the said components
in a closed chamber in the presence of inert gas at tem-
peratures from 350° C. to 500° C. to convert the ben-
zoates to terephthalates the said aliphatic acid salt being
present in amount of about 0.5 to 5 moles for each mole
of said benzoate salt, and acidifying the terephthalates

to obtain terephthalic acid.

3,096367
PREPARATION OF A MIXTURE OF 1 PART 23,6-
AND 3 PARTS 23,5-TRICHLOROBENZOIC ACIDS

Jack S. Newcomer, Wilson, Jerome Linder, Niagara Falls,

and Keith J. Smith, Lockport, N.Y., assignors to

Hooker Chemical Corporation, a corporation of New
York
No Drawfaig. Filed Mar. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 724,852

2 Claims. (CI. 260—515)
1. A process for the preparation of a synergistic her-

bicidal mixture containing 3 parts of 2,3,5-trichloro-

benzoic acid per part of 2,3,6-trichlorobenzoic acid which
comprises adding chlorine to benzoyl chloride in the

presence of ferric chloride at a temperature of about one
hundred and twenty to about one hundred and fifty de-

grees centigrade until the resultant chlorinated reaction

mixture reaches a specific gravity of about 1 .500 to 1 .685

when measured at twenty-five degrees centigrade, separat-

ing the trichlorobenzoyl chloride fraction from the said

chlorinated reaction mixture, and beating the fraction thus

isolated with water.

3,096,368
PROCESS FOR PREPARING HYDROLYSIS PROD-
UCTS OF 7 -DIMETHYL AMINO - p - HYDROXY-
BUTYRONITRILE CHLOROMETHYLATE

Femand Aime Ghislain Binon, Brussels, Belgium, and
Georges J. L. Dechamps, deceased, late of Brussels,

Belgium, by Elsa Dechamps, representative, Brussels,
Belgium, assignors, by mesne assignments, to Socicte
Beige de L'Azote et dcs Produits Chimiques du Marly,
Liege, Belgium
No Drawbg. Filed July 30, 1958, Ser. No. 791,233
Clahns priority, application Bclghim May 8, 1953

(FUed under Rule 47(a) and 35 U.S.C. 116)
11 Claims. (CI. 260—534)

1. The process for preparing carnitine which comprises
reacting 7-dimethylamiiio-^-hydroxybutyronitrile chloro-

methylate, under autogenenous pressure, with one to two
times its weight of concentrated aqueous hydrochloric
acid containing between 30% and 38% hydrochloric acid

by weight, at a temperature between about 50° and
about 80° C, for 3 to 7 hours, filtering out the ammonium
chloride and non-acid, non-inorganic impurities formed,
evaporating the hydrochloric solution in vacuo at a tem-
perature not exceeding 60° C, taking up the residue
in isopropyl alcohol, filtering and taking up the resultant

crystals in aqueous ethyl alcohol, filtering, washing the

residue with acetone and drying.
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3,096,369
THREE STEP CRYSTALLIZATION OF ADIPIC ACID
Johannes C. Soeterbrock, Geleen, and Renier J. L. Graff,

Beek, Netherlands, assignors to Stamicarbon N.V.,

Heerlen, Netherlands
Filed Dec. 2, 1958, Ser. No. 777,739

Claims priority, application Netherlands Dec. 9, 1957
1 Claim. (CI. 260—537)

.t

^ —2
I <

d'
• L

^A^y

In a method for obtaining crystalline adipic acid

from an adipic acid solution wherein said solution is

cooled to give a suspension of adipic acid crystals in

mother liquor and adipic acid crystals arc recovered from

said suspension, the improvement consisting of directly

cooling said solution by mixing the same in a first crys-

tallizing zone with a cooling agent selected from the

group consisting of a suspension of adipic acid crystals

in mother liquor and mother liquor obtained from such

a suspension, to give a suspension of adipic acid crystals

in mother liquor having a temperature between 35 and
70° C, passing a suspension of adipic acid crystals in

mother liquor from said first crystallizing zone into a

second crystallizing zone, directly cooling said suspen-

sion within said second crystallizing zone by mixing the

sajme with a cooling agent consisting of a suspension of

adipic acid crystals in mother liquor to give a cool sus-

pension of adipic acid crystals in mother liquor having a

temperature between 10 and 30" C, and thereafter fur-

ther cooling said cool suspension indirectly to a tempera-

ture between about 5 and 25° C. and recovering adipic

acid crystals from said cool suspension.

3,096,370
REACTIONS OF BORON HALIDES AND TETRA-

SUBSTITUTED BORON COMPOUNDS
Murray Bloom and Robert M. Washburn, Whittier, Calif.,

assignors to American Potash & Chemical Corporation,

a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 802,602

12 Claims. (CI. 26(^—543)
1. The process for the preparation of aryldihalo-

boranes, diarylhaloboranes and triarylboranes, compris-

ing reacting a boron trihalide with a tetraarylborohydride

of the general formula

).B]-A +

where each Z is selected from the class consisting of H,

halogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, acetamido and di-

methylamino and A is a cation selected from the class

consisting of Mg-halogen, Na-|-, K-f . Rb-f-, Cs+, Ag-f ,

Ca-f-f, Sr+4-, Ba-|--|-. Hg-|-, lower alkyl-substituted

ammonium groups, substituted pyridinium groups of the

general formula

where Z is as defined above and fused ring pyridinium

groups of the general formula

where Z is as defined abov^

3,096,371
PHOSPHORISOCYANATIDIC DIFLUORIDE

George Andrew Olah and Stephen Joseph Kuhn, Samia,
Ontario, Canada, assignors to The Dow Chemical Com-
pany, Midland, Mich., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 17,450
Claims priority, application Canada Aug. 4, 1959

1 Claim. (CI. 260—543)
Phosphcrisocyanatidic difluoride.

3,096,372
NOVEL N-(SUBSTITUTED)-PHENYLSULFONYL-

N'-l-ADAMANTYLUREAS
Koert Gerzon, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Eli Lilly and
Company, Indianapolis, Ind., a corporation of Indiana
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 131,466

6 Claims. (CI. 260—553)
1. A member of the class consisting of a compound

and its nontoxic cationic salts, said compound being

represented by the formula:

<^ SOo-NH-CO-KH

wherein R is a member of the group consisting of

hydrogen, alkyl, alkyl-O— , ulkyl-S— , and halo, wherein

alkyl IS a lower alkyl group.

3,096,373
N,N'-BIS(DI-LOWER-ALKYLAMINO-LOWER-
ALKYL) DICARBOXYLIC ACID AMIDES

Frederick K. Kircbner, Delmar, N.Y., assignor to Sterling
Drug Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 30, 1956, Ser. No. 581,356

19 Claims. (CI. 260—558)
3. A compound having the formula

/\ ^
CHi CUi

I Jl il
IB=N-A—NH—C—C—NU—A'—N=B'

X
I

X

wherein R and R' are halogen atoms, A and A' are

lower-alkylene radicals, N=B and N=B' are di-lowcr-

alkylamino radicals in which the alkyl groups each have
at least two carbon atoms, X and X' are anions, and
the tertiary-amine nitrogens and the amide nitrogens are

attached to different carbon atoms of A and A'.
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3,096,374

NEW CARBOXYLIC ACID AMTOES SUBSTITUTED
AT THE NITROGEN ATOM AND /3-CARBON
ATOM AND PROCESS FOR THEIR MANUFAC-
TURE

Gustav Ehrhart, Bad Soden, Taunns, Ingeborg Hennig,
Kelkheim, Taunus Ernst Lindner, Franl^rt am Main,
and Heinrich Ott, Eppstein, Tannus, Germany, assign-

ors to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals
Meister Lucius & Briinlng, Frankfurt am Main, Ger-
many, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Oct 29, 1957, Ser. No. 693,016

Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 6, 1956
1 Claim. (CI. 260—562)

^Hydroxy-butyric acid-[ l-phenyl-l-ethylpropyl-( 1 ) ]-

amide.

(2) withdrawing a portion of said mixture from said

reaction zone and adding fresh olefin to said reac-

tion zone at a rate of flow sufficient to maintain the

hydroperoxide content of said mixture in said reac-

tion zone at not higher than 20%.

3,096,375
THIOETHERS

John Robert Campbell, St. Louis, Mo., and Ernest E.

Campaigne, Bloomington, Ind., assignors to Monsanto
Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of
Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 150,178

18 Claims. (CI. 260—609)
1. A process for preparing ihioethers comprising react-

ing

(a) a hydrocarbon disulfide free from olefinic and acet-

ylenic unsaturation,

(b) a halogen-substituted hydrocarbon represented by

the structure, Ri(X)n, where Rj is a hydrocarbon

radical free from olefinic and acetylenic unsaturation,

X is selected from chlorine, bromine, and iodine, and

n is selected from 1 and 2, and
(c) copper

in a solvent boiling above about 125° C. at atmospheric

pressure and represented by the structure,

o B

A-C—

N

\
C

where A is selected from hydrogen, aliphatic hydrocarbon

radicals, and aromatic hydrocarbon radicals, and B and

C are selected from aliphatic hydrocarbon radicals and

aromatic hydrocarbon radicals, provided, however, that

B and C can, together with the nitrogen atom," form a car-

bon- and nitrogen-containing heterocyclic ring, and pro-

vided further that A and B can, together with the nitro-

gen atom and the carbonyl carbon adjacent thereto, form

a heterocyclic carbon- and nitrogen-containing ring, said

ring in each case containing five to six members.

3,096^76
PROCESS FOR MAKING CYCLOHEXENE

HYDROPEROXTOES
Genevieve Clement, 108 Roc de Patay, Paris 13, France,

and Jean-Claude Balaceanu, 115 Boulevard Bessieres,

Paris 17, France
No Drawhig. FUed Mar. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 796,240

Claims priority, application France Mar. 3, 1958

3 Claims. (CI. 260—610)
1. A continuous process for converting olefins selected

from the group consisting of cyclohexene and methyl-

cyclohexene to the corresponding hydroperoxide, which

process consists essentially of:

( 1 ) passing an oxygen-containing gas through a re-

action zone containing a mixture of:

(a) 80-98 parts by weight of said olefin,

ib) 2-20 parts by weight of the corresponding hy-

droperoxide, at a temperature between 50-90°

C, thereby producing additional hydroperoxide;

and

792 0.0.-16

3,096,377
PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF

PENTAERYTHRITE
Andre Roche, Paris, Pierre Grancher and Jean Gajac,

Toulouse, and Robert Becanne, Pinsaguel, France, as-

signors to the French State represented by the Minister
of Armies (Powder Department), Paris, France

Filed May 15, 1959, Ser. No. 813,489
1 Claim. (CI. 260—637)

Process for the recovery of pentaerylhrite in purified

form from an aqueous liquid reaction mixture in which
pentaerythrite has been formed by condensation of form-
aldehyde with an aliphatic aldehyde in the presence of an
alkaline catalyst, which process consists of acidifying said

reaction mixture with a mineral acid to a pH value rang-

ing between 0.1 to 3 to release formic acid formed in said

reaction mixture, adding to said acidified reaction mix-

ture at a temperature ranging between and 70° C. a

substantially equal volume of an organic solvent selected

from the group consisting of benzoic and toluidic alde-

hyde, furfuraldehyde. cyclohexanone. methyl and dimethyl

cyclohexanone and acetophcnone to extract the pentaery-

thrite from said acidified reaction mixture, veparating the

remaining acidified reaction mixture from said solvent

containing the pentaerythrite. washing said solvent con-

taining the pentaerythrite with a dilute alkaline solution,

and subjecting said solvent containing the pentaerythrite

to a stream of steam to thereby recover the pentaerythrite

in purified form from said solvent.

3,096,378
CHLORINATION OF NITROETHANE

Dewey Robert Levering, Wilmington, Del., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 229,768

3 Claims. (CI. 260—644)
1. In a process for the production of l-chloro-1-r.itro-

ethane which comprises bubbling chlorine through a solu-

tion of sodium nitroethane; incorporating sodium chlo-

ride therewith; maintaining the temperature in a range

from —20° C. to -f25° C; immediately removing the

1-chloro-l -nitroethane as formed from the said solution

with little or no agitation whereby production of di-

chloronitroethane is suppressed.

3,096,379
PREPARATION OF TETRAFLUOROETHYLENE

Edgar Allan Blair, Drexel Hill, Pa., assignor to Sun Oil
Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed Nov. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 72,613
4 Claims. (CI. 260—653.3)

1. Method of preparing tetrailuoroethylene which com-
prises: (1) contacting methane with a ferric halide select-

ed from the group consisting of ferric chloride and ferric

bromide at a temperature in the range of 220-375* C.
and with a ferric halide: methane molar ratio of 0.3: 1 to

2.5:1, whereby halogenation of the methane occurs and
the ferric halide is reduced to ferrous halide; (2) sep-

arately recovering haloform and hydrogen halide from
the reaction mixture; (3) reacting the haloform with hy-

drogen fluoride at a temperature in the range of 250-550*

C. and with a hydrogen fluoride: methyl halide molar
ratio of 1:1 to 4: 1; (4) separately recovering monohalodi-
fluoromethane and hydrogen halide from the reaction
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mixture; (5) pyrolyzing said monohalodifluoromethane

at a temperature in the range of 650-850' C; (6) sep-

arately recovering tetrafluoroethylene and hydrogen halide

from the pyrolysis products; (7) contacting the ferrous

halide with oxygen and with the hydrogen halide re-

covered in steps (2), (4) and (6) to re-form ferric halide;

and (8) recycling the ferric halide to step (1).

3,096,380
METHOD FOR THE DEHYDRATION OF LIQUIDS
Kenneth E. Bolen, Pasadena, Tex., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Aug. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 836,816
7 Claims. (CI. 260—666)

!j5l_1_j^' •

7. A method for the stepwise dehydration of cyclo-

hexane which comprises countercurrently contacting said

cyclohexane in a dehydration zone with ethylene, as the

dehydrating medium, at dehydration conditions of tem-

perature and pressure to selectively absorb a substantial

portion of the moisture contained in said cyclohexane, re-

moving ethylene and absorbed moisture overhead from

said dehydration zone, passing partially dehydrated cyclo-

hexane from the base of said dehydration zone to a strip-

ping zone and therein stripping retained ethylene and

moisture therefrom, removing cyclohexane reduced in

moisture and substantially free of ethylene from the base

of said stripping zone and passing same through a solid

adsorption zone to remove final traces of moisture from

said cyclohexane, recovering said cyclohexane substantially

free of moisture from said dehydration zone as product,

and regenerating said dehydration zone with a portion of

said liquid cyclohexane product

3,096,381
MANUFACTURE OF DIARYLETHANES

Erfaard J. Prill, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Monsaato
Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 30, 1956, Ser. No. 606,966

11 Claims. (CI. 260—668)
7. In the process of producing 1,1-diarylethane where-

in acetylene is reacted with a compound selected from

the group consisting of mono- and di'-alkyl substituted

benzene in the presence of a sulfuric acid-mercuric sul-

fate catalyst, the improvement which comprises reacting

in a multi-stage continuous reaction from about 25%
to about 50% of the stoichiometric amount of acetylene

required to react with all of the compound selected from

the group consisting of mono- and di-allcyl substituted

benzene, the amount of acetylene introduced into each

stage of the reaction being a fraction of the total amount

reacted and wherein the number of added fractions is

equal to the number of stages in the multi-stage continu-

ous reaction.

3,096,382
REFINING BENZENE WITH A SODIUM AND

POTASSIUM METAL ALLOY
Oscar L. Wright, McKees Roclu, John Wilson Maustellcr,

Kvans City, and Franii J. Vanchcri, Pittsburgh, Pa., as-

signors to MSA Research Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 21,866

6 Claims. (CI. 260—674)
1. A method of purifying beitzene that contains thio-

phene impurity which comprises contacting said benzene
in the liquid phase with an alloy of sodium and potas-

sium at a temperature about 50° C. and 80' C, using

at least about 1.5 parts alloy for each part of thiophene

to be removed, and recovering the purified benzene.

3,096,383
AUTOMATIC PROCESS FOR PREVENTION OF

GAS HYDRATE FORMATION
Paul D. Hann, Bartlesvillc, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
FUcd May 18, 1959, Ser. No. 813,990

4 Claims. (CI. 260—676)

1. A method for inhibiting hydrate formation in a

gaseous hydrocarbon stream containing 1 to 3500 pounds
of water vapor per million standard cubic feet of gas

which comprises continuously adding a predetermined

minimum of hydrate inhibitor to said stream, continu-

ously passing the stream through a flow restriction zone
comprising an indirect heat exchange zone, continuously

detecting the differential pressure across said flow restric-

tion zone by measuring the pressure of the flowing stream
immediately upstream of said zone and immediately down-
stream of said zone to obtain said differential pressure,

and introducing hydrate inhibitor into said flowing stream

upstream of said zone directly responsive to changes in

said measured pressure differential due to hydrate forma-
tion at said restriction zone by increasing the addition

of hydrate inhibitor added to said stream when said dif-

ferential pressure increases and lowering the rate of hy-

drate inhibitor addition toward said minimum addition

rate when said differential pressure falls, thus maintain-

ing said differential pressure substantially constant at a
predetermined value.

3,096,384
PROCESS FOR PREPARING 1,2-DIENES

Ted J. Logan, Colcrain Township, Hamilton County,
Ohio, assignor to The Procter & Gamble Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 81,692

21 Claims. (CI. 260—680)
1. The process for the preparation of allene com-

pKjund comprising reacting in an ether solvent

(1) a l.I-dihalocyclopropane selected from the group
consisting of 1,1-dichlorocyclopropane having the

general formula:

Ri

Ri-C-

Ri

-C-Rt
\ /
C

/- \
CI CI

wherein Rj, Rj, R3, and R4 are each radicals selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen and an alkyl

radical having from 1 to 18 carbon atoms such that

the 1,1-dichlorocyclopropane compound has up to
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and including 21 carbon atoms per molecule; and, 1,1-

dibromocyclopropane having the general formula:

Ri-C- I Ri

\^
/ \

Br Br

wherein Rj, R3, R3 and R4 are as above such that the

the 1,1 -dibromocyclopropane has from 10 carbon

atoms per molecule up to and including 21 carbon

atoms per molecule with

(2) magnesium and
(3) a halid'? compound having the general formula

R'X' wherein R' is a radical selected from the group
consisting of alkyl and aryl radicals having from 1

to 10 carbon atoms ai.d X' is a halogen selected from
the group consisting of bromine, chlorine, and iodine.

3,096,385
PROCESS FOR PREPARING a-MONOOLEFINIC

HYDROCARBONS
Richard L. McConnell and Harry W. Coover, Jr., Kings-

port, Tenn., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. FUed June 30, 1960, Ser. No. 39,822
5 Clahns. (CI. 260—683.15)

1. The method which comprises forming monoolefinic

hydrocarbons by contacting an a-monoolefinic hydrocar-

bon containing up to 10 carbon atoms with a catalyst

consisting essentially of an alkyl aluminum sesquihalide

wherein the alkyl radical contains from 1 to 12 carbon
atoms and the halogen is selected from the group con-
sisting of chlorine, bromine and iodine and a hexaalkyl

phosphoric triamide.

3,096,386
CARBURETOR WITH ORIFICE PROGRAMMING
George E. Scldon, 534 N. Holmes Ave., Kirkwood, Mo.

Filed Feb. 21, 1958, Ser. No. 716,720
8 Claims. (CI. 261—66)

1. A carburetor including a main air induction tube

to induce primary air, said tube having a venturi with a

throat with main jets there-in; a self-contained fuel reser-

voir having trunnions mounting it upon the carburetor
for swinging movements; means c^Krated by such swing-

ing movements of the reservoir for establishing and main-
taining a definite quantity of liquid fuel there-in, estab-

lishing a specific fuel level in said reservoir, an auxiliary

induction tube supported on the carburetor to remove a
rich mixture of primary fuel and auxiliary air from said

reservoir and deliver it to said throat, the outlet end of

said auxiliary tube connected into the main jets in the

throat of said venturi, the fuel inlet port being the open
opposite end of said auxiliary tube and submerged deep
in said definite quantity of liquid fuel, said tube piercing

the surface of said quantity of fuel held in said self-

contained reservoir within the bounds there-of and near
the center of said definite quantity of fuel in said reser-

voir; the axis of the trunnions being transverse to the

axis of the tube and close thereto; a slot cut through the

wall of said auxiliary tube and part of said slot above
the surface level of said fuel and the remainder below,

where-by said engine aspirates a mixture of air and
primary fuel through said auxiliary induction tube, the

air being admitted through that part of the slot above
the fuel level and the primary fuel admitted through

the lower part of the slot below the fuel level and the

port at the bottom of said auxiliary induction tube.

ELECTRICAL

3,096,387
RADIOACTIVITY DETECTION TRAINING

Josef Braunbeck, Uberlingen (Bodensee), Germany, as-

signor to Bodenseewerk Perldn-Elmer & Company,
Uberlingen (Bodensee), Germany

Filed Apr. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 20,449
1 Claim. (CI. 35—10.4)

the energizing relationship therebetween; simulated radi-

ation detector means including radio receiving antenna
means; and signal transmitting means including radio

transmitting antenna means responsive to the signals pro-

duced by said counting tube means and adapted to supply
said signals to said receiving antenna means and said sim-
ulated detector means.

Apparatus for simulating measurement of relatively

high-level radioactivity which comprises nuclear radia-

tion counting tube means; relatively low-level radioactive

source means in energizing relationship thereto and at a
variable-distance therefrom; means for moving said source

means with respect to said counting tube means to vary

3,096,388
PHOTOELASTIC TRANSDUCERS

Thomas I. Davenport, Ambler, Pa., assignor to The Bodd
Company, Philadelpliia, Pa., a coiporation of Pennsyl-
vania

FUed Not. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 69,581
11 Claims. (CL 88—14)

1 . A i^otoelastic tranducer for use with polarized light

for the resolution of bending components from axial com-
ponents of a load applied to a workpiece, said transducer

comfMising two photoelastic strata, an optical rotator ro-

tating planes of polarization of transmitted light through
90*. means attaching the strata to the workpiece imposing
differing portions of the bending and equal portions of the

axial load components upon said strata, and means direct-
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ing said light normally of, and through, one said stratum,

said rotator, and the other said stratum, in that order,

whereby a net birefringence is produced in said light pro-

portional to the bending load components.

'
. 3,096,389

THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPATIAL IMAGE
PRODUCING DISPLAY DEVICE

Leslie Peter Clarence Jack Dudley, 1 Beresford Cooit,

Park Road, East Twickenham, England

FUed Not. 19, 1958, Ser. No. 774,935

1 Claim. (CI. 88—75)

A display apparatus for producing a three-dimensional

spatial optical image comprising a substantially spherical

concave mirror, a three-dimensional model of a three-

dimensional object to be viewed positioned in front of

said mirror so that various portions of the model are

at different distances from the mirror, means in front of

said mirror to support said model substantially at a posi-

tion to one side of the optical axis of said mirror, a mask

located adjacent said model on a side furthermost from

said mirror so that said model is obscured from view, the

dimensions of said model measured transversely to the

mirror axis being proportionately progressively smaller

than the dimensions of the corresponding object in a di-

rection toward said mirror in proportion to the pro-

gressive magnification caused by said mirror, and the di-

mensions of the model measured parallel to the mirror

axis being proportionately progressively shorter than the

dimensions of the corresponding object in a direction

toward the mirror in proportion to the progressive elonga-

tion caused by said mirror so that the spatial image re-

flected by said mirror will appear to a viewer as being a

substantially undistorted reconstitution of the original

object.

3,096,390

FLUID SYSTEM
Andr6 J. A. Deniau, Paris, France, assignor to Societe

Generate de Constructions Electriques et Mecaniques,
Paris, France

FUed Mar. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 17,103

Claims priority, application France Aug. 27, 1959

7 Claims. (CL 174—11)

7. In combination, a main tank, an auxiliary reservoir

mounted above said main tank and being vented to the

atmosphere, a conduit interconnecting said tank and reser-

voir, a liquid normally filling said tank and conduit and
partially filling said reservoir, said conduit extending into

said reservoir above the liquid level therein and having

an open top end, a restricted orifice associated with said

conduit in the vicinity of said auxiliary reservoir for

limiting downward flow of liquid through said conduit

from said auxiliary reservoir to said main tank, a valve

in said conduit between said orifice and said main tank,

and a float in said conduit between said valve and said

main tank for normally maintaining said valve open, said

float acting to close said valve in response to the partial

emptying of said conduit by liquid flow therefrom into

said main tank at a rate greater than said orifice will per-

mit liquid to flow from said auxiliary reservoir into said

conduit

3,096,391

BUS DUCT CONNECTION
John W. Albright, Pittsfield, and Ernest E. Blanco, North
Adams, Mass., assignors to General Electric Company,
a corporation of New York

FUed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,349

3 Claims. (CI. 174—18)
1. In an electrical power transmission system employ-

ing a power transformer having a low voltage bushing

connected by a power carrying bus to other electrical

apparatus, said bus extending substantially horizontally

from said other electrical apparatus for at least a portion

of its length, the height of said bus above the ground

being substantially fixed, and said transformer being

contained in an enclosure having a fixed height, the im-

provement in means for protecting said bus comprising

duct means enclosing said bus and bushing, a housing

surrounding a portion of said bushing at the end that
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passes through said enclosure, clamping means compris-

ing a plurality of angle shaped elements adjustably con-

nected to each other, a portion of said angle elements

clampingly encompassing said housing so as to be ver-

tically adjustable therealong, and said clamping means
having a flange connected to said duct means.

3,096,392

TRANSFORMER BUSHING CONSTRUCTION
Andrew J. Shaback, PhUadelphia, Pa., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to H. K. Porter Company, Inc., Pittsburgh,

Pa., a corporation of Delaware

Filed A£r. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 809,494

12 Cbiims. (CI. 174—31)

1. An insulator bushing comprising a body of insulator

material having a longitudinally extending aperture there-

in, a metallic cable extending centrally through said aper-

ture from one end to the other, a metallic tube surround-

ing said cable and extending centrally through said aper-

ture from a point adjacent said one end to a point there-

within short of taid other end, terminal means connected

to said cable at said other end. means for securing said

cable to said tube, and means for securing said tube cen-

trally within said longitudinally extending aperture.

3,096,393
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION AND TERMINAL

FOR MAKING THE SAME
Lloyd Mancini, Hershey, Pa., assignor to Berg Electronics,

Inc., a corporation of Pennsylvania
FUed Oct. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 846,444

6 Claims. (CI. 174—68.5)

1. An electrical connection comprising a wire and a

metal terminal secured thereto, said terminal including a
ferrule portion wrapped around and crimped on said wire

so as to leave solder flow paths between the inner surface

of said ferrule portion and the wire embraced therein,

and an integral tapering channel shaped-portion open
along one side projecting axially from said ferrule por-

tion, the crimped ferrule portion being of substantially

uniform cross section throughout its length, the end of

said wire extending into said channel-shaped portion being
flattened therein so that the end of the wire projecting

beyond said ferrule portion is substantially disposed with-

in said channel-shaped portion and with said channel-

shaped portion forms a section substantially smaller than

the crimped ferrule portion and which tapers toward a

point remote from said ferrule portion, a circuit board
having a hole therein, a metal sleeve in said hole forming
a socket of smaller cross section than the crimped ferrule

portion and of larger cross section than the point form-

ing the end of the channel-shaped portion, said crimped
ferrule portion of said terminal being disposed above said

socket and said tapered channel-shaped portion being dis-

posed in and projecting through said socket, solder in said

paths uniting said wire with said ferrule and tapered

channel-shaped portion, and solder uniting said wire and
channel-shaped portion with said sleeve, said ferrule por-

tion being notched adjacent the flattened end of said wire,

said notched portion being disposed at the upper end of

said socket.

3,096,394
FLYING SPOT SCANNER COLOR PRINTER WITH

COLOR CORRECTION
Gordon Stanley James Allen, London, David Harry
Mawby, Tackleway, Hastings, and Donald Charles
Gresham, London, England, assignors to Crosfield Elec-

tronics Limited, a Brit^ company
Filed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,855

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain Feb. 3, 1960
5 Claims. (CI. 178—5.2)

1 . Apparatus for the reproduction of coloured originals

comprising: electro-optical scanning means for deriving

electric colour channel signals representing the colour

components of a coloured original; subtraction means
connected to said scanning means to receive a signal

representing a given colour component to be corrected

and a correcting colour channel signal for providing an
output signal representing the difference between said

two signals; a non-linear circuit connected to receive

the output signal from said subtraction means said cir-

cuit having an input-output characteristic in which the

gain is reduced as the input increases, whereby at least

the difference signals of a polarity representing an excess
of the signal to be corrected over the correcting colour
are attenuated; a light source for exposing a light-sensi-
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tivc layer which is to provide the colour printer for the said second signal, whereby said cathode ray beam is

colour to be corrected; and exposure control means for caused preferentially to excite a selected strip or selected

strips in each cycle of said phosphor strips but to dwell
on each cycle for a substantially constant time; saturation

control means for varying the excitation of said selected

strips relative to the excitation of the whole cycle of phos-
phor strips in response to amplitude in said second signal;

and means modulating the intensity of the cathode ray

beam in response to said first signal.

modulating the light source both with the output signal

from said non-linear circuit and with said correcting

signal from the same correcting colour channel.

3,096,395
VELOCITY-MODULATED COLOUR TELEVISION

RECEIVERS
Eric John Gargini, Yicwslcy, West Drayton, England, as-

i^nor to Electric & Musical Industries Limited, Hayes,
England, a company of Great Britain

Filed July 17, 1957, Scr. No. 672,458
Claims priority, application Great Britain July 19, 1956

11 Claims. (CI. 178—5.4)

4 awCKMO

1. A colour television receiver having a cathode ray

image reproducing tube the fluorescent screen of which

comprises a cyclic array of parallel phosphor strips trans-

verse to the line scanning direction and emitting different

colours when excited by the cathode ray beam; means for

producing from received television signals a first signal

variable to represent the brightness of the picture to be

reproduced and a second signal the phase of which is

variable to represent the hue of the picture to be repro-

duced and the amplitude of which is variable to represent

the saturation thereof; means for producing a line scan-

ning waveform for the beam of said tube having a first

substantially linear component periodic at the line scan-

ning frequency, thereby to tend to cause the beam to

cross the cycles of phosphor strips with a predetermined

frequency, and a second component periodic at a centre

frequency equal to said predetermined frequency and

modulated in pha^^e in response to the phase variations in

3,096,396
COLOR TELEVISION RECEPTION WITH POLY-

PHASE GRID SWITCHING
Emil E. Sanford, Clifton, NJ., assignor to Paramount

Pictures Corporation, New Yorii, N.Y., a corporation
of New York

FUed Sept. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 140,034
6 Claims. (CI. 178—5.4)

!»--(

1. In a color cathode-ray tube having an electron gun
for generating a beam of electrons and a conductive coat-

ing disposed thereon across which said beam is adapted to

be deflected, an electrode system comprising an apertured

electrode structure of substantially equal area to said

target area mounted within said tube adjacent to said

target area and at a substantially uniform distance there-

from, said apertured electrode structure comprising a

plurality of parallel interleaved grill-like grid elements,

a target area having a conductive coating disposed thereon

across which said beam is adapied to be deflected and
comprising a plurality of parallel spaced colored phos-

phor strips generally parallel to the grid elements, each

colored phosphor being disposed to appear behind each

of the said grid elements and an inert material being

relatively thicker and lying between the respective col-

ored phosphor strips and grid elements, electrical po-

tenlial means connected to the said electrode structure

for producing a multiplicity of converging electron lenses

between the said apertured electrode structure and target

area for focusing the said beam upon the colored strips

of the target area.

3,096,397
AUDIO MUTING CIRCUIT

Frank R. Stachowiak, Manlius, and Norman Szcrcmy,
Syracuse, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company,
a corporation of New York

Filed Feb. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 86,900
6 Claims. (CI. 178—5.8)

5. An audio muting circuit for a television receiver

having an audio detector, an audio amplifier, a v<riume

control, a brightness control, and a sound intermediate

frequency amplifier having a cathode circuit, a phono-

graph input terminal, first and second switch means be-

ing ganged and having first and second operative posi-

tions, means for connecting said volume control to said

audio amplifier, means for connecting said brightness

control to said cathode circuit, said first and second

switch means when in said first position connecting said

audio detector to said volume control and connecting said
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cathode circuit to a common source of reference potential

whereby said receiver is functioning normally for the re-

ception of television sound signals, said first and second

switches when operated to said second position connect-

ing said phonograph input terminal to said volume ccm-

trol and opening said cathode circuit to mute said tele-

vision receiver.

3,096,398
PICTURE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Dennis Gabor, London, and Peter Charles John Hill,

Reading, England, assignors to National Research De-
velopment Corporation, London, England, a corpora-

tion of Great Britain

Filed Jan. 6, 1961, Scr. No. 81,123

Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 6, 1960

8 Claims. (CI. 178—4.8)
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1. Picture transmission system comprising means for

transmitting sequential signals representing the lines of

a selected field of an interlaced two-field scan, means

for receiving said signals, means for performing an in-

terpolation between successive lines of said field to pro-

vide signals representing an approximation to the lines

of the unselected field, said last-mentioned means com-

prising storage means for storing successively at least

two lines of picture signal, means for scanning at a pre-

determined speed two of the stored lines simultaneously,

means for detecting an abrupt change of signal level

read out from either one of said lines, means responsive

thereto for halting the scan of that line and accelerating

the scan of the other line, means for detecting an abrupt

change of signal level read out from said other line,

means responsive thereto for halting the scan of said

other line and resuming at accelerated rate the scan of

the said one line up to the point where said scans coin-

cide and thereupon restoring both scanning speeds to said

predetermined speed, means for generating an inter-

polated signal related to a scanning speed intermediate

the scanning speeds at which the said two lines arc

being read and at a signal level intermediate the signals

read out from said two lines while both are scanning,

said means being responsive to operation of said first

named detecting means to equate the interpolated signal

to that of the line still scanning whereby an abrupt change

equivalent to that experienced in the two stored lines

will be generated in the interpolated line signal at a

point in its scan intermediate those experienced in the

said stored lines, and means for assembling an interlaced

version of the received signals and the interpolated sig-

nals to provide a picture presentation.

3,096,399
TELEVISION RECEIVER CIRCLTTS

Lucius P. Thomas, Jr., Woodcrest, NJ., assignor toiladio
Corporation of America, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 30, 1960, Scr. No. 79,853
3 Claims. (CI. 17ft—7.5)

1. In a television receiver having a video amplifier

electron tube including an anode and further having a

cathode ray tube including a cathode, a control grid and

an image reproducing face, an automatic image contrast

and brightness control circuit comprising in combination,

a source of operating potential;

a video load circuit connected between said source of

operating potential and the anode of said video am-

plifier electron tube for developing alternating video

signals thereacross;

D.C. coupling means connected in circuit between said

video load circuit and the cathode of said cathode

ray tube for establishing a direct bias voltage be-

tween the cathode and control grid of said cathode

ray tube, said D.C. coupling means including a light

responsive resistor having a resistance value that

varies with the intensity of the light striking it;

A.C. coupling means connected in circuit between said

D.C. coupling means and the cathode of said cathode

ray tube for passing only said alternating video sig-

nals and applying same to said cathode;

and means for applying the light present near the image

reproducing face of said cathode ray tube to said

light responsive resistor to vary the amplitude of the

video signals applied by said A.C. coupling means

to said cathode and simultaneously to vary the direct

bias voltage between the cathode and the control grid

of said cathode ray tube.

3,096,400
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE MARK-SPACE

RATIO OF A TRAIN OF PULSES
Terence Hutchinson, Belfast, Northern Irehind, assignor

to Short Brothers & HarUnd Limited, Belfast, Nortiiem
Ireland, a British company

Filed Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 100,601

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 11, I960
8 Chiims. (CL 178—69)

f If —urn
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1. Apparatus for measuring the mark-space «ratio of a

train of pulses comprisirtg a two condition switching cir-

cuit including a pair of electronic valves each having an

anode circuit, a cathode and at least one control electrode.
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the cathodes of the valves being connected to a conunon

cathode load with the valves being further connected to-

gether so that one of the valves is cut off in one of the two

conditions of the switching circuit, means for applying

said pulses to said switching circuit to cause said one of

the valves to be switched, in the absence of a pulse, to

a first condition in which the current flowing in the anode

circuit of said one of the valves is of a first constant value,

and in the presence of a pulse, to a second condition in

which the current flowing in the anode circuit of the

said one of the valves is of a different constant value, and

a current measuring device connected in series in the

said anode circuit of said one valve for measuring the

average current flowing therein as an indication of the

mark-space ratio of the applied pulses.

3,096,401
METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR TRANS-

MITTING RECORDS
Preston E. Chaney, Dallas, and Fred M. Mayes and Jack

Weir Jones, Richardson, Tex., assignors to Sun Oil

Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 110,166
2 Claims. (CI. 179—15)
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1. Apparatus for the simultaneous transmission of a

plurality of functions of a common independenjt variable

comprising transmitting means, means for supplying to

said transmitting means a plurality of signals correspond-

ing respectively to said functions, said transmitting means

comprising means for producing in response to the first

mentioned signals a plurality of frequency-modulated

signals each of which corresponds to one of said first

mentioned signals, and comprising means for mixing said

frequency-modulated signals, means providing a trans-

mission link receiving the mixed frequency-modulated

signals and transmitting them to a point remote from said

transmitting means, means at said point receiving the

signals so transmitted, mixing the last mentioned signals

with a fixed audio frequency signal, and recording the

so mixed signals in a single record channel, means for

reproducing the signals from said channel, means separat-

ing the individual signals thereof, means demodulating

said frequency-modulated signals and also the signal pro-

vided at said fixed frequency to provide respective variable

amplitude signals corresponding thereto, and means re-

cording simultaneously a plurality of signals each of which

corresponds respectively to the difference of amplitude of

the amplitude signal derived from said signal provided

at said fixed frequency and the amplitude of one of sig-

nals derived from the frequency-modulated signals.

3,096,402
TELEPHONE LINE CONCENTRATOR

Harold J. McCreary, Canoga Park, Calif., assignor to

Automatic Electric Laboratories, Inc., Northlake, III.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 14,061

11 Claims. (CL 179—18)
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5. In a telephone system a plurality of lines each in-

cluding at least one station, a central office including a

plurality of line equipments each corresponding to a dif-

ferent one of said lines, and line concentration equipment
for the establishment of circuit connections between a

plurality of said lines and said corresponding line equip-

ments comprising: a plurality of trunks less in quantity

than said lines; line concentrating means located at a point

remote to said central office, including line terminations,

trunk terminations, and switching means including a plu-

rality of bistable permanent magnets operated in response

to one stable state to connect at least one of said trunk

terminations to at least one of said line terminations; and

line expanding means located at said central office.

3,096,403
SCANNING CONTROL CIRCUIT

Dennis B. James, Far Hills, William A. Malthancr, New
Providence, and John P. Runyon, Mendham, NJ., as-

signors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated,

New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed July 21, 1960, Ser. No. 44,431

18 Claims. (CI. 179—18)
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12. A time division telephone system comprising a

plurality of subscriber lines, a concentrator connected

to said subscriber lines, central office control means,

transmission means interconnecting said concentrator and
said central office control means, means in said central
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office control means defining a repetitive office cycle com- adjustable breaker plate in a fixed position after the afore-

prising a plurality of time slots, means for selectively es- said settings have been made, one of said secondary

tablishing connections through said concentrator from adjustment means being adapted to move said adjustable

particular ones of said lines to said central office con- breaker plate in a first direction substantially perpendic-

trol means in particular time slots of said cycle, means for

detecting requests for service from said lines in any idle

one of said time slots, means for assigning said idle one x^ ». ^"^x *

of said time slots to a service requesting line, and means

for subsequently detecting supervisory and dial signals in

said assigned time slot.

3,096,404
TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD PATCHING UNIT

Lawrence J. Scmon, 713 Wilshire Blvd.,

Santa Monica, Calif.

FUed Aug. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 133,643

7 Claims. (CI. 179—42)
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ular to the axis of said drive shaft, and the other of said

secondary adjustment means being adapted to move said

adjustable breaker plate in a second direction substan-

tially perpendicular to said first direction.

3,096,406
SELECTION PLAYING DEVICE

George J. Brown, 22 Grandview Ave., Waterbury, Conn.
Filed June 13, 1960, Ser. No. 35,602

14 CUims. (CI. 200—38)

1. A switchboard patching unit for connecting and

supervising a telephone call between • an incoming call

plug and an outgoing call jack on said switchboard coin-

prising, in combination: a housing; circuit means in said

housing for receiving and connecting said incoming call

plug with said outgoing call jack; a signal means; control

means in said circuit means connected to said signal means

to energize said signal means in response to a change

of voltage across the terminals of said outgoing call jack

upon completion of said telephone call, said housing fur-

ther including means for receiving a dialing out plug from

said switchboard, said circuit means connecting said dial-

ing out plug with said outgoing call jack prior to insertion

of said incoming call plug in said housing and being re-

sponsive to said insertion of said incoming call plug in

said housing to disconnect said dialing out plug.

3,096,405
IGNITION DEVICE

Eugene C. Bettoni, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to Holley

Carburetor Company, Warren, Mich., a corporation of

Michigan
Filed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,624

13 Claims. (CL 200—31) ^
1. A distributor mechanism comprising i^frwe shaft,

a cam carried by said drive shaft for rotation therewith,

a fixed breaker plate, an adjustable breaker plate on top

of said fixed breaker plate, an ignition contact assembly

mounted on said adjustable breaker plate and including a

pivotally mounted breaker arm having a laterally extend-

ing rubbing block thereon opposite said cam, primary

adjustment means for effecting an adjustment between

said ignition contact assembly and said adjustable breaker

plate to obtain an approximate setting between said rub-

bing block and said cam, a pair of independently operated

secondary adjustment means between said adjustable and

fixed breaker plates for obtaining the final setting be-

tween said rubbing block and said cam, and fastening

means for holding said ignition contact assembly and said

1. A manually operated program selecting means for

enabling the performing of selections in the order chosen

comprising means having a plurality of more than two dis-

tinct conditions, each for the performing of a selection,

a plurality of more than two interposers. each having a

different sensible characteristic; means for storing the

interposers; means for manually releasing an interposer

for each selection as each selection is made; means for

collecting the released interposers; and means for indi-

vidually accepting said interposers one at a time in the

order released from the collecting means and adjusting the

means having a plurality of conditions to the distinct con-

dition determined by the characteristic thereof.

John

3,096,407
TIMED SWITCH ACTUATION MEANS

L. McClure, Berwyn, IIL, assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Aug. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 49,890

8 Claims. (CI. 200—38)
1. A switching device, comprising a plate; first and sec-

ond switch elements of leaf spring quality insulatcdly se-

cured to opposite sides of said plate with free ends pro-
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jecting beyond an edge of said plate in mutual vertical

alignment, said switch elements being biased in exposing

directions to assume a closed circuit condition; a shaft dis-

posed normal to said plate; means for mounting said shaft

for axial and rotational movement relative to said switch

elements; a switch actuator; means for mounting said

actuator on said shaft for rotation therewith and axial

movement relative thereto, said actuator comprising a

cylindrical body portion having a circular flange extend-

ing between said switch elements without interference

with the closed circuit condition thereof; a keyway ex-

tending axially along said actuator body; a gear freely

rotatable on said shaft and axially movable therewith,

said gear having a key disf>osed beneath said body for seat-

ing within said keyway to establish said actuator flange

at a level at which said switch elements are closed, man-
ually operable means including a plate cam fixed relative

to said shaft and a cam follower on said shaft for mov-

xizy^''

ing said shaft and actuator axially to a first position suffi-

cient to disengage said key and keyway and for rotating

said shaft and actuator body relative to said key, said

actuator flange thereby engaging said first switch ele-

ment in oppfbsition to the bias thereof to disengage said

switch elements; timed means for rotating said gear in an

opposite direction to return the key to registry with said

keyway whereby the bias of said switch element axially

displaces said actuator to a second position to close said

switch elements, said gear and said actuator being then in

mechanically coupled relation for rotation of said shaft

by said gear; means effective upon a predetermined extent

of said rotation to position said cam follower relative to

said cam to restore said shaft to its first position and move
said actuator to a third position wherein said actuator

flange separates said switch elements and^id key disen-

gages from said keyway; and spring meaiM. for effecting

said movement.

3,096,408
SEQUENCE CONTROLLER MECHANISM

George D. Brock, Sterling, and Ernest W. Topping,
Lyndon, III., assignors to General Electric Company, a
corporation of New York

FUed Sept. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 140,731
10 Claims. (CI. 200—38)

1. In a timing mechanism including a plurality of se-

quentially operable control devices, a rotatable operating

unit for actuating said devices, a shaft coaxially arranged
within said unit for setting said unit, said shaft being dis-

posed for reciprocable movement relative to said unit, a

camming surface on said shaft, an actuator having a fol-

lower surface thereon, a control element arranged for

operation by said actuator, said camming surface on said

shaft being disposed for coaction with said follower sur-

face on said actuator to move said actuator transversely

relative to the axis of said shaft in response to reciproca-

tion of said shaft for operating said control element, and
a positive stop means including said actuator arranged to

coact with said rotatable unit for positioning said unit at

a predetermined programming position.

3,096,409
SWITCH PLATE LOCKING COVER ATTACHMENT
Harvey Hubbell, Southport, and Joseph F. Healy, West-

port, Conn., assignors to Harvey Hubbell, Incorporated,
Bridgeport, Conn., a corporation of Connecticut

Filed June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 35,979
5 Claims. (CI. 200—44)

1. For use with an electrical wall-type switch having
a standard face plate which is mounted by standard face

plate securing screw means and through which a manual-
ly actuated switch operating member extends that is ac-

cessible for manual actuation, an attachment adapted to

be mounted in operative association with the switch for

selectively rendering the switch operating member inac-

cessible to prevent unauthorized manual actuation thereof

comprising: a generally planar mounting member hav-
ing an opening through which the switch operating mem-
ber may extend and opening means formed therein and
arranged to have the standard face plate securing screw
means extend therethrough to rigidly mount said mount-
ing member to the front of the standard face plate in

contiguous parallel relationship therewith with the switch
operating member extending through said opening and
accessible for actuation; and a cover pivotally secured to

said mounting member between an opened and a closed
position by hinge means formed partially on and dis-

posed at adjacent end portions of said mounting member
and said cover, said cover configured such that when in

opened position it does not prevent access to the switch
operating member and when in closed position it overlies
and surrounds the portion of the switch operating mem-
ber that extends through the face plate and mounting
member and renders it inaccessible for actuation; and
selectively operated locking means for locking said cover
in its closed position disposed at adjacent end portions of
said mounting member and said cover that are opposite
to the first mentioned adjacent end portions, said locking
means comprising a locking lug formed out of said mount-
ing member and extending inwardly of said cover when
the latter is in closed position and a manually key-opera-
ted lock carried by said cover and having a latching
detent that is arranged to selectively engage and disen-
gage said locking lug to either lock or unlock said cover
relative to said mounting member.
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3,096,410

LOW TIRE INDICATING DEVICE
Mitchell Anderson, 2710 SE. Courtney Road,

Portland 22, Oreg.

Filed Dec. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 160,465

16 Claims. (CI. 200—61.24)

securing said rings to said mass and insulating them there-

from, a selectively settable adjusting ring carried by said

housing, and helical compression spring means encircling

^aid mass and disposed between one end of said settable

adjusting ring and a portion of said mass for continuously

-«=?"

m^rmtl Fltn4 !.«*«'

1. A low tire indicator or the like comprising: a first

substantially rigid switch contact, a second substantially

rigid switch contact, means biasing said first switch con-

tact to a first position indicative of normal tire innation,

a switch control member coupled to said fix^ switch con-

tact, means responsive to a low tire condition for pulling

said switch control member to bring said first switch con-

tact to a second position in firm contact with said second

switch contact, indicative of said low tire condition, and

protective means for limiting the tension in said switch

control member exerted by said means responsive to a

low tire conditon after said first switch contact is brought

to said second position, said protective means comprising

a coil tension spring connected mechanically m series with

said switch control member and said first switch contact

'

said coil tension spring being located on the same side of

said first switch contact as said switch control member

and said means responsive to a low tire condition.

forcing said mass toward one of said end plates, the com-

pression force of said spring means against said mass op-

poMng mass movement toward the other of said end plates

being selectively determinable by moving the settable ad-

justing ring.

3,096,412
COUNTERBALANCED RELAY

Paul N. Martin, Frederick, Md., assignor to Consolidated

Electronics Industries Corp., New York, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed Apr. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 24,730

11 Claims. (CI. 200—87)

»wT.M«rwy"v*V

3,096,411

ACCELERATION RESPONSIVE SWITCH
Alex F. Chabrek and RnsscU L. Maxwell, both of Albu-

querque, N. Mexn assignors, by mesne assignments, to

the United States of America as represented by the

United States Atomic Energy Commission

Filed Aug. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 133,750

5 Claims. (CI. 200—61.53)

1. A device of the character described comprising the

combination of an elongate housing, end plates for clos-

ing opposite ends of said housing, electrical contact means

mounted on each end plate within said housing, a guide

shaft extending between and supported in the housing by

'aid end plates; a ball bushing encircling said shaft and

movable thereupon, an annular acceleration responsive

mass having centrally disposed recesses in opposite ends

thereof surrounding said shaft and affixed to said bushing,

a shorUng ring disposed in each of 'aid recesses, means

1. A relay comprising: a winding; a ferromagnetic core

energized by said winding to produce a magnetic field;

a clapper type armature pivotally mounted to move about

an axis fixed with respect to said core whereby one end

of said armature moves with respect to said core under

the force of attraction of a magnetic field generated in

said winding; a counterbalance weight engaging said

armature to be moved thereby, said weight being located

in the same region of said relay as said armature to be

acted upon by substantially the same external forces that

act upon said armature and having a pivot axis which

lies between the first-named axis about which said arma-

ture pivots and the center of mass of said weight, the

motion of said weight being about said pivot axis.
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3,096,413
THERMAL MAGNETIC CURRENT BY-PASS

Carl E. Gryctko, Haddon Heights, NJ., and Kenneth
Ball, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to I-T-E Circuit
Breaker Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of
Pennsylvania

Filed Nov. 24, 1958, Ser. No. 775,862
2 Claims. (CI. 200—88)

0rs

1. A circuit breaker including a pair of cooperating

contacts and a bimetallic means connected in electrical

series with one of said cooperating contacts; means op-

eratively conneced to one of said cooperating contacts

and actuated by said bimetallic means upon deflection

thereof to a first predetermined position to thereby sepa-

rate said cooperating contacts; a normally open shunt

circuit actuated by said bimetallic means upon a deflec-

tion thereof to a second predetermined position; said

shunt circuit when actuated being operatively connected
to said bimetallic means to prevent deflection thereof be-

yond said second predetermined position and to provide

a conductive path shunting said bimetallic means to

thereby prevent burn-out and distortion thereof; mag-
netic means associated with said bimetallic means and
said shunt circuit; said magnetic means being operatively

positioned and constructed to assist said bimetallic means
in actuating said jj^afft circuit and thereafter maintain
said shunt circuit actuated until such time as current

flow through said circuit breaker is reduced to a value

which will not cause injury to said bimetal; said mag-
netic means being adapted to enable said shunt circuit

to be rapidly urged toward said bimetal; said shunt cir-

cuit comprising a conductive shunt member; said shunt

member being highly flexible along its entire length to

enable rapid movement of said shunt member towards
said bimetallic element and to eliminate contact bounce
between said bimetallic elemer»t and said shunt circuit.

3,096,414
ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT CONTROLLERS

Earl Clinton Newman, Allison Park, Pa.
(8280 Tanglewood Road, Pittsburgh 37, Pa.)

FUed Oct. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 765,140
5 Claims. (CI. 200—113)

12 I0> II16 A \e. \\j^ II \ ,'>
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1. A circuit controller device comprising an elongated
restricted bore, spaced reservoirs communicating with
said bore, a contact member extending through the wall

of each reservoir, a conductive fluid capable of volatiliz-

ing at elevated temperature filling said bore and substan-

tially filling said reservoirs to a point where a small void

remains in each reservoir, saici void forming a minor
portion of the volume of said reservoir, said reservoirs

being evacuated of substantially all fluids other than the
conductive fluid and being of such size that the end of
the bore is closed by the conductive fluid in all positions
of the bore.

3,096,415
RELAY

Robert E. Walters, Bayside, Wis., assignor to Allen-Brad-
ley Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Wis-
consin

Filed May 27, 1960, Ser. No. 32,250
15 Claims. (CI. 200—124)

2. In a relay the combination comprising: a trip mem-
ber movable between cocked and tripped positions and
having a driving portion thereon; means to move said trip

member toward tripped position; an actuator movable
between a retracted position and an actuated position

which is engageable by said driving portion of said trip

member to be carried therewith upon said trip member
being moved toward its tripped position, said actuator

thereby being moved toward its actuated position; bias

means urging said actuator toward said retracted position;

cocking means have a working surface thereon which is

carried by said actuating member and engageable with

said trip member; and a reset lever substantially inde-

pendent of said actuator and trip member and having
an operating portion operatively engageable with said

working surface only when said working surface has been
carried by said actuator to a position corresponding to said

actuated position of said actuator.

3,096,416
PROTECTIVE RELAY

Cent C. Boysen, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Allen-
Bradley Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of
Wisconsin

Filed May 27, 1960, Ser. No. 32,372
9 Claims. (CI. 200—124)

1. In a relay the combination comprising: a trip mem-
ber movable between cocked and tripped positions; means
to move said trip member toward tripped position; an

actuator movable between a retracted position and an

actuated position and engageable by said trip member to

be moved to actuated position; bias means urging said

actuator toward said retracted position; cocking means
engageable with said trip member and having a working
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arm thereon; a movable reset lever having a projecting

linger engageable with said working arm for causing the

cocking means to return the trip member to its cocked

position and a lost motion connection between said reset

lever and said actuator whereby said actuator is free to

move to said actuated position regardless of the position

of said reset lever.

3,096,417

SMALL-TYPE THERMOSTAT FOR PREVENTING
OVERHEATING, PROVIDED WITH A BIMETAL
DISK AND A CONDUCTOR DISK IN A LENTICU-
LAR CASING

AlfKd Odcnwald, Steinbergsgutitnuse 22,

Pforzheim, Germany
Filed Apr. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 804,771

Cbdms priority, applkatioD Germany May 16, 1958

2 Claims. (CI. 200—138)

3,096,418

SMALL-TYPE THERMOSTAT FOR PREVENTING
OVERHEATING, PROVIDED WITH A BIMETAL
DISK IN A LENTICULAR CASING AND WITH
BEAM-LIKE PROFILED BRACING MEANS ON
SAID CASING

Alfred Odenwald, Stehibergsgutstrasse,

Pforzheim, Germany
FUed Apr. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 804,772

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 18, 1958

4Cbiim8. (CI. 200—138)

1. A small type thermostat adapted to be inserted be-

tween windings of electrical machinery to prevent over-

heating of the same and comprising, in combination, a

casing of lenticular shape formed by a pair of oppositely

curved sheet metal members connected at annular rim

portions thereof to each other; a flexible conductor disk

made from current and heat well conductive material

and formed with a spiral slot extending between an un-

slotted outer rim portion and a central portion of said

conductor disk, said conductor disk being clamped at

said outer unslotted rim portion thereof between said

annular rim portions of said sheet metal members; a

first contact fixed to a central portion of one of said sheet

metal members insulated therefrom; a bimetal disk ex-

tending transversely through said casing and being lo-

cated between said conductor disk and the other of said

sheet metal members, said bimetal disk having an active

position curved toward said first contact and being adapted

to snap under the influence of heat to an inactive position

curved away from said first contact; and a second con-

tact fixed to said bimetal disk, extending through an

opening in said central portion of said conductor disk

and clamping said central portion of said conductor disk

against said bimetal disk, said second contact engaging m
said active position said first contact and said conductor

disk being curved in such a manner as to be in contact sub-

stantially over the entire surface thereof with a corre-

sponding face of said bimetal disk when the latter is m
said active position so as to increase heat transfer from

said casing through said conductor disk to said bimetal

disk, whereby the time of response of said bimetal disk

to heat imparted to the casing is greatly reduced.

1. A small type thermostat adapted to be inserted

between windings of electrical machinery to prevent over-

heatings thereof and comprising, in combination, a casing

of lenticular shape including a pair of oppositely curved

sheet metal members having each an annular edge face

directed toward the annular edge face of the other of said

members, and a metal ring of substantially T-shaped

cross-section having a central portion and a pair of curved

flange portions integral with and protruding respectively

from opposite sides of said central portion, said central

portion being located between and engaged on opposite

sides thereof by said edge faces of said sheet metal mem-

bers, respectively, and said pair of flange portions respec-

tively engaging outer surface portions of said sheet metal

members adjacent said edge faces thereof so as to press

said edge faces tightly against said central portion of said

ring so as to form together with said central portion of

said ring an annular outwardly closed space; a bimetal

disk extending transversely through said casing in the

region of said central portion of said ring and having a

rim portion projecting into and located in said annular

space formed by said central portion of said ring and said

pair of oppositely curved sheet metal members, so that

said bimetal disk is thereby supported and properly

centered within said casing; a first contact fixed to said

disk substantially in the center thereof; a counter contact

fixed to and insulated from one of said sheet metal mem-

bers of said casing and aligned with said first contact; and

a pair of conductor means respectively electrically and

mechanically connected to said casing and said counter

contact.

3,096,419
CONDITION RESPONSIVE ELECTRIC SWITCH

MECHANISM
Louis J. Howell, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Sept. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 54,205

8 Chiims. (CI. 200—140)
1. A condition responsive switch comprising a pair of

contacts, a contact operating member pivotally mounted

to close and open said contacts when said member is

moved about its pivot in opposite directions between
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first and second positions, snap action spring means in

continuous engagement with said member for producing

snap action thereof between said positions, condition re-

sponsive means for effecting movement of said member
between said positions in response to predetermined vari-

ations in external conditions, a pivotally movable spring

having a fred end engageable by said member when said

member is in the first position to bias said member to-

ward the second position, the free end of said spring and

said contact operating member having a gap therebetween

when said member is in the second position, and a rotata-

ble cam operatively associated with said spring and ar-

ranged to pivot said spring thereby to adjust the size of

said gap for varying the condition at which the member
will move to the second position but having no substantial

effect upon the condition at which said member will move
to said first position.

3,096,420.
OVEN THERMOSTAT

Raymond L. Dills, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General
Electric Company, a torporation of New York

Filed Dec. 27, I960, Ser. No. 78,615
5 Claims. (CI. 200—140)

1. A temperature responsive control device comprising

a housing, an expansible member adjustably mounted in

one wall of the housing, said member expanding and con-

tracting according to the direction and extent of tempera-

ture change of an external body, and manual control

means combined with the expansible member for setting

the desired temperature of the device, fixed switch contact

means mounted within the housing, a snap-acting spring

mechanism supporting movable switch contact means,

said spring mechanism being motivated by the expansible

member for making and breaking an electric circuit

through the fixed contacts, and a lock-out mechanism for

disabling the movable contact means in an open circuit

position once the temperature reaches a predetermined

maximum temperature, said lock-out mechanism including

an insulating plate connecting the snap-acting spring mech-
anism with the movable contact means, a spring-biased

pawl supported in the housing for movement toward and

away from the said insulating plate, said plate including

a keeper portion that is adapted to be engaged by the

pawl in one position of the control device for locking

the movable contact means in the open circuit position,

and an adjustable camming means combined with the

expansible member for cooperation with the pawl so that

in one normal position the pawl is held away from the

said plate, another position of the expansible member and
hence the cam freeing the pawl therefrom whereby when
the expansible member reaches its position of maximum
temperature the insulating plate moves until the pawl is

locked therewith to prevent subsequent closing of the con-
tacts until the position of the expansible member and
hence the camming means is changed.

3,096,421
SUPERCONDUCTING CONTACT DEVICES

Hana W. Meitencr, Balttmore, Md., awlgnor of fifty

percent tb Walter G. Findi, Baltimore, Md.
FUcd Apr. 16, 1958. Scr. No. 728,966

16Cbdiiu. (CL2M—166)

Tt(CUIMfllT CHAMMCLIM*)
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1. A superconducting contact device which, in a closed

position, has zero resistance, comprising, at least two
superconducting base members, a protective coating of
normal conducting metal on said base members, said

protective coatings of said normal conducting metals on
said base members each having a thickness less than the

range-of-order distance of superconducting electrons, said

base members being arranged to contact each other

through their respective coatings of normal conducting
metal at at least one point of contact, and means for

maintaining &aid superconducting base members at a tem-
perature below their respective superconducting transi-

tion temperatures.

3,096,422
MULTI-CONTACT SWITCHING DEVICE

Harald Valdemar Alexandcrsson, LIdingo, and Arne Kurt
Dictsch, Enskede, Sweden, assignors to Telcfonaktie-
bolaget L. M. Ericsson, Stockhobn, Sweden, a corpora-
tion of Sweden

Filed Jan. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 5,442
Claims priority, application Sweden Feb. 10, 1959

5 Claims. (CL 200—166)

1. A multi-contact switching device comprising a plu-

rality of substantially straight contact springs fixedly

mounted at one end and grouped spaced apart in vertical

and transverse rows, a plurality of stationary contacts

each engageable with one of said contact springs at the

free end thereof, and a lengthwise displaceable vertically

disposed insulation lifting bar for each vertical row of
contact springs, said bars being aligned in a row trans-

verse of said contact springs, each of said bars contact-

ing with all the contact springs in the respective vertical

row to move said springs into and out of engagement
with the respective stationary contacts by lengthwise dis-
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placement of the bars, said bars having a width greater

than the transverse spacing between two adjacent vertical

rows of springs and being positioned to define an angle
of less than 90" with said contact springs whereby upon
displacement of the bars into the contact-making position,

a uniform contact pressure is exerted at all the stationary

contacts in the respective vertical row.

3,096,423
UNITARY MULTI-PHASE TERMINAL SUPPORT

George A. Wilson, Media, Pa., assignor to I-T-E Circuit
Breaker Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of
Pennsylvania

FUcd Feb. 24, 1960, Scr. No. 10,625
1 Claim. (CL 200—168)

both said first and second vertical barriers; all of said

horizontally aligned supporting ribs being positioned
along the front surface of said panel for providing a
rigid unitary structure.

3,096,424
TEMPERATURE CONTROL MEANS

Angeio Cecciiini, 310 E. 163rd SL, New York, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 15,210

2 Claims. (CI. 219—20)

A unitary rear panel and terminal support member
for a three-phase draw-out switchgear unit; said unitary

rear panel being comprised of a relatively flat plate por-

tion adapted to span across the rear of said draw-out
unit and being mountable to the rear of said draw-out

unit; said flat plate portion having a {riurality of tubular

extensions extending from at least the rear surface there-

of; said plurality of unitary tubular extensions having

openings extending therethrough in a direction substan-

tially perpendicular to said flat plate portion; said unitary

tubular extensions having relative positions in accordance
with predetermined disconnect contact positions of said

three-phase draw-out unit; each of said tubular exten-

sions being adapted to receive a respective disconnect

contact structure for said draw-out unit; said opening in

said tubular extensions being operable to pass conductive

means connected to said disconnect contact structures to

the front surface of said flat plate portion; said front

surface of said flat plate portion having integral barriers

extending perpendicularly therefrom and being adapted

to electrically isolate conductive components of different

phases of said multi-phase draw-out unit which are posi-

tioned adjacent to said front surface of said flat plate

portion said plurality of unitary tubular extensions com-
prising first, second and third pairs of said extensions

,
being adapted respectively to receive first, second and
third pairs of stationary contacts of said thre<; phase

draw-out switchgear unit; the tubular extensions of each
of said pairs being in vertical alignment; said pairs being

arranged in a horizontal manner along said panel; said

flrst barrier being vertically aligned between said first and
second pairs of tubular extensions; said second barrier

being vertically aligned between said second and third

pairs of tubular extensions, said first and second barriers

being adapted to provide suitable support for said panel

thereby avoiding the necessity for additional vertical sup-

porting barriers along said panel; first and second hori-

zontally aligned supporting ribs for joining respectively

the tubular extensions of said first pair of extensions to

said first vertical barrier; third and fourth horizontally

aligned supporting ribs for joining respectively the tubu-

lar extensions of said first pair of extensions to said

second vertical barrier; fifth and sixth horizontally aligned

supporting ribs for joining respectively the tubular ex-

tensions of said second p<kir of extensions respectively to

2. A heating apparatus comprising means defining a

main heating zone, a main electric resistance heating ele-

ment disposed in said main heating zone, a housing spaced
and thermally isolated from said heating zone and sub-

stantially unaffected by the temperature therein, a sec-

ond electrical resistance heating member disposed in said

housing and spaced from the walls thereof and a thermo-
static switch carried by and in heat conducting relation-

ship with said second electrical resistance heating ele-

ment and being heated substantially solely thereby, said

main heating element and said second heating member
being connected to a source of current through said ther-

mostatic switch to be simultaneously energized and de-

energized, said second heating member including an in-

sulating core about which is helically wound an electrical

resistance element and a pair of insulating sheets sand-

wiching said resistance element carrying core and a pair

of parallel metal plates clamping said sandwich, said

thermostatic switch being affixed to one of said metal

plates.

3,096,425
FLOATING ELECTRIC HEATER FOR STOCK

WATERING TANK
Maurice H. Keating and John J. Kubinsld, Rockford, III.,

assignors to H. D. Hudson Manufacturing Company,
Chicago, III., a corporation of Minnesota

Filed Jan. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 82,195
2 Cktims. (CI. 219—38)

1. An immersion heater adapted for use in a watering
tank for livestock, comprising a tubular heat exchange
member in the form of a coil of generally oval shape hav-
ing upwardly extending end portions, a hollow float dis-

posed above the coil and rigidly connected to said up-
wardly extending end portions, said float being adapted to

suspend said coil beneath the surface of the water to be
heated, an electrical resistance element of relatively high
resistance within the coil, a thermostatic switch within

the float responsive to the ambient temperature in the

float, an electrical conductor cord extending through the

float and connected to the resistance element through said

switch, and safety means communicating with said switch
to prevent overheating of the resistance element in the

event the coil is exposed to the atmosphere, said safety

means including an embossed area on and within the
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bottom of the float, a spring bracket mounting and urging

said thermostatic switch against said embossed area and

a hollow heat conducting tube secured to and extending

3,096,427
AUTOMATIC COFFEE MAKER

Leon H. Wiidberger, Sr., P.O. Box 309, Robcrtsdale, Ala.

Filed Nov. 7, 1961, Scr. No. 150,733
2 Claims. (CI. 219—44)

between said embossed area and the coil for conducting

heat from said coil to said embossed area and to said

switch to open the latter and prevent overheating of the

coil.

3,096,426

ELECTRICAL PAINT HEATER
Eskil Anders August Axelson, 13 Kungsholmgatan,

Stockholm, Sweden
Filed Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,057

Claims priority, application Sweden Apr. 6, 1960

3CUlms. (CI. 219—38)

(=
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1. In combination with a beverage percolator utilizing

an electric circuit for maintaining heal therein, a float-

controlled switch in said circuit for interrupting said heai

maintaining circuit when the beverage level in the perco-

lator drops below a safe minimum, said float-controlled

switch comprising a vertically movable contact, a float

floatable in the beverage, a float rod connected to said

float and tb said vertically movable contact, a fixed con-

tact mounted in the vertical path of and above said ver-

tically movable contact whereby the circuit is maintained

through said switch only when said float is supported by

the beverage in contact lifting position, said fixed contact

comprising a horiz(jntally extending contact member, a

vertically extending fixed contact rod, insulated support

means for said fixed contact rod, a circuit line connected

to said fixed conUct rod. a contact guide rod for said

movable contact mounted on said insulated support means

parallel to and spaced from said fixed contact rod, a cir-

cuit line connected to said guide rod for said movable

contact, said verUcally movable contact comprismg a

conductor plate apertured to slide vertically on said con-

tact guide rod. a contact member on said conductor plate,

insulated guide means extending from said conductor

plate about said fixed contact rod, said float rod bemg

connected to said conductor plate of said movable contact.

1. An electrical flow heater for paint and compressed

air comprising: a one piece thermally conductive body,

a heating element encased in said body, said body being

of frusto-conical shape and being provided with a helical

groove pcripnerally formed therein, said groove decreas-

ing in depth in relation to the decreasing diameter of said

body, a frusto-conical casing having a smooth inner sur-

face surrounding caid body and in substantially periph-

eral sealing contact with said body whereby said helical

groove provides a closed helical channel, said casing bemg

provided with openings in communication with said groove

at opposite ends of the body to constitute an inlet and an

outle* for said channel to enable the circulation of paint

through said channel, said paint absorbing heat from the

body which is heated by the heating element as the paint

traverses said path, and a U-shaped tube having an inlet

and an outlet for air encased within said body, said tube

extending in a peripheral zone in said body between the

heating element and the closed channel.

3,096,428

THFRAPEUTIC WARMING PAD FOR ANIMALS
Robert Dublirer, 10 Downing St., Sara M. Barbaresi,

308 E. 49th St., and Lawrence Katzman, 11 Riverside

Drive, all of New Yorjf, N.Y.
.^„ ,_^

Filed Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,174

3 Claims. (CI. 219—46)

1. A whelping pad for animals comprising a substan-

tially rectangular shaped pillow, said pillow having op-

posed relatively thick layers of jute padding, a pair of

vulcanized sheets between said layers of jute padding
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and extending along only one half of said layers of jute sociated with the arc-welding system and said valve

padding and being bonded to said layers of jute padding, means for delaying the operation of the arc-welding

a heating coil between said vulcanized sheets, means

securing the peripheral edges of said vulcanized sheets

together, a waterproof tape secured over said peripheral ^,g

—

\
edges of said vulcanized sheets, a waterproof envelope y-^««"'» ^p., a^^

embracing and completely enclosing said layers of jute

padding, and a flannel slip-over cover removably cover-

ing said waterproof envelope.

3,096,429
WELDING APPARATUS AND PROCESS

Lorenz J. Mowry, Elyria, and Henry H. Jenkins, Amherst,
Onlo, assignors to Gregory Industries, Inc., a corpora-

tion of Mkhigan
FUed Mar. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 99,588

12 Claims. (CL 219—98)

1. Atmospheric control apparatus for drawn-arc weld-

ing, comprising, a hood body having a base surface, wall

surfaces defining a chamber opening from said base sur-

face into said hood body, said chamber being substantially

closeable by abutment of said base surface against a work-

piece to which a welding attachment is to be made, a pas-

sageway from the exterior of said hood body to said cham-

ber defined by wall surfaces shaped to receive a weldable

element, exhaust port means from said chamber to atmos-

phere, chamber gas inlet means through said wall sur-

faces of the chamber, valve means in said gas inlet means,

valve actuation means, a gas supply source of predeter-

minable maximum pressure, a length of support conduit

between said source and said valve, said conduit having in-

ternal volume to hold a quantity of compressed gas at

said maximum pressure which will expand at atmospheric

pressure to a volume greater than the combined volume

of the said chamber and all gas conducting members to

and from the chamber, including the said supply conduit,

and an orifice throat in said valve of a size related to said

length of hose to thereby reduce the flow from longer

hoses acting as larger reservoirs, whereby shielding gas

will flood the chamber and escape through said outlet port.

3,096,430
WELDING HOOD

Richaid S. Farr, 4542 Don Felipe Drive,

Los Angeles 8, Calif.

Filed Apr. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 101,990
15 Claims. (CI. 219—147)

1. A welding hood for use with an electric arc-weld-

ing system comprising a helmet, a face plate hingedly

carried on the helmet and adapted to be opened or closed,

an air inlet port, means responsive to air pressure at

said inlet port to close said face plate, valve means for

supplying air pressure to said means, and means as-

system for a predetermined period of time after the open-

ing of said valve means.

3,096,431
INFORMATION HANDLING ARRANGEMENT

Frederick W. Schmidlin, Redondo Beach, Calif., assignor

to Space Technology Laboratories, Inc., Los Angeles,

Calif., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Aug. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 47,740

12 Claims. (CL 235—61.11)

,^

8. Apparatus for converting information stored in a

data card containing punched holes to corresponding elec-

trical information, said apparatus comprising: a storage

panel including an array of superconductive storage units

arranged in rows and columns, each of said storage units

including a radiation responsive thin film superconduc-

tive switch element and a superconducting inductance

portion connected in an electrical parallel circuit, said

switch element being responsive to radiant energy im-

pinging thereon to transform said switch element Irom a

superconducting to a resistive state, said inductance por-

tion being constructed to have a substantially higher in-

ductance and a higher critical current level relative to said

switch element; means connecting said storage units in

series; a radiant energy source arranged to project on said

storage panel a radiation pattern formed by projections of

said radiant energy through the punched holes of said

data card, with the rays of radiant energy passing through

said holes impinging upon said switch elements; a source

connected to apply a bias current through said storage

units in series, said bias current being of a magnitude be-

low the critical current level of said switch element, where-

by in the absence of radiation on a switch element, said

bias current flows unimpeded through said switch ele-

ment, and upon irradiating said switch element, said bias

current flows through said inductance portion, thereby to
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induce a persistent current in said irradiated storage unit

when said radiation and said bias current are removed
sequentially; and means for settling the presence of said

persistent current in each of said storage units, said sensing

means including an array of superconductive members
arranged in rows and columns, with one member from
each row and each column inductively coupled ro each

inductance portion of said storage units.

3,096,432
RECORD CARDS FOR BUSINESS MACHINES AND

MEANS FOR EMBOSSING THE SAME
Gerhard WundcrUch, Numbcrg, and Hjubs Sippel, Furth,

Bavaria, Germany, asignon to Max Gmndig, Furth,

Bavaria, Germany
Filed Dec. 4, 1959, Scr. No. 857,46S

Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 6, 1958
8 Cfadms. (CI. 235—61.12)

a
t\^:.k^i.k^,k\^
^

1 . As a novel article of manufacture, a record card for

business machines and the like having a major Surface

and at least one substantially funnel-shaped apertured

protuberance projecting from said major surface for en-

gagement with a sensing element when the card is ad-

vanced through the machine.

3,096,433
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM

John I. Daspit and Donald C. Thonuu, Los Angeles Coun-
ty, Calif., assignors to TMkcr InstramcDts Corporation,
Van Nuys, Calif., a corporation of California

FUcd July 3, 1959, Ser. No. 824,843
9 Claims. (CL 235—151)
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1. In a system for controlling an aircraft to adhere to

a scheduled flight along a predetermined route, the air-

craft having a predetermined profile specifying variations

in air speed and altitude along the predetermined route,

said system including means for generating a position sig-

nal continuously representing the position of the aircraft,

the combination comprising: first means responsive to an

applied start signal for producing a flight signal in simu-

lated flight time representing the movement of the air-

craft along its route according to its proflle, with com-
pensation being made to adjust for the effect of wind along

the aircraft route, said first iBeans including circuits for

controlling the rate of change in amplitude of said flight

signal in accordance with the air speed of the aircraft

specified by its profile and in accordance with the in-

fluence of wind along the route of the aircraft; a second
means, operable in synchronism with said first means,
for producing a signal indicating the occurrence, after said

start signal, of a simulated flight time corresponding to

the scheduled time remaining for the aircraft to arrive at a

predetermined point on its route; third means coupling
said first and second means and responsive to the signals

produced thereby for translating the signal of said first

means into an output signal indicating the proper position

for said aircraft according to its schedule; and fourth

means coupled to said first and second means and respon-

sive to the signals produced thereby and to said position

signal for prodqcing a timing signal indicating the approx-
imate coincidence in position represented by said position

signal with that represented by a said flight signal, the time

between said timing signal and said start signal corre-

sponding, in simulated time, to the actual time remaining
to fly for said aircraft along its route; said fourth means
further including means for producing an output signal

representing the difference between the actual time re-

maining for flight and the scheduled time remaining for

flight for said aircraft

3,096,434
MULTIPLE INTEGRATION FLOW COMPUTER

James D. King, San Antonio, Tex., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Daniel Orifice Fitting Company, Houston,
Tex., a corporation of Texas

Filed Nov. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 155,364
4 Claims. (CL 235—151)
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slit, a second pair of parallel plate electrodes insulated

from and mounted within said tube and being parallel

to and in alignment with said first pair of electrodes, a

source of D.C. accelerating potential having a positive

terminal and a negative terminal, means for connecting

said po'itive terminal to ground and to said nose cone,

means for connecting said negative terminal to one of

said first pair of electrodes and to one of said second pair

of electrodes, a source of A.C. potential, means for con-

necting said A.C. source across said first pair of electrodes,

means for providing a magnetic field, said field having a

direction parallel to said electrodes, the spacing between
said first pair of electrodes serving as a velocity selecting

region for ions drawn therebetween through said nose
cone entrance slit by said accelerating potential from said

source of plasma under analysis.'^aid spacing between said

first pair of electrodes being provided with an electro-

static field by the potentials applied thereacross, the force

on an ion due to said electrostatic field being made equal

and opposite to the force on the same ion due to said

magnetic field to prevent the ions in said velocity select-

ing region from striking either 6f said fir?^t pair of elec-

trodes as said ions pass through said region, the other
electrode of said second pair of electrodes serving as a

collector plate for the ionic species separated in said ve-

locity selected region by variations in said A.C. poten-
tial across said first pair of electrodes, a duel beam oscil-

loscope, means for connecting said collector electrode and
said D.C. negative terminal and one terminal of said A.C.

3,096,439
SUBSURFACE EXPLORATION

Alexander S. McKay, Houston, Tex., assignor to Texaco
Inc., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Dec. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 780,060
4 Claims. (CI. 250—43.5)
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1 . A method of locating an interface between two fluid

streams flowing through the wall of a borehole traversing
a subsurface formation which comprises disposing in one
of said two streams a thermal neutron source and a non-
radioactive substance containing nuclei capable of becom-
ing unstable after capturing one or more of the thermal
neutrons from said source to produce in said one of said

two streams at a known point in the vicinity of said sub-

surface formation a radioactive tracer material, detecting
the presence of said tracer material at a point spaced ver-

tically about 10 feet from said known point to determine
the direction of flow of said one stream, and repeating the
above operations at different known depths until a change
in the direction of flow of one stream containing said

tracer material has been noted.

3,096,440
CALORIMETRIC RADIATION DOSIMETER

Roger Lawson Gamble, Atlanta, Ga., assignor to Lock-
heed Aircraft Corporation, Burbanii, Calif.

Filed Jan. 22, 1959, Ser. No. 788,379
5 Claims. (CI. 250—83.3)

I. A dosimeter for measuring penetrating radiation

comprising a radiation absorber having a resistance ther-

mometer therein, insulation means of the same chemical
and molecular structure as the radiation absorber while
having a density less than the radiation absorber, said ra-

diation absorber embedded in said insulation, and resist-

ance type adiabatic foil around said insulation, said foil

connected to an electrical energy source for resistance

heating of said foil to maintain the temperature thereof

substantially the same as the thermometer in the radiation

.absorber whereby the temperature rise of the radiation

absorber is indicative of the absolute penetrating radiation

dosage.

3,096,441
ELECTRO-OPTICAL AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
DETERMLNATION OF THE POSITION OF
SCALE DIVISIONS

Horst Burkhardt, Stein an der Traun, Germany, assignor

to Wenczler & Heideahain, Traunreut, near Traunstein,

Upper Bavaria, Germany
FUed Oct. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 144,778

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 14, 1960
18 Claims. (CI. 250—209)

1. A device for electrically determining the position

of a structural element provided with a scale, comprising,

in combination:

(a) a movable structural element provided with a

scale composed of markmgs and which moves
through a measuring range;

(b) means for indicating at a plurality of stations the

presence of a marking of said scale within said

measuring range; and

(c) electrical position determining means including

( 1 ) at least three transducer heads at said sta-

tions sensitive to the indication of said marking

for continuously scanning said scale, said heads

being arranged to produce a maximum output

when the marking is in a predetermined central

position and also when it is displaced by a

predetermined distance from said position or
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by an integer multiple of said predetermined

distance, at least three of said transducer heads,

at any marking displacement within the measur-

ing range between the integer multiples of said

distance, sensing the position of such marking

and generatmg output signals of appreciable

magnitude,

(2) stages of periodically interrogating and add-

ing the output signals of said transducer heads

for a definite and at least approximately con-

stant time interval in the same order in each

period for generating an alternating summation

signal, and

(3) a comparative section receiving the sum-

mation signal which is dependent upon the head

scanning and interrogation, and receiving a

signal significant of the initiation of the in-

terrogation period and, by comparative phase

measirement, giving an indication of the po-

sition of said marking.

a portion of the pulses therein and produce a resultant

signal, the portion of the pulses eliminated being a func-

3,096,442
LIGHT SENSITIVE SOLID STATE RELAY DEVICE
Richard F. Stewart, Richardson, Tex., assignor to Texas

Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Jan. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 784,742

6 Claims. (CL 250—211)

tion of the speed of said material, and means for counting

the pulses in said resultant signal.

3,096,444
ELECTROMECHANICAL TRANSDUCING

SYSTEM
Harold H. Seward, 16 Frost St., Arlington 74, Mass.

FUed Apr. 29, 1958, Ser. No. 731,844
14 Claims. (CI. 250—220)

1. A solid state relay device comprising a PNPN tran-

sistor, a layer of electroluminescent material positioned to

irradiate the junctions of said PNPN transistor with light

emitted by said layer of electroluminescent material, a

layer of electrically conducting and light transmitting ma-

terial making contact with said layer of electroluminescent

material and positioned between said layer of electrolumi-

nescent material and said PNPN transistor, a layer of in-

sulating and light transmitting material sandwiched be-

tween said PNPN transistor and said layer of electrically

conducting and light transmitting material, and a layer

of electrically conducting material making contact with

said layer of electroluminescent material on the opposite

side from said layer of electrically conducting and light

transmitting material.

3,096,443
ELECTRONIC SURFACE INSPECTION SYSTEM

John F. Laycak, Duquesne, Pa., assignor to Jones &
Laughihi Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa^ a corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania
FUed June 20, 1960, Ser. No. 37,473

11 Ckiims. (Ci. 250—219)
1. In apparatus for detecting flaws on the surface of

moving material in which the flaws have a different optical

appearance than the remainder of the material, the com-
bination of means including an electron-optics device for

scanning an image of the surface of said material with

an unmodulated electron beam along a line extending sub-

stantially perpendicular to the direction of movement of

the material to produce a pulsed signal in which a pulse

is produced each time the electron beam scans over the

image of a defect, means responsive to the speed of said

moving material for gating said pulsed signal to eliminate

>M EE^'
OUTPUT
VOtTME

3. Apparatus for providing an electrical signal char-

acteristic of an angular parameter of a rotatable shaft

supporting a first circular disc axially symmetric about
the axis of said shaft, a second circular disc "axially sym-
metric about said shaft axis adjacent to said first disc,

said first and second discs having a different number of

equiangular sectors which are alternately opaque and
translucent, a photoelectric transducer and a light source,

said light source directing light through both said discs

to said photoelectric transducer.

3.096,445
SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR COMPRISING NEG-
ATIVE RESISTANCE DIODE AND MISMATCHED
DELAY LINE PRODUCING STEEP EDGE PULSES

Gerald B. Herzog, Princeton, NJ., assignor to Radio Cor-
poration of America, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Nov. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 852,743
7 Clafans. (CI. 307—88.5)

,»
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*
3,096,446

ELECTRICAL MAGNITUDE SELECTOR
Charles L. Cohen, Hyattsvillc, Md., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to the I'nited States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Navy
Filed June 8, I960, Ser. No. 34,854

1 Claim. (CI. 307—88.5)

^" s?" :;r"
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A magnitude selector for eliminating the largest of a

number of elettrical signals of all the same polarity or

phase including a first multiplicity of diode means having

all their plates coupled together and each cathode indi-

vidually coupled to an input accepting one of the elec-

trical signals so that the largest positive going signal

blocks the passage of the other positive going signals, a

second multiplicity of diode means having all their cath-

odes coupled together and each plate individually cou-

pled to an input accepting one of the electrical signals

so that the largest negative going signal blocks the passage

of all other negative going signals, summing means cou-

pling the coupled plates of the first multiplicity of diode

means to the coupled cathodes of the second multiplicity

of diode means, output means coupled to said summing

means to provide an output proportional to the largest

signal and means to subtract this largest signal from the

sum of all the other signals.

3,096,447

TRANSISTOR GATE BIASED BY SIGNAL
BEING GATED

James E. Hill, Sylmar, Donald B. Levinson, Beverly Hills,

and Lane L. Wolman, North Hollywood, Calif., as-

signors to General Precision, loc., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Mar. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 97,285

5 CUims. (CI. 307—88.5)
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a plurality of spring-biased members positioned in trans-

verse recesses in said shaft in frictional engagement

to n M ,H

with the inner surface of said tubular member to

transmit torque from said tubular member to said

load shaft.

3,096,454
CENTRIFUGAL DIRECT CURRENT ELECTRIC

GENERATOR
Anthony Sears, 1061 Saint Nicholas Ave., <^'

New York, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 21,759

14 Claims. (CI. 310—178)

1. In an electric current generator, a rotatable elec-

trically conductive shaft, an electrically conductive mem-
ber having a radially directed body rotatable with said

shaft, means to rotate said shaft, pole pieces of opf>osite

polarity on opposite sides of said member secured for

rotation synchronously therewith and with said shaft, said

pole pieces having pole faces adjacent their respective

sides of said member, each of said pole pieces having a

magnetic field and flux extending in one direction there-

between and through said member, and means electrically

connecting said shaft and member to complete an elec-

trical circuit thefebetween.

3,096,455
PRINTED DISC ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

James H. Hahn, Glenview, III., assignor to Basic Motor
Developments, Inc., Tallahassee, Fla., a corporation of

Florida
Filed Mar. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 179,515

19 Claims. (CI. 310—268)

to*f

5. A conductive rotor assembly for an electromechan-

ical energy converter comprising:

first insulating means having a circular cross-section

and having a first conductive pattern located thereon,

said first pattern comprising an open-circuited con-
ductive winding located on said first insulating means
between the center and the circumference thereof to

define an equal number of n pole centers, each pole

center being of opposite polarity with respect to its

next adjacent pole center neighbor and being sym-
metrically positioned therefrom at (360/n)°;

second insulating means concentrically associated with

the said first insulating means and having a second
conductive pattern located thereon,

said second pattern comprising 3n/2 circular wedge
segments, each adjacent segment being mutually in-

sulated and the said segments being symmetrically

positioned at ?6(360/n)°; and
means connecting said first insulating means and said

second insulating means such that two pole centers

located within 2(360/n)'' of said first insulating

means are aligned with three wedge segments located

within 2(360/ai)° of said second insulating means,
wherein the said conductive winding of the first pat-

tern is open-circuited across respective ends of that

winding positioned at ^CSSO/n)" from each other

and the said connecting means electrically connect

two mutually insulated adjacent segments of the

second pattern respectively to the said ends.

3,096,456

ACCELERATING STRUCTURE FOR A CHARGED
PARTICLE ACCELERATING SYSTEM

Haywood Shclton, Woodland Hills, and John M. Sellen,

Jr., Encino, Calif., assignors to Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge Inc., Canoga Park, Calif., a corporation of

Ohio

Filed Oct. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 62,272

10 CUims. (CI. 313—63)

^T^-=2£Se.

1. A charged particle accelerating structure comprising

a source of ions, a plurality of beam forming electrodes,

replaceable accelerating electrodes, means for automati-

cally replacing the accelerating electrodes during the con-

tinuous ojjeration of the structure as the accelerating elec-

trodes becomes sputtered away by impact with the charged

particles, and a voltage source for supplying operating

potentials to the structure.

3,096,457

TRAVELING WAVE TUBE UTILIZING A SECOND-
ARY EMISSIVE CATHODE

William A. Smith, Jr., Milton, and George H. MacMaster,
Waltham, Mass., assignors to Raytheon Company, a

corporation of Delaware

Filed Mar. 31, 1959, Ser. No. 803,326

7 Claims. (CI. 31:^—103)

1. A traveling wave electron discharge device compris-

ing a delay line for propagating a traveling wave, an

input terminal coupled to one end of said delay line, a

cold cathode, and means for supplying high frequency

input energy to said input terminal for effecting initial
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bombardment of said cold cathode by free electrons and
by gas molecules, said cathode supplying electrons for

injection along paths adjacent said delay line in energy-

exchanging relation with said traveling wave.

3,096,458
ELECTROLUMIIVESCENT DEVICE

Robert C. Demmy, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to Radio
Corporation of America, a corporation of Delaware

FUed July 19, 1960, Ser. No. 43,930
7 Claims. (CI. 313—108)

^*

3. An electroluminescent lamp comprising an electro-

luminescent phosphor, a transparent conductor on one
side of said phosphor, and a conductive layer on the other

side of said phosphor, a housing for said lamp, said hous-

ing comprising a transparent face plate on said transparent

conductor, an insulating coating on said conductive layer

and a n>etallic back plate on said insulating coating, and
said housing defining a space insulating the peripheral

edges of said conductor and said transparent conductor.

3,096,459
THERMIONIC VALVES

Norman Edward Hugo Pearson, Enfield, England, as-
signor to Associated Eicctrioil Industries Limited,
London, England, a British company

Filed Mar. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 14,456
Cbiims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 13, 1959

2 Claims. (CL 313—241)

1. A thermionic valve comprising at least an anode and
a grid electrode, upper and lower insulating cross plates

apertured to support the ends of the electrodes, a surround-
ing envelope, a top anode connection mounted in the

upper end of the envelope, a beam plate extending lon-

gitudinally of said envelope and having at its upper end
792 O.O.—17

spaced lugs projecting through and above apertures in

said upper insulating plate, and a metallic shield mounted
on the top face of the upper insulating plate and extend-
ing over the ends of the electrodes so as to screen the
upper end of the valve envelope against electrons escap-
ing through the apertures in the insulating plate, said
metallic shield comprising an inverted box formed with
top and side walls having edges abutting against the
upper insulating plate said lugs engaging the side walls of
said shield to hold said shield in place on said upper plate
with said shield having at least one side projection ex-
tending down through an aperture in said upper insulat-

ing plate and into engagement with said beam plate below
said upper insulating plate.

3,096,460
CIRCUIT FOR MAINTAINING A PREDETERMINED
PHASE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TWO VOLT-
AGE WAVES

James D. Long, North Hollywood, Calif., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy

FUed Apr. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 22,069
3 Claims. (CL 315—23)

1. In a circuit for generating a pair of sine-wave vent-

ages for respective application to the two sets of deflect-

ing plates of a cathode-ray tube, the two said sine-wave

voltages having a predetermined phase displacement there-

between, said circuit including a pulse generator for de-

veloping a series of pulses having a substantially con-

stant repetition frequency, a flip-flop multivibrator designed

to yield a periodically-varying wave output of essentially

rectangular configuration, means for applying the pulses

developed by said generator to trigger the said multivibra-

tor and hence synchronize the output thereof at the said

pulse repetition frequency, a phase-shifting circuit, a pair

of high-Q sine-wave oscillators, means for applying the

rectangular wave output of said multivibrator to one oscil-

lator of said pair and also to the said phase-shifting cir-

cuit, means for applying the output of said phase-shift-

ing circuit to the other oscillator of said pair, whereby
both oscillators are synchronized in their operation due
to the respective reception thereby of said rectangular

waves, one of said rectangular v/aves being displaced in

phase with respect to the other rectangular wave due to

the action of said phase-shifting circuit, and means for

applying the respective sine-wave outputs of said oscil-

lators to the two sets of deflecting plates of said cathode-
ray tube.

3,096,461
LIGHTNING ARRESTER WITH RESILIENT

SEALING LID
Bengt Gmndmarlc, Lndvika, Sweden, assignor to AII-

miinna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget, Vasteras,
Sweden, a Swedish corporation

Filed Oct 30, 1961, Ser. No. 148,662
Claims priority, application Sweden Nov. 19, 1960

3 Claims. (CL 315—36)
1. A lightning arrester having a substantially cylin-

drical casing of insulating material, end armatures com-
pletely or partly made of metal, and having at least at one
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end of the casing a spring pressure sealing lid. character- length of said guide exceeding one wavelength of the

ized in that the lid is formed as a resilient plate which, at dominant circular electric mode propagatmg m said guide,

its centre part, abuts against one of the said end armatures ^^_^^^^_^__

9,096,463

COUNTING TUBE STEPPED ACCORDING TO PO-
TENTIAL DIFFERENCES ON GUIDE ELEC-
TRODES CONTROLLED BY CHARGING-DIS-
CHARGING RC CIRCUIT

Lionel Clifford Burnett, Bccston, England, assignor to

Ericsson Telephones Limited, London, England, a

British company
Filed July 31, 1961, Scr. No. 128,212

Claims priority, application Great Britafai Aug. 16, 1960

1 Claim. (CI. 315—«4.6)

and is so arranged that when over-pressure occurs within

the lightning arrester casing, the edge of the plate may

rise and thus form an outflow channel for gas.

3.096,462

HIGH POWER ELECTRON DISCHARGE DEVICE
Joseph Fehistein, Uvingston, NJ., assignor to S-F-D

Laboratories, Inc., Union, NJ^ a corporation of New

Filed Mar. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 16,313

32 Claims. (CI. 315—39.53)

1. An electron discharge device using crossed electric

and magnetic fields for the wave-electron stream inter-

action therein comprising, in combination, a hollow cir-

cular anode structure, the inner surface of which defines

a circular electric mode waveguide; a hollow circular

cathod- surrounding and spaced from th; outer surface

of said anode structure to form the wave-electron inter-

action space therebetween, said cathode having an emis-

sion surface facing said anode structure; and means at

opposing ends of said anode structure for propagating

electromagnetic energy into and out of said waveguide

defined by said anode structure, said anode structure hav-

ing a plurality of radial resonator slots formed therein

and providing communication between the circular elec-

tric mode waveguide and the interaction space between

said cathode and anode and said resonator slots communi-

cating with said circular electric mode waveguide over a

>

In an electric control circuit for controlling the stepping

of the discharge in a gas-filled discharge tube of the type

having an anode electrode connected to a source of posi-

tive potential, a plurality of cathode electrodes connected

to a source of negative potential, at least one of said

cathode electrode connections including a resistor, and

a first and a second guide electrode located between each

pair of adjacent cathode electrodes, all of said first guide

electrodes being connected together to a first terminal

and all of said second guide electrodes being connected

together to a second terminal, the combination of:

(1) an anode resistor connected in the discharge cur-

rent path of said discharge tube;

(2) a transistor having collector, emitter and base elec-

trodes so connected to suitable sources of potential

that said transistor is capable of conducting a current

between said collector and emitter electrodes;

(3) Means for applying a control pulse to the base

electrode of said transistor, said means being so con-

structed and arranged that the potential of the col-

lector electrode falls on the application of said con-

trol pulse to said base electrode and that said col-

lector potential is restored on the termination of

said control pulse;

(4) a direct connection between said collector electrode

and said first terminal; and

(5) a delay device comprising a delay resistor and a

diode connected in series between said collector elec-

trode and said second terminal and a capacitor con-

nected between said second terminal and said source

of negative potential;

(6) said diode being so poled that the change in po-

tential of said second terminal resulting from the

application of a control pulse to the base electrode of

said transistor is delayed by a time dependent upon

the current flowing through said delay resistor, and

that the change in potential of said second terminal

resulting from the termination of said control pulse

is delayed by a time dependent upon the current

flowing to said second terminal through said anode re-

sistor and the discharge path of said discharge tube
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3,09<,464
STARTING AND OPERATING CIRCUIT FOR

DISCHARGE LAMPS
Eugene Lcmmcri, CIcTeiand Heights, Oiiio, assignor to

General Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Apr. 25, 1961, Scr. No. 105,502

9Chdms. (CL 315—105)

tares of said gas in a time period less than said second

time period, said switching means having a response time

greater than said first time period and becoming operative

whenever said gas discharge device is extinguished for

a time period greater than the reqwnse time of said

switching means.

3,096,466
FIXED FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

Thomas Fisher Gossard, North Hollywood, Calif., as-

signor to Standard Coil Products Co. Inc., Melrose
Pari^ III., a corporation of Illinois

Original application Aug. 13, 1953, Scr. No. 374,039, now
Patent No. 2,796,470. Divided and this application

Apr. 26, 1957, Scr. No. 655,223
1 Claim. (CL 317—101)

1 . An operating and starting circuit for a pair oi elec-

tric discharge devices comprising input terminals for al-

ternating current energization, a rectifier-capacitor bridge

having a pair of branches connected across said input

terminals, each branch including a rectifier and a capacitor

connected in series, the junction points of the rectifier

and capacitor in each branch forming output junctions, a

utilization circuit comprising a pair of electric discharge

devices connected in series across said output junctions,

and high impedance means supplying an alternating volt-

age to the common junction of the electrodes in said de-

vices in order to ignite them.

3,096,465
CIRCUrr ARRANGEMENT FOR IGNITING GAS

DISCHARGE DEVICES
Jozcf Comclis Mocrliens, Emmasingcl, EindhoYcn, Neth-

erlands, asrignor to North American Philips Company,
Inc., New Yorlc, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Mar. 29, 1961, Scr. No. 99,154
Claims priority, application Netherlands Apr. 26, 1960

14 Claims. (H. 315—278)

:y:»^oi-r

.1.-

< ',.^i; v«4 \''n ^

1. A circuit arrangement adapted to be disposed with

a source of predetermined signal voltage and the input

means of a gas discharge device for the ignition of said

device, said device having an ignition response time period

characteristic for a given signal applied thereto propor-

tional to the temperature of said gas including at least a

first time period of response for first predetermined tem-

peratures of said gas and a second time period of response

for second predetermined temperatures of said gas, said

first time period being relatively smaller than said second

time period, said circuit arrangement comprising trans-

former means having a primary winding coupled to said

source and a secondary winding coupled to said input

means to provide a first output signal sufficient to ignite

said device in said first time period at said first predeter-

mined temperatures of said gas, and switching means cou-

pled to said transformer means operative to short circuit

and open circuit sequentially a part of said transformer

means to provide a second output signal sufficient to ig-

nite said device at said second predetermined tempera-

An electrical system containing a printed circuit board
with a generally rectangular slot therethrough, two con-

ductive layer sections on the board extending respectively

to the opposite longer sides of the slot, a condenser com-
posed of a flat dielectric body wtih a conductive electrode

layer on its opi>osite sides, the thickness of said condenser

being proportioned to be held wedged in said slot with its

electrode layers in direct conductive contaa reqxctivcly

with the said layer sections and thereby constituting a

peri>endicular firmly self-mounted component in direct

circuit o(Hinection in the board, safd slot being formed

into a slope in which the condenser is wedged to the board

in the slot by the tapered configuration and provides a di-

rect conductive connection to the printed circuit

3,096,467
BRUSHLESS D.C. MOTOR WITH PERMANENT

MAGNET ROTOR
Ernest Thomas Angus, Edinburgh, and Donald Ferguson

Walker, Midlothian, Scotland, assignors to Ferranti,

Limited, Lancashire, England, a company of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northicm Ireland

Filed Oct 7, 1960, Scr. No. 61,118
Cbims priority, application Great Britahi Oct. 9, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 318—138)

1. A direct current motor comprising a i>ermanently

magnetised rotor rigidly secured to an output shaft, a

wound stator having a plurality of windings, each winding

being associated with an individual energising circuit

which is controlled by the output current from one or
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other of two energy transducers, gating means for select-

ing one or other of said two transducers for controlhng

the energising circuit of each winding, and a disc rotated

in synchronism with said rotor by said output shaft, said

disc controlling a supply of energy to each of said energy

transducers which are disposed in relation to said disc in

such manner that for any position of said rotor at least

one of said stator windings is energised to produce a field

causing said rotor to rotate, and that said rotor is caused

to rotate in a forward or a reverse direction according

to which of said two energy transducers is selected by said

gating means to control the energising circuit of each

winding. ^^^^^^^^^_

3,096,468

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PLURAL SPEED
FAN MOTORS

Donald D. Kinsworthy, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The

Lau Blower Company, Dayton, Ohio, a corporation of

^'*'**
Filed Jan. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 2,925

5 Claims. (CI. 318—224)

July 2, 1963

rates of two variable rate quantities and determine the

ratio of said rates, said unit including first and second rate

input connections, a movable ratio indicating element,

operative connections between the ratio determining

means and the ratio indicating element including means

effective to move the ratio indicating element harmoni-

ously with the ratio determination of the ratio determin-

ing means in a first defined direction corresponding to

increasing values of said ratio and to move said ratio in-

dicating element in a second defined direction corre-

sponding to decreasing values of said ratio, a reversible

servo-motor unit, and servo-motor operative connections

between the ratio indicating element and sard servo-motor

unit, said servo-motor operative connections including a

follower element in connection with the ratio indicating

element, there being a lost-motion in said connections

permitting reversal of direction of movement of the ratio

indicating element without reversal of movement of the

servo-motor during movement of the ratio indicating

element an amount corresponding to said lost motion.

. Nofc 31t1ar>d 3M art ^tmr ItoW TtnOtrrtm af»"-i*

1 An integrated remote control and automatic shut-

off system for an attic fan motor having high and low

speed windings, comprising first thermal relay means hav-

ing on and off low voltage control inputs and adapted

for connection to a source of fan motor power, second

thermal relay means connected to receive motor power

from said source through said first thermal relay means

and having selectable low voltage inputs adapted to apply

said power selectively to said high and low speed wind-

ings upon the momentary energization thereof, an in-

tegrated remote low voltagd^ control panel mcluding a

first single pole double throw normaUy open rocker switch

connected to the inputs of said first relay means for ap-

plying and removing motor power from said source to

said second relay means upon the momentary closmg

thereof, a second single pole double throw normally open

rocker switch connected to the inputs of said second relay

means for causing said power to be applied to said fan

motor selectively through said high and low speed wind-

ings upon the momentary closing thereof, and a fan

timer in said panel having a normally open contact ar-

ranged to close momentarily to energize said off input ot

said first relay means upon the conclusion of a preset

period of time to remove said source from said tan

motor.

3 096 469

INSTRUMENTS FOR CONTROLUNG OPERATIO^^^

TO ENSURE OPTIMUM OPERATING CONDI-

TIONS
. , _.

,

,,,
Thomas A. Banning, Jr., Chicago, 111.

Application Sept. 26, 1951, Ser. No. 248,340, now Patent

No^,794.507, dated June 4, 1957, which is a division

of application Ser. No. 573,382, Jan. 18» l'-*?'.""!!;

JatJ^No. 2,569,444, dated Oct. 2, 1951. Divided and

this application May 29, 1957, Ser. No. 662,542
^

19 Claims. (CI. 318—264)
1. An economy determining and operation controlling

unit comprising in combination means to compare the

said servo motor operative connections being constituted

to cause the servo-motor unit to function in one selected

direction for movements of the ratio indicating element

in said first defined direction and to cause discontinuance

of said servo-motor functioning in said direction with

commencement of movement of the ratio indicating means

in said second defined direction, the operative connec-

tions between the ratio indicating element of the ratio

determining means and said servo-motor unit also in-

cluding means to cause the servo-motor unit to func-

tion when the ratio indicating element moves in said sec-

ond defined direction an amount at least as great as

said lost motion, and the operative connections between

the ratio indicating element and said servo-motor unit also

including servo-motor selected direction reversing means,

and said connections also including servo-motor reverser

actuating means and including means to cause said servo-

motor reverser actuating means to function in manner to

reverse the direction of the servo-motor when the ratio

indicating element moves in said second defined direction

at least as much as said lost motion.

3,096,470

SPEED AND LOAD CONTROL FOR ELECTRIC
MOTORS

Aram Kalenian, %Vee-Arc Corp., Westboro, Mass.

Filed June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 36,037

2 Claims. (CI. 318—332)

i

C5
-^^ 7^ -^\

1, The combination with an electric motor, of a con-

trol circuit in series with the motor and having an inductor
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wfaidi is saturable within Ac normal operating range of

Ae motor, a transformer having a primary in scries with

the inductor, the transformer having a secondary across

which is connected a condenser, the^ transformer having

a coie which does not saturate within' the normal range of

current for operation of the motor but becomes saturated

upon the passage through the transformer primary of a

cwTcnt in excess of normal c^rating current

other source across said impedance device; and output

circuit means coupled to said inductance.

3,096,471

OPTIMIZING AUTOMATIC CONTROL
SERVOSYSTEM

Wilfred Keneim Tajlor, Richmond, England, assignor,

by mesne asdcnmcnts, to International Business Ma-
chines Corporation, a corporation of New Yorli

FUed Oct 7, 1960, Ser. No. 61,285

Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct 16, 1959

11 Claims. (CL318--448)

3,096,473
MICROWAVE FREQUENCY CONVERTER

Georges R. P. Marie, Rumson, NJ., assignor to Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories, Incorporated, New Yorii., N.Y., a

corporation of New Yorit

nied Dec. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 78,078

3 Claims. (CI. 321—69)

i

ourtvr

10. Position control system comprising a controlling

member, a forward signal path including an amplifier, a

motor, a controlled member driven by said motor in ac-

cordance with the output of said amplifier a tachometer

generator driven by said motor and providing a feedback

signal proportional for the velocity of said motor, means

for providing a feedback signal related to the position of

said controlled member and means for combining at the

input to said amplifier a signal from said controlling mem-

ber and said feedback signals to form an error signal,

wherein said velocity feedback signal is fed through a

feedback path including a resistance network in which

arc provided means for selecting a portion of said velodty

feedback signal and switch means for periodically vary-

ing the level of the feedback signal fed back above and

below the selected portion, there being provided also

means for operating upon said error signal to derive

therefrom a signal representing the sense and rate of

change of said error signal and means for api^ying said

last named signal to control the portion of said velocity

feedback signal selected.

1. In combination, a source of electromagnetic wave

energy of frequency «, means for launching said energy

in each of a multiplicity of polarizations consecutively at

an angular rate of n, means for converting oppositely

rotating circularly polarized wave components of said

launched energy into linearly polarized waves of frequen-

cies w+0 and w—n, respectively, and means for separat-

ing said linearly polarized waves.

3,096,474

MICROWAVE FREQUENCY CONVERTER
Georges R. P. Mar**, Rnmson, NJ., assignor to Bell Tele-

plMme Laboratories, Incorporated, New Yorl^ N.Y., a

corporation of New Yorlt

FUed Dec. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 78,079

3 Claims. (CI. 321—69)

3,096,472
STATIC INVERTER dRCUTT

Lonis J. Elliott and Thomas C. Ward, Encinitas, Caltf.,

assignors to fUnctics Corporation, Solana Beach, Calif.,

a corporation of California

FUed Sept 2, 1958, Ser. No. 758,230

6 Claims. (CL 321—45)

1. A static inverter comprising: a pair of direct-

current voltage sources an impedance device and an in-

ductance in circuit with one of said sources; means for

automatically periodically changing the impedance of

said impedance device to establish a varying D.-C. cur-

rent that creates a fluctuating voltage across said induct-

ance, said means including an oscillator; switch means

(^>eraUe by said oscillator to alternately connect the

1 . In combination, first and second sources of electro-

magnetic wave energy of first and second frequencies,

principal supporting means for supporting said energy of

said first frequency in a multiplicity of linearly polarized

polarizations, a plurality of auxiliary supporting means

positioned about and clectromagnetically coupled to said

principal supporting means each with an axis orthogonal

to the axis of said principal supporting means for sup-

porting said energy of said first frequency, radiating

means axially positioned within said principal supporting

means for directing linearly polarized energy of said first

frequency orthogonally to the propagation axis of said

principal supporting means from said first source toward

said auxiliary supporting means, nonlinear conducting

means located within said auxiliary supporting means and

energized by said second source with phase differences

directly related to the angular separation of said auxiliary
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supporting means about said principal supporting nwans

for reflecting energy of said first frequency of a polariza-

tion that rotates at said second frequency from said aux-

iliary supporting means into said principal supporting

means, means within said principal supporting means for

converting said reflected energy into two mutually orthog-

onal linearly polarized waves one of which has a fre-

quency equal to the sum of said first and second fre-

quencies and the other of which has a frequency equal

to the difference of said first and second frequencies, and

means within said principal supporting means on the op-

posite side of said converting means from said auxiliary

supporting means for separating said linearly polarized

waves.

3,096,475
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

WUliam O. Brooks, Los Angeles, Califs asrignor, by

mesne assignments, to Tbompson Ramo Wooldridgc

Inc^ Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Oiiio

FUed May 16, 1958, Scr. No. 735,768

15 Claims. (CI. 323—22)

—1+
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1 . A regulated power supply including the combination

of: a source of unidirectional voltage; a pair of output

terminals; at least one transistor connected serially be-

tween the source of unidirectional voltage and one of the

output terminals; a control circuit coupled to the transistor

for biasing the transistor to maintain a substantially con-

stant unidirectional voltage across the output terminals;

means for sensing the value of the current drawn from

the output terminals; and a protective circuit connected to

the sensing means and operative upon said control cir-

cuit to limitjlhe maximum cu^fht flow through the tran-

sistor in response to current being drawn from the output

terminals in excess of a predetermined value.

3,096,476
OVERHAUSER EFFECT WELL LOGGING

Edward H. Foindcxtcr, Anaheim, Calif., and Henry C.

Torrey, Highland Parit, NJ., assignors to California

Research Corporation, San Francisco, Calif., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
FUcd Sept 2, 1958, Scr. No. 758^83

9 Claims. (CI. 324—.5)

1. The method of logging an earth formation pene-

trated by a well bore for the presence of hydrogen nuclei

in the form of water and crude oil comprising the steps of

(a) performing a first nuclear magnetism well logging

operation within said well bore to polarize hydrogen

nuclei in the form of water and crude oil present in

said formation,

(ft) detecting nuclear magnetism precessional signals

from precessing protons in said polarized nuclei as

a result of said first logging operation,

(c) repeating said nuclear magnetism logging opera-

tion to again polarize said hydrogen nuclei and, dur-

ing at least a portion of said repeated nuclear mag-

netism logging operation, irradiating said earth for-

mation with an oscillating electromagnetic field, said

electromagnetic field having a frequency and field

strength capable of resonance with precessing un-

paired electrons associated with crude oil hydrogen

nuclei within said formation.

(d) detecting nuclear magnetism preoe^ional signals

from precessing protons in said polarized nuclei as

a result of said repeated logging operation,

(e) comparing said first and second detected signals

as an indication of the molecular environment within

I m! 'I'll' 1

[•

said well bore of the hydrogen nuclei contrHniting to

said detected precessional signals, and distinguishing

crude oil from water nuclei by the existence of a

change in the second detected precessional signal at-

tributed to said irradiation during said repeated nu-

clear magnestism logging -operation.

3,096,477
ELECTRICAL WELL LOGGING APPARATUS AND
METHOD IN WHICH THE MEASURING CUR-
RENT DENSITY IS CONTROLLED A SUBSTAN-
TIAL DISTANCE FROM THE BOREHOLE

Harold W. Smith, William C. Dncsteflioert, Jr., Francis

X. Bostick, Jr., and WUliaB Garner, Jr., aH of Austin,

Tex., assignors to Dresser Indnstilis, Inc.

FUcd Dec. 29, 1958, Scr. No. 783,548
20 Claims. (CI. 324—1)

-m-^

1 . In a method for investigating the electrical resistivi-

ties of earth formations traversed by a borehole, the

steps comprising passing current between a first location

. «
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, . . . f-^ irtra snectral density means for obtaining the spectral density

in the borehole and a point remote from said fi^rtjoca-
^IJ^^f^^'^^"^^^^^^ ^^„ ^^-^ ^,^, spectrum means, total

1^ K.;«uTo""e^tsLna»inrcrs,'s;: tLZrruu .^... ^j^. .»=.. ... .»„-

tween a second location in the borehole and a third loca-

tion also in the borehole but intermediate said first and

second locations and also simultaneously passmg current

between said second location and a point remote there-

from, controlling the amount of current flowmg between

said second and third locations so as to mamtam said

first and third locations at substantially equal potential

as said locations are moved as a group past non-homog-

enous earthen formations, and obtaining an mdication of

variations in an electrical property existing between said

first location and a point remote therefrom.

3 096 478

APPARATUS WITH CONDUCTIVE GAS ELEC-

™OdS^ FOR DCTMHTNG NON-UNIFORMmf
SeiStTRICALLY INSULATING AND, EI^C
TRICALLY SEMI-CONDUCTING MATERIALS

George A. Brown, Clifton. NJ. assignor to The Okonite

Company, Passaic, NJ., a corporation of Delaware

FUcd Aug. 18, 1959, Scr. No. 834,526

8 Claims. (CI. 324—54)
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3,096,481
TRAVELING WAVE TUBE SYSTEMS

Edward C. Dcnch, Needham, Maas^ assignor to Raytheon
Company, Lexington, Mass^ a corporation of Delaware

FUed Feb. 26, 1958, Ser. No. 717,782

10 Claims. (CI. 325—17)

1. A radar system for alternately transmitting electro-

magnetic energy to a reflecting surface and receiving

electromagnetic energy from said surface comprising a

backward wave voltage tunable device having an oscil-

latory mode and an amplifying mode of (^)eration and

tunable through a predetermined frequency range, means

for cyclically tuning said device through said frequency

range, injection oscillator means for injecting a plurality

of locking signals into said device within the frequency

band through which said backward wave device is tun-

able, voltage generating means adapted to render said

backward wave device oscillatory to produce an electro-

magnetic energy output signal at the frequency of each

injected locking signal, means for shifting said backward

wave device from said oscillatory mode to said amplify-

ing mode, means for receiving transmitted output signals

reflected from said surface including a mixer cooperating

with said locking signals and an intermediate frequency

amphfier, a circuit interconnecting said receiving means

and said loclung signal means including local oscillator

means connected to beat with each of said locking signals

from said injection oscillator means to provide sidebands

above and below each injection frequency, filte|jng means

for passing only the upper or lower portions of said side-

bands, and means for applying the non-suppressed por-

tion of said sidebands to said mixer input of said receiving

means, whereby incoming reflected signals at each of said

plurality of transmitted frequencies are progressively

mixed with the corresponding sideband signal from said

filter means.

3,096,482

PHASE CODED SIGNAL RECEIVER
Robert L. FranlK, ^rcat Nccl^ and Soiomon Zadoff,

Flushing, N.Y., assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation,

a corporation of Delaware
FUcd Apr. 11, 1957, Ser. No. 652,310

9 Claim*. (CI. 325—41)

respond to a desired one of said carrier signals, said ap-

paratus including means for receiving said carrier signals,

means for generating a local phase coded signal having the

same phase characteristics as said desired carrier signal,

means connected to said means for receiving and to said

means for generating for cross-correlating the received

pulse signals with said local signal to produce a pulsed out-

put signal proportional in amplitude to a function of the

instantaneous phase angles between said received signals

and said local signal, pulse gating means connected to

receive said pulsed output signal and operative to pass said

pulsed output signal in response to control pulses, said

source for generating said local signal including a source

of control pulses, means for connecting said control pulse

source to said gating means, first and second signal inte-

grating means, switching means coupled to said gating

means and to both said signal integrating means for alter-

natively connecting said gating means to a different one of
said signal integrating means according to whether or not

said switching means is energized, said switching means
being energized for a portion of the time that said gating

means is rendered operative, means connected to both said

signal integrating means for monitoring the amplitude and
polarity of the signals stored in said signal integrating

means, said monitoring means producing an output signal

when both said signals stored in said signal integrating

means are simultaneously of the same polarity, and indi-

cating means connected to said monitoring means and
adapted to receive said output signal.

• rr^
—
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intermediate transistors connected in cascade between said

input and output transistors, each of said transistors hav-

ing base collector and emitter elements and being of op-

posite conductivity type to any adjacent transistor, the

base of each transistor following said input transistor con-

nected to the collector of the adjacent previous transistor,

positive and negative supply voltages, each of said tran-

sistors connected to said supply voltages in a common
emitter configuration, a series of signal feedback means
connected between the emitters of all adjacent transistors,

each of said signal feedback means operable to set the

output transistor collector operating voltage substantially

equal to the input transistor base operating voltage.

3,096,488
ELECTRONIC FILTER

Morton R. Lomask, New York, N.Y., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by tiie Secre-

tary of the Navy
Filed Sept. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 138,206

4 Claims. (CL 330—69)

i*^i'-<* S' .
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1. An extreme filtering device comprising, in com-
bination: a first amplifier having connection means for

application of an input signal and connection means for

derivation of an output signal; a rejection filter compris-

ing phase-shifting means and summing means, a portion

of said amplifier output signal being applied to said

phase-shifting means and to said summing means as an
input and the phase-shifted output signal of said phase-

shifting means also being applied to said summing means

as an input, said summing means operating to add its

phase-shifted and unphase-shifted input signals, the re-

sultant signal being applied as a negative feedback input

signal to said amplifier, said amplifier including means
for preventing low-frequency oscillations and means for

preventing high-frequency oscillations, said summing
means further including signal attenuating means, the

summed output signal being passed through said signal

attenuating means before bemg fed back to said ampli-

fier, said signal attenuating means acting as a selectivity

control; and a differential amplifier for amplifying the

difference between two input signals, the first input being

the output signal of said first amplifier and the second

input being a portion of said pliase-shifted signal, the

output of said differential amplifier being the output signal

of said electronic filtering device.

3,096,489
TUNING FORK TONE GENERATOR

Frederico R. Saatoc, Rna Aatonio dc Godoi 35,
Sm Panio, Brazil

Filed N0V. 14, 1960, Sm-. No. 68,939
Claims priority, applicatioa Brazil Nov. 14, 1959

4 ClainM. (CI. 331—51)
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1 . A tuning fork oscillator adapted to serve as a tone

generator for an organ, comprising:

a tuning fork having a pair of prongs;

a driving coil adjacent one prong and a pick-up coil ad-

jacent the other prong;

a source of D.C. potential;

a first electric valve and means connecting the anode

of said first valve directly to one end of said driving

coil;

means connecting the other end of said driving coil

directly to the positive terminal of said source;

means connecting the cathode of said first valve to

ground whereby energization of said driving coil is

controlled directly by the conduction of said first

valve;

a second electric valve having its anode coupled to the

control electrode of said first valve and also con-

nected to the positive terminal of said source, the

cathode of said second valve being connected to

ground;

means connecting said pick-up coil between said cath-

ode and the control electrode of said second valve;

and
means connected to said first valve for providing a fre-

quency output corresponding to tlie frequency of said

timing fork.

3,096,490
TRAVELING WAVE DEVICE MODULATION

SYSTEM
Robert A. RapwuBo, Dedhan, Mass., anignor to Ray-

theon Compaay, a corporatfon off Delaware
FUcd Feb. 28, 1957, Ser. No. 643,152

19 Cbifans. (CI. 331—82)

1 . In combination, a traveling wave device voltage tun-

able through a predetermined frequency band and having

a plurality of electrodes adapted to control the frequency

band swept by said traveling wave device, meaiu for ap-

plying a voltage to said frequency determining electrodes,

a resonant energy storage device in circuit with one of

said electrodes and said vcMtage means, said resonant fre-

quency storage device tuned to a predetermined sweep
frequency, and means for exciting said resonant storage

device with a modulating voltage.
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Filed

DISCHARGE CIRCUIT FOR A
MAGNlETRON

NJn a«d Robert H. Edmonds,

F. Rom, PlaiBvlew, N.Y., as-

to the United States of

a
Ike Secretary of the Navy

_ _ , Ser. No. 146,384

4 ClaioM. (CL 331—87)

3,096,493
FOUR-TERMINAL ELECTRIC NETWORKS

Maarice Gardfaier, Coventry, England, assignor to The

General Electric Company Limited, London, England

FUcd July 19, 1960, Ser. No. 43,832

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 23, 1959

6 Claims. (CI. 333—75)

1. A quick discharge circuit, comprising in combina-

tion: a magnetron oscUlator, power supply means, switch

means connecting said power supply means to said mag-

netron osciUator for energizing said magnetron osciUator,

vacuum tube means connected across said magnetron oscil-

lator, first means connected between said switch means

and said vacuum tube means biasing said vacuum tube

below cutoff when said magnetron oscillator is energized,

second means connected to said switch means for discon-

necting said power supply from said magnetron oscillator,

third means connected between said switch means and said

vacuum tube biasing said vacuum tube to conduction when

said magnetron oscillator is disconnected from said power

supply whereby said magnetron osciUator is quickly turned

off when said power supply is disconnected.

1. A four terminal electric network that is electrically

equivalent to a bridged-T network formed entirely of

lumped impedance elements, comprising a pair of input

terminals, a pair of output terminals, first and secorid

lengths of two-conductor transmission line connected in

parallel between the said input terminals and the said

output terminals, a third length of two-conductor trans-

mission line connected to the said second length of trans-

mission line as a stub, a lumped impedance element

connected between the conductors of the first line, at

least one lumped impedance element connected between

the conductors of the third line and at least one lumped

impedance element connected between the conductors

of each part of the second line on either side of the

junction with the said third line.

3,096,494
MICROWAVE AMPLITUDE MODULATOR

Harold Jacobs, West Long Branch, and Frank A. Brand,

Elberon, NJ., James D. Meindl, East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

and Michael A. Benanti, Mamaroneck, N.Y., assignors

to the United States of America as represented by the

Secretary of the Army
Filed Dec. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 79,936

1 Claim. (CI. 333—81)
(Granted under TlUe 35, UJS. Code (1952), sec. 266)

3,096,492
CARRIER-SUFPRESSED MODULATOR

Gottfried F. Voft, Lincrort, NJ., asslgBor to the United

States of America m repwaented by the Secretary of

the Army
Filed Oct 28, 1960, Ser. No. 65,870

12 ClainM. (a. 332—43)

(Granted nadcr IWc 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec 266)

HOOilLATCD

A microwave amplitude modulator having little or

no phase shift of the reflected waves comprising a hollow-

pipe waveguide of rectangular cross-section and operat-

ing in the TEo.i mode through which microwave energy

can be propagated, a germanium body having a resistivity

of at least 5 ohm-centimeters located within the wave-

guide in the path of said energy, the ratio of the dimension

of said germanium body extending in the direction of

said propagated energy to the wavelength of the propa-

gated energy through said germanium body being a con-

stant equal to .3, and said wavelength and said dimension

being measured in the same dimensional units.

1. A modulator circuit comprising a pair of semi-

conductor devices of opposite conductivity type each

having emitter, collector and base electrodes, said emitter

electrodes being directly connected in common, a source

of carrier voltage signal, a source of modulating voltage

signal, means dirccUy connected across said collectors

for impressing said carrier voltage signal in phase op-

position therebetween, means for applying said modulat-

ing volUge signal in phase to said base electrodes, and

means for deriving an output signal from said common

connected emitter electrodes.

3,096,495
COAXIAL ELEMENT TURRET

Henry Leknovlch, Alhambra, Calif., assignor to Stoddart

Aircraft Radio Co. Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corpora-

tion of Califomb
Filed Nor. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 67,847

14 Claims. (CI. 333—81A)
8. In an assembly having plural tubular elements,

plural aligned connectors disposed at ends of said

elements,
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means to rotate said elements to selectively position one

of said elements

in alignment with said connectors, and means to trans-

late the said elements

in relation to said connectors to connect the selected

said element

to at least one of said connectors;

means to selectively replace a said element comprising

inner support means attached to said means-to-rotate

at one end of the group of said elements,

one spring surrounding all said elements in relation to

said inner

support means such as to retain said elements and upon

deformation

of said spring to allow said elements to ^ selectively

removed by radial displacement thereof.

3,096,496
OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTTVE DEVICE

Lawrence M. Burrage, South Milwaukee, and Danel D.

McStrack, New Berlin, Wis^ assignors to McGraw-
Edison Company, Milwaukee, Wls^ a corporation of

Delaware
Filed May 11, 1961, Ser. No. 109,363

8 Claims. (CI. 33»—21)

1 . A valve element for a lightning arrester of the type

having at least a pair of spaced apart electrodes which

conjointly define a spark gap therebetween, said clement

being in series electrical relation with at least one of said

pair of electrodes and comprising first and second dis-

crete portions which are in parallel electrical relation

with one another, said first portion composed in part of

large grain non-linear resistance valve material, said sec-

ond portion composed in part of relatively smaller grain

non-linear resistance valve material, said valve element

having a pair of opposed contact faces and each of said

first and second portions extending across said element

between said contact faces and defining a portion of each

of said contact faces.

3,096^97
COMBINATION HYDRAUUC ACTUATOR

AND POTENTIOMETER
Donald F. Sellcn, Dnllai, Tex., avliaor, by mesne as-

sigDmenti, to Ung-Temco-Vonght, Inc., Dallas, Tex.,
a coqporatlon of Delaware

Filed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,410
5 Claims. (CI. 338—83)

1. A potentiometer comprising: a vessel having an in-

ner surface and including a cylinder and a pair of end

caps closing off the ends of the cylinder; a portion of said

inner surface in the region of one and a portion of said

inner surface in the region of the other of the end caps,

said portions being conductive and the balance of the

inner surface being non-conductive and electrically iso-

lating the conductive portions from each other; means for

effecting electrical connection to each donductive portion;

a piston slidably mounted in the cylinder and dividing the

vessel into two chambers, the piston having conductive,

electrically connected faces; a conductive liquid filling

both chambers, the liquid in one chamber being electri-

cally connected to the liquid in the other by the piston

faces and the conductive faces being electrically con-

nected through the liquid in the chambers and the piston

faces; a conductor connected to the piston faces and elec-

trically isolated from the liquid and the conductive sur-

faces, said conductor having an end extending outside the

vessel; and material having a non-conductive inner sur-

face defining a passage leading out of the cylinder in the

region of one of the end caps and back into the cylinder

in the region of the other of the end caps, the passage

being filled with the conductive liquid.

3,096,498
POTENTIOMETER

Edward H. Tumbusch, Sepulveda, Calif., assignor to

Techno-Components Corp^ Northridge, Calif.

FUed May 23, 1961, Ser. No. 112,026
9 Claims. (CI. 338—162)

1. A potentiometer, the internal structure of said po-

tentiometer comprising: a circular resistance member
non-rotatably fixed in position; a shaft-like pivot mem-
ber irrunovably mounted along the axis of said resistance

element; a wiper mechanism mounted on said pivot mem-
ber and rotatable thereabout, said wiper mechanism being

in direct electrical contact with said resistance and pivot

members; input means for applying a potential difference

between the ends of said resistance member; output means

electrically connected to said pivot member for develop-

ing an output potential corresponding to the point of

contact between said wiper mechanism and said resistance

member; and means for rotating said wiper mechanism

to selectively obtain different points of contact between

said mechanism and said resistance element.
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3,096,499
VARIABLE RESISTOR

MUton W. Hudson, St. Petersburg, and Fred J. Moore, Sr.,

Largo, Fla^ assignors to International Resistance Com-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.

FUed May 22, 1961, Ser. No. 111,659

5 Claims. (CI. 338—163)

that it is moved longitudinally by the rotation of the

leadscrew, said contact means being further characterized

by the fact that the driver and the drive block may rotate

slightly in the direction of rotation of the leadscrew while

maintaining line engagement with the contact.

3,096,501
SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS

Cecil E. WUIiams, Hawthorne, Calif., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Thompson Ramo Wooidridge Inc.,

Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed Jan. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 707,033

20 Claims. (CL 340—15.5)

1. A variable resistor comprising a housing of an elec-

trical insulating material having a base and a cylindrical

wall extending from the edge of the base, an arcuate

resistance clement mounted on the inner surface of the

base of the housing and extending along the inner surface

of the cylindrical wall, said resistance element includmg

a core and a resistance material on the surface of the core,

a pair of terminal pins of an electrically conducUve metal

extending through and secured to the base of the housing,

a contact plate of an electrically conductive metal

mounted on the inner surface of the base of the housmg,

said contact plate extending from the center of the base

of the housing to one of said terminal pins and contact-

ing said one terminal pin, the other terminal pin being

electrically connected to the resistance material of said

resistance element, a circular cover fitting in and rotatably

s&pported on the cylindrical waU of said housing and ex-

tending across the open end thereof, means securing said

cover in said housing but permitting rotation of said cover

with respect to said housing, and a contact of an electri-

cally conductive meUl carried on the inner surface of

said cover, said contact having a pair of contact arms

extending therefrom, one of said contact arms slidably

engaging the resistance element and the other contact arm

slidably engaging said contact plate.

3,096,500
VARIABLE RESISTOR

Arthur M. DaUy, Edwardsburg, and William L. Kelver,

Cassopolb, Mich., assignors to CTS Corporation, Elk-

hart, Ind., a corporation of Indiana

FUed JniM 30, 1961, Ser. No. 121,173

5 Claims. (CI. 338—183)
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1 In a variable resistor of the type wherein contact

means bridging parallel conductive and resistive paths arc

caused to traverse said paths by rotation of a leadscrew,

improved contact means comprising: a contact of con-

ductive material electrically connecting the conductive

and resistive paths, a drive block of nonconductive ma-

terial the contact and the drive block having interengaging

surfaces one of which is convex so that the drive block

engages the contact along a line parallel to the conductive

and resistive paths, a driver attached to the drive block

which engages the leadscrew of the variable resistor so

I. Apparatus useful in introducing a delay of M time

units between a first and a second electrical signal condi-

tionally having different frequency components without

imposing substantial unlike nonlinear phase distortion

upon the components of each signals, comprising in com-

bination: first and second input terminal means adapted

independently to accept said first and said second electri-

cal signals respectively; means coupled to said first input

terminal means for recording said first signal on a moving

recording medium traveling in a given direction; means

positioned in displaced relation to said first signal record-

ing means in the direction of said travel for playing back

said first signal at a time T<i time units subsequent to its

recording, said recording and reproducing cycle intro-

ducing known nonlinear phase distortion upon the com-

ponents of said first signal; means coupled to said second

input terminal means for recording said second signal on

a like-associated recording medium moving in a given

direction; means positioned in displaced relation to said

second recording means in the direction of travel of said

associated recording medium for playing back said second

signal at a time T^+M time units subsequent to its record-

ing, said recording and reproducing means and recording

medium handling said second signal being arranged to

introduce substantially the same nonlinear phase distor-

tion upon the components of said second signal, attribut-

able to the recording and reproducing cycle thereof, as

said known nonlinear phase distortion imposed on said

first signal, whereby the played-back signals produced by

said playing back means for said first and second signals

respectively represent like versions of said two signals but

delayed with respect to one another by a time interval of

A/ time units; and signal acceptance means coupled to

both of said playing back means for said first and second

signals whereby said first and second signals may be

compared.

3,096,502

DUAL RANGE ACOUSTICAL WELL LOGGING
Charles B. Vogel, Houston, Tex., assignor to Shell Oil

Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed June 16, 1961, Ser. No. 117,594

5 Claims. (CI. 340—18)
1. A method of acoustical well logging comprising:

generating acoustical impulses at a point within a bore-

hole; receiving said acoustical impulses over at least two

separate equal length intervals, said equal length intervals

being located at different ranges from said point and
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registering on a scale related to the depth of said point in stantially constant and maximum and thereafter they may
the borehole a quantity whose magnitude is related to the be gradually decreased.

It,
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difference in travel time of the acoustical impulse over

said two separate equal length intervals.

3,09^^3
AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION SYSTEM

George E. Iddlngs, Wantagh, N.Y., aasicnor to Spcrry

Rand Corporation, Great Neck, N.Y^ a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Jan. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 4,243

9 Claims. (CI. 340—26)
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3,096,504
INSTRUMENT INDICATION SYSTEM

Ivan O. Ficldcate, HaksMe, N.Y^ and Edward S. Gwath-
mey, EariysvUlc, Va., aarignon to Specialties Incorpo-

rated, Syossct, N.Y., a corporation of New Yoric
FilMl Mar. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 95,737

11 Claiois. (CL 340—27)

•r Jr^yja^^
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11. In an instrument system, a rotatable member hav-

ing a generally helical stripe therearound, electrical means
for rotating said men>ber, electrical circuit means con-

nected with said electrical means for controlling current

si^>plied thereto, means for supplying current to said cir-

cuit means, and an instrument connected with a member
of said circuit means fc»- producing electrical unbalance

therein in accordance with responses of said instrument.

3,096405
BRAKELIGHT SYSTEM

David A. RicUns, Echo, Utah
FUed May 25, 1962, Ser. No. 197,783

2Claiiiis. (a. 340—69)

7. A navigation instrument for aircraft by means of

which said aircraft may be controlled to maintain a first

predetermined speed and altitude over an initial portion

of a distance to be travelled to a destination and over the

remaining portion of said distance the speed and altitude

are gradually decreased comprising means for providing

a signal representative of the distance from the craft to

said destination, means including limiting means for limit-

ing the amplitude of said distance-to-destination signal

in excess of a predetermined amplitude as a function of

a predetermined speed of said aircraft, first signal re-

sponsive means responsive to the output of said limiting

means for providing a fii:st output indicative of a required

change in craft condition to cause said aircraft to ap-

proach and maintain said first predetermined speed over

said initial portion of said distance and thereafter main-

tain a speed in accordance with said distancc-to-destina-

tion signal, means for providing a signal representative

of the speed of said aircraft, and second signal responsive

means responsive to said speed signal for providing a

second output indicative of the change required in craft

altitude to cause said craft to approach and maintain

a desired altitude whereby over said first portion of said

distance the speed and altitude may be maintained sub-

1. In a fluid braking system having an auxiliary fluid

outlet providing variable fluid pressure in accordance

with the braking actuation of said system, the combination

of a pressure chamber coupled to said auxiliary fluid

outlet, a spring loaded plunger operatively disposed within

said pressure chamber, brakeiight means, electrical circuit

means coupled to said brakeiight means for selectively

supplying electrical current to said brakeiight means, said

electrical circuit means including actuatable means for

selectively varying the electrical current supplied to said

brakeiight means in accordance with the actuation of said

actuatable means, said plunger having means for engaging

said actuatable means for varying the condition thereof in

accordance with the movement of said plunger so as to

effect such variation of electrical current to said brake-

tight means, and wherein said electrical circuit means is

additionally provided with circuit means responsive to

extremity movement of said plunger for automatically

supplying intermittent electrical current surges to said

brakeiight means.
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3,0964M
GRAPHIC CHARACTER RECOGNTTION

Chao Kong Chow, Bryn Mawr, and Harvey Roaenbjrg,

Drexel Hill, Pa., aarignors to Burroughs Corporation,

Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Mich^
FUed Nov. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 850,443

16 Claims. (CI. 340—146.3)

r-l p*«*ir»STao" s-i

and closing of valves in accordance with a recorded pro-

gram, said apparatus comprising a record means, translat-

ing means for advancing and reading said record having

a first and a second group of output leads and effective to

selectably energize a single output lead in each group at

different potentials in accordance with a reading, a matrix

comprising an orthogonal bus grid having a first set of

buses respectively connected with output leads of the first

group and a second set of buses respectively connected

with output leads of the second group, and a plurality of

load devices connected at matrix junctions for energiza-

tion from buses of said first and said second sets of buses

for controlling valve states, the improvement which com-

prises means for advancing the record at predetermined

times and for stopping the advance of said record through-

out the remainder of an interval between said times upon

reading of a stop code contained in said program, com-

prising a time-controlled source of short voltage pulses

independent of said record recurring at the commencement

of each interval, a record drive motor for advancing the

record with respect to said translator means having a pri-

mary control operable in response to a pulse to start ad-

vance of said record, and an auxiliary control operable

in response to energization of a predetermined load de-

vice in accordance with a reading of said stop code to

stop said motor.

1. Magnetic character recognition circuitry for deter-

mining the optimum time h at which comparison should

be made between the readback voltage signal of a char-

acter to be identified and the correct one of a plurahty

of stored representaUons of all possible characters, com-

prising, means for developing a peaked waveform signal

which is a function of the plurality of signals resultmg

from the application of said readback voltage ^.ignal to

said stored representations, said peaked waveform signal

having a maximum peak at h. coarse Ummg means adapt-

ed to sample said readback voltage signal and to generate

a sample interval signal having a time width {h-!^t{) to

(ro-l-A/j), and fine timing means enabled by said sample

interval signal and adapted to receive said peaked wave-

form signal, for generating a fine timing signal at the

occurrence of each ascending peak of said peaked wave-

form signal up to and including t^, always ignormg peaks

which are smaller than the largest previous peak.

3,096,508

INPUT OUTPUT APPARATUS
Henry A. Reitfort, Vestal, N.Y., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, New Yorlt, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
Filed Dec. 31, 1959, Ser. No. 863,335

2CUims. (CI. 340—172.5)

3,096,507

SYSTEM AND APPARATUS FOR PROGR^^ED
CONTROL OF OIL WELLS AND THE LIKE

Victor Harms, 4224 16th St. SW., and Jerry H. Schwaita,

3032 Hampton Ci««^^ hoth of Calgary, Alberta,

FUed Feb. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 794,715

OClaiMS. (CI. 340—147)
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1 In apparatus for directing the flow of fluids in a dis-

tribution system by controlling periodically the opemng

1. An inquiry station for a data processing machine

wherein said inquiry station includes a record medium

having a plurality of columns of format data, means for

reading each column of said format data, means for ad-

vancing said record medium to read the next successive

column of data wherein individual successive columns

of data are presented to said reading means, a selectively

operable keyboard character data transmitter means for

transferring said format data and said character data to

said processing machine, switching means in said inquiry

station for alternately connecting said format and data

transmitters to said transfer means in response to the

transmission of a column of format data or character data,

format storage means in said processing machine, format

delay means in said processing machine responsive to the

reception of said format data for operating said switching
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means in said inquiry station to connect said character output winding, means connecting said transistor base

data transmitter to said transfer means, and means re-

'4;^4:
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3,096^14
MOVING TARGET INDICATOR SYSTEMS

John T. Zimmer, HolUston, Mass., assignor to Raytheon

Company, Lcxhigton, Mass^ a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUcd Dec. 26, 1958, Ser. No. 783,652

6 Clainis. (CI. 343—7.7)

3,«96^16
TRANSPARENT ELECTRONIC DISPXAY SYSTEMS
David W. Pendleton, 116 Woodlcy Drive, Alexandria, Va.,

and Max Sussman, 4649 Brammel St., ^okic, 01.

FDcd Apr. 12, 1960, Scr. No. 21,823
18 Claims. (Q. 343—11)

k ,—«>--»>•Tea-^^" ^3:^3^^::^

1. In a moving target indicating system having a co-

herent oscillator, the improvement comprising a first

stable oscillator, means for frequency modulating said

first oscillator, a first heterodyning device, the outputs of

said first oscillator and said coherent oscillator being cou-

pled to said first heterodyning device, a first filter con-

nected to the output of said first device for passing the

resultant sum frequency signals to a second heterodyning

device, a second stable oscillator having its output coupled

to said second device, and a second filter connected to

the output of said second device for passing the resultant

difference frequency signals.

3,096,515
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

Willard W. McLeod, Jr., Lexington, Mass., assignor to

Raytheon Company, Lexington, Mass., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Aug. 29, 1958, Ser. No. 758,051

7 Claims. (CI. 343—9)

»;;;kJ

1. An electronic system for displaying a pattern of

illuminated spots on a gas filled matrix having series of

mutually crossed coordinate conductors in response to

groups of input video signals separated by synchronizing

pulses, the signals being connected to said crossed con-

ductors, said system comprising separate commutating

means each connected with one of said series of crossed

conductors and sequentially applying to the conductors

in each series bias voltages having amplitudes less than

the threshold voltage necessary to ionize the gas between

crossed conductors, at least one of said commutating

means comprising a bias pulse generator synchronized

to said synchronizing pulses, a bias-pulse delay line cou-

pled with said pulse generator and having taps connected

with the associated series of conductors and sequentially

applying the bias pulse thereto; and compensating means

generating a continuously increasing compensating voltage

between synchronizing pulses and applying said compen-

sating voltage between the conductors of the crossed series

to compensate for puise amplitude decreases as each pulse

passed along the delay line. $

3,096,517
PULSED ELECTRON DISCHARGE SYSTEMS

Harold N. Beveridge, Santa Barbara, Calif., mad Howell

L. Carter, Ir^ Natidi, Masc a»ignon to Raytheon
Company, Lexington, Mass., a corporation of Delaware

Continuation of application Ser. No. 383,312, Sept. 30,

1953. This application Sept. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 143,269

8 Claims. (CL 343—17.1)

1. A navigation system comprising, in combination, a

transmitter; ^n antenna system connected to said trans-

mitter for radiating signals from said transmitter; means

for receiving return echo signals from said antenna sys-

tem, said antenna system including at least three antennas,

each of said antennas subtending a first predetermined

angle with respect to one of a plurality of reference co-

ordinates, and each of said antennas subtending a second

predetermined angle with respect to another of said refer-

ence coordinates.Aaid first preletermined angles being

substantially equdl in magnitude and said second pre-

determined angles being substantially equal in magnitude;

and means for combining said antenna signals.

7. In an echo ranging system comprising means for

radiating signals, means for cyclically pulse energizing

said radiating means to radiate a signal of pulse wave

energy, a wave ericrgy receiving device comprising an

intennediate frequency amplifier comprising a grid con-

trolled normally amplifying electron discharge device,

and at least one alternately amplifying and non-ampli-

fying in time electron discbarge device in that order of
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signal ampUfication, which normaUy ampUfying electron

discharge device is also connected to and feedmg a

tuning indicator, which normally amplifying electron

discharge device has a subsUntiaUy lower Q than said

alternately amplifying and non-amplifying electron dis-

charge device, means for biasing the grid of said alter-

nately amplifying electron discharge device according to

a sensitivity-time control function, means for varymg

the leading edge of said function, a demodulator con-

nected to and fed by the output of said intermediate fre-

quency amiriifier, a video amplifier connected to and fed

by said demodulator, comprising at least one grid con-

trolled electron discharge device, which electron dis-

charge device has a screen grid, nneans for cyclically bias-

ing the grid of said alternately amplifying intermediate

frequency electron discharge devices, and said screen grid

of said video amplifier electron discharge device, to am-

plify signals for a period of time substantially longer than

the pulse duration of said radiated pulse wave energy and

also substantially shorter than the interval between suc-

cessive radiated signals.

3,096,518

LOOP ANTENNA WITH IMPEDANCE MATCHING
CMaf A. Tiikkainen, 815 14th St. N., Virginia, Mum.

FUed Jnne 20, 1960, Ser. No. 37,170

12 Claims. (CL 343—742)

each containing a, surface portion which is conformal to

the same paraboloidal surface of revolution, one of said

reflectors being rotated through an angle of substantially

45 ° relative to the other about the axis of revolution of said

surface of revolution, said superimposed reflector contain-

ing a first surface portion which is conformal to said pa-

raboloidal surface of revolution and common to both of

said component reflectors and second surface portions

uniquely associated with a respective one of said compo-

nent reflectors, said common portion being adapted to re-

flect both of two orthogonally polarized incident beams of

microwave energy and said uniquely associated portions

being adapted to reflect a respective one of said tvvo inci-

dent beams whereby mutually independent reflected beams

of orthogonally polarized microwave energy are produced

in space.

3,096,520
ENDFIRE ARRAY

Hermann W. Ehrenspeck, 94 Famham St.,

Belmont 78, Mass.

FUed Mar. 6, 1958, Ser. No. 719,698

2 Claims. (CI. 343—834)
(Granted under TiUe 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec 266)

10. A substantially non-directional antenna system

comprising a pair of substantially idenucal adjacent loop

elements having a juncture point and each having a free

end portion, said loop elements being substantially co-

planar and horizontally disposed, an insulating member

having said loop elements mounted thereon, a straight

element extending across only one of said loop elements

in a plane parallel to the plane of said one of said loop

elements along the longitudinal axis of the figure defined

by said loop e'ements and being insulated from said one

of said loop elements by said insulating member and be-

ing integral with the free end of the other of said loop

elements.

3,096,519

COMPOSITE REFLECTOR FOR TWO INDEPEND-
ENT ORTHOGONALLY POLARIZED BEAMS

Robert W. Martin, HicksvUle, N.Y., assignor to Sperry

Rand Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Apr. 14, 1958, Ser. No. 728,482

9 CUhBS. (CI. 343—756)

1. A method for controlling the side lobe and gain

characteristics of an endfire antenna array by con-

trolling the virtual aperture of the array comprising the

steps of placing parasitic arrays about said endfire array

adjusting the phase distribution in the virtual aperture

by varying the height, spacing and diameter of the para-

sitic elements of said parasitic arrays, and adjusting the

amplitude within said virtual aperture by varying para-

sitic array length.

3,096,521

MAGNETIC DATA RECORDING APPARATUS
Johannes Hugo Petermann and Nora Anne Petermann,

Wilhelmshaven, Germany, assignors to Olympia Werke

AG., Wilhelmshaven, Germany
Filed Mar. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 797,787

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 13, 1958

8 Claims. (CI. 346—74)
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winding being connected across said winding Of said re-

cording head, said primary winding having a center tap

and two end terminals thereby to form two primary

halves, said center tap being connected to one terminal

of the source of electrical energy; two amplifiers each

having two output terminals and one control input ter-

minal, one output terminal of each amplifier being con-

nected to the other terminal of the source of electrical

energy and the remaining output terminals of said two

amplifiers being connected, respectively, to said two end

terminals of said primary winding; two capacitors con-

nected across said halves of said primary winding, re-

spectively, for producing a current overshoot beyond the

zero line in the particular half of said primary winding

which is energized by the corresponding amplifier when

there appears at the output terminal of the respective

amplifier a substantially rectangular pulse that reaches

to the zero line; and means connected to said control in-

put terminals of said amplifiers for applying to said am-

plifiers the pulses to be applied to the record carrier.

DESIGNS
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195,541

LADY'S SLIP OR THE LIKE
Neva A. Cederholm, Chicago, III., assignor fo Kellwood

Company, Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 71,824

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D3—26)

195 544
WASHING MITT

Robert Servin, Jenkintown, Pa., assignor to Robert Ho-

siery Mills, Inc., Trappe, Pa., a corporation of Penn-

sylvania

Filed Apr. 11, 1962, Ser. No. 69,672

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D9—2)

195,545

DIETARY SUPPLEMENT BLOCK FOR CATTLE
Charles F. Aniser, King City, Mo.

Filed May 19, 1961, Ser. No. 65,235

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D12—2)

195,542
SHOE SOLE

Peter W. Webster, 31 Orchard St., Spring[field, Vt.

FUed Nov. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 72,364

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D7—5)

195,546
LOADING RAMP FOR VEHICLES AND THE LIKE
Roy W. Bloch, Bay CHy, Mich., assignor to Maghne, Inc.,

Pinconnlng, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

Filed Dec. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 63,406

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D13—1)

195343
SLIPPER

Florence B. Zacks, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to R. G.

Barry Corporation, Columbus, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
Filed June 13, .962, Ser. No. 70,539

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D7—7)
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195,547
COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Joseph B. Schwartz, 278 W. 86th St., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 69,500

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D13— 1)

195,551
GOLF CAR

Duncan McRae, Whitehall, Mich., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Chambcrlin Metal Products Co., a corpo-

ration of Illinois

Filed June 6, 1962, Ser. No. 70,439
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D14—3)

\
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195,560
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER

Claude F. Mendell, 1324 Chester St., South Bend, Ind.

Filed Oct. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 62,556

Term of patent 3*/2 years

(CI. D26— 14)

195,563
- COMBINED VALET STAND AND SEAT

Harold Gleitsman, New Rocfacllc, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx,

N.Y., assignors to Gleitsman's lac. Long Island City,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed July 13, 1962, Ser. No. 70,908

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D33—8)

195,561
SPEAKER CABINET

Alfred J. Erickson, 928 S. Hampstead St.,

Anaheim, Calif.

Filed Oct. 25, 1962, Ser, No. 72,269

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D26—14)

195,564
COMBINED VALET STAND AND SEAT

Harold Gleitsman, New RochcUe, and Carl Foerst, Bronx,

N.Y., assignors to Gleitsman's Inc., Long Island City,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed July 13, 1962, Ser. No. 70,909

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—8)

195,562
BUREAU

Edmond J. Spence, Boca Raton, Fla., assignor to Johnson-

Carper Furniture Company, Inc., Roanoke, Va., a cor-

poration of Virginia
^, ^« --«

Filed Mar. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 69,279

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—6)

195,565

COMBINED VALET STAND AND SEAT
Harold Gleitsman, New Rochelie, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx,

N.Y., asjdgnors to Gleitsman's, Inc., Long Island City,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUed Jnly 13, 1962, Ser. No. 70,911

Term of patent 14 years

(Ci. D33—8)
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195,566
COMBINED VALET STAND AND SEAT

Harold Gleitsman, New RochcUe, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx,

N.Y., assignors to Gleitsman's, Inc., Long Island City,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed July 13, 1962, Ser. No. 70,912

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—8)

195,568
CLOTHES SUPPORT

Harold Gleitsman, New Rochelie, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx.

N.Y., and John H. Squadra, Westport, Conn., assignors

to Gleitsman's, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed Nov. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 72,663

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—8)

195,567
VALET STAND

Harold Gleitsman, New Rochelie, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx,

N.Y., and John H. Squadra, Westport, Conn., assignors

to Gleitsman's, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed Nov. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 72,662

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—8)

195,569
VALET STAND OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Harold Gleitsman, New Rochelie, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx,

N.Y., and John H. Squadra, Westport, Conn., assignors

to Gleitsman's, Inc^ Long Island City, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed Jan. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 73,056

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—8)
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195,570

VALET STAND OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Harold Glcitsmaii, New RocbcUc, and Cart Fuerst, Bronx,

N.Y., and John H. Squadra, Wertport, Conn^ assignors

to Gleitsman's, Inc^ Long Island City, N.Y^ a corpora-

rion of New York
FUed Jan. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 73,057

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—8)

195,572

VALET STAND OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Harold Gleitsman, New Rochcllc, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx,

N.Y., and John H. Squadra, Westport, Conn., assignors

to Gleitsman's, Inc., Loi« Island City, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
FUed Jan. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 73,060

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—«)

O

195,571

VALET STAND OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Harold Gleitsman, New Rocbelle, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx,

N.Y., and John H. Squadra, Westport, Conn., assignors

to Gleitsman's, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed Jan. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 73,059

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—8)

195,573
COMBINED TABLE AND VALET STAND OR

SIMILAR ARTICLE
Harold Gleitsman, New Rochelle, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx.

N.Y., and John H. Squadra, Westport, Conn., assignors

to Gleitsman's, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed Jan. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 73,078

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—14)
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195,574
VALET STAND OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Harold Gleitsman, New RochcUe, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx,

N.Y., and John H. Squadra, Westport, C<Hm., assignors

to Gleitsman's, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed Jan. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 73,079

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—14)

195,576
COMBINED TABLE AND VALET STAND OR

SIMILAR ARTICLE
Harold Gleitsman, New Rocbelle, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx,

N.Y., and John H. Squadra, Westport, Conn., assignors

to Gleitsman's, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
FUed Jan. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 73,129

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D33—14)

195,575
COMBINED TABLE AND VALET STAND OR

SIMILAR ARTICLE
Harold Gleitsman, New Rocbelle, and Carl Fuerst, Bronx,

N.Y., and John H. Squadra, Westport, Conn., assignors

to Gleitsman's, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New Yotk
FUed Jan. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 73,080

Term of patent 14 years
(a. D33—14)

195,577
KITCHEN CABINET

Joseph B. Szewczyk, 1200 E. Carson St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 67,998
Term of patent 14 years'

(CL D33—19)

195,578
SET OF CHESS MEN

WilUam Lee Epton, Box 131, Wewoka, Okla.
Filed July 17, 1962, Ser. No. 70,957

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D34—5)
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195 579
EDUCATIONAL SPINNING TOY

Max J. Ruderian, 545 Hanley Ave., Los^^Jfe'e*' C*'"'

Filed Jan. 31, 1963, Ser. No. 73,396

Tenn of patent 14 yean
(CI. D34—5)

195,582
SEPARABLE FINGER RING

Frederick J. Kuczajda, Riverside, OBtario, Canada, and

Willis E. Angell, Warren, Mich., assignors to Fayrick

Mfg., Inc., Detroit, Michl, a corporation of Michigan

Filed Jan. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 68^08
Term of patent 14 yeart

(CL D45—10)

195,580
ANIMATED TOY FIGURE

Frank Stanton, 1 W. 72nd St., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 4, 1962, Ser. No. 69,983

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D34—15)

195,583
LIGHT FIXTURE

Sidney Phillips, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Oscar Phil-

lips Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Dec. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 72,692

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D48—23)

195,584
LIGHTING FIXTURE

Giadnto C. D'Ercoli, Chicago Heights, III., assignor to

McGraw-Edison Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a corpo-

ration of Delaware ^. ^,„
Filed June 19, 1961, Ser. No. 65,638

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D48—31)

195,581

SUPPORT FOR POTTED PLANTS
William A. Hill, 3rd Ave., Charles River Grove,

Bellingham, Mass.

Filed July 11, I960, Ser. No. 61,294

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D35—3)

.-i--i..
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195,585
COMBINATION AUTOMATIC CLOTHES

WASHER AND DRIER
John F. Horvath, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to y«n«co

Corporation, BrooUyn, N.Y., a corporation of New
• York ^ ^, .. ,-,

Filed Aug. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 71,131

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D49—1)

195,588
SPOON OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Ellen B. Manderfield, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to Oneida

Ltd., Oneida, N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed July 7, 1961, Ser. No. 65,847

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D54—12)

195,586

COMBINED ESCUTCHEON PLATE AND
DOORKNOB

Roy Stuart Denker, South Pasadena, Calif., assignor to

Schlage Lock Company, a corporation

Filed Sept. 7, 1962, Ser. No. 71,599

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D50—3)

195 589

TOOL FOR HANDLING TILE OR THE LIKE
Joseph Chamiga, Jr., R.D. Box 296, near Poland, Ohio

Filed Feb. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 68,970

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D54—13)

in»>i 1*1

195,587
COMBINED ESCUTCHEON PLATE AND

DOORKNOB
Roy Stuart Denker, South Pasadciu, Calif., assignor to

Schhige Lock Company, a corporation

Filed Sept. 7, 1962, Ser. No. 71,603

Term of patent 14 years

(a. D50—3)

195,590

PNEUMATIC POWER TOOL FOR APPLYING
FASTENERS

Chirence V. Le Sage, 1333 N. Baker St., Stockton, Calif.,

and Arthur Raisch, 261 Barden Road, Bloomfield Hills,

Mich.
FUed Aug. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 71,270

Term of patent 14 years

(CI, D54—14)

wn
1
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195,591 195^3
PNEUMATIC POWER TOOL FOR APPLYING ELECTROSTATIC SEPARATOR FOR PARTICULATE

FASTENERS MATERIALS
Clarence V. L« SMe, 1333 N. BiAer St^ Stockton, Calif., Jumta Hall Carpenter, JacksonTflic, Fla^ assignor to

and Arthur Raiwh, 261 Baitlcn Road, Bloomfield Hills, Carpco Research A Eagincciteg, Inc., Jacksonville,

lyil^l,
Fla., a corporation of Florida

Filed Aug. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 71,271 Filed June 23, 1961, Ser. No. 65,703

Term of patent 14 years Term of pateat 14 years

(CI.D54—14) (CI.D55-1)

195,592
RIVET SETTING TOOL

Rudolph M. Babel, Pawtucket, R.I., assignor to United

Shoe Machinery Corporation, Flemhigton, NJ., a cor-

*^ poration of New Jersey

Filed Sept 19, 1962, Ser. No. 71,781

Term of patent 14 yean
(O. D54—14)

195,594
AUTOMATIC MACHINE FOR FOLDING GAR-
MENTS AND OTHER FLEXIBLE ARTICLES
David A. Freeman, 1550 N. Lake Shore Drive,

Chicago, m.
FUcd Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 67,721

Term of patent 14 yean
(CI. D55—1)

195,595
FLEXIBLE DRIVE SHAFT FOR MANICURING

TOOLS AND THE LIKE
James W. Bradbory, Middietomi, OUo, aarignor to For-

ward Corporation, West Mldiletow, Ohio, a corpora-

tion of Ohio
FUed May 24, 1962, Ser. N: 70,264

Tom of patent 14 yean
(Q. D5S—1)
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195,596
JUG _,

Joseph L. Greenwdl, Miami, Fla., assignor to American

Ceilolar CorporatioB, Miami, Fla., a corporation of

Florida
Filed Nov. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 67,634

Term of patent 14 years

(O. D58—5)

195,599
BOTTLE

RiclMTd L. Platte, Ann Arbor, and Richard J. Lee, Mid-

land, Mich., and Robert P. JosUn, Omaha, Nebr.; said

Platte and said Lee assignors, by direct and mesne as-

signments, to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,

Mich., a corporation of Michigan, and said Joslin as-

signor to Fairmont Foods Company, Omaha, Nebr., a

corporation of Delaware
FUed July 23, 1962, Ser. No. 71,006

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D58—6)

195,597
JUG _^.

Thomas W. Monk, Alameda, and George W. Working-

ton, Castro Valley, Calif., assignors to Owens-UImois

Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Jan. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 68,176

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D58—5)

195,600
BOTTLE

Ray O. Neyman, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to Consoli-

dated Thermoplastics Company, Stamford, Conn., a

corporation of Debiware
FUed Nov. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 72,356

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—6)

[ ^^m

195,598

VACUUM JUG OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Sigvard Bemadotte, StynnamBatan 57, Stockholm, Swe-

den, and Actoa BJ#ni, Toidbodiade 71, Copenhagen,

Denmark ^, ^^ „__
Filed Apr. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 69,827

Claims priority, applicatioD Sweden Oct. 25, 1961

Term of patent 14 yean
(CI. D58—5)

195,601
PACKAGING CONTAINER

John Donald Bostrom, Niles, III., assignor to Poster Pack-

aging, Inc., Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Mar. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 64,184

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D5»—11)
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195,602
COMPARTMENTED DISPLAY PACKAGING

CONTAINER
John Donald Bostrom, Nlles, III., assignor to Poster Pack-

aging, Inc., Chfcago, IIU a corporation of Delaware

FUed Mar. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 64,336

Term of patent 14 years

(CL DSft—11)

195,605
MICROFILM READER-PRINTER

Philip H. Stevens, Syracuse, Darid O. Chase, Camillas,

and Roderick F. Bunyea, Skancatcics, N.Y., assignors

to Photostat Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 67,556
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D61~l)

^^C

195,603
DISPENSING CLOSURE

Arthur Wesley Newby, 1265 Schaumburg Road,

El^, III.

Filed May 8, 1961. Ser. No. 65,051

Term of pat/nt 14 years

(CL 058—26)

195 606
COMBINED TRANSPARENT AND OPAQUE

PROJECTOR
James O. Kuhn, Cinchinati, Ohio, asdgnor to Kenner

Products Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Oct 12, 1962, Ser. No. 72,090

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D61—1)

195,604

CLOSURE WITH A TEAR STRIP OPENER
Ermal C. Fraze, 355 W. Stroop Road, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Feb. 4, 1963, Ser. No. 73,435

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—26)
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195,607

PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE DEVELOPING AND
PROCESSING UNIT

David Gordon Sharp, Chapel Hill, N.C., ass^nor to Ward

Laboratories, Durham, N.C., a corporation of NorUi

Carolina ^ ^ ^, -„ ^ma
Filed Nov. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 72,378

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D61—1)

195,610

COOKING OVEN OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Robert W. Blee and Renor S. Faidy, Jefferson County.

Ky., assignors to General Electric Company, a corpo-

ration of New York
Filed Nov. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 67,746

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D81—4)

195,608
FLAME SPRAY GUN

Herbert Chariop, Brooklyn, N.Y., as^gnor to Metco Inc.,

Westbury, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Nov. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 72,466

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D62—2)
195,611

MEDICINE DROPPER
Joseph M. Mitchell, 72 High St., Clinton, Mass.

Filed Jan. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 68,378

Term of patent 14 years

(CK D83—1)

195 609

COMBINED DBPLAY^W MERCIL^^^
RACK FOR TOILETRY PACKAGES OR THIS

I IKE
Ceorse E Ensdahl, Hingham, Mass., assignor to Th«

^iUette CoSSny, BoSSTm-ss. • corporation of Del-

"'*'*
FUed May 9, 1962, Ser. No. 70,062

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D80—9)

r
II

195,612

FACE MASK FOR SURGEONS OR THE LIKE

Gerald J. Liloia, 369 Alden Way, Nortii Brunswick, N J.,

and William H. Bird, R.D. 1, Somerset, N J.

Filed Mar. 21, 1962, Ser. No. 69,497

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D83—1)

V

792 0.0.—1»
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195,613
DISPOSABLE IRRIGATION CONTAINER

OR THE LIKE
Elias Picker, Kew Gardens, N.Y^ assignor to Ipco Hos-

pital Supply Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed Oct. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 72,319

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D83—1)

195,615
TIRE

Michael Tiborcz, 714 W. Market St., Akron, Ohio
Filed Mar. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 64,273

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D90—20)

195,614
NAIL CLIPPER

John J. Sacko, Jr., 613 W. Main St., Greenevllle, Tenn.

Filed Oct. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 67,141

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D86—10)

195,616
TIRE

Michael Tiborcz, 714 W. Market St., Akron, Ohio
Filed Mar. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 64,274

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D90—20)

^ ^
^
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LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 2nd DAY OF JULY, 1963

Bennlnaer A.-G., MaBchlnenfabrlk : See
Coester, Robert. Be. 28,409

Lumwrint Zindler K.G. : See—
Limberger, Walter. Re. 25,408.

Coester Robert, to Maschlnenfabrik Bennlnger A.-G. Turbo Trysaman Machine Co. Inc. : Sefr—

machine Be 25.409, 7-2-68, Ol. 280—125. Wayland, Hubert fe. Re. 25,410.

Limberger, Walter, to Lumoprint Zlndler K.G. < ontlnuou» „ . . Hubert E to Trysaman Machine Co., Inc. Grlml-

UST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
American Brake Shoe Co. :

See-
Simons, Ira W. 195.658.

American Cellular Corp : Bee—
G r«en well, Joseph L. 195,596.

» v,, ^ /„, ^tti^
Anlser Charlw F. Dietary supplement block for cattle.

195 645 7-2-63, CI. D12—2. _^ ^ ,/ * «r t
AshtMi Jack G \k to J. C. Butterworth and % to W t.

ul^rdorff D^nUl instrument supporting and actuating

BaSSi.^id^iph%':'^'lin'iU^'fc' Machinery Corp. Rivet

setting tool. 195,692, 7-2-68. Q. D54- 14.

Barry, R. Q., Corp. : See—

Cooking oven or similar article. 195,610, 7-J-Orf, ^i

Bl?ch!'R*oy W., to Magllne Inc. lading ramp for vehicles

and the like 195,546, 7-2-63, CI. D13— 1.

Bc^uoi John D to Poster Packaging Inc. Packaging con-

tainer. 195,601, 7-2-63. CI. D58--11.

Flame spray gun. 19r>,t)08,

See-

D55— 1.

Butterworth, Jere C. : See—

^

Asaton. Jack G. 195,556.

Carpco Research k Engineering, Inc. : See-

Caroenter James H. 195,593. . ., . , i„„
Carpenter James H., to Carpco Research k Engineering Inc

Etrostatic separator for particulate materlalK. 19^..'i9.i

Ced;rh^lm,^eVa a;\o Kellwood Co. Ladys slip or the lik^

195.541. 7-2-63, CI. D3—26.

Chamberlin Metal Products Co. :
See—

McRae. Duncan. 195,650.

McRae. Duncan. 195,551.

Charlop, Herbert, to Metco Inc

CharoT^: j'os?^h,"j^r. Tool for handling tile or the like.

195.589, 7-2-63. CI. D54—13.

Consolidated Thermoplastics Co
Neyman, Ray O. 195,600.

Deardoff. William T. : See—

Denker'^Ro/s '^o'•schK Lock C. Combined escutcheon

Dlate an^doorkSob 195,586. 7-2-63. CI. D50—3.

Denker Rov S to Schlage Lock Co. Combined escutcheon

Plate and (toorknob. 1§5,587, 7-2-63. CI D50-3
DOi, Giarinto C. to McGraw-Edlson Co. Lighting fix

ture. 196,584. 7-2-63, CI. D48—31.

^''"p'iatlS'wchar^li'^lee. and Jo«lin. 195.599^^
, ^

Engdahl Geor^ E., to The Gillette Co Co«"bined d splay and

i^rchkndlslng rack for toiletry packages -or the like, 195.

609. 7-2-63. CI. D80—9.

Epton, William L. Set of chess men.
D.^-*—5. „ .. v.. .

Erickson. Alfred J. Speaker cabinet.

D26— 14.

Fairmont Foods Co. : See-
^ , ,,

Platte. Richard L. I^ee. and Jo«lln

Kayrlck Mfu . Inc. : See

—

^ . ,,

Kuczajka. Frederick J., and Angell.

Forward Corp. : See—
Bradbur>-. James W. 195.595.

Fraze Ermal C. Closure with a tear strip opener

7-2-68, CI, D58—26.

Freeman. David A Automatic jnachlne '"r ^'dlng K«"nentR

and other flexible articles. 195.594. 7-2-«3, n. IW.-i- i.

General Electric Co.: See— ,„,«,„
Blee Robert W.. and Faldy. 195.610.

Van Der Linden. Donald. 195.559.

Gillette Co.. The : See—
Engdahl. George E. 195,609.

19.'>,578. 7-2-63. CT

195. .'>61. 7-2-63, CI

195,599.

lfl5..'V82.

1<J.").604,

Gleitsman, Harold and C. ^Jiera^ to Gleltsmans Inc Com-

bined valet stand and seat. 195,663, i-£-o6 ci. ^^^r-«-

(aelt" man* Harold, and C. F«r«t to Gleltsma^^^^

blned valet stand and seat. 195,564. 7-2-6;$
%':.„ Cnm

Glei^man, Harold, and C. Fj»e"A to Gieltsman's Inc Com-

bined valet stand and seat. l95,o65. 7-2-63, 9- ""^fr-?
(Jleitsman, Harold, and C. Fj**"* toGieiUman '^'^'^^^^

blned valet stand and seat. 1^5,566^ 7-2-63, CI. Dii—».
Cleitsman, Harold. C. Fuerst and J ft Squadra to Olelts

mans Inc. Valet stand. 195,567 7-2-63, <-^;JL»33—8.

(Jleltsman, Harold, C. Fuerst. and J H. f'\^^"'i^%2^'
man's. Inc. Clothes support. 1»5.568, 7-2-63 OD^d—tt.

Gleitsman, Harold, C. Fuerst and J. H. S<l"a'^™- *» «i!U2-
man's Inc. Valet stand or aimilar article. 195,569, 7-.i-*J,

(Jleltsman. Harold, C. Fuerst and J. H. S<l"a^"i to Glelts-

mans Inc. Valet stand or similar article. 195,570, 7-^-6d,

(Jleitsman, Harold, C Fuerst and J. H. Squadra to Glelts-

man's Inc. Valet stand or similar article. 195,571, T-^-«A,

Ol D33 8
C.leltsman, Harold, C Fuerst and J. H. Squadra to GleUs-

man's, Inc. Valet stand or similar article. 195,572, 7-.<!-6J.

r^\ r)^3 8
Gleitsman. Harold, C. Fuerst, and J. H. Squadni, to Gleits-

man's Inc. Combined table and valet stand or similar

article 195.573. 7-2-63. CI. D33— 14.

Gleitsman, Harold, C. Fuerst. and J. H. Squadra to Glelts-

man's. Inc. Valet stand or similar article. 195,574, 7-2-OJ,

CI D33 14
(ileitsman, Harold, C. Fuerst. and J. H. Squadra. to Gleits-

man's Inc. Combined or table and valet stand or similar

article. 195,575, 7-2-63. CI. D33—1^ „ . , ^, „.
Gleitsman, Harold, C. Fuerst. and J. H. Squadra, to G'®/*"'

man's. Inc. Combined table and yalet stand or similar

article. 195.576. 7-2-63, CI. D33—14.

Gleitsman's Inc.: See

—

_ ^^, ^^„ ^^
Gleitsman. Harold, and Puerst. 195,563-66.

Gleltaman. Harold. Fuerst, and Squadra. 195,567-76.

Greenwell, Joseph L., to American Cellular Corp. Jug.

195,596. 7-2-63, CI. D68—5.

Hewlett-Packard Co. : See

—

Inhelder, Eric A. 195 657.
, ,„. .c, ., o

Hill, William A. Support for potted pUnU. 195,681, 7-2-

63. CI. D35—3.

Horvath John F.. to Vamco Corp. Combination automatic
clothes washer and drier. 195,586, 7-2-63, CI. D49—

1

Inhelder, Eric A., to Hewlett-Packard Co. Microwave at-

tenuator. 195.567, 7-2-63, CI. D26—1.

Ipco Hopltal Supply Con>- ' See

—

Isola, Richard A., to Steelcase Inc. Chair. 195,553, 7-2-63,

CI, D15—1.
. ^ r c

Johnson-Carper Furniture Co., Inc. : See

—

Spence, Edraond J. 195.562.
Kellwood Co. : See— ,^, .,, !

Cederholm, Neva A. 195.541. '

Kenner Products Co. : See

—

Kuhn, James O. 195,606. „ . x. ^ v,f„
Kucaajka Frederick J., and W. E. Angell to Fayr^ck Mfg

Inc Separable finger ring. 196,582. 7-^-63 CI D45—10.

Kuhn James O.. to Kenner Products Co. Combined transpar-

ent and opaque projector. 195,606, 7-2-63, Cl. D61— 1.

Le Sage Clarence v., and A. Ralsch. Pneumatic power tool

for applying fasteners. 195,690. 7-2-63, Cl. I>54— 14.

Le Sage, Clarence V., and A. Ralsch, Pneumatic power tool

for Ipplylng fasteners. 195.591, 7-2-63, Cl D54— 14.

Lllola Gerald J., and W. H. Bird. Face mask for surgeon or

the like. 195,612. 7-2-63, a. D83—1.

Magllne, Inc. : See

—

Bloch, Roy W. 196.646. „ . „
Manderfleld. Ellen B., to Oneida Ltd. Spoon or similar ar

tide. 195.588, 7-2-63, Cl. D64— 12.

McGraw-Edlson Co. : See—
D'Ercoll. Glacinto C. 195,584. , „ ^ , „

McRae Duncan, to Chamberlin Metal Products Co.

car.
' 195.550, 7-2-63, CT D1 4—3. , „ ^ . .,

McRae Duncan, to Chamberlain MeUl Products Co.

car. ' 195.551, 7-2-63. Cl. D14—3.

i

Golf

<;oif



II
LIST OF PATENTEES

Telephone amplifier. 19S.S60. 7-2-88.
Mendell. Claude F.

CI. DM—14.

Metco Inc. : See—
Charlop. Herbert. l»tti«08

Mltc*»ell. Joaeph M. Medldne dropper.

VlJn^^hbmaa W., and G. VV. Worthlngton^ to OwenB-ininol«

Glaaa Co Jug. 195.597. 7-2-63. CI. D58—5.

Na>Io" XhuriaS F.. and P. Holllngaworth. to Standard

fhomaon Corp. Automotive mirror base. 195.552. 7-2-

63. 01. D14-^.
Newby. Arthur W
D5»—26

196.611, 7-2-63. a.

Dispensing closure. 195.603. 7-2-63, CI.

Neyman Ray O.. to Consolidated Thermoplaatics Co. BotUe.

I98.6(k). 7-2-63. CI. D58- -6.

Oneida Ltd. : Bee—
Manderfleld Ellen B. 196.888.

Owens Illinois Glass Co. : See—
Monk. Thomas W.. and Worthlngton. 195.597.

Fhilllps. Oscar, Co. : See— ,„„

PbilK"&^^•o^bs'c2^alips co. Light axtu... 195.-

588. /-2-63, (h. D48—23.

"'"'s'tevliS*'''^hill1fH: Chase, and Bunyea. 1W.605.
Picker Ell^i. to 1^0 ko.Dlta\ ^upplytforpIM.^saWe Irri-

gation container or the like. Ift5,613, 7-2-fl3. <-»-,"o^.
.J,

Platte Richard L., B. J. Lee. and B. P. Joalln ;
said Platte

"^

and' said Lee. as-or. Dow Chemical Co and «ald Joslln

assor Fairmont Food Co. Bottle. 196,599. 7-2-«3. CI.

D68—6.

Pomona Tile Mfg. Co. : Se*—
Speaker. Donald R. 195.564.

Speaker, Donald R. 195.655.

Poster Packaging. Inc. :
See-—

Bostrom. John D. 196,601.
Bostrom. John D. 195.602.

Robert Hosiery Mills. Inc. : Sf«—
Servis, Robert. 196.644.

. . . .^ iorrtq t o
Ruderlan, kax J. BducaUonal spinning toy. 196,679, 7-2-

SacJo*Jo?nj7jr. Nail clipper. 195.614. 7-2^3. CI. D86-^
10.'

SchKge Lock Co. See—
Denker. Boy S. 196.586.
D«nker, Boy S. 195.887.

Scboli, Donald J., to Schols Homea, Inc. House. 196,848,
7-2-63. a. D13—1. , „ ,„...„

Schols, Donald J., to SchoU Homea, lac. House. 196,649,
7-2-68, CL D13—1.

Scholi Homes, Inc. : See

—

ScboU, Donald J. 195.548.
Scholi. Donald J. 196.649. „ „„

Schwarts, Joeeph B. Commercial building. 196,647, 7-2-63.

Servin, Robert, to Bobert Hoalery Mllla, Inc. Washing mitt.

198.544. 7-2-63. O. D»—2. _^ ^, , .
Sharp, David G., to Ward Laboratories. Photograohlc plate

developing and proceaalng unit 196,607. 7-2-63. CI.

Simons Ira W., to American Brake Shoe Co. Multimeter.

195.668. 7-2-63^ CI. Da6—1. _
Speaker, bonald fe-. to Pomona Tile Mfg. Co. Tile. 195,-

Mr ^ y o aq ry\ r\ -t o O

Speaker. Donald k, to Pomona Tile Mff Co. Tile. 195,555.

7—2—63 CI D18—2.

Soence ifildmond J., to Johnaon-Carper Furniture Co.. Inc.

Bureau. 198.662. 7-2-63, CI. D33—6.

Standard Thomson Corp. : See

—

......
Najlor. Tharman ¥.. and Holllnggworth. 1»5,652.

Stanto? mnk Anlmaied toy figure. 195.680. 7-2-63, CI.

D34—16.
Steelcaae Inc. : See

—

laola, Bichard A. 195^(663. ^ „ „ „ . t.», .^
Btevens^fhilip H., D. 0. Oiase, and R. F Bunyea to Photo

sUt Corp. Microfilm reader-printer. 195.605. 7-2-63. CI.

Ssewcsyk. Joseph B. Kitchen cabinet. 195.877. 7-2-63, CI.

Tlborcs, Michael. Tire. 196,615, T-J^- S RS^SS"
Tlbor«; Michael. Tire. 198.ai«, 7-2-63, CI. D90—20.

United Shoe Machinery Corp. : See

—

Babel, Rudolph M. 196,602.
Vamco Corp. : See

—

Horvato, John F. 196,686. ^, _^ ^ „, . __

.

Van Der Liniken, Donald, tb General Electric Co. High speed

printer console. 196.669, 7-2-68, CI. D26—6.

Ward Laboratories : See

—

Webs^Sr"^e?eV W^ sL^o^'t^li. 196.642. 7-2-68, O. D7_6
Zacks, ^orence B., to R. O. Barry Corp. BUpper. 196.648.

7-2-68, a. D7—7.

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 2nd DAY OF JULY, 1963

NOT».—ArrangWI In aecortance with the flrat signifleant character oc word of the name (In aecordance with dty and
*

^"^JlVulO^^ «4lw^kA#Av^ Tws^»nl^ltelepooae directory practice)

.

3,096.332.

ACF Industriea, Inc. : See

—

Carlson, Norman B. 3.096.831.
Onlick. Ronald A. 3,096,072.
Runken. Oerd. 3.095.830.
Thorson. John R. 3,096,981.

Abbott Lal>oratorles : See

—

Von E^ch. Anne M., and Sherman
Ace Engineering Co. : See

—

Smith. Gns T. 3,095,718. ^ „ ,
Aekaret, Robert L.. to PhlUipa Petroleum Co. Hot runner for

molding machine. 3.095,604. 7-2-63. CI. 18—5.

Acme Steel Co. : See

—

„ ^ _ > ,^. a-ro
Cliff, George J., Parshall, and Braun. 3,095,678.

Acomb, Byron H. :
Bee— » ««« noi

Antbes, CUfford C. Acomb. and Heer. 8.096,921.

Acton Laboratories, Inc. : See—
Pihl. George E. 3,096,480. _ ™, ._, , w

Adams. A.lbert H.. to General Electric Co. Electrical bus

conductor. 3.096.131. 7-2-68. CI. 339—22.
Addresaograph-Multlgraph Corp. : See— qAQnano

Gammeter. Harry F.. PaUlon. and Katterie. 3.096.809.

Adler. Simon : See—
dilbert. Jack J. 8.096.800.

Adlert. Norman B. : See

—

Patriquin, George P., and Adlert. 3.096.116.

Air Reduction Co.. Inc. Bee—
Wamser Christian A. 8.096.693.

AJinomoto Kabnahikl Kaisha : Beth- w.*..,!
Motosakl. Shlnlchi. Taunoda. Okumura. Tsugawa. Matsul.

AlbrechV^iie'^'-d^i^V?'to'fe%*.u'5^ck Corp. Pit cushion.

AffltfSbJn'#.• and'l^ mancK,. to General .lectHc

Co Bus dnct connection. 8.096.391. 7-2-63. CI. 174—18.

Albriaht k Wilson Ltd. : See—
Coatee, Harold, and Cbalkley. 3.096,201.

Alcan Co.. Inc. : See— _ -^ _,_
Clark Homer E.. Jr. 3,096,817. __,

AlexanSeriaon Hara^d V.. and A. K. Dletach, to Erlccson.

LM Tn?fonaktlebola*et. Mnltl-contact switching device.

3.0*6.422. 7-2-63, CI. 200—166.
All Amertcan Engineerlnf Co. : See

—

Cotton. Robert B. 8.0»6,066.

Allen-Bradley Ca Bee--^
Boysen. Gerd C. S.02«jii<» ,,

Allen'^DJ.n"id*B*'toVJ' D?w*'chemical Co. Dehydratton

irf iniSinlc fluoride hydrate, with liquid hydrogen fluoride.

Ai?;2**1>VaVM'^F C-iKr "ind W. S. Shlra. to Barber-

""'oj;;.!?'ci. feouS' ImSTct" c" .her. 3.096 036. 7-2^3.

AlSn "orfJn S. J.. D. H. Mawby. and D. C. Greaham to

C^sfleT Electroiic Ltd^ '^y^Pfno"<P^L"T2!63 CI
printer with color correction. 3,096,394. 7-2-63, ci

178—6.2.

Allen Iron t Steel Co.. The : Be^--
Cassel. Harriaon H.. and Stoddart. 3.096.970.

Allied Chemical Coro. : See-- ._k„„ qnaAlftO
Krani. Frederick H.. »»<» Te7*«*«fy 3.096,189.

Spilker. Clarence W. 3^.226.
Waters, Charles E.. and Wells. 3.096,168.

Allison, Leslie R.. »« Westinghoui«Alr BrakeCo. I^"^
tive remote control ayatem. 8,096.066, 7-2-68, ci. ^«o—

187.

Allmanna 8^«"k« "lektrtska Aktlebolaget : See—
Gmndmark. Bengt. 8,096.461.

3,096.509.

3,095.957.

3,096,410,

Heer, Jr., to Union
7-2-63, a. 168—

3,096,161.

Alwef-For«:hung "b-H^:
-^tT"

Deller, Konrad. 8,096,828.

Amalgamated C«~cao Patents Co.. N.V. : See-
Beer. Henri B. 3,096,272.

A^.nn r%ariM A J 8 Collman, R. W. Haushalter, J. M.

"^RlSet? vTa^ lirunerand ^ T Vickerg^ to 6enera^

Motors Corn. Regenerative gas turbine. 3,096,700. 7-2

63. CI. 60—39.2.

American Bosch Arma Corn. :Se^
Waldron. Claude F. 3.096,697. •.

^""i^^ra^A^aeSV.. ^/nVrimney. ^0^ |69.

Ko'S^Lffly . lnd'SJc{S'"3.ol5%r«-

American Potash & Chemical Corp. :
Bee--

Bloom, Murray, and Waehbum. 3,096.J7U.

Stern. David B. 8.096,698.

^"•DiuVherty^'j^nk Z • "« Sebok. 8.096,451.

Amfre-Grant, Inc. :
Bee— ^nattvia

Ferguaon, Edgar A.. Jr. 8,096.336.

Ampex Corp. : See

—

^^. Don N. 3.096.810. ^ ^
Rosenberg, MUton. and Johnston.

Anchor Hocking Glaas Corp. : See—
Roberts. Cecil P.. and Hildebrandt.

Andior Serum Co.. Inc-: See-
Slater. Eben A. 3.096 247. ^, ^. ^ .

Anderson. MltcheU. Low tire indlcaUng device.

And'iJws'- Sch'a^.'t^Cltni. Eculpment^rp Plneapgle

Juice extraction machine. 3,095,805, 7-2-63. fl. lOV—w<.
Angus. Ernest T.. and D. F. Walker, to iferranti Ltd

nSF^f^
less D.-C. motor with permanent magnet rotor. 3,096,467,

Ann"ii*Chi«l« hZ^T^A. Keatell, and E. Tipper, to United

Sh"' Mach nery borp. Machines for applying pressure to

«h^ bottoms 3.095,589. 7-2-63. CI. 1^—33.
AMtSat fur Tl<;hnliche Entwickluig und Verwertung :

See—
Roussoe. Georges. 3.095.618.

Anthes, aifford C, B. H Acomb^nd M.

Carbide Corp. Blowpipe. 3,096,921,

274.
. „

Apellanis. Jose A. : See— .. . „ .

Morrison, Albert R^ and Apellanis.

Appleton Machine Co.. The : See—
Doven. Eugene. 3.096.039.

Applied Arte Corp. : Bee—
Whitman, John H, 3 095.958.

Applied Power Industries, Inc. : Bee—
Luedicke Alexander H., Jr. 8,096.661.

^''*^\*cbm'ffior|e a! «d Archbold. 3.096.993.

^"'*Arie^ FrJiik lirArcher. and Shir.. ^
8.006.036.

Ariyama.°fal2shl. f^"* t^^,TT^^""cn^ 9^9yoghurt from soybean. 8.096.177. 7-2-03. ci. m-^ov.

Armco Steel Corp. : See— -„

7-2-63^ CI. 162—237.

facture feleber^Jolomt^e 3^6.917 7-^ ci. loir—iuo

Associated Electrical I"«'J"trte. Ltd . See—

^SbbTref "a^, «d''wafla«**?696.706.
.

de"ceV^ ^096.486.y-2-63, a. 330-14. ^^.^^^^
Atkins Lyle D.. and W. B. Holmgreen, Jr.. to War^ngXJte.

Co Inc Com^stion controlled flasher lamp. 8.066.027.

7-2-68. CI. 240—11.

^*""F«"^£?n^ !o\iSB:.fndlllchards. 8.095.988.

Atlas Chemical Industries. Inc. : See-
Young. Aubrey A. 8,0»«,^4Z.

Autoboard Corp. : See—
^^ -^

Glase, John W.. Jr. 8,096,006.

Automatic Electric Lab«™torl^ Inc.
:
See—

McCreary, Harold J. 3,096,402.

Auto Be^arch Corp. : Bee—
Thomas, Thomas B. 8,0»»,0^».

Avery-HardoU Ltd. : Bee— .-.__..
Wilson. Frederick B. J. 3.090.74 1.

A -i«^ M.rtm 8 and D. B. Rosenheim, to International

7-2-63. a. 219—38.
„ . c -

Ailende Colort Nayionali Afllnl Aena S.pA.
:
See—

Gaetani. Bnnanno. 8.096,140.

Babcock ft Wilcox Co. -Bee—
Mrnvf^T Clvde B 8.096.699.

of citrates and glutamates. 3,096,251. 7 ^-^a.

Bach^mrnJi^oaef. Supply system for viscous fluids. 3.096,

914, 7-2-63. CI. 141—27.

^'*iit!m"r?e'y"8"tua??'i:. Back, Beck, and Pick. 8,096.172.

m



IV
LIST OF PATENTEES

Badl8che Anilln k Soda Fabrik Aktlengej^llHchaft :
See

Datow, Joachim, and WImmpr. 8.096, 3fil

Dehnert, JohanneH. 3 096 338. o aqa wo
Hartmark njarup. Schuster, and Herrle. 3.096,142.

LanK^ Ouenter. Luetxel. Wlppel. Weldlnger, and Kran..

3,096.320. onoM-iAa
Meyer. Ferdinand, and Demraler. 3,096,349.

Tartter, Arnold, Rohland, Ludateck. and Schroedel.

Baler, Wwli" 8. Ring buoy life preserver. 3,095.686,

Bake?"^/o8?ihV.^'!r P. Chupp. and P. E. Newallla, to Mon

•anto Chemicai Co. 0-(lla\ophenyl) phoaphonothloatea.

BaieT^M'A^or'd'Lt'oSco. Rear axle conatructlon.

3 095,762, 7-2-63, CI. 74—720 6.

Baker. William R. : Sec—
dalbacb. Klaui, Baker, and Veron. 8,096.2«9.

Balaceanu. Jean-Claude : See— „
riement Genevieve, and Balaceanu. 3,oee,87B.

Balcom.^O^orJy^ A., and K. L.Archbold to White Sewing

Machine Corp. Fiber glass Unk. 3.095.993, 7-2-«3. 1

1

Ba^dJ^amerwerk Rudolf Oruter. Kommandltgeaellachaft

:

*Lange. Karl H. 8,095,792.
Baldwin, Lloyd C. : See—

Raamuaaen, Donald B. 8.096.010.

'^^''Raamilae^i.'bfnai^E. 3,096,010.
^, ,^ ^

Ball Joseph L.'. R H Edmonds. and^O. F. Ross, to United

StateB of America, Navy. Quick rtljch«7* ''*'""* '**' "

magnetron. 3,096,491. 7-2-6S. CT. 331—87.

Ball. Kenneth: fiTec— QnartATi
'

Oryctko, Carl E., and Ball. 3.096,413. _ , .., t,„„.
n.li«rd Edward C and B. E Sommern, to B. I. du Pont

""de NemoSrs and to Fluorlnated e«ters of polycarboxyllc

acldB. 8,096.363, 7-2-63, CI. 260—488
Ballard. Hyde _

W to Jam" Lees "<» So^" Co^g^eUiod

for tufting pi e fabrics. 3.095,840. 7-2-63. tl. n*^ '»•

Ballard HySeW.. and J. B. Smith, to James Leea and Sons

Co MetVod and apparatus for pattern tufting pile fabrics

without loot) robbfng. 8.096.8*1. 7-2-63, CI. 112—79.

!!3Sr"'^ah^nj^'m^e'i'n'^'for^^^^^^ fluid valves.

Ba1.n%''Thoya-s*'A.^Jr'^'i^sV;[;ments for c^^

atlons to ensure optimum operating conditions. 3.096.469,

Barln'^Joh^n 8 ^V O^D. Searle & Co. 17-alkynylandroata-

4 6dlene-3.17-dlol" esterR thereof and 19 nor compounds

corresponding 3.098,856. 7-2-63, CI. 260—397.5.

®"''D^Wlr?r"Bo*bert^ Bi^l^baresl. and Kat.man. 3.096.428.

^•^'addera^.^^MeWln'T. 8,096,101.

Barber-Oreene Co. : See^- ovi.- n nan niK '

Allen Prank M, Archer, and Shlra. 8.0»e.03».

Barbour, i^nner 8. :
See

—

.k«„. •> nan "iKfl
Worthen, Eugene P.. and Barbour. 3,0»6.Z0B.

Bargman. Theodore. Co. : Bee—
Truhon. John A. 3.095.724.

Barnes Engineering Co. :«':*—-_
Yates. Harold W. 8.096,795.

Bar-Ray Products, Inc. :
See—

OH Co., Inc. Satellite gathering system. 3.095,889. 7-_

Battel?" E?Jc'^'to Rhelnmetall, O.m.b.H., ^-^f7Sl"?2*^3
type cocking firing mechanism for guns. 3,095,781, 7-2-63,

fiy gg 27.
Basic Motor Developments. Inc. : See -

Ba..S?.'"A.trA''.1o IPP io^-r696''iTJV-^a
and methods of maklpg the same. 3.096.878. 7-^ «». v^i-

12S—290. „ „^ „
Baatlan-Blesslng Co.. The : Se^

of electric terminal member. 8.096,186, 7-2-63. Ci. MV

BaS Myron J., and R. C. Wilson, to Fnlted State* of Ameri-

ca Na?y Blast doors and span trartt •"an«*ment for

gjilded missile launching syatem. 3.090,780, 7-2-63. n.

Ba?e7Vscar E. Vehicle mounted animal catching device.

Ba'ueTste?a^a-:^'to'^o'l?sVo;'ci- Ltd. Meth^ of producing

canned fuel rods for nuclear reactors. 3,096.264. 7-2-oJ.

Ba?er^^ci7de*^*R. to Babcock k Wilcox Co. Combined gas-

steam turbine power plant andv method of operating the

BaTbTr, '^e'.TlfJ\^i'^S/l:o.A^^^^^ rack

conniption 3.096.108. 7-2-fl8. CI. ?87-54.

^^^Nl^hk,' Ounther, Holtachmldt. Bongard. and Bayer.

8.098,296.

Beamish. Thomas R. Aircraft float. 3.095.846, 7-2-63. CI.

114—66.fi.

Bearing Inspection. Inc. : See—
Mathesfm. Sttiart N. 3,095.730.

Beaulaurler. Oeraid H. Exercise device. 3,096.947, 7-2-63.

CI. 182—189.

3.096,377.

8.096.172.

Becanne. Robert : See—
Roche Amlre. Orancher. Gajac. and Becanne.

Beck, Rusaell R. :
See— „ . „ ^ ^ oi w

felmmerley. Stuart R.. Back. Beck, and Pick.

Becker. Robert H. : See— »««.«,«
Ponson. Lloyd J., and Becker. 3,095.615.

Becton. Dickinson and Co. : See—
Heln, George N. 3.096.283. o » * n v v

Beer Henri B.. to Amalgamated Curacao Patents Co.. N.V.

Noble metal coated titanium electrode and method of mak-

ing and using It. 3.096.272. 7-2-63. CI. 304_1
Beerll, Kari. to Solndel . Motoren und Maschlnenfabrlk A.O.

Electronrotor-drlven textile mill spindles. 3,096.687. 7-2-

BehaV Samuel M.. to Thf Bendix Corp. Electric motor drive

system. 3.096.453. 7-2-63. CI. 310—77.
Bell Telephone I.«boratorles. Inc. : See-—

James, Dennis B , Malthsner. and Bunyon. 3,096.403.

Marie, Georges R. P. 8.096,473.
Marie. Georges R. P. 8.006.474.

Bemis Bro. Bag Co. : See—
Helm Jack D and Hopkins. 3,096,081.

Benantl. Michael A. : See—
^. « ««« aha

Jacobs. Harold. Brand. Melndl, and Benantl. 3,096.494.

Bendix Corp.. The : See—
Behar, Samuel M. 8.096.4«3.
Pendorf Harold. 3.09«.612.
Ransom. James R. 3.096,483. „ , ^ „ , ^ v

Benjamins. Edwin, and B M. Marks, to E. I. du Pont de Ne
mours and Co. Copolymer of methyl methacrvlate and

glycldyl methacrylate. 3 096,318. 7-2-63. CI. 260—86.1
Benne-tt George A.. W. Clarke, and J. Stirling, to Imperial

Chemical Industries Ltd. Printing paste containing an or-

ganic sulphur compound and a dyeatuff carrying a 4 :B-

dlhalogeno-1 :3 :6-trlatln-2-Tlamlno praap, and method of

printing. 3.096.141,7-2-63. a. »—88.

Bennett. Ovell F. to E. I. d« Pont de Nemours jjnd Co. Meth
od for Isolating aromatic carboxyllc adds. 3.098,348, 7--'-

88. a. 260-^328.
Bentley Engineering Co. Ltd., The : See—

Manger, Charles F.. and Smith. 3,096.719.
Bentley. Kenneth J. : See— „ ^. «^..

Shaw. Herbert 8., and Bentley. 8.095,964.

Berg Electronics. Inc. : See—
Mandnl. Lloyd. 3,096,393.

. ^ , ,. , , »
Berge Blrger, to El-Bf^ Elektrlska Aktlebolag. Lanterns.

3^W6,029. 7-2-63, C\. 240—26.

Berglund. David B.. and J. H. Drew. .. -...

ucts Corp. Random sampling demonstration device.

655, 7-2-63. CT. 3.^—30. ^ . . ^ c , i

Berner Roland A., to Nalco Chemical Co. Scale removal.

8,095,862, 7-2-63 CI. 122—379.
Bertell, Paul, to Standard Mirror Co., Inc. Support for

mounting a rear vision mirror on a wlndahleld. 8.096,061.
7-2-63. Cl. 248—288.

Bertelsen, William R., 26% to W. E. Martin, and 25% to

Martin Engineering Co. Ground effect machine equipped
with auxiliary selectlvelv adjustable ground engaging pro

pelllng mechanisms. 3,095.938. 7-2-68. CT. 180—7.

Berlins, Tallvaldls, to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Chemical plating solution and process for plating therewith.

3,096,182. 7-2-63, Cl. 106—1.
Bealer. Maittheus : See—

Kolthof, Jacob J., and Beater. 3,096,166.
Bethlehem Steel Co. : See— _ ^^ „_„

Worthen Eugene P.. and Barbour. 3.096.266.
Bettoll Phillip S., and J. J. Kllmas. to The Ruberold Co.

Flame-retardant asphaltlc roofing materials. 3,096,196.
7-2-68, CT. 117—32.

Bettonl. Eugene C. to Holley Carburetor Co. Ignition device.

3.096.40,'^, 7-2-63, CT. 200—31.
Beverldge. Harold N.. and H. L. Carter. Jr., to Raytheon Co,

Pulsed electron discharge syatems. 3.096,517. 7-2-63.
343—17.1.

Blanco, Ernest E. : See—
Albright. John W.. and Blanco. 8.096,891.

Hlgelow. Floyd E., Jr. Portable building and apparatus

Texas Electronics Prod
3,095.-

Cl.

for

the transportation and erection of th'e same." 3,095.616,
7-2-63. Cf. 20—2.

Bllllngton. Evans R., to The Bastlan-BleBalns Co. Liquid
outage conneo^lon. 3,096.899, 7-2-63. CT. 137—454.6.

BlllottF Paul, and L. W. Weiss. Mnltl-beat instrument.
3.095,775. 7-2-63, CT. 84—484.

BIndler, Jakob : See—
Schlapfer. Hans, and BIndler. 3.006,300.

Blnns. Jack N. Contour roll-turning lathe. 3,095,770, 7-2-
68, CT. 82—2.

Blnon,Inon, Fernand A. G., G. J. L. Dectaampa, deceased ; by E.
Dechamps, representative. tt> Sodete Beige de I'Asote et des
Prodults Chlmlqnes du Marly. Proceas for preparing hy-
drolysis products of ^-dimetny] amlno-fl-hydroxytutyronl-
trlle chloromethylate. 3.098.868. 7-2-63. Cl. 260—634.

Blshoff, Theodore : See

—

Cornwell. Carlyle S.. and Blshoff. 3.096,787.

Bltzer, Martin : See—
Olshel, John R., and Bitter. 3.096,696.

Bixby, Ijeo A., to Rockwell-Standard Corp. Power tranmnls-
slon. 3,095,768, 7-2-68. CT. 74—701.

Black and Decker Mfg. Co., The : See—
Stanley. Allen C. 8,096,138.

Blair. Edgar A., to Sun Oil Co.
ethylene. 3.0fe6.879. 7-2-68. CT

Blauvelt. RolanJt G. : See—
PauIoB, Harry, and Blaavelt 8,095,888.

BllHs, Harvey N., and G. W. White, to Veeder-Root, Inc. Pre
determining counter mecbanlam. 8,090,018, 7-2-68, Cl
236—182.

Preparation of tetrafluoro-
260—608.8.
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iai.,vr.«. Mnmv mnA R M Wasbburn, to American Potash

^'Vci^f^l'oT ^--^^on.T^ou^^n6e^f tetradsub-

stltuted boron compounds. 3,096,870, 7-2-63. Cl. 260—

B<K!hin John, to General Blectric Co. Clothes washing ma
chine. 3.095,721, 7-2-63. Cl 68-183.

Bodenseewerk Perkln Elmer & Co. : See—

Boe ^Car^s"^"'^
' «d l'T&w : said Oslpow assor. to

Mid "^Pressure packed polymerisable materials. 3,096.-

001, 7-2^3, Cl. 222—135.
BoelDf Airplane Co. : See—

Sdmunds, Arthur B., Jr. 8,0»B,878.

Relnhart. William A. 8.095.697.

^*'Tla?riV'''jtlen.'^nd°lil^'Simann. 3.096.857.

BolJ i^ne^l. to Ph»»P« P«Jroleum Co^ Meth(Kl^

the dehydration of liquids. 8,096,880, 7-2-68, Li. zw—
«««

Bo-Mer Mfg. Corp. : See—

Bone^T;n^^id^iT?i''l5e^nSVfrcrU
chine 3.095.^7. 7-2-63, Cl. l(Tl—19.

^^^''^Kih'fe^Engefe Grewe. Unterstenhofer. Boness. and

Wegler. 8.096,237.

®'*'"NUchk"Qinti.el!*~Solt«*mldt, Bonptrd, and Bayer

Bono. iSi^-.'^tJ NecchI SodeU ^r ^0°'. Chan|e |P«jl

arrangement for sewln* machines. 3,u»d,<o-4. (
^oo,

™ ^*~Z^}^xi^.r^ n R T to Cabot Corp. Insulated conduc-

^T™ "a'Ad^me^hSi It mkkYng «me'' i:096,210. 7-2-^3, Cl.

B<i\h~ArUiur P. Foot flush assemblies for use with a water

S'iiri:='li.'rn:<Si>,tn?V:«8, c. .^...

Latham, Allen, Jr. 8.095,J»07.

Silrl, rflchard L. J.^MW/lV^i p.

Stokeiy, aaymond B 3.098,716 Rockwell Mfg.

^To. ^?r^?e;.''«ku5i.Vp- '-^melk^ut-off machine.

289

3^9h.579.
Bowen. Kenneth H. : of'-— _ ^aa n««
^''Cowles B<»wln. and Bowen^ M96.086

^^^ ^^^^^

^'^^LlJirf"°8:of6.09°9^ 7-2-53.**cf15^,125. ^^^
Boyer Son P. Travelling cranes and the like. 8,095,978.

Boy.^^''c£rd"c*r'to AIlen-Bnulley Co. Protective relay.

si&r^^lAy^'ctr,. Ban perforator. 8,096.-

015. 7-2-68. Cl. 28^107.

^"°ji^"Harold,"B;and. Melndl, and Benantl. |.0»6,4»4.

Brand Xnald 8 'Positive displacement pump. 8.006,823,

7-2^3, CT. 108—117.

^'"Cilff 0«S«fi.. pS:^»»all, Braun. Peldkamp. and Hager.

Brauu&^yoS. to Boden^wert Perkin-E^er * Co^.g-
activity detection tralnlnf. 8.0»6,s»7. * ^r-oo,

""'&u?S!Ka^riW^.trdBraye. 8.096.266.

Br^?h"o'S:?SrSrirr5'-.i.r?S»«,092, 7-2^». Cl.

»4Sn? hr v».%ii-~hUSin.a%o.^-i^':''c^'^

BrlS^TTheodo«R,,toControl.xC^
Bteer

Brooks, William O. to Tb^apson R*™« „W«?,"*^3^2*&2''*'

Electrical apparatus. 3,096.475. 7-2-63 Cl. 3^3—^z.
Brown Arthur E., E. G. Qaeke. J. D. Hlller, and H C.

Zelsloft to General Motors Corp. Afterburner fuel control.

snubber for oil wells. 3.096,075 7-2-63, Cl. 25^29^
Brown George A., to The Okonlte Co. Apparatus with con-

duct'lve gas electrodes for detecting non-unlformlty In elec-

trically Insulating and electrically semiconducting mate-

rials. 8.096.478. 7-2-63. Cl. 824--5*
, , /vo« ^ftA 7 9

Brown, George J. Selection playing device. 3,096,406, 7-2-

Brotn: Nonnan P.. and C.-M. Peters, to U.S. l^^^^^^
tYee piston pumping system. 3,095,819, 7-z-oj. Ci. iw*

52.
Brown Oil Tools. Inc. : See— >

Brown, Cicero C. 3.096,075. „ .. » i, x tw
Brown Paul M.. and D. R. O'Malley. to Gulf Research 4 De-

velopment Co Method and apparatus for analysing fuel

air mixtures. 3,096. l6%7-2-63. CT. 23—232
Browning, Harold, to l^^i>»ted States o' •America ISavv Flex-

ible pipe line fitting. 3.096,104. 7-2-63 Cl 285—226
Bruce. Dbnald S.. J^. Dickson, and V. Kol onen, to Slgnal-

8tat Corp. Cab lamp for automotive vehicles. 8,096,0^6

7- 2 -ft3 \\ 240 7 1

Bruno John. Means to preclude wind flexing of a storm saMi

3,095.617, 7-2-63, Cl. 20—55.
Brunswick 6orp, . see- , 3 ^^^^ ^^^

3,096,353.
T McNeally, to Reynolds Metals
7-2-63, Cl. 229—52.

Chuck Jaw construction.

reunlch, Theodore B., to ^^\^''^Jr"'Koa6M9 Y-i^M. Cl
Ing apparatus for outboard motors. 8,o»o,h«¥, i *-w».

115—18
8.095,986.»'*''^SlMAS?,''Aiefa'& B., and Bridwell.

Brien^^ona^jj6e*-^^^3^^„ 8 0^^.074.

Brtggs, Roger L.
:
See— „_,__, .-a price. 8,096.800.

BrigS'^ISStTOck'^'r"F?lte?^%"lu'^r
'^».096.230. 7-2-63.

Cl- ^^^'~7}^^\^
i-v .-«i n V Wehlann to Hnck Mfg. Co.

Albrecht, Alexander J.

Bry. Thomas S. : See—
Fried. John, and Bry.

Bryant. Edward T., and J

Co. Carton. 3,096,012. . _

Buck. Russell E.. to Buck Tool Co.

Bu^cff SUwird"T:*^iv?veUng'7Lp^ fo^ loading vehicles onto

multiple deck transport. 3,095,591, 7-2-63, Cl. 14

—

iz.

Buck Tool Co. : See— _„ ^„
Buck, Russell E. 3.096.098.

Buckley. Edward D. Bee— ^na^-jAi
Teasel Richard C. and Buckley. 3,095.743.

Budd Co., I'he : See—
Davenport, Thomas I. 3.096,388

Macgeorge, William D. 5,095,732.

Tayfor. Johns. 3.096.235.
Zandman. Felix. 3.096 175.

r, .. ., c,. r Am«r4

33'.6.

Bundy Marine S.p.A. : See-
Torre Pier L 3.096.058. „ ^

Buntlnr^rnest v.. to Massey-Ferguson Inc. Hydraulic con

t°ol system 3.096.933. 7-2-63, Cl. 172—491

Bu^dg, Charies eI. to Combustion Bnglneertoglnc ^ gen

eraling and focusing mechanism. 3,098,435. 1-^-^. ^»

Bn^rdgnSaries E.. to Combustion Engineering. Inc. Ion lens

B.'kt^t &SS.1o'-Wetcs^?r iVe^^l HUectro.»ptical

®"aS eTectromaiiietlc «letermlnatlon of the position of scale

Bu^;nin°°£lon?lT:'ti- ^^^'^n^JlL^lTht^ Counting

tu^ stepped ac^rdiuK to potential differences on guide

d^trSdtS controlled bv charging discharging BC circuit.

^.'^^l^^I.-^A.'^o %U>t'k Johnson. Belt. 3.096,-

BuSgJi:a^re?ce^r-a2J- D. D. MeS track, ^o McG raw-

Edison Co. Overvoltage protective device. 3,096,496. 7-£-

63, Cl. 338—21.

Burroughs Corp. -Bee— »_ „ q ^qa >^ft«
Chow, Chao K., and Rosenberg. 3 096,506.

Hespenhelde. Wilbur G. 3.096.271

Mayon. Leon, and Schnoorr. 3,095.754.

Burton. Alvln R. : See— > „ _.. n naa inn
KpiiHtel George H., and Burton. 3,096,135.

Buscta^'^lord •!.. to Vandale^rp S.lo^nloader con-

vovnr structure 3.095,985, l—^—oa, K,i. ^i*- "
, . ,

BuXruTiiT to General Motors Corp D^amodectrlc
maphlne closure means. 3,095,994, 7-2—6J, \i. ^^w *"•

BuTle? Henry J to Dunlop R?»>»>erCo Ltd Improvements

^Toll for unwrapping wrapped electrical connections,

Bu^xSn^'^a^^vL-'c-i^'to SriSrISber Mills. Muffler. 3,096,-

944, '7-2-63, Cl. 181—70.

^'^"skJbSrn, Ding's., and Byrne. 3,095.820.

*^
Dalfy. A^rth^r M.. and Kelver. 3.096.600.

Cabot Corp. :
See

—

-/vr»«oin
Boonstra. Bram B. S T 3^6.210.
Munsell. bevld D. 3.095.608.

Cahill Daniel T.^ to Specialties. Inc. Positioning device

3.096.785, 7-2-63, CT. 91—42

diols. 3,096.359, 7-2-63, CT. 260—463.

California Research Corp. Bm—
Mertens, Edward ^^ . 3.u9tt,2»/.

Poindexter, Edward H., and Torrey. 3.096,476.

Callahan. James P. Clamping device. 3.096,109, 7-2-63, Cl

287—54.

Callaway Mills Co. : Se<^
Klenel, Joseph E. 3,095,998.
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3,09S.910.
Cambridge Wire aoth Co. : 8e«^—

Deady, Kmmett F.. Heed, and Houghton.
Campalgne, Krneat B. : «««— _ . „ ,^_ ___

Campbell John R., and Campalgne. 3,09o,375.

Campbell. John K., and E. E. Campalgne, to Monsanto Cheml
calCo. Thloet^m. 3,0G6.37S. 7-^63. xn. 280—6(»

Campbell. WJlllam M. Two-pawenger rocking toy. 3.0»6,-

120. 7-2-63, a. 297—247. ^ ^
Canada. Her Majesty the Qoeen in right of. a« represented

by the Mlnl«ter of National Defence : See—
Owena. Walter J. 3,096.086. , «««,,,,

Cantor. Theodore, to ManosUt Corp. Clapip. 3,096,110.

7-2-63, CI. 287—&4. ,, , „,
Caprlno, Joaeph C, and B. J. Prochaika. to General Kl«-

trlc Co Novel organopolyiUoxane compoaltlona. d.iwo,-

303. 7-2-«3, CI. 2*H)—46.6.

Cardlllo, Peter E. : Bee—
Noblea WUbur D.. and Cardlllo. 3,095,618.

Oarllile Chemical Works Inc. : «e«—
Hecbenblelkner, Ingenuln. and Molt. 3.096,,>4&.

Carlson. Norman K., to ACF Industries, Inc. Car end wall.

3.095,831. 7-2-83, CI. 10ft—410. . ». »

Caroaut, Borla. Procesa of making platea and sheets of

polyvinyl chloride fragments by a simuluneous heat and

pressure treatment. 3,096.145, 7-2-«3, CI. IJ^—65.
Carr, Marvin B., and t . K. Ives. Apparatus and method

for depositing continuous stranded material. 3,0Wtt,225,

7-2-63, CI. 156—38.
Carrier Corp. : Bee—

CTark. William B. 3.095,710.
Carter. Howell L., Jr. : Bee—

Ueverldge Harold N., and Carter.

Co.. Inc. Wad colnmn.

3,096.517

Case Leslie 0., to kesea'rch Corp. PerfluoroalkyloxeUnes.

3.696^344, 7-2-63, CI. 260—333. .^^ » ., t m.
Cassel, karrlson U., and J. O. Stoddart to The Allen Iron *

Steel Co. Storage rack. 3,095 975. t-2-63 ^•211-148.
Caton. Walter N. Corrosion resistant ralve. 3,095.902, 7-2-

03, CI. 137—564.
^ , , .. . ...

Ceccninl, Angelo. Temperature control means. S,0»o.4^4,

7-2-tt3, CI. 219—20.
Cenker, Mosex : Bee—

Gainer, Harold, and Cenker. 3,096,330. . ^ „^ ^

Chabrek, Alex K.. and R. L. Maxwell, to United States of

America Atomic Bnergy Commission. Acceleration respon-

sive switch. 3.096,411, 7-2-63, CI. 200—61.53.

Cbadenson, Luclen, to Safege-Transport, Soclete Anonyme.
Railway switch. 3,095,827, 7-2-63. a. 104—130.

Chain Belt Co. : Bee—
Morris, John M. 3,095.747.

Chalkley. Brian : See— „ ^„ „^
Coates, Harold, and Chalkley. 3,096,201.

Champion Spark Plug Co. : Bee— „ ^, ,,„
Teasel. Richard C^ and Buckley. 3.095,743.

Chaney Preston K., F. M. Mayes, and J. W. Jonea, to Sun
on Co. Methods and apparatus for transmitting records.

3,096.401, 7-2-63. Cl. 179—15. t^ .. . ,

Chang. Kern K. N.. to Radio Corp. of America. Diode travel-

ing wave parametric ampllfler. 3,096,485, 7-2-68, Cl.

330—4 6
Chapman, Charles H.. to Hercules Powder Co. Aqueous emul-

slons o* waxes and reslna. 3,096.282. 7-2-63. Cl. 162—172.
Chaudet. Julian H. : Bee—

Newland, Gordon C, and Chaudet. 3,096,302.

Cheeaeman. Ian C. and C. E. Moss, to Power Jets (Research
Development) Ltd. Aircraft. 3.096,041. 7-2-63, a.
244

—

f.

Cbemetron Corp. : Bee—
Harnlk. Marcel. 3.096,327.
Hamlk, MarceL 3,096.352.

Chemlsche Fabrlek I* von der Orlnten N.V. : Bee—
Swenker. Martin D.' P.. and Vercoulen. 3,096,089.

Chemetron Clrp. : Bee—
Hamlk, Kfarcel. 3,096,364.

Chicago Loc» Co. : Bee—
Karr, ^JTllUam J. 3^5 727. v ^ -,Chow.NJWo K.. and H. Kosenberg. to Burroughs Corp.

Graphic character recognition. 8.09fl.60«. 7-2-63. Cl.

Chrtstensen! B#rge J. B.. and I. Refaholm. Method and
means for the production of hollow bent articles of plastic

material. 3,095.613. 7-2-63, Cl. 18—42.

Chrlstenson, Howard W., M. E. Fisher, and
to General Motors Corp. Transmiaalon.
63. CT. 74—710.5.

Chromalloy Corp. : Bee—
De Oulstq. Charles A.

Chupp, John P. : Bee—
Baker Joseph W.. Chu

Churchill. John A., and O. -_. _.
Ltd. Sound reproducing machines.
274—10.

Churchill. John A., to Foster-Mallard Ltd
log machines. 3.096.095, T-2-«8. Cl. 27

R. H. Schaefer.
8.095.760. 7-2-

8.096.20fi.

and Newanis. 3,096,238.
E. Williams, to Foster-Mallard

3.096,094, 7-2-«8, Cl.

Sound reprodnc-
. _ _. _ _.- -10.

Clmlnaghl. AttUlo. Fuel feed or supply system from seoarate
tanks with means for Its quick dlscnarge In case of break-
down for aircraft installations and the like. 3,006,064,
7-2-63. Cl. 244—138.

Clslak. Frank W. Automatic tire mounting machine. 3,096,-

920. 7-2-68. Cl. 157—1.1.

Citrus Equipment Corp. : Bee—
Andrews, Richard A. 8.095,806.

Claridge. George H., and C. J. Malndonald. Ball-cock. 3.096,-

068. 7-2-63. Cl. 281—118.

Clark. Charles J. Toilet Unk flushing mechanism. 3,096,577,
7-2-63, Cl. 4—19.

Clark, George L., to Thompson Ramo Wooldrldge Inc. High
speed pulse control circuit for Image converter tubes.

3,096,484, 7-2-63, Cl. 328—63.

The : Bee

H. Braun. J. G. Feldkamp,

8.006.102.
Inc. Laak-proof
186—107.
DecoratlTcljr

Clark, Homer E.. Jr.. to Alcaa
3.096.817. 7-2-63. Ci. 102—96.

Clark. J. L., Mfg. Co. : Bee—
Foster, John A. 3,095,995.

Clark, William E., to Carrier Corp. Anti-surge control for
fluid compressor. 3,006,710, 7-2-68. a. 62—117.

Clarke. John C. : See

—

Clarke. Robert E. and J. C. 3.006,100.
Clarke. Robert E. and J. C. Rider propelled rehicle. 8,096.-

100, 7-2-63, Cl. 280—281.
Clarke. William : See—

Bennett, George A., Clarke, and Bttrllng. 8.006.141.
Clement, Genevieve, and J.-C. Balaceann. Proceas for making

cyclohexene hydroperoxldea. 8.006,376. 7-2-68. Cl. 260—
610.

Clements, Thomas W., to Moore Prodncta Co. Paeamatlc
transmitters. 8,095,891, 7-2-68. Cl. 187—86.

Cleveland Controls, Inc. : Bee—
Kraft. Arthur A. 3,096.020.

Cleveland Crane k Engineering Co.,
Dehn. Roy F. 3,096,829.

Clevlte Corp. : Bee—
Ramser. Walter O. 8.006,622.

Cliff. George J., B. B. Paraball. W.
and R. B. Hager ; said Cliff, PanJiall. and Braan. aaaora.
to Link-Belt Co.. and said Feldkamp and Hager, aasors to
Acme Steel Co. Article stacking and strapping machine.
3.095.678, 7-2-63, Cl. 63—124.

Cllne Robert C. : Bee—
wtands, Clarence L., Cllne, and Boee.

Clune, Richard R., to P. R. Mallory * Co.,
electrochemical cell. 3,096,217, T-2-63, Cl.

Coale. Harold D.. to Phillips Petroleum Co. ,
colored thermoplastic article and proceaa for making the
same. 3 096.146. 7-2-63, Cl. 18—61.

Coast Metals Inc. : See

—

Lamb. Kenneth. 3,096,199.
Coates, Harold, and B. Chalkley, to Albright k Wilson Ltd.

InsolubillHatlon of further-polTmerisable methylol-phoe-
phorus polymeric materials. 3.096,201. 7-2-63, Cl. 117

—

62.2.
Cobb. James S., Jr., to E. I. du Pont de Nemonrs and Co.

Spinneret assembly. 3,095,807, 7-2-63. a. 18—8.

Cohen. Charles L.. to United States of America. Navy. Elec-
trical magnitude selector. 3,096,446. 7-2-63, Cl. 307

—

HS 5
Cohen, Werner V., to E. I. du Pont de Nemonn and Co.

Process of Imparting oll-repellency to eolld materials.
8.096.207. 7-2-63, O. 117—188.8.

Coile. Benjamin F.. to Textile Ma<4ilne Works. Circular knit-
ting machine. 3,095,717, 7-2-63, Cl. 86—8.

Cole Hersee Co. : Bee—
Unsworth, Thomas. 3,006.725.

Colhoun. Robert S . to Short Bros, k Harland Ltd Electro-
hydraulic control servo-mechanisms. S.006,784. 7-2-63.
Cl. 91—1.

CoUlngs. I^awrence V. : Bee—
Sharpiro. Paul. Sheldahl, and Collinga. 3.006,160.

Collins. Thomas K. : See

—

Cook, Melvin A., and Collins. 3.096.228.
Collman, John 8. : Bee—

Amann, Charles A.. Collman, Haushalter. Hlcketts,
Turunen. and Vickers. 3,095,700.

Combustion Engineering, Inc. : See

—

Burdg. Charles E. 3,006.436.
Bnrdg. Cbarlee E. 3,006,486.

Commercial Solvents Corp. : See

—

Rnsoff. I>ools L. 3.096.240.
Compagnle Francaise dee Matleres Colorantea : See

—

Jlron. Marcel, and Frey. 3.006.356.
Compur-Werk Gesellschaft mlt beecnrankter Haftung k Co. :

See

—

Oebele, Kurt, and Singer. 3.006.700.
Connell. John O. Safety seat. 8.006.122. 7-2-63. Cl. 207—

886.
Consolidated Electronics Industries Corp. : See

—

Haydon, Arthur W. 3,006,462.
Martin. Paul N. 3.006,412.

Consolidated Thermoplastlct Co. : See

—

Oonnella, Carmen J., and Marchant. 8.006,608.
Controlex Corp. of America : See

—

Breunich, Theodore R. 8,005,840.
Cook Melvin A., and T. K. Collins, to Intermountain Be-

aearch and Engineering Co.. Inc. Slurry blaating eznlo-
siree containing Inorganic percblorate or chlorate. 8.006,-

228, 7-2-63. CT 140—76.
Cooke. Edward I., and J. A^. Donelan, to Submarine Cablee

Ltd.. and Pirelll-Oeneral Cable Works Ltd. Method of
manufacturing submarine cablee. 8,006,643. 7-2-68, Cl.

20--480.
Coover, Harry W., Jr. : See

—

McConnell. Richard L., and Coover. 3,006.886.
Corduroy Rubber Co. : See

—

Wanner. Keith W. 3,006.106.

Coming Glaaa Worka : See-
Van Cott. Harrison C. 8,006,160.

Cornwell, Carlyle S., and T. Biaboff, aaid Biahoff aasor. to

•aid Cornwell. Laundry lovoielng machine. 3,006,787.
7-2-63. Cl. 08—68.

Corrigan Commnnicationa, Inc. : See

—

Corrigan. Robert E. 3.006.863.

Corrigan, Robert E., to Corrigan Communications^ Inc.

Method of testing the learning of persons. 3.095.653.
7-2-63. Cl. SB—O.

Cotton, Bobert B., to All American Enflneering Co. Aerial

cargo delivery system. 3,006,066, 7-J-63. Cl. 244—187.

Coureen David L., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co
Eiploeive means. 3,096,812, 7->-68, Cl. 102—27.
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E Oagnan, to La Spirotechnioue.
breathing apparatus. 3,096,890.

V4 to said Cowles and ^
i^Us. 3,096,036, 7-2-63.

3.095,766. 7-2-

3,096.288.

Couateau, Jacques Y., and
Demand regulator for
7-»-63. CT. 187—63.

Cowles, Edwin, and K. H. Bowen, .

to Bo-Mer Bifg. Corp. Pepper miUa
ei. 241—169.

, ^ ,

Cox Henry C. Fan reversing mechanism
85, CT. 74—792.

Cox, Blason C. : See

—

^ ^ „. , ,.

Sarakauskaa. Baymond V., Cox. and Thielke.

^**''BSfow,Ralp1fw:.andCox. 3.096.197

Cral« Dwin B.. to Logetronlcs. Inc. Photographic prinUng

method, 3,096.176. f-2-63. Cl. 06—27.

^""SrSS^cial^teTand Crauc. 3,096.066.

Crawford. Bnaa : See

—

Rasmnasen. Donald E. 8.006,010.

Crayton, Frank H. : See—
Hind John D.. and Crayton. 3,095.882.

'''^ffi*&'j."anf^nt.. 3.096.671.

"^'•"DlxinfM^rrla^a-Marshall, and Crerar 3.W6 181

Croisant, fclmer E. Map holder and cUp. 3,096,624, 7-a-W,

Cl. 24—66. ^ ^ „
Croafleld Electronics Ltd. : See— o«..h.„ •* OM 394

Allen Gordon S. J., Mawby, and Greaham. .J,w«,s»4.

Crown Zellerbach Corp. : See—
Babln. Alexander. 3,00SJ^06.
Hamilton. Joseph P 3.005.068.

cu^^^j'^^i^J^^^r^^^^^^ r^'^t^^
for attaching overlapped members. 3,095.644, 7-2-63, ci.

Cusden*^Eari B. J. Honeycomb uncapping machine. 3.006,-

Cutfe*'. "^"B^ton^^ t^GUflllan Bros Inc „»«»»,»«t°"^<^

ground controlled approadi aystem. 3.096,513. 7-2-63,

Cl. 343—7.
Cutler-Hammer, Inc. : See

—

DaUy^lTttuTt-i^Sd w'Ti"-r, to CTS Corp. Variable

D^toe i^ff l^- g-NlK't'o united SUte. of

'''S.fA Atomic EnesS Smj^selon. Corrosion protection

of aluminum. 3.096.220. 7-2-63^ CL 14*—6.2

D'Amlco John J., to Monaanto Chemical Co.

eontro\ of soilbome pathogenic organisms.

7-2-63, a. 167—22.
Daniel Orifice Fitting Co^: See—

King. James D. 3,006.484.

D'Arcy. Donald F. : Bee—
autchlns, Roger W.. and D'Arcy.

Dasplt. John I., and D. C. Thomas,
Corp. Air traffic control system.

Da^to5rJoachim, and K. WImmer, to Badlsche Anllln- A

'''ffi-Fabrik, Atkienge^llschaft P7d«§«f^<^§' °"'"*'

Da'u5?err]^?irnk 1''^^^^!^^^''^^^ ""

DaVte^TSSSr/, tS^'i^t'AliU.-.ne.

Dk''S^^'d-W.;t«K^^^ -
Alkali metal generators. 3,006.211. 7-2-«J, v.i. m

Davis, Herman E. : See-—

mitlclSto-. s:o»6.»»0. '-2-M. "• "*-'

PO^-^^^JifK?*- ^n^^tni^kl'^F^r Launching device
DawsonTwTuiam O -"^^.^ H^Cl 114—43.6

for water akiers. 3.096,846, 7-2-03, «-i. *^*~7""-
„..

309^ 228 7-2-85. Cl. 162—112.
'i^ . V 9 V R*<-| «nd D E Hougiiton, to Cam-

7-2-63, Cl. 207—4.

'^'BK,^F:?na3^0..andDech.mp.. 3,096,368.

Dechamps. Georges J. L. See

—

Blnon. Fernand A. O., and Dechamps

Deering MUUken Besearch^- =
«««—

Pittman, Edgar H 3,006^0
Tessmer. Baymond G. 3.0»0.6»rf.

rk» n^r^tm Mftlvln and K -T Shen, to PetroUte Corp. Bl-

SUmi-
3.096.

Co.

3,095,744.
to Tasker
3,096.433,

Method for
3,096,236.

Instrnment«
7-2-63, Cl.

De Haan, Johannes, and J. P. H. von Den Hoff. to

carbon N.V. Preparation of a-nltro e-caprolactam.

326. 7-2-83, Cl. 260—239.3.
Dehmelt, Klaus : See

—

Voss. Emst, and Dehmelt. 3,096,215.

Dehn. Boy F., to The Cleveland Crane k Engineering
Traveling cr«ne. 3.095.829. 7-2-63. Cl. 1(»—163- ^ .

Dehnert Johannes, to Badlsche Anllln- k Soda-Fabrlk Aktien
gesellMrhaft. New dlasapolymethine dyes containing three

heterocyclic rings. 3.096.338. 7-2-63. Cl. 260—299.
Deller. Konrad to Alweg-Forschung G.m.b.H. Monorail ve-

hicles. 3,095,828, 7-2-63, Cl. 106—144.
Delman Co., The : See

—

Lovell, Ernest E. 3.095.595.
Demand, Erfcart E., to Phllco Corp. Heat transfer appa

ratus. 3.095,709, 7-2-63, Cl. 62—3.
Demmler, Kurt : Bee—

Meyer, Ferdinand, and Demmler. 3,096,349.

Demmy Robert C, to Radio Corp. of America. Electro-

luminescent device. 3.096.458, 7-2-63. Cl. 313—108.

Dench Edward C. to Raytheon Co. Traveling wave tube

systems. 3,096,481. 7-2-83, Cl. 325—17.
Denlau Andre J. A., to Soclete Generate de Constructions

Electriques et Mecanlques. Fluid system. 3.096,390. 7-2-

63, Cl. 174—11.
Dennison Mfg. Co. : See

—

Bone, Arnold R. 3 095.807. _ , ^
Dense, Rolf, and H. H. Kuhnls, to Gelgy Chemical Corp.

Quaternary ammonium salts of 6-dlmethyl emlno-3-furan-

methanolH. 3,098,348, 7-2-63, Cl. 260—347.7.

De Rosa. John A. : See—
Lleb, Harry C. and De Rosa. 3.096.218.

D'Errico, Michael J., and M. M, Timney. to American Cyana-
mld Co. Dielectric plastic. 3,096.289, 7-2-63, Cl. 252—
63.2.

Design Center, Inc. : See

—

Pfohl, Louis H. 3,095,966. „„ „„
De Swart. Jan. Grille. 3.095,953. 7-2-63, Cl. 189—82
Devaney, John L., Jr., to American Brake Shoe Co. Antl

creep railroad crossings. 3.096.057. 7-2-63. Cl. 246---*65.

Dewas Raymond. Weft detecting means for shuttleless

looms. 3.095.911. 7-2-63, Cl. 139—370.

bu' Bols Edjfar H., Maztlo, and Niesen. 3,095,798.

Dick Adolph" A. Boat moorlnR apparatus and boarding ramp
therefor 3.095,848. 7-2-63. Cl. 114—230.

Dickson. John B. :
See—

.. ^ ,, , ^a no*
Bruce. Donald S., Dickson, and Koljonen. 3.09«.02fi.

EHebold. Inc. : See—
Paulos, Hary, and Blauvelt. 3,095,838.

Dleckelmann, Gerhard : Bee—
Flapper, Jflrgen. and Dleckelmann. 3,096,357.

IMetsch. Ame K. : See— ^ t^. „ v o ««« ..oo
Alexandersson, Harald V.. and Dletsch. 3,096.422.

Dills Raymond L., to General Electric Co. Oven thermostat
3 096.420. 7-2-83. CT. 200—140.

^ _^. ...
Dlonne. Henry E. Carburetor air filter detecting device.

3,095.866, 7-2-63. Cl. 123—198.
^ ,. ^ ki^i

Dl TuUlo, Alfred, P.. and E. S. Anchorage b^lt snd blool<

for concrete stractures. 3.095,672. 7-2-63. O. 50-^77.
Dl Tulliq, Ello S : See—

., r^^ a.,n
IM tSjIHo Alfred. P , and E. S. 3.096.672.

Dl Tulllo, Patsy : See—
Dl Tulllo. Alfred. P. and E. S. 3.096 672.

Dixon. Morris S., R. B. Marshall, and JR. Crerar. to H. J.

Helnx Co Food processing method and apparatus, s.uwo,-

181, 7-2-63. Cl. 99—150.
Djerassl. Carl : See

—

o nno oun
Iriarte Jose. Dierassl. and Rinsrold. 3 096..^^0.

Docxl John, to Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.

ess for the extraction and purification of relaxln.

248. 7-2-63. Cl. 167—74.
Doering. Hasso : See

—

Kaunert, Paul, and Doering. 3,096,158.

Dolphin. Carl :
See

—

. ^, .. ,-, i. » nnojtoiA- Wells. Arthur F.. Jr.. Dolphin, and Gobert. 3,096.214.

Donelan. James A. : See

—

Cooke. Edwsrd I., and Donelan. 3.095.643.

Donnelly. Harold F. : See—
Day. Wlnterton I ., Donnelly, and Rohs. 3.096 228

Doolittle, Charles M., to International B"«'n«^„ Machines
Corp. Specific heat measuring device. 3,095,(39. 1-Z-^M.

Q\ "^3 190
Dorribos Peter B. Plasterer's finishing tool. 3,095..'S94. 7-2-

63. Cl. L-S—235.4.

Dorsett. Clarence T. Magnetic blocks. 3,095,668. 7-2-63,

Cl. 46—25.
Doven. Eugene, to The Appleton Machine Co. Machine for

slitting sheet material. 3.096.039. 7-2-63. Cl. 242—56.2.

Dow Chemical Co., The : See

—

Allen. Donald R. 3.096,150.
Ellis. Henry A. 3,095.661.
Johnson, Francis. 3,096.337
Olah. George A., and Kuhn. 3.098,37r
Rlttenhouse, William E., Briggs. and Price. 3.09G,.TOO.

Sexton, Arthur R. 3,098,362.

3,096,368.

Pr(ir-

3,096.-

and Gamer.

Dresser Industries. Inc. : See—
Rlsley. Roger E. 3,096.105. „ ». .

Smith Harold W.. Duesterhoeft, Boetlck,

3.096.477.

Drew. John H. : Bee—
Berglund, David B., and Drew. 3,095.655.

Dreyer Ulrlch, and W KIrst, to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlenge

sellschaf t vormals Melster Lucius und Brunlng. Complex

metal compounds of water Insoluble mono aio 3 indaiole

dy^tuffs. 3.096,319, 7-2-63. Cl. 260—147.
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Dreyfus. Robert L.. and W. C. Klrkpatrick. to WB Grace
* Co. Metbod of packaging articles. 3.098,677, 7-2-6S.
/^ Kg g/\

Duaiie. John J., and G. F. Tappan, to Union Carbide Corp.

Delcer composition. 3,096.290, 7-2-63. CI. 252—70.
Uubeck, Kmll. to The Kenmar Mfg. Co. Reclining chair

mechanism with leg platform extension. 3.096.118. 7-2-«3,

CI. 297—75. , „ __
Ehjblirer. Robert. 8. M. Barbaresi. and L. Katzman. ^^eja-

peutlc warming pad for animals. 3,096,428, 7-2-oJ, Ci.

219 46
Du Bols, Edgar H.. A. J. Maizlo, and G. P. Niesen. to A. B.

Dick Co. Photocopy developing machine baring automatic
squeeze roller operation. 3 096,796, 7-2-68, CI. 9&—89.

Dubuque Awning k Tent Co. : Bee—
rrommelt. Cyril P. and 8. J. 3.0»8.886. - « «a

Dudley Jerome M. Wing shot arrow. 8,096,091, 7-2-63,

CI. 273—106.5.
, .. , .

Dudley, Leslie P. C. J. Three dimensional spatlal i]Q^g«

pr<3uclng display device. 3,096.389, 7-2-63. CI. 88—76.
Duesterboeft, William C, Jr. : See

—

Smith Harold W.. Duesterboeft. Bostlck, and Gamer.
8,096,477. ^ „ . ,

Duffy, James J., to Ford Motor Co. Control
?ower transmission mechanism. 3,095.765
4—472.

Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd. : See

—

Butler. Henry J. 3,095.949.
Hurst, Norman A., and Edney. 3,096,778.
Thompsett. William A. 3'.096.123.

. ^. ,

Dunn Edward D., Jr. Thermally controlled buoyant vehicle.

3.096,047, 7-2-63. CI. 244—26.

Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Co. : See—
Ballard, Edward C, and Sommers. 3,096.868.

Benjamins, Edwin, and Marks. 3,096,313.

Bennett, Ovell F. 3,096,343.
- 3,096,182.

R., Loving, and Noddin. 3,096.815.
3,095,607.

3.096,207.
3.095,812.

3,096,342.
3.096,339.

3,096.299.

3,006,821,

Fuel pump drive.

SUtlc

Elenbau. Herman. Sanitary ceatrlfogal pump.
7-2-«i. a. 103—108.

Elfes Donald B., to General Motors Corp.
3,0i»6,824, 7-2-63. CI. 103—182.

Elliott, Louis J., and T. C. Ward, to Kinetics Corp
inverter circuit 3,096,472, 7-2-63. C\. 321—45.

Ellis, Henry A., to The Dow Chemical Co. Structure for

detacbably monnting panels. 3,095,661, 7-2-63, CI. 40—
156.

Elpern BUI, to Sterling Drug Inc. Lower alkyl l-(ptaenyl-

amlnoalkyl)'4-pbenyl4-plperidyl ketones. 3,096,335, 7-2-

63, CI. 260—293.4. „ .. .

Bng, Knut. to Norsk Lettmetall. A/S. Snow dlsintegratlne
and blowing device. 3,0«i,660. 7-2-63, CI. 37—48.

Engel, Paul R. : See

—

Golub, Leo, and Zalger. 3,006,588.
Ensleln, Arthur W.. deceased; O. W. Raw. administrator.

... . • .. . .. .. \oe5 7Bi 7-2-83.

circuit for a
7-2-63. CI.

Berzins, Tallvaldis
Brockway, William
Cobb, James 8., Jr.

Cohen, Werner V.
Coursen, David L.

Krespan. Carl 0.
Martin, Elmore L.
Proctor, James 8.

Dutcher, James D. : See
Pansy, Felix B^ and Dutcher. 3.096,243.

Eastern Products Corp. : See

—

Steingass. Hermann, and Milton. 3,096,078.

Eastman, bonald R., to Eastman Kodak Co Pbo;%«3^"<:J«
lithography employing rubeanatee. 3,095,808, 7-^-o3, ci.

101—149.2.
Eastman Kodak Co. : Se»

—

Caldwell, John R., and Jackson. 3,096,369.

Eastman, Donald R. 3,095,808.

Golni, Rex H., and Davis. 9,096,324
Griggs, William H., and Zaffrann. 3 096,231

Hufi David C. Hagemeyer, and Wilder 3 096,317.

Laakso, Thomas M.. and W'ilUams. 3,096,305.

McConnell, Richard L., and Coover. 3,096,386.

Merrill, Stewart H., and Dnruh. 3,096,811.

Nail, Nelson R. 3,096,260.
Newland, Gordon C . and Chaudet. 3,006,302.

Smith, John W. 3.095,632. „,^-w.»,o
Straley, James M., Fisher, and Harris. 3,096.818.

Straley James M.. and Harris. 3,096,322.

Touey. George P., and Kiefer. 3,096,323.

Eastman Oil Well Survey Co. : S*-*—
FrlBby, Thomas M. 3,095,924.

Eckert. Donald V. : See— ^ _ . _ _ nan taa
Reinecke, Marvin E., and Bckert. 8,096,746.

"'"^HilSr^R^rt^'lT He.s, Bckert. and Throckmorton.

3,096,365.
Edley, James H. : See

—

_ ^^_ ^_^
Pugh, Joseph M., and Edley. 3,096.679.

Edmonds, Robert H. : See

—

Ball, Joseph L., Edmonds, and Ross. 3,096,491.

Edmunds, Arthur B., Jr., to Boeing Airplane Co. Mechan-

ically driven electrical recording sphygmomanometer.

Edney, Walter J. : See—
Hurst. Norman A. and Edney. 3,095.778

7 o «a
Ehrenspeck, Hermann W. Bndflre array. 3.096.620. 7-2-63.

PI S43 834
iRhphiirf OiiHtav I Hennlff, E. Lindner, and H. Ott, to
*^
F«?bwerkr lY(;echst"*Xktrengew.llschaft vonnals Meister

Lucius & BrOnlng. Substituted butyric acid amide and

analgesia. 3.096 244, 7-2-68 CI 167-^066.

Ehrhart. Gustav, I. Hennig. E Lindner, and H. Ott, to

FarbWerke Hoechst Aktiengeae Ischaft '^o™*"" ^e ,ster

Lucius k BrOnlng. New carboxylic acid amides substituted

at the nitrogen atom and P-carbon atoi™ «»^ P"""^" '*""

their manufacture. 3.096.374, 7-2-63, Cl. 360—662.

Ehrsam. J. B., & Sons Mfg. Co The :
See—

Rosenleaf, John R. 3.096.212.

Elmco Corp.. The : See—
Davis, Steven S. and K. L. 3.096,280.

Francom. Hudaon F. 3,096,278.

El-Be Elektrlka Aktlebolag : See

—

Berge. Blrger. 3.096.029.

Electric A Musical Industrie Ltd. :
See-

David. Gordon P. 3,096.211.

Gargtnl E>lc J. 3,096.39.^.

Electric Storage Battery Co., The See—
Kerns. Fred R.. and Mease. 3.095.628.

Electro-Hydraulic Ltd. : See—-
Perdue, Jack, and Vere-Nellson. 8,0l>«,061.

Elektrlska Svetanlngaaktlebolaget : See

—

UeUn, Ells B. V. 3,006,174.

Co. Contact and
3,006,690. 7-2-63,

8.006,422.

3,006,801.

8.096,166.
3,096.832. 7-2-63,

Se<

High' ratio double' action tte'pper unit
a. 74—142.

Bpperleln, Helmnt, to Hamilton Watch
index system for an electric watdi.
Cl. 68—28.

EriccBon, L-M, Telefonaktlebolaget : See

—

Alexanderon, Harald V., and Dletaeb.
Ericsson Telephone Ltd. : See

—

Burnett Lionel C. 3,096.463.
Esso Research and Engineering Co. : See

—

Jankowskl, Conrad J., Fusco. and Fischer.

Ethlcon. Inc. : See

—

^ ^ ^_„
Kold. Won Y and Messing. 8,006,253.

Eugen Bellmann Erben oHO : See

—

Kronsbeln, Curt 3,096,007.
Evans. Christopher C. : See

—

Gordon, James E , Evans, and Parratt.
BSraas. George W. Pie forming apparatus.

Cl. 107—1.
FMC Corp. : See

—

Helberger. Charles A. 8.006.810.
Fabrl-Tek Inc. : Bee—

Walstrom. Leslie R. 3.005,768.
F^rbenfabrlken Bayer Aktlengesellschaft

Genth, Hermann. 3,096.183. ^ * « a
Kuhle. Engelbert. Grewe. Dnterstenhofer, Bones, and

Wegler. 3.096.237. „ ^ .. „
NischK, Qunther, Holtechmldt, Bongard. and Bayer.

3 006 296
Farbwer'ke 'Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vonnals Meister

Lucius k Brunlng : See

—

»„ „,„
Dreyer. Ulrlch. and Klrst. 3,006.319.
Ehrhart. GusUv. Hennig. Lindner, and Ott. 3,096 244.

Ehrhart, Gustav. Hennig. Lindner, and Ott. 3,096.374.

Ribka, Joachim. 3.096.321.
^ o ««,«,,.,, o «o

Farley, Arthur C. Structural connection. 3.096,107, 7-2-6J.
rjj 287 84

Farmer. John M.. V, to H. Krueger. Herblcidal metho.l.

Fa^r'r •*^chkJd^^^' Weidi^^hood. 3.006,430. 7-2-63. Cl.

216 147
Farrell Valdemar C. Anti-pendulation rigging for cranes.

3,095.977. 7-2-63, Cl. 212—58.

""""wUco'x^sK W%unt, and Fasanacht. 3,096,017.

''"•^^^'l"•x^StSntey ^VV^Hunt and Fassn.cht. 3,096,9 1

7^
Kelnstein Joseph, to S-F-D Laboratories, Inc. High power

elMtroi dlscT&arge device. 3,096.462, 7-2-68. Cl. 315—
39.53.

^•^'^WSri?-/ IWiall. Braun. FVldkamp, and Hager.

Feldman, slifney, and A. J. Lawes, to United States «f Anrier-

Ica Navy Lamp positioning mechanism for searchlights.

3,096.031. 7-2-63. 6. 240—44.2. „^ . „ „ ,^,
Fenton George D.. to United SUtes Steel Corp. Hammer

device 3,096.786, 7-2-63, Cl. 121—13.
^ ^, ,

Ferguson, Edgar X., Jr.. to Amfre-Grant Inc. Ol^wfy'
mononitrate dlnicitinate. 3,096,336, 7-2-63, O. 260

Fe?J5ion, John E., and D. Richards, to Guy F. Atkinson Co.

Unit handling single load hoisting system. 3,095,988,

7-2-63, a. 214—38.
Ferrantl, Ltd. : See— ^ _, ,. , ^a a«t

Angus Ernest T. and Walker. 3,096,467.

Butterworth, Ariold W^ and Roberts. 3,095 640

Ferris Ernest A., to Borg-Wamer Corp Non-phased one-

way roller clutch 3,095,964, 7-2-63. Cl. 192—48.
FeusYel Geor« H., and A R. ^urto^.*!^'^

.^6 m'T*
Co. Pretndexed connector construction. 3.0»t5,i^, ?---
oo" PI 9^0 186

Fiedler, Howard C. to General Electric Ca/Jraln oriented

shlSt metal 3,o66,222, 7-2-68, Cl. 148—31.55.
Fleldgate, Ivan O.. and E. S. Gwa^mey to Specialties Inc.

Instrument indication system. 3,096,504, 7-2-63, ( 1. J4i>

27.

Finch, Walter G. : Bee—
keisaner, Hans W. 3,096,421.

Finelt Aron. Vulcaniser press wax Injectors for molds.

3.095,606, 7-2-63. Cl. 18—6.

Finelt Aron. Multl-roUtional casting machine. 3.095.021.

7-2^3. Cl. 22—65.1.

Fink Cari J and C E. Helnti, to Creo-Dipt Co^. Inc Mul-

ap'leshlng'le structure. 3.o65,671. 7-2-63, Cl. 50-251.

Finncane, Thomas P., W. A. Mitchell, and U Z R^y^.o^d to

General Foods Corp. Two package angel food cake mix.

3.006.170. 7-2-63, C\. 00—04.

Flrewel Co.. Inc., The : Sse--
Meister, Eugene N. 8,0e6,87«.

LIST OF PATENTEES iz

Ive

Fischer, Wilbur F. :
See

—

^ ™ w • ntut em
Fisher, Herbert. Fire ewjaoe. d,006,046. 7-2-63, Cl. 182—

43.
Fisher, John G. :

Be9— tt-.-*- QooasiR
Straley. Janes M., Fisher, and Harris. 300M1»-

Fisher, John T. to Stewart-Warner f^orji B""^^^./*!
having reeUient sealing means. 3,006,071, 7-2-68, c
281—306.

Fisher k Lmdlow Ltd. : Bee—
Orwln. Olaf J. B. 8.006,066.

'^'"''ciiristenson, H^rard W.. Fisher, and Schaefer. 8,006,-

7110

Fisher. Stinton E. Leash. S.006,a57. 7-2-63. Cl. 119-^0«
Flanlgan, Eugene E., and R. M. Zeek, to General »totors Corn.

Gas turbine fuel nossle cooling. 8,095,706, 7-2-68, ci.

FlJSii^n,&igene B.. and R. M. Zeek. to General Motors Corp.

0*8 turbine fuel nossle air supply system. 3,095,707, 7-2-

68. Cl. 60—30.74. „ .. , ^ . * *», ^*^
Fletcher. Peter S., to A. ^rtn*. ReclMnjc ch^ir of the muUl-

i)le position lounger type. 3,006^10, 7-2-63, Cl. 207—83.

Flleg, Werner, to Invac Oorp. Da,ta recorder. 3,098,016,
<y o dO pi 094 108 •

Fllndt. Charles B.. to Short Brothers A Harland Ltd. Fault

deteirtlon means. 3.096.788. 7-2-63, Cl. 121--*1.

Florida Brace Corp. : See

—

Davidson. Ian, and Jewett. 3,006 875.
. v -.

Focht. John R.. to Precision Valve Corp. Dispensing head

conne<^able to the valve stem of an aerosol dispenser.

3.096 002. 7-2-68 Cl. 222—394.
Fogg. Charles R. Beverage Percolating apparatus with unit

Sri beverage container. 3,006,801, 7-2-^3. Cl. 00—812.
Ford Motor Co. : See— _ ^_ ,^„

Baker. Wlllard C. 8.005,762.
D«iffy, James J. 8,005 766. „«„«„,„- o a-.

Ford. Ralph B., to W. A. Temes. Door. 3.095.052. 7-2-63.
hi ' 1BQ_4A

Forsyth Jam^ M. Barring Ja<*. 8.096.077. 7-2-^3, CT.

Fortuna-Werke Spesialmaschlnenfabrik Aktlengesellschaft

:

See

—

Voller. Rolf. 3.096.676.
Foster, EXlwln E. Film magazine and drive means therefor.

3.005.779. 7-2-63. Cl. 88—17. ^ . ..^ ,

Foster. John A., to J. I-.Clark Mfg. Co Coinrtalner with plug

type closure. 3.006,996, 7-2-68, Cl. 220—60.
Foster MaPard Ltd. : Bee--

Churchill, John A. 3,006.005.
Churchill, John A., and Williams. 3.096,094.

Fourroux. Melvln M. : See

—

Klnrtped. Raymond L.. and Fourroux. 3.095.728.

Foutz Clinton R.. deceased ; D. F. Fouti. administrator. V4 to

E 'f Lundstrom. Salt water converting apparatus.

Fo'utrC^itJn 'i*'c^nl?S;?%.096.023, 7-2-63, Cl. 267-
28

Fouti. David F. : See— ^ ^ „ . ~v- or,
Foutz. ainton R., and D. F. 8.006.257.

Fox. Donald L. Device for dispensing water or fabric condl-

tlonlng substances In clothes washers. 8,096,722, 7-J-ej,
r»i ao 20T

Frad'ette. Lawrence E. Traction footwear. 3,095,657, 7-2-

63, Cl. 86—7.8.
. ^ onaK

Frajdenrajch. Israel J. Rotary massaging apparatus. 3,095,-

A74 7—2—flS d 1 ft S?

Frame, Thomis B., and A.JMaletike^ to General Motors

Corp Wheel cover. 3,096,124, 7-2-63, Cl. 801—37.
Franck Kurt, and V. 8. Wince, to Holophane Co., Inc. Celling

panel. 3.096,033. 7-2-«3. Cl. 240—106.

Frkncom, Hudson F.. to The Elmco Corp. Scraper assembly

for filters. 3 096,278, 7-2-63, Cl. 210—;327.
Frank. Robert L.. and 8. Zadoff. to Sperry Rand Corp. Phase

coded signal reiver. 8,006,482, f-2-68 Cl- 326—41.
Franke k Heldecke. Fabrik Photographischer Prazisions-Ap

parate : See

—

_ _^.. ^.^
Prochnow, CUus. 8,006,026. „„.k^ „»

Fmnks, Gerald N., and C S^haw Apparatus and^ethod of

cleaning seed cotton. 8,006,276, 7-2-63, i-i. ^yjv ^w-

Eraser, Roland K. : See

—

-^_
Dawson William O., and Fraser. 3.095,846. ^ . , _

FrazlM. R^isel B., to Overhead Door Corp. CounterNjlance

and stop means for opwardly acting closures. 9,006,922,

7-2-63, Cl. 160—101. ^ , ,

Fneeman. Howard O.. and W. W. Rawstrpn. to Jamesbury

Corp. Removable ball and aeat valve unit 8.095.898. 7-Z-

Fwnch suIrMliu;ter of Armies (Powder Department) :

^'R^he. Andre. Orancher, Oajac. and B«canne 8,096^77.

Frenkel Marvin A. Calculating machine keyboard. 8,096.

019. 7-2-63, Cl. 286—146.

Frentzel, Herman C. :
See— __ ^ , - nan aoa

MoiTlson, George F.. and Frentsel. 3,096,928.

Frey, Jean Marie : Bee—
Jirou. Marcel, and Frey. 8,006,356.

Freyermuth. Harlan B. : Be9—-
Wilson. Robert C, and Freyermuth. 3,096,883.

Fried. John, and T. S. Brr. to Merck * Co,. Inc. A»-dehydro-

21-haloetblsterohes and the process for the production

thereof. 3,096353, 7-2-68, Cl. 260—307.4.

Frlsby. Thomas M.. to Eastman OH Well Survey Co. Hf<J''au-

llcaliy actuated orienting device. 8.095.924. 7-2-63, CT.

188—*•
. rr, .

VrnmineU Cvril P. and S. J., to Dubuque Awning * Tent

^'c?. W4a2er sWild. 3,096.^8«. 7-2-63. Cl. 136-6.

Frommelt Sylvan J.: Bee-- „ ^. 00-
Frommelt. Cyril P., and 8. J. 3,096,8S«.

Frostad, Lars : See

—

. _. t w a /»> -tAa
Stelllee, Charles R., Frostad, and Leach. 8,096.748.

Fujli Kozo. and Y. Oyanagl. to Kurashlki Rayon Co., Dtd
Preparation of polyvinyl alcohol from polyvinyl acetate and
aqueous solutlohthereof. 3,096.208. 7-2-63. Cl. 260—29.6.

Fujlta. Ryulchl : See

—

„ ,^„ .„^
Ishlzuka, Toshlzo. Momoi. and Fnjita. 3.006,804.

Fulmer, Richard W.. to General Mills. Inc. Process for in-

hibiting corrosion in acid resolutions with gnanamine-
prooylene oxide condensation product. 8.006,147, 7-Z-«d,

Q\ 21 2 7
Fundingslaiidl John O.. to Teleprompter Corp. Tape storage

apparatus. 3,096,038, 7-2-63, Cl. 242—06.14.
Fusco, James V. : See

—

^ ™. ^ « aah oni
Jankowskl, Conrad J.. Fusco, and Fischer 3,0e6j301.

GEA Luftkuhlergesellschaft Happel Gesellscbaft m.b.H. k Co.

K.G. : See—
Selen. Oflnter. 8,095.638.
Selen. OOnter. 3,095,689. „ ». t> ,

Gabor, Dennis, and P. C. J. Hill, to National ResearehDevel
opment Corp. Picture communication systems. 3.096.39b.

7-2-63, Cl. 178—6.8.
Gaeke. Edward G. : See— „ . , „ - ««jr ,/vi

Brown Arthur E.. Gaeke. Hlller. and Zelsloft 3.005.702.

Oaetanl. Ermanno, to Azlende Colori Naylonall Afflni Aena
S.p.A. Process for dyeing polyoleflns. 3,006,140. 7-2-68,

Cl 8——41.
Oagnan. Ehnlle : See

—

_ „„_ „„^
Cousteau. Jacques Y.. and Gagnan. 3.005.800.

Gainer. Harold, and M. Cenker. to Wyandotte Chemicals
Corp. Production of pyraxlnoic acid. 8.006,380, 7-2-63,

Cl. 260—250.

Roche!* Andre, Grancher, Gajac. and Becanne. 8,006,877.

Gallup, John L., to Radio Corp. of America. Glass marking
ink. 3 006,184, 7-2-63, Cl. 106—20. ^ , , »^

Gamble. Roger L., to Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Calorimetric

radiation dosimeter. 3.006,440. 7-2-«3. Cl. 250—83.8.

Oaonmeter. Harry F., F. R. Patalon. and R. J. Katterle, to

Addressograph-Multigraph Corp. Master strippin|| means
for rotary printing machines. 3.005.809. 7-2-6S, CT. 101—
217

Gamrath, Harry R., and L. O. Raether. to Monsanto Chemical
Co Production of benzyl alkyl phthalates by ester inter-

change. 3.096.364. 7-2-63. Cl. 260--476.

Gandrnd, Ebenhard 8. Hopper and feeding rotor structure

for dispensers of granular material. 8,096.004, 7-2-63.

Cl 222—410
Gardiner. Maurice, to The General Electric Co Ltd Four-

terminal electric networks. 8.096.498, 7-2-63. Cl. 388—
7K

Garginl, Eric J., to Electric k Musical Industries Ltd. Veloc-

ity-modulated colour television receivers. 8.096,395. 7-2-

63. Cl 178—5.4.

Gamer. William. Jr. : See

—

„ ? ^ , „
Smith. Harold W.. Duesterboeft, Bostlck, and Garner.

3,096.477.
Garrett Corp., The :

Bee— ^ „ . ^ - ««»« -rnt
Grosselflnger, Robert A., and Scboch. 3.095,701.

Garvin. Alex J. to Superpack Vending (Curacao) N.A. Device

for vending cylindrical objects. 3,095,997, 7-2-68, Cl.

221 180
Oaubatz, Arthur W., and J. W. Moore, to General Motors

Corp. Convergent-divergent jet nozzle. 3,095,606, 7-2-
RO pi |>A OK A

Gaul'e. Oerhart K., H. H. Kedesdy, and L. J. D. Rouge, to

United States of America, Army. Apparatus for pulling

single crystals in the form of long flat strips from a melt.

3.096.168. 7-2-63, Cl. 23—^278. „ ^ „ ,. ^ »>,„
Oaulke, Arthur W.. to Vanant Co Inc. Pac'^a^n* •t^'J'

having outwardly protecting cushioning peaks. 3.095.070,

7-2-63. Cl. 206—62.
Ganthler. Alfred. GmbH. : Be*—

Rlchter. Cart F. 8.006.791. „ ^ « „ ^v.-» „„
Oebele, Kurt, and F. Singer, to Compur Werk Oesellschaft mlt

besciirankter Haftung k Co. Photographic camera. 8,095,

700. 7-2-«S. C\. 05—10. „ ^ „. „ . w
Gegauf, Frits, to Frits Gegauf Aktlengesellschaft BemlnaMJi-

maschlnenfabrik. Abrasive belt grinding machine. 8,005,-

676, 7-2-68, Cl. 61—148.
Gegauf, Frits, Aktlengesellschaft Bemlnananhmascbinen-

fabrlk: See—
Gegauf, Frits. 8.006,676.

Gelgv Chemical Corp : See

—

Denss, Rolf, and Kuhnls. 8,006,848.

*i(chiapifer, Hans, and Blndler. 8,008,800.

General Aniline k Film Corp. : See—
Wilson, Robert C, and Freyermuth. 8,006,888.

General Electric Co. : See

—

Adams, Albert H. 3,006,181.
Albright John W.. and Blanco. 8,006,801.
Bochan, John. 3,005,721.

_ _ ^^ ^^^
Brock, George D., and Topping. 8j006,«)8.
Caprtno, Joseph C, and Prochaska. 3.006,808.

Dills, Raymond L. 8,006,420.
Fiedler, Howard C. 8.006.222.
Hart. Benjamin F. 8 006.774.
Howell. Louis J. 8.006.410.
Kendt, Norman L. 3,006,125.
Lemmere, Eugene. 3.006,464.
McClure. John L. 3.006,407.
Rood. Robert M.. and Vlllers. 3,005,051.
Stachowlak, Frank R.. and Sseremy. 8.006,807.
Stone, Aldan M. 3,096,164.
Woodward, Stewart A. 8,006,756.



^
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General Electric Co. Ltd.. The : Bee—
Gardiner, Maurice. 8.0»e;4»8 ,^.^.,
Sbepheril. Sydney A., and Wooda. 8.098.»1».

^"fi1.J«SSI' TboSia.*Pri41tchell. and Raymond. 3.098.179.

General Grid Corp. :
8««— ^^^ -^-

Pajac. Theodore P. 8.096,063.

General MllU, Inc. : Bee—
Fulmer. felchard W. 8.09«.147.

General Motors Corp.
:
Bee— n.„.fc-i».. Ri<>k»ttR

Amann. Chariea A.. Collman Hauihalter. Kicaetw.

Turunen. and Vlckera. 8.098.700.

Bretzner. Hans 8. 3.09S.600 ^ ., . , ,» unoKiM
Brown. Arthur K.. Oaeke. Hlller. and Zelsloft. 8.095,702.

Buah. Ru«»ell J. 3.095.994
.. „ v , o noK

ChriBtenaon. Howard W.. Fisher, and Schaefer. 3.098.-

760.
Blfes. Donald B. 8.096.824.

Flanlgan. Eugene E.. and Zeek. 3.095.706.

Flanlgan. Eugene E., and Zeek 8.098.707.

Framl. Thomas B_^and Maletzke. „3^9M24.
Qaubats. Arthur W^ and Moore. 8.098.690.

Hallenbeck, Virgil R. 8.096.117.

Hay. Charies N 3.096 129.

Hoflenbaugh, William J., and Winter. 3,096,787.

Jacobs, James W. 3,096.898^
Johnstone, Theodore H. 8 096,112.

Lahr, Gilbert M. 3,096.948.
LaTlana, Donald W. 3.098.638.

Marks, Craig, and Wjctalek. 3.098,866.

Wight, Robert D. 8.096,128.

General PreclslouL Inc. : Bee—
Hill, James Hi.. Levlnsoo. and Wolman.

.3.p8''**7r. «»,.*
Genth. riermann. to Farbenfabriken Bayer Akmn«sellschaft.

Bacterial resistant plastic materials. 3,096.183. 7-^-99.

GeSw!**cii;rence C. and H. F Bottcher, to Speakman Co.

Panel showers. 3,098.581. 7-2-63. C\ 4--192

Gerow. Clarence C. H. F, Bottcher C.F }\o\^n.^6n.
Landell. Column shower. 3 095.679, 7-2-63. CI. 4—140.

Ge7t)n. Koert, to Ell Lilly anA Co. NoTe' N_( substituted )

-

phenylsulfonyl N -l-adamantylureas. 3,096.372, 7-,tf-e3. »-i.

260—668.
Gevecke, Joachim : Set—

Volihardt. Fromut. and Gerecke. 3.096.839.

Gewerkseh&ft Aognste Victoria : Bee—
Kaunert. Paul, and Doerlng. 3.096.186.

Qlbbs, Zack B. : Bee—
McCurtaln. Frank. 8.096 218.

a non roo
Gilbert. Jack J., to S Adler. Infusion apparatus. 8,095,800.

QiL^h^A^fTnTi. 8. Mims to ^TR'y-olds Tobacco

Co Oxidation of manoyl oxide. 3,096,846, 7-^-0». t-i-

266—843.8.
Glimian Bros,. Inc. : See—

CuUer. Burton. 3.096.613. « no>t oa« 7 2-«.1
Glauber Myron J. Diaphragm yaWe. 8.095.906. 1-i-fia.

GUM *jJh^W*;^Jr.. to Autoboard Corp. DeTlce for tralght^

eSlJig the welts of socks preparatory to a boarding

operStlon 8 096.006. 7-2-63, CI. 228-60.

n:HST f;Ti»M°cr^ B°^Kpb„«^\t..

Process for manufacturing sugar esters. 8,096.324. 7-2-«8.

Go^m«%?4ln, to Gro Wei Fish-Ade Co., Inc. Fish feeder.

Go^d*i^eiJ"laL^*de<?a^"Vy Manufacturer H.n^

Co. ex^tor). and I. Llchtensteln to Trl V^ all Contaln^^s.

Inc. Corrugated paper board product. 3,096.224. 7-z-oa.

Go?ib,"L^"d M. Zatger. to P. R. Bngel. Play pen.

Go'nnJilif'ck™?^*j:.^aUVA Marchant. to The Mennen Co.

and CinsSlldated Thermoplastics Co. dispensing container.

8.096.898. 7-2-63. n 15—571.
p.rr,ft to T I

aordon James B.. C. C. Evans, and N. J. Parratt. to i.i.

rO?ouD Senrlce^i) Ltd Process for the continuous produt-

l^n? th[:.'"elongated. sluKle crysUj. -f'^H^l'^^
"«>

antlmonr trl-oxlde. 3.096.168. 7-2-63. CI. 25— 144.

Oo'sSiS. Ihoma. V, to Standard Coll .Pro^^^^-gff.JgJ-
Plxed freouency ampUfler. 3.096,466, 7-.i-63, Ci. »i J iw*

^**"
Sldl* H«rT, Ini Go*^sman. 8.096,808.

^'^"•Se^Tewald.'K^^rt, Got., and Kjllrath IJfSfO.
Gould. Murray W. Helicopter. 3.096,044. 7-2-63. CI. 244— 1-i.

Grace. W. R.. k Co. : Bee— ^__
Dreyfus. Robert L.. and Klrkpatrlck. 8.096.677.

Hoeg. Donald F. 3.096.316.

''"'sJ^terbJoJk.'^Joha'n^s C. and Graff. 3.096.869.

°"°RochV''And«. OrtiTcher. Gaiac. and Becanne. 8.096.377.

(;ranet. Charles. «nd R Crane. Vehlde-seat so.penslon.

3.096.066. 7-2-63. CI. 248—399.

Granryd. Thorrald O.. to The Frank O. Hough C«: Trans-

mlsilon controlled loader hydraulic circuit. 8.090,B»o.

T-2-63. CI. 214—140.

Green, J. W., Co. -Bee—
McOlll. Thomas A. 3.098.966.

Green Penny Co. Bee—
Baybarx. Fred L. 3.096.108.

Gregory Industries. Inc. : fee—
Mowry, Loreni J., and Jenkins.

8,006,394.

and

and K. u. zasraBB. co atasunan ii.vu»
manufacturing paper from .P*''**,*2l7

fibers. 8.096,fel. 7-2-68, a. 162—187.

8.096,429.

Gresham, Donald C. : Bee—
Allen. Gorden 8. J., Mawby. and Oresbam.

Grew*. Ferdinand : Bee— _ ^ . ^
Kuhle Bngelbert, Grewe, Untentenhofer, Boneas.

Wegler. 8,096.237.
Grtfflth Rubber Mills : 8e^—

Buiton, Jarrla C. 8JW6.M4. ^ - *_ v^.t,
GrlgM WUham H., and fe. t>. Zaffraan. to Baatman Kodak

Co.
' Method of

esterlfied cellulose

Grlnnell Corp. : Bee— » ««« ».•..
Thlelsch, Helmut J. 8,098,844. ^ . _. « .

Grosilflnpr Sobert A., and J. J. f^h^ch, to jm* Garrett

Corp Gas turbine power plant control systema. 3,095,701,

7-2-68, CI. 60—89.28.
Gro-Wel Plsh-Ade Co.. Inc. •Bee—

Goldman, Marrln. 3,098,882. o.^...^. .„.
Grub^r. Bernird A. to Monaanto ChemicgJ Co. Process f^r

the production of metal bondea. 8,0»6,i4i», i-^-oa. \.i.

23—14.

°™°wSnd^rilch*^h.rd, and 81p«L 3 096 482

°riiS.V^' ^&il ti'^*trwr^-"r^li&t"'SaVlng^'^S:

Orl-^%I-Vhh''i^lo^^E Cl^t B-J_er_Co.
Thermal magnetic current by-paaa. 8,096,413. 7-z-vb,

Oubbels%frtitoph. Hook faatener. 8.096.626. 7-»^. CI.

24 228

section for fabricated gate yalre. 8,096,072. 7-,*-oa, ci.

281—829.

°''*FlTr/gafe'*ulJo..'an'dOw.thmey. 3.096.604.

cators 3.098.880. 7-2-63, CI. 12»--*18. n„w^-.
lUdMriga. Pablo, to Standard Magnesium Corp Inc Pro««

for removal of sulfate from magnealum chloride brines.

Ha»ga"plw;''to^kt2^S Mapiednm Corn. Inc Jon

Pxchangi^ proI^B- for Producing potaaalum sulfate and sul-

furic add 3.096.153, 7--2-68. Cl. 2»—121.

"**'ra"t>."vlfc'. Higeme^. and WUder. 3.096.817.

"*' ciir^Ge'orfe ^J^pTr-hall. Braun. Peldkamp. and Hager.

Hahn. jkmei'lL. to Basic Motor^TeloDmei^. g^-j^JlSSg
disc electrical machinery. 3.096,450. 7-^-oo, ^». »*"

"***
LoS^^ErtardTKromer, and Hahn. S.095J93

planma device. 3,096.269. 7-2-63. CIL
^^JjT^^Vehide body.

Hallenheck. VIrKll R,. to 0«>*"A
Motors Corp. venicie ooay-

3 096.117. 7-2-63, CT. 296—107.

"""'KSrre^"jaci:'^and FTpeegie. 8,096.929.

for attaching objects to metal. 3,096,777. 7-^-w>. ^i. «»»—

Hamilton. Joseph P.. to Crown Zellerbach Corp. Shipper dis-

penser. 3,09K.9«8. 7-2-63. Cl. 20<^-«2.

Hamilton ^^»t<-h ^jo. : See--
EoDPrleln, Helmut. 3.095.69O. ^ __ „ „ v«ii,

handling elongated workplecea. 3.09B,»83. ^ ^-«».

Ha'^.^l^n. Robert, to Sperry Rand Coip.. Ford Inatrument^o

ntvlKlon Pre splnnlnK of aircraft landing wheeu. s.wtj,

0.-^2 7-2^3. Cl. 244—103.

""''^oill?n*;e'ber*wmiam E.. Jr.. Hardy, and Paul. 3.096.

Hardy. ^Maurice E^ to Zenith Radio Corp. Record playera.

Ha«-.~Son^^^-^i^'torU;^^^^^^ "-orescent

H^VlC-'Knairfl-tt^Xl^^^^^^ r^n-re for

for programmed control of oil wells and the like. 8.096.-

.^07. 7-2-63. Cl. 340—147.

Hamlk, Marcel, to Cherr^ron Oorp Ruorinated py™«^^

steroid compounds. 3.096.327. 7-2-68. Cl. 260—^39.0.

Hamlk Marcel, to Chemetron Corp. Androstene compounds

cTnt^lnlSg trifluoro aliphatic substltufnts In the 2-po«ltlon

3,096.352. 7-2-63. Cl. 260—S97.4.
Harnlk. Marcel. »» Chemetron Corp. Z-fluoroacetyl^n^rog-

tenolone compounds. 3.096.354. 7-2-68. Cl. Ifm—svi.o.

Harris John W.. to Tlmaons Ltd. Rotary prtnrtng machines.

3.095.810. 7-2-63. Cl. 101—361.

Harris Lee T Variable displacement hydraullf aaaembly.

3.095.708. 7-2-63. Cl. 60—58.

""'stra^^rJamii M*r FTsher. and Harris 8.096.318.

Straley. James M.. and Harris. 3,096.322.

Co.
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Hart, Benjamin F.. to General Blectrk Co Meth^ and
apparatus for severing a moving helical strip. 3.098.774.

7—2—B3 Cl 83 37
Hartmark. BJarne. C. Schuster, and K. Herrle, to Badlscbe

Anllln- A Soda-Fabrik AktlengeseUachaft Pro«M for dye

levelling with lactama. 3.0GC142. 7-2-63. Q. 8—85.
Harvey Wallace A.. Jr. Protective device for • bow on glrt-

wrapped packagei. 3.095.967. 7-2-68. Cl. 206—45.33.
Harwood Engineering Co. •Bee-—

Newhall. Donald H. 3.095.900.

Haaaan. Fauthal A. : Bee—
Hasaan. Joseph A. 3.096,941. , ^

Hassan. Joseph A.. \^ to T. K. Hawn. Loud speaker con-

struction. 3.095.941. 7-2-63. CL 181—32. ,,„„_,„
Haubold. Dieter. Apparatus for forming nalla from wire

stock. 3.095,588, 7-2-63, Cl. 10—48.
Hanshalter, Roaer W. :

Bee— „ ». i»„ i>i,.k»»t.
Amann. Charies A.. Collman. Haushalter. Rlcketts,

Turunen, and Vlckera. 3,096,700.

*"Kfn?ston.'^'alter E.. Kopelman, and Hausner. 3.096^63.
Hay, Charies N.. to General Motors Cor© .^»"'r'<^*i?'»,?gf!:

Ing and lubrication therefor. 3.096,129. 7-2-63, Cl. 308—
187

Havdon. Arthur W.. to Conaolldated «?«»«»»««» I"^'*"-!*'

Corp. Motor for electric docka. 3,096.452. 7-2-63. Cl.

3iO_49
Havs Edwin B.. and J. G. Swift, to Wallace * Tl«rn". ^^
V/neS-tlc TituSiatamlne mixture. 3.096.241, 7-2-63. Cl.

ie7--«5.
Healy, Joseph F. : Bee— , ^^ ^«v

Hubbell. Harvey, and Healy. 3.096.409. „ „ , _ ,

Hechenblelkner. Ingenuln. and K. R. Molt, to Carlisle Chemi-
cal Works Inc .\cetal and keUl pho^hltes. 3,096,340,

7_2-63. Cl. 260—340.7.

Heer, Matthew. Jr. :
Bee— « ^oPt ooi

Anthes,^ CTlfford C. Acomb. and Heer. 3.095.921.

Helberger. tharies A., to FMC Corp. Poljmerlaatlon process

for^lyallyllc estera. 3.096^10. 7-2-63, Cl. 260--77 5

Heln. George N., to Becton. Dickinson and Co. ConUlner
for blood and machine for separating precipitates from

liquid blood constituents. S,09«.283, 7-2-63, Cl. 233—20.
Heintz. Charles E. : Bee—

Fink. Cart J., and Heints. 3,095,671.

blion, kfor'ris S., Marshall, and Crerar. 3.096.181.

Helsler. Robert Y.. k. V. Hesa, O. W. Bckert and M. C.

Throckmorton, to Texaco Inc. Preparation of esters from

olefins. 3.096,365. 7-2-63, CT. 260—497.
^,. ^ i *

Helln Ells E. V., to Blektrlska Svetsningsaktlebolaget.

Methods of redudng a metal oxide by_a carbonaceous mate-

rial at sub-atmospheric pressures. 3,096,174, 7-^-63, ci.

Helm Jack D.. and F. L. Hopkins, to Bemis Bro. Bag Co.

Bw fSr^er and shaker. 8.^>96,081. 7-2-63. CT. 259-T2.
Hendrickson. Harold S.. and N. R. Richmond to Kamau Air-

craft Corp. Helicopter control mechanism. 3,096,045.
7-2-63. CT. 244—17.fl.

Henkel and Cle O.m.b.H. : Bm—
Smith. Franklin D.. Prill, Wygant, and Koamln. 3.096,-

866.
Hennig. Ingeborg :

Bee—
. ^ . . ^ «* a noa oaa

Ehrhart. Oustav. Hennlg, Lindner, and Ott. 3.TOe.244.

Ehrhart. Gnstav. Hennlg. Lindner, and Ott. 3,096.374.

Henry. Ronald A., to United SUtes of America. Na^. Poly-

mers and copolymers of 5-vlnyltetraiole. 3,096,312, 7-2-

63. Cl. 260—78.6. ^. ^
Hercules, Christopher D. Variable-pitch blade propeller.

3.095.^32. 7-2-63, Cl. 170—160.43.
Hercules Powder Co. : Bee—

Chapman. Charles H. 3,096.232.
Herrle. Karl : Bee— _ , „„„.,..„

Hartmark. Biame. Schnster. and Herrle. 3.096.142.

Herrod. J. T. Combination tranamlsslon and differential.

3.095.769. 7-2-68. Cl. 74—701. „ ^ ^^
Hertel Wllhelm. to Siemens-Blectrogerate AktlengeseUachaft.

Dishwasher 3.096.886. 7-2-68. CS. 184--68.

Herxog. Gerald B.. to Radio Corp. of America. Square wave
generator comprising negative reslsUnce diode and mls-

matebed delav line orodudng steep edge pulaea. 8,096.445,

7-2-68 Cl. 807—88.6. ^ ^ . j. ,

Hespenheide. Wilbur O.. to Burroughs Corp. Data display

device. 8.096.271. 7-2-68. Cl. 204—267.
Hesa. Howard v. : See

—

_ ^ »...». .
Helsler. Robert T.. HeM, Bckert. and Throckmorton

8,096.866.
Heyden Newport Chemical Corp. : Bee—

Sidl, Henri. 8.096.806.
Sldl. Henri. 3.006.807.

8ldl, Henri, and Oottesman

"•'VuiWutfsT1rg^!ff7
=

8.006,308.
See—

3.098,Hllado, Alfonso. Beif locking differential mechanism

HlIdrtrVndt^AVeiJiJd^/V., and H. C Bj"^?*". to/SI?/
Prodnetlon Research Co. Coring bit. 8.096.938. 7-2-63,

Cl. 175—880. ^ „ „
Hlldehrandt. Frederick v.: See—

« nopi out
Roberts. Cedl P.. and Hlldebrandt. 3.098 957.

Hill James B.. D. B. Levlnson. and L L Wolman. to Gen-

eral Predslon. Inc. Transistor aate biased by signal being

gated. 8 096.447. 7-2-68. CT. 80T—88.6.

^"'*
OabSr. Dennis* a*^ Hill. 8,006.808.

"•"•bw^Si" ArihSfi:, Oaeke. Hlller, and Zelsloft. 8,098,-

702.

Hind, John D., and F. H. Cravton to Philip Morris, Inc.

Tofeacco flaviranta. 8.008.882, 7-2-63, CT. 181—17.

Hindle, Walter H., to Monsanto Chemical Co. Union dyeing

acrylonltrile copolymer and wool blenda. 3.096.139, 7-2-

Hlne. Edward K. Guidance apparatus. 3,098.939, 7-2-63.

Q\ 180^—79 1

Hltzinan. Donald O.. to Phillips Petroleum Co Geomlcro
biological prospecting. 3.096.254. 7-2-63. Cl. 195--103.5.

Hoch. Paul E., and J. S. Newcomer, to Hooker Chemical Corp.

Method for pest control employing polychloropolyhydrlc
alcohols. 3,096.239/7-2-63, Cl. 167--30.

Hoeg. Donald F.. to W. R. Grace * Co. Polymerliatlon of

propylene with a caUlvst prepared by grinding Al and
TlA In the presence of Hv 8.096.816. 7-2-63. Cl. 260—
93 7

Hollen'baugh, William J., and H. G. Winter, to General Motors
Corp. Fabric tester. 3.095.737. 7-2-68. Cl. 73—169.

Ilolley Carburetor Co. : See

—

Bettonl, Eugene C. 3,096,406.
Holley, Donald A. Safety thermosUtlc control for Marine

engine cooling systems. 3,096,022. 7-2-63, CT. 236—34.5.
Hollowlch. Garriaon G.. and 8. N. McCullough, to Tasker In-

struments Corp. Multiple symbol visual presenUtion.
3,096.512. 7-2-63, CT. 340—378. ^ „ , .».

Holiyday, James H., to Sperry Rand Corp. Bale thrower.

3,095.961, 7-2-63, Cl. 195—128.
Hirflyday. James H., to Sperry Rand Corp. Conveying appara-

tus. 3,096,962. 7-2-63. Cl. 198—128.
Holmberg, Robert D. : Bee— „ , ,. „ ^, „«,

Larson. Vincent H., and Holmberg. 8,095,901.

Holmgreen, Warren B., Jr. : Bee—
Atkins, Lyle D., and Holmgreen. 3,096,027.

Holophane Co., Inc. : Bee—
Franck, Kurt, and Wince. 8,096,083.

Holtschmldt, Hans: Bee— ^ ^ „ .... i..„.,
Niachk, Gunther, Holtschmldt, Bongard. and Bayer.

3.096.296.
Home Product*; Inc. : Bee—

Smith. Daniel L. 3.096,006. v i^. r^ .

.

Homola. Friedrlch. and A. Witt, to Klockner-Humboldt-DeHt t.

Osdllation suppressing arrangement for turbines. 3.«»«»'' -

073. 7-2-63. Cfl. 253—39.
Hooker Chemical Com. : Bee—

Hoch. Paul E.. and Newcomer. 3,096,239.
Mekjean, Matthew. 3,096.261. ^ „ . ^ „ „^ ,._
Newcomer, Jack 8.. Linder, and Smith. 3,096,867.

Hopkins. Frank L. : Bee—
Helm, Jack D.. and Hopkins. 8.096.081. M^th^

Hopkins, kobert W. to Pittsburg* Plate OUss Co. .Meth»/«

of preparing jrlass. 3.096.186, 7-2-63, Cl. 106—52.
Horizons Inc. : Bee— „««,«,....

Walner. Eugene, and Mayer. 3,096,144.

Horn, Christian F., to Union Carbide Corp. 8u>f?'»*5*<'JJ"
dl(carboxyalkyl) fluorene and esters and salts therec

Ho^mTSe' A^^TSle^r^Kr. 3,096.068, 7-2^. Cl

Horrigan. Robert V., to National Lea<l Co Tannlnj with

Billcated sodium xlrconyl sulfate. 3,096.143, 7-2-63. Cl.

Hough. Frank G., Co.. The : Bee—
Granryd, Thor-ald G. 3,005.990.

Houghton. Daniel E. :Se^ oAo«4 0in
Deady, Emmett F., Reed, and Houghton. 3.095,910.

Houston Oil Field Material Co.. Inc. : See-
Rogers, Austin 8. 3.095.736.

Rush. 6eorge E. 3.095.926. ^ _.,^.

Howell Louis /!^ to General Electric Co Condltlonrespon-

sive electric switch mechanism. 3,096,419. 7-2-63. Li.

Hu^fe* Hkrvey. to Harvey Hubbell Inc. ,_.8ealed electrical

receptacles. 5,096.132,7-2-63.0.339—36.
Hubbell. Harvey, and J. F. Hea^, to Harvev Hubbell Inc.

Switch plate locking cover atUdiment. 3.096,409, 7-Z-fiS,

Cl 200—44.
Hubbell, Harvey. Inc.: Bee—

Hubbell. Harvey. 8 096.132.
Hubbell. Harvey, and Healy. 3.096.409. p

Hubel Karl W.. and E. H. Braye, to Union Carbide Corp.

Proiiess for the preparation of k«tonlcorMnlc compounds

and products resulting therefrom. 8.096,265, 7-2-Od, ^-i

Hi?^1~Kari W and B H. Braye. to Union Carbide Corp
"^ P^^ss for the preparation o/acyl and *\^n*»^tltM

cvcllc oreanlc compounds and products resulting therefrom.

3.096.266. 7-2-63. Cl. 204—158.

""*'*Brilmye
°" ^f?^ G.. and Wehlann. 3.095.776.

Hudson, H. D., Mfg. Co^: Bee—
Keating. Maurice H and Kubinskl. 3,096.425^

Hudson. Milton W and F. J- Moore 8r to Internattonal

Resistance Co. Variable resistor. 3,006,499, 7-2-63, t-i-

3.18—163.
Huff. Hazel S : See--

Huff^L^l^R.* deceit :-KLS. Huff, administratrix of the

estatTof L R Huff, Rotatable and translatable drawing

board. 3 095.067. 7-2-63. Cl. 45—131.
,„w,wi,i«.

Hughes. William B.. to Petrollte Corn. Procew. of InhlbUlng

wrrosion. 3.090 294 7-2-63. Cl 552—3W).
Hull David C. H. J. Hagemeyer, Jr.. and J. W. Wllrter. to

EUtman Kodak Co. Method for P"r»'y "K P«'/»'*V™»6'
filtration under a partial pressure dissolved gas. J.wo.-

317 7-2-63, Cl. 260—93.7.

Hunt. Guilbert M. :
See—

-

a v...^.,*,* ictORMl
Wilcox, Stanley W.. Hunt, and Faaanacht. 3.0»«.ui7.

Hunt Robert C. to Marco Products Co Pipe cleaning ma-

chine. 3 09.-i..%92. 7-2^3. Cl. 15—104.3.

Hunting Survey Corp. Ltd : Bee—
Hutcblns. Roger W., and D'Arcy. 3,095,744.
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Hnrtt. Noraan A., and W. J. Edney. to ,Dvinlop Bubtoer Co.

Ltd. Perforator for pneumatic tire Idewall. 3,09o,na,
>w o an |~ri OO O

Hutchlne,' Roger W"., and D. F. D'Arcy. to
"""""f

^"^ej
Corp iitd. GrarltT gradient measuring device. 3,090,744,

7-2-63. CI. 73—382. „ . „ , ^ t .^ a.»„.
Hutchlnaon, Terence, to Short Broa. * Harland Ltd Appa-

ratus for measuring the mark-space ratio of a train of

palses. 3,0»«,400, 7-2-63. CI. 178—69.
Huttenlocher. Dietrich F. and W. M. |weener to T^xi^K. Inc.

Urethane containing lubricant. 3,096,z80, 7-z-»M, ci.

252—47.8.
I-T-B Circuit Breaker Co. : See— „^ _^

Orrctko. Carl E., and Ball. 3,096.413.

Wilson. George A. 3,096.423.
^ , ,^ ,

Iddlngs. George E^to Sjperry R»Dd Corp Aircraft naviga-

tion system 3,096.503, 7-2-63. CI. 340—28.
Imal. Klyokasu : flee— , ^ t i q naa o«t

katsumoto. Masakain, and Imal. 3.096.267.

Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. : See—
Bennett Qeorge A.. Clarke, and Stirling. 3.096,141.

Independent Lock Co. Bee--
, ^, _^ , /«»« 1 1 k

PatrlQUln, Oeorae P., and Adlert. 3,098,115.

Indiana University Foundation : Bee-—
Ingraham. Joseph S. 3.096,250. , „ , _. m.^,^

Ingham. Herbert S.. Jr., to International Busings M*<*»>^
Corp. Formation of semiconductor bodies. 3.0»6,zw, i-*

Injriham. Joseph 8.. to Indiana Unlverslnr Foundat^n.

Novel particulate antigens and process. 3.096,250, 7-2-63.

87—- "

oierassi. and H. J. Rlngold, to Syntex Corp.

Ai?^*prWn*trlene-17a.oT-3.20-dlone and e^

8.096,^^. 7-2-63. CI. 26d—3»7.4.

InS^er C7?*H,, C. E. Wright and HWe.beLtoRldjeJTool
Co. Power threading tool. 3,096,772, 7--^-«3 Ll. »*—^w-

Intermountaln Research "d Englnferlng Co.. Inc.
:
Sea-

Cook, Melvln A., and Collins. 3.096.223.

International Business Machines Coro. : Bee--
Aielrod, Martin S.. and Rownhelm. 3.096.450.

Cummlngs. Thomas F. 3,096,654.
DooUttle. Charles M 3.096jr39
Ingham, "Herbert S., Jj- „3,096.209.
Mirkley. Robert F. 3.098 087.

Reltfort, Henry A. 8.096.608
Schaftert. Roland M. 3,066,198.
Taras, Andrew. 3,096,511.
TayloK Wilfred K. 3 096.471 ,,„„„. «««—

International MacGregor Organisation (I.M.G.O.) See—
Itoh, Yuko. 3,095,847.

IntemaUonal Minerals * Chemical Corp. :
Bee—

Newsom. William 8., Jr 3 096 170.

Woerther, Clarence J. 3,096,171.

International Resistance Co. Bee-- ^
Hudson, MUton W., and Moore. 3,096,499.

Invac Corp. : Bee— __^
Fllef. Werner. 3,096.016

Irlarte, Jose, C. Merassl, and
6,16a-dlmetbyI-A*
ters thereof. 3,C—,_--. - - .

Iron Fireman-Webeter. !«•:»"•

—

l.hl.ukl"T'oshf.i*' M •mK" and B. FuJlU, to ShlseKtsu

'"'^S^micJ'cTlii: M^«» %' l?!S3^S^2'Sja6l
"'

^anostannoslloxan. 3.0^.304,J^^^
(I.M.GO Cover, for closln. open snaces sacK as shlD-

hoids, railway care and the Hke. 3.065,847, 7-2-63. CI.

114—202.

^^"•c^°Mf.Vln^E.7and Ives. 3.096,226.

' *
kiWre'p%^,"an'd 'iDd.fy"-3,095.679.

Jackson, Winston J-,3r. :
See—

ao«-^«40

Jacobeen, Alexander, to Ko<>»»^<^v« 7 2J3 a 14*—llT

3.0M.40S. 7-2-03, CI. n»—18

J... Mo.r«. 0.n»..t b.nffr. 3.0M.0M, 7-8-8J. CI.

kS" ?s58»°s!s'3.i"«.rsi'
•- """^

S'oM.lSI. 7-2-«3. CI. 21SS—3X6.

'T<gf*.3"J'iK».%. ih^^S""""
'""

,

Jepeon. Michael D., to The Spooner D^er 4 Bngln^riiur'Co.
Ltd. (S^aaeous restraint of conveyed articles. 3,096,162.
7-2-63, CI. 34—33.

Jersey Production ReMarch Co. : Bee—
Hildebrandt, Alexander B., and BridweU. 3,095,935.

Jesonls. Alexander. Apparatus and method for drilling holes.

3.096,767, 7-2-68. CL 77—«2.
Jewett, Bageoe L. : See— . „_.

Davidson, Ian, and Jewett 3,095,875. _ , ^
Jlrou Marcel, and J-M. fYey, to Compagnie Francalse des

Matlerea Colorantes. New aromatic amines and processes

for their nreparaUon. 3,096,366, 7-2-63. CI. 260—397.7.
Johna-Maavllle Corp. : See

—

Qnlnn. Robert G. 3,096,200. *

Johnson, Cnarlee A., Jr. : See

—

BUhl, Gerald, and Johnson. 3,09rU966.
„ «,„^ „.,-

Johnson, Charles V.. to McKvoy Co. Pipe anchor. 3,096,6/7,

7-2-63. CI. 24—263. „ „ . ^
Johnson, Francis, to The Dow Chemical Co. Process for the

preparation of amlno-halogenpyridine. 3,096,337, 7-2-63,

CI. 260—296.
Johnson * Johnson : See

—

Bassett, Alton H. 3.096,878.
Bumham. Harold F. 8,096.879. „^^
Von Arx, Kllen De Groot. 3.096,202. ..,«.„

Johnson, Leonard K. Appanitna for moving fowl. 3.09.^,-

963, f-2-63, CI. 198—148. _ „ ,„ ,

Johnson, Philip C, to F. and F. Koenlgkramer Co. Tele-

scoping means having Indexing, braking and inter-locking

means. 3,096.069, 7-2-63, Cl. 248—1»W.

Johnston, William R. : See— » ^» .^
Rosenberg, Milton, and Jolmston. 3.096,509.

Johnstone. Theodore H., to General Motors Corp. Coinci-

dental door locking system. 3,096,112, 7-2-63, Cl. 292—3.
Junea, Jack W. : See

—

, „ ^^ ^^,
Chaney, Preston B.. Mayes, and Jones. 3,096,401.

Jones, James D. : See—
LAlng, David H., and Jones. 3.096.882.

Jones * Laugblln Steel Corp. : See

—

Laycak. John F. 3.096,443.
Juat, Matyas J. Sink mounting construction. 3,095,580,

7-2-63, Cl. 4—187.
Kahn. David. Inc. : See

—

Levy, Morris. 3,095,869.
Kalenlan, Aram. Speed and load control for electric motors.

3.096,470. 7-2-63, C\. 318—332.
Kallrath, Gottfried : See—

Sennewald. Kurt, Gots, and KaUratta. 3,096,360.
Kaman Aircraft Corp. : See

—

Hendrickson, Harold 8., and Richmond. 3,096,045.
Kendall, Defvln B.. Jr., Mack, and Wellock. 3,096,040.
Pelffer, Norman U., and Proctor. 3,095,931.

Kanarek, Jesse J. Waterproof electrical connector adapter.
3,096,134, 7-2-63. Cl. 339—150.

Kane, John J. : See

—

Sahlmann, Louis H., and Kane. 3,095,713.
Karasinskl. Edward 8. Steering means for space vehlcle8.

missiles and high altitude flying craft. 3,096.049, 7-2-6.3
Cl. 244—62.

Kaabaum, Felix E., to H. J. Mayer 4 Sons Co., Inc. .Method
of grtndlni spices. 3,096,180, 7-2-68, Cl. 99—140.

Katterle, Budolph J. : See—
Gammeter, Harry *>:. Patalon. and Katterle. 3,095.809.

Katxman, Lawrence : See

—

Dubllrer, Robert, Barbareal, and Katsman. 3,096,428.

LIST OF PATENTEES XllI

id HiS from waste product gases con-
3.096.156, 7-2-68, Cl. 23—151.

Kaunert, Paul, and H. Doering, to Gewerkschaft Auguste
Victoria. Multi-stage process for the separation and re-

covery of HCN and ^° ' * -•—
'
~— "

talnlng ammonia.
Kay Mfg. Corp. : See

Krakauer, Edwin G. 3,096,086.
KeaUng, Maurice H., and J. J. Kubinskl, to H. D. HudHon

Mfg. Co. Moating electric heater for stock watering tank.

3,056,425, 7-2-63, CI. 219—38.
Kedeady, Horst H. : See—

Oaule. Oerhart K., Kedeedy, and Rouge. 3,096,158.
Keeling. Iliomas C. : See

—

Vann, Henry B„ and Keeling. 8,095,771.
KsUqn, M. W.. Co., The : S««—

HatUnlaian, John, and Ugfatcap. 3.096,273.
Kelly, Victor Q.. to United States of America, Navy

easing tank. 3,006.798, 7-2-68, Cl. 95—94.
Kelver, WUlUm L. : See—

Dally. Arthur M., and Kelver. 3,096.500.

Proc-

Acoustlcal struc-

B. B. Wellock. to
of robot aircraft.

Slide out niecha-

Kemp, Wiillam G.. to The Soundlock Corp.
ture. 3,095,943, 7-2-63, Cl. 181—88.

Kendall. Delvin E., Jr.. B. C. Mack, and
Kaman Aircraft Corp. Remote control
3.096.046. 7-2-68, Cl. 244—17.18.

Kendt, Norman L., to General Electric Co.
niam. 3,096,126. 7-2-63, C\. 308—3.8.

Kenmar Mfg. Co., The : See

—

Dubeck, Emll. 3,096,118.
Kennecott Copper Corp. : See

—

Zimmerley, Stuart R., Back, Beck, and Pick. 3,096,172.
Kennedy, Truman H., to United State* Steel Corp. Method

for making steel by oxygen blowing. 3,096,173, 7-2-63, Cl.

75—60.
Kent Mfg. Corp. : See

—

Batcbeller, Hugh W. 3,096,186.
Keon, Edward F., to Raytheon Co. Anisotropic heat-con-

trolling body and method for manufacture thereof. 3,096.-

083, 7-2-63, a. 263—2.
Kerns, Fred R., and R. R. Meaae, to The Electric Storage

Battery Co. Molding devicea. 3,095,623, 7-2-63, Cl. 22 ^

155.
Kerr, William J., to Chicago Lock Co. Quick-release means

for securing lock assembliei in fitted door openings. 3,095,-

727, 7-2-63. Cl. 70—461.

Kestell. Thomas A. : See

—

Anniss. Charles H.. Kestell, and Tipper. 3.095.689.

Keyser, Johann J. Lubrlcatlnjr holder for spinning and twist-

ing rings. 3,095,689, 7-2-M, Cl. 57—120.
Kiefer, John B. : See— _ ^^ „„„

Touey. Georae P., and Kiefer. 3.096,323.
Kiefer, Otto. Plastic wheels or runners. 3,095,822, 7-2-

83. Cl 103—114. „ . ..,

Klenel. Joseph E.. to Callaway MUls Co. Towel dispensing

machine. 3,095,998, 7-2-63, Cl. 221—213.
Kllcnp, Dillon K. Intermittent motion mechanism. 3,095,-

749, 7-2-63, Cl. 74—84.
" Folding easel. 3,095,665,Killen, Duncan

45—129.
Killen. Duncan

7-2-63. Cl.

C. 3.095.666.

3,095.834.

Control
7-2-63.

-bis (di-
amines.

Wide frame folding easel.
7_2l68. CL 45—129.

Killen, Duncan C. Convertible easd and table.

7-2-63. Cl. 311—3.
Kimberly-Clark Corp. : See

—

„ ^^ „„„
Day, Wlnterton U., Donnrtly, and Rohs. 3.096,228.

Kindred, Raymond L., and M. M. Fourroux, to Phillips Pe
troleum Co. Fluid mixture analysis. 3,095,728, 7-2-63.

Cl. 73—23.
Kinetics Corp. : Bee—

Elliott, Louis J., and Ward. 3j096,472.
King, James D., to Daniel Ortflce Fitting Co. Multiple Inte-

gration flow computer. 3,096,434, 7-2-63, Cl 235—151.
Kincston, Walter E.. B. Kopelman, and H. H. Hausner, to

{ United States of America, Atomic Energy Commission.
Nuclear reactor fuel elementa and method of preparation.

3,096,263. 7-2-63. Cl. 204—154.2.
Kinsworthy, Donald D., to The Lau Blower Co.

system for plural speed fan motors. 3,096,468.
(*^ 5jg 224

Klrchner, Frederick K., to Sterling I>rug Inc. N,N
lower-alkylamino-lower.alkyl) dlcarboxilic add
8,096,373, 7-2-63. a. 260—558.

Kirkpa trick, Wylle C. : See— , ^ „ „„. ^^^
Dreyfus, tfobert L., and Klrkpatrlck. 3,095,677.

Kirst. Werner : See

—

„ ,>^ „,„
6reyer. Ulrich. and Klrst. 3,096,319.

Kirwan. Jo^in O.. to Wallace 4 Tiernan Inc. Differential

pressure instrument. 3,096.745. 7-2-63, Cl. 73—412

KisUng James W., III. to Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp.

FlulH samplers. 3,695,930, 7-2-63. Cl. 166—163.

Motosaki, Shinlchl, Tsunoda, Okumnra, Tsugawa, Matsul,

Kjtai. and Miyaihi. 3,096,252.

Klyuna Paul C, to Paul's of Hawaii, Inc. Missile projector.

3,095'867. 7-2-63. Cl. 124—5. ^ ^ ^ _^, „
Kllmann. Gustav D. Apparatus and "etho^^'^^^o"/*? 9*^

and restoiine oil paintings and the like. 3.096.194. 7-2-

63. Cl. 117—2.
Kllmas. Joseph J. : See

—

Bettoll. Phillip S., and Kllmas. 3,096.196
KllneTMarVln E./and B. C. BeUly, to Phillip*

Co Control of rates of flow in pipeline loop.

7-2-68, Cl. 137—10.
Klinsing, A. F., Co., Inc. : See—

Proitlee, George D. 3,093,856.
Klockner-Humboldt-Deuts : See

—

Homola, Friedrlch. and Witt. 3.096,073

Knabuach. Edward M., and E. J. Shoemaker, to

Chair Co. Reclining platform rocking chair

7-2-63, CL 297—269.^
, ^ ^^ „^

Knapeack-Orieahelm Aktlengesellschaft : See—
%nn«wald, Kurt, Gota, and Kallrath. 3,096,360.

Koehrlng Co. : See

—

Lindner, PhUip J. 3,096,804.
Koenlgkramer F. and F. Co. : See

—

Johnson, Philip C. 8,096.059. _ ^,
Koh Won r , and Tl. A. Aeaslng. to Ethlcon, Inc. Enxyme

production. 3,096,253, 7-2-63, Cl. 195—62.

*^°^"£2&?n'wfllia^' kT. and Kokoruds. 3,096,331.

^^^Bro^^T^aldT'Dickson. and Koljonen. 3,096.026

Kolm. Harvard B., Jr., to Moog Servocontrols. Inc Flow

control aervo valve with dynamic load pressure feedback.

Cl. 65—198. „ _. _. r, a.
Komlln*-8*nder«)n Engineering Corp. :

See—
Komlln*. Thoma* K. 3.096,279. „ ^

Komltae; Thorn*. R., to Komlin^asmderion Englueerln^Corp.

Flexible belt filter unit. 3,096,279. 7-2-63. Cl. 210-^39K

Petroleum
3,U95,»8a,

La-Z-Boy
3.096.121.

Stork 4 Co.
3,096.166.

X.V. : See—KonlnUlike Machinentabrlk Gebr
Kolthof, Jacob J., and Besier.

Kool* Brother*, Inc. : See— _« „,«
JacobMO. Alexander. 3,090,916.

Konelman. Bernard : See

—

. „
nSnSton. Walter B.. Kopelman. and Hausner.

268.

^°"sS'l£."F™il5?rB.. Prill, Wygant. and Kosuiln

8M.
Koet. Nick. Shock abM>rt>ing fender. 3,096.116,

Cl. 298—88.

^**''T^.*}iis*PrindKot. 8.098.916.

KOttner, Antonin. Device for halving the bodies of slaugh-^ animals. 8,096,602, 7-2-63, Cl. 17-23.

Kraft. Arthur A., to Cleveland Contrpla Inc Steam boiler

Combustion control unit. 3.096,020, 7-2-63, Cl. 236—14.

Krakauer. Edwin O.. to Kay Mfa. Corp. Sinuous wire spring.

3,096.066, 7-2-63, a. 287—103.

3,096,-

3,096,-

7-2-63,

3,096,425.
3,096,013. 7-2-63.

Kran*. Frederick H., and F. L. Tewksbury, Jr.. to Allied
Chemical Corp. Duplicating sheet and colored coatlnit

compositions therefor. 3,096,189, 7-2-63, Cl. 106—23«.
Kranz, Joachim : See

—

Lange, Guenter, Luetxel, Wlppel. Weidinger, and Kranz
3^8,320.

Krasne, Henry. Feather duster. 3,095.593, 7-2-63, Cl. 15-
234

Kreidier's Metalll- und Drahtwerke G.m.b.H. : See

—

Stelnleln, Max. 3,095,686.
Krespan, Carl G., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Polyfluorlnated l,4-dithiii!i compounds and the process of

preparaUon. 3,096,342, 7-2-63, O. 280—327.
Kretzschmar, Karl H. : See

—

^ „^_
Barroll, Alfred E., and Kretaschmar. 3,095,889.

KrOmer, Karl : See

—

^ , _^^
Loose, Erhard, KrOmer, and Hahn. 3,096,793.

Kronogard Sven-Olof. Control eystem for hydraullcally

operated variable speed transmissions for motor vehicles.

3,005,763, 7-2-63, Cl. 74—754. _ ^ „^ „
Kronsbeln, Curt, to Eugen Bellmann Erben oHG. Form for

stockings and the like. 3,096,007. 7-2-63. Cl. 223—73.
Kropp Forge Co. : See

—

Lengyel. Charles N. 3,095.763.
Krueger, Harvey : See

—

Farmer, John M. 3,096,167.
Krumme. David F., Jr. : See

—

Radov. Samuel J. 3.095,575.
Kublnakl, John J. : See— , _ ,. ^.

Keating, Maurice H., and Kublnakl.
Kugler, EmanueL Plastic tubular bag.

Cl 229—55
Knhle, Engelbert. F. Grewe, G. Unterstenhofer, M. .Boness,

and R. Wegler, to Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktlengesellschaft.

Methods of combating mites and fungi. 3,096,237, 7-J-S3,

Cl. 167—30.
Kuhn. Stephen J. : See

—

„„.,.»„,
6lah. George A., and Kuhn. 3,096,371.

Kuhnis, Hans H. : See— „ ^^ „^o
Dense, Rolf, and Kuhnis. 3,096,348.

Kurashiki lUyon Co., Ltd. : See—
Fujli, Kozo, and Oyanagi. 3,096,298.
Mataumoto, Masakasu, and Imal. 3,096,267.

Kurta, Stewart 8. Jr. :
See--

, nQ« oo?
I'eterkln, Melvln E., and Kurtz. 3.096,297. „ . .

Laakso, Thomas M., and J. L. R. Williams, to Eastman Kodak
Co. Condensation producta of polyvlnylketones with hy-

drazldes containing quaternary nitrogen groups.

305, 7-2-63, Cl. 280—68.
^

Laboratory for Electronics, Inc. : See

—

Peacock. Wendell C. 3,095.740.
Laboratory Furniture Co. : See—

Uptay. John M. 3,095.836.
Laba**r«re. Andre J., to Societe Anonyme des

d'Aviatlon Lou's Breguet. Aerodynes having a slipstream

-

aMlated wing system. 3,096 043. T--2-63. cj 24^12
Lager, Samuel E. Water marking device. 3,095,881. 7-2-63,

^^«s'iipi;*'m^^sn'^r ?^v2V?act^°SS?1fe5£

L^^nrDaWr'ayt'b*:^JoSr^>luld metering device.

La^iW^'th'1?*C^sfUiMic. surfacing to^ with

extirnal powder feed. 3.096,199, 7-2-68, CL 117—»6.

^'"*&o^Ttaiencr"c., Bottcher, Mol«sn. and Landell.

3,a»6,679.
Land is Machine Co. : Bee--

Hanna, Edward C. 3,096,988 «ao«i«r
Lane. Eugene W. Combine mounted grain dryer. 8,096,160,

LaLlidon,'willUm'iLfand M Kokorodz, to Wyandotte Cheml-

caTs Corp. Chlorination of alkylpyrazlnos. 3,096,331, 7-Z-

I -nee^Gue^r^**0 Leutzel. H. G. WlppeL H. Weidinger, and

^TlL^%'BiA\^f> Anlim- 4 Soda-^abrlk AkUen^l -

rhaft. Water-insoluble monoaso and disazo l,8,4-.thuai-

awfedyeeUffS. 3,096,320, 7-2-68, C1.260--168
Lange Karl H., to Balda-Kamerwerk RudoU Qruter, Kom-

mamlltgesellschaft. Camera accessory shoe arrangement.

La'nSSdr"Roir?o "^i^^i^'/'^tent-Verwal^^^ Gm.b^.

LaS'XL^^Sd^r^Holmberg, ta United 8tat« of

America, Air Force. Rapid opening valve. 3,095,901, 7-2-
^<j /^ 137 &22

Laaler: David R.. to SchUge Lock Co. Adjustahle soffit pUte.

3.09b.599. 7-2-63. Cl. 16—49.
Latham. Allen^ Jr.. to Borg-Wuiier Corp. Servo valve.

3.096.907. 7-i-63, Cl. 137-*28.67.
Lau Blower Co.. The : See

—

KUtfworthy. Donald D. 3.096,468.

Levy. Marlon I. 8,096,687. ^ .. ..w .. #
Laviaia, Donald W.. to (Jeneral Motors Corp Method of

making a colL 3,096,686, 7-2-63. C. 29-1^.67.
Lawe*. Alfred J. : See— - ««. no,

Fddman, Sidney, and Lawea. 3,096,081.

Layci^ John'F., to'iones 4 I^"«i"»Mr 7^2.^3 0*'^2S?^
surface Inspection system. 8,096,443, 7-2-63, Cl. ioo—
219

Lasart), Anton. Electroplating apparatus. 8,096,270, 7-2-63,

Cl. 204—213.

3,09^

Ateliers

La-Z-Boy Chair Co.
Knabuscb, Ed«

; See

—

trd M., and Shoemaker. 3,096,121.

Leach, Hugh K. : See-- „ ^ ^
Stellje*. Charles R., Frostad. and Leach. 3,098.748.
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circuit for tensing aicnal out
3,096,510. 7-J-6S,

Lee, Don N., to Aiap«i Corp.

Sot of « mfticnettc-core memory.
40—174.

. » . ^. w.
Lee. Herbert P. Abrasive belt finishing machine.

7_2--«3, CI. 51—141.
. . ,,-

Lee WiUls L. Directly coujjled transistor ampllfler

n.

Co-

3,09.^,674.

pbtltlve and negative feedback. 3,096,487, 7-2-63, CI.

•30-17.
Lees, James, and Sons Co. : 8e^

Mallard. Hyde W. 8.095,840. , ^_ „^,
Ballard. Hyde W., and Smith. 3.095.841.

"^ LTeb^Tr^y^cTnd De Rosa. 3.096.218. ^ ^
Leknovlch. Henry, to Stoddart Alrcraft^dlo Cojlnf-

axial elemewt turret. 3,096/496, 7-2-63, CI. 333—81.
Lemmers, Eugene, to General felectric ^"^;»;t'?«o'5$

eratlng circuit for discharge lamps. 3,096,4«4. 7-2-83

I^neyel Charles N., to Kropp Forge Co. Conveyor chain link.

8,095.'753. 7-2-«8. CI. 74—248.
I>eonard. Henderson O. Susoenslon structure for demounts

ble scaffolds. 8,096.064, 7-2-63, CI. 248—323.
Leverlns Dewey R-, to United States of America. Navy.

Chlorfiamn of nltroethane. 3.096,878. 7-2-68. CI. 260-
644

Levlne. Morris, to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. Coating sys-

tem. 3.096.203. 7-2-63. CI. 117—7«.

I.«vlnson. Donald B. : See

—

^ „, , • no* aat
Hill JamM E., Levlnson. and Wolman. 8,096.447.

Levy Marion I., to The Lau Blower Co. Method of making

blower blade sheet. 3,095,637, 7-2^3, Cl._29—156.8

3,095,860.
Windshield cleaaer

'writing Instrument.

Bee-

Levy, Morris, to David Kahn. Inc.

3,0!8Q.859. 7-2-63 CT. 120—42.03.

Liberty Steel Chest Corp., The : See-
Miller, Marcell J. 8,095,663.

Llcentla Patent-Verwaltungs O.m.b.H.
LangfeMt, Rolf. 8.095.976.

Lichtenstein. Immanuel : See— , ««« ~>..
Goldstein, Samuel, and Lichtenstein. 3.096.224.

Lieb. Harry C.. and J. A. De Rosa, to Leesona Corp. Solid-

s?kte baftery. 3.096.218.7-2-^3 0.186-121.
Lievre, Luclen. to Societe Rhodiaceta. No««le closure for in-

jection moulding press. 8,096.609, 7-2-68, CI. 18—30.
Uft-A-Loft Corp. : Bee—

Mitchell, Maurice E. 3,095,946.
Lightcap, Edward H. : Bee—

Hanlslan, John, and Ligbrtcap. 3,096,273.

Lighting PTodncts, Inc. : See

—

Davis, Donald W. 8,096,032.
Lilly. Ell, and Co. : Bee—

Gerion. Koert. 3,096,372.

Llnder, Jerome: See— ^ « ..w n noA mt
Newcomer, Jack S., Llnder, and Smith 3,096 367.

Llnderoth, Hans. Cutting presses and cutting surfaces ther*^

for. 3,695,803, 7-2-68, CI. 100—60.

Llndkvlii. Gust^v A^ to Link-Belt Co. Article handling

equipment. 8,096.984, 7-2-63. CI. 214—1.
Lindner. Ernst

:
See

—

. , . ^ j. «.» • noa oaj.
EhrtiaK. Gustav. Hennig. Lindner, and Ott «l096.244
Bhrhart Gustav, Hennig, Lindner, and Ott. 3,098,374.

Lindner. Philip J., to Koehrlng Co. Safety stop for presses.

3,096,804, 7-2-68. CI. 100—08. _ „ ,. ^ =-.

Undaay, Graham E.. and S. J. J. Waldron. to United King-

dom Itomle Energy Authority. Arresting devices for fall-

ing bodlea. 3.096.268. 7-2-68, CI. 204—193.2.
Llng-Temco-Vought, Inc.: See—

Sellerr DonaM P. 8.096.497.

Cliff, George J., Parshall, Braun. Peldkamp, and Hager
8,096,678.

Llndkvlst. Gustav A. 3,095,984,

Llntvedt. Halvard. to Rmid Mfg- Co. -
system. 3.096,021. 7-2-63. CI. 236—20

Llpare, Frank. Elastic cradle grip for footwear
T H, flfl CI 3ft 2 5

Llplnakl, Henry S.'. to United 8^te• of Anwrica. Army.
Fropellant conUlner, plastle Impregnated glaaa. 8,096.-

filS 7—2—63 CI 102——4s
filDUj John ii., to Laboratory Furniture Co. ^ Con"*™ctlons

?OT tables and like stmcturei. 8,096.886, 7-2-68. CT. 108—

Llquefreexe Co. Inc. : See—
Morrison, Milliard L. 8,098,989.
Morrison, Willlard L. 3.096,626.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. : Bee—
Gamble, Roger L. 8,096,440.
Stratos, Peter G. 8,096.448.
Stuckl^Frank F. 3.096.449.

Lockwood, ^aul A., to Owens-Comlna Flberglas Corp. ^M*tal
and fiber composite materials and methods of prodnelng.

8.095,642. 7-2-63. CI. 29—419. „ „
Tvwan Ted J to The Procter * Gamble Co. Process for

^^ring l.JsXneS 3,096!384, 7-^-68. CI. 260^80.
Logetronice, Inc. : See—-

Craig. Dwln R. 8,096^176. _ „ . ^ %j
Lomask, Morton R.. to United States of Amert^. Navy.

ElSrtronic Alter. '3,096,488, 7-2-63, CI. 880-^9.
Long, James D, to United States of America, Navy. Circuit

for maintaining a P«*<JeterminedphaMrtlatlonahlp between

two voltage waves. 8.096,460, 7-a-«8. CI. 815—2»-^
Long. John i.. to Marmon-Herrington Co.. Inc. Boring type

continuous liilner. 8.096,082. 7-V58, CI. 262--9.

Long Leonard D Apparatus for making pre-cast cored build-

ing blocks. 8.095/29. 7-2-«8. CT. 2^—46 ^ _,__ ,.„.„
Loose. Brhard. K krtJmer, an<i W. ^^}^^JoJKBKtm€n-
und Klnowerke Dresden. Photographic shutter. 8.095,798.

7-2-68. CI. 96—11.6.

Lorens, Anton: See— _,^„.,„
Fletcher, Peter S. 8,096,119.

Louekea. Prank I., Jr. : Btm—
Stiller. Bertram, and Louckm. 8,090,600.

Lovejoy, Charles K. : See

—

Ransom, Frederick J., and Lovejpy.
Lovell, Ernest B.. to The Delman Co. _

control device. 8,095,696, 7-2-68. O. 18—280.01.
Lovens Kemlshe Pabrlk Ved A. Kongsted : See—

Borrevang, Poul. 8,096,828.
Loving, Frank A. ; Bee— ^ „ m^, » nam. o-m

Brockway, William R.. Loving, and Noddln. 8,096^16.
Lucero, Oanlei P. High dielectric matertaL 8,096,186, 7-1-

63, CI. 106—89.
Ludsteck, Dieter: See

—

. , . ^ ^ ^ a 1.-...A.1
Tartter, Arnold, Rohland. Lodsteek, and 8eiiro«tel.

Luedlcki, AWxander H.. Jr.. to ApplM Power Indastrtea,

Inc. fram gage. 8,6^6,661, 7-»-«8. CI. 88—158.

^"**!i'n^'oueSter.'Luetiel. Wlppell. Wetdlnfar. and Krana.

LugtnbSlil. herre. to Schwelierttche Indnttrte-OeiieUsdiaft.

Device for arranging Irreaalarly sappUcd flat arnelca.

8.096,960, 7-3-68. C\ 19»—80.

Lundstrom, Elisabeth P. : See

—

Pouts, Clinton R. 8.096^67. _ „^ ^, ^,
Lupfer, Dale B., to Phillips Petroleam Co. Stream blending

iethod and ipparatus. 8,098,887, 7-a-«8. Cl. 187—8.
MSA Research Corp. :

See

—

k _i • mm mat
Wright, Oscar L.. Mausteller, and Vancheri. 8,096.882.

MacgeorM, William D.. to The Budd Co. Yield point detect-

ing means. 8,095,78i, 7-2-68. Cl. 78—88.
Mack. Robert C. : See—

K«dair Delvln'B.. Jr.. Mack, and WeWock. 8.096,046.

MacMaster. George H. :
See— , ., „ ^ , «*« ak-t

Smith' William A.. Jr.. and MacMaater. 8.096,457.

MacPeek. Donald L. :
See— . «*»* •«

Tlns'ley, Samuel W.. and MacPeek. ».0*«.»1»- -^ «-_
Maestas, tliomas B. Electroatatlc separator. 8.096,277,

iy_0 AQ r^\ 20^—20
Mahn. Herbert, to Optlsche Werke Jos. Schneider * Co. Con-

trol mechanism for the axial displacement of c«np<>n«nts

of photographic or clnematofraphle ohjectlvea and the Uke.

8.095.750. 7^2-68. Cl. 74—107,
Malndonald. Clarence J. : «••—,.

. ^ , . , «•- A«a
aaridge. George H., and Malndonald. 8,096,068.

''*'*FAV?h°ii.« bV:^ Maletake. 8.096,124.

Mallory, P. R.. k Co.. Inc. : See

—

Clune, Richard R. 8.096,217.
Malthaner, William A. : See

—

_ , ,^^ ^ .,
Jamee. Dennis B.. Malthaner, and Rnnron. t.096,408.

- Berg Blectronica, Inc. Blectrie^ ^^"^

Hot water circulating

8.096.686.

8,096,898. 7-2-

ineer-

8.096,224.

8,095,898.

Mandnl. Lloyd, to ^., —-..—.-,
tion and terminal for making the same
68 Cl 174—68 8

Manger, Charlea P.. and O. A. Smith, to The Bentley Bjylni

1^ do. Ltd. Circular knitting maehlnas. 8,096.719, 7-2-

Marn^s 'Blmer P. Stone facing madiiae enttar haad. S.OM,-

Ma^S; Bd^il^C."a^ W. D. McLam. Method Jor deter-

mining the condition of the uterine isthmns. 8.096,871.

7-2-il, Cl. 128—2.
Manostet Corp. : See— . ^. .,^

Cantor, Theodore. 8,096.110.
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co. : See

—

Goldstein. Samuel, and Lichtenstein.

Merchant. Paul A. : See—
Oonnella, Carmen J., and Marehant.

Marco Products Co. : See—
Hunt, Robert G. 8,096,692. .^^^ f„.

Marie, Georges R. P., to Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc.

Microwave frequency converter. 8,096,478, 7-2-68, Cl.

Marie, Geirges R. P. to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc.

Microwave frequency converter. 8,096,474, 7-»-o», tn.

321—69
Marino, Nicholas A. Free motion girdle. 8,006,881, 7-2-

68 Cl 128—-652
Biark'ley,' Robert P.! to International BueineaaMadhlnea Corp.

Card feed apparitus. 8,096,087. 7-2-68. Cl. 271—82.
Marka. Barnard U. : See

—

Benjamins, Edwin, and Marks. 8,096,818.
, „ ^ _,

Marks. Craig, and P. A. Wyesalek. to General Motor* Corp.

Inter^yllnder combustion control system for an Internal

combustion engine. 8,098.868, 7-2-68. Cl. TM~£^„
#

Marks. Wilbur. Ind P. B. Btranaaer. to United 8tat«i of

America, Navy. Enero apectmm "*«">"_ !*«*""
analysis system. 8,096.779. 7-2-68. Cl. 824—77.

Marmon-Herrington Co.. Inc. : See

—

Long. John B. 8,096.082.
Marshall. Robert B. : See

—

.na*,*!
Dixon, Morris 8.. Marahall. ud Crerar. 8.096,181.

Martin. Elmore L., to B. I. dn Pont de Nemours »n«,Co.

Selected negatively snbstitatcd malelmide dyea. 8,096,889,

7-2-68, Cl. 260—810.
Martin Engineering Co. : Bee-—

Bertelsen, William R. 8,098,988.

Idartln, Jules. Emergency water storage tenk system for use

In buildings. 8,098,893, 7-2-68, Cl. 187—216.

Martin Paul N., to Consolidated Blectronles Industries Corp.

Countert>alanced relay. 8,096,412, 7-2-68, Cl. 200—87.

Martin, Robert W.. to Sperry Rand Corp. Compoalte reflec-

tor for two Independent orthogonally polarised beams.

8,096,619, 7-2-68, Cl. 848—786.

Martin, William B. : See—
Bertelsen. William R. 8,098,988.

Marx, John W., to Phllllpa Petroleum Co.
combuation. '8,095,928, 7-3-68, CL 166—11

Catalytic in sitn

LIST OF PATENTEES XT
Massacrier, Jean-Marie P. Plugging gun of the repeating

type. 8,096,572. 7-2-63, Cl. 1—44.6.
Maaaey-Perguson Inc. : See

—

Bunting, Ernest V. 3,095,933.
Matheson, Stuart N , to Bearing Inspection, Ine. Apparatus

for testing bearlnn. 3,095,780, 7-3-68, Cl. 78—-67.
Matsul, Toshlnori : See

—

Motosakl, Sblnlchl. Tsanoda. Oknmara, Tsngawa. Mateni,
KlUl, and Mlyachl. 8.096.282.

Mateumoto. Masakasn, and K. Imal, to Knraahlkl Rayon Co.,
Ltd. Radiation polymerisation of vinyl aceUte. 8^6,267,
7-2-68, Cl. 204—158.

Mausteller. John W. : See

—

Wright. Oscar L., Mausteller. and Vancheri. 8.096,882.
Mawby, David H. : See-

Allen Gordon B. J.. Mawby. and Gresham. 8,096,394.
Maxwell. Russell L. : See

—

Chabrek. Alex P., and Maxwell. 3,096,411.
Mar, Matthew A. Sausage slitting hand tool. 8,095,608.

7-2-68, Cl. 17—25
Maydl, Paul. Structural comiKMltion material and process

for making same. 3,096,188, 7-2-68. Cl. 106—97.
MayOT, Edward P. : See

—

wainer, Eugene, and Mayer. 8,096,144.
.Mayer, Friedricn, to MessenJaschln, G.A. Apparatus for

furnishing electrical signals for torque measurement.
3,095,734, 7-2-63, Cl. 73—136.

Mayer, H. J., k Sons Co., Inc. : See

—

Kasbaum, Felix E. 8,096.180.
Mayes. Fred M. : See

—

Chancy, Preston E., Mayes, and Jones. 3,096,401.
Mayon, Leon, and D. P. Schnoorr. to Burroaghs Corp. Con-

trol apparatus. 3.095,754, 7-2-63, Cl. 74—471.
Masslo, Anthony J. : See

—

Du Bols, Edgar H., Masslo. and Nlesen. 3,095,796.
Mcaellan, Allen. Shoe protector. 8,096.669, 7-2-«3, Cl.
86—72.

McCIure, John L., to General Bleetric Co. Timed awiteh
actuation means. 3,096.407. 7-2-68, Cl. 200-^8.

McCobb, Paul W. Storage arrangements. 8,096.180, 7-2-68,
Cl. 812—111.

McConnell, Richard L., and H. W. Coover. Jr.. to Eastman
Kodak Co. Process for preparing a-monooieflnic hydro-
carbons. 3,096,888, 7-2-63, Cl. 260—683.15.

McConnell, William M., to Taylor-Wilson Mfg. Co. Pipe
tester with automatic screw-off sUtlons. 8,096,729, 7-2-68,
Cl. 73—49.1.

McCreary, Harold J., to Automatic Electric LatK>ratoriee. Inc.
Telephone line concentrator. 3.096,402, 7-2-68, Cl.
179—18.

McCulloch Corp. : Se»—
Sanborn, Daniel S., and Byrne. 8,095,820.

McCullough. Stuart N. : See

—

Hollowlch, Garrison G., and MeCnIlongh. 8,096,512.
McCurtain, Frank, ^ to Z. B. Gibba. Flock applying device.

8,096,213, 7-2-68, Cl. 118—688.
McBvoy Co. : See

—

Johnaon, Charlea F. 8.098,627.
Rhodes, Allen P. 8,095,927.

McGill, Thomas A., to J. W. Green Co. Deeelerator. 3,096,-
966, 7-2-63, Cl. 198—86.

McOraw-Bdison Co. : See

—

Burrage, Lawrence M., and McStraek. 8,096,496.
Harllng, Donald W. 8,096,028.
HarUna, Donald W. 3,096,080.

McGulre, Jack C, and A. J. Speegle, to Halliburton Co.
Casing heads for oil wella. S.096,£i9, 7-2-68, Cl. 16»—97.

McKay, Alexander 8., to Texaco lac. Subaorface exploration.
8,0«W,489. 7-2-68, Cl. 200—48.6.

McKlnley, Marion C. : See

—

Norton, Douglas N., and McKlnley. 8,096,628.
McKnlght, Harry P., and J. Noble. Lock and magnetic

release device. 8,095,723, 7-2-63, CL 70—69.
McLarn, William D. : See-

Mann. Edward C, and McLam. 3,096.871.
McLeod. wlllard W., Jr., to Raytheon Co. Antenna systems.

8.096,816. 7-2-63. CL 848—9.
McMahon, Jamaa M. : See

—

Smith, Richard G., and McMahon. 8.096,281.
McNeaily, John T. : See-

Bryant, Edward T., and McNeaUy. 3,096.012.
McNew, Panl D. : See—

Bowlea. Blton P., and McNew. 8,006,099.
McStraek, Darrel D. : See

—

Burrage, Lawrence M., and McStraek. 3,096,496.
Mead, Harold C. to Walsh Mfg. Co. Prefabricated wire

panel enclosure. 3,096,885. 7-2-68, CL 118—20.
Meaae. Robert R. : See—

Kema. Fred R., and Meaae. 8,098,628.
Melndl, Jamee D. : See

—

Jacobs, Harold, Brand, Meindl, and Benantl. 8,096,404.
Melssner, Hans W„ 60% to W. G. Pinch. Superconducting

contact devices. 3,096.421, 7-2-68. Cl. 200—166.
Melster, Eugene N., to The Plrrwel Co.. Inc. Quick donning

mask. 8.096.876, 7-2-68, Cl. 128—146.
Mekjean, Matthew, to Hooker Chemical Corp. Salt bath for

electrolytic cleaning of metala. 8,096.261, 7-2-68, Cl.
204—141.

Melvln. Paul A., and H. L. Wallin ; aald Wallin assor. to
aald MelTin. AdJusUble portable atrtke-off. 3,008,789,
7-2-68, Cl. 94—45.

Mennen Co., The : See

—

Oonnella. Carmen J., and Merchant. 8.006,808.
Mensel, Wolfgang A., to United States of America, Navy.
Aerodynamic computer and method. 3,005,786, 7-2-63,
Cl. 78—147.

Merrill, Stewart H.. and C. C. Unmh, to Eastman Kodak Co.
Polymeric asides and asldophthalic anhydrides. 3,096,311.
7-2-68, CL 260—78.5.

Mertens, Edward W.. to California Research Corp. Cationlc
bituminoua emulsions. 3,096,292, 7-2-63, Cl. 252—311.6.

Meryman. Harold T., to United SUtes of America, Navy.
Apparatus for freese-drying at atmospheric pressure.
3,096,163, 7-2-68, Q. 84—43.

Messen Jaschin, G.A. : See-
Mayer, Priedrtdi. 8,090,784.

Measlng, Ralph A. : See

—

Kob, Won Y and Messing. 8,096,268.
Metsger, Louis O., to A. S. Mlnchenberg. Apparatus and

control device for forming belt loopa on garments.
3,095,842, 7-2-68, Cl. 112—104.

Meyer, Ferdinand, and K. Demmler, to Badlsche Anilln- k
Soda-Pabrlk Aktiengesellschaft. Production of dlglyddyl
ethers of dioU. 3,096,349, 7-2-68, CT. 260—348.6.

Mlchalko, Edward, to Universal Oil Products Co. Manu-
facture of apberoldal alomina. 8,096,290, 7-2-63, Cl.
252 448

Mldglev, Noel H., to Mldi^ey Shoe Systems, Inc.
insole ot varying thickness. 3,096,668, 7-2-68, Cl. 36

Mldgley Shoe Systems, Inc. : See

—

Midgley. Noel H. 8,096,658.
Mlehle-Ooss-Dexter, Inc. : See

—

Peabody. Glenn R.. and Tyma. 8,096,811.
Mike, John O. Pneumatic anti-akld or snow tire.

1—2—63 CL 152 208
Miller, BUrle C^, to RUey ^tqker Corp. Steam generating

Laminated
4.

8,096,918.

179.

Steel Chest
3,098,663,

Corp. Rod
7-2-68, Cl.

3,096.078.

unit. 3,095.864. 7-2-68. Cl. 122-
Miller. Herman^ Inc. : See

—

Propst, Robert L. 8,096,628.
ICiUer Marcell J., to The Uberty

holder for flahlng tackle boxes.
43—21.2.

MlUer Printing Machinery Co. : See-
Young, William G. 3,096.088.

Milton. Clare L., Jr. : See

—

Stelngaaa, Hermann, and Milton
Mima, Sam S. : See

—

Ollea, Jesse A., and Mlms. 8,096,346.
"Minchenberg, Alfred S. : See

—

Metsger Louis G. 8,096,842.
Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co. : See

—

Stivers, David A., and Peterson. 3,096,814.
Mlrkovich, Zhlvan J. Can destroyer. 3,096,806, 7-2-68,

Cl. 100—178.
MltcheU, Maurice B^ to Llft-A-Loft Corp. Overhead service

unit. 8,096,948, 7-2-03. CL 182—14.
MltebeU. VViUlam A. : See—

Plnncane. Thomas P., Mitchell, and Raymond. 8,096,179.
Miyachi, Noboru : See—

Motosakl, ShlnlchL Tsunoda, Okumura, Tsngawa, Matsni.
Kltei, and MiyachL 3,096,262.

Mobay Chemical Co : See

—

Nischk, Gnnter, Holtodunidt, Bongard, and Bayer.
3,096,296.

Moerkens, Josef C, to North American Philips Co., Inc.

Circuit arrangement for igniting gas disdiarge device.

3,096,466, 7-2-63, a. 315—278.
Molina Machine Co., Ltd. : See-

Morris, James E. 3,095,883.
Molt^enneth R. : See

—

Hechenblelkner, Ingenuin, and Molt. 3,096,346.
Molxen, Charles P. : See

—

Gerow, Clarence C, Bottdier, Molsen, and LandelL
3,096,579.

Momol, Mareyoshi : See

—

Ishlxuka, Toshlso, M(Hnol, and t'njlta. 30,96.304.
Monsanto Chemical Co. : See

—

Baker, Joseph W Chupp, and Newallis. 3.096,238.
Campbell, John R., and Campaigne. 3,096,375.
D'AmIco, John J. 3,096,236.
Gamrath, Harry R., and Raether. 3,096,364.
Gniber, Bernard A. 3,096,149. ,

Hlndle, Walter H. 3,006,189. /

Prill, Brhard J. 3,096,381.
Schauer, Paul J., and Weston. 3,096,291.

MoogServocontrols. Inc. : See

—

Kolm, Harvard B., Jr. 3,095,906.

Moore, David P. Fiber transfer devices.
CL 19—99.

3.095,614, 7-2-68,

Merck * Co., Ine.
Pried, iohn, and Bry.
TuU, Roger J

See

—

8,096,808.
8,096,830.

Moore. Fred J., Sr. : Bee—
Hudson, MUton W., and Moore. 3,096,499.

Moore, James W. : See

—

Ganbatx, Arthur W.. and Moore. 3,095,605. '

Moore Products Co. : See

—

Clements, Thomas W. 3,095,891.

Morris, James E., to Molins Machine Co. Ltd. Continuous
rod clgarette-maklng machines. 3,095,883, 7-2-63, Cl
131--84.

Morris, John M., to Chain Belt Co. Amplitude control of
resonant vibration exciter. 3,095,747, 7-2-63, Cl. 74—26.

Morria, Philip, Inc. : See

—

Hind, John D., and Crnyton. 3,095,882.
Stohl, Gerald. 3,090,640.
Stahl, Gerald, and Johnson. 3,005,965.

Morrison, Albert K., and J. A. Apellanlx. to Owens-Coming
Fiberglass Corp. Heat setting of binder of flbrone masMHi.
3.096,161, 7-2-63, CT. 34—1.

Morrison Co., The : See

—

Morrison, George P., and KrentseL 3,095,928.
Morrison, George P., and H. C. KrentseL to The 'Morrison

Co. WeU system. 3,090.928. 7-:t-.«3, Cl. 168—75.
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XVI LIST OF PATENTEES

Morrtaon. WllUrd L.. to Llquefreexe Co.. Inc. Mean* for

moTtnc Bblpper containers off of and onto a road T«l»icie.

3,W5,U89, 7-2-63. CI. 214—8.V w u^ „#
Morrison, \)V'lUard L.. to Llquefreere Co., Inc Method of

chining, itorlng and ahlpplng pertahable matertaU. J.wo.

626 7-9-63. CI. 62—60. „ ^ .

Morrlaon. William A., to Kwves Soundcraft Cor^ Container

and reel for tapes. 3.095.»6». 7-2-63. CI. 2(J6—^3.

Mo8». Charlea E. : See— _ .^^ „^,
theeaeman. Ian C. and Moaa. 3.0*«,(H1.

Motoiakl. ShlulcUl, T. IsuuoUa. S. Okuiuura R. Tiugawa.
T. MatsuL A. Kltal. and N. M'yachl, to AJlnomoto Ka
buahlkl IvaUha and Sanraku Shuio Kabuahlkl Kalaha.

Hroceaa for producing L-glutamlc acid. 3.098,-SS2, 7-^-

63. Cl. 195—47. , _. ^ ,

Mowry. Loreni J., and H. H. Jenkins, to Hf^onr Industries.

Inc. Welding apparatus and process. 3.096,429, 7-iJ-«J,

Cl- 219—98.
Munsell. David D.. to Cabot Corp. Process and apparatus

for extruding and curing polymeric compositions. 3.095.-

608. 7-2-63. Cl. 18—14.
Muray. Julius J., to High Voltage Engineering Corp Means

for pulsing an Ion beam. 3.006.437, 7-J-fl3. Cl. 250--tl.9.

Murphy. Demery A., to Armco Steel Corp. Dual paKnag*-

rotary BWivel. 3,090.103, T--^t>3, Cl. 2t>o—134.

Myers, Arnold D. : Hee— „ , ,.^„
Nyuulst. Arthur S.. and Myers. 3.096,208.

Myhre Curth, to United States of America. Atomic Energy
Commission. Ball lock coupling. 3.096,111. 7-2-63, Cl.

287—58.
Nabreskl Benjamin D., and A. L. Staudte to United States

of America, Army. Setback actuated timing device. 3,090,-

816, 7-2-63, Cl. 102—84. _ , ^

NaU Nelson R., to Baatman Kodak Co. Two-step electro-

photography. 3,096,260, 7-2-63. Cl. 204—18.
Nalco Chemical Co. : See

—

Berner, Roland A. 3.095.862.
National Broach k Machine Co. : See

—

Davis. Kenneth J. 3,095,980.
Skalsey, Lily G. 3,095,782.

National Lead Co. : See

—

Horrlgan. Robert V. 3,096.143.
National ifesearch Development Corp. : See

—

Oabor, Dennis, and Hill. 3,098,398.
National Steel Corp. : See

—

Wells, Arthur F. Jr., Dolphin, and Oobert. 3,096,214.

Necchl Socleta per .\zlonl : See

—

Bono. Lulgl. 3.095.752. .. v .
Neckrlch. Max. Shoe assembling and locating attacbment.

3.095.590. 7-2-63. Cl. 12—141.
Neldlgh. Rodger V., to United State* of America. Atomic
Energy Commission. Apparatus for the mass analysis of

plasma on a continuous basis. 3.096,438, 7-2-63, Cl. 250

—

41 9
Nelson, Herbert, to Radio Corp. of America. Semiconductor

devices. 3.096,219. 7-2-63, Cl. 148— 1.5.

Nelson. William B. : See

—

Dftlrymple, Robert S., and Nelson. 3,096,220.

Nesln WUUam Z. Aerowl valve permitting fast Injection.

3.0^6.003. 7-2-63, Cl. 222—394.
NewalUs, Peter E. : See

—

„ ^^ „„„
Baker, Joseph W.. Chupp, and Newallls. 3,096,238.

Newcomer, Jack S. : See

—

Hoch, Paul E., and Newcomer. 3,096,239.

Newcomer, Jack S., J. Llnder, and K. J. Smith.
Chemical Corp. Preparation of a mixture of 1

and 3 parts 2,3,6-trlchlorobentolc acids. 3.09
63, Cl. 260—515. _ _

Newball, Donald H., to Harwood Engineering Co.

valve. 3,096,900, 7-2-63, Cl. 137--ei8.25. „ . ^
Newland, Gordon C, and J. H. Chaudet. to Eastman Kodak

Co. Heat and light stable polypropylene compositions.

3.096,302, 7-2-63. CL 260—48.95. „ „«„...,.
Newman, Barl C. Electrical circuit controllers. 3.096,414.

7-2-65, Cl. 200—113.
. . ^ .

Newsom WUUam S., Jr., to International MlnenU k Chemi-
cal Corp. Novel slurry fertiliser. 3.096,170, 7-2-83. cn.

71—64.
Nichols. William O. Trolling spinner. 3.0»5,8«4. 7-2-63,

CT. 43—42.19.
Niaaen, George P. : See

—

, _„„
Du Bols. Edgar H.. Maizlo, and Nlesen. 3,095 796.

Nlschk, Gunther. H. Holtschmldt. W. Bongard, and O. Bayer.
'*. to Farbenfahriken Baver Aktlengesellsc'.iaft and Vj to

Nfobay Chemical Co. 3.066.296. 7-2-«3. O. 260—2.
Noble. John : See— „ ^ „

McKnlght. Harry P., and Noble. 3.095.723.

Nobles. Wilbur D.. and P. E. Cardlllo. to Worthlngton ( org.

Flow control means for a pumping station. 3.095.618.

7-2-63^ Cl. 103—11.

Brbckway. William R., Loving and Noddln. 3.095,815.

Nolan. William J. : See— „ ^» „„

.

Armstrong, Bruce, and Nolan. 3,096,2»4.

Nolt Edwin B., to Sperry Rand Corp. Hay baler. 3,095,802,

7-2-63. a. 100—19.
, .. u . ,

Norrls. Alan. Method and apparatus for extracting heat from
the hot exhaust gases of Internal combuatlon engines.

3.095,861, 7-2-63, Cl. 122—7.
Norsk. Leltmetall A/8: See

—

Eng, Knut. 3.096,660.

North American Philips Co.. Inc. : See

—

Moerkens, Josef C. 3 096.465.
Rabenau. Albrecht K. H. T. 3.096.151.
Rabenau. Albrecht K. H. T. 3.096.287.

Norton. Douglaa N.. and M. C. McKlnley. Small iolewttt

to various assignees. Conduit forming OMChine. 3,095,-

628, 7-2-83, Cl. 23—38.

cover holder. 3,096,063,

Norwich Pbarmacal Co. : Be»—
Wrtght, George C. 3,096.347.

Nygren, Otto J. Garbage can
7-2-M. a. 24»—292.

Nyquist, Artbar 8., and A. D. Myers, to American Cyanamid
Co. Coating molded amlnoplast articles with polyureas.
3.096,208. 7-2-63, a. 117—138.8.

O'Conncll, ThonMs F. Seat device for a shower-bath stall.

3,096.087, 7-2-63, Cl. 24«—436. ^ » ^. ,«„ , „
Odell, Robert. Spreader and hlteb tberefor. 3,095,788, 7-2-

83 Cl 94—44
Oden'wal'd. Alfred. Small-type thermosUt for preventing

overheating, provided wltb a bimetal disk and a conductor
disk In a lenticular casing. 8.096.417. 7-2-63, Cl. 200—198.

Odenwald. Alfred. Small-type thermoaut for preventing over-

heatitvg provided with a bimetal disk In a lenticular casing

and with beam-like profiled bracing means on said casing.

3,096.418, 7-2-63, Cl. 200—138. _ , ,^ ^ . .r,

Olshel. John R.. and M. BitMr, to Trlco Products Corp.
Windshield cleaning apparatus. 3,098,596, 7-2-fl3, Cl.

16—250.02.
Okumura, Shinjl : See

—

». . ,

Motoiakl, Shlnlchl, Tsunoda, Okumura, Tsagawa, Matsul.
KlUl, and Miyachi. 8.096,282. ^ , , ^

Olah George A., and 8. J. Kuhn, to The Dow Chemical Co.

PhoaphorlsocyanaUdlc dlfluorlde. 3.096,371. 7-2-63, Cl.

260—843
OUn Mathleson Chemical Corp. : See

—

Pansy, Felix E., and Dutcher. 3.096,243.
Poulos, Nicholas A. 3,096.258.

Olympla Werke AG : See

—

Petermann. Johannes H. and N. A. 3.096,0^1.
O'Malley, Donald R. : See

—

„ „^ ,.,
Brown. Paul M., and OMalley. 3.096.157.

Ono. George T., to Thompson Ramo Wooldrldfe Inc. Drive

coupling. 3,d95,712, 7-2-63, Cl. 64—3.
Optlscne werke Jos. Schneider A Co. : See

—

Mahn, Herbert. 3,095,750. .......
orwln, Olaf J. B.. to Msher ft Ludlow Ltd. O^^rlo^l.T'"!^**

or torque limiting device. 3,095,958, 7-2-«3, Cl. 192—56.

Oslpow, Lloyd I. : See—
Boe, Carsten F., and Oslpow. 3,096,001.

Oaterboudt Harry, to Perfection Automotive Product* Corp.
• for shock absorber*. 3.096.084.

to Hooker
rt 2,3,6-
17, 7-2-

Poppet

3,096,244.
3,096,374.

3.096,161.
Queen In right of

Helper spring assembly
7-2-63, a. 267—8.

Ott, Helnrich : See

—

^ _ ^ ^ -^^^
Ehrhart. Gnstav, Hennlg, Lindner, and Ott.

EXirbart, Gustav, Hennljr, Undner, and Ott.

Outlook Engineering Corp. : Bee—
Young. Clinton J. T. 3,096,024.

Overhead Door Corp. : See—
Praxier, Bussef B. 3.095,922

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. : See—
Lockwood. Paul A. 3.095.642.
Morrison. Albert R^ and Apellanli.

Owens Walter J., to Her Majesty the ^-~— — ----- --

Can;da as represented by the Minister of
^'^•«»»»K

|^'*°^-
Independent torsion bar suspension unit. 3.0»«.08a, 1-^-

63. Cl. 267—87.
Oranagi. Yasajl : See

—

FSjli. Koto, and Oyanagl. 3.098^8.
PaJac Theodore P.. to General Grid Corp. Low density con-

structiobmaterlil. 3.096.063 7-2^3. Cl 244—133
Palmer, Everett 8.. Jr., to Phillip. Petroleum Co. Control

of (tripping still and dephlegmator operation. 3.096.274,

7-2-63, Cl. 208—341.
Paltier Corp.. The Jee—

Skobic. Leroy P. 3,098,837.
Paniagua, iuan O. Combination bottle cap seal and opener.

Pa'n.rfflli K.=^nA ? D.'^her.to OUn Mathleson Chem-

ical' CorJ Perllmycin. 3.096,24i. 7-2-63. Cl. 167--68.

Paramount Pictures Corp. : Se#—
Sanford, BmU E. 3.096.396. „> i *^

Parker. William 8.. to Vlckers-Armstrongs (Engineers) Ltd.

Rldinc ring for roury cylinders. 3,098.127. 7-2-«3. ci.

Pa^iui. George, to RUey Stoker Corp. Steam generating

unit. 3.695.863, 7-2-63, Cl. 122—479.

^*"oo^eS!*jiiiieiLVvans, and Parratt. 3.096.155.

^"'cilfl' ^G^rfe'j .' Pirshall. Braun. FeldAmp. and Hager.

3.695,678. ^ J • Q non
Pasquine. Tony A. Combination rake and carrier. 3,095.-

682. 7-2-63, Cl. 56—400.12.
Patalon, Prancls R. :

See

—

^ wr ^^ % o nai ana
Gammeter Harry P.. Patalon. and Katterle. 3,095,809.

Patrlquln. George P.. and >' RJ^?iV*V*SJ?7*'*f5f°9n2* '^^7"
Co. Knob construction. 3,096,118, 7-2-63, Cl. 292—347.

**'°V^ll«we'bfr,*WlUlam E., Hardy, and Paul. 3.096.126.

Paulo.. Harry, and R. G. Bl*a^*'tvt«> ^iebold. Inc Forced

entry resistant security file construction. 3.095.838. i-^-

63. 6. 109—80.

Paul's of Hawaii. Inc. : See

—

Kiyuna. Paul C. 3.098.867.

Peabody. Glenn R.. and L. S. Tyma. Jr. to MiehleGoss-j^x-

ter fnc Tension lockup for thin printing plates. 3.096.-

811 7-2-63. Cl. 101—418.1.

Peacock. Wendell C. to lAbor»t?2»
t**'3\**^'«^''V2:_204"

Mass flow measurement. 3.098.740. 7-2-83. Cl. 78—204.

Pearson. Norman E. H.. to Ai«yUted Electrl«l In^t'^"
Ltd Thermionic valves. 3.096.469. 7-2-68. Cl. 313—241.

Peiffer. Norman H., and E. S. Proctor, to Kaman Aircrsft

Corp Blade pitch control mecbanlsm for a helicopter.

3.098,931, 7-2-63. CT. 170—160.28.
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)l7mpla Werke AG.
3,0W,621, 7-2-83,

3,098,819.

3,096,314.

PeUshek, Roy A. Comfort index IndlcatiBf means. 3,096,742,
7-2-63. Cl. 73—336.

Pendleton. David W., and M. SusMnan. Transparent elec-

tronic display systems. 3,096.516. 7-2-83. CL 343—11.

I'endorf, Harold, to The Bendix Corp. Apparatus for mak-
ing conduit. 3,095,612, 7-2-C3. Cl. 18—36.

Pennstrom. Robert G., to Union Carbide Corp. Balanced valTe
and seal construction. 3,095.897. 7-2-63, Cl. 137—454.2.

I^ras, Luclen. to Regie Nationale des Usines Renault. Foun-
dry machines. 3,095,620, 7-2-«3, O. 22—64.

P4ras. Luclen, to Regie Nationale des Usines Renault.
Change-speed gears for engine and transmission mechanism
units. 3.095.764, 7-2-63. Cl. 74—763.

Perdue, Jack, and C. B. Vere-Neilson, to Blectro-Hydraulics
Ltd. Aircraft undercarriage. 3,096,051, 7-2-63, Cl. 244

—

100.
Perfection Automotive Products Corp. : Bee—

Osterhoudt. Harry. 3.096.084.
Perlnl. Anthony R. Collapsible book rack. 3.095.974. 7-2-

63. Cl. 211^3.
Perla. Martin R., to The Singer Mf». Co. Two speed drive

for sewing machines. 3.095,765. 7-2-63. Q. 74—785.
Peter. Eugenie. Convertible tables. 3.095,833. 7-2-63, Cl.
108—3.

Peterkln. Melvln E., and 8. 8. Kurts, Jr., to Sun Oil Co.
Artiflcial board and process for preparing same. 3.096,297.
7-2-63. Cl. 260—9.

Petermann, Johannes H. and N. A., to
Maenetlc data recording apparatus.
Cl. 346—74.

I'etermann, Nora A. : See^

—

Petermann Johannes H. and N. A. 3,096.621.
Peters. Cl fford M. : See

—

Brown, Norman P.. and Peters.
Peterson, Don L. : See

—

Stivers. David A., and Peterson.
Peterson. Edwin F. Method and means for sealing adjacent

coactlng closure surfaces of cavity contouring structures.
3.095.619. 7-2-63, Cl. 22—10.

I'etereon, Kenneth L. to United Shoe Machinery Corn^ Fas-
tener separating and distributing mechanisms. 3.095,996,
7-2-«3, Cl. 221—233.

Petrollte Corp. : See

—

De Groote^ Melvln. and K.T. Sben. 3.096.190.
Hughes, William B. 3,096,294.

I'farrwaller. Erwln. to Sulxer Freres, S.A. Dobby. 3,095,909,
7-2-63. Cl. 139—75.

Pfohl. I^ulB H.. to Design Center. Inc. Package. 3,095,968,
7-2-63. Cl 206—48.81.

Philadelphia Valve Co. : See

—

Jensen. James A. 3,098,894.
Phllco Corp. : See

—

Demand, Erhart E. 3,095,709.
Williams. Richard A. 3,096,2S0.

Phillips Petroleum Co. : See

—

Ackaret. Robert L. 3.098.604.
Bolen. Kenneth E. 3.096.380.
Coale. HaroH D 3.096.146.
Hann. Paul D. .'(.096.383.

Hitcman. Donald O. 8.098,254.
Kindred. Raymond L., and Fonrronx. 3,095,728.
Kline. Marvin E.. and RelUy. 3.095,888.
Lnpfer. Dale E. 3.095 887.
Marx. John W. S.006.928.
Palmer. Everett 8., Jr. 3.098.274.
Pitchford. Armln C. 3.096.191.
Pltchford. Armln C. 3 096 192.
Relnecke. Marvin E.. and Eckert.
Srott. John N.. Jr. 3.095.606.

Pick. Hans H. : See

—

Zlmmerley. Stuart R.. Back. Beck, and Pick. 3,096.172.

Pick ^''iniam J. Means for anslviing involute gear profiles.

3.095 6.^2. 7-2-63. Cl SS—179 5.

Plhl. George E , to Acton I.raboratori»B. Inc. Self-calibrating
variable range phase meter. 3,096.480. 7-2-63. Cl. 824

—

83
Pltchford, Armln C. to Phillips Petroleum Co. Asphalt
amine sulfonate anttstripping agent for asphalt. 3,096,191,
7-2-63 Cl. 106—275.

Pltchford. Armln C to Phillips Petroleum Co. Compositions
haviUT reduced stripping tendencies. 3,096,192, 7-2-63,
Cl. 106—281.

Plttman. Edgar H.. to Deering MllUken Research Corp. Meth-
ods and a'Hwratns for nroanclne intermlttentlv Piawtlsized
yams 3.098.630, 7-2-83, Cl. 28—1.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. : Bee—
Hopkins. Robert W. 3,096,186.
Levine. Morris. 3.096 203.

Plapper, Jflrgen. and G. Dieckelmann, to BBhme Pettchemie
G.m.h.H. Novel reaction products of sulfuric acid and
epoxides. 3,096,357. 7-2-63, Cl. 260—400.

Pluniroer, Walter A. Combined Jacket and suspension means
for conductors and the like. 3,095,908, 7-2-63, Cl. 138

—

107.

Pnepmatiques et Caoutchouc Manufacture Kleber-Colombes :

See—
Arsandaux. Louis A. 3,095,917.

Polndexter Edward H., and H C. Torrey, to California Re-
search Corp. Overhauser effect well logging. 3,096,476,
7-2-63, Cl 324—5.

Polsin. Lester A., to Western Metal Specialty Division. West-
ern Industries Inc. Flush-type door lock. 3,096,113, 7-2-
63. Cl. 292—147.

Ponson. Llovd J., and R. H. Becker, to American Cyanamid
Co. Plaiting apparatus. 3,095,616, 7-2-«3, Cl. 19—163.

Porter-Cable Machine Co., The : See

—

SteUJes, Charles R., FrosUd, and Leach. 3,008.748.

3,098,746.

Porter, H. K.. Co., Inc. : See

—

Shaback. Andrew J. 3,096,392.
Poulos. Nicholas A., to OUn Mathleson Chemical Corp. Meth-

od of operating an electrolytic analysis cell. 3,096,288.
7-2-63, Cl. 204—1.

Power Jets (Research Development) Ltd. : See

—

Cheeseman. Ian C. and Moss. 3.096,041.
Pratt, John N., to Iron Fireman-Webster, Inc. Air condi-

tioning system. 3.095,799. 7-2-63, Cl. 9H—37.
Pratt, Leslie J., and R. Brlen, to RolU-Royce Ltd. Bladed

rotors of machines sudi as gas turbines. 3,096,074, 7-2-
63 Cl. 253—77.

Precision Valve Corp. : See

—

Pocbt, John R. 3,096,002.
Prentice, George D., to A. P. Klinzlng Co., Inc. Animal

watering fountain. 3,096,856. 7-2-63, Cl. 119—75.
Preston, James N. Super-charged Jet torque and propulsion

reverse reaction engine. 3,095,7()3, 7-2-63, Cl. 60—39.35.
Price, Raymond M. : See

—

Rlttenhouse. WiUiam E., Brlggs, and Price. 3,096.300.
Prleto, Fernando G. Jet sustalnM and propelled aircraft.

3,096,042, 7-2-63. Cl. 244—12.2.
Prtgal, Samuel J. Emulsion composition. 3,096,249. 7-2-

63, Cl. 167—82.
Prill, Erhard J., to Monsanto Chemical Co. Manufacture of

dlarylethanes. 3,096,381. 7-2-63, Cl. 260—668.
Prill, Erhard J. : See

—

Smith. FrankUn D., PriU, Wygant, and Kosmin. 3,096,-
366.

Prochaska. Robert J. : See

—

Caprlno, Joseph C, and Prochaska. 3 096,303.
Procbnow. Claus, to Franke ft Heidecke, Pabrik Photog-

raphlscher Prazislons-Apparate. Photographic flash appa-
ratus. 3,096.026, 7-2-63, Cl. 240—1.3.

Procter ft Gamble Co., The : See

—

Logan, Ted J. 3,096,384.
Proctor. Earle S. : See

—

Peiffer. Norman H., and Proctor. 3,095,931.
Proctor, James S., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Polyvinyl fluoride dispersed In dimethyl sulfoxide. 3,096.-

299, 7-2-«3. a. 260—30.8.
Propst, Robert L., to Herman Miller, Inc. Connector. 3,095,-

625, 7-2-63. Cl. 24—217.
Puckett Prentiss S. Pish grappling and landing device.

3,095,662. 7-2-63, Cl. 43—6.

Pugh, Joseph M., and J. H. Edley, to J. ft L. Engineering
Co. Inc. Cane conveyor assembly for harvesters. 3,096,-

679, 7-2-63, Cl. 56—15.
Puyear, Robert B., to Union Carbide Corp. Vapor diffusion

coating process. 3.096.160, 7-2-63, Cl. 29—197.
Pyle-National Co., The : See

—

Feustel. George H., and Burton. 3,096,136.
Quinn Robert G., to Johns-ManvlUe Corp. Method of pre-

paring inorganic products. 3,096,200, 7-2-63, CI. 117—84.
Raab, Alexander. Seed starter and plant propagator. 3,095,-

676, 7-2-63 a. 47—17. „ ^ ^ ^ ^
Raab, Karlhelni, to Joe. Schneider ft Co.. Optlsche Werke.
Mechanism for axially displacing an optical camera com-
ponent. 3,095,794, 7-2-63, Cl. 95—45.

Rabenau. Albrecht K. H. T^ to North American Philips Co..

Inc. Semi-conductor Tl« Te» and Its method of preparation.

3,096,151, 7-2-63, Cl. 23—60.
Rabenau. Albrecht K. H. T.. to North American Philips Co..

Inc. Wthod of making TU Te«. 3.096.287. 7-2-63, Cl.

262—62.3.
Raddeman, Melvln A., to Barber-Colman Co. Chart paper

holder. 3,096,101, 7-2-63, Cl. 281—«.
Radio Corp of America : See

—

Chang. Kern K. N. 3 096,485.
Demmy, Robert C. 3,096,468.
Gallup, John L. 3,096,184.
Herzog, Gerald B. 3,096,445.
Nelson, Herbert. 3,096,219.
Thomas, Lucius P., Jr. 3,096,399.

Radov. Samuel J., to D. P. Krumme, Jr. Welder's hood.
3,096,575. 7-2-63, Cl. 2—8.

Raether, Louis O. : See

—

Gamrath, Harry R., and Raether. 3,096,364.
Ramser, Walter O.. to Clevlte Corp. Apparatus for manu-

facture of alloyed semiconductor devices. 3,095.622. 7-2-
63, Cl. 22—75.

Ransom. Frederick J., and C. K. Lovejoy, to Scripto, Inc.

Cartridge fountain pen. 3,095 860, 7-2-63, Cl. 120—45.4.

Ransom. James R., to The Bendix Corp. Frequency divider
system with preset means to select countdown cycle. 3,096,-

483. 7-2-63JC1. 328—48.

Rapp, George W. : See

—

Enaleln, Arthur W. 3,095,751.
Rappaport, Bernardo : See

—

Rappaport, Maxlmillano and B.. and Szuehman.

Rappaport, Maxlmillano and B.. and R. Szuehman.
arid 'equipment for restoring paper paste web
making
3,096,233,

3,096,-

Method
In paper

oils In other machines
Iper
foilmachinery and similar

7-2-63, Cl. 162—193.

Rapuano, Robert A., to Raytheon Co. Traveling wave device

modulation system. 3,096.490, 7-2-63. Cl. 331—82.

Rasmussen, Donald E., to L. C. Baldwin and R Crawford,
d.b.a Balford Mfg. <:o. Game carrier. 3,096,010. 7-2-63.

Cl. 224—7.

Ratby EngineeringCo. Ltd. : See—
Vann, Henry E., and Keeling. 3.095,771.

Rawstron, WlUlam W. : See-
Freeman, Howard G.. and Rawstron. 3,095,898.

Ray, Norman L. Press for amalgams and the like. 3.095,-

648, 7-2-63. Cl. 32—40.

Raymond, Leonard Z. : See

—

Flnucane, Thomas P., MltcheU, and Raymond. 3,096.179.
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3,096,517.

3.0»6,4»7.

Raytheon Co. : Bee—
Beverldge, Harold N., and Carter.
Dench Edward C. 3,096,481. "

Haaffensen. Duane B. 3,095,680.
Keen. Kdward F. 3,096,083.
McLeod. Wlllard W., Jr. 3,096.615.
Kapuano, Robert A. 3,096,490.
Smith, William A.. Jr., and MaeMaater.
Zlmmer, John T. 3,086 514.

Rector Well Equipment Co., Inc. : See—

•

Curry, John L. 3.095,«44.
Redenbaugh, William A., Ui to G. W. Arnold. Method and

mechanism for xeparatlon of solutea from solventH. 3,096,-
255. 7-2-63. CI. 202—51.

Reed, Stanley F. : Sco—
Deady. Emmett F., Reed, and Houjrhton. 3,095.910.

Reevea Soundcraft Corp. : See

—

Morriaon. William A. 3.095.969.
Refaholm, lb : Bee—

ChrlBtenaen. B0r»e J. R.. and Refaholm. 3.095.613.
Regie Natlonale dea Uilnes Renault : «ee

I'eras, Lucien. 3.0»5,620.
P«raB, Lnclen. 3,095,764.

Bellly, Robert C. : See

—

Kline, Marvin E., and Rellly. 3,096,888.
Relnecke. Marvin E.. and D. V. F:clcert, to PhllUpa Petroleum

Co. Fluid actuated valve. 3,09«,746, 7-2-63. O. 73—422.
Relnhart. William A., to Boeing Airplane Co. Nolae auppreR

alon nozzles with thrust ppvt'rsal provision for Jet engines.
3.09.'),697, 7-2-63. CT. 60—35.54.

Reltfort, Henry A., to International Bualneaa Machines Corp.
Input out apparatus. 3.096,508, 7-2-63, CI. 340—172.5.

Renler, J. L. : See—
Soeterbroek. Johannes C, and Renler. 3,096,369.

Research Corp. : See

—

Case, Leslie C. 3,096,344.
Reynolds Metals Co. : See

—

Bryant. Edward T., and McNeally. 3,096,012.
Staley John. 3.096.000.
Thomas. Jeaae B. 3.095.843.

Reynolds. R. T.. Tobacco Co. : See-
Giles, Jesae A., and Mlms. 3,096,346.

Rexall Drug k Chemical Co. : See-
Rudckf, Henryk S. 3,096.248.

Rhelnmetall. Q.m.b.H.. Firma : Bee
Bartela. Erich. 3.095.781.

Rhodes. Allen F.. to McEvoy Co. nange-connected well head
apparatus. 3.095,927. 7-2-63, <'l. 166—75.

RIbka. Joachim, to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellscliaft
vormals MeUter Lucius und Brunlng. Waterlnsolubh-
monoazo dyestuffs. 3.096,321. 7-2-63, CI. 260^19.3.

Rlchardx, Dwlght : See-
Ferguson, John E., and Richards. 3.095,988.

Rlchlns. Uavld A. Brakellght system. 3,696.505, 7-2-63. CI.

340- 89.
Richmond. Nelson K. : See-

Hendrlckson. Harold S., and Richmond. 3,096,04,").

Klchter, Carl F.. to Alfred (Sauthler. O.m.b.H. Photographic
camera having a built-in exposure m»>ter. 3,095,791, 7-2-
63, a. 95—10.

Rlcketts, James M. : See

—

Amann, Charles A., Collman, Hauahalter. Rlcketts.
Turunen. and Vlckers. 3.095.700.

Ridge Tool Co. : See

—

Ingwer, Carl H.. Wright, und Welbel. 3,095.772.
Rlegel Paper Corp. : See

—

Whitman, Robert M. 3.096,229.
Riley Stoker Corp. : Bee-

MlUer. Earle C 3,095,864.
I>armaklan. (}«orge. 3.095,863.

RIngold, Howard J. : See—
Irlarte. Jose, DJerassl. and RIngold. 3.096.3.^0.

RIngold, Howard J., and O. Rosenkranz. to Syntex
4,4-dlalkyl androstanes. 3.0963.')!. 7-2-63, CI. 260

Klsley. Roger K.. to Dresser IndustrieH, Inc. Split arrester
having circurnferenf lally extendinij grain structure for
welded pipelines having longltudrnnlly extending grain
structure. 3,096,105. 7-2-63. CI. 2«5 286.

Rlttenhouse, William K., R. L. Brlggs. and R. M. Price, to The
Dow Chemical <'<>. I'olyraeric compositions of monovlnyl
aromatic hydrocarbons and Myntlietic rut>ber containing
high molecular weight polyethylene glycols or such glycols.

3.096..100. 7-2-63. CI. 200—31.4.
Rizzo, Harry F. : See

—

Weber. Berthold C, and Rlzzo. 3,096.187.
Robblns, Alb«'rt L. Handle lock for stapling devices.

574. 7-2-t53, CI. I 4!t.

Roberts, Cecil P., and K. V. Hllilt-brandt. to Anchor H
Qlass Corp. Cap aligning mechanism. 3,095,957, 7-2
CI. 193-43.

R4it>erts. James E. : See
Butterwortli, Arnold W.. and Koberts. 3.09.'^,640.

Roche, Andre. P. (Jrancher, J. Oajuc. and R. Becanne

Corp.
-397.4.

3.095.

cking
2-63;

to

French State. .Minister of Annies (Powder Ivpartnient ).

ythrlte. 3.096.37 7-2-I'rocess for the recovery of pentaeryl
63. CI. 260—637.

Rockwell Mfg. Co.: See-
Born. Lester R.. Jr.. and Welkart. 3,095,673.
Wolfensperger. Adolph. 3.096.070.

Rockwell-Standard Corp. : See
Blxby, Leo A. 3,0^.'^,7.^8.

Scheel, Walther F. 3,095.950.

Roddy. John J., to Skinner Precision Industries, Inc.

ing chuck. 3,096.097, 7-2-63, CI. 279—.').

Rogers, Austin S., to Houston Oil Field .Material Co.
.^tuck pipe locator. 3.095. 73ti. 7-2-63. CI. 73— 151.

Rogers, Hobo B. King mil latch for spinning frames and the
like. 3.095.884. 7-2-63. CI. 57—64.

Index-

IDC.

Traveler cleaner. 3,005,686, 7-2-63, CI.

Luditeck, and Schroedel.

8,096.074.
ViUers, to General Electric Co. Ar-

jolnlng dissimilar materials. 8,095,-

3,096.361.
& Sons Mfg

11.
7-2-83. C\. 187

Co.

Rogers, Bobo
67—^7.

R8hl, Oeorg. Stripping device for bobbins. 3,096,831, 7-2
63, CI. 2^—20.

Rohland, Werner : Bee—
Tartter. Arnold. Rohland

3.098,840.
Rohs, Henry L. : See

—

Day, Wlnterton U.. Donnelly, and Rohs. 3,098,228
Rolls Royce Ltd. : Bee—

Bauer, Stefan (i. 3.096,264.
Pratt, Leslie J., and Brien.

Rood. Robert M.. and I

tide and method for
951, 7-2-63, a. 189

Rose, Robert O. : See

—

Wlands. Clarence L., Cllne, and Roae. 3.098,102.
Rose, Robert L. Fluid flow control valve. 3,098,089, 7-2-83,

CI. 2^51—205.
Rosenberg. Harvey : See

—

Oiow, Chao K., and Roaenberj. 8,098,606.
Roaentoerg. Milton, and \V. R. Johnston, to Ampex Corp

Magnetic-core counter. 3,098,509. 7-2-88, CI. 840—174
Rosennelm, Donald E. : See

—

Axelrod. Martin S.. and Roaenhehn. 3,098,460
Rosenkrani, George : See

—

RIngold. Howard J., and Rosenkranz.
Rosenleaf. John R., to The J. B. Ehraam

Blender belt. 3,t)96,212, 7-2-68 CI 111
Rosa, Anthony J. Float valve. 3,095,896.

448.
Roaa, Gerald P. : See

—

Ball Joseph L Edmonds, and Roaa,
Rossen lians A. Cheese mould and

mould. 3,096 647, 7-2-63, CI. 31

—

Rototone, Inc. : See

—

Santl, Harris H. 3,096,840.
Rouge, Leon J. D. : See

—

Gaule, Oerhart K., Kedesdy, and Rouge. 8,098,168
Rouasoa. Georges, to Anstalt fur Technlache Bntwicklung
und Verwertung. Casing for the production of a shrinkage
funnel Inhibitor coating In an Ingot or like mold
3,095,618. 7-2-63, CI. 22--9.

Rowan, Robert L. Surgical packing. 8,096,877,
CI. X28—280,

Ruberoid Co., The : Bee—
BettoU, Phillip S., and Kllma*. 3,088,188.

Ruckelahaus, John G. Mass production of reaiitors
636, 7-2-63, CI. 29—165.62.

Rudxkl, Henryk S., to Rexall Drug h Chemical Co.
of making an encapsulated tablet. 3.088 248 7
167—82.

Rumble, Roy W. Combustion-engine exhaust Tstems
688, 7-2-83 CI. 60—35.8.

Runken, Gerd, to ACF Induatrles, Inc. Lading bracing
arrangement. 3,095,830. 7-2-83, CI. 106—389

Runyon. John P. : See

—

James, Dennis B., Malthaner, and Runyon. 3,088,403
Rush, George E., to Houston Oil Field Material Co., Inc.
Apuaratus for recovering objects in a well. 3.085.826
7-2-68, CI. 186—55.

Rusoff, Louis L., to Commercial Solvents Corp. Process for
the control of bloat In ruminants with tris( hydroxy-methyl)
amlnometbane. 3,096,240, 7-2-63, CI 167—68

RuBsell, F. L.. Corp. : See

—

Wlands, Clarence L., Cllne, and Roae. 3,086,102
Russell, James 8., to Steel Heddle Mfg. Co. Balloon control

ring. 3,096,688, 7-2-63, CI. 57—106.

3,096,491.
insert for such cheese

7-2-83.

3,095,-

Method
2-68, CI.

3.086,

Ruud Mfg. Co. : See
Llntvedt, Halvard.

SCM Corp. : Bet—
Bradbury, Wllbum

S F D Laboratories, Inc.
Felnstein, Joseph.

3,098,021.

3,096,

F. 8,096,016.
: See—

^ 3.096.462.
Suble, Donald E. Piggy-back transportation system.

987, 7-2-63, CI. 214—38.
Safege-Transport, Soclete Anonyme : See

—

Chadenson, Lucien. 3,085,827.
Sahlmann, Louis H., and J. J. Kane, to Zurn Industries. Inc

Seal and flexible gear type coupling. 3,096,713, 7-2-63.
CI. 64—9.

Salo. William G. Marine speedometers. 8,096,738. 7-2-83.
CI. 73—181.

Sanborn, Daniel S.. and J. L. Byrne, to McCulloch Corp
Reentrj rotary fluid pump. 3,095,820, 7-2-88. CI. 103—96.

Sandberg. John W., and R. Baiter. Locking mechanism for
telescoping members. 3,095,825, 7-2-83, CI. 103—163

Sanford, Emil E., to Paramount Picturea Corp. Color tele-
vision reception with polyphase grid switching. 3.096,396,

Sanraku Shuzo Kabushlkl Kalsha : 8ee-
Motozakl, Shlnlchl, Tsunoda, and Okumura. 3,096,252.

Santl. Harris H. to Rototone, Inc. Acoustical vibrato appa-
ratus. 3,095.940. 7-2-88, CI. 181—27.

Santos. Frederlco R. Tuning fork tone generator. 3.096.488
7-2-83 CI. 831—51.

Sarakauskas. Raymond V., M. C. Cox, and X. R. Thlelke,
to Union Carbide Corp. Ferrl -magnetic spinel bodies.
3,098,288, 7-2-63, CI. 262—62.5.

Sartorio, Arlstlde L. Hand-operated Implement for picking
on the plant olives and similar hanging down fruits
3,095.681, 7-2-63, CI. 56—389.

Sawyer Lester T. Hair retaining comb and method of mak
Ing the same. 3.095,610, 7-2-63, CI. 18—84.

Scania-Vabls, Aktlebolaget : See

—

SJostrom, Sverker W. 3,096,738.
Schaefer Robert H. : See

—

Chrlstenson, Howard W., Flstaer, and Schaefer. 8,095,760.

LIST OF PATENTEES zu
Schaffert, Roland M., to International Baslneas Machines

Corp. Method for developing latent field imagea with
liquid inks. 8,086,188, 7-»-88, O. 117—87.

Schauer, Paul J., and R. N. Weston, to Monaanto Chemical
Co. Process of preparing dry granular eompoaltlons.
8,086.281, 7-2-68. CI. 262—89.

Scheel, walther F., to Rockwell-Standard Corp. Flat, Upered
boraeahoe type return spring and brake shoe assembly.
8,086,860. 7-2-88, CI. 18»—78.

SchillinKer, Robert J. Tonometer. 8,085,781. 7-2-88, C\.

Schlage, Erneat L., to Sctalage Lock Co. Pin tumbler cylinder
key system. 3,086,726, 7-2-83, CT. 70—883.

Schlage Lock Co. : See

—

Lasier, David R. 3,086,588.
Schlage, Ernest L. 3,086,728.

Schlapfer, Hani, and J. Bindler, to J. R. Oeigr, A.-O. Water
- 308, 7-2-83,3^66,

Stromag O.m.b.H.
CI. 64—11.

aoluble basic resins containing nitrogen.
CI. 280—87.6.

Schlotmann, Karl, to Maachinenfabrik
Flexible couplings. 8,085.714, 7-2-83,

Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp. : See

—

Klsling. James W., III. 8,086.880.
Schmldlapp, Kurt, to Wlntershall Aktlengesellacbaft. Method
and apparatua for purifying potasaium salt-containing
materials. 8.088,034, 7-2-88. CI. 241—14.

Schmldlln, Freoerick W., to Space Technology Laboratories,
Inc. Information handling arrangement. 8,086,431, 7-2-83,
CI. 235—81.11.

Schmidt'sche Helssdampf-Oeaeliacbaft : See

—

Vollbardt, Fromut, and Gerecke. 3.086.838.
Schneider, Jos., & Co., Optische Werke : See

—

Raab, Karlhelns. 8,086.784.
Schnoorr, Donald P. : See

—

Mayon, Leon, and Schnoorr. 3,080,764.
Schoch, Jacques J. : See

—

Orosaemnger, Robert A., and Schoch. 8,086.701.
Schreur, Clarence : See

—

Spangler, Earl O., and Schreur. 8,098,204.
Schroedel, Rudolf : See

—

Tartter, Arnold, Rohland, Lndsteck, and Schroedel.

8,086,840.
Schumacher, Fred J. Mitten holding, stretching and shaping

device. 8,086.008. 7-2-68. CI. 228—78.
Schuster, Curt : See

—

Hartmark, Biarne, Schuster, and Herrle.
Schwarts, Jerry H. : See

—

Harms, Victor and Schwarti. 8,086,607.
Schwelseriscbe Industrie-Oesellschaft : See

—

Luglnbuhl, Pierre. 8,086,860.
Schwitaer Corp. : See

—

Woollenweber, William B., Jr., Hardy,
3,088,126.

Scott, John N., Jr., to PhilUpa Petroleum Co.

3,088,142.

and Paul.

Method and
cold drawn monofllamenta.

3,086,281.

3,085,880.

3,088.017.
programming.

apparatus ior producing
8,085.806. 7-2-83, CI. 18—8.

Screen Products, Inc. : See

—

Smith. Richard G., and McMahon.
Scripto, Inc. : See

—

Ransom, Frederick J., and Lovejoy.
Searle, G. D., ft Co. : See—

Baran, John S. 3,088,366.
Sears, Anthony. Centrifugal direct current electric genera-

tor. 8,088,464, 7-2-83, CI. 810—178.
Sebok, Albert L : See

—

Daugberty, Frank Z., and Sebok. 8,086,461.
Selen, OQnter, to GEA Lnftknhlergesellschaft Happel Oesell-

Bchaft m.b.H. ft Co. K.G. Method and apparatus for the

„ automatic production of tubes provided with transverse
* ribs especially for heat exchangers. 3,085,838, 7-2-83, CI.

28—202.
Selen, Gflnter, to GEA Luftkuhlergesellschaft Happel Gesell-

schaft mb.H. ft Co. K.G. Apparatus for automatically
threading transverse ribs on a tube, especially for heat ex-

changers. 3,095,639. 7-2-83, CI. 29—2{)2.

Seismograph Service Corp. : See

—

wncox, Stanley W.. Hunt, and Fessnacbt
Seldon George E. Carburetor with orifice

8,086.386. 7-2-63, CI. 261—66.
Sellen. John M , Jr. : See

—

Shelton, Haywood, and Sellen. 3.088.458.

Sellers. Donald F.. to Llng-Temco-Vought. Inc. Comblna
tion hydraulic actuator and potentiometer. 3.086.487. 7-2-

63. CI. 838—83.
Seman. Colman J. : See

—

Seman. David C, C. J. and F. P. 8.088,186.

Seman, David C, C. J. and F. P. Process for
ornamental wall facing. 8,086.t86. 7-2-63,

Seman. Frederick P. : Se
Seman, David C, C. J. and F.

Semon. Lawrence J. Telephone
8,096,404, 7-2-83. CI. 178—42.

Sennewald, Kurt, A. Gotz, and
Grieshelm Aktiengesellschaft.
cyclobutanA 3,066.360. 7-2-68. CI

Senrel. Inc. : See

—

Warren, Robert A. 8,086,216.

Seward. Harold H. Electromechanical transducing system.
3.098.444. 7-2-63, CI. 250—220.

Sexton, Arthur R., to The Dow Chemical Co. Method for
the manufacture of N-methylene glyclnonitrile. 3,096,362,
7-2-63, CI. 260—465.5.

Shaback, Andrew J., to H. K. Porter Co., Inc. Transformer
bushing construction. 3.098,392, 7-2-63. CI. 174—31.

Shannon, John K. Method and apparatus for making storage
battery plates. 3,085,633, 7-2-63, CI. 28—2.

producing an
CI. 117—8.5.

P. 8.096,185.

switchboard patching unit.

Q. Kallrath, to Knapsack-
Manufacture of 1.2-dlcyano-

260—484.

Shapiro, Paul, D. B. Sheldahl, and L. V. CoUings, to Sinclair
Research, Inc. Ammonlacal ammonium nitrate solution of
reduced corrosive tendencies. 3,088,188, 7-2-68, CI. 71

—

68.
Sharkey, Chester W. Portable furnace for thawing earth and

the like. 8,085,870, 7-2-63, CI. 126—271.2.
Sharpies Corp^ The : See

—

Trotter, Herbert. Jr. 8,086.282.
Shavel, John, Jr., and M. von Strandtmann to Warner-Lam-

bert Pharmaceutical Co. 16a-methylyonlmbone, proceae
therefor and therapeutic compositiona thereof. 8,0*6,246,
7-2-68, CI. 167—6f.

Shaw. Charles S. : See

—

Pranks, Gerald N., and Shaw. 8,088,278.
Shaw, Herbert S., and K. J. Bentley. Means to guide a con-

veyor belt around corners. 3,085,884, 7-2-88, CI. 188—184.
Sheldahl, David B. : See-

Shapiro, Paul. Sheldahl, and Colllngs. 8.086.188.
Shell Oil Co. : See—

Vogel Charles B. 3,088,602.
Shelton. Haywood, and J. M. Sellen, Jr., to Thompson Ramo

Wooldridge Inc. Accelerating structure for a charged par-
ticle accelerating system. 3,X)86,4&6, 7-2-63, CI. 313—68.

Shen, Kwan-Tlng : See

—

De Oroote, Melvln. and Shen. 3.098,190.
Shepherd, Sydney A., and B. N. Woods, to The General Elec-

tric Co. Ltd. Devices for wrapping and removing wrapped
connections. 3,095.913. 7-2-83, CI. 140—124.

Sheppard, Chester S., and M. H. Wilt, to United States Steel
Corp. 9-cyanoethyl dodecahydrocarbazole. 8,096,841, 7-2-
63, CI. 280—315.

Sherman, William R. : See

—

Von Esch, Anne M., and Sherman. 8,086.882.
Shln-Etsu Chemical Co.. Ltd. : See

—

Ishizuka. Toshlxo. Momoi, and Fujita. 8.088.804.
Sbira. William S. : See

—

Allen, Frank M., Archer, and Shlra. 3,086,036.
Shockley, William. Method of making thin slices of seml-

conductive material. 8.088,262, 7-2-83, CI. 204—143.
Shoemaker, Edwin J. : See

—

KnabuBCh, Edward M., and Shoemaker. 3,088,121.
Short Brothers ft Harland Ltd. : See

—

Colhoun, Robert 8. 3,085,784.
Pllndt, Charles B. 8,095,783.
Hutchinson, Terence. 3,098,400.
Snowdon. Charles. 3,098,050.

Shreckhlse, George W. Coops for chickens. 3.095.992, 7-2-
63, CI. 217—36.

Siddons, John R. Explosive-charge operated fastening tools.

3,095,573, 7-2-83, CI. 1—44.5.
Sldi. Henri, to Heyden Newport Chemical Corp. Trlalkylene

diamine Initiators for the polymerization of formaldehyde.
8,088.308. 7-2-63. CI. 260—87.

Sidl, Henri, to Heyden Newport Chemical Corp. Dlhydroxy
diamine Initiators for the polymerization of formaldehyde.
3,086.307, 7-2-83, CI. 260—87.

Sldl. Henri, and R. T. Gotteeman, to Heyden Newport Chem-
ical Corp. Triamlnophenol Initiators for the polTmerlsa-
tion of formaldehyde. 3,086.308. 7-2-63. CI. 280—87.

Slegel, A.. Handles, Inc. : See

—

Siegel, Rubin. 3,085,641.
Slegel, Rubin, to A. Slegel Handles, Inc. Method for making

a handle. 3.095.641. 7-2-83, CI. 28—411.
Slemens-Electrogerate Aktiengesellschaft : See

—

Hertel, Wllhelm. 3.095,885.
Slgnal-Stat Corp. : See

—

Bruce. Donald 3., Dickson, and Koljonen. 3.086,026.
Sllard, Bela A. Recorder for densitometer. 3,086,137, 7-2-

63, CI 346—32.
Sllberger. Marvin E. Overload device. 3,095,979. 7-2-83. CI.

212—134.
Sinclair Research, Inc. : See

—

Shapiro. Paul, Sheldahl, and Collinga. 3,096,169.
Verdol. Joseph A. 3.086.286.

Sines. Francis J., to United States Steel Corp. Blast furnace
tope. 3,095,986. 7-2-63. CI. 214—35.

Singer. Franz : Bie—
Gebele, Kurt, and Singer. 3,095,790.

Singer Mfg. Co , The : See—
Perla. Martin R. 3.085,765.

Slppel. Hans : See

—

Wunderlk-h. Gerhard, and Slppel. 3.096,432.
Sjostrom. Sverker W.. to Aktlebolaget Scania-Vabls. Devices

for automatic control of a machine In accordance with a pre-

determined program 3.095.733, 7-2-83, CI. 73—91.
Skalsey, Lily G., to National Broach ft Machine Co. Auto-

matic loading mechanism for gear finishing machines.
3.095.782, 7-2-83, CI. 80—1.6.

Skinner Precision Industries, Inc. : See

—

Soddy, John J. 3,086,087.

, Leroy P., to The Paltler Corp. Pallet tiering frame.
3,085.837, 7-2-83. CI. 108—53.

Slate, Ral[rfi L., to Halliburton Co. Method of preparing
gelled aqueous fluid. 3,086.284. 7-2-63. CI. 252—S.^l.

Slater, Eben A., to Anchor Serum Co., Inc. Infectious rhlno-
tracheltis virus attenuated In lamb cell tissue culturef
3,096,247, 7-2-83, CI. 187—78.

Sloneker, James H. : See

—

Jeanes, Allene R., and Sloneker. 3.086,283.

Smlrl, Richard L., to Borg-Warner Corp. Tors
tlonal dampener device. 3,095,716, 7-2-63, <'l.

rslonal vlbr.t-

64 27.

Smith-Corona Marchant Inc. : See

—

Bradbury, Wilburn F. 3,096,015.

Smith, Dale R., to York Production Engineering Co., Inc
Cigar tipping machine. 3.095.884, 7-2-63. CI. 131 88

Smith. Daniel L.. to Home Products, Inc. Removable spout
for recepUcle. 3,096,005, 7-2-83, CI. 222—556.

V.
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amltta, PinDklln D E. J. Prill J. C. Wjgant. and M. Kosmln.

to Uenkel and Cie O.m.b.H. Preiwratlon of terepbtbalic
acid b7 carboz7latl<w reactions. 3,096,366, 7-2-63. CI.
260—816.

8ml rb, Ueorgc A. : See

—

Ml

3,098,878. 7-2-

realstant throat
63, CI. ««

Manger, Charles K and Smith. 3,098,71».
Smith, Gu8 T.. to Ace Engineering Co. Wear re

plate (or knitting machine. 3,098.718, 7-2
128.

Smltb. Harold W., W. C. Duesterhoeft. Jr.. F. X. Boatlck. Jr.,

ana W Uarner, Jr.. to Urenser Industries. Inc. Klectrl<nl

well logging apparatus and method In which the measurlnt;
current density Is controlled a substantial distance from
the borehole. 3.096,477. 7-2-63. CI. 324—1.

Smltb. John E. : See—
Ballard. Hyde W.. and Smith. 3.095,841.

.Smith. John W., to Kastnian Kodak Co. .Method for continu
ously opwiing crimped tow. 3.0»5,(iH2. 7-2-«3. C\. •» 72.

Smith. Keith J. : See-
Newcomer. Jack S.. Llnder, and Smith. 3.096.367.

Smith. Rlctaara G.. and J. M. Mc.Mahon, to Screen Products,
Inc. Filter construction. 3.096.281. 7-2-fl3. CI. 2ia
487

Smltb. Stacy M. Drafting equipment receptacle. 3.095. SS."*,

7-2-63. CI. 108—25.
Smith Tool Co. : Bet—

Goets, Richard E. 3.095.934.
Smltb, William A.. Jr., and (J. H. MacMaster. to Raytheon
Co Traveling wave tube utilising a secondary emissive

cathode. 3,096,487, 7-2-63, C\. 313—103.

Smlth,^ Willis D. : See—
vC-illlama, Arthur T.. and Smith. 3,095,634.

Snowdon. Charles, to Soort Brothers & Harland Ltd. Con-
trol apparatus for Jet lift aircraft. 3,096,090. 7-2-63. CI.

244—77.
Soclete Beige de I'Azote et des Produits Chimlques da Marly :

gg0
BinoD, Fernand A. G., and Decbamps. 3,096.368.

Soclete Generale de Constructions Elect rlques et Mecanlquew :

See

—

Deniau, Andre J. A. 3,096,390.
Soclete RbodiaceU : See

—

Llevre. Laden. 3,098.609.
Socony Mobil Oil Co.. Inc. : See—

Barrol'L Alfred E., and Kretzschniar. 3.0«8,88».

Soeterbroek. Johannes C, and R. J. L. Graff, to StamljMrlK)n

N V Three step crystollisatlon of adipic acid. 3,096,369.

7-2-63, CI. 260—837.
Sonuners. Earl E. : See

—

Ballard. Edward C. and Sommers. 3.096,363.

Sonoco Proauets Co. : See

—

Davis, William R. 8,096.011. ^ ,

Sorcnson. James L. Self-seallnc sterile packaging and
method. 8,098,972. 7-2-68, CI. 206—63.2.

Boandlock Corp., The : See

—

Kemp, WllUam G. 8,098,943.
Spftce TechnolocT Laboratories. Inc. : See

—

SehmldUn, Tredwlck W. 8,096,481.
Spalfllng. Dadley B. Pressure exchanger apparatus. 3,095,-

704,7-2-63, a. 60—39.48. ^ .. „ ^
SpangW, Earl G., and C. Schrear; said Schreur assor to

said Spangler. Method of maklnc a coated fibrous filter

elemenV 3.096.204. 7-2-63. CI. 117—98.
Soeakman Co. : See

—

Gerow, CTarence C, and Bottcher. 8,096,861.

Specialties. Inc. : See—
Caiilll, Daniel T. 3,095.788. ^„ .^.
Fleldgate, Ivan O., and Gwathmey. 3.096,80-».

^****ftcGaire.JackC.. and Speegle. 3.098.929.

Soerry Rand Corp. : See

—

Frank, Robert L., and Zadoff. 3,096,482.

Hollyday, James H. 3.098.961.
HoUyday,^ James H. 3.095,962.
Iddings, George E. 3,096.603.
Martin, Robert W. 3,096.819.
Nolt, Edwin B. 3.095,802.

Sperrr Rand Corp., Ford Instrument Co. Division: See -

Hardlgan. Robert. 3,096.082. „^ . . ^
Spllker, Clarence W.. to Allied Chemical Corp. Aqueous

composition of phenol-aldehyde condensate and method of

bonding materials with same. 3.096,226, 7-2-63, CI. 156-

335
Splndel-, Motor**- and Maschinenfabrlk A.G. :

See

—

Beerll, Karl. 3,095.687.
flptrotechnlqae, La : See—

Coasteau, Jacques Y. and Gagnan. 3,098,890.

Spooner Dryer k Engineering Co. Ltd., The : See

—

Jepson, Michael D. 3.096,162. ^ , „, ^ ,

St/cboWlak, Frank R., anil N. Sieremy to General ElecU^
Co. Audio muting circuit 3.096,397, 7-2-63, CI. 178—

Stahl" Gerald to Philip Morris, Inc. Adjustable injector raxor

and the like. 8.095.*45, 7-2-63 O. 30—65.
Stahl, Gerald, and C. A. Johnson, Jr., to «>lllp Morris Inc

Case for a razor set or the like. 3,095,965, i-2-63. Cl.

2(MW— 16
SUley John, to Reynolds MeUls Co Method and apparatun

for discharging fluid by pressure of an isolated propellant

in contact with an adworber or absorber tUereof. 3,(»»o.

000, 7-2-63, CI. 222—1.
Sumlcarbon N.v.: Sec

—

o nofl dM
De Haan, Johannes, and Von I^n HolT . A0»f.3»«
Soeterbroek, Johannes C, and Graff. 3.096.369.

Standard Coll Products Co. Inc. : See

—

Goesard. Thomas F. 3.096.466.

Standard Magnesium Corp.. Inc. :
See

—

Hadserlga, Pablo. 8.096,152.
HadMiiga, Pablo. 3.096,153.

Chemical Corp.
CI. 60- 36.

Inc. Light sensl-
7-2-63. CI. 250—

to United Stat«>N
3.095.<5f)<i,

Standard Mirror Co.. Inc. : See

—

Bertall, Paul. 3.096.061.
Stanford, George A. Disposable urinal bag.

63, a. 4—110.
Stanley. Allen C, to The Black and Decker Mfg. Co. Pro-

tective snap cover for recbarger cord receptacle of cord-
less electric tool or appliance. 3,096.133. 7-2-63, CI. 339

—

44.
Staples, Robert W. : See-

Dear, Krvin J., and Staples. 3.096,037.
Stark. Donald K., to Weetinghouse Air Brake Co. Program-
ming control circulU. 3,096.138, 7-2-«3, CI. 346—34.

Staudte, Albert L. : See

—

Nabieski, Benjamin D., and Staudte. 3.096,816.
Stauffer Chemical Co. : See—

Tucker, James W. 3,096J78.
Steck, Edgar A., to Sterling Drug Inc. Triasoio [b] pyridas-

ines. 3.096,329. 7-2-63. CI. 260—280.
Steck. Edgar A., to Sterling Drug Inc. 6-methoxy-8-(r>-N-

propylaminopentylamlno) qulnollne. its salts and Its prepa-
ration. 3.096.334. 7-2-63. CI. 260—286.

Steel Heddle Mfg. Co. : See-
Russell James S. 3,095.688.

Stelngass, Hermann, and C. L. Milton. Jr., to Eastern Prod
nets Corp. Motorized traverse rod operator. 3,096,078,
7--'-63. CI. 254—175.3.

Stelnlein, Max, to Kreldler's MeUll- und Drahtwerke G.m.b.H.
Speed-straading machine. 3,095,686. 7-2-63, CI. 57—68.3.

Stelljes, Charles R., L. FrosUd, and H. K. Leach, to The
Porter-Cable Machine Co. Urbital motion tool. 3,098,748.
7-2-63, CI. 74—44.

Sterling Drug Inc. : See

—

Elpern, Bill. 3.09^38.
Klrchner. Frederick K. 3,096,373.
Steck, Edgar A. 3,096.329.
Steck. Edgar A. 3.096,334.

Stem, David R., to American Potash k
Heat transfer medium. 3,095,698, 7-2-63, i_i. dia- -oo. /

Stevens, Wllllani E. Bumper Jack support with interchange-/
able blocks. 3,096,060. 7-2-63, Cl. 248—170.

Stewart, Meredith M., to Gulf Research A Development- Co.
Method for preparing beta-alumina trihydrate. 3,096,154,
7-2-63, Cl. 23—143.

Stewart, Kicbard !<'., to Texas Instruments
tlve solid state relay device. 3,096,442,
211.

Stewart-Warner Corp. : See

—

nsher, John T, 3.096.071.
Jennings, WillUm G. 3,098,903.

Stiller, Bertram, and F. I. Louckes, Jr..
of America, Navy. Multifilar measuring device.
7-2-63, Cl. 33—46.

Stirling. John : See

—

Bennett. George A., Clarke, and Stirllnc. 3,096,141.
Stivers. David A., and D. L. Peterson, to Minnesota Mining

and Mfg. Co. Polymer crosslinking technique and com
positions. 3,096,814, 7-2-63, Cl. 260—87.7.

Stoddart Aircraft Radio Co., Inc. : Sse

—

Leknovlch, Henry. 3,096,498.
Stoddart, John O, : See

—

Cassel. Harrison H., and Stoddart. 8,098,970.
StokelT, Raymond E., to Borg-Warner Corp. Universal Joint.

8.090,718. 7-2-63, Cl. 64—321.
Stolser, l-'orrest L. Foot operated boat paddle. 3,090,850.

7-2-63, Cl. 110—25.
Stone, Aldan M., to General Electric Co. Control syKtt-m

for clothes dryers. 3,096,164, 7-2-63. CT. 34—48.
Stout, Frank M. Aquarium structural unit. 3,095,853. 7-2-

63, a. 119—5.
Straley, James M.. J. O. Fisher, and R. C. Harris, to Eaxt-
man Kodak Co. Benzothlasole azo /)-naphthol dye com-
pounds. 3,096 318, 7-2-63, Cl. 260—146.

Straley, James M.. and R. C. Harris, to Eastman Kodak
Co. Aminobenzenesulfonamide axo dyes for acrylic fibers
prepared therefrom. 3,096,322, 7-2-63, Cl. 260—204.

Stratos. Peter G., to Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Pulse sam-
pling device employing modulated multivibrator to slice

leading and trailing edges of input. 8,096,448. 7-2-63.
Cl. 307—88.8.

Strausser, Paul B. : See

—

Marks. W ilbur. and Strausaer. 8,096.479.
Stromag G.m.b.H., Maschinenfabrlk : See

—

Schlotmann, Karl. 3.096,714.
Stuckl. Frank F.. to Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Tunnel diode

switched to low-state by discharging capacitor, pulse sens-
ing device charged by coincidently applied high-state pro-
ducing inputs. 3,096,449, 7-2-68, Cl. 307—88.6.

Submarine Cables Ltd. : See

—

Cooke Edward I., and Donelan. 3.098,643.
Sullivan, Melvin. Screw driver for bending wire. 3,095,-

912. 7-2-63, Cl. 140—124.
Sulser Freres, S.A. : See

—

Pfarrwaller, Krwin. 3,096,909.
Wolf, Gottlieb. 3,096.692.

Sun Oil Co. : See

—

Blair. Edgar A. 8,096,879.
Chaney. Preuton E.. Mayes, and Jones. 3,096,401.
Peterkin, Melvin K , and Kurtz. 3,096,297.

Superpack Vending (Curacao) N.A. : See

—

Garvin, Alex J. 3,095,997.
Sussman. Max :_See

—

Pendleton. David W.. and Sussman. 3,096,616.
Swan, Charles M., to Crown Zellerback Corp. Printable sheet

and method. 3,096.014, 7-2-63, Cl. 229—87.

Swanson, Edwin C, to Unit Rail Anchor Corp. Rail anchor
applicator. 3,095,826. 7-2-63, Cl. 104—2.

Sweeney. William M. : See—
Huttenlocher. Dietrich F., and Sweeney. 3,096,285.
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Machines Corp.
read and checK-

Swenker, Martin D. P., and J. C. A. Verconlen, to Chemische
Fabrlek L. von der Orlnten N.V. Device for collectinK
sheets of laminar material. 8,006,089. 7-2-63, V\. 2,
64.

Swenson Henry F. Picnic griddle. 3,095,869, 7-2-63 Cl.
126—28.

Swlft^John G. : See

—

Hays. Edwin E., and Swift. 8,006.241
Syntex Corp. : See

—

Irlarte, Jose, DJerassi. and Rlngold. 3,096.300.
Rlngold. Howard J., and Rosenkrans. 3,096,301.

Ssekely, George. Slicing knife. 3,006,646, 7-2-63 CT 30—
288.

Sieremy, Norman : See

—

Stachowfaik. Frank R.. and Sseremy. 3.096.397
Ssuehman. Raul : See

—

Rappaport Maxlmillano. and Bernardo, and Ssuehman.
3.096.233.

T.I. (Group Services) Ltd. : See

—

Gordon. James B. Evans, and Parratt. 3.096.156
Tabberer. George and D. H. Wallace, to Associated Electrical

Industries Ltd. Monofuel reaction chamber apparatus.
3,095.706, 7-2-63, Cl. 60—39.46.

Tanaka. Yukio. to To-a Kako Kabushikl Katsha. Method of
quick nitrification in which fluidised particles are employed.
3.096,221. 7-2-63. C\. 148—20.3.

Tappan Gene F. : See

—

Dnane, John J., and Tappan. 3,096,290.
Taras. Andrew, to International Business

Apparatus for effecting concurrent record, .^„,. „..
ing operations. 3.096,511, 7-2-63, Cl. 340—174 1

Tartter, Arnold. W. Rohlanrt. D. Ludsteck. and R. Schroedel.
to Badlscbe Anilln- k Soda-Fabrlk Aktiengesellschaft New
phthalocyanlne dyes. 3.096,340. 7-2-63, Cl. 260—314.6.

TaB)(er Instruments Corp. : See

—

Dasplt, John I., and Thomas. 3,096,433.
Hcdfowlch, GarrlBon G., and McCullough. 3.096,512

Taylor, John S., to The Budd Co. Suction box cover for
Fourdrlnler machines. 8,096,288, 7-2-68, Cl. 162—374

Ta/lor, Walter P., Jr. Hand winder for flexible material.
3,096.040. 7-2-63, C\. 242—88.1.

TajTlor. Wilfred K., to International Business Machines Corp.
Optimising automatic control servosystem. 3,096,471 7-2-
68, Cl. 318—448.

Taylor-Wilson Mfg. Co. : See

—

McConnell, William M. 3,095,729.
Teasel, Richard C, and E. D. Buckley to Champion Spark

Plug Co. Apparatus for measuring elevated temperatures.
3,098,743. 7-2-63, Cl. 73—339.

Techno-Components Corp. : See

—

Tumbuseh Edward H. 8,096,498.
Teleprompter Corp. : See

—

Fundlnjraland. John O. 8,096.038.
Ternes, WilHam A. : See

—

Ford. Ralph E. 8,098.962.
Tesar, James P., and S. J. Kot. Ai>paratus for constructing

cabinets and the like. 3,095,918. 7-2-63, Cl. 144—144.8.
Tessmer. Raymond G., to Deerlna Milliken Research Corp.
Yam handling apparatus. 8.098,683, 7-2-63, Cl. 87—34.

Tewksbnry, Floyd L.. Jr. : See

—

Krans, Frederick H., and Tewksfoury. 3.096,189.
Texaco Inc. : See

—

Helsler, Robert Y.. Hess, Bckert, and Throckmorton.
8.096,366.

Huttenlocher. Dietrich F., and Sweeney. 3,096,286.
McKay, Alexander S. 3.096,439.

Texas Electronics Products Corp. : See

—

Berglund, David B., and Drew. 3,095,666.
Texas Instruments Inc. : See— <

Stewart, Richard F. 3 096,442.
Textile Machine Works : See

—

Coile, Benjamin F. 3,095,717.
Thanlng, Neils O. Valves for the control of fluid flow.

3,09:r^. 7-2-63. Cl. 137—628.28.
Thibodeau, Wilfred E. Sonic vibrator. 3,098,942. 7-2-63,

Cl. 181—32.
Thlelke. Norman R. : See

—

Sarakauskas. Raymond V., Cox, and Thielke. 3,096,288.
Thielsch, Helmut J., to Grlnnell Corp. Inert gas sealer.

3,098.844. 7-2-63. Cl. 113—111.
Tboma, Hans J. Transmission with hydrostatic control.

3,098,787. 7-2-63, Cl. 74—687.
Thomas. Donald C. : See

—

Dasplt, John I. and Thomas. 3,096,433.
Thomas, Jesse B., to Reynolds Metals Co. Passageway panel

expansion apparatus. 3,095,843. 7-2-63, Cl. 113—44.
Thomas, John L. Trailer mechanism. 3.095,685, 7-2-63,
a. ' '

Thomas, Lucius P., Jr., to Radio Corp. of America. Tele-
vision receiver circuits. 3,096.399, 7-2-63. Cl. 178—7.5.

'Hiomas. Thomas R., to Auto Research Corp. Lubrication.
3,096,023, 7-2-63. Cl. 239—424.

Thompsett. William A., to Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd. Aircraft
wheels. 3,096.123. 7-2-63. CL 301—36.

Thompson Ramo Wooldrldge Inc. : See

—

Brooks. William O. 3.096,478.
Clark, George L. 3,096,484.
Ono. Georye Y. 3,()95.712.
Shelton, Haywood, and Sellen. 3,096,456.
Williams, CecU E. 8,096,501.

Thornton, Samuel A. Cane stalk gathering topping, de-
trashing and severing means. 3,095,680, 7-2-63, Cl. 66

—

17.

Thorson, John R.. to ACF Industries, Inc. Trailer. 3,096.-
981. 7-2-63. Cl. 214—1.

Throckmorton Morford C. : See

—

Helsler, Robert Y., Hess, Eckert, and Throckmorton.
3,0»6,36S,

Brock, George D.. and Topping.
Torre. Pier L.. to Bundy Marine S.p.A.

Tldland, Charles R. : See

—

Williams Arthur T., and Smith. 3,098,634.
Tilkkainen Olaf A. Loop antenna with impedance matching.

3,096.818. 7-2-63. Cl. 543—742.
Timney, Mary M. : See

—

D'Errico, Michael J., and Timney. 3.096.289.
Timsona Ltd. : See

—

Harris. John W. 3.098.810.
Tinker. George H.. and W. B. Winkler, to T. F. Washburn

Co. Method for end point determination in the produc-
tion of tbixotroplc polyamlde-modlfled vehicles. 3,(196,198,
7-2-63, Cl. 106—287.

Tlnsley, Samuel W., and D. L. MaePeek. to Union Carbide
Corp. l-(l,2-epoxyethyl)-2-vinylcyclobutane and polymers
thereof. 3.d06,315, 7-2-63. Cl. 360—88.3.

Tipper, Ernest : See

—

Annlss, Charles H.. Kestell. and Tipper. 3,096,589.
To-a Kako Kabushikl Kalsha : See

—

Tanaka, Yukio. 3,096 221.
Toeppen, Thurston H. Indexing clutches. 3.095,969, 7-2-

r.3, Cl. 197—123.
Tolles, Walter E.. to Cutler-Hammer, Inc. Blood pressure

measurement. 3,095,872, 7-2-63. Cl. 128—2.05.
Tomllnson, George H., IL Method for separating dirt from

aqueous suspensions of pulp fibers. 3,096.275. 7-2-63, Cl.
209 2.

Topping, Ernest W. : See~ ~
~

-
-

3,096,408.
, A. Outboard motor tilt

release. 3,096,058. 7-2-63, C\. 24s—4.

Torrev Henry C. : See

—

;

Polndexter, Edward H„ and Torrey. 3,096,476.
Touey, George P., and J. E. Klefer. to Eastman Kodak Co.
Glucose Isobutyral. 3,096.323. 7-2-63. Cl. 260—209.

Trammel. Earl M.. Jr. Safety door lock. 3,096,114. 7-2-
63, Cl. 292—336.3.

Trico Products Corp. : See

—

Oishei, John R.. and Bitzer. 3.095,596.

Tri-Wall Containers, Inc. : Bee—
Goldstein. Samuel. 3,096,224.

Trotter, Herbert, Jr., to The Sharpies Corp. Improvement
in centrifuges. 3,096,282, 7-2-63. Cl. 233—7.

Trubon, John A., to Theodore Bargman Co. Door lock.
3,095.724. 7-2^3. Cl. 70—146.

Tsugawa, Ryulchlro : See

—

Motoxakl. Shinichi. Tsunoda. Okumura. Tsugawa, Matsai,
Kitai. and Miyachl. 3,096.252.

Tsunoda, Toshinao : See

—

Motosaki, Shlnicbl, Tsunoda, Okumura, Tsugawa. Matsui,
Kitai. and Miyachl. 3,096,252.

Tucker, James W., t» Stauffer Chemical Co. CThemlcally leav-
ened yeast dough. 3,096,178, 7-2-63, Cl. 99—^94.

Tull, Roger J., to Merck k Co.. Inc. Preparation of 8-chloro-
caprolacUm. 3,096,325, 7-2-63, Cl. 260—239.3.

Tumbuscb, Edward H., to Techno-Components Corp. Poten-
tiometer. 3,096,498, 7-2-63, Cl. 338—162.

Turunen, William A. : See

—

Amann. (Tharles A., Collman, Haushalter, Ricketts,
Turunen, and Vickers. 3,096,700.

Tyma, Louis S^ Jr. : See

—

Peabody, Gflenn R., and Tyma. 3,095,811.
Union Carbide Corp. : See

—

Anthes, Clifford C, Acomb, and Heer. 3,095,921.
Duane, John J., and Tappan. 3,096,290.
Horn. Christian F. 3.006.358.
Hubel, Karl W.. and Braye. 3.096,266.
Hubel, Karl W., and Braye. 3,096,266.
I'ennstrom, Robert O. 3,095,897.
Puyear, Robert B. 3,096,160.
Sarakauskas, Raymond V., Cox, and Thielke 3,096,288.
Tlnsley, Samuel W., and MacPeek. 3,096,315.

Unit RaU Anchor Corp. : See

—

Swanson, Edwin C. 3,095.826.

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority : See

—

Lindsay, Graham E., and Waldron. 3,096.268.
United Shoe Machinery Corp. : See

—

Annlss, Charles H., Kestell, and Tipper. 3,005,689
Peterson, Kenneth L. 3,098,999.

U.S. Industries, Inc. : See-
Brown, Norman F., and Peters. 3,095.819.
Weiser, Sidney. 3,098,982.

United States of America
Agriculture : See

—

Jeanes, AUene R., and Sloneker. 8.096,293.
Air Force : Bee—

Larson, Vincent H., and Holmberg. 8,095,901
Weber. Berthold C, and Rlsao. 8,096,187

Army : See

—

Buetow, Ralph W^ and Cox. 3,096,197
Oaule. Gerhart K., Kedesdy, and Rouge. 3,096,158
Jacobs, Harold, Brand, Melndl, and Benantl. 3,096,-

Llplnskl Henry 8. 8,098,818.
Nabreskl, Benjamin D.. and Staudte 3,095,816.
Vogt, Gottfried F. 3,096.492.
Wade, William L., Jr. 3,096,206.

Atomic Energy Commission : See

—

Cniabrek. Alex F., and Maxwell. 3,096,411
Dalrvmple, Robert S., and Nelson. 3,096.220.
De Buigne, Carl. 3,()95,973.
Halbach. Klaus. Baker, and Veron 3,096.269.
Klninton, Walter E., Koiwlman. and Hausner. 8,096,-

Myhre. Curth. 3,096.1 1 1

.

Neldlffa, Rodger V. 8,09«,488.
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United States of America

—

Contitut^
NaTy : Bee—

Attaerton. Robert R. 8,096.486. __
Ball, Joiepb L., Edmondi, and Boat. 3,090,491.
Bauer. Myron J., and Wilson. 3,096,780.
Browning, Harold. 3,090.104.
Cohen. Charlea L. 3.096.446.
Feldman, Sidney, and Lawea. 3,096,081.
Henry. Ronald A. 3.006.312.
Jansen. Tor W., and Walker. 3.095.814.
Kelly. Victor Q. 3.095,798.
LieverlnK. Dewey R. 3.096,378.
Lomaak. Morton R. 3.096.488.
Long, Jamea D. 8.096,460.
Marka. Wilbur, and Strauaser. 3.096,479.
Menzel, Wolfgang A. 3.095.735.
Mervman. Harold T. S.OO&MS.
Stiller, Bertram, and Louckea. 3,095.650.
Wurtz. Howard P., Jr. 3,098.711.

I'nlted States Steel Corp. : See—
Fenton. Qeorg^ D. 8,095.876.
Kennedy, Truman H. 3,096,173.
Sheppard. Oheeter S.. and Wilt. 3.096,341.
Slnea, Francia J. 3,095,986.

Pnlveraal Oil Products Co. : Bee—
Mlchalko. Edward. 3.096.295.

Unruh. Corneliua C. : See

—

Merrill, Stewart H., and Unruh. 8,096.811.
Unaworth, Thomaa. to Cole-Heraee Co. Non-tumbler lock for

tumberless key. 8 095,725, 7-2-63. CT. 70—846.
I'nterBtenhofer. Quntner : See--

Kuhle EJngelbett, Orewe, Unteratenhofer, Boneea, and
Wegler. 3.096.237.

VEB Kamera- und Kinowerke Dresden : See—
Loose. Erhard, KrOmer. and Hahn. 3,095,798.

Vanant Co., Inc. : Bety—
aaulke. Arthur W. 3,095,970.

Van Antwerpen, Lloyd D. <'arton for ahipnlnK different sizes

of fragile articles. 3,095,971, 7-2-63, CI. 206—62.
VancherC Frank J. : See—

Wright, Oscar L.. Mauateller. and Vanrherl. 3,096,382.

Van Cott, Harrison C, to Coming Olasa Works. Method of

making a sintered ceramic article. 3,096,159, 7-2-63, CI.

25—167.
Vandale Corp. : Bee—

BUBChbom, Floyd E. 3,095,985.
Van Elten, Oerrit J. Apparatus for prodnclng nbroua bulla

ing boards. 3,098.227^ 7-2-63, CI. 1.^6—372.
Vann, Henry E., and T. ^. Keeling, to Ratby Engineering Co.

Ltd. Stop devices for facilitating automatic feeding of bar

Btock into machine toota. 8,095,771, 7-2-6Q, CI. 82—34.
Varta Aktiengeeellschaft : Bee—

Voas. Ernat, and Debmelt. 3,096,215.

Veeder-Root, Inc. : See—
BUu. Harvey N., and White. 3,096,018.

Vercoulen, Johannea C. A. : Bee—
Swenker. Martin D. P.. and Vercoulen. 3,096,089.

Verdol, Joseph A., to Sinclair Research Inc. Eaters of an
oxyalkylated phenol-formaldehyde resin aa a lubricating oil

detergent. 3,096,286, 7-2-63, CI. 252—57.

Vere-Nellaon, Chriatopher B. : Sec-
Perdue, Jack, and Vere-Neilson. 3,006,051.

Veron^ Dldier : Bee— „ ,^„ „„^
rialbach, Klaus, Baker, and Veron. 3,096,269.

Vickera-ArmatrongB (Engineers) Ltd. : See-
Parker. William S. 3,096,127.

Vlckera, Paul T. : See

—

_ ^ , „. , .,
Amann. Charles A., Collman, Haushalter, Rlcketts,

Tuninen, and Vlckers. 3,095,700,

V 1 Hers. Philippe : Sec— » ^. „.,
Rood, Robert M, and Villers. 3,095.961.

, ,

Voxel Charles B., to Shell Oil Co. Dual range acoustical

well logging. 3,096,502. 7-2-63, CI. 340— 18.

VoKt, Gottfried F., to United States of America, Army. < ar

rler auppreaaed modulator. 3,096.492, 7-2-63, CI. 332-43.
Voller Rolf, to Fortuna Werke Spezlalmaschinenfabrik Akti-

engeeellachaft. Automatic balancing arrangement for grind-

ing wheela. 3,095,676, 7-2-63. CI. 51— 169.

VoUnardt. Fromut, and J. Gevecke, to Schmidfache Heiaa-

dampf-Oeaellachaft. Moving grate assembly. 3,095,839,

7-2-68. 01. 110—40. ^ „ . ; ,

Von Arx, Ellen D. G., to Johnson k Johnson. Polyvinyl pyr-

rolidone pressure sensitive adhesive and tape containing
aame. 3,096,202, 7-2-63, CI. 117—68.5.

Von Den Hoff. Johan P. H. : See—
De Haan, Johannes, and Ton Den Hoff. 3,096,826.

Von Each, Anne M., and W. R. Sherman to Abhott Labora-

tories. 4,ebls(trlhalomethyl) or 4.6-diloweralkyl 2-(5 nl

trofuryl) pyrlmidlnes. 8,096,332, 7-2-63. CI. 26(>—251.
Von Strandtmann, Maximilian : Bee—

Shavel. John, Jr., and von Strandtmann. 3,096.246.

Vosa Ernst, and K. Dehmelt, to Varta Aktlengesellschaft.

Sealed storage battery. 3,006,215. 7-2-63. CT. 186—6.

VuUlet-Durand, Jacguea. Telecontrol toy vehicle. 3.095,987,

7-2-63, a. 180—2.
Walner, Eugene, and E. F. Mayer, to Horijons Inc. Method

of making inorganic fibers. 3,096,144. 7-2-63. CI. 18—54.

Waldron. Claude F., to American Bosch Arma Corp. Wind-
shield wiper. 8.095,597, 7-2-63, CI. 16—250.17.

Waldron, Sidney J. J. : See -
Lindsay. Graham E.. and Waldron. 8.096.268.

Walker, Brooka. Vehicle lifting and traversing device. 3,095,-

936, ^-2-63, CI. 180—1.

Walker, Donald F. : Bee—
Angus. Ernest T., and Walker. 3.096,467.

Walker, George H. F. : See— »

Turner, John A. W. and, J. N.. and Walker. 3,096.289.

: Bee—
and Walker. 8,096,814.
Article sterllislnf, deodorising and ac-
and apparatus. 8.096,148, 7-2-63, CI.

3,096.705.

8,095,691, 7-2-

Walker, William B.
Jansen, Tor W.,

Walker, Willis Jr.
counting process
21—C8.

Wallace. Derek H. : Bee—
Tabberer, Georae. and Wallace.

Wallace ft Tiernan Inc. : See

—

Hays, Edwin E.. and Swift. 8,096,241.
Klrwan, John O. 8.096,745.

Waller William C. Chain links or the Uke.
63 CI. 69—88.

Willi, Ernst. Appiu'atua for gradually lifting constmctkon
parts manufactured on a building yard. 3,096,076, 7-2-63,
CI. 254—89.

Wallln, Howard L. : Bee—
Melvln, Paul A., and Wallln. 8,096,789.

Walsh Mfg. Co. : See

—

Mead, Harold €. 8,096,856.
Walatrom, Leslie R., to Fabrl-Tek Inc. Automatic wire atrlp-

plng device. 3,096.768. 7-2-68. CT. 81—9.51.
Walter, Hermlne J. Reaction motors. 3,096,694, 7-2-63,

CI. 60—35.6.
Waltera. Robert E.. to Allen-Bradley Co. Relay. 8,096,415,

7-2-68, CT. 200—124.
Wamser, Chrlstlsn A., to Air Redaction Co.. Inc. Oxldlser

comprising tetranltromerthane and nitrogen pentoxide and
method of producing thrust therewith. 3,096,693, 7-2-63,
a. 60—86.4.

Wanner, Keith W., to Corduroy Rubber Co. Torque transmit
ting bearing. 3,096,106. 7-2-68. CI. 287—63.

Ward. Thomaa C. : Bee—
BlUott, Louis J., and Ward. 3.096.472.

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. : S«e

—

Babson. Arthur L. 3,096.251.
Docxl. John. 3.096.246.
Shavel. John. Jr.. and von Sitrandtmann. 3.096,246.

Warning Utes Co^ Inc. : See

—

Atkins, Lyle D., and Holmgreen. 8,006,027.
Warren, Robert A., to Servel, Inc. Valve for venting fluid.

8,096,216, 7-2-68, CI. 186—6.
Warrick, Frederick P. Film driving means In a highspeed

camera. 8,096,778, 7-2-68, CI. 88—17.
Washburn, Robert M. : See

—

Bloom, Murray, and Washburn. 8,096,870.
Washburn. T. F.. Co. : Bee—

Tinker. George H.. and Winkler. 8.096,198.
Waters. Charlea B.. and R. L. Wells, to Allied Chemical Corp.

suspensions of ureaform In liquid mixed fertilisers. 8,096,-
168. 7-2-63. CI. 71—28.

Weber. Berthold C. and H. F. Rliso, to United BUtes of
America, Air Force. Slllcon-boron-oxygen refractory mate-
rial. 8,096.187. 7-2-68, CI. 106—66.

Wegler, Richard : Bee—
Kuhle, Bngelbert, Orewe, Untentenbofer, Boimm, and

Wegler. 8^0,287.
Wehlann. Gerald B. : See

—

Brllmyer, Harold Q., and Wehlann. 8,096,776.
Weldlnger, Hans : See

—

Lange. Ouenter, Leutiel, Wlppet, Weldlnger, and Krans.
8,090,820.

Welkart, Warren D. : Bee—
Bom. Lester R.. Jr., and Welkart. 8,096.678.

Weinsteln, Abraham S. Ratchet wrench. 8,096,769, 7-2-63.
CI. 81—97.

Weiser, Sidney, to U.S. Industries, Ine. Compliant support
for material handling apparatus. 8,096,982, 7-2-63, CI.
214—1.

Weiss, Leonard W. : See

—

Billottl, Paul, and Weiss. 3,096,776.
Wellock, Robert R. : Bee—

Kendall, Delvln E., Jr., Mack, and Wellock. 3,096,046.
Wells, Arthur F., Jr., C. Dolphin, and R. R. Gobert. to

National Steel Corp. Contacting elongated flexible mate-
rial with liquid. 3.096.214, 7-2-08, CI. 184—15.

Wells, Rodney L. : See

—

Waters, Charles E., and Wells. 8,096,168.
Wencsler k Heldenhaln : Bee—

Burkhardt, Horst. 8,096 441.
Western Metal Specialty Division, Western Industrtea, Inc. :

Bee—
Poliln, Lester A. 8,006,118.

Westlnghouse Air Brake Co. : Bee—
Allison^ Leslie R. 8,096,006.
SUrk, bonald B. 8,096,188.

Weston, Blley N. : Se»

—

Behauer, Paul J., and Weston.

Whalen, Milton W. Ufe jacket.
842.

White, George W. : See

—

Bliss, Harvey N., and White.

White Sewing Machine Corp. : See

—

Balcom, George A., and Archbold. 8,096,998.

Whitman, John H., to Applied Arts Corp. Coat hanger dis-
penser. 8,096,958. 7-2-03. CI. 194—10.

Whitman, Robert M., to Rleael Paper Corp. Carbon im-
pregnated paper and method of making same. 8,090,229,
7-2-68. CI. 162—185.

Wlands. Clarence L.. R. C. Cline, and R. G. Rose, to F. L.
Russell Corp. Basel binder for pages reading on lines
parallel with the binding. 8,096,1(^, 7-2-^/ CI. 281—88.

Wier. Harvey J., Br. Fish scaler and cleaner device. 8.096,-
601. 7-2-^3. CI. 17—6.

Wight. Robert D.. to General Motors Corp. Idler arm support
bearing. 8,096.128. 7-2-68. CI. 808—36.1.

Wightwick. Audrey. Patterns for the manufacture of gar-
menU. 8.096,649, 7-2-63, CI. 88—12.

8,006,291.

8,006.587. 7-2-68, CI.

8,006,018.

LIST OF PATENTEES zxni

Wilcox, Stanley W., O. M. Hunt, and A. F. Fassnacht, de-
ceased (by M. A. Fasanacht, admlnlatratrix), to Seismograph
Service Corp. Voting machine. 8,096,017, 7-2-63, CI.
235—54.

Wlldberger, Leon H., Sr. Automatic coffee maker. 3,096,-
427. 7-2-63jCl. 219—44.

Wilder. John W. : See

—

Hull. David C. Hagemeyer. and Wilder. 3.096,317.
Wlllems, Peter. Apparatus for generating oscillations in fluid.

3.096,080, 7-2-63, CI. 259—1.
Williams, Arthur T., and W. D. Smith; said Smith, assor. to

C. R. Tidland. Roller for surfacing purposes. 3,095,634.
7-2-63, Cl. 29—113.

Williams, Cecil E., to Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. Signal
processing apparatus. 3,096,501, 7-2-63, Cl. 340—15.5.

Williams. Garnet M. E. : See—
Churchill. John A., and Williams. 3.096,094.

Williams, Jack L. R. : See—
Laakso, Thomas M., and Williams. 3.096,305.

Williams, Richard A., to Phllco Corp. Method of manufac-
turing aemiconductlve device. 3,096,259, 7-2-63, Cl. 204—
16.

Wilson, Frederick E. J., to Avery Hardoll Ltd. Liquid meters.
3,095.741, 7-2-63, Cl. 73—233.

Wilson, George A., to I-T-E Circuit Breaker Co. Unitary
multi-phase terminal support. 8,096,423, 7-2-63, Cl. 200—
168.

Wilson, Richard C. : See

—

Bauer, Myron J., and Wilson. 8.095.780.
Wilson, Robert C, and H. B. Freyermutn, to General Aniline
k Film Corp. Reaction of 4-amlno-l,8-naphthaIimides and
aromatic dilaocyanates, and resulting products. 3,006,333,
7-2-63, Cl. 260—281.

Wilt, Myron H. : See

—

Sheppard, Chester S., and Wilt. 3,096,341.
Wimmer, Karl : See

—

Datow, Joachim, and Wimmer. 3,096,361.
Wince, Vearl 8. : See

—

Franck, Kurt, and Wince. 3,096,033.
Winkler. William B. : See-

Tinker, George H., and Winkler. 3,096,193.
Winn, Henry J. Fence panels for roadways. 3,096,079, 7-2-

63, Cl. 256—24
Winter, Herbert G. : See

—

Hollenbaugh, William J., and Winter. 3,095,737.
Wintershall Aktiengesellschaft : See

—

Schmldlapp, Kurt. 3,096,084.
Wlppel, Hans O. : Bee—

Lange, Guenter, Luetsel, Wlppel, Weldlnger, and Krans.
3,096.820.

Witt, Arnold : See

—

Homola, Friedrich. and Witt. 8,096,078.
Woerther, Clarence J., to International Minerals k Chemical

Corp. Process for preparing slow release fertilizer com-
posttiong. 3,096,171, 7-2-63, Cl. 71—64.

Wolf, Gottlieb, to Sulzer Preres, 8.A. Two-stroke dlesel

engine with an exhaust gas driven turboblower. 3,095,692,
7-2-63, Cl. 60—13.

Wolfensperger, Adolph, to Rockwell Mfg. Co. Plug valve
construction. 3,096,070. 7-2-63. Cl. 251—214.

Wolman, Lane L. : See

—

Hill. James B.. Levlnson. and Wolman. 3.096.447.
Woods, Bernard N. : See

—

Shepherd, Sydney A., and Wooda. 3,095,013.
Woodward. Stewart A., to General Electric Co. Multiple

push button switch. 3.095,766, 7-2-63, Cl. 74—503.
Woollenweber, William B., Jr., J. A. Hardy, and G Paul,

to Schwitzer Corp. Anti-whirl bearing. 3.096.126. 7-2-63,
Cl. 808—9.

to Bethlehem Steel
3,096,256, 7-2-63.

and Kosmln.

Camera shutter.

7-2-63. a.

3.096.048.

Worthen, Eugene P., and F. S. Barbour,
Co. Multistage flash distilling plant.
Cl. 202—173.

Worthington Corp. : See —
Nobles, Wilbur D., and Cardlllo. 3,095,618.

Wright, Clyde B. : See

—

Ingwer, Carl H., Wright, and Weibel. 3,005,772.
Wright, George C, to Norwich Pharmacal Co. N-carbethoxy

aminoacid 5 nitrofurfurylidene. 3,096,347, 7-2-63, Cl
260—347.5.

Wright, Oscar L., J. W. Mausteller, and F. J. Vancherl. to
MSA Research Corp. Refining benzene with a sodium and
potassium metal alloy. 3.096,382, 7-2-63, Cl. 260—674.

Wunderllch, Gerhard, and H. Sippel, to M. Grundig. Record
cards for business machines and means for emtK>B8ing the
same. 3,096,432, 7-2-68, Cl. 235—61.12.

Wurtz Howard P., Jr., to United States of America, Navy.
Double cryostat. 3,095,711 7-2-63, Cl. 62—614.

Wyandotte Chemicals Corp. : Bee—
Gainer, Harold, and Cenker. 3,096,330.
Langdon, William K., and Kokorudz. 3,096.331.

Wyczalek, Floyd A. : See

—

Marks, Craig, and Wyczalek. 3,095,866.
Wygant, James C. : See-

Smith, Franklin D., Prill, Wygant
3,096,366.

Yates, Harold W., to Barnes Engineering Co.
3,095,795, 7-2-63. Cl. 96—63.

Yohe, Lester N. Traction device. 3,095,919,
152—236.

York Production Engineering Co., Inc. : See

—

Smith, Dale R. 3,095,884.
Yost, Paul E. Heated gas generator for balloon

7-2-63, Cl. 244—31.
Young, Aubrey A., to Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.

Vasodilator drug mixtures and exclpient therefor. 3.096,-
242, 7-2-63, Cl. 167—65.

Young. Clinton J. T., to Outlook Engineering Corp. Marker
light. 3,096,024. 7-2-63, Cl. 240—1.2.

Young, William G.. to Miller Printine Machinery Co. Sheet
holding and transfer mechanism for presses. 3,096,088,
7-2-63. Cl. 271—51.

Zadoff. Solomon : See

—

Frank. Robert L., and Zadoff. 3,006.482.
Zaffrann. Ralph D. : See

—

Griggs, William H.. and Zaffrann. 3,096.231.
Zalger. Max : See

—

Golub, Leo. and Zalger. 3.095.583.
Zandman, Felix, to The Budd Co. Photoelastimetric appa-

ratus for stress analysis. 3,096,175, 7-2-63, Cl. 88— 14.
Zeek, Richard M. : See

—

Planlgan, Eugene E., and Zeek. 3.095.706.
Flanigan, Eugene E., and Zeek. 3,095,707.

Zeisloft, Harry C. : See—
Brown. Arthur E.. Gaeke, HlUer, and Zeisloft. 3,096,702.

Zenith Radio Corp. : See

—

Hardy, Maurice E. 3,096.003.
Zerln Marjory : See

—

Barricks, Joseph B. 3,095.669.
Zlmmer, John T., to Raytheon Co. Moving target indicator

systems. 3,096,514. 7-2-63. Cl. 343—7.7.
Zlmmerley, Stuart R., A. E. Back, R. R. Beck, and H, H. Pick,

to Kennecott Copper Corp. Rotary furnace production of
sponge iron. 3.096,172. 7-2-63, Cl. 76—33.

Zoellle, Ferdinand: See-
Jakob. Hans. 3,095,720.

Zurn Industries, Inc. : See

—

Sahlmann, Louis H., and Kane. 3,095,713.
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1— 44.5

2—

5—
G—
8—

49
8:

51:

19:

110:

145:

187:

192:

249:

99:

12:

21:

41:

63:

85:

94,25:
9— 1:

340;

342:
10- 43:

12— 33:

141:

14— 72:

15—104. 3:

234:

235.4:
250.01:
250.02:

260.17:
571:

ni-

ls-

19—

20-

21—

22—

23-

24-

25

28

29—

30—

49:

163:

5:

23:

25:

5:

6:

8:

14

30
34
36

42:

54:

55:

61:

99:

im.
2:

55:

2.7:

58:

9:

10:

64:

65. 1

:

75:

155:

14:

14.5:

50:

91:

121:

143:

144:

151:

232:

273:

66:

217:

225:

263:

36:

45:

157:

1:

20:

72:

2:

113:

155.57:

155. 62:

166. 8:

197:

202:

203
411

419
460
527
63

283

. 095. 572
, 095. 573
.095.674
, 095. 675
. 095. 576

. 095, 577

. 096. 578

. 095. 579

.095.680

. 095. 581

.095.582

.095.583
, 095. 684
.096.139
. 096. 140

.096. 141

. 096. 142

. Vm, 143

. 095. 585

. 095. 586

. 095, 587

. 095. 588

, 095. 589

.
095,i590

. 095. 591

. 095. 592

. 095. 593

. 095. 594

. 095. 696

. 095, 596

. 095, ,W7

. 095, 59S

. 095. 599

. 095, 600
, 095. 601

.095.602
,095.603
.095,604
. 095. 606

.095.606

. 095. 607

, 095. 608
.095.609
,095,610
.095,611
.095.612
.095,613
. 096, 144

. 096. 146

.096.146

.095.614

.095.615

. 095, 616

.095.617

.096.147
, 096, 148

.096,618

.095.619

.095,620

.095,621

. 095, 622

. 095, 623

.096.149
;. 096, 150
i. 096, 151

,096.152
. 096. 163

:. 096. 154
': 096. 155

,096.156
,096. l.')7

. 0(<6. ]SS

, 095, 624

. 095, 625

. 095, 626
, 095, 627

. 095. 628
, 095. 629
.096. 159

. 095, 630
,095.631
. 095, 632
. 095. 633

. 095, 6;<4

. 095. 635

. 095, 636

. 095. 6.37

.096. 160

.. 09.5. 638

, 095, 639
:. 095, 640
.095,641
. 095. 642
. 095. 643

. 095, 644

. 095, 645

,095.646

31—
32—
33—

34—

35—

36—

37—
40—
43—

45-

46—

47 -

50-

51—

53-

55—
66-

67—

58—
59—
60—

62

64

m-

6»-

70--

45:

40:

12:

46:

168:

179,5:

1:

33:

43:

45:

183:

9:

10.4:

30:

2.5:

7.6:

44:

72:

43:

166:

5:

21.2:

42. 19:

129:

131:

25:

179:

17:

251:

477:

98:

141:

148:

169:

30:

124:

198:

16:

• 17:

339:

400.12:
34:

64:

67:

68.3:

100:

106:

120:

28:

88:

13:

35.4:
35.64:
35.6:

36
39.02
39. 2

39 28

39.35
39.45
39 46
39.66
39 74

53
3

117
514

3

9
11

21

27
8

125

133

43
133

207

69
146
346
383
451

2. 1

28
59
64

23:

49.1:

67:

80:

3,095,647
3, 096, 648
3, 095. 649
3. 095. 660
3.095.651
3. 095. 662
3.096.161
3. 096. 162
3, 096. 163

3, 096. 164

3. 096. 165

3. 095. 653
3. 095, 664
3. 096. 387
3, 096, 655
3.095.656
3, 096. 667
3. 095. 658
3. 095. 659
3. 095. 660
3.095.661
3, 095, 662
3.095.663
3,096.664
3.095.665
3.095,666
3, 095. 667
3. 095. 668
3. 095. 669

Jf 095, 670
a! 095. 671

3, 095. 672
3. 095. 673
3. 095. 674
3. 095. 675

3. 095. 676
3. 095. 677
3. 095. 678
3.096. 166

3. 095. 679
3. 095. 680
3. 095. 681

3. 095. 682
3.095.683
3,096.684
3,096,685
3.096.686
3, 095. 687
3.096.688
3. 096. 689
3. 095. 690
3. 095, 691

3, 095. 692
3, 095, 693
3, 095, 697
3, 095, 694
3, 096. 695
3. 095. 696
3. 095. 698
3, 095. 699
3. 095. 700
3. 095. 701

3. 096. 702
3, 095, 703

3. 095, 704
3. 095. 705
3. 095. 706
3. 095. 707

3. 095. 708
3. 095. 709
3,095.710
3,095,711
3.095,712
3.09.5.713

3.09.5.714

3.095.715
3.095.716
3.095.717
3.09.5. 71H

3.095.719
3. 095. 720
3. 095. 721

3.096.722
3. 095. 723

3. 095. 724
3.095.725
3. 095. 726
3. 095, 727
3. 096, 167

3. 096. 168

3. 096. 169
3.096.170
3.096,171
3, 095, 728

3,095,729
3,095,730
3,095,731

74—

73— 88:

91:

136:

147:

151:

159:

181:

190:

204:

233:

336:

339:

382:

412:

422:

26:

44:

84:

107:

142:

217:

248:

471:

472:

503:

687:

701:

710. 5:

715:

720. 5:

754:

763:

785:

792:

75— 33:

60:

226:

77- 62:

81— 9.51:

97:

82—

84—
85—

88—

2:

34:

100:

2:

37:

484:

7:

31:

14:

24
75

89- 1.7

27
90— 1.6
91—

93-
94—

95—

96—
98—
99—

100—

101-

102-

1

42
454

88
44
45
10

11

11.5
45
,53

H9

94

27

37
59

94

140:

150:

289:

312:

19:

50:

53:

97:

173:

19:

149. 2:

217:

351:

415. 1:

27:

43:

49:

3,095.732
3.095.733
3. 095. 734
3. 095, 735
3. 095. 736
3, 095. 737
3. 095. 738
3. 095. 739
3. 095. 740
3. 095. 741

3. 095, 742

3. 095. 743

3. 095. 744

3. 095. 745
3, 095, 746
3. 095, 747

3. 095, 748
3. 095, 749
3. 095. 750
3. 095, 751

3. 095, 752
3. 095, 7.53

3. 095. 754

3. 095. 755
3. 095. 756
3. 095. 757

3. 095. 758

3. 095, 759
3, 095, 760
3.095.761
3. 095, 762
3. 095, 763
3. 095, 764
3, 095, 765
3. 095. 766
3. 096, 172

3.096,173
3.096. 174

3. 095. 767
3. 095, 768
3. 095. 769
3. 095. 770
3. 095. 771

3. 095, 772
3. 095, 773
3. 095, 774

3, 095. 775
3, 095. 776
3. 095. 777
3,096,175
3,0%, 388
3. 095, 778
3, 095, 779
Re, 25, 408
3. 096. 389
3, 095, 780
3, 095, 781
3. 095, 782
3, 095, 783

3. 095. 784
3, 095, 785
3, 095. 786
3, 095, 787

3. 095. 788
3. 095. 789
3, 095, 790
3, 09 ,791

3, 095. 792
3, 095. 793
3, 095. 794
3, 095, 795
3, 095, 796
3, 095. 797
3. 095. 798
3,096,176
3. 095, 799
3.096, 177

3.096.17s
3.096.179
3,096. 180

3.096,181
3, 095, 800

3. 095, 801

3, 095, 802
3. 095. 803
3. 095. 804
3. 095. 805
3. 095. 806

3. 095. 807
3. 095. 808
3, 095, 809
3. 095. 810
3,095.811
3. 095. 812

3. 095. 813
3, 095, 814

102-

103-

104-

106—

106-

107-

108-

10»-
110—
112—

70:

84:

95:

11:

52:

9(k

103:

114:

117:

152:

163:

2:

130:

144:

163:

369:

410:

1:

15:

20:

39:

52:

65:

97:

236:

273:

275:

281:

287:

1:

3:

15:

25:

48:

53:

80:

40:

79:

113-

114-

115-

116-

117-

118

119

12(>

122

123

124-

125-

126-

128-

104:
- 44:

111:
- 43.5:

66. 5:

202:

230:
- 18:

25:
- 124:

2:

8.5:

32:

33.5:

37:

46:

54:

62. 2:

68.5:

75:

98:

107. 2:

121:

138. 8:

201:

216:

224:
- Ill:

f>38:

3:

5:

14. (M:

20:

75:

109:

151:

-42 03

:

45 4:

379:

479:

- 55:

196:

5:

3:

23:
- 25:

271.2:

2:

2. 05:

57

78
146

260

3, 095,

3.095,
3. 095.

3.095,

3.095,

3.095,
3.095.
3.096.

3.095.
3.095.

3.095.

3.095,

3.095.
095,

095,

095,

095.

096.

3, 096,

3,096,
3.096.

3,096.

3.096,

3.096,

3.096.

3.096.

3,096,

3,096.

3.096.

3.095,

3,095.

3,095,

3.095,
3.095,

3.095.

3, 095.

3.095.
3,095.

3,095,

3.095,

3.095.

3,095.

3,095.
3.095.

3,095.

3.095.

3. 095.

3.095,

3.095.
3.096.

3.096.

3.096.
3.096.
3.096,

3.096.

3.096.
3,096,

3,096,

3.096.

3,096,

3.096.
3,096.

3.096,

3.096,

3,096.
3, 096,

3, 09<;.

3, 096.

3, 096.

3. 095,

3, (>95,

3, im,^.

3, (m.
3, (»95,

3, 095.

3, 095,

3,(195,

3, 1195.

3, (>',)5.

3, 095,

3, 095,

3, 0>)5,

3. 095,

3.09.5,

3, 095,

K('.25.

3. 095,

3. 095.

3. 095,

3, 095,

3, 095,

3. 095,

3, 095,

3.095.

3.095.

3,095,

815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824

825
826

827
828
829
830
831

182
183

184

185
186

187

188

189
190

191

192

193

832
833

834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841

842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851

194

195

196
197

198
199

200
201

202
203
204

205
206
207

208
209
21(1

211

212

213
\52
S53
\M
855
856
8,57

858
H59
MK)
K61

8<i2

H*i3

S64

865

86»i

8«i7

41(1

8«iH

869
870
871
S72
873
h74

875

876
877

128-

131-

134-

135-
136—

290
291
418
652
17

84
8M
15

58:

5

6

137

107

121

3
1(1

14

63
85:

101. 11

216
267
387:

448:

454. 2:

516.25:

522:

554:

625.25
625.28:
625 33:

625. 62:

625. 67:

138—
139—

140—

107:

75:

127:

370:

124

141-
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TM 2 OFFICIAL GAZETTE
N.D. 111. (Chicago). Doc. 68o472. T\e Wilcom-Oay Corpora-
tion . Majeatic Electronic*. Ltd.

B^. S: sm.m. (See Reg. No. 567,750.)

B«c. N», 87MM. (Bee Reg. No. 501,128.)

B«r. No. ••1,71« (FLKXITIZED), Plexltlied, Inc., Flexible
collar lining, particularly suitable for use In tJiirts and the,iw. ...^ o^ 23 jggg jj^ S.D.N.Y., DOC./62/93. J^Jwrt-
llke,

July 2, 1963

tiaei. Inc. et al. y. National Flexitited Corporation tt al
Jadgment for plaintiffs Mar. 26, 1»«3.

B«r. N». MS.7W. (See Reg. No. 501,128.)

Beg. N«. •n^M (DANCING WATERS). Dancing Waters
Inc.. Entertainment service In the nature of fountain dU-
plays. filed Mar. 22. 19«3. D.C.. S.D.N. Y.. Doc. 63/811
Dancing Watert, Inc. y. National Broadcatting Co.. Inc

V

MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION
The following marks ar« ptibUahed in compliance with section 12 (a) of the Trademark Act of 1946. Notice of oppo-

sition under section 13 uulj be filed within thirty days of this publication. See Rules 2.101 to 2.105.

At proTlded by eectlon 81 of said act, a fee of twenty-five dollars mast accompany each notice of opposition.

n^mm 1 _ D«ia« MM Daw*Iw I* * ii«f nB^S-il« SN 150,066. Raymond T. Johnson, d.b.a. Johnson's Flower
Uass 1-Kaw or Partly Preparea matenals Center, Washington, d.c. med juiy 30. 1962.

SN 134,661. Nnraerymen's Exchange, Inc., San Francisco.

Calif. Filed Dee. 22, 1961.

RED WING
For Nursery Plants.

First ase in June 1961.

OUR BUSINESS IS
BLOOMING

Owner of Reg. No. 722,700.

For Cut Flowers. Floral Pieces. Plants. Nursery Stock.

Dried Foliage Decorating Materials, Top Soil, and Bulbs.

First use Apr. 30, 1957.

SN 136.978. Kimber Turkey Breeding Farms. Inc.. Fremont,

Calif. FUed Jan. 17, 1962. SN 150,299. York Feather A Down Corp.. Brooklyn. N.Y.

Filed Aug. 1, 1962.

YORK
For Feathers and Down.
First use on or about Aug. 19, 1926.

SN 150.609. Phillips Petrolenm Company. Bartlesvllle.

Okla. Filed Aug. 6. 1962.

AM>lieant disclaims the word "Turkeys" apart from the

mark as shown, as well as the representation of the turkeys. owner of Reg. No. 579,894.
Owner of Beg. Nos. 616,704, 678,260, and 684,948. p^^ Carbon Compounding Material Used Principally as a

For Live Turkeys. pj,j„ j^ Rubber or Synthetic Rubber.
First use Apr. 3, 1961 ; in the year 1930 as to "Kimber." p,„j ^^ ^^ ^^ ^j^^ut June 14, 1962. -

8N 142,180. Excel-Mineral Company, Inc., Loa Angeles, gj^ i50,610 Phillips Petroleum Company, BarUesvlUe,
Calif. FUed May 10, 1962. okla. Filed Aug. 6, 1962.

CLEAN-DRI
For Grannlar, Fluid-Absorbent Material Used To Absorb

Oil, Or^se, Water and the Like From Floors and Similar

Surfaces, as a Utter for Small Animals, and as a Plant

Mnldi. '

First ase May 28, 1»64.

SN 142,738. Regal Pet Centers, Inc., Jacksonville, Fla. Filed

Apr. 20, 1062.

PURR LITTER
For Qroand Clay and/or Treated Cellulose Material Used

for Litters for Cats.

First use Mar. 10, 1968.

Owner of Reg. No. 679,894.

For Carbon CcHnpounding Material Used Principally

Filler In Rubber or Synthetic Rubber.

First use on or about June 14, 1962.

as a

SN 149,149. Western Peat Co. Ltd., Delta, British Colum-

bia, Canada. Filed Joly 16, 1962.

CARIBOU
Priority claimed ander Sec. 44(d) on Canadian applica-

tion filed Jan. 20, 1962; Beg. No. 127,359, dated July 20,

1962.

For Sphagnom Peat

SN 153,791. Minnesota Mining and Blanufacturing Company,
St. Paul, Minn. Filed Sept. 24, 1962.

SCOTCHPLY
Owner of Reg. Nos. 605,301 and 730,984.

For Plastic Sheet Material for use in the Industrial ArU.
First use June 29, 1962.

TM 3
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SN 154,086. American Cyanamld Company, Wayne, N.J.

Filed Sept. 28. 1962.

8N 148,662. Shoe*8heen Products Corporation, New York,

NY. Filed July 9, 1962.

CYANASET APPLITUBE
(iwner of Reg. Nos. 587.090, 731,353, and others.

For Cross-Linking Shoe Stlffeners In Sheet Form.

First use June 1. 1962.

For Container Tubes With Applicators Sold Empty for

Dispensing Shoe Polish.

First use Aug. 18, 1960.

SN 155,399. Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft. Trolsdorf,

Germany. Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

TROFIL
Owner of German Reg. No. 719,292, dated Nov. 4, 1958.

For Filaments. Bristles, and Bands of Synthetic Materials,

Such as High-Molecular Polyoleflns.

SN 150,643. Sonoco Products Company, Hartsville, S.C.

Filed Aug. 6, 1962.

REDI-SPOUT
For Folding Boxes and Cartons With Dispensing Spout.

First use June 11, 1962.

SN 157,947. Sun Oil Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Nov. 26, 1962.

SUN-LITE
For Charcoal Lighter Fluid.

First use July 10, 1962.

SN 151,828. Interstate Bag Company, Inc., Walden, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 24, 1962.

GLOSSTONE
For Paper Bags.

Firat uae Aug. 14, 1962.

/

SN 158,167. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company,

St. Paul, Minn. Filed Nov. 29, 1962.

BURNIL

SN 183,881. Haveg Industries, Inc., Wilmington, Del. Filed

Sept. 25, 1962.

HAVEG
Owner of Reg. No. 374,009.

For Containers—Namely, Plastic Cups.

First UM Oct. 19, 1960.

For Platelets of Synthetic Mica.

First use Nov. 7, 1962.
SN 156,304. Kennedy Car Liner and Bag Company Incorpo-

rated, Shelbyvllle, Ind. Filed Oct. 81, 1960.

SN 158,671. York Feather k Down Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 6, 1962.

MINI-GRIP

SAN-0-TAN

For Bags Formed of Synthetic Plastic.

First use on or about Sept. 18, 1962.

For Feathers and Down.
First use on or about Nov. 28, 1962.

SN 162,051. Norba Aktiebolag, Blomstermala, Sweden.

Filed Jan. 14, 1963.

NORBA
SN 158.990. Monsanto Chemical Company. St. Louis. Mo.

Filed Dec. 12, 1962.

SPECKELON
For Fiber and Filaments.

First use Nov. 7, 1962.

Qass 2— Receptacles

SN 139.721. D. J. Alexander Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Mar. 13, 1962.

LITTER BUTT
Applicant hereby disclaims the exclusive right to the use

of the word "Litter" apart from the mark as shown.

For Small Slie Waste Cans.

First use Apr. 23, 1961.

SN 139,905. Van Brode Milling Co., Inc., Clinton, Mass.

Filed Mar. 14, 1962.

BERMUDA BOATS
Applicant disclaims the exclusive right to the word

"Boats" apart from the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. No.

705,756.

For Plastic Dishes.

First use Nov. 17, 1960.

Owner of Swedish Reg. No. 103,482, dated July 27, 1962.

For Dustbins and Parts and Fittings Therefor.

Qass 3— Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketbooks

SN 107,448. Hartmann Luggage Company, Racine, Wis.

Filed Oct. 31, 1960.

INTER-CONTINENTAL
For Hand Luggage—Namely, Train Cases, Over-Night

Cases, Utility Cases, Hat Boxea, Cosmetic Cases, and Ward-

robe Case*.

First use Oct. 13, 1960.

Qass 4— Abrasives and Polishing Materials

SN 161,228. The Hubbard Hall Chemical Company, Water-

bury, Conn. Filed Aug. 18, 1962.

Buffit
For Impregnated Metal Cleaning and Polishing Buffs.

First use June 29, 1962.
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SN 137,528. Johnson h Johnson, New Brunswick, N.J.

Filed Feb. 8, 1962.

SIGMAFLEX
For Paper Adhesive Tapes.

First uae Jaa 10, 1962.

SN 135,999. Rokeby Chemical Company, Marietta, Ohio.

Filed Jan. 17, 1962.

GUARD-ALL
The lining appearing on the drawing is for purposes of

shading only and is not intended to depict any particular

color.

For Turf Fungicide.

First use Nov. 14, 1961.

SN 163,191. F. W. Woolworth Co., New York, NY. Filed

Feb. 20, 1963.

HERALD SQUARE
Owner of Reg. Noa. 886,681, 681,192, and others.

For Rubber Cement.

First uae Mar. 28, 1962.

SN 138,156. Malcolm Bni, d.b.a. Aldermaston Sales, Glen

Cove, N.Y. Filed Feb. 19, 1964.

Flower Keep
^^""""^"^^^"^"^^^^

For Chemical Preparation for Drying and Preaervlng

Fresh Cut Flowers.

Qass 6 -Chemicals and Chemical Com- ^i «t use jan 4 1962

positions

SN 128,711. Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc., Wilmington,

Del. Filed Aug. 10, 1961.

SN 138,287. Chemical Testing Corporation, Long Island

City, NY. Filed Feb. 20, 1962.

ZYME-CLEAN
For Bacterial Enzyme That Liquefies Organic Solids in

Plumbing and Sewage Systems.

First use Jan. 22, 1962.

SN 139,724. Anodyne, Inc., d.b.a. North Shore Nameplate

Inc., Bayslde, N.Y. Filed Mar. 13, 1962.

For Chemicals and Chemical Compositions.

First uae July 8, 1961.

SN 132,936. Phoenix Gems, Inc., Phoenix, Arlg. Filed Nov.

28, 1961.

KLEEN-BIN
For Insecticidal Composition Comprising Powdered Dlato-

maceous Earth Which May on Occasion Include a Botanical

Type Insect Toxicant of a Type not Normally Toxic to Warm-

Blooded Life In the Concentrations Employed.

First use in January 1989.

For Solvent for Activating Adhesive Phenol Formaldehyde.

First use In or about February 1958.

SN 139,781. Purex Corporation, Ltd., Wilmington, Calif.

Filed Mar. 13, 1962.

RADOX
SN 133,083. Chemical Product* Corporation, East Provi-

dence, R.I. Filed Nov. 30, 1961.

CHEM-0-THANE
Owner of Reg. No. 691,836.

For Polyurethane Prepoljmera and Polyglycols.

First uae June 6, 1961.

For Compounds for the Prevention and Removal of Rust,

Water-Scale and Corrosion From Automobile Radiators, In-

dustrial Cooling Systems, Heat Exchange Apparatus, and

Similar Equipment.

Firat use Mar. 13, 1986.

SN 140,306. VlckBburg CbMnlcal Company, Newark, N.J.

Filed Mar. 20, 1962.

SN 136^43. Wendfi FU-Cyl, Inc., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 4, 1962.

SAPFLO
For Chemical Preparation for Inhibiting the Growth of

Micro-Organisma in Tap Holes of Sugar Maple Trees.

First use on or about Mar. 6, 1962.

PMKVL. SN 142,798. Alan H. Coons, d.b.a. ZIT Laboratories, Los

Angeles, Calif. FUed Apr. 23. 1962.

BUG-JUS
For Propane Oaa in ReUlable CyUndera.

rint ate Jan. 1, 1961.

For Insect Attractant and Exterminator (Non-Polaonons).

First use Mar. 15, 1962.
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SN 147,303. Pacific Vegetable Oil Corporation, San Fran- 8N 150,367. W. A. Scholten'a CbemiN Fabrl»k*n NV
ouco. Calif. Filed June 20. 1962. Poxhol. Oronlngen. NetherlanL. K^iT An, 2 l»«2

"

NYLGUM
Owner of Dutch Reg. No. 140,981, dated Feb. 23, 1961.
For SUrch and SUrch Producta for Industrial Dae.

S.\ 152,105 Valley Chemical Company, Ore«nTUle, MUs.
Filed Aug. 28. 1962.

EN-A-ME
For Insecticide.

First use May 9, 1959.

The wording "Vegetable Oils From All Over the World"
Is disclaimed apart from the mark as shown. Also, the globe
shown In the drawing Ih lined to indicate the color yellow
but no claim Is made as to the color so named.

For Safflower. Castor. Fish, Isano, Linseed and Tung Oils
and Tallow, All of Which Goods Are for Industrial Use.

First use Apr. 2. 1960. on safflower oil.

SN 162,667. Ariiona Agrochemlcal Corporation, Phoenix,
Aril. Filed Sept. 7. 1962.

FIRE-TROL
For Fire Retardant Chemicals.
First use June 29, 1962.

SN 147.703. Chicago Maitlc Company, Chicago, 111. Filed
June 26, 1962.

CERAMICRETE
For Liquid Additive for Admixture With Portland Cement

To Make Tile Setting Mortars.
First use Apr. 3. 1962.

SN 152.676. Cabot Corporation, Boston, Mass. Filed Sept.
7. 1962.

I

SN 148,623. Industrial Blochemlcals. Inc., Edison, N.J.
Filed July 9. 1062.

m
Applicant dlsctalms the words "Cabot Corporation. Boston.
MaMs.. USA." Owner of Reg. No. 302.707 and 559,109.
For Carbon Black Ised In the Plastic and Other Industries.
Mrst use Sept. 30, 1960 ; July 27, 1931. In another display.

For Gluconic Acid. Sodium Qluconate and Gluconate
Ajnines.

First use Jan. 12, 1962.

SN 153,481. Halby Products Company, Inc., Wilmington,
Del. Filed Sept. 19. 1962.

CUPLEX

SN 149,405. The Protane Corporation, Cleveland. Ohio.
Filed July 19. 1962.

For Ethylene Diamine Tetraproplonlc Add and Its Salts.
First use June 20, 1961.

SN 154,131. Metal Hydrides Incorporated, Beverly. Mass.
Filed Sept. 28, 1962.

HYDRIPULP
For Stabilized Aqueous Solution of Sodium Borohydrlde

and Sodium Hydroxide, for Use In the Pulp and Paper
Industry.

First use Mar. 20. 1962.

SN 164,495. Jet-Aer Corporation, Paterson, N.J. Filed Oct.
4, 1962.

The drawing Is lined for the colors red and blue. Owner
of Reg. Nos. 195.392 and 550,594.

For Liquified Petroleum Oas.

First uae on or about June 20, 1961.

G-66
For Gun Blue, Waterproofing Compositions for Fabric,

Leather, Boots, Dry-Flies and Feathera ; and Inaect Repellent.
First uae 1956.
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SN 164,980. LaxmaiM Ojn.b.H., Ladwlfthaften (Rhine), Qafc 1Q— FftrtJllHlff
Gemuuijr. Piled Oct. 11, IMS.

FORMEX SN 122,089. Jenaen-Sandberr, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Filed June 16, 1961.

Owner of German Reg. No. 719,106, dated Oct. 29, 1968.

For Insulating Material for Uae In the Foundry Industry

—

Namely, a Material Having High Exothermic Properties for

Insulating Risers Thereby To Retard Cooling and Hence

Solidification Thereof.

First use Apr. 8, 1968 ; in commerce Oct. 27, 1961.

SN 155,156. R. M Holllngshead Corporation, Camden, N.J.

Filed Oct. 16, 1962.

HOLLICIDE
For Combination Germicide and Fungicide.

Flnt use October 1960.

SN 166,247. Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,

Leverkusen-Bayerwerk, Germany. Filed Oct. 16, 1962.

GUSITOX
The drawing Is lined for the colors brown and green. No

claim Is made to the word "Minerals."

For Organic Fertilizer Supplements.

First use Majr 3, 1961.
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on German application

filed June 16, 1962; Reg. No. 764,056, dated Aug. 2, 1962. ^—^^-^—

''7oVAnLal';rn'd''piaft''^troylngAgent^^^ ^ w v'''V'n . k ""J);''i'J^?**
Corporation, Martlnsburg,

stroylng Agents. Vermin Destroying Agents, Insecticides **. Va. Filed N^. za, ivaz.

and Fungicides. T\/^¥ A f^

SN 166.624. S & B Distributing Co., Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed
p^,^ Limestone Prepared for Use as a Fertilizer.

Oct. 19, 1962. First use on or about Sept. 28, 1962.

KITCHENMAID
SN 167.948. Tennessee Corporation, New York, NY. Filed

For Laundry Rinse, Bleach Disinfectant, SUrch, Fabric j^^^ g^, i962.
Softener and Ammonia. '7T'D A nri?

Plrat use Oct. 5, 1962. ZillVA 1 Hi

SN 158.502. American Cyanamld Company, Wayne, N.J.
First use Sept. 7. 1962.

Filed Dec. 5, 1962.

For Agricultural Trace Mlne^l Fertilizer Supplement.

MAGNIFLOC
For Flocculating Agent.

Flnt use Sept. 21, 1962.

SN 169,050. K. I. du Pont de Nemoura and Company. Wil-

mington, Del. Filed Dec. 13, 1962.

Qass 11 - Inks and Inking Materials

SN 141,055. Bell Intercontinental Cori>oration, New York,

N.Y. Filed Mar. 29, 19eZ

CARBONICATIONS
CRONALITH

Owner of Reg. Nos. «08,302, 691,606, and othen.

For Photographic Chemicals.

Firat use Oct. 26, 1962.

For Carbon Copy Paper.

Flret use Feb. 23, 1962.

SN 150,801. Mason M&rking Systems Corporation, Norfolk,

Va. Filed Aug. 8, 1962.

SN 169.167. Martln-Blarietta Corporation, Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Dec. 14, 1962.

LAUNDERVAT

COLORMARK
For Ink.

Firat use on or about June 16, 1962.

For Dyestuffs.

Firat use on or about Nor. 19, 1062. Qass 12— ConstnictMn Materials

SN 159,307. The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich. Filed

Dec. 17, 1962.

ENIDE
For Pre-Emergence Herbicide To Control Noxious Weeds.

Firat use Sept. 21, 1962.

SN 119,133. Italtubl S.p.A., Torre AnnunziaU, lUly. Filed

May 2, 1961.

ROLLING
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Italian application

filed Mar. 11, 1961 ; Reg. No. 161,021, dated Jan. 26, 1963.

F(Nr Asbestos Cement Pipe-Joints.
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8N 139,878. Martin-Marietta Corporation, Baltimore, Md.
Filed Mar. 14, 1962.

8N 153,219. The Ruberold Company United, London, Eng-
land. Filed Sept. 14, 1962.

FURNASET MUTOFLEX
For Refractory Dolomite for Lining Furnace*.
First use on or about Feb. 28, 1962.

SN 141, S46. Sanford IndDstrles, Inc., Pompano Beach, Kla.
Filed Apr. 4, 1962.

GRIP-MASTER
Owner of Reg. No. 614,710.
For Wood Joint Connector Platefl.

First use Feb. 8, 1962.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on British Reg. No.
836.986, dated July 17, 1962.

For Bltumlnlsed Felt Materials Used for Sound Deadening
and Heat Insulating for Vehicles and Receptacles.

SN 153,474. Benjamin Foster Comaany, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed Sept. 19, 1962.

MAST-A-FAB

8N 142,012. Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa.

Filed Apr. 11, 1962.

EXPANDOFOAM
For Component for Polyurethane Foam Insulating Mate-

rial.

First use Aug. 3, 1960.

For Plain Open Weave Glass Cloth Used for Construction
and Repair In the Building Industry as a Reinforcing Mem-
brane With Surface Coatings, Such as Mastics and Adhe-
slves To Provide Improved Film Strength and as a Bridge
and Aid In Lagging Installation.

First use Aug. 10, 1962.

SN 154,510. Pomona Tile Manufacturing Company, Los
Angeles. Calif. Filed Oct. 4, 1962.

SN 143.655. Mystlk Adhesive Products, Inc., Chicago, 111.

Filed May 2. 1962.

LUBRITITE
For Tape for Use on Pipe Threads.
First use Mar. 23. 1962.

SN 150,488. American Cement Corporation, Los Angeles,
Calif. Filed Aug. 6, 1962.

Applicant hereby disclaims the representation of the goods
apart from the mark as shown.

For Ceramic Tile.

First use Oct. 1, 1961.

SN 158,914. Johns Manville Corporation, New York, NY.
Filed Dec. 11, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 693,023. FLOORINSUL
For Liquid Latex Used as an Additive for Cement Mixes.
First use Jan. 22. 1962. ^*"" Sheets Sold for Use as Sound Deadening Material in

Connection With Floors—e.g., as Underlayment for Carijet.

First use at least 1961.

SN 150.755. Caloric Conwration. Topton, Pa. Filed Aug. 8,

1962.

CALORIC
SN 159,366. Standard Industries. Inc., Tulsa, Okla. Filed

Dec. 18, 1»«2.

Owner of Reg. No. 406,669.
For Plain, Enamelled or Porcelained, Insulated or Uninsu-

lated, One Thickness or More Than One Thickness, Panels
for Use as Curtain Walls, as Roofs, as Floors, or as Parti-

tions in Buildings.

First use on or about Mar. 1, 1961.

SN 150,914. Ted 0. Austin, North Bend, Wash. Filed Aug.
10, 1962.

FULL FLEX
For Diving Boards.
First use July 2, 1962.

For Hot Mix Cold Laid Asphalt, for Use in Surfacing
Roads, Car Parking Lots, or the Like, and/or Patching Such
Roads and Parking Lots.

First use on or about Nov. 5, 1962, in bulk form.
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Class 13 -Hardware and Plumbing and ^Va^'J?! A^pr.t
^961'^""' ""*' """• '"' ^*°'*'^"^'"^-

Steam-Fitting Supplies GOLDEN JET
SN 139.277. Curtis Indn.trie.. Inc.. EasUake, Ohio. Filed For Water Systems Including Home Water Pumping

Mar. 7. 1962. Systems.

First use Not. 3, 1961.

SN 141,427. Flint k Walling Mfg. Co., Inc., Kendallville,

Ind. Filed Apr. 3, 1962.

MERCURY JET
For Water Systems Including Home Wat*r Pumping

Systems.
First use May 2, 1961.

Applicant disclaims the word "Industries" apart frmn the

mark shown. ~—^^^^^~-
For Hardware—Namely, Bolts, Nuts, Wood and MeUl „ m. ». wr ,.• «« /-. t ^ • n .i.

«, ™t ^ on. owl— ^11 i-._»*- Tji_ SN 141,428. Flint k Walling Mfg. Co., Inc., Kendallville.
Screws, Pins, Washers. Snap Rings, Shims, Clips, Cotter Pins, ^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^

b * . .

and Hollow Head Screws.
P

• .

First use Nov. 8, 1961. JET-QUEEN
SN 139.279. Dixie Electrical Manufacturing Company. Bir-

^/^^^J""'"'
^^'"^^ '••*^'"^°» ^"^^ ^**^ ^""P'"*

mlngham, Ala. Filed Mar. 7, 1962. p,„^ '^^^ ^^^ g ^^^

SN 148,402. MacMillln Hydraulic Engineering Corporation.

Skokie, 111. Filed July 5, 1962.

For Pole Line Hardware—Namely, Bolts, Clevises. Cross

Arms, Pole Top Plna, Secondary Backs, Transformer Cluster

Mounts, and Cross Arm Braces.

Pint use Feb. 16, 1962.

SN 139,536. Screw and Bolt Corporation of America, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Filed Mar. 9. 1962.

SURVIV-A-LINK
For Eye-Bolts Used as Anchors for Attaching the Ends of

Safety Belts to the Floor or Frame of a Motor Vehicle.

First use Jan. 4, 1962.

MACM
For Valve Assemblies, Valve Manifolds, Valve Blocks, and

the Like.

First use Feb. 19, 1962.

SN 149,487. Pluma Enterprises, Inc., Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed July 20, 1962.

RITE LUBE

SN 141,256. Continental Copper k Steel Industries. Inc..

Hanover, Pa. Filed Apr. 2, 1962.

For Oil Dripper Valrea.

First use June 13, 1962.

STARGLAS SN 149,701. C. L. Blake, d.b.a. C. L. Blake and Associates,

Fort Worth, Tex. Filed July 25, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 58,575, 738,250, and others.

For Insect Screening.

First use Dec. 15, 1961.

SN 141,407. Amerock Corporation, Rockford, III. Filed

Apr. 3, 1962.

FLAIR
For Cabinet Hardware and Pulls for Cabinet Doors and

Drawers.
First use Sept. 17, 1961.

For Laminated Plastic Articles Including Table Tops, and
Table Tops Having Integral Sinks Therein.

First use June 22. 1962.

SN 141,425r Flint k WaUlng Mfg. Co., Inc., Kendallville,

Ind. Filed Apr. 3, 1962.

SN 149,908. Automated Building Components, Inc.. Miami,

Fla. Filed July 27. 1962.

ABC
JET-KING

For Water Systems Including Home Water Pumping

Systems.
First use Apr. 21, 1961.

TM 792 O.G.—

2

For Construction Equipment and Supplies—Namely, Metal

Connector Plate for Wooden Joints, Presses and Jigs for

Fabricating Such Joints With Said MeUl Connector Plates

and Metal Web Members.
First use Oct. 1, 1961.
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8N 150 756 Caloric Corponitlon, Topton, Pa. Filed Aug. 8, 8N 154,07S:» Voaa International Corporation. Hollywood,

1962 Calif. Filed Sept. 27, 1962. ^

CALORIC
Owner of Eeg . No. 40«.6«9.

For Kitchen Sinks.

Flrat use on or about Dec. 10, 1059.

8N 152,490. Swlmqulp, Inc., Kl Monte, Calif. Piled Sept. 4,

1962.

GUARD-MASTER
For Oate Valvea.

For Valrea. Flttln»i, and Appurtenance* for a Water Level Flr«t u»e Aug. 29. 1961

Control Syitem for Swimming Pools. \

Flrat uae Dec. 23, 1961.

M.
dais 14-M6UU and Metal Castings and

8N 153,144. AB Sllyer 4 SUl, Vlngaker, Sweden. Filed ForglngS
Sept. 14, 1962.

1

.
8N 150,083. Magparts, Axusa, Calif. Filed July 30, 1962

Cul una
S T Al N L E S G

jV, i c i rj

Applicant dlBclalma the worda "Sweden" and "Stalnleaa"

apart from the mark aa ahown on the drawing.

For Stalnleaa Steel Hollowware—Namely, Trays. BowIh.

Plates. Serving Dlabea, and Plattera.

First use In or about 1948 ; In commerce 1952.

SN 153,279. Harford Pumpa Limited, London, England.

Filed Sept. 17, 1962.

The mark Is described as a circle enclosing and In contact

with two caplUl letters M's at their two topmost points, said

letters touching in an upside down position relative to each

other, and with the bases of the M's so truncated that they

form with the rest of the voids within the letters a uniform

six-pointed star.

For Magnesium Sand Castings.

Flrat aae Mar. 19, 1962.

SN 152,160. Sodete Lorraine de Lamlnace Continu "SoUac."

Paris. France. Filed Aug. 29, 1962.

SOLLEGE
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

503.892, dated Mar. 30, 1962 (Seine) ; Natl. Inst. Xo.

182.431. i.

For Tinned Metal Sheet.
'

Owner of BHtish Reg. No. 816,917, dated Feb. 13, 1961. gjj 162,161. Sodete Lorraine de Lamlnage Continu "Sollac,"

For ValTea. Parla, France. Filed Aug. 29. 1962.

SN 154.004. Woric Corp.. Roeheater, K.Y. Filed Sept. 26,

19«2.

SOLRADIA

SOAK RITE
For Supports for Garden Hoae.

Flrat uae July 21, 1962.

Prtority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

503,891, dated Mar. 30, 1962 (Seine) ; Natl. Inst. No.

182,430.

For MeUl Sheet.

SN 153,339. Trinity Forge, Inc., Hurst, Tex. Filed Sept.

SN 154,012. Chudnow Manufacturing Company, Inc., Long j^^ \W%.
Island City, N.Y. Filed Sept. 27. 1962.

Vane
For Carbonators.

First use Oct. 25, 1961.

For Die Forginga.

Flrat us* Jan. 15, 1968.
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SN 157,340. Union Carbide Corporation, New York, NY. SN 148,219. Quaker SUte Oil Eeflnlng Corporation, Oil City,

Filed Nov. 15, 1962. Pa. Filed July 2, 1962.

MULTIMET
Owner of Reg. No. 423,980.

For MeUl Castings and Wire.

First use on or about Oct. 23, 1962.

SN 157,462. The Bmah Beryllium Company, Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Nov. 19, 1962.

BRUSH
For Beryllium and Metal Ailoya—Namely, Beryllium and

Beryllium-Copper Alloy Powdera, Ingots, Billets, Castloga, The rectangular design shown on the drawing Is mere
Forglngs, and Molded, Cast, Forged, Pressed, Extruded, background rather than part of the mark sought to be reg-

Rolled or Wrought Metal Articles and Shapes of Unitary or utered. Owner of Reg. No. 293,980 and others.
Composite Construction In the Unfinished and Seml-Flnlahed por Motor Oil.

Condition. First use May 26. 1962.
First use Jane 27. 1962.

SN 150,016. Carolina Company, Inc., d.b.a. The Carolina
8N 168,156. P. B. Mallory k Co. Inc., Indianapolia. Ind. Soap k. Candle Makers, Southern Plnea, N.C. Filed July

Filed Feb. 20, 1968. 30 1962.

MallorY
Owner of Reg. No. 400,886.

For MeUllurglcal Producta—Namely, Nonferrous Alloys,

Copper and Its Alloys, Bronse, Precious Metals and Their

Alloys, Refractory Metala and Their Alloys and Composi-

tions. Specifically Tungaten and Molybdenum in Their Snb-

sUntially Pure Form and Tungaten, Molybdenum, Rhenlnm,

Tungsten Carbide, and Molybdenum Carbide in Alloys and

Metal Compositions With Other MeUls, Powder Metallurgi-

cal Products, Specifically Partly Finished Bodies of Pressed

and Sintered Mixtures of Copper. Silver, Tungaten, Mo-

lybdenum, Nickel, Cobalt, Zinc, and Cadmium, in Various

Proportions With or Without Small Percentages of Other

Ingredients. Laminated Metala, Specifically Sheet Steel Clad

With Copper or Silver and Their Alloys and Copper Clad

With Silver and Silver Ailoya, and Unfinished and Partly

Finished Castings.

Flrat uae fuly 1936v

(Torolhia

For Candles.

First use on or about June 30, 1962.

SN 151,406. Halo Sales Corporation, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Aug. 17, 1902.

Cass 15- (Ms and Greases

SN 141.990. Sprayon Prodncta, Inc., Bedford Helghta. Ohio.

Filed Apr. 10, 1962.

f

Owner of Reg. No. 639,563.

For Candles.

First use January 1957 ; Mar. 28, 1956, as to "Halo."

SN 152,064. Economics Laboratory, Inc., St. Paul. Minn.

Filed Ang. 28, 1962.

EL CHAIN LUBE
For Open Gear and Wire Bope Lubricant, Light Oil Lubri- Applicant disclaims the worda "Chain Lube" apart from

cant. Penetrating Oil, Graphite Lubricant, Mold Release the mark as shown.

Compounds, Silicone Lubricant and Anti-Rust Spray of the For Non-Toxic Lubricant for Use in Connection With Food-

Petroleum Type. Proceasing Equipment.

Flrat use Feb. 16, 1959, on ailicone lubricant. First uae June 13, 1962.
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SN 152,300. Graphite Metallising Corporation, Yonkers, N.Y. SN 157.164. The Standard Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Aug. 31, 1962. Filed Nov. 13, 1962.

SOHIO HEAT

Owner of Reg. No«. 266,826 and 592,959.

For Low-Coeffldent-of-Frlctlon Liquid Lubricant, Chemi-

cally Inert to Moat Solvents, for Spray-On, Dip, or Brush-On

Coating: Applicable Wherever a Thin, Adherent Coating Is

To Supply Low-Frlctlon Characteristics to Moving Parts In

Inaccessible Locations, or on High Temperature Equipment

Such as Oven Conveyors, Chains, and Sprockets ; Also Used

to Advantage at Room Temperature on Conveyor Chains and

on Overhead Trolley Wheels Because of Its Low-Frlctlon

Characteristic and Tenacity.

Flrat uae May 12, 1961.

Th«» desli^nation "Heat" is disclaimed apart from use in

the entire mark. Owner of Reg. No«. 235,809 and 562.291.

For Furnace Oil for Home Heating.

First use Oct. 1, 1946.

Qass 16—Protective and Decorative Coatings

SN 147,586. Robert D. John, El Monte, Calif. Filed June

25, 1962.

CONTRA-MAT
For Chemical Coating Composition for Staining Metal.

First use May 29, 1957.

SN 150,489. American Cement Corporation, Los Angelea,

Calif. Filed Aug. 6, 196>2.

SN 163,4+6. Banner Products Corporation, Camden, N.J.

Filed Sept. 19, 1962.

HOTSHOT
Owner of Reg. No. 740,828.

For Starting Fluid for Gasoline and Diesel Engines.

First use September 1957.

SN 163.478. General Magnaplate Corporation, Belleville,

N.J. Filed Sept. 19, 1962.

.
MAGNALUBE o„„.b.......3,o..

,, , ^ „ , ^ . ^ . a_, For Water Repellant Coating Compoaitlon for Maaonry
For Liquid, Semi-Liquid and Oreaae Lubricants and Seal- „ -

*"*
_ ^ ,„^, Plrat uae Jan. 13. 1962.

Flrat uae in December 1961.

SN 162,392. The Flood Company, Hudson, Ohio. Filed

SN 166,110. Garland Chemical Prodpcta Co., Garland, Tex. g^^^ ^ j^g.
11*11 .^.4 f\^*- OO 10MOFiled Oct. 29, 1962. NF-23

HIGHlORQUE
For Clear Latex Extertor Wood Finish.

First use about January or February 1962.

For Concentrated Fuel for Two-Cycle Engines.

Flrat uae Sept. 1, 1962.

SN 155,466. Oamble-Skogmo, Inc., d.b.a. Gamblea, Minne-

apolis, Minn. Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

Tempo-Tone
For Household Palnta.

Flrat use Sept. 11, 1902.

SN 156,668. Shell Oil Company, New York, NY. Filed Nov.

5, 1962.

GOLDCHECK
Owner of Reg. No. 332,292.

For Motor Oil.

First use Sept. 28, 1962.

SN 156,506. Masury-Young Company, Boston, Mass. Filed

Nov. 2, 1962.

TRAZSEAL
Owner of Reg. No. 406,901.

For Liquid Floor Sealing Compound in the Nature of a

Vamiah.

First uae Sept. 27, 1940.

SN 166,834. The Su'ndard Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Nov. 7, 1962.

INDUSTRON
For Industrial Lubricating Oil.

First use Oct. 2». 1962.

SN 166,606. Masury-Young Company, Boston, Maas. Filed

Nor. 2, 1962.

SEALATEX
Owner of Reg. No. 404,728.

For Liquid Floor Sealing Compound.

First use Sept. 27, 1940.
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SN 167,844. Quaker State OU Reflning Corporation, Oil City, SN 160,679. Cope k Lloyd (Overseas) Limited, London,

Pa. Piled Nov. 23, 1962. England. Filed Aug. 7, 1962.

COPE'S NAVY DE LUXE
"ESCUDO" BRAND

Applicant disclaims any exclusive right in the words

"Deluxe" and "Brand" apart from the mark as shown In

the drawing. Owner of British Reg. No. B611,408, dated

Apr. 11, 1940.

For Cigarettes, Smoking Tobacco, Cigars, and Snuff.

QUAKER
KOAT

For Undercoater and Sound Deadener.

First use Apr. 1, 1962.

SN 166,473. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company, New York,

N.Y. Filed Apr. 10, 1963.

MAYTIME
For Cigarettes.

First use Apr. 1, 1963.

SN 168.000. Interchemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 27, 1962.

VYSPERSE
For Vinyl Coatings Applied to Vinyl Film Sheeting and

Coated Fabric as a Protective and Decorative Finish.

First use Aug. 28, 1962.

SN 158,984. Martin-MarietU Corporation, Chicago, HI.

Piled Dec. 12, 1962.

Qass 18 -Medicines and Pliarmaceutical

Preparations

SN 141,954. Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London,

England. Filed Apr. 10, 1962.

ACTOMOL
Owner of British Reg. No. 782,422, dated Oct. 3, 1968.

For Preparations for the Treatment of Depressive States

and Psychiatric Disorders.

For Paints, Varniahes, Enamels, Lacquers, and Sealers.

First use on or about Nov. 16, 1962.

SN 159,900. New Period Lacquer Corporation, Brooklyn,

N.Y. Filed Dec. 28, 1962.

NEW PERIOD
For Lacquers, Paints, Varnishes, SUlns, Woodflllers, Re-

SN 143,367. General Nutrition Corporation, d.b.a. Natural

Sales Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. FUed Apr. 30, 1962.

Preventron
For Dietary Food Supplement Containing ViUmins and

Minerals From Natural Sources Plus Additional Natural

Ingredients.

First use Sept. 26, 1967.

movers.
First use Mar. 1, 1920.

SN 147,946. Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J. Filed June 28,

1962.

MERPRESS
For Specially Processed Vitamins.

First use Apr. 19, 1962.

Class 17- Tobacco Products

SN 149,707. Brown h Williamson Tobacco Corporation,

Louisville, Ky. Filed July 26, 1962.

SN 149,511. Laboratorio Qulmlco Domlnlcano, C. por A.,

Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. Filed July 17, 1962.

FORTIDOM
Owner of Dominican Republic Reg. No. 11,750, dated May

24, 1961.

For Pharmaceutical Preparation in the Nature of a Tonic

and Fortifier.

The drawing is lined for yeUow, red, blue, and black.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 153,114, 306,574, and others.

Por Smoking Tobacco.

First use Peb. 18, 1931.

SN 151,604. Medical Arts Supply Co., Inc., Huntington,

W. Va. PUed Aug. 21, 1962,

For Swabs Impregnated With Antis^tlc Solution.

First use June 4, 1966.
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SN 152,247. W. J. Rendell Umlted, London, England. Filed

Aug. 30, 1962.

A/.%

SN 157,004. Hazel BUtaop Inc., Union, N.J. Filed Not. 13,

19M

RYBUTOL V S

Owner of Reg. Noi. 6»3,0i2 and «04,841.

For Polyvitamin and Mineral Preparations.

Flrat use Oct. 22, ItKU.

\
The mark sbown In the drawing U a facsimile of the script

signature, W. J. Rendell of Mr. Walter John Rendell, de-

ceased, founder of applicant's predecessor In business.

Owner of British Reg. No. 182,688, dated Oct. 5, 1894.

For Suppositories.

SN 159,042. M. R. Tbompaon, Inc., New York, N.T. Filed

Dec. 20, 1962.

THOCTYL

8N 152,722. Sankyo Co. Ltd., Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan. Filed

Sept. 7, 1962.

For Medldnal Preparation for the Relief of Pain of Sore

Throats and Coughs and Reduces Pain and Inflammation of

Musculoskeletal Diseases.

First use Dec. 12. 1962.

SANBION
Owner of Japanese Reg. No. 523,186, dated July 7, 1»58.

For Vitamin Preparations for Dae in Medldna and

Pharmacy.

SN 154,798. American Cyanamld Company, Wayne, N.J.

Filed Oct. 9, 1962.

SN 162,284. The W. T. Rawleigh Company, Freeport, III.

Filed Feb. 7, 1963.

HISTAM
For Decongestant Tablets.

First use Feb. 1, 1962.

VETICILLIN
Owner of Reg. No. 416,900.^

For Penicillin Preparation for Veterinary Us

First use Mar. 27, 1945.

SN 162,806. Malllnckrodt Chemical Works, St. Loals, Mo.

FllecTFeb. 14, 1963.

LUFTODIL

SN 105,828. Palmedlco, Inc.. Columbia, B.C. Filed Oct. 17,
For Antl-Asthmatlc.

First use Feb. 4, 1963.

1962.

SPASMASORB
For Antacid, Antispasmodic Sedatire.

Flrat ase Jan. 28, 1960.

SN 150,332. Palmedlco, Inc., Columbia, S.C. Filed Oct. 17,

1962.

SN 163,313. Boyle * Company, BeU Gardens, Calif. File<l

Feb. 20. 1963.

FLAVOS
Owner of Reg. No. 651.121.

For Vitamin Preparation.

First use Not. 13, 1962.

MEDCOHIST
For Antlhlstamlnlc, Analgesic Vasoconstrictor.

First use Jam 0, 1961.

SN 163,384. Dermlk Pharraacal Co., Inc., Syosset, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 25, 1963.

NEO-HYTONE
SN 155,355. The Warren-Teed Products Company. Columbus,

Ohio. Filed Oct. 17, 1962.

SYMBIO
For Drug Preparation In Capsule Form for Veterinary Use

To Combat Infection.

First use Aug. 10, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 686,577 and 736,295.

For Medical Preparation for the Treatment of Pruritic,

Allergic and Inflammatory Dermatoses Which Are Compli-

cated by Presence of Secondary Bacterial Infection.

First use Nov. 1, 1962.

SN 163,525. Lloyd Brothers, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed

Feb. 27, 1963.

SN 156,126. Kellogg Company, Battle Creek, Mich. Filed

Oct. 29, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No 115,622.

For Antibiotic Feed Additive for Mink and Other Similar

Fur Bearing Animals.

First use July 31, 1962.

CARNIPEC
For Medldnes and Pharmaceutical Preparations—Namely,

an Appetite and Qrowth Stimulant.

First use on or about Feb. 13, 1963.

SN 164,036. Oelgy Chemical Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 6, 1968.

OMNILAX
For Laxative.

First use Mar. 1, 1963.
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SN 1«4,2»7. Alberto-CulTer Company, Melroae Park, 111. SN 162,060. Norba Aktlebolag, Blomatermala, Swwlen.

Filed Mar. 11. 1963. Filed Jan. 14, 1968.

CONSANT NORBA
For Preparation for the Relief of Acid Indigestion, Heart Owner of Swedish Reg. No. 103,462, dated July 27, 1962

bum, and Gastric Hyper-Addlty. For Refuse Collecting Vehldes Jor Emptying and Trans-

First use Feb 26, 1963. portation, and Parts and Fittings Therefor.

Class 19- Vehicles

SN 133,436. Acme Spring Products Company, d.b.a. Wayne

Spring Company, Detroit, Mich. Filed Dec. 6, 1961.

HY-POWER

Qass 21 — Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

SN 133,360. British Industries Corporation, Port Washing-

ton, N.Y. Filed Dec. 6, 1961.

For AntomotlTe Leaf-Sprtnga for Use as Replacement

Parta.

Flrat uae Dec. 1, 1969.

SN 188,498. General Motors Diesel Limited, London,

OnUrlo, Canada. Filed Feb. 23, 1962.

PORTAGER
For Railroad Can.
Flrat uae Sapt, 28, 1960; in commerce Mar. 11, 1961.

LO®

SN 139,288. Fairchlld Stratoa Corporation, Hagerstown,

Md. FUed Mar. 7, 1962.
Owner of Reg. No. 666,546.

For Vacuum Tubes, Record Changers and Players, and

Parts Therefor, Amplifiers, Pre-Ampliflers and Loudspeakers.

First use Mar. 28, 1960 ; 1952 in a dllterent form.

SN 135,919. Sprague Electric Company, North Adams, Mass.

Filed Jan. 16, 1962.

MAGMAX
For Aircraft and Parts Therefor.

First use Aug. 8, 1961.

For Soft Magnetic Alloys of High Permeability in Various

Forms, Particularly Wires, Foils, and Tapea.

First use Jan. 2, 1962.

SN 139,754. International HarTeater C<Mnpany, Chicago, 111.

Filed Mar. 13, 1962.
SN 137,593. Central Transformer Corporation, Pine Bluff,

Ark. Filed Feb. 9, 1962.

DURA-PAK
For Core and Coll Assembliea for Distribution Trans-

formers HaTlng a Rating of Not Leaa Than One kTa.

First use Sept. 18, 1961.

SN 138,097. Hlld Floor Madiin* Co., Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Feb. 16, 1962.

The lining shown on the drawing constitutes lining form- HTLiD
ing a part of the mark and does not represent color. Owner m.xm.m^m^

of Rec Nos 416,823, 705,836, and others. „ ..^

Fw'seat Belti for Use in Vehldes. For Vacuum Cleaners, Rug and Carpet Beaters, Scrubbers,

First use Dec. 29. 1960. '"'i^°"''**?«„.
First use 1927.

SN 140,632. CaTeman Camper, Inc., Grants Pass, Oreg.

FUed Mar. 23, 19«2.

CAVEMAN CAVETTE
For Transportable Trailer Harlng Complete UTlng Accom-

modatlona.

Flrat oaa Jan. SI, 19«2.

SN 139,138. Protectall Industries, Inc., BataTia, III. FUed
Mar. 0, 1962.

TRANSISTO FENCE
For Electric Fence Controllers,

rint uaa Jan. 6. 1962.
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SN 189,030. Slrnnnd F. Hlll«r, (Lb.a. Richberger's, Mempbis,

Tenn. Filed Mar. 12, 1962.

RADOR
For IncandMcent Electrtc L«mp Bulbs, Flnoreacent Elec-

tric Lamp Bulba, Fluorescent Lamp Starter Switches, Fix-

tures and Fuses for Incandescent and Fluorescent Lamp
Bulbs and Starter Switches.

First use July 3, 1967.

SN 149,187. Sony CorporaUon of America, New York, N.Y,

Filed July 16, 1962.

MICRO
For Television RecelTins Sets.

First use June 15, 1962.

8N 151,067. Lloyd Trade Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 13, 1962.

SN 140,886. The Thomas * Betts Co., Kllxabeth, N.J. Flle4

Mar. 27, 1962.

POS-E-FLEX
.4

For Flat Conductor Cable Connectors, Adapted for Con-

necting and/ or Splicing Flat Conductor Cable Sections and

for Termination in Round Conducton.

First use July 14, 1960.

LLOYD'S
For Radio Receiving Sets, Operating on Shortwave or

Amplitude and Frequency Modulation ; and Telephone Ampli-

fiers.

First use Nov. 1, 1959.

SN 140,889. The Thomas 4 Betts Co., Elisabeth, N. J. Filed

Biar. 27, 1962.

POS-E-KON
For Flat Conductor Cable Connectors, Adapted for Con-

necting and/or Splicing Flat Conductor Cable Sections In

End to End Relation, Connecting Flat Conductor Cable to

Printed Circuit Boards, and Also for Such Connectors Which

Are Further Adapted for Termination in Round Conductors.

First use Apr. 11, 1960.

SN 151,159. Opto-Electronlc Devices, Inc., Mountain View,

Calif. Filed Aug. 14, 1962.

opto-electronics

For Photoconductors—Namely, Photocells and Phototubes.

First use June 20, 1962.

SN 143,439. Scanner Corporation of America, Livonia, Mich.

Filed Apr. 30, 1962.

SURF-HAILER
For Combined Horn, Megaphone, and Audio Receiver.

First use Apr. 6, 1961.

SN 153,133. U.S. Terminals, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed

Sept. 13, 1962.

su^LocJS
For Electrical Terminals Used in Radios and Electronic

Devices.

First use Aug. 2, 1962.

SN 156,549. Artcllf Manufacturing Inc., Saginaw, Mi<*.

Filed Nov. 5, 1962.

SN 147,812. The Electric Auto-Llte Company, Toledo, Ohio.

Filed June 27, 1962.
SERVISTART

For Vehicle Battery Boosting and SUrting Apparatus

Incorporating an Auxiliary Battery.

First use Oct. 22, 1962.

SN 157,106. Hull Protectora, Inc., San Diego, Calif. Filed

Nov. 13, 1962.

ULTRAMATIC

For Generators, Alternators, Motors, Storage Batteries,

Spark Plugs, Wire and Cable, Voltage Regulators, Electric

Btoraglng, Generating, Engine Starting, Ignition, Indicating

and Regulating Apparatus, Electric Wiring, Switching and

Controlling Devices, Components and Accessories Therefor,

Particularly Adapted for Automotive Engines; Vehicle

Equipment—Namely, Actuating Apparatus, Electric Lighting

Devices, Electrically Actuated Apparatus for Producing Vis-

ual-Audible Warning and Direction Signals and Parts There-

for, Particularly Adapted for Use With Self-Propelled

Vehicles.

First use June 23, 1961, on generators, wire and cable

and containers for the goods.

For Cathodlc Anodes and Control Instruments for the

Protection of the Ship or Pipe Line Against Galvanic Metal

Losses and for Automated Direct Current Power Supply

Instruments.

First use Sept. 15, 1962.

SN 157,360. Electro Products Laboratories, Inc., Chicago,

111. Filed Nov. 16, 1962.

PRES-CON
For Electronic Control Devices for Automatically Oper-

ated Machinery.

First use May 4, 1962.
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SN 108,018. Opto-Electronlc Derlcet, Inc., Mountain View, SN 169,977. Electric Cleaner Co. Inc., Oaseo, Wis. Filed

Calif. Filed Nov. 27. 1962. Dec. 31, 1962.

opto-electronic
For Light Actuated Devices—Namely, Relays.

First use Nov. 13, 1962.

SN 158,154. Harvey Alomlnom (Incorporated), Torrance,

Calif. Filed Nov. 29, 1962.

DAIRY-VAC
Owner of Reg. No. 639,282.

For Portable Electrically Oi>erated Vacuum Cleaners.

First use Nov. 29, 1947.

AS
SN 161,181. Howe-Baker Englneera. Inc., Tyler, Tex. Filed

Jan. 22, 1963.

NU-STATIC
For Electrodes for Use in Electrostatic Treatment of

Liquids.

First use July 30, 1962.

luminum
Applicant disclaims the word "Aluminum" apart from the

mark as shown.
For Electrical Conduit.

First use May 1, 1960.

SN 162,067. Basic Products Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Feb. 6, 1963.

MERC-MITE
For Ballasts for Supplying Energy to Gaseous Discharge

Lamps.

SN 168,242. Blectro-Matic Products Co., Chicago. 111. Filed ^"^ «« Sept. 17, 1962.

Not. 30, 1962.

NEUTROL
Owner of Reg. Nos. 406,937 and 562,245.

For Demagnetizing Apparatus for Magnetic Chucks and

Workplaces Thereon.

First use May 15, 1988.

SN 162,158. General Floorcraft, Inc., Bronx, N.T. Filed

Feb. 6, 1963.

BUDDY VAC
For Portable Vacuum Cleaners.

First use on or about Dec. 15, 1961.

SN 158,368. PenU Laboratories, Inc., SanU Barbara, Calif.

Filed Dec. 3, 1962.

PL
Owner of Reg. No. 697,571.

For Electron Tubes, Electrical Switches, and Electronic

Sub-Assemblies for Connecting External Apparatus to Tubes.

First use July 10, 1952.

SN 162,246. Electrotone Laboratories, Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Feb. 7, 1963.

TRIGNITER
For Transistorised Ignition System Kit for Automobiles

and Sold as Such.

First use on or about Dec. 17, 1962.

SN 158,417. AMP Incorporated. Harrisburg, Pa. Filed Dec.

4, 1962.

AMPLIMICA
For Electrical Capacitors.

First use Nov. 21, 1962.

SN 162,820. Channel Master Corporation, Ellenvllle, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 15, 1963.

GEMINI
For Television Antenna Signal-Amplifiers and Rotators.

First use Jan. 3, 1963.

SN 158,732. Process Development Corporation, Wayne, N.J.

Filed Dec. 7, 1962.

SPEED MASTER
For Electrical Control for the SUrting, Stopping, and

Speed Regulation of Electric Motors.

First use June 15, 1962.

SN 158,982. Lighting Products, Inc., Highland Park, lU.

Filed Dec. 12, 1962.

LPI
Owner of Reg. No. 725,284.

For Fluorescent Electric Lighting Fixtures.

First use on or about Mar. 9, 1959.

SN 168,157. P. R. Mallory k Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Feb. 20. 1963.

MallorY
Owner of Reg. No. 400,673.

For Electrical and Radio Products—Namely, Electric Con-

densers, Electric Vibrators and Vibrator-Operated Electric

Power Supply Devices, Electric Power Controls, Electric Rec-

tifiers, Battery Chargers, Electric Switches, Electric Con-

tacts, Electric Resistances, Potentiometers, Rheostats, Vol-

ume Controls and Parts Thereof, Tuning Devices, Electric

SN 159,857. Westlnghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Filter Devices, Electric Plugs and Jacks, Potential Cells, Grid

Pa. Filed Dec. 27, 1962. Bias Devices, Terminals, Terminal Strips, Electric Con-

nectors, Radio Outlets, Dial and Pilot Lights and Accessories,

rj/^'RYL ^'*' Plates, Electric Welding Equipment, Welding Electrodes
•^^^^ i -a-i

of the Type Not Consumed in the Welding Operation, Weld-

For Insulating Varnishes. »«»« Electrode Holders.

First use on or about Oct 11. 1962. First use July 1936.
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SN 168,501. Trak Incorponitad, Columbus, Ohio. Filed 8N 101,316. John Elseahnt, Carrollton, Ohio. Piled Auj.

Feb. 2«, 1»63. !•• 1»«2.

IRRITATION
For Playing Equipment Compiialns a Game Board for

riaylng a Marble Oame.
Plrit uae Aug. 2, 1962.

For Electrtcal Gourmet Range and Electrical Defroaters

for Refrlgeratora and Freexera.

First use Feb. 12, 1»63.

SN 151.566. Brunswick CorporaUon, Chicago, 111. Filed

Aug. 21, 1»62.

SPARE SETTER
No claim Is made to the exclusive use of the word "Setter"

alone.

For Mechanism for Controlling the Oi>eration of an Auto-

matic Plnsetter.

First use Aug. 6, 1»62.

SN 164,030. Essex Wire Corporation, Detroit, Mich. Filed

Mar. 6, 1»63. I

POLY THERMALEX
Owner of Reg. Nos. 672,137, 672,750, and 717,808.

For Electrical Wire.

First use July 1, 1960.

SN 1B1,«TT. The Hubley Manufacturing Company, Lancas-

ter, Pa. Filed Aug. 22, 1962.

gM^rirw

Qass 22 - Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

SN 139,095. The Eastrldge Company, Inc., Lincoln, Nebr.,

assignee of Arthur M. Ounderson, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Mar. 6, 1962.

DIVOT-OFF
For Multl-Purpose Golfer's Tool.

First use Aug. 15. 1960.

For EquliMnent Sold as a Unit for Playing a Toy Golf

Game.
First use July 13, 1962.

SN 152.066. Ideal Toy Corporation, HoUia, N.Y. Filed

Aug. 28, 1962.

KING ZOR
For Motorlsed Mechanical Toy Simulating a Dinosaur, a

Toy Gun, and Suction Tipped Darta for Uae Therewith.

First uae May 17, 1962.

SN 146,183. Halsam Products Company. Chicago, 111. Filed

June 5, 1962.

HOBSE WInKs
For Equipment Sold as a Unit for Playing a Board Game.

First use Mar. 2, 1962.

SN 152,068. Ideal Toy Corporation, HolUa, NY. Filed

Aug. 28, 1962.

ODD OGG
For Battery Operated Toy Frog.

First use May 17, 1962.

SN 150,140. Teresa k Tom Woodward, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed July 30, 1962.

ANIMAL Kl^KIES
No claim of exclusive right Is made to "Animal" for ani-

mal stuffed toys.

For Fanciful Three Dimensional Animal Characters in the

Nature of Stuffed Toys.

First use July 17, 1962.

SN 153,062. Milton Bradley Company, Springfield, Mass.

Filed Sept. 13, 1962.

For Educational Devices Including a Display Surface and

Display Objects In the Nature of Flash Cards, Cut-Outs or

the Like Adapted To Be Releasably Held by Said Display

Surface and Used by Teachers In Illustrating Numerals, Let-

ters, Words, Problems and ObJecU for the Training of Young

Children.

First use Sept. 4, 1962.

SN 166,286. Worthlngton Golf Inc., Blyrla, Ohio. Filed

Oct 16, 1962.

SN 160,698. Penn Fiahing Tackle Mfg. Co., PhUadelphia, Pa.

Filed Aug. 6, 1962.

LEVELINE
For Fishing Reels.

First use 1966.

For Golf BalU.

First oae Sept 20, 1960.
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SN 165,848. St Lawrence Sales Incorporated, Birmingham, SN 129,481. Gnaltiero Olorl, Lausanne, Bwitierland. Filed

Mich. Filed Oct. 17, 1962. Oct. 9, 1961.

BLACK DEMON
For Snow Skis.

First use May 12, 1960.

GIORI SIMULTAN
Owner of Swisa Reg. No. 186,103, dated Feb. 28, 1961.

For Machines and Apparatus for Impression—Namely,
Dry-Offset Printing Preaaes and Parts Thereof for Repro-

SN 156,818. Louis Marx k. Co. Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed duclng Engravings and Ornamentol Parts

Oct 24, 1962. _^^^^,__
FAIRYKINS

For Miniature Toy Figures.

First use Jan. 20, 1962.

SN 166.957. Admart, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed Oct. 26, 1962.

BOPPER
For Balloon Bouncer Toy.

First use Sept. 10, 1962.

SN 129,484. Gualtiero Qiort, Lausanne, Bwitierland. Filed

Oct. 9. 1961.

GIORI PERFORA
Owner of Swisa Reg. No. 186,102. dated Feb. 28, 1961.

For Machines and Apparatus for Impression—Namely.

Rotary Perforating Machines and Parts Thereof for Perfo-

rating Sheets of Gummed and Printed Securities.

~~^^^~~
SN 136.889. Daffln Corporation, Hopkins, Minn. PUed Jan.

SN 157.526. John Makar. d.b.a. Makar Producta Co., Tulsa, 30, 1962.

Okla. FUed Nov. 19, 1962.

PAR-BUSTER
For Golf Equipment—Namely. Practice Nets. Turf and

Tee Mats, Balls and Shag Bags.

First use Sept. 8, 1962.

Owner of Beg. No. 566,168.

SN 157.744. Wilson Sportiog Goods Co., River Grove, 111. p^j Machines for Grinding and Mixing Cattle Feed and

Filed Nov. 21. 1962.

KRAMER CUP
Disc Harrows.

First use Feb. 24, 1949.

For Tennis Racketa.

First use Feb. 11, 1962. SN 137,027. Daflln Corporation. Hopkins. Minn. Filed Jan.

30, 1962.

MILL-U-NIT
SN 167.746. YpsllanU American Engineering and Develop-

ment Corporation. YpaUanti, Mich. Filed Nov. 21, 1962. Owner of Beg. No. 579,866.

For Machines for Grinding and/or Mixing Cattle Feed.

First use Nov. 10, 1949.M^(
For Toy of the Sled-Type.

First use Aug. 11, 1962.

SN 138,022. Interstate Vending Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed Feb. 16, 1962.

SN 157,7^7. Ypsllanti American Engineering and Develop-

ment Corporation, Ypsllanti. Mich. Filed Nov. 21, 1962.

PERK-0-CUP

' SNOW
CARPET

Owner of Beg. No. 628.646.

For Beverage IMspensing Machine.

First use June 27. 1961.

For Toy of the Sled-Type.

First use Aug. il. 1962.

Qass 23 - Cutlery,

and Parts Thereof

and Tools,

SN 138.611. Alma A. Hutchina. d.b.a. Hut<*ins Mfg. Com-

pany. Pasadena. Calif. Filed Feb. 26. 1962.

SPEED FILE
For Sanding Tools—Namely. Holders to Whldi Sandpaper

Is DeUchably Secured for Sanding Automobile Bodies and

Other Work Structures.

First use Mar. 28, 1968.

SN 117,400. Screw Conveyor Corporation, Hammond. Ind.

Filed Apr. 7, 1961.

SN 139.617. Geode Industries Inc.. New London. Iowa.

Filed Mar. 12. 1962.

SCREW-LIFT VIBRA-SONIC
Owner of Reg. No. 892.166.

For Elevating and Conveying Apparatus Comprising Heli-

cal and Screw Conveyors and Parta Tl»ereof.

First use on or about Oct 1, 1940.

For Lapidary Tumbling and Processing Equipment. Using

Controlled Orbital Vibratory Action for Reducing and Finlah-

Ing Rough Gem Materials to a Polished SUte.

First use Feb. 13, 1962.
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SN 140,134. The Joyce-Crldland Company, Dayton, Ohio. 8N 130,166. Foo Equipment Corporation, Rockford, 111.

Filed Mar. 19, 1962. Filed July 31, 1962.

COULTER
For Spray-Type Milk Dryers.
First uae June 1. 1955.

SN 150,978. SundBtrand Corporation, Rockford, 111. Filed
Aug. 10, 1962.

SUNDSTRAND JIGMATIC
Owner of Reg. No. 525,878.

For Machine Tools—Namely, Milling Machines and Drill-

ing Machines and Parts Thereof.

The drawing Is lined for color red. Owner of Reg. No. ^"^ "*® ^*^- ^' ^®®^

622,181. ___^_^_
' For Vehicle Lifts.

First use on or about Jan. 5, 1962. SN 150,999. Brunswick Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed

Aug. 13, 1962.

SN 142,7M. Baker Perkins Inc., Saginaw, Mich. Filed IJXVU IN O TT IV^JV 5fU

Apr. 23, 1062. Owner of Reg. No. 839,796.
T For Lane Maintenance Machines.

KO-KNEADER ^"» "•* ^p' " "«^

For Mixing, Masticating, and Blending Machines.
First use Oct. 1, 1954. SN 181,270. SundBtrand Corporation, Rockford, 111. Filed

Aug. 18, 1962.

SN 147,416. David Vaughan Mitchell, d.b.a. Custom Muffler OMW LLiA 1 JLllli

Manufacturing Co., Pasadena, Calif. Filed June 21, 1962. Owner of Res No 679 566

1^1-^^^^-v-my-|-^ For Machine Tools—Namely, Lathes and Parts Thereof.

IjCjO 1 UIN Hi First use May 18, 1962.

For Automobile Mufflers and Kxhaust Pipes.

First use May 12, 1960. SN 152,156. Royal McBee Corporation, New York, NY.
Filed Aug. 29, 1962.

SN 149,470. Jacobsen Manufacturing Company, Racine,

Wis. Filed July 20, 1962.

For Lawn Mowers, Power Mowers, Oang Mowers, Tractors,

Grass Catchers, Lawn Edgers and Trimmers, Turf Aerators,

CITADEL
For Typewriting Machines and Parts Thereof.

First use Aug. 21, 1962.

Rotary Tillers, Snow Throwers. Leaf Mulchers, and Acces- S^' 152,187. Royal McBee Corporation, New York, N.Y.

sorles and Parts for All of the Foregoing. ^"^<1 ^"K 29, 1962.

First use as early as September 1955. CRUISER
For Typewriting Machines and Parts Thereof.

SN 149,864. J. J. Newberry Co., New York, N.Y. Filed July First use Aug 21, 1962.
24, 1962.

'

,

TITAN
For Power Lawn Mowers.
First use Oct. 20, 1961.

SN 152,188. Royal McBee Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 29, 1962.

TRAVELER
„>r .,^«o« ^ ^ ^. o, . .,< ^ «.. .-, T,, For Typewriting Machine* and Parts Thereof.
SN 150,089. F. P. Maxson Saw k Mfg. Co., Skokie, III. iri„* ,;«„ a,,., 99 ioa-j

Filed July 30, 1962.
^*"* "** ^"*- ^^' ^^^^

kokie Saw SN 152,770. Dodge Manufacturing Corporation, Mishawaka,

Ind. Filed Sept. 10, 1962.

AIR GRIP
Owner of Reg. No. 621,931.

For Pneumatically Operated Clutches.

First use on or about Apr. 29, 1984.

SN 104,135. Modemair Corporation, San Leandro, Calif.

Filed Sept. 28, 10»2.

Applicant disclaims the word "Saw" apart from the mark
shown.
For Saw Blades.

First use May 8, 1962.

CIRCUITAIR
For Fluid Operated Reciprocating Cylinder Units, and

Valves and Accessories Therefor.

Flrat use Sept. 6, 1962.
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SN 154 136 Modemair Corporation, San Leandro, Calif. SN 162,082. Norba AJctiebolag, Blomatermala, Sweden.

Filed Sept. 28, 1962. *^»«» '«"»• !*• !»<»

CO-AXLAL NORBA
For Combination Air and Hydraulic Cylinder Units.

Firat use May 27, 1964.

Owner of Swedish Reg. No. 103,452^dated July 27, 1962.

For Mechanical, Hydraulical and Ptoeumatlcal Devices for

Lifting and Tipping for Use in Refuse Collecting and Com-

pressing, and Parts and Fittings Therefor.

SN 184,137. Modernair Corporntlon, San Leandro, Calif.

FUad Sept 28, 1M2.

SYSTEMAIR
SN 163,853. Georgia Paclflc Pnmp Company, Vienna, Oa.

Filed Feb. 28, 1»«S.

For Fluid Operated Reciprocating CyUnder Unlt^ and

Valves and Acceuorlea Therefor.

Flnt use Sept. 6, 1962.

SN 154,138. Modemair Corporation, San Leandro, Calif.

Filed Sept. 28, 1962.

^et^m
VERITROL

For Hydraulic Control Mechanism for Checking Strike

Speed of Air Cylinder UnlU.

Flrat use Nov. 11, 1987.

Owner of Reg. No. 658,086.

For Water Pumps and Home Water Systems.

Firat use January 1960.

„,.,. .. , w. D SN 163,360. Hastings Fiber Qlass Products, Inc., Hastings,

SN 154,189. The Sharplea Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^5, i963.

Filed Sept. 28, 1962.

TEL-O-POLE
For Linemen's Hot Sticks, Measuring Sticks and Pike

Poles ; Firemen's Pike Poles ; and Surveyora' Range Poles

;

and Comprised of an Extensible Pole Having Markings or a

Tool Mounted Thereon.

Firat use July 16, 1989.

Owner of Reg. No. 386,494.

For Centrifuges, Mixen, Pumps, Particle Classiflera,

Counter-Cu1-rent'Eitractora,'Deaerato'ra, Steam Condensers'. SN 163,368. Illinois Tool Works Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed

Powder Collection Equipment, Proportioning Devices, Par- Feb. 25, 1963.

tide Si«e Analyiera, Level Controllera, Time Controls for

Centrifuges, Spray Dryera, Vacuum Dryers, Vacuum Dehy-

draton, and Heater Assemblies.

First uae June 26, 1962, on centrifuges.

SN 184,346. Frenchtown Porcelain Company, Frenchtown,

N.J. Filed Oct. 2, 1962.

TUFBLAST
For Sand Blast Nozzles and Parts Thereof Formed En-

tirely or Throughout the Abrasive Contacting Portions

Thereof, of Ceramic Material or Porcelain.

Firat use Apr. 6, 1939.

SN 184,970. William P. Olade, d.b.a. Asphalt Tools Mfg.

Co., Fort Worth, Tex. Filed Oct. 11, 1964.

ASFO-SEALER
For Dispensing Apptratui for Asphalt In Repairing Pave-

ments and the Like.

Firat use June 1, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Noe. 119,818, 644,438, and othera.

For Metal Cutting Tools Used in Connection With Machine

Tools—Namely, Counterbores, Pilots, Hollow Mills, Reamers,

Taps, Spot Facera, Countersinks, Center Cutting Tools, Cut-

tera. Form Cuttera, End Mills, Drills, Boring Bara, Inter-

changeable Drives, Core Drills, Tool Holdera, and Multi-

Diameter Cutters.

Pint use as early as May 1931.

SN 186,828. Salmanson * Co. Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Oct. 19, 1962.

SN 163,398. The Ollgear Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed

Feb. 28, 1963.

DIGITAC
For Hydraulic Drives and HydrauUc TransmUsions, and

Electrohydraullc Controls Therefor.

Firat use Dec. 18, 1962.

03 USTER
For Oas Engine Powered Snow Throwera.

Flrat use June 20, 1962.

SN 163,403. Quettron America, Inc., KlleuTille, NY. Filed

Feb. 26, 1»63.

JYRAK
For Machines and Accessories for Making Plastic Con-

tainers.

Firat use Aug. 18, 1962.
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SN 1»3,B45. HayM * Stoli InduBtrial Manufactartng Co., 8N 163,736. KranM-Maffei AktlenseartlMliaft, Munl<A-AI-

Inc, Fort Worth. Tex. Filed Feb. 27, 1963. Uch, Oennany. FUed Mar. 1, 1»63.

Owner of U.S. Beg. No. 635,902.

For LocomotlTea.

Flrat uae 1941 ; In commerce Oct. 80, 1961.

For Machinery for Handling, Proceeslng, Compounding and

Storing Feeds, Grains, FertUliera, Chemicali, Cement and

Other Bulk Material, Including Distributors, Conveyors,

Mixers, Agitators. Blenders, Pumps. Applicators, Valres,

Gates, Elevators. Bins and Hoppers, Steamers, Loading Belts,

Lifts, Cleaners. Feeders, and Heating and Storage Tanks.

First use Nor. 21, 1962.

SN 163,809. The Cincinnati Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Filed Mar. 4, 1963.

CIN-CRAFT
For Carbide Tipped Masonry Drills.

First use February 19S5.

SN 168,546. Hayes k Stols Industrial Manufacturing Co.,

Inc., Fort Worth, Tex. Filed Feb. 27, 1963.

SN 163.906. B. Vemer k Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 4, 1963.

H & S
MULTIPRESS

For Machinery for Handling, Processing, Compounding and

Storing Feeds, Grains, Fertilisers, Chemicals, Cement and

Other Bulk Material, Including Distributors. Conveyors,

Mixers, Agitators, Blenders. Pumps, Applicators, Valves,

Gates, Elevators, Bins and Hoppers. Steamers, Loading Belts,

Ufts, Cleaners, Feeders, and Heating and Storage Tanks

First use Jan. 15, 1957.

For Printing Presses.

First use October 1935.

SN 164.034. Garlock Inc.. Palmyra, N.Y. Filed Mar. 6.

1963.

MARBLOCK

SN 163,632. Horvath Tool and Mannfacturlng Company.

Detroit. Mich. Filed Feb. 28, 1963.

FF 300

For Machine Parts—Namely, Hydraulic Cylinder Compo-

nents Primarily Intended for Use With Bucket, Boom and

Steering Cylinders on Loaders, Bulldosers, and Other Equip-

ment.

First use Feb. 6, 1961.

For Masonry Bits.

First use Dec. 17, 1962. SN 164,139. Howard T. Johnston, d.b.a. California Seed *

Fertiliser Company, Yuba City, Calif. Filed Mar. 7, 1963.

SN 163,672. Towle Manufacturing Company, Newburyport,

Mass. Filed Feb. 28, 1963. RANCHEBO
INNOVATION For Fertiliser Spreaders.

First use Feb. 12, 1963.

For SUinless Steel Flatware.

First use Feb. 16, 1963. SN 164,238. Oesco Cutlery Company, Inc., Orange Park,

Fla. Filed Mar. 8, 1963.

SN 163,875. Towle Manufacturtng Company, Newburyport,

Mass. Filed Feb. 28, 1963. GESCO

MERRIMACK
For SUinless Steel Flatware.

First use Feb. 15, 1963.

For Cutlery—Namely, Folding Knives, Multi-Purpose

Knives, Pocket Knives, Jack Knives, Pruning Knives, and

Hunting Knives.

First use June 22, 1960.

SN 163,697. Allls-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Mil-

waukee. Wis. Filed Mar. 1, 1963.

ARROWHEAD
For Cutting Edges for Earth Moving Equipment.

First use Feb. 12, 1963.

SN 164,418. Atlas Deco Corporation, New York, N.Y. Filed

Mar. 12, 1963.

ATLAMATIC
For Lift Trucks and Transmissions for Lift Trucks.

First use on or about Feb. S, 1962. on transmissions for

lift trucks.
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SN 164.446. Walter D. Landgraf. Oak Lawn, ni FUed fU^*2A" LaUndrV AppttaBCeS and MadtHMS
Mar. 12, 1963.

BN 134,603. Borg-Warner Corpormtlon, Chicago. IH. FUed

Dec. 26. 1961.

NORGE
REEL-MATE

For Typewriter Spools.

First use Feb. 1, 1968. Owner of Beg. Noe. 331.103, 614.790, 643,247, and others.

For Coin Operated and Commercial Laundry and Dry
~~^^^^~~

Cleaning Equipment Consisting of Washers and Dryers, Dry

SN 164 513. Dura Corporation. Oak Park. Mich. Filed Cleaning Machines. Extractors, Filter Sludge Reclaimers

M.P la 10«S (Muck Cookers), Solvent Redaimers, Presses and Other Fln-
jsar. i.o, iwoo.

ighing Equipment, and Parts Thereof for Replacement and

DURA-MATIC First use on or prior to Jan. 1, 1956.

For Transaxles Comprtsing a Power Transmission and

Differential Mechanism Mounted as a Unit.

First use Nov. 29, 1»M.
SN 134,606. Borg-Wamer Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed

Dee. 26. 1961.

SN 164,731. H. E. Laoffer Co., Ibc. New York, N.Y. Filed

Mar. 16, 1968.

BEDFORD
For SUinless Steel Cutlery—Namely, Knives, Forks,

Spoons, and Serving Spoons and Forks.

First use Jan. 21. 1968.

SN 164,918. Tenslometers, Inc., Harrington, B.I. Filed

Mar. 18, 1963.

UNI-TENS
For Hydro-Mechanical Power Transmission Drive.

First use Oct. 16, 1962.

SN 164,998. Recon Corporation, Rochester, Mich. Filed

liar. 19, 1963.

MATCHMAKER T
For Gasoline Pumps.
First use Mar. 13, 1963.

SN 165,010. Wlnslow Product Engineering Corporation,

Arcadia. Calif. Filed Mar. 19, 1963.

WINSLOMATIC
For DrUl Point Grinders.

First use Oct. 16. 1969.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 638.986. 636.603, 637,642, and 646,936.

For Coin Operated and Commercial Laundry and Dry

Cleaning Equipment Consisting of Washers and Dryers, Dry

Cleaning Machines, Extractors, Filter Sludge ^Reclaimers

(Muck Cookers). Solvent Reclaimers, Presses and Other Fin-

ishing Equipment, and ParU Thereof for Replacement and

ReRflr.
First use on or prior to Jan. 20, 1961.

Qats 26 -Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

SN 96,552. Ace Electronic* Associates, Inc., Somerville,

Mass. Filed May 6, 1960.

ACE
Owner of Reg. Noe. 636,176, 690,196, and others.

For Variable Resistance Potentiometers for Use as Re-

sistors, RheosUts, Voltage Dividers and the Like In Elec-

tronic Circuits.

First use Oct. 16, 1964.

8N 166.331. Bamoel Jackson Manufacturing Corporation,

Lubbock. Tex. Filed Mar. 26, 1963.
SN 138,348. Alameda Qage Company, Oak Park, Mich.

FUed Feb. 21, 1962.

[SAMUEL JACKSONi
ALA-HIDE

For Metal Having a Hard Surface Coating Made Into

Plug and Ring Gages and Similar Products.

First use Apr. 16, 1961.

For Cotton GluDlng EqulpoMnt

First use Apr. 11. 1960. SN 154.296. B. H. Sargent k Co.. Chicago. 111. Filed

Oct. 1. 1962.

8N 166,202. Brother International Corporation of Pennsyl-

vania. New York, N.Y. File* Apr. 8, 1»«3.

WINDOW-MATIC
For Sewing Machines and Sewing Machine Heads.

First use Dec. 16, 1955.

i^<^m^iym^ SARGENT
Owner of Reg. Nos. 410,669 and 733,073.

For Laboratory Equipment and Suppliea—Namely, Blood

Gas Apparatus; Burette; Burner; Centrifuge; Combustion
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Apparatus ; Power Boring Machine (Cork Boring Machine) ;

Otcillometer High rre<juency, Dielectric Constant and Con-

ductance Apparatus ; Tltrator ; Polarised Electrode Graph,

Recording Mlcroammeter and Electropolarixer ; Polaro-

graphic Oxygen Analyzer ; Electrolytic Analyier ; Concentra-

tion Comparator ; Power Supply : Furnace ; Gas Analyier

;

Heater ; Hot Plate Magnetic Stirrer ; Incubator ; Mill As-

sembly ; Molecular Models ; Amino Nitrogen Apparatus

;

KJedahl Dlgeatlng and Distilling Unit ; Oven ; Paint Pigment

Volumeter ; Vlscosimeter Bath ; Pump ; Recorder ;
Thermo-

metrtc Bridge ; Thermoregulating Relay ; Thermistor Ther-

mometer ; Thermo-ControUer ; and Water Bath.

First use prior to Aug. 1, 1969.
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Class 27— Horelogical Instnimeiits

SN 114,805. Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar.

2, 1961.

SLIM WOOD
For Clocks.

First use Feb. 13, 1961.

SN 154,324. Agfa Aktlengesellschaft, Leverkusen-Bayer-

werk, Germany. Filed Oct. 2, 1962.

Class 28- Jewelry and Predous-Metal Ware

SN 14T,eil. WilU Nonnenmaiui, Pfonheim, Qermany. Filed

June 25, 1»«2.

VERIMASK
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on German application

filed Apr. 7. 1962; Reg. No. 782,847, dated June 29, 1962.

For Unexposed Photographic Films.

SN 159,042. Carter Products, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Dec. 13, 1962.

<P
Owner of German Reg. No. 676,617, dated May 25, 1955.

For Pins, Pendants, Chains, Necklace*, Bracelets, Bar-

rings, Finger Rings, and Jewelry Ornaments Made of

Precious Metal.

For Measuring Appliance—Namely, a Vacuum Tube Volt-

age Comparison Regulator.

First use Nov. 1, 1962.

8N 169,121. Sawyer's Inc., Portland, Oreg. Filed Dec. 18.

1962.

SN 148,049. Levine-Simson Co. Inc., New York, NY. Filed

June 29, 1962. ,

L-S
For Jewelry.

First use Dec. 31, 1947.

SN 148,626. Jo-Di Jewelry Manufacturing, Inc., New York,

NY. Filed July 9, 1962.

For Photographic Apparatoa—Namely. Cameras, Camera

Accessories, Projectors, Projector Accessories, Stereoscopes,

Viewers, and Holders for Photographic Transparencies.

First use July 21, 1958.

A
For Charms, Bracelets, Pins, Cuff Unks, Tie Bars, Reli-

gious Medals, Crosses and the Uke To Be Worn on the Person.

First use June 1, 19«2.

SN 159,389. Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc., Warsaw, Ind.

Filed Dec. 19, 1962.

DA-LITE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 201,592 and 401,28^.

For Portable Picture Screens.

Flxft use In 1914.

SN 159,568. Diglnamics Corporation, Minneapolis, Minn.

Piled Dec. 21, 196a.

SN 149,663. Neptune Cultured Pearl Syndicate, Ltd., New

York, N.Y. Filed July 24, 1962.

CULTURED TURQUOISE
Applicant disclaims rights in and to the term "Turquoise"

when used apart from the subject trademark.

For Precious and Semi-Precions Stones and Beads and

Jewelry Manufactured Therefrom.

First use June 13, 196S.

4>

For Data Processing Equipment Including Blectro-Mechan-

Ical Transducers and Related Equipment—Namely, Pressure

to Digital Transducers, Temperature to Digital Transducers,

Shaft Position to DigiUl Transducers Parallel to Serial

Converters or Sertalliers. Digital Multiplexers, Digital Con-

trollers, DlglUl Synchro Repeaters, and Data Logging Sys-

tems.

First use Mar. 2, 1962.

SN 160,739. Town k Country Distributors, Inc., Harrisburg,

Pa., assignee of Jack Ginsburg, d.b.a. Oertonn DUtribntors,

New York, N.Y. Filed Aug. 1. 1902.

For Articles of Jewelry Including Rings, Bracelets, Ear-

rings, Necklaces, and Pendants.

First ase July 1, 1962.
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SN 162,746. Chariea Harnett Co. Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed SN 156,192. Leon Turtus, New York. N.Y. Filed Oct. 29,

Sept.' 10, 1962. 1»*2.

CB TU

For Gold or Platinum Wedding Rings. Diamond Rings.

Men's Rings. Mountings. Diamond Watch Bracelets, and

Diamond Pendants.

First use July 1946.

For Precious Metal Jewelry—Namely, Rings and Pendants.

First use June 29, 1962.

SN 183,467. Paul Fourlan, d.b.a. Boyajlan's Sons Company.

New York, N.Y. Filed Sept. 19, 1962.

For Jewelry.

First use July 16, 1962.

SN 156,331. Mary G. Reiendes, d.b.a. Jo-Sand Jewelry Co.,

Providence, R.I. FUed Oct. 31, 1962.

SCARAB-MATE
For Jewelry for Personal Wear and Adornment
First use Oct. 25, 1962.

SN 156,391. Harry Feffer, New York, N.Y. FUed Nov. 1,

19«2.

SN 154,001. Victoria Floating Opals, Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Sept. 26. 1962.

%
<@)

For Jewelry.

First use Sept. 5, 1962.

SN 156,437. S * O Jewelry Co.. Buffalo, N.Y. Filed Nov. 1,

1962.

For 14 Kt. Gold Floating Opal and Other Precious and

Seml-Preeious Stone Pendants.

First use Dec 2, 1961.

SN 164,126. George Lederman, Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed

Sept. 28, 1902.

5-G
For Rings and Jewelry.

First use Jan. 1, 1937.

SN 166,463. Max Jurow, Inc.. New York, N.Y. Filed Nov. 1,

1962.

Por Manufactured Jewelry for Personal Wear.

First use Aug. 28, 1962.

SN 166.067. J. Abraham 4 Son, New York, N.Y. Filed

Oct. 29, 1962.

I?
For Finger Rings, Earrings, Brooches, Bracelets, and

Pendants.
First use on or about Oct. 19. 1962.

For Jewelry.

First use June 20, 19«2.

SN 157,216. Goldschlld and Hershey, New York, N.Y. Filed

Nov. 14, 1962.

GH.
For Jewelry.

First use July 1902.

Class 29-Breoms, Brushes, and Dusters

^~^"^"~~ SN 162.TT6. The Drackett Company of Canada, Ltd., To-

8N 166.160. George Pameaa. d.b.a. Max Fames. * Son. New ronto. Ontario. Canada. Filed Sept. 10. 1962.

York,' N.Y. FUed Oct 29, 1962.
PITAN

^* ^ Owner of Canadian Beg. No. 142/32207, dated Mar. 21.

For Gold Watch AttachmenU and Watch Bracelet.. 1938.

First ast June 18. 19«2. '«* >*<»»• "« ^^^"^ ***^-
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SN 157,519. Landers. Frary k Clark, New BrtUln, Conn.

Filed Nov. 19, 1962.

UNIVERSAL
Owner of Re». Nos. 111.952 and 340,336.

For CordVesa Electric Toothbrush.

First use July 31, 1»«2.

Qass 30— Crockery, Earthenware, and

Porcelain

SN 152,351. Terrace Ceramics, Inc., Zanesrllle, Ohio. Filed

Aug. 31, 1962.

FERNWARE
For Horticultural Artware—Namely, Planters, Flower

Bowls, Window Boxes, Jardinieres, All Featuring Satin

Matte Glazes on Hlgh-Plred 8eml-Porcelaln.

First use Aug. 16, 1962.
^

Class 31 - Filters and Refrigerators

SN 131,042. P. M. Hayden Corporation, Rlrerslde, Calif.

Filed Oct. 31, 1961.

TRANS eCOOLER
The term "Cooler" is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.
For Cooling Units for Torque Conrerters and the Like.

First use Oct. 5, 1961.

Class 32- Furniture and Upkobtery

SN 152.607. McDonald Products Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.

Piled Sept. 6, 1962.

DUK-IT
Owner of Reg. No. 562,203.

For Ash Receptacles of the Floor and Wall Type—Namely,

Smokers' Stands, Urns and Trays, a Combination Arm Rest,

Carryall Case and Seat for Small Children, and Book Ends,

Letter Trays and Racks, and Utility Trays.

First use on or about June 26, 1934, on ash receptacles

of the floor type.

SN 157,686. E.G. Enterprtsea, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Not. 21, 1962.

(-ABRAK
For Display Rack for Sample Cards of Any and All Mate-

rial Composition or Fabric.

First use Apr. 9, 1962.

SN 160,625. Federated Department Stores, Inc., Brooklyn,

N.Y. Filed Jan. 14, 1963.

GAYLORD
For Venetian Blinds, Beds, Sofas, Loreseats, Cocktail

Tables, Coffee Tables, and Picture*.

First use October 1940.

SN 137,662. Royal Super Ice Company, Oakland, Calif.

Filed Feb. 9, 1962.

SN 160,630. Federated Department Store*. Inc., Brooklyn,

NY. Filed Jan. 14, 1963.

OVERBROOK
ZERO-PAK

For Gel Product Packaged for Handling and for Repeated

Freeilng and Thawing for Use as a Refrigerant.

First use Apr. 19, 1937.

For Upholstered Liring Room Furniture—Namely, Sofas,

Chairs, Loreseats, Sectionals and 8^a Bads.

First use July 1940.

SN 161,308. Breneman-Hartshom Ine, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Piled Jan. 24, 1963.

SN 151,202. Corning Glass Works, Coming, NY. Filed

Aug. 16, 1962.

CERCOR
For Cellular Ceramic Elements for Use In Filtration in

Sewage Disposal Systems.

First use on or about May 2, 1962.

BALI BLIND
No claim is made to the exdusire right to the use of the

word "Blind" separate and apart froni the mark as shown.

For Form of Venetian Blind.

First nse September 1962.

SN 162,490. Cambridge Filter ManufactuHng Corp., Syra-

cuse, N.Y. Piled Sept. 5, 1962.

SN 161,405. Matymill Manufacturing Corporation, Phoenix,

Aril. Filed Jan. 25, 1963.

HI-CAP
TRAZIDAZY

For Air Filters.

First use on or before Aug. 29, 1962.

For Snack Trays.

First use Jan. 12, 1968.

SN 152.491. Cambridge Filter Manufacturing Corp., Syra-

cuse. N.Y. Filed Sept. 5, 1962.

SN 161,406. Marymlll Manufacturing Corporation, Phoenix.

Arts. Piled Jan. 26, 1903.

HI-FLO
LAZIDAZY

For Air Filters.

First use on or before Aug. 29, 1962.

For Folding Cota.

First naa Jan. 12, 1»«8.
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8N 162,030. BttigbuKh 8alf-Clo«inf Inkttand Company, SN 151,357. Premier Industrial Corporation, ClCTeland,

Mllwaokee, WU. FUed Peb. 4, 1»«3. Ohio. Filed Aug. 16, 1962.

n*TA BAPK REFRIGERANT ACTION
VyA 1 A-lvA.V'Il. por Welding Supplies—Namely, Welding Rods and Weld-

ing Electrodes.

For Hcdder for Booka. Directories. Catalogs. Desk Corre- Yint nse July 1961.

•pondenoe, and the Liln. ^^^^^^^^_
First OS* January 1951.

^~^"^^"~~

SN 162,374. United States Rubber Company, New York,

N.Y. Filed Feb. 8, 1968.

UNIROYAL

SN 152,616. Henet Manufacturing Company, Phoenix, Arts.

Filed Sept 5, 1962.

WATER WELDER
For Welding Equipment, Including Electrolytic Oas Gen-

erators and Boosters.

First nse June 26, 1962.

For Latex Foam Mattrettet and Cushions.

First use Aug. 7, 1962.
i-. SN 167,078. Crouse-Hlnda Cmnpany, Syracuse, N.Y. FlVsd

Not. 13, 1962.

Class 33— Glassware

BN 162,030. American Can Company, Jersey City, N.J., by

merger from A-W Glass Corporation, Bast Brunswick, N.J.

rUed Aug. 28, 1962.

MIRAGLASS For Flood Lli^ta and U^tlng Equipment
First use May 16, 1962.

For Glass Bottles and Jars.

Flrat use Aug. 14, 1962.

Class 35 -Beltuig, Hose, MacUnery Pack-

lie TiresBN 167,157. Sodete Anonyme des Mlrolteries de Charieroi, IIHI' *"*
Marchlenne-au-Pont, Bclglom. FUed Not. 18, 1962.

BN 162,878. Belberling Rubber Company, Barberton, Ohio.

FUed Feb. 16, 196S.

POLYTEX
For Pneumatic Enbbtr Tlrea.

First use Oct 16, 1962.
7\ia«X.

For Mirrored Plate Olasa.

First use Dec. 10, 1937; In commerce Dec. 30, 1960.

Class 34- Heating, Ughting, and Ventilating

ApparatNS

BN 122,233. WilUAma Fornaca Co.. Baana Park, Callt FUed

Class 36- Musical Instruments and SuppTies

SN 113,578. Grossman Music Corporation, CleTeland, Ohio.

Piled Peb. 13, 1961.

June 16, 1961.

DEBONAIR
For Gas-Flrad Household Heating Appliances.

First us* on or about Mar. 16, 1960.

For Fifes, Banjo-Ukuldes, Snare Drums, Parade Drums,

Baas Drums, Tom-Toms, Congos and Bongos.

First use on or about May 8, 1948.

BN 140.712. Mldland-S«aa Corpwatlon, Toledo, Ohio. Filed

Mar. 26. 1962.

WEBSTER
Owner of Reg. Nos. 265.277. 621.312, and other*.

For Oil-Flred Burners for Boilers.

First use Dec. 80, 1955.

SN 135,608. The Nortronlcs Company, Inc., Minneapolis,

Minn. Filed Jan. 11, 1962.

STEBHr^i
BN 160,757. Caloric Corporation, Topton, Pa. Filed Aug. 8,

CALORIC
Owner of Reg. No. 406,669.

For Incinerators.

First nse on or about Jan. 15, 1958.

NORTRONICS RECORDINGS
Applicant lioreby dlsdaims "Stereo" and "Recordings"

apart from the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. No. 678,446.

For Magnetic Tapes and Magnetic Recording and Repro-

ducing Devices.

First use June 16, 1961.

BnbJ. to Intf. with SN 126,517.
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8N 138,992. Warren S. Swanson, d.b.a. W. S. Sumner Com-

pany, Minneapolis, Minn Filed Mar. 2, 1962.

ACOUSTICUT
For Musical Wind Instruments.

First use June 1, 1951.

SN 127,981. Park Tissue Mills Inc., N«w York, N.Y. Filed

Sept. 15, 1961.

SOF-TONE
For Toilet Tissues.

First use May 1, 1960.

SN 140,385. Romper Room, Inc.. Baltimore, Md. Filed Mar.

21, 1962.

ROMPER ROOM
Owner of Reg. No. 589.236.

For Phonograph Records.

First use Dec. 22. 1955.

SN 151.302. Crown Zellerbach Corporation. San Francisco.

Calif. Filed Aug. 16. 1962.

ZEE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 2T9.461, 550,784. and others.

For Polyethylene Food Wrap.

First use Aug. 15. 1961.

SN 151.067. Lloyd Trad© Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 13, 1962.

LLOYD'S
For Tap« Recorders.

First use Not. 1, 1969.

SN 151.828. Interstate Bag Company. Inc.. Walden. NY.

Filed Aug. 24. 1962.

GLOSSTONE
For Wrapping Paper.

First use Aug. 14. 1963.

SN 157.000. National Bag-O-Tunes, Island Park, N.Y. Filed

Nov. 9. 1962.

STRING-0-TUNES
For Packaged Phonograph Records, Bach Package Con-

taining a Number of Different Records.

First use July 1, 1962.

SN 152,407. Imperial Wallpaper Mill, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Sept. 4. 1962.

TOWNLEY
For Wallpapers.

First use on or about Aug. 1, 1962.

SN 152,608. McDonald Products Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 6, 1962.

DUK-IT
SN 159,120. Sawyer's Inc.. Portland, Oreg. Filed Dec. 13.

1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 662.203.

For Desk Sets and Accessories—Namely. Desk Pads. Pen

Holders. Paper Weights, Letter Openers. Letter Opener and

Scissor Library Sets. Desk Calendars and Calendar Pads,

Pencil Caddys, Memo Boxes, Telephone Indexes, and Name

Plate and Sign Bases.

First use in or about February 1956.

For Office Equipment—Namely, Office Recording and Tran-

scribing Machines.

First use July 20, 1962.

SN 165,623. Mall-Well Envelope Company, Portland, Oreg.

FUed Oct. 22, 1962.

CARRY-WELL
For Envelopes

SN 159,248. Harry O. Lasky, Bronxvllle, N.Y. Filed Dec.
^^^^^ ^^ q^^

17, 1962.
First use Oct. 10, 1962.

SAVAREZ
For Nylon Guitar Strings.

First use Nov. 20, 1962.

Class 37- Paper and Stationery

SN 106,062. Container Corporation of America, Chicago, 111.

Filed Oct. 10, I960.

Qass 38- PrinU and Publications

SN 130,663. The Traffic Service Corporation, Washington,

DC. Filed Oct. 26, 1961.

TRANSPORTATION
& DISTRIBUTION
MANAGEMENT

For Speclallied Magailne BeUtlnf to the Distribution of

Physical Goods and Issued Monthly.

First use Oct. 9, 1961.

Owner of Reg. No. 733,030.

For Paperboard.

First use June 28, 1958.

SN 131,069. The Railway Equipment and Publication Com-

pany, New York, N.Y. Filed Oct. 31, 1961.

CONDENSED LIST OF
CLOSED, OPEN AND

STOCK CARS
For Periodical.

First use Jan. 10, 1943.
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SN 181 070 The Railway Equipment and Publication Com- SN 148,094. Sperry Rand CorporaUon, New York. NY.

pany,' New York, N.Y. Filed Oct. 31, 1961. Filed June 29. 1962.

RAILWAY LINE
CLEARANCES

GRAPH-A-MATIC
For Printed Title InserU and Signals for Use In Comput

_ „ -^« «^A» Ing Charts.
Owner of Reg. No. »3«,997. _, . „ -„ 1940
For TransporUtion Reference Periodical. Published An- First use Nov. 12. 1940.

nnally.
—^^^^^~~~

rint ow in Mmj 1917.
SN 149,764. Outdoor American Corporation, Spokane, Wash.

Filed July 25, 1962.

8N 131,071. The RAllwaj Bflulpment and PubUcatlon Com-

panj, New York, N.Y. FUed Oct 81, IMl.

THE OFFICIAL REGISTER
OF PASSENGER TRAIN

EQUIPMENT
. ^ ..II >. .• A „ For Magazine. ,.

For TransporUtion Reference Periodical, Published An-
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ j^gg

nually. i ^^^^^^^__
Pint use In March 1943.

^~^^—^~

^—^-^ SN 151,842. Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc., LenA-

mont NY., assignee of Portfolio Research Corporation,

SN 131,073. The Railway Equipment and Publication Com-
j^rchmont. N.Y. Filed Aug. 24, 1962.

pany. New York, N.Y. Filed Oct. 31, 1961.

THE PORTFOLIO
FACT FINDER

For Periodical Bulletins Concerning Investment Companies.

First use Aug. IB, 1962.

Owner of Eeg. No. 228,187. „ ... v ^ /^

For TransporUtion Reference Periodical, PubUshed Quar-

terly.

First ose In January 1897.

SN 189,748. International Orapho Analysis Society, Inc.,

Chicago, ni. Filed Mar. 13, 1962.

THE GRAPHOANALYST
For Monthly Publication ConUinlng News and Articles

Relating to the Field of Handwriting Analysis.

First use prior to 1945.

SN 152,034. Associated Telephone Answering Exchanges,

Inc., Washington, D.C. Filed Aug. 28, 1962.

THE ANSWER
For Magazine Published Exclusively for the Telephone

Answering Industry.

First use Deoeml)er 1958.

SN 139,834. Dell Publishing Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 14, 1962.

BLUE PHANTOM
For Magaslne of tije Comic Book Type Pertaining to a

Fictional Civil War OueriUa CharacSter.

First use Feb. 17, 1962.

SN 153,360. Your Bearing Specialist, Loe Angeles, Calif.

Filed Sept. 17, 1962.

BEARING SPECIAUST
For Trade Magazine.

First use in September 1954.

SN 158,778. Liaison Newsletter, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Sept. 24, 1962.

LIAISON
For Periodical Newsletter Concerning Love.

First use Sept. 4, 1962.

SN 144,279. Schlage Lock Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed May 10, 1962.

LOCK AND KEY
For Periodically Issued House Organ for Employees and

the Trade.

First use Sept 15, 1944.

SN 164,188. Church Extension Service, Inc., Golden, Colo.

Filed Sept. 24, 1962.

The SERMON BUILDER
For Religious Magazine.

First use on or about June 3, 1965.

SN 144 8«9 Forbes * Walte Inc.. Lexington, Mass. Filed gN ib4,778. Sales Promotion ProducU, Inc.. CTeveland

Mijiri962 Ohio. FUed Oct. 8. 1962.

UNICARD
For Discrete Film Transparency Mlcrophotographlc Record

Cards.

First uMi May 4. 1962.

TUFTEX
For Printed Advertising Banners of Plastic Sheet Material.

First use Mar. 14, 1962.
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SN 189.1M. Sawyer'i Inc., Portland, Oref. Piled D«c. 13, 8N 139,797. Unlthop*, Inc., Jtwtj City, N.J. Filed Mar.

19«2.' **• ****

For Photocraphlc Traniparendee and Trade Publlca-

tlone—Namely, Trade Macaslnea.

Flnt use Apr. 10, 1902.

For Raincoat! In Both Men's and Boyi' Wear and Alio

for Outer Type Jacketa in All Categories.

First un Feb. 12, 1962.

Cliss39-Qothiiig

8N 106,598. Bean-Bra Foundations, Inc., Jersey City, N.J.

Filed Nov. 17, 1960.

PERMANET

SN 140,88e. Bomper Room, Inc., Baltimore, Md. FUed

Mar. 21, 1962.

ROMPER ROOM
Owner of Reg. No. 687,236.

For CbUdren's Hats, Shoes, and SUppers.

First use Jan. IS, 1964.

For Brassieres.

First use Oct. 21, 1960.

SN 113,231. The Mayer Company. Inc., New York, NY.

Filed Feb. 7, 1961.

<*^

lOl*'''*

SN 147,081. Blue Bell, Inc., Greensboro, N.C. Filed June

18, 1962.

SEDGEFIELD
Owner of Reg. Noc 608,068 and 677,019.

For Rainwear.

First use In September 1961.

TEILs
^Aro

8N 149,187. The Kohl Corporation, MUwaokee, Wis. Filed

Jnly 17, 1968.
i

Owner of Reg. No. 386,437.

For Women's Hosiery.

First use Jan. 6, 1936.

SN 127,262. Novelty Veiling Co. Inc., New York, N.Y. FUed

Sept 6, 1961.

SAYLON
For Acrylic Fiber Made Dp Into Sweaters, Stoles, and

Scarrea
First ose September 1960.

ascomM\

SN 184,109. Exquisite Form Brassiere Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 10, 1961.

- GLAMOUR-GLO

For Men's and Boys' Sportcoats, Jackets, Overcoats, Sport

Shirts, Pajamas, Sweaters, and Hosiery.

First nse Jnly 1, 1962.

For Brassieres and Qlrdles.

First use Oct. 19, 1961.

8N 137,497. K. O. Barry Corporation, Columbus, Ohio.

Filed Feb. 8, 1962.

SN 161,078. Pnrltan Fashions Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 13, 1962.

OGGI
"Oggl" is neither the nam* nor paendonym of any living

individual.

For Women's and Misses' Wearing Apparel—Namely,

Dresses, Blouses, Shirts, Jackets, Coats, Slacks, Slack SulU,

Shorts, Robes, Pajamas, and Bathing SalU.

First use July 16, 1962.

SOFT-TUFF
For Slippers and Soles for Slippers.

First use January 1962.

SN 161,308. Custom Craft Fashions, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 16, 1963.

SN 138,970. J. B. Morgan Knitting Mills, Inc., Tamaqna. Pa.

Filed Mar. 2, 1962.

BLUE STREAK
For T-8hlrt8 and Boys' and Men'a Underwear.

First use January 1962.

DarbarDenni
The trademark ia fanciful and Is not the name or pseudo

name of any designer or any other living individual.

For Women's Coats, Suits, and Dresses.

First use on or about July 2, 1962.
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8N 161,315. Oosselln Cobblers, St. Panl, Minn. Filed Aog. SN 166,600. Herbst Shoe Manufacturing CMnpany, Mil-

16, 1962. wankee. Wis. FUed Nov. 6, 1962.

CARTWHEELS
For Children's Shoes.

First use Oct. 22, 1962.

SN 166,667. Sears, Roebu<A and Co., Chicago, Ul. Filed

Nov. 6, 1962.

MERRI-MOCS
For WcHnen's Shoes.

First nse on or about Oct 10, 1962.

For Baby Shoes, Slippers for Men and Women, Moccasins

for Men and Women, Paes for Men and Women, and Sweaters.

First use Nov. 1, 1961.

SN 166,845. Wondertcnlt Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 7, 1962.

FEATHA-BAC
SN 161,512. O'Bryan Bros., Inc., Chicago, 111. FUed Aug.

20, 1962.

COLLEEN
For Lingerie.

First use Aug. 1, 1962.

For Knitted Shirts and Sweaters of Cotton. Wool, and

Synthetic Fibers and Mixtures Thereof, for Men and Boys.

First use Sept. 28, 1962.

SN 167,179. Wings Shirt Co. Inc., QreenvUle, S.C. FUed

Nov. ^3, 1962.

SN 152.040. Beatrice-Martin, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Aug. 28, 1962.

BEATRICE-MARTIN
"Beatrice-Martin" is a pseudonym of one Beatrice

Woronofr, who is president of the applicant corporation.

For Ladies' Millinery.

First use Sept. 6, 1966.

GOLDEN VEE
For Men's and Boys' Shirts, SporU ShlrU, Pajamas, Jack-

ets, Coats, and Trousers.

First use Oct. 24, 1962.

SN 157,245. Rugby Knitting MUls, Inc., Buffalo, N.Yf FUed

Nov. 14, 1962.

SN 162,100. Superba Cravats, Inc., Rochester, N.Y. FUed

Aug. 28, 1962.

XX-150

For Neckwear and More Particularly Neckties.

First use Aug. 20, 1962.
For Sport Shirts.

First use Aug. 20, 1962.

SN 152,789. The Globe TaUorlng Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio. Filed Sept. 10, 1962.

LADY BRUMMELL
The mark "Lady Bmmmell" is an arbitrary name and

is not the name or psendonym of a particular designer or

other living IndlvlduaL Owner of Beg. No. 111.143.

For Women's Suits. Skirts. Top Coats, and Slacks.

First use on or about June 1, 1962.

SN 153.874. Fold, Inc., d.b.a. Daniels Bootery, Silver Spring.

Md. Filed Sept. 26, 1962.

SN 157,643. The Puritan Sportswear Corp., Altoona, Pa.

FUed Nov. 20, 1962.

COOLFRONT V
For Men's Outerwear Jackets.

First use Oct. 1, 1962.

SN 157.644. The Puritan Sportswear Corp., Altoona. Pa.

FUed Nov. 20, 1962.

COLDFRONT V
For Men's Outerwear Jackets.

First use June 11, 1962.

8N 167.757. Anvil Brand, Incorporated, High Point, N.C.

Filed Nov. 23, 1962.

The word "Bootery" is disclaimed apart from the mark

s shown.
For Misses' and ChUdren's Shoes.

First use September 1953.

JAVELIN
For Men's and Boys' PanU.
First use Sept. 27, 1962.
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8N 187,823. M«ra-Ha*« Clothln« Co., St. LouH, Mo. Filed 8N 159,866. J. C. Penney Company, New York, N.Y. FUed

Not. 23, 1962. ^^*^- ^8' ^^^

FOREST HILLS
For Men's and Boys' Slacks, Sport Coats. Top Coats, SuUb.

and All Weather Coats.

First use Nov. 14, 1962. P<̂z^otrtcAe

8N 157,&41. Protective Equipment Supply Co., Inc., Buffalo.

N.Y. Filed Nov. 23, 1962.

For Women's Sweaters.

First use Mar. 10, 1962.

PESCO
SN 169,442. The Villager, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Dec. 19, 1962.

For Industrtal Protective Clothing—Namely. Helmets,

Qloves, Mitts. Aprons, Leggings, Spats. Hoods. Sleeves, and

Pants.

First use on or about Sept. 23, 1961.

8N 167,888. Dartmoor Fashions Ltd., New York, N.Y. Filed

Nov. 26, 1962.

DARTMOOR JASHIONS
Reserving all common law rights, applicant hereby dis-

claims any exclusive right to the use of the word "Fashions"

except as a part of Its mark, as shown.

For Men's Sport Jacketx.

First use Aug. 8, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 702,968.

For Women's Wear—Namely. Shirts, Blouses. Dresses,

Jackets, and Sportswear.

First use June 1, 1956.

SN 187.930. A. Sagner's Son. Frederick, Md. Filed Nov.

26, 1962.

WOOMO

SN 159,689. Ixod. Ltd., New York. N.Y. Filed Dec. 21, 1962.

IZOD
Owner of Reg. Nos. 666,860, 736,466, and others.

For Raincoats.

First use Dec. 4. 1962.

For Men's and Boys' Suits, Jackets, Slacks, and Coats.

First use March 1962. 8N 169,799. Belk Stores Service*, Inc., Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Dec. 27. 1962.

SN 158.006. Irving Marks Nlte-Wear Corporation. New

York. NY. Filed Nov. 27, 1962.

REST-MOR
For Men's, Boys', Women's, and Girls' .

Pajamas.

First use Jan. 2, 1953.

v>ab/

SN 158,223. Burberrys Limited, London. England. Filed

Nov. 26, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 676,379, 684,094, and 721,076.

For Infants' Wear—Namely, Gowns. Socks, Booties, Shoes,

Panties, Shirts, Diapers, Underwear, Sleepers, Pajamas,

Kimonos, Bibs, Sacques, Topper Sets, Dresaes, Sweaters.

Shawls, Car Coats, Creepers.

First use Mar. 17, 1968.

SN 189.807. Belk Stores Services. Inc., Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Dec. 27, 1962.

Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 93.819. 688.667, and others.

For Coats, Topcoats. Jackets. Rainwear. Suits. Breeches,

Trousers, Slacks, Shorts, Riding Habits, Waistcoats, Gaiters.

Leggings. Overalls. Shirts, Fur Coats, Fur Jackets. Capes,

Hats, Caps, Helmets, Bonnets, Hoods. Toques. Berets. Neck-

ties. Stockings. Socks. Braces. Suspenders. Garters. Belts.

Boots. Shoes. Slippers. Sandals. Underwear, Gloves, Shirts.

Collars. Pajamas. Lingerie. Dressing Gowns, Cardigans,

Sweaters, Pullovers, Scarfs. Corsetry. Foundation Garments.

Brassieres, Blouses. Swlmwear. Beach Robes, Dresses, Ski-

Wear, Fishing Waders, and Handkerchiefs.

First use at least prior to June 1, 1967 ; In commerce at

least prior to June 1, 1967.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 676,379, 684.094, and 721,078.

For Boys' and Girls' Clothing—Namely, Pajamas, Gowns,

Sweaters. Dresses, Sport Shirts, Polo Shirts, Suspender

Shorts, Suspender Slacks, Car Coats, Slips, Deck Pants.

First use June 1, 1959, on pajamas, gowns, and sweaters.

SN 189,828. Charles Komar k Sons, Inc., South Amboy,

N.J. Filed Dec. 27, 1962.

LEANNE
For Ladles' and Misses' Lingerie.

First use Sept. 28, 1962.
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8N 162,378. United SUtea Rubber Company, New York, SN 181,361. Pyramid Knit Sales Corp., New York. NY.
NY. Filed Feb. 8. 1963. Filed Aug. 16. 1962.

UNIROYAL
Owner of Reg. Nos. 630,051 and 658,873.

For Overshoes, Raincoats, Golf Clothing for Men and
Women, Bathing Caps, and Canvas and Rubber Shoes.

First use Aug. 9, 1962, on overshoes.

Qass40— FnKy Goods, Furnishings, and

Notions

"100X

SUPER SUEDE"
No claim Is made to the word "Suede" apart from the mark

shown in the drawing.

For Fabrics in the Piece, Composed of Knitted or Woven
Fabric in Cotton or Any Synthetic Material Laminated to

8N 147.112 Harkal Mfg. Co. Inc.. Long Island City. N.Y. Polyurethane Foam. Used In the Manufacture of Men s, Wom-
™,, . y„„„ ,o -„-„ en's, and Children's Coats, JackeU, Headwear, Slippers and
iniea June 18, ivo^. _ „ , , . „ ™,t ^ ^ -r. ... ^

Shoes, Upholstery and Drapery, Elbow and Knee Patches,

Trimmings, Such as Collars, Inserts and Pocket Welta and

for Linings of Garments.
First use Mar. 28, 1962. /

For Buckles and Clasps.

First use 1949.

SN 158,092. National Printing Company, Union, N.J. Filed

Nov. 28, 1962.

RAP-A-NAP
For Napkin Ring.

First use Nov. 8, 1962.

SN 182,608. Dux Incorporated, Burllngame, Calif. Filed

Sept. 6, 1962.

DUX
For Upholstery, Casement, and Drapery Fabrics Made of

Wool, Cotton, Linen, Synthetic Materials, and Combinations

Thereof.

First use Jan. 16, 1984.

SN 182,804. Dux Incorporated, Burllngame, Calif. Filed

Sept. 5, 1962.

DUX
Class 42 -Knittod, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitiites Therefor

SN 139,766. Mitsubishi Rayon Company Limited, Chuo-ku,

Tokyo, Japan. Filed Mar. 18, 1962.

HIpolan

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Japanese application

fUed Sept. 21, 1961 ; Reg. No. 606,695, dated Mar. 8, 1963.

For Textile and Netted rabrles Used in Making Dressea,

Suits, Coats, Underwear, Oowna, Shawls, Mufflers, Curtains,

Bed Sheets, Covers, and Bearras.

FiledSN 139,962. Payne k Company, Inc., Dayton, Ohio.

Mar. 16. 1962.

THE GLOBE TROTTER
COLLECTION

For Fabrics in the Piece aa a Correlated Collection of

Upholstery, Drapery, Slipcover, and Caaement Weaves and

Designs.

First nse Jan. 22, 1962.

TM 792 CO.—

S

For Upholstery, Casement, and Drapery Fabrics Made of

Wool, Cotton, Linen, Synthetic Materials, and Combinations

Thereof.

First use May 15, 1988.

SN 156,646. American Vlscoae Corporation. PhUadelphla,

Pa. FUed Nov. 6, 1962.

AVIFLAX
For Textile Fabrics in the Piece Composed of Synthetic

Fibers.

First nse Oct. 8, 1962.

SN 159,471. Crylor, Paris, France. FUed Dec. 20, 1962.

C***^tor
Owner of Fren<4i Reg. No. 498,283, dated Jan. 13. 1961

(Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 156,947 ; and U.S. Reg. Nos. 611,126,

786,865, and others.

For Bed and Table Linen and Specifically Rags and Car-

pets Made of Natural and Synthetic Materials.
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as 159 810 Belk Stores Servlcw, Inc.. Charlotte, N.C. 8N 135,476. Vector Manufacturing Company Incorporated.

Filed Dec. 27 1962 Southampton, Pa. Filed Jan. 9. 1982.

pAi
Owner of Reg. Nos. 612.244 and 684.830.

For Dish Towels, Bath Mat Sets, Rugs, Bed Sheets, IMIlow

Cases. Mattreas Cover*. Pillow Covers, Mattress Pads, Bed

Pillows. Curtains, Bedspreads, Ironing Board Covers, Blan-

kets, Washcloths. Bath Sheets, Table Cloths, Napkins,

Aprons, Toaster Covers. Mixer Covers, Valances. Drapes.

Dressing Table Skirts. Canopies. Coverlets, Dust Ruffles,

Shams, Slip Covers, Throw Covers. Ironing Board Pads.

Shower Ensembles. Bath Towels. Quest Towels. Fingertip

Towels.
Flrat use Aug. 1. 1954. on bed sheets, pillow cases, and

blankets.

Qass 43 — Thread and Yarn

SN 139.766. Mitsubishi Rayon Company Limited, Chuo-ku.

Tokyo. Japan. Filed Mar. 13, 1962.

Hipolan
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Japanese application

filed Sept. 21. 1961 ; Reg. No. 606,694, dated Mar. 8, 1963

For Yarns and Threads.

The drawing Is lined for red but color Is not claimed as a

feature of the mark. Owner of Reg. No. 737,603.

For Medical Cardiograph Apparatus and Systems for Radio

Broadcasting and Receiving Cardiovascular Data—Namely,

Battery Powered Miniature Transmitters for Broadcasting

the Data From the Patient, Radio Receivers for Remotely

Receiving the Broadcasted Data. Connectors for the Medical

Klet'trodes. Skin Resistance Measuring Devices, Battery

Charging Mechanisms and Other Apparatus Associated With

Such Systems.

First use July 17, 1961.

SN 140,210. The DEO Corporation. San Francisco. Calif.

Filed Mar. 19. 1962.

SN 158.990. Monaanto Ch«mlcal Company. St. Lonla. Mo

Filed Dec. 12, 1902.

SPECKELON
For Thread and Yarn.

First use Nov. 7, 1962.

SN 159,523. Pharr Yama. Inc., McAdenvlUe, N.C. FUed

Dec. 20, 1962.

PHARR-MIST
For Yarn Spun From Acrylic Fibers.

First use Aug. 19, 1962.

SN 162,376. United Statea Rubber Company, New York,

N.Y. FUed Feb. 8, 1»«3. ^

UNIROYAL
Owner of Beg. No. 678,638.

For Yama.
First uae Aug. 8, 1962.

Qass 44 -Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appli

EROS
For Prosthetic Oeultal Devices.

First use July 15, 1960.

SN 152.MS. W J. Rendell Limited. London. England. Filed

Aug. 30. 1962.

/,./%
The mark shown in the drawing is a facsimile of the script

signature, W. J. Rendell of Mr. John Rendell, deceaaed,

founder of applicant's predeceaaor in bnalneaa. Owner of

British Beg. No. 182,688, dated Oct. 5, 1894.

For Peaaariea.

SN 155.284. The 8. 8. White Dental Manafacturlng Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Oct. 16, 1962.

AIRTORQUE
For Dental Handpieces and Parta Thereof.

First uae on or before Feb. 12. 1962.

SN 161,428. Unltek Corporation, MonrorU, Calif. Filed

Jan. 26, 19^3.

HI-T
For Orthodontic Wire.

Flrat use Oct. 29, 19«2.

SN 161,445 Merck * Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J. Filed Jan. 25,

1963.

EZEJECT
Owner of Reg. No. 648,661.

For Syringe for Medicinal Dae.

Flrat uae Dec. 81, 1968.

SN 123,189. William 8. Schneider, d.b.a. The William

Steven Company. Loa Angeles. Calif. Filed June 29. 1961.

INSTA-PAK
For Contalnera Made of Flexible Sheet Material and FlUed

With a Subaunce That Is Endothermlc When DlB«)lTed. for

Uae aa a Simulated Ice Pack or the Like.

First use on or about Apr. 3, 1961.

SN 161,801. Meadox Medicals, Incorporated, Haledon, N.J.

Filed Jan. 31, 1963.

MEDI-GRAFT
For Surgical SuppUee, Partlcnlariy Vaacular Prosthetic

Devlcea and Materials.

First uae on or about Jan. 9, 1968.

I
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Qass 46- Foods and Ingredients of Foods
8N 147,274. Foremoat Dairies, Inc., d.b.a. Foremost Inter-

national Dairies, Inc., San Frandaeo, Calif. Filed June
20, 1962.

8N 110,968. Apopka Fruit Co., Orlando. Fla. Filed Dec. 29, T g PERROOUET
1960.

RICHFRUIT
For Freah Citrus Fruits.

First use Dec. 28, 1948.

The words "Le Perroquet" are Frendi and can be trans-

lated "the parrot"
For Sweetened Condensed Milk.

First use Dec. 17, 1967.

SN 129,432. Zanadu Gourmet Specialty Co., Fort Lauder- SN 147,448. Harold T. Grlflln Limited, Toronto, OnUrio,

dale, Fla. Filed Oct. 6, 1961. Canada. Filed June 22, 1962.

ZANADU
For Marinade Sauce and Sauce Mongol.

First use Oct 6, 19«1.

SN 131,932. Fermln J. Barcala, d.b.a. F. J. Barcala, Buenos

Aires, Argentina. Filed Nov. 14, 1961.

The English translation of "VIU Nutramlnlc Est" Is

"nutrition Is rltal."

For Health Food—Namely, Packaged Noodles and Spa-

ghetti.

First use February 1966; In commerce February 1956.

SN 132,254. Olavarria 4 Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 17, 1961.

OLA-SHUG
Owner of Reg. No. 720,432.

For Animal Feed Sugar.

First use May 2, 1961.

SN 140,88^. Romper Room, Inc., Baltimore, Md. Filed Mar.

21, 1962.

ROMPER ROOM
Owner of Reg. No. 588,83«.

For Cookies.

First use Mar. 12, 1969.

8N 144,167. Hygrade Bakery, Incorporated, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed May 9, 1902.

For Pretiels and PoUto Chips.

Plrst use Feb. 20, 1961.

.-.sr*r

For Canned Fish—Namely, Sardines, Anchovies, Spratts,

and Mackerel.

First use 1908 ; In commerce 1937.

SN 147,886. Beatrice Foods Co., Chicago, 111. Filed June

28 1962

MARIONETTE
For Olives.

First use May 1968.

SN 149,148. Weldner Canning Company, Inc., Plymouth,

Ind. FUed July 16, 1962.

PILGRIM FARM
For Plcklea and Pickle Products—Namely, Sweet Chlpa.

Hamburger Chips, Sweet Pickles, Sweet Mix, Sweet Relish,

Sweet Cucumber Slices, Sweet Peppers, Hot Peppers, Hot

Mix, Dills, Kosher Dills, Baby DUls, Kosher Baby DIIIb.

Kosher Hamburger DlUa, and Sauerkraut
First use May 26, 1962.

SN 161,641. Tulip Brand Factory, Vejle, Denmark. Filed

Aug. 20, 1962.

Tlie drawing Is lined for the coIots red, bine, and yellow.

No claim Is made to the word "Brand" apart from the mark

as shown.
For Canned Cooked Hams, Canned Cooked Pork Shoulder

Picnics, Canned Sliced Smoked Bacon, Canned Pork and Beef

Luncheon Meat, Canned Pork Luncheon Meat, Canned Cana-

dian Style Bacon (Pork Loins), Canned Sausages, Dry

Salami Sausagea, Canned Back Bacon, Canned Chopped Ham.

First use Aug. 1, 1964 ; In commerce Aug. 21, 1964.

8N 162,078. N.V. Yerenlgde Textlel- en OUefabrieken, Krom-

menle, Netherlands. Filed Aug. 28. 1962.

POLY-SPRED
Owner of Dutd> Reg. No. 148.268, dated Dec. 20, 1961.

For Bdlble Oils and Fats (With the Exception of Bottw)

of Animal and/ or Vegetable Origin; Margarine; Bmulaions

of Oils and FaU Also of Animal and/or Vegetable Origin.
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SN 162 798 Kahan k L«B8ln Co.. d.b.a. Natural Brands Co.. 8N 166.489. Hall Brother. (Whltefleld) Limited. Whltefleld.

Lo« Angeles. Calif. Filed Sept. 10. 1962. Manchester. England. Filed Nov. 2, 1962.

MAJESTIC
For Candy.

First use 1957 ; In commerce 1957.

No claim Is made to the word "Brand."

For Noodles ; Roasted Cashew Butter : Honey ;
Macaroni

Spaghetti ; Safflower Oil ; and Sesame Oil.

First use Aug. 10, 1962.

SN 156,967. Frltzsche Brothers, Inc.. New York, NY. Filed

Nov 9. 1962.

OLEO-BUTTACUL
For Flavoring Agent for Food.

Flrit use Aug. 22, 1958.

SN 153,370. Blatchford Calf Meal Company, Waukegan. III.

Filed Sept. 18, 1962.

SUREPORK SUPER
For Swine Feeds.

First use Aug 10, 1962.

SN 157,115 V & K. Kohnstamm, Inc.. Brooklyn, NY. Filed

Nov. 13, 1962.

BUTTA-SAVER
Owner of Reg. No. 720,440.

For Butter Flavor for Food Pun>o«^8

First use Oct. 1, 1962.

SN 163.371, Blatchford Calf Meal Company. Waukegan. 111.

Filed Sept. 18, 1962.

SURECATTLE
For Livestock Feeds.

First use Aug. 10, 1962.

SN 157.615. Gold Leaf CorporaUon, Bryan, Ohio. Filed

Nov. 20, 1962,

DELICIOUSLY YOURS

SN 16»,a72. Blatchford Calf Meal Company, Waukegan, 111.

Filed Sept. 18. 1962.

For Candy.
First use op or about Apr. 1. 1962.

SURELAY
For Poultry Feed*.

First use Aug. 10, 1962.

SN 153,373. Blatchford Calf Meal Company, Wauk^Kan, 111.

Filed Sept. 18. 1962.

SUREMILK
For Livestock Feeds.

First use Aug. 10, 1962.

SN 167.769. Carver Foods Company. Houston. Tex. Filed

Nov. 28, 1962.

||)IKS. CiRVIR'S
I

For Fruitcake.

First use 1960.

SN 153,375. Blatchford Calf Meal Company, Waukegan, 111.

Filed Sept. 18, 1962.

SURERAISE
SN 167,883. Chicago Ravioli Co., Inc., Chlotgo. I"- '^^^

Nov. 26, 1962.

For Livestock Feeds.

First use Aug. 10. 1962.

MAMA MADE

SN 166.207. Kellogg Company. Battle Creek. Mich. Filed pi„t ^^ in i9*2

Oct, 29, 1962.

For Ravioli and SaucM for Ravioli. Spaghetti. Fish, Cut-

lets and the Like.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 106,218, 722,8W, and othan.

For Croutons.

Flnt OM Sept. 20, 1962.

SN 158,166. Herold k MUler. Inc.. Natchei. Mlas. Filed

Nov. 29. 1962.

DUTCH ANN
For Froxen Pie Shells.

First use In 1955.

!
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8N 158,402. United Biacolt Company of America, Melroae fl^m AJ_ Wi||A«
Park, 111. Piled Dec. 3, 1962.

%•«»»•# vwinvs

SUPREME SN 154,711. B. k 3. Oallo Winery, Modesto, Calif. Filed

Oct. 8. 1962.

AVANTI
The Italian word "Avantl" when translated means

"forward" or "before."

For Wines.

First use Sept. 26. 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 124,976 and 722,816.

For Crackers and Cookie*.

First use Nov. 16, 1962.

SN 158,483. SUndard Brands Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 4, 1962.

SN 155,198. San Marino Wine Corporation, Brooklyn. N.Y.

Filed Oct. 16, 1962.

MICHELLE D'ARCY
The name "Midielle D'Arcy" is fletltloas.

For Champagne Wines.

First use 1948.

GELAQUICK SN 166,701. Atlas Distributing^ Corp., d.b.a. ToU Hoase
Wine Co., Worcester, Mass. Filed Oct. 8, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 298,604, 357,922, and others.

For Pre-Seasoned Oelatln Base.

First use Aug. 10, 1962.

TOLL HOUSE
For Wines.

First use Dec. 15, 1941.

SN 158.698. Breddo-Food Products Corporation, Inc.. Kan-

sas City. Kans. Piled Dec. 6, 1962.

QUlCK-m
Class 48- Malt Beverages and Liquors

SN 84,463. Jacob Ruw>ert, New York, NY. Filed Nov. 2,

1959. .

For Icing BtabillMr for Baked Sweet Ooods.

First use on or abont Mar. 22, 19S2. ilotob

8N 169,224. Mel Flnerman Co., Inc., Oxnard, Calif. Filed

Dec 17, 1962.

For Fresh Vegetables.

First use Nov. 26, 1962.

Rupliert
BauarUn

Jacob Ruppert is the deceased founder of applicant corpo-

ration. Applicant disclaims the word "Bavarian" apart

from the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 874,619,

672,525, and others.

For Beer.

First use Oct. 7, 1959.

SN 161,280. The Borden Cconpany, New York, N.Y. Filed

Jan. 23, 1968.

for Animal Milk Beplaeer.

rirst use Feb. 30, 19ft2.

SN 142,624. MetropoUs Brewery of N.J., Inc., Trenton, N.J.

Filed Apr. 18, 1962.

PILSER'S ORIGINAL
Owner of Reg. No. 207,968.

For Beer.

First use Oct. 28, 1988.

Class 49 -Distilled Alcoholic Liquors

SN 150.236. J. A. Dougherty's Sons. Inc., Distillers. Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 1, 1962.

GOVERNOR'S CLUB
Owner of Reg. No. 622.482.

For Whiskey and Oin.

First use Feb. 24. 1956.
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8N 162,547. "RoUmpex" CentraU Handla Zacraalcsneffo, SN ISl.SSl. Lee Rowan Company, St LoaU, Ifo. Filed

Warww, Poland. Filed Sept. 6, 19«2. Anf . ». ll>«2.

POLMOS
Owner of Polish Reg. No. 48,088, dated Feb. 10, 1»«2.

For Vodka.

8N 164.834. DarUon Newman A Company, Limited, London,

England. Filed Oct. 2, 1962.

For Article Supporting ClOMt and Bathroom Acoeasortee

—

Namely, Oarment Drytag PofMS and Oannent Hanger* and

Racks, at Leait Some of BaM AeeeMoriea Being Gold Plated.

Flrat use Feb. 1, 1901.

Applicant dUdalmg any ezdnslye rights in the phrase

"Established over three centuries." Owner (rf British Beg.

No. 829,518. dated Jan. 12, 1962 ; and U.S. Beg. No. 841,«21.

For Whisky.

SN 156,218. J. T. S. Brown's Son Company, d.b.a. Master-

son's Sutlon DlsUlllng Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. FUed

Oct. 80. 1962.

BRADFORD'S SECRET STILL
No claim Is made to the word "StlU" apart from the mark

shown In the drawing.

For Whiskey.
First use Oct. 22, 1962.

SN 162,180. Oelgy Chemical Corporation, Ardaley, N.Y.

Filed Aag. 29, 1962.

SNIP
Owner of Reg. No. 719,844.

For Fly Bands.

First use Jane 19, 1962.

SN 165,197. Rohm * Haas Company, Phlladelpbla, Pa.

Filed Oct. 16, 1962.

PLEXIGLAS

SN 156,217. J. T. 8. Brown's Son Company, d.b.a. Master-

son's Station Distilling Company, Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed

Oct. 80, 1962.

KENTUCKY GAZETTE
For Whiskey.

First use Oct. 22, 1968.

Owner of Reg. Not. 284,806, 638,869, aad others.

For Color Demonstrating Kit Harlng Sheets With Cat Out

Portions of Colored or Uncolored Material and Inserts for

the Cut Out Portions Thereof and a Screen Which May Be

Lighted From Behind Against Which May Be PUeed for

Obserratlon the Sheets and Cat Got Portlofl« Aforesaid.

First use on or about Sept. 27, 1962.

8N 162,876. United SUtes Rubber Company, New York.

N.Y. Filed Feb. 8, 1968.

UNIROYAL

SN 156.468. Jas. Barclay ft Co. Umlted, Peoria, 111. Filed

Not. 2. 1962.

COUNTY BANK

For Dunnage—Namely, Inflatable Bags.

First use Aug. 28. 1962.

For Whiskey.

First use Oct. 28. 1962.

diss 51 - CosNMtkf and Tofltt Praparatmis

SN 188,156. Jerant Company, Inc., Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed Dec. 1, 1961.

Cass 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Qassified

SN 148,133. Albert E Benson, d.b.a. Benson Products, Lud

Ington, Mich. Filed July 2, 1962.

EARTH-NAIL
For Lawn Stakes, Nursery and Garden Markers, Fencing

Stakes, and Surveyors' Pins.

First use June 28. 1962.

Iloldit
For Hair Setting Preparation.

First use Oct. 17. 1961.

SN 151,750. Germain's. Inc.. Los Angeles, Calif. Filed

Aug. 23. 1962.

GERMAIN'S
Owner of Reg. Nos. 508,904, 781,806, and others.

For Plant Protector Corers.

First use at least as early as 1958.

SN 140,660. Dauphlne. Ltd.. New York, N.Y. FUed Mar.

26, 1962.

BLANCHE BY DAUPHINE
The word "Blanche" appearing In the drawing Is dis-

claimed apart from the mark aa shown. The word "Blanche"

signifies "bleach."

For Cosmetic Skin Bleaching Cream.

First use on or about Jan. 16, 196S.
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SN 149,840. The Fuller Brash Company, East Hartford, SN 189,726. Anodyne, Inc., d.b.a. North Shore Nameplate
Conn. FUed July 26, 1962. Inc.. Bayslde, N.Y. Filed Mar. 18, 1962.

THE FIRST ROSE
Owner of Reg. No. 724.597.

For Cosmetics and ToUet Preparations. Particularly Co-

logne. Hand Lotion, Bath Powder, Bubble Bath.

First use on or about June 26, 1960.

SN 168,294. Karlsrnher Parfumerie- und Tollfctteselfen-

fabrtk F. Wolif A Sohn, GeseUschaft mlt beschrankter

Haftung, Karlsruhe, Baden, Germany. FUed i|3ept 17,

1962.

EXCLUSIV
For Surface Cleaner and Solvent for Activating Adhesive

Phenol Formaldehyde.
First use in or about February 1969.

o
SN 148,975. The Keerer Starch Company, d.b.a. Keever

Company, Columbus, Ohio. Filed May 7. 1962.

ALKASOHP
Owner of German Reg. No. 769,081, dated liar. 7. 1962.

For Articles of Perfumery, Shave Lotion, Cosmetic Deo-

dorants. For Soaps.

Flrat use on or about Aug. 1, 1961.

SN 168,681. Revlon, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed Sept. 21,

1962.

TENDER MIST
The word "Mist" Is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.
For Hair Setting Lotion. Hair Conditioner, and Hair Con-

ditioner Cream Rinse.

First use Sept 16. 1962.

SN 146,996. American Cyanamld Company, Wayne, N.J.

Filed June 4, 1962.

RID
For Thermoplastic Composition In Granular Form for Use

as a Purging Compound.
First use May 2, 1962.

SN 168 716 Amway Sales Corporation, Ada. Midi. Filed SN 149,688. Barton Manufactarlng Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Sept. *24, 1962. "^^ ^"^^ 24, 196t.

WHISKER WHIZ BARTON'S
For Shaving Cream.
First use on or about Apr. 7, 1962.

Oass 52- Detergeats and Soaps

SN 99,889. A. L. WUson Chemical Company, Kearny, N.J.

Filed June 20, 1960.

Owner of Reg. No. 598,182.

For Cleaning Fluid. Spedllcally, a Spot Remover for

Fabrics.

First use June 18, 1962 ; In the year 1917 as to "Barton's"

on related goods.

SN 149,667. Northern Laboratories, Manitowoc, WU. Filed

July 24, 1962.

WASH-RITE
For Deterjfent for Hand Laundering.

First use May 3. 1962.

SN 149,840. The Fuller Brush Company, East Hartford.

Conn. FUed July 26. 1962.

For Protein Digester for Albuminous Stains ; Cleaning,

Deeolorlser, Stripping and Spotting Liquids; and Chemical

Preparations for Removing SUins. Tar, Grease, Paint, Chew-

ing Gam. and the Like.

First use June 1, 1946.

THE FIRST ROSE
Owner of Reg. No. 724.597.

For Shampoo.
First use on or about June 26, 1960.
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8N 181 412 Kln« Kullen Grocery Co., Inc., We«tbury, N.Y. 8N 158,880. Harwln InduttrlM, Inc., New York, N.Y. Piled

PlledAug. 17, 1962. Sept. 25, 1962.

NU-TAB

,/ XillCe
?k riino

Pwr Detergent Tablets for U«e In Waablng Macblnes.

First use Aug. 31. 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 782,566.

For Household All-Purpoee Cleaner.

Flrat use February 1959.

8N 158,294. Karlarnber Parfumerle- und Toiletteaelfen-

fabrlk F. Wolff & 8ohn, OesellBChaft mlt beschrankter

Haftung, Karlsruhe, Baden, Germany. Filed Sept. 17,

SN 155,524. 8 & B Dlstrlbntinf Co., Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed

Oct. 19, 1962.

KITCHENMAID
For Diahwftsber Detergent. All PurpoM Cleaner.

Pint nae Oct. 5, 1962.

1962.

EXCLUSIV
SN 156,252. United Merchanto and Manufacturers, Inc.,

New York, N.Y. FUed Oct 80. 1962.

BIG JOHN
For Household Cleaners.

First use on or about Sept 18, 1962.

W
8N 156,652. Purex Corpormtloa. Ltd., d.b.a. Turco Products,

Inc., Wilmington, Del. Hied Nor. 5, 1962.

AIRMULSO
Owner of German Reg. No. 759,031, dated Mar. 7, 1962. For Emulsion Cleaner for Industrial Use.

For Shaving Soap In Cream Form and Toilet Soap. First use on or before Dec. 81, 1951.

SERVICE MARKS
Qass 100— Miscellaneous

the Special Needs of Others; Demonstrating the Use of

Masonry-Cutting Equipment; Furnishing Technical Advice

Regarding Masonry Problems to Members of the Building

SN 117,648. Strategic Materials Corporation, New York, Trades.

NY. Filed Apr. 10, 1961. First use at least as early as 1956.

SN 151,590. International ResUurants Corporation, Wash-

ington, D.C. Filed Aug. 21. 1962.

For Chemical and Metallurgical Research and Develop-

ment, Design and Custom Engineering, Process Trial and

Development Work, Metallurgical and Chemical Analyses, and

Providing Technical Information and Assistance To Patent

Licensees.

First use at least as early as September 1959.

8N 128,708. Cardinal Engineering Corporation, Philadel-

phia. Pa. Filed Sept. 27, 1961.

CAIvDlNAJL The applicant disclaims any exclusive right to the use of

the term "Restaurant." The drawing Is lined for the colors

red and blue ; however, no claim is made to color as a feature

For Consultation Services Rendered to Architects and De- of the mark,

sign Engineers Concerning Masonry Construction ; Designing. For Restaurant Services.

Manufacturing and Modifying Masonry Equipment To Meet First use May 6, 1962.
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8N 152,318. Kl-Wlres Coaadl of the Capitol DUtrlet SN 153,817. Biedl It Freede, Inc., Clifton, N.J. Filed Sept.

Bethesda, Md. FUed Aug. 81, 1M2. 24, 1962.

KEYETTE
Owner of Reg. No. 710,867.

For Fostering and Aiding the Development of Characteris-

tics of Initiative and Leadership Among High School Girls

by Their Participation in Worthy ProJecU of the School and

Community in Cooperation With School and Community
Leaders.

First use in the fall of 1955.

SN 152,729. Tisch Hotels, Inc., Atlantic City, N.J. Filed

Sept. 7, 1962.

AMERICANA
Owner of Reg. No. 787.606.

For Hotel, Restaurant Banqnet snd Catering Services.

First use Dec. 1, 1966.

Qass 101 - Advertising and Business

The monogram is the letters "R" and "F."

For Advertising Agency Services.

First use July 2, 1962.

SN 155,492. CO/AD, San Jose, Calif. FUed Oct. 19, 1962.

SN 127,004. Nels Gordon, Inc., Akron, Ohio. Filed Aug. 81,

1961.

/ CO/AD CLASSIFIED

SCOPE INTERNATIONAL
lY
uLm -

X^u^^ The word "Classified" is disclaimed apart from the mark
'

as shown.
For Advertising Service*.

First use Sept. 12, 1962.

For Providing Technical Advice in the Field of Manage-

ment To Export-Import Firms. Hscc 1A? _ IsscsavsaarA amA RaaarS^
First use about the middle of June 1961. VWIS IVA" inSWance MNI Tmwmwm

SN 126,682. Retirement Investment Ccnnpany, Cleveland,

BN 186,846. Gift Stars, Inc., MlnneapoUs, Minn. FUed Jan. Ohio. Filed Aug. 26, 1961.

8, 1962.

The words "Security Through Securities" are dis<daimed

apart from the mark as shown.

For Advisory Service Regarding Investmenta and Estate

Planning for Retirees and Those Contemplating Retlronent.

First use Aug. 9, 1961.

The drawing Is lined for blue, but no dalm is made as to

color.

For Promoting the Sale <rf Manufacturer's Producta

Throng the Use of Gift Certlflcatwi Redeemable InVarloas

Selected Items of Merchandise.

First ose Apr. 24. 1961.

TM 7»2 0.0.—*

SN 168.124. Allstate Insurance Cmnpany, Skokie, HI. Filed

Nov. 29, 1962.

CRUSADER
For Insurance Underwriting.

First use on or about July 81, 1956.
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Qass 103 " GmstriKtHNi and Repair

8N 103.372. Teleprompter Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 24, 1960.

SN 146.579. Chandler ETans Corporation, West Hartford.

Conn. Filed June 11, 1962.

CECOLITE
For Services Comprising Chrome Electroplating Applied

to Parts of Aircraft Engines and Accessories of Others.

First use Maj 81, 19«2.

SN 152,806. Lindberg Steel Treating Company, Melrose

Park, 111. Filed Sept. 10, 1962.

Applicant disclaims the letters "TV" apart from the mark

as shown.
For Installation and Maintenance of Television Apparatus.

First use on or about June 20, 1960.

Class 105-Traiisportation and Storage

SN 189,305. Kinney Service Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 7, 1962.

For Heat Treating of Metals of Others.

First use Oct. 28, 1961.

KINNEY

Owner of Beg. No. 710,068.

For Operation of Parking Lots and Parking Balldlngs,

and the Renting of Aatomotlve Vehlelea.

First use January 1949 In connection with the operation

of parking lots and parking buildings. ^^

Qass 106 -Material Treatment

SN 146,446. AllprlnU Photo, Inc., Mansfield, Ohio. Filed

June 8, 1962.

Qass 107 -Education and Entortainnent

SN 180,098. No. 1-A District Agrlcaltaral AMOcUtlon of

the Sute of California, San Francisco, Calif. FUed Oct.

17. 1961.

COWMklACI 1

(>^-5£.

For Conducting Competitive Sporting Events, Animal

Exhibits, and Performances and Other Events.

First use about Aug. 1, IMl ; about November 1941 In a

different form.

SN 165,786. Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, Cincinnati,

Ohio. Filed Oct. 24, 1962.

PROBE
Pi«ei

For Processing of Film.

Flrat use Mar. 16, 1969.

For Title of Television Programs Consisting of the PrGwn-

tatlon, Analysla, DocnmenUtloa and Dlseasslon of Public

Issues.

rirat use Nov. 26, 1900.

OassA-Goods

CERTIFICATION MARKS
Qass B- Services

SN 186.897. Rodale Pre«i, Inc., Bnunaus, Pa. FUed Jan. SN 162,487. Bradley Post. Meade. Kans. Filed Sept. 4,

28. 1962. i»ft2

rr\ r

^^^
The mark certifies that the statements made by the manu-

facturers and dlstrlbuton of the goods certified are true
within the laws relating to product labeling and advertising.
Owner of Reg. No. 694,267.

For Foods and Food Supplements.
Flnt use Feb. 17, 1967.

SN 166,866. B. I. du Pont de Nnnonra and Company, Wil-
mington. Del. Filed Nov. 8. 1962.

501 The words "Recommended by" and "Nation Wide" are

disclaimed seiMtnte from the mark as shown. The mark
The mark certifies that carpet with which the mark Is certifies that the bowling establishments and motels or lodg-

assodated compiles with quality standards lmi>osed by appll- Ing houses which dlq>lay the mark have met standards of

cant as to construction and performance. Owner ot Reg. location, quality of accommodations or bowling equliKnent

Nos. 716,988 and 716,984. and courtesy whldi have met am>roval by the applicant.

For Carpet For Bowling and Lodging Services,

rint use June 7. 1962. Flnt use July 12, 1962.
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TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

Oass 1 - Raw or Partly Prepared Materials

761.866. POLYCIN. The Baker Castor Oil Companj. 8N

124,502. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-24-61.

751.867. A ACCUREZ AND DESIGN. PennsylTanla Foundry

Supply & Sand Co. 8N 139,667. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

3-12-62.

751,8^8. POLY-THANB. Pelron Corporation. 8N 143,163.

Pub. 12-18-62. Filed 4-26-62.

751.869. GENPLY. General Plaatlca Corporation. 8N
146,372. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-7-62.

751.870. KENRON. Sechrlgt Chemlcala, Inc. 8N 152,840.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-10-62.

751.871. JAN DE GRAAFF A>fD DESIGN. Oregon Bulb

Farms. 8N 103,813. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-17-62.

751.872. BROILrKT. Crawford Associates, Inc. SN 154,097.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-28-62.

Qass 2~ Receptacles

761.873. THERMO NURSER. Fashloncraft-Eicello, as-

signee of Baby World Company, Inc. SN 91,739. Pub.

9-13-60. Filed 2-29-60.

751.874. NUCERITE. Pfaudler Permutlt Inc. SN 137,864.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-13-62.

751.875. MARK/57. GUman Paper Company. SN 143,733.

Pub. 11-27-62. Filed 5-3-62.

751.876. PEARLECRAFT. Pearlecraft. SN 143.997. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 5-7-62.

751.877. STERITHENB. Protective Lining Corporation.

SN 144,642. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-15-62.

751.882. LUPLA8T0L. Badlsdie Anilln- * Soda-Fabrlk

Aktlengesellschaft. SN 136,945. Pub. 12-1^-62. FUed
1-31-62.

761.883. WBKDBKAD8. The Dow Chemtcal Company. 8N
137,214. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-6-62.

761,8»4. PAX-CELL. Pax-Products. SN 138,627. Pub.

4-lft-63. Filed ^23-62.

751,886. INTHION. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft

ormals Melster Lucius & BrUnlng. 8N 141,612. Pub.

4-16-68. Filed 4-4-62.

761.886. AGRI80LV. The Pure Oil Company. SN 141,983.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-10-62.

761.887. GOLF. Northrup. King k Co. 8N 148,749. Pub.

3-5-63. Filed T-KMtt.

761.888. SIROC. Diamond Alkali Company. SN 153,260.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-17-62.

761.889. LBA-RONAL. Lea-Ronal, Inc. 8N 153,492. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 9-19-62.

751.890. CHEMCRAFT. The Lionel Corporation. SN

168,494. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed ^19-«2.

761.891. SLIMEX. B. F. Houghton * Co. 8N 163,764.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-24-62.

751.892. ARO. J. M. Huber Corporation. SN 163,766.

Pub. 4-16-83. Filed 9-24-62.

751.893. UNIGAS. Union Oil Company of California. 8N
153,837. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-24-62.

761.894. OOTAN. Slangells Associates, Inc. 8N 153,989.

Pub. 4-16-«3. Filed 9-26-62.

761,896. AEROSIZE. American Cyanamld Company. SN
164,086. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-28-62.

751.896. HYDRIPILLS. Metal Hydrides Incorporated. SN
164,130. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-28-62.

751.897. HYDRIQUAT. Metal Hydrides Incorporated. SN

164,132. Pub. 4-16-«3. Filed 9-28-62.

Qass 3— Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketbooks

751.878. REPRESENTATION OF TWO MEN AND DE-

SIGN. Bri-Son Company, Inc. SN 136,340. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 1-23-62. ^^^^^^^^^^

Qass 4— Abrasives and Polishing Materials

761.879. 3M. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-

pany. SN 146,301. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-6-62.

Qass 5 — Adhesives

751.880. UNALLOY. Hysol Corporation. SN 148,385. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 7-6-62.

Qass 7 -Cordage

751.898. TIDEELINE. Tufllne Plastics, Inc. SN 163,182.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-13-62.

761.899. REBEL. Dixie Fish Net and Twine Company.

SN 153,164. Pub. 4-16-«3. Filed 9-14-62.

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

751,881. 8ABC0 THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE
LABEL GOES ON AND DESIGN. Sabine Chemical Co.,

Inc. 8N 118,496. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-24-61.
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Qass 12- Construction Materials

751.900. PERMA BED. The Blddle Company. SN 103,009.

Pub. 1-17-61. Filed 8-19-60.

751.901. TIMBERLODQE. J. F. Pritchard k Co. of Cali-

fornia. SN 129,034. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 10-2-61.

761.902. PREFABULOUS. J. F. Pritchard k Co. of Cali-

fornia. SN 129,035. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 10-2-61.

761.903. GRAPHMITB. Graphics, Inc. SN 181,672. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 11-9-61.

751.904. "CABOTIZED." Samuel Cabot, Incorporated. SN

131,744. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 11-10-61.

751,906. NOB-LOCK. Amercoat Corporation. 8N 132,792.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 11-27-61.

761.906. ROVIR. Rognonl S.n.C. SN 134,041. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 12-14-61.

761.907. RIGIDRUO. Ehiracote Corporation. 8N 137,122.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-2-62.

761.908. "ROYAL CORE" AND DESIGN. International

Sauna Corporation. SN 138,021. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

2-16-62.
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751,900. SEAL KING. Bird k Bon, Inc. SN 139,260. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 3-7-62.

761,910. PANBLAIRB. Panelboard Manufacturing Com-
pany, Inc. SN 141,747. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-6-62.

761,011. MIGHTY-PATCH. The Valspar Corporation, d.b.a.

Mighty-Mix Company. 8N 148,253. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

7-2-62.

761,912. F. Fllon Corporation. 8N 148,885. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 7-12-62.

761,918. JAHN AND DESIGN. Maa^^on Supply Co. SN
140,681. Pub. 4-16-68. Filed 7-23-62.

761.014. HI 8TTLB AND DESIGN. HI Style Inc. 8N
160,416. Pub. 4-16-68. Filed 8-8-62.

Qtfs 13 -Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Fitting Supplies

761.915. SONIJBT. General Precision, Inc. 8N 130,448.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 10-23-61.

761.916. GREENKEBPER. Double Rotary Sprinkler Com-
pany. SN 134,200. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 12-18-61.

761.917. FLANGOLBT. Bonney Forge k Tool Works. SN
186,329. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-8-62.

761.918. HIFLEX. Crane Co. SN 135,670. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 1-11-62.

761.919. N AND DESIGN. National Lock Co. SN 136,795.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-29-62.

751.920. SANDERS. Sanders Associates, Incorporated. SN
136,825. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-29-62.

761.921. T-SKRT. Long-Lok Corporation. SN 137,251.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-6-62.

761.922. MINNY-TWIST. Minerallac Electric Company.

8N 138,038. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 2-16-62.

751.923. DI-BX. Diamond Expansion Bolt Company, Inc.

SN 138,172. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-19-62.

761,024. POWER CAP. Harold 8. Hilton, d.b.a. Hilton

Products Company. 8N 188,714. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

2-27-62.

761,026. 8EAT-TITB. The National Screw k Manufactur-

ing Company. SN 147.217. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-19-62.

Qass 14 -Metals and Metal Castings and

Forgings

761.926. OBRSTIT. Deutsche BdelsUhlwerke Aktlengesell-

schaft. SN 186.746. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-29-62.

761.927. DURABLE FLANGARD. Wasco Supply Company.

SN 141,398. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-2-62.

751.928. MARATHON RBMANIT. Deutsche Edelstahl-

werke Aktlengesellschaft. SN 142,286. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 4-16-62.

751.929. KIPP. Madison-Klpp Corporation. SN 148,739.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-10-62.

Qau 15-Oils and Greases

751.930. LPS AND DESIGN. LPS Research Laboratories,

Inc. SN 147,471. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-22-62.

761.931. THE GIFTS OF THE THREE WISE MEN. Caro-

lina Company, Inc., d.b.a. Carolina Soap k Candle Makers.

SN 148,963. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-13-62.

761.932. EL PASO PASOTORQUE AND DESIGN. El Paso

Natural Gas Products Company. SN 150,404. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 8-3-62.

751,083. CHATELAINE AND DESIGN. Victryllte Candle

Co. SN 160,480. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-8-62.

761,034. 12M. United Co-Operatlves, Inc. 8N 151,375.

Pab. 4-16-63. FUed 8-18-62.

761,035. UNICO 12M AND DESIGN. United Co-Operatives,

Inc. SN 151,376. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-16-62.

Qass 16—Protective and Decorative Coatings

761,936. POLYCIN. The Baker Castor OU Company. SN
124,601. Pub. 4-16-63. FHed 7-24-61.

Qass 17— Tobacco Products

761.037. PELHAM. Liggett k Myers Tobacco Company.
SN 144,306. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-11-62.

761.038. VASCO DA GAMA. Rembrandt Tobacco Corpora-

tion (Overseas) Limited. SN 147,226. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 6-19-62.

Qass 18— Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

751.939. ZEASORB. Sttefel Laboratories, Inc. SN 100,070.

Pub. 1-17-61. Filed 6-30-60.

761.940. DIVARG. McHale Pharmaceutical, Inc. SN
121,018. Pub. 9-19-61. FUed 6-29-61.

751.941. QESTANIN. Organon Inc. 8N 133,402. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 12-5-61.

761.942. HAEMAZOIDS. British Chemotheutic Products

Limited. SN 140,230. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-20-62.

761.943. SAVAC. American Cyanamld Company. SN
142,247. Pub. 2-12-63. Filed 4-16-62.

751.944. VERIDERM. The Upjohn Company. SN 142,667.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-19-62.

751.945. ULCOFAC. Dartell Laboratories, Inc. SN 144,068.

Pub. 8-28-62. Filed 5-8-62.

751.046. VITACARE. Packaged Products Corp. SN
147,017. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 6-15-62.

751.047. ALTEST. Allied Stores Corporation. 8N 148,457.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-6-62.

751.948. BROMEZYMB. Specific Serums Inc. SN 149,415.

Pub. 3-6-63. Filed 7-19-62.

761.949. BTRAFON. Schering Corporation. SN 149,877.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-26-62.

751,960. UTILITAB. Steven Laboratories, Inc. SN 160,463.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-3-62.

751.951. UTILICAP. Steven Laboratories, Inc. SN 150,464.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-3-62.

761.952. MANDETS. American Cyanamld Company. SN
150,491. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-6-62.

751.953. FADE. Ajoye, Incorporated. SN 161,643. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 8-22-62.

751.954. THERA 12-M. Dart Drug Corporation. SN
151,732. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-23-62.

751,966. NUTRA-BLEND. Serrlce and Reaearch, Inc. 8N
162,006. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-28-62.

Qass 19- Vehicles

761,966. RATSBY VENTURI SPINNAKER. Ratsey * Lap-

thorn, Inc. SN 129,638. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 10-0-61.

751.957. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. Shlnn Industries,

Inc. SN 130,116. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 10-17-61.

761.958. MATHER IN CAPITAL M. The Mather Spring

Company. SN 141,736. Pub. 4-16-63. Piled 4-6-62.

761,969. VESPA JET. Plagglo k C. SodeU per Azioni.

SN 143,047. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-26-62.

751,960. SCEPTRE. Humber Limited, assignee of Sun-

beam-Talbot Limited. 8N 146,121. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed
6-4-62.
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751.961. FISHEH. Andrew Plstaer Cycle Co., Inc. 8N
147.917. Pub. 4-16-68. Filed 6-28-62.

701.962. REMCO. Republic Enrlneering k Manufacturing
Co. 8N 150,103. Pub. 2-19-63. Filed 7-30-62.

761.963. THE VIRGINIAN. 8.W. Virgtnla Tire Company,
Inc., d.b.a. Rlchlanda Metal Prods. SN 150,187, Pub.
4-16-63. Filed 7-31-62.

751.964. DC AND DE8I0N. Dnra Corporation. SN 150,682.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-7-«2.

751,966. ROSS. Ro«ii Gear and Tool Company, Inc. SN
151.082. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-13-62.

751.966. WAGONEER. WUlya Motors, Inc. SN 101,109.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-13-82.

761.967. GEOMETRIC DESIGN. Tbe Ryan Aeronautical

Co. SN 151,781. Pub. 4-16-«3. Filed 8-23-62.

751.968. ATLAS LOAD BALANCER. Atlaa Supply Com
pany. SN 161,799. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-24-62.

751.969. CONESTOOA. Concord Mobile Homes, Inc. SN
153.160. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-14-62.

aass 20- Linoleum and Oiled Cloth

751,970. ENCORE. Robbins Floor Products, Inc. SN
147.504. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-22-62.

Qass 21 — Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

751.971. POWERTRIM. Invar Electronics Corp. SN
124,660. Pub. 3-13-62. Filed 7-25-61.

761.972. VIDEOMATIC. The Magnavox Company. SN
126.675. Pub. 3-20-62. Filed 8-9-61.

781.973. TORNADO. Perrlne Battery Corporation, d.b.a.

Boston Battery Company. SN 180,823. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 10-27-61.

761.974. OAK. Oak Manufacturing Co. MULTIPLE CLASS
(Classes 21 and 26). SN 131,009. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

10-81-81.

751.976. GII AND DESIGN. Game Industries, Inc. SN
181.560. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 11-8-61.

751.976. BECON. Brown Engineering Company. Inc. SN
132.024. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 11-16-411.

701.977. DIAL-A-DOZEN. John W. Nelson, Inc. SN
134,665. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 12-22-61.

751.978. ITEK AND DESIGN. Itek Corporation. SN
186.274. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-6-62.

751.979. TYKON. United Carr Fastener Corporation. SN
136.643. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-11-62.

751.980. SWIRL-GLOW. Rayllte Electric Corp. SN 136,396.

Pub. 4-16-fl3. Filed 1-28-62.

751.981. TRUSONIC FREE-CONE SUSPENSION AND DE-
SIGN. Stephens Trusonic, Inc. SN 136,693. Pab.

4-16-63. Filed 1-26-62.

751.982. OERSTIT. Deutsche EdelsUhlwerke Aktiengeaell-

schaft. SN 136,746. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-29-62.

751.983. RAYTECH. Harry C. Wain, d.b.a. Raytecb Equip-

ment Co. SN 136.856. Pub. 10-30-62. Filed 8.R.

1-29-62 ; Am. PR. 9-17-62.

751.984. TRAN8FIRE AND DESIGN. William F. Palmer.

SN 137.3C5. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-6-62.

751.985. TRANSPARK AND DESIGN. William F. Palmer.

SN 137,366. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-6-62.

751.986. KOOL-TAINBR. The Blrtcher Corporation. SN
138.077. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-16-62.

761.987. TRANS-CLIP. The Blrtcher Corporation. 8N
138.078. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-1C-62.

751.988. TAYLOR-WINFIELD. The Taylor-Wlnfleld Cor
poratlon. SN 138,245. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-19-62.

751.989. KNIGHT. Allied Radio Corporation. MULTIPLE
CLASS (Classes 21 and 36). SN 139,266. Pub. 4-16-63.

FUed 3-7-62.

701.990. KNIOHT-KIT. Allied Radio Corporation. 8N
139,809. Pub. #-16-63. FUed 8-14-62.

701.991. LIFE LITE. Goltoo Indostrlea. Inc. BN 141,294.
Pnb. 4-16-93. Filed 4-2-«3.

701.992. CBRWI8T0R. Aktlebolagct InsUIlationsmaterlel.
BN 142.241. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed 4-16-63.

701.993. CSC. Consolidated Systems Corporation. SN
142,797. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed 4-23-62.

751.994. AUDITION. F. W. Woolwortta Co. 8N 143,889.
Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-23-62.

751,990. M MOORB8TYLB AND DB8I0N. Moore's Super
Stores, Inc. MULTIPLE CLASS (Classes 21, 31, and S4).
SN 143,108. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-36-62.

751.996. VARTALIT AND DESIGN. VarU Aktlengesell-
schaft, by change of name from Accumulatoren-Fabrlk
Aktlengesellschaft. MULTIPLE CLASS (Classes 21 and
26). SN 143,197. Pnb. 4-10-68. Filed 4-27-62.

751.997. CUSTOM-KING. Tbompaon and Bona, Inc. SN
144,658. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 5-10-62.

751.998. RHAPSODY. BAB Import-Export Company. SN
146,465. Pub. 4-16-68. FUed B-20-6S.

751.999. CHRISTOPHER YORK. Christopher York Light-
ing. Inc. SN 147,423. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-21-62.

752.000. ECAG AND DESIGN. Electronics Corporation of
America. SN 147,716. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-26-62.

752.001. ACRA SPLIT. Entron, Inc. SN 149.379. Pub.
4-16-63. Filed 7-19-62.

752.002. Q BERG AND DESIGN. Berg Electronics, Inc.

SN 149,700. Pub. 4-l«-«3. Filed 7-25-<2.

702.003. RUSTIC. The Rustic Crafts Co. Inc. SN 100,722.
Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-7-63.

702.004. RECTIFORMSR. The I-T-B Circuit Breaker Com-
pany. SN 151.824. Pub. 4-16-68. FUed 8-24-62.

702.005. NITELIGHTER. Sigma Instruments, Inc. SN
102,843. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed 8-31-62.

Qass 22 — Ganes, Toys, and Sporting Coods

752,^. MR. MIXIT AND DESIGN. Americanmade PUa-
tlcs. Inc., assignee of Ideal Toy Corporation. BN 123,747.
Pub. 3-6-63. Filed 7-11-61.

762.007. WIZ-WORD. Arthur M. Fay, d.b.a. Merltcraft Co.
SN 134,586. Pub. 4-16-63. Piled 12-22-61.

752.008. ANDY PANDA. Walter Lanta Productions, Inc.

SN 134,995. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-2-42.

752.009. CHILLY WILLY. Walter Lants Producttona, Inc.

SN 135,008. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-2-62.

762.010. WOODY WOODPECKER. Walter Lants Produc-
tions, Inc. SN 136,011. Pub. 4-16-«S. Filed 1-2-62.

702.011. CAPTAIN ACE. American Snterprtset, Inc. BN
148,287. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 7-3-62.

Qass 23— Cutlery, Machinery, and Toob,

and Parts Thereof

752.012. AEL. Automation Engineering Laboratory, Incor-
porated. SN 131,260. Puk. 4-10-68. Filed 11-3-61.

752.013. TAPPING JACK. Ingersoll-Rand Company. SN
181,687. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 11-9-61.

762.014. EEEE. Crucible Steel Company of America. SN
133,228. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 12-4-61.

752.015. BALLAST. Frits W. Glltach 4 Sons, Inc. SN
133,269. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 12-4-61.

762.016. LIBERTY. Western Sewing Machine Distributori*.

Inc. SN 134.297. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 12-18-61.

702.017. EMBLEM DESIGN. Drives Incorporated. SN
134,620. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 12-36-61.

702.018. BIAGNASTATIC AND DESIGN. MagnasUUc Cor-
poraUon. SN 135,213. Pub. 4-16-03. FUed 1-4-02.
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762.019. MAGICOL. Manufacture Beige d'Alcuilles. BN
136,282. Pub. 4-16-68. FUed 1-0-O2.

702.020. WHISPER-CUT. Black, Slralls k Bryson, Inc.

BN 135,827. Pub. 4-10-08. Filed 1-8-62.

702.021. BBMCO. Systems Engineering and Manufacturing
Co., Inc. SN 186,476. Pnb. 10-9-62. Filed 1-9-63.

752.022. MOW-A-MAGIC. Black, Slvalls k Bryson, Inc.

BN 136,190. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-22-62.

762.023. PAS AND DESIGN. Pumps k Softeners, Lim-

ited. SN 137,792. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-12-62.

752.024. DIALLOY AND DESIGN. Dia-Chrome Co. SN
138,171. Pub. 4-16-03. Filed 2-19-62.

762,026. HELMICK AND DESIGN. Helmlck Foundry-Ma-

chine Company. SN 138,503. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

2-23-62.

752.026. PUMPAK AND DESIGN. MP Pumps, Inc. SN
139,812. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-7-62.

702.027. AUTOSPEC. Eagle Iron Works. SN 140,043.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-^23-62.

702.028. CLAM RAM. Theodore A. Rloclo, d.b.a. Clam
Ram. SN 141,112. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed 3-29-62.

702.029. MICRO-MIRROR. Steel-Tex Manufacturing Cor-

poration. SN 141,120. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-29-62.

702.030. TIGER TUF. S. A. Felton * Son Company, as-

signee of Dersal Corporation. SN 147,808. Pub. 4-16-63.

FUed 6-27-62.

702.031. DURALUBE. Diamond Chain Company, Inc. SN
148,105. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-3-62.

702,082. CONAFORM. Illinois Tool Works Inc. SN 148,389.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-5-62.

762,088. PAWLOCK. Briles Manufacturing, assignee of

Pawlock Tool Co. SN 148,997. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

7-18-62.

752.034. CUTUPS AND DESIGN. Domus Products Inc.

SN 149,271. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-18-62.

762.035. DURACRIMP. The Lindsay Wire Wearing Com-

pany. SN 149,575. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-23-62.

752.036. OMCO Overmyer Mould Company, Inc. SN
149,091. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-23-62.

Qass 26— Measuring and Scientific

Appli

752.037. EDIVIEW. Blgeet Optical Company, Inc. SN
86,116. Pub. 3-1-60. FUed 11-12-69.

762.038. 8PEEDAC. Howe Richardson Scale Company, by

assignment and change of name from Richardson Scale

Company. SN 128,102. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-18-61.

752,089. PROFITAKER. Harold F. Byrd. SN 128,508.

Pub. 4-16-«3. Filed 9-25-61.

702.040. REALISTIC. Radio Shack Corporation. SN

181,616. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 11-8-61.

752.041. AUDIT-IN-ROUTE. Johnson Fare Box Company.

SN 135,862. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-8-62.

752.042. SANDERS. Banders Associates, Incorporated. SN

136,826. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed l-2»-62.

762.043. SATELLITE. Control DaU Corporation. SN

137,719. Pub. 8-28-62. Filed 2-12-62.

702.044. MICROSTRIP. Eastman Kodak Company. SN

138,476. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-23-62.

752,046. FLO-PROBE. Quality Precision Products, Inc.

SN 147,033. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 6-16-62.

752.046. MICROFLO. Quality Precision Products, Inc. SN

147,035. Pub. 4-16-^8, Filed 6-10-62.

762.047. HYDROTHERM. Henry Fairfax Ayres, d.b.a.

Fayrport Farm. SN 149,036. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

7-16-62.

752.048. CHKMI-COTB. Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc. SN

161,729. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 8-23-62.

702.049. SIC. Fred EUls, Jr., d.b.a. Sdentlflc Instruments

Co. 8N 162.781. Pub. 4-16-08. FUed 9-10-02.

752.060. ABTROMBT. Predsion Bdentlflc (Mmpany. BN
162.825. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-10-62.

752.061. MBTA-TE8T. Precision Sdentifle Cmnpany. 8N
102.826. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-10-62.

Qass 27— Horological Instryments

762,062. CARIBBEAN. Bulova Watch Company, Inc. SN
110,976. Pub. 6-27-61. Filed 12-29-60.

752.053. PRAISE. Magnolia Diamonds, Inc. SN 161,496.

Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 8-20-62.

Qass 28— Jewelry and Predous-Metal Ware

752.064. ESPO-FLEX. Espo-Flex Mfg., Inc. SN 141,280.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-2-62.

762.065. ESPO. Espo-Flex Mfg., Inc., assignee of Esposlto

Jewelry, Inc. SN 141,281. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 4-2-62.

762.066. 8 * M. SAM Jewelry Co. SN 142,369. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 4-16-62.

752.067. SYMBOLINE. AnUya Brothers, Inc. SN 143,783.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-4-62.

762.058. LENOX. Lenox Jewelry Products Corp. BN
143,843. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 5-4-62.

752.059. F. Tbe Fratlanne Blfg. Co. SN 144,830. Pub.

4-16-63. FUed 5-17-62.

762.060. JKC AND DESIGN. J. C. Kepple Co. BN 144,807.

Pub. 4-16-68. Filed 6-17-62.

762.061. LR. Leon Rudberg, d.b.a. Leon Rudberg Jewelry

Company. SN 144,982. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 5-18-62.

752.062. LEVIN. Edward Levin, d.b.a. Ed Levin. SN
145,092. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-21-62.

762.063. RK DESIGN. Federated Department Stores, Inc.,

d.b.a. The Rlke-Kumler Company. SN 146,616. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 6-8-62.

762.064. ITALIAN PROVINCIAL. Oorham Corporation.

SN 147,197. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 6-19-62.

752.065. FABU-LOOK. Famor Inc. BN 148,801. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 7-11-62.

762.066. DFJ MONOGRAM. David Felberbaum. d.b.a. D.F.

Jewelry. SN 148,802. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-11-62.

752.067. LIT. Lltwln k Sons. SN 149,098, Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 7-16-62.

762.068. LJ. Loewl's Jewelry. SN 149,669. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 7-24-62.

752.069. DESIGN OF LETTERS "T" AND "U." Turin

Jewelry Ltd. SN 149,896. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-26-62.

752.070. MOLE AND DESIGN. Leon Friedman, d.b.a.

Mol« Jewelers. SN 151,220. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-16-62.

752.071. CO AND DESIGN. Concord Jewelry Manufactur-

ing Corporation. SN 161,299. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

8-16-62.

752.072. ORG. Benjamin Orgel, d.b.a^^»r-©^gel Co. SN
151.366. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-16-62.

762.073. PD waTHIN DIAMOND DESIGN. Harry Gam,
d.b.a. Penn Diamond Company. SN 151,483. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed g-20-62.

752.074. PRAISE. Magnolia Diamonds, Inc. SN 151,497.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-20-62.

752.075. SFI. Straus Findings, Inc. SN 162,727. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 9-7-62.

752.076. BJC AND DESIGN. Beatrix Jewelry Co. SN
152,747. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed ^10-62.

752.077. DANC. Daniels Jewelry Co. 8N 152,766. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 9-10-62.

752.078. HIND. Howard Russell Hind and Esther Egan
Hind (Joint owners). SN 152,792. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed
9-10-62.

752.079. MK AND DESIGN. Morris Kaplan k Sons. SN
152,897. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-11-62.

752.080. STC. Stanley Needles, d.b.a. Stanley Creations.

SN 152,907. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 9-11-02.
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752.081. OWD AND DK8ION. Gorham Corporation. 8N
1S2.»91. Pub. 4-16-63. Piled 9-12-62.

782.082. ROBERT BRUCE. Gorham Conwratlon. SN
1S2,992. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-12-62.

Class 29 -Brooms, Brashes, and Dusters

753.083. PRODUCE MATCHED. Industrial Brush Com-

p«ny. 8N 148,190. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-2-62.

752.084. 8ANI-FLUSH. American Home Products Corpo-

ration. 8N 148,567. Pub. 4-13-63. Filed 7-9-62.

752.085. RING-A-TING. Otis Company. SN 149,116. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 7-16-62.

752.086. 8MOOTHEE. T. K. Gray, Inc. 8N 149,931. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 7-27-62.

Qass 31 — RIters and Refrigerators

752.087. MA8PAC. The Dow Chemical Company. 8N
134,203. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 12-18-61.

752.088. TBT. T.B.T.—Soclete d'Etude et de Construction

d'Apparelllages pour Tres Basses Temperatures. SN
135.063. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-2-62.

762.089. VANGUARD. Frostmaster Company. SN 146,661.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-8-62.

752.090. PRONTO. American Plant Equipment Company.

SN 146,560. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-11-62.

752.091. BIG 3. Hussmann Refrigerator Co. SN 147,116.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-18-62.

752.092. ROTO-LEAF. The Duriron Company, Inc. SN
147,357. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-21-62.

762.093. MERCURY II. Bruner Cori>oratlon. SN 147,793.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-27-62.

762.094. SCOTTY. Bruner Corporation. SN 147,795. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 6-27-62.

752.095. COM-PAC. Century Softener Corporation. SN
147.800. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-27-62.

752.096. GOLD CROW'N. Bruner Corporation. SN 147,998.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-29-62.

Qass 32— Furniture and Upliolstery

752.097. APPCO. American Plastic Products Co. SN
140,616. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-26-62.

752.098. FF FIDELITY FILE AND DESIGN. Fidelity

File Box, Inc. SN 144,611. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-15-62.

752.099. B0DI-RE8T AND DESIGN. American Seating

Company. SN 149,907. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-27-62.

752.100. KID-NIK SET. William M. Mcintosh, d.b.a. Kld-

Nlk Mfg. Co. SN 161.502. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-20-62.

752.101. LAW80N SILVER CAMEO AND DESIGN. The

F. H. Lawson Company. SN 151.930. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 8-27-62.

Qass 34- Heating, Ligliting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

762.102. PRB8T0RAY. The Electric Auto-Llte Company.

SN 134.104. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 12-15-61.

752.103. SKYKOOL. Sky-Kool, Inc. SN 135,078. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 1-2-62.

762.104. TI AND DESIGN. Thomaa Industries Inc. SN
137,472. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-7-62.

752.105. NUCERITE. Pfaudler Permutit Inc. SN 137,940.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-14-62.

762.106. BLACKSTONE. Blackstone Corporation. SN
141,671. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-5-62.

762.107. SPEED-ALLOY. The McKay Company. SN
142,046. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-11-62.

762.108. SILFLO. All-SUte Weldlnc Alloya Co., Inc. SN
142,587. Pub. 4-16-68. Filed 4-19-62.

762,100. KWIK-KLAMP. Lear Slefler, Inc., by merger and
chan^ of name from The Blegler Corporation. SN
146.112. Pub. 4-16-68. Filed 6-4-62.

762.110. PBRIMA-VENT. Lear Siegler, Inc., by merger and
change of name from The Biegler Corporation. SN
146.113. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-4-62.

752.111. K\%^K-VENT. Lear Blegler, Inc., by merger and
change of name from The Slegler Corporation. SN
146.114. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-4-62.

762.112. PROTANE. The ProUne Corporation. SN 147,398.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-21-62.

762.113. GEOMETRICAL DESIGN. AnemoaUt Corpora-
tion of America. SN 147,670. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed

6-26-62.

762.114. ILC. Inductotherm Linemtit Corporation. 8N
147,928. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-28-02.

752,116. LINEMELT. Inductotlierm Linemelt Corporation.

SN 147,929. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-28-62.

762,116. LINElfELT 60. Inductotherm Unemelt Corpora-

tion. SN 147,930. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-2S-62.

Qass 35- Belting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

762.117. ^EX JIFFY-GUN. Kex Products, Incorporated.

SN 128,359. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-21-61.

752.118. STOMIL. Korils (N.J.) Umlted. SN 142,322.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-16-62.

752.119. TRAC-SEAL. Sure-Seal Equipment Co. SN
147,167. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-18-62.

Class 36— Musical Instraments and Supplies

752.120. CANDIX. Candlx Enterprisea, Inc. SN 129,914.

Pub. 4-16-68. Filed 10-16-61.

752.121. SCRAMBLED SING ALONG. Mara Broadcasting,

Inc. 8N 180,476. Pub. 4-16-63. Piled 10-23-61.

762.122. SHOWCASE. Pickwick International Inc. 8N
132,484. Pub. 9-4-62. Filed 11-31-61.

752.123. KORDEX. Lafayette Radio Electronics Corpora-

tion. SN 132,559. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 11-22-61.

762.124. ORTOFON. Ortofon A/S. SN 137,651. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 2-9-62.

752,126. BRIAR. Todd Recording Corporation. SN 139,697.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-12-62.

762.126. PROCESS 70. Time Records, Inc. SN 146.978.

Pub . 4-16-63. Filed 6-1-62.

Qass 37- Paper and Stationery

762.127. GIBSON. C. R. Olbaon k Company. SN 131,125.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 11-1-61.

762.128. YOUR GUARANTEE IN WRITING. Arthur

Abbey, d.b.a. Abbey Pen Company. 8N 132,888. Pnb.

4-16-68. Filed 11-28-61.

762.129. MAMARCO. Maaon Marking Systems Corporation.

SN 161,150. Pub. 4^16-63. Filed 8-14-62.

752.130. WIREMASTER. American Pad * Paper Company.

SN 161,188. Pub. 4-16-68. Filed 8-16-62.

Qass 38- PrinU and Publications

762.131. APPALACHIAN HARDWOODS AMERICA'S FIN-

EST ETC. AND DESIGN. Appalachian Hardwood Manu-
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facturers. Inc. SN 106,592. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed

10-3-60.

752.132. GIBSON. C. R. Gibson k Company. SN 119,511.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 5-8-61.

762.133. GIBSON MEMORY BOOKS . . . DON'T FORGET.
C. R. Gibson k Company. SN 119,512. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 5-8-61.

752.134. TRANSISTOR TIPS AND DESIGN. Minneapolis-

Honeywell Regulator Company. SN 119,537. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 6-8-61.

762.135. COLORTECK. Colorte^, Inc. SN 125.007. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 7-31-61.

762.136. TALES OF THE OIL COUNTRY. James A. CUrk.

SN 129,120. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 10-3-61.

752.137. AD-KAP. Ad-Kap. SN 130,168. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 10-18-61.

762.138. ANDY PANDA. Walter Lants Productions, Inc.

SN 134,996. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-2-62 .

762.139. FANCIFUL REPRESENTATION OF A PENGUIN.
Walter Lants Productions, Inc. SN 134,999. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 1-2-62.

752.140. CHILLY WILLY. Walter Lanti Productions, Inc.

SN 135,009. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 1-2-62.

752.141. WOODY WOODPECKER. Walter Lanti Produc-

tions, Inc. SN 135.012. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-2-62.

762.142. WOODY WOODPECKER. Walter Lantz Produc-

tions, Inc. SN 186.014. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-2-62.

752.143. PP AND DE»IGN. Pageant Press, Inc. SN
136,274. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-22-62.

752.144. TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT. Industrial Re-

search, Incorporated. SN 136,464. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

1-24-62.

752 145. CHEMICAL HORIZONS AND DESIGN. Shlriey

Bridges. SN 137,499. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed 2-8-62.

752.146. GRID LEAKS. Ace Radio Control, Inc., d.b.a.

Grid Leaks. SN 137,878. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-14-62.

762.147. NATIONAL CLEANE)R. The Reuben H. Don-

nelley Corporation. SN 144,608. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

&-16-62.

752.148. MONOGRAM AND HEART DESIGN. Jeanne O.

Hart. SN 147,113. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-18-62.

752.149. ARIEL. Farrar, Straus and Company, Inc., by

change of name from Farrar, Straus k Cudatay, Inc. SN

147,813. Pub. 4-16-68. Filed 6-27-62.

752.150. WHAT'S NEW IN HOME ECONOMICS. The

Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation. SN 148,960. Pnb.

4-16-63. Filed 7-13-62.

752.151. MONUMENTAL NEWS-REVIEW. Monumental

News-Review. Inc. SN 149.313. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

7-18-62.

752,162. NCR AND DESIGN. The National Cash Register

Company. SN 150,094. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-30-62.

762.153. LIVING WORD AND DESIGN. Gospel Light Pub-

lications, d.b.a. The Sunday School House. SN 150,334.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-2-62.

752.154. BIRD AND FLOWER DESIGN. American Greet-

1^ Corporation. SN 150,384. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

8-3-62.

752.155. BffETALSCOPE. Brooks * Perkins. Incorporated.

SN 160,515. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 8-6-62.

762 156. SCHOOL AND DESIGN. Hollywood School Photo

Association. SN 150,561. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed 8-6-62.

758,157. E.E.N.T. DIGEST. E.E.N.T. Digest, Inc. SN

161,028. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-13-62.

752,168. PHARMOUR. Armour Pharmaceutical Company.

SN 151,389. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-17-62.

Qass 39 -Clothing

752.159. CENTURY. Century Sportswear Co., Inc. SN

48,399. Pub. 12-6-60. Filed 3-25-58.

752.160. WHITE ROCK. White Rock Uniform Co., Inc.

SN 129,068. Pub. 4-16-68. Filed 10-2-61.

752.161. MR. PIMA. Sllrer Knit Hosiery Mills, Inc. S.N

129,887. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 10-13-61.

752.162. SLIM-SUIT BY SLACK EES. Slack-Ees Corpora
tlon. SN 132,755. Pub. 2-5-63. Filed 11-24-61.

752.163. CEST MAGXIFIQUE. S.M.W. Bjylng SyndlcatP.
Inc. SN 134.042. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 12-14-61.

752.164. ADJUST-A-LENGTH. Stone Manufacturing Com-
pany. SN 135,841. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-15-62.

752.165. CLICK TAB. Bud Berman Sportswear Inc. SN
136.531. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-25-62.

752.166. TOM COLLINS. Modem Shoe Company. SN
136,673. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-26-62.

752.167. CARINA. Caressa, Inc. SN 136,881. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 1-30-62.

752.168. NINA NORTH. The Eastern Isles. Inc.. assignee
of Nina North. Inc. SN 138.637. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

2-26-62.

752.169. CHALKIES. Fairfield Knitwear. Inc. SN 139.477.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-9-62.

752.170. COUNSEL HALL. Merit Clothing Company. SN
139,663. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-12-62.

752.171. POWER-KNIT. Cooper's. Incorporated. SN
140,003. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-16-62.

752.172. FLEECE-LON. A. H. Schrelber Co. Incorporated.

SN 140,046. Pub. 2-!^-63. Filed 3-18-62.

752.173. NINA DOLL AND DESIGN. Nina Footwear Co.,

Inc. SN 140,169. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-19-62.

752.174. EMISSARY. P. H. Hanes Knitting Company. SN
140,683. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-26-62.

752.175. STATESMAN. P. H. Hanes Knitting Company.
SN 140,684. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-26-62.

752,176.^ BONANZA. The B.V.D. Company, Inc. SN
140,904. Pub. 2-26-63. Filed 3-28-62.

752.177. PLAY ONE AND DESIGN. The Puritan Sports

wear Corp. SN 143,049. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-25-62.

752.178. FAULTLESS TOPPER. The Euro Shirt Co.. Inc.

SX 144.478. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-14-62.

752.179. FAULTLESS COMFO-KNIT. The Enro Shirt Co..

Inc. SN 144.479. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 5-14-62.

752.180. HATTIE LEEDS. Gladstone-Arcunl, Inc. SN
146,617. Pub. 4-16--63. Filed 6-11-62.

752.181. OUNCES. S. Augsteln k Co., Inc. SN 147,063.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-11-62.

752.182. AQUASPECTRUM. Aquascutum, Umlted. SN
148,125. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-2-62.

752.183. U.S. ROYAL, AND DESIGN. United States Rub-

ber Company. SN 148,865. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-11-62.

752.184. U.S. QUEEN ROYAL AND DESIGN. United

States Rubber Company. SN 148,866. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 7-11-62.

752.185. "TAKE THE GUESSING OUT OF DRESSING."
Wembley, Inc. SN 149,620. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

7-23-62.

752.186. "TAKES THE GUESSING OUT OF DRESSING."
Wembley, Inc. SN 149,621. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-23-62.

752.187. GOLDCREST AND DESIGN. Imperial Shirt Corp.

SN 150,831. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-5-62.

752.188. WAKEFIELD AND DESIGN. Imperial Shirt

Corp. SN 150,833. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-5-62.

752.189. CRESTFIELD AND DESIGN. Imperial Shirt

Corp. SN 150,836. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-5-62.

752.190. SHOOS. BGS Shoe Corporation. SN 160,916.

Pub. 4-16--63. Filed 8-10-62.

752.191. PE.VSIVE. Burlington Industries, Inc. SN
151,000. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-13-62.

752.192. PECOS PETE. Elk Brand Manufacturing Com-
pany. SN 151,030. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-13-62.

752.193. HAVEN HALL. Wells k Coverly, Incorporated.

SN 151,183. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-14-62.

752.194. SUZY SQUIRE. Little Squire, Inc. SN 161,241.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-15-62.

752.195. WORLD MASTER. Ideal Shoe Company. SN
151,328. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 8-16-62.
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752,196. WEATHER ROUNDER. Wales Manufacturing 752.219. OOLD-N-MELLO. Goldn Mello Company. SN
Company. SN 151.379. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-16-62.

752.197. DISP-HOSE. Locust Hosiery Mills, Inc. SN
151,600. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-21-62.

752.198. TELSTAK. Byer-Rolnlck Hat Corporation. SN
151.689. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-22-62.

100,595 Pub. 11-29-60. Filed 7-11-60.

Class 42- Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

752.199. KIDDTLAND. Beacon Manufacturing Company.
SN 79.833. Pub. 3-6-62. Filed 8-19-59.

752.200. PRESTOLENE. J. P. Frank Chemical k Plaatlc

Corp. SN 139.842. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-14-62.

752.201. DUVO-CLE. Edmos Products Corporation. SN
142,895. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-20-62.

762.202. VINELLE. The General Tire * Rubber Company.
SN 143,369. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-30-62.

752.203. REPRESENTATION OF A CUP-LIKE FIGURE.
Cannon Mills Company. SN 144,934. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 5-18-62.

752.204. REPRESENTATION OF CUP-LIKE FIGURE AND
CROWN. Cannon Mills Company. SN 144,935. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 5-18-62.

752.205. BABYTEX. Singing Needles, Inc. SN 147,505.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-22-62.

752.206. PITLOCHKY HIGHLAND HOMESPUN AND DE-
SIGN. A. & J. Macnaughton Limited. SN 148.051. Pub.
4-16-63 Filed 6-29-62.

752.207. PITLOCHRY HOMESPUN. A. k J. Macnaughton
Limited. SN 148.052. Pub. 4-16-43. Filed 6-29-62.

752.208. yiOORBTS. Mosse. Incorporated. SN 148.992.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-13-62.

752.209. BBAUTY8CREEN. J. P. Sterens k Co., Inc. 8N
152.017. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-27-62.

752.210. ELY-NAN. W. F. Breass, Inc. SN 152,042. Pub.

4-16-60. Filed 8-28-«2.

752.211. RAJAH PLUS. Eyan-Picone, Inc. SN 152,129.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-29-62.

752.212. DEL^GAB. J. P. Stevens k Co., Inc. SN 152.455.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-4-62.

752.213. LION AND GLOBE DESIGN. Dux Incorporated.

SN 152,506. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-^-62.

752.214. LOUTREL. O'Callaghan. SN 152,620. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 9-6-«2.

752.215. CBLLUFAB. Denlson Cotton Mill Company. SN
152,768. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-10-62.

Qass 43 — Thread and Yam

752,216. BLENDALL. Lawrence Reisman, d.b.a. Blendall

Synthetic Thread Co. SN 152,439. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

9-4-62.

Qass 44— Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appli

752,217. BEGSLVr. Johnson * Johnson. SN 149,936. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 7-27-62.

Qass 45— Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters

752,218. 8UR-VI VO. The Nashoba Products Co.. Inc.

180.718. Pub. 4-16-«3. Filed 10-26-61.
SN

Qass 46- Foods and Ingredients of Foods

752.220. CHEB.TOS. The Frito Company. SN 107,432.
Pub. 6-20-61. Filed lO^l-60.

752.221. DIAMONT) AND PENNANT DESIGN. Booth Fish
erles Corporation, d.b.a. Booth Fisheries Canadian Co.,

Ltd. SN 114,674. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed 3-1-61.

752.222. BONNIE BAKER. Plggly Wlggly Operators'
Warebonse Inc. SN 132,939. Pub. 4-16-63. Piled
11-28-61.

752.223. WOODY'S. Walter Lantx Prodactlons, Inc. 8N
135.006. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-2-62.

762.224. WOODY WOODPECKERS. Walter Lant* Pro-
ductions. Inc. 8N 135,007. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-2-62.

752.225. PR BRAND AND DESIGN. Peter Reeves Markets.
Inc. SN 136.910. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-16-62.

752.226. PUP-VITA. National Vitamin Products Company.
SN 140,165. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-19-62.

752.227. DIAMOND GM. Raymond Mymski. SN 142,649
Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-19-62.

75^,228. FRISCO. Merrill Farms. SN 147,884. Pub.
3-IV-63. Filed 6-21-62.

752.229. KIRKPATRICK'S. Allen Kirkpatrick k Co.. Inc.

SN 152.139. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-29-62.

752.230. LOR-CAL. Chocolate Products Company. SN
152.376. Pub. 4-16-«3. Filed 9-4-62.

752.231. 600. Universal Poods Corporation. SN 152,848.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-10-62.

V62,232. VANASYN. F. Bitter k Co. 8N 163,217. Pub.
4-16-6S. Filed 9-14-62.

752.233. STARBURST. The Robb-Ross Company. SN
153,218. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-14-62.

752.234. DYNAMITE. Jaw Teasers Inc. SN 15S,486. Pub.
4-16-63. Filed 9-19-62.

752.235. TOTEM. Kakawateex, Ltd. SN 153,487. Pub
4-16-63. Piled 9-19-62.

Qass 49- Distilled Alcoholic Li^Mrs

752.236. KAHLUA. Jules Berman k Aaw>eiates, Inc. SN
135.749. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-15-62.

752.237. KAHLUA. Jules Berman * AasocUtes, Inc. SN
135.750. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 1-16-62.

752.238. AZTEC. Jules Berman k Associates, Inc. SN
138,936. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 3-2-62.

752.239. BLACK LADY. Hanns Georg Seinemeier, d.b.a

H. O. Seinemeier k Co. SN 146,660. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed

6-11-62.

752.240. DOUGHERTY'S. J. A. Dougherty's Sons, Inc.,

DlstiUers. SN 150,234. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed 8-1-62.

762.241. PRINCE IVAN. Esbeco Distilling Corporation.
SN 152,779. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-10-62.

762.242. CONQUISTADOR. Schenley Import Corporation,

d.b.a. Compania Ron Carioca. SN 163,022. Pub. 4-16-63.

Piled 9-12-62.

Qass 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Qassified

752.243. LITHOKOTE. Polychrome Corporation. SN
131,152. Pub. 4-18-63. Filed 11-1-61.

752.244. PAB8FERN. Parsfern, Inc. SN 136,808. Pub.
4-16-63. Filed 1-29-62.

752.245. PBTOS-KIT. Arile 8. Kline, d.b.a. The Village

Craft Shop. SN 144,505. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed 5-14-62.

752.246. 3M. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany. SN 146,918. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 6-14-62.
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Qass 51 — Cosmetia and Toilet Preparations Qass 101 — Advertising and Business

752.247. LONO-OIiO. Valmor Products Company. SN
82,741. Pub. 1-10-61. Piled 10-«-69.

752.248. LUCKY LADY. Lucky Tiger Manufacturing Com-
pany. SN 126,362. Pnb. 4-16-63. Filed 8-21-61.

752.249. DR. SCHUPP AND DESIGN. Dr. Schupp K.G.

SN 143,515. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 5-1-62.

752.250. NORIDBNT. Norex Laboratories, Inc. SN
144.522. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 5-14-62.

752,261. NOR-IDENT. Norex Laboratories, Inc. SN
144.523. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 5-14-62.

752.252. FREBFORM. Turner Hall Corporation. SN
145,980. Pub. 4-16-63. FUed 6-1-62.

762.253. SUN 'N FUN. Lanvin-Parfums, Inc. SN 146,731.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 6-12-62.

762.254. DENTILLIUM. Xttrium Laboratories, Inc., d.b.a.

Blue Ridge Vitamin Co. SN 147,983. Pub. 2-26-63.

Piled 6-28-62.

752.255. CYMO. Harry Benet. d.b.a. Dara Products. SN
149.038. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-16-62.

752.256. FINALE. North American Philips Company, Inc.

SN 161,428. Pub. 4-16-^. Filed 8-17-62.

Qass 52— Detergents and Soaps

752.257. TRIDANE. Witco Chemical Company, Inc. SN
131,443. Pub. 3-6-63. Filed 11-6-61.

762.258. NU-LU8TRE AUTOMAGIC SHAMPOO AND DE-
SIGN. Samuel L. E^plett, d.b.a. Mid-West Chemical Com-
pany. SN 139,058. Pub. 10-16-62. Filed 3-5-62.

752,269. MAC D. Serval Products Co., Inc. SN 148,756.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-10-62.

752.260. POWER-GENT AND DESIGN. Kenney-Crippe,

Incorporated, assignee of Kenney-Cripps. SN 152,706.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-7-62.

752.261. AVIVA. Gabe B. Weil. SN 153,353. Pub.

4-16-63. Filed 9-17-62.

752.262. VIVID. Gabe B. Weil. SN 153.354. Pub. 4-16-«3.

Piled 9-17-62.

75«.263. NCR AND DESIGN. The National Cash Register

Company. SN 153.587. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 9-20-62.

Service Marks

752.265. SPEC-DATA. The Producers' Council, Inc. SN
33,837. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-16-57.

752.266. SALE:S-QUERIES. Stanley Publishing Company.
SN 100,650. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 7-11-60.

752.267. MACDONALD PLAID. E. F. MacDonald Stamp
n^^pany. SN 137.539. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 2-8-62.

Class 102— Insurance and

752.268. SPEEDY CASH AND DESIGN. Gulfco Invest-

ment Group. Incorporated. SN 143,373. Pub. 4-16-63.
Filed 4-30-62.

Qass 103 — Construction and Repair

752,269. WE STOP LEAKS NO STOP NO PAY. James
E. Anderson, d.b.a. Southern Roofing Co. SN 141,240.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-2-62.

Qass 105- Transportation and Storage

752.270. ECONOMOVE». Neptune World-Wide Moving.

Inc. SN 128.198. Pub. 4-16-68. Filed 9-19-61.

Qass 107- Education and Entertainment

752.271. AUTO-TRAP-SHOOT. Anto-Trap-Shoot, Inc. SN
127,178. Pub. 4-18--63. Filed 9-5-61.

Collective Membership Mark

Qass 100- Qass200

762,264. PRESCRIPTION-MIX. Farmers
Exchange. Incorporated. SN 112,348.

Piled 11-17-60.

Union Central

Pub. 4-16-63.

762,272. M.A.I. American Institute of Real EsUte Ap-

praisers of the National Association of Real EsUte Boards.

SN 56,439. Pub. 4-16-63. Piled 8-1-68.



SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER
TfMM regiatrations are not subject to opposition.

Gass 12- Construction Materials Qass 19- Vehicles

752,273. Narad, Inc., Plymouth. Mich. 8N 141,742. Filed 752.275. Robert J. Thomas, Dearborn, Ifidi. 8N 129,060.
Pa. 4-6-62

; Am. 8.R. 6-2-63. Filed P.B. 10-2-61
; Am. 8.R. 6-1-63.

DOR-KOR
For Cardboard Asaemblles Expandable To Form^ Cellular

Cores for Panels.

First use Sept. 21, 1»61.
KAR-TRA

^WS* 17— ToiWCCO rrOdUCtS For ColUptlble and Disposable Shelres for Holdln* Pood
and Drink Containers on the Interior of an Automobile.

752,274. F. J. Burrus k Cle, Bonoourt (near Berne). Swlti- First use July 1, 1961.
erland. SN 150,157. Filed P.B. 7-31-82; Am. S.R. ^^———^^^—^^——^^—^-—^——^—
3-29-63.

Qass 34— Heating, Lighting,

Apparatus

752,276. Oris Lab, Inc., Pratt, Kans. SN 126,746. Filed

PR. 8-28-61 ; Am. S.R, 4-29-63.

IN-LINE

Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 184,670, dated Feb. 17, 1961.
For Tobacco Products, Cigars, and Cigarettes.

For Electrical Induction Heaters for Installation in a

Fluid Flow Line.

First use Apr. 26, 1961.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED
160.225. KOPPKRS COKE. CI. 1. 10-17-22.

164.079. TOWN k COUNTRY. CI. 39. 2-13-23.
164.247. KUNMN KID. CI. 39. 2-13-23.

164.464. CAMIA. CI. 51. 2-20-23.

164.827. COTTONTOTS. CI. 39. 2-27-23.

164.828. JACK IN THE BOX. CI. 39. 2-27-23.

166,697. SMOKADOR. CI. 8. 3-20-23.
166,819. "THE TASTE TELLS." CI. 46. 3-20-23.

166.013. SOCONY. CI. 16. 3-27-23.

166.248. SEA-BIRD. CI. 46. 3-27-23.

166,810. CRAFTSMAN. CI. 23. 4-17-23.

167,397. CROWN DESIGN. CI. 46. 5-1-23.

167,485. WILQLEN. CI. 42, 5-1-23.

167,733. CHAMPION. CI. 12. 5-8-23.

167,840. PAL-WELD. CI. 34. 5-8-23.

168.246. BOSSOCKS. CI. 39. 5-15-23.

168,403. WOOL "O" AND DESIGN. CI. 42. 5-22-23.

168,689. GOLDEN GLOW AND DESIGN. CI. 1. 5-29-23.

168,882. WEMCO. CI. 15. 5-29-23.

169,799. PROTECTOL. CI. 6. 7-3-23.

169,838. RUBINOLE. CI. 6. 7-3-23.

170,027. BLUEBIRD PEARLS FOR
DESIGN. CI. 28. 7-10-23.

171.202. ROGER WILLIAMS. CI. 39

172,756. PEP CI. 46. 9-11-23.

174,227. MOVAR. CI. 16. 10-9-23.

174,601. OCB. CI. 8. 10-16-23.

174,944. ANDREWS LIVER SALT. CI. 18. 10-30-23.

175,089. CELORON. CI. 1. 10-30-23.

396,151. JAUNTY SPUN. CI. 42. 6-30-42.

400,094. VERSE REFERENCE JEWEL. CI. 38. 2-16-43

TM52

HAPPINESS AND

7-81-28.

400,396. DRYBAK. CI. 39. 3-9H13.
400,868. ZERO. CI. 52. 4-6-48.

400.932. COL-PLY. CI. 12. 4-13-43.

401.242. BELL'S AND DESIGN, a. 49. 6-4-48.

401,267. BUMBLEBEE AND DESIGN. CI. 21. 6-4-43.

401.446. SCINTILLA. CI. 28. 6-18-43.

401.510. LINGUET8. CI. 18. 6-25-43.
401,530. CURTIS ENVELABEL. CI. 37. 6-26-43.

401,534. BALCORD. CI. 29. 6-26-43.

401,536. BALTWINE. CI. 29. 5-25-43.

401,636. MILROVE. CI. 29. 6-26-43.

401,543. SIL-X. CI. 1. 6-26-48.

401,601. TIMEFAX. CI. 21. 5-26-43.

401,606. BAKING MAGIC. CI. 46. 5-26-43.

401,617. DIRILYTK. CI. 23. 6-26-43.

401,682. NATIONAL EN-AR-CO Ci AND DESIGN. CI. 16.

6-1-43.

401,687. PONTIAC. CI. 16. 6-1-43.

401,752. CHANOE-A-DAY. CI. 46. 6-8-43.

401,794. AIRCO. CI. 84. 6-8-43.

401,922. THIMBLBTE. CI. 13. 6-15-43.

402,120. THE V. D. ANDERSON CO. CI. 13. 6-29-43.

402,264. DRI-TRI. CI. 8. 7-13-43.

402,321. BLIZZARD SIDES. CI. 1. 7-13-43.

402,591. DIRILYTE. CI. 13. 8-3-48.

402,826. BARRETT. CI. 6. 8-17-4*.

403,022. ENERGETIC. CI. 46. 8-31-43.

403,282. POLBCTRON. CI. 1. 9-14-4S.
403.284. "B-B BATS." CI. 46. 9-14-43.

403.285. SULPHON. CI. 6. 9-14-43.

403,450. ALCUT. CI. 15. »-2ft-^.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED



TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS AMENDED, .

DISCLAIMED, CORRECTED, ETC.
Ift8.137. 8EALOL. CI. 6. 5-15-23. Standard Oil Com- 655,053. LILLIAN RUSSELL. CI. 39, 11-«M>7. UlUan

Russell OrlfflnalB, Inc. UlUan Baisell, Inc., Mobile, Ala.

Amended : In the statement, eolamn 2, Hdm S and 6 are

deleted, and the drawing Is amended to appear :

LiUian RusseU

pany. Humble Oil k Refining Company, Houston,

Amended to appear

:

Tex.

SEALOL
216,574. REPRESENTATION OF A GIRL. CI. 46. 8-17-26.

The Creamette Company, Minneapolis, Minn. Amended to

appear

:

740.709. FREOMIST. CI. 45. 11-13-^2. National Dairy

Products Corporation, New York, N.T. Amended : In the

statement, column 2, line* 4 aad 5 are deleted, and the

drawing is amended to appear :

FREOMIST

301,888. ZERO-LITE. Cl. 12. 3-21-33. Johna-ManTllle

Corporation, New York, N.Y. Amended to appear

:

ZERO-LITE
645,870. 5 DAY AND DESIGN. Cl. 51. 5-21-5f. Asso-

ciated Products, Inc., New York. NY. Amended to appear

:

747,494. PHARMATINIC. Cl. 18. 4-2-68. Pharmacfaem

Specialties, Inc., Bethlehem, Pa. Corrected : In the sUte-

ment, column 2, lin« 2, after "injectable" iron should be

inserted.

747,758. MOISTURE WAVE. Cl. 81. 4-»-63. Sales Afflll-

iates. Inc., New York, N.T. Corrected : In the heading,
"1962" should be deleted and 1961 should be inserted.

748,314. MYERS AND DESIGN. Cl. 13. 4-23-63. The
F. E. Myers & Bro. Co., Ashland, Ohio. Corrected : In the

statement, column 2, line 10, "164,244" should be deleted

and 16k,tH should be Inserted.

749,016. CAR GO CARTS AND DESIGN. Cl. 19. 5-7-«3.

Nutting Truck and Caster Company, Faribault, Minn.

Corrected : In the statement, column 2, line 2, "used"

should be deleted and uai should be inserted.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS-NEW CERTIFICATES
New Certiflcatea issued under sections 7(c) , 7(f), 7(g) of the Trademark Act of 1946 for the onezplred term

of ttie original registrations.

102,202. SAXON AND DESIGN. Cl. 18. The Strong *
Cobb Company. 1-26-15. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to Pennex
Products Company, Verona, Pa.

510,266. SAXON. Cl. 6. Royal Pharmacal Corporation,

d.b.a. Royal Mfg. Co. of Duquesne. 5-31-49. New Cert.

Sec. 7(c) to Pennex Products Company, Verona, Pa.

682,793. AKRINOL. Cl. 18. Scherlng Corporation. 8-4-59.

New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to Scherlng Corporation, Bloom-

fkeld, N.J.

TM54

Cl. 10. United Heckathom.
7(c) to Abbott Laboratories,

10-13-59.

North Chi-
686,529. GIBB.
New Cert. Sec.

cago. 111.

730,149. BEAUTEX. Cl. 39. Jack N. Price, assignee of

Jane Hart, d.b.a. Perry Distributing Company. 4-17-62.

New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to The Beautex Corporation, Saginaw,

Mich.

REGISTRATIONS PUBLISHED UNDER SEC. 12(c)
The following marks recUter«d under the act of 1906, or the act of 1881, are published under the prorisiona of section

12(c) of the Trademark Act of 1946. These regUtraUons are not subject to oppoaition but are subject to cancellatloa
under seetien 14 of the act eC 1M«.

Clatt2-Re€8ptadef
Class 4- Abrasives and Polishing Materiab

266,622. Jan. 28, 19S0. The American Prodoets Company,

166.186. Mar. 27, 1928. Myers Manufacturing Company. Cincinnati, Ohio. Pub. by B. T. Babbitt. Inc.. New York,

Camden. N.J. Pub. by Blllaco Inoorjwrated, PhUadelphU. ^-^-

liMtsnK
For Tin Boxes and Containen.

aun
400,610. Mar. 23, 1843. Phiico Corpormtlon, Philadelpbla, ^o' Cleanser in Powder Form for Oenenl Household

Pa. Pub. by registrant. Purposes.

PHILCO
For Vegetable Bins.

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positiMtt

164,686. Feb. 27, 1023. The Creolin Co., Rahway. N.J.

Pub. by Plough, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.

400,908. Apr. «. 1943. Bdwln F. Nlekol, Inc., Versailles,

Ohio. Pub. by registrant

V-C-P
For Disinfectant for Veterinary U

//SHRmE\\
//mEmgRiflL\\

442,544. Apr. 26, 1949. Raynard J. Marx. d.b.a. Marx
Chemical Bnpiriy Company. Chicago, HI. Pub. by regis-

trant.

For Burial Casket Containers.

Cass 3— Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketboeks

400,230. Feb. 28, 1943. Olobe Novelty House. New York.
N.Y. Pub. by Globe NoTdtjr Hense, Inc., New York. N.Y.

CENLAB
For Shnbalmlng Preparations—Namriy, Arterial Cleaning

Fluid, Deodorant Spray, Arterial Fluid, Modifier Fluid, CaT-
ity Fluid, and Disinfecting Powder.

Qass 7* Cordage

401.118. Apr. 27. 1943. Phiico Corporation. PhUadelphU,
Pa. Pub. by registrant

PHILCO
For Metal Drire CoiO—Namely, a Metal Multi-Strand

Flexible Driving El^nent; Dial Drire Cord—Namely, a
Waxed, or Otherwise Treated. Cord for WCecting a High Fric-

tion Drive With a Pulley or Dmn Aflnd to an Instrument
For Wallets and Billfolds of Leather, Key Cases of Dial; and Control Drive Cable—NaoMly. a Flexible Motion

Leather, and Men's Travel Kita of Leather. Transmitting Means Used for Control Purposes.
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diss 16—Protective and Decorative Coatings

401,033. Apr. 20, 1943. Phllco Corporation, PhUadelpbla,

Pa. Pub. by regiatrant.

PHILCO
For Lacquer*, SUins, Paint Thinnen, Flllera Used for

Preparing Surfaces To Be Painted. Ready-Mixed Palnt«, Pre-

pared Shellaca, VarnUhei, Cabinet Polish. Burn-ln-Wax and

Refrigerator Polish.

Class 17— ToInkco Products

238,627. Feb. 14, 1928. Sanches k Haya Company, Tampa,

Fla. Pub. by Qradlax, Annls * Co., Inc., Tampa, Fla.

Qass 21 — Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

For Cigars.

Qass 18 -Medicines and^Pharitfiaceutical

Preparations

379,072. Jan. 6, 1931. Bmst Sllten, Berlin. Germany. Pnb.

by Sllten Limited, Hatfield, England.

SILBE

400,943. Apr. 13, 1943. Phllco Corporation. Philadelphia,

Pa. Pub. by registrant.

PHILCO
For Battery Parts and Supplies—Namely, Straps, Con-

nectors, Terminals, Vent Caps, Jars, Covers, Wood Cases,

and Sealing Compounds ; Radio Recelrlng Sets ; Radlo-Pho-
nograph Combinations ; Radio Speakers ; Radio Parts and
Supplies—Namely, Radio Power Supply Devices, Vacuum
Tubes, Power Transformers, Fixed Condensers, Fixed Re-
sistors, Variable Resistors, Radio Frequency Colls, Switches,

Push-Pull Transformers, Speaker Field Colls, Filter Con-
densers, Variable Condenser Parts, Loud 8i>eaker Cones,

Fixed Radio Frequency Transformers, Radio Frequency
Chokes, Pilot Lamps, Oscillators, Knobs, Tube Shields, Var-
iable Condensers. Tuning Scales, Control Orld Clips, Rubber
Mounting Washers, Tube Sockets. Neutralising Condensers,

Shielding Lids, Speaker Sockets, Binding Posts and Panels.

Speaker Cables. Radio Chassis. Audio Frequency Amplifiers.

Radio Frequency Amplifiers. Interference Filters. Aerial Kits.

Extension Speakers. Electrolytic Condensers, Terminal
Strips, Volume Controls, Hum Controls, Tone Controls, Head-
phones, Fuses, Electrical Connector Plugs, Wave Traps,

Lighting Bulbs, Wire Shielding. Band Switches, Remote Con-

trol Devices, Dry Batteries, Signal Generators, Automobile

Radios, Household Power Line Cord, Tuning Control and
Cable, Automobile Dynamotors, Automobile Radio Controls,

Headphone Kits, High Fidelity Demonstrators, Microphones,

Aerial Masts, Amplifier and Microphone Kits, Aerial Window
Lead-in Straps, Under Car Aerials, Wired Interphone Sys-

tems, Automobile Suppressor Chokes, Automatic Tuning De-

vices, Grid Bias Cells, Automobile Aerial Adaptors, Wireless

Record Players, Automobile Extension Speakers, Radio Tube

Removers, Ceramic Electric Insulators, and Ceramic Electric

Wall Outlets.

For Medicinal Preparations for Asthma, Hay Fever, Bron-

chitis, Tuberculosis, and Oth*r Diseases of the Respiratory

Organs.

380,242. Feb. 10, 1931. Ernst Sllten, Berlin, Germany. Pub.

by Sllten Limited, Hatfield. England.

OLycmcMAH
For Uqnld for Asthma, Bronchitis, Laryngitis, and Dis-

eases of Respiratory Organs.

299,618. Dec. 13, 1983. Dr. ErtJSt Sllten, Berlin, Germany.

Pnb. by Sllten Limited, Hatfield, England.

JODIMNAN
For Inhalant for Asthma and Bronchial CaUrrh.

Class 19- Vehicles

169,254. June 12, 1923. Westfleld Manufacturing Company,

Westfield, Mass. Pub. by The Columbia Manufacturing Co.,

Inc., Westfleld. Mass.

C%^̂

Qass 23 -Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereofff

150,700. Jan. 10, 1922. Acme Fishing Tool Company,
Parkersburg, W. Va. Pub. by registrant.

'

For Oil Well Drilling and Fishing To<^s.

For Bicycles.

Qass 26— Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

401,240. May 4, 1943. Phllco Corporation, Philadelphia,

Pa. Pub. by registrant.

PHILCO
For Voltmeters, Pocket Voltage Testers, Condenser Testers,

Speaker Testers, Tube Testers, Magnifying Mirrors. Oscillo-

scopes. Thermometers. Thermostatic Controls for Mechanical

Refrigeration Apparatus, Battery Testers, Needle Pressure

Pocket Testers, and Wattmeters.

July 2, 1968 U. S. PATENT OFFICE TM 67

443,176. Aug. 2, 1949. Universal Drafting Machine Com- n«-- 37_ Dan^r Mill <f^fiftimrw
pany, assignor, by mesne assignments, to Universal Draft- ^•' •*' ^ ^apeT MM JuiUOnery
ing Machines Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. Pub. by Uni-
versal Drafting .Machine Corporation, Bedford Heights, 52,417. May 8, 1906. Ebertiard Faber, New York, N.Y.
0*»'o- Pub. by Eberhard Faber Inc., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

010^
MASTS'

For Drafting Machines of the Parallel Motion Arm Type.

Qass 27— Horological Instruments

400,738. Mar. 30, 1943. Phllco Corporation, Philadelphia,
Pa. Pub. by registrant.

PHILCO
For Clocks, Radio Station Selecting Clocks and Automatic

Starting Timers.

401,424. May 18, 1943. Waltham Watch Company, Wal-
tham, Mass. Pub. by Waltham Watch Company, Chicago.

XU.

WALTHAM
PREMIER

For Watches, Clocks, Chronometers, Watch Cases, Clock
Cases, and Parts of Each of the Foregoing.

Qass 35- Belting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

402,412. July 20, 1943. United States Rubber Company,
New York, N.Y. Pub. by registrant.

MULTI-n.HX
For Duct Hose Comprising a Fabric Base Treated With a

Sealing Material Used by Aircraft Engineers as Boots To
Protect Reciprocating Rods From Dirt and Grit, and Seals

for Control Rods as Chutes for Ejected Machine Gun Shells,

Etc.

Qass 36— Musical Instruments and Supplies

400,517. Mar. 16, 1943. Phllco Corporation, Philadelphia,

Pa. Pub. by registrant.

PHILCO
For Phonographs, Phonograph Turntables, Phonograph

Motor Board Assemblies, Phonograph Tone Arms, Phono-

graph Needles, Phonograph Recording Blanks, and Phono-

graph Recording Apparatus.

For Rubber Erasers.

168,855. May 29. 1923. Eberhard Faber Pencil Company,
Brooklyn, N.Y. Pub. by Eberhard Faber Inc., Wilkes-
Barre, Pa.

For Pencils.

202,106. Aug. 18, 1925. Eberhard Faber Pencil Company.
Brooklyn, N.Y. Pub. by Eberhard Faber Inc., Wilkes-
Barre, Pa.

For Colored Pencils.

234,037. Oct. 18, 1927. Eberhard Faber Pencil Company,
Brooklyn, N.Y. Pub. by Eberhard Faber Inc., Wilkes-
Barre, Pa.

STAR
For Lead Pencils.

434,169. Nov. 11, 1947. Eberhard Faber Pencil Company,
Brooklyn, N.Y. Pub. by Eberhard Faber Inc., Wilkes-
Barre, Pa.

E. FABER
For Lead Pencils, Colored Pencils, and Copying Pencils,

Penholders, Uubber Bands, Rubber Erasers, Mechanical Pen-
cils and Parts Thereof, Leads, Pencil Point Protectors, Com-
bined Pencil and Compass, and Fountain Pens and Parts
Thereof.

Qass 42- Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

394.737. Apr. 28, 1942. The Falls Company, Norwich, Conn.
Pub. by Glen Raven Cotton Mills, Inc., Glen Raven, N.C.

For Cotton Awning Fabrics.
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400.728. Mar. 30, 1943. I. B. Kleinert Rubber Company,
New York, X.Y. Pub. by reglstraiit.

AIRLITE
Kiir Vcr.v Thin Treated Fabric Sheetlns In the Piece To

KemJ.T It Waterproof for Une In the Manufacture of Articles

Such ns Urt'Hx Shleidx. Crib Sheets. Baby Pants, Bibs. Pro-

tective Panels for Sanitary Oarinents, and Lining for Tourist

Bugs ^^^^^^^^^^_^_^^^__

Qass45 — Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters

413,240. Apr. IT, 1945. The Whipple Company, Natlek,

MasB. Pub. by registrant.

For Preserved Fruits. Marsbmallow Topping, Nuts In

Sirup. Fudge Sauce and Butterscotch Sauce for Soda Foun-

tain Use : Marmalade : Jellies ; Pie Fillings (Other Than
Mincemeat) ; Mincemeat; Corn Starch; Milk Powder; Nuts;

Cocoa ; Cleaned Currants ; Relish or Piccalilli, Watermelon

PleUe ; and Food Flavoring Extracts.

40T.493 June 6. 1944. The Whipple Company. Natlek. *13,32B. Apr. 17, 1945. The Whipple Company. Natlek.

Mass Pub. by registrant.
Mass. Pub. by registrant.

(jtambKoAff'^ (jrambKoAers
For Sirups for Making Soft Drinks.

For Fruit Preserves—Namely. Jams.

Qass 46— Foods and Ingredients of Foods Qass 51 — Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations

184,655. May 27, 1924. Harry E. Mosher, d.b.a. Memphis 170.450. July 17. 1928. Polak's FmUl Works, Amersfoort,

Potato Chip Company, Memphis, Tenn. Pub. by Qolden Netherlands. Pub. by Polak's Frutal Works. Inc., Mtddle-

Flake. Inc., BirmiuKbam. Ala. town, N.T.

" FRUTAL tl

For Natural and Synthetic Essential Oils and Materials

Suitable for the Production of Perfumes.

For Potato Chips.

401,327. May 11, 1943. Prince Matchabelll Inc., New York.

N.Y. Pub. by registrant.

SPARKLING BURGUNDY
For Bubble Bath Preparation.

\
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Abbey, Arthur, d.b.a. Abbey Pen Co., Chicago, 111. 762,128,
pub. 4-16-6^. CI. 87.

Abbott Laboratories : See

—

Unlted-Heckathorn.
Accnmnlatoren-Fabrik Aktlengeaellechaft : Bee—

Varta Aktlengesellschaft.
Ace Radio Control. Inc.. d.b.a. Grid Leaks. Hlgglnsvllle. Mo.

752,146. pub. 4-18-68. CI. 88.
Acme Fisning Tool Co., by Acme Fishing Tool Co., Parkers-

burg W. Va. 160,700, 12(c) pub. 7-2-«3. CI. 23.
Acorn Photo Service : See

—

Mall Photo Service, Inc.
Actlen-Oeaelischaft fur Anilln-Fabrikation, Berlin. Germany,

to General Aniline ft Film Corp., New York, N.Y. 169.799,
ren. 7-2-«8. Cl. 6.

Ad-Kap, Downers Grove, 111. 752,137, pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 38.
Air Reduction Co., Inc. : /See

—

Air Reduction Sales Co.
Wilson Welder and Metals Co., Inc.

Air Reduction Sales Co., to Air Reduction Co., Inc., New
York. NY. 401,794, ren. 7-2-68. Cl. 34.

Alove. Inc.. Orlando Fla. 701,953, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 18.
Aktlebolaget Installationsmateriel, Vlmmerby, Sweden.

751.992. pub. 4-16-«3. Cl. 21.
Allied Chemical Corp. : Bee—

Allied Chemical * Dye Corp.
Allied Chemical k Dye Corp., to Allied Chemical Corp., New

York, NY. 402.826, ren. 7-2-63. a. 6.

Allied Radio Corp., Chicago, 111. 751,989-90, pub. 4-16-63.
Oasses 21 and 36.

Allied Stores Corp., New York, N.Y. 751,947, pub. 4-16-63.
Cl. 18.

Al's Goldfish Lure Co. : Bet—
Stuart, Herbert A.

All-State Welding Alloys Co., Inc., White Plains, N.Y.
752,108, pub. 4-16-«8. CI. 34.

Amercoat (Jorp., South Gate, Calif. 751,905, pub. 4-16-63.
Cl. 12.

American Art Alloys, Inc., to Dirllyte Co. of America, Inc.,

Kokomo Ind. 401.617. ren. 7-2-63. Cl. 23.
American Art Alloys, Inc., to Dirllyte Co. of America, Inc.,

Kokomo. Ind. 402,591, ren. 7-2-«3. CI. IS.

American Chemical Paint Co., Ambler, Pa. 645,296, cane.
CT. 8.

American Cyanamld Co. : Bee—
Davis k Geek, Inc.

American Cyanamld Co., Wayne, N.J. 751,895, pub. 4-16-63.
Cl. 6.

American Cyanamld Co., Wayne, N.J. 751,943, pub. 2-12-83.
Cl. 18.

American Cyanamld Co., Wayne, N.J. 751,952. pub. 4-18-83.
Cl. 18.

American Enterprises, Inc., San Mateo, Calif. 752,011, pub.
-16-68. a. 22.

Aiflerlcan Greetings Corp., Cleveland, Ohio. 752,154, pub.
4-16-83. a. 38.

American Home Products Corp., New York. N.Y. 752.084,
pub. 4-18-83. Cl. 29.

American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers of the National
AssocUtioD of Real Estate Boards, Chicago, 111. 752.272,
pab. 4-16-88. Cl. 200.

American Mercantile Co. : Bee—
Klein, William.

American Pad k Paper Co., Holyoke, Mass. 752,130, pub.
4-10-63. Cl. 37.

American Plant Equipment Co., Elisabeth, N.J. 752,090, pub.
4-16-63. CT. 81.

American Plastic Products Co., Detroit, Mich. 752,097. pub.
4-18-88. CT. 82.

American Products Co.. The. Cincinnati, Ohio, by B. T.

Babbitt. Inc.. New York, N.Y. 266.622, 12(c) pub. 7-2-63.

Cl. 4.

American Seatinit Co.. Grand Rapids, Mich. 762,099, pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 82. „.....„

Americanmade Plastics, Inc., Rlngtown, Pa., from Ideal Toy
Corp., Hollls, NY. 752,008, pub. 3-6-83. Cl. 22.

Anderson, James E., d.b.a. Southern Roofing Co., Nashville,

Tenn. 752,269, pub. 4-16-83. Cl. 103.

Anderson. V. D.. Co., The, to International Basic Economy
Corp., CleveUnd. Ohio. 402,120, ren. 7-2-«3. Cl. 13.

Andrew Fisher Cycle Co.. Inc., New York, N.Y. 761,981,

pub. 4-16-88. Cl. 19.
Anemostat Corp. of America, Scranton, Pa. 752,113, pub.

4-16-68. Cl. 84. ^.„
Antaya Brothers, Inc., Attleboro, Mass. 752,057, pub.

4-16-88. Cl. 28.
Appalachian Hardwood Manufacturers, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio.

762.131, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 38. „„ ^ . ,» ..«
Aquascutnm, Ltd., London, England. 762,182, pub. 4-16-83.

Cl 89
Armb'ir Pharmaceutical Co., Chicago. 111. 752,158, pnb.

4-18-63. a. 88.

Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. 845,356, cane. Cl. 20.

Ashland (311 k Refining Co. : Bee—
National Refining Co., Tbe.

Associated Products, Inc., New York, N.Y. 845.870.
Am. 7(d). Cl. 61.

AtUs Supply Co., Newark, N.J. 751,988, pub. 4-18-63. Cl. 19.
Augsteln, S., k Co., Inc., CoUege Point, N.Y. 762.181, pub.
^16-«3. Cl. 89.

Automation Engineering Laboratory, Stamford. Conn. 752,012,
pub. 4-16-83. Cl. 23.

Auto-Trap-Shoot, Inc., Champaign, 111. 752,271, pub. 4-16-63.
Cl. 107.

Avco MfK. Corp Connersvllle. Ind. 646,866, cane. Cl. 21.
Ayres, Henry P., d.b.a. Fayrport Farm, Shaftsbury, Vt.

762.047, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 2%.BAB Import-Export Co.. Detroit. Bdich. 751,998. pub.
4-18-63. Cl. 21.

BG8 Shoe Corp., Manchester, N.H. 762,190, pub. 4-18-68.
Cl. 89.

B.V.D. Co.. Inc., The. Cincinnati, Ohio. 752,176, pub.
2-28-83. Cl. 89.

Babbitt, B. T., Inc. : See

—

American Products Co., The.
Baby World Co., Inc. : Bee—

Fashloncraft-Excello.
Bacon, Louis E.. Alliance, Ohio. 645.509, cane. Cl. 50.
Badische Anilin- k Soda-Fabrik Aktlengesellschaft, Ludwlgs-

hafen (Rhine), Germany. 761.882. pub. 12-18-82. Cl 6.
Baker Castor Oil Co., The, Bayonne, N.J. 751,866, pub.

4-16-63. Cl. 1.

Baker Castor Oil Co.. The, Bayonne, N.J. 761,938, pub. 4-16-
63. Cl. 16.

Balllnger, W. A., k Co., to Otis Co., San Francisco, Calif.
401,834-36, pen. 7-2-83. Cl. 29.

Barblion Corp., The, to The Jaunty Fabric Corp., New York,
NY. 396,151. ren. 7-2-63. Cl. 42.

Baumert, F. X.. k Co. Inc., to The Borden Co., New York,
N.Y. 167,397, ren. 7-2-«3. Cl. 46.

Beacon Chemical Corp., Philadelphia. Pa., to Tezlse (Chem-
icals, Inc., Greenville, S.C. 400,868, ren. 7-2-83. Cl. 62.

Beacon Mfg. Co.. Swannanoa, N.C. 752,199, pub. 8-8-82.
Cl. 42.

Beatrix Jewelry Co.. Providence, B.I. 752,076, pub. 4-18-63.
Cl. 28.

Beautex Corp., The : Bee—
Price, Jack N.

Bell, Arthur, k Sons Ltd. : See

—

Henbleln, G. F., k Bto.
Bellamy, D. L. : Bee—

Bellamy, Donald L.
Bellamy, Donald L., d.b.a. D. L. B^lamy, Miami, Fla. 846,-

490, cane. Cl. 48.
Benet, Harry, d.b.a. Dara Products, Norwood, Ohio. 752.-

255jpub. 4-16-63. Cl. 61.
Berg Eleetronlcs. Inc.. New Cumberland, Pa. 752,002, pub.

4-18-63. Cl. 21.
Berman, Bud, Sportswear Inc.. New Yoi^, N.Y. 752.185. pub.

4-16-63. Cl. 39
Berman, Jules, ft Associates, Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif. 752,-

238-38, pub. 4-18-63. Cl. 49.
BIddle Co., The, St Louis, Mo. 751,900, pub. 1-17-61.

Cl. 12.
Bird ft Son. Inc., East Walpole, Mass. 751,909, pub. 4-16-

63. Cl. 12.
Birtcher Corp., The, Los Angeles, Calif. 761.988-87. pub.

4-18-83. Cl. 21.
Black, Sivalls ft Bryson, Inc., Kansas City, Mo. 752,020,

pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 23.

Black, Sivalls ft Bryson. Inc., Kansas City, Mo. 752,022, pub.
4-16-83. ex. 23.

Blackstone Corp.. Jamestown, N.Y. 752,106, pub. 4-16-88.
Cl. 84.

Blendall Synthetic Thread Co. : See

—

Relsman, Lawrence.
Blow-Knox Co. : Bee—

Tri-Lok Co., The.
Blue Ridge Vitamin Co. : See—

Xttrium Laboratories. Inc.
Bonney Forge ft Tool Works, Allentown, Pa. 751,917, pub.
4—16—68 Cl 13

Booth Fisheries Canadian Co., Ltd. : Bee.—
Booth Fisheries Corp.

Booth Fisheries Corp., d.b.a. Booth Fisherlee Canadian Co.,

Ltd., Chicago, 111. 752.221, pub. 4-16-«3. Cl. 48.

Borden Co., The : Bee—
Baumert. F. X., ft Co. Inc.

Bossong Hosiery Mills Inc. : Bee—
Bossong, Joseph C.

Bossong, J. C.. ft Co. : See

—

Bossong. Joseph C. „ „ .

Bossong. Joeeoh C.. d.b.a. J. C. Bossong ft Co.. New York.
N.Y.. to Bossong Hosiery Mills, Inc., Asheboro, N.C.

164.079, ren 7-23-83. Cl. 39. „ ^ ^
Bossong. Joseoh C, d.b.a. J. C. Bossong ft Co., New York.

N.Y., to Bossong Hoslerv Mills. Inc.. Asheboro. N.C.
184.247 ren 7-2-63. Cl. 39. ^ ., „ ^

Bossong, Josenh C, d.b a. J. C. Bossong ft Co., New York.
N.Y., to Bossong Hoslei7 Mills. Inc., Asheboro, N.C.

164,827-28. ren. 7-2-88. Cl. 88.

TM i
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Bouong, Jofleph C, d.b.a. J. C. Boaaong A Co., New Tork,

N.Y., to Bosaong Uo8lei7 Milla, Inc., Aahet>oro, N.C.
168,i46. ren. 7-2-53. CI. 39.

Boaton Battery Co. : Bee—
ferrlne Battery Corp.

Bradley, L. B.. d.b.a. The Perlaeal Co.. New York. N.Y. 885,-

748. cane. CI. 16.
Breuaa. W. F., Inc., Weat New York, N.Y. 762,210. pub.

4-l»-68. CI. 42.
Brldgea, Shirley, New York. N.Y. 752,145, pub. 4-16-C8.

CI 88.
Brlfga. Batea A Bacon Co., Attleboro. Maaa. 646,888, cane.

"A'^is'
Brllee Mfg., Bl Begundo. Calif., from Pawlock Tool Co..

Coronado. Calif. 762,033, pub. 4-16-63. CI. 28.

Bri-8on Co.. Inc.. Loa Angelea. Calif. 761,878, pub. 4-16-
68. CI 8.

Brltlah Cbemotbeutlc Producta Ltd., Bradford, Bngland. 751,-

»42, pub. 4-16-68. CI. 18.
Brooka * Perkins, Inc., Detroit. Mich. 762,156, pub. 4-16-

68. CI. 88.
Brown Engineering Co., Inc., HuntaTllle, Ala. 751,876, pub.

4-16-68. CI. 21.
Brown A Wllll&maon Tobacco Corp.. LoolBTUle, Ky. 687.804.

cane. CI. 17. ,^ „„
Bruner Corp.. Milwaukee. Wla. 762,0»8-4, pub. 4-16-63.

CI. 81.
Bruner Corp., Milwaukee. Wla. 762,096. pub. 4-16-68. CI.

81.
Bninawlck Corp. : iSee

—

Drybak Corp.. The. .

Budd Co.. The : Bee—
Diamond SUte Pibre Co.

Buffalo Marine and Bporta Mart. Inc.. Buffalo. N.Y. 646,544.
cane. CI. 19.

Bulova Watch Co.. Inc., Fluahlng. NY. 752,062, pub. 6-27-
61. CI. 27.

Burllngten Induatrlea, Inc., New York, NY. 762.191, pub.
4—1^-68 CI 39

Burma, F. J., A Cle, Boncourt (near Berne), Swltaerland.
752.274. CI. 17.

Byer-Rolnlek Hat Corp., Garland, Tex. 762,198, pub. 4-16-
68. CI. 89.

Byrd, Harold F.. San Yaldro, Calif. 762.089, pub. 4-16-63.
CI. 26.

C A F Co. : Bee—
Fllpl. Sebaatlano. Co.

Cabot. Samuel, Inc., Boaton, Maaa. 751,904, pub. 4-16-68.
CI. 12.

Candlx Enterprlaea. Inc., Hollywood. Calif. 752,120. pub.
4-16-63. CT. 36.

Cannon Mills Co., KannapoUa. N.C. 762.208-04, pub. 4-16-
68. CI. 42.

Carae Corp.. The Freeport. NY. 645.290, cane. CI. 6.

Careaaa. Inc.. Miami. F5a. 752.167, pub. 4-16-63. CI. 39.
_

. - - ineapolla, Minn. 648,330, cane. CI. 16.

Carolina Co., Inc., a b.a. Carolina Soap A Candje Makers,
Southern I^lnea. N.C. 751,931, pub. 4-16-63. CI. 16.

Carolina Soap A Candle Makera : Bee—
Carolina Co., Inc. ^.

Cennett, Harry, Jr., Blchmond. Ind. 645,426, cane. CI. 36.

Century Softener Corp., Milwaukee, Wis. 762,095, pub.
4-16-68. CI. 31.

Century Sportswear Co., Inc., Boaton. Mass. 752.159, pub.
12-6-60. CI. 39.

Chamberlln MeUl Products : Bee—
Chamberlln. Joseph K. _ _^

Chance. A. B., Co.. Centralla. Mo. 401.922. ren. 7-2-63.

CI. 18.
Chandler A Price Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio. 166,810, ren.

7-2-63. CI. 28.
Chocolate Producta Co., Chicago, 111. 752,230, pub. 4-16-63.

CI. 46.
Chromium Mining A Smelting Corp. Ltd., Sault Ste. Marie,

Ontario. Canada. 401.643. ren. 7-2-63. CI. 1.

Clba Corp. : See—
Society of Chemical Industry In Basel.

Clam Ram : Bee—
RIcclo. Theodore A. « ^ „„

Clark. James A.. Houston, Tex. 752.136, pub. 4-16-63. CI. 38.

Clerfast Corp.. Providence. R.I. 645.530. cane. CI. 52.

Cohn A Rosepberger, Inc., to Coro, Inc.. New York, N.Y.

401,446, ren. 7-2-63. CI. 28. _ „ „ ^ . ,- ^«
Colorteck, Inc., New York. N.Y. 752.185, pub. 4-16-68.

Cl 88
Columbia Electric Mfg. Co. : Bee—

McManamee, Louis J.

Columbia Mfg. Co. Inc.. The : Bee—
Weatfleld Mfg. Co. „ „„, «, -

Columbian Carbon Co., New York. N.Y. 646,291, cane. Cl. 6.

Companla Ron Carloca : Bee—
Schenley Import Corp.

Concord Jewelry Mfg. Corp., New York, NY. 752,071, pub.
A

I i| j»o pi Oft

Concord Mobile Homes. Inc.. Elkhart. Ind. 751.909, pub.

Consolidated Systems Corp.. Monrovia, Calif. 751,993, pub.

Control Data Corp.. Minneapolis, Minn. 752,048, pub.

Cooper's, Inc., Kenosha, Wis. 752.171, pub. 4-16-63 Cl. 39.

Copeo Steel A Engineering Co., Detroit, Mich. 645,311, cane.

6. 12.

Coro. Inc. : See

—

Cohn A Rosenberger, Inc. „ „ ^. ™, ^
Coaman, Charles F., d.b.a. Surgical Balm Co., Seattle. Wash.

Crane'^Co!, *Chkago.' III. 751,918. pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 13.

Crawford Aaaoelatea. Inc., Palo Alto, Calif. 761,872, pub.

4-16-63. a. 1.

Creamette Co., The, MlnneapoUa, Minn. 216,674. Am. 7(d).
Cl. 46.

CreoUn Co., The, Rahway, N.J., by Plough, Inc., Mempbla.
Tenn. 164.68S, 12(e) pub. 7-2-63. Cl 6.

Cris Lab. Inc.. Pratt, Kana. 762.276. Cl. 84.
Crown M(g. Co. : See

—

Suppiee-ulddle Hardware Co.
Crucible Steel Co. of America, Plttabargh, Pa. 752.014. pub.

4-16-63. Cl. 23. '
•

y

Cudahy Packing Co.. The. Omaha. Nebr. 166.819, ren. 7-2-63.
Cl. 46.

Curtla 1000 Inc., St. Paul, Minn. 401,680, ren. 7-2-68.
Cl. 37.

D.F. Jewelry : Bee—
Felberbaum, David.

Da-Llte Screen Co., Inc., Waraaw, Ind. 762.048, pub. 4-16-68.
Cl. 26,

Danlela Jewelry Co., Lansing, Mich. 752.077, pub. 4-16-68.
Cl. 28.

Dara Products : See

—

Denet. Harry.
Dart Drug Corp.. Washington. D.C. 761.954, pub. 4-16-68.

Cl. 18.
Dartell Laboratories. Inc., Loa Angeles, Calif. 751,946. pub.

8-28-62. Cl. 18.
Davla A Oeck, Inc., Danbury, Conn., to American Chranamld

Co., New York, N.Y. 646.478, cane. Cl. 44.
Dayton Rubber Co., The, Dayton, Ohio. 646.422. cane. Cl. 85.
Denlaun Cotton Mill Co., Denlaon, Tex. 762,216, pub.

4-16-68. Cl. 42.
Dent, C. S., A Co. : Bee—

Qrandpa Brands Co.
Deraal Corp. : Bee—

Felton S. A., A Son Co.
Deutsche Edelstahlwerke Aktlengesellscfaaft. Krefeld, Qer-

many. 75i.U26. pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 14.
Deutsche Edelstabfwerke Aktlengeaellachaft, Krefeld, Ger-
many. 751,928. pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 14.

DeutHcbe Edelstahlwerke Aktlengeaellachaft, Krefeld. Ger-
many. 751,982, pub. 4-16-«3. Cl. 21.

Dia-Cbrome Co., CTlendale, Calif. 762,024, pub. 4-16-63.
Cl. 23.

Diamond Alkali Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 751,888, pub. 4-16-63.
Cl. 6.

Diamond (Thaln Co., Inc., IndlanapoUa, Ind. 752,081, pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 23.

Diamond Expanalon Bolt Co., Inc., Garwood, N.J. 761,923.
pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 13.

Diamond SUte Fibre Co., Bridgeport, Pa., to The Budd Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 175,089, ren. 7-2-68. Cl. 1.

Dior, ctirisUan, Perfumes Corp., New York, N.Y. 722,678,
cane. Cl. 51.

Dlrilyte Co. of America, Inc. : See

—

American Art Alloya, Inc.
Dixie FlaU Net and Twine Co., Shelby, Tenn. 751,899, pub

4-16-68. Cl. 7.

Dr. Schupp K.O., Freudenstadt, Black Forest, Germany. 762,-
249, pub. 4-16-63. CI. 51.

Domua Producta Inc., New York. N.Y. 752.084, pub. 4-16-63.
Cl. 23.

Donnelley, Reuben H., Corp., The, Chicago, 111. 752,147, pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 88.

Donnelley, Reuben H., Corp., The, Chicago, 111. 752,160, pub.
4-16-68. Cl. 88.

Double RoUry Sprinkler Co., Kanaaa City, Mo. 761,916, pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 13.

Dougherty's, J. A., Sona, Inc., DlaUllera, Philadelphia, Pa.
752.240, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 49.

Dow Chemical Co., The, Midland. BUch. 761,888, pub. 4-16-
63. Cl. 6.

Dow Chemical Co.. The, Midland, Mich. 762,087, pub. 4-16-
63. Cl. 31.

Drtvea Inc.. Fulton. 111. 752,017, pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 28.
Drybak Corp., The, Binghamton, N.Y., to Brunswick Corp..

Chicago, ni. 400.396, ren. 7-2-63. Cl. 89.
Dura Corp„ Oak Park, Mich. 761,964, oub. 4-16-68. Cl. 19.
Duraeote Cforp., Ravenna, Ohio. 751.9<)7. pub. 4-16-63. Cl.

12.
Duriron Co.. Inc.. The, Dayton, Ohio. 752,092, pub. 4-16-68.

Cl. 31.
Dux Inc., Burllngame, Calif. 762,218, pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 42.
E.B.N.T. Digest, Inc., Northtteld. III. 762.157, pub. 4-16-

63. Cl. 88.

Eagle Iron Works, Des Moines, Iowa. 762,027, pub. 4-16-
63. Cl. 23.

Eastern Isles, Inc., from Nina North, Inc.. New York, N.Y.
752.168j>ub. 4-16-63. Cl. 39.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester. N.T. 762,044, pub. 4-16-63.
Cl. 26.

Edmoa Products Corp.. Plalnvlew, N.Y. 762.201. pub. 4-16-
63. Cl. 42.

Ekco Products Co.. Chlcafo, III. 645,866, cane. Cl. 28.
Elan-Schaltelemente Kurt Maecker OHO : See

—

Maecker, Kurt.
Electrtc Auto^Ute Co.. The, Toledo, Ohio. 752,102, pub. 4-16-

63. Cl. 84.
Electronics Corp. of America, Cambridge, Maaa. 752,0(X>, pub.

4-16-68. Cl. 21. ' '^ .

Elseet Optical Co., Inc.. Rocheater, N.Y. 752,087, pub. 8-1-
60. Cl. 26.

Elk Brand Mfg. Co., HopklnsvUle. Ky. 782,192, pub. 4-16-
63. Cl. 89.

Ellis. Fred. Jr.. d.b.a. Sdentlflc Instruments Co., Berkeley,
Calif. 752.049. pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 26.

Elllaco Inc. : Bee—
Myers Mfg. Co.

El Paso Natural Gas Products Co., Bl Paao, Tex. 761,982,
pub. 4-1^-68. Cl. 16.
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Bngelke^Wllllam J. H.. d.b.a. Pan American Fireworks Co.,
Fort worth. Tex., to Irrln Parker. Oklahoma City. Okla.
646.806. cane. Cl. 9

Bnro Shirt Co.. Inc., The. Louisville, Ky. 762,178-79, pub.
4-16-68. Cl. 89.

Bntron, Inc., Bladensborg, Md. 762,001, pub. 4-16-68. Cl.
21.

Bplett, Samuel Lu, d.b.a. Mid-West Chemical Co., Hooaton,
Tex. 752,268, pub. 10-16-62. Cl. 52.

Breona Camera Corp., New York, NY. 587,247, cane. Cl. 26.
Eabeco Dlatilllng Corp., Stamford, Conn. 752,241, pub. 4-16-

68. Cl. 49.
Bapo-Flex Mfg^ Inc., from Eapostto Jewelry, Inc., Providence,

K.I. 762,056, pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 28.
Bspo-Flex Mfg.. Inc., Providence, R.I. 752,054, pub. 4-16-

68. Cl. 28.
Eaposlto Jewelry, Inc. : See

—

Bapo-Flex Mfg., Inc
Bran-Pleona, Inc., New York, N.T. 762,211, pub. 4-KMS8.

Cl. 42.
Ewlng, Bay, Co.. The. Paaadena. Calif. 645,488, cane. Cl.

46.
Faber, Eberhard, Inc. : See

—

Faber, Eberhard.
Faber. Bberhard. New York, NY., by Eberhard Faber Inc..

Wllkea-Barre, Pa. 62,417', 12(c) pub. 7-2-68. CT. 87.
Faber, Bberhard, Pencil Co., Brooklyn, N.Y., by Eberhard
Faber Inc., Wllkea-Barre. Pa. 168,866. 12(c) pnb. 7-2-68.
Cl. 87,

Faber, Bberhard, Pencil Co., Brooklyn. N.Y., by Eberhard
Faber Inc., Wllkea-Barre, Pa. 202.106, 12(c) pnb. 7-2-68.
CT. 87.

Faber, Bberhard, Pencil Co., Brooklyn, N.Y., by Bberhard
Faber Inc., Wllkea-Barre, Pa. 284,037. 12(c) pub. 7-2-68.
CT. 87.

Faber. Bberhard, Pencil Co^ Brooklyn, N.Y., by Eberhard
Faber Inc., Wllkea-Barre, Pa. 484,169, 12(c) pub. 7-2-68.
Cl. 87.

Fair, The, Chicago, HI. 171.202, ren. 7-2-68. Cl. 89.
Fair Play Caramels, Inc., Johnson City. N.T. 408,284, ren.

7-2-68. CT. 46.
Fairfield Knitwear, Inc., New York, N.Y. 752,169, pub. 4-16-

68. Cl. 89.
Falls Co.. The, by Glen Raven Cotton Mills, Inc., Glen Raven,

N.C. 894,737. 12(e) pub. 7-2-63. Cl. 42.
Famor Inc., New Tork. NY. 752 066, pub. 4-16-68. CT. 28.
Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Melster Luclns
A Brunlng, Frankfurt am Main, Germany. 761,886, pnb.
4-16-63. Cl. 6.

Fanners Union Central Btchange, Inc., South St. Paul, Minn.
762.264, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 1(>0.

Farrar, Straus and Co , Inc., from Farrar, Straus A Cudahy,
Inc.. New York. N.Y. 752.149. pob. 4-16-68. Cl. 38.

Farrar, Straus A Cudahy Inc. : Bee—
Farrar. Straus and Co.. Inc.

Fashioneran-Bxcello, Brookirn, NT., from Baby World Co.,
Inc., Queens, NT. 751.878. pnb. 9-13-60. CT. 2.

Fawlek F1exi-(irip, Akron, Ohio. 645.358. cane. Cl. 22.
Fay, Arthur M.. d b.a. Meritcraft Co., Chicago, 111. 752,007,

pub. 4-16-63. CT. 22. .

Federated Department Stores. Inc., d.b.a. The Rike-Kumler
Co., Dayton. Ohio. 752.063, pub. 4-16-63. Cl, 28.

Felberbaum, David d.b.a. D. F. Jewelry, Spring Valley, N.Y.
752.066, pub 4-16-63. Cl 28.

Felton, S. A., A Son Co.. Manchester, N.H., from Dersal Corp.,
Worcester. Mass. 752,030. pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 23.

Fidelity File Box. Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. 752,098. pub.
4-16-68. CT. 32.

Fllon Corp., Hawthorne, Calif. 751.912. pub. 4-16-63. CT. 12.
Fllpl. Sebaatlano, Co., d.b.a. C A F Co., (^icamonga, Calif

645 562. cane. Cl. 46.
Flint Co., d.b.a. The Flints. Kansas City, Mo. 645,380, cane.

Cl. 28.
Fllntkote Co., The, New York, N.Y. 400,932, ren. 7-2-63.

CT. 12.
Flints. The: Bee—

Flint Co.
Forrv. David. Tobacco Co., York. Pa. 64.'5.337, cane. CT. 17.

Fox Specialty Co.. Inc.. Lowell. Mass. 730.615, cane. Cl. 2.

Frank. J. P.. Chemical A Plastic Corp.. New York, NY.
752.200. Dub. 4-16-63. Cl. 42.

Franklin Foods. Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich. 645.491. cane,
Cl. 46.

Fratianne Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio. 752.059. pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 28.

Predprick Post Co., The. Chicago. III. 645.374, cane. CT. 26.
Friedman, Leon, d.b a. Mole Jewelers. New York, N.Y.

752 070. pub, 4-16-63. Cl. 28
Frtto Co.. The, Dallas. Tex. 782,220, pub. 6-20-61. Cl. 46.
Frone, Janet, d.b.a. Netrone Products Co., Chlcag(^ III.

645.514, cane, CT. 51.
Froatmaster Co., Tyler, Tex. 752,089, pnb. 4-16-63. Cl. 31.

Game Induatrtes. Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. 751.975, pub. 4-16-68.
Cl. 21.

Oanz. Harrv, d.b.a. Penn Diamond Co., Scranton, Pa. 752.073.
pub. 4-16-63. CT 28.

Garland Co., The. Cleveland. Ohio. 645.659. cane. CT. 52.
Garrett A Co., Norfolk, Va, 88.622, cane. Cl. 47.
General Aniline A Film Corp. : Bee—

Act1en-Gef>ellBchaft fur AnUin-Fabrtkation.
General Dvestuff Corp.
GrasHolll Ch«>m1cal Co., The.

General Aniline A Film Corp., New York, N.Y. 408,282. ren.

7-2-68. CT. 1. « .,
General Dvestuff Com., to Oener^l Aniline A Film Corp., New

York, NY. 403.285. ren. 7-2-63. CT. 6.

Oenernl Foods Corp : Bee—
Jersey Cereal Co.

(}eneral Motors Corp., Detroit. Mich. 648,881. cane. CT. 19.

General Plastics Corp.. Bloomfleld. N.J. 781.869, pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 1.

General Precision, Inc., Little Falls, N.J. 751,916, pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 13.

(Jeneral Tire A Rubber Co., The, Akron. Ohio. 762.202. pob.
4-16-63. CT. 42.

Glbaon. C. R., A Co., Norwalk, Conn. 752,127, pub. 4-16-68.
CT. 37.

Gibson. C. R., A Co., Norwalk, Conn. 752,182-8, pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 38.

Gilbert Spruance Co., The. Philadelphia, Pa, 648.335, cane.
Cl. 16.

Gilmap Paper Co., New York, N.Y. 751,875. pub. 11-27-62.
Cl. 2.

Gladatone-Arcuni, Inc.. New Tork, N.T. 762,180. pab.
4-16-63. Cl. 39.

Glen-Joan Fashions, Inc., New Tork, N.T. 646,462, cane.
Cl. 39.

Qlltsch, Fritx W.. A Sons, Inc., Dallas, Tex. 762,018, pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 23.

Globe Novelty House, by 01ot>e Novelty House, Inc., New
Tork N.T. 400.230. 12(c) pub. 7-2-63. CT. 3.

Globe >fovelty House, Inc. : Bee—
Globe Novelty House.

Gold Seal Petr-O Leum Corp.. New Tork. N.T. 648.322. cane.
CT. 15.

Golden Flake, Inc. : See

—

Mosber, Harry B.
Gold'n Mello Co., Chicago, III. 762,219, pub. 11-2^-60.

CT. 46.
Gorham Corp., Providence, R.I. 752,064, pub. 4-16-63.

Cl. 28.
Gorham Corp.. Providence, R.I. 752,081-2, pub. 4-16-63.

Cl. 28.
Gospel Light Publications, d.b.a. The Sunday School House,

Glendale, Calif. 752.153, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 38.
Gourielll : Bee—

H.R. Laboratorlea, Inc.
Gourielll, Div. of H.R. Laboratories, Inc. : Bee—

H.R. Laboratorlea, Inc.
Gradias. Annls A Co.. Inc. : Bee—

Sanches A Haya Co.
Grant Co., The : See

—

Ratner, Walter.
Graphics, Inc.. Kearny, N.J. 751.903. pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 12.
GrasselU Chemical (:o.. The, Cleveland. Ohio, to General

Aniline A Film Corp., New Tork, N.T. 169,838. ren. 7-2-63.

Gray, T. K., Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. 752,086, pub. 4-16-43.
Cl. 29.

Grid Leaks : See-
Ace Radio Control, Inc.

Gulf Salt Co., Fort Bend, to United Salt Corp.. Houston, Tex.
645,284, cane. Cl. 6.

Gulfo Investment Group, Inc., Marksville, La. 752,268. pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 102.

Gulton Industries, Inc., Metuchen, N.J. 751,991, pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 21.

Gusaow. Herbert. New York, N.Y. 645,446. cane. Cl. 39.
Hageman and Son, Inc.. Dumont, N.J. 645.373. cane. CT. 26.

Hagergtown Shoe Co., The, Hagerstown, Md. 645,451, cane.
(Tl. 39.

Hall, Haas A Vessey, Ltd., d.b.a. MacDonald Farms. Los
Angeles, Calif. 645,486. cane. Cl. 46.

Hall. Turner, Corp., New York. NY. 752.252, pub. 4-16-63.
Cl. 51.

Hanes, P. H., Knitting Co., Winston- Salem, N.C. 752,174-75.
pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 39.

Harbor Plywood Corp., Aberdeen. Wash. 645,313-14. cane.

Cl. 12.
Harco Distributors : Bee—

Oppenhelm, Charles J., Jr.

Hart, Jane: Bee—
Price, Jack N.

Hart, Jeanne O., New Gardens. N.Y. 752,148, pub. 4-16-68.
Cl 38

Hecker-Jones- Jewell Milling Co.. New York, N.Y.. to Standard
Milling Co.. Kansas City, Mo. 172.756, ren. 7-2-63. Cl.

46.
Helmick Foundry-Machine Co., Fairmont, W. Va. 752,025.

pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 23.
Henshel Co. Inc.. The, New Tork, N.Y., to Stein A Ellbogen Co.,

Chicago, 111. 170,027, ren. 7-2-63. Cl. 28.
Heublein, G. F., A Bro., Hartford. Conn., to Arthur Bell A

Sons Ltd., Perth. Scotland. 401,242, ren. 7-2-63. Cl. 49.

Hi Style Inc.. Miami, Fla. 751.914, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 12.
Hilton. Harold S., d b a. Hilton Products Co., Seattle, Wash.

751,924, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 13.
Hilton Products Co. : See

—

Hilton. Harold S.

Hind, Howard Rusaell A Esther Egan Hind, Laguna Beach,
Calif. 752,078, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 28.

Hollv Pharmacal Co : See

—

HoUlngsworth, Merrill W.. M D.
Hollywood School Photo Association, Los Angeles, Calif.

752.156. pnb. 4-16-63. Cl. 38,
Holman, A. J., Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 400,094, ren. 7-2-68.

Cl 88.
Honghton, B. F., A Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 344,427, cane.

CT. 52.

Houghton. E F., A Co., Philadelphia. Pa. 751,891, pob.
4-16-63. Cl. 6.

Huber, J. M,, Corp., Borger, Tex. 761,892, pub. 4-16-68.
Cl. 6.

Humber Ltd., London, England, from Bunbeam-Talbot Ltd,,
Conventry. England. 761,960, pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 19.

Humble Oil A Reflning Co. : See

—

Standard Oil Co.
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HaHinaon Hefrlgerator Co., St Loait, Mo
4-1S-63. CI. 81. . _ .

Hy«ol Corp., Olean, N.Y. T81.880, pub. -16-68. CI. 5.

I-T-K Circuit Breaker Co., The, PbiladclpbU, Pa. 7B2,0O4.
pub. 4-16-68. CI. 21.

Ideal Sboe Co., Phlladelpbla, Pa. 7G2,1»0, pab. 4-ie-«S.
CI. 89.

Ideal Toy Corp. : Sm—
Amerlcanmade Pliatlcs, Inc.

^ .^
lUlQoU Tool Works Inc., Cblcago, 111. 752,082. pub. 4-18-

63. CI. 2S.
Imperial Shirt Cbrp., New York. N.Y. 762,187-«». pub. 4-16-

62 CI 80
Inductotherm Llnemelt Corp., Rancocaa, N.J. 702,114-16,

pub. 4-16-68. CI. 34. , ,_ .„
Induatrtal Brush Co., Arcadia. Calif. 752,083. pob. 4-16-68.

CI 29 ,*

Induatrlal RcMarcb, Inc.. Beverly Bboret, Ind. 752,144, pub.
4-16-68. CI. 88.

Ingeraoll-Rand Co., New York, N.Y. 752,018. pub. 4-16-68.
CI. 23. «

International Bailc Bconomy Corp. : See

—

Anderaon, V. D., Co., The. ^^„
International Sauna Corp.. New York. N.Y. 751,908, pub.

4-16-63. CI. 12.
International 8tltch-0-Matlc Corp. : See-

Rodney Dlstrlbutora. Inc.

Invar Electronics Corp., SanU Monica, Calif. 701,971, pub.

Itek Corp., Cambridge. Mass. 751,978. pub. 4-16-68. CI. 21.

Jaunty Fabric Corp., The : See

—

Barblion Corp.. The. „„^ ....,-
Jaw Teasers Inc., East Boston, Mass. 752,284, pub. 4-16-

63. CI. 46.
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762,091, pub. Loekrcy Co., The : See

—

lant. N.C. 752,197, pub.

762,068, pub. 4-16-6S.

Lockrey, Andrew J.
Locust Hosiery Mil la, Inc., Mt. Plea

4-16-68. CI. 89.
Loewl's Jewelry, New York. N.T.
a. 28.

Long-Lok Corp., Los Ancelea, Calif. 701,921, pab. 4-16-68.
%ji, 18.

Love Foundation, The : See

—

Love, Mahdab.
Love, Mahdata, d.b.a. The Love Foundation, St. Petersburg, Fla.

640,481, cane. Cl. 44.
LoTsted, C. M., Inc. : See

—

Pallady Welding k Mfg. Co.
LuckT Tiger Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo. 702.248, pub.

4—16—68. Cl. 51.
MP Pumps, Inc., Detroit, Mich. 702,026, pub. 4-16-63.

Cl. 23.
BUas, A. R^ Chemical Co., South Oate, Calif., to Stauffer

Chemical Co.. New York, NY. 402,264, ren. 7-2-68. O. 8.
MacDonald. E. F.. SUmp Co., Dayton. Ohio. 702,267, pub.

4-16-68. Cl. 101.
MacDonald Farms : See

—

Hall. Haas A Vesaey, Ltd.
MacNaugbton, A. A J., Ltd., PiUoehry, ScotUnd. 752,206-7,

pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 42.
Madlson-Klpp Corp., Madison, Wis. 701,929, pub. 4-16-63.

Cl. 14.
Magnastatlc Corp., Dover, N.J. 752,018, pub. 4-16-63.

Cl. 23.
Magnavox Co., The, Fort Wayne, Ind. 751,972, pub. 8-20-62.

Cl. 21.
Magnolia Diamonds, Inc., Birmingham, Ala. 702,068, pub.

4-16-63. Cl. 27.
Jersey Cereal' Co. Chl<»go, 111., to General Foods Corp., White Magnolia Diamonds, Inc., Birmingham. AU. 752.074. pub.

Plains, N.Y. 46l,752, ren. 7-2-68. JTl. 46. ^^^ ^16-63. Cl. 28Am. 7ia;. j^^,, p^j^j^, Service, Inc., d.b.A. Acorn Photo Service. Louls-301,888.Johns-Manvllle, Corp., New York, N.Y
Cl 12

Johnson Fare Box Co., Chicago, III. 752.041. pub. 4-16-68.

Johnson* Johnson. New Brunswick. N.J. 762.217. pub. 4-16-

Justrlte Mfg. Co.. Chicago, 111. 645,372. cane. Cl. 26.

Kaiser Aluminum k Chemical Corp. : See

—

United SUtes Rubber Co. ..,---
Kakawatees, Ltd., Flndlay, Ohio. 752,286, pub. 4-16-68.

Kaolan, Morris. * Sons, New York. N.Y. 762.079. pub. 4-16-

KenneySrtpps, Inc., from Kenney-Cripp., Walllngford. Conn, ^as-con Supply Co

752.260, pub. 4-ld-63. Cl. 62. _^ ^_ ^ . ,. «o
^' "

Kepple, J. C. Co., Pittsburgh. Pa. 762.060, pub. 4-16-63.

Kex ' Products, Inc., St. Louis, Mo. 752,117, pub. 4-16-63.

Cl. 35.
Kld-Nlk Mfg. Co. : See—

Mcintosh. William M. _ ^ , . , .n ..*
King, James M.. d.b.a Redl-Products. Los Angeles, Calif.

Kirkpatrlck, Allen A Co., Inc., Rebobotb Beach. Del. 752,229.

KlSlnert"!*^! RSbbt? Co., New York. N.Y. 400,728. 12(c)

pub 7-2-63. Cl. 42. „ ^ „. .

Kline Arlle 8., d b a The Vlllaje Craft Shop. Onekama, Mich.

752.245, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 50. „, „„
Knltown togs Corp., New York. N.Y. 646.447, cane. Cl 89.

Koppers Co., The, Pittsburgh, Pa., to Koppers Co.. Inc., Pitts-

burgh, Pa. 160.225, ren. 7-2-68. Cl. I.

Koppers Co.. Inc. : See

—

vllle, Ky. 645.648, cane. Cl. 38.
Manufacture Beige d'Algulllea, Eupen, Belgium. 702.019.

pub. 4-16-63. a. 23.
Mark Chemical Supply Co. : See

—

Marx, Raynard J.
Ikfars Broadcasting. Inc., Stamford, Conn. 702,121, pub.

4-18-63. Cl. 36.
Martin Dyeing and Finishing Co., Brldgeton, N.J. 280,440.

cane. Cl. 42.
Marx. Raynard J., d.b.a. Mark Chemical Supply Co., Cblcago,

111. 442,544, li(c) pub. 7-2-63. CT. 8.

., Denver, Colo. 751,913, pub. 4-18-63.

Mason Marking Systems Corp., Norfolk, Va.
4-16-63. Cl. 87.

752,129. pub.

640.877.

KorllsTI^^') Ltd., Bnglewood, N.J. 752,118. pub. 4-18-68.

kSs.^s! H., and Co., New York. NY. 645 469. cane Cl. 89.

LPS Research Laboratories, Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif. 761,-

930, pub 4-16-63. Cl. 15. ^, „ ,.„,««
Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp., Jamaica, N.Y. 762.128,

>i 4,16-63. _C1. 36.. . Hollywood. Callf. 752,-
pun

Lants. Walter, Productions, Inc
008-10. pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 22. ^ ..^ ,.«.-»

Lants. Walter. Productions. Inc.. Hollywood. Calif. 752.188-

Laitk.*W^iaS^P^ductl<ins. Inc.. Hollywood, Calif. 702.228-4. Mlghty-Mlk Co. : 8m
nub 4-16-63 Cl 46 Valspar Corp., The.

Lavin-Parfums. Inc.." New York, N.Y. 752.208, pub. 4-18-68. Miller and Co., Denver. Colo,

Lawson,' F. H., Co., The. Cincinnati. Ohio. 702.101. pub.

4-16-63. Cl. 32. ^ ..«

L-Cart, Inc., Elkhart, Ind. 645 350, cane. Cl. 19.

Lea-Ronal. Inc., Jamaica, NY. 751,889, pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 8.

Lear Slegler, Inc., from The Siegler Corp., Olean. N.Y.

752.109-11, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 34. _ »_„».„
Lenox Jewelry Products Corp., New York, N.Y. 702,068, pub.

4-16-63. Cl. 28.

Levin, Ed : See

—

Levin. Edward.
._ „ . _^ ^»

Levin Edward, d.b.a. Ed Levin, North Bennington, Vt.

uS"ETf'»fye"Vob;;?c^o C^: nIw York, N.Y. 761,937, pub.

4—16—68 Cl 17
Undsay Wire Weaving Co., The, Cleveland. Ohio. 752.080.

pub. 4-16-63. CL 28. ^, , ,_, ^^
Uonel Corp.. The, Hillside, N.J. 701,890. pub
a. 8

Mastercrafters Clock and Radio Co., Chicago, 111.

cane. Cl. 27.
Mateoa Record Corp^ New York, N.Y. 645,423, cane. Cl. 86.
Mather Spring Co., The, Toledo, Ohio. 701,968, pub. 4-16-68.

Cl. 19.
Mayer, Max. k Co.. Inc.. New York, N.Y. 646,446, eanc.

Cl. &9.
McCormick k Co.. Inc., Baltimore, Md. 401,606, ren. 7-2-68.

Cl. 46.
McHale Pharmaceutical. Inc., Wilmington. Del. 761,940, pub.

19 61 Cl 18
Mcintosh. William M., d.b.a. Kid Nik Mfg. Co.. Anaheim, Calif.

752,100, pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 32.
McKay Co., The, Pittsburgh, Pa. 702,107, pub. 4-16-63.

Cl. 34.
*

Memphis Potato Chip Co. : See

—

Mosher, Harry E.
Merit Clothing Co., Mayfleld, Ky. 702,170. pub. 4-16-63.

Cl. 39.
Meritcraft Co. : See

—

Fay. Arthur M.
Merrill ^arms, Salinas, Calif. 752,228. pub. 3-6-63. Cl. 46.

Metal Hydrides Inc., Beverly, Mass. 751,896-7, pub.
4-16-68. Cl. 8.

Michaels, Stern k Co., Inc.. Rochester. N.Y. 640,404. cane.
Cl. 89.

Mid-West Chemical Co. : See

—

Bplett, Samuel L.

4-16-68.

-»...^. .uu v.«., x^-.^.. 845,488, cane. Cl. 89.

MlneralUc Electric Co., Chicago, lU. 761,922, pub. 4-16-63.
Cl. 13.

Mlnneapolia-Honeywell Regulator Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
752,184. pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 88.

MlnneaoU Mining and Mfg. Co.. St. Paul, Minn. 646,286.
cane. Cl. 6.

MinnesoU Mining and Mfg. Co.. St. Paul. Minn. 761,879,
pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 4. .

MlnneMU Mining and Mfg. Co., St. Paul. Minn. 762,248,

pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 60.
Modern Shoe Co.. St. Loois, Mo. 702,186. pab. 4-16-63.

Cl. 89.

Mohasco Industries. Inc. : See

—

Mohawk Carpet MUla. Inc.

Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc.. to Mohaieo Indastriee, Inc.,

Amsterdam, N.Y. 646,469, eane. 01. 42.

Mole Jewelers : S«v

—

Friedman. Leon.

Little Squire, Inc., Kansas City, Mo. 752.194, pub. 4-16-63. Monumental News-Review, Inc., Buffalo, N.T. 762,161, pub.

Q\ 39 4—16-68. Cl. 88.

Utton Systems. Inc. : See— Moore. BenJamln. k Co., New York. N.T. 174.227, ren. 7-2-

Tlmea-Telephoto Equipment Inc. 68. Cl. 18.

Utwin k Sons, ClnelnnaU, Ohio. 762,067. pub. 4-16-68. Moore's Super Storey Inc.. Roanoke, Va. 761,996, pob. 4-16-

CL 28. 68. ClasMS 21 and 81.
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„ F. «., k Bro. Co., The, Aabland, umo. .«..x,, cor.
---s-^VrnKaT* C^ke Co.. ThT

™^W^Co. C«nden N^^ ^.i^ I-c.. PhUadlphla, Perk^..^^nald^R., ,^"a^J« eit^'^ffi ^^^sS; JLc.

isk ,%Lyjn'i^'«el,*SrY. 762.227. pub. 4-1(^8. a. i6.^^^_
^^^^ ^_^ _ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^__ ^^^^^^_

M«.ii*r Harrv E d b a MemphU PoUto Chip Co., Memphis, Pennsylvania Foundry Supply k Sand Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

M.^ ^Inc Ne^^rk N Y. 762.208. pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 42. Bradley, L. R. ^ ^

£^: y'^ib.TBTS.''bo':ihe, Ai^lairOhio. 748.314, cor. ^-^^'-f^Un^Coal C.J^^^^^^^

Myni-kf. Sayiond, Oo*ben, NY. 752.227. pun. ^.^o.
^^^^--^^^^^ ^^^^ ^,^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^o. Waltham.

NagnJJt2>J.terCo., The, Dayton, Ohio. 752.152. pub. ^^W Jaek^^^^^^^^^^,^ ^^ ,,,,,^, cor.

'''SSHl^^"*' '^"' ^'•' '^'""' ''''" "'•'*' '°'*
Pb?^d&ia Chewing Gum Corp., Havertown, Pa. 645.49<^7.

~'S"^?^i?S"*'"^
''''^' ""'^ ^'"^^ ''•^- '*'•'"*

P^^^-'^P^'^i «"* Mills, ine, to T..e Wool "O" Co.. Phila-

S.foil^'Lc?ct Rockford, III. 751.919. pub. 4-llM«. ^^delphU. Pa.
^^Vh^.f.

«..
^^-2-63.^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^

M.>L»fi R*flnin> Co The Cleveland, Ohio, to Ashland Oil 12(e) oub. 7-2-63. Cl. 26.

A r" niM Co A^sbuS ky.^^^^ Phileo dorp., bv Phileo Corp.. PhUadelphU. Pa. 400.617,

y|^il^«m\Si^^''h^CoTh^>C\trt\liaA,Ohio. 701.925, 12(c) pub. 7-2-63. Cl. 38.
^ ^h^lA^M Cl ll ' Phllco t^rP . bj Pbllco Corp.. PhiUdelphla, Pa. 400,738,

M.^nn.ivit^'ln Products Co MiuncapolU. Minn. 752,228, 12(e) pub. 7-2-63. Cl. 27.

S^ 4-l£88 Cl 46 Pbllci) dorp., by Phileo Corp.. Philadelphia. Pa. 400.943.

5J^iy"Sik^}Jy"°S^i**8linlJ/'6"2don^^^^ P^nL''A'lT^ii^Sclh., Philadelphia. Pa. 401.038,

NelL^^jVnV'Tl^Wn 2uiwr, Pa. 751.977, pub. 4-16- Ph'lf,i,'=^d^o"rf:.'b|^pVl<S'coV, PMUdelphi^^ 401.118.
«9 'm 91 _ _-.> 12(e) puu. 7—2—63. Cl. 7.

N-rSnne World-Wide Moving. Inc., New BocheUe, N.Y. 762,- PhUco Corp.. by Phileo Corp., PhiUdelphla. Pa. 400.816,

Irnnnb 4^-16-68 Cl 106 12(c) pub. 7-2-63. Cl. 2.

NetroirProdu<^o. : SeV- Phlllp|^ Sales. Inc., Port Washington. Wis. 645.431, cane.

Niokifi^Kdwln'F** Inc Versailles, Ohio. 400,908, 12(c) pub. pickWlck International Inc.. Long IslanTl City. N.Y. 762.122.

7 2-6? Cl 2* * . . ,- pub. 9-4-62. Cl. 36.

Nina Footwear Co.. Inc., New York. N.Y. 762,173. pub. 4-16- pugglo A C. SocleU per Axlonl. Genoa., Italy. 751,959. pub.
^Q f 1 no . 4—lft-"ft3. Cl. X©.

Norek Laboratories. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 752.250-51, pub. p,-g,y wiggly Operators' Warehouse Inc., Shreveport. La.

ilt lU«a Cl 61 „ — «« 752.^222. pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 46.

North Amirioln Philips Co.. Inc., New York, N.Y. 762,266, pf.udW fermutlt Inc., Rochester, NY. 751,874, pub.

pub. 4-18-63. Cl. 61. tJ~\^-^t, ^*
?i

North, Nina, Inc. : See— Pfaudler Permutl.

Nortbr"p"Kln;"i'co.. Minneapolis. Minn. 845.281, cane. p,^if1|e. r'se^
ri 1

*^' " „, „„_ . Creolin Co.. The.

NorthriiD King A Co.. Minneapolis. Minn. 751.887, pub. p^^jnt Adams Packing Co., Hammond. Oreg. 168.248. ren.

^6-65! ClT _ .„ 7-2-63_, Cl. 46,

Nuttini

4-18-63. Cl. 2. _ ^
Pfaudler Permutit Inc., Rochester, N.Y. 762,106, pub.

a^tS^ Truck and Caster Co., Faribault. Minn. 749,018. cor. poUk's Frutal Works. Amersfoort. Netherlands, by Polak's

ri rt . ,- .o Frutal Works, Inc., Middletown, N.Y. 170,460, 12(e) pub.

sk Mfg Co.. CrysUl Lake. III. 761.974. pub. 4-16-63. 7_2-63. CT. 61.
niauM 21 and 28 -- -- Pnlak'a ITmtitl Wnrkfl. Inc. : See

—

O'CaTS^^ New York. N.Y. 752.214 pub

Ooeanus Laboratories of The Pacific :
See-

Oak
Classes 21 and 26. ^ ., ,« a. oi ao Polak's Frutal Works, Inc. : Se

O'CaUaghwi. New York. N.Y. 752.214. pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 42. Poiak s Frutal \^ortc8.
X2l--^ Tltl.^^*^wl^ n.fTttm^Pml!^t^c•. See— Pnlln Ja/>lr rihn Parks rd F<><

Clarke. Robert B.
Ob-Boy Broiler Co. : Be

Frantbelm. George W.
s, Q ^

fOiaK 8 r ruiai « ornti. -, _
Polln. Jack, d.b.a. Packard Food Products Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.

408.022, ren. 7-2-63. Cl. 48. ..,-*«
Polychrome Corp., Yonkers, N.Y. 762,243. pub. 4-16-68.

Cl. 50.
Or5ron*Bnlb*FaraM,'^resham. Oreg. 751.871, pub. 4-16-63. pontiae Varnish Co.. Pontiac, Mich. 401.687. ren. 7-2-63.

OrSnon Inc.. West Orange. N.J. 761.941. pub. 4-16-63. pogjurflex^ Inc., Brooklyn, NY. 645,413-14, eanc. Cl 82.

Cl 18. ^
. ^ « V w vv 7R2 072 Precision Scientific Co.. (5hlcago, III. 'l'62.050-l. pub. 4-16-68.

Or«l Benjamin, d b.a. B. Orgel Co.. New York. NY. 752,072, j,j ge.
Sub 4-16-63. Cl. 28. Price, Jack N., assignee of J. Hart, d.b.a. Perry Distributing

Orgel Co. : See

—

Co., to The Beautex Corp., Saginaw, Mich. 730,149. new
Orgel, Benjamin. -««,«.. „„k a-im-A^ cert. Cl. 89.

Ortofon A/S, Copenhagen. Denmark. 752,124, pub. 4-io-«a.
prjce's Golden Guernsey Dairy : See—

Cl. 88. Price, Kenneth C. ^ »....,.„
Oster, John, Mff ., Co. : See

—

Prima Theatrical Footwear, Inc.. Columbus. Ohio. 645,462,
Cummins-Cnlcago Corp. cane. Cl. 39. ^ _„_ ...

Otis Co. : See— Prince Matchabelll Inc., New York, N.Y. 401,827, 12(c) pub.

Balllnger. W. A. 7-2-63. Cl. 51. ^ . „ «._ w
Balllnjer, W. A., A Co. _.„ »„. „„k ^in-iiJl Cl Prltchard, J. P., A Co. of California, Kansas City. Mo.

OUs Co.. &n Francisco, Calif. 752,085, pub. 4-16-68. Ll.
751 901-2. pub. 4-16-63. Cl. 12.

29. , ™. w * T-^ 7K5 n<»« nnb Producers' Council. Inc., The, Washington. DC. 752.285. pub.

Overmyer Mould Co.. Inc.. Winchester. Ind. 762.086. pub.
4_ift_fl3 ci. 101.

4-1^3. Cl. 28.^ „ ,., XIV 7K1 QAA nnh 4-16- Protane Corp.. The, CTeveUnd. Ohio. 762.112, pub. 4-16-68.

Packaged Products Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 761,946, pub. 4-10-
^^ ^^

63. Cl 18. „ Protective Lining Corp.. Brooklyn. N.Y. 751,877. pob.

Packard Food Products Co. :
See— 4-16-63. Cl. 2. „ . ,.„ ^.

Polln. Jack v..,wvv 7^2 w^J nnb 4-16-63. Pumps A Softeners, Ltd., London. Ontario, Canada. 752,028,
Pageant ^ress. Inc., New York, NY. 752.143. puD. 4-10-00.

^^^ 4-16-63. Cl. 23. ^ ^

Pa^ad^'weldln, A Mfr Co. to C. M Lovsted. Inc.. Seattle. ^-^^^ i^.'S;^^^^^'^^: ^l'l]iTu^''A'-\t^l'i7,'%i.

PaK^IimVcarLK'Mii."%51.98^ pub. 4-16-
p^^rJ^V^R^S^r'Jio., The, Ravenna, Ohio. 845,479. eanc.

Pa?myr^*Hoslery Mills. Inc.. Albany, Ga. 646.484, cane.
q^^\,

**
precision Products, Inc.. Los Angeles Calif.

Cl. 89. _ ^ _ _^^,_ 752,046-6, pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 26. . „ „.„ ^ , ,^ „,
Pan American Fireworks Co. :

See

—

Radio Shack Corp., Boston, Mass. 762.040. pub. 4-16-63.

PaneuSriS^iiSl^cTlnc., Newark, N.J. 751,910. pub. 4-16-
R.^„26^.,j.r. d.b.a. The Grant Co.. Chicago, 111. 645,297,

PaSfernl iL, Beverly Hills, Calif. 752,244. pub. 4-16-63. ^ ainc. ^Cl^
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^

Parker Alton N.. JacksonvUle, Fla. 645.852. cane. Cl. 19. ^ 1,^^ Electric Corp., New York, N.Y. 751,980, pub.

Parker! Irvin : See— „ ^ 4-16-63. Cl. 21.

Engelke. William J. H. Raytech Equipment Co. : See

—

Engeike,
Pawlock Tool Co. : S

Briles Mfg. „ . , __- fttt^ __!, 4_i«_<i3 Bedl-Products
Faz-Products, Dea Motnes, Iowa. 761,884. pub. 4-iB-w. ^, j^^^, ^

Cl 8. „, o.»« K .i_i«_Aa r\ 2 Reed, w'esley B., North Woodstock. Conn. 645,424, eanc.

l^Por&';'Z'X'm.^'^l^^^^^ ^- ' R^ies^Peter. Markets. Inc.. New York, NY. 762.225. pub.

'^°'a?I.TFUnS°
''
^'^

Reuit^^ Lawrei^^ d b.a. Blendall Synthetic Thread Co..

I'^^n .«— NewVork. NY. ^62.216. pub. 4-1 8-4&. 48
Pennex Products Co. . See— Rembrandt Tobacco Corp. (Overseas) Ltd., Stellenbpsch. Cape.

Royal Pbarmattl Corp. n.n„Kii.. nt Rnnth Africa 751.988. nob. 4-18-6S. CL 17.
Strong A Cobb Co., Tbe. Republic of South Africa. 761,988, pab. 4-16-68. CL
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Repllcap Corp., Dayton, OhJo. 646,506, cane. CI. 50.

R«publlc Engineering i. Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo. 751,962,

pub. 2-19-63. 01. 19. ^ ^
Revere, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. 645.276, cane. CI. 4.

Reynolds Metals Co., Richmond, Va. 645,316, cane. CI. 12.

Reynolds, R. J.. Tobacco Co., Wlnston-Saiem. N.C. 174,501,

ren. 7-2-63. CI. 8.

Rlamera, N.V. : See—
Rlgaud, Henrt. „ ,.„

Ricclo, Theodore A., d.b.a. Clam Ram, Newlngton, Conn. 752,-

028, pub. 4-16-63 CI. 23.

Richard Scale Co. : See—
Richardson, Howe, Scale Co.

Richards, Raymond, Co., Chicafo. III. 645,376, cane. CI 27.

Riebardson, Howe, Scale Co . Rutland, Vt.. from Richardson

Scale Co., Clifton, N.J. 752.038, pub. 4-16-63. CI. 26.

Riehlands Metal Frods. : See—
S. W. Virginia Tire Co., Inc.

Rlgaud : See

—

Rigaud, Henri. ^ ^ xt v i.

Rlgaud. Henri, d.b.a. Rlgaud, Paris France, and New York,

N Y , to Rlamera, NV , Curacao, Netherlands West Indies.

164.464, pen. 7-2-«3. CI. 51.

Rike-Kumler Co , The : See—
Federated Department Stores, Inc. ^ . ,a

Ritter, F.. k Co.. Los Angeles, Calif. 752,232, pub. 4-16-
AO /^1 Aft

Robbins Floor Products, Inc., Tuscumbia, Ala. 645,349, cane.

CI 19
Robbins Floor Products, Inc., Tuscumbia, Ala. 751,970, pub.

Robb-Ross'Co, The, Sioux City, Iowa. 752,233, pub. 4-16-63.

Rodenstock, Rudolf. Munich, Germany. 645,370, cane. CI. 26.

Rodney Distributors, Inc.. to Rodney Inc., to International

Stitch-O-Matic Corp., Chicago. 111. 645,364, cane. CI. 23.

Rodney Inc. : See

—

Rodney Distributors, Inc.
.. . ,« ao r-i 19

Rognoni S.N.C., Milan, Italy. 751 906. pub. "l^S
P'^^.h

Ross Gear and Tool Co.. Inc., Lafayette, Ind. 751,966. pub.

4-16-63. CI. 19.

Van den Baumen, Frederlk W. R.

Royal Mfg. Co. of Duquesne : See

—

Royal Pharmacal Corp. . „ . ^ *„
Royal Pharmacal Corp.. d'b.a. Royal MfK. Co. of Duquesne, to

tennex Products Co., Verona, Pa. 510.266. new cert CI. 6.

Rubbererete Ltd., Toronto, OnUrio. Canada. 645,308, eanc.

CI 12
Rudberg! Leon, d.b.a. Leon Rudberg Jewelry Co., Dallas, Tex.

752,061, pub. 4-16-63. CI. 28.

Rudt>erg, Leon. Jewelry Co. : See—
Rudberg. Leon.

Russell. Lillian, Inc. : See—
Russell, Lillian, Originals, Inc.

Russell Lillian, Originals, Inc. Lillian Russell, Inc., Mobile,

Rutlfe C^a«?Co.^'Se.!^TL. Eng'fewood. N.J. 752,003, pub.

Rytii^ Ae^ronauticaV Co.. The. San Diego, Calif. 751,967. pub.

S t'lTj'eweS Co.. New York. NY. 752.056. pub. 4-16-63.

S.M.W. Buying Syndicate, Inc., Inc.. New York, N.Y. 762.-

8 W^' ^"rVtla'TlA Ca. Inc.. d b.a. Riehlands^ MeUl Prods..

RichlanSs, Va. 751.963, pub. 4-16-63. CI. 19.

Sabine Chemical Co., Inc., Port Arthur. Tex. 751.8ai. pub.

Sa^^AfflUatei Inc.^New York. NY. 747,758. wr. CI 51.

Samuel Stamping * fcnameling Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn. 738.-

Sa^h^THaya 1*0.. by Gradiax. Annis 4 Co.. Inc.. Tampa.

Saffir.'lfiSitll^Vn?.?'N;s-^ut'N.g. "7-51.920. pub. ^li^

Sanderi^ AMiidates, Inc.. Nashua. N.H. 752.042. pub. ^16-
Aft C*\ 2A

Schenley Import Corp.. d.b.a. Compania Ron Carioca. New
York. NY. 752.242. pub. 4-16-63 CI. 49 «oo 793

Sehering Corp., to Scberlng Corp., Bloomfleld, N.J. 682,7»3.

Schlrin" Corp.! Bloomfleld. N.J. 751.949. pub. 4-16-68. CI.

Schriiber, A. H.. Co. Inc.. New York. NY. 752.172. -pub.

2-6-68. CI. 39.

Sdentlfle Instruments Co. : See—
ntiiin TTr^d Jr

Scott and Turner. Ltd., Newcastle-On-Tyne BnaUnd to

Sterling Products International, Inc., New York, N.Y. 174.-

Sefnwiiefe'r. Hanns O.. d.b.a. H. O. Selnemeier k Co.. Munich.

Germany. 762.239, pub. 4-16-68. CI. 49. ka_ii»_
Sechrlst Chemlcala. inc., Bayonne. N.J. 761.870. pub. 4-16-

63. CI. 1. ^ „
Selnemeier, H. G., A Co. : See

—

Selnemeier, Hanns Q.

Several Products Co.. Inc.. College Point. N.Y. 762.269, pub.

4-16-68. CI. 62.

Serrlce and Research. Inc., Sprlngdale, Ark. 761,956. pub.

4-16-68. CI. 18.

Shell Oil Co., New York, NY. 645.824. cane. CI. 15.

Stalnn Industries. Inc., SanU Ana, Calif. 751,967, pnb. 4-16-

68. CI. 19.

Slangella Aasodatea, Inc., New York. N.Y. 761,894. pob.

4-16-63. CL 6.

Blagler Corp.. The : See-
Lear Slegler, Inc.

762,005,

Hatfield,

Hatfleld,

Sigma Instmments, Inc.. South Bralntree. Mass.
pub. 4-16-63. CI. 212.

Silten. Ernst, Berlin, Germany, by Silten Ltd.,
England. 279 072, 12(c) pub. 7-2-63. CI. 18.

Silten, Ernst. Berlin, Germany, by Silten Ltd.,
England. 2S0,242, 12(c) pub. 7-2- 68. CI. 18.

Silten. Dr. Ernst, Berlin, Germany, by Silten Ltd., Hatfleld,
England. 299,616, 12(c) pub. 7-2-68. CI. 18.

Silten Ltd. : See—
Silten, Ernst.

Silver Knit Hosiery Mills, Inc., High Point. N.C. 752.161,
pub. 4-16-63. CI. 39.

752.205,

762,108.

pub.

pub.

4-16-63.

4-16-63.

, New York, NY. 752,162, pub. 2-5-63. CI. 89.
B., Co.. Fast Lansdowne, Pa. 645,268, cane.

Silver Co.. Gardner,

Co. Inc. : See

—

Mass. 645,390, eanc.

Singing Needles, Inc., Leola, Pa.
CI. 42.

Sky-Kool, Inc., New Orleans,
CI. 34.

Slack -ees Corp.
Slevln, Julian

CI. 2.

Smith. Frank,
CI. 28.

Smokador Mfg
Smokadore Co , The.

Smokadore Co.. The. San Francisco. Calif., to Smokador Mfg.
Co.. Inc., Bloomfleld, N.J. 166,697, ren. 7-2-63 CI 8.

Society of Chemical Industry in Basel, Basel, Switxerland,
to Clba Corp., New York, N.Y. 401,510, ren. 7-2-68. CI. 18.

Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 645.820. eanc.
CI. 15.

Socony Paint Products Co. : See

—

SUndard Oil Co. of New York.
Southern Coal k Coke Co., The, Cincinnati. Ohio, to Perkins-

Harlan Coal Co., Inc., Liggett, Ky. 16^,689, ren. 7-2-83.

Southern Rooflng Co. : See-—
Anderson, James E.

Si>eciflc Serums Inc., Hoboken, N.J. 751,948, pub. 3-5-63.
CI. 18.

Sportex O.m.b.H., Ulm/Donau, Germany. 645,360. cane.
CI. 22.

Strong ft Cobb Co., The, to Pennex Products Co., Verona, Pa.
102,202. new cert. Cl. 18.

SUndard Disilllers Products. Inc., Baltimore, Md. 645,563,
cane. Cl. 49.

Standard Milling Co. : See

—

Hecker-Jones-Jewell Milling Co.
Standard Oil Co. of New Yerk, New

Paint Products Co.. Metuchen, N.J.
Cl. 16.

Standard Oil Co. Humble Oil k Refining Co., Houston, Tex
168.137. Am. 7(d). Cl. 6.

Stanley Creations : See—
Needles, Stanley.

Stanley Publishing Co., Chicago, 111. 762,266, pub. 4-16-63
Cl. 101.

State Produce Brokers : See

—

Gioia, Carl.
Stauffer Chemical Co. : See—

Maas, A. R., Chemical Co.
Steel-Tei Mfg. Corp.. Farmington,

4-l«J-«3. (1 23.
Stein k Bllbogen Co. : See

—

Uensbel Co. Inc., The.
Stephens Trusonle, Inc., Culver City, Calif.

4-16-63. Cl. 21.
Sterling Products International, Inc. : See

—

Scott and Turner, Ltd.
" ~

~
New York, N.Y.

York, NY., to
166.013. ren.

Socony
7-2-63.

Mich. 762.029, pub.

761,981, pub.

Inc.,Stevens, J. P., k Co
4-16-63. Cl. 42.

Stevens, J. P., k Co., Inc.,
4-16-63. Cl. 42.

Steven Latwratorles, Inc.,
4-16-63. Cl. 18.

Stiefel Laboratories, Inc.,
1-17-61. Cl. 18.

Stone Mfg. Co., Greenville,
Cl. 89.

Straus Findings, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Cl. 28.

Sulflo, Inc., Elisabeth, N.J. 403,460,
Sonbeam-Talbot Ltd. : See

—

Humber Ltd.
Sunday School House. The : See

—

Gospel Light Publications.
Supplee-biddle Hardware Co.

eanc. Cl. 26.
Supplee-Biddle Hardware Co..

delphla. Pa. 343.614, cane.
SuppIee-Blddle Hardware Co.

eanc. CI. 28.

Sure-Seal Bquipment Co., Portland.
4-lft-63. a. 35.

Surgical Balm Co. : See

—

Cosman. Charles F.

Systems Engineering and Mfg. Co.,
762,021, pub. 10-9-62. CT. 23.

Ssegvari, Andrew, d.b.a. Union Proceas
645,282, eanc. Cl. 6.

T.B.T.-Societe d'Etude et de CoBstractlon
»our Tres Basses Temperatures, Grenoble,
52,088, pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 81.

Taylor-Wlnfield Corp., The, Warren,
4-16-63. Cl. 21.

Texise Chemicals, Inc. : See

—

Beacon Chemical Corp.

Thomas Industries Inc., Louisville, Kj.
Cl. 84.

752,209. pub.

New York. N.Y. 752,212. pub.

Clayton, Mo. 751,960-1, pub.

Oak Hill, NY. 761.939. pub.

S.C. 752.164, pub. 4-16-43.

752.075, pub. 4-16-63.

ren. 7-2-68. Cl. 16.

Philadelphia. Pa. 843.264.

Mfg. Co., PhiU-

Pa. 344.062,

d.b.a. Crown
Cl. 22.
PhlladelphU.

DO
75

Oreg. 762,119. pub.

Inc., Houaton, Tex.

Co.. Akron, Ohio.

d'Appareillages
laere. France.

Ohio. 701,988, pab.

752.104. pab. 4-16-68.

INDEX OF REGISTRANTS TM vii

Thomas, Robert J., Dearborn. Mich. 762.276. Cl. 19.
Ttaompaon and Sons, Inc., Lyons, 111. 761,997, pab. 4-16-68.

Cl. 21.
Tiktin, Abraham, Mexico City, Mexico. 645,386. cane. Cl. 28.
Time Records, Inc., New York, N.Y. 762,126. pnb. 4-16-68.

Cl. 86.
Times Telepboto Equipment Inc., New York, N.Y., to Litton

Systems, Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif. 401,601, ren. 7-2-63.
Cl. 21.

Todd Recording Corp., Nashville, Tenn. 752.125, pnb.
4-16-63. Cl. 86.

Tri-Lok Co., The, to Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 646,318,
cane. Cl. 12.

Troatel. Albert, * Sons Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 402,321, ren.
T—2—08 Cl 1

Tafllne Plastics, Inc., Menomonee Falls, Wis. 761,898, pnb.
4-16-68. Cl. 7.

Turin Jewelry Ltd., New York, N.Y. 752,069, pab. 4-16-68.
Cl. 28.

Union Process Co. : ^ee

—

Siegvari, Andrew. _^_
Union Oil Co. of California, Los Angeles, Calif. 751,893,

pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 6.

United-Carr Fastener Corp., Boston, Mass. 751.979. pub.
4-16-63. Cl. 21.

United Cooperatives, Inc., Alliance. Ohio. 761,984-6, pub.
4-16-68. Cl. 16. ^ ^^

Unlted-Heckathorn, to Abbott Laboratories. North Chicago,
ni. 686,629. new cert. Cl. 10.

United Salt Corp. : Sse

—

Gulf Salt Co.
United States Oypaam Co., Chicago, ni. 167,738, ren. 7-2-63.

Cl 12
United States Rubber Co., New York, N.Y. 402,412, 12(c)

pnb. 7-2-68. Cl. 85.
United SUtes Rubber Co., New York, NY. 752,183-4, pub.

4-16-68. Cl. 39.
Universal Drafting Machine Co., to Universal Drafting

Machines Corp, Cleveland, by Universal Drafting Machine
Corp., Medford Heights, Ohio. 443,176, 12(c) pub. 7-2-63.

Cl. 26.
Universal Drafting Machine Corp. : See—

Unlverral Drafting Machine Co. ...»
Universal Foods Corp., Milwaukee, Wis. 762,231, pub. 4-16-

Hq pi Aft

Upjohn Co.. The, Kalamasoo, Mich. 761.944. pub. 4-l«^-68.

Cl 18
Valnior Products Co., Chicago, 111. 752,247, pub. 1-10-61.

Valspar ' Corp.. The. d.b.a. Mlghty-Mlx Co., Rockford. III.

751,911. pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 12. «.._... .u*.
Varta Aktlengesellschaft. from Accnmulatoren-Fabrlk Aktlen-

feseilscBaft. Frankfurt am Main. Germany. 751.996, pub.
-16-63. Classes 21 and 26.

Verelnlgte Panlerwerke Schlckedans k Co., Nurnberg, Ger-

manv. 686.088. cane. Cl 44.

Vereiniffte Panlirwerke Schlckedans k Co., Nurnberg, Oer-

manv 715.166. eanc. Cl 44. ^ . ,« «„
Vlctryllte Candle Co , Oshkosh, Wis. 751,933, pub. 4-16-63.

Cl. 15.
Village Craft Shoo, The : See

—

age en
Kline. Arlle 8.

Wain, Harry C, d.b.a. Raytecb Kqnlpment Co., Bomers, Conn.
761,988, pub. 10-30-62. Cl. 21.

Wales Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass. 762.196, pub. 4-16-68. Cl. 89.
Wallace Silversmiths, inc., Walllngford, Conn. 645,408, cane.

Cl 28.
Waltham Watch Co., Waltham, Mass., by Waltham Watch Co.,

Chicago, III. 401 424. 12(c) pab. 7-2-63. Cl. 27.
Wasco Supply Co., Kansas Cl^, Kans. 751,927, pab. 4-16-

68. a. 14.
Water Queen Coro. : See—

Bexell Associates, Inc.
Wechsler, Daniel A., d.b.a. Wechsler Fabrics Co., New York,
NY. 646,476, cane. Q. 42.

Wechsler Fabrics Co. : See—
Wechsler, Danlri A.

Well, Gabe B., Dallas, Tex. 762,261-62, pub. 4-16-68. Cl.

S2.
Wells k Coverly, Inc., Troy, N.Y. 752,198, pub. 4-16-68.

Cl 89.
Wembley. Inc., New Orleans. La. 762.185-86, pnb. 4-16-68.

Cl. 89.
West. I. B., k Co.. New York. NY. 646,881. cane. Cl. 28.
Western Sewing Machine Distributors, Inc., St. Louis. Mo.

752.016. oub. 4-16-63. Cl. 23.
Westfleld Mfg Co.. by The Colombia Mfg. Co. Inc.. Westfleld,

Mass. 169,254, 12(c) pub. 7-2-68. Cl. 19.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. : See

—

Westlnghouse Electric k Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric k Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa., to

Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. 168.882. ren.
7-2-63. Cl. 15.

Whipple Co.. The, Natlck. Mass. 413.240. 12(c) pub. 7-2-
63. Cl. 46.

Whipple Co., The Natlck. Mass. 413.825, 12(c) pub. 7-2-
63. Cl. 46.

Whipple Co.. The. Natlck, Mass. 407,498, 12(c) pub. 7-2-68.
Cl 45. _ „

Whltaker. F.. Co.. Providence, R.I. 645,388. cane. Cl. 28.

White Rock Uniform Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 752,160, pab.
4-16-63 Cl. 39.

Willys Motors, Inc., Toledo. Ohio. 751,966, pub. 4-16-68.
Cl. 19.

Wilson k Glenny Ltd., Hawick, Scotland. 167,486, ren. 7-2-
«3. Cl 42. „ . „ T

WllBon Welder and Metals Co. Inc., to Air Reduction Co., Inc.,

New York, N.Y. 401,267, ren. 7-2-63. Cl. 21.

Wltco Chemical Co., Inc., New Yorit, N.Y. 752,257. pnb. 3-5-
63. Cl. 52.

Woodard Foods, Inc.. St. Louis Park, Minn. 646,494, cane.

Cl. 46.

Wool "O" Co., The : See-
Philadelphia Rug Mills, Inc.

Woolworth. F. W., Co.. New York. N.Y. 751.994. pub. 4-16-
63. Cl. 21.

Xttrium Laboratories. Inc., d.b.a. Blue Ridge Vitamin Co.,

Chicago, III. 752,254. pub. 2-26-63. Cl. 61.

York, ChristoDher, Lighting, Inc.. Chicago. III. 761.999. pnb.
4-16-63. Cl. 21.

Zimmerman, Jay V., Co., St. Louis. Mo. 646.362, eanc. Cl.

22.
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DIRECTORY FOR REORGANIZED PATENT EXAMINING OPERATIONS

CHEMICAL EXAMINING OPERATION—P. E. Mangan, Director 4^T
General Chemistry. Group 110—R. L. Campbell-.- 4083
General Organic Chemistry, Group 120—I. Marcus 4733
Petroleum Chemistry, Group 130—J. S. Bailey "__!__'__ 4618
High Polymer Chemistry, Group 140—M. Sterman ] ~"II_I_ 4706
Compositions and Molding, Group 150—L. H. Gaston 4091
Coating and Laminating, Group 160—J. Rebold, Acting 4629
Specialized Chemical Arts and Industries, Group 170—W. B. Knight 4063
Chemical Engineering, Group 180—G. D. Mitchell 4876

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING OPERATION—N. H. Evans, Director 6098
Power, Group 210—M. L. Levy 5397
Security, Group 220—S. Boyd 36I8
Information Transmission. Group 230—S. W. Capelli 6516
Information Storage and Retrieval, Group 240—W. W. Burns, Jr

~_

6511
Electronic Component Systems and Devices, Group 250—B. G. Miller 6616
Radiation and Instruments, Group 260—F. M. Strader 6086
Elements, Group 270—E. J. Sax 6625

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING EXAMINING OPERATION—R. A. Wahl, Dlrector___ 7701
Material or Article Handling and Dispensing, Group 310—A. Berlin 7064
Metal and Plastics Working. Group 320—N. Berger 7620
Manufacturing and Assembling Miscellaneous Articles, Group 330—A. Norton 2088
Machine Tools. Mechanisms, and Elements, Group 340—F. Bronaugh 4057
Hardware Tools and Joints, Group 350—T. Hickey 7868A
Fluid Handling, Group 360—E. Paul 7838
Power Plants. Motor and Pumps. Group 370—C. Gareau 7842
Heating. Cooling and Ventilating. Group 380—P. Patrick 7087B

GENERAL ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS EXAMINING OPERATION—
J. A. Manian, Director 5701

Agriculture. Group 410—A. Ruegg 5891
Civil Engineering, Group 420—B. Bendett 3885
Physics, Group 430—R. L. Evans 5898C
Textiles and Apparel, Group 440—R. C. Mader 7898C
Transportation, Group 450—P. Arnold 5600
Furniture and Receptacles, Group 460—W. S. Cole 5609
Printing, Stationery and Material Treatment, Group 470—L. W. Vamer 3510
Personal Treatment, Adornment and Amusement, Group 480—L. R. Prince 2320
Designs—J. A. Manian 614DNB

Phone
5161

2856
2806
2831

2850
2864
2825

2863
2832

3748
2848
2810
2841

2868
2865
2854
2837

5175
2835
2815
2514
2858
2857
2839
2818
2819

3711
2501
2549
2523
2521
2547
2552
2517
2562
2423
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PATENTS
NOTICES

ik>ard of Appeals Decisions Rendered In the Month of Directory for Reorganized Patent Examining Operations

May 1963 The movenuTit (if all Kx.iiiiining Groups^ incident to the

Examiner affirmed 351 reorganization of the Patent Examining (\>rps is now com-

Examiner affirmed In part •>' I'lete,

Examiner reversed - - 10^ ^'or J*^""" o'liveni.nw, a yellow tear sheet, which provides

a complete listinj; of room and telephone immhers of each

rpjj^j^l __ ^ 506 Dir»*^tor and Sui>ervisory Examiner as of May 15. 19t>;',, is

included as the last page of this issue of the Official
—^^^^•^^•'^— Gazette.

Order No. 5315 ^__^_—
Jerome W. Paxton of Washington, D.C. whose registration

Patents Available for Licensing or Sale
number is l.'),517, Is hereby excluded, beginning on .lanuary

25 19t>3 from pra<tice as a patent agent In any application :{.(»27."W>.S. Garment Press Attachment. Earl K. Frahm,

b.'fore the Inited States I'atent Office, without prejudice to :ir,.;» Belle St.. San Bernardino, falif.

his re-registration, upon a sufficient showing, after a i.eriod ;;,045. :<«:<. Device for Teaching. Particularly for the Teach

, . , ., * , ing of Drawing. Charles Emile Kaestle, Meurthe-et .Moselle
of not le.s8 than one year.

France Correspondence to: Woodhams, Blanchard and
This action is taken under the provisions of Section .iJ ot

j.-|^.„„ o();{ state Thtatre Building, Kalamazoo. Mich.

Title .-15 of the Inited States Code and Kule .H.H of the Ku!.s '.. ^^^.'.^.,^ ,.,,.,,^ Modulated Positioning Servo-System,
of Practice of the Inited States Patent Office in Patent Cases.

i,j,.jrivh Wolff. Zurich, Switzerland. Correspondence to:

EDWI.N L. KEVN<»LI)S, .Michael S. Striker. HUO Ivexington Ave., New York 17, N.\

Jan 25 1963 First Aimiiitant Cominiiisioner uf I'lttctitg. ;{.(»»1.414. Pool Cover Dolly. Henry A. Patnaude, 831 Los

Moliuos Way, Sacramento 25, Calif.

3 0S6 240 Device for Eliminating Flying Fibre From Tex-

tile' Machines Parti<ularlv Spinning and Doubling Frames.

Annual Index of Patents Helmut Berherlch, et al. Correspondence to : \\ oodhams,
Blanchard and Flynn, 203 State Theatre Building. Kala

The 1962 edition of the Annual Index of Patents has been ma/.oo. .Mich,

published Copies may be obtained from the Superintendent 3,092.327. New Orchard Spray .Mechanism K. H. Fish,

of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, P.( ». Box 337, Morgan Hill. Calif.

DC. —i
Price : Buckram bound, $6.75.

^^_^^^^^—^^ (ieiieral Electric Companv is prepared to grant non-»'Xclu-

sive licenses under the following 3 [latents upon reasonable

United States District Court for the District of Columbia terms t.. domestic manutacturers.
Applications for license under the following 2 patents may

Pre-Trial Bnefn - Patent Caxex he addn'ssed to: (ieneral Electric Company. Patent Counsel.

Chemical and .Metallurgical Division, 1285 Boston Ave.,

So long as I am assigned to hearing patent cases in the Bridgeport 2, Conn.

District Court all pre-trial briefs in such cases shall he hied :;,().{!),HMt Curable Polyethylene Containing Basic Lead Car

with the Assignment Commissioner 48 hours prior to the >.""ate and a Peroxide Curing Agent.

trial date, and nhall not be accepted for fitiny by the Clerk n 3.otll.5i>4. Vulcanization Treatments.

Office Applications for license under the following patent loay be

Mav 21 1963 JOSEPH K JACKSON, address.-d to: Patent Attorney, Specialty Control Depart
•^

' Judge meiit, tJeii.ral Electric Company, Waynesboro, \ a.

_ 3,(m;4,174. Motor Speed Control Circuits.

Transcripts—Patent Cases

Patent Withdrawn From Register

Stlpul.Ttlons reflecting modifications in transcripts of pat-

..nt cases shall he in all cases appn.ved by the Court pri.,r
,^,.y-;;-;/^!;;- -^ ;,;';;->; ^Hr^Z.,.^^:;':;^^^:,- ull

to their being tiled with the Clerk of the iMstrict ( ourt
|,,wing patent. Tlic pat.-iit was listed in the Ofkki.U.

June 3, 1963. JOSEPH K. JACKSON, (J.xzettk as indicate,! Ii.low
:

Judge. 2,h46,5tiO. Heater Wire. May 19, 1959.

New Applications Received During May 1963

Patents '•''*;_*2

Designs - ^'-^

Plant Patents
"

Reissues
'^^

Total *^'187

Patents.

.

Designs^.

Keissues_

Total--

Issue

h38 .No, 3,0!M).522 to No. 3,097,359, inci

40 .No 11)5, t)17 to .No. I'.t5.ti»;2. incl

4 No. 25,411 to No 25,414, incl

&88
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GUIDELINES OF PATENTABILITY
On June 17. 1963. the memorandum reproduced below was

distributed to tlif K.xninlners in the Patent ttfflce. It is

presented here for the infonnution of all applicants and their

represseutatives.

Memorandum ^1 (GPl)

The followlntr principles have been formulated after care
fill coiisidtTution of the applicable court dctisidiis and after

roiiMiltatidii with the Board of Ap|>eals of the I'atfiit ( (tticf,

and will t)c supplemented or revis«'d from time tn time a>

cir(um>tances mav reipiire. The principles >tatfd lure and
in future "Guidelines of ratentahility" memoranda >hould
he uniformly followed until further notice

GPl (a I : I nifoim Application of the Statutory Rcquiit meiitx

for I'attittahility

The standards of patentahillty applied in the examin.ition
of claims must be the same 'hrouKhout tin- i illic<" In eM-r.y

art. whether it he considered "comple.x." 'newly de\ eloped."

"crowded." or "comp>etitlve." all of the requirements for

patentabllitv H'X-. noveltv. usefulness and unobviousness, as
provided In";?.') ISC. 101. 1U2 and 10;!> must be met before
a claim Is allowed Hence, the mere fact that a cl.iim recites

in detail all of the fe.it ires of applicant's alleged invention
(1 e.. a "redbutton" or "picture" claim) Is never, in itself,

justification for the allowance of Huch a claim.

GPl(b) : Multiple Hejirtions

As a general ri:le. an Kxamlner should reject each claim
of an application on all distinct, valid crounds that are avail-

able to him. Stated in another manner, each claim >.lioulii

be rejected on any k'ronnd available which, if not applied,
could subsequently be utilized by a court to hold the same
claim in a patent Invalid.
Thus rejections on such grounds as Insufficient disclosure.

Indetinlteness. and res judicata should be applied where ap-

proprlate even though ther^ may be a tteemingly sufficient

rejection on the basis of prior art. However, prior art rejec-

tions should not be needlessly multiplied but should ordinarily
be confined to the best available art. Rejections which are
merely cumulative or which would clearly fall If the primary
rejection Is not sustained should be avoided. Exceptions
may properly be made where the most i>ertinent reference
seems likely to be antedated or where a claim Is met only In

terms by a reference which does not disclose the inventive
concept involved. Such rejections should be Slacked up by
the best other art available.
A number of situations have been found to exist where

examination of an applloation Is best accomplished by Umlt-
1n>.' action on the ciainis thereof to the particular Issue
Involved. These situations are as follows :

(1) Where an application Is too Informal for a complete
action on the merits—see section 702 01. M P E.P. :

(2i Where there is an undue multiplicity of claims— see
section 706.03(1). M.P.E.P.

;

(3) Where there Is a misjoinder of Invention— see sec-
tion 806.02, M.P.E.P. ;

(4) Where the disclosure Is directed to jwrpetual mo-
tion-note Ex parte Payne, 1904 CD. 42 M** nG
1049

However, In such cases, the best prior art readily uvailiibie
should be cited without specifically applying It to "the claims
On the other hand a rejection on the grounds of Inoper.i

tlveness (not Involving perpetual motion i. reg jwhcaiit. no
prima facie showing for reissue, or new matter should be
accompanied by all other available grounds of rejection.

GPl'cl: Olil Comliinntion

.\ rejection on the ground of old coniliination should be

made whenoer propiT.
Whether >ul.coinliinat ion chiuns have been prcM-nted or

allowed in thi' same application, or wli.'tlier other groumls
for rejection of the coiiibin 1

1

ion claims exist, are not deter

iiiinative of the propriety of itii> rejection
Till' rejectioi' i> proper when a sin).'le reference discloM'-

broadly a combination of elements functi<)nally coop.'r.it in;;

in MibVtantiall V the same manner to pindiice >iili>tiint i:il i.\

the v;nii.' re-uft> ;i^ tliMt of the claimed coinljinatinn under
consideration. /,J pititi Sil rt rst<m. 12."> I' ."^ I'.IJ. '-Ms

The fact that an applicant has iiiipro\e,| one element ot

.1 combination which may ne per se p.itentalile does imt

entitle him to a .laim to the improved element in combina^
tion with old element.- where the elements perform no new
function in the claimed combination. /" re Hall. 41 ('('PA

7.')!», The test to be applied to claims of this character i>

whether or not the action of any of the element- embrac.il

by the claim i> iiiodiiiiMl in any material manner by the fai t

tiiat another eleineiit lia> tiie specihc -tnicture recited

1)1 re Alliitt. 28 CCl'.X l.itlT.

Accordin;:ly. the rejection should make it clear exactly

what tlie co'inlynation i- and why it i> thought that any
improved element doe- not modify the action of the comhi
nation.
A suKKcsted form for use in making an old combination

rejection is as follows :

Claim 1 is rejected as being drawn to the old conibina
tion of a bell, a battery and a switch connected in series

by wire conductors This combination 1- shown to be

old b.\ the patent to .loiies which di-clo-e- bi.iadl.x the

-anie' elements functionally interrelated in the same
manner to produce Mibstantially the same result- 'i'he

combination of claim 1 differs from that shown in .Tones

in setting; forth a si)ecific construction of the batter,\

itself Since the latter does not modify the action of

the other elements recited In the claim In any material
manner, no new combination Is seen to exist. In re Hall.

41 CCPA 7.")9

(jPl(rf): Inherent Function of the Apparatun

Process or method claims which merely define the function
of applicant's machine or app;iratus are not allowable
A rejection on this ground Is proi^r where the disclosed

machine will inherently carry out the steps set forth in the
process claims regardless of whether an appar.-itus claim Is

allowed, unless It appears that the process claimed can be
carried out either by some machine which is not the func-

tional equivalent, i e"., having materially different fiinctlonai

characteristics from the disclosed machine, or by hand. In re

(i(irt)nr (t al , 42 CCPA 1022. The performance of a process

hy hand Is not necessarily limited to the use of hands alone,

hut Includes the use of prior art apparatus actuated by hand
In re Winder. 44 CCPA 79.').

GPl(f ) ; OhviouK Method
It Is well settled that a process which amounts to nothing

more than an obvious manner of producing an article or
product Is not ii.-itentable

While a rejection on this ground does not require the cita-

tion of art or the allciwa:ice of any claim, it must be apparent
to a pers(ui ordinarily skilled In the art. without reference
to any method disclosure ccMitalned In the application. hov>

the article was made In other words, the rejection Is proper
if such .-1 persoTi would be able, upon the basis of his own
kiidU l.'lL'e, to prod'ice the article merely by having It shown
to him o: bv }< tn:. to i\ ",!iat Ingredients It contained. Note
III re l.'irMrii. -i'J C''l'.\ 711

.June 17. I'JO.'l. i;nwiN L keynmlds.
Firnt Assistant Commxtsioner.
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
H. B. WHITMORE, Superintendent

Oldest Application

PATENT EXAMINING OPEBATIONS AND OBODPS

CHEMICAL EXAMINING OPEBATION-P. E. MANGAN. Dtraetor.

GENERAL CHEMISTRY, GROUP UO-R. L. CAMPBELL, Supervisory Examiner

Inorganic Compounds; Inorganic Compositions; Organo-Metal and Organo-Metallold Chemistry; MetallurR.-; Metal

Stock; Electro Chemistry; Batteries.

OENERALORQANICCHEMI8TRY, GROUP 120-1. MARCUS, Supervisory Examiner

Heterocyclic; Amides; Alkaloids; Aio; Sulfur; Misc. Esters; Carbohydrates; Herbicides; Poisons; Medicines; Cosmetics;

Steroids.

PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY, GROUP 130-J. 8. BAILEY, Supervisory Examiner...

Hydrocarbons; Halogenated Hydrocarbons; Mineral Oil Technology; Lubricating Compositions; Gaseous Compositions;

Fuel and Igniting Devices; Organic Chemlrtry (Part) e.g.; Oxo and Oiy; Qulnones; Acids; CarboxyUc Acid Esters;

Acid Anhydrides; Acid Halldes.

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY, GROUP 1*0-M. 8TERMAN, Supervisory Examiner

Synthetic Resins; Rubber; Proteins; Macromolecular Carbohydrates; Mixed Synthetic Resin Compositions; Synthetic

Resins With Natural Polymers and Resins; Natural Resins: Reclaiming; Pore-Forming.

COMPOSITIONS AND MOLDING, GROUP 180-L. H. GASTON, Supervisory Examiner

Compositions (Part) e.g.: Coating; Molding; Adhesive Compositions; Abrading; Liquid Purification or Separation; Gas

Separation; Special UtlUty; Molding Processes.

COATING AND LAMINATING, GROUP IflO-J. REBOLD, Supervisory Examiner

Coating; Processes, Apparatus and Misc. Products; Laminating Methods and Apparatus; Stock Materials; Ornamen-

tation; Adhesive Bonding; Special Manufactures.

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL ARTS AND INDUSTRIES, GROUP 170-W. B. KNIGHT, Supervisory Examiner

Bleaching and Dyeing; Fertilliers; Foods; Fermentation; Photography; Analjtlcal Chemistry; Reactors; Sugar and

Starch; Paper Making; Glass Manufacture; .Metallurgical Apparatus; Gas, Heating and lUumlnatlng; Ctoanlng Proc-

esses; Liquid Purification; Thermolytlc Distillation; Preserving.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, GROUP 180-0. D. MITCHELL, Supervisory Examiner

Gas, Liquid and SoUd Separation; Centrifugal Bowl Separators; Gas and Liquid Contact Apparatus; Distillation;

Drying; Refrigeration; Conoentrmtive Evaporators; Mineral Oils Apparatus; Misc. Physical Processes.

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING OPEBATION-N. H. EVANS. Dtraetw.

New Amended

10-6-61 9-14-61

2-2-62

12-7-61

6-27-61

12-1-61

2-»-62

11-17-61

7-20-61

l-*-fl2

12-4-61
I

12-4-61

ll-24-«l
I

10-11-61

POWER, GROUP 210—M. L. LEVY, Supervisory Examiner.

Generation and UtlUiatlon; General AppUcatlons; Conversion and Distribution; Heating and Related Art.

SECURITY, GROUP 2aO-S. BOYD, Supervisory Examiner.. V '/',

Ordnance. Firearms and Ammunition; Radar, Sonar, Directional Radio, Torpedoes, Seismic Exploring, Radlo-Active

Batteries; Nuclear Reactors, Powder Metallurgy, Rocket Fuels; Radlo-Actlve Material.

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION, GROUP 230—8. W. CAPELLI, Supervisory Examiner --

Communications; Multiplexing Techniques; Facslmlte and Related Art.

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 240-W. W. BURNS, Supervisory Examiner

Data Processing, Computation and Conversion; Storage Devices and Related Art.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SYSTEMS AND DEVICES, GROUP 280-B. G. MILLER, Supervisory Examiner..

Seml-Conductor and Space Discharge Systems and Devices; Electronic Component ClrcuiU; Wave Transmission Lines

and Networks.

RADLATION AND INSTRUMENTS, GROUP 2eo-r. M. STRADER, Supervisory Examiner

Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring.

ELEMENTS, GROUP 270— E. J. SAX, Supervisory Examiner -

Conductors; Switches; Miscellaneous.

1-11-62 1-26-62

11-21-61



PATENT EXAMINING OPERATIONS AND GROUPS (Continned)

i

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING EXAMINING OPERATION—B. A. WAHL. tHnetm.

MATERIAL OR ARTICLE HANDLING AND DISPENSING, GROUP 310-A. BERLIN. Supervisory Examiner ..

Material or Article Handling and Dispensing; Conveyors; Hoists; Elevators; Article Handling Implements; Store Service;

Bbeet and Web Feeding: Fluid Sprinkling and Fire Extinguishers; Coin Handling and Check Controlled Apparatus;

Classifying and Assorting Solids.

METAL AND PLASTICS WORKING, OROUPSaO—N. BERGER, Superrlsory Examiner..

Metal Bending, Drawing, Extruding, Forging, Rolling; Sheet Metal Working; Chain, Staple, Horseshoe Making: Metal

Founding; Wire Fabrics; Plastic Working Apparatus; Plastic Block, Earthenware Apparatus.

MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLING MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES, GROUP 330—A. M. HORTON,
Supervisory Examiner —
Special Article Making; Assembling, Tool and Implement Making; and Metal Working.

MACHINE TOOLS, MECHANISMS AND ELEMENTS, GROUP 340-F. H. BRONAUGH, Supervisory Examiner.

Machine Tools for Shaping or Dividing Involving Cutting or Breaking; Machine Elements Including Power Transmission

Components, Work and Tool Holders.

HARDWARE, TOOLS AND JOINTS, GROUP 350—T. J. HICKEY. Supervisory Examiner

Miscellaneous Hardware; Tools; Joints; Cutlery; Locks; Fasteners; Rod Pipe and Electrical Connectors; Buckles; But-

tons, Clasps, Etc.; Pushing and Pulling.

FLUID HANDLING, GROUP MO— B. PAUL, Supervisory Examiner

Fluid Handling; Valvsa; Pipes and Tubular ConduiU; Fluent MaUrlal Handling; Lubrication; Baths, CloaeU and Sinks;

Joint Packing.

POWER PLANTS, MOTORS AND PUMPS, GROUP 870—C. F. OAREAU, Supervisory Examiner

Power Plants, Combustion Power Plants, Expansible Chamber Motors, Rotary Motors and Rotary Expansible Chamber

Motors, Expansible Chamber Devices and Internal Combustion Engines, Pumps and Pump Regulation.

HEATING. COOLING AND VENTILATING, GROUP 380— P. L. PATRICK, Supervisory Examiner

Furnaces, Liquid Heaters and V^aporiiers, Burners, Heat Exchange, Automatic Temperature and Humidity Regulation,

Refrigeration, Ventilation, and Illumination.

GENERAL ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS EXAMINING OPERATION— J. A. MANIAN. Diraetor.

AGRICULTURE, GROUP 410—A. RUEGG, Supervisory Examiner

Animal Husbandry; Butchering; Fishing, Trapping and Vermin Deatroylng; Plant Husbandry; Tobaooo, Earth

Working.

CIVIL ENGINEERING, GROUP 420— B. BENDETT, Supervisory Examiner

Building Structures; Bridges, Closures; Closure Operators; Safes; Earth Engineering; Drilling; Mining.

PHYSICS, GROUP 430— R. L. EVANS, Supervisory Examiner

Photography; Sound and Lighting; Indicators and Optics; Measuring and Testing; Geometrical Instruments.

TEXTILES AND APPAREL, GROUP 440— R. C. MADER, Supervisory Examiner

Textiles; Winding and Reeling; Tying Strands; Apparel; Boot and Shoe Making; Sewing Machines.

TRANSPORTATION, GROUP 480— P. ARNOLD, Supervisory Examiner

Railways and Rolling Stock; Brakes; Land Vehicles; Aeronautics; Ships.

FURNITURE AND RECEPTACLES, GROUP 4flO—W. 8. COLE, Supervisory Examiner

Furniture; Supports; Cabinet Structures; Receptacles; Baggage.

PRINTING, STATIONERY AND MATERIAL TREATMENT, GROUP 470-L. W. VARNER, Supervisory

Examiner . - - -

Printing; Typewriters; Stationery; Material Treatment.

PERSONAL TREATMENT, ADORNMENT AND AMUSEMENTS, GROUP 480-L. R. PRINCE, Supervisory

Examiner . - --

Surgery; Dentistry; Artificial Bo<ly Members; Toiletry; Amusement Devices; Jewelry; Mechanical Guns; Projectors.

DESIGNS, GROUP 4go—J. A. MANIAN, Supervisory Examiner

Industrial Arts; Household, Personal and Fine Arts.

Oldest Application

New Amended

3-5-92

12-13-61

1-31-62

1-16-62

1-12-62

2-38-63

»-6-6a

1-17-62

8-2»-«2

l-l»-a2

2-fr-62

4-2-62

2-12-«2

4-18-63

1-15-62

3-0-62

12-26-62

2-26-62

12-21-61

,
12-4-61

1-15-62

9-29-61

S-19-63

3^6-62

1-8-62

7-2-62

l-V-62

2-9-62

4-2-62

2-5-«2

5-22-62

12-12-61

3-5-62

12-18-62

(CLASSIFICATION) OORECKI. O.

CLASSIFICATION DIVISIONS.
A.-ARTS UNDERGOING RECLASSIFICATION AS LISTED UNDER

91. KENT, A. P. (acting)

92. GAUSS, H
93. PURDY, W. K. (acting). Wire Working.

94. BERl.OWITZ, W
95. ANOEL, C. D.. (REZNEK, J , acting).

6-8-62

8-6-«2

6-1-62

10-15-62
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DECISIONS IN PATENT AND TRADEMARK CASES
In the United States Patent Office

Commissioner's Decision

John Pke8pe3i Eckert, Jr. r. Paul A. RnuNo

Interference Xo. 91,280. Deeuled January 8, 1962

1. Interference—Dirsolition—Riles 22."» and 21^7.

"The petitioner contend.'^ that "tlie |ii-ohihiti<>u of Rule 225 restricting a junior

party under an order to sliow cause to matters ancillary to i)riority in motions to

dissolve also runs to the Primary Kxaminer i)roceeding under Rule 237."

Therefore, he urges that the Primary Examiner cannot dissolve an interference

on his own motion on a ground not ancillary to priority where a junior party

is under an order to slv)w cau.se. No authority, directly in point, has been

cited by petitioner to support this iK)sition and none has been found. Rule

237 of the Rules of Practice contains no exj>ress statement restricting the

Primary Examiner in the manner alleged by i)etitioner."

2. Same—Petition—Manifest Error.
"* • the holding by the Primary Examiner on the question of double

patenting is one which may be reviewed ex parte uiKin api)eal. Under such

circumstances, the ruling of the Primary P^xaminer cannot properly be dis-

turbe<l on [)etition in the absence of a showing of manifest error amounting

virtually to an abuse of discretion."

Charles C. English for John Presper Eckert, Jr.

R. J. Guenther for Paul A. Reiling.

On Petition.

DENIED.
Reynolds. Firnt Asftisfanf Commisfnoner.

The party Reiling has Hied a petition to the Commissioner request-

ing that he exercise iiis supervi.sory authorit}- to vacate that portion

of the Primary Examiner's decision dissolving the above identified

interference, and to direct the entry of an award of priority to the

petitioner.

The record in this case reveals that while the junior party Eckert,

was under an order to show cause, he tiled a motion to dissolve the

interference on the grounds that (1) the single count was not readable

on the Reiling disclosure and (2) the single count was not patentable

to the party Reiling on the basis of double patenting. No opposition

to the setting of this motion for hearing was made by the party Reiling.

After a hearing on the motion by Eckert. the Primary Examiner

rendered a decision in which he held (1) that the disclosure of the

party Reiling did support the count and (2) granted the party Eckert *s

motion to dissolve, on the ground of double patenting.

On reconsideration, the Primary Examiner amended his original

decision to the extent that he vacated the granting of Eckert "s motion

to dissolve and substituted a decision dissolving the interference on

his own motion under Rule 'I'M on exactly the same grounds.

[1] The petitioner contends that "the prohibition of Rule 225

restricting a junior party under an order to show cause to matters

ancillary to priority in motions to dissolve also runs to the Primary

Examiner proceeding under Rule 287." Therefore, he urges that the

Primary Examiner cannot dissolve an interference on his own motion

on a ground not ancillary to priority where a junior party is under

an order to show cause. No authority, directly in point, has been cited

by petitioner to support this position and none has been found. Rule
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•2'M of tlie Rules of Pructico rontains no express statement lestiictiii^

the Primary Kxamiiier in (he manner alleged l)v j)etiti()ner.

{2\ While the setting of the motion for hearing does not appear

to have Ihxmi in accordance with the rules, the holdinjr by tlie Primary

ExamJTier on the question of double patenting is one which may be

i-eviewedex paite upon appeal. I'nder such circumstances, the ruling:

of the Primary Kxaminer cannot properly l)e disturbed on petition

in the absence of a showing of manifest error amounting: virtually

to an abuse of discretion. The Primary Examiner's decision has been

carefully viewed in the li<iht of the present petition, but no such

error has been found therein.

Petitioner's attention is directed to Rule li.'iT of tlie Rules of Practice

undei- the provisions of which the presumption that Reilin^ is the

senior party will not be disturbed by dissolution. Therefore, it does

not aj)pear that he is materially damaged by the fact that the inter-

ference is terminated by dissolution rather than by an award of

priority.

Tlie petition is accordingly denied.

PATENT SUITS
N'otioca undf r .IS T'Sf. 290 ; Patent Act of iy.'52

July 9, 1963

2,308,361. K. K Kcardii, Well lofrging method and devlcp

;

2,.VM,844. I.. M. Swift, ("iislnir collar locator; 2,7ll.08t. R. A
Bt'r>:aii. Kcfrl>;cratioii ..y>t<'iii for well Iiikl'Iiij: iii>t rllllll•nt^4 ;

i,810,076, K S Mardock, I'roct'ss for making; a well loj; with

radioactive tracers : 2,9.33.609. R. G. .Norelvls. Radioactivity

well surveylnjT ; 2.942, 112, I>. I* Hearn. .Multiple well lo^CKiiiK

Mystem ; 2,94.5,129, Swift and Barkalow, I'alihrator for radio-

activity well loj;t;inn ln.•.tr^lIlleut^< ; 2,»«7,9«4. (i. I'eterMin,

Caslnj; joint locator; 2,983,822, H. W. Georgi, Modulation sys-

tem for casing' collar locators; 3,007,109. G, Swift, .Vpparatiis

for detecting casing joints, filed Jan. 4, l»fi;i, I»C. Kans.

(Wichita). Doc W 27(>7, Will Suini/n. Inc. v. (Iretit dunn.

Inr Consent jud^iment : complaint dlsriilNsed as to Patents

2..{(IH.:U')1. 2,711.(»S4. 2.S10,()Tti, 2,»;i3,ti()9. 2,94."), 129, 2,98.->.S22

and ;i, (107,109. Other patents Infringed; defendant enjoined

( notice .\pr. 2. 19ti:i).

2,4t.V322, M C Frldolph, Body jrarnient ; 2,707,280, K. (i

Mayer, (lirdles, flIeU Dec. 19, 19«2, D.C, S.D NY.. Doc.

ti2/4110, Saronfj. Inr v. Foremost Founilntions, Inr et (il.

Consent judtrnient ; patents held valid and Infringed; defend-

ants enjoined Mar. 2!H, 19ti:i.

2,481,979, R. M Colley, Fiiterlnj; device for a clot hes-wa>li

iuK machine; 2,883,843. .1 Borhan, Clothes washer with llipiid

recirculation system, filed Nov. l."), 19t)2, D.C, WD .NY.

(Buffalo), Doc. 10/002, HUirkntonr Corporation v. dvnnal

t.'hrtrir Vomimnii.

2,49l,ft*6, \\ M. Coleman et al , Process for treating animal

materials, filed June 24, P.MJO, DC, N D. Ohio iTo'cdo). Doc.

H449, B. HrVii A Comixinii v. Baiiir Food MatcrialH. Inr.

Decree holdiui; patents valid an<l each of the claims thereof

Infringed; Injunction ^'ranted (notice Mar 2.'>, lUt>.'!l.

2..'M0,138, K M Tiiohy, Contact lens, filed Mar :U>, 19tn,

DC, KD Tex (Beaumont I, Doc. 442t>, Solrx Laborutoricn

rt III. v. KoiniH lirothrtx W holmalrrH. Texas State Optical

Company dismissed and Rogers Brotliers Whoh-salers made

defendants and Plastic Contact Lens Company added as a

plaintiff Mar 2t>. 196;'. Order of dismissal with prejudice

.Mar. 2t!, ntti.C

2,.523.182. R. BattaKlla, Ste«'IHex tire, filed Mar. 2H. 19t!;{,

DC, WD La (Shreveport). Doc. 9409, Kobrrt liattaylia v.

I'nitfd StatcH Hulthir Vomiiann.

2,554,844. ( See 2,;i08.3tn.

)

2,.569,07». M. tv Special, Shoe sanltl/.ers, filed .\pr 3, 19ti;i.

DC. S.D NY ,
Doc B;V94H, Atlantic lltravioht Co.. Inr. v.

.imrriran Marlnnv A Foundry Co. rt a/.

2,621,757, K. Anderson, Extendable and collapsible filter

bag ; 2,737,2«S, siinie, Vacuum cleaner filter bag, filed June 24,

19«0, D.C., K D N Y. (Brooklyn), Doc. «0-C-6().H, FUrtrolux

Corporation v. Duxt I'nrk . Ltd rt al Judgment dismissing

action on the merits Mar. 2.1. 19»>.'<.

2,691,9.58. .V. P. Laue. Wind oriented livestock dispenser,

filed June 2;{, 19»il. D«" Nebr (Omaha). Doc 440 L. irthur

I'. I.iigr V. Caldirill M f<i Company. Order bidding patent

Invalid ; cause dismissed \\iT. A. 19«:{

2.707,280. ( Sw 2.4 1.'),322.

)

2,711,084. (Set' 2.3(IH,.'}r)l.)

2,713,683, L. L. Krie^;er, Brassieres, filed June 12. 19(11.

DC .V J (Newark). Doc 4r>4 til. Iiitimotional l.atis Corpo

ration v Reqent Comrt Companii Consent judgment ; in

junction ^.'ranted .\pr. 2. I'.ifi.'..

2,736.898. Lax and Mine, Brassiere, 3,024,789, P Amyol.

same, filed Dec. 2ti. 19ti2, D.C., S.D NY . Do.' (12 4174.

Sarony. Inr v. Sphndor Form HraHHirrr Co.. Inr. Consent

judgment ; patents held valid and infringed ; defendant en

joined Mar 2M. 19»i.{

2,787,263. (See 2,«21,757.)

2,775,:«»3, Kolltnan and Beck. Food packaging assembly ;

2.960,2.V), J. B. BiMiie, I'olygonal foil container, filed .Vpr :'..

I'.tti3. D.C. .N.J. (Camden 1, Doc. 279/B3, Kkro Containrrx. Im.

v. I'rnni/ I'latr. Inr

2,807,080, (; R Mathews. Sr , Bearing iniller, filed -Apr .""i.

19C.3. DC, S.D. Tex. (Houston), Doc. 63 II 240, Thomox J.

Miitlirtrx rt al v .\ luini i/rr Motor I'artx. Inr.

2,810,076. ( Se«' 2,,'<O.S..3tn )

2.828,194. Hopkins and Fasley, Ktchlng. filed Apr. 4. 19tl3.

DC., W.DS.C. ( (Jreenvllle), Doc. 4313, Tlir lloir Chrmiml

Company v. Fredrrirk .lohn Lorkt rt al.

2,883,848. ( S.h- 2,4.sl,979 )

2,933,609. (See 2,,30N,3»n )

2,942,112. (S»>t' 2,308,3«n)

2,945,129. (Sw 2.30S,361.)

2,960,255. (See 2. 7 7.'), 3.83.

)

2,967,904. (See 2,308..361.)

2,985,882. (See 2,308,361.)

3,007,109. (See 2,3(X8,.3tU.

)

.S,021,789. (See 2,;50S..361.

)

Re. 24,9.54, H. Church, Apparatus for tilteriiig solbis fr

gas solids suspensions, filed Jan. 18. 1963. DC, M.D. Pa

(Scrantoii), Doc 7980, Ihr Slirk Corporation v. Yoiiny

Machinery Co.. Inr.

REISSUES
JULY 9, 1963

Mailer enclo.sod in heavy brackets tJ appcirs in the original
printed in italics indicates

25,411

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING SHOES
Morton S. Bromfield, 76 Rolling Lane, Weston, Mass.

Original No. 2,973,530, dated Mar. 7, 1961, Ser. No.
810,807. May 4, 1959. Application for reissue Feb.

28, 1963, Ser. No. 262,303
5 Claims. (CI. 12—142)

patent but forms no part of this reissue spertfication ; matter
additions made by reissue.

electrical resistance member and electrical return means

into an electrical circuit.

25,413
QUARTZ PIEZOELECTRIC ELEMENT
Leiand T. Sogn, Montgomery County, Ohio
(3791 Kingswood Drive, Dayton 29, Ohio)

Original No. 3,072,806, dated Jan. 8, 1963, Ser. No.
122,042, July 5, 1961. Application for reissue Feb. 8,

1963, Ser. No. 257,353
10 Claims. (CI. 310—9.5)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

.-V',

5. The method of shoemaking including the steps of

mulling and lasting a leather upper, the mulling being

controlled to add to the surface zone of the leather upper

only sufjicicnt moisture to increase the flexibility of said

surface zone, and subjecting the lasted upper lo heat treat-

ment to withdraw the mulling moisture before il per-

vades the center zone of said upper.

25,412
ELECTRICAL RESISTOR

Marian E. Bourns, 2530 Piedmont Drive,

Riverside, Calif.

Original No. 2,989,718, dated June 20, 1961, Ser. No.
839.767, Sept. 14, 1959, which is a division of Ser. No.

519,847, July 5, 1955. Application for reissue May 3,

1962, Ser. No. 193,650
12 Claims. (CI. 338—1501

I . A quartz piezoelectric element designed to vibrate

at the fundamental of the face-shear mode coupled to the

[fundamental] second overtone of the length-width flex-

ure mode, said element being a rectangular plate rotated

about its length dimension from an initial position in

which its thickness dimension is parallel to the Y axis of

the mother crystal and its length dimension is parallel to

the X axis of the mother crystal through an angle falling

within the range —51° to —53°. said plate having a

width/length ratio falling within the range .35 to .45.

25,414
TABLE OR THE LIKE

Richard G. Reineman, Balboa, Calif., and George E.

Schaefer, Muskegon Heights, Mich., assignors to Bruns-

Hick Corporation, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Original No. 188,669, dated Aug. 23, 1960, Ser. No.

60,121, Apr. 11, 1960, for 14 years. Application for

reissue Aug. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 71,523. Term of pat-

ent 14 years
(CI. D34—5)

1. A new and improved variable resistor which in-

cludes: a housing including means defining a cavity within

said housing; an electrical resistance member disposed

within said cavity, and an electrical return means for said

resistance member disposed within said cavity: a movable

ring seated within said cavity; a screw carried by said

housing adapted to movfe said ring, said screw projecting

to the exterior of said housing and being located at one

side of said cavity; means, supported by said ring, for elec-

trically connecting said electrical resistance member and

electrical return means; and means for connecting said

792 t)ti. 21

The ornamental design for a [score] table or the like,

as shown and described.
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PATENTS
GRANTED JULY 9, 1963

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,096,522

AUTOMATIC NAILING MACHINES
Davis J. Ajouelo, Atlanta, Ga^ assignor of fifty percent

to Petty Bregman and twenty-five percent to Jack

Hazan, both of Atlanta, Ga.
Filed June 27, 1961, Ser. No. 119,880

8 Claims. (CI. 1—29)

glove having patches of tactile gripping material secured

at the balls of the thumb and finger stalls, said glove

1. In an automatic nailing machine wherein selectively

continuous lengths of different size wire are cut into in-

dividual nails which are driven in position in shoes or the

like,

(a) a machine base having power means thereon,

{b) more than one means on said machine for receiv-

ing, transferring and cutting continuous lengths of

wire into individual nails, and including means for

driving said nails in place on a shoe or the like posi-

tioned on said machine,

(c) and wire supporting means on said machine selec-

tively operable to support and selectively to provide

more than one selected gauge of wire, whereby an

operator of said machine may select the gauge of

wire used.

3,096,523
FOOTBALL GLOVE

George R. Bruchas, Munhall, Pa., assignor to George R.

Bnicbas, Munhall, and Edward R. Bruchas, Pittsburgh,

Pa.
Filed Nov. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 151,656

3 Claims. (CI. 2—159)
1. A football glove comprising a wriststrap, a palm

portion, individual finger and thumb stalls, the backs of

said finger stalls extending from the tips thereof to a

zone between the first and second joints of the wearer's

fingers and each having an elastic portion in said zone

adapted to grip and retain said fingers in said stalls, the

remaining part of the back of the glove being open, said

300

otherwise being of a less tactile gripping material than

said patches.

3,096,524
PROCESS FOR IMPROVING CREASE-RETENTION

PROPERTIES OF COTTON GARMENTS
Louis R. Mizcll, Springfield, Md., assignor to Williamson-

Dickie Manufacturing Company, Fort Worth, Tex., a
corporation of Texas
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 102,126

12 Claims. (CI. 2—243)
1 . A proces for forming, on a cotton garment, a pressed

crease which is resistant to a plurality of subsequent wash-

ings and which is still retained by the garment after said

washings, comprising, impregnating said garment with

an aqueous emulsion of a mixture of one part cyclic

ethylene urea-formaldehyde resin and from 1 to 2 parts by

weight, based upon said resin, of a butadiene-acrylonitrile

copolymer having a monomer ratio of 55 parts butadiene

to 45 parts of acrylonitrile, extracting excess emulsion

from said garment, forming a fold in said garment and

heat-pressing said garment along the line of fold to form a

crease therein, and subjecting said garment to a tempera-

ture sufficient to effect curing of the mixture thereon, said

treated garment having about 5% by weight of cyclic

ethylene urea-formaldehyde and from about 5 to 10% by

weight of butadiene-acrylonitrile copolymer thereon, based

upon the dry weight of the garment.

3,096,525
GARMENT FASTENER

Chama Gould, 280 Badger Ave, Millbum, NJ.

FUed Mar. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 14,292
2 Claims. (CI. 2—335)

1. A one-piece garment fastener comprising a flexible

strip formed of plastic material having elastic memory
and including an intermediate portion and upper and

lower end portions integral with said intermediate por-
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tion, said upper end portion being relatively thick trans-

versely across the strip to the side edges thereof, and
said intermediate portion being relatively thin trans-

versely across the strip to the side edges thereof, with

a straight line shoulder extending transversely across the

strip to the side edges thereof and constituting the demar-
cation line between said upper end portion and said in-

termediate portion, said upper end portion being relatively

less flexible than said intermediate portion and having

slot means for receiving the loop of a supporting tape,

and connection means at said lower end portion for con-

nection to a garment to be supported by said fastener

comprising a substantially U-shaped slot defining a down-
wardly directed tab and an inverted substantially U-
shaped slot upwardly opposed to said first slot and de-

fining an upwardly directed tab.

3,096,526
SHOWER STALL, BATH TUB ACCESSORY

Ethel A. Vecenic, Pittsburgh, Pa^ assigiior of one-half to

WUliam J. Ruano, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 158,405
2 Claims. (Q. 4—148)

ing an annular radially inwardly extending flange defining

a seat, a gasket on said seat, a tubular tail piece comprised
of thin metal of substantially uniform cross-section and
having an upper end including an annular radially out-

wardly extending tail piece flange mounted on said gasket,

a C-shaped tail piece clamp having means securing its

opposite ends for rigidly attaching the clamp to the exte-

rior of said tail piece below the seat, and a series of screws

ihreadably secured to said clamp and having upper ends

for engagement with an area at an underside of a sink

to draw said tail piece flange downwardly and snugly

against said gasket and said seat to secure the tail piece

in watertight assembly with said tubular cup-shaped drain

housing.

3,096,528
COUCH CONVERTIBLE INTO BEDS

Joseph F. Inco, La Canada, Calif. (% The Inco Co.,
3221 San Fernando Road, Los Angeles 65, Calif.)

FUed Sept 1, 1961, Ser. No. 135,615
2 Clahns. (CI. 5—28)

1. In a shower stall having four sidewalls defining a

substantially rectangular outline with a door opening in

one sidewall and having a substantially central drain, a

substantially rectangular shaped tub of rigid plastic ma-
terial with sidewalls slightly spaced from the sidewalls of

the shower stall, the top portion of said tub sidewalls being

rigid and outwardly rolled to provide a rim for grasping

and support of the bather, the width of said tub being

greater than the width of said door opening and the height

being smaller than the width of said door opening to

allow removal through said opening after turning the tub

90*, a drain hole in the floor of said tub, a plug for clos-

ing said drain hole to enable filling of the tub with water,

supporting ribs on the underside of the floor portion of

said tub for providing a space between said tub floor

portion and the shower stall floor, and an integrally

molded plastic seat fonned inside of at least one of said

sidewalls.

3,09M27
DRAIN CONNECTOR

Harry John Eynon, Bloomflcid Hills, Mich., assignor to
Lyon Incorporated, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of
Delaware

FUed Nor. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 154,682
naalma. (0.4—287)

1. In a waste outlet fitting adapted to be secured within

a drain aperture of a sink and comprising a tubular cup-

shaped drain housing having a reduced lower end includ-

I. In a convertible couch structure: a pair of hingedly

connected rectangular frames, whereby one may be moved
from a side-by-side position to a juxtaposed position and
from a juxtaposed position to a side-by-side position;

said frames each carrying a wire-spring network; means
for supporting one of the frames above the floor; a back
structure attached to the other frame and serving to form
at least a part of the couch back, said back structure hav-

ing an upper surface cooperating with the floor to sup-

port the said other frame adjacent said one of the frames;

a pair of cushions respectively extending along the frames
and in supirposed position over said wire-spring network
when the structure is used as a couch; and a fabric cover
having one end so attached to said other frame that it

lies between its spring-wire network and the upper cushion
when the structure is used as a couch, said fabric then

extending downwardly in front of the lower cushion and
in front of and under said one frame where it is attached

to a permanently stationary under-portion thereof.

3,096,529
COMBINATION MATTRESS

OrviUe Thompson, 3012 Rldenbuagh St., Boise, Idaho
FUed June 20, 1961, Ser. No. 118,369

4 Clalma. (CL 5—345)

1. In combination with a mattress having four sides,

a top and a bottom and resilient means filling said mat-
tress, a pair of flexible elements lying substantially in a

horizontal plane parallel to and intermediate the top and
bottom of said mattress, said elements being respectively
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substantially adjacent and extending parallel to opposed

sides of said mattress, each of said elements having two

closely adjacent parallel parts whose opposite ends ex-

tend outwardly through and beyond the sides of said

mattress transverse to the first mentioned opposed sides,

a handle part connecting the extending ends of the closely

adjacent parts of each of said elements, and flexible cross

members interconnecting all of said parts so as to form

with said elements a flexible web-like structure within said

mattress.

3,096,530
WATER SKIS

Louis E. Almgren, 1928 Rutherford Ave.,

Chicago 35, III.

Filed Oct. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 62,248

10 Claims. (CI. 9—310)

3. A water ski having an elongated body and an up-

wardly turned front end, the said ski having its bottom

substantially plane and having its upper side provided

with a flotation member only at its front end and having

foot engaging means on its upper side between the ends

of the ski in the proper location to support a skier, said ski

assuming a position diagonal to the water surface with

its front end projecting upward out of the water when

supported on the foot of the skier, due to the downward
pressure on the ski by the foot of the skier at the foot

engaging means behind the flotation member, which

flotation member holds the front end of the ski upper-

most at this time with the front end of the ski out of the

water in such position that the skier may start from a

still position slowly and gradually increasing speed until he

is skiing on top of the water.

3,096,531

HEEL END ASSEMBLING AND BACKPART
MOLDING MACHINE

Adelbert W. Rockwell, Jr., Beverly, Mass., assignor to

United Shoe Machinery CorporatioD, Flemington, NJ.,

a corporation of New Jersey
Filed Oct. 12, 1961, Scr. No. 144,635

19 Claims. (CI. 12—10.2)

band for sh.iping the heel end fwrtion of the upper upon
the lust, a carriage for mounting the heel band, a pair

of arms mounted on the carriage and connected to the

heel band at its opposite ends, means for advancing the

carriage thereby to flex the heel band about the heel end

portion of a last supported in the machine, grippers con-

structed and arranged to engage the upper at opposite

sides thereof, and means rendered operative by the ad-

vancement of the carriage for causing the grippers to ten-

sion opposite side portions of the upper from the heel end

tocwardly.

4. In a shoe machine, the combination with means for

supporting a last and a shoe upper thereon of a heel band

for shaping the heel end portion of the upper upyon the

last, a carriage for the heel band, a carrier moimted in

the carriage for nTovement relatively to the carriage

lengthwise of the last toward and from its heel end, lasting

wipers mounted il^ the carrier for overwiping movement,

tack drivers mounted in the carrier, means mounted in

the carrier for conducting tacks to the drivers, and driver

operating means mounted in the carrier.

3,096,532
TABLET DUSTER

Raymond G. Frank, Ambler, Fa., assignor to F. J. Stokes
Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Penn-

sylvania

Filed May 5, 1960, Ser. No. 27,040
11 Claims. (CI. 15—1.5)

1. A tablet dusting machine comprising a tray, a screen

on said tray, said screen having first and second steps

lying in substantially parallel planes with the plane of

said first step being above the plane of said second step,

means including the distance between said planes for en-

abling a tablet on said first step to fall onto said second

step in a manner so that the uppermost side of a tablet

while on said first step is the lowermost side of said tablet

while it is on said second step, a dust collecting portion on

said tray beneath said screen, a first means above said

first step on said screen for dissipating an electrostatic

charge on one side of a tablet and for subjecting said

one side to a jet of air, a second means above said second

step on said screen for dissipating an electrostatic charge

on another side of said tablet and for subjecting said other

side to a jet of air, and a vibrator operatively engaged

with said tray so that vibration of said tray causes tablets

on said screen first step to hop along said screen first step

and flip over onto said screen second step.

2. In a shoe machine, the combination with means for

supporting at last and a shoe upper thereon of a heel

3,096,533
FLOOR WASHING MACHINES

Ira Shank, 340 Main St., Markham, Ontario, Canada
Filed Aug. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 219,802

6 Claims. (CI. 15—99)
1. In a floor washing machine, a vehicular body nor-

mally maintained in a substantially parallel position with

respect to a surface being traversed during a washing

operation, an endless wiper conveyor mounted on said

body and including a plurality of spaced, outwardly ex-

tending wiper devices disposed in outwardly extending

relation transversely of the direction of movement of
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said wiper conveyor, power means operatively connected

\to said conveyor for moving it relative to said body,

said wiper conveyor having an upper and lower stretch,

said lower stretch being spaced above the surface over

which said vehicular body will traverse, means on said

body and operatively connected to said wiper conveyor for

elevating said lower stretch of the wiper conveyor, said

wiper devices being of a yieldable character, said lower

stretch of said wiper conveyor extending angularly from

front to rear of said body and said wiper devices being

progressively collapsible during operation of said endless

wiper conveyor, the wiper devices during said relative

movement being brought into forcible wiping contact

initially with the surface being cleaned and subsequently

expanding to pick up residual liquid at the rear of said

endless conveyor stretch.

3,096,534
APPLICATOR FOR LIQUID WEED-KILLER
Clifford E. Jones, 362 W. Main St., Peru, Ind.

FUed Oct. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 144,476

1 Claim. (CI. 15—244)

side walls, said flanges being disposed in op-

posed relation and in contact with said slab,

(d) a flat straight stop flange bent downwardly at

right angles from one of the ends of said body
portion and engaged with one end face of said

slab, and

(e) said body portion having a hole disposed at

its center,

(E) said handle member being a straight wood rod

having a flat lower end disposed in a plane at right

angles to its axis and in contact with the top of said

body portion of said bacldng member over said

hole,

(F) a wood screw in said hole and threaded into said

end of the handle rod to fasten the latter in a posi-

tion perpendicular to the body portion of said back-

ing member,
(G) the grooves in said slab being of a size to snugly

receive said flanges, whereby, when said slab is slid

into said backing member until it engages said stop

flange, the slab will be frictionally held against dis-

placement.

3,096,535
SHOE POLISH KIT-CAN

William D. Martin, 139 Hobart St^ Utica, N.Y.
FUed Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 154,574

7 Claims. (CI. 15—258)

A tool for the spot application of a liquid weed killer

to individual plants such as dandelions and plantains, hav-

ing a handle member, an absorbent sponge member and a

backing member connecting the sponge member to the

handle member,
(A) said sponge member being a rectangular slab of

spongy absorbent material having flat and parallel

top and bottom faces, flat and parallel side faces

and flat and parallel end faces,

(B) the bottom face of said slab being of a size to

cover not more than the foliage of a large weed

plant,

(C) laterally opposed, straight walled grooves in said

side faces of the slab extending continuously from

one end face to the other of said slab,

(D) said backing member being formed from a one-

piece, flat and generally rectangular sheet of metal

and comprising

(a) a body portion covering and in contact with

the entire top face of said slab,

(b) a pair of flat, straight and parallel side walls

bent downwardly at right angles from the side

edges of said body portion and engaged with

said side faces of the slab, said side walls being

coextensive in length with said slab,

(c) a pair of flat, straight flanges coextensive

in length with said side walls and bent inwardly

at right angles from the lower edges of said

1. A cover for a polish container comprising a top

and a depending sidewall, said top having an upstanding

rib extending diametrically thereacross, said rib being

adapted to be covered with a soft material and to be used

as a polisher.

3,096,536
RETRACTABLE BALL CASTER

Nicholas Arthur Rabelos, Atlanta, Ga., assignor to

Roll-Lok Corporation, Atlanta, Ga.
* Filed Mar. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 99,843

1 Claim. (CI. 16—26)

In a caster device for articles of furniture and the like,

a sleeve adapted to be frictionally engaged within an

opening of the leg of an article of furniture, said sleeve

having a plurality of circumferentially spaced longi-

tudinally extending ribs for engaging the wall of the ar-

ticle of furniture, the lower end of said sleeve having

an annular flange of a diameter slightly greater than the
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opening of said leg for contacting engagement there-

with, the lower end of said sleeve having an arcuate seat,

a ball retainer housing mounted in said sleeve, said re-

tainer housing comprising an encircling band in said seat

for embracing a roller member, said encircling band at

the lower end thereof being of a diameter slightly less

than the upper end thereof for retaining the rdler mem-
ber therewithin, the lower end of said band being ar-

ranged below the lower end of said sleeve, said retainer

housing having a plurality of integral fingers of such

curvature as to freely overlie the roller member within

the retainer housing, all of said fingers being of the same

size and shape, and said fingers extending inwardly from

the upper end of said band and said fingers having their

upper ends terminating in pointed end portions which are

spaced slightly from each other, the upper pointed end

portions of the fingers being closer to each other than are

the lower end portions of the fingers which are integrally

joined to the band, the inner end of said sleeve having an

inwardly turned flange, said last named flange having a

circular formation, a closure member of yieldable ma-

terial within the sleeve and said closure member com-

prising a disk, of resilient construction enabling it to be

presented into the sleeve and snapped beneath the last

named flange for retaining the parts in assembled posi-

tion, a helical spring interposed between said closure

member and said retainer housing, said fingers in addi-

tion to retaining the ball member in operative position

also form a seat for said helical spring, the upper ends

of said fingers being positioned at a slightly higher ele-

vation than the lower end portion of the helical spring,

said roller member normally projecting beyond the an-

nular flange on the lower end of said sleeve and said

roller member being movable to a position inwardly of

said last named flange upon a downward pressure on the

paster device against the resilient resistance of said spring.

3,096,537
DOOR HINGE

Leonard E. Johnson, Jr^ P.O. Box 114, Elkhart, Ind.

FUed Nov. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 151,650
3 Claims. (CL 16—128)
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member, and a screw member threaded within each said and a deflection on the order of 0.015 to 0.045 inch dur-
spool and threadedly attached to the free end of the said ing operation of the press, said mesh having spaced par-
flexible wall member, whereby the relative rotation of a aliel reinforcing rods and helical coils of wire woven

about said rods, the loops of said coils having a generally

oval configuration with the longer dimension disposed
laterally of the pad and encircling a plurality of rods,

said mesh being dimensioned to provide close support
between said rods and coils for a close weave and to per-

mit limited deflection, said reinforcing rods being spaced

apart to provide clearance between the outride of iht

loops and the next adjacent rod for limited elongation

of the oval loops of the coils during compression in oper-

~zB ation of the press, the narrow dimension of the loops pro-

viding clearance between the encircled reinforcing rods

and the inside of the loop to permit limited deflection.

spool and its screw member effects the movement of one
lip with respect to the other to accomplish the desired

spacing thereof.

3,096,544
HIGH PRESSURE VESSEL WITH PUNCH

Erik Lundblad, Stockliolin, Sweden, assignor to Allmanna
Svenska Elektriska Akticbolaget, Vasteras, Sweden, a
corporation of Sweden

Filed June 5, 1961, Ser. No. 114,901
5 CUims. (CI. 18—16.5)

st3i ^3 ss sifST X
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1. High pressure vessel comprising means forming a

pressure space and at least one punch directed towards

the pressure space, said punch being symmetrical about

an axis running through the pressure space and compris-

ing at least two parts engaging along a contact surface,

said contact surface being a doubly curved surface the

centre of curvature of which substantially coincides with

the axis of symmetry of the punch and is situated on the

side of the contact surface turned towards the pressure

space.

3,096,545
RESILIENT SPACER FOR PRESS-FLNISHING OF

PLASTIC SHEET
William P. Rowland, Southington, Conn., assignor to

Rowland Products, Inc., Kensington, Conn., a corpo-
ration of Connecticut

Filed July 20, 1960, Ser. No. 44,155
3 Claims. (CI. 18—17)

3. An assembly for press finishing plastic sheet in a

heated platen press comprising a pair of finishing plates

for receiving plastic sheet therebetween, and resilient pads
of closely woven steel mesh on the outer sides of said

finishing plates, said pads having high tensile strength

3,096,546
MACHLNE AND METHOD FOR CURLING LIPS

OF CONTAINER ARTICLES
Bryant Edwards, Chicago, 111., assignor to Illinois Tool

Works IhCm a corporation of Delaware
FUed Aug. 19, 1958, Ser. No. 755,908

7 Claims. (CI. 18—19)

4. Apparatus for forming a rolled-under lip on a plastic

cup or the like of the type having a sidewall terminating

in an outwardly and downwardly projecting circumferen-

tial rim, said apparatus comprising: camming means for

engaging said rim at a plurality of equally arcuately

sp;u:ed positions, said means including a plurality of roll-

ers, each of said rollers carrying a spiral groove which
receives said rim, said grooves having a gradually diminsh-

ing and subsequently gradually increasing depth and
height; and drive means operating said camming means,
whereby said rim is progressively deflected toward said

sidewall.

3,096,547
AUIOMATIC CORE-MAKING MACHINE

William A. Hunter, Morton Grove, and Robert Lund,
Melrose Park, III., assignors to Pettibone Mulliken Cor-
poration, Chicago, IIU a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 138,195
14 Claims. (CI. 22—10)

1. In a core-making machine of the character de-

scribed, in combination, a machine framework establish-

ing a working area, a lift table, a separable core box in

the form of a lower drag section and an upper cope sec-

tion, a sand magazine and a blow valve disposed in said
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working area in superposed relationship in the order

named, said framework including a cope-arresting support,

said upper cope section being movable vertically between

a lowered position wherein it rests by gravity upon said

cope-ar.esting support, and a raised position wherein it

is in operative engagement with said sand magazine, said

lower drag section being supF>orted upon said table and

movable bodily therewith, said table being movable ver-

tically from a lowered position wherein the lower drag

section thereon is disposed below the level of said cope-

arresting support, through an intermediate position where-

in said lower drag section sealingly engages the upper

cope section and raises the same from said cope-arresting

support, to an elevated position wherein it forces the

lower drag section against the upper cope section to force,

in turn, the upper cope section against the magazine and

thus force the magazine against the blow valve, thereby

clamping the two core box sections, magazine and blow

"' iM^.*

valve together in their operative relationship, and vice

versa, said core box sections being so formed that when

they are thus clamped, they define therebetween a core-

forming cavity in communication with the sand magazine,

said lower drag "section having formed in its bottom por-

tion a plurality of holes in vertical communication with

said core-forming cavity when the two core box sections

are clamped together, a drag stripper plate movably car-

ried by said drag section, a plurality of upstanding drag

stripper pins mounted on said plate, projecting into said

holes and slidable vertically in the latter, the upper ends

of said pins normally lying below the confines of the

core-forming cavity, and a fixed abutment on the ma-

chine framework and engageable with said plate during

descent of said table and as the same approaches the

limit of iU lowered position for arresting said plate to

control said drag stripper pins so that they have relative

vertical motion with respect to the lower drag section for

core-stripping purposes.

sired axial curvature and forming one master blade there-

on, taking an impression of one side of the master blade,

indexing the impression about the axis of the hub to the

next corresponding blade position on the other side of the

blade from which the impression was taken, filling the

3,096,548

SPECIAL TECHNIQUE FOR CASTING IMPELLER
BLADE PASSAGES

James V. Altieri, Jr., Hamden, Conn., assignor to United

Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
FUed Dec. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 74,562

5 Clams. (CI. 22—193)

3. The method of making a multiblade cast impeller

which consists in generating a master hub having the de-

X ' : .:• •
.
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space between the impression and said other side of said

blade to form a core of the space between two adjacent

blades, repeating the steps of making an interblade coie

until a core has been provided for each interblade space

of the impeller, and using said cores in a female mold

cavity to cast the impeller.

3,096,549
MARKING OF INGOTS

Jurrianus Schuttevacr, Heemstede, Netherlands, assignor

to Koninklijke Nederlandsche Hoogovens En Staal-

fabrieken N.V., Ijmuiden, Netherlands, a corporation

of the Netherlands
FUed Jan. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 4,489

10 Claims. (CI. 22—200)

1 . A method of mass producing ingots with identifying

configurations comprising the steps of: casting ingots in

identical open molds designed to produce an ingot of a

predetermined configuration when the molds are retained

in a normal position; cooling each of the ingots in the

molds in substantially the same manner: during cooling,

inclining the molds with respect to their normal position

into one of a number of positions each corresponding to

different ingot characteristics to produce ingots of dif-

ferent configurations; and, after cooling, segregating the

ingots according to their different characteristics in de-

pendence upon the configurations thereof.

3,096,550

PROCESS FOR CASTING INGOTS IN A MOLD
CONTAINING SLAG

Andre Greffc, Annecy, Maurice Asselin, Moutiers, and

Francois Grandjacques, Brides-les-Bains, France, as-

signors to Societe d'Electro-Chimie, d'Electro-Metallur-

gie et des Acleries Electriques d'Ugine, Paris, France,

a corporation of France
FUed Oct. 28, 1958, Ser. No. 770,115

Claims priority, application France July 23, 1955

34 CUims. (CI. 22—209)
4. A method of casting metal into a mold containing

a liquid slag to produce an ingot of a given weight which

comprises pouring metal into the slag in l^ie mold, said

slag in the mold being in an amount such that some of

said slag overflows from said mold during pouring said

metal thereinto to produce said ingot of a given weight,

during pouring of the metal into the slag in the mold,

sensing at a predetermined height in the mold a value of

a character of a material in the mold at said predeter-

mined height, at said predetermined height said material

being at different times during metal pouring slag, metal-

slag emulsion and metal, said sensing detecting at said
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predetermined height presence of slag, of metal and of

metal-slag emulsion, said predetermined height defining

that height in the mold to which metal is poured to pro-

duce said ingot of a given weight, being below the top

of the mold and being above the upper surface of metal

during metal pouring and substantially at the upper sur-

face of metal upon completion of metal fx>urmg, said

character having a diflferent value for each of slag, of

c^v^T
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metal, and of metal-slait emulsion, decreasinu the rate of

metal pouring when sensing said character of the material

at the predetermined height indicates a change from that

value corresponding to presence of slag and stopping the

metal pouring when sensing said character of the material

at the predetermined height indicates a value correspond-

ing to presence of metal.

3,096,551
CLIP

Raymond W. Shoberg, 1221 N. 30th St, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Jan. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 82,276
3 Claims. (CI. 24—132)

2. In a clip, two substantially identical clip members,

each comprising an elongated mepiber having a pair of

relatively spaced arcuate bestring elements intermediate

its ends, a pair of relatively spaced arcuate cord receiving

depressions disposed between said bearing elements and

one of said ends and extending transversely across said

member, a pair of relatively spaced upstanding lugs be-

tween said arcuate depressions, and a pair of relatively

spaced projections at the other of said ends, said bearing

elements, lugs and projections being arranged so that

one of each is disposed adjacent one side of said mem-
ber and so that the other of each of said elements, lugs

and projections is disposed on the side of a plane extend-

ing lengthwise of and intermediate the sides of said elon-

gated member opposite that of the first mentioned ele-

ment, lug and projection, each said members having an

arcuate bearing surface between said pair of elements

and an arcuate bearing surface on the side of one of

said elements opposite that of the other and adjacent the

other side of said member in combination with resilient

means biasing said members into operative relationship.

3,096,552
STIRRUP AND ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION

MEANS THEREFOR
John Kreger, Jr., 1040 Lewis, Sheridan, Wyo.

FUed Mar. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 93,052
4 Claims. (CI. 24—166)

1. A stirrup leather comprising, in combination, a first

strap having a free terminal end portion, a cleat having

one end portion thereof superimposed upon and fixed to

an outwardly facing surface of said first strap, the other

end portion of said cleat projecting beyond said terminal

end portion and being provided with a pair of laterally

outwardly projecting studs, each stud having an outer

end circumferentially grooved and providing a head, said

studs being longitudinally spaced apart a predetermined

distance, a second strap complemental to and alignable

with said first strap and having a central row of longi-

tudinally spaced holes for selective connection with and

retention by said studs, said second strap having an end

portion thereof superimposed upon said cleat, said CMie

end portion of said cleat being interposed between op-

posed cooperating surfaces of said straps, said studs pass-

ing removably through and outwardly beyond a selected

pair of the holes in said second strap, and a rigid clip

complemental to said cleat and studs and constituting a

keeper, said clip being superimposed lengthwise u|X>n an

outwardly disposed surface of said second strap and be-

ing provided with a keyhole slot adjacent one end em-
bodying a straight narrow portion and an enlarged end

portion, the width of said straight portion being less than

that of said heads, the width of said enlarged end portion

being substantially the same as that of said heads, one

end of said slot slidingly and rotatably mounting the

grooved headed end of one of said studs, said clip being

also provided with a generally circular hole aligned with

and having releasable snap-on engagem^it with the

grooved headed end of the other one of said studs, said

circular hole being spaced from said keyh<rie slot a dis-

tance such as to locate said one stud along a portion of

said slot remote from said enlarged end portion when
said other stud is in said hole, whereby said clip is main-
tained in position solely by said studs, said second strap

being of a width appreciably greater than the width of

said cleat and also said clip and having its lengthwise

marginal edges projecting beyond the lengthwise edges
of the cleat and functioning, when said edges are grasped
and squeezed with one hand to forcibly bend said edges

toward each other to convexly bulge the median length-

wise portion of said strap against a surface of said clip,

to exert clip-freeing pressure against said clip whereby
to release said hole-equipped end of said clip from en-

gagement with the hole-engaging stud.

3,096^53
GARMENT FASTENER

Chana Gould, 2M Badccr Atc^ MlUburn, NJ.
Filed Aug. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 130^58

4 Claims. (CI. 24—246)
1. A one-piece garment fastener formed of flexible

plastic material comprising an upper end part for secur-

ing to a supporting garment, a body part integral with
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and depending from said upper end part having a cutout

surrounded by side and bottom margin edge portions, a

downwardly directed tongue integral with and flexibly

connected to said body part at the upper end of said cut-

out having side and bottom marginal edge portions over-

lapping said side and marginal edge portions of said body
part, whereby a supported garment is adapted to have a

top marginal edge portion thereof pressed forward

through said cutout to overlie the forward side of said

tongue with portions of the garment interposed be-

tween the overlapped surfaces of said tongue and body
parts, and said tongue having an inverted U-shaped slit

defining an upwardly extending tab for hooking engage-

ment of the upper edge portion of said garment overly-

ing said tongue.

3,096,554
PIPE ANCHOR

Charles F. Johnson, P.O. Box 3127, Houston, Tex.
Filed Mar. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 14,477

16 Claims. (CI. 24—263)

L,V

15. Annular segmented pipe anchoring means having

an axial pipe receiving passage therethrough, said anchor-

ing means comprising means including a plurality of

sharp annular teeth disposed in said passage presenting a

generally cylindrical pipe-gripping surface, means includ-

ing a plurality of annular sharp teeth on the exterior of

said anchoring means presenting a generally conical wedg-

ing surface, each of the flanks of said exterior teeth making

an exterior angle of at least ninety degrees with a line

through the roots of the teeth parallel to the elements of

said generally conical wedging surface, the number of

said wedging surface teeth being no more than of the same

order of magnitude as the number of said pipe gripping

surface teeth to cause ready yielding of the cooperating

surface to be engaged by said wedging surface when said

anchoring means is in use whereby said wedging surface

can move relative to said cooperating surface and cause

said pipe gripping surface to engage and hold a pipe, the

size of said wedging surface teeth being of the same order

of magnitude as said pipe-gripping surface teeth so that

the correlative portions of said cooperating surface formed

after yielding thereof can'support the pipe load.

3,096,555
CLAMP FOR RADIALLY SPLIT RING PALLET
Han-el Gannaway, 3440 N. 27th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed Oct. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 146,113
1 Claim. (CI. 25—1)

A clamp for a radially split ring pallet comprising in

combination:

(fl) radially extending lug portions formed integral
with the ring pallet adjacent the parting line of said
ring pallet,

(h) a straight clamp bolt extending through aligned

clearance holes in said lug portions at right angles to

the plane of split of said ring pallet,

(f) a nut on said bolt adapted to be tightened to

clamp the segments of the ring pallet in abutting con-

tact at split,

(t/) an alignment clamp bolt,

(e) an intermediate tapered portion on said alignment
clamp boll adapted to fit in mating aligned tapered

bores formed in said lugs at right angles to the plane

of split of said ring pallet,

It ii *o

if) a smaller threaded end adjacent the smaller tapered

intermediate portion of said alignment clamp bolt,

(.1,') a larger threaded end adjacent the larger tapered

intermediate portion of said alignment clamp bolt.

(/() a nut on said smaller threaded end engaging a

lug when tightened to draw said alignment bolt into

said tapered bores to align and lock said lugs in

abutting contact at said split,

(/) and a further nut on said larger threaded end en-

gaging an opposite lug when tightened to withdraw
said alignment clamp bolt from said tapered bore so

as to release said lugs from clamped abutting engage-
ment at said split.

3,096,556
CONCRETE PIPE FORMING APPARATUS

Randell C. Woods, 8250 Riverdale, Dearborn, Mich.
Filed June 23, 1961, Ser. No. 119,067

7 Claims. (CI. 25—36)

1. A concrete pipe forming apparatus comprising a gen-

erally cylindrical stationary outer form, a rotary shaft

mounted axially in said outer form, a first forming drum
secured on the lower end portion of said shaft, a sleeve

member coaxially journaled on said shaft above said first

forming drum, a second forming drum mounted on said

sleeve member and being smaller in diameter than said

first-forming drum, means drivingly connected to and ro-
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tating said rotary shaft in one direction, means drivingly

connected to and rotating said sleeve member simulta-

nously in the opposite direction, and an additional form-

ing drum journaled eccentrically on said shaft between

said first forming drum and said second forming drum.

3,096,557

PROCESS FOR HOT-WET CALENDERING FABRICS
Lester Hubert VIessinger, Newark, Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed Jan. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 80,052

12 Claims. (CI. 26—1)

r

chamber to be folded over and crimped due to the pres-

sure of the mass of previously crimped fibers in said

chamber, said feed rolls being adapted to exert pressure

for advancing the mass of crimped fibers along said

chamber to a discharge point, and a plurality of driven

control wheels projecting peripherally into said chamber
and disposed at spaced points along said chamber, s^id

control wheels being connected for independent adjust-

ment as to relative rates of drive.

nWtT FAIMIC
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1. A continuous process for improving the aesthetics of

a fabric containing a preponderance of filaments com-

posed of a synthetic, fiber-forming polymer having a melt-

ing point above about 250° F. which comprises passing

the fabric, which is wet with water, at a speed of at least

about 15 yards per minute, through two confining struc-

tures, heating the fabric and water to a temperature of

from 200 to 10° F. below the softening point of the said

synthetic polymer while maintaining sufficient pressure

between the confining structures to maintain the fabric

in the wet condition as it passes through said structures

and thereafter immediately releasing the pressure from the

fabric to vaporize at least part of the water which leaves

the fabric in all directions to form a multiplicity of ex-

tended protrusions on the surface of individual filaments

in said fabric thereby improving the cover and reducing

the slickness of the fabric.

3,096,558
CRIMPING APPARATUS

Leo W. Rainard, Edgewood Hills, Wilmington, and Ewart
H. Shattuck, Lynntield, Wilmington, Del., assignors to

Joseph Bancroft & Sons Co., Wilmington, Del., a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed Sept. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 841,880

3 Claims. (CI. 28— 1)

1. A stufTer crimper comprising an elongated chamber,

feed rolls disposed to feed fibers into one end of said

3,096,559
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING

TEXTURED FABRICS
Robert J. McNamara, Folsom, Pa., assignor to Joseph

Bancroft & Sons Co., Wilmington, Del., a corporation
of Delaware

Filed Nov. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 154,186
5 Claims. (CI. 28—1)

—.A—*i_j:;__^ ^ "
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1. The method of making a textured fabric which com-
prises feeding a sheet of crimped yarn to a fabricating

station under a tension to substantially remove the crimp,

applying heat to selected parts of said yarn sheet in a

predetermined pattern to produce a permanent straight

set in the heated potfions of the yarns, fabricating said

yarn sheet into a fabric and heat-treating said fabric to

relax the yarns and to restore the crimp to said yarns ex-

cept in the areas of said straight set yarns whereby a

patterned textured effect is obtained.

y. Apparatus for making a textured fabric comprising

a warp beam carrying a set of crimped yarns, means feed-

ing a sheet of said yarns from said beam to a fabricating

machine, a heating shoe positioned along and normally

out of contact with said yarn sheet, a pattern member
adapted to raise selected yarns of said sheet into contact

with said shoe for heating the yarns to permanently set

the yarn in straight form in the heated areas.

3,096,560
PROCESS FOR SYNTHETIC VASCULAR IMPLANTS
William J. Liebig, Martha Road, Harrington Park, NJ.

Filed Nov. 21, 1958, Ser. No. 775,522
3 Claims. (CI. 28—72)

1. TTie process for making prosthetic vascular im-

plants which comprises weaving a tubular blank of multi-

filament syntheic warp and filling yarns, moistening and

passing the woven blank onto a cylindrical heat-expansible

mandrel of full filling diametral size, progressively axially

compressing the blank thereon and simultaneously creat-

ing a longitudinal array of circumferential pleat-forming

crimps of maximum external projective extent less than

a radius of the tube and compacting contiguous crimps
into general touching relation of the radial walls there-

of for forming the blank into an externally micro-crimped

implant tube ot approximately one-fourlh the initial blank
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length, heating the assembly of mandrel-carried micro- said core package to a temperature to cure said resin,

crimped implant in the presence of moisture, cooling said progressively removing the tape from said package to

assembly and removing the mandrel, and drying the re-

sultant tubular implant.

3,096,561
TUFTED PILE FABRIC AND METHOD

Arthur F. McNally, LarchmoDt, N.Y., and WUliam L.

White, Wynnewood, Pa., assigaors to Collins & Aikman
Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Dec. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 859,486

6 Claims. (CI. 28—72)

expose the core and extracting the treated yarn from said

core as it becomes exposed.

3,096,563
NOVEL FABRIC OF IMPROVED COVER AND

REDUCED SLICKNESS
Lester Hubert Messinger, Newark, Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed Jane 18, 1959, Ser. No. 821,127

11 Claims. (CI. 28—78)

1. The method of making a high fluffy tufted pile fab-

ric comprising tufting a loop pile yarn in a backing ma-

terial, separating the fibers of the loops of the pile yams
above the surface of the backing material with minimal

breaking and cutting of said fibers by first subjecting said

yarns to the kneeing action of a tigering roll and then

drawing the separated fibers lengthwise of and partially

out of said pile yarns to form a high fluffy pile surface

by subjecting said yarns to the tigering action of a tiger-

ing roll, intermeshing the separated fibers of the loops

of the pile yarns extending above the backing material

thereb\ locking the pile yarns in the base fabric and

then subjecting the pile surface to the action of a hot

grooved roller and shearing it to form a finished pile

surface.

3,096,562
METHOD OF TREATING FIBERS

Carl J. Russo, Brookside Park, Newark, and Alexander L.

Trifunovic, Wilmington, Del., and Henry A. Sinski,

Alden, Clifton Heights, Pa., assignors to Joseph Ban-

croft & Sons Co., Wilmingtoo, DcL, a corporation of

Delaware
Original application Dec. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 861,001, now

Patent No. 2,997,747, dated Aug. 29, 1961. Divided

and this application Jan. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 83,508

2 Claims. (CI. 28—75)
1. The method of treating cellulosic fibers which com-

prises impregnating said fibers with a thermosetting resin,

partially drying said resin, crimping said fibers to form

a continuous core of crimped fibers, winding said core

together with a pervious tape in successive convolutions

on a pervious support to form a core package, subjecting

1. A fabric containing at least 50% by weight of fila-

ments composed of a man-made non-cellulosic fiber-

forming polymer having a melting point above about 250°

F. at least some of said filaments are located at the fabric

surface and bear a multiplicity of extended protrusions

which project outwardly from the fabric surface, most

of the said extended protrusions of each individual fila-

ment extending outwardly from the side of the filament

for a distance greater than the width of the filament and

said protrusions being smaller in cross section than the

filament at the mid-point of the length of the protrusion.

3,096,564
TURRET LATHE TOOLING

William A. Smith, Peru, Ind., assignor to Logansport
Machine Co., Inc., Logansport, Ind., a corporatioa of

Indiana
Filed Aug. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 50,956

8 Claims. (CI. 29—57)
4. A tool holding unit for use on a rotatable lathe turret

including a guide member adapted to be mounted on one

face of said turret, a tool slide slidably mounted on said

guide member, a pair of cutting tools, means for mounting
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said cutting tools in spaced relation on said slide, and

power means for moving said slide b&ck and forth so that

3,096,5M
LIGHTWEIGHT COMPOSITE SOLE PLATE AND

METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME
Ivar Jepson, Oak Park, III., assignor to Sonbeam Corpo-

ration, Chicago, III., a corporation of Illliiois

Original application Feb. 2, 1953, Scr. No. 334,573, now
Patent No. 2.807,700, dated Sept 24, 1957. Divided
and this application Feb. 19, 1957, Scr. No. 641,169

1 Claim. (CI. 29—155.5)

JL>a

either one or the other of said tools is positioned at a

work station.

3,096,565
METHOD OF USING A SLIDING SURFACE MA-

TERIAL FOR SEALS OR BEARINGS
Joseph F. Cemcss, East Cleveland, and Douglas H.

Strong, Willougbby, Ohio, assignors to CIcvite Corpo-

ration, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Continuation of abandoned application Scr. No. 629,936,

Dec. 21, 1956. This application Apr. 10, 1959, Scr.

No. 805,480
3 Claims. (CL 29—149.5)

1 . The process of making a sliding surface seal or bear-

ing which comprises the step of forming a body of an

alloy consisting essentially of:

Percent

Carbon -87

Silicon _ -25

Manganese -25

Chromium 4.00

Vanadium 1-90

Molybdenum 8.00

Iron Balance

and forming on said body a surface for rubbing engage-

ment with another body.

The method of bonding to a mass of lightweight metal,

a thin sheet of hard, scratchproof metal, which comprises

placing a first thin sheet of said hard metal within a

mold and directly against the bottom of said mold so as

to coyer the entire bottom of said mold, said sheet being

provided with a peripheral portion extending beyond the

limits of the mold cavity thereby to prevent molten mate-

rial from entering the mold cavity beneath said thin sheet,

said first sheet having bonded thereto on the side thereof

opposite the side in engagement with the bottom of said

mold a second sheet of a different material including in-

terlocking members, filling the remainder of said mold

cavity with molten lightweight metal to provide a body

having an upper exposed portion of said lightweight metal

and a lower exposed portion of said hard metal, removing

the contents of said mold cavity and cutting away said

peripheral portion flush with said lightweight metal to

define a smooth surface at the junction between said two

exposed metals.

3,096^7
PROCESS AND COMPOSITION FOR METALLIZING

ALUMINUM WITH ANOTHER METAL
Stuart T. Roas, Costa Men. CaUf., and Henry M. Loch-

mann, Mount Clemens, Mich., awignors to Chrysler
Corporation, Highland Park, Mich., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed Nov. 20, 1959, Sar. No. 854,394
23 Claims. (CL 29^155J)

18. A method of making aluminum foil strip for alter-

nator coils and the like comprising coating sajd strip on at

least one face with a continuous electrical insulating film

of a synthetic resin in a solvent and drying said film,

applying to said dried film in predetermined spaced apart

areas a second coating of a metallic salt selected from the
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group consisting of cuprous chloride and silver chloride

and mixtures thereof suspended in a resinous vehicle con-

sisting essentially of a synthetic resin in a solvent, said

vehicle having the property of softening and commingling

with the resin of said insulating film so as to carry a layer

of metallic salt to the surface of said strip, drying said

metallic salt layer to a substantially non-smudging condi-

tion at a temperature sufficiently low and below the boiling

point of the solvent whereby to inhibit breaking of the

suspension and bubbling of the vehicle, and heating the

strip with its applied material to a temperature below the

melting point of the foil but sufficiently high to volatilize

the resin of said salt layer and effect melting of the salt

and a replacement reaction between the salt and aluminum
metal of the foil to produce a layer of the metal of the

salt over the aluminum metal metanurgically bonded
thereto, soldering electrical terminal wires to said metal-

lized areas, recoating said metallized and soldered areas

with a layer of said insulating resin and severing the strip

into lengths each having a terminal wire at each end.

3,096,568
MANUFACTURE OF LAMINATED CORE

INDUCTORS
Orrick H. Biggs, Beverly, Theodore Wroblewskl, Danvers,

and David R. Dayton, Beverly, Mass., assignors to

Sylvania Electric Products Inc., a corporation of Del-
aware

Original application Oct. 1, 1958, Scr. No. 764,588. Di-

vided and tills application Nov. 2, 1959, Ser. No.
858,008

7 Chdnis. (CI. 29—155.61)

1. For fabricating a laminated core for an electro-

magnetic inductor, a method of manufacturing a [-shaped

laminated member for a core assembly comprising the

steps of: preparing a first three sided, [-shaped, laminate

member by feeding a continuous strip of core material

in a first series of first, second and third measured dis-

tances, bending said material in a substantially 90° angle

in a given direction at the end of said first measured dis-

tance, bending said material in a substantially 90° angle

in the same given direction at the end of said second

measured distance to produce said [-shape, severing said

twice bent member from said strip at the end of said

third measured distance; preparing a second, similar, lami-

nate member by feeding said material in a second series

of first, second and third measured distances each altered

from the corresponding measurement in said first series by

an amount substantially equal to twice the thickness of

said material for said second measured distance and equal

to at least once the thickness of said material for said first

and said third measured distances, similarly bending said

material at the end of the first and second of said measured
distances and severing it at the end of the third in said

second series so that said second laminate will fit to said

first laminate in a stacked array; preparing additional

laminate members by similar feeding, measuring with

progressive alteration in the same direction, bending and
severing operations; and, stacking said laminations so

prepared, one within the confines of another.

3,096,569
METHOD OF MAKING FLUID PUMP STRUCTURES
Ernest E. Cook and Harry J. Sadler, both % Hypro En-
gineering Co., 700 39th Ave. NE., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed June 8, 1959, Ser. No. 818,890
1 CUim. (CI. 29—156.4)

In the production of a self-exhausting leak-proof rotary

shaft seal and bearing bore m a rotary pump casing end
wall member; the method comprising member said casing

wi.h a suction area and an exhaust area and an end wall

closure extending therebetween having a planar annular

inner face surrounding a rotary shaft bore therein; form-
ing during casting a laterally open passageway in said

planar face with the inner end thereof in radially spaced

relation to said rotary shaft bore and its radially outer

end in communication with said suction area; and there-

after counterboring said rotary shaft bore inwardly from
the outer end thereof for an axial distance short of the

planar inner face of said wall and for a radial extent to

provide within said wall a sealing chamber around the

roiary shaft and to intersect the inner end of said passage-

way; whereby to provide a through exhaust passageway
between said counterbored portion of said shaft aperture

and the suction area in said end wall member and thereby

maintain an exhaust action on said sealing chamber.

3,096,570
ASSEMBLING A FLANGE ON A HUB, PARTICU-
LARLY IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PUMP
TURBINES

Maxime Amirault, 32 Avenue Le Notre, Sceaux, France,
and Paul Destoumieux, 16 Avenue Sainte Foy, Neuilly,
Seine, France

Filed May 24, 1960, Ser. No. 31,313
Claims priority, application France June 19, 1959

2 Claims. (CI. 29—156.8)

111^

1. The method of making a pump turbine, including

the steps of forming, from an annular blank, by stamp-
ing and punching, a flange shaped with blading thereon

and having a central bore with internal saw-tooth serra-

tions; forming a hub including a shoulder and a tubular

extension projecting beyond said shoulder and having an
extremity of c>lindrical outer contour the radius of

which is only slightly less thar the flange bore radius, as

measured between the centre of the bore and the tips of

said saw-tooth serrations, and a base, against said

shoulder, reinforced by projecting serrations of identical

profile to those of the central flange bore, engagmg the

flange by its central bore onto said tubular hub extension

until the serrations of the bore engage with those on the

base of the tubular extension and the flange is home
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against the hub shoulder, and crimping the circular edge
of the tubular hub extension against the flange.

3,096,571
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING A

SCREEN OR GRILLE
David Koch, Highland Park, IlL, assignor to Morris

Kurtzon, Inc., Chicago, 111., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Dec. 29, 1958, Ser. No. 783,578
4 Claims. (CI. 29—160)

4. A method of making a color anodized architectural

grille of uniform color comprising: securing a design-

forming templet in a first one of a plurality of successive

overlying positions with respect to an anchored thick

metal plate work piece, said templet having a series of

spaced but contiguous f)erforations occupying a major
share of the area encompassing the design-forming por-
tion of the templet to provide narrow ribs of metal be-

tween said perforations, said perforations forming a repeti-

tive design pattern to be transferred to said metal plate

work piece, the ribs along one side edge of the design pat-

tern on the templet in each position of the latter being
coniinuous with respective ribs along the opposite side

edge of the design pattern in the next successive position

of the templet so that the design patterns in successive

positions of the templet are complementary and so that

the juxtaposition of two such design patterns forms one
overall homogeneous design pattern, passing a milling

tool rotating about an axis at right angles to the plane
of the work piece through each of the design-forming
perforations of the templet and moving the milling tool

along the entire extent of the defining walls thereof and
passing the tool through the work piece to cut and remove
individual pieces of metal corresponding to said perfora-

tions leaving narrow ribs of metal with perforations there-

between to define a first grille design area, then chaaging
the relative position between the anchored work piece

and the templet and securing the latter in a second of said

successive overlying positions with resp)ect to the work
piece to bring the design-forming portion of the templet
in continuous adjacent juxtaposed relation to the de-
sign area just cut in said workpiece, then repeating

said cutting operation by passing the milling tool again.,

through the templet perforations and the work piece,

moving the tool along the entire extent of the defining

walls of the templet perforations, to form a second grille

design area having ribs along one edge continuous with
the respective ribs along the corresponding adjacent edge
of said first grille design area and thereby to form an
overall homogeneous design pattern, and then color
anodizing the completed work piece to form a grille with

a metallic appearance and with the same intensity of color

throughout.

3,096,572
PIPE JOINT FABRICATING TOOL

Wayne A. Simmons, Lindale, Tex., assignor to Tyler Pipe
and Foundry Company, Tyler, Tex., a corporation of
Texas

Filed July 24, 1961, Ser. No. 126,178
3 Claims. (CI. 29—237)

1. A device for assembling pipes having bell and spigot

type joints comprising, first and second spaced apart
yokes disposed in approximate parallelism to and in axial

alignment with each other and having slot-ways therein

respectively opening in the same lateral direction, the

slot-way of the first yoke being of a size to receive a

pipe and abut against the bell end thereon, the slot-way

of the second yoke being of a size to receive a pipe ad-

jacent its spigot end, an operating lever having a bifur-

cated end providing parallel arms which are disposed over
the first yoke with the opening between said arms facing

in the same lateral direction as the opening of said yokes,

said arms being pivoted to the extremities of said first

yoke respectively on a single pivotal axis transverse to

the axis of a pipe received in the slot-ways, pipe grip>-

ping members each having a pipe gripping end and an
end remote therefrom and being pivotally mounted in-

termediate their ends on the second yoke on each side of

Its slot-way with their pivotal axes approximately parallel

to one another and transverse to the axis of said second
yoke for rotation into and out of pipe engaging positions

of said gripping ends with respect to a pipe positioned

in the slot-way of said second yoke, and linkage means
disposed on opposite sides of said slot-ways and pivoted

respectively to each arm of the lever on a single axis

parallel to the pivotal axis of the connection of said lever

to said first yoke and spaced therefrom, said linkage

means being also connected with the ends of the pipe

gripping members remote from their pipe engaging ends
whereby displacement of the operating lever in one direc-

tion initially pivots the pipe gripping members into pipe

engaging positions and then pulls the second yoke to-

ward the first yoke while displacement of the lever in

an opposite direction initially pivots the pipe gripping

members out of pipe engaging positions and releases the

second yoke to permit it to be moved away from the first

yoke.

3,096,573
APPARATUS FOR REPAIRING A SEAL

Thomas W. Connors, Sr., Sturgis, and Howard J. Blonde,
White Pigeon Township, St. Joseph County, Mich.;
said Connors assignor to said Blende

Filed Dec. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 74,986
5 Claims. (CI. 29—238)

I. An apparatus for decreasing the tolerance between
an elongated, relatively compressible sealing means and
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an adjacent surface, said sealing means being disposed

within, and having one side projecting substantially

throughout its length from, a channel-shaped groove, the

combination comprising:

an elongated, thin and relatively incompressible and

noncxtensible element of substantially uniform thick-

ness throughout its length, said element being of no
greater width and length than the width and length

of the sealing means;

an elongated guide member having a first lengthwise

opening therethrough, said first opening being of

cross-sectional size and shape similar to and no

greater than the cross-sectional size and shape of said

elongated element, said guide member being adapted

for slidably and snugly receiving into the said first

opening, said elongated, thin and relatively incom-

pressible element, and said first opening being

adapted to guide movement of said element;

a second lengthwise opening through said elongated

guide member, said second opening communicating

with the first opening throughout the length there-

of; and
a substantially rigid, elongated driving member snugly

and slidably receivable into said second opening,

part of said driving member extending into a portion

of said first opening for engagement with one end

of said element for urging said element through said

first opening and endwise into the groove between

the bottom thereof and the adjacent side of said

sealing means, whereby said sealing means is urged

sidewardly out of said groove and toward said sur-

face.

3,096^74
COIL TIE SPACER CONE AND PULLING DEVICE
FOR THE REMOVAL THEREOF FROM CON-
CRETE INSTALLATIONS

Bror Hlllbcrg, Franklin Park, TIL, asBignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Superior Concrete Accessories, Inc., a

corporation of Delaware
FUed Aog. 30, 1957, Ser. No. 681,359

7Clainis. (CL 29—263)

series of right hand threads are threadedly received on

the free closely wound convolutions of a hollow coil tie

embedded in said mass, said cone puller device compris-

ing an elongated pull rod having a torque applying handle

at one end thereof, the other end of said pull rod being

formed with a series of threads for mating engagement

wi h said series of left hand threads, and means on said

pull rod providing a shoulder to limit the extent of

threaded reception of the pull rod by said series of left

hand threads, whereby upon continued turning move-
ment of the pull rod after complete mating engagement
with said series of left hand threads, the spacer member
will be turned bodily with the pull rod to initially loosen

the same from the surrounding concrete and to there-

after cause the same to become unthreaded from said

coil tie.

3,096,575
METHOD FOR ORIENTING CYLINDRICAL OB-
JECTS AND SECURING THE SAME TOGETHER
Thomas L. Cook, San Francisco, Calif., assignor of one-

third each to Kenneth H. Norberg, Tiburon, Calif.,

Warren V. Glass, Sausalito, Calif., and Leo Tellefscn,

El Cerrito, Calif.

Filed May 25, 1959, Ser. No. 815,570
8 Claims. (CI. 29—407)

1. The combination with a frusto-conical spacer mem-
ber having a central bore extending axially therethrough,

the end of the bore adjacent the small base of the cone

frustum being provided with a first series of internal right

hand threads, another portion of the bore adjacent the

large base of the cone frustum being formed with a

series of left hand threads, of a cone puller device for

extracting said spacer member from a position of em-

bedment in a mass ot hardened concrete wherein said

1. A method of orienting and securing cylindrical

metal containers having a generally non-conductive cov-

ering over a major extent of its periphery with bare metal

at another portion of its periphery, which consists of

moving said containers along a defined path and discharg-

ing the same in end up relation at the end of said path,

effecting a rotation of said containers about their axis

during said movement, applying a sensing element to the

periphery of each container during rotation thereof to

sense the appearance of said bare metal, and utilizing

the sensing of said bare metal to halt further container

rotation whereby all containers will be discharged with the

bare metal portion in the same relative position, and
then substantially simultaneously securing upper and lower

end portions of at least two adjacent containers together.

3,096,576
FABRICATION OF BODIES HAVING COMPOUND

CURVATURE
Arthur R. Parilla, 34 Crestview Road,

Mountain Ijikes, NJ.
Filed Sept. 24, 1958, Ser. No. 763,114

17 Claims. (CI. 29—421)
1. The method for forming a desired thin-walled body

of compound curvature from a fiat body of hard-to-work

thin sheet metal, which method comprises: deforming

said flat sheet metal body into a curved preform body
approximately the shape of the desired body of com-
pound curvature and having a curvature in only one of
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at least two sets of transverse parallel planes; inserting 3,096,578

said preform body into a die having a shaped curved sur- METHOD OF CASTING BRAKE SHOE TO LINING
face corresponding to the shape of the desired body of ^s*' S. Sample, Danville, III. uB^or to Duff-Norton

compound curvature, sealing the joint between said pre-
^^^^ FeT?6?W59?U^o 793.468

form body and said die; and then deforming said curved ^ Claims. (CL 29 527)

preform body into the desired thin-walled body of com-
pound curvature, by expanding by fluid pressure said

curved preform body in the set of planes of its original

curvature only, to impart curvature in said curved pre-

form body in the other of said sets, until said body con-

forms to said shaped curved surface.

3,096,577
METHOD OF MAKING ALUMINUM CLAD

COPPER WIRE
Charles L. Carlson, Irwin, and Stanley A. Rosecrans,

Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Cor-

poration, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Penn-

sylvania
Original application Jan. 12, 1956, Ser. No. 558,699, now

Patent No. 2,947,069, dated Aug. 2. 1960. Divided

and this application June 9, 1960, Ser. No. 35,031
5 Claims. (CI. 29—473.3)

1. In the process of producing a ductile and flexible

compxjsite elongated member, comprising a copper core

and an aluminum sheath bonded to the exterior surface

of the copper core, the steps comprising applying a thin

imperforate layer of silver of a thickness of at least 0.005

inch to the exterior surface of a copper body, the thick-

ness of the silver layer being from 1% to 12% of the

diameter of the copper body, applying an aluminum

sleeve about the copper body, the cross-section of the

aluminum sleeve being at least 5% of the cross-section

of thc> copper body, the copper body having a larger

cross-sectional area than the sleeve, initially working the

assembly of the aluminum sleeve and copper body to

reduce the cross section of the aluminum-sleeved assem-

bly to a value less than the cross-sectional area of l/.e

copper body alone whereby the aluminum sleeve is drawn

into close and intimate contact with the silver layer, there-

after cold drawing the initially worked assembly through

at least one die such that the drawn cross section of the

aluminum clad assembly is substantially less than the

cross section of the copper core portion alone before pas-

sage t rough the die, the drawing producing a metallurgi-

cally bonded aluminum sheathed elongated copper core

member with an imperforate interposed layer of silver.

1. The method of casting a brake shoe to, and radially

to one side of, a semi-circular lining, comprising the steps

of forming radially spaced and oriented pockets extend-

ing from one side partially through the lining, spraying

die release in a pressure casting die adapted to receive

the lining and form the brake shoe contiguous to the

lining, placing the lining in the pressure casting die, pre-

heating the die to a temperature within the range of 600°

F. to 700° F., forcing molten metal into the brake shoe

forming portion of the die contiguous to said one side

of the lining at a pressure approximating 1000 p.s.i., main-

taining the pressure from 10 to 15 seconds, opening the

die after pressure is released and the molten metal flow

cut off and removing the cast shoe and integral lining

therefrom.

3,096,579
PROCESS OF PRODUCING EXTRUDED ARTICLES
Gustav M. Waller, Geneva, lU., assignor to Burgess-

Norton Mfg. Co., a corporation of Illinois

Original application Apr. 15, 1959, Ser. No. 806,534.
Divided and this application Sept 11, 1959, Ser. No.
843,610

2 Claims. (CI. 29—534)

1. A method of cold extruding metal blanks includ-

ing the steps of confining the outer surface of the blank,

applying axial pressure to one end of the confined blank

with a punch smaller in cross section than the blank end
while supporting the opposite end of the blank with a

similar stationary punch whereby the blank extrudes

axially along the first punch, limiting the extent of said

extrusion, applying axial pressure externally concentric to

and in the same direction as said first punch, whereby the

opposite end of said blank extrudes axially along the

stationary punch, limiting the extrusion in the second
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direction, and then ejecting the extruded blank from the

zone of confinement while delaying the start of the next

cycle a period of time consistent with the length of the

finished slug in order to complete its ejection.

3,096,580
CAN OPENER

Ivan E. Cox, 4740 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
Filed Aug. 3, 1959, Ser. No. 831,303

1 Claim. (CI. 30—6.1)

iC^*

A can opener comprising a pair of rigid metal mem-;

bcrs, one of said metal members having straight parallel

end portions and an intermediate shank portion, a punch-

ing prong mounted adjacent the extremity of one of said

end portions, said shank portion being of greater length

than the end portion having said prong mounted thereon

and extending at an oblique angle to said parallel end

portions, and the other of said metal members having a

straight end portion secured in face to face engagement to

the other straight end portion to provide a handle for said

opener, an intermediate shank portion conforming to said

shank portion of said first mentioned metal member and
secured thereto in face to face relation, and an arcuate end
portion terminating in a sharp point to provide a punch
extending from the end of said straight end portion hav-

ing said punching prong thereon that is adjacent said

shank portion of said first mentioned metal member in

divergent relation to said last mentioned straight end por-

tion, said arcuate portion being shorter than said straight

end portion diverging therefrom, said other metal mem-
ber having a bead engaging finger thereon at the junction

of said arcuate end portion and said shank portion.

3,096,581
METAL SHEARS

Antti Aapro, Downsvicw, Ontario, Canada (% Canadian
Research & DevclopiaKnt Foundation, 1434 Queen
St. W., Toronto 3, Ontario, Canada)

FUed Mar. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 94,553
2 Claims. (CL 30—261)

1 . A metal shearing tool comprising in combination an
upper blade and a lower blade, said upper blade having a
cutting edge disposed in the vertical plane, the remaining
portion of said upper blade being disposed upwardly and
outwardly of said cutting edge, said lower blade having a

cutting edge disposed in the horizontal plane, the remain-
ing ]}ortion of said lower blade being disposed outwardly
from said cutting edge, said upper blade and said lower
blade being pivotally secured together, said pivot being

positioned substantially above the cutting line formed by
said upper blade and said lower blade, said cutting edge of
said upper blade being formed rearwardly and terminating

substaiitially below said pivot point, an upper handle mem-
ber secured to said lower blade, a lower handle member
secured to sai^ upper blade, said upper handle member
and said lower handle member lying substantially above
said cutting line and dual-position spring loaded ram
means selectively adjustable to effect either opening or

closing of said blades.

3,096,582
CHEESE CUTTER

WiUiam F. MueUer, 5405 Aura Ave., Tarzana, Calif.
FUed Atag. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 130,628

3 Claims. (CI. 31—23)

2. A frame member, said member having an opening
formed therein extending through the thickness thereof,

a cutting wire extending through said opening, and a

retainer plug force-fitted in said opening, said plug being

formed of material softer than the material of said mem-
ber and being compressed sufficiently to cause said plug

to flow around said member and completely fill said open-
ing, said plug being flush with the side surfaces of said

member.

3,096,583
FOOD PRODUCT SLICING MACHINE

Robert L. Nevin, New Yori^ N.Y., assignor to Helm
Machine Products, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation
of New York

Filed Oct. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 233,045
6 Claims. (CL 31—25)

1. In a device of the character described, a base, a

table, means securing said table on said base, a cutter
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head consisting of a frame having a multiplicity of wires

arranged in a common plane and extending in one direc-

tion across said frame, means for moving said head for

engagement of said wires through a loaf of food product

supported on said table, said means including a rack

prvotally connected with said head and carried by said

base foiT guided reciprocatory movement, rotatable drive

means operativcly connected with said rack for moving

said head downwardly with the turning of the drive means

in one direction, and means carried by said head and

base disposing said head and wires in angular relation

with reference to the food product and effecting swing-

ing of the head in continuously changing angular rela-

tion of the wires through the food product supported on

said table with the downward movement of the head.

3,096,584
UNILATERAL ORTHODONTIC DEVICE FOR

REPOSITIONING A MOLAR TOOTH
Harry Aaron Traiger, 3206 Fairfield Ave.,

New York 63, N.Y,
FUed Mar. 31, 1959, S«r. No. 803,137

7 Claims. (Ci. 32^14)

al portion of the clamping arm and extending longitudi-

nally beyond the point where the clamping arm is at-

uched to the base; a pair of forks, one on each side of

the ridge, each fork including a pair of tines, the tines

bemg formed by turned-down ends of the clamping arm
and lever means, said forks being mounted on said arm at

a distance from the point at which the arm is mounted

to the base, said forks being adapted to be moved toward

and away from said base, and overhanging the base,

whereby the larger end of the wedge can be placed against

the backing wall with one side resUng on the base on one

side of said ridge and a dihedral edge facing one of the

forks, and the said fork can be moved toward the dihedral

edge so that its tines embrace the sides of the dihedral

angle forming the edge, thereby holding the wedge in the

tool, with the point of the wedge projecting from the

tool away from the respective backing wall.

1. An intra oral total traction orthodontic device for

correcting malpositioncd teeth, said device comprising an

elongated substantially rigid channeled retention body fit-

table with its base upon the top surfaces of a grouping of

natural anchor teeth lengthwise thereof, a substantially

rigid mounting member extending from one end of said

retention body substantially in alignment therewith, said

mounting member having two brackets extending from the

side walls of said retention body to straddle the flanks of

at least one malpositioncd tooth without contact therewith,

attachment means on said mounting member, and an elas-

tic ligature releasably attachable to said attachment means,

said ligature being placeable upon the malpositioncd tooth

to exert traction upon the same towards the point of at-

tachment of the ligature on the mounting member.

3,096,585
TOOL FOR INSERTING DENTAL WEDGFii

Ctiaries R. Doclium, 424 Alta Pine Drive, Altadena, Calif.

Filed June 5, 1961, Ser. No. 114,880

1 Claim. (CI. 32—40)

A tool for inserting the point of a triangular pyramidal

wedge between teeth comprising: a base having a longi-

tudinal axis; a longitudinally extending ridge rising from

the base at a central portion thereof; a longitudinally ex-

tending backing wall on each side of the ridge, a clamp-

ing arm mounted to the base comprising a flat spring blade

attached to the base with a free end biased toward the

base; lever means for moving the said end away from the

base comprising an elongated member attached to a medi-

3,096,586
LAYOUT GAUGE

William R. Albri«ht and Henry F. Szczepanski, both of

332 Main St., Lander, Wyo.
FUed Mar. 25, 1955, Scr. No. 496,781

3 Claims. (CI. 33—26)

r . •« •* "^ "* s/i "Its ftyt^

1 . A layout gauge for textiles comprising first and sec-

ond members, said first member including a disc-like por-

tion and an elongated arm integrally secured thereto, said

arm extending out beyond the periphery of the disc-like

portion and including a first straight edge parallel to and

ofTset from a diameter on said disc-like portion by the

thickness of a scribing tool, said second member includ-

ing at least an arm, said arm of said second member
pivotally connected to the center of said disc-like portion

and including a second straight edge on the opposite side

of said diameter when opened parallel to and offset from

said diameter by the thickness of a scribing tool, said

second member having a plurality of scribing point open-

ings extending along its length so that the gauge can func-

tion as a compass in drawing circular arcs of varying

radii, indicia on one surface of said first and second

members whereby said gauge can be used interchangeably

as a ruler, a compass, or a divider, frictional means on

at least the greater part of the opposite surface of said

one member for establishing a gripping relationship with

the textile material, and frictional means on the lesser

part of the opposite surface of the second member
whereby said second member can be pivoted over the

surface of said textile material without snagging while

said first member is in gripping engagement therewith,

or in cooperation with said first member functioning as

a straight edge when a small amount of pressure is

exerted on said second member to force its frictional

means into engagement with said textile material.

3,096,587
SKETCHING DEVICE

Emil J. Kenney, Middlcburg Heights, Ohio, assignor to

The Craftint Manufacturing Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Aug. 3, 1960, Scr. No. 47,264

6 Claims. (CI. 33—64)
1. A sketching device comprising a rectangular trun-

cated pyramidal viewing frame, a transparent rectangular

base grid therefor, a transparent finder grid slideably

anfbunted on said base grid, a transparent rectangular
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aligning grid interposed in said viewing frame between and lower surfaces, said disk having a height not less

than the maximum diameter of the gages to be carried

thereby, said disk being provided with a segmental slot

forming spaced opposed walls, bores extending radially

through said disk at an acute angle with each other and

said base grid and the vertex of said truncated pyramidal

'1 U-

viewing frame, and a positioning support for said viewing

frame.

3,096,588
MASONRY GUIDE APPARATUS

Paul R. Cook, 1705 Belmont Ave., Apt. 601,
Seattle. Wash.

Filed June 22. 1959, Ser. No. 822,063
1 Claim. (CI. 33—85)

providing in said opposed walls spaced opposed chan-

nels configured to receive said gages, said disk being

formed of a resiliently flexible material, and ciamping

means for releasably clamping said channels on said

gages.

3,096,590
METHOD OF MEASURING THE UNIFORMITY

OF GEARINGS
Karel Stepanek, Prague, Czechoslovakia, assignor, by

mesne assignments, to W. E. Sykes Limited, Manor
Works, Staines, Great Britain

Filed Oct. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 846,114
2 Claims. (CI. 33—179.5)

.'->

,MWtf «vr>« Mf^s

^ .MM*<Mrr'<- ^^^*

^4i.

In guide apparatus for use in laying brick walls, a

standard having telescopically associated outer and inner

members adapted to be located in upright position ad-

jacent a wall to be laid, guide line holding means sleeved

on said outer member, and a movable collar mounted on

said inner member, said collar corresponding in cross-

section to said outer telescoping member and having an

axial length no greater than that of said line holding

means, a set screw, said collar and line holding means

having radial holes therethrough arranged to register and

receive said set screw when said guide line holding means

is sleeved on said collar, whereby said guide line holding

means can be selectively locked by said set screw any-

where along the length of said standard in concentric

relationship thereto.

3,096,589
GAGE HANDLE

Sydney H. Chaffee, Greenfield, Mass., assignor to United-

Greenfield Corporation, Chicago, III., a corporation (rf

Delaware
Filed July 10, 1961, Ser. No. 122,806

2 Claims. (CI. 33—178)
1. Handle for receiving reversible plug type gages com-

prising a disk having generally planar, parallel upper

' 1. In an arrangement for measuring the precision of -a

gear train, in combination, a gear train having an input

shaft and an output shaft; means for rotating one of said

shafts; a first magnetic record of a periodic signal; means

for moving said record; a stationary first magnetic head

arranged for reading said record when said record is

moved; a second magnetic head connected to one of said

shafts for reading movement therewith relative to said

record; mixer means connected to said magnetic heads

for producing a first output signal responsive to the fre-

quency difference of the readings of said heads; a magnetic

record carrier; means for releasably connecting said car-

rier to the other one of said shafts for joint movement

therewith; means for producing a second magnetic record

on said carrier responsive to said output signal; rcleasable

motor means for moving said carrier when released from

said other shaft; a stationary third magnetic head arranged

for reading said second magnetic record when the same

is moved by said releasable motor means; a fourth mag-

netic head; means for connecting said fourth head to

said other shaft for reading movement therewith relative

to said second record; mixer means connected to said

third and fourth magnetic heads for producing a second

output signal responsive to the frequency difference of the

readings of said third and fourth heads; and means for

comparing said output signals.

3,096,591
RADIO FREQUENCY LEVELING DEVICE

Edward F. Higgins, Jr., and Daniel H. Larson, Parsip-
pany-Troy Hills Township, Morris County, NJ., assign-

ors, by mesne assignments, to the United States of
America as represented by the Secretary of the Army

Filed June 29, 1960, Ser. No. 39,750
2 Claims. (CI. 33—206)

1. A leveling system comprising: a spirit level hav-

ing a gaseous bubble floating in a dielectric liquid; a
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first common electrode attached to one side of said level;

a second electrode and a third electrode attached to the

opposite side of said level, said common electrode and

said second electrode forming a first capacitor, said com-

mon electrode and said third electrode forming a second

capacitor, the electrodes of said capacitors being diflFer-

entially dielectrically coupled by the bubble of said spirit

level wherein a movement of said bubble in a first direc-

tion produces an increase in the capacitance of said first

capacitor and a decrease in the capacitance of said sec-

ond capacitor and a movement of said bubble in the op-

posite direction produces a decrease in the capacitance of

said first capacitor and an increase in the capacitance of

said second capacitor; detection means coupled to said

capacitor to detect the difference in capacitance of said

capacitors, said detection means having a radio frequency

signal source, first and second inductors each having a

reactance of a magnitude approximately equal to that of

one of said capacitors at the source frequency, means for

connecting said first inductor and said first capacitor in

series with said radio frequency signal source, means
for connecting said second inductor and said second ca-

pacitor in series with said radio frequency signal source

and in parallel with said first inductor and said first ca-

pacitor, a measuring circuit, having one end connected
to said first capacitor and said first inductor, and the

other end to said second capacitor and said second in-

ductor.

3,096,592
EDUCATIONAL TESTING DEVICE

Donald H. Schuster, 548 Forest Drive SE^
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,833
7 Claims. (CI. 35—9)

/
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3,096,598
Bl'BBIE-FORMING FISHING LURE

Joseph II. Smolen, 41450 Fret Road, Belleville, Mich.

Filea May 2, 1960, Ser. No. 26,270
1 Claim. (CI. 43—42.06)

—

^

A readily repressurable bubble forming fishing lure

fi)r sk>vvly emitting gas to form fish luring bubbles com-
prising a hollovs rigid body having fishing line and fish

hook connecting means secured thereon and having an

opening at one portion of its peripheral extent, a charging

and discharging valve assembly within said body at said

opening, said valve assembly comprising a valve cham-

ber, a valve seat, and a valve within s^iid chamber, said

valve being axiaily movable toward and away from a

closed posi ion on said valve seat, said valve having an

end portion extending through the opening in said body,

a collar on the exterior surface of said valve chamber and

extending through the opening in said body, said end por-

tion of said valve extending through said collar, said valve

being yieldably biased into its closed position and being

movable into open position by axial pressure on its end

portion, and a cap rotatably cammed on said collar, said

cap having an aperture therein and having an internal

spider, said spider being arranged to apply pressure to said

valve end portion when said cap is rotated on said collar,

said collar being externally threaded while said cap is in-

ternally threaded to mate with the threiids on said collar,

said cap being constructed to vary its pressure on the valve

end portion in accordance with the threadedly adjustable

position of said cap on said collar, said cap being tem-

porarily removable to permit access of a charging conduit

to the valve.

3,096,599
REMOVABLE FISHING SINKER

Charles Baron, 34 Rue Trevet, Aubervilliers, France
Filed July 3, 1958, Ser. No. 746,552

Claims priority, application France July 6, 1957

1 Claim. (CI. 43—44.9)

XIa ' XIa
A fishing line sinker for easy connection on and re-

moval from a fishing line, said sinker comprising a heavy

body member having a central bore of substantially

conical configuration provided throughout the length

thereof and a lateral slot extending along the entire

length thereof, said lateral slot opening into said central

bore to allow said body member to be placed over as well

as removed from said fishing line laterally thereof, and
a light sleeve member having a substantially conical

configuration complementary to that of the conical con-

figuration of said central bore so that said sleeve mem-
ber makes a friction fit along the entire length of said

central bore when di<»poscd therewithin, said sleeve mem-
ber having a central longitudinal opening therethrough

and a longitudinal slot extending the full length thereof,

said longitudinal slot communicating with said longi-

tudinal opening and both having a diameter greater than

said fishing line so that said sleeve member can be

placed over as well as removed from said fishing line

laterally thereof, said sleeve member including a longi-

tudinal rib disposed along the entire length of the outer

surface of said sleeve member and being angularly dis-

placed in relation to said longitudinal slot of said sleeve

member, said longitudinal rib having the same diameter

throughout its disposition along said sleeve member, said

longitudinal rib entering said lateral slot of said body
member when said sleeve member is placed in said central

bore to prevent any angular displacement of said sleeve

member therein as well as to provide substantially uni-

form engagement therealong, said sleeve member includ-

ing a base portion, said body member and sleeve mem-
ber being mounted on said fishing line so that said base

portion of said sleeve member is directed towards the

end of the fishing line to which a fishing hook is connected.

3,096,600
FISH SORTING METHOD

Val M. Gwyther, 4686 W. Sth Ave., Vancouver 8,

British Columbia, Canada
Filed Oct. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 62,420

6 Claims. (CI. 43—100)

4v::
^:i.^

t±^

1 . The method of removing all' fish except a desired

species from a river during migration upstream past an

obstruction which method comprises: guiding the fish

from the downstream side of the obstruction into a

water-filled structure, moving a first screen along the

structure towards a second screen to reduce the volume
of water containing the fish, to separate some of the fish

below a predetermined size from the remainder of the

fish and to collect the remainder of the fish above a lift-

ing tray, raising the lifting tray until the fish therein are

accessible from the exterior of the structure, hand se-

lecting the desired species from the fish in the lifting tray

for transfer to another part of the structure and trans-

porting the desired species in the other part of the struc-

ture back to the river on the upstream side of the ob-

struction.

3,096,601
MOUNTING PROCESS FOR A LINING PANEL, IN

PARTICULAR FOR VEHICLES
Edmond Henry-Biabaud, Paris, France, assignor to

Societe Anonyme Andre Citroen, Paris, France
Filed Sept. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 136,857

1 Claim. (CI. 45—138)
A device cooperative with the inner wall of a vehicle

for securing an upholstery panel against said inner wall
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of the vehicle, said inner wall having struck-out fixation

lugs, said lugs being bent inwardly, said device consisting

of a section of flexible resilient material of channel cross-

section .idapted to fit resiliently over the panel edge and

formed with an extension fitting between said wall and

said lugs formed in said wall.

3,096,602
PACKAGING METHOD

Frederick C. Newmaker, Jr., Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to

The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a cor-

poration of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 164,590

4 Claims. (CI. 53—22)
1. In the method for packaging articles comprising

positioning an article to be packaged upon an air perme-

able paperboard base, bringing into contact with said

article and said base a heated film of a non-aromatic

oletin polvmer, drawing said film into skin-like relation-

ship with said article by applying a suction to the side of

said base opposite that on which said article is positioned,

and subsequently cooling the package so-formed, the im-

provement comprising, prior to bringing into contact said

article and said base with said heated film, providing said

film with an at least partially oxidized surface, and ap-

plying over said oxidized surface between aKnit 5 and

about 100 grams per thousand square feed of film surface

of a pol\alk\ Icneimine comprised of alkylene units con-

taining from 2 to about 4 carbon atoms, said oxidi/cd

surface having applied thereover the polyalkvleneiminc

being the surface that is brought into contact with said

article and said base.

3,096,603
Al TOMATIC COl NTING MACHINE FOR SCREWS,

NAIIii AND SIMILAR ARTICLES
Paolo Chiaia, % Ing. A. Giambrocono,

Via Durini 4, Milan, Italy

Filed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,569

9 Claims. (CI. 53—78)

connecting said counting device with said coupling means
so that said counting device is tcmporanlv coupled with

said drive through said coupling means as the article

impinges said coupling means in such a manner that SS^d

counting device is actuated wheneser a transported article

engages one of said coupling means.

3.096.604
ROW CROP HARV ESTING APPARATUS

Slade Hale Baker and Rollo John Baker, Jr., Akron.
Iowa, and Thomas Robert Burnight, 2221 Essex Road,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,876
15 Claims. (CI. 56—18)

f .^/'4fJ

1. A harvester for use with row crop>s of the type

ha\ing the fruit supported at an elevated position on the

stalk, comprising a mobile supporting structure to mo\e
along the ground, a harvesting unit on the structure and
including crop and stalk supporting and guiding means
above the ground surface and defining a fore-and-aft stalk-

way With an open stalk-receiving forward end. means
spaced rearwardly from said forward end for engaging the

stalks in the stalkway and harvesting the fruit, said unit

including a pair of elongate and continuous con\e\ors

respectively disposed on opposite sides of the stalkway.

each of said conveyors having a gathering leg extending

and traveling transversely of and inwardly to the stalk-

way in closely spaced relation with the ground surface,

each of said gathering legs being disposed forwardly of

the foremost portion of said supporting and guiding means,

supporting means on the har\esting unit and spaced rear-

wardly of the gathering legs of said con\e\ors thereby

lea\ing the front of the harvesting unit iree of structure

forwardly of the gathering legs and thereby causing the

gathering legs of the conveyors to first engage the crops

as the harvester moves along the crop row, and means

foi driving said conveyors.

3,096,605
COMBINE HARVESTER

Reinhold Claas, 64 August-Claas-Strasse,
Harsewinkel, Westphalia, Germany
Filed Oct. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 64,949

Claims prioritv, application Germany Oct. 27, 1959
3 Claims. (CI. 56—23)

1. An automatic machine for counting screws and sim-

ilar articles comprising a rotatable drum with a series

of peripherally spaced indents, each receiving only one

article, a drive for rotating said drum, stationary dis-

charge means for removing each article from the respec-

tive indent after said drum has rotated through an angle

and for discharging the removed article towards an out-

let, coupling means interposed in the arcuate path of

the article transported by said rotatable drum so that a 1. In a combine harvester, in combination, a cutter

temporary driving connection between said drum and said platform adapted to receive the material which is worked

coupling means is established, a counting device to on by the harvester and having a bottom wall and a

count the articles transported by said drum, and means pair of side walls; a rotary auger located over and adja-

792 O.G.— :.i2
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cent said bottom wail and being mounted in said side walls

turnable about a fixed axis substantially parallel to the

bottom wall for feeding material received by said cutter

platform; and yieldable means between said auger and

said bottom wall and including deformable wall means
movably attached along one edge thereof to said bottom

wall and slidably abutting along an opposite edge thereof

against said bottom wall while being spaced between

said edges from said bottom wall and forming with por-

tions of the latter outside said edges a continuous surface

over which the material may be fed by said auger, said

yieldable means including further spring means engaging

said deformable wall means for yieldably maintaining the

latter in a predetermined position with respect to said

auger.

3,096,606

GROUND ENGAGING SUPPORT FOR GROUND
TRAVERSING MACHINES

Hugh R. Weir, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Toro Man-
ufacturing Corporation, Minneapolis, Minn., a corpora-

tion of Minnesota
Filed May 12, 1961, Ser. No. 112,159

9 Claims. (CI. 56—26)

1. A ground .engaging support for ground traversing

machines comprising,

a frame adapted to be connected to such a machine in

supporting relation,

a pair of laterally spaced apart elongate shoes mounted
at opposite sides of the frame to engage the ground

and at least partially support said frame thereabove,

means pivotally connecting the intermediate portions

of each shoe to its associated side of the frame for

permitting pivotal movement of the shoes about an

axis extending transversely of the machine and orient-

ing said shoes to extend longitudinally in the direc-

tion of movement of the machine,

a ground engaging roller extending between said shoes,

means interconnecting opposite ends of the roller with

the rear end portions of said shoes to permit re-

volving movement of the roller about its longitudinal

axis, '

said last-mentioned interconnecting means also defin-

ing a pivotal connection between each shoe and one

end of said roller to permit relative pivotal move-

ment of the roller with respect to each shoe about a

horizontal axis extending substantially parallel to the

longitudinal axis of the shoe,

and resilient means interconnecting said frame and

said roller and urging said roller downwardly to

thereby cause the major portion of the weight of

said frame and machine to be borne by the roller.

3,096,607
COTTON PICKING SPINDLE

Albert J. Scboltes, 714 Ohio Ave., Corpus Christi, Tex.

Filed Nov. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 149,987
4 Claims. (CI. 56—50)

I. A spindle for cotton pickers comprising

(a) a substantially solid body having

(b) a longitudinal slot open through the outer surface,

(( ) stop members at least partially crosswise of the

slots at spaced longitudinal intervals,

((J) closely spaced barb units in the slot comprising
(e) anchor portions affixed to the spindle at inner por-

tions of the slot.

(/) spring portions having forward sections abutted
beneath the stops and

ig) rearward spring sections extending downwardly
and rearwardly from the i^ar ends of the forward
spring jections to the forward ends of the anchor
portions, said anchor portions and at least parts of
said rearward spring sections underlapping forward
spring sections of next rearward barb units, and

(h) barbs outstanding from the front ends of the for-

ward spring sections forwardly of the stop members.

3,096,608
SAFETY BLADE ASSEMBLY FOR ROTARY

MOWERS
Tom R. Williamson, 813 W. Bolt St., Fort Worth, Tex.

Filed June 15, 1962, Ser. No. 202,875
2 Claims. (CI. 56—295)

1. A safety blade assembly for rotary mowers, com-
prising a diametrical cutter blade, and a circular guard
ring surrounding the blade and fixed to the ends of the

blade, said blade having a central portion spaced above
the guard ring and having centered means for fixing the

blade to the motor shaft of a rotary mower, outer end
portions spaced below and parallel with the central portion

and above the guard ring, the leading edges of said outer
end portions being formed with cutting edges, said central

portion and said outer end portions being flat and dis-

posed in horizontal planes, and outwardly declining por-

tions on the outward ends of the central portion extending
downwardly to and fixed to the inward ends of the outer

end portions, said outer end portions terminating at their

outward ends in downwardly and outwardly declining

terminals fixed at their lower ends to the guard ring.

3,096,609
HAY RAKE TOOTH

John E. Garrett and Kenneth W. Howick, St. Marys,
Ohio, assignors to The Goodyear Tire A Rubber Com-
pany, Alut>n, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUed Dec. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 159,263
4 Chiim«. (CI. 56—400)

1. A hay rake tooth for mounting on a rake bar com-
prising a clip element for attaching said tooth to said
rake bar, a block of elastomeric material having one end
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firmly attached to and depending from said clip element,

a rake tooth extending from the end of said block away
from said rake bar in a direction substantially normal to

said rake bar, a portion of said tooth being firmly em-
bedded in and adhered to elastomeric material of said

block, a recess in said block of elastomeric material on

the end adjacent said clip and extending toward the oppo-

site end stopping short of the end of the embedded por-

tion of said rake tooth, and an aperture in said clip co-

extensive with said recess.

3,096,610
METHODS OF AND APPARATUS FOR MULTI-
CYCLE TWISTING A WIRE-LIKE MEMBER

Tillman T. Bunch, Princeton, NJ., assignor to Western
Electric Company, Incorporated, a corporation of New
York

FUed Sept. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 138,854
14 Claims. (CL 57—34)

1. A multicycle apparatus for twisting a wire-like mem-
ber, which comprises hollow guide means, said guide

means including a structure having a hollow cylindrical

portion and a hollow bell-shaped portion, said cylindrical

portion having a diameter larger than that of a reel so

as to permit the reel to be moved axially into and out of

the guide means, a rotatable reel receiver having a wind-

ing surface positioned concentrically with respect to said

guide means, means operable to control the movement of

the wire-lilce member in a longitudinal direction while

restraining axial rotation of the engaged portions relative

thereto, means for operating said control means to limit

the rate of advance of the wire-like member during a first

cycle of operation in the direction of its length through

the hollow guide means to the winding surface of the

receiver, and drive means for rotating the receiver about

a common axis of the guide means and the receiver during

the first cycle and a second cycle of operation at a rota-

tional speed such that an inertial force is imparted to a

portion of the wire-like member extending from the guide

means to the winding surface, such inertial force tending

to advance the wire-like member through the guide means
to the winding surface, said extending portion of the wire-

like member rotating during said first cycle about the

common axis at a speed less than the rotational speed of
the receiver and causing a twisting of the member between
the control means and the guide means, said means for

operating said control means causing the latter to move
the twisted wire-like member in the reverse longitudinal

direction during the second cycle of operation while the

receiver continues to rotate in the same direction, such
reversal of longitudinal direction of the wire-like mem-
ber causing that portion of the wire-like member extending
from the guide means to the winding surface to rotate

in its original direction about the common axis at a speed
greater than that of the receiver, thus causing it to be
unwound from the winding surface and further twisted as

it moves between the control means and the guide means.

3,096,611
METHOD FOR WINDING PACKAGES OF

ROVING AND THE LIKE
Omulf E. Heiberg, Charlotte, N.C.

(% Institute of Textile Technology, Charlottesville, Va.)
Filed Oct. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 917

5 Claims. (CI. 57—156)

1. In the method of forming packages of roving in

which the roving is wound on a bobbin in successive

cylindrical layers, each layer consisting of closely spaced

turns of roving, the improvement which comprises winding

on the bobbin a first layer of predetermined length and

winding successive cylindrical layers of lengths shorter

than the next preceding layer by an amount which jM-ogrcs-

sively increases from layer to layer.

3,096,612
CHAIN MAKING MACHINE WITH MEANS

FOR TRIMMING WELDING BURR
Ralph J. Coffey, York, Pa.,'afldgnor to American Chain &

Cable Company, Inc., a corporation of New York
FUed May 16, 1961, Ser. No. 110,449

11 Claims. (CI. 59—22)

1. Apparatus for trimming excess material from op-

posite sides of a workpiece comprising a frame, means for

holding said workpiece on said frame, sliding means

mounted on said frame for reciprocation toward and away
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fiiim said workpiece, a pair of tixil supports mounted on
said sliding means and reciprocable thereby alongside the

opposite sides of said workpiece. means for permitting lat-

eral displacement of said tool supports relative to the path

of reciprocation of said sliding means, a pair of cutting

tiHils on the respective tcKil supports, and cam means on

said frame in the path of reciprocation of said tool sup-

ports for periodically effecting said lateral displacement

of said supports to move said tools into trimming contact

with the opposite sides of said workpiece.

3,096,613
TRANSMISSION

Frank J. Winchell and Oliver K. Kelley, Bloomfield Hills,

Mich., as&isnors to General Motors Corporation, De-
troit, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

Original application July 25, 1956, Ser. No. 600,022. Di-

vided and this application Mar. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 92,599
2 Claims. (CI. 60—12)
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1. A power transmission comprising in combination a

hydrodynamic device for transmitting torque to turbine

means from an impeller for being driven by an engine

having a movable torque demand indicating device, a

movable adjusting element for influencing the torque be-

tween the impeller and turbine means, means for urging

the adjusting element toward a first position providing

a high torque transmitting range between the impeller

and turbine means, a fluid pressure chamber for over-

coming the urging means and holding the adjusting ele-

ment in a second position providing a low torque trans-

mitting range, means normally supplying fluid under pres-

sure to said fluid pressure chamber to hold the adjusting

clement in the second position, a source of fluid under

pressure for operating means auxiliary to the turbine

means, a regulator valve for increasing the pressure of

the source as torque demand on the engine increases,

the regulator valve including a spring for increasing the

pressure of the source when the spring is stressed, a

spring abutment movable in response to movement of the

torque demand indicating device for stressing the spring,

a vent p«-)rt opened by the abutment in its movemeVil and

a connection from said fluid pressure chamber to the

vent port for venting the pressure chamber to move the

adjusting element to the first position after predetermined

movement of the torque demand indicating device.

3,096,614
TIJRBO-CHARCKR BOOST DENSITY CONTROL

Alexander Silver, East Woodland Hills, and Robert L.
Chulvin, El Segundo, Calif., assignors to The Garrett
Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of Cali-
fornia

Filed Mar. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 99,099*
10 Claims. (CI. 60— 13)
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I. A turbiKharger boost density control for an internal

combustion engine wherein said engine is supplied with air

from a compressor operated by a fluid turbine driven by
gases exhausted from said internal combustion engine, said

control comprising: means, responsive to variations from
a predetermined pressure-temperature relationship in air

supplied to an internal combustion engine; means actuated
b\ said responsive means for producing an impulse sjtinal

in accordance with the response produced in said rLsp<.in-

sivc means; a valve providing a vent to atmosphere for

gases exhausted from said internal combustion engine;
means operated by said signal producing means fo^ actu-

ating said valve so as to vent gases exhausted from said

internal combustion engine* to the atmosphere thus con-
trolling the operational speeds of said turbine and com-
pressor whereby a predetermined pressure-temperature
relationship is maintained in air supplied to said internal

combustion engine.

3,096.615
Tl RBOCHARGER SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL

COMBl STION ENGINES
Arthur A. Zuhn, East Peoria, III., assignor to ( aterpillar

Tractor Co., Peoria, III., a corporation of California
Filed Sept. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 139.707

4 Claims. (CI. 60— 13)
1. In .1 tiirbocharger system for an internal combustion

engine having an exhaust manifold and an intake manifold
v^ herein the manifolds are immediately adjacent to the
engine the combination comprising:

a turbine communicating with the exhaust manifold
and driven b\ gases therefrom;

a compressor driven b> said turbine and having an
output which communicates with said intake mani-
fold,

a fuel burner chamber having an input for receiving

compressL'd air and an output through which ex-
panded gases p.iss;

means communicitmg the output of said compressor
to the input of said fuel burner chamber;

means communicating the output of said fuel burner
chamber into and through the exhaust manifold;
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means for supplying a variable quantity of fuel to said

burner chamber; and

._ ^v — -
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means responsive to intake manifold pressure to vary

the quanliiy of fuel delivered to said burner.

3,096.616
JET PROPELLED VEHICLE

James L. Edman, South Bend, Ind., assignor to The
Bendix Corporation, South Bend, Ind., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed June 11, 1959, Ser. No. 819,712

11 Claims. (CI. 60—35.6)

'^ z: 4c
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10. In a rocket engine having a longitudinal axis and

an outlet with an annular restriction therein, a disc-

shaped gate proportioned to fit within said outlet and

having an outer periphery of greater diameter than the

diameter of the opening provided by said annular restric-

tion and which defines in cooperation with said restriction

an annular thrust nozzle, a f^rst means responsive to the

pressure within the engine for locating said gate toward

and away from said restriction to define the effective cross

sectional area of said nozzle controlling the magnitude of

thrust on said rocket, and a second means for locating said

gate radially to define the configuration of said nozzle

unafTecting its area and thrust magnitude but locating the

centroid of said nozzle relatively to the longitudinal axis

of said rocket.

3,096.617
COMBINED NOISE SUPPRESSOR, THRUST RE-
VERSER AND VARIABLE AREA NOZZLE
FOR EXHAUST EXIT SYSTEM FOR JET
ENGINES

Paul M. Bryant, Sherman Oaks, Calif., assignor to The
Marquardt Corporation, Van Nuys, Calif., a corpora-
tion of California

Filed Nov. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 67,951
7 Claims. (CI. 60—35.54)

1. In a jet engine, a nozzle located at the aft end of

said engine, a stationary cowling for the engine, a plu-

rality of radially outwardly extending pockets formed in

the aft portion of said nozzle and separated by surface

portions of the nozzle extending from and continuous

with the forward portion of the nozzle, a noise suppres-

sion element located in each of said pockets in sealing

relationship thereto to prevent passage of exhaust gas

through said pockets during cruise operation, means for

supporting said elements for movement into and out of

said pockets, actuator means for moving said elements in-

wardly into the exhaust jet in order to break up the ex-

haust stream into a plurality of small separate iets and
thereby obtain noise suppression, a movable shroud lo-

cated at the aft end of said cowling during cruise opera-

tion, and actuator means for moving said shroud rear-

- 7
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wardly upon movement of said elements inwardly into

said exhaust jet to provide an opening between the end
of said cowling and said shroud through which ambient
air can be drawn and passed through the space between
said pockets by the ejector action of the exhaust jet.

3. In a jet engine as defined in claim 1 having a plu-

rality of movable blockage segements pivotally mounted
on said shroad. means for connecting said segments to

said nozj-le to permit said segments to extend longitudi-

nally of the engine until the shroud is moved to the aft

end of the nozzle, and linkage means causing inward
movement of said segments as said shroud moves be\ond
the end of said nozzle in order to reverse the flow of ex-

haust gas leaving the nozzle and discharge same through
the opening between the cowling and the shroud.

3,096,618
PYROPHORIC IGNITER

Howard B. Kast, .Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to General
.Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed Aug. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 51,030
7 Claims. (CI. 60—39.82)

1. An igniter system for a turbojet engine having a

main combustion chamber and an afterburner compris-
ing, in combination, a source of pyrophoric fuel under
pressure, a pressure regulating valve, means including

fuel shutoff means and a first flow-limiting restriction

connecting the source to the said valve, means including

a second flow-limiting restriction and a flow-controlling

valve connecting the outlet of the regulating valve to the

main combustion apparatus of the engine for supplying
pyrophoric fuel thereto to effect ignition therein, means
responsive to main combustion chamber ignition effective

to close the flow-controlling valve, means including a

third flow-limiting restriction and a stop valve connect-
ing the outlet of the regulating valve to the afterburner of
the engine for supplying pyrophoric fuel thereto to effect

ignition therein, and manually controllable operating

means for the stop valve, the first flow-limiting restriction

being of such proportions as to limit the pressure at the
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outlet of the regulating valve to not more than approxi-

mately twice the regulating valve settirkg when the regu-

lating valve is ineffective because of a casualty thereto

and either the flow-controlling valve or the stop valve is

open.

3,096,619
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Lyston C. Jennings and Howard C. Spooner, Watertown,
N.Y., assignors to The New York Air Brake Company,
a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Sept. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 222,392
4 Claims. (CI. 60—53)

1. In combination, an engine and a hydraulic starting

system for accelerating the engine to starter cut-out speed,

the system comprising

(a) a variable displacement hydraulic motor connected

with the engine for driving same and having a dis-

placement control element movable between mini-

mum and maximum displacement positions;

(/>) a source of hydraulic fluid capable of delivering

fluid at a selected one of two substantially constant

supply pressures and at a rate that varies between a

minimum value and a maximum value equal to the

demand of the motor when the displacement control

clement is in maximum displacement position and the

motor is operating at a speed less than starter cut-out

spted;

(c) conduit means connected with the motor and the

source for leading fluid from the source to and
through the motor;

(d) motor control means connected with the displace-

ment control element and responsive to the operat-
ing pressure of the motor for positioning said ele-

ment in the maximum displacement position when
operating pressure is above a predetermined pressure

and for moving said element toward the minimum
displacement position as operating pressure tends to

decrease below said predetermined pressure, where-
by the change in displacement of the motor main-
tains motor demand constant at said maximum de-
livery rate; and

(e) regulating means connected with the motor control

means and responsive to the supply pressure for es-

tablishing a high value for said predetermined pres-

sure when the source is delivering fluid at the higher
of said two substantially constant supply pressures
and for establishing a lower value for said predeter-
mined pressure when the source is delivering fluid at

the lower of said two substantially constant supply
pressures.

3,096,620
FLUID DRIVE IMPROVEMENT

Richard M. Nelden, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to
American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation,
New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,712
6 Claims. (CI. 60—54)

5. In a fluid coupling

a toroidal work chamber defined by opposing impeller

and runner shells,

supply means including a conduit connected to supply

cooled liquid to said work chamber,
a control chamber in axial alignment and free liquid

communication with said work chamber to control

level of liquid in said work chamber,
adjustable means to regulate the quantity of liquid in

said work chamber,
means to regulate the quantity of liquid in said control

chamber and thus in said work chamber,
a proportioning valve in said supply conduit adjustable

to by-pass variable amounts of cooled liquid back
to the supply means and deliver the remainder to the

work chamber in accordance with liquid level in the

work chamber,

and a common operator for said regulating means and
said proportioning valve to increase flow of cooled

liquid to the work chamber as the amount of liquid

in the work chamber is reduced and the slip and need
for cooling increase.
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3,096,621
ARTIFICIAL BLOCKS FOR THE PROTECTION

OF HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES
Pierre Francois Danel, La Tronche, France, assignor to

Societe Grenobloise d*Etudes et d*Applications Hy-
drauliques, Grenoble, France, a corporation of France

Filed Jan. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 3,196
Claims priority, application France Jan. 20, 1959

10 Claims. (CI. 61—4)

on said structure, the total cross-sectional orifice area of
each block on said lower portion of the embankment be-

ing greater than tht total cross-sectional orifice area of

e^ach block on said higher portion of the embankment.

5. A hydraulic structure for protection against the ac-

tion of moving water and composed of a rubble mound
in the form of a sloping embankment and a protecting

facing provided on said sloping embankment, the rubble

in said embankment being of such sizes and configura-

tions as to provide the embankment with such permeabil-

ity that water absorbed thereby from a wave thereof is

enabled to flow down therethrough while such wave is

receding and to be substantially drained therefrom be-

fore a successive wave breaks on said structure, said fac-

ing comprising a plurality of container shaped blocks

laid as a layer on the lower portion of the embankment
and disposed generally in side-by-side relation with the

side walls thereof in supporting engagement and the top

faces thereof exposed to the movements of the water,

each of said blocks being relatively massive and of sub-

stantial weight and having a large cavity opening in its

top face and at least one orifice in its bottom face bring-

ing such large cavity into communication with the por-

tion of the embankment on which it rests, the cavity and
orifice constituting from 20% to 60% of the total block

volume and occupying such a large portion of the volume

of the block that the block is relatively light in weight

for its size and unable by its own weight to withstand

substantial hydrodynamic underpressures exerted against

its bottom face by water flowing through said embank-
ment, the cavity in each block occupying the major part

of the area of the upper portion of the block, whereby

said layer of such blocks presents to an incoming wave
of water a cellular construction which is capable of de-

stroying the formation thereof and of absorbing and

storing such a substantial portion of the water of such

wave that formation of a major reflection of such wave
would be prevented, and the orifices in said blocks being

of such size as to enable water flowing down from the

upper portion of the embankment to drain out through

such orifices and cavities at such rate as to prevent the

build up of hydrodynamic underpressures to a magnitude

sufficient to displace such blocks on the embankment,

and said facing comprising a plurality of said container

shaped blocks laid generally as a layer on a higher por-

tion of the embankment against which waves may break,

the cavities and orifices in said blocks on said higher

portion also constituting from 20% to 60% of the total

block volumes, and the cavities occupying the major part

of the area of the upper portions of the blocks so that

such layer thereof presents a cellular construction ca-

pable of destroying the formation of an advancing wave

and of absorbing and storing such a substantial portion

of the water thereof, that a major part of the water of

the advancing wave is engulfed within such cavities and

rendered unable to form a major reflection of such wave,

and the orifices in said blocks being of such size as to

enable the engulfed water to pass through such blocks

at a rate such that the engulfed water can flow into and

down through said embankment so as to be substantially

drained from the latter before a successive wave breaks

3,096,622
SOIL SETTLING METHOD

Richard E. Landau, 61—59 Dry Harbor Road,
Middle Milage, Long Island, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed July 2, 1958, Ser. No. 746,099
4 Claims. (CI. 61—10)

1. In settling of liquid-containing, compressible, earth

formation utilizing a plurality of sand-drains, the im-

provement in the method of constructing the sand-drains

comprising:

( 1 ) penetrating into the formation to the desired depth

by helically cutting with a substantially continuous

flight auger into the earth formation to thereby form
a core of earth

(2) removing the core from the earth formation by

withdrawing the auger to thereby create a cavity

and

(3) simultaneously as the cavity is formed, filling same
with a porous material.

3,096,623
SMALL BOAT DOCK

Rav H. Laird, Rapid City, Mich.
Filed Nov. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 68,253

6 Claims. (CI. 61—48)

1. A dock structure made up of a series of sections

each section consisting of a rectangular deck frame hav-

ing a matched pair of horizontally disposed parallel an-

gle rails with their coplanar horizontal flanges inturned

toward each other and their vertical parallel flanges co-

extensive and turned upwardly, a matched pair of horizon-

tally disposed parallel angle sills transversely of said

rails and having their vertical parallel flanges coextensive

and turned downwardly and their horizontal coplanar

flanges inturned toward each other, the ends of the top

horizontal coplanar flange surfaces of said sills secured to

the ends of the bottom horizontal coplanar flange sur-

faces of said rails and completing said rectangular deck
frame, a matched pair of vertically disposed parallel an-

gle legs having their coplanar flanges inturned toward
each other and their parallel flanges coextensive, the top

edges of said parallel leg flanges secured to both end
edges of the inner surfaces of both flanges of one of said

sills and providing support for the frame, the inner sur-

face of the coplanar leg flanges being spaced from the

extreme portions of the outer vertical sill flange surface

and defining therewith a pair of pockets, said other sill

being the free end sill of the dock section, and said pock-
ets having a width and breadth receiving the end and in-

ner and outer depending vertical flange surfaces of said

free end sill on the next consecutive dock section and re-

taining the outer vertical flange surfaces of adjacent sills
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jn continuous transverse contact to maintain alignment of

.idjaccnt tlojk sections, the free end sill of said consecu-

tive dock section supported directly on the top edge of

said coplan.ir lei: Manges, and the inner flange surfaces

ot s.iui ..( pl.iii.u' and parallel rail flanges of adiacent diKk
>c^iioiis disposed to form a continuous upwardly open
ci.ulk' 111 receive a deck.

3,096,624
I IIFRMOFI KCTRIC COOLER ARRANGEMKNT

FOR ROI.I.ER :*IIXKR FREEZERS
Peter Charos, Mavlen Drive, Hampton Bays, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 22, 1 96 1. Ser. No. 154,293
6 Claims. (CI. 62—3)

1. In a roller mixer freezer having a plurality of ro-

tatable rollers mounted in a rotatable vessel, a thermo-

electric cooler extended through each roller, a passage for

a cooling medium adjacent said cooler being extended

through each roller, frictional contact means mounted on

each roller being conductively connected to each roller,

resilient stationary ci>ntacts in frictional engagement ^^ith

said contact means connecting the same to a source of

electrical current, slation.irv passages connected to the

ciH>ling medium passages in s.iid rollers, and me ns for

forcing a cooling medium through each roller and from
the same lhrt)ugh st.itionaiv passages.

3,096.625
REFRIGERATION OF I.IQl EFIED GASFii

Harold R. Eegatski, Bartlesville, Okla., a-ssignor to Phil-

lips Petroleum Compan>, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Aug. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 129,424

5 Claims. (CI. 62—54)

j-'-^ n

2. A process for the refrigeration of a liquid compris-

ing a liquefied first normally gaseous material containing

a second normally gaseous material having a normal boil-

ing point below the normal boiling point of the first ma-
terial comprising withdrawing a stream of said liquid

from a zone containing said liquid, reducing the pressure

of the withdrawn liquid whereby at least a portion of the

reduced pressure liquid vaporizes, passing the so produced

vapor and any unvaporized liquid into indirect heat ex-

change with liquid remaining in said zone wherein said

unvapori/ed liquid vaporizes, withdrawing vapors from
the heat exchange step, compressing the withdrawn va-

pors, condensing the compressed vapors thereby produc-
ing condensate, withdrawing further liquid from said zone,

reducing pressure on this further withdrawn liquid and
passing same in indirect heat exchange with said con-
densate whereby said condensate is chilled and the pres-

sure reduced further withdrawn liquid is vaporized, in-

troducing these latter formed vapors into said compressing
step and introducing the chilled condensate into said zone.

3,096,626
MEIHOD OF CHILLING, STORING AND SHIPPING

PERISHABLE MATERIALS
W illard L. Morrison, Lake Forest, III., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Liquefreeze Company, Inc., New York,
N.V., a corporation of New York

Filed Feb. 27, 1956, Ser. No. 567,850
1 Claim. (CI. 62—60)

The method of preparing for delivery and delivering

successive batches of perishable food which consists in

packing all the batches at substantially uniform tempera-

ture in an insulated shipper container in the inverse order

of their expected time of delivery, then closing the con-

tainer and while it is closed and before shipment, selec-

tively <iOOiing the successive batches of food to tempera-

tures in consonance with their time of expected delivery,

the temperatures progressively decreasing in the order of

their time of expected delivery, then without further cool-

ing, conveying the container to the first point of delivery,

opening it and removing the first batch of food, then clos-

ing the container and conveying it to the next p>oint of

delivery, opening it and removing the next batch of goods

and continuing such step by step conveying, opening, de-

livery and closing until all the batches have been

dehvered.

3,096,627
APPARATUS FOR QUICK FREEZING OF

BAKERY GOODS
Willard L. Morrison, Lake Forest, III., assignor to Lique-

freeze Company, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation
of New York

Filed July 14, 1960, Ser. No. 42,937
5 Claims. (CI. 62—178)

1. In combination, an insulating housing, a bath of liq-

uid nitrogen therein, a pair of opposed conveyors con-

tained entirely within the housing, generally parallel to one
another, means for guiding them along spaced inclined

paths downwardly below the level of the bath at one end.

horizontally through the bath and upwardly above the

level of- the bath at the other end, means for positively ad-
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justing the distance between the horizontal conveyor paths

and means responsive thereto for maintaining the distance

-^

3,096,629
FROSTLESS FREEZER

Charles E. Rembold, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Apr. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 100,844

3 Claims. (CI. 62-283)

kJ_J-

between the downward and upward paths the same as the

distance between the horizontal paths.

3,096,628
HOME APPLIANCE

Leo G. Beckett, Henderson, Ky., and Robert E. Linden-
schmidt, Evansville, Ind., assignors to Whirlpool Cor-
poration, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Oct. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 146,552
7 Claims. (CI. 62—265)

1. Refrigeration apparatus comprising: a wall; means

within said wall defining a first flow passage for refrig-

erated air; a hollow shelf defining a second flow passage,

said shelf having a portion defining an inlet to said second

flow passage and a portion defining an outlet from said

second flow passage, said shelf inlet portion being pro-

vided with a deflector for directing refrigerated air from

said first flow passage into said second flow passage;

means associated with said first flow passage means defin-

ing a plurality of openings for selectively receiving said

shelf inlet portion for delivery of refrigerated air from

said first flow passage through said second flow passage;

and closure means adjacent each of said openings for

selective sealing thereof, said closure means being mov-

able to an open position by engagement thereof with said

shelf deflector.

792 O G.—23

1. A freezer including insulating walls and a front door

completely enclosing a compartment generally in the

shape of a rectangular parallelepiped to be kept below

water freezing temperatures and containirig a plurality of

p;:rvious shelves located at different heights, a false top

wall located in the upper portion of said compartment

providing an upper chamber, said insulating walls includ-

ing an upright wall provided substantially from one edge

of the compartment to the other with a plurality of inde-

pendent duct means extending upwardly from locations a

short distance above each shelf to and connecting with

said upper chamber and each adjacent its bottom having

a separate opening below said false top wall for communi-

cation with said compartment, a refrigerating system in-

cluding first evaporating means in heat transfer relation

with said compartment below said false top wall and

second evaporating means located above said false top

wall in heat transfer relation with said upper chamber,

said false top wall being arranged to provide independent

gravity air circulation between said upper chamber and

each of said duct means and said compartment adjacent

each shelf beneath said top wall, said refrigerating system

including means normally maintaining both said evapo-

rating means at below freezing temperatures and means

normally maintaining said second evaporating means at

temperatures substantial!) below the first evaporating

means for collectmg substantially all the frost thereon so

as to prevent the deposit of frost in said compartment be-

neath said top wall.

3,096,630
REFRIGERATION MACHINE INCLUDING COM-
PRESSOR, CONDENSER AND EVAPORATOR

Peter Anthony Weller, Farmington, Mich., assignor to

American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 18,607

6 Claims. (CI. 62—506)
6. In a self-contained, recirculating refrigeration ma-

chine,

a horizontally disposed and elongated hollow shell

divided by an axially extending interior wall into

an axially extending evaporator compartment and

an axially extending condenser compartment with a

vapor space above the evaporator compartment,

said shell having at its ends heat-exchange passages

joined by axially extending heat-exchange tubes,

a horizontally disposed and elongated fluid baffle ex-

tending the length of said shell in said vapor space,
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a compressor mounted on top of said shell and fluid in the slots in said hubs to form a resilient torque trans-

connected to said evaporator compartment by a pas- mitting element between said hubs, the variation of the

sage extending through said shell, effective radial height extending over a substantial por-

conduit means connecting said compressor in fluid flow tion of the* radial width of said grid member.

3,096,633
METHOD OF KNITTING SUTURE

Nathan Levin, Trenton, NJ^ assignor to Textile Machine
Works, Wyomissing, Pa^ a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed May 13, 1957, Ser. No. 658,642

4 Claims. (CI. 66-43)

relation to said condenser compartment,

and conduit means to conduit liquid refrigerant from

said condenser compartment into said evaporator

compartment.

3,096,631
COUPLING

Ali Seireg, Whitefish Bay, and Edward J. Wellauer, Wau-

watosa, Wis., assignors to The Falli Corporation, Mil-

waukee, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

FUed July 24, 1961, Ser. No. 126,209

7 CUims. (CI. 64—15)

I. A coupling for connecting driving and driven shafts

comprising a pair of hub members connectable to said

shafts for rotation therewith and having interior surfaces

in facing relationship, each of said hub members including

a plurality of axially extending and peripherally spaced

teeth which define slots therebetween, said teeth having

side walls which are curved with the axes of revolution

thereof tending to converge toward a plane which includes

said interior surface of the respective hub member; and a

grid member received within said slots to form a resilient

torque transmitting element between said hubs.

3,096,632
COUPLING

Edward J. Wellauer, Wauwatosa, and Alfred G. Bade,

Brookfield, Wis., assignors to The Falk Corporation,

Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

Filed July 24, 1961, Ser. No. 126,274

6 Claims. (CI. 64—15)

I. A coupling for connecting ^riving and driven shafts

comprising a pair of hubs connectable to said driving anJ

driven shafts for rotation therewith and having interior

surfaces in facing relationship, each of said hubs being

provided with a plurality of axially extending teeth hav-

ing their adjacent side faces defining slots therebetween,

said teeth having a varying effective radial height along

the hub axis with the minimum height adjacent the in-

terior surface of the hub; and a grid member received

1. The method of forming a suture structure between

a pair of suture-joined pattern sections of fabric on a

circular Itnitting machine having a circle of needles and

adapted to reciprocate to luiit fabric on selected needles

comprising the step of selecting a first and a second group

of needles for the formation of said pair of pattern sec-

tions, said groups of needles having a pair of needles in

common, the step of reciprocatorily luiitting a pair of

courses of a first yarn upon said first needle group during

a first pair of knitting strokes, and the step of reciproca-

torily knitting a pair of courses of a second yarn upon

said second needle group during a second pair of knitting

strokes, one of said pair of needles being the leading

needle of said first needle group during one of said first

pair of knitting strokes and the other of said pair of

needles being the tail needle of said first needle group dur-

ing the other of said first pair of knitting strokes, and

the said other of said pair of needles being the leading

needle of said second needle group during one of said sec-

ond pair of knitting strokes and said one of said pair of

needles being the tail needle of said second needle group

during the other of said second pair of Icnitting strokes.

3,096,634
TAKE-UP DEVICE FOR CIRCULAR

KNITTING MACHINE
Tasker L. Capes and George G. Norman, Moreland, Ga.,

assignors to Hemphill Company, Hopedale, Mass., a

corporation of Massachusetts
Filed Sept. 13, 1955, Ser. No. 533,956

5 CUiims. (CI. 66—150)
3. In a circular knitting machine having a circle of

needles and a take-up mechanism for the fabric formed

thereon, said take-up mechanism comprising a tubular

chamber projecting below said circle of needles, said

chamber having air-flow means permitting the passage of

air but preventing the passage of a luiit article there-

through, a vacuum source, means attaching the vacuum

source to said chamber for drawing air through said air-

flow means, said chamber having a fabric discharge open-

ing, valve means for alternately opening and closing said

discharge opening, means connecting said vacuum source

to said discharge opening, said valve means in one posi-
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lion permitting said vacuum to draw air through said air-

flow means and in another position permitting said vacuum

to draw air through said discharge opening, said valve

means being connected to said machine, said machine

automatically controlling the position of said valve means.

through, said opening being exposed to atmospheric pres-

sure, a gas valve structure positioned in said casing be-

neath the opening in said tube, a wick holder having a wick

mounted therein, a resilient support mounted in the casing

and beneath the wick holder, said holder being spaced from

said burner and seated on the resilient support, a fuel dis-

pensing pad communicating with said wick and said wick

communicating with a supply of liquefied fuel maintained

under a pressure greater than normal atmospiieric pres-

sure, said pad positioned beneath said valve structure

and in communication therewith, said pad being above

said wick holder whereby said pad is adapted to be com-

pressed between said holder and said valve structure, a de-

formable compression member located within said casing

and about said wick holder and contacting the valve struc-

ture and the wick holder, means for deforming said mem-
ber whereby a force is exerted on the wick holder and the

valve structure causing the wick holder to move relative

to the valve structure to vary the compression of the pad

between the wick holder and the valve structure and there-

by control the flow of fuel in gaseous form from said pad

and through said valve structure.

3,096,635
PRESSURE GARMENT

John V. Somyk, 705 High St., Central Falls, R.I.

FUed May 25, 1959, Ser. No. 815,394

10 Claims. (Q. 66—175)

la-

1. A pressurized garment comprising: a plurality of

tubular members each including a tubular bladder; and,

a seamless looped fabric encasing said bladder, the loops

of said fabric being arranged in wales having a longitu-

dinal direction circumferential of said bladder.

3,096,636

GAS VALVE AND BURNER
Stanley H. Newman, New York, N.Y.

(% Schwartz & Frohlich, 19 E. 70th St^ New York, N.Y.)

FUed Apr. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 21,220

Claims priority, aoplication Netherlands Dec. 8, 1959

5 Chdms. (CI. 67—7.1)

3,096,637
LINT SCREEN

Michael P. Gosnell, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to PhUco Corporation, PhUadelphia, Pa.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed May 26, 1961, Ser. No. 113,025

4 Claims. (CI. 68—20)

1. In apparatus for washing fabrics in a tub and for

drying the washed fabrics in said tub, said tub being ar-

ranged for removably maintaining a body of washing

liquid therein for said washing:

means for circulating air into and from said tub to pro-

vide an air current for said drying;

a screen constructed and arranged during said drying to

intercept and screen said air current, as the air cur-

rent passes from said tub; and

means for moving said screen, during at least a portion

of the time for said washing, in and through said

liquid in order to clean the screen.

3,096,638
BEAM CALIBRATOR

Alfred N. Ormond, 9107 5th Ave., Inglcwood, Calif.

FUed Dec. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 861,524
4 Claims. (CL 73—1)

1. In a cigarette lighter of the type using a hydrocar-

bon gas as a combustion fuel, an improved burner and

valve construction comprising a casing, a jet burner tube

extending from said casing and having an opening there-

1. A beam balance calibrator for load cells com-

prising: a beam; a flexure fulcnun secured to a station-
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ary structure for said beam; an inverted pendulum se-

cured to said beam in vertical alignment with said flexure

fulcrum when said beam is horizontal to act as a counter-

poise and cancel the stiffness factor of said flexure; means

at each end of said beam for receiving dead weights;

flexure means secured to said beam at a point between

one end of said beam and said fulcrum, said point being

closer to said fulcrum than to said one end to provide

a mechanical weight amplification at said point when

said one end of said beam is weighted; a platen secured

to said flexure means for connection to a load cell; and

laterally extending guide flexures connected from said

stationary structure to said platen for constraining move-

ment thereof to a vertical direction whereby torque and

shear forces are excluded from affecting loading of said

load cell during calibration thereof by adding weights

to one end of said beam.

3,096,639

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COMPENSATING
F' R ECCENTRICITY

Werner K. Theilheimer, Bayside, N.Y., assignor to United

Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn., a corpo-

ratiou of Delaware
Filed Feb. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 10,791

9 Claims. (CI. 73—1)

1. Apparatus for measuring eccentricity between the

rotor and siator of an electrical device, said rotor having

an axis of relative rotation with respect to the stator in-

cluding in combination a support, means mounting one ot

said rotor and statDr for rotary movement on said sup-

port, mcan-i for movmg said mounting means through

a precisely known angular displacement with respect to

>aid support and means re.sponsive to displacement of

said axis of relative rotation upon movement of said

muuiu 1-; means for sensing the difference between the

ro! ti^L' .mgular displacement of the ro'or in respect to

the stator and the angular displacement of said mount-

ing means on said support as a measure of said eccen-

tricity.

3,096,640
SIMPLE APPARATUS FOR THE DETECTION OF
LOW BOILING HYDROCARBONS BY SPARK-
GAP METHOD

Charles .M. Hewett, Ellicott City, and Gordon B. Hamill,

Catonsville, Md., assignors, by mesne assignments, to

Standard Oil Company, Chicago, Hi., a corporation of

Indiana
Filed Dec. 31, 1959, Ser. No. 863,259

6 Claims. (CI. 73—36)
I. A portable apparatus for detecting the presence of

low boiling hydrocarbons in a higher boiling liquid hy-

drocarbon which apparatus comprises: means for elec-

trical heating; a bottle to be heated by said heating means,

said bottle being formed of resilient, li^-tnuismitting
plastic; light weight cover means for resting on and for

covering the mouth of said bottle, said means being capa-

ble of movement in response to the exit of gases formed
by electrical spark ignition of hydrocarbon vapor in said

---*^^^

bottle; means for measuring temperature at the inside bot-

tom of said bottle, means for providing an electrical dis-

charge gap within said bottle at a substantial distance

above the bottom of said bottle and means for control-

lably supplying a suitable electrical current to said spark-

gap means.

3,096,641
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FOR MEASURING AND RE-
CORDING PROPERTIES OF A QUANTITY OF
FLUID

I^urence M. Hubby, Bellaire, Tex., assignor to Texaco
Inc., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Jan. 15, 1959, Ser. No. 787,035
6 Clahns. (CL 73—53)

'JHl-L

1 . An automatic run-ticket printer for recording meas-

ured properties of a quantity of fluid in conjunction with

delivery thereof to a pipeline or the like comprising, a

ticket, means for measuring at least one of said proper-

ties, means for supplying pneumatic fluid pressure in-

chiding a valve controlled by timing means, said timing

means being actuated by means responsive to the level

oi said quantity of said fluid, transducer means for pro-

viding a pneumatic signal proportional to said measured

property, means located adjacent to said ticket for in-

dicating the full range of said measured property, pneu-

matic servo means controlled by said signal for position-

ing said indicating means, and means for printing from

said indicating means onto said ticket at a predetermined

lime, said timing means providing a sufficient delay after
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actuation of said valve to permit energization and re-

sponse of said pneumatic servo means.

supporting a threaded test member in a fixed position

adjacent said thread receiving member, and power means

associated with said test member to drivingly engage said

thread receiving member and said threaded test member.

3,096,642
SURFACE TENSION MEASURING DEVICE

Edward C. Peterson, Benton Harbor, Mich., assignor to

Whirlpool Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 22,627

12 Claims. (CI. 73—53)

1. A device foe continuously indicating changes in the

dynamic surface tension of a liquid, comprising: a pair

of spaced apart members capable of supporting a liquid

film; means for continuously flowing liquid between said

members to form said liquid film therebetween; and

means for continuously indicating the changing forces

exerted on said members due to the surface tension of

said liquid film.

3,096,643

THREAD TORQUE TENSION INDICATOR
Ernest R. Essenmacher, Warren, Mich., assignor to Gen-

eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Jan. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 4,488

9 Chums. (CI. 73—133)

3,096,644
LOAD CELI^

Aniese E. Seed, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Toledo Scale

Corporation, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed July 28, 1959, Ser. No. 829.996
9 Claims. (CL 73—141)

1. A thread testing machine comprising a frame mem-

ber, integral torque and tension responsive means sup-

ported by said member, means to rigidly support a thread

receiving member in torque and tension transferring re-

lation with said torque and tension responsive means,

torque and tension recording means associated with said

torque and tension responsive means, means for rotalably

»2^

1 . Force measuring apparatus comprising a unitary de-

vice which may be conveniently formed from a single

piece of stock and which has an equal number of op-

positely stressed mounting surfaces for strain gage devices

and which includes upper and base end elements adapted

to receive forces to be measured, an opposed pair of pri-

mary intermediate column elements, projecting upward

from said base element, each of said primary intermediate

column elements being split at its upper extremity and

turned back on itself to form a pair of downwardly project-

ing corner column elements, each downwardly projecting

corner column element merging at its lowermost ex-

tremity with a corresponding corner column element from

the opposite primary intermediate column element to

form a secondary intermediate column element which ex-

tends upwardly to said upper end element, said intermedi-

ate column elements being stressed in tension or compres-

sion when said corner column elements are stressed re-

spectively in compression or tension in response to an

applied load force.

3,096,645
COMPENSATED INTEGRATOR

Robert Arthur Hodgson, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Na-

tional Tank Company, Tulsa, Okla., a corporation of

Nevada
Filed May 1, 1958, Ser. No. 732,233

10 Claims. (CL 73—223)
I. A compensated integrator including,

a contactor body,

motive means arranged to reciprocate the contactor

body in a fixed path,

a power supply for the motive means,

a control circuit between the power supply and the

motive means,

a first set of two switches included in the control cir-

cuit which are actuated alternately at two predeter-

mined volumes of fluid in the container as the con-

tainer fills and empties to establish the two volumes,

whereby the contactor body is reciprocated in the

path,

a second set of switches in the control circuit which is
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actuated by the contactor body to dynamically brake

the motive means at two points along the fixed path,

and
means for positioning at least one of the second set of

switches along the path in accordance with a variaWe

factor of the volume, whereby the length of path

between the two switches of the second set is pro-

portional to the volume emptied from the container

as though the volume were at a predetermined value

of the variable.

3,096,646
FLOW METER

Earl H. Peirce, Provo, Utah, assignor to United States

Steel Corporation, a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Oct. 15, 1959, Ser. No. 846,744
1 Claim. (CI. 73—228) -^

3,096,647
FLOW MEASURING SYSTEM

Clyde M. Cox, BartlesvUle, Okla., assignor to PliiUips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Aug. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 49,471

1 Claim. (CL 73—228)

A flow control system comprising, in combination: a

valve having a disc and a first shaft means attached to

said disc for pivoting said disc member within said valve,

said disc member adapted to rotate about the axis of said

first shaft means in response to the flow of fluid through

said valve, said first shaft means extending without said

valve; a second shaft means within a first housing means
and operably attached at one end to said first shaft means
by means of a screw driver joint; a third shaft means
within a second housing means and operably attached at

one end to said second shaft means by means of a screw
driver joint, said first, second and third shaft means at-

tached end to end so as to continue in the same align-

ment the rotating motion of said disc member attached

to said first shaft means; a first gear member mounted on
the exterKled portion of said third shaft means; a second
gear member actuated by said first gear member, said sec-

ond gear member being secured to a fourth shaft means,
the axis of said fourth shaft means being parallel to the

axis of said third shaft means; a rate of flow calibrated

circular plate secured to said fourth shaft means so as to

be rotated about said fourth shaft means in fixed relation-

ship to said second gear member; and an adjustable tilt-

ing flow switch operably attached to said circular plate.

3,096,648
QUICK CHECK MASTER CYLINDER FILLER CAP
Edward K. Dombecli and Donald D. Johannesen, South

Bend, Ind., assignors to The Bcndix Corporation, a cor-
poration of Delaware

Filed May 18, 1960, Ser. No. 29,945
1 Claim. (CL 73—334)

A system for measuring the flow rate of fluid through

a pipe comprising a pair of substantially identical U-tubes

connected in branching and returning relation to said

pipe and extending in opposite directions therefrom, each

leg of both tubes including a bellows whereby the tubes

are floatingly supported from said pipe, means rigidly

connecting the U-tubes together, partitions dividing one

U-tube symmetrically into two static-pressure chambers

one on each side of the point of connection of said means,

pipes cross connecting said chambers, respectively, with

the entrance and exit ends of the other tube, pneumatic A cap comprising two members: one of said members
force-balance means connected to the bend of said other being closed at the lower end thereof and open at the

tube, and indicating means responsive to the output of upper end thereof, said one member having an annular

said force-balance means. waJl with a dome portion closing the lower end thereof
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and with an outwardly extending annular flange at the

upper end thereof, at least one indentation in the bottom

face of said flange and extending from the outer surface

of said annular wall to the outer periphery of said flange,

said one member being transparent, the other of said

members comprising an annular wall at the bottom end

and an annular inwardly facing recessed portion at the

upper end thereof for receiving said flange, the outer

surface of said last mentioned annular wall having

threads thereon, the pwtion of said second member form-

ing said annular recess having at least one breather port

therein; said two members being so assembled that the

outer periphery of said flange fits within said annular re-

cess and the upper and lower face of said flange is

clamped by the portion of said second member forming

said annular recess and the outer surface of the annular

wall of said first member is spaced from the inner surface

of said annular wall of said second member whereby the

last named space is communicated with said breather

port vfa said indentation.

3,096,649

BRAKE OVERTEMPERATURE DETECTOR
AND INDICATOR

Donald W. Howard, South Bend, Ind., assignor to The

Bendix Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Dec. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 859,527

5 Claims. (CI. 73—342)

3,096,650

A.C. BIASED THERMISTOR BOLOMETERS
Mark G. Lowenstein, Norwalk, and Robert W. Astfaeimer,

Westport, Conn., assignors to Barnes Engineering Com-
pany, Stamford, Conn., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Aug. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 134,718

3 Claims. (CI. 73—355)

1. A thermistor bolometer comprising in combination

at least two flakes connected in series at least one flake

being an active flake and the second a reference flake,

a source of A.C. bias for the flakes, a differential output

between the flakes and means for applying a DC. heating

voltage to one flake only.

3,096,651
DIAL INSTRUMENT WITH EXTERNAL

CALIBRATION
Joseph E. Gorgens, Easton, and Edward J. Plavcan, Strat-

ford, Conn., assignors to Manning, Maxwell & Moore,
Incorporated, Stratford, Conn., a corporation of New
Jersey

FUed Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 96,870

11 CImlms. (CI. 73—363.9)

1. In a brake overtemperature detector for aircraft

landing gear including a plurality <rf wheels and associ-

ated brake assemblies said assemblies including carriers

and pressure plates, the combination comprising a source

of direct current voluge, an electrical bridge circuit con-

nected to said source including a first resistive branch

-and a second resistive branch connected in scries across

said source, a third resistive branch and a fourth branch

connected in series across said source in parallel with said

fir^t and second branches, said fourth branch including

a temperature sensing resistive element located in one of

said carriers, and a resistor, a diod; and a meter move-

ment connected across said bridge such that said meter

movement will indicate overtemperature conditions sensed

by said temperature sensing element, a plurality of tem-

perature sensitive resistors in the remainder of said car-

riers, a dropping resistor connected to each of said tem-

perature sensitive resistors, first switching means oper-

ative to connect any one of said dropping resistcM-s and

its corresponding temperature sensing resistor into said

third and fourth branches respectively, a diode connected

in series with each of said temperature sensitive resistors,

a second switching means operable to connect all of said

temperature sensing resistors through said diodes to said

meter movement such that said meter movement reffects

the highest temperature sensed by any of said temperature

sensing resistors, and means connecting said first and

second switching means together for simultaneous <^r-

ation.

1. In a dial instrument of the kind wherein a case

houses a normally stationary, graduated dial and wherein

a pointer is mounted upon a staff extending perpendicular

and coaxial with the dial; a rotary dial carrier independent

of the dial and arraflged within the case, means removably

securing the dial to the carrier, means operative to turn the

carrier thereby to adjust its graduations relative to the

pointer, said carrier being a disc of stiffly resilient material,

and means normally operative to hold the carrier in ad-

justed position while permitting the carrier to be turned in

response to the application of sufficient force including a

plurality of integral tongues struck down from the plane

of the disc with the free ends of said tongues contacting

an interior surface of the case, and means whereby said

tongues are held under bending stress so that they exert

frictional force against said surface.
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3,096,652
STRAIN GAUGE

Boyd Cornclison, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Texas Instru-
ments Incorporated, Dallas, 1 ex., a corporation of Dela-
ware

Filed Nov. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 69,208
10 Claims. (CI. 73—398)

I. A toKc nicasLinng ilevicc cumpi imdj; .i support

member hiivmLi a pair of sp.i^cJ pio)ectmL: arms and
lormcd ut I used quail/, at IcunI one elongated .sensor

clement liavin;; an ele^irK.d resistance variable in re-

sponse to vaiiation in its tension in the dircctK)n o( its

length and conneeleil al its end.s between said spaced
arms, means engagcable with one end oi ihc .sensor ele-

ment and iesp.)nsi\e :o an applied lorce tor subjectint;

said element to a ch mge m tension in the direction of

Its lenijlh friMii an initi.il value, said last-named means
compiisini; a bar of lused qiittft/, torsion hinges of fused

qiKirt/ connecting the ends of the bar to the support for

rotation of the bar about its longitudinal a.xis, means
extending between the bar and one end of the sensor

element for converting a rotational force on said bar
to a linear force on the sensor element in the direction

of its length, pressure sensitive niean.s for applying a

rotational force to the bar. and electrical means cou-

pled to the ends of at lea.st one sensor element for

detecting variations in its resistance in accordance with
changes in the magnitude of the force.

3,096,654
INSTRUMENT CASE FOR UNIVERSAL

MOUNTING
Robert C. Du Bois, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to Manning,
Maxwell & Moore, Incorporated, Stratford, Conn., a
corporation of New Jersey

Filed Sept. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 57,869
16 Claims. (CI. 73—431)

I
.
In a dial instrument, a case capable of being mounted

upon a wall or panel, said case comprising a substantially
tubular casing having two axially spaced peripheral
mounting grooves in the external surface thereof, said
grcxncs being located near the front and rear ends respec-
tively of said casing, and a one piece deformable mount-
ing Hangj having means for mounting the same on a
panel and the like, said flange being initially engageable
with either of said mounting grooves, said flange includ-
ing a continuous clamping portion extending substantially
in excess of 180 degrees about said casing and engaged
in one of said griK>ves, said flange extending radially of
said casing and being deformed so that said portion firmly

embraces the casing with a force supplied solely by the
deformed flange due to the deformation thereof, and
means for mounting said flange on a panel and the like.

3,096,655
BALANCING MACHINE

Henry Ferdinand Peterson, 2240 Parmele St.,

Rockford, 111.

Filed Feb. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 795,230
4 Claims. (CI. 73—483)

.

3,096,653
SAMPLING DEVICE

Irvin J. Martin, Robert A. Stowe, and Leslie C. Me^erden,
all ut l.udinmon, Mich., a.s.signors to The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of Dela-
ware

Filed Sept. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 59,747
4 Claims. (CI. 73—422)

1. A sampling device comprising a sampling block hav-

ing two passagewa\s extending through said block with

an aperture in the outer wall communicating with one
passageway and a second aperture through the inner wall

dividing the passageways, said apertures being in axial

alignment and being closed with an elastomeric material,

a s\ringe having a needle at one end and a plunger at

the other, means for supporting the syringe adjacent to

the sampling block with the point of the needle of the

syringe positioned in axial alignment with said apertures,

means of moving the syrinj'e forward and backward to

thereby insert and withdraw the point of tlve needle

thrt>ugh the elastomeric material in said apertures, and
means to operate the plunger of the said syringe.

}. balancing apparatus having, in combination, a base,

a work supporting member, and a universal pivotal mount-
ing supporting said member on said base for swinging in all

directions about a point on a vertical axis and comprising,
an intermediate ring element, two inner elongated torsion
spring elements disposed on opposite sides of said axis

and in a first common vertical plane and each secured at

opposite ends to and stretched horizontally between said

intermediate ring and said member, and two outer elon-
gated torsion spring elements disposed on opposite sides

of said axis and in a common vertical plane normal to

said first plane and secured at opposite ends to and

/
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stretched horizontally between said intermediate ring

and said base.

3,096,656
TRANSDUCER

Philip Jackson, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Apr. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 808,508

11 Claims. (CI. 73—517)

mass at the neuiral position and energizable to vary the

rate of change of magnetic flux at said position, position

transducer means responsive to the displacement of said

mass from said neutral position, for determining deflection

of said mass from said position along said sensitive axis,

and actuating means energized by said transducer means

for actuating said magnetic means to vary the rate of

change of flux at said neutral position responsively to

deflection of said mass from said neutral position, said

actuating means being adapted to rotate the magnetic

means at a speed proportional to the displacement of the

mass, whereby said mass is restored to said neutral posi-

tion by a magnetically generated force equal to and oppo-

site the acceleration force acting upon said mass.

1. A transducer accelerometer comprising a plurality

of resistive members of a solid material secured in a

common housing, circuit means for applying an elec-

trical signal through each of said resistive members, a

conductive member of a solid material having an elec-

trical resistance less than the resistance of each of said re-

sistive members, said conductive member simultaneously

engageable with each of said resistive members, said con-

ductive member being successively and elastically engage-

able with each of said resistive means to form electrical

contact lengths corresponding to the direction and mag-

nitude of relative movement between said conductive

member and said housing, said resistive members having

a surface contact with said conductive member which is

increased due to relative movement toward one another

and decreased upon relative movement away from one

another said variable contact lengths between the con-

ductive member and the resistive members forming a

variable shunt to the resistive members to accordingly

change the electrical signal in the respective circuits, each

of said resistive members comprising a longitudinal mem-

ber secured at each end to the housing and said con-

ductive member bjing simultaneously engaged along a

plurality of sides with said resistive members in a plu-

rality of non-parallel planes.

3,096,657

SINGLE AXIS INTEGRATING ACCELEROMETER
Robert J. Cohen, Wyckoff, NJ., assignor io General Pre-

cision Inc., Little Falls, NJ., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Dec. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 75,057

10 Claims. (CI. 73—517)

5

3,096,658
POWER DIVIDER FOR PUMP CONTROL

SYSTEM
Russell A. Rill and Kenneth A. McLyman, Clintonville,

Wis., assignors to the United States of America as rep-

resented by the Secretary of the Air Force
Filed Nov. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 150,106

4 Claims. (CL 74—15.84)

1
it

AuHl'
ifyvv^
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1. An integrating accelerometer comprising a relatively

flat mass having a length and width considerably greater

than its thickness, said mass having low electrical re-

sistivity, spring means for suspending the mass for de-

flection along one sensitive axis only and preventing de-

flection along other axes, said spring means normally sup-

porting the mass in a given neutral position, circumfer-

entially polarized substantially cylindrical magnetic means

for producing a concentrated magnetic flux through said

1. A power dividing system for a pump operating ve-

hicle comprising: a vehicle drive shaft, a flywheel, a dif-

ferential having two pinions and a first and a second

side gear, means for connecting said pinions to said fly-

wheel, said vehicle drive shaft being connected to said

first side gear, a pump drive shaft, a pump drive gear,

means attached to said second side gear for driving said

pump drive gear, a first magnetic clutch connected be-

tween said last named means and said vehicle drive shaft,

a second magnetic clutch connected between said pump
drive gear and said pump drive shaft, means for selec-

tively energizing said first or said second magnetic

clutches, a braking means coupled to said vehicle drive

shaft and means for selectively operating said braking

means.

3,096,659
REVERSIBLE RATCHET MECHANISM

George A. Jenkins, Glendora, Calif., assignor to

George C. Jenkins, San Gabriel, Calif.

FUed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,862

5 Claims. (CI. 74—157)

1. A reversible ratchet mechanism comprising:

an inner member of generally circular cross section;
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an outer annular member surrounding and joumalling

said inner member, said outer member having an

inner circumferential series of teeth, one of said

members being a drive member, the otner of the two

members being a driven member,
said inner member being formed with a cylindrically

curved recess on its outer circumference with the

axis of cylindrical curvature parallel with the axis

of rotation of the inner member,

a pawl in the form of a body of the same cylindrical

curvature as said recess peripherally cut away to

form a longitudinal side, said i>awl having two oppo-

site engagement pwrtions on opposite sides of said

longitudinal side for alternate engagement with said

teeth,

said pawl being journalled by said recess and backed

against said inner member with said longitudinal

side facing outwardly from the axis of the inner

member to oscillate between one operating position

at which one of said two engagement portions co-

operates with said teeth to prevent relative rotation

in one direction between the inner and outer mem-
bers, and an alternate operating position at which

the other of said two engagement portions cooperates

with said teeth to prevent relative rotation in the

opposite direction between the inner and outer

members,
and reversing means to place and yieldingly maintain

said pawl at said two operating positions selectively.

said reversing means including a cam surface on one

end of the pawl and a spring-pressed follower exert-

ing pressure on said cam surface in a direction par-

allel to the axis of rotation of the pawl.

3,096,660

SYMMETRICAL HUBBED SHEET METAL PULLEY
Stanley F. Spirakus, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Zatito

Metal Products Co., Euclid, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
FUed May 19, 1961, Ser. No. 111,274

4 Claims. (CI. 74—230.3)

3,096,661
TWO-PIECE MASTER TRACK LINK

Harold L. Reinsma, Peldn, and Floyd S. Dadds, Peoria,

III., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.,

a corporation of California

Filed Nov. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 150,385
4 Claims. (CI. 74—258)

1. A pulley comprising a centrally bored hi*b having

a great outside diameter, a reduced outside diameter at

each end, and a shoulder at each end defined between

said great diameter and the associated one of said reduced

diameters, a pair of sheet metal walls which, commenc-

ing at a radially intermediate zone of relative proximity

located slightly radially outwardly of said great diameter

and at which zone said walls are spaced from each other,

spread axially away from each other both in the radially

outward and radially inward directions, said radially out-

ward axial spreading being relatively gentle to form the

flanges of the pulley sheave, said radially inward axial

spreading being relatively acute to form sockets for re-

ceiving said hub shoulders including the radially outer-

most portions of said shoulders, with portions of said

walls which are located radially inwardly of said rela-

tively acute spreading having substantially no spread and

abutting against said shoulder, a tapped set-screw hole

extending radially inwardly from the great outside diam-

eter to the central bore of said hub. said set-screw hole

being located axially intermediate said sheet metal walls.

fei#i^^

"iT" i.^

1. In a master link for an endless articulate track the

combination comprising a first half-link having a bearing

area integrally connected to a connection area, said first

connection area of full link width and approximately one-

half link depth, said first connection area having a notch

along its width extending less than half its depth, said

notch having a pair of side walls and a top surface wherein

one of said side walls slants away from and is longer

than the other, a second half-link having a bearing area

integrally connected to a connection area, said second

connection area of full link width and approximately

one-half link depth, said second connection area having a

key formed along its width, said key having a pair of side

walls and a top surface wherein one of said key walls

slants away from and is longer than the other, said key

mating with said notch when said half-links are contacted

such that said half-links form an essentially solid link.

3,096,662
ENGINE ACCESSORY DRIVE

Edwin C. McRac, 3348 NE. 29th Ave.
Pompano Beach, Fla.

FUed Dec. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 157,886
14 Clahns. (CI. 74—336)

I . In a device of the character described, a motor vehicle

engine having a crankshaft, a water pump shaft associated

with said engine in position radially spaced from said

crankAaft, a crankshaft pulley fixed to said crankshaft,

a water pump pulley fixed to said water pump shaft, a

high speed belt extending around said water pump pulley

and said crankshaft pulley so as to drive said water pump
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from said crankshaft at a fixed speed ratio, a fan pulley

rotatably mounted in axial alignment with said water

pump shaft, a centrifugally actuated clutch arranged to

couple said fan pulley to .said water pump pulLy at all

engine speeds below a pre-detcrmincd speed and to re-

lease said fan pulley from said water pump pulley at all

engine speeds above a pre-determined engine speed, a

low speed pulley rotatably mounted in axial alignment

with said crankshaft, an overrunning clutch disposed be-

tween said crankshaft and said low speed pulley, said

overrunning clutch preventing said low speed pulley from

rotating slower than said crakshaft and permitting said

low speed pulley to rotate faster than said crankshaft,

and a low speed belt extending around said low speed

pulley and said fan pulley, said low speed belt driving

said fan pulley at a reduced speed ratio when said cen-

trifugally operated clutch is disenaged from said water

pump pulley.

3,096,663

CLUTCH CONTROL LINKAGE
William H. Sink, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Dana Cor-

poration, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Virgmia

FUed June 24, 1960, Ser. No. 38,548

17 Claims. (CL 74—481)

adjustably threadably engaged in said base and having a

bore therein substantially axially and centrally aligned

with the open end of said housing, a support pin rccip-

rocably disposed in said opening and having a spherical

bearing surface at one end thereof within said housing, a

manually operable actuator freely mounted for axial

movement within said housing and including an open

socket receiving said bearing surface, an operating han-

dle connected to said actuator and extending through the

open end of said housing, spring means acting between

said bushing and support pin to urge said bearing surface

into engagement with said socket on said actuator and to

urge the latter axially away from said bousing base, a

lug on said actuator extending radially into said slot

to limit axial and rotary movement of said actuator rela-

tive to said housing; and a plurality of operating cables

having the opposite ends thereof respectively directly

connected to said device and actuator at points spaced

respectively from said pivot connection and said bearing

surface whereby said spring means in response to adjust-

able movement of said bushing urges said actuator axially

away from said housing base to tension said cables sub-

stantially equally thereby maintaining said ball member
within said socket on said device and said bearing surface

within said socket on said actuator.

2S 22 24 10 ** J

3,096,665
INDEX MECHANISM

Norman D. Cappelle, Paris Ridge, John J. KomaclKer,

NUes, and John Y. Ma, Maywood, 111., assignors to

Oak Manufacturing Co., Crystal Lake, 111^ a corpora-
tion of Delaware

FUed Mar. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 95,731

12 Claims. (CI. 74—527)

1. A control device comprising an element having a

first position and alternate positions and being adapted to

be operated, a linkage operably connected to said ele-

ment and operable to move the same to its alternate

positions, first means movable to a plurality of positions

for actuating said linkage, second means operably con-

nected to said element and adapted to operate the same,

said second means including a lost motion device so that

said second means becomes operative to move said ele-

ment only after said linkage has moved said element to

an alternate position, and resilient means serially incorpo-

rated in said linkage so that said second means can over-

ride said first means.

6^ ^v

3,096,664

REMOTELY CONTROLLED REAR VIEW MIRROR
PhUUp D. Walsh, Anderson, Ind., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware . _„.
FUed Aug. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 50,783

1 Claim. (CL 74—501)

A remote control mechanism comprising a fixed sup-

port, a device to be controlled, a pivot connection be-

tween said support and said device including a ball mem-

ber seated within an open socket; an actuator assembly

located remotely from said support and comprising a fixed

housing having an open end and a base opposite thereto,

an axial slot in the side wall of said housing, a bushing

1 . An index means for a shaft, comprising at least one

support plate, a shaft having a round portion for support

in a journal, said plate having a journal portion through

which said round shaft portion passes, said journal por-

tion having a generally notched portion so dimensioned

and shaped that said shaft portion has some lateral play

and when moved toward said notched portion said shaft

is supported thereby, an index plate movable with said

shaft adjacent said support plate, said index plate having

a wavy index portion inclined out of a plane normal to the

shaft, said support plate having an aperture generally

registering with said wavy index portion, said aperture

having a notched portion generally similar to the journal

notched portion, each notched portion being generally

symmetrical about a straight line between the centers

of said journal region and aperture region, spring

means including a ball shaped portion for cooperat-

ing with said wavy index portion, said ball shaped por-

tion operating in said plate aperture, said spring means
providing a force urging said ball shaped portion through

the aperture and toward said wavy index portion, said

two notched portions being so directed and the inclination

of said index portion being such that the force of said

spring bias on said ball shaped portion creates force com-

ponents tending to urge said ball shaped portion and

journaled shaft portion into their respective notched por-

tions.
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3,096,666 ,

TRANSMISSION
Howard W. Christeoson, Indianapolis, Mark E. Fisher,

Carmel, and Edward T. Mabley, Indianapolis, Ind., as-

signors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed Dec. 22, 1955, Sel^No. 554,720

42 Claims. (CI. 74—645)

,jf .r *?

said variable speed transmission including driving and
driven shafts,

a hydraulic torque converter operatively interposed be-

tween said shafts,

hydraulic clutch means adapted to connect said shafts

mechanically for direct drive therebetween, and
hydraulic brake means adapted to induce a mechan-

ical operable connection between said shafts for in-

creased speed ratio drive,

said hydraulic control system including:

a source of pressure fluid,

first and second shift valve means for bringing said

;/, •_J_ ' *: '

source into communication with said clutch means
and said brake means respectively,

said valve means being movable in one direction from
a torque converter range position wherein both of
said valve means are closed successively to a direct

drive position wherein said first valve means is

opened while said second valve means remains
closed and an overdrive position wherein said first

valve means is closed and said second valve means is

opened, and
speed governor means on one of said shafts adapted to

move said valve means in said one direction in re-

sponse to speed increase.

1. In a transmission, an input and an output member,
transmission gearing connecting said input and output

members having a first unit and a second unit each having

a plurality of ratios, servo means to engage each of said

ratios of said first and second transmission units, a source

of fluid under pressure, a first control means movable from
one to another position to actuate said servo means to

engage one or another of said ratios of said second trans-

mission unit, a second control means movable to one or

another position to actuate said servo means to engage

one or another ratio of said first transmission unit, up-

shift control means operable in one position to hold said

second control means in said another position and inop-

erable in another position, downshift control means op-

erable in one position to hold said second control means
in said one position and inoperative in another position,

said first control means on an upshift from one to another

ratio of said second unit being operable during release of

said one ratio servo to move said upshift control means to

said operable position, and said first control means on a

downshift from another to one ratio of said second unit

being operable during release of said another ratio servo to

move said downshift control means to said operable

position.

3,096,668
MIST COOLED CUTTING TOOL

Harlan J. Maynard, 341 E. 33rd St., New York, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 190,019

10 Claims. (CI. 77—68)

1. A cutting tool for use with a mist cooling system,

comprising a drill body of hardened metal, said drill body
being fromed with at least one cutting edge, said body
being formed with a plurality of internal passages, said

passages terminating at one end in discharge ports located

in proximity to said cutting edge and at another end in

inlet ports located at a distance from said discharge ports,

the total cross-sectional area of said inlet ports bemg
greater than the total cross-sectional area of said discharyc
ports, said passages being adapted to deliver a flow of

cooled mist to said cutting edge.

3,096,667
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND HYDRAULIC

CONTROLS THEREFOR
Leonard F. Dickeson, Wichita, Kans., and Vergil P.

Hendrickson, Decatur, Gordon W. Johnson, Peoria,
Le Roy Lichtenstein, Morton, Shairyl I. Pearce, Mar-
quette Heights, and Gerald D. Rohweder, Peoria, III.,

assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III., a cor-

poration of California

Filed Aug. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 49,587
20 Claims. (CI. 74—731)

1. A drive train comprising:

a variable speed transmission, and
a hydraulic control system for said transmission

3,096,669
METAL FORMING MACHINE AND METHOD

Albert F. Tremblay, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Kent-
Owens Machine Company, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation
of Ohio

Filed Sept. 15, 1958, Ser. No. 761,148
9 Clainu. (CI. 80—16)

1. A method of forming a gear from a gear blank by
rolling, which comprises supporting the gear blank, apply-
ing a plurality of successive forces to a surface of the
gear blank in a direction toward the axis thereof and
substantially at right angles to the root of a tooth to be
formed therein, the forces being suflRcient to substan-
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tially uniformly depress the metal of the blank over all

portions of the blank to which the forces are applied,

and the forces being applied along a line laterally to the

width of the blank, subsequently moving the blank toward

the direction from which the forces are applied, reapply-

ing forces in the above described manner, and subse-

quently moving the blank a lesser amount toward the

direction from which the forces are applied.

3,096,670
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR WORKPIECE

THICKNESS CONTROL
Loren F. Stringer, Amherst, N.Y^ assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor-
poration of Pennsylvania

Filed July 16, 1957, Ser. No. 672,319
9 Claims. (CL 8»—56)

I. ^—I'i •« f ','

IL^

1. The method of controlling the thickness of a moving
strip of material by changing the spacing between a pair

of roller members operative with said strip, including

the steps of measuring a first deviation Di in the thick-

ness of said strip relative to a predetermined reference
thickness, making a first correction Cj in the spacing be-

tween said roller members proportional to said first devi-

ation, measuring a second deviation Dj in the thickness
of said strip relative to a predetermined reference thick-

ness, and making a second correction Cj in said spacing
in accordance with a predetermined relationship

(a=^A-

3,096,671
THICKNESS CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR

ROLLING MILLS
Carl A. Vossberg, Umatilla, Fla.

FUed Dec. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 73,753
9 Cbiims. (CI. 80—56)

c f.

(I. <|
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1. A system for automatically controlling the thick-

ness of a strip being processed by a roll stand of the

type driven by a prime mover, comprising: sensing

means positioned on the finished side of the stand for

sensing the stock thickness; pressure regulation means for

changing the pressure between rolls in the roll stand;

means for activating said pressure regulating means in

response to signals from said sensing means: and timing

means responsive to at least the load on the prime
mover for the stand for controlling the periods of activa-

tion of said pressure regulating means.

3,096,672
VIBRATING ROLL AND METHOD

James Byron Jones, West Chester, Pa., assignor to Aero-
projects Incorporated, West Chester, Pa., a corporation
of Pennsylvania

Continuation of application Ser. No. 45,926, Julv 28,

1960. This application Jan. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 169,700
17 Claims. (CL 80—60)

9. A method of rolling a metal comprising passing a
metal member between a palt ol rotating roils, reducing

the thickness of the metal member by applying sufficient

force through said rolls while said rolls are engaged with

said metal member, and simultaneously vibrating at least

one of said rolls in a direction parallel to the surface of
the metal member being contacted as the thickness of said

metal member is being reduced- by being passed between
said rolls.

3,096,673
.AUTOMATIC WORKING TURNING MEANS

FOR SCREW MACHINES
Karl Spohn, Damaschkestrasse 15, Oberesslingen, Ger-
many, and Hermann Walker, Kuhsteige 28, EssUagen-
Waldenbronn, Germany

FUed June 8, 1959, Ser. No. 818,712
Claims priority, application Germany June 6, 1958

7 Clakns. (CL 82—2.5)
1. In a screw machine, in combination, first rotary cam

means rotating at a given speed and adapted to actuate a
work-gripping means; second rotary cam means adapted
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to actuate a work feeding means; clutch means transmit-

ting a drive from said first cam means to said second

cam means when said clulth means is engaged; third

rotary cam means cooperating with said cltuch means

for controlling the engagement and disengagement there-

of; and transmission means driving said third rotary cam
means from said first rotary cam means at a speed which

is half the speed of ro ation of said first rotary cam means,

so that during the time that said clutch is disengaged a

workpiece may be reversed end for end to enable a tool

to operate on both ends of a workpiece before the work

is fed.

5. In a screw machine, in combination, first rotary cam
means adapted to actuate a work-gripping means; second

rotary cam means adapted to actuate a work-feeding

means which feeds an elongated workpiece to said work-

gripping means to be gripped thereby; clutch means hav-

ing an engaged position transmitting a drive from said

first cam means to said second cam means and a dis-

engaged position where said first cam means rotates while

said second cam means remains s'.ationary; third rotary

cam means cooperating with said clutch means for con-

trolling the engagement and disengagement thereof; trans-

mission means driving said third rotary cam means from

said first rotary cam means at a speed which is half of the

speed of rotation of said first rotary cam means so that

said second rotary cam means actuates the work-feeding

means to feed a workpiece to said work-gripping means

only at every other actuation of the work-gripping means

by said first rotary cam means; and means for turning

end for end in timed relation with said clutch means, dur-

ing the time that said clutch means is in said disengaged

position thereof, a workpiece which has previously been

gripped once by said work-gripping means after being

fed thereto by said work-feeding means, and for placing,

while said clutch means remains in said disengaged posi-

tion thereof, the workpiece which has been turned end

for end again in a position to be gripped by said work-

gripping means at the next actuation thereof by said

first cam means, so that the work is not fed while a work-

piece is turned end for end, whereby each workpiece can

have work performed on both of its ends while held by

the same work-gripping means before additional work is

fed to the work-gripping means by the work-feeding

operative journal recesses and a plurality of other journal

recesses, said upper member carried by said lower mem-
ber, a horizontally arranged non-rotating shaft received

in one pair of the cooperative recesses of said members
overhanging one side thereof, a workpiece engaging ele-

ment secured in the end of the overhanging portion of

said shaft, a face plate rotatably mounted on and carried

by the overhanging portion of said shaft, said face p'ate

having an annular recess on its inboard side, an internal

gear formed on said face plate at the outer periphery of

said recess, a pair of pinions rotatably received into others

of said pairs of cooperative recesses of said members.

said pinions being arranged at diametrically opposite

points on the outer periphery of said face plate and in

meshing relation with said internal gear, two symmetrical

trains of gears carried on shafts received in the other

journal recesses of said members for driving said pinions

in the.same rotational direction, the gears of said trains

being compactly situated in and arranged relatively close

to the bottom of said base, separate motors connected

to said trains, a cover adapted to fit over and be secured

to said base, said base and cover being so constructed

whereby on removal of said cover the trains of gears are

exposed.

3,096,675
PIANO ACTION

Howard K. Graves, 9241 Mango, Morton Grove, III.

Filed Aug. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 49,042

5 Claims. (CI. 84—237)

^

means.

3,096,674
HEADSTOCK FOR LATHE

Maurke Paul Sieger, Upper St. Clalr Township, AUe-

ghcny County, Pa^ assignor to United Engineering and

Foundry Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
FUcd July 29, 1960, Scr. No. 46,139

1 Claim. (CI. 82—28)
A heavy duty head stock assembly composing a rigid

base, said base made up of a lower member and an

upper member and having formed therein pairs of co-

1. A piano action comprising a base, a key pivotally

mounted on said base, a hammer having an arm, said

arm being pivotally connected to said base, a cam mem-

ber pivotally mounted on said base and having an eccen-

tric cam surface in engagement with said arm, and an

actuating means interconnecting said key and said cam

member, whereby movement of said key imparts move-

ment to said cam member which, in turn, causes move-

'ment of said hammer by coaction of said cam surface

with said arm.

3,096,676
TAILPIECE FOR STRINGED INSTRUMENTS
Mosa Havlvl and Max Frirsz, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 86,407

10 Clafans. (CI. 84—302)
1. A tailpiece for string instruments comprising an elon-

gated body having means at the rear thereof for attach-
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ment to said instrument, means at the front of said body
for anchoring of at least one front string, and means at

an intermediate area for anchoring of at least one inter-

mediate string, the front anchoring means being for high

notes and the intermediate anchoring means for low notes,

a flat lower surface on said body, a convex bulge rising

from said flat surface at said intitrmediate area and ex-

tending towards the front of said body.

3,096,677
NON SLIP DRUM HOLDER

Charles C. Ryan, 535 Addison Road, Glastonbury, Conn.
FUed Oct. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 148,141

1 Claim. (CI. 84—421)

A drum holder of the character described, comprising

four flat pads of non slip material, each of said pads being

adjacent to two others and each of two said pads being

hinged to two of said pads by a plurality of piano hinges

so as to permit their being folded together in a package

the size of one of the four said fiat pads, one of the flat

pads having an L-shaped support along the peripheral

edge thereof, a second L-shaped support on the surface

of the same said flat pad, a pad adjacent the said one pad

having an L-shaped opening therein adapted to recetft

the second mentioned L-shaped support on said one flat

pad wheji the said holder is completely folded together,

the said adjacent fiat pad also having an L-shaped cut out

along that edge thereof in alignment with the first men-
tioned L-shaped support for receiving same when the

said holder is folded in a closed position, each of the

others of said four flat pads having an edge mounted
holder thereon and each having a cut-out providing means

to receive the said edge mounted holder of the other pad

when the said holder is completely folded into a package

the size of one of the said flat pads, and each one of the

said flat pads having an elongated opening therein for

one's hand when the said holder is being moved, the

said holder providing an non slip drum on its stand and

cymbals on a Hi-Hat sock pedal stand all resting on the

said four flat pads which prevent the drums and accesso-

ries from slipping about while being played.

3,096,678
BOLT WITH SELF-CONTAINED MULTI-PART

NUT AND CENTERING SLEEVE
James Henry Devhic and Evelyn Y. Devine, Brookline,

Mass.; said James Henry Devine assignor to D-Y Trust,

Boston, Mass., a trust of Massachusetts

Filed Aug. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 835,580
9 Claims. (CI. 85—2.4)

1. A blind bolt for clamping together two or more

structural panels having concentric c^nings there-

through, irrespective of the accessibility of the opening

in the innermost panel, the bolt being insertable in said

openings and removable therefrom, and comprising:

a rigid centering sleeve extending through said open-

ings and having a flanged head portion engageable

with a surface of the outermost panel, and a con-

tinuous, cylindrical interior wall portion providing a

bearing surface;

an expandable nut component assembly comprising at

least three separate and separable complemental seg-

ments rockable angularly with respect to each other

in planes radial to the axis of said sleeve, frx>m

mutually contracted, unlocking position to mutually

expanded, locking position; and resilient means en-

circling said segments, intermediate the ends there-

of, for holding the segments in cooperative, mutual-

ly abutting relation and for yieldingly restraining

rocking movement thereof;

each nut segment having a rigid shank portion of sub-

stantially arcuate cross-section provided with a

curved, screw-threaded inner surface, and an out-

wardly projecting clamping head portion engageable

flatwise with a surface of the innermost panel when

the nut component assembly is expanded to locking

position;

the nut compvonent assembly being movable lonigtudi-

nally of said sleeve, and the expanded segments

having sliding engagement with said interior bearing

surface of the sleeve;

a solid, cylindrical, screw-threaded center component

threading into the nut segments 'to expand the nut

segments and to draw the nut component assembly

into the sleeve to move the head portions of the seg-

ments to locking position against the innermost

panel; the center component providing a solid core

for the bolt and having a head portion engageaWe

with the head portion of the sleeve during torquing

rotation of the center component; and
means for restraining relative rotation between the nut

component and the sleeve while the bolt is being

tightened to locking positicm.

3,096,679
SHEET CLAMP HAVING A ONE EARED

SPREADER BAR
Sterlmg B. Jones, West Covina, Calif., assignor to Mono-
gram Precision Industries, Inc., Culver City, Calif., a

corporation of California

Filed Mar. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 14,740
2 Claims. (CI. 85—6)

1. A sheet clamp comprising: a hollow body having re-

stricted openings at its ends, thereby providing trans-

verse surfaces; a washer in said body having flat, sub-

stantially parallel surfaces engaging the transverse surface

at one end; a rod extending into the opposite end of said

body and having a flange engaging the transverse surface

at said opposite end; a compressed coil spring extending

between said flange and said washer, a substantial por-
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tion of the end coil abutting the washer; a pair of needles ing contained therein nnd containing a pair of elongated
fixed at one end to said flange, said needles extending mirrors with reflecting inner surfaces in trough-shape
through said spring and said washer to the exterior of configuration, a partition comprising a diaphra^-m ch-
said body, the exterior ends of said needles having en- viding the said sighting tube perpendicularly at the prin-
larged heads with surface portions to engage the outer- cipal focal plane of the said objective lens with a hol-most surface of said washer; a spreader bar having a
portion within said spring and extending through said

3,096,680
NAIL H ITH HEAD REMOVABLE BY TWLSTING
John E. Dudgeon, 3920 Dodge St., Omaha, Nebr.

Filed June 3, 1960, Ser. No. 33,697
1 Claim. (CI. 85—28)

In a finishing nail, the combination which comprises
an elongated cylindrical body, said body having a point
on one end, wings extended from the intermediate por-
tion, each wing having an inclined leading edge and flat

sides and each wing extending radially beyond said body,
and an enlarged laterally extending inner head on the
end opposite to the end on which the point is positioned,
a web having opposite sides flat and parallel to each
other, a portion of reduced cross sectional area therein
that is joined to and is extended from the inner head, said
area being less than the smallest cross sectional area of
said body, and an outer head carried by said web, said
web flat sides extending substantially from said outer
head to said reduced area.

3,096,681
KALEIDOSCOPIC VIEWER

John Lyon Burnside III, Woodside, Calif.
(2220 Astral Drive, Los Angeles 46, Calif.)

Filed Sept. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 54,548
4 Claims. (CI. 88— 15)

1. In a kaleidoscope comprising an elongated sighting
tube having an objective end with an objective lens con-
tained therein and an ocular end with an ocular open-

fHf>T

washer and between said heads, said spreader bar having
parallel edges; and an ear extending substantially at right
angles from one edge only of said spreader bar interme-
diate the ends of said bar, said ear being located be-
tween said washer and the adjacent end turn of said spring,
said ear being disposed adjacent the end of said end turn,
said portion of the bar within the spring having a width
substantially equal to the inner diameter of the spring.

^r

?i.

low tube extending inside the said sighting tube from
the said partition to the said objective lens, with the
said mirrors extending from the said partition to the
said ocular end, and with the said partition having an
optical aperture of substantiaJly triangular shape.

3,096,682
REVERSIBLE SHL FTER DRIVE AND ACCESSIBI V
MOL'NTED MECHANISMS IN A MOTION PIC-
Tl'RE PROJECTOR

Roy E. Moore, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Argus Incorporated, a corporation of
Delaware

Filed May 15, 1959, S«r. No. 813,453
4 Claims. (CI. 88—17)

2. in a motion picture projector, a rigid suppt)rt com-
prising a base and a centrally disposed upstanding film
handling and drive mechanism support plate integral with
said base, said plate having a ventilation grating, an inte-
grally formed lamp house projecting from one side of said
plate and a through opening in said plate communicating
with the interior of said lamp house: an electric motor
mounted en the other side of said plate and having a shaft
substantially parallel to the vertical plane of safd plate;
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a first fan mounted on said shaft near said grating for

drawing air from the one side of said plate; a second fan

mounted on said shaft, and a shroud surroundinij said sec-

ond fan with lis outlet connected to said opening for de-

livering cooling an therethrough directly into said lamp
house.

3,096,683
FILM PROJECTOR

Carroll H. Dunning, 4337 Clyboum Ave.,
North Hollywood, Calif.

Filed Aug. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 836,702
1 Claim. (CI. 88—28)

light transmitting material intended to be interposed in
a vertical position, one surface of said sheet having a
scries of symmetrical parallel ribs formed thereon extend-
ing longitudinally thereof, said ribs extending vertically
when the sheet is positioned in vertical position, the con-
figuration of said ribs being such that sunlight from wide
a/imuth angles striking the ribs are redirected toward the
other surface of said sheet in a direction generally per-
pendicular thereto, said other surface of said sheet com-
prising a series of prisms, said prisms extending horizon-
tally when the sheet is positioned in vertical position, each

:a >' *-. ^

.•\ projector comprising: a plate having an opening

therein through which a picture may be projected; a pro-

jection lens assembly fixed on said plate; indentations on
said plate and complementing bulges on the inner portion

of said lens assembly forming a fixed undulating path for

the passage of film past said opening; a pair of slots in said

plate; a leaf spring in said housing adjacent said path and
below said opening; a pair of pawls carried by said leaf

spring and projecting through said slots; cam faces on said

pawls and cooperating curved surfaces on said plate

adapted to be engaged by said cam faces whereby said

pawls are adapted to engage in sprocket holes in said film

on downward movement of said leaf spring to advance
said film and to disengage from said sprocket holes upon
upward movement of said leaf spring; a roller rotatably

mounted in said housing, the lower end of said leaf spring

being attached to said roller, the free end of said leaf

spring extending upwardly and normally bearing against

said plate and means for rotating said roller to raise or

lower said free end of said spring; and said housing includ-

ing a perforated shell including a top, two sides and a rear

end, a plurality of box-like, nested shells within said per-

forated shell and a lamp within the innermost shell.

3,096,684
FENESTRATION STRUCTURE FOR CONTROL

OF DAYLIGHTING
Robert R. Kegg, Toledo, Raymond E. La Brecque, Zanes-

ville, and Richard C. Wamke, Toledo, Ohio, assignors,
by mesne assignments, to Owens-Illinois Glass Com-
pany, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Nov. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 773,342
6 Claims. (CI. 88—60)

1. In a fenestration structure for utilizing daylight to

light an interior, the combination comprising a sheet of

said prism having a configuration such that light rays
striking said prism are directed in substantially horizontal
directions, a thin substantiallv continuous translucent
coating bonded to the surfaces of said prisms and com-
prising a cellular agglomeration of sodium silicate having
sand dispersed therein, said coating having areas in optical
contact with the surfaces of said prisms interspersed with
areas out of optical contact with the surfaces of said
prisms throughout the extent thereof thereby diffusing
the light transmitted to said prisms in the areas of optical
contact and transmitting the light direc'ly and without
substantial diffusion in the remaining areas.

3,096,685
DEVICE FOR MACHINING THE FLANKS OF

SPUR AND HELICAL GEARS
Walter Demuth, Wallisellen, Switzerland, assignor to

•Maag Gear Wheel & Machine Company Limited,
Zurich, Switzerland

Filed July 7, 1959, Ser. No. 825,479
Claims priority, application Switzerland July 21, 1958

7 Claims. (CI. 90—1.6)

-^

1. A machine tool for the machining of tooth flanks on
spur and helical gears and producing deviations from the

theoretical tooth shape along the width of the teeth, com-
prising in combination: a machine frame for supporting
the gear to be maintained, a template fixedly attached
to said frame, a ram reciprocatingly mounted on said
frame, a tool carrier on said ram, a hinged tool holder
pivotally mounted on said tool carrier for holding a tool

to engage the gear to be machined in one direction of
movement of said ram and a follower mechanism com-
prising a pair of cooperating wedges mounted in said
hinged tool holder controlled by said template to vary
the distance of said tool from the axis of the gear to be
machined in the course of the movement of said ram in

dependence upon the shape of said template.
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3,096,686
AUTOMATIC HOB SHIFTER

Granger Davenport, Montclair, and Joseph E. Van Acker,
New Vernon, NJ., assignors to Norton Company,
Worcester, Mass., a corporation off Massacliusetts

Continuation of application Scr. No. 670,200, July 5,

1957. This application Apr. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 189,660
13 Claims. (CI. 90—4)

I . The combination of a translatable slide member,
a hob spindle, means mounting said hob spindle for ro-

tary and axial movement relative to the slide member,
power-operated clamping means for said spindle-mount-

ing means normally operative to retain the spindle-

mounting means in a preselected axially adjusted position,

first power means for actuating said clamping means,
second power means adapted when actuated to effect

axial movement of said mounting means a preselected

unit distance, selectively adjustable means to vary the

preselected unit distance, independently operable control

means for each of said first and second power means, and
a coordinating system of controls responsive to transla-

tion of said slide member and operative normally to effect

operation of said control means through one cycle in-

cluding unclamping of said spindle-mounting means, then

axial movement thereof, and then a reclamping of the

spindle-mounting means to the slide member, and addi-

tional selectively operable means associated with said

system of controls for causing said system of controls

to repeat the axial movement portion of the cycle two
or more times to thereby obtain two or more preselected

unit distances of movement of the mounting means be-

fore reclamping of the spindle-mounting means.

3,096,687
MILLING MACHINE

Friedrich Klopp, Friedrich Klopp, Jr., and Friedhelm
Lessenicb, all of Solingen-Wald, Germany, assignors to
Kiopp-Werke G.ni.b.H., Solingen-Wald, Germany

Filed May 8, 1961, Scr. No. 108,611
Claims priority, application Germany May 10, 1960

9 Claims. (CI. 90—17)
1. A milling machine having in combination a hori-

zontal shaft, a milling head swivelly mounted thereon,
said milling head comprising a horizontal cutter arbor
and a milling spindle, said cutter arbor extending parallel

to said shaft, the axis of said milling spindle and the

axis of said shaft lying in a first plane, the axis of said

cutter arbor and the axis of said shaft lying in a second
plane extending normal to said first plane, means for se-

lectively securing the milling head in its swivel position,

transmission means for transmission of a driving force

including a transmission spindle extending parallel to

said arbor, first and second gearing, said cutter arbor
being movable, by swivelling said milling head, into align-

ment with said transmission spindle and connectable

thereto for driving purposes, and selective means for driv-

ably connecting said first and second gearing, said second
gearing being drivably connected to said milling spindle.

3,096,688
TRACER FINGER FOR AUTOMATIC TRACER AND
METHOD AND MEANS OF COORDINATING
SAME WITH A CUTTER
Jack N. Binns, 4886 Oaklawn Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed June 19, 1957, Ser. No. 666,544
6 Claims. (CI. 90—62)

5. In combination, a tracer finger having a substantially

cylindrical outer surface, a shim having a substantially

constant thickness and defining a split tubular member,
said shim substantially surrounding said tracer finger and
having an inner surface thereof in contacting relationship

with a major circumferentially extending portion of the

cylindrical outer surface of said tracer finger, and clamp-
ing means encircling and engaging the outer surface of
said shim, said clamping means urging said shim into

tight engagement with the outer surface of said tracer

finger.

3,096,689
SIMPLIFIED TANDEM DIAPHRAGM FLUID

PRESSURE MOTOR
Oswald O. Kytta, South Bend, Ind., assignor to The

Bcndix Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Jan. 30, 1961, Scr. No. 85,521

4 Claims. (CL 91—376)
1. In a fluid pressure motor: a first generally cup-

shaped housing section having a first internal shoulder
facing an open end with sidewalls between said shoulder

and said open end forming an opening of generally uni-

form cross section, a second generally cup-shaped housing
section received in the open end of said first cup-shaped
housing section to form a second shoulder facing said first

shoulder, a partition member positioned between said

shoulders, said partition member having a radially inner

fiange portion with a centrally located opening there-

through, a hub member whose center portion extends
through said opening to effect a seal with said flange of

said partition member, a first diaphragm having a pe-

ripheral portion sealingly wedged between the sidewalls

of said first housing section and said second shoulder by
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said partition member, said first diaphragm having its

radially inner portion sealed to said hub to form a first

motor chamber on its side away from said partition mem-
ber and a second motor chamber between said diaphragm
and said partition member, a second diaphragm having an

outer periphery sealingly clamped to said partition mem-
ber, said second diaphragm having a radially inner por-

tion sealed to said hub member to form a third motor

rmga:

chamber between said second diaphragm and said parti-

tion member and a fourth motor chamber on the oppo-

site side of said second diaphragm member, said hub mem-
ber having a flow communicating passage between said

first and third motor chambers, and said partition member
having a passage communicating said second motor cham-
ber to said fourth motor chamber internally of said

housing.

3,096,690
HYDRAULIC TRANSDUCER

Paul F. Hayner, Nashua, N.H., assignor to Sanders Asso-

ciates, Inc., Nashua, N.H., a corporation of Delaware
Filed May 2, 1960, Ser. No. 26,241

6 Claims. (CI. 91—461)

MV04I0 AM^unER avUT TIUtttDUCCR

4. A hydraulic transducer according to claim 3 having

a control valve comprising in part a slidable control pis-

ton; a second fluid source coupled to said control valve

by input and exhaust lines; an output actuator coupled

to said control valve; at least one control passageway

coupling the second source, the control member, and the

control valve; means for varying the pressure in the con-

trol passageway in response to the position of the control

member; whereby the varying pressure in the control

passageway is communicated to the control valve in order

to control fluid pressure from the second source to the

output actuator.

3,096,691
TRANSDUCER

Clarence P. Salmon, Elgiii, III., assignor to Flcxonics

Corporation, Maywood, III., a corporation of Illinois

FUed June 27, i960, Scr. No. 38,924
6 Claims. (CI. 92—101)

1. A transducer adapted to convert fluid expansion to

linear mechanical movement, said transducer comprising:

cup-shaped housing means having deformable lips at the

open end thereof; fitting means confined in said housing
means by deforming said lips thereover; an elastomeric
disc situated in said housing means beneath said fitting

means; a sleeve bearing defined in one of said first and

UZ--

second mentioned means and disposed perpendicularly

to said disc; piston means slidably received in said sleeve

bearing and displaying an anti-friction surface to one side

of said disc; and means in the other of said first and
second mentioned means communicating an expansible

fluid to the opposite side of said disc.

3,096,692
BOX MAKING MACHINE

Charles F. H. Crathem III, Hopkinton, John B. Bradicich,
Warner, and Joel S. Reen, Contoocook, N.H., assignors
to FMC Corporation, San Jose, Calif., a corporation of
Delaware

Continuation of application Ser. No. 97,374, Mar. 21,
1961. This application Mar. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 182,156

35 Claims. (CI. 93—49)

i^ !^ rx^*-'-- 4-

-r~s i-,s

I . Apparatus for forming container parts from corner
notched and tabbed blanks comprising a frame, a pair of

laterally spaced tables extending longitudinally of said

frame, a blank registration station at the forward end
of the apparatus including means for guiding the longitu-

dinally extending edges of the blanks, a first folding station

comprising laterally spaced longitudinally extending lower
dies suj^wrted on said tables for receiving blanks from
said registration station, a second folding station compris-

ing longitudinal spaced laterally extending lower dies for

receiving blanks from said first folding station, longitudi-

nally extending camshafts mounted on said tables, means
for driving said camshafts, longitudinally and laterally ex-
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tending upper dies mounted on said tables at said first and

second folding stations for motion toward and away from
the corresponding lower dies, drive means between said

camshafts and b<ith sets of upper dies for lowering and

raising the upper dies, and blank feed means for progres-

sively and simultaneously advancing blanks from station

to station.

3,096,693
CARTON TRANSFERRING APPARATUS

Alfred Mouncy Simpson, Swinck>n, England, assignor to

The Me^al Box Company Limited, London, England,
a British company

Filed Aug. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 132,161
Claims prinritv, application Great Britain .Sept. 8, I960

4 Claims. (CI. 93—51)

'J'-

J

. N.

1. Apparatus for receiving cartons removed from a

setting-up die, comprising a support aligned with and
spaced from the exit end of a setting-up die by a distance

which permits a set-up carton extracted from the die to

rest on the support, an extractor device movable between
a first position thereof at which it is operable to extract

a carton from the die and a second position thereof at

which it depKJsits the extracted carton on the support, a

conveyor to receive cartons from the support, a pusher

movable over the extractor device in the second posi-

tion thereof to move a carton from the support and to

deliver it to the conveyor, a reciprocable operating mem-
ber to effect said movement of the pusher, and a connect-

ing element connecting the pusher with the operating

member, said connecting element spacing the pusher from
the operating member and extending between said mem-
ber and pusher at a position displaced laterally from the

path of the extractor device wherjby while the pusher

is located in the position thereof at which it delivers a
carton to the conveyor the extractor device is permitted

to return to the forward position thereof through the

space between the pusher and the operating member.

3,096,694
GUIDE MARKING FOR JET RUNWAYS
Bernard Stanley Lynn, 19451 Black Road,

Los Gatos, Calif.

Filed Nov. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 152,731
5 Claims. (CI. 94—1.5)

ssata

1. The method of forming a guide line on a pavement
comprising forming fluorocarbon resin tiles of a thick-
ness between .06" and 0.2", said fluorocarbon resin being
selected from the group consisting of tetrafluoroethylene
resin and trifluurochlorocthylene resin, pitting the lower
surface of the tiles, and securing the tiles to the pave-
ment by means of an eix)xy base resin adhesive.

3,096.695
FOUNDATION FOR BUILDINGS, ROADS

OR THE LIKE
John Reinhardt, Brighton, South Australia, Australia

(61 Holder Parade, Kinitston Park, South Australia,
Australia)

Filed Oct. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 771,143
Claims priority, application Australia Nov. 7, 1957

3 Claims. (CI. 94—11)

1. A road structure comprising a plurality of triangular
road sections disposed in a common plane and arranged
to form a continuous mosaic road surface, each triangular
road section having a corner thereof meeting with the
corners of two other road sections to form a junction
therewith, separate joining members at the junctions
formed by the triangular sections for joining correspond-
ing sections together comprising a base and an upstanding
metal sleeve extending therefrom, a sand fill hole being
provided in each said base member extending centrally
therethrough, said upstanding metal sleeve forming an
opening in correspondence with said sand fill hole, lugs on
the metal sleeve extending inwardly into said opening, a
recess in each said base member being provided around
the metal sleeve, and downwardly projecting key sections
on the corners of said road sections engaged in said re-

cesses for preventing lateral displacement of said rOad
sections and thereby connecting said road sections to-
gether.

3,096.696
MOTOR GRADER FRAME EXTENSION

\ ernon H. Reisser, Omaha, Nebr.
Filed Mar. 5. 1957, Ser. No. 644,038

8 Claims. (CI. 94—39)

-r"i-

M£or
I. In a grader, the combination which comprises an

elongated frame including a plurality of pivotally con-
nected leading and trailing frame sections, wheels upon
which the leading end of the leading section of the frame
is mounted, a first implement carried by a pair of said
pivotally connected adjacent sections of the frame, a sec-
ond implement carried by a trailing section of the frame,
means pivotally connecting the section at the leading end
of the frame to the leading end of the trailing section of
the frame for pivoting of these sections about both a
vertical and a horizontal axis, and controllable means
for swinging the said leading section about said vertical

and horizontal axes.

3,096,697
AUTOMATIC SHUTTER FOR CAMERA

Takayoshi Sato and Atsutada NakatanI, both of Tokyo,
Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Kopani, Tokyo-
to, Japan, a joint-^ock company of Japan

Filed July 18, 1961, Ser. No. 124,979
3 Claims. (CI. 95— 10)

I. In a photographic lens shutter including a shutter
release, shutter cocking means, and an automatic exposure
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control mechanism in which a shutter speed control means

including a shutter, a shutter governor and a diaphragm

aperture control means are actuated in sequence by a

differential mechanism including two elements for con-

trolling a respective exposure element, and a stop means
connected with said differential mechanism adapted to be

stopped in correspondence with the light condition meas-

ured by a photoelectric exposure meter built in the camera;

the combination in said automatic exposure control

mechanism comprising a diaphragm operating lever oper-

ated upon operation of the shutter release, a diaphragm
aperture control cam means provided with a first nose

portion and a first cam step portion adapted to be posi-

tioned to determine the diaphragm aperture, said dia-

phragm control cam means being connected with one ele-

ment of said differential mechanism, a first latch lever for

engaging said first nose portion to prevent movement of

said one element of said differential mechanism in the

shutter cocked position, a shutter speed control cam means
provided with a second nose portion and a second cam
step portion for adjusting the shutter governor, said shut-

ter speed control cam means being connected with the

^^^

a shaft gimbally mounted inside the shell about a pivotal

point substantially on the said axis of symmetry of the
shell, said shaft having a projecting member engaging
the slot and adjustably fixed in one of a plurality of posi-

tions in said longitudinal slot in said arc member, a camera
support fixed to said shaft and to which a camera whose
lens faces one end of the shell may be removably at-

tached, electrically actuated trigger means for triggering

the shutter of said camera and responsive to an external
signal, a transparent window in said end of said shell and
intersected by the axis of the lens of said camera when
the camera is fixed in operating position and a flashbulb
for casting light into that part of the pipe facing the

camera lens and responsive to said external signal.

3,096,699
CAMERA LOCKING DEVICE

Douglass C. Harvey and Hubert Nerwin, Rochester, N.Y.,
assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Jan. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 167,791
7 Claims. (Ci. 95—31)

second element of said differential mechanism, an operat-

ing lever means connecting said shutter speed control cam
means to said governor, a second latch lever capable of
being engaged with said second nose portion to prevent
movement of said differential mechanism in the shutter

cocked position, a first pivoted lever associated with said

shutter speed control cam means and provided with a first

pin, a spur gear provided with an arresting pin adapted
to arrest said first pin for stopping the rotation of said

shutter speed control cam means, a shutter speed preset

means capable of displacing the arresting pin on said spur
gear to a position corresponding to a desired shutter
speed, a disengaging disc provided with a third nose
portion and .i cam surface for disengaging said first pin
from said arresting pin upon release of the shutter, a third

latch lever capable of being engaged with said third nose
portion against a spring of said disc, a first unlatch lever

prov idcd with first and second arms, and a second unlatch
le\er provided with a third arm. said tv\o unlatch levers

acliiatinc to unlatch one by one said three latch levers

from the respective nose portions for controlling the shut-

ter speed and the diaphragm aperture control devices.

3,096,698
APPARATUS FOR PHOTOGRAPHING THE

INTERIOR OF PIPES
Garnet H. Stoutenburg, 215 3rd Ave. SE., Calgary,

Alberta, Canada
Filed Sept. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,462

10 Claims. (CI. 95—11)
1. Apparatus for the photographing of pipes, compris-

ing a closed substantially liquid-tight shell having a lon-
gitudinal axis of symmetry, a pendulum weight pivotally
mounted inside the shell and freely rotatable about a piv-
otal axis which is substantially coincident with the said
axis of symmetry of the shell, an arc member fixed to said
pendulum weight and having a longitudinal slot therein,

z-^

1
.
In a camera adapted to accommodate a rotatable

film winding member, and having:

(a) a housing.

(^) a cover movable into and out of closed position

closing said housing,

(c) locking means movable between

( 1 ) a first position locking said cover in said closed

position, and
(2) a second position releasing said cover for move-
ment out of said closed position, and

id) release means for moving said locking means from
said first position to said second position,

the improvement comprising:

(r) winding mechanism remote from said release

means, and including a driving member movable into

and out of driving engagement with said winding
member when said winding member is accommo-
dated in the camera, and

(/) means for moving said driving member out of
driving engagement with said winding member in

response to movement of said locking means to said

second position.
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3,096,700
DOUBLE TORSION SPRING ENERGY-STORAGE

PHOTOGRAPHIC SHUTTER
Frederick P. Willcox, Old Westbury, N.Y., and Ludolph

F. Welanetz, Bethesda, Md., aissignors to Fairchild

Camera and Instrument Corporation, a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Jan, 30, 1959, Ser. No. 790,083

10 Claims. (CI. 95—63)

1. In a photographic shutter having two blade devices

operating in an alternating sequence to complete an ex-

posure for each pair of such operations, a symmetrical

spring drive connected to of said blade devices, individual

means for latching said spring drives in respective ten-

sioned states to hold their blade devices respectively closed

and open, means for sequentially releasing the individual

latching means to initiate oscillations of said respective

spring drives from their initial tensioned states through

their unstressed neutral condition and transiently into

partially tensioned siates opposite to those last occupied,

to complete respective shutter opening and shutter closing

phases of one exposure, means for latching each of said

spring drives in its newly acquired state of partial opposite

tension, and means for further and fully tensioning each

spring drive in its said newly acquired state, in prepara-

tion for a following exposure in which the opening and
closing functions of said blade devices will be inter-

changed.

3,096,701
SELF-THREADING AUTOMATIC FILM

PROCESSING APPARATUS
Charles N. Edward^ Huntington, N.Y., aaalgnor to Fair-

child Camera and Inftramcnt Corporation, a corpora-

tion of Delaware
FUed Jan. 23, 1958, Scr. No. 710,662

3 Claima. (CI. 95—94)

*ii

IsU

1. A device for feeding photographic film or the lilce

through a liquid treatment bath, comprising a pair of

spaced-apart parallel plates, a drive wheel mounted be-

tween said plates for rotation about an axis perpendicular

to said plates, said drive wheel having a width substantial-

ly equal to the distance between said plates and a radius

less than the distance from said axis to the nearest point

on the perimeter of either of said plates, a film-guiding

groove in each of the facing surfaces of said plates and
extending between points of film entry and film exit on
the perimeters of said plates, said grooves being in registry

with each other and with a major portion of the periphery

of said drive wheel, a plurality of spaced-apart idler wheels
mounted between said plates for rotation about axes par-

allel to said first axis, said idler wheels being mounted
adjacent the periphery of said drive wheel for limited mo-
tion in directions radial of said drive wheel, means for

rotating said drive wheel, and means for resiliently urging

said idler wheels toward said drive wheel.

3,096,702
BODY SUPPORTED AIR CIRCULATOR

Joe W. Malone, Sr., 1905 Douglas St., and Joe D. Lamb,
1001 E. Arkansas St., both of Sweetwater, Tex.

FUed Feb. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 91,144
5 Claims. (CI. 98—1)

1 . A body supported air circulator comprising a shield

having inwardly turned back side edges forming side

walls and rear flanges, said rear flanges being adapted to

engage against the chest and defining an open rear side

of the shield between said flanges, said shield defining an
air cavity, a conduit member supported by said shield

having an inner discharge end caning into the cavity

and an exposed open outer inlet end, an electric fan for

propelling air through said conduit into said cavity, means
supporting said fan within the conduit, a self<ontained

current source electrically connected to the fan, means
detachably mounting said current source on the shield,

and a neck encircling supporting strap attached to and
supporting said shield against the chest of the wearer.

3,096,703
LOUVER STRUCTURE

Adam D. Gocttl, Phoenix, Ariz., aaigBor to McGraw-
Edkon Company, MUwankcc, Wli^ corporatloa of

Delaware
Filed Dec. 12, 1960, Scr. No. 75,214

6 Claims. (CI. 98—110)

1. In a louver structure the combination of: a first slat;

a second slat angularly intersecting said first slat; each

of said slats provided with a notch located at the area of

intersection with the other slat; a universal bearing assem-

bly interconnecting said slats and comprising a spherical

bearing member; first and second inserts secured in said

notches of said first and second slats and pivotally con-

nected to said spherical bearing member, said first inserts
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being substantially U-shaped and engageable with said

spherical bearing member over substantially more than

180 degrees of its periphery; opposed portions of said

U-shaped insert deflectable apart to receive said spherical

bearing member, said notches being of a dimension to hold

said opposed portions together around said periphery for

substantially more than 180 degrees for retaining said

bearing member in said U-shaped insert.

3,096,704
FUME ELIMINATOR

Linus E. Russell, Springfield, Oliio, assignor to Peters &
Russell, Inc., Springfield, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Aug. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 133,403
4 Claims. (CL 98—115)

1. An accessory for the elimination of fumes in the

filling of fuel tanks and the like, the inlet to which is

defined by a projected fitting, consisting of a one piece

hollow resilient body structure a i>ortion of which pro-

vides a base having an aperture opening to its interior, said

base being elongated and formed to extend laterally of

said aperture and provide a cushioned support for said

body structure as said aperture accommodates a fitting on
a fuel tank to project therethrough to the interior of said

body structure, means defining a second aperture in said

body structure over and generally aligned with said first

mentioned aperture, said second aperture being formed to

receive the nozzle of a fuel delivery spout therethrough

with clearance therebetween, whereby the nozzle may be

freely introduced to the fitting interiorly of said body
structure, and means defining a passage for application

of suction to the interior of said body structure to draw
air through at least said second mentioned aperture to

entrain the fumes in and about said body structure and
disperse them through said passage.

3,096,705
LOUVER STRUCTURE

Adam D. GoettI, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to McGraw-
Edison Company, Elgin, III., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Apr. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 805,203

10 Claims. (CI. 98—121)

2. In a louver structure; a plate; first and second louver

slat elements each integral with said plate and extending

laterally of said plate at an angle thereto; said first

and second louver slat elements disposed in longitudinal

alignment with each other and being spaced apart at

their adjacent ends; a strip of said plate disposed between

said adjacent ends of said first and second louver slat

elements and a first portion of said strip extending trans-

versely to said louver slat elements; a second portion of

said strip extending laterally to one side of said plate at

an angle equal to that of saTd louver slat elements, said

second portion being in alignment with and integral with
both of said first and second louver slat elements; said sec-

ond portion forming a stiffener structure which inter-

connects said louver slat elements, one of said louver slat

elements having an end opposite to its said adjacent end;
said opposite end being cut away from said plate at a

location coinciding with one side of said plate, said ad-
jacent ends of said louver slat elements being cut away
from said plate at a location spaced laterally of said one
side of said plate.

3 096 706
PORTABLE SMOKELESS BROILER AND

OVEN ASSEMBLY
Robert G. Cardwell, 54 Extension St., Hazlehurst, Miss.

FUed Apr. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 105,740
5 Claims. (CI. 99—340)

5. A portable broiler and oven assembly comprising
an oven, a heating unit, a drip pan, and a food basket,

said oven comprising a rectangular horizontal bottom
panel, a vertical side panel secured to each of two op-

posite ends of said bottom panel, an oven top panel sup-

ported on said vertical panels, and a back panel secured

to the back edges of said side panels, the bottom edge of

said back panel being spaced above said bottom panel

providing a drip pan entry slot therebetween, the back
edge of said top panel being spaced forwardly of said

back panel providing a food basket entry slot, the front

of said oven being open, a pair of opposed vertical U-
shaped rails secured to the inner surfaces of said opposite

vertical side panels and extending downwardly from said

oven top panel back slot, and opposed horizontal rail

means secured to said inner surfaces of said opposite

vertical side panels and extending rearwardly from the

open front of said oven, rail means cooperating means
pivoted centrally to opposite edges of said heating unit,

and rail means cooperating means secured to two opposed

edges of said food basket, said opposed horizontal raU

means comprising vertically spaced apart pairs of opposed

rails, said food basket being supported in the upper

pair of horizontal rails, said heating unit being supported

in a horizontal position by the lower pair of horizontal

rails, and said drip pan being in said entry slot.

3,096,707
FOOD HOLDING AND TURNING APPARATUS

Archie W. Mills, 345 E. 89th Place, Chicago, lU.

FUed July 10, 1961, Ser. No. 122,679
5 Claims. (CI. 99-^23)

4. Cooking apparatus comprising a generally V-shaped
rack having a pair of opposed suppcHt surfaces configured

to retain food to be cooked, means mounting the rack for

I
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pivotal movement about an axis adjacent the apex there-

of, means for selectively pivoting the rack sufficient to

deposit food successively on the opposed support sur-

faces so that the food can be cooked on both surfaces.

and a trough formed at the apex of the V-shaped rack

between said support surfaces and sloping in one direc-

tion along the longitudinal axis thereof to carry of! drip-

pings from food being cooked and supported on the sup-

port surfaces.

3,096,708
MACHINES FOR PERFORMING OPERATIONS

ON SHEET MATERIAIS
Henr> W. Moser, Haddonfield, NJ., assignor to Samuel
M. Langston Company, Camden, N.J., a corporation of

New Jersey

Original application Mar. 8, 1955, Ser. No. 492,897, now
Patent No. 3,004,456, dated Oct. 17, 1961. Divided
and this application Jan. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 82,042

3 Claims. (CI. 100—50)

tt^

1. In a machine for performing work on sheets of

work material, a platen press comprising two platens, at

least one of which is movabre toward the other, said

movable platen having sheet-working elements, means
for registering work sheets in the press with the said ele-

ments, and means for actuating said movable platen at a

high cyclical speed to effect pressure engagement between

the working elements and sheets so registered, said ac-

tuating means comprising a central hydraulic cylinder

and piston unit for advancing said movable platen into a

pressure-applying position with respect to the other of

said platens, and a plurality of additional cylinder and
piston units attached to and symmetrically disposed with

respect to said movable platen for effecting the work
stroke of the platen, a hydraulic system including a pump
and containing said cylinder and piston units, a sequence
valve in said system adapted to exclude hydraulic pres-

sure from said additional units until a predetermined
pressure has been developed in said central unit, means
responsive to an additional predetermined pressure in said

system for interrupting the advance movement of said

movable platen, and means for adjusting the connection
between each of the said additional cyhnder and piston

units and said movable platen to vary the angular posi-

tion of the same with respect to said units for selectively

adjusting areas of pressure on said sheets.

3,096,709
DECORATING MACHINE

John W. Eldred and James B. Legg, Columbus, Ohio, as-

signors to The Eldred Company, Columbus, Ohio, a
corporation of Ohio

Filed Aug. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 129,455
42 Claims. (CI. 101—115)

At '['""'rf
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1. A decorating machine comprising a rotatable turret,

spindles mounted on said turret at angularly spaced in-

tervals and carrying article-supporting chucks, a decorat-

ing station disposed in cooperation with the turret, means
for rotating the turret to bring articles carried by said

spindles successively to the decorating station, said

spindles including sections which are pivoted for vertical

swinging movement and which carry said chucks so that

articles carried thereby can be moved between a vertical

position and a horizontal position, and a continuous cam
track extending around said turret and relative to which

the turret rotates and cooperating with said spindle sec-

tions to move them between a vertical position and a hori-

zontal position with the section in horizontal position at

said decorating station.

3,096,710
DAMPENING DEVICE FOR LITHOGRAPHIC

PRINTING PRESS
Walter J. Wojclechowski, Cleveland, and Gotlieb Herman

Brandt, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, assignors to Harris-
Intertype Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation
of Delaware

Filed Nov. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 851,835
2 Claims. (CI. 101—148)

1. A device for dampening a lithographic printing

plate on a.rotating cylinder with ink repellent waler solu-

tion, comprising water-carrying roller means having at

least a portion thereof adapted to run in surface contact

with the plate, said roller means having a substantially

norf'-absorptive surface at least a portion of which is ink-

rejecting, relatively non-absorptive means for supplying
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ink repellent water from a water supply to the ink-reject-

ing portion of the roller means at a point remote from
the plate, the primary path of water from the supply to

the plate around said roller means defining a train of

water, and an absorptive accumulator roller running in

surface contact with the ink-rejecting j>ortion of the roller

means over the train of water and between the supplying

means and the plate.

3,096,711
METHOD OF PRODUCING COPY

Wilhelm Ritzerfeld, Franzensbader Str. 21, Bcriin-

Dahlem, Gennany, and Gerhard Ritzeifeld, Schorlemcr
Allee 14, Bcrlin-Gmnewald, Germany
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 806,382
Clainis priority, application C^rmany Apr. 19, 1958

10 Claims. (CI. 101—149.4)
5. A method of producing copy, comprising, in the

indicated sequence, the steps of forming on a transfer

sheet an image consisting essentially of the leuco com-
pound of a dye; oxidizing substantially all of said leuco
compound; reacting said oxidized leuco compound on said

transfer sheet with an acidic solution so as to substantially

completely transform said oxidized leuco compound into

a dye soluble in water and alcoholic solvents, said solu-

tion containing a substituted phenol which renders said

dye insoluble in water without impairing the solubility

of said dye in alcoholic solvents; and transferring the

image formed by said dye in fhe presence of an alcoholic

solvent therefor from said transfer sheet onto a copy
sheet.

3,096,712
TAG PRINTING MACHINE

John F. Filsinger, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to Tag-O-
Matic Machine Co., Inc., Syracuse, N.Y., a corporation
of New York

Filed Oct 11, 1961, Ser. No. 144,344
4 Claims. (CI. 101—288)

1. A machine for printing tags individually, or in strip
form, comprising a frame, a tag prim means, a carrier,
a platen mounted on said carrier, a tape supply carried
by said carrier, a tape feed roll mounted at one end
of said platen drive means for intermittently rotating
said tape feed roll, said carrier being pivotally mounted
in said frame and being movable forwardly to move
the tape overlying the platen into printing engagement
with said print means to print a tag portion on said
tape, said carrier being movable rearwardly from said
print means, said tape feed roll drive means being op-
erable upon initial movement of said carrier to rotate
said roll to feed a predetermined tag length of said tape
across said platen, a knife pivotally mounted on said
carrier at the opposite end of said platen, a knife ac-

792 O G.—24

tuator mounted on a fixed sui^>ort and positioned for

engagement by said knife during the latter portion of
the movement of said carrier and being operable upon
such engagement to move said knife about its pivotal

mounting into cutting engagement with the tape to sever

a printed tag therefrom, said knife actuator being
mounted for limited movement and being shiftable out

of the path of movement of said knife, a tape re-wind
roll mounted on said carrier, motion transmitting means
operable upon actuation of said tape feed drive means
to effect rotation of said re-wind roll to wind the printed

tape, and releasable means for holding said actuator in

shifted position.

3,096,713
RUBBER STAMP

Donal McLaughlin, Jr., 10706 Weymondi St.,

Garrett Park, Md.
Filed Dec. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 162,736

1 Claim. (CI. 101—379)

A manually operable stamp comprising a transparent,

plastic plate having its central portion offset upwardly

relative to the plane of the peripheral portions of said

plate, and a resiliently flexible body secured to the under-
side of said central portion of the plate and having a bot-

tom marking surface projecting below said peripheral por-

tions of the plate and adapted to apply an inked impres-

sion to a sheet by being pressed against the latter, said

peripheral portions of the plate having right-angulariy

related guide lines thereon for visually locating the inked

impression relative to the sheet.

3,096,714
ELECTRIC DETONATORS

Alexander McLellan Ynill, West Kflbride, Scodand, as-

signor to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, Lon-
don, England, a corporation of Great Britain

FUed Oct 3, 1960, Ser. No. 59,782
Clafans priority, appUcation Great Britain Oct 2, 1959

17 aaims. (CL 102—28)

1. An electric detonator comprising: a detonator cas-

ing having a mouth end; a rigid metal walled tube within

said casing; an electric fusehead having a gas-producing

matchhead composition pellet located within the end of

said tube which is nearer said mouth end of said casing
sealing means within said mouth end of said casing; means
for preventing flame gases produced by said pellet from
bearing on said sealing means; a column of a uniformly

highly compressed composition consisting essentially of

pentaerythritol tetranitrate compressed against said pel-

let at a loading pressure of at least ISOO kilograms per

sq. cm., said column occupying a portion of the bore

of said tube; a base charge of a compressed secondary

initiating explosive compressed into said casing at a

pressure up to about 350 Idlograms per sq. cm., said base

charge occupying a position in said casing such that a

space remains between the end of said highly compressed

column in said tube and the more lightly cotmgmvxd base

charge.

n
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3,096,715
ARMOR-PIERCING PROJECTILES

Georges Dufour, Geneva, Switzeriand, assignor to Brevets
Aero-Mecaniques S.A^ Geneva, Switzerland, a society
of Switzerland

FUed Dec. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 862,401
Claims priority, application Loxembourg Jan. 19, 1959

3 Claims. (CI. 102—52)

rate rod ix>rtions and a tliermally actuated member con-
necting said rod portions with the adjacent ends of said

rod portions being in abutting relation at a temperature
in the range of from about 70* F. to 80* F.

I . A projectile which comprises, in combination, an
armor piercing core, an ogive mounted on said core to

surround it. said ogive being made of a material of a
density much lower than that of said core, said ogive
having a cylindrical rear portion of a cross section small-

er than the maximum cross section of its front portion,

the outer wall of said ogive forming, between said front

portion and said rear portion thereof, a rearwardly facing

annular shoulder, a cylindrical base fitting tightly around
said ogive rear portion, said base being made of a ma-
terial of at least approximately the same density as said

ogive, the front edge of said base being at a distance from
said shoulder and facing it, a solid front guiding ring of
a material harder than that of said ogive fitted on the side

wall of said rear portion of the ogive, extending from
said shoulder to said base front edge and havmg an outer
diameter slightly greater than that of said base and that
of the outer edge of said shoulder, a rear cylindrical ex-
tension of said base integral therewith, said extension
having an outer diameter smaller than that of said base,

a rigid rear cylindrical guiding ring fitting tightly around
said rear extension, said rear ring being made of a ma-
terial different from that of said rear extension and of
substantially the same hardness as that of said front
ring, said rear ring further having an outer diameter
substantially equal to that of said base and to that of the
outer edge of said shoulder, and a driving band, of a
metal softer than that of said guiding rings fixed around
said rear ring for giving the projectile its spin, said driv-

ing band having an outer diameter greater than that of
said guiding rings and further having an axial length
substantially less than the axial length of said rear guiding
ring.

3,096,717
WELL PUMPS

George K. Rocder, Odessa, Tex., assignor to Rocdcr Hy-
draolks. Inc., Odessa, Tex., a corporation of Texas

Filed May 21, 1962, Ser. No. 196,091
16 Claims. (CI. 103—46)

iT, r
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3,096,716
CONTROL ROD FOR FUEL INJECTION PUMP

Theodore S. Clunara, Chlcopee, MasB^ assignor to Ameri-
can Boflcii Anna Corporation, a corporation of New
Yort

FUed Mar. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 14,252
3 Claims. (CI. 103—37)

1. In a device of the character described, a pumping
member, means for controlling the fuel quantity delivered
from said pumping member, said means including a rod
and thermally actuated means for varying the effective
length of said rod, said means comprising a pair of sepa-

1. A well pump including.

a pump barrel,

a motor barrel,

first means for anchoring the pump barrel and the

motor barrel in a well bore and sealing externally of

the pump between the lower end of the pump barrel

and the upper end of the motor barrel,

means for exposing the lower end of the pump barrel

to the well bore below the first sealing means,
means for exposing the upper end of Che motor barrel

to the well bore above the first sealing means,
a pump piston in the pump barrel,

a motor piston in the motor barrel,

an element connecting the pump piston and the motor
piston and having a flow passage between the under-

side of the pump piston and the upperuic of ifae

motor piston,

means in the flow passage for preveoting fluid flow

downwardly from the passage to the underside of

the pump piston.
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means communicating the flow passage above the latter

means with the interior of the pump barrel,

second sealing means slidably engaging the element

connecting the pump piston and the motor piston

for scaling off between the pump barrel and the

motor barrel,

a power barrel surrounding the motor barrel,

third sealing means carried by the power barrel and

slidably engaging around the motor barrel,

means communicating the interior of the motor barrel

above the third sealing means with the interior of

the power barrel,

a power piston slidably engaging the power barrel and

sealing between the power barrel and the motor bar-

rel above the point of exposure of the interior of the

motor barrel to the interior of the power barrel.

the power piston having a worlung area greater than

that of the motor piston,

and means for preventing fluid flow downwardly from

the interior of the motOT barrel into the flow passage.

3.096,718
TRASH CUTTER FOR A PUMP

Roy N. Anderson, Clovis, N. Mcx.,
Conard Kenner and WaMer C. Ewers
Filed Dec. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 158,801

1 Claim. (CI. 103—111)

to

r

In a pump including a hollow housing having an open

end, a shaft rotatable in said housing, an impeller on said

shaft, and said impeller having a plurahty of radially ar-

ranged blades each pixwided with a concavely curved edge

portion adjacent said shaft, said blade edge pcNtions

facing the open end of said housing, an end member posi-

tioned adjacent to and spaced from the open end of said

housing and being provided with an opening in registry

with said blade edge portiom, an aimular plate disposed

in the space between said member and said housing, and

a cutting blade projecting radiailly inwardly from the in-

ner periphery of said plate oo the side of the latter facing

said housing and being disposed ooatiguous to and in co-

acting relation with the edge portions of each of said

blades in turn upon rotation of said shaft, said blade being

conformably shaped to said blade edge porti(»s.

oppositely extending shafts and the end plates having

openings for receiving the ends of the shafts, relatively

thin wear plates disposed at opposite sides of and abut-

ting against the side faces of the gears, said wear plates

having shapes generally corresponding to the openings in

said gear and spacer plates and having openings for said

shafts and openings of the same size as and aligned with

said inlet and discharge passages, and being of a size so

that their peripheral side portions abut against the sides

of the gear plates and their peripheral edges are spaced

from the opening defining edges of the spacer plates to

define a seal receiving space, the wear plate thicknesses

being substantially less than the thicknesses of said spacer

plates whereby the wear plates have freedom for move-
ment toward the end plates and there are provided pres-

sure chambers at the sides of the wear plates adjacent the

end plates, resilient sealing gaskets surrounding the pe-

ripheral edges of each of said wear plates and having short

3,096,719
ROTARY PUMP OR MOTOR

John C. McAlvay, Radnc, Wis^ aarigoor to Webster Elec-

tric Company, Radnc, WIl, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Apr. 29, 19M, Ser. No. 25,571

18 Claims. (CL 103—126)
1. In a rotary machine of the class descnbed, impeller

means comprising a pair of intermeshing gears, a housing

for said impeller means comprising a gear friate with an
opening configured dosely to receive said gears and of

a thickness corresponding to that of said gears, spacer

I^ates at each side of the gear i^ate and each having an

opening somewhat larger than that in said gear iriate,

and opposed end plates abutted against said spacer i^ates,

said housing having inlet and discharge passages leading

to gears at inlet and discharge areas, said gears having

axially disposed flanges interposed between the peripheral

side jHjrtions of the wear jriates and adjacent portions of

said end plates, said end plates having resilient sealing

means located therein abutted against the end plates and

wear plates around the openings in the latter aligned with

the discharge passage, thereby to seal off discharge pres-

sures from the said pressure chambers, and said end i^ates

having resilient sealing means located therein and abutting

against the end i^ates and wear plates and defining pres-

sure areas surrounding the said first mentioned resilient

means and extending toward the inlet passageways some-

what beyond a plane normal to a line passing through the

inlet and outlet passageways and also passing through the

axes of rotation of the gears, and a pair of small open-

ings in each of said wear plates leading to said pressure

areas, said openings being similarly located relative to

the gears and leading to areas of pressure di^>osed be-

tween the inlet and discharge pressures and isolated at all

times from the discharge area by at least one gear tooth.

3,096,720
ROTARY GEAR PUMPS

Gil W. Yoonger, % Mercury Tool Engineering Co,
11126 E. Rusii St. S., El Monte, Calif.

FUed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 163,548
6 Claims. (CI. 103—126)

1. A rotary pump comprising a housing having a re-

cess opening at a machined end surface, a pair of inter-
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nally meshing gears mounted in said recess and forming
therewith and with each other intake and delivery pump-
ing compartments, the end faces of said gears lying flush
with said machined end surface, means for driving one
of said gears, a casting having inlet and outlet ducts and
also having a machined surface through which said ducts
open, and a compound plate structure interposed between
said machined surfaces completing said pumping com-
partments and having inlet and outlet ports registering

with said ducts and communicating with said inlet and
delivery pumping compartments, respectively, said com-
pound plate structure being made up of a pair of similarly
shaped relatively thin sheet members having a gasket be-
tween them extending over their entire area, the face of
one of said sheet members bearing against said machined
end surface and the end faces of said gears, and the face
of the other sheet member bearing against the machined
surface of said casting, and means for clamping said
housing, plate structure and casting together, whereby a
plate structure of adequate thickness and rigidity may be
produced by a die punching operation.

3,096,721
FUEL PUMP

Jack M . White, Floriasuit, and Eldon A. Johnson, Sunset
Hills, Mo^ assignon to ACF Indnstrles, Incorporated.
New York, N.Y^ a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Aug. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 131,174
13 Claims. (CI. 103—150)

1. A diaphragm pump comprising a oop4haped dieet
metal body having an end and a peripheral wall defining a
pumping chamber and having a pair of cup-shaped pro-
jections extending from its end wall defining an intake
cavity and a discharge cavity respectively opening into
said pumping chamber, a diaphragm closing the pmnping
chamber, the intake cavity having an intake check valve
therein and being adapted for connection of a supply line

theireto upstream from the intake check valve, the dis-

charge cavity having a discharge check valve fitted there-
in and being adapted for connection of a discharge line

thereto downstream from the discharge check valve, and
means comprising a tubular stem and a head on the stem
arranged axially in the discharge cavity downstream from
the discharge check valve providing an annular surge
chamber around the tubulai- stem in the discharge cavity.

chamber, the intake cavity having an intake check valve
therein and being adapted for connection of a supply
line thereto upstream from the intake check valve, the
discharge cavity having a discharge check valve therein

and being adapted for connection of a discharge line

thereto downstream from the discharge check valve,

means in the discharge cavity forming a fuel outlet con-
duit and a surge chamber around said conduit and form-
ing a fuel passage between said surge chamber and said

discharge cavity, and a screen in said discharge cavity

across said fuel passage to trap gas in said surge chamber.

3,096,723
FLOATING PORT PLATE CONSFRUCTION

David B. Puryear, SL Joseph, Mkh., ass^or to The
Bcndix Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Dec. 29, 1958. Ser. No. 783,341
6 Claims. (CI. 103—162)

J2 ^

3,096,722
FUEL PUMP

John B. Fftzgerald, St. Louis, Mo., and Donald R. Comp-
ton, Belleville, III., assii^iors to ACF Industries, Incor-
porated, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Aug. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 132,134
14 Claims. (CI. 103—150)

1. A diaphragm pump comprising a body formed to

provide a pumping chamber, an intake cavity and a dis-

charge cavity each in communication at one end with the
pumping chamber, a diaphragm closing the pumping

1. In a positive displacement fluid handling device: a

housing member having an internal chamber with oppo-
site end walls providing an axis of rotation extending
through said chamber, a rotor member in said chamber,
means carried by said housing and drivably connected with
the rotor member for rotating it about said axis, said

rotor having end surfaces facing said end walls of said

internal chamber and at least one fluid displacement
chamber therein with a port which opens into one end
surface of said rotor, means mounted within said fluid

displacement chamber and slidable therein for displacing

fluid out of said fluid displacement chamber through said

port during a first predetermined angle of rotor rotation

and for causing fluid to flow into said fluid displacement

chamber through said port during a second predetermined
angle of rotor rotation, at least two slipper segments slid-

ingly abutting said one end surface of said rotor during its

rotation to provide reaction surfaces against which said

rotor is thrust, swivel means supporting said slipper seg-

ments from one end wall of said housing, a port plate sepa-

rate from said slipper segments in sliding engagement with
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said one end surface of said rotor, said port plate having a

generally crescent shaped c^xning which communicates
with said port of said rotor during one of said predeter-

mined angles, said port plate having a portion surrounding
said crescent shaped opening which slidingly sealingly

engages said rotor member, said housing having at least

one flow port generally opposite to said crescent shaped
opening of said port plate, sealing means for effecting a

sealing relationship between said crescent shaped opening

of said port plate and said at least one housing flow port,

said sealing means being so constructed so as to maintain
said sealing relationship when said port plate moves
toward and away from its respective end wall of said

housing, means for biasing said port plate into engagement
with said rotor end surface with slightly greater force than
produced by fluid pressure tending to separate said port

plate and said rotor member to effect a proper seal there-

between.

3,096,724
APPARATUS FOR TAMPING BALLAST ON A

RAILROAD TRACK
Royce G. Kerdiaw, % Kershaw Manufacturing Co. Inc.,

P.O. Drawer 1711, Montgomery, Ala.
FUed Nov. 20, 1958, Ser. No. 775,254

12 Cfadms. (CI. 104—12)

^\^^^.>^' '
^- ^^ji:^

1. In apparatus for tamping ballast on both sides of a
crosstie of a railroad track, a vehicle having wheels for

riding along the rails, a tool supporting frame mounted
on said vehicle and being movable in a generally vertical

direction, said supporting frame having a lower head por-

tion extending across substantially the entire width of the

crosstie over which the apparatus is positioned, a pair of

ballast engaging tools pivotally mounted on the head por-

tion for pivoting in a vertical plane substantially parallel

to the rails and engaging ballast on opposite sides of the

crosstie, each of the ballast tools being pivotally mounted
to the head portion adjacent the side of the crosstie op-

posite the side thereof on which the tool engages ballast

in working position whereby the tools cross each other

over the crosstie and travel through an arc having a rela-

tively long radius, and means connected to the ballast

tools to pivot said ballast tools about said pivotal con-

nections on the supporting frame thereby tamping ballast

on both sides of the crosstie.

3,096,725
PASSENGER CONVEYORS

Alfred Widmer, Bodenhoftemsse 11,
Loceme, Switzeriand

FUed July 12, 1961, Ser. No. 123,584
Claims priority, application Switzerland July 19, 1960

16 Claims. (CI. 104—25)
1. A passenger conveyor comprising, in combination;

an aidless band including a plurality of adjacem plates at

least some of which are formed with opening means,

said band having an elongated upper nm having a first

end and a second end and said jrfates forming a continu-

ous passenger-supporting aproo extending between said

ends; means for moving said band in the longitudinal

direction of said upper nm from said first end toward
said second end; a plurality of seats, one for each of

said openings; means for moving said seats at the speed

of said band; and means for reciprocating said scats in

directions substantially perpendicular to the planes of said

plates so that the seats project upwardly and beyond the

respective plates along said upper nfii, and that the seats

are retracted at said first and second ends of the band.

3,096,726
RETRACTABLE RAILS

Cari T. Johnson and Palmer G. Wermager, Mfameapolis,

Minn., assignors, by mesne assignments, to tiic United
States of America as represented by tlie Sccretaiy of tlw

Navy
FUed Ang. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 130,194

9 Cbdms. (CL 104—107)

1 . A conveyor rail for conveying articles having support

lugs thereon comprising a rail having fixed and movable

sections and grooves exten(Ung substantially the length

of said rail sections, said grooves having a omifiguration

suitable for physical engagement by the lugs, the movable

sections of said rail being movable transversely relative

to said fixed sections between a first position wherein

the grooves in said movable sections are in adignment

with the grooves in said fixed sectioas and a second posi-

tion wherein the grooves in said movable sections are out

of alignment with the grooves in said fixed -sections thus

removing the support for the lugs, and movable mecms
mounted on said rail for moving said movable sections

between said first and said second positions wher^ the

article is released when said movable sections are moved
to said second position.
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3,096,727
LIFT FOR FOUNDRY CARS

MUlard J. Bell, Grand Rapids, and Clifford K. Hindcs,
Sbemuui Township, Newaygo County, Mich^ assignors
to Newaygo Engineering Company, Newaygo, Micfa^ a
coiporation of Michigan

Filed Feb. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 10,388
4 Claims. (CI. 104—131)

means mounting the retainers on the bar for upward
movement when the same strike a railroad frog within
the path thereof as the bar skids along the rail with
the wheel supported thereby; and

a shiftable latch for each retainer respectively normal-

.3J f

I . A rail transportation system comprising, a horizon-
tally extending track of generally V-shaped cross section,

a vehicle movable along said track, said vehicle including
laterally spaced longitudinally extending runners ar-

ranged in inclined relation generally parallel with the
V-shaped cross section of said track, fluid bearing means
interposed between said track and each of said runners,
means providing a continuous flow of fluid to said fluid

bearings, and means providing a continuous flow of fluid

for propellmg the vehicle along said track.

1. A foundry car lift comprising an upper and a lower
track, platform means having track means thereon and
movable between a position where said track means form
a continuation of said lower track and a position where
they form a continuation of said upper track while re-

maining generally horizontal, pivoted supporting means
for supporting and moving said platform means, drive
means located entirely between the levels of said tracks
for moving said supporting means, and flexible means for

transmitting motion from said drive means to said sup-
porting means.

3,096,728
fflGH SPEED LAND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

AND VEHICLE THEREFOR
Claries A. Amann, Birmingham, and Jeroid W. Schcel,

Detroit, Mich., assignors to General Motors Corpon-
don, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

FUed May 1, 1961, Scr. No. 106,561
14 Claims. (CI. 104—134)

ly holding the same locked to the bar and against
upward movement, each latch being disposed to strike

the frog, when the latter is within its path of travel,

ahead of its retainer for movement to an unlocked
position prior to striking of the frog by such re-

tainer.

3,096,729
RAILROAD SKATE HAVING LOCKABLE

RETAINERS
Samuel J. Beck, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to The Safety

Sicate Company, Inc., Kansas City, Mo., a corporation
of Kansas

FUed Apr. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 185,407
9 Claims. (CI. 104—260)

1. A railroad skate comprising:
an elongated skid bar adapted to rest upon a rail and

serve as a brake under a railroad car wheel;
an upstanding abutment on the bar against which the

wheel rolls when it moves upon the bar;
a pair of retainers disposed to overlap the sides of the

rail to hold the bar in place thereon;

3,096,730
* CENTER LOAD CONTAINER CAR

Jack E. Gutridge, Dyer, Ind.» assignor to Pullman-Stand-
ard Car Manufacturing Company, Chicago, III., a cor-
poration of Delaware

Filed Oct 10, 1958, Ser. No. 766,532
6 Claims. (CL 105—368)

*'<

w
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1 . Apperatus for transporting freight comprising a rail-

road flat car having a flat bed and a shed stnicture at its

longitudinal center portion in combination with a pair

of highway truck container bodies each mounted on an
end portion of the bed, said died structure comprising
four posts joined together at their upper ends by a roof
structure and defining doorways at the sides of the shed
structure and access <^>enings at the ends of the shed
structure each having a width substantially equal to the

width of one of said container bodies, each of said bodies

having its rear end juxtaposed in scaled relation to the

access opening in the adjacent end of die shed structure

and each of said body ends having a pair of doors hinged
to the sides of the body and swingable through the adja-

cent access opening in the shed structure from a retracted

coplanar closing position through approximately 180 de-

grees to a projected position uncovering the fiill width of
the body and extending substantially right angularly from
the flat car through the adjacent doorway in the side of
the shed structure, and a rolling overhead door mounted
on the shed structure above each of said doorways for
closing the same when the adjacent body door is in re-

tracted position.

3,096,731
AUXILIARY TOWEL ROD ASSEMBLY
Loais H. Lehman, 5515 WlaaaUckon Ave^

Phiiadelphia, Fa.
• Filed Feb. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 86,984

8 Claims. (CI. 108—29)
1. In an auxiliary rack apparatus adapted for secure-

ment to a well-mounted towel bar, the combination oom-
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prising, a pair of spaced-apart brackets each including

one portion adapted to be disposed flatwise against the

wall behind the wall-mounted towel bar and another por-

tion connected thereto and positioned forward thereof

adapted for latching engagement with the wall-facing

region of the wall-mounted towel bar, and means for

firmly biasing the said one portion of each bracket against

the wall while simultaneously firmly biasing the said an-

other portion of each bracket against the wall-mounted

towel bar to thereby latch the brackets in position between

locking pin when the leg is in set-up position and abut-

ting said bottom face of the table top structure.

3,096,733
MODULAR SHELVING ASSEMBLY

Sydney W. Jentzen, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., assignor to

Jentzen-Miller Company, Troy, Mich., a corporation of

Michigan
Filed May 16, 1961, Ser. No. 110,582

4 Claims. (CI. 108—158)

the wall and wall-mounted towel bar, said biasing means

comprises a generally C-shaped tubular bar the arms of

which are pivotally securable within loops formed at the

lower extremities of the said one portions of the said

brackets, and the main stroke of the C-shaped bar being

pivotable downward for disposition within slots formed

at the lower extremities of the said another portions of

the said brackets, the distance between the arms and the

main stroke of the C-shaped bar being such that the said

loops and slots formed at the lower extremities of the

brackets are shifted relatively away from one another.

3,096,732

CONSTRUCTION FOR FOLDING TABLE LEG
Michael A. WilUnoon, Owcgo, N.Y., assignor to Stakmore

Co., Inc., Owego, N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUed Ang. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 133,174

13 Claims. (O. 108—127)

1. A folding table including a table top structure hav-

ing a rigid portion with a substantially horizontal bottom

face, a plurality of legs, a separate connection by whicfa

each leg is attached to the table top structure for move-

ment between a set-up position and a folded positi(Mi, the

leg having a surface that abuts against said bottom face

when the leg is in set up position, each connection in-

cluding a fixed bracket secured to the table top structure,

a movable bracket secured to a leg of the table and piv-

otally connected to the fixed bracket, locking means for

bedding the movable bracket against pivotal movement
with respect to the fixed bracket including a pin extend-

ing through a slot in the movable bracket and movable
transversely into a second slot that c^ns through a bot-

tom edge of the fixed bracket, the slots in the different

brackets having edges at opposite sides thereof that con-
verge as the slots extend upwardly and that wedge the

1. A shelving assembly comprising transversely spaced

pairs of spaced upright studs mountable upon a support

surface, each stud having formed in its front and rear face

throughout its length, an elongated undercut slot, a hori-

zontally disposed shelving panel interposed between and

spacing apart said pairs of studs, mounting keys, each

including an elongated shank projected longitudinally into

and frictionally nested within corresponding bores in the

ends of said panel adjacent its front and rear, said keys

including flattened heads extending longitudinally of the

ends of said panel and bearing against the respective faces

of said studs overlying said slots, T-shaped nuts nested

in said slots and longitudinally adjustable therein, and a

fastener extending through each head threaded into a nut

for frictionally securing the same within its slot.

3,096,734
CUT PILE TUFTING MACHINE

Roy T. Card, Chattanooga, Tenn., assignor to Singer^

Cobble, Inc., Chattanooga, Tenn., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed May 31, 1961, Ser. No. 113,713

8 Clafans. (CI. 112—79)

1. In a tufting machine, means for supporting a back-

ing fabric, a yam carrying needle disposed on one side

of said backing fabric and adapted to penetrate and to

carry a loop of yam through said backing fabric, a hook

disposed on the opposite side of said backing fabric from
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said needle and including a loop penetrating blade
adapted to enter loops of yarn presented by said needle,
said blade having a cutting edge, a knife having a cut-
ting edge cooperating with said cutting edge of said
blade to sever loops of yarn on said blade to form cut
pile, yarn loop engaging means carried by said hook
and movable between a position juxtaposed with rela-
tion to said cutting edge of said blade wherein said
cutting edge substantially defines the path of a loop of
yarn about said blade and a position in spaced relation to
said cutting edge of said hook in the direction away
from said backing fabric to lengthen the path of a loop
of yarn about said blade, and means for moving said
yarn loop engaging means between said positions upon
successive loop forming cycles.

constraining means for positioning said bobbin relatively
to said loop taker body portion in a lock stitch forming
position relatively to said thread manipulating means lo-
cating said bobbin completely within the path of said
loops being expanded and controlled by said thread ma-
nipulation means, means for positioning said bobbin
axially relatively to said loop taker body portion in a

3,096,735
FABRIC STRIP SUPPORT DISPOSED ACROSS THE

STEM PORTION OF A PRESSER FOOT
Daniel Wise, 1940 Lorraine Road, Reading, Pa.

Filed Aug. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 48,725
3 Clainu. (CI. 112—151)

1. In a presser foot for a sewing machine having a stem
portion formed with opposite spaced sides thereof and a
base portion, the base portion having a bifurcated toe por-
tion formed with a springy lower face and also provided
with a first opening adapted to accommodate a needle of
a sewing machine and a second opening adapted to ac-
commodate a fabric strip, the improvement which com-
prises a projection carried by one side of the stem por-
tion of said presser foot and a hole provided upoq the
opposite side thereof, a fabric strip support member hav-
ing an offset portion and a terminal prong disposed across
said stem portion, said prong normally disposed within
said hole, and means for removably securing the opposite
terminal portion of said fabric strip support member to
said projection.

bobbin winding position locating said bobbin spanning
the path of said loops being expanded and controlled
by said thread manipuJating means, means for maintain-
ing said last mentioned means effective for deposit of
needle thread on said bobbin during motion of said needle
and loop taker in timed relation as is required for the for-
mation of lock stitches

3,096,737
FABRIC FEEDER MECHANISM FOR

SEWING MACHINE
Luigi Bono, Pavia, Italy, assignor to Necchi Societa per

Azionl, Pavia, Italy
Filed Jan. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 83,832

Claims priority, application Italy May 14, 1960
5 Claims. (CI. 112—204)

3,096,736
LOCK STITCH SEWING MACHINE WITH

BOBBIN REPLENISHING MEANS
Ralph E. Johnson, Boonton, NJ., assignor to The Singer

Manufacturing Company, Elizabeth, NJ., a corporation
of New Jersey

Filed Mar. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 96,579
12 Claims. (CI. 112—181)

1. In a lock stitch sewing machine, a work penetrating
thread carrying needle, a loop taker cooperating with
said needle, a loop seizing beak of said loop taker, means
for driving said needle and loop taker in timed relation
as is required for the formaUon of lock stitches, thread
loop manipulating means including a body portion on
said loop taker formed to expand and control loops of
thread seized by said loop seizing beak, a thread accom-
modating bobbin, means for journaling said oobbin in
said loop taker with capacity for relaUve axial movement
of said bobbin and said loop taker body porUon, bobbin

1. In a sewing machine of the type including a frame
supporting driving means and a bed plate carrying a
slotted needle plate, a reciprocating needle driven by said
means, a fabric feeder having teeth rows movaUe in the
slotted needle plate, and two operating mechanisms con-
nectiiig said fabric feeder to the driving means of the
machine, a first of said operating mechanisms being of
a construction to displace the feeder along a longitudinal
trajectory which is substantially rectangular and consist-
ing of a raising phase above the needle plate, of a dis-
placement active phase in one direction, of a sinking
phase beneath the needle plate and of a passive displace-
ment phase in opposite sense to the previous one, a sec-
ond of said operating mechanisms being of a construction
to effectuate a iateral displacement of the feeder in one
direction at the same time as said active displacement and
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another and opposite lateral displacement in the opposite

direction during the passive displacement, so that the

feeder returns to its starting position to repeat the same
trajectories, the combination of said operating mecha-
nisms providing for the feeding of fabric in any pre-fixed

direction along the bed plate as a consequence of the

simultaneous lateral and longitudinal movements, inde-

pendent control means connected to said operating mech-
anisms in order to vary the amplitude from zero to a
maximum as well as the direction of each one of the
lateral and longitudinal displacements of the feeder from
a center position.

3,096,738
METHOD OF SHAPING SHEET METAL

WHEEL COVERS
Michael J. Celovsky, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Lyon In-

corporated, Detroit, MicJi^ a corporation of Delaware
Original application Sept. 23, 1957, Ser. No. 685,493, now

Patent No. 3,016,853, dated Jan. 16, 1962. Divided
and this application Nov. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 71,670

3 Claims. (CL 113—116)

1. In a method of making a sheet metal wheel cover,

drawing a sheet metal blank to provide a circular cover

body and an annular outer marginal narrow rib pro-

jecting in one axial direction with a radially inner wall

joining said body and a radially outer wall extending in

the opposite axial direction and having cover retaining

means on the free portion thereof, bending said rib and
thus said walls generally radially outwardly into con-

cealing relation to said cover retaining means and there-

by turning said inner wall to face generally in said one
axial direction and said outer wall to face in said op-
posite axial direction, then bending said turned inner wall

to provide a marginal portion which slopes angularly

in generally said opposite axial direction and radially

outwardly from an annular reinforcing rj^ge juncture
with the cover body, and at the same time moving said

turned outer wall and said retaining means in said op-

posite axial direction and into substantially spaced rela-

tion to said turned and bent inner wall marginal portion

and said reinforcing rib juncture and relative to said

cover body.

3,096,739
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STEERLNG

UNDERWATER BODIES
Kenneth E. Smith, 521 Danimere Ave., Arcadia, Calif.

FOed June 20, 1960, Scr. No. 37,534
7 Chiims. (CL 114—23)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
3. In combination, a torpedo having a pair of dia-

metrically opposed surfaces of revolution symmetrically

792 O.G 2'>

disposed with respect to its longitudinal axis about which
water is adapted to flow rearwardly to produce opposed
balanced hydrodynamic lift forces, and means for steering

said torpedo in the {dane of said surfaces comprising a

pair of ports associated therewith for selectively discharg-

ing gas into water in a quantity insufficient to produce a jet

reaction steering force but in a quantity sufficient for rear-

ward flow adjacent either of said surfaces to produce op-

posed unbalanced hydrodynamic lift forces, whereby a

steering force is applied to said torpedo in said plane.

3,096,740
TEAT CUP LINER CONSTRUCTION
Daniel Olie Noorlander, Chino, Calif.

(5501 Maywood Road, Madison 14, Wis.)
FUed Aug. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 134,019

7 Claims. (CL 119—14.52)

1. An improved, long-wearing, controllable-tension,

controllable-perimeter teat cup inflation comprising: an
upper section adapted to receive at least a substantial

portion of the teat of a milk-producing aptmal, said

teat-receiving section consisting of flexible material; sepa-

rate elastic means surrounding at least a portion of said

teat-receiving section, said elastic means having, when
unstressed, an inner perimeter no greater than the outer

perimeter of said teat-receiving section; and support

means for maintaining said elastic means in position.

3,096,741
DOG COLLAR AND LEASH

Lea J. Ollstein, 630 W. 246th St., New York, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 144,704

2 Claims. (CI. 119—106)
1 . A collar and leash construction, comprising an elon-

gated flexible flat body formed of triple braided cord ter-

minating in a small loop at one end and a large handle

loop at the other Mid, a shorter flexible flat body formed
of quadruple braided cord terminating in loops at op-

posite ends, quick detachable clamping means connecting

said small loop and a portion of the shorter body located

between the ends thereof, a first leather strap having

a loop engaged with one of the end loops of the shorter

body, a second leather strap having a loop engaged with

the other end loop of the shorter body, and a buckle on
the second strap engageable with the first strap, the cord
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of the braids being formed with an outer woven fabric beat transferred to partially expanded steam in each of
tube and a twisted inner fibrous core, said shorter body said reheatcrs, means responsive to the temperature of the

steam reheated in at least one of said reheaters for operat-
ing said first and second means to increase said «nounts

being wider than the elongated body, said shorter body
being elastic longitudinally and laterally.

3,096,742
RECORDING DEVICE

Robert F. Gill, Jr^ La Gnmge, and Peter G. S. Mere,
Wionetka, Dl^ assignors, by direct and mesne assign-
ments, to Victor Comptometer Corporation, Chicago,
III., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Sept 28, 1959, Ser. No. 842,693
8 Claims. (CI. 120—42.06)

* -M

1. A pen for use in a graphic commumoatioa system
recofxier or similar recording apparatus in which die pen
may be moved substantially omnidiiectiooally, under sufo-
staotial and varying acceleration, said pen comprising: an
ink feeder tube; a nib member, connected to said ini
feeder tube adjacent one end thereof, for transferring ink,
fed thfxiugh said tube toward said nib end, frond said tube
to a record medium; and reservoir means, comprising an
open-ended extension of said nib end of said ink feeder
tube disposed substantially ooaxially therewith, for sup-
plying ink to said nib member, in a directioD substantially
opposite the normal direction of flow of ink through said
tube, when said pen is accelerated in said normal direc-
tion of ink £k>w.

upon decline of said temperature and vice versa, and
supplementary means responsive to the temperature of
the steam reheated in one of said reheaters for additional-

ly varying the amount of heat transferred to partially ex-

panded steam passing through said one rebeater.

3,096,744
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR REGULAT-
ING THE STEAM TEMPERATURE IN A STEAM
GENERATOR

PanI Prolos, Winterthnr, SwUxerfand, Msignor to Solzer
Frercs, Socicte Anonymc, WintcfUiv, Switzerland

FUed Dec. 10, 1959, Scr. No. 858,657
Claims priority, appUcatioa Swttzciland Dec. 23, 1958

7 Claims. (CL 122-^79)

3,096,743
STEAM GENERATOR

Paul Profos, Winterthur, Switzerland, assignor to Sulzcr
Freres, Societe Anonyme, Winterthur, Switzerland, a
Swiss company

FUed June 9, 1959, Ser. No. 819,102
Claims priority, applicatioD Switzerland June 13, 1958

9 CUims. (CI. 122—479)
1. A steam generator comprising firing means, at least

two parallel-connected tube systems each including a
reheater, said generator further comprising first and sec-
ond means for varying in the same sense the amount of

1. A steam generator comprising series-connected up-
stream and downstream heat exchange surfaces over which
a working substance flows successively, a temperature con-
trol circuit for each of said surfaces, each said contix)!

circuit comprising means to develop a signal representa-
tive of the output steam temperature of its heat exchange
surface, means to develop a signal representative of a
reference temperature, means to compare said first-

named signal with said signal representative o( a refer-
ence temperature, and means to adjust the steam tempera-
ture at the output of its heat exchange surface in accord-
ance with the result of said comparison, said adjusting
means in the control circuit of said downstream surface
comprising wata* injection means upstream of said down-
stream surface and means to vary the quantity of water
injected through said injection means directly with the
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steam temperature at the outlet of said downstream sur-
face, said generator further comprising means to meas-
ure the rate <rf water injection upstream of said down-
stream surface, and means to adjust the reference tem-
perature in the omtrol circuit of said upstream surface
as an inverse function of said water injection rate.

3,096,745
ROTARY ENGINE

Studfaii F. 'nonqMoo, Dekalb Coonty, Ga.
(2631 Hogu Road, East Point, Ga.)

FUed July 9, 1956, Scr. No. 596,706
5 Claims. (CL 123—8)

1. A rotary internal combustion engine comprising a
generally cylindrical first member and a concentrically
arranged second member, each member having a surface
which faces a surface of the other member but is sepa-
rated therefrom thereby defining therebetween an annu-
lar space, an even number of abutments affixed to said
first member aiKl protruding across said space to slidingly
contact said surface of said second member, channels in
said second member opening toward said surface of said
first member, pistons carried by said second member, said
pistons being of hollow cylindrical shape and housed in

said channels and mounted for rotation relative to said
second member, said pistons extending across said spauce

and the outer cylindrical surface of said pistons substan-
tially roUingly contp^ting said surface of said first mem-
ber, an opening in the cylindrical walls of said pistons,
said first and second members being arranged for relative

rotation, said relative rotation of said first and second
members and the rotation of said pistons being arranged
such that each abutment will engage said opening in the
cylindrical walls of said pistons so that said pistons and
abutments may pass each other, said openings further

communicating wkh said annular qMce between said

members at some position of pistcm rotaticm to permit flow
into or out of said hoUow interior of said piston, alternate
ones of said abutments cooq)rising a first set each having
a passage at one side thereof to admit a combustible mix-
ture to said annular space and a passage at the other side

thereof to permit tlie exhaust of an expanded mixture; the
others of said abutments comprising a second set having
ignition means therein, said relative rotation of said mem-
bers causing. (1) said pistons receding from said first

set o( abutments to draw a combustible mixture into said

annular space through said inlets, (2) said pistons ap-
proaching said second set of abutments to compress said

mixture in said annular space to flow into said hollow
cylindrical pistons. (3) said pistons which are aligned

with said second set ci abutments to have the compressed
mixture in the hollow piston ignited, (4) said pistons re-

ceding from said second set of abutments being forced to

moVe under the influence of tbe expansion of said ignited

mixtiue flowing from said hollow piston into said annular
space and (S) said pistons approaching said first set of
abutments expelling said expanded mixture from said an-

nular ^Mce.

3,096,746
INTERMEDIATE HALF BEARING FOR ROTARY

MECHANISMS
Ferdinand P. Sollinger, Wayne, NJ., assignor fo CnrtisB-

Wrlglit Corporation, a corporatioB of Delaware
FDcd Sept 16, 1960, Ser. No. 56,369

10 Clafans. (CI. 123—8)

r^^^s-'H^:

j^ K

1. A rotary combustion engine comprising a multi-part

housing having first and second axially-spaced end walls,

an intermediate wall having a one-piece construction, a

first peripheral wall secured to and disposed between the

outer portions of said first and said intermediate wall to

form a first cavity between and a second peripheral wall

secured to and disposed between the outer portions of

said second and said intermediate wall to form a second

cavity; a one-piece shaft co-axial with said cavities and
having a pair of eccentric portions, one for each of said

cavities; first and second rotor members extending within

said first and second cavities respectively with each rotor

member being joumaled on the associated shaft eccentric,

each rotor member having a plurality of circumferentially-

spaced apex portions for engagement with the inner sur-

face of its associated peripheral wall to divide the por-

tions of its associated cavity between said rotor member
and inner surface into a plurality of working chambers
which vary in volume upon rotation of the rotor member
relative to the housing, said housing having intake and
exhaust ports communicating with the working chambers
of said first cavity and having intake and exhaust ports

communicating with the working chambers of the second
cavity with corresponding ports of said first and second
cavities being disposed substantially one behind the other

when viewed in a direction parallel to said axis; and a

semi-cylindrical half bearing carried by said intermediate

wall for bearing engagement with the portion of the shaft

between said shaft eccentrics and on the side of said shaft

for supporting said shaft portion against deflection by the

forces transmitted against the shaft by the rotor resulting

from the high gas pressures within each working chamber
following combustion therein.

3,096,747
FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM FOR ROTARY

EINGINES
Hirosiil Tado, Snita-sU, Osaka, Japan, aasignor to
Yanmar Diesel Engine Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan, a cor-
poration of Japan

Filed May 28, 1962, Scr. No. 198467
Claims priority, anpHcation Jaoan June 23, 1961

1 Claim. (CI. 123—8)
A fuel injection system for a rotary engine comprising

a rotor or rotors, a rotor shaft, a rotor housing, a side

cover for the housing and an auxiliary unit casing pro-

vided adjacent to the side cover, characterized by die

fact that the system comprises a centrifugal govemor
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mounted on the top wall of the auxiliary unit casing
so as to be driven by a vertical shaft therein, which verti-
cal shaft is gear-driven by that portion of said rotor shaft
extending into said auxiliary unit casing, a fuel injection
pump including a fuel pump casing proper formed in-
te^Tally with said auxiliary unit casing and a horizontal

cam shaft cxtendmg at right angles to said rotor shaft.

a fuel supply pump adapted to be driven by an eccentric
cam mounted on the outer end of said cam shaft, and a
fuel injection pump drive means with a fuel injection tim-
ing control provided on the inner end of said cam shaft
and drivingly intetxx>nneoting said rotor abaft and said
cam Aaft in vaiiabk phase relatioashtp.

3,096,748
LEVEL INDICATOR AND FILLING DEVICE IN AN

ENGINE COOLING SYSTEM
Gordon W. Harry, Flniiiiiig, Mkh^ assignor to General
Moton Corporation, Detroit, Mkh^ a corporation of
Delaware

Flkd Not. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 151,324
3 Claims. (CL 123-^1.15)

1. A liqruid level indicating device comprising an ele-
ment with a chamber therein, said element having open
and opposite ends, at least a portion of said element being
light permeable for viewing the contents of said chamber,
a side inlet leading from the exterior of said element to
said chamber, a one-way valve in said inlet and operable
by pressure from the outside to open and from the inside
to close, a yieldable twin flap sealing device located in
said inlet outside of but in series with said one-way valve
and adapted to receive a filling nozzle when the latter is

inserted, and said opi>osite ends being adapted for con-
nection to hoM.

3,096,749
ROCKER ARM AND METHOD OF MAKING

THE SAME
Howard M. Davidson, Detroit, Micii., assignor to Para-
mount Fabricating Co., Detroit, Midi., a corporation
of Michigan

Filed Nov. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 71,511
5 Claims. (CI. 123—90)

1. A rocker arm for an internal combustion engine
having a rocker arm shaft, said rocker arm comprising
an elongated body, a bearing provided in the middle of
the body, a rolling cam provided on one end of said body
with the axis of curvature of the cam being in the plane
parallel to the axis of the bearing, and an internally
threaded cylinder on its other end with the axis of the
cylinder being perpendicular to but not intersecting a
plane passing through the axis of the bearing; said body,
bearing, and the rolling cam being formed of a plurality
of laminations of sheet metal, with the inner surfaces of
the laminations being in direct contact with the rocker
arm shaft surfaces, said laminations having channel cross
sections and extending in planes parallel to the axis of
the bearing, and with said internally threaded cylinder ex-
tending perpendicular to said laminations and being in-

tegral therewrith.

3,096,750
OVERHEAD CAMSHAFT ENGINE VALVE

MECHANISM
Chrifltiaan H. Boury, Bloomfieid Township, Oakland

County, and John Dolza, Fenton, MIcIl; said Bouvy
assignor to said Dolza

FUcd Jnly 14, 1961, Ser. No. 124,118
4 Claims. (CI. 123—90)

1 . In an internal combustion engine having a cylinder
head, intake and exhaust valves arranged in said head,
said valves including valve stems, a valve stem guide for

each said valve stem including an integral thrust cap guide
cup forming an extension of said valve stem guide, a
thrust cup for contact engagement with the outer end of

said valve stem reciprocatingly oMunted on said thrust
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cap cup. a conrpression spring disposed in said thrust cap
guide cup and in compre«;sive engagement with the upper
portion of said valve stem normally urging said valve to

close, a camshaft disposed between said valve stem guides,

a rocker arm having contact engagement with said cam-
shaft and said thrust cap, and a Imk anchoring said roclcn*

arm to said cylinder head mcluding means connecting
said link to said cylinder head permittmg limited universal

movement of said Imk with resp^ect to said cylinder head

and means connectint; said rocker arm to said link permit-

ting a rocking movement of said rocker arm with respect

to said link.

3,096,751
SUPPLEMENTAL FUEL FEED SYSTEM FOR

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Gordon H. Millar, Mound, Minn^ assignor to McCuIloch

Corporation, Scott Division, Minneapolis, Minn., a cor-
poration of Minnesota

FUed Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 100,657
2 Claims. (CI. 123—119)

I -J

1. In a two cycle internal combustion engine having a

fuel supply, a cylinder, a piston slidably mounted therein

and a crankcase the combination comprising a fuel feed

system including a carburetor, a throttle valve in said

carburetor, an inlet pipe leading from said carburetor to

said crankcase, a bypass duct leading from said crank-

case to said cylinder, said cylinder having an inlet port

in the side wall thereof communicating with said bypass

duct, a fuel pump chamber communicating with said fuel

supply, a fuel duct communicating with said chan^ber, a

plunger communicating with said chamber, said plunger
being operatively connected to throttle valve to expel fuel

from said chamber through said duct when said throttle

^ is opened, a check valve beiween said fuel supply and
said chamber, a supplemental fuel nozzle rigidly mounted
in the wall of said bypass duct on an axis extending

through said inlet port, said nozzle being positioned to

direct a stream of fuel into said bypass duct and through
said inlet {xjrt, said stream thereby passing directly into

said cylinder when said piston moves out of sealing en-

gagement with said inlet port, said nozzle communicating
with said fuel duct, a pressure responsive valve means
between the nozzle and the chamber to permit the flow

of fuel from said chamber through said pressure respon-

sive valve only when the pressure within said chamber
has exceeded a predetermined value, said fuel being
thereby fed continuously from said carburetor through
said inlet duct into said crankcase and bypass duct and
directed in a stream from said nozzle into said cylinder

only when the throttle valve is opened.

3 096 752
IGNITION SYSTEMS FOR INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINES
John Mathias Pelikan, 2 Yennicocit Drive,

Port Washington, N.Y.
FUcd July 21, 1961, Ser. No. 125,689

5 Claims. (O. 123—149)
1. An ignition system; for an internal combustion en-

gine of the kind having a piston and a cylinder whose side

wall structure is of magnetic material while its head is

of non-magnetic material; means extending through said

head to a position closely adjacent the top portion of said

piston in said cylinder and connected to said structure to

establish a low reluctance flux path, an induction coil en-

circling said path, means including the first mentioned

means and an insulated conductor leading into the com-
bustion space of said cylinder for establishing a high ten-

sion circuit terminating at a spark gap within said space.

JO _ rjl.

said circuit being connected to the output of said coil,

means establishing a magnetomotive force, and means op-

erative upon said piston reaching its top position to sub-

stantially close said path and to apply said force to said

path whereby the rapid build-up of flux in the path with-

in said coil will generate a high-voltage surge in said

circuit to energize the spark gap as the piston approaches
the top of its stroke.

3,096,753
FRAMELESS RANGE

Dean H. Freund and James E. Davis, Hamilton, Ohio,
assignors to Whirlpool Corporation, a corporation of
Delaware

FUed May 8, 1961, Ser.t^o. 108,669
4 Claims. (CI. 126—39)

1. A frameless range cabinet, comprising: a pair of

elongated, laterally ^>aoed top rails each having an out-

wardly extending flange adapted for selective attachment

of a panel thereto; a pair of elongated, laterally spaced

bottom rails, each of said top and bottom rails having

front and rear ends and cooperatively defining four sub-

stantially parallel edge portions of a hexahedron struc-

ture; a front paneUiavLng an opening therethrough and a

forwardly extending flange at its top; means securing the

front panel to the front end of each of said top and bot-

tom rails to define a front face of the hexahedron struc-

ture; a rear panel having a forwardly extending flange at

its top and rearwardly extending flanges at its sides; means
securing the rearwardly extending flanges of the rear

panel to the rear end of each of said top and bottom rails

to define a rear face of the hexahedron structure, said

rails, frodt panel and rear panel defining a hexafaedral
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space; means defining an oven compartment having a

front opening; means securing the oven compartment to

said rear panel and said front panel to extend through

said space with the front opening of said oven compart-

ment being substantially coincident with the front pond
openings to add rigidity and strength to said hexahedron
structure; a burner box having a peripheral outwardly

extending flange overiying said forwardly extending

flange of said front panel and said forwardly extending

flange of said rear panel; means securing said outwardly
extending flange of said burner box to said forwardly ex-

tending flanges oi said front panel and said rear panel to

add further rigidity and strength to said hexahedron struc-

ture; means defining a cook top overlying said burner
box; means for removably securing said cook top to said

forwardly extending flanges of said front and rear panels;

console means; and means for securing said console

means to said forwardly extending flange and said rear-

wardly extending flanges of said rear panel to add rigidity

and strength tO/«aid rear panel and provide an independent
mounting of said console means for removal of either

said console means or said cook top means to provide
increased serviceability and intercfaangeatHlity.

3,096,754
FTJRNACE FIREPLACE

Hvold C. Howrey, Estacada, Oreg.; Mildred L. Sdonion,
administratrix of said Harold C. Howrey, deceased,
assignor to Marie E. Obrist and William H. SolomoD

Filed Feb. 24, 1960, Scr. No. 10,805
5 Claims. (CI. 126—120)

3. A fireplace comprising means for burning fuel in

fluid form, means for burning fuel in solid form, damper
means in said fireplace, a dual control thermostat unit
having a pair of thermostatic elements, means for setting

both of said thermostatic elements for operation together
to preset said damper for movement which will achieve
a desired temperature range when liquid fuel is burned,
said pair of thermostatic elements when set as a unit pro-
viding a greater sensitivity in operation than when set

singly, and means for disengaging one of said thermostatic
elements for operation singly of the other of said ther-

mostatic elements to preset said damper for movement
which will achieve a desired temperature range when
solid fuel is burned.

3,096,755
COUNTERBALANCED DOOR FOR AN OVEN DOOR
Frank L. Milburn, Belibrook, Ohio, assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of
Dcfaiware

Ffled Ang. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 134,929
9 Oaims. (CI. 126—191)

5. A counterbalance arrangement for a door moving
vertically relative to a compartment and comprising, con-

trol arm means for supporting said door and having a
pawl portion, means adapted to be positioned in said

compartment for pivotally mounting said control arm and
said pawl portion, detent means adapted to be fixed rela-

tive to said compartment and in coplanar relationship to

said pawl portion, said detent means having a first stop
enga^able with said pawl portion for positioning said

H. ,

door in a first position and a second stop engayable with
said pswl portion for positioning said door in a second
position, and a spring means adapted to have one end
fixed relative to said con^iartment and another end fas-

tened to said pafwl portion to withdraw said pawl portion

away from said detent means for retaining said door in

a third position.

3,096,756
OPTICAL BRONCHOSCOPE

Ellacar BoriM>Tlch Roacofeld, KiMva aiitHi 14/2, Apt 3;

Tamara NikolacTna Mii«kfch, Tvcnkoi Bird. 6, Apt.
10; Maria Nikdaema VUiaai-VilBMat, Vs. VkkMvriRy
UtM 10, Apt 45; Ei«cne MfctecUrkh Oms, Noto-
Banannala aUtn 33, Apt 3; mi Alcmdcr VmOIc-
kh PloteikoT, KramoaimieriDita Bllln 82, Apt 39,
an of MoKww, VJSSJL

FUed Joly 22, 1959, Scr. No. 846,766
3CiyaM. (CL12S—4)

**i '" i». i5 M ;i ^F
",\ «'

1 . An optical bronchoacope, compristng a hollow elon-

gated housing, illuminating means at one end of said

housing, a pair of optical elements mounted for pivotal

movement in fixed relationship relative to the housing
alcMig a generally lengthwise path with respect thereto,

each ot said optical elements including reflective means,
one of said optical elements projecting li^t waves emitted

from said illiuninating means outwardly, the other of

said optical elements receiving the image illuminated by
said illuminating means, and reflecting the image toward
the other end of said housing, and linkage means for mov-
ing said optical elements simultaneously to different

pivotal positions.

3,096,757
KEVESITHERAPY DEVICE

Thomas C. Bcrard, 44 Bidblo St, SOrcr Creek, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 159,890

lOClafans. (CL128—36)
7. A kinesitherapy device comprising, in comtHnatioo:

a cylindrical bousing to be held in the faaod, power
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driven means enclosed within the boosing and coooected

to it to effect ks gyratory vibration in a small dosed
loop path, an annular body fitted upon one end of the

housing and having a central opening, a circular i^ug

fashioned to engage parts ci the human body for mas-

1i o zT

saging purposes and fitted coaxially in the central open-
ing, the fitting of the i^ug being such that it participates

in the vibratory motion of the annular body and also

during such participation has rotatable movement rela-

tively to the annular body and about its axial center.

3,096,758
VIBRATOR

Frederick T. Savage, 704 Victoria Ave., Venice, Calif.

FUcd June 28, 1962, Scr. No. 205,938
2 Clainu. (CI. 128-^1)

^ .1 t

1 . Apparatus for reducing fatty tissue which comprises

at least two moving coil vibraton, each vibrator having
magnetic means for establishing a stationary magnetic

field and a moving coil drive element moimted for to-

and-fro movement in and at right angles to said mag-
net field, a support structure for said moving coil vibra-

tors, said moving coil vibrators being adjustably mounted
on the support structure with the longitudinal axes of
the moving coil drive elements disposed at an angle to

each othM, the adjacent out^ ends of the drive elements

being provided with drive heads adapted to transmit vibra-

tions to fatty tissue contacted thereby, power means
adapted to generate an oscillating electric current elec-

trically connected to the moving coil drive element of

each moving coil vibrator, means for varying the fre-

quency of the oscillating current, and means for control-

ling the amplitude of the oscillating ciurent energizing the

moving coil elements of the vibrators.

3,096,759
EMERGENCY SURVIVAL PACK

Richard W. Coolbanch, 116 Glen Ridge Road,
East Anrora, N.Y.

FUed lone .18, 1962, Ser. No. 203,248

6 Claims. (CI. 128—94)

3. A vrtvpptT for emergency survival of accident vic-

tims, comprising a wrapper of thin sheet waterproof fire

resistant high strengA material having a knee length

body porticMi and a hood portion, said body portion hav-

ing front panels, and a back panel approximately twice

the width of each front panel, said front panels and back

panels having, along their adjacent upper edges, curved

shoulder portions forming a partial closure for the upper

end, and a neck band portion, said hood portion being

secured to the neck band portion, head, shoulder and

body cushion pads of light weight relatively thin resilient

foam polyurcthane of low thermal conductivity, said

head cushion being disposed centrally on the inside of

said hood portion adjacent said neck band, said shoulder

cushion being disposed on the inside of said back panel

and extending transversely thereof shortly below said neck

band to a width greater than half the width of said back

panel and to a length approximately a quarter oi the

length of the back panels, and said body cushion extend-

ing over a central area of said back panel extending from

said shoulder pad, and of a width less than a half of tihe

width <A said back panel, said cushions being heat sealed

to the respective areas of said hood and back panel, and

an arm sling having it3 central portion banded to the

neck band portion of said back panel between said head
and shoulder pads.

3,096,760
SACROILIAC SUPPORT

Henry G. NelUn, Kansas City, Mc,
HjG. Enterprises, a co-partacnUp
Filed Oct 31, 1960, Scr. No. 66,038

3 Claims. (CL 128—95)

2. A sacroiliac support having a one-piece body portion

of strong flexible fabric, means for detachably securing

the c^posite ends of said body portion together in fixed

overlapping relation to encircle the body of the wearer,

said body portion having a transverse f^d on each side

of the middle thereof, a stay mounted on said body por-

tion at each of said folds each in fixed position relative

to one of said folds, a transverse stay on each side of said

body portion in ^>aced relation to said transverse fold

and an end of said body portion and means for simultane-

ously pulling the transverse fold on each side of the

body portion toward the transverse stay that is spaced

from the fold on the other side of the body portion.
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3,096,761
MOUTH PROTECTOR

Fred P. Moffett, 60 QuaU Ave., Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Sept. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 138,918
3 Claims. (CI. 128—136)

1. A mouth protector comprising a generally U-shaped

trough formed of resilient material and adapted to fit over

a person's teeth, said trough including a fk)or, an inner

wall along the inner edge of said floor, and an outer wall

along the outer edge of said floor, said outer wall includ-

ing a frontal portion being about %2 inch thick adjacent

said floor and tapering upwardly to a thickness of about

%2 inch in the upper frontal portion, said outer wall fur-

ther including a rear portion extending from said frontal

portion and being about %2 inch thick adjacent said floor,

aaid rear outer wall portion tapering upwardly to a thick-

ness of about %2 inch in its upper portion, saki inner wall

including a fr<Hital portion being about %2 inch thick ad-

jacent said floor and tapering upwardly to a thickness of

about^ inch in its upper portion, said inner wall further

including a rear portion extending from said frontal por-

tion and being about %2 indi thick adjacent said floor,

said rear inner wall portion tapering upwardly to a thick-

ness of about %2 in its upper portion, said inner walls

being spaced apart about %2 inch adjacent said floor in

their confronting rear portions, said upper rear outer wall

portion being inclined towards said inner wall to the extent

that said inner and outer walls are spaced apart about %2
inch as measured between the confronting upper rear widl

portions, said floor gradually narrowing in width from its

rear portion towards its frontal portion with said inner and
outer walls being spaced apait about %2 inch adjacent said

floor in their confronting extreme frontal portions, and
said imier and outer walls being spaced apart about %2
inch as measured between their confronting upper frontal

portions.

3,096,762
ORAL BREATHING DEVICE

Alfred M. Winchell, Wolcott, Conn., assignor to Water-
bury Pressed Metal Company, Waterbury, Conn., a

corporation of Connecticut
Filed Feb. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 172,633

3 Claims (CI. 128—190)

hollow piece connected to said housing for communicat-

ing ionized air to a user, an ion generator, means supp(»'t-

ing said ion generator in said housing in a manner so that

air may be inhaled through said housing and hollow

piece, said generator being adapted to be connected to a

source of high voltage, a handle connected to said hous-

ing, said handle being made from a good electrical con-

ductor so that a user will be grounded, said housing and

hollow piece being made from a material having poor

electrical conductivity, said hollow piece being a face piece

connected to said housing adjacent one end of said ion

generator, said face piece terminating in a contoured

edge adapted to cooperate with a face of a user below

the user's nose.

3,096,763
HYPODERMIC SYRINGES AND NEEDLE

HUBS THEREFOR
Robert K. McCoonaughcy, 5220 Parkway Drive, Chevy
Chase 15, Md., and MUton J. Cohen, 7325 16th St.

NW., Washington 12, D.C.
FUed July 15, 1959, Scr. No. 827,347

20 Claims. (CI. 128—221)

'cir

\

1. An oral breathing mask comprising a hollow housing

having one end in communication with atmosphere, a short

1. A hub having a hypodermic needle permanently

aflixed thereto and means adapted to provide for attach-

ment of said hub to one end of a generally cylindrical

container and for sealing the junction of said hub and

said container, said hub consisting of a generally cylindri-

cal shell having a central longitudinal passage, a cylin-

drical plug of elastic material extending into the rearward

end of said passage and snugly surrounding a segment of

said needle, said hypodermic needle being axially dis-

posed within said passage, the forward end of said needle

projecting beyond the forward end of said passage and

the rear end of said needle extending axially through the

center of said elastic plug and being so positioned that die

channel of said needle is in communication with an open-

ing at the rear end of said hub, tliere being hardened

adhesive material wi&in said passage forward of said

plug, surrounding said needle and binding said shell and

said needle together in the positions indicated, said elastic

plug being adapted to prevent contact between said ad-

hesive material and any material rearward of said hub.

3,096,764
INSTRUMENTS FOR FLUID INJECTIONS INTO

THE UTERUS AND FALLOPIAN TUBES
Goran Uddcnbcrg, RaagcltorpacBtan 49,

Goteboct? Sweden
FUed Feb. 9, 1961, Scr. No. 88,048

Claims priority, appUcatioa Sweden Dec. 27, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 12S—241)
1. An instrument for injecting fluids into the human

uterus and Fallopian tubes, including an outer tube hav-

ing opposite ends, a suction cup operably connected to
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one end of the outer tube with the suction cup being

adapted to envelope and retain the cervix, a cannula tube

of iessej" diameter than the outer tube co-axially located

within the outer tube and having opposite end portions

with one of said end portions being located within the

suction cup, a head on said one end portion of the

cannula tube adapted to open the cervix, said head being

provided with an axial bore for permitting the injection

of fluid into the uterus, means providing a passageway
between the suction cup and the outer tube to allow air

to be exhausted from the interior of the suction cup into

the space between the outer tube and the cannula tube

for sealing the entry of air through the cup against the

cervix, a cylinder having forward and rearward ends
and also defining a handle means, means for connecting

being substantially straight, parallel end walls joining the

oj^Kwite ends of said side panels, said end walls being
perpendicular to at least one of said top and bottom edges,

there being an open top bounded by the top edges of the

side panels and the end walls, there being a pair of aper-

tures in each end wall, one being adjacent the lower or
bottom end of each end wall and the other being spaced
from the upper or free edge of each end wall, thereby
providing constricting bands between the upper aperture

and the free upper edge of the structure, whereby the
straps of a sanitary napkin are threaded outwardly
through the lower apertures, then inwardly through the

upper apertures and then extended outwardly so that

outward tension on the constricting bands imparts a
pouch-like enveloping movement to the free edge portions
of the side panels relative to the napkin.

3,096,766
SANITARY BELT

George E. Patton, 12 LiddeU St., Buffalo. N.Y.
FUed June 1, 1962, Ser. No. 199,296

2 Claims. (CI. 128—289)

the forward end of the cylinder to the other end of said

outer tube, said cannula tube being of a length to extend

substantially the entire length of the cylinder, a piston

secured to the cannula tube within the cylinder, a piston

rod attached to the other end portion of the cannula
tube and slidable axially within said cylinder and project-

ing beyond the rearward end of the cylinder for moving
said cannula tube and head to different injecting posi-

tions, said piston rod having an axial bore in communi-
cation with the cannula tube for connection to a source
of injecting fluid, means communicating with the cylinder

between the piston and the forward end for exhausting

the air from the cylinder and the space between the Outer

tube and the cannula tube, and coacting means on the

cylinder and piston rod for locking the piston rod,

cannula tube and head in the desired injecting position.

3,096J65
SHIELD FOR SANITARY NAPKINS

Robert L. Comwell, 409 W. Bancroft St, Toledo 2, Ohio
Filed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40,799

2 Claims. (CI. 128—287)

1. A shield for sanitary napkins or the like compris-
ing a unitary structure of relatively thin, flexible moisture-
proof material having a pair of oppositely disposed flat

side panels, the top and bottom edges of said side panels

1. A belt assembly comprising a body encircling belt

having front, rear, and side portions, a pair of depend-
ing attachment tabs secured to said front and rear por-
tions, fastener means on a free end of each tab adapted
to secure an end of a catamenial pad to each tab, a
sheath slidably mounted on each tab, each sheath com-
posed of a soft, pliable and impervious plastic material,

each sheath including a narrow upper portion snugly
but slidably received on an associated tab and a relatively

enlarged bottom portion adapted to enclose an associated
fastener means and the end of the catamenial pad se-

cured thereto, said upper portion of each sheath having
a length substanially less than the length of its respec-

tive tab whereby the sheath may be moved up and down
to selectively cover and uncover a fastening means, each
of said sheaths having a smooth outer surface so as not
to irritate the wearer of said belt assembly and a rough-
ened inner surface for frictionally gripping one of the

ends of said catamenial pad, said rear and side portions
of said body encircling bell including a wide and relatively

thin strap of substantially rectangular cross sectional

shape, sleeve means slidably enclosing each' of said side

portions, said sleeve means composed of a material hav-
ing substantially the same characteristics as the material

comprising the sheath and being of a flattened oval cross

seaional shape.

3,096,767
PHOTO-CAU^RIZER WITH COHERENT

LfGHT SOURCE
Herbert D. Gresser, PlMnview, Gerard M. Grosof, New

Yoric, Leonard R. SoIod, Yonkers, and Theodore S.

Sbult;, New York, N.Y., assignors to TRG, Incorpo-
ra|ed, Syosset, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed May II, 1961, Ser. No. 109,325
7 Claims. (CI. 128—395)

1. Photo-cauterizing apparatus comprising a coherent
light generator for producing a beam of light with rays
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having a high degree of parallelism, a variable focal 3,096,769
length optical system for controlling the position qf the GIRDLE
focal point of said beam and the angle of convergence Joseph R. Martin, Uoioa, NJ^ assignor to Flexnit Com-
of said beam to cautcn/e a small area of matter, a focus-

ing light source, means for directing a beam from said

focusing light source along a path substantially coincident
with the beam of light from said generator passing

through said optical system, with the rays of said focus-

ing light beam respectively parallel with the rays of said

coherent light generator beam, the last said means in-

n*4\t

eluding a reflector element for at least partially reflecting

one of said tuo beams and for at Ic.ist partially trans-

mitting the other of said two beams along said coincident

path whereby a spot to be cauterized may accurately be

determined by observation of the bwam from said focus-

ing light source and thereafter cauterized by energy from
said generator, the coincidence of the focal spot of said

coherent light generator beam with the fcxral spot of said

focusing light beam being as,sured by the parallelism of

the respective rays of said beams.

3,096,768
ELECTROTHERAPY SYSTEM

Benjamin Whitfield Griffith, Jr., Dallas, Tex., assignor,
by mesne assif^ments, to Flrmatron, Inc.

Filed May 27. 1960, Ser. No. 32,279
2 Claims. (CI. 128—422)

rtOufHCf
OJCiilArti
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ber adapted to contain a degreasing solvent, a wheel with- hanger means for suspending the same from the edge
in said housing having spokes extending from a hub, said of the sink-top when not in use, and means lor discharg-
hub being rotatabiy mounted on a shaft within said hous-
ing, a cyhnder at the end of each spoke, a reciprocally

mounted piston within each cylinder, each spoke being
hollow, means including the hollow spokes for selectively

reciprocating said pistons in a direction radially outward-
ly from said hub, each cylinder having a container reten-

tion means thereon, each piston being adapted to secure

a container against a portion of said container retention

means, an ultrasonic transducer disposed within the solvent

adjacent the periphery of said wheel, and means for inter-

mittently rotating said wheel so that each of said con-
tainer retention means is di posed within the solvent adja-

cent said transducer for a predetermined period of time.

A> «J /" J.

A cart washing, rinsing and draining apparatus com-
prising a cabinet having at least one open end and having
top and side walls, said cabinet also having a floor extend-

ing horizontally immediately adjacent said open end and
being inclined gradually downwardly away from said

opening artd one of said side walls for supporting a cart

in tipped condition therein, a plurality of perimetrically

spaced and inwardly directed spray nozzles within said

cabinet, said nozzles being spaced along substantially the

entire length of at least one of said side walls adjacent
the top and bottom thereof, fluid passage means com-
municating with said nozzles to distribute hot liquid and
a sanitizing agent under pr&ssure to said nozzles for wash-
ing, rinsing and sanitizing said cart, whereby said cart is

supported in tipped condition to facilitate the removal of
dislodged and dissolved foreign material from the sur-

faces thereof.

3,096,776
CLEANING STAND

Raymond H. De Witt, Plymouth, Ohio, assignor to The
Fate-Root-Heath Company, Plymouth, Ohio, a corpo-
ration of Delaware

Filed June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 36,066
3 Claims. (CI. 134—174)

I. A cleaning stand comprising a sink-top having a

drain outlet and an upstanding peripheral wall, a folding

shield assembly removably resting on said top in opened
condition and forming a partial enclosure extending ap-

preciably above the wall thereof, said shield assembly
folding to substantially flat condition and including

ing cleaning solution under pressure against a body sup-
ported on the sink-top for cleaning of the same.

3,096,775
CART WASHING APPARATIS

Houghton W. Clarke, Wonder Lake, and Floyd A. Blash-
field, Evanston, III., assignors, by direct and mesne as-

signments, of ninety-nine percent to Mealpack Corpo-
ration, Evanston, III., a corporation of Illinois, and one
percent to Houghton W. Clarke

Filed Sept. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 843,531
1 Claim. (CI. 134—123)

3,096,777
INHIBITION OF DEPOSITION OF HYDROCAR-

BONACEOUS SOLIDS FROM OIL
Christ F. Parks and Jacob E. Strassoer, Tulsa, Okla., and

Fred W. Burtch, MonroevUle, Pa., assignors to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of
Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 25,212

4 CUims. (CI. 137—15)
1. The method of inhibiting the adhesion of solid hy-

drocarbonaceous material deposited from oil containing
such substances in solution and suspension on a deposition-
susceptible surface of equipment with which such oil

comes in contact which comprises subjecting the surface
thus contacted to the action of an aqueous dispersion con-
taining at least about 0.0025 percent of a water-dispers-
ible hydrophilic colloid-producing polymeric substance
selected from the class consisting of animal glue, gum
arabic, amylose, gelatin, egg albumin, blood albumin,
alkali metal salts of lignosulfonic acid, glycol-treated
algin, saponin, Irish moss, and casein.

3,096 778
VALVE ARRANGEMENT FOR BREATHING

DEVICES
MAns Minsson Arborelius and Claes Erik Gunnar Lund-

gren, both of Stora Tvargatan 36, Lund, Sweden
Filed Jan. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 706,993

Claims priority, application Sweden Jan. 5, 1957
2 Claims. (CI. 137—63)

1. A breathable gas regulating device comprising a
housing having a valve chamber therein, an extensible
diaphragm forming one wall of said chamber, an outlet
valve mounted on said diaphragm, an inlet valve located
in a wall of said housing opposite said extensible dia-
phragm, actuating means operatively connecting said dia-
phragm and said inlet valve, a source of breathable gas
connected to said inlet valve, a single aperture in said
wall of said housing opposite said diaphragm for directly
conducting said gas to and from a point of use, a con-
ducting tube extending through said chamber, one end
of said tube being connected to said diaphragm and dis-

posed around said outlet valve and the other end of said
tube extending through said aperture at all times and said
tube having a smaller diameter than said aperture to
allow free flow of gas between said chamber, said tube
and said outlet.
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3,096,779
DUAL CHARACTERISTIC ADOmVE

FEEDING SYSTEM
Alfred Kraft, Schonberger Feld 3, Kronberg, Taunos,
Germany, and Erhard Kampf, Klingsorstnisse 109a,
Finkenweg 2, Malmsfaeim, near Stuttgart Wurttemberg-
Baden, Germany

FUed Nov. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 855,041
4 Claims. (CI. 137—101.19)

> TP

I

I E,

1. A system for controlling the quantity of a treating

material to be fed to a fluid which varies in two char-

acteristics to maintain a predetermined treating effect,

comprising first and second means for measuring each
of said characteristics, first and second reversible impulse

counters, means including multiplying means connected

to said measuring means and to said impulse counter to

transmit during the first part of one cycle of .operation

measurements from said measuring means to the first im-

pulse counter to advance the same, a reverse impulse
transmitter connected to the second impulse counter dur-
ing such part of the cycle to return the same to zero

^ position, means to transmit during another part of the

cycle measurements from said measuring means to the

second impulse counter, said reverse impulse transmitter

being connected to said first impulse counter during such

other part of the cycle to return the same to zero posi-

tion, feeding means, and means connected to the second

impulse counter during such first part of the cycle and
to the first impulse counter during such other part of the

cycle to control said feeding means in dependence on the

time required for such impulse counter to return to zero.

3,096,780
MEANS FOR INTRODUCING CHLORINE

INTO WATER
Robert J. Kane, 2908 E. Pinchot, Phoenix, Ariz.

FUed June 2, 1960, Ser. No. 33,596
7 Claims. (CI. 137—209)

/'

1 . A unit chlorinator adapted for attachment at a water

circulation line comprising a mixing chamber, means for

circulating water from said line through said mixing cham-
ber and back to said line, a mixing tube in the said cham-
ber having a stem, a measuring chamber open at its bot-

tom depending from the stem, a U-shaped aspirating tube
within the measuring tube having one open end extending
upwardly toward the stem and one open end leading
through said measuring chamber and communicating with
the mixing chamber, and means for delivering gas under
controlled pressure to said stem, whereby to cause chlorine
gas to displace a measured volume of water within the
measuring chamber and to pulse out into the mixing cham-
ber through the aspirating tube.

3,096,781
DRIP PAN FOR AUTOMATIC DISHWASHING

MACHINES AND SIMILAR APPLIANCES
Joseph L. Roidt, 2126 SE. Umatilla, Portland, Orcg.

FUed Oct. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 61,754
1 Claim. (CI. 137—314)

For use with an automatic dishwashing machine and
similar appliances supported upon four corner leg mem-
bers; a drip pan supported upon a foot at each corner and
comprising a flat flexible bottom wall, and vertical front,

rear and side walls consisting of an integral sheet of
metal, said bottom wall having openings therethrough in

open communication with collars secured to the bottom
wall and extending upwardly therefrom, fastening

elements extending through said collars and openings and
adapted to anchor said machine to a floor beneath the

drip pan with the machine supported upon said bottom
wall by its four corner leg members, said bottom wall

having a drainage opening therethrough, means supfK>rted

upon said bottom wall adjacent said drainage opening and
adajBted to partake of the weight of said machine to there-

by deflect said bottom wall into a sump area leading to

the dramage opening.

3,096,782
WATER TAP RECEPTACLE AND DRAIN

John Wesley Williams, Dallas, Tex., assignor of fifty

percent to Juanita W. Caruth, Dallas, Tex.
Filed Oct. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 65,483

2 Chiims. (CI. 137—360)

1. In a water tap and drain receptacle for installation

in a wall structure, the combination which comprises:
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(u) a rectangular box having a top, side walls, and a

bottom and a depth dimension adapting the same

to be recessed in wall structure, the said bottom

being recessed downwardly from each wall of said

box and having a drain outlet centrally thereof, said

box having ports on each side of said drain outlet

each capable of receiving a water pipe therethrough

having a tap thereon,

(h) an upturned flange formed along the front edge

of said bottom,

(c) means formed with each side wall of said box

for securing the same to a wall structure, and

(d) a front frame for said box having means therein

adapted to receive and retain lengths of hoses con-

nected to said water taps and a baffle element there-

on overreaching said upturned flange and depending

dov^nv^ard into said box for directing inside of said

upuirnod tiangc any leakage cauijht b\- saiti frame

from hoses leading from said taps.

3,096,783
TOILET BOWI. BALL COCK ASSEMBLY

James E. Dale, 4074 Estrella Ave., San lYiego 5, Calif.

Filed Apr. 17, 1962. Ser. No. 188.199
2 Claiim. (CI. 137—434) .

1. In a toilet flush tank device of the class described

comprising a vertically extending thick walled water inlet

pipe attached to a base plate at the inside of a toilet water

tank and having water supply under normal pressure at-

tached thereto, said inlet pipe having a longitudinal bore

throughout its length and internal threads at the lower

extremity thereof, one or more holes horizontally dis-

posed through the wall of said inlet pipe adjacent to the

aforesaid internal threads, a valve casing adapted for at-

tachment to said base plate of toilet water tank and to

water supply, said valve casing leaving a nipple provided

with an internally threaded portion at the upper extremity

thereof for attachment to the lower extremity of the afore-

said water inlet pipe, a recess in said nipple, a bushing of

plastic material inserted in said recess of said nipple in

said valve casing and lying flush at the rim of the upper

extremity thereof, the internal diameter of said bushing

being smaller than that of the internal diameter of the

aforesaid water inlet pipe, said bushing presenting an up-

ward face and an interna! angular ledge secured by said

bushing rim and when water inlet pipe is attached to said

valve casing, a longitudinal bore of greater diameter at the

lower extremity in said valve casmg and terminating

slightly below said recess, said valve casing having a collar

adjacent to said nipple at the upper threaded portion

thereof and having external threads extending from the

lower extremity thereof to the underside of the afore-

said collar, a lock nut having internal threads for attach-

ment onto said lower end extension member of the afore-

said valve casing, a downwardly inverted beveled washer
of resilient material fitted into and disposed over said

lower end extension member at the threaded portion of
,said valve casing aq^ below the aforesaid collar to effect

a seal when said lock nut is in position, a longitudinal

rod of plastic material having a diameter to fit smoothly
within said longitudinal bore of the aforesaid inlet pipe,

a rod shank end at a portion of the lower extremity of
said longitudinal rod having a reduced diameter to fit

closely within said internal diameter of the aforesaid
plastic bushing and when said rod is placed in said longi-

tudinal bore of the aforesaid water inlet pipe, a slot pass-
ing through said rod. said slot being disposed at the op-
posite extremity of the aforesaid extremity having said

reduced diameter, an operable means at the upper ex-

tremity of said water inlet pipe whereby said longitudinal
rod may be raised or lowered within said longitudinal

bore of the aforesaid water inlet pif>e, said means com-
prising a pivoting member having a ball ftoat at one ex-
tremity and a lifting lever at the opposite extremity there-

of and having a flat shaped end arranged to fit within the

aforesaid slot in the upper end of the aforesaid rod, a
pivot in said operable means attached to said upper ex-
tremity of the aforesaid inlet water pipe for holding said

pivoting member in position, one or more transversely

disposed holes at the loww extremity wall of said water
inlet pipe, said holes being superadjacent to the afore-

said internal threads and above said nipple of said valve
casing, a longitudinal passage at the lower extremity of
said rod extending concentrically for the length of said

shank and for securing a thin wall therein, a horizontally

disposed hole in said thin wall, said hole being adjacent
to said downwardly disposed annular ledge of said shoul-
der and also being disposed in line and approximately of
the same diameter as the aforementioned hole in said

water inlet pipe, for securing water flow when said float

is in its downwardly floating position and said rod mem-
ber is beJd in its uppermost place.

3,096,784
AUTOMATIC SHLJT^FF DEVICE

Sd| Ak« GUttM Stsomoii, SodcrtalK Swsdao, SMlciior to
Akticbolagct Separator, Stockholm, Swedtn, a corpo-
ration of Sweden

Filed May 16, 1962, Ser. No. 195,258
Claims priority, application Sweden May 26, 1961

13 Claims, (CL 137—463)

,_-i

—
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operable in unison by said timer motor and so related

that when the first cam switch is closed by its respective

cam to cause rotation of said distributor switch, the cam
of the second cam switch will open the same to close

said solenoid valve for a period of time approximately
equal to the time required for said valve disk to be ro-

tated by said motor means from one position to the next
whereby operation of said motor means will actuate said

selector switch and rotate said valve disk to advance said

single outlet port therein from registry with one of said

radially disposed outlets into registry with another and
whereby closure of said solenoid vaJve by the opening
of said second cam-actuated switch to relieve fluid pres-

sure within the valve housing to permit of said valve disk

rotation while closure of said first cam switch will actuate
said distributor switch and said selector switch and said

motor means.

3,096,788
ROTARY VALVE

William V. Talbot, Box 13225, Phoenix, Ariz., and Jessie
Chess, 412 Constitution Ave. SE., Washington, D.C.

FUed Aug. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 132,821
1 Claim. (CI. 137—625.11)

A fluid-tight hydraulic valve adapted for pressures in

the neighborhood of 10,000 lbs., comprisir^g,

a housing having a cavity including first, second, and
third bores of reduced diameter progressively from the

rear face toward the front face resf>ectively to provide

a sealing plug chamber, a valve head chamber, and a

valve stem chamber,
said housing having first, second, and third fluid passages

disposed radially a* 90° to each other and communi-
cating with said valve head chamber,

shoulders respectively formed at the junctions between
the first bore and the second bore and also between
the latter and the third bore,

a valve assembly including:

an annular valve head and a control stem disposed re-

spectively in the valve head chamber and the valve

stem chamber,

.said valve head having an axial cavity and a radial bore

for selectively establishing communication between
said fluid passages, said valve head also having a face

which is a chord of the related arcuate portion of said

head, said radial bore intersecting said face,

spaced annular walls extending continuously arouiKl the

side edges of said head to sealingly engage the inner

side of the valve head chamber,
transverse walls disposed between said annular walls at

the opfxjsite ends of said face,

seals at the outer sides of the annular walls,

a combined sealing and thrust plate including an attach-

ing flange and a plug in said sealing plug chamber,

one of said seals nested in the included angle between

the outer sides of said walls and the plug, said flange

also having a seal on its inner face, all of said seals

being compressed when said flange is secured to the

rear face of the housing by force applied in the direc-

tion of the axis of the plug.

3,096,789
DASH CONTROL PARKING BRAKE VALVE

Charles Horowitz, Chicago, and Harold L. Dobrlkin,
Highland Park, III., assignors to Berg Ablectro Prod-
ucts Co., Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,085
1 Claim. (CI. 137—627.5)

A valve assembly including a housing, a main chamber
in said housing, a hollow cylindrical valve piston slid-

ably mounted in one end of said main chamber, a fixed

valve seat at the opposite end of said chamber, an an-
nular chamber surrounding said main chamber and com-
municating therewith through an annular space between
said fixed valve seat and said one end of said main cham-
ber, an annular valve face carried by said hollow piston

and having an annular portion extending through said

annular space and into said annular chamber, said an-
nular chamber having areas on opposite sides of said

annular valve face portion therewithin whereby said an-

nular valve face portion opposite sides are both sub-

jected to pressures within said annular chamber when
said valve face is on said fixed seat, a fluid pressure inlet

communicating with said annular chamber, a first coil

spring within said piston and having its opposite ends
in contact with said housing and said piston to urge said

piston toward said fixed seat and to urge said valve face

against said fixed seat, a movable seat member slidable

in said housing and having a seat portion positioned for

contact with a portion of said annular valve face within

said fixed seat to move said valve face oflf said fixed seat,

said movable seat member having a rod portion extend-

ing outwardly of said housing for manual operation of
said movable seat member, a second coil spring posi-

tioned within and axially aligned with said first coil spring,

said second coil spring extending through said first coil

spring at all positions of said piston and movable seat,

said second coil spring having its opposite ends in con-

tact with said housing and said movable seat member
and being operable through said annular valve face to

urge said movable seat member away from said valve

face, a fluid pressure outlet communicating with said

main chamber beyond said fixed seat from said valve
face, an exhaust outlet in said housing, said exhaust out-

let communicating with the area of said main chamber
within said hollow piston, said pressure outlet communi-
cating with said exhaust outlet through said valve face

and piston when said valve face is <mi said fixed seat and
said movable seat portion is out of contact with said

valve face, said movable seat portion sealing said exhaust
outlet against communication with said pressure inlet and
outlet when said movable seat portion is in contact with

said valve face, a seal betv/een said movable seat mem-
ber and said housing whereby pressure entering said in-

let when said valve face is of! said fixed seat and said

movable seat portion is in contact with said valve face

is effective in one direction only against said housing and
in the other direction against said movable seat member
to urge said movable seat member against said valve face.
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3,096,790
FLUID PRESSURE OPERATED VALVES

Geoi^e N. Chatham and O O ShurtlefF, Austin, Tex., as-
signors to Chatleff Controls, Inc., Austin, Tex., a cor-
poration of Texas

FUed July 6, 1961, Ser. No. 122,264
3 Claims. (CI. 137—628)

I~l

I. A three-way valve for a fluid pressure line containing
compressible fluid, comprising a housing provided with
two aligned end outlet port^ and with an inlet port between
them, valve seats in the housing around the outlet ports,

a pair of cylinders rigidly mounted in the housing between
said outlet ports in axial alignment therewith, the outer
ends of the cylinders being open and spaced from the ad-
jacent outlet ports, each cylinder also having in its inner
end a central outlet opening encircled inside the cylinder
by a valve seat, a piston valve member slidably mounted
in each cylinder and having outer and inner ends for clos-

ing the adjacent outlet port and outlet opening alternately,

the outer end of each valve member projecting laterally

beyond the valve seat around the outlet port closed by that

member, a pair of conduits sealed in the wall of the hous-
ing and each having an inner end communicating with the
outlet opening of one of said cylinders, the inner ends of
the cylinders being provided with aligned passages there-

through beside said outlet openings, and parallel push rods
dispoied between the piston valve members with their

ends in said passages for movement lengthwise therein, the
rods being only long enough to push a piston valve mem-
ber outward from its cylinder scat to a point near the

adjacent outlet port when the other piston valve member
moves inward from the other outlet port seat to the ad-
jacent cylinder seat, a rod end portion at each cylinder
being reduced in diameter for a distance sufficient to ex-

jjose the surrounding passage to the fluid pressure in the

housing only while the piston valve member in that cylin-

der is near the valve seat therein, and the outer ends of
said conduits being adapted to be connected alternately

with a region of lower fluid pressure than the pressure

in said housing to cause said piston valve members
alternately to move inwardly into engagement with said

cylinder seats.

3,096,791
LEG STRUCTURE FOR METAL TABLES

AND THE LIKE
James E. Barrow, 70 Emerald Drive, Jonesboro, Ga.

FUed May 3, 1961, Ser. No. 107,583
4 Claims. (CI. 138—151)

1. A metal furniture leg comprising a single sheet metal
strip bent into a closed hollow cross-section including two
substantially plane edge portions forming a substantial

angle with each other and meeting at a comer, the tip

parts of said edge portions being bent inwardly into the
interior of the hollow cross-section and diverging at said
corner from each other and from the respective plane
edge portions, and a securing member comprising an elon-
gated securing strip bent into substantially triangular cross-
section and having a ba.se and converging legs extending

therefrom, said legs engaging over said tip parts, the angle
between the legs being less than the normal angle between
the tip parts whereby the tip parts are displa'^ed towards
each other to maintain substantial pressure between them
and the legs, said legs and tip parts being in contact over
substantially the whole of their facing surfaces.

3,096,792
JACQUARD MACHINES

Lothar Strach, Kohlbofweg 13, Wilhelmsfeld,
Heidelberg, Germany

Filed June 22, 1960, Ser. No. 37,898
9 Claims. (CI. 139—59)

:.i

I'

I
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1. Jacquard mechanism for a textile weaving loom
comprising a grifTe, means mounting said grifTe for limited
rising and falling movement; a first toggle link connected
between a stationary pivot and a pivotal connection with
a second toggle link, said second toggle link being con-
nected between said pivotal connec;ion and a moving
pivot forming part of a mechanism for raising and lower-
ing said griffe, rotating drive means; a crank pin carried
by said drive means, and rotatable with said drive means
about a crank axis, and a connecting rod connected be-
tween said crank pin and said pivotal connection for
transmitting drive from said crank pin to said toggle links;
said drive means, connecting rod and toggle links being
so relatively disposed that said crank pin passes through
the position where said crank axis, said crank pin and
said pivotal connection are in a straight line at approxi-
mately the position of maximum lift of said griffe.

3,096,793
LOOM HARNESS

Robert N. Suhr and Robert M. Goodman, Jr., Marietta,
Ga., assignors to Pioneer Heddle and Reed Company,
Inc., Atlanta, Ga., a corporation of Georgia

Filed Aug. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 218,030
14 Claims. (CI. 139—92)

I. In a loom harness of the type having a heddle
frame provided with an end brace and a rail connected
to said end brace, and a heddle rod adjacent said rail,
the combination therewith of a spring member secured
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to said end brace and provided with a receiving recess

for receiving the end portion of said heddle rod, said

end portion of said heddle rod having a pair of outwardly

diverging surfaces extending from a narrowed portion of

said heddle rod, said receiving recess being defined by a

pair of opposed walls having a pair of outwardly diverg-

ing surfaces for cooperating with said diverging surfaces

.19

I
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frame, a segmented barking plow of generally chevron-
shaped horizontal cross section and engageable with a slab

on said slab-supporting means, and having its central

portion leading and flaring Iherclrom toward its side por-

tions, said plow including a cluster of ht>e plates having
downwardly pro ecting hoes disposed with their principal

surfaces in adjacent parallel face-to-face relationship, suc-

cessive hoes being stepped edgewise to form such chevron-

previously positioned on said plate by said centering pin,

a fruit holding and centering cup disposed above said

conveyor run and in vertical alignment with said coring
cutter, means to lower said cup on a fruit previously po-
sitioned on said plate by said centering pin, means to

drive said conveyor, means for retracting said cutter, and
means for synchronizing vertical movements of said cen-
tering pin and cutter with said conveyor drive means.

shaped plow, pivot rTicans supporting said hex: plates from

said frame for upward and downward movement of each

hoc mdividuallv relative to the othjr hoes, and means ef-

fecting relative movement of said barking plow and said

slab-supporting means lengthwise of a slab on said slab-

supporting means and substantially parallel to the principal

faces of said hoes for effecting barking of such slab by

said hoes.

3,096,800
FRl IT ORIENTATOR, CORER AND TRIMMER

Shernuin H. Creed and James L. Reimers, San Jose, Calif.,

assignors to FMC Corporation, San Jose, Calif., a cor-

poration of Delaware
Continuation of application Ser. No. 695,078, Nov. 7,

1957. This application Sept. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 56,059
8 Claims. (CI. 146—52)

7. In a fruit processing machine, a conveyor having a

processing run, a carrier plate on said conveyor arranged

to support a fruit, means defining an aperture in said

plate, a substantially vertically moving centering pin be-

neath said processing run, means to raise said pin through

said plate aperture and into lifting engagement with the

indent of a fruit disposed on said plate, means to verti-

cally vibrate said pin while the fruit indent is disposed

on the pin, a coring cutter disposed below said conveyor

processing run and down stream of said centering pin,

means for raising said coring cutter vertically through said

plate aperture and into coring engagement with a fruit

3,096,801
SEED POTATO CUTTER

Merthcn L, Miles, Rte. 1, Box 60, Scott W. Brown, Rte. 2,
Box 107, and Owen K. Ward, Rte. 2, Box 309, all of
Pocatello, Idaho

FUed July 11, 1961, Ser. No. 123,301
2 Claims. (CI. 146—78)

mti\ m^m^

\. A conveyor for conveying and cutting seed potatoes,

said conveyor comprising support means and an endless

conveyor guided for movement through a closed path by
said support means and including an upper reach having
an inlet end and an outlet end. said emdless conveyor in-

cluding a plurality of sets of transversely aligned and
spaced discs, spaced longitudinally of said closed path and
adapted to support and cradle potatoes between adjacent
sets of discs, knife means comprising disc knives rotatably

mounted on said support means above the discharge end
portion of said upper reach and spaced longitudinally

along the axis of rotation of said knives which extends
transversely of the path of movement of .said upper reach,

the k)wer extremities of said disc knives projecting down-
wardly and received between adjacent cradling discs of
the sets of discs of said conveyor whereby potatoes car-

ried by said conveyor will be cut and have the larger

cut portions thereof wedged between adjacent ones of said

disc knives, motor means drivingly connected to said disc

knives for effecting rotation of said disc knives in a di-

rection with their lower marginal portions moving in the

direction of movement of said upper reach, extracting

means carried by said support means comprising a plu-

rality of elongated cam straps each secured at one end to

said support means with the free end portion thereof
extending generally along chords of and between adjacent

disc knives above and below said upper reach and said

axis respectively and generally in the direction of move-
ment of said upper reach completely across said adjacent

disc knives, whereby as said disc knives rotate with said

cut portions of potatoes wedged therebetween, said cut

portions will engage said cam straps to be cammed gen-

erally radially outwardly from between adjaecnt ones of
said disc knives along paths defining a generally horizon-
tally disposed plane of discharge of said cut portions, a
pair of opposing soft and resilient and driven rollers

spaced slightly apart "and supported from said support
means for rotation about horizontally disposed axes ex-

tending transversely of the direction of movement of said

upper reach and positioned with respect to each other

and the support means in order to generally horizontally

align the space defined between said rollers with the

plane of discharge of said cut portions from between
said disc knives 9, an elongated knife blade mounted on
said support means adjacent said rollers and including a

cutting edge disposed in said space and extending longi-

tudinally of said rollers for again cutting the cut portions

of the potatoes after they are discharged from between
said disc knives.

3,096,802
BREAD SLICING MACHINE

Benedict R. Benith, Westbury, N.Y., assignor to Amen-
can Machue & Foundry Company, a corporation ofNew Jersey

FUed June 7, 1960, Ser. No. 34,561
9 Claims. (CI. 146—88)

3,096,804
APPARATUS FOR MAKING ELECTRICAL

CONNECTIONS
William J. Fuerth, Warwick, R.I., assignor to Patton-Mac-
Guyer Co., Providence, R.I., a corporation of Rhode
Island

Filed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,853
4 Claims. (CI. 153—1)

•* ^*»* '"^ ^' ^" TT^sisj—, - ^

1. In a bread slicing machine having an infeed table
and an infeed head positioned over said infeed table to
be adjustably positioned at an angle to said infeed table;
chain supported flights on said infeed head to individually
urge loaves of bread along said infeed table into the
bread slicing machine, a drive chain one run of which
extends parallel to the angle of adjustment of said infeed
head, transmission means engaging said drive chain and
driving said chain supported flights on said infeed head,
and drive means for said drive chain, and means whereby
said chain supported flights are moved by said transmis-
sion means at a velocity relative to said drive chain
substantially equal to the cosine of the angle of adjust-
ment of said infeed head.

3,096,803
TIRE CHAIN

Gilbert J. Labbc and Roy J. Labbe, both of
548 Wyanoke Ave., Baltimore 18, Md.
FUed May 17, 1961, Ser. No. 110,727

6 Claims. (CI. 152—237)

^faS

2. Apparatus for uniformly making a crimped connec-
tion between an electrical connector having a U-shaped
ferrule consisting of a body portion and opposing ears
formed integrally therewith and an electrical conductor
having a resilient insulating covering, thereon, compris-
ing, a crimping die having a fixed anvil and a movable
section, feeding means for placing and holding the
rounded portion of the body portion of said electrical con-
nector in said fixed anvil to receive an end of said electri-
cal conductor, means springily operated to move said
movable section into contact with the sides of said body
portion and said opposing ears, whereby said body por-
tion is crimped to said insulating covering and said ears
are recurved therethrough into contact with the surface
of said electrical conductor, a portion of said resilient in-
sulating covering being compressed between one surface
of each one of said ears and a surface of said body por-
tion of said ferrule whereby an intimate contact is main-
tained between said electrical conductor and each one of
said ears; said electrical connector being the last one of a
strip of similar connectors and said feeding means in-
cludes a spring-loaded rocker arm having one surface
thereof initially parallel to said strip, a pin slidably
mounted on said one surface and initially engaging said
strip, a pressure pad springily urging said strip toward
said rocker arm and means for moving said pin along
said one surface to move said strip whereby said electri-
cal connector to be crimped is placed in said fixed anvil
and said rocker arm is caused to route to disengage said
pin from said strip.

1. A tire chain device, comprising, a pair of substan-
tially parallel and laterally spaced base members, a pair
of removably mounted cross chains connecting said base
members together at the one edge thereof, a flat elon-
gated flexible metal strap member positioned intermediate
said chains and having one end removably secured to the
other edge of one of said base members, and adjustable
latching means secured to the other base member of
said spaced base members, said adjustable latching means
including a plate swingable in a plane substantially paral-
lel to the plane of said other base member for receiving
and latching the other end of said flat elongated flexible
metal strap member in doubled-up relationship to said
other base member, with said flexible metal strap member
being self conforming to a wheel felloe.

3,096,805
METHOD AND MECHANISM FOR THE MANUFAC-TURE OF LAMINATED CORE INDUCTORS
Orrick H. Biggs, Beverly, Theodore Wroblewski, Danven
and David R. Dayton, Beverly, Mass., assignors, by
mesne assignments, to Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
Wilmington, Del., a corporati<Mi of Delaware

Filed Oct. 1, 1958, Ser. No. 764,588
15 Claims. (CI. 153—2)

1. For the fabrication from strip stock of a series of
multi-sided members adapted to be stacked one within
the confines of the other, mechanism which comprises-
a work station; 'means for feeding strip metal stock mate-
rial through said station in measured lengths; means at
said sfation for bending said strip stock to define said
sides; means at said station for cutting said strip stock
to sever therefrom a completed member; and, programmed
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control means for varying said measured lengths of feed- of the table, sensing means for sensing deviation of

ing in Increments corresponding to the thickness of said said portions of the shoe from said instantaneous line

of tangency and includin-g sensing devices spaced
apart from each other endwise of the wiping path
at opposite ends of said normal contact portion, said

devices being operativcly connected to portions of the

stock it opposite sides of said instantaneous line of tan-

gency respectively, and each device being rendered ofh
erativc in respon:<e to positions of its associated stock

porti( n in the di:ection of thrust of the wipe shoe for

prodi cing control signals, and operating means respon-
sive lo the control signals to cause the traversing power
mears to traverse the shoe in the direction for position-

ing said normal contact portion at the instantaneous point

of tangency.

1

^ :' ^.

jjtock material for the production of successive members
in said series.

3,096,806
COMBINED STRETCH AND WIPE FORMING MA-
CHINE WITH AUTOMATIC TRAVERSE CON-
TROL OF THE WIPE SHOE

Clinton H. Root, Maple Heights, Ohio, assignor to The
Cyril Bath Company, Solon, Ohio, a corporation of
Ohio

FUed Aug. 17, 1960, Scr. No. 50,280
9 Claims. (CI. 153—40)

ICK3CA

C-«f

7. In a stretch forming Aiachine, a power driven ro-

tatable table, a side face die thereon and having a cur-

vilinear side face, means for connecting one end of an
elongated stock for rotation with the die, power driven
stretch forming means adapted for connection to the

other end of the stock for applying yieldable tension there-

to endwise thereof as the stock is wrapped on the die

by rotation of the table for, stretch wrapping the stock

onto the die face, a traversing wipe shoe, power driven
wipe forming means for yieldably urging the shoe against

the stock on said side face, traversing power means op-
erable for traversing the shoe in opposite directions, se-

lectively, endwise of said side face independently of ro-

tation of the table, said shoe having a normal contact
portion to be pressed against the ^tock and thereby press
the stock against the side face normally at that instanta-

neous line of tangency of the stock and side face of the

die resulting from the stretch wrapping during rotation

3,096,807
METAL FORMING MACHINE AND AUXILIARY

FIXTURE AND COMBINATION THEREOF
Robert F. De Marco, Mentor, Ohio, a^ignor to The Cyril

Bath Company, Solon, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed Sept. 20, 1960, Scr. No. 57,302

7 Claims. (CI. 153—40)

1. A metal forming machine comprising a frame, a
horizontal table, a curvilinear side face die mounted on
the top of the table, clamp means for connecting one
end of a length of stock in fixed position relative to the

side face, a curvilinear track detachably mounted in fixed

position on the top of the table with its axis upright, a
carriage mounted on the track for movement therealong
about the track axis, a work-forming tool, means on the

carriage supporting the tooj for said movement relative

thereto toward and away from the die for moving the

stock transversely of the die so as to lay the stock onto
the side face progressively tiom one location on the stock
to another upon movement of the carriage along said

track, tool operating means to cause said movement dur-

ing travel of the carriage along said track, a power trans-

mission drivingly interconnecting the table and carriage

for driving the carriage along said track, said transmis-
sion including a stationary element in fixed position rela-

tive to the table and having a driving portion coaxial with
the track, and a drivable element mounted on the car-

riage for rotation, about an axis parallel to the axis of
the stationary element, relative to the carriage, for move-
ment with the carriage along the track, and drivingly con-
nected to said portion for planetary movement relative

thereto for driving the carriage along the track when the
drivable element is rotated, motor means on said car-

riage and drivingly connected to said drivable element,
and means to supply power to the motor means in all

positions of the carriage along the track, means support-
ing the table for rotation about an upright axis, and
power means operable independently of the motor means

to rotate the table independently of the travel of the car-
riage along said track, a stretch forming assemblage
mounted on the frame, a stock gripping head carried by
the assemblage for movement toward and away from the
side face of the die and adapted for connection to the
other end of the stock for stretch forming the stock upon
rotation of the table, concurrently with the application
of the stock onto the die face by the tool.

3,096,810
LOW PRESSURE OIL BURNER

Roger G. Martz, Lebanon, Ind., assignor to Stewart-
Warner Corporation, Chicago, III., a corporation of
Vb^inia

Filed Feb. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 10,751
2 Claims. (CI. 158—28)

3,096,808
SLAB STRAIGHTENING

Henry W. Holsteyn, 10 End St^ Johannesboig, Transvaal,
Republic of South Africa

Filed Jan. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 82,919
Claims priority, applicatioD Repablic of South Africa

Jan. 15, 1960
15 Chdms. (CI. 153—48)

1

o««^
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1. Apparatus for straightening a slab such as an anode
of cast copper comprising a press with its platten and bed
horizontally opposed and mounted for a truck to move
underneath it; an elevator adapted to grasp a slab in a
truck, lift the slab, position and hold it between the plat-

ten and bed, lower the slab and release it in lowered posi-
tion; and means to cause the platten to operate when the
slab is positioned and to withdraw the platten prior to
lowering of the slab.

3,096,809 ^

COIL WINDING DEVICE
Robert H. Petty, Las Vegas, Nev., assignor to Titanium

Metals Corporation of America, New Yoric, N.Y., a
corporation of Delaware

\ Filed June 20, 1960, Ser. No. 37,413*
5 Claims. (CI. 153—67)

1. Apparatus for winding a coil of wire comprising; a
base, a mandrel rotatably mounted on said base and hav-
ing a slot in one end thereof adapted to receive the end
of a length of wire to be wound, means for rotating said
mandrel, a follower slidably mounted on said mandrel and
biased by spring means toward the said one end of said
mandrel, a shaft slidably and rotatably mounted on said
base and having an end face adapted to be locked against
the said one end of said mandrel thereby to close the
open side of the slot in the end thereof, wire guide means
mounted on said base spaced apart from said mandrel,
and coil cover guide means fixedly attached to the end
of said shaft and projecting therefrom over the side, re-
mote from said wire guide means, of a portion of the said
one end of said mandrel when said ^haft end face is locked
against the said one end of said mandrel.

1
.
In a low pressure oil burner, the combination com-

prising a tube, a nozzle extending within the tube, pres-
sure producing means operable intermittently for the
supply of oil and air mixture to the nozzle for intermit-
tent flow therethrough, means for supplying secondary
air to the tube including inlet means, normally closed
closure means for substantially preventing admission of
the secondary air through the inlet means, fluid pres-
sure operated means operatively connected to the closure
means effective for opening actuation thereof for ad-
mitting secondary air through the inlet means, aijdjnaans
forming a single continuous communicatjif^path be-
tween the exhaust side of the pressure prdducing means
and the pressure operated means operable to pressurize
the latter upon operation of the former to open said clo-
sure means, and to vent the latter upon termination of
the former to permit closing of the closure means, said
communicating path means having a flow resistance sub-
stantially greater than the flow resistance of the nozzle
and sufficiently high to delay in the order of a few sec-
onds equalization of pressures in the exhaust side of the
pressure producing means and the pressure operated
means for delaying correspondingly the opening or clos-
ing of the closure means relative to the operation of
the pressure producing means.

3,096,811
SAFETY CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLUID

FUEL BURNERS
Ralph W. Gustafson, Morrison, m., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
FUed July 20, 1961, Scr. No. 125,495

4 CUdms. (CI. 158—28)

1. A control system for a fluid fuel burner comprising
a relay having contacts for controlling said burner and a
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control coil for actuating said contacts; means for ener-

gizing said control coil comprising a thermostat, a flame

detector having hot side contacts and cold side contacts,

thermal timer means including a normally closed lockout

switch controlled by a lockout heater and a normally

closed recycling switch controlled by an associated heater,

and a limiting resistor; a starting circuit for energizing said

relay coil through said lockout switch, said thermostat

and said recycling switch, said starting circuit including

said lockout heater and said cold side contacts connected

in parallel circuit relation with the recycling switch heater

and said limiting resistor; and an operating circuit for en-

ergizing said control coil through said lockout switch and
said thermostat, said hot side contacts, said recycling

switch heater and said limiting resistor; the resistances

of said lockout and recycling heaters being proportioned

so that only the lockout switch can be opened when said

starting circuit is closed, and «aid recycling switch is

opcnjd when said operating circuit is closed, whereby said

lockout heater is energized if ignition failure occurs upon
completion of the starting circuit to time open said lock-

out switch and deenergize said relay for shutting down
said burner, and said recycling switch heater is energized

if ignition occurs upon completion of the starting circuit

to time open said recycling switch and break open a por-

tion of said starting circuit in preparation for rapid shut-

down if flame failure occurs.

3,096,812
COMBUSTION BURNER

Willis D. Kervin, Johnson City, Tenn.,^ assignor to Car-
bonic Development Corporation, Johnson City, Tenn.,
a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 139,629
2 Claims. (CI. 158—108)

< 3

1 . A combustion burner having a longitudinal axis and
comprising a burner block of refractory material defining

a combustion chamber having side walls generally parallel

to said axis, a curved dome at one end of said chamber
and an opening at the opposite end of said chamber, a
burner body including side walls means surrounding said

burner block, a first wall at one end of said body defining

a mouth in registry with said opening and a second wall

at the other end of said body having an inlet to admit
burner fuel, pai>sage means communicating with said inlet

4nd extending in said burner block longitudinally of said

axis along and outside of said chamber to provide direct

heat exchange between the refractory material of said

burner block and the fuel in said passage means, said

first wall providing a plurality of ports communicating
with said passage means and spaced around the periphery

of said opening, said ports being oriented to direct fuel

against opposing walls o*" said chamber and toward said

dome so that when said burner is operating the fuel is

ignited as it enters said chamber and the resulting flame
sweeps said opposing walls and is deflected at the apex
of said dome through said mouth.

3,096,813
GAS BURNER ASSEMBLIES

Victor Weber, Greensburg, Pa., assignor to Robertsfaaw-
Fulton Controls Company, Richmond, Va., a corpora-
tion of Delaware

Filed Mar. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 798,899
1 Claim. (CI. 158—116)

In a burner assembly provided with a burner head sup-

port base having upper and lower surfaces, a burner head
comprising: a first tubular member connected at one end
to the upper surface of said support base and being
formed at the other end with a first outwardly extending
flange, a second tubular member connected at one end
t(t the lower surface of said support base and being
formed at the other end with a second outwardly ex-

tending flange, said tubular members having vertically

extending body portions arranged concentric to one an-
other to form an annular flow passage oetween said body
portions and a peripheral port between said flanges, and
a necked-down p>ortion on one of said tubular members
reducing in diameter said flow passage to increase the

velocity of fluid flowing through said flow passage to said

burner port without turbulence thereof, said neckcd-
down portion progressively and smoothly reducing the

cross sectional area of said flow passage toward said

burner port throughout a major portion of said flow pas-

sage, the width of said reduced cross sectional area of

said annular flow passage being between one-third to

one-eighth of the distance between the flanges of said

tubular members.

3,096,814
TEMPORARY DOOR

Michael J. Ford, Hartsdale, N.Y., and Barton H. Ford,
Omaha, Nebr., assignors, by mesne assignments, of
one-half to International Paper Company, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of New York, and one-half to The
Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn., a corporation of
Connecticut

FUed Jan. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 785,858
2 Claims. (CL 160—113)

1. In combination, a grain-carrying freight car
equipped with oppositely-disposed doorways defined by
vertically-extending framing posts, a temporary door ex-

tending across each doorway and overlapping the interior

of said framing posts, means securing each door to its

associated framing posts, each door comprising a general-

ly planar, rectangular paperboard panel folded along a
plurality of spaced-apart, parallel fold lines to provide
a rib adapted to extend laterally perpendicularly from the

plane of said panel, said rib, in the cross section thereof
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extending perpendicular to said fold lines, having a di-
mension perpendicular to said plane greater than the rib
dimension parallel to said plane, means for reinforcing
said rib. said ribs being disposed to face the interior of
said car and extending generally horizontally, and a tie

wire extending between and connected to the ribs of said
door panels free of ;iny connection to said panels outside
the outernnist of said fold lines.

3,096,815
DOOR OPERATING APPARATUS

Donald F. May, 120 Terrace Ave., North Babylon, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 15, I960, Ser. No. 22,428

2 Claims. (CI. 160—188)

=.v^

of said lower edge, said water shield comprising an up-
standing water impervious panel assembly for tight fric-
tional engagement with said lower and end edges, said
panel assembly being substantially straight and planar
and including lower and opposite end edges, means re-
movably securing said panel assembly in the lower por-
tion of said opening with the lower and opposite end
edges of said panel assembly disposed in fluid tight seal-
ing engagement with the lower and opposite end ed^es
of said opening, said panel assembly comprising a pair
of panel sections disposed in end-to-end relation and piv-
otally secured together at adjacent end edges by means
of a hinge including a pair of leaves secured to and ex-
tending along the marginal portions of corresponding
side surfaces of said sections and pivotally secured to-
gether by means of a pivot extending along said adja-
cent end edges of said panel sections for movement be-
tween a limit position with said panel sections substan-
tially coplanar and a position with said panel sections

1. An automatic door opening apparatus for a garage
formed with an access opening having a header at its

upper dimension, said apparatus comprising a door hav-
ing front and hack walls defining top, side and bottom door
edges between them, said door being movable between
a closed position in which it is substantially vertical and
blocks access through said opening and an open position
in which said access is unblocked, means continuously urg-
ing said door for movement at least initially in the sub-
stantial direction of its vertical axis past said header to-
ward said open position, means for retaining said door in

said closed position, said retaining means including a
pair of spaced brackets fixed to said door at said top edge
and extending upwardly from said top edge, said brackets
being formed with aligned apertures, a roller journaled
in said apertures for rotation above said door between the
planes of said front and back walls, and a tongue fixed to
a solenoid mounted on said header, said tongue abutting
said roller when said door is in said closed position to
block movement of said door from said closed position, an
elastic fluid reservoir disposed near said door in position
to enable a vehicle approaching said door to contact and
compress a portion of said reservoir, and a switch for
converting a change in fluid pressure in said reservoir into
a change in quantity of electrical energy, said change in
electrical energy causing said solenoid to withdraw said
tongue from a position abutting said roller to permit said
door to move toward said open position.

angularly disposed relative to each other, a pair of flex-
ible sealing strips substantially L-shaped in cross section
each including one portion secured between the corre-
sponding hinge leaf and the associated panel section and
a second portion overiying the corresponding one of said
adjacent end edges of taid panel sections and disposed
between said adjacent ends with said second portions
sealing said panel sections in Auid tight sealing engage-
ment with each other, seal means disposed about the
lower and opposite end edges of said panel sections seal-
ing said panel sections in fluid tight sealing engagement
with each other and the remote end edges and the
lower edges of said panel sections in fluid tight sealing
engagement with said end and lower edges of said open-
ing, abutment means carried by the portions of said wall
defining the sides of said opening above said water
shield, and wedge means operatively engaged with said
abutment means and upper portions of said shield forc-
ing said shield tightly down upon said lower edge of
said opening.

3,096,816
DOOR AND WINDOW WATER SHIELD

Carl W. Peters, 8613 W. Park, Fort Myers, Fla.
Filed Nov. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 151,372

4 Claims. (CI. 160—215)
1. In combination with a wall having an opening formed

therein including opposite upstanding end edges and
a lower edge interconnecting said end edges, a wall
opening water shield for preventing the entrance of water
through said opening in the event the water level of
water on one side of said wall rises above the level

792 O.G. -2«

3,096,817
APPARATUS FOR HUMIDIFYING AN

AIR STREAM
Frederic W. McKenna, Webster Groves, Mo., assignor to
American Air Filter Company, Inc., Louisville, Ky.,
a coiporatfon of Delaware

Filed Apr. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 21,953
1 Claim. (CI. 165—60)

In an :iir conditioning system including a housing hav-
mg an air stream to be treated passing therethrough, a
unit humidifu-r assembly for distributing uncontaminated
water vapor continuously and uniformly into such air
stream comprising an enclosed, narrow, elongated water
chamber positioned within said hou.sing and removed
from such air stream, a heating means extending uithm
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said chamber Iv heat and convert water within said cham-
ber indirectly ti> iincDniarnmated self-rising vapor. meanN
to feed water into said ch..mbjr, watjr feed control means
positioned outside said chamber to maintain a proper
amount of water in said chamber during l\umidifying op
eralions, and a plurality of vertically extending elong^teil

spaced vapor distributit>n conduits communicating with

said chamber immediately thereabove and extending in

spaced columns across the ntire air stream path substan-

tially within a common plane transverse the direction of
tlow of the air stream to b.e treated, said vapor distribu-

tion conduits including a plurality of orifices spaced
therealong and having a vapor permeable sheet of ma-
terial surrounding such orifices to provide an extended
vapor laden intersitial surface to insure uniform distribu-

tion of the uncont;iminated vajxir which rises in said con-
duils in substantially sheet-like form across the overall

path of the air stream to be treated so that such air stream
must pass through said sheet-like vapor.

HaiT>

3,096,818
INTEGRAL EBULLIENT COOLER

W. Evans, 4409 S. Lewis, and Loyd W. Disler,

6703 E. 27th, both of Tulsa, Okla.
Original application July 13. 1959, Ser. No. 826,553, now

Patent No. 3,030,077, dated Apr. 17, 1962. Divided
and this application Aug. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 49,733

5 Claims. (CI. 165—111)

I. In combination with an internal combustion engine

having a cooling system wherein a coolant enters said

enyine substantially as a liquid and leaves said engine
substantially as a vapor, an integral ebullient cooler, said

cooler having,

an enclosed upper liquid separator, said liquid separator

having a condensate storage area in the lower por-

tion thereof and a vapor storage area in the upj)er

portion thereof;

a conduit means communicating said engine with snid

upper vapor area of said liquid separator for con-

ducting vapors from said engine to said separator;

a lower condensate storage tank;

a vapor condenser communicating at the upper end
with said vapor area of said liquid separator and at

the lower end with said condensate storage tank:

a condensate recirculation pipe communicating at the

lower end with the lower portion of said condensate

storage lank and at the upper end with the said vapor

storage area of said liquid separator;

\

a pump means in said condensate recirculation pipe
for conveying liquid from said condensate storage
tank to said liquid separator; and,

a conduit means communicating at one end with said

liquid storage area of said liquid separator and at

the other end with said engine whereby liquid is

conducted to said engine.

3,096,819
METHOD AND COMPOSITION FOR PREVENTING

CORROSION
William S. White, Jr., Midland, and Jackson L. Babb and
John H. McGuire, Odessa, Tex., assignors to Champion
Chemicals, Inc., Odessa, Tex., a corporation of Texas

Filed May 22, 1959, Ser. No. 815,195
3 Claims. (CI. 166—1)

"v^£^

V

->!

%

M

1. The method of applying protective coatings to in-

side walls of gas carrying conduits comprising introducing

a mixture of a polar filming amine corrosion inhibitor,

water, and a foaming agent into the flowing gas stream
as the conduit is in normal use and entraining a multitude

of minute bubbles within the mixture thereby causing the

introduced material to foam to the end that the inhibitor

is carried by a foamy vehicle along the conduit.

3,096,820
SUPERIOR WATER-FLOODING PROCESS

Geoi^e G. Bernard, Crystal Lake, III., assignor to The
Pure Oil Company, Chicago, III., a corporation of
Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 852,962

11 Claims. (CI. 166—9)
I. In the recovery of petroleum oil from the subter-

ranean formation by the injection of floodwater through
an input well and into said formation and the production
of oil from said formation through an output well, the

improvement comprising incorporating in at least a portion
of said floodwater condensation products of fatty acids

and diethanolamine, wherein the fatty acids contain 8 to

18 carbon atoms, and incorporating in at least a portion
of said floodwater an alkaryl polyether alcohol of the for-

mula

CII,
I

CM, -C— CIli— {'—
<

I

'

Oil) ^11,

(ocii,riii)„on

wherein n is an integer in the range of 7 to 13, the concen-
tration of the compounds in said floodwater being about
0.001 to 0.1 00 -^f by weight.

Alvin B. Dyes, Dallas, Tex., assignor to The Atlantic
j *' t~ •"»»"

Refining Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of
Pennsylvania

FUed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 33,060
20 Claims. (CI. 166—9)

1. The method of increasing the recovery of oil from
a subterranean reservoir having in communication there-
with at least one injection well and at least one production
well comprising injecting into said reservoir through sa'd
injection well and contacting said oil with a mixture
of water and a fluid which is miscible with said oil and
is liquid at the hereinafter specified operating pressure;
the volumetric ratio of water to fluid in said water-fluid
mixture being that value at which

mF= s,-s.
s,

wherein S,r is the residual water saturation established
during the conduct of the process, S, and S, are the
water saturation and fluid saturation, respectively, estab-
lished in the two-phase, water-fluid region of said reser-
voir and W/F is the ratio of water to fluid in said water-
fluid mixture; thereafter injecting into said reservoir and
contacting said water-fluid mixture with a mixture of
water and free gas at a pressure at which said gas is

miscible with said fluid and said gas will remain in a
gaseous state; the volumetric ratio of water to gas in said

water-gas mixture being that value at which

Sw SwTW/0'
s.

wherein S^r is the residual water saturation established
during the conduct of the process, S^ and S, are the
water saturation and gas saturation, respectively, estab-

lished in the two-phase, water-gas region of said reser-

voir and W/G is the ratio of water to gas in said water-
gas mixture; whereby said fluid miscibly displaces said

oil and said gas miscibly displaces said fluid, said water
and said fluid flow through said two-phase, water-fluid

region at equal velocities and said water and said gas
flow through said two-phase, water-gas region at equal
velocities; and withdrawing oil from said reservoir through
said producing well.

3,096,822
HYDRAULIC METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

FLEXING STUCK PIPE IN WELL BORES
Elmer D. Hall, 401 Norton St., Weatherford, Tex.

Original application Dec. 12, 1956, Ser. No. 627,935, now
Patent No. 2,939,531, dated June 7, 1960. Divided
and this application Oct. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 847,148

9 Claims. (CI. 166—35)
2. A method of flexing pipe stuck in a well bore em-

ploying a flexible material body insertable within the pipe
to be flexed and movable therethrough, comprising the
steps of running said body to a level above the stuck area
of the pipe to be flexed, flexing said body and the pipe
therewith, moving said body, while still in the flexed
position downwardly through the stuck portion of the

IX
en after the body has been moved into at least a portion
of the stuck portion of the pipe to be flexed.

3,096,823
WELL BORE TESTING AND PRESSURING

APPARATUS
Talmadge L. Crowe, Houston, Tex., assignor to Baker Oil

Tools, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of Cali-
fornia

Filed Apr. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 809,383
41 Claims. (CI. 166—150)

1. In apparatus for testing a well bore and adapted
to be secured to a tubular string extending to the top of
the well bore: a well packer adapted to be anchored in
the well bore against upward and downward movement
therewithin and having a fluid passage; a tester valve
above and connected to said packer and communicable
with said packer passage, said tester valve being shift-
able between opened and closed conditions to selectively
permit fluid to flow from said packer passage through said
valve or prevent such flow: and said tester valve includ-
ing a portion detachably secured in said tester valve and
removable therefrom through the tubular string to pro-
vide a substantially unobstructed passage through said
tester valve; an unloader valve above and connected to
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said tester valve and adapted to be attached to the tubular

string, said iinloader valve being shiftable between opened
;ind closed conditions to selectively permit fluid to flow

between the interior of said unloadcr valve and the annii-

lus surrounding the tubular string or to prevent such flow,

said unloader valve having a passage through which said

tester valve portion can move.

3,096,824
GRIPPING DEVICES

Cicero C. Brown, 8490 Katy Road, Houston, Tex.
Filed Oct. 23, 1958. Ser. No. 769,189

17 Claims. (CI. 166—210)

14. A gripping device for anchoring a member within

a well bore including,

a mandrel connected with the member,
a gripping element mounted upon the mandrel for

movement outwardly into contact with the wall of

the well and also mounted upon the mandrel for

rotational movement relative thereto,

said element having a non-gripping surface and a

gripping surface spaced circumferentially and radial-

ly inward therefrom for non-engagement with said

wall when said non-gripping surface is in engagement
with said wall,

means normally urging said gripping element radially

outward so that said non-gripping surface is in slid-

able contact with said wall,

and coacting means on said mandrel and said gripping
element engageable with each other when the mandrel
is rotated with respect to the element for urging the
gripping surface of said element into tight frictional

engagement with the wall of the bore to thereby
anchor said mandrel and member therein.

than said passage and disposed initially below said passage
and movable upwardly into engagement with said body
member to prevent upward flow of well bore fluid through
said passage during initial lowering of said drilling string

through the well bore fluid; one of said members being of
pliant, elastic material to permit said valve member to be

3,096,825
CONTROL VALVE APPARATUS FOR DRILL PIPES
Earnest H. Clark, Jr., Downey, Calif., assignor to Baker

Oil Tools, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of
California

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 728,148,
Apr. 14, 1958. This application Sept. 19, 1960, Ser.
No. 56,931

8 Claims. (CI. 166—224)
1. In apparatus of the character described: a tubular

drilling string lowered through fluid in a well bore and
extending to the top of the well bore; a body member
in a lower portion of said drilling string while said drill-

ing string is lowered in the well bore and having a passage
therethrough; a valve member greater in cross-section

forced by fluid pressure through said passage, upon fur-
ther lowering of said drilling string, from a position below
said passage to a position above said passage and from
a position above said passage to a position below said
passage upon being subjected to fluid pressure in said
drilling string above said valve member.

3,096,826
ROTOR BLADE FOR ROTARY-WINGED

AIRCRAFT
Kenneth B. Amer and Stephen J. Chris, Los Angeles, and

Clay C. Boswell, Jr., Rolling HUls Estates, Calif., as-
signors to Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft Division,
Houston, Tex., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Aug. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 129,720
10 Claims. (CI. 170—135.4)

^?
4. A rotor blade for a jet-propelled aircraft-sustaining-

rotor, having a span wise-extending gas-conducting pas-
sageway terminating in a gas-expelling thrust-producing
outlet at the distal end of the blade, said blade comprising:
a plurality of airfoil-shaped segments disposed in series
along the spanwise axis of the blade, said segments includ-
ing leading edge sections, trailing edge sections and inter-
mediate box-like sections interconnecting the leading and
trailing edge sections chordwise of the blade, said inter-
mediate sections including upper and lower skin-portions,
and gas-conducting ducts arranged spanwise of the blade
in gas-conducting relationship so as to constitute said
passageway; and articulating members interconnecting said
segments such as to provide said blade with torsional
rigidity for resisting forces acting to twist the blade about
its spanwise axis and with spanwise flexibility of a char-
acter such that flapwise bending of the blade can occur
without bending said segments said articulating members
comprising bellows-like elements having circumfenential
flanges rigidly attached to the upper and lower skin-por-
tions of the intermediate sections.
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3,096,827
FLUID CONTROL APPARATUS

John E. Woods, Cohasset, Mass., assignor to Standard-
Thomson Corporation, Waltham, Mass., a corporation

3 of Delaware
Filed Oct. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 142,290

5 Claims. (CI. 170—160.13)

1. Apparatus of the type described comprising rotary

support structure, a plurality of blade assemblies rota-

tively carried by the support structure, a plurality of
thermally responsive actuator assemblies, there being one
thermally responsive actuator assembly for each of the

blade assemblies, each actuator assembly including axial-

ly extending and axially movable key means engageable
with its respective blade assembly for rotation of the

blade assembly with rotation of the key means, cam
means joining each of the thermally responsive actuator

assemblies to the support structure so that the actuator

assembly is rotated with actuation thereof.
*

3 096 828
FLUID CONTROL APPARATUS

Pierce Hollingsworth, Wayland, Mass., assignor to Stand-
ard-Thomson Corporation, Waltham, Mass., a corpo-
ration of Delaware

FUed Dec. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 156,776
10 Claims. (CI. 170—160.14)

1. Fluid control apparatus comprising rotary support
structure, a plurality of blade structures pivotally carried

by the support structure, cam means joining the support

structure to each of the blade structures, thermally re-

sponsive force transmission means carried by each of the

blade structures and operably connected to the cam means
so that there is pivotal movement of the blade structures

with operation of the thermally responsive force trans-

mission means, the cam means including resilient means
permitting adjustment of the pivotal position of the blade

structure with respect to the support structure in response

to changes in centrifugal forces acting upon the cam
means.

equipped with wheel means for travel laterally adjacent
the track, a ballast treating implement supported on the
vehicle and extending substantially horizontally therefrom
for positioning in the ballast under the track, a guide

.^Y

means mounted on the vehicle for engagement with at

least one rail of the track whereby the vehicle is guided
along the track as it travels adjacent thereto on said wheel
means thereof, and means for temporarily moving the

guide means out of the space defined by the track.

3,096,829
MACHINE FOR TREATING BALLAST IN A

RAILROAD BED
Franz Plasser and Josef Theurer, both of Joliannesgasse 3,

Vienna, Austria
Filed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,556

Claims priority, application Aostria Apr. 29, 1959
7 Claims. (CI. 171—16)

1. A machine for treating ballast supporting a railroad

track including two elongated rails and tie means trans-

versely connecting said rails, comprising a vehicle

3,096,830
DRAFT CONTROL MECHANISM

Billie K. Criswell, Rte. 2, Altoona, Ala., and
Hugh W. Jones, Brooksville, Ala.

Filed Nov. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 66,868
7 Claims. (CI. 172—9)

7. Draft control mechanism for tractors having im-
plement connecting means which includes upper and lower
tension links for connection to the implement with the

top tension link being connected to a spring-loaded lever,

and lift arms for raising and lowering the implement
operated by means including a control valve lever, the

draft control comprising, a lever arm, means pivotally

connected at one end of the lever arm and to the spring-

loaded lever to rock the lever arm upon movement of
the spring-loaded lever, means pivotally connected to

the opposite end of the lever arm and to the lift arms
to rock the lever arm about the first-mentioned pivotal

connection when the lift arms are moved, and means con-
nected to the lever arm at an intermediate point and to

the control valve lever, whereby the lever arm may rock

about the pivotal connections at its ends as fulcrums to

move the control valve lever upon movement of the

spring-loaded lever and upon movement of the lift arms,

the means interconnecting the said one end of the lever

arm and the spring-loaded lever including, a shaft, means
mounting the shaft for bodily sliding movement trans-

versely of the shaft axis and in the direction of rocking

movement of the spring-loaded lever, the shaft carrying

an arm fixed thereto and projecting radially therefrom,

a link connected to the end of the projecting arm and
said one end of the lever arm, and a rod interconnecting

the shaft and, the spring-loaded lever to move the shaft

transversely of its axis upon movement of the spring-

loaded lever, the shaft having an operating lever fixed

thereto, the shaft being rotatably connected to the rod,

and means to releasably hold the shaft against rotation

relative to the rod.
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3,096,831
POWtR HAMMER

Campbell V. Adams, Chicagu, III., assignor to Vulcan
Iron Works Inc., ChattanuoKa, Tenn., a corporation of

Illinois

Filed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,366
8 Claims. (CI. 173—127)

^??

1. A f>ower hammer comprising a cylinder member,
a piston member operating in said cylinder member and
having a slot in one end thereof, means for supplying

motive fluid to said cylinder to operate said piston, a

ram, and a connecting rod member having a comple-
mentary tongue at one end loosely positioned in said

slot providing clearance between the sides of said tongue

and said slot to allow for slight misalignment between

the pis.on member and the connecting rod member and
having its other end secured to said ram.

3,096,832
ICE HOLE CUTTER

Clarence Westre, 5253 Qtieen N., Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Mar. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 802,511

9 Claims. (CI. 175—18)

1. A device for cutting holes in ice comprising a cut-

ter head provided with a flange mounted for rotation

about a substantially vertical axis, a cutter element rigid-

ly secured to and depending from the cutter head, a hub
member interconnected between the cutter head and the

cutter element, a hollow shaft rotatably mounted in the

hub and connected to the inside of the cutter element, a

support bar rigidly secured to the shaft and extending

laterally therefrom, a carriage member pivotally mount-

ed on the bar. a gasoline motor having a shaft provided
with friction means thereon mounted on the carriage,

the friction means being mounted in the same horizontal

plane as the cutter head flange, a handle bar rigidly mount-
ed on the bar. a handle rigidly secured to and extending
from the carriage member, a biased spring means con-

nected between the handle bar and the carriage handle

for normally holding the carriage in a position whereby
the friction means of the motor shaft is disengaged from
the flange of the cutter head and conduit means connect-
ing the exhaust of the gasoline motor with the hollow
shaft for feeding, hot exhaust gases into the cutter ele-

ment.

3,096,833
SONIC EARTH BORING DRILL WITH JACKET

Albert G. Bodlne, Sherman Oaks, Calif.

(3300 Cahuenga Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif.)

Filed Feb. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 5,792
3 Claims. (CI. 175—56)

• I

1 i

DS

1. In a high energy sonic well drill adapted for attach-

ment to a drill string and having an elastically compliant
vertical column of heavy cross section, a periodic force

generating oscillator coupled to said column for exerting

a vertically directed alternating force thereon at a longi-

tudinal resonant frequency of the column to generate a
longitudinal standing wave in the colunin, with a ve-

locity antinode at each end of the column and a stress

antinode at an intermediate region thereof, and a bit con-
nected to the lower end of the column, the combination
therewith of improvements for drilling without substan-

tial vibration of the drill string and for suppression of
parasitic lateral vibration of said column derived from
said longitudinal standing wave therein comprising an
elongated jacltet structure attached at its upper end to the

drill string and concentrically surrounding and extending
downwardly along an upper section of said column at a

predetermined and fixed slight clearance therefrom which
is less than the half-amplitude of parasitic lateral vibra-

tion tending to be set up in said column, whereby to effect

lateral collision between the laterally vibrating column
and the jacket structure, and means connecting said jacket

structure to said column at a distance downwardly from
the velocity antinode at the upper end of the column
equal to at least an eighth wave length distance along the
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column for the longitudinal standing wave therein, said conical seal abutting the face of the body and the end of
bit being of larger diameter than said jacket structure so the bearing is effectively increased so that the length of
as to provide for accommodation of the jacket structure
in the well bore.

3,096,834
JETTING DEVICE FOR ROCK BIT

James B. Steen, Fort Worth, Tex., assignor to Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Company, New York, N.Y., a corpo-
ration of New Jersey

Filed Aug. 26. 1960, Ser. No. 52,121
9 Claims. (CI. 175—340)

9. In a rock drill bit having a downwardly extending
passage for discharging flushing fluid from the bottom
of the bit, a nozzle disposed in the passage for effecting
discharge of the fluid from the bit at high velocity, the
nozzle being slidably removable through the discharge
end of the passage, an internal abutment in the passage
abutting the upper end of the nozzle and thereby de-
termining the upward position of the nozzle in the pas-
sage, a reduced extension of the nozzle depending from
the underside of the nozzle in the passage and projecting
through the discharge end of the passage, the reduced
extension having a transverse annular shoulder at its

upper end, an annular groove in ' the passage inter-
mediately of the ends of the latter, a contractible split

snap ring having an outer part seated in the groove and
an inner part abutting the underside of the shoulder
whereby the nozzle is blocked from dropping out of the
discharge end of the passage, the snap ring having an
internal diameter greater than the outer diameter of
the extension and being contractible out of the groove
to the diameter of the passage upon drawing the free
ends of the snap ring toward each other, the snap ring
having a pair of radially inturned ears at its free ends,
and upon being so contracted the snap ring being mov-
able downward over the extension and through the dis-
charge end of the passage enabling thereby removal of
the nozzle from the passage, and the extension projecting
out of the passage beyond the bottom end of the bit

whereby the distance between the snap ring and the dis-
charge end of the nozzle is extended according to the
extent of projection of the nozzle beyond the bottom end
of the bit.

3,096,835
BEARING SEAL FOR ROTARY ROCK BITS

William J. Neilson, Whittier, Calif., assignor to Smith
Industries International, Inc., Compton, Calif., a corpo-
ration of California

Filed Jan. 2, 1962. Ser. No. 163,793
1 Claim. (CI. 175—371)

A well drilling bit having a body, a journal on the
body, a cutter rotatable on the journal, a bearing between
the cutter and the journal, means for introducing a lubri-
cant into the bearing, there being opposed substantially
parallel frusto-conical races on the body and on the cutter
about the journal, said frusto-conical faces sloping an-
gularly with respect t-- the longitudinal axis of the body,
cutter and journal, and a frusto-conical seal disposed be-
tween the faces bearing near its outer edge on the face
on the cutter and bearing near its inner edge against the
face on the bixly whereby the available annular space
defined between the bottom inner edge of the frusto-

the bearing may be increased and ingress of extraneous
material from the well bore is effectively prevented.

3,096,836
DRILL BITS AND CUTTING INSERTS THEREFOR
Curt Vilhelm Dahlin, Sandviken, Sweden, assignor to

Sandvikens Jemverks Aktiebolag, Sandviken, Sweden,
a corporation of Sweden

Filed Apr. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 808,617
1 Claim. (CI. 175—410)

A cutting insert for a drill bit consisting of a body
portion and a cutting edge portion, said body portion
haviny a substantially plane bottom surface, substantially
plane parallel side surfaces which are substantially per-
pendicular to said bottom surface, a top surface and end
surfaces conneclinp said himom. top and side surfaces,
said culling edge portion being in the form of a relatively
narrow ndpe which extends iipwardiv from said top sur-
face of said body portion away from said bottom surface,
said riJge extending along said top surface of said body
portion, the thickness of said body portion between said
side surfaces being at least twice the thickness of said
r:Jge in the direction perpendicular to said side surfaces,
the thickness of said ridge being within the range from
2 ti) 5 mm. and being such that a good cutting edge is

maintained until said ridge is completely worn down, said
ridge having a cutting edge surface opposite to said
bottom surface and side surfaces which are substantially
perpendicular to said bottom surface and merge through
curved surfaces into the top surface of said body portion,
the end portions of said ridge being thicker in the direction
perpendicular to said side surfaces than the intermediate
portion thereof, said end portions being situated between
the planes of said side surfaces.

3,096,837
WEIGHT CHECKING AND CORRECTING

APPARATUS
John A. Abbott, Menio' Park, Philip R. Bunnelle, San

Jose, Thomas E. Roberts, Jr., Saratoga, Herbert B.
Brooks Menio Park, and William J. Fowler, San Jose,
Calif., assignors to FMC Corporation, a corporation
of Delaware

Filed Jan. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 789,124
8 Claims. (CI. 177—62)

1. Weight checking and correcting apparatus adapted
lor Use w.ih a dough divider comprising means for con-
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tinuously advancing pieces of dough along a path in spaced

relation, a- weighing device disposed adjacent said path for

weighing the pieces of dough in succession, means respon-

sive to said weighing device for producing successive sig-

nals, each signal being representative of the weight of one

of tho successively advancing pieces of dough, a dough

discharging mechanism disposed adjacent said path, said

mechamsm including projecting means selectively oper-

able to cast one or more of a plurality of diflfereirt rela-

tively small quantities of dough into adhering relation with

the pieces of -dough, and means responsive to said signals

for operating said dough discharging mechanism to add

quantities of dough onto pieces of dough weighing less

than a prescribed weight, said added quantities of dough

being commensurate with the amount individual dough

pieces weigh less than the prescribed weight.

3,096,838
DEVICES FOR PRE-SETTING OF REQUIRED
WEIGHTS IN DIALLED WEIGHING MA-
CHINES

Otto Treler, Schwanden, Glanis, Switzerland, assignor to

Verwaltungsgesellschaft der Weriueugmascbinenfabrik,

Oeriiiton (A.G.), Zurich-Oeriikon, Switzerland

Filed June 27, 1960, Ser. No. 38,897

Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 27, 1959

7 Clainw. (CI. 177—80)

I . In a device for the pre-setting of the required weights

in dial weighing machines, having a pointer, an adjusting

shaft, and a signalling device comprising an electric light

source and a photoelectric cell, the combination of an

adiiisting arm being secured to said adjusting shaft, said

adjusting arm carrying said signalling device, and said

signalling device cooperating with said pointer, cooperat-

ing coaxial planetary gears being connected in series and

driving said adjustment shaft, the number of planetary

gears provided corresponding to the number of decimals

in the graduation scales of the dial, and said planetary

gears being dri\en by a reversibly driven driving shaft,

on which control disks for the respective planetary gears

are rotatable. the control disks being connected by a

friction clutch to the driving shaft and being respectively

provided with pinions which respectively drive the drive

gear of the corresponding planetary gears, and the con-

trol disks being respectively provided with locking means,

which locking means are controlled by an electric con-

trol device in such manner that the control disks of the

planetary gears are respectively released for carrying out

a number of revolutions which corresponds to the ad-

justment of the required corresponding decimal.

3,096,839
WEIGHING SCALE

Max van Mastrlgt, Van Nuys, Califs assignor to W. C.
Dillon & Company, Inc., a corporation of California

FUed Aug. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 831,739
6 Claims. (CI. 177—156)

2. A weighing scale comprising: a frame; suspension

means coupled to said frame; indicating means jour-

naled in said frame; a plurality of levers inter-coupled

in scries to each other and in coupled pivotable relation-

ship, respectively, to said frame; load carrying means

suspended from the first in series of said levers; spring

means coupled between said frame and the last in series

of said levers, said spring means biasing said last in

series of said levers against movement responsive to said

load; and, locking means movably coupled to said frame,

said locking means including a first portion designed to

actuate said first in series of said levers in a load re-

sponsive direction, and said locking means including an-

other portion designed for coupling to said last in series

of said levers to limit movement of said last in series

of said levers in a load responsive direction, whereby said

first in scries of said levers and said last in series of said

levers, as well as the levers inter-coupled therebetween,

may be placed in tension.

3,096,840
TRACTOR SUSPENSION PERMfmNG PIVOTAL

MOVEMENT OF TRACK FRAMES
Janis Mazzarins, Northfield, Ohio, assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed May 25, 1960, Ser. No. 31,775

4 Claims. (CI. 18»—9.5)
1 . A suspension for a crawler tractor comprising a main

frame, a drive sprocket assembly at each side of said

main frame at the rear thereof, each sprocket assembly

comprising a housing operatively rigidly secured to one

side of said main frame and projecting laterally outwardly

therefrom, a sprocket wheel mounted on the outer end

of said housing and spaced from said main frame, means
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for rotatably driving said sprocket wheel, an adapter sur-
rounding and substantially rigidly secured to each of said
housings between said main frame and said sprocket
wheel, each of said adapters comprising an annular ex-
ternal bearing surface substantially coaxial with the axis
of rotation of said sprocket wheel and a pair of oppositely
projecting substantially vertically aligned axles, a track
roller frame at each side of said main frame, each of said
roller frames comprising a yoke including an annular in-
ternal bearing surface at the rear end thereof surrounding

said adapter bearing surface, a pair of oppositely disposed
elongate slots in each of said yokes receiving and laterally
confining said axles, said slots permitting oscillation of
said track roller frames about the axis of rotation of said
sprocket wheels and toe-in of said track roller frames
about the axis of said axles while preventing lateral shift-
ing movement of said track roller frames on said adapters,
and an equalizer bar mechanism pivotally connecting a
forward portion of said main frame to a forward portion
of each of said track roller frames to maintain the latter
in a predetermined spaced relationship.

3,096,841
MOTOR SCOOTER HAVING DETACHABLE

POWER TRAILING SECTIONS
Jim May, 12110 SE. Pine, Portland, Oreg.

Filed Mar. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 179,169
4 Claims. (CI. 180—13)

3,096,842
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION AR-
FOR SELF-PROPELLED GOLF

DRIVING AND
RANGEME.NT
CARTS

John C. Westmont, Madison, Wis., assignor to
George A. Westmont, Madison, Wis.
Filed Sept. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 837,609

1 Claim. (CI. 180—54)

I. A motor scooter comprising a motor section, wheel
means on said motor section, spindle means on said motor
section, at least one rearwardly extending arm on said
spindle means, a channel member carried by said arm.
exhaust pipe means on said motor section, a trailing sec-
tion, wheel means on said trailing section, exhaust pipe
means on said trailing section comprising a hollow frame
support member for the latter extending longitudinally
thereunder and upwardly along the forward end, a plate
member on the upwardly extending portion of said hollow
frame member adapted for detachable connection in said
channel member, and means detachably connecting the
exhaust pipe means on said motor section and said trailing
section.

792 O G.—27

A driving arrangement for a motor vehicle comprising
a motor at the measured center line of the vehicle, power
transfer means comprising a transmission laterally dis-
posed from the center line of said vehicle and over the
driving axle of the vehicle, a fuel tank and a battery, at
least one of said fuel tank and said battery disposed lat-
erally opposite said center line from said power transfer
means, said transmission counterbalancing at least one of
said other laterally disposed members of said vehicle, a
differential in said axle, said power flow being charac-
terized by a circuit originating outward laterally, thence
rearwardly. thence inward laterally.

3,096,843
RE.4R-ENGINED MOTOR VEHICLES HAVING

AIR-COOLED ENGINES
Dante Giacosa, Turin, Italy, assignor to Fiat Societa per

Azidni, Turin, Italy
Filed Jan. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 82,598

Claims priority, application Itoly Jan. 13, 1960
2 Claims. (CI. 180—54)

1. In a rear engine vehicle having a body comprising
spaced side walls and a rear loading platform between
said walls, a box-section load supporting cross-beam
having an opening situated intermediately its ends, said
cross-beam extending between the bottom rear portion
of said side walls and beneath said loading platform and
thereby forming a rear wall of said body, an engine
provided with an air suction fan arranged beneath said
loading platform and having its rear part supported by
said cross-beam, an air duct beneath said platform con-
necting the opening in the cross-beam with the air suction
fan, two lateral tubular pillars extending to the top rear
portion of respective side walls and having their lower
ends rigidly connected to either end of said cross-beam
and having their interiors communicating with the interior
of said cross-beam, and an air intake in the upper portion
of each lateral pillar.
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3,096,844
STEERING AND FOLLOW-UP LINKAGE

ASSEMBLY
Richard L. Sittel and Jerry A. Shelton, Tulsa, OkJa., as-

signors to Unit Rig & Equipment Company, Tulsa,

Olila., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Apr. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 104,434

11 Claims. (CI. 180—79.2)

3,096,846
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SEISMOGRAPHIC

EXPLORATION
Carl H. Savit, Van Nuys, and John T. Brustad, Downey,

Calif., and Joseph Sider, Poughkeepsie, N.Y., assignors

to Western Geophysical Company of America, Los An-
geles, Calif., a corporatkm of Delaware

Filed Dec. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 784,170
10 Claims. (CI. 181—^)

i;

I. In a vehicle comprising a tractor and a trailer, a

steering assembly comprising steering means carried by

the tractor, a follow-up linkage assembly interposed be-

tween the trailer and the steering means, said follow-up

linkage assembly comprising a pair of linkage assemblies

responsive to turning of the tractor with respect to the

trailer hy the steering means for restoring normal driving

conditions to the vehicle, said follow-up linkage assem-

bly provided with means interposed between the linkage

assemblies and disposed on the axis of oscillation of the

trailer to isolate any self-steering action due to the oscil-

lation of the tractor.

3,096,845
VEHICLE DOOR LOCKING SYSTEM

John R. Oisfaei, Buffalo, and Raymond A. Deibel, Cheek-
towaga, N.Y., assignors to Trico Products Corporation,

Buffalo, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 24,165

10 Claims. (CI. 180—82)

1. A door lock actuating system for an automotive ve-

hicle comprising a plurality of doors in said vehicle, latch

locks in each of said doors, motor means coupled to each

of said latch locks, a source of fluid pressure in said ve-

hicle, conduit means coupling said motor means to said

fluid pressure source, manually actuatable valve means in

said conduit means for causing said motor means to com-

municate with said fluid pressure source to cause said

motor means to exert a continuous locking force on said

latch locks after said manually actuatable valve means

have once been actuated to a locking position and re-

leased or for causing said motor means to communicate

with said fluid pressure source to cause said motor means

to exert a continuous unlocking force on said latch locks

after said manually actuatable valve means have once

been actuated to an unlocking position and released, and

means for maintaining said latch locks in the condition

in which they were last placed after said motor means arc

no longer exerting a force on said latch locks.
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1. In seismology wherein seismic waves are detected at

spaced points, said waves having moveouts and resulting

from a seismic wave producing disturbance, and in which
said detection is carried out to produce outputs, the steps

that include establishing for a particular locality a pre-

ferred range of moveouts that includes the bulk of said

wave moveouts, said establishing step including measuring
seismic wave moveouts characteristic of said locality, com-
bining said outputs to produce an output response, and ad-

justing said outputs to values substantially determined by
the mathematical condition that the output response is a
least squares best fit to unit response over a first range of

reciprocal wave lengths corresponding to said preferred

range of moveouts and to zero response over a second

range of reciprocal wave lengths corresponding to move-
outs outside of said preferred range, thereby to accomplish

filtering of the detected seismic waves to accept seismic

waves having moveouts within said preferred range and
to suppress seismic waves having moveouts outside said

preferred range.

3,096,847
ACOUSTICAL BARRIER FENCE

Howard C. Hardy, Nortfalake, III., assignor to Stanniy
Corporation, Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 74,402
4 Claims. (CI. 181—33)

1. A sound barrier and blast deflector fence for sup-

pressing sound energy from an airplane engine and de-

flecting the blast therefrom upwardly and over said bar-

rier fence, said fence comprising inclined upright walls

having impervious surfaces arranged in hexagonal sha;)e

so as to closely follow the outline of an airplane to diffract

the sound and deflect the blast from said airplane up-

wardly, the inclination of the fence and arrangement of

same in close proximity to the airplane causing the surface

of the airplane to conjointly act with the fence in attenu-

ating the sound.
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3,096,848

MOBILE EXTENSIBLE SCAFFOLD
Kazuo Hiyama and Howard K. Hiyama, hotfa of

8184 E. Adams Fowler, Calif.
Piled Sept. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 136,785

12 Claims. (CI. 182—131)

5. A scaffold comprising a mobile, longitudinally ex-
tending base; a pair of longitudinally spaced piston-cylin-
der assemblies mounted on the base and adapted for
extension and retraction in a vertical plane; power means
for effecting such extension and retraction; an auxiliary
frame carried on said assemblies, said frame having lon-
gitudinally spaced end portions provided with stabilizing
means; a pair of longitudinally spaced king bolts; means
slidably connecting said king bolts to said stabilizing

means; a pair of longitudinally spaced horizontally dis-
posed laterally folding platforms mounted on said frame,
each pair comprising two separate elongated sections of
predetermined lengths defined by end portions, said sec-
tions being pivotally interconnected at a point intermediate
their respective end portions for movement between a
laterally retracted position wherein one of said sections
of each pair substantially overlies the other section and an
extended position wherein the end portions of the respec-
tive sections of each pair are spaced in a substantially
common horizontal plane; pivot pins connecting the ad-
jacent end portions of said spaced pairs of platforms; and
means to move said king bolts toward and away from each
other to effect retraction and extension of said platforms.
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two spaced and opposed cylindrical surfaces of substan-
tially different radial dimension, the larger of said cylin-
drical surfaces being concentric with said crankshaft and
said housing having aligned bores therethrough embracing
the adjacent end of said crankshaft, a first impeller gear
drivingly secured to said crankshaft within said pumping
chamber, a second impeller gear joumaled within the
pumping chamber in spaced parallel relation to the crank-
shaft rotative axis, said impeller gears having fluid pump-
ing gear tooth engagement and rotative sealing clearances
with the pump chamber defining surfaces and cooperating
with the pump chamber to define inlet and discharge cham-
bers on opposite sides of said gear engagement, said inlet
chamber being connected to the oil sump of the engine,
and passage means extending transversely of said housing
between said discharge chamber and alternate pressure
inlet ports of said crankcase member and defining an arch
partially embracing and reinforcing the pressure discharge
side of the pumping chamber. >.

3,096,850
DEVICE FOR LUBRICATING CRANKSHAFT AND
CONNECTING ROD BEARINGS BY MEANS OFA FORCED-FEED LUBRICATOR

Nils Kaj Gunnar Roscoqvist, Trollhattan, Sweden, assign-
or to Svenska Aeroplan Aktiebolaget, Trt>lihattaii, Swe-
den, a corporation of Sweden

FUed Feb. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 89,470
Claims priority, application Sweden Feb. 15, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 184—6)

3,096,849
GEAR PUMP FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINE AND THE LIKE
Albin Chaplin, Detroit, and Virfln C. Reddy, Livonia,

Mich., atsignon to Gcnenl Moton Corporation, De-
troit, Mich., a corponition of Delaware

FUed Mar. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 17,402
12 Claims. (0. 184—6)

12. In an internal combustion engine having a crank-
case member rotatably supporting a crankshaft and defin-
ing an opening at one end of said engine and having an
oil distribution passage extending transversely between
alternate inlet ports opening on opposite sides of said
one end: a gear pump comprising a housing secured to
and closing the open end of said crankcase member and
defining an ovate pumping chamber disposed obliquely
to said crankcase opening, said pumping chamber having

1. In a lubricating system for reciprocating machines,
the combination comprising a frame having a piston
cylinder, a pair of bearing seats formed in the frame, a
crankshaft having a hollow crankpin and two main bear-
ing seats, a pair of main antifriction crankshaft bearings
having outer races located in said frame bearing seats
and inner races mounted on said crankshafts seats, ducts
in said frame communicating with said bearing seats to
supply lubricant to said crankshaft bearings, an antifric-
tion bearing mounted on the crankpin, a piston located in
the cylinder, a connecting rod having a portion surround-
ing the crankpin bearing, sealing means on the sides of
said crankshaft bearings remote from the crank of said
crankshaft, a lubricant collecting ring on one side of said
crank having a perpheral edge directed radially inwards
toward the axis of said crankshaft and a spout opening
into said hollow crankpin whereby lubricant from the
corresponding crankshaft bearing is transmitted to said
crankpin antifriction bearing, a peripheral groove in the
outer race of the crankshaft bearing near said collecting
ring, an outwardly radially expanding sealing ring dis-
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posed in said groove, said sealing ring bearing on said

inwardly directed peripheral edge of said lubricant collect-

ing ring.

3,096,851
ENGINE ATTACHMENT FOR VALVE GEAR

LUBRICATION
Donald \V. Johnson, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to

Thexton Manufacturing Company, Minneapolis, Minn.,
a corporation of Minnesota

FUed June 20, 1961, Ser. No. 118,449
2 Claims. (CI. 184—6)

1. In combination with an automotive V-8 engine hav-
ing an engine block with a pair of transversely inclined

cylinder heads thereon, each of the heads including a

flat sloping upper surface having a lower transverse por-

tion with an oil return port therein, and also having an
upper transverse portion, a stationary hollow rocker arm
mounting shaft affixed to the fliit sloping surface of each
head, a plurality of rocker arms on the shaft, the shaft

having means for applying oil from the interior thereof

to the exterior thereof for lubricating said rocker arms,

said shaft also having an oil overflow discharge means
connected thereto so as to spill oil from the interior of
the shaft onto the sloping surface from which the oil

flows into said return port, and a cover secured to each

head so as to enclose the sloping surface thereof, the

rocker arms and mounting shaft, a gasket between each

of said covers and its resjTeclive flat sloping surface, said

block also having an oil supply port therein for supplying

oil under pressure, an attachment connected to said engine

comprising an elongated tube means disposed at the exte-

rior of said block and head and having a supply end.

said tube means being branched to provide a pair of dis-

charge ends, means connecting said supply end of said

tube means with said oil supply port in the engine block,

a pair of fluid connectors each applied onto the end of

the hollow interior of a respective shaft, and in tight fit-

ting frictional relation with said shaft, each of said con-

nectors havmg an oil passage therein, each passage hav-

ing an inner end communicating with the hollow intenor

of the shaft and also having an outer end, each of the

discharge ends of the tul^ means being affixed in the

outer end of the passage in a respective connector, each

of said discharge ends of each tube means passing over

the upper transverse portion of one of the respective flat

sloping surfaces of one of said cylinder heads and extend-

ing under said gasket and an edge portion of said cover

whereby to supply oil to the interior of said shaft for

lubricating the rocker arms, each of said discharge ends

being flattened whereby it extends under said cover so

as not to separate the edge of said cover from said flat

sloping surface more than the thickness of said gasket.

3 096 852
WHEEL MOUNTING MEANS

Richard J. Harwood, 1 Hawthorne, Wichita, Kans.
FUed Sept. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,414

7 Claims. (CI. 188—1)
1. A wheel mounted portable riding article comprising,

in combination, an integrally formed elongated base of

plastic material, superstructure mounted thereon for sup-

porting a human being, hand hold means for lifting the
front end portion of said base, a pair of spaced rubber
feet fixedly mounted on said front end portion of said
base, two stationary axles disposed in parallel spaced rela-
tion, two spaced reinforcing and spacing members extend-
ing between and rigidly secured to end portions of said
axles, said reinforcing and spacing members being secured
to the lower surface of said base at the rear thereof, four
wheels of like si/e, each end portion of each of said axles
receiving one of said wheels for rotation thereon said
wheels at like end portions of said axles being in tangential

frictional engagement at all times with each of said
wheels being engageable with a common supporting sur-
face when said article is at rest, said article being con-
structed and adapted so that when said wheels are resting
on a common surface forward or rearward movement of
said wheels and said article will be prevented due to the
frictional engagement between said wheels, and said article
can be moved by lifting said base by said hand hold
means and said wheels on one of said axles from the
surface so that only said wheels on the other of said axles
will be in engagement with the surface.

3,096,853
SIMPLIFIED DISC BRAKE AND AUTOMOTIVE

VEHICLE
OrrIn E. Farrand, San Jose, Calif., assignor to

Michael O. Farrand, San Jose, Calif.
Filed June 1, 1961, Ser. No. 114,049

3 Claims. (CI. 188—18)

.--or

1. A disc brake mechanism for a small automotive
vehicle of the "kart" type having a frame, an axle jour-
naied on the frame and secured co-axially to a support
wheel mounted thereon; said brake mechanism compris-
ing ;i strong, metal braking disc secured co-axially to the
axle and spaced axially thereof from the frame, a U-
shaped brake housing of metal plate material welded
along its ends to the frame and with an open side thereof
radially adjacent an edge of the disc, a pair of brake lever
arms mounted interiorly of the housing and pivotally con-
nected thereto, an end portion of each brake arm extend-
ing beyond the housing and over a marginal portion of
the disc, a brake block secured to the extending end por-
tion of each brake arm and facing an opposite side of the
disc from the other, said brake arms being pivotally mov-
able to swing the brake blocks into and out of engage-
ment with opposite sides of the disc, spring means pivot-
ally urging the brake arms in directions to separate the
brake blocks from the disc, a cam face on each brake arm,
a pair of cam follower rollers mounted in the housing and
in rolling engagement with the cam faces on the brake

arms, a co-axial shaft portion on each cam follower

roller riding in guided relation in a longitudinally slotted

opening provided therefor in the housing, and means op-
eratively engaging said shaft portions for moving the

cam follower rollers in rolling engagement along the

cam faces of the brake arms to thereby pivotally urge the

brake arms in directions to move the brake blocks thereon
into braking engageinent with opposite sides of the disc.

3,096,854
BRAKE SYSTEM FOR RAIL VEHICLES

Robert A. Price and Lyle E. Massing, South Bend, Ind.,

assignors to The Bendix Corporation, a corporation of
Delaware

FUed Sept 25, 1961, Ser. No. 140,404
8 Claims, (d. 188-^2)

1. TTie combination of a brake system and rail sus-

pended vehicle comprising: a vehicle frame, a vehicle sup-

porting rail having a brake engaging web, a rod-like sup-
port member secured to said vehicle frame and having a
longitudinally extending axis arranged substantially nor-

mal to said brake engaging web, a brake carrier member
slidably mounted on said rod-like support member and
including first and second portions extending adjacent

opposed sides of said web, a first friction surface secured
to said first portion of said brake carrier proximate one
side of said web and movable into and out of frictional

engagement therewith with movement of said brake car-

rier, a movable brake actuating member slidably mounted
in said second portion, said brake actuating member in-

cluding a second friction surface secured thereto arranged

proximate the other side of said web in opposed relation

to said first friction surface, a spring member confined be-
tween said movable brake actuating member on one end
and said carrier member on another end to urge said

members in opposed directions to normally engage said

first and second friction surface with said web, and sole-

noid means mounted on said carrier operative to com-
press said spring me.nber and release said friction sur-

faces from engagement with said web when an actuating

electrical signal is applied.

relative circumferential movement therebetween, a mea-
sure plate having splined connection with a nonrotatable
member resisting in c^posite direction relative circum-
ferential movement therebetween, and a splined driven
rotor received between the spaced sides of said member

I

3,096,855
DISK BRAKE

Richard T. Burnett, South BcihI, Ind., assignor to The
Bendix Corporation, South Bend, Ind., a corporation of
Delaware

Original application Jan. 13, 1954, Ser. No. 403,672, now
Patent No. 2,955,681, dated Oct. 11, 1960. Divided
and this application Aug. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 48,160

2 Claims. (CI. 188—72)
1. A disk brake comprising an axially movable U-

shaped cross section member having splined connection
with a nonrotatable member resisting in one direction

ajid engageable with said pressure plate, the torque reac-
tion thereof being transmitted through the splined con-
nection of said U-shaped cross section member, or said
pressure plate depending upon the direction of movement
of said rotor.

3,096,856
"S" CAM BRAKE WITH SEGMENTED

CAM FOLLOWER
Richard T. Burnett, South Bend, Ind., assignor to The

Bendix Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Nov. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 854,145

5 Claims. (CI. 188—78)

1. A brake comprising a rotatable drum, two arcuate
brake shoes each having a friction material lined rim and
a transverse strengthening web, a return spring stretched
between adjacent actuatable ends of said shoes to effect
retraction thereof, an 8 cam disposed between the adja-
cent actuatable ends of said shoes for spreading the two
shoes apart and applying the shoes frictionally against said
drum, a cam follower be.ween each of said shoes and said
S cam and having an arcuate outer face in rolling engage-
ment with said S cam and movable outwardly thereby,
means forming a V-shaped recess in each of said cam'
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followers and providing at the innermost end thereof an
arcuate bearing surface of substantially less radius than

that of said arcuate outer face, force transmitting means
connected with each of said shoes and of complementary
curvature in relation to said bearing surface of said fol-

lowers engaging with a respective arcuate bearing surface

of one of said cam followers to transmit spreading force

to the brake shoes, and abutment means forming a part

of each of said cam followers and disposed within a notch

in a respective one of said shoes to limit pivotal movement
of said cam followers.

3,096,857
BRAKE

Edward K. Dombeck, South Bend, Ind., assignor to The
Bendix Corporation, South Bend, Ind., a corporation of
Delaware

FUed Apr. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 106,112
1 Claim. (CI. 188—78)

A brake comprising a pair of arcuate T-section brake

shoes having a lined rim and a transverse strengthening

web, each of said shoe webs having convexly shaped ends,

a support plate for guiding shoe movement and providing

spaced ledges which slidingly engage the edges of the rims

of said shoes to support said shoes in their radial move-

ment, two diametrically disposed hold-down springs each

having a small diametered portion extending through an

opening in the backing plate and stretched to extend into

hooking relation with a respective one of said shoes and

thereby bias said shoes laterally against said support plate,

each of said springs having a plurality of coils which bear

against said support plate and are proportioned to sur-

round their backing plate opening without being pulled

through said backing plate opening, actuating means for

spreading said shoes and comprising a cam disposed be-

tween and acting against adjacent ends of said webs to

effect their application, a camshaft having an enlarged

diameter boss formed integrally therewith and limiting

lateral movement of said camshaft in one direction

through an opening in said backing plate, bearing means
axially spaced from and rigidly connected to said support

plate, said camshaft being so disposed to bear on said

bearing means and the edges of its respective support plate

opening during actuation of said shaft, lever means at-

tached to said shaft for actuating the same, an anchor dis-

posed between the other adjacent ends of said shoes and

comprising a cylindrical member having a rectangular boss

received through a companion opening of said support and

rigidly connected to said support with the major dimen-

sion of said boss disposed collinearly with the direction of
anchoring force acting against said anchor, and means
forming two recesses of said anchor at opposite sides

thereof and receiving the other rounded or convex ends
of the webs of two of said shoes which thereby both anchor
and slide within said recesses.

3,096,858
SHAFT LOCK

David Hoppcnstand, Miami Beach, Fla., assignor to
Transport Industries, Inc., Albion, Pa^ a corporation
of Pennsylvania

FUed Oct. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 64,967
7 Claims. (CI. 188—82.7)

1. Shaft locking apparatus comprising a threaded
shaft, a shell surrounding the shaft and providing clear-

ance therefor, a plurality of pawls pivotally mounted on
the shell and distributed about the shaft, each pawl hav-
ing a dimension axially of the shaft not greater than the

corresponding distance between adjacent threads, means
rotatably movable about the shaft with respect to the

shell, and separate spring means connected between each
pawl and the movable means whereby rotation of the

movable means pulls anyone of said pawls yieldingly into

a space between adjacent threads when said pawl overlies

said space.

3,096359
DOUBLE ACTING SLACK ADJUSTER

Lewis M. Showers, Jr., 104 E. Essex Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.,

and Charies T. Biscardi, E. Mill Road, Maple Shade,

Ffled Aug. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 216,557
3 Claims. (CL 188—196)

., •'

1. A double acting slack adjuster for a brake linkage

to resist tension loads, in combination, a brake adjusting

rod having a removable jaw on one end and a multiple

thread on the other end, a take-up spring and washer sur-

rounding said rod, a longitudinal key^v^ay at said jaw end
of said rod, a ratchet spin-nut threaded on said rod, anti-

friction bearings supporting said ratchet spin-nut, a ratchet

spin-nut housing having a jaw at one end, a take-up spring

housing removably attached to the other end of said spin-

nut housing, a key in said take-up ^ring housing slidably

matching said keyway in said brake adjusting rod, a dished
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washer between said antifriction bearing and the other end
of said take-up spring housing, a plurality of ratchet dogs

pivotally mounted on the ratchet spin-nut housing and al-

ternately engageable with said ratchet spin-nut, a com-
mand finger return spring housing slidably mounted on
said ratchet spin-nut housing, a plurality of oppositely

acting ratchet dog command fingers secured to said com-
mand finger return spring housing for alternately engag-
ing and disengaging said ratchet dogs, a ratchet cover for

said ratchet dogs having springs biasing the ratchet dogs
into engagement with the ratchet spin-nut, a command
trigger secured to said cam finger return spring housing,

a command lever adapted to be secured to the brake link-

age and engageable with the command trigger for actua-

tion of the command finger return spring housing during
normal and overtravel brake applications.

3,096,860
CRIB STRUCTURE

Leo Sokol, Columbus, Nebr.
Filed Dec. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 74,882

2 Claims. (CL 189—3)

1. In a crib, a generally cylindrical wall portion em-
bodying a plurality of similar interlocking interfitted

panels, each of said panels comprising a plurality of
horizontally disposed spaced parallel cross members, each
of said cross members including a main body portion of
arcuate formation, each cross member further including
transverse end portions which are arranged angularly
with respect to said main body portion, the transverse
end portions of each cross member extending in opposite
directions with respect to each other, the junction be-

tween the transverse end portions and the main body
portions defining shoulders, the shoulders of each panel
being arranged in alignment with respect to each other,

and wherein when the panels are interfitted together, the

shoulders on one panel will be in opposed relation with
respect to the shoulders of an adjacent interfitting panel,

vertically disposed rods extending through the spaces de-

fined between oppnased shoulders; first and second ver-

tically disposed strands arranged on opposite sides of

the shoulders and said strands being secured to said trans-

verse end portions and to said main body portions, and
a plurality of vertically disposed elements secured to

said main body portions, one set of vertically disposed

shoulder strands being on the outside of a panel and
the other on its inner side, and wherein when the panels
are interfitted, the first and second strands of one panel
will abut the second and first strands respectively of an
adjacent panel.

3,096,861
PREFABRICATED PARTITION WITH INTER-

LOCKED RAILS AND STUDS
Chester A. Frick, Burbank, and Robert M. Langmack,
Redondo Beach, Calif., assignors to Har>'ey Aluminum
(Incorporated), Torrance, Calif., a corporation of Cali-

fornia

Filed Aug. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 836,718
8 Claims. (CI. 189—34)

1. A partition frame of the character described and
adapted to receive a panel and including, fixedly spaced
and parallel upper and lower rails and each with spaced
side walls having coplanar edges and forming a channel

therebetween, and spaced and parallel studs for erection

between the rails with flat opposite ends engaged with
the coplanar edges of the rails, said studs having tenons

projecting from the ends thereof and with flat faces slid-

ably engaged between the walls of the rails.

3,096,862
CEILING SUSPENSION SYSTEM WITH

DOUBLE LOCKING CLIP
Burl O. Purdy, Bensenville, III., assignor to W. J. Haertel

& Co., Melrose Park, III., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Sept. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 54^06
21 Claims. (CL 189—36)

5. A ceiling suspension structure comprising: a longi-
tudinal support member having a web and a pair of
flanges normal thereto, said web having vertically aligned
slots therein; a pair of transverse support members each
having a web and a pair of flanges normal thereto, each
of said webs having a first extended portion extending
beyond the flanges to be supported by said longitudinal
support member, and a second extended portion extend-
ing be\ond the flanges; and a detachable double locking
clip on each of said second extended portions of said
transverse support members, said clips being insertable
in the vertically aligned slots in the web of said longi-
tudinal support member, to align the webs of the trans-
verse support members on opposite sides of the web of
the longitudinal support member, said clips locking each
transverse supjxjrt member to the longitudinal support
member and interlocking each transverse support mem-
ber to each other transverse support member aligned on
the opposite side of the web of the longitudinal support
member.

I
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3,096,863
CLUTCH OR BRAKE EMPLOYING

CAM ACTION
Robert A. Shefke, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Ameri-

can Electronics, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation
of California

Filed Oct. 28, 1959, S«r. No. 849,231
2 Claims. (CI. 192—90)

1. Means for clutching together two members and com-
prising: a pair of members mounted for rotation relative

to each other, one of said members comprising a shaft

disposed on the axis of relative rotation, the other member
comprising an annular member coaxially circumjacent

said shaft, disc means secured to said shaft, a first cam
member fixedly mounted with respect to said annular

member, said disc means and first cam member being

fixed against relative axial movement, a second cam mem-
ber in the form of a clutching plate disposed between

said disc means and said first cam member and mounted
for limited rotative and axial movement with respect to

said first cam member, one of said cam members having a

plurality of sloped protuberances, and the other of said

cam members having a corresponding plurality of slewed

recesses receiving said protuberance*, said protuberances

a.nd recess being substantially equi-angularly spaced

around said axis, and means for selectively moving said

clutching plate toward and away from said disc means
into selective clutching engagement aitd disengagement

with re&pect thereto. \

3,096,864
COIN SELECTOR DEVICE

William A. Patzer, Chicago, III., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Reed Electromecb Corporation, Rock-
ford, III., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Nov. 7, 1957, Ser. No. 695,090
4 Claims. (CI. 194—102)

• <P&^
--^•^'i.-^^--^ -.

1. A coin testing and separating device comprising in

combination a housing, said housing having coin inlet

and outlet openings and runways to permit the passage

of coins therethrough, a first runway in said housing

carrying both pennies and dimes, means for separating

genuine dimes from spurious dimes and pennies on their

composition independently of their paramagnetic proper-

ties, said means retarding the speed of the coins on said

one runway to an extent dependent on their composition,
means in spaced relation to the exit of said first runway
and positioned to permit genuine dimes moving at pre-
determined speeds to follow one path while defective and
spurious dimes and pennies moving at different speeds
are caused to follow a different path, a second runway
positioned so it is part of the path followed by the defec-
tive and spurious dimes and pennies, said second runway
downwardly and oppositely inclined with respect to said
first runway with the exit of said first runway in vertically

spaced relation to the entrance of said second runway,
and means on said second runway for separating the
spurious and defective dimes from pennies on the basis of
their size.

3,096,865
TYPEWRITER ESCAPEMENT MECHANISM

James F. Smatbers, P.O. Boi 1016, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
FUed Nov. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 155,382

9 Claims. (CL 197—84)

1. A device for varying the movement of a typewriter
carriage in accordance with the character key which is

actuated, comprising drive means operativcly connected
to said carriage for moving said carriage in a letter-feed

direction, a driven member operativcly connected to said

carriage, a stop pawl pivotaJly mounted adjacent said

driven member and normally engaging said driven mem-
ber for arresting movement of said carriage, a latch mem-
ber pivotally mounted in spaced relation to said stop

pawl for engaging and holding said stop pawl when it

is moved into a position disengaged from said driven
member to release said carriage, a plurality of stops ar-

ranged adjacent said driven member in spaced relation

to said stop pawl and selectively actuated in accordance
with the character key which is actuated for establishing

the movement of said carriage in said letter-feed direc-

tion, a control pawl having a radial slot fcM- mounting
said control pawl with respect to the axis of rotati<Hi of

said driven member for radial and oscillatory movement,
said control pawl normally engaging said driven member
and adapted to be disengaged from said driven member
for movement in a direction opposite to said letter-feed

direction independently of said driven member to engage
said driven member in a predetermined relation to the

disengaged point for movement with said driven member
in said letter-fed direction, a control member pivotally

mounted with respect to the axis of said driven member
and operatively coupled to said control pawl, said con-

trol member holding said control pawl disengaged from
said driven member and being moved in the direction

opposite to said letter-feed direction with said* control

pawl for engaging the selected stop and releasing said

control pawl to engage said driven member and being

movable in said letter-feed direction with said contr<ri pawl

for engaging said latch member to release said stop pawl,

resilient means operatively connected to said control

pawl for moving said control paw] and said control mem-
ber as a unit in the direction c^jposite to said letter-feed

direction, when said control pawl is released from said

driven member, so said control member engages the

selected stop and said control pawl engages said driven
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member before said carriage movement is commenced,
and means responsive to the character key which is actu-

ated for releasing said stop pawl from said driven member
and said control pawl from said driven member to initi-

ate a predetermined carriage movement in said letter-feed

direction.

3,096,866
COLLAPSIBLE FURNITURE

Henry P. Glass, 245 Dickens, NoHhfield, 111.

Filed Feb. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 86,926
16 Claims. (CI. 297—159)

^^^^^^^

\ s

•?.T^- A

tape being attached to the rear surface of said carbon
paper adjacent to and in parallel relationship with one
edge of said carbon paper, said one surface facing in a

direction opposite from said marking surface.

3,096,868
HAY BALE PICK-UP AND CONVEYOR

IMPLEMENT
Edward D. Hendrikson, St. Paul, and Joseph P. Logas,

Buffalo, Minn.; said Hendrikson assignor of two-sixths
to Maxine Wilson Lopp, Grand Rapids, Minn.

FUed Sept. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 137,827
5 Claims. (O. 198—9)

f

—

t
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on one of said jaws, a latching arm pivotally mounted on
said cup body portion, means defining a latching recess
on said arm. and spring means connected between said

3,096,870
FRUIT PREPARATION MACHINE

Andrew H. \1iller, Los Gatos, Calif^ assignor to FMC
Corporation, San Jose, Calif., a corporation of Dela-
ware

Filed Feb. IS, 1962, Ser. No. 173,489
6 Claims. (CI. 198—33)

1. In a pear orienting and feeding apparatus, an orient-

ing mechanism, a plurality of pear engaging means in

said orienting mechanism adapted to support a pear, means
connected to said pear engaging means for driving said

means in directions which will cause the pear to become
oriented with its stem blossom axis disposed in a predeter-

mined position, one of said pear engaging means being
driven in a direction which tends to move the pear out of
said orienting mechanism along a predetermined path,

and an arresting unit disposed in said predetermined path
and having an abutment section for contacting and cam-
ming upwardly any pear which tends to be driven out of
said orienting mechanism by *aid one pear engaging means
whereby the frictional engagement between the pear and
said one pear engaging means is reduced and the move-
ment of said pear outwardly of said orienting mechanism
is terminated.

upstream from said first reference line, resistance ca-
pacitance means chargeable towards a predetermined
value when the leading edge of .said object crosses said
second reference line, said resistance capacitance means
chargeable at a predetermined rate until said object passes
said second reference line and chargeable at double
said predetermined rate after said object has passed said

arm and said body portion to urge said arm in a direction
to move said recess into engagement with said latch detent

as said jaws are pivoted to an open position.

second reference line, means for indicating the alignment
of ;h€ center of said object with said first reference line
operable responsive to the charging of said resistance
capacitance means to said predetermined value, said pre-
determined rate being determined by the distance between
said reference lines and the velocity of said moving
means.

3,096,872
CARRIAGE FOR ELEVATORS

Martin Mayrath, 10707 Lennox Lane, Dallas, Te«.
Filed June 21, 1961, Ser. No. 118,646

9 Claims. (CI. 19ft->120^)

> -/.

3,096,871
CENTERING CONTROL

Gilbert G. Anderson, Chicago, III., assignor to Stewart-
Warner Corporation, Chicago, III., a corporation of
Virginia

Filed Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76,376
3 Claims. (CI. 198—34)

I. A device for centering an object with respect to a
reference line comprising means for moving said object
at a predetermined velocity in a direction towards and
transverse to said reference line, a photocell and light

beam defining a second reference line parallel to and

I. A carriage for conveyors and like mechanisms com-
prising a wheeled axle assembly, a pair of radius rods
connected at one end to said axle assembly, a pair of sup-
porting arms connected at one end to said axle assembly
and projecting therefrom at the side opposite said ra-
dius rods, said radius rods converging from said axle
assembly and crossing at a point spaced from the
other ends thereof, said supporting arms converging
from said axle assembly and crossing at a point spaced
from their other ends, said radius rods and said
supporting arms having openings punched therethrough
in corresponding pairs adapted to be brought into regis-
tration selectively to predetermine the distance between
said other ends of said radius rods and said supporting
arms, and single fastening elements passing through alined
openings in said radius rods and said supporting arms,
said other ends of said radius rods and said supporting
arms having means for supporting with respect thereto
a selected mechanism.
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3,096,873 and the inclined shoulder of the wing spindle engaged
CONTINUOUSLY-OPERATING MOLDED ARTICLE- with the shoulder of the intermediate roller spindle.

REMOVING MEANS FOR DRYING FORMS
Roland A. Tousignant, WUbraham, and Harold S. Crane, ^^—^^^^^—

Palmer, Mass., assignors to Diamond National Corpo-
ration, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 190,298

7 Claims. (CI. 198—185)

3,096,875
TRAP STRUCTURE FOR LINK BELT

Rudolph Olson, Franklin, Minn., assignor to Dahlman
Manufacturing & Sales, Inc., Braham, Minn., a corpo-
ration of Minnesota

FUed July 6, 1960, Ser. No. 41,171
1 Claim. (CI. 198—195)

1. Apparatus for continuously removing molded pulp

articles from drying forms comprising in combination end-

less conveyor means including opposed conveyor runs, a

plurality of spaced drying forms for molded pulp articles

spaced longitudinally along said conveyor means, said dry-

ing forms including normally retracted, extendable por-

tions for removing a molded pulp article therefrom, and
means for engaging said normally retracted, extendable

portions to extend the same for removing a molded article

disposed on said drying forms, said last mentioned means
comprising a member mounted on an axis of rotation dis-

posed between said opposed conveyor runs substantially

closer to one of said runs than the other run, the one
conveyor run and said support member being continuously

movable in a common direction with the drying forms said

member including abutment portions having substantially

the same linear speed as said one conveyor run for operat-

ing said normally retracted, extendable portions.

3,096,874
BELT SUPPORTING ROLLERS FOR ENDLESS

BELT CONVEYORS
Lawson Clarence WooMridge, Stourbridge, England, as-

signor to Brockway Engineering Co. Limited, Stour-
bridge, England, a company of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland

Filed Feb. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 87,900
Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 6, 1961

6 Claims. (CI. 198—192)

An endless link belt of uniformly spaced parallel cross

bars containing a self releasing trap structure having in

combination, adjacent cross bars of a certain pair of links

of said belt being respectively offset oppositely of one
another in the plane of the top run of said belt forming
a wider spacing therebetween than is present between the

adjacent cross bars of the remainder of links of said belt,

a plate member having a length substantially the width of

said link belt and a width substantially that -of said wider
spacing, a lengthwise edge portion of said plate mem-
ber being reversely bent to form an open-sided channel

receiving therein one of said offset cross bars, a pair

of spaced brackets removably secured to said plate mem-
ber and having upstanding portions overlying portions

of said open side of said channel removably securing said

cross bar therein, the opposite edge portion of said plate

member being bent slightly out of the plane of said plate

member to overlie the other of said offset cross bars

having said inclined edge portion disposed below the

plane of the top run of said belt.

3,096,876
PORTABLE SWAGING DEVICE

William Arthur Scudieri, Hazardville, Conn., assignor,
by mesne assignments, to Atlas Corporation, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 78,071
7 Claims. (CI. 205—4)

6. A roller set for a trough conveyor belt, comprising
an intermediate roller and wing rollers, a stationary
spindle for the intermediate roller supported at both ends
in horizontal position and cut out at both ends to present
vertical flat side faces and adjacent shoulders, and a wing
spindle reduced at one end to present a vertical flat side

face and an overhanging shoulder inclined with respect

to the axis of the spindle, the said spindles being pivotally
connected with their flat faces in face-to-face contact.

1. A swaging device comprising a base plate, a frame
plate, a plurality of pos.s mounting said plates in paral-

lel, spaced relation, a pressure plate slidably mounted
on said posts between said frame and base plates, die

me; ns mounted in said base plate with the entrance
thereto facing said pressure plate, means including a

pressure member on said pressure plate for aligning a

fit ing with said die means, said frame plate and said

pressure plate having aligned slots opening on one side
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of said plates and extending beyond the axis of said die with said trouj^h when said wrapper is in thj extended
means to provide clearance for certain fittings, and means position, and an .ibiitnient in said trough spaced from said

for forcing said pressure plate towards said base plate. trough opcmny for positioning the lit end of a cigarette

^

when said cigarette projects through said access opening.

3,096,877
PACKAGES AND METHODS OF PACKAGING

Norman E. Skarsten, Oakland, Calif., assignor to Thorsen
Manufacturing Company, a corporation of California

Filed Oct. 2, 1961, S«r. No. 142,174
3 Claims. (CI. 206—16)

3,096,879
PACKAGING MATERIAL AND PACKAGE
Stanley P. Schumacher, 1243 W. Lincoln Blvd.,

Freeport, III.

Filed Dec. 12, 1957, Ser. No. 702,383
10 Claims. (CI. 206—46)

-^<^ V

I . A tool box adapted for display purposes compris-

ing a rigid container of generally rectangular configura-

tion and having vertical walls, tools positioned on a

backing strip, said tools and said backing strip being

completely enclosed in a transparent film to form a com-
plete assembly, said assembly being inserted in said con-

tainer, vertical slots positioned on the inside of said ver-

tical walls, corrugated dividing strips adapted for tight

insertion in said slots and against said assembly thereby

defining compartments in said container and whereby
said assembly is firmly retained in said container.

3,096,878
TOBACCO PACKAGE WITH BUILT IN ASHTRAY
James M. Whitley and William N. Whitley, both of

3875 E. 154th St., Cleveland 28, Ohio
Filed June 21, 1961, Ser. No. 118,716

1 Claim. (CI. 206—41)

The combination with a cigarette package including a

bottom, and a wrapp.-r h.iving spaced side walls, a front

wall, a hack wall, and an end wall connecting the ad-

jacent cnd^ of said front, back, and side walls togJther,

said wrappt.T normally cnclosmy s.iid package and upon
being opened at the end remote from said end wall being

slidable on said package Irom the normal position to an
extended position in which said end wall is spaced from
said bottom, of a tray for cigarette ;.shes. said tray com-
prising a flat sheet folded along a plurality of parallel

fold line> to form a flap, first, second, third, and fourth

panels, and a lip, said Hap being on one end of said sheet

and being secured to said wrapper end wall, said lip being

on the other end of said sheet and being secured to said

package, said first, second, third, and fourth panels being

disposed in face to face abutting relation between said

flap and said lip when said wrapper is in the normal posi-

tion, said sheet un'olding upon execution of movement
of said wrapper from the normal position to the extend-

ing position so that said second and third panels form a

V-shaped trough with said first and fourth panels sloping

upwardly on each side of said trough, said wrapper front

wall being provided with an access opening in registry

3. A package comprising a sheet of corrugated paper-
board having a layer of uncompressed, curled, resilient

fibers bonded thereto, an article positioned between two
oppositely disposed portions of said fibrous layer and
embedded in a pocket formed jointly by said portions
of the fibrous layer and conforming intimately to its

shape throughout its surface area, and a container enclos-

ing said corrugated paperboard and said article.

3,096,880
CAN CARRIER

Melville T. Farquhar, Bon Air, Va., assignor to Reynolds
Metals Company, Richmond, Va., a corporation of
Delaware

FUed Feb. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 7,427
13 Claims. (CI. 206—65)

1. In combination, a plurality of rows of cylindrical

cans, and a carton made from a single homogeneous blank

and surrounding said cans, said carton comprising: a can
end covering first wall having an integral, short, gluing

tab on one side and integral, opposed, relatively narrow,

fractional length, first and second end tabs with mecha-
nical first and second fastening means formed respec-

tively near their ends, said end tabs being bent at their

bases at angles greater than right angles to said first

wall at a distance from each other which is shorter than

the combined diameter lengths of two adjacent parallel

rows of said cylindrical cans with the can ends covered

by said first wall to cause the end cans of said rows to

straddle said bases of said tabs, said first and second end

tabs being narrower at their bases than at their ends; an

integral, can side covering, second wall bent at right

angles to the other side of said first wall, said second wall

being mainly of less length than said first wall; an integral,

can end covering, third wall bent at right angles to said

second wall and being substantially of the same length

as said first wall and having integral, opposed, relatively

narrow, fractional length, third and fourth end tabs with

mechanical third and fourth fastening means formed re-

spectively near their ends, said third and fourth tabs being

bient at their bases at angles greater than right angles

to said third wall substantially the same distance apart
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as said first and second end tabs, said third and fourth

end tabs being narrower at their bases than at their ends;

an integral, can side covering, fourth wall bent at right

angles to said third wall, said fourth wall being mainly

of less length than said third wall, a portion near the

edge of said fourth wall being glued to said gluing tab,

said first and second fastening means being fastened re-

spectively to said third and fourth fastening means to

cause said end tabs to engage said cans to hold said cans

in said carton.

3,096,881

LUBRICATING COMPOSITION AND METHOD FOR
THE HOT EXTRUSION OF METALS

Roy W. Tombaugh, Bethel Borough, Pa., assignor to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh,

Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed Dec. 20, 1956, Ser. No. 629,635
3 Claims. (CI. 207—10)

1. In the method of extruding a metal billet from an

extrusion container having a bore therethrough to accom-

modate the metal billet and a die at one end of the bore,

the die having an opening through which the billet is

extruded, the steps comprising applying a layer of a lubri-

cating composition consisting essentially of, by volume,

1 part of finely divided molybdenum disulfied and from

2 parts to 6 parts of finely divided lead to the surface of

the bore and to the surfaces of the die with which the

billet makes contact during extrusion, heating the billet

to a temperature of from 1500° F. to 2400° F. and intro-

ducing it into the bore of the extrusion container and

extruding the billet under pressure.

3,096,882
DATA PROCESSING

Arthur W. Tyler, Weston, Mass^ assignor to Itek Cor-

poration, Waltham, Mass., a corporation of Delaware

Filed July 26, 1960, Ser. No. 45,438

20 Claims. (CL 209—111.5)

16. Apparatus for processing a plurality of physically

similar, data-bearing sheets, each of said sheets being sub-

stantially rectangular and having a uniquely-coded stripe

of magnetic material along at least one long edge thereof,

a guide rail for said sheets, means on each of said sheets

for being mounted on said rail and slidably displaced

thereon, a source of air pressure for displacing said sheets,

a substantially enclosed duct with narrow and broad walls

having an interior cross section comparable to the dimen-

sions of said sheets, the narrow wall of said duct being

slightly larger than the short edge of said sheets, the broad

wall being substantially smaller than the long edges of said

sheets, said rail being mounted longitudinally of said duct

along the interior of said narrow wall wheicby said sheet

is angularly disposed within said duct to form a piston-

like element when acted upon by said air pressure, and
magnetic transducer means for sensing the code on said

stripes.

3,096,883
PAPER ROLL DISPENSER

Sam R. Llewellyn, P.O. Box 776, La Feria, Tex.
Filed Aug. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 134,753

2 Claims. (CI. 211—88)

2. A holding rack for roll dispensing packages com-

prising an elongated, open-work cage of assembled, rod-

like elements, comprising a plurality of spaced, parallel

U-form rib sections, with outer and inner legs, a first

rod attached to said outer legs near the top thereof, a

second rod secured to the under sides of said sections near

the inner legs thereof, a third rod secured to the under

sides of said sections, medially of the width thereof and
extending longitudinally of the cage, beyond the ends

thereof, with a transversely-disposed end portion extend-

ing in the direction of the tops of said legs, and having

a looped end, a fourth rod having a looped end engaging

the first-mentioned looped end, said fourth rod being of a

length to extend beyond said cage, lengthwise thereof, and
having a transversely-disposed end portion, with a hooked

end, adapted to engage the extending portion of said

third rod, a fifth and a sixth rod secured, respectively,

to the inner legs of the end rib sections in parallel and

tangential relation thereto, said latter rods extending above

and below the cage, and having looped ends, and a

seventh rod secured to said latter rods.

3,096,884
REEL-TYPE CLOTHES DRIER

Ervin Leshner, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Faico Prod-
ucts Co., Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Pennsyl-

vania
FUed Oct. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 63,879

6 Claims. (CI. 211—119.15)

1. A reel-type clothes drier comprising in combina-

tion a first pair of rc^ storage drums secured to a first

tubular *shaft and a second pair of rope storage drums
secured to a second tubular shaft, said tubular shafts be-

ing axially aligned, said first and second drum pairs each

comprising a drum of a relatively large diameter and a

drum of a relatively small diameter, a central shaft ro-

tatably and slidably mounted in the drier, and telescoped

within said tubular shafts and being keyed to said first

tubular shaft, and means for releasably connecting said
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central shaft to said second tubular shaft whereby said

drum pairs may be simultaneously rotated and whereby
said second tubular shaft may be disconnected from said

central shaft so that said drum pairs may be independent-
ly rotated.

3,096,885
HOME APPLIANCE

Harold P. Peters, Evansville, Ind^ assignor to Whirlpool
Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Jan. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 86,127
12 Claims. (CI. 248—240)

the derrick leg upon application of fluid pressure to the
second hydraulic ram means, said extensible element
being pivoftlly connected at its outer end to said boom
for swinging movement about a substantially horizontal
axis, first link means pivotally connected at its outer end
to said boom and being connected at its inner end to
said post in downwardly spaced vertical relation with re-

spect to said derrick leg, second link means pivotally
connected to the first link means and the derrick leg so
that, as said extensible element is extended, said derrick
leg will simultaneously swing up and down together with
respect to said post.

3,09i^87
REMOVABLE POWER AND MANUALLY OPER-
ATED OUTRIGGERS FOR CARRIER FRAMES

James G. Thomas, 157 Forrest Ave. N., Camden, Tenn.
Filed Nov. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 68,248

18 Claims. (CI. 212—145)

5. A shelf support comprising: a post; means for fix-

ing said post in a vertical position; a pivot member axial-

ly immovable on said post and pivotally movable thereon

about the axis thereof; a connecting member releasably

carried by the pivot member for movement therewith

about said axis; co-operating catch means on said pivot

member and connecting member releasably retaining the

connecting member on the pivot r.iember selectively in

any one of a plurality of vertically related positions; and
a support secured to the connecting member for move-
ment therewith and including means for carrying a shelf.

^''*--
-^'. -.:»

^O'

3,096,886
SINGLE-BOOM DERRICKS

Thomas R. Hall, Portland, Oreg., assignor to McCabe-
Powers Body Company, Berkeley, Calif., a corporation
of California

FUed Apr. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 20,769
9 Claims. (CI. 212—35)

1. An outrigger construction for vehicles of the type
having a mobile chassis provided with longitudinally ex-
tending spaced side frame members, said construction
comprising a pair of vertically inclined longitudinally ex-
tensible jacks secured to and carried by opposite sides
of said chassis, said jacks having their central axes lying
in a common vertical plane transverse said chassis, said
jacks being downwardly divergent at their lower ends,
each jack comprising a telescoping upper outer member
and a lower inner member slidable therein and there-
through, fastening means securing each upper member
to the exterior side surface of a side frame member.
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3,096,888
DISTRIBUTOR DEVICE

Ernest Sosolic, Omans, France, aadgnor to Societe Oma-
naisc de CoutructkHU Mecanlqoci (S.O.C.), Omans,
France

Fllwl Not. 24, 1958, Ser. No. 776,017
Claims priority, application France Nov. 30, 1957

4 Claims. (CI. 214—1)

I. A laterally and vertically swingable derrick com-
prising a base, a vertical post rotatably mounted on said

base and adapted to rotate thereon about a substantially

vertical axis, a laterally projecting substantially horizon-
tal arm rigidly attached to the post, first hydraulic ram
means pivotally mounted at one end on the base having
rocking movement in a substantially horizontal direction

and being opcratively connected at its other end to the
laterally projecting arm for rotating said post about said
vertical axis, a derrick leg pivotally mounted on the top
of said post for swinging movement up and down about
a substantially horizontal axis located about the upper
end of the post and in an arc across the top of the post *

from an inoperative position to an operative position,

a boom, a second hydraulic ram means securely mounted
in said derrick leg and having an extensible element 1. A distributor device having a framework and
adapted to extend outwardly from the swinging end of adapted to be mounted by said framework on a utilizing

±

i

machine for feeding individual workpieces thereto, com-

prising, in combination, a pivotable arm attached to said

framewcfrk. gripping means carried by said arm for con-

veying said workpieces from a storage point to said

machine, means for setting said machine into action when

said gripping means are in a predetermined position, a

disc rotatably mounted about a fulcrum solid with said

framework, a pinion integral with said disc, a control jack

having a piston provided with a rod solid with a rack

meshing with said pinion, for imparting to said disc an

oscillatory movement about said fulcrum, a telescopic

connecting rod including resilient return means and crank-

pins on both ends thereof, said crank-pins co-operating

with said disc to oscillate said arm in a substantially

horizontal plane, a pair of adjustable stops defining the

extreme positions of said arm in said horizontal plane,

cam means provided at the periphery of said disc, a lever

acted upon by said cam means at one of its ends to bear

by an adjustable screw provided at its other end on a

mobile part carrying said arm to control the vertical dis-

placements of said mobile part effected around a spindle

carried by a basic part integral with said framework, a

spring placed between said mobile part and said basic part

for opposing the displacement of one toward the other

and repelling said mobile part when the action of said

screw ceases, fluid pressure means for operating said

jack by means of a fluid, said jack being flanked on its

longitudinal axis by two cylindrical parts co-operating

with bores made in the respective heads of said jack for

limiting the exhaust section offered to said fluid and con-

sequently braking said piston at the end of its stroke, cam
means on said arm, a fluid actuator forming part of said

means for setting the machine into action and adapted

to control the clutching and declutching of the machine
and a slide-valve actuated by said cam means and con-

trolling the operation of said fluid actuator.

said member forwardly, and means for thereafter actu-

ating said second and first power devices in sequence to

rotate said member in one direction and lower said frame
structure to thereby rotate and deposit the work piece

on the support and return said frame structure to its in-

itial position.

3,096,890
MOBILE WORK HOLDER

James H. Paige, Rolling Hills, and John L. Wells, La
Canada, Calif., assignors to Fabrodynamics, Inc., Gar-
dena, Calif., a corporation of California

Filed Apr. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 20,138
6 Claims. (CI. 214—1)

3.096,889
BILLET GRINDING APPARATUS

Charles W. Vekovius, Coninna, and William M. Wood-
ward, Birmingham, Mich., assignors to .Mid-West Abra-

sive Company, Owosso, Mich., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed June 5, 1959, Ser. No. 818,328

20 Claims. (CI. 214—1)

1. .Mechanism for rotating a work piece positioned on

a support comprising a frame structure supported for up

and down movement away from and toward an initial

lower position, a turn-over member mounted on said

frame structure for rotation and for forward and rear-

ward movement relative thereto and having a work piece

supporting surface beneath a work piece on said support

in said initial lower position of said frame structure, "^

first power device for raising and lowering said frame

structure, a second power device for rotating said mem-
ber in opposite directions, a third power device for mov-
ing said member forwardly and rearwardly relative to

said frame structure, means for actuating said first power

device to elevate said frame structure to thereby bodily

raise said member to lift the work piece from the sup-

port and support the same on said supporting surface of

said member, means for actuating said third power de-

vice in the raised position of said frame structure to move

1. A mobile work holder to adjustably hold a wcM-k-

piece for movement from station to station along an as-

sembly line, comprising: a track extending along the as-

sembly line; means extending upward from said carnage

to support a workpiece, said upwardly extending means
being movable about a pivot axis relative to the carriage

through a range of angles outward to one side of the

carriage; a pair of arcuate racks concentric to said pivot

axis, said racks facing each other in spaced relation to

form an arcuate space between the racks, said racks re-

spectively presenting sets of teeth on the opposite sides

respectively of said arcuate space with the teeth of the

two sets staggered; pawl means in said arcuate space mov-
able along the arcuate space to engage said sets of teeth

alternately to releasably hold said upwardly extending

means at selected angles in said range; and a foot pedal

to operate said pawl means for step-by-step adjustment

of said upwardly extending means through said range.

3,096,891
APPARATUS FOR HANDLING CASES

Ernest A. Verrinder, Riverside, and Earle J. McGratfa,
Chula Vista, Calif., assignors to FMC Corporation, San
Jose, Calif., a corporation of Delaware

Original application July 11, 1955, Ser. No. 521,011, now
Patent No. 2,993,315, dated July 25, 1961. Divided
and this application Dec. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 74,896

4 Claims. (CI. 214—6)
2. Apparatus for handling cases or the like comprising

a support structure, elevating means mounted for vertical

reciprocation in said support structure and arranged to lift

a case upwardly in said structure during a stack forming
operation, a pair of spaced support blades mounted on
said structure and dispo ed on opposite sides of the path

of upward movement of a case being raised by said

elevating means, means mounting said blades for move-
ment from a position in the path of a case being raised

or lowered by said elevating means to a position removed
from said path, and power means for urging said blades

mto said path obstructing position including a lever system

connected to each blade, a solenoid secured to said support

structure and operatively connected to said system and
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arranged when energized to pivot said lever system and
urge the associated blade into said path obstructing posi-

tion, and a spring connected between said solenoid and

said lever system for transmitting the force of said solenoid

to said lever system.

3,096,892
AUTOMATIC TAIL GATE RELEASE
George E. Smith, Jr., Moville, Iowa
Filed Aug. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 49,778

1 Claim. (CI. 214—83.18)

A swinging tail gate construction comprising a tail gate,

means for pivoting the upper edge of said tail gate to a

wagon, a pair of extending members attached at the lower
end of said tail gate, an endless conveyor positioned at

the bottom of said wagon, said conveyor including trans-

verse conveying slats, said extending members including

straps having lower hinged portions, said lower hinged
portions adapted to engage any one of said slats to pre-

vent said tail gate from opening outwardly when said con-

veyor is stationary, spring urged means attached to said

tail gate for positioning said hinged portions behind one
of said slats when said slat is spaced inwardly from the

rear of said wagon, the lower edge of said tail gate being

adapted to clear said slats, a resilient flap attached adja-

cently to said lower edge and adapted to engage the floor

of said wagon.

3,096,893
LOADING MACHINE

Anthony R. Biedess, Chicago, 111., assignor to Goodman
Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111., a corporation
of Illinois

Filed Feb. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 10,715
7 Claims. (CI. 214—90)

3. In a loading machine, a mobile frame, a conveyor
extending along said frame and having a forward receiv-

ing end at a fixed elevation with respect to the ground, a

boom transversely pivoted to said frame rearwardly of
the forward end thereof and extending in advance of said
frame, a digger bucket transversely pivoted to the forward
end of said boom and depending from said boom into en-
gagement with the ground, means for holding said boom
in position and vertically adjustably moving said boom
with respect to the ground, a bellcrank transversely piv-
oted to one side of said digger bucket for movement
about an axis spaced beneath and forwardly of the axis
of pivotal connection of said digger bucket to said boom
when said digger bucket is in engagement with the ground,
a stop projecting laterally of said digger bucket, said bell-
crank having a lever arm depending from its axis of con-
nection to said digger bucket and extending underneath
said stop when said digger bucket is in engagement with
the ground and having a second upright lever arm ex-
tending upwardly of the axis of connection of said bell-
crank to said digger bucket, an actuating lever transverse-
ly pivoted to said frame and extending upwardly of its

axis of pivotal connection to said frame, an extensible
and retractible operating member transversely pivoted to
said boom and pivotally connected with said actuating

lever intermediate the ends of said actuating lever, a
rigid link, a transverse pivot pin connecting one end of
said link to the free end of said actuating lever, a second
transverse pivot pin connecting the opposite end of said
link with the upright arm of said bellcrank, the relation-
ship between the axis of connection of said bucket to
said boom, said bellcrank to said bucket and the axes
of said pivot pins being such that when said bucket is

in depending relation with respect to said boom, the
weight of said bucket and the rock loaded thereon will
engage said stop with said depending arm of said bell-

crank and effect initial upward movement of said bucket
about a lever arm equal to the distance between the axis
of connection of said bucket to said boom and the axis
of said pivot pin connecting said link to the upright arm
of said bellcrank, and as said bucket moves toward a
discharge position, said link and the upright arm of said
bellcrank will move into aligned relation with each other
and pivot said bucket to a discharge position about a
shorter moment arm equal to the distance between the
axis of connection of said bucket to said boom and said
bellcrank to said bucket and move said stop away from
said depending lever arm of said bucket.

3,096,894
DUMP TRUCK

Sam Proler and Donald B. Bolding, Houston, Tex., as-
signors to Proleride Transport Systems, Inc., Houston,
Tex., a corporation of Texas

Filed June 27, 1961, Ser. No. 119,886
8 Claims. (CI. 214—515)

1. Apparatus comprising in combination, a truck bed,
a dump body removably mounted on said truck bed, a plu-
rality of retractable, ground-engaging supports on said
dump body, cooperating means on said truck bed and

\
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said dump body adapted to raise and lower said dump
body with respect to said truck bed, a fluid cylinder piv-

otally mounted on said truck bed, a piston rod extensible

rearwardly ajid upwardly therefrom, a conical end on said

piston rod, a female cone pivotally attached to said dump
body and having its open face normally directed toward
the end of the piston rod, a slot in the apex of the female
cone, a hook extending axially from said piston rod, and
a bar positioned above said female cone extending later-

ally from said dump body in a position to be engaged by
said hook upon dumping movement of said dump body
and consequent pivoting of said fluid cylinder and said

female cone.

3,096,895
LIFTING UNIT

John W. Kappen, 243 Kenwood Ave., Dayton, Ohio
Filed Feb. 13, 1957, Ser. No. 640,019

4 Claims. (CI. 214—674)

1. A lifting unit, including a base, rocking means sup-

ported by said base for relative rocking movement, a lift

assembly supported by said rocking means for unison

rocking and relative elevating and lowering motions, the

weight of said lift assembly being disposed to rock said

rocking means in one direction, a hydraulic piston and

cylinder connection between said base and said rocking

means, another hydraulic piston and cylinder connection

between said rocking means and said lift assembly, means
for supplying hydraulic fluid under pressure simultane-

ously to the first said connection in a manner to rock

said rocking means in the opposite direction and to the

said other connection in a manner to elevate said lift

assembly, said connections presenting a differential piston

area to the hydraulic fluid to effect said rocking and
elevating motions in a predetermined sequence.

3,096,896
ATTACHMENT FOR FORKLIFT TRUCKS

Desmond H. Norton and leff D. Castleberry, Ogden,
Utah, assignors to the United States of America as rep-

resented by the Secretary of the Army
Filed May 4, 1961, Ser. No. 107,868

10 Claims. (CI. 214—730)
(Granted under TiUe 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
10. An attachment for forklift trucks, comprising a

frame adapted to be mounted upon the carriage of a

forklift truck, a bearing assembly mounted on said frame,

a shaft fixedly mounted in said bearing assembly, a fork-

hanger boom pivotally mounted on said fixed shaft, a

sprocket fixed upon said fixed shaft in coaxial relation

thereto, a second shaft fixedly mounted in said boom
remote from said fixed shaft and having its axis parallel

to the axis thereof, a sprocket freely rotatable upon said

remote shaft, a sprocket chain meshed with said two
sprockets, a piston rod supported at opposite ends there-

of from said two shafts, respectively, a piston fijied on

said piston rod, a double acting cylinder mounted in

operative relationship with said piston and piston rod,

the opposite ends of said chain being fixed to said cylinder

so that pull may be applied thereby to said sprocket chain

-o-

7 ^ V*.' •*
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selectively in opposite directions, means for adjusting said

remote shaft toward and from said fixed shaft and means
to accommodate the length of said piston rod to variations

in the spacings between said fixed and remote shafts.

3 096 897
INSULATED CONTAINER AND CLOSURE

THEREFOR
Erik H. Hansen, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to Plastica

Inc., Milford, Conn., a corporation of Connecticut
FUed Mar. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 14,800

2 Claims. (CI. 215—13)

1. An insulated container of resilient thermoplastic

material comprising an inner container and a surround-
ing outer shell having an insulating space therebetween,
a neck portion connected to said container and casing
and forming a mouth for the insulated container and
having an outer rim, and a closure for said mouth in-

cluding a hollow stopper portion having an opening at

its outer end leading to the interior thereof adapted to

be inserted in'.o the neck portion, an annular portion ex-

tending outwardly from the stopper, a depending wall

at the edge of the annular portion having means inter-

locking with said rim to hold the closure thereto, the
annular portion having a sealing rib portion pressed
ag;:inst the end of said neck portion to seal the mouth,
and a cap for closing the opening at the outer end of the

stopper, said cap having a portion engaging the outer face

of the annular portion and a flange inserted into the
opening, said flange having a rib of right triangular

cross-section extending in'.o a correspondingly shaped co-
operating groove formed in said annular portion above
the stopper portion with the base of the triangle facing
the outer end of the stopper and the hypotenuse of the

triangle facing the sealing portion of the stopper.
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3,096,898
co^^^AI^ER and closure cap therefor

John Hohl and Jack M. Wheaton, Toledo, Ohio, assignors

to Owens-Illinois Glass Company, a corporation of

Ohio
Filed Oct. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 62,950

4 Claims. (CI. 215—40)

Zl- i

1. The combination comprising an open-mouth con-

tainer and a sheet metal closure cap for sealing said con-

tainer, said container having a vertically disposed neck

portion terminating at its upper end and a sealing surface

comprising a substantially flat top scaling surface, a ver-

tically disposed side-sealing surface of minor axial extent

and upwardly sloping annular sealing surface between

said top and said side-sealing surface, and closure retain-

ing means below said side sealing surface, said closure

cap comprising a circular panel portion, a depending at-

taching skirt at the periphery of said panel portion, the

panel portion being deformed in an area adjacent its point

of juncture with said skirt to provide an annular upstand-

ing hollow rib, said rib having radially spaced inner and

outer side walls forming a sealing gasket accommodating

channel internally of the panel portion, said outer wall

being disposed at approximately the angle of said up-

wardly sloping annular sealing surface, an annular ledge

between said skirt and rib lying in a plane below but paral-

lel with said panel portion, an annular sealing gasket of

elastomeric material disposed in said channel, the outer

periphery of said gasket being secured to the inner periph-

eral portion of the underside of said ledge, said gasket

being held under compression between said scaling sur-

faces and said cap whereby said gasket forms around said

scaling surface, and means on the lower portion of said

skirt cooperating with said closure retaining means.

3,096,899
NON-DRIP POURING INSERT

Paul M. Woodburn, 301 Melville St., Sandudiy, Ohio
Filed S*pt. 22, 1961, S«r. No. 139,997

1 Claim. (CI. 215—47)

of inwardly extending lugs irregularly spaced apart bear-

ing against the outer surface of said neck.

3,096,900
CONTAINER ASSEMBLY

Joseph C. Breneman, Woostcr, Ohio, assignor to Rubber-
maid Incorporated, Wooster, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
FUcd Dec. 11, 1961, Scr. No. 158,449

6 Claims. (CI. 220—4)

A non-drip pouring insert for a bottle neck comprising

a tubular member having a beveled outside edge at one

end thereof, an enlarged head portion at the other end

thereof, said head portion being cut at its outer extremity

at a sharp right angle to the axis of said tubular member,

the periphery of said head portion being folded over upon

the outer edge of said bottle neck and having a plurality

I. A container assembly comprising top and bottom
end shells, and pairs of opposing panels for supporting

and spacing apart said end shells, each of said panels hav-

ing an inwardly projecting lip along the top edge for fit-

ting withm said top end shell and an offset leg portion

along the bottom edge for fitting within said bottom end
shell, one of said pairs of opposing panels having inset

surfaces, the other of said pairs of opposing panels having

integral side edges wrapping around edge portions of said

one pair of opposing panels and cooperating with said

inset surfaces to form channels adapted to slidingly re-

ceive the side edges of advertising cards to retain the latter

in overlying relation with said inset surfaces.

3,096,901
SQUAROID TYPE LIQUID STORAGE TANK

Christian Ame, Chici^o, III., assignor to Chicago Bridge
& Iron Company, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Illinois

Filed May 12, 1960, Scr. No. 28,719
9 Claims. (CI. 220—18)

1. In a squaroid type storage tank having curved side-

walls with the curvature of the sidewalis increasing from

top to bottom, the radius of curvature R3 at vertically

spaced points along said sidewall being equal to

Ii2= T
~jw{h—kH)

where /?2= the radius of curvature; T^^ the tension in the

vertical direction in a 1" wide strip of the side plate, in

pounds per inch; iv^^the actual weight of the hquid stored,

pounds per cubic inch; /=a selective variable based upon
the weight of the stored liquid; H=\ht full height of the

vessel measured from the bottom of the squaroid to the

top capacity line; //=the distance from the top capacity to

any point P on the curved side plate; and A=a selective

variable based upon the height of stored liquid.

3,096,902
STORAGE INSTALLATION

Carl E. Schroeder, Ponca City, Okla., assignor to Con-
tinental Oil Company, Ponca City, Okla., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
Filed Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 96,813

12 Claims. (CI. 220—18)
1. A reservoir comprising a depression in the ground,

support means secured on at least two sides of said de-
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pression and extending thereacross, a plurality of cables

connected to said support means and a container secured

by the provision of a tab extending outwardly from said

rim and which when bent toward or away from said

body member ruptures a fractional bit of the rim portion

between said opposed grooves whereby the tab may then

be lifted with progressive severance of the remaining

portion of the rim between said <^>posed grooves to

renK>ve the sealed clo&ure from the container.

3,096,905
CAN AND RECLOSURE LID AND TAPE

SEAL THEREFOR
PhiUp J. Kenney, 12405 SE. SchiUer St.,

Portland 66, Oreg.
Filed Sept 28, 1961, Ser. No. 141,370

2 Claims. (CI. 220—53)

to said cables and suspended thereby within said depres-

sion above the bottom thereof.

3,096,903
CONTAINERS AND CLOSURES THEREFOR

John Barrett Grant, Greenwich, Conn., assignor to Rich-

ardson-Merrell Inc., a corporation of Delaware
Filed May 11, 1962, Ser. No. 193,922

5 Claims. (CI. 220—42)

1. A thin-walled open-top plastic container of polyg-

onal horizontal cross-sectional configuration and a plastic

cap of the same horizontal configuration as the said

horizontal configuration of said container, said cap in-

cluding a depending peripheral flange closely engaging

over said open end of the container for a substantial dis-

tance to form a closure, said closure having internally

thereof adjacent each of at least two angles of its periph-

eral flange a substantially rectanguar flat plate-like pro-

jection depending from the lower face of the cap top

and diagonally spanning said angle, said projection having

its vertical free edges spaced from the inner faces of the

walls of said angle a distance to grip the end of the

container wall securely between the said projection and
the said inner faces of said angle of the cap over a sub-

stantial depth.

3,096,904
SEALED PLASTIC CONTAINERS

Herman R. Hutchinson, Wyncote, Pa., assignor to Plasto-

matic Corporation, Malvern, Pa., a corporation of Penn-
s>l>ania

Filed Dec. 15, 1959, Ser. No. 859,685
10 Claims. (CI. 220—47)

l| t ! M 'J

1. A cylindrical sheet metal container having a top

end,

a permanently closed bottom end and a closure lid,

said lid frictionally seated within the top end of the can

to provide an air-tight seal,

said can having a downwardly extending annular flange

at the top thereof rolled upwardly and inwardly,

said lid having an upwardly extending annular flange

rolled downwardly and inwardly,

an inner reinforcing strip of non-frangible material of

a width substantially equal to the vertical spacing

between the rolled edges of said can and lid flanges,

an outer seal of frangible material of greater width

than said reinforcing strip and scoured along its top

and bottom marginal edges respectively within the

roiled edges of said lid and can,

said reinforcing strip terminating in an exposed pull-

tab whereby manually pulling said reinforcing strip

outwardly by means of the pull tab will sever said

outer seal along lines above and below the top edge

of the can whereby the initial step in opening the

can may be effected without disturbing said air-

tight seal between the lid and the can and whereby
said remaining edges of said outer seal being closely

adjacent said rolled edges of said can and lid flanges

will not interfere with replacement of the lid on the

can.

3,096,906
BOTTLE CARTON WITH REINTORCED

FINGER OPENINGS
Francis A. Chidsey, Jr., Wayne, and Richard E. De Paul,

Norristown, Pa., assignors to Container Corporation of
America, Chicago, HI., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Feb. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 86,763
2 Claims. (CI. 220—113)

ia P
1. A sealed container comprising a plastic body hav-

ing at its open end an integral tear-off rim deflned by
opposed grooves, and a plastic film member jseripherally

sealed to said body rim outwardly of said grooves to

provide a sealed closure for the container during ship-

ment and display, said plastic body being characterized

1. A paperboard bottle carrier including a rectangular

top wall panel formed with bottle neck receiving openings
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adjacent two opposite edges, at least one of the openings

being narrow and elongated with its long dimension

parallel to the adjacent edge of the top panel, a narrow,

elongated, reinforcing panel hinged along the side of the

opening remote from such edge of the top panel, the rein-

forcing panel being folded toward the central part of the

top panel into contact with the under side of the top

panel, a double-thickness tab formed in the folded edge

portion of the reinforcing panel and top panel provided

by spaced, centrally located slits extending from such

folded edge, such tab, when folded downward below the

top panel, providing a finger-receiving notch centrally of

the bottle neck receiving opening.

3,096,907

AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINE
Cyril Eugene Bouracier, 340 Bensham Lane,

Thornton Heath, Surrey, England
Filed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,619

Claims priority, application Great Britain May 9, 1960
1 Claim. (CI. 221—113)

A vending machine comprising a vertically mounted

rotatab'e drum, a pluraltiy of removable vertical maga-

zine boxes all of like size disposed in equally spaced array

around said drum to hold stacks of articles for vending,

a horizontal flat plate beneath said magazine boxes

whereon the lowermost articles in said stacks slide as

said drum is rotated, a delivery opening in said plate

directly below the path of said magazine boxes to receive

articles from said magazine boxes, and intermittent drive

means to rotate said drum at each actuation through a

fraction of a complete revolution equal to the reciprocal

of the number of magazine boxes on said drum, one of

said magazine boxes passing over said delivery opening

at each actuation of said drive means to allow the lower-

most article of the stack contained in that box to fall

into said delivery opening, there being a plurality of

compartment defining members removably mounted
around said drum, and mounting means for said mem-
bers whereby they may be mounted in equally spaced

array around said drum, said magazine boxes being

supported on said members, pairs of said compartment
defining members being formed integrally in a unit, in

which the members are constituted by arms which diverge

fiom said unit at an angle to suit the size of compartment
to be defined thereby, there being a number of units

equal to the number of compartments to be defined in

combination with support rings at the top and bottom
of said drum which are formed with annular locating

means, said units being formed to engage said locating

means whereby each unit may be located by a ring and
fixed in position by a single fixing means.

3,096,908
CAN DISPENSING APPARATUS

Roy A. Parker and James D. Thompson, Fayetteville,

N.C.; said Thompson assignor to Highland Dairies, Inc.,

Fayetteville, N.C., a corporation of North Carolina
Filed Aug. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 130,350

13 Claims. (CI. 221—176)

? -> 14

}

I. Can dispensing apparatus comprising frame open on
at least one side and end, a series of communicating
ramps mounted on said frame in vertical zig-zag descend-

ing relation and rollingly guiding therealong a series of

contiguous cans, each of said ramps comprising spaced
tracks each rail of which has along its outer edge an
upstanding guide wall for restraining the cans against

unwarranted axial movement, the juncture of the lower-

most end of each,ramp terminating short of the uppermost
end of the underlying ramp to permit cans to fall from
one ramp to the next below, a plurality of oppositely

reciprocating dual gate units for controlling descent of

said series of cans on said ramps, each unit adapted

upon being actuated to pass a single can for descent and
admit said series to move one can increment, said units

being disposed at said junctures along the path of descent

of said cans, to prevent jamming of contiguous cans

moving down said ramps and excessive thrust on the lower-

most can, and means for simultaneously operating all of

said gate units.

3,096,909
DEVICE FOR WEIGHING AND DISPENSING

MATERIALS FOR MIXING THEREOF
Walter Hiichler, AJtc Otclfingestnusc 42,

Wettingen, Switzerland
FUed Oct. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 61,152

15 Claims. (CI. 222—25)

k^
'i':^^^:

1. A device for the automatic weighing of individual

constituents; comprising supply means for dispensing a

quantity of a material to be weighed, weighing means as-

sociated with said supply means for receiving and weigh-

ing material dispensed from said supply means, said

weighing means including conveyor means mounted for

pivotal movement, means for driving said conveyor means
at a constant speed, regulating means cooperable with

said supply means for controlling the quantity of mate-

rial dispensed therefrom, control means remotely posi-

tioned from said supply means for setting of the desired

quantity of said material to be dispensed and operatively

connected with said regulating means for actuating the
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latter to control the dispensing of material from said

supply means, and repeater means communicating with

said control means and said weighing means in order to

transmit a reading of the quantity of material received

by said weighing means to said remotely positioned con-

trol means.

the neck and adapted to co-act with the remainder of the

reduced upper portion to disengage the annular internal

groove from the lip when the oppos^ sections are

squeezed towards the neck and thereby release engage-

ment of the reduced upper portion with the lip of the

bottle.

3,096,910

COMBINED SALT AND PEPPER DISPENSER
Harold T. Pehr, 637 E. 72nd Terrace, Kansas City, Mo.

Filed Oct. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 63,830

4 Claims. (CI. 222—142.5)

3,096,912
CERAMIC MUD DISPENSER

Ervin J. Rivette, 2405 Stanton St., Lake Charles, La.

Filed Jan. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 166,606

3 Claims. (CI. 222—183)

I. A combined salt and pepper shaker comprising a

vertical cylindrical container open at its top and a remov-

able cap engaging and closing said container; said con-

tainer being divided into an inner compartment and an

outer compartment by means of a vertical cylindrical

partition concentric with the outer wall of said container,

said partition extending higher than said container outer

wall; both said partition and said outer wall being pro-

vided with dispensing apertures adjacent the upper edges

thereof and said cap being provided with vertical flanges

engaging said partition and said outer wall; each of said

flanges being provided with openings so positioned as to

be alignable with the respective apertures in the partition

or outer wall; and means whereby said cap may be rotated

so as to selectively bring certain of such openings into

alignment with certain of said apertures.

3,096,911
POURING SPOUT FOR MILK BOTTLES

AND THE LIKE
Stanley R. Finch, Edmonton, Alberta, and Vearl Kelly,

Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Filed Sept. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,328

2 Claims. (CI. 222—183)

3. A pour-controlling device for a container having a

bottom, sides, and a mouth, the pour-controlling device

comprising:

(a) a band of an outline form to encircle the container;

(b) means pivotally connected to the band to support

the container at its bottom and sides;

(c) a series of spider elemeQts secured medially to the

sides of the band;

(d) each of the spider elements having an intermediate

section extending upwardly and inwardly from the

band;

(e) a ring secured to the spider elements having retain-

ing means at its upper edge;

(/) the mouth of the container being reverted over

the ring; and

ig) elastic means about the mouth and ring to retain

the location of the mouth with respect to the ring.

1. A pouring device for milk bottles of the class hav-

ing a body with a reduced neck and a lip at the top of

the neck comprising, a jacket having an enlarged lower

end to pass over the neck of the bottle and fit closely on

the body, a reduced upper portion on the jacket to fit

against the neck of the bottle, an annular internal groove

in the reduced upper portion to engage over the lip of

the bottle to hold the jacket on the bottle, a pouring spout

extending from the jacket on one side thereof, a gripping

handle integral with the jacket and extending on the

opposite side of the jacket, opposed sections of the re-

duced upper neck portion distended laterally away from

3,096,913

DISPENSING CONTAINER AND APPARATUS
Clifton Corley, 232 Brazilian Ave., Palm Beach, Fla.

FUed Mar. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 177,090
7 Claims. (CI. 222—183)

1. An apparatus for dispensing a material having fluid

characteristics such as toothpaste, comprising a casing

having top. bottom, side and rear walls defining a supply

chamber open at the front, the bottom wall having a recess

and a dispensing opening through the bottom of the recess,

a substantially rigid supply container having an open

ended neck and removably mounted in inverted position

in said chamber with said neck removably inserted within
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said recess, and means rigidly locating said container in

said chamber and forcing said container neck in sealing

engagement with said recess about said dispensing open-

ing, said means including a rigid web projecting down-

wardly from said top and having a cam surface terminat-

ing in a substantially horizontal portion toward said rear

wall, and a web receiving slot transverse the bottom of

said container opening through the rear of said container

to receive the cam surface of said web as said container is

inserted at an incline into said chamber from the open

front thereof, said cam surface entering said opening at

the rear of said slot to cam said container as the container

is inserted into said chamber to force said neck down into

said recess and the substantially horizontal portion of said

web holding said neck in sealing engagement with said

recess.

3,096,914
FILLING MECHANISM

Charles E. Kerr, St. Petersburg, Fla., assignor to FMC
Corporation, a c<uiM>ration of Delaware
Filed July 10, 1959, Ser. No. 826,329

7 Claims. (CI. 222—333)

interruption of downward movement of liquid in said

body.

3,996,915
DISPENSING CLOSURE

Olin C. Taylor, Cleveland, Miss., assignor to

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.

Filed Feb. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 90,124

3 Claims. (CI. 222—495)

,ltr

'LJ* .LOW ri

.—

.

. - a

1. In combination a collapsible container having a

screw-threaded end having a central aperture, and a dis-

pensing nozzle for attachment to said screw-threaded end,

said dispensing nozzle having a screw-threaded hub at one
end thereof and a central passage therethrough, a mov-
able wedge-shaped valve in said passage, said valve being

provided with an acutely inclined surface at the end ad-

jacent the screw-threaded hub and an elongated tongue

at the other end, and means for restricting the move-
ment of said valve to a single plane, said means compris-

ing a laterally extending flange on said valve and flange-

receiving groove in said passage, said flange and groove

when engaged cooperating to limit the movement of said

valve member to a single plane.

r^

1. A liquid dispenser comprising a hollow generally

cylindrical body having a lower edge circumscribing an

outlet, a core having a cylindrical flange, means upwardly

spaced from said lower edge and being connected to said

core for supporting said flange in said outlet with said

lower edge circumferentially spaced from said flange, said

flange and edge defining an uninterrupted and continuous

outlet opening extending entirely around said flange, an

annular, resiliently flexible diaphragm having a circum-

ferential outer edge secured to raid lower edge of said

body in fluid-tight relation therewith and an inner annular

edge in resilient underlying fluid-tight engagement with

said flange, a dispensing cylinder located above, and

communicating with, said body, and means for filling the

body above said diaphragm with liquid and for reducing

the pressure above said diaphragm below the pressure

under said diaphragm by sucking liquid into said dispens-

ing cylinder whereby the diaphragm is held in fluid-tight

engagement with said flange by imbalance of pressures

above and below said diaphragm, said means being opera-

tive to force liquid in the body downwardly through the

outlet opening between said diaphragm and said core,

said liquid emerging through said opening in a compact
annular stream which is continuous about said flange and

substantially free of air, and said diaphragm resiliently

reiurning to fluid-tight core engagement, incident to said

imbalance of pressures, substantially simulaneously with

3,096,916
ADJUSTABLE DRESS FORM

Erm Elizabeth Roncil, New York, N.Y^ Milgnor, by
mean* aHlgniiicnti, to My Doable Company, Inc.,

Stamford, Conn.
FUed Mar. 20, 1958, Sw. No. 722,770

4 Claims. (Q. 223—6S)

1. An adjustable dress form including portions for a

part of the body of a wearer adjacent the neck of said

wearer comprising, in combination, a pair of complemen-

tary dress form sections each composed of a chicken-wire

mesh made up of substantially non-resilient flexible wires

twisted together at their points of intersection and capa-

ble of holding the shape of a dress form to which they

are bent by the user and formed with undulations in the

region of the neck; a continuous uninterrupted plastic

coating covering the wire mesh and the twisted inter-

secting portions of each of said sections; and releasable

fastening means carried by said sections for releasably

fastening the same together.
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\ 3,096,917
BABY LIFT

Ingvard Gudiksen, Glostnip, Copenhagen, Denmark, as-

signor to Thomas J. Mulroy, Bellerose, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,597

1 Claim. (CI. 224—6)

A portable collapsible baby bed comprising an elon-

gate generally horizontal open frame having spaced side

pieces and end pieces extending between said side pieces,

a skirt of flexible sheet material extending peripherally

about and depending from said frame, a generally hori-

zontal bottom hoard extending across the lower region of

said skirt, the lower edge region of said skirt extending

horizontally beneath and being secured fast to a margin of

said board, a pair of generally U-shaped braces adjacent to

opposite ends of said frame each having its ends pivoted

to opposite frame side pieces and depending therefrom

with its bight region engaging said bottom board to space

the latter from said frame, said braces being swingable

upward and inward toward each other to substantial co-

planarity with said frame for collapse of said frame to-

ward said bottom board, and a pad on said board and

the bight regions of said braces to maintain said braces

from swinging movement out of their depending position,

a pair of flexible carrier straps each operatively connected

to the bottom of said board at a location adjacent to and

longitudinally inward of a respective brace and extending

upward from opposite sides of said frame over and across

said frame, each of said straps extending completely

across the underside of said board to establish operative

connection therewith, a cover extending laterally across

said frame from one end piece thereof toward and termi-

nating short of the other frame end piece, and separable

fastener means in said cover extending longitudinally

along each side piece of said frame substantially coex-

tensive with said cover, for separating said cover from

said frame side pieces and permitting swinging movement
of said cover over said one frame end pieces, and stop

means fixed to said frame for engagement with said braces

to limit downward movement of the latter to a generally

vertical depending position.

3,096,918

DISPENSING CARTON WITH CONCEALED
CUTTING BLADE

Bruce E. Van Dyke, Chagrin Falls, Gerald V. Richards,

Brecksville, and Richard G. Kadleck, Berea, Ohio, as-

signors to Container Corporation of America, Clilcago,

m., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Sept. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 135,635

1 Claim. (CI. 225—48)
A package for retaining a roll of sheet material and

for severing and dispensing lengths of sheet material from

said roll, comprising;

(a) a carton formed from a unitary blank of foldable

pajjerboard cut and scored to provide a plurality of

panels erially joined to form a tubular structure;

(b) said structure including front and rear walls spaced

from each other to provide therebetween an opening

at the top of the carton;

(c) a cutting blade fixedly attached to the outer surface

of the carton front wall and having its cutting edge

projecting a slight distance below the lower edge of

said front wall; and

(d) a carton cover including a top wall panel hinged at

its rear edge to the upper edge of the carton rear wall

and a closure panel having its upper edge hinged to

the forward edge of the cover top wall panel;

(e) said closure panel depending from said top wall

panel forward edge and being disposed to cover the

entire front wall of the carton and said cutting blade

before the package is initially opened by the con-

sumer of the packaged material;

(/) said closure panel having a pair of readily sepa-

rable upper and lower portions;

(e) said upper portion constituting a tuck flap insert-

able into the carton behind said front wall upon re-

closure of the cover;

(/i) said lower portion serving to cover said cutting

blade prior to the initial opening of the package, and
being removable upon separation from the closure

panel upper portion upon initial opening of the pack-

age.

3,096,919
WEB GUIDE

Robert F. Snyder, Lakemore, Ohio, assignor to The
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, a

corporation of Ohio
FUed Aug. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 131,345

7 Chiims. (CI. 226—3)

"T •ym^

'—

r

1. A photo-responsive web edge sensing device compris-

ing a light source, a collimating lens mounted remotely

therefrom and forming an optical transmitting unit there-

with, said lens having a substantially elongated transverse

cross-section so tfeat light passing therethrough is formed
into a narrow, transversely elongated beam, a photo-

responsive element, a concentrating lens mounted remotely

therefrom and forming an optical receiving unit therewith,

said lens having a substantially elongated transverse cross-

section, said optical units adapted to be positioned ad-

jacent the web edge to be sensed and on opposite sides

thereof with the respective lenses being positioned adjacent

to and facing each other with the elongated cross-iection

substantially transverse of the web.

5. A method of determining the centerline position of
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a substantially light-impervious web comprising projecting

a transversely elongated light beam transversely of the web
and perpendicular to the plane thereof and intersecting

each edge thereof, detecting the transmitted portion of said

elongated light beam at each edge of the web, and com-
paring said detected transmitted pxartions to determine the

relative edge position and hence the centerline of said web.

3 096 920
TAPE DRIVING MECHANISM

Wayne E. Schober, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Viliing

of Minneapolis, inc., Minneapolis, Minn., a corporation

of Minnesota
Filed Mar. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 93,907

18 Claims. (CI. 226—181)

<j

9. In a tape driving mechanism for use with a magnetic

tape machine, a supporting structure, a power driven cap-

stan journalled on said supporting structure and having a

surface for frictional driving engagement with one side

of the tape to be driven thereby, an idle pressure roller

adapted to engage the side of the tape opposite that en-

gaged by the capstan so as to maintain the tape in frictiojial

driving engagement with the capstan, means mounting said

pressure roller on said supporting structure for arcuate

swinging movements toward and away from said capstan

between an inoperative position relatively widely spaced

therefrom and an operative tape driving position wherein

said pressure roller presses said tape into driving engage-

ment with said capstan and wherein the axis of said pres-

sure roller is generally parallel with the axis of said cap-

stan, means for actuating said swinging movements of

said pressure roller, and adjustment means for slightly

varying the operative position of said pressure roller

whereby to adjust said machine for parallelism between

the respective axes of the pressure roller and the capstan.

innermost panel also being cut relcasably free on its front

edge, said cut being positioned somewhat inwardly from

th.; edge of said container forming a shoulder adjacent to

said container edge, each panel of said cover being smaller

than the onj immediately outwardly, thus forming stag-

gered edges about said cover, said cover in one position

to be an essential part of said container end, each panel

thereof lying in the same plane as the corresj)onding panel

of said container end, effecting a complete closure, said

cover in another position being torn free on three edges

thereof and rotated about on its hinged connection form-

ing an aperture in said container end. said cover having

articulated to its two outer panels by hinged connection,

a tuck-tab formed by a transverse crease thereacross es-

sentially parallel to said hinged connection, said tuck-tab

in one position being adhered to said shoulder and being

in the same plang^as the rcleasably joined panels, and

in another position being torn free therefrom and posi-

tioned into said aperture at essentially 90° to said con-

tainer end when said cover is in a reclosed position, said

cover having articulated to at least one of its panels a

pull-tab being formed by a crescent cut arching outward-

ly from said hinged connection, said pull-tab being posi-

tioned on said shoulder, being useful in reopening said

cover, said shoulder having articulated to its inner edge

a lock-tab protruding ostensibly into said aperture, and

being so positioned and dimensioned as to occupy the

crescent aperture in said tuck-tab, said crescent aperture

having been formed by said crescent cut which also

formed said pull-tab, said lock-tab and said crescent aper-

ture forming a locking means holding said cover in a

secured closed position.

3,096,921
DISPENSING CONTAINER WITH RECI.OSABLE

COVER FOR DISPENSING CONTAINERS
Paul J. Graybill, Sunset Hill Drive, Pine Orchard, Conn.

Filed Oct. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,423
4 Claims. (CI. 229—17)

1. A container formed of foldable stock, having open-

ing and reclosing means inherent in a multiple wall there-

of, said multiple wall consisting of the adhered outer,

intermediary and ioner glue-flaps of said container end,

said opening means consisting of an essentially rectangu-

lar multiple paneled cover, hingedly articulated to said

multiple wall on its innermost edge and cut releasably

free from said container wall on its lateral edges, said

3,096,922
DISPENSING CONTAINERS

Paul J. Graybill, Sunset Hill Drive, Pine Orchard, Conn.
Filed Dec. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 74,041

8 Claims. (CI. 229—17)

1. A dispensing container formed of foldable stock

having opening, reclosing and securing means inherent

in a multiple wall thereof, said multiple wall being formed

by the adhered container end glue-flaps thereof, said

means consisting of a dispensing aperture, a hingedly

joined multiple layered and staggered edged cover, a tuck-

tab hingedly joined to the free end of said cover and a

tuck-slot situated externally to the container wall, adja-

cent to said aperture into which said tuck-slot said tuck-

t^b can be inserted and there held when said dispensing

aperture is reclosed by said hinged cover, said container

having a Van Buren Ear articulated to each of the two

end glue-flaps of said container, said ears being adhei^
on their lateral vertical edges in superimposed position

to one another and to the end sidewall of said con-

tainer adjacent to said dispensing aperture, said outer

Van Buren Ear being modified by two vertical and re-

leasable cuts which cuts form said tuck-tab, said inner

Van Buren Ear having the vertical lateral edges adhered

to said container sidewall, thus having a generally central

glue free area which area constitutes said tuck-slot into

which said tuck-tab is inserted when said aperture is

reclosed.
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3,096,923

MOVING AND STORAGE CONTAINER AND
STRENGTHENING FRAME THEREFOR

Lawrence Piller, 1416 Brooklyn Ave., Brooklyn 3, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 71,210

2aainis. (CI. 229—49)

2. A moving and storage container comprising, in com-

bination, a generally rectangular carton formed of inter-

connected side walls of relatively stiff material, a foldable

self-supporting frame of unitary assembly adapted for

internally strengthening said carton, said frame compris-

ing a pair of rigid and rectangular side panels lying juxta-

posed to each other disposed inwardly of and adjacent

to the edges of the side walls of the carton and with each

of said side panels having front and back side edges, two

sets of foldable toggle braces, each toggle brace compris-

ing a pair of arms, means pivotally mounting one end of

each arm to one of said side panels with each set compris-

ing a plurality of said toggle braces longitudinally spaced

apart, said pivotally mounting means being located in-

wardly from the ends of said side panels a distance at least

the length of the longest toggle arm to prevent projection

therebcyond on folding, one of said sets pivotally con-

necting the front edges of said side panels together and the

other set pivotally connecting the back edges of said side

panels together, said toggle brace arms pivotally connected

together mtermediate said side panels for folding swing

in one direction and means tying together said toggle

braces in each set with all of said toggle braces on the

front being swingable simultaneously in the same direc-

tion and all of those on the back being similarly swingable

simultaneously in the same direction.

portion secured to said lower top wall portion within

said recess,

said handle structure also having a foldable connect-

ing portion bent reversely to said intermediate por-

tion and hingedly connected at its upper end to the

upper end of said intermediate portion and hingedly

connected at its lower end to said upper attach-

ment portion,

said connecting portion in the folded position of said

handle stnicture lying beneath said upper top wall

:^ "-

portion within said recess and swingable out of said

recess into an extended position approximately

aligned with said upper attachment portion, whereby

in the folded position of said handle structure said

upper attachment portion and connecting portion lie

within said recess within the confines of said side

walls, said lower attachment portion lies beneath

said bottom wall, and only said intermediate portion

lies outside the confines of said side walls of said re-

ceptacle, namely in a position disposed flat against

one of said side walls.

3,096,925
ENVELOPE FOR TWO-WAY USE

Walter Lee Hiersteiner, Mission, Kans., assignor to Ten-
sion Envelope Corporati9n of Kansas City, Kansas City,

Mo., a corporation of Delaware
Filed May 19, 1961, Ser. No. 111,338

4 Claims. (CI. 229—73)

3 096 924
HANDLE-EQUIPPED CONTAINER

James R. Young, 913 Forsythe Ave., Toledo 5, Ohio
Filed Oct. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 61,987

1 Claim. (CI. 229—52)
A handle-equipped closed container, comprising an

elongated vertically-disposed closed receptacle having a

bottom wall, side walls and a top wall,

said top wall including an upper top wall portion and

a lower top wall portion disposed below said upper

top wall portion and defining a recess beneath said

upper top wall portion;

and an elongated vertically-disposed foldable handle struc-

ture having at its lower end a lower attachment portion

secured to said bottom wall,

said handle structure having an intermediate portion

hingedly connected at its lower end to said lower

attachment portion,

said handle structure also having an upper attachment

792 O.G.—28

1. An envelope for two-way use, including

substantially rectangular front and back panels inter-

connected along three edges thereof to provide a

pocket having an insert opening between the remain-

ing edges of said panels,

a closure flap having connection with said remaining

edge of the back panel,

a first fold extending along said connection and on
which the closure flap is folded over the front panel

to close the insert opening for a first use of the en-

velope,

a first sealing means on the closure flap for sealing con-

tact with the front panel to retain the closure flap

closed during the first use,

a second line of fold extending across both panels in

substantial registry with the free edge of the closure

flap,

\
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a return address area on the front panel immediately

below the second line of fold and having a return

address located thereon during said first use of the

envelope,

said envelope being opened after the first use by loosen-

ing the closure flap from the first sealing means, and

gum on the closure flap providing a second sealing

means for the closure flap when the envelope is

folded on the second line of fold to bring the por-

tions of the panels that lie between said lines of fold

into covering relation with the return address and the

first sealing means when the closure flap gum is

sealed to the front panel for the second use of the

envelope.

3,096,926
COMPRESSOR CONTROL

Donald T. Koch, Birmingham, MiciL„ and William R.

Bohannan, Caracas, Venezuela, assignors to The

Cooper-Bessemer Corporation, Mount Vernon, Ohio,

a corporation of Ohio
Filed Mar. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 180,767

4 Claims. (CI. 230—4)

3,096,927
RELIEVING DEVICE FOR MULTIPLE STAGE

COMPRESSORS
Hermann Wahl, 8 Im Ulenbcrf, Stattgart-

Bad Camutadt, Gcmiany
Filed Oct. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 846,182

9 Claims. (CI. 230—26)

1. A pressure relieving device for multiple stage com-

pressors of the type including at least first and second

cylinders arranged in series, a first cooler connected in

series between said cylinders and receiving a product of

the first cylinder and cooling the same prior to the de-

livery thereof to the second cylinder, a final cooler con-

nected to the second cylinder for receiving the product

from the second cylinder and cooling the same, a con-

tainer connected to said final cooler for receiving the

cooled product therefrom, a check valve disposed inter-

mediate said final cooler and said container, a relief

valve on said final cooler of the pressure maintained tyiw,

a conduit from said first cooler to said relief valve with

the pressure in said first cooler reacting on said relief

valve to normally maintain said relief valve in a closed

position, and a relief valve on said first cooler for re-

lieving the pressure therein, the relief of pressure within

said first cooler operating to open said final cooler relief

valve to relieve said final cooler, and means connected

to said first cooler relief valve for opening the same upon

the stopping of the compressor.

3,096,928
VACUUM PUMP

Stephen Bokata, 7813 Ardielfli St, PhUadelphia 18, Pa.

FUed Dec. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 77,584

3Claiiiif. (CL 230—101)

1. In a control system for a compressor having means

to change the compression ratio of the compressor while

running, the combination of

( 1 ) a single movable control element,

(a) moved in one direction by a change in com-

pressor discharge pressure and

{b) moved in a direction at right angles to said

first movement by a change in compressor suc-

tion pressure,

(2) a stationary control element opcrativcly associ-

ated with said movable control element,

(fl) having its surface segmented into areas rep-

resenting a summation of suction and discharge

pressures ai which the compressor operates at

substantially constant horsepower,

(3) means to sense the presence of said movable con-

control element over any of the segments of said

stationary control element, and

(4) means responsive to said sensing means to change

the compression ratio of the compressor to maintain

the power input to the compressor substantially con

stant.

jji FT

M M _

1. A vapor pump comjM-ising a housing having an oil

sump, a layer of oil in said sump, means for heating said

oil. a gas inlet conduit in communication with the interior

of said housing, a gas outlet conduit in communication

with the interior of said housing at a point spaced from

said inlet conduit, cooling means, an interior wall axially

in line with said inlet and outlet conduits and spaced in-

wardly from the inside wall of said housing, said cooling

means being juxtaposed to said interior wall, means de-

fining at least two annular vapor jet stages in series be-

tween said inlet and outlet conduits, said stages being

arranged to direct oil vapor against said interior wall so

that said oil vapors condense on said interior wall, the jet

stage closest to said layer of oil being ^aced closer to

said interior wall than the other sUges, a vapor con-

densate drain below the lowermost stage, said drain being

in communication with said sump, said jet stages sur-

rounding said interior wall.
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3,096,929

VACUUM CLEANER MOTOR FAN UNIT
Ali>crt L. Scbok, Tallmadgc, and Frank Z. Dangherty,

Kent, Oliio, assig^iors to Amctck, Inc., New York, N.Y.,

a corporation of Delaware
FUed Feb. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 170,447

6 Chdnis. (CI. 230—117)

periphery of said blade leaving a determinate clearance

between its inner surface and said cylindrical surface,

the said blade having a peripheral portion and a leading

edge and being provided with a conduit configured sub-

stantially similar to and located adjacent said peripheral

portion, said conduit intersecting the leading edge of

said blade and having an c^wning formed at such inter-

section, an elongated slot located in the peripheral por-

tion of said blade and being longitudinally coterminous

with said conduit, said slot longitudinally intersecting

both the conduit and the periphery of said blade, where-

by rotation of said propeller blade causes fluid to enter

said opening, the fluid so entering then flowing through

said conduit and escaping from said conduit through said

slot thereby forming a curtain of fluid between the

periphery of said blade and said housing.

3,096,930
PROPELLER DESIGN

Leonanl Meyerhoff, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to Leonard

Meyerlioff and Stanley A. Meyerhoff, doing business as

Eastern Research Group, a paitnership

Filed June 26, 1961, Ser. No. 119,443

6 Claims. (O. 230—120)

1. A motor-fan unit of reversed air-flow type com-

prising: a motor stator; a motor rotor including a shaft;

first and second motor end brackets on respective opposite

ends of the stator, and having central socket formations

supporting bearings for said shaft; the said first bracket

having apertures therethrough surrounding the socket

therein providing air inkt means; said second bracket be-

ing an integral structure including a generally disk-like

portion having as for air inkts arcuate apertures around

the corresponding bearing socket formation thereof, a rim

portion including a cylindrical flange concentric with the

socket of the said second member extending endwise out-

wardly from the motor portion of the unit, and circum-

ferentially spaced diffuser vanes on the cylindrical ex-

terior of said flange; fan impeller means disposed end-

wise outwardly beyond said flange on an end of said shaft

projecting through the said second bracket; and generally

cup-shaped fan shell means including an end wall and a

cylindrical portion, said cylindrical portion being fitted

over a part of the length of said vanes to provide a cir-

cumferential series of longitudinally directed air outlet

passages from said impeller, said passages opening radial-

ly outward of said flange.

1. An enclosed propeller blade assembly comprising a

blade mounted to rotate about an axis, a housing for

said blade, said housing being circular in shape and con-

centric with the cylindrical surface described by the

3,096,931

CROSS FLOW FAN ARRANGEMENT
Bnino Eck, Gclsbergstrasse 24, Cologne-

Klettenberg, Germany
Filed May 25, 1961, Ser. No. 112,587

Claims priority, application Germany May 28, 1960

17 Claims. (CI. 230—125)

1 . A cross flow fan comprising, in combination, rotary

impeller means having an axis and a plurality of impeller

blades defining a cylindrical outer surface on said impeller

means and an inner cylindrical space within said impeller

means; and a stator supporting said impeller means for

rotation about said axis in one direction of rotation and

including two parts located adjacent said cylindrical outer

surface spaced circumferentially about the same and de-

fining between each other a passage through said impeller

means and through said inner space, said passage having

an inlet for a fluid on one side of said two parts and an

outlet for the fluid on the other side of said two parts

so that during rotation of «aid impeller means in said one

direction a fluid is drawn through said inlet, flows through

said passage and is discharged through said outlet, one

of said parts being a grid including a plurality of deflect-

ing vanes defining deflecting guide passages connecting

said outlet with said inlet, said vanes and guide passages

being shaped to guide a portion of said fluid from saiji

outlet back into said inlet and in a stream along said

one part to form a whirling body of fluid in said inner

space for guiding the main flow of the fluid through said

passage.

3,096,932
AIR PUMP

SMUuel W. Traylor, Jr., Hotel Traylor, AUentown, Pa.

FUed Nov. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 71,093

6 Claims. (CI. 230—154)

1. In a rotary fluid pump, an irregularly shaped closed

casing, said casing having a smoothly-finished continu-

ously curved interior surface, a rotor mounted in said

casing, a plurality of vanes mounted on said rotor for rota-

tion therewith with the free ends thereof in continuing seal-

ing contact with the interior surface of said casing on rota-

tion of said rotor, the outer periphery of said rotor and

the interior surface of said casing defining therebetween a

plurality of chambers, said vanes being elastically deform-
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able vanes of a length exceeding the maximum radial width

of said chamber, said vanes being elasticaliy deformed by

said,.casing into conti.iuing biasing contact with said cas-

ing interior surface, each of said vanes being in over-

lapping relation with at least one preceding vane, and

each of said vanes having at least one outwardly-directed

axially-extending step thereon to provide clearance for a

preceding overlapped vane when said vanes pass through

the region of minimum casing diameter, fluid inlet and

outlet means entering said casing and opening into said

o

chambers, said vanes adapted to sweep fluid through said

chambers and increasingly compress the fluid from entry

in to txit from said chambers, said closed casing being of

a modified elliptical shape wherein the maximum and mini-

mum diameters of the casing form an acute angle defining

the inlet region of eacli chamber, and a complementary

obtuse angle setting forth the compression region such that

the compression stroke of said vanes through said cham-

bers is of greater angular duration than the intake stroke,

thereby decreasing the pressure differential on each vane

and reducing the shock occurring in the compression

region.

3,096,933
PORTABLE FUME EXHAUST FAN APPARATUS

Ion Bora, 917 Eagle Ave^ Bronx 56, N.Y.
FUed Mar. 29, 1961, Scr. No. 99,313

6 Claims. (CI. 230—235)

J

1. A portable fume exhaust fan apparatus comprising.

in combination, an exhaust conduit adapted to be sup-

ported on a window sill beneath a window section, dam-
per means in said conduit, a flexible conduit connected
at one end in air tight relation to said first mentioned
conduit, a flanged coupling on the other end of said flexi-

ble conduit, a fan head including a cylindrical portion

having a flartge at one end and a tapered outlet portion

having a flange at each end, the flange at the smaller end
being bolted to the flanged coupling of said flexible con-

duit and the flange at the other end being bolted to the

flange of said cylindrical portion, the other end of said

cylindrical portion being formed with an open fume in-

take, transverse shelves extending across said cylindrical

portion, a pair of bladed exhaust fans mounted on said

shelves, a pair of electric motors individually connected
to said exhaust fans, an individual wire connected to each
electric motor, a control block having an individual

switch for each wire, a common wire extending to said

control block from a source of electric power, a clamp
ring assembly for said cylindrical portion, said clamp
ring assembly comprising a pair of laterally-spaced split

clamp rings having clamping ears and bolts, a balance

piece extending between said bolts, said balance piece

having a series of adjusting holes therein, a pivot bolt

selectively engageable in one of said adjusting holes for

supporting said fan head, and vertically adjustable means
supporting said pivot bolt selectively to vary the height

of said fan head.

3,096,934
COIN BANK ^^TTH COMBINATION LOCK

Philip Nemsky, 1507 26th Ave., San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Nov. 27, 1961, S«r. No. 154,997
8 Claims. (CI. 232—4)

1. A depository device comprising

a receptacle having an opening for removal of contents,

a flange slide member including opposite edges extend-

ing laterally from said receptacle,

a complementary slideway having a planar slide surface

and means receiving a pair of opposite edges of said

slide member for sliding movement therebetween,

said slideway being open at one end for insertion and

removal of said slide member,
a series of spaced lugs depending from the bottom of

said slide member and aligned in a row parallel to

said opfKJsite edges,

a slot in said slideway opening at said one end to re-

ceive said aligned lugs, and

a plurality of blocking members mounted below said

slideway for reciprocal movement transversely across

said slot,

means for moving each of said blocking members in

one direction to a first position and in the other di-

rection to a second position,

said blockmg members being disposed to move freely

between said spaced lugs when said slide member is

fully engaged in said slideway,

certain of said blocking members having portions there-

on obstructing passage of said lugs in said slot when
said blocking members are in said first position and
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other of said blocking members having portions

thereon obstructing passage of said lugs in said slot

when said blocking members are in said second posi-

tion.

3,096,935

SPACE TEMPERATURE CONTROL
William D. Gibson, Portland, Oreg., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Wliite-Rodgers Company, a corporation

of Missouri
Continuation of application Ser. No. 11,647, Feb. 29,

1960. This application May 2, 1961, Ser. No. 107^09
6 Claims. (CI. 236—1)

tion of the conduit and attached thereto, valve apparatus

within the housing and within the conduit, the valve ap-

paratus including support structure, a portion of the

support structure being in abutting relation with the end

of the conduit and thus positioning the valve apparatus

with respect to the conduit and with respect to the hous-

ing, a stationary closure member attached to the support

structure, the stationary closure member being within the

conduit and in sealing engagement therewith, the sta-
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tionary closure member having a passage' therethrough, a

movable closure member carried by the support struc-

ture and engageable with the stationary closure member to

close the passage therethrough, the movable closure mem-

ber having a portion provided with a cavity therein,

thermal responsive material within the cavity, abutment

means engageable by the thermal responsive material to

cause relative movement between the movable closure

member and the stationary closure member upon ex-

pansion of the thermal responsive material.

1 . A space temperature controller for use in optionally

controlling electrically operated space heating means and

electrically operated space cooling means, said controller

including: a thermostat comprising a first single pole,

single throw switch, a base for said switch and a switch

operating means on said base responsive to the temperature

of the conditioned space to cause said first switch to open

upon a rise and to close upon a drop above and below a

predetermined space temperature, a sub-base detachably

connected to said base, said sub-base including mounted

thereon a second single pole, single throw switch, a third

single throw, double pole switch, and a fourth temperature

responsive, normally closed, single pole, single throw

switch; said fourth switch being required to be heated to

a temperature considerably above the controlled space tem-

perature to effect its opening, an electrical resistance

heater mounted on said sub-base operative when energized

to heat said fourth switch and effect its opening, a single

selector handle for operating both said second and third

switches having a neutral position in which both said

switches are open, a first throw position in which only said

second single pole switch is closed and a second throw po-

sition in which only both poles of said third switch are

closed; and said sub-base further including thereon a first

circuit means operative when said selector handle is in

said first throw position and when said first switch is closed

to complete an energizing circuit for electrically operated

space heating means, and a second circuit means operative

when said selector handle is in its second throw position

and when said fourth switch is closed to complete an ener-

gizing circuit for electrically operated space cooling means

and to complete an energizing circuit for said electrical

resistance heater through said first switch when it is closed,

thereby to effect the opening of said fourth switch and

thereby to break the energizing circuit for the space cooling

means.

3,096,936
FLUID CONTROL APPARATUS

John E. Woods, Cohassct. Mass., assignor to Standard-

Thomson Corporation, Waltham, Mass., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Mar. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 92,801

2 Claims. (CI. 236—56)
2. Fluid control apparatus comprising a conduit hav-

ing an end portion, a housing encompassing said end por-

3,096,937

PROPORTIONING CONDITION CONTROL SYSTEM
John E. Steiner, Rockford, III., assignor to Barber-Col-

man Company, Rockford, III., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Dec. 10, 1958, Ser. No. 779,414

7 dBims. (CI. 236—78)
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5. In a system for controlling a variable condition, the

combination of, a sensing unit providing a signal variable

with changes of said condition, a plurality of controller

units each having an amplifying device providing an out-

put signal variable with changes in a signal applied to

an input circuit extending between first and second elec-

trodes of the device, a sequencing unit having an input

terminal connected through said sensing unit to the first

electrode of each of said amplifying devices and a plural-

ity of output terminals each connected individually to

a different one of said second electrodes, said sequencing

and sensing units applying to said input circuits through

said different output terminals different signals variable

with said sensing unit signal, and at* least one feedback

means each connected to and cooperating with a different

one of said controller units, each of said feedback means

providing a feedback signal proportional to the output

signal of the associated controller unit and including an

element connected to the portion of said input circuit of

the unit extending between said second electrode of the

unit and the associated output terminal of said sequencing

unit and between said sensing unit and said first electrode

of the controller unit whereby the feedback signal is

applied to the circuit in opposition to the signal from the

sequencing and sensing units without varying the adjust-

ment of the sequencing unit.
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3,096,938
HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM FOR

AIR COOLED ENGINE CARS
Edward N. Cole, Bloomflcld Hilb, MIdiM and Rodney M.

Johnston, Lociqiort, N.Y^ assiffDon to General Motora
Corporation, Detroit, Midi., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Sept. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 53,797

3 Claims. (CI. 237—12J)

2. A heating and ventilating system in an automobile

having a passenger compartment and an air-cooled engine

with a bank of finned cylinders in an engine compartment,

a main blower located in said engine compartment, said

main blower having its discharge directed at said bank for

cooling the latter with air, first duct work arranged to

guide said cooling air around and in contact with said

bank and then to said passenger compartment, automatic
means for controlling the temperature of said engine dur-

ing changes in engine load and speed, a second blower in

said duct work, further duct work connecting said main
blower to said first duct work and bypassing said bank,

damper means controlling the flow of air through said first

and further duct work, and the arrangement being such

that said blowers are adapted to act in series for ventilat-

ing said compartment with air bypassing said bank and
also in series for heating of said compartment with air

flowing from said bank.

3,096,939
REVERSIBLE TRACTION DEVICE

Zoltan Kalfen, 2835 W. Jarlath, Chicago, UI.

FUed Dec. 29, 1959, Scr. No. 862,625
2 Claims. (CI. 238—14)

ap*4i*i^ imUt

1. A reversible traction device for motor vehicles and
the like, comprising, a pair of elongated sheets, each of
said sheets being formed with a plurality of elongate open-
ings and elongate projections integral with the sheet and
upstanding therefrom along the long dimensions of said

openings, said projections being bladelike, parallel to each
other, perpendicular to the surface of the sheet, and
normal to the long dimension of the sheet; said sheets

being superimposed upon each other and permanently
secured together with the projections facing outwardly
and with the respective openings in each sheet out of
register with each other to form a single imperforate plate

having projections on each side thereof.

3J96,94f
AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION MARKER FOR

RESTRICTED EQUIPMENT
Elmer G. Burleigh, 5475 Enclna Drive, San Diego, Calif.

FUed Dec. 19, 1961, Scr. No. 160,520
3 Claims. (O. 239—272)

1. Apparatus for assisting in detecting unauthorized

tampering with a signal device, such as a fire alarm box,

comprising in combination:

(A) an arm for initiating a signal;

(B) means for moving said arm;
(C) a releasable retainer for said means;
(D) a cartridge containing an expansible fluid and

adapted to be moved by said arm when said arm is

moved by said means,

( 1 ) said cartridge having a fracturable wall;

(E) a hollow needle lying in the path of movement of

said cartridge and adapted to pierce said cartridge to

rejease the fluid in said cartridge,

(2) said needle having a fluid outlet;

(F) means forming a cylinder and a fluid passage lead-

ing from said outlet to the cylinder, and forming a
passage leading from said outlet to atmosphere;

(G) a capsule type piston in said cylinder movable
under pressure from the first mentioned passage,

(3) said piston being adapted to contain a detect-

ing fluid,

(4) said piston a fracturable wall;

(H) a hollow needle lying in the path of movement of

the piston when said piston is moved by the fluid in

the first mentioned passage,

(5) said second mentioned needle having an outlet

disposed in the second mentioned passage;

(I) and means for releasing said retainer.

3,096,941
RECHARGEABLE FLASHLIGHT ASSEMBLY

Charles William Miller, Anderson, Ind., assignor to Gen-
eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation
of Delaware

Filed Jan. 20, 1960, Scr. No. 3,603
1 Clafan. (a. 240 6.4)

In a portable rechargeable flashlight assembly specif-

ically for use in combination with a mobile vehicle and
including a unitary bousing portion of insulating ma-
terial having a pair of female terminal connectors of con-
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ducting materia] mounted therein to be accessible during

vehicle mounting thereof and possible power supply there-

to, the improvement which comprises a vehicle-mounted

socket-forming receptacle portion of insulating material

having a pair of male terminal means also of conducting

material projecting therefrom and carrying an impedance

mounted within the protective covering of said receptacle

portion of insulating material and joined directly elec-

trically in series with the power supply to one of said njale

terminal means, and an integral laterally projecting wall

having a pair of opposite substantially parallel walls be-

tween which said male terminal means are located, said

parallel walls engaging and mounting said flashlight as-

sembly and said male tenninal means engaging said fe-

male terminal connectors, said parallel walls having a

length greater than that of said male terminal means and

shielding said terminals against bending and deformation

and short-circuiting when said terminals are engaged.

3,096,942
LAMP SOCKET

Leslie E. Madansky, Borbank, Calif., assignor to CaU-

fornia Plasteck, Inc., Los Aogeles, Calif^ a corporation

of California
FUed Ang. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 132,080

4 Claims. (CI. 240 8.16)

closing the lamp bulb and in electrical communica-
tion with said end contact of the lamp bulb; and

a second conductive means at least partially embedded
in said block, a first portion of said conductive means
extending from said cylindrical member to said other

end of the block, a second portion of said second

conductive means being exposed at said other end

of the block for connection to the other of the two
circuit conductors.

3,096,943
A TREE UGHTING FIXTURE

Edward E. Forrer, 16 Maple Drive, New Hyde Park, N.Y.
FUed Oct. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 147,228

2 Claims. (CI. 240—10)

I! .'« >/

1. In a Christmas tree lighting fixture, a plurality of
relatively spaced radially directed risers, a plurality of

relatively spaced arcuately directed connectors, said risers

and connectors crossing each other to form a single uni-

tarily formed substantially quadrant shaped net, said risers

and connectors being of a pliable material, a plurality of

electrical conductors included in said net at said crossing

risers and connectors, said quadrant shaped net being
formable into a substantially frusto-conical shape, releas-

able engaging means on said net to releasably retain the

same in said frusto-conical shape, means to cdnnect said

electrical conductors to a source of electricity, and illu-

minating means electrically connected with said electrical

conductors, said net being adapted to be positioned about
aod supported on the branches of said tree.

1. A lamp assembly for mounting endwise in a cir-

cular aperture of an edge-lighted panel for illumination

thereof, wherein the panel has two circuit conductors

bonded thereto adjacent one face thereof, said assembly

comprising:

a block of non-conducting light-transmitting material

of circular cross section of a diameter to fit snugly

in said aperture, said black being hollow with a

relatively thick cylindrical wall and being open at

at least one end to provide a cavity therein;

a lamp bulb extending into said cavity at said one end

of the block, said lamp bulb having an end contact

and a ferrule contact, said ferrule contact iarmm%
a circumferential shoulder;

a first conductive means at least partially embedded
in said block;

a ring-shaped first portion of said conductive means
being exposed at the inner circumference of said

block at said one end thereof and seating said cir-

cumferential shoulder of the ferrule contact, a sec-

ond portion of said conductive means being exposed

on the other end of said block for connection to

one of said two circuit conductors, a third portion

of said conductive means extending through the

material of the block and interconnecting the first

and second portions;

a cylindrical member of conducting material bonded
to said block and extending from said one end
thereof;

a threaded cap of conducting material in screw-threadea

engagement with said cylindrical member for en-

3,096,944
DISINTEGRATING FRESHLY POLYMERIZED OLE-

FINS WITH POLYMERIZATION INHIBITOR
Richard V. Schafcr, Walaat Creek, and Eari S. HUl,

Orinda, Calif., assignors to SheU OU Company, New
Yoric, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Jane 7, 1961, Scr. No. 115,433
6 Claims. (O. 241—15)

1. Method of disintegrating solid materials entrained
in a liquid stream, said stream containing freshly polym-
erized olefins subject to depositions on surfaces, which
comprises the steps of flowing said stream through a dis-

integrator having a plurality of relatively moving parts

which includes cutter blades, and injecting directly into

the zone adjoining juxtaposed, relatively moving parts a
fluid polymerization inhibitor for substantially preventing

the formation of deposits on said parts.
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3,096,945
KNOCK-OFF MOTION FOR THREAD

PROCESSING MACHINES
Edwin Wildi, UzwU, Sankt Gallen, Switzerland, assignor

to Maschinenfabrik Bcnninger A.-G^ Uzwil, S«nkt
Gallen, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 19, 1961, Scr. No. 146,284
Claims priority, application Switzerland Oct. 22, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 242—19)
a 5

13

n
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1. In a tension actuated device for responding to ten-

sion in the thread being unwound from a bobbin, said

device having a feeler pin around which thread is adapted

to be passed, a rotatablc shaft on which said feeler pin

is mounted, a cutting means cooperating with said feeler

pin against which the thread is drawn and cut when
the tension gets too great, and a contact adapted to be

contacted to close a circuit when the tension in said thread

is released suddenly, that improvement comprising an

abutment pin on said shaft, a sleeve rotatably mounted
around said shaft and having a sector-shaped opening

therein in which said abutment pin is free to move, a

switch member projecting from said sleeve and adapted

to contact the contact when said sleeve is rotated, and

spring means connected to said sleeve urging said sleeve

to rotate said switch member against the contact in the

opposite direction from that in which said shaft will be

rotated by increasing thread tension acting on the feeler

pin, whereby when the tensioned thread is cut, said spring

means will rotate said sleeve and the edge of the sector-

shaped opening will engage said abutment pin and carry

said shaft and feeler pin along in the rotation of said

sleeve until said switch member abuts the contact, after

which said feeler pin is free to continue its rotational

movement as said abutment pin rotates in the sector-

shaped opening of said sleeve.

3,096,946
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR HANDLING
THREAD IN AN AUTOMATIC THREAD WIND-
ING MACHINE

Walter Schweiter, Horgen, Switzeriand, assignor to Ma-
schinenfabrik Schweiter AG., Horgen, Switzerland, a

company of Switzerland
Filed May II, 1960, Ser. No. 28,453

Claims priority, application Switzerland May 15, 1959
8 Claims. (CI. 242—35.6)

1. A method of engaging a thread that is broken as it

is wound on a winding bobbin during the operation of

an automatic thread winding machine which comprises:

initially creating an air flow within a nozzle thereby draw-

ing a thread thereinto in close proximity to one surface

thereof, and thereafter deflecting at least a portion of the

thread away from close proximity to said one surface.

3,096,947
WEB SEVERLNG AND ROLL INITIATING

MECHANISM
Robert J. Jacobs and Charles J. Waechter, Plainfield, NJ.,

assignors to Midland-Ross Corporation, Cleveland,
Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Mar. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 95,563
13 Claims. (CI. 242—56)

?. In a web-severing mechanism for a center shaft

winding machine including a roll, means for driving the

roll independently of the web at a peripheral speed sub-

stantially equal to the linear speed of the web and about
which the web passes between an initial line of contact
and a final line of separation, means operable to affix one
end of a wire to one end of the roll at a point substantially

in said initial line of contact and at one side edge of the

web, and means operable simultaneously with said first

means to pay out the wire under tension from a point

transversely across the web at the other side edge of the

web. the construction and arrangement being such that

the wire is wound in a helical path about the roll to grip

the web thereto and to sever the same along said path as

successive points thereof pass said line of separation.

3,096,948
WINDING APPARATUS

Frank G. Conrad, Jr., Glenolden, Pa., assignor to Scott
Paper Company, Philadelphia, Pa^ a corporation of
Pennsylvania

Filed Sept. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 137,701
6 Claims. (CI. 242—67.1)

'•
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1. In web winding apparatus, the combination with a
mandrel on which a web is wound, and a glue dispenser
positioned to deposit glue on the web wound on said

mandrel, of means for controlling operation of said glue

dispenser, said controlling means comprising a hydraulic
actuating system connected to said glue dispenser and in-

cluding a pump, a rotatable cam adapted to actuate said

pump, means rotating said cam at a velocity directly pro-
portioned to the velocity of the web being wound, said

pump including a cam follower movable from an inactive

position out of the path of movement of said cam to an
active position within the path of movement of said cam,
and means responsive to the feeding of substantially the

total desired length of web to said mandrel for moving
said cam follower to its active position.
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3,096,949
AIR EXPANDABLE CORE SHAFT

Harold W. Huffman, Hamilton, Ohio, assignor to The
Hamilton Tool Company, Hamilton, Ohio, a corpora-
tion of Ohio

FUed Jan. 15, 1958, Ser. No. 709,065
5 Claims. (CI. 242—72)

1 . In a device of the class described, the combination of

a longitudinally bored one-piece shaft having opposite

ends and an intermedia e portion, said intermediate por-

tion being pixjvided with a series of shallow annular

grooves alternated with annular ridge areas along the

length of the intermediate portion of the shaft, and each

shallow groove having therein a transverse opening placing

each groove in fluid communication with the longitudinal

bore of the shaft, and a resilient air-impermeable tube

covering substantially the full length of the intermediate

portion of the shaft and all the shallow grooves therein

formed, said tube being vulcanized to the shaft at all areas

between and adjacent to each groove.

3,096,950
REEL IMPROVEMENT

Robert P. Gutterman, Bethesda, Md., assignor to General
Kinetics Incorporated, Arlington, Va., a corporation of

Virginia

Filed Oct. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,456
14 Claims. (CI. 242—74)

1. A cylindrical hub for use in a reel having a flange

with an inner surface for winding and storage of flexible

strip material, said hub comprising at least two chordal

segments, the width of one of said segments being less

than the width of the other of said segments, each of

said segments having a chordal edge, said segments

being adapted for planar mounting with said chordal

edges adjacent each other, and forming therebetween

a chordal slot arranged for direct communication with

said inner surface of the flange.

3,096,951
WIRE PACKAGE AND REEL THEREFOR

Ernest L. Jenson, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to New
Haven Wire & Cable, Inc., New Haven, Ind., a corpo-

ration of Indiana
Filed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 163,599

15 Claims. (CI. 242—137.1)

10. A wire reel comprising: a cylindrical barrel por-

tion with radially extending flanges at the opposite ends

792 O.Q.—29

thereof, and at least one wedge member extending axially

between said flanges and secured to the outer surface of

said barrel portion, said wedge member being radially

thicker at its end adjacent one flange than at its end adja-

cent the other flange and having its outer surface tapering

uniformly therebetween.

3,096,952
VERTICAL TAKE OFF AIRCRAFT
Clarence L. Roppel, Fairdale, N. Dak.
FUed Apr. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 104,040

6 Claims. (CL 244—12)

\

-C*.
1 I

1. An aircraft comprising a fuselage, wing semispans

projecting outwardly from each side of the fuselage, pro-

pulsion means pivoLally connected to each semispan by

universal joint means, power means connected to the pro-

pulsion means for tilting the propulsion means in any

direction about said universal joint means with respect

to said semispans for controlling the aircraft, said propul-

sion means comprising jet engines pivotally connected to

the tips of said semispans, said jet engines each having its

intake provided with a pair of power operated clamshells

where the intake may be selectively closed and stream-

lined by said clamshells.

7
3,096,953

AUTOHELICOPTER
Vladimir 1. Koump, 4705 92nd St., Elmburst 73, N.Y.

FUed Sept. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 838,246
4 Claims. (CI. 244—17.19)

1. An autohelicopter, comprising in combination with

a cabin having a body portion and a tail portion, two
main driving rotors, each of said main driving rotors

having a constant pitch, vertical axles carried by said

body portion and supporting said main driving rotors

one above the other in horizontal planes located above
said body portion, a motor carried by said body portion,

and means operatively connecting said motor with said

axles for rotating said driving rotors in opposite direc-

tions in said horizontal planes; a control device having

a small horizontal tail rotor having a constant pitch, a

vertical axle carrying said tail rotor, means connected
with said tail portion and supporting the last-mentioned

vertical axle adjacent to and outside of said tail portion,

three vertical control vanes mounted adjacent said ver-

tical axle and located one above the other, means con-
necting one of said vertical axles with the last-mentioned
vertical axle for driving said tail rotor, means carried b>
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said body portion and connected with said control vanes

for turning said vanes to a limited angle to control the

autohciicopter about its principal roll and yaw axes, a

horizontal axle carried by said tail portion and located

oiftside of and adjacent to said tail portion below said

main driving rotors and parallel to said "principal roll

axis, a further vertical control vane carried by said hori-

zontal axle and located in the path of the downwash of

the main driving rotors, and means carried by said body

portion and connected with the said control vane for

turning it to a limited angle to control the autohelicopter

about its principal yaw axis at hovering and vertical

ascent and descent of the autohelicopter.

3,096,954
LMPROVEMENTS TO JET-PROPELLED AIRCRAFT
WITH DIRECTIONAL DISCHARGE - NOZZLES
FOR VERTICAL TAKE-OFF

Louis Jules Bauger, Vanves, Rene Constant, La Rochette,

and Louis Francois Jumclle, Paris, France, assignors to

Societe Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de Mo-
teurs d'Aviation, Paris, France, a company of France

Filed Nov. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 150,500
Claims priority, application France Nov. 10, 1960

6 Claims. (CI. 244—23)

modifies the output of the vertical gyro to provide a signal

representing the pitch angle of the aircraft, the system

being arranged to cause the aircraft to land in three phases

during the first of which the aircraft is controlled by an

instrument landing system to follow a glide path approach-

ing the airfield, during the second or transition phase of

which the aircraft is controlled by means comprising an

automatic throttle control tending to maintain the air-

speed constant and pitch angle meaiu responsive to the

difference between the measured pitch angle of the air-

craft and a predetermined pitch angle to tend to maintain

the aircraft at a substantially constant pitch angle whereby
the aircraft is caused to Hy during the transition phase
on a path which is an extension of the glide path of the

first phase and during the third or landing phase of which
the aircraft is caused to fly on a landing path; the im-
provement comprising means operable in response to a
signal representing the commencement of the transition

phase to render the gravity responsive device inoperative

to modify the output of the vertical gyro.

So li J ^ X

1. In an aircraft which takes off vertically without
changing trim, the jet deflecting combination of at least

one turbojet engine having a double flow and a front fan,

comprising a rear discharge nozzle for the hot flow and at

least one nozzle discharging the flow compressed by said

fan, immediately downstream of said fan, with jet deflect-

ing devices associated with each discharge nozzle and
comprising, arranged immediately downstream of said

nozzle, at least one upper deflecting segment pivoted about

an axis substantially horizontal, substantially vertical lat-

eral partitions, substantially horizontal lower grids pro-

vided with transverse blades and a common actuating

mechanism for urging in the same time said segment, par-

titions and grids from a retracted to an extended position

and vice versa.

3,096,955
AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM FOR AIRCRAFT
Eric Priestley, St. Albans, England, assignor to Elliott

Brothers (London) Limited, London, England, a com-
pany of Great Britain

Filed Nov. 30, 1961, Scr. No. 155,974
Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 30, 1960

4 Claims. (CL 244—77)

,1-
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surface dimensioned to allow passage of the imple-

ment handle through a significant portion of the

length of said frusto-conical member along an axial

path; and
(h) a multiplicity of flexible elongated rodlike projec-

tions extending inwardly from a major portion of

the inside surface of said frusto-conical member,
said projections pointing slightly upward toward the

apex end of said frusto-conical member, said pro-

jections being adapted for easy deformation from

their normal attitudes toward the apex end of said

frusto-conical member as an implement handle is

inserted but resisting direct removal of the imple-

ment handle due to compression and friction as they

are returned toward their normal attitudes, and said

projections resisting removal of the implement handle

by only a downward pull of it but allowing removal

of the implement handle by a downward pull ac-

companied by a radial twisting motion which allows

deformation of said projections away from the apex

end of said frusto-conical member without passing

through their normal attitudes.

3,096,961

LANTERN MOLNTING BRACKET FOR BOATS
Milton W. Powell, Lexiogton, Ky., assignor of forty per-

cent to Lattimer J. McConnell and twenty percent to

Paul H. Mansfield, both of Lexington, Ky.
Filed June 16, 1961, Ser. No. 117,543

8 Claims. (CI. 24»—229)

1. A lantern holder comprising a clamp for mounting

on a boat gunwale, a vertical sleeve on the clamp, a ver-

tical rod rotatably and slidably mounted in said sleeve and

comprising a reversely bent upper end portion, a hori-

zontal bracket on said reversed end portion of said rod

for supporting a lantern in one position outwardly of the

gunwale and adapted to rest on the guanwale for support-

ing the lantern in at least one other position thereon,

means for releasably retaining the bracket in said one posi-

ERRATUM
For Class 248—240 see:

Patent No. 3.096.885

3,096,962
LOCKING DEVICE FOR A MEASURING

APPARATUS OR THE LIKE
Pieter Johannes Meijs, HUleviiet 43c,

Rotterdam, Netherlands
Filed Jan. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 84,852

Claims priority, application Netherlands Feb. 4, 1960
4 Claims. (CI. 248—276)

1. A locking device for a measuring apparatus or the

like comprising a socket having means for fixing to a

support, a measuring apparatus having a shaft, a holder

associated with said socket receiving said shaft, said hold-

er comprising a plurality of loose parts having bores which
are hingeable with respect to one another, a dragband ex-

tending through siiid bores of said parts and means for

tightening and releasing said dragband to lock and un-

lock said measuring apparatus from said holder.

3,096,963
BABY JUMPER

Matilda D. Welsh, Ladue, Mo.
(% Welsh Co., 1535 S. 8th St., St. Louis 4, Mo.)

Filed Feb. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 89,471
13 Claims. (CL 248—401)

1. In a collapsible baby jumper, a frame comprising a

generally horizontal base frame, a seat support above the

tion, and means for reljasably securing the bracket in base frame, and a pair of braces pivoted to the base frame

said other position. and to the seat support to complete a quadrangle, a plate
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attached to said base frame, the plate being provided with

a guide means and a stop shoulder, a rod slidably re-

ceived in said guide means, spring means connecting said

rod to one of said braces, said rod being movable against

said stop shoulder for retention when said spring means

is stressed to maintain said jumper in an erect position,

and means engaging said rod to provide a fulcrum about

which the rod can be selectively moved to detach the rod

from said stop shoulder.

3,096,964
SELF-ORIENTING REVOLVING FIXTURE

Martin Fox, Chicago, HI., assignor to The Seng Company,
a corporation of Illinois

Filed Oct. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 63,530

4 Claims. (CI. 24»—425)

toward said insert, and a retaining collar respectively

associated with each nose piece, each collar being thread-

ably mounted on the valve body for movement generally

longitudinally of the nose piece and having an inclined

> ':

; -H 1
>"

surface in engagement with the inclined surface on the

nose piece, whereby the nose piece is retained in assembly
with the insert and the insert is retained with the valve

body with at least some axial misalignment being per-

mitted between the nose piece and insert.

1. A chair iron, comprising: upper and lower opposed,

substantially flat, parallel plates; means between said

plates, spacing said plates apart, and mounting said plates

for rotation with respect to each other in either direction

from a predetermined oriented position; resilient means

between said plates normally retaining said plates in said

oriented position and urging said plates toward said

oriented position upon relative rotation of said plates in

either direction from said oriented position, said resilient

means comprising a spring having opposite ends, and a lug

on each of said plates, each lug engaging an opposite one

of the opposite spring ends upon relative rotation of said

plates from said oriented position to stress said spring;

and circumferentially spaced stop means on said plates for

limiting relative rotation of said plates from said oriented

position.

3,096,965

BALL VALVE WITH ADJUSTABLE SEAT SEALS
Edward A. Margus, Morris Plains, and Gerald Lewis,

South Orange, NJ., assignors, by mesne assignments,

to Mamihig, Maxwell & Moore, Incorporated, a corpo-

ration of New Jersey
Filed May 13, 1960, Ser. No. 29,088

4 Claims. (CI. 251—170)
4. In a ball valve, a generally cylindrical valve body,

a spherical valve member disposed within the body, a pair

of annular seals concentrically disposed within opposite

ends of the valve body and forming opposed seats for the

valve member, means for retaining said valve member
and seals in assembly within the body comprising a pair

of aligned generally cylindrical inserts telescopically and

slidably received within opposite ends of the valve body

in alignment with said seals, each of said inserts having

a convex surface facing generally outwardly of the valve

body, a nose piece generally aligned with each insert and

having a convex end surface in engagement with the con-

vex end surface of the insert, each insert further having a

generally annular external surface facing outwardly of the

valve body and inclined outwardly of the nose piece and

3,096,966
SEALED BALL VALVE

Rolland McFarland, Jr., Crystal Lake, III., assignor to
Hills-McCanna Company, Chicago, III., a corporation
of Illinois

FUed July 23, 1959, Ser. No. 829,127
10 Claims. (CI. 251—214)

*iX

1. A spherical ball valve comprising, in combination,
a valve housing, a spherical valve ball in said housing, a

pair of valve seats in said housing engaging said ball, said

housing defining two separate passages communicating
with the respective valve seats, a reciprocable valve actu-

ating plunger mounted in said housing for rectilinear

movement toward and away from said ball, anchoring

means coacting with said plunger to hold the latter against

rotation, coacting cam and follower elements reciprocable

relative to each other, said cam element being shaped to

force rotation of said cam and follower elements rela-

tive to each other as an incident to reciprocation of said

elements relative to each other, means connecting one of

said elements to said ball to rotate the latter, means con-

necting the other of said elements nonrotatably to said

plunger for reciprocation by the latter relative to said one
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element, valve operating means coacting with said irlunger of stone, blowing the mixing through a tube by means of
to move the latter longitudinally in opposite directions to compressed air, blowing dry steam into the stream of the

rotate said ball between open and closed positions there-

of, a bellows encircling said plunger between said an-

choring means and said seats and enclosing the element
connected to the ball for rotating the same, means form-
ing an impervious circumferential joint between one end

of said bellows and said housing, and means forming an
'

impervious circumferential joint between the other end of

said bellows and said plunger whereby the bellows par-

takes of the rectilinear movement of said plunger.

3,096,967
MECHANICAL JACK

Jacob A. Duke, 1338 Foxwood, Houston 8, Tex.
FUed June 4, 1962, Ser. No. 199,743

1 Claim. (CI. 254—126)

A mechanical jack with safety locks, comprising, a

base, side p'ates upstanding along opposite sides of the

base, a pedestal mounted centrally of the base and in-

cluding four guides projecting upwardly therefrom, .a

thrust block including downwardly extending plates for

slideably engaging in said guides, two upper pairs of

pivotally jointed arms mounted on opposite sides of the

thrust block, two lower pairs of arms pivotally mounted
at their lower ends to said side plates, horizontally spaced

trunnioned spacer blocks pivotally connecting said upper

and lower pairs of arms together, a shaft threaded in

opposite hands at each end threadably engaging through

the spacer blocks to cause the said blocks to converge

and diverge with respect to each other in response to

rotation of the shaft, stabilizing bars pivotally connected

lo the upper pairs of arms intermediate the length of the

said arms, a stabilizing shaft extending through said

plates, said plates having vertical slots formed therein

to receive the stabilizing shaft and restrict the same to

movement in a vertical plane, said stabilizing bars con-

verging downwardly and terminating with pivotal mount-

ing on the stabilizing shaft, and a locking mechanism
comprising upwardly converging notched bars secured to

the outer side of the side plates, locking levers pivotally

extending from said upper pairs of jointed arms for

selective engagement with the notched bars, and catches

on said locking levers for selectively maintaining said

levers out of engagement with said bars.

3,096,968
PROCESS FOR MAKING CONCRETE FOR

APPLICATION BY SPRAY GUN
James Lewis Kemptborne, Springfield, NJ.

(7 Ramsay Road, Montclair, NJ.)
Filed Sept. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 55,911

1 Claim. (CI. 259—147)
The method of making concrete, comprising mixing

cement with th ; usual aggregate of sand and graded sizes

compressed air and mentioned mixture, and injecting water
into said stream adjacent the delivery end of said tube.

3,096,969
RECOVERY OF POTASSIUM CHLORIDE

Byron P. Edmonds, Alkc, and James B. Dahms and
Edward Phelps Helvenston, Corpus Christi, Tex., as-
signors to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed May 26, 1961, Ser. No. 123,916
7 Claims. -^ (CI. 262—3)

1. A method of recovering potassium chloride from a
deposit having a potassium chloride-rich stratum and
containing sodium chloride disposed above a sodium
chloride deposit in which the potassium chloride content
is relatively lower than in the potassium chloride-rich

deposit which comprises drilling a well into the sodium
chloride-rich deposit, extracting sodium chloride with
water from the sodium chloride-rich deposit until a cavity
of substantial size has been produced and then continuing
such extraction and raising the roof of the cavity until

the roof reaches the potassium chloride-rich deposit and
thereafter extracting potassium chloride with water from
the potassium chloride-rich strata.

3,096,970
APPARATUS FOR TREATING FIBROUS GLASS

Remus F. CaroscUi, Cumberland, R.I., assignor to Owens-
Coming Fiberglas Corporatkm, a corporation of Dela-
ware

Original application May 8, 1957, Ser. No. 657,923, now
Patent No. 3,008,846, dated Nov. 14, 1961. Divided
and this application Nov. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 67,099

3 Claims, (d. 263—3)
1. Apparatus for heat cleaning glass cloth comprising

a furnace having an inner muffle, and an outer muffle

(
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which surrounds said inner muffle, a heat source on the

outside of the outer muffle for raising the temperature
within said furnace, said furnace including a housing
surrounding said outer muffle, said housing and inner

and outer muffles each having entrance and exit ports

for the passage of fabric therethrough, said inner and
outer muffle being interconnected at both the entrance
and exit ends of said inner muffle to allow free flow of
fluid from one muffle to the other, and means within

said inner muffle for introducing a fluid therein which
will not support combustion.

3,096,971
DRYER APPARATUS

Nicholas J. Sidaris, Long Beach, Calif., assignor to Minne-
apolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis,
Minn., a corporation of Delaware

Filed June 1, 1959, Ser. No. 817,169
7 Claims. (CI. 263—33)

1. A dryer comprising a drum, a motor for driving

said drum, control means for controlling a heat supply to

said drum, first means responsive to a condition indica-

tive of drying in said drum for operating said control

means to variably supply heat to said drum to maintain

a uniform drying condition therein, and second means
responsive to the heat supplied to the dryer also adapted
to control said control means for starting and stopping

the supply of heat to said drum and for controlling the

operation of said motor, said second means having a

manual operator for initially actuating said second means
to start the supplying of heat to said drum and to start

said motor, said second means being operable to keep

said motor operating so long as the heat supplied to the

drum does not cause the temperature within the drum
to exceed a preselected amount or the temperature of the

heat supplied to said drum does not drop below a pre-

selected lower amount and to stop the supply of heat and

said motor when the temperature of the heat supplied to

the driun has dropped to a preselected level.

3,096,972
GAS DRIERS

Leonard G. H. Mitchell, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, as-
signor to General Steel Wares Limited, Toronto, On-
tario, Canada

FUed Dec. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 73,619
5 Claims. (CL 263—33)

1. In a gas drier of the type comprising a perforated

drum rotatably mounted in a housing having an inlet for

heated drying air, and an outlet for moisture laden air

and positive air circulating means for causing air to enter
said drum through said housing inlet and exhaust from
said drum through said housing outlet, means defining a

folded air path leading into said housing inlet, gas burner
means for producing an c^n flame in said folded air

path and separated from said housing inlet by a reverse
fold in said path requiring air passing through said flame
to reverse flow direction through substantially 180° in

said flow path to reach said housing inlet, means divid-

ing air flow into said housing inlet into directly heated
drying air passing through said flame and indirectly

heated drying air heated by but bypassing said flame,
means to divide said indirectly heated drying air between
a first minor air flow stream separated from the open
burner flame by a thin heat transfer wall and a second
major air fknv stream isolated from the burner flame by
said minor secondary air flow stream, and a flame pattern

detector located downstream of said gas burner in said

folded air path and disposed and arranged to cut off gas
flow upon appreciable flame pattern change, said flame
pattern detector comprising a thermal responsive device

di^x>sed substantially in contact with said heat transfer

wall and exposed to said minor air flow stream ol indi-

rectly heated air.

3,096,973
DOCK BUMPER

Walter F. Bergen, Alamo, Calif., assignor to Pacific &
Atlantic Shippers, Inc., doing business as Tyres In-
dustries, a corporation of Illinois

Filed Jan. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 85,380
3 Claims. (CI. 267—1)

2. A dock bumper for installation on a support having
a vertical face comprising a bundle of laminations of rub-

berized fabric having apertures therein, end plates at the

opposite ends of said bundle and having similar openings
therein, rods passing through said apertures and said open-
ings, enlargement on said rods erygaging said end plates,

at least some of said enlargements being nuts engaging
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threaded end portions on said rods and effective when tight

to compress said end plates and said laminations together
and to leave said threaded end portions projecting, an
angle iron adapted to abut said vertical face and having
holes therein fitting over said projecting rod ends, fasteners
engaging said ends of said rods and urging said angle iron
toward said nut, and mounting means in addition to said

angle iron for supporting said rods from said vertical face.

3,096,974
VEHICLE RESILIENT SUSPENSION MEANS

Adolphe C. Peterson, 4623 Bruce Ave. S.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Apr. 19, 1960. Ser. No. 23,338

13 Claims. (CI. 267—65)

8. In a vehicle suspension means: a first support
bracket fixed on a vehicle frame; a second support bracket
fixed on a road wheel bearing element; a core means
extended vertically from one of said support brackets and
having an annular shelf perpendicular to the core means
and at the core means end; a gas container constructed

of a flexible material, having an elongated form adequate
to encircle said core means at least once, having at each
end of the elongated form and extended therefrom a

securing part formed in the extended container end, hav-
ing intermediately of the pair of securing parts a wall
enclosing and surrounding a gas space internally of the

wall; a pair of securing means associated one with one
of said support brackets and one with said annular shelf

to attach said gas container by said securing parts between
the one support bracket and the annular shelf so that the
gas container is extended therebetween and retained in

position thereby encircling said core means at least once
to form yieldabie means for compression.

3,096,975
FAST ACTING CLAMP

Milton Irwin, 4609 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Mimi.
Filed June 23, 1960, Ser. No. 38,337

2 Ctalnis. (CI. 269—169)

confronting relation with each other, said lower body
portion having an upwardly facing stationary jaw there-
on, the upper portion of said body being bifurcated and
defining a pair of forwardly extending and spaced upper
and lower legs having vertically aligned openings therein
and having front ends, said legs defining an unobstructed
space therebetween, a longitudinally movable shaft ex-
tending toward said stationary jaw to clamp a workpiece
thereon, said lower leg receiving and guiding said shaft
through the opening therein, an externally threaded sleeve
receiving and guiding the shaft therein and being thread-
ed into the opening in said upper leg, said sleeve pro-
jecting downwardly from said upper leg, an elongate
plate-like armature in said space between said legs and
having a forward end with an aperture extending trans-
versely therethrough and slidably receiving said shaft in

close-fitting relation to lock against the shaft when the
armature is tilted, said armature having a rear end to be
tilted and moved downwardly toward the stationary jaw
to lock the armature to the shaft and move the shaft
toward the jaw, said upper leg having a slot aperture
therethrough and extending in a fore-and-aft direction,
said slot aperture having an inner end confronting the
rear end of the armature to provide access thereto, a
spring between said lower leg and the forward end of
the armature and urging the armature away from the sta-

tionary jaw, an upright elongate handle having an inner
camming end portion projecting through said slot aper-
ture and engaging the rear end of the armature, pivot
means mounting said handle in the slot aperture for
swinging rearwardly and downwardly to a substantially
horizontal position, said slot aperture having handle-
engaging end surfaces respectively engaging the handle
when the h.mdle is swung to upright and horizontal posi-
tions, the inner camming end portion of the handle being
asymmetrically shaped about said pivot means and co-
operating with the spring to produce tilting and down-
ward and upward movement of the rear end of the arma-
ture when the handle is successively swung in opposite
directions, and a substantially U-shaped cover having
rearwardly extending side panel portions lying along said
upper and lower legs and enclosing said space therebe-
tween and said cover also having an intermediate por-
tion interconnecting said side panel portions and being
wrapped around the front ends of said legs.

1. A clamping device comprising a rigid C-shaped body
having forwardly projecting upper and lower portions in

3,096,976

X-RAY APPARATUS
Harry E. Kocmer, CatonsvUle, and Eugene P. Thomas,

Baltimore, Md., assignors to Westinghousc Electric Cor-
poration, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Penn-
sylTanla

FUed Nov. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 150,063
5 Claims. (CI. 269—323)

1 An X-ray tilt table comprising a fixed floor-mounted
base having spaced-apart vertical standards; a cradle
means disposed between said standards for rotary move-
ment about a horizontal axis, said cradle means having
spaced-apart vertical-plane cradle members joumaled at
their one end to the uppermost ends of said standards, re-
spectively, and a connecting cradle member extending hor-
izontally between and rigidly secured to opposite ends of
said vertical-plane cradle members, one of said vertical
plane cradle members being a T-shaped cradle member
having cradle arms extending perpendicularly of said
horizontal axis at opposite sides, respectively, and the other
of said vertical-plane cradle members being a segmental
cradle member having a frustrated straight-edge cradle
portion parallel to and aligned with the arms of said T-
shaped cradle member and a circular-edge cradle portion
extending therefrom in the direction of the aforesaid con-
necting cradle member; rotary bearing means at opposite
ends of said cradle arms and of said straight-edge cradle
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portion; an X-ray table body disposed between said verti-

cal-plane cradle members in longitudinalh-rollable longi-

tudinally-spaced-apart support along its front and back

by said rotary bearing means; motori/ed chain driving

means mounted on said connecting cradle member; a pair

of translation sprocket wheels at each end of said table

body secured to opposite ends of a respective shaft pass-

ing transversely through said table body adjacent to its

top surface; a first translation chain at the rear of said

table body anchored to said segmental cradle member to

form opposite loops extending longitudinally along said

table body around respective ones of said translation

sprocket wheels and joined at a common driven connec-

tion with said motorized chain driving means; a second

translation chain at the front of said table body anchored

to said T-shaped cradle member to form opposite loops

extending longitudinally along said table body around re-

spective ones of said translation sprocket wheels; and a

pair of tilt chains anchored to opposite ends of said table

body, respectively, and extending in opposite directions

over the upper straight-edge portion of said segmental

cradle member and around opposite sides of its circular-

edge portion to an anchor on said fixed i1cKM--mounted

base.

3,096,977
APPARATUS FOR SQUAMIFORM LAPPLNG

OF BLANKS
Richard Winkler, Rengsdorf, near Nenwied, Rhineland,

and Kurt Diinnebier, Wollendorf, near Neuwicd,
Rhineland, Germany, assignors to Berkley Machine
Company, Kansas City, Mo., a corporation of Missouri

Filed Nov. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 68.385
Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 5, 1959

11 Claims. (CI. 271—2)

another with the front transverse flap portions leading the

lateral flap portions, a staggering wheel at said first stage

and having a peripheral means for gripping a forward

portion of the leadmg transverse flap portion of a leading

blank on the conveying means to carry said blank from
the conveying means onto the periphery of the staggering

wheel and subsequently to release said blank, braking

rollers at opposite sides of the staggering wheel and lo-

cated substantially tangent to a plane which is also tangent

to the staggering wheel for engaging the side flap por-

tions, means for rotating the braking rollers at a slower

peripheral speed than the speed of the conveying means,

pressure rollers to urge a preceding blank into driven

contact with the periphery of the braking rollers for re-

ducing speed of said preceding blank, means for rotating

the staggering wheel at a peripheral speed corresponding

to the speed of the conveying means to run said gripped

portion of the blank carried thereon under said preceding

blank to pull the side flap portions of said gripped blank

into contact with the braking rollers at the time the

gripped blank is released by said gripping means to effect

advance of said blank at said reduced speed, a second

staggeriog wheel similar to the first, means for actuating

said second staggering wheel at the peripheral speed of

the first braking rollers, a second pair of braking and
pressure rollers, means for actuating the second braking

rollers at a reduced peripheral speed relatively to the

speed of the second staggering wheel to effect further

lapping of the blanks, and means for continuing advance
of the lapped blanks at a speed correspondingly with the

speed of the braking rollers.

4. An apparatus for squamiformly lapping by stages

envelope blanks having transverse front and rear flap por-

tions and laterally extending side flap portions, including

means for conveying the blanks at high speed one after

3 096 978
DEVICE FOR OVERLAPPING SHEETS OF PAPER,

PRESS BOARD AND OTHER MATERIAL
Paul Jendrusch, Hamburg-Wandsbek, Germany, assignor

to E. C. H. Will, Hamburg, Germany
Filed Aug. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 49,535

Claims prioritv, application Germany Aug. 20, 1959
3 Claims. (CI. 271—46)

» 153910

1. A device for overlapping sheets of paper, press-

hoard or similar material, comprising in combination,

first conveying means consisting of a plurality of endless

conveyor belts spaced in parallel relation and having taut

portions, end rollers guiding said belts, means driving

said rollers to move said belts at a speed corresponding to

the speed of the sheets advanced toward said conveying

means, the taut portions of said first conveyor belts being

disposed above said sheets and forming a first guide sur-

face for said sheets, second conveying means disposed

below said first conveying means and consisting of a

plurality of endless conveyor belts spaced in parallel rela-

tion to each other in a position between adjacent con-

veyor belts of said first conveying means and having sec-

ond taut portions, second end rollers guiding saiQ second
belts, means driving said second rollers and said second
belts at a lesser speed than said first conveyor belts, the

taut portions of said second conveyor belts forming a

second guide surface for said sheets, a first shaft extend-

ing normally to said first conveyor belts and rotatably

supported above the taut portions of said first conveyor

belts, means rotating said shaft with a speed proportional

to that of said first conveyor belts, fingers mounted on
said first shaft dimensioned and arranged to extend

through the spaces between said first conveyor belts and

engage each sheet moved past therebelow at the rear top
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end M) as to positively urge said rear edge to a lower
plane, a second sh..ft spaced from said first shaft extend-
ing normally to said conveyor belts and freely rotatable
ahove the taut portions of said first conveyor belts, rollers

mounted on said second shaft extending through the
spaces between said first conveyor belts and engaging the
leading edges of said sheets urging said sheets against
said conveyor means moving at a slower speed than said
first conveyor means so as to overlap successively fed
sheets, a plurality of idling rollers extending normally to
said conveyor belts disposed in spaced parallel relation
between said first and said second shafts and engaging
the top side of said first conveyor belts portions forming
said first guide surface, a driven gear wheel journalcd on
a pin drivably connected with said first shaft, and means
for adjusting said pin eccentrically to said first shaft
whereby the circumferential speed of said fingers may be
adjusted to the rate of travel of said sheets while the trail-

ing edge of a sheet is positively urged downwardly by
said fingers.

pivotally secured to the lower end of said barrier means
and at opposite sides of s.iid board for rotation iibout axes
extending transversely of said board and including jaw
means rcleasahly and clampingly engaged with the oppo-
site side marginal edge portions of sa^d board.

3.096,981
BALL SEPARATOR AND RETURN MECHANISM
Ewald L. Fischer, 7o Fischer Mfg. Co., Inc., Tipton, Mo.

Filed July 13, 1961, Ser. No. 123,749
6 Clahns. (CI. 273—11)

3 096 979
AGILITY DEVELOPING DEVICE

Walter J. Ijicy, San Antonio, Tex. (Pasadena Royal
Apts., 1-71, 2120 Strawberry Road, Paisadena, Tex.)

Filed .May 15, 1962, Ser. No. 194,787
3 Claims. (CI. 272—57)

2. A device for training athletes comprising in combina-
tion a support; a target carrying member including a
lightweight beam; a member mounted for arcuate move-
ment on the support receiving the b-eam for reciprocating

movement therethrough; at least one target carried by the

target carrying member adjacent an end thereof; and
manually operable means for moving the beam in rapid

and irregular reciprocating and arcuate motion including

a handle at an end of the target carrying member opposite

said target.

3,096,980
DIVING BARRIER

Walter W. Gauer, Kenilworth, NJ., assignor to Wroble
& Gauer Co., Inc., Kenilworth, N J., a corporation of
New Jersey

FUed Oct. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 63,527
5 Claims. (CI. 272—66)

5. In combination with the free end of a spring board,
a diving barrier including upstanding barrier defining

means, clamp means removably securing said barrier de-

fining means to said spring board with said barrier defin-

ing means extending transversely across and above said

board, said clamp means mcluding a pair of clamps

4. A ball separator and return mechanism for pool
game tables or the like comprising, an elongated ball

receiving channel sloping longitudinally dovv nward toward
a delivery shelf located at one end of the table, said
elongated ball receiving channel receiving return balls
from different angles and directing s.^id balls single file

toward the delivery shelf, an inclined ball return passage
secured to the lower end of the ball receiving channel, di-
vider means spanning the ball return passage at a height
so as to allow the free passage therethrough of balls of
a predetermined size, balls of a larger size being deflected
toward one side of the return passage, said one side

having an opening therein in alignment with a return
opening communicating with the delivery shelf, a control
gate means mounted above the delivery shelf and ex-
tending transversely of the table with one end in com-
munication with the lower end of the return passage for
receiving said balls of a predetermined si/e, said coqtrol
gate means comprising pivotally mounted stop means
confining said balls, spring means biasing said stop means
to a confining position, coin-operated actuator means re-

leasably engageable with the stop means for movement
thereof to release the balls into the delivery shelf, and
a rearwardly and downwardly inclined surface forward
of said stop means and slightly transversely inclined from
the return passage, said stop means in its confining posi-

tion, being of generally inverted channel shape and in-

cluding a forward wall rearwardly inclined and spaced
from the inclined surface a distance so as to confine said

predetermined size balls therebetween, and a rear wall

of a size so as to confine said balls substantially between
said walls upon upward and rearward pivotal movement
of said forward wall, said balls being released upon sub-

sequent forward pivotal movement of said forward wall.

3,096,982
ADJUSTABLE GOLF CLUB

Charles S. Basdn, 62 Randolph St., Springfield, Mass.
FUed Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 154,462

9 Claims. (CI. 273—80.1)

6. An adjustable golf club comprising in combination,
a head, a shaft, a transversely extending opening in said
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head having an annular drum journalled therein, adjust-

able tensioning means disposed in an angularly upwardly-

extending threaded opening in said head communicating
with said transversely-extending opening, said tensioning

means including a tension plug having a forward face

concaved to the outer periphery of said drum, and lock-

ing means disposed in said angularly upwardly-extending

opening adapted to bear against sad tension plug, said

shaft extending through a longitudinal groove in said head
and being fixed to said drum, said drum being rotatable

relative to said head whereby said shaft may be angu-

larized, said tension plug being movable by rotation of

said locking means to tightly embrace the outer periphery

of said drum whereby rotation of said drum and angu-

larization of said shaft are precluded.

shield and chamber for said impeller, the housing being

provided with a lateral slot communicating with said

3,096,983
INDICATING AND PLACE-FINDING APPARATUS

FOR PHONOGRAPHIC MACHINES
Anthony C. de Napoli, Jr., Windsor, and Donald F.

Balmer, Madison, Conn., assignors to The Soundscriber
Corporation, New Haven, Conn., a corporation of Con-
necticut

FUed Apr. 26, 1950, Ser. No. 158,104
14 Claims. (CI. 274—9)

1. In a phonographic transcribing machine having a
cabinet, a support for rotatably holding a record mem-
ber, an inclined mirror mounted above said support for

reflecting an image of said record rearwardly and up-
wardly, an adjustable mirror in said cabinet reflecting said

image forwardly out of said cabinet into a position to be
visible to the transcribing typist, said adjustable mirror
being retractable downwardly into inoperative position
within said cabinet.

3,096,984
SPREADER

Marvin L. Garrison, Seymonr, Ind., assignor to Seymour
Manufacturing Co., Seymour, In4., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed Sept. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 59,400
1 Claim. (CI. 275—12)

In a spreader, an elongate tubular housing open at the

top. a first wall across the housing below the top to pro-
vide a hopper adapted to receive the material to be
spread, said first wall having a downwardly convergent
portion providing a funnel with a discharge port, a second
imperforate wall completely across the housing adjacent
the said discharge port to provide a lateral compartment
between the housing and first wall and above said second
wall, an impeller rotatively mounted on said second wall

and disposed in said housing below said second wall,

said impeller having a rotative vertical axis offset lateral-

ly from the discharge end of said funnel, drive means
located in said compartment laterally adjacent said fun-
nel above said second wall and connected to said im-
peller, said drive means being completely enclosed by
said housing, first and second walls, and a third wall
across said housing below said impeller, the said second
wall, third wall and peripheral housing providing a

chamber through which the impeller throws said material

incident to spreading.

3,096,985
EMERGENCY SHAFT SEALING DEVICE

Hans Joseph Biheller, Lodi, NJ., assignor to Wortfaington
Corporation, Harrison, NJ., a corporation of Dela-
ware

FUed Dec. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 159,367
4 Clauns. (CI. 277—27)

1. An emergency shaft sealing device for a turbo-

machine comprising:

(a) a casing having an inlet and an outlet therein,

(b) a shaft rotatably disposed in said casing and con-
nected to a source of power,

(c) an impeller mounted on said shaft and adapted to

energize fluid in said turbomachine,
(d) a first flange formed on the inner periphery of said

casing inboard of said impeller and extending radially

inwardly therefrom,

(e) a mechanical seal connected to said first flange and
engaging said shaft in sealed relationship therewith,

(/) a sleeve member slidably disposed in said casing
inwardly of said first flange and normally out of en-

gagement with said shaft,

ig) a second flange formed on the end of said sleeve

member adjacent said first flange and extending radial-

ly upward to slidably engage said casing,

(/j) said shaft having a tapered section in juxtaposition
with said sleeve member,

(/) said sleeve member having a tapered inner periph-
ery corresponding to said tapered section of said
shaft,

(/) spring means urging said sleeve member normally
out of engagement with said shaft.
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(A) the side of saiil second flanpe adjacent said first

flange normally suhicctcd to atmospheric pressure
and on tailiire of said iiiech;mical seal the fluid in

said turbomachine Icakinj; therethrough to subject the
side of said second flaniic to a pressure greater than
that of the force of said sprint; means to force said
sleeve member to engatie said shaft and form a sealed
relationship therewith.

3,096,986
I.LBRK AUNG DEVICE

Lawrence James David, Brevard, N.C., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.,
a corporation of Delaware

Filed Mav 20, 1959, Ser. No. 814,575
5 Claims. (CI. 277—32)

a

--^ffl tfi]

i!nr

?. A combination oiler ring and packing retainer de-
vice fi>r sLipplvmg a lubricating fluid to a horizontally

positioned, recipr<vcating shaft and providing a housing
fur suitable packing, having an inside surface adjacent to

and surrounding said shaft, a passageway connecting at

least one point on said inside surface to a source of a

lubricating fluid, a tube composed of a material softer

than the material forming said shaft imbedded in said

device at at least one point of communication of said

passageway with said inside surface and projecting from
said inside surface towards said shaft, and a circular re-

cessed portion of substantially the same cross-sectional

contiguratii>n ^across the said inside surface disposed along
the axial center line of said ring away from the pt>int of

connection of said passageway with said inside surface

for the retention of said packing.

3,096,987
RAILWAY AXLE BOX OIL AND DUST SEAL

James J. Hennessy, Jr., ChambersburK, Pa., assignor to
Hennessy Lubricator Co., Inc., Chambersburg, Pa., a
corporation of Delaware

Filed Mar. 19. 1962, Ser. No. 182,157
17 Claims. (CI. 277—175)

^''~
Bty[{_:/' j^^

1. A railway journal box dust and oil guard compris-
ing a body plate having a flat forward face and having an
outer periphery corresponding generally to the contour
of a journal box pocket into which it is to be inserted,

but of less width, and having a central opening of sub

stantially greater diameter than the dry seat of the axle
to which it is to be applied, an annulus ha"ing a flat face
opposing said plate forward face and having an opening
smaller than said plate opening and corresponding to the
diameter of a dry seat to which it is to be applied, and
a spring means including a part having a fixed anchor
to said body plate and a part spaced from the fixed
anchor and bearing against said annulus and thereby
thirsting said annulus against said body plate but ac-
commodating relative sliding movement of said annulus
and body plate over each other and accommodating
limited movement of said annulus away from said body
plate.

3 096 988
COMPENSATING POWER CHUCK

Walter F. Skillin, New Britain, Conn., ass^or, by mesne
assignments, to Tbe Cnsiunan Chuck Company, Hart-
ford, Conn., a coqMM-ation of Connecticut

Filed Sept. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 59,573
4 Claims. (CI. 27>—4)

1. A chuck, comprising a chuck body, a plurality of
chuck jaws, said body having openings to receive each
of said jaws, a pair of guide ribs acting between said
chuck body and each of said jaws for guiding each of
said jaws for radial reciprocation in said body, separate
fluid-pressure operated actuating means for radially recip-

rocating each of said jaws independently, means to con-
nect a source of fluid pressure in common to said actuat-
ing means, said btnly having a pair of oppositely facing
radial slots including axially top and bottom abutment
surfaces for said ribs to hold them against axial movement
but to permit radial movement, and means for remov-
ably holding said guide ribs in place in a radial direction.

3,096,989
ARBOR SECURING DEVICE

Albin F. Fallon, Grosse Pointe Shores, Mich.
(Apt. No. 1502, Horizon House, Clearwater, Fla.)

FUed June 4, 1962, Ser. No. 199,881
6 Claims. (CI. 279-.-48)

^n^

u

^^

3. A device for securing an internally splined work-
piece to a rotatable drive member comprising an arbor
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having a plurality of spline projections uniformly tapered
toward a pilot end thereof and engageable with the in-

ternally splined workpiece, a collet fixed to said rotatable

drive member, said collet having an axial bore contain-

ing said arbor and a plurality of deflectable teeth extend-
ing toward said arbor intermediate its said spline projec-

tions, each of said deflectable teeth having an abutment
portion engageable with the workpiece at its side proxi-

mate the pilot end of said arbor, and means operativeh
connected to said collet and operable to compress its

teeth into engagement with the root diameter portions

of said arbor intermediate its spline projections.

3,096,990
STRIDING TOY HORSE

Robert Edward Thoren, Box 743, Moses Lake, Wash.
FUed Oct. 24, 1958, Ser. No. 769,468

2 Claims. (CI. 280—1.182)

V>'

1. A striding toy horse comprising a body frame mem-
ber, a fitting mounted on said body frame member and
having a skirt projecting downwardly therefrom, front

and rear leg struts depending from said body frame mem-
ber, one of said struts having its upper end extending up-

wardly within the skirt of said fitting, a pivot extending

through said fitting skirt and the end of said leg strut re-

ceived therein for mounting said leg strut, spring means
connected to said pivotally mounted leg strut and urging

it to swing in one direction, and said fitting including stop

members below said pivot engageable by said pivotally

mounted leg strut and limiting swinging movement of said

leg strut in opposite directions effected by said spring

means.

3,096,991
SUPPORT FOR HOSPITAL TABLES

John H. Crankshaw, Eric, Pa., assignor to American
Sterilizer Company, Erie, Pa., a corporation of Penn-
sylvania

Filed Nov. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 156,051
6 Claims. (CI. 280—43.24)

said support surface to lift said wheel means out of en-
gagement with said support surface when said inflatable

member is inflated.

3,096,992
GOLF CART

Wallace J. Fritsch, 1609 S. 33rd St., Omaha, Nebr.
Filed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,676

1 Claim. (CI. 280—47.31)

In a golf bag cart, the combination which comprises
a frame having an offset upper end providing a handle,

a guide including diverging arms with slots therein ex-

tended from a hub mounted on the frame, a U-shaped
bracket pivotally mounted by a bearing on the frame and
positioned above the guide, legs extended through the

slots in the arms of the guide and pivotally mounted on
arms of the bracket, a yoke extended from ends of the

arms of the bracket, a hook positioned on the shaft and
located below the guide, an elastic member attached to

the hook and yoke for actuating the legs to retracted posi-

tions, an anchoring prong extended from the lower end
of one of the legs, a base mounted on the lower end
of the frame, a wheel rotatably mounted in said base,

a band on the base for retaining the lower end of a golf

bag on the base, and a strap having a buckle therein

adjustably mounted on the frame for retaining the upper
end of a golf bag in position on the frame.

3,096,993
TRUCK TRAILER WITH SHIFTABLE RUNNING

GEAR FOR LOAD EQUALIZING
Harry M. McKay, Warrenton, Mo., assignor to The Bink-

ley Company, Warrenton, Mo., a corporation of
Missouri

Filed Oct. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 143,463
10 Claims. (CI. 280—81)

1. In a table, a generally horizontally disposed base,

a downwardly disposed channel in said base extending

continuously around said base adjacent the edge thereof,

a resilient inflatable member in said channel, wheel means

on said base for supporting said base above a support

surface, and means on said inflatable member to engage

1. In a trailer of the character described, a body frame
provided with locking pin sockets spaced therealong. a

wheel truck movable along said frame, a locking pin on

said truck, resilient means urging said pin toward locking

engagement with one of said sockets, manipulating means
operable to retract said pin from such engagement, a shaft

rotatively mounted on and disposed lengthwise of said

body frame, said shaft being provided with a pluralit> of

recesses spaced longitudinally along and about said shaft,

a latch for said manipulating means including a rccip

rocatively mounted plunger, a follower carried by said

plunger, said follower engaging and riding along said
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shaft upon relative movement of the truck and frame to

interfit one of said recesses so as to release said manipulat-
ing means, and means connected to said shaft for turning

the shaft to place a preselected recess in the path of travel

of said follower.

3,096,994
CASTER AND CAMBER ADJUSTMENT MEANS

George H. Primeau, Grosse Pointe Farms, and William
S. Wolfram, Birmingham, Mich., assignors to General
\fotors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed Aug. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 835,513
5 Claims. (CI. 280—96.1)

" 1. In the assembly of an independent front suspension

of the type comprising a frame member, a shaft member
fixedly connected to said frame member and a control

arm pivoted on said shaft member, the improvement
which resides in making the fixed connection by a pro-

cess which involves: bringing said members into juxta-

position, interposing a volute spring therebetween, effect-

ing a light connection between said members by means
including a bolt the shank of which is passed axially

through said volute spring and is formed to provide a
fluid passage opening to the chamber delineated by the

spring, filling said chamber through said passage with a

curable plastic material, tightening the said light con-
nection to an extent providing a predetermined space
between said members, said space being gauged in rela-

tion to the caster and camber characteristics desired
in the suspension assembly, and subjecting the plastic

material to conditions causing it to set.

3,096,995
AXLE LIFT

Eiick G. Richnow, Jr., Houston, Tex., assignor to Truck
Accessories, Inc., Houston, Tex., a corporation

Filed July 16, 1962, Ser. No. 209,926
4 Claims. (CI. 280—104.5)

1. In an axle lift, a pivotal bar suspended from a
vehicle frame, a pivotal hook mounted on one end of
said bar and movable into engaged relation with one axle
of the vehicle, bellows on the other end of said bar, means
connected to said hook and said frame for constantly
urging said hook into a position disengaged from said
axle when said bellows is in a collapsed position, fluid

pressure means for pivoting said hook into engagement
with said axle, and means connected to said vehicle
frame for selectively applying fluid pressure to said fluid
pressure means for pivoting said hook into engaged re-

lation with said axle for thereafter inflating said bellows
to raise said hook and the axle engaged thereby.

3,096,996
VEHICLE FRAME STRUCTURE

Nelson E. Cole, Reading, Pa., assignor to Dana Corpora-
tion, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Virginia

FUed June 3, 1960, Ser. No. 33,857
3 Claims. (CI. 280—106)

1. In a vehicle the combination comprising a longi-
tudinal member having a box section including an upper
plate member, means for reinforcing said longitudinal
member, a transverse member connected to said longi-

tudinal member and said reinforcing means externally of
said longitudinal member for transmitting torsional loads
to said reinforcing means, and means carried by said upper
plate member for reinforcing the same and being con-
nected to said reinforcing means whereby said reinforc-
ing means receives loads from said upper plate member.

3,096,997
SPRING FRAME FOR SCOOTER-TYPE

TRAIL VEHICLE
Clayton B. Merry, Leavenworth, Wash., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to William E. Wilson, Sr., Kent,
Wash.

FUed Mar. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 93,219
4 Claims. (CI. 280—275)

1. A trail vehicle comprising a forward frame section
having a steering post attached thereto for swivel motion
about a generally vertical axis at the forward part of said
frame section, a front ground wheel carried between fork
arms at the lower end of said steering post, the upper end
of said post having a steering handle for controlling turn-

ing movements of said steering post, a rider's scat mounted
on the forward frame section below and behind said
steering handle so that a rider seated thereon may con-
veniently grasp said steering handle, a rear frame section

secured to said front frame section for relative swing mo-
tion about the center of a horizontal transverse pivot pin
located intermediate the front wheel and a rear ground
wheel carried by said rear frame section for rotation in

substantially the same longitudinal vertical plane as said

front wheel, a spring so connected to each of said frame
sections as to prescribe a relative angular position of the
sections when the spring is unflexed, said spring yieldingly
resisting relative swinging of the frames so that, as said

vehicle rides over rough terrain, resulting shocks to said
wheels will be passed into the spring, said front and rear

/
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frame sections having complementing stop members lying

in the same longitudinal vertical plane, said stop members
being so disposed that as a relatively strong upward force
is applied to either wheel to responsively swing the re-

lated frame section, the stop members of each section will

be brought to bear against one another to a limit of
swing, the steering post comprising two pieces separated
by a shock-dampening pad the lower portion of said steer-

ing post being pivotally mounted on an axis rigid with
respect to said frame section so that shocks transmitted

to said frame section through said front wheel are damp-
ened with respect to the upper steering post part by means
of said pad. said spring being a longitudinal leaf spring
positioned adjacent said pin and capable of being inverted
so that the angle defined between two planes one of which
contains the pivot axis and an axle for the rear wheel and
the other of which contains said pivot axis and an axle

for the front wheel may be increased or decreased at

will.

3,096,998
TRACTION ATTACHMENT FOR TRACTORS

Floyd W. Stadelman, 4387 S. Custer, Monroe, \Iich.

Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,911
3 Claims. (CL 280—405)

3. For a tractor having a body, rear wheels, front

wheels, a draw bar extending rearwardly from said body,
means pivotally connecting said draw bar to said body,
a pair of lift arms extending rearwardly of and pivotally

connected to said tractor body, and means connected to

said arms for moving them in an arcuate path, the im-
provement comprising a rigid, generally U-shaped mem-
ber comprising a pair of upright legs and a straight, hori-

zontal cross member attached to the lower ends thereof,

means at upper ends of said legs to provide a pivotal

attachment of said legs to said lift arms whereby said

arms remain in generally upright positions for any posi-

tion of said lift arms, a yoke comprising a pair of de-

pending arms extending downwardly on each side of said

draw bar, a pair of upwardly extending arms on each
side of said cross member, means held by said depending
arms for movably supporting said draw bar whereby said

yoke can move in a direction having a component directed

longitudinally of said draw bar, a roller rotatably held

by said upwardly extending arms above said cross mem-
ber for contacting said cross member and movably sup-

porting said yoke and said draw bar whereby said yoke

can move in a lineal path parallel to said cross member
and said draw bar can move in an arcuate path, the center

of which constitutes the point of the pivotal connection

of said draw bar to said body.

3,096,999
PIPE JOINT HAVING REMOTE CONTROL

COUPLING MEANS
Arthur G. Ahlstone and Marvin R. Jones, Houston, Tex.,

assignors to Cameron Iron Woriis. Inc., Houston, Tex.
FUed July 7, 1958, Ser. No. 746,997

3 Claims. (CI. 285—24)
1. A coupling, comprising a first conduit supported in a

substantially upright position, a second conduit having a

surface at one end for mating engagement with the end
surface of the first conduit and having another surface
facing downwardly and disposed radially outwardly of
said end surface of the second conduit, a vertically re-

ciprocable supporting member engageable in its upper-
most position beneath the downwardly facing surface of
the second conduit to support said second conduit with
its end surface disposed for lowering guidably into mating
engagement with the end surface of said first conduit, a
downwardly facing should.-r on the first conduit, an up-
wardly facing shoulder on the second conduit, and dogs
having vertically spaced-apart lands on the inner surfaces
thereof with the upper lands supported on the shoulder
of the second conduit for s-winging between positions in

which the lower lands are engaged beneath the shoulder
on the first conduit to lock the .second conduit to the
first conduit, when the end surfaces thereof are in mating
engagemjnt with one another, and in which the lower
lands are retracted from beneath the shoulder on the first

conduit to release the second conduit from the first con-

duit, said supporting member being disposed about the
dogs and having an inner camming surface slidable over
the outer surfaces on the dogs to swing the dogs into

locking position, during downward movement of the sup-

porting member from its uppermost position, and mov-
able out of camming engagement with said surfaces to

permit the dogs to swing into releasing position, during
upward movement ol the supporting member from dog
locking position, and said dogs having outwardly pro-
jecting parts on the upper ends of their outer surfaces
which are engaged by the supporting member during its

upward movement so that the supporting member holds
the dogs in releasing position, as the second conduit is

lowered into the first conduit, and swings the dogs from
locking to releasing position as supporting member ap-
proaches engagement with the downwardly facing surface

on the second conduit in order to lift the second conduit
from above the first conduit upon continued upward
movement.

3,097,000
PIPE HANGER DETACHABLE BY AN

AXIAL FORCE
Ross A. McClintock, Orange, Calif. (1462 Foothill

Blvd., Santa Ana, Calif.); Raymond E. Thompson,
Placentia, Calif. (3620 Rose Drive, Vorba Linda,
Calif.); and Kenneth E. Waggener, 921 E. Elm, Brea,
Calif.

Filed Oct. 28, 1957, Ser. No. 692,941
7 Claims. (CI. 285—142)

1. Well completion equipment, comprising: a safety
release joint having a mandrel including a part with a
plurality of annularly spaced helical recesses open at

the upper end and a key groove for each recess, said key
grooves extending longitudinally with respect to the man-
drel and op)cning at the open ends of said recesses; an
annular external shoulder on said mandrel forming a
stop; means for securing the lower end of said mandrel
to a tubular pipe, said mandrel having a bore there-
through including an enlarged bore portion extending
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from the top and a smaller diameter portion therebelow. with respect to the inner sleeve and having second surface

there being a 'anding surface flaring from the smaller means cooperating with the spline means for depressing
diameter hore portion to the larger diameter bore, there

also being an annular internal groove in the large di-

ameter bore portion, spaced upwardly from the landing

surface and having the upper wall inclined upwardly
and inwardly; a tubing hanger releasably positioned in

said mandrel and having a frusto-conical seating surface

seating on said landing surface and having an external

annular groove spaced upwardly of said seating surface,

said hanger being adapted to have a pipe string secured

thereto; a split ring disposed in said groove in the hanger

and received in the internal annular groove of the man-
drel, said ring having an upper outer wall portion con-

forming to the inclination of the upper wall portion of

the internal mandrel groove and cooperating therewith

to releasably secure the hanger in said mandrel; and a

barrel unit including a tubular barrel receivable on said

mandrel and having an internal diameter so as to be

respectively engageabie with said stop; a top sub to

which said barrel is secured, said top sub having an in-

ternally threaded socket from which there extends a de-

pending internally threaded bore; means, including a key

sleeve, for releasably securing the barrel unit to the man-

drel; and a tubing hanger having an externally threaded

portion receivable in the depending bore portion of said

top sub and adapted to have a pipe string secured there-

to which is receivable in the first mentioned pipe string.

3,097,001
UNLATCHING JOINT APPARATUS

Franklin L. LeBus, Sr., Longview, Tex., assignor to

LeBus Royalty Company, Longview, Tex., a partner-

ship
Filed June 8, 1959, Ser. No. 818,687

10 Claims. (CI. 285—361)
1. A safety joint comprising an inner sleeve, an outer

sleeve telescopically arranged with the inner sleeve, spline

means on and cooperating between the inner and outer

sleeves and responsive to a simultaneous downward and

right hand rotation of the outer 'leeve to latch the outei

sleeve to the inner sleeve, said spline means responsive to

an upward movement of the outer sleeve followed by a

subsequent downward and right hand rotation of the outer

sleeve for unlatching the outer sleeve from the inner

sleeve, and yielding means on one of said sleeves having

first surface means adapted for cooperation with the spline

means to preclude a left hand rotation of the outer sleeve

?V

the yielding means upon right hand rotation of the outer
sleeve.

3,097,002
MIXING PADDLE

Edwin D. Phillips, P.O. Box 188, Middlesex, NJ.
Filed Sept. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 54,875

9 Claims. (CI. 287—20)

1. A mixing paddle comprising a blade body having

a top edge, a notch formed in said top edge, the body
having an opening therethrough spaced from but aligned
with the notch transversely of the blade, a shaft having
a bifurcated end adapted to receive the notched edge of
the blade and to position in the notch at the inner ends
of the furcations, said furcations being of a length to

extend across the opening of the blade when said notched
edge is so engaged between the furcations, a locking band
supported within the opening of the blade and having said

furcations extended thereinto, and means for effecting a
locliing engagement of the band with the furcations.

3,097,003
HYDRAULIC TIGHTENING DEVICE

Vagn Deve, Cbomedey, Quebec, and Leonid .Milorado-
vitch, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignors to Domin-
ion Engineering Works Limited

Filed Apr. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 187,858
2 Claims. (CI. 287—53)

1. In a device of the character described, a shaft, a
member having a bore with said shaft extending through
said bore, said shaft and member having opposed con-
gruent surfaces, said first means for urging said surfaces
into abutting engagement, said first means comprising a

(

hollow cylinder slidable on said shaft, a piston mounted
on said shaft and slidable in said cylinder and second
means for transmitting axial thrust from said piston to
said shaft in one direction, said second means comprising
a circumferential groove in said shaft, a face on said

piston and key means in said groove, and means whereby

^
1

fluid may be supplied under pressure to said cylinder and
said piston to effect urging of said member into axially
loaded relation with said shaft and thereby urge said sur-
faces into abutting engagement, and means for maintain-
ing said member and said shaft in said axially loaded
relation after removal of pressure from said fluid, and a
vent plug to facilitate expulsion of air from said cylinder.

3,097,004
EARTH WORKING DEVICE

Philip D. \^ enzel, Stockton, Calif., assignor to J. I. Case
Company, Racine, Wis., a corporation of W isconsin

Filed June 2, 1961, Ser. No. 114,465
4 Claims. (CI. 287—56)
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1. In a mechanism for locking a scarifier tooth to a

supporting bar having shank receiving slots spaced from
each other in an up-and-down direction, the scarifier tooth
having a shank portion disposed in said slots, the com-
bination of a

guiding member fixed to said supporting bar and over-
lying one of said slots, a

latch member slidable in said guiding member in a
direction transverse to said shank, said guiding mem-
ber defining a first notch aligned with the slots in

said supporting bar so as to admit a shank disposed
in said slots, an

enlarged portion on said latch member positioned to
obstruct said notch when said latch member is

shifted in one direction and to contact said guiding
member and positively limit sliding movement in

said direction, a scarifier tooth
shank in said slots and said notch, said shank defining

a second notch positioned to i^egister, in one position
of said shank, with the path of sliding movement
of said enlarged portion of said latch when shifted
in said one direction, said latch having another posi-
tion wherein said enlarged portion is clear of said

first notch for shifting of said shank in said slots,

and a

grip member pivoted to said latch member at a point
spaced from said enlarged portion and biased to
swing to a position yieldingly pressing against said
latch member outside of said guiding member in
position to engage said guiding member in the event
of movement of said latch member in a direction
opposite to said one direction, whereby said latch
member is locked in position agajnst displacement
in either direction, and said grip member being
swingable away from said latch member into another
position wherein it is yieldingly held in a position
projecting from said latch member and said sup-
porting bar to be readily grasped for sliding said
latch member in said guiding member.

3,097,005
JOINT HEAD FOR MOVABLY CONNECTING

TWO .MACHINE ELE.MENTS
Hans Fickler, Seuzach, Switzerland, assignor to Industrie-

werk SchaefHer, Herzogenaurach, Germany
Filed Feb. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 8,478

Claims priority, application Switzerland Mar. 6, 1959
3 Claims. (CI. 287—90)

1. Joint head for movably connecting two machine
elements, particularly levers and linkages, comprising an
outside spherical body, and a supporting cage of tuo parts
and having interengaging flanges connected firml> and
undetachably to each other and having outwardly pressed
hollow spherical portions, said spherical body being fric-

tionally held in the hollow spherical portions and being
composed of an elastically compressible synthetic ma-
terial and in direct contact with the hollow spherical por-
tions of the cage in a slight compressed condition, said
spherical body being provided with a diametrical boring
in which a boll is rotatably journaled. said cage having
at least one opening for the passage of said boll, the two
parts of the cage being provided with semi-cylindrical
outwardly pressed portions having an internally threaded
sleeve arranged therebetween, said sleeve projecting with
one end over the respective edges of the parts of the
cage and having at least one recess on the outside en-
gaged by a portion of the adjacent part of the cage.

3,097,006
COUPLINGS FOR ROTARY SHAFTS

Leiand H. Logue, Denver, Colo., assignor to Denver
Equipment Company, Denver, Colo., a corporation of
Colorado

FUed Dec. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 856,860
18 Claims. (CI. 287—129)

1. A coupling for rotary shafts comprising a housing
having upper and lower sections, means on said lower
section for fixedly holding a suspended shaft section, a
sleeve fixedly mounted on the drive section of the shaft
tapered throughout at least its lower portion and capable
of compression by externally applied force for elimma-
tion of clearance between the sleeve and said drive sec-
tion, at least one movable housing section arranged to
move along the tapered surface of the sleeve for aliening
the shaft sections at the completion of said movement.
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and joining means for said housing sections adapted to for vertical reciprocation within said case, a compression
draw said sections together and thereby direct said align- spring received between mutually facing abutment sur-

faces on said upper and lower rod actuators so as to

urge said upper rod actuator upwardly and said lower
rod actuator downwardly, said panic bar lever extend-
ing into said case to a position engaging said lower rod
actuator whereby, when said panic bar is actuated, said
lower rod actuator is moved upwardly against the urging
of said compression spring, each of said rod actuators
being formed with a cavity, said cavities being laterally

offset with respect to each other and opening toward
one another, and an actuator lever including two op-
positely projecting, generally horizontal arms, each of
said arms having a portion which is received within one
of said cavities, said actuator lever being mounted to
oscillate with relation to said case about an axis midway
between the distal ends of said arms, the cavity-received
portion of one of said projecting arms being substantially
smaller than the cavity within which it is received where-
by said lower latch bolt, rod, and rod actuator may be
held upwardly without causing said upper latch bolt,

rod, or rod actuator to be held downwardly.

ing movement to the housing section movable along said

tapered surface.

3,097,007
PANIC EXIT DEVICE

Homer A. Eichacker and John R. Foster, Indianapolis
Ind., assignors to Vonnegut Hardware Company, In-

dianapolis, Ind., a corporation of Indiana
FUed Sept. 10, 1959, Scr. No. 839,105

4 CUims. (CI. 292—92)

I . A safety panic exit device for a door comprising

an upper latch mechanism adapted to be mounted on a

door near the top thereof and including an upper latch

bolt, a lower latch mechanism adapted to be mounted
on a door near the bottom thereof and including a lower

latch bolt, a case adapted to he mounted on the door

intermediate of said latch mechanisms, a panic bar. a

panic bar lever pivotally mounting said panic bar on
said case, an upper rod operatively connected to project

said upper latch bolt upon upward movement of said

upper rod and retract said upper latch bolt upon down-
ward movement of said upper rod. a lower rod opera-

tively connected to project said lower latch bolt upon
downward movement of said lower rod and retract said

lower latch bolt upon upward movement of said lower

rod. an upper rod actuator fixed to said upper rod and
received for vertical reciprocation within said case, a

lower rod actuator fixed to said lower rod and received

3,097,008
LATCH GUARD

Arthur J. Gravelle, % Canadian Research and Develop-
ment Foundation, 1434 Queen St. W., Toronto 3, On-
tario, Canada

FUed Aug. 14, 1961, S«r. No. 131,208
3 Claims. (CI. 292—346)

3. A latch guard including a body member of substan-
tially rectangular configuration having a plain longitudinal
edge and a serrated longitudinal edge; said plain edge
being bent inwardly to form a channel; a strip retainable
in said channel, extending outwardly thereof at each end
to form wing portions; said wing portions being bent sub-

stantially at right angles to said body portion; slits at the

bends thereof; each of said wing portions being of elon-
gated rectangular configuration having a free longitudinal
edge and a fixed longitudinal edge; said free edges being
flared outwardly and both said free edges and said fixed

edges notched at intervals to facilitate the clipping thereof
to a selected length.

3,097,009
LIFTING AND LOADING MEANS

John C, Martin, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, assignor to
Diesel Equipment Limited, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Filed Oct. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 63,567
Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 20, 1959

1 1 Claims. (CI. 294—63)
1. A lifting device comprising a lifting frame, a series

-if elongated carrying members mountable in said frame
to support a load with their longitudinal axes in parallel

spaced apart relation, cooperating means on said frame,
and said carrying members designed and constructed to

mount said carrying members on said frame while allow-

ing limited pivoting movement of said carrying members
in relation to said frame about art axis perpendicular to

but spaced from the longitudinal axes of said carrying

members in response to the imposition of load, said carry-

ing members each having grippers, gripper operating

means carried by each carrying member, responsive to

pivoting movement of its respective carrying member

July 9, 1963 GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
about said axis under load for moving the grippers on
each carrying member towards the grippers on an adja-

cent carrying member to co-operate therewith and grip

materials between adjacent carrying members.

3,097,010
TOP GRIP CARRIER FOR BOTTLES OR THE LIKE
Stan M. Silver, 25 Central Park W., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 75,389
30 Claims. (CI. 294—87.2)

1
.
A carrier for a bottle or the like with an upper neck

section having relatively thicker and thinner portions com-
prising, a pair of flat walled tubes each including parallel
inner and outer side wall sections and a wall section con-
necting one of the edges of each of each of said side wall

sections to the corresponding edge of the other; means
connecting said tubes in parallel, each by the other edges
of its side walls, for pivotal movement of said tubes to-

wards and away from one another; each of said inner side

wall sections having a cut-out opening formed therein and
extending inwardly thereinto from the one edge thereof in

register with a corresponding opening in the other of said

inner side wall sections, said opening adapted to accom-
modate said upper bottle-neck portion and having wider
portions adapted to receive the wid.;r portions of said neck
section and narrower portions adapted to engage against
the underside of said wider neck portions; said connecting
wall sections each having an opening formed therein con-
tinuous with said opening in its connected inner wall sec-

tion and adapted to receive a portion of the thickness of
said bottle-neck section, when said inner side wall opening
is fitted over said bottle-neck.
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having another pipe engaging shoe thereon at an inter-

mediate pomt between said pair of pipe engaging shoes
for engaging the pipe at a point on the other side of the
longitudinal central axis of the pipe said pipe engaging
means acting to rotate the engaged pipe about its longi-
tudinal central axis as it is lifted, pivot means mounting
one of said pair of pipe engaging shoes for pivotal move-
ment with respect to said body for movement into and
out of gripping engagement with the pipe, a lock member

3,097.011
PIPE TONGS

Robert Don Foster, 3115 Buffalo Drive, Houston, Tex.
Filed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,680

3 Claims. (CI. 294— 104)
1. Pipe tongs comprising, an arcuate body having a

pair of pipe engaging shoes mounted thereon for engaging
a pipe at circumferentially spaced points on one side of

the longitudinal central axis of the pipe, said body also

pivotally mounted on said body, a connecting element con-
necting said lock member to said pivot means, and means
for pivoting said lock member for effecting a pivoting
of said one of said pair of pipe engaging shoes into grip-
ping engagement with the pipe and for locking same in

such gripping engagement with said connecting element
under tension by moving the end of said connecting ele-

ment which is connected to said lock member from a posi-
tion on one side of the pivot point for said lock member
to a point on the other side thereof.

3,097,012
COLLAPSIBLE VEHICLE LOAD BED SIDES

Nomuin D. Bain, Zephyr, Tex.
(P.O. Box 942, Lubbock, Tex.)

FUed Jan. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 165,105
16 Cbims. (CI. 296—10)
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3.097,013

COI.I.APSIBI E PORTABLE C ABIN STRIJCTLRE
FOR Al TOMOTIVE VEHICT.ES

Walter J. Mussler, Rte. 2, Box 459, Imperial, Mo.
Filed Aug. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 48,003

8 Claims. (CI. 296—23)

1. In cambinatmn with an automobile having a passen-

ger conipartincni and a trunk lo the rear of the passenger

compartmcni with a rear window on the hack of the

passenuer compartment above the trunk, a collapsible

portable cabm structure tor attachment over the upper

side of the automobile trunk, the structure comprising

a plurality of panels foldable upon one another to form

a flat package of substantially less height than that of the

automobile rear window, the panels including a gener-

ally horizontal first floor panel overlying the automobile

trunk and having a forward edge adjacent the automobile

rear window, a rear edge positioned slightly rearward of

the back of the automobile, and side edges generally

aligned with ihe sides of the automobile, a front end

panel hinged lo the forward edge of the first tloor panel

and pivotal lo a substanualiy veriicul position adjacent the

auioniobiie rear window, the from panel having side

edges and a top edge, a pair ot first side panels hinged to

the side edges ot ihe hi si tloor panel, the hrst side panels

being pivoial lo substantially vertical positions into con-

tact with the side edges of the front end panel, a depend-

ing panel hinged lo ihe rear edge of the hrsi tloor panel

and pivotal to a subslantially vertical position depending

downwardly from the first tloor panel opposite the lear

end of the automobile, the depending panel having side

edges, second side panels hinged to the side edges ot the

depending panel and extending rearwardly thereof, second

floor p.inels hinged lo tne lower edge, ol the second sidj

panels, the second floor panels being pivotal into substan-

tially horizontal positions in contact with the bottom edge

of the depending panel, a rear end panel hinged to the

second side panels and having a lower edge in contact

with the second floor panels, the rear end panel having

a top edge, a forward roof panel assembly comprising

first roof panels fastened to the upper edges of the first

side panels and having forward edges in contact with

the top edge of the front end panel, a rearward roof panel

assembly comprising second roof panels hinged to the

rear edges of the first roof panels and having rearward

edges in contact with the top edge of the rear end panel,

the second roof panels including panel means extending to

the upper edges of the second side panels.

members comprising longitudinally spaced apart threaded

bolt members, said bolt members extending upwardly

through the vertical apertures in said frame members,

removable threaded frame clamping members on said bolt

members, both of said movable laterally directed frame

members aijapted to be removably attached onto the upper

side of the outer periphery of the said side longitudinally

extending frame members upon engagement of the said

bolt members, laterally spaced apart frame support means,

said support means comprising roof engaging means, a ver-

tically disposed threaded stud member attached to each

of said roofengaging means, vertically adjustable threaded

frame engaging means on said stud members, said stud

members adapted to freely engage the vertical apertures

of the said lengitudinally extending frame members of

said frame structure to provide for longitudinal position-

ing of the said frame structure, the said frame engaging

..^^^ '.V

means on said stud members adapted to freely engage the

underside of the said frame structure and to adjustably

support said frame structure in vertically spaced apart

relationship relative to the roof top, and a flexible taut

supported rain awning panel adjustably coiled around

said laterally directed frame members, said awning being

movably supported in longitudinally and in vertically

spaced apart relationship relative to the said side lon-

gitudinally extending frame members of said frame

structure, said taut supported awning adapted to be re-

tracted and extended in the said taut supported form

upon the removal of one of the said laterally directed

trama members and the manual coiling thereof, the said

laterally directed frame members thereby defining the

longitudinal length and also determinirvg the longitudinal

position of the said taut supported rain awning panel rel-

ative to the said side longitudinally extending frame

members.

3,097,015
VEHICLE BODY

Arthur N. Nagel, Royal Oak, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Oct. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 60,662

4 CUims. (CI. 296—137)

3,097,014

ADJUSTABLE WINDSHIELD AWNING AND
SL PPORTING MEANS THEREFOR

John P. Francis, 20 Boston St., Haverhill, Mass.
Filed July 3, 1961, Ser. No. 123,606

2 Claims. (CI. 296—95)
1. An adjustable taut supported rain awning structure

adjustably supported over the roof top and windshield area

of an automobile comprising, a longitudinally adjustable

rectangular shaped frame structure, said frame structure

having longitudinally extending laterally spaced apart

tubular frame members each provided with longitudinally

spaced apart vertical apertures, forward and rear later-

ally directed and longitudinally spaced movable tubular

frame members, means detachably connecting said later-

ally directed members to said longitudinally extending

1. Means for mounting trim fabric on a vehicle body,

comprising, in combination, means securing a portion

of said fabric on said body, and means anchoring an

edge portion of said fabric on said body and tensioning

said fabric against said securing means, said anchoring

means comprising, a support member mounted on said

body, a retainer member mounted on said support mem-
ber and ifKluding a pair of offset wall portions, one of

said wall portions being located in spaced relationship
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to said support member and terminating in an arcuate
edge ptirtion. a plurality of teeth extending from said
one of said wall portions to adjacent said support mem-
ber, said edge portion of said fabric being wrapped
around said one wall portion and arcuate edge portion
and being impaled on said teeth to anchor said edge
portion of said fabric on said body and tension said
fabric against said securing means, and a molding mem-
ber having a pair of spaced legs, one of said legs over-
lying said one wall portion and engaging said fabric op-
posite said other wall portion to crease said fabric to-
ward said other wall portion and further tension said
fabric against said securing means, the other of said
legs being wedged between the distal portions of said
teeth and said support member to mount said molding
member on said retainer member and retain said fabric
on said teeth.

pres<^ure connected to the other of said channels: a hollow
connector into which said tool is fitted and adapted to
connect said tool with the interior of the inner tube of
said casing, comprising a hollow stem member for inser-
tion through the opening in said casing having a base
member at one end for attachment to the exterior surface

» M * ,

7- \^

3,097,016
COLLAPSIBLE OR FOLDABLE SEAT FOR CHII D
James C. Bigler, Jr., 5555 SW. Scholls Ferry Road,

Portland 1, Oreg.
FUed Apr. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 102,985

4 Claims. (CI. 297—457)

I. A collapsible seat comprising a blank having
a front panel disposed between and hinged to a scat

panel and a base panel to assume an upright position
relative to both,

support panels hingedly connected to said base panel
for positioning in upright fashion to support the seat
panel,

said base panel being of lesser width at least at certain
portions thereof so that said support panels are dis-
posed beneath said seat panel,

other support panels hinged to said front panel for posi-
tioning next to the first mentioned support panels to
also lend support to said seat panel,

a back panel hinged to said seat panel for assuming an
upright position with respect thereto.

arm panels hinged to said seat panel for assuming an
upright position with respect thereto and having
hinged portions to extend downwardly to lie next to
said support panels,

means for securing said portions to at least certain
^of said support panels,

and means for retaining said arm panels and said back
panel in upright position.

3,097,017
EXTRACTION METHOD AND APPARATUS

Roscoe E. Turner, 1330 E. Belleview Ave., Englewood,
Colo., and Harold J. Ludwig, 3364 W. Chenango, Lit-
tleton, Colo.

FUed Oct. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 844,141
5 Claims. (CI. 302—58)

1. Apparatus for removing ballast from an inner tube
of a casing mounted on a wheel, comprising: a tool for
insertion through an opening in 'aid casing and an opening
in said inner tube having two separate concentric channels
for simultaneous application of pressure through one
channel and reduced pressure through the other channel
to the interior of said inner tube; a source of pressure
connected to one of said channels; a source of reduced

of said inner tube over the opening therein: a coupling
having one of its ends connected to the other end of -aid
stem member; a fitting; a -leeve connecting said fitting
and said coupling: and sealing means supported bv said
fitting for preventing leakage between said cimnector
and said tool.

3,097,018
MOTOR VEHICLE HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEM

Hilliam Stelzer, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., assignor to
Kelsey-Hayes Company, Detroit, Mich., a corporation
of Delaware

Filed June 12, 1961, Ser. No. 116,394
15 Claims. (CI. 303—6)

1. A hydraulic braking system for a motor vehicle
ha\ing front and rear wheel cylinders, comprising a master
cylinder having fluid displacing means operative for dis-
placing fluid separately to the front and rear wheel cylin-
ders, including pressure control means, and a single
device connected to the master cylinder and responsive
to the rate of vehicle deceleration for so controlling the
development of pressure in said master cylinder as to
increase the rate of increase of pressure to the from
wheel cylinders and lo decrease the rate of pressure in-
crease to the rear wheel cylinders.

3,097,019
ELECTROPNEU^IATICALLY OPERATING

BRAKE SYSTEM
Engelbert RIedl, Munich, Germany, assignor to Knorr-
Bremse Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung, Munich.
Germany

Filed Dec. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 860,268
4 Claims. (CI. 303—20)

1. A control system for an air brake comprising: an
adjustable electric current source; a permanent magnet
producing a constant magnetic field; an electrical conduc-
tor electrically connected to said current source and mov-
ing in said magnetic field; a tubular element having inlet
and outlet; linking means for connecting said conductor
to said tubular element for displacement thereof; a pres-
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sure vessel housing that portion of said tubular element

having said inlet; a spring loaded piston on said tubular

element defining a. first and a second chamber in said

vessel; a stationary duct with valve seat in said vessel

defining a third chamber therein communicating with said

second chamber, said tubular element with inlet protrud-

ing through said duct; a spring loaded valve plate in said

vessel for engaging said valve seat and closing said inlet,

first, second and third conduit means; a cylinder; a piston

displaceably disposed in said cylinder and defining two

chambers therein; said first conduit means interconnecting

one of said chambers of said cylinder and said first cham-
ber of said vessel, said second conduit means intercon-

necting the other chamber of said cylinder and said sec-

ond chamber of said vessel; a pressure line, said third con-

duit means interconnecting said third chamber of said ves-

sel and said pressure line; and an air brake control valve

controllable by said piston in said cylinder.

3.097.020
PNELMATIC DEVICE TO BRAKE OR UNBRAKE

A TRAILER
Giuseppe Alfieri, Milan. Italy, assignor to Fabbrica Ita-

liana Magneti Marelli S.p.A., Milan, Italy, a firm

Filed May 18, 1960, Ser. No. 29,875

Claims priority, application Italy June 12, 1959
3 Claims. (CI. 303—29)

1. Apparatus of the character described for pneumati-

cally applying and releasing the brakes of a trailer com-

prising an automatic relay valve, said automatic relay

valve including a housing, service piston means slidably

mounted within the housing, a service brake line con-

nected to the housing for supplying compressed air thereto

for actuating the service piston means, a first port formed

in the housing placing the automatic relay valve in com-
munication with the atmosphere, a second port formed
in the housing connecting the trailer braking sections to

the automatic relay valve, a third port formed in the

housing connecting the compressed air reservoir to the

automatic relay valve, double-acting valve means includ-

ing an inlet and an exhaust valve positioned within the

housing adapted to be actuated by the service piston

means whereby, when the inlet valve is in open position,

compressed air is fed to the trailer braking sections from
the trailer compressed air reservoir and when the exhaust

valve is in open position, compressed air is exhausted

from the braking sections to the atmosphere, an emer-
gency relay piston slidably mounted within the housing

and having one face forming an operating chamber with

one end of the housing and an opposite face defining an

air pressure chamber, an emergency air line connected
to the pressure chamber for supplying fluid pressure to

the opposite face of the emergency relay piston, a conduit

connected between the trailer air reservoir port and the

operating chamber for supplying fluid pressure to the one
face of the piston, rod means carried by the emergency
relay piston for actuating the service piston means, where-

by the emergency relay piston is reciprocable within the

housing to thereby actuate the inlet and exhaust valve
means for placing the compressed air reservoir port in

communication with the port connected to the braking

sections of the trailer and for placing the port connected
to the trailer braking sections in communication with the

port connected to the atmosphere, in combination with
a trailer manual brake release device and braking device

including an auxiliary cylinder positioned within the op-

erating chamber of the automatic relay valve and com-
municating with said emergency air line, an auxiliary

piston reciprocable in said cylinder, a rod fixed to said

auxiliary piston and having one portion extending in said

operating chamber and an opposite portion protruding

exteriorly of said housing to define an external control

extremity, an auxiliary valve in said operating chamber
opening and closing communication between said operat-

ing chamber and said trailer air reservoir port, resilient

means urging said auxiliary valve toward its closed posi-

tion, said auxiliary valve being positioned against said re-

silient means to its opened position by end pressure of

the one portion of said rod, means establishing com-
munication between said auxiliary cylinder and said pres-

sure chamber to automatically actuate said auxiliary

piston in response to a predetermined pressure in said

pressure chamber whereby said rod is moved with said

auxiliary piston to position said auxiliary valve in its

opened position in response to compressed air flowing

into said pressure chamber, and detent means for retain-

ing said rod in a plurality of positions corresponding to

the opened and closed positions of said auxiliary valve.

3,097,021
RELAY EMERGENCY VALVE

Harold L. Dobrildn, Highland Park, III., assignor to Berg
Airlectro Products Company, Chicago, III., a corpora-
tion of Illinois

Filed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,239
12 Claims. (CI. 303—29)

ui,..A.rnra.

8. In an emergency relay valve, a housing, an emer-
gency fluid pressure inlet in said housing, a reservoir pres-
sure outlet in said housing, an application outlet in said

housing, a first passage means interconnecting the emer-
gency fluid pressure inlet and the application outlet, a

/

second passage means in communication with the first

passage means and connected to the reservoir pressure
outlet to deliver fluid pressure thereto, a valve means, a
transfer passage between said inlet and said application

outlet, said valve means being disposed in the first pas-
sage means between the inlet and the application outlet
and being responsive to a predetermined fluid pressure in

said emergency mlct to connect said transfer passage to

said application outlet for the exhaust of pressure there-
through and responsive to a pressure below said predeter-
mined pressure to supply pressure to said application out-

let through said first passage means.

3,097,022
ELASTICALLY MOUNTED ANTIFRICTION

BEARING STRUCTURES
Heinz Scraetz, Alte Postitrassc 98, Graz-

Eggenberg, Aoatria
Filed Ian. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 82,200

Claims priority, application Austria Jan. 14, 1960
2 Claims. (CL 308—20)

'i»*j'

1. An elastically mounted bearing structure for a tu-
bular roller comprising, in combination with said roller,

an antifriction bearing having an outer race housed with-
in said roller, an elastic collar between said outer race
and the inner wall of said roller, a pair of segmental com-
pression washers located, respectively, on opposite sides
of the collars, and a series of axial tie rods adapted to
draw related pairs of washer segments toward each other
to deform said collar so that it expands radially and
presses against the outer bearing race and said roller wall.

3,097,023
FLUIDTIGHT DEVICE FOR A BEARING

Gensuke Nojima, 1108 Kashima-cbo, Higasfaiyodogawa-
ku, Osaka City, Japan

Filed Nov. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 150,555
4 Claims. (CI. 308—36.2)

1. A shaft seal construction comprising a bearing box
having a bore therethrough adapted to receive a shaft,
said bore having an enlarged portion with a concave end
wall, a bearing member having a bore therethrough
adapted to fit around the shaft in sliding relationship
therewith, said bearing member having one end convex
and mating with the concave end wall of the bearing
box. said bearing member having a recess in the other end
thereof, a spring in said recess, a ring having a bore
therethrough adapted to fit around the shaft in sliding
relationship therewith, said spring bearing against said
ring, a rotor member adapted to be secured to said shaft
and rotatable within the enlarged portion of the bearing
box bore, said rotor member having a recess therein into

which said bearing member and said ring fit, said ring
abutting against the end of said recess, sealing rings be-
tween said rotor member and the peripheral surfaces of
said bearing member and said ring, means securing said
ring and said bearing member to said rotor and allowing
relative sliding of said bearing member, ring and rotor,
and means for supplying fluid under pressure through
said rotor and against the face of said ring on the oppo-
site end of the ring from the end against which said
spring bears, whereby the spring pressure and the fluid
pressure combine to force said bearing member against
the end wall of said bearing box.

3,097,024
FLUID-SEALING SELF-ALIGNING SHAFT

BEARING
William A. Jones, Boston, R. Langdon Wales, Lincoln,
John F. Leonard, Lynnfield, and Philip W. Dalrymple,
Wellesley, Mass., assignors to Northrop Corporation.
Beveriy Hills, Calif., a corporation of California

Filed Feb. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 173,003
7 Claims. (CI. 308—36Jt)

7. A self-aligning bearing for rotatably supporting a
shaft extending through an opening in a wall, and for
sealing the opening against leakage therethrough of fluids
ambient to opposite sides of the wall and subject to a dif-
ference in pressures, said bearing comprising, in combina-
tion: a sleeve having a cylindrical bearing surface for slid-
ably receiving a shaft rotatably therethrough, said sleeve
having a first flange extending circumferentially there-
about to form opposed hydraulic fluid pressure surfaces
extending transversely to the major axis of said cylindrical
bearing surface; an annular housing circumferentially
spaced about said sleeve and attachaWe in fluid-tight re-
lation in an opening in a wall, said houSjng being formed
with a further flange extending internally thereof circum-
ferentially about said sleeve; a first flexible annular sealing
member secured about inner and outer peripheries thereof
to said first flange and said housing, respectively; a fur-
ther flexible annular sealing member secured about inner
and outer peripheries thereof to said sleeve and said sec-
ond flange, respectively; said sealing members defining a
chamber between said sleeve and said housing; a quantity
of hydraulic fluid being enclosed in said chamber to act
upoii one of said pressure surfaces exposed to said cham-
ber in opposition to ambient fluid pressure exerted upon
the other of said pressure surfaces to support said sleeve
in axially-spaced relation to said housing for freedom of
self-alignment with a shaft received in said bearing sur-
face.

\
3,097,025

RAILROAD CAR AXLE JOURNAL BOXES
Kari A. Klingler, 111 S. Wright St., Naperville, III.

Filed July 12, 1961, Ser. No. 123,984
13 Claims. (CI. 308—41)

1. In combination, a ported railroad car axle journal
box, a door therefor, a flange extending downwardly
from the top of the box inside the port, an end stop frame
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in contact uith the tlancc at its upper end and means for impressing a direct-current potential across the terminal

hi'Klinp them together, an ahiitnicnt at the lower end of semiconductors of the series connected thermocouples of

such polarity that said first junctions are the cold junc-

the frame adapted to engage the wail of the box below

the port and means for holding the frame in position with

the abutment tight against the inner wall of the box.

3,097,026
RESILIENT MOl NT FOR LOAD-CARRYING

ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
Heinz Semetz, Alte Poststrasse 98, Graz-

FL({genberg, Austria

Filed July 28. 1961, Ser. No. 127,670

Claims priority, application Austria Aug. 12, 1960
9 Claims. (CI. 308—184)

'^mi
1. A resilicnliy mounted load carrying anti-friction

bearing structure having an outer bearing race and a

supporting sleeve, and including

a resilient intermediate member disposed between said

bearing race and said sleeve and adapted to exert

pressure thereon in inward and outward radial di-

rections;

a pair of thrust rings located at opposite sides of said

intermediate member; and
tie bolts extending through said thrust rings and adapted

to draw said thrust rings toward each other;

characterized in that the intermediate member is deformed
by being subjected to pressure in the axial direction by

!^id thrust rings to grip the outer bearing race directly,

and when axially compressed exerts a pressure on said

outer bearing race which when considered in an axial sec-

tional view over the outer boundary of the outer race

exhibits such a non-linear variation that pressure maxima
occur close to the ends of the outer bearing race and a

pressure minimum occurs in the intermediate portion of

said race.

3,097,027
THERMOELECTRIC COOLING ASSEMBLY

Bruce L. Mims, Danbury, and John E. Fitzgerald, Ridge-
field, Conn., assignors to The Barden Corporation, Dan-
burv, Conn., a corporation of Connecticut

Filed Mar. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 97,281
6 Claims. (CI. 308—189)

1. A thermoelectrically cooled ball bearing assembly

including in combination an inner race, an outer race,

rolling elements fwsitioned between the races, a plurality

of semiconductor thermocouples elec'rically connected in

series and having first junctions positioned in heat ex-

change relationship with one of said races, means for

tions of the thermocouples, said thermocouples having

hot junctions and heat exchange means positioned in heat

exchange relationship with said hot junctions.

3,097,028
COMBINED BAR AND COOLER

Walter L. Pieschel, Ludlow, Ky., assignor to The Coca-
Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a

corporation of Ohio
Original application May 9, 1958, Ser. No. 734,297, now

Patent No. 3,013,850, dated Dec. 19, 1961. Divided
and this application July 10, 1961, Ser. No. 123,013

2 Claims. (CI. 312—277)

I T \\^ij
*•

i. In combination with an open-topped receptacle hav-

ing a Kntom and spaced end wall members, an upright

open-ended sleeve mounted on each of the end walls, a

pair of lower leg members, each of said lower leg mem-
bers comprising a base, an upper arm releasably received

in one of said sleeves, and means for engaging the bottom

of the receptacle to support the receptacle, a pair of upper

leg members, each of said upper leg members having a

lower leg releasably received in one of the sleeves, and

table means supported by said upper leg members.

3,097,029
BROILER DRAWER DOOR

Larry C. Lotz and Eugene Stoligrosz, Hamilton, Ohio,
assignors to Whirlpool Corporation, a corporation of
Delaware

Filed July 7, 1961, Ser. No. 122,576
5 Claims. (CI. 312—303)

1. In a structure including means defining a compart-
ment having a forwardly extending access opening and
a movable door for said opening, a latch comprising:

means associated with said compartment means defining
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tc^ and bottom catch receiving passages each having a
catch retaining bottom and an open catch removing and
inserting top; and top and bottom catch means on said
door each retained on said catch retaining bottoms when
the door is in closed position, said top passage being shal-

3,W7,«31
ELECTRICAL CONNTCTOR

John A. Cooley, 3724 Manor Road, Chevy Chase, Md.
FUed Jan. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 80,960

2 Claims. (CI. 339—5)
(Granted uiid«r Title 35, VS. Code (1952), sec. 266)

lower than said bottom passaje in order that said top
catch means may be removed from said top passage with-
out removal of the bottom catch means from the bottom
passage in moving the door to open position about said
bottom catch means as a hinge.

3,«97,03«
CLOSURE DOOR FOR A RECEPTACLE

Robert L. Hartley, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Harper
J. Ransburg Co^ Inc^ Indiaiiapolis, Ind^ a corporation
of Indiana

Filed Aug. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 49,605
5 Claims. (€1. 312—315)

1. An electrical connector comprising a hollow sirfiere,
said sphere being made of a non-conductive material and
having at least a first and second opening therein, said
first openmg being closed by a rotatable, non-conductive
solid sphere having an electrical conductor embedded
therem, one end of said electrical conductor disposedm a flush relationship with the outside surface of said solid
sphere and the other end of said electrical conductor ex-
tendmg through said solid sphere and externally of said
hollow sphere, a second electrical conductor disposed in
and closing said second opening and extending externally
of said hollow sphere, a liquid metal enclosed by said hol-
low sphere and in contact with said solid sphere and each
of said electrical conductors so as to provide a continuous
path for current flow, one portion of said solid sphere
disposed outside the hollow sphere and another poruon
of said solid sphere disposed inside the hollow sphere

3,097,032
PIN SOCKET FOR MINIATURE ELECTRICAL

COMPONENTS
Jerome S. Hochheiser, Northridge, Calif., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-
tary of tbe Air Force

FUed Nov. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 155,515
1 Claim. (CI. 339—17)

1. A bread box door comprising a metal section hav-
ing a central dished portion and a peripheral flange ter-
minating in a curl at its free edge and having a shoulder
adjacent its attached edge, said metal flange having suffi-

cient resiliency whereby upon being moved outwardly it

will have a tendency to return to its normal position; a
liner of plastic material having a central portion and a
peripheral flange; a seat on the outer face of said liner

flange adjacent its free edge; a recess on the outer face of
said liner flange adjacent its attached edge; a plurality of
ribs extending from said liner central section in the same
direction as said liner flange, said ribs being adapted to
engage said metal central portion; said metal section and
said liner being so dimensioned that upon said liner be-
ing snapped inside said metal flange, said metal flange
shoulder rests on said liner flange seat, said curl lock-
ingly engages said liner flange recess to hold such liner

locked within said metal section, and said ribs engage the
inner surface of said metal central portion.

782 O.O.—30

7

A pin socket having one end soldered to the circuits
on a plurality of circuit boards, with the opposite end in
lateral supporting engagement with an outer panel of elec-
trical apparatus in superimposed spaced relationship to the
adjacent circuit board and adapted for receiving and re-
leasably retaining a pin joined to an electrical component
detachably pinned to the electrical apparatus and com-
prising: a metallic strip having symmetrically opposing
ends with a narrow midportion and folded on itself at the
midsection to form a tail at one end and an open end fork
at the other end laterally symmetrical with the tail, the
tail being formed of the narrow midportion and the open
end fork being formed of the symmetrically opposite ends;
the open end fork comprising a pair of inwardly curving
arcuate tines each terminating at the base end in a heel
at right angle to the arcuate surface and transforming the
fork to the narrow tail and being spaced to provide a later-
al gap at the nearest point between opposing tines which
IS less than the diameter of the pin to be received and re-
tained, the tail of the socket passing through clearance
holes in the superimposed circuit boards and passing
through and being soldered to ring ends of the circuit
elements on the circuit boards with the heels of the tines
resting against the surface of the adjacent circuit board
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3,097,033
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC CONNECTOR

Gordon P. Felts, Palm Springs, Califs assignor to Micro-

dot Inc., Sootii Pasadena, Califs a corporation of Cali-

fornia

FUcd Feb. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 791,891

13 Claims. (CL 339—75)

3,097,035

ELECTRIC CABLE CONNECTING MEANS
Victor R. Dcspard, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to Pass &
Seymour, Inc., Syracuse, N.Y., a corporation of New
Yorit

FUed June 16, 1960, Ser. No. 36,679
1 Claim. (CI. 339—99)

Sf 1* f >*,

<» // ^^ y>'i to
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1. In an electric connector for a coaxial cable having

an inner conductor and an outer conducting sheath, a

clamp ring engaging said outer sheath, said ring having

a greater outer diameter than the outer diameter of said

cable, a conducting tubular ferrule having axially extend-

ing circumfcrentially spaced arms at one end surrounding

said ring at their inner ends, and having their outer end

margins deflected inwardly over said clamping ring to the

outer surface of said cable, a C-ring clamped around and

restraining said deflected ends, and a contact member in-

sulatingly supported within the other end of said ferrule,

said contact member having electrical connection with

said inner conductor.

3,097,034
EXTENSION CORD LOCK AND KEEPER

Bernard V. lamrosy, Ncwburg, Wis.

FUcd Oct. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 146,595

2 Claims. (CI. 339—75)

Y
,' 't

1 . In combination, a pair of mating electric plugs hav-

ing respective line cords connected axially thereto, and

cooperating retention members on the line cords, each

retention member comprising a helically wound spring

surrounding the associated line cord and having an inner

end adapted to bear on its associated plug, a pluiality

of retention arms secured to spaced portions of the outer

end of the spring and extending substantially parallel to

the spring in the direction of the opposing mating plug,

and respective hook-shaped loops on the ends of the

retention arms opening toward said outer end, the hook-

shai>ed loops of the retention arms of the retention mem-

ber associated with one of the line cords being trans-

versely receivable in the hook-shaped loops of the reten-

tion arms of the retention member associated with the

other line cord, the combined axial lengths of the reten-

tion arms being less thati the combined normal lengths

of the springs and mating plugs, whereby the springs arc

placed under tension when the hook-shaped loops of the

opposing retention arms are linked together.

^

'

-^

In an electric wiring device of the character described,

a two-piece body consisting of front and rear one-piece

discs of insulating material having flat confronting faces;

the rear disc having a central axial opening therethrough

for the passage of an electric cable of at least three in-

sulated, stranded conductors; straight grooves extending

divergently at irregular angular intervals from said open-

ing through said confronting face and each terminating

in a blind hole parallel to said opening and near the disc

edge and each groove and hole sized to closely receive

a fully insulated, stranded conductor from said cable

of the largest required electrical capacity for the par-

ticular wiring device, each groove having flat, parallel

side walls and a semi-cylindrical bottom, means in each

groove integral with the disc and extending from the side

walls only to center a conductor of less than groove width

therein; the front disc only mounting conducting parts

including for each of the above grooves a forwardly ex-

extending connector contact and a conical piercing point

contact, the latter projecting from the confronting face

at the same irregular angular intervals as said grooves

to enter therein to at least the depth of said grooves, each

point contact projecting from a shoulder which extends

rearwardly beyond its disc face and sized to enter its

cooperating groove and compress and pack the stranded

wires about the conical point for good contact there-

with; at least two pairs of interengaging surfaces integral

with said discs and one of each pair extending outwardly

from one of said faces a greater distance than said points

and the other of each pair extending inwardly from the

other face and said pairs being non-symmelrically posi-

tioned on the discs to interengage in only one position to

thereby accurately register each point with the center of

a corresponding one of said grooves for centrally piercing

of the conductor therein; and separate means to secure

the discs together aiKl force the points into the conductors.

3,097,036
FLEXIBLE MULTIPLE CONNECTOR

Edward S. Cornell, Jr., Wcstport, Conn., assignor to

Bumdy Corporation, a corporation of New York
Original application Jan. 8, 1957, Ser. No. 633,137. Di-

vided and this appUcatioo Oct 28, 1960, Ser. No.
65,636

2 Claims. (CL 339—176)

1 . A multiple contact electrical connector comprising a

plurality of compressible bodies; each said body includ-

ing a pair of insulating strips; a plurality of electrically

isolated contact members positioned between said pairs
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of strips in side-by-side relationship; each said body having

a sinuous surface having a convex configuration about

each of the positioned contacts and having a concave
configuration at points where said strips are joined to-

gether between said contacts; and a frame for securing

said bodies in tiers with the abutting faces of said bodies

having their concave and convex portions interfitted.

3,097,037
ROTATABLE HOT LINE CLAMPS

Gny R. Gainer, 3700 W. 16tii St., and George A. McLain,
1214 Calhoun Ave., both of Panama City, Fla.

Filed May 6, 1960, Ser. No. 27,391
4 Claims. (CI. 339—245)

4. A hot line clamp comprising a shank having first

and second ends, a lateral fixed jaw on the shank at said

first end and at one side of the shank, said fixed jaw

having a socket opening to the end thereof adjacent to

the second end of the shank, said socket having an end
wall provided with an opening, a stud having an enlarged

head positioned in the socket and a stem extending slid-

ably through said opening, st<^ means in said socket limit-

ing travel of the stud toward the first end of the shank,

spring means compressed between the fixed jaw and the

stud, a transverse secondary conductor clamp fixed on the

stem, the secondary conductor clamp and the stud being

rota'.able relative to the fixed jaw, said fixed jaw having

an end facing the second end of the shank and formed
with a flared transverse opening extending to opposite

sides of the fixed jaw, the adjacent end of the socket

opening to the flared opening, said head being exposed

within the flared opening, a movable jaw supportably

engaged with the shank between the fixed jaw and the

second end of the shank, and a clamping screw mounted
on the shank and connected to the movable jaw.

3,097,038
VERIFIED DEPOSITORY FOR ARTICLES

Jefts G. Beede, Wellesley HUls, and Peter Albiani, Wes-
ton, Mass.; said Albiani assignor to said Beede

FUed Jan. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 4,681
12 Claims. (CL 346—22)

1. A depository comprising a chute, a movable re-

ceiver, said receiver having a passage, a container for

valuables, an element on said container, mating means
on the element and on the receiver in the passage whereby
the container is keyed with respect to said receiver, a de-

vice on said receiver adapted to stamp a receipt, means

on said receiver to actuate said stamping means, said

actuating means being operated by said keyed means on

the container in a certain predetermined position only

thereof, means preventing withdrawal of the container

once said keyed means has been entered into said receiver.

CHEMICAL

3,097,039
PROCESS FOR DYEING NITROGENOUS FIBERS

Arthur Bnehlcr, Rhehifelden, and Rkhaid Casty, Kaiser-

augst, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba Limited, Basel,

Switzerland
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 17,795

Claims priority, application Switzcriand Apr. 10, 1959
5 Claims. (CI. 8—43)

1. A process for dyeing wool, which comprises dyeing

the wool in an aqueous bath in the presence of a cation

active quaternary ammonium compound of the formula

Ri

Ri—N-Ri

X© ^R.

in which Ri represents an aliphatic hydrocarbon radical

containing 12 to 20 carbon atoms, Rj, R3 and R4 each

represent a lower alkyl radical and X represents an anion,

and in the presence of a polyglycol ether of a higher

aliphatic alcohol with a dyestulT consisting essentially

of a l:2-metal complex compound which compound is

selected from the group consisting of chromium and

cobalt compounds and contains in the molecule of the

metaj complex at least two sulfonic acid groups.

3,097,040
PROCESS FOR DYEING NITROGENOUS FIBERS

Richard Casty, Kaiseraugst, Switzcriand, assignor to Ciba
Company, Inc., Fair Lawn, NJ.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 5,634
Claims priority, application Switzcriand Feb. 19, 1959

16 Claims. (CI. 8—54)
1. A process which comprises dyeing wool with dye-

stuffs containing at least 2 HOsS-groups in the presence

of a compound of the fonnula

R-l—

N

Li

<CH^

H.—CHi-0)r-i—H.

\

(—CHr- JH»—O—)p—H

-N

(-CHt-CHr-0-),-H

in which R represents an aliphatic hydrocarbon radical

containing at least 12 and at most 22 carbon atoms, m
and n each represent a whole number of at the most 2.

and p, q and r represent whole numbers, the sum
p-\-q-\-{m—\)(r—\) being at least 3, at least one of the

symbols p, q and (r— 1) being greater than 1, and in the

presence of an anion-active substance that has no dyestuff

character but possesses affinity for the wo(4.
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3,097,041

PROCESS FOR DYEING WITH REACTIVE DYES IN

WATER-SOLUBLE THIOL COMPOUND
Gordon Hobson Lister, 152 Canal Road, Bradford 2,

England, and Hermann Egll, 47 Aralicnstraasc, Basel,

Switzerland „-^-
No Drawing. Filed June 27, 1960, Ser. No. 38,761

Claims priority, application Switzerland June 26, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 8—54)
1. A process for dyeing keratin-containing fibers with

reactive dycstuffs, which consists in

( 1 ) treating the fibers in aqueous acid medium at a

temperature of maximally 100' C. with a reducing

compound of the formula

HS—R—COOH
wherein R is divalent hydrocarbon radical of 1 to 6

carb*ins, whereby the cystine bridge of keratin is split

into —SH groups, and

(2) concurrently treating the fibers with a reactive dye

selected from the group consisting of azo, anthra-

quinone and phthalocyanine dyes bearing one to two

halogen atoms of an atomic weight between 35

and 81.

3,097,042

TEXTILE COLOURATION PROCESS
Alan Metcalf Wooler, Manchester, England, assignor to

Imperial Chemical Induadics Limited, London, Eng-

land, a corporation of Great Britain

No Drawing. FUed July 28, 1960, Ser. No. 45,816

Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 4, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 8—54.2)

1. Process for improving the stability, during storage,

of fastness to washing of cellulose textile materials which

have been coloured by reaction with a water-soluble

dyestuff containing at least one dihalogcno-1 :3:5-triazin-

2-ylamino group, which consists essentially in treating the

so-coloured textile material with an aqueous solution of

an amine of the formula:

HjN—R—

X

wherein R is a radical selected from the class consisting

of mono- and di-cyclic aromatic rings and the grouping

(CH2)m. in which m represents one of the integers from

2 to 6; and X is a member selected from the class con-

sistmg of —NHj and

—[—NH(CHj)p]qNH(CHj)pY

in which Y stands for a group selected from the class con-

sisting of amino and hydroxy groups, p represents an

integer from 2 to 6, and n represents one of the numbers

0,1. and 2.

3,097,043
NEW DYEING PROCESS

Walter Percival Mills, Manchester, England, assignor to

Imperial Chemical Induatrica Limited, Millbanii, Lon-

don, England, a corporation of Gr«a* Britain

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 850,785

Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 7, 1958

6 Claims. (CI. 8—55)
1. Process for dyemg nitrogen-containmg synthetic

polymeric textile materials selected from the class con-

sisting of synthetic linear polyamides and modified poly-

acrylonitrile textile materials, which process comprises

dyeing said synthetic polymeric textile material with an

aqueous dispersion of a disperse reactive dyestuff and

a member selected from the group cooaisting of an acid

and acid salt, and having a pH in the range of between

about 3 and 5. and subsequently, during the dyeing

process, adding to said dispersion a member selected

from the group consisting of an alkali and alkaline salt,

to raise the pH thereof to within the range of between

about 9 and 12.

3,097,044

PROCESS FOR COLORING POLYPROPYLENE
Thomas Skcuse, Purdys, N.Y^ assignor to Geigy Chemi-

cal Corporation, Grcenburgh, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware ^ ^..
No Drawfaig. FUed Apr. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 19,471

9 Claims. (CI. 8—55)

1. The method of dyeing polypropylene fiber by the

simultaneous interaction of dye. water soluble chromium

salt, acid and fiber in aqueous dye bath, which comprises

contacting said fiber in said bath with a mordant dye

in presence of said . water-soluble chromium salt for a

period of from about 15 minutes to about 90 minutes at

a temperature of from about 212° to abou» 250° F.,

the ratio of said dye to said chromium salt ranging from

about 1 : 1 to about 1 :2 by weight, based on the dry weight

of «he fiber.

3,097,045
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING WHITE OR COLOR
RESISTS ON DYEINGS WITH VAT DYESTUFFS
ON NATIVE OR REGENERATED CELLULOSE

Hngo Bartl and Erich Fees, Frankfort am Main, Ger-

many, assigoon to Farlmerke Hoechst Alitiengesell-

Khaft vormals Metater Laciiis A Briining, Frankfurt

am Main, Germany, a corporatton of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 5,665

Claims priority, application Germany Feb. 5, 1959

6 Claims. (CI. 8—65)

1. A process for producing white insists on pads that

have been made on cellulose fabrics with leuoosulfuric

acid esters of vat dyestuffs selected from the group con-

sisting of anthraquinoid and indigoid vat dyestuffs, with

the addition of salts of nitrous acid, which comprises over-

printing the dried pads with a printing paste essentially

consisting of a fixing agent and 1-20% by weight of a

substance that destroys nitrous acid and has the general

formula

\NH

wherein X represents a member selected from the group

consisting of the phenyl radical and the hydrogen atom,

an<J Y represents a member selected from the group con-

sisting of the —NH, radical, a sulfonic acid group, a sul-

fonic acid amide group, a sulfonic acid thioamide group,

a sulfonic acid radical esterified by a lower alcohol, an

OH radical, a phenyl radical, a substituted phenyl radical.

a carbonamide group, a thiocarbonamade group, an N-

anilino radical, an N-anilino radical substituted by a sul-

fonic acid group, an N-anilino radical substituted by a

sulfonic acid group esterified by a lower alcohol, an N-

aniiino radical substituted by a carboxylic acid group, an

N-anilino radical substituted by a carboxylic acid group

esterified by a lower alcohol, at least one of X and Y
represents an aromatic radical, the benzoyl radical, the

thiobenzoyl radical and salts of the said compounds,

steaming and treating the pads with dilute sulfuric acid at

a temperature of 30-90° C. sowing, rinsing and drying

the fabric so treated.

3,097,046
METHOD AND COMPOSITION FOR

DYE-LEVELING
Wilhelm E. Walks ami William F. Towignant, Midland,

Mich., and LaMv C. CkwtafM-, WUHaasbvrg, Va., as-

ilgBon to Tbc Dow CbcBkal CoBpuy, Midland,

Mich., a corporation of Debiware
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 51,521

13 Claims. (CI. 8—«8)
1. In the method of dyeing a textile article, the im-

provement of effecting a more level dyeing which con-

sists essentially of dissolving in the dyebath with the

dyestuff poIy-N-vinyl-5-methyl-2-oxazolidinone and dye-

ing said textile article with said dyestuff in the presence

of said poly-N-vinyl-5-methyl-2-oxazolidinone.

3,097,047
DYEING SYNTHETIC FIBERS WITH ALKYL

NAPHTHALENE COMPOSITION
Sidney M. Weinstein and Peter J. Scott, West Orange,

NJ., assignors to The Tanatcx Chemical Corporation,

Kearny, N J., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. FUed Apr. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 105,906

12 Claims. (CL 8—94)
1. A composition comprising about 70 to 989c of a

carrier consisting essentially of methylnaphthalenes hav-

ing less than 7 methyl groups on the naphthalene nucleus

and about 2 to 30% of an emulsifier selected from the

group consisting of anionic, nonionic and cationic

emulsifiers based on the weight of the carrier employed.

6. The process of dyeing synthetic fibers which com-

prises adding a carrier composition comprising about

2 to 30% of an emulsifying agent based on the weight of

* the carrier to be used and about 70 to 98% of a carrier

consisting essentially of methylnaphthalenes having less

than 7 methyl groups on the naphthalene nucleus to a

dyebath and forming a mixture of said carrier composi-

tion, dyebath. dyestuffs and goods to be dyed, maintain-

ing the goods to be dyed in contact with said carrier

composition and dyestuff at a temperature and for a

period of time sufficient to insure dyeing of said goods

and removing the dyed goods from the dyebath.

3,097,048
METHOD AND COMPOSITION FOR

DYE-STRIPPING
Wilhelm E. Walles, William F. Tousignant, and Robert J.

Axelson, Midland, Mich., assignors to The Dow Chem-
ical Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of Del-

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 51,487
7 Claims. (CI. 8—102)

1. A dye-stripping composition for stripping vat. sul-

fur, and direct dyestuffs from a cellulosic substrate

which composition comprises poly-N-vinyl-5-methyl-2-

oxazolidinone dissolved in an aqueous solvent vehicle,

said solvent vehicle consisting essentially of water and a

minor proportion of an agent' characterized by being ca-

pable of solubilizing said dyestuffs.

3,097,049
PROCESS FOR BLEACHING AND SHRINK-

PROOFING WOOL
Jean Meybeck, 9A Rue du Bramobt, Mulhouse, France,

and Charles Schirle, deceased, late of 15 Rue Pasteur,

Colmar, France, by Agnes Jeanne Antoinette Cazal

Schirle, administratrix, Fraize, Vosges, France
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 802,001

19 Claims. (CL 8—108)
1. A process for bleaching and shrinkproofing wool

with minimum alteration of the wool, which comprises

introducing the wool in water, introducing progressively

a dilute solution of an acid with continuous agilation

until a pH of 2-4.5 is reached, continuing agitation, in-

troducing slowly an aqueous chlorite solution of pH 8-9

at a temperature below about 50° C. until the wool turns

pink, whereby the pH of the chlorite solution is lowered

without evolution of ClOj and the bath remains sub-

stantially c(^orless throughout the treatment, and treat-

ing the pink wool with a reducing solution, said intro-

duction of the wool in water, said progressive introduc-

tion of dilute acid, said continued agitation, said slow

introduction of aqueous chlorite solution of pH 8-9, and

said treatment with a reducing solution being carried out

seriatim.

3,097,050
PROCESS OF CREASEPROOFING CELLULOSE FAB-
RICS WITH 2,6-DIOXASPIRO(3,3)HEPTANE AND
FORMALDEHYDE AND FABRICS PRODUCED
THEREBY

Melvin D. Hurwitz, Southampton, and Stella Y. Wang,
Philadelpliia, Pa., assignors to Rohm ii Haas Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 862,041

12 Claims. (CI. 8—116.4)

1. The process consisting of impregnating a cellulose

fabric with an aqueous solution of 3 to 7% by weight of

2,6-dioxaspiro( 3,3) heptane, 2 to 4% by weight of form-

aldehyde, and C.2 to 2% by weight of a catalyst selected

from the group consisting of metal salts of an acid of the

formula H,(XYb) where H is hydrogen, a is an integer

having a value of 1 to 3, X is a member selected from
the group consisting of boron, silicon, suifur, and chlo-

rine, Y is a member selected from the group consisting

of fluorine and oxygen, and b is an integer selected from
4 and 6, said metal being selected from the group con-

sisting of those in groups lb, II, 111^, IV, and VIII of the

periodic table, the cellulose-reactive substances in the so-

lution consisting essentially entirely of the aforesaid hep-
tane and formaldehyde, drying and heating the impreg-
nated fabric at a temperature of about 250° to 400° F.,

until the crease resistance of the fabric is increased.

3,097,051
CELLULOSE ESTER ANHYDRIDES IN

FIBER FORM
Ricardo H. Wade, Metairic, La., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of
Agriculture
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 18, 1958, Ser. No. 774,783

14 Cbdnu. (CL 8—120)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
1. A process for producing an ester anhydride of na-

tive fiber cellulose comprising subjecting a mixture con-
taining (1) native fiber cellulose having three reactive

hydroxyl groups per anhydroglucose imit, (2) a tricar-

boxylic acid mono-anhydride having one free carboxyl
group capable of reacting with the hydroxyl groups of
the cellulose to form a cellulose ester linkage and having,

in addition, two carboxyl groups linked together in a cyclic

anhydride structure, said tricarboxylic acid mono-anhy-
dride being present in the proportion of one mole j)er

mole of said anhydroglucose unit of said native fiber cel-

lulose, and (3) at least one mole of trifiuoroacetic anhy-
dride per mole of the tricarboxylic acid mono-anhydride,
in an inert non-aqueous solvent in which said tricarboxylic

acid mono-anhydride and said trifluoroacctic anhydride
are appreciably soluble, to a temperature ranging from
about 20° C. up to at least about the reflux temperature
of the mixture, to produce an ester anhydride of the cel-

lulose in which the cellulose hydroxyl groups have been
esterified by the free carboxyl group of the tricarboxylic

acid mono-anhydride, in which the cyclic anhydride struc-

ture of the tricarboxylic acid mono-anhydride remains in-

tact and unreacted, which contains about from 0.1 to 0.3

of the tricarboxylic acid mono-anhydride groups per an-

hydroglucose unit, which possesses latent cation exchange
properties, and which retains the native fiber form of the

cellulose.

3,0r7,052
TREATMENT OF WOOL WITH ACID ANHYDRIDES

IN THE PRESENCE OF ACETIC ACID
Nathan H. Kocnig, Berkeley, Calif., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 134,056

12 Claims. (CI. 8—128)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
1. A process for chemically modifying wool which com-

prises reacting wool under essentially anhydrous condi-
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tions, in the presence of acetic acid, with an acid anhydride

containing more than eight carbon atoms of the class

consi ting of aliphatic, aromatic, atKl aromatic-aliphatic

acid anhydrides, in a reaction system consisting solely of

said wool, acetic acid, and acid anhydride.

3,097,053
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING SYNTHETIC

ACRYLONITRILE FIBERS
Shohci Kurioka, Takasi Yamaiiioto, and Fukusaburo

Matsushita, all of Kitajima-machi, itano-gun, Tokushi-

ma Prefecture, Japan, assignors to Toho Rayon Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, a corporation of Japan
No Drawing. Filed May 26, 1961, Scr. No. 112,787

Claims priority, application Japan June 8, 1960
3 Claims. (CI. 18—48)

3. A method for preparing spun gel-tow fibers by a

wet spinning process from a spinning solution containing

acrylic co-polymers including at least 85% acrjtlonitrile

employing aqueous saline solvents containing a mixture of

water soluble metallic chlorides including zinc chloride,

the improvement which comprises washing the spun gel-

tows in an acidwater bath of a pH of not greater than

3 while controlling and maintaining the temperature be-

low 70° C. thereby facilitating removal of zinc chloride

from the spun geJ-tows.

3,097,054
METHOD OF MAKING HIGH-SHRINK

TEXTILE FIBERS
Willis G. Routson, Concord, Calif., and Thomas C.

Spcnce, Yorktown, Va., muAgaon to The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Aug. 26, 1960, Scr. No. 52,019

8 Claims. (CI. 18—54)
1. Method of preparing a highly shrinkable synthetic

acrylonitrile polymer textile fiber which method comprises

salt spinning a fiber-forming acrylonitrile polymer that is

adapted to provide fibers which do not shrink more than

15 percent after exposure to water at abovit 100° C, which

polymer contains in the polymer molecule at least about

80 percent of acrylonitrile, any balance being another

monoethylenically unsaturated monomeric material that is

copolymerizable with acrylonitrile. into an aquagel fila-

mentary structure that contains between about 1 and 5

parts by weight of water to each part by weight of dry

polymer therein, said aquagel having incorporated therein

between about 2 and 15 weight percent, based on the dry

weight of the combined polymer comp)osition, of a poly:

mer of a monomer selected from the group consisting of

a N-vinyl lactam, a N-vinyl-3-morpholinone, a N-vinyl-2-

oxazolidinone, and a N-vinyl-methylaikyl-sulfonamide;

washing said aquagel substantially free from residual salt

and physically elongating said fiber by stretching it to an

at least partially oriented condition; subjecting said aqua-

gel fiber to intimate contact with an aqueous solution of

a monosulfonate of an alkyl phenyl phenol of the struc-

tures:

^^<^""
SOiM (D

and

I OH

SOiM (ID

wherein R is an alkyl radical containing from about 1 to

8 carbon atoms, and M is an alkali metal consisting of

sodium, potassium and lithium; irreversibly drying said

aquagel fiber to a synthetic characteristically hydrophobic

fiber structure; and subsequently stretching said fiber struc-

ture about 15 to 35 percent while heating said structure

between about 90 and 150° C.

3,097,055
METHOD OF MAKING HIGH-SHRESK

TEXTILE FIBERS
Willis G. Routson, Concord, Calif., and Thonuis C.

Spcnce, Yorktown, Va., ass^ors to The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of Dela-
ware

Filed Aug. 26, 1960, Scr. No. 52,020
9 Clafans. (CI. 18—54)

1. Method of preparing a highly shrinkable synthetic

acrylonitrile polymer textile fiber which method com-
prises salt spinning a fiber-forming acrylonitrile polymer
that is adapted to provide fibers which do not shrink more
than 15 percent after exposure to water at about 100' C.
which polymer contains in the polymer molecule at least

about 80 percent of acrylonitrile, any balance being an-

other monoethylenically unsaturated nKMiomeric material

that is copolymerizable with acrylonitrile, into an aquagel

filamentary structure that contains between about 1 and 5

parts by weight of water to each part by weight of dry

polymer therein, said aquagel having incorporated therein

between about 2 and 15 weight percent, based on the dry

weight of the combined polymer composition, of a polymer
of a monomer selected from the group consisting of a

N-vinyl lactam, a N-vinyl-3-morpholinone, a N-vinyl-2-

oxazolidinone, and a N-vinyl-methylalkyl-sulfonamide;

washing said aquagel substantially free from residual salt

and physically elongating said fiber by stretching it to

an at least partially oriented condition; subjecting said

aquagel fiber to intimate contact with an aqueous solu-

tion of a sulfosucdnate of the structure:

O

RO^OHiCHCOR
SOiM

wherein R is an alkyl radical containing from about 4 to

14 carbon atoms, and M is an alkali metal consisting of

sodium, potassium and lithium; irreversibly drying said

aquagel fiber to a synthetic characteristically hydrophobic

fiber structure; and subsequently stretching said fiber

structure about 15 to 35 percent while beating said struc-

ture between about 90 and ISO* C.

3,097,056
MELT-SPINNING OF POLYMERS

Hugh Charles Rowlhison, St HUata-e Station, Quebec,
Canada, assignor to Canadian Industries Limited, Mon-
treal, Quebec, Canada, a corporatioa of Canada

FUed Feh. 5, 1962, Scr. No. 171,191
Chdms priority, application Canada Nov. 23, 1961

3 Clainu. (CI. 1»—54)

I. In a process for the continuous multifilament melt-

spinning of a fibre-forming polymer wherein said polymer
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is melted by heating and forced under pressure through a

plurality of fine holes in a spinneret plate, the improvement

which comprises insulating said spinneret plate from

ground and applying to said plate a substantial electrical

potential.

3,097,057
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTUR-

ING FLOATING SOAP
Shoichi Takenchi, 907-2 Fnrue, Kamisakabe,

Amagasakl City, Japan
Filed July 28, 1959, Ser. No. 830,092

Claims priority, application Japan Aug. 1, 1958
4 Clahns. (CI. 18—55)

,f y

1. A method of making floating soap which comprises

continuously forming an elongated hollow soap base, in-

serting a portion of said hollow elongated soap base be-

tween a die base and a die lid, engaging the die base and

die lid to cut off the soap base exterior of the die base and

die lid and to press the open ends of the soap base to a

closed position that compresses the air within the hollow

portion, and releasing the compressed air within the hol-

low portion.

3,097,058
EXTRUSION OF THERMOPLASTIC RESINS

Tony E. Branscum and John E. Havely, Bartlesville,

Oida., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, a cor-

poration of Delaware
FUed Aug. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 46,402

13 Claims. (CI. 18—55)

-^-
^ ^i:^^^^

1. A process for extruding and blow molding a gener-

ally cylindrical container of translucent to opaque thermo-

plastic material having a transparent stripe extending lon-

gitudinally thereof which comprises extruding an initial

tube of solely said material from a hot plastic mass there-

of; simultaneously extruding a hot plastic strip of trans-

parent thermoplastic material into th^wall of the already

formed tube to displace a comparable portion of the

translucent to opaque material to form a striped tube

adapted for blow molding; and blow molding said striped

tube into a container having a transparent stripe length-

wise thereof.

3,097,059
METHOD FOR FORMING EAR PLUGS FOR SUP-

PORTING HEARING AID RECEIVERS
Carl G. Hoffman, 631 15th St, Denver, Colo.

FUed June 23, 1960, Scr. No. 38,267
1 Claim. (CI. 18—6S4^

A method for forming a near pli^ for supporting a
hearing aid receiver in the ear of a patient comprising:
packing the tympani extremity of the auditory canal of
the ear of said patient with cotton; pressing a mass of self-

hardening moldable material into said canal and into the

concha of the external ear with the thumb and fingers;

leveling off the external surface of the mass to produce
a flat external surface; pressing a receiver supporting

member into said flat external surface; allowing said

mass to harden in the ear to form a solid plug conforming
to the internal contours of said ear with the receiver sup-

porting member permanently inbedded therein; removing
said plug from the ear; and thence drilling a sound
passage in said plug extending from the extremity of the

canal portion of said plug to the receiver supporting mem-
ber thereon, so that sound waves from a receiver sup-
ported by said receiver supporting member will be con-
ducted to the membrana tympani of the ear.

3,097,060
BEARING STRUCTURE AND METHOD OF

MANUFACTURE THEREFOR
Leo S. Sullivan, Jr., Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit Mich., a corporation of
Delaware

FUed Dec. 10, 1959, Scr. No. 858,656
2 Claims. (CI. 18—59)

.«>

1. A bearing assembly for noise isolation and wear re-

sistance in a pivotal joint, consisting of only, an initially

loose and pliable preform thit is basically a non-metallic
organic fibrous material such as cotton having a curaWe
phenolic impregnation therewith as well as a fluorine con-
taining synthetic fiber woven as a durable low-friction

bearing surface along one side of said non-metallic fibrous

material of said preform, and a backing portion of pliable

material such as elastomer polycarbonate as well as acetal
resin means also curable per se, said backing portion
being curable identically and specifically simultaneouMy
with said phenolic impregnation into a unitary bonded
and inseparable compacted relationship with each other.
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3,097,061

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
MULTI-PANE INSULATING GLASS

Hubert Woelk, Porz-Zundorf, Germany, assignor to Spie-

f;elKla<>werke Germania Aktiengeselbchaft Zweignie-

derlassung der Glacerics d« Saint Roch Societe Ano-

nvme, Porz-l rbach, Gcrmaoy
Filed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40.781

Claims priority, application Germany July 3, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 18—59)

the boiling point of liquid HF at the pressures of the re-

action step to prevent any reaction with tin upon contact

therewith, then rapidly adding together the HF and a

quantity of relatively finely divided tin in a reaction step

in such manner as to quickly submerge and immerse said

quantity of tin to be reacted with the HF whereby to

avoid an initial swift generation of heat, then permitting

the temperature of the reaction mixture to rise to the tem-

perature of the boiling point of the solution at the pres-

sures existent in the reaction step whereby to permit the

reaction o*^ the tin and the acid, maintaining the reaction

1. The method of forming a multiple-pane insulating

glass panel which comprises standing two panes of glass

vertically with their edges parallel and at a selected dis-

tance apart, interposing a boundary strip treated with a

separating agent temporarily between the panes within

the said edges, closing the space between the edges of the

panes beyond the boundary strip, flowing sealing com-

pound m the trough thus formed setting the compound

and removing the boundary strip.

3,097,062

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF GRANU-
I AR URANIFEROLS MATERIAL OF UNIFORM
PARTICLE SIZE „, ^ ^

Marie E. A.' Hermans and Theo van der Plas, Amliem,

Netherlands, assignors to Stichting Reactor Centrum

No Drawing. Filed May 14, 1959, Ser. No. «»3,053

Claims priority, application Netherlands May 14, 1958

3 Claims. (CI. 25—14.5)

1. A process of preparing a uranium containing ma-

terial of uniform particle size comprising adding 110 to

2(H) grams per liter of urea to a hot aqueous solution

containing 2 to O.fi gram ions of uranyl ions per liter,

;tfid an initial nitrate ion concentration less than 1.8 gram

ions per litei'. homogeneously stirring said mixture and

rapidly separating, after termination of the homogene-

ous precipitation thus brought about, the solid precipitate

from the liquid and maintaining the temperature of the

solution during the homogeneous precipitation between

90 and 9K° ( .

3,097,063
HYDROGEN FLUORIDE DETINNING PROCESS
AND PRODUCTION OF STANNOUS FLUORIDE

Joe E. Gilliland, Raymond Ray, and Wayne E. White,

Tulsa, Okla., assignors to Ozark-Mahoning Company,

Tulsa, Okla., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Feb. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 7,388

7 Claims. (CI. 23—88)

1. A method of producing stannous fluoride by react-

ing hydrogen fluoride and tin in a reaction step compris-

ing the steps of first cooling a quantity of liquid hydro-

fluoric acid of greater than 70 percent concentration to a

temperature substantially below the boiling point of the

hydrofluoric acid at the pressures of the reaction step,

said liquid HF cooled to a temperature sufficiently below

•• .' MV ^

I
. •
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3,097,070
PLASTIC WARE FOR SCIENTIFIC USE

Adelbert Aldrich, La Crescents, Robert Schwarz, Jr.,

Beverly Hills, and William H. Gottschalk, Encino,
Calif., assignors to Falcon Plastic Products, Culver City,

Calif., a copartnership
FUed Nov. 6, 1958, Ser. No. 772,224

4 Claims. (CI. 23—253)

1. Disposable laboratory ware for use in holding ma-

terials for chemical, biological and physical manipulation

comprising an article made from plastic material selected

from the group consisting of polystyrene, polyethylene

and methacrylate and having a container portion in the

form of a cavity for holding the materials to be manip-

ulated with the entire inner surface of the container por-

tion including the portions which contact said materials

having a continuous, unbroken, adherent coating of be-

tween approximately 0.1 and 1.5 microns in thickness of

material selected from the group consisting of silicon

oxide, tantalum, aluminum, magnesium fluoride and alu-

minum oxide whereby said surface is water wc.table, com-

patible with living cells and tissue and adequately resistant

to abrasion and chemical attack by the said materials.

3,097,071
LIQUID-LIQUID CONTACTING APPARATUS

Leonard Lowes, Seascale, and Maurice Charles Tanner,

Mirehouse, Whitehaven, England, assignors to United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, London, England

Filed Jan. 9, 1958, Ser. No. 707,995

Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 10, 1957
2 Claims. (CI. 23—270.5)

1. In mixer-settler apparatus for contacting two sub-

stantially immiscible fluid phases of differing densities,

an elongated trough divided into an even number of

compartments arranged in tandem, the even numbered

compartments from one end of the trough being mixer

compartments and the odd numbered compartments

from said end being settler compartments, inlet duct means

communicating at an upper level with the first of said

mixer compartments for introducing a light phase fluid

therein, inlet duct means communicating at a lower level

with the last of said mixer compartments for introducing

a heavy phase fluid therein, outlet duct means communi-

cating at an upper level with the last of said settler

compartments for removing light phase fluid therefrom,

outlet duct means communicating at a lower level with

the first of said settler compartments for removing heavy

phase fluid therefrom, each but the first said settler com-

partment communicatnig at a lower level with the mixer

compartment immediately preceding for heavy phase fluid

flow thereto, each settler compartment communicating at

an upper level with the second succeeding mixer com-
partment for light phase fluid flow thereto, each mixer

compartment communicating at an intermediate level

with the settler compartment immediately preceding for

mixed phase fluid flow thereto, and liquid mixing means
in the mixer compartments.

3,097,072
APPARATUS FOR DISSOLVING SOLUBLE

MATERIALS
Alfred Lippman, Ir., Reserve, and Leon Godchaux II,

New Orleans, La., assignors, by mesM assignments, to
The National Sugar Refining Company, New York,
N.Y., a corporation or New Jersey

Original application June 17, 1954, Ser. No. 437,516, now
Patent No. 2,929,747, dated Mar. 22, 1960. Divided
and this application July 6, 1959, Ser. No. 831,452

1 Claim. (CI. 23—271)

In apparatus for dissolving particulate solid material, in-

cluding a container for said solid material, and a plurality

of substantially horizontal conduits disposed adjacent one
another and adjacent the bottom of said container, said

conduits being provided with downwardly directed aper-

tures distributed over substantially their entire lengths,

whereby a fluid flowing under presSiire through said con-

duits is discharged substantially uniformly over the bot-

tom of said container, the improvement which comprises
arranging at least some of said apertures zuigularly in said

wall so that fluid flowing through said angular apertures

has a component of motion parallel to the longitudinal

axis of said conduit, said conduits as a group being selec-

tively valvedly connected to one of two separate fluid

supply sources furnishing respectively water and steam.

3*097,073
HYDROGEN CHLORIDE PRODUCTION SYSTEM

Joseph M. HUdyard and HaMrcd C. Breckon, Youngs-
town, N.Y., assignors to The Hooker Electrochemical
Company, Niagara Falb, N.Y., a corporatioD of New
York

Filed Not. 29, 1957, Ser. No. 699,761
1 Claim. (CL 23—277)

In the continuous combustion of gaseous hydrogen and
gaseous chlorine to produce anhydrous hydrogen chlo-
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ride, an improved apparatus means comprising a burner

chamber, a burner nozzle secured to said chamber, sep-

arate gas supply means in communication with said noz-

zle for supplying gaseous hydrogen and gaseous ^hlorins

to separate zones in said nozzle, and automatic ratio con-

trolling means and, in communication therewith con-

trolled valve means in each of said separate gas supply

means, said ratio controlling means and said valve means

being adapted to regulate the flow of each of said gases

in substantially a one to one mtrfar ratio to said nozzle

imder varying-demand rates by automatically measuring

and controlling gas flow in each of said gas supply means,

said nozzle comprising two cylindrical conduits, one in-

side the other in annularly spaced relationship with the

inner conduit being made of nickel and forming a sep-

arate central zone, the gas-receiving end of the inner con-

duit being in separate communication with the chlorine

gas supply means and the same end of the outer conduit

being connected to the said inner conduit in a gas tight

manner, thereby forming a separate annular zone and

being in separate communication with the hydrogen gas

supply means, and the gas-ejecting ends of each of said

conduits tapering inwardly, terminating on substantially

the same plane, in open communication with the burner

chamber, and having the terminal area of the inner con-

duit approximately equal to the terminal annular area of

the outer conduit whereby said nozzle is adapted to eject

both of the said gases into the said burner chamber at

substantially equal velocities without premixing and with

substantially complete mixing after the gases leave the

nozzle.

3,097,074
CATALYTIC CONVERTER

Ralph S. Johnson, Rochester, Mkh., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Nov. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 67,569

1 Claim. (CI. 23—288)

said temperature responsive means to the first means for

causing activation of the latter so as to connect the pres-

sure source with the fluid operated means whereby the

latter moves said valve to engage the first valve scat when-

ever the temperature of the catalyst bed reaches a pre-

determined destructive temperature.

3,097,075
METHOD FOR PRODUCING A GRADED

PULVERULENT MATERIAL
Jean-Paul Vandenhoeck, New York, N.Y., assignor to

Buell Engineering Company, Inc., New York, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
FUed July 19, 1961, Ser. No. 125,109

6 Claims. (CI. 23—302)

1. In a method of producing a graded pulverulent ma-
terial from solution, the steps comprising crystallizmg

the material from solution, drying the crystallized ma-
terial to produce dry particles of material, classifying the

particles to segregate those particles that arc smaller than

a first reference particles, gas classifying the segregated

particles into primary and secondary groups of particles

larger than and smaller than respectively a second refer-

ence particle, compacting the particles in the primary

group to form particles substantially at least as large as

the first reference particle, and returning the particles in

the secondary group into solution.

A catalytic converter apparatus comprising a casing

having first and second inlet openings in one end thereof

and an outlet opening formed in the opposite end thereof,

a catalyst bed disposed within said casing and dividing

the latter into vertically-spaced first and second gas flow

chambers above and below the bed, the first inlet opening

communicating with said first chamber for directing gas

flow in series through the second chamber and the catalyst

bed to the outlet opening, the second inlet opening dis-

posed adjacent the second chamber for directing gas

through the second chamber to the outlet opening with-

out passing through the first chamber and the catalyst

bed, an inlet casing member secured to the casing means
and enclosing said first and second inlet openings, first

and second valve seats fc^-med in the inlet casing and

respectively disposed in series with the first and second

inlet openings, a valve pivotally supported by the inlet

casing member at a point between said valve seats and

adapted to coact with the latter to block flow therethrough,

said valve including a self-centering valve member for

cooperation with the second valve seat so as to assure

positive closing thereof, a pressure source, fluid operated

means operatively associated with said valve for moving

the latter for engagement with the first and second valve

scats, first means controlling communication of the pres-

sure source with said fluid operated means, temperature-

responsive means located in the catalyst bed for sensing

the temperature thereof, and second means connecting

3,097,076

PROCESS OF CONCENTRATION OF SOLUTES
Allen F. Reid, 5323 Harry Hines Blvd., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Mar. 7, 1958, Ser. No. 719,905
4 Claims. (CI. 23—306)

i i 4'^ -s.
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1 . A process for increasing the concentration of a sol-

ute content in one portion of a solution while decreasing

the concentration in another portion of the solution com-

prising the steps of adding to a first portion of the solution

in predetermined condition another solute which changes

the solubility in the solvent of the solute to be varied and

introducing said treated portion into one compartment

of a concentration cell having two compartments sep-

arated by a membrane permeable to the solute to be var-

ied and impermeable or only slowly permeable to the

added solute, introducing an untreated portion of the solu-

tion to the other compartment for the transference of the
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first solute through said membrane from the treated por-

tion to the untreated portion, carrying said transference

to a predetermined range of concentration ot said treated

portion permitting reduction of said added solute by sol-

vent extraction, separately removing said treated and un-

treated portions of the solution from the cell and remov-

ing said added solute from said treated portion to re-

establish the condition of said treated portion prior to

said adding of another solute except for the concentration

of the solute to be varied.

3,097,077
FRUIT DRYING TRAY

Vaughn W. Melikian, 5138 N. Van Ness, Fresno, Calif.

Filed Jan. II, 1960, Ser. No. 1,514

4 Claims. (CI. 34—93)

4. A fruit drying tray comprising a bottom panel of

flexible, moisture resistant sheet material adapted for

horizontal positioning on the ground in a flattened condi-

tion to receive fruit disposed thereon for drying purposes;

a top panel of transparent sheet material adapted to be

moved to a fruit drying position overlying the fruit and

the bottom panel in substantially congruent relation with

the bottom panel having the fruit thereon, and being

adapted to transmit radiant hea' therethrough and being

of a sufficient flexibility at least partially to conform to

the fruit by reason of gravitational force, the bottom

panel being of a flexibility less than said top panel and

sufficiently rigid to support the fruit resting thereon; said

panels having respective joining segments and respective

edges in circumferentially spaced relation to the joining

segments; means interconnecting the joining segments of

the edges of the panels for movement of the top panel be-

tween a fruit drying position and a fruit exposing posi-

tion retracted from the drying position; and means re-

leasably interconnecting the bottom and cover panels at

a position along their respective edges in circumferen-

tially spaced relation to the joining segments, the panels

providing openings between said interconnecting means

and the joining segments for allowing passage of ven-

tilating air currents between the panels for ventilating

fruit being dried in the tray.

3,097,078
APPARATUS FOR DRYING METAL STRIPS

Norman Turner, Runcorn, England, assignor to Imperial

Chemical Industries Limited, London, England, a cor-

poration of Great Britain

Filed Sept. 11, 1959, Ser. No. 839,360
Claims priority, application Great Britain Sept. 12, 1958

3 Claims. (CI. 34—155)

t
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mediate the ends thereof and in the plane of the path to

be taken by the strip material; said outlet pipe having

a transverse cross section about equal in area to that of

said tunnel; and a group of at least two gas inlet jets sub-

stantially opposite to said gas outlet pipe and arranged

symmetrically in an arc around the edge of the path taken

by the strip remote from the outlet pipe; the discharge

area of said jets being smaller than said transverse cross-

section whereby gas admitted through said jets during

operation of the apparatus passes transversely across both

faces of the strip material, creates an inflow of air at

the ends of the tunnel and leaves the tunnel through said

outlet pipe.

3,097,079
MOUNTING DEVICE FOR FLORAL

ARRANGEMENTS
Doris E. Todd, 4251 Scpulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.,

and Allen A. WUlard, Sr., 82—191 Tahquitz St., Indio,

Calif.

Filed July 13, 1960, Ser. No. 42,560
2 Claims. (CL 41—13)

1. A device for mounting an ornamental article, and

the like, having stems, comprising:

a first, relatively-wide layer of relatively-pliable mate-

rial having substantially rectilinear configuration and.

a length substantially longer than its width;

a second, rectilinear layer of relatively-pliable mate-

rial having its length substantially equal to the

length of said first layer, adhesively secured to said

first layer so as to overlie said first layer; and

an elongated strip of bendable, form-retaining mate-

rial substantially narrower than said first layer ad-

hesively secured along its entire length between said

first and second layers and having a plurality of arms
extending transversely from opposite longitudinal

side edges of said strip so as to extend exteriorly of

said second layer, said second layer, where the arms
extended from the strip, being of a width substantial-

ly equal to the width of the elongated strip, said

arms being bendable back on said strip and along

said opposed longitudinal edges thereof so as to be

wrappable around stems of an ornamental article

for retaining the ornamental article on said device,

said arms being initially in relatively flat, coplanar

relationship to said strip prior to being bent back.

3,097,080
ARTIFICIAL STONE FACING PLAQUE
Arthur R. Weir, 2915 Wexbridge Road,

Shaker Heights 20, Ohio
Filed June 29, 1959, Ser. No. 823,626

1 Claim. (CL 41—35)

1. Apparatus for drying strip material comprising: The method of making artificial stone facing plaques

means defining an open-ended tunnel through which the comprising providing a relatively thin self-supporting

strip material may be passed; a single gas outlet pipe stratum of unset polyester resin material and pieces of

positioned perpendicular to the axis of said tunnel inter- coarse aggregate embedded partway therein and pro-
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truding from one face thereof with spaces between the

protruding portions, setting the material, applying a mix-

ture of fine aggregate and inorganic ccmentitious ma-

terial in said spaces in contact with said portions and

said face, setting the inorganic ccmentitious material,

and then polish grinding the coarse and fine aggregate to

a depth to present a continuous polished surface at said

face.

3,097,081
PRODUCTION OF SYNTHESIS GAS

Du Bois Eastman and Frank E. Guptill, Whittier, Calif.,

assignors to Texaco Inc., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 23, 1958, Ser. No. 762,777

1 Claim. (CI. 48—215)

with oxygen and steam in a gas generation zone at an

au'iOgenous temperature within the range of about 1800

to 3500° F. producing a hot product gas stream com-

prising carbon monoxide, hydrogen and unconverted free

carbon from said liquid hydrocarbon and wherein said

product gas is contacted with water in a contacting zone

effecting removal of said carbon from the gas stream and

forming a slurry consisting essentially of carbon in wa-

ter, the improvement which comprises withdrawing from

said contacting zone a pumpable slurry of said carbon

in water containing from 0.5 to 3 percent carbon by

weight; passing said carbon-water slurry in turbulent flow

into an elongated tubular heating zone wherein said water

is vaporized thereby forming a stream of steam con-

taining said carbon dispersed and entrained therein and

having a velocity in excess of 20 feet per second; inject-

ing heavy liquid hydrocarbon into said stream of steam

containing said dispersed carbon thereby forming a stream

of steam containing suspended carbon and entrained liquid

hydrocarbon; passing the mixed siream at a velocity in

excess of 20 feet per second through a second elongated

tubular heating zone providing a flow path having a length

at least 100 times its diameter whereby said hydrocarbon

oil is uniformly dispersed and suspended in fine droplet

form in said stream of steam and suspended carbon is

simultaneously transferred to said oil droplets; and passing

the resulting dispersion of carbon-containing oil droplets

suspended in steam into said reaction zone in admixture

with said oxygen-containing gas.

A process for the production of carbon monoxide and

hydrogen substantially free from contamination with nor-

mally liquid hydrocarbons which comprises subjecting a

liquid hydrocarbon to partial oxidation under elevated

pressure in the range of 8^0 atmospheres and an autog-

enous temperature within the range of 1 100° C. to 1900°

C. with oxygen and steam to produce a hot gaseous prod-

uct comprising carbon monoxide and hydrogen and con-

taining uncombined carbon corresponding to at least 0.5

and not more than about 4 percent of the carbon in the

liquid hydrocarbon, bringing said products into direct con-

tact with water under said elevated pressure effecting cool-

ing of said hot gas stream and removal of said carbon

from the cooled gaseous reaction products thereby form-

ing a dispersion of carbon in hot water at a temperature

within the range of 250 to 400° P., contacting said car-

bon-water dispersion under said elevated pressure and

temperature with light hydrocarbon distillate effecting

transfer of said carbon to said hydrocarbon distillate and

forming a slurry of carbon in hydrocarbon distillate, sep-

arating at said elevated pressure said slurry of carbon in

hydrocarbon distillate from resulting clarified water sub-

stantially free from carbon and containing a small residual

amount of said hydrocarbon, passing said clarified water

at said elevated tempearture to a separator maintained at

a pressure lower than said elevated pressure effecting flash

vaporization of a portion of said water to steam and simul-

taneously vaporizing said residual hydrocarbon, separately

withdrawing resulting vapors and resulting hydrocarbon-

free water from said separator, rcpressuring said water

free of said residual hydrocarbon distillate and passing said

repressured water substantially free from hydrocarbons

into contact with hot gaseous products of said partial ox-

idation reaction as cooling and scrubbing medium.

3 097 083
POLISHING COMPOSITION AND PROCESS OF

FORMING SAME
Walter L. Silvemail, West Chicago, III., assignor to

American Potash & Chemical Corporation, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed July 2, 1959, Ser. No. 824,479

14 Claims. (CI. 51—307)
1. A polishing composition, consisting of at least one

polishing material selected from the group consisting of

red rouge, zirconium oxide, cerium oxide and rare earth

oxide combined with a gelatinous eerie hydroxide.

3,097,084
LIQUEFIED GAS CONTAINER

Laurel E. Putman, Livingston, NJ., assignor to Superior

Air Products Co., Newark, NJ., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Oct. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 143,722

6 Claims. (Ci. 62—45)

3,097,082
GASIFICATION OF HYDROCARBON FUEL OILS

Frank E. Guptill, Jr., Whittier, Calif., assignor to Texaco
Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 10,110
2 Claims. (CI. 48—215)

1. In a process for the generation of gaseous mixtures

of carbon monoxide and hydrogen wherein a liquid hy-

drocarbon is subjected to partial oxidation by reaction

1 . In a vacuum jacketed container for the storage of a

liquefied gas at a low temperature substantially below
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ambient temperature, the combination comprising a stor-

age chamber for said liquefied gas, a jacket surround-

ing said chamber and containing a liquefied gas at a

temperature substantially below ambient temperature

and serving as a barrier to the flow of ambient heat to

said chamber, a first hollow elongated tube communicat-

ing at one end thereof with said chamber for the intro-

duction and removal of liquefied gas to and from said

chamber, a second hollow elongated tube concentric with

and surrounding said first tube through a major portion

of the length of said first tube, said first and second tubes

defining an elongated annular space communicating with

said chamber at one end thereof, a pressure relief valve

communicating with said annular ^>ace adjacent the

other end thereof and arranged to open said space to the

atmosphere when the pressure of gas in said space ex-

ceeds a predetermined value, said space being closed ex-

cept for said one end thereof and said pressure relief

valve, and heat conductive means arranged in thermal

contact with said liquefied gas in said jacket and with said

tubes thereby to conduct ambient heat traveling through

said tubes to the liquefied gas in said jacket.

3,097,085
METHOD A>fD MEANS FOR THE MANUFACTURE
OF FIBRES OF THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL

Hans Wallsten, BUIingsfors, Sweden
Filed July 2, 1959, Ser. No. 824,528

11 Claims. (CI. 65—8)

1. A method of producing fibres of thermoplastic ma-

terial comprising the steps of continuously supplying

molten thermoplastic material in the form of a fluid

stream against the smaller end of an internally facing

frusto-conical surface in the form of a funnel, rotating

said surface about a substantially horizontal axis and

causing said fluid material to flatten out against said sur-

face, forcing said material outwardly along said surface

and forming the same into a homogeneous layer to be

discharged from said outer edge, effecting said rotation

at a speed to discharge said material from said outer edge

and to transform said discharged material into fibres dur-

ing the progress of free radial flight from said edge, cool-

ing the external surface of said funnel by means of a

cooling fluid and causing a controlled annular gas flow

concentric with said axis but spaced from said discharg-

ing edge a sufficient distance to allow said fibres to form

to carry away the finished completely solidified fibres

while turning the same into a path extending in a direc-

tion approximately parallel to the axis of rotation of

said funnel.

9. An apparatus for producing fibres of thermoplastic

material from molten thermoplastic material, comprising

in combination, a funnel in the form of a frustum of a

cone, bearing means carrying said funnel at its narrow

end so as to be rotatable about an approximately hori-

zontal axis, means for imparting to said funnel a rotary

movement at a velocity corresponding to a peripheral

speed at the edge of the wide end of said funnel of at

least about 60 meters per second, means for supplying

molten thermoplastic material to the interior surface of

said funnel adjacent the narrow end of said fumiel. said

edge of said wide end serving for discharging the thermo-

plastic molten material from said funnel to transform

said molten thermoplastic material into fibres during the

progress of free radial flight, means arranged around and
in substantially spaced relation with respect to said dis-

charging edge for generating an annular gas flow for

carrying away fibres ejected from said discharging edge,

and means in the form of a gravity gutter cooperating

with the molten thermc^lastic material supply means in

such a manner as to receive the fluid stream and deliver

such to the internal face ot the funnel opening into the

narrow end of said funnel and having an inclination ap-

proximately equal to the inclination of the rotational axis

of said funnel, and means for displacing said gravity

gutter for adjusting the point of the funnel where the

molten material is supplied.

3,097,086
PROPIOLATES

Jolui E. Katon and Lee A. Miller, Dayton, Ohio, assign-

ors to Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo.,
a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 30, 1960, Scr. No. 79,504

10 Claims. (CI. 71—-2.3)

1. A compound of the formula

(h»l).-R— O-alk 0-C-C=CH

in which hal is selected from the class consisting of chlo-

rine and bromine and is attached to aromatic nuclear car-

bon, n is an integer of from 1 to 5, R is an aromatic hy-

drocarbon radical of from 6 to 12 carbon atoms and is

selected from the class consisting of the i^nyl and

naphthyl radicals and such radicals carrying alkyl-substitu-

tion, and alk is an alkylene radical of from 2 to 4 carbon
atoms.

3,097,087
HERBICIDAL MIXTURE COMPRISING A CRAB-
GRASS KILLER AND A HETEROCYCUC POLY-
MER

Jesse Werner, Holliswood, N.Y., and Frederick A. HesscI,

Upper Montclair, NJ., assignors to General Aniline &
Film Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of
Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 82,394

5 Claims. (CI. 71—2.4)
I. A herbicidal composition for the control of crab-

grass comprising at least one herbicidal material selected

from the group consisting of potassium cyanate. phenyl

mercuric acetate, and phenyl mercuric ethanol ammo-
nium lactate, and from 2 to 25% based upon the weight

of said herbicidal material of an N-vinyl heterocyclic

polymer selected from the group consisting of homopoly-
mers and copolymers of vinyl pyrrolidone, vinyl mor-

pholinone, vinyl oxazolidone, and vinyl imidazole and

mixtures thereof, the said 2 to 25% being calculated on

the basis of the N-vinyl heterocyclic component, the said

homopolymers and copolymers having a K value of from

about 10 to about 100.

3,097,088
OIL-SOLUBLE PLANT GROWTH REGULATION

AGENTS
Richard A. Reck, Hinadalc, Walter W. Abramitis,

Downers Grove, and Charles S. WUhclmy, Chicago,

111.; said Reck assignor, hy mcflic assignments, to Ar-

mour and Company, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed June 15, 1959, Scr. No. 820,081

9 Claims. (CI. 71—2^)
1. Plant growth regulatory compositions comprising

solutions having an effective concentration of primary

amine salts of 3,6-endoxcrf)exahydropbthalic acid in oil.
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said primary amine salts having the primary amine rad-

ical attached to a carbon atom selected from the group

consisting of secondary and tertiary carbon atoms and

wherein at least one of the organic radicals attached to

the amine substituted carbon atom contains from about

8 to about 18 carbon atoms.

3,097,089

METHOD FOR DECOMPOSING SOLID MATE-
RIALS BY EXPLOSIVE IMPACTS

Fredrik W. dc Jahn, 41 ABdcnon Atc^ Scarsdale, N.Y.
Filed Nov. 22, I960, Scr. No. 71,096

3 Claims. (O. 75—6)

3,097,091
TOOL STEEL FOR WORKING HOT METAL

Tonny Hong, North Sewickley Township, Beaver County,

Pa., assignor to United States Steel Corporation, a cor-

poration of New Jersey
No Drawing. Filed June 9, 1961, Scr. No. 115,918

3 Claims. (CI. 75—126)
1. An austenitic precipitation-hardenable steel consist-

ing of from 0.2 to 0.75% carbon, from 12 to 18% man-

ganese, about 18% chromium, trom 0.5 to 2.5% cobalt,

from 0.25 to 1% aluminum, from 0.1 to 0.5'~c nitrogen

and the balance iron plus the usual impurities including

no more than 2% silicon and no more than 1% nickel,

said steel hardening from about 215 BHN as cast to from

325 to 350 BHN on being heated from 1450° to 1550° F.

for several hours.

area.

3,097,092
AUSTENITIC ALLOY

WasU W. Dyrkacz, Niskayuna, and Clifford R. Hastings
Troy, N.Y., and Richard K. PiUer, Gibsonia, Pa., as-

signors to Allegheny Lndlnm Steel Corporation, Brack-

cnridgc, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania
FUed July 5, 1961, Scr. No. 121,886

13 Claims. (CI. 75—128)

1. The method of decomposing metal sulfides which

comprises the steps of flowing a thin layer of the metal

sulfide in finely divided form through an enclosed area,

the direction of flow being downwardly along a plane

inclined at an angle less than 90* to the vertical, supply-

ing sufficient heat to the metal sulfide within the enclosed

area to at least equal the heat of formation of the metal

sulfide and to raise the temperature thereof above the

vajjorization temperature of free sulfur, establishing a

non-oxidizing atmosphere in the enclosed area, detonat-

ing pentaerythritol tetranitrate to generate in rapid suc-

cession a scries of explosive shocks, and subjecting the

thin layer of metal sulfide to the impact of the explosive

shocks within the enclosed area, thereby liberating free

metal and free sulfur with the latter being substantially

completely vaporized and expelled from the enclosed

3,097,090
METALLURGICAL PROCESS

Olav C. Aamot, Lcwiston, N.Y., assignor, by mcmc as-

signments, to Independence Foundation, Philadelphia,

Pa., a corporation of Delaware, and Koppcrs Company,
Inc., PittsiNirgh, Pa., corporatloa of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed June 23, 1960, Scr. No. 38,120

4Cfaiims. (CI. 75—33)

3. A process for partial prereduction of iron oxide-

containing materials in a rotary kiln that comprises intro-

ducing into said kiln said oxide material substantially

within the size range of minus 3 to plus 28 mesh in ad-

mixture with a finely-divided carbonaceous rcductant, and

substantially larger pieces of additional carbonaceous re-

ductant of at least approximately IVi inch size, said

finely-divided reductant being present in an amount suffi-

cient to reduce said metallic oxides at least in part to

the metallic stat; and said larger pieces of reductant being

present in an amount sufficient to form an effective cover

over said kiln charge, establishing a moving bed of said

charge and carbonaceous cover within said kiln at an

elevated temperature to effect at least partial reduction

of said oxides, and discharging said charge and carbo-

naceous cover from said kiln.

1. An austenitic alloy suitable for use at elevated tem-

peratures in atmospheres containing combustion prod-

ucts of leaded fuels and having a composition within the

limits 0.65% and 0.75% carbon, 5.50% and 6.90%

manganese, 0.45% and 0.85% silicon, 20.50% and 22.0%
chromium, 1.407c and 1.90% nickel, 0.18% and 0.28%
nitrogen, 0.025% and 0.055% sulfur and the balance

essentially iron with incidental impurities and which is

characterized by possessing excellent machinability and

hot workability.

3,097,093
COPPER BASE ALLOYS

Donald K. Fox, Pittsburgh, and William J. Reichenecker,

Churchill Borough, Pa., assignors to Westinghousc Elec-

tric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
No Drawing. Filed May 31, 1961, Scr. No. 113,636

10 Claims. (Ci. 75—156.5)
1. A high strength yellow brass having good ductility

consisting essentially of, by weight, from 52% to 68%
copper, from 2.5% to 5% manganese, from 2.75% to

7.5% aluminum, from 1% to 4% iron, up to .01% tin,

up to .01% lead, from to 0.5% boron, from to 2%
chromium, and the balance zinc except for incidental im-

purities, the boron and chromium, when present, imparting

corrosion resistance to the alloy.

3,097,094
ZIRCONIUM ALLOYS

Lester S. Rnbcnstchi, Pittsburgh, and Francis L. Sbnbcrt,

Bethel Park, Pa., assignors to Westinghousc Elcctrk
Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of
Pennsylvania

Filed Sept. 6, 1960, Scr. No. 54,092
9 Claims. (CI. 75—177)

1. An alloy consisting essentially of from 0.1% to 2.5%
by weight of tin, from .015% to .30% silicon, and a total
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of at lc;ist .10'; but not exceeding approximately 2'^c by
weight of at least one metal from period 4 of the p.;riodik;

table selected from the group consisting of iron, nickel,

i

>«}*• ITIMI

»* 0» »n.iCO"

and chromium, carbon not exceeding .05'^c, the balance

bcini; zirconium and less than .5% by weight of incidental

impurities.

3,097,095

MATERIAL FOR ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC
REPRODUCTION

Kurt-Walter Kliipfel, Hans-Rainer Stumpf, Hans Behmen-
burg, Wilhelm Neugebauer, Oskar Siis, and Martha
Tomanek, ail of Wiesbaden-Biebrich, Germany, assign-

ors, by mesne assignments, to Azoplate Corporation,

Murray Hill, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Nov, 20, 1957, Ser. No. 697,533

Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 21, 1956
38 Claims. (CI. 96— 1)

1. An electrophotographic reproduction material com-
prising a conductive support layer and a photoconductive

insulating layer, the latter comprising a compound having

the formula

in which R and Ri are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, halogen, alkoxy, alkyl, and amino radicals.

and an organic linkage forming a fused heterocyclic ring,

Rj and R3 are selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen alkyl, and phenyl groups containing no strongly

negative substituents, and R4 is selected from the group

consisting of oxygen and sulfur.

3,097,096
PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION WITH THE FORMA-

TION OF RELIEF IMAGES
Gerald Oster, 134 W. 11th SU New York 11, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Jan. 19, 1955, Ser.

No. 482,868, now Patent No. 2,875,047, dated Feb. 24,

1959. Divided and this application Jan. 7, 1959, Ser.

No. 785,316
19 Claims. (CI. 96—30)

13. Process for color printing which comprises irradiat-

ing at least 3 separate plates each coated with a layer of

a solution containing at least 20% by weight of a vinyl

monomer polymerizable to a solid polymer, an organic

photo-reducible dye, and a reducing agent having a reduc-

tion jx)tential incapable of reducing said dye in the ab-

sence of light but of sufficient strength to reduce the

photo-excited dye, said dye and reducing agent forming a

stable system in the absence of light, which undergoes

reduction of the dye upon exposure to visible light, said

solution comprising a solvent for a soluble vinyl polymer

corresponding to a polymer of said vinyl monomer, said

dye and reducing agent being present in sufficient amount

to produce free radicals for the polymerization of said

polymerizable vinyl monomer when irradiated with visi-

ble light, with an identical photonegative color image, the

solution coating each plate having a photo reducible dye

with an absorption maximum for a different primary color,

thereafter washing ihe unpolymerized portion from said

plates, drying the plates, and inking each plate with an

ink having a color complementary to the absorption maxi-

mum of its dye, and thereafter printing superimposed
images with said plates.

3,097,097
PHOTO DEGRADING OF GEL SYSTEMS AND
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTION OF RELIEFS
THEREWITH

Gisela K. Oster and Gerald Oster, both of
36 Grove St., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 792,699

29 Claims. (CI. 96—35)

12. A photo reproduction process which comprises ir-

radiating with a visible light image a water-soluble poly-

mer in aqueous media, said polymer being cross-linked

into the form of a gel by metallic ions selected from the

group consisting of ferric, mercuric, silver, cupric, titanic,

stannatc. and molybdate ions, said metallic ions being re-

ducible to a lower valent state with destruction of the

cross linking bonds, said gel containing a dissolved photo-

reducible d\e and a reducing agent incapable of reducing

said metallic ions and incapable of reducing said dye in

the absence o\ light but of sufficient strength to reduce the

photo-excited dye, said dye and reducing agent forming
a stable system in the absence of light, said dye and re-

ducing agent being present in sufficient amount so that

when irradiated with visible light, the dye will be reduced
and the reduced dye, in turn, will reduce at least a portion

of said metallic ions, said visible light image being of

sufficient intensity and said irradiation being of sufficient

duration to photo-excite at least a portion of said dye to

thereby cause degradation of the light struck areas of said

gel, and thereafter removing the degraded portions of the

Sel.

3,097,098
SHORTENING AND AGENT THEREFOR

Robert R. Allen, Richard J. Bell, and Ray B. Donohue, Jr.,

Sherman, Tex., assignors to Anderson, Clayton & Co.,
Houston, Tex., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed June 30, 1960, Ser. No. 39,804

9 Claims. (CI. 99—123)
1. An edible shortening agent when combined with an

edible shortening base forming a shortening, said shorten-
ing agent comprising a reaction product resulting from
an ester interchange reaction of glycerides of an edible

fat, propylene glycol and glycerine.

3,097,099
METHOD FOR CONSERVING FISH

Hans Beckmann, Rutschbahn 7, Hamburg, Germany
Filed Jan. 28, 1959. Ser. No. 789,472

9 Claims. (CI. 99—195)

-2.

•I

1. In a method for the conservation of fresh fish, the
steps of storing said fish in a scalable container, subject-
ing said container to a vacuum in order to degasify and
deaerate said fish and to cool said fisn to a degree such
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that the body cell contents and the intercellular liquid are

cooled to approximately their freezing temperature, but

do not freeze, subjecting said container to a pressure

higher than said vacuum by means of a fluid chemically

neutral with respect to said fish, and maintaining said

pressure as long as conservation is desired.

containing between about 0.05% and about 2.0% of

superfine high-purity powdered silica by weight of phos-

phor, said silica and phosphor being composed of separate

particles, said silica having a particle size of about 0.02

microns and being of the type composed of discrete

amorphous particles which go into suspension in water,

as distinguished from the type which goes into a hydrated

form in water, and baking the coated tube.

3,097,100

THIAZOLIDONES AS LIGHT STABILIZERS FOR
PLASTIC COMPOSrriONS

Gerald R. Lappin and John W. Tamblyn, Kingsport.

Tenn., and James A. Van Allan, Rochester, N.Y., as-

signors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y .,

a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 4,174

6 Claims. (CI. 106—176)

1. A molded article essentially consisting of cellulose

acetate butyrate and l-59b, based on the weight of the

cellulose acetate butyrate, of a Ihiazolidone having the

formula

;

o=c- -N-R

X S Y

where X and Y are each selected from the group con-

sisting of alkyl radicals containing one to twelve carbon

atoms, alkoxy radicals containing one to twelve carbon

atoms, halogen and nitro and R is selected from the

group consisting of alkyl radicals conUining two to twelve

carbon atoms and aryl radicals substituted with sub-

stituents selected from the same group as X and Y.

3,097,104

APPARATUS FOR AND METHOD FOR APPLYING
REFLECTIVE COATINGS ON UNMASKED POR-
TION OF LAMP ENVELOPE

James L. Free, Little Rock, Ark^ assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania
Filed Aug. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 48,690

8 Claims. (CI. 117—38)

3,097,101

CERAMIC PRODUCT AND METHOD OF
MAKING THE SAME

Ronald H. Lester, Baltimore, Md., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Apr. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 24,066

14 Claims. (CI. 106—46)
1. A ceramic body comprising the vitrified porcelain

product of a mixture of clay, flux material, and flint, the

flint being in particles all of which have a size between 1

and 45 microns.

3,097,102

COLD WATER DISPERSIBLE STARCH AND
METHOD OF PREPARATION

Geert Moes, Hoogezand, Netherlands, assignor to W. A.

Scholten's Chemische Fabrieken N.V., Groningen,

Netherlands, a corporation of the Netherlands

Filed July 18, 1960, Ser. No. 43,605

Claims priority, application Netherlands July 24, 1959

10 Claims. (CL 106—210)
8. A cold water dispersible starch comprising a powder

consisting of pregelatinized starch having incorporated

therein borax in a quantity of from 2 to 6% based on the

weight of the starch and an anhydrous sulphate selected

from the group consisting of sodium sulphate, potassium

sulphate and magnesium sulphate in a proportion of from

5 to 15%, based on the weight of the starch, said powder

having such a particle size that at least 50 percent is finer

than 100 mesh.

3,097,103

METHOD OF COATING A FLUORESCENT
LAMP TUBE

Horace H. Homer. Arlington, and Fred R. Taubner, Dan-

vers, Mass., assignors to Sylvanla Electric Products Inc.,

a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.

366,858. Julv 8, 1953. This application Aug. 12, 1959,

Ser. No. 833,136
2 Claims. (CI. 117—33.5)

1. A method of coating a flourescent lamp tube, said

method comprising coating the tube with a suspension

^ *\.>i4M<M* C<*Cu '

1. The method of applying a uniform reflective coating

on an unmasked portion of a lamp envelope containing

a predetermined quantity of granular material as a mask-

ing medium and between which an undesired electrostatic

charge accumulates, said method comprising the steps of

exhausting said lamp envelope, coating said unmaslccd

portion of the evacuated lamp envelope with said reflect-

ive coating, simultaneously cooling said coated lamp en-

velope to increase the relative humidity of the atmosphere

within said lamp envelope and provide an improved leak-

age path for said electrostatic charge, and thereafter in-

troducing a gas saturated with water vapor into said

coated lamp envelope to destroy the vacuum within said

coated lamp envelope and provide a leakage path for any

minute residual electrostatic charge between said coated

lamp envelope and said glass beads.

3,097,105
DECORATFVE THEfaviOPLASTIC RESIN

COATINGS
Lee O. Edmonds, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Mar. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 796,239
9 Claims. (CK 117—41)

1. A method for producing a decorative coating on a

surface, said coating being interspersed with wrinkled and

smooth area, said method comprising dispersing from 1 to

15 weight percent of a pulverulent thermoplastic resin in

a vehicle selected from the group consisting of oil base

paints, varnishes and lacquers, said vehicle being a non-

solvent for said resin and being stable at the melting tem-

perature of said resin, applying a layer of the prepared

composition to the surface to be coated, heating the layer

so applied to a temperature of at least the melting point

of said thermoplastic resin and below the decomposition
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temperature of said vehicle until said layer is hardened imize contact of the web with the backing roll between
and said resin particles are agglomerated in isolated areas, the said nips.

3,097,106
METHOD OF APPLYING A MAR-RESISTANT SUR-
FACE COATING TO THERMOPLASTIC SHEETS

Elkan R. Blout, Belmont, Harold O. Buzzell, Wollaston,
and Leonard C. Farney, Melrose, Mass., assignors to

Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass., a corporation
of Delaware

Filed Dec. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 247,092
11 Claims. (CL 117—64)

cr poutcxufc

mind acinn
,mmmcn ,./«»

MO- *CSISTUIT L«VC»
OF POLVlttfllZCD
KxyVHJMi tuycOL-

1. A continuous process for applying a mar-resistant
cross-linked, thermoset plastic coating to a sheet of plas-

tic material without causing crazing and cracking of said

thermoset coating, said process comprising applying a
coating solution comprising a polymerizable monomer of
a diethylenic derivative of a polyalkyleneglycol compris-
ing 3 to 5 alkylene groups, said alkylene groups compris-
ing 2 to 3 carbon atoms, and a polymerization catalyst

to the surface of said plastic material, holding the film

of said coating solution, while said sheet of plastic mate-
rial is advancing, in contact with the peripheral, optically

s/nooth surface of a rotating, heated, cylindrical element
until said coating is polymerized to a cross-linked thermo-
set polymer and then removing and straightening the re-

sulting coated sheet.

3,097,108
PREPARATION OF AN ALKYL LITHIUMCATA.
LYZED LIQUID POLYMER HAVING PREDOMI-
NATELY TRANS - 1,4 - UNSATURATION AND
CONTAINING 1,3-BUTADIENE, AND COATING
METALS WITH SUCH POLYMERS

George Bosmajian, Severna Park, Md., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Cities Service Research and Develop-
ment Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
Jersey
No Drawing. Filed June 29, 1959, Ser. No. 823,305

8 Claims. (CI. 117—132)
2. A process of preparing a metal article having a pro-

tective coating thereupon comprising the steps of coating
a surface of said metal article with a liquid polymer
composition comprising an alkyl lithium-catalyzed poly-
mer of 1,3-butadiene, and curing the coating to a hard,
resinous adherent film, said catalyst being selected from
the group consisting of (1) a composition containing a

predominate proportion of an alkyl lithium and (2) con-
sisting essentially of an alkyl lithium and a lithium halide

admixture.

5. A method for preparing an unsaturated predomi-
nately trans- 1,4-polybutadiene in the form of a liquid

polymer, comprising polymerizing a polymerizable mono-
meric unsaturated material containing at least 90% 1,3-

butadiene at a temperature between about 20' C. and
80° C, in the presence of a catalyst selected from the

group consisting of ( 1 ) a composition consisting essen-

tially of an alkyl lithium and (2) consisting essentially

of an alkyl lithium and a lithium halide in admixture, in

the presence of a non-polar hydrocarbon solvent, and re-

covering the liquid, unsaturated, predominately trans- 1,4-

polybutadiene.

3,097,107
PAPERMAKING MACHINE

Richard W. Martioek, Appleton, Wis., assignor to Kim-
berly-Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wis., a corporation
of Delaware

Filed Oct. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 62,258
8 Claims. (CL 117—102)

3. The method of coating a web of paper which com-
prises the steps of driving in rotation a coating applica-

tor roll and a backing roll which form a first pressure nip

therebetween, passing the web through the said first pres-

sure nip while applying an excess of an aqueous mineral
coating composition to the web at the nip, subsequently
blading off excess of the mineral coating composition at

a second pressure nip formed by said backing roll and a
doctor blade, and passing the said web from said first

pressure nip to said second pressure nip in a winding path
outwardly of the periphery of the backing roll between
the said pressure nips while supporting the web to min-

3,097,109
ADHERING TEXTILE MATERIALS TO RUBBER
Arthur C. Danielson, Royal Oak, Mich., assignor to

United States Rubber Company, New York, N.Y., a
corporation of New Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 15, 1962, Scr. No. 166,377

20 Claims. (CL 117—162)
4. A method of adhering textile material to rubber

which comprises applying a solid dry vulcanizable rubber

composition comprising rubber selected from the group
consisting of natural Hevea rubber and conjugated di-

olefine polymer synthetic rubbers which are polymers of

material selected from the group consisting of buta-

diene-!, 3, isoprene, 2,3-dimethyl butadiene- 1,3, and mix-
tures thereof, and mixtures of such butadienes- 1,3 with

up to 50% of the mixtures of compounds which contain

a CHa=C< group and which are copolymerizable with

butadienes- 1,3, said rubber composition containing re-

sorcinol and a compound selected from the group consist-

ing of N-methylolamides of aliphatic monocarboxylic
,acids having 2 to 9 carbon atoms and N-methylolcyclic-

imides of dicarboxylic acids, to a textile material selected

from the group consisting of cotton, rayon and nylon to

coat the same, and heating the assembly to vulcanize the

rubber and to firmly adhere to textile material to the

vulcanized rubber composition.

3,097,110
ADHERING TEXTILE MATERIALS TO RUBBER

Arthur C. Danielson, Royal Oak, Mich., asstgnor to
United States Rubber Company, New York, N.Y., a
corporatioa of New Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 15, 1962, Scr. No. 166,378

15 Claims. (CI. 117—162)
3. A method of adhering textile material to rubber

which comprises applying to a textile material a solid
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dry vulcanizable rubber composition comprising rubber

selected from the group consisting of natural Hevea rub-

ber and conjugated diolefine polymer synthetic rubbers

which are polymers of material selected from the group

consisting of butadiene-1,3, isoprene, 2, 3-dimethyl buta-

diene- 1,3. and mixtures thereof, and mixtures of such

butadienes- 1.3 with up to 50% of the mixtures of com-

pounds which contain a CHa=C< group and which are

copolymerizable with butadienes- 1,3, said rubber com-

position containing resorcinol and a compound selected

from the group consisting of l,8-di(methylene-amino)-p-

menthane and azomethines having the general formula

B

H\—6—S=CHt

where R, R^ and R» art selected from the group consisting

of alkyl radicals having 1 to 8 carbon atoms, phenyl,

benzyl and 2-phenylethyl, and heating the assembly to

vulcanize the rubber and to firmly adhere the textile ma-

terial to the vulcanized rubber composition.

ing the cathode support into a centrifuge in such a way

that the surface to be coated is at all times substan-

tially perpendicular to a radius pointing at the axis of

rotation and in such a way that the surface to be coated

is spaced from said axis a distance substantially greater

than the dimensions of said surface, and directing a spray

of emission material at the cathode support while the

centrifuge is revolving, allowing the sprayed emission

material to substantially completely dry in place on said

support while the centrifuge continues to revolve.

3,097,113

VACUUM COATING APPARATUS
Archibald S. Welsh, Croydon, Pa., assignor to F. J. Stokes

Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Penn-

sylvania

Filed Nov. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 851,874
10 Claims. (CI. 118—49)

3,097,111

ADHERING TEXTILE MATERIALS TO RUBBER
Arthur C. Danielson, Royal Oak, Mich^ ^^or to

United States Rubber Company, New York, IN.Y., a

corporation of New Jersey ,,,,«*
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 166,380

22 Claims. (O. 117—162)

3. A method of adhering textile material to rubber

which comprises applying to a textile material a solid dry

vulcanizable rubber composition comprising rubber se-

lected from the group consisting of natural Hevea rubber

and conjugated diolefine polymer synthetic rubbers which

are polymers of material selected from the group consist-

ing of butadiene-1,3, isoprene. 2,3-dimethylbutadiene-1.3.

and mixtures thereof, and mixtures of such butadienes- 1.3

with up to 50% of the mixtures of compounds which con-

tain a CHj=C< group and which are copolymerizable

with butadienes- 1.3, said rubber composition containing

resorcinol and a compound selected from the group con-

sisting of N,N',N"-trisubstituted cyclotrimethylene-tri-

amines, N-disubstituted - N' - disubstituted diaminometh-

anes, N,N'-disubstituted imidazolidines, and N,N'-disub-

stituted hexahydropyrimidines, and heating the assembly

to vulcanize the rubber and to firmly adheer the textile

material to the vulcanized rubber composition.

3,097,112

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING
CATHODES

Hans-Jurgen Schiitze and Helga Kallweit, Ulm (Danube),

Germany, assignors to General Electric Company, a

corporation of New York
FUed Jan. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 1,948

6 Claims. (CL 117—201)

,tq^

^
. . < h I*.

-fi

1. The method of coating the cathode support of a flat

cathode with emission material characterized by mount-

1. Vacuum coating apparatus for coating a metal onto

an article including a vacuum chamber containing an

open heated boat for vaporizing the coating metal, and

feeding means for feeding coating metal to said open

boat, said feeding means including a feed duct through

which a wire of the coaling metal is fed to the boat, the

discharge end portion of said feed duct being substan-

tially parallel to the longitudinal axis of said boat, with

the discharge end portion of said duct being laterally

spaced from the longitudinal axis of said boat and be-

low the upper edge of said boat so as to be out of the

direct path of the vaporized metal emitted from said

boat, the discharge end of said feed duct being curved,

with said feed duct including means for urging the wire

of metal against the inner surface of the mouth of the

discharge end as the wire is discharged from said feed

duct so that a curved wire of coating metal may be de-

livered from the discharge end of the feed du<rt into the

boat. /
3,097,114

PROCESS FOR PURIFYIiy6 SUGAR
Giuseppe Assalini, Genoa, Italy, ^-issignor to Rohm &
Haas Company, Philadelphia Pa., a corporation of

Delaware .
''

Filed Aug. 9, 19^, Ser. No. 48,548

7 Clalmsy'(CI. 127—46)
1 . Process for the pu/ffication of sugar juices by means

of synthetic ion exchange resins without first cooling

them after extracting the- raw juices from their natural

sources, comprising, treating the undefecated sugar juices

with a cation-exchange resin which has on its exchange

sites group II metallic cations which will react with solu-

ble alkali metal and ammonia hydroxides, phosphates and

carbonates to form a flocculent precipitate, heating the

thus treated juices to a temperature even higher than what

they had before being contacted with the ion-exchange

resin, then reacting the healed juices with a compound

from the class consisting of soluble hydroxides, phos-
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phates. carbonates and bicarbonates of ammonia and

the alkali metals, whereby a flocculent precipitate of

organic complexes and mineral salts forms, and finally

removing the precipitate from the thus purified sugar

juices.

3,097,115
C ATAI.YSTS AND ELFXTRODES FOR FUEL CELLS
Anthony M. Moos, Ossining, N.Y., assignor to Leesona

Corporation, Cranston, R.I., a corporation of Massa-

chusetts

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 46,380
9 Claims. (CI. 136—120)

I.
An electrode for a fuel cell having a metal catalyst

bonded therein, comprising a catalytic metal containing,

heat stabilized ion-exchanged zeolite, said heat stabilizing

occurring at a temperature of from about 600-1600* C.

3,097,116
FUEL CELL ELECTRODES

Anthony M. Moos, Ossining, N.Y., assignor to Leesona

Corporation, Cranston, R.L, a corporation of Massa-
chusetts

Filed Dec. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 75,921
8 Claims. (CI. 136—120)

• MtU HrttMftlrWtl

J

1. An electrode for a fuel cell having a metal catalyst

bonded therein, comprising a catalytic metal containing,

he;it stabilized, ion-exchanged zeolite bonded to a gas

diffusion membrane, said heat stabilizing occurring ;it a

temperature of from about 600-1600° C.

3,097,117
METHOD OF AND COMPOSITION FOR PRODUC-
ING ELECTROLESS BLACK NICKEL COATINGS

John J. Grunwald, New Haven, Conn., assignor to Mac-
Dermid, Incorporated, Waterbury, Conn., a corpora-
tion of Connecticut
No Drawing. Filed June 14, 1961, Ser. No. 116,958

8 Claims. (CI. 148—6.14)

1. An aqueous solution for producing an adherent,

black coating on nickel by reaction therewith, consisting

essentially, in addition to water, of from 0.05 to 1.0 mole
per liter of a water soluble compound selected from the

group consisting of the sulfo, amino, hydroxy and car-

boxy substituted nitrobenzenes and nitronaphthalenes,

from 0.01 to 0.5 mole per liter of a member selected from
the group consisting of the ammonium and alkali metal

salts of thiocyanic acid, together with a suflici&tit amount
of a member selected from the group consisting of the

mineral acids and the acid salts thereof to produce a hy-

drogen ion concentration in the solution of from 0.01 to

I.O equivalent per liter.

3,097,118
PROCESS ANT) PRODUCT FOR REMOVING RUST

AND COATLNG MATERIALS
Clarence E. Leonard, 20405 Martin Road,

St. Clair Shores, Mich.
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 851,542

3 Claims. (CI. 148—6.15)
1. A composition of matter for coating and protecting

metals from rust and for removing rust therefrom con-

sisting essentially of phosphoric acid 1,650 parts by weight,

iron phosphate 18 parts by weight, zinc chromate 52
parts by weight, manganese sulfate 46 parts by weight and
water 2,763 parts by weight, mixed with polyacrylic

acid ester water emulsion, 50% total solids.

3,097,119
EXPLOSIVE AND METHOD OF USE

George N. Tyson, Jr., Claremont, Calif., assignor to Olin
Mathieson Chemical Corporation, a corporation of
Virginia

Filed Apr. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 806,399
19 Claims. (CI. 149—22)

1. A method for providing an explosion which com-
prises rapidJy mixing a relatively large mass of a nitrogen

hydride and a mass of a boron hydride in proportions

approximately stoichiometric for the reaction of all of

the boron in the boron hydride with all of the nitrogen

in the nitrogen hydride to form boron nitride, BN, such

that a mixture consisting essentially of the nitrogen hy-

dride and the boron hydride is formed and reacts at a

very high rate of reaction with the production of a shock
wave.

3,097,120
GELLED AMMONIIM NITRATE EXPLOSIVE CON-
TAINING POLYACRVLAMIDE AND AN INOR-
GANIC CROSS-LINKING AGENT

Joseph A. Hoffman, Bound Brook, NJ., and Herbert L.
Bowkley, New Castle, Pa., assignors to American Cyan-
amid Company, New Yorit, N.Y., a corporation of
Maine

10 Claims. (CI. 149—49)

1. A stable, soft, non-separating, explosive gel com-
position containing as its essential ingredients (a) from
about 25 to about 60 weight percent of ammonium ni-

trate; (h) from about 5 to about 25 weight percent of
an alkali-metal nitrate; (c) from about 15 to about 50
weight percent of a nitrated explosive sensitizer; from
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about 5 to about 25 weight percent of water; from about

0.1 to about 5 weight percent of a polyacrylamide, said

polyacrylamide having an apparent molecular weight of

from about one to about 25 million and a hydrolyzed free

acid content of from about 0.1 to about 8%; and from

about 0.01 to about 0.5 weight percent of an inorganic,

polyvalent metal salt cross-linking agent for said poly-

acrylamide.

3,097,121

POWDERED AMMONIUM NITRATE EXPLOSIVE
CONTAINING POLYACRYLAMIDE AND AN IN-

ORGANIC CROSS-LINKING AGENT
Herbert L. Bowkley and John P. Merryweather, New

Castle, Pa., assignors to American Cyanamid Com-
pany, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Maine

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 130,773

8 Claims. (CI. 149—60)

1. A stable, dry, pourable powder composition adapted

to form on contact with water a soft, non-separatini:,

highly-viscous, cohesive explosive gel, said powder com-

position containing as its essential ingredients (a) from

about 25 to about 50 weight percent of ammonium ni-

trate; (b) from about 5 to about 25 weight percent of

an alkali-metal nitrate; (c) from about 20 to about 40

weight percent of a nitrated explosive sensitizer; (d)

from about 0.5 to about 5 weight percent of a polyacryl-

amide having an apparent molecular weight of at least

100.000; (e) from about 0.05 to about 0.5 weight per-

cent of a polyvalent metal inorganic salt cross-linking

agent for said polyacrylamide; and (/) from about 0.6

to about 2.5 weight percent of an inert liquid.

8. A method of preparing a stable, dry, pourable pow-

der composition adapted to form on contact with water

a soft, non-separating, highly-viscous, cohesive explosive

gel which comprises combining amounts expressed in

weight percent of the dry powder composition according

to the steps which comprise: adding to an operating mixer

from about 0.05 to about 0.5% of an inorganic, water-

soluble salt of a polyvalent metal, about 0.6 to about

2.57c of an inert liquid; adding thereto from about 20

to about 40% of a nitrated explosive sensitizer and from

about 5 to about 25% of an alkali-metal nitrate; stopping

the mixing as soon as a uniform blending is obtained;

forming a dry-blended mijiture of from about 25 to about

50% of ammonium nitrate and from about 0.5 to about

5% of a polyacrylamide. said polyacrylamide containing

at least 2000 acrylamide units and an apparent molecular

weight of at least 100.000; adding said dry-blended mix-

ture to said mixer; starting said mixer and continuing

resultant blending until a uniform admixture is obtamed

and stopping said mixing before rcsegregation of the in-

gredients is initiated.

3,097,123
COOL, NITROCELLULOSE BASE, NON-CARBON

FORMING PROPELLANT
Beverley W. Lewis, Hampton, Va., and Carl Boyars,

Silver Spring, Md., assignors to the United States of

America, as represented by the Secretary of the Navy
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 101,020

4 Claims. (CI. 149—100)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A cool gun propellant formulation comprising by

weight: about 85-87% nitrocellulose having about 12.6%

nitrogen, about 6-9% butyl stearate, about 1% stabilizer,

about 2% potassium sulfate, the remainder essentially

volatiles.

3,097,124

INSULATING WALL BOARD AND METHOD
. OF FORMING SAME

Maurice Denenberg, 2028 Washington Ave.,

P.O. Box 7362, Wynnewood 46, Pa.

Filed Aug. 30, 1957, Ser. No. 681,399
2 Claims. (CI. 154—44)

;?'„

1. A heat-insulating laminated wall board comprising

a central imperforate sheet of wet strength fiberboard, a

pair of outer sheets of wet strength fiberboard bonded to

opposite sides of the central sheet, a thin external facing

sheet of heat-reflecting metal foil bonded to the outer side

of each of said outer fiberboard sheets, each metal foil

facing sheet and its underlying fiberboard sheet having a

large number of small holes extending therethrough and

terminating at the central imperforate fiberboard sheet,

said holes having a diameter of .01 to .001 inch so that

water must be in the form of a vapor to pass therethrough,

whereby the sheets form a structure which is an efficient

heat insulator capable of breathing.

3 097 125
METHOD OF FABRICATING A GLASS FIBER
REINFORCED PLASTIC LUMINAIRE GLOBE

Lawrence B. Green, Glendale, Calif., assignor to Plastic

Age Sales Inc., SaugHS, Calif., a corporation of Cali-

fornia

Filed Feb. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 6,233

3 Claims. (CI. 156—38)

3,097,122

EXPLOSIVE COMPOSITION' STABILIZED BY
NITRO- OR NITROSO-TRIPHENYL AMINE

Wilbur C. Cox, Alexandria, V«., and Sydney Meyers,

Brookline, and Edward F. Keon, Lowell, Mass., assign-

ors, by mesne assignments, to the United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Army

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 1, 1?61, Ser. No. 157,050

2 Claims. (CL 149—92)

1. An explosive composition comprising a trace up to

5% by weight of a stabilizer from the group consisting of

nitro-substituted triphenylamine and nitroso-substituted

triphenylamine and the balance organic nilro explosives

selected from the group consisting of nitrocellulose, nitro-

cellulose-nitroglycerin. nitrocellulose-nitroglycerm-nitro-

guanidine. nitroglycol. nitroglycerin, nitroguanidine, hexa-

hydro - 1,3,5-trinitroso-S-triazinc. cyclotrimethylenetrini-

trosamine, and pentaerythritol tetranitrate.

J*t

1. A method of fabricating a luminaire globe, com-

prising the following steps; intermittently blowing, in a

manually-directed spray, onto the external surface of an

exposed, rotating, air porous, hat-shaped form, succeeding

layers of glass fibers while drawing air inwardly through

the air porous wall of said form to hold the fibers in a

mat adhering to the form; binding said fibers to one an-
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other by manually-directed spraying onto the succeeding

layers, during intervals between successive blowing steps,

a thin solution of a binder resin, and air-drying the same

to convert it into a thin film of strong, tough resin coating

said glass fibers and providing integral bridging bonds

binding the fibers to one another at points of crossing

but leavinj .nterstices between the fibers, whereby to pro-

vide a form-retaining highly porous matrix having the gen-

eral form of the finished globe; preheating the matrix and

pressing it. in the preheated condition, onto the male die

of a mold comprising male and female dies arranged for

closing movement on a vertical axis, with the open end

of the female die at the top thereof and the male die dis-

posed above the same; injecting a pool of liquid resin into

the female die cavity; closing the mold with a relatively

rapid movement so as to cause the matrix to be inserted

into the female die and into said resin pool and to displace

the resin upwardly between the walls of the molds; con-

tinuing the closing with a relatively slow closing move-

ment causing the liquid resin to be extruded upwardly be-

tween the mold walls and into the interstices of the matrix

so as to fill the same; and, in the last stages of closing

movement, forcing the resin to flow substantially entirely

within the porous wall structure of the matrix, parallel

to the mold walls, in a manner to scavenge before it, air

entrained within the matrix to eliminate air bubbles, ap-

plying compression to the matrix as thus impregnated

with resin, compacting the matrix to a wall thickness sub-

stantially less than its thickness before insertion into the

mold, and maintaining such compressing while subjecting

the impregnated matrix to heat until the resin is cured,

whereby to produce a globe of compacted wall structure

of extremely high impact strength and with smooth wall

surfaces of high light-transmitting character and with the

glass fibers substantially invisible within the resin body of

the globe; and then removing such globe from the mold.

3,097,126

VACUUM EVAPORATOR WITH A CLIMBING
AND FALLING FILM

Maximilian Koffler, 17 Maharal St., Tel-Aviv, Israel

Filed Mar. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 92,523

Claims priority, application Israel Dec, 30, 1960
6 Claims. (CI. 159—15)

1. A vacuum evaporator comprising, in combination,

a calandria including a conduit system for the liquid to

be concentrated by evaporation; a separator having an

inlet connected to the outlet of said calandria by a dis-

charge conduit; the conduit system being constituted by

a series-connected sequence of alternating rising and

descending coaxial annular channels formed between

beat exchange walls, the outermost one of said channels

being connected to a feed conduit and the innermost one

of said channels being connected to said discharge con-

duit; and means connecting a source of sub-atmospheric

pressure to said separator to provide a sub-atmospheric

pressure within said separator, discharge conduit and con-

duit system, whereby the flow of liquid through said

vacuum evaporator is effected substantially entirely by

the sub-atmospheric pressure.

3,097,127
PROCESS FOR MECHANICAL WORKING OF

NON-WOVEN WEB
Bernard G. Ostmann, Jr., Wilmhifton, Del., assignor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemoora and Company, Wilmington,
Del., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 72,970
7 Claims. (CI. 162—146)

li.If«
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3,097,136
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING A DEPRESSANT-LIKE
EFFECT ON THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

Erik F. Godefroi, Detroit, V Harold Maddox, Hunting-

ton Woods, and Robert F. Parcell, Ann Arbor, Mich.,

assignors to Parke, Davis & Company, Detroit, Mich.,

a corporation of Michigan
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 19,474

5 Claims. (CI. 167—65)
1. Process for producing a depressant-like effect upon

the central nervous system of a mammal which comprises

introducing into a mammal a member of (he class consist-

ing of a 1-phenylcyclohexylamine compound and non-

toxic acid addition salts thereof; said 1-phenylcyclohexyl-

amine compound having the formula,

in which X is a moiety selected from the group consisting

iif oxygen, sulfur, sulfonyl, sulfinyl, methylene, vinylene,

ethylene and a single valence bond; (2) its hydrate; (3)

its alkali metal bisulfite; and (4) its alcoholate molecular

addition compounds.

/
cni
\
CUt

-CH, ,/
\ / \-=

\

%
Ki

Ri

where Ri and Rj are members of the class consisting of

hydrogen and lower alkyl radicals, the sum of carbon

atoms in said Rj and R2 being less than 5, and further

members wherein Ri and Rj are combined and together

represent a polymethylene radical containing more than 3

and fewer than 7 carbon atoms.

<^-^<^
COCHO

3,097,137
VINCALEUKOBLASTINE

Charles T. Beer, Vancouver, British Columbia, James H.

Cutts, London, Ontario, and Robert L. Noble, Dela-

ware, Ontario, Canada, assignors to Canadian Patents

and Development, Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, a

company
Filed May 19, 1960, Ser. No. 30,315

6 Claims. (CI. 167—65)

1. A member of the group consisting of vincaleuko-

blastine and its nontoxic acid addition salts, said vinca-

lukobl^istine being in* pure state a white, microcrystalline

compound which melts at about 201-211° C, showing

upon analysis the presence of 68.15 percent carbon, 7.44

percent hydrogen, 6.65 percent nitrogen, and 18.05 per-

cent oxygen, the analytical data establishing the molecular

formula C46H58O9N4, an ultraviolet absorption spectrum

in ethanol showing maxima at 214 m/u and 259 m/z with

shoulders at 288, 296 and 310 m/i. a specific rotation in

methanol of [a]D"*=-32'' (c.=0.88), two Utratable

groups of pK' a 5.0 and 7.0 in dimethylformamide-water

solution (2:1 v. /v.) and exhibiting in chloroform solution

in the infrared region over the range of about 2-16 mi-

crons characteristic peaks at the following wavelengths

expressed in microns: 2.82, 2.91, 3.41, 3.51. 5.75, 6.19,

6.27, 6.66, 6.86, 6.98. 7.30, 7.52, 7.75. 8.15, 8.57. 8.75.

8.87, 9.04, 9.17, 9.28, 9.42, 9.63, 9.92, 10.22. 10.45, 10.58,

10.85, 11.15, 11.32, 11.50, 11.72, 12.00, 12.20.

3,097,139
HYPOCHOLESTEROLAEMIA COMPOSITIONS

Jeffrey Meyrick Thorp, Macclesfield, England, assignor to

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London, Eng-
land, a corporation of Great Britain

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 92,768

Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 10, 1960

14 Claims. (CI. 167—65)
1. A pharmaceutical composition comprising a phar-

maceutically effective amount of a mixture of at least

one compound selected from the group consisting of car-

boxylic acid derivatives of the formulae:

Bi

X—A-C—COOll

and

X— .\-C—COOH
I I

wherein A is selected from the group consisting of oxygen

and imino; Rj is selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen and alkyl; Rj represents alkyl; R represents the

radical necessary to form, together with the adjacent car-

bon atom, cycloalkyi; and X is selected from the group

consisting oif phenyl, halogenophenyl, alkylphenyl, al-

kenylphenyl, alkoxyphenyl, diphenylyl, benzylphenyl,

benzyloxyphenyl, anilinophenyl. a-naphthyl, halogeno-a-

naphthyl, alkyl-a-naphthyl, alkenyl-a-naphthyl, alkoxy-o-

naphthyl, phenyl-a-naphthyl, benzyl-a-naphthyl, benzyl-

oxy-a-naphthyl and anilmo-o-naphthyl, and the esters and

salts thereof, together with at least one compound selected

from the group consisting of androstane derivatives of the

formulae:

/\
R

Ri

A""

o

3,097,138
ANTIVIRAL BIPHENYLYL GLYOXAL PROCESS

AND DOSAGE FORMULATIONS
Guido Cavallini and Elena Massarani, Milan, Italy, as-

signors to Francesco Vismani S.p.A., Casatcnovo
Brianza, Como, Italy, a firm

No Drawing. Filed July 26, 1960, Ser. No. 45,281

Claims priority, application Italy Mar. 15, 1960
6 Claims. (CI. 167—65)

1. An antiviral composition in dosage unit form com-
prising a pharmaceutical carrier and from about 50 mg.

to about 600 mg. of a chemical compound selected from

the group consisting of: (1)

"'~V\/

^
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Ri

R,

antigenic poliomyelitis virus and myristyl-gamma-pico-

linium chloride in a concentration in the range from

1:5,000 and 1:80,000.

wherein R3 is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and hydroxymethylene; R* is selected from the

group consisting of hydroxy and a doubly bound oxygen

atom; and R5 and Ra are selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen and methyl, and the lower fatty acid

esters thereof.

3,097,140

PREPARING A MIXED POLIO, PERTUSSIS, TETA-
NUS, AND DIPHTHERIA VACCINE WITH BENZ-
ETHO.NIUM CHLORIDE

Lee F. Schuchardt, North Wales, Pa^ assignor to Merck

& Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ., a corporation of New
Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 31, 1958, S«r. No. 770,905

7 Claims. (CI. 167—78)
1 . In a method of preparing a combined poliomyelitis-

diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis antigen, the steps which com-

prise mixing killed but antigenic poliomyelitis virus vac-

cine, diphtheria toxoid and tetanus toxoid with potassium

alum, incorporating benzethonium chloride therein, add-

ing alkali metal hydroxide thereby precipitating alumi-

num hydroxide and absorbing the poliomyelitis antigen,

diphtheria antigen and tetanus antigen thereon, separately

detoxifying pertussis organisms with heat, and incorporat-

ing the heat-detoxified pertussis organisms into the mix-

ture containing said poliomyelitis, diphtheria and tetanus

antigens.

3,097,141
IMMUNOLOGICAL METHOD

Elizabeth N. Wilcox Kidwell, 16 E. 9th St.,

New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 795,601

16 Claims. (CI. 167—78)
1. A method of reducing the toxicity of an antigen

while retaining its antigenicity, which comprises treating

the antigen by adding thereto a proteolytic enzyme, add-

ing to the treated antigen an oxidizing agent, heating said

oxidized and treated antigen for about 15-28 hours at a

temperature in the range of about 50"-100' C, and con-

tacting the heated resultant with an ion exchange resin.

3,097,144

HEAT-CURED, POLYMERIC, MEDICINAL DOSAGE
FILM COATINGS CONTAINING A POLYVINYL-
PYRROLIDONE COPOLYMER, POLYETHENOID
ACID, AND POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL

Gilbert S. Banker, West Lafayette, Ind., assignor to The

Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 62,543

4 Claims. (CI. 167—82)
3. A process for producing a solid medicinal dosage

form protected by a coating which includes the steps of

(1) forming a coating on the said dosage form with a

solution of a volatile solvent and (o) a polyethylene gly-

col having an average molecular weight of up to 20,000,

(6) a polyethenoid acid, and (c) a copolymer repre-

sented by the following formula:

-tR—Y>
wherein R represents the comonomer N-\.inyl-2-pyr-

rolidone, and Y represents a comonomer selected from

the group consisting of N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone, vinyl ace-

tate, vinyl chloride, styrene, acrylic acid, and methyl

acrylate, and the ratio by weight of R to Y is between

30:70 and 70:30, and (2) curing the coating by heating

at 105° F. for at least 3 hours.

3,097,145

ACID PROTEASE AND THE PRODUCTION
THEREOF

Hirao Shlmazono, Sulta, and Katsumi Tomoda, Toyo-

naka, Japan, assignors to Takeda Chemical Industries.

Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed Mar. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 183,919

5 Claims. (CI. 195—62)

1. A method for producing acid protease, which com-

prises incubating a member selected from the group con-

sisting of Trametes sanguinea (L. ex Fr.) Lloyd, Trametes

cinnabarina (Jacq.) Fr. and. Poria vaporaria (Fr. non

Pers.) Cooke in an aqueous medium containing assimi-

lable carbon sources, digestible nitrogen sources and other

nutrients necessary for the growth of the microorganism

at a temperature of from 20 to 35° C. under aerobic

conditions until the acid protease is substantially accumu-

lated in the culture broth, and recovering the accumulated

acid protease from the liquid part of the culture broth.

3,097,142

BENZYL ALCOHOL STABILIZED POLIO VACCINES
AND PRODUCTION THEREOF

Lee F. Schuchardt, North Wales, and Samuel Morton

Zulick, Narberth, Pa., assignors to Merck & Co. Inc.,

Rahway, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 18,500

10 Claims. (CI. 167—78)
1. A poliomyelitis vaccine product comprising an aque-

ous solution containing at least one type of killed but

antigenic poliomyelitis virus and benzyl alcohol in a con-

centration in the range from 0.5% to 0.9% by volume.

3,097,143

MYRISTYL-GAMMA-PICOLINIUM CHLORIDE PRE-

SERVED POLIO VACCINE AND ITS PRODUC-
TION ^ . ». ^

Lee F. Schuchardt, North Wales, and Samuel Morton

Zulick, Narberth, Pa., assignors to Merck & Co. Inc.,

Rahway, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 18,521

11 Claims. (CI. 167—78)
1. A poliomyelitis vaccine product comprising an aque-

ous solution containing at least one type of killed but

3,097,146
PROCESS FOR LYCOPENE PRODUCTION

Earl J. Swarthout, Edwardsburg, Mich., assignor to Miles

Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind., a corporation of In-

diana
No Drawing. Filed June 30. 1961, Ser. No. 120,973

23 Claims. (CI. 195—78)
1. A process for the production of lycopene which

comprises growing a strain of Blakesica trispora in a fer-

mentation medium consisting of a proteinaceous nutrient

material and an energy furnishing nutrient material select-

ed from the group consisting of fats, fat derivatives and

carbohydrates at a pH of about from pH 6.6 to pH 9.5

and recovering the lycopene produced during the fermen-

tation.

3,097,147

RECOVERY OF PROPARGYL ALCOHOL
Rob R. MacGregor, Hopewell, Va., assignor to Allied

Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed Mar. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 96,179

7 Claims. (CI. 202—42)
1. A process for recovering propargyl alcohol from a

mixture containmg it together with an N-alkyl pyrroiidone
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having 1 to 8 N-alkyl carbon atoms, which comprises sub-
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jecting said mixture to distillation in the form of an aque-

oiA mixture containing at least 25% by weight of water.

3,097,148
ELECTROPLATING

Joseph L. Greene, Royal Oak, Mich., asrignor to General
Moton Corporation, Detroit, Mkh., a corporatioa of

Delaware
No Drawfaig. FUcd Dec. 7, 1960, Scr. No. 74^37

8 Claims. (CI. 204—43)
1. An alkaline aqueous bath solution for the electro-

deposition of a cadmium-tungsten coating, said bath solu-

tion con aining about 0.06 mole per liter to 0.2 mole per

liter of cadmium ion, about 3.5 moles to 5.0 moles of

cyanide ion per mole of cadmium ion, about 0.15 mole

per liter to 0.3 mole per liter of tungstate ion and about

0.3 mole to 0.7 of citra:e ion i>er mole of tungstate ion.

3,097,149
METHODS OF MANUFACTURING MICROPOROUS

METALLIC MEMBRANES
Roger Lacroix, Suresncs, France, assignor to Commis-

sariat a I'Energic Atomique, Paris (Seine), France, an
organization of France

Filed Aug. 18, 1959, Scr. No. 834,620
Claims priority, application France Aug. 30, 1958

5 Claims. (CI. 204—146)
3. A process for the production of microporons me-

tallic membranes by selective attack of the constituents of

an alloy, for the purpose of obtaining membranes having

very fine pores of less than about 0.12m, comprising: form-

ing a bimetallic rollable alloy with a first and a second

metal, said second metal being distinctly less noble than

the first metal and at least 40% of the atoms of said alloy

being of the second metal; forming a thin membrane of

such alloy; and subjecting said membrane to an electro-

chemical treatment which selectively causes the substan-

tially complete dissolution of the second metaJ by subject-

ing the atoms of said second metal to an extraction poten-

tial permitting its removal from the alloy; said extraction

potential being obtained electrolytically by bringing the

membrane, whilst in an electrolytic solution, to an anode

potential about the same as the dissolution potential of the

first metal in said electrolytic solution.

3,097,150
IRRADIATED, CROSS-LINKED POLYETHYLENE

COPOLYMER
William C. Rainer, Edward M. Redding, and Joseph J.

Hitov, Baltimore, Md., and Arthur W. Sloan and Wil-

liam D. Stewart, Alexandria, Va., assignors, by mesne
assl^ments, to W. R. Grace A Co., Cambridge, Mass.,

a corporation of Connecticut
No Drawing. Filed June 24, 1955, Scr. No. 517,943

5 Claims. (CI. 204—154)
1. A process comprising irradiating normally solid

polyethylene at a dosage of at least about 2x10* REP ad-

mixed with polyisobutylene to form a cross-linked co-

polymer. *

3,097,151
FUELS FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS

Samuel W. Martin, Oak Park, U., anignor to Grait Lakes
Carbon Corporatioa, New York, N.Y., a corporation
of Delaware
No Drawing. FUcd Sept 30, 1957, Scr. No. 686,875

4 Claims. (CI. 204—154J)
I. A process for producing a graphite body in which

a fissionable material is uniformly dispersed in the graphite
which comprises colloidally dispersing a fissionable com-
pound in a purified coking stock, coking said stock, calcin-

ing the resulting coke composition, mixing the resulting

calcined coke composition with a binder, and mix-mulling
the resulting mixture, and molding, baking, and graphitiz-

ing the resultant product

3,097,152
NUCLEAR REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT AND
METHOD FOR PRODUCING SUCH FUEL
ELEMENT

Chapman J. Walker, Saddle RItct, NJ., assignor to Gen-
eral Electrk Company, a corporatioa of New York

Filed Dec. 1, 1958, Scr. No. 777,488
6 Claims. (CI. 204—154.2)

•

1 . A method for producing a nuclear reactor fuel plate

having prestressed clad layers to resist internal pressure
effects which comprises positioning an inner perforated
layer, containing nuclear fuel in the perforation thereof,

between a pair of external clad layers each having a dif-

ferent radius of curvature than that of said perforated

layer, and then pressing and bonding at least the edges of
said layers together whereby at least said external layers

are deformed within the elastic limit thereof into a dif-

ferent curvature and into registry across their entire ad-

jacent surfaces with said perforated layer so that each
external layer applies a force inwardly against the sur-

faces of said perforated plate.

4. A nuclear reactor fuel element having three layers

joined together in a sandwich including two outer im-

perforate layers of cladding and an inner layer having
a plurality of nuclear fuel-filled cells, said cells having a

mmimum width less than 0.25 inch and small relative to

the length of said cell measured perpendicular to the

surface of said fuel element, said fuel element thus being

adapted to transfer a substantial portion of heat generated

in each fuel-filLd cell laterally therefrom into the inner

layer and then in a direction generally perpendicular to

said surface through said imperforate layers, and adapted

to reduce substantially the internal temperatures in said

cell at a given power generation rate, said outer layers of
cladding being stressed within the elastic limit during
manufacture of said nucl.ar reactor fuel element to apply

pressure inwardly against said inner layer to resist gas

pressure generated within said fuel filled cells.

3,097,153
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF HYDRO-
GENATED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS AND PROD-
UCTS RESULTING THEREFROM

Karl W. Hubcl and Emilc Henri Braye, Brussels, Belgium,
assignors to Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation
of New York
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 18,840

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 7, 1959
10 Claims. (CI. 204—158)

1. A process for the preparation of hydrogenated linear
and cyclic organic compounds free of carbon to metal
bonds, which comprises reacting an organo-metallic com-
plex having the formula: M,(C0)y(R'C3R")j(B)w
wherein M is a transition metal selected from the group

*'
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consisting of sub-groups VI B, VII B and VIII of the

periodic table, CO represents a cajbonyl group, R' and

R" represent a member selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen, halogen^, fiarboalkoxy, alkyl, aryl,

cycloaliphatic, alkoxy and silyl groups, Cj represents a

carbon-to-carbon bonding, B represents a member se-

lected from the group consisting of hydrogen, mercury,

halogen, alkyl, aryl and acyl, x represents an integer of

from 1 to 4, y represents an integer of from I to 10, z

represents an integer of from 1 to 6, and w represents an

integer of from to 4, with at least a stoichiometric

amount of a hydrogcnation reagent, whereby the carbon

to metal bond in said organo-metallic complex is broken

and hydrogen is added to the' Cj group present in said

complex to form said organic compounds.

the steps which comprise contacting said hydrocarbon

fraction with a platinum metal-alumina catalyst in the

presence of free hydrogen at a temperature of about 750

to 1000° F. and a pressure of about 50 to 10(X) p.sJ.g.

to provide a product boiling in the motor fuel range with

increased octane value, separating from this product par-

affinic hydrocarbon boiling in the C7-I- motor fuel range,

3,097,154
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ETCHING

OBJECTS
John E. Eck and Francis M. Cain, Jr., Apollo, Pa., as-

signors to Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corpora-

tion, Apollo, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed Jan. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 786,516

12 Claims. (CL 204—192)

1. In cathodic vacuum etching of a radioactive body,

the method of establishing electrical and thermal contact

between said radioactive body and a cooled electrical

and thermal conductor having a cooling surface of sub-

stantial area and having an electric potential impressed

thereon, the said method comprising mounting said con-

ductor so that said surface is at the pressure within

said enclosure and another surface of said conductor is

at atmospheric pressure, said conductor being mounted

movable under any difference in pressure between said

enclosure and the atmosphere, mechanically clamping

said body adjacent said surface of said conductor by

action of a remotely actuable manipulator, exhausting

said chamber to establish said difference of pressure,

under the action of said pressure difference causing said

conductor to move to engage said body and to apply

said pressure difference thereto to provide electrical and

thermal contact between said conductor and said body.
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contacting in the liquid phase isobutane and the paraflinic

hydrocarbon with a catalyst consisting of hydrogen fluo-

ride at a temperature of about 100 to 400* F. and under

a {H-essure sufficient to maintain the liquid phase in an

essentially olefin-free reaction zone, said contacted iso-

butane being at least about 50 weight percent of said

paraffinic hydrocarbon and separating the hydrocarb<m

boiling in the motor fuel range.

3,097,156

PROCESS FOR CONCURRENT UPGRADING OF
IRON ORE AND HEAVY CRUDE OILS

Marvin M. Johnson and Annin C. Pitchford, Bartlesrille,

OklM^ assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed June 30, 1960, Ser. No. 39,905

3 Claims. (CI. 208—124)

3,097,155

PROCESS FOR THE CONVERSION OF PARAFFIN
HYDROCARBONS WITH ISOBUTANE UTILIZING
HYDROGEN FLUORIDE AS A CATALYST

Bernard S. Friedman, Chicago, and Robert P. Zmitrovis,

Park Forest, 111., assignors, by mesne assignments, to

Sinclair Research, Inc^ New York, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Apr. 3, 1959, Ser. No. 803,873

8 CUims. (CI. 208—66)
6. In a method of converting a straight run hydrocar-

bon petroleum fraction boiling in the motor fuel range.

fnoouc

1. The process of partially reducing an iron oxide and

concurrently converting a heavy liquid hydrocarbon to a

distillate hydrocarbon, said heavy hydrocarbon compris-

ing less than ten percent boiling below 400' P., a gravity

not higher than 20 API, and yielding by vacuum distilla-

tion at least 30 percent of 100 penetration asphalt, which

comprises: intimately mixing said iron oxide in finely

comminuted form with said heavy liquid hydrocarbon in

a weight ratio from 1:5 to 1:0.2; charging the resulting

mixture into a retorting zone; heating the said retorting

zone to a temperature ranging between 750 and 2800* F.

sufficient to cause chemical interaction between the com-

ponents of said mixture; maintaining said temperature

range for a period ranging between 0.02 and 10 hours by

the end of which period said mixture substantially ceases
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giving off vaporous products; conducting the vaporous

products to a collection zone; withdrawing the residual

solid from said retorting zone as an iron reduction product

comprising a major part of iron oxides of lower oxidation

state than said comminuted iron oxide and a minor part

of finely divided amorphous carbon; and cooling said

vaporous products and condensing a liquefied distillate

hydrocarbon comprising hydrocarbons of greater than 4

carbon atoms having a distillation ranging between 170

and 800° F.

3,097,157
OIL PURIFICATION PROCESS

Oliver E. Accountius, Sierra Madre, Calif., assignor, by
mesne assignments, :o Ctiileac Nitrate Sales Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York

FUed June 10, 1960, Ser. No. 35,161
2 Claims. (CI. 20»—182)
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1. The method of decontaminating spent lubricating

oils contaminated with iodine and hydriodic acid that

comprises maintaining a contaminated oil stream within

a reaction zone and in direct contact with steel wool in

the presence of water for a period of time sufficient to

convert substantially all of the iodine and hydriodic acid

to ferrous iodide and to extract from the oil by means of

said water substantially all of said ferrous iodide, and
separating a decontaminated oil from the aqueous solu-

tion containing said ferrous iodide.

3,097,158

TREATING HYDROCARBON DISTILLATES
William K. T. Gleim, Island Lake, III., assignor to Uni-

versal Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, III., a cor-

poration of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 223,260

6 Claims. (CI. 208—204)
1. A combination process for treating a sour hydro-

carbon fraction to produce a product of reduced mer-
captan content and of acceptable color, which comprises
oxidizing mercaptans contained in said fraction to disul-

fides and thereafter treating said fraction with a hydro-
carbon soluble acy! hydrazide.

2. A combination process for treating sour hydro-

carbon distillate to produce a distillate of reduced mer-
captan content and of acceptable color, which comprises

oxidizing mercaptans contained in said distillate to disul-

fides and thereafter treating the distillate with a hydro-

carbon soluble aromatic sulfonyl hydrazide.

3. A combination process for treating sour hydrocar-

bon distillate to produce a distillate of reduced mercaptan
content and of acceptable color, which comprises oxidiz-

ing mercaptans contained in said distillate to disulfides

and thereafter treating the distillate with a hydrocarbon

soluble aliphatic sulfonyl hydrazide.

3,097,159
PROCESS FOR CLEANING GRANULAR

MATERIALS
Frank R. Ofner, Portland, Oreg., assignor to Industrial

Powertronix, Inc., Portland Oreg., a corporation of

Oregon
FUed May 26, 1958, Ser. No. 737,866

3 Claims. (CL 209—2)

(0^

1. In a process for cleaning wheat and the like, the

steps of mixing the wheat with water, agitating the result-

ant mixture in a washer to flush foreign materials from
the wheat, isolating the wheat by flotation and stratifica-

tion from both lighter weight and heavier weight solids

in the mixture in accordance with the relative weights

thereof, and withdrawing the wheat thus isolated from
the washer.

3,097,160
METHOD OF SEPARATING DIFFERENTIALLY

HEATED PARTICLES
Stanley R. Rich, West Hartford, Conn., assignor of twenty

percent to Alfred H. Rosen, Newton, Mass., ten percent

to William W. Sellew, Port Chester, N.Y., and ten per-

cent to Robert E. Cohn, Bloomfield, Conn.
Filed Nov. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 856,232

6 Claims. (CI. 209—4)

• i

-J
'J

1. Method of treating a mixture of particles of at least

two different materials to separate particles of a first of
said materials from said mixture, comprising the steps of

propelling a gas through said mixture and thereby fluidiz-

ing said mixture in a gaseous medium, propelling the

fluidized mixture past a source of energy for applying to

the fluidized mixture energy which selectively heats par-

ticles of said first material to a higher temperature than

particles of the remainder of said mixture, thereafter pro-

pelling said fluidized mixture with said selectively heated
particles toward a temperature sensitive body and selec-

tively capturing heated particles of said first material with

said temperature-sensitive body in contact therewith, the

same gas being employed under pressure for fluidizing

said mixture and for propelling the same successively past

said source and toward- said body.
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3,097,161

CAPSULE INSPECTION AND SEPARATION
Michael Dudyak, Spring Valley, N.Y., assignor to Ameri-

can Cyanamid Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Maine
Filed June 23, 1961, Ser. No. 119,104

3 CUims. (CI. 209—12)

cipitation in a coagulated flocculant. the steps which com-

prise admixing for reaction a flocculating agent and finely

divided calcite, said flocculating agent being selected from

the group consisting of alum and ferric chloride floccu-

lants and mixtures thereof, maintaining said admixed ma-

terials in intimate contact with mechanical agitation for

a predetermined time for chemical reaction therebetween,

adding the reaction product of said admixed flocculating

agent and caJcite to said water to be purified, the amount

1 . An apparatus for inspecting capsules and separating

out of slack-filled capsules which comprises: an endless

inspection belt, means for continuously moving said belt

on which is a single layer of capsules, an inclined capsule

chute having at least one directional air jet in the cap-

sule traversing floor thereof, a deflector adjacent to said

belt to deflect said single layer of capsules from said belt

to and down said chute, an air pressure box under said

chute, means for supplying air under controlled pressure

to said air pressure box, and by way of said box to said

air jet in the floor of the capsule chute, an inspected cap-

sule receiver below said chute to receive inspected cap-

sules from said chute, a divider above said capsule chute

spaced with just sufficient clearance from the floor of the

chute for a single layer of the largest capsules to be in-

spected to pass under said divider, and adjacent to the

air blast from the air jet in the floor of said capsule chute,

and spaced so closely to the air blast that a slack-filled

capsule cannot pass between the air blast and the divider,

said divider forming with the sides of the chute a slack-

filled capsule trap, to receive slack-filled capsules blown

upwardly by said blast, a screen over the said divider,

to prevent slack-filled capsules from being blown out into

the apparatus, a slack-filled capsule basket, and an air

conveyor to transfer slack-filled capsules from said slack-

filled capsule trap to said slack-filled capsule basket.
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of said calcite being in excess of that which completely

reacts with said flocculating agent effecting direct addition

to said water to be purified of finely divided calcite for

providing flocculation and agglomeration nuclei for co-

agulation of a flocculant precipitate formed in said water

by said added reaction product, intimately admixing said

reaction product and said excess calcite with said water to

be purified, and thereafter retaining said thus treated wa.tcr

in a substantially still pool for agglomeration and settling

and precipitation of said coagulated flocculant precipitate.

3,097,164
DRY CLEANING PROCESS

Scboagh S. Shields, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, assignor to

Noubar S. Abdallan and Robert V. Abdalian, Cleveland

Heights, Ohio
FUed Jan. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 5,426

2 Claims. (CI. 210—73)
3,097,162

METHOD FOR CONCENTRATING ALUMINUM
SILICATES AND ZIRCON FROM BEXtH SAND

Robert E. Baarson, La Grange, and Charles W. Jonaltb,

Chicago, m., assignors to Annoor and Company, Chi-

cago, III., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 73,231

2 Claims. (CI. 209—166)
1. In a ptxxess for the concentration of quartz, alu-

minum silicate and zircon from a non-conductive, non-

magnetic fraction of beach sand concentrate, compriang

the steps of floating a zircon and quartz fraction from the

aluminum silicates in the sand in an aqueous solution

containing an amine collector and a depressant selected

from the group consisting of dextrins, gums and starches,

said aqueous solution being at a pH of from about 7.5 to

about 12, and then floating the zircon from the quartz

of said zircon-quartz fraaion in the presence of a fluorine-

containing acid and at a pH from about 6.0 to about 2.0.

3,097,163

TREATMENT OF WATER IN MUNICIPAL AND
INDUSTRIAL WATER SYSTEMS

Thomas Moore RiddIck, 369 E. 149th St.,

New York 55, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 25, 1958, Ser. No. 757,073

8 Claims. (CI. 210—53)
6. In a water purification process of the character

described for removal of impurities from water by pre-

1. In a cleaning system for dry cleaning in which clean-

ing operations are normally affected by circulating clean-

ing fluid from a sump to a filter tank and thence to a

cleaning chamber and return, the process of recondition-

ing contaminated fluid comprising:

(a) periodically stopping the normal circulation of fluid

for cleaning operations and allowing the system to

stand idle for a period of time thereby collecting

lighter contaminants in the fluid near the top of the

tank and heavier contaminants in the fluid near the

bottom of the tank;

( b ) periodically establishing a flow pattern from the top

of the tank to a solvent reconditioning structure to

draw off fluid contaminated with the collected light
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contaminants while the normal circulation was

stopped;

(c) periodically establishing a flow pattern from the

bottom of the tank to ihe reconditioning structure to

draw off fluid contaminated with the collected heavier

contaminants while the normal circulation was
stopped;

(d) thereafter treating the contaminated fluid in the

reconditioning structure to separate the cleaning

fluid from contaminants and thereby recondition the

fluid; and,

(e) thereafter delivering the reconditioned fluid to the

sump.

3,097,165
FUEL FILTERING AND HEATER COMBINATION
Walter Kasten, Madison HelghtB, Mkh^ assignor to The

Bcndix Corporation, South Beiid, Ind^ a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Oct. 26, 1959, Scr. No. 848,659

8 Claims. (CI. 21»—133)

6. A fluid filtering and heater device comprising a

housing having a first chamber formed therein communi-

cating with a first inlet port for permitting ingress of a

first fluid, a second chamber formed therein communi-

cating with a first outlet port for permitting egress of said

first fluid, a third chamber formed therein for communi-

cating with a second inJet port and a second outlet port

for permitting ingress and egress of a second fluid, par-

tition means for separating said chambers from each

other, means located in said third chamber and interposed

between said second inlet and outlet ports for filtering the

fluid flowing therebetween, said last named means includ-

ing a pair of retainer plates and a plurality of porous filter

tubes of good conductivity and of the outside-in type hav-

ing the opposite ends thereof opening through said re-

tainer plates, a plurality of hollow non-porous externally

fluted members operatively connected to said housing,

one of which is located within and in contact with a sub-

stantial portion of the length of each of said filter tubes

for transferring heat thereto and to the second fluid flow-

ing along said fluted members on the inside of said filter

tubes to thereby prevent the formation of ice on the filter

tubes and in the second fluid flowing through said filter

tubes, said fluted members each having an open end and

a closed end, means operatively connected to said housing

and located within the hollow portion of each of said

fluted members for forming two separated openings and a

flow path therebetween, one of said openings communi-

cating^with said first chamber and the other of said open-

ings communicating with said second chamber, and by-

pass valve means interposed between the second inlet port

and the downstream side of said filter tubes for permitting

continued flow of said second fluid along the external

surface of said fluted members under clogged filtering

conditions.

3,097,166
SEWAGE DISPOSAL STRUCTURE

Arnold A. Monaon, New Brifhton, Minn.
(4538 NE. 7tii St^ Minneapolis, Minn.)

Filed Feb. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 5,970
5 Claims. (CI. 210—170)

"--X^-^ ''
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3,097,173

PROCESS OF PREPARING EMULSIONS USING
POLYETHERTHIOETHER EMULSIFIERS

Hanswilli v. Brachel and Heinz Eascr, Colognc-^lz, Hans
Holtschmidt, Cologne-Stammbelm, and Gustav Sinn,

Bcrglsch-Neukirchen, Germany, assignors to Farbcn-

fabiiken Bayer Aktiengeseiiscliaft, Lcverinucn, Ger-

many, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 26, 1958, Ser. No. 757,213

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 30, 1957

5 Claims. (CI. 252—311.5)
1. In a process for the preparation of an aqueous emul-

sion, the improvement which consists of employing as an

emulsifying ageift a polyethei-polythioether obtained by

heating a dihydroxyalkyi thiocther and a member of the

group consisting of polyethylene glycols, oxyethylated

monohydric alcohols and oxethylated poiyhydric alcohols

in the presence of dehydrating catalysts, said polyether-

polythioether containing more than two thioether groups

and being employed in an amount of 0.5-10% by weight

based on the weight of the emulsion.

3,097,176
PREPARATION OF ELASTOMERIC CELLULAR

POLYURETHANE
Newell R. Bender, Cuyahoga Fails, and Theodore R. Ten

Broeck, Hudson, Ohio, assignors to The Goodyear Th-e

& Rubber Company, Akron, Ohid, a corporation of

Ohio
No Drawing. FII»d Jan. 22, 1957, Ser. No. 635,093

4 Claims. (CI. 260—2.5)
1. A method for preparing flexible elastomeric cellu-

lar materials which comprises heating a polypropylene

ether glycol having an average molecular weight of from

1500 to 3200 witn from 3.0 to 6.0 mols of an organic

polyisocyanate j>cr mol of said glycol to produce a prc-

polymer having a viscosity at room temperature of from

2,000 to 50,000 centipoises, adding to and mixing with

100 parts by weight of said prepolymer (A) from 0.7 to

6.5 parts by weight of water (B) from 0.1 to 3 parts by

weight of a tertiary amine and (C) from 0.25 to 1.5 parts

by weight of silicone oil and permitting the complete re-

action mixture to expand and cure, said silicone oil being

defined by the formula

3,097,174

STORAGE-STABLE CATIONIC BITUMINOUS
EMULSIONS

Edward W. Mertens, EI Cerrito, Calif., assignor to Call-

fomb Research Corporation, San Francisco, Calif., a

corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 835,191

5 Claims. (CI. 252—311.5)
1. A cationic oil-in-water type bituminous emulsion,

consisting essentially of from about 50 to about 75% by

weight of asphalt, as the disperse bituminous phase; from

about 50 to about 25% by weight of water, as the con-

tinuous aqueous phase; and, as the cmulsifier for said

asphalt in said water, from about 0.1 to about 2.0% by

weight of a salt of a low molecular weight Ci-C, mono-

carboxylic acid and a tetraethylene pentamine amide of

tall oil acids from the group consisting of monotalloyl

and ditalloyl amides of tetraethylene pentamine, said

amides being characterized by the presence of from 3 to

4 basic liitrogen atoms reactive with carboxylic acids and

said emulsion being characterized by stability in storage

at temperatures from about 120 to about 160° F. and by

the absence of settlement of the asphalt, when so stored

for at least two weeks.

3,097,175

STABLE SILICA-CLAD THORIA SOLS AND
THEIR PREPARATION

Wayne T. Barrett, Arnold, Moises G. SaAchez, Glen

Bumie, and Milton C. Vanik, Baltimore, Md., assignors

to W. R. Grace & Co., New York, N.Y., a corporation

of Connecticut

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 31, 1957, Ser. No. 693,511

14 Claims. (CI. 252—313)

1. A hydrothermally stable silica-clad thoria sol con-

sisting essentially of an allcaline aqueous dispersion of

10% to 60% thoria particles having a surface layer of

silica in sufficient amount to impart to said particles a

negative charge as measured by the electrophoretic

method and containing a sufficient quantity of alkali metal

hydroxide to give a solution pH of 7.0-10.0.

8. The method of preparing a thermally stable silica-

clad thoria sol comprising the steps of rapidly mixing an

aqueous thoria sol at a concentration below about 10%
with an active aqueous silica sol in sufficient quantity to

change the electrical charge on the thoria particles as

measured by the electrophoretic method from positive to

negative, adding sufficient soluble alkali metal hydroxide

to give a solution pH of 7.0-1 1.0, and thereafter concen-

trating said sol.

R-J 81-0 -31—R

in which R is selected from the group consisting of methyl

and ethyl and jc is an integer representing the number of

units in the molecular chain, said silicone oil having a

viscosity of from 10 to 1,{X)0 centistokes as measured at

25* C.

3,097,177
LIGNOCELLULOSE MOLDING COMPOSITIONS

Ralph Waldo Emerson, Jackson, Miss., assignor to Eme-
r^te Corporation, Jackson, Miss., a corporation of Dela-

ware
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 10, 1958, Ser. No. 720,016

4 Claims. (CI. 260—17.3)
1. A composition of matter capable of being molded

into objects comprising a mixture of a major part of a

lignocellulose materiaJ. together with about 0.4-11% by

weight of urea, about 0.4-16% by weight of furfural,

about 0.5-10% by weight of lignin, under acidic con-

ditions, said proportions being based on the weight of

the dry lignocellulosic material in which a tempering

composition comprising a petroleum residue resin, a dry-

ing oil, and an oxidizing catalyst is also incorporated into

the mixture.

3,097,178

VINYLIDENE CHLORIDE COPOLYMER LATEX
CONTAINING OXYETHYLATED CASTOR OIL

Harold J. Townsend, Saginaw, and Dallas G. Grenley,
Midland, Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Com-
pany, Midland, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Dec. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 862,777

13 Claims. (CI. 260—23)

1. A method for the preparation of a synthetic resinous

copolynur latex having low foaming characteristics and

adapted to the deposition of a continuous film therefrom

comprising copol\.nerizing in a redox catalyzed emuhion
polymerization system of low emulsifier content a polym-

crizable mixture of from about 60 to about 94 weight

percent of vinylidenc chloride and from about 40 to

about ft weight percent of at least one other ethylenically

unsaturated material that is copoiymerizablc therewith

to form a latex having a surface tension not substantially

lower than al>out hH dynes per centimeter, and adding to

the resulting latex from about 0.2 to about 5.0 parts

by weight, on the basis of 100 parts by weight of the

copolymer contained in the latex, to reduce the surface
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tension of said latex to a value not exceeding 50 dynes

per centimeter, of a compound of the general fornvula

0-(CiH«0),—CiH,OH ~1

CH,-(CIWi-in-CHr-Cn=CH-(CH,),COO-Jc,H,

wherein n has a numerical value of from 16 to 62.

tam, the said polypyrrolidonc and polyamide being pres-

ent in the wei^t ratio of 1 :20 to 100: 1

.

3,097,179

ASPHALT-AMINE STABILIZED RUBBER FOR THE
PAVING OF GROUNDS AND ITS METHOD OF
MANUFACTURE „ . ,r^ .

Marcel Celntrcy, Paris, Fmce, assignor to Sodete CWmi-

qnc et Rootlere dc la Glronde, Paris, France, a corpo-

ration of France ^, ,^^ ^^„
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 15, 1958, Ser. No. 767,268

Claims priority, application France Oct. 24, 1957

8 Claims. (CI. 260—28.5)

1, Binder for paving grounds, comprising an aqueous

emulsion having a pH of about 1.5 to about 5 and con-

taining a stabilized hydrocarbon rubber latex and a hy-

drocarbon binder selected from the group consisting of

asphalts, tar and asphalt mixtures and cut-back asphalts,

said latex and said hydrocarbon binder being dispersed

in said emulsion by means of a cationic emulsifying agent

consisting of at least one amine conUining a hydrocarbon

radical with at least 12 carbon atoms substantially neu-

tralized by an acid, said rubber latex being stabilized

by a member selected from the group ccwisisting of (A)

the amines satisfying the following formulae:

R—NHj
ad

N-Clli

R-0
_?^

\

3,097,182

COMPOSITION COMPRISING HALOGENATED
BUTYL RUBBER AND A THIOALDEHYDE
TRIMER „ .„ „

Delmer L. Cotdc, Highland Park, and Leon S. MtacUer,

Jr., Metuchen, NJ^ assignors to Esso Research and

Engineering Company, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Sept 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,180

8 Claims. (CI. 260—43)

1. A composition comprising a halogenated rubbery

copolymer of about 85 to 99.5 wt. percent of a C4 to C,

isoolefin and about 15 to 0.5 wt. percent of a C« to Cu
multiolefin, and 0.1 to 20 wt. percent, based on copolymer,

of a thioaldehyde trimer.

5. The composition of claim 1 which additionally con-

tains a minor proportion of nonylphenol and paraformal-

dehyde.

3,097,183
COATING COMPOSITIONS OF EPOXY NOVOLAC
RESINS, AMINO RESINS AND ACID ESTERS OF
DIETHYLENE GLYCOL AND DIBASIC CARBOX-
YLIC ACIDS

Richard B. Drubel and Francis J. Bncge, Midland, Mich.,

assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,

Mich., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. FUed Oct 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,306

9 Claims. (CI. 260—44)
1. A coating composition comprising a liquid solution

of essential ingredients consisting of (A) from 28 to 51

percent by weight of an epoxy novolac resin having the

general formula:

n-6h»

C1H4-Z

wherein R is a hydrocarbon radical having 12 to 18 car-

bon atoms and Z is a member selected from the group

consisting of —NHj. —OH and —NH—CHjOH; (B)

the non-ionic emulsifying agents selected from the group

consisting of the polyoxyethylene derivatives of alcohols,

acids, ethers, phenols, amides and amines, and (C) the

amino-acids derived from the hydrolysis of protems.

o

0-CHi-CH--bH»

A
-CUi

0-CHi-CH—fcHi

CIIi-

0-CHr-

O

CH-bHi

3,097<180

HEAT TREATMENT OF A BLEND OF BUTADIENE-
ACRYLONITRILE COPOLYMER AND VINYL
CHLORIDE POLYMER LATICES AND RESULT-

ING COALESCED LATEX PRODUCT
Harry W. Tanach, Cuyahoga FaUs, Ohio, assignor to The

Goodyear Thre & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, a

corporation of Ohio ->- ...e

No Drawing. Filed May 3, 1960, Ser. No. 26,415

5 Claims. (CI. 260—29.7)

1. A latex composition comprising particles of a con-

jugated diene-acrylonitrile rubbery copolymer intimately

coalesced with particles of vinyl chloride resin as a re-

sult of heating the composition in latex form at about

250* F. to about 350* F.

wherein n in an average number from 1 to 1.5, (B) from

22 to 53 percent by weight of an acid ester resulting from

the reaction of one gram molecular proportion of di-

ethylene glycol with two gram molecular proportions of

an anhydride of a dicarboxylic acid selected from the

group consisting of maleic anhydride and mixtures of at

least 20 mole percent of maleic anhydride and not more

than 80 percent of phthalic anhydride, and (C) from 15

to 44 percent by weight of an amino resin selected from

the group consisting of ureaformaldehydc resins, mel-

amine formaldehyde resins and alkylated urea-formalde-

hyde and melamine-formaldehyde resins, wherein the al-

kyl radical contains from 1 to 8 carbon atoms, said in-

gredients (A), (B) and (C) being dissolved in an or-

ganic solvent to form a solution containing from 50 to

80 percent by weight of the ingredients.

3,097,181

COMPOSITION COMPRISING POLYPYRROLIDONE
AND ANOTHER POLYAMIDE

Samuel A. GUckman, Easton, Edgar S. Miller, Bethlehem,

and Max E. Chiddix, Eastoa, Pa., assignors to General

Aniline & Film CorpocatloB, New York, N.Y., a cor-

poration of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Nor. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 855,030

SOahns. (CI. 26#—42)
1. A composition of matter comprising polypyrrolidone

and a polyamide selected from the group consisting of

polyhcxamethylene adipamide and polyepsilon-caprolac-

792 O.Q.—32

3,097,184

MODIFIED, PHOSPHORUS - CONTAINING POLY-
ESTER RESINS AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING
SAME

Claus Heuck, Hofheim, Taunus, Fritz Rochlitz and Heinz

Schmidt Frankfurt am Main, and Herbert VUcsek and

Jakob Winter, Hofheim, Taunus, Germany, assignors to

Farbwerke Hoechst AktIengeseUschaft vormals Meister

Luchis & Briining, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, a

corporation of Germany
No Drawing. FUed May 26, 1959, Ser. No. 815,823

Claims priority, application Germany May 31, 1958

12 culms. (CI. 260—45.4)

1. A method of making self-extinguishing phosphorus-

containing artificial resins which comprises copolymeriz-
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ing, in the presence of a catalyst promoting polymeriza-

tion, (A) at least one low molecular weight compound
containing activated double bonds in an unsaturated group

selected from the group consisting of vinyl, allyl, and

methallyl groups, and (B) at least one unsaturated poly-

ester containing phosphorus incorporated into the mole-

cule by ester linkages, said polyester being obtained by

reacting (i) at least one member selected from the group

consisting of dihalides of phosphoric acid monoesters and

dihaiides of phosphorous acid monoesters with (ii) a car-

boxylic acid component consisting of up to 20 mai percent

of monocarboxylic acids, the balance being polycarboxylic

acids, and (iii) an alcohol component consisting of up to

30 mol percent of monohydric alcohols, the balance being

polyhydric alcohols, whereby a polyester containing {rfios-

phorus incorporated into the molecule by ester linkages

is formed, said >carboxylic acid component and alc(rfK>l

component being such that the resulting polyester con-

tains at least 5 mol percent of a member selected from

the group consisting of a,/3-unsaturated carboxylic acids

and alcohols having an allylic unsaturation condensed

thereinto.

3,097,185

GRAFT COPOLYMERS COMPRISED OF CERTAIN
ACRYLAMIDE AND METHACRYLAMIDE MON-
OMERS ON POLYVINYLLACTAMS AND IM-
PROVED ACRYLONITRILE POLYMER COMPO-
SITIONS OBTAINABLE THEREWITH

Ardy Armen, Denbigh, Va^ and Forrest A. Ehlen, Wal-

nut Creek, Calif., assignors to The Dow Chemical Com-
pany, Midland, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

FUed July 29, 1958, Ser. No. 751,733
17 Claims. (CI. 260—45.5)

1. Gra'^t copolymer consisting of between about 2 and

50 weight percent of (u) an acrylamide monomer of the

general formula:

CH2=CZCONQ2 (I)

wh.-rein Z is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and methyl and Q is selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, methyl and ethyl; and (b) from

about 98 to 50 weight percent of a N-vinyl lactam

polymer.

8. Composition comprising a major proportion of at

least about 80 percent by weight, based on the weight

of the composition, of (A) a polymerized ethylenically

unsaturated monomeric material containing at least about

80 percent by weight of polymerized acrylonitrile and

(B) a minor proportion of up to about 20 percent by

weight, based on the weight of the composition, of a graft

copolymer consisting of (a) a monomer of the formula:

CH3=CZCONQj (I)

wherein Z is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen and methyl and Q is selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen, methyl and ethyl; and (b) a N-vinyl

lactam polymer of the formula:

t— (CRi).

I—N-

-CH—

I

-CUR"

i=0
CHt-

JP

3,097,186

GRAFT COPOLYMER OF A MONOVINYL ARO-
MATIC HYDROCARBON AND A COPOLYMER
OF BUTADIENE AND ISOPROPENYLBIPHENYL
OR VINYLBIPHENYL

Ray W. Kent, Jr., and Frank H. Bolton, Midland, Mich.,

assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,
Mich., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 11,428

4 Claims. (CL 260—45.5)
1. A composition of matter consisting essentially of

an interpolymer of ( 1 ) from 92 to 98.5 percent by

weight of a monovinyl aromatic hydrocarbon of the ben-

zene series having the vinyl radical directly attached to

a carbon atom of the benzene nucleus and containing

from 8 to 10 carbon atoms in the molecule, and (2)

from 8 to 1.5 percent by weight of a rubbery copolymer

of from 50 to 80 percent by weight of butadiene and

from 50 to 20 percent by weight of a monomer selected

from the group consisting of isopropenylbiphenyl and

vinylbiphenyl.

3,097,187

CHLORINATED PYROLYSIS OIL
John M. Mersereao, Cheshire, and Panl J. Mester, Nanga-

tuck. Conn., assignors to United States Ruhhcr Com-
pany, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawfaig. FUed Not. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 150,891

7 Claims. (CI. 260—45.7)

1. A composition of matter comprising the product of

chlorination of pyrolysis oil, said oil being obtained by

the destructive distillation of vulcanized rubber, said

rubber consisting of from about 40 to about 60 percent

by weight of natural rubber and, correspondingly, from

about 60 to about 40 percent by weight of butadiene-

styrene copolymer rubber, and said product having a

chlorine content of from about 30% to about 65% by

weight, based on the weight of said product

3. A butyl rubber vulcanizate comprising (I) the rub-

bery copolymer obtained from the copolymerization of

from about 90 to 99.5 parts of an isoolefin having from

4 to 7 carbon atoms with, correspondingly, from about

10 to 0.5 parts of a conjugated diolefin having from 4 to

8 carbon atoms, and ( 2 ) from about 0.5 to about 4 parts

of the composition of claim 1 per 100 parts of said co-

polymer.

3,097,188

HEAT STABLE POLYMERS
Alvin R. Ingram, MorrysvUlc, Pa^ assignor to Koppers

Company, Inc., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Sept 12, 1961, Ser. No. 137,530

4 Claims. (CI. 260—45.95)
I. A heat stable flaime retardant polystyrene composi-

tion comprising polystyrene which has been brominated

in an amount sufficient to render it flame retardant. said

polystyrene having admixed therewith at least 0.25% by

weight of said composition of an alkynol selected from

the group consisting of 3-phenyl-l-butynol-3; 3,6-di-

methyl~4-octyn-3,6-diol; 4,7-dimethyl-5-decyn - 4,7 - diol;

and 5,8-dimethyl-6-dodecyn-5,8-<liol.

(II'

in which each R is independently selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, methyl and ethyl, m is an integer

from 2 to 4 and p has a numerical value from about

300 to about 3200; said graft copolymer containing in its

molecular structure between about 2 and 50 percent by

weight of said monomer upon from about 98 to 50 per-

cent by weight of said N-vinyl lactam polymer.

3,097,189

DIELS-ALDER POLYMERS CURED WITH
ORGANIC PEROXIDES

Bernard O. Baum, PlainfieM, NJ., assignor to Union
Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York

No Drawing. FUed Oct. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 65,605

10 Claims. (CI. 260—65)

1. Method for preparing thermoset Diels-Alder poly-

mers having improved stress-cracking resistance which
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comprises intimately blending together a thermoplastic

Diels-Alder polymer having the repeating unit

hR5--

wherein R,. Ra, Rj and R* are each selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, halogen and hydrocarbons

and Rj is a divalent hydrocarbon, and from 0.25% to 25%

by weight based on the polymer of an organic peroxide

and curing the mixture.

3,097,190

N.N,N',N' - TETRAALKYL ALKYLENE DIAMINE
ESITTATORS FOR THE POLYMERIZATION OF
FORMALDEHYDE ^, „ ^

Henri Sidi, Paramus, and Roy T. Gottesman, Glen Rock,

NJ., assignors to Heyden Newport Chemkal Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 88,008

9 Claims. (CI. 260—67)
1. A process for the production of high molecular

weight polyoxymethylene which comprises contacting

substantially anhydrous monomeric formaldehyde at a

temperature in the range of approximately -100° C.

to 80° C. with a polymerization initiator which is an

N,N,N',N'-teiraalkyl alkylene diamine, said polymeriza-

tion initiator being present in the amount of 0.00001 part

to 0.05 part by weight per part by weight oi said formal-

dehyde.

3,097,191

POLYISOCYANATE COMPOSITIONS
Harold France and Arnold Lister, Manchester, England,

assignors to Imperial Chemkal Industries Limited, Lon-

don, England, a corporation of Great Britain

No Drawing. FUed Mar. 27, 1958, Ser. No. 724,237

Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 29, 1957

4 Claims. (CI. 260—77.5)

1. A liquid polyisocyanate composition obtained by

phosgenating a polyamine composition, said polyamme

composition being the product obtained by condensing

formaldehyde with at least two moles of mixed aromatic

amines selected from the group of aromatic amine mix-

tures consisting of (a) aniline and o-toluidine, (b) aniline

and o-chloroaniline and (c) aniline, o-toluidine and m-

tolylenediamine, the proportions of the amines in said

mixtures being such that of the total amines converted

into polyisocyanates. not more than S(Kr by molecular

proportions consists of any single amine, the boiling point

at low pressure of said polyamine composition being in

the range of about 166° C. at 0.1 mm. to 230° C. at

0.2 mm.

3,097,192

ELASTIC FILAMENTS FROM POLYESTER-
URETHANE-UREA POLYMERS

Roberta J. Schilit WUmtogton, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, WUmington, Del., a

corporation of Delaware .__ „ ^, _^_ „^-
NoDrawing. FUed Jan. 9, 1958, Ser. No. 707,861

12 Claims. (CI. 260—75)
1. An elastic fiber having a tensile recovery of at least

90%. a stress decay below about 20%, and an essentially

linear polymeric structure being provided by a linear

segmented polyester-urethane-urea polymer havmg a

polymer melt temperature above about 150* C. and sub-

stantially complete solubility at a concentration of 0.5%

in m-cresol at 20* C, said segmented polymer consist-

ing essentially of a plurality of intralincar structural units

having the formula

H H H H

wherein m and n arc integers greater than 0, G is a long-

chain linear polymeric radical free from substituents re-

active with an isocyanate and having recurring ester link-

ages of the formula
-0-c-

H

in the poiymer chain, said radical G having a structuse

such that a hydroxyl-teraiinated polyester of the for-

mula HO—G—OH has a melting point below about 60*

C. and a molecular weight above about 600, R is a sym-

metrical aromatic radical selected from the group con-

sisting erf para-positioned jAenylcnc, biphenylenc, aiKl

alkylene diphenyl radicals, and Q is a bivalent organic

radical selected from the group consisting <rf the formula

H H

-i-z-i-'
and a piperazino radical wherein Z is a radical selected

frtxn the group consisting of alkylene, cyclohexylene,

aralkylene, alkarylene and arylcne radicals, said arylcne

radicals being free from fused rings and each of said radi-

cals Z being free from substituents reactive with an iso-

cyanate, the radicals R and Q being so selected that the

structure

H H

-^B-N-C-Q-C-N^-

represents a repeating unit of a linear urea polymer hav-

ing a melting point above 200* C. in the molecular

weight range above about 10,000, from about 60% to

about 90% by weight of said segmented polymer being

provided by said radical G.

3,097,193

METHOD OF CURING POLYMERIC MATERIALS
AND PRODUCT THEREOF

Jerry T. Graver, BartlesvUle, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Sept. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 54,583

23 Claims. (CI. 260—85.1)

1. A process which comprises reacting a polymeric ma-

terial selected from the group consisting of natural rub-

ber, synthetic polymers of monomers containing a vinyli-

dene group and synthetic polymers having the formula

AYn wherein A comprises a polymer of monomers con-

taining a vinylidene group, Y is a terminally reactive group

and n is an integer of at least 2, with an organic peroxide

and a reactant material selected from the group consist-

ing of compounds having the formula

N
/ ^

R-C C-R

c

k

I

and compounds having the formula

N

r-f p—

r

/II 1\
R NT N R

\ i^
P

U
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wherein R is a radical selected from the group consisting

of a 1-aziridinyl radical which can be represented by the

formula

N
/
\

R'

-U

C—

H

I

K'

III

hydrogen, an alkyl, cycloalkyl, aryl, aralkyl, and alkaryl

radical, each hydrocarbon radical containing from 1 to 12

carbon atoms, and the R' radicals arc selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen, alkyl, cycloalkyl, aryl,

aralkyl and alkaryl radicals, the R's in each aziridinyl

radical containing up to and including a total of 20

carbon atoms, at least three of the R groups of Formulas

I and II being 1-aziridinyl radicals, said rcactant material

and said organic peroxide being present in amounts suf-

ficient to effect a substantial curing of said polymeric

material.

3,097,194
PROCESS FOR PREPARING PHOSPHORYLATED
ELASTOMERIC COPOLYMERS OF ETHYLENE
AND PROPYLENE

Edward C. Leonard, Jr., Plainficid, and William L.

Wheelwright, North Plainfield, NJ., assignors to Union
Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 3,737

7 Claims. (CI. 260—88.2)
1. A process for preparing elastomeric phosphorylated

ethylene-propylene copolymers containing between about

35 percent to 80 percent propylene polymerized therein

and being substantially free of low molecular weight poly-

meric oMs, whrich includes the' steps of copolymerizing

ethylene and propylene monomers in a molar ratio of

from about 0.5 mole to about 5.0 moles of propylene per

mole of ethylene by contacting said monomers with a

catalyst system consisting essentially of a trialkyl alu-

minum compound and a transition metal trihalide selected

from the group of vanadium trichloride and purple crys-

talline titanium trichloride in which the said trialkyl alu-

minum compound is present in amounts from about 1 to

10 moles per mole of said transition metal trihalide, in an

inert non-polar solvent for a time sufficient to form an

ethylene-propylene copolymer, thereafter adding to the

resulting mixture, oxygen and water in amounts sufficient

to convert the aluminum and transition metal to the corre-

sponding metal oxide, said water being employed in at

least a stoichiometric amount and no greater than about

5 times the stoichiometric amount calculated to convert

all hydrolyzabLe components of said catalyst system to the

metal oxide, and thereafter phosphorylating the mixture

by adding phosphorus trichloride to the mixture and con-

tacting oxygen with the thus formed mixture until the

copolymer contains more than about 0.5 percent phos-

phorus as phosphonyl dichloride groups.

3,097,195

POLYMERIZATION OF ACETYLENE COMPOUNDS
George W. Kennerly, Darien, David S. HoiTenberg, Stam-

ford, and George C. Gleclder, Springdale, Conn., as-

signors to American Cyanamid Company, New Yoric,

N.Y., a corporation of Maine
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76,128

13 Claims. (CL 260—94.1)
I. The method of polymerizing a polymerizable mate-

rial selected from the group consisting of ( 1 ) acetylene

and (2) mixtures of (a) acetylene and (^) at least one

other unsaturated organic material which is copolymeriz-

able with acetylene and contains at least one double

bond, said polymerization being carried out at a tem-

perature of at least about 40° C. in an inert organic

liquid medium with the aid of a polymerization catalyst

system consisting solely of both (a) at least one salt of
the group consisting of nickel salts and cobalt salts, and
(ft) at least one substance of the group consisting of the

alkali metals and the alkali-metal acetylides.

3,097,196
Ni COMPLEXES OF MONOAZO COMPOUNDS PRE-
PARED FROM A BENZOTHIAZOLE COMPOUND
AND AN a-NAPHTHOL COMPOUND

James M. Straley and John G. Fisher, Kingsport, Tenn.,
assignors to Eastman Kodait Company, Rochester,

N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 852,226

6 Claims. (CI. 260—146)
1. The nickel complex of the monoazo compounds

having the formula:

A c—N=N
N

on

wherein Ar represents an ortho-arylene radical of the

benzene series devoid of a water-solubilizing group, and
X stands for a member selected from the group consisting

of a methyl radical and a lower alkoxy radical.

3,097,197
MDIHALOGEN-TRIAZINYLAMINOPHENYL>4-(;3-
NAPHTHYLAZO)PYRAZOLONE DYESTUFFS

Colin George Tilley and Frederick Andrew Waite, Man-
chester, England, assignors to Imperial Chemical In-

dustries Limited, London, England, a corporation of

Great Britain

No Drawhig. Filed Nov. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 851,223
Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 14, 1958

1 Claim. (CI. 260—153)
Azo dyestuffs which, in the form of the free acids, are

represented by the formula:

SO,H

(SOiH).

\^\y

-.\=N—CU

ho
\ /
N
i

C-A
II

N

wherein:

n represents one of the numbers 0, 1, and 2;

A represents a member selected from the group consist-

ing of lower alkyl, carboxyl, carbo lower alkoxy,

carbamyl, lower alkyl carbamyl;
one Y represents a member selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen and —SOjH, and the other Y
represents a group of the formula:

K
I

—N—

O

X
N—

C

N

wherein:

R represents a member selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen and lower alkyl;

X represents a halogen atom selected from the group
consisting of chlorine and bromine.
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3,097,198

AZO DYESTUFFS
Brian Ribbons Fishwkik and James Wardleworth, Man-

clMster, England, assignors to Imperial Chemical In-

dustries Limited, London, England, a corporation of

Great Britain

No Drawhig. Filed Jan. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 5,378

Claims priority, application Great Britahi Feb. 10, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 260—207.1)

1. Water-insoluble azo dyestuffs oi the formula:

I>—N=N
(CHi),-C—0-(CHi).-CN

O
wherein
D is a member selected from the class consisting of

benzene, thiazole, and benzthiazole radicals carrying

at least one of the substitucnts selected from the

class consisting of nitro, cyano, .thiocyano, methyl-

sulfonyl, trifluoromethyl, and chlorine;

R stands for a member selected from the class consist-

ing of lower alkyl, and cyano-, acetoxy-, methoxy-,

and carbo(lower alkoxy)- lower alkyl, and benzyl,

and the grouping

—{CHi)r-C-0—(CHO-—CN
II

o

m and n are integers from 1 to 2; and E is a member

selected from the class consisting of hydrogen, lower

alkyl, and chlorine.

wherein R and R^ are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen and methyl, R^ and R^ are selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen, hydroxyl and a hydro-

carbon carboxyl ic acyloxy group of less than 12 carbon

atoms, R*, R* and R« are selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen and a hydrocarbon carboxylic acyl

group of less than 12 carbon atoms, R* and R' together

with the oxygen function represent the grouping

-O R'

wherein R'' is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and an aliphatic hydrocarbon radical of less than

8 carbon atoms, Y is selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, keto and ^-hydroxyl; Z is selected from

the group consisting of keto and ^-hydroxy, and A is se-

lected from the group consisting of keto

3,097,199

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF 5«,6a.

DIFLUORO STEROIDS
Albert Bowers, Mexico City, Mexico, assignor, by memc
ss^nments, to Syntex Corporation, a corporation of

Panama
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 83,630

Claims priority, application Mexico Jan. 19, 1960

26 Claims. (CI. 260—235.55)
1. A process for the preparation of 5o,6a-difluoro

steroids selected frwn the group consisting of the follow-

ing formulas:

OR*

OH

ISi

{ and /
OH

R«

wherein R« represents an aliphatic hydrocarbon radical

containing up to 8 carbon atoms, comprising reacting the

corresponding A*-3/3-hydroxy compound with anhydrous

hydrogen fluoride and a metallic reagent selected from

the group consisting of lead tetraacetate, lead dioxide,

osmium tetroxide and cobaltic oxide.

23. A compound of the following formula:

r^

V

CHiOR«

i=0
—-0 R'

q/ \r'

Y
wherein R* is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and a hydrocarbon carboxylic acyl radical of less

than 12 carbon atoms; R"' is selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen and an aliphatic hydrocarbon of less

than eight carbon atoms; Y is selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, keto and hydroxy and Z is selected

from the group consisting of keto and /3-hydroxy.

3,097,200
17.AMINOANDROSTANES

Fred A. Khid, Mexico City, Mexico, assignor, by mesne

asB^nments, to Syntex Corponi<ion, a corporation of

Panama
No Drawing. Ffled Jan. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 164,184

14 Claims. (CI. 260—239.5)

1. A compound of the following formula:

N—B'

-^w
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wherein Y is selected from the group consisting of a dou-

ble bond and a saturated linkage between C-A and C-5;
R is a member of the group consisting of hydrogen and

lower alkyl; R* is selected from the group consisting of

an aryl group and an aralkyi group, each containing up
to 10 carbon atoms and R and R^ together with the nitro-

gen atom form a heterocyclic radical selected from the

group consisting of pyrrolidino, piperidino, morpholino
and piperazino.

3,097^01
SUBSTITUTED SULFATHIAZOLES

Ferdinand B. Zienty, Warson Woods, Mo., assignor to

Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., a cor-

poratloa of Delawure
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 21, 1960, Scr. No. 63,964

7 Claims. (CI. 260—239.95)
1. Compounds of the structure:

R-C N M' O

\ /
s

O O

NH—C-R"-X—R"'-C-OM

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of sulfur

and oxygen; wherein R and R' are each selected from the

group of hydrogen and alkyl radicals having up to four

(4) carbon atoms, wherein R" and R'" are alkylene radi-

cals having up to four (4) carbon atoms, wherein M and
M' are selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

alkali metal atoms, the ammonium radical and half of

an alkaline earth metal atom.

3,097,202
3^ACETONYL; HYDROXYETHYL; AND 2.{4-PYRI-
DYL) . ETHYL] - 1 - (5 - NTTROFURFURYLIDENE-
AMINO) HYDANTOIN

Julian Gctz Mlchels, Norwich, N.Y., assignor to The
Norwich Pharmacal Company, a corporation of New
York
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 27, 1960, Scr. No. 78,315

4 Claims. (CI. 260—240)
1. A compound having chemotherapeutic activity upon

oral administration and represented by the formula:

OiN
o

CII=N—N—C=0
\
N-R

^ /
HiC—C=0

in which R represents a member of the group consisting

of acetonyl, hydroxyethyl and 2-(4-pyridyl)ethyl.

3,097,203
TRIS-PYRIDYL HYDRAZONE DERIYATIVES

OF TRIAMINO^UANIDINE
Siegfried Petersen, Lcverknsen, Konrad SwincicU, Co-

logne-Stammheim, and Wolfgang Wirth, Wuppcrtal-
Elbcrfcld, Germany, assignon to Farbenfabriken Bayer
AktiengeselischJift, LcrerkiMen, Germany, a corpora-

tion of Germany
No Drawfaig. Filed Mar. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,432
Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 25, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 260—240)
1. A member selected from the group coitsisting of a

compound of the formula:

R—CH=N—NH-C—NH—N=CH—

B

N=CH—

R

wherein R is pyridyl, and non-toxic acid-addition salts

thereof.

3,097,204
DERIVATIVES OF BENZOTHIADIAZINE-1,1-

DIOXIDE COMPOUNDS
Frederick C. NotcIIo, Bcrwyn, and James M. Sprague,
Gwynedd Valley, P^ assignors to Merck A Co. Inc.,

Rahway, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 5,654

10 Claims. (CI. 260—243)
I. A compound selected from the group consisting of

3 - RS - 5 . X - 6 - R» - 7 - (acylsulfamyl) - 1.2.4 - benzo-
thiadiazine- 1.1 -dioxide and 3-R3-5-X-6-R'-7-( acylsulfa-

myl) - 3,4 - dihydro - 1,2,4 - benzothiadiazine - 1,1 - diox-

ide, wiierein in each of the foregoing compounds
Ri is selected from the group consisting of halogen,

lower-alkyl, lower alkoxy and nitro;

R3 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

lower-alkyl, halo lower-alkyl, phenyl, benzyl, and
pentamethylene which forms a cyclohexyl ring with

the 3-position nuclear carbon atom to which it is

attached;

X is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
and halogen;

and acyl is an organic monocarbonyl selected from the

group consisting of lower aliphatic-monocarbonyl,

phenyl-monocarbcnyl, phenyl - lower - alkyl - mono-
carbonyl, thiophene-monocarbonyl, and pyridine-

monocarbonyl.

3,097^05
2-(ALKOXY OR ARYLOXYM-ARYLAMINO-

6.(H—).1,3,5-TRIAZINES
Royal A. Cutler, Sand Lake, N.Y., assignor to Sterling

Drug Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-
ware

No Drawing. Originid application Mar. 14, 1960, Scr.

No. 14,550. Divided and this application Oct. 18,

1960, Scr. No. 69,787
3 Claims. (CI. 260—249.5)

1. 2-(lower alkoxy) -4- (lower alklymercaptophenylami-

no ) -6- ( H— ) 1 ,3 ,5-triazine.

3,097.206
AMINOMETHYLTHIENYL AND FURYL

ALCOHOL DERIVATIVES
Ciiaries L. ZirlJe, Bcrwjrn, Pa., assignor to Smith Kline

& French Laboratories, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation
of Pennsylvania
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 180,857

13 Claims. (CI. 260—268)
I. A compound selected from the group consisting of

a free base, its nontoxic, pharmaceutically acceptable acid

addition salts and its nontoxic, pharmaceutically accepta-

ble quaternary ammonium salts, said free base having the

formula:

OH

Ri

/ K.

in which: y
Y is a member selected frbm the group consisting of

S and O;

Ri and Rj are members selected from the group con-

sisting of lower alkyl. hydrogen, cyclojlkyl and.

when taken together with the nitrogen atom to which

they are attached, piperidinyl, pyrrolidinyl. mor-

pholinyl, thiomorpholinyl and N-lower alkyl-piper-

azinyl, said lower alkyl and cycloalkyi groups having
from 1-6 carbon atoms;

R3 is a member selected from the group consisting of

phenyl, a-furyl, a-thienyl and alkyl and cycloalkyi

having from 1-8 carbon atoms and;

R4 is a memt>er selected from the group consisting of

phenyl and, when identical with R3, a-furyl and o-

thienyl.
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3,097,207

l-HALOPHENYL AND l-ALKOXYPHENYL
CYCLOHEXYLAMINES

V. Harold Maddox, Hmtlngton Woods, and Erik F.

Godefrol, Harper Woods, Mkh., assignors to Parke,

Davis Jk Company, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

NooSwIng. FUed Mar. 6, 1958, Scr. No. 719,500

10 Claims. (0.260—293)
1 . A compound of the formula

CHiCHi chlorephenyl

CHi

CHiCHi NHOower) alkyl

5. A compound of the formula

CHiCHi halophenyl

CHi
\
CHiC

\
^. "^N

CHiCHi
\
CHi

CHiC:^,

3,097,208

LOWER ALKYL 4-PHENYL-l-[(AROMATIC N-HET-
ERYD-ALIPHATICIPIPERIDINE - 4 - CARBOXYL-
ATES AND THEIR SYNTHESIS

Bill Elpem, Walnut Creek, Calif., assignor to Sterling

Drug Inc., New York, N.Y, a corporation of Dela-

ware

No Drawing. FUed Sept 12, 1955, Ser. No. 533,891

9 Claims. (CL 260—294.3)

1. A composition of matter selected frcHn the group

consisting of a compound having the formula

3,097,209
l.AROYALKYL-4-ARYLPIPERIDINE-

CARBOXAMIDES
Paul A. J. Janssen, Vosselaar, near Tumhout, Belgium,

assignor to Research Laboratoriom Dr. C. Janssen,

N.V., Beerse, Belgium, a company of Belgium

No Drawing. FUed Mar. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 14,570

16 Claims. (CI. 260—293.4)
1. A compound of the formula

CO—

B

Ar'

wherein Alk is a lower alkylene radical of at least 3

carbon atoms; Ar is a member of the class consisting

of phenyl, lower alkylphenyl, xylyl, halophenyl, methoxy-

phenyl, and thienyl; Ar' is a member of the class con-

sisting of phenyl, lower alkylphenyl. xylyl, halophenyl,

methoxyphenyl, and trifluoromethylphenyl; R is a mem-

ber of the class consisting of NHj, NH-(lower alkyl),

N (lower alkyl) 3, anilino, N(CHj) -phenyl, benzylamino,

pyrrolidino, piperidino, morpholino, methylmorpholino,

dimethylmorpholino, piperazino, and phenylpiperazino;

and X is a member of the class consisting of hydrogen

and methyl radicals.

1 3. A compound of the formula

\ COO-(li)wer alkyl

c

CHi CHi

CRt CHiV
i-Het

where X is a lower divalent aliphatic hydrocarbon radical

and Het is a monocyclic aromatic nitrogen-conlaimng

heteryl radical having five to six ring atoms selected from

the group containing of pyridyl, pyrimidyl, thiazolyl, oxa-

zolyl and pyridazyl radicals which are attached to the

aliphatic hydrocarbon radical X through one of their rmg-

carbon atoms; and its acid addition salts.

2. A lower alkyl 4-phenyl-l-(pyridyl-aliphatic)pipcn-

dine-4-carboxylatc having the formula

C«Hi COO-Oower alkyl)

\^
CHi CHi

tUt CHi

X

—

\,
-co—CHt—CHt

(lower alkyl)

3,097,210

SUBSTITUTED PYRAZOLE SULFONAMIDES
John B. Bicking, Lansdale, Pa^ assignor to Merck & Co.,

Inc., Rahway, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Original application Apr. 6, 1959, Ser. No.

804,136. Divided and this appUcation Jan. 10, 1962,

Ser. No. 165,325
2 Claims. (CI. 260—294.8)

1. l-(2-pyridyl)-3,5-dimethylpyrazole-4-sulfonanude.

3,097,211 _
QUATERNARY AMMONIUM SALTS OF N-TCR-
TLARYAMLNO-ALKYL-TERTIARY-AMINO - LOW-
ER-ALKANAMIDES ^^ , ^. .

Alexander R. Surrey, Albany, and Arfliur J. miyet,

Colonie, N.Y., assignors to Steriing Drug Inc., New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 4,171

5 Claims. (CI. 260—326.3)

I . A compound having the formula

B =]!l-Y-C-NH-Y'-N=B

'

in in'

where X is a lower divalent aliphatic hydrocarbon radical.

where N= B and N= B' are each elected from the group

consisting of di-(lowcr-alkyl) amino, 1-piperidyl, (lower-

alkylated)-l-piperidyl, l-pyrrolidyl, (lower-alkylated)-l-

pyrrolidyl and 4-morpholinyl, R and R' are members se-

lected from the group consisting of lower-alkyl, lower-

alkenyl and lower-aralkyl. An and An' are pharmacody-

namically acceptable anions, and Y and Y' are each

straight-chained alkylene having from two or four car-

bon atoms.

3. A compound having the formula of claim 1 where
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N = B is l-pyrrolidyl, N=B' is di-(lower-alkyl) amino, and

R and R' are each lowcr-alkyl.

3,097^12
N-METHYL-2-I2'-(ALPHA-METHYL-PARA-HALO-
BENZHYDRYLOXY)-ETHYLlPYRROLIDINE

Erast Jucker, Binningen, Basel-Land, and Anton Ebnother,

Basel, Switzerland, assignors to Sandoz A.G^ Basel,

Switzerland, a Swiss firm

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 81,241

Claims priority, application Switzerland Jan. 19, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 260—326J)
1. N - methyl - 2-l2'-(a-methyl-p-chIoro-benzhydryl-

oxy ) -ethyl ] -pyrrolidine.

3,097,216
BLUE ACID ANTHRAQUINONE-DYESTUFFS

Johannes Heyna and Erich Schfaizcl, Frankfurt am Main,

and Walter Noll, Bad Soden, Tannns, Germany, as-

signors to Farbwerke Hocchst Aktiengescllschaft vor-

mals Meistcr Lucius A Briining, Frankfnit am Main,
Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 46,369

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 8, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 260—372)
1. Blue acid anthraquinone-dyestuffs which correspond

to the general formula

O NHi

3,097,213
WARFARIN INTERMEDIATES

Charles Wiener, Linden, NJ., and Collin H. Schroeder

and Karl Paul Link, Madison, Wis^ assignors to Wis-

consin Alumni Research Foundation, Madison, Wis^ a

corporation of Wisconsin

No Drawing. Filed May 2, 1962, Ser. No. 191,732

2 Claims. (CI. 260—343.2)

1

.

2-amino-3-cyano-4-phenyl-5-oxo-7-pyrano[3,2-c] ( 1

)

benzopyran.

2. 3-(a-chloroformylmethylbcnzyl)-4 - methoxycouma-

SOiX

in which X represents a member selected from the group

I consisting of —CHj—CHj—OSO3H,

-NH SOiCHiCHiOSOiH

and

rm.

3,097,214
5-NITRO-2-FURYLAMIDOXIME

Anne Mary Von Esch, North Chicago, HI., and William

Reese Sherman, University City, Mo., assignors to

Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, III., a corporatfoo

of Illinois

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 146,366

1 Claim. (CI. 260—347.7)
5-nitro-2-furylamidoxime.

SOiCHiCHiOSOiH

3,097,215

RECOVERY OF HYDROCARBON OXIDATION
PRODUCTS

Martin L. Courter, Walnut Creek, Calif., and David S.

Thayer, Cheshire, Conn., assignors to Shell Oil Com-
pany, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 21,003

5 Claims. (CI. 260—348)
1. In a process for separating a water-soluble, highly

reactive hydrocarbon oxidation product selected from the

group consisting of acrolein and methacrolein from a

reaction mixture obtained by the catalytic oxidation with

molecular oxygen of the olefinic hydrocarbon correspond-

ing to said hydrocarbon oxidation product, said reaction

mixture comprising said hydrocarbon oxidation product

in admixture with normally gaseous hydrocarbons and

inert gas, in which process said hydrocarbon oxidation

product is separated from said reaction mixture by selec-

tive absorption in a liquid aqueous solvent in an absorp-

tion zone, and said hydrocarbon oxidation product is

distilled from the resulting rich aqueous absorbatc formed

in said absorption zone, the steps which comprise cooling

said reaction mixture in the presence of water, thereby

forming a liquid condensate phase comprising a part of

said hydrocarbon oxidation product and water and a

vapor phase comprising the rest of said hydrocarbon

oxidation product in admixture with said normally gaseous

hydrocarbons and said inert gas, compressing said vapor

phase to a higher pressure than that maintained during

said cooling, introducing said vapor phase after said com-

pression into said absorption zone, maintaining a higher

pressure in said absorption zone than in said cooling zone,

and separately miroducing at least a part of said con-

densate phase as absorption liquid into said absorption

zone.

3,097,217
SUBSTITUTED SULFANILAMIDE

Ferdinand B. Zienty, Warson Woods, Mo., assignor to

Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Lonis, Mo., cor-

poration of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 63,963

7 Claims. (CI. 260—397.7)
1 . A compound of the structure

o o o

M-HN-i/^ \-NH-C-R-X-R'-C-OM'

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of sulfur

and oxygen; wherein R and R' are each alltylene radi-

cals having up to four (4) carbon atoms; and wherein

M and M' are selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen, alkali metals, alkaline earth metals and the am-

monium radical.

3,097,218
SULFONATES OF HYDROXYALKYL ESTERS OF

TERTIARY ALKANOIC ACIDS
Pieter L. Kooijman and Hendrik Buesink, Amsterdam,

Netherlands, assignors to Shell Oil Company, New
Yorl(, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 159,443

Claims priority, application Netherlands Dec. 30, 1960
17 Claims. (CI. 260—400)

1. The process for the production of surface active

compounds which comprises reacting a member of the

group consisting of the alkali metal and alkaline earth

metal salts of a tertiary alkanoic acid having from 5

to about 21 carbon atoms to the molecule with a sulfo-

nate selected from the group consisting of the alkali metal

and alkaline earth metal halogen-substituted hydroxy-

alkane sulfonates having from 3 to about 22 carbon

atoms to the molecule, at a temperature of from about

50 to about 250" C.

9. The surface active compounds having the general

formula:
R« o H H

R'-C-C—O—C—R»—C—SOiMe

R« R« R«
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wherein:

R», R', R' are each an alkyl group;

the total number of carbon atcwns in R' + R'+R' has a

value of from 3 to about 21;

R« represents a member of the group consistmg of

alkylene and hydroxy-alkylene radicals having from

1 to 8 carbons;
. .

R« and R* are each a member of the group consisting

of alkyl, hydroxyalkyl, and hydrogen;

the total number of carbon atoms in R*-fR*+R« has a

value of from 1 to about 20, and only one of the

R*, R» and R« groups has a hydroxy substituent; and

Me is a member of the group consisting of the alkali

metals, alkaline earth metals, hydrogen and NH .

3,097,221

POLYCYANOPOLYENES AND PROCESSES FOR
PREPARING THEM

Douglas W. WUey, WUmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., a

corporation of Delaware »,,-»_
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 25,197

11 Claims. (CI. 260—430)
1 . Compounds having the formula

IOiC

CN
(CH=CH) „-CH^

CN 1

=i-C(CN)ijM®

3,097,219 ,^

OXYALKYLATED CARBOXYLIC ACID AMIDES
AND PRODUCTION THEREOF

George N. Butter and John A. Frump, both of Terre

Haute, Ind., assignors to Commercial Solvents Corpora-

tion, New Yorit, N.Y., a corporation of MairUnd

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 129,518

9 Claims. (CI. 260—404) .

7. A process for the production of a compound having

the following general formula:

R

wherein n is a cardinal number of from zero to one aijd

M is one equivalent of a cation selected from the class

consisting of hydrogen, ammonium, diethylammonium,

tetramelhylammonium, phenylammonium, trimethylsulfo-

nium, and metallic cations.

R-CHi

CHi H O

CHi

3,097,222

STABLE LEAD ALKYL COMPOSITIONS AND A
METHOD FOR PREPARING THE SAME

James D. Johnston, Hymin Shapiro, and Albert P.

Giraitis, Baton Rouge, La., assignors to Ethyl Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y., a corporation .^^ .,,
No Drawing. FUed June 8, 1962, Ser. No. 200,941

6 Claims. (CI. 260—437)

1. A method of inhibiting the deconiposition of an

alkyllead compound at temperatures of from about 100'

C. to about 195° C. which comprises incorporating with

said compound from about 0.05 to about 0.5 mole of

ethylene dibromide per mole of said compound, and from

about 0.1 to about 30 percent of diacetone alcohol based

on the weight of said compound.

wherein R is the radical:

H(0—CH»-CH).0—

wherein Ri is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of alkyl and alkenyl, wherein R^ is a member selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl,

and wherein x is an integer ranging from 1 to 20 which

comprises reacting an amide having the following general

formula:

CHiOH H O

-i U-R.
CHiOH

IIOCHi

wherein Ri is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of alkyl and alkenyl, with a monoepoxyalkylene ox-

ide in the presence of an alkaline catalyst at temperatures

ranging from about to about 75° C.

3,097,223

STABLE LEAD ALKYL COMPOSITIONS AND A
METHOD FOR PREPARING THE SAME

Wilford H. Thomas and Shirt E. Cook, Baton Rouge, La.,

assignors to Ethyl Corporation, New York, N.Y., a

corporation ^^^ ^^^
No Drawing. Filed June 8, 1962, Ser. No. 200,968

9 Claims. (CI. 260—437)
1. A method of inhibiting the decomposition of an

alkyllead compound at temperatures of from about

100° C. to about 195° C, which comprises incorporating

with said compound from about 0.05 to about 0.50 mole

of ethylene dibromide per mole of said compound, and

from about 0.1 to about 30 percent of a piperidine com-

pound based on the weight of said alkyllead compound,

said piperidine compound having from 5 to about 18 car-

bon atoms in the molecule and having the formula

Ri

< & N-Ri

3,097,220

METHOD OF PRODUCING HIGHER FATTY
ACID POLYMERS

Fred O. Barrett and Charies G. Goebel, Cincinnati, Ohio,

assignors to Emery Industries, Inc., Cincmnati, Ohio, a

corporation of Ohio

No Drawing. Filed May 22, 1962, Ser. No. 196,584

4 Claims. (CI. 260—407)

1 In a process wherein unsaturated, higher fatty acids

are heated in the presence of a Friedel-Crafts catalyst to

form a reaction product containing fatty acid polymer,

the improvement which consists in increasing the acid

number of said polymer by heating said reaction product

in the continuing presence of water and a crystalline clay

mineral at temperatures of from about 180 to 260 C

for at least Vi hour.

792 O.Q.—83

wherein Ri, Rj and R3 are selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen, alkyl and alkenyl groups.

3,097,224

ACETYLENE NICKEL COMPOUNDS
Michael Dubeck, Royal Oak, Mich., assignor to Ethyl

Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

Virginia

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 852,216

16 Claims. (CI. 260—439)
1. Organometallic compounds represented by the for-

mula:
CX^-CQ'CyNiNiCy'

in which Q and Q' are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen and univalent hydrocarbon radicals contain-
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ing from one to about 10 carbon atoms, Cy and Cy' are

cyclomatic hydrocarbon groups having 5 to about 13 car-

bon atoms each of which donates five electrons to the

nickel atom for bonding, and each of the two nickel atoms

in the molecule achieves the electron config:uration of

krypton.

3,097^25
ACETYLENIC NICKEL COMPOUNDS

Michael Dubcck, Royal Oak, Mkh^ assignor to Etliyl

Corporation, New York;, N.Y., a corporation of

Virginia

No Drawing. FUed Sept 12, 1960, Scr. No. 55,179

24 Claims. (CI. 260—439)
1. Organometallic compounds having the formula

QCsCQ -CyNiCy'

wherein Cy and Cy' are cyclomatic hydrocarbon groups

which have 5 to about 13 carbon atoms and which are

selected from the class consisting of the cyclopcntadienyl

radical, the indenyl radical, and hydrocarbon substituted

cyclopcntadienyl and indenyl radicals wherein the hy-

drocarbon substituents are univalent radicals selected from

the class consisting of alkyl, aryl and aralkyl radicals and

Q and Q' arc selected from the group consisting of elec-

tron withdrawing groups, hydrogen and univalent hydro-

carbon groups containing up to about 13 carbon atoms

and selected from the class consisting of alkyl, aryl, ar-

alkyl, alkaryl, alkenyl, cycloalkyl and cycloalkenyl groups,

at least one of Q and Q' being an electron withdrawing

group.

X is a monovalent radical selected from the group con-

sisting of

—ON,
p-NOt-phenyl,

p-RSOt-phenyl,

p-ON-phenyl,

Y

-b-R,
T

-O—Y'B,
Y

-li-NHi,

Y

-A—NHR

wherein Y and Y' are chalcogens of atomic number of

up to 17, and R is hydrocarbyl of fnmi 1 to 20 carbon

atoms free of aliphatic carbon-to-carbon imsaturation;

and M is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen, ammonium, sulfonium and metallic cations.

3,097,226

TWO STEP PREPARATION OF ALUMINUM
ALKOXIDES

Donald R. Napier, Ponca City, Olda., assignor to Con-

tinental Oil Company, Ponca City, Olda., a corporation

of Delaware ^.^ ^^^
No Drawfaig. FUed July 25, 1961, Ser. No. 126,498

6 Claims. (CI. 260—448)

1. A process which comprises (1) first reacting alu-

minum alkyl growth product with an elemental oxygen

containing gas at a teniperaturc above normal room

temperature not exceeding about 70' C. to effect a sub-

stantial conversion to the alkoxide but not more than

about 70 percent and (2) thereafter reducing the tem-

perature to below the reaction temperature of the first

step, reacting the unreacted trialkyl growth product with

elemental oxygen containing gas at said temperature^ be-

low normal room temperature not below about —10* C.

to effect significantly more conversion to aluminum

alkoxide than would result from continuing the reaction

at the temperature of the first step for the same length

of time.

3,097,227
4-(l,2-DICYANOVINYL) DIARYLDICYANO METH-

ANES, AND PREPARATION THEREOF
John K. Williams, Wilmington, Dei., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., a

corporation of Delaware «. ...
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 25,185

7 Claims. (CI. 260—465)
1 . 4 - ( 1

,2 - dicyanovinyl ) aryldicyanomethanes having

the formula

CN ON CN

X—C=C—Ar—C-M
An

wherein Ar is selected from the group consisting of

1,4-phenylenc,

1,4-naphthylene,

1,4-antlirylcnc, and
9,10-anthrylene;

3,097,228
DERIVATIVES OF 2,4,6 - TRDODOBENZOYL-
OXYALKANOIC ACIDS AND PREPARATION
THEREOF

Aubrey A. Larsen, Scbodack, N.Y., assignor to SterUng

Drug Inc., New York, N.Y., a coqporation of Dela-

ware
No Drawing. FOcd Jane 3, 1958, Scr. No. 739,466

22 Claims, (d. 260—471)
1. A compound having the formula

rCOOCHCOO R«

NHR>

wherein R^ represents a member of the group consisting

of hydrogen and lower-alkyl, R« represenU lower-alkyl. R*

represents a member of the group consisting of hydrogen

and lower-alkanoyl, and R* represents a member of the

group consisting of hydrogen and lower-alkanoylamino.

2. A member of the group consisting of (A) com-

pounds having the formula

Rt

COOCHCOOH
y\

Y
NHRi

wherein R' represents a member
of hydrojen and lower-alkyl, R'

the group consisting of hydrogen

R' represents a member of the

drogen and lower-alkanoylamino;

21. The process for preparing

formula

of the group consisting

represents a member of

and lower-alkanoyl, and

group consisting of hy-

and (B) salu thereof

.

a compound having the

Ri

OOOOHOOOH

"yNHR«

wherein R' represents a member of the group consisting

of hydrogen and lower-alkyl, R' represents a member of
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the group consisting of hydrogen and lower-alkanoyl, and

R' represents a member of the group consisting of hy-

drogen and lower-alkanoylamino, which comprises heat-

ing a lower-alkyl ester of said compound with approxi-

mately one molar equivalent of an alkali metal hydrox-

ide in aqueous-Iowcr-alkanol solution.

action mixture with carbon dioxide and acidification with

a mineral acid.

3,097,229

CYCLOALIPHATIC CHLOROCARBANILATES
DavM J. Bearer, fUchmoiid Heights, and Paul J. Stollel,

St. Louis, Mo., assignon to Monsanto Chemical Com-

pany, St Louis, Mo., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Mar. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 12,676

7 Claims. (CI. 260—471)
1 . A compound of the formula

?

'V

-NH-C—O-R

3,097,232
PRODUCTION OF STYRENES AND STILBENES

Harold H. Zeiss, Werner Metlesics, and Minora Tntni,
Dayton, Ohio, assignors to Monsanto Chemical Com-
pany, St Louis, Mo., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed July 8, 1959, Ser. No. 825,636

11 Claims. (CL 260—475)
1. The process of preparing aryl ethenes which com-

prises mixing aryl chromium compounds selected from

the group consisting of daryl chromium and triaryl chro-

mium with di-substituted acetylenes selected from the

group consisting of diphenyl acetylene, non-alpha al-

kynes of 4 to 10 carbon atoms and alkyl and aryl di-

esters of acetylene-dicarboxylic acid, the alkyl and aryl

groups containing up to 10 carbon atoms, and is<^atittg

aryl ethenes from the resulting reaction mixture, the term

aryl in every occurrence meaning a monovalent aro-

matic hydrocarbon radical in which the valence bond is

located on an aromatic carbon atom.

where R is selected from the group consisting of cyclo-

alkyl and cycloalkenyl of from 5 to 9 carbon atoms and

alkylated cycloalkyl and cycloalkenyl of from 5 to 9 car-

bon atoms in the alicyclic ring and having a single alkyl

substituent of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and X, Y and Z

are each selected from the group consisting of chlorine,

bromine and hydrogen, at least two of X, Y and Z being

other than hydrogen.

3,097,230
ARYL PROPIOLATES

Lee A. MUler, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Monsanto Chem-
ical Company, St Louis, Mo^ a corporation of Dela-

ware
No Drawfaig. FUed Oct 3, 1960, Ser. No. 59,823

13 Claims. (CI. 260—473)
1. An ester of the formula

R,—ArOCC=CH

where Ar is aromatic hydrocarbon of from 6 to 12

carbon atoms, R is selected from the class consisting

of halogen, nitro-, alkyl, alkyl-0-, (alkyDaN— and

alkyl-0(0)C— wherein each alkyl has from 1 to 5 carbon

atoms, and n is a number of to 5.

3,097,233

UNSAirURATED ESTER PURIFICATION
Edward P. Maglangjhlin and Robert E. Trampc, Pampa,

Tex., asstgnors to Celanese Corporation of America,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Oct. 8, 1959, Ser. No. 845,092

17 Claims. (CI. 260—486)

1. Tbc process of removing ketone impurities from a

crude mixture containing an unsaturated moiK>meric

acrylic ester and ketone impurities, said process compris-

ing treating the mixture with a member of the group con-

sisting of ammonia and ammonium compounds capable

of forming a carbonyl comirfex having a substantially

higher boiling point than that of the unsaturated e*ter

to form said complex, and separating from the resulting

mixture a purified unsaturated ester monomer.

3,097,234

SULFUR DIOXIDE AND SLUDGE REMOVAL
PROCESS

Ward A. Graham, Kansas City, Mo., and Herbert W.
Stratford, Kansas City, Kans., assignors to Stratford

Engineering Corporation, Kansas City, Mo., a corpora-

tion of Delaware

FUed Apr. 8, 1959, Scr. No. 805,024

8 Claims. (CI. 260—504)

3,097,231

MANUFACTURE OF DIBASIC ACIDS AND ESTERS
THEREOF FROM FEtROLEUM FRACTIONS

Ivor W. MUls, Glenolden, and John J. Melchiore, RMley
Park, Pa., aasiffBon to Sun OH Company, PhiladelpbfaM

Pa., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. FUed June 10, 1959, Ser. No. 819,216

8 Claima. (CI. 260—475)

6. As a new composition of matter, esters of an alcohol

having 1 to 8 carbon atoms with a mixture of acids pre-

pared by hydrotreating in the presence of a hydrotreating

catalyst a petroleum fraction boiling mainly within the

range of 400' F. to 550° F. and selected from the group

consisting of cracked gas-oil and mixed aromatic hy-

drocarbons separated from cracked gas-oil under con-

ditions including a temperature between 800" F. and

1050'' F., a pressure between 350 p.s.i.g. and 2000 p.s.i.g.,

a molar ratio of hydrogen to oil between 5:1 and 20:1,

and a liquid space velocity of between 0.5 and 10.0;

contacting the hydrotreatcd fraction with an alkali metal

in an ether solution, followed by carbonation of the re-

f
^^;^

B^
1 . A method of treating hydrocarbons with one of the

group consisting of sulfur trioxide, oleum and sulfuric acid

(hereinafter called "acid') comprising the steps of first

contacting the hydrocarbon and the acid in a reaction step,

withdrawing a mixture of reaction product and sludge and

any entrained gases from said reaction step, removing

said gases from said withdrawn mixture under vacuum,

and then extracting sludge from said mixture in a phase

separating step.
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3,097,235
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF 1,3-

BENZENE-DISULFONIC ACID
Gerhard Often, Otto Scherer, and Heinz Schild, Frank-

furt am Main, Germany, assignors to Farbwerice

Hocchst Aktiengeseilschaft vormals Meister Ladu &
Brttning, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, a corporation

of Germany
FUed Sept. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 136,321

Claims priority, application Germany June 13, 1957

5 Claims. (CI. 260—505)
1. The process for preparing 1,3-benzene-disulfonic

acid which comprises dissolving sulfur trioxide in a liquid

sulfonated reaction mixture consisting essentially of 1,3-

bcnzenc-disuifonic acid at a temperature in the range

from about 100° C. to about 160° C, and in such an

amount that one part by volume of sulfur trioxide, cal-

culated as liquid sulfur trioxide, is used for about 40 to

100 parts by volume of said sulfonated reaction mixture,

and then reacting the resulting mixture at a temperature

in the same range with benzene in such amount that

about 2 to 2.5 moles of sulfur trioxide are used for each

mole of benzene.

3,097,236
PREPARATION OF FLUOROSULFUR

COMPOUNDS
David M. Marquis, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to E. I.

dn Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmtaigton, Del.,

a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 809,605

5 Claims. (CI. 260—543)
1. The process which comprises reacting, in the vapor

phase and at a temperature between 475° C. and the de-

composition temperature of the reactants, the reactant

system consisting essentially of sulfur and a compound of

the formula F2C=C(X)R„ where R, is a member of

the group consisting of chlorine, fluorine and perfluoro-

loweralkyl and X is a member of the group consisting of

chlorine and fluorine.

3,097,237

PROCESS FOR PREPARING CARBOXYLIC
ACID HALIDES

John Carl Saner, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., a

corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 10,103

7 Claims. (CI. 260—544)
1. A method of preparing acrylyl halides, 0-halopro-

pionyl halides, and succinoyl halides which comprises re-

acting acetylene, carbon monoxide, and a hydrogen halide

in which the halogen is of atomic number 9-35 at a tem-

perature of 50° to 250° C. and a pressure between 50 and

3000 atmospheres in the presence of a catalytic amount of

a compound of the group consisting of rhodium and ruthe-

nium carbonyls, chelates of acetylacetone, and halides in

which the halogens are of atomic number 17-53.

3,097,238
STABILIZED UNSYMMETRICAL ANHYDRIDES

Paul E. Blatz, Dalhis, Tex., assignor to The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of Dela-

ware
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 835,401

3 Claims. (CI. 260—546)
1. A stabilized composition of matter comprising an

unsymmetrical anhydride having the formula

H R *^
c=c—

c

" \
H /

HC-C
H =5s

O

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of chlo-

rine, methyl, ethyl, benzyl and hydrogen and a nitro-

benzene containing up to 2 nitro groups in an amount
from 0.25 to 3 percent by weight of the unsymmetrical

anhydride.

3,097,239
CONDENSATION PRODUCTS OF TRINITROMETH-

ANE AND DIMETHYLOLUREA
Pliny O. Tawney, Passaic, NJ., assignor to United States

Rubber Company, New Yorit, N.Y., a corporation of
New Jersey
No Drawing. FUed Nov. 24, 1948, Ser. No. 61,922

5 Claims. (CI. 260—553)
I. A compound selected from the group consisting of

( NOj )3C—CHz—NH—CO—NH—CHaOH

NH—CO—NH—CHj—C(NOj)3
and

(NOa)3C—CH

3,097,240
NOVEL SULFONYL-UREAS

Walter Aumuller and Gerhard Korger, Frankfurt am
Main, Heinrich Ruschig, Bad Soden, Taunus, and Hans
Wagner, Franicfurt am Main, Germany, assignors to

Farbwerke Hocchst Alcticngesellschaft vormals Meister
Lucius & Briining, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, a
company of Germany
No Drawfaig. FUed May 7, 1957, Ser. No. 657,477
Claims priority, application Germany May 23, 1956

2 Claims. (CI. 260—553)
1 . The compound of the formula

^/X^SOr-NII- CO—NH—CH»-CHr-CHt-0—CHi

3,997,241
N-CYCLOHEXANE-SULPHONYL-N'-

(^-PHENYLETHYL).UREA
Gerhard Korger, Hans Wagner, and Walter Aumuller,

Frankfurt am Main, and Heinrich Rnachlg, Bad Soden,
Taunus, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst
Aktiengeseilschaft vormals Meister Lucius A Briining,

Franicfurt am Main, Germany, a corporation of Ger-
many
No Drawing. FUed Ang. 6, 1957, Ser. No. 676,500
Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 10, 1956

1 Clahn. (CI. 260—553)
The compound of the formula

<z>S(),-NH-CO—NH—CHr-CH.

3,097,242
HYDRINDENE SULFONYLUREAS

Hans Hochn and Hermann Brencr, Rcgensbora, Germany,
assignors to OUn Mathleaon Chcmkal Corporatioa,
New York, N.Y^ a corporation of VligfaiU

No Drawing. FUed June 21, 1961, Ser. No. 127,778

Claims priority, appHcatfcMi Germany June 29, 1960
6 Cbiims. (CI. 260—553)

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

sulfonylureas of the formula

./X
-SOi-NH-C0-NH-R

\Ay
wherein R is a member of the group consisting of lower

alkyl, lower alkenyl, cycloalkyl of 4 to 6 carbon

atoms, phenyl, substituted phenyl, phenyl-lower alkyl

and substituted phenyl-lower alkyl wherein the phenyl
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substituent in each instance is% member of the group

consisting of halo, lower alkoxy and lower alkyl,

and alkali metal and alkaline earth metal salts thereof.
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3,097,243

(TERTIARY AMINO-LOWER ALKOXY)INDANE
COMPOUNDS

Royal A. CuUer, Sand Lake, N.Y., assignor to Sterimg

Drug Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of I>«l«7"«

No Drawhig. FUed July 16, 1959, Ser. No. 827,439

2 Claims. (CI. 260—570.9)
1. 5,7-Bis(dimethylaminomethyl)-4-indanol.

2. 4,6-Bis(dimethylaminomcthyl)-5-indanoI.

3 097,244

PRODUCTION OF VITAMIN A ALDEHYDE
Howard C. Klehi, Brooklyn, N.Y., and Davide R. Gras-

setti, Richmond, Calif., assignors to Nopco Chemical

Company, Harrison, NJ., a corporaHon of New Jersey

No Drawhig. FUed Sept. 4, 1957, Ser. No. 681,898

9 Claims. (CI. 260—598)
1. A process for producing a vitamin A intermediate

which comprises heating with iodine in the presence of an

inert solvent a quaternary salt of an amine compound

which amine compound has (1) vitamin A activity, (2)

an absorption maximum in the ultra-violet region of the

spectrum at 3250 A. and an extinction coefficient there-

at of about 1000, (3) an infra-red pattern having the char-

acteristic amine band. (4) when treated with hydrobromic

acid, gives a product having an absorption maximum m
the ultra-violet region of the spectrum at 3300 A., (5)

when treated with phosphoric acid gives a product having

an absorption maximum in the ultra-violet at 3280-3300

A., (6) contains the vitamin A chromophoric system, (7)

contains a hexamethylene tetramine fragment, (8) has a

Kjeldahl nitrogen content of about 9.6%, (9) when

treated with acetic anhydride gives a product which shows

an amide band when subject to infra-red analysis, (10)

when treated with iodine is converted to vitamin A alde-

hyde and (11) when treated with aluminum isopro-

poxide is converted to vitamin A amine.

effluent comprising trimethylolalkane substantially free

from such ions.

3,097,246

NOVEL TELOMERIZATION REACTION
Dimitrios V. Favis, Samfai, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Esso Research and Engfaieering Company, a corpora-

tion of Delaware •

^, ^« ,^o
No Drawhig. FUed Nov. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 69,548

8 Claims. (CL 260—671)
1. The process of preparing a polyalkylated aromatic

hydrocarbon comprising the steps of reacting an aromatic

hydrocarbon with ethylene in the presence of a mmor

amount of a 3-componcm catalyst comprismg (1) an

alkyl compound of a metal of groups I-III of the periodic

table, (2) a halide of a metal of groups IV-B, V-B,

VI-B and VIII of the periodic table, a^d (3) an alkyl

halocyclopentane wherein the alkyl group contains from

1-10 carbon atoms, in an inert hydrocarbon diluent in

the range of to 130° F.; the quantity of alkyl halocyclo-

pentane being less than one mole per mole of alkyl radical

of catalyst component (1).

3,097,247

ALKALI METAL DISPERSIONS, THEIR PREPAJJA-
TION AND USE AS CATALYSTS IN THE LIQUID
PHASE POLYMERIZATION OF BUTADIENE

Robert A. Puckett, Phillips, Tex., assignor to PhUUps Pe-

troleum Company, a corporation of IJ**"*^"* ^

No Drawing. FUed July 5, 1955, Ser. No. 520,101

16 Claims. (CI. 26(^-«80)

1. The process which comprises preparing a catalytic

dispersion of an alkali metal by intimately mixing 15 to

about 25 weight percent of a finely divided alkali metal

in a liquid consisting essentially of from 15 to 90 weight

percent of hquid polybutadiene and from 85 to 10 weight

percent of a liquid hydrocarbon selected from the group

consisting of aromatic, alicyclic, and aliphatic hydrocar-

bons boiling in tiie range about 170 to 400" F. and usmg

the resulting dispersion as the catalyst in the liquid phase

polymerization of butadiene to produce polybutadiene.

3,097045

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
TRIMETHYLOLALKANE

Edwaid J. Russell and Robert J. Ruhf, Allcntown, Pa.,

assignors to Trojan Powder Company, a corporation

of New York

No Drawfaig. Filed Jan. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 786,454

7 Clahns. (CI. 260—635)

1. A process for the preparation of trimethylolalkanes

having a color on tiie APHA color scale of between about

50 and about 200 when in the form of a molten mixture

with an equal part of phthalic anhydride after seven

minutes at 200 degrees C. which comprises mixing in

aqueous medium a straight-chain alkanal having from

three to five carbon atoms and formaldehyde in the

presence of an alkaline catalyst selected from tiie group

consisting of alkali metal hydroxides and alkaline earth

metal hydroxides at a temperature below 40 degrees C.

at which reaction proceeds for a time not exceeding seven

hours until substantially three mols of formaldehyde are

consumed per mol of said alkanal employed, said re-

actants being in a concentration of from 5 to 20%, by

weight, of the reaction mixture; reducing tiie pH to below

about 7; concentrating the reaction mixture to a water

content witiiin the range from about 8 to about 15%;

separating formate salt which precipitates from the con-

centrate; contacting tiie remaining solution with cation

exchange resin and strongly basic quaternary ammonium

anion exchange resin to remove formate ion and inorganic

ions derived from tiie alkaline catalyst; and recovering an

3,097,248

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR AUTO-REFRIG-
ERATION IN CUPROUS SALT SLURRY EXTRAC-
TION PROCESS ^ ^ ^_„

Glenn H. Dale, BartlesvUle, Okla., assignor to PhUUps

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Feb. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 793,002

3 Claims. (CI. 260—^81.5)

TOfMAM MMAATKIM

1. A metiiod for extracting diolefins from a mixture

of hydrocarbons containing the same, together with ole-

fins, which comprises admixing the said hydrocarbons

with an aqueous cuprous chloride slurry, introducing a

mixture thus obtained into a flashing contacting zone as

a film above a liquid level of hydrocarbons and salt slurry

being agitated tiierein, causing flashing of some of the
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hydrocarbons and producing in situ refrigeration, recover-

ing, compressing and recycling hydrocarbons thus flashed

as at least a portion of the hydrocarbons being introduced

into said contacting zone, and removing diolefin-enriched

slurry, emulsified with other non-dissolved hydrocarbons,

from said zone for further treatment to recover a phase

containing aqueous cuprous salt slurry and diolefins.

3,097,249
PROCESS FOR SEPARATING HYDROCARBON

MIXTURES
Alan Marchant and Michael Darid Wynne, Nortoa-oo-

Tees, England, assignors to Imperial Chemical Indns-

tricfl Limited, London, England, a corponUion of Great

Britain

No Drawing. Filed June 12, 1961, Scr. No. 116,275

Claims priority, application Great Britain June 13, 1960
11 Claims. (CI. 260—681.5)

1. A process for the separation of cyclic and acyclic

conjugated diene components of a mixture which com-

prises treating the mixture with sulphur dioxide under

conditions in which the cyclic and acyclic components

are respectively dimerised and converted to sulphone, de-

composing the sulphone thus formed and distilling from

the dimer a volatile fraction containing the acyclic com-

ponent thus liberated.

butanes and alkylate, the improvement which comprises

compressing said vapor fraction to a pressure within the

range of SO to ISO pounds per square inch gage, passing

said compressed vapor to the bottom of a first fractional

distillation zone maintained at a pressure within the range

of about 50 to 150 pounds per square inch gage, pass-

ing said remaining liquid fraction to a second fractional

distillation zone maintained at a pressure within the range

of about to SO pounds per square inch gage, compress-

ing overhead vapor from said second fractional distilla-

tion zone to a pressure within the range of SO to ISO

pounds per square inch gage and passing thus com-

J X" 'If

J
,^\)

^i(7^^

di^y^i^Lv

fCJTTZr

3,097,250
HYDROCARBON CONVERSION PROCESS

James A. Davies, Scarsdale, N.Y., assignor to Texaco Inc.,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
Filed June 28, 1960, Ser. No. 39,370

7 Claims. (CI. 260—683.62)
1. In a catalytic alkylation process wherein isobutane

and an alkylatable material are reacted in the liquid phase

in the presence of an alkylation catalyst under alkylating

conditions in an alkylation zone and lower boiling com-

ponents of the reaction mixture including isobutane are

evaporated under conditions effective for refrigerating

said alkylation zone thereby producing an isobutane-rich

vapor fraction and a remaining liquid fraction comprising

pressed overhead vapor to said first fractionation zone,

passing overhead vapor from said first fractional distilla-

tion zone in indirect heat exchange with distilland in said

second fractional distillation zone thereby supplying re-

boiler beat to said second fractional distillation zone

and condensing at least a part of said overhead vapor
from said first fractional distillation zone forming iso-

butane-rich condensate, passing at least a part of said

isobutane-rich condensate to said alkylation zone, passing

bottoms liquid from said first fractional distillation zone
to the top of said second fractional distillation zone, and
withdrawing deisobutanized liquid from the bottom of said

second fractional distillation zone.

ELECTRICAL
3,097,251

MEANS FOR MAKING FIBRES OF VITREOUS
MATERIAL

Philip A. M. Gell, Klnver, near Stourbridge, England, as-

signor to Elemelt Limited, Bilston, England, a British

company
FUed Oct. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 61,953

7 Claims. (CI. 13—6)

cally insulating barrier means also disposed in said out-

let opening and in an electric current diversion path ex-

tending from one of said electrode means through said

die to the other of said electrode means.

3,097,252
ELECTRIC ARC CONTROL

Charles G. Robinson, Sterling, IlL, aaitenor to North-
western Steel and Wire Company, Stcrang, HI., a cor-

poration of niiooh
FUcd Dec 11, 1959, Scr. No. 859,010

5 ClaiBM. (CL 13—13)

1. In a glass melting fimiace, the combination of a

chamber for containing a body of molten glass, said

chamber having an outlet opening, electrode means in

said chamber at opposite boundaries of said outlet opening

for passing electric current through said glass along a

f|ow path adjacent to said outlet opening and between

opposite boundaries thereof, a metallic die disposed in

said outlet opening and having die holes for passage

therethrough of glass-fibre-forming streams, and electri-

1'T^£^vf
J I I

"^^^mk
1. An electric arc furnace control system for con-

trolling the position of an electrode in the furnace coqa-
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prising control means normally operative to maintain a

predetermined current-voltage relation at the electrode

corresponding to a first arc length, and surge responsive

means responsive to a current surge above a predeter-

mined value to alter said control means whereby the con-

trol means tends to mainUin a different current-voltage

relation at said electrode corresponding to a second arc

length substantially greater than said first arc length, said

surge responsive means including timing means for con-

trolling the length of time which said responsive means is

operative to alter said control means in the absence of

further current surges.

3,097,254

DETERMINATION OF SHIELDING FACTORS OF
COMPLEX STRUCTURES FOR THE ENERG^
RANGE OF 0.1 TO 4.0 MEV.

Claude R. Schwob, 1156 Kearny St., San Francisco, Calif.

FUed July 19, 1961, Ser. No. 127,087

2 Claims. (CI. 88—14)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

3,097,253

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Richard H. Peterson, 10108 Haraew Road E.,

Oaklawn, III.

FUed Mar. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 798,475

14 Clafans. (CI. 84—1.22)

ch ^ eir di ca

h

301

^Hzif=^^r^

\^

12: In an electronic musical instrument of the type

comprising: a multiplicity of electrical oscillators adapted

to generate electrical currents of frequencies correspond-

ing to the pitches of the notes of the musical scale, but

normally not in oscillation; a keying terminal operatively

associated with each oscillator; a source of activating

potential; a key and a key-operated switch operatively

associated with each of said keying terminals, and with

said potential spurce, for delivering activating potential

to initiate and mainUin oscillation of each oscillator as

long as the key switch for said oscillator remains closed;

an output terminal associated with each oscillator for de-

livering signal whenever said oscillator is activated; and

transducer means for translating a received signal into

sound; the improved circuitry between said oscillator out-

put terminal and said transducer, comprising: first and

second tone-collecting bus bars; each oscillator having a

plurality of distorting circuits; one of said distorting cir-

cuits having a rectifier in it and connecting the output

terminal of said oscillator to said first bus bar; a second

one of said distorting circuits having a rectifier in it and

connecting said output terminal to said second bus bar;

said first and second distorting circuits having their rec-

tifiers connected to rectify the signal in opposite sensei;

a phase inverter connected to receive signal from said

first bus bar; means for combining the output signal from

said phase inverter with the signal from said second

bus bar; and operative connections from said combining

means for delivering the signals emanating from said

combining means to said transducer means.

1 . An apparatus for determining the shielding responses

of complex structures to high-energy-level electromagnetic

radiation falling within the range of from about 0.1 mev.

to about 4 mev. which comprises:

(a) a translucent model of the complex structure under

investigation, said translucent model having light

attenuation, scattering, degradation and reflection

characteristics which correspond respectively to tiie

attenuation, scattering, degradation and reflection

characteristics of the complex structure in response

to high-energy-level electromagnetic radiation in the

range of from about 0.1 mev. to about 4 mev.;

{b) said translucent model being selectively tinted with

grey color for attainment of a preselected light atten-

uation characteristic, having a selectively roughened

surface for attainment of a preselected light scatter-

ing characteristic, being selectively colored in the

range of yellow to red for attainment of a preselected

light degradation characteristic and having a selec-

tively polished surface for attainment of a preselected

light reflection characteristic;

(f ) a light source fixedly positioned with respect to said

model and located on that side of said model cor-

responding to the side of the complex structure which

would be exposed to the 0.1 to 4 mev. electromagnetic

radiation, the source geometry of said light source

being a facsimile of the source geometry of the high-

energy-level electromagnetic radiation against which

the complex structure is to serve as a shield and said

light source upper spectral level occupying the same

relative position in the light spectrum as is held by

the highest radiation to be encountered within the

0.1 to 4 mev. range; and

(d) a light-sensitive detector which measures for a

given area the total of light rays escaping through

said translucent model and which is responsive to a

preselected light spectrum range which is compara-

tive to the energy level range of the high-energy-

level 0. 1 to 4 mev. electromagnetic radiation against

which the complex structure is to serve as a shield,

the response of said detector serving to indicate the

measure of effectiveness of the shielding effect pro-

vided by the complex structure, said light-sensitive

detector being selectively positionable at any area-to-

be-tested on the light-shielded side of said model.
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3,097^55
CORRECTOR FOR IMAGE-FORMING

OPTICAL ASSEMBLIES
John P. Farqnhar, Los Angeles, Calif. (11570 San Pablo

Ave., El Cerrito, Calif.), and Frank F. CrandcU, 3221
Mflton St., Pasadena 10, Calif.

FUed July 16, 1954, Scr. No. 443,892
13 Claims. (CI. 88—57)

1. In combination with an image-forming optical as-

sembly having an optical axis, an aperture stop and dis-

cernible extra-axial aberration, an optical mask having a

central opening positioned behind the aperture stop at a

distance not greater than a limiting distance di from the

exit pupil of said assembly where

dr.

tan a — tan oc-f-—
8

and where p equals the radius of said exit pupil, a^ equals

the angle between the optical axis of the assembly and

the principal ray of those light rays from the object pro-

ducing a circle of confusion of maximum acceptable

diameter, a equals the maximum angle formed between

an operative principal ray from the object and the opti-

cal axis, and s equals the distance from the exit pupil of

the assembly to the image plane, the optical mask extend-

ing away from the optical axis of the assembly to inter-

cept at least some of the image-forming light rays which

would otherwise strike the peripheral zone of image

area.

3,097,256
CAPACITOR DISCHARGING DEVICE

Leonard J. McUiart, 6511 Abbii«ton Drive,

Oxon HiU, Md.
FUcd Dec. 28, 1962, Scr. No. 248,162

3 Claims. (CI. 174—5)
(Gnmted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A capacitor discharging device adapted to be con-

nected electrically with the terminals of a capacitor which

comprises:

an upper electrically conductive plate,

an aperture in said plate near one end thereof,

an electrically conductive shorting bar,

said shorting bar comprising an insulated rod with ball-

shaped electrically conductive end terminals,

a lower electrically conductive plate spaced from said

upper plate and extending in the same direction,

said rod secured for a loose fit through said aperture

in said upper plate,

said ball-shaped end terminals adapted to make an elec-

trical contact with said upper plate along the circum-

ference of said aperture therein and to contact said

bottom plate,

said shorting bar rendering said capacitor in a dis-

charged safe condition.

3,097,257
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

North Cheney, Petersirarg, DI., assignor to Ideal Indus-
tries, Inc., Sycamore, Dl., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Not. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 149,635
3 Clidms. (a. 174—87)

1. In an article of manufacture, a connector for join-

ing the stripped ends of two or more electric wires and
the like, including a cap of a stiffly flexible insulating

material otherwise capable of being penetrated by the

wire ends with a generally central bore open at one end
and closed by an end wall at the other end, a generally

cylindrical wire coil in the bore, means for holding the

coil in the bore, and a deflector in the bore at the end
wall for preventing the wire ends from penetrating the

end wall in the form of a symmetrical projection in-

tegrally formed on the inner surface of the end wall

as an integral part thereof and projecting into the bore
of the cap.

3,097^58
ELECTRIC WIRING TERMINAL

Henry J. Modrey, Eagle Drire, Stamford, Conn.
Original application May 3, 1954, Scr. No. 427,256. Di-

vided and tills application July 26, 1962, Scr. No.
240,467

6 Claims. (CI. 174—94)

•^

1. An electric wiring terminal of the service tap kind

for connecting two wires, comprising two coacting mem-
bers for fitting therebetween the wires to be connected,

first exjxlosive holding means attached to said members
for loosely joining the same in wire retaining relation-

ship, the said holding means when detonated experiencing

a deformation such as to fix said holding means to said

members, and second explosive holding means deform-

able by a detonation thereof, the said second holding

means being positioned between said members in pre-

determined positions in which the deformation thereof

presses wires inserted between the members tightly against

the material of said members.
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3,097,259

BUS BAR APPARATUS AND SUPPORTING MEANS
James W. McMillen, Jr., and Glenn E. Rhodes, Monroe-

ville, Pa^ assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Pennsyl-

vania
Filed June 27, 1961, Ser. No. 119,962

2 Claims. (CI. 174—153)

first mentioned intervals to reduce the effect of trans-

mission variations of said converting means on television

signals derived therefrom.

l-i-^-
-i J

-i-.

3,097,261
THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY

Robert J. Schipper, South Fort Mitchell, Ky., and John L.

Coddlngton, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Avco Cor-

poration, Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of Delaware

Filed May 1, 1961, Ser. No. 106,742

11 Claims. (CI. 178—6.5)

1. Bus bar apparatus comprising, in combination, a flat

rigid plate comprising four rigid plate portions disposed

in the same general plane and having an opening therebe-

tween, said plate portions comprising an upper and a lower

and two side plate portions, said plate portions encom-

passing said opening, an insulating bus bar support mem-

ber having an upper and a lower side and a notch in each

of said sides, the notch in said upper side being deeper

than the notch in said lower side, said bus bar support

member being supported on said plate with the notch in

said lower side receiving said lower plate portion and

the notch in said upper side receiving said upper plate

portion, said bus bar support member having a set of at

least three openings therein each of which receives a dif-

ferent bus bar of a set of multi-phase bus bars to support

said bus bars, each of said bus bars substantially closing

the opening through which it passes, and said bus bar sup-

port member having recesses therein receiving said side

plate portions whereby when said support member and

said bus bars are in position the opening in said plate is

substantially closed.

3,097,260

CORRECTION OF TRANSMISSION VARIATIONS
IN TELEVISION STANDARDS CONVERTING
SYSTEM , ^

Ivanhoc John Penfound James, South Ealmg, London,

England, assignor to Electric & Musical Industries Lim-

ited, Hayes, England, a company of Great Britain

Filed Nov. 8, 1956, Ser. No. 621,103

Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 12, 1955

4 Claims. (CI. 178—5.4)

T,

1. A television signal transmission system comprising

converting means for converting applied tel- vision sig-

nals having one scanning standard into television signals

having another scanning standard, means for applying

television signals to saicj converting means during spaced

intervals to derive corresponding converted signals, means

for applying a reference signal to said converting means

during intervening intervals to derive a corresponding

signal constituting a correcting signal, storage means for

said correcting signal, and means responsive to a correct-

ing signal derived from said storage means during said

'^as-nc a*.^

1. A three-dimensional electrical indicator device com-

prising, in combination: an x—y matrix-type luminescent

panel having a plurality of r inputs and a plurality of

y inputs, means for rotating the panel, means for sup-

plying electrical signals representative of two positional

attributes of an object in space, and mtans for repetitively

gating said signals to selected x and y inputs only when

the angular position of said panel is representative of a

third positional attribute of said object in space, whereby

a spot on the panel becomes luminescent to indicate said

three positional attributes.

3,097,262
ANAMORPHOTIC TELEVISION SYSTEM

Franz F. Ehrenbaft, Forest Hills, N.Y., assignor to L'ni-

scan Electronics Corporation, a corporation of New
York

Filed Mar. 6, 1956, Ser. No. 569,708

9 Claims. (CI. 178—6.8)

^* fVSMF > -

6. In a television system for producing a television

image from a field of view having a selected aspect ratio,

in combination, means for light-optically and electron-

optically forming of said fiv*ld of view an image having an

intermediate aspect ratio and being evenly compressed in

one direction and for transmitting electrical impulses cor-

responding to said image having said intermediate aspect

ratio; means for electrically transforming said electrical

impulses corresponding to said image having said inter-

mediate aspect ratio into a visible image having a final

aspect ratio different from said intermediate aspect ratio,

and including a cathode ray tube producing an electron

beam; deflecting means for deflecting said beam at a

uniform speed along straight lines extending in said one
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direction with respect to said image having said inter-

mediate aspect ratio; and control means controlling said

deflecting means for evenly expanding said visible image

in said one direction for producing a visible image having

substantially the aspect ratio of said field of view.

3,097,263
REFRIGERATED PROTECTIVE ENCLOSURE FOR

TELEVISION CAMERAS
James W. Lintern, Madison, Ohio, assignor to The Lintern

Corporation, Painesville, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Mar. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 99,614

3 Claims. (CI. 178—7.1)

1. A protective enclosure for a television camera and

comprising a box having heat insulated walls and providing

an enclosure adapted to accommodate a television camera,

one of said insulated walls being a front wall and having

a peephole therein for the lens of a camera, transparent

window pane means closing the peephole, refrigerating

evaporator coil means withm the enclosure and having

connections adapted for connection to an external refrig-

eration circuit for supplying refrigerant to the coil means,

a heat conducting metal shield, means supporting the

shield in forwardly spaced face to ""face relation lo the

front wall to provide a convection air passage there-

between, said passage being open at the top and bottom

to permit convection air currents to flow upwardly as a

result of heating the shield, and said shield having an

opening aligned with the peephole.

3,097,264
BRANCHING FILTER

Stephen W. Tehon, Clay, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, a corporation of New \oTk
Filed May 21, 1957, Ser. No. 660,551

6 Claims. (CI. 179— 1)

r-

ii'
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1. The combination comprising a selective transformer

element tuned to a given frequency having an input ter-

minal and an output terminal exhibiting a ph.^se inversion

as to said input terminal, a tapped impedance element

coupled between said named terminals, said impedance

element having an admittance which is low relative to

the transfer admittance of said selective transformer at

its tuned frequency for preserving a selective characteristic

in said transformer at its output terminal and said tap

being so placed that the admittance from said input ter-

minal measured along said element directly to said tap

is equal to the negative of the admittance from .said input

terminal measured directly through said transformer to

said tap near said tuned frequency, means for applying

signals to said transformer input terminal, a load coupled

to said transformer output terminal deriving a selected

narrow band signal, and means coupled to said tap for

deriving a broad band signal less a portion near said

tuned frequency.

3,097,265
SIMPLIFIED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Charles A. Moore, Elmbarst, 111^ assignor to Eprad, Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Apr. 22, I960, Ser. No. 24,010

7 Claims. (CI. 179—1)

3. A communication system for establishing commimi-

cation between one of a plurality of remote transducers

and a central transducer, said system comprising a plu-

rality of remote transducers, a central transducer, a plu-

rality of remote switches, each of which is associated

with a remote transducer, a first power path, a second

power path, a motor, a source of power for said motor,

conductor means connecting said power source and said

motor, first connecting means rotated by said motor and

having means for connecting all of said switches except

one to said first power path and means for connecting

the remaining switch to said second power path, the re-

maining switch being changed as said connecting means
is rotated, a first relay in said first power path actuated

when any switch except said remaining switch is closed

to complete a circuit through said first power path, said

first relay having normally open contacts in said con-

ductor means, said contacts being closed when said relay

is actuated to start said motor and to rotate said con-

necting means to change the switch which constitutes the

remaining swich, a second relay in said second power
path actuated when the remaining switch is closed to

complete a circuit through said second power path and
operate said second relay, said second relay having nor-

mally closed contacts in said conductor means opened
when said second relay is actuated to stop said motor, a

speech amplifier having an input and an output, second

connecting means connecting the remote transducer asso-

ciated with the closed switch to said speech amplifier,

means for connecting said central transducer to said am-
plifier, a manually-operated talk switch having a plu-

rality of contacts operated thereby for connecting said

central transducer to the input and said remote trans-

ducer to the output of said speech amplifier when said

tall( switch is depressed, said talk switch contacts operat-

ing to connect said central transducer to the output and
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said remote transducer to the input of said speech am-

plifier when said talk switch is released.

3,097J66
TELEPHONE FEE COUNTER

Paul Liischer, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to Sodeco,

Societe des Compteurs de' Geneve, Geneva, Switzer-

land, fl^lfirm of Switzerland

Filed May 20, 1959, Ser. No. 814,441

Claims priority, application Switzerland May 23, 1958

4 Claims. (CI. 179—7)

means for deriving a first signal having a frequency

which is dependent upon the speed of rotation of the

magnetic head assembly, a source of reference signal of

reference frequency, means adapted to receive saM sig-

nals and form an intermediate output signal having its

phase controlled by the phase differences between said

rt^3Ti^'T&. -M T--S

I

i
,
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the plate and having terminals extending through the 3,097,271

plate and projecting from its opposite. side, the terminals ELECTRIC LIMIT SWITCH
extending laterally part way across the plate, a wire lead Robert B. Denison, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to R. B

secured to the end of the center terminal and extending

longitudinally away from one end of the base plate, wire

leads secured to the ends of the two end terminals and

extending longitudinally away from the opposite ends of

said plate, a movable contact slidable along said row of

fixed contacts, a metal housing covering said contacts

and secured to said plate, and an insulating shield at

said opposite side of the base plate provided in the side

adjoining the plate with a row of compartments each

containing one of said terminals, the shield having integral

means hooked onto said plate to hold the shield against

it, and the ends of the shield being provided with notches

connected with said compartments and receiving said

leads, the notch that contains the center lead opening into

one end of an end compartment, and the adjacent notch

opening into the <^|yr end of said end compartment.

3,097,270
ELECTRICAL SWITCH BLADE ASSEMBLY

Ralph M. Manning, Winchester, Mass., assignor to Gen-

eral Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Dec. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 79,374

6 Claims. (CI. 200—38)

1. A switch assembly comprising a first and a second

pair of resilient spaced apart blade members, said blade

members being secured at corresponding ends and carry-

ing contacts at the other ends positioned such as to con-

tact each other when the blades of each pair are moved

toward each other, a cam operator mounted adjacent said

first pair of blade members, and a pair of movably inter-

locked, mutually supporting blade links interconnected

such that actuation of one of the blades of said first pair

of blades by said cam operator will produce actuation

of one of the blades of said second pair of blades through

one of said blade links therebetween, actuation of the

other blade of said second pair by said cam operator

being accomplished through contact between the other

blade link of said pair and said cam operator, and actu-

ation of the other blade of said first pair being accom-

plished through contact with said cam operator, said cam

being shaped suCh that said pairs of blade members are

actuated simultaneously to one switch position and se-

quentially to another switch position.

Denison Manufacturing Company, Bedford, Ohio, a

corporation of Ohio
Filed Apr. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 27,238

8 Claims. (CI. 200—47)

1. In an electrical switch, the improvement which com-

prises a contact block of insulation material having a

chamber therein, said contact block having side walls at

opposite sides of said chamber and having an evening

between said side walls which leads into said chamber,

one of said side walls of the block having a single recess

therein which communicates with said chamber, said

chamber and said recess being open at one end of the

contact block, and a stationary contact having a first por-

tion snugly received in said recess and shaped and di-

mensioned to be slidably inserted into and removed from

said recess, said stationary contact having a second por-

tion disposed in said chamber and extending substantially

parallel to said one side wall, said second portion spaced

from said block, and said stationary contact having a

leg which extends transversely from said second portion

into snug engagement with said one side wall in spaced

relationship to said recess, and an electrical conUct sur-

face on said second portion of the stationary contact and

facing away from said one side wall of the contact block,

said surface located between said recess and said leg.

3,097,272

INERTIA SWITCH
Rudolph F. Hautly, 630 Kirkshlre, Khrkwood, Mo.

Filed May 8, 1962, Scr. No. 193,139

1 Claim. (CI. 200—61.49)

An inertia switch comprising a cylindrical housing,

having side walls and a bottom wall, a flat cylindrical

magnet adjacent said bottom wall, and insulated there-

from by a nylon insert, a contact rod passing through

and projecting through said side walls and insulated

therefrom by insulating jackets, said contact rod passing

through and electrically connected to said cylindrical

magnet, a spider spring attached to the side walls with

a retainer ring and bolts, 'said spring provided with a

permanent set. a suspended, mass mounted upon the

center of said spider spring and maintained by said set

of the spring above the ends of the spring, said suspended
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mass consisting of a contact stud and a ring magn:t, said

contact stud mounted on one side of said spring and said

ring magnet mounted on the other side of said spring,

both said contact stud and said ring magnet being in-

sulated from said spring by insulating washers and said

contact stud and said ring magnet being in electrical con-

tact, said ring magnet being on the side of the spring

adjacent said cylindrical magnet, and so magnetized that

the lower surface of the ring magnet is of opposite po-

larity from the upper surface of the cylindrical magnet,

a longitudinal slot in the side wall of the housing, a

threaded bore perpendicular to said slot and located in

said side wall, and an adjusting bolt in said threaded

bore for adjusting the spring forces in said spider spring

and the position of said suspended mass relative to the

cylindrical magnet.

ing rod and is separated from the tip when the pressure is

released.

3,097,275
CIRCUIT INTERRUPTERS

Dominik Wlktor, Irvington, NJ., assignor to Federal Pa-

cific Electric Company, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Feb. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 101,314
27 Claims. (CI. 200—78)

3,097,273

ADJUSTABLE SNAP ACTION ELECTRICAL
SWITCH

John A. Denner, RosUndalc,^ass., assignor to United

Electric Controls Companyj^Watertown, Mass., a cor-

poration of Massachusetts
Filed June 6, 1961, Scr. No. 115,250

8 Claims. (CL 200—67)

'y<^

1. A snap-action switch of the kind which has a case

comprising a cover, the case housing a switch spring

and a spring-stressing element, the cover having a hole

therein, characterized in having a non-rotatable, inter-

nally screw-threaded, elongate sleeve slidable in said hole,

a force-receiving element having an externally screw-

threaded shank having threaded engagement with the

internal threads of the sleeve, said shank having an actu-

ating head at its upper end whereby it may be rotated

thereby to move the head toward or from the cover of

the case, and means operative to transmit downward

motion of said head, relatively to the cover, to the spring-

stressing element.

y ,•> p- -i

j^^

1. A circuit breaker having a pivoted contact arm, a

companion contact engageable by said pivoted contact

arm in the closed condition of the circuit breaker, a driv-

ing link having one end pivoted to said contact arm and

having a cam follower at the opposite end thereof, a trip-

free actuating and over-load release linkage connected to

said driving link, a fixed cam engaged by said cam fol-

lower, said linkage when in various open-contact config-

urations causing said cam follower to move along said

cam and said cam acting to establish the extent of open-

ing of said pivoted contact arm, said trip-free actuating

and over-load release linkage including a pair of crossed

levers one of which is an operating lever and the other of

which is a latch lever, a pair of connecting links pivoted

to each other and to said driving Link, said links also being

pivoted to said crossed levers, respectively, a stored-energy

drive mechanism coupled to said operating lever, a latch

mechanism for normally arresting said latch lever, and

means biasing said cam follower along said cam toward

a position wherein said operating lever is at the starting

end of said power stroke and said latch lever is in its re-

stored position for coaction with said latching mechanism.

3,097,274
MINIATURE ELECTRIC SWITCH

Shigeo Mamiya apd Takeshi Odashima, Tokyo, Japan, as-

sizors to Saginomiya Seisakusho Co., Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Dec. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 159,260

5 Claims. (CI. 200—67)

1. A miniature electric switch comprising a pair of

fixed contact points that face each other, a contact switch-

ing plate having a movable contactor and a central operat-

ing plate for making and breaking contact with said fixed

contact points, an operating rod having a helical spring

around it. said rod being fastened to the central operat-

ing plate of said contact switching plate, and an auxiliary

helical spring which comes into contact with the tip of

the operating rod when pressure is exerted on the operat-

3,097,276
PRESSURE RESPONSIVE DEVICE

James R. Ellett, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, assignor to

Barber Machinery Limited, South Edmonton, Alberta.

Canada
Filed Apr. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 104,863

3 Claims. (CI. 200—83)
1. A pressure responsive device comprising a casing, a

wall dividing said casing into first and second compart-

ments, said wall being provided with a passageway and

an opening connecting said first and second compartments,

a valve for varying the effective size of said passageway,

a diaphragm extending across said first compartment

spaced from said wall and dividing said first compartment

into first and second chambers, said first chamber lying

between said wall and said diaphragm, damping liquid

filling said first chamber and said passageway, said second

chamber being provided with an opening communicating

with said second chamber to admit to said second chamber

a pressure applying fluid to cause flexing of said dia-

phragm, a spindle mounted in said casing and extending

slidably through said opening in said wall, said spindle

being fastened to said diaphragm and longitudinally mov-

able by flexing of said diaphragm, first and second collars

fixed to said spindle in said second compartment and
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spaced one from the other, a member in said second com-

partment having an adjustable mounting to said casing

lx)sitioning said member adjacent said spindle between

said collars, a first and a second spring in said second

compartment positioned with one end of each said spring

bearing on said member, said springs extending in opposite

directions from said member with the other ends of said

first and second springs bearing on said first and second

collars respectively to exert opposing forces on said spin-

and close to said bar and having one end thereof fixed

in intimate heat transfer relation with the bar so as to

be mechanically responsive to the thermal changes in

said metal bar, said bar being substantially straight in

the region of said current responsive bimetal, said over-

current release means being disposed laterally of said

current responsive bimetal and being operable thereby to

effect opening of the contacts.

die from said member, said adjustable mounting of said

member providing longitudinal movement thereof to vary

the forces exerted by both said first and second springs

on said spindle and thereby vary the range of pressures

on said diaphragm causing movement of said spindle

between predetermined limits of movement, an electric

switch adjustably mounted on said casing and operable

by longitudinal movement of said spindle past a prede-

termined point, and means to vary the position of said

switch to alter said predetermined point.

3,097,277

I.ATCH-TRIP CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Henrv S. Wlngard, Cranford, and Alfred E. .Vfaier, Co-

Ionia, NJ., assignors to Federal Pacific Electric Com-
pany, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Nov. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 852,013

17 Claims. (CI. 200—88)

1. A circuit breaker including a molded case havirig

cooperable contacts, mechanism for operating one of said

contacts to open and close the circuit breaker, first and

second externally accessible terminals, and thermal over-

current release means automatically controlling said mech-

anism for oper.ing the contacts, said circuit breaker when

closed having conductive portions forming a current path

extending from said first terminal along a substantially

straight line to said second terminal and said current path

including an elongated conductor in ihc form of a fixed

metal bar, and said over-current release means including

an elongated current responsive bimetal extending along

3,097,278
ROTARY SOLENOID ACTUATED SWITCHES

Robert E. Alderman, Solana Beach, Calif., assignor to The
Singer Manufacturing Company, Elizabeth, N J., a cor-

poration of New Jersey
Filed Apr. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 21,929

5 Claims. (CI. 200—105)

I. In a stepping switch, a rotary solenoid, a balanced

armature for said solenoid oscillatable between rotary

positions of maximum and minimum gap reluctance,

spring means for biasing said armature in its position of

maximum gap reluctance, a balanced yoke member driven

by said armature, pawl elements carried by said yoke

member, a ratchet wheel having ratchet teeth and driven

by engagement of said pawl elements with said teeth,

means cooperating with said ratchet wheel to prevent

retrograde rotation thereof, and abutment means co-

operating with said pawl elements to provide a stable

jammed condition in the biased position of said armature

whereby the pawl elements are securely held in wedged

position between said abutment means and said ratchet

teeth to prevent accidental rotation of the ratchet wheel

induced by adverse environmental accelerations.

3,097,279
THERMAL RELAY

George B. Whinery, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to Kbig-

Seeley Thermos Co., a corporation of Michigan

Filed Jan. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 785,967

10 Claims. (CI. 200—113)

1. An ambient temperature compensated hot wire relay

mechanism responsive to current flow in an input elec-

trical circuit for controlling the current in an output elec-

trical circuit comprising a base, first and second mateable

electrical contacts connectable in the output circuit, means

supporting said second electrical contact upon said base,

resilient means supporting said first electrical contact and
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tending to force said first electrical contact into a pre-

selected relationship with said second electrical contact,

a pair of support elements supported in spaced relation

upon said base for supporting a metal wire, said wire

connected to and supported by and tensioned between said

support elements and connected in the input circuit and

adapted to elongate to a subsUntial degree in response to

heating thereof resulting from current therethrough, and

ipcans including said wire engaging said resilient means

for exerting a force upon and controlling said resilient

means, one of said support elements having a bimetallic

leg portion deflectable in response to changes in tem-

perature to tend to vary the tension in said wire.

provides protection against accidental shorting of the

switch contacts from foreign matter comprising: a first

electric terminal and a second electric terminal defining

the switch contacts, a Geneva gear wheel interposed be-

tween said first and said second electric terminals, in-

sulating barrier members attached to opposite planar

faces of said Geneva gear wheel, an electric conducting

member attached to said Geneva gear wheel, said in-

sulating harrier merr\bers being concentric with the

peripheral edge of said Geneva wheel so as to be inter-

posed between said first and said second electric termi-

nals whenever the switch mechanism is in its unactuated

position, said electric conducting member being so dis-

3 097 280

PARTITIONED GAS-FILLED ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS

W«iter Scbimmhig, Beriin-UchtenriMle, and Wenier Koh-

l*r, Berlln-Charlottenburg, Gcmiany, assignors to Sie-

mens - Schucl(crtwerke Aktiengeseltachirft, Erlangen,

Germany, a corporation of Germany
Filed D«c. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 858,689

Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 23, 1958

2 Claims. (CI. 200—148)

1. A gas-filled power circuit interrupter of substan-

tially Y-shaped configuration comprising, in combination,

a substantially enclosed hollow actuating chamber, an up-

standing hollow supporting insulator for supporting said

hollow actuating chamber up in the air an adequate dis-

tance above ground potential, a pair of divergently ex-

tending enclosed gas-filled serially-related interrupting

chambers each of which has a pair of separable contact

means disposed therein, each of the two interrupting cham-

bers being unvented, operating means disposed withm said

hollow actuating chamber for simultaneously effecting

opening and closing movements of the two serially-related

separable contact means, operating rod means extending

upwardly through said supporting insulator to actuate

said operating means, communicating passage means m-

cluding an apertured partiUon plate between the hollow

actuating chamber and each of the gas-filled interrupting

chambers, and differential pressure-acting valve means m-

cluding a valxTe having a raised portion adapted to sur-

round the aperture in the partition plate upon valve

closure whereby the valve seating pressure will be in-

creased, the arrangement functioning to control the flow

of gas through each communicating passage means,

whereby loss of gas pressure through leakage in one in-

terrupting chamber will effect closure of the respective

valve means and so permit the remaining interrupting

chamber to be effective in circuit interruption.

posed on said Geneva wheel with respect to said insulat-

ing barrier members so that said electric conducting

member conductively engages said first and second elec-

tric terminals in the actuated position of said switch

mechanism, and a driving Geneva wheel means engag-

ing said Geneva gear wheel so that rotatory movement of

said driving Geneva wheel means causes rotary motion

of said Geneva gear wheel, said Geneva wheel means

and Geneva gear wheel being so operatively coupled as

to lock said switch mechanism when in its actuated and

unactuated positions whereby, upon movement of the

driving Geneva wheel means, the Geneva gear wheel is

rotatable to actuated and unactuated positions.

3,097,281

ELECTRIC BARRIER DEVICE
Maurice Henry Brown, Riverside, and Louis R. Giattmo,

Uphind, Calif., assignors to the United States of Amer-

ica as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

Filed Jan. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 83,852

1 Claim. (CI. 200—153)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

An improved switch mechanism having actuated and

unactuated positions for use in ordnance devices which

3,097,282
CASING HEATER

Luther C. Cronberger, Tulsa, OUa., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Sept. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 55,802

7 Claims. (CI. 219—10.49)

1. A casing heater adapted to be lowered on a tubing

vtring into a siring of well casing comprising an elongated

body section made of non-magnetic metal material, said

body section having means at each end for rigidly coupling

said heater to said tubing string in end to end relationship

therewith, at least one array of generally C-shaped mag-

netic return elements each having a pair of open end ends,

said magnetic return elements being symmetrically dis-

posed around said tubular section with their open ends

facing outwardly and with their sides being disposed con-

tiguous to said core section, and an electrical primary coil

winding being disposed around said core and said magnetic

return elements between their ends, said array being dis-

posed between axially aligned non-magnetic metal support-

ing structures at each end. said supporting structure being

frusto-conical in configuration and axially aligned with

respect to the heater, the diameter of the supporting struc-

ture which is closest to said array being at least as great

as the maximum diameter of said array.
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3,097,283
REGULATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION

HEATING APPARATUS
Anacleto D. Giacchetti, Chicago, 111., assignor to National

Video Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed May 5, 1960, Ser. No. 27,174
10 Claims. (CI. 219—10.77)

portion and cooperating with said heating plate to provide

an intermediate high heat zone and a marginal low heat

zone on said plate, label positioning means on said heat-

ing plate for locating a label of a size substantially equal

to the size of said label supporting outer surface with

the central portion over said high heat zone and marginal

portions over said low heat zone, electric heating means

mounted on the inner face of said healing plate over said

intermediate heat zone portion thereof, and means for

controlling the temperature of said heating means to

maintain said heating plate at a substantially uniform

temperature of a predetermined degree.

1. In induction heating apparatus of the type wherein

high frequency alternating current through a heating

coil fed by the output end of an oscillator is utilized to

establish a magnetic field to which a work piece is sub-

jected for raising the same to Mi selected temperature and

a circuit is provided for supplying operating voltage to

the oscillator, the improvement which comprises: an

auxiliary heating coil connected to the oscillator output

adapted to provide a second magnetic field a reference

standard of metallic material permanently positioned in

the second magnetic field to be heated concurrently with

the work piece, said reference standard being thermally

distinct from said work piece; means to sense the tem-

perature of the reference standard, and means under the

control of said sensing means connected in the oscillator

supply circuit to vary the supply voltage in response

to varying temperature of said reference standard.

3,097,284
LABEL HEATING DEVICE

Harold A. Treadwell, 156 Glenhill Drive,

Rochester 18, N.V.
Filed Aug. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 215,671

2 Claims. (CI. 219—19)

3,097,285
THERMOSTAT-TIMER DEVICE

Irving Page, Brooklyn, N.Y.; Esther Page, administratrix

of Irving Page, deceased, assignor of one-fourth to War-
ren Page, one-fourth to Esther Page, and one-fourth to

Roberta Page, all of New York County, N.Y., and
one-fourth to Rhoda Page, Queens County, N.Y.

FUed Sept 30, 1960, Ser. No. 59,621

5 Claims. (CI. 219—20)

1. A thermostat timer device comprising, a heating coil,

a source of electric current connected across said heating

coil, a heat sensing element, a pair of movable breaker

points interposed between said current source and said

heatmg coil, one of said breaker points being controlled

by said heat sensing elemeni, a timing means which is

started by the olher of said breaker points and a means

for separating said breaker points upon the completion of

the timing cycle.

3,097,286
SOLDER FEEDING SOLDERING GUN

Vernon F. Luke, 1352 E. 5935 South,

Salt Lake City, Utah
Filed Aug. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 133,080

6 Claims. (CI. 219—27)

V /

SlSLZriiibJ^lz^

2. A heating device for thermo-activated adhesive

coated labels, comprising a casing having one wall formed

with an aperture, a heating plate mounted on said cas-

ing and closing said aperture at the outer side of said

casing formed with air inlet apertures communicating

with the interior of said casing through said aperture,

said heating plate having the outer surface forming a

label support and having a recessed marginal portion, low

heat conducting means mounted in said recessed marginal

1. A solder feeding soldering gun comprising a sup-

port having forward and rear ends, a soldering tip on

and extending forwardly from said forward end, wire

solder feeding mechanism comprising a wire solder feed-

ing tube having a forward end adjacent to said soldering

tip and an open rear end, a ratchet wheel journalled on

said support and having teeth to engage wire solder

within the feeding tube, a ratchet bar having teeth engaged
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with the teeth of the ratchet wheel, and means for actuat-

ing the ratchet bar for feeding wire solder forwardly in

the feeding tube to the soldering tip, said feeding tube

having opening means through which the ratchet wheel

engages the solder, an electrical switch assembly mounted

on said support and electrically connected to the solder-

ing tip, said actuating means comprising a trigger member

mounted for endwise movements on the support, and

lost motion means connecting the trigger member to the

ratchet bar, and spring means yieldably urging said trigger

member toward its starting position and toward said

ratchet bar for moving the ratchet bar to a starting posi-

tion from an operated position.

ductor elements, and means surrounding the tube be-

tween the conductors for resisting heat loss and damage,
including metal collars securing the ends of the tube to

the tips of the ferrules, a flexible armor sleeve surround-

ing the Teflon tube, means securing the ends of the tube

to the tips of the ferrules, means securing the ends of the

armor sleeve to the collars, insulation surrounding the

armoj" sLeve and a braided cover encasing the insulator

sleeve.

3,097,287

PANEL TYPE HEATING APPARATUS AND AIR
CIRCULATING MEANS THEREFOR

David Knoll, Bayside, and Albert Greenhaus, Brooklyn,

N.Y., assignors to Bcrko Electric Manufacturing Cor-

poration, Queens Village, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

Filed Feb. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 792,021

10 Clahnt. (CI. 219—39)

1. Tn a space heating device, in combination, a casing.

an outer facially exposed air-impervious radiant heating

panel mounted in said casing, electrical means heating

said panel to radiate heat into the space being heated,

means forming air inlets to said casing adjacent two op-

posite edges of said panel, means forming air outlets

from said casing adjacent the other two opposite edges

of said panel, and fan means in said casing to establish

a positive current of air in through said inlets, against

and along the inner face of said panel in said casing, and

discharging it through said outlets, and into the space

being heated.

3 097 288
FLEXIBLE CONDUCTOR CABLE

Robert B. Dunlap, Medway, Mass., assignor to Jacob

S. Kamborian, West Newton, Mass.

Filed Jan. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 5,043

11 Claims. (CI. 219—39)

3,097,289
PROBE SOCKET ASSE.MBLV

Jesse K. Clark, Newington, Conn., assignor, b> mesne
assignments, to National Distillers and Chemical Cor-
poration, Bridgeport, Conn., a corporation of Virginia

Filed Oct. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 849,907
6 Claims. (CI. 219—44)

^^ j^ rfifl j*» fl *

1. A container for use in an electrical appliance of the

type having a detachable thermostat with heat-sensing

probe, said container having a core of highly heat-con-

ductive metal and an outer laminate with an opening

therein, a probe key seated in said opening and intimately

secured to the heat-conductive metallic core, said protje

key having longitudinal flanges along its sides adjacent

said core, lips formed on said outer laminate adjacent

the opening and bent over into interlocking engagement
with said flanges, said probe key having a groove in the

outer surface thereof for receiving the probe of the ther-

mostat, a cap engaged on said key enclosing the probe-

receiving groove portion thereof to provide an insulating

air layer about the groove, and means on said cap for urg-

ing the probe of the thermostat into contact with the

groove of the probe socket.

3,097,290
ELECTRIC WELDING TORCH

Frank C. Guida, 144 Harryel St., Pittsfield, Mass.
Filed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 163,540

3 Claims. (CI. 219—75)

1. A flexible conductor for transmitting fluid from a

container to a nozzle, comprising a Teflon tube, a pair

of metal ferrules having threaded portions for screw-

threaded engagement with a container and a nozzle re-

spectively, and slender tips for interengagement with the

ends of the Teflon tub;, a conductor element extending

through a wall of each ferrule into the interior of the

lip, means insulating the conductor elements from the

ferrules, a conductor wire stretched axially within the

tube with its ends anchored to the inner ends of the con-

1. An electric welding torch comprising a barrel hav-

ing an externally screw-threaded upper portion, an elon-

gated internally threaded cap in threaded engagement
with said upper portion of the barrel, a non-consumable

electrode v^ithin said barrel extending from the upper

end of said cap through the lower end of said barrel, and
spring means within said barrel yieldingly pressing the

upper epd of said electrode against the end of said cap.
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3,097,291

MEANS FOR DEPOSITING HARD METAL ON
ANOTHER METAL BODY BY ELECTRIC SPARKS
John Lewis Adcock, Kenilworth, England, assignor to

Wickman Limited, Coventry, England
Filed July 24, 1959, S«r. No. 829,276

3 Claims. (CI. 219—76)

prising the steps of sub-dividing the liquid vortex into

axially adjacent vortex sections each having an axial

length such that the axial pressure gradient therealong

does not attain a magnitude sufficient to effect appreciable

radial deformation of the vortex section core; and sepa-

rately supplying liquid to each vortex section.

1. Apparatus for depositing sintered hard metal from

a tool formed in part of said hard metal onto a work-

piece, comprising in combination a first transformer hav-

ing a primary winding and a secondary winding, the tool

and workpicce being connected to opposite ends of the

secondary winding respectively, a plurality of series cir-

cuits connected in parallel between opposite ends of said

primary winding, each of said series circuits including a

capacitor and an electronic- switching device, a biasing

circuit normally holding said electronic switching devices

non-conductive, an A.C. source having a plurality of

phases, a plurality of transformers and associated full

wave rectifiers connecting the phases of the A.C. source

to the plurality of capacitors respectively to charge the

capacitors in turn in cyclic order, a switch-operating cir-

cuit operable by said A.C. source to render the electronic

switching devices conductive in turn in cyclic order when

the associated capacitors are charged to a predetermined

level, each switching device serving when conductive to

permit discharge of its associated capacitor through the

primary winding of the first transformer, and said switch

operating circuit ensuring that each capacitor discharges

the same amount of energy through the primary winding

of the first transformer irrespective of the positions of

the tool and workpiece.

3,097,292

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE MAINTK-
NANCE OF THE ARC COLUMN IN THE CORK
OF A LIQUID VORTEX

Tiber Kugler and Konstantin Miklossy, Prague, Czecho-

slovakia, assignors to Kralovopolska Slrojirna, zavody

Chemickych zarizeni, narodni podnik, Brno, Czecho-

slovakia

Filed Nov. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 67,558

Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia Nov. 14, 1959

20 Claims. (CI. 219—121)

1. In a process wherein an arc is maintained within an

axially relatively elongated liquid vortex, the method

of preventing radial deform.ition of the vortex core, due

to the axial pressure gradient of the arc plasrpa, com-

3,097,293
METHOD OF METALS JOINING

WUliam L. Frankbouser, Irwin, and John H. Eyler, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corpo-
ration, East Pittsburgh, Pa,, a corporation of Pennsyl-

vania
Filed Dec. 12, 1958, Scr. No. 780,047

18 Claims. (CL 219—137)

1. The method of precision welding a rod end-plate

assembly comprising a plurality of rods engaging end

p'ates at their ends into a stack comprising a plurality

of rods sealed to end plates with the spacing between

each rod and its adjacent rods being maintained along

the whole lengths of said rods within narrow limits so

that said stack maintains substantially its as-machined

form, the said method comprising sealing said rods in a

predetermined succession in which rods on the periphery

of said stack and rods on the inside of said stack are

sealed alternately to one of said end plates, by fusion-

welding around the periphery of the end, in said one end

plate, of each of said rods in its turn in said succession,

and then sealing said rods in a succession homologous to

said predetermined succession to said other end plate by

fusion-welding around the periphery of the end, in said

other end plate, of each of said rods in its turn in said

homologous succession, said succession being such that

said stack is formed with a minimum distortion.

3,097,294
ELECTRIC ARC WELDING AND WIRE THEREFOR
Robert A. Kubli, Scotch Plains, and William B. Sharav,

Short Hills, NJ., assignors to Union Carbide Corpo-
ration, a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 93,039

3 Claims. (CI. 219—145)
1. A consumable ferritic welding wire for electric arc

welding consisting of 1.00 to about 2.00 manganese, 1.5U

to about 3.00 percent nickel, 0.30 to about 0.60 percent

molybdenum, .05-0.18 percent carbon, a trace up to about

0.05 percent vanadium, up to 0.035 percent phosphorus,

up to 0.035 percent sulphur, up to about 0.25 percent

silicon, 0.20-0.50 percent chromium, up to about 0.05

percent aluminum, and up to about 0.50 percent copper,

balance iron.

3,097,295
TRAFFIC COUNTING SYSTEM

Roger E. Williams, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to General
Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed June 8, 1961, Ser. No. 115,788
1 Claim. (CI. 235—92)

In a system for registering the number of vehicles en-

tering into and exiting from a parking area having at least

\i
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one entrance passageway and at least one exit passageway,

the combination comprising, vehicle detection means for

each passageway producing an output signal upon the

passage of a vehicle through the respective passageway,

first and second storage means each registering the num-

ber of output signals produced by the plurality of vehicle

detector means associated respectively with the entrance

and exi. passageways, an add-subtract counter having two

input terminals and operating a single step in one count-

ing direction upon the application of a control manifesta-

tion to one of its input terminals and operating a single

step in the c ppoiite counting direction upon the applica-

tion of a control manifestation to the other of its input

terminals, mciins responsive to the registration by said

first storage means of one of said ou.put signals for ap-

plying a control manifestation to said one terminal of said

counting means and being responsive to the registration

by suid second storage means of one of said output sig-

between, a coil positioned in juxtaposition to the ferrite

member so that current in the coil produces a correspond-

ing magnetic flux in said member, a semi-conductor plate

having opposite faces and positioned in the gap between

said faces of said member so that said opposite faces of

said plate contact said faces of said member and said

magnetic flux passes across said plate, a pair of input

current connections and a paii" of output connections to

said plate, the arrangement being such that the voltage

between said output connections is proportional to the

product of the current in said coil and current flowing

between said input connections, and a compensating coil

positioned in juxtaposition to said ferrite member and
connected in series with said input current connections

to said plate so as to compensate for voltages induced in

said input current connections by said magnetic flax.

rr* '
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nals for applying a control manifestation to said other

of said terminals, means operable upon the operation of

said counter by a single step to remove a single count

from whichever of said storage means provided the last

operation of said counter, said responsive means being

also responsive to the concurrent registration by both

said storage means of at least one count for removing

from both said storage means a single count registered

thereon without operating said counter, said responsive

means completing an energization circuit to said one

terminal of said counter when a count is registered by said

first storage means but concurrently opening any energi-

zation circuit to said other said terminal, and said re-

sponsive means also completing an energization circuit to

said other terminal of said counter when a count is reg-

istered by said second storage means but concurrently

opening any energization circuit to said one terminal of

said counter.

3,097,296
DEVICE FOR MULTIPLYING ELECTRICAL

QUANTITIES
Reginald Philip Chasmar, Timperley, and Emanuel Cohen,

Prestwich, Manchester, England, assignors to Associ-

ated Electrical Industries (Manchester) Limited, a Brit-

ish company
Filed June 4, 1959, Ser. No. 818,225

Claims priority, application Great Britain June 6, 1958

5 Claims. (CI. 235—194)

^«7

OUTPUT Vm
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1. A device for multiplying electrical quantities com-

prising a ferrite member having faces defining a gap therc-

3,097,297
HEAT SENSITIVE REPRODUCTION MATERIAL

Wilbelm Sahler, Wlesbaden-Blebrich, Germany, assignor,

by mesne assignments, to Kalle Aktiengesellschaft,

Wiesbaden-Biebrich, Gemumy, a corporation of Ger-

many
Filed July 8, 1959, Ser. No. 825,647

Claims priority, application Germany July 15, 1958
11 Claims. (CI. 250—65)

HEAT SENSCnVC COATIM
ANOMATIC AMMEt INCUXMNO

DOUBLE COMPOUND! WrrH
METAL HALBCS AND NITROSO-
AMINES IN* RESIN BINOCM

TRANSPMEMT BASE SHEET

1. A heat sensitive material for the reproduction of im-

ages comprising a base material in -heet form coated with

a heat sensitive layer including a binder and a heat sensi-

tive substance selected from the group consisting of aro-

matic amines, their salts and double compounds with in-

organic metal halides, in combination with a nitrosamine

corre ponding to the general formulas

R
\

NO NO
1 t

N—NO and R—N—X—N— R'

R'

wherein

R is selected from the group consisting of aromatic car-

bocyclic residues, heterocyclic residues of aromatic na-

ture, and substitution products of these,

R' is selected from the group consisting of aromatic car-

bocyclic residues, alijrfiatic residues, araliphatic resi-

dues, and substitution products of these,

R" is selected from the group consisting of aromatic car-

bocyclic residues and araliphatic residues, and

X is a carbocyclic aromatic residue,

and wherein R and R' may join to form a ring.

3 097 298
INFRARED COMPARISON MICROMETER

Robert W. Astheimer, Westport, and Monty M. Merlen,

Stamford, Conn., assignors to Barnes Engineering Com-
pany, Stamford, Conn., a corporation of Delaware

Filed May 25, 1960, Ser. No. 31,583
6 Claims. (CI. 250—83.3)

1. A device for continuously measuring the width of

an infrared emitting, moving, elongated material which

comprises in combination an infrared detector,

(a) means for producing a continuous conical scan

of the detector, one portion of the scan being at right

angles to the moving material,

(h) means for rota.ing the direction of scan of an op-

posite side of the cone through approximately 90°.

a precision aperture plate with a precision slot
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scanned transversely by the rotated scan field said

slot being oriented to receive infrared radiation from

the moving hot material along the scan,

(c) means for imaging both the slot and the moving

material transversely scanned onto the detector

cavity, a chopper and a detector, the chopper comprisint;

alternating transmitting and opaque sectors, the opaque

sectors forming one wall of the cavity.

ooMtem

whereby the detector produces an output signal alter-

nately of the transversely scanned hot material and

of the scanned precision slot, and

{d) means for producing an output signal from the

signals from the detector which is a function of the

width of the moving material.

3,097,299
INFRARED PICKOFF DEVICE

Richard O. Rasmusscn, Van Nuys, Calif., assignor to Tele-

computing Corporation, Van Nuys, Calif., a corpora-

tion of California
Filed July 18, 1960, Ser. No. 43,518

12 Claims. (CI. 250—83.3)

" M

1. An infrared pickofT for measuring the angular posi-

tion of a rotatable member, including, a circular wire for

emitting infrared radiation mounted on said rotatable

member, a heater on said rotatable member and thermally

coupled to said wire at one position of the wire, a heat

sink thermally coupled to the wire at another position of

the wire, and a stationary infrared detector positioned

opposite the wire for viewing a small portion of the wire

in accordance with the angular position of the rotatable

member.

3,097,300

THERMAL DETPXTOR AND REFERENCE SOURCE
Eric M. Wormser, Stamford, Russell D. De Waard, Old

Greenwich, and Andrew C. Rudomanski, Stamford,

Conn., as.signors to Barnes Engineering Company,
Stamford, Conn., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Oct. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 60,878

4 Claims. (CI. 250—83.3)

t t.
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1. A radiation detecting device comprising in combi-

nation and in optical alignment a black body reference

3,097,301

RADIATION DETECTING APPARATUS OF THE
IONIZATION CHAMBER AND SCINTILLATION
TYPE

Rodman A. Sharp, La Jolla, and Myron S. Eichen, Solana

Beach, Calif., assignors to [General Dynamics Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,584

7 Claims. (CI. 250—83.6)

1. In apparatus for delecting beta radiation emanating

from a source thereof in the presence of background

radiation including cosmic radiation, a counter unit, means
for supporting said counter unit adjacent the source of

beta radiation, said counter unit including a gas filled

ionization chamber having an electrically conductive coat-

ing on the inner surface thereof which provides the cath-

ode of said chamber and a loop anode positioned in said

chamber, means for establishing an ionizing potential be-

tween said loop anode and said conductive coating so

that beta and back-ground radiation penetrating said cham-

ber efTect ionization of the gas therein and the genera-

tion of signals proportional thereto, said last mentioned

means including a coaxial cable extending into said cham-

ber, said cable having first and second conductive ele-

ments and insulation surrounding said elements, said first

conductive element of said cable being electrically con-

nected to said conductive coating, said anode including

a portion mounted within said cable insulation in elec-

trical contact with saiJ second conductive element, a

scintillation detecting unit mounted on said counter unit,

said detecting unit including both a radiation respon-

sive medium wherein light-energy pulses are produced by

penetrating background radiation and means responsive

to said light-energy pulses for generating an electrical

signal proportional thereto, and means responsive to sig-

nals generated by said scintillation detecting unit and

said gas filled ionization chamber for generating an out-

put signal proportional to the beta radiation emanating

from said source and for eliminating signals resulting

from background radiation.
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3,097,302
PHOTOSENSITIVE MODULAR SHAFT POSITION

ENCODER
George H. Wayne and Donald E. Whitney, Newton,

Mass., assignors to Wayne-George Corporation, Boston,
Mass., a corporation of Massachusetts

Filed Mar. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 93,198
17 Claims. (CI. 250—208)

wherein said means disposed in said cavity comprises a

perforated strip of dull black optical tape having a surface

1. A precision shaft position encoder assembly com-
prising a code wheel module having a rotatable shaft for

connection to a drive unit, said code wheel module in-

cluding an optical code wheel with at least one concentric

code track and a photosensitive detector for each code

track disposed to detect the presence or absence of illu-

mination at a predetermined location with respect to said

each code track, a series of first electrical connectors af-

fixed to said code wheel module in association with the

photosensitive detectors, a light module assembly for pro-

viding a narrow light beam, said light module assembly

having a series of second electrical connectors aflixed

thereto, said first series of electrical connectors of said

code wheel module and said second series of electrical con-

nectors of said light module being detachably mateable.

under which condition said light beam is directed at said

predetermined location, and an amplifier module assembly

comprising an amplifier module for each detector, said

amplifier module assembly having a series of third elec-

trical connectors, said light module having a series of

fourth electrical connectors, said third electrical connec-

tors and said f6urth electrical connectors being detachably

mateable.

3,097,303
PHOTOSENSITIVE OPTICAL TRIGGERING

SCREEN
Reinhard R. Ulrich, Bethesda, Md., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army
Filed Nov. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 69,780

4 Claims. (CI. 250—222)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
4. A system for providing an accurate indication of the

precise instant a projectile passes a predetermined point

in space, comprising: a cylindrical cavity whose interior

is blackened having a narrow axial slit therein, a photo-

multiplier tube positioned so that its photocathode faces

said slit, and means positioned between said cavity and
said photocathode for confining the detection region of

said photomultiplier to a fan-shaped volume of uniform

thickness terminating within said cavity, and further in-

cluding means disposed in said cavity for preventing ambi-

ent light entering said slit from emerging therefrom.

r
jL

disposed at an angle of 45 degrees to a line between said

photocathode and said axial slit.

3,097,304
SIGNAL TRANSLATING DEVICE

John Presper Eckert, Jr., Gladwyne, and Theodore H.
Bonn, Merion Station, Pa., assignors to Sperry Rand
Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-
ware

Original application Sept. 24, 1953, Ser. No. 382,180. Di-
vided and this application Jan. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 785,263

6 Claims. (CI. 307—88)

^
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the magnetic material about the output opening intersect-

ing and perpendicular to the first flux path in said flux

/one; a plurality of proposition conductors positioned in

and extending through said proposition opening; means

for coupling current pulses to said proposition conductors

for changing the saturation state in the first flux path from

the second to the first state; a clock conductor positioned

in and extending through said proposition opening; means

for coupling current pulses to said clock conductor for

pmo*v%s-^t>^

changing the saturation state in the first flux path to said

second state; and an output conductor positioned in and

extending through said output opening for detecting any

chagcs in the magnetic flux in the second flux path about

the output opening due to the clock conductor current

pulses and producmg unipolar output pulses of a polarity

which is a function of the saturation state in said second

flux path and independent of the polarity of the current

pulses on said proposition and clock conductors.

3,097,306

MAGNETIC CORE DIGITAL STORAGE AND
TRANSFER CIRCUITS

Lester Mintzer, Newton Center, Mass., assignor to Minne-

apolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis,

Minn., a corporation of Delaware
Filed May 3, 1960, Ser. No. 26,598

12 Claims. (CI. 307—88)

^ -:K'i'

r-

terminal of said load, a second transistor of a comple-

mentary type having its collector coupled to another ter-

minal of "-aid load, first control means coupled between

the base and emitter of said first transistor for selectively

applying signals thereto to control the conductivity of

said first transistor, and second control means coupled be-

tween the base and emitter of said second transi-tor for

selectively applying signals thereto to control the con-

ductivity of said second transistor, means for applying

energizing signals to one of said base and emitter elec-

trodes of each of said tranMstors to pass current in a se-

ries circuit via said one electrodes and said collectors

through said load in accordance with said control means

1. A coupling circuit for a digital transfer circuit com-

prising a pair of bistable magnetic core devices each of

which has an input winding, an output winding and a shift

winding, a condenser connected in series with the output

winding of one of said bistable magnetic core devices, a

pair of diodes having two like electrodes connected to-

gether and their other like electrodes connected one each

to said condenser and to the input winding of the other

of said core devices, and a clock pulse source connected

to said pair of diodes where the like electrodes are con-

nected together.

3,097,307

OPPOSITE CONDUCTING TYPE TRANSISTOR
CONTROL CIRCUITS

Theodore H. Bonn, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Sperry

Rand Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

Filed July 6, 1955, Ser. No. 520,266

14 Claims. (CI. 307—88.5)

1. A switching circuit comprising a load, a first tran-

sistor of a certain type having its collector coupled to one

signals, a third transistor of said complementary type hav-

ing its collector coupled to said one load terminal, a

fourth transistor of said certain type having its collector

coupled to said another load terminal, means for apply-

ing control signals between the base and emitter of said

third transistor and the base and emitter of said fourth

transistor to control the conductivity thereof, and means

for applying energizing signals to one of said base and

emitter electrodes of each of said third and fourth tran-

sistors to pass current in a series circuit via said one elec-

trodes and said collectors of said third and fourth tran-

sistors through said load in accordance with the associated

control signals and in a direction opposite to that passed

by said first and second transistors.

3,097,308

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE WITH SURFACE ELEC-
TRODE PRODUCING ELECTROSTATIC FIELD
AND CIRCUITS THEREFOR

John T. Wallmark, Princeton, NJ., assignor to Radio

Corporation of America, a corporation of Delaware
Continuation of applications Ser. Nos. 643,008 and

643,016, Feb. 28, 1957. This application Mar. 9, 1959,

S«r. No. 798,129
23 Claims. (CI. 307—88.5)

1. A semiconductor device comprising a semiconductor

body having emitter and collector regions in contact

therewith for injecting into and collecting minority car-

riers from said body, a base electrode contacting said

body, said emitter region contacting a surface of said

body, said emitter and collector regions defining the ends

of a current path through said body substantially normal

to said surface, a genetic insulating layer derived from

said body covering at least a portion of said surface of

said semiconductor body adjacent said emitter region, a

control electrode adjacent said genetic layer for establish-

ing an electric field therein for controlling the velocity of

electron-hole recombination at said surface of said body,

and means for independently biasing said control elec-

trode.

»

3,097,309
JUNCTION TRANSISTORS USED TO APPROXI-

MATE NON-LINEAR FUNCTIONS
Alan R. Pearlman, Watertown, Mass., assignor to Clevite

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed June 2, 1959, Ser. No. 817,512

> 4 Chiims. (CI. 307—88.5)

^ ^^^'

4. A circuit for approximating non-linear functions

comprising a plurality of junction transistors each having

an emitter, a base and a collector, said transistors being

connected in cascade so that the entire base current of

each transistor but the last is directed to the emitter of

the succeeding transistor, means for applying a linearly

variable input signal between the emitter of the first and

base of the last transistor of the cascade, impedance

means of decreasing magnitude in the collector circuit of

each of said plurality of transistors, a load and a source

of bias voltage in the collector circuit of said transistors

whereby transfers of current in said plurality of said

transistors due to linear increase in magnitude of said

input signal cause a current through said load approxi-

mating a non-linear function.

3,097,310
RESETTABLE DELAY FLOP UTILIZING CAPACI-

TOR IN FEEDBACK CIRCUIT
Ernesto Guidote Sevilla, Philadelphia, Pa^ assignor to

Sperry Rand Corporation, New Yorli, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
FUed Sept. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 839,941

6 Claims. (CI. 307—«8.5)

-i ^^y

1. A delay flop comprising a source of trigger pulses,

an input circuit, a capacitor connected in positive feed-

back relationship to said input circuit for charging there-

from, means coupling said source to said input circuit,

said input circuit including means responsive to the cur-

rent charging said capacitor to continue charging current

flow from said input circuit to said capacitor after termina-

tion of said trigger pulse and for terminating said charging

when said capacitor has attained a certain charge, a

circuit for discharging said capacitor after it has be-

come charged, and output circuit means responsive to

the charge on said capacitor for producing an output

signal therefrom upon discharge of said capacitor for a

predetermined time.

3,097,311
TUNNEL DIODE MAJORITY LOGICAL ELEMENT
Jerome J. Tiemann, Burnt Hills, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed June 1, 1960, Ser. No. 33^17

10 Clahns. (CL 307—88.5)

1. A logical element for performing majority logic

comprising: a pair of series connected tunnel diode de-

vices each having a low and a high voltage operating

condition; a resistance; means connecting said resistance

and said series connected tunnel diode devices in parallel

circuit relationship; means for connecting said parallel

circuit to a source of voltage adapted to cause operation

for one of said diodes in its low voltage condition and the

other diode in its high voltage condition; a pair of ter-

minals including a first connection to the junction between

said tunnel diode devices and a second connection to a

point on said resistance, said point being selected with

respect to the characteristics of said tunnel diode devices

to provide that the polarity of the output voltage between

said pair of terminals is determined by which of said tun-

nel diode devices is in the high voltage condition; and

iTieans for applying an odd number of input signals to

said pair of terminals, the polarity of the majority of said

input signals determining the polarity of the output of

said logical element at said same pair of terminals.

3,097,312
SHIFT REGISTER INCLUDING TWO TUNNEL

DIODES PER STAGE
James C. Miller, Hamilton Square, N J., assignor to Ra-

dio Corporation of America, a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Sept. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 59,692

7 Claims. (CI. 307—88.5)

1. A shift register comprising a chain of bistable stor-

age circuits which are stable in either an initial "0" state

or a switched "1" state, a coupling from each storage cir-

cuit to the following storage circuit including unidirec-

tional coupling means and a shift element having "0" and
"1" states, means to apply a shift signal to bias all of said

shift elements for a given interval at a level causing each

shift element to assume the state of the preceding storage

circuit, and means operative during said given interval to
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apply a reset signal to said storage circuits to cause them

to return to the initial "0" state, and thereafter assume

the state of the preceding shift element.

3,097,313

RC-COUPLED MONOSTABLE TRANSISTOR CIR-

CUIT WITH DIODE SHUNT TO PROVIDE FAST
RECOVERY TIME

John Rywak, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Northern Electric Company Lhnited, Montreal, Que-

bec, Canada, a corporation of Canada
FUed Nov. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 68,182

3 Claims. (Ci. 307—88.5)

1. A monostable transistor circuit comprising in com-

bination:

(a) a first and second semiconductor device each

having a base, emitter and collector electrode,

(b) a capacitor and a first unidirectional means con-

nected in series between the collector electrode of

the first semiconductor device and the base elec-

trode of the second semiconductor device, so that

the cathode and anode of the unidirectional means

are connected to the base electrode of the second

semiconductor device and the capacitor respectively,

(c) a first resistor connected between the collector

electrode of the second semiconductor device and

the base electrode of the first semiconductor device,

(d) a source of potential,

(e) a second resistor connected to a first terminal of

the source, poled to apply a predetermined potential

thereto, and to the base electrode of the first semi-

conductor device,

(/) a third resistor connected to the first terminal of

the source and to the anode of the unidirectional

means,

(g) a fourth and fifth resistor individually connected

to the other terminal of the source and to the collec-

tor electrodes of the first and second semiconductor

devices respectively,

(/i) a sixth resistor connected to the other terminal

of the source and to the base electrode of the sec-

ond semiconductor device,

(/) means for grounding the emitter electrodes of

the transistors.

3,097,314

ALTERNATING CURRENT SILICON CONTROLLED
RECTIFIER SWITCH

Raymond E. Harriman, San Diego, Calif., assignor to

Ryan Aeronautical Co., San Diego, Calif.

Filed July 24, 1961, Ser. No. 126,004

11 Claims. (CI. 307—88.5)

8. A circuit for controlling whether current flows be-

tween an A.C. source and a temperature changing device,

comprising:

a pair of oppositely-poled silicon controlled rectifiers

connected in parallel between said source and said

device, each of said silicon controlled rectifiers hav-

ing an anode, a cathode, and a control electrode;

a voltage divider connected between said anodes, said

voltage divider having a midjx>int;

means, comprising a pair of similarly poled diodes for

applying the potential at said midpoint to said con-

trol electrodes of said silicon controlled rectifiers;

a connection comprising a pair of oppositely-poled

front-to-front diodes connected in series between said

anodes, said connection having a midpoint:

a transistor having its collector-emitter circuit between

said midpoint of said voltage divider and said mid-

point of said connection;

disabling means, for applying a D.C. potential to the

base electrode of said transistor, said means com-

prising;

a meter wherein the pointer closes a contact and com-

pletes a circuit through a holding coil;

^T^^cl»l^ocouWIr

means whereby said contact is closed under given con-

ditions of temperature;

means for causing said D.C. potential to cause a hold-

ing current to flow in a given direction through said

coil, to provide a holding action;

an oscillator;

a transformer having a primary and a secondary;

means for causing said oscillator to periodically send

a surge of current through said primary; and

means for causing the resultant surge of current in said

secondary to flow through said coil in the opposite

direction to break said holding action.

3,097,315

CRYSTAL VIBRATOR OF CONVEX LENS CONFIG-
URATION HAVING OPPOSED CONVEX SUR-

FACES
Toshio Shbiada, 1399 Iruma<ho, Cbofu-shI, and Akira

Ohnuki, Chikaneso, 433 Talshldo-machi, Setagaya-ku,

both of Tokyo, Japan
Filed Apr. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 20,071

Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 9, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 310—9.7)

1 . A high Q crystal vibrator of convex lens configura-

tion, said vibrator having opposed surfaces of similar

convex curvature to each other characterized in that sub-

stantially equal annular electrodes are coaxially and tight-

ly attached onto said opposed surfaces of the vibrator
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in such manner that the electrical signals across said elec- ally joining the radial shaft bores with the ports in the

trodes may be predominantly correlated with the second windings for delivery thereto and discharge therefrom

order contoured thickness shear vibration of said vibrator, of liquid coolant.

3,097,316
IMPULSE MOTOR

Wayne A. Barden and Stanley O. Bender, Elkhart, Ind.,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to CTS Corporation,

Elkhart, Ind., a corporation of Indiana

Filed Dec. 31, 1959, Ser. No. 863,160

16 Claims. (CL 310—49)

1. An impulse motor comprising: a shaft; means

mounting the shaft for free rotation; an electromagnet

having a core coaxial with the shaft and salient stator

poles arranged concentrically about the shaft; an armature

having salient poles; means mounting the armature for

rotation about the shaft axis with its salient poles in posi-

tion to be magnetically attracted toward radial alignment

with the stator poles and for limited axial motion toward

and from the core; means yieldingly holding the arma-

ture in a position of rest at which its poles are out of

alignment with the stator poles, so that upon energiza-

tion of the electromagnet the armature is rotated through

an angle and in a direction depending upon the location

of said position of rest with respect to the stator poles

and attracted axially towards the core; and friction clutch

means on the armature and the shaft to couple the same

together for transmission of torque from the armature

to the shaft, said clutch means comprising a driven ele-

ment fixed to the shaft between the armature and the

core, and a driving element on the armature facing the

driven element and adapted to drivingly engage the same

upon attraction of the armature axially toward the core

in response to energization of the electromagnet.

3,097,317

LIQUID-COOLED ELECTRIC GENERATOR
Carl J. Fechheimer, 1930 N. Prospect Ave,,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed May 5, 1960, Ser. No. 27,222

16 Claims. (CI. 310—54)

1. In an electric generator rotor comprising a body

with shafts extending therefrom, the shafts having axial

bores and radial bores from the axial bores for conveying

a liquid coolant, electrical windings mounted in the body

and each including a number of turns of electric con-

ductor each conductor having ducts lengthwise thereof

and ports radially of the body and into the ducts from

the bottom of the windings, and tubular connectors sever-

792 O.G.—34

3,097,318
ELECTRIC POWER UNIT FOR HAND HELD

FOOD MIXER
Ivar Jepson, Oak Park, III., assignor to Sunbeam Corpora-

tion, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Illinois

Filed May 13, 1959, Ser. No. 812,928
8 Claims. (CI. 310—68)

•A\ )

1. An appliance comprising a platformlike support, a

motor having a shaft extending along the length of said

support and generally parallel therewith, a gear casing at

one end of said support, one end of said shaft extending

into said gear casing, bearing means for said shaft

mounted on said support, a centrifugally responsive mem-
ber secured to the other end of said shaft, a cover for said

support including a handle portion, said cover defining

with said support a housing for said motor and gear

casing, means defining a recess in said handle portion,

an arcuate slot in said handle portion leading to said

recess, a bell crank pivotally supported within said hous-

ing, one arm of said bell crank including manually actu-

atable means extending outside said housing through

said arcuate slot, switch means mounted at the end of

said support remote from said gear casing and connected

in the energization circuit of said motor, means actuated

by said centrifugally responsive member for operating

said switch means in dependence upon the speed of rota-

tion of said motor shaft, positioning means for selectively

adjusting said switch means to different speed settings,

and a longitudinally movable link having one end con-

nected to said bell crank and the other end connected to

said positioning means.

3,097,319
PRINTED CIRCUIT STATOR FOR ELECTRICAL

ROTATING MACHINES
Jacques Henry-Baudot, Antony, France, assignor to

Printed Motors Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 8, 1959, Ser. No. 858,240

Claims priority, application France Dec. 13, 1958
5 Claims. (CI. 310—179)

I. For an axial air-gap electrical rotating machine, a

stator winding member comprising a carrier ring of mag-

netic material and having a radial face formed as a

single-plane surface, a multi-turn spiral winding carried

on said single-plane face, each turn of said winding com-

prising a plurality of sectorial conductor loops serially

interconnected and made of a thin and flat conductor

coating on the carrier face to which it strongly adheres,

said coating comprising groups of radial conductor por-

tions of sector shape arranged in contiguous relation to

each other in each group and separated only by narrow

insulating gaps, polar areas being preserved between such
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groups of closely arranged radial conductor portions,

and arcuate conductor portions alternately connecting the

terminating area; a plurality of tubular coils each helical-

ly wound on an annular axis disposed between the inner

and outer circumference of said ring shaped member;

said tubular coils adapted to allow fluid flow therethrough

in a direction perpendicular to the arc column of said

electric arc.

3,097^22
MAGNETRON BEAM SWITCHING TUBE

Roger W. Wolfe, South Plainficld, NJ., assignor to Bur-

roughs Corporation, Detroit, Mich^ a corporation of

Micliigan
Filed June 21, 1960, Ser. No. 37,607

13 Claims. (CI. 313—156)

radial conductor portions of said groups at their inner

and outer ends respectively.

3,097,320
PROTECTIVE MEANS FOR INSULATION

Paul F. Koehly and Earl C Walters, Jr., Dayton, Ohio,

assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Mich., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,189

5 Claims. (CI. 310—217)

'\ \ i ; M

1. A toothed lamination assembly for use on an inside-

out dynamoelectric machine, comprising, a plurality of

slotted laminations having teeth to define radial slots into

which conductive wiring is fitted, a cast metal hub portion

including radially outwardly extending and laterally

located projections cast in alignment with each of the

teeth for rounding thereof, and an insulation covering

over said rounding projections for protection of said

covering against breakdown in locations engaged by the

wiring.

3,097,321

HIGH ENERGY ARC ELECTRODES
Charles E. Le Row, Jr., TraJFord, and Jack McDonald,

Penn Hills Township, Allegheny County, Pa., assignors

to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh,

Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania
Filed Dec. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 73,831

8 Claims. (CI. 313—32)

1. A magnetron beam switching tube of the type utiliz-

ing crossed electric and magnetic fields to control the flow

of an electron beam and operating to switch an electron

beam in a direction determined by the orientation of said

fields and known as the leading direction,

said lube having an electrode assembly including a

cathode for providing a stream of electrons and a

plurality of groups of electrodes surrounding the

cathode,

each group of electrodes defining an electron beam re-

ceiving region and including a target electrode for

receiving an electron beam and providing an output

signal therefrom,

a spade electrode lying between said cathode and the

target electrode for forming and holding an electron

beam thereon, said spade and target lying generally

at one side of said electron beam receiving region,

a switching electrode spaced from said target and spade

electrodes and lying generally at the other side, the

leading side, of said beam receiving regi<Mi,

and an auxiliary electrode lying outside of the current

flow path from cathode to target and substantially

completely enclosing the space between said target

electrode on one side and both said switching elec-

trode on the other side and the target electrode of

the next leading group,

the auxiliary electrode thus being positioned to collect

leakage current from an electron beam flowing to a

target and to provide a favorable electric field con-

figuration to render a target able to receive an elec-

tron beam over a wide range of target potentials.

1. An electrode comprising, in combination; a sub-

stantially ring shaped member having an electrical arc

3,097,323

TUNING DEVICE FOR FLEXIBLE WALL
KLYSTRON

Frederick L. Salisbury, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to

Varian Associates, Palo AHo, Calif., a corporation of

Califoniia
FUed Dec. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 74,043

14 Claims. (CI. 315—5.23)
1. A klystron tube comprising a main body portion

of solid metallic material having a bore therein, a cath-

ode for supplying an electron beam in said tube axially

through said bore, a pair of wall members positioned in

said bore each having a centrally positioned electron

beam permeable passage therein aligned with said cath-

ode, the wall members being spaced apart and serving

to form a cavity resonator in said bore and providing a

resonator gap therebetween at said beam openings, said
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main body having an opening extending into one side

thereof and terminating short of said bore so as to

form a relatively thin wall section in the body at said

bore adjacent one of said wall members, and tuning

means positioned in said last opening and extending into

contact with said thin wall section for permitting a force

to be exerted on said thin wall section to thereby cause

said one wall member to bend and change the resonator

gap spacing between the two wall members.

3,097,324
CAVITY RESONATOR STRUCTURE FOR

KLYSTRONS
Frederick L. Salisbury, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to

Varian Associates, Palo Alto, Calif., a corporation of

California

Filed May 2, 1960, Ser. No. 26,249

8 Claims. (CI. 315—5J9)

ing said supply conductors and electrodes and including

a voltage-responsive non-linear resistor, said resistor hav-

ing a current voltage characteristic given by I=CU^,
where I is the current therethrough, C is a constant of

its material, U is the voltage thereacross, and il: is a con-

stant value at least of the order of 5, a temperature-re-

sponsive switch, and a ballast reactor, said reactor being

connected between a terminal of one of said electrodes

and one supply conductor, a terminal of the other elec-

trode being connected to the other supply conductor, and
the non-linear resistor and the temperature-responsive

switch being connected between the remaining terminals

of the electrodes, said switch having a heating winding,

and means energizing said beating winding in accordance
with the current flowing in the series circuit, the voltage

across the resistor being initially high and its resistance

low, whereby initially a large current flows in the series

circuit, thereby energizing said heating winding, causing

the switch to open and discharge to start in the lamp,

after which the voltage across the resistor is relatively

low and its resistance high, reducing the current in the

series circuit sufficiently to allow the switch to close while

the lamp discharge continues, whereby the lamp can be

immediately restarted following an interruption in its

operation.

3,097,326
CIRCUIT BREAKER PANELBOARDS

Thomas M. Cole, Harrison, and Frank H. Roby and Alex-

ander R. Norden, New York, N.Y., assignors to Fed-

eral Pacific Electric Company, a corporation of New
York

FUed Nov. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 773,476
15 Claims. (CI. 317—119)

1. In an electron discharge device a central body por-

tion including a longitudinal bore therethrough with

knurls provided on the surface of the longitudinal bore

at which cavity resonator partitions are to be located,

and cavity resonator partitions positioned on the knurls

within the longitudinal bore and fixedly secured to the

central body ponion.

3,097,325
FLUORESCENT DISCHARGE LAMP STARTING

AND OPERATING CIRCUIT
Bernard Cosnuau, St.-Mande, Seine, France, assignor to

Fluotechnic, Montreuil-sous-Bois, Seine, France

Filed Apr. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 19,807

4 Claims. (CI. 315—100)

n^C Zg-n

1. In combination, a fluorescent discharge lamp hav-

ing two spaced heater electrodes, a pair of alternating

current supply conductors, and a series circuit connect-

C^
*^*fr

€^ =*w

1. A circuit breaker panelboard having means for se-

curing a circuit breaker thereon in a circuit breaker

mounting region, said panelboard including a sheet metal

component having a plurality of distinctively positioned

and mutually separated knock-outs in each said region

said knockouts in each region being disposed closely ad-

jacent to a circuit breaker that may be mounted in such

region and each of said knockouts being received in an

opening in said sheet metal component and fully closing

ofT said opening and being formed so as to be easily dis-

placeable only by access to the concealed or back face

of said component said knock-outs being selectively dis-

placeable to classify said region according to the rating

classification of a mating circuit breaker and said panel-

board being arranged to inhibit access to the rear of said

component.

3,097,327

ACTUATOR FOR ELECTRICALLY OPERABLE
DEVICE

James Herbert Bioor and Frederick George Chandler,

Basingstoke, England, assignors to United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority, London, England

Filed Feb. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 790,620
Claims priority, application Great BriUin Feb. 8, 1958

5 Claims. (CI. 317—134)
1. An electric combination actuator for a mechanical

member comprising at least one switch connected in series
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with a relay, a capacitor connected across said relay, an

automatic switch operable by said relay, a contact arm

in said automatic switch movable from a first contact to a

second contact, at least one switch connected in scries with

said contact arm, a magnetic coil means connected to be

energized when current passes through said second contact,

a self-holding circuit for said magnetic coil means, a self-

holding circuit for said relay adapted to be energized when

lurfk-tiAi /a/"
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coupling said ctectrically energized failure signalling

means to said actuating electromotive device for ener-

gization by the induced electromotive force generated by

said actuating electromotive device upon deenergization

thereof by said remote control station to actuate said

failure indicating means at said remote control station.

3,097,334

ALTOMATIC CONTROL FOR BATTERY CHARGER
Robert Schimek, Milwaukee, WIs^ assignor to Globe-

Union Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation off Dela-

ware
Filed Dec. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 857,589 ,

3 Claims. (CI. 320—40)

have a midpoint and two ends respectively, two four-

region three p-n junction semiconductor devices each hav-

ing two terminal electrodes on respective p-typc and n-

typc terminal regions and a gate electrode on one of the

two intermediate regions, said two devices having one of

of said terminal electrodes of a given-type region con-

nected with said respective ends and having the other

terminal electrode connected with one of said supply

leads, said other supply lead being connected with said

midjK>int. a driver network comrrising alternating-pulse

1. An automatic control for a battery charger com-

prising, a voltage sensitive- relay winding adapted for

connection across the terminals of a battery, said voltage

sensitive relay winding having a pair of normally open

voltage sensitive switch contacts operated by said voltage

sensitive relay winding, a time delay relay winding

adapted for connection across the terminals of a battery

and parallel with said voltage sensitive relay winding,

saiu time delay relay winding having first and second

pairs of normally closed time delay switch contacts oper-

ated directly by said time delay relay winding, said volt-

age sensitive switch contacts connected in series with

said time delay relay winding and operable in response

to the energization of said voltage sensitive relay winding

to energize said lime delay relay winding when said volt-

age sensitive relay winding is energized, said first pair of

time delay switch contacts operable in response to the

energization of said time delay relay winding and adapted

when so actuated to shut of! the battery charger, a first

variable resistance means connected in scries with said

voltage sensitive relay winding and adapted to adjust the

maximum control voltage at which the voltage sensitive

relay winding will be energized, a second variable resist-

ance means connected in series with said voltage sensi-

tive relay winding and adapted for adjustment of the

minimum control voltage at which said voltage sensitive

relay winding will drop out after once being energized,

and a shunt circuit means for shunting said second varia-

ble resistance means, said shunt means including said

second pair of time delay switch contacts, said second

switch contacts adapted when actuated to open said shunt

circuit and thereby introduce the resistance of said sec-

ond variable resistance means into the voltage sensitive

relay winding circuit.

generating means and having a reference terminal con-

nected to said one supply lead and two pulse terminals

of different instantaneous pulse polarities respectively,

said pulse terminals being connected to said two respec-

tive gate electrodes to drive a cut-off current in inverse

direction through the p-n junction between the gate elec-

trode and the adjacent terminal region of one of said

semiconductor devices and simultaneously a firing cur-

rent in forward direction through the corresponding p-n

junction of the other device.

3,097,336
SEMICONDLCTOR VOLTAGE DIVIDER DEVICES
George C. Sziklai, Rosslyn Farms, Pa., and Gene Stnill,

Pikesville, Md., assignors to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
Filed May 2, 1960, Ser. No. 25,982

12 Claims. (CI. 323—94)

INPUT A)CTM(

Output »olt»s£

3,097,335
ELECTRIC CURRENT INVERTER

Arnold Schmidt, Vienna-EssllBg, Austria, assijgnor to

Siemens-Schuckertwerke Aktiengesellschaft, Eriangcn,

Germany, a German corporation

Filed Nov. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 70,258

Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 20, 1959

13 Claims. (CL 321—45)

1. An electric current inverter comprising two direct-

current supply leads, a transformer having a secondary

winding for providing alternating output voluge and two

primary winding portions connected in series so aa to

1. A semiconductor device comprising a body of semi-

conductive material having a base, an emitter and a col-

lector portion, said collector portion comprising a plu-

rality of collector regions defining a plurality of cur-

rent carrier paths between said emitter and each of said

plurality of collector regions, means to establish an elec-

tric field transverse to said plurality of current paths

to deflect current carriers in accordance with the magni-

tude and direction of said electric field, circuit means

electrically coupled to at least one and less than all of

said plurality of collector regions to derive an electrical

output signal the magnitude of which is determined by the

resistive path taken by current carriers between the col-

lector region to which said current carriers are deflected

by said electric field and the collector region having said

circuit means electrically coupled thereto.

3,097,337

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ELECTROLUMI-
NESCENT NON-DESTRUCTIVE FLAW DETEC-
TION

Herbert S. PoUn, Veyrier (Geneva), Swltzeriand

(2 East End Ave., New York 21, N.Y.)

Filed May 17, 1960, Ser. No. 29,695

10 Claims. (CL 324—32)
1. In a device for the non -destructive testing for flaws

in material to which an electro-luminescent phosjrfior has
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been applied in finely divided form capable of penetrat-

ing hair line cracks and other flaws in the surface of the

material, a fixed electrode constructed to be applied to a

piece of material under test at selected points, a movable

probe, circuit means connecting said electrode and said

..(C-

I . Vk/VWS^^V

—

movable probe to supply a pulsating voltage thereto to

create an electric field between said electrode and said

probe and in and around, said material, said field being

of sufficient value to actfvate phosjrfior particles within

said field and to cause them to luminesce aiid reveal a

flaw in material under test

'3,097,338

PLTLSE-CODE MODULATION TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS

Andre Eugene Pinet, 22 Rnc E. Lc Gac, Perros-Guirec,

Cotes dn Nord, Saint-Maor, France, and Gerard Battail,

30 Boulevard dn Temple, Paris 11, France
Filed Sept 26, 1961, Ser. No. 140,895

Claims priority, a|»plicatfon France Nov. 30, 1960
7 Claima. (CL 325—38)

time length T in response to a pulse being applied thereto,

means operatively connected to the input of said filter for

(
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current control means connected across said supply be-

tween a tap and ground, said control means responsive

to an input voltage to provide a variable impedance

across said supply, switching means connected between

said control means and a tap to control the input voltage

^

T^l.

[ |w<w^ ^wtno ('•"•)

to said control means, and a load connected in parallel

with said diode whereby said control means is made con-

ducting reciprocally in response to the discharge of said

capacitors thereby producing a pulse of substantially

constant magnitude to said load.

ing circuit means ( 1 ) to switch said electron beam from
target to target in said magnetron beam switching tubes

and (2) in response to said electron beam being switched

to a predetermined target in each of said beam switching

tubes, to form the electron beam in the next magnetron
beam switching tube of said distributor and clear the

magnetron beam switching tube in which the beam was

formed to thereby advance said distributor so that output

pulses are produced sequentially from said targets; the

improvement comprising means to generate a transfer

strobe pulse in response to receiving a distributor output

pulse, means to selectively connect any of a plurality of

said targets to said transfer strobe generating means, a

plurality of transfer drivers connected to receive said

transfer strobe pulse, each of said transfer drivers com-

prising a driver circuit means operative in response to

receiving a coincidence of said transfer strobe pulse and

a distributor output pulse to generate an output pulse

which when applied to one of said spades will cause the

formation of an electron beam at the position of such

spade, means to selectively connect any of said plurality

of targets to any of said transfer drivers, and means to

selectively connect the outputs of any of said transfer

drivers to any of said spades.

3,097,342

JUMP DRIVE FOR COMPUTER DISTRIBUTOR
COMPRISING MAGNETRON BEAM SWITCHING
TUBES

Thomas L. Francis, Richardson, and Charles L. Kettlcr

and George P. Sarrafian, Dalla«, Tex., assignors to

Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dalbu, T«x., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed July 14, 1960, Ser. No. 42,830

8 Claims. (CI. 328—103)

"-S.

.VB ii:0ID<'<Oli.
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1. In a computer having a distributor comprising a

plurality of magnetron beam switching tubes, each of

said magnetron beam switching tubes comprising an elec-

tronic switch having a plurality of positions, each of said

positions comprising a target, a spade, and a grid, each

of said magnetron beam switching tubes further com-

prising a cathode, each of said magnetron beam switch-

ing tubes being capable of forming an electron beam

flowing from its cathode and holding said electron beam

on one of said targets, said distributor further compris-

3,097,343
TRANSISTOR DISTRIBUTED AMPLIFIER

Boleslaw Marian Sosin, Great Baddow, and Roger Edwin
John Gerard, Chiswick, London, England, assignors to

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company Limited, Lon-
don, England, a British company

Filed Nov. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 72,202

Claims priority, application Great Britaic Feb. 9, 1960

6 Claims. (CI. 330—30)

1. A transistor distributed amplifier comprising an in-

put filter line, a plurality of transformers providing cur-

rent transformation between their primary and secondary

windings and having their primary windings connected

in series with said input filter line at different points there-

in, an output filter line having shunt arms thereof con-

stituted at least in part by transistor electrode capacities,

a plurality of transistors having their input electrodes con-

nected to receive signals from the secondary windings of

different ones of said transformers and their output elec-

trodes connected to different points along the output filter

line, said last mentioned points being so chosen that the

delays along the output filter line between said output

electrodes are substantially equal to the delays along the

input filter line between corresponding input electrodes,

means for applying signals to said input filter line and

means for taldng output from said output filter line.

3 097,344
AMPLIFYING ARRANGe'mENT FOR A PLURAL-

ITY OF INPUT SIGNALS
Hendrik Volkers, Emit van dcr Linden, Franciscus Gijs-

bertus, and Jaap Starreveld, all of Hilvcrsum, Nether-
lands, assignors to North American Philips Company,
Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dielaware

Filed Dec. 18, 1961, S«r. No. 159,902
Claims priority, application Netherlands Jan. 16, 1961

3 Claims. (CI. 330—30)
1. An amplifying arrangement for the amplified and

combined reproduction of three input signals, character-

ized in that the first input signal is applied only to the
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base of a first transistor operating in common collector

arrangement, that the second input signal is applied only

to the base of a second transistor operating in common
collector arrangement, and that the third signal is applied

both to the base of the first transistor and to that of the

second transistor, and the combination of the first and

third signals is taken from the emitter of the first tran-

sistor, the combination of the second and third signals is

taken from the emitter of the second transistor, and the

combination of at least the first and the second signals

is taken from the potential difference between the two

emitters of the transistors.

3,097,345
OSCILLATOR HAVING AMPLITUDE PROPOR-

TIONAL TO INPUT SIGNAL
Derek George Woodward Ingram, Harrow, England, as-

signor to The General Electric Company Limited, Lon-
don, England

FUed Aug. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 833,638
Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 15, 1958

6 Claims. (CI. 331—109)
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1 . An electric oscillator for supplying an electric oscil-

lation having an amplitude dependent upon the value of

a variable input signal, said oscillator comprising input

terminals to which said input signal is supplied during

operation of the oscillator, an amplifier having an input

circuit and an output circuit, circuit means connected

between said input terminals and the input circuit of the

amplifier, a variable impedance device which is included

in said circuit means and which has an "on" condition

wherein it presents an impedance to said input signal

such that substantially all of that signal is applied to the

amplifier and an "off" condition wherein it presents an

impedance to said input signal such that substantially

none of that signal is applied to the amplifier, control

means of said variable impedance device by which that

device is switched "off" and "on" respectively when a

signal is and is not applied to that control means, an

alternating current feedback path which is connected be-

tween the output circuit of the amplifier and said control

means and over which part of the amplified input signal

that is supplied by the amplifier only when said device is

"on" is applied to said control means to switch said de-

vice "off" so that the arrangement oscillates, and reso-

nance means included in said amplifier to determine the

frequency at which the arrangement oscillates.

792 O.G.—35

3,097,346
DISTRIBUTIO.N TRANSFORMER

Arnold L. Hurelick, Bridgeville, Herbert W. Dornbush,
Canonsburg, and John J. Zimsky, Bridgeville, Pa., as-

signors to McGraw-Edison Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,573

8 Claims. (CI. 336—68)

1. An electrical distribution transformer comprising,

in combination, a hollow cylindrical metallic casing open

at the upper end, a cup-shaped metallic cover having a

depending circumferential flange in telescoped relation

with the open end of said casing and being integrally

secured thereto with a metal-to-metal seal between said

flange and said casing, an insulating and cooling dielectric

fluid within said casing, a core and coil assembly includ-

ing a magnetic core linked by an electrical coil immersed

in said fluid within said casing, a lifting eye integral with

said cover, a lifting member integrally secured at its upper

end to said eye and to said cover and at its lower end

to said core and coil assembly for integrally suspending

said core and coil assembly from said cover, said eye

permitting lifting of said transformer and also permitting

untanking of said core and coil assembly from said casing

prior to integrally securing said cover to said casing,

primary insulating bushings each having an electrical con-

ductor extending therethrough protruding in spaced apart

relation through the upper wall of said cover and being

integrally secured in fluid-tight relation to said cover,

secondary insulating bushings each having an electrical

conductor extending therethrough' protruding in spaced

apart relation through said circumferential cover flange

and being integrally secured in fluid-tight relation there-

to, and electrical leads from said coil each of which is

integrally affixed to said electrical conductor of one of

said bushings, whereby it is unnecessary to break the

seal of said transformer in use and the danger of the

transformer breathing is minimized.

3,097,347
SUBSCRIBER CONTROLLED APPARATUS

Luther G. Slmjian, Greenwich, Conn., assignor to Uni-
versal Match Corporation, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation
of Delaware

Filed Sept. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 838,881
11 CLiims. (CI. 340—147)

5. In an apparatus of ihe type described, the combina-
tion of:

subscriber identification means having thereon a pre-

\
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arranged pattern of a plurality of groups of em-

bossings, each of said groups of embossings having

an independent code significance;

indexing means to select one of said groups for read

out;

signal discriminating and utilization means;

embossing sensing means coupled to said signal dis-

criminating and utilization means for reading out

said selected group of embossjngs and providing

code signals representative of said embossings to

said signal discriminating and utilization means; and

mutilating means mutilating said selected group of

embossings subsequent to said reading out, thereby

precluding subsequent additional reading out of said

selected group of embossings and provision of signals

representative of said embossings to said signal dis-

criminating and utilization means.

3,097,348
SECURE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Paul E. Fiske, 1059 Devonshire, San Diego, Calif.

Filed Aug. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 835,147
6 Claims. (CI. 340—164)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
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1. A secure communication system comprising pulse

generating means for generating at least two sets of a

plurality of pairs of pulses, the pairs of pulses of each

of said sets having a different predetermined timed rela-

tionship w;th resp)cct to each other, each of said plurality

of pairs of pulses adapted to modulate a transmitter car-

rier signal, a decoder comprising a plurality of selecting

circuits, each of said selecting circuits responsive to a

different one of said sets of pulses when detected by suit-

able receiving means, pulse shaping means connected to

the outputs of said selecting circuits, and indicating means

connected to the output of said pulse shaping means.

3 097 349
INFORMATION PROCESSING APPARATUS

Franz L. Putzrath, Oaklyn, and Thomas B. Martin, Col-

lingswood, NJ., assignors to Radio Corporation of
America, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Aug. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 134,368
9 Claims. (CI. 340—172.5)

Ml,

1. Electrical apparatus which simulates the cochlea,

said apparatus comprising a plurality of electrical circuit

neurons, means for separately exciting said neurons to re-

spond to different frequency components of an acoustic

electrical signal including a transmission line having suc-

cessive sections which pass successively lower frequencies

of said signal, and means for exciting and inhibiting dif-

ferent ones of said neurons with the signal passed, re-

sfxjctivcly, with a first and a second of different pairs of

adjacent sections of said line.

3,097,350
MAGNETIC CORE REGISTERS

Harold Noel Coates, East Giinatead, England, assignor

to International Computers and Tabulators Limited,

London, England, a company of Great Britain

Filed May 24, 1961, Ser. No. 112,433
Claims priority, application Great Britain June 23, 1960

4 CUims. (CI. 340—174)
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1. A magnetic core register comprising a plurality of

magnetic storage cores each for storing a binary digit

and arranged in a series, a plurality of drive windings, one

for each core, each drive winding being threaded twice in

the same sense through its core to produce a field in one

direction and except for the drive winding of the lowest

core of the series, being threaded in the opposite sense

through the next lower core to produce a field in the

opposite direction, an additional drive winding threaded

through the highest core to produce a field in said op-

posite direction, a bias winding threading all the cores, a

source of bias current connected to said bias winding and
operable to produce therein a field in said one direction in

each core, a write winding threading all the cores, write

circuits connected to said write winding and operable to

produce therein a field in said oi^xtsite direction in each

core, a read-out winding threading all the cores, and a

drive pulse generator connected to the drive windings and

operable to energise them in sequence whereby on ener-

gisation of a drive winding, other than the lowest and the

highest, the change of field is greater in the highir one of

the pair of cores threaded by that drive winding so that a

switching field is built up in said higher core in said one
direction to read a digit from that core and, if the write
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winding is energised, a switching field is built up in the

lower core of the pair in said opposite direction to write

a digit into the lower core.

3,097,351
REMOTE METERING APPARATUS

Theodore Barabutes, Morris Township, Morris County,

and Andrew Kulick, Jr., Passaic, NJ!, assignors to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh,

Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania
* Filed Jan. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 789,698

6 Claims. (CI. 340—207)

3,097352
APPARATUS FOR DETECTING ENGINE FAILURE

William Krasnahu^, 5217A Spruce St.,

Philadelphia 29, Pa.

Filed Apr. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 115,279

1 Claim. (CI. 340—236)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

flowing through a pipeline without interfering with the rate

of fluid How through the pipeline comprising in combina-

tion:

(a) an insulating body;

{b) a threaded insulating plug, said plug being spaceu

from said body;

(c) a plurality of wires embedded in said body and
plug and extending through said plug to form termi-

nals, said wires being parallel in a plane to form a

grid;

^d) a pipe, having a threaded opening, said threaded

opening mating said threaded plug for positioning

said grid within said pipe and closing said pipe;

(e) circuit means connected to said terminals;

(/) a power source;

(g) a lamp connected in series with said power source

and said grid by said circuit means whereby any min-

ute electrical conductive impurities present in the fluid

will strike the grid thereby closing the circuit and

indicating their presence.

1 . In an electrical system, a source of alternating volt-

age having a frequency variable in accordance with the

magnitude of a measured quantity, converter means con-

nected for energization from said source to produce a

•direct voltage having a magnitude dependent upon said

frequency, a measuring instrument connected for ener-

gization in accordance with said direct voltage magnitude

to provide an indication of said frequency, said instru-

ment being actuated substantially independently of the

magnitude of said source voltage above a predetermined

voltage magnitude and actuated dependently of the mag-

nitude of said source voltage below said predetermined

voltage . magnitude, and control means operable in re-

sponse to a preselected change in the magnitude of said

source voltage below said predetermined voltage magni-

tude to effect a zero indication of said instrument.

3,097,353
RELAY CONTROL CIRCUIT

Howard J. Carter, Newport Beach, Calif., assignor to

Epsco Incorporated, Cambridge, Mass., a corporation

of Massachusetts
Filed Apr. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 103,276

4 Clahns. (CI. 340—253)

1. In a multi-plexing system of the type employing a

plurality of selector relays to connect a selected input

channel to the system's output, fault detecting apparatus

comprising a comparison relay, a differentia] amplifier

for comparing the current flowing through the winding of

the comparison relay and the current flowing through the

windings of the selector relays, the diflFerential amplifier

determining when an unbalance exists, means providing

an input enabling signal to the system, a flip-flop having

one input coupled to the output of the differential ampli-

fier, switching means responsive to the enabling signal

for connecting a source of current to all the relay wind-

ings, means for gating the enabling signal to the switching

means, and the flip-flop being connected to inhibit the

gating means in response to an output from the diflferen-

tial amplifier caused by an unbalance.

/

A system for detecting the presence of minute electrical-

ly conductive impurities contained in a fluid which is

3,097,354
COOPERATIVE COLLISION AVOIDANCE

SYSTEM
David P. Blowncy, Huntington Station, Richard S. Bran-

nin, East Williston, John J. Morronc, Elmhurst, James
C. WUcox, Bellerose, and Joseph E. Zupanicli, West-

bury, N.Y., assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation,

Great Necl(, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
Filed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,779

11 Claims. (CI. 343—6.5)

5. Apparatus for commanding the maneuver to be un-

dertaken by a first aircraft to avoid collision with each of
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other aircraft, said apparatus comprising means carried

by said first aircraft for transmitting to other aircraft

electromagnetic energy having a predetermined character-

istic representing the altitude of said first aircraft, means

carried by each said second aircraft for receiving said

energy and for developing in response thereto a first sig-

nal representing the altitude information conveyed by

said energy, means for generating a second signal repre-
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senting the altitude of said second aircraft, signal com-

parator means, means for applying said first and second

signals to said comparator means, said comparator means

producing an output signal when said first and second sig-

nals differ from each other by less than a predetermined

amount, said output signal having a characteristic repre-

senting the sense of the altitude difference between said

first and second aircrdft. means for transmitting said out-

put signal back to said first aircraft, means carried by

said first aircraft for detecting said transmitted output

signal to extract the altitude information conveyed there-

by, said last-named means producing a first control sig-

nal when the altitude of said second aircraft is higher than

that of said first aircraft and producing a second control

signal when the altitude of said second aircraft is lower

than that of said first aircraft, first means coupled to

said means for detecting for storing said first control sig-

nal, second means coupled to said means for detecting

for storing said second control signal, first, second and
third signal utilization means, and means connected to

both said control signal storing means and to each said

' (O-I JOT ! lOt : lU I X 'O l*°

utilization means for selectively applying said first control

signal to said first utilization means, said second control

signal to said third utilization means, and both said first

and second control signals to said second utilization

means.

3,097,355
APPARATUS FOR AERIAL SURVEY RADAR

DISTANCE MEASUREMENT
Gilbert Louis Hobrough, Oshawa, Ontario, and Fred
Manley Hanna, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, assignors,

by mesne assignments, to Hunting Survey Corporation

Limited, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
FUcd Mar. 6, 1957, Scr. No. 644,366

3 Claims. (CI. 343—73)
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1. In a pulse radar range measuring apparatus adapted

for survey aircraft use to indicate the clearance height of

the aircraft above a terrain surface: a dual channel ampli-

fier adapted to amplify a radar echo pulse signal in each

channel thereof; a range indicating device; means pro-

viding a control signal proportional to the range indicated

by said device; means providing a timing reference signal;

means providing at predetermined spacings in time a

controlled reference sweep signal responsive to said refer-

ence signal and said control signal; means responsive

to said controlled reference sweep signal for increasing

the amplification of one channel of said amplifier while

proportionally decreasing the amplification of the other

channel thereof; means normally biasing said channels

for equal amplification thereby at a predetermined timing
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in each controlled reference sweep signal; means pro-

viding an error signal responsive to the relative ampli-

fication of said echo pulse signal by said amplifier chan-

nels and hence responsive to a laclc of coincidence of said

controlled reference sweep signal and the centre of said

echo signal; and means driving said range indicating de-

vice responsive to said error signal to change said con-

trol signal effecting coincidence of said sweep signal

and said echo signal thereby reducing said error signal

to zero.

3,097356
RADAR RECEIVER SYSTEM

Laurence J. Ruisinger, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Texas In-

struments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Nov. 18, 1958, Ser. No. 774,698

10 Claims. (CI. 343—100)

one selected point usable in directing aircraft in a closed

path around a second selected point comprising the steps

of, transmitting from said one selected point range and

bearing information, receiving said information and de-

riving electrical signals representing a vector indicating

the position of said aircraft relative to said first point,

deriving electrical signals representing a vector indicating

the position of said second point relative to said first

point, vectorially adding said vectors to provide a course

vector indicating instantaneous position of said aircraft

with respect to said second point and utilizing said course

vector signals for directing said craft in a closed path

around said second point.

3,097,357

AIRCRAFT POSITION DETERMINING
APPARATUS

Robert G. Dumal, Catonsville, Md., assignor to Westing-

bouse Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania
FUed Jan. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 82,021

2 Claims. (CI. 343—112)

1. In combination with a multi-bom antenna, an an-

tenna beam sharpening system comprising a first circuit

for developing a first input signal proportional to the en-

ergy received by one horn of the multi-horn antenna, a

second circuit for developing a second input signal pro-

portional to the energy received by another horn of the

multi-hom antenna, a first channel having summing

means responsive to said input signals for producing a

sum signal proportional to the sum of said input signals, a

second channel also responsive to said input signals and

having an amplifying means for producing an amplified

output signal for each of said input signals, means for

applying each of said input signals to a different one

of said amplifying means, means for increasing and de-

creasing the gain of each said amplifying means as the

input signals applied to the other of said amplifying means

decrease and increase respectively, subtracting means for

generating a difference signal proportional to the differ-

ence between the output signals from said amplifying

means, and means for generating a signal proportional

to the difference between said sum and difference signals.

3,097,358
FUSE BEARING ANTENNA

Arthur S. Zamanalios, 2809 S. 8th St., Ariington, Va.

FUed Oct. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 65,867

5 Claims. (CI. 343—119)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

5. In apparatus for homing on a source of electromag-

netic wave energy, a plurality of spiral antennas having

a discontinuity in at least one conductor of each, means

for amplifying signals picked up by the antennas, means

for comparing amplified signals from two of the antennas

to derive guidance control signals for the homing appa-

ratus, a plurality of current responsive disconnect means

for bridging the spiral antenna discontinuities whereby

the connections across the discontinuities are broken

upon the occurrence of preselected current flow there-

through, and means for applying a destruct signal to said

disconnect means to cause the connections through all

of said disconnect means to be broken simultaneously.

3,097^59
AXIAL COMPRESSOR

Ellsworth C. Cowles, Coming, and Ralph F. Voggen-

thaler. Painted Post, N.Y., assignors to Ingersoll-Rand

Company, «JSew Yorli, N.Y., a corporation ~' *^'~~

Jersey
FUed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,546

13 CUims. (CI. 230—143)

of New

1 A method of providing information from a source I. An elastic fluid compressor of the screw rotor type.

of signals having range and bearing information from comprisii»g a casing having parallel intersectmg bores with
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inlet and discharge passages at opposite ends thereof, in-

terengaging male and female rotors in said bores and pro-

viding a direct drive therebetween, a drive shaft rotatably

mounted at the inlet end of the casing, a helical drive

gear fixed to said drive shaft and rotated thereby, each of

said rotors having a shaft extending axially at each rotor

end, a helical driven gear on the male rotor shaft at the

inlet end of the casing and in mesh with said drive gear

wherein the helix angle of the gear teeth acts to produce

axial thrust toward the discharge end, straight radial load

bearings on said shaft at both the inlet and discharge ends

of the casing, and an additional bearing on a shaft of

each rotor to counteract thrust in the direction of the

casing inlet end.

y^
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195,617
WALL MOUNTED URINAL

Leroy O. Eger, 2225 Jernigan Road, Jacksoaville 7, Fla.

Filed July 6, 1961, Ser. No. 65,822

Term of patent 14 years

(CLD4—5)

195,620
CHAIR OR THE LIKE

Dave Chapman, Chicago, and Kim Yamasaki, Lombard,

III., assignors to The Brunswick Corporation, Chicago,

III., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Nov. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 67,735

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D15—1)

195,618
WOMAN'S OVERSHOE

Slade, Naugatuck, Conn., assignor to United
lew Yorii, N.Y., a corpora-

Duncan E
States Rubber Compan;
tion of New Jersey t

Filed Sept. 22, IWI, Ser. No. 66,805

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D7—4)

l#l,

195,621
ADJUSTABLE OTTOMAN

Murray Langbaum, East Hills, N.Y., assignor to Nova
Products Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

Filed July 27, 1961, Ser. No. 66,099

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D15—8)

195,619
PULL

John R. Morgan, Chicago, HI., assignor to Amerock Cor-

poration, Rockford, III., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Nov. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 67,364

Term of patent 14 years

(CL DIO—8)

195,622
TEST TUBE RACK

John V. Wing, 1610 Longfellow St., Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 72,790

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D16—1)

529
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195,623
Dl Al. TERMINAL CONNECTOR LUG

Ignazio Leonardo, Mountainside, N'J., assignor to The
Thomas & Betts Co., Incorporated, Elizabeth, NJ., a
corporation of New Jersey

Filed Dec. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 72,902
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D26— 1)

195,626
PLAQUE

Sylvia H. Hood, 527 S. Fairoaks, Pasadena, Calif.
Filed Oct. 21, 1957, Ser. No. 48,199

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D29—23)

195,624
PRINTING MACHINE

Walter Behr and Helmut Keitel, Wilhelmshaven, Ger-
many, assignors to Olympia Werke A.G., Wilhelms-
haven, Germany

Filed Oct. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 62,541
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D26—5)

195,627
MUZZLE BRAKE

Clifford L. Ashbrook, 5027 Cheena St., and Wilson
Wing, 33 E. Ri.vercrest, both of Houston, Tex.

Filed Dec. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 72,718
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D30— 1)

195,628
BIRD FEEDER

Frederic Andreae, Winslow, Wash.
(10787 64th Ave. N., Urgo, Fla.)

Filed Apr. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 64,746
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D31—2)

195,625
PLAQUE

Sylvia H. Hood, 527 S. Fairoaks, Pasadena, Calif.
Filed Oct. 21, 1957, Ser. No. 48,195

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D29—23)
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195,629
DEVICE FOR LIFTING GOLF BALLS

John E. Borah, 815 MIshawaka Ave., Mishawaka, Ind.

Filed Oct. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 67,012

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D34—5)

195,633
PLAYGROUND CLIMBER

Wayne Haubert, MiflRintown, Pa., assignor to The Mexico
Forge, Inc., Mexico, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Mar. 19, 1963, Ser. No. 74,049
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D34—5)

195,630
BALL GAME APPARATUS

Kelley M. Holland, 4649 Biona Drive, San Diego, Calif.

Filed Oct. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 72,309

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D34—5)

195,634
SET OF PLAYING CARDS

Cornell Saxon, 5 Halcyon Place, Yonkers, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 72,123

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D34—13)

195,631

INDOOR HORSESHOE GAME TARGET
Harold Warren Klingaman, 780 17th St., Primghar, Iowa

FUed Nov. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 72,551

Term of patent 3Vi years
(CLD34—5)
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195,632
GAME BOARD

John C. Clark, 3470 NW. 3rd St., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Filed Feb. 12, 1963, Ser. No. 73,561

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D34—5)

195,635
SALAD TONGS

John W. Moyer, 687 Chenery, San Francisco, Calif.

FUed Apr. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 69,841

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D44-^)
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195,636 195,64«
CASSEROLE DISHWASHER

Jens H. Quistgaard, Meggen, Lucerne, Switzerland, assign- Duane A. James, Richardson, Tex., assignor, by mesne
or to Dansk Ovenware, Inc., Great Neck, N.Y., a cor- assignments, to Ling-Temco-Vougbt, Inc., Dallas, Tex.,

poration of New York a corporation of Delaware
Filed Dec. 7, 1962, Ser. No. 72,765 Filed Dec. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 67,794

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44— 15) ^ (CI. D49— 1)

195,637
ICE BUCKET OR THE LIKE

Marten Gottsegen, Chicago, III., assignor to Gotham In-

dustries, Inc., Chicago, III., a corporation of New York
Filed Feb. 11, 1963. Ser. No. 73,512

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44—15)

195,641
PORTABLE DRYING REEL FOR FISHING LINE

Lee O. Pyle, 6507 Mossrose, Houston, Tex.

Filed July 16, 1962, Ser. No. 70,928
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D49—1)

195,638
COMBLNED TABLE CRUMBER AND

BOTTLE OPENER
Fred M. Miller and Peter M. Cameron, Baltimore, Md.;

Alice Miller, executrix of the estate of the said Fred M.
Miller, deceased

Filed Oct. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 62,614

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44—24)

195,642
COMBINED FINGERPRINTING AND FRAUD

TECTOR FOR CHECK IDENTIFICATION
Edward A. Essad, 1516 N. Hobart, Hollywood, Calif

Filed Mar. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 69,456
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D52—1)

DE-

195,639
BASKET FOR WASHING MACHINE PARTS

John Andrew Ware, Grain Valley, Mo.
Filed May 9, 1961, Ser. No. 65,082

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D49—1)
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195,643
STAMP VENDING MACHINE

Lloyd J. Andres, Miami, Fla., assignor to American

Sumatra Tobacco Corporation, East Hartford, Conn., a

corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 69,165

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D52—3)

195,645
TORQUE TESTER

Edward T. AWe, Denver, Colo., assignor to B. K. Sweeney
Mfg. Co., Denver, Colo., a corporation of Colorado

Filed Aug. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 71,419

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D52—6)

195,646
FOLDABLE TRAVERSING SCREEN

James Hirashiki, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Universe

Products Company, Los Angeles, Calif., a limited part-

nership
Filed Feb. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 68,750

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D54—2)

195,644
BRAKE DRUM WEAR LIMIT GAGE

George L. Marshall, Warwick, and Irving M. Leven,

Providence, R.I., assignors to The Central Tool Com-
pany, Cranston, R.I., a corporation of Rhode Island

Filed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 68,165

Term of patent 3V6 years

(CL D51—6)

!

V)

car

195,647
ANCHOR HOLDER

Wilfred A. Hanggi, 728 Van Buren, St. Paul, Minn.
Filed Dec. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 72,753

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D54—11)
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195,648
( OMBINKD TELEVISION RECEIVER AND

SCREEN COVER THEREFOR
Robert E. Doyle, Willow Grove, Pa., assignor to Phlico

Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Dela-
ware

Filed June 25, 1962, Ser. No. 70,659
Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D56—4)

195,651
BOTTLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

\ictor Koenigsberg, Franklin Square, N.Y., assignor to
Colgate-Palmolive Company, New Yorlt, N.Y., a cor-
poration of Delaware

Filed Sept. 21, 1962, Ser. No. 71,807
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D5»—6)

195,649
BOTTLE

Gilbert \V. Lindemann, 1032 Iowa Ave. W.,
St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Mar. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 69,043
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—6)

195,652
BOTTLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Alfred D. Sterges, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Purex
Corporation, Ltd., Lakewood, Calif., a corporation of
California

Filed Aug. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 71,258
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—8)

195,650
BOTTLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Victor koenigsberg, Franklin Square, N.V., assignor to
Colgate-Palmolive Company, New York, N.Y., a cor-
poration of Delaware

Filed Sept. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 71,561
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—6)

195,653
WASTE BASKET COVER

Theodore J. Tomaiuolo, 51-B Governor St.,

East Hartford, Conn.
Filed Jan. 8, 1963, Ser. No. 73,092

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D58—26)
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195,654
COMBINED EXHAUST FAN AND HOUSING

John Maynard Morrison, Carss Park, near Sydney, New
South Wales, Australia, assignor to Centriflo Pty. Lim-
ited, Brighton-le-Sands, near Sydney, New South Wales,

Australia, a company of Australia

Filed May 29, 1962, Ser. No. 70,342
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D62—4)

195,658
FROZEN CONFECTION

James S. Merritt, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to The James
S. Merritt Company, Kansas City, Mo., a corporation
of Missouri

Filed Feb. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 68,999
Term of patent 14 years _

(CI. D82—2)

195,655
MORSE CODE SIGNALLING LIGHT
Charles L. Cleck, Pacific Palisades, Calif.

(1540 Sagebrush Road, Palm Springs, Calif.)

Filed Apr. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 69,581

Term of patent 14 years

(€1. D72—1)

it

195,656
MORSE CODE SIGNALLING LIGHT
Charles L. Cleek, Pacific Palisades, Calif.

(1540 Sagebrush Road, Palm Springs, Calif.)

FUed Oct. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 72,018
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D72—1)

195,659
SUPPOSITORY

Charles L. Weckesser, 20 Hayes St., Norwich, N.Y.
Filed Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 67,700

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D83—1)

V

195,660
INFANT BOTTLE HOLDER

Howard L. Martin, 1716 Driscoll, Houston, Tex.
Filed Jan. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 68,301

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D83—8)

195,657
ELECTRIC BUFFET RANGE

James H. Sullivan, Lake Forest, III., assignor to Dominion
Electric Corporation, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Nov. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 72,388

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D81—10)
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195,661
VEHICLE TIRE

Charles G. Wyman, Devon, and Orris H. Johnson, Wayne,
Pa., assignors to Lee Rubber & Tire Corporation, Con-
shohoclten. Pa., a corporation of New Yorl(

Filed Feb. 25, 1963, Ser. No. 73,709
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D90—20)

195,662
VEHICLE TIRE

Charles G. Wyman, Devon, and Orris H. Johnson, Wayne,
Pa., assignors to I>ee Rubber & Tire Corporation, Con-
shohocken, Pa., a corporation of New York

Filed Feb. 25, 1963, Ser. No. 73,710
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. 090^20)

NOTB.

. LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 9th DAY OF JULY, 1963

-Arranged In accordance with tlie ttrst Bigniflcant character or word of the name (in accordance with city and
telephone directory practice).

BournB. Marian E. Electrical reaiator. Re. 25,412, 7-»-«3, Relneman, Richard G., and G. E. Schaefer, to Brunswick Corp
CI. 338—160.

Bromfleld, Morton S. Method of manufacturing stioea.

25,411, 7-9-63, CI. 12—142.
Brunswick Corp. : See

—

Relneman, Richard G.. and Schaefer. Re. 26,414.

Table or the like. Re. 26,414, 7-9-63. CI. D34

Re. Schaefer, George E. : See

—

Relneman, Richard G., and Schaefer. Re. 25,414.

Sogn, Leland T. Quarti pleaoelectrlc element. Be. 26,413,
7-6-63, CI. 310—9.5.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES

195.620.

196,638.

. 195,644.

Corp.

D34—5.

195,65.').

195,656,

Able, Edward T., to B. K. Sweeney Mfg. Co. Torque tester.

195,645, 7-9-63, CI. D52—6.

American Sumatra Tobacco Corp. : 8ee--
Andres, Uoyd J. 195,643.

Amerock Corp. : See

—

Morgan, John R. 195,619.
Andreae. Frederic. Bird feeder. 195,628. 7-9-63^ CI. D31—2.

Andres. Lloyd J., to American Sumatra Tobacco Corp. Stamp
vending machine. 195,643. 7-9-63, CI. D52—3.

Ashbrook, Clifford L., and W. G. Wing. Mu*zle brake.

195,627, 7-9-63, CI. D30— 1.

Behr, Walter, and H. Keltel, to Olympla Werke A.G. Print
Ing machine. 195,624. 7-9-63, CI. D26—5.

Borah, John E. Device for lifting golf balls. 196,629,
7-9-63, CI. D34—6.

Brunswick Corp., The : See

—

Chapman, Dave, and Yamasakl.
Cameron, Peter M. : See—

Miller, Fred M., and Cameron.
Central Tool Co., The : See—

Marshall, George L., and Leven
Ontrlflo Pty. Ltd. : See

—

Morrison, John M. 195,654.
Chapman, Dave, and K. Yamasakl, to The Brunswick

Chair or the like. 195.620, 7-9-63, CI. D15— 1.

Clark, John C. Game board. 195,632, 7-9-63, CI.

Cleek. Charle« L. Morse code signalling light.

7-9-63, CI. D72—1.

Cleek, Charles L. Morse code signalling light.

7-9-63, CT. D72— 1.

Colgate-Palmolive Co. : See

—

Koenigsberg, Victor. 195,660.
Koenigsberg. Victor. 195,651.

Danak Ovenware, Inc. : See

—

QuistKaard. Jens H. 196,636.
Dominion Electric Corp. : See

—

Sullivan, James H. 196,657.
Doyle Robert E., to Phllco Corp. Combined television

reiver and ncreen cover therefor. 195,648, 7-9-63,
D86—4.

Eger, Leroy O. Wall mounted urinal. 195,617, 7-9-63,
D4—5.

Essad, Edward A. Combined fingerprinting and fraud
tector for check identification. 195,642, 7-9-63.
D52— 1.

Gotham Industries, Inc. : See—
GotUegen, Marten. 196,637.

Gottsegen, Marten, to Gotham Industries, Inc.

the like. 195.637. 7-9-63, CI. D44 -15.

Hanggi, Wilfred A, Anchor holder. 195,647
D54— 11.

Haubert, Wayne, to The Mexico Korge, Inc. Playground
climber. 195,633, 7-9-63, CI. D34—5.

Hlrashlkl. James, to Universe Products Co. Foldable tra-

versing screen. 195,646, 7-9-63, CI. D54—2.

Holland, Kelley M. Ball game apparatus. 195,630, 7-9-63,
CI. D34— 5.

Hood, SylvU H. Plaque. 195,625, 7-9-63, C\. E>29—23.
Hood, Sylvia H. Plaque. 196,626, 7-9-63, CI. D29—23.

Jamea, Duane A., to Ling-Temco-Vouglit, Inc. Dishwasher.
195,640, 7-9-63, CI. D49— 1.

Johnson, Orris H. : See

—

Wyman, Charles G., and Johnson. 195.661.
Wyman, Charles G.. and Johnson. 195,662.

Keltel, Helmut : See

—

Behr, Walter, and Keitel. 195,624.

Kllngaman, Harold W. Indoor horseshoe game target. 196,-

631, 7-9-63, CI. D34—6.

Koenigsberg, Victor, to Colgate-Palmolive Co. Bottle or simi-

lar article. 195.650, 7-9-63, CI. D58—6.

Koenigsberg, Victor, to Colgate-Palmolive Co. Bottle or simi-

lar article. 196.661, 7-9-63, CI. D68—6.

Langbaum, Murray, to Nova Products Corp. Adjustable
ottoman. 195,621, 7-9-63, CI. D15—8.

re-

el.

CI.

de-
Cl.

Ice bucket or

7-9-63. CI.

Lee Rubber k Tire Corp. : See

—

Wyman. Charles G., and Johnson. 196,661.
Wyman, Charles G. and Johnson. 196,662.

Leonardo, Ignazlo, to The Thomas k Betts Co., Inc. Dual
terminal connector lug. 196.623, 7-9-63, CI. D26— 1.

Leven, Irving M. : See—
Marshall, George L., and Leven. 195,644.

Llndemann, Gilbert W. Bottle. 195,649, 7-9-63. CI. D58—

6

Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. : See

—

James, I>uane A. 196,640.
Marshall. George L., and I. M. Leven. to The Central Tool

Co. Brake drum wear limit gage. 195,644, 7-9-63, CI.

D52—6.
Martin, Howard L. Infant bottle holder. 195,660, 7-9-63,

Merritt, James S.. to The James S. Merrltt Co. FVoaen con-
fection. 195,658, 7-9-63, CI. D82— 2.

Merritt. James S.. Co., The : See

—

Merritt, James S. 195,656.
Mexico Forge, Inc., The : See

—

Haubert, Wayne. 195,633.
Miller, Fred M.. deceased (A. Miller, executrix), and P. M.

Cameron. Combined table crumber and bottle opener.
195,638, 7-9-63. CI. D44—24.

Morgan, John R., to Amerock Corp. Pull. 195,619, 7-9-63,
CI. DIO—8.

Morrison, John M., to Centriflo Pty. Ltd. Combined ex-
haust fan and housing. 195.654. 7-9-63, CI. D62—4.

Moyer, John W. Salad tongs. 195.635, 7-9-63, CI. D44—4.

•Nova Products Corp. : See

—

Langbaum, Murray. 196,621.

Olymoia Werke A.G. : See

—

Behr. Walter, and Keltel. 195,624.

Philco Corp. : See

—

Doyle, Robert E. 196,648.

Purex Corp., Ltd. : See

—

Sterges, Alfred D. 195,652.

Pyle, Lee O. I'ortable drying reel for fishing line. 195,641,
7-9-63, CI. D49— 1.

(Julstgaard, Jens H., to Dansk Ovenware, Inc. Casserole.
195.636, 7-9-63, CI. D44— 15.

Saxon, Cornell. .Set of playing cards. 195,634, 7-9-63, CS.
D34— 13.

Slade, Duncan E.. to United States Rubber Co. Woman's
overshoe. 195,618, 7-9-63, CI. D7—4.

Sterges, Alfred D., to Purex Corp., Ltd. Bottle or similar
article. 19.5,652, 7-9-63, CI. D58—8.

Sullivan. James H. to Dominion Electric Corp. Electric
buffet range. 195,0.')7, 7-9-63, CI. D81—10.

Sweeney, B. K., Mfg. Co. : See-
Able. Edward T. 195,645.

Thomas & Betts Co.. Inc., The : See

—

Leonardo, Ipnazio. 195,623.

Tomaiuolo, Theodore J. Waste twsket cover. 195,653, 7-9-
«3, CI. D58—26.

United States Rubber Co. : See—
Slade, Duncan E. 195,618.

Universe Products Co. : See

—

Hlrashlkl. James. 195,646.

Ware, John A. Basket for washing machine parts. 195,639,
7-9-63, CI. D49— 1.

Weckesser, Charless L. Suppository. 195,669, 7-9-63, CI.
D83— 1.

Wing, John V. Test tube rack. 195,622, 7-9-63, CI. D16— 1.

\\'ing, Wilson (i. : Nee—
Ashbrook. Clifford L., and Wing. 195,627

Wyman, Charles G., and O. H. Johnson, to Lee Rubber k'
D90—20.

Rubber k
D90—20.

Tire Corp. Velilcle tire.

Wyman, Charles (;., and O
Tire Corp. Vehicle tire.

Yam.Tsakl, Klni : See

—

Chapman, Dave, and Yamasakl

195.661, 7-9-63. Cl.

H. Johnson, to Lee
195.662, 7-9-63, CT.

196,620.
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ACF Industries, Inc. : See—
FltzRernld, John B., and Compton. 3,096,722.
White, Jack M., and Johnson. 8,096.721.

.Viiiiinr, Olav ('., to Independence Foundation and Koppers Co.,
Inc. .Mi'tjilliirKicHl proeesK. .S,097,090, 7-i»-^i;{, CI 7."(-

.!.'(

Aapro. Anttl. Metal fthears. 3,096^81, 7-9-63, n. 30—261.
Abbott. John A., V. R. Bunnelle, T. E. Rotor's. Jr. H. B.

Brooks, and \V. J. Fowler, to FMC Corp. Weight cnecklne
and correrting; apparatus. 3,096,837. 7-9-63. CI. 177—62.

.\bbott Laboratories : See

—

Lynch, Matthew J. 3,097,185.
Von i;8( h. Anne M., and Sherman. 3,097,214.

.\bdalian, Noubar : See

—

Shields, Seboueh S. 3,097,164.
Abdallan, Robert v. : See

—

Shields, Sebor.ffh S. 3,097,164.
Aberle, Earl J. : See—

Lenz. Carl. 3.096.795.
AbramltlH. Walter W. : See—

Reck, Richard A., Abramltls. and WUhemy. 3.097,088.
Accountlus. Oliver E., to Chilean NHrate Sales <'orp. Oil

nurlflcation process. 3.097,1.^7, 7-9-«>3, CI. "JOg— 182.
A<ianis, Camplieli V., to Vulcan Iron Works Inc. Power ham

mer. 3,096,831, 7-9-63, <'l. 173—127.
Adcock, John L.. to Wickman Ltd. Means for depositing hard

metal on another metal body bv electric sparks. 3,097,291,
7-9-63. CI. 219—76.

Aeroprojocts Inc. : See

—

Jones, James B. 3,096,672.
Ahlstone, Arthur G., and M. R. Jones, to Cameron Iron Works,

Inc. Pipe joini hnvlnjj remote control coupllnjr means.
3,096.t)9!», 7-9-63, CI. 285—24.

AJouelo, Davis J., r,07c to I'. Bregman, and 25% to J. Hazan.
Automatic nailing machines. 3,096,522, 7-9-63, CI. 1—29

Albiani, Peter : See—
Beede. Jefts G and Alblanl. 3,097,038.

Albright. William R., an.l H. F. Szczepanski. Layout gauge.
3,096.586 7-9-63, a. 33—26.

Alderman, Robert E., to The Singer Mfg. Oo. Rotary solenoid
actuated switches. 3,097.278, 7-9-63, (n. 200 105

Aldrich, Adelbert. R. Schwarz. Jr., and W. H. Go:tschalk. to
Falcon Plastic Produi ts. Plastic ware for scientific use.
3.097.070, 7 9-«3, CI. 23—253.

Alflerl, Giuseppe, to Fabbrica Italiana Magnetl Marelli S.p.A.
Pneumatic devjiv to brake or unbrake a trailer. 3,097,020,
7-9-63, CI. 303—29.

Allanl Instrument Corp. : See

—

Skroblsch, Alfred. 3.096,594.
Alle^eny Ludlum .Steel Corp. : See—

Dyrkacz, Wasll W.. Hastings, and Pitler. 3,097,092.
Allen. R.ihert R , R, J Bell, and R. B. Donohue. Jr , to Aiider

.<,()» 7

01. 9-

C. C. Boswell, Jr., to
Rotor blade for rotary-
Cl. 170—135.4.

sou. <"layton & Co. Shortening and agent therefor
098. 7-9-63 CI. 99—123.

Allied Chemical Corp. : See

—

MacC.regor, Rob R. 3,097,147.
Allmanna Svenska F:iektriska Aktlebolaget : See—

Lundblad Erik. 3,090,544.
Almgren, Louis E. Watt r .ikls. 3,096,530. 7-9-63

310.
Altlerl, James V., Jr., to I'nlted Aircraft Corp. Special tech-

nique for casting impeller blade pa.ssages. 3,096 548 7-9-
63, CI. 22—193.

»- s
,

, ,

Amann. Charles A., and J. W. Scheel, to General Motors Corp
High speed land transportation system and vehicle therefor
3,096 728, 7-9-63, CI. 104—134.

Amer. Kenneth B.. S. B. Chris, and
Hughes Tool Co.. .Viroraft nivislon.
winged aircraft. 3.096.826, 7-9-63

American Air Filter Co., Inc. : See—
.McKenna. Frederic W. 8.096.817.

American Bosch Arma Corp. : Bee- -
Chmura, Theodore S. 3,096,716.

American Chain & Cable Co Inc : See—
<\iffev RMlr)h J 3.09rt.B12

American Cyanamld <"o. : See-

—

Rowkley, Herbert L.. and Merryweather. 3 097 121
Duclyak, Michael. 3,097,161.

.
«» .i-si.

Horrinan, Joseph A., and Bowkley. 3 097 120
Kennerly, Geo ge W., Hoffenberg, and Gleckler. 3,097

American EIctronlfT! Inc. : See

—

Shefke, Robert A. 3,096,863.
American .Machine Sc Foundry Oo. : See

—

Benlth. Benedict R. 3,090,802
IVarsley, George. 3,096,770.

American Potash & Chemical Corp. : .S'ee

—

Sllvernail. Walter L. 3,097,083.
American Radiator & Standanl Sanitary Corp • flfee

Nelden, Richard M. 3,096,620.
Weller, Peter A. 3,096,686.

American Sterilizer Co. : See

—

Crankshaw, John H. 3,098.991.

11

Ametek, Inc. : See

—

Sebok, Albert L., and Daugherty. 3,096,929.
Ampex Corp. : See

—

Clark. Harold V., Roisen, and Varnell. 3.097.267.
Amlrault. Maxime. and P. Destoumieux. Assembling a flange

on a hub, particularly in the manufacture of pump turbines.
3 096,570 7-9-€S, C\. 29—156.8.

Anderson, C layton & Co. : See

—

Allen, Robert R., Bell, and Donohue. 3,097,098.
Anderson, (Jllbert O., to Stewart Warner Corp. Centering

control. 3,098,871. 7-9-63. V\. 198—34.
Anderson, Roy N., to C. Kenner. and W, C. Ewers. Trash cut-

ter for a pump. 3,096,718, 7-9-63, <Jl. 103—111.
Arborelius, .Mftus M., and C. E. Lundgpen. Valve arrange
ment for breathing devic»'S. 3,096,7(8. 7-9-63, CI. 187-
63.

Armen Ardy, and F. A. Ehlers. to The Dow Chemical C\).
Graft copolymers comprised of certain acrylamli'.e and
nifithacrylamlde monomers on polyvlnyllactams and im-
proved acrylonitrile polymer composi'lona obtainable there-
with. 3,097,185, 7-9-63, CI. 260—45.8.

Armour and Oo. : See

—

Banrson, Robert E , and Jonaitis. 3.097,162.
Reck, Richard A., Abramltls, and Wilhemy. 3,097,088.-

Arne, Christian, to Chicago Bridge A Iron Co. Squaroid type
liquid storage tank. 3.096.901. 7-9-63. CI. 220—18

Assalinl. (Jluseppe, to Rohm A Haas Co. Process for purify-
ing sugar. 3,0»7,1 14. 7-9-63, CI. 127—46.

AsseTln, Maurice : See-
(ireffe, Andr4, Asselln, and Grandjacques. 3,096,5.')0.

Asso<iate<l KiiHtrical liidu.stries (Manchester) Ltd • See
Chasmar, Reginald 1'.. and Cohen. 3,097,296

Astheimer, Rol>ert W, : See
Lowensteln, Mark (; . and Astheimer. 3,096.650

Astheimer, Robert W., and M. .M. Merlen. to Barnes Engl
ueering Co Infrared comparison micrometer. 3,097,29H
7-9-63, CI. 2.')() H.! :v

Astra, Apotekarnes Kemiska Fabriker. Aktiebolaget : See-
SJogren, Bertll K. K., Lindvall. Helwlokel. and Hogberg.

.•«,097,134.
' • «

Atlantic ReHnlng Co., The : Ute
Dyes, Alvln B. 3,090,821.

Atlas Corp. : See
3,096,876.

Aumuller, and Ruschig

Scudleri, William A.
.\umuller, Walter : See

Korger, (ieiliard, Wagner,
;<,097.241.

.Vumuller, Walter G. Korger, H. Ruschig, and and H. Wagner,
to Farbwerke Hoechst .Vktiengesellschaft vormals Melster
Lucius & BrUning .Novel sulfonylureas. 3,097,240 7 9
(13, CI. 260 ,-,.-)3.

Avco Corp. : .s'cc

Schlpper, Robert J , and Coddlngton. 3,097,261.
Axelson Robert J. : See—

Walles, Wilhelm E., Touslgnant. and Axelson. 3,097,
048.

Azoplate Corp. : See -

KlQpfel. Kurt-Walter, Stumpf, Behmenburg, Wilhelm,
and Tomanek. ,'{,097,095.

Baarson, Rol)ert K., and C, W. Jonaitis, to Armour and Co.
.Method for concentrating aluminum silicates and zircon
from beach sand. 3.097.102, 7-9-03, CI. 209— 160.

Babb, Jackson L. : See
White, William S., Jr., Babb, and McGuire. 3.09«.81!t.

Bade, Alfred il. : See
Wellauer, Edward J., and Bade. 3,096,632.

Bahre Metallwerk K.tJ. ; See
Fischer, Kurt, and Mund. a,096, 542.

Bain, Norman 11. Collapsible vehicle load bed sides. 3,0't7.
012, 7-U-6,'J, CI. 290— 10.

Baker Oil Tools, Inc. ; See
Clark, Earnest H., Jr. .<,090,825.
<*rowe, Talmidge L. 3.096,823.

Baker, Rollo J., Jr. : See
Baker, Slade H.. R. J. Baker, Jr., and Burnifht. 3,09(>,-

004.
Baker, Slade H., R. J. Baker, Jr., and T. R. Burniirht. Row
crop harvesting apparatus. 3,()96,604, 7-9-<i3, Cl. 56— 18.

Balmer, Donald F. : See
De Napoll. Anthony C, Jr.. and Balmer. 3,090.983.

Bancroft. Joseph, & Sons Co. : Nee

—

Mc.Numara, Robert J. 3,096,.559.
Rainard Leo W., and Shattuck. 3,09<!.558.
Russo. Carl J., Trifunovic, and Slnskl. 3.096,562.

Banker. CJllbert S.. to The Upjohn Co. Heat-cured, polymeric,
medicinal dosage film coatings containing a polyvinylpyr-
rolidone copolymer, polyethenold acid, and polyethylene
glycol. 3,0})7,144, 7-9-63. Cl. 167—82.

Barabutes, Theodore, and A. Kullck, Jr.. to Westlnghouse
electric Corp. Remote metering apparatus. 3.097,351.
7-9-63. Cl. ,340-207.

Barber-Colman Co. : See

—

Stelner, John E. 3,090,937.
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Impulse

3,097,

Ha

Barber Machinery Ltd. : See

—

Ellett, James R. 3,097,276.
Barden Corp., The : See— „ ^^^ ^„,

Mims Bruce L.. and Fitzgerald. 3.097 027.

Barden Wayne A., and S. <). Bender, to CTS Corp.

motor. 3.097,310, 7-y-<i3. Cl. 310—49.

Barnes Engine«frlng Co. : See-
Astheimer. Robert W., and Merlen. 3,09 (.298.

Lowenstein, Mark G.. and Astheimer. 3.096,050.

Wormser, Eric M., De Waard, and Rudomanski.

Baron Charles. Removable fishing sinker. 3,09G.r)99, 7-9-

03. Cl. 4;<—44.9. ,, , ., . , i„„
Barrett, Fred O., and C. G. Goebel, to Emery Industries, Inc.

Method of producing higher fatty acid polymers. 3,09 1,-

220, 7-9-63, Cl. 2t>0—407. ^ .. ^ -.- <i, »«
Barrett. Wayne T., M. G. Sanchez and M. C Vanlk. to

W R Grace & Co Stable slllca-clad thona sols and their

preparation. 3,097,175. 7-9-63, Cl. 252—313
Jarrow James E. Leg structure for metal tables and the

like. 3,0911,791, 7-9-63; Cl. 138—151.
Barter Laboratories, Inc. : See—
Bartl^Ylugo, an'd E. Feess,' to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlenee-

sellschaft vormals Melster Lucius k BrOning. Process For

producing white or color resists on dyeings with vat dye-

stufts on native or regenerated cellulose. .1,09..045, <-»-

Ba^{n^\ha7les S. Adjustable golf club. 3,096,982. 7-9-63,

Cl J73—80.1.
Bath Cyril, Co., The : .See

—

be Marco. Robert F. 3,096 80 4.

Root, Clinton H. 3.096,806.

Battail, <;6rard : Nee -
n r,a-">-ja

Plnet Andri E., and Battail. 3,09i,338. « „i„»„
Banger, Louis J., R. Constant, and L. F. J""'^'!'"- ,t« ^»J f,^*"

Nationale d Etude et de Construction de Moteurs d Aviation.

rmprXmenrs to jet-propelled aircraft ^Hth directional dis-

charge nozzles for vertical Uke-off. 3.09<.,954, 7-9-63, Cl.

Ba'um.^Benmrd O., to Inlon Carbide Corn
l^i^'^i^ljlfl.rtl'

mers cured with organic peroxides. 3,09., 189, l-J-t>A. k,i.

Beater: David J., and P. J. StofTeL to ^I«°«»°'29^7'9^3'

Co. Cycloaliphatic chlorocarbanilates. 3,097,229, 7-»-«J,

Beck. ^aVutl^J.. to The Safety Skate Co Inc Rgroad
skite having lockable retainers. 3,096, .29, <-9-63, Cl.

Belkett:"i^o G.. and R. E .^{.ndeuHclunldt to Whirlpool

Corp. Home appliance. 3,096,628. 7-9-03 Cl.tj: -uo.

Beckmann. Hans. Method for conserving flsh. 3,097,099,

Bel^r jifFs G.^TnfP. Alblanl, said Alblanl assor to sa^d

Beede Verified depository for articles. 3,097,038, 7-»

» *^^'
i^l»??P-~T?'^'j H Cutts and R L Noble, to Canadian

"Tate^r Ind- 'Developm/nt' Ltd. Vincalenkoblastine.

3,097,137, 7-9-63, Cl. 107—65.
Behn|en^b^ir^.

^H^^^S^'^nlr. Stumpf, Behmenburg, Wilhelm,

Bell, MluirlT7n''d/-°K^^k°?% to N^

Co. Lift for foundry cars. 3,096,727, T-tf-BJ. »-i. J""*

"*'"i\len'"Robert'''R 'fiell and Donohue. 3,097,098.
Allen Kooert "••?*="• S q^-n Rroeck to The (Joodyear

"^'^frVi'^Sber Co"' ^reparltion^TeVas^^^^^^ cellular

Jolyurethane'!^ 3,097,176. 7-9-63, Cl. 260-2.6.

Bender. Stanley O. : See— „„„^^_ -i nft7 316
Barden Wayne A., and Bender. 3,097.Jio.

Bendix Corp.. The : See—
Burnett, Richard T. 3 096 »i5

Burnett. Richard T. 3,096,856.

Dombeck, Edward K., and Johannesen.

Dombeck, Edward K. 3,096 857.

E.lnian, J^nuesL. 3.096^10.
Howard. Donald W. 3.098,649.

Jackson. Philip. 3;096 656.

Kasten Walter. 3,097,165.

KytU Oswald O. 3,096.689.

Loading machine.

3,096,648.

K.ytta. uswaiu u. •'i"""'"'-:"-

Price. Robert A., and Massing.

Puryear. David B. 3.096,723.

3.096.854.

Foundry Co.
146—88.Benith:"1ie"nedTct «. *'' "A>^^jf«°o^7'^Jl^3 Cl ...^o.

Be^J^elf ^^^^&^r'^rrcuit•raJcT^^ia^e waVpuJses

brpa'rallel capacitors discharging through load at dltferent

rites 3,097 341. 7-9-63. Cl. 328--67.

Bennlnger A.C. Masdiinenfabrik : See-
Wlldl. E<lwln. 3.096.945. «,

Berard. Thomas C. Klnesitherapy device. 3.096.7.i7. 7-9-OJ,

pj 1*^8 30
Hprsr' vrrleotro Products Co : Kf^

—

""Vob%n. Harold L. 3 097 02^
Horowitx, Charles, and Dobrlkln. 3,096,789.

Bereen, Walter F.. to Pacific A Atlantic Shippers, Inc^d.b a

Tvrcs Industries. Dock bumper. 3,096,973. 7 .>-b3. »
1

267—1.
Berkley Machine Co : See— • o aqo 077

Winkler. Richard, and Dunnebler. 3,096,977.

Berko Electric Mfg. Corp. : See—
Knoll David, and Greenhaus. 3.097,287.

Rernsrd George G.. to The Pure Oil Co. Superior water

%'oodlng process. 3,096.820, 7-9-63. Cl. 166-9.

Beyerle. Konrad. Da mnin.- bearing for the shafts of a gas

centrlfu'^e 3,097,187. 7-9-83, Cl. 233

—

zs.

Blcklng John B , to Merck 4 Co.. Inc^ ^ubstlt^twl pyraxole

sulfonamides. 3.097.210. 7-9^3. a. 260-294.8.

Biedess, Anthony K., to Goodman Mfg. Co.
3,096 893, 7-9-03, Cl. 214—90.

Biggs, Orrlck H., T. Wroblewski, and D. R. Dayton, to Syl-
I'roducts Inc. Manufacture of laminated
3,090,568, 7-9-03, Cl. 29—155.61.
T. Wroblewski, and D. R. Dayton, to S/1-
Products Inc. Method and mechanism for

laminated core Inductors. 3,096,805,

3,096,859.

3,096,596.

3,096775.
Stabilised unsym-

vanla Electric
core inductors.

Biggs, Orrlck H.
vania Electric
the manufacture of
7-9-63, Cl. 153—2.

Bigler, James C, Jr. Collapsible or foldable seat for child.

3.097,010, 7-9^3, Cl. 297 -457.
Blheller, Hans J., to Worthington Corp. Emergency shaft

sealing device. 3,096,985, 7-9-63, Cl. 277—27.
BUy, I'eter J., to FMC Corp. Fluid conveying apparatus.

3.090,797, 7-9-63, Cl. 141—387.
Binklev Co., The : See

—

McKay, Harry M. 3,090.993.
Blnns, Jack N. Tracer finger for automatic tracer and
method and means of coordinating same with a cutter.

3,096.688, 7-9-63, Cl. 90—«2.
Biscardi, Charles T. : See

—

Showers, Lewis M., Jr.. and Biscardi.
Blackmore. Fred N. : See—

Magnuson, Elton E., and Blackmore.
Blashfteld, Floyd A. : See-

Clarke, Houghton W., and Blashfleld.

Blatz, Paul E., to The Dow Chemical Co.
metrical anhydrides. 3,097,238, 7-9-63, Cl. 260—546.

Blonde, Howard J. : Sec-
Connors, Thomas W., Sr.. and Blonde. 3 096,573.

Bloor, James H., and F. G. Chandler, to United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority. Actuator for electrically oper-

able device. 3,097,327, 7-9-63. Cl. 317—134.
niout, Elkan R., 11. O. Buzzell, and L. C. Farney, to Polaroid

Corp. Method of applying a mar-resistant surface coating
to thermoplastic sheets. 3,097,106, 7-9-63, Cl. 117—64.

Blowney, David P.. R. S. Brannin, J. J. Morrone. J. C. Wilcox,
and J. E. Zupanick. to Sperry Rand Corp. Cooperative
collision avoidance system. 3.097.354, 7-9-63, Cl. 343—6.5.

Bodine, .Vlbert (i. Sonic earth boring drill with Jacket.

3.096.8:;3, 7-9-63, Cl. 175—56.
Bohannan. William R. : See

—

Koch, Donald T., and Bobannan. 3,096,926.
Bolding, Donald B. : See

—

Proler, Sam, and Bolding. 3,096,894.
Bolton, Frank H. : See

—

Kent. Ray W., Jr., and Bolton. 3.097.186.
Bonn. Theodore II. : See

—

Eckert. John P., Jr.. and Bonn. 3,097,304.
Bonn, Theodore H., to Sperry Rand Corp. Opposite conduct-

ing type transistor control circuits. 3,097,307, 7-9-63, Cl.

307—88.5.
Bonnet, Jacques : See

Neukomm, Serge, and Bonnet. 3.096.773.
Bono, Lulcl. to Necchi Socleta per Azloni. Fabric feeder
mechanism for sewing machine. 3,098,737, 7—9-83, Cl.

J 12 204.
Bora, Ion Portable fume exhaust fan ai^aratus. 3,096,933,

7_9_fi3. ri. 230—235.
Bosmajlan. Georpe, to Cities Service Research and Develop-
ment Co. Preparation of an alkyl lithium-catalysed liquid

jxilymer having predominately trans-l,4-un8atu ration and
containing 1 ,3 hutad'ene. and coating metals with such poly-

mers. 3.097,108, 7-9-63. Cl. 117—132.
Boswell, Clay C.. Jr. ; See

—

„ ^ „„^
Amer, Kenneth B.. Chris, and Boswell. 3,096,826.

Bonracler, Cyril E. Automatic vending machine. 3,096,907.
7-9-03. Cl. 221-113.

Boutin. Aususte M. : See

—

Laffetav, Louis A., and Boutin. 3.097,129.
Bouvv. Christiaan H.. and J. Dolza ; said Bouvy assor. to

said Dolza. Overhead camshaft engine valve mechanism.
3 090.750. 7-9-63. Cl 123—90.

Bowers. Alb«'rt, to Syntex Corp. Process for the preparation
of 5n.0n-dlfluoro steroids. 3,097,199, 7-9-63, Cl. 260—
239.55.

Bowklev, Herbert L : See-
Hoffman. Joseph A., and Bowkley. 3.097,120.

Bowklev. Herbert L., and J. P. Merryweather, to American
Cvanamld Co. Powdered ammonium nitrate explosive con-

taining polvacrvlaml'le and an Inorganic cross-linking agent.

3,097,121, 7-9-^3. Cl. 149—60.
Bovars. Carl : See

—

Lewis, Beverley W.. and Boyars. 3.097,123.
Bradiclch. John B. : See— _

Crathern, Cliarles F. H., Ill, Bradiclch. and Reen. 3.096.-

092.
Brandt, Gotlleb H. : See—

Wojclechowskl, Walter J., and Brandt. 3,098,710.
Brannin. Richard S. : See

—

.^
Blowney, David P., Brannin, Morrone, Wilcox, and

Zupanick. 3,097.354.
Branscum, Tony B.. and J. E. Havely. to Phillips Petroleum
Co Extrusion of thermoplastic resins. 3,097.088. 7-9-63.

Cl. 18—55.
Braye. Emlle H. : See

—

Hubel. Karl W.. and Braye. 3.097.163.
Breckon. Hnldred C. : See

—

Hildyard. Joseph M., and Breckon. 3,097,073.

Bregman," Pettv : See—
AJouelo, Davis J. 3.096,522.

Breneman. Joseph C, to Rubbermaid Inc. Container assembly.
3,096,900, 7-9-63, Cl. 220—4.

Breuer. Hermann : See—
Hoelin, Hans, and Breuer. 3,097,242.

Brevets Aero Mecanlques 8. A. : See

—

Dufour Georges. 3.096.715.

Brockwav Engineering Co. Ltd. : See

—

Wooldridge, Lawson C. 3,096,874.
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ProopsH for
CI. 8-^43.

Brooks. Herbert B : See—
Abbott, John A.. Hunnelle, Rob«rtfi, BrookB, and Fowler.

3 096 837
Brown, Cicero. OrlpplnB devkvH. 3,096,824, 7-0-63, CI

106 210.
Brown. Maurice H., and L. R. Olattino, to United States of

America. Navy. Electric barrier device. 3,097,281,
7-9-63, (1. 20O— 1.53.

Hrown, Scott W : Slie

Miles. .Merthen I... Hniwn, and Ward. .t.iMMJ.xoi.

Bruclias, Eflward It. : See
Hruchas, George R. 3,096,523.

lirurli.m. (o'orce R., to <;. K. and K. R. Hruchus. Football
Klove 3.096,523, 7-9-63, CI. 2—159.

Bruno, (iuntcr : See
Koster, Roland, Bruno, and Lehmkuhl. 3,097,066

Brustad, John T. : See—
Savlt, Carl H.. Brustad, and Slder. 3,096,846.

Bryant, I'aul M.. to The Manjuanlt Con), ('onihini'd noisf
suppressor, thrust revcrser and variable area nozzle for
exhaust exit system for Jet Hnglnes. 3.096,617, 7-»-«3,
CI. 6CK -35.64

Buege, Francis J. : Sec -

Drubel, Richard B , and Buege. 3,097,183.
Buehler. Arthur, and R. Casty, to Clba Ltd.
dyeing nitrogenous fibers. 3,097.039, 7-9-63.

Buell EnglneerInK Co.. Inc. : Sec
Vandenhoeck, Jean Paul. 3.097,075.

Bu*>sink, Ilendrlk : See
Kooljnian. Pleter L., and Bueslnk. 3,097,218.

Bukata, Stephen. Vacuum pump. 3,096,928, 7-9-63, CI
2.'?0— 101.

Bunch, Tillman T., to Western Electric Co.. Inc. Methods of
and apparatus for multicycle twisting a wire-like member.
3 096.610, 7-9-63, CI. 57—34.

Bunneile. Philip R. : See
Abbott, John A., Bunneile, Roberts, Brooks, and Fowler.

3.096.837.
Burgess-Norton Mfg. Co. : See

—

Waller Oustav M. 3.096,579.
Burleigh, Elmer G. Automatic identification

restricted equipment. 3.096,940, 7-9-63. CI
Burndy Corp. : See

Cornell, Edward S.
Burnptte. Richard T.,

3,(»06,8.'>,'., 7-9-63. CI
Burnett, Richard T., to The Bendix Corp.
segmented cam follower. 3.096.856, 7-

Burnlght, Thomas R. : See—
Baker, Slade H.. R. J. Baker. Jr., and Burnlght. 3.096,604.

Burnslde. John L., III. Kaleidoscopic viewer. 3.0<»6.681,
7-9-63. CI. 88—15.

Burroughs Corp.: See--
Wolfe. Roger W. 3.097,322.

Burtch, Fred N\'. : See -

Parks, Christ F., Strassner, and Burtch. 3.096.777.
Butter. Q«i)Tge S., and J. A. Frump, to Commercial Solvents

Corp. Oxyalkvlated carboxyllc acid amides and production
thereof. 3.09t.219. 7-9-63, CI. 260—404.

Buixell, Harold O. ; See -

Blout. Elkan R., Buziell. and Farney. 3.097. 10«i.

CTS Corp. : See—
Barden. Wayne A., and Bender. 3.097.316.

Cain, Francis M . Jr. : See—
Eck. John E , and Cain. 3.097,154

marker
239^ 272.

for

Jr. 3.097.036.
to The Bendix
188- 72

Corp. Disk brake.

S cam brake with
-9-63. CI. 188- 78.

Caldwell'. Paul. "^ to D. W. Lloyd.
pickling liquor. 3,097,064. 7-9-63.

California Plasteck, Inc. : See
Madansky, Leslie E. 3,096.942.

California Research Corp. : See
Mertens, Edward W. 3.097,174.

Cameron Iron Works, Inc. : See—
Ahlstone, Arthur O.. an(i Jones.

Recovery of values from
01. 23—88.

3.096,999.
Campbell, Dudley H , to Stackpolt- Carbon Ci

switch. 3.097,269, 7 9 *\:i. CI. 20O 16.

Canadian Industries Lid. : See
Rowllnson. Hugh C. 3.097.056.

Canadian Patents and Development, Ltd. : See

—

Beer, Charles T.. Cutts. and Noble. 3.097.137.
Capes. Tasker L.. and O. (J. Norman, to Hemphill Co

up device for circular knitting machine. 3.096,834.
CI. 66 l.')0.

Cappelle, Norman I)., J. J. Kornacker, and J. Y.

Electric .xllde

Take
7-9-63.

Ma,
Co. Index mechanism. 3.096.665. 7-9-63.

to
CI.

Cut pile tufting machine.

ippelle, >

Oak Mfg
74—527.

Carbonic Development Corp. : See
Kervln, Willis D. 3.096,812.

Card Roy T., to Singer-Cobble. Inc
3,096 734 7-9-63. CI. 112 79.

Cardwell. Robert (J. Portable smokeless broiler and oven
assembly. 3,096,706, 7-9-63, CI. 99-340

Carlson. Charles L., and S. A. RoHecrana. to Westlnghouse
Electric Corp. Method of making aluminum clad copp«'r
wire. 3,096,577. 7-9 63, CI. 29 473.3.

Caroselll, Remus F., to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. Appa
treating fibrous glass.

to Bpsco, Inc,

CI. 340- 253.
See -

W. 3,096.782.

ratus for
263 -3.

Carti-r. Howard J.

3.097,353. 7-9-63.
Caruth. Juanita W.

Williams. John
Caae. J. I., Co : See

Wenzel. Philip D. 3,097,004.
Castleberry. JelT I). : 8ee-

Norton. Desmond H , and Castleberry.
Casty. Richard : See

Buehler. Arthur, and Casty. 3.097.039.
C»i»ty. Richard, to Clba Co.. Inc. Process for dyeing nitrog-

enous fibers 3,097,040. 7-8-63. CI. 8—54.

3,096,970. 7-9-63. CI

Relay control circuit.

3.096.896

3,«>96.790.
to niatleff Controls,
3,096,790. 7-9-63,

Electrical connector.

Caterpillar Tractor Co. : See

—

niiki'so.i, Leojiartl K.. Hendrlckson, Johnson. Llchten-
steln, I'earce, and Robweder. 3,096,667.

Relnsma. Harold L.. and Dadda. 3,096,661.
Zubn. Arthur A. 3,0»6.ei5.

C?avalllnl, Guide, and E. Masaaranl, to Francesco Vlamara
S.p.A. Antiviral blphenylyl glyoxal process and dosage
formulations. 3.097.138, 7-9-63, Cl 167—65.

Celntrey. Marcel, to Soclete Cbimlque et Routlere de la
Glronde. Aspbalt-amlne stabilized rubber for the paving
of grounds and Ita method of manufacture. 3,097.179.
7-9-63, Cl. 260—28.5.

Celanese Corp. of America : See—
MaKlaugblln, Edward P., and Trampe. 3,097,233.

Celovsky. Michael J., to Lyon Inc. Metnod of shaping sheet
metal wheel covers. 3.096.738. 7-©-63, Cl 113— 116.

CernesB, Joseph F., and D. H. Strong, to Clevlte Corp.
Method of uiing a sliding surface material for seals or
bearings. 3,096.565. 7-9-63, Cl. 29—149.5.

("Ii , - - <ln»'- II.. >o CnHed-«ir>>eiiileld C'ori). (iage handtf.
3.096,589 7-9-63. Cl 33—178.

Champion Chemicals, Inc. : See

—

White, William S.. Jr., Babb, and McGulre. 3,096,819.
( 'handler, Frederick G. : See

—

Bloor James H., and Chandler. 3.097,327.
Chaplin. Albln, and V. C. Reddy, to General Motors Corp.

Gear pump for Internal combustion engine and the like.

3,096,849, 7-«-63. Cl. 184—6.
Charoa, Peter. Thermoelectric cooler arrangement for roller

mixer freezers. 3.096.624 7-9-63. Cl. 62—3.
Chasmar. Reginald P., and E. Cohen, to Associated Electrical

Industries (.Manchester) Ltd. Device for multiplying elec-
trical quantities 3.097,296, 7-9-63. Cl. 235— 194.

Chatleff Controls. Inc. : See—

-

4'liatli<iin. deocKe .N. and ShurtlefT.
Chatham. (;eorgee .\., ana O O Shurtleflf,

Inc. Fluid pressure operated valves.
Cl. 137—628.

Cheney, North, to Ideal Industries, Inc.
3,097 257, 7-9-63, Cl. 174—87.

Chess, Jessie : See

—

Talbot, William Y
. and Chess. 3,096,788.

Chiala. Paolo. Automatic counting machine for screws, nails
and slmUar articles. 3.096.603, 7-9-63, Cl. !>3—78

Chicago Bridge ft Iron Co. : See—
Arne, Christian. 3.096.901.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. : See

—

Steen. James B. 3.096,834.
Chlddlx. Max E. : See-

Glickman. Samuel A.. Miller, and Clitddix.
Chldsey, Francis A., Jr., and R. E. De Paul, to v.„„

Corp. of America. Bottle carton with reinforced
opeulnra. 3.096.906 7-9-63. Cl. 220—113.

Chilean Nitrate Sales Corp. : See

—

Accountlus, Oliver E. 3.097.157.
Chmura. Theodore S., to American Bosch Anna

trol rod for fuel injection pump. 3,096.716.
103—37.

Cholvin, Rol>ert L. : See-
Silver. Alexander, and Cbolvln. 3,096,614.

Chris, Stephen B. : See—
Amer, Kenneth B . Chris, and BosweU. 3,096.826.

Chrtstenson, Howard W., M. E. Fisher, and E. T. Mablev. to
(;eneral Motors Corp. Transmission. 3,096,666, 7-9-63,
Cl. 74—645.

Chrysler Corp. : See

—

Rosa, Stuart T., and Luehmann. 3,096,567.
Clba Co.. Inc. : See—

Casty. Richard. 3.097,040.
Clba Ltd. : See

—

Buehler, Arthur, and Casty. 3.097,039.
Cities Service Research and Development Co. : See—

-

Bosmajian. tieorge. 3.097,108.
Citroen. Andre. Soclete Anonyme : See—

Henrv-Blabaud^ Edmond. 3.096,601.
Claas, Relnbold

.'>6—23.
Clark, Earnest H., Jr.,

apparatus for drill

224.
Clark, Harold V

3097.181.
Container

finger

Corp. Con-
7-9-63. Cl.

Combine harvester. 3!096,605. 7-9-63. Cl,

to Baker Oil Tools, Inc. Control val\e
pipes. 3.096,825, 7-9-63. Cl. 166

J. Rolzen, and J. F. Vamell, Jr.. to Ampex
Corp. Tape recording and/or reproducing system and
method. 3.097,267 7-9-63, Cl. 179—100.2.

Clark, Jesse K., to National Distillers and Chemical Corp.
Probe aocket assembly. 3,097.289, 7-9-63, Cl. 219—44.

Clarke, Houghton W' and F. A. Blashfleld. 99% to .Meal
pack Corp. and 1% to H. W. Clarke. Cart washing ap-
paratus. 3.096.775. 7-9-63. Cl. 134—123.

Clevlte Corp. : See

—

Cerness. Joseph F.. and Strong. 3,096.565.
Pearlman. Alan R. 3,097.309.

Clonlnger, Lamar C. : See

—

Walles. Wllhelm E., Touslgnant. and Clonlnger. 3,097,-
046.

Coates. Harold N., to International Computers and Tabulators
Ltd. Magnetic core registers. 3.097,350. 7-9-63, Cl. 340 -
174.

Coca-Cola Bottling Works. The : See-
Pieschel, Walter L. 3,097,028.

Coddington, John L. : See

—

Schlpper. Robert J., and Coddington. 3,097,261.

Coffey. Ralph J. to American Chain k Cable Co., Inc. Chain
making machine with means for trimming welding burr.
3,096,612. 7-9-63. O. 59—22.

Cohen Emanuel : See

—

Chasmar. Reginald P., and Coben. 3.007.296.

Cohen. Milton J. : See

—

McConnao^ey, Robert K., and Coben. 3,096,763.

LIST OF PATENTEES

Inc.
7-«-

81ngle
63. I'l.

axis

3.097,219.
: See

—

3.096,

Cobn. Robert E. : Bf*—
Rich, SUnle/ B. 3,007,160.

Cohen, Robert J., to General Precision
Integrating acc'elerouieter. 3,096,657,
517.

Cole, Edward N., and R. M. Johnston, to General Motors
CoPp. Heating and ventilating aystem for air cooled engine
cars. 3,096,938, 7-9-63, Cl. 237—12.3.

Cole, Nelson E.. to Dana Corp. Vehicle frame structure.
.•1.0»o.yWtf. 7-W-63, Cl. 280—100.

Cole, Thomas M., F. H. Roby, and A. R. Norden, to Federal
Pacific Electric Co. Circuit breaker panelboards. 3,007.
326. 7-9-63. Cl. 317—110.

Collins A Aikman Corp. : See

—

McNally. Arthur F., and White. 3,006,561.
Comar Electric Co. : See

—

Sauer. Hans. 3,007,328.
Commercial Solvents Corp. : See

—

Butter. George N.. and Frump.
Couunisaarlat a I'Knergle Atomlque

Lrficro. V Roser. a.097.149.
Compton, Donald B. >See

—

FiUgerald, John B., and Compton. 3,096,722.
Connors, Thomas W., 8r., and H J. Blonde, said Connors

asaor. to > said Blonde. Apparatus for repairing a seal.

3,006.573, 7-9-63, Cl. 20—238.
Conrad. Frank G., Jr., to Scott Paper Co. Winding appara-

tus. 3,006,048, 7-0-63, Cl. 242—67.1.
Constant. Ren* : See

—

Bauger,~ Louis J., ConsUnt, and Jumelle. 3,096,954.
Container Corp. of America : See—

Chldsey, Frand* A.. Jr.. and De Paul. 3,096,906.
Van Dyke, Bruce E., Richards, and Kadleck. 3,096.918.

Continental OH Co. : See—
Napier. Donald R. 3.097.226.
Schroeder. Carl E. 3,096,002. ^ ^

Cook, Ernest £., and H J. Sadler. Method of making fluid

pump structures. 3.096.569. 7-9-63, Cl. 20—156.4.
Cook. Paul R. Masonry guide apparatus. 3.096,588, 7-9-63,

Cl. 33—85.
Cook, Shirl E. : See

—

^Thomas, Wllford H., and Cook. 3,097,223.
Cook Thomas L., Mi each to K. H. Norberg, W. V. Glass, and

U. Tellefsen. Method for orienting OTlindrical objects and
securing the same together. 3,096,575, 7-9-63. Cl 29—407.

Coolbaugh, Richard W. Emergency survival pack. 3.096,759,
•_Q fi'j 1^1 < Ofl QA

Cooley. John A. Electrical connector. 3.097.031. 7-9-63. Cl.

339—5
Cooper Bessemer Corp., The : See

—

Koch. Donala T., and Bohannan. 3,096.926.

Corley. Clifton. Dispensing container and apparatus.

913. 7-9-63. Cl. 222—183.
, ^^ ,

Cornelison Boyd, to Texas Instruments Inc. Strain gauge.

3.096.652. 7-9-63. Cl. ; 3—398.
Cornell Edward 8.. Jr., to Burndy Corp. Flexible multiple

connector. 3,097,036. 7-9-63. Cl. 339-176^
Cornwell Robert L. Shield for sanitary napkins. 3.096,76o,

7-9-63. Cl 128—287. ^, ,^

Cosnuau Bernard, to Fluotechnlc. Fluorescent dlscharje lamp
starting and operating circuit. 3.097,325, 7-9-63, Cl.

Cottle I>eliner L.. and L. 8. Minckler, Jr., to Esso Research

and' Engineering Co. Composition comprising halogenated

butyl rubber and a tbloaldehyde trlmer. 3,097,182. 7-9-

Courier, Martin" L.. and D. S. Thayer, to Shell OH Co.

Recovery of hydrocarbon oxidation products.
7-9-63. Cl 260—348. ^ ,

Cowles. Ellsworth C . and R. F. Voggenthaler, to

Rand Co. Axial compressor. 3,097,359. 7-9-63.

143
Cox

'

Clyde M to Phillips Petroleum Co. Flow measuring

system. 3.096,647.7-9-63,01.73—228
Cox Ivan B. Can opener. ^006.580. 7-9-63 Cl 3(>-6.1.

Cox Wilbur C. 8. Mevers. and E. F. Keon. to cnlted States or

America, Armv. Explosive composition stabilized by nitro-

or nitroso-triphenyl amine. 3.007.122. 7-9-63. 01. 140—92.

Craftint Mfg Co., The : See—
Kennev, Bmil J. 3,096,587.

Crandell, F'rank F. : See— , ,, „ ^„- -^.c
Farquhar. John P.. and Crandell. 3,097.255.

Crane. Harold 8. : See—
Touslgnant. Roland A., and Crane. 3,098,873.

Crankshaw John H. to American Sterilizer Co. Support
^

for Hospital tables. 3.096.991. 7-9-63 01. 280--4S.24.

erathem. 'Charles F H . Ill J. B. B^lidch and J. 8 Reen.

to FMC Corp. Box making machine. 3.096.692. 7-9-63.
pi QJJ ^Q

Creed Sherman H and 8. Osimma, to FMC Corp.

^^ding ili^hsnlsm. 3.006.860. 7-9-63. CK 19«-33.

Creed, Sherman H , and J. L. Rimers, to FMC Corp
orlentator. cover and trimmer. S.006.800, 7-»-«3. t-i.

Cr?iwell Blllle K.. and H. W Jones. Draft control mecha

nism. 3 096.8.10, 7-9-63. O. 172—9.
Crompton * Knowles Corp. : See—

Kronoff. Clarence R. 3,096.794.

Oronberger. Luther 0., to The Dow Chemical Co.

heater 3.007,282, 7-19-6S, H 219-10 49.

Crowe. Talmadge L, to Baker OH Tools Inc Well bore test-

ing and pressuring apparatus. 3,006,823, 7-»-6rf. ci. i«»»

150.

Osimma Sandor : See

—

Creed. Sherman H.. and Ostmma. 3.006,880.

Cunningham. John C. : See— ..... _w o mut k^«
Konopacke, Henry A., and Cunningham. 3.096,543.

Curtiss-Wright Corp. : See—
Solllnger. Perdlnand P. 8.00«,T4«.

3.097.215,

IngersoU-
Cl. 230

—

Fruit

Fruit
146

—

Casing

2-(alkoxy or aryloxy)-
3,097,206. 7-0-63. Cl.

Leonard, and Dalrymple.

Cushman Chuck Co., The : See

—

Skillin. Walter F. 3,096,988.
Cutler, Royal A., to Sterling Drug Inc.

4-arylamino-6' ( H- ) -1 ,3.5-triazlnes.
260—249.5.

Cutler. Royal A., to Sterling Drug Inc. (Tertiary amlno-lower
alkoxy) Indane compounds. 3,097,243, 7-0-63. 01. 260—
570.9.

Cutts, James H. : See

—

Beer. Charles T.. Cutts. and Noble. 3,097,137.
D-Y Trust : See—

Devine, James H. and B. Y. 3,096,678.
Dadds, Floyd S. : See

—

Reinsma. Harold L., and Dadds. 3,096,661.
Dahlin, Curt Y., to Sandvlkens Jemverks Aktiebolag. Drill

bits and cutting Inserts therefor. 3,096,886, 7-0-63. 01.

175—410.
Dahlman Mfg. & Sales, Inc. : See-

Olson, Rudolph. 3,006,875.
Dahms, James B. : See

—

Edmonds, Byron P., Dahms. and Helvenston. 3.096,069.
Dale, Glenn H.. to Phillips Petroleum Co. Process and appara-

tus for auto-refrigeratlon in cuprous salt slurry extrac-
tion process. 3,097.248. 7-9-63. CI. 260—681.5.

Dale. James E. Toilet bowl ball cock assembly. 3,096.783,
7-9-63. Cl. 137—434.

Dalrymple. Philip W. : See -

Jones, Wllllara A.. Wales
3.097.024.

Dana Corp. : See—
Cole, Nelson E. 3,096.996.
Sink, William H. 3,096,663.

Danel Pierre F., to Soclete Grenoblolse d'Etudes et d Applica-
tions Hydrauliques. Artificial blocks for the protection of

hvdraullc structures. 3,096,621, 7-9-63. Cl. 61 "

Darilelson, Arthur C, to United States Rubber Co.

textile materials to rubber. 3,097.109, 7-9-63,
162.

Danielson, Arthur C. to United States Rubber Co.
textile materials to rubber. 3,097,110. 7-9-63,
162.

Danielson. Arthur C. to United States Rubber Co
textile materials to rubber. 3,097,111, 7-9-63
162.

Daugherty. Frank Z. : See—
Sebok, Albert L., and Daugherty. 3.096.929.

Davenport. Granger, and J. E. Van Acker, to Norton
Automatic hob shifter. 3.096.686. 7-9-63. 01, 90—4.

David Lawrence J., to E I du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Lubricating device. 3.096,986. 7-9-63. 01. 277—32.
Davidson. Howard M.. to Paramount Fabricating Co. Rocker
arm and method of making the same. 3,096,749. 7-9-63.

01. 12.3—90.
, „ ., u

Davies James A., to Texaco Inc. Hydrocarbon conversion

proc^<». 3 097.250. 7-9-68. 01. 260—683.62.
Davis. James E : See

—

Freund. Dean H.. and Davis. 3.096,753.
Dayton, David R. : See—

BiegB Orrlck H.. Wpoblewski. and Dayton. 3.096 568.

Biggs. Orrlck H., Wroblewskl. and Dayton. 3,096,805.

D<»arsley. George, to .\merlcan Machine 4 Foundry Co. Cig-

arette making machine and method. 3,096.770. 7—9-63, Cl.

131—21.
Delbel. Raymond A. : See

—

Olshel. John R.. and Delbel. 8.096.845.

De Jahn Fredrlk W. Method for decomposing solid mate-
rials by exDloslve impacts. .*?.097.089. 7-9-«3. H. 75—6.

De Marco, Robert F.. to The Cyril Bath Co. Metal forming
PDiftiin" and n-ixili.nrv fl^fire and combination thereof.

3.096,807. 7-9-63, Cl. 153—40.

Demuth. Walter, to Maag Gear Wheel A Machine Co. Ltd.

Device for machining the flanks of spur and helical gears.

3 096.685, 7-9-63, CT. 90—1.6.
De Napoli. Anthonv <'.. Jr.. and D. F. Balmer. to The Sound-

scrlber Corp. Indicating and place finding apparatus for

phonographic machines. 3.096,983 7-9-63, Cl. 274—9.

Denenberg, Maurice. Insulating wall board and method of

forming same 3.097.124, 7-9-63. Cl. 134—44.
Denison. R. B.. Mfg. Co. : See—

Denison, Robert B. 3.097.271.
Denison, Robert B., to R. B. Denison Mfg. Co. Electric limit

switch. 3 097,271. 7-9-63. Cl. 200—47.
Denner John A., to United Electric Controls Co. Adiustable
snap action electrical switch. 3.097.273. 7-9-63, 01. 200—
67.

Denver Equipment Co. : See—
Ix>gue, Leland H. 3,097,006.

De Paul. Richard E. : See

—

Oildsev. fVancIs A.. Jr.. and Do Paul.
De Rees. Delbert D.. tT> General Motors Corp,

3.096..')38, 7-9-63, Cl. 16—142.
Despard, Victor R.. to Pass & Seymour. Inc

connecting means. 3,097.035. 7-9-63, Ol.

Adhering
01. 117—

Adhering
Cl. 117—

Adhering
a. 117—

Co

3.096.906.
Closure hinge.

Electric cable
839—09.

Destoumieux. Paul : See—
Amirault. Maxime, ond Destoumieux. 8,096,570.

Deve, Vagn, and L. Mlloradovitch, to Dominion Engineering
Works Ltd. Hydraulic tightening device. 3,097,003. 7-9-
63. Cl. 287—53.

Devine. Evelyn Y. : See

—

Devine. James H.. and B. Y. 3.096.678.

Devine, James H.. and E. Y.. said J. H. Devine assor. to D-Y
TruBt. Bolt with self- contained multi-part nut and cen-
tering sleeve. 3.096,678, 7-9-63. 01. 85—2.4.

De Waard. Russell D. : See—
Wormser, Eric M.. De Waard, and RudomanskL 3,007.

300.

De Witt, Raymond H., to The Fate-Root-Heath Co. Cleaning
stand. 3,096,776, 7-0-fl3. Cl. 134—174,
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Diamond National Corp. : Hee—
TouBlKuant, Koland A., and Crane. 3,090,873.

DlckeHon, Leonard F., V. i*. Ilendrickaon, O. W. Johnson, L. R.
Llchtensteln, S. I. rearce, and O. D. Rohweder, to Cater-
pillar Tractor Co. TransaiitiHion syBtein and hydraulic con-
trols therefor. 3,096,667. 7-9-63, CI. 74 731.

Dickinson, John T. FlKblnK lure havlnK detachable hook sup-
porting meanH. 3.096.597. 7-9-63, CI. 43 42.0.").

Dickinson, Lloyd H., and W. \ . V't-HXiilo, to McKlnney Mfe.
Co. Folding door hinge asHeinbly. 3,096, ."i39. 7-9-63. n.
16—176.

Diesel Kqulpment Ltd. : Hee -

Martin, John C. 3,097.009.
Dillon, VV. C.. & Co., Inc. : Hee^

Van .Mastrigt. Max. 3,096,839.
Dialer, Loyd W. : See

Evans. Harry W.. and Dlsler. 3.0{»6.818.
J>ittri(li. Henry .\. Lend spirnling tool. 3.0»«,79ti. 7 9-6:{.

CI. UO 121.
Dobble, Janie.s. t" We.stlnghouse Klcctrlc Corp. Generating

system producing constaiit width pulses fri>m input pulses
of Indeterminate height and duration. 3,097,340, 7 9-63,
CI. 328—63.

Dobrlkln, Harold L. : i>ee—
Horowitz. Charles, and Dobrlkln. 3,090,789.

Dobrlkln. Harold L.. fn Herg Alrlectro I'roducts Co. Relay
emergency valve. 3,097.021, 7-9-63, CI. 303 29.

Dockum, i'harles R. Tool for Inserting dental wedges. 3,096,
S85, 7-9-63, CI. 32-40.

DoUa^ John : See

—

Bouvy, Chrlstiaan H., and Dolza. 3,098,750.
Donibttk, Edward K., to The Hendix Corp. 3,096,8,57, 7-9-63,

CI. 188—78.
Dombeck, Kdward K., and D. D. Johannesen. to The Hendix

C\)rp. Quick check m.ister cylinder filler cap. 3.096.648,
7-9-63. (-1. 73—334.

Dominion Knglneering Work.s Ltd. : See—
Deve, Vagn, and Allloradovitcli. 3,097,003.

Dornbush, Herbert W. : See--
Horellck, Arnold L., Dornbush, and Zimsky. 3.097,346.

Dow Chemical <'o., The : See
Armen, Ardy, and Ehlers. 3,097,185.
HIatz. Paul ^.. 3,097,238.
Cronberger. Luther C. 3,097,282.
Drubel, Klchaid B., and Huege. 3,097,183.
<;ib8on, Daniel L. 3,097.169.
Kent Ray VV., Jr., and Bolton. 3,097,186.
Martin, Irvln J.. Stowe, and Meverden. 3,096,653.
Newmaker. Frederick C, Jr. 3,096,602.
Parka. Christ F^ Strassner, and Burtch. 3,096,777.
Rand, Burton. 3,096,774.
Routemn. Willis (J., and Spence. 3,097.054.
RoutBon, Willis G., and Spence, 3,097.055.
Townsend. Harold J., and Grenley. 3.097.178.
Walles, Wllhelm E.. Tou.signant. and (lonlnger. 3.097.

046.
Walles. Wllhelm E.. Touslgnant, and Axelson. 3,097,048.

Drubel, Richard B , and F. J. Buege, to Tne Dow Chemical
Co. Coating compositions of epoxy novolac resins, amimi
resins and acid esters ot diethylene glycol and dibasic car
boxyllc acids. 3,097,183, 7-9-63, Cl. 260 44.

I>ubeck, Michael, Ir Ethyl Corp. Acetylene nickel compounds.
3,097.224, 7-9-63, Cl. 260—439.

Dubeck, Michael, to Ethyl Corp. Acetylenlc nickel com-
pounds 3.097,225, 7-9-63, Cl. 260—439.

Du Bols, Robert C., to Manning, Ma.xwell & .Moore Inc In
strument case for universal mounting. 3,096.054, 7-8-63.
Cl, 73—431.

Dudgeon, John E. Nail with head removable by twisting.
3,09(i,tiM0, 7-9-03, Cl. 8->- 28.

Dudyuk, .Michael, to .\merlcan Cyunamid Co. Capsule inspec-
tion and separation. 3,097,161, 7-9-63. Cl. 209— 12.

Duff Norton Co. : Sec
Sample, Basil S. ;5,0<Hi.578.

Dufour. Georges, to Brevets Aero Mecantques S .\ Armor-
plerdng projectiles. 3,0y«.715. 7-9-63. Cl. 102—^2.

Duke. Jacob A. .Mechanical Jack. 3,096,967, 7-9-63 Cl.
254-1 28.

Dunlap, Robert B.. to J. S, Kamborian Flexible conductor
cable. 3.097,288, 7-9 63, Cl. 219 -39.

DUnuebler. Kurt : See
Winkler, Kitliard. and DUnnebier. 3.096,977.

Dunning, Carroll H. Film projector. 3.096.083. 7-9-«3, Cl.88—2
Du I'ont de Neninurs, E.

David. Lawrence J.
Fawcett. Frank S..

Marquis. Duvid M.
Messlnger. Lester H

I., and Co. : See-
.•{,096,9.s6.

and McClelland
3,097,236.
3,096,557.

3.097,067.

Messlniscr. I-.'ster II, :i,096,.'>63.
Ostmann, Bernard (J , Jr 3,097 127
.Saner, John C. 3,097.237.
Schlllt, H<.berta J 3,097.192.
Wiley. Dounias W. 3.097.221.
Williams, John K. 3,097,227.

Durnal. Robert C, to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Aircraft
position determining apparatus. 3.097,357. 7-9-63. Cl.

Dyes, .Mvln B., to The Atlantic Refining Co. MetlKxl for in
creasing recovery of oil. 3,096,821, 7 9 63, Cl. 166 9,

I>yrkacz, Wasil W., C. R. Hastings, and R. K. I'ltler, to Alle-
gheny Ludlum Steel Corp. Austeultlc alloy. 3,097,092,

Eastern Research Group : Hcc
McyerliofT, Leonanl. 3.09f!,9.{0.

Eastman. Du Bois. and F. E. (Juptlll, to Texaco Inc. Pro-
duction of synthesis gas. 3,097.081. 7-9-63, Cl. 48—215.

Eastman Kodak Co. : See

—

Harvey, Douglass C, and Nerwln. 3.096.699.
Lappln, Gerald R., Tamblyn, and Van Allan. 3,097,100.
Straley, Jamee M., and naber. 3,097,196.

EbnOther, Anton : See--
Jucker, Ernst, and EbnOtber. 3,097.212.

Eck. Bruno. Cro«» flow fan arrangement. 8,096.981, 7-9-63,
Cl. 230-125.

Eck, John E., and F. M. Cain, Jr.. to Nuclear Materials and
Equipment Corp. .Vpparatus and method for etching ob-
jects. 3,097,154, 7-9-63 Cl. 204—192.

Kckert, George W., H. V. Hesa, and C. C. Towne, to Texaco
Inc. Mono amyl and mono butyl dl-bydrojren phosphate
additives tor synthetic ester lubricants. 3,097,171. 7-9-63.
Cl. 252—49.8.

...
Kckert, John I'., Jr., and T. H. Bonn, to Sperrv Rand Corp.

Signal translating device. 3.097.304. 7-9-63, Cl. 307—88
Edman, James L.. to The Bendlx Corp. Jet propelled vehicle

;i.0U6.616. 7-9-63. Cl. 60—35.6.
EdmondM. iJyron 1'.. J. B. Dahms. and E. P. Helvenaton to

I'lttsburgli Plate (Jlass Co. Recovery of potassium chloride
3.096 969. 7-9-63, Cl. 262- 3.

Edmon<l8. Lee O., to Phillips Petroleum Co. Decorative ther-
moplastic resin coatings. 3,097.105. 7-9-63. Cl. 117—41

Edwards. Bryant, to Illinois Tool Works Inc Machine and
method for curling lips of container articles. 3.096.546.
7-9-63. CI. 18 -H>.

Edwanls, Charles N.. to Falrchlld Camera and Instrument
f'orp. SeB threading automatic film processing apparatus.

Egli. Hermann : See
Lister. Gordon H., and Egll. 3,097.041.

Ehlers, Forrest A. : See

—

Armen. Ardy. and Ehlers. 3,097.185
Ehrenhaft, Franz F., to Inlscan Electronics Corp. Anamor-

photic television system. 3,097,262. 7-9-63. Cl. 178—6.8
Eichacker. Homer A., and J. R. Foster, to Vonnegut Hard-
ware Co, I'anlc exit device. 3,097.007. 7-9-63. Cl. 292—
92,

Eichen, Myron S, : See

—

Sharp, Rodman A., and Eichen. 3.097.301
Eldred Co., The : See-

Eldred John W., and Legg. 3.096.709.
Eldred. John W,, and J. B. Legg. to The Eldred Co. Decorat-

ing machine. 3,096,709, 7-9-63, Cl. 101—115
Electric & Musical Industries Ltd. : See-

James, Ivanhoe J. P. 3,097 260
Elemelt Ltd, : See

—

Gell, Phlllr) A. M. 3,097,251.
Ellett, James R., to Barber Machinery Ltd. Pressure respon-

sive device. 3,097,276, 7-9-63, Cl. 200—83
Elliott Bros. (London) Ltd.: See

—

Priestley, Eric. 3.096.955,
Elpern, BUI to Sterling Drug Inc. Lower alkyl 4-phenyl-l-

[ (aromatic N-heteryf
) allphatlcj plperldlne-4-carboxylate8

,,,"nJ their synthesis. 3,097,208, 7-9-63, Cl. 260—294 5

7^9%''^cT 4^107'**"*' calendar assembly. 3.096.595.

Emerlte (jorp. : See

and Gottschalk. 3,097,070.

Emerson, Ralph W. 3.097,177
lerson, Ralph W.. to Emerite ConEmerson. Kalph W., to Emerite Corp. Lignocellulose molding
<omposlltons. 3,097,177, 7-9-63, CI 260—17 3

"'"'"»<

I'.mery Industries, Inc. : See—
Barrett, Fred O., and Goebel. 3,097,220.

Eprad, Inc. : See

—

Moore, diaries A. 3.097.265
Epsco, Inc. : See—

Carter, Howard J. 3,097,353.
Essenmacher, Ernest R.. to (^.eneral Motors Corp

torque tension Indicator. 3.098.643, 7-9-63 Cl
E.s.ser. HelnJ! : See '

V. Brachel, Hanswllll,
3,097,173.

Esso Researili and Engineering Co. : See—
Cottle, Delmer L. and Mlnckler 3,097 182
^n^ is. DImltrloH V. 3.097 246

Ethyl Corp. : See
Dubeck, Michael. 3.097,224
Dubeck, Michael. 3,097,225.
Johnston, James D, Shapiro, and Giraltis. 3,097 222

Thread
73—133.

Esser. Holtschmldt, and Sinn.

3,097,223.
Integral ebullient cooler.

Thomas. Wllford H., and Cook
Evans. Harry W.. and L. W. DIsler

3.096,818. 7-9-63. Cl. 165- HI
'

Ewers, Walter C. : See-
Anderson, Roy N. 3,096 718

Eyier John H. : See—
Prnnkhouser, William L., and Eyler. 3,097,293.

t'°q°«q IT/ f iHyJ^y*^'^
'»'' Dfa'n connector. 3,096.527

i—v-nii^ Cl. 4 '287.
FMC Corp. : See—

'^'s 096 837° ^' ®"°°^"'' Kob*'''''- tirooks, and Powlei,

Blly. Peter J. 3,096.797.
Crathern, Charles F H

3,096,092.
Cri-ed, Sherman H., and Cslmma.
Creed, Sherman H , and Reimers
Kerr, Charles E 3,096,914
Miller. Andrew H. 3.090,870
Verrlnder, Ernest A., and McGrath.

Fabbrica Itallana Magnetl Marelli S.p A
Alflerl, Glusep|)e. 3,097,020.

FabnKiynamics, Inc. : See
Paige. James H , and Wells. 3.096,890

Falrchlld Camera and Instrument Corp
Edwards, Charles .\. 3,096 701
Wlllcox, Frederick P,, and Welanetz. 3,096,700

Faico Products Co. : See—
Leshner, Ervin. 3,096,884.

Ill, Bradlclch, and Reen.

3.096,869.
3,096,800.

3.096.891.

See-

See—

Falcon Plastic Products : See

—

Aldrlch, Adelbert, Schwarz,
Falk Corp., The : See—

Selreg, All, and Wellauer. 3,096,631.
Wellauer, Edward J., and Bade. 3,096,632.

Fallon, Albin F. Arbor securing device. 3,096,989, 7-9-63,
Cl. 279-48.

Farbenfabrlken Bayer Aktlengesellschaft : See—
Petersen, Siegfried, Swinclckl, and Wlrth. 3,097,203.
Regel, Erik, VVegler, Grewe, and Kaspers. 3,097,130.
V. Brachel, Hanswllll, Esser, Holtschmldt, and Sinn.

3,097,173.
Wlegand, Christian, and Grewe. 3,097,132.

Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius
Sl BrQnlng : See—

Aumuller, Walter, Korger, Ruschig, and
3,097,240.

Bartl, Hugo, and Feess. 3,097,045.
Heuck, Clans, Rochlitz, Schmidt, Vilcsek, and

3,097,184.
Heyna, Johannes, Scbinzel, and Noll. 3,097,216.
Korger, Gerhard, Wagner, Aumuller, and

3,097,241.
Otten, Gerhard, Scherer, and Schlld. 3,097,236.

Farney, L«'onard C. : See—
Blout, Elkan R., Buzzell, and Farney. 3,007,106.

Farquhar, John P., and F. F. Crandell. Corrector for image-
forming optical asaemblies. 3,097,255, 7-9-63, Cl. 88— 57.

Farquhar. Melville T.. to Reynolds Metals Co. Can carrier.

3,096,880, 7-9-63. Cl. 206—65.
Farrand, Michael O. : See-^

Farrand, Orrln E. 3,096.853.
Farrand, Orrln E., to M. O. Farrand. Simplified disc brake
and automotive vehicle. 3,096.853, 7-9-63, Cl. 188—18.

Fatt' R(M»t-Heath Co., Tlie : See—
DeWltt, Raymond H. 3,096,776.

Esso Research and Engineering Co.
reaction. 3,097,246, 7-9-63, Cl.

Wagner.

Winter.

Ruschig.

Favls. Dimltrios V., to
Novel telomerizatlon
260—671.

Fawcett, Frank S., and
de Nemours and Co.
3,097,067. 7-9-63, Cl.

I

A. L. McClelland, to E. I. du Pont
Preparation of iodine pentafluoride.
23—205.

Fechhelmer, Carl J. Liquid cooled electric generator. 3,097,-

317, 7-9-63, Cl. 310—54.
Federal Pacific Electric Co. : See-

Cole. Thomas M.. Roby. and Norden. 3,097.326.
Wlktor. Dominik. 3.097,275.
Wlngard. Henry S., and Maier. 3,097,277.

Feess, Erich : See—
Bartl, Hugo, and Feess. 3 097,045.

Felts, Gordon P., to Microdot Inc. Universal electric con-
nector. 3,097,033, 7-9-63. Cl. 339-75.

Flat Socleta per Azionl : See—
Oiacosa. Dante. 3,096,843.

Flckler, Hans, to Industrlewerk SchaeflHer. Joint head for

movably connecting two machine elements. 3,097,005,
7-9C.3. Cl. 287 90.

Fllslnger, John F., to Tag-O-Matic Machine Co., Inc. Tag
printing machine. 3,096,712, 7-9-63, Cl. 101-288.

Finch, Stanley R., and V. Kelly. Pouring spout for milk
bottles and the like. 3,096,911, 7-9-63, Cl. 222—183.

Flrmatron, Inc. : See

—

Griffith, Benjamin VV.. Jr. 3,096.768.
Fischer. Ewald L. Ball separator and return mechanism.

3.096.981. 7-9-63. Cl. 273

—

11.

Fischer. Heinz. Coaxial capacitance termination. ."l.OOi,-

330, 7-9-63, Cl. 317—242.
Fischer, Kurt, and H. Mund, to Bahre Metallwerk K,G.
Method and apparatus for production of p«rticle board.

3.096 542. 7-9-63. Cl. 18—4.

tlsher, John G. : See—
Straley, James M., and Fisher. 3,097,196.

Hsher, Mark E. : See— _ „^
Christenson, Howard VV.. Fisher, and Mabley. 3,096 666.

Mshwick, Brian R.. and J. Wardleworth. to Imperial Chemi-
cal Industries Ltd. Azo dyestuffs. 3,097.198. 7-9-63, Cl.

260—207.1.
I'lske Baul E. Secure communication system. 3,097.348.

7-9-63,' Cl. 340-164.
l-Mtzgerald, John B., and D. R. Compton, to ACF Industries,

Inc. Fuel pump. 3,096,722. 7-9-63, Cl. 103—150.
Fitzgerald, John E. : See

—

Mlms, Biuce L., and Fitzgerald. 3,097.027.
Flexnlt Co.. Inc. : Sec-

Martin. Joseph R. 3.006,769.
Flexonlcs Corp. : See—

Salmon. Clarence P. 3,096,691.
Fluotechnlc; See

—

Cosnuan Iternard. 3.097.326.
Ford,_Barton H. : See-

t"ord. Michael J. and B. H. 3,096.814.
^'o^d. Michael J. and B. H., Vj to Internatlon.nl Paper Co.,

and >A to The Stanley Works. Temporary door. 3,096,-

814. 7-9-63. Cl. 160—113.
Ford Motor Co. : See—

Wanlass. Cravens L. 3,097.305.
Forrer, Edward E. A tree lighting fixture. 3,096,943. 7-9-

63. Cl. 240—10.
Foster, John R. : See

—

Eichacker, Homer A., and Foster. 3,097,007.

Foster, Robert D. Pipe tongs. 3,097,011. 7-9-63. Cl. 294—
104.

Fowler. William J. : See-
Abbott. John A.. Bunnelle. Roberts. Brooks, and Fowler.

3,090.837.

Vox, Donald K., and VV. J. Relchenecker.
Electric <"orp. Copper base alloys. 3,097
75—156.5.

to Westlnghouse
,093. 7-9-63. Cl.

3,096,609, 7-9-03, Cl,

Co. Spreader. 3,096.-

Inc. Diving bar-

Fox, Martin, to The .Seng Co. Self-orienting revolving fix-
ture. 3,096,964, 7-9-63, Cl. 248—425.

France, Harold, and A. Lister, to Imperial Chemical Indus
tries Ltd. Pf)lyl80cyanate compositions. 3,097,191, 7—^
63. Cl. 200—77.5,

P'rancesco Vlsmara S.p.A. : See

—

CavalUni, <Juido. and Massaranl. 3.097,138.
Francis, John P. Adjustable windshield awning and sup-

porting means therefor. 3.097.014. 7-9-0.*?, Cl. 296— 95.
Francis. Tliomas L.. C. L. Kettler. and G. P. .Sarraflan, to
Texas Instruments Inc. Jump drive for computer dis-
tributor comjirlslng magnetron beam switching tubes.
3,097.342, 7-9-03, Cl. 328—103.

Frank, Raymond G., to F. J. Stokes Corp. Tablet duster.
3.096,532, 7-9-03. Cl. 15— 1.5.

Frankhouser. William L., and J. H. Eyler, to Westlnghouse
Elfctric Corp. .Method of metals Joining. 3.097.293.
7-9-03, Cl. 219 -137.

Free, James L.. to Westlnghouse Electric Corp. Apparatus
for and method for applying n>flectiv»' coatings on un-
masked portion of lamp envelop*-. 3,097.104 7-9-63. Cl.
117 38.

Freund, Dean H., and J. E. Davis, to Whirlpool Corp. Frame-
less range. .?.096,753, 7-9-63. Cl. 120—39.

Irick. Chester A., and R. M. I.«ngniack. to Haney Aluminum
(Inc.). Pn>fabric5ited partition with interl<K'ked rails and
studs. 3, 09*), 861, 7 9-03. Cl. 189—34.

Friedman, Bernard S., and K. P. Zmitrovis, to Sinclair Re-
search. Inc. Process for the conversion of paraffin hydro-
carbons with isobntane utilizing hydrogen fluoride as a
catalyst. 3.097.1.55. 7-9-63, Cl. 208—66,

l-'rirsz, Max : See—
Havivi Mos;i, and Frirsz. 3.096.676.

Frit.sch. Wallace J. Coif <art. 3,096,992. 7-9-63, Cl. 280

—

47.31.
Frump, John A. : See-

Butter, Georpe N.. and P'rump. 3,097.219.
^^lerth. William J., to PattonMacGuver Co. Apparatus for
making electrical connections. 3,096.804. 7-9-63 Cl
153-1.

Gainer. (Juy R., and G. A. Mcl>aln. Rotatable hot line
clamps. 3.097.037, 7-9-63, Cl. .339—245.

<;.innaway. Harrel Clamp for radially split ring pallet.
3.0<»0.55.-), 7-9-63, Cl. 25—1.

• i'arrett Corp., The : See—
Silver. Alexander, and Cholvln. 3,096.014.

Garrett. John E.. and K. VV. Howick to The (itMidvesir Tire
& Rubber Co. Hay rake tooth.
56-400.

Garrison. Marvin L.. to Seymour Mfg.
984, 7-9-03. Cl. 275— 12.

<;auer. Walter VV.. to VVroble & (iauer Co
rler. 3.090 980. 7-9-03, Cl. 272—60.

Gelgy Chemical Corp. : See—
Skeuse, Thomas. 3.097,044.

Gell. Philip A. M., to Elemelt Ltd. Means for making fibres
of vitreous tnaterlal. 3.097,251. 7-9 03, Cl. 13 -6.

General .Vniline & Film (""orp. : See-
i;iicknian, Samuel A.. Miller, and Chlddix. 3.097,181
Werner. Jesse, and Hessel. 3,097,087.

(Jeiieral Dynamics Corp. : See

—

Sharp. Rf>dman A., and Eichen.
< Jeneral l-.leotric Co. : See

—

GmJtafson. Rfllph VV. 3,096,811.
I>'ster, Ronald H. 3.097.101.
-Manning, Ralph M. 3.097,270,
Schatze, llans-JUrgen, and Kallweit. 3 097.112
Tehon, Stephen VV. 3.097.264.
TIemann. .Jerome J. 3,097,311.
Walker, Chapman J. 3.097,152.
Zuerker, Siegfried J. 3.097,268.

tJeneral Electric Co.. Ltd., The: See—
Ingram Derek G. VV. 3,097,345.

(Jeneral Kinetics Inc. : See—
(Jutterman. Robert P. 3.096.950.

(Jeneral Motors Corp. : See -

Amann. Charles A., and Scheel. 3.090.728.
Chaplin. Albin. and Reddy. 3.096.849.
Christenson, Howard VV., Fisher, and Mablev. 3,096,-

666.
Cole. IMwaid \., and Johnston. 3,096.9.38.
De Rees. Delbert D. 3.096,5.38.
Essenmacher, Ernest R. 3,096.643.
(Jreene, Joseph L. 3,097,148.
Harry. Gordon W. 3.096,748.
Johnson, Ralph 8. 3.097 074.
Kast. Howard B. 3 090.618.
Koehly. Paul F., and Walters. 3.097, .320.
.Mazzarlne. Janis. 3 096.840.
Milburn, Frank L. 3.096,755.
Miller, Charles W. 3.09<i.941.
Nagel, Arthur N. 3,097.015.
Prlmeau. George H.. and Wolfram. 3,096,994
Rembold, Charles E. 3,096.629.
Snillvan, I>>o S.. Jr. 3.097.000.
Walsh. Phillip D. 3.096.664.
VVincIiell Frank J. .and Kelley. 3.096,613.

General Precision, Inc. : See

—

Cohen, Robert J. 3,090,657.
(Jeneral Railway Signal Co. : See

—

Williams. Roger E. 3,097,295.

General Steel Wares Ltd. : Sec—
Mitchell, Leonard G. H. 3,096,972.

(Jerard Roper E. J. : Sec —
Sosln. Boleslaw .M.. and Gerard. 3,097.343.

GIncehetti. .\nacleto D.. to National Video Corp. Regulation
of high frequency induction heating apparatus. 3,097,283,
7-9-03, Cl. 219—10.77,

3,097,301.
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Glaoosa. Dante, to Flat Socleta per Azlonl. Rearf^ngined
motor vehicles having air-cooled englnen. 3.09ft,843, 7 i>

63, CI. 180—54. '

Olattlno, LonlH R. : See—
Brown, Maurice H., and Giattlno. 3,097,281.

<;it)8on, Daniel I... ti> The Dow Chemical Co. fielUng hydro-
carbon llquidR. 3,097, 1«9 7-9-03, CI. 252—8.55.

(Mbson, William D.. to Whlte-Rodgers Co. Space tempera-
ture control. 3.096, 93.5. 7 9-63. CI. 23H- 1.

Olll, Robert F., Jr , and P. Q. 8. Mero. to Victor Comptom
eter Corp. Recording device. 3,096,742, 7-9 «3. CI.
120-42C)ri.

(Jllllland. Joe E., R. Ray, and W. E. White, to Ozark Mnhon
Ing Co. Hy<lrogen fluoride detlnnlng proceBs and produc-
tion of stannouM fluoride. 3,097,06.3, 7-9-<>3 CI. S3 -H«.

(Mnther, Robert J. Radlntion senHltlve glasn. 3,097,172,
7 9-»i3. CI 2.'>2—301.4.

(Jlrnlti.-i. AUHTt 1'. : See
Johnaton, Jainew D. Shapiro, and OlrnltlR. 3.097,222.

'

3,096, SCO, 7 9-63,Collapsible furniture.

See

3.097,

Treat
208- -

Inc. I'rocesH for re-

lax H8 ammonium chlo
,06.'-.. 7-9-63, CI. 23—

(ilasx, Henry I'.

CI. 297- 1,'>9.

<;ia.<«s, Warren V.
Cook, Thoman L. 3.096,57r).

<;ieckler Ceorge C. : See-
Kennerly. George W.. HofTenberg, and Oleckler.

195.
Clelm, William K. T , to Cniver-sal Oil Productx Co

Ing hydrocarbon dUtillates. 3,097,1.')8, 7-9-63. CI.

204.
<;ilckinan, Samuel A . E. S. Miller, and M. E. Chlddlx. to

• fener-al .\nlllni> A Film Corp. Composition cminnrlHink'
polvpvrrolidono and another polvamlde. 3,007.181, 7 -9-63,

Cl "2rt() 42
<;iot)el'nlon Inc. : See

Schimek, Rob«'rt. 3,097,334.
Godchaux, I>>on. II: See

LIppman. Alfred, Jr.. and Godchaux. 3,097,072.
Godefrol. Erik F. : See—

Maddox, V. Harold, and Godefrol. 3.097,207.
Godefrol. Erik F.. V. H Maddox and R F I'arcell, to Parke,

Davis k Co. Process for producing a depressant like effect

on the central nervous system. 3,097,136, 7-!M)3, CI.

167 (>.').

(Joetx'l, Charles G. : See

-

Harrett Fred O, and Gm-hel. 3 097,220.
Goettl Adam !>., to McGrnw Edison Co. Louver structure.

3,0(m;,703, 7-9-63, CI 98—110 •
Goettl Adam D. to Mc<".raw Edison Co. I.ouver structure

3,090,70.-). 7 9-63. CI. 98- 121
<;ollmar, Herl>ert A., to Koppers Co,

covery of ammonia from coke oven
j

ride and ammonium sulfate. 3,091
100.

Goodman Mfg. Co. : See
Uledess. Anthony R. 3.096,893.

G(>o<lman, Rolnrt M., Jr. : See
Suhr, Rolx'rt .V.. and Goodman. 3.()9«.793.

(Joodvear Tire k Ru»»l)er Co., The : See
Bender, Newell R.. and Ten Broeck. 3.097,176.
(Jarrett. John E. and Howick. 3,090,009.
Slndelar, Lawrence R 3,096,541.

• Snvder. Robert F 3.096,919.
Tausch. Harry W. 3.097 180.

Gorgens Joseph E. and E. J. Plavcan, to Manning, Maxwell
k Moore, Inc Dial Instrument with external calibration

3,09r,.tl.')l 7 !M>3, Cl. 7.3—363.9.-*
(;osnell Mlcf»/tel P., to Phllco Corp. Lint screen.

Y-O-Jt,-?. Cl 68 -20.
(Jottesman. Roy T. : See-

Shll Henri, and Gottesman. 3,097,190,
Gottschalk. William H. : See

.\ldrich, Adelt)ert, Schwarz, and Gottschalk.

Gould, Charna. Garment fastener. 3,096, .525,

2 335
Gould, Charna. <;aruient fastener 3,096,5.'>3,

24 246
Grace, W R. k Co. : See

Barrett Wavne T., Sanchez, and Vanlk. .t,097,17.'».

Ralner, William C, Redding, Hlfov, Sloan, and Stewart
3,097.1 no

^ „ . ., .

Graham. Wanl A., and H W. Stratford, to Stratford Engl

neering Corp Sulfur dioxide and sludge removal process.

3.097 2;U. 7 9 ••,3. Cl 2<'.0--504.

(;randja<-<iues. Francois; See
., nor. k-i.

(jrnnf .John H to Kictia rdson-Merrei r inc. i ontalners ami

,3,096,63';

3,097,070.
7-9-63, Cl.

7_9_r.3, CI.

Creffe .\ndre, .\sselln. nnil (Jrandjacques. 3.09<

(Jranf, John B., to Richardson-Merrell» Inc. Contain
closures therefor. 3 ()!lf.,903, 7-9-63, Cl. 220 42

Orassettl, Davlde R : See-
^. „..

Klein, Howard C, and Orassettl. 3,097.244. _ „ „„ ^,,

Oravelle, Arthur J Latch guard. 3.097,008, 7-9-«3, ( I

092 ,346
Graves, Howard K. Piano action. 3,096,67.5, 7-»-«3. Cl.

Gravbltl Paul J. Dispensing container with reclosahle cover

for dlspensini: containers. 3,096 921, 7 9 63. Cl 229^ li.

Orayblll Paul J. Dispensing containers. 3,096,922, 7 -9 -«>.{,

Cl 229 17.

Great Lakes Carbon Corp. : See

—

Martin. Samuel W 3.097.1.51.
». »w ^ ,

Green- Lawrence B to Plastic Age Sales Inc Method of

fabricating a g'asx flber relnforcod plastic lunilnalre globe.

3 097.125, 7 9 63, Cl. 1.56—38.

Greene Joseph L . to General Motors Corp. Electroplating.

3.097.148, 7 9-63, Cl 204--43

Oreenhans. A'bert :
See „ ^„_ „„-

Knoll. David, and Greenhaus 3,097, 2H7.

Oreffe Andrei M. Asselln. and F Grandincoues, to Soj-lete

d'El'ectro Chlmie d'Electro-Metnllurgie et des AcWrles hlec

trlaues d'l'glne Process for casting Ingots In a mold con

talDlDg slag. 3.096,550, 7-9-63, Cl. 22 - 209.

thing and diapenclng mate-
»09, 7-9-63. Cl. 222—25.

Grenley. Dallas O. : See—
Townsend, Harold J. and Grenley. 3,097,178.

Gresaer, Herbert D., G. M. GroBof, L. R. Solon, and T. 8.
Shultx. to TRG, Inc. Photo-cauterlser with coherent light
aource. 3,096.767, 7-9-63, O. 128—395.

Orewe, Ferdinand : See—
Kegel, Erik, Wt-gler, Orewe, and Kaapera. 3,097,130.

Orewe. Ferdinand : See—
Wlemind, Christian, and Orewe. 3.097,132.

Grlfflth, Benjamin W.. Jr., to Flrmatron, Inc. Electrotherapy
aystem. 3,096,768, 7-9-63, Cl. 12&—422.

OroBof, Gerard M. : See—
Greaser, Herbert D., Orosof, Solon, and Sbultz. 8.096,-

767.
Orunwald, John J , to MacDermid, Inc. Method of and

comiwsltlon for producing electrolesa black nickel coatings.
3,097,117, 7-9-63, Cl. 148—6.14.

Oruver, Jerry T , to Phillips Petroleum Co. Method of curing
polymeric materials and product thereof. 3,097,193, 7-9-
63, Cl. 260 85.1.

Oudlksen, Ingvard, to T. J. Mulroy. Baby lift. 8,096,917,
7-«-63, Cl. 224—6.

Oulda. Frank C. Electric welding torch. 3,097.290, 7-9-63.
Cl. 219—7.5.

GuptlU, Frank E. : See—
Eastman, Du Bols, and OuptlU. 8,097,081.

OuptUl, Frank E., Jr., to Texaco Inc. Gasification of hydro-
carbon fuel oils. 3,097,082, 7-9-63, Cl. 48—215.

Oustafson, Ralph W.. to General Electric Co. Safety control
system for fluid fuel burner*. 3,096,811, 7-9-63, Cl. 158-
28

Gutridge, Jack E.. to Pullman-Standard Car Mfg. Co. Center
load container car. 3.098,730, 7-9-63, Cl. 105—368.

Outterman, Robert P., to General Kinetics Inc. Reel Im-
provement. 3,096,950, 7-9-63. Cl, 242—74.

GwTther, Val M. Fish sorting method. 3,096,600. 7-9-63,
Cfl. 43—100.

H.O. Enterprises : See—
Nelkln, Henn' G. 3,096,760.

Hachler, Walter. Device for well
rials for mixing thereof. 3,096,{

Haertel, W. J., A Co. : See—
Purdy, Burl O. 3,096.862.

Hall, Elmer D Hydraulic method and apparatus for flexing
stuck pipe In well bores. 3.096,822, 7-9-63, Cl. 166—35.

Hall, Leslie B. Solid bullet lubricant. 3.097.168, 7-9-63,
Cl. 2.52-23

Hall, Thomas R., to McCabe-Powers Body Co. Single-boom
derricks. 3,096,886, 7-9-63, Cl. 212—35.

Hamlll. Gordon B. : See—
Hewett, Charles M., and Hamlll. 3.096.640.

Hamilton Tool Co.. The : See

—

HufTman. Harold W. 3.096.949.
Hanna, Fred M. : See -

Hobrough, Ollbert L., and Hanna. 3,097.355.
Hansen. Erik H.. to Plastlca Inc. Insulated container and

closure therefor. 3,096,897, 7-9-63, Cl. 218—13.
Hardy, Howard C, to Stanray Corp. Acoustical barrier fence,

3,096,847, 7-9-63 Cl. 181—33.
Harriman, Raymond E., to Ryan Aeronautical Co. Alternat-

ing current silicon controlled rectifier switch. 3.097,314.
7-9-63, Cl. 307—88.5.

Harrls-Intertype Corp.: See—
Wolciechowski, Walter J., and Brandt. 3.096,710.

Harry, Gordon W., to General ^totor8 Corp. Level Indicator

and filling device In an engrl%e cooling system. 3,096,748.
7-9-63, Cl. 123—41 1.5. . , ^,

Hartley, Robert L., to Harper J. Hansburg Co., Inc. Closure
door for a receptacle. 3,097.030, 7-9-63, Cl. 312—315.

Harvev Aluminum (Inc.) : 8e&—
Frlck, Chester A , and Langmack. 3,096,861.

Harvev, Douglass C, and H. Nerwln. to Eastman Kodak Co.

Camera locking device. 3.096,699, 7-9-63, Cl. 95—31.
Harwood, Richard J. Wheel mounting means. 3.096.852,

7-9-63, Cl 188—1.
Hastings. Clifford R. : See

—

„ ^, ^„„
Dyrkacz. Wasll W , Hastings, and Pltler. 3,097,092.

Hautly. Rudolph F. Inertia switch. 3.097.272. 7-9-68, Cl.

200—61.49
Ilavely, John E. : See- ^^_ „.„

Branscum, Tonv E . and Havely. 8,097,058.
Havlvl, Mosa. and "M Frlrsi. Tailpiece for stringed Instru-

ments. 3.096.676, 7-9-63, Cl, 84—302.
, „ ^ ,.

Havner, Paul F.. to Sanders Associates, Inc. Hydraulic
transducer. 3,096.690, 7-9-63, Cl. 91—481.

Hazan. Jack : See

—

AJouelo. Davis J 3.096,522.
Helh»>rg Ornulf E Method for winding packages of roving

and the like 3.096.fni, 7-9-63. Cl. 57 -158.
Helwlnkel, Heinz W. : See „ ^

Sjogren. Bertll K F., Llndvall. Helwlnkel, and Hogberg.
3.097.1.34

Helm Machine Products. Inc. : Set
Nevin Robert L. 3.096..583.

Melv.nston. Edwairt P :
See „ ^„ „«„

Edmonds. Bvron P.. Dahms, and Helrenston. 3,096,969.

HeniMhin Co : See „ „^« „».
Capes. Tasker L . and Norman. 3.098,634.

Ilcndrtkson Edward D.. and J. P. I/ogas ; said Hendrlkson,
asvor of % to M W Lopp. Hav bale pick-up and conveyor
Implement. 3.096,S6.S. 7-9-03, Cl. 198-9.

Hend'-'ck'.on. Vergil P.- See
Dlckeson Leonard F. Hendrlckson. Johnson, Llcnten-

steln. Pea re.-, and Rohweder. 3,096 667.

Hennessy. James J . Jr.. to Hennessy Lubricator Co.. Inc.

Railway axle box oil and dust seal. 3,096.987, 7-9-63. < 1.

277—175.
Hennessy Lubricator Co., Inc. : See

—

Hennessy, James J.. Jr. 3.096,»87.

1

i

I

I

Henry-Baudot, Jacques, to Printed Motors Inc. Printed cir-
cuit stator for electrical rotating machines 3,097,319,
7-9-63, CL 310—179.

Henry-Blabaud, Edmond, to Andre Citroen, Soclete Anonyine.
Mounting process for a lining panel. In particular for ve-
hicles. 3,096,601, 7-9 -«3, Cl. 4.5—138.

Hermans. Marie E. A., and T. van der I'lns. to Stichfinu
Reactor Centrum Nederland. Process for the preparation
of granular uranlferona material of uniform particle size.
3 007 0r,2 7-0-63. Cl. 23—14.5.

Heaa, Howard V. : See—
Eckert, George W., Heas. and Towne." 3.097.171.

Hessel Frederick A. : See

—

Werner. Jesse, and Hessel. 3,097.087.
Henck. Claua. F. Bochlltx H. Schmidt. H. Vllcsek, and J

Winter, to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormals
MelBter LqcIus & Brunlng. Modified, phosphorus-contain-
ing polyester resins and process for preparing same.
3 007,1S4. 7-fl-<:3 CI 260

—

Mt 1.

Hewett. Charles M.. and G. B. Hamlll, to Standard Oil Co.
Simple apparatus for the detection of low boiling hydro-
carbons hy spark-gap method. 3.096.640. 7-9-63. Cl. 73
36.

Helwlnkel. Heinz W. ; See^
Sjogren. Bertll K. P., Llndvall. Helwlnkel, and Hogberg.

3,097.134.

Pipe line pnmp

Heyden Sfewport Chemical Corp. : See

—

Sldi Henri, and R. T. Gottesman. 3.0!»7.190.
Noll, to Farbwerke

Lucius k
3,097,216,

of Kansas
-9-63, Cl.

3,096,727.

3,096,957.

Hltov, Sloan, and Stewart.

Heyna, Johannes, E. .Schlnzel, and W
Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormals Melster
Brunlng. Bine acid antbraquinone-dyestuffs.
7-9-63, CT 260—372.

Hiersteiner, Walter L., to Tension Envelope Corp
City. Envelope for two-way use. 3,096,92.5,
229—73.

Hlgglns, Edward F.. Jr.. and D. H. Larson, to United Stateo
of America, Army. Radio frequency leveling device. 3.096,-
591. 7-9-83. Cl. 33—206.

Highland Dairies. Inc. : See—
Parker. Roy A., and Thompson. 3.096.908.

Hlldyard. Joseph M., and H. C. Breckon. to The Hooker Elec-
trochemical Co. Hydrogen chloride production system.
3,097.073. 7-9-63. a. 23—277.

Hill. Earl S. : See—
Schafer. Richard V.. and Hill. 3.096.944.

HUlberg, Bror. to Superior Concrete Accessories. Inc. Coll
tie spacer cone and pulling device for the removal thereof
from concrete insUllatlons. 3.096,574. 7-9-63. Cl. 29—
2«3.

Hills-McCanna Co. : See

—

McFarland, RoUand, Jr. 8,096.966.
Host. Thomas E. 3.096,786.

Hlndes. Clifford K. : See-
Bell. Millard J., and Hlndes.

Hint. Gerald E. : See
Peterson Leslie D. and HIrt,

Hltov, Joseph J. : See

—

Ralner. William C, Redding
3,097,150.

Hiyama. Howard" K. : See

—

Hiyama. Kazuo and H. K. 3,096,848.
Hiyama, Kazuo and H K. Mobile extensible scaffold. 3,096.-

848, 7-9-63, Cl. 182—131.
Hobrough, Gilbert L., and F. M. Hanna, to Hunting Survey

Corp. Ltd. Apparatus for aerial survey radar distance
measurement. 3.097.355. 7-9-63. Cl. 343—7.3

Hocbbelser, Jerome ,S., to United States of .\merica. Air
Force. Pin socket for miniature electrical components.
3 '107 03?. 7 0-03. n 3.30 17

Hodgson, Robert A., to National Tank Co. Compensated
integrator. 3.096.64.5. 7-9-63. Cl 73—223

Hoehn, Hans .nnd H. Breuer, to Olin Mathleson Chemical
Corp. Hydrlndene sulfonylureas. 3,097,242, 7-9-«3, Cl.

260—553.
Hoffenberg, David 8. : See

—

Kennerly, George W , Hoffenberg, and Oleckler. 3,097,-

195.
Hoffman. Cnrl G. Met»>o<1 for formlnir ear plnirs for suprKirt

ing hearing aid receivers. 3.097,059, 7-9-63, Cl. 18—
5.5.05.

Hoffman Joseph A., and H. L, Bowkley, to American Cyan-
amld Co Gelled ammonium nitrate explosive contalnlnc
polyacrylamlde and an inorganic cross-linking ag'^nt.

3 097,120, 7-9-63, Cl. 149—60.
Hogberg. Karl G. : See

—

Sjogren. Bertll K. F.. Llndvall, Helwlnkel, and Hog
berg. 3.097,134.

Hohl, John, and J. M. Wheaton. to Owens-Illinois Glass Co.

Container and closure cap therefor. 3.096.898. 7-9-63,
Cl. 215—40.

HolUngsworth. Pierce, to Standard-Thomson Corp. Fluid
control apparatus. 3.096,828. 7-0-63, Cl 170-160.14.

Holstevn. Henry W. Slab straightening. 3.096,808, 7-9 63,

a. 153—48.
Holtschmldt. Hans : See

—

V. Rrachel, Hanswllli, Ester, Holtschmldt, and Sinn.
3 097 173.

Homer, Horace H., and F. R. Taubner. to Sylv.nnla Electric
Products Inc. Method of coating a fluorescent lamp tube.

3 097 103, 7-0-63. Cl V7 33 .5

Hong, Tonny, to United States Steel Corp. Tool «teel for

working hot metal. 3,097 091, 7-9-63, Cl 75—126.
Hooker Electrochemical Co., The : See—

Hlldyard. Joseph M.. and Breckon. 3,097,073.

Hoppenstand. David, to Transport Industries, Inc. Shaft
lock. 3,096.858. 7-9-63. C\. 188—82.7.

Horelick, Arnold L.. H W. Dombnsh. and J. J Zlmsky. to

McGraw-Fdison Co. Dlstrlbatlon transformer. 3,097,346,
7-0-63, Cl. 336—68.

Homschuch, Hanns, to Ingersoll-Rand Co.
3,096.783, 7-9-63. Cl. 137—569.

Horowitz, Oharles, and H. L. Dobrikin. to Berg Alrlectrti
Proflucts Co. Dash control parking brake valve. 3.096,-
789. 7-9-63. Cl. 137—627.5.

Howard. Donald W., to The Bendiz Corp. Brake overtem-
peratnre detector and indicator. 3,096,649. 7-9-63, Cl.
73—342.

Howick, Kenneth W. : ,sree

—

Garrett, John E and Howick. 3,096,809.
Howrey, Harold C. deceased ; M. L. Solomon, administratrix,

to M. E Obrist and W. H. Solomon. Furnace fireplace.
3.096.754, 7-9-63. Cl. 126—120.

Hubby. Laurence M., to Texaco Inc. Automatic system for
measuring and recording properties of a quantity of fluid

3.096J541, 7-9-63, a. 73—53.
Hubel, Karl W., and E. H. Braye, to Union Carbide Corp

Process for the preparation of hydrogenated organic com-
pounds and products resulting therefrom. 3,097,153. 7-9-
63. a. 204—158.

Huffman, Harold W., to The Hamilton Tool Co. Air expand-
able core shaft. 3,096,949, 7-9-63, Cl. 242—72.

Hughes Tool Co., Aircraft Division : See—
Amer Kenneth B., Chris, and Boswell. 3,096,826.

Hunter. William A., and R. Lund, to Pettibone Mnlllken Corp.
7-9-63. n.3.096.547.

Sealed plastic

3.097.198.

See

3.097.359.

Automatic core-making machine
22—10.

Hunting Survey Corp. Ltd. : Bee—
Hobrough. Gilbert L.. and Hanna. 3,097.355.

Hurwitz. Melvln D.. and S. Y. Wang, to Rotim k Haas Co.
Process of creaseprooflng cellnloae fabrics with 2,6-dloxa-
spiro (3,3) heptane and formaldehyde and fabrics produced
thereby. 3.097.050. 7-9-63. Cl. 8—116.4.

Hutchinson. Herman R., to Plastomatic Corp.
containers 3,096.904. 7-9-63, Cl. 220—47.

Ideal Industries, Inc. : See

—

Cheney. North. 3.097.257.
Illinois Tool Works Inc. : See

—

Edwards. Bryant. 3,096,546.
Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. : See

—

Fishwick, Brian R and Wardleworth.
France, Harold, and Lister. 3,097.191.
Marchant. Alan, and Wvnne. 3,097,249.
Mills. Walter P. 3.097,043.
Suckling. Charles W.. and Raventos. 3,097.1.33.
Thorp, Jeffrev M. 3.097,139.
Tllley. Colin G., and Waite. 3.097.197.
Turner, Norman. 3.007,078.
Wooler. Alan M. 3,097.042.
Yulll. Alexander M. 3.096,714.

Inco, Joseph F. Couch convertible into beds. 3,096,528,
7-9-63, Cl. 5 -28.

Independence Foundation and Koppers Co., Inc. :

Aamot. Olav C 3,097,090.
Industrial Powertronlx Inc. : See--

Ofner, Frank R. 3.097.159.
Industrlewerk Schaefller : See—

FIckler, Hans. 3.097,005.
Ingersoll-Rand Co. : See

—

Cowles. Ellsworth C. and Voggenthaler.
Hornschuch, Hanns. 3.096,785

Incram, Alvln R.. to Kopners Co. Inc. Heat stable polymers.
3 097.188. 7-9-63. Cl 2fiO 45 95

Incram, Derek G. W . to The General Electric Co. Ltd. Oscll
lator hnvliig amplitude proportional to input signal.
3 097.345. 7 9-63. Cl 331 100.

International Comtiuters and Tabulators Ltd. : Sec—
Contes. Harold N 3.097 350.

International Paner Co. : See—
Ford. Michael J and R. II 3.006,814.

Irwin. Milton Fast acting clamp. 3,006,975, 7-9-63. Cl
269 -169.

Itek Corp. : See
Tyler. Arthur W. 3.096.882.

Jackson. Plilllp to The Bendix Corp. Transducer 3.096,6.56.
7 0-63. Cl. 73 -.517

Jacobs. Robert J., and C. J. Waechter, to Midland Ross Corn.
Web severing and roll initiating mechanism. 3,096,047.
7 0-63. Cl 242-56.

James, Ivanhoe J. P.. to Electric k Musical Industries Ltd.
Correction of transmission variations In television stand-
ards converting s.vsfem 3 097.260. 7-9-63 CI. 178 54

Jainrosv. Bernard V. Extension cord lock and keeper.
3.097.034, 7-9-63, Cl. 339—75.

Janssen, Paul A. J., to Research Laboratorium Dr. C. Janssen,
N.V. 1 aroya1kyl-4-arvlpiperldinecarboxamldes 3,097,20{»,
7-9-63 Cl. 260—203.4 '

Jendriisch. Paul, to E C. H. Will. Device for overlaoping
sheets of paper, press board and other material. 3.096,978.
7 63. Cl. 271—46.

Jenkins. George A., to G. C. Jenkins. Reversible ratchet
mechanism 3.006 659, 7-0-63. Cl. 74 157.

Jenkins. Georire C. : Sep

—

Jenkins Georjre A 3 096 659.
Jennings, livston C . and H. C. Spooner. to The New York

Air Brake Co. Hydraulic system. 3.096,610, 7-9-63, Cl.
60—53

Jenson. Ernest L.. to Ni'w Haven Wire k Cable. Inc. Wire
[lackage and reel therefor. 3.096,951, 7-9-63, Cl. 242— 137 1

Jentzen-Mlller Co. : Sec -

Jentzen. Sydney W. 3,096.733.

Jentzen. Svdnev W to Jentzen-Mlller Co. Modular shelving
assembly. 3.096.733. 7-9-63, Cl. 108-158.

Jepson, Ivar. to Sunbeam Corp. Lightweight compoi^'te sole
plate and method of making the same. 3,096.566, 7 9-63,
Cl. 20 155.5.

Jepson, Ivar, to Sunbeam Corp. Electric power unit for hand
held food mixer. 3,097,318, 7-9-63, Cl. 310—68
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JohanneBen, Donald L). : Hee—
Doiiibj'ik, Edward K., and Johannesen. 3,0««,648.

Johnson, Carl T., and P. O. \N>rniager, to United States of

America, Navy. Ketractable rails. 3.096, 726, 7-9-ti.l, I'l.

Johnson, Charles F. Pipe anchor. 3,096,554. 7-9-63, CI.

24—263.
Johnson, Donald W.. to Thexton Mfs- Co. EnKine attach

meut for valve gear lubrication. 3,096.851, 7-9-63, CI.

184 -6.

Johnson, Eldon A. : See
White, Jaclt M., and Johnson. 3.096.721.

Johnson, Gordon U . : See-—
Dickeson. Leonard F.. Hendriolcson, Johnson, LIchten

Btein, Fearce, and Rohweder. 3,096,667.

Johnson, Leonard E., Jr. Door hinge. 3,096,537. 7-9-63.

CI. 16— 128.
Johnson, Marvin M.. and A. C. Pitchford to I'hlllips Petro

leum Co. Process for concurrent upgrading of iron ore and
heavy crude oils. 3.097,156. 7 9-63, CI. 208—124.

Johnaon, Milton R. : See—
Sprinkle, Charles R., Sekula. Johnson, and Sparr.

3.097.128. .....
Johnson, Ralph E., to The Singer Mfg. Co. Lock hIUcIi

sewing machine with bobbin replenishing means. 3,096. 736,

7-9-63. CI. 112—181.
, .

Johnson, Ralph S., to General Motors Corp. Catalytic con-

verter. 3.097.074. 7 9-63. CI. 23—288. ^ ^ ,

Johnston, Jamt>8 D., H. Shapiro, and A. P. Glraitis, to Ethyl
Corp. Stable lead alkyl compositions and a method for

preparing the same. 3,097,222, 7-9-63, CI. 260—437.
Johnston, Rodney M. : See—

Cole, Edward N., and Johnston. 3,096,938.
Jonaltls, Charles VV. : See

—

Baarson, Robert E., and Jonaitis. 3,097.162.
Jont'!*. Clifford E. Applicator for liquid weed-killer. 3,(H»«i.

534, 7-9-63. CI. 15-244.
Jones, Hugh \V. : See

—

Crisweil, BlUle K.. and Jones. 3,096,830.
Jones. James B.. to Aeroprojects Inc. Vibrating roll and

method. 3.096.672. 7-9-63. CI. 80—60.
Jones, Marvin R. : See—

Ahlstoue, Arthur G., and Jones. 3,096,999.
Jones, Sterling B., to Monogram Preilslon Industries. Inc.

Sheet clamp having a one eared spreader bar. 3,096,679,

7-9-63, CI. 85—6. ^ „ „.
Jones, William A., R. L. Wales. J. F. Leonard, and P. W

.

Dalrymple, to Northrop Corp. Fluid sealing self-aliKning

shaft bearing. 3.097,024. 7-9-63. CI. 308—36.3.

Josse. Eugene M. : See—
ftosenfeld, Elisar B., Miagkich. Vlliam-Vilmont. Joase,

and Piotnikov. 3,096.756
Jucker. Ernst, and A. EbtiOther. to Sandoz A.G

l2'-(alpha-methyl-para halo benzhydryloxy

)

Idlne. 3.097.212. 7-9-63. CI. 260—326.5.
Jumelle. Louis F. : See—

Bauger, Louis J.. Constant, and Jumelle.
Kabushiki Kaisha Koparu : Sec—

Sato. Takayoshl. and Nakat#nl. 3.096.697.
Kadleck, Richard G. : See-

Van Dyke, Bruce E., Richards, and Kadleck

N-methyl-2-
etiyl] pyrrol

3,096.954.

Combus-

3.097,342.
3,097,141.

Kent. Ray W.. Jr., hikI K. 11. Bolton, to The Dow <'hemical
I'll, t.ruft copolymer of nioiiovinyl aromatic hydrocarbim
1111(1 a ciipolyiiuT iif butadiene and Isopropenylbiphenyl nr
vlnylbiphenyl. 3,097.1H6. 7-9 63. CI. 260—45.5.

Keon, iMlwurd F. : See-
Cox. Wilbur C, Meyers, and Keon. 3.097.122.

Kerr, tiiinlfh K., to l-'AU' Corp. filling mechanism. 3.096.-
914. 7-0 63. CI. 222 333.

Ker.sliaw, Riiyce G. Apparatus for tamping ballast on a
railroad track. 3,(>'Mi,724, 7-9-63, CI. 104—12.

Kervln, \n lllls D., to t'arbonic Development Corp.
tion burner. 3,096,812, 7-9 63, CI. l.-iS— 108.

Kfttler. Cliarlew 1>. : Nee
Fiaiuts, 'I'lioiiias I... Kef tier, and Stjrratian.

KWlwell. Klizabeth N. Immunological method.
7-U-63, CI. 167 78.

Kimberly-Clark Corp. : See—
Martinek, Uirhard W. 3,(>97.107

Kiiu-l, h'red .\.. to Syntes Corp.
3.(»<J7.2t>0. 7 It »>.<. <'l. 260 -239.0.

Klng-Seeley ThiTinos Co. : See—
Whiuery. <.eorge B. 3,(H»7,279.

Klniwy. Thurldw H. Iiiii>letni-nt holder.
ri. 248 113.

Klein. Howard C., and D. R. Grassettl. to N'opco Chemical
Co. I'roduriloii of vitamin A aldehyde. 3.097,244. 7-9-
<s?, (1. 2<><> ."I'JH.

KllngltT. Karl A, Itiiilroad car axle journal boxes. 3.097,-
(12.-.. 7-9-63. ("1. .•5()K Al.

Klopp, Frledrich, F. Klopp. Jr.. and
\>erke (i.iii.t>.H. .Milling machine.
90 17.

See
K. Klopp, Jr.

68^
Klopp^Uerke G.iii.b.H

Klopp,
687.

Kliiiifel, Kurt Walter,
helm, and M. Tomariek
electrophotographic reproduction
06-1.

Knoll, David, and A. Greeiihaus, to Uerko Electric Mfg. Corp.
Panel typ«' lieatiiig niiparatus and air circulating means
therefor. 3.(H.»7,287, 7 9-63, CI. 219—39.

Kiiorr-Bri'mse (Je.sellscliaft niit Heschrankter Ilaftung : See
Riedl, Engelbert. 3,097,019.

Kodi, David, to .Morris Kurtzon, Inc. Method and appti
ratus for making a .scre.ii or grille. 3,096,571, 7-9-63.
("1. 29 160.

Koili. Donald T., and W. R. Bohannan, to The Cooper- Be.sse-

mer Corp. Compre.xsor control. 3,096.926, 7 9-63. CI.
230 4.

3.096,918.

Kalfen, Zoftan. Re>er»ible traction device. 3.096.939. 7-9-

63, CI. 238—14.
Kalle Aktlengewellschaft : See—

Sahler, W ilhelm. 3.097,297.
Kallweit. llelga : See— „' , . .

SchUtze, Hans JUrgen. and Kallweit. 3.097.112.
Kamborian. Jacob S. : See - •

Dunlap, Robert B. 3,097.288. i

Kfimpf. Erhard : See

—

Kraft. Alfred, and Kimpf. 3.09<5.779.

Kane Robert J. .Means for Introducing chlorine Into water.

3.096.780, 7 9-63. CI. 137 209.
Kappen, John W. Lifting unit. 3,096,895. 7-9-63. CI. 214-

Kaaper. Helmut : See
Regel, Krik, Wegler, Grewe, and Kasper. 3,O9<,1.30.

Kast, Howard B., to (Jeneral Motors Corp. Pyrophoric igni

ter. 3.096.618. 7-9-63, CI. tiO ^9.82.
Kasten, Walter, to The Bendix Corp. l-'uel filtering and

heater combination. 3,097.165. 7-9-63, Cl. 210-133.
,.,-4tT^tt^r^John E., and L. A. .Millir, to Monsanto Chemical <'o.

Propiolates. 3,097,086, 7-9-63, Cl. 71 2.3.

Kayler, Lloyd M. Indexing valves adaptable for use in lawn
sprinkling systems and other liquid distribution systems.

3,096,787, 7-9-63. Cl. 137 624 13.

Kegg. Robert R., R. K. La Brecque. and R. C. Warnke. to

Owens-Illinois Glass Co. Fenestration structure for con
trol of dayllghting. 3,096.684, 79-63. Cl. 88-60.

Kelley. t)liver K. : .sve—
Wlnchell. Frank J., and Kelley. 3.096.613.

Kelly. Vearl : See-
Finch. St.mley R.. and Kelly. 3.096,911.

Kelsey-Hayes Co. : See
Stelzer, William. 3,007,018.

Kempthorne, James L. Prcxvss for making concrete for ap
plication by spray gun. 3, 096,DOM, 7 1» 63, Cl. 2.'.9 147.

Kenner, Conard : See -

Anderson, Roy N. 3,096,718.
Kennerly, George W., D. S. Hofffnl)erg, and G. C. (;ieckler.

to American Cyanamid Co. i'ol.vmerization of acetylene
compounds. 3,007,19.'> 7 !• <;3. Cl 26(> 94.1

Kenney, Emll J., to The Craftlnt Mfg. Co. Sketching de-

vice. 3,096,587. 7-9-63. Cl. 33 64.

Kenney, Philip J. Can and reclosure lid and tape seal there

for. 3,006,005, 7-9-G3, Cl. 220—53.
Kent-Owens Machine Co.: Ser -

Tremblay. Alb."rt F. 3.096.609.

Klopp, FrliHlrich. Jr.
Klopp, Krledrich.
il.

triedrich.

17-aniinoandroMtanes.

3.096.960. 7-9-63,

F. Lessenich, to Klopp-
3.096.687. 7-9-63. Cl.

and Lessenich. 3.096.-

: See -

F. Klopp

H.

Jr..

R. Stumpf.

and Lessenich. 3.096.-

H. Bel»menburg. S. Wll-
rp. Material for

3.097.095. 7-9-63. Cl.

Walters. Jr.. to tieneral Motors
for Insulation. 3,097,320, 7-9-

Koehly, Paul F.. and K. C.
Corp. Protectl\e means
63. Cl. 310 217.

Koeiilg, .Nathan H., t<> l'i\lte»l Sfcitea of America. Agricul-
ture. Treatment of wiHd with acid anhydrides in the
presence of acetic arid. 3.097.052. 7-tM)3. Cl. 8—128.

Kovrncr. Hurry i^;.. and K. P. Thomas, to Westlnghouse Elec-
tric Corp. X ray apjwratus 3.006.976. 7-9-63. Cl. 269
323.

Kottler. Maximilian. Vacuum evaporator with a climbing
and falling film. 3.097.126. 7-9-63. Cl. 159—15.

Kohler, Werner : See—
Schimmlng. Walter, and Kohler. 3.097.280.

Koidnklljke .\e<]erlandsche Hoogonens en Staalfabrleken :

Nee—
Schuttevaer. Jurrianus. 3.096.549.

Konopaeke. Henry A., and J. C. Cunningham, to Olin Mathle-
sou Chemical Corp. Film extrusion apparatus having Im-
proved film thickness control means. 3.096.543. 7-9-63.
Cl. 18 12.

Kooljman. Picter L., and H. Hueslnk, to Shell OH Co. Sul-
fonates of hydroxyalkyi esters of tertiary alkanoic acids.
3,097,218. 7-9 63. V\. 260—400.

Koontz. Robert D.. to .Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co. Ribbed
sheet structure. 3.096.0.")H. 7_<.»_63. CI 244—123.

Koppers Co.. Inc. ; Nee -

Aamot. Olav C. 3.097,090.
(Jollmnr, Herbert A. 3.097.065.
Ingram. Alvln R. 3,097,188.

Kftrber, Kurt. I>evice for providing cigarettes with an
axial air duct. 3,0!tt;.772, 7-9-63, Cl. 131—66.

Korger, (Jerliard : See
-Vumuller, Walter, Korger, Ruschlg. and Wagner. 3,097,-

240.
Korger, <;erhard, H. Wagner, W. .Aumuller, and H. Ruschlg.

to Farbwerke Hoechst .\ktiengesellschaft vormals Melster
I,u<lus & Bruning. .\-cyilohexane-sulphonyl N''- (B-phenyl-
ethyU-urea. 3,097.241. 7-9-03. Cl. 260-553.

Kornacker. John J. : See

—

Cappelle. Norman D.. Korn.ncker. and Ma. 3.096,66.").
Koster. Roland, G. Bruno, and H. H. I^ehmkuhl, to Studlen

gesellschaft Kohle m.b.II. Process for the production of
boron and aluminium compounds containing hydrocarl>on
radicals and/or hydrogen. 3.097.068, 7-9-«3, Cl. 23 204.

Koump. Vladimir I. Autohelicopter. 3,096.953, 7-9-©3. CI.
244— 17. IP.

Kraft. Alfred, and K. KBinpf. Dual characteristic additive
feeding system. 3,096,779, 7-9-63. Cl. 137 -101.19.

Kragle. Ralph J., to Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. Fail-
ure indicating circuit for slave driven unit. 3.097,333.
7 9-63, Cl. 318 467.

Kralovopolsku Slrojirnn, zavinly Chemlckych zarizeni, piirodni
podnik : See—^

Kugler, Tibor. and Mlklossy. 3,097.292.
Krasnahlra. William. Apparatus for detecting engine failure.

3.097,352, 7-9-63, Cl. 340—236.

KT»mmr John. Jr. stirrup and adJusUble suspension means

KiSie?^ Tib))r''and K. Mlkloasy. to KraloTopolaka aifojlrna

MY^T Chemfckych .arltenl. parodnl podnik. Method and

:^;2?Jt« fSr tSe maintenance of t^^^^^^^i'S^fai

Kn^lS^al^!^rD7'gor4ffi^^^^
copies. 3.096,867, 7-»-«8. CL 197—181.

Kulick. Andrew. Jr. .Bee— _„,,^^ . /w,, *«i

^"SSSTn Kibuthikl Kaljha. Method for "^'»^g'';|J.^4"8
thetlc acrylonltrile fibers. 8.097,053, T-»-«3. Cl. i»—*o

Kurtxon. Morris InC-i»/K^T

K,ttf."o;iw^d' O.. OTiUWndix Co™. S.^nned^-c'en.

dUphraum fluid preMor* motor. S.096,689, 7-»-«3. t i.

LabbToUbert J., and R. J. Labbe. Tire chain. 3.096.803.

7-9-Q3, a. 152—237.

^^^Lab^'^Glibe^rfjTandR.J. 3.0B6.803.

"^ ^^g\6S^t!& B^e. and Warnke. 3.096,6M

Lacrol^^owrto Commlswrlat a I'Energle Atomlque. Meth

M- if manufarturlng mlcntporons metallic membranes.

Q,097.1 49. 7-9-63. C1.2(M—146.
, noA qto 7-0-

Lacy, Walter J. Agility developing device. 3.098.979, 7-»-

LaffetS' lSua'; and A. M. Boutin, to Progil S. A Volatile

.oHdinV2ctlcldi:i and bactericidal composition. 3.097.129.

LalMT^Rk^^H.^'i^" t>oat dock. 3,096,628. 7-»-68. Cl.

'^°*Ma'l^ne^yoe^w7sr.. and Lamb. 3^«.702
Landau, Rlc\iard B. Soil settling method. 3,096,622. 7-9-63.

Cl. 61—10. - „ _ .

"^"•^IS: ChSt«1.: a'L'd'Eanpnack. 3.096.861.

IjingT»ton. Samuel M., Co :, See—

l^vZ^'oi^fi'i ^j W^Tamblrn and J. A. Van Allan, to

"^IS'stm^n K^ak-Co. 'H.U.'.ll/one. a. light -tabin.e,'^ '«'

plastic compositions. 3.097JOO, 7-9-63^Cl. 10*—VJ.

-

Lan»n AubreyA.. to Sterflng Drug Inc. DertratlTes of 2.4.6-

tril^o^*nzoyloxvalkHno^c adds and preparation there<.f.

3.097,228. 7-9-63. O. 260—471.
Larson. Daniel H. : See-— _ ,^ ._,

Hlggins, Edward F.. Jr., and Larson 3 096.591.

Le Bas^^nklln L.. Sr.. to Le Bus Roy?>»7„Co. Unlatching

join?' apparatus. 3.097.001. 7-9-63. 6. 585-361.

"* ^K BXF?«kUnl!!Tr. 8.097.001.

Leesona Corp. : See—
Moos. Anthony M. 3.097.115.
Moos. Anthony M. 3^7,116.

LegaUkl. Harold ft., to Phillips Petroleum Co.

*f liquefied gasea. 3.096.625, 7-9-68, Cl

Legg. Jamea B. : See

—

Eldred. John W., and Legg. 8.096.709.

Lehman. Louis H. AnxllUry towel rod assembly
7-g_4J8^ Cl. 108—29.

Lehmkuhl. Hani-Herbert: See—- .... - ^qt n««
KoBter. Roland, Bruno, and Lehmkuhl 8.097X)68.

Len.Ca7l deceased: by E. J. Aberle. to We^lnghouse Elec-

tric Corp. Article-transfer device. 8.096.795, 7-9-63, O.

LeinSrd.^Oarence E. Pro«Mi and product for removing rust

and coating materials. 3.097.118, 7-9-63 Cl. If*—«vl5-
LeonardL Edward. C. Jr., and W. L Wheelwright to Union

Carbide Corp. Process for preparing Phosphorylated elas

tomeric copolymers of ethylene and propylene. 3.097,194.

7_0-«3. Ol. 5«0—88.2.

Leonard, John F. :
See— _ . , . ^ t^.i>.-„„i»,

Jones, William A.. Walea, Leonard, and Dalrymple.

3 097 024
Le Row.' Charles B., Jr.. and J. McDonald, to Westlngho^

Electric Corp. High energy arc electrodes. 3.097.321, 7-9-
oA ^^ 318 32

Leahner" Ervln. to Palco Products Co. Reel-type clothes drier.

3.09e.884, 7-9-63, CL 211—119.15.
Lesaenich, Friedhelm : See

—

. ^^ „„,
Klopp. Frledrich. F.. and Leasenich. 3.096,687.

Lester. Ronald H., to General Electric Co. Ceramic product

and method of making the aame. 8,097,101, 7-9-63. Cl.

Levin Nathan, to Textile Machine Works. Method of knit-

ting suture. 3.096.688, 7-9-68, Cl. 66—43.

Lewis Beverley W., and C. Boyars, to United Statea of Ameri-

ca Navy. Cool, nitrocellulose base, non-carbon forming

propellant. 3.097.123. 7-9-63, CL 149—100.
Lewis. Gerald : See

—

. , , . ^. „.«
Marnis. Edward A., and Lewla. 3,096.960.

Lichtenafeln. Le Roy : See—
Dickeaon. Leonard P., Hendrickson. Johnson, Llchten-

stein. Pearce. and Rohweder. 3 096.667.
, . , ^

Lleblg William J. Proceas for synthetic vascular implants.

3.096.560. 7-9-«3. Cl. 28—72.

Llndenschmldt. Robert E. : See

—

Beckett. Leo G., and Llndenschmldt. 8.096,628.

LIndvall. Sven : See— „ . , ^ , . „ _..
Sjogren. Berttl K. F., Lindvall, Helwinkel. and Hogtwrg.

3.007.134.

792 O. G. - 35«

3,096,883, 7-9-68.

3,096.868.
Co. Couplings for

Refrigeration
82—54.

Wiener. Charles, Schroeder, and Link. 8.097,213.

Lintem Corp.. The : See

—

Lintern. Jamea W. 3,097.263. ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^_
Llntern, James W.. to The Lintern Corp. B^'figerated protec-

tive enclosure for television cameras. 8,097,263, 7-»-o8.
Qt j7g 7 X

Llppinan, Alfred. Jr.. and L. Godchanx II. to The National

%gar Refining Co. Apparatus for dissolving soluble mate-

riala. 8.097,072, 7-9-48, Cl. 23—271.
Liquefreese Co., Inc. : See

—

Morrison. Wlllapd L. 3.096.626.
Morrison, Wlllard L. 3.096.627.

Lister. Arnold : See—
France. Harold, and Uster. 3,097,191.

Lister, Gordon H.. and H. EgU. Process for dyelnz with re-

active dyes in water-soluble thiol compound. 3,097,041,

7-9-63. Cl. 8—54. „ ,

Llti. Lawrence M.. R. A. Mercuri. and S. A. Ring, to Union
Carbide Corp. CrystalUaat'on of pure silicon plateleta.

3.097,068, 7-9-63, Cl. 23—223.5.
Llewellyn, Sam R. Paper roll dispenser.

Cl. 211—88.
Lloyd. Donald W. : See

—

Caldwell. Paul. 3.097.064.
Logansport Machine Co., Inc. : See—

Smith. William A. 3,096,564.
Logas. Joseph P. : Sec

—

Hendrikson. Edward D.. and Logas.
Logue. Leland H., to Denver Equipment _- -

rotary shafts. 3.097.006, 7-9-«3. Cl. 287—129.
Long. Marshall : See

—

^^^ _^^
Miller. Jack M., Long, and Rapp. 3,096,540.

Lopp, Maxlne W. : See

—

^ „_^
Hendrikson. Edward D.. and Logas. 3,096 868.

Loti. Larry C, and E. Stollgrosi. to whirlpool Corp. Broiler

drawer door. 3,097,029, 7-9-63, Cl. 312—303.
Lowensteln^ Mark G.. and R. W. Asthelmer. to Barn^ Engi-

neering Co. A.C. biased thermistor bolometers. 3,096,680,
7-9-63, Cl. 73—355. ,,, .. ...

Lowes, Leonard, and M. C. Tanner, to United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority. Liquid-liquid conUctlng apparatus.

3.097,071. 7-9-63. Cl. 23—270.6.
Ludwlg. Harold J. : See

—

„, ^ ,
Turner. Roscoe B.. and Ludwlg. 3,097,017.

Luehmann. Henry M. : See—
Ross. Stuart T., and Luehmann. 3.096,567.

Luke. Vernon F. Solder feeding soldering gun. 3,097,286.

7-|Mi3, Cl. 219—27.
Lund, Robert : See

—

„ ^„ ,.,
Hunter. William A., and Lund. 3.096,547.

Lundblad. Erik, to Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolagipt.

High pressure vessel with punch. 3.096,644. 7-9-63. Cl.

18—16.5.
Lundgren. Claes E. G. : See

—

^ __„
Arborellus, MAns M.. and Lundgren. 3.096,778.

Lilscher Paul, to Sodeco, Soclete des Compteurs de Geneve.
Telephone fee counter. 3.097.266, 7-0-63, Cl. 179—7.

Lynch, Matthew J., to Abbott Laboratories. Erythromycin
suspensions and method of stabilizing the same. 3.097.136,
7-9-«3. Cl. 167—65.

Lynn. Bernard S. Guide marking for Jet runways. 3.006,694.
7^-63. CL 94— 1.5.

3.096,731,

J. 3,096.738.
3.096,527.

Kornacker. and Ma. 3,096,665.

Lyon Inc. ; Se_
Celovsky. Michael
Eynon. Harry J.

Ma, John Y. : See

—

Cappelle. Norman D..

Maag (iear Wheel & Machine Co. Ltd. : See
Demuth. Walter. 3.096,685.

C^'rlstenson. Howard W.. Fisher, and Mabley. 3.096,666.

MacDermid. Inc. : See

—

Grunwald. John J. 3.097,117. „ „ ,
MacGregor. Rob R., to Allied Chemical Corp. Recovery of

propargyl alcohol. 3.097,147, 7-9-63. Cl. 202-42.
Madansky, Leslie E.. to California Plasteck, Inc. Lamp

socket. 3.096.942. 7-9-63. Cl. 240—«.16. ^ ^ , ^ „
Maddox. V Harold, and E. F. Godefroi. to Parke. Davis ACo.

1-halophenyl and 1-alkoxvphenyI cyclobexylamlnea. 3.097,-

207. 7-9-63. CI. 260—293.
Maddox, V. Harold : See

—

„ ^, ,_,
Godefroi. Erik F.. Maddox, and Parcell. 3^7.186.

Maglaughlln, Edward P.. and R. B. Trampe. to Celanese Corp.

of America. Unsaturated eater purification. 3.097.283.

7-9-63. Cl. 260—486. „, ^,, _
Maenuson. Elton B.. and F. N. Blackmore^ to Plastlform Co.

Multiple-level llght-reflectlve sign. 3.096,696, 7-9-68.

40—135.
Maler. Alfred E. : See—

Wlngard, Henry S.. and Maler. 3.097.277.

Malone Joe W.. Sr , and J. D. Lamb. Body supported
circulator. 3,096,702, 7-9-63. Cl. 98—1. o . w ..

Mamiyn. .Shigeo. and T. Odashlma. to Saglnomlya Seisakusho

Co Ltd Miniature electric switch. 3.097.2T4. 7-9-63. H.
200—67.

Manning. Maxwell & Moore, Inc. : See—
Du Bols. Robert C. 3,096.654.
Gorgens. Joseph E.. and Plavcan. 3.096^51.
MarguB. Edward A., and Lewis. 3.096,965.

Manning Ralph M., to General Electric Co. Electrical switch

blade assen^bly. 3.097.270. 7-9-63. Cl. 200—38.

Mansfield Industries, Inc. : See

—

Moore, Roy E. 3,096,682.

Mansfield, Paul H. : See—
Powell, Milton W. 3,096,961.

Marchant, Alan, and M. D. Wynne, to Imperial Chemical In-

dustries Ltd. Process for separating hydrocarbon mixtures.

3,097.249. 7-9-63, Cl. 260—681.5.

a.

air
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Nemours and Co.
3.097.:i36, 7-0-63,

Meverden, to The
3,096,053, 7-©-63,

3,097,138.

Phospho-

Marconl'B Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd. : Bee—
>oslQ, Boleslaw Ai., and Gerard. 3,097,343.

MarRU8, Edward A., ana (.;. L<ewis, to Manning, Maxwell k
\liK>re, Inc. Ball valve with adjustable seat seals. 3,096,-
9«5. 7-9-63, CI. 251— 170.

.Marlen Equipment Co. : tiee—
Miller. Jack M., Long, and Rapp. 3.096,540.

Marquardt Corp., The : See

—

Bryant, Paul M. 3,096,617.
Marquis, Da>id M.. to K. 1. du Pont de

Preparation of Uuurosulfur comi>ound8.
CI. liOO— 643.

.Martin, Irvin J.. R. A. Stowe, and L. G.
Dow CheiiiU-al Co. Sampling device.
CI. 73-4:;-'.

Martin, John C. to Diesel Equipment Ltd. Lifting and load-
iuB uieaiiH. 3.097,009, 7-9-63. CI. 294—63.

Martin. Juiieph K., to Flexnlt Co., Inc. Girdle. 3,0»e,7»9,
7-9-63, CI. 12»—548.

Martin, Samuel W., to Great Lakes Carbon Corp. Fuels for
nuclear reactors. 3,097, 1,">1, 7-9-63, CI. 204—154.2.

Martin, Thoman B. : See—
Putzrath, I'ranz L., and .Martin. 3,007,349.

Martin, William D. Shoe polish kit-can. 3,096,535, 7-0-63,
CI. 15-258.

Martinek, Klchard W., to Klmberlv-Clark Corp. Papermaklng
machine. 3.097,107. 7-9-63, CI. 117—102.

Marts. Roger tJ.. to Stewart-Warner Corp. Low pressure ofl

burner. 3 090,810, 7-9-63, CI. 158—28.
MaHsaranl, Elena : See—

Cavalllnl, Guido, and Massaranl.
Massing. Lyle E. : See—

Price. Robert .V.. and Massing. 3.096,854.
Matson. Howard J., to Sinclair Research, Inc.

Mulfurized material and extreme pressure lubricant con-
tainlng the same. 3,097,170, 7-9-63, Cl. 252—46.7.

Matsuda, Toshlo ; See--
L'eno, Ryuso, Salto, and Matsuda. 3.097,131.

Matsushita, Fukusaburo : See—
Kurloka, Shohei. Yainamuto. and Matsushita. 3 097.0.')3.

May. Donald F. Door operating apparatus. 3.096.815, 7-9-
«i3. Cl. lt)0— 188.

May. Jim. Motor scooter having detachable power trailing
wections. 3 090.841, 7-»-()3. Cl. 180— 1;<.

Maynard, Harlan J. Mist cooled cutting tool. 3,090,<U!8,
7-9-<)3. Cl. 77—68.

.Mayrath. Martin. Carriage for elevators. 3.096,872. 7-9-
63. Cl. 198— 120.5.

Mazzarlns. Janis, to General Motors Corp. Tractor suspen-
sion permitting pivotal movement of track frames. 3,096,-
840, <-9-63. Cl. 180—9.5.

.VtcAlvay, John C, to Webster Electric Co. Rotary pump
or motor. 3.096.719, 7-9-(i3. Cl. lO.l- l2i!.

.McAuliffe, Gerard K., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. In-
dividually triggered pulse generators feeding a buffer adder
to produce particular output waveformK. 3,097.339. 7-9-
63, Cl. 328—61.

McCabe-Powers Body Co. : See—
Hall, Thomas R. 3,09<;,886.

McClelland, Alan L. : 6'ee—
Fawcett, Frank S., and McClelland. 3,097,067.

McCllntock, Ross A., R. E. Thompson and K. E. Waggener.
Pipe hanger detachable by an axial force. 3,097,000, 7-9-
63, Cl. 28.")— 142.

McConnaughey. Robert K., and M. J. Cohen. Hypodermic
syringes and needle hubs therefor. 3,096,763, 7-9-63, Cl.

128—-221.
McConnell, Lattlmer J. : See-

Powell, Milton W. 3,096,961.
McCulloch Corp., Scott Division : Nee-

Millar, Gordon H. 3,096,751.
McDonald Jack : See

—

Le Row, Charles E.. Jr., and McLHvnald. 3,097,321.
McFarland, Rolland, Jr., to Hllls-McCanna Co. .s»»aled ball

valve. 3,09<i 966, 7-9-6;*, Cl. 251—214.
Mc(;rath, Earle J. : See—

Verrlnder, Ernest A., and McGrath. 3.09<i,891.

McGraw-Edlson Co. : See—
Goetti, Adam D. 3,096,703.
lioettl. Adam D. 3.096,705.
Horelick, Arnold L., Dornbush, and Zimsky. 3,097,346.

McGulre, John H. : See- ^ ,

White, William .S., Jr., Babb. and McGulre. 3,096,819.
McKay, Harry M., to The Binkl«y Co. Truck trailer with

- ' - for load equalizing. 3,096,993,sbiftable running gear
7-9-63, Cl. 280—81.

McKenna. Frederic W., to American Air Filter

Apparatus for humidifying an air stream.
7-9-63, Cl. 165—60.

McKlnney Mfg. Co. : See—
Dickinson, Lloyd R.. and Vessalo. 3.096,539.

McLain, George A. : See

Co., Inc.

3,096,817,

(Jainer. Guy R.
McLaughlin, Donal

Cl. 101—379.
McLyman, Kenneth A.

Rill. RuHHell A
.McMlUen, Jack W.

and McLaln. 3,097,037.
Jr. Rubber stamp. 3,006,713, 7-9-63,

See -

and McLyman. 3 096,658.
. Jr., and G. E. Rhodes, to Westinghouse

Electric Corp. Bus bar apparatus and supporting means.

3,097,2,59, 7-9-63. Cl. 174—153.
McXally, Arthur F.. and W. L. White, to Collins k Alkman

Corp. Tufted pile fabric and method. 3,090,561, (-9-03.

Cj 28 72
McNamara, Robert J., to Joseph Bancroft ft Sons Co. Met_h<>d

and apparatus for making textured fabrics. 3,09fl,.>.>9,

McRae. Edwin C. Engine accessory drive. 3.096,662. 7-9-

63. Cl. 74—336.

^"*8lark?**lfoughtoirw., and Blasbfleld. 3,096,775. .

Fruit drj-lng tnj. 3,007.077,

3,007,187.

3,007.122.

Melja, Pieter J. Locking device for a measuring apparatus
or the like. 3,096,962, 7-9-63, C\. 248—276.

Melchlore, John J. : See—
Mills, Ivor W. and Melchlore. 3,097,231.

Melhart, Leonard J. Capacitor discharging device. 3.097,256,
7-9-63, Cl. 174—^5.

.Mellklan, Vaughn W.
63, Cl. 34—93.

Merck ft Co., Inc. : See

—

Blcking, John B. 3,097,210.
Novello, Frederick C, and Sprague. 3,007,204.
Scbuchardt, Lee F. 3,097,140.
.Sciuchardt, Lee F., and Zulick. 3,007,142.
Sohuchardt, Lee F., and ZuUck. 3,097.143.

Mercurl, Robert A. : See—
Llti, Lawrence M., Mercurl, and Ring. 3,007,068.

Merlen, Moniy M. : See—
Asthelmer, Robert W., and Merlen. 3,007,208.

.Mero, Peter G. S. : See—
GUI Robert F., Jr., and Mero. 3,006,742.

.Merry, Clayton B., to W. E. Wilson, Sr. Spring frame for
scooter-typ« trail vehicle. 3,096,007, 7-0-63, cT. 280—275.

Merryweather, John P. : See—
Bowkley, Herbert L. and Merryweather. 3,007,121.

.Mersereau, John M., and P. J. Mester, to United States
Rubber Co. Chlorinated pyrolysis oil. 3,097,187, 7-0-63.
Cl. 21*0—45.7.

.Mertens, Edward W., to California Research Corp. Storage-
Htable catlonlc bituminous emulsions. 3,007.174, 7-9-63,
Cl. 252—311.5.

.Messinger, Lester H.. to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
Process for hot-wet calendering fabrics. 3.096,557, 7-9-
63, Cl. 26—1.

.Messinger, Lester H., to E. 1. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
Novel fabric of Improved cover and reduced sllckness.
3,096,563, 7-9-63, Cl. 28—78.

MeHter, Paul J. : See-
Mersereau, John M., and Mester.

Metal Box Co. Ltd., The ; See

—

.Simpson. Alfred M. 3.096,693.
.Metlesics, Werner ; See

—

Zeiss, Harold H., Metlesics, and Tsutaui. 3,097,232.
Meverden, Leslie (;. : See

—

Martin, Irvin J., Stowe. and Meverden. 3,096,653.
.Meybetk, Jean, and C. Shirle. deceased (A. J. A. C. Shirle,

jidinlniBtratrixi. Proivtw for bleaching and shrlnkprootiiig
wool. 3,097,049 7-9-63, Cl. 8—108.

Meyerhoff, Leonard, to L. and S. A. MeyerhoflF, d.b.a. Eastern
Research Group. I'ropeller design. 3,096,930, 7-9-63. Cl.
2;i0—120.

Meyerhoff, Stanley A. : See

—

MeyerhoS, Leonard. 3,006,030.
Meyers, Sydney : See—

Cox, Wilbur C, Meyers, and Keon
Mlagklcb, Tamara N. : See

—

Uosenfeld, Eliasar B., Mlagklch, Ylllam-Vllmont, Josse,
and Plotnlkov. 3,006,756.

Michels, Julian Q., to The Norwich Pharmacal Co. 3-[aceton-
yl ; hydroxyethyl : and 2-(4-pyrldyl)-ethyl]-l-(6-nltrofur-
furylldeneamino) hydantoln. 3,007,202, 7-0-63, Cl. 260

—

240.
Microdot Inc. : See

—

Felts^ Gordon P. 3,007,033.
Mldland-Koss Corp. : See

—

Jacobs, Robert J., and Waechter. 3,006,047.
Mid-West Abrasive Co. : See-^

Vekovlus, Charles W., and Woodward.
Mlklossy, Konstantln : See

—

Kugler, Tlbor, and Mlklossv. 3,007,202.
Mllburn. Frank L., to General Motors Corp.

door for an oven door. 3,006,755, 7-0-63,
Miles Laboratories, Inc. : See

—

Swarthout Earl J. 3,007,146.
Miles, Merthen L.. S. W. Brown, and O. K. Ward

potato cutter. 3,008,801, 7-0-63, Cl. 146—78.
Millar, Gordon H., to McCulloch Corp.. Scott Division. Sup-

plemental fuel feed system for Internal combustion engines.
3,006,751, 7-0-63, Cl. 123—110.

Miller, Andrew H., to FMC Corp. Fruit preparation ma-
chine. 3,096,870, 7-9-63, Cl. 198—33.

Miller, Charles W , to General Motors Corp. Rechargeable
flashlight assembly. 3,006,041, 7-0-63, Cl. 240—6.4.

Miller, Edgar S. : Bee—
GUckiuan, Samuel A., Miller, and Chlddlx. 8,007,181.

.Miller, Jack M., M. Long, and C. F. Rapp, to Marlen Equip-
ment Co. Control apparatus for forming mechamsm.
3,006,540, 7-0-63, Cl. 17—32.

Miller, James C, to Radio Corp. of America. Shift rea^ater
Including two tunnel diodes per stage. 8,007,812, 7-0-63,
Cl. 307—88.5.

Miller, J. Vance. Two speed motor. 8,007,331, 7-0-68, Cl.
318—221.

Miller, Lee A. : See

—

Katon, J«hn E.. and Miller. 3,007,086.
Miller, Lee A., to Monsanto Chemical Co. Aryl proplolates.

3,007,230, 7-0-63, Cl. 260—473.
Mills, Archie W. Food holding and turning apparatus.

3 006,707, 7-9-6.1, Cl. 00—423.
.Mills, Ivor W.. and J. J. Melchlore, to Sun Oil Co. Manu-

facture of dibasic acids and esters thereof from petroleum
fractions. 3,007,231, 7-0-63, Cl. 260—475.

Mills, Walter P., to Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. New
dyeing process. 3,007,043, 7-0-68, Cl. 8—58.

Mlloradovltch. Leonid : See

—

Dev«, Vagn, and Mlloradovltch. 8.007,003.
Mlms, Bruce L., and J. E. Fltigerald, to The Harden Corp.

Thermoelectric cooling assembly. 3,007,027, 7-0-63, Cl.
308—180.

Minckler, Leon S., Jr. : See

—

Cottle, Delmer L., and Minckler. 8,007,182.

3,006,880.

Counterbalanced
Cl. 126—101.

Seed
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MlnaeapoUa-HoneywvU Benlator Co. : Bee—
MlntBcr, Lester. 8,0»7.S0«.
Sldaria, NlcbolM J- 8,096,071.

MinDeeoCa Mining and lUg. Co. : See

—

Koonts, Robert D. 8,006,958.
Mnllln, John T. 8,007,882.

Mlntier, Leeter, to Mlnneapoll»-HoDerweIl Regulator Co.
Magnetic core dlclt&l atonife and traiiafer eircnita. 8,097,-
MM 7—9—68 Cl. 307 88

Mitchell, Leonard G. H., to General Steel Warea Ltd. Gas
driers. 8,096,972 7-9-68, Cl. 26S—88.

Mlaell, Louis R., to Willtamaon-Dlckle Mfc. Co. Process for

ImproTlng ereaae-retentlon properties of cotton garments.
3,096,524, 7-9-68. CT. 2—248.

Modrey, Henry J. Electric wiring terminal. 3,007,268, 7-0-

63, Cl. 174—94.
Moes, Geert. to W. A. Seholten's ChMsiscbe Fabrteken N.V.

Cold water dispersible sUrch and method of preparation.
3,097,102, 7-0-63. Cl. 106—210.

Moffett, Fred P. Mouth protector.
128—186.

Spooner. 8,096,610.
barking madilne. 3,006,799,

8,096,761, 7-9-68. Cl.

3,097,282.

8,007,166,

Co. Speed
7-0-63, CT.

Monogram Precision Industries, Inc. : Bee—
Jones, Sterling B. 8,096.679.

Monsanto Chemical Co. : See

—

Beaver, Darld J., and Stoffel. 8,097.229.
Katon, John B., and Miller. 8,097,066.
Miller, Lee A. 8,097,280.
Zeiss, Harold H., MeUesiea, and Tsutaui.
Zlenty, Ferdinand B. 8,097,201.
Zlenty, Ferdinand B. 8,097,217.

Monson, Arnold A. Sewage disposal structure.

7-9-63, Cl 210—170.
Moore, Charles A., to Eprad, Inc. Simplifled communication

system. 8,097,265, 7-9-68, Cl. 179—1.
Moore, Roy E., to Mansfield Industries. Inc. Reversible

shutter drive and accessiblv mounted mechanisms in a

motion picture projector. 8,096,682, 7-0-63, CT. 88—17.
Moos, Anthony M., to Leesona Corp. Catalysts and electrodes

for fuel cells. 3.007.115. 7-9-63. CI. 136—120.
,

Moos, Anthony M., to Leesona Corp. Fuel cell electrodes.

8,007,116, 7-9-63, Cl. 138—120. „.»...#
Morrison, Wlllard L., to Uquefreese Co., Inc. Method of

chilling storing and shipping perishable materials. 3,006,-

626, 7-9-63, Cl. 62—60. „ , .

Morrison, Wlllard L.. to Uquefreese Co.. Inc. Apparatus
for quick freeilng of bakery goods. 8,006,627, 7-9-63. Cl.

62—178.
Morrone. John 3. : See— _, .„., .

Blowney, David P., Brannln, Morrone, Wilcox, and
Zupanlck. 3,007.351. .. ,.,

Moser, Henry W . to Samuel M. Langston Co. Machines for

per/ormln^ operations on sheet materials. 3,006,708, 7-9-

MuelWr, William' F. Cheese cutter. 3,008,582, 7-0-83, Cl.

gj 23.
Mullln, John T., to Minnesota Mining and Mfg.

control and regulating circuits. 3,007,332,
318—814.

Mulroy, Thomas J. : See

—

Gudtksen. Ingvard. 3,006,017.
Mund, Heinrich: See— „^^.,„

Fischer, Kurt, and Mund. 8,006,642. ^. ^ ,
Mussler, Walter J. Collapsible portable <»»>ln structure for

automotive vehicles. 8,097,013, 7-0-63, Cl. 206—23.
My Double Co.. Inc. : See

—

Ronnell, Eva E. 3,096,016.. ^ „ ^. , w^
Nagel Arthur N.. to General Motors Corp. Vehicle body.

3.007.015, 7-9-63, Cl 206—137.

Nakstanl, Atsutada : See

—

Sato Takayoshl. and Nakatani. 3,096,607.

Napier, Donald R, to Continental Oil Co Two step prep-

aration of aluminum alkoxides, 3,007,226, 7-0-63, Cl.

260—448. _
National Distillers and Chemical Corp. : See

—

Clarkj Jesse K. 3,007.280.
National Sugar Refining Co., The : See—

Llpnm,'"!. .Alfred. Jr., and Godchaux. 3.007,072.

National Tank Co. : See— „„„ ^..
Hodgson, Robert A. 3,006,645.

National Video Corp. : See—
Giacchetti, Anacleto D. 3.097,283.

Necctil Societa per AilonI : See-
Bono, Lnigi. 3,096,737. , .. , t

Neilson, ^!^?llliam J., to Smith Industries Internationa^ Inc.

Bearing seal for roUry rock bits. 3,006,835, 7-0-83. CT.

JY5 37*1

Nelden. Richard M.. to American Radiator ft Standard

SanlUry Corp. Fluid drive improvement. 3.096.620. 7-0-

Nelkin Henry o'.. to H. O. Enterprises. Sacroiliac support.

3,098.780, 7-0-83. CT. 128—95
, ., , «o«

Nemsky, Philip. Coin bank with combination lock. 3,096,-

934, t-9-63, CT 232—1004.

''•"Har^ey!*f^u?l!SrC., and Nerwln. 3.006.600,

Neukomm Serge, and J, Bonnet, to Sasmoco S.A. Process for

treating tobacco and tobacco obUlned by said process.

3.096,773. 7-9-63. CT. 181—143.

Nevin. Robert L., to Helm Machine Products. Inc. Food

product sUdng machine. 3.006.683, 7-9-63. CT. 31—25.

Newavgo Engineering Co. : See

—

Bell, MlUard J , and Hindes. 3.096.727.

New Haven Wire ft Cable. Inc. : Se»—
Jenson, Ernest L. 8,096.951.

Newmaker. Frederick C. Jr.. to The Dow Chemical Co. Pack
aging method. 3,096,602, 7-9-63, CT. 53—22.

Newman Stanley H, Gas valve and burner. 3,096,686,

7-4>-68, CT. 67—7.1.

and Starreveld.

New York Air Brake Co., Tbe

:

Jennings Lyston C, and
Nicholson, Thomas W. Slab

7-9-63, CT. 144—208.
Noble, Robert L. : See

—

Beer, Ctasrles T., Cutts, and Noble. 3,007,137.
Nojlma, Gensuke. Fluldtlght device for a bearing. 3,097,023,

7-9-63. CT. 308—36.2.
NoorUnder, Daniel O. Teat cnp liner construction. 3,096,-

740, 7-9-63, CT. 119—14.62.
Nopco Chemical Co. : See

—

Klein, Howard C, and Orassetti. 3,097.244.
Nort>erg. Kenneth H. : See

—

Cook. Thomas L. 3,096,676.
Norden. Alexander R. : See

—

Cole. Thomas M Roby, and Norden. 3.097,326.
Norman, George G. : See

—

Capes. Tasker L., and Norman. 3,096,634.
North American PbUips Co., Inc. : Bee—

Volkers, Hendrik, van der Linden,
' 3 097 344

Northern Mectrlc Co. Ltd. : See—
Rywak. John. 3,097,318.

Nortbrop Corp. : See

—

Jones, William A., Wales, Leonard, and Dalrymple.
3,097,024.

Northwestern Steel and Wire Co. : See

—

Robinson Charles G. 3,097,232.
Norton Co. : See

—

Davenport, Granger, and Van Acker. 3,008,886.
Norton, Desmond H., and J. D. Castleberry, to United SUtes

of America, Armv. Attachment for forkllft trucks. 3,096,-

896. 7-9-63, CL 214—730.
Norwich Pharmacal Co.. The : See

—

Michels. Julian G. 3,097.202.
Novello, Frederick C, and J. M. Sprague, to Merck ft Co. Inc.

Derivatives of benzothladlaslne-1,1 -dioxide compounds.
3.097,204, 7-9-63. Cl. 260—248.

Nndear Materials and Equipment Corp. : See

—

Eck. John E.. and Cain. 3,097,154.
Oak Mfg. Co. : See

—

Cappelle, Norman D., Kornacker, and Ma. 3.096,665.
Ohrtst. Marie E. : Bee—

H">wrev. Harold C. 3.098.734.
Odaahima, 'Takeshi : See

—

Mamlya, Shlgeo, and Odaahima. 3,097.274.
Oestrlcb, Hermann, to Societe Natlonale d'Etude et de Con-

struction de Moteurs d'Aviation. Airstrip for vertical
takeoff aircraft. .3,008.956, 7-0-63. Cl. 244—114.

Ofner, Frank R., to Industrial Powertronix, Inc. Process
for cleaning granular materials. 3,007.159. 7-0-63. Cl.

200—2.
Ohnuki, Akira: See

—

Shinada, Toshlo, and Ohnuki. 3.007,315.
Oisbel, John R., and R. A. Deibel. to Trico Products Corp.

Vehicle door locking system. 3,006,846, 7-0-63, CT. 180—
82.

Olln Mathleson Chemical Corp. : See

—

lloelin. Hans, and Breuer 3,097.242.
Konopacke, Henry A., and Cunningham. 3,096,543.
Tyson, George N., Jr. 3,097,110.

Olivet. Arthur J. : See

—

Surrey, Alexsmder R., and Olivet.
Ollstein, Lea J. Dog collar and leash.

Cl. 110—106.
Olson, Rudolph, to Dahlman Mfg. ft Sales, Inc. Trap struc-

ture for link belt. 3,006,875, 7-0-63, Cl. 108—106.
Ormond, Alfred N. Beam calibrator. 3,006,638, 7-9-63, Cl.

Y3 J
Oster, Gerald : See

—

Oster, Glsela K. and G. 3,007,007.
Oster, Gerald. Pbotopolymerization with tbe formatoin of

relief images. 3,007,006, 7-0-63, CT. 06—30.
Oster, Glsela K. and G. Photo degrading of gel systems and

pli'>tfnrriir>hic t>''f*^luction of reliefs therewith. 3,097,097.
7-0-63, Cl. 06—^5.

Ostmann^ Bernard G., Jr., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and
Co. Process for mechanical working of non-woven web.
3,007,127, 7-0-63, CT. 162—146.

Otten, Gerhard, O. Scherer, and H. Schlld, to Farbwerke
Hoechst Aktiengesellscbaft vormals Meister Lucius ft

Bruning. Process for the manufacture of 1-3-beniene-
disulfonic acid. 3,007,235, 7-0-63, CT. 260—.505.

Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corp. : See

—

Caroaelli. Remus F. 3,096,970.
Owens-Illinois Glass Co. : See—

HobI, John and Wheaton. 3,096,898.
Kegg, Robert R.. La Brecque, and Warnke. 3,096,684.

Ozark-Mahoning Co. : See

—

Gllliland, Joe E,, Ray, and White. 3,007,063.
Pacific ft Atlantic Shippers, Inc. : See—

Bergen, Walter F. 3,006,073,
Page, Esther : See

—

Page, Irving. 3.097,285.
Page, Irving, deceased; E. Page, administratrix >i4 to W,
K to E., U to Roberta, and ^ to Rboda Page. Thermostat-
timer device. 3,007,286. 7-0-88, Cl. 210—20.

Page, Rhoda : See—
Page, Irving. 3,097,285,

Page, Roberta : See

—

Page, Irving. 8,007,285.
Page. Warren : See

—

{>age, Irving. 3.097,285,
Paige, James H., and J. L. Wells, to Fabrodynamics, Inc.

Mobile work holder. 8,006,800, 7-9-63, CT, 214— 1.

Paramount Fabricating Co, : See

—

Davidson, Howard M. 3.006.749.

Parcell, Robert F. : See

—

Godefrol, Erik F., Maddox, and Parcell. 3.097,186.

3.007,211.
3,00d,741, 7-0-63,
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Parilla, Arthur R. Fabricatloa of bodlea baring compound
curvature. 3,096.576, 7-»-83, CI. 29—421.

Parke, Davla * Co. : See—
Oodefrol. Erik F.. Maddox, and Parcell. 3.097,136.
Maddox. V. Harold and Godefrol. 3,097,207.

Parker. Key A., and J. D. Tbompaon ; Bald Tbompson asaor. t<>

Highland Dairies, Inc. Can diapenaing apparatus. 3,096.
908, 7-»-«3. CI. 221— 176.

Parka. Christ F., J. E. Strassner, and F. W. Burtch. to The
l>ow Chemical Co. Inhibition uf deposition of hydro-
carbonaceous solids from oil. 3,096,777, 7-9-63, CI.
137—15.

Pass & Seymour, Inc. : Bee— '

Despard. Victor K. 3,097.038.
I'atton. George E. Sanitary belt. 3,096.766. 7-9-63, CI.
128-289.

PattonMacGuyer Co. : See—
Fuerth William J. 3 096,804.

Patzer, William A., to Reed Electromech Corp. Coin selector
device. 3,098,864. 7-^63, CI. 194—102.

Pearce. Shairyl I. : See—
Dlckeson, Leonard F., Ilendrickson. Johnson. Llchten-

stein. Pearce, and Rohweder. 3.096.667.
Pearlman, Alan R.. to Clevite Corp. Junction translstorH

used to approximate non-linear functions. 3.097,SOU,
7-9-«3, CI. 307—88.5.

Pehr, Harold T. Combined salt and pepper dispenser.
3.096.910, 7-9-63. CI. 222—142.5.

Peirce. Earl H., to United States Steel Corp. Flow meter.
3,096,646 7-»-63. CI. 78—228.

Pellkan, Joiin M. Ignition systems for internal combustion
engines. 3,096.782. 7-9-63. CI. 123-149.

Peters, Carl W. Door and vtrindow water shield. 3,096,816.
7-9-63 CI. 160—215.

Peters, Harold P., to Whirlpool Corp. Home appliance.
3,096,885, 7-9-63, CI. 248—240.

Peters & Russell, Inc. : See

—

Russell, Linus E. 3,096.704.
Petersen, Siegfried. K. Swincicki. and W. Wirth, to Farben-

fabriken Bayer Aktlengesellschaft. Tris-pyridyl hydrazone
derivatives of triaminuguanidlno. 3.097,203. 7-9-63. CI.
260—240.

Peterson, Adolphe C. Vehicle resilient suspension means.
3,096.974, 7-9-63, CI. 267—66.

Pettlbone Mulliken Corp. : Bee—
Hunter, William A., and Lund. 3,006.547.

Peterson. Edward C. to Whirlpool Corp. Surface tension
measuring device. 3.096.642, 7-9-63. Cf. 73—53.

Peterson, Henry F. Balancing machine. 3,096,655, 7-9-63,
CI. 73—483.

Peterson, Leslie D., and G. B. Hirt. Ballistic rotary actuator.
3.096,957. 7-9-63. CI. 244—122.

Peterson. Richard H. Electronic musical instrument. 3,097.-
253. 7-9-63. CI. 84— 1.22.

Petty, Robert H., to Titanium Metals Corp. of America.
Coil winding device. 3,096.809, 7-fr-63. CI. 153-67.

Phiico Corp. : Bee—
GoBnell, Michael P. 8.096,637.

Phillips. Edwin D. Mixing paddle. 3,097,002, 7-9-63, CI.
287 20.

Phillips Petroleum Co. : Bee—
Branscum, Tony E., and Havely. 8,097,088.
Cox. Clyde M. 8,096.647.
Dale. Glenn H. 8,097,248.
Edmonds, Lee O. 3,097,105.
Gruver. Jerry T. 3.097,198.
Johnson, Marvin M., and Pitchford. 3,097,186.
Legatskl. Harold R. 8,096,628.
Puckett, Robert A. 8,097,247.

Pieschel, Walter L., to The Coca Cola Bottllne Works.
Combin»>d bar and cooler. 8.097,028, 7-0-63. CI. 312—277.

Filler. Lawrence. Moving and storage container and strength-
ening frame therefor. 3.096,923. 7-fr-63, CI. 229—49.

Plnet. Andr4 B., and G. Battall. Pulse-code modulation trans-

mission systems 3.097.388. 7-9-63. CI. 325—38.
Pioneer Heddle and Re^d Co.. Inc. : See—

Suhr. Robert N.. and Goodman. 3.096.793.
Pitchford. Armln C. : See—

Johnson, Marvin M., and Pitchford. 3,097.166.
Pltler, Richard K. : See—

Dyrkacz, Wasll W^ Hastings, and Pltler. 3.097.092.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. : See-

Edmonds, Byron P. Dahms. and Helvenston. 3.096.960.
Plasser, Franz, and J. Theurer. Machine for treating ballast

in a railroad bed. 3,096.829, 7-9-63, CI. 171—16.
Plastic Age Sales Inc. : Sec -

Green, Lawrence B. 8.097,128.
Plastlca Inc. : See

—

Hansen Erik H. 3.096,897.
Plastiform Co. : See

—

Magnuson, Elton E.. and Blackmore. 3.096.59*t.

Plastomatic Corp. : See—
Hutchinson, Herman R. 3,096,904.

Plavcan, Edward J. : See-
Gorgens. Joseph E.. and Plavcan. 3.096,651.

Plotnikov. Alexander V. : Bee—
Rosenfeld. Ellsar B.. Mlagkich. VlUam-Vilmont, Josse,

and Plotnikov. 3.096.756.
Polaroid Corp.: See— „«»„, ,,v»

Blout. Elkan R.. Buzzell, and Famey. 8,097,106.

PoUn Herbert S. Apparatus and method for electrolumines-

cent non-destructive flaw detection. 3,097.337. 7-9-63, CI.

324 32
Powell Milton W., 40% to L. J. McConnell. and 20% to

P H Mansfl«>lrt. Lantern mounting bracket for boats.

3.096,961, 7-9-63, CI. 248 -2:.*tt. ,^ „ .. ^
Price. Robert A., and L. 10. Massing, to The Bendix Corp.

Brake system for rail vehicles. 3,096,854, 7-9-63. Q.
188—42.

( London ) Ltd. Auto-
3,0»6,»65. 7-9-63. CI.

to General Motors
means. 3,096,994.

Steam

Priestley Eric, to Elliott Brothers
inatic landing system for aircraft.
244—77.

Primeau, (ieorge H., and W. S. Wolfram
Corp. Caster and iaml)er adjustment
7-!*-63. CI. 280^-96.1.

Printed Motors Inc. : See—
Henry-Baudot. Jacquea. 3,097,319.

I'rofoM, Paul, to Sulzer Freres. Sodete Anonyme
generator. 3.096.743, 7-«-63. CI. 122—479.

I'rofoH. Paul, to Sulser Freres. Sodete Anonyme. Method
of and apparatus for regulating the steam temperature
In a steam generator. 3.096,744, 7-9-83, H. 122—479.

I'rogil, 8.A. : See—
Laffetay. U)uls A., and Boutin. 3.097,129.

I'roler. Sam. and D. B. Bolding, to Proleride Transport
Systems. Inc. Dump truck. 3,096.894. 7-9-63. CI. 214

—

515.
I'roleride Transport Systems. Inc. : See

—

i'roler. Sam, and Bolding. 3,096.894.
Puckett. Robert A., to Phillips I'etroleum Co. Alkali meUl

dispersions, their preparation and use aa catalysts in the
lliiuld phase polymerization of butadiene. 3.097.247, 7-9-
ti3, CI. 200 -tJ80.

Piigsley. I.awrence E. Electrical multipurpose shop tool.
.S,()96,798. 7-9-«3. CI. 144—1.

I'uUmau-Standard Car .Mfg. Co. : See—
Outrldge, Jack K. 3,696,730.

Purdy. Burl ()., to W. J. Haertel k. Co. Celling suHwnslon
system with double locking clip. 3.096,862, 7-9-63, CI.
189-36.

Pure Oil Co., The : See-
Bernard, (ieorge G. 3.096,820.

I'uryear, IhiviU B.. to The Bendix Corp. noating port
plate construction. 3,096,723, 7-9-63, CI. 103

—

iSn.
Putnam, Laurel E.. to Superior Air Products Co. Lique-

fied gas container. 3.097.084. 7-9-63. CI. 62—45.
Putzrath. FVanz L.. and T. B. Martin, to Radio Corp. of

America. Information processing apparatus. 3.097^349,
7-9-63. CI. 340 -172.5.

Rabelos. Nicholas A., to Roll Lok Corp. Retractable ball
caster. 3.096.536. 7-9-63, CL 16—26.

Radio Corp. of America : See

—

Miller, James C. 3.097,312.
Putzrath. Kranz K. and Martin. 3,097.349.
Wallmark. John T. 3.097.308.

Kainard, Leo W., and E. H. Shattuck. to Joseph Bancroft
k Sons Co. Crimping apparatus. 3,096,568, 7-9-63, <.T.

28—1.
Rainer. William C. E. M. Redding, J. J. Hitov. A. W Sloan,
and W. D. Stewart, to W. R. Grace A Co. Irradiated
cross-Iinke<l polyethylene copolymer. 3.097.150. 7-9-63,
CI. 204—154.

Itand. Burton, to The Dow Chemical Co
sonic cleaning device. 3,096,774. 7-9-63

Ransburg. Harper J.. Co., Inc. : See

—

Hartley, Robert L. 3,097^30.
Kasinussen, HIchard O. to Telecomputing

pickoff device. 3.097.299, 7-9-63, CI. 25<
Raventos. James : See—

Suckling, Charles W., and Raventoa
Ray, Raymond ; See

—

Gllliland, Joe E.. Ray, and White. 3,097,063.
Reck, Richard A.. W. W. Abramitls, and C. S. Wllhemy

;

said Reck axsor. to Armour and Co. Oil-soluble plant
growth regulation agents. 3.097.088, 7-9-63, O. 71—2..'>

Hedding. Edward M. : See

—

Rainer. William C, Redding. Hitov. Sloan, and Stewart.
3,097,150.

Ueddy. Virgin C. : See-
Chaplin, Albin, and Keddy. 3.000,849.

RetMl ElectrowM'ch Corp. : See—
Patzer, William A. 3,096.864.

Keen, .loel S. : See—
Cratheni. Charles F. H., III. Brandicich, and Reen.

3,096,692.
Itegel. Erik. R. Wegler. F. Crewe, and H. Raspers, to Farben-

fabrlken Bayer AkticnKesellschaft. Combatting plant dls-
wises caused by funKi. 3.097,130, 7-9-63, CI. 167—30.

Kelchenecker, William J. : See

—

Fox. Donald K., and Relchenecker. 3,097,093.
Held, .\llen F. Process of concentration of solutes

076. 7-l>-03. CI. 23—306.
Iteliners. James L. : See

—

Creed. Sherman H., and Reliuers. 3,096.800.
Reinhardt, John. Foundation for buildings, ro»ids or the

like. 3 096.69.\ 7-9-63, CI. 94—11.
Reinsma^ Harold L.. and K. S. Dadda, to Caterpillar Tractor

Co. Two-piece master track link. 3.096,661, 7-9-63. CI.
74- 258.

Keisser, Vernon H. Motor grader frame extension. 3,096,-
(I»fi. 7-9-<;3. CI. 94—39.

Rembold, Charles E.. to General Motors Corp. Frostless
freezer. 3.006,029, 7-9-63, CI. 02—283.

Hesearth Laboratorium Dr. C. Janssen, N.V. : See
Janssen, Paul A. J. 3,097,209.

Reuschel, Knnrad. to Siemens Schuckertwerke Aktlengesell-
schaft. Pyrolytic production of hyperpure silicon. 3.097.-
069. 7-9-63. CI. 2.1—223.5.

Iteyuolds .Metals Co. : See

—

Farquhar. Melville T. 3,096,880.
Rhodes, Glenn E, : See

—

McMillen. Jack W.. Jr.. and Rbodea. 3.097.269.
Rich, St.inley R., 20% to A. H. Rosen, 10% to W. W. Sellew.
and 10% to R E. Cohn. .Method of separating differen-
tially heated particles. 3.097,160. 7-9-63. Ol. 209—4.

Richards, Gerald V. : See

—

Van Dyke, Bruce E., Richards, and Kadleck.. 3,096.918.

Automatic ultra-
Cl. 134—79.

Con
J.3.

Infrared

3,097,133.

3.097,-

8,097,050.

3.097,267.

Adjustable dress

Combined stretch

Rlchardson-Merrell Inc. : See

—

Grant, John B. 3,096,903.
Blchnow, Erick G., Jr.. to Truck Accessories, Inc. Axle lift.

3.096.995, 7-9-63, CI. 280—104.6.
Riddick, Thomas M. Treatment of water In munidpal and

industrial water systems. 3,097.163, 7-9-63, CI. 21 —53.

Riedl, Engelbert, to Knorr-Bremse (Jesellschaft mit Besch-
rankter Haftung. Electropneumatlcally operating brake
system. 3.097,019. 7-9-63, CI. 303—20.

Rill, Russell A., and K. A. McLyman. to United States of

America, Air Force. Power divider for pump control
system. 3.096.668, 7-9-63. CI. 74—15.84.

Ritzerfeld. Gertiard : Bee—
Rltzerfeld. W. and G. 3.098.711.

Rltzerfeld, W. and O. Method of producing copy. 3,096,-

711. 7-9-63. CT. 101—1494.
Rlvette. Ervln J. Ceramic mod dispenser. 3.098.912. 7-9-

63. CI. 222—183.
Roberts, Thomas E., Jr. : See

—

Abbott. John A., Bunnelle, Roberts, Brooks, and Fowler.
3.096.837.

Robertahaw-Fulton Controls Co. : See

—

Weber. Victor. 3.096,813.
Robinson, Charles O., to Northwestern Steel and Wire Co.

Electric arc control. 3,097,262, 7-9-63. CI. 13—13.

Roby. Frank H. : See—
Oole, Thomas M., Roby, and Norden. 8,097.328.

Rochllti, Friti : See—
Heuck. Claus. Rochlltx. Schmidt. Vllcsek, and Winter.

3.097.184.
Rockwell. Adelbert W., Jr.. to United Shoe Machinery Corp.

Heel end assembling and backpart nvoldlng machine.
3,098.531. 7-9-63. CI. 12—10.2.

Roeder. George K.. to Roeder Hydraulics. Inc. Well pumps.
3,096.717. 7-9-63, O. 108—46.

Roeder Hvdraullcs. Inc. : See

—

Roeder, George K. 3.096.717.
Rohm k Haas Co. : See

—

Assallni. Giuseppe. 8.097.114.
Hurwlti. Melvin D.. and Wang.

Rohweder. Gerald D. : See—
Dlckeson, Leonard F., Hendrickson, Johnson, Lichten-

steln, Pearce. and Rohweder. 3,096,667.
Roidt, Joseph L. Drip pan for automatic dishwashing ma-

chines and simlUr appliances. 3.096.781. 7-9-63. CI. 137—
314.

Roizen, Joseph : See

—

Clark, Harold V., Roizen, and Varnell.
Roll-Lok Corp. : See

—

Rabelos. Nicholas A. 3,098,586.
Ronnell, Eva E., to My Double Co., Inc.

form. 8.096.916. 7-9-63, CI. 223—68.
Boot, Clinton H., to The Bath, Crril Co.

and wipe forming machine witn automatic traverse con-
trol of the wipe shoe. 3.096.806, 7-9-63, Cl. 153—40.

Roppel, Clarence L. Vertical take ofT aircraft. 3.096,962,
f-9-63, Cl. 244—12.

Rosecrans, Stanley A. : See

—

Carlson, Charles L., and Rosecrans. 3,096,577.
Rosen, Alfred H. : See

—

Rlchj Stanley R. 3,097,160.
Rosenfeld. Eliasar B., T. N. Mlagkich, M. N. Viliam-Vllmont,

E. M. Josse, and A. V. Plotnikov. Optical bronchoscope.
8,096,756, 7-9-63. C\. 128—6.

Rosenqvi8>t, Nils K. G., to Svenska Aeroplan Aktiebolaget.
Device for lubricating crankshaft and connecting rod bear-
ings by means of a forced-feed lubricator. 3.096.850. 7-9-
60. Cl. 184—6.

Ross. Stuart T.. and H. M. Luehmann. to Chrysler Corp.
Process and composition for metallizing aluminum with
another metal. 3,096,567, 7-9-63. Cl. 29— 1&3.6.

Roat. Thomas E., to Hills-McCanna Co. Safety cutoff valve.
8,096.786. 7-9-63. Cl. 137—596.2.

Routson, Willis G.. and T. C. Spence. to The Dow Chemical
Co. Method of making high-shrink textile fibers. 3,097.-
084. 7-9-63. Cl. 18—54.

Routson, Willis G.. and T. C. Spence. to The
Co. Method of making high-shrink textile
056. 7-9-63. Cl. 18—64.

Rowland Products, Inc. : See

—

Rowland. William P. 3,098,545.
Rowland. William P.. to Rowland Products,

spacer for preas-flnishlng of plastic sheet.
63. Cl. 18—17.

Rowllnaon, Hugh C. to Canadian Industries Ltd. Melt-spln-
ning of polymers. 3.097,056, 7-9-68, Cl. 18—64.

Ruano. William J. : See

—

Vecenle. Ethel A. 3.096,526.
Rubbermaid Inc. : See

—

Breneman. Joseph C. 8,096,900.
Rubensteln. Lester S., and F. L. Shubert, to Westlnghouse

Electric Corp. Zirconium alloys. 3,097,094 7-9-63, Cl.
76—177.

Rudomanski. Andrew C. : See

—

Wormser, Eric M.. De Waard. and Rudomanski. 3.097,-
300.

Ruhf Robert J. : See

—

Russell, Edward J., and Ruhf. 3.097,245.

Ruislnger, Laurence J., to Texas Instruments Inc. Radar
receiver system. 3,097,356. 7-9-63. Cl. 343—100.

Raschlg. Heinrlch : See

—

AumuUer. Walter. Korger, Ruschig. and Wagner. 3.097.-
240.

Korger, Gerhard, Wagner, Aumuller, and Ruschig.
3.09'/.241.

Ruasell, Edward J., and R. J. Ruhf, to Trojan Powder Co.
Process for the preparation of trimethylolalkane. 3.097.-
245, 7-9-63, Cl. 260—685.

Dow Chemical
fibers. 3,097.-

Inc. Resilient
3,096,545. 7-9-

Fume ellmloator.

to Joaeph
3,096,662,

7-9-88.

8,097.212.
See

—

and Sarraflan. 3,097,342.

Russell. Linus £.. to Peters k Russell, Inc.
3,096,704. 7-9-63, Cl. 9&—116.

Russo. Carl J., A. L. Trifunovic, and H. A. Slnskl,
Bancroft k Sons Co. Method of treating fibers.
7-9-63. Cl. 28—76.

Ryan Aeronautical Co. : See

—

Harriman. Raymond E. 8.097,814.
Ryan. Charles C. Non slip drum holder. 3,096.877,
a. 84—421.

Rywak. John, to Northern Electric Co. Ltd. RC-coupled
monostable transistor circuit with diode shunt to provide
fast recovery time. 3,097,313, 7-9-63, Cl. 307—88.6.

Sadler, Harry J. : See

—

Cook, Ernest E.. and Sadler. 3,096,569.
Safety Skate Co., Inc., The : See-

Beck, Samuel J. 3.096,729.
Saginomiya Seisakusbo Co., Ltd. : See

—

Mamlya. Shigeo. and Odashima. 3,097,274.
Sahler, Wilhelm, to Kalle Aktiengesellschaft. Heat sensitive

reproduction material. 8,097,297, 7-9-68, CI. 260—65.
Saito Yoshlhlko : See—

Ueno, Rtuzo. Salto, and Matsuda. 8,097,131.
Salisbury, Frederick L., to Varian Associates. Tuning de-

vice for flexible wall klystron. 3,097,323 7-9-63, Cl. 815

—

6.23.
Salisbury. Frederick L., to Varian Associates. Cavity resona-

tor structure for klystrons. 3,097,324, 7-0-83, Cl. 315

—

6.39.
Salmon, Clarence P., to Flexonlcs Corp. Transducer. 3,096.-

691. 7-9-63. Cl. 92—101.
Sample, Basil S., to Duff-Nopton Co. Method of casting brake

shoe to lining. 3,096,378, 7-9-63. Cl. 29—827.
Sanchez, Moises G. : See

—

Barrett. Wayne T., Sanchez, and Vanlk. 3.097,176.
Sanders Associates, Inc. : See

—

Haynei\ Paul F. 8,096,690.
Sandoz A. G. : See

—

Jucker, Ernst, and EbnSther.
Sandvikens Jernverks Aktiebolag

:

Dahlin Curt V. 3,096,886.
Sarraflan, George P. : See

—

Frands, Thomas L., Kettler,
Sasmoco S. A. : See

—

Neukomm Serge, and Bonnet. 8,098,773.
Sato. Takayoshi, and A. Nakatanl, to Kabushikl Kalsha Ko-

paru. Automatic shutter for camera. 3,096,697. 7-9-63,
CI. 95—10.

Sauer, Hans, to Comar Electric Co. Electromagnetic relay.
3.097 328. 7-9-63, CI. 317—199.

Sauer, John C, to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co. Process
for preparing carboxyllc add halides. 3,097,237, 7-9-63,
Cl. 260—544.

.Savage. Frederick T. Vibrator. 3,096,758, 7-9-63, Cl. 128

—

Savit, Carl H., J. T. Brustad and J. Slder, to Western Geo-
physical Co. of America. Method and apparatus for sels-
moeraphic exploration. 3,096,846, 7-9-63, Cl 181—.5.

Schafer, Richard V., and E. 8. HUl, to Shell Oil Co Disin-
tegrating freshly polymerised olefins with polymerisation
inhibitor. 3,096,944. 7-9-63. Cl. 241—15.

Scheel. Jerold W. : See

—

Amann, Charles A., and Scheel. 3,096.728
Scherer, Otto : See

—

Otten, Gerhard, Scherer, and Schlld. 3,097,236.
Schild. Helns : See

—

Otten, Gerhard, Scherer. and Schlld 3,097,235.
Schllit, Roberta J., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Elastic filaments from polyester-urethane-urea polymers.
3.097,192. 7-9-63. Cl. 280—75.

Schlmek. Robert, to Globe-Union Inc. Automatic control for
battery charger. 3,097,334. 7-9-6.S. Cl. 320—40.

Schlmmlng, Walter, and W. Kohler, to Siemens Schuckert
werke Aktiengesellschaft. Partitioned gas-filled electrical
apparatus. 3.097.280. 7-9-63. Cl. 200—148.

Schlnzel. Erich : See

—

Heyna, Johannes, Schinsel, and Noll 3,097,216.
Schipper, Robert J., and J. L. Coddington. to Avco Corp.

Three-dimensional disolay. 3.097.261. 7-9-63, Cl. 178—6.5
Schmidt, Arnold, to Siemens-Schuckertwerke Aktlengesell

schaft. Electric current Inverter. 3,097,335, 7-9-63. Cl.
321—45.

Schmidt. Heinz : See—
Heuck, Claus. Rochlltx, Schmidt. Vllcsek. and Winter.

3.097.184.
Scholjer, Wayne E.. to Vlklnjr of Minneapolis, Inc. Tape driv-

In,' mechanism. 3,096,920, 7-9-63, Cl 226—181
Scholten's, W. A., Chemische Fabrlekcn N.V. : See—

Moes, Geert. 3,097,102.
Scholtes, Albert J. Cotton picking spindle. 3.098.607 7-9-

63, Cl. 56—50.
Schroeder. Carl E., to Continental Oil Co. Storage Installa-

tion. 3.096.902, 7-9-63, Cl. 220—18.
Schroeder, Collin H. : See

—

Wiener, Charles, Schroeder, and Link. 3.097,213.
.Srhuchardt, I^ee F., to Merck k Co . Inc. Preparing a mixed

polio, pertussin, tetanus, and diphtheria vaedne with benae-
thonium chloride. 3,097,140, 7-9-63, Cl. 167—78

Schuchardt, Lee F., and S. M. Zullck, to Merck k Co , Inc.
Benzyl alcohol stabilised polio vaccines and production
thereof. 3,097.142, 7-9-63. Cl. 167—78.

Schuchardt. Lee F., and S. M. Zullck, to Merck & Co . Inc.
M.rristyl-gamma-plcolinium chloride preserved polio vaedne
and its production. 3.097,143, 7-9-63. Cl, 167— 78.

Schumacher. Stanley P. Packaging material and package.
.•?,096.879. 7-9-63. Cl 206—48.

Schuster. Donald H. Educational testing device. 3,096.592,
7-9-03. Cl. 35—9.

Schuttevaer, Jurrlanus, to Koninklijke Nederlandsche Hoo-
gonens en Staalfabrleken N.V. Marking of Ingots. 3.096,-
549, 7-9-63, Cl, 22—200.
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8.097.-

bearlng

SchUtse. Han»-JUrgeD, and H. Kallwelt, to General Electric
Co. Method and apparatus for making cathodes. 3,097,-
112. 7-e-«3. CI. 117—201.

Schwa rz, Robert, Jr. : Bee—
.Vldrich. Adelbert. Schwarz. ahd Gottachalk. 3,097,070.

.Schwelter AG, MaBohinenfabrlk : See—
Schweiter, Walter. 3.096.946.

Schweiter. Walter, to Schwelter AG, Maachinenfabrik. Metta-
04l and apparatuH for handling tliread In an automatic
thread winding machine. 3,096,94«, 7-9-«3, CI. 242—36.6.

.H<-hwob. Claude R. Determination of ahleldlng factors of
complex Htructures for the energy range of 0.1 to 4.0 me\.
;},()»7.254. 7-a-«3. CI. 88—14.

Scott Taper Co. : See-
Conrad, Frank G., Jr. 3,096,948.

Scott Peter J. : See

—

Welnsteln, Sidney M., and Scott. 3.097,047.
Sou<llerl, William A., to AUas Corp. Portable awaglng device.

3.096,«76. 7-9-63. CI. 20&— 4.

Sebok. -Xlbert L.. and F. Z. Daugherty, to Ametek. Inc. Vacu-
um rleaner motor fan unit. 3,096,929, 7-9-63, CI. 230

—

117.
.Seed, Aniese E.. to Toledo Scale Corp. Load cells. 3,096.644,

7-9 63, CI. 73—141.
Selreg, All, and E. J. Wellauer, to The Falk Corp. Coupling.

3.096.631. 7-9-63. Cn. 64—15.
Sekula. Leo F. : See—

Sprinkle. Charles R.. Sekula. Johnson, and Sparr.
128.

•Sellew, William W. : See

—

Rich, Stanley B. 3.097,160.
Seng Co., The See

—

Fox, Martin. 3,096.964.
Separator. Aktiebolaget : See

—

Svensaon, Stlg A. G. 3,096,784.
Sernetz, Helns. Elastic-ally mounted antifriction

Htructure8. 3.097.022, 7-9-63, CI. 308—20.
Sernetz, Heinz. RcHiUent mount for load-carrying antl-frlc-

tlon bearlngK. 3.097.026, 7-9-63, CI. :{08—184.
Sevclk, GUnther, to VEB Tabak- und Industriemaschlnen

DreHdeii. Device for ai>plylnK wrappers to cigar fillers.

3.096,771, 7-9-63. CI. 131— 3»5.

SevlUa. Ernesto (J., to Sperry Rand Corp. Resettable delay
flop utilizing capacitor In feedback circuit. 3,097,310, 7-9-
63. Cl. 307—88.5.

Seymour Mfg. Co. : See

—

CarrUon. .Marvin L. 3,096.984.
Shank, Ira. Floor washing machines. 3,096,533, 7-9-63. Cl.

15—99.
Shapiro. Hymin : Sec

—

Johnston, James D., Shapiro, and GiraitU. 3,097,222.
Sharav. William B. : See -

Kubll. Robert A., and Sharav. 3,007,294.
Sharp. Rodman A., and M. S. Elchen, to General Dynamics

Corp. Radiation detecting apparatus of the lonliation
chamber and scintillation type. 3,097,301, 7-9-03, Cl.
250—83.8.

Shattuck, Ewart 11. : See

—

Rainard, Leo W., and Shattuck. 3,096,558.
Shefke, Robert A., to American Electronics, Inc.

brake employing cam action. 3,096,863, 7-9-63,
90.

Shell Oil Co. : See—
Courter. Martin L., and Thayer. 3,097.215.
Kooljman. Pleter L., and Buesink. 3.097,218.
Schafer. Richard V., and Hill. 3,096,944.
Sprinkle. ClMirles R., Sekula, Johnson, and Sparr.

3,097,128.
Shelton. Jerry A. : See

—

Sittel. Richard L., and Sbelton. 3,096,844.
Shermnn William R. : .See

—

Von Each, Anne M., and Sherman. 3,097,214.

Sblelda, Sebough S.. to N. and R. V. Abdallan. Dry clean
Ing process. 3.097,164. 7-9-63. Cl. 210—73.

Shlmazono, Illrao, and K. Tomoda, to Takeda Chemical In-
dustries, Ltd. Acid protease and the production thereof.
3,097,145, 7-9-63, Cl. lO.'S—«2.

Shinada, Toshlo and A. Ohnukl.
vex lens configuration having
3,097,315, 7-9-63, Cl. 310—9.7

Shlrle, Charles : See-
Meybeck. Jean, and Shtrle. 3,097.041).

Shoberg, Raymond W. Clip. 3.096 551, 7-U-03, Cn. 24— 132.

Showers, Lewis M., Jr.^ and C. T. Blscardl. Double acting
slack adjuster. 3.096,859, 7-9-<53. Cl. 188 1915.

Schubert. Francis L. : See
Rut>ensteln. Lester S.. and Shubert.

Clutch or
Cl. 192—

Crystal vibrator of con-
opposed convex surfaces.

;«,oy7.o«4

.Solon, and Shultz. 3,09«,

and ShurtlefT. 3,096,790.

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator
3,096,971, 7-9-63, Cl. 263-^.

Shultz, Theodore S. : See—
Gresser, Herbert D., Orosof,

767.

ShurtlefT, O. O. : See-
Chatham, George N..

Sidarls, Nicholas J., to
Co. Dryer apparatus.

Slder, Joseph : See

—

f^avit, Carl H.. Brustad, and Slder. 3,096,846.

SIdi, Henri, and R. T. Gottesman. to Heyden Newport Chenil
cal Corp. N,N,N',.N"-tetraalkyl alkylene diamine Initia-

tors for the polymerization of formaldehyde. .3.097,190,
7-9-63. Cl. 260—67.

Sieger Maurice I'., to United ICnglneerlng and Foundry Co.

Headstock for lathe. 3,096,674, 7-9-63, Cl. 82—28.

Siemens, Alfred, to Siemens-Schuckertwerke Aktlengesell
schaft. Sintered plate with graded concentration of metal
to accommodate adjacent metals having unequal expansion
coefficient. 3,097,329. 7-9-(i3, Cl. 317—234.

Siemens-Schuckertwerke Aktienfesellschaft : See

—

Reuschel, Konrad. 3,097,()«9.
Schlmmlng, Walter, and Kohler. 3,097,280.
Schmidt. Arnold. 3 097,335.
Siemens, Alfred. 3,097,329.

Silver Alexander, and R. L. Cholvin. to The Garrett Corp.
Turbo-charger boost density control. 3,096,614, 7-9-63,
Cl. 60—13.

Silver, Stan .M. Top grip carrier for bottles or the like.
;t.097,010, 7-9-83, Cl. 294—87.2.

SUvernall, Walter L. to American Potash k Chemical Corp.
Polishing composition and process of forming same. 3,097,-
08;{. 7-9-63, Cl. .51—307.

SImJIan, Luther G., to UniTersal Match Corp. Subscriber
controlled apparatus. 3.097,347. 7-9-63. Cl. 340—147.

Simmons, Wayne A., to Tyler Pipe and F'oundry Co. Pipe
Joint fabricating tool. 3 096,67^, 7-9-63. Cl. 29—237.

Simpson, Alfred M., to The Metal Box Co. Ltd. Carton
transferring apparatus. 3,096.693, 7-9-63, Cl. 93—51.

Sinclair Research, Inc. : See

—

Friedman, Bernard S and Zmitrovis. 3,097.155.
Matson. Howard J. 35097,170.

Sindelar, Lawrence R. to The Goodyear Tire A Rubber Co.
Apparatus for molding valve receiving aperture in a tire.

3.096,541. 7-9-63, Cl. 18—2.
Singer-Cobble, Inc. : See

—

Card, Roy T. 3,096.734.
Singer Mfg. Co., The : See

—

Alderman. Robert E. 3,097,278.
Johnson Ralph E. 3.096,736.

Sink, William H., to Dana Corp. Clutch control linkage.
3,696,663. 7-9-63, Cl. 74—481.

Sinn, Guatav : See

—

Brachel, V.. HanswiUi. Esaer. Holtschmldt, and Sinn.
3,097,173.

Sinskl, Henry A. : See—
RuHso, Carl J., Trifunuvlc, and Sinakl. 3,096,562.

Sittel, Richard L. and J. A. Shelton, to Unit Rif 4k Eouip-
ment Co. Steering and follow-up linkage aaaembly. 3,09o,-
844. 7-9-()3 Cl. 180— 79.2.

Sjogr«>n, Bertll K. F., S. Lindvall. H. W. Heiwlnkel, and
K. 0. Hogberg, to Astra. Apotekarnea Kemiska Fabrlker,
Aktlel>olaget. Process for treating canine distemper.
;i,097, 134. 7-9-83. Cl. 167—53.

Skarsten, Norman E., to Thorsen Mfg. Co. Packages and
methods of packaging. 3,096.877, 7-9-63, Cl. 206— 16.

Skeuse, Thomas, to Gelgy Chemical Corp. Proceas for color-

ing polypropylene. 3 097,044, 7-9-63, Cl. 8—55.
Sklllln, Walter F., to The Cushman Chuck Co. Compensat

ing power chuck. 3.096,988, 7-9-63. Cl. 279—4.

Skrobiscb. Alfred, to Allard Instrument Corp. Variable ex-

hibitor. 3.096,594, 7-9-63. CL 40—28.
Sloan. Arthur W. : See —

Ralner, William C. Redding, Hltov, Sloan, and Stewart.
3,097,150.

Smatbers. James F. Typewriter escapement mechanism.
3,096,805, 7-9-«3, Cl. 197—84.

Smith, (Jeorge E., Jr. Automatic tail gate release. 3,09«i,-

892, 7-9-83, Cl. 214-83.18.
Smith Industries International, Inc. : See

—

.Vellson. William J. 3.096 835.
Smith, Kenneth E. Method and apparatus for steering under
water bodies. 3.096 739, 7-9-63. Cl. 114—28.

Smith Kline k French Laboratories : See

—

ZIrkle, Charles L. 3,097,206.
Smith, William A., to Logansport Machine Co^ Inc. Turret

lathe tooling. 3,096,5*4, 7-9-68, Cl. 29—57.

Smolen Joseph H. Bubble-forming fishing lure. 3,090,598,
7-9-^3. Cl. 43—42.06.

Snyder, Robert F., to The Goodyear Tire k Rubber Co. Web
guide. 3.090,919, 7-9-63, Cl. 226—3.

.Societe Chlmlque et Routlere de la GIronde : See

—

Celntrey. Marcel. 3,097 179.
.Societe d'Electro-ChlmIe d'Blectro-Metallurgle et des Aclerles

Elect rlques d'Uglne : See—
(ireffe. Andr«, Asselln, and Grandjacques. 3,096,550.

Societe Grenoblolse d'Etudes et d'Appllcatlons Hydraullques :

*fee

—

Danel. Pierre F. 3,090,621.
Societe Natlonale d'Etude et de Construction de Moteors

d'Avlatlon : See - •

Bauger Louis J., Constant, and Jumelle. 3,096,954.

Oestrich, Hermann 3,096,956.
Societe Ornanalse de Constructions Mecaniques (S.O.C. ) :

SMollc, Ernest. 3,096,888.
Sodeco, .Societe des Compteurs de Geneve : See—

Ltischer. Paul. 3,097,266. ^„ „. ,„„ ,
Sokol, I.eo. Crib structure. 3,096.860, 7-9-63. Cl. 189—3.

Solllnger, Ferdinand P., to Curties-Wrlght Corp. Intermedi-
ate naif bearing for rotary mechanisms. 3,096.746, 7-9-

63, Cl. 123—8.
Solomon, Mildred L. : See-

How rey. Harold C. 3,096,754.

Solomon William H. : See

—

Howrey. Harold C. 3,096,7.'i4.

Solon, Leonard R. : See

—

_ , .. „^ .. . /-»- ,»,
dresser, Herbert D., Qrosof, Solon, and Bhnlta. 8,09«,787.

Somyk John V. Pressure garment. 8,096,685. 7-9-63. Cl.
66—'175.

Sosln. Boleslaw M.. and K. E. J. Gerard to Marconi's Wire-
less Telegraph Co. Ltd. Translator distributed amplifier.

3,097,343. 7-9-63, Cl. 330—30.
Soaoltc, Ernest, to Societe Omantlse de Constructions Mecani-

ques (S.O.C.) Distributor device. 3,096,888, 7-9-68, Cl.

214—1.

SonndscrltMr Corp., The: 8e»—
De Napoll, Anthony C, Jr., and Balmer. 8,096.988.
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SiMtrr, Bertram I. : See

—

Sprinkle. Charles R., Bekala. Johnson, and Sparr. 8,097,-
128.

Spenoe, Thomaa C. : See

—

Routson. Wlllla G., and Bpenee. 8,097,0S4.
Boutson, WllUs O.. and Spenoe. 8.097.055.

Sperry Rand Corp. : See—
Blowney, David P., Brannin, Morrone. Wilcox, and

Zupanick. 3,097,854.
Bonn. Theodore H. 8,097,807.
Eckert, John P., Jr.. and Bonn. 8.097.804.
Sevilla. Ernesto G. 3.097,810.

Spiegelglaswerke Germanla Aktienfesellschaft Zwelgniederlas-
sung der Glacerles de Saint Boeli Societe Anonyme : See

—

Woelk. Hubert. 3,097.061.
Spirakus, SUnley F., to Zatko Metal Producta Co. Symmet-

rical hubbed sheet metal puUey. 8,096,660, 7-9-68, Cl.

74—230.8.
Spohn. Karl, and H. Walker. Automatic working turning
meana for screw machines. 3,096,673, 7-9-63, Cl. 82—2.5.

Spooner, Howard C. : See

—

Jennings, Lyston C, and Spooner. 3,096,619.
Sprague, James M. : See

—

Novello, Frederick C. and Sprague. 8,097,204.
Sprinkle, Charles R., L. F. Sekula. M. R. Johnson, and B.

Sparr. to Shell Oil Co. Phenol sUbillzed orgi^no-phos-

phorous insecticides. 8,097,128, 7-9-63, Cl. 167—22.
Stackpole Carbon Co. : See

—

Campbell. Dudley U. 3,097.269.
Stadelman, Floyd w. Traction attachment for tractors.

8,096.998. 7-9-68, Cl. 280—406.

Stakmore Co., Inc. : See

—

Wilkinson. Michael A. 3,096,732.
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana) : See— _ ^. ^,„

Hewett. Charles M.. and HamUI. 8.096,640.
BUndard-Tbomson Corp. : flea

—

Hollingswortb, Pierce. 8.096,828.
Woods, John E. 3,096,837.
Woods. John E. 3,096,986.

SUnley Works, The : See— „ ^^ „, „
Ford, Michael J. and B. H. 8,006.814.

Stanray Corp.: See

—

Hardy, Howard C. 3,096,847. - « -• rn
SUrch, Lothar. Jacquard machines. 8,096,792, 7-9-68, Cl.

139—59.

Volkers, Hendrik, van der Linden, and SUrreveld. 8,097.-
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Steen, James B., to Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. Jetting de-

^ce for rock bit. 8.098,884, 7-9-63, Cl. 175—840.
Steiner. John K., to Barber-Colman Co. ProDortlonln| con-

dition control system. 3,096.937, 7-9-63, Cl 236-^8.
Stelser William, to Kelsey-Hayes Co. Motor vehicle hydraulic

brake system. 3,097,018, 7-9-63, Cl. 303—6.

St«p4nek, Karel, to W. E. Sykea Ltd. Method of measuring

thTuniformity of gearings. 8,096.590, 7-9-63. Cl. 33—
179.5.

Sterling Drug Inc. : See-—
Culler, Royal A. 8.097.208.
Cutler. Royal A. 8,097.»48.
Blpern, Bill. 3,097,208.
Larsen, Aubrey A. 3.097.228.

Surrey, Alexander B., ami Olivet. 3,097,211.

Stewart-Warner Corp. : Se*—-
Anderson. Gilbert O. 8,006.871.
Marts, Roger O. 3.096,810.

^**''BlVnS"wini2n"c'Riddlng. Hitov. Sloan, and Stewart.

Stichting Reactor Centrum Nederland : See—
Hermans, Marie E. A., and van der Plaa. 3,097,062.

^'""B^a^ver^mvld'jrandStoffel. 8.097.229.

Stokes. F. J., Corp. : See—
Frank, kaymond G. 8,006,532.

Welsh, Archibald S. 3,097,113.

^***'*f2?l''l5??C.,^at^tollgro... 8,(H»7.0a9.^
^, ^ ^^^

Stoutwiburg.^amet H. Apparatns for photographing the

interior ot pipe*. 3,096,69877-9-68. Cl. 95—11.

**'''i.?«Sr'lrvin j'.'^towe. and Meverden. 3,096,653

StralTyTJaies M.. aid J. O. Plaher. to Eastman Kodak Co.

Nl winplexea of monoaxo compounds prepared from a benw)-

thlacole compound and an o-naphthol compound. B.uwf,-

196. 7-9-63, Cl. 260—146.
Strassner. Jacob B. : See

—

_ _-. ...
Parks Christ F., Straaaner, and Bnrtch. 3,096,777.

Stratford fcngineering Corp. . Bee—
Graham. Ward A., and Stratford. 3,097,234.

^*"^°rShaS'waVdA:.\nri^ratford. 3.097.234.
^

String iS^nF.. to Westinghonse mectric Corp. Appara-

tus and method for workplece thickness control. 3.006.670.

7_|>_63. Cl 80—66.

^''"(fer^M'j^^ph F^r«d Strong. 8,096,565.

^*™SzlkfaTbwVc-. andStmll. 8.097,886.

Studlengeeell schaft Kohle ™ *> f-.".-h^^hi « n«7 066
Koster, Roland, Bruno, and Lehmkuhl. 8,0»7,OO0.

**""&'flpw"Kurt"waitfr.*8;umpf, Behmenburg, Wilhelm. and

8nckliM°cSriea W?*aS*J. Raventoa. to Imperial Chemical

^"S&lM Ud. Anaesthettc 1 :1^ :3:3 :3hexafluoro.2-

balopropane. 3,097.133. 7-9-63, Cl. V»7—52 „^^,^
Suh? fobSrt N., ind R. M. Goodman.

VHo*«%r3°T9-Sr^Cl
an& Reed Co., Inc. Loom bameM. 3,096,793, 7-9-63, ci.

180—02.

Sallivan, Leo S., Jr., to General Motor* Corp. Bearing struc-
ture and method of manufaetore therefor. 3,097.060. 7-9-
63. Cl. 18—59.

Sulaer Frerea, Societe Anonyme : flee

—

Profos. Paal. 8,006.743.
Profoa, Paul. 8.006,744.

Sun OU Co. : flee

—

Mllla, Ivor W., and Melchlore. 8,097,281.
Sunbeam Corp. : See

—

Jepaon, fvar. 3,006.666.
Jepaon, Ivar. 8.007.81S.

Superior Air Producta Co. : See

—

Putnam, Laurel E. 3.097,0M.
Superior Concrete Acceesories. Inc. : See

—

HlUberg Bror. 8.006,374.
Surrey. Alexander B., and A. J. OUvet, to Sterling Drug Inc.

Quaternary ammonium salts of .\-<ertlaryamino-alkyl-ter-
tUry-amino-lower-alkanamldea. 8,007.211, 7-9-«3. Cl.

260^—326.3.
Svenaka Aeroplan Aktiebolaget : See

—

Boaenqviat, Nlla K. G. 8.006,850.
Svenssou, StJg A. G. to Septtmior, Aktiebolaget. Automatic

ahut-orf device. 3.096,784, 7-0-68, Cl. 137—463.
Swartbont. Earl J., to Mllea Laboratoriea, Inc. Process for

lycopene production. 3,097,146, 7-9-63, Cl. 195—78.
Swlndckl, Konrad : See

—

^ _ ^^_ „^„
Petersen, Siegfried, Swincickl, and Wlrth. 3,097,203.

Sykes, W. E., Ltd. : See—
6t«p*nek, Karel. 3,096,600.

Sylvania Electric Producta Inc. : See

—

Blgci. Orrick H., Wroblewakl, and Dayton. 3,006,568.

Biggs, Orrick H^, Wroblewski, and Dayton. 8,096,805.

Homer, Horace H., and Taubner. 3,007,103.
Syntax Corp. : See

—

Bowers. Albert. 3.097.100.
Kind, Fred A. 3,097.200.

Sscxepanski, Henrv F. : See

—

„ ^. .o»
JUbright. William B.. and Sscxepanaki. 3,096,586.

Silklal. George C, and G. StruU. to Westlnghouse Electric

Corp. Semiconauctor volUge divider devices. 3,097.336,

7-0-63. CI. 323—04.

Gresser, Herbert D., Groeof, Sodon, and Shultz. 3.096,-

TAT
Tado, Hiroshl, to Yanmar Diesel Engine Co. Ltd. „„Fnel

injection system for rotary englnea. 3,006.747. 7-0-«3, Cl.

123—8
Tag-t »-Ma'tic Machine Co., Inc. : See

—

Fililnger, John F. 3,096,712.
Takeda Chemical Induetrlea, Ltd. : See

—

Sblmasono. Hirao, and Tomoda. 3,097,145.
Takeuchi. Shoidil. Proceaa and aj»>aratu8 for manufacturing

floating soap. 3,097,057. 7-0-6S. Cl. 18—65.
Talbot. William Y.. and J. Cheaa. Botary valve. 3,096.788.

7_»_63, Cl. 137—625.11.

'^'^l2roli?»BSaaBTiamblvn. and Van Allan. 3.097,100

Tanatex Chemical Corp., The : See— „ ^, ^,,
Weinatein, Sidney M., and Scott. 8,007,047.

Tanner, Manrtce C. : See

—

Lowes, Leonard, and Tanner. 3,007.071.

Taubner. Fred R. : See

—

Homer. Horace H.. and Taubner. 3:007,103.

Tansch. Harry W., to The Goodyear Tire k Rubber Co.

Heat treatment of a blend of buUdlene-acrylonitrlle co-

polymer and vinyl chloride polymer laticea and resulting

coalesced latex product. 8.007,180, 7-9-63. q. 260—29.7.

Tawney, Pliny O., to United States Rubber Co. Condenaa^on
products of trlnltromethane and dlmetbylolarea. 3,007,-

239, 7-0-63, a. 260—553. ^ r ^, .

Taylor Olin C. to Barter Laboratortea, Inc. Diapenaing

domire. 3,096,915,7-9-63,0.222—495.
T*4H>n Steohen W.. to General Electric Co. Branching fiHcr.

3,097,264, 7-0-63, CI. 179—1.
Telecompatlng Corp. : See

—

Bacmnssen, Richard O. 3,007,200.
TeUefsen, Leo : See

—

Cook, Thomaa L. 3,006,876.
Ten Broeck. Ifceodore R. : See-— » r^o, i ^a

Bender, Newell R.. and Ten Broeck. 3,097,176.

Teniion Envelope Corp. of Kansas City : See

—

Hierstelner. Walter L. 8,006,925.

Texaco Inc. : See

—

Davles, James A. 3,097,250. _
Eastman. l>u Bols, and (iuptlll. 3.09 (.081.

Bckert George W., Heea, and Towne. 3,097.171.

Guntllf, Frank E., Jr. 3.O07 082.

Hubby, Laurence M. 3,096,641.
Texas Instruments Inc. : See

—

Cornelison, Boyd. 3,096,662. «„«,„.„
Frands Thomas L., Kettler, and Sarraflan. 3.007,342

Ruiainger, Laurence J. 3,097,356.

TextUe Machine Worki : See-
Levin. Nathan. 3.006.633.

Thayer, David S. : See—
Courter. Martin L and Thayer 3.007,215

Thellbelmer, Werner K.. to United Aircraft Corp. Method
and apparatna for compenaating for eccentrtcity. 3,006,-

630, 7-0-68. Cl. 78—1.
Theorer. Josef: See

—

« ^» „<^
Plaaaer. Frans. and Thenrer. 3,006,829.

Tbexton Mfg. Co. : See

—

Johnson, Donald W. 3,006.851.

Thomaa, Eugene P. : See

—

Koemer, Harry E.. and Thomas. 3,006.076.

Thomas Jamea G. Removable power and manually operated

outrlggera for carrier frames. 8,006,887, 7-9-63. Cl. 212—
140.
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and Waggener.

3.096,746. 7-B-63.

3,096,990. 7-9-63.

Tbomd8, Wllford H.. and S. E. Cook, to Etbyl Corp. Stable
lead alkyl composltlona and a method for preparing the
»ame. 3.097.223^ 7-9-63, CI. 260—437.

Thompson, James D. : tiee—
Parker, Koy A., and Thompson. 3,096,908.

Thompson. OrvlUe. Combination mattreu. 3,096.529, 7-9-
63. CI. 5—346.

Thompson Ramo Wooldrldge Inc. : Bee—
Kragle. Ralph J. 3.097.333.

Thomuaou. Uavmond E. : Hee—
McCUntocK. Ross A., Thompson,

3,097000.
Thompson, Standiab F. Rotary engine.

Ci. 123-8.
Thoren, Itot>ert E. Striding toy hors^.

CI. 280— 1.182.
Thorp. Jeffrey M., to Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd.

Uypocholesterolaemia compositions. 3,097.139, 7-9-63. CI.

167—65.
Thorsen Mfg. Co. : See- -

Skarsten, Norman E. 3.096.877.
Tiemann. Jerome J., to General Electric Co. Tunnel diode

majority logical element. 3,097,311, 7-9-63, CI. 307—88.5.
Tllley, Colin O., and F. A. Walte, to Imperial Chemical

IndustriPH Ltd. l-(dlhalogen-triazlnyIamlnophenyi)-4-(fl-
naphtbylazo) -pyrazolone dyestuffs. 3,097.197. 7-9-63. CI.

260—183.
Titanium Metals Corp. of America : Bee—

Petty. Robert if 3.096,809.
Todd. Doris E., and A. A. Wlllard. Mounting device for

tjoral arrangements. 3.097.079. 7-9-63. CI. 41— 13.
Toho Rayou Kabushlki Kaisha : See—

Kurloka. Shohel. Yamamoto, and Matsushita. 3,097,063.
Toledo Scale Corp. : Bee—

Seed, Anlese E. 3,096,644.
Tomanek, Martha : See

—

Kliliifpl. Kurt-Walter. Stumpf, Behnienburg, Wilhelm. an<l

Tomanek. 3.007.096.
Tambaugb. Roy W., to Westlnghouse Electric Corp. Lubricat-

ing composition and method for the hot extrusion of metals.
3.096,881, 7-9-63. C\. 207—10.

Tomoda, Katsumi : See

—

Shlmazuno, Hirao. and Tomoda. 3,097,146.
Toro Mfg. Corp. : See

—

Welr. Hugh R. 3.096.606.
Touslgnant, Roland A., and H. S. Crane, to Diamond National

Corp. Continuously-operating molded article-removing
means for drying forms. 3.096,878. 7-9-63. CI. 198— 185.

Touslgnant, William F. : See

—

Ualles, Wilhelm E.. Touslgnant, and Axelson. 3,097,048.
Walles. Touslgnant, and CToninger. 3,097,046.

Towne, Charles C. : See

—

Echert, George W., Hess, and Towne. 3.097,171.
Townsend, Harold J., and D. G. Orenley, to The Dow Chemical

Co. Vinylldene chloride copolymer latex containing oxy-
ethylated castor oil. 3,097,178, 7-9-63, CI. 260—23.

Tralger, Harry A. Unilateral orthodontic device for reposi
tionlng a molar tooth. 3,096.684, 7-9-63, CI. 32—14.

Trampe, Robert E. : See

—

Maglaugblln, Edward
Transport Industries, Inc.

Hoppenstand, David.
Traylor. Samuel >V., Jr.

230—184.
Treadwell, Harold A.

7-9-63. CI 219—19.
Treler. Otto, to Verwaltungsgellschaft der

maschlnenfabrik. Oerlikon (AG.). Devices for pre-settiug
of re<iulre<l weiKlits in dialed weighing ma<nine». 3.00<i,-

838, 7-9-63, CI. 177-80.
Tremblay, Albert F., to Kent-Owens Machine Co. Metal form-

ing machine and method. 3.09<I.1W9. 7-9-«3, CI. 80-16
Trlco Products Corp. : See

—

Olshel, John R.. and Deibel. 3.096.848.
Trifunovic, Alexander L. : See

—

Russo, Carl J.. Trifunovic. and Slnskl.

Trojan Powder Co. : See

—

Russell, Edward J., and Ruhf. 3,097,245.
Inc. : See—

Jr. 3.096,995,

P., and Trampe.
See—
3,096,888.
Air pump. 3,096,932

3,097,233.

7-9-63. CI.

Label heating device. 3.097,284.

Werkzupg

3,096,662.

Truck Accessories
Rlcbnow. Erick G

Tsutsul, Minora: See
ZelxH. Harold H 3.097.2.'?-'
»^^.„r.. ».„.„.,. .... Metlesics. and Tsutsul.

Turner Norman, to Imp^'rlal Chemical Indiixtrles Ltd. Appa
ratus for drying metal strips. 3.097.078. 7-9-63. CI.

3.J 155
Turner Roscoe E.. and H. J. Ludwig. Extraction method and

apparatus. 3.097.017. 7-9-63. CT. 302—58
Tyler Arthur W., to Itek Corp. Data processing. 3.096,88-',

7-9-63. CI. 209—111.5.
Tyler Pipe and Foundry Co. : See

—

Simmons. Wayne A. 3,096.672.
Tyres Industries : See

—

Bergen. Walter F. 3,096,973. „^ . , r,

Tvson Geome N., Jr., to OUn Mathleson Chemical Corp.

Explosive and method of use. 3,097.119. 7-9-63. CI.

J49 22
Uddenbere. Gflran. Instruments for fluid injections Into the

uterus and fallopian tubes. 3.096.764. 7-9-63, CI. 128—24r
Ueno Ryuzo. Y. Salto. and T. Matsuda ; said Salto and

Matsuda assors. to said Ueno. Butectic liquid preservatives.

3.097.131. 7-9-63. CI. 167—31. , . , a,„„
Ulrkh. Relnhard R.. to United States «' America Arm v.

Photosensitive optical triggering screen. 3.097,303. 7-9-«d.

Cl. 250—222.
Union Carbide Corp. : See

—

Baum. Bernard O. 8.097.189.
Hubel. Karl W.. and Braye. 3.097.1 53^

Kubll. Robert A., and Sharav. 3.097.294 » ^ot 104
Leonard. Edward C. Jr.. and ^Wheelwright 8^97,194.

LItz Lawrence M., Mercuri, and Ring. 3,097,068.

Union Mfg. Co. : See—
SkUlln. Walter F. 8,096,988.

Uniscan Electronics Corp. : See

—

Ehrenbaft, Franz F. 3,097,262.
Unit Rig ft Equipment Co. : See

—

Sittel, Richard L., and Sheiton. 3,096.844.
United Aircraft Corp. : See

—

Altlerl. James v., Jr. 3,096,648.
Thellbelmer Werner K. 3,096,639.

United Electric Controls Co. : See

—

Denner. John A. 8,0»7.273.
United Engineering and Foundry Co. : Bee—

8ieg«r, Maurice P. 3,096,674.
Unlted-Greentleld Corp. : See

—

Chaffee. Sydney H. 3,096,689.
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority : See

—

Bloor. James H.. and Chandler. 8.097,327.
Lowes, Leonard, and Tanner. 8,097,071.

United Shoe Machinery Corp. : See

—

Rockwell. Adelbcrt W., Jr. 3.096,631.
United States of America

Agriculture : Bee—
Koenlg, Nathan H. 3,097,082.
Wade. Ricardo H. 3,097,061.

Air Force : See

—

Hochhelser. Jerome S. 3,097.032.
Rill, Russell A., and McLyman. 3,096,668.

Army : See

—

Cox, Wilbur C, Meyers, and Keon. 3,097,122.
HigginH. Edward F., Jr., and Larson. 3,096,891.
Norton, Desmond H., and Castleberry. 3.096.896.
Ulrlch. Relnhard R. 3.007.303.

Navy : See

—

Brown. Maurice H.. and Glattlno. 3,097,281.
Johnson, Cart T., and Wermager. 3.096,726.
Lewis, Beverley \V., and Boyars. 3,097,123.

l'nlte«l States Rubber Co. : See

—

Danlelson. Arthur C. 3.097,109.
Danlelaon. Arthur C. 3.097,110.
Danlelson, Arthur C. 3,097,111.
.Mersereau, John M.. and .Mester. 3.097,187.
Tawney. Pliny O. 3,097,239.

United States Steel Corp. : See

—

Hong, Tonny. 3,097.091.
Pelrce. Earl H. 3.096,646.

Universal Match Corp. : See

—

SImjian. Luther G. 3.097.347.
Universal Oil Products Co. : See

—

Glelm. William K. T. 3,097,188.
Upjohn Co., The : See-

Banker. Gilbert S. 3,097,144.
VEB Tabak- und Industriemaschlnen Dresden : See -

Sevcik, Gdnther. 3.096.771.
N'itn Acker. Joseph E. : .See

—

Davenport, Ciranger. and Van Acker. 3,096,686.
Van Allan. James A. : See

—

Lappln. »;erald R.. Tamblyn. and Van Allan. 3.097.100.
N'andenhopck. Jean-l'aul, to Buell Engineering Co.. Inc.

.Method for producing a graded pulverulent material.

.H,097.075. 7-9-63, Cl. 23—302.
\iin der Linden, Emll (J. F. : See

—

Volkers. Hendrlk. van der Linden, and Starreveld.
3,097.344.

\'an der Plas, Theo : See—
Hermans. Marie K. A., and van der Plas. 3,097.062.

Van I>yke, Bruce E (;. V. Richards, and R, G. Ktdleck, to
Container Corp. of America. Dispensing carton with con-
cealed cutting blade. 3.096.918. 7-9-63. Cl. 228—48.

Viinlk. Milton (.'. : See

—

Barrett. Wayne T., Sanches, and Vanlk. 3,097,175.
Van Mastrlgt, Max, to W. C. Dillon ft Co., Inc. Weighing

scale. 3.096.839, 7-9-63. Cl. 177—156.
Varlan Associates : See

—

Salisbury, Kre<lerick L. 3.097.323.
Salisbury. Frederick L. 3.097,324.

Varnell. John F. : See

—

Clark. Harold V.. Roizen, and Varnell. 3.097,267.
V. Brachel. llanswllll. H. Ksser. H. Holtschmldt. and «.

Sinn, to Farbenfabrlken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Proc
ess of preparing emulsions using polyetberthloether emulsl-
flprs. 3.097,173. 7-9-03. Cl. 262—311.5.

Verenle. Ethel A.. Uj to W. J. Ruano. Shower stall, bath tub
accessory. 3.096,526, 7-9-63, Cl. 4—148.

Vekovlus, Charles W., and W. M. Woodward, to Mid-West
Abrasive Co. Billet grinding apparatus. 3,096,889, 7-9-
fKi. Cl. 214—1.

Verrlnder, Krnest A., and E. J. Mc<Jrath, to F'MC Corp-
Apparatus for handling cases. 3.096.891. 7-9-63. Cfl.

214 6.

Verwaltungsgellschaft der Werkzuegmascfainenfabrik, Oerlikon
(A.G.) : See

—

Treler. Otto. 3,096,838.

Ves.'wlo, William V. : See— *

Dickinson, Lloyd K.. and Vessalo. 3,096,539.

Victor Comptometer Corp. : See

—

GUI. Robert K . Jr.. and Mero. 3.096.742.

\lklng of Minneapolis. Inc. : See—
Schober. W ayne E. 3.096,920.

\ Ih-sek, Herbert : See—
Heuck. Claus. Rochlltz. Schmidt, Vilcsek, and Winter.

3.097,184.

Vlllam-Vllmton, Maria N. : See

—

Rosenfeld. Kllsar B.. Mlagkich, Villam-Vilmont. Josse.
and Plotnlkov. 3.096,756.

Vlsser. Andrew J. aty globe. 3,096,593. 7-9-63. Cl. 35—46.

Voggenthaler Ralph K. : See

—

Cowles, Ellsworth C, and Voggenthaler. 3.097,359.

/
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3,097.007.
systems for rolling

Volkers, Hendrlk, E. G. F. van der Linden, and J. Starteveld,
to North American Philips Co., Inc. Amplifying arrange-
ment for a plurality of input signals. 3,097,344, 7-9-©3,
Cl. 330—30.

Von Each, Anne M., and W. R. Sherman to Abbott Labora-
tories. 5-nitro-2-furylamldoilme. 3,067.214, 7-8-63, Cl.

260—347.7.
Vonnegut Hardware Co. : See

—

Eicbacker. Homer A., and Foster.
Vossberg, Carl A. Thickness control

mills. 3,096,671, 7-9-63, Cl. 80—56.
Vulcan Iron Works Inc. : Bee—

Adams, Campbell V. 3,096,831.
Wade, Ricardo H.. to United States of America, Agriculture.
CeUulose ester anhydrides In fiber form. 34)97.061, 7-9-
63. Cl. 8—120.

Waechter, Charles J. : See

—

Jacobs Robert J., and Waechter. 3.096,947.
Waggener, Kenneth E. : See

—

McCllntock. Ross A., Thompson, and Waggener. 3,097,-
000.

Wagner, Gustave H. Operable mounting means for outboard
marine motor. 3,096,969, 7-9-83, Cl. 248—4.

Wagner. Hans : See

—

AnmuUer. Walter, Korger, Ruschig. and Wagner. 3,097.-
240.

Korger, Gerhard, Wagner, Aumuller. and Ruschig.
3,097,241.

Wahl, Hermann. Relieving device for multiple stage com-
pressors. 3,096.927, 7-9-«3. Cl. 230—26.

Walte. Frederick A. : See

—

Tllley, Colin G., and Walte. 3.097,197.
Wales. R. Langdon : See

—

Jones, William A., Wales, Leonard, and Dalrymple.
3,097,024.

Walker, Chapman J., to General Electric Co. Nuclear re-

actor fuel element and method for producing such fuel
element. 3.097.152. 7-9-63, Cl. 204—154.2.

Walker, Hermann : Bee—
Bpobn. Karl, and Walker. 3.096,673.

Waller. Gustav M., to Burgess-Norton Mfg. Co. Process of
producing extruded articles. 3.096,579, 7-9-63, Cl. 29

—

534.
Walles, Wilhelm E., W. F. Touslgnant, and L. C. Clonlnger,

to The Dow Chemical Co. Method and composition for
dye-leveling. 3.097.046. 7-9-63, Cl. 8—88.

Walles, Wilhelm E., W. F. Touslgnant, and R. J. Axelson to
The Dow Chemical Co. Method and composition for dye-
strlpplng. 3,097,048, 7-9-63 Cl. 8—102.

Wallmark, John T., to Radio Corp. of America. Semicon-
ductor device with surface electrode producing electro-
static field and circuits therefor. 3,097,308, 7-9-63, Cl.
307—88.5.

Wallsten. Hans. Method and means for the manufacture of
fibres of thermoplastic material. .<,097.085, 7-9-63, Cl.

65—8.
Walsb, Phillip D., to General Motors Corp. Remotely con-

trolled rear view mirror. 3,096.664. 7-9-63. Cl. 74—501.
Walters. Earl C. Jr. : See

—

Koehly. Paul F.. and Walters. 3 097,320.
Wang, Stella Y. : See—

Hurwltx, Melvin D., and Wang. 3,097,050.
Wanlass, Cravens L.. to Ford Motor Co. Gating circuit.

3,097 305. 7-9-63. Cl. 307—88.
Ward, Owen K. : See—

Miles, Merthen L., Brown, and Ward.
Wardleworth, James : See—

Flshwick. Brian R., and Wardleworth.
Warnke. Richard C. : See—

Kegg, Robert R., La Brecque. and Warnke.
Waterbury Pressed Metal Co. : See

—

Wlnchell. Alfred M. 3,096.762.
Wayne-George Corp. : See

—

Wayne. George H.. and Whitney. 3.097,302.
Wayne, George H.. and D. E. Whitney, to Wayne-George

Corp. Photosensitive modulator shaft position encoder.

3.097 302, 7-9-(>3, Cl. 250—208.
Weber, Victor, to Robertshaw-Fulton Controls Co. (Jas

burner assemblies. 3,096,813, 7-9-03, Cl. 158—116.
Webster Electric Co. : See—

McAlvay, John C. 3,096.719.
Wegler Richard : See—

Regel. Erik, Wegler. Grewe. and Raspers. 3,097.130.

Welnstein, Sidney M., and P. J. Scott, to The Tanatex
Chemical Corp. Dyeing synthetic fibers with alkyl naph-
thalene composition. 3.097 047. 7-9-<!3, Cl. 8—94.

Welr. Arthur R. Artificial stone facing plague. 3.097,080.
7-9-63. a. 41—35.

Welr, Hugh R., to Toro Mfg. Corp. Ground engaging siig-

port for ground traversing machines. 3,00(>,00<i. 7- " "

Cl. 56—26.
Welanetz. Ludolph F. : See

—

Wlllcox, Frederick P., and Welanetz. ,3,096,700.

Wellauer, Edward J. : See—
Selreg,^AII, and Wellauer. 3.090,631.

Wellauer. Edward J., and A. G. Bade, to The Falk
Coupling. 3.090.632. 7-9-63. Cl. 64— l.'i.

Weller, Peter A., to American Radiator ft Standard Sanitary

Corp. Refrigeration machine Including compressor, con-

denser and evaporator. 3,096,630, 7-9^>3, Cl. 62—506.

Wells, John L. : See—
Paige, James H., and Wells. 3.096 890.

Welsh. Archibald S.. to F. J. Stokes Corp. Vacuum coating

apparatus. 3.097,113, 7-9-«3, Cl. 118—19.

Welsh. MatUda D. Baby jumper. 3,096,963. 7-9-63, Cl.

248—401.

Wenzel, Philip D.. to J. I. Case Co. Earth working device.

3,090,801.

3.097.198.

3,096,684.

-9-63,

Corp.

7-9-63, CI.

3,097,194.
Thermal

3,0»f,004, 7^-63, Cl. 287—56.

Wermager, Palmer G. : See

—

Johnson, Carl T., and Wermager. 3.096,726
Werner, Jesse, and F. A. Hessel, to General Aniline ft Film

Corp. Herbicidal mixture comprising a crabgrass killer and
a heterocyclic polymer. 3.097,087, 7-9-ti3, Cl. 71—2.4

Western Electric Co., Inc. : See-
Bunch. Tillman T. 3,096,610.

Western Geophysical Co. of America : See

—

Savlt, Carl H., Brustad, and Slder. 3,096,846
Westinghouse Electric Corp. : see—

Barabutes Theodore, and Kullck, 3,097,351.
Carlson, Charles L.. and Rosecrans. 3,096,577
Dobble, James. 3,097,340.
I>urnal. Robert G. 3,097.357.
Fox. Donald K.. and Reicnenecker. 3,097.093
Frankbouser, William L., and Eyler. 3.097,293.
Koerner, Harry E., and Thomas. 3,096,976
Lenz, Cart. 3,096,795.
Le Row, Charles E., Jr., and McDonald. 3,097,321.
McAuUffe. Gerard K. 3,097,339.
McMiUen Jack W., Jr., and Rhodes. 3 097.259.
Rubenstein. Lester S., and Shubert. 3,097,094
Stringer, Loren F. 3.096,670.
Sziklal, George C^and Strull. 3,097,336.
Tombaugh. Roy W. 3,096,881.

Westmont. George A. : See

—

Westmont, John C. 3,096.842.
Westmont, John C, to G. A. Westmont. Driving and weight

distribution arrangement for self-propelled golf carts.
3.090,842, 7-9-63. Cl. 180—54.

Westre, Clarence. Ice hole cutter. 3.096,832
175—18.

Wbeaton, Jack M. : See

—

Hohl, John, and Wheaton. 3,096,898.
Wheelwright, William L. : See-

Leonard, Edward C, Jr.. and Wheelwright.
Whlnery, George B.,^ to King-Seeley Thermos Co.

relay. 3,097,279, 7-9-63, Cl. 200—113.
Whirlpool Corp. : See

—

Beckett, Leo G.. and Llndenschmldt. 3,096,628.
Freund, Dean H., and Davis. 3,096,753.
Lotz, Larry C, and StoUgrosz. 3,097,029.
Peters, Harold P. 3,09(5,885.
Peterson Edward C. 3,096,642.

White, Jack M., and £. A. Johnson,- to ACF Industries. Inc.
Fuel pump. 3,096,721, 7-9-63, Cl. 103—150.

White-Rodgers Co. : See—
Gibson, William D. 3,096,936.

White, Wayne E. : See—
GillUand, Joe E., Ray, and White. 3,097,063.

White, William L. : See

—

McNally, Arthur F., and White. 3,090,561.
White, William S., Jr , J. L. Babb, and J. H. McGuire. to
Champion Chemicals. Inc. Method and composition for
preventing corrosion. a^09G,819. 7-9-63. Cl. 106— 1.

Whitley, James M. and W. N. Tobacco package with built
in ashtray. 3,096,878, 7-9-63, Cl. 206—41.

Whitley, William N. : See

—

Whitley, James M. and W. N. 3,096,878.
Whitney. Donald E. : See

—

Wayne, George H., and Whitney. 3,097,302.
Wickman Ltd. : See

—

Adcock, John L. 3,097,291.
Widmer, Alfred. Passenger conveyors. 3,096,725, 7-9-68,

Cl. 104—25.
Wiegand, Christian, and F. Grewe, to Farbenfabriken Barer

Aktiengesellschaft. Fungicidal plant protection. 3,097,-
132, 7-9^3, Cl. 167—33.

Wiener. Charles, C. H. Schroeder. and K. P. Link, to Wis-
consin Alumni Research Foundation. Warfarin intermedi-
ates. 3,097,213, 7-9-63, Cl. 260—343 2.

Wlktor, Dominlk, to Federal Pacific Electric Co. Circuit inter
rupters. 3,097,275, 7-9-63. Cl. 200—78.

Wilcox, James C. : See

—

Blowney. David P., Brannin, Morrone. Wilcox, and
Zupanlck. 3,097,351.

Wildi, Edwin, to Maschlnenfabrik Bennlnger A.-Q. Knock-
off motion for thread processing machines. 3,096,945, 7-9-
63, Cl. 242—19.

Wiley, Douglas W., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
Polycyanopolyenes and processes for preparing them.
3,097,221, 7-9-^3, Cl. 260—430.

Wilhelm, Sus : See—
Klflpfel, Kurt-Walter, Stumpf, Behmenburg, Wilhelm, and
Tomanek. 3.097,095.

Wilkinson, Michael A., to Stakmore Co., Inc. Construction
for folding table leg. 3,096,732, 7-9-63, Cl. 108—127.

Will, E. C. h; : See—
Jendrusch, Paul. 3,096,978.

Wlllard. Allen A. : Bee—
Todd, Doris E., and Wlllard. 3,097,079.

Willcoi. Frederick P., and L. F. Welanetz, to Falrchlld Camera
and Instrument Corp. Double torsion spring energy-storage
photographic shutter. 3,096,700, 7-9-63 Cl. 95—63.

Williams, John K., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
4-(1.2-dlcyanovlnv1 dlaryldlcyano methanes, and prepara-
tion thereof. 3.097.227. 7-9-63. CL 260—465.

Williams. John W., 50% to J. W. Caruth. Water tap recep-
tacle and drain. 3.096.782. 7-9-63, Cl 137—360.

Williams, Roger E.. to General Railway Signal Co. Traffic

counting system. 3,097.295. 7-9-63. Cl. 235—92.
Williamson-Dickie Mfg. Co. : See

—

Mizell. Louis R. 3.096,624.

Williamson, Tom R. Safety blade assembly for rotary mow-
ers. 3,096,608, 7-9-63, Cl. 66—295.

Wilson. William E., Sr. : See

—

Merry. Clayton B. 3.096,997.
Wlnchell, Alfred M., to Waterbury Pressed Metal Co. Oral

breathing device. 3,096,762. 7-9-68, Cl. 128—190.
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Wlocbell. Pr&nk J., and O. K. Kelley, to Qcneral Motors Corp.

Transmisalon. 8,098,013, 7-»-68, CI. 60—12.
Wlnxard, Henry 8., and A. E. Maler, to Federal Pacific Elec-

trie Co. Latch-trlp circuit breakers. 8,007,277. 7-0-68. CI.
200—88.

Winkler, Richard, and K. Dannebler, to Berkley Machine Co.
Apparatus for Bquamlform lapping of blanks. 8,098,877,
7-9-68, CI. 271—2.

Winter, Jakob : Bee—
Heuck, Claus, Rochllts. Schmidt, VUcsek. and Winter.

8J)97,184.
Wlrth. Wolfgang : See—

Petersen, Siegfried, Swindckl, and Wlrth. 8,007,208.
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation: Bee—

Wiener, Charles. Schroeder, and Link. 8,097.218.
Wise. Daniel. Fabric strip support disposed across the stem

portion of a presser foot 8,006.788, 7-0-68, CI. 112—IBl.
Woelk, Hubert, to Splegelglaswerke Ocrmania Aktlengesell-

schaft Zwelgnlederlaaaung der Olaceries de Saint Roch
Sodete Anonyme. Process for the preparation of multi-
pane insulatinf glass. 8,007.061, 7-^8, Cl. 18—60.

Wojdechowski, Walter J., and O. H. Brandt, to Harris-Intei^
type Corp. Dampening device for lithographic printing
press. 8,096,710, ?-9-63, Cl. 101—148.

Wolfe, Roger w., to Burroughs Corp. Magnetron beam switch-
ing tube. 3,007,322. 7-0-6S. Cl. 818—166.

Wolfram, William 8. : See

—

Primeau, Oeorge H., and Wolfram. 8,096.994.
Woodburn, Paul M. Non-drip pouring Insert. 8,096,890, 7-9-

63. Cl. 216—47.
Woods, John B., to Standard-Thomson Corp. Fluid control

apparatus. 8.006,827. 7-0-63, Cl. 170—160.13.
Woods, John E., to Standard-Thomson Corp. Fluid control

apparatus. 8,096,086, 7-9-63, Cl. 236—66.
Woods, Randell C. Concrete pipe forming apparatus. 8,006.-

568, 7-0-68, Cl. 26—86.
Woodward, William M. : See

—

Vekovlus, Charles W., and Woodward. 8,006,880.
Wooldrldge, Lawson C. to Brockway Engineering Co. Ltd.

Belt supporting rollers for endless belt conTeyors. 8,006,-
874, 7-0-63. Cl. 108—102.

Wooler, Alan M., to Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. Tex-
tile colouration process. 8.007,042, 7-0-68, Cl. 8—64.2.

Wormser, Eric M.. R. D. De Waard. and A. C. Rudomanskl. to

Barnes Engineering Co. Thermal detector and reference
source. 3.007,800, 7-9-86, Cl. 280—88.8.

Worth Ington Corp. : Bee—
Blheller, Hans J. 8,006.086.

8,00«,568.
8,006,806.

8,007,053.

8,006,024.

Wroble ft Qauer Co.^nc.
Oauer, Walter W. 8,006,080.

Wroblewskl, Theodore : Bee—
Biggs, Orrlck H.. Wroblewskl, and Dayton.
Biggs. Orrlck H.. Wroblewskl, and Dayton.

Wynneruichael D. : See

—

Marchant, Alan, and Wynne. 8,007,240.
Yamamoto, Takasi : See

—

Kurloka, Shohei, Yamamoto, and Matsushita.
Yanmar Diesel Engine Co., Ltd. : See

—

Tado, Hlroshf 8,006.747.
Young, James R. Handle-equipped container.
7—0—68 Cl 220-^52

Younger, ' OH W. Rotary gear pumps. 8,006,720. 7-0-68.
Cl. 10»—126 • .' ^ . . .

Yulll. Alexander M., to Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd.
Electric detonators. 3^6,714, 7-0-68. CT. 102—38.

Zamanakos, Arthur S. Fuse bearing antenna. 8,007,388.
7-0-68, Cl. 848—110.

Zatko Metal Products Co. : See

—

Splrakus, Stanley F. 3,006,660.
Zeiss, Harold H., W. Metlesics. and M. Tsnteui, to Monsanto

Chemical Co. Production of styrenes and stilbenes. 3.007,-
232. 7-0-63, Cl. 260—476.

Zlenty, Ferdinand B.. to Monsanto Chemical Co. Substituted
sulfathUioles. S,607.201. 7-0-68, Cl. 260—280.06.

Zlenty, Ferdinand B.. to Monsanto Chemical Co. Substituted
sulfanilamide. 3.097,217, 7-0-68, Cl. 260—807.7.

Zimskr, John J. : See

—

Horellck, Arnold L.. Dombnth, and Elmsky. 8,097,846.
Zlrkle Charles L., to Smith Kline ft French Laboratories

Aminomethylthlenyl and fnryl alcohol derlratlTes. 8.007,-
206. 7-0-63. CT. 260—268.

ZmltroTls Robert P. : See

—

Friedman. Bernard S., and Zmitrorla.
Zuerker. Siegfried J^ to General Electric Co.

loudspeaker. 8.007.268. 7-0-68, Cl. 170—118.8.
Zuhn, Arthur A., to Caterpillar Tractor Co. Tnrbocharger

sTstem for internal combustion engines. 8,006,616, 7-0-^.
Cl. 60—13.

Zullck. Samuel M. : See—
Schuchardt Lee F., and Zullck.
Schuchardt, Lee F., and Zullck.

Zupanlck, Joeeph E. : See

—

Blowney, David P.. Brannin.
Eupanlck. 8,007.861.

8,097,166.

Low frequency

3,007,142.
8,007.148.

Morrone, Wilcox, and

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED JULY 9. 1963

Note.—First number= class, second number= subclass, third number=patent number

1— 2B
2— IW

243
836

4- 148:

287
5— 28;

846
8- 43:

64:

64.2:

66:

66:

88:

04:

102:

106:

lis. 4:

120:

128:

810:
10.2:

142:

6:

13:

1.6:

00:

244:

268:

26:

128:

142:

176:

32:

2:

4:

12:

16.5:

17:

10:

48:

64:

13—

13—

16—

16-

17—
18—

22—

23—

66:

66.06:

60:

10:

103:

200:

200:

14.6:

88:

100:

204:

206:

223.6:

263:

270.5:
271:

277:

302:

306:
24— 132:

lfl«:

246:

263:

1:

36:

1:

1:

26—

26—
28—

72:

76:

78:

20- 67:

140. 5:

166.6:

166.61:

166.4:

166.8:

160:

237:

238:

263:

407:

421:

: 3,006.622
: 3,006,523
: 3,006,624
8,006.626
8,006,526
3,006.527
3,006,628
3,006.529
3,007.030
3,007,040
3, 007, 041
3, 007, 042
8,007.043
3, 007, 044
3.007,046
3,007,046
8. 007, 047
8.007,048
3, 007. 040
8, 007, 060
3.007,061
3. 007. 052
3,006,530
3,006.631
Re.26,411
3,007.251
3,007,252
3,006,532
3,006,533
3,006,534
8,006,635
8,006,536
3.006.537
8.006,538
3,006,530
3,006,540
8, 006. 541

3.006.642
3,006,643
3,006,644
3, 006. 545
3.006.546
3. 007. 053
3,007.064
3,007.066
3.007.066
3,007,067
3,007,068
3,007.060
3,007,060
3. 007. 061
3. 006. 547
3.006.648
3. 006. 540

3,006.660
3. 007. 062
3. 007, 063
3.007.064
3.007.065
3.007.066
3, 007, 067
3,007.068
3. 007. 060
3. 007, 070
3.007.071
3. 007. 072
3. 007. 073
3. 007. 074
3. 007. 075
3. 007. 076
3. 006. 651

3.006.552
3.006.553
3.006.564
3.006.555
3.006.656
3. 006. 667
3.006.558
3.006.560
3.006.560
3. 006. 561

3, 006. 562
3.006.563
3.006.564
3.006.565
3.006.566
3. 006. 567
3.006.668
3.006.660
3.006,670
3. 006. 571

3.006.672
3. 006. 573
3. 096. 574
3. 006. 576

8, 006, 676

29-473.3:
627:

634:

6.1:

261:
23:

26:

14:

40:

26:

64:

85:

178:

170.6:
206:

30—

31—

32-

33—

34-

86—

40-

156:

0:

46:

41—

107:

136:

13:

36:

43—42.06:
42 06:

44.0:
100:

45— 138:

215:

51— 307:
63-

66—

67-

22:

78:

18:

23:

26:

60:

295:

400:

34:

156:

60— 22:

60— 12:

13:

35.54:

35.6:

39.82:

63:

54:

61—

62-

4:

10:

48:

3:

45:

54:

60:

178:

266:

283:

506:

15:

8:

43:

150:

175:

7.1:

20:

2 3:

2.4:

2 5:

1:

36:

53:

133
141

223
228

334:

342:

365:

363.0:
308:

422:

431:

483:

617:

74—15. 84:

167:

64—

66—
66—

67—
68—
71—

73—

: 3,008,677
3,006,578
3,006,579
3,006,580
3, 006, 581
3,006.582
3,006,583
3,006,584
3,006,585
3,006,686
3,006,687
3,006.688
3.006.580
3, 006, 500
3. 006. 501

3.007.077
3. 007. 078
3.006.602
3,006.503
3,006,604
3,006,606
3.006,506
3, 007. 070
3,007.080
3,006,597
3, 006. 508
8,006.900
3,006,600
3, 006. 801
3. 007. 081
3. 007. 082
3,007.083
3.006.602
3,006,603
3,006,604
3,008,605
3,006.606
3.006.607
3.006.606
3,006.600

3.006.610
3.006.611
3. 006, 612
3. 006. 613
3. 006. 614
3. 006. 616
3. 006. 617
3. 006. 616
3. 006. 618
3. 006, 610
3.006.620
3. 008. 621
3.006.622
3. 096. 623
3. 006. 624
3.007.084
3. 006. 625
3, 006. 626
8. 006. 627
3. 006. 628
3. 006. 620
3.006.630

3. 006. 631

3.006.632
3.007.086
3.006.633
3.006.634
3.006.635

3.006.636
3.006.637
3.007.086
3,007.087
3.007.068

3.006.638
3.006.630
3.006.640
3. 006. 641
3.006.642
3.006,643
3.006.644
3. 006. 645
3.006,646
3. 006. 647
3.006.648
3. 006. 640
8.006.650
3.006.651
3. 006. 662
3,006 663
3,006.664
3.006,656
3.006 656
3,006,667

3.006.668
3,006,660

74-230.3
268
336
481:

501:

527:

645:

731:

6
33:

128:

128:

156.5:

177:

77— 68:

80- 16:

56:

76—

82-
60
2 5

88—

91-

02—
83—

05—

06—

98-

84- 1.22
237
302
421

86— 2.4

6
28
14

15

17

28
57
60

00— 1.6
4

17

62
376
461
101
40
51

1.6

11

30
10

11

31

63
04

1

30
35

1

110
115
121

00— 123

105

340
423
50
115
148

140. 4
288
379
28
52
37
46

111

126

150:

162;

104— 12:

25:

107:

131:

134:

260:
105— 368:

106— 46:

176:

210:

20:

127:

158:

70:

151:

181:

204:

113— 116:

100—
101—

102—

103—

108—

112—

3,006,660
3, 006, 661

3,006,662
3,006.663
3,006,664
3.008.665
3,006,666
3, 006, 667
3, 007, 080
3,007,000
3. 007, 001
3, 007, 092
3,007,003
3,097,094
3,006.668
3,006,660
3. 006. 670
3. 008. 671
3, 006, 672
3, 006, 673
3,006,674
3,007.253
3. 096. 675
3.006.676
3, 006. 677

3, 006. 678
3. 006. 679
3.098.680
3, 007. 254
3, 096. 681

3,006,682
3,006.683
3,007.256
3,006,684
3,006.685
3.006.686
3,006.687
3.006.688
3.006,680
3. 006. 600

006.601
006.602
006.603
006.694
006.605
006.606
008.607

3.006.608
3,006.000
3.006,700
3. 006. 701
3.007.006
3.007.006
3. 007, 007
3.006,702
3. 006. 703
3.006.704
3.006.705
3. 007. 098
3.007.000
3. 006. 706
3, 006. 707
3.006,708
3.006.700
3. 006. 710
3.006,711
3. 006, 712
3.006.713
3. 006. 714
3. 006, 715
3. 006. 716
3.006,717
3.006.718
3. 006. 710
3.006.720
3. 006. 721

3.008.722
3. 008. 723
3.006.724
3.006.725
3.006.726
3,006.727
3. 006. 728
3.006.720
3.006.730
3, 007. 101

3. 007. 100

3. 007. 102

3, 006. 731

3.006,732
3,006,733
3.006,734
3,006,735
3,006.736
3.006.737
3,006.738

114— 23;

117— 33.5:

38:

41:

64:

102:

132:

162:

201
118— 40
110—14.62

106
120—42.06
122— 479

123— 8:

126-

127—
128—

41. 15:

00:

110:

140:

30:

120:

101:

46:

6:

36:

41:

04:

05:

136:

100:

221:

241:

287:

280:

305:

422:

548:

131—

134—

21:

36:

66:

143:

70:

123:

174:

136— 120:

137— 15:

63:

101. 10:

200:

314:

360:

434:

463:

569:

506.2:

624. 13:

625.11:
627.5:

628:

151:

50:

92:

185:

140— 71.6:

124:

138-
130—

141—

146—

387:

1:

208:

52:

78:

148— 6. 14:

6.15:
140- 22:

60:

92
100

152— 237
153— 1

2
40

48
67

164— 44
156- 38
158— 28

3, 006, 739
3,007.103
3. 007. 104
3. 007. 105

3. 007. 106
3. 007. 107

3, 007. 108

3. 097. 109

3, 007. 110
3,097,111
3,007.112
3.007.113
3. 006. 740
3,006.741
3. 096, 742

3. 096. 743
3. 006, 744
3. 006, 745
3, 006, 746

3, 006. 747
3. 096. 748
3. 006. 740
3. 006. 750
3. 006, 751

3. 006, 752

3, 006, 753
3, 006. 754
3, 096. 755
3.007.114
3. 008. 756
3. 006. 757

3. 006, 768
3, 006. 750
3. 006. 760
3. 006, 761

3. 096, 762
3, 006, 763

3, 096, 764

3. 096. 765
3, 096, 766
3. 096. 767
3. 096, 768
3. 006. 769

3. 096. 770
3. 096. 771

3, 096. 772
3,006,773
3. 096, 774

3. 096. 775
3, 096. 776

3.007.115
3.097. 116
3, 006, 777

3. 006. 778
3, 006. 779

3, 096. 780
3. 006. 781

3. 096, 782

3, 006, 783
3, 006, 784
3. 006. 786
3. 096. 786
3. 006. 787
3. 006. 788
3, 096, 780
3, 096. 790

3. 096, 791

3.096.792
3,096.793
3,096.794
3. 096. 795
3,096,796
3,096,797
3, 096. 798
3.096,799
3,096.800
3, 096. 801
3.096,802

3,097.117
3,097.118
3,097,119
3, 097. 120

3.007.121
3. 097. 122
3, 007, 123
3, 096. 803
3,096,804
3, 096. 805
3.096.806
3. 096. 807
3.096.808
3,096,809

3, 007, 124
3. 007, 126

3, 006, 810

158—

166—

167-

28
108

116
159— 15
160— 113

188

215
162— 146
166— 60

111:

1:

9:

35:

150;

210;

224:

22:

30;

31:

33:

62:

53;

65:

78

82;

170—135.4:

160. 13:

160. 14;

171— 16:

172— 9:

173— 127:

174— 5:

87:

94:

153:

18:

56:

340:

371:

410:

62:

80:

156:

5.4:

6.5;

6.8:

7.1:

1:

176—

177-

178—

179—

7;

100.2;

115.5;
180- 9 5;

13;

54;

181—

182—
184—

79 2:

82:

.5:

33:

131:

6:

188—

189—

192—
194—
195—

197—

108—

1:

18:

42:

72:

78:

82.7:

106;

3:

34:

36:

90:

102:

62:

78:

84:

181:

0:

34:

120.5:

185:

; 3.096.811
: 3,096,812
: 3,096,813
: 3,097,ia>
: 3,098.814
3.096.815
3.096.816

: 3.097.127
3.096.817
3. 006. 818
3. 006. 810
3.006.820
3. 096. 821

3.006.822
3. 006. 823

3.096.824
3.096.825
3. 097. 128

3. 097, 129

3. 097. 130

3.097.131
3. 097. 132
3. 097. 133
3.097,134
3, 097, 135

3. 097. 136

3. 097. 137
3. 097, 138

3. 097. 139
3. 097. 140

3.097,141
3. 097. 142

3. 097. 143
3.097.144
3.096.826
3. 096. 827
3,098,828
3.096.829
3.006.830
3.096.831
3, 097. 256
3. 097. 257
3. 097, 258
3. 097, 259
3. 096. 832
3.096.833
3.006.834
3.006.835
3,096.836
3. 096. 837
3.096.838
3.096,839
3. 097. 260
3. 097. 261

3. 097, 262
3.097.263
3, 097. 264
3. 097. 265
3, 097. 266
3. 097. 267
3, 097. 268
3,096.840
3,096,841
3,096,842
3.096,843
3, 096. 844
3. 096. 845
3,096.846
3. 096, 847
3.096.848
3. 096, 849
3,006,850
3, 006, 851

3, 096. 852
3,096,853
3,096,854
3.096.865
3,096,856
3. 096, 857
3,096.858
3. 096. 759
3.096.860
3, 096. 861
3. 096, 862
3.096.863
3,096,864
3. 097. 145

3. 097. 146
3.096.865
3. 006. 867
3.006.868
3,006.860
3. 006. 870
3. 006. 871
3, 006. 872
3, 006, 873

108— 102

106
200— 16

38
47

61.40
67

78;

83:

88:

105:

113:

148;

153:

42:

43:

146:

164:

154.2:

168:

102:

4:

16:

41:

46;

65:

10:

66:

124:

182;

204;

202-
304—

206—
206—

307—
208—

200— 2:

4:

12:

111.5:

166:

210— 53:

73;

133:

170:
211— 88:

119 15;

212— 35:

145;

214— 1:

6:

83 18:

00:

515;

674:

730:

13:

40:

47:

219—10.40:
10. 77:

19;

20;

27:

39;

215—

220—

44
75:

76;

121;

137:

145;

4:

18:

221-

222-

42;

47;

53;

113:

- 113;

176;

- 25;

142. 6:

183;

223—
224—
225—
226-

220—

333:

495:

68:

6:

48:

3:

181:

17;

49:

3. 096. 874

3, 096, 875
3,007,260
3, 007, 270
3. 007. 271

3. 097. 272
3, 007. 273
3. 007. 274
3. 097. 275
3. 097. 276
3. 097. 277
3. 097. 278
3. 007. 279
3,097,280
3, 097, 281

3. 097. 147
3. 097. 148
3. 097. 149
3. 097. 150

3,097.151
3. 097, 152

3. 097. 153
3. 097. 154

3. 096. 876
3. 096, 877

3,096.878
3. 096. 870
3.096.880
3. 008, 881

3. 097. 155

3. 007. 156

3. 097. 157
3. 097. 158

3. 097. 159
3. 097, 160
3.097.161

: 3,096.882
3.097,162
3,097.163
3.097, 164
3, 097, 165

3. 097. 166
3.096.883
3,096.884
3.096.886
3. 006. 887

3,096,888
3.096.889
3.096,800
3, 096, 801
3.096,892
3,096,803
3.096,894
3, 096, 895
3.096,896
3. 096, 897
3.096.898
3.006,800

3, 097. 282
3,097,283
3. 097, 284

3. 097. 285
3,097.286
3. 097, 287
3,097.288
3. 097. 280
3.007.200
3. 007, 201
3, 007, 292
3. 097. 293
3, 097, 294
3,098.000
3.006.001
3,006,002
3.006,003
3.006.004
3, 096, 905
3.096.008

3. 006. 007
3,006.908
3.096.909
3,096,910
3,096,911
3,096,912
3, 096. QVi
3.096.914
3. 096. 915

3. 096. 916
3,096,917
3. 096. 918
3, 096, 919
3.096.920
3. 008. 921

3.096.922
3.096.923

XXI
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22»-

230-

fi2:

73:

4:

76:

101:

117:

lao:

126:

143:

IM:
33fi:

283- 4:

233- 23:

2>6— t, 92:

194:

386— 1:

M:
78:

287— IZS:
238— 14:

239— 272:

240— (J. 4:

8.10:

10:

241— U:
242— 19:

36. S:

60:

87.1:
72:

74:

137.1:

244- 12:

17. 19:

23:

77:

114:

122:

123:

4:

113:

229:

240:

270:

401:

24fr-

3,090,924
3,096.926
3,096,926
3,090.927
3,096.928
3,090,929
3.090.930
3,090,931
3,097,369
3,090,932
3,090.933
3,090.934
3. 097, 107

3,097,296
3,097,290
3,090.936
3,090,936
3.096.937
3.096.938
3.096.939
3,096.940
3,096,941
3,096,942
3,096,943
3,096.944
3.096.946
3,096,946
3,096,947
3,096,948
3, 096. 949
3,096,960
3.096,961
3, 096, 962
3,096.963
3,096,964
3.096.966
3.096,966
3,096,967
3.096.968
8.096.969
3.096,900
3.090.901
3.090.886
3.090.962
3,096.903

248—
260—

426:

66:

83.3:

251-

83.0:
208:
222-

170:

214:

262— &&6:
23:

46.7:

49.8:
301.4:
811.6:

264—
289—
280-

313:

126:

147:

2.6:

17.3:

23:

28.6:

29.7:

42:

43:

44:

46.4:

46.6:

46.7:

46.96:

66
67:

76:

77.6:

86.1
88.2:

94.1
146:

163:

207.1
239.6

239.66

3,090,964
3,097,297
3,097,296
3,097,299
3.097,300
3. 097, 301
3,097,302
3,097,303
3,090,966
3,096,966
3, 097, 168

3,097,109
3, 097, 170

3.097,171
3,097,172
8,097,173
3, 097. 174

3. 097. 176
3.096,907
3.090,908
3, 097. 170

3. 097. 177

3. 097. 178

3. 097. 179

3. 097. 180

3. 097. 181

3. 097. 182

3. 097. 183

3. 097. 184

3. 097. 186

3, 097. 180

3. 097. 187

3. 097. 188

3. 097. 189

3. 097. 190
3, 097, 192

3, 097, 191

3. 097, 193

3, 097, 194

3, 097. 195

3, 097, 190

3,097,197
3. 097. 198

3.097,200
3. 097. 199

200-239.96:
240:

243:

249.6:
208:

293:

293.4:
294.3:
294.8:
326.3:

320.6:

343.2:

347.7:
348:
372:

397.7:
400:

404:

407:

480:

437:

439:

448:

466:

471:

473:

475:

480:
604:

606:
543:

644:

540:

563:

670.9:

596:

035:

3,097,201
3,097.202
3,097.203
3,097,204
8.097,206
3,097.200
8.097,207
3,097.209
3.097,208
3. 097. 210
3,097,211
3,097,212
3, 097, 213
3,097.214
3, 097, 215
8.097.210
3. 097. 217
3,097,218
3, 097, 219
3,097,220
3,097,221
3,097,222
3,097,223
3,097,224
3,097,226
3,097,226
3,097.227
3,097,228
3,097.229
3,097,230
3,097.231
3,097,232
3,097,233
3,097.234
8.097.235
3.097.236
3,097.237
3,097.238
3,097,239
3,097,240
3,097,241
3,097,242
3,097.243
3,097,244
3,097,246

260- 671:

680:

081.5:

683.63:
263— 3:

263— 8:

267— 1:

65:

206- 100:

323:

271— 2:

46:

273— 67:

66:

273— 11:

80.1:

274— 9:

275— 12:

277— 27:

32:

176:

4:

48:

182:

43.24:
47.31:

81:

96.1:

104.5:

106:

275:

405:

24:

142:

361:

20:

53:

56:

90:

129:

92:

346:

279—

280-1

286—

387—

292-

3,097,246
3, 007, 347
3,097,248
3,097.249
8,097.380
3.096.909
3.096.970
3,096,971
3,096.972
3,096.073
3,096.974
3, 006. 975

3.000.976
3,006.977
3.006.978
3.096.979
3,096.960
3,096.961
3,090.962
3,096,963
3,096,984
3,006.066
3,006,966
3,096.967
3,000.068
3.006,080
3,006,090
3, 006. 991
3,006,992
3,090,993
3,090.094
3,090,995
3.006.996
3.000.907
3,090,006
3.006.999
3.097,000
3, 007. 001

3, 007, 002
3,007,003
3.007,004
3.007.006
3,097.000
3,097.007
3,097,006

394—

290-

397—

303—
303—

03:

87.2:

104:

10:

23:

95:

187:

159:

467:

68:

0:

20:

29:

307—

308—

310-

313—

313—

316—

20:

30.2:

36.3:
41:

184:

180:

9.6
9.7:

49:

64:

68:

179:

217:

277:

303:

316:
32:

156:

6.23:

3,097.009
3,097.010
3.097.011
3.097.012
8.007.018
3. 097, 014
3,097,015
3,006,866
3,097.010
3,097,017
3,097,018
3,097.019
3,097.030
3, 097, 021
3.097.304
8,097.306
3,097.300
3,097.307
3,097,308
3,007,309
3,097,310
3,097,311
3,097,312
3. 097. 313
3. 097. 314
3,097,022
3,097,023
3.097.024
3.097,035
3,097,030
3,097,027
Re.25,413
3,097.316
3.097.310
3. 097. 317
3. 097. 318
3, 097, 319
3.097,320
3,097,028
3,097,029
3,097,030
3,097,321
3,097,322
3,007,323

315— 5. 30:

100:

317- 119:

134:

109:

234:

242:

318— 221:

314:

467:
320—
321-
323-
834-
326—
828—

330-

40:

46:

94:

32:

38:

61:

63:

67:

103:

30:

331— 100:

336— 68:
338— 150:

339— 5:

17:

76:

99:

170:

246:

340— 147:

164:

172.6:
174:

307:

230:

263:

343— 6.6:

7.3:

100:

112
119:

346— 22:

3.007.834
3,007.326
3,007.326
3, 007. 327
3,007.328
3,007,320
3,097,330
3, 097, 331

3,097,332
3.097.333
3,007.334
3,007.336
3,007,336
3,007,337
3.007.338
3.007.330
3.007.340
3.007,341
3. 007. 342
3.007,343
3. 007, 344

3,007,346
3,007.346
Re.26,412
3,007.031
3,007.032
3.007,033
3,007,034
3,097.036
3,097,036
3,097,037
3,097,347
3.007,348
3,007,340
3,007,360
3, 097, 351

3,097,362
3,097.353
3, 007. 364
3, 007. 355
3,007,366
3, 007. 357

3,007,368
3,007,038
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D 4—
D 7—
DIO—
Dlfr-

D16—
D2fr-

106, 617
196, 618
196, 619
196,020
196. 021
196,022
195.023
196,024

D2»- 23:

D30-
D31—
D34—

196,026
106,620

1: 106,627
2: 105.028

5: Re.25,414
106.620
195.630
105,631

D34-

D44—

D49-

6:

13:

4:

16:

24:

1:

105.633
105.633
106.634
105.636
105,636
105.637
105,638
105,630

D49—

D63—

D64—

1:

3:

6:

2:

11:

195.640
195.641
195.642
195.643
105.644
106.645
105.646
105, 647

D56—
D58—

002—
D73—

8
26
4
1

106.648
106.640
105,650
106,651
196,652
196.653
105.664
106.656

D73—
D81—
D83—
D88—

DOO—

1

10

2

1

8
20

196.666
195,657
195,658
195,650
105.660
106,661
105.662
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TRADEMARKS
NOTICES

Annual Index of Patents

The 1»62 edition of the Annual Index of Patents has been

published. Copies may be obtained from the Supertntendent

of Documents. Government Printing Office, Washington 25.

DC.
Price : Buckram bound, 16.75.

Order No. 5315

Jerome W. Paxton of Washington, D.C. whose registration

number is 15,517, la hereby excluded, beginning on January

25, 1963, from practice as a patent agent in any application

before the United States Patent Office, without prejudice to

bis re-reglstration, upon a sufficient showing, after a period

of not less than one year.

This action is taken under the provisions of Section 32 of

Title 35 pt the United States Code and Rule 348 of the Rules

of Practice of the United States Patent Office in Patent Cases.

EDWIN L. REYNOLDS,
Jan. 25, 1968. Ftrtt AitUtant GommUtioner of Patent*.

Trademark Suits

S.D.N.T., Doc. 61/1127, D. E. Winebrenner Company, Inc. r.

Dole Corporation. Stipulation and order of discontinaance

without prejudice Mar. 20, 1963.

Ber- No. 64S,4«7 (PAC), Pacific Import Co., Inc., Pocket

cigarette lighters, filed Jan. 11, 1962, DC, S.D.N.Y., Doc.

62/192, Pacifto Import Co., Inc. v. North American Foreign

Trading Corporation et al. Stipulation and order of discon-

tinuance with prejudice Mar. 18, 1963.

B«r. No. 044,202 (ORUBN THE NEWEST LOOK IN

TIME), The Qruen Watch Company, Watches, watch cases

and watch movements, filed Mar. 26, 1963, DC, W.D.N.Y.

(Buffalo), Doc. 10203, Roman Productt Corporation v. Di

Cratto Dairy A Food Products, Inc. et al.

Beg. No. 678.886 (VOLARE), J. Reindl, Living room, dining

room and bedroom furniture, filed Mar. 26, 1963, D.C,

S.DN.Y., Doc. 63/S35, John Reindl v. Friendly Frott, Inc.

Beg. No. 680,841 (PANTING) , Pantlno, Inc., Women's and

misses' slacks, shorts, skirts and blouses, commonly sold as

coordinates; Beg. No. 748,820 (DESIGN OF FEMALE ),

same, filed Mar. 22, 1968, D.C. Mass. (Boston), Doc.

63/237-J, Pantino, Inc. v. Vanf^uard Blackt, Inc. et al.

.Notices under 15 U.S.C. 1116; Trademark Act of July 6, 1946 r^^ u^. 686,802 (GUARDIAN), Guardian Products Com-

Beg. No. 641,841 (BC), D. B. Winebrenner Company, Inc., pany. Inc., Crutches, tips, cushions, backrests, bed tables.

Canned blend of fruit Juices, filed Mar. 27, 1961, D.C, Invalid bed receptors, surgical tubing, etc., filed Dec. 1, 1959,

CONDITION OF TRADEMARK APPLICATIONS AS OF MAY 31, 1963

Total number of applications awaiting action [excluding renewals and Sec. 12 (c)] 16, 358

Date of oldest new application Oct. 18, 1962

Date of oldest amended application Oct- 1, 1962

J. H. MERCHANT. DirMior. Tradaouwk Ennininc Opocattw
TBADEMASK EXAMINING DIVISIONS, EXAMINERS AND TRADEMARK CLASSES

UNDER EXAMINATION

(I) C. M. WEXDT, Classes 8, 12,18,14, 18, 17, 19. 30. 21. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,30, 31, 32. 33, 34, 35, 38. 39,41,42,43,44

(II) H. E. KASCHUB, Classes 1, 2,3, 4, 5, 6,7,9, 10, 11, 16, 18,22, 27,37, 38, 40, 45, 4«, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 62; Service Mark

Classes 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106. 107; Collective Memberahlp Marks, Class 200; Certification Marks, Classes A

and B

Renewals (All Classes) .- - - -

Sec. 12 (c) Publications (All Classes) - - - -

Oldest Application

New Amended

10-18-62

11-1-62

6-9-63

6-6-63

10-1-62

10-4-63

&-3&-6I

6-29-63

Apirfications filed during the month of May 1963—2,342

Resistratioiu Issued 428—No. 752,277 to No. 752,704

Renewals Issued 60

The TRADEMARK SECTION of the OFFICIAL GAZETTE. iaMcd weeklr. i« maUed ander the directioft of the SapenntendeBl

of Documents. CoTcnunent Printinc Office. Waahinfton 25. D. C. to whom all aabwnptiona ahould be made payable and aJJ

tion* liHrraaiiil: aubaeription price. $10.00 per amiam, foreifn mailing »3.75 adaitional: aincle copies, 20 cents each.communicat

PRINTED COPIES OP TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS are taretahed by tte Patent OBoe fsr 10 eeate <

erdere to the rmiimtarieaer of Pateate. WaaUngton 28. D.C.

TM 792 O.G.

eh. Addraae

TM 59
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U.r. Mass, iBoHton), Doc. 59/900-J, Guardian Products
Cumfxiny, Inc. v Ouardian Corporation rt al CoriMTit de
(•re«» ; trademark held valid; defendants enjoined Mar 15,
19ti3

Hf%. No. 0M.54O. (Rw Rpk No. 510.903 )

Rf>r. No. 742.«4« (BAR MASTER), Bar-Maiter, Inc , Eleo
trically-operated non-alcoholic beverajje dispensers for com-
mercial bars, Sl»d Mar. 27, 19«8, D.C., 8.D. Calif. (Los
Angeles). Doc. 83/352-WB. Bar-Matter, Inc. v. Bar Miitre$t

Rer. No. 743,820. {See Rejf. No. 680.841.)

1
-^

MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION
The following marks are pabllahed In compliance with section 12 (a) of the Trademark Act of 1946. Notice of oppo-

sition under section 13 may be filed within thirty days of this publication. See Rules 2.101 to 2.105.

As proTided by section 81 of said act, a fee of twenty-flve dollars most accompany each notice of opposition.

Qass 1-Raw or Partly Prepared Materials ^%,"'f,^^soZ''^^2.''"'"^
corporation. Phuadeiphia

SN 188,662. Select Nurseries. Inc.. Brea. Calif. Filed Feb.

26. 1962.

LAVENDER ICE
For Plants Such as Ice Plants.

First use Jan. 17. 1961.

AVIFLAX
For Synthetic Fibers.

First use Oct. 26, 1962.

SN 138.668. Select Nurseries, Inc., Brea, Calif. Filed Feb.

26. 1962.

ORCHID SNOW
SN 156,982. Apex Coated Fabrics Co. Inc., New York, N.Y

Filed Nov. 9, 1962.

For Plants Such as Ice Plants.

First use Jan. 17, 1961.
BLISTAPEX

SN 140,333. Canale Chemical Corporation, Olen Cove, N.Y.

Filed Mar 21, 1962

Owner of Reg. Nos, 219,882, 847,111, and 695,415.

For Plastic Material in Sheet Form for Use as ConUlners

and Coverings for Merchandise and for Packaging Purposes.

First use Oct. 16, 1961.

CAN-A-LITE
For Plastics Such as Sheets or Film, Flat or Molded, Photo-

sensitized. Plain or Treated.

First use Dec. 31, 1958.

SN 142,179. Excel-Mineral Company, Inc.. Los Angeles,

Calif. Filed May 10, 1962.

SN 168,188 Suddeth-Baker Co., Long Beach, Calif. Filed

Nor. 29. 1962.

WONDER-FUEL
For Solid Fuel, Useful as a Fire Starter as Well as a Fuel.

First use Mar. 1^, 1962.

QUICK-SORB
SN 158,723. The Ohio Leather Company. Olrard. Ohio

For Granular, Fluid-Absorbent Material Used To Absorb
Oil. Orease. Water and the Like From Floors and Similar

Surfaces, as a Litter for Small Animals, and as a Plant
Mulch.

First use Nov. 1, 1949.

Filed Dec. 7. 1962.

BOMBE
For Leather.

First use Jan. 12, 1962.

SN 149,386. Ooodrlch-Qulf Chemicals. Inc . Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed July 19, 1962.

AMERIPOL MICRO-BLACK
Owner of Reg. Nos 882,669. 740,772, and 740,774.

For Synthetic Elastomers and Compositions Confalnl^k
Synthetic Elastomers, Particularly Butadieue-Styrene Co
polymer Compositions Containing Carbon Black.

First use on or about Jan. 13. 1961

SN 152,665. Amos-Thompson Corporation, Edinburg, Ind

Filed Sept. 7. 1962.

SN 158.784. Brownfleld Seed & Delintlng Company, Inc.,

Brownfleld. Tex. Filed Dec. 10, 1962.

Plonfmqjfer

Applicant hereby disclaims the word "Seeds."

For Cotton Seed and Field Grains

First use Sept 21, 1958.

AM-0-LITE
For Thermoplastic Material Used in the Molding of Plastic

Golf Club Heeds.

First use Aug. 1. 1962.

SN 182.384. United States Rubber Company. New York.

NY. Filed Feb. 8, 19fl3.

UNIROYAL
SN 154.018. Dor Plastics Corp.. Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed Sept.

27, 1962.

PROTECTOLITE
For Plastic Sheeting Which Simulates Leather.

First use June 1. 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 539,903. 687,423, and others

For Rubber; Synthetic Plastic Resins; Latex; Cellular

Plastic Material In Sheet Form Resembling Sponge Rubber:

and Thermoplastic Sheet Material for Forming. Fabricating,

or Molding, Coated Fabrics of the So-Called Artificial Leather

Type.
First use Aug. 17. 1962. on thermoplastic sheet material.
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Qass 2— Receptacles
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SN 149,872. Pikes PMk Plastlca, Inc., Colorado Springs,

Colo. Filed July 26, 1908.

SN 105,995. The Metal Box Company Limited, London,

England. Filed Oct. 7, 1960.

DIOTITE
Owner of British Reg. Nos. 754,022, dated May 28, 1956,

and 764,568, dated Apr. 12, 1957. *

For Cartons and BaRs. Including Cartons and Bags Lined
^^^ Plastic Food Service Utenallfr-Namely, Banquet

With Polythene Plastics and Waxed Lined Cartons.
^.^^^^^ p,^^^^^ ^.^.^^^ ^^„^ CoYen. Cake Covers. Cup

^__^^^_^ Covers, Nappy Covers, Juice Glass Covers, and Sugar Trays.

First use on or about May 16, 1946.

SN 134,315. Global Plastics Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif. Filed

Dec. 19, 1961.

SN 150,249. HlnchcllfT Hardwood Lumber Company,
Strongsvllle, Ohio. Filed Aug. 1, 1962.

CONTAIN-A-PALLET
For Collapsible ConUiners for Us* With Pallets or Skids.

First use June 7, 1962.

For Molded Plastic Articles Such as Eating and Drinking
Utensils, Protective Containers for Medicines, and Storage

Devices for Vanity Items and Coins.

First use on or about Nov. 16, 1961.

SN 188,178. The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Feb 19, 1962.

ZIP-HANDLE

SN 152.924. Daniel Silverman, d.b.a. Jameco Metal Products

Company, New York, N.Y. Filed Sept. 11, 1962.

JP GOLD
TONE

For Containers—Namely, Bags.
First use Nov. 15, 1961.

<$>

SN 143.468. Stone Container Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed Apr. 30. 1962.

CANTEENER
For Corrugated Containers With Plastic Bag Inserts for

Bulk Shipment and Storage of Fluids.

* First use on or about Oct. 15, 1961.

SN 145,699. Pre-O-Form Corporation, Warsaw, Ind. Filed

May 28, 1962.

The drawing is lined for gold. Owner of Reg. Nos. 672,866
and 688,509.

For Coasters, Holder for Jewelry Rings, Toothpick or Hors
d'Ouevres Container, Lipstick Containers, Salt and Pepper
Shakers, Chewing Gum Case and Match Case.

First use Nov. 10, 1959, on coasters.

Qass 3 ~ Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketbooks

SN 126,719. American Kleer-Vu Plastics, Inc., New York.

N.Y. Filed Aug. 28, 1961.

SAN-0-PAK KLEER-VU
For Containers—Namely, Coated Paperboard Milk Cartons.

First use May 15, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 687,752.

For Plastic Transparent Enclosures Which May Be In-

serted in Wallets and for Other Purposes.

First use In 1958.

SN 147,310. Pre-O-Form Corporation, Warsaw, Ind. Filed

,Iune 20, 1962

SAN-0-FORM
SN 185,743. A. S. Beck Shoe Corporation. New York, N.Y

Filed Jan. 15. 1962.

For Containers—Namely, Coated Paperboard Milk Cartoni*.

First use June 11, 1962.

SN 149,870. Pikes Peak Plastics, Inc., Colorado Springs,

Colo. Filed July 26, 1962.

EGONITE
For Plastic Food Service Utensils—^Namely, Banquet The drawing is lined for brown and yellow but no claim

Covers, Platter Covers, Muffin Covers, Cake Covers. Cup Is made to color.

Covers, Nappy Covers, Juice Glass Covers, and Sugar Trays For Handbags for Women and Young Women.
First use on or about May 15, 1946. First use Dec. 15, 1961.
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SN 145,866. Sportsman's Market, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed SN 163,083. Gorham Corporation, Providence, R.I. Filed

May 31, 1962. Sept. 13, 1962.

TRIPLE-L
For Combination Silver Cleaner and Polish.

First use Aug. 8, 1962.

For Pilot's Chart Cases.

First use Jan. 1, 1962.

SN 161,662. S. C. Johnson k Son, Inc., Racine, Wis. Filed

Jan. 24, 1963.

KLEAR
For Floor Wax.
First use in or about January 1967.

SN 158,337. Aristocrat Leather Products, Inc., New York,

NY. assignee of Gold Seal Importers, Inc., New York, N.Y. Qn^^ C ^ AdIiesiveS
Filed Dec. 3. 1962.

SN 150,079. Latex Process, Inc., Melrose, Mass. Filed July

30, 1962.

LATITE
For Bpoxy Adheslves for Use In Building and Repairing

Boats and for General Household Repairs.

First use May 10, 1960.

For Ladies' Handbags
First use Dec. 31, 1939.

SN 160,480. The Fllntkote Company, New York, N.Y. Piled

Jan. 10, 1963.

FLINTCRETE
SN 158,338 Aristocrat Leather Products, Inc., New York,

NY., assignee of Gold Seal Importers, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 3. 1962.

JOSEF

For Polysulflde and Epoxy Materials for Intermixture To

Provide a Binder for Aggregate or Grout (Adhesive Bonding

Agent).

First use May 1958.

For Ladles' Handbags.

First use Dec. 31, 1939.
SN 161,470. Harry T. Campbell Sons' Corp., Towson, Md.

Filed Jan. ^8, 1963.

SN 158,388. Skyway Luggage Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Dec. 3, 1962.

CAMEL-BOND

GOLDEN DOT
For Epoxy Adheslves.

First use in December 1961.

For Luggage.

First use Dec. 15, 1961.

SN 158,967. Friedman Bros., Weetbury, N.Y. Filed Dec.

12, 1962.

ARTISAN

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

SN 99,823. Charles C. Whltmer, d.b.a. The Interpool Prod-

ucts Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed June 27, 1960.

For Pocket Wallets, Billfolds, and Pass Cases.

First use Sept. 10, 1962.

CHEMSOLVE

SN 160,014. Seward Luggage Manufacturing Company, In-

corporated, Petersburg, Va. Filed Dec. 31, 1962.

LEISURE LINE
For Luggage.

First use Nov. 21, 1962.

For Water Softener and Purifier for Dse in Swlmpilng

Pools.

First use Feb. 16, 1959.

SN 99,824. Charles C. Whlfaner, d.b.a. The Interpool Prod-

ucts Company, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed June 27, 1960,

CHEMTROL

Qass 4- Abrasives and Polishing Materials

SN 143,400. 8. C. Johnson k Son, Inc., Racine, Wis. Filed

For Preparation To Control Alkalinity in Swimming Pools.

First use Feb. 15, 1959.

Apr. 30, 1962.

SN 104,000. Charles C. Whltmer, d.b.a. The Interpool Prod-

ucts Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Sept. 6, 1960.

RAID CHEM-GONE
Owner of Reg. No. 628,606.

For Insectlcidal Ingredient Incorporated in Floor Wax.

First use on or about Mar. 1«, 1961.

For Swimming Pool Water Preparation for Algae Control.

First use Feb. 15, 1959.
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SN 104,001 Charlf>8 C Whitiner, d.b a The Interpool I'rod- SN 148,597. CarlUle Chemical Works, Inc., Reading, Ohio.
uct« ('ompiuiy. Clfvcland, Ohio. Filed Sept. 6, 1960, Filed July 9, 1962.

CHEM-RID DILLYDAP
Far Swimming Pool Water Preparation for Algae Control. „
First use P>b IT) 1959 ^^^ Chemical Additive To Retard Oxidation In PlastlcH,

Fats, and Oils.^^^——^^ First use June 19, 1962.

SN 129,512. Ethel M McMaster, d.b.a. J McMaster Labora
torles, Seattle, Wash. Filed Oct 9, 1961.

MCMASTER'S
SN 148,824. Industrial Blochemlcals, Inc , EdlBon, N.J.

Piled July 9, 1962.

For Chemical Eradlcator for Removing Images Produced
by Photoactlvatlon of Photosensitive Surfaces.

First use on July 25, 194,")

GLEEN

SN 1.34.641 Heatbath Corporation, Indian Orchard, Mass
Filed Deo 26, 1961.

For Salts of Gluconic Acid and Amlnea—Namely, Oluconate
Amines.

Flrat use Jan. 12, 1962

ALCHROME SN 150,060. Humble Oil A Refining Company, Houaton, Tex.
Filed July 30, 1962.

For ChtMiilciils To Impart a Chroniate Conversion Coating to

Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys.

First use In October 1960.
IMOL

,
Owner of Reg. No. 386,749, and others.

For Chemical Compcsltlon Suitable for Use as an Energy
SN 1.18.470 Consolidated Vacuum Corporation. Rochester, Transfer and Shock AbsorbinR Medium In Industrial or

N.Y Filed Feb 23, 1962. M.H-hanlciil Devices

,^^-v-VT-wT A T r^-m^r F'''"8t use Mar 27, 1962.CONVALEX
For High Boiling Oil With an Ether Base for T'se In Dlf-

fu.ilnn Vacuum Pumps.
First use Nov. 20, 1961.

SN 152.7.33 Alco Chemical Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Sept. 10, 1962.

SN 145,20.3 Minnesota Laboratories. Virginia. Minn, Filed
May 22, 1962

VAPOR GARD
For Elastomerlc Polymer Dispersion Sold In Concentrated

Liquid Form as an Antl-Transpirant for Application as a
Spray or Dip to Live Flower and Bush Transplants, Shrubs,
Trees, etc. and Serving to Reduce Transplanting Shock, Wilt
and/or Winter Injury Due to Transpiration of Moisture

Through the Leaves Thereof.

First use June 20, 1962.

SN 153,149 Bernx O Matlc Corporation, Rochester, NY .

by change of name from Otto Bemz Company, Inc.,

Rochester, N.Y. Filed Sept. 14, 1962.

For Chemical Preparation To Eliminate Starch Stlcklnjc

From the Sole Plate of an Iron.

First use Apr 3. 1962

^\r~

Owner of Ror Nos 587,281 and 6©3.884.

'

For Cylinder Containing Liquid Petroleum Oaa.

SN 147,375. Koppers Company, Inc.. Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed
'"'"^ "»* '" ''""^ ^^^^

:
Nov. 7, 1951. In a different form.

June 21, 1962. .^^.^^.^_

REZAD SN 154,155.. Retiree Research * Development Institute, Inc
,

ToUhIo, Ohi) Filed Sept. 28, 1962.

RETECHOL#
For Nltrosoresorclno! and Formulations Containing a Nltro-

soresorclnol as the Active Ingredient. p^r Liquid Fuels for Stoves ; Alcohol Fuels
First use Apr. 24. 1961. Plrst use Mar. 21. 1962.

SN 148.142. The Cincinnati Mining Machine Co.. Cincinnati, ,... ,,,.,„ ,. .. nu ., , ^ . r, ..

Ohio Filed July 2 1962
154.Jm Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation, Rarltan,

N.J. Filed Oct. 1, 1962.

CIMGUARD
Owner of Eeg. Nos. 415,093 and 699,276.

For Rust Preventives

First use Apr. 2. 1962.

H P 65
For Blood Diagnostics for Laboratory Use.

First use Sept. 17, 1962.
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SN 155,929. Maschlnenfabrlk Cerkheim AG, Uerkhelm, SN 159,894. Dumas Mllner Corporation, Jackson, Miss
Switzerland. Filed Oct. 25, 1962. Filed Dec. 19, 1962.

Mhnf^af-
For Electrolytic Fluids.

First use 1961 ; In commerce May 1962.

OCEANAIRE
For Room Deodorant.

First use July 1. 19C8.

•' y SN 159,436. Stauffer Chemical Company, New York, NY.
Filed Dec. 19. 1962.

SN 166,116. Ilford, Limited, Ilford, Essex, England. Filed

GARRATHION
ILFOCHROME For Livestock spray and dip

Owner of British Reg. No. 828,242, dated July 20, 1961 ;
F'irst use July 27, 1962

and U.S. Reg. Nos 116,139 and 745,799. ^__^_^_
Fur Photographic Chemicals.

_* SN 159,580. Sandoz, Inc.. New York. N.Y. Filed Dec. 20,^
1962.

SN 156,119. Ilford. Limited. Ilford, Essex, Enjrland. Piled XYLENE
^^^,^ For Dyestuffs.

ILiEOCOP I First use Jan. 10, 1926.

Owner of British Reg. No. 823,243, dated July 20, 1961 :

and r S. Reg. Nos. 116,139 and 745.799.

For Chemical Products for Use In Photography.
SN 159,531. Sandoi, Inc.. New York. NY. Filed Dec. 20,

1962.

PYRAZOL
SN 156,596. Halliburton Company, Chincan, Okla. Filed For Dyestuffs.

Nov. 5, 1962. First use Jan. 10, 1925.

MUD-KIL
For Cemt-nt Additive or Composition Which When Added SN 159,564. Chemlonlcs Inc, Roselle, N.J. Filed Dec. 21.

to a Ct-mtMit Composition or Slurry Reduces the Effects of 1962.

Contamination of Such Cement Composition or Slurry by l^flTTTlVT
the Organic Chemicals Commonly Found In Drilling Muds. V^XXUlTl

First use on or about Nov. 26, 1956 For Water Repellent Formulations.

First use Feb. 23. 1962.

SN 156.836. Stepan Chemical Company, Maywood, N.J.

Filed Nov. 7, 1962.

GRANLOX
SN 159,969. The Dlversey Corporation. Chicago, El. FUed

Dec. 31. 1962.

DIBAC
For Cry.stals Used for Removing Carbon Dioxide In Con

fined Areas. Such as in Fallout Shelters. For Bactericide for Dairy Farm Equipment Sanitizing.

First use August 1961. First use Dec. 7. 1962.

SN 157.451. The Brush Beryllium Company, Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Nov. 19. 1962. Qass 7— Cordage

BRUSH
BEND-A-BOW

SN 158,689. Davee Company, New York, NY Filed Dec

7, 1962.
For Beryllium Oxide and Compositions Comprising Pre-

dominantly Beryllium Oxide—Namely, Powder, Porous, Com-
pacted, Sintered, Compressed, Extruded, Cast and Molded
Shapes and Articles. For Ribbons for Windings and Wrappings and Decorative

First use Aug. 15, 1962 Strip Materials.

First use Nov. 1, 1961.

SN 157,611. Ferro Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Nov.

20. 1962

HI-Q
For Organic and Inorganic Colorants and Pigments for

Use in Ceramics. Plastics, Organic Paints and Finishes,

Vitreous Enamels. Inks, Glazes and Building Materials,

Screening Oils, Pastes, Wetting Compounds, and Color Con-
centrates Suspended In Plastic Resin Vehicles.

First use Nov. 2. 1962.

Class 8— SnM>kers' Artides, Not Including

Tobacco Products

SN 141,585. Douwe Egberts Koninklljke Tabaksfabrlek-

Kofflebranderl Jen-Theehandel N.V., Joure, Netherlands.

Piled Apr. 5, 1962.

AMPHORA
SN 157,731. Shell Oil Company, New York, NY. Filed Nov. Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Dutch Reg. No

21, 1962. 142,951, dated Jan. 10, 1962. Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos.

QTT¥>|-VT^A 663,363 and 696,938.
^ «-" *^" '^^ -^ For Tobaoco-Plpes.

For Insecticide. First use Jan. 11. 1962. on tobacco-pipes ; in commerce July

First use Oct. 29, 1962 31, 1962.
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SN 142,447. Frederic Marlaud, d.b.a, F.M. Products, Nor-

wnlk, Conn Filed Apr. 17. 1962.

SN 160,154 Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc., Wilmington,

I>1. Filed Jan 4, 1963.

PRESTEX
For Explosives.

First use Nov. 28, 1962.

Qass 12 — G>nstruction Materials

SN 141,771. The Weather-Proof Company, Litchfield, 111

Filed Apr. 6, 1962.

For Smoking Pipe CltanslnR Glass Globe Attachment for

Hot Water.

First use Apr. 11, 1962

DUO-DOR
For Aluminum Combination Storm-Screen Doors.

First use August 1953.

SN 152,606. McDonald Products Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 6, 1962

DUK-IT
SN 141,851. Lake Chemical Co., Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 9,

1962.

Owner of Reg No. 562,203.

For Ash Trays and Receptacles, Cigarette, Cigar and To-

barco Humidors, and Boxes, Pipe Rests and Racks, and

Lighters and Ash Tray and Lighter Combinations.

First use June 26, 1934.

PIPETITE-STIK
Owner of Reg. No. 422,039.

For Caulking and Pipe Joint Compound for Sealing Cracks

and Pipe Threads, for Preventing Leakage and Rusting.

First use on or about Oct. 1, 1944.

SN 15.^,95.'? Zpgel Products Co , Detroit, Mich. Filed Oct. SN 144,555. W R. Grace A Co , New York, N.Y. assignee of

25. 1962. Sun Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y. Filed May 14,

1962.

oAdju^teL'-SHap

VoT Holsters for Supporting Smoking Pipes From Belts.

First use July 30, 1962.

HORNSEAL
Owner of Reg. Nos. 337,916, 743,671, and others.

For Rubber-Based Compounds for Sealing Joints and the

Like.

First use Apr. 18, 1962.

SN 145,932. Erico Products, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. Filed

June 1, 1962.

Class 9 — Explosives, Firearms, Equipments,

and Projectiles

CADDY
Owner of Reg No. 550,853.

For Fasteners for Industrial Purposes, Particularly for Use

In the Construction Industry—Namely, Channel Brackets,

Bridle Rings, Conduit Clips, Hanger Clips, and Low Voltage

SN 152,205. Colt's Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Com Clips.

pany. Inc. Hartford, Conn. Filed Aug. 30, 1962. First use May 3, 1962.

THE
^

SN 148,784. Arketex Ceramic Corporation, Brazil, Ind.

Filed July 11, 1962.

ARKETOTE
Owner of Reg. No 283,094.

For Structural Ceramic Tile.

First use June 6. 1962.

PEACEMAKER SN 149,452 John A. Denle's Bona Co.. Inc., Memphis, Tenn

Filed July 20, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nob. 52,903, 436,574, and others.

For Revolvers.

First use Aug. 1, 1962 ; as early as the 1870's as to "Peace

maker."

DENILITE
For Expanded Clay Light-Welght Aggregate

First use Mar. 15, 1954.

SN 152,743. Amei, Inc., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. Filed Sept.

10, 1962.

AMEX
For Blasting Agent Consisting of Ammonium Nitrate, Fuel

Oil and Sea Coal, Known as Nitro Carbo Nitrate.

First use Apr. 20, 1962.

SN 151,675. The E. F. Hauserman Company, Cleveland.

Ohio. Filed Aug. 22, 1962.

CRITERION
For Acoustical Celling Tiles and Panels.

First use July 27, 1962.
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8N 162,661. The Visador Company, Jasper, Tex. Filed SN 155,277. Roseburg Lumber Co., Roseburg, Oreg. Filed

Sept. 6, 1962. Oct. 16, 1962.

^"""^mM
The word "Mould" is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.
For Decorative Wood Mouldings for Cabinets and Doors.

First use on or about Feb. 2, 1960.

SN 153,679. Pittsburgh Coming Corporation, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Filed Sept. 21, 1962.

UNIBESTOS

For Insulation.

First use July 16, 1962; Oct. 14, 1936, In another style.

Applicant disclaims the representation of the goods on the

mark apart from the trademark as shown.

For Plywood.
First use July 15, 1962.

SN 155,526. Schacht Associates, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Oct, 19, 1962.

COMPAK
For Doors and Door Frames.

First use Mar. 26, 1962.

SN 154,509. Pomona Tile Manufacturing Company, Los An-

geles, Calif. Filed Oct. 4, 1962.

SIGNATURE TILE
Applicant disclaims the word "Tile" apart from the mark

as shown.
,

For Ceramic Tile.

First use May 31, 1962.

SN 158,158. Holland Plastics Co., Oilman, Iowa. Filed

Nov. 29, 1962.

SN 154,638. Sandell Manufacturing Company, Inc., Cam-

bridge, Mass. Filed Oct. 5, 1962.

The drawing is lined for shading purposes only.

For Rubber Foam Material of Sheet or Block Form for

Thermal Insulation.

First use Oct. 2, 1961.

SN 159,019. Unistnit Corporation, Wayne, Mich. Filed

Dec. 12, 1962.

TELESPAR

For Coated Metal and Coated Fabric Flashing.

First use about 1933.

For Metallic Construction Members, Telescoping and Per-

forated Tubing, and Fittings and Connections Therefor.

Adapted To Serve as Framing and Supporting Means for

Temporary and Permanent Construction of Buildings and

Other Structures—Namely, Ceiling, Wall and Roofing Panels,

Racks, Scaffolding, Ladders, Rails, Shelving, Benches, Signs

and Billboards, Awnings, Fences and the Like.

First use Sept. 20, 1962.

SN 154,853. Patrick J. Ryan, Los Angeles, Calif. Filed Oct
^^^^ 159 747. Macmlllan Ring-Free Oil Co., Inc , New York,

9, 1962

MICHELANGELO
NY. Filed Dec. 26, 1962.

TRI-CLAD
"Michelangelo" is the Christian name of the Italian artist,

deceased 1564 For Coating Material for Use in Sealing, Protecting and

For Finished and Unfinished Stone Slabs, Including Martile Beautifying Asphalt Black Top and Concrete Surfaces, ^In

and Granite. eluding Driveways, Parking Areas, and the Like.

First use May 21, 1962. F^rst use Nov. 9, 1962.

TM 792 O.G.
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Qass 13 — Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Rtting Supplies

SN 121,377. Franklin Coffee Urn Corp., Buffalo, NY., as-

signee of Franklin Coffee Urn Co., Buffalo. N.Y. Filed

June 5, 1961.

SN 148,976. Jaybee Manafacturlng CoriK>ratlon, Lm Aogelea,

Calif. Filed July 13, 1962.

JAYBEE
For Builders' Finish Hardware—Namelj, Catches, Hinges.

Pulls, Knobs, Back Plates, Push Platet, Towel Bars, Towel
RlngR, Ooor Stops, Latch Seta, Door Knobt, Roaettes, Sash
Locks, Sash Lifts, Strikes, Screen Hangers, Coat and Hat
Hooks, Brackets for Shelve* and RaIIs, Hoom Numbers, Door
Orllls and Knockers, Chain Latches, Thresholds, Pole Sockets,

Hooks.
First use July 1. 1947.

SN 149,293. Jaybee Manufacturing Corporation, Los Angeles,

Calif. Filed July 18, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 734,037.

For Coffee Cms.
First use May 3, 1961

SN 140,000. Conso Products, Inc., New York, N.Y., by
change of name from' Consolidated Trimming Corporation.
New York. NY. Filed Mar. 16, 1962.

JB

TIME SAVER

For Builders' Finish Hardware—Namely, Catches, Hinges.
Pulls, Knobs, Back Plates, Push Plates, Towel Bars, Towel
Rings, Door Stops, Latch Sets, Door Knobs, Rosettes, Sash
Locks, Sash Lifts, Strikes, Screen Hangers, Coat and Hat
IIookH, Brackets for Shelves and Ralls, House Numbers, Door
Orills and Knockers, Chain Latches, Thresholds, Pole Sockets,

Hooks.

First use July 1, 1947.

Owner of Reg. No. 661,418.
For Zippers and Drapery Weights.
First use Nevember 1954.

SN 149.761. The New York Air Brake Company. New York,

NY. Filed July 25, 1962

SN 143,269 Research Engineering & Manufacturing, Inc.,

New Bedford, MaHs. Filed Apr 27, 1962.

THINSERT
For Butterfly Valves.

First use May 21, 1962.

SN 152.925. Daniel BilTerman, d.b.a. Jameco Metal Products
Company, New York, N.Y. Filed Sept. 11, 1962.

For Screws, Particularly of the Self-Tapping Type.

First use Aug. 17, 1961. GOLD
TONE8N 143.491. August Winkhaus, Telgte, Westphalia, Ger-

many. Filed Apr. 30, 1962.

WINKHAUS-SWING-0-TILT
The drawing is lined for gold. Owner of Reg. No. 688,996.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on German application p,,^ Keyring With Attached Pieces and Silent BuUers
filed Nov. 24, 1961; Reg. No. 758,238, dated Feb. 13, 1962. (-j.gj,,g ^^j purse).

For Building Hardware. First use Sept. 30, 1959, on keyring with attached pieces.

SN 144,029. Varlan Associates, Palo Alto, Calif. Filed May gj^ 153.053. American Drill Bushing Co.. Los Angeles. Calif
'• ^^^ Filed Sept. 13, 1962.

CONFLAT
For Metallic Vacuum Sealing Flanges.

First use Apr, 26. 1962.

SN 144,464. Crane Co., Chicago, HI. Filed May 14, 1962.

MONARCH

AMER -A^ CLAMP
For Tooling Components—Namely, Toggle Clamps.

First use Mar. 1, 1962.

For Butterfly Valves.

First use Apr. 12, 1962. SN 153,153. Campbell Foundry Company, Harrison, N.J.

Filed Sept. 14, 1962.

SN 145,226. T. D. WUllamson, Inc., Tulsa, Okla Filed May
22. 1962.

SHORTCUTT
For Low Pressure Valves.

First use at least as early as Apr. 19, 1962.

CAMPBELL
Owner of Reg. Nos. 571,590 and 706,818.

For Culverts, Drains and Traps, Poets, Orills, Pipes, Fit

tings Made of Ferrous Metals and Castings.

First use Mar 1. 1921.
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SN 154,102. Falrfleld Engineering and Manufacturing Com- S57 154,939. Stephen A. Young Corporation, Flora, Ind.

pany, Falrfleld, Iowa. Filed Sept. 28, 1962. Filed Oct. 10, 1962.

PLA-GARD TELE-STYLE
For Livestock Waterer for Connection to a Water Snpply. For Plombing Fixtures—Namely, Tub Fillers Indndlng
First use Sept. 4, 1962. Valve Body Units, Dlverter Bath and Showw Valves, Shower

Valves, Plain Shower Valves ; and Parts Therefor—Namely,"~^"^^^~"~
Handles, Flanges, Stems, Bonnets, Rniewable Seats, Nipples,

SN 154,427. Neely Manufacturing Co., Inc., Corydon, Iowa. Slip Nuts, Escutcheons.

Filed Oct. 3, 1962. First use in or about March 1956.

#1
SN 155,164. Manhattan Marine k Electric Co. Inc., New

York, N.Y. Filed Oct. 15, 1962.

For Screen Patches.

First use June 3, 1940.

SN 164,450. Suntemp Industries, Inc., Blenheim, N.J. Piled

Oct. 8, 1962.

OU IN 1/ J-ill<A. For Marine Hardware Such as Fog Bells, Door Hinges,

Folding Steps, Cleats, and Fishing Rod Gimbals.
For Flexible Metal Lined Connectors for Use in Home and First use Jan. 3, 1961, on fog bells.

Industrial Heating Systems.

First use Sept. 1, 1962.
—^^^—~—

SN 164,476. Continental Coffee Company, Chicago, 111. Filed

Oct. 4, 1962.

SN 155,858. Speakman Company, Wilmington. Del. Filed

Oct. 17, 1962.

AUTOFLO

URN-O-MATIC
For Coffeemaking Apparatus.
First use in or about April 194S.

Owner of Reg. No. 681,864.

For Sink and Lavatory Fittings and Individual Flow Con-

trol Units.

First use Apr. 15, 1959.

SN 154.522. Societe Anonyme Aderies Reunies de Burbach-
Elch-Dudelange Arbed Division : Clouterie & Trefllerie dee

Flandres. Oentbrugge-Ghent, Belgium. Filed Oct. 4, 1962.

SN 155,359. Acme Appliance Manufacturing Co., Monrovia.

Calif. Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

ACME
LASSO

Owner of Belgian Reg. No. 4,872, dated Jan. 17, 1962.

For Barbed Wire and Artificial Bramble of Metallic or

Non-Metallic Wire, Sheathed or Non-Sheathed.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 590,728 and 676,422.

For Knockdown Sliding Door Assemblies Consisting of

Sliding Door Hardware and Either Panel Frames for Sliding

Doors or Pocket Door Frames.
First use February 1969.

SN 154,795. Lamar Manufacturing Corp., New York, NY. SN 166,812. Larsen Products, Inc., Benton Harbor, Mich.

Filed Sept. 25, 1962. Filed Oct. 24, 1962.

L
A
M
A
R

Itru-foroeI
For Hose Couplings.

First use July 16, 1962.

SN 166,105. The Flexible Tnblng Corporation, Guilford,

Conn. Filed Oct. 29, 1962,

VISUFLEX

For Zippers and Other Fasteners.

First use February 1939.

Owner of Reg. No. 617,076.

For Flexible Tubing.

First use Aug. 20, 1962.
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Qass 14 — Metals and Metal Castings and Qass 15 — Oils and Greases

rOrgingS SN 144,018. Sun on company. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

May 7, 1962.

SN 148,638. Maetro Jewelry Corp., New York, N.Y. Filed ¥¥ l?TT'p'T

Applicant disclaims the word "Fuel" apart from the mark
as shown.

For Petroleum Oil for Cracking To Make Heating Oas.

First use Feb. 3, 1958.

Jnly 9, 1962.m
I I ^^p 1^^ SN 150,146. The American OH Company, Chicago, 111. Filed

July 31, 1962.

Applicant disclaims the term "14K," apart from the mark T 1^ O
as shown.

For Precious Metals Such as Gold, Silver and Platinum

and Other Metals and Metal Castings and Forglnfjs. For Lubricating Oils.

First use June 29, 1962. First use Nov. 30, 1954.

SN 156,480. Deutsche Edelstahlwerke Aktiengesellschaft,

Krefeld, Germany. Filed Nov. 2, 1962.

SN 157,210. Foundry Specialties Corp., Chicago, 111. Filed

Nov. 14, 1962.

RESICAL SIL-JET

Owner of German Reg. No. 759,382, dated Mar. 15, 1962.

For Metals and Metal Alloys In the Form of Blocks, Ingots,

Bars, Rods, Sheets, and Wire.

SN 156,481. Deutsche Edelstahlwerke Aktiengesellschaft,

Krefeld, Germany. Filed Nov. 2, 1962.

DILAVAR

For Silicone Mold and Pattern Release Agents.

First use Apr. 16, 1962.

Class 17— Tobacco Products

SN 147,233. Petri Cigar Company, ClarkiTllle. Tenn.. as-

signee, by mesne assignments, of Angelo Sgulllo, New
Haven, Conn. Filed June 19, 1962.

Owner of German Reg. No. 758,546, dated Feb. 20, 1962.

For Metals and Metal Alloys In the Form of Blocks, Ingots,

Bars, Rods, Sheets, and Wire.

SN 156,691. Universal-Cyclops Steel Corporation, Brldge-

vlUe, Pa. Filed Nov. 6, 1962.

HEDRITE
For Wire Provided With a Protective and Lubricating

Coating.
First use Oct. 9, 1962.

PDILIL®

For Cigars, Cigarettes and Pipe Tobacco.

First use January 19^ on cigars.

SN 157,009. Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Nov. 9, 1962.

COM-PAK
For Aluminum Foil.

First use on or about Oct. 18, 1962.

SN 157,516. H. W. Knight A Son, Inc , Seneca Falls, N.Y

Filed Nov. 19, 1962

SN 154,100. Alfred Dunhill of London, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 28, 1962.

v^ ")

For Cigars.

First use Sept. 13, 1962.

SN 154,802. Carreras Limited, Basildon. Essex, England.

Filed Oct. 9, 1962

CARRERAS
For Metal Type.

First use on or about Oct. 16, 1962.

Owner of British Reg. No. 60e.l9», dated Sept. 18, 1929.

For Cigarettes
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SN 156.718. Edwin \V. A. Cheng, d.b.a. Philippine Cigar SN 155,334. Palmedlco, Inc., Columbia, S.C. Filed Oct. 17,

Comiwny, Sim Francisco, Calif '^^led Nov. 6, 1962. 1962.

PALMIRON
For Iron Salt Prpparatlon for the Treatment of Iron De-

ficiency Anemia.
First use Aug. 17, 1959.

Beia
Kimg SN 157,241 Parke, Davis & Company, Detroit, Mich. Filed

Nov. 14, 19<)2.

SYBRON
Applicant disclaims thp word "King" apart from the mark For Hematlnic Preparation,

tihown without waiver of its common law rights thereto and First use on or before Oct. 10, 1962.

for the purpose of this registration.

For Tobacco Products (Cigars).

First usp Nov. 3, 1962. g^; x57,290. Diamond Laboratories, Inc.. Des Moines, Iowa.~^^^^~~"~~'"'"^^~'''~""^""^^''^""^~~~"^^~~"
Filed Nov. 15, 1962.

Qass 18— Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

SN l.'?l,033. The Fielding Pharmaceutical Corporation, Web
ster /Groves, Mo., assignee of George P. Georges, d.b.a. The
FleldinK Company, Webster Groves, Mo. Filed Oct. 31,

CERTIGEN
For Modified Live Virus Hog Cholera Vaccine.

First use Sept. 18, 1961.

1961.

NESTREX
For Preparation for Treatment of Nausea and Vomiting In

I'regnancy.

First use Sept 26, 1961.

SN 134.518. Bristol-Myers Company, New York, NY Filed

Dec. 22, 1961.

SN 157,292. Diamond Laboratories, Inc., Des Moines. Iowa.

Filed Nov. 15. 1962.

RHINO-LEP
For Bivalent Preparation for the Treatment of BoTlne

Rhlnotracheitis.

First use Jan. 8, I960.

PRE-SCRIPT
For Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Which

are Distributed to Physicians.

First use in or about July 1959.

SN 158,097. The Purdue Frederick Company, New York, NY.
Filed Nov. 28, 1962.

GERISEP
SN 152,804. Lafayette Pharmacal, Inc., Lafayette, Ind.

Filed Sept. 10, 1962.

INTROPAQUE
For Medicinal Preparation for Internal Administration for

Use In X Ray Diagnosis.

First use Oct. 7, 1957.

Owner of Reg. No. 645,045.

For Nutritive Supplement Containing Vitamins and

Minerals.

First use Nov. 2, 1962.

SN 159,316. Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Company,

Morris Plains. N.J. Filed Dec. 17. 1962.

ANADUR
SN 154.832 Mltchell-Liptak Laboratories, Inc., Minneapolis.

Minn. Filed Oct. 9, 1962.

BENTONAC
Owner of Reg. No. 691,174.

For Sinus Headache Tablets.

First use Dec. 5, 1962.

For Medicated Skin Lotion,

nrst use Aug. 27, 1962.

SN 154,887. Clba Corporation, New York, NY. Filed Oct.

10. 1962.

DIANARIT-B
Owner of Reg. No. 687,473.

For Stimulant and Tonic for Improving Physical and

Mental Well-Belng.

First use Oct. 1, 1962.

SN 159,504. Ell Lilly k Company, Indianapolis, Ind.. Filed

Dec. 20, 1962.

ANHYDRON K
No property right Is claimed in the letter "K" apart from

the mark as shown.

For Diuretic Agent. ••

First use Nov. 12, 1962.

SN 155,333. Palmedlco, Inc., Columbia, S.C. Filed Oct. 17,

1962.

PALBAR
For Sedative.

First use Oct. 2, 1959.

SN 160,224. G. D. Searle & Co., Skokie, 111. Filed Jan. 4,

1963.

OVULEN
For Pharmaceutical Preparations Containing Steroid

Hormones.
First use Dec. 12, 1962.
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SN 162.625. Burroughs Wellcome * Co. (U.S.A.) Inc., SN 168.138. Bird & Son, Inc., Eaat Walpole, Mass. Filed

Tuckahw. NY Filed Feb. 13, 1963. Nov. 29, 1962.

ASCODEEN-30 PERMABEST
For Analgesic Drug.

First use Jan 21\ 1963.

S.N lt)2,62H. Burroughs Wellcome A Co. (U.S.A.) Inc.

Tu'kahor, N.Y. Filed Feb. 13. 1963.

ASCODEEN-15
For Analgesic Drug.

First list' Jan, 22, 1963.

S.N 103,200. Hoiiand Rantos Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb 20, 1963.

H R
Owner of Reg. Noe. 290,475, 618,114, and others.

For M»»dicinal and Pharmaoputical Preparations—Namely.
Vaginal Jelly, Vaginal Cream, Vaginal Douche Preparations

and Skin Ointment.

First use on or about July 17, 1959.

For Flexible Composition Materials—Namely, Floor, Wall,

Counter Coverings, etc. In Sheet Porm.
First use Sept. 27, 1962.

Qass 21 — Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

SN 129,735 Cadre Industries Corp.. Kndlcott, N.Y. Filed

Oct. 12, ;9«1.

CADRE
For Cable and \\'iring Harness, Computer Paneli, Cable

.strippers and Radio Transmitters and Receivers, Including

tlie Following Accessories : Rechargeable Batteries, Wave
Trap, High Pass Filter, Crystals, Power Cords. Selective Call

Encoders, Selective Call Decoders. Microphones, Antenna and
R.F. Meters.

First use Sept. 7, 1950.

SN 135.142 IwR.«aki Denkl Kabushiki Kaisba, Chuo-ku,
Tokyo. Japan Filed Jan. 3, 1962.

SN 164,454. McNeil Laboratories, Incorporated, Fort Wash
ingtoii Pa. Filed Mar. 12, 1963.

SUBLIMAZE
For Analgesic Preparations.

First use Jan. 18, 1963.

Class 19- Vehicles

SN 157,314.

Worth, Tei.

XV

Melody Home Manufacturing Company, Fort

Filed Nov. 15. 1962.

EYE REST GREEN LAMP
Applicant disclaims the words "Green" and "Lamp" sep-

arately and apart from the mark as shown. Owner of

Japanese Reg. No. 558.698. dated Oct. 22. 1960.

For Electric Bulbs.

A

e

The word "Home" Is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown. The drawing is lined for red, blue and green.

For House Trailers and Camper Bodiefl for Mounting on

Motorized Vehicles.

First use April 1954.

SN 139,056. Electronic Specialties Company, Inc.. BaUvia.

111. Filed Mar. 5. 1962.

TRANSISTO-POWER
For Electric Fence Controllers.

First use Jan. 6, 1962.

SN 143.230. Hardware Distributors, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 27, 1962.

SN 162,796. Tech Weld Corporation, Burlington, Mass.

Filed Feb. 14, 1963.

BIKINI
For Truck Tank Bodies.

First use during May 1961.

STALWART
For Electric IMUs, Jig Sawa, Power Saws, Sanders. Buf-

fers, Drill Kits. Spotlight Brackets, Sockets, Electric Wall

Receptacles, Oiling Lamp Holders, Electric Switches, Ex-

tension Cord Sets. Trouble Lights, Auto Spotlights, Fuses,

Flashlights, Electric Bells, Transformers, Cable Boxes. Flash-

light Batteries. Lamp Bulbs, Post Lanterns, and Magnets.

First use Apr. 7, 1962.

Class 20— Linoleum and Oiled Cloth ——

—

SN 146,211 Plastic Mold & Engineering Co., East Provt-

SN 143,976. Kentile, Inc., Brooklyn, NY Filed May 7. dence. R.I. Filed June 5, 1962.

1962.

AGATE CHIP DYMATIC
For Vinyl Asbestos Floor and Wall Tile.

First use Apr. 10, 1962.

For Microphones and Bar Phones.

First use Apr. 1, 1962.
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SN 146.282. F & M Scientific Corporation, Near Avondale, SN 155,163. Manhattan Marine & Electric Co., Inc., New
Pa. Fl!e<l June 6, 1962. York, NY Filed Oct. 15, 1962.

F & M
For Electronic Microsignal Amplifiers, Electrical Power

Controllers, Electrical Signal Attenuators, DC. Power Sup
piles, and Parts thereof.

First use Jan. 1, 1960, on electrical power controllers.

SN 146,332. United Co-Operatives, Inc., Alliance, Ohio.

Filed June 6, 1962.

COMET
For Fleet ric Fence Controllers.

Kiist us(> on or about Dec. 29, 1961.

For Marine Electrical Equipment—Namely, Switches, Dome
Lights, Cabin Fixtures, Navigation Lights, and Windshield
Wipers.

First use Jan. 16, 1962, on marine electrical switches.

SN 149,973 Therm O Lab Corp. North Hollywood, Calif ^^' 15«.405. Graphite MetAlllilng Corporation, Yonkers,

Filed July 27, 1962. ^'^ F^led Nov. 1. 1962.

s o H O T
-^aJlilll^

For Electrical Heating Elements—Namely, an Element ,, .. „ », „^. „,«»
Which Creates Heat Through Conversion of Electrical En- ^''°"

''f

^"«- ^?«- 2f-82«
and 592,959.

.Tgj- to Thermal Energy by an Electrical Crrent in an Elec- „ ^'^^
^fj*^"

"^
f^l^^'^t^

Insulators (Such as Are Used In

Brushholders and Slip-Ring Assemblies) With Eiecellent
Chemical Resistance and Dimensional Stability Over a Wide
Range of Temperature.

^-^— First use Jan. 22, 1954.

trical Resistance
First use July 17. 1962

S\ l.')0,745. Audio Program Corporation, Trenton, N.J.
' Filed Aug. 8, 1962.

oniceiver
For Miniature Radios Which Can Be Supported From a

Wearer's Ear or Supported on a Stand.
First use July 2, 1962.

SN 156,456. Applied Polytechnic Research Cori>oratlon Inc..

Annapolis, Md. Filed Nov. 2, 1962

SN 151,383. A 4 W Koot Beer Co., Santa Monica, Calif.

Filed Aug. 17, 1962

ROTO MOUNT
For Mechanical Signs—Namely, Large Advertising Sign

Boards Vertically Mounted Upon a Rotating Support and
Powered by an Electric Motor.

First use Oct 22, 1958.
For Burglar Alarms and Video Amplifiers.

First uae Mar. 1, 1962.

SN 154,558. CHD Pool Equipment, Inc., South El Monte,
Calif. Filed Oct. 5. 1962.

CHD
For Swlmnning Pool Lighting Apparatus.
First use June 6, 1959.

SN 157,296. Oem Electronic Distributors, Inc., Farmin^dale.
NY. Filed Nov. 15, 1»62.

SHERBROOKE
For Radios.

First use at least as early as Sept. 1, 1962.

SN 155,053. F A M Scientific Corporation, Near Avondale,
Pa. Filed Oct. 12, 1962.

SN 160,289. Vltramon, Incorporated, Monroe, Conn. Filed

Jan. 4, 1963.

For Electronic Mleroaignal Ampliflen. Electrical Power Owner of Reg. No. 560,946.

Controlelrs, Electrical Signal Attenuators, D.C. Power Sup- For Electrical Switches, and Switching Devices Embodying
piles and Parts Thereof. Said Switches.

First use Jan. 1. 1960, on electrical power controllers. First uae Dec. 5, 1962.
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SN 160,731. Vltramon, Incorporated. Monro*, Conn. Filed SN 155,141. Max Ernst, d.b a. K. Arnold k Co., Nurnberg,

Jan. 15, 1963. Germany. Filed Oct 1'). I&«i2.

xnanD/^
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Oerman application

filed Apr. 16, 1962; Reg. No. 763,258. dated July 11, 1962.

For Electric Toy Railroads and Accessories Therefor.

For Capacitors.

First UKe Jan 4, 1963.

SN 160,732. Vltramon, Incorporated, Monroe, Conn. Filed

Jan. 15, 1963.

SN 156,097. Donald F. Duncan, Incorporated, Evanston, 111.

Filed Oct. 29, 1962.

^
For Capacitors.

First use Jan 4, 1963.

SN 160,733. Vltramon, Incorporated, Monroe. Conn Flh>d

Jan. 15, 1963.
For Spinning Tops.

First use Oct. 8, 1962

For Capacitors,

First use Jan. 4, 1963.

SN 156,4S2 Dyer IToducts Company. Canton, Ohio. Filed

Nov. 2, 1962.

pow-[r wrister
SN 165,504. ETC Incorporated, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Far Wrist Sumx.rts for Bowlers.

Mar 27, 1963 First use Aug. 13. 1957.

ETC
For Electrical Wlrlnjir Devices and Conipoiionts .Naiiicly.

SN 156,700 Collins * Alkraan Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Flle<I N.iv 7, lOr.L'

CALITE
Terminals, Connectors, Splicers, Wiring Harness Compmu'nts,

and Wiring Harness Assemblies.

First use about January 1956.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 136.354. For Swliiiming Tool Covers and Sea Nets.

First use Oi t 3, 1962.

Gass 22 — Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

SN 131,854. Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif. Filed Nov
13, 1961.

SN 15t>,942. Colt Manufacturing Co.. d.b.a. Flex-Rite Rod

Co ,
Mendotn, Cnlif. Filed Nov. 9, 1962.

•JUIVIPIIMO *<AGNQ-LITi

For Fishing Rods.

First use Apr. 17, 1962.

The word "Jumping" Is disclaimed apart from the mark as

a whole.

For Apparatus Sold as a Unit for flaying a Type of Card For Power Driven Skis

Game. First use Sept. 1, 1961.

First use Sept. 27. 1961.

SN 157,334. Ski Pony Corporation, Malone, N.Y. Filed Nov.

l.T, 1962.

SKI-PONY

SN 157,346. World Toy House, Inc., St. Paul, Minn. Filed

SN 152,W54. Ideal Toy Cori>oration. Hollls. N.Y. Fllfd Aug. Nov, 15, 1962.

28 1962

GAYLORD NURSERY LAND
For Battery Operated Toy Dog.

First use May 17, 1962.

For Toys for Infants.

First use Oct. 24, 1962.
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SN 157,374. Meal Toy Corporation, Hollls, N.Y. Filed Nov.

Ifi. 1962

TAMMY
For .^cecssorii's for u Toy Mannequin Doll, Including

("Idthing, Handbags, Jewelry. Shoes, Television Sets, Radios,

and Sporting Equipment.

First use July 1 9, \W2.

Qass 23 — Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

SN 135,385. Pratt k Whitney Company, Incorporated, West

Hartford, Conn. Filed Jan. 8, 1962.

TAPE-0-MATIC
For Maelilne Tools, Such as Drilling Machines, Tape Con

trolled Drilling Machines and the Like.

First use Nov. 15, 1961.

Namely, Bins, Blenders, Bulk Rail Car L'nloaders, Rotary

Feeders, Scale Hopp»'rs. Sifters, and Universal Diversion

Rotary Valves; Dough Handling; Machines and Parts There-

of— Namely, Inviders, Ml.xers, Moulders. Panners. Proofers,

Reservoirs. Roll Machinery. Rounders, Sheeters, Trough
Hoists, 'iwistirs. and Develojiers ; Bread Handling Machinery

and Parts Thereof Namely. Coolers, and Depanners ; Bis-

cuit MachirK ry and Parts Thereof—Namely, Cake Depositors,

Coolers, Cutting Machines, Depositors, Formers, Fruit Clean-

ers, Shi'etirs. and \\ .ifer Machines: and Chemical Processing

Machinery and Parts Thereof—Namely, Blenders. Centrifugal

Machines. Chicle Washers, Dispersion Machines, Extruders,

Foundry Macliiiicry. Jelutong Washers. Kneaders, Masti-

cators, Mi.xeis. Pelletizers, Precipitators, Rubber Washers,

and Shredders.

First use Apr. 19, 1961.

SN 13ti,354. Electric Terminal Corporation, Providence, R.I.

Filed Jan, 23, 19t)2.

ETCO
For Machines for Applying Electric Terminals to Wire,

First use February 1960.

Subj. to intf. with SN 165.503 and SN 165.504.

SN 140,942. Goldblatt Tool Company, Kansas City, Mo.

Filed Mar. 28, 1962.

GOLDBLATT TROWEL
TRADES TOOLS

For Trowels: Floats: Darbies: Screeds: Concrete Brooms;

Kdu«is , Grnovers; Tampers; A^'^re^atc Midoms ; Rollers;

Corner Tools; Cuih and Step and Gutter 'leels : Rub Bricks;

Concrete Chisels: Knee Pads; Paver's Straight Edges;

Mruslies : Bricklayer's Brushes: Raker-Jolnters ;
Joint

Uakers :
Caulking Trowels; Sled Runners and Hods; Cere-

monial Trowels: Lines; Bricklayer's Hanuneis; Hammer
Handles; Line Stretchers; Corner Blocks; Line Blocks; Line

Pins: Bri. k Mason's Rules and Tapes; Siory Poles: Coursing

Calculators; Brick, Stone and Tile Cutters: Hydraulic

Splitters: Saw Hlades : Rotary Saw Blades; Power Saws;

Masonry Saws; Pointing, Margin and Gauging Trowels:

Stone Molds: Wheelbarrows; Tuck Pointer's Hawks: Stone

.Masons 'I'ools, Including Chisels: Points: Tooth Chisels:

Pitching Tnol~ ; M.ison's Hainniers ; Wedges; Hrick Handlers

or Tongs and lyocklifters ; I'lasterer's Angle Planes: Feather-

edges; Shingles: Slipsticks : Plasterers Brushes, Plasterer's

Paddles: Angh- Plows: Corner Trowels; .\ngle Trowels; Nail

Holders; Glitter: Drywall -Mud Tools and Knives; Taping

Tools; .Mud Holders; Tape Creasers : Wallboard Footlifts ;

Wallboard Roll Lifters: Wullboard Carrier Lifters; Tool

Pouches; Tool Bags; Nail Bags: Drywall Hammers; T-

Squares; Diywall Banjos; Sanders; Corner Sunders; Hand

Sanders ; Sand Paper ; Tool Handles.

First use Apr. 15, 1961, on trowels.

SN 142,780. Baker Perkins, Inc , Saginaw. Mich. Filed Apr.

23, l'Jf.2.

The mark consists of the letters "bp" in the form shown

in the drawing, and <lesign. Owner of Reg. No. 404,206.

For Pneumatic Conveying Systems and Parts Thereof-

SN 143,008. Carson Newton Corporation, Belleville, N.J.

Filed Apr. 25, 1962.

For Files, Rasps, Reamers. Rlfflers, Hole Saws. Hack Saws

and Blades. Band Saw Blades and Butcher Steels.

First use Jan. 1, 192*).

SN 143,301. W. J. Volt Rubl)er Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 27, 1902.

rbitread
For Machine for Winding an Elastomeric Tread on Pneu-

matic Tire Casings.

First use March 1961.

SN 144,,".2«i. Oliver Corporation, Chicago, III Filed May 14.

19<iL'.

The niaik is lined for the color orange. Owner of Reg.

.\os. 21t(i.<>S:{, ,")?(•, IH'J and others.

For Plows of \'arious Types. Harrows, Discers, Puherizers,

Stalk Cutters. Hoes, Weeders, Listers and Mlddlebusters,

Cultivators of Various Types, Side Delivery Rakes, Vine

Tuners, Potato Diggers, Planters of Various Tyi»es, Rotary

Hoe Attachments for Tractor-Mounted Cultivators, Planting

Attaclunents for Tractor Mounted Cultivators, Weeder At-

tachments for Tractor-Mounted Cultivators, Fertilizer and
Side Dressing .Attachments for Tractor.Mounted Cultivators,

Wheel Track Eradicators, Drills of Various Types, Seeder

.\I taclinieMt~, .M;iMuri' Spieaders, Lime and Fertilizer Soweis

.'ind .Spre.iders, Heet Lifters, Cotton Harvesters, Forage liar

veslers. I'oi.ige Choi)pers and Blowers. Industrial and Agrl

cultural Crawler Tractors. Motor (Jrader Trai:sinissions, Gen
er^il I'urposi' Wheel 'I'ype Tractors, AgricuWunil Type Whe<'l

Tractors, Orchard Type Wheel Tractors, Industrial Type
Wheel Tractors, Fork Lift Tractors, Pull-Type and Self

Pro|)ellecl Combine Harvesters, Row Crop and Corn Combine
He.iders, I'ull T.\ pe and TractorMounted Corn I'icker

lluskcr^, I'ull 'i'.Npe Corn I'ickei- Snapi)ers, Pull-Ty|>e and

Self Piopelled W in<lrow irs and Swathers, Pull Typ«' and
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DYNAPROP
TiactorMonnt*-*! Corn rick»T ShfllerB. BalcrH and Bale 8N 149,938 lyediH'n Inc., El Monte. Calif Filed Jnly 27.

TlirowpfH. Pull Tyi"' ami MoimtPd Mowers. May and Crop 1962.

Loaders, Biilldnz'TH. Anifle Dozers, Hydraulic Lifts for

Tractor 1 irawn and Tractor Mounted InipleiiientH, Gasoline
and Diesel Enclne Power I'nltH and PartH Thereof, Farm and
Industrial Tractor Loiiilerw, May Conditioners, ("roj* Driers,

Soil Testers, Farm Wmkohs and Boxes, Forage Hoxet<, Tool

Bars and Carriers, and I'tllity Carriers

First usf .lunt- IH, 19*10, on tractors

For Hydropneuniatic Roof Supports for Use In Mines.

First use Fell L't!, 19«2.

SN 14.%,2'-'fi. T D Williamson. Inc , Tulsa, Okia Filed May
19«-_>

SHORTCUTT
For Drillitm Mai liiiies ll.i\ Iuk a Fluid TU'tit Mousing'

.Xri.uiid tlio Ciiltiiii.' .\li 1 lianisni to Esp4Miiilly Adapt Them to

Cut Into Conduits. Su<h as Plin-llncs. Under Pressure.

First usi' lis least as early as Apr 19, 1962.

SN 150,047. General Plastics, Inc., Auburn, Maine. Filed

July 30, 1902

MOTR-SAlfR
For Reservoir for Feed OU.
First use Feb B. 1962,

S.N I4t'.,is:;. Hughes Tool Company, Houston, Tex Filed SN l,')O.K44. Big Three WeldluK Equipment Co . Scotch

June 7. 1962. I'lalns, N.J. Filed Aug. 9, 1962.

HUGHES
For Welding Machinery Such as Machines for Holding

Owner of I{. k N'"^ :>m>fi02. 698,9.11. anil 7ao.,'?;8 Work During Welding and Welding Head Manipulators.
\'t Failli I'eiiitiiit lug Tools Incltiiliug Drill Bits, Corf First use Fedruii r.v 19;i7.

Bit.-. Keaui.rs, Shaft Cutter> and Tunnel Cuiteis : Drill String
.Miiiihi'i s 1 till uiliiii: Tool ,Ioints ;inil Parts und Accessories ^
Therifor

First use Feb H, li)15.
SN 151,055 Hummel Technical Products, Inc., New York.

N.Y. Filed Aug. 13, 1962.

S.N I4;t,14»5. W'aukee Engineering Company, Inc., Milwaukee.

Wis. Filed July 16, 1962.

For GM>i Coiiiprcssor.

First use Mmv 25, 196L

For Pumps, Hydraulic Motors, Valres, and Plp«» and Tube
Fittings Therefor.

First use June 1953.

S.N IP..4.;s .laioh.si.n Manufa.luring Con.pany. Racine. W.s
_^^. ^^,^^^^ n.nstanttlu Machinery Companv, Toolel. Utah.

Hied .luly •-'u, nm>.
FlledSept. 12. 1902.

JACOBSEN CONSTANTFLO
For .Macliiue for Manufacturing Extruded Blocks.

First use S. pt 1. 1901

( i\\ n.T of R. L- No 5.Ml,S55

I'or L.iwn \|.|\Mis P..«i'r Mowers. Gang Mowers, Tractors,

i;r.i<^ ( '.iirliri ;. (;,i-oli'ic Fn^iiies, Lawn Kdgers .'inil Trim

IIKT-, 'I'url .\ii.itor~. Uot.iry Tlllii>, Sulkier Including Riding ..^^.^—^
M..\\ii>. aiiil KlilinLT Tr.nlcr^ Therefor, Siiow Throwers, Leaf

Mnlilieis, ,Mnl Acc.sorii.^ .iml P;irts for All of the Foregoing. •'^>';

V^'"*

*"'''' '•''''' Machines, Inc., Wabash, ind. Filed Oct.

I'"lrsl use :it IcM^t a^ eailv a- Jaiuiary IOL'9 .!, 19(12,

SN 1 l',t,!M»4 S L .Mien Ac Co. Im , I'liiladelphla, Pa. Filed

Julv i:;, liMl

BIG 20

1 he niiiiiiMal '^o ' is disclaimed apart from the mark as For Woodworking Machinery Including Straightline Rip

,liown ^aws, Taplcss N'eiieer Splicers, Veneer Jointers, Automatic
I'or I'ertillzer Spreaders. Turning Lathes, (Jang Ripsaws and Moulders.

First use .Mar. 2», 1902 First use Aug 27, 1962.
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SN 154,419. E. D. Jones Corporation. Plttsfleld, Mass SN 154,691 The Egan Machine Corp., Terryvllle. Conn
Filed Oct. 3, 1962. Flh-d Oct. 10, 1962.

RTB
For Refiner Bars for Use In Pulp Machinery.

First use Mar. 23, 1962,

SN 164,451. William L. Tenney, d.b a. London Fog Com
pany. Crystal Bay, Minn, Filed Oct. 3, 1962.

PORTA FOG
For Insecticide Fogging Apparatus.

First use Sept 10, 1962
For Threaders, Grinders, Lathes, Millers, Drill Presses and

Deburrlng Machinery.
First use Feb. 14, 1961.

SN 154,919. Onsrud Machine Works, Inc., Nlles, II

Oct. 10, 1962.

SN 154,500. Millars' Machinery Company Limited, Bishop's

Stortford, and London, England. Filed Oct. 4, 1962.

MILLARVAC
Owner of British Reg. No. B827,444, dated Nov 14, 1961.

For Presses and Machinery, All Being Vacuum Operated ,, „ .

and All for Use In Making Slabs of Concrete and of Other
Jj"-

«<"""«
^''^J'^J'}^^

^l^^hlne Tools

Materials ; and Parts and Fittings for These Goods.
"" ""** ^*'^^- ^^' ^^^^

Filed

METRO GNOME

SN 154,596. Edward F. Frume, d.b.a. E F.F Engineering
^N 154.954 Clinton Engines Corporation, Maquoketa. I^

Company, Western Springs, 111. Filed Oct. 5, 1962. '

*^"'^'

PRES-TUCK CLINTON
Owner of Keg, Nos. tl41,701 and 642.567.

For Tuckpolntlng Apparatus and Its Parts or Components. t- , . ,
,,' .' , ,, .

,„ . \ . ,„a7 ^*"" lutfriial Combusticui Lnguies, Outboard Motors, Chain
I Irst use Aug. ... 1960. j.^^^ ^^^ j,^^^^^ Thereof

_^.^^_^__ First use at least as early as 1946

SN 154,663. Victory 'Vending Corporation, Chicago, 111

Filed Sept. 18, 1962.

GUMTY-DUMPTY
For Merchandise Vt>uding Machines.

First use Sept. ,'>. 1962.

SN 154,962. Dowty Corporation, Arlington, Va Filed Oct
11, 1962.

C->©W1r>T

SN 154,681 Baker Perkins Inc., Saginaw, Mich Filed For Hydraulic Pumps.

Oct 8 1962 First use June 1, 1956.

DEPAN-0-VAC
SN 155,029. The Union Fork and Uoe Company, Columbus.

For Farinaceous Product Handling Machinery- Namely, <>hlo Filed Oct. 11, 1962.

Depanners. . ^^ __,__—. _ _.____^
First use Sept 22 1961 ASTRO'LITE^ For Hand Operated Lawn 'and Garden Tools— Namely.

SN 154,747. The Nash Engineering Company, South Nor- «l")vels. Rakes, Forks, Hoes. Grns>^ Hooks and Cultivators.

walk, Conn. Filed Oct. 8, 1962, First use Sept 27, 1962.

CFNTRIVAC^ SN 150,415 Hospital Specialty Company. Cleveland, ohi,

For Pumps for Supplying Fuel to Internal Combustion Filed Oct is. 1962

Systems.

First use June 4, 1948. GARDS
Owner of Reg. No. 406,395.

SN 154,888. Coppus Engineering Corporation. Worcester.
^l^"

Vending Machines.

Mass. Filed Oct. 10, 1962,
"" ' ' '"''First use January 1944.

JECTAIR
SN loO.'>.")y Black. Sivalls & Bryson, Inc.. Kan.-;i> Cii.\, .Mo.

Filed Oct 22, 1962

For Portable Units Providing Jets of Compressed Air or

Steam for the Enlralnment and Movement of Air and Other

Gases. For Lawn Mowers.

First use on or about Apr. 5, 1902. First use Sept. 20, 196:.

BSeB
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SN 155,560. Black, Slvalla & Bryson, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

Filed Oct. 22, 1962.

SN 157,455. Caloric Corporation, Topton, Pa. Filed Nov.

19, 1962

CALORIC

LawM'Pro
Owner of Keg. No. 406,669.

For Sheet Material PlnpenBer.

First use on or about Nov. 13, 1962.

For Lawn Mowers.

First use Sept. 20. 1962.

SN 163,766. Rich Oon Incorporated, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Mar. 1, 1963.

/ KONNIE
SN 155,561 Black, Slvalls 4 Bryson, Inc., Kansas City, Mo

Filed Oct. 22, 1962.

"THflW-N-KLECR

For Saws, Saw Blades, and Protective Sheaths for Said

Blades

First use Feb. 25, 1963.

For Lawn Mowers.
First use Sept. 21, 1962.

SN 155.588. Eugene G. Danner Manufacturing, Inc., Brook

lyn, N.Y. Filed Oct. 22. 1962.

SN 165,503. ETC Incorporated. Cleveland, Ohio Filed

Mar. 27, 19t>3

ETC
For Tools for Attaching Electrical Terminals, Connectors,

and Splicers to Electrical Conductors, and Dies and Other

Parts for Such Tools.

First use about February 1961.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 136,354.

AIRMASTER SN 165.644. Ltlca Cutlery Company, Utlca, N.Y. Filed

Mar. 28. 1963.

For Air Pumps for Aquariums.

First use during 1953. CAMEO STAR

SN 15t),193. The Union Fork and Hoe Company, Columbus,

Ohio. Filed Oct. 29, 1962.

For Stainless Steel Tableware.

First use Mar. 20, 1993.

uSSSm

SN 166,317. Milton Koy Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Apr. 8, 1963.

Owner of Keg No. 341,556.

For HandOperated Lawn and Garden Tools Namely, Cul-

tivators, Vigctatlon Cutters, Tool Handles, Lawn and Turf

EdK'ers, Forks, Hoes, Kakes, Lawn Brooms, Pokers, Shovels,

Spades, Scoops, ScraiH>rs, Sod Lifters, Trowels, Weeders,

Grass Whli)s and Hooks.

First use Oct. 12, 1962.

SN 156,329 K P.B Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif. Filed

Oct. 31. 1962.

VI Pe

For Controlled Volume Pumps, Combination Pressure and

Vacuum Pumps, Back Pressure Valves and Pressure Relief

Valves.

First use Oct 1, 1962

Qass 26 -Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

SN 125,982. Associated Products k Service Co., Inc., I.rong

Branch. N.J. Filed Aug 11, 1961.

labpowi

Odpec^^

For Pnvenifiit HreakliiK MachiniTy.

First use May 1901.

For Science Teaching Equipment—Namely, Variable Volt

,iKf Systems. 'I't'st Panels, Rectifiers, Load Banks, Klectronic

Supply and Distribution Centers, E.xperlmental Rotating Ma-

chines, Cross Bar-Grids, Transformer Demonstration Groups,

and Cable Pressure Alarms.

First use March 1955
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SN 133,910. Tech Serv, Inc., College Park, Md. Filed Dec. SN 152,698. Hy-Cal Engineering, Santa Fe Springs, Calif.

12,1961. Filed Sept. 7, 1962.

e/ecfronJcs ASYMPTOTIC
For Eleetrical Instruments, Systems, and Components

—

Namely, Thermal Transducers, Calorimeters. Radiometers,
The word "Electronics" Is disclaimed apart from the mark

Kesistance Temperature Sensors, Temperature Controllers,
us shown. Thermal Instrunientution Systems, and Test Structures Con-

For Human Meliavior Research and Test Equipment. necied Therewith
First use Sept. 29, 1961. yi^^^ ^g^ ^^ ^j. ^^out May 6, 1961.

SN 135,080. Adox Fotowerke Dr. C. Schleussner G.m.b.H.,

Frankfurt Am Main, Germany. Filed Jan. 3, 1962.

POLO
Owner of German Reg. No. 739,375, dated Aug. 18, 1960.

For Cameras and Parts Thereof.

SN 139,048. Dorsett Electronics, Inc., Norman, Okla. Filed

Mar. 6, 1962.

SN 152,809. MPO Vldeijtronics, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Sept. 10, 1962.

VIDEOTRONIC 8

The numeral "8" is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.
For Motion Picture Projectors and Film Magazines There-

for.

First use Dec. 26, 1961.

For Electrically Operated Teaching Aids, Telemetry Equip-

ment, Computers, and Distance Measuring Equipment.

First use Mar. 1, 1960.

SN 150.342 Lee Hunter, d.b.a. Hunter Engineering Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Aug. 2, 1962.

SN 153,039. William R. Weaver, d b.a. W. R. Weaver, Co.

El Paso, Tex. Filed Sept. 12, 1962.

«.
'»V^4

For Firearm Telescope Sight Mounts.
Fii-st use Nov. 15, 1933.

SN 153.915. Sprague Electric Company, North Adams,
Mass., assignee of Vectrol Engineering, Inc., Stamford,
Conn. Filed Sept. 26, 1962.

PHASETROL
For Electrical Equipment for Controlling the Flow or Phase

Relationship of Electric Power.
First use Aug. 9, 1962.

SN 155,054. F & M Scientific Corporation, Near Avondale,
Pa. Filed Oct. 12, 1962.

For Vehicle Wheel Alignment Indicator Apparatus.

First use Mar. 26, 1962.

SN 150,947. HyCal Engineering, Santa Fe Springs, Calif.

Filed Aug. 10, 1962.

For Analytical Instruments and Accessories—Namely, Gas
Chromatographs, Sampling Devices for Gas Chromatographs,
Gas Chroraatograph Columns. Septums and Detectors for Gas
Chromatographs, Equipment for Analytical Combustion, Tem-
perature Controllers, and Parts Thereof.

First use May 1959^ on gas chromatographs.

HY-CAL SN 155,278. Sawyer's Inc., Portland, Oreg. Filed Oct. 16,

1962.

For Electrical Instruments, Systems, and Components

—

Namely, Thermal Transducers, Calorimeters, Radiometers,

Resistance Temperature Sensors, Temperature Controllers,

Thermal Instrumentation Systems, and Test Structures Con

nected Therewith.

First use on or about Jan. 2, 1957.

MIRASCREEN
For Photographic Projection Apparatus—Namely. Pro-

jector Screens and Projectors.

First use July 26, 1962.
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SN l.'i'i.Ohl Collliis Kailiu Company. Cedar Kapids, Iowa. SN 156,188. Textron Inc., Rochester, N.Y. Filed Oct. 29,

FlUd Oct 2:;. 19ti2. 1962.

GREENTEX
For Tinted I.ienses for Spectacle.
Flrxt use March 1952.

COLLINS S\ 15ti,lS9 Textron Inc., Rochester. N.Y. Filed Oct. 29.

1962.

NEUTREX
,

For Tinted Lenses for Spectacles.

First use January 1959.

OwiUT of Rf'K Nos :<,'5H..'i44. 7.TH.181, and others. ^_^^_^_^_
P"(ir .\avi>;at ion Kijuipinfnt Nanit-ly. Itadlo Transmitters

and Itii fiMis. instance Measuring Systems, Terminal Visual SN 1,")H,229 Intercontinental Instruments, Incorporated.

Onini Kanj;*- .Systems, Visual Omni Range Systems, Radio Farmlugdale, .\.V. Filed Oct. 30. 1962

.XpproK ti Systems, and Card Header .Navigational Computers :

Flight Control Systems—Namely, Autopilots. Approach Horl

zon lustrurnents. Course Indicator Instruments. Altitude

Controls. Throttle Controls and Pitch Controls.

First use July 10, 1961 ; Mar. 1,^, 1932, as to "Collins."

SN l.^.'^,784 H I) and E. H. Croft Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct 24. 1962.

CLEAR CORDER For Pulse Generators. Spectrum Analyzers, Wave Genera-
tors, and Pulsers.

First use Aug. 21, 1962.

For Manually Adjusted l)evi<e Serving as a Pilot Reminder

if Pertinent Flight Informatiou During a Flight.

Flrsi use Sept. 14. 19t>L'

SN 156,256 Agfa Aktiengesellscbaft, Leverltusen-Bayer-
werk, Germany Filed Oct. 31, 1962.

ISOLAR^ Owner of German Reg No. 359,148, dated Nov 9, 1926
and r S Reg. No. 6.'.5,791.

SN 1.-..-.. i.l'.i. K..ntes (Mass Company. Viueland, N.J. Filed
p,,^ Photographic Cameras, Instruments and Apparatus.

Oct. 25. 19t)2

KEM-KIT
SN l.'"it!.45ti Applied Polytechnic Research Corporation Inc

For LalidiMt.Ty Glassware. B:quipmeiit and Accessories Annapolis, Md. Filed Nov. 2, 1962.

First use Sept 20. 1962.

SN l.'..').97.'> Douglas .Aircraft Company, Inc , Santa Monica,

Calif Filed Oct 26, 1962.

AUDIO-PAC
For Klectronic Voice Amplitication I'nlt for Protective

Ureal hing Kiiinpiueiil,

First use S, ;,t, 1 1, 1962.

S\ l,-,.;!!7 lUord. Limited, Ilfnrd. Essex. England Failed

del J.'J. 19H2.

ILFOCHROME
Owner nf Hiitisli Reg No. b23,2."?2. dated July 20, 1961 ;

and IS Reg Nos llt;,1.19 and 74.'). 799 For Radiation Detectors, Square Wave Converter Attach-

F.ir I'liotographic Dry Plates, Photographic Films, and ments for Oscilloscopes, Depth Indicators, Auto Navigators,

I'hiitographii- Paper. All Hfing .Sensitized. Sailing Course Computers, and Sonar Device*.
First use Mar. 1, 1962.

SN 156.164. The Frederick Post Co., Chicago, III. Filed

Oct 29, 19t!:

VERSATRIG
Owner of Ke>; No. .")7;i.704.

For Slide Kill.-

First use (Jet .">, 1962

S.N 1,")6,961. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester. N.Y.

Filed Nov. 9, 1962

TRANSMISSION
For Sensitized Photographic Film.

First use in June 1936.

.1
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SN 157,275. Alrmatic Valve, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. Filed SN 144,212. Wilbar Ring Manufacturing Co. Inc., Buffalo,
Nov. 15. 1962. N.Y. Filed May 9, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 562.954.

For Pumps—Namely, Positive IMsplacement Pumps for i>i. „ , , . ,, j , .. ,. , „,.. _^
„„,„ i , , », o ,• r .J, X.I . J 1 u .

^^^ "i»rk is a stylized fonn of the letter "W with a hori-
Metering, Injecting, Sampling. Feeding. Mixing, and Lubri- . , ,. ^

. ,, ,
•-

o. » e. zontal line drawn through it.
eating Applications. r. t:>, ,., T .^ , , - .

First use in September 1961. 1°' f
*°«"

^'TJ^o
^"^'"'"'' '"' ^'''"^' ^"^^

*^
First use Jan. 2, 1962.

SN 160,499 Montgomery Ward & Co.. Incorporated, Chi- .,.. ,j«-,oi r • r , t x- -.r , x- v ,^.. ..

111 on A I in inflo
'^ ^ 146,991. Louis Ferlon, Inc., New York, N\ Filed June

cago. 111. Filed Jan. 10, 1963. , , j^„g„

STYLE HOUSE
Owner of Reg No 443,332.

For Bathroom Scales.

First use Jan. 15, 1962.

Class 27 — Horological Instruments

SN 147 361 Federated Department Stores, Inc. Brooklyn.

NY. Filed June 21, 1962. For Jewelry for Personal Wear: Hollowware ; Church Ves-
sels and Ornaments, and D.-eorative Holders and Boxe*. All
Made of Precious Metal or I'lated With Same.

First use June 1, 1962.

SN 147,361. Federated Department Stores, Inc., Brooklvn,
N.Y. Filed June 21, 1962.

For Watches.

First use May 1, 1962, on watches.

SN 155.604. General Time Corporation, New York, NY.
Filed Oct. 22, 1962.

NITE-VUE
For Clocks
First use Oct. 5, 1962.

For Bracelets. Flatware and Tableware of Precious Metal.
First use May 1, 1962, on watches.

SN 147,863. Tarlton Silver Corporation, New York, N Y

Class 28— Jewelry and Predous-Metal Ware '^"^'^ '"°' ^^ '"'^^

SN 144,133. Block Ring Corporation, Buffalo, NY. Filed

May 9. 1962.

The mark is a stylized form of the letters "TEN." For Ashtrays. Coasters and Trivets Made of Gold or Silver
For Finger Rings and Other Jewelry for Personal Wear. or Their Alloys.

First use Jan. 2, 1910. First use May 25, 1962.
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SN 148,01.>9. Alfn.d H, Classer Corp., New York. NY. Filed Q^^ 29— BfOOmS, BmsheS, aild DuSteK
.iiiiu' 2i». 1 !><;:;.

SN ir)ti,t)t>4. Kubon, Incorporated. Indepfnilence, Mo Filed

Nov. -), 19t)2.

KLASSIC
For Mops.
First us.- Au«. 24. 1962.

SN 157.o;{«. All American Brush \Uii. Corp., Now York, N.Y.

The representation of the jewel by Itself is disclaimed. y,wd Nov l.i. iyt'>2.

For Bracelets, Biiins, I'lns. Charms, Watches, and Tie

Tacks, Made Wholly or in I'art of I'rccious Metals.

First use in or before Suiiiiuer nf 19.");< T/v^HXiA'tuxAe
For Ilair ISrushes.

SN 149,393 Jewelers Design. Inc. New York, N.Y. Filed VU^x use July 2(i. 19(52.

July 1». 1962.

SN 157,483 Kuco Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed Nov. 19,

1962

U-ROL
For Taint Hollers and Paint Roller Covers,

First use (»ct. 23. 1962.

SN 157,840. I'ro phy lactic Brush Company. Florence. Mass.

Applicant disclaims the ter- s "Jeweles" and "DesiKn" us P'l'-^^ ^"v. ^3. 1962.

( ,)iiU"meMts i.f the mark. rpTT> fTl T'CT'
For Jewilry Items. Consist 'iK of Ulnns. Necklaces, I'lus, 1 li 1 U x' 1

Charnis, Tie I'ins, Cuff Links. Kor Toothbrush.

First use Au^. 15, liXil, for rings. First use Nov 12, 1962.

SN 152,221 Annl & Bent Knudsen, Koldlnjr, Denmark.

Filed Aug. 3(1, T.»t)2.

BENT K
For Jewelry and Ilollowware in Sterling Si ver and (Jold.

First use June 1, li>60 ; in commerce June 1. lOoti.

Class 30— Crockery, Earthenware, and

Porcelain

SN 14S,t)73 Terrace Ceramics, Inc.. ZanesvlUe, Ohio. Filed

July l», liKi2.

SATIN-WARE
SN 153,304. George Weston Mitchell Jr., d.! a. Weston «>f

Williamsburg, Williamsburg, Va. Filed Sep 17. H'ti2.

VTftGJ/VTA ?lf¥. DOOKDD
For Items of Jewelry (Necklaces. Bracel.M Karrlnns,

Charms, Key Chains. I'ins, BriMiches. Tie Ta<ks. Tie Bars),

Set With the Stone Cuakite.

First use Jan. 27. 1960.

SN 156.522. Rogers. Lunt 4 Bowleu Company, d.b a Lunt

Sterling. Oreentield, Mass. Filed Nov. 2, 1962.

RONDELAY
For Sterling Silver Flatware.

First use Sept. 28, 1962.

SN 157,094. iHi Flschzaug, New VorK, NY. Filed Nov. 13,

1962.

For 1 loi I i< ultural .\rtware— Namely. W'in<low Box. African

\iolet I'huilei, Jardiniere, Urn Planter. Square Planter,

Bound Planter. .SitoII Flower Bowl, MiMiern Flower Bowl.

Leaf Flower Bowl. Ro.s«' Vase. Bouquet Vase, and Bud Vase,

All of Said Articles Being in Sjitiii Matte High Fired Semi

Porcelain .Material

First use June 1, 1962.

Class 31 — RIters and Refrigerators

SN 137,661. Koyal Su|)er Ice Company, Oakland, Calif

Filed Feb 9, 1962

ZERO-THERMOPAK
For (Jel Produi t Packaged for Handling and for Repeated

Freezing and Thawing for I'se as a Refrigerant ; and for

Repeated Heating and Cooling for Fse as a Warming Agent

First use Nov. 2, 1961

SN" 14(»,7!i4 Whirlpool Corporation. Benton Harbor, Mich.

Filed Mar 26. 1962.

CAROUSEL
For Jewelry, For Personal Wear. Including Rings, Charms,

Bracelets and Earrings.

First use Nov. 5, 1962.

For Refrigerators, Freezers and Parts Thereof.

FliBt use Jan. 25, 1962.

Subj. to intf. with SN 141,632.
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SN 141,362. Progressive Metal Equipment, Inc., Phlladel- SN 155,073. Helslngborgs Fryshus Aktlebolag Johanneshov
phla. Pa. Filed Apr. 2, 1962. Sweden. Filed Oct. 12, 1962.

Carousel FLO-FREEZE

For Water Coolers.

First use on or about Oct. 6, 1961.

Subj. to intf, with 8N 140,794.

Owner of Swedish Reg. No. 103,451, dated July 27, 1962.
For Refrigerating and Freezing Apparatuses.

SN 155,437. Rockwell-Standard Corporation, Coraopolls,——^—— Pa. Piled Oct. 18, 1962.

SN 143,409. Bobbins & Myers, Inc., Springfield, Ohio. Filed a TinP/^liyf A r/lT'
May 24, 1962. AU lUJVlAAlii

MISTROL Owner of Reg. Nos. 255.632 and 523,092.
For Automatically Cleaned Filters for Oaseous Streams,

For Air Cleaning Units. Comprising an Endless Filter CurUln Moving In an Orbit
First use May 4. 1962. Which Includes Passage Through a Cleaning Bath.

__^^^^„^_ First use on or about I>ec. 30, 1953.

SN 145.847. Peterson Filters k. Engineering Company, Salt

Lake City, Utah. Filed May 31, 1962.

r^PETERSON CLOTH DI SCHARGERS

SN 155,439. Carl Schleicher & Schuell Company, Inc.,

Keene, N,H. Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

BAC-T-KOTE
For Filter Paper.

First use In April 1962.

For Filters.

First use on or about Feb. 12, 1960.

SN 155,565. E. F. Brewer Company, Butler, Wis. Filed
Oct. 22, 1962.

CUBEMASTER
SN 150,811. Portable Appliances Incorporated, New York, For Ice Making Machines.

N.Y. Filed Aug. 6, 1962. First use on or about June 15, 1962.

GALLEY FRIDGE
For Refrigerators.

First use Jan. 1, 1962.

SN 153,816. Rerco, Inc., Deerfleld, Mich. Filed Sept, 24,

1962.

CHIL-PAK
For Detachable Refrigeration Unit.

First use July 31, 1962.

SN 154.029. Hydro Manufacturing Co., Inc., Reading, Pa.

Filed Sept. 27, 1962.

Qass 32^ Furniture and Upholstery

SN 116,143. Melrose Wire Producte, Inc., Passaic, N.J.

Filed Mar. 21, 1961.

MELROSE DISPLAYS
Applicant hereby disclaims the word "Displays" on the

ground that such word may be descriptive.

For Display and Storage Units, Including Shelves, Racks
and Stands for Displaying Merchandise.

First use Oct. 28, 1960.

:ISIi3!)i.2©

SN 145,685. Fla. B & B Distributing Company, Hlaleah, Fla.

Filed May 29, 1962,

For Water Filtering and Water Softening Equipment,

First use June 11, 1962.

du C r
For Lounge Chairs.

First use Jan. 5, 1962.

SN 154,698. De Laval Turbine Pacific Company, Millbrae,

Calif. Filed Oct. 8, 1962.

DIAUTOMATIC
For Filters.

First use Sept. 13, 1962.

SN 145,832. Klncaid Furniture Company, Inc., Hudson, N.C.

Filed May 31, 1962.

HUDSON HOUSE
For Bedroom and Dining Room Furniture Sets.

First use June 30, 1958.

SN 154,786. Walker Manufacturing Company. Racine, Wis.

Filed Oct. 8, 1962. SN 147,369. Henredon Furniture Industries. Incorporated,

17'17«¥>
Morganton, N.C. Filed June 21, 1962,WALKLK TOWN & COUNTRY

For Oil, Air and Fuel Filters and Parts Thereof Such as
j.wvta-«*»/ -s^-^^x^ a xv x

Cartridges, Installation Kits, Flexible Conduits, Gaskets and For Living Room, Dining Room, Bedroom, and Upholstered

Insulating Looms for Filters. Furniture.

First use in August 1948. First use October 1961.
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SN 1S3,222 Slick Industrial Company, Washington, DC, 8N 162,8S8. Ollrer-OlMn Corporation, Van Nuys, Calif.

asslKnw (if Tbe Slick Corporation, d.b.a. IlUnolB Shade Filed Feb. 15, 1963

Division of the Slick Corporation, Chicago Heights. 111.

• Filed S.pt. 14, 1962.

MIX OR MATCH
For Window Shades.

First use May 22, 1962.

SN 157,12.";. Koland D Mcintosh, Bath, Maine. Filed Nov

l.H. 1962.

DISPATCHIT
For Beverage Dispenser Cabinets.

First use Jan. 11. 1963

For Carrier for Customer Cards, Operable To Indicate

When i>ll I)«'llvfrU's An- Needed.

First use Sept. 6, 1962.

SN l.')T,.{4y. The Balj.ut Company, Mansfield, Ohio. Filed

Nov. 16, 1962

SN 162,947. H.P.C. Inc., Chlca»o, 111. Filed Feb. 18, 1963.

KEKRB
SYKO For Cabinets for Filing Keys.

First use in 1955.

For Mattresses.

First use Feb. 26, 1953.

S.\ 157. .150. The Balyeat Company, Mansfield, Ohio. Filed

Nov. 16, 1962.

SYKOETTE

Qass 34— Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

SN 139,295. Hexacon Electric Company, Koselle Park, N J.

Filed Mar. 7, 1962.

For Mattresses.

First use May 1, 1955. HORNET

SN 157.460. Chairs & Tables, Inc., Bellwood, 111. Filed

Nov. 19, 1962.

For Furniture—Namely, Chairs and Tables.

First use Oct. 15, 1962.

For Soldering Iron Sold BxcluaiTely for Use in Connection

With the Manufacture of Small Electronic Devices.

First use Jan. 31, 1962.

SN 142,781. Baker Perkins, Inc., Saginaw, Mlcb. Filed

Apr. 23, 1962.

SN 162,566 Manhasset Specialty Co., Inc., Yakima, Wash.

Filed Feb. 12, 1963.

HUSKIES
For Multl i'un.ose St.^el Legs Used To

^J^Jf ^'^^^^J'^^';'^^ First use Apr. 19. 1961
Display or Banquet Tables, Saw Horses and Other Tables and

Table-Like Support Structures.

First use Nov. 2, 1962.

The mark consists of the letters "bp" in the form shown In

the drawing and design. Owner of B«g. No. 405,272

For Bake Ovens.

SN 147,576. Haxen Engineering Co., Pittsburgh, Pa, Filed

June 25. 1962.

SN 162.857. Ollver-Olsen Corporation, Van Nuys, Calif.

Filed Feb. 15, 1963. /^^

BEVERAGEOeNTER
nni

F'or Beverage Dispenser Cabinets.

First U8e Jan. 11, 1963.

The wording "Metallic Recuperators" shown in the draw-

ing is disclaimed. The drawing is lined for red.

For Metallic Recuperators.

First use May 17, 1962.
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SN 148,119. Airline Welding and Manufn.turlnp. Inc, SN 154,778. State Steel Industries Inc City of Industry
(Jardeiia, Calif. Filed Julj 2, 1962. Callf. Filed Oct. 8, 1962.

'

"

FUN FOOD
For BarlK'fii*- neviofs for Preparation of Food.
First list- .Iimc 7, 1962.

^^_^_^__ /

!<N 155, .^66. William S. Brlgham, d.b.a. BriKham Gelatin.
AiiplK-ant disclaims the words "WcidinK ami KiiKine.TinK ' C,,.. Randolph, Vt. Filed Oct. 22, 1962
For Welding Eguipiiieut Consisting of Welding Machines.

'

First u.se Feb 15. 1952. 1^
S.N 149,9;i5 Jaokes-Evans Manufacturing C(mi|iiin.v, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed July 27, 1962.

i
RIB-INF0RCE6'

No claim is n.ade to the word "Gelaiiuc' apaii from tii

mark shown.
For Gelatine Sheets Used for Theatrical Lighting
First use in 1877.

CONSTRUCTION

The word "Construction" and the representation of the
goods are di.sclalnied ai>art from the mark as shown Owner
of Rt'p No. 7.'{7,900.

For Stove Pipe, Including Elbows, T-Jolnts, Keducrs and
Flue Thimbles; Sj.ace Heaters- -Namely. Wood. Gas, i^nd Coal
Burning Types.

First use Feb. 23, 1962

SN 155,589. Kugene G Danner Manufacturing. Inc Brook
lyn, NY. Filed Oct 22, 1962.

HEETMASTER
For Heaters for Aquariums.
First use during 1956.

SN 155,t>09. The Henry Furnace Company, .Medina Ohio
Filed Oct 22, 1962.

SN 150.758. Caloric Corporation, Topton. Pa Filed Aug.
8, 1962

CALORIC
LANCER

Owner of Reg No. 406,669.
For Kitchen I{an>;e Hoods.
First use on or about May 15, 1959.

For P^orced Air Gas Fired Furnaces.
First use on or about May 16, 1962.

SN 155.633. The C. A. Olsen Manufacturing Company.
Elyria, Ohio. Filed Oct. 22, 1962.

SN 152,929. Daniel Silverman, d b.a. Jameco Metal Products
Company, New York, N.Y. Filed Sept. 11, 1962.

X GOLD
(4)TONE

CARDINAL
For Forced Air Gas Fired Furnaces.
First use on or about Apr. 13, 1962.

SN 155,684. The Philip Carey Manufacturing Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Oct. 23, 1962.

COVERANGE

The drawing Is lined for gold.
For Candlesticks.

First use June 5, 1961.

Owner of Reg. No. 707,922.
For Range Hoods.
First use Oct. 2. 1957.

SN 154,694. Loren Cook Company, Berea, Ohio Filed Oct
8, 1962.

Qass 35 - Belting, Hose, Madiinery Pacic

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

CENTRI- VANE

For Ventilators.

First use on or about Aug. 2."), 1962.

SN 138.266. United States Rubber Company, New York
N.Y. Filed Feb. 19, 1962

U. S. ROYALON
Owner of Reg. Nos 45,674, 693,859, and others.
For Hose.

First use Jan 16. 1962.

SN 154 695. Loren Cook Company, Berea, Ohio Filed Oct. *^>>' 140.209. Dayco Corporation. Dayton Ohio Filed Mar
h, 1962, 19, 1902. i

SPUN-TIER SANI-DRAIN
For Ventilators.

First use on or about Aug. 25. 1902.
For Fluid Conveying Hose
First use Jan. 16, 1902.
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SN 141 206. Dayco Corporation, Dayton, Ohio. Filed Apr. SN 157,296. Gem Electronic Distributors, Inc., Farmlngdale,

2, 1962. NY. Filed Nov. 15, 1962.

SANI-VENT SHERBROOKE
For Fluid Conveying Hose.

First uwe Mar. 19, 1962

SN 142 285. Dayco Corporation, Dayton, Ohio. Filed Apr.

16. 1»»)2

SANI-FLEX
For Fluid Conveying Hose.

First use Mar. 19, 1962.

Fur I'liouographH, Tape Recorders, Public Address Sound
SysttMiis, and Parts and Accessories Therefor.

First use at least as early as Sept. 1, 1962.

SN 147,161. United States Rubber Company, New Yorl<.

N.Y. Filed June 18, 1962.

U. S. ROYALITE
Owner of Re^' No .')46,993.

For Fiber Keluforced Elastomerlc-Llued Hose.

First use June 26, 1961.

SN 160,280. Carl Fischer Musical Instrument Co., Inc., New
York, NY Filed Jan. 7, 1963.

EVfFJlt

SN 1.55,440. Seiberling Rubber Company. Summit, Ohio

Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

The drawing Is lined for the color brown. Owner of Reg.

Nos. 660, .X52 and 6«U,;<58.

For Heed and Brass Musical Instruments.

First use Sept 21, 1962; about the year 1931 in a differ-

ent display.

CARBOBOND
SN 160,594. Argo Record Company Limited, London, Eng-

land. Filed Jan. 14, 1963.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 085,949 and 704,316.

For Treading Stools.

First use July 26, 1902.

ARGO

SN 163,088 Inlted States Pipe and Foundry Company,

Birmingham, -Via, Filed Feb. 19, 1963.

USIFLEX
Owner of Reg. Nos. 290,920 and 696,636.

For Gusliets for I'se In Pipe Joints.

First use on or about July 8, 1959.

For Phonograph Records.

First use In or about 1951 ; In commerce on or about Aug.

11. 1953.

Qass 37 — Paper and Stationery

SN 139,985 Armor Paper Products, Inc., Linden, N.J. Filed

Mar 16, 1962.

ARMOR

Class 36 - Musical Instruments and Supplies

SN 144,042. Bell Records, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed May

For Knvelopes, Notepaper, Tablets, Pads, Typewriter

Paper, Carbon Paper, Looseleaf Filler, Index Cards, Graph

Pa[H-r, Traelng Paper and Drawing Paper.

First use Mar. 25, 1957.

8, 1962.

HI-LIFE SN 144,671. Richard Best Pencil Company, Inc , Springfield,

N.J. Filed May 16, 1962.

For Phonograph Records.

First use Mar. 15, 1962.

S\ 144,725. M. Hohner Inc., Hicksvllle, NY. Filed May

16, 1962.

HOHNER PIANET
Owner of \\vv.. Nos. 57,457, 686,297, and others.

For Musical Instrument Having a Keyboard and Kle<'tro-

Mechanleal .Means for Producing Musical Tones in Response

to Manipulation of the Respective Keys.

First use Apr. 6, 1962 For Wood Encased Lead Pencils.

First use 1951.

SN 155,279. Sawyers Inc.. Portland, Oreg. Filed Oct. 16,

1962.

ROLS
SN 144,833 Goldsmith Bros., New York, NY. Filed May

17, 1962.

KEEPEZEE
For Office .Machines— Namely, Office Dictation Machines

and Transcribing .Mucliines

First use July 20, 1962.

For Payroll Book and Payroll Sheets.

First use Nov. 1, 1940.

^1
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SN 144,998. Stanbrook Stationery Company, Inc., West SN 144,750. Meehanlte Metal Corporation, New Rochelle
Springfield, Mass. Filed May 18, 1962. N.Y. Filed May 16, 1962.

BROOKHONT
For Bond Paper for Writing and Typewriter Work and

Mailing Envelopes.

QUALITY TALKS
For Pamphlet Published From Time to Time.
First use on or about Nov. 22,' 1960.

First use Jan. 18, 1911.

SN 151,068. Joe C. Melton, d.b.a. Melton Publishing Com-
pany, Dallas, Tex. Filed Aug. 13, 1962.

SN 165,364. Berkley Publishing Corporation, New York
N.Y. Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

BERKLEY

The words "Classified Income Tax Record & Travel Ex-
pense Book" are disclaimed apart from the mark as shown.

For Travel Expense Record Book.
First use Mar. 28, 1959 ; May 15, 1950, as to "Melton's and

design."

DIAMOND
For Books.

First use Aug. 20, 1959.

SN 151,099. TraflSc Builders Inc., Great Neck, NY Filed
Aug. 13, 1962.

INSTANT BUCKS
For Printed Contest Cards for Promotional Use by Others

To Encourage, Facilitate and Stimulate the Sale of Their
Goods.

First use Aug. 4, 1962.

SN 155,365. Berkley Publishing Corporation, New York,
N.Y. Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

BERKLEY^
SN 157,192. The Bates Manufacturing Company, Orange,

N.J. Filed Nov. 14, 1962.

MEDALLION
For Books.

First use Aug. 27, 1969.

PHONE-PAL
For Telephone Indexes Comprising Casings Having Index

Cards HIngedly Mounted Therein
First use Oct. 17, 1962.

Qass 38 - Prints and Publications

SN 114,308. Midnight Publishers Corporation Limited, Mon-
treal, Quebec, Canada, assignee, by mesne assignments,
from Joseph Axarla, d.b.a. Olendale Publishing Company.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Filed Feb. 24, 1961.

SN 156,118. Ilford, Limited, Ilford, Essex, England. Filed
Oct. 29, 1962.

ILFOCHROME
Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 116,139 and 745,799.
For Photographic Prints.

First use May 1, 1962 ; In commerce Aug. 1, 1962.

SN 157,596. Berkley Publishing Corporation, New York,
N.Y. Filed Nov. 20, 1962.

MIDNIGHT
For Newspaper Publication.

First use Nov. 12, 1954 ; In commerce Nov. 12, 1954.

SN 122,731. Edmond A. Stefley, d.b.a. Elisco Products, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed June 23, 1961.

BERKLEY
UBRARY

SELECTION

EASAMATIC
For Appliques—Namely, Flexible, Metallic Nameplates

Which Are Adhesively Affixed to a Product.

First use Nov. 1, 1959.

The use of the words "Library Selection" as part of the
subject mark Is hereby disclaimed.

For Books.

First use Nov. 4, 1962.

SN 158,354. Lukens, Savage & Washburn, Philadelphia, Pa
Filed Dec. 3, 1962.

SN 138,833. The American BuslneBaman Inc., Washington.

D.C. Filed Mar. 1, 1962.

THE AMERICAN
BUSINESSMAN

For Periodical Newsletter.

First use Jan. 22, 1962.

M
For Insurance Newsletter
First use Nov. 20, 1962.
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SN 124,337 The Brittany Hat Co., Inc., New York, NY.

Filed July 20, 1961.

^sL

SN 143,854. Mutual Buying Syndicate Incorporated, New
York, NY, Filed May 4, 1962.

PATTY ALLEN
Owner of Reg. No, 425,920,

For Apparel for Olrls^Namely, Dreiaes, Coats, Suits,

Faille Dusters, Slack Sets, Shorts, Pedal Pushers, Bloubes,

Shirts, Panties, Slips, Pajamas and Sleepers, Duster Robes,

Skirts and SlackH

First use Feb. 1, 1962,

SN 143,978 Krasnow Belt Co., Inc., Long Island City, NY.
Filed May 7, 1962.

For Men's, Boys' and Women's Hats and Caps.

First use Nov. 16, 1926,

SN 125,174 Unlflalr, Inc., Baltimore, Md, Filed Aug 1,

Imr.
belt

1961.

UNIFLAIR
For Garment Belts,

First use on or about Mar. 8, 1962.

For Ladles' Iniforms,

First use June 14, 1961. SN 147.062. Wlndsmoor (London) Limited, London, Eng-

land. Filed June 15, 1962

SN 126,373, Mile, Liberty Inc., New York, NY. Filed Aug.

21, 1961, WINDSMOOR
For Women's and Misses' Coats, Suits, Skirts, and Slacks.

First use Apr 9. 1934 ; In commerce June 30, 1943.

SN 147,787. Avalon Classics, Inc., New York, NY Filed

June 27. 1962

For Ladles' Briefs

First use May 2.'), 1961.

LISA ROBIN

SN 132,442 Blue Bell, Inc., Greensboro, N,C. Filed Nov.

21, 1961

JEANIE WEATHER LARK
Owner of Reg, Nos 544,681 and 721,639.

For Misses' Raincoats,

First use Oct, 31, 1961.

"Lisa Robin" is the name of a fictitious person.

For Dresses and Blouses,

First use June 13. 1962,

SN 147, S2() I'hlllp Howard Ford, db.a. Ann Howard,

Hawick, Scotland. Filed June 27, 1962

SILAND^ Owner of British Reg No. 778,260, dated June 3, 1958.

For Ladies' Knitted Garments Including Pullovers, CardI
SN 136,087, Ji)hn Wananiak.r Philadelphia, Philadelphia, g^ns and Twin Sweater Sets.

Pa. Filed Jan. IM, 1962,

SN 149,064, Edison Brothers Stores, Inc, St. Louis, Mo,

FMled July 16, 1962,

For Women's Leather Shoes.

First use Jan 5, 19ti2,
MAGNETICS

.SN 142,390, H Wenzel Tent A Duck Co., St. Louis, Mo,

Filed Ai.r, 16, 1962.

For Women's Shoes,

First use .luly 1. 1962.

For .\rtii-lf< of Apparel Insulated With Insulation Foam
MiittTlal .Naini'ly. Insulated Sinirt Jackets and Vest.s.

First use .Mar. 21, 19tiL',

SN 149,284, Hanes-Mlllls Sales Corporation, High Point,

N,C. Filed July 18, 1962.

the

MarkVI
For Hosiery for Men.

First use June 11, 1962.
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^'^t^^l*^'*^^-
^"""^ ^"^^*''' ^'°'^P'»°J' ^'"'' Brooklyn. N.Y. SN 154,388. Willis Hosiery Mills, Inc.. Concord N C Filed

riled Aug, 3, 1962, Oct, 2, 1962.

KUMFIT
Owner of Keg No. 647,876.
For Aprons and Baby Pants.
First use Feb. 1, 1920, on aprons.

SILVER SEAL
For Women's. Children's, and Men's Hosiery,
First use March 1940.

SN 153,027. Societe Khodiaceta, Paris. France Filed Sept ^^ 154,389, Jack Winter Manufacturing Corporation, Mirl

12, 1962 anna. Ark, Filed Oct. 2, 1962.

TERCRYL
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

504,039, dated Apr 5, 1962 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 182,787,
For Clothing for Men, Women, and Children—Namely,

Robes, Two-Piece Suits, Coats. Underwear, Cardigans, Vests
and Waist Coats, Boots, Shoes, and Slippers,

SN 153.235. Wembley, Inc., New Orleans, La. Filed Sept.

14, 1962. ee-Bird

For Men's Slacks and Walking Shorts,
First use Sept. 6, 1962.

Owner of Reg No 163,575.

For Men's and Boys' Wearing Apparel—.Namely, .Neckties,
"^"^"^""^^

Hosiery, Dress Shirts, Sport Shirts, Suits, Coats, Trousers, SN 154„H52 Kobart Internatloual. Inc. New York N Y
I nderwear, Ne<kti<s and Scarfs. Handkerchiefs. .Mufflers, Pa Filed Oct, 9. 1962
jamas. Hats and Caps, Cummerbunds, Cummervests. Tie and
Sox Sets, Tie and Handkerchief Sets, Cummerbund and Tie
Sets, Cummerbund, Tie and Handkerchief Sets, Ascots, Belts, ^
Shoes and Robes,

First use Apr. 20, J922.

SN 153,582. Melville Shoe Corporation, New York, NY,
Filed Sept. 20, 1962.

pomm
RbSART

For Men's Robes.

First use Sept. 6, 1962.

For Men's, Women's, and Children's Shoes.

First use at least prior to Aug. 15. 1962. SN 155,243, J. Edwards & Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, I'a, Filed
Oct. 16, 1962.

S.V 153,714, The Alligator Company, St, Louis, IVIo Filed

Sept. 24, 1962.

SILVER LABEL
Owner of Keg. .No, 3«4.991

For Fabrics Suitable for Topcoats. Treated for Water-
Repellency Sold Only in Wearing Apparel—Namely, Coats for

Men and Women.
First use February 1950.

SN 153,984 Puccini Boys' Wear, Inc., New York, .\ Y.

Filed Sept. 26, 1962,

PUCCINI STYLED BY KOGAN
.\ppllcant disclaims the words "Styled by" apart from the

mark as shown.
For Sport Pants, Sport Jackets, and Sport Shirts for

Children.

First use Not. 15. 1955.

Owner of Reg. No. 146,730.
For Children's Shoes.

First use Aug. 21, 1962.

S.\ 155,244, J. Edwards & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa Filed
Oct. 16, 1962.

3^m̂

SN 154,230, The Fibre-Metal Products Company, Chester,

Pa. Filed Oct. 1, 1962.

Cduiards.

SCALPGARD
I'or Protective Hats and Caps.

First use Sept, 17, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 651,788 and 703,590.
For Children's Shoes.

First use Aug. 2, 1962.
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SN l.-i5,2T(). Melville Shoe Corporation. New York. N.Y. QaSS 40- FaHCY Goods, FunUShilMS, aild
FlU'd Oct If,. l'J62

1*9'
BOSS^A NOVA "•**•"*

'rii.- IIl.•lUlill^.' of "Bos.s-iTNova" lu Portugex^ is "new bt-ut
"

sN 140,84(i. Duu Kasoff Inc.. New York, N.Y. Filed Mar.

I-'or Mfii s iiiid WoiiifU's Shot's.

First use Oct. 11. 1962.

27. 1962.

SN l.'iT.lSd. Wings Shirt Co., Inc.. Greenvillf, S.C. Fil<'<l

Ni.v. i;{, 1902

BENTLEY, LIMITED
^For .M<'u's and Boys' Slilrts. Sports Sliirts, rajiiiiius.

.liu^tts. Coats and rroiisers.

First use Oct. 24, 19tl2.

Jroteftzo.
Owner of Keg. No. 635.564.

For I'in Cushions and Sewing Kits.

First use Feb. 20, 1956.

SN l.-JS.liMi X'anlty Fair Mills, Inc.. Rt-adliiK. I'"- Fil.-d

Nov. lilt, I'.h;:;.

LISSOMES
SN l.")2.276 The Boye Needle Company, Chicago. 111. Filed

Aug. 31. 1»62.

For WoiiifUs LiiiK'Tle— Namely. Ginllt-s. I'aiitie Girdh-;

ami Hrassieri's

First use Nov 6, 19t;2

SN ITiHAMl Vanity Fair Mills, Inc., Headinj;, I'i» J'"''''

Nov. 29, 1962.

HIGH FAVOR
For Woiiifn's Lingerie Namely, Girdles. Pantlf (iirdles,

and Brassieres

First use Nov. 7. 1962.

SN l.')S.19s Vanity Fair Mills. Inc.. Reading, I'a l-'il»'<l

Nov, 29, 1962.

VANITY PLUS
(iwiitT of Kog. Nos. llt>,(»92, tJ.'>y.l)94. and otli.Ts

For Wonifii's Lin>,'eric .\anifly. Girdifs, I'antif (Jirdlcs,

and Brassieres

First use Nov. 12, 1962.

SN 1,59. .557 J C. I'euny Company, New York, NY. Filed

Dec. 1», 1962.

The drawing is lined for red and blue but color U not

claimed as an essential feature of the mark. Owner of Reg.

Nos. 72,417, 518, ()».">, and others.

For Art Needlework Implements and Accessories -Namely,

Crochet Hooks, Knitting Needles, Bead Stringing and Weav-

ing Outfits. Tatting Shuttles. Pin-Type Weaving Frames.

Kmhroidery Hoops, Knitting Stitch Counters and Markers.

Stitch Holders. Embroidery and Punch Work Needles. Knit-

ting Pin Point Protectors. Stilettos, Bodkins, Interchange

able Crochet Hooks, Crochet and Knitting Gauge Cards, Yarn

Winders and Knitting Yarn Holders, and Crochet Forks,

Hairpins. Bob Huirpius, Safetypins, Dress Fasteners, Ntedles

for Hand Sewing, Hooks and Eyes, Common Pins, Thim|ilt^

Needle Threaders. Stocking Darners, Veil Pins, and H«tlMns.

First use Aug. 1. 1962.

SN 152.9.'n Daniel Silverman, d.b.a. Jameco Metal Products

Company. New York. NY. Filed Sept. 11, 1962.

For Shoe Soles.

First use Oct 13. 1960.

SN 1.59 449 Young Viewpoint Sales, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 19, 1962.

GOLD
TONE

The drawing is lined for gold.

For Set Consisting of a Mirror, Comb and Brush, Pin

Cushions and Sewing Kits and Napkin Holders.

First use June 1. 1959, on set consisting of a mirror, comb
and brush.

W

For Ladies' Dresses.

First use July 15, 1962. SN 153.236. George Wollner, New York, NY. Filed Sept.

14. 1962.

SN l.'>9.4.')(). Youthcraft Creations, Inc.. New York, NY. WALL STREET
Filed Dec 19. 1!H)2.

RISE "N" STRIDE
P'or Girdles and I'anty Girdles.

First use Nov 28. 19ti2.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 299,714, 300.255 and 661.699.

For Clothing Accessories-^N'aniely, Braids. Tapes. Shields.

Buttons. Fasteners. Seam Bindings, Elastic Webbing, Zippers,

Buckles. Lsed in the Making of Clothing.

First use Aug. 15. 1931.

w
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SN 153.584. Miracle Ribbon Products Corporation. Nash- SN 154,719. Glen Raven Mills Inc New York N Y
ville, Tenu. Filed Sept 2(1,1902. .signee of Greenlaw, Inc, New York,\N.Y. Filed Oct.

CLAN CREST
1962.

as-

8,

For Fabrics of Rayon and Synthetic Fibers.
First u.se F>b. 6, 1962.

For Ribbons, Bow Pins and Bow Makers.
First use Mar .5. 1962.

Qass 42 - Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

SN 141,760. Spunlo-Elderlon, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed
Apr. 6, 1962.

PIMELLA
For Ladles' Knitted Underwear Fabrics.

First use Jan. 15, 1962.

SN 154,720. Glen Raven Mills. Inc.. New York, NY., as-
signee of Greenlaw, Inc., New York, N Y Filed Oct 8
1962.

PBF
For Fabrics of Kayon and Synthetic Fibers
First use Feb. 6, 1962.

SN 154.909. Mission Valley Mills. Inc., New Braunfels Tex
Filed Oct. 10, 1962.

CONNIE COTTONS
The word "Cottons" is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.

For Cotton Piece Goods.
First use July 12, 1960.

SN 144,491. Max Halpern k Sons, Inc., New Orleans, La.
Filed May 14, 19t)2.

HALPERN'S FABRICS

SN l.")5.2«8. Ack-Ti-Llnlng, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed Oct
17. 1962.

ACK-TI-VATED
No claim is made to the word "Fabrics." ^'*>' Interlining Material for Mens Clothing.

For Fabrics and Piece Goods for Making Dresses, Coats, First use May 28, 1962.

Blouses and Other Wearing Apparel, and for Making Draji- ^^^^^^^^
eries. Slip Covers and the Like.

^
First use on or about Apr. 1, 1904. SN 155,772. Bates Manufacturing Company, Lewlston.

Maine. Filed Oct. 24, 1962.

SN 149.684. Vitafoam Limited, Manchester, England. Filed

July 24, 1962.

VITAWEB
For Webbing and Supporting Members for Cushions, Mat-

tresses, rpholstery and the Like, and Luggage and Like Load-
Carrying Devices, Made of Flexible and Elastic Materials.

First use May l."i, 1962; In commerce May 15, 1962.

SN 153.028. Societe Rhodlaceta, Paris, France. Filed Sept.

12, 1962.

Owner of Rep. Nos. 86,025, 682,960, and others.
For Toilet and Bath Mat Sets, Rugs, Mats, and Dust Ruffles

for Beds.

First use at least as early as July 17, 1962.

TERCRYL
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

504,039. dated Apr. 5, 1902 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 182,787.

For Textile Fabrics lsed for Making Dresses, Suits, Coats,
I'uderwear, and Bed and Table Covers.

SN 156,616. Jute Industries Limited, Dundee, England
Filed Nov. 5, 1962.

SN 1,")3.120. Santens Gebroeders, Oudenaarde, Belgium.
Filed Sept. 13, 1962.

For Carpets. Mats and Matting Made Wholly or Partly of
Jute.

First use before tli^ year 1925: in commerce before the
year 193.")

/

SN l.".9,8t!.s. .John Boyle and Comi)any. Incori>orated. New-
York, NY. Filed Dec. 28, 1962.

Applicant disclaims the word "Terry" except as shown.

Owner of Belgian Reg. No. 638, dated Feb. 19, 1958

For Toweling, Towels. Bath Towels, Beach Towels, Kitchen

Towels. Beach Togas, Wash Cloths, Dish Rags, and Terry Marine Purposes
Cloth in the Piece. First use Nov. 28, 1962

TM 792 GO.—

7

JAYBEECOTE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 114.220, 161,078, and 192,022.
For Coated Fabrics Utilized for Industrial, Outdoor and
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SN 139 892 Ilodgman Rubbor Company, Fninilngham, Mass. SN 147,905. The Dynalr Company, Inc., Bedford, Ohio.

Filed Dt-c. US, 196-2 FlK^^d Ju"e 2S, 1962.

DYNAIR
For Half Dryers

owner of lUi: .Nus. .128,199. Ou4,:4.i2. uud uth.-rt' First ush Feb. 1. 19ti2.

F'lir P'liiiiif Kt-.-i.^tniit iiiid I'laiiie Ketardunt Coatt'd Fabric,-, ^_^^^^^___
Fir>t u>c .\(iv. il, 19t;2

SN 149.204. Progresslvf Products, Inc., La Mpbh, Calif
"

Filed Julj 17, 1962

HORCOTARD

SN l.'.y.9(>2 Oxford Mills. Inc. Ware, Ma^.-. Filed Dec. 28,

COUNTY FAIR
F,)r Carpeting'

First use Nov. 2, 1961

KOOL DUCK
1 111' word "Duck " is disclaimed apart from the mark as

stiuwu.

For TeethhiK Device In the Forui of a Liquid Filled Con

taiuer Formed of a I'Uable Material.

First use on or about May 22, 1962.

SN 162,377. lulled States Uubber Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. S, 19t;.i

UNIROYAL
owner of KeK No.s .-,'.t;5,!Hl,S and 712.19(i

For Woven Iiiilust riiil iind .\sbesto- Falirlcs, UiiK 1 nder

paddiiik'

Flr-t 11,-1- .\iic. '•• l!tfi2. on asbestos fabrics.

Qass 43 — Thread and Yarn

SN 147,(i9,'> The Firestone Tire & Rubber Company. Akron.

Ohio. Filed June is. l'.tt;2

PROLOFT
l-'or Synthetic \arns.

First use Mar. 26, 1U62.

SN ir)r),14,< Robert F Fitch, d.b.a. Fitch Products Com
pany, Gleudale, Calif, Filed Oct. 15, 1962.

For Tliumbsucklng Deterrent Devices Comprising Finger

(}loves and S. -curing Means Therefor.

First use March 1948.

S.N 162,oai, Serend, Inc. Dison, 111. Filed Feb. 4. 196;i.

SLEEPY WIND CLOWN
For Appliance ls"d During the Induction of Anesthesia In

Children.

First use .\ug. 6, 1962.

SN 1.-.:Mi29 S.K-ie.e Uhod.aceta, l'ar.8. Franc Filed Se„t
^^, ^^.^^^^^^ ^^ _^ Watlington Mfg. Co., Bloomlngton, 111

12. 1962

TERCRYL
FilkHl Feb. 4, 196;i

Priority (laimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Ke>:. Ni'

.'.(•4,(iH9. dat.'d Apr .'>. 19t)2 il'arisi ; Natl Inst. No. I,s2.787

For Threads and Varus of Synthetic Fibers

Qass 44 -Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

SN 146,489. International Oithodoutics Inc ,
Oakland, Calif

Filed June 8, 1962. For Hair Dryers.

First use Jan. 23. 1963.

For Orthodontic .Vppliance-.

First u-e Apr. 12, 1962.

SN 147,4.H.''> Master Touch Dental Service Corp .
New York,

N V Filed ,lune 22. 1962

RETENTO-GRIP
For Synthetic Plastic Dental l'ro,-thetlc Appliances,

i'lrst u>e Nov. 2, 195"^

SN 162.sr)0 Med-Ram. Inc., Osakls, Minn Filed Feli l.^^i.

1963

THERMO-CADDY
For Container for Sterilizing and Dls;>enslng Clinical

Thermometers.
Flrnt use Sept 17, 1962.

SN 162,911. Michael Davis, New York, N.Y. Filed Feb 18,

1963.

MICRO^OX
For Hearing Aid.

First use Jan. 22, lUtiiJ
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SN 163,201. Holland-Rantos Company, Inc., New York, NY. SN 152,732. Aktieselskabet de Forenede Bryggerier. Copen
Filed Feb. 20, 1963. hagen, Denmark Filed Sept. 10, 1962.

/ H n
«=!=»

Owner of Reg. Nob. 290,475, 618,114. and others
For Medical and Surgical Appliances—Namely, Vaginal
Diaphragms, Vaginal Diaphragm Introduoen. Vaginal Fit-

ting Rlnga, and Surgical Face Maaki.
Flrat uae on or about Oct. 20, 1960.

Owner of Danish Reg. No. 2018-1960. dated Aug. 20, 1980
and U.S. Reg. No. 740.134.

For Mineral and Carbonated Waters.

8N 168,800. Aeroplast Corporation, Dayton, Ohio.
Feb. 25, 1963.

Filed

VI-DRAPE
Owner of Reg. No. 666,946.
For Sterile Adhesive for Removably Adhering a Sterlliz-

able Plastic Sheeting for Isolating and Protecting Areas of
the Human Skin During Surgery and Other Treatment.

First use Jan. 28, 1963.

Oass 46- Foods and IngredienU of Foods

SN 116,573. Rogers Walla Walla Canning Co , Mllton-Free-
water, Oreg., by merger and change of name from Rogers
Canning Company, Milton-Freewater, Oreg. Filed Mar 27
1961.

Douceur

SN 168,537, Ell Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
Filed Feb. 27, 1963.

For Canned Combination of Peas and Oniona.
Flrat use July 8, 1960.

HYPORET
For Disposable Syringe.
First use Jan. 10, 1963.

SN 163,600. Beltone Electronics Corporation. Chicago. 111.

Filed Feb. 28, 1963.

SN 116,832. Nutrafoods Corporation, d.b.a. Nutrafoods Corp.
and Nutra-Foods Corp., Long Island, N.Y. Filed Mar 30
1961.

SUNNY-CHOCKS
For Sunflower Seeds Coated With a Dietetic Confection
First use Mar. 10, 1961.

FUTURA
For Hearing Aids and Accessories.
First use Jan. 22, 1963.

SN 121,998. Happy House Inc., d.b.a. Happy House Shops,
Hopkins, Minn. Filed June 14, 1961.

HAPPY HOUSE
Owner of Reg. No. 693,621.
For Candy.
First use Apr. 5. 1960.Qass 45 -Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters
SN 131,745. Chemtest Products, Inc., Kansas Cltv Mo by

SN 151.384. A & W Root Beer Co., Santa Monica. Calif. Ka3s nt^Tr ''kT, ?r''i!. Ycl^T''''"-
^''^''''^'^''^

Filed Aug. 17, 1962.
^""""^ ^^^^

'

"^'^ ^"'^'^ -^^''- ^^^ ^»«^

^, ^ . ^
^"0 Claim is made to the wording "A Product" and "900The drawing has been lin^Kl for the color orange. Owner Diet Plan- apart from the mark as shown The figure of

'F^*'^V'frn'ff"^"/f
"•'''«

. . ^'^ """ *° ^'^ ^'^^'^^ *^-- -^ -P--—
t
anv pafti uUFor boft Drinks and byrupe. Bases, and Concentrates for individual living or dead Owner of Reg No 410 0-9

Making the Same. For Dletarj- Food Concentrate Used for Weight' ControlFirst use on or about June 1, 1961. First use Oct. 8, 1961
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SN 133 9'^6 M R Blackman & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. vSN 139,836. The Dletene Company,
"

Filed' oi-c. 13, 1961. filed Mar. 14, 1962.

July 9, 1963

Minneapolis, Minn.

DIETENE

owner of Rt-K. -No 328,278.

F(ir Flavoriiij; Syrups for Food Purposes. Crushed Fruits,

Crush. 'd Nuts. Marslinuillow, Fruit Add for Flavorln« Foods,

Natural Fruit Juices for Flavoring; Foods and Flavored

Syrups, .Marshuiallow, Fruit and Nut TopphiRs.

First use 1908.

SN 133,927. M. R. Blackman k Co.. Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Dec. 13. 1961.

Owner of Reg No. 329,995.

For Specially Formulated Powder Containing Vitamins,

Minerals, Sucrose, Malt, and Desiccated Milk Solids I'sed In

Lieu of F'ood In Dieting Problema.

FlrHt uxe Jan. 1, 1934.

SN 141,325. Manna Vita Food Products Corp. Sherman
Oaks, Calif FIUmI Apr. 2, 1982.

PROXIES
For Concentrated Protein Products for Use as a Dietary

F'ood Supplement and ConsUtlng of Soya Proteins, Milk

Proteins, Casein, Lactalbumln, Soya Lecithin, Defatted Wheat
(leriii. Vanilla and Vanillin Flavoring and Calcium Cycla-

I'late as a Sweetener.

First use Jan. 27, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 328.278.

For Flavoring Syrups for P'ood Pun'oses, Crushed Fruits,

Crushed Nuts, .Marshmallow, Fruit Acid for Flavoring Foods,

Natural Fruit Juices for Flavoring Foods and Flavored

Syrups, Marshmallow, Fruit and Nut Toppings

First use 1908.

SN 136,385. Mulr-Roberts Co. Inc., Salt Lake City. DUh.
Filed Jan. 23. 1962.

SN 141,636. John Morrell k Co.. Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 5,

1962.

Twin Hearte
BY RED HEART

Owner of Reg. Nos. 33,699, 75,085, 086.541. and others

For Dog Food.

First use Feb. 26, 1962.

SN 142,769. John W. Wilson, d.b.a. J and E Food Products

Supply Co., Portland. Greg. Filed Apr. 20, 1962.

DIPSY DOODLE CRUNCH PUP
For Batter Mix for the Preparation of Welners on a

Skewer Encased In a Batter and Cooked In Deep Fat.

First use Mar. 6, 1962.

The word "Brand" Is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.

For Fresh Cherries, Peaches and Apricots, Fresh Vege-

tables, and Frozen Apricots.

First use Feb. 26, 1936.

SX 143,001. The Broken Drum—You Can't Beat It, d.b.a.

The Broken Drum, Santa Monica, Calif. Filed Apr. 25,

1962.

THE BROKEN DRUM
For Salad Dressing

First use on or before Jan. 1, 1949.

SN 138,587. Corn Cabin Company, Elgin, III. Filed Feb. 26,

1962.

SN 143,613. County Line Cheese Co.. Inc., Auburn. Ind.

Filed May 1, 1962.

COUNTRY-CURED
For Cheese.

First use Dec 15, 1961.

SN 145,402 Potato Service. Inc.. Presque IsH, Maine. Filed

.May 24, 1962.

Glon < tater8
For Frozen I'eeled Potatoes.

First use on or about Dec. 1, 1961.

The words "Corn" and "Delicious Popcorn Products" are

dls<;lalmed. Also, no claim of e.xclusive right Is made to the SN' 147.202. Hedlln's Cocowhlp, Inc.. Chicago, 111. Filed

representation of the corn, separate and apart from the mark

as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 721,097 and 721,098.

For Popped Popcorn, Salted, Unsalted, Candled, and In

Different Flavors, Colors, and Shapes.

First use Dec. 8, 1961.

June 19, 1962.

SWISS-KISS
For Orange Juice Food Drink.

First use Apr. 13. 1962.

If

i|
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SN 148.951 Calico Kates, Inc., Glen Haven, Colo Filed SN 155,013. G. B. Raffetto, Inc., New York, NY Filed
July 13, 19(>2. Oct. 11, 19G1'.

HAUCO CAIE*r CONDIMATO
For Chutney-Chlll Sauce.
First use J One 18, 1962.

SN 155,2.")8, Jaludl's, Inc., Allentown, Pa. Polled Oct 16,
19K2.

iJaindl's

The drawing Is lined for the colors red and green.
For Jams, Jellies, Preserves, and Pickles.

First use on or about Mar. 27, 1959.

SN 149,563. Gold Medal Candy Corporation, Brooklyn, NY. For Turkeys Fresh, Dressed, and Frozen.
Filed July 23, 1962. First use September 1947.

TORKISH
TAFFY

SN ].")5,615. The Jersee-Securlty Food Company, Minne-
apolis, .Minn. Filed Oct. 22, 1962.

VELV-KOTE
The word "Taffy" is disclaimed. Owner of Reg Nos y^,,. Llve>;tock Food

419..-,.;i and 6S0.074.
pi^^j „^^ ^^j, j^ ^ggj

For Candies and Confectionery Products.

First use at least as early as 1912. —

SN 149,971. Star KIst Foods, Inc., Terminal Island, Calif.

Filed July 27. 19tJ2.

S.N 158,1.')9. II. P. Hood & Sons, Inc., d.b.a. Buxton Preserv-
ing Company, Boston, Mass. Filed -Nov. 29, 1962.

BUXTON FARMS
For Condiments -Namely, Piccalilli, Watermelon Rind,

Onion Kellsh, I'epiKT Relish, and Mustard Pickle.

First use Sept. 11, 1962; 1900 as to "Buxton."

SN 158,282. S. Stamoules, Inc., d.b.a. Stamoules & Co.
Mendota, Calif. Filed Nov. 30. 1962.

For Canned Fish

First use Sept. 22, 1961.

S.N 150,271. Naamloze Veniiootschap Cacaofabrlek "De
Zaan," Zaandljk, Koog, aan de Zaan, .Netherlands Filed

Aug. 1, 1962.

p-or Fresh .Melons

First use Julv 20, 1927.

S.\ 159,204. Carson Plrle Scott & Co., Chicago III Filed
Dec. 17, 1962.

O^b^UH^n,-^ 1/ltroucuZ- C^fXr>-..JXje^:^

The word "Candles" Is hereby disclaimed apart from the
mark shown In the drawing.

For Candies.
First use Oct. 18, 1962.

.\l>pllcant disclaims any exclusive right In the word
"Cacao" apart from the mark as shown. Owner of Dutch
Reg. No. 90,921, dated Jan. «, 1948; and U.S. Reg. .No.

712.941.

For Cocoa.

S.N 159,;i4«. G. D. Ireland, d b.a. Ireland's Chill Company,
Wichita Falls. Tei Filed Dec. 18, 1962.

IRON KETTLE
For Canned Chili.

First use Nov. 15, 1962.
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Triplf T C.inpiiix In.- St..ii<' Mountain, C.n SN 1.'?9.r.4'< Th.- Siip«TstLMi ('onipmiy I,lmltP«r (i h ii Ahiiiil-

ijiiiii \ I'la-tic Sji;ii Maiiiifiuturinj.' Co., Toronto, Ontario,

Ciinaila Fil.d Mar. 9, 1W2DIXIE
AJDUSTA\'r- lIubM.' (lillil

^
I'rinrllv claim. 'il iiml'T Sec. 44 (d) on Canadian aiiplic.-ii ion

liic.i Sept. in, i!»i;i . ic,^: No. i:;."i,.Hi!t. iiat.<i I'.-i, 2, r.H;ij

>\ l'',i',ilH <.-,i li-na (lain I'riiit »'o, S<iulli San I'ra nci'<co, y^,^. i>|;,^t|,- and .\ liuniniini Si^ns i:ni|iio.\ intr < 'liaiiirc.atili'

Ca if I ii-'l \>'< 'J^, I'."''- lH'tt>T-, and Nani.- I'lal.s

Flr.'^t iihc 0(t,)tHr r.tt;i
; In commerce Ki-li, ir>, IIm;:;,

SCAT
) ,r Fre-li Fi uit-

l-'ir>I u>e alioiit .lainuiry 1957.

SN lH(p,(i:<o Martha White Mills, Inc ,
NaslivlUe. Tonn

Fil.'d Jan 2, \U>\:<.

SN n:i..'i7".t Stagecraft Induntrles, Inc. Portland, oreK.

Filed May 1. 1!M!'.'

STAGE SCOPE
Tlie word "Slaj.'e' Is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown
For Foldalilo Sta^'e .\sv,nildy, incliidinj.' a Stat'''. <'nrtains

and StaKc Li;^litin>; i;i|nl|imeiit I)esi>:ned for Fse in Schools

and other I'laccf, in I'lao' of a rcrmuueiil SImkc.

First nse abont Jan l."), llttJ2.

For Biscnit Mi.v.

First use Nov. 7, IMtlli.

SN 14!t,t!7>s I'aul E. Seniau Inc., New York, NY Filed

Julv 24, 1962,

DECOR-AIDSSN 1«(>,(I9;{ ("hIcaK" Kt'flnmt' Cori)or«tlon, Chicago. Ill

Filed Jan. ;<. litO.S.

PROEX
1 >, 1 . /' . .>.i i.w. u l>r<»t..it] l>ie< e> and for Iiecorati\e I-es.

For Kdthle Dehydrated I'roduct ( omprlslnt; a 1 rot. in i

,, ,. . , . - , lirst nse Oct 19, 19t)U.
Uf^idne From th.' Kehnmj,' of tats.

For Honeycomb Tissue l>ecoratloii« I'sed for Table (VntiT

First use Nov. 12, 1962.

SN Hl(l,a,')ti. Basic Food Materials, Inc. Vermilion, Ohi.i

Fll.'d Jan, 8, 1963.

PEPPEROME
For Soluble Black I'epiH'r

First use Apr 7, 195,'{,

Class 49 -Distilled Alcoholic Liquors

SN l.">2.72:< Schenley Distillers, Inc., New York, NY Fll.'d

Sept 7, 1962

HAPPY AGE
Owner of Rei:. No. 307,181.

For Whiskey.
First use Aujr 2(>, 1962.

SN ir)l,759 Jonuic, luc, I'hiladelphla, I'a. Filed Aug, 23,

1962,

"D" TEX
For Fabric I'overs for Lithographic Rollers

First use Auk' 1"', 1962,

S,\ l.')2,424 .Mor^'aii .\dheslves Compuny, Stow, ohlo. Fll.'d

Sept 4, 1902,

DUMAR

•ol Joseph K. Seagram & Sons, Inc ,
New Y<.rk.SN 157,2

N.Y Filed Nov, 14, 1962.

owii.r <<f KcK Nos. 71(1,354, 7in,694, and 71U,69.").

For .M.talli/.ed I'lastlc .Mat.Tlal Coated Wltli Adh.slv.- and

Having a I'aiHT Backing, for Fse as a I'rotective and Decora

tive Covering
First use June 1, 1962

CAVIAR
For Vodka.

First use Oct 24, 1962.

S.\ 15.">,564. Bradford Novelty Co. Inc. Boston. Mass.

Filed <»Ct. 22, 1962

"TELSTAR"

Class 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Classified

S.V i:?."),169, D, Arnold Associates, Inc, Brooklyn, N^

Filed Jan, 4, 1962,

PRESTIGE FLORAL
The word "Floral" Is dlsclaini.-d apart from th.' mark as

shown.
For Artltlcial Flowers and Foliage

First use Jan, 25, 19:>6.

For Chrlstnia- Tree IH'coratlons,

First use on or about Oct, 9, 1962.

S.N l."(,'>,5tH». Bernard Cater, d b a. Magna .Mat Whitti.'r,

Calif Fil.d 0( t, 22, 1962,

MAGNA-MAT
For Safi'ty Shi.'ld, Asbestos or Fireproof. Attachable by

.\lagn.t> to a lint lAliaust I'ilK- or Otherwise for Safety

Purposes,

First Use Jan, 1, 1962.

i
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"Vo^XXTr'LTo::!^^^^^^^^^^ ''n,rA'ug, 1, i^\"-^
'' ^^"^^ '''' '^^^-^^- ^«

600
ROYAL GOLD

For Cosmetics Namely, Related Hair Preparations, Hair
Fl.\atives, Hair Lubricants and <"onditloners. Hair C.dorlngs
and Bleaches, Hair Shampoos. Hair Curling I'reparations

First line June 3I», 19.")9.

Owner of British Reg No. 742,718, dated May 26, 1955
and IS, Reg, Nos 744,282 and 744,283.

For Scaffolding of Metal and Parts Thereof,

SN 156,334. Robblns Incubator Company. Denver, Colo.
Filed Oct 31, 1962

ROBBINS

SN 153,287. Huntley, Ltd., St. Thomas. Virgin Islands
Filed Sept. 17, 1962,

RAFFIA
For Colognes, After-Shave Lotions, and Bay Rum.
First use Sept. 12, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No 562,440, __^_^__^^
For Incubatorn Including Accessories Therefor and Parts

Thereof Such ns Temperature Controls, Timing Controls. Con ^"^ 153,383 (.'lalrol Incorporated, New York, NY,
trol Valves, Special Incubating and Ila'cLlug Trays, Egg ^^^^- ^**' ^'"'*-

Turnlug Mechanism and Humidity Controls. TN^^T'TIV

Filed

First use In or about 1928

Qass 51 — Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations

Owner of Reg. Nos. 620.097, 729,289, and 733,195
For Color Developer In Tablet Form.
First use May 17, 1962,

SN 69^089. I^s Parfums Jean Desses, Paris, France, assignee SN 153,44.-,, Aloe Creme Laboratories, Inc, Fort Lauder-of Societe Civile dKtude et de Recherche de Prodults de dale, Fla Filed Sept 19 196'>
.Marque, Paris, France, Filed Mar. 6. 1959.

JEAN DESSES BEAUTY MATTE
Priority claim.-d under Sec, 44((1) on French Reg, No. Applicant disclaims the word "Matte" seiiarate and apart

47S,69S, dated .Mar 2, 1959 (Seine) , Natl, Inst No. 121,925,
'""(im the mark as shown.

The name •Jean Desses" Is that of a living individual, whose * "" <'«"ibined Foundation and Powder Make I p
consent Is of record if'^'i'st use Sept. 13, 1962,

For Perfumes

SN 93.692, Les Parfums Jean Desses, Paris, France Filed ^-'^'^^^''-'^f

^ehn & Fink Products Corporation. d,b a. Tussy

Mar 25 1960
Cosmetics, Bloomfield, N.J, Filed Oct. 31, 1962,

L'AUTRE DE JEAN DESSES
The English translation of "LAutre de Jean Desses" Is

"the other Jean iH-sses," The name "Jean Desses" Is that
of a living individual, whose consent is of record. Owner of

French Reg, No. 482,546, dated Sept. 1, 1959 (Seine) ; Natl,

Inst No 131,192,

For Perfumes and Toilet Water.

MEDI-CLEAR
Owner of Reg, No 665,929,
For Skin Lotion
First use June 18, 1962.

SN 142,969. Kevlon, Inc , New York, N.Y. Filed Apr. 19.

1962

AVANT GARDE
The English meaning of the French term "Avant Garde"

is "vanguard "

P'or Lipstick and Nail Enamel.
First use Apr. 6, 1962.

SN 158,232. Helene Curtis Industries, Inc, Chicago, 111.

Filed Nov. 30, 1962.

CONDITIONOL
Owner of Reg. No. 663.281.
For Cold Permanent Hair Waving Lotion and Neutralizer

Therefor.

First use In or about April 1952.

SN 144.675 Bristol-Myers Company, New York, NY Filed

.Mav 16, 1962.

SCORE
For Hair Dressing Preparation.

First use Mar. 26, 1962

SN 146,702. Avon Products, Inc., New York, NY. Filed

June 12, 1962.

PRETTY CHOICE
For Cosmetic Set- -Namely, Cologne and Bubble Bath.
First use May 25, 1962.

Qass 52— Detergents and Soaps

SN 147,484. Mar Shel Agencies, Inc., Spokane, Wash. Filed
June 22,1962.

/rlft||NWAY^

For Industrial and Home Cleaning ComiKuinds, Kniulsions
and Deterg.-nts in Both Liquid and Powder Form.

First use January 1961
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SN 148,79.-). ColKate-raliiiolive Company, New York, N.Y. SN 157,599. Bristol Myers Company

July 9, 1963

New York, NY. Filed

Filed July H. 1962 Nov. 20, 19ti2

GOLIATH BREAKTHRU
For Cleaner. Cleanser, and Detergent.

First use June 4, 1962.

For Hair Sliaiiipoo.

First use Sept 19, 1962.

^-^"^^^^ SN 158,340 Ken-Qard Conwratlon, Andover, Mass. Filed

HN 150,170. Benjamin Harrison, Chicago, 111 Filed July L)*"*"- •* 1962

31, 19«2. KEN-KEN

/^BENZALAC g)

For Cleaning: Compound In Liquid Fomi for All Cleaning

Purposes.

First use Sept. 13, 1962.

SN l.'^py.2.-)2 Macinillan Ring-Free Oil Co., Inc .
New York,

NY nied Dec 17, 1962.

For General Purpose Liquid Cleaner.

First use Nov. 1, 1961

SN 153.200. Olympic Manufacturing Company, Atlanta, Gn

Filed Sept 14, 1902.

weathergard
\1

ALUMINEX
For Metal Cleaning Compositions.

First use on or about June 13, 1900.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 302,949, 731,744, and others.

For All Purpose Cleaner : Chemical Cleaner Designed for

Heavy Duty Cleaning Such as Removing Oils and Grease

From Driveways, Floors, Parking Areas, and Equipment.

First use June 28, 1962.

S\ 150 054 Purex Corporation. Ltd. d b a, Tnrco Products, SN 1,59,472. The Denver Chemical Manufacturing Company

Inc., Wilmington, Calif. Filed Nov. 5, 1902 d.b.a Wampole Laboratories, Stamford, Conn. Hied

TURCO-SOLV
Dec, 20, 1962.

ALVININE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 270,966, 657,594, and others.

For Safety Solvent and Cleaner for General Industrial I'se,

First use on or before Dec. 31, 1952.

Owner of Reg. No. 22,370

For Medicated Hair Shampoo.

First use Mar. 8, 1961.

SERVICE MARKS
Qass 100 -Miscellaneous

SN 120,960. Consolidated Natural Gas Company, New York,

N.Y. Filed May 29, 1961.

SN 138,636 National Personnel Research, Inc., Evansvllle,

Ind. Filed Feb. 20, 1962.

SELECTRONIC
For Employment Serviivs -Namely, Advice and Consulta-

tion in S^'lec'tlng Employees for Others.

First use during January 1962.

SN 146,407. Nedlck'8 Stores, Inc., New York, NY. Filed

June 7, 1962.

The drawing Is lined for blue but applicant claims exclu-

sive rights In the mark as shown irrespective of color.

For rtllity Services -Namely, Supplying Natural Gas to

Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Isers for Heat,

Light and Power Purposes; and Service and Malntenanc»'

of Household, Commercial, and Industrial Appliances and

Equipnient.

First use on or about .\pr. 15, 1959.

SN 131,500. The Gold Buffet Franchise, Inc.. Parkvllle, Mo,

Filed Nov. 8, 1961.

GOLD BUFFET
__

Xhe word •Bu.ef is disclaimed except as used in the -"; ^ --^-^^:^:i -«;^ ^ "r;rages in

'"Vor Restaurant Services. Restaurants

First use Jan. 1, 1900. first use In or about 1949.

I

1;
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Qass 101 — Advertising and Business
SN 151,319. Hilton Hotels Corporation, Chicago, III. Filed

Aug. lO; 1962.

SN 137,535. E. F. MacDonald Stamp Company. Daxt.ni
Ohio Filed hVli s, 1902.

Owner of Reg. Nos 728,6.')9 and 732,263.

For Hotel and Restaurant Services.

First use prior to July 31, 1953.

SN 157,713. The Maintenance Company, Inc.. Long Island
City, N.Y. Filed Nov. 21, 1962.

MAINCO
For Engineering Consultation and Design Service;

First use In or about October 1925.

SN 158,288 Townsman Motel, Inc., Blackwell, Okla. Filed

Nov. 30, 1962.

TOWNSMAN
For Motel Services.

First use 1955

SN 158,720, The People to People Health Foundation. Inc ,

Washington, DC. Filed Dec. 7, 1962.

PROJECT HOPE
For Health and Medical Services Provided Witlinut Char;:i'

to People of Other Countries on and From a Floating Hos-

pital and Clinic and .Medical Teaching Center.

First use -Novemfjer 1958.

Bonnie,
The Plaid Lassie

For ProiiH'tiii;: th.- Sali- of (ioods of iitli.-rs 'riirouKti the
Ise of Trading' Stamps Which Art' Redefim-d fur .Merchandis.-
or .Money

First use Nov 0. 1961.

Subj to Intf. with SN 14."),M)h

S.\ 15S,727 The People to People Health Foundation, In

Washington, DC Filed Dec. 7, 1962. SN 140,084. ManjMiwer, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis Filed .lune 4.

HOPE 1962.

For Health and Medical Services Provided Without Charge
to People of Other Countries on and From a Flouting Ilo^

pital and Clinic and .Medical Teaching Center.

First use .\oveml>er 19o!5.

WOMANPOWER

SN 158,728. The People to People Health Foundation, Inc.

Washington. DC Filed Dec. 7, 1962.

IVf *.

For Business Servlc.' .\aiiiely. Furnishing of It> Km
ployiM's on a Contraet Hasis to PiTsoiis nr I'laces of Business
Requiring Part-Time nr Temporary Help, IncUidini; Stenog-
raphers. Tyiiists, File Clerks, Accounting Machine Otx-rators.
Bookiieepers. (ienerai i 'tliee Workers.

First use May 18. IWOli

SN 140.21(». Peter Pan's Pantry, Inc. Meniidiis, Teiiu.
Filed June ."., 1902.

'^'' K.\

The drawing Is lined to Indicate the colors red and blue,

but color Is not an essential feature of the mark.

For Health and Medical Services Provided Without Charge
to People of Other Countries on and From a Floating Hos-
pital and Clinic and Medical Teaching Center.

First use .November 1958.

TM 792 O.O.—

8

For Retail Drive-ln Grocery Store Services.

First use Dec. 1, lyO^i
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SN 14«),497. Clifford J. I><)ck«>, d.b.a. Locke D«'tective Agency
and Check Stoi). El Cerrito, Calif. Filed June 8, 1962.

CHECK-STOP
For Agency Services -Namely, Detection of Forged or

Stolen Negotiable I'apers, Credit Cards, and Like Properties.

First use Feb 9, 19«i2.

SN 15«,212. Anierad Corporation, Charlottesville, Va. Filed

Nov. 30, 1962.

SN 159,455. American Motorists Insurance Company, Chi-
cago, 111. Filed Dec. 20, 1962.

flm^icfln moTOflisTs insufl^nM comf-flnn

For Underwriting of Iniiurance and Fidelity and Surety
Bonds.

First use Jan. 29, 1926.

Class 103 — Construction and Repair

SN 126,297. James D. Benjamin, d.b.a. Benjamin's Plumb-
ing Service, Greenwood, S.C. Filed Aug. 21, 1961.

For Computer Programming and Computer-Oriented Re-

search .'^ervlces.

First use Mar, 24, 1962; at least as early as Feb. 3, 1961,

as to the word ".Vinerad."

Class 102 — Insurance and Financial

SN 145,968. The Robert C. Rothert Agency, Toledo, Ohio.

Filed June 1, 1962

T^^ WEATING

Applicant disciaimg the words "Cooling" and "Heating"
apart from the mark.
For Plumbing, Heating, and Air Conditioning Services.
First use In 19&8.

SN 149,044. Butler Manufacturing Company, KansaH City,

Mo. Filed July 16. 1962.

For Writing of -Marine, Fire, Casualty, and Surety Insur-

ance.

First use Aug. 6. 1957.

SN 156,145. National Old Line Insurance Company, Little For Constructing and Erecting Buildings.

Kock, Ark. Filed Oct. 29, 1962. First use July 1957.

SN 157,713. The Maintenance Company, Inc., Long Island
City. N.Y. Filed Nov. 21. 1962.

MAINCO

The inonograiii forming a part of the mark comprises the

letters "NflLICO "

For I'nderwritlng Life Insurance.

First use 19;-!()

SN 156,227. General Fire and Casualty Company, New
York, NY Filed Oct. 30, 1962.

PEOPLE IN GENERAL DO
BETTER WITH PEOPLE

IN GENERAL!
For rnderwrlting Insurance.

First use Sept. 23, 1961.

For Construction and Repair Service for Elevators, Elec-

tric Motors, Generators, Controllers and Wiring. Air Condi-
tioning Systems, and Refrigeration Systems.

First use In or about October 1925.

Class 105 — Transportation and Storage

SN 126.783. Lyon Van k. Storage Co., Inc., Los Angeles,

Calif. Filed Aug. 28, 1961.

LYQN
EIECTRO/PAILET

Applicant disclaims the word "Pallet" apart from the
mark as shown. Owner of Reg. No. 576,554.
For Service of Truck Transi)ortatlon and Storage and Ar-

rangement for Sea. Air and Rail Transportation of Fragile
Equipment.

First use Jan. 2, 1959 ; 1913 as to "Lyon."
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SN 142,906. Belmont Aviation Corporation, Long Beach, SN 133,845. Water Show Spectaculars. Inc North Miami
Calif. Filed Mar. 9, 1962. Fla. Filed Dec. 11. 1961.

AQUA SPECTACULAR
For Entertainment Services—Namely, Water Variety

Shows and Fountain Displays.
For Renting Used Aircraft to Others ; Chartering Aircraft First use Oct. 15, 1961.

to Others ; and Providing Air Taxi Service. . , . ^

First use May 12, 1960. — ^^

SN 152,704. Robert Keeshan Associates. Inc., New York.

Gass 106 -Material Treatment

SN 188.744. Dikeman Laminating Corporation, Clifton, N,J.

Filed Sept. 24, 1962.

NY. Filed Sept. 7, 1962.

HOUSE

DIKOTE Owner of Reg. Nob. 643.729, 643,730. and 643,731.
For Entertainment Service for Children Rendered Through

the Medium of Television Broadcast Programs.
First use June 1. 1955.

For Plaatlc Film Lamination of Pai)er Products to Order ov i«^oru. n ^ k ^ , x.,, , ^. ^, .

or Specification, of Others.
SN 154 206^ Career Academy, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis Filed

First use May 1954.
Oct. 1, 1962.

Class 107— Education and Entertainment

SN 131,923. Skl-Dek Corporation, Caldwell, N.J. Filed

Nov. 13, 1961.

For Indoor Skiing and Entertainment Services.

First use Apr. 22. 1961.

The separate use of the simulation of the caduceus apart
from the mark as shown is disclosed.

For Educational Services Designed To Educate and Train
Medical Assistants and DeLital Assistants.

First use Jan. 2, 1962.



TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

Qass 1 — Raw or Partly Prepared Materials

li)5U.277. WAVKKLV Jdim riaiii & Couiiuuiy SN n7,22;{.

I'lih. 4 2.i t!.{ FilHil 4 .". •;!

T")'_',27N. FISKC" •I,()KS Hanilitc Cli.-mU-ul Co Inc S.N

127,(140 Till) 4 'j;; •;:{ ni.-d ^ .'u^ii.

7r)2.27!t ;i LITTLE LNDLVNS Anderson, Clayton it Co.

SN 140,417. I'ub 4-23 6H. Filed 3-22H2.

752.2SO KKVKLATKtN Wostorn Auto Supply Company.
SN 141,77ti. I'ul. 4 23 tl3. Filed 4-0 »)2

7.')2,2M WKSKII) Joanna Western Mlll.s Company SN
14S,:i9,t I'uh. 4 2;i t!;{ Filed 7-.'5 62

7.'>2.2'^2. IKVKTIIKNF (Jreat American I'iastlcs Company.
SN 14H,r)01. I'ub. 4 23 ti3 Filed 7 t> t;2.

752.283 PHEASANTS HYURIDS ETC. AND DESIGN.
Vennootsfhap Onder de Flrma .\ (iverdevest Gzn & Zonen
SN 150,826. I'ub. 4 23 63 Fl!.'d H 8-62

702, 2s4. WESTFRF. Western Tiirfgra.x.s, Inc SN 151,107.

I'ub. 4-23-63. Filed s 13-62

752,280 CELA.NAR Celunese Corporation of America

SN 151,293 I'ub. 4-23-63. Filed 8-16-62.

75?, 286. CELANEX Celnnese Corporation of America. SN
151.294. I'ub 4 23 63. Filed 8-16 62

752,287. CELGAR, Celanese Corporation of America. SN
151.295. I'ul. 4-23 63 Filed g 16 62

752. 2M>*. CELAR Celane-e Corp<iratioii of America. SN
151.296. I'ub. 4 23 63. Filed 8- 16 62.

752.289 TETRAN Pennsalt ChemlcaU Corporation. SN
154 150 I'ub. 4-23-63. Filed 9-28-62.

752.290 CASCALTA.V Albert Trowtel & Son.x Company.
SN 154,180. I'ub 4-23-63. Filed 9-28-62.

752.291. CONTOIRLITE Contours I nllnilted, Inc SN
154.210. I'ub 4-23-63. Filed 10-1-62

752.292. HANDY DANS. Council Manufacturing Corpora

tlon. SN 154,212 Tub, 4-23-63 Filed 10-1-62.

752.293 ELECTROPLY Electrofllm, Inc. SN 154,220.

Pub. 4-23-63 Filed 10-1 62.

752.294 IMCO-FIL. Internationa! Minerals & Chemical Q355 5 ^ AdhOSlveS
Corporation. SN 154,355. Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 10-2-62.

752.305. KELLER ETC AND DESIGN. The Keller Pot-
t.ry Ci>m|>any SN 147,590. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6^ 25-62.

752,3(Hi WRAPAK. Container Corporation of America.
SN 147.803 Pub 4 23 63 Filed 6-27-62

75::. .{OT PKKTAINEK Charles B. Whitman, d.b.a. IVlino
Park Perennial Gardens. SN 148,549. I'ub. 4-23-63.
Filed 7 6 62

Qass 3 — Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketbooks

75-'.30S Bt'HBI SOX (FANCIFUL). Aristocrat Leather
Product- Inc SN 114,909. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 3-6-61.

7:.2,3(»<t HERKI,(H)M. Berkeley Bajfs, Inc. SN 147,259.

I'ub 4 23 63 Filed 6-20-62.

Qass 4 — Abrasives and Polishing Materials

752.310. Elll Norton Company. SN 120.118. Pub.
4-23-63. Filed 5-16-61.

752.311. E266. Norton Company. SN 120,119. Pub.
4-23-63 Filed 5-16-61

752.312. E67. Norton Company. SN 120,120 Pub. 4-23-63.

Filed 5-16 61.

752.313. STAT-SKAT. Fostorla Corporation. SN 139.616.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 3-12-62.

752.314 RAMS HEAD DESIGN. The Osborn Manufactur-
ing Company. SN 144,757. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 5-16-62.

752.315 TYKOH AND DESIGN. The Borden Company.
SN 145,514 Pub 4-23-63. Filed 5-28-62.

752,316. EKAMANT. Fabrlksaktlebolaget Ek4. SN 147,360.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6-21-62.

Qass 2 — Receptacles

752,295 MEMORY PAK. William S Schneider, d b.a. The
William Steven Company. SN 123,140. Pub. 4-23-63.

Filed ti 29 '11.

752. 29t'. IIIK WILLIA.MSBIRG Boyertown Burial Casket

Cm i-any. SN 136,951. Pub. 4 23-63 Filed 1-31 62.

T.'.2,'."j7 post GARD. West Virginia Pulp and Paper Com-

pany SN 137,581 Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 2-8-62.

752,298 FD PAK. IversLee Company SN 144,853. Pub.

4-23-63. Filed 5 17-62.

752.299. TAPPER. Reynolds Metals Company. SN 144,889.

Pub. 4-23-63 Flletl 5- 17 62,

752.300. FPC AND I>ESIGN Flexible Plastics Corpora-

tion SN 145.0«;8. Put. 4 23 63. Filed .5-21 62.

752.301. CARTIER. Cartier. Inc. SN 146,359. Pub.

4 23-63 Filed 6-7-t;2.

752.302. Sl'NFROST. Nlbot Corporation, by change of

name from Fedco Corporation. SN 146,806. Pub. 4-23—63.

Filed 6-13-62

752 303 FROSTIE .\.ND DF:SIGN, The Frostle Company.

SN 147.277 I'\ib. 4 23 63. Filed 6-20-62.

752.304. BATTERY International Paper Comi)uny. SN
147,286 I'ub. 4 23 63. Filed 6-20-62.

TM 1U2

752.317. CLING-FIRM. Arthur S. Hoyt Company, Inc. SN
129,212. Pub 4-23-63. Filed 10-4-61.

752.318. EXTRA SPARE. Fram Refiner Sales, Inc. SN
142,028 Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 4-11-62.

752.319 EV.VNS' The Commercial Paste Company. SN
145,047. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed .5-21-62.

752,320. EVANS' WELSH. The Commercial Paste Com-
pany. SN 145,048. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 5-21-62.

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

752.321. POLYCHROME. Polychrome Corporation. SN
116,068. Pub, 4-2^ 63. Filed 3-20-61.

752.322. KALZATE. Guth Chemical Company. SN 116,305.

I'ub 4 23-*i3. Filed 3-23-61.

752.323 FLY CHECKER. Ralston Purina Company. SN
119,794. Pub. 4-23-63 Filed 5-11-61.

752,324. HEXAVER Hach Chemical Company. SN
129.595. Pub, 4-23-63. Filed 10-10-61.

752.325 NITRAVER. Hach Chemical Company. SN
129.596. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 10-10-61.
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752.326. TEVER. Hach Chemical Company. SN 129,601.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 10-10-61.

752.327. NEMAFOS. American Cyanamid Company. SN
131,329. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 11-6-61.

152.328. ROGUE. Monsanto Chemical Company. SN
131,387. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 11-^61.

752.329. ORLENE. Hagan Chemicals & Controls, Inc. SN
137,911. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 2-14-62.

752.330. TUMBL-TROLL. Geode Industries Inc. SN
138,197. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 2-19-62.

752.331. SULFOLE. Phillips Petroleum Company. SN
138.228. Pub. 4-23-ft3. Filed 2-19-62.

752.332. DIE HARD. Charles 8. Leventhal, d.b.a. Lev-Co

Developing Company. SN 138,792. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed

2-28-62.

752.333. NOR DEL AND DESIGN. The Paul D. Foster

Company. SN 140,830. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 3-27-62.

752.334. NACCOPERM. Allied Chemical Corporation. SN
141,483. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 4-4-62.

752.335. 3M, Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany. SN 147,488. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6-22-62.

752.336. G-7 SUPER-WEIGHT. Magnet Cove Barium Cor-

poration. SN 148,822. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 7-11-62.

752.337. GERMAIN'S. Germain's Inc. SN 150,552. Pub.

4-23-«3. Filed 8-6-62.

752.338. 12. Germain's Inc. SN 150,553. Pub. 4-23-63.

Filed 8-6-62.

752.339. MATACIL. Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktlengesell-

schaft. SN 150,687. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 8-7-62.

752.340. OVEN-GARI). Afta Solvents Corp. SN 150,744.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 8-8-62.

752.341. ASCO. Acetylene Service Company. SN 154,189.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 10-1-62.

752.342. CWC, ETC. AND SHIELD DESIGN. United

States Borax & Chemical Corporation, assignee of Columbia

Wax Company. SN 154,209. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 10-1-62.

752.343. STANDAPOL. Standard Chemical Products, Inc.

SN 154,302. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 10-1-62.

752.344. SPARKLEEN AND DESIGN. Valley Chlorine

Solutions Company, d.b.a. Valley Chlorine Solutions. SN
154,312. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 10-1-62.

LUCITE. E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Com
SN 154,339. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 10-2-62.

752,345
pany.

752.346. WISE A.ND DESIG.N. S A F Manufacturing and

Leasing Corporation, SN 154,517. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed

10-4-62.

752.347. PURZAUST. Universal Oil Products Company.
SN 154,650. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 10-.5-62.

Qass 7 — Cordage

752,348. 3M. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com
pany. SN 147,492. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6-22-62.

Class 8— Smokers' Articles, Not including

Tobacco Products

752.349. LLOYDS. Mastercraft Pip«w. Inc. SN 108,798.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 11-21-60.

752.350. SMOKE-RINGS. Clifford W. NItchle. SN 154.428.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 10-3-62.

Class 10— Fertilizers

752,351. CYCOCEL American Cyanamid Company. SN
147,067. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6-18-62.

Qass 12 — Constructran Materials

752.352. THIOLASTIC Curtis Products Inc., by change of

name and assignment from Plastic Products Company. SN
123.229. Pub. 4-23-<>3 nied 6-30-61

752.353. RYOLEX. Sllbrlco Corporation. SN 124,767.
Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 7-26-61

752.354. DEBONDE.NE L & M Construction Chemicals.
Inc. SN 137,243 Pub 4-23 6,3 Filed 2-5-62.

752, .355. LUMOFLEX. Swimqulp, Inc. SN 148,432 Pub
4-23-63. Filed 7-.'>-62.

752.356. TEXACOUSTICA. Mario Catani Co. SN 153,252.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 9-17-62.

752.357. ALUMAROCK. ShuUy's Industries Limited. SN
153,426. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 9-18-62.

752.358. ARCH-COR. Granite City Steel Company, d.b.a

Granco Steel Products Company SN 153,758. Pub.
4-23-63. Filed 9-24-62.

752.359. SA.MAZO. .Samson Block & Supply Co., Inc. SN
155.018. I'ub. 4 23-t)3 Filled 1(^-11-62.

Qass 13 — Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Rtting Supplies

752.360. DIAL-A-D<K)R. Avla Marine Company. SN
139,016. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 3-5-62.

752.361. DANBOLT. Daniel Bolt Company. SN 141,579.

Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 4 5 62

752.362. DANBOLT AND DESKJ.V. Daniel Bolt Company.
SN 141,580 Pub. 4-2.3-63 Filed 4-5-62.

752.363. CE.NTRI FUSE. Llthcote Corporation. SN 141,854.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 4-9-62.

Qass 14— Metals and Metal Castings and

Forgings

752.364. SOFT-FORM. Granite City Steel Company. SN
142. 70t!. I'ub. 4-2;j-63, Filed 4 20-62.

752.365. DURANEL. Aluminum Company of America. SN
148,701. I'ub. 4-16 63. Filed 7 10-62.

Qass 15 — Oils and Greases

752.366. ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES ETC. AND
DESIGN. Royal Petroleum Corporation. S.N 73,268. Pub
4-23-63. Filed 5-8-59.

752.367. POWEROYAL. Royal Oil Company. SN 82,445.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 9-30-59.

752.368. ROY'AL HLl'E. Arkansas Louisiana Gas Company,
assignee of Arkansas Louisiana Chemical Corporation S.N

92,427. Pub. 4-23-63. 1 iled 3-9 60.

752.369. CML 260. Kendall Refining Company SN 136,987.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 1-31-62.

Qass 16—Protective and Decorative Coatings

752.370. PL.4.M. (Jreat Lakes Paint and Varnish Company.
S.N 113,210. Pub. 4-2:V-63 Filed 2-7-61.

752.371. GUARD-SEAL AND DESIGN AlChroma Paint

Company, Inc. S.N 128.326 Pub. 4-23-63 Filed 9-21-61.

752.372. SNORKEL. Rust-Oleum Corporation. S.N 129,402.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed S.R. 10-6-61 : Am. P.R. 9-10-62.

752.373. STEUICIDE. Pioneer Paint and Varnish Company.
SN 136,077. Pub. 4 23-63. Filed 1-18-62.

752.374. PMLMFLEX. MacmilUiu Ring Free Oil Co., Inc.

SN 141,961. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 4-10-€2.
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75_'.:i7.". I, IN OXVN. tJiill StatPN Paint Coiiipuny. SN.
142,1^7 I'lib 4-2.H «.S Fll«-(1 4 13 «2.

7riL*,.17tl. »)K<;AMTEX Ikvo.- & KaynoldM Compauy, Inc.

SN 14»i,7'J.".. I'lil). 4 23 ti.S Filnd «;-13m'.

7r»2,:!77 M.M MmiifKiita MliiiiiK aiul .MitiiufacturlnK Com-
pany SN 147,489. I'ub. 4 2S-*>A. Filed 6-22-62.

752. 37S KKI)\\<>()I> 1'.K.\ITY IVv.ih A Raynolds <-oin

puny. In(. S.N l.j 1 ,3(1,".. rub. 4 23 ti3. Fllfd M lt)-»>2.

Class 17— Tobacco Products

7r>2..!7!t .VLlWIIIxm Hr.iwu it WillliiniHon TMba('<<) ('or

lioririoii S.\ 1,-.1.802 Tub 4 23 ti3. Filfd H 24-62

Qass 18 — Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

7.'.2.3H(t. ••(•!.I.MACTFKON •
Chiirl.".-! E. FroMst & To. SN

121, 2S2. I'lib. 4 23 63. Filed ti-2 !!

7.'.2.3hl SOI.VOLII'IK A. Natttriiiann & Cu- SN 129,221.

I'ub J 23 t;;i. Fllfd l(>-4 <;i.

752.3.SJ I'UOIENSIN Bil>tol .Myers Company, SN 12y,574.

Till). 4 23 t;3. Fil.'d 1()- 10-61.

7r>2,3.S3 OUAI, EASE Miizy, Inc. SN 130,224, Pub.

4-23 ti3 Filed lO- IM til.

7:.2,384. PIAPAHENE SterllnK I'ruK Inc. SN 135,640

I'ub. 4 23 t!3 Filed 1 1 1 62

702.38.') I,ANriST.\rH HeM A: tiee Proprietary Limited,

d b .1 EdmliurKli I.aboratoi i.s (.\u.st i I'ty Ltd. S.N

13ti.l<i3 Pub. 4 23 tl3 Filed 1 1!» f.2

7.'>2,3h6. VUioTIClL. Lever lUotliefN C(.mpauy. SN 138,032.

I'ub 1 2'. '.:; Fil.'d 2-1,'. t;2

7r.2,3s7 L.V.N .\ .Ml.NK Cliarl.- A Cluinii.i.iii. d.b.u Oiani-

ploii Products Company S.N 140,092. Pub. 4 23-63.

Filed 3 11* t;2

7r>2,3h8 <AI,F PAL, Peter Hand Brewery Company. S.N

140.742. Pub. 4 23 i;:{ Filed 3 2t; 62

7,-.2.3,S» AIUNEX. .M A Pbartnaceuticil Corporation. S.N

no.m>(». Pub 4-23 6.3. Filed 3 28 62.

7.'^2,390. HESniN AN1> HESKIN. Desitin CbPiiiuMl Co.
Inc. SN 141,270 Pub. 4 23 ti3 Filed 4 2-62.

7.'.-..i!M t'ENTEKKX Warner Lambert Pbarmaeeiitieal

C..iii|iaiiy SN 112.nul Pub 4 23 6,3 Filed 4 H* 62

7.">2,.'.!"2 F;glll'.()LE. Syracuse Pharmacal Co, Inc. SN
142,467 Pub 4 2,3 6,3 Filed 4-17 62

7r)2,.3'J3 I>y.NA.VIIC Dynamic Nutritional ProductB, d.b.a

Dynamic PnMluet.s SN 143,355, Pub. 4 23 -63 Filed

4 30-62.

752,31»4. IIEALl'll MATES Dru« Dev.lopment Corpora
tiun S.N 143.813 Pub. 4 23 6.3. Filed 5 4-^12.

752, 3y5. ClTKOtiEN. Mar lay, Inc., d.b a. Mar-Tay Sales,

Inc. SN 145.197. Pub. 4-1^3 63. Filed 5-22-62.

7.'.2.396 CAPTAGON Chemlewerk HomburK SN 145,444

Pub. 4 23 63. File.l 5-2.'.--62.

752,397 INTERSEIT. Johnson k Johnson SN 146,824.

Pub 4 23 ti;! Filed 6-13-62

7,-.2.39M .\DKlNASOL. (" H Moelirlnk:er Sobn S.N 147,691.

Pub. 4 23-63. Filed l-26-t)2.

752.399 NOPGHOSDL Nopco Cliemical Comimny SN
148,065 Pub. 4 23 63 Filed (29-62.

752.400 VAC PAK. Dr. Salsburys Laboratories. SN
150.931 Pub 4 23 63. Filed 8 1(K62.

752.401. CEOTWO. Heulllili. Inc SN 151,121. Pub.

4-23 63. Filed 8 14 62

752.402. KADKU'LEX SPA Si.cieta Prodottl Antlblotlci

5 p A. S.N 151,061 Pub J 23 63 Filed 9 27 62.

752,103 IIEXTKIL. Warner Lambert Pharmaceutical Com
paliy SN 154(»74 Pub 4 2.3 ••,3 Filed 9 27 62.

7."i2.401. MYAVW.N. Wiiriier Ljimbert Pharmaceutical Com-
pany SN 154,075. Pub. 4 23 63. Filed &-27-C2.

752,405 ONCOVIN. EH Lilly and Compar.j SN 154,127.
Pub 4 23-63 Filed 9-28-62,

Class 19- Vehicles

752.406. A.MI 6. Soclete Anonyme Andre Citroen. SN
123,503 Pub. 4 23 63. Filed 7-6-61.

752.407. KOADRINNER. Midwest Model Supply Company,
d b.a K. k S Enfflneering Company, SN 132,177, Pub.
4-23-63. Filed 11-16-61.

752.408 AVANTI. Studebaker Corporation. SN 155,206.
Pub 4-23-63. Filed 10-15-62.

752.409 GECMJRAPHIC. Harry and David. SN 155.312.
Pub 4 23 63. Filed 10-17-62.

752,410. IRVIN AND PARACHUTE DESIGN IN CIRCLE.
Irving: Air Cliute Company, Inc. SN 155,315. Pub.
4 23-63. Filed 10-17-62.

752,411 FLEXMASTER. Custom Bill Body, Inc.

155,380. Pub 4-23-63. Filed 10-18-62.

752. U2 POLYSTEEL Sanford Day Corporation.
15,-1,746. Pub 4 23-63. Filed 10-23-62,

7.'>2,413 BRCNSWICK. Brunswick Corporation.
l.->i;.461 Pub 4-23-63 Filed 11-2-62.

SN

SN

SN

Qass 21 - Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

752, U4 DELTA T AND DESKJN. Wakefield EnRineering,
Ini-. SN 121,523 Pub 4 23 63 Filed 6-6-61.

752.415 ANATRdL The De Havllland Aircraft Compauy
I.,iinlted SN 127.325 Pub 4-23-63. Filed ^6-61.

7.-j2,4Di. 0)NVEKTRON. Electn.nic Energy Conversion
Corp. SN 128.891 Pub 9-25-62. Filed 9-29-61.

752.417 3M Minnesota MininK and Manufacturing Coni-
pany SN 147,490. Pub 4-23-63. Filed 6-22-62.

752.418 I'V DESIGN, I'ltra-Vlolet Products, Inc. SN
153.341. I'ub 4-23-«13. Filed ^17-62.

7:>2,419, BAYLOR. Zaie Jewelry Company. Inc. SN
153,361. Pub. 4 23-63. Filed 9-17-62.

7.'.2.420 STOCKMASTER. Cltronic Systema Corp. SN
153,607. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 9-20-62

7.-.2.4J1. SMITHFIELD. Fieldcrest Mills, Inc. SN 155,792.
Pub 4-23 63 Filed 10-24 62.

7.-.2,422. WHISPER LIGHT. Fieldcrest Mills, Inc. SN
15.-., 794 Pub 4 23 63. Filed 10-24-62.

752.423. CORSAIR, Fieldcrest Mills, Inc HN 186,796.
Pub. 1 23 •'.3 Filed 1(V 24-62.

752.424. TANTAC<»N. Erie Resistor Corporation. SN
i:.6.483. Pub 4 23 63 Filed 11-2-62.

752.425. REPRESENTATION OF A MALE FIGURE IN
CIRCLE DESIGN. The Crescent Company, Inc. SN
157,075. Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 11-13-62.

752.426. DIM (VOLT Sigma Instruments, Inc. 8N 167,413.
Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 11-16 62.

752.427. PIC N PAC The Lockwood Manufacturing Com-
pauy. SN 157,630 Pub, 4-23-63. Filed 11-20-62.

752.428. POWERGLOW. General Electric Company. SN
157,691. Pub. 4-23-63 Filed 11-21-62.

752.429. CORUTRON. The Vlcti.reen Instrument Company.
SN 157,743. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 11-21-62.

752.430. BUBMLTROL. Automatic Control Company. SN
157,759. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 11-23-62.

752.431. TANKTROL. Automatic Control Company. SN
157,760 Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 11-23-62

752.432 TELETROL Automatic Control Company. SN
157,763. Pub. 4-23-63 Filed 11-23-62.

752,433. TCRHO ACTI((N. Champion Spark Plug Company.
SN 157,974 Pub 4-23-63. Filed 11-27-62.

750,434 PEK LABS AND DESIGN. Pek Labs. Inc. SN
159,273. Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 12-17-62.
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Qass 22 — Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods Qass 23 — Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

752.435. LITTLE BIG BROTHER KIT. Irwin Rerger and *™ "artS I hereOl
Rob.Tta .M. Berber. SN 95,046. Pub. 4-23-63 failed

4-14-60. 752,467. FILL VISION AND DESIGN. Full Vision, Inc

752.436. LITTLE BIG SISTER KIT. Irwin Berger and SN 110,8,36 Pub. 4 23 63 Filed 12 27-60

Roberta M. Berger. SN 95,047. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 752,468. W.nERBlKV Textron Inc SN 123,14s Pub.

4_14_flO. 4-23-63. Filed 6 29 61

752.437 TALKING MOVIE WHEELS AND DESKJN 752,469 TORWEGGE. Franz Torwep>:<'. SN 126,623
Movie Wheels. Inc. SN 110,875. Pub. 4-2.3-63. Fib-d Pub. 4 23 63. Filed 8 24 61

12 27-60. 752,470, ROLLRAMP. Philadelphia Gear Corporation

752.438. PARAPACK Parallel Pn.ducts Comjiany. SN SN 134,838. Pub. 4 23 63 Filed 12 2S til.

131,985. Pub. 4 2.3-63. Filed 11-14-61. 752,471. FILOMATIC. Automatic PackauinK Equii.ment

752.439. MASCUCCA. Hut:lie> Blattner Game Co., Inc. SN Inc. S.N 135.252. Pub 4 23 63. Filed 1-5 62.

135,507. Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 1-10-62. 752,472 LOW BOY. Dacor Corporatic.n SN 136,206.

752,440 BITEOLITE Bite () Lite. SN 137,318. Pub. Pub. 4-23 63 Filed 1-22-62

4 23 t!3 Filed 2-ti 1:2 752,473. SIPERMET. Buehler Ltd. SN 138,767. Pub.

752.441. PITTIE PAT. American Doll & Toy Corp(. ration. 4-23 63. Filed 2 28-62.

SN 14(».899. Pub. 4-23 6.!. Filed 3-28-62. 752.474. AQIA JET AND DESIGN, Farrow Maiiufactur

752.442. BAHIE BABBLES. American Doll 4 Toy Corpora '"P. Incorporated. SN 139, (HJO. Pub, 4 23 63, Filed

tion. SN 140,9(»(i Pub. 4 23 63. Fib d 3-28-62. 3-5-62.

752,443 TAM.MY. Ideal Toy Cor|.ora tl,.n. a^-simiee ..f Tlie 752.475 GRoTKSQTi: REPHESENTATP 'N OF A Br(Y.

Roval Doll .Mfg. Co. Inc. SN 143,273. I'ub. 4-23-63. Golay A: Co., Inc , d.b.a. Chore Boy Manufacturing Coin-

Filed 4-27-62. P"">" ^'^' 140,808. Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 3-26-62.

752,414. BATTE.NKILL. ("has F Orv.ls Compauv. Inc SN 752,476. REGENCY. Allte.l Sewing Machine Distributors,

14:<.563 Pub. 4 23 r,.? Filed 5 1 C.ii " Inc. SN 142.671 Pub. 4 2.3-63. Filed 4 20-«J2.

752,415 SHIFTY GEAR. Siliaisr Manulacturinj: Company, 752.477. CHASSIS TRAK INC AND DESIGN. Chassl>

Inc. SN 144.278. pub 4-23 63 Filed 5 10 t;2 Trak CoriK)rutl(>n. SN 142,925. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed

752.416. LITTLE MISS ECHO. American Doll & Toy Cor
4-24-(.2.

poratL.n SN 145,504. Pub 4 23 63. Fil.'d 5 28 62. 752,478. VIM. J Wlss & S(.ns Co SN 142,984. Pub
4 23 t;3 Filed 4-24-62

752,447, CHA CHA CHECKERS. Hessenfeld Br(..v, Inc.

SN 145 547 Pub 4-23 63 Filed 5-''8 6'' 752,479, DI.V S.AW. HaiiiC(. Ma<'hlne & Electronics Corp.

752;448.""cENTRE COCr'.-; The oJlietJ Tire i. Rubber ^^ 143.528 Pub 4 23 63 Filed 5 1 62

Companv. SN 145, 93t; Pub 4-23-63 Filed 6-1-62. 7.)2,4SO. MAXIFmRCE International Equi[.meiit (',. SN

7.52,449 JETAIK The General Tire & RubU-r Company.
''^''^'- ^'-^^^-^^-^ Filed 5-24^2.

SN 145 'i37 Pub 4 23 63 Filed 6 1 ti2 752,481. IIELIXTR.\CTOR. International F:qulpn)eut Co.

-." -. ,!... ....,." ., . ., ^ ,
' ..V ,.-„..., S-"^' H«"),368 Pub. 4 23-63. Filed 5 24-62.

752,450 FIN ALYSIS Alabe Crafts, Inc. SN 14. .,993.

Pub 4 23 63 Filed 6 4 62 752,482 MIRACLE. Flschbach Trucking Co., d.b a Clr-

.
"'

.
' „...'.,.. . .

''•' !'• Sales. SN 145,!»33. Pub. 4 23-63. Filed 6 1-62.
752.451. STRl I T A FOAM. Nesbit Industries, Incorporated.

SN 146,091. I'ub 4-23 63. Filed 6 4 62 752.48.3. BOYi-: AND DESIGN. The Boye Needle Com-
pany. SN 154,801. Pub. 4-23-63 Filed 10-9 62.

752.452. INI BOND. Wilson Sporting Goods Co. SN
146,240 Pub. 4-23 63 Filed 6-5-62. 752,484. 333. SwinKline Inc SN 154,866. Pub. 4-23-63.

Filed 10-9-62.
7.52,45.3 COORDINATION. Brumb.rger Co., Inc. SN 753,485 VIBRA-COOL Link Belt Companv SN 1,54,979

146.785. Pub. 4-23 6.3. Filed 6 13-62.
Pub. 4 23 6.3. Filed 10 11 62

752,454 DESIGN OF A LADY BOWLER. Brunvwi(k Cor- 752,486. MISTER TWISTER AND DESKiN. Melard Manu-
poration. SN 146. H77. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6 14 62. facturing Corporation. SN 155,169. Pub. 4-23-63, Filed

la 15 62,

752.487. KWIK GRIP. Crestline Products, Inc. SN 155,586.

Pub, 4 23 ».,< Filed 10-22-62.

752.488. BITTON ROBOT. A. J. Mitchell Co. SN 155,822.

Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 10-24-62.

752.455. ROUTE 66 Peter S. Pagratls. SN 147,018. Pub.

4-23 63. Filed 6-15 62.

752.456. SPIN-TRIGGER. Gudebrod Bros. Silk C.i
,

Inc.

SN 147,109. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6-18-62.

752.457. HIT THE SPOT. American Toy & Furniture Co. ^^^—^^^—^—^—^-^-^—^^^^—^-^-m^.-^—^—
Inc. SN 147,176. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6-19-62.

752.458 HOBBYLANDUSA American Toy & Furniture (I355 26— McBSU rinO and SclentlflC
Co , Inc. SN 147,179. Pub. 4 23-63. Filed 6-19-62. '

752.459 RACE-TIME. Louis Marx & Co, Inc, SN 147,295. AppliaHCeS
Pub, 4 23-63. Filed 6-20-62.

752,460. WATERLOO. The Avalon Hill Company SN 752.4S9 L.\B TEK Lab Tek Plastics To. SN 84,435.

147,537, Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 6-25 62 Pub. 5 16 <'il. Filed 11 2 59.

^„., .^ . . r,, „.... ,, , cv ,.u^oj 752.490. SOM BKHTHIOT. Soclete d'oi.tique et d.. Me<a-
7.52,461. CLE.XTREAD. John T. Riddell, Inc SN 148,424.

,.,^,.. ,„. ..aute Precision SN93,.371 Pub llu.il.
Pub. 4-2.3-63. Filed 7-5 62. Filed 3 21 60

752.462. POWERHOUSE. Louis Marx & Co. Inc. SN 7,-,o 4;,^ SONILINE Computer Control Company, Inc.

148,635, Pub. 4-23 (13. Filed 7 9 (>2 SN 123,728. Pub 1 16-62. Filed 7-11 61

752.463. PERMAVIE. Perma Seal l'la>tic Corporation. 752,492. OMNISCOI'L. Birns & Sawyer Cine Kqulpiiient

SN 148,751. Pub. 4 23-63. Filed 7 10-62. <'» SN 124,506. Pub. 4 23 63 Fileii 7 24 61,

752.464. DOLLEZE. Doll E/e Products Co, Inc SN "•"'2.493 (ilXBK DKSKJN AND ORBITS A.rn (Je,, Astro

148 879 Pub 4-23-63 Filed 7-12 -62.
Corjx. ration, by change «f name from .V.G.A. Corporati<.n.

d b.a. Aero Geo .\stro Corporaf boi SN 125.7i>4 Pub
752.465. SILLY' STICKERS. Topps Cbewlnp Giiin. Incc.r 4 .j^ tl.i. FjU.i s id r.i.

porated SN 14s,925. Pub. 4 23-63 Filed 7 12 62 -^.....4 i.tw.ii-ri- *
1 i.- . ,. i' (52.494 PRO LI I L .Mines Kngineeriiig ( o

. Inc a^si^tiee

752.466. PLASTI CARVE. Original Bradford Soap Works, of American Ga-e & Machine Company SN 134, o7h. Pub

Inc. SN 154,051. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 9-27-62. 1-15-63. Filed 12 15 61.
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752,495. NT HAD. InttTiiatlonal TcU'phone und Telegraph
('(.rpoiiiti.jii SN i;Mt,li)l. Tuh. 4 23(53. Filed 3-5-62.

75_'.4!H1. M ALAK.M Irit.riuitioiial Telephone and Tele-

K'raph Ci.rpnratioii SN 13',*, KC ruli. 4 23 t'.3. Filed

3 ,5 ti'J

752,4!»T (;l,SCu. A. A H.ini-li, il ti .i (ifopliyslcal Instrii

nient & .Sill, ply < '" ^N 1 ».''.,t>l L". I'lil). » 2.3 •',;!. Filed

4 25 ti2

752,4S(S IMSl'Ff (i leiid.i le ( ipt ical Co , I iic SN 147,4f.t;

I'lili 4 2.3 n,'.. Filed C, -22 t'.2.

752.4".i',t sri'KK I..\H Houston Fearle-- Corporation. S.N

152. '.•!»»;, I'lili. 4 2.'. t;3 Filed 'J 12 ';2

752. 5un FC" iN (•-(iK.\FH Charles He>e!er Company S.N

in.'i.iHW) Full. 4 2.'. ti.'.. I'lleil !t 1.', I'i'J

752, 5(M. I.FIF A LINF l>.-e Hunter, d li a Hunter Fn^-i

neerlnj; Cnnip.any S.N 153,(tS(i. ]'\i\, 4 23 t')3 Filed

'.» 13 r,2

752.5111: l',\U.\TIC. .Xu'fa Ak

t

iein:.-...llscti.ift
.

SN 153,44,3

. Fill, 4 23 i;:; Fiie<i i» ii« »;•_•

752,5(1,3 Fl K( iFTI.MA. A^fa Aktieiip.>..|lsetiafl SN
153,444 I'wti. 4 2;; ti.'. Filed H !!• CJ

752,5ii4 K.\1R. F,i-tiiian Kodak Coinpany. S.N 15.t,55H.

J'iiIp 4 23 <i;; File.l it 2(i t;2.

752,5o,'i .\lir Ka>finan Kodak Company S.N 153,55!t

Fiih. 1 23 »;;: Filed ',» 21) ti2

7525(m! CA.MFF.\Sn Sears, Koehiick and Co S.N 153,t;h7

i'ut> 4 2.3 •;;'. Fiird <t J] t;j

752,5(17 A lU-CCK .\If KA NGFMFN T (»F CONIKiFOFS
I>.\KK AN|i FKHir AKF.VS. F.\IA. Ine SN 154,224.

Ful) 4 2;; »13. Filed 10 1 (12

752.50H .MM/n SFIF Irving I' Filderman SN 154.231

Fill). 4 23 ti.i. Filed in 1 »)2

Class 27 — Horological Instraments

752.5(i'.». LF I>FC (iKNFVF ANlt KFSKIN. Jean FiJUnil.

SN 127,333. Full. 4 23 f..! Filed 4 27 t)2.

752,51(1. ISLK Torijue Controls, Ine S.N 145,22.3 Ful)

4 23 t),3. Filed 5 22 (12.

752,511. INVICTA In\i(t,i Ftd. SN 153, (M)l Fiih.

4 2.3 f,:; Fil.il !• 12 (12

Qass 28 — Jewelry and Precious-Metal Ware

752512 .M Z.Mli AND KFSKiN .Morris Zaldhand SN
].'ii,73s Full, t 2:'. »;.". I'ilid s; 7 <i2

752.51.', M OVFK .F Micliele .Jewelry Co SN 153,(110.

Fill). 4 2.'. (13. I'iled ;t 12 (12

752.514 I'lK >1'( KiF.M FIioIol'iuii Co S.N 15;!,()l'.t Full

4-23 (13. Filed U 12 ti2.

752,515. Ik ANI> DFSICN AmeriiMii 'Ir/idint' Co., Ine

SN 153,(15(1 Full. 4 23 (13 Filed!! 13 i;2

752,51(1 ACCO IlFSIC.N .\ \,tom,i t Ic Clia I n Co SN15,3,14S

Full 4 23 (1.3. Filed 9 14 tl2

752.517. .NOTO Joseph C. Nolo, d li ;i .Noto ,Iewelry Com
pany SN 15.3,201 Fiih 4 2.3 (13 Filed 9 14 (12.

75J.51S KF .\N1> I)FS1<;N. Cl:i--ir J.w.lr> .\lf«r- SN

15,3,(123, Full 4 2.1 (i:: I'iU'il 9 21 (12,

752519 I' S. Feiiedo & Swiher S.N 153,ti77 I'lih

4 23 (13 I'llod 9 21 H2

Class 30 — Crockery, Earthenware, and

Porcelain

75j..",lil SiiCIFIV Cooperative Wholesale Society, Lim-
ited SN 153.S(lti. Full 4 23 «3. Filed 9-25 (12.

752,522 lU/OCK ANI» bKSKJN. Block China Conipauy.
SN H11.4tl7 Full 4 23 (13. Filed 1-2H-U3.

Gass 32 — Furniture and Upholstery

752 52.3 ClIIFFoKM Glsholt Machine Company SN
124.357. Fuh 4 23 «3. Filed 7 20 61

752.524 FFS CAHK KFICHHNS Ix)u1k Lestortl, d.b.a.

I>ewls Mlllwork SN 127,123. Pub 4-23-63. Filed
9 1 61

752.525 DI NBAR COMFATIBFES. Dnnbar Furniture
Corporation of Indiana. SN 150, 53H. Fub. 4-23-63.

Filed 8 ti ti2.

752.526 STFI>Y STAND Frotecto Manufacturing Co.

SN 151,(»7(1 Fuh 4 23 63 Filed 8-13 62,

752.527 l'KKMAF«»FI> Charles K, Lark, Jr. d ha. Lark
Industries. SN 153, (KM. I'ub 4-23-63. Filed 9 12-62.

Class 33 — Glassware

Class 29 — Brooms, Brushes, and Dusters

752.520 I'l liKo. I.yla II Sntlla, d.li a Jal Clieinic;i K and

Fi liro SpoiiL-e Co. SN 154,0(15, Fuh. 4 23. ti3. I'll' il

9 27 62.

752.52.S BI/<»CK .\NI» DKSIGN Block China Company
SN l(Il,4(iH. Full 4 23 63. Filed 1 -28-63.

Qass 34 — Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

752.529. gl AHTZ KING. Colortran InduKtries. S.N 154,562.

Fuh 4 23 (13 Filed lO- 5 62.

Qass 35 — Belting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

752,530 FLF<IH(» SI'AK Inlted States Ceramic Tile Com-
pany SN 12ti.702, I'ub. 4-23 63. Filed H-25 61.

752,531. AI»M1KALM'KK.MIFM-K1DF. Market Tire Com-
pany of Maryland. Inc SN 149.155. Pub. 9-25 62 Filed

7 17 t)2

75ii,5;!2 ,MILFTKAC Atlas Supply Company. SN 155,041.

Fuh. 4 23 (1.3. Filed 10 12 62.

752.5.3.3 SFHFTKAC Atlas Supply Company SN 155,042.

Fill). 4 2.1 63 Filed 10 12 62

752,534. ACMK. The General Tire & Rubber Company SN
155.066 Fuh 4 23 fi3. Filed 10 12 62.

752.535 KVFKFLFX. The B F. (ioodrlch Company. SN
155,310. Fuh 4 23 (13 Filed 10 17-62

Qass 37 — Paper and Stationery

752,536 SKCl KA Paul Kocli G.m.b.H. Pnplerverarbel

tunu^w.'rk iiiid V.rlaj: SN 112,051. Pub 4 23 63 Filed

1 l.s 61

752,5,17 FOH15I SoX (F.VNCIFFLl. Aristocrat leather

Product-, Ine SN 114,910. I'ub. 4 23-63, Filed 3-0 61.

75u'.5.{s i^l IK K.\I{I» .\NI) DKSKJN. Norman L Cotton,

d.li a Addre-.MiiK .Madiine Co. of California. SN 131,812

Full. 4 2.1 tl.l. Fil-.l II 13 61.

752.5.39. CtiSIl, A.ND DFSKJN A.B. BonnierMretagen.

SN 146,071. I'ub. 4 23-63. Filed 6 11-62.
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752.540. ARC ETC. AND DESIGN. Geraldlne Tuscany
(Mrs.), d.b.a. School Form A Supply Company. SN
148,108. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6-29-62.

752.541. KLEENEX. Kimberly-Clark Corporation. SN
101,337. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 8-16 62.

Qass 38— Prints and Publications

752.542. PULSE BEAT. The Pulse, Ine SN 70,165 Pnh
4-2.3-63. Filed 3-24-59.

752.543. PIT AND QUARRY HANDBOOK AND PURCHAS
ING GUIDE A.ND DESIGN. Pit and Quarry Publications,

Inc. SN 105,373. Pub. 4-2.3-63. Filed 9 28-60.

752.544. IMC AND DESIGN. International Minerals &

Chemical Corporation. SN 106.599. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed

10-18-60.

752.545. MW WITHIN AN OVAL. Hayden Publishing

Company, Inc. SN 117,495. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 4-10-61.

752,546 COLOR KEYIFIC AND DESIGN. Robert Carey

Dorr. SN 119,491. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 5-8-61.

732.547. COLORITE. Williams & Meyer Co. SN 129,440.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 10-6-61.

752.548. READI.NG HORIZONS. Western Mlchlpan Uni-

versity. SN 133,350. Pub. 4-23-63 Filed 11-24-61.

752.549. AUTOMATION AND DESIGN. The Penton Puh-

llshlDK Company. SN 135,529. Pub. 4-23-ti3. Filed

1-10-62.

752,550 WORD WESTERN OFFICE REPRODUCTION
DIGEST. RusHell F. Brown. SN 136,730. Pub. 4-23-63.

Filed 1-29-62.

752,551. SPACE TECH.NOLOGY INTERNATIONAL.
McGraw-Hill PubllKhlng Company, Inc. SN 138,409. Pub.

4-23-63. Filed 2-21-62.

752,552 FRAME- A. CARD. American Greetings Corpora-

tion. SN 145,650. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 5-29-62.

752.553. "THE BUC BOOK' AND DESIGN Boats Unlim-

ited Corp. SN 148,293. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 7 3-62.

752.554. PARCELMAN. United I'arcel Service of America,

Ine SN 148.340. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 7-3-62.

752.555. ELECTRONIC SYMBOL DESIGN. Chilton Com-

pany. SN 148,478. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 7-6 62.

752,556 SAMS STRIP. The Hearst Corporation. S.N

148,731. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 7-10-62.

752.557. MODERN MATERIALS HANDLING. Cahners

Publlsliing Company, Inc. SN 148,950 I'ub. 4 23-63.

Filed 7-13-62.

752.558. PROFIT MEMO. Food Enterprises. Inc. SN

150,937. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 8-10-62,

752,567. SUSAN KEITH. Imperial Shirt Corp. SN 150,064

Pub. 4-23 63. FiU'd 7-30-62.

Class 40 — Fancy Goods, Furnishings, and

Notions

752.56H. I.^)VELAND MAGICA Lander Co Inc. dha
Loveland. SN 148,816. Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 7-11-62.

752.569. AjMFRlC.VNA David and David, Inc. SN 15(»,927

Pub, 4-23 63, Filed 8 lo 62

752.570. ENCHANT-TKESS. David and David, Inc. SN
150,928. Pnh 4 23-63. Filed 8-10-62.

752.571. PRINCESS. David and David. Inc. SN 150,929.

Pub. 4-23-63 FlhMl 8 10-62.

752.572. TEMPT-TRESS. David and David. Inc. S.N

150,930. Pub. 4-2.3-63. Filed 8-10-62.

Qiss 43 — Thread and Yarn

7.52,573. VERVE. Massachusetts Mohair Plush Company,
Inc. SN 117,642 Pub. 4-2.3-63. Filed 4-11(11.

752.574. CROATAN ETC, AND DESIGN. Henderson Cot

ton Mills, dha. Croatan Spinning Mills. SN 146,900.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6-14 62.

752.575. C.\LGLO. Standard-Coosa-Thatcher Company.
SN 152,842. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 9-10-62.

Qass 44 — Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

752.576, SUROI-GATOR. Andermac, Inc. SN 153,719

Pub. 4 23 63. Filed 9 24 62.

Qass 45 — Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters
/

752.577. CANTHELL & COCHRANE. Cantrell & Cochrane

Ltd., Inc. SN 148,472. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 7-6-62.

. Qass 46 — Foods and Ingredients of Foods

Qass 39- Qothing

752.559 CONTINENTAL CASUALS. The Belgrade Shoe

Company. SN 55,445 Pub 4-23 63 Filed 7 17-58.

752.560. 80 SPUN. J MS Corp., by asslgnm.nt and change

of name from House of Worsted-Tex. Inc. SN 102,768.

Pub 4 23 63. Filed 8-16 60.

752.561, FASHlo.N M-VTES. Sears. Roebuck and Co. SN
120,257 Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 5 17-61.

752,562 THE STAGLINE roUNG CAVALIER FORMAL
FASHION BY A1"TER SIX. S. Rudofkers Sous, Inc.

SN 121,94*1 Pub. 4 23 63. Filed 6 13 61.

752.563. YOUN(i CAVALIER FORMAL FASHION. S. Ru-

dofkers Sons, Inc. SN 121,945. I'uh 4 23 (13. Filed

6-13-61.

752.564. YOU.NG CAVALIER FORMAL FASIIlo.N BY
AFTER SIX S Rudofker'M Sons, Inc. SN 122,566. Pub.

4 23-63. Filed 6 21-61.

752.565 KENNINGTON LTD AND DESIGN Kennlngton,

Ltd, Inc., assigne«' of Kennlngton, Ltd. SN 131,690. Puli.

8-14-62, Filed 11-9 61

752.566 JANE BUTLER Bel Aire Knitters Inc. SN

145,915. Pub. 4-23 03. Filed 0-1-62.

752.578. SIFTO. Sifto Salt (I960) Limited. SN 103,207.

Pub. 4 23-63. Filed 8-22-60.

752.579. REINA. J. Mario Taniayo and Brothers, d h.a

Tamayo Hnos. SN 114,553. Pub. 4-23-63 Filed 2-27-61.

752.580. RETINA'S BEST. Straser Candy Comiiany. Ine .

assignee of H. Alex Rosenfelder, dha Betina Confection-

ery Company. SN 117.538. Pub 4 -23 63. Filed 4 10-61.

752.581. REPRESENTATION oF A MlCRttSCOl'F ABdVE
A COLORED RECTANGLE. Cliippers, Inc. SN 117,846

Pub 4-23-63. Filed 4-14-61,

702.582. LAKE ENTIAT AND DKSKiN. Harris oreliard

Company, Inc., assignee of Lake Entiat Growers SN
117.973. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 4-17-61.

752, 5S3. AGED-CREA.M Loomis. Ltd SN 11^,456 I'uh

4-23-63. Filed 4 24 61.

752,584 PATRICIA MURPHY'S, Patricia Murphy <aiidl.

light Gift Shoii. Inc. SN 119,709. I'lih 4 2:; (13. Filed

5 10-61

752.585. LA TIAKA AND DESIGN V,iriet.\ Food I'rod

nets Company, dha. Variety Food Products. S.N 123.382.

Pill) 4 23 t)3. Filed 7-3 (11.

752.586. DESIGN OF A CROWNED CAT oN A PILLOW
Kitty Queen I'et Foods, Inc. SN 129.620 Pub 4-23-63.

Filed 10-10-61.
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752,587. MA PERKINS The Procter k Gamble Company.
SN 133.31.") Tub. 4 23-«3. Filed 12-4-61

752.r)8H. SniELK DESIGN Willow Brook ronipany. SN
137,r>H8. Pub 4 23 «3. Filed 2 H !2.

752,589. JUAN VALDEZ ETC. AND DESKJN. National

Federation of Coffee GroWfrs of Colombia SN 138,219

Pub. 4 23 «3 Filed Z 19-fi2

752,r.90. FLAVOR BIDS General Foods Con)orHtlon SN
138,298. Tub 4 23-63 Filed 2-2(» 02.

752.591 PAN TEX AND DESIGN. Howard Gault, d.b a.

Howard Gault Company. SN 139,075 Pub. 4-23 03.

Flle<l .i .">-<)2.

752.592 H/G ETC AND DESIGN. Howard Gault, d b a.

Howard Gault Company. SN 139,077. Pub 4-23-63

Filed 3-5-62

752.593 ASCOT ETC. AND DESIGN. Howard Gault, d.b. a.

Howard Gault Company SN 139.078 Pub. 4 23 63.

Filed 3 5 62

752.594. DESIGN OF BUIDDING AND MALE FIGURE
MOUNTED ON TOP Milton J. Wlllner, d.b a. Mister

Taco. SN 140,800. Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 3-26-62.

7.''.2.!')95. LIFREMA I.k>ii Freeman Co SN 141,605. Pub
4-23 63 Filed 4 .^> 62

752.596 ESTRELLA. L.D.G. Corporation of Miami, d.b.

a

LDG. SN 143,744. Pub 4 23-63. Filed 5-3-62

752.597 SHOW Purity Stores, Inc. SN 144,0y(i. Pub.

4-23-63. Filed 5-8^2

7r)2.598. PERSIAN SHERBET White House Cn-amery

. Company SN 144.790. Pub. 4-23 63. Filed 5 DV-62.

752.599. CRACKER CHATTER. National Biscuit Com
pany SN 144.972 Pub 4 23 63 Filed 5 IS 62.

752.600. EL C<»RDERITO AND DESIGN. Rice Growers

AsHOclHtlon of California. SN 146,216 Pub. 4-23-63.

Fil.'d 6 .'> t;-2

752. 601. .lACK LA LANNE'S La Lanne Incorporated. SN
146, .{93. Pub 4 23 63. Filed 6 7 62.

752.602. SI'A National Dairy Products Corporation. SN
146.5(17 Put. 4 23 63. Filed 6- 8 62.

7r)2,603 AZTEC. National Dairy Products Corporation

SN 146..".08 Pub 4 23 63 Filed 6 8 «.

7o2,604. VITAL National Dairy Products Corporation.

SN 146,509. Pub 4 2,( 63 Filed 6 8 62.

752,605 YOIHS BY REyl EST Yours . . By Request,

Inc. SN 14t!,S06. Pub 4 23 6,f Flle.I f, 1.'! 62

752.606. I'AY DAY. Pay Way Feed .MilN. Inc. SN 147.619.

Pub. 4 2:i 6;i Filed 6 25 62.

752,61)7 AKTIV AND DESKJ.N. Crowley's Milk Company.

Inc. SN 14S,29S Pub. 4 23-(13. Filed 7 3-62.

7.')2,tl(),s. MiiK(iANS' DOGW<»OD BUA.ND AND DESKJN.
Morgaii A Sons Poultry Company, Incorporatt-d. SN
14H.n4:! Pub 4 2.3 63 Filed 7 It 62.

752.609 SOU'WESTER. Mondial Company. Inc. SN
l.-.0.4:i5. }'ub 4 T.i-ftA Fil.'d H 3 62

752. 610. TRANSATLANTH'. Mondial Company, Inc. SN
150,437. Pub 4 23 O,') Fil.'d S 3 62

752.611. (;oLDEN THISTLE Anderson, Clayton & Co

SN 154,458. Pub 4 23 63 Filed lu 4 62.

7.'.2,612. Dl rcH COUNTRY. Eastern Food Distributors.

Inc. SN 1.".4.S0'J. Pub 4 23 63. Filed Id 11 62

Class 49 — Distilled Alcoholic Liquors
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Class 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Classified

752.617 NORCAP. F.G.M. & Co. SN 151.130. Pub.
4 23 63. Filed H 14 62

7.-.2.618. EXTRUDKOTE. Polychrome Corporation. SN
131.1.-.4 Pub. 4-2.3-63. Filed 11-1-61.

752.619. WARMOLD Warren Molded PiaBtlcs. Inc. 8N
132.002, I'ub 4 23-6;i. Filed 11 14-81.

752.620 MAGIC SPARKLES GLITTER. Magic Sparkles.
Inc. SN 136.382. Pub. 4-2.3-63. Filed 1-23-62.

752.621. 3M Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany. SN 147.493 Pub 4-23-63. Filed 6-22-62

752.622. PITCH BOARD. Close and Patenaude. SN
148,364. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 7-5-«2.

Qass 51 — Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations

752.623. COSMO-FRUIT. Robert Alan Franklyn. SN
12«.422. I'ub. 4-23 63. Filed 8-21-61.

752.624. AT(»YA. Alden M Green, d b.a. Mt. Hebron Sky
Ranch I.rfiboratorle« SN 142,337. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed
4-16-62.

752.625. LITTLE GAD-ABOUT AND DESIGN. Jay Johns.
SN 147,373. Pub 4 23-63. Filed 6-21-62.

752.626. NAKID. Kenneth Burgher. SN 148.275 Pub
4-23-63. Filed 6 13-82.

752.627. VOTRE AMI Lillian Goldberg, assignee of Votre
Ami Cosmetic Co SN 148.445 Pub. 4-23-63 Filed
7-5-62

752,628 STERISOL Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Com
pany. SN 148,930. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 7-12-82.

Qass 52 — Detergents and Soaps

752.629. NAME BRAND. Malco Products. Inc. SN 106.210.
Pub. 4 23 63 Filed 10 11-6^).

752.630. X SPOT Rcllum Reitearch Corporation, d.b a.

Redlum Research Corp. SN 116,073. Pub 4 2.'l-6;i.

Filed 3 20-61.

7.-)2.tl.'n. MIRACLE OII^GO AND DESIGN. Tri Stat.'

IndustrlcM, Inc., d.b a Trl State Supply Co SN 124,(115
Pub. 4 2:{ 6;{ Filed 7 14 61

752,632. SUD'.V KLEE.N. Lincoln Industrial Chemical
Company. Inc SN 12s,449. Pub. 4-23 63 Filed 9 22 61.

752.633 yUIX IT. Household Research Corporation. SN
12tt.61,S Pub 4 23 6,<. Filed lO 10-61.

7.'.2.t;;{4. SHA.M PRKK.M. Stur Dee Health Products. Inc
SN 13;i,s:{H Pub 4-23-63 Filed 12-11-61.

752.6.S5 WEE (iI:E Macmillan RjnK-Frei- oil Cn Lie
SN i;{6,785. Pub 4-23 63 Filed 1 29-62.

752.636. LCE AND DESIGN Nelson Haney, .1 b.a Mc A
I..ene Company S.N 141,068 Pub. 4 23 63 Filed
3-29 62.

752.637 .MASTER TOUCH AND DESIGN Yaiike.' Ch.-iiil

.al Inc SN 14."..64.'f Pub. 4 23 63. Fll.'.l 5 2s 62

752.6.'iH. IvOVELAND Lander Co. Inc. d b.a Lov.-land
SN 14H,S15 Pub 4 2.'! 63. Filed 7 11 62

752.639 EXI'LOKER. Texize ChemlcalB, Inc. SN 154,3,H5.

Pub 4 23 1)3 Filed lo 2 62

752.6i;{. roRADA. Sazerac Company. Inc SN 9«i.744.

Pub 4 23 63. Filed 5 9 60.

T.'i2.t'.H Ui.NDo.N'S C.\T.\LINA. London \ Compan.\. lin'

S.\ 125.S.'i(» Pull 4 2,'i 63. FlU'ds U 61

752.615. HI BALL AND DESKiN. The Am.rnaM DistilliuK

Compiiny, d h ,i Tlii' .\ ni.'iii an Distilling Co line i. S.N

12i»,56."i Pull 4 2:; 6,!. Fil.'d in in 61

752,616 OLD W.VGON WHEEL Jus Barcl.iy Ac C. Liiii

ited, SN 151,4611 Pub. 4 23 63 Fil.'d 8 20 62.

Service Marks

Qass 100— Miscellaneous

7."i2.64n IMS. Int.-rnational Shopi>ers S.-rvic. S A.R.L
S.< 112. .'{84. Pull 4 2.i 6;< Filed 1 24 61.

T.i2.r,41 CIKCLi: .\ND POINT DESKJN Arthur Jos.-pli

Kiilo. d li u A. .1 Kaio Co. SN 120,420 Pub. 4-23 63.

Filed 5 19 61
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752642 WHERE RESEARCH IS PLANNED WITH
PROGRESS IN MIND Universal Oil Products Company.
SN i;i2.4(»2. Pub 4 23 t!3 Filed 11-20 61.

75i;.64:i WE LIVE T< > KILI.,—BUGS! AND REPRESEN
TATION OF MAN WITH MOUSE. Western Extermin.i

tor Company. SN i:?H.712. Pub. 4-23-63 Filed 3-12 62.

752.644. '400' .\.\D DESIGN. Imperial 400 National, Inc..

assignee of Imperial 400 .Motels. Inc. S.\ 145.187 Pub.

4-23-63. Filed 5-22-62.

752.645. TEENAGERS MARCH AGAINST LEUKE.MIA
Amcriian I>'lianese Syrian Associated Charities, d.b. a.

Alsac. SN 147.780 Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6-27-«i2

Qass 101 — Advertising and Business

752.646 REVOLV-A C»»UNT. John Breuu.r Compaii.x

SN 64.607 Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 12-19-58.

752.647. IBA A.M) DESIGN. The Internatioii.il BoatiuK

Association. Inc. SN 107,197. Pub. 4 23-6:i Filed

10-26 60.

752.648. TW Thomas & White. Inc. SN 128,61s. Pub.

4-23 63 Filed 9-25 61.

752.649. RHYTH.M-CHECK. Monroe Calculatinj: .Muclnne

Company. Inc SN 133.393. Pub. 4-23 63 Filed 12 5 61.

752.6.5(». REl'RESENTATION OF ANIMATED HEAD oR
FACE. Retldy Kilowatt, Inc. SN 135,390. Pub. 4 2-63.

Filed 1-8-62.

752.651 3 STAR. The Three Star Stamp Company. SN

145,004 Pub. 4 23 63. Filed 5-18-62.

752.6.-i2. LITTLE NHSS UNIVERSE. Miss Universe. Inc.

SN 147.215 Pub 4 23-63. Filed 6-19-62.

Class 103 — Construction and Repair

752.6r,U FIGURE DESIGN. National Lubrlcatinj: Greas.-

Institute, Inc. SN 111.907. COLLECTIVE MARK Puli

4 23 {>::. Filed 1-D'.-61.

752.662. (iROTESQI E HUMAN HOLDING A MAGNIFY-
ING (iLASS. G.'tz ExttTUiinators. Inc SN 135,499

Pub 4 23 63. Fil.'d 1 10-62

75266.'^ GB AND DESIGN Giurdanella Bro.s.. Inc. SN
13H,s5'.t Pub. 4 2:i 63. Filed 3-1-62.

Class 105 — Transportation and Storage

752.664 SABRE LINE. Sabre Shipi.ing Corporation, d b.a.

Sabr.- Lin.-. SN 146,545. Pub. 4-23-<53. Filed 5-22-62

Class 106 — Material Treatment

752.665. I'ATHE AND DESIGN. Pathe News. Inc. SN
134.150. Pub. 4 2:^ r,;j. Filed 12-15-<il

752.t>ti6. MAIL.MASTER. Mustereoior of New England.

Inc.. d.b. a. Mailmaster Photolabs. SN 138.517. Pub.

4 23 63. Filed 2 2.{ 62.

Class 107 — Education and Entertainment

752,6tl7 .NATIONAL BABY CARE COUNCIL. National

Baby Cure Council. SN 123.757 Pub. 4-23-H:i. Filed

7-11-61.

Class 102 — Insurance and Rnandal

752.653. CITIZENS U.S.A. UNITED SECURITY ACCOUNT
AND DESIGN. Cltliens Bank & Trust Company. SN

121.704. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 6-9-61.

752.654. LH»SMO AND DESIGN. Cosmopolitan Insurance

Company SN 130.431. Pub. 4-23 63 Fil.-d 10-23-61.

752,655 AMERICAN FINANCE SYSTEM. State Loan and

Finance Manajjement Corporation. SN 133,903. Pub.

4-23-63. Filed 12-12-61

752,656. UNITED FINANCE SYSTEM. State Loan and

Finance Management Corporation. SN 133,904 Pub.

4 23-63. Filed 12-12-61.

752.657 AMERICAN CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE COM
PANY. American Capital Life Insurance Company. SN

134.076. Pub. 4 23 63. Filed 12-15-61.

752.658. ARD .\ND DESIGN American Research and

Development Corporation. SN 137,034. I'ub. 4 23-63

Filed 2-1-62

752.659 EMBLEM AUTO POLICY ETC AND DESIGN.

The Beacon Mutual Indemnity Company. SN 139,268.

Pub. 4-23-63 Filed 3-7-62.

752.660 PLUS AND DESIGN. Philadelphia Life Insur

ance Company. SN 142,964. Pub. 4 23-63. Filed

4-24-62.

Collective Membership Mark

Class 200

752. (^68. A PA ETC. AND DESIGN The Appliance Profes

sion Association of California, Inc. SN 132.889 Pub.

4-23 63. Filed 11 28-61

Certification Marks

Class A — Goods

752 669. DANISH FURNITUREMAKERS' CONTROL AND
DESKJ.N. Dunske Mobelproducnti-rs Fiirenin>: til Kvali

ti'tsmaerkning af Danske Eksportmv^bler SN 145.446

Pub 4 23 6:',, Filed .5-25-62.

Class B— Services

752.670. IDL AND DESIGN McK.'>son \ Robbius. Incnr-

porated. SN 142,117. Pub. 4-23-63 Filed 4-12 62.

SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER.
These registrations are not subject to opposition.

Qass 2 — Receptacles Qass 11 — Inks and Inking Materials

752 671 Kellogg Company, Battle Creek, Mich. SN 131,846. 752,672. Sperry Rand Corporation, New York. N.Y. SN

Filed P.R. 11-13-61; Am SR 4-11-63. 152,453. Filed P.R. 9-4-62; Am. S R. 5-15-63.

SPACE SAVER
For Disposable Packages, Cartons, Containers, and Wrap

pers for Cereal Foodh and Other Goods, Sold in Filled Condi-

tion.

First use Nov. 9, 1961.

REMINGTON
For Inked Ribbons.

First use Nov. 28, 1961.
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Class 16—Protective and Decorative Coatings Qass 38— Prints and Publications

7,'^l,',ti7:{. The SlierwinWlllluiiiN ('onipaiiy, Clfvclund, Uhlo. 752.(178. Suciety of the DIvlue Word, Techuy, 111. SN

SN 144,3-lH. Filed I'.K. 5 14-62; Am. S K. :>-iy-*i:i. \ll/MW. Filed I'R 1-5-61; Am. S.R. 5-8-63.

GLITTER-KOTE
For Varnish

First use May 4. 1962

Gass 23 — Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,
For Cartoon Panels of a Religious Character.

First use Nov. 15. 1960; Sept. 15, 1955. as to "Angelo."

and Parts Thereof
752,ti7». Falrchlld Publications, Inc., New York, N.Y. SN

752,674. Smith Tool Company, Compton, Calif. SN 142,866 12,S.H6«. Filed P K. 9-26-61 ; Am. S.R. 4-19-63.

Filed PR. 4-23-62 ; Am. S.R. 4-24-63.

'niainiy

Ibit

For Well Drilling Bits.

First use Mar 7, 1962 For Section of a Magazine.

First use July 14, 1961.

7.')2.67,"). The Lockwood Manufacturinn Coinpany. Cincinnati,

Ohio. SN 14t>,;i9tl. Filed PR. 6 7-62 ; Am. S.R, 2 12-63.

DEPAN-N-PAK
P'or Klecfrlcally <>|>»Tnted Machines for KemovlnK Rolls.

Huns and the Like From Baking Pans and Packing Them in

Containers for Sale and for the Replacement Parts and

Component Klements In This ()i>eratlon.

First use Jan. 5. l'Jt;2

752, 6H(). Wisconsin F'armer Company, Inc., Racine, Wis. SN
130,60<). Filed PR. 10-24-61 ; Am. S.R. 4-26-63.

THE WISCONSIN FARMER
For Department or Section of a Periodical.

First use lu or about June 1929; in or about 1849 on u

periodical.

Class 27 — Horological Instruments

7r)2.t)76 Jean Fiillml. (ieueva, Switzerland. SN 127,332.

Filed P.K "J 6 61 ; Am S.R. :> 9-63.

iFrcrcs

1888

752,681. Outdoor Vacations, Inc., d.b.a. Outdoors, Inc

,

Columbia, Mo. SN 130,988. Filed P.R. 10-30-61 ; Am.
S.R. 4-29-63.

RESORT BLUE BOOK
For Publication Issued Periodically In the Nature of a

Guide Outlining Vacation and Travel Information and List-

ing Resorts and Their Accommodations, Rates and Other

Information.

First use in July 1960.

owner of Swiss Reg No lfsr.,326, dated Dec 22, 1960.

For Watches.
l'ir>.t use 1H.H8 ; in couiiiierce May '.i. 1961.

752,682. Outdoor Vacations, Inc., d.b.a. Outdoors, Inc.,

Columbia, Mo. SN 130,989 Filed P.R. 10-30-61 ; Am.
S.R. 4-29-63.

THE CAMPING BLUE BOOK
For Publication Issued Periodically in the Nature of a

Dlrect()ry of Camping Facilities, Both Public and Private,

in the United States and Canada, and the Participation

Sports Available at These Sites.

First use December 1960.

Qass 37 — Paper and Stationery 752,683. Bulletin Company, Philadelphia, Pa. SN 137,111.

Filed PR 2-2 62 ; Am. S.R. 4-30-63.

752.677. Sanford Ink Company. Bellwood. Ill SN 125.623

Filed PR. 8 8 61 ; Am S R. 4-29-63.

ALL-PEN ep'peP
For Fountain Pen Ink Cartridges

First use July 5, 1961.

For Special Section of a Sunday Newspaper Magazine.

First use Sept. 17, 1961.
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752,684. M E. Arden Company. Detroit, Mich. SN 150.216.
Q^^^ 46 - Foods mA IngrodiontS of FoodS

^udttudd ^ttdieat^

752,689. James Candy Company, Atlantic City, N.J. SN
101,628. Filed PR. 7-28-60; Am. S.R. 5-1-63.

For Newsletter.

First use Dec. 1, 1961

752,685. National Market Reports, Inc., Chicago, 111. SN
156,430. Filed P.R. 11-1-62; Am. S.R. 4-29-63.

TRUCK BLUE BOOK
OFFICIAL USED TRUCK

VALUA 1 lOJN O The mark consists of the configuration of the package used

„ .

,

» J . . . , T^i^ as a container for the goods. The drawing is lined for blue.

YelrTy

''"*°'*'"''' ^°""''' " Approximately Twice
J^^^^^m to color is made.

"""irst use January 1959.
Flr'st'^^L'fn June 1940.

Qass 39 -Clothing
752,690. Foremost Dairies, Inc., San Francisco, Calif. SN

109,862. Filed P.R. 12-8-60; Am. S.R. 10-1-62.

752,686. Alexander Lipton, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif SN

118,931. Filed P.R. 2-17-61; Am, S.R. 2-2ft-63.

For Ice Cream.
First use Nov. 1, 1960.

752,691. National Starch and Chemical Corporation, New
York, N.Y. SN 117,037. Piled P.R. 4-8-61 ; Am. S.R.

5-17-63.

Alexander Lipton Is the oriflnal creator and designer of

the Alexander Lipton line of casual clothing and his consent

to use and register his name is of record.

For Casual Dresses for Women and Children.

First use Nov. 1, 1954.

Qass 42- Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

762,687. Heal Fabrlct Limited, London, England. SN

158,954. Filed P.R. 9-26-62; Am. S.R. 4-30-68.

BATTER BIND
For Dry Starch for Use in Forming an Aqueous Slurry for

Coating Food Products Prior to Their Being Breaded and

Fried.

Flnt use Jan. 15, 1961.

752,692. Max H. Rles. Chicago, 111. SN 122,564 Filed

P.R. 6-21-61 ; Am. S.R. 2-7-68.

PLUMLET
For Canned Plums,

Flnt use on or about Aug. 3, 1960.

HEAL'S
For Fabrics for Maklnf SUpcovera. Draperies, Upholstered

Furniture and the Like.

First use April 1951 ; in commerce June 1951.

Oass 43 — Thread and Yam

752,688. Emlle Bemat k Sons Company, Jamaica I'laln.

Mass. SN 119,468. Filed PR. 5-8-61
;
Am S R 4-29-6.H.

THE EASY RAGLAN
For Packages of Yarn and Accessories With Directions for

Making Sweaters.

First use June 24, 1959.

752,693. Hanover Canning Company, Hanover, Pa. SN
136,552. Filed 5-3-63.

For Canned Beans With Pork.

First use Nov. 7, 1961.
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'".r. ..".CIpL^pL'; '.s%m'Z' p:,:;1«-"4"'°" Qm* 52-Deter9ents and Soaps

The drawlnis' consists of a gln^hnm design of blue and

white checks The drawlnc 1h lined for red, yellow, and blue.

For Frozen Meats -Nanielj-, Beef Steaks, Ground Beef,

Beef Liver, I'ork Chops, Veal Cutlets.

First use November 1946.

Class 47 -Wines

752.695. Gold Seal Vineyards, Ino ,
Haminondsport, N.V

SN 137,337. Filed PR. 2-6-62 : Am. S.R .'> 22-63

LAKE KEUKA
For Wines.

First use In 1910.

Class 49 — Distilled Alcoholic Liquors

752,696. Mr. Boston Distiller Inc , d.b a. Ksst-x Inip'irf.Ts

and Distillers, Ltd., Boston, Mass. SN 145,107. Filed

PR. S-21-62; Am. S.R r>-10~63.

HANCOCK
For Vodka.
First use May 4, 1962

Qass 51 — Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations

752,697. Elizabeth Arden Sales Corporation, New York, N.Y.

SN 120,367 Filed P.R 5-19-61 ; Am. S.R. 5-10-63.

MEXICAN FIRE
For Nail Polishes, Lipsticks, and Rouges.

First use Apr. 3, 1961

'.•)2,«98. Yardley of London, Inc., Paterson. N.J.

135,547 Filed PR. 1-10-62; Am. S.R 4-22-63.

SN

FULL FINISH
For Foundation Make-Up.

First use Nov. 29, 1961.

752,699. Merle Norman Cownetlcs, Inc., Loi Angeles, Calif

8N 142,546. Filed PR. 4-18-62 ; Am. S.R. 5-7-63.

SHEER DAWN
For Powder Base.

First use Mar. 23, 1962.

752,700. Sanitary Soap Company, Inc.. Paterson, N.J. SN
129,238. Filed PR 10-4-61 ; Am. S R. 5-15-63.

LOTION-KLEEN
For Liquid Hand Soap (or Detergent).

F'lrst use June 1961.

752,701. Janitorial Supplies Corporation, Albany, N.Y. SN
134,325. Filed PR 12-19-61 ; Am. S.R. 5-3-63.

NOWYP
For Cleaning Preparation for Windows ; Car Wash ; and

Liquid Dishwashing Compound.
First use Aug. 29, 1961.

752,702. The Bendlx Corporation, Detroit. Mich.

141,570. Filed PR. 4-5-62; Am. S.R. 4-3a-63.

SN

/
GREASE

c/ene
For .Metal Cleaners and Degreasers.

First use Feb. 15. 1962.

752,703 Wllbert Products Co., Inc., New York, NY SN
155.us Filed P.R. 10-8-62; Am. S.R. 5-2-03.

FRESH
MINT

For Cleanser, Disinfectant and Deodorant Preparation for

Household I'se.

First use Oct 4, 1961.

Service Mark

Qass 100— Miscellaneous

752,7l>4. Thomas Carvel, Yonkers, N.Y. SN 98,267. Filed

PR. 6-2-60 ; Am S R. 3-5-62.

For Serving Foods and Beverages at Road Stands.

First use May 22, 1960.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED
162,324.

165.193.

166,086.

167,201.

167,202.

168,228.

168,244.

168,812.

169,763.

170,395.

170,510.

170.627.

170,642.

170,785.

170,786.

171.200.

171,395.

171,396

171,398.

172.014.

172,286.

173,326.

173,773.

174,403

175,029.

399.431.

400,088.

401,133.

401,275.

401,348.

401,412.

MUSICAL COURIER. CI. 38. 12-12-22. 401,420.

MONO LINE. CI. 12. 3-6-23. 401,580.

NOVADELOX. CI. 6. 3-27-23. 401,694.

OSIRIS AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 4-24-23. 401,734.

MONA LISA AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 4-24-23.

JAgUES. CI 44. 5-15-23. 401,769.

L. HYMAN & SONS AND DESIGN. CI. 37 402,161.

5-15-23. 402,345.

QUALITY INN AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 5-29-23 402.589.

COPLEY. CI 39. 7-3-23 402,627.

PYREX. CI. 33. 7-17-23 402,715.

REGATTA. CI. 16. 7-17-23. 402,774.

SUNNYBROOK. CI. 1. 7-17-23 403,054

CON-O LITE AND DESIGN. CI. 2. 7-17-23. 403.227.

FU)RADALE. CI. 1 7-24-23. 403,228.

FORDHOOK. CI. 1. 7-24-23. 403,229

ANITA. CI. 46. 7-31-23. 403,230.

YARMOR. CI. 16. 8-7-23 403,248.

RISOR. CI. 16. 8-7-23. 403,473.

HERCO. CI. 16. 8-7-23. 403,474.

SERVANT TO THE HOME. CI 21. H-21-23. 403,601.

FRALINGER'S. CI. 46. 8-28-23 403,6;i3.

EMBASSY. CI. 39 9-25-23 403,682.

TUADS AND DESIGN. CI. 6 10-^2-23. 403,698.

MUR-COP. CI. 16. 10-16-23 403,790.

F AND DESIGN. CI 14. 10-30-23. 403,791.

NURSEI*TIC. CI. 6. 1-5-^3. 403.845.
DURODI. CI 23 2-16-43.

^^^ g^g
DESIGN PORTRAIT OF A .MAN. CI. 42. 4-27-43

DESIGN OF A SHIELD. CI. 38. 5 4^3. 403,966.

.MARCO AND DESIGN CI. 44. 5-11-43

FIBREX. CI. 12. 5-18-43. 404,054.

CHEVRON CI 12 5-18-43
ELKONIUM. CI 21. 5-25-43.

DURODI. CI 14 6-1-43

PHILLIPS UNIQUE AND DESIGN. CI. 21.

6-8-43.
"MINUTE-MAN". CI. 26. 6-8-43.

LEWISOL. CI 1. 7-6-43.

GLASSBESTOS. CI. 35. 7-13-43

RIGORTEX. CI. 16. 8-3-43.

E-JECTO. CI. 52. 8-3-43.

GLAMORTEX. CI. 16. 8-10-i3.

HAND WARDEN AND DESIGN. CI. 6. 8-10-43.

CERFEX. CI. 12. 8-31^3.
LASTIDECK. CI. 12. 9-14—43.

NUDECK. CI. 12. 9-14-43.

U-G-L. CI. 12 9-14-43

UGL AND DESIGN. CI. 12. 9-14-43.

MX. CI. 4 9-14-43.

LORD JEFF AND DESIGN. CI. 39. 9-28-43.

WOOLHARA. CI. 39 9-28-43.

COL. COTTON BLOSSOM. CI. 24. 10-5-43.

C & K AND DESIGN. CI. 39. 10-5-43.

COL COTTTON BLOSSOM. CI. 42. 10-12-43.

EVERGREEN AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 10-12-43.

Mo-LYB-DIE. CI. 23. 10-19-43.

F AND DESIGN. CI. 23. 10-19-43.

MORTITE. CI. 12. 10-19-43.

MELH. CI. 1. 10-19-43.

VALERIE JEAN AND DESIGN. CI. 46.

10-26-43.

POLAROID. CI. 26. 11^2-43

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED

415,832.

515,866.

515,867.

686.763.

702,315.

745,472.

115.788.

115,789.

289,788.

348,007.

444.446

624.539.

625,312
625,383.

t)26,748.

629,879.

630,428.

630.903.

631,107.

CI. 46 10-4-49.

AND DESIGN.

CI. 36.

CI. 46.

CI. 39.

Section 7(d)

INDOOR CLIMATE MERCHANDISING.
8-14-45.

GOLDEN GUERNSEY.
GOLDEN GUERNSEY

10-4-49.

CLEAR-AWAY. CI. 18. 10-13 r)9.

CHRISTIAN DIOR ETC. AND DESIGN.
8-2-60.

NO-SKIVE. CI. 35. 2-19-63.

Section 8

TRIPLE DIAMOND. CI. 35 .3-6-17.

DESIGN OF DIAMONDS. CI 35. 3-6-17.

FROZEN MINTS CI. 46. 12-8-31

ECON O-CASE AND DESIGN CI 31. 7-13-37.

DERBY DAY. CI. 39 3-20-51.

MAR ORIGINAL. CI. 39. 4-3-56.

NRD CI. 26. 4-17-56.

AIRFI/)W AND DESIGN. CI 32 4-17-56

FERTILRITE AND DESIGN. CI. 10 .'i 15-.^>«.

ELECTROCRAFT. CI. 21. 7-3-56.

CULTURE CRAFT AND DESIGN CI. 28.

7-10-56

CAMEO. CI. 32. 7-17-56.

LUSTREFORM CI. 4. 7 24-56.

T\t following regittrationt i$sued May it,

645.560. TC AND DESIGN. CI. 1.

645.561. CIRCULAR DESIGN. CI 1

645,571. VULCOT PRINCESS. CI. 2

645.574. DIAL-A-HOOK AND DESIGN. CI 2.

645.579. PHALTLESS. CI. 6.

645.590. ECONOCRETE. CI. 6.

645.592. CHARG-A-CAR CI 6.

645,598 MALLARDS CI. 6

645,601. INSTA GREEN. CI. 6

645,605. TUF-PLATE. CI. 6.

1957

645,611.

645,612.

645,613.

645,616.

645,617.

645,620.

645,634.

64.^), 636.

645,639.

645,643.

645,644.

64.">,647.

64.">.650.

64."), 651.

64.">,654.

645,657.

645.659

645,670.

645,673.

64.",67f,.

64."),678

645.681.

64.-j,682.

645,684

645,686
645,689.

645.692

645,693.

645.694.

645.699.

645.700

645,710.

645,719

645. 7:U).

645,734.

645,741.

645,748.

645,749.

SILVER STREAK AND DESIGN. CI. 9

OR-FER GRO CI. 10.

PIP AND DESIGN. CI 11

CORAL STONE. CI. 12.

VENETIAN STONE. CI. 12.

KEY LOK. CI. 13.

BEEKAR. CI. 15.

BRAVKIN CI. 15

CHEST ETC. AND DESIGN. CI. 16.

NU VITA-F. CI. 18.

HOMEOLYTE. CI. 18.

"SANDY." CI. 18.

BUMPERS RELIEF AND DESIGN. CI. 18.

I'KKPKP. CI. 18.

HE.Mt)STASE CI. 18.

NEWBYCO VITALIZER.
BOGADIN. CI 18.

SEA-VIGOR CI 18

DO-IT. CI. 21.

ELECTRO SENTRY. CI

DESIGN OF BATHING BEAUTY ON WHEELS
HULDING LIGHTNING BOLTS. CI. 21.

SENTRY AND DESIGN. CI. 21.

AIRFIL. CI 21.

KADDIE-O-.MATIC CI. 22.

BOWLITE. CI. 22.

KLOBBER WOBBLER CI 22.

KNOT MASTER CI. 22.

TCA. CI. 22.

SAFE AT FIRST. CI 22.

ATOMIX. CI. 23

STRIPO CI. 23.

MYCO CI 23.

ACADEMY. CI 23.

AERO-MOLD. CI. .S4.

DEKABRIDGE. CI. 26.

WATER QUEEN CI. 31

OH. BOY. CI. 34.

HOME COMFORT. CI 34.

TM 113

CI. 18.

n.
BEAUTY
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«45,753
645,7fi5.

t)45,7r)6.

«45,758.

t>45,7r)9.

645,765.

645,777

645,779.

645.780.

645,787.

645,788.

645,789.
64.'), 796.

645,799.

645,800.

64:), 804.

645,80.").

645,HOti.

64.'), 808.

645,8 14.

645,815.
64.'), 81 7.

645,822.

645,823.

645,825.

645,836.

645,840.

645,842.

SOMETIMES AND DESIGN CI. 36. 645,849.

FREE-IR TONE. CI. 3«. 645,850.

P AND N. CI. 37. 645,854.

DOCEY-DOE. CI. 37 645.855.

PALS AND GALS. CI. 37. 645.859.

CEBAMICOL. CI 37.

MIAMI BEACH SUN. CI. 38 645,860.

PLAY KNIT. CI. 39. 645,863.

DARLINS. CI. 39. 648,864.

ZIP-EASE CI. 39 645,865.

GEORGE CRAFT AND DESIGN. CI. 39. 645.866.

RIBN-AIRE. CI. 39." 645.868.

CEE-N EM. CI. 39. 645,872.

CASHMA NYLE. CI. 39. 645,877.

PLATTER PATCHES. CI. 40. 645,880.

NYLONACE. CI. 42. 645,881.

PEPPERELL COUNTRY COTTONS. CI. 42. 645.883.

RENDALE. CI. 42. 645,889.

AURA. CI. 42. 645,894.

FOREMOST THE GREAT NAME IN DAIRY 645,895.

PRODUCTS. CI. 46. 645,903.

JA BOS. CI. 46.

BOOTH ETC AND DESIGN. CI. 46. ' 645,904.

GRAM) SLAM. CI. 46. 645,910.

CAK-MO-LAS. CI. 46. 645,912.

KEY KLUB CI 46. 645,913.

SUPERTATE. CI. 46. 645,915.

gWIK-TIME AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 645,920.

"HARMONICA" AND DESIGN. CI. 46 645,924.

CI.

ROSE GLOW. CI. 46.

KILLER. CI. 46.

NO-MAD. CI. 50.

HOLLIDAY. CI. 60.

HOUSE OF WINSTON LTD. AND DESIGN.
51.

OCEANUS. CI. 51.

LIQUID UMPRELLA. CI. 51.

ROTEPSEiT. CI. 51.

PARLEZ-VOUS. CI. 51.

"FOUR LOVES HAVE I." CI. 51.

LADY BOYER AND DESIGN. CI. 81.

FINAL FINISH. CI. 51.

JAMELLE FOLSOM AND DESIGN. CI. 51.

DESIGN OF TEN POINT STAR. CI. 52.

HAMILTON. CI. 82.

COLGA-MATIC. CI. 82.

KNOW AS YOU GO ETC. AND DESIGN. CI. 101.

KAYMAR. CI. 106.

CAULAY. CI. 106.

PROMAT MEANS PROTECTIVE MATERIALS.
CI 6

CEDAR WICK AND DESIGN. CI. 6.

TINYLITES. CI. 21,

MAECKER. CI. 21.

MAID FOR YOU. CI. 21.

PRICE'S GUERNSEY MAID. CI. 46.

EVE-THEAT. CI. 51.

LITUOCOLOR. CI. 101.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS AMENDED,
DISCLAIMED, CORRECTED, ETC.

142.117. ROYAL. CI. 23. 5-3-21. Royal Typewriter Com-

pany, Inc. Royal McBee Corporation, Port Chester. N.Y.

Amended to apin-ar

670,105. U)GOTYPE DESIGN. CI. 13. ll-25-,')8. P^luld-

masttT, Inc , Anaheim, Calif. Amended: In the statement,

lolunin 1, line 2 is deleted and iSOO Via Burton in Inserted.

and the drawing 1« amended to appear :

679.641. GOURMET GUIDE. CI. 38. 6-2-5^. The Junior

Chamber of Commerce of Washington, D.C., Washington,

D.C. Corrected : In the statement, column 2, line 2 "asso-

ciation" should be deleted and corporation should be in-

serted.

679,641. GOURMET GUIDE. CI. 38. 6-2-89. The Junior

Chamber of Commerce of Washington, D.C. Downtown
Chapter of the District of Columbia Junior Chamber of

Commerce, Washington, D.C. Amended : In the statement,

column 1, after line 1, . noic by change of name to Down-

tow Chapter of the DUtrict of Columbia Junior Chamber

of Commerce is Inserted.

703,354. WESTERN STATES ANGUS BONANZA. CI. 101.

8 23-60. Pacific Coast Aberdeen- Angus Association, Sac-

ramento, Calif. Corrected : In the statement, column 1,

line 1, after "Coast" Aberdeen- should be Inserted.

723,596. VETTA. CI. 26. 11-7-61. M.A.R.S. Manlfattura

Artlcoll Resine Slntetiche S.r.l., Milan, Italy. Corrected:

In the statement, column 1, line 1, "Mars, S.R.L." should

be deleted and M.A.R.S. Manifattura Articoli Retine 8in-

tetiche S.r.l. should be inserted.

741,556. STALTO. CI. 22. 12-4-62. Allgemeiner Zentral-

vereln zur Forderung Schopferlschen Scbaffens, Saliburg,

Austria. Corrected : In the beading, "Trademark" should

be deleted and Collective Mark {Oood*) should be Inserted.

749,602. SORBOLITE 325-X. CI. 1. 8-21-63. Gus Dettel-

bach. Inc., Atlanta, Oa. Corrected: In the statement,

column 1, line 2, after "1506" Atlanta should be inserted.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS-NEW CERTIFICATES
New Certlflcatea l88ue<i under sections 7(c), 7(f), 7(g) of the Trademark Act of 1946 for the unexpired term

of the original registrHtioiis.

1!»(),231. ELK MASTER TIP AND DESIGN. CI. 22. Oscar

H. Tweeten, d.b.a. Tweeteu Flbn' Co., Not Inc. 10-7-24.

New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to Tweeten Fibre Company, Inc., Chi-

cago, 111.

438,938. MAGI CALL AND DESIGN. CI. 21. E. W.

McGrade Manufacturing Co., Inc. 5-18-48. New Cert.

Sec. 7(c) to Perinl Electronic Corporation, San Mateo.

Calif.

523,774. INGERSOLL'S. CI. 46. Ingersoll Products Cor-

poration. 4-11-50. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to William Un-

derwood Company, Watertown, Mass.

535,169. ARRO AND DESIGN. Cl. 13 Arro Expansion

Bolt Company. 12 26-50. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to The

Arro Expansion Bolt Company. Marion, Ohio.

730,798. PACE. Cl. 34. Pace Co. 5-1-62. New Cert. Sec.

7(c) to Brod k McClung-Pace Co., Portland, Oreg.

733.323. ANUGESIC. Cl. 18. Phllco Pharmaceutical Com-

pany. 6-26-62. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to Warner-Lambert

Pharmaceutical Company, Morris Plains, N.J.

INDEX OF REGISTRANTS
JULY 9, 1963

( R«gi.stered ; Renewed ; Canceled : Aniciid.-d, l)i>( l.iiincd. r.iiiv. tc.l . ic. ; N.-u t •,.ii,iic.itfs
. 12c Publhatinns.)

A.G.A. Corp. : .S'< «
-

Aero Geo Astro Cori).

.\\:ilnli Hill Co.. 'I'lj.', r.:illilii('n

«;i.

M.l i:^.4i;ii. put)- 1

Acetylene Service Co Denver, Colo. 752,341, pub. 4 23-63 Avia Marine Co., BopIuk Fieltl, St-attlt
,
Wash. 752.360. pub

Cl 6 4-2:5-63. Cl. 13.

\(ia Miiliii;.' <'o to KveruH't'ti .Mills, Inc.. .\(ia. "ikl.i (ict.ciis. RTF, Inc., Seymour. Tex. r.4.'J,C5l). canr. Cl. IS.

reu 7-9-63 Cl 46 Barbour Co.. The, St. Loiii.s, Mo. (;45..)7!». cane. (1. 6.

Adams. Ruth, L.iiimon,' S. Dak. 645.872, cane. Cl. ."il. Barclay. Jas., & Co. Ltd.. Peoria. Ill 75::,01tl. pub. 4 -23- •!;{.

Addressing Machine Co. of Califoruia : .S>e »'l. 49. --.,,.-„
Cotton Norman L. Beacon Mutual ludeiiiiiity (<>., J lie, Columbus, Ohio .a2. •...».

Aero Geo Astro Corp., from A.G.A. Corp., d.b.a. Aero Geo pub. 4-2:{-6:^. Cl. ln2.

Astro Corp Alexandria, Va. 752,493. piib. 4-23-63. Cl. 26. Beekar Co.. A/.usa, Calif. <;45,t).S4. . an. .
Cl. 15

Afta Solvents Corp., Glen Cove, N.Y. 752,340, pub. 4-23-63. Bel Aire Knitters Inc., Butler, N .1 752. 5fW.. pub 4 _.. "...

Cl 6 *^'- 39.

Agfa Aktiengesellschaft Leverkusen-Bayerwerk, (Jennany. Belgrade Shoe Co., ilie. Auburn. Maine 752,551), pub

752.502, pub. 4-2.3-63. Cl. 26.
, ^-p^}i'^ ^'l,^'-^',. ^, , —.,-,,., ,^, ^.)

Agfa Aktieniresellschaft Leverkusen-Bayerwerk. (.ermany. Beudi.v Corp., llie, D.troit. Midi. ..J...0-. Cl. 5-.

752 503 pub 4-23-63. CI. 26. Bert'er, Irwiu, and Roberta M. lii-rKer. >ew lork. .N.i.

Alines Engineering Co.. Inc.. from American Gage & Macblne 752.4.j5 •'). pub. 4 23 li.'J. Cl. 22.

Co., Chicago, lit. 752.494, pub. 1-15-63 Cl. 26.

Alabe Crafts, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio. 752,450, pnb. 4-23-6:').

Cl. 22
Al ciiroinn Paint Co., Inc., Stevens Point, Wis. 752,371, pub.

4-23-63 Cl. 16.
, , .

Allgemeiner Zentralverein iur Forderung bcliopferisclieii

Schaffens, Sal/burg, Austrin. 741,556, cor. Cl. 22.

Allied Chemical Corp., New York, N.Y. 752,334, pub. 4-23-6:^.

Cl 6.

Allied Sewing Machine DlHtributors, Inc.. Detroit, Midi.

752,476, pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 23.

Alsac : .See--
, ^,

American Lebanese Syrian Associated Charities.

.Muminuiii Co. of Am.rlca. Pittsburgh. Pa. 752,365, pub.

4 16-63. Cl 14. ^ ^ ^.
American Capital Life .Insurance Co., Washington, 1».L.

752.657. pub. 4-23-fi3. Cl. 102.

American (liicle Co., Long Island City, N.Y. 289.788. cane.

American Cyanamld Co., New York. N.Y. 752,327, pub

Berger, Roberta .M. : S< r

Herder, Iiwin, and Roberta M. Berp'r.
Berkeley Bags, Inc., Jim Thorpe, Pa. 752,:^nn, pub. 4-2:^-03.

Bernat, Eniile, & Sons Co., .Taiiialca Plain. Mass 752,68b

Beseier,' Charles, Co.. East Orange, N.J. 752,500, pub. 4-23-

63. Cl. 2ii.

Best & Gee Proprietary Ltd., d.b.a. Edinburgh Laboratories
(Aust.) Pty. Ltd., Sydney, Australia. 752,385, pub. 4-23
63. Cl. 18.

Betiua Confectionery Co. : See
Straser Candy Cj., Inc.

Beutlich, Inc., Chicago, HI. 752,401, pub. 4 23-63. Cl. 18.

Be.\ell Associates. Inc.. Evauston, 111., to Water Queen Corp .

Chicago. Ill 045,741, cane. Cl. 31.

Billex Foundations, Inc., New York, N.Y. 64.), 789, cane.

Cl 39
Birus & Sawyer Cine Equipment Co., Hollywood, Calif. 752.-

492. pub. 4 2.H-63. Cl. 26. ^ ^, „.,
Bite-O-Lite. Chicago. 111. 752,440. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 22.

AnSafCya^naniid Co., Wayne, N.J. 752,351, pub. 4-23-.i3 Block' China^Co::''New" York,' NY'. " 752,522, pub 4-23-63

An^eVlca^n Distilling Co., The, d.b.a. The American Distillins Block China Co.. New York. N.Y. 752.52S, pub. 4-23 63

Co (Inc.), New York, NY. 752,615. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 49 Cl. 33. ->o ^--^ „„h 4 ov
American Distilling Co.! Inc.. The : .See- Boats

^^ff^'^''^
Corp., Larchmont. N.^.

.
52,5.^3. pub. 4-2..

Amert'an'DoM & To^Corp^Bm^^^ NY. 752.441-2. pub. B.^.hrl.iger. C. 11. Sohn Ingelheim (Rhine), Germany. 752.-

A -fi^ci r\ 2'' 398, pub. 4-23-63. Cl. Is.

AnierTcan Doll & Toy Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 752,446. pub. Bolt, Daniel, Co.. Houston, Tex. 752,361-2, pub. 4-^3 63

AmcSan'twige 4 Machine Co. : see- Bo^n'me'foretageu A B., Stockholm, Sweden. 752,539, pub.

American Lebanese Syrian Associated Charities, d.b a. Alsac,

IndianaiHilis, ind. 752,645. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 100.

American Potash & Chemical Corp.. Los Angeles, Calif.

645,592, cane. Cl. 6.

Cl 4
Boje Needle Co., The, Chicago, HI. 752,483, pub 4-23-63.

Cl 23.
Bover~International Laboratories, Inc., Chicago, 111. 645,868,

American^oy 4 Furniture Co., Inc., Chicago. 111. 752.457-8. ^ -- ^.^1.^^^.^, ^,^^^^^ ^.^ Boyertown, Pa. 752,296. pub

Anli'erican H..search
'

ami Development Corp.. Boston. Mass. 3^4-2.V 6.3^ Cl 2^ ^^^.^ ^^.^.^^ ^^^^. ^

Ame'A;;'n'^4V"a'ding'co''lnc^!fciden^ R.I. 752,515. pub. Bre^nen^ John. Co., Oakland, Calif. 7.52,646, pub. 4-23-63

Andennic, Ini'^Yoba City, Calif. 752,576, pub. 4-23-63.
^''^^^iJ'Z^rru^ h"

XnLtL Clayton A Co., Houston, Tex. 752,279, pub. Brink, L..urenc.. H d b.a. Brinks Finer Foods, Chicago. HI

4-23-63. Cl. 1. . „ „ .. ^.„ .52 611 pub. Bristol-.MyeVs'Co, New York. N.Y. 752.382, pub. 4-23-63
'

Cl 18
Brittains Ltd.. Near Leek. Staffordshire. England 645,765

cane. Cl. 37.

Brod A: McClung Pace Co. .See-
Pace Co.

And.^rson. Clavton & Co., Dallas. Tex
4-23-«i3. Cl. 46.

XiipUance Profession A.ssnclation of California. Inc^. The,

'i'.os Angeles, Calif. 752.668. nub. ^.3-63 Cl. 20..^

Arden. Elizabeth, Sales Corp.. New York. NY. 752.697.

Arden.^M. E., Co , Detroit. Mich 752,684^^ Cl. .38. _
Aristocrat Leather Products, Inc., New \ork, N.\. ..)J..5n8.

pub. 4 23-63. Cl. 3.
.p w v v -ro n-j-

Aristocral Leather Products, Inc.. New York. N.Y. .o2..)3.,

i)Ub. 4-23 63 Cl. 37.

Arkansas Louisiana Chemical Corp. :
See -

Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co.

Arkansas Louisiana G.is Co.. Shreveport La., f mm -Arkansas

Loiisinna Chemical Corp.. Dover, Del. ..)2,.5t)H, pub.

4-23-63. Cl. 15. ,, ,, ,, ,.

\rro I-MiauMoii B.dt Co., to Tli.- Arro Kxpaii-loii i»<U <o,

Marion, tdii,, .-.:!.". 1 il!) new eeit. tl 1-;.

Arro Expansion Bolt Ch
,
The : Sec

Arro Expansion Bolt Co.
.

Atlas Supply Co.. Newark. N.J. 752,532-3. pub. 4-2.3-63.

Cl 35
Automatic Chain Co.. Providence, R.I. 752.516, pub. 4-23-63.

^^Ummtic Control Co.. St. Paul. Minn. 752.430-2. pub. Burpee W Atl.e, Co.. Philadelphia, Pa. 170.785, ren. 7-9

4 23-63. Cl. 21. *'"* ^' ^

Automatic Packaging Equipment, Inc.. Skokle. 111. 752.471. Burp.-e W^ Atlee. Co

pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 23. ^^: *-'• ^

Brook." Wi flow, Co., Catasaiiqua, Pa 752,5.^8, pub. 4-23-63

Brown, 'kusscII F., Los Angeles, Calif. 752,550, pub. 4-23-

Browii A: Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky. 752,379.

Brumlierger Co., Inc.. ' Brooklyn, NY. 7.52.453, pub. 4-23

Brunswk'k Corp., Chicago, III. 752,413, pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 19

Brunswick Corp.. Chicago. 111. 7.-)2.454. pub. 4-2.<-63. Cl. 2.

Buehler Ltd Evaiiston, 111. 752. 4..i. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 23.

Bulletin Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. 7.52.68.3^ £'x-^**-«,- «,.. ,..„,.
Burchard A S.. Mfg Co.. Inc., Oxford. NY. 64.^,694, cane.

Cl 22

Burgher, Kenneth, N>w York, NY. 752,626, pub. 4-23-63.

Cl. 51.

Burpee, W. Atlee. Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 170,627. ren. 7-9-63.

Cl. l'.

Philadelphia. Pa. 170.786. ren. 7-9-

TM I
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.-ahner. I-ubU^bluK Co., Inc.. Boston. Ma«.. 752.557. ,ub. l-v-.V.^y<">--'d> «•'. '"-
•

>-«*-»•'- Ky. 752.37H. pub

ratureu'^ilc.li.k.^e Ltd.. inc.. New York. N.V. 752.577, pub.
^''•^^'r!'^^^/;,' '-•^'^^r''"'

'"""'" '''''' '""" '''""''

rutbn?ul:;iun^'^.:!^rhe.N,aKaraFull-.N.Y. 403.248. ren. 7-9 - U.S. K.^V-^ucN Co.. Inc., N.-war.. N.J. 752,4.4, pub

....'IL -Vi- i... ,„„ xn..n..«M,.H« Minn 645.823. canc. CI. l.„rrrn.,b^rt C. Uev.rly Hill.. Calif. 752.54li. pub. 4 1'3 «.;.

:-!?^.ul'B.I!:k*"k lTi"7ri'arrK^ 7^2.60.. pub. ElSrouicEu.r«yCoav..r^^ T52.41H.

rinrke'K"l)Hl^tE"^d b a. Oo-anus LaboratorleH of The Pacific, K.nbassy MenT. Aoparel. Inc. : See^^

C.:i«a;c.l-aununv. Co.. New York, N.Y.
''tf^- ;;^VS-«'

C.-lortraii In,lu«tries. Uurbank, rallf. 7.>i.5-'9. pub. 4-^^ «•<

CI. 34

Exce'u.?or¥nde"rwear Co. Inc.. to EnibaH8y Men^H A|.parel. Inc..

New York. N.Y. 173.326. ren. 7-»-63. U.--J.»- .,..

Kt;M. At C... Cop*-iilia>;.u, IX'Uiuark. .o2,bl(, l.ub. •»-->

KabdUsaktU-bolapet Eka. Markaryd. Sweden. 752.316. pub

Ftttrcb'nfl'ub^'l'ca1i..nH. Inc . New York NY 752.679. CI. 3S.

Fa benfabriken Bayer AktlcugeselUchaft. Leverku«en-Ba,er

werk Germany. 752.339. pub. 4-23-63. CI. 6;,

Kann and Ranch Ac...untln/servlce nrm. Hay SprlnK-. Nebr.

Fa"r^W'"Vg""lnc.'- KV^ore. Mlnu. 7:^.474. pub. 4-23-«3.

CI. 23.
Keilco Corp. : See—

Fleldcresf MIiIh. Inc.. Spray. N.C. 7S2.421-23. pub. 4-23

63. CI. 21.

("ohliiibra Wax Co.; See-

com:ii:\!^;;:\ 'i-^-^:-

'"r ^^r!^^i^^z ob,o. 752.310 20,

rrputtr'^SrorVo;. Inc.. Fran.in«ha,u. Mass. 752.491.

cr}'> Lt^c'h.. <^r,^nd. NY. 170^. ren. 7_»,(^ CL^
Container Corp. of America, Chicago. 111. <5-.3i">. P""

ContourfunUini^ted. Inc.. Franklin. MaH8. 752.291, pub

Co*^f»-7!ulv/wholesale Society. Ltd.. Manchester, England

CI. 33. . „. .,v,.„„„„ iif 7^2fl.'i4. nub. ..'.„w{ V' 1 Sons Co.. Chicago. 111. 173.029. ren. 7 -9-6:H.

Chicago. 111. 400.088, ren. 7-9-63

Chicago. 111. 401.694. ren. 7-9-63

Flnkl.^A.. & Son« Co.. Chicago. HI. 403.790. ren. 7-9-«3

Flnkl.^A.. & Sons Co.. Chicago. 111. 403.791. ren. 7-9-63.

Fischbi^ch Trucking Co.. d.b.a Circle F. Salea. Akron. Ohio.

752.482. pub. 4 23-63. CI. 23.
^-oii* «AS 7^'> oanc

FlHher. Marjory M.. San Francisco. Calif. 645.75o. cane

Flexible PlastlCH Con>.. South San Francisco. Calif. 752.30U,

pub. 4-23 63. CI. 2. . 401412 ren 7-9-63
FUntkote Co.. The, New York, NY. 401,41A ren. »-

Flul'diaster. Inc.. Anaheim. Calif. 670.105. Am. 7(d.

FMA. \nc . El Scgundo. Calif.
"Y"'^ijJ'2"Eb9'ltb''-4-23-63;

Follml, Jean. Geneva. Switierland. 7o2.50», pun. »-^o "•>

F.Uhnf^Jcan. Geneva. Switzerland. 752.676. CI. 27.

/'I T-i ^63. CI. ^O.

CoMUopoUtan Insurance Co.. Chicago, Ilf. 752.654. pub. Finkl. ^A.. & Son- t o. Cl

CoUon"*Nor„mn'L^dba. Addressing Machine Co of Call Flnki. A.. * Sons Co.. CI

ci:n±>I^rK:St^U.'i^i^"TS2j9^^^-yi5: Fl^i.;i . son. Co., C,

Crelent Co.. Inc.. The, Pawtucket. R.I. 752.425. pub

Cr:^t^"'^5olt8.*^Inc.^- d.b.a. Creat Coatings. Milwaukee, Wis.

()45,<>3y, innc. CI. 16.

Cr3i;i^"p^l^t^"lnc.. Minneapolis. Minn. 752.487. pub.

4-23-63. CI. 23.

Croatan Spinning Mills: S«-

rroJfe'^fK fc'^LS'.^Blnghamton. N.Y. 752.607. pub.

Cumn?.nfchi?ago\'orp. Chicago. IlK. to John Oster Mfg.

Co .
Kaclne. Wis '''^S.^

'

^.^^.^'n, ^'frmn Plastic Produ.ts

*'^V^!:: IKolt^-'M^h^'Sl'pub'^^^ n. 12.
Co. Detroit. Mien. .o^.o,>-, i'"" v v f'i" 411 uub

Custom Bllt Body. Inc.. Hamburg. N.Y. 75-.411, pun

4 J 3 -63. Ch 19^T-';i-6:r Vl. 1».--
,,,

7,2 472 pub 4-23-63. CI. 23. Fol'^nl, 7a"a;elle."inc.,' Montgomery. Ala. •645.877. cane. Ql

i::lX.^' A-; A^ <?ht| -;-^r3"^
'"^^'^ " •

^^^ Knterp.lses, inc.. Kye. N.Y. 752.558, pub. 4-23-63.

^'«^?S«^X;\!^i:^;.^op=- Kl^r-^Sll^ FoJP Ualrles, Inc
.
San Francisco. Calif. 752.690. CI.

pub. 4-23-63. CI. A. ,..^, .,,;,,. >,• y 7.-.2..-.n.» Tl'. Foremost Dairies. Inc.. Jacksonville. Fla. 648.814. cane. CI.

-^V^!..I'63'''C^"V '„,«,,, ^„,.,„, Fot^er, Paul D.. Co, The. B.ythev.Ue. Ark. 752.333. pub.

^.!?^^y"\^.^l^r^l.^r' ^^^- —•-«'-"
Kott^i^-^.- Huntingdon valley. Pa. 752.313. pub. 4-23

Delta Slg;na Phi Fraternity. Denver, Colo. 401,275. ren. -~ ^. .63. CI. 4
Frallnger's : See—

Lapres. Theo. J.. Inc.

Fram Keflner Sales. Inc.. Pittsburgh. Pa. 752.318. pub 4-23

63 CI. 5.

7-9-63. Cl. 38

Desco Shoe Corp. : See—
Hex Shoe Co.. Inc. ^

De.sitin Chemical Co.. Inc ,
Providence. R.I. 752.3»(.. pub

neU^b'aS. c'us/fnc AUanta^Oa^ 749,602, cor^ C. L^^
^

C..^..
^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^,, ^^^^^3 ^„, ^^3

Uevoe & KaynoUls Co.. Inc.. Louisviue. n.y. .« ,

^^ ^^ gj
4-23-63. Cl. 16.

Fra.ne. Charles W.. Salt Lake City. Utah. 626.748. cane

Cl. 10.

INDEX OF REGISTRANTS TMiii

Oh-Boy Broiler Co.. Dunkirk.

III. 752.595. pub. 4-23-63.

NY
Co..

752,-

Cl. 2.

Cl 46.
-23-63.

645.808. cane.

Hereford. Tex.

See-

,
Schnectady. N.Y.

White Plains. N.Y.

762.428. pub. 4-23-

752.590. pub. 4-23-

752.448-9. pub.

pub.

Frnnzhelm. George W.. d b.a.

NY. 645,748. canc Cl. 34.

Freeman, Lou. Co.. Chicago.
<'l 46. ^ ^ r^ ^

Frosst. Charles E.. A Co.. Westmount. Quebec. Canada

Frostl'e'co.. The. Camden. N J. 752.303. pub. 4-23-63.

Fruit Products Corp., New York. NY. 645,849, canc.

Full Vision. Inc.. Newton. Kans. 752,467, pub. 4

Cl. 23 „ ,

Fuller. D. B.. & Co.. Inc., New ^ork.

Cl 42.
Gault. Howard, d.b.a Howard Gault

752.591-93. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 46
Gault. Howard. Co.

Gault. Howard.
General Electric Co

63 Cl. 21.

General Foods Corp.
A3 Cl 46

General fire k Rubber Co.. The. Akron. Ohio
4-23-63. Cl. 22. 7-10,94

General Tire & Rubber Co.. The, Akron. Ohio. 752,634

Geodl^dustries Inc. New London, Iowa. 752,330, pub.

4-23-63. Cl. 6. ^ o
Geophysical Instrument k Supply Co.

:
see—

Germ^n-s'^ln^: Los Angeles. Calif. 752.337-8. pub. 4-23-63

Geu Exterminators. Inc.. St. Louis. Mo. '*752,662. pub. 4-23-

Glofa. Carl!^\.a. State Produc- Brokers. Los Angeles, Calif.

645,850. canc. Cl. 46. _,„ _„. . . oQ_«q
Glsholt Machine Co.. Madison. Wis. 752.523. pub. 4-23-63.

GluJdanella Bros.. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 752.663. pub. 4-23-

Glendale'i)J?lcal Co.. Inc.. Valley Stream. NY. 752.498. pub.

GoUvVco.. Snc^^d.b.a. Chore-Boy Mfg Co, Cambridge City.

Ind 7.52,475. pub 4-23^3. Cl. 23^
Goldberg, Lillian, from Votre Ami Cosmetic

N.Y. 752.627. pub. 4-23-63 Cl. 51.

Golden Guemwy. Inc.. Peterborough. N.H.

Golden Guernsey. Inc., Peterborough. N.H.

Gold Seal Vineyards. Inc., Hammonsport. N.Y

G^drlch. B. F.. Co., The. Akron. Ohio. 752.535, pub. 4-23-63.

(;ot«r?eV Shalom. Haifa, Israel.
645J00.

^«°^„./l^^J?
Gowrle distributors. Inc.. Gowrle. Iowa. 645.815. canc.

Cl. 46.
Oranco Steel Products Co. : See-^

Oran?,?at;an7s^C^^.tb?C. 8. Dent * Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio

Grltuf CltT^Steef Co.';, d b.a. Gjanco Steel Products

Granite City. 111. 752.358. pub 4-23-63 Cl. 1-

Granite City Steel Co.. Granite City. III. 7.)-.3«4.

Grtakr^John':' Mckeesport Pa 645.598^
^'"'''.J^is-'

Great American Plastics Co.. Nashua. N.H. .5..J8-,

Grtaf^Lakea S^alnt and Varnish Co., Chicago, 111. 752.370.

Or?et ilde^M., d b.a.' Mt. Hebron Sky Ranch Laboratories,

Hendersonvllle N.C. 752.624. pnh 4 J3 63 C I.
J)J

.

GudebnT Bros Silk Co. In.-. Philadelphia. Pa. ...2.4.H..

Gulf^stat^s'^Paln?^ Co", Eastwood Station. Houston. Tex.

752,375. pub 4-^23-63 Cl. 16 ^,, ^7- ,.^_. r\ 21
Gulton Mfg Corp, Metu.hen. N J «\3.i%«A •*°fw 4i23 63
Gnth Chemical Co.. Chicago. 111. 752.322. pub. 4 ^-^

H R' Laboratories, Inc. d.b a. Gourlelli and as Gourjeljl, Dn;

of H.R. Laboratories. Inc.. New York, >.x.

f 1 "SI

Harli Chemical Co., Ames. Iowa. 752.324-6.

Ha^anVhemicBls & Controls. Inc., Pittsburgh

naCa?k'shl?t C^o.-. 'inc.. The. New York

Ha*'.nco Machln^e 4 Electronics Corp.. Rochester. N.Y.

pub. 4-23-«3 Cl. 23.

Hamilton Watch Co.. Lancaster Pa fi^^^^"^'
<«„'J*^

Hamilton-Pax. Inc.. Chicago. 111. 629, 87», canc

Henderson Cotton Mills, d.ba Croatan Spinning
Henderson, N C. 752,574, pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 43

Hettrick Mfg. Co.. The, Tohdo, Ohio 645.854. canc

Mills.

Hettrick Mlj: C. . 'J

Hercules Powder Co.
Cl. 16.

Hercules Powd<'r Co.
Cl. Hi.

Hercules Powder Co.
Cl. 16.

Hercules Powder Co.,

Cl. 1.

Hercules Powder Co.,
Cl. 1.

Hessenfeld BroB.. In
4-23-63. Cl. 22.

Holiday Frosted Food Co.
Wolf, Robert S.

Holllngsworth. Merrill W
Orange, Calif. 645,070

le. Toledo, Ohio.
Wilmington, liel

645,855, canc.
171.395. ren.

Cl.
Cl.
7-9

50
50
-63

Co.. Brooklyn.

515.866. canc.

515.867. canc.

. 752.695. Cl.

Co..

pub.

pub

645.866. canc.

pub. 4-23-63

752.329,

444.446.

752.479,

Cl. 52
Cl. 21

Pa

NY.

Co.," Chicago.
'

111. 752.388. pub

Wilmington, Del.

WillIlin^'ton, Del.

Wilmington, Del.

Wilmington. Del.

Central Falls

171.396. ren.

171.398. ren.

402.161. ren.

403.876, ren.

R.I. 752.44

7-9-63

7-9-63

7-9-6.-?

7-9-6.^

pub.

M D.
canc

d.b.a. Holly Pharmacal Co
Cl. 18.

The. North Canton. Ohio. 172.014. ren 7-9-63

Hand. Peter. Brewery

H„U%>'B..n'^'d.lfa. Nlc-A-Sene Co., Shreveport. La. 752.636.

Ha''m!;4iannlngCo..'Hanover.Pa. 7.52.693 0^46. ^^

H^?n^^^ii.^?KV^J^E^?^r<;^e;s. ^tla^:

U::l%yrvS, ^Myo-r^dn-g."'75t409. pub. 4-23-63.

HaTci?p. of America. Norwalk, Conn. 403,633, ren. 7-9-63.

Cl 39
Helena. Ark. 645.904. canc. CT. 6.

Co. Inc.. New York, NY 752,545. pub.

: See-

Stamford. Conn.

Co.. Inc.,

See^

Baltimore

645,863. canc

752.633, pub

752,499, pub

752,317. pub

Md 752.439

,
St.

New

Louis.

York.

Mo

NY

Hatfield. Lillian W
Havden Publishing

4-2S-63. Cl. 38.

Heal Fabrics Ltd..

Hearst Corp.. The,

CL 38.

London. England. 7.'52.687. Cl. 42

New York, N.Y. 752.556, pub. 4-23-63

I>oll
(.3.

Mfg.
Cl

Co..
22.

402.589. ren. 7-9-63.
402,715, ren. 7 9-63.

Cl
CI.

16
16.

752.480-81. pub

Hoover Co.
Cl. 21.

House of Worsted Tex, Inc.

JMS Corp.
Household Products, Inc

,

Cl. 51.
Household Research Corp., Auburndale. Mass.

4-23-63. Cl. 52.
Houston Fearless Corp., Los Angeles. Calif.

4-23-63. Cl. 26.
Hoyt. Arthur S.. Co. Inc., Hlcksville, N.Y.

4-23-<)3. Cl. 5.

Hughes Blattner (;ame
pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 22.

Hunter Engineering Co.
Hunter. Lee.

Hunter, Lee, d.b.a. Hunter Engineering Co.

752.501. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 26.

Hyman. L.. Sons, to L. Hyman k Sons Corp.,

168.244, ren. 7 9 63. Cl. 37.

Hyman. L.. & Sons Corp. : See

—

Hyman. L.. Sons.
Ideal Toy Corp.. Hollis. NY., from Koyal
The New York. NY. 752,443. pub. 4-23

Imperial 400 Motels, Inc. : See

—

Imperial 400 National. Inc
Imperial 400 National. Inc.. Englewood (lifts, N.J_.. from

Imperial 400 Motels. Inc.. Los Angeles, Calif. (o2,644.

Im'iJ^ria1~sii7rr Corp.'. NeW York. NY. 752,567. pub. 4-23-63

Cl. 39.
Inertol Ci., Inc.. Newark. N.J.

Inertol Co . Inc.. .Newark. N.J. ^. - :, ,, „ .„
ln«ersoll Products Corp.. to William Lnderwood Co., Water-

town. Mass. 523.774, new cert. Cl. 46. _
Intercontinental Mfg. Co., Inc.. Garland. Tex. 645. 1 30. canc.

Cl 34
international Boating Association. Inc . The. Fort Lauderdale.

Fla. 752.647. pub. 4-2.3-63. Cl. 101.

International Equipment Co.. Boston. Mass.
4-23-63. /Cl. 23.

InternationAl Milling Co. : See- -

Midlaiid Flour MMling Co.. The.
International Minerals 4 Chemical Corp.

294 put. 4-23-63. Cl 1.

Internatltinal Minerals & Chemical Corp.

544. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 3H.

International Paper Co . New York. N.Y.

International Shoppers Service, S.A.R.L..

640, pub. 4-23 63. Cl. 100
International Telephone and Telegraph Corp., New
NY. 7.52.49.5-6, pub 4-2.3-63. Cl. 26 ,„„,,,

Invlcta Ltd., Lachaux-defonds. Switzerland. 752.S11,

4-23—63 Cl ''7

Ipekdjlan lac. New York. NY 630.428, canc. _C1. 28

Irving Air Chute Co.. Inc., Lexington. Ky. i.52,410, pub

Ivers Lee Co . Newark. N.J. 752.298. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 2.

J-L Plastic Enterprises : See—
Llska, Andrew J , _, , r»i,ii„.«-vi^hi.

JMS Corp from House of Worsted-Tex.. Inc .
Philadelphia.

Pa. 7.52.560. pub. 4-2.3-63. Cl. 39.

Jal Chemicals and Fl-Bro Sponge Co. ^ See-

Jame^«"cnnd.J"co ."Atlantic City. N.J, 7.52,689_ Cl 46.

Janitorial Supplies Corp.. Albany. N.\. <52.,01. ( 1 3Z_
Joanna Western Mills Co., Chicago, 111.

.

752,281. pub 4-23-

Johns. Jav, Palm Beach. Fla. 752.625. pub 4-23-63.

Johnson & Johnson. New Brunswick, N.J <52.39., pub

Junior Chamber of Commerce of Washington,
Washington. DC 679 641. cor. Cl 38^

Junior Chamber of Commerce of Washington,
Downtown Chapter of the District

Chamber of Commerce, Washington.

K L R Laboratories. Inc.. Seattle. Wash. 645,651. canc

ci. 18.
Kalo. A J.. Co : See—

Kalo. Arthur J. „ , ^ „ ^ tts tko a^i
Kalo, Arthur J., d b a. A. J. Kalo Co. Racine. Wis. 752.641.

Keu" r Potfe^fco.^'thTNorth Wales. Pa. 752,305, pub. 4-23-

63 Cl. 2.

Kellogg Co.. Battle Creek, Mich. 752.671. Cl. 2.

Kendall Refining Co ,
Bradford. Pa. 752,369. pub. 4-23-«3.

Cl. 15.

Skokle, 111,

Skokle, 111.

752,304. pub

Paris. France

752.-

752,-

4-23

752.

York,

pub

DC
DC.

Cl. 51.
4-23

The.

. The.
of ?:olumbla Junior
DC. 679.641. Am
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KoriQliiKtou. Ltd. ; Ser—
KfU.iin>.'t()ii, Ltd.. Inc.

Kfiiiiinntiin, Ltd , Inc.. from KeniiiuKtwu. Ltd., Lo.-' AiiK«?k's,

Cuilf. T'.'i. ."»«}."). i)ub. V 14- tJ^i. CI. ;{9.

KiiiitMTly-Clurk Corp., Nefiiuh, VVi^i. 702,541. pub. 4 U.J »ia.

CI .'iT

Kitty (Jut'fii I't't FoodH, Ini., Los .Vut.'i'lf!>. Calif. 75U,.'>,sti,

pub. 4 'S.i »>;{. CI. 4tl.

Klein, WUliuui, d.b.a. American .Mercautile Co., San Francisco,
Calif. t;4.'),7lu. cane. CI. 23.

Koch IJiitclier.-.' Supply Co., Tbe, .North Kansas City, -Mo.

:{4s,(M>7, cuno CI. M.
Koch, I'aul. t;.m.l).ll. I'apicrvcrarlx'ituniJiswerk und Verlax,

IJi-csthacht. ticrniuny 7.'i2,.'):iti. pub. 4 U.i t!:{. CI. 37.
Kress, S. U., aud Co , .New York, .N.V. «4r),7iy, cauc. CI. 123.

Kurland .Motors, Denver, Colo. C45,07H, cane. CI. 21.

L D.(j. : .Stf

L.D.(i. Corp. of .Miami.
L.DG Corp. ot .Miaiiii, d.b.u. L.D Ci., .Miami, Kla. 752,5Uti,

pub. 4 2.{ «.{. CI. 4ti.

L At .M Construction Chemicals, inc., *iiiiaha, .Nebr 7r)2..i.")4,

pub. 4 2.5 iy.i. CI. 12.

La Laiiiie Inc , Hollywood, Calif. 752,(>(J1, pub. 4 2.'{ 03.

CI. 40.
l^b T.k I'lasths Co., Westiuont. 111. 7.')2,4^U. pub. n-lti-Bl.

CI. 2ti.

Lake Liitiat Growers : .See—
;

Harris (trchard Co., Hic.
Lauder Co. Inc., d b.a Loveland, New York, .N.V 7.'>2,r>0b,

pub. 4 2;{-«;i. CI. 40.
Laiuler Co. Inc., d.b.a. Lovelaiul, .New York, .N.V. 7.)2.ti3M,

pub. 4 23 t;.{ CI. r.2.

l..apres. Theo. J., Inc., d.b.a. FrallnKer's Atlantic City, .N.J.

172.2sti. reu 7 1» C,:i. CI 4«
Lark, Charles U., Jr., Alden, .Mich. 752,527, pub. 4 23 ti3

CI 32.
Leutherfoaiu, Inc., South Bend, Ind. ti31,in7. cane. CI. 4.

Ijestortl, Louis, d b a. Lewis Millwork, Waterbury, Conn
7.'.2,o24. pub. 4 23 ti3. CI. 32.

Levco Developing Co. : Sef-
I/cveiitlial, Charles S.

l.^venthal, Charles S., d.b.a Lev co Developing Co., I'otts

town, I'a 7.'j2.332 pub. 4 23 03 CI. «.

I.A'ver Brothers Co., New York. NY. 752,386, pub. 4-23-63
CI. 18.

I^'wls .Millwork . See
Lestorti, Louis.

Llllv, i:il. and Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 752,405, pub. 4-23
(53 CI IS.

Lincoln Industrial Chemical Co., Inc., Heading, I'a. 752,632.
pub. 4 23 63. CI. 52

Link B.lt Co . Chicago, III. 752.485, pub. 4 23 63. CI. 23.

Lipton. .Me.\under. Inc., Los .Vnjjeles, Calif. 752,6.S6. CI 39.

Liska, .Andrew J., d.b.a J L Plastic Enterprises, Flint, .Mich
i;45,:.74. cane. Cl. 2.

Llthcote Corp.. Melrose Park, 111. 752,363. pub. 4-23-63.
CI 13

Lockrey, .Andrew J., d.b.a. The Lockrey Co., Southampton.
.N V (,45,(;()1, cane. Cl. tl.

Lo.kw.iod Min. Co.. The, Cincinnati. Ohio. 752,427. pub
4 2.3 63. Cl. 21.

Lockwood .Mfj;. Co.. The, Cincinnati, Ohio. 752,675. Cl. 23.

Lo»'sser. Frank, d.b a. I'nion Record Co.. to Union Kecord
Co Inc.. .New York, .NY 645,753, cane. (.'I. 36.

I.rf.n(lon & Co., Inc., Elizabeth, .N.J. 752,614, pub. 4-23-63
Cl. 49.

Loomis, Ltd . Oakland. Md. 752,583, pub. 4-23 63. Cl. A<\.

Loril Jeir Knitting Co., Inc., Maspetli, N.Y. 403,473, reu.

7 ;> 113 Cl. .39.

Lord JelT Knitting Co.. Inc., Maspeth. .NY. 403,474, ren

7 9 63. (1. 39.
Loveland ; Sre-

Lander Co. Inc.
M-.A Pharmaceutical Corp.. .Mount Verunii, .NY. 752. .';s9.

pub 4 23 i;3. Cl. is
.M..A.U.S. .Manitattura Articili Kesine Sinteticlie S.r.l.. Milan.

Italy. 72.;. 596. cor. Cl. 26
.MacMillan Kiii« Fn-e Oil Co. Inc. Los Aiik.'I

752.374. pub. 4 2.3-63. Cl. 16.

.M^ii-.MIllan Hinj; Fiee Oil Co., Inc., Los .Angles, Calll.

752,635. pub. 4 23 63. Cl 52
Maecker. Kurt, d.b a. Elan Sclialtelemente Kurt Maecker OIIU.

Dusseidorf Geinianv. 645.912, cane. Cl. 21.

.Maul.' Sparkles, Inc.. Newark, .N.J. 752,620, pub. 423-63
Cl. 50.

.Ma>;iiet Cove Barium Corp., Houston, Ti'\. 752,336, pub
4-23 63. Cl. 6. ^,„ ,

.Malco Products. Inc. .Akron. Ohio. 752,629, pub. 4-23 t.,{.

Cl. .'.2.

.Mallnrv P K.. & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. 401,5N0. ren

7-9-63. Cl. 21.
Market Tire Co of Maryland, Inc., Hockville, Md. 752,531,

luib 9-25 ti2. CI. 35.
.Marsales Co. Inc., .New York, .N.Y. 401,:'.48. ren. i 9-63

('I •** „ - , ...

.Marsh. Jordan, Co., Boston, Mass. 169, («3. ren. (-9 ••!

Cl. 39.
. , . tM

MarTay Inc., d.b.a. Mar Tav Sales. Inc. Orlando, Ha
7.-)2,395. pub. 4 23-63. Cl. 18.

.Mar Tay Sales. Inc : Sic
Mar Tav. Inc

.Mar.v. Louis. & <'». Inc., New York, N.\. 752,459, pub.

4-2.3-63 Cl. 22.
Marx Louis, & Co. Inc, New York, NY. 752,462. pub

4 23 63. Cl. 22.

Massachusetts .Mohair Plush Co., Inc , Kind's .Mountain. N.C.

752.573. pub. 4 23 63. Cl 43.

.Master Products Co., Bridgeport, Conn. 645,692. eaue.

Cl. 22.

Calll

.Mastercolor of .New KuKland. Inc , d.b.a. Mallniaster Photo
labs, Bciston, .M.iss. 7.".2.ii66. |iub. 4-23-63. Cl. 106.

Masteicialt Pipes. Im.. .New York, .N.Y. 752,349, pub
4 23 63. Cl. h.

.Matchless Eleciilc Co.. Chicano, III 645,910, cane. Cl. 21
McGrade, K W . .Mlf. Co.. Inc. to Perinl Elect ionic Corp.,

San .Mateii. Calil. 4.i«,93S. new cert. Cl. 21.
.Mc(;raw Hill PublishiuK Co., Inc., New York. .NY. 415,832.

cane. (.'1. 36.
.McGiaw Hill PublishiiiK Co.. Inc., .New York, .N.Y. 752,551.

p. lb. 4 2.3-63. Cl. 38.
.McKesson iSc Kobbius. Inc.. .New York, .N.Y. ".|2.670, pub

4 23 ti3. Cl. IJ.

.Mc.Maiiaiuee, L^uis J., d.b.a. Columbia Electric .Mfj;, Cc..
East St. Louis, III. iil5,6!Sl, cane. Cl. 21.

.Mi'ad Joliiisou iSc C" , Evans\ iile, Ind. (US,644, cane. Cl. 18.
Melard .Mfg. Corp., .New York. N.Y. 752,48ti. pub. 4-23-63.

Cl. 23.
-Merck & Co., Inc., Haliway, .N.J. 645,836, cane. CI. 46.
.Miami Beacli Sun Publisliinj; Co.. .Miami Beach, Fla. 645,777.

cane. Cl. 38.
.Michele Jewelry Co., Boston, -NLiss. 752,513. pub. 4-23-63

Cl. 28.
.Midland Flour .Milliuj: Co., The, Kansas City, Mo., to Inter

national Milling Co., Minneapolis, .Minn. 167.201, ren
7 9 63. Cl. 46.

Midland Flour .MilliliK Co., The, Kansas City, .Mo., to Inter
national .Milling' Co.. .Minneapolis. Minn. 167.202, ren
7-9-63. Cl. 46.

Midwest .Model Supplv Co, Cliicat:o, III. 752,407. pub
4 23 6.3. Cl. 19.

.Milk .Maid Ice Cream Co., Inc. White I'lalus, NY. 645,842,
cane. Cl. 46.

.Minnesota .MiiiIuk' aud .Mtj;. Co., .St. Paul, Minn. 752,335,
pub. 1 23-ii3. Cl. 6.

.Miniiesotu .Mining; and .Mf^. Co., St. Paul, Miuu. 752,348.
pub. 4 23 63. Cl. 7.

.Miiuusota .Mining; and .Mf>,'. Co., St. Paul. Minn. 752.377,
pub. 4 2.'. 113. Cl. 16.

Mimii'sota -MiuiiiK and .Mlj;. Co., St. Paul, Minn. 752,417,
pul). 4 23-63. Cl. 21.

.Minnesota .Mining and Mfj:. Co., St. Paul, Minn. 752,621.
I.ub. 4 23 63. Cl. 50.

Miss Cniverse. Inc., .New York, N.Y. 752.652. pub. 4 23-6;i.
Cl. 101.

.Mr, Boston Distiller Inc., d.b a. Essex Importers and Dis
tillers, Ltd., Boston. .Mass. 752,696. CI. 49.

Mister Taco ; Sn
Winner, .Millou J.

.Mitchell, A. J., Co., Fall Ulver. .Mass 752,488. iiub. 4-23-<13

Cl. 23.
.Mizzy. Inc., Clifton For^e, Va. 752,383, pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 18
.Moliasco ludustiies, Inc.. Amsterdam. .N.Y. 645, 80«), cane.

Cl. 42.
-Mondial Co., Inc , .New York, NY. 752,609-10, pub. 4-23 ti3

Cl. 46.
-Monroe Calculatinn .Machine Co., Inc., Orange. N.J. 752,649,

pub. 4 23 63. Cl 101.
.Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. 752,328, pub. 4-23-63.

Cl. 6.

Mur^:aIl Jc Sons Poultry Co., Inc., Guilford College, .N.C.

752,608, pub. 1 2:i-t;3. Cl. 4<;.

.Mortell, J. W., Co., Kankakee, 111. 403,845, ren. 7-9-63.
Cl. 12.

.Mt. Hebron Sky Kanch Laboratories: See—
Grei'ii, Alden M

Movie-Wheels, Inc., New York, N.Y. 752,437, pub. 4-23-63.

Cl. 22.
.Muralo Co , Inc., The, Staten Island, N.Y. 645,880, cane

Cl. 52.
Murphy. Patricia. Candlelight Gift Shop, Inc., Yonkers, .N.i.

7.'i2.5.s4, pub. 4 23 »i3. Cl. 46.

Musical Courier Co . Inc , New York, .N.Y., to Suuimy Birehard
Co., Kvanslon. III. 162,324, ren. 7-9-63. Cl. 38.

.NKD Instruiiieuf Co. : ^'< <

Nuclear Consultants, Inc
Naaiuloo/.e Veiiiiootschaii Industrieele .Maatseliappij v h. Noury
& Van der Lande. Deventer, .Netherlands, to Wallatv *i

Tlernan Inc. Belleville. N J. 166.086. ren. 7-9 63. Cl 6.

National BaLv Care Council, Wilmington. Del. 752,667. pub.
4 23 63 {•]. 107.

.National Biscuit Co.. .New York. N.Y. 752.599, pub. 4-23
63 Cl 46

.National Dalrv Products Corp., New York, N.V. 752,602 4.

pub. 4 23 63. Cl 46.
National Federation of ColTee Growers of Colombia. .New York.

.NY. 752.5.S9. pub. 4 23 63 Cl. 46.
.National Industrial Supplies Co., Davton, Ohio. 645.620. cane

CI. 13
National Lubricating Grease Institute. Inc.. Kansas Cltv. .Mo

752.661. [Mill 4 23 63. Cl 103.

National .Market Ke|iorts. Inc.. Chicago. 111. 752,685. Cl
3s

.National .Starch aud Chemical Corp., New York, NY. 752,-
691. Cl. 4ti.

.National Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wilmington. Del. 645,571.
cane. <'l. 2

.Nattermaiin. .\.. & Cie. Cologne-Braunsfeld. Germany. 752.
3S1. pub 4-23-tl3 Cl is.

Nesbtt Industries, Inc., Chicago. III. 752.451, pub. 4-23-63.
Cl. 22.

.New England By Products Corp., Boston, Mass. 645,657, cane
Cl. IK.

.New York Bolting and Packing Co.. New York, .NY. 115.78S.
cane. Cl. 35.

New York Belting and Packing Co.. New York, .NY. 115,789,
cauc. Cl. 35
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Nibot Corp., Chicago, 111., from Fedco Corp.. Chicago, 111. Quigley Co., Inc
:
S«-

-Ko 'i^i'> „..K A_o'» «•* n 9 Qulg ev Furnace Specl.-ilties (.o.. Inc.
...'52 302, pub 4-23-6.5. CI. 2.

Qulgl^v Furnace Specialties C... Inc.. to Quigley Co, Inc..
Nie.A.SeneCo .S«e nW York N.Y 165.193. ren 7 9-63 Cl. 12.

Nieoll K C. d b": Valerie Jean Date Shop, Thermal, Calif. Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Mo. 752.323, pub 4-23-63

NUchle''cil'fford' W^'Bloomfieid, Conn. 752,350, pub. 4-23- Ka^^dite Chemical Co.. Inc
.
Middlesex, N.J. 752,278, pub.

p'i r"! s 4—23—6.3. Cl. 1.
..-i, .,«

NcJ^^^Ulca, CO.. Newark, N.J. 752,399. pub. 4-23-63. Haven^Mil|s Co^.^New^^.^

Norman Merle, Cosmetics. Inc.. Los Angeles, Calif. 752.699. 7-9-63. Cl. 35

Cl. 51.
.Noto Jewelry Co. : See -

Noto, Joseph C.
. , ^ »• v i v v

Noto Joseph C, d b.a Noto Jewelry Co., New Vork. N.V.

752.517. pub 4 23 63. Cl. 28. ^ . „o oo r-i

Norton Co., Worcester, Mass. 752,310-12. pub. 4-23-6.3. Cl.

Nuclear Ccmsultants, Inc.. d.b.a. NRD Instrument Co.. St.

Louis, Mo. 625,312, cane. Cl. 26.

Nutrient F, Inc., Lynbrook. NY. 645.643. cane. Cl. 18

Reddy Kilowatt, Inc.. New York. NY. 752,650, pub. 4-2-63

Redliim Research Corp . d.b a. Redlum Research Corp., Red-

lands, Calif. 752,6.30, pub. 4-2.3-63. Cl 52.

Reeder Oliver A Son. Inc.. Baltimore, Md. li 0.510, ren.

7-9-63. Cl.'l6. ^ „„
Reich Dress Co.. Chicago, 111. 624,539, cane. Cl. 39.

Renaissance Publishers, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. 645,756, eanc.

Cl 37
Nutrient F Inc Lynbrook. NY. 645.643. cane. Cl. is. Revlon, Inc., New York, NY. 686,763, cane. Cl. IS.

Om.enhelm Charles J , Jr., d.b.a. Harco DlstrlbHTtrrs, New Rex Shoe Co., Inc.. to Desco Shoe Corp.. Long Island

York N Y 645 865 eanc Cl 51 Cltv NY. 645.780. cane. Cl. .39.

OrlglnaV Bradford Soap Works. Inc., West Warwick, R.I Reynolds Metals Co.. Richmond. Va. 752,299. pub. 4-23-63.
-Tto <aa ^..K A 09_«?1 Pi 9^ Cl 5752.466. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 22. ,.„.... k.4oq

Orvls. Chas. F . Co , Inc., Manchester, Vt. 752.444, pub. 4-23

Osborn Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland. Ohio. 752.314, pub. 4-23-

Outdoor Vacations, Inc.. d b.a. Outdoors. Inc.. Columbia. Mo
752.681-2. Cl 38.

Outdoors. Inc. : See—
Outdoor Vacations, Inc. , , ^ r.i»„ v vPIP Printing Ink Pioducts Corp.. Long Island City. N.i.

645 613. eanc. Cl. 11. ^ r, ., .. r^ „„ -rtn
Pa/-e Co . to Brod * McClung-Pace Co., Portland, Oreg. (30.-

798. new cert. Cl 34.
. o * r>^u*

Pacific Coast Aberdeen-Angus Association, Sacramento. Calif.

703.354. eor Cl. 101. „,„„.- k .» oq aq
Pagratls. Peter S.. Chicago. 111. 752.455. pub. 4-23-63.

ParallelProducts Co.. Columbia. 8.C. 752.438. pub. 4-23-63.

Cl. 22

Rice Growers Association of California. Sacramento. Calif

752,600, pub. 4-23-t'.3. Cl. 46.

Richardson-Mcrrell Inc. : See—
Vick Chemienl Co. ^ , „ r, n-i

Richmond-Chase Co.. San Jose, Calif. 168,812, ren. 7-9-63

Cl. 46.
Riddell, John T.. Inc., Chicago, 111

Cl. 22.
Rles, Max H., Chicago. 111. 752,692.
Rosenfelder, H. Alex : See—

Straser Candy Co., Inc.

Royal Doll Mfg. Co., The : See- -

Ideal Toy Corp.
Royal McBee Corp. : See—

Royal Typewriter Co., Inc.

Roval Oil Co., Fort Worth, Tex.
' (^1. 15

752.461. pub. 4-23-63.

Cl. 4Q.

752,367. pub. 4-23-63

"~n'22'"' ^ ,.„ ..,0 r^ Royal Petroleum Corp., New York N.Y. 752,366. pub

Parker-Hannlfin Corp.. Cleveland, Ohio. 745,472, eanc. Cl. 4_2.3-63. Cl 15
OK D/-H-0 1 T^-r 1 taxr Chester,

-4, pub.

rarKer-r^Hnn.ou .0,,., ......„.,-, ^.... •- .

RorafVypewr^ier' Co., Inc. Royal McBee Corp., Port Chest.

Parkwnv Printing Co. Inc., New York, N.Y. 645,924, cane. >- y »l42,n7 Am. 7(d). Cl. 23. ,., ,«o a
Cl 101. „ ^. ^^^ -..o««.. „,h 4 9^ 61 Rudofker's, S., Son, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. .o2,562-4, pi

Pathe News. Inc., New York, N.Y. 752,665, pub. 4-2.3-63. 4_23-63. Cl. 39. ,
, „., ,

Cl li>6. , „ _,, „ -TKounn r.nh Kiist«i|,.uiu Corp.. i:v,instnn. Ill .:.-'. 3. 2. pub 4-..-i •

Pav Way Feed Mills, Inc., Kansas City, Mo. 752,606, pub. ^,,,^
r. „ -r t.i9 74fi r,oh

4-23-63. Cl 46 ., „ ,., -.0 ..Q.i „„h a ->^-A^ » & F Mfg. and Leasing Corp., Dallas, Tex. 752,346, pub

Pek Labs, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif. 752,434, pub 4-23-63. 4_2.3-63. Cl. 6. ^
^ „„ _^ ,

_..
Cl 21. SPA Sodeta Prodott: Antlblotlcl S.p.A., Milan, Italy. 752,

Pelmo Park Perennial Gardens :
See— 402, pub. 4-23-63 Cl 18

Whitman. Charles B ,.0 kiq „.,k a_9<i «<i Sabre Line : See

—

Penedo k Swlber, New Orleans, La. 752,519. pub. *-£6-oa.
g^^^^ Shipping Corp. , , _ ,- , w

PI 90 „ . wohre ShlDDina Corp, d.b.a. Sabre Line, New Vork. A.i

Penn.alt Chemicals Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. 752,289. pub ^"^J^,e64^pub^-r23-6•3. Cl. 105.

Petn^svTvanAlt Mfg. CO.. The, Philadelphia, Pa. 645.612, ^^'^^^^ ^Irde R ^ Se^^^^^^^^

cane. Cl. ir. „ ^v ^, , ^ Hhin "^1 "549 nub Samson Block & Supply Co., Inc., Media, Pa. 7o2,359, pub

Penton Publishing Co.. The, Cleveland. Ohio. .."^2,549. puD.
4_23_e3 Cl 12

4-23-6.3. Cl. 38.
tiA-i HM «ine Cl 42 Sandoval, T. P.. Laboratory : See—

Pepperell Mfg Co.. Boston, Mass. 645,805, cane. ci. «^. . . _, ,,

Perinl Electronic Corp. : See—
McGrade. E. W.. Mfg. Co.^ Inc

752.463. pub

Sandoval, Thomas P. .„..., , , , „,,,^v
.SHnd,.val. Thomas P.. d b.a. T. V. >"ndoval I-ihorator.>

.

Santa Rita, N. Mex. 645 647. cane. CL 18.
. 90 «,

Sanfurd Day Corp., Knoxvllle, Tenn. .52,412, pub. 4-23-63.

Cl 19
SanfordinkCo.Bellwood III. 752.677 Cl. 37

Sanitary Soap Co., Inc., Paterson. N J- '52700. Cl 52.

Sazerac Co. Inc.. New Orleans, La 752,013, pub. 4-23-63

Schaper^ Mfg. Co.. Inc.. Minneapolis. Minn. 752,445, pub.

ScheniVLabSa tones, Inc., New York, NY. 645,654, cane.

Schneid^er, William S., d.b.a. The William Steven Co.. Los

.Angeles. Calif. 752,295. pub. 4-23-63 Cl. 2.

Sc'iool F..!-m & Supply C>< .See —
'o-ci.nv I Mrs. <;erSldiue.

, ^ ^ -no t^t
Schii •s It d'.«t -^ > l.t'l Toronto, Ontario, Canada. (52,357.

Schwarfz"".Tole;,h,*rtK''' S.:>hwartz Mattress Co.. Brooklyn.

N.Y. 625.383. cane. c-. .-^2.

Schwartz .Mattress Co : .Vn -

Sears^'Rrbuek'and'co., Chicago, 111 752,506. pub. 4-23^3

404 0.54, 'ren" 7''U3 Seais.^Roebuck and Co.. Chicago. 111. 752.561. pub. 4-23-63

P,.vchVome Corp.. Yonkers, NY. 752,321,
'

pub. 4-23-63 ||V;H^^T^yiS Ud:''^o^i%alr^;b^c? cS^SSo^l.
PoMome Corp., Yonkers. N.Y. 752,618, pub 4-23-63 gj^^^ Vnstr.?n.eD5s. ^nc.. South Bralntree. MasB. 752.426.

Po^Ma'^Co Chicago, 111. 645 903, cane. Cl. 6. Sllbrl'eo^'coV.^ChUago. 111. T.-.2,353, pub_4-23-63. C112.

Price Kenneth C d b.a Prloe's Golden G'lernsev Dairy. Sn, 1th. S. K.. Co . The. Chicago. Ill 645. 58. cane. Cl._3

.

Port Orel" rd. Wash. 645,915. cane. C146. «.''lth. S. K Co The Chicago 111 645 ...9 cane a.3.

Prince Ton,.ro Repacking Co., Inc., Boston, Mass 645,822, Smith Too Co. rompton Calir^^^.52.6.4 ^C1^^23.^^^_^^^
^

fane- Cl. 46 ,ro-a- r.nh Bnrhank Calif 7:.2.r.20. pub. 4-2.3-63. n 29

Procter ft G.^mhle Co. The. Clnclnnntl. Ohio. 752. .-.8.. pub Bnrhank. caiir. _

Permn-Seal Plastic Corp., New York, N.V

PhlradVlnhla G;a"corp.. King of Pnissla. Pa. 752,470, pub.

PhSelpSla.^Llf" Insurance Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. 752.660.

Phnco PhaVmaeeutteal Co . to Wajner^Lambert Pharmaceu-

ticnl Co Morris Plains, N.J. 733,323. new cert Cl. 18

PWmps Petroleum Co.. Birtlesvllle. Okla. 401.734. ren, 7-9-

Phmips^' Pelroleum Co.. BartlesvlUe. Okla. 752,331, pub.

Pht^^og^rfco^^New York. NY. 752,514, puK 4 23 -. n.

Pioneer Paint and Varnish Co., Tucson. Ariz. 752 373, pub

PI? and" Qua^rv^'pnblleatlons, Inc. Chicago. Ill 752 543,

Pl^ln jin:'* c";'. 'chleago. 111. 752.277, pub 4-23-63

Plastic Produeto Co. : .See

—

Curtis Product*. Inc.
ci-.; — ,->np Cl V>

Pl,..v-KTiit Mills, West New \ »rk N J <>45 , .9 .anc
« 1 •••

Polaroid Corp,, Cambridge. Mass.

Cl- 26. _ ^ ,
„ _

Yonkers, NY.

4-
'2?- -63 Cl. 46

Profectn Mfg Co., Owatonna, Minn 752,526. pnb 4-23-63

Pilli. ,^tnc .
The, New York, N Y. 752.542. pub. 4 2.3-r3

Purity Stores, Inc, Burlingame. Calif. 752,597. pub. 4-23-63.

Cl."46.

.Soeiete Anonvme Andre Citroen, Paris. France 7.j2.4o6.

pnh 4-23 63 Cl 19.

Soelete d-Optlone et de Moeanlque de Haute Precision. Paris.

France 752.490. pub 1-10-61 Cl 20.

Sociefe* Re-iponsabillte Llmlte<' Dlte, Paris. France. 702.315.

cane. Cl. 39

Society of the Divine Word, Techny. 111. 752.678 Cl 38



TMvi INDEX OF REGISTRANTS
Southeru Mills, Inc., Atlanta. Ga, 401,133. ren. 7-9-63.

CI. 42.
Southern MillH, Inc.. Atlanta, Qa. 403,601, ren. 7-t»-63. CI.

24.
Southern Mills. Inc.. Atlanta. Oa. 403.682. ren. 7-»-63.

CI. 42.
Sperry Kand Corp.. New York, N.Y. 752,672. CI. 11.

Standard Chemical Products. Inc.. Uoboken. N.J. 7S2.343,
pub. 4-23-63. CI. 6.

Standard OH Co. of California. San FrancUco, Calif. 401.-

42U, ren. 7-9-63. Cl. 12.

Standard-Coosa-Thatcher Co., Chattanooga. Tenn. 7S2,o75.

pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 43. ^ ^
State Loan and Finance Manatseuient Corp.. Washington, O.C.

752.655-«, pub. 4-23-63. Ci. 102. „„ „„
Sterling Drug Inc.. New York. N.Y. 752.384. pub. 4-23-68.

Cl. 18.
Steven, WllUaai. Co.. The : See-

Schneider. William S. « ,^ ..w
Stra«er Candy Co., Inc.. from H. Alex Bosenfelder. d.b.a.

Betlna Coufectlonery Co., Denver, Colo. 752.5S0. pub.

Strohmeyer & Arpe Co.. New York. N.Y. 171,200. ren. 7-9-68.

Stuart Herbtrt A, d b.a. Al'i Qoldflsh Lure Co., Indian
Orchard, Mass. 645, «a9, cane. Cl. 22. „ ^ . „„ „-

Studebaker Corp., South Bend. Ind. 752.408, pub. •4-23-63

Cl 19
Stur-Dee Health Products. Inc.. Brooklyn, N.Y. 752,684, pub.

4-23-63. Cl. 52.
Summy-Blrchard Co. : See—

Musical Courier Co., Inc. _ ^ .„„..„ <-.,

Swlmqulp, inc.. Kl Monte, Calif. 752,355, pub. 4-28-68. Cl.

12
SwingUne Inc., Long Island City, N.Y. 752,484, pub. 4-23-

Syracuse Pharmacal Co., Inc., Syracuse, N.Y. 752,892, pub.

4-23-63. Cl. 18.

Tamayo Hno« : See—
Tamayo, J. Mario, ard Brothers.

Tamayo, J Mario, and Brothers, d.b.a. Tamayo Hnos, CuUa-
can, Slnaloa, Mexico. 752,57^, pub. 4-23-68. Cl. 46.

Termoklmik Corp.. Milan, Italy. 645,699 can«. Cl. 28.

Texlze Chemicals, Inc., Greenville, 8.C. 752,689, pub. 4-28-

Textron Inc!. Waterbury, Conn. 752,468, pub. 4-28-68.

Cl 23
Thoinas 4 White, Inc., West Orange, N.J. 752,648, pub.

4-23-63. Cl. 101.
Thorer k Co. : See -

Thorer & HoUeuder.
. ^ ,, . «

Thorer k Hollender, to '1 liorer 4 Co , Frankfurt am Main, Ger-

many. 645,560, cane. Ml. ,^ ^, , r^

Thorer 4 Hollender, to Thorer 4 Co.. Frankfurt am Main, Ger-

many. 645.561. cane. Cl. 1.
^ .,.„»., k

Three Star Stamp Co.. The. Hopkins, Minn. 752.661. pub.

ToppH Chewing Gum. Inc.. Brooklyn. N.Y. 752,465, pub.

Torque Control's, Inc., Union City. N.J. 782.610, pub. 4-28-
ao pi 07

Torwegge, Franz, Bad Oeynhausen, Germany. 752.469, pub.

4-23-63. Cl. 23. „„„ _,
Toy Center of America, Boston. Mass. 645.693. cane. Cl.

22
Trl State Industrie*, Inc., d.b a. Tri State Supply Co.. Du-

buque. Iowa 752.631, pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 52.

Trl State Supply Co. : See—
Trl State Industries. Inc. „ „.„ „„„ .

Trostel. Albert. 4 Sons Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. 752,290, pub
4-23-63. Cl. 1. „ ^ , ,, ^ c . r.

Tuscany. Geraldine, (Mrs.), d.b.a. School Form 4 Supply Co..

Arcadia, Wis. 752,540. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 37.

Tweeten Fibre Co.. Inc. : See—
Tweeten. Oscar H.

Tweeten Fibre Co., Not Inc. : See—
Tweeten, Oscar H. „ », » »

Tweeten, Oscar H., d.b.a. Tweeten Fibre Co., Not Inc.. to

Tweeten Fibre Co.. Inc.. Chicago. 111. 190.231. new cert.

Cl 22
Ultra-Violet Products, Inc., San Gabriel, Calif. 752.418, pub.

4 OO f\0 /"*! Ol

Ultronlc Systems Corp., Pennsauken, N.J. 752,420, pub 4-23

63. Cl, 21
Union Record Co., Inc. : See—

Loesser, Frark
Unltod Ollsonlte Laboratories. Scranton, Pa. 402,627, ren

7—9—(13 Cl. ?)2

United (Jilsonite Laboratories, Scranton. Pa 403,054, ren

7 9-63. (1 12 .„.,,,
United Gllsonite LaborHtorles, Scranton, Pa. 4(i3,J27. ren

7-9—63 Cl. 12
ITnltert GIlHonite Laboratories, Scranton, Pa 40;?,2-'8. ren.

United GINoniff "Laboratories, Scranton, Pa. 4(>3,21.'9. ren.

7 9 <!3 <'I, 12

United Glls.inlte LaboratorieH, Scranton, Pa. 40.'<,2.'<(>. ren.

7 9-63. Cl 12

Unite<l Purcpl Service of America, Inc., New York, NY.
752,564, pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 38.

orp., Los Angeles, to
752.342. pub. 4-23-63.

752,530. pub.

III.

752,347, pub

752,642, pub.

Co., Morris Plains. N.J.

Cl. 18
Co.. Morris Plains. N.J.

United States Borax 4 Cliemical Corf
Columbia Wax Co., lilendale, Calif.
Cl. 6.

United States Ceramic Tile Co., Canton, Ohio.
4-23-63. Cl. 35.

United States Rubber Co., New York, N.Y., to Kaiser Alunii
num 4 Chemical Corp.. Oakland. Calif. 645,682, cane.
Cl. 21.

Universal Oil Products Co., Des Plaines, 111.

4-23-63. Cl. 6.

Universal Oil Products Co., Des Plaines.
4-23-63. Cl. 100.

Valerie Jean Date Shop ; See

-

Nlcoll. R. C.
Valley Chlorine Solutions : See—

Valley Chlorine SoluUons Co.
Valley Chlorine Solutions Co.. d.b.a. Valley Chlorine Solutions,
Los Angeles. Calif. 752.344, pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 6.

Velveray Corp., New York. N.Y. 645.894. cane. Cl. 106.
Velveray Corp.. New York. N.Y. 645.895, cane. Cl. 106.
Van den Baumen. Frederik \V. R.. d.b.a. Roter. Hilversuni.

Netherlands. 645.864. cane. Cl. 61.
Vanderbilt, R. T., Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 173,773. ren.

7-9-63. Cl. 6.

Variety Food Products Co.. Gladstone. Mo. 762.585, pub.
4-23-63. Cl. 46

N'ennootschap Onder de Firma A. Overdevest Gzn 4 Zonen,
Wassenaar, Netherlands. 752,288. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 1.

Vlck Chemical Co., Wilmington, Del., to Rlchardson-Merrell
Inc., New York, NY. 899,431, ren. 7-9-63. Cl. 6.

Vlctoreen Instrument Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio. 762,429,
pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 21.

Votre Ami Cosmetic Co. : See-^
Goldberg, Lillian.

Waketield Engineering, Inc., Wakefield. Mass. 762.414, pub.
4-23-63. Cl. 21.

Wallace 4 Tiernan Inc. : See—
Naamlooze Vennootschap Industrieele Maatscbappij v.h.

Noury 4 Van der Lanae.
Warne. William, 4 Co. Ltd., Harking, England. 168,228, ren.

7-9-63. Cl. 44.
Warner, J«ne. Inc., New York, NY. 645,799, cane. Cl. 39.

Warner Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. : See—
Phllco Pharmaceutical Co.

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical
752.891. pub 4-23-63. Cl. 18

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.. Corp., Morris Plains,

N J. 752,403-4. pub. 4-23-63.
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical

752,628, pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 51.
Warren Molded Plasties. Inc.. Cortland. Ohio. 762.619. pub.

4-23-63. Cl. 50.
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co.. New York, N.Y. 752,297.

pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 2.

Westcott. Slade and Balcom Co.. Providence, R.I. 174,403,
ren. 7-9-63. Cl. IH.

Western Auto Supply Co., Kansas City, Mo. 752,280. pub.
4-23-63. Cl. 1.

Western Exterminator Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 752.643, pub.
4-23-63. Cl. 100.

Western Michigan University. Kalamazoo, Mich. 752,548,
pub. 4-23-63 Cl 38.

Western Turfgrass. Inc., San Gabriel. Calif. 752,284. pub.
4-23-68. Cl. 1.

White Co., New York. N.Y. 645,800. cane. Cl. 40.

White House Creamery Co., Burlington, Iowa. 752,598, pub.
4-23-63. Cl. 46.

Whitman, Charles B., d b.a. Pelmo Park Perennial Gardens.
Weston, Ontario, Canada. 752,307. pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 2.

Wilbert Products Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 752.703. Cl. 52.

Williams 4 Meyer Co . Chicago, 111. 762,547, pub. 4-23-63.
Cl. 38.

William Underwood Co. : See—
Ingersoll Products Corp.

Winner, Milton J., d b.a. Mister Taco. Aurora. Colo. 752,594,
pub. 4-23-63. Cl. 46.

Wilson Sporting Goods Co , River Grove, 111. 752,452, pub.

4 23-63. Cl. 22.
Windsor Lloyd Products. Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 402,774,

ren. 7-9-63 Cl. »>.

Winston, Ltd, Dklahomii City, Okla. 645,859, cane. Cl. 51

WUconsfn Farmer Co., Inc.. Racine. Wis. 752.680. Cl, 38.

WIss. J . 4 Sons Co.. Newark. N.J. 752.478. pub, 4-28-63.
Cl, 23

Wolf. Robert S,, d.b.a. Holiday Frosted Food Co.. Philadelphia,

Pa 752.694. Cl. 46,

Wroujflit Iron Range Co,, St, lyouls. Mo, 645.749. cane,

Cl. 34,

Yankee Clipnilcal Inc,, Santa Ana. Calif, 752,637, pub,
4-23-63, Cl, 52,

Yardley of London. Inc, Patersnn, N,J, 752.698, Cl, 51,

Yours . . By Request. Inc., Waverly, Fla. 752,605, pub.
4 23-63 Cl. 46.

Zaidband. Morris, New York. NY 752.512. pub. 4-23-63.
Cl. 28,

Zale Jewelry Co , luc, Dallas, Tex, 762.419. pub. 4-23-63.
Cl. 21.

U i ^OVEHNMENT miNTINi OrricI !••>

DIRECTORY FOR REORGANIZED PATENT EXAMINING OPERATIONS

Room Phone
CHEMICAL EXAMINING OPERATION—P. E. Mangan, Director 4701 5161

General Chemistry, Group 110—R. L. Campbell 4083 2856
General Organic Chemistry, Group 120— I. Marcus 4733 2806
Petroleum Chemistry, Group 130—J. S. Bailey 4618 2831
High Polymer Chemistry, Group 140—M. Sterman 4706 2850
Compositions and Molding, Group 150—L. H. Gaston 4091 2864
Coating and Laminating, Group 160—J. Rebold, Acting 4629 2825
Specialized Chemical Arts and Industries, Group 170—W. B. Knight 4063 2863
Chemical Engineering, Group 180—G. D. Mitchell 4876 2832

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING OPERATION—N. H. Evans, pirector 6098 3748
Power, Group 210—M. L. Levy 6897 2848
Security. Group 220—S. Boyd 3618 2810
Information Transmission. Group 230—S. W. Capeili 6516 2841
Information Storage and Retrieval, Group 240—W. W. Burns, Jr 6511 2868
Electronic Component Systems and Devices, Group 250—B. G. Miller 6616 2865
Radiation and Instruments. Group 260—F. M. Strader 6086 2854
Elements. Group 270—E. J. Sa.\ 6625 2837

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING EXAMINING OPERATION—R. A. Wahl, Dlrector___ 7701 5175
Material or Article Handling and Dispensing, Group 310—A. Berlin 7064 2835
Metal and Plastics Working. Group 320—N. Berger 7620 2815
Manufacturing and Assembling Miscellaneous Articles, Group 330—A. Horton 2088 2514
Machine Tools. Mechanisms, and Elements, Group 340—F. Bronaugh 4057 2858
Hardware Tools and Joints, Group 350—T. Hickey 7868A 2857
Fluid Handling. Group 360—E. Paul 7838 2839
Power Plants. Motor and Pumps. Group 370—C. Gareau 7842 2818
Heating, Cooling and Ventilating. Group 380—P. Patrick 7087B 2819

GENERAL ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS EXAMINING OPERATION—
J. A. Manian, Director 5701 3711

Agriculture. Group 410—A. Ruegg 5891 2501
Civil Engineering. Group 420—B. Bendett 3885 2549
Physics. Group 430—R. L. Evans 5898C 2523
Textiles and Appartl, Group 440—R. C. Mader 7898C 2521

Transportation. Group 450—P. Arnold 5600 2547
Furniture and Receptacles, Group 460—W. S. Cole 5609 2552
Printing. Stationery and Material Treatment, Group 470—L. W. Vamer 3510 2517
Personal Treatment, Adornment and Amusement, Group 480—L. R. Prince 2320 2562
Designs—J. A. Manian 614DNB 2423



GUIDELINES OF PATENTABILITY
On June 17, 1963, the memorandum reproduced below was

distributed to the Examiners in the Patent Office. It Is

pres.ntPd here for the Information of all applicants and their
representatives.

Memorandum «1 (GPl)

The following principles have been formulated after care-
ful consideration of the applicable court dt><-lslons and after
consultation with the Board of Api>eals of the Patent Office,
and will be supplemented or revised from time to time as
circumstances may require. The principles stated here and
In future •Guiu.lines of Patentability" memoranda should
be uniformly followed until further notice.

OPl(o)
: Uniform Application of the Statutory Requirements

for I'atfntability

The standards of patentability applied in the examination
of claims must be the same throughout the Ottice. In every
.irt. whether it be considered "complex," "newly developed
"crowded." or "comi)etltlve," all of the requirements for
liatentabillty (e.g.. novelty, usefulness and unobviousness. aM
provided in :<:> T S C. 101. 102 and 103) must be met before
a claim is allowed Hence, the mere fact that a claim recites
in detail all of the feat ires of applicant's alleged Invention
(i.e., a "redbutton" or "picture" claim) is never, In Itself,
justification for the allowance of such a claim.

GPl(b): Multiple Kejection*
As a general rule, an Examiner should reject each claim

of an application on all distinct, valid grounds that are avail-
able to him. Stated in another manner, each claim should
be rejected on any ground available which. If not applied,
could subsequently be utilized by a court to hold the same
claim in a patent Invalid.
Thus rejections on such grounds as insufficient disclosure

indelinlteness, and res judicata should be applied where ap-
propriate even though there may be a seeminglv sufficient
rej«'ction on the basis of prior art However, prior art rejec-
tions should not b.> needlessly multiplied but should ordinarily
be confined to the best available art. Rejections which are
merely cumulative or which would clearlv fall If the primary
rejection is not sustained >hould be avoided. Exceptionsmay properly be made where the most |>ertinent referenct-swms likely to be antedated or where a claim is m.'t onlv in
terms by a reference which does not disclose the inventive
concept Involved. Si.ch rejections should be backed up bv
the best other iTt available.

*

A number of situations have been found to exist where
examination of an appli.^ation Is best accomplished bv llmlt-ng action on the ciaims thereof to the particulaV issue
Involved. These situations are as follows :

(1) Where an application Is too informal for a complete
action on the merits—see section 702 01 M P E P •

(2) Where there is an undue multiplicity of claims— soe
section 7()«.0,S(1). M.P.E I'. ;

(3) \yhere there is a misjoinder of invention—see sec-
tion 8()«i.()2, M.P.E.P.

;

(41 Where the disclosure is directed to perpetual mo-
V^V.^r.^""'*

^'' '""''*' ^"J""^. 1804 CD. 42, 108 O G

shoMIT^^)^'"';^
''"""'• ^''^ ^^^^ P^""" ^'•f '^"^lly availableshould he c ed without speclficilly applying it to the claims.

tiv.nl r^r"; ""*^. " rej^'ftion on the grounds of Inopera-i^enes^ (not invonlng perp^-tual motion i, re. Judicata, nopiuna facie showing for reissue, or new matter should beaccompanied by all other available grounds of rejection

GPI(C): Old Combination
A rejection on the ground of old combination should be

made whenever proper.
Whether subcoiiibiuation claims have t)een presented or

allowed in the same apulication, or whether other grounds
for rejection of the combinition claims exist, are not deter-
minative of the propriety of this rejection.
The rejectior' is proper when a single reference disclos>'s

broiidly u combination of elements functionally cooperating
ill substantially tlie same manner to produce" substantially
the same results as that of the claimed combination under
consideration. Aj- parte Silverxtein. 125 I'.S.l'.Q. 238.
The fact that an applicant has improved one element of

a combination which may ne i>er se patentable does not
entitle him to a claim to the Improved element in combina-
tion with old elements where the elements perform no new-
function in the claimed combination. In re Hall. 41 CCPA
~'\^- ^'"^ *^'*^ ^^ ^*' applied to claims of this character Is
whether or not the action of any of the elements embraced
by the claim is modified in any material manner by the fact
that another element has the specific structure recited
hi re Allatt. 28 CCPA 13(17.

Accordingly, the rejection should make it clear exactly
what the combination is and why it is thought that anv
improved element does not modify the action of the combi"
nation.
A suggested form for use in making an old combination

rejection is as follows :

Claim 1 is rejected as being drawn to the old comblna
tlon of a bell, a battery and a switch connected in series
by wire c(mductors. This combination Is shown to be
old by the patent to Jones which discloses broadly the
same elements functionally interrelated In the same
manner to produce substantially the same results The
combination of claim 1 dilTers from that shown in Jones
in setting forth a specific construction of the battery
Itself. Since the latter does not modifv the action of
the other elements recited in the claim "in anv material
manner, no new combination is seen to exist. In re Hall.
41 CCPA 7.")9.

GPl(d). Inherent Function of the Apparatus
Process or method claims which merely define the function

Of apiillcant s machine or apparatus are not allowable.

carried out either by some machine which is not the func
tional equivalent, i.e., having materially different functional
characteristics from the disclo.sed machine, or bv hand /n re('"tner et al

. 42 CCPA 1022. The performance of a I'.rocess
)y tiand is not necessarily limited to the use of hands alone
hut includes the use of prior art apparatus actuated by hand'
In re Winder, 44 CCPA tOo.

GPl(f) ; Obviouii Method
It is well settled that a process which amounts to nothinjrmore than an obvious manner of producing an article orproduct is not patentable.
While a rejection on this ground does not require the clta

tlon of art or the allowance of any claim, It must be apparent
to a person ordinarily skilled in the art. without reference
to an.v method disclosure contained In the ai)plication how
Wie article was made In other words, the rejection Is proper
f such a person would be able, upon the basis of his ownknowledge, to produce the article merely bv having it shown
to him or by being told what ingredients it contained Note
In re Ltnsen. 49 (^CP.V 711

June 17, 19C3. EDWIN L. REYNOLDS,
Firtt A»»ittant Comniiisioner.
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PATENTS
NOTICES

Board of Appeals Decisions Rendered in the Month of
May 1963

Examiner affirmed 351
Examiner afflrmed In part 52
Examiner reversed 103

Total 506

Order No. 5315

Jerome W. Paxton of Washington. I).C whose registration
number Is irp.,")17, Is hereby excluded, be>;innlng on January
25, 19t;.'i, from prai'tice us u patent a^int in any application
before the I nited States I'at.nt Offlce, without prejudice to

hl8 re-re){l>trutlon, upon a sufficient showing', after a jierlod

of not less than <ine year.

This action Is taken under the provisions of Section 32 of

Title 35 of the United States Code and Rule 348 of the Rules
of Practice of the I'nited States Patent office in I'atent Cases.

EDWIN L REYNOLDS,
Jan. 25, 1963, First Assistant Commissioner of Patents.

Directory for Reorganized Patent Examining Operations

The movement of all Examining Groups Incident to the
reorganization of the Patent Exaniining Corps Is now com-
plete.

For your con veiutiice, a yellow tear she<t, which provides

a complete listing of room and telephone numbers of each

Dirt-^'tur and Super\ i>ury Lxaiiiiuer a^ of May 15, 196,';, i-

included as the last pajjre of this is'-ue of the <ikfi(Ivi

Gazktti:.

International Convention for the Protection
of Industrial Property

Ratification of the Lixbon 195>^ Revixxon by the Federation

of Rhodesia and \ ijaxaland

The Secretary' of State has been notified by the Embassy
of Switzerland of the ratification, effective June 1*). 1963, by
the Kideratiou nf Rhodesia and Nyasalaiid of the Interna-

tional Con\ention for the i'rotection of Industrial Property.
as last revised at Lisbon on < ictober 31, 1958

(Signed) DAVID L LADD,
June 19, 1963. Commissioner of I'atentu

International Convention for the Protection
of Industrial Property

Adherence of Tanganyika to the Lisbon 19 o« Revision

The Secretary of State has t)een notified by the Embassy
(if Switzerland of the adherence, effective June 16, 1963, of

the Republic of Tanganyika to the International Conventinn
for the Protectinn nf Industrial Property as revised at Lisbon
on October 31, I908.

(Signed) DAVID L LADD,
June 19, 1963. Commission*'' of I'atintf

New Applications Received During May 1963

Patents _ _ ",692
Designs 475
Plant Patents 7

Reissues 23

TotAl 8.197

Issue

Patents 872— No, 3,097,360 to No, 3,098,231, Incl,

Designs 50— No. 195,663 to No 195,712, incl.

Plant Patents 1— No. 2,269

ReissueH 4— No. 25,415 to No. 25,418, incl.

Total 927
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GUIDELINES OF PATENTABILITY
On June 17, 1963, the memorandum reproduced below was

distributed to the Examiners in the Patent Office. It Is

pres.nted here for the Information of all applicants and their

representatives.

Memorandum #1 (GPl)

The following principles have been formulated after care-

ful considfratlon of the applicable court d<'<lsions and after

consultation with the Board of Api»eals of the I'atent Office,

and will l)e supplemented or revised from time to time as

circumstances mav require The principles stated here and
in future "Gumchnes of ratentability' memoranda should

be uniformly followed until further notice.

GPI(O) : rniform Application of the Statutory Kequitementx
for I'atnitability

The standards of patentability applied in the examination
of claims must b«> the same 'hroujrhout the Office. In every
art, whether it be considered "complex," "newly developed."
"crowded," or "comi>etitive," all of the requirements for

patentabilltv (e>c., noveltv, usefulness and unobviousness, as

provided in'-'ir) T S C. lOl". 102 and 103) must be met before

u claim Is allowed Hence, the mere fact that a claim recites

in detail all of the feat ires of applicant's alleged Invention

(ie., a "redbutton" or "picture" claim) Is never, in itself,

justification for the allowance of such a claim.

GPl(b): Multiple Hejectiona

As a general rule, an Examiner should reject each claim

of an application on all distinct, valid grounds that are avail-

able to him. Stated in another manner, each claim should
be rejected on any tiround available which. If not applied.
could subsequently be utilized by a court to hold the same
claim In a patent Invalid.
Thus rejections on such grounds as insufficient disclosure,

indehnlteness, and res judicata should be applied where ap-

propriate even though there may be a seemingly sufBcient

rejection on the basis of prior art. However, prior art rejec-

tions should not be needlessly multiplied but should ordinarily

be confined to the best available art. Rejections which are

merely cumulative or which would clearly fall if the primary
rejection is not sustained should be avoided. Exceptions
may properly be made where the most i)ertinent reference
seems likely to be antedated or where a claim is met only in

terms by a reference which does not disclose the inventive

concept involved. Such rejections should be backed up by
the best other i<rt available.
A number of situations have been found to exist where

examination of an appli.''ation Is best accomplished by limit-

ing action on the cialins thereof to the particular Issue

Involved. These situations are as follows :

(1) Where an application is too Informal for a complete
action on the merits—see section 702.01, M.P.E.P. ;

(2) Where there is an undue multiplicity of claims—see

section 706.03(1), M.P.E P. :

(3) Where there Is a misjoinder of Invention—see sec-

tion 806,02, M.P.E.P. ;

(4) Where the disclosure Is directed to perpetual mo-
tion—note Ex parte Payne, 1904 CD. 42, 108 O.G.
1049.

GPl(c) : Old Combination

A rejection on the ground of old combination should be

made whenever proper.
Whether subcombination claims have been presented or

allowed In the same application, or whether other grounds
for rejection of the coniDlnition claims exist, are not deter-

minative of the propriety of this rejection.

The rejectioi' is proper when a single reference discloses

broadiv a combinarioii of elements functionally cooperating
in substantlallv the j-ame manner to produce substantially

the same results as that of the claimed combination under
consideration. AV paitf Sititrxtcin. 125 I'.S I'.Q. 23N

The fact that an applicant has improved one element ol

a combination which may oe per se patentable does not

entitle him to a claim to the improved element in combina
tion with old element^ where the elements perform no new
function in the claimed combination. In re Hall. 41 CCPA
7.')9 The test to be applied to claims of this character is

whether or not the action of any of the elements embrac»'d

by the claim is modified in any material manner by the fact

tiiut another element has the specltic structure recited

In re Allatt. 28 CCPA i:{t)7.

Accordin^lv. the rejection should make it clear exactly

what the combination Is and why it is thought that any
improved element does not modify the action of the combi-

nation.
A suggested form for use in making an old combination

rejection is as follows :

Claim 1 is rejected as being drawn to the old combina
tion of a bell, a batterv and a switch connected In series

by wire conductors. This combination is shown to be

old bv the patent to Jones which discloses broadly the
same" elements functionally interrelated in the same
manner to i)rodiice substantially the same results. The
combination of claim 1 differs from that shown In Jones
In setting forth a siK'cihc construction of the battery

itself. Since the latter does not modify the action of

the other elements recited In the claim in any material
manner, no new combination Is seen to exist. Jn re Hall.

41 CCPA 7r.9.

GPl(d); Inherent Function of the .Apparatut

Process or method claims which merely define the function
of ai)plicant's machine or apparatus are not allowable.

-V rejection on this ground is proi)er where the disclosed
machine will inherently carry out the steps set forth in the
proo-ss claims regardless of whether an apparatus claim is

allowed, unless it appears that the process claimed can be
carried out either by some machine which is not the func-
tional e<)uivalent, i.e", having materially different functional
characteristics from the disclosed machine, or by hand. In re

(iartner et al . 42 CCPA 1022. The performance of a process
by hand is not necessarily limited to the use of hands alone,

but includes the use of prior art apparatus actuated by hand
In re Winder, 44 CCPA .9.").

GPl(e}; Obvious Method
It is well settled that a process which amounts to nothing

more than an obvious manner of producing an article or
product is not patentable.

While a rejection on this ground does not require the cita-

tion of art or the allowance of any claim, it must be apparent
to a person ordinarily skilled in the art. without reference
to any method disclosure contained in the application, how
the article was made. In other words, the rejection is proper
if such a person would be able, upon the basis of his own
knowledge, to produce the article merely by having it shown
to him or bv being told what ingredients it contained. Note
In re Lnrxen. 49 CCPA 711.

June 17, 1903. EDWIN L. REYNOLDS,
Firtt At*ittant Commissioner.
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
H. B. WHITMORE. Superintendent

PATENT KXAMI?<ING OPERATIONS AND GSOUPS
Oldest Appllcfttlon

CHEMICAL EXAMINING OPERATION—P. E. MANGAN. Diractor.

GENERAL CHEMISTRY, GROUP 110-R. L. CAMPBELL, Supervlaory Examiner

Inorf&nlc Compounds; Inorganic Compositions; Organo-Metal and Organo-Metallold CbemlAry; MetaQurgy; Metal

Stock; Electro Cbemlstrr; Batteries.

GENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, GROUP 130—L MARCUS, Supervisory Examiner....

Heterocyclic; Amides; AJkalolda; Aio; Sulfur; Misc. Esters; Carbohydrates; Herbicides; Poisons; Medicines; Cosmetics;

Steroids.

PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY, GROUP 180—J. 8. BAILEY, Supervisory Examiner

Hydrocarbons; Halogenated Hydrocarbons; Mineral Oil Technology; Lubricating Compositions; Gaseous Compositions;

Fuel and Igniting Devloes; Organic Chemistry (Part) e.g.: Oxo and Oxy; Quinones; Adds; Carbozyllc Acid Esters;

Add Anhydrides; Add HaUdes.

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY, GROUP HO-M. 8TERMAN, Supervisory Examiner

Synthetic Resins; Rubber; Proteins; Macromolecular Carbohydrates; Mixed Synthetic Resin Compositions; Synthetic

Resins With Natural Polymers and Resins; Natural Resins: Reclaiming; Pore-Forming.

COMPOSITIONS AND MOLDING, GROUP IflO—L. H. GASTON, Supervisory Examiner

Compositions (Part) e.g.: Coating; Molding; Adhesive Compositions; Abrading; Liquid Purification or Separation; Gas

Separation; Special Utility; Molding Processes .

COATING AND LAMINATING, GROUP 180—J. RBBOLD, Supervisory Examiner

Coating: Processes, Apparatus and Misc. Products; Laminating Methods and Apparatus; Stock Materials; Ornamen-

tation; Adhesive Bonding; Spedal Manufactures.

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL ARTS AND INDUSTRIES, GROUP ITO-W. B. KNIGHT, Supervisory Examiner .

Bleaching and Dyeing; Fertilisers; Foods; Fermentation; Photography; Anal>-tlcal Chemistry; Reactors; Sugar and

Starch; Paper Making; Glass Manufacture; MetaUurglcal Apparatus; Gas, Heating and Illuminating; Cleaning Proc-

esses; Uquld Purification; Thermolytlc Distillation; Preserving.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, GROUP 180—O. D. MITCHELL, 8upervis(»y Examiner

Gas, Liquid and Solid Separation; Centrifugal Bowl Separates; Gas and Liquid Contact Apparatus; Distillation;

Drying; Refrigeration; C<xioentrative Evaporators; Mineral Oils Apparatus; Misc. Physical Prooesses.

LECTEICAL EXAMINING OPBSAT10N—N. H. EVANS. Diraetw.

POWER, GROUP 210—M. L. LEVY, Supervisory Examiner .-

Generation and UtUisatloo; Goieral Applications; Conversion and Distribution; Heating and Related Art.

SECURITY, GROUP 230—8. BOYD, Supervisory Examiner.

Ordnanee, Firearms and A """""<*««'; Radar, Sonar, Directional Radio, Torpedoes, Seismic Exploring, Radio-Actlve

Batteries; Nuclear Reactors, Powder Metallurgy, Rocket Fuels; Radlo-Active Material.

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION, GROUP 280—8. W. CAPELLI, Supervisory Examiner

Commonications; Moltlplsilng Techniques; FacsimUe and Related Art.

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 2*0—W. W. BURNS, Supervisory Examiner

Data Processing, Computation and Conversion; Storage Devices and Related Art.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SYSTEMS AND DEVICES, GROUP 280—B. G. MILLER, Supervisory Examiner..

Semi-Ccmductor and Space Discharge Systems and Devices; Electronic Component CirculU; Wave Transmission Lines

and Networks.

RADIATION AND INSTRUMENTS, GROUP 3«—F. M. STRADER, Supervisory Examiner

Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring.

ELEMENTS, GROUP 270-E. J. SAX, Supervisory Examiner

Conductors; Switches; Miscellaneous.

New Amended

10-ft-«l

2-2-62

12-7-61

6-27-61

12-1-61

1 2-4-61

11-24-61

1-11-62

•-14-61

2-0-62

11-17-61

7-20-61

l-t-62

12-MJl

10-11-61

1-25-62

11-21-61



PATENT EXAMINING OPERATIONS AND GROUPS (C-llM«d)

OklMt Appltotkm

New Amended

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING EXAMINING OPERATION-R. A. WAHL. DIracter.

MATERIAL OR ARTICLE HANDLI»^ANDD»«N8JJ^a,0^^^^

Meul

CluaKylBi and AaeortlQi SoUdi.

»,.T .vTT^ DT iOTTPB WORKINO GROUP Sao-N. BERGER, Supervisory Examiner

"^^Mti B^di^Xi^lTxt^^l^.^^^^^ ^^^'- '^' ^'^-^ ^"^'^ Chain SupleHon^eboe Ma«n.

;^^rwi«F.brlc;;Pl..tlc working Apparatu.;Pla«lc Block. Karthenwar^App^^^^

MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLING MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES. GROUP 83(^A. M. HORTON.

'"s^A'r«"c^'"aSn-.;"A«n.bUn..ToorandImpleme^

ComponenU, Work and Tool HoWen.

too; Claipa, Etc.; Puahlng and Pulling.

'''"^rHr^:r^i~"Z!:r^^'rcSu"?s„'^ssLH«^^^^^^^
Joint Packing

POW»» PLANTS, MOTORS AND PCMP8, °«»"^ "^,^;^»£t^»Z^lSrXi.:iWcb^b.,

Refrigeration, Ventilation, and niumlnatlon.

ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS EXAMINING OPERATION-J. A. MANIAN.

3-A-03

13-lS-Al

1-81-03

l-l«-fla

i-ia-ea

>-a8-02

3-&-e3

1-17-62

GENERAL

AGRICULTURE. GROUP 41(^A.RUEa0.8uperyl«>ryE«^er^..^.^.^--^^^^y^^^^

Animal Huabandry; Butchering; VUtMxg, Trapping and Vermin Dertroylng. Plant *iuei»nar,.

Working.

"?ji5;:'4::iViJS^i^rT°v:i:si::;».,r^:'rrr:^^
TRANSPORTATION, GROUP MO-P. ARNOLD. Supervisory Examiner

^'way, and Rolling Stock; Brakes; Land Vehicle.; Aeronautic; Ship..

FURNITURE AND RECEPTACLES, GROUP 4flO-W. S. COLE. Supervliory Examl

Furniture; SupporU; Cabinet Structure.; Receptacles; Baggage.

PRINTING, STATIONERY AND MATERIAL TREATMENT. GROUP 470-L.

3-30-03

13-21-01

13-4-01

1-16-03

9-38-01

S-13-03

S-&-02

1-8-62

DECISIONS IN PATENT AND TRADEMARK CASES

[liner.

W. VARNER. Supervisory

Examiner

Printing; Typewriters; Stationery; Material Treatment. „„„»,» pnTwrR flanervlsory

PERSONAL TREATMENT. ADORNMENT AND AMUSEMENTS. GROUP 48(^L.R. PRINCE. 8upervi«.ry

Examiner
Surgery; Dentistry; Artificial

DESIGNS. GROUP 4go-J. A. MANLAN. Supervisory Examiner

Industrial Arts; Household. Personal and Fine Arts.

Body MembeW; ToVlet"ryrAmu«.'ment Devio«; Jewelry; Mechanical Guns; Projectors.

fi-25-Q3

1-19-63

3-0-03

4-3-63

3-13-03

4-1S-63

1-16-63

s-»-6a

13-30-63

7-3-62

i-»-ea

3-»-62

4-3-63

3-6-62

6-23-03

13-13-01

3-6-63

13-18-03

,CLAS8.F.CAT.0N, OOBECKI. O A.-ART9 UNDKROO.NO B.OLASSIP.OAT.ON A8 LISTED UND.H

CLASSIFICATION DIVISIONS.

91. KENT, A. P. (acting) ...."..

92. GAUSS, H
98. PURDY, W. F. (acting), Wire Working

M. BERLOWITZ.W _

96. ANOEL, C. D., (REZNEK, J., acting) "

0-8-63

8-0-63

0-1-03

10-16-03
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Supreme Court of the United States
i

Alexander T. Sperby r. State of Flxjrida ex eel. The Florida Bar

No. S22. Decided May 27, 196S

[— U.S. — ; 137 USPQ 578]

1. Practitioneks—Registration kob Practice Before Patent Office—State

May Not Deny Right to Practice to Those Authorized by Commissioner.

"The statute [3.") U.S.C. 31] * * • expressly permits the Commissioner to

authorize practice before the Patent Office by nonlawyers, and the Commis-

sioner has explicitl.v. granted such authority. If the authorization is un-

qualified, then, by virtue of the Supremacy Clause. Florida may not deny to

those failing to meet its own qualifications the right to perform the functions

within the scope of the fetleral authority. A State may not enforce licensing

requirements which, though valid in the absence of federal regulation, give

'the State's licensing l»oard a virtual power of review over the federal deter-

mination' that a person or agency is qualified and entitled to perform certain

functions, or which impose upon the performance of activity sanctioned by

federal license additional conditions not contemplated by Congress."

2. Same—Same—No Condition That Practice Not Be Inconsistent With
State Law.

Held that there was not to be read into the authorization conferred by the

federal statute, 3") r.S.C. 31. and Patent Office regulations, 37 CFR 1.341, the

condition that practice before the Patent Office in patent cases not be in-

consistent with State law.

3. Same—Design of 35 U.S.C. 31 and Pbe^ecessob Provisions—Legislative

History.
"• • • respondent directs us to the l^islative history of the statute to con-

firm its understanding that § 31 and its predecessor provisions were not de-

signed to authorize practice not condoned by the State. Insofar as this history

provides any insight into the intent of Congress, however, we are convinced

that the interpretation which respondent asks us to give the statute is incon-

sistent with the assumptions upon which Congress has acted for over a century."

4. Same—Same—Same.

"Examination of the development of prac'tice before the Patent Office and

its governmental regulation reveals that : (1 ) nonlawyers have practiced before

the Office from its inception, with the express approval of the Patent Office

and to the knowledge of Congress; (2) during prolonge<l congressional study

of unethical practices before the Patent Office, the right of noniawyer agents

to practice before the Office went unquestioned, and there was no suggestion

that abuses might be curbed by State regulation; (3) despite protests of the

bar. Congress in enacting the Administrative Procedure Act refused to limit

the right to practice before the administrative agencies to lawyers; and (4)

the Patent Office has defended the value of noniawyer practitioners while

taking steps to protect the interests which a State has in prohibiting unau-

thorized practice of law. We find implicit in this history congressional (and

administrative) recognition that registration in the Patent Office confers a

right to practice before the Office without regard to whether tlie State within

which the practice is conducted would otherwise prohibit such conduct."

5. Same—Order of State Coi bt En.ioining Registered Practitioner.

Held that the order of the Supreme Court of Florida enjoining petitioner,

a noniawyer registered to practice before the Patent Office, "must be vacated

since it prohibits him from performing tasks which are incident to the prep-

aration and prosecution of patent applications before the Patent Office."

On WRIT of certiorari to Supreme Court of Florida.

JUDGMENT VACATED.
Oscar A. Mellin, LeRoy Hanscom^ and Jack E. Hursh {Carlisle M.

Moore and Ernest M. Anderson of counsel) all of San Francisco, Calif.,

for petitioner.
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Sherwood Spacer. Hollywood, Fla., J. Leu.. IML Tallahassee,

Fla., Donald J. Iir,uhhaw, Inverness, Fla., •/. Swon I>ameh Jr Pen-

sacoia, Fla., and John Houston Gunn. Miami, Ha. [F. Trou^hndge

vom liaur, Washington, D.C., of counsel) for respondent.

irrhibald Cor, Joseph I>. GuUfoyle. Lorn. F. ( laibome, Morton

liolUnuler. and David J. McCarthy. Jr., for United States, amicus

"""iraeV/zM //. Webb {Morton Burden, Jr., and John M. Webb of

counsel) all of Pittsburgh, Pa., for American Patent Law Association,

amicus curiae. tt n o . /* Al

F Trowbridge vom Baur, Washington, D.C., //. H. P^P^^^/l^}-

bany, Cxa., Wayland B. Cedarqmst, Chicago, \\\. Jonathan F tUis

Winsted, (^onn' Raymond Rei.ler. Brooklyn, N.Y., ^---/- ^-^'

Madison, Wis., R. Carleton Sharretts, Jr., Baltimore Md ^^^^9^ ^

Turner, Lincoln, Neb., and Melvln F. Adler, Fort ^\ orth, Tex., for

American Bar Association, amicus curiae.

Roger Robb, Washington, D.C., for American Association of Reg-

istered Patent Attorneys and Agents, amicus curiae.

John R. Turney and D. W. Markhavi, both of A\ ashmgton D.C.

{Nuel D. Behuip, Chicago, III., of counsel) for Association of Inter-

state Commerce (Commission Practitioners, amicus curiae

M. A. Baskln, Miami, Fla., for The Florida Patent Law Association,

'''^Ly:j:7LnsMd and FhilUp K. Folk, both of Columbus, Ohio,

for StatcBar Associations, amici curiae. ^ ,. ^. ,

Arthur B. Ilamon (E,m„Ht E. Tu,ker. Jr., andRh .
hen^ Jone.

of counsel) all of Waslnngton, D.C., for American t henucal Society,

amicus curiae.
^ , <-. ^

Mr. Chief Justice Warren delivered the opinion of the C»»rf

Petitioner is a practitioner registered to practice before the Lmted

Stlte Patent Office. He has not been admitted to P--t.ce law be ore

the Florida or any other bar. Alleging, among other things, tha

petitioner "is engaged in the unauthorized practice of law, in that

Tuhough he is noraTnember of The Florida Bar he neverthele^ main^

fains an office . . in Tampa, Florida, . . . holds himself out to he

plicLapt.en.Attorney^ . . i^presents Florida clients before the

United States Patent Office, ... has rendered opinions as to patent^

Ob tv and . has prepared various legal instruments, mcluding

":,;pl cations and amendments to «PP'-'-- '"V-'Tu'dC "

and filed same in the United States Patent Office in Washington, UC

he Florida Bar instituted these proceedings in the i'>•P""n^Co»rt °*

Florida to enjoin the performance of these and o.-r specified cts

within the State. Petitioner filed an answer ... wh.ch he admitted

he a»' a legations but pleaded as a defense "that the work per-

f"by hin. for Florida citizens is solely that work which is pre-

«.,Ted to the United States Patent Office a.,d that he charges fees

r'ei; for his work of preparing a..d P-->-"g.P;;»' »PP~;
.a,.d pate,.t assignments and determ.i,..t.o..s '""''7'„'« P^P*™^,^

ind prosecuting patent applicatio,.s a.id assignments. Thereupon,

Ihe c^rt Lnted the Bar's motion for a summary d«:ree and perma-

ittly eni'^ned the petitioner from pursuing the *"now,n| acnvm s

in Florida until and unless he became a member of the State Bar.

••1 usins the ten,, -patent a,.„r„e,- or holding m.„«.U out to b. •" •"°"«;

use of tlie word 'attorney') ;
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"2. rendering legal opinions, including opinions as to patentability or infringe-

ment on patent rights

;

"3. preparing, drafting and construing legal documents;

"4. holding himself out, in this state, as qualified to prepare and prosecute

applications for letters patent, and amendments thereto

;

"5. preparation and prosecution of applications for letters patent, and amend-

ments thereto, in this state ; and

"6. otherwise engaging in the practice of law."

The Supreme Court of Florida concluded that petitioner's conduct

constituted the unauthorized practice of law which the State, acting

under its police power, could properly prohibit, and that neitliei

federal statute nor the Constitution of the irnited States empowered

any. federal body to authorize such conduct in Florida. 140 So. 2d 587.

In his petition for certiorari, petitioner attacked the injunction

"only insofar as it prohibits him from engaging in the specific ac-

tivities . . . [referred to above], covered by his federal license to

practice before the Patent Office. He does not claim that he has any

right otherwise to engage in activities that would be regarded as the

practice qf law." ' We granted certiorari, 371 L\S. 875, to consider

the significant, but narrow, quest ions thus presented.

We do not question the determination that under Florida law the

preparation and prosecution of patent applications for others con-

stitutes the practice of law. Greenough v. Tax Assessors, 331 L'.S.

486; Murdoch v, Memphis, '20 Wall. 500. Such conduct inevitably

4-equires the practitioner to consider and advise his clients as to the

patentability of their inventions under the statutory criteria, 35 U.S.C.

§§ 101-103, 161, 171, as well as to consider the advisability of relying

upon alternative forms of protection which may be available under

state law. It also involves his participation in the drafting of the

specification and claims of the patent application, 35 U.S.C. § 112,

which this Court long ago noted "const itute[s] one of the most difficult

legal instruments to draw with accuracy," TopUff v. TopUif, 145 U.S.

156, 171. And upon rejection of the application, the practitioner may

also assist in the preparation of amendments, 37 CFR §§ 1.117-1.126,

which frequently requires written argument to establish the patent-

ability of the claimed invention under the applicable rules of law

and in light of the prior art. 37 CFR § 1.119. Nor do we doubt that

Florida has a substantial interest in regulating the practice of law

within its State and that, in the absence of federal legislation, it could

validly prohibit nonlawyers from engaging in this circumscribed form

of patent practice.^

But "the law of the State, though enacted in the exercise of powers

not contravened, must yield" when incompatible with federal legis-

lation. Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1, 211. C ongress has provided

that the Commissioner of Patents "may prescribe regulations govern-

ing the recognition and conduct of agents, attorneys, or other persons

representing applicants or other parties before the Patent Office,""

35 U.S.C. § 31,' and the Commissioner, pursuant to § 31, has provided

1 Petitioner's right to refer to hlm«elf as a "Patent Attorney" has been mooted by his

vnluntarv discontinuance of the use of the term "attorney." „ j ,

See iron<ff«5° a v State Bar of California, 366 U.S. 3«, 40-41 ;
Schtcare v. Hoard of

144 W Va 504 109 S K 2<1 420; Oardnrr v. Vonvcay. 234 Minn. 4«i8, 48 .N.W. _d .h^-.

• Act of July 19 1952. c. 950, I 1. 66 Stat. 795. 35 U.S C. I 31 :

"The Commismoner, subject to the approval of the Secretarj- of Commerc.-, may pr^-^

snibe reinilations Roverning the reoocnition and conduct of agents attorneys, or other

arsons repA'senting appll.ants or other parties before tl<e Patent Office, and may require

^em befo?rKg recognized as representatives of applicants or other Persons, to show

that tl^v are ot food moral character and reputation and are possessed of the necessary

lualiflcations to ivnder to applicants or other persons valuable serv-ice, advice, and assist

an?e in the presentation or prowcutlon of thefT applications or other business before the

Office."
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by re^nilation that "(aln applirant for patent . . .
may he repre-

sented h)/ an attorney or agent authorized to practice before the Patent

Office in" patent cases." :iT CFK ij l.ai. [ Emphasis added.] The cur-

rent rejrnhitions estal)lish two separate registers ''on which are entered

the names of all persons i-ecopiized as entitled to represent applicants

before the Patent Office in the preparation and prosecution of appli-

cations for patent." :i7 (^FR n-'i^l- [Emphasis added.] One reg-

ister is for attorneys at law, 37 CFR § l.:Ul(a), and the other is for

nonlawyer ^agents." 37 CFH S 1.341(1.). A person may be admitted

under either cate<rorv onlv by establishing "that he is of good moral

character and of good repute and possessed of the legal and scientific

and technical (,ualifications necessary to enable him to render appli-

cants for patents valuable service, and is otherwise competent to advise,

and assist them in the preparation and prosecution of their applica-

tions before the Patent Office." 37 CFR § 1.341(c).

[1] The statute thus expressly permits the ( ommissioner to au-

thorize practice before the Patent Office by nonlawyers, and the Com-

missioner has explicitly granted such authority. If the authoriza-

tion is unqualified, then, by virtue of the Supremacy Clause, Florida

may not denv to those failing to meet its own qualifications the right

to perform the functions within the scope of the federal authority.

A State may not enforce licensing requirements which, though valid m

the absence of federal regulation, give "the State's licensing board a

virtual power of review over the federal determination" that a person

or agency is qualified and entitled to perform certain functions,* or

which impose upon the performance of activity sanctioned by federal

license additional conditions not contemplated by Congress.' 'No

State law can hinder or obstruct the free use of a license granted under

an act of Congress." Pennsylvania v. Wheeling & B. Bridge Co., 13

How. 518, 566.
.

[2] Respondent argues, however, that we must read into the au-

thorization conferred by the federal statute and regulations the con-

dition that such practice not be inconsistent with state law, thus

leaving registered practitionei-s with the unqualified right to practice

only in the physical presence of the Patent Office and in the District

of Columbia, where the Office is now located.
, a a

The only language in either the statute or regulations which affords

any plausible support for this view is the provision in the regulations

that "[r]egistration in the Patent Office . . . ^^all only entitle the

persons registered to practice before the Patent Office. 37 C1<K

§ 1 341. Respondent suggests that the meaning of this limitation is

clarified by reference to the predecessor provision, which provided

that registration "shall not be construed as authorizing persons not

membe'rs of the bar to practice law." 3 Fed. Reg. 2429. Yet the

progression to the more circumscribed language without more tends

to indicate that the provision was intended only to emphasize that

registration in the Patent Office does not authorize the general prac-

tice of patent law, but sjinctions only the performance of those serv-

ices which are reasonably necessary and incident to the preparation

and prosecution of patent applications. That no more was intended

is further shown by the contrast with the regulations governmg prac-

~.
, u „. -JKO n a i»7 100- First lava Hydro-Electric Coop. v. Federal

alio U.S. 538.
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tice before the Patent Office in trademark cases, also issued by the

Commissioner of Patents. These regulations now provide that

"[r]e<;ognition of any person under this section is not to be construed

as sanctioning or authorizing the performance of any acts regarded

in the jurisdiction where performed as the unauthorized practice of

law." 37 CFR § 2.12(d). The comparison is perhaps sufficiently tell-

ing. But any possible uncertainty as to the intended meaning of the

Commissioner must be dispelled by the fact that when the present

regulations were amended in 1948,^ it was first proposed to add a

provision similar to that appearing in the trademark regulations.^

After objection had been leveled against the revision on the ground

that it "indicated that the office thinks that the states have the power

to circumscribe and limit the rights of patent attorneys who are not

lawyers," * the more sweeping language was deleted and the wording

modified to its present form.

[3] Bereft of support in the regulations, respondent directs us to

the legislative history of the statute to confirm its understanding that

§ 31 and its predecessor provisions were not designed to authorize

practice not condoned by the State. Insofar as this history provides

any insight into the intent of Congress, however, we are convinced

that the interpretation which respondent asks us to give the statute

is inconsistent with the assumptions upon which Congress has acted

for over a century.

[4] Examination of the development of practice before the Patent

Office and its governmental regulation reveals that: (1) nonlawyers

have practiced before the Office from its inception, with the express

approval of the Patent Office and to the knowledge of Congress;

(2) during prolonged congresisonal study of unethical practices be-

fore the Patent Office, the right of nonlawyer agents to practice before

the Office went unquestioned, and there was no suggestion that abuses

might be curbed by state regulation; (3) despite protests of the bar.

Congress in enacting the Administrative Procedure Act refused to

limit the right to practice before the administrative agencies to law-

yers; and (4) the Patent Office has defended the value of nonlawyer

practitioners while taking steps to protect the interests which a State

has in prohibiting unauthorized practice of law. We find implicit in

this history congresisonal (and administrative) recognition that reg-

istration in the Patent Office confers a right to practice before the

Office without regard to whether the State within which the practice

is conducted would otherwise prohibit such conduct.

The power of the Commissioner of Patents to regulate practice be-

fore the Patent Office dates back to 1861, when Congress first pro-

547

' Prop^if lfev?6lon of Patent Rules | 5.1. 611 O.G. Pat. Off June 29 1948, Supp.

•Reat*t>ation of attorneys and agent*. . . . Registration In the Patent Office under t

8:

"KeaiatiaT\on oj aitomryg ana ui/cnia. . . . «c6iou«ti>uu m i^c » .»..^... ,.,...^^ „„_.. ,n^

provisions of these rules shall not be construed as authorizing persons not members of

the bar to practice law or to perform any acts regarded as practicing law in the jurisdu

*
"•"•rthlnk'^l'^know what you mean to say. but you have not said what you mean to say.

If y..u stopped at the end of the first clause tl.ere and said that It does not authorize the

IK-rsons not members of the bar to practice law, you might be closer »*> l*^'"^ '

'f/'*
•,.^",'-

IS you have written it here, you have said that patent attorneys may not do in the stat.js

things which it may be necessary for them to do in order to prost-cute tlieir claims before

"'"InotherTor'iis, vou are giving it to the states to say what a patent attorney may do

Hither than leaving it up to the Congress and to the laws of the Lnited States
•• Imav sugges that wliat patent att..rneys do before the Patent Office might l>e c,,

St rued ni pr,?:< trdnl' law. were if not for tl.e fact tUnt thHr ,nr.Uular <on,l„ct i^ l-.

iiiltted hv the acts of Congress and under the rules of the Patent office.

•The staes cannot pass laws derogating from the rights of tlie patent attorneys av

created b Cong ess and existing under the rules of the Patent Office. I ttnnk t_at th.

ru\e as proposed, makes It possible for the states, or Indicated that the Office thinks that

?he strifes have the power to circumscribe and limit the rights of patent "« "7':>-'',"; "' "^':

not lawveis, which rights are created under the laws of Congress, and subject to the rules

of the Patent Offlc- rather than to regulation by the individual states ..

••I think vou would h.ive no power to pass this particular part of your proiHised rule.

Remarks of A P Kane. Attorney. Hearing on Pn.posed ^^^^-ion^f Rules of Practice

in Patent Cases, 281-282 (Sept. 30. 1948). See alsc id., at pp. 319-330.

\
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vided that -for pross misconduct he may refuse to recognize any

person as a patent agent, either generally or in any particular

^se '' » The "Rules and Directions" issued by the Commissioner

in 1869 provided that -[a]ny person of intelligence and good mora

character may appear as the attorney in fact or agent of an applicant

upon filing proper power of attorney."- From the outset, a sub-

stantial number of those appearing in this capacity were engineers

or chemists familiar with the technical subjects to w'hich the patent

application related. ''Many of them were not members «/ the bar.

It probably never occurred to anybody that they should be. More-

over, although a concentration of patent practitioners developed in

Washington, D.C., the regulations have provided since the reorgani-

zation of the Patent Office in 1836 that personal attendance in Wash-

ington is unnecessary and that business with the Office should be

transacted in writing.- The bulk of practitioners are now sea«^ml

throughout the country, and have been so distributed or many years.

As a practical matter, if practitioners wei^ not so located and thus

could not easily consult with the inventors with whom they deal, their

effectiveness would often be considerably impaired.'* .^^^
'f.

suggestion that practice by nonlawyers was intended to be confined to

the District of Columbia thus assumes either congressional ignorance

or disregard of long-established practice.
, „ . . nffi.a

Despite the early recognition of nonlawyers by the Patent Office,

these agents, not subject to the professional restnunts of their lawyer

brethrel w;re particularly responsible for the
^^^^f^^^^^^'I.^^^^^^^

and victimization of inventors which long plagued the I^^tent Office^

To remedy these abuses, the Commissioner of Patents in 1899 firs

required registration of persons practicing Wfcre the Patent Offi e

and in 1918, i-equired practitioners to obtain his prior approval of

all 'advertising material wiiich they distributed.'^ It was to reach

these same evils that § 31 was given much its pi-esent form when, in

^'

19^ the statute was amended to expressly authorize the Commissioner

to prescribe regulations for the recognition of agents and attorneys.

This modification of the statute, first proposed in 1912, was designed

to provide for the "creation of a patent bar" and "to require a higher

1 18«1 88 18 12 Stat 247' see also Act of July 8. 1«70. c. 230.

I i^.'^ni sna^'OO. usa.nemled. «« Stat "?»»,•
^•?,.yr.„^\*/',,rtlee I 127 (Auk. 1. 186!M.

» V,'„'„t;a.ul I>"-tlon« for
^^'^^^^^^'^^JrV^^^^ ['a.nlnl'tt.J' on Patent, on

„ n''^->7 70{h c;^n*K."'l«t^S^r84'(1928. ;'cf. Hoo.ier Urill Co. v. InveU. 15 O.O. I at.

off lOliii'j Robinson. Patents
*\^iii^nt at the Patent Office, to obtain a patent. 1h

..I'ersonal attendance of t^e app Irant
^ll^^J^%\^^^^ ^tr^^ of postage) or by pcj^er

.'.'rart^nfe^^-^' '^^fo - t.^n trP^.^n^^^l^^'^v^.n-. to J^an-t^t tbe P.^en^t Offic-e^

h' ,V.:r;T^.-:...^^ ln,^\f^^- »» -- ^l^lJ'^nl'itli^ltlJfllVr^t^,. .« the Patent Office.

iH- tran«ucte< in wj ting. •_ i^ . „ , . .,

'ri-'""7ihVb iio' 1854). "('onipare ;i7 <'{;«* ^^-f^. .„ iTH.tice ISefore the U.S. Patent Office
'

'3-Iu:;,.r of Attorneys unrAgents I cKlst^^^^^^^
,»,, ^-.S. Patent Office

nS..-.S, ;
Nawjes ""^ .^.Wressesjf Attorne

>^^ ""'^T.^n^'U the
(I88;j) ; Testimony of T. ^;-, «»^";*'!J; A c",,., h\ S.-ss. 12. Commencing In 1848 J^ne

(miimlttee on I'atents on HR. "«". 7i8t <-»">-• -"
.....f the services of Patent Agents

ffiTsaS aV*{t.e1^a^erf>«ce."ltt:nt'rgents ]^^^n.y. OH48,. I
Kmphasis deleted and

ke'^^,:'pretara-tion n^ndPro/ecutlon 'Y^J^r A't^ nt" 'on"!'*! R 5:.27. 70th Cong., l.t Ses..

''i^.^y^^'^ ti^rSVl^it^. patent Office. , 17 (July 18. 1899). Compare

"..^r,% ^rrsTaT ^'o Z-i^'eA »35U.S.C.'V6.'and Act of July 4. 1884. c. 181. I ...

lia'stut. 101. 5U.S.C.I493.
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standard of qualifications for registry." ^* Although it was brought

to the attention of the House Committee on Patents that practitioners

included lawyers and nonlawyers alike,^" it was never suggested that

agents would be subject to exclusion. In fact, although the Commis-

sioner of Patents had at one time expressed the view that Patent

Office abuses could be eliminated only by restricting practice to law-

yers," his successor concluded that such a limitation would be unwise

and during the pendency of this legislation recommended to Congress

against such a limitation :

"It has been suggested many times that the privilege of practicing before the

Office should l)e granted only after examination similar to examinations held for

admission to the bar. It is believed that this requirement would be too severe,

as many persons not specially trained in the law and without any particular

educational advantages may by careful study of the practice and of the useful

arts learn adequately to prosecute applications. Fundamentally knowledge of

the invention is more important than knowledge of the rules and is often possessed

by men of a type of mind which does not acquire legal knowledge readily."
"

Moreover, during the consideration in 1916 of another bill enacted to

curb abusive advertising by patent practitioners, by prohibiting per-

sons practicing before government agen(*ies from using the names

of government officials in their advertising literature,"" the same point

was made on the floor of the House

:

"Mr. Oglesby. I will say to the gentleman that a good many men appear before

the Patent Office who are not admitted attorn&ys. The commissioner stated at

the hearing that he had considered the question as to whether or not anyone

except a regularly admitted attorney at law should be exclude<l from practicing

before the Patent Office, but for certain reasons thought, perhaps, he ought not

to establish such a rule."
**

Disclosure that persons were falsely holding themselves out to be

registered patent practitioners led in 1938 to the enactment of legis-

lation making such misrepresentation a criminal offense." This cor-

rective legislation was under consideration for over a decade and

originally contained several other provisions, including one which

would have prohibited any person "duly regibtered to practice in the

Patent Office . . . [from holding] himself out as a patent attorney,

patent lawyer, patent solicitor, or patent counselor unless he is legally

admitted to practice law in the State ... or in the District of Colum-

bia." " During the extended consideration given the matter in both

Houses of Congress, the distinction between patent lawyers, who had

been admitted to the bar, and nonlawyer agents, was repeatedly

'•Letter from E. B. Moore. Commissioner of Patents. Hearings before House Committee

oil Patents on H.R. 23417. No. 1, 62d Cong., 2d Ses«. ti-7. See also Hearings before House

Committee on Patents on H.R. 210. t>7th Cong.. Ist Set*. 16; Commissioner of Patent-s.

"

'•"xhe foPlowing colloquy regarding an Identical bill Introduced the session before passage

occurred between Congretssman Himes and the Commissioner of Patents :

-Mr Himes It seewis to me that we should know just who the man practicing before

the'Patent Offi'ce happens to be. Must he be a member of the bar or are the requirements

the same for the patent attoriH'y who simply goes an<l gets a patent for his clients as the

man that goes and praclicen before the Patent Office, before the Commisaioner of Patents

"Mr ROBERTSO.N. The Patent Office can register anyone who shows a degree of pro

ticiency necessary to write specifications, whether or not he is a member of the bar.

"Mr. HiMCS. He must not be a member of the bar V ^. . v, j 4. ^ .,.1

•Mr KoBEBTsoN. He need not be a member of tlie bar. That is not as bad as it sounds_

.Soine of our i)e8t practitioners are not members of the bar. Tliey are the older line of

attorneys There are some very fine ones wlit) have Ijeen practicing before the Patent offi< ••

lo or 40 years who are not members of the bar. but they are honest men. and there are

s(Hne of the practitlonen* who are members of the bar who are not honest men. ^o 't ii; a

very difficult thing to reach." Hearings before House Committee on Patents on H.B. JIO.

67t":i Cong.. l8t Sess. 15-16.

See also Hearines before House Committee on Patents on H.R. 5011. 501.J.

Cong.. 1st Sess. 281. .^aafl\
»i Commissioner of Patents, Annual Report, vi (ls«f ).

"Commissioner of Patents, Annual Report, xlv (1915).
» Act of April 27. 1916. c. 89. 39 Stat. 54.

» xVo'f^Maro' 1938^ 52 Stat. 342 : now 66 Stat. 79«. 35 U.S.C. I 33.

~ This was the so-called "Cramton bill.' H R.„6»9. 71st^Cong_^2d SVss. ;
H.R.

7010. «6tli

70tli

Cong.. Ist Sess.: H R. 5811. «9th Cong.. Ist Sea*.

H.R. 5790, 68th Cong.. Ist Sess.

H.R. 10735. «9th Cong.. Ist Sess.
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brought out: ' time and ii^a'in it was made clear that the above pro-

vision was not intended to restrict practice by agents, but was designed

only to prevent them from hihelin*; themselves '"patent attorneys,"^"

as the Patent Office had theretofore permitted.-" The proposed bills

would not have atl'ected "any enjrineers or draftsmen from doing those

things which they have always been doing l>efore the Patent Office";
'"

the bills sought "to bring about no change in the status of the many

men now registered and entitled to pnictiee }>efure the Patent Office.

regardless of whether they are memU'rs of the bar or not . . .

.''

"

(Emphasis added.] "[T]here are (juite a numl)er of solicitors of

patents who are highly qualified and who are not members of the bar,

who never graduated at law and were never admitted to the bar.

But this bill doesn't di-scjualify those men. They can continue to

qiudtfy as patent agentHr'- [Emphasis added.] When asked

*'[\v]hat is going to be the difference in the legal prerogatives of the

agents and the others that come in," the Commissioner of Patents

responded that ''{tVieir rights in the Patent Office auH be exactly the

same. Their rights in the courts will be different."" [Emphasis

added.] Tiie House debates on the bill l)efore Congress in 19;W reveal

the same understanding

:

"Mr. Stakh.kd. ... 1 was under the Impression that hereafter a person in

order to practice before tiie I'utent Otlice luiist l»e udiiiitted to practice before

some bar of a State.

"Mr. LAdLAKuiA. That is my understanding.

"Mr. Perkins. 1 will correct myse f. He may be admittni to act as a patent

agent but afUT the passage .if this act n.) one who is not admitte<l to the bar

generally can hold himself out to be a patent attorney, patent lawyer, patent

solicitor, or patent coun.selor.

"Mr. Stakkori). A i>erson without being a member of the bar may be registered

as a patent agent to practice »)efore the ( 'ommissioner of I'atents?

"Mr. Perkins. He may." **

Hence, during the period the \\)'>'l statute was being considered,

and prior to its readoption in 1 5)5-2, ' we find strong and unchallenged

implications that registered agents have a riglit to practice before the

Patent Office. The repeated efforts to assure Congress that no attempt

was being made to limit this right are not witlumt significance. Nor

is it insignificant that we fintl no suggestion that the abu.ses l)eing

perpetrat'ed by patent agents could or should be corrected by the

States. To the contrary, reform was etf'ected by the Patent Office,

whicii now requires all practitioners to pass a rigorous examination,

^^ F (!9 ('..UK Kec (1580; HearlngH before S.-nate Coiiiniittee ..n Patents <>" ".^^^ 5;:--^'

Toth (N.i.« I St S..S.S. 4-7, .51 ; Hearings before House I oniUi.ttee on Patents on H.R. t.99,

'

'i'
/'""*', •./-';'• nV^'^wlV' K^SO- S Hei. ti2H No Tlst C.nn. 1st Sess. 4; Heaiin>ts belorr

.::',:frZ^^:^^V^^I^^^l^^r!:^0^^ rong.. rst Sess. 7, .]». Hearings bef..,..

H ;l. .\.> mlttee on I'atents on H.R. ,^527. 70th Cong.,
\»/ ,.^*"«S- '^7;?V^^^^i./si-.l

li .Miiii's n.Mnn>rs iH-fon- House C.mniitt.'e on J-atents on "J ,j'^J, ,-.'•/,'* "'^,- ^,.'^; '..,,

; rVriius iM.fore H.Mise ('ounnitt.'.' on Patents on H.R. ...>.i.. ''''*\* ""* J,-*,, r^,.:','

'''^::1 rC"-r"-^'"V;..*M'^n^:'S^'^esl;. .; S. Rep, No. «.«. 71st <'ong.. .d Sess. . :

''''«1l..;;Mn:r...'fnre Mouse (•on.,nit...e on Patents on H R. :^:^27. 70th Cong.. 1st Sess. 15.

:^ V:.':.'i;"T.J'"o.'>o.:Man.... were .n,.-n.le., by tb-' Jji^:^
revision, S. Re„. No. 1979, 82U

C.>xvA.. i;>l S.>s. 1 ; n.li. K.-p. No. 1923. SlM Cong., 2d S*-S8, 0.
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37 CFR § 1.841 ( c) , strictly regulates their advertising, 37 CFR § 1.345,

and demands that "[a]ttorneys and agents appearing before the Pat-

ent Office . . . conform to the standards of ethical and professional

conduct generally applicable to attomevs before the courts of the

United States." 37 CFR § 1.344.

Moreover, the extent to which specialized lay practitioners should

be allowed to practice before some 40-odd federal iulministrative agen-

cies, including the Patent Office, received continuing attention both

in and out of Congress during the period prior to 1952.^® The At-

torney General's Committee on Administrative Procedure which, in

1941, studied the need for procedural reform in the administrative

agencies, reported that "[ejspecially among lawyers' organizations

there has been manifest a sentiment in recent years that only members
of the bar should l)e admitted to practice before admini.strative agen-

cies. The Committee doubts that a sweeping interdiction of non-

lawyer practitioner would be wise . . .
." ^' Cltimately it was pro-

vided in § fi(a) of the Administrative Procedure Act that ''[ejvery

party shall be accorded the right to appear in person or by or with

counsel or other duly qualified representative in any agency proceed-

ing .... Nothing herein shall be construed either to grant or to

deny to any person who is not a lawyer the right to appear for or

represent others before any agency or in any agency proceeding."

60 Stat. 240, 5 U.S.(\ § 1005(a). Although the act thus disavows

any intention to change the existing practice before any of the agen-

cies, so that the right of nonlawyers to practice Ijefore each agency

must be determined by reference to the statute and regulations ap-

plicable to the particular agency, the history of § 6(a) contains fur-

ther recognition of the power of agencies to admit nonlawyers, and

again we see no suggestion that this power is in any way conditioned

on the approval of the State. The Chairman of the American Bar

Association's committee on administrative law testified before the

House Judiciary Committee

:

"A great deal of complaint has been received from two sources. Number one

is the lay practitioners before the various agencies, chiefly the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, who are afraid something might be said that would oust them

from practice. On the other hand, there is a great deal of protest from the

committees on unauthorized practice of the 'aw in various State, local and munic-

ipal bar associations who are just as vehement in saying that these measures

fail to recognize that legal procedure must be confined to lawyers. But these

bills do not eliminate the lay practitioner, if the administrative agency feels

they have a function to. perform and desires to admit him to practice.""

Despite the concern of the bar associations, the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee reported that "nonlawyers, if permitted by the agency to prac-

tice before it, are not excluded from representing interested parties

in administrative matters." ^^ And in the House debates on this

provision we find the following instructive passage:

"Mr. Austin. Mr. President, before the Senator leaves that thought, I wish

to ask a question. I notice ... in the section to which the Senator is referring,

this language

:

"See Committee on Administrative Practice of the Bar Association of the District of

Cnlunibia, Report on Admission to and Contrtrl Over Prnctic* Before Federal Administra-
tive Agencies (19.'}H) ; Survey of the Lecal Profession, Standards of Admission for I'ractiie

Hefont Federal .Xdrainistrative Agencies (19."»;il ; House ( onimittee on (.;o\ eminent oiiti.i

tions. Survey and .study of Administrative Organization. Procedure, and I'r.ictice in tli»'

F"e<Ieral Agencies. 8.">th Cong., l»t Sess. (C^omin, Print) : -Note, I'roposed Restriction of Lay
Prftctice Itefore FVderal .Xdmlnistratlve Agencies, 48 Col. L. Rev. 120.

••Attorney General's Committee on Administrative Procedure, Final Report, i;i4 (1941).

('onipare Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of t'e <iovernnient. Report
to the Congress on I.#gal Services and Procedure. .32-.'i5. 40—44 (\97iT>).

""Ilearinps before House Committee on the Judiciary on Federal Administrative I'm-

<edure 7»th Cong,, Ist Sess (.Serial .No. 19) 33-.34, Legislative History of the Adnilnistru
tive Procedure Act. S, Doc. No. 248, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. "9-80 (hereinafter referred to as

"LeplKlative History").
••S. Comm. Print on S. 7. 79th Cong., let Sess. 10 (June 1945). Lejfislative History 2«.
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" •Nothing herein shall be construed either to grant or to deny to any person

^ who is not a lawyer the right to api)ear for or represent others l)efore any agency

or in any agency proceeding.'

"Is it not a fact that somewhere in the bill the distinguished Senator has

reserved the right to a nonprofessional—that Is. a man who is not a lawyer—

to appear, if the agency having jurisdiction permits it? That is, there is a

discretion permitted, is there not? For example, take a case where a scientific

expert would better represent before the Commission the Interests involved than

would a lawyer. The right to obtain that privilege is granted In the bill some-

where, is It not?
, , V,

"Mr. McCakkan. The Senator is correct : and in connection with that 1 wlsn

to read from the Attorney (Jeneral's comment, as follows :

" 'This subsection does not deal with, or in any way qualify, the present power

of an agency to regulate practice at its bar. It expressly provides, moreover,

that nothing in the act shall be construed either to grant or to deny the right of

nonlawyers to appear before agencies in a representative capacity. Control over

this matter remains in the respective agenciea.'

"That is the Attorney General's observation."" [Emphasis added.]

It is also instructive to note that shortly after the adoption of the

Administrative Procedure Act, the American Bar Association pro-

posed the adoption of an "Administrative Practitioners' Act."*'

Though limiting the powers of nonattomeys in respects not here rel-

evant, the bill did provide that "authorized participation in agency

proceedings" was permissible, without regard to whether the conduct

constituted the practice of law in the State where performed."

Indicative of this same general understanding, we note that every

state court considering the problem prior to 1952 agreed that the

authority to participate in administrative proceedings conferred by

the Patent Office and by other federal agencies was either consistent

with or premptive of state law,"

merce Oommliwlon. 14 l.CC. Pract. J. 4tfl.

d "Credentials for Ageqtn

HO quallfled to practice wad have P"^"\«^ *°f
''
:^*tSlH Act iSiall be deemed to permit

.onunue 8uc-li prae.ke ^" -K*"*;^' ""^
"^'n^JiV*^

participation

h„pnedl>^rexpre»«ly. aHotuerwl^autJ.or1«Hlh^^^^ 5j^ l^B, (P.t^„t
"Chicago Bar Asm. v. KeHogy, 338 HI., ^P.P\.'*^°-,.2o rifl43) affd 48 N.Y.S. 2d 799

omce) ;
sLxrp v. JY.d<i'«

«"*«'-'-lJ*"'T/i.r1«^ 126 Oil AOT 367 14 1' 2d 903 (1932»
,1944) (I'atent Offlce) ; S'^Y'^.«*^«rL^ flar^^/n v i'rftaSfc 42 Colo. 480. 94 P. 349

hachtr V, Wood. 139 N.J. ^^-^^'^^^i.^^ '^ HuXt^-Juool Co 34« Mo 1038. 144 S.W.

t;f-r fiTV 37^!74' (19:i) (Lind C^^^^ (dU-tuin) :
^-^an^

\7^J^-^' ^^'^^"^^ j!,'

",V'V..S3M9(MV(Llnd\»fflce') «ee *>-
;i-

'^^..^^^.^
»
4'^'f?^f.]92'T'vf2dV.r^.'ce;,,

'^?rr•l7ri^4"llf5^\^'k.' 2^.7. 3^-3^ '^^ll,^ol^7;''^.n^^ ?y"tlPe*^rdUl a.ency to

Normally, t .e «t''tf^'?"''^". ^«7. J|!!^/*l,yi'l„„ v A^^ »upra ; In the Matter of
!,. closely cinumw rlbed. V '«. /w^au /n/ r/Zoirorfh VorbJe Co.,

(C.P. 19.'S3) (Patent Offlce).
,,rnptire before state admlnlHtrative agencies by non-

State court* have frequently held Pr«»^"'^,,^'°5*,f!5^* ia People ex rel. Chicago Bar
laywer- to <-'y«»«t"»*'th' unauthorized P^'^^^f ff/'^^.R I.' cert denied. 302 U.S. 728 ;

^^r* V. ir/nT84fMo."467,"l01 Vw.'2d'i77.''But compa're State « re.. ReynoUU v.
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Finally, regard to the underlying considerations renders it difficult

to conclude that (ingress would have permitted a State to prohibit

patent agents from operating within its boundaries had it expressly

directed its attention to the problem. The rights conferred by the

issuance of letters patent are federal rights. It is upon Congress that

the Constitution has l)estowed the power "To promote the Progress

of Science and useful Arts, by .securing for limited Times to Authors

and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and

Discoveries,'' Art. I, ^ 8, cl. 8, and to take all steps necessarj- and

proper to accomplish that end. Art. I, § 8, cl. 18, pursuant to which

the Patent Office and its specialized bar have been establislied. The

Government, appearing as nm-iens mnae, informs the Court that of

the 7,544 persons registered to practice before the Patent Office in

November 1962, 1,801 were n6t lawyers and 1,687 others were not

lawyers admitted to the bar of the State in which they were prac-

ticing.** Hence, under the respondent's view, one-quarter of the pres-

ent practitioners would be subject to disqualification or to relocation

in the District of Columbia and another one-fourth, unless reciprocity

provisions for admission to the bar of the State in which they are

practicing are available to them, might be forced to relocate, apply

for admission to the State's bar, or discontinue practice. The disrup-

tive eflFect which this could have ujwn Patent Office proceedings can-

not be ignored. On the other hand, the State is primarily concerned

with protecting its citizens from unskilled and unethical practition-

ers/' interests which, as we have seen, the Patent Office now safe-

guards by testing applicants for registration, and by insisting on the

maintenance of high standards of integrity. Failure to comply with

these standards may result in suspension or disbarment. 35 U.S.C.

§ 32; 37 CFR § 1.348. So successful have the efforts of the Patent

Office been that the Office was able to inform the Hoover Commission

that "there is no significant difference Wtween lawyers and nonlawyers

either with respect to their ability to handle the work or with respect

to their ethical conduct." *'

Moreover, since patent practitioners are authorized to practice only

before the Patent Office, the State maintains control over the practice

of law within its borders except to the limited extent necessary for

the accomplisliment of the federal objectives.*'

We have not overlooked respondent's constitutional arguments, but

find them singularly without merit. We have already noted the source

of Congress* power to grant patent rights. It has never l)een doubted

that the establishment of the Patent Office to process patent applica-

tions is appropriate and plainly adopted to the end of securing to

inventors the exclusive right to their discoveries, nor can it plausibly

be suggested that by taking steps to authorize competent persons to

assist in the preparation of patent applications (^ongress has exceeded

the bounds of what is necessery and proper to the accomplishment

Hinger 14 Wis 2d 193. 109 .N.W. 2d 685 : Realty Appraitiala Co. v. Astor Broadway Hold

*"'^.0?'ThV^.^^p'.t.Pnt"pract'uione^H'in''K.o?i'da.'/i are not "--bers of th. nori.ia Har.

• HprtZ Title d AbHtratt Co v. Orievance Committee, 142 Tex. 506. 509. 179 S-W, 2d

U4n ofs l^v^ell Bar A^Tn y. Loeh. 315 Mass. 176, 180, ,'>2 N K. 2d 27 31 ComnnsRlon

on 0?iniz.?i^n of the Executive Branch of the (iovernment R-Port of the Task Force o„

Leal Services and Procedure, Part VI. Appendices and Charts. 169 (1955).

57d 158 The Patent Offlce noted the qualification that nonlawyers are able to ad

vertlVe. Compare Hearincs before House Committee on Patent* on H.B. 5527. 70th Conp..

^""^ec«us^ofthe"bL^Uh^f the injunction Issued in this case we are not called upon

TO determine w-.atfimctionH ar* reasonably within the scope of the pn.ctice «"thorixed by

re Patent Offlce Tlie Cmnmissioner has Issued no renulations touching upon this point

wl notrho«Tver. that a practitK.ner authorized to prepare P"**'"* «PP"^f"o"«
"I""*;, "f

courSerende? opinions as to the patentability of the Inventions brought to him. and that t

8 enflrelv reasonable for a pra^itioner to hold Limself out as qua ifled to perform hl8

8p«K-la ized work, so long ag he doea not misrepresent the scope of hU license.
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of this same end. Cf. (roldninith v. Inited Stdten Board of Tax

Appeals, 270 U.S. 117 ; United Staten v. Dwll, 172 U.S. 576. Congress

having acted within tlie scope of the powers "delegated to the United

States by the Constitution," it luis not exceeded the limits of the Tenth

Amendment despite the concurrent effects of its legislation upon a

matter otherwise within the control of the State. "Interference with

the power of the States was no constitutional criterion of the power

of Congress. If the power was not given, Congress could not exercise

it; if given, they might exercise it, although it should interfere with

the laws, or even the Constitution of the States." II Annals of Con-

gress 1897 (remarks of Madison). The Tenth Amendment "states

but a truism that all is retained which has not been surrendered."

I'nited States v. Darby, 812 U.S. 100, 124; Ca^e v. Boirles, 327 U.S.

92, 102. Compare Miller, Inc., v. Arkanms, 852 U.S. 187. The au-

thority of Congress is no less when the state power which it displaces

would otherwise have been exercised by the state judiciary rather

than by the state legislature. Cf. Pennsylvania R. Co. v. Puhlu)

Service Commn, 250 U.S. 566. Finally, § 81 contains sufficient stand-

ards to guide the Patent Office in its admissions policy to avoid the

criticism that Congress has improperly delegated its powers to the

administrative agency. Fahey v. MalJonee, 332 l^.S. 245; Currin v.

TFa/A/r^', 806 U.S. 1,16-18.

[5] It follows that the order enjoining petitioner must be vacated

since it proliibits him from performing tasks which are incident to

the preparation and prosecution of patent applications before the

Patent Office. The judgment below is vacated and the case is remanded

for further proceedings not inconsistent with this opinion.

It is so ordered.

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

Universal Overall Company v. Stonecutter Mills Corporation

No. 6847. Decided December 12, 1962

[50 CCPA — ; 310 F.2d 952: 135 I'SPQ 437]

1. Trademark—Opposition—Res Judicata

On review of the action of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board in grant-

ing applicant's motion for summary Judgment on the ground that the issues

raise<l in the opposition were res judicata because of a previous cancellation

proceeding. Held that all the questions of fact and law involved In the opposi-

tion were not determined in the previous proceeding, and that "the holding

of res judicata was not proper."

Appeal from the Patent Office. Opposition No. 40,626.

REVERSED AND REMANDED.
Norman Lettvin (Z>. D. AUegretti, Bair, Freeman <Sc MoJvnare of

counsel) for appellant.

Edward L. Merrigan for appellee.

Before Worley, Chief Judge, and Rich, Martin, and ^Mrm, Asso-

ciate Judges, and Associate Judge Joseph R. Jackson, retired

Worley, Chief Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.

Stonecutter Mills Corporation seeks registration of the mark

"STONECUTTER" for certain fabrics for use in specified garments

and home furnishing items.' Universal Overall Company, herein-

'The nDDllcatlon. Serial No. 79.125. as originally filed on Aujfuat 6. 1959, designated

th.. Kno.l?ns "men's women's, and ciilldren'a clothing. Including .hlrts, Black., dres**

skirts bous,.« snortHwenr and other Mlmilar artlHes of clothlnfr" Subsequently, th^

at)i)iu"ati n was amended to specify "textile fabrics of cotton, silk, rayon and/or other

i.fanufactured flbira and combinations thereof for use In garments for men. women and

U. S. PATENT OFFICE

after referred to as Universal, opposed that application. The Trade-

mark Trial and Appeal Board granted a motion for summary judg-

ment by Stonecutter Mills and dismissed the opposition. Universal

appeals from that action.

The Board granted the motion for summary judgment on the ground

that the issues raised in the opposition are res judicata because of a

prior proceeding, viz.. Cancellation No. 6,771, in which Universal

unsuccessfully sought cancellation of Stonecutter Mills' Registration

No. 422,638 ^ of "STONECUTTER" on the Principal Register for

piece goods of rayon, wool and/or cotton.

The final decision in the prior proceedings. Universal Overall Com-

pany V. Stonecutter Mills Corporation, 121 USPQ 605, reconsideration

denied, 122 USPQ 324, is that of the Assistant Commissioner. In the

original decision it is stated

:

The record shows that since 1926, petitioner has used the term "STOXK

Cl'TTER" as a trademark for men's work clothing. • •

Respondent was organized in 1920 under the name of Stonecutter Mills

Corporation, and it has continuously operated under that name since that time.

The sales value of respondent's piece goods had increased from $37,000 in 1921

to more than $17,000,000 in 1957. The chairman of respondent's board testified

that "STONECUTTKR" has always appeared in one way or another on all

shipments of its piece goods, and since the beginning of its operations, respond-

ent's products have been known in the trade as -STOXECUTTER" goods.

The question to be determined here is whether or not petitioner's right to

use "STOXECUTTER" (either as one word or two words) is superior to

respondent's right with the result that the registration is inconsistent with

petitioner's rights.

The record Is inconclusive with regard to resiwndent's earliest use of "STOXE-

CUTTER" in a technical trademark sense,' but it conclusively appears that

"Stonecutter Mills Corporation" has been continuously used since 1921 in con-

nection with the extensive sales of respondent's piece goods. Such use of

"STOXECUTTER" by resiwndent is sufficient to establish rights in the term,

and since it has been so used since 1921, petitioner has failed to show that it has

superior rights in the term. Therefore, damage to petitioner from the registra-

tion cannot be inferred.

The record Indicates, however, that there has been long concurrent use by the

parties on specifically different goods without any evidence of confusion, and it

may be that petitioner would, in a proi)er case, be entitled to concurrent registra-

tion, but that question is not here to be decided.

• *•**•
On reconsideration, the Assistant Commissioner, in responding to

an argument by Universal that it should prevail because it was first

to use the mark in a trademark sense, commented as follows:

Section 2 of the statute sets forth the grounds for ex parte refusal of registra-

tion by the Commissioner. These grounds may be invoked by an opposer who

can show that he will be damaged by registration of a mark sought to be reg-

istered. These grounds may also, in a proper case, be invoked in a cancellation

proceeding, but only as general grounds to show damage from a registration

already issued. The provisions of section 2 are prosi)ective, and the statutory

language of section 2(d) is not applicable to a cancellation proceeding.

In the same opinion, the Assistant Commissioner further stated:

In the pre.sent case it was established that the rights of resiK)ndent in "STOXE-

CUTTER" were at least equal to petitioner's rights in the word and that damage

from the registration therefore could not be inferred.

In support of the allegation in its notice of opposition that it will

be damaged by the registration sought. Universal asserts that it has

children including blouses, dresses, efcirts [sic], jackets. Jeans, lingerie, shirts, ties,

slacks, shorts and six.rtswear, and for u.se In home furnishing Items such as draperies,

curtains, bedspreads and upholstery fabrics."
. o . ~k ^ iojj

• Issued on an application filed /anuary 18, 1945. asserting use fl'X'e September 4, 1944.

» In Us registration, respondent asserted use as a trademark since Sept. 4. 1844.
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used the trademark "STONE CUTTER" on its clothing products since

1926 and that, in Cancellation No. 6,771, the Commissioner was unable

to Hnd that Stonecutter Mills had used "STONECUTTER" as a

fradciiuirk prior to 1944. As another ground of opposition. Universal

asserts that the registration should be refused because the allegation,

in the application as originally filed, that Stonecutter Mills has used

the murk since 19-21 on goods defined as clothing or garments produced

by it, was false.

In holding ren judircUa applicable, the Board stated

:

The records reveal that the several questions raised by opposer in its pTesent

pleading i»ertaininK to applicant's use and disi)la.v of its mark were duly con-

sidered and rejected by the Examiner of Interferences in the aforesaid Can-

cellation No. 0,771. It being determined therein that, iis between the parties, the

respondent (applicant herein) had sui)erlor rights in the term "STONECUTTER"
and that i)etitioner ( opi>oser herein) could not be injured by respondent's

registration thereof. On appeal, the Assistant Commissioner affirmed the Ex-

aminer's holding on the question of superior rights and did not disturb his

rulings on the other questions involved.

Since the present opixwition and the aforesaid cancellation proceeilings mani-

festly Involve the identical question of damage to I'niversal Overall Company
arising out of registration of the term -^TONECrTTER " to Stonecutter Mills

Corporation, the final adjudication in the prior proceeding Is considered to be

res judicata and binding on opposer herein. See : Citmmi»»ioner of Internal

Revenue v. Sunnen [333 U.S. .'lOl], 77 USPQ 25> • • •
; American Fruit Orowerg,

Inc. V. John Braadland, Ltd., 7 USPQ 261 (CCPA, 1930) : Westgate-Sun Harbor

Company v. Watsfm, Comr. Fats., 97 USPQ T.^i (CADC, 1963) ; Fourco Glass

Vompayxy v. Libbey-Ouens-Ford Glass Company, lir» USPQ 191 (Comr., 1957) ;

and The .Arnold Milling Company v. Thornbred Company, Inc., 82 USPQ 436

(Comr., 1949).

Universal urges that the Board erred in finding the doctrine of

res judicata applicable because the present opposition raises issues of

fact and law wliich are different from those determined in the can-

cellation proceedings. The differences in fact it advances are, in sub-

stance, as follows:

1. The issue of the alleged falsity of the as.sertion in the present application,

as originally filed, with respe<-t to the use of the marie .since 1921 on clothing

or garments is new since the application was not tiled until after the Assistant

Commissioner's original decision in Cancellation No. 6,771.

2. The date of 1921. alleged for first u.se in the application is not the same

as the date found in the cancellation for Stonecutter Mills' first use of "STONE-

CUTTER " in a trademark sense, the latter date being asserted by Universal to

be 1944, and

3. The designation of the goods in Registration No. 422,633, involved in the

cancellation is difTerent from that in the application.

Universal further urges that the statutory provisions which govern

cancellation proceedings are different from those governing opposition

proceedings. In support of that contention, it refers to the state-

ments of the Assistant Commissioner on reconsideration regarding

the significance of section 2(d) to opposition and canceillation proceed-

ings, quoted above.

Stonecutter Mills refers to the cancellation proceedings as "involv-

ing the very same two trademarks and merchandise here involved"

and asserts^hat the decision therein including rulings as follows:

(1) that Stonecutter Mills Corporation [applicant] has superior rights in

"Stonecutter," dating back to 1921. and

(2) that Universal Overall Company [opposer], therefore, cannot be damaged

by registration of "Stonecutter" in favor of Stonecutter Mills Corporation.

It is obvious that the designation of goods and date of first use set

out in the present application differ from the registration of Stone-
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cutter Mills involved in the cancellation proceedings as pointed out

by Universal. It is also evident that the contention that the applica-

tion included false assertions as filed was not at issue in the cancella-

tion proceedings.

The Board did not discuss those obvious differences between the

cancellation proceedings and the present opposition in its original

opinion, nor did it discuss them in its decision on reconsideration, even

though they were specifically pointed out by Universal. While the

Board's conclusion that res judicata is applicable indicates that that

body did not consider the differences to be significant, we have not

been given the benefit of the reasons it took that view.

On the basis of the record and the arguments before us we think

the Board erred. [1] Applying the principles set out in Commis-

sioner of Internal Revenue v. Sunnen, 333 U.S. 591, 77 USPQ 29,

cited by the Board and parties here, it is apparent that all the ques-

tions of fact and law involved here were not determined in the previous

proceedings. Determining whether Registration No. 422,633 should

be cancelled did not settle the question involved in the present matter,

viz., whether applicants are entitled to registration of their new ap-

plication with its different designation of goods and its assertion of

a different date for first use.

The decision in the cancellation proceeding did not include a find-

ing that the date of first use asserted in the application, 1921, is

correct or that Stonecutter Mills used the mark as a trademark prior

to opposer so using it. On the contrary, that decision ruled that the

record "is inconclusive with regard to respondent's [Stonecutter

Mills'] earliest use of 'STONECUTTER' in a technical trademark

sense." The discussion in the opinion on cancellation of the possi-

bility that a case for concurrent use might exist, with the express

statement that the question was not "here to be decided" indicates the

Assistant Commissioner did not regard that decision as settling any

rights of the parties beyond those necessary to determine the can-

cellation question.

Universal's charge that the allegation of use of the mark on clothing,

made in the application as originally filed, is false, was obviously not

settled by the cancellation proceedings. Thus, the holding of res

judicata was not proper.

It appears that at this time no useful purpose would be served by

discussing the applicability of section 2(d) to cancellation and opposi-

tion proceedings, raised by Universal. Hence we express no opinion

on that matter.

The decision is reversed and the case remanded to the Trademark

Trial and Appeal Board.

REVERSED AND REMANDED.
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In the United States Patent Office

Commissioner's Decision

In BE Appucatiow Papeks Filed Mab. 27, 1963

Decided AprU 22, 196S

1. ApPUCATION—INCOMPUETB—PHOTOCOPIES—RULES 52 AND 183.

With respect to a cited decision of the First Assistant Commissioner au-

thorizing the Application Branch to accept applications in which the specifica-

tion is a photocopy for filing, but requiring the applicant to file promptly a

duplicate typewritten copy and to pay the cost of comi>arl8on of the substitute
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with the original, Held that "The practice • • • has been found to impose

a substantial and unnecessary burden on the Patent Office and to result in an

objectionable duplication of records"; that "Accordingly, it should not be

followed except ui>on a showing which would satisfy the requirement of

Rule 183 for a waiver of the requirement of Rule 52 that the application papers

be legibly written or printed in permanent ink' "
: and that "To the extent

that the cited decision holds that such papers should be accepted in other cases,

it is overruled."

2. Sam&—Same—Rules 52 and 183—Extraobdinabt Situation—Benefit of

Foreign Filing Date.

"In the present case it is shown that the requested filing date is necessary

in order that the applicants may obtain the benefit of a foreign filing date.

This, in itself, is nut such an extraordinary situation as would justify a waiver

[under Rule 183] of the requirement of Rule 52 • • •."

On Petition.

GRANTED TO EXTENT INDICATED.

Reynolds, First Assistant Commissioner.

This is a renewed petition requesting that the above-entitled papers

be accorded a filing date of March 27, 1963, which date was refused

for the reason that the application papers then presented were photo-

copies. The petitioners call attention to the decision of the First

Assistant Commissioner in In re Application filed January 5, 1956,

109 USPQ 148, which holds that

"• • • the Application Branch is authorized hereafter to accept applications

in which the specification is a photocopy for filing, and to forward them to the

Examiner who will enter a letter in the case immediately notifying the applicant

that the application has been accepted for filing only, and that, to entitle appli-

cant to have the case placed upon the files for examination, it will be necessary

to file promptly a duplicate typewritten copy in permanent ink and to pay the

cost of comparison of the substitute with the original."

[1] The practice outlined in the statement just quoted has been

found to impose a substantial and unnecessary burden on the Patent

Office and to result in an objectionable duplication of records. Ac-

cordingly, it should not be followed except upon a showing which

would satisfy the requirement of Rule 183 for a waiver of the require-

ment of Rule 52 that the application papers be "legibly written or

printed in permanent ink." To the extent that the cited decision

holds that such papers should be accepted in other cases, it is overruled.

[2] In the present case it is shown that the requested filing date is

necessary in order that the applicants may obtain the benefit of a

foreign filing date. This, in itself, is not such an extraordinary situa-

tion as would justify a waiver of the requirement of Rule 52, but there

are other extraordinary circumstances shown in the present petition

which do justify such a waiver. The petition is granted to the extent

that the requested filing date will be accorded if the applicants, within

thirty days of the date of this decision, file a duplicate specification

and claims with an order to pay for the cost of comparing such papers

with the originals.

REISSUES
JULY 16, 1963

Matter enclosed in heary brackets [J appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification
;
matter

printed in italics indicates, additions made by reissue.

25,415
HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT AND CONTROL

SYSTEM FOR TRACTORS
Henry E. Merritt, Claverdon, Warwick, England, and

Pierre Francois Tibcrghicn, Sevran, Scine^t-Oisc, and
Alain Henri Eugene Gougelot, Flcrs-lez-Lllle, Nord,
France, assignors to Masscy-Ferguson (United King-

dom) Limited, a British company
Original No. 3,003,568, dated Oct. 10, 1961, Ser. No.

757,768, Aug. 28, 1958. Application for reissue Mar.
16, 1962, Ser. No. 180,950

Claims priority, application Great Britain Sept. 3, 1957
13 Claims. (CI. 172—9)

thermoplastic yarn under tension and having a torque

(he opposite direction from the twist in the cottonin

IUulCZiC

13. The combination in a tractor having an implement

hitch linkage trailingly pivoted thereon and a hydraulically

operated power unit for raising and lowering the hitch

linkage, valve means carried by the tractor for controlling

the operation of the unit, a hand lever pivoted on the

tractor to swing in opposite directions from a neutral

position, alternatively available draft load and position

responsive controls for said valve means, said draft load

responsive control having a member shifted by said hand

lever when swung in one direction into a position to actu-

ate said valve means to maintain a uniform draft load on

the linkage at a value determined by the extent of dis-

placement of the hand lever from its neutral position, and

said position responsive control having a member shiftable

by the hand lever when swung in the other direction into

a position to actuate said valve means for raising or low-

ering the linkage in positional agreement with the setting

of said hand lever.

25,416
STRETCH YARN AND FABRIC AND METHOD

OF MAKING SAME
Marvin H. Comer, Burlington, N.C., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Alamance Industries, Inc., Buriington,

N.C., a corporation of North Carolina

Original No. 2,777,310, dated Jan. 15, 1957, Ser. No.
544,049, Oct. 31, 1955. Application for reissue Aug.

29, 1957, Serial No. 687,845
34 Cbiims. (CI. 66—180)

47. That method of making a composite stretch yarn

which includes plying at least one end of cotton yarn

twisted in one direction with at least one end of stretch

COMfCStre
SretTCM
ytrn

yarn while imparting a lesser number of turns per inch

to the composite yarn than was originally imparted to

the cotton yarn.

25,417
LIGHTNING ARRESTOR FOR RADOMES

Myron P. Amason, Reseda, Calif., assignor to Douglas
Aircraft Company, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.

Original No. 2,982,494, dated May 2, 1961, Ser. No.
819,764, June 11, 1959. Application for reissue May
22, 1962, Ser. No. 197,200

6 Claims. (CI. 244—1)

1. In combination with a plastic CaircraftJ section of

an aircraft fuselage, a lightning arrester, comprising: at

least one conductor path of lightning ionizable material

adhesively fastened to the plastic aircraft section exterior

providing maximum lightning protection for the minimum
electrical interference; each path being adapted to have

a portion thereof completely transmuted by a lightning

strike thereto into an ion trail outwardly disposed from

said plastic section to conduct away from said section the

energy of said lightning strike; at least one grounding

means adapted to ground said conductor paths individually

to the aircraft fuselage.
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25,418
AIRPLANE WITH STABILIZING FBMS
Charles H. Grant, Box 247, Cottage St^

Manchester Center, Vt.

Original No. 2,649,265^ dated Aug. 18, 1953, Ser. No.

41,602, July 30, 1948. Application for reissue Dec. 13,

1962, Ser. No. 246,293
7 Claims. (CI. 244—91)

3. In aircraft which has wings comprising cambered

lifting surfaces with swept-back leading edges and a chord

that decreases from the roots to the tips of the wings,

each wing having horizontal control surfaces forming at

least a part of the trailing edge of the wing, and a fuselage

between the wings and located partly above and partly

below the wings, the improvement which comprises a keel

attached to and extending downwardly from the portion

of said fuselage between the wing roots, and extending

forward beyond the forward limits of the wings, at least

a part of the keel that is below said portion of the fuselage

having a downward extent below the wings for a sub-

stantial distance and equal to the maximum downward

extent of any other part of the keel to blanket one wing

and to reduce its lift while increasing the lift of the other

wing when the aircraft moves with a sideways component

as when skidding or slipping, and other vertically extend-

ing elements connected with the aircraft and adding to the

total lateral area, at least a mafor portion of the total

lateral area of said elements being rearward of the center

of gravity of the aircraft, whereby the center of area of the

lateral area of the aircraft is rearward of the center of

gravity of said aircraft, said keel having a lateral area sub-

stantially greater than that of any other structure project-

ing below either wing at regions spaced spanwise from

the fuselage.

PLANT PATENTS
GRANTED JULY 16, 1963

lUu.tratlon. for pl.nt patent, are u.ually In color and therefore It 1. not practicable to reproduce the drawing.

2,269

ROSE PLANT
Robert V. Lindqulst, Hemet, Calif., assignor to Hemct

Wholesale, Hemct, Calif., a partnership

FUed July 12, 1962, Ser. No. 209,481

1 Claim. (Plant*—27)

A new and distinct variety of rose plant of the flwi-

bunda class, substantially as herein shown and described,

characterized particularly as to novelty by its general

similarity to its parent variety "Eutin" (unpatented),

but being essentially distinguished therefrom by the

Fuchsine Pink general color tonality of its flowers.

PATENTS
GRANTED JULY 16, 1963

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,097,360

FASTENER ASSEMBLAGE
Carl J, Carison, Jr., Omaha, Nebr. (15682 S. Woodgate

Road, Hopkins, Mmn.), and Donald W. Carlson, 516
Meadow Road, Omaha, Nebr.

Filed June 26, 1961, Ser. No. 119,478

4Cbims. (CI. 1—56)

center of the circular segment to the periphery thereof,

a slot in each of said circular segments adjacent and in

general alignment with the said lines of cut, whereby upon

the insertion of said tongues into said slots and their

retention therein, said generally circular segments will

be formed into generally conical bust defining parts, said

underlying abdominal forming portion having foldable

side portions adapted to be folded about the opposite sides

of the human torso.

3,097,362

SIMULATED FOUR-IN-HAND TIE CONSTRUCTION
Leo J. Dinn, 508 Ontario St., Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada

Filed July 20, 1961, Ser. No. 133,282

1 Claim. (CL 2—153)

1. A fastener strip comprising, a strip of flexible and

resilient material having a relatively greater width than

depth, a plurality of apertures formed in longitudinally

spaced relation intermediate the side edges of said strip

and through the depth thereof, each of said apertures

defining discontinuous side walls comprising inwardly ex-

tending radial abutment members each separated from the

other by a cut extending outwardly from the aperture,

said apertures being adapted to receive a plurality of fas-

teners, one each in said apertures, said fasteners each

being provided with a head and a depending shank

adapted to lie in frictional engagement with the aperture

side walls, said strip retaining said fastener substantially

normal to said strip but permitting a driving instrumen-

tality to engage said head and to project together there-

with through said aperture, said discontinuous side walls

frictionaliy yielding to permit the projection of the driv-

ing instrumentality through the strip.

3,097,361
PAPERBOARD BODY FORM

George Bourgraf, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to

George J. Bourgraf, Cincinnati, Ohio
Filed June 8, 1961, Ser. No. 115,798

8 Claims. (CI. 2—64)

\

1. In a body form for use in the restoration of a

human torso, a paperboard blank cut and scored to define

an upper bust forming portion and an underlying abdomi-

nal forming portion, said bust forming portion compris-

ing a pair of laterally spaced generally circular segments

each terminating in a tongue one side edge of which is

defined by a line of cut extending outwardly from the

A simulated one-piece four-in-hand tie comprising an

elongated body and an upper knot portion, said knot por-

tion including diverging, upper orienting wing portions

for receipt beneath the wings of a shirt collar, a Y-shaped

stifTener element including diverging wings integrated in

said knot orienting wing portions and a depending leg in-

tegrated in said elongated body portion, said depending

leg including a bendable plastic material, a deformablc

metal strip integral with said plastic material, said metal

strip being of a less width and length than said depending

leg and wholly embedded in said plastic material and ex-

tending lengthwise of said depending leg, elastic strap

means anchored at one end beneath said knot portion

and within said elongated body, snap-fastener means on

the other end of said elastic strap means for securement

on a co-operating snap fastener on a button for securing

the neckband of a shirt, and said other end of said elastic

strap means terminating intermediately of said knot por-

tion whereby said strap means when secured to said but-

ton is under tension for drawing the knot portion beneath

the wings of a shirt collar.

3,097,363
PLASTIC COLLAPSIBLE SUN HAT
Allan J. Le Blanc. 53 Lanrier Ave. E.,

Ottawa 2, Ontario, Canada
Filed Mar. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 99,141

2 Claims. (CI. 2—177)

I. A collapsible hat comprising a brim formed of

inner and outer annular flexible tubes connected together

by a series of radial flexible tubes in combination there-

uith and webs of plastic material between the annular

and radial tubes and a crown formed of flexible tubes

extending transversely of the inner annular tube of said

brim connected together at their point of intersection

561
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and webs of plastic material between the transveree

tubes and inner annular tube, said transverse tubes being

of greater length than the diameter of the annulus formed

by the inner annular tube and in communication with

said tube whereby the transverse tubes upon inflation

assume an arched position and means for introducing tiir

into the tubes for inflating the same.

which each side pocket pouch is fonned between its inner

gore and the pocket hole with an amplitude plait having

a portion, furthest from the garment, which is joined to

the inner surface of said garment by an internal exten-

sible means, and in which the top ol said pocket hole and

that of the rear lateral edge ot said inner gore are united

to the elastic waistband and to the gannent while the up-

per edge ot said amplitude plait and that of said inner

gore till its rear lateral edge are disunited from the elas-

tic waistband, the improvement comprising an elastic

waistband including an upper elastic band offering sub-

stantial resistance to tension projecting^ over the tc^ edge

of the garment, a lower dastic band connected to the up-

per band and offering resistance to tension which is less

than that of said upper band and a thin inelastic exten-

sible band freely suspending the lower elastic band in the

garment, said extensible band having an outer face which

is connected to the top edge of the garment, the inner

gores and pocket pouches being disunited from the waist-

band over the length of said inelastic extensible band.

3 097 364
DEVICE FOR FORMING*CUFFS ON TROUSERS

Eari B. Hess, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 109,944

8 Claims. (CI. 2—232)

3,097,366
ARTIFICIAL HEART

Paul Winchcll, WUtcfltooc, N.Y. , aalgnor to Chchrfai

Productioiis, Inc., New Yoifc, N.Y., a corporatloa of

New York
FUcd Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,233

5 Claims. (0.3—1)

5. A cuff comprising a leg having the lower end there-

of formed with a first fold extending upward and out-

side the lower end of said leg a second fold along the

upper edge of said first fold extending downward to the

elevation of the lower edge of said leg and outside said

first fold and a third fold along the lower edge of said

first fold extending upward and inside the lower end of

said leg, a tape of a length substantially equal to the cir-

cumference of said cuff and a width equal to the com-

bined widths of said second and third folds interposed

under said third fold and between said second and first

folds, a first strip of adhesive on said tape along the upper

edge of one surface of said tape and adhering said tape

to said third fold, and a second strip of adhesive along

the upper edge of said tape on the surface opposite said

first surface and adhering said tape to said lower end of

said leg.

3,097,365
GARMENTS HAVING AN ELASTIC WAISTBAND
WITH AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTABLE WAIST
MEASUREMENTS

Bcrl Lcib Zins, 13bis Ave. Foch,
Marcq-cn-Barocul, France

Filed May 18, 1960, Ser. No. 29,884

Claims priority, application France May 20, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 2—237)

1. In a garment having an elastic waistband with auto-

matically adjustable fit of the waist and of the type in

1. A mechanical heart substitute for a natural heart,

comprising a first impermeable casing of material com-

patible with the tissue of the body of a living being, and

of a size to fit within the chest cavity of a living being

after removal of the natural heart, said casing having

spaced openings, a squeezing mechanism in the casing

to circulate blood through the body and lungs of said

living being, nipples extending through the openings in

the casing for connection at one end to natural blood

vessels, motor drive means arranged to be worn externally

of said living being, another casing adapted to be sup-

ported externally on the chest of a living being, said

other casing enclosing said motor drive means, drive

shaft means connecting the motor drive means and said

mechanism, said first casing having a tubular extension

arranged to extend through one of said openings and to

exit from the body of said living being and dctachably

connected to said other casing, said drive shaft being

axially disposed in said tubular extension, at least one

flexible, sealed, plastic bag disposed in said first casing,

said bag having upper and lower chambers, said bag

having openings therein, valve means between the cham-

bers adapted to close when pressure is exerted upon the

lower chamber and to open upon release of said pressure,
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the other end of the nipples being connected to the open-

ings in the bag in hermetic seals therewith, said nipples

communicating with the bag on each side of the valve

means, said mechanism comprising a pivotally mounted
spring-biased plate disposed alternately to compress and

release said lower chamber, a roller abutting said plate

to control reciprocal movement of the plate, said drive

shaft being operatively connected to the roller for rota-

tion thereof, two sets of batteries disposed in said other

casing, first electric circuit means normally connecting

one set of batteries to the motor to energize the same,

and automatic switch means for deactivating one set of

batteries and connecting the other set of batteries to the

motor when one set of batteries falls in voltage below a

predetermined magnitude.

to said leg portions by separable but securely coimectible

slip joints, and an inelastic cover spanning the space be-

tween the rails and having longitudinal edge portions

provided with open-ended hems connected to said rails,

said rails passing through and beyond the hems with the

downbent end portions beyond the respective open ends

of the hems, said cover being of a width slightly less

than the normal distance between the respective rails

so that when the cot is occupied the flexibility of the rails

and the slight surplus in material allows the cover to

become slack and assume a hammock-like shape between

the side rails with the latter.

3,097,367
BABY BATH

Dora J. Seivert, 1712 Edgewater Blvd.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Nov. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 71,336

2 Claims. (CI. 4—177)

3,097,368
PORTABLE KNOCKDOWN COT

Welby H. Collins, 530 Park St., Imperial, Nebr.

Filed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,623
3 Claims. (CI. 5—114)

1. A baby bath comprising, a pair of inverted U-

frames each having downwardly extending leg members
pivotally secured together in crossed relation, said U-

frames having respective spaced parallel and horizontal

portions intermediate said downwardly extending leg

members, a folding brace pivotally secured to opposing

U-frame leg members adjacent their pivotal securement,

a flexible sheet having a medial cavity suspended at the

sides thereof between said parallel and horizontal por-

tions of said U -frames, and an elongated flexible strap

secured endwise to the sides near said horizontal por-

tions of said U -frames and adjacent one end of said

flexible sheet, said flexible strap lying in spaced relation

above the medial cavity of said flexible sheet.

I. A portable knockdown cot comprising a four-part

knockdown frame structure embodying a pair of longi-

tudinally spaced parallel duplicate vertically positionable

leg frames, said leg frames being interchangeable and

U-shaped in end elevation and each including a hori-

zontal bight portion adapted to rest on a stationary sup-

port surface and relatively short upstanding limb portions

at the ends of the bight portion constituting leg portions,

a pair of rails extending longitudinally and in parallel

•-elation and coplanar with each other and having lateral

downbent end portions, said end portions being joined

3,097,369
FOLD-AWAY DEVICE FOR BED UNIT

Paul J. Emch, 201 W. Sunset Drive, P.O. Box 44,

Rittman, Ohio
Filed June 8, 1960, Ser. No. 34,664

3 Claims. (CI. 5—136)

1. A fold-away device for a bed unit, comprising: a

hollow frame having a front opening therein; a vertical

closure panel pivoted at the lower end thereof to said

frame to be swingable about a pivotal axis from a vertical

retracted position of the panel closing said opening to a

horizontally extended position of the panel; stop means

on said panel and frame interengageable in the retracted

position of the panel; said panel having means on the

inner side thereof for retaining the bed unit thereon to

be inwardly of a plane of the closed panel; a first counter-

balancing means including a first tension spring of sub'

stantial strength suflicient to urge said panel with the bed

unit thereon toward the retracted position of the same with

progressively diminishing power approaching zero; the

weight of said bed unit disposed inwardly of said vertical

plane of the retracted panel tending to retain the same

retracted; said closure panel having a rigid portion there-

on adapted to swing therewith in an arc of predetermined

stroke generally vertically about said pivotal axis; and a

second counterbalancing means including a relatively

fixed, vertically extending guide part wathin said frame

inwardly of the arcuate path of said rigid portion, and a

second tension spring directly connected between said rigid

portion and said guide part; the inner end of said second

spring having vertically shiftable anchoring connection to

said guide part, to be shiftable thereon between vertically

spaced upper and lower anchoring positions of said inner

end of the second spring to be horizontally opposed with

respect to the upper and lower limits of said arcuate stroke

of said rigid portion in which the second spring is in

untensioned and tensioned conditions for the extended and

retracted positions, respectively, of said panel, whereby

the second spring is substantially ineffective to retard

operation of said first tension spring until near the end of

the panel closing movement at which the second tension

spring is tensioned by movement of said rigid portion

away from said guide part and thereby to minimize the

impact of closing interengagement of said stop means
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emphasized by said inwardly disposed weight of the bed

unit.

3,097,370

FOCR-WAY ADJUSTABLE BED RAIL UNFT
Charles E. Murcott, Valley Drive, Bay Creit,

Huntington, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 189,173

10 Claims. (Ci. 5—331)

wise centrally of said half, the stern half of said boat

having a bottom including shallow V-shaped panels and

a planar transom extending crosswise of said boat and

merging along iU lower edge with said shallow V-shaped

panels forming the bottom of said stern half.

3,097,372
AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE

Robert B. Barrie, Neda Point Road, MattapolMtt, Man.
FUed Apr. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 103,302

4 Claim*. (CL 9—1)

1. A multiple adjustment bed rail unit comprising a

pair of side rails, each rail having telescoping small and

large diameter ends, each rail having elongated depend-

ing posts at ends thereof including longitudinally spaced

apertures, telescoping substantially T-shaped members in-

cluding means adjustably coupling said members, means

providing rotatable movement of said members one with

respect to the other, said members having tubular cross-

heads, in which said posts are adjustably mounted, means

in said crossheads operatively engaging the apertures of

said posts in retaining the posts in different positions in

said crossheads, and means on said members adjacent the

crossheads for detachably and adjustably securing the rail

ends in connection with a mattress supporting frame of

a bed.

3,097,371
FOLDING BOAT

Cliarles L. Rongh, 3511 Burritt Way, La Crescenta, CaHf.

Filed Oct. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 60,499
14 Claims. (CI. 9—1)

1. A combination boat and automobile trailer, com-

prising a rigid keelless hull of molded fiberglass said hull

being formed with substantially flat vertical sides arranged

parallel to one another, a generally flat rectangular fore-

declt extending between the upper forward edges of said

sides and being inclined downwardly, said hull also in-

cluding a generally rectangular longitudinally stepped bot-

tom having an upwardly curved forward portion and a

straight leading edge joining with the leading edge of said

foredeck to form the bow of said hull, internal ribs ex-

tending transversely of said bottom, each side of said

hull being formed with an external channel of V-cross

section located generally along the longitudinal balance

position of said hull and extending vertically upwards

from the lower edge of each of said sides, elongated struts

of V-cross section adapted to be mounted snugly within

said channels, said struts selectively being supports for

wheels when said hull is used as a trailer and being sup-

ports for leeboards when said hull is used as a boat.

3,097,373
LIFE LINE GRAPPLING HOOK AND MARKER
Charies E. Wisti, 2492 Broadway, North Bend, Orcg.

Filed Mar. 20, 1962, Scr. No. 181,107
7 CUims. (CL 9—9)

1. In a folding boat formed in two halves hingedly con-

nected together transversely of the mid-portion of the

boat; that improvement which comprises a pair of trans-

verse partition means each integral with an associated

half of said boat and each similarly inclined acutely to a

vertical plane and in a direction toward the aft end of the

boat whereby the upper portion of the partition means

for the bow half of the boat provides a comfortable in-

clined back rest for a seat, and whereby said pair of par-

tition means cooperate in the folded position of the boat

to provide a closed cargo compartment the forward end of

which presents a neat-appearing upwardly and rearwardly

inclined flat wall, the bow half of said boat being substan-

tially as wide as the rear end of the stern half and being

inclined upwardly and forwardly into merger with a gen-

erally wide long straight horizontal Ijp extending across

the forward end of said bow half, said bow half having

a downwardly projecting keel-like rib extending length-

4. A multipurpose device comprising, in combination,

a float having an open-ended line passage therethrough,

a line passing freely through said passage, grappling means

carried by a free outer end of said line, and a holder for

said float having a freely rotatable spool on which the

inner end of said line is wound and from which the line

may be unwound and payed out for use, said holder em-

bodying handle means, said handle means embodying a

sleeve open at an outer end and defining a pocket-like

receiver and retainer for said float and permitting a sub-

stantial portion of the float to be fitted telescopically and

retentively stored therein when said float is not being used,

said grappling means embodying a plurality of retrieving

hooks mounted on a shank, said shank having a line-

attaching eye and being provided between the hooks and

eye with a weight.
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3,097,374

ALUMINUM LIFE FLOAT WITH PLYWOOD
PLATFORM

John E. Browning, Spring Laiie, NJ., aarignor to Conti-

nental Copper A Steel Indnatries, Inc., Welin Davit ft

Boat DivUoa, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Del-

mer's forearm beneath said wings, but during the rearward

stroke of the swimmer's forearm said wing inner edges are

separated from each other and from said partition to per-

mit the flow of water thw«bctwecn.

aware
FUed Jnly 15, 1959, Ser. No. 827,320

1 Claim. (CI. 9—11)

An aluminum life float with a plywood platform com-

prising a horizontal rectangular floating structure, a ply-

wood platform suspended therefrom, said structure in-

cluding a rectangular tubular metal member formed of

thin sheet aluminum of rectangular cross section, a plu-

rality of rectangular expanded polystyrene blocks placed

in end to end contact and extending as continuous col-

umns in and through the sides of the structure, said blocks

being of smaller dinwnsions than the rectangular cross

section so as to leave a spacing between the outer faces

of the blocks and inside faces of the thin sheet aluminum

and thin flexible foil covering on said polystyrene blocks

along the outside faces and adjacent top and bottom faces

thereof, said thin sheet aluminum being readily dented

and said polystyrene being protected against damage and

rupture upon denting of the aluminum by said spacing

and said foil covering, said suspension of the plywood

platform consisting of a plurality of rope members at-

tached midway of the. height to the inside vertical faces

of the rectangular structure, said platform being of smaller

length and width than the interior opening of the struc-

ture and said ropes extending obliquely inwardly from

the structure to the platform.

3,097,375
SWIMMING AID

John D. GriAtli, 625 N. Kalmum, Compton, CaUf

.

Filed Jnly 31, 1961, Scr. No. 128,154
, 2 Claims. (CL 9—307)

3,097,376
WATER SKI BINDING

Arnold H. Forsman, 347 Ho Ave., DanviDe, Calif.

Filed July 5, 1961, Ser. No. 121,871

3 Claims. (CL 9—310)

1. A semi-flexible slalom water ski heel binding com-

prising a U-shaped rearwardly and upwardly inclined

heel ramp, a resilient U-shaped heel gripping rim integral

with and forming the periphery of the raised portion

of said ramp, the upper portions of said rim being free

to move radially inward when pressure is exerted down-

ward upon said ramp, side wall support means secured

to said ramp and rim, and clamping means attached to

said binding to secure the binding to a water ski.

3,097,377
AQUATIC SPORTING DEVICE

Charies D. Collins, 114 Momingside Drive,

New York, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 29, 1962, Ser. No. 169,568

4 Claims. (CI. 9—313)

1. In a swimmer's aid of the class described, a forward

harness member and a rearward harness member each

adapted for attachment to the forearm of a swimmer; a

pair of hinge posts extending perpendiculariy cnitwardly

from respective ones of said harness members; a pair of

relatively stiff wings hingedly connected to the outer ends

of said hinge posts and extending on opposite sides of the

swimmer's forearm; and an elongated imperforate par-

tition extending between said hinge posts in the plane

thereof; whereby during the forward stroke of the swim-

mer's forearm the inner edges of said wings abut together

to restrict the flow of water therebetweeen while said par-

tition inhibits the sideways flow of water behind the swim-

,1. A harness-like aquatic sporting device adapted to

be attached to a person to permit self-propulsion on or

through the water by means of oars, paddles and the

like, comprising a supporting member having a width

substantially less than the length of the person and

a length approximately the same as the width of the

person, means on said member for attaching the mem-
ber to the person with the length thereof extending cross-

wise to the person, pivot means on both ends of said

supporting member, two outriggers each having one end

secured to said pivot means, and means at the free

ends of said outriggers for supporting oars or paddles.

3,097,378
CONTINUOUSLY OPERABLE APPARATUS FOR
CHAMFERING THE ENDS OF ELONGATED
WORKPIECES

Fritz Meyercordt and Hans Hoiuena, Doneidorf, Ger-

many, assignor* to Mahncdic Maackiocnfabrik

G.m.b.H., Dnaseldorf, Germany
Filed Mar. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 17,963

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 26, 1959

5Claimfl. (CI. 10—21)
I. In a continuously operable apparatus for chamfer-

ing the ends of elongated w<Mkpieces, in combination, con-
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tinuously operable rotary transporting means rotatable

about a vertical axis for successively transporting elon-

gated vertical workpieces from one location to another

location with one end of each workpiece moving along a

first arcuate path during turning of the workpieces with

said transporting means; continuously operable chamfer-

ing means for chamfering said one ends of the work-

pieces, said chamfering means having rotary cutting por-

tions which move along a second arcuate path intersect-

ing said first path at an intermediate portion thereof so

that said one end of each workpiece gradually approaches

the cutting portions to be cut thereby during transporta-

tion of the workpieces by said transporting means; means

cooperating with said transporting means for rotating

each workpiece around its own axis while each workpiece

is transported by said transporting means so that the cut-

nwvements of portions of the blank as it is thus stretched

over the former and means responsive to said sensing de-

vices to control automatically continued operation w ar-

rest of the blank stretching means.

9,097^80
LASTING APPARATUS

Edward Quinn, Peabody, Man^ asiigiior to United Shoe

Machinery Corporation, Boston, Mnsk, a corporation

of New Jersey
Filed May 23, 1962, Ser. No. 196,993

18 Clainu. (CI. 12—107)

ting portions will chamfer the rotating ends of the work-

pieces, said chamfering means being located beneath and

directly adjacent to a part of said transporting means;

spring means urging said part of said transporting means

downwardly toward said chamfering means; support

means cooperating with said chamfering means for sup-

porting the same for movement downwardly from and

upwardly toward said transporting means and said sup-

port means also supporting said chamfering means for

turning movement away from said transporting means

after said chamfering means has been lowered away from

said transporting means; and stop means cooperating

with said transporting means for hmiting the downward
movement of said part thereof, so that said part of said

transporting means will not follow the downward move-

ment of said chamfering means when the latter is moved
downwardly away from said tranqwrting means.

3,097,379

APPARATUS FOR CONFORMING SHOE UPPERS
Wallace Gerald Hawidns, Ashcott, near Bridgcwatcr,

Somerset, England, assignor to CI.C. Engineering Lim-

ited, Somerset, England, a Britisti company

FUed Oct. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 64,846

7 Claims. (CI. 12—10.1)

1 . Apparatus for conforming a pliable blank to a form-

er, comprising power-operated means for stretching the

blank over the former, sensing devices operating to detect

1. A tool for use in lasting shoes comprising a body

portion adapted to be grasped by one hand of an operator,

a nozzle portion carried by the body portion, a feed mem-
ber mounted on the body portion for movement by the

operator to extrude adhesive through said nozzle portion

onto the shoe being lasted, and a retarder member mount-

ed on said body portion for movement by the operator

to and from an operative position adjacent to the nozzle

portion and an inoperative position away from said nozzle

portion.

3,097,381
METHOD FOR MAGNETICALLY RETAINING AN
INSOLE AND LAST IN ASSEMBLED ALIGN-
MENT

Richard G. Kline, Springfield, Md^ and John B. Reld,

Brighton, and Robert A. Spcncc, South Lfaicobi, Mass^
assignors to Bain Corporation, Cambridge, Mass., a

corporation of Massachusetts
FUed May 23, 1962, Ser. No. 197,131

4 Claims. (CI. 12—142)

1. In the manufacture of footwear, a method for re-

taining an insole and last in assembled alignment compris-

y
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ing the steps of ( 1 ) aligning said insole and last in super-

posed relation, (2) placing a h(riddown member on said

insole which is magnetically attracted toward said last and

,.*?ec^

(3) forcing said insole into contacting engagement with

said last by the magnetic interaction between said hold-

down member and said last.

3,097,382
EGG WASHER

Robert L. Angle, 6741 Miller St^ Placentia, Calif.

Filed Sept. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 54,032
4 Claims. (Ci. 15—3.13)

parallel to the direction of travel of said conveyor, said

means including a pair of ^aoed, parallel yoke straps

rigidly connected to each longitudinal side member of

the frame of said brush assembly, eccentric means car-

ried by the housing and operably connected to said yoke

straps; motor and drive means on said housing for driv-

ing said eccentrics in phase in the same direction and

speed and means for adjusting the effective length of the

yoke stn^ connections to said brush assembly; a blower

carried above the conveyor on the overhang at the dis-

charge end of said conveyor for subjecting eggs on said

conveyor to a current of air counter to the direaion of

movement of the conveyor; a thermostatically controlled

means for heating aqueous fluid in the wash tank; and

means for de-energizing the pimip means when the roller

conveyor drive means is stopped.

4. An egg washing machine comprising: a continuous,

rotating, roll-type egg washing conveyor for advancing

and rotating eggs in spaced relation, said egg washing

conveyor having a plurality of spaced transversely ex-

tending rollers; brush means mounted above said egg

washing conveyor, said brush means presenting a multi-

tude of downwardly directed fibers whose lower ends

terminate in a virtually common, horizontal plane; means
for imparting a continuous circular motion to said brush

means and fiber ends in a vertical plane parallel to the

direction of advance of said ocMiveyor, the circular motion

of said brush means being in the same direction as the

direction of rotation of the eggs on the conveyor but at

a materially greater angular velocity; means for continu-

ously driving the egg washing conveyor; an intermittently

driven egg grader conveyor adapted to receive eggs from
the egg washing conveyor; and means including a circuit

interconnecting said driving means for said egg washing

conveyor and said egg grader conveyor, said circuit in-

cluding stationary switches operated by rollers of each of

said conveyors for stopping said egg washing conveyor

when said egg grading conveyor is not in position to safely

receive eggs from said egg washer conveyor without in-

terrupting the intermittent nnovement of the egg grading

conveyor. <

3. In a machine for subjecting large numbers of eggs

to a washing and scrubbing operation, the provision of: a

wash tank having sides and a sloping bottom, the upper

I>ortion of said sides extending longitudinally to form
overhanging extensions, said tank and extensions being

provided with supports to form a base; inwardly extend-

ing trackways carried by the upper portion of the sides

of said base to roUably sui^>ort upper and lower lays of

a continuous roller conveyor above said tank; a continu-

ous roller conveyor having its ends mounted on said

overhanging extensions, said ccMiveyor having a pluraUty

of spaced, transversely extending rollers adapted to roll

on said trackways, each roller being provided Wkh alter-

nately larger and smaller diameter sections, the roUen
having a yielding but substantially water-impervious sur-

face; driving means carried beneaith one of said overhangs

and operably connected to the conveyor for driving the

same; a brush housing removably positioned on said base

above said tank and conveyor; a brush assembly mounted
in said housing and comi»ising a rigid frame having lon-

gitudinal side members and a brush means attached to

said frame, said brush means comprising a plurality of

brush elements carrying downwardly extending flexible

fibers, the ends of the fibers lying in a virtual plane parallel

to the top of the roller conveyor but spaced therefrom;

means for supplying aqueous fluid from the wash tank to

between side members and above the brush means of

said brush assembly; pump means for supplying fluid

from said tank to above the brush means of the brush as-

sembly; means carried by the housing for imparting to

said brrish assembly a circular motion in a vertical plane

3,097,383
SWEEPER

Charles H. Taylor, Box 5, Chicopcc, Mass.
Filed Jan. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 170,220

5 Claims. (CI. 15—41)

1. A sweeper including:

a casing having an opening at its front end and having

its rear end closed,

a brush rotatabli in said opening,

front wheels supporting said front end,

rear wheels supporting said rear end,

intermediate wheels which are in constant engagement

with surface to be cleaned and on which said casing

is tiltable forwardly, to rest on said front wheels, or

rearwardly, to rest on said rear wheels,

a handle pivoted to said casing, forwardly of the axis

of said intermediate wheels, whereby a forward push

on said handle depresses said front wheels into en-

gagement with the surface to be cleaned and raises

the rear wheels out of engagement wiA said surface,

and whereby a rearward pull on said handle raises

said front wheels out of engagement with said sur-

face and depresses said rear wheels into engagement
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with said surface to permit continued rotation of

said brush by momentum, and

actuating means operativcly connecting said brush with

said front wheels to rotate the brush in a direction

opposite to the direction of the forward movement

of said sweeper.

tangular head on said handle, said head comprising spaced

apart parallel front and back rails and connecting end

rails, a covering of absorbent material covering the bot-

^LXt
3,097,384

AUTOMATICALLY SHIELDED SCRAPING
DEVICES

John V. Clark, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to

Byron M. Bailey, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed June 13, 1960, Ser, No. 35,508

10 Claims. (CI. 15—111)
tom face of said front, back and end rails, and a scraper

bar located between the front and back rails and bridg-

ing the end rails, said bar having its bottom face resting

on the surface.

3,097,38^
NAIL PAINT APPLICATOR

Rose Marie Quirine Marani, 25 Grande Ave.,

Carrieres-sous-Potey, France
Filed Aug. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 48,388

Claims priority, application France July 9, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 15—167)

I . A scraping device of the character described includ-

ing an elongated horizontal member carrying a scraping

blade therealong and extending laterally therefrom, said

blade having a scraping edge along and spaced from said

member; a shielding plate movably mounted on said

member; said shielding plate, in normal rest position,

being in close proximity to said blade, opposite it and

extending beyond the scraping edge of said blade where

said shielding plate terminates in an edge adapted to con-

tact a floor upon positioning said horizontal member in

a predetermined relation with respect to the floor whereby

the scraping edge of said blade is off the floor; means

positioned on said device for moving with the shielding

member every time said shielding member is moved on

said horizontal member; spring means on said device act-

ing on said means which moves with the shielding plate

to bias said shielding plate to a normal rest position; a

handle extending from the center region of said horizon-

tal member, whereupon when the device is set so that said

edge of the shielding plate contacts the floor and said

handle is pushed to move said member downwardly, the

scraping edge of said blade will contact the floor and the

spring means will be stressed, and when the handle is

released by the operator of the device said spring will

cause said shielding plate to return to its normal posi-

tion; a latch-engageable means on said scraping device

moving with the shielding plate; a releasable spring-

biased latch normally engaging said latch-engageable

means to make the latter immobile, thereby locking the

shielding plate against movement from its normal rest

position and manually-operated latch-releasing means

accessibly located on the handle for manipulation at all

positions of said handle.

1. A nail paint applicator comprising a holder made

of a strip of a resilient material having an arc shaped

cross-section whereby the forward end of said holder is

adapted to fit the periphery and the transverse curvature

of a nail when a slight pressure is exerted upon the lateral

edges of said strip and a sheet of bristles fastened at one

end to said holder and arranged parallel to the longitudinal

axis thereof to define a concave surface forming an ex-

tension of the lower face of said holder, whereas the

other end of said sheet of bristles has an edge shaped to

fit the limit of the area to be painted.

3,097,387
SCOURING PAD

Mark J. Perkovich, Chicago, II!., aniKiior to General

Foods Corporation, White Pfadns, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed May 18, 1960, Ser. No. 29,986

1 Claim. (CI. 15—209)

3,097,385
DRESSING APPLICATOR FOR FLOOR SURFACE

Victor Unterbrink, Ottawa, Ohio, assignor to Pines En-
gineering Co., Inc., Aurora, III., a corporation of Illi-

nois

Filed July 2, 1962, Ser. No. 206,697
4Cbiims. (CI. 15—118)

I. An applicator for applying dressing on a surface

comprising, in combination, a handle, a substantially rec-

A scouring pad, comprising a body of matted inter-

woven elongated metal wool filaments having a substan-

tially planar surface portion formed from said filaments,

a backing including a continuous sheet of relatively thin

flexible material adjoining central portions of which are

folded into face-to-face relationship to form a handle,

flat end portions of said sheet extending on either side
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of said handle and overlying said surface portion of said

body, and a flexible film of high tensile strength and di-

mensional stability at temperatures below 140* F. pre-

coated on one side of said sheet and activataUe at in-

craased temperatures, said film having been activated and
thereby holding together said adjoining central portions

of said handle, said film having a thickness greater than
the diameter o( said filaments at said surface portion and
by said activation being fused to said' end portions of
said sheet and surrounding and being fused to a plurality

of said filaments at said surface portion of said body to

interlock said body and said backing.

aligned sections of nonuniform flexibility in a plane
normal to the surface to be wiped, each section having

maximum flexibility at its ends and minimum flexibility

midway between its ends.

3,097388
SHOE SCRAPING DEVICE

Stephen J. Gresko, Fort Wayne, Ind^ aarignor of one-half
to Doyle C. Shady, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Filed Jnly 31, 1961 Ser. No. 213,769

2 ClaioH. (CL 15—237)

3,f97,39f
HOLDING DEVICE FOR SCRAPER BLADES OF

ROLLER MILLS
Anton Thaler, Unterdorf, Waldkireh, and Alfred Sicbcrt,
Niedcmzwfl, Switzeriand, assignors to Gebmcdcr Bach-
ler, Uzwii, Switzerland, a firm oi Switzerland

Filed Sept 25, 1961, Ser. No. 141^^
Claims priority, application Switzerland Sept 27, 1960

UCbdms. (CL 15—256.51)

-A

-7^^ 1^

\.

1. A shoe scraping device for vehicles comprising: a
pair of spaced angle brackets each having a first flange

adapted to be mounted on the inner surface of a door
of said vehicle and a second flange extending outwardly
therefrom; and a generally U-shaped scraping member ex-

tending between said brackets and having its legs respec-

tively pivotally connected to said second flanges whereby
said member is pivotally movable between a first storage
position in a first plane generally parallel with said first

flanges and a second operative position in a second plane
generally at right angles to said first flanges and extend-
ing outwardly therefrom, each of said pivotal connections

of said scraping member legs to said second flanges com-
prises a pivot pin secured to the respective second flange

and an elongated slot formed in the respective leg parallel

therewith and receiving said pin, said slots and pin respec-

tively cooperating to psrmit movement of said scraping
member in said first plane when in said first position
thereof between lower latching and upper unlatched posi-

tions, said second flanges respectively having grooves
formed therein and said scraping member legs respec-
tively having projections thereon, said projections being
respectively received in said grooves when said scraping
member is in its first and latching position thereby latch-

ing said scraping member in its first position, said projec-
tions being respectively free of said grooves when said
scraping member is in its first and unlatched position
whereby said scraping member may be pivoted to its

second position.

M97,389
SQUEEGEE AND WIPER BLADE ASSEMBLY

EMBODYING SAME
Peter R. Coatant, YMwha H. Hatdy, aad Elmer E. Rccae,

all of Rochester, N.Y- amlgnois to General Moton
Corporatioa, DctroiC, Mich., a corporatioB of Delaware

Filed Aag. 7, 1961. Ser. No.\129,576
nClaiM. (0.15—25(M2)

1. A squeegee comprising an elongtfR, freely flexible

body <d elastomeric material having a wiping lip along
one edge, and a stiff, resilient plastic retention portion
coextensively bonded to the opposite edge of said elasto-
meric body, said retention portion having a plurality of

792 0.0.

1. A holding device, for scraper blades used in rolling

mills, comprising, in combination, a support structure,

including magnetizable material, and formed with co-
operating surface portions arranged to sui^wrtingly en-
gage a surface and a rear edge of a scraper blade to
position the latter with its front edge beyond said struc-

ture for engagement with a roller; permanent magnet
means mounted on said support structure to provide a
magnetic field including said magnetizable material, and
operative to retain a scraper blade in engagement with
said cooperating surface portions; and means movaUy
mounting said support structure for displacement' relative

to a roller.

3,097,391
UNLOADING DEVICES FOR CHICKEN SHACKLES
Edward T. Wayne, Port Crane, N.Y~ assignor to E. H.

Titchener A Co., BlnghamloB, N.Y., a corporatioa of
New York

FOcd Oct 28, I960. Ser. No. 65,794
OCfadms. (CL17—11)

1. An unloading device for chicken shackles compris-
ing, a conveyor for a chicken-bearing shackle, the shackle
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having notches through which parts of the chicken extend,

a pair of spaced rods between which a shackle is moved

by the conveyor, said rods having inclined portions which

contact with the parts of the chicken that extend through

the notches in the shackle and raise such parts in a man-

ner to disengage the same from the notches and thereby

free the chicken from the shackle.

3,097,392
STUFFING HOPPER UNIT

Daniel L. Orloff and Raymond J. Keating, Madison, Wis.,

awtgnon to Oscar Mayer A Company, Inc., Chicago,

III., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Aug. 29, 1960, S«r. No. 52,429

8 Claims. (CL 17—35)

posing and adjacent sides of the gaseous inflated tubing

and guided during such manipulation onto and by a

tubular mandrel having a portion with a low coeflficient

of friction which terminates in an advanced portion and is

of a diameter of the order of 75% of the casing diameter,

applying lubricant to said moving surfaces of the order of

.0002 to .0013 gram per six inch frankfurter length, which

moving surfaces alternately and successively indent the

inflated casing from true axial alignment with said man-

drel to form protuberances and indentations, collapsing,

the protuberance opposite the indentation immediately

preceding, folding thie collapsed portions of the casing

into a loosely intcrfolded, pattern configuration of pleats,

and compressing such interfolded pleats into a straight,

Arm, and durable unit item.

3,097^4
TIRE CURING PRESS

Edwin E. Mallory and Armindo Cantanitti, Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio, assignors to National Rnbbcr Machinery
Company, Akron, Ohio, a corporation

FUcd Oct 10, 1960, Scr. No. 61,664
20 Claims. (CL 18—17)

1. A hopper unit for material accumulation and de-

livery, said unit comprising a frame mounting a hopper

therein, said hopper being truncated and open at the t(H>

thereof while being provided with a closure plate at the

bottom thereof, a material delivery opening in said clo-

sure plate, standpipe means in communication with said

delivery opening in the interior of said hopper to de-

liver material up into said hopper from the bottom there-

of, said delivery opening being adapted to receive a mate-

rial delivery pipe therein, at least one material discharge

opening in said closure plate offset from said delivery

opening for the discharge of material from said hopper

below the inner end of said standpipe means, said dis-

charge opening being adapted to receive a material dis-

charge pipe therein, and hopper lifting means forming a

part of said frame and connected to said hopper to lift

the same for disconnection from said pipes during clean-

ing thereof.

3,097^93
METHOD OF SHIRRING CASINGS

Edward A. Matecki, Evergreen Park, lU., assignor to

iTnlon Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New
Vnrk

FUcd Nov. 17, 1958, Ser. No. 774,444

1 Clafan. (CI. 17—45)
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1. In a tire press comprising a stationary mold section

and a movable mold section, means operative to move said

movable mold section away from and then laterally with

respect to said stationary mold section to open said press,

a toe ring for said movable mold section, means vertically

to move said toe ring, and chucking means mounted on

said movable mold section adapted peripherally to under-

lie said toe ring to hold a tire cured in said press axially

centered with respect to said movable mold section as

said press is thus opened to remove said tire from said

press laterally of said stationary mold section.

3,0973W
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING SLIDE FASTENERS
HAVING INTERLOCKING ELEMENTS OF SYN-
THETIC RESIN
Tadao Yosfaida, IcUkawa-iU, Japu, assignor to

Yoahlda Kogyo KJL, Tokyo, Japan

FUcd July 12, 1961. Scr. No. 123,520

Cbdnu priority, application Japan Jan. 31, 1961

idbSin, (CL18—30)

Method of shirring cellulosic tubing which comprises

inflating the tubing at a moisture content of 12% to 20%
with a gaseous medium, applying lubricant to the tubing

surface, longitudinally collapsing the inflated, lubricated

tubing by (>leating in continuous manipulation of a plu-

rality of laterally coextensive successive mechanical pres-

sure surfaces diverging from the tubing at an included

angle in the order of 15', alternately coacting along op-

An apparatus for producing slide fasteners each in-

cluding fastener tapes, core cords secured to said respec-

tive fastener tapes and rows of interlocking elements of

synthetic resin secured thereto in engagement with said

respective core cords, said apparatus comprising a molten
resin injecting device, a stationary mold section communi-
cating with said injecting device, said stationary mold
section including a mold surface, a movable mold section

disposed above and opposite to said stationary mold sec-

tion and adapted to effect intermittent vertical reciproca-

tory movement relative to said stationary mold section,

said movable mold section including a mold surface, said

mold surfaces opposing each other, said mold sections

each including a pair of spaced longitudinally extending
grooves formed in the respective opposing mold surfaces,

means for periodically moving said movable mold section

in contact with said stationary mold section to clamp said

fastener tapes and. to define a mold cavity to. receive in-

jected molten synthetic resin to form rows of interlocking

elements on the fastened tapes in engagement with the

core cords, brackets extending generally longitudinally

from each of said mold sections at opposite ends thereof,

a pair of cooperating racks secured to said respective

brackets at either end of said mold sections, a differential

pinion embraced by said pair of racks in intermeshing

relation therewith, a guide wheel for guiding the fastener

tapes loosely mounted on the shaft of said differential

pinion, a guide roller and a friction roller mounted on
said respective brackets extending from said movable
mold section and cooperating with each other to hold the

fastener tapes in tension between said mold sections, said

friction roller including an annular groove formed there-

in, a wedge-shaped scraper disposed closely adjacent to

said friction roller to fit in said annular groove formed
therein for removing runners and gates formed during
the molding process integrally with the interlocking ele-

ments therefrom as the fastener tapes are moved past

said wedge-shaped scraper, and a take-up roller assembly
mounted on said stationary mold section and including a
drive roller operable in timed relation with said movable
mold section to wind the fastener tapes in two steps, during

the first step blank portions of the fastener tapes are moved
forward nearly into position between said mold sections

and during the second step the blank portions are further
moved forward just suflScient to ensure that the core cords
on the blank portions are fitted completely in said longi-

tudinal extending grooves in said mold sections.

bore therethrough, said mold and said cylinder being

stationarily arranged spaced from each other;

a nozzle having a closed rear end facing the interior

of said cylinder and being slidably arranged in said

bore movaUe between a rear inactive position and a

forward injection position;

first passage means formed in said nozzle and having a

front portion aligned with said sprue opening and
a rear portion ending fcM^ardly of said closed rear

end of said nozzle at the annular surface defining

said bore;

second passage means formed in said closed end of
said cylinder and having a rear portion communicat-
ing with the interior of said cylinder and a front

portion ending at said surface, said front portion

of said second passage means being out of align-

ment with said rear portion of said first passage
means when said nozzle is in said rear inactive posi-

tion and said front portion of said second passage
means being aligned and in communication with said
rear portion of said first passage means when said

nozzle is in said forward injection position;

and means in the interior of said cylinder for pressing
plastic material against said closed end of said cylin-

der and said closed rear end of said nozzle for mov-
ing the latter from said inactive to said forward in-

jection position, whereby said first and second pas-
sage means are brought in communication with each
other so that plastic material will flow from the in-

terior of said cylinder through said second and first

passage means into said sprue opening of said mold.

3,097,397
PLASTIC MOLD

Irby H. Leach and Frank H. Blckford, both of
603 Brown SL, Napa, Calif.

Filed Nov. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 70,996
5 Ckdms. (CL 18—38)

h'

3,097,396
INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE FOR PLASTICS

Herbert Lodwig, Dttnumtrmut 112, Uescn,
car Bremen, Germany

FUcd Oct. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 146,564
Claims priority, application Germany Oct 29, 1960

4 Claims. (CL 18—30)

1 . A mold for forming articles from expandable plastic

particles comprising: a chest formed of walls of sheet
material, the inner wall surface being in direct contact
with the expandable plastic particles, said chest being im-
perforate except for spaced apertures formed within the
wall thereof, a plurality of spaced pipes positioned adja-
cent the outer surface of said apertured wall allowing a
maximum outer wall surface area to be exposed directly

to the atmosphere, aligned, openings formed in each of
said pipes, means for providing fluid communication be-
tween the said openings formed by side pipes and the aper<
tures formed by said wall, means for injecting steam
imder pressure into said pipes for even distribution to
said chest, and means for cooling said exposed outer wall

1. An injection molding machine comprising, in com- surfaces whereby said chest is subjected to even heat dis-
bination, a mold formed with a sprue opening at one side tribution as a result of equalized steam flow through
there<rf; said spaced pipes and to instantaneous cooling by said

a cylinder closed at one end facing said side of said cooling means contacting the relatively large exposed
mold and being formed in said closed end with a outer wall surfaces between said spaced pipes.
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APPARATUS FOR MAKING PLASTIC BOTTLES
John H. Inglcsby, BkKMnlngdak TowntUp, Dupage

County, IlL (P.O. Box 273, Mcdinah, DL)

Filed Apr. 10, IMl, Scr. No. 1«1,<93

8 Clnlnis. (CL IS—42)

(h) imparting carding action to said fibers on said

second card cylinder by carding flats, and

(i) doffing said fibers from said second card cylinder.

3,t97,4M
FOLDING SHELTER

Linly H. Davli, 1519 W. Gracaleld, and John E. Elb-
worlta, 1520 W. Grccnfldd, hdh of Wichita, Kan*.

Filed Oct 14, 19M, Scr. No. <2,M4
TCIainM. (CL20—3)

1. Equipment for producing plastic bottles, or the like,

comprisiog a twin water bath, each half having one open

side adapted to receive a half mold; and cooling means

for removing heat from said bath; the mold having a heat

capacity not exceeding about 10 percent of the heat capac-

ity of the entire assembly; and means for adjusting the

rate of heat removal from the water bath to permit the

mold to experience a prcdetemined temperature cycle re-

peatedly, with the temperature history of each cycle ap-

proximately identical with that of a previous cycle.

3,097,399

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR CARDING
COTTON FIBERS

Otis B. Alston, CohimiNU, Ga., asignor to Swift SpfauUng

Mills, Inc., a corporation of Georgia

Filed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 165,713
12 Claims. (CL 19—98)

1 . An improved process of carding cotton fibers to in-

crease the rate of carding obtainable over a lUce single

cylinder cotton card and to improve the quality of the

carded product which comprises continuously carrying

out the following steps in the sequence named:

(a) feeding the fibers to be carded at more than twice

the rate of feed of said like single cylinder cotton

card to a first revolving card cylinder having sub-

stantially straight tooth clothing thereon.

(/>) imparting carding action to the fibers on said first

card cylinder by carding flats,

(c) removing the thus 'carded fibers in a uniform,

loose web from said first card cylinder by gentle

action of a first transfer cylinder having substan-

tially straight tooth clothing thereon,

[rf) rotating said first transfer cylinder in a direction

opposite the direction of rotation of said first card

cylinder and at a surface speed less than the surface

speed of said first card cylinder,

(e) transferring said fibers in a uniform, loose web

from said first transfer cylinder to a second card

cylinder having substantially straight tooth clothing

thereon by gentle action of a second transfer cylin-

der having substantially straight tooth clothing

thereon,

(/) rotating said second transfer cylinder in the saoie

direction as said first transfer cylinder,

ig) rotating said second card cylinder in a direction

opposite the direction of rotation of said second

transfer cylinder and at a surface speed greater than

the surface speed of said second transfer cylinder.

i^

1. A foldable shelter comprising: A central box section

having a top, side and end walls, and an open bottom; two

central end panels each having an end hingedly secured

to the inside surface of a respective end wall of said box
section and movable between stowed positions within said

box and vertical parallel positions normal to the top of

said box; two side assemblies, each including a roof panel,

a sidewall panel, and front and rear panels, each roof

panel being hingedly connected along one side edge to the

inside surface of a nspcc^ye side wall Qf said box, each

side wall panel being hingedly connected along one side

edge to the opposite side edge of its respective associated

roof panel, and each front and rear panel being hingedly

connected along one edge to the respective opposite ends

of their respective associated side wall panels, releasable

means for securing those edges of the front and rear panels

which are opposite their liinged edges to the respective

adjacent edges of the two central end panels when the

front and rear panels and central end panels are in their

respective erected and unfolded positions, the front and

rear panels being movable from pocitions normal to their

respective associated side wall panels in planes conmion

to the respective central end panels to positions flat against

the inside surface of their nspectv/e side wall panels,

each side wall panel with its two associated front and rear

panels folded flat against the inside surface thereof being

movable to a position subatantially parallel to the inner

surface of its respective associated roof panel, and each

side assembly including the roof panel, the side wall panel

and the front and rear panels being movable to a stowed

position within said box section, all panels when stowed

lying within the box section above the open bottom there-

of and being disposed in superpoaed substantially parallel

positions therein.

3,097,401
REVERSIBLE SLIDING DOOR AND WINDOW

CONSTRUCTION
Harry M. Ricgcbnan, RdHag HIiii, Calif., assignor to

Security Alnmiuuni Corporatioa, Compton, Calif., a
corporation of CaUfonia

Filed May 26, 1961, Ser. No. 113,011
llCiaima. (CL 20—19)

5. In a reversible sliding door construction, a comer
bracket assembly for strengthening a comer of a pair of

.

channel members and adjustably mounting a wheel hous-

ing, comprising: a wheel housing; a bracket induding two
side walls and an end wall joining said two side walls to-

gether, said end wall having integral pivot tab means |mv-

otally connected to said wheel housing removably mount-
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ing said wheel housing thereon; means engaging said

comer bracket for tying said channel members together

and bracing said comer; and an adjustable stop member
mounted on said bracket engaging said wheel housing and
limiting pivotal movement thereof.

3,097,402
SHOE FOR WINDOW HINGE

Thomas R. Ewlng, % Trcco Products Inc.,

Bayport, Mian.
Filed Aug. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 215,700

4Cfadnis. (CL20—42)

1. A hinge structure in connection with a window frame

having an awning type window sash comprising

an elongated plate member attached to a side portion

of said window frame,

a shoe slidably connected to said plate member,
said sash at its upper rail portion being pivoted to said

shoe,

an arm linking said sash and said side of said window
frame below the point of travel of said shoe,

said elongated plate member comprising a side portion

angled upwardly and reversely curved inwardly to

form a channel aikl a depending flange spaced at its

free end from the base of said plate member and
forming a track,

said shoe comprising a body portion formed as a plate

member having a downwardly angled outwardly re-

versely curved side portion forming a channel,

said curved side portion of said shoe having transverse

slots therein forming spaced ears of said curved side

portion,

said ears being disposed in said channel of said first

mentioned plate member and said track being dis-

posed in sai,d channel of said shoe,

a plate member underlying said body portion having
arm portions extending through said slots between

said ears of said body portion and underlying said

track, and
means connecting said body portion and the underlying

plate member thereof moving said arms toward and
away from engagement with said track.

3,097,403
AWNING

Donald Macy, Richmond Heights, and Hairy Nelson, St.
Louis, Mo., asrignon to Artcraft Venetian Blind Manu-
facturing Company of St Louia, St Louis, Mo., a cor-
poration of Missouri

Filed Apr. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 809,241
4Chdmi. (0.20-^7.5) •

3. An awning structure having a roof and sides, each
side having an edge adjacent an edge of the roof and
means for joining the top to the sides comprising an elon-
gated member for each side, each elongated member hav-
ing a channel for receiving the adjacent edge of a side and
another channel for receiving an edge of the roof, the
open sides of the channels being at substantially right

angles to one another, the channels of each member being
spaced from one another by a plate that has portions cut
away to permit ventilation beoeath the nx>f and to en-
hance the esthetic design of the structure, each member
being formed of two pieces, and means for releasably
locking the pieces to one another so that the roof can
be snapped onto the sides after all channels are in place,
the locking means comprising an elongated hook on the
plate of one piece and an elongated recess (mi the plate of
the other piece, the elongated recess having means for
resiliently engaging the hook for locking the two pieces
together.

3,097,404
PROCESS FOR TREATING CARBOUC OILS

William E. Downey, Jr., North MadiMM, Ohio, assignor
to Diamond Alkali Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a cor-
poration of Delaware

Filed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40,593
lOChdms. (CL,23—63)

1. In the process for the treatment of a carbolic oil-

containing material idierein a dilute alkali metal hydroxide
solution is added to said material to solubilize the tar
acids contained therein by forming the alkali salts thereof,
the insoluble oils are separated from the tar acid salts

and the solution of tar acid salts is acidified with a carbon
dioxide-containing gas to convert the tar acid salts to the
insoluble tar acids which are then separated from the
alkali metal carbonate solution formed by the carbona-
tion of the tar acid salts, the improvement which com
prises precipitating solid alkali metal carbonate from the
thus-separated alkali metal carbonate solution by adding
thereto a concentrated alkali metal hydroxide of the same
alkali metal, thus effecting a dilution of said alkali metal
hydroxide solution, separating the thus-jH-ecipitated alkali
metal carbonate and adding the thus-diluted alkali metal
hydroxide solution to the carbolic oil-containing material
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to solubilizc the tar acids conUined therein, said alkali said clamping plate, stop means to limit the swing of said

meShv^xide being diluted, initially, to a point at least clamping plate away from said armature magnet means

Sen' tS« there is^n^^ farther pr^cipitaUon of said adapted to normally pull said clampmg Plate toward sajd
umciem m»i uicic «• i-

armature, said magnet means bemg mounted on said

clamping plate at its end remote from said hinge means.

and a resilient gripping element of plate material securedCOKC ruRMACC
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scribed by aforementioned connecting side walls, recip-

rocating means for moving said plunger die member in

its compacting stroke into said cavity to shape said pres-

sure shapable material introduced therein to an outline

conforming to the ouUine of said cavity, and out of sa.d

cavity following said compacting stroke, the unprove-

ment, in combination therewith, of a segmented cavity

die member, said segments consUtuting the shaping sur-

face of said cavity die member, at least one of sa»d s«8-

ments immovable. operaUonally. with respect to a fixed

point at least one of said segments movable with r«Pe"

to said fixed segment in a direction generally parallel to

the common direction of aforemenUoned connecting side

walls, said movable segment having an upper and lower

limit of movement within said cavity, a first means tor

OFFICIAL GAZETTE July 16, 1963

the body, a yam needle positioned in and concentric with

the body having a longitudinal yam passageway of smaller

diameter than the exit conduit aligned with the axis of

the exit conduit, the needle having a cap portion closing

the end of the body opposUe the orifice block to form a

chamber surrounding the needle, the needle having a

tip in the form of an conical section the apex angle of

which is from 45' to 135'. said conical ontice throat

having a precisely matching angle and a length from 2

to 6 times the length of the corresponding conical secUon

of the needle, the conical needle tip being completely

spaced from the orifice throat to provide a yam treating

zone between the tip of the needle and the exit conduit

and to provide an annular passageway around the needle

tip from the chamber to the treating zone, and an inlet

conduit for introducing air into said chamber from out-

side the body. ^^^^^^^^_^
•^ 3,d97,413

UNWOVEN FAPERMAKER'S FELT
John H. Draper, Jr^ CMtoo, MMfc, """•^^iS]'*^

Brodicn Conpuy, Omto^ Ma«^ a corpontlon of

Filed May 24, 19M, Scr. No. 31,847

2 Claimi. (CL 2S—79)

« *^ .-1- »»H-|fTl'
'-''-—"

/-

maintaining said movable segment at its upper lunit dur-

ing the filling operation of said cavity, a second means

for moving said movable segment sequenUally to its lower

limit following completion of the cavity filling operation

but prior to completion of the compacUng stroke of said

plunger die member, said first means coacUng sequen-

tially with said movable segment to return same back

to its upper limit following completion of said compact-

ing stroke which return of said segment back to its upper

limit pushes said shaped article. whUe in supported con-

tact with said movable segment, free of said other im-

movable segment of said die cavity member, to produce

a shaped article of homogeneous density which is rcadUy

removable from conUct with said cavity die member

segments.

3,097,412

YARN TREATING APPARATUS
Robert Paul Becher, WilmiiiCtom D^^-*.,;?**!*^ *»

^^l
da Pont dc Ncmoun and Company, Wilmington, Uei.,

a corporation of Delaware ,,«,*«
FUed Aug. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 130,110

4 Claims. (CL 28—1)

1. Yam treating apparatus comprising a hollow cy-

lindrical body, an orifice block closeing one end of the

body including a conical orifice throat and a cylmdncal

exit conduit with the axes along the cylindrical axis of

1 A new article of manufacture comprising a paper-

maker's felt of endless belt-Uke formation for use in

papermaking machinery for supporting, transporting, and

draining wet papermaking fibre material compnsing a

foundation layer having a non-woven fibrous porous

stmcturc consisting of a thread sheet assembly made up

of a multipUcity of helicaUy-arranged continuous thread

lengths, the convolutions of which are disposed widthwisc

of the felt and the Unear runs of which extend longitudi-

nally thereof in a general predetermined spaced parallel

relationship to one another so as to form definite liquid

drainage passages between them for rapid draining of

liquid through the felt from the outer side to the inner

side thereof, said helicaUy disposed thread lengths each

being of a composite yam structure and consisting of a

central core strand made up of a plurality of fine synthetic

textile filament yams around the exterior of which lonp-

tudinally extends a single helically-wrapped staple fiber

yam length of any of the usual textile fabric yam mate-

rials, an intermediate layer in the form of a thin flat

temporary binder sheet and composed of a water-soluble

vinyl plastic film material superposed upon and envelop-

ing said foundation thread sheet, said binder sheet being

adherently secured to the threads of said foundation layer ^
by a coating of a suiuble water-soluble adhesive material /

and said vinyl plastic binder sheet and its water-soluble

coating material further being capable of subsequent re-

moval easily from the final manufactured felt product

when the latter is readied for use with wet papermaking

material, and an outer covering body of unwoven fibrous

material superposed upon and co^extensive with said

binder sheet layer, said fibrous covering body being inte-

grally united with the threads of said foundation layer by

having considerable fibers needled in a depthwise direction

through both said binder sheet and said thread sheet layers

and interlocked with the threads of the latter and also

with the respective helical yams carried by such threads,

the outer face of said fibrous body serving as the active

supporting surface of said felt for draining and transport-

ing wet paperm&lung fibre material in a papermalung

machine.
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3,097,414
CRIMPABLE FIBERS OF REGENERATED

CELLULOSE
Rmlolph WoodcU, Kinaton, N.C., assignor, hj mcsDC at-

signmcnts, to Bcaunit Corporation, a corporation of

New YoriL

Filed Oct. 30, 1958, Scr. No. 770,656
2 Claims. (CL 28—82)

\^
1. A regenerated cellulose fiber consisting essentially

of a pair of substantially oval cross section components

fused together along their entire lengths so that the long

axes of said oval cross sections form a T when extended

to the point of interception, each of said components

having a smooth substantially uncrenulated contour, and

comprising a core completely surrounded by a thick

skin, one of said components having at least 20% man
skin by cross sectional area than the other.

3,097,415
ACRYLONmULE FIBER AND PROCESS FOR

PREPARING SAME
Merton L. Davit, Camden, S.Cn assignor to E. I. dtf Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 20, 1959, Scr. No. 794,511

2 Claims. (0.28—82)
1. An improved textile fiber having a high resistance

to penetration by liquid processing agents and a shrink-

ability in boiling water of at least 35%, said fiber formed

of a solid organic synthetic polymeric composition com-

prising at least 75% polyacrylonitrile and up to 25% of

ethylenically unsaturated monomers copolymerizable

therewith, said solid composition having a void-free,

highly consolidated, high density intemal stmcture with a

density of greater than 1.170 grams per cubic centimeter,

a molecular orientation in the longitudinal direction corre-

sponding to a drawn condition of from about 1.5 to about

2.5 times its original length, said composition exhibiting

a detectable degree of negative birefringence, said fiber

containing less than about 1.4% solvent.

3,097,416
TEXTILE FILAMENTS

Alfred H. McKinncy, Cheater, Pa., assignor to E. L dn

Pont dc Nemours and .Company, Wilmington, DcL, a

corporatioa of Dchware
Filed Sept 26, 1960, Scr. No. 58,342

lOCIalBH. (CL28—82)

Vivl
:j '
—

1. A textile filament of a synthetic polymer having an

essentially uniform cross section along its length, said

cross section consisting of three integrally joined, sub-

stantially synmietrical lobes, said cross section having a

T92 O.O.—39

tip radius ratio and an arm angle within the range repre-

sented by the area LNVX on FIGURE 2 of the drawing,

a straight side ratio within the range represented by the

area SUZC on FIGURE 3 of the drawing, and a modifica-

tion ratio within the range from about 1.9 to about 4.0.

3,097,417
TOOL HOLDER WITH REPLACEABLE TIP

Edward Hill, ShdBcld, E^land, ass^or to General
Electric Company, a corporatioa of New Yorfc

FUed Oct. 15, 1958, Scr. No. 767,384
Claims priority, appUcatioo Great Britain Oct. 25, 1957

3 Claims. (CL 29—96)

1. In a tool holder, an invertible and indexible flat

carbide tip having parallel faces and a periphelFal surface

normal to said faces to provide cutting edges around said

faces and a central hole normal to said faces, a shank
having an open recess at one end to receive the tip, said

op^n recess defined by a base and a rear surface normal
to the base, fhe tip resting in the open recess of said

shank with its parallel faces parallel to the base of the

recess and its peripheral surface abutting the rear surface

of the recess, a round hole through the shank normal to

the base of the recess, a pin rotatably fitting the hole

and provided with an eccentric cylindrical extension pro-

truding into the recess to fit the hole in the tip, and means
whereby the pin may be rotated to hold the tip in the

recess solely by the frictional grip exerted between the

eccentric extension of the pin and the central hole in the

tip and between the peripheral surface of the tip and
the abutting rear surface of the recess.

3,097,418
ELECTRICALLY CODED TERRAIN MODEL MAP
Edward G. Vallicrc, ElUns Park, Pa., assignor, by mcsM

assignments, to tlic United States of America m repre-
sented by the Secretary of tiM Navy

Filed Nov. 20, 1958, Ser. No. 775,331
3 Claims. (CL 29—155.5)

cjksiima Aisiw

¥mU m»HMtl¥M

or^cTYnr LmrmM

1. The method of fabricating an electrically coded
contour map comprising the steps of bonding by means
of vinyl adhesive a photo-sensitive metal foil to a thin

backing, photo-etching a ccmtour map into said metal foil,

said contour map having elevation contour areas electri-

cally connecting same elevation contour areas together,

casting said electrical ccMinections in a casting resin, and
peeling said backing and said vinyl adhesive away from
the contour map.
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3,097,419
HEATER-CATHODE ASSEMBLIES

Herbert F. Dkkson, Jr^ Seneca Falls, N.Y., assignor to

Sylvania Electric Products Inc^ a corporation of Dela-

wars
FUed Mar. U, 1960, Ser. No. 14,472

2 Claims. (CI. 29—155.62)

'/ .

(V\VVr

metal billet and a greater diameter than said metal billet

while maintaining the original lateral external confine-

ment of said billet and while internally confining said

billet laterally by supporting the walls of said central cav-

ity.

3,097,421
HIGH-FREQUENCY ENERGY ABSORBING

MATERIAL
Leo J. Cronin, Watsoavlilc, Calif., aarignor to Scmicon

of California, Inc., Wationyillc, Calif., a corporation of

Kentuclty
Filed Feb. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 794,759

3 dalma. (CL 19—192S)

1. In a process of fabricating a heater-cathode pellet

assembly of given diameter and thickness adapted for

use in an electron discharge device, the steps compris-

ing filling substantially equal volume reservoirs with a

charge of cathode metal powder capable of retaining

residual magnetism, magnetically transferring a charge

of powder from a reservoir into a cylindrical ferromag-

netic metal chamber provided in each half of a seg-

mented pelletizing die, each chamber being closed at one

end by a sliding ram to provide substantially equal vol-

ume chambers, positioning the heater across the open

end of one of said chambers, mating the die halves with

the parting line of the die halves in a vertical plane and

w;ith the heater held therebetween and with said cham-

bers in alignment, the residual magnetism of said pow-

der maintaining the powder form within the chambers

applying substantially equal and opposite pressure at

an equal rate to the sliding rams to compact the metal

powder uniformly about the heater and into a form

having substantially said given pellet thickness and

diameter, parting at least slightly the die halves in oppo-

site directions while said rams are maintained under

pressure, releasing the pressure on said rams and eject-

ing said pellet assembly, and heating the pellet assembly

to cause sintering of the compacted metal powder.

3,097,420

FORGING OF METAL ARTICLES
Alexander B. Graluun, Glasgow, Scotland,

The International Nickel Company, Inc., New
N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUed July 1, 1958, Ser. No. 745,864

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 25,

2 Claims. (CL 29—156.8)

to

Yorii,

1957

1. A process for the production of an improved disc-

like blank which compri'^es subjecting the central portion

of a metal billet to longitudinal deformation to form a

central cavity therein and to induce radial flow of metal

adjacent one end of the billet while longitudinally con-

fining said billet and while externally, laterally confining

the major portion of said billet adjacent the deforming

tool and thereafter subjecting the longitudinal end portion

of said billet to deformation to continue the radial flow

of said metal adjacent the same end of the billet and pro-

vide a disc having substantially the same volume as said

r irtr I

.t\, 11 I &..•«

J~-«

1. A lossy device for absorbing electromagnetic wave
energy in the high frequency region consisting essentially

of a 50-50 mixture by weight of tungsten powder and

aluminum oxide powder, the mixture being compacted,

shaped and sintered to form a solid body of high thermal

conductivity.

3,097,422
SILVER LEAD ALLOY FOR CAVfTATION

EROSION RESISTANCE
Joseph F. CemcsB, East Cleveland, and Betty M. Luce,

Willowick, Ohio, assignois to Ocvite Corporation,

Cleveland, Oiiio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed Feb. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 11,102

8 Chdms. (CI. 29—183.5)

1. A bearing comprising a backing member of strong,

heat conductive metal and superimposed thereon a rela-

tively thin bearing layer of an alloy comprised of lead

in an amount greater than about .15% and less than

about .75% and the balance substantially all silver.

3,097,423

METHOD OF PRODUCING STRESSED JOINT
PLASTIC CONTAINERS

Alexander George MakowaU, FayrUlc, Mass., assignor to

American Can Company, New Yoi*, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of New Jersey

Filed Oct. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 61,954
8 Claims. (CL 29—407)

I. A method of producing containers comprising the

steps of providing tubular container bodies of resilient

plastic maierial open at both of the opposite ends thereof,

prior to closing either of said ends of said bodies decorat-

ing the exterior surfaces of said bodies by applying a coat-
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ing thereto, heat treating said open-ended decorated can-

tainer bodies to dry said coating, and thereafter closing

root, pitch and crest diameters, and a threaded metal

woridng tapered section adjacent and leading to the body

section having predetermined gradually varying root,

pitch and crest diameters, the threads on the body sec-

tion being a uniform continuation of the threads on the

tapered section, the cross sectional area, taken in an

axial plane, of the root space between the pitch and root

both of said opposite ends of said body by attaching stress-

applying closure elements thereto.

3,097,424
PROCESS FOR PROTECTING AND LUBRICATING

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES
Jean R. V. Martfaiy, 10 Rue Pavcc,

Rouen, Seine-Maritime, France

Filed Oct 6, 1958, Ser. No. 765,630
Cbdms priority, appUcation France Oct. 5, 1957

12 Claims. (CL 29—460)

1. A process for protecting and lubricating a joint of

relatively movable parts which comprises the steps of

wrapping said joint in a grease lubricant upon which ordi-

nary coatings applied by ordinary procedures would not

stick, and depositing on said grease lubricant wrapping

and on the free ends of said jcMnt, a synthetic rubber in

the form of an aqueous dispersion containing curing

agents and thickeners, at ambient temperature, in order

to make an elastic sheath hermetically enclosing said joint.

.«

diameters and between adjacent threads of the body sec-

tion being greater than the corresponding cross sectional

area on the tapered section.

3,097,427
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CAN OPENER

Thomas H. Croteau, Hartford, and Walter A. Grooten,
Avon, Conn., assignors, by mesne assignments, to The
Seeburg Corporation, Chicago, DL, a corporatioa of
Delaware

FUed Jan. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 167,698
7 Claims. (CL 30—4)

3,097,425
METHOD OF SOLDERING COPPER CONNECnON
STRIPS TO COOLING THERMOPILE ELEC-
TRODES

Evgcny Andrcevich Kolcnko, uL Acadcmlca Pavlova, 14,

Apt 26; Audrey Georgicvlch Tanbcr, uL MahoTaJa 26,

Apt 25; and Anatoly Grigorlcvich Czerbhia, Sapioray

per. 16, Apt. 53; aU of Lcofaigrad, U.S.S.R.

No Drawfaig. Filed Apr. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 23,879

1 Clafan. (CL 29—492)
A method of soldering copper conductor strips to cool-

ing thermopile electrodes comprising applying 0.2 to 0.3

mm. thick coating of an alloy of 99% bismuth and 1%
tin to a thermopile electrode, then soldering a copper

conductor onto the coating employing an alloy having

a melting point which docs not exceed 140° C.

3,097,426
TOOL FOR REDUCING THE DIAMETER

OF A HOLE
Keith A. Hill, Roclrton, HI., assignor to Bcsly-WeUcs Cor-

poration, South Beloit, m., a corporation of Illinois

Filed July 17, 1959, Ser. No. 827,942

13 Cbdms. (CL 29—567)
1. A tool for changing the size of a cylindrical sur-

face on a metal workpiece including a threaded body

section having a constant thread depth and predetermined

1. A can opening device including a base having a plate

portion at the front thereof for mounting said device

upon a supporting panel and an enclosure ptM'tion ex-

tending rearwardly from said plate portion, said enclosure

portion forming a can receivir>g chamber with an entrance

in said plate portion and havmg an opening in the top

thereof communicating with said chamber, a mounting
wall extending upwardly above the top of said enclosure

portion adjacent said opening, can opening mechanism
mounted on said wall*^including a detachable pivot pin,

a carrier arm pivotally mounted on said pin on the side

of said wall adjacent said opening, a can opening element

on said carrier arm movable through said opening into

said chamber for opening a can therein, an electric motor
mounted on the opposite side of said wall from said car-

rier arm, means driven by said motor for moving said

carrier arm to can opening position, and a spring anchored
on said base and detachably connected to said carrier

arm for biasing said arm out of can opening positioii.
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3,097,42S
PIPE CUTTER

Simon Latsker, 3120 Bclvoir Blvd^ Shaker Hcighti, Ohio
Filed Sept 7, 1961, Scr. No. 136,541

1 Claim. (CL 36—102)

In a pipe cutter, a generally C-shaped frame having a

roller canying terminal end and an opposite end provided

with a threaded bore having its axis disposed normally to

the roller carrying terminal end, a screw threaded element

mounted in threaded engagement with said bore and
movable toward and away from said roller carrying end, a
hub formed on said fraige generally medially of the ter-

minal ends, a pin extending through said hub, a pivoted

arm having, a bifurcated end mounted on said pin and
straddling said hub, said arm extending into the opening

between the terminal ends of the frame, said threaded ele-

ment bearing against said arm for moving said arm toward
and away from said roller, cutter means rotatably jour-

nalled on said arm at the free end thereof and movable
therewith toward and away from said roller carrying end,

a coiled torsion spring surrounding said hub, a recess in

the frame adjacent said hub and receiving one end of said

spring, a recess in said arm receiving the opposite end of

said spring, said spring acting between said bub and said

arm to bias said arm continuously into yielding contact

with said threaded element whereby movement of said

threaded element defines the spacing between said cutter

and the roller carrying terminal end of the frame.

3,097,429
CHISEL WITH GUIDE MEANS

EOsworth W. Frye, 112 Summer St., Abington, Man., and
Uoyd D. TIbbctts, Sr., 217 Plymouth St., Holbrook,
Mass.

FUcd Oct. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 146,985
2Claimi. (CL30—16«)

2. A chisel comprising a main body, a cutter extending

from said body forwardly and having a cutting edge at

its foremost part, and two bearing guides at opposite sides

of said cutter member extending from said body for-

wardly and upwardly and terminating at a point inter-

mediate the top and bottom of said cutter member and

spaced rearwardly from said cutting edge, said cutting

edge converging in width from the bottom thereof up-
wardly and extending from the bottom edge diagonally
rearwardly and upwardly.

3,097,43
CUTTER

Julius Lcwinski, New York, and Abraham Radibanm,
Whitestone, N.Y., anlmon to Willcoz A GIMm Sew-
ing Machine Company, New York, N.Y., a corpontioB
of New York

FUcd July 3, 1961, Scr. No. 121,700
SClalma. (CL 30—273)

1 . A power operated cutting device comprising a houv
ing; a base secured to the housing; a reciprocating shaft
and a cutter carried thereby mounted on the housing
adjacent the forward end thereof for reciprocation in

the direction of the base to a cutting position below said

base; a contact plate adapted to be supported on the sur-

face of a material to be cut and pivotally mounted on
the base adjacent the rear end thereof; means normally
urging the base away from the omtact plate and to a
raised position; means reciprocating said shaft when the
base is moved toward said plate a predetermined dis-

tance and said cutter engages the material to cut the
same; and means limiting the movement of the base
toward said plate whereby the penetration of the cutter

into the material is controlled.

3,097,431
DENTAL ARTICULATOR FOR BRIDGEWORK

AND CROWNS
Jcflw Harris, 94—05 LimlcB Bird., Oionc Park, N.Y.

Filed June 11, 1962, Scr. No. 201,395
8 Claims. (CL 32^^2)

^y

1. A dental articulator, compriiing mandibular and
maxillary stones each compo8:d of rigid, set material, at
least one of said stones having a tapered passage extend-
ing therethrough from one side to the other thereof for
removably receiving a model of an artificial tooth, a first

articulator joint member secured in one end of one of the
stones, a second articulator joint member secured in
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one end of the other of said stones, the first joint mem-

ber having a pair of strai^t parallel arms extending up-

wardly from the one stone with spherically curved knobs

extending toward each other in axial alignment on oppos-

ing inner sides of Ae arms respectively, the second joint

member having another of straight parallel arms extend-

ing downwardly from the other stone, said other arms

having first recesses on outer sides thereof rotatobly receiv-

ing the respective knobs, said other arms having other re-

cesses concentric with the first recesses and shallower

than the first recesses to engage the knobs when the stones

are turned and twisted with respect to each other to simu-

late anatomical bite movements.

spring due to a given applied force, Y equals the de-

flection of a point on the spring due to the given applied

force, X equals the distance from the origin along the

spring to the aforesaid point at a deflection Y, and /

3,097,432

RETICLE FOR VARLABLE POWER TELESCOPE
SIGHTS

Geoigc R. Shaw, EI Paso, Tex., asrignor to

William R. Weaver, El Paso, Tex.

Filed Oct 24, I960, Scr. No. 64,364

2 Cbdm. (CL 33—50)

1. A reticle for variable power telescope sights, com-

prising, a transparent disk having a circular area defining

substantially the full field of view of said sight, indicia

carried on one surface of the disk, said indicia cwnprismg

a pair of main cross lines disposed to intersect at the center

of said area and extending to the periphery of said area,

the point of intersection of said main cross lines being

enclosed by a line defining a circle having an area which

is relatively minute with respect to the area of said disk,

said circle having an inside diameter to subtend an angle

of from about 8 to about 20 minutes, the p<Mtions of said

cross lines lying within said circle having a natural line

thickness of from about 25% to about 50% of that of the

lines outside said circle.

equals <Hie-half the overall length of the spring, and a

coiled spring coupled in tension between said collars for

extending said bow springs to a fully extended position

when unconstrained by a bore wall.

3 097 434
SETTING TOOL FOR HEAT SEALING DIE

MACHINES
Harry L. Diamond, Hotel Newburgh, Newbur^, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 150,794

4 Claims. (CL 33—181)

3,097,433
BOREHOLE APPARATUS

Walter E. Cubbcriy, Jr., Houston, Tcx^ ""^F^^ ***

Schhmibcigcr WcU Survcyhig Corporation, Houston,

Tex., a corporatloD of Texas
Filed Sept 30, 1960, Scr. No. 59,758

10 Claims. (CL 33^178)
1. A well tool for use in a well bore including a hous-

ing, a pair of tubular collars on said housing wherein at

least one of said collars is slidable on said housing per-

mitting relative movement between said collars, bow

springs pivotally connected to said collars, re^)cctivcly,

having a preformed curvature so that the central por-

tions of said springs normally extend outwardly of said

housing intermediate of a fully collapsed and a fully ex-

tended position for said central portions of said springs,

said preformed curvature being symmetrical about a nud-

point of each spring, the shape of one-half of each spring

having a curvature defined by the formula

-t(fy-¥-]
^^len considered from an origin at the midpoint of a

^Ming wherein Yg equals the maximiun deflection of the

1 . A die setting tool adapted to be connected to a die

supporting plate of a die press comprising an dongated

flat horizontal main member and other members mounted

upon and adjustably positionable along the main member,

a centering device extending vertically throu^ each ad-

justable member and a striking point secured to the bot-

tom end of each centering device and adapted to effect a

marking upon a work tray when said centering device is

struck on the upper end thereof, and means on the main

member for detachably fixing and centering the setting

tool upon the die supporting plate.
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3,097,435
SELF TESTCSG DEVICE

Hans GolcUchmidt, 1 Flood Circle, Athcrtoo, Calif.

FUcd Oct. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 144,225
12 Chdnu. (CI. 35—8)

1. A self testing device for use with an underlay of

question and answer paper, comprising a generally U-

shaped frame having an upper and a lower arm joined

together by a third arm fixed to one end of each of

the upper and lower arms, a pivot rod connected between

said upper and lower arms and extending substantially

parallel to but spaced from the third arm whereby a

series of questions oh the underlay may be disposed on

one side of the pivot rod and the associated answ^s on

the other, and a plurality of flippers pivotally engaged

on the rod whereby preselected ones or all of said an-

swers may be hidden from view or disclosed at will.

3,097,436
METHOD AND MEANS FOR THE SIMULATION OF
THE ACTION OF MECHANICAL PARAMETERS
ON A BODY
Louis Gaucher, 326 Rue Lccourbc, Paris 15, France

FUed Jan. 18, 1961, S«r. No. 83,417
Claims priority, application France Jan. 22, 1960

3 Claims. (CL 35—12)

'Q^ "CP? '<5w ^

1. In a flight training stimulator equipment, a device

for simulating the effect of acceleration on the body of a

person comprising the combination of a plurality of in-

flatable pouches arranged on parts of the seat, sides, and

back of the pilot's seat and on the safety belt of said

pilot, said pouches being filled with a fluid under pres-

sure, an analog computer deriving analog voltages rep-

resenting the componen.s of acceleration according to

directions of attitude of the simulated craft, and a cor-

responding plurality of servo-mechanisms controlled from

combinations of analog voltages issuing from said analog

computer and controlling the respective fluid pressures

within said pouches.

3,097,437
GOLF TEACHING DEVICE

WUllam H. HarriMn, 6363 Swota Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles 38, Calif.

FUed Not. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 152,756
8 Claims, (d. 35—29)

r *.

« '

8. A device of the type used by a person in the self-

teaching of manual skills involving coordinated body
movements, comprising: a lower, image mirror having
forward and rearward ends and positioned adjacent and
generally parallel to the ground so that it is within the

field of vision of a person located forwardly thereof who
is performing the movements; an intermediate, first reflect-

ing mirror positioned rearwardly of said image mirror and
inclined upwardly and rearwardly relative thereto and
with its reflecting surface facing the person; and an
upper, second reflecting mirror positioned forwardly of

the upper end of said first reflecting mirror and arranged

with its reflecting surface facing the reflecting surfaces

of both said first reflecting and image mirrors, its image
of the person being successively reflected by said first

reflecting, second reflecting and image mirrors, so that it

may be seen by him in said mirror while performing the

movement.

3,097,438
ACCESSORY FOR A SHOE

Anthony J. Evans, Box 14, Wendell Depot, Mi
FUed Apr. 9, 1962, Scr. No. 186,033

7 Claims. (CI. 36—1)

1. An attachment for a shoe, said attachment com-
prising a flat gauging part, said gauging part having a

portion thereof conforming to the shape of the sole of

the shoe including the heel and the shank, said gauging

part being adapted to be cemented in position with respect

to the shoe, and a movable, flexible accessory secured

to said gauging part adjacent the shank area only thereof,

said accessory extending to the rear and being otherwise

free of the gauge part, the accessory normally extending

above the shoe counter and upon which the foot is adapt-

ed to be set in entering the shoe, the foot causing said

accessory to slide down and conform to the shape of the

counter, assisting the foot in entering the shoe, said gaug-
ing part including an arcuate rear edge that conforms
to and fits the corresponding portion of the heel of the

shoe to correctly locate the accessory with respect to

the counter portion of the shoe.

3,097,439
SCARIFIER ATTACHMENT

Fenton CalUn, 62 W. Cedar Place, Ramsey, NJ.
FUed Jan. 12, 1962, Scr. No. 165,783

4Cbiims. (CI. 37—117.5)
I. In an earth working machine, in combination, a

front end loader bucket provided at its bottom end with
a scraper blade projecting forwardly and outwardly
therefrom, and provided at its upper end with a rigid

transverse member arranged in substantial parallelism
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with said scraper blade and projecting forwardly and
outwardly from said bucket, and said bucket having rigid

side members between the ends of said blade and trans-

verse member, a pair of arms pivotally connected to said

side members for pivotal movement about a transverse

axis located approximately midway between said blade

and transverse member and disposed in substantial par-

allelism with the latter, a rigid transverse beam mounted
on the outer ends of said arms and having oppositely

e ' f

directed surface portions disposed in opposed relation

to the outer edges of said blade and transverse member,
said stirface portions and said outer edg^ being substan-

tially located in a curved plane whose radii center at

said transverse axis so that said surface portions are al-

ternately engageable with said outer edges at the ends

of the range of movement of said rigid beam and said

pivoted arms, means for removably securing said rigid

beam to said blade and to said transverse member, and
a plurality of scarifier teeth seciired to said transverse

beam.

3,097,440
HYDRAUUCALLY OPERATED LAND

CONTOURING MACHINE
(Mtmann George Sduildt, P.O. Box 576,

Mooriiead, Minn.
FUed June 9, 1960, Ser. No. 34,938

2Cbdnis. (CL 37—129)

1. In a land ctmtouring machlfie, the combination of a
frame having a swivel c<Mmector means at <me end thereof

and positioned in the longitudin^ medial axis of the frame
to establish a draft engagement with a tractor or the Uke
and permitting horizontal pivotal movement of said

frame, a hdngedly connected ground engaging wheel
mounted at respective sides of said frame at the end op-

posite said swivel cfMmector means providing pivotal

movement of said frame, said means including cylinders

for stabilizing the hiagedly connected ground engaging
wheels, (^posed aligned bearing means mounted on said

frame, a scraper bucket positioned within said frame and
having an axle member joumalled in each bearing mem-
ber, a gear fixed to each axle, a rack bar in meshed en-
gagement with each gear, a hydraulic unit operatively

ooimected to each rack bar and a control means connected
to said hydraulic units for actuating said rack bars.

3,097^1
EARTH MOVER LOAD APPLIED TO FACILITATE

GEAR SlflFIlNG
Fivdcrfck G. J. Gris6, New Bndntree, Mass^ asrignor, by

direct and mesne airignnicnts, of fifty percent to Lionel
Grisc, Jr., trustee. West Brookficid, Mass., and fifty

percent to Norman S. Biodgcit, Wcstboro, Mass.
Filed Dec 27, I960, Scr. No. 78,537

4 Clafans. (d. 37—129)
4. Control apparatus for 9n earth moving machine

having an engine adapted to be connected through a dulch

and a transmission, having a gear shitt lever and in-

cluding a lower gear and a higher gear, to propelling

wheels and to an earth-handling mechanism, the machine
having a second dutch for selectively connecting or dis-

connecting the mechanism to the engine side of the
transmission, comfH-ising an actuator adapted to be con-
nected to the said second clutch for rendering it selectively

operative or inoperative to connect the mechanism to

the engine side of the transmission, a source of {ves-

sure fluid connected to the actuator for the actuati(Mi

thereof, a solenoid valve interposed between the source
and the actuator, and a switch mountable on the gear
shift lever controllable by the opentOT to control the
flow of the said pressure fluid from the source to the

actuator during shifting of the transmission into neutral
from the lower gear before shifting to the higher gear.

3,097,442
PAD ASSEMBLY

John D. Willingham, Jr., 220 W. Paces Ferry RomI NW^
Atlanta, Ga.

7 dafans. (CL 38—66)

1. In a flatwork ironer of the class wherein a roll is

mounted in sftaced relationship to a steam chest and a
securing plate is mounted axially on the periphery of
said roll, said plate being provided with securing means
engaging a pad assembly covering the periphery of said

roll, and a rod passes through said securing means, the

combination with said pad assembly of a lead cloth
formed of open mesh locked weave fabric, the securing
means of said securing plate projecting between adjacent
yarns of said fabric, the end pcntion of said lead cloth

being kx^ixd around said rod.

3,097,443
CHANGEABLE FRAMES FOR DIAPOMTIVES

OslEar Maria KeUner, NeosacsMr SinsM 25,
AngslNng* Geraiany

FUed Feb. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 11,070
3 Clafans. (O. 40—152)

1. A slide frame comprising a pair of coextensive and
hingedly interconnected frame members with aligned
openings and with mating edge portions defining a periiA-
erally closed casing in an engaged position of said mem-
bers; a pair of substantially coextensive transparent plates
within said casing respectively spanning said openings; a
first set of retaining elements on one of said memben
overlying opposite marginal zones of one of said plates
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for holding it in place and so disposed as to come to rest

against the other of said plates in the engaged po«ti<»
of said members; and a second set of retaining elements
offset from said first retaining elements on the other of
said members overlying opposite marginal zones of said

other of said plates for holding it in place and so disposed
as to come to rest against said one of said plates in said

engaged position whereby said plates are held spaced apart

with an intervening clearance accommodating a transpar-

ency between said plates.

3,097,444
BOOK HOLDER

Charies Stcincr, Long Uand City, N.Y.
(25 Satton Place S^ New York 22, N.Y.)
FUcd Jan. 19, 1962, Scr. No. 167,321

2Claiiiis. (CL4S—57)

sc

1. A foldable book holder comprising a rectangular

sheet provided with first, second, third, fourth, and fifth

joined rectangular sections which are foldable along first,

second, third and fourth separate parallel lines of fold

which define said five join^ sections, said lines being

parallel to two parallel edges of said sheet and perpendicu-

lar to the other two parallel edges of said sheet, the two

edges of said second section which are perpendicular to

said lines being serrated, first and second rectangular

sheet members, each member being secured to a corre-

sponding one of the two edges of said fourth section which

are perpendicular to said lines, first and second right

triangle sheet elements, one of said elements having one

leg secured to one side of said first metnber and the other

leg secured to one edge of said third section which is per-

pendicular to said lines in such mann:r that the hypote-

nuse of said one element extends between said one side

of said first member and said second line, the other of

said elements having one leg secured to one side of said

second member and the other leg secured to the other edge

of said third section which is perpendicular to said lines

in such manner that the hypotenuse of said other element

extends between said one side of said second member and

said second line.

3,097,445
THRUST-SUPPORTED AND THRUST-

CONTROLLED DEVICE
Charles A. Undky. Los Angelct, CaHf.

(4741 Natoma Ave., WoodlaMl HUk, CaUf.)
Filed Dec. 7, 1959, Scr. No. 857,633

14 Ctaims. (CL 44—77)
14. A thrust-supported and thrust-controUed device

comprising: a thrust-supportable object provided with

thrust-producing engine means for solely supporting the
object; airfoil means projecting outwardly with respect
to an axis of and from the object; a handle spaced from
the object; and a plurality of flexible means connected be-

tween the handle and the airfoil means in a direction

substantially parallel to said axis to apply position-cor-

recting tension and torque to the object corresponding to

and in response to relative movement of the handle with
respect to the object

3,097,446
TOY FIGURE

Marvin Packer, 416 VUiatc Lane, Broomall, Pa.
Origfaial appUcatloa Jan. 28, 1959, Scr. No. 789,666, now

Patent No. 3,061,572, dated Oct 30. 1962. DivMcd
and this appUcation Feb. 9, 1960, Scr. No. 7,560

IChdm. (CL46—123)

A toy figure having the property of animated motion,
and composed of a homogeneous mixture of polyvinyl

acetate resin having a softening point between 89.6 and
187* F., a compatible plasticizer and an incompatible

plasticizer, the proportions of plasticizer being from 15

to 40 parts of compatible plasticizer per hundred parts

by weight of total resin and from 7 to 25 parts of incom-
patible plasticizer per 100 parts by weight of total resin,

the figure after deformation snapping back to a different

shape than before deformation and visibly moving parts
of its body in so doing, a compatible friasticizer being one
which does not produce bloom and an incompatible plas-

ticizer being one which does produce bloom.

3,097,447
BICYCLE NOISE MAKER

Engclbcrt J. Pcham and John A. Pchaa, St PaaL Mhu.
Filed Dec 14, 1959, Scr. No. 859,500

2aafana. (CL 46—175)
1. A noisemaker for vehicles having a frame and

spoked wheels comprising a generally T shaped resilient

member having a base and an integral finger projecting

substantially perpendicularly from one surface of said
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base at a locus intermediate the ends thereof and a ser-

rated surface on the opposite surface of said base, at-

taching means on said one surface of said base (» op-

posite sides of said finger, a connecting element en-

gageable with said attaching means designed to encircle

portions of the frame adjacent the spoked wheel and to

anchor said T shaped member to the frame with said

finger extending into the pathway of the qx>kes of one

of the wheels.

3,097,448
MAGNETIC TOY

FrankUn C. Pmnkard, 5707 Chain Bridge Road,
McLean, Va.

Filed May 26, 1961, Scr. No. 113,014
2 Clafans. (Q. 46—241)

1. A magnetic toy comprising a ferrous bar having a
round peripheral surface, a relatively thin magnetic disc

cA reduced diameter with its peripheral edge surface

adapted to be i^aced at the uppM- end of the bar so that

the resultant of the magnetic and gravity forces will

c^^use said disc to travel around the axis of said bar in

a- spiral pathway, said disc being provided with a central

opening, a toy object, and a spindle received in the open-
ing of said disc connecting said toy object with said disc.

3.097,449
VENTILATED, ORNAMENTAL SHELTER

William B. Kclktt, 3715 E. 4th St, TMaon, Arii.

FUcd Dec. 1, 1959, Scr.T^o. 856,530
1 Claim. (CL 50—115)

a manner that air cunents will be induced to ^cm from

the interior of said structure to the exterior thereof com-
prising:

a pair of substantially open end gables;

an open-ended ridge girder having an end connected to

each gable, said girder including first and second

upper rails and first and second lower rails, a first

set di horizontal members connecting said upper rails

together in q»aced relation, a second set of hori-

zontal members connecting said lower rails togetha*

in spaced relation, a first set of vertical members
ctxmecting said &st upper and lower rails together

in q>aoed relati<Mi and a second set of vertical mem-
bers ooimecting said second upper and Iowa* rails

together in spaced relation;

first and second i^uralities of V-shaped rafters having

one end connected to said first and second upper rails,

respectively, said rafters being spaced along said

upper rails between said gables for supporting said

first and second primary roof sections, respectivdy,

in such a manner that air currents are free to flow

from the interior ctf said structure to the exterior

thereof throu^ said girder;

means suppcxting the other ends of said V-shaped
rafters; and

framing means attached to the upper side of said girder

for suppcMting said secondary roof section in q>aced
relation above said primary roof sections.

3,097,450
ROUGH CLEANING AND FINISH CLEANING

MACHINE AND METHOD
Ardcc H. Freeman, Granger, and Frederick J. Plchard,

Sooth Bend, Ind., aasignorB to BcU Intercontfaicntal Cot^
poration. Sooth Bend, Ind.

Filed May 11, 1962, Scr. No. 193,924
6 Clafans. (CL 51—13)

u'/'ip^f^f^f^.f^f-^-t^f^

. ... - "^ -
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culating material falling away from said workpiece through

said tepaitkton and subsequently recycling the stored ma-
terial and the reusable blast media through said sefw-
rators and said blast device against said workpiece.

3,«97,451
BLAST MACHINE SYSTEM AND METHOD

Ardcc H. Freeman, Gnmccr, and Frederick J. Pfcfaard,

Sooth Bcndf Ind^ sMigiion to BcU latercootiiicBtal Cor-
pocatioii, SootlrBcnd, Ind.

FilMl May 11, 1M2, Scr. No. 194,019
iClaliiia. (CL51—13)

1 . A unit machine system for blast-cleaning workpieces,

said machine system including a workpiece receiving de-

vice adapted to turn the workpiece, a blast machine ar-

ranged to bombard the workpiece as it is turned, a feed

hopper delivering blast media to said blast machine, a sei>-

arator receiving contaminated blast media residual to the

blasting operation, said separator having a debris discharge

and a reusable blast media discharge separate therefrom,

said reusable blast media discharge delivering to said feed

hopper, a by-pass conveyor returning from said feed hop-

per to an intermediate storage hopper arranged to

discharge to said separator intake, a first valve con-

trolling passage through said by-pass conveyor, a

second valve controlling passage from said storage hop-

per to said separator, a third valve controlling passage to

said blast machine, said valves being selectively actuatable

so as to either block passage of blast media through said

blast machine while causing circulation of all material in

the system through said separator, or to cause recycling of

the reusable blast media through said feeder hopper and
said blast machine against said workpieces.

3,097,452
CASTING CORE KNOCK-OUT AND CLEANING

MACHINE AND METHOD
Ardcc H. FrecmaB, Gi«ngcr, and Frederick J. Pkhard,

South Bend, Ind., aaignon to BcU inta-coatincntal Cor-
poration, Soath Bend, Ind.

Filed May 11, 1962, Scr. No. 194,116
SCbdms. (CI. 51—13)

2. A machine system for sequentially knocking out

cores and heavy surface debris from castings and then

finish-cleaning the same, said machine comprising a cast-

ing receiving device adapted to turn the casting, a centrif-

ugal blast machine arranged to bombard the casting as it is

turned, a feed device delivering blast media to said blast

machine, a separator receiving debris and spent blast

media falling away from said casting, said separator hav-

ing a debris discharge and a reusable blast media dis-

charge separate therefrom, said reusable blast media dis-

charge delivering to said feed device, a by-pass conduit

conveying overload material from said separator to a

temporary storage bin, a first valve oontrolling passage

through said by-pass coiKluit, a second valve controlling

discharge from said bin for recycling to said separator,

said valves being operable so as to initially divert passage'

of overload debris from said separator to said bin while

permitting circulation of material falling away from said

casting through said separate', and for subsequently re-

cycling the overload debris and reusable blast niedia from
said bin through said separator and said blast device

against said casting.

3,097,453
HONING APPARATUS

Floyd A. Swanson, Rockford, IlL, assignor, by meane a»>

sfgnmcnti, to National Antomatic Tool Company, inc.,

Richmond, Ind., a corporation of Indiana
Original appUcatkm Jnnc 6, 1958, Scr. No. 740,445, now

Patent No. 3,025,642, dated Mar. 20, 1962. Divided
and this application Mar. 16, 1962, Scr. No. 185,183

3 Clafans. (CL 51—34)

=^^^Q3^L
"* /
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1. In an apparatus for machining a workpiece with a
plurality of tool means adapted to be fed into engage-
ment with and retracted from the workpiece, the combina-
tion comprising a plurality of bodily shiftable nxJtor

means re^ieotively for shifting a plurality of the tool

means from retracted positions to initial advance posi-

tions, a plurality oX. gear means respectively drivingly

associated with said plurality of motor means for bodily

shifting the motor means for feeding (fae iJOtA. means from
said advanced positions, shaft means extending adjacent

all of said gear means, a i^urality <A menabera freely dis-

posed on said shaft means and respectively meshing with

said plurality of gear means, a plurality c^ clutch means
respectively associated with said members for selectively

I»xyviding a driving connection betwieen said shafit means
and said members, and means for driving said shaft means
for rotating any of said membMs thereon and drivingly

connected thereto by their associated clutch means for

bodily shifting the motor means associated with such

driven members fc»- feeding the \X3fA means.
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3,097,454
SIZE CONTROL FOR MULTIPLE WHEEL

GRINDING MACHINES
LcsUc V. PhcU, WalliseUcn, Zorich, Swltzeriand,

to Lan<Us Tool Company. Waynesboro, Pa.
Filed Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76,391

5 Claims. (CI. 51—165)

or

rS?
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ment pin rotatably supported by said support means and

having an axis substantially parallel to the axis of said

shaft and having in addition a threaded hole extending

through said pin perpendicular to the axis thereof; a

bearing rotatably mounted on said shaft; clamping means

attached to said bearing; an abrasive stone held in said

clamping means and extending parallel to said axis of said

shaft; a handle; means for connecting said handle. to

said shaft whereby said shaft is between said abrasive

stone and said handle; an anchor pin rotatably attached to

said bearing; a threaded shaft threaded to said threaded

hole in said adjustment pin; means on said threaded shaft

engaging said anchor pin to cause said anchor pin to move
with said threaded shaft; and a knob fixedly attached to

said threaded shaft and located between said adjustment

pin and said handle whereby rotation of said knob moves

said threaded shaft along its own axis and rotates said

bearing together with said abrasive stone about said first-

mentioned shaft.

3,097,458
METHOD OF ACCURATELY MACHINING

SEMICONDUCTOR BODIES
Wallace E. Rkhmond, Hillsboro, N.H^ aKignor to Syl-

vania Electric Prodocti Inc^ a corporatioii of Dela-

ware
Filed May 13, 1960, Scr. No. 28,924

5 Claims. (CI. 51—281)

1. The method of determining the magnitude of a

dimension of a body of semiconductor material under-

going a machining operation which comprises the steps

of subjecting a body of semiconductor material and a

body of piezoelectric material having a correspondingly

oriented dimension the magnitude of which determines

its resonant frequency to a machining operation simul-

taneously reducing the corresponding dimension of each

of said bodies at the same rate, and measuring during the

machining operation the frequency of the piezoelectric

currents produced in said body of piezoelectric material

by the stresses caused by the machining operation.

3,097,459
BAG FILLING MACHINE

Clarence W. Ranach, Marysvillc, Ohio, anrignor to The
0. M. Scott ft Son Company, MaryiriUc, Ohio, a cor-

poration of Ohio
FUcd Feb. 1, 19M, Scr. No. 5,918

28 Claims. (CL 53—59)
1. An automatic bag filling machine comprising: a

rotatable device arranged with its axis of rotation vertical;

a support structure disposed adjacent said rotatable device;
means connected to said rotataUe device for rotatably
driving said rotatable device; means rotatably supporting
said rotatable device on said support structure; said rotata-

ble device comprising a drum structure having an annu-
lar group of vertical hopper devices coaxially arranged
around its vertical axis, each hopper device having an

upper material receiving opening and a bottom discharge

nozzle, and means on each of said discharge nozzles en-

abling holding of the open end of a bag to be filled over

the end of said associated discharge nozzle and provid-

ing a continuous peripherally sealed passage connection

between the upper end of a retained bag and the associated

said discharge nozzle; an air-tight hood device nonrotata-

bly secured to said support structure above and pcx>viding

a commutated sealed cooperation with the material receiv-

ing openings of said hopper devices to prevent escape of

dust and to enable particles of material being placed in

the bags to settle back in the bag; a material dispensing

device secured above the path of rotation of said hopper

devices and above said hood device for measuring and

dumping a desired quantity of material ' through said

hood device and into and through a hopper of said rotata-

ble device and thence into a conditioned bag on the asso-

ciated said hopper; operating means in c^>erative connec-

tion with said dispensing device; control means responsive

to a predetermined rotational position of said rotatable

device for actuating said op«-ating means at a specific

rtMational position of said rotatable device whereby a

hopper and bag held thereon will be in a i>osition to re-

ceive the dispensed quantity of material; and means, hav-

ing an operative control connection with said means for

holding the bags, for automatically releasing a filled bag

from said rotatable device.

3,097,460
BULK BIN FILLER

Michael OUricn, Davis, Calif., a«itnor to The Regents
of the University of California, BcrlLeley, Calif.

FUed Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,463
12 Clahns. (O. 53—64)

1. A bulk bin filler compritinf a frame, a bin sup^wrt

cm said frame, means for advancing a bin on said <iip-
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port, a fruit conveyor, means for mounting said fruit con-
veyor on said frame to swing into and out of said bin,

means actuated by fruit in said bin for operating said

bin advancing means, and means operated by advance-
ment of said bin on said support for swinging said fruit

conveyor out of said bin.

3,097,461
BAG CLOSING MACHINE

Arthur C. Avril, Wyomfaig, Ohio, asrignor to A A T De-
velopment Corporatioii, Clndnnati, Ohio, a corporation
of Ohio

FUcd Aug. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 132,879
SClafana. (CL S3—137)

i^^m
1. A bag clomng machine comprising, a base, a vertical

column rising from said base, a vertical rack mounted on
said column, a conveyor structure siidably connected to

said column, self-locking conveyor adjustment means on
said conveyor structure including a pinion meshing with

said rack, a cfaute mounted above said conveyor and
adapted to discharge material into the open end of a bag
resting upon the conveyor, a bag stitching head mounted
upon said column above the conveyor, said stitching head
adapted to fold a strip of tape over the open upper portion

of the filled bag and to apply a line of stitching through
said tape and tfirou^ the upper portion of the filled bag
advancing on the conveyor, said conveyor adjustment
means adapted to raise or lower the conveyor relative to

said discharge chute, thereby to compensate for the size

of a bag resting on the conveyor, said stitching head in-

cluding trimming means for severing the strip of tape

from the trailing edge of the bag in response to the

advancemetu thereof relative. to the stitching head and
after application (rf said line of stitching.

3,097,462
PACKAGING MACHINE

Samncl W. Langdoo, Rochester, N.Y., assignor fo
Rcgfaiald R. Kicfcr, Fafaport, N.Y.
FUcd Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,284

19ClafaiM. (a. 53—180)
2. A machine f<M- wrapping packages having a surface

over which a package is moved in a predetermined path
for a predetermined distance, a support for a supply of
wrapping material, means for positioning wrapping mate-
rial from said support in a plane transverse to and inter-

mediate the ends of said path, means for moving a pack-
age along said path to a position of rest at one end of
said path, whereby a portion of the wrapping material is

engaged by the front end of the moving package, guide
means operative during the movement of said package
to guide further portions of said material about, respec-

tively, the upper and lower faces of said package, means
operative when said package is in said rest position to

tilt said package relative to the i^ane of said path so

that the material beneath said package is guided upwardly
behind the rear end of said package, means movable sub-

sequent to the movement of said package to said rest

position to operate the last-named means and to seal

together the wrapping material over the rear face of said

package, and control means operative during the sealing

of said wrapping material to interrupt the operation of

said packaige moving means.

3,097,463
PACKAGING MACHINE

Jahics L. Neal and Morris F. Ncal, Clearwater, and Sylvan
V. Dice, Tarpon Springs, Fla., assignors to A-B-C Pack-
aging Machine Corporation, Clearwater, Fla., a corpo-
ratioa of Florida

Origfaial application Oct. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 845,442. Di-
vided and this application Aug. 29, 1960, Scr. No.
52 509

24 Oafans. (CL 55—186)

1 . In a machine of the type described for removing flat,

collapsed cartons from a pile, setting them up and filling

them with containers at a loading station, the combination
of means for providing flat, collapsed cartons in a pile so

that the weight of the pile is on the lowermost carton, a

first member engageable with the lowern)ost carton, means
to move said first member substantially parallel to the

flat surfaces of said carton to siidably remove said carton

from under said pile and means to at the same time

restrain the pile from like movement, roller means to

cause the underside of said lowermost carton to undergo
rolling friction rather than sliding friction while removing

said lowermost carton from under said pile, at least one

additi(Mial and separate member engageable with said

lowermost carton at nearly the same time it is engaged by
said first member, to move said carton for a short dis-

.jub. i < ja.«u.'i-u
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tance in a direction at least nearly parallel to the direction

of travel of said carton to aid in separating said carton

from said pile and a plurality of lifting members to engage

the side of said pile to at least partially lift a portion of the

weight of said pile from said lowermost carton while said

lowermost carton is slidably removed from under said pile.
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3 997 4M
APPARATUS AND METHOD OF CLEARING

DITCHES
J«ck E. Kliw, 312 W. lat Are^ ToppcnUL Wadk

FlkdToly 20, 1959, Scr. No. 828,245

nCteinu. (CL 56—25.4)

3 097 464
GDLET WRAPPING MACHINE

WUIard D. Reeves, Center, Tex., anlgnor of onc-h^ to

St. Elmo Croii and one-half to S. C. Cro«, both of

Center, Tex.
FUcd Feb. 7, 1961, Scr. No. 87,603

7 Cfadms. (CI. 53—209)

SNXSvV-NxW

5. A wrapping machine comprising a oonveyor belt

for carrying a plurality of spaced sheets of wrapping ma-

terial, means adjacent the conveyor belt for feeding the

edges of the sheets inwardly into overlying relation, and

means overlying the conveyor belt for engaging the end

of the folded sheets and causing the end to move in a

spiral manner for spirally rolling the fcrfded ^eet, said

end spiralling meaus including a plurality of curved

fingers, said fingers having a concave edge surface fac-

ing the folded sheet, said conveyor belt having recesses

in the upper surface thereof receiving the fingers where-

by the folded sheet may ride up onto the concave surface

for starting a spiral, means oscillating the fingers in syn-

chronization with the spacing of the sheets on the con-

veyor belt thereby elevating the fingers to an inoperative

position after the spiralling of the folded sheet has be-

gun, a flexible plate attached to the fingers, a roughened

undersurface on said plate, said flexible plate engaging

the partially rolled sheet and tending to hold the top por-

tion of the partially rolled sheet while the conveyor belt

moves the lower portion thereby completing the spiralling

of the sheet.

3,097,465
RIDING LAWN MOWER

Cheater WllUaou, 5651 Carpenter Road, Ypdlanti, Mich.

FUcd Feb. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 89,847

5 Claims. (Q. 56—7)

1. In combination with a conventional 4-wheeled trac-

tor adapted to be driven along the banks of a ditch in

spanning relation thereto, a ditch-clearing machine de-

tachably associated with the tractor and supported there-

by so as to occupy a position within the ditch in trailing

relation to the tractor and presenting a rotor journal-

mounted from the machine for rotation about an up-

right axis and having about its periphery lengths of flail-

ing chains spaced apart both at intervals of the circum-

ference and of the height of the rotor and acting by ro-

Ution of the rotor to clear vegeUtion from the walls of

the ditch, and a deUchable drive'^oonection to said rotor

from the engine of the tractor for driving the rotor.

1
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plurality of tables, hollow shafting means connecting said

Ubles in co-axially spaced relationship, each of said taMes

being rotatably joumaled with said shafting means, a

plurality of bobbins having fibre windings thereon

mounted on each of said tables, the bobbins nuHinted

on each of said tables being radially spaced about said

hollow shafting means, means for drawing the fibres from

the respective bobbins of each table through the hollow

shafting means, means for rotating each of said tables

to impart a twist to the fibres being drawn from their

respective bobbins whereby the fibres drawn from one

of said tables arc twisted to form the core of said strand,

and the fibres drawn from said other tables are twisted

^:r
"'

tion of said plates being on the common axis of said

machines when said arms are in one extreme of pivotal

movement, means coupling one of said plates to the pre-

ceding cabling machine for drive by a rotary element

thereof, and means for driving the remaining ^ates syn-

chronously from said one {date.

in successive concentric layers upon said core, and means

for individually controlling the relative revtrfutions of the

respective tables with respect to one another for con-

trolling the pitch at which the fibres drawn from the

bobbins of the respective tables are twisted per unit length

of the rope strand formed thereby so that the twist of

the respective concentrically disposed fibre layers from

the core to the outermost layer of said strand is pro-

gressively decreased so that in the finished strand the

respective fibres of the core and the succeeding concen-

trically disposed layers are substantially equal in length

for insuring that each of the strand fibres are uniformly

stressed under given load conditions.

3,f97,473
WIRE GUIDING MEANS FOR CABLING

MACHINES
Joseph V. O^nHly, LociuC, and Howard Lawrence

Ungcrar, Litdc Silver, NJ^ aarisnors to Syncro Ma-
chine Company, Perth Amboy, NJ., a corporatioa of

New Jersey
Filed June 26, 1962, Scr. No. 205,456

10 Claims. (CI. 57—15)

1 . Means for guiding strands from a preceding cabling

machine to an axially aligned succeeding cabling machine

separated from the preceding machine by a die stand,

drawing capstans and takeup reel, while maintaining said

strands in a predetermined pattern, comprising, in com-

bination, a plurality of pivotally mounted arms spaced

apart between the cabling machines, a corresponding plu-

rality of strand guiding plates, means rotatably mounting

each plate on a corresponding arm, the centers of rota-

3,W7j474
APPARATUS FOR INSTRUCTION IN ROPE

SPUCING
Joiin Henry Robdcnbug, 62 Montenk Avc^

Brooklyn 8. N.Y.
Filed Jnnc 4, 1962, Scr. No. 199^52

1 Claim. (CL 57—23)

An apparatus for the purpose of instruction in rope

splicing consisting of a length of rope formed of strands

of synthetic plastic material, the rope having the strands

at one end thereof unravelled, each of the strands at

said end of the rope having a rigid shell surrounding the

same and provided with detents penetrating the strand

to secure the shell permanently to the strand thereby pro-

viding an armor thereon, a hollow cylindrical guide for

each of said strands having an axial (^ning thereinto

at one end thereof, each of the annored ends of the

strands registering in the axial opening of one of said

guides, the other ends of the guides having a taper, each

of the strands and the guides secured thereto having a

distinctive color, means for removably locking the guides

on the armored ends of the strands, said means compris-

ing a diametrical hole extending through the armored

endjof each of the strands, the guides each having dia-

metrically aligned holes therethrough giving access to

the axial opening therein, the guides being positioned on

the strands with the holes of the guide aligned with the

hole in the armored end of the strand to provide a through

passage, and screw bolt means extending through said

through pasMge comifrising a hollow internally threaded

bolt extending into said passagefrom one end thereof

antf^a threaded screw threaded into said hollow bolt and

extending thereinto from the opposite end of said pas-

sage, the opposite ends of the aligned holes in the guides

having countersinks, the heads oi the bolt and the screw

registering in the countersinks below the cylindrical sur-

face of each of the guides.

3,#97j475
TRAVERSE MECHANISM FOR SPINNING

MACHINES
Norbcrt Hooocr, Castkton, RncMaW, and Fk^ RatdlCc,

Rochdale, England, aarignon to TWecdaka * Smallcy

Limited, Rochdale, Eaclud, a BrM*
Flkd Mar. 29, iHl, Scr. No. 99,fSJ

12ClalnH. (CL57—99)
1. Apparatus for lifting and lowering a traverse rail

in a textUe ring ginning or like machine comprising an
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input drive shaft, an oscillatory output drive shaft cou-

pled to the traverse rail to impart a lifting and lowering

motion to the rail, and two drive paths connected in

parallel between the input drive shaft and the oscillatory

output drive shaft, one of which is such as to impart mo-
tion to the oscillatory output shaft in one sense in re-

sponse to motion of the input drive shaft in a predeter-

3,097,477
TRACK PRESS AND TRACK ASSEMBLY TOOL

THEREFOR
James S. Rodgers, Adams Rnn, S.C., assignor to Rodgors

HydraoUc Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., a corporation of
IVUnncsota

Filed Mar. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 99,582
6Cbdms. (CI. 59—7)

mined sense, and the other of which is such as to impart

a motion to the output shaft in the (^^x>site sense in

response to motion of the input drive shaft in said pre-,

determined sense, and each of which includes clutch

means, said clutch means being responsive to the traverse

rail reaching the required extent of its travel to change
drive to the output shaft from one path to the other so

as to reverse the direction of travel of the traverse rail.

3,097,476
MECHANISM FOR SPINNING

Roy A. Fcttemuui, Jr., Lafayette Hills, Pa^ aaignor to
Vara-Trol Inc., Ambler, Pa., a corporation of Pcnn^l-
vanla

Filed Jnnc 14, 1962, Scr. No. 202,415
3 Clafans. (CI. 57—110)

1 . In a mechanism for spinning on the woolen system,

a rotataUe bobbin which is vertically movable, a vertically

stationary ring around the bobbin, a traveller on the ring

adapted to guide roving to the bobbin, means for moving
the bobbin vertically with respect to the vertically sta-

tionary ring from a vertical position at the beginning of
the doff in which the bobbin is fully raised within the ring,,

to a vertical position at the end of the doff in which the

bobbin is substantially withdrawn downwardly from the

ring, and a thread guide above the bobbin for guiding the

roving to the traveller, the roving passing from the thread

guide to the traveller free from contact with the mecha-
nism, in combination with means for relatively moving the

thread guide vertically starting at the beginning of the doff

at a position in which the thread guide is relatively close

to the bobbin and relatively remote from the ring, mov-
ing tlie thread guide first downwardly substantially with
the motion of the bobbin, and toward the end of the

doff moving the thread guide downwardly more slowly

than the bobbin to a position at which the thread guide
is not more tlian 5 inches above the ring.

1. A track press for repairing track sections having a

plurality of links connected together by bushings and {Hns

comprising in combination a frame, a pressure means
affixed to said frame, said pressure means including a ram
head movable inwardly and outwardly along an axis to-

ward and away from one of said track sections, support
means for said track, a track assembly tool connected to

said ram head for movement therewith, said tool com-
prising a link engaging member, said link engaging mem-
ber having a portion adapted to abut against the side of
one of said links, a bushing engaging member, said bnsh-

ing engaging member having a portion adapted to abut

against the end of one of said bushings, abutment means
at one side of said support means opposite said assembly
tool adapted to abut the other end of said bushing, said

link engaging member being movably connected to said

bushing engaging member and adjustment means for

selectively moving said link engaging member with respect

to said bushing engaging member on a path parallel to

said axis wiiereby the axial distance between the portion
of said link engaging member adapted to contact said link

and the portion of said bushing engaging member adapted
to abut against said bushing can be varied as desired, said

adjustment means including interengagiog cam surfaces

on the link engaging member and the bushing engaging
member for adjusting the outward movement of said link

engaging member relative to said bushing engaging mem-
ber.

3,097,478
EXHAUST GAS DRIVEN C<»fPRESSOR

Friedrich W. Liick, Bcrlin-Tcgel, Gcnnany, Jinor to
Borsig Akticngcsellschaft, Bcrlin-Tcgel, and Wanlwl
G.m.b.H., Lindan, Bodensec, Germany

Filed Sept 28, 1960, Scr. No. 58,946
Claims priority, application Gcnnany Oct 1, 1959

6 Claims. (CL 60—13)
1. In combination with an internal combustion engine:

an exhaust gas dnven motor in the form of a first rotary

piston imit connected to receive exhaust gas from said

combustion engine, a compressor in the form of a sec-

ond rotary piston unit drivingly connected to said first

rotary piston unit, each <A said rotary piston units com-
prising two rotary pistons one arranged within the oilier,

one piston only of each of said rotary piston units being
a working piston vidiile the other rotary piston in each of

said rotary piston units is arranged so as to be idly naoved
by the respective adjacent working piston, said second
rotary piston unit including contr<d means adju8tri>le for
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controlling the delivery of said compressor, and means to obtain reacUonary thnwt in the
«PP«'^^,^fi2Scte^

^raUvel? connecting said engine with said control me«« the vehicle to change the atutude m space of the vehicle,

for causing the latter to reduce the delivery of said com- ^^_^^^^__
3,097,481

PROPELLENT GRAINS
Bcniard Silver, Alcuuidrla, V«^ aaigiior to Atlantk R^

search Corporation, Fairfax County, Va^ a corporation

FUed Nov. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 855,240

9 Claims. (CLM—95.6)

pressor in response to the pressure of said exhaust gas

furnished by said engine dropping below a certain magni-

tude, wtiereby an undue drop in the speed of said com-

pressor is avoided.

3,097,479
ROCKET FUEL

WaHer Rclpold, Geneva, Switzerland, aaignor to Ets.

Valerca and Kontinltro, Vaduz, Liechtenstein, a covpo-

No Drawing. FUed Nov. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 850,067

5 Claims. (CI. 60—35.4)

1 , A method of producing thrust which comprises eject-

ing from a reaction chamber the gaseous products pro-

duced by the combustion of a fuel comprising a mixture

of concentrated nitric acid and a halomononitrobenzene.

5. A rocket fuel comprising a mixture containing from

about 60 to 80 parts by weight of concentrated nitric acid

and correspondingly from about 20 to 40 parts by weight

of halomononitrobenzene, and containing from 1 to 40

parts by weight of a material selected from the group

consisting of almuminum, boron, lithium, and their hy-

drides.

3,097,480

SOLAR PREHEATER FOR GAS JET ATTITUDE
CONTROL SYSTEM

Roi>ert L. Sohn, Santa Monica, Calif., assignor to tiie

United States of America as represented by die Secre-

tary of the Air Force
Filed Mar. 29, 1962, Ser. No. 183,314

5 Claims. (CL 60—^5.5)

1. A propellent grain, said grain being designed to

bum continuously from one end which is an initial

ignition surface and comprising a sclf-oxidant propellent

matrix, the combustion of which generates propellent

gases, said matrix containing embedded therein an

elongated metal heat conductor tube positioned substan-

tially normal to the plane of said initial ignition surface

of said grain and extending continuously in the direction

of flame propagation for the entire length of said grain,

the entire exterior surface of said metal tube lying

witlMn the body of the propellent grain being in intimate,

gas-sealing contact with the propellent matrix, the maxi-

mum wall thickness of the said metal tube being about

0.05 inch and the maximum internal diameter of the

tube being about 0.6 inch, said metal heat conductor

tube being adapted to serve as a channel for controllable

passage thcrethrou^ in contact with the interior wall

surface of said metal tube, during the burning cycle of

the grain, of fluid, which vents out of the burning end

of said grain, said fluid being at a temperature different

from and, thereby, changing that of said tube.

3,097,482 ^^^
ROTARY INJECTOR FOR ROCKET POWERPLANT
Joseph J. Lovingham, MmUsob, NJ., asrignor to Thioiioi

Chemical Corporation, Bristol, Pa., a corporation of

""piled Dec. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 77,760

11 Clafans. (CI. 60—35.6)

o

5. A method of improving the performance of a jet

operated attitude control means for outer space vehadea

which comprises the steps of: storing a gaseous pressure

fluid within a space vehicle at a high pccssure, at •

relatively low temperature; discharging the gaseous pres^

sure fluid from the aforesaid space and collecting the

discharged pressure fluid at a materially lower pressure

than the aforesaid high pressure; heating the last men-

tioned arflected pressure fluid by solar radiation to heat

and expand the same to increase the pressure thereof and

controllably discharging the heated and expanded pressure

fluid from the outer space vehicle through a jet in a pre-

detcmmned direction outwardly away from the vehicle

6. A propellant injector for Uquid propeUant rocket

powerplants including a propellant tank and a combustion

chamber communicating therewith comprising a propel-

lant injector plate including an injection nozzk for per-

mitting flow of propellant to the combusUon diamber, a

shear cup projecting from the plate and sealing oflE flow
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through the nozzle, and rotatable means mounted adjacent

the injector plate and operative upon rotation to shear off

the cup and admit propellant to the combustion chamber.

3,097,483
INSTANTANEOUS AND SmULTANEOUS PROPEL-
LANT SHUTOFF FOR A BIPROPELLANT FLOW
SYSTEM

Louis L. BIzson, Sepnlvcda, and Herbert H. Dcbol,
Canoga Park, Calif., assigiiors to the United States of
Amerioi as represented by the Sco^tary of the Air
Force

FUed Apr. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 190,842
4 Claims. (CI. 60—35.6)

1. A valve system for providing instantaneous and
simultaneous propellant shutoff in a bipropellant flow

system comprising a pair of cylinders, a piston arranged

for reciprocating movement in each of said cylinders, a

piston rod connected with each of said pistons and ex-

tending through its cylinder, means connected with said

piston rods for yoking said pistons for simultaneous move-
ment a separate source of fluid for each of said cylin-

ders, each source having a conduit connected with one
end of a cylinder, bypass lines connected between each
of said source conduits and the other end of its cylinder,

valve means within eadp of said source conduits down-
stream from the connection with said bypass lines for

controlling fluid flow, pneumatic means connected with

said means for yoking to control movement of said pis-

tons in one direction, and conduit means connecting said

one end of said cylinders with a combustion chamber.

3,097,484
THRUST REVERSERS FOR JET ENGINES

Joseph Gustavc Eticnoc Aauirt and Jean Maurice Denis
Rech, Toulouse, Hantc-Ganmnc, France, usignors to
Snd-Arlation Sodctt Natlonalc de Conatiucttons Aero-
nantiques, Paris, France

Filed Dec. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 79,298
Claims priority, appttcatioa F^vncc June 13, 1960

11 Claims. (CI. 60—35.54)

ejection means respectively comprising means defining an
outlet for the combustion gases and a pluraUty of gas de-

flecting vanes for directing said gases obliquely with re-

q>ect to said engine through the outlet, said engine de-

veloping a resultant thrust which i^ directed forwardly

along a longitudinal axis throu^ said engine, with said

gases flowing through said outlets, and means for selec-

tivdy directing said gases to said outlets, one of said ejec-

tion means being an upper ejection means and located at

a level higher than that of the jet engine axis for direct-

ing said gases forwardly of said engine, both of the other

ejection means being disposed at levels lower than that

of said axis and having different outflows of gases, the

lower means which has the greater outflow of gases con-

stituting a main lower ejection means and directing said

gases forwardly and laterally, while the other of said lower

ejection means constitutes a lower compensating ejection

means for directing said gases laterally to equilibrate the

lateral thrust generated by the asymmetry of the main
lower and upper ejection means whereby the resultant

thrust of said three ejection means does not have a com-
ponent lying in a plane inclined with respect to the en-

gine axis so that balance of the jet engine around the axis

thereof is obtained.

3,097,485
GAS TURBINE ACCELERATOR

Joseph B. Bidwell, Birmingiumi, Mich., asdgnor to Gen-
eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation
of Delaware

FUed July 2, 1959, Ser. No. 824,523
10 Claims. (0.60—39.14)

1. A powo- plant comprising, in combination, a gas

turbine engine including a rotor, and means for rapidly

accelerating the said rotor from idling speed to a sub-

stantially higher normal operating speed comprising a fly-

wheel having a kinetic energy storage capacity of the

same order of ma^tude as that of the said rotor, power
supply means coupled to the flywheel adapted to acceler-

ate the flywheel to an effective speed hi^er than the nor-

mal operating speed of the said rotor and maintain it at

such speed, power transmission means between the fly-

wheel and the said rotor including a normally disengaged

clutch, manually operable means controlling the power
level of the engine operable to vary power over a range

from idling to full power, and means operated by the

manuallyb operable controlling means for engaging the

dutch temporarily when the manually operable control-

ling means is moved to a position calling tor acceleration

of the said rotor.

3,097,486
COMBINED GAS AND STEAM POWER CYCLE

Ralph C. Roc, Tenali]^ NJ., aasignor to Burns and Roe,
Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of New Jcncj

Filed Feb. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 88,037
2 Cfadms. (CI. 60—39.18)

1 . A thrust reverser for a jet engine adapted for use 2. In a power plant of the class described, a oombina-
on an aircraft, the reverser comprising three ejection tion gas and steam cycle comprising, a steam generator
means for deflecting combustion gases from the engine including a single furnace, a steam <H>erated turlnne con-
asymmetricaUy with respect to said engine, each of the nected to receive steam from said generator, an air heater
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diqxMed in the radiant zone of said furnace, means sup-

plying air under pressure to said radiant heater, gM
operated turbine means connected to receive heated com-
pressed air from said heater, means delivering the entire

exhaust from said gas turbine to said furnace to support

combustion of fuel therein, said gas turbine exhaust con-

stituting the sole supply of combustion air in said furnace,

a bypass for conducting a portion of the air under plea-

sure to said heater at a point intermediate its inlet and

mined operating condition, the combination of bypass

conduit means with bypass valve means communicating
between the high pressure turbine and condenser, means
controlled by said governing means for opening the by-

pass valve when the first and second valves are closed,

and check valve means in the conduit between the high

pressure turbine and reheater, whereby the fluid trapped

between the first valve means and the check valve means
is vented to the condenser to prevent overheating of the

turbine components by fiiction heating of the trapped

fluid.

3,«97,4M
TURBINE CONTROL SYSTEM

Marina A. Eocnbcrgcr, Paal H. Tktwtman, and Patrick

C^Wi">»*

outlet sides, a damper in said bypass controlling the flow

of compressed air therethrough, and contrc^ means sens-

ing variations in the demand on said power plant and

regulating the flow of air under pressure to said beater

and thus also to said furnace to vary the thermal output

of said heater and steam generator in direct relation to

variations in power requirements, the air flow through said

heater thus being at all times automatically proportional

to the heat generated to maintain the integrity of said

heater.

3,097,487
SYSTEM FOR PREVENTING OVERHEATING OF A

STEAM TURBINE
Gordon W. Claric, Burnt Hllli, N.Y^ asslgiior to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
FUcd Dec. 26, 1957, Scr. No. 705,272

7 Claims. (CL M—73)

2. In a reheat turbine powerplant having conduits con-

necting in series steam generating means, a high pressure

turbine, a reheater, a lower pressure turbine, and con-

denser, first valve means controlling the flow of motive

fluid to the high pressure turbine, second valve means
controlling the flow of motive fluid from the reheater to

the lower pressure turbine, and governing means control-

ling the operation of the first and second valve means
and adapted to close them upon occurrence of a predeter-

C. Callan, N.Y., to General
cw YorkElectric Company, a corporation off New Y(

FUcd Nov. 3, 19*1, Scr. No. 149,910
15 Claims. (CL 60—73)

f-f^^^-

J. In a control system for a prime mover supplying

power to a load also supi^ed with power by other prime

movers, the combination of:

valve means for controlling the flow of motive fluid

to the prime mover,
means supplying a first reference electric signal repre-

senting a desired normal operating speed,

speed responsive means supplying a second electric

signal representing actual prime mover speed,

means comparing said first and second signals to sup-

ply a third electric signal representing a speed error

signal,

adjustable multiplier means modifying the speed error

signal to give a desired speed regulation,

electro-hydraulic servo means positioning said valve

means in response to said modified q)eed error sig-

nal, and
means supplying a fourlii reference electric signal rep-

resenting a desired load on the prime mover, said

load signal being superimposed on the speed error

signal after it has been modified by said multii^ier

means, whereby the load applied for a given mag-
nitude of load reference signal is substantially the

same regardless of the setting of said multif^er

means.

3,097,4t9
FULL ARC-PARTIAL ARC TRANSFER MECHA-
NISM FOR AN ELECTRO-HYDRAUUC TURBINE
CONTROL SYSTEM

Marims A. Egtcni>crgar and Paal H. Trontman, Sdicncc-

tady, N.Y., assignon to General Electric Company, a
corporation of New York

FUcd Not. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 149,911
6 Claims. (CL 60—73)

1. In an electro-hydraulic turbine control system of the

type having a plurality of steam valves controlling the

flow of steam to a turbine and positioned in accordance

with electrical signals representative of the error between
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desired turbine speed and actual turbine speed at a given
load, the combination of:

stop valve means positioned by a first electrical signal

derived from a speed error indication,

a plurality of control valve means supplied with steam
through said stop valve means, and sequentially posi-

tioned by a second electrical signal derived from the

same speed error indication.

and means superimposing selected first and second
transfer biasing ekctrical signals on either the first

signal or the seccmd signal respectively in a sense to

increase the speed at which said first and second
signals take effect, whereby only one of said valve

means controls the flow of steam at a given turbine

speed while the other of said valve means remains
open.

3,097,490
ELECTRO-HYDRAUUC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR

TURBINE WITH PRESSURE FEEDBACK
Patrick C. CaUan, Marinu A. Eggenbcrgcr, PanI E.

Malonc, and PanI H. Trontman, all of Schncctady,
N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, a corpo-
ration of New York

FUcd Apr. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 189,442
9 Claims. (CL 60—73)

—vyv—
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1. In a steam turbine powerplant having valve means,
high pressure turbine, reheater, and lower pressure turbine
connected in series flow relationship, the combination of:

electro-hydraulic control means positioning said valve

means in response to a first electrical signal represent-

ing a desired steam flow throu^ said valve means,
first means furnishing an electrical feedback signal to

said control means for modifying the effect of said

first signal on the valve means, said feedback signal

being responsive to steam pressure in the reheater
and having a lagging characteristic,

and second means including a first adjustable network
for independently adjusting the transient res|x>nse

of said valve means to changes in said first signal

while also compensating for the lag in the reheat

pressure feedback signal.

thereto, said dam including inner and outer surfaces and
said dam having an opening therein, an annular sleeve
mounted in said opening, a screen arranged contiguous
to the inner surface of said dam adjacent said sleeve, an
adjustable gate contiguous to said screen, a vertically dis-

posed support member arranged adjacent the outer sur-

face of the dam, said support member having an opening
therein which registers with the opening in the dam,
securing elements extending through said support mem-
ber and into engagement with said dam, portions of said
support member on opposite sides of the opening in the
support member being struck-out to provide a pair of
spaced apart pockets, a struck-out section on the lower
portion of the support member providing a retaining lip;

a turbine casing including a horizontally disposed cylin-
drical portion having an annular flange thereon, incUned
lugs affixed to said flange for engaging said pockets,
a sealing element interposed between said flange and sup-
port member, said casing further including a vertically

disposed portion having an enlargement on the lower end

thereof, a rotary turbine arranged in said enlargement,
a vertically disposed shaft extending through the vertically

disposed portion of said casing and said shaft having its

lower end connected to said turbine, a Upered fluid dis-

charge nozzle mounted below said casing, an annular
shoulder on the upper end of said nozzle, a collar includ-
ing a horizontally disposed annular wall section arranged
contiguous to the lower surface of said shoulder, said
collar further including an annular wall portion having
a plurality of spaced apart apertures therein, screw mem-
bers extending through said last named apertures and en-
gaging the lower portion of the casing; an inclined lug
on said collar engaging the retaining lip on the support
member; a ring member including a -circular portion in-

terposed between the lower end of said casing and the
upper end of said nozzle, and said ring member includ-
ing a central hub having an opening therein for receiving
a bearing on the lower end of the shaft, and a plurality
of radially disposed arms extending between said hub
and the circular portion of the rmg member.

3,097,492
METHOD OF FORMING CONCRETE PILES IN SITU
Hugh C. Salassi, 5733 College Drive, Baton Roogc, La.

Filed Mar. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 96,856
4 Claims. (CI. 61—36)

3.097^1
TURBINE MOUNTING MEANS

WOUam J. Pngk, 19 Lorctt Place, Lynn, Mass.
FUcd Nov. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 153,794

2 Claims. (CL 61—19) 1 . Method of forming concrete piles in situ comprising
1. In a device of the character described, a vertically the steps of: drilling a hole in sandy soil to a predeter-

disposed dam adapted to have water backed up contiguous mined fraction of the ultimate pile depth and removing
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the soil therefrom, this hole constituting a mixing area;

adding hydraulically scttable cementitious material to the

hole to form a fluid concrete mix with the underlying

soil; drilling to a slightly lower depth into the underlying

soil by means of a rotating auger and raising the newly

drilled soil upwardly and mixing the newly drilled soil

with the cementitious material thereabove by raising the

rotating auger into the mixing area; repeating said drilling,

raising and mixing steps in a progressive operation until

the predetermined depth of the pile is reached, whereby

the newly drilled soil and the cementitious material are

uniformly mixed throughout the entire depth by the rotat-

ing auger, and then removing the auger from the formed

concrete pile.

3,097,493
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING MOVABLE BUILD-
ING SECTIONS AND APPARATUS APPLYING
THIS METHOD

Dirk Blankevoort, Vijverweg 41,

Bloemcndaal, Netherlands

FUed Apr. 10, 1959, S«r. No. 805,424
4Claiiiu. (CL61—43)

/^l

¥-'i\
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like excavations, comprising a plurality of elongated ele-

ments which are arched lengthwise and overlap partially

one another laterally along the length of the excavation,

the elements being of two kinds of which a first kind

alternates with a second kind along the l^gth of the

excavation, each of said elements extending over only a

part of the cross-section of the excavation, the first kind

of element presenting a substantially flat omega channel

section as viewed from the interior of the excavation

and the second kind of element presenting a substan-

tially flat U channel section from the same point of

view, the two kinds of channel section each having out-

wardly inclined side walls, a base along the middle of

which is formed a flat shallow inwardly extending salient

bounded by two flat bottomed grooves, and a flange

wing formed along the free edge of each side wall in a

plane substantially parallel to the planes of the flat in-

ward salient and of the flat bottom of the grooves, the

two kinds of elements overlapping each other at adjacent

side walls but only along one end portion of each ele-

ment, and connecting stirrups comprising at least a

clamping piece, a T-headed bolt and a tightening nut,

one such stirrup being positioned at the free end of an

element and engaged both with said free end and with

the lateral wings of two adjacent elements, and the stem

of the bolt being positioned against the free edges oi the

salient at the end of an element

3. That method of constructing tubular concrete sec-

tions below and above water, comprising, flooding the in-

terwall space of a veriical, tubular, double-walled float

until one end rests on a submerged bottom plate, lowering

a double-walled mould within the inner wall of said float,

to rest on the plate, filling with concrete the interspace

between said mould walls, moving said mould upwardly

relatively to the float while pouring concrete into the

upper interwall portion of the mould thus evacuated,

expelling water from the interwall space of said float to

gradually raise said float relatively to said mould, con-

tinuing the upward movement of said mould in and rela-

tively to said float while pouring concrete as aforesaid

until the section is completed, tilting the float and com-
pleted tubular section as a unit into horizontal floating

position, and axiaMy translating said section out of said

float.

3,097,494
SUPPORTING FRAMEWORK FOR A MINE

GALLERY OR SHAFT
Georges Chaproa, 22 BcmoDTlIie,

Aubcrchiconrt, Nord, France
Filed July 21, 1959, Scr. No. 828,587

Claims priority, applicatioo France Jnty 29, 1958
5 Claims. (CI. 61—45)

1. Means for supporting or lining the roof and walls

of mine galleries, or the walls of pits, mine shafts or

3,097,495
PLATFORM FOR AFLOAT-CONDITION DRILLING
AMen J. Labordc and Ton S. Graham, i>odi % Ocean

Drilling and Ezpionition Co^ Caribc BMg^ 2475 Canal
St., New Orleans, La.

FUed May 27, 1959, Scr. No. 816,155
3ClalnM. (CL 61—46.5)

1. A buoyant drilling rig base for afloat condition

drilling, comprising, a hull member comprising a wave

transparent structural frame defined by vertically spaced

upper and lower stringer elements interconnected by hol-

low tubular bracing elements defining buoyancy elements

and disposed in partly submerged floating position in a

water body, the lower stringer elements and said bracing

elements defining flotation chambers having displacement

sufficient to suppori said base in said partially submerged

floating position without rigid connection to the underly-

ing land, a drill support mounted on said hull member, a

plurality of auxiUary buoyancy chambers rigidly secured

to said bracing elements at a uniform level intermediate

the upper and lower stringer elements and partly sub-

merged in the water body, said auxiliary buoyancy cham-

bers being of substantially lesser length than the vertical

distance between said upper and lower stringer elements,

each of said auxiliary bouyancy chambers haying greater

water plane area than the portions of said bracing elements

extending above and bielow said auxiliary buoyancy

chambenK the combined water plane ibea of said auxiliary

chambers exceeding the water plane area of the base at

any other horizontal plane between the upper and lower

stringer elements, said auxiliary buoyancy chambers hav-

ing a total buoyancy to provide tons-per-inch immersion

sufficient to prevent substantial vertical movement of said

hull member under varying live loads, and means for

ballasting and de-ballasting the several flotation cham-
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bers whereby to regulate the extent of submergence of
said base in said water body.

3,097^96
METHOD OF MAJNTAINING LEVEL OF

CRYOGENIC UQUID8
Ronald G. Petfa and William T. Cohillc Williamiport,
and George W. Parsona, Hnghcsiillc, ^m^ mutg^on to
Sylvania Electric Prodacti Inc., a corporatioB of Dela-
ware

FUed Jane 29, 1961, Scr. No. 120,685
2 Claimfl. (CL 62-^9)

^ HSTK
1. The method of maintaining the level af a cryogenic

liquid in a reservoir at a substantially constant elevation,
said method comprising: disposing a semiconductor diode
in said liquid at the top surface thereof; connecting said

diode in an electrical circuit including control means tor
regulating the flow of additional cryogenic liquid into said

reservoir, said control means being responsive to resist-

ance changes in said diode whereby additional cryogenic
liquid is admitted to said reservoir when the level of the
cryogenic liquid therein drops to an elevation where the
said diode is no longer disposed therein and additional

cryogenic liquid is prevented from entering said reservoir
when said diode is disposed in said liquid in said reservoir;

and electrically connecting a time delay relay and a warn-
ing signal to said control means, the time delay of said

relay being set to actuate said warning signal when the

supply of cryogenic liquid to said reservoir has been de-
pleted.

3,097,497
OXYGEN SUPPLY SYSTEMS

Peter W. Fitt, Yeovil, Enfland, aailgnor to
Normalair Limited, Yeovil, Engfamd
FUed Aug. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 48,778

Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 14, 1959
5Claim«. (CI. 62—52)

1. An operationally inclinaMe and invertible liquid

oxygen converter having atitomatic pressure contrdlling
means wbcnhy when the pressure is bek>w nonnal work-
ing pressure oxygen paaies successively through a low
pressure outlet meaiu from said converter, througfa heat
exchanging conduit means external of said converter,
through heat exchanging ccmduit means inside said con-
verter and thence to a delivery conduit, said heat exchang-
ing conduit means inside said converter being suitaUy
shaped and positioned in such a manner that a portion

thereof is substantially always in contact with the liquid

phase of said converter whatever the attitude of said con-
verter, when the pressure in said converter attains a chosen
normal working pressure oxygen flows through a hi^
presstue outlet means <rf said c<xivertcr to said delivery

conduit.

3,097,498
APPARATUS FOR HANDLING UQUEFIED GASES
David A. Williams. Wbeaton, DL, aadiaar to Cbemetron

Corporation, Chicago, DL, a corporation of Delaware
Filed June 29, 1959, Scr. No. 823,664

6 Claims. (CL 62—55)

1. Apparatus for handling liquefied gas having a boil-

ing temperature below 233* K., comprising a supply tank
within an insulation jacket adapted to be at least par-
tially filled with fluid in the liquid state, a fluid trap
below the liquid level of said tank having inlet means
in communication with said tank below the liquid level

thereof and having discharge means, a receiving vessel

remote from and independent of said tank adapted to be
supplied with said fluid, the fluid of said receiving vessd
being below the discharge means of said fluid trap, first

conduit means directly connecting said discharge means
to said receiving vessel, and second conduit means con-
nected to said first conduit means at the high point there-
of and external of said jacket and connected to said tank
above the liquid level thereof venting said first conduit
means.

3,097,499
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRESERVING AN
ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF CO2 FOR FIRE PROTEC-
TION

Felix C. Rodgers, Evanston, DL, aarignor to Chcmctron
•Corporation, Chicago, OI., a corporatioB of Delaware

Filed Dec. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 72,937
8 Claims. (CI. 62—55)
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1. A method ol reserving a minimum supply of liquid

gas material in a storage unit for an emergency purpose,
comfHising the steps of connecting a first outlet to said

unit for withdrawal oi said liqind gas therefrom. ILtmt^
ing the withdrawal of the liquid gas material from the
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first outlet for any purpose by closing the outlet when

the gas material reaches a predetermined level, connect-

ing a second outlet to emergency use equipment and to

said unit, maintaining said outlet in continuous open

communication with said storage unit and said emergency

equipment at all times, and reserving all liquid gas mate-

rial below said predetermined level for withdrawal

through said second outlet

3,097,500
TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM

Arthur Rowlatt More, Croydon, England, assignor of

one-half to H. W. WaUace ft Co. Umttcd, Croydon,

England "^

FUed Aug. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 132,909

Clainu priority, application Great Britain Sept. 7, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 62—55)

continuously recirculating cool water from the water cool-

er through the water storage tank and back to the water

cooler.

3,097301
DEFROST CONTROL APPARATUS

Lorca L. Kmcgcr, HopUM, Mlnn^ aaiCDor to Mlmie-
apolia-Honcywell Rcgdbitor Company, Minneapolis,

Minn., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Sept. 6, 1960, Scr. No. 54,051

lOCIaimi. (a. 62—156)

1. A chamber temperature control system comprising

an enclosed reservoir of liquified gas, a first pipe leading

from below the surface of the liquid in the reservoir to

said chamber the temperature of which is to be contrc^ed,

a source of gas under constant pressure, housing means

providing a valve chamber having an inlet port and a vent

to the atmosphere of restricted cross-sectional area, means

connecting the inlet port of the housing means to the

source of gas under pressure, a thermostatically operated

valve in said inlet port for controlling the area of the port

in accordance with changes in the temperature of the tem-

perature-controlled chamber, and a second pipe in com-

munication with the housing means at one side of the inlet

port and ending above the liquified gas in the reservoir.

3,097,501
FOOD CHILLING

Peter H. Pappas, Houston, Tex., aarignor to Pappu Re-

frigeration Company, Houston, Tex., a corporatioa of

Texas
FUed Feb. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 89,293

4Cfadma. (CL 62—63)

2. A melhod of cooling animal carcasses comprising the

steps of: initially flowing stored water from a water stor-

age tank to a receptacle into which the carcasses are

placed; then continuously moving carcasses through the

water in the receptacle to an unloading means while con-

tinuously supplying make-up water to the receptacle from

a water cooler; then when it is desired to stop the cocking

of carcasses for an extended period oi time, discontinuing

the supplying of make-up water, draining all the water

from the receptacle and leaving said receptacle drained

until it is desired to again cool animal carcasses; and

simultaneously with and during all of the foregoing steps.

3. In a defrost control system for a refrigeration system

having a compressor, an indoor heat exchanger normally

furnishing heat to a space and an outdoor air heat ex-

changer connected in a refrigerant filled series system

with defrosting apparatus for heating the outdoor heat

exchanger when frost forms thereon, first responsive means

having an output indicative of the temperature of the

normally coldest portion of said outdoor coil, second

responsive means having an output indicative of the tem-

perature of the normally wannest portion of the outdoor

coil, third responsive means having an output indicative

of the temperature of the air entering the outdoor heat

exchanger, means responsive to a predetermined differ-

ence in the output of said second responsive means and

said third responsive means for starting the operation of

the defrosting apparatm by reversing refrigerant flow to

said coils to remove frost from the outdoor heat exchanger,

and means reqwnsive to the output of said first responsive

means for terminating the operation of the defrosting

apparatus.

3,097,503

AUTOMATIC DEFROST CONTROL FOR
REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

John LlcbcmmnB, Cohunbw, Ohio, aarignor to Ranco
Incorporated, Cotamhw, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUed Dec 13, 1961, Scr. No. 159,126

5Clidw. (CL62—156)
2. Control means in a refrigeration system of the type

including a compressor, a prime mover for said com-

pressor, a condenser and an evaporator connected to said

compressor to form a closed path for refrigerant, and an

electrically operated valve for directing hot gas from said

compressor to said evaporatm- to effect defrosting thereof;

said control means comprising:

(a) a first thennally responsive switch means for start-

ing and stopping operation of said compressor by

said prime mover.
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(b) a second thermally responsive switch means con-
nected in series with said first switch means and with
said electrically operated valve so that said valve is

opened when both switches are closed,

(c) said second switch being adapted to open in re-

sponse to a temperature rise in said evaporator to a

IM-edetermined defrosting temperature whereby said

in an enclosure tbenof comprising, in combination, a
supply conduit, said supply cortduit connectible with an
intermediate stage of tbe engine compressor supplying

bleed air, a heat exchanger, the supply conduit connected

to the heat exchanger whereby air is cooled by said heat

exchanger, a conduit connecting the output of the heat

exchanger with the enclosure, a closed refrigerant vapor

cycle coolant circuit including an exaporator, compres-
sor, condenser and expansion, valve, said heat exchanger
comprising the evaporator and a reversed bootstrap means
including a turbine compressor unit driven by ram air for

cooling the refrigerant passing through the condenser.

3,097,505
AIR CONDITIONER FOR INDUSTIUAL

CONTROL QUARTERS
John H. Smltl^ WOlonghby, (Niio, assignor to Correct-Air
Corporation, WlUoo^by, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Feb. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 88,476
6 Clafans. (CL 62—261)

valve is closed and cooling of said evap<Miitor started,

and
(d) electrically actuated means for preventing said

second switch from effecting reopening of said valve
upon a decrease in temperature of said evaporator
until the next opening and closing of said first switch
means.

3,097,504
COOLING SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT

Desmond F. I. Qoic^ Yeovil, Somerset, and Donald J.

Leech, Dorchester, Dorset, England, assignors to Nor-
malair Limited, Yeovil, England

FUed Oct 24, 1960, Scr. No. 64,448
Clainu priority, application Great Britafai Oct. 30, 1959

4 Chdms. (CL 62—241)

3. In a normally crowded industrial control quarters
such as a crane cab, control puljrit and the like, having
front, back and side walls and a floor and ceiling, an air

conditioner unit comprising air filter means, an evaporator
coil, and blower means enclosed in a housing located en-

tirely within said control quarters upon the floor thereof

adjacent the back wall thereof, means for discharging
conditioned air from the lower portion of said housing into

the control quarters, and an operator's seat detach-

ably mounted upon the top of the air conditioner hous-
ing, said housing forming the sole suj^Mrt for said oper-
ator's seat.

1

3,097,506
AIR CONDITIONER APPARATUS

George R. BUduslcy, Sr., 211 W. Craig Phicc,
San Amtonio 12, Tex.

FUed Ang. 14, 1961. Scr. No. 131,311
4 CWms. (CL 62—263)

1. In association with a wall structure and floor struc-

ture, the improvement of an air conditioner unit includ-

ing a casing mounted substantially in the wall structure

and extending vertically therealong, and having a bot-

tom end supported on said floor structure, a compressOT
means mounted on said floor structure, a conden^r coil,

an evaporator coil, conduit means circulating fluid

through said condenser coil, said evaporator coil and
said compressor means, and said compressor fnoans, said

condenser coil and evaporator coil being disposed in

superposed relationship in said casing, said floor struc-

ture being open within the bottom portion of the casing,

a frame supporting said compressor means within the

open portion of said floor structure, an u{^>er outlet in

said casing, blower means for moving air from said

inlet to said upper outlet past said condenser means, an
1. In an aircraft of the high altitude supersonic type inkt in said casing adjacent said evaporator coil, an

having an engine compressor, a system for cooling air outlet in said casing adjacent said evaporator coil, a
7»a O.O.—40
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blower for moving air from said inlet adjacent said

evaporator coU and past said evaporator coil through

stantially closed circuit air cooling system, for the pw-

sage of air to and from said enclosure, an auxiliary au-

circulating system adapted to cool the air in said air cool-

ing system, air augmenting means adapted to supply re-

plenishment air, means for controlling the temperature

therein and means for removing excess water, said au^

cooling system being characterised by a "bootstrap umt,

in conduit communication with said enclosure, operated

said outlet adjacent said evaporator coil, and baffle means

separating said evaporator coil from said condenser coil.

ADJUSTABLE EVAPORATOR ASSEMBLIES FOR
AIR CONDITIONERS

Paal H. Maknh. Westiake, OUo, asricnor to Happ Cor-

poradon, Cleveland, Oblo, a corporation of Virginia

FUcd May 26, 1961, Ser. No. 1 13,006

7 Claims. (CI. 61—285)

in combinaUon with a compressor, said compressor bemg

driven by a turbine of said auxiUary air circulating sys-

tem, said turbine being mechanically coupled to said com-

pressor, and said compressor being in conduit communica-

tion with the compressor stage of said "bootstrap" unit

by way of intercooler means in which the air of said aux-

iliary ak circulating system is passed into heat exchange

relationship with the air of the substantially closed cir-

cuit air cooling system.

3,097,509
REFRIGERATING APPARATUS

Leonard J. Mann, Victor A. WlillwnMb, and Edward C.

Slmmona, Dayton, Ohio, a«lfnon l» General Moton
Corporation, Detroit, Mkk^ a corFontkm of Delaware

Filed Oct. 24, 19«0, Ser. No. 64,620

IClaiBM. (a. 62-^469)

1. A heat exchanger comprising a pair of coils arranged

in A form with the upper ends of said coils closer to-

gether than their lower ends, mounting means connecting

the upper ends of said coils, said mounting means being

adapted to support said coils in a plurality of different se-

lected spaced apart positions, a pair of drip pans carried by

the lower ends of said coUs, a pair of extensible brace

means connecting said drip pans, one of said brace means

including a fluid conduit connecting the interior of one

drip pan to the interior of the other drip pan.

3,097,508

AIR CONOmONING
Donald J. Leech, Melbnnr Omond, Dorchester, and BiIm

H. Roffera, Yeovil, bi^and, aadcnon to Normatolr

Limited, Yeovil, England
Filed Dec. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 77,599

Clalnia priority, application Great Britain Jan. 7, 19M
10 Claims. (CL 62--402)

1. In an aircraft, an air conditioning apparatus for an

enclosure thereof, comprising the combination of a sub-

2 Refrigerating apparatus including an insulated cab-

inet provided with an outer metal sheU and two insulated

chambers within the sheU, a refrigerating system contain-
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ing a refrigerant and a lubricant inchxling evaporating
means having two sections connected in series, one of said
sections being associated in heat transfer relation with each
of said chambers, a compressor means having a suction
inlet connected to said evaporating means and having an
outlet, means associated with aaid outlet for removing
lubricant from the comixvssed refrigerant and returning
the removed lubricant to tbt compressor means, a coa-
denser, a capillary tube restrictor means connecting said
condenser and evaporating means, a liquid refrigerant
trap in heat transfer relation widi said outer metal riiell

for trapping increasing amounts of liquid refrigerant as
the environment temperature of the compressor means
falls comprising a container elongated in the ascending
direction having its upper portion connected to said con-
denser, and heat dissipating conduit means of substantial
length connecting the outlet of said compressor means
with a portion of the interior of said container substan-
tially midway between the top and bottom thereof.

3,097,510
NEEDLE SELECTING MECHANISMS IN

KNITTING MACHINES
Albert M. Brown, Leicester, Enfland, assignor to G.

Stibbe Jk Co. Limited, Leicctter, England, a British
company

FOcd Dec. 8, 19M, Ser. No. 74,538
Claima priority, application Great Britain Dec. 14, 1959

nCUfaBi. (a. 66—50)

3,097,511
WARP KNTTTING MACHINES

Allan WBUam Henry Porter, Bnrton-on-Trent, Enghmd,
awignw to Hoboani-F.NJ". Limited

FUed Mar. 11, 1957, Ser. No. 645,093
Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 16, 1956

17 Claims. (Q. 66—86)

it X n X »4 mil

1. A high speed flat warp knitting machine having a
mechanism for controlling the tension in the warp threads
by adjusting the speed of rotation of a continuously driven
warp beam, the mechanism comprising a tension bar over
which the threads are led and which is connected through
a resilient connecti<Mi to a speed-control member, move-
ment of which actuates a mechanism for adjusting the
speed of rotation of the waip beam, the speed-control
member being coimected through a weaker resilient con-
nection to a fixed support and also being connected to a
device which acts to damp out oscillations in the member
at frequencies of the order of that at which the machine
operates.

3,097,512
YARN CLAMPING AND SEVERING MECHANISM

FOR KNTITING MACHINES
James D. Moycr, Wyomisring, Pa., assignor, by mcanc

assignmentB, to The Gordon Company, Wfaiston-Salcm,
N.Cn a MulncrsUp

FUed Nov. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 850,487
8 Claims. (0.6^—140)

«^

1. A knitting machine comprising, in combination, a

needle bed having needle grooves formed therein, a set

of independent knitting needles arranged to work in said

grooves, two separate independently operable needle se-

lection mechanisms which are disposed at different

heights, said two needle selecting mechanisms being
adapted to effect selections of needles for respectively
different purposes, two separate and independent needle-
actuating jacks to each needle requiring to be influenced
by the said needle selecting mechanisms, said two jacks
being both arranged in the same needle groove as, and
thus in alignment with, the said needle and, interposed
between said two jacks, a spacer element which is also

accommodated in the same groove as the needle but
is so formed as to enable it to be acted upon and moved
longitudinally, to transmit a corresponding movement to
the needle, by either of tlie two independent selectively

actuated jacks without disturbing the other.

1. In a circular knitting machine having a rotating
cylinder with a circular series of needles, a plurality
of feed stations mounted in fixed angularly spaced posi-
tions around said cylinder, each of said stations including
retractable yam guide fingers for feeding yams to said

needles, a stationary disk positioned within the circle of
needles adjacent to the top of said cylinder, and separate
means mounted in fixed position on said disk for clamping
the yams at each of said feed stations, said separate means
comprising a first and a second clamp member, means
for raising said first clamp member at one of said
feed statimis to receive and damp the yams of the guide
fingers when retracted thereat, and means for raising

said second clamp member at another of said feed sta-

tions to receive and clamp the yams of the guide fingers

when retracted thereat, said last named means comprising
a pivotally mounted member having oppositely extending
ends operatively connecting said first and said second
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raised position to raise said second clamp member.

3,097^13

YARN CUmNG AIVD CLAMPING MEANS FOR
KNTTTING MACHINES

JesM A. Pike, Liberty, and Earglc L. Eulfa^ Pittsboro,

N.C., assignors to Alamance Industries, Inc., Burling-

ton, N.C., a corporation of North Carolina

Filed Sept. 5, 1957, Ser. No. 682,240

1 Claim. (CI. 66—145)

— 9

In a circular knitting machine having drculariy ar-

ranged cylinder needles and a plurality of yam feeding

fingers movable into and out of yam feeding position

relative to said needles, a pattern chain, a inain pattern

drum and an auxiliary pattern drum; the combination

thoreMvith of a single yam cutting device disposed closely

adjacent the path of said cylinder needles, said cutting

device comprising a fixed cutting blade and a movable

cutting blade, pattern controlled means for moving said

movable cutting blade in timed relation to movement of

said yam feeding fingers, an open ended nozzle adjacent

said cutting device, means for creating suction ciirrenta

adjacent said open ended nozzle to attract the ends of all

yams severed by said cutting device into said nozzle,

and control means for selectively activating said suctioo

creating means from said pattern chain, said nwin pat-

tern drum or said auxiliary pattern drum.

upper passage and adapted for seating engagement with

said shoulder.

3,M7,515 ^
SEAL FOR YARN PACKAGE TREATING

APPARATUS ^^
Jefferson Lyle CUibonie, ChBttmoofn/Teim., aW^r to

Dixie Mercerizing Compuy, Cluittwioo«% Tenn., a

corporation of Tennessee ,^- ,,^
FUed Jan. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 167,126

1 Claim. (CI. 68—198)

M 9
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lively retards the passage therethrough of the constituents

of a fluid mixture to be analyzed; first, second, third and

fourth four-way selector valves; first conduit means com-

municating with the sample inlet of said first selectw valve

for the introduction of a carrier gas; second conduit means

communicating with said sample inlet of said first selector

valve for the introduction of the fluid mixture to be

analyzed; third conduit means convmunicating between

said first selector valve and said second selector valve;

fourth conduit means communicating between said first

selector valve and a means of measuring a property of a

fluid mixture which is representative of the composition

thereof; fifth conduit means communicating between said

first selector valve and said third selector valve, said first

selector valve effecting communication between said

sample inlet and said third conduit means and between

said fourth and fifth conduit means in a first position, and

between said sample inlet and said fifth conduit means and

between said third and fourth conduit means in a second

position; sixth conduit means communicating between Mid

second selector valve and said third selector valve; seven*

conduit means communicating between said second selec-

tor valve and the outlet of said first column; ei^th con-

duit means communicating between said second selector

valve and the inlet of said first column, said second selec-

•eparating laid fluid mixture into substantially all its com-

ponenU by means of a chromatographic analyzer and suc-

cessively passing all of said leparated components through

a measuring device, said measuring device comprising a

measuring cell adapted to receive said separated com-

ponenU and an electrically energized, current carrying

temperature sensitive transducer within said measuring

cell, said transducer coupled to an electrical detecting

mead^ said n;teasuring device operaWe at a reference tem-

perature and within a limited variation of said reference

temperature and capable satisfactorily measuring the con-

centration of separated components which produce tern-

tor valve effecting communication between said third and

eighth conduit means and between said sixth and seventh

ocxKhiit means in a first position, and between said third

and sixth conduit means and between said seventh and

eighth conduit means in a second position; ninth condtiit

means communicating between said third selector valve

and the inlet of said second ccriumn; tenth conduit means

communicating between said third selector valve and said

fourth selector valve, said third selector valve effecting

conmuinication between said sixth aiKl fifth conduit means

and between said ninth and tenth conduit means in a first

position, and between said sixth and ninth conduit means

and between said fifth and tenth conduit means in a second

IKMition; eleventh conduit means communicating between

said fourth selector valve and a means of measuring a

prt^rty of the fluid mixture w^ioh is representative of the

composition thereof; twelfth conduit means communicat-

ing with said fourth sdector valve; thirteeenth conduit

means communicating between said fourth selector valve

and the outlet of said second oriunm. said fourth selector

valve effecting communication between said eleventh and

twdftb conduit means and between said tenth and thir-

teenth conduit means in a first position, and between said

tenth and deventh conduit means and between said twelfth

and thirteenth conduit means in a second position.

peratures in said measuring cell within said limited varia-

tion, a separated component of a concentration sufficient

to produce a temperature outside of said limited variation

having the effect of thermally upsetting the equilibrium of

said measuring device, the improvement which comprises

reducing the current passing through said transducer prior

to the entry of said thermally upsetting component into

said measuring cell to a value such that the temperature

within said measuring cell is maintained within approxi-

mately 1.5* C. of said reference temperature, and main-

taining the current passing throu^ said transducer at said

reduced value until said thermally upsetting component

passes out of said measuring cell.

GAUGING APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
MEASURING SEAL QUALITY

Robert L. Dcga, Utka, Mlch^ atsifor to General Motors
Corporatioa« Detroit, Mich^ a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Not. 10, 1958, Scr. No. 772,858

21 Claima. (a. 73—40)

1. An a]n)aratus for checking the quality of flexible

shaft seals comprising a Uble, a bloclc seciired to said

table and having a seal receiving recess formed therein, a

stub shaft secured to said table and concentrically dis-

posed within said recess such that an annular flexible seal

received in said recess will surround said shaft in close

__, fitting engagement therewith, a clamp mounted on said

Wilmcr R. Thompson, Soatk Charicstoa, W. Va., aaripor ^^^ ^^ lecure a flexible seal received in said recess, means
to Union CarlMe Corporation, a corpontion of New ^^ juppiyfeg air to said recess such that air wiU flow

between said seal and said shaft, and means to indicate

the amount of air flowing between said seal and said

shaft as a determination of the qualtiy of said seal.

1 8. A method of testing sealinf quality of a production

3,097,520
REDUCING THERMAL UPSETS IN FLUID

MEASURING CELLS

Yorli
Filed Mar. 10, 19M, Scr. No. 14,138

7 Claims. (CL 73—27)
1. In the method of measuring the concentration of

the low concentration components of a fluid mixture by
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flexible shaft seal subsequent to manufacture and prim- to

installation, and comprising the steps of, placing said

seal in sealing rdationship with a test member having

predetermined dimensional characteristics, supplying

fluid under pressure to a fluid cavity defined by said seal

and said test member, circimiflexing the seal at the area

of sealing contact with the surface of the test member

solely by action of the fluid under pressure in the fluid

cavity thereby disengaging the seal from sealing relation-

ship with the test member, confining fluid flow from said

cavity to a flow path between said seal and said test

member, and measuring fluid flow rate past said seal as an

indication of sealing quality of said flexiUe seal.

3,tr7,522 ^
IMAGE CONVERTl£k

Edwvd F. Wellcr, Jr., BirmiBgham, Mich^
Gencnd Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich
ratkm of Delaware

Filed Jmc 13, IMl, Scr. No. 11^767
OClaiBM. (CL73—67.<)

to

I., a corpo-

amplify the electrical oscillations produced by the trans-

ducer means, rectifier means connected to the amplifying

means to provide a direct current voltage from the signal

output of the amplifying means, a plurality of parallel

drcuits connected to the output of the rectifier means

each including adjustable impedance means across which

the direct current voltage is developed, a source of elec-

trical power, electronic means having a control electrode

connected to each adjustable impedance means and set

to conduct at different values, a first switching means

connected between the source of electrical power and

the electronic means to control the initial energization

thereof, relay switching means connected to each elec-

tronic means and actuated by conduction through the

same and timing means connected to the source of elec-

trical power and the relay switching means and turned

on and aS thereby to indicate the duration of the time

of decay of the amplitude of the signal from one value

to another as indication of the soundness of the part.

"V

't)*»^V'JU tu f-U

6. Apparatus for the iiltraa(»ic inspection of objects

including a source of ultrasonic energy, transducing means

for generating ultrasonic vibrational waves from the en-

ergy received from the tource, means responsive to ultra-

sonic wave energy comprising support means one of whose

surfaces defines a viewing screen, said means having a

I^urality of compartments therein, each compartment be-

ing filled with a substantially transparent liquid of low

viscosity and having an opaque flake suspended in the

liquid, the largest dimension of the flalce being smaller

than the wave length of the ultrasonic energy in the liqtiid,

the compartments being lar^ enough to permit rotational

freedom of the flake, the support means being positioned

such that the ultrasonic energy from the transducing means

is transmitted first through an object and then through

the support means siich that the flakes tend to align in

a manner which is indicative of irregularities in the object.

3,097,523
SONIC TESTING DECAY DETECTOR

MUton J. Diamond, Saflnaw, Robert F. Spain, Troy,

and Robert H. Latch, Birch Rnn, Mich., asaisnon to

General Motors Corpontioa, Detroit, Mi<^ a corpora-

tion of Delaware
FOcd July 26, IMO, Scr. No. 45,476

5 Claims. (0.73—69)

1. In testing means for checking the soundness of parts

having a natural resonant frequency of vibration, means

to strike a part to be tested to set it into resonant vibra-

tion, transducer means mounted adjacent said part when

in its vibratory state to pick up the mechanical vibrations

of the same and convert them into electrical oscillations,

ami^ifying means connected to the transducer means to

3,097,524
LOAD MEASURING DEVICE

Inrhi L. Gleram, CaMsa Park, CaHf., amignor to W. C.

Dillon ft Company, Inc^ a cmpot ation of California

FOcd Feb. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 7,311

4ClaiBM. (a. 73—141)

1. A load measuring device comprising: an elongated

casing, said casing having an integral major diameter por-

tion and a minor diameter portion and an integral radially

extending annular shoulder interocwmecting said major

and minor diameter portions; coupling means connected,

re^)ectively, to said major diameter portion and said

minor diameter portion, said coupling means being de-

signed for connection to fwce exerting members, said

minor diameter portion and said shoulder being respon-

sive and designed, respectively, to change in length and

bend according to said fcM-ce, and said major diameter

portion being substantially unresponsive to said force;

transducer means having at least two elements, one of said

elements being coupled to said minor diameter portion,

and the other of said elements being coujHed to said major

diameter portion, whereby the relative positions of said

elements is cttanged in response to said force.

3,097,525
PROFILING METHOD USING A NCW-IONIZING

ORGANIC ADDrnVE
Don R. Holbcrt, Tnlaa, OUa^ —ipinr, by mcac amign-

menti, to Sfaidak Rcwarch, Inc., New York, N.Y., a

corporation of Ddawarc
FDed Mar. 5, 1959, Scr. No. 797,454

5CUM. (CL73—152)
2. In a method for detenniniiif tut fluid permeability

of a subterranean formation traversed by a well bore

"under vacotmi** containing a tabing extending down-

wardly below the formation and fonning an annulus be-

tween the tubing and the face of the formatioa, introduc-

ing brine into the tubing in an amount sufSdent to form

in the tubing annulus a cc^utmn uncommunicative witilx

the formation, introducing into the annulus fresh water

in an amount suflkient to cover the formation, said brine

and fresh water forming two liquid columns meeting in

the annulus at an interface located beknr the formation,

introducing additional amounts of brine into the tubing

at known rate to cause the interface to ascend in the an-
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nulus with the upper levels of the «rfumns being main-

tained below the surface of the earth, determining the

rate of ascent of the interface in the well bore, its rale

of ascent changing on traversing a permeaWe portion of

the well, and ascertaining the elevation of the interface

as its rate of ascent changes, the change in rate of ascent
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the phase diflference between the two said output signals.

-•ij V 'T.V'/Vl

3,»97,527
FLOWMETER

BUly E. Davis and Lerik E. Gormky, HoostiM, Tcx^ ai-

liKiion to Compoten, Incorponted, a corporation of

TczM
FUed Feb. 2, 1959, Scr. No. 79f,M1

5 ClafaM. (CL 73—2f5)

fl J' r^T^ t\

k>

being a measure of permeability of the formation at the

elevation at which the rate of ascent changes; the step

comprising incorporating into the fresh water a non-ioniz-

ing organic additive in an amount sufficient to impart a

viscosity to the water essentially the same as the viscosity

of the brine.

3,097,526
FLOWMETERS

Ronald Ernest Fiachbachcr, Orpinfton, Kent, Eogbnd,

assignor to National Research Development Corpora-

tion, Londoof England
Filed July 27, 1959, Ser. No. 829,916

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain Oct 14, 1958

3 Claims. (CI. 73—194)

1. A flow meter ownprising a length of pipe having an

orifice therein, an electro-mechanical transducer having

a mechanical input and electrical output, means connect-

ing the mechanical input of the transducer to the pipe to

respond to the pressure drop across the orifice, a poten-

tiometer including first and second ends and a center tap,

electric conductor nwans connecting the ends of the poten-

tiometer to the electric output of the transducer, means

responsive to the static pressure in the pipe on one side

of the orifice to vary the distance of the center top of

the potentiometer from one end thereto in proportion to

the variations in said static pressure, a magnetic ami^ificr

of the saturable reactor type including a contitrf winding,

a bias winding, and a feedback winding, means connecting

said bias winding to a source of direct current potential,

meam including a first resistor in series with the feedback

winding connecting said feedback winding and first reais-

tor across the output of the magnetic amplifier, said feed-

back winding being wound for positive feedback, a square

rxx)t network including second and third resistors con-

nected in series across the output of the amplifier and a

fourth resistor scries connected to the amplifier output

terminal to which said second resistor is conected and a

soaice of direct current, said square root network further

including a plurality of rectifiers each connected in series

with a portion of said fourth resistor and the juncture of

said second and third resistors, and electric conductor

means connecting in serica said third resistor, said con-

trol winding and the portion of said potentiometer between

said one end and said center top.

1. An ultrasonic flowmeter for measuring the rate of

fluid flow relatively to first and second transducers spaced

apart up-stream and down-stream of said fluid flow and

defining a transmission path for ultrasonic waves there-

between through said fluid, comprising a first oscillator

connected to energize said first transducer as a trans-

mitter, a second oscillator connected to energize said sec-

ond transducer as a transmitter, a first mixer supplied

with signals both from said first oscillator and from said

first transducer operating as a receiver and supplying a

signal to a first frequency multiplier, a second mixer sup-

plied with signals both from said second oscillator and

from said second transducer operating as a receiver and

supplying a signal to said first frequency multiplier, a

third mixer supplied with signals both from said first and

said second oscillators and supplying a signal to a second

frequency multiplier, a phase comparator connected to

compare the output signals from said first and second

frequency multipliers and indicating means responsive to

3,097,528
HEATED PrrOT TUBE

Donald H. Mohiiag, OnUand Park, Fla^

VS. Industries, Inc., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Apr. 8, 1958, Ser. No. 727,201

11 Claims. (CI. 73—212)

to

1 . A deicing Pitot tube comprising a total pressure tube,

a stotic pressure tube surrounding and spaced from said

total pressure tube to form an annular chamber between

said tubes, means joining the forward and rearward ends

of said tubes to form a complete electrical circuit, means

forming a transformer with said tubes, said transformer

having a primary winding and said tubes forming a one-

turn secondary winding, and said means joining the rear-
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ward ends of said tube being flexible for accommodating

relative shifting of said tubes with respect to each other

under thermal expansion and contraction.

3,097429
FLOWMETER

Kenneth R. Jnckson, Los Angeles, and William Sciden,

Encino, Calif., assignors, by mesne assignments, to The
Foxboro Company, a corporation of Massachnsetts

FUed Feb. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 10,626
10 Claims. (CI. 73—231)

s^^^

and carrying at its upper end first means for indicating

the temperature within a roast and second means mounted
on the ui^>er end of said probe means for indicating the

temperature of the oven area immediately surrounding

a roast, said probe means including a hollow tube and

an elongated glass Bbem thermometer received within

the tube, said first means including a portion of said glass

thermometer exposed at the upper end of the tube, an

indicating shield mounted at the upper end of the tube

in coc^rative association with said glass thermometer,

said second means including a second thermometer
mounted on said shield and exposed to the area surround-

ing said shield, said shield having an upper portion which

extends above the i^>per end of the tube and first ther-

mometer, the second thermometer being mounted on the

upper portion of the shield and comprising a bi-metal

element anchored at the back of the nppcr portion of the

shield and having an indicating portion projecting through

a slot in the shield visiUe from the front side thereof.

3,097,531
TANK THERMOMETER AND VALVE THEREFOR
Robinson W. Brown and Willis L. Mynatt, San Antonio,

Tex., assignors to W. H. CmHa and Company, He
ton, Tex., a corporatioa of Texas

FUed Dec 9, 1960, Scr. No. 74,979
1 Claim. (CL 73—354)

1 . A fluid flowmeter comprising a casing containing a

flow passage for the measured fluid, a turbine shaft sup-

ported within said casing, a bearing sleeve surrounding

said shaft, a turbine rotor supported on said bearing sleeve

and having Uades located in said flow passage, ooeans

located at oi^K>site ends of said sleeve for confining said

sleeve on said shaft, said sleeve being dimensioned to pro-

vide clearance spaces separating said sleeve from said

shaft and from said confining means, fluid supfdy means
in communication with the surface of said shaft for intro-

ducing fluid to said H>aces and producing a bearing surface

between said shaft and said sleeve and an end thrust

bearing surface at each end of said sleeve, and a tail cone
extending downstream of said rotor to a nose portion and
having its base secured to said rotor, the static pressure

developed on said tail cone producing a resultant upstream
thrust on said rotor against the upstream thrust bearing

at flow velocities above a predetermined value.

3,097,530
COMBINATION THERMOMETER

Harry Wekder, Mampcqaa Park, N.Y., assignor to
Weluler Instnuncnfei Corporation, Frecport, Long
Island, N.Y., a corporation of New York

FUed Oct 7, 1959, Scr. No. 844,943
2 Claims. (0.73—340)

^
IS

1:4

,.j5

1. A combination oven and roast thermometer com-
prising pro^ means constructed for insertioo in a roast,

792 O.G.—41

A tonk thermometer, comprising, an elongate ttiermom-

eter, a rigid backing member adapted to support the ther-

mometer in vertical position, a generally tubular cage

member carried by the backing member to surround only

the lower end portion of the thermometer, said cage mem-
ber being open at its upper end and having a bottom wall,

a port in said bottom wall, an upwardly projecting annular
flange surrounding said port and defining a valve seat, and
a downwardly closing check valve inside said cage member
cooperating with said seat, said check valve comprising a

thin-walled thimble-shaped body open at its upper end
and having a convexly rounded bottom adapted to engage
said seat, said body being constructed of a flexible, redl-

ient, non-metallic material and having a weight such that

the valve member is movable to pori-opening position

under a differential fluid pressure across said port in the

range of about 0.01 S to about 0.020 pound per square inch,

and guide means for said valve constraining substontially

vertical movement of said valve relative to the seat, and

a stop member in the cage member for limiting the extent

of upward movement of the valve relative to said seat,

said guide means and said stop member comprising an in-

tegrally formed structure of inverted generally U-shaped
configuration defined by a pair of spaced-apart leg mem-
bers vertically disposed in guiding relation to one side of

said valve member, said leg members having their ui^>er

end portions joined and turned to extend over the upper
end of said valve member in vertically spaced relation

thereto.
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3,097,532
LIQUID SAMPLING DEVICE

Robliuoa W. Brown and William E. Oakcy, San Antonio,

Tcz., afl^nofs to W. H. Cnrtin and Company, Honston,

Tex^ a corporation of Texas
Filed Apr. 29, 19M, Ser. No. 25,635

5 Claims. (CI. 73—425.4)

* ^-

a second shaft, means supporting said second shaft for

pivotal movement about said first shaft, said last-named

means sivporting said second shaft for rotation relative

thereto, an integrating element mounted on said second

shaft, drive means operative between said first shaft and

said second shaft to effect rotation ol said integrating

means with said first shaft, a brake on said first shaft

preventing roUtkm thereof, means interconnecting said

brake and said second shaft whereby pivotal movement

of said second shaft in response to acceleration of said

first shaft causes release of said brake to permit rotation

of said first shaft and said second shaft, the reaction force

to rotation of said second shaft and said integrating means

causing restoration of said second shaft to the zero ac-

celeration position thereby to close said brake.

1. A liquid sampling device, comprising, a tubukr

barrel, an enclosure for the barrel including head and

base members secured respectively against the upper and

lower ends of the barrel, said base member having a port

therein coaxial with the barrel, means carried by the

lower end face of the base member defining an annular

valve seat about said port, said last-mentioned means

comprising an annular retaining groove in said lower end

face, a resilient seal ring seated in said groove, said seal-

ing ring comprising an annular body of a resilient mate-

rial and a supporting ring of relatively rigid material

bonded to said resilient material, means for controlling

said port, comprising, a valve having a generally disk

shape, an actuating lever for said valve, said lever being

generally L-shaped and comprising a single vertical arm

and a single horizontal arm, said valve being rockably

supported in horizonUl position on top of the horizontal

arm, means on the horizonUl arm defining longitudinally

spaced abutments limiting the extent of rocking move-

ment of said valve, said vertical arm being pivotally <»n-

nected to a side of said enclosure at a point intermediate

the head and base members to swing in a vertical plane

toward and away from said barrel whereby to swing said

valve toward and away from port-closing position on said

seat, resilient means biasing the actuating lever toward the

port-closing position of the valve, releasaUe *atch means

arranged between the enclosure and the valve for holding

the valve in the port-opening position, and trip means

movably mounted on the enclosure operable in response

to longitudinal movement relative to the enclosure to re-

lease the latch means.

3,«97,534
ACCELERATION INDICATOR

John F. Pasicka, Soalh Actoo, Mjms., aMigDor of one-half

to RajnDond L. Rcnncr, CochMnatc, Man.
Filed Nov. 2S, 19M, Scr. No. 71,929

lOafana. (CI. 73--492)

3,997,533

FORCE BALANCE ACCELEROMETER
John D. Hetaumami, MMdlctown, Coan., aasignnr to Ray-

mond EngfaMcriac Laboratory, Lsc, MIddlclown,

Conn., a corporatioa of Coaaectkat
FUcd Sept 11, 1959, Scr. No. 839,484

18 Claims. (O. 73—499)
7. A fOTCc balance accelerometer comprising a first

rotatable shaft, a motor operative to rotate said first shaft.

1. Acceleration-responsive apparatus comprising a tu-

bular casing including tnmspaient material and having a

substantially cylindrical opening therethrough, an elon-

gated mass member of generally cylindrical outline dis-

posed within said opening with radial clearance for move-

ment along the longitudinal axis ot said opening respon-

sive to acceleratioo havmg at least a component along said

axis, end caps closing said (^ning. a spring within said

opening resiliently biasing said mass member in one direc-

tion along said axis, said mass member having at least one

caging section of reduced diameter and of truncated sub-

stantially conical form with the conical taper thereof in

said one direction along said axis, « plurality of caging

balls diqKMed about said conical caging section and con-

fined axially and radially in relation to said mass mem-

ber between outer surfaces of nid reduocd-diamcter con-

ical caging section and inner surfaces ol said casing

about said opening, said balls being of diameter greater

than the least lateral spacing between said inner and outer

surfaces and of diameter )em than the greatest lateral

spacing between said inner and outer surfaces, the diameter

of said balls also being slightly in excess of the radial

spaang between the outer periphei^ of said mass member

and the poinu along said outer «urfaces at which the

balls contact said outer sorfaces when they are in their

innermost positions nearest the smaUer base of said trun-

cated conical section, whereby said balls tend to wedge

between said inner and outer surfaces only when axially

nearest the larger base of said truncated conical section,

and whereby said balls tend to roU n^th low friction upon
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said inner surface of said tube when said balls are nearest
said smaller base of said truncated cmiical section, an index
on said mass member visible throu^ the transparent ma-
terial of said casing, and acoderation indicia distributed
along said tubular casing, whereby registrations of said
index with said indida characterize maximimi accelera-
tions producing movements of said mass member relative

to said casing in the direction opposite (o said ooe direc-

tion along said axis.

3,997435
TRANSDUCING AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

Naun S. Bsn, Los Afsiss, Caitf., asdgnor to Space
Labcwstoriss, iac. Las Ai«el<a, CaUf., a

Filed Jan. 2S, 19M, Scr. No. 4,554
35CUBS. (CL74—4.7)

1. In combination: a first winding having a spherical
configuration and provided with a plurality of turns dis-

posed along a first particular axis, means coupled to the
first winding for energizing the winding to produce a mag-
netic field having a trigonometric pattern of intensity at
{M-ogressive positions external to the winding and along a
meridian of the q>herical configuration, means coupled to

the first winding for producing a rotation of the winding
on a seccHid particular axis transverse to the first particu-

lar axis, gyro means diqxwed within the first winding for
rotation on a third particular axis having a vectorial com-
ponent corresponding to the first particular axis, means
coupled to the gyro means for producing a rotation of the
gyro means on the third particular axis, and a second
winding having a spherical configuration and provided
with a plurality of turns disposed along a fourth particu-

lar axis having a vectorial component correqxmding to

the second particular axis, the second winding being dis-

posed within the magnetic field provided by the first wind-
ing to produce signals in accordance with the precession

of the first winding on a fifth particular axis transverse to

the first and second particular axes.

3,997,534
PRESSURE COMPH^ATING APPARATUS

Shirrcl R. YoaaL Pko Rivera, Calif., asrigaor to Acro-
•cfencc, uc, a corponHoB of CaHforala

FUcd Ak. 8, 19M, Scr. No. 48,142
1 CUm. (CL 74—18.2)

In a force measuring syston, the combination compris-
ing: a chamber having a diaphragm sealed thereto and a

connecting member passing from the interior to the ex-

terior of said chamber through said diaphra^n, said

member being sealed to said diaphragm to transmit forces

from an object in said chamber to measuring apparatus

exterior of said chamber, and means for preventing the

introduction of an additional force on said member by
said diaphragm as a consequence of changes in the pres-

sure in said chamber relative to the ambient pressure,

said means including an auxiliary chamber exterior to

said first mentioned chamber having an auxiliary dia-

phragm in opposing rdationship to said first mentiaiied

diaphragm and sealed to said auxfliary chamber, said

auxiliary diafrfiragm being of substantially identical di-

mensions to said first mentioned diH>hragm; means con-

necting an exterior portion of said member to said auxil-

iary dii4>hragm; and a conduit connecting said auxiliary

chamber to said first mentioned chamber to i^ace said

chambers in commnnicafion with each other so that the

chambers have identical pressures therdn at all times

;,i„„n„iii,,i,i,ii

whereby introduction of additional forces into said mem-
ber as a consequence of changes in pressure within said

first chamber relative to ambient pressure is prevented by
identical f<Mces transmitted to said member by said auxil-

iary diaphragm whereby said connecting member is only
subject to forces firom said object within said first men-
ti<Mied chamber.

3,997437
VIBRATION-INDUCING APPARATUS

Edwin F. PctctsoB, P.O. Box 191, Ncpooact, Ol.

Filed Nov. <, 1959. Scr. No. 851,455
3 Claims. (CL 74—61)

1. Vibration-inducing means comprising an operation-

ally rotatable shaft, first and second radially extending

members mounted on said shaft each having an enlarged

peripheral portion locating die center of mass thereof

eccentrically of said shaft, said first member being of
plate-like form and said second member being oi channel
form receiving the first member therein and <rf appre-

ciably less peripheral extent than the first member, one
of said members being fixed for rotation with the shaft

and the other being rotatable relative thereto, and means
affording frictional engagement between said members
and resiliently exerting pressure thereon sufficient to pre-

vent relative rotation thereof upon operational rotation of
the shaft but insuflScient to prevent manual rotation there-

of relative to each other for adjustment of said centers of

mass.

3,997438
MECHANICALLY OPERATING CONTINUOUS

SPEED VARIATOR
Ubo Gnbblotti, Pcf1«h^ Italy, ssslgaw to Socfeti Vari-

atorl Gabbiottl Sj-X^., Pcra^ Italy, a company of
Italy

FOcd Dec. 2, 19M, Scr. No. 73,259
Clafaiis priority, appHcatloa Italy Jan. 11, 1969

4 Claims. (CL 74—112)
1. In a mechanically operating continuous speed vari-

ator with an input shaft adi4>ted to be connected to a
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prime mover and having a first cylindrical drum fixed to

said shaft and having an internal circular ««*"»"«: bore

and two opposed longitudinal recesses at the front end

thereof, a second drum positioned in said bore and also

having a circular eccentric bore with an eccentricity equal

to that of said first drum and having helical guide means

on its outer surface, a unit comprising in oombuMUon an

annular sleeve mounted in the bore of said second drum,

a collar fixed on said sleeve, an output shaft ahgned with

said sleeve, a tooth on said output shaft, a hollow hub

carrying said output shaft, a double slider coupluig con-

necting said sleeve to said hollow hub and allowing trans-

lational movements of said sleeve, hindering rotational

movement thereof about its axis, sadd output shaft hav-
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disc, motion transmission means comprising a movable

carriage confining a pair of balls in driving engagraent

with said cylinder, said disc and each other, a shaft af-

fixed to said disc roUUbly supported by a beanns. a plu-

rality of radially disposed bearings circumferentiaUy du-

posed about said first mentioned bearing and confimng

add first bearing to a precise axis and adjustment means

associated with at least one of said radially disposed bear-

ings for accurately positioning said radially duposed bear-

ings against said first bearing whereby axial movement of

said shaft is freely permitted.

'j^"lli

3.#97.549

AflTftMATIC CHAD4 TIGHTENING MECHANISM
^ pES^nSS^nmY variable cone pulley

GEARS __
Hetnrich Berens, BmI Homborf tot der Hohe, Gerauwy.

mSpiot to Relmen Getricbc K.G., Akoom, Swltxer-

Umd, a Ann of Swtaertand
• FUed July 9, 1W2, a«r. No. 208.438

Clahna priority. appltoidaD GwnmMMi. 17, 1962

4 Cblnk (CI* 74—230.17)

' /

ing recessed transverse seats therein, a thrust dement

mounted in each of said transverse seats for transmitting

the movement of said annular sleeve to said output shaft,

said thrust elements each having a longitudinal groove

and two end projections, rollers mounted in said longi-

tudinal grooves, a sUding block slidably supported by

said rollers between said end projections and having a

notch therein, said seats having peripheral grooves in said

output shaft on the sides of the recesses for said seats,

helical springs mounted in said grooves, said springs bear-

ing at one end on said output shaft and at other end on

said thrust elements, a casing in which the enUrc unit is

mounted, and a lock screw carried by said casing and

engageablc with said hollow hub for blocking said hollow

hub.

3,097.539

INTEGRATOR DISK BEARING IMFROVEMENT
Wlllud J. Opocensky. Glendalc, CaiUt^ a«igiior to Gen-

end Precision, Inc.. a corporation of Delaware

Filed Jan. 13. 1961. Scr. No. 82.465

6Clainia. (Q. 74—198)

1. An integrator having a rotatable disc, a cylinder ro-

tauble on an axis normal to the axis of rotation of said

1 In an infinitely variable transmission having a hous-

ing' a pair of transmission shafts rotaubly mounted m

2& housing, two pairs of conicd, pulley disks w.±jn

said housing and each pair mounted on one of said shafts,

flexible endless power transmitting m«*n»,«»°°f^*°8 !f^
mo pairs of di^ and adapted to travel between them

under a certain tension, adjusting means comprismg a

tightening spindle routably mounted in «ud housing cen-

tiluy between and parallel to said shafts and a setting

spindle rotatably mounted in said housing near one e^

thereof, both of said spindles havmg oppositely directed

threads at opposite sides of the central plane of said

transmission, a pair of threaded members on each of

said spindles and engaging with said threads thereof and

being movable in opposite directions along each spindle

when the same is turned, a pair of levers pivotaby

mounted on said threaded members on said setting spindle

so that, when said setting spindle is turned, said levers

are equally pivoted in opposite directions to each other

about their pivot points on said tightemng spindle to

vary the transmission ratio of said transmission, a ratchet

device comprising a ratchet wheel secured to said tight-

ening spindle and a shift rod eccentrically mounted at

one end on said setting spindle ao as to be reaprocated

thereby when said setting spindle is turned and its other

end adapted to engage with the teeth of said ratchet wheel

end thereby to turn said wheel and thus also said ti^-

ening spindle in one direction to tighten said transmittmg

means, and means for gauging the tension of said trans-

mitting means and for controlling the operation of said

ratehet device comprising tension shoes, spring nieans

for ^>plyiiig said tension dioet upon and in sliding en-

gagement with one side <rf the two runs of said trahsmit-

ting means, a rocker pivoUUy mounted on said tightening

spindle and in its normal position when said transmitting

means has an adequate tension being adapted to engage

with said shift rod to hold tiie same in its inactive posi-

tion in which it u disengaged from said ratchet wheel so

that said tightening spindle then remains sUtionary, and

at least one cam member on and movable with at least

one of said tension shoes when the tension of said trans-
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mitting means decreases whereby tiie position of said

tension shoe is changed aoccHtlingly, said cam member
then being adapted to engage with and to pivot said

rocker about said tightening spindle and thereby to dis-

engage said rocker from said shift rod to permit the

latter to move to its active position, so that when said

setting spindle is turned, said shift rod cxw then engage
with and turn said ratohet wheel and thus also said

tightening spindle and thereby tighten said transmitting

means.

tion of said pedal member adjacent said accelerator pedal

to swing laterally away from said accelerator pedal only

3.097.541
SEGMENTED WHEEL STRUCTURE

Arnle J. KIndig, Ciriombas, Ohio. aM^or, by mene as-
signments, to Jeffrey Gallon Aiannflactnring Company,
a corporation of Ohio

FUed Aog. 31, 1961, Scr. No. 135.327
1 Claim, (a. 74—243)

-;.H

r M

A cast wfaed structure comprising at least two cast

wheel segments joined togethn- in assembly, each wheel
segment having a rim portion to form the perii^eral rim
of the wheel when the segments are joined together, each
wheel segment including a rib portion integrally cast

with the rim portion to form a reinforcing rib of the

wheel when the segments are joined, said rib extending

radially inwardly of the rim and being smaller in an
axial direction than the rim, a pair of integral cast lugs

on each wheel segment disposed radially inwardly from
the rim, said lugs being disposed on opposite sides of

said rib and closely adjacent to said rib and said rim,

said lugs being of spbstantial thickness in both axial and
circumferential directions, the lugs on the respective

wheel segments being adjacent each other and in align-

ment when the wheel segments are joined, a cast notch

in each lug, said notches being disposed substantially in

alignment wtih said rib in an axial direction, the notches
in said lugs which are disposed on opposite sides of said

rib as aforesaid being open in opposite axial directions,

the notches in adjacent lugs of joined wheel segments
being disposed in alignment with each other along chordal

lines closely adjacent to the peripheral rim and within

the peripheral rim, and fastening means disposed along
said chordal lines and received in the notches of ad-

jacent lugs for securing the whed segments together in

joined relationship, the force of said fastening means
acting along said chordal lines and dose to the perii^eral

rim of the wheel to firmly secure the wheel segments
together.

3.097.542
BRAKE PEDAL ASSEMBLY

Charlcfl A. Chaync, Bloonifleid Hllb, Mkh., aarignor to
General Motor* Corporation. Detroit. Mich., a corpo-
ration of Dclawara

Filed Apr. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 101,818
1 Claim, (a. 74—560)

In a motor vehicle having a manually operated ac-

celerator pedal, a manually operated brake pedal assembly
disposed in laterally adjacent relation to said accelerator

pedal, said brake pedal uaembiy including a lever arm
and a transversely extending pedal member ^i^cfa is

hinged to said lever arm in a manner permitting the por-

when said portion of said pedal member is engaged
manually in a direction opposite to that required to actuate

said lever arm for brake operation.

3,097.543
VARIABLE-THROW CAM

Edward C. Godsil and Ernest Y. Robinson, Llvennore,
Calif., aasignori to the Untted States of America as
represented by the United States Atomic Eocrsy Com-
misiion

FUed Jnly 5. 1962, Ser. No. 207,826
2 Claims. (Q. 74—568)

1. A variable-throw cam comprising,

(a) a first cylindrical sleeve having a hole bored there-

in on an axis parallel to and displaced from the cyl-

inder axis, said rieeve havitig a radially-extending

shoulder formed on one end thereof,

(b) means for fixing said first sleeve to a driving shaft

fitted into said hole,

(c) a second cylindrical sleeve eccentrically disposed

around said first cylindrical sleeve and being selec-

tively rotatable relative to said first sleeve, said second
sleeve having external threads formed adjacent one
end thereof which end lies adjacent the shoulder of

said first sleeve,

(d) and an annular internally-threaded locking c<41ar

fitting over said first sleeve and engaging the threads

on said second sleeve, said collar having means coact-

ing with said shoulder and a portion of said second
sleeve for maintaining said first and second sleeves

in a fixed angular spaced relation.

3.097.544
TRANSMISSION

Harold Iran F. Evendcn. Wlstaston, En^and. asaignor to

General Motors Corporation. Detroit. Mich., a corpo-
ration of Delaware

FUed Sept 15, 1961, Scr. No. 138,461
Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct 21, 1960

9Cteims. (CL74—688)

Nr^'* '*.*•.

1. In a power transmission, the combination of a power
source, a load, a plurality of gear units transferring drive
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from the power source to the load in a serie* <rf drive

ratios, the plurality of gear uniu including a drive divid-

ing gear unit drive connected to the power source, a drive

combining gear unit drive connected to the load, and an

overdrive gear unit having a predetermined overdrive

ratio, plural power paths between the drive dividing and

drive combining gear units, and a hydrodynamic torque

transmitting device arranged in one of the paths, the over-

drive gear unit being arranged in another of the power

paths so as to cause the load to be overdriven in a ratio

different from the predetermined ratio provided by the

overdrive gear unit alone.

eluding a fluid return conduit, a fluid ejector connected to

said fluid return conduit and directly to a fluid intake port

on the pump to provide a direct supply of fluid to the

pump from the cooler, said fluid ejector including a tubu-

3,t97^45
SLIP-RESISTANT DIFFERENTIAL

AHon E. Inunel, 215 E. 14th St^ Aabam, Ind.

FUcd Nov. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 239,974
8 Claims. (CI. 74—711)

1. A slip-resistant differential unit, comprising: a pair

of opposed power output shafts; axially aligned differen-

tial side gears fixed in opposed relation on the inner ends

of said shafts; a differential casing roUtably mounted at

either side thereof with respect to the respective shafts

and surrounding said side gears; ring gear means for

applying power to said casing; a pinion shaft mounted

transversely in said casing and extending between said

side gears; a pair of pinion gears rotatably mounted on

said shaft and each meshing at either tide thereof with

said side gears, said pinion gears being provided on their

inner ends with inwardly directed friction faces; a pair of

friction plates mounted between said side gears and having

outwardly disposed friction faces directly aligned with

corresponding faces provided on the inner ends of said

side gears; means for biasing said friction plates out-

wardly into tight frictional engagement with said side

gears; and a pair of mounting blocks connected between

said friction plates and on opposite sides of said pinion

shafts, said mounting blocks each being provided with

friction surfaces at either end thereof for cooperation with

the friction faces on the inner ends of said pinion gears,

whereby relative rotation of said side gears will move said

mounting blocks into engagement with the respective

pinion gears to prevent rotation thereof.

3,997,544
TRANSMISSION MECHANISM

Donald W. Kclbcl and Kenneth M. Armantroat, Mnclc,
Ind., Miignon to Bot»-Wan>er Corporation, Chicago,

nL, a corporation of IlUnoia

FOed Ang. 29, 1960, Scr. No. 52,453

2 Claims. (0.74—788)
1. In a marine transmission including a housing with

a sump formed therein, the combination of a drive shaft,

a driven shaft, a planetary gear set interconnecting said

drive and driven shafts, clutch and brake means including

servomotors for engaging said clutch and brake to estab-

lish forward and reverse drives through said gear set, a

fluid supply means in communication with said sump in-

cluding a fluid pump for actuating the servomotors, a

fluid coditT connected to the fluid supply means and in-

lar screen portion in communication with said sump, and

said tubular screen portion serving as an inlet for fluid to

enter said fluid ejector from the sump and as a fluid con-

duit for fluid flow between the cooler and the pump.

3,t97,547

MEANS FOR THE REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION
OF CUTTER BITS IN MINING MACHINERY

Cfamdc B. Krekclcr, Cincinnati, Ohio, a sriga n i to The
CtadnnatI Mine MacUncry Co., Chwhinati, Ohio, a

corporation of Oirio

Filed Maj 5, 1959, Scr. No. 811,167

6aafans. (CL76—M)

1. A tool for removing cutter biU comprising a handle,

substantially parallel spaced bifurcations at one end of

the handle adapted to lie on either side of a cutter bit,

portions of said bifurcations extending in the direction of

the axis of said handle, and other portions of said bifurca-

tions extending at an angle to said axis, camming surfaces

on the last mentioned portions of said bifurcations, and a

pin extending across between said bifurcations and located

substantially in line with the said handle axis so that when

said canuning surfaces are brought against the surface

of another element such as the top of a socket member,

the said pin will lie closest to said last mentioned surface

when said tool handle is tilted with respect thereto, and

so that said pin may be brought beneath an abutment

means on said bit for removing it by a prying action,

the said camming surfaces on said bifurcations acting,

when said tool is swung upwardly to a higher angularity

with respect to the surface of said socket member to cause

said pin to exert a powerful lifting force on said abutment.

3,t97,54t
ADIUSTABLK BORING HEAD

Phiiip L. lohnson, 9718 Ouangiii At«^ In^wood, Calif.

FUcd Jnly 1, 196t, Scr. No. 4t;212
2 CbinM. (CL 77—^)

1, A boring head comprising a rotary tocJ holder hav-

ing a given axis of rotation and including a qiindrical
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metal block which has a generally semicircular slit paral-
lel to and centered on said axis and an approximately
radial slit parallel to said axis extending from one end of
said semicircular slit through the outer surface of the
block to form a first, relatively fixed hcider portion and a
second, flexible, relatively radially adjustable holder por-
tion on said axis, means on said first portion to attach the

m t* "

latter to a rotary tool spindle for rotation of the holder
on said axis, said second portion having a bore which is

parallel to said axis and coaxial with the axis in one posi-
tion of adjustment of the second portion, said bore being
adapted to receive a boring bar, means for releasably se-
curing a boringt bar in said bore, and means for radially
adjusting said second portion to radially adjust said bore
with respect to said axis.

3,097,549
COLD MILL PRESSURE CONTROL

Edwin B. Hodson, Middlctown, Ohio, aacignor to Annco
Steel Coiporation, Middlctown, Ohio, a corporation of
Oliio

Filed Apr. 28, 1958, Scr. M». 731^19
4 Clafanc (CL 80—60)

r li^

an adapCo- comprising a collar operatively mounted on the
ui^jer end of the standard, said collar having bearings, a
shaft mounted for free rotation in said bearings, said shank
being provided on its opposite ends with fixedly mounted

selectively usable keying and wrench-turning heads, said
heads being adapted to fit tclescopically into socket mem-
bers at the ends of the shank portion of a wrench and
said heads varying in cross-sectional shape and Mze.

3,097,551
PORTABLE HYDRAUUC TORQUE WRENCH
Hubert A. Schmitt, Box 1423, Rte. 3, Anbnn, Wash.

Filed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,637
5 Claims. (CI. 81—56)

1 . A method of producing strip having a uniform gage
across its width, which comprises providing a mill having
crowned work rolls, back rolls, and screw means for ap-
plying pressure to said back rolls, pre-setting said screw
pressure means to deflect said back rolls by an amount
equal to the crown of said work rolls, whereby for each
pass of the strip therebetween the work rolls will make
substantially straight line contact with the strip, rolling

the strip between said work roHs and maintaining the
same pre-set screw pressure iot as many passes as re-

quired to bring the strip to substantially final gage, and
when said strip is substantially to final gage, making a
last pass through said mill which is a percentage reduc-
tion to final gage.

3,097,550
LUG WRENCH SUPPORT

Harlow H. Johnston, 366 N. 10th St., Snanyrfdc, Wmh.
FUcd Nov. 20, 1959, Scr. No. 854,446

6 Oaims. (CL 81—53)
1 . A lug wrench support comprising an enlarged base,

a standard attached to and rising vertically frcMn the base.

1. A torque wrench for use with a source of i>ressurc

fluid at a predetermined pressure, to aj^ly a predetermined
torque to two complemental and screw-threadedly con-
nected elements of a fitting or the like, which wrench com-
prises an interrupted ring gear formed as a first jaw mem-
ber of a size to straddle one of the two threadedly con-

nected elements of the fitting, and including means to en-

gage the same against relative rotational movement during
rotation of one jaw relative to a second jaw, a cooperating

second jaw member of a size capable of straddling the

other of the two threadedly connected elements of the fit-

ting, and including means to engage the same against rela-

tive rotational movement during rotation of one jaw mem-
ber relative to the other, a fluid pressure rotary motor in-

cluding a fixed and a movable member, and means inter-

connecting the two such members to the respective jaws,

the connection between one jaw and the corresponding

motor member including a torque arm of given length,

through which relative rotation of the jaws may be effected,

and means for connecting said motor to the pressure source

of predetermined value, whereby to apply torque between
the two jaws of a value which is the product of the ivessure

at the source times the length of the torque arm.
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3,t97^S2
PIPE TONGS

Benjamin F. KeUcy, 18 S. Madkon, Tdtan, OUa.
FUcd Sept 28, 1961, Scr. No. 141,521

4 Claims. (CL 81—66)

1. In a pipe tong the combination with an articu-

lated body formed of a plurality of hingedly connected

segnients adapted to be positioned in encircling relation

to a pipe, arcuate grilling dies lining the inner faces of

the segments in position for gripping engagement with

the pipe, a lever member pivotally connected to one end
of the body and means on the member and the other end
of the body positioned for coaction when the segments

are in pipe encircling position to move the dies into

gripping contact with the pipe upon rotating movement
of the member about its pivot, of means for securing the

dies to the segments comprising registering, radially ex-

tending openings in the dies and segments, a radially in-

wardly facing shoulder in each die and each segment
opening, a bushing disposed in and extending partially

through both registering openings in each die and seg-

ment and formed with radially outwardly facing shoul-
ders in engagement with said radially inwardly facing
shoulders in the openings, and threadable means on the
bushings and segments positioned for coaction to hold
the bushings in the openings.

3,H7,553
FAOT ACTION TOGGLE HAND CLAMP

Gaorie N. BaMlcrt, Dearborn, Mkk^ BMiinni to The
Ford Motor Conpany, Dearborn, Mi^ a corporation
of Defaiwarc

Filed Ang. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 13«,384
1 Claim. (CL 81—351)

CO

In a hand toggle clamp comprising a pair of substan-
tially identical, generally L-shaped handles, a swinging
clamp arm and a relativdy non-swinging anvil arm, the
clamp having a center axis, a forward clamping end and
a rear, handle end; the two handles being arranged on ofv
posite sides of said center axis with their short legs extend-
ing transversely to and overla^Mng and being pivotally in-

terconnected at said center axis and their long legs normal-
ly extending rearwardly, alongside the center axis; with
the two arms each being arranged on opposite sides of
said axis and each having a base portion extending trans-

versely relative to the center axis towards the other base
portion; each base portion having an outer end an inner
end, with the outer end of each base portion being pivotal-
ly connected to its respective adjacent handle at the junc-
ture between the long and short legs of the respective
handle; the two base portion-handle pivots being equidis-

tantly si>aced from the center axis and being normally
aligned on an axis which is perpendicular to the center axis

and which is approximately coaxial with the pivotal inter-

connection between the two handles; the damp arm having

a clamping portion, formed integral with its base portion,

arranged to clamp against an anvil portion formed integral

with the anvil arm base portion;

the improvement comprising the anvil arm base portion

being considerably longer than the clamp arm base

portion and crossing the center axis and with its inner

end overlapping the inner end of the clamp arm base

portion and b«ng pivotally connected thereto at a

point spaced, relative to the center axis, approximate-

ly midway between the handle pivotal interconnection

and the handle-damp arm base portion pivotal con-

nections, and spaced forwardly of the axis, on which

the two handle-base pivots are aligned, a distance

which is less than its spacing from the center axis,

whereby the clamp arm clamping portion may swing

towards and away from the relatively non-swinging

anvil arm anvil portion for clamping and releasing,

by manually swinging the long legs of the handles,

about their cocmnon pivotal interconnection.

3,997,554
FLUID DRIVEN MECHANISM

Harold B. Rice, Contra Costa Coonty, Calif., and John
G. Agnilar, deceased, fartc of Contra Oosta County,

Calif., by Clotlcl Agnflar, admhiistratrlx. Contra Costa

County, Calif., sniilgBn to John Burton Machinery
Corporation, Concord, Calif.

Continuation of applications Ser. No. 725,312 and Scr.

No. 725,416, Mar. 31, 1958. This application Jan. 18,

1960, Ser. No. 3005
nOafana. (0.82-^9)

c tTT

5. A fluid driven tool comprising: a fixed casing hav-

ing a substantially circular radially inwardly directed

side, a member fkiatingly mounted within said casing cmd

free for movement in a plane at right angles to the axis

of said side, the outer periphery of said member being

radially inwardly spaced from said inner side of said cas-

ing when said member and said side are coaxial to pro-

vide a circular unobstructed passageway, means for di-

recting fluid under pressure along the length of said

passageway for revolving said member about said axis,

said member and said casing being formed to provide

a central opening adapted to receive a workpieoe therein,

and a work engaging element canied by said member for

engaging said woriipiece.

3,097,555
APPARATUS FOR NOTCHING VACUUM TUBE

GRID LATERAL WIRE
Charles W. Uadricy, Ciisiini, NJ., Mrignor to Radio

Corpontioa of Ameifea, a covpontion of Delaware
FUcd May 2, 1960, Ssr. No. 26,130

UClataH. (CL83—6)
1. Apparatus for notching a moving wire without sub-

stantial interference with the motion thereof cooqnising
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a frame, a chisel having a notch producing end and
mounted for sliding motion in said frame, means for

causing motion of said chisel in a direction such that said

notch producing end leads, a stop means mounted on said

chisel, cooperative stop means mounted on said frame for

stopping motion of said chisel in said direction and means

mounted on said frame and resiliently engaged with said

cooperative stop means for adjusting said cooperative stop

means, a striker plate mounted at a point along the direc-

tion of motion of said chisel, means for moving said wire

across a surface of said striker plate between said striker

plate and said chisel and means for causing the niotion of

said chisel while said wire is moving.

3,097,556
SNUBBER TYPE TRIGGER MECHANISM

Eugene L. Mackey, Fairview Parli, Ohio, assignor to The
Yoder Company, Cleveland, Olilo, a corporation of
Ohio

FUed June 19, 1959, Ser. No. 821,540
14 Claims. (CI. 83—287)

, 3f
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end of said bore to define with said bore, a spring cham-
ber, said body also having opposed radial passages ex-

tending from said chamber, outwardly to the exterior of

said body; a ball detent carried in each of said radial

passages and movable inwardly and outwardly between

inner retrac ed and outer extended positions, said ball

detents projecting radially beyond the exterior of said body
when in said extended positions, the outer ends of said

radial passages having means providing a restricted

portion to limit outward movement of said ball detents;

a U-shaped compression spring having at least two out-

wardly biased arms, said spring being positioned within

said chamber with said arms extending generally axially

of said bore and urging said ball de.ents to said outer

extended position, said arms, said ball detents and said

bore being relatively dimensioned so that said arms en-

gage the wall of said bore with said ball detents spaced
radially inwardly from said means, whereby the fixce

with which said ball detents are urged outwardly against

the outer restricted end of said radial passages upon
rotation of the rotary members is unaffected by said

spring.
I

3,097,560
PROGRESSIVE RELOADING MACHINE FOR

SHOrSHELL
Lloyd E. Ponsness, Rathdrum, and Robert N. Barker,

Hayden Lake, Idaho; said Barker assignor to said Lloyd
E. Ponsness and Dorothy P. Ponsness, both of Rath-

drum, Idaho ^
FUed July 28, 1961, Scr. No. 127,524

7 Claims. (CI. 86—27)

supporting plate, a powder container positioned above
the supporting plate, a valve in the bottom of the powder
container, mechanism connected to the linkage for recipro-

cating the supporting plate for operating said valve to re-

lease a charge of powder into the shell in a selected posi-

tion of the shell holding table beyond the shell receiving

position, a wad positioning tool carried by the supporting
plate and operable by the latter for placing a Wad over

the shell and a wad inserting ram positioned above the
supporting plate and shell holding table for inserting a wad
from the wad positioning tool into the shell as the sup-

porting plate moves upwardly to advance the shell hold-

mg table to a position beyond the powder receiving posi-

tion, and a shell ejecting plunger positioned above the

supporting plate and the shell holding table for ejecting

the shell from the bore in the latter in a position beyond
the wad receiving position.

3,f97,561
METHOD OF LUBRICATING THREAD AND

TEXTILE MACHINERY SURFACES
Alfred Ernst Stein, Annastr. 63, Rbcinbciv,

Rhincland, Gcnnany
FUed Aug. 30, 1960, Scr. No. 52,998

Claims priority, application Gcnnany Sept. 4, 1959
2 Claims. (CI. 87—4)

Q,
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2. A method of lubricating thread and machinery sur-

faces in the manufacture of reticulate fabrics, comprising
the step of dispensing a dry pulverulent lubricant upon the

surfaces to be lubricated, said lubricant being a mixture

of boric acid with a substantially colorless comminuted
filler of flat molecular structure, the boric acid constitut-

ing at least 20% by weight of said mixture.

3,097,562
METHOD FOR PHOTOGRAPHICALLY CORRELAT-

ING A PLURALITY OF SEISMOGRAMS
Charles A. Gurrola and Gary C. Elliott, both of

301 M A M BIdg., Hontton, Tex.
Filed May 15, 1959, Scr. No. 813,519

4 Claims. (Q. 8ft—24)

-i*t*-
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I. In a shell loading machine, a base, a supporting

plate having a shell receiving hole therein mounted for

reciprocating movement above the base, linkage for re-

ciprocating said supoprting plate, a shell holding table

rotatably mounted on said supporting plate and having

bores therein for receiving the shells positioned on a circle

around its axis of rotation and selectively alignable with

the shell receiving hole in the supporting plate, mecha-
nism connected to the linkage for reciprocating the sup-

porting plate for intermittently rotating the shell holding

table to selected positions, detent means for releasably

positioning the shell holding table in the selected posi-

tions with one of the bores in the latter in alignment with

the shell receiving hole in the supporting plate, a shell

holder mounted on the base for inserting a shell through

the aligned hole in the supporting plate and the bore in 1. A method of preparing a record representing a see-

the shell holding table in the lowermost position of the tional view of an area of the earth's subsurface compris-

fe=;

'ODb./^ o^ jrrrf0M
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ing the steps of, assembling a plurality of seismograms
each having a plurality of galvanometer traces photo-

graphically printed thereon, aligning the datum refer-

ence point of each seismogram with respect to the datum
reference point of each adjacent seismogram, then mark-
ing a datum reference line on the adjacent seismograms,
photographically reproducing the seismograms on a film,

projecting the first photographically reproduced seismo-

gram on a non-light transmitting plate with photosensi-
tive material therebeneath, adjusting the relative posi-

tions of the photographically reproduced seismogram and
the plate to align a reference mark on the plate in align-

ment with the projected datum reference line on the first

photographically reproduced seismogram, removing the
plate and then projecting the aligned photographically re-

produced seismogram on the photosensitive material,

stepwise projecting each successive photographically re-

produced seismogram on the plate and aligning the pro-
jected datum reference line on each seismogram with
the reference mark on the plate, and after each projection
removing the plate to expose a portion of the photosensi-
tive material to each aligned photographically repro-
duced seismogram.

3,097,563
EXPOSURE CONTROL FOR COLOR PRINTS

Louis L. Weisglass, New York, N.Y., assignor to Simmon
Brothers, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., a corporation of
New York

Filed Apr. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 24,946
12 CUlms. (CL 88—24)
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1. An exposure control device for photographic printers

and enlargers comprising a plurality of color filters each

one of which is adjustable to control the intensity of

light of one of the primary colors in a light beam passing

through a film transparency and impinging upon sensi-

tized paper during the making of a pnnt, said exposure

control light device comprising means operable to meas-
ure the intensities of several differently color components

of the light beam of said photographic enlarger including

photosensitive tubes respectively operable to pass cur-

rents proportional to the intensities of each color com-
ponent in the light beam impinging thereon, voltage

generating means connected to said photosensitive tubes

and operable in response to the passage of current there-

through to produce voltages proportional to such respec-
tive current values, and said voltage generating means
being normally operable in response to the initial setting

of the color filters of said photographic enlarger to cause
a voltage differential between a first and second of said
proportional voltages and between the first and a third

of said proportional voltages respectively, and indicator

means connected to said voltage generating means and
operable to give a visual indication as to when said volt-

age differentials become zero in resjxjnse to adjustment of
the color filters of said photographic enlarger from their

initial setting.

3,097,564
SPOTTING RIFLE IGNITION FOR LARGER

CALIBER GUN
Thomas Stevenson, 1039 Arthur Ave., Huntingdon

Valley, Pa.
FUed July 21, 1961, Scr. No. 125,881

2 Claims. (CI. 89—1.7)
(Granted under TiUe 35, UJS. Code (1952), sec. 266)
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1. In a combination of a recoilless weapon with a spot-

ting rifle secured thereto and of substantially smaller
caliber than said weapon, each of said weapon and spot-

ting rifle having a chamber in which a projectile is adapted
to be located for firing, and each of said spotting rifle and
weapon having a propellant chamber in rear of said pro-
jectile chamber, the combination therewith of the im-
provement for rendering a service round in said spotting

rifle capable of firing a propellant in said weapon, said

improvement including a short direct enclosed flame pas-

sageway leading from adjacent a propellant chamber in

said spotting rifle into a propellant chamber in said wea-
pon and generally radially through a side wall of said

weapon propellant chamber for igniting a caseless pro-

pellant when in said weapon from an ignited round of

propellant in said spotting rifle, said passageway having
a diameter of between about 50% to 75% of the spotting

rifle bore, and a valve by which said passageway may be
opened or closed to allow or prevent the passage of an
igniting flame to said weapon, said spotting rifle being

provided with a trigger means by which it is fired and
a connection between said valve means and at least a por-

tion of said trigger means whereby said valve means may
be controlled by said trigger means to which connected.

3,097,565
SHIP DECK LEVEL SENSOR

Vahcy S. Kupelian, Chevy Chase, Md., assignor to the
United States of Ameri^ as represented by the Secre-
tary of the Navy

Filed Feb. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 173,311
7 Claims. (CI. 89—1.7)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
4. In a level sensing device fixedly mounted on the

deck of a ship for producing a rocket firing signal when
the deck of the ship is in a level condition, a light sensi-

tive cell rendered ineffective as a shadow is cast thereon,

means for projecting light onto said light sensitive cell,

an omni-directional movable pendulum responsive to the

pitch and roll of the ship for interrupting said light and
casting said shadow onto the light sensitive cell to in-

activate the cell and produce said firing signal only
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when the deck of the ship is in said level condition and

the pendulum is in axial alignment with the light sensi-

3,097^67
MECHANISM FOR ADJUSTING HELIX ANGLE

ON GEAR SHAPER CUTTERS
David W. Daniel and Zcnon Kokoczycid, Detroit, Mich.,

anlgnors to National Broach ft Madilne Company, De-
troit, Mkh^ a corporation of Midilgan

FUed Dec. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 857,605
22 Clalmt. (CI. 9«—7)

tive cell, and means including a firing circuit for re-

ceiving said firing signal when the cell is inactivated

thereby to initiate ignition of the rocket.

3,097,566
GEAR FINISHING MACHINES

John Alfred Mills, 24 Kingsley Ave., North Gosforth,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England
Filed June 20, 1960, Ser. No. 37,249

Claiou priority, application Great BriUin Feb. 15, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 90—1.6)
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1. A gear shaving machine of the kind set forth pro-

vided with a single reversible motor, in-fecd and traverse

feed screws for said machine, gearing comprising two

gearing paths connec:ing said motor and said in-feed

screw to give an initial quick in-feed and a relatively slow

in-feed, a first electro-magnetic clutch incorporated in

said gearing and energized on closing the motor circuit

to transmit a quick in-feed via one said gearing path, a

second electro-magnetic clutch also incorporating said

gearing and energized to transmit a relatively slow in-feed

via the other said gearing path, switch operating means

rotated in synchronism with the in-feed screw and which

has at all times a rotaional position corresponding to the

in-feed position of the table, a switch operated by the

switch operating means to dcenergize the first said clutch

and thereby interrupt the quick in-feed, reversible gear-

ing between the motor and the traverse feed screw, two

electro-magnetic clutches incorporated in said gearing

and controlling the direction of drive transmitted by said

gearing, further switch operating means rotated in syn-

chronism with and in a direction corresponding to the

traverse of the table and a switch operated by said switch

operating means which, when contacted, reverses the

energizing of the two clutches in the traverse gearing

and energizes the clutch through which the slow in-feed is

transmitted, whereby a quick initial in-feed and thereafter

a rela ively slow and short in-feed increment synchronized

with the reversal of the traverse of the table is provided.

1. In a gear shaping machine including a shaft having

a gear cutting tool mounted thereon, pilot means for guid-

ing the shaft during axial reciprocal and axial rotational

movement thereof and drive means operable to impart

axial reciprocal and unidirectional axial rotational move-

ment to the shaft and attached gear cutting tool in syn-

chronism with the movement of a gear to be shaped by

the gear shaping machine; means associated with the shaft

and drive means operable to impart an oscillatory rota-

tional movement to said shaft which is superimposed on

the axial rotational and axial reciprocal movement thereof

to shaper cut helical gears, said means comprising a

second shaft in transverse spaced relation to the first men-

tioned shaft connected directly to said first mentioned

shaft for reciprocation in synchronism with the axial

reciprocation of the first-mentioned shaft and means con-

nected between the shafts for converting the axial recip-

rocation of said second shaft into oscillatory rotational

movement of the first-mentioned shaft.

3,097,568
MACHINE TOOL

Fredericit J. Kampmeicr, Rockford, HI., assignor to The

Ingersoll Milling Machine Company, Rockford, 111., a

corporation of Illinois

Filed Oct. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 143,627

10 Claims. (CI. 90—11)

10. The combination of, a support, an elongated mem-
ber mounted on said support for endwise sliding relative

thereto along a generally horizontal path and between an

extended position and a retracted position, one end por-

tion of said member projecting outwardly from said sup-

port when said member is in said extended position, a

brace connected to said one end portion at a point spaced

outwardly from said support in said extended position,

said brace extending upwardly from said point and to-
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ward said support, and means for tensioning said brace as

said member slides toward said extended position thereby

to urge said one end portion upwardly.

3,097,569
AUTOMATIC POSITIONING MEANS FOR

MACHINE TOOLS
Vlto F. Scandale, Newton, and Raymond Blanchard,

Natick, Mass., assignors to Raytheon Company, Lex-
ington, Mass., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Feb. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 6,538
5 Claims. (CL 90—13)

3. In combination: a structural means forming a slide-

way; an idler fixed to one end of said structural means;

a bNCd member disposed in said slideway moveable to and

from said idler; a cam member carried by said bed member
and rotatable about its axis, the periphery of said cam
being adapted for and a portion thereof l)eing in contact

with said idler; rotatable workholding means concentric

about a second axis passing through said cam and parallel

to said cam axis for attaching a work piece thereto; and

means for releasably securing said workholding means in

successive fixed relations to said cam.

3,097,570
RING FINISHING APPARATUS

Eugene L. Mackey, Falrvicw Park, Ohio, assignor to The
Yoder Company, Cleveland Ohio, a corporation of

Ohk>
FUed Mar. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 18,359

5 Clahns. (CI. 90—16)

1. The method of removing a weld bead from a ring

or the like comprising the steps of placing such ring with

the bead thereof in engagement with an external bead re-

moving device, placing an internal bead removing device

in engagement with such bead, said bead removing devices

being in the same plane normal to the axis of such ring,

and pivoting such ring about a fixed axis effectively to re-

move such bead.

3,097,571
ROTARY FLUID MOTOR

Frank A. Kaman, Aurora, Dl., assignor to Tbor Power
Tool Company, Aurora, Dl., a corporation of Debt*
ware

FUed Sept 5, 1961, Ser. No. 137,711

5 Claims. (CL 91—80)

1. In a pressure fluid operated rotary motor including a
housing section having a rotor mounted eccentrically with-

in a motor cylinder member in said housing and having
circumferentially spaced ccmipressed fluid inlet and outlet

passage communicating with intericM- of said motor cylin-

der, said inlet passage having a source of pressure fluid

connected thereto, and said rotor having means associated

therewith for opcrativcly driving a work piece, the im-

provement comprising: a generally cylindrical opening
formed in said housing section, a pressure fluid motor
cylinder disposed in said cylindrical opening, said motor
cylinder having an outer diameter less than the inner

diameter of said cylindrical opening, a rotor member
eccentrically mounted within said motor cylinder and
having a plurality of circumferentially spaced vanes

adapted to form a continuous engagement with the inner

surface of said motor cylinder when the said rotOT is

rotated rapidly, and spring means engaging said motor
cylinder to position said motor cylinder in a fluid sealing

and sliding engagement with the perii^ry of said roKx.

3,097,572
SERVO CLUTCH

Robert L. Macy, 1017 E. Spnrgeon, Fort Worth, Tex.
FUed Feb. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 174,226

4 Claims. (CL 92—13)

1. A servo clutch for longitudinal displacement of a

rod, said servo clutch comprising: a cylinder coaxially

receiving said rod through opposite ends of said cylinder,

a sleeve loosely and slidably positioned about said rod
within said cylinder, a first piston slidably positioned with-

in said cylind^ about said sleeve and in slidable sealed

engagement with said sleeve, a first casing attached to and
extending from said first piston about said sleeve and
extending through one end of said cylinder, sealing means
slidably receiving said first casing at one end of said cylin-

der, a second piston slidably positioned about said sleeve

and in sealing contact therewith within said cylinder be-

tween said first piston and the other end of said cylinder, a

second casing attached to and extending from said second
piston about said sleeve and extending through said other

end of said cylinder, sealing means slidably receiving said

second casing at said other end of said cylinder, a first

orifice communicating said first end of said cylinder with

a fluid source, a secoiKi orifice communicating said other

end of said cylinder with a fluid source, a third orifice

communicating the interior of said cylinder between said
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pistons with a fluid source, and circumferential projec-

tions attached to said rod at positions exteriorly spaced
from said ends of said cylinder.

3,097,573
ACTUATOR FOR CONVERTING STRAIGHT-LINE
MOVEMENT TO OSCILLATORY MOTION AND
VICE VERSA

Alfred R. Dcedman, 6092 Fulton Drive NW.,
Canton, Ohio

FUed May 5, 1961, Scr. No. 108,121
4 Claims. (CI. 92—68)
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1. An actuator comprising a body having two parallel

cylindrical chambers therein, a reciprocatable piston in

each of said chambers, an oscillatabic spindle mounted in

said body midway between said chambers and with its axis

of movement normal to the length of said chambers, said

pistons being provided with duplicate rectangular recesses

midway of the length thereof, said spindle having one end
extending outward of said body for operative connection
thereto and having its other end enclosed within said
body and provided with diametrically located oscillatable

rectangular pawls in co-operative engagement within said

recesses, said body having end ports for attachment of
fluid pressure and exhaust means thereto, one of said ports
being connected with the chamber at one end of one of
said pistons and with the chamber at the opposite end of
the other of said pistons, the other of said ports being
coimected with the chamber at the other end of said first-

named piston and with the chamber at the opposite end
of said second-named piston.

3,097^74
METHOD OF PRODUCING A COLLAPSED CON-
TAINER AND A UNITARY BLANK THEREFOR

Morris W. Kuchcnbecker, Necnah, Wis., assignor to
American Can Company, New Yoi^ N.Y., a corpora-
tion of New Jersey

OriKinal application Not. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 853,337, now
Patent No. 3,024,959, dated Mar. 13, 1962. Divided
and this application Nov. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 72^68

4 Clahns. (CI. 93—36)

1. A method of producing a collapsed container hav-
ing integral top and bottom end closures formed from
a unitary blank comprising the steps of providing a sheet
of container material, pre-cutting said sheet of container
material to produce predetermined cut-through portions
therein, laminating a liner sheet to said sheet of con-
tainer material to produce a composite laminated sheet,

providing a lap side seam portion of said liner sheet free
and unattached to said sheet of container material, said
liner sheet bridging over and sealing said cut-through
portions of said container material, forming crease lines

in said laminated sheet to define four adjacent container

body side walls, lap side seam portions and top and bot-
tom end closures extending from said side walls, cutting
said creased laminated sheet to container blank size and
configuration to produce a blank having a liner sheet of
the same size and configuration as and entirely covering
said blank and having one lap side seam portion with
the liner sheet secured to said conuiner material and
another lap side seam portion having the liner sheet free
of attachment therewith, said bridged over cut-through
portions of said container material being disposed in-
teriorly of the edges of said blank, applying adhesive to
said one lap side scam portion, folding said blank along
two of said body side wall creases to position two of said
body side walls in overlapping relation to the remaining
two body side walls, interposinjj said one lap side seam
portion of said blank into position between the free por-
tion of said liner sheet and its overlapping lap side seam
portion of said conuiner material, and pressing said lap
side seam portions together to bond them into a lap side
scam to unite said body side walls into a collapsed con-
tainer having a full lining including said top and bottom
end closures and with said liner sheet enclosing the in-
teriorly disposed raw edge of said container material in
said side seam.

3,097,575
FOLDER TAPER MACHINE

Albert F. Shields, Forest Hills, N.Y., assignor to S ft S
Corrugated Paper Machinery Company, Inc. Bitwklyn.
N.Y., a corporation of New York

FUed Aug. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 132,816
7Chdms. (CL 93—4$)

1. In a folding machine for forming flat, collapsed
tubular box blanks from scored flat sheets having a pair
of longitudinally extending side sections defined by score
lines and foldable about said score lines into said col-
lapsed tubular box blanks; said machine comprising a
folding station including stop means; means for moving
said blanks successively forward against said stop means;
means at said folding sUtion for folding over said side
sections along said score lines; conveyor means for
moving folded blanks forward out of said folding station;
longitudinally extending bar means upon which said stop
means is adjustably mounted; an operating mechanism
for raising said stop means into the path of unfolded
blanks and for lowering said stop means out of the path
of folded blanks longitudinally extending folding guide
bars at said folding sUtion; longitudinally extending sup-
porting guide bars positioned below said folding guide
bars with a space therebetween so proportioned that
blanks passing therebetween will have a gradually de-
celerating force applied thereto prior to engagement
with said stop means; said supporting guide bars includ-
ing a relatively extensive upper surface upon which blanks
are supported as they move against said stop means.

'
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3,097476
DEVICES FOR FORMING HINGE COVER

FOLDING BOXES
Thomas F. Burke, Redwood City, Calif., assignor to Atlas

General Industaics, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corpora-
tion of Massachusetts

FUed Sept. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 138,773
I 9 Claims. (CI. 93—49)

1. A device for forming a box blank into the shape

of a folding box. the device comprising, in combination,
a blank folding die comprising a lateral folding element
and end folding elements, said lateral and said end folding

elements defining three sides of a substantially rectangular

die throat open at top and bottom, said end elements be-

ing movable relatively to each other to vary the distance

between them; a st:p-bottom plunger movable into the die

throat from the top, the step of the plunger being parallel

to said lateral folding element; a folding blade mounted
on said die with freedom to tilt about an axis substantially

parallel to said lateral folding elements to swing into the

step space and crease a portion of a plunger engaged blank

and move the creased blank portion into the step space,

as the plunger moves into the die; means for moving said

plunger and tilting said blade in timed relationship, said

blade having two major positions, a first positon in which

it is substantially parallel to the plunger axis, remote from
the plunger and pointed towards the die entrance as the

plunger approaches the die, and a second position in which
the blade is substantially normal to the plunger axis and
extends into the step space when the plunger has reached

the end of its stroke into the die; and power means timed

with respect to said moving means for moving said end

elements closer together to clanxp a plunger supported

blank against the plunger when the plunger has reached

the end of its stroke into the die.

3,097,577
CASING MACHINE

Mclvin Salwasscr, P.O. Box 101, and Leslie F. Salwasscr,
49 Jefferson St., both of Reedlcy, Calif.

Origfaial application Sept. 17, 1960, Scr. No. 49,543. Di-
vided and this application Aug. 8, 1961, Scr. No.
130,012

4 Cbhns. (CI. 93—53)

'4« f 1 '

1. In an opening device for a case provided with two
pairs of opposed sidewalls hingedly secured together along

four fold lines to form a rectangular sleeve open at oppo-

site ends and provided with end flaps hingedly secured

to the corresponding ends of said sidewalls to form upper

and lower layers of flaps and adapted to be folded at

right angles to said sidewalls to close an end of said sleeve,

conveyor means for moving said case in a flat condition
along a horizontal path of travel with said fold lines at

right angles to said path and with said flaps extending
outwardly of, said ends and in continuation thereof, a
flap depressing means at a point along said path engage-
able with the upper side of the leading portion of said

flaps adjacent the free ends thereof for beodiog both of
said layers of said flaps downwardly from the plane
of said flat case, whereby the flaps at the trailing portion
thereof tend to move ^)art, spreading means movable
from a position laterally offset from said case to a posi-
tion between said flaps at said trailing portion for spread-
ing the sides of said flat case further apart for partially

opening the case, and opening means engageable with
the leading portion of said case for swinging the lower
leading sidewali upwardly to a vertical position for fully

opening said case.

3,097,578
APPARATUS FOR FOLDING THE CLOSURE FLAPS

OF ENVELOPES AND SIMILAR ARTICLES
Richard WinUer, Rengsdorf, near Neuwicd, Rhincland,

and Kurt Dunnebier, WoUcndorf, near Neuwicd, Rhinc-
land, Germany, assignors to BcrUcy Machine Com-
pany, Kansas City, Mo., a corporation of Missouri

FUed Nov. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 68,386
Ckdms priority, application Germany Dec. 16, 1959

5 Claims. (CL 93—62)

1 . An apparatus for registering and folding the closure
flap of an envelope in which side and bottom flaps of
the envelopes have been previously folded and sealed in

completing the body of the envelope, said apparatus in-

cluding a pair of counter-rotating folding rollers having
a pass therebetween, an inclined trap above the folding
rollers and having a lower guide means terminating sub-
stantially tangentially with the periphery of one of the
folding rollers and having an upper guide means terminat-
ing to provide an entrance to said trap, a feed roller co-

operating with the other of said folding rollers to provide
a pass into said entrance of the trap through which the
envelope is directed under driven contact by the said

other folding roller and the feeding roller with the folded

edge of the bottom flap leading into said trap and sliding

upon the lower guide means and with the closure flap

trailing between said rollers, laterally spaced apart leaf

springs extending resiliently across the trap to be engaged
by the fold of the bottom flap of the envelope, rotatable

cam means having low lobe pcMtions for controlling move-
ment of the leaf springs in movement with the envelope
into said trap to exert a yieldable retarding pressure upon
said bottom fold in opposition to feed by said feed roller

and the other of said folding rollers to maintain the body
of the envelope in contact with the lower guide means,
a stop rail extending transversely of said trap to provide
the ultimate stop for the envelope to assure alignment of
the envelope with respect to the folding rollers, resilient

pads carried by the stop rail for impress therein of the
leaf springs for contact of the envelope with the stop rail,
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said cam means having high lobe portions to reverse

movement of the leaf springs to start the envelope from
said trap and buckle the closure flap into the bight be-

tween the folding rollers, and suction means carried by
the said one folding roller for engaging the body of the

envelope near the fold to be imparted in the buckled
closure flap to carry the body of the envelope between
the folding rollers for folding and creasing the trailing

closure flap.

3,097,579
JOINT SEALING DEVICE

Yoshiki Fujihara, Lyons, 111^ assignor to Serviciscd Prod-
ucts Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

Filed July 8, 1960, Ser. No. 41,526
4 Claims. (CI. 94—18)

1. A preasscmbled device for sealing substantially the

entire length of a joint between a pair of concrete sections

when said device is located in said joint, comprising: a
pair of adjacent side members adapted to be located in

said joint between said sections; means attached to said
side members for anchoring said side members to the re-

spective concrete sections, said side members being
adapted to move away from and toward each other under
the forces of contraction and expansion of said sections,

each said side member having an edge portion adapted
to be adjacent an outer surface of one of said sections

when said device is located in said joint, said edge por-
tions being spaced apart; and a resilient, yieldable, rub-
bery sealing member sealingly attached to and extending
between said edge portions, said side members extending
inwardly and being in substantial contact at a distance
from said upper edge portions to provide support for said
side members when said side members are toward each
other under the forces of said expansion.

3,097,580
SEGMENTED LINEAR GENEVA INDEXING

MECHANISM
Clement H. KaltfaofT, San Diego, Calif., asrignor to Gen-

eral Dynamics Corporation, Rochester; N.Y., a corpo-
ration of Delaware

FUed Dec. 6, 1961, Scr. No. 157,346
14 Claims. (CI. 95—1.7)
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. A segmented Geneva gear system having a plurality

of work stations for simultaneously performing a plu-
rality of processes upon a plurality of transp<Miable wwk
pieces which are sequentially presented to the work sta-

tions comprising:

(a) a plurality of transportable work pieces, each of
which comprises a unitary segment of a driven mem-
ber of a Geneva gear,

(b) a continuously moving work piece transporting
means for transporting said work pieces between
said work stations,

(c) first, second and third work stations,

(d) the first of said work stations having a first pre-
determined processing time between the initiation
of an indexing operation on a new work piece and
the later initiation of an ejection operation on said
work piece to eject said piece onto said transporting
means,

(e) the second of said work stations having a second
predetermined processing time between arrival of
a work piece and its later ejection onto said trans-
porting means, said second predetermined processing
time being less than said first predetermined proc-
essing time,

(/) said third station comprising means cooperating
with said segmenis of said work pieces for indexing

. an arriving work piece and ejecting the work piece
contained therein in response to the arrival of a
work piece from said second station,

ig) said indexing and ejecting means comprising the
driving member of a Geneva gear, and

(h) means responsive to the arrival of a work piece
at said third station for energizing said driving mem-
ber so as to go through one cycle of operation to
thereby index the newly arrived work piece and
simultaneously eject the previous work piece.

3,097,581
LIGHT METER ASSEMBLY

Rudolf Kremp and Ferdlmuid Wagner, Munich, Friedrich
Bledermann, UntcrhacUng, near Munich, and Alfred
Kubitzck, Gmcnwald, near Munich, Germany, ass^-
ors to Agfa Aktiengcseilschaft, Lcverkusen-Bayerwerfc,
Germany

FUed Mar. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 15,149
Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 25, 1959

17 Claims. (CI. 95—10)

1. A light meter assembly adapted to be used with
cameras and the like, comprising, in combination, rotary
light measuring means including a rotary pointer turn-
able through a given range; means cooperating with said
pointer for rendering at least part thereof visible through
a fraction of said range of movement thereof, said means
for rendering said pointer visible including a stationary
index with which said pointer is aligned during use of
the light meter assembly; and indicating means moved
by said light measuring means for indicating when said
pointer is in the region of at least one end of said range.

3,097,582
SCANNING ASSEMBLY FOR CAMERAS

Alfred Winkler, Munich, and Franz Jakob, Unterfaachfaig,
near Munich, Germany, amtpton to Agfa Aktlengesell.
chaft, Leverimsen-Baya^erk, Germany

FUed Mar. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 97,665
Clafans priority, application Germany Apr. 2, 1960

17 Cbiims. (a. 95—10)
1. In a camera, in combination, support means; elon-

gated stop means carried by said support means; scanning
lever means tumably carried by said support means for
movement about an axis substantially parallel to said
elongated stop means, said lever means having an elon-
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gated scanning edge which is located substantially within
a given plane and which is directed toward said stop
means, and said lever means being turnable from a rest
position where said scanning edge is spaced from and
defines an elongated gap with said stop means toward said
stop means to a scanning position where said scanning
edge is closely adjacent to said stop means; and an clec-
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3,097,584

, .
„RAPn> PROCESSING APPARATUS

Joseph H. Wright, Jr., Port Jefferson, N.Y., assignor to
Pbotomechanisms, Inc., Huntington Station, N.Y.

FUed May 4, 1960, Ser. No. 26,807
15 Claims. (CI. 95—12)

trical mstrument carried by said support means and form-
ing part of a light-measuring assembly, said instrument
having a turnable pointer part of which is located at all
times in said gap in the path of movement of said scanning
edge and engaging said scanning edge when said leyer
means turns from said rest position to said scanning posi-
tion, to be placed by said scanning edge against said stop
means to limit turning of said lever means.

3,097,583

«7 .. ^ PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA
Waldemar T. Rentschler, Calmbach (Enz), Germany, as-

signor to Alfred Gauthier G.m.b.H., Calmbach (Enz),
Germany, a corporation of Germany

S«^^"""**" of application Ser. No. 11,865, Feb. 29,
1960. This application June 29, 1962, Ser. No. 207,852

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 2, 1959
7 Claims. (CL 95—10)

^ ^—yp,J

1. In a photographic camera, in combination, fixedly
connected, movable speed and diaphragm setting mem-
bers movable at all times as a single unit, said diaphragm
setting member including a control mechanism which is
related to the speed setting member to provide uniform
exposure value gradations over a given range of move-
ment of the unit; two physically separate reciprocally
adjustable diaphragm adjusting members which arc sep-
arate from said speed and diaphragm setting members
and which are adapted for carrying the diaphragm blades,
movement of either member effecting adjustment of the
diaphragm aperture; coupling means between one adjust-
ing member and said setting members, effecting adjust-
ment of said one adjusting member in response to move-
ment of said setting members; light-responsive means for
effecting automatic adjustment of the said setting mem-
bers; manually operable means for effecting adjustment
of the other of said adjusting members; a shutter control
device for influencing the amount of open time of the shut-
ter; and means, separate from said speed setting mem-
ber, for actuating said device in response to adjustment
of the said other of said adjusting members.

1. Apparatus for developing a recorded image on a
film strip having a radiation sensitive surface and a sup-
port means, said apparatus having a housing; support
means within said housing for a source of supply of film;
film processing means including a stationary porous appli-
cator adapted to apply a relatively thin layer of process-
ing fluid having capillarity and meniscal boundaries to an
exposed predetermined portion of the film, said process-
ing means including a fixed substantially flat support
spaced from said porous applicator and proximately lo-
cated relative thereto for forming a narrow passage there-
with for reception of said film strip and for engaging the
support means of the film adjacent the exposed predeter-
mined portion such that the sensitive surface of the film is

disposed a relatively short distance in the order of a capil-
lary space from the porous applicator such that the film is
free from contact with the porous applicator and the thin
layer of processing fluid is disposed between the porous
applicator and the film; guide means for guiding said film
through said processing means; and means for providing
a controlled time relationship between the film transport
through the processing means and application of the proc-
essing fluid such that an excess of the processing fluid is
presented by the applicator at all times.

3,097,585
PHOTOCOPYING DEVICES

John W. Carlson, Chicago, III., assignor to Speed-O-Print
Busuess Machines Corporation, a corporation of
Illinois

FUed July 17, 1959, Ser. No. 827,903
11 Claims. (CI. 95—89)

1. In a developer of the type including a cabinet hav-
ing a container therein normally disposed in predeter-
mined fixed position in said cabinet, an outer wall hinged
on said cabinet for pivotal movement between a raised
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closed position and a lower open position, a second con-

tainer for liquid mounted on said wall for movement

therewith, and means connecting said second container

to said first mentioned container in position to feed liquid

from said first mentioned container in said fixed position

into said second mentioned container during said pivotal

movement of said wall from closed position to said open

position and feeding said liquid from said second con-

tainer to said first mentioned container in suid fixed posi-

tion during said pivotal movement of said wall from said

open position to said closed position.

3,097^86
APPARATUS FOR DEVELOPING COLOR FILM

AND MAKING COLOR PRINTS
Paul A. Weber, 426 Benson BIdg., Sioux Falls, S. Dak.

FUed June 29, 1961, Ser. No. 120,647
5 Claims. (CI. 95—89)

2. An apparatus for developing color film or paper

comprising a base, vertical supports attached to said base,

an upper platform supported by said supports, an inter-

mediate platform, means for suspending film or paper

from said intermediate platform, a pair of opposed cas-

ings mounted on said supports, means for advancing said

opposed casings towards each other, s^id casings being

open inwardly and said casings being adapted to receive

said film or paper, and whereby movement of said casings

towards each other will provide a film or paper processing

chamber, means for lighting said chamber, and means for

injecting water into said chamber, means for retracting

said casings, a frame mounted on said base, means for

advancing said frame along said base, said frame includ-

ing a plurality of spaced tanks, each of said tanks includ-

ing a solution therein for processing said film or paper,

means for moving said intermediate platform downwardly
whereby said film or paper will enter certain of said

tank in pre-determined relation, means for agitating said

intermediate platform to agitate said film or paper at

desired pre-determined sequences.

3,097,587
AIR FLOW CONTROL MEANS FOR AIR SCREEN

STRUCTURES
Edwin J. Kurek, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to New Cas-

tle Products, Inc., New Castle, Ind., a corporation of

Indiana
Continuation of application Ser. No. 788,949, Jan. 26,

1959. This application Apr. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 189,539
5 Claims. (CI. 98—36) «

'^^' A W m*^ A-^^^msm^ a a t
y

1. In an air screen structure wherein air moving means
establishes a recycling flow of air through air delivery

means and air return means both in communication with

a door area and positioned on opposite top and bottom
surface areas thereof to establish a downward flow of air,

the provision of directional air flow control means defin-

ing said air delivery means, and air mass floiw control

means defining said return means, said air mass flow con-

trol means being in the form of a grating which includes

a series of spaced inverted members having downwardly
divergent side portions depending from association with

transverse grating members, one of said side portions of
each inverted member being of less length in a down-
wardly direction than the other, and a movable series of

spaced baffles each of which are inclined to assume the

inclination of a shorter side portion of an inverted mem-
ber and constitute a downward extension of the same upon
movement into association therewith, said baffles coop-
erating with each of the other of said side portions to

define therebetween a groove-like air trapping area and
restricted throats to control the mass of air flowing down-
wardly through said grating.

3,097^M
MACHINES FOR THE COOKING OF PANCAKES

AND LIKE HOT-PLATE GOODS
Artfaor Lcriie Dc JcrMy, M SchMic St., Surrey Hills,

Vktofla, Australia
FUed Feb. 11, 1959, Ser. No. 792,654

Claims priority, appUcatlon Anstralia Feb. 20, 1958
35 Claims. (CL 99-^53)

1. A machine for cooking pancakes and like hot-plate

goods, comprising in combination an endless conveyor
system supported by a frame and embodying an endless

series of hot-plates in side-by-side relationship and dis-

posed to form upper and lower substantially horizontal

stretches of hot-plates; means operative to move the end-

less conveyor and hot-plates assembly intermittently;

means for heating the hot-plates; means located near
the leading end of the endless conveyor and hot-plates

assembly to deposit measured quantities of pancake batter

on each hot-plate in a transverse row relative to the travel

direction of the hot-plates; pancake-turnover means com-
prising a travelling carriage located transversely above
the upper stretch of hot-plates at a suitable point inter-

mediate the length of the endless conveyor and hot-plates

assembly and mounted pivotally to rock on a pair of re-

ciprocating slide-members supported at the sides of the

machine frame, a transverse battery of pancake-turnover
slicing and lifting blades supported by said carriage and
disposed to face said leading end of the endless conveyor
and comprising a row of blade members carried by a row
of spindles mounted for axial reciprocal turning movement
on the transverse carriage member, and operative means
comprising means for imparting rocking movement to

said transverse carriage member, means for imparting re-

ciprocating movement to said slide-members, and means
for imparting reciprocal turning movement to each of the

spindles carrying the row of blade members, all op-
erative in timed relationship with the intermittent move-
ment of each hot-plate to move said travelling carriage
and blades from an elevated neutral position and in a
direction opposite to the travel direction of the hot-plates

and lower said blades into slicing engagement with a hot-
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plate located immediately beneath said blades in said
lowered position and load the partly cooked pancakes from
said hot-plate onto said blades, thence raise said blades,
thence retract the travelling carriage and turn the blades
over sidewardly to deposit the pancakes with the uncooked
side downwards on said hot-plate and return said travelling
carriage and blades to the elevated neutral position, said
pancake-turnover operative means being operative to re-
peat the cycle of movements coincidental with the inter-
mittent movement of each successive hot-plate; and pan-
cake discharge means located near the trailing end of the
endless conveyor and hot-plate assembly to slicingly sepa-
rate from the hot-plates the cooked pancakes approaching
the trailing end of the endless conveyor and hot-plates as-
sembly and discharge said pancakes from the machine.

shell ends intermediate the shell and the shaft means,
each such mounting means being secured rigidly to the
shell solely at its outer end and mounted on the shaft
means solely at its inner end appreciably axially inwardly
of the shell ends, each said mounting means being radially
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3,097,589
DEEP FAT FRYER

Lewis F. Moore, % The Frymaster Corp., P.O. Box 7065,
410 Fortson St., Shreveport, La.

FUed June 13, 1960, Ser. No. 35,683
1 Claim. (CI. 99—408)

spaced from the shaft means axially outwardly from its

inner end mounted on the shaft means and being radially
spaced from the shell axially inwardly from its outer end
secured to the shell, thereby applying internal counter-
deflection moments to said shell in response to the appli-
cation of a load to said shell.

i^^S

3,097,591
ANTI-DEFLECTION ROLL

Edgar J. Justus, Beloh, Wis., assignor to Beloit Iron
Works, Beloit, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

FUed Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 154,801
8 Claims. (CI. 100—155)

An apparatus of the class described comprising a deep
fat frying vat having a t(^ and a bottom, a remote heater
including a vertical housing having an interior and an
exterior, a vertical heating coil having a lower end. an
upper end and a lowermost coil and positioned within
said housing, a feed pipe connected between the lower
end of said heating coil, and offset therefrom, and the
top of said deep fat frying vat through which frying fat
is delivered from said heating coil to said vat, a line from
the offset portion of said feed pipe to the exterior of
said housing, a thcrmosUtic control in said line, a return
pipe connecting the upper end of said heating coil with
said deep fat frying vat at the bottom thereof through
which frying fat is returned from said deep fat frying vat
to said heating coil, a pump in said return pipe for cir-
culating hot fat through said pipes, a valve-controlled
filter in said return pipe, offset with respect to said re-
turn pipe, and adapted to filter the circulating fat enter-
ing the upper end of said beating coil, a return pipe from
said filter to said pump for recirculation of the filtered

fat, a burner mounted directly under the lowermost coil
of said heating coil adjacent said thermostatic control
and frying fat to be circulated through said heating coil.

1. In combination, a roll shell whose centroidal axis
is subject to deflection in response to a load applied to
said shell, separate and independent allochiral co-axially
spaced shaft means in each end of the shell and rotatably
mounting the shell, and allochiral co-axially spaced
mounting means surrounding the shaft means and ex-
tending appreciably axially inwardly of each of the shell
ends intermediate the shell and the shaft means, each
such mounting means being secured rigidly to the shell
solely at its outer end and mounted on the shaft means
solely at its inner end appreciably axially inwardly of
the shell ends, each said mounting means being radially
spaced from the shaft means axially outwardly from its

inner end mounted on the shaft means and being ra-
dially spaced from the shell axially inwardly from its

outer end secured to the shell, thereby applying internal
counter-deflection moments to said shell in response to
the application of a load to said shell.

3,097,590
ANTI-DEFLECTION ROLL

Edgar J. Justus, Beloit, Wis., assignor to Beloit Iron
Works, Beloit, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

FUed Apr. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 102,571
17 Claims. (CI. 100—155)

2. In combination, a roll shell whose centroidal axis
is subject to deflection in response to a load applied to
said shell, shaft means in the shell and in radially spaced
relation thereto for rotatably mounting the shell, and
allochiral mounting means surrounding the shaft means
and extending appreciably axially inwardly of each of the

3,097,592
HEAT STAMPING DEVICES

Jerome Friedman, 36 Eastwood Lane,
Valley Stream, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 170,133
10 Claims. (CI. 101—6)

I. In a heat-stamping device of the character described,
a hub member rotatably mounted on a frame, a type
wheel member positioned as a removable collar on said
hub, electrically-operated heater means carried by the
type wheel, adapted when actuated to heat the type on
said wheel, a pair of electrically conductive detents <mi

one of said members and insulated from each other, a
pair of electrically conductive open sockets carried by
the other of said members and insulated from each other;
said detents being releasably entered into said sockets
and in contact therewith respectively; said detents being
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spring-biased to remain in said sockets, that pair of elec-

trically conductive components which is on the type

wheel, being connected respectively to the terminals of

said heater means and means on the hub affording acces-

sible terminal connections to a source of electrical en-

ergy, connected respectively to the conductive compo-
nents comprising the pair associated with the said hub;

the movement of the type wheel in being slid off the hub,

causing said detents to shift out of said sockets and the

movement of said type wheel in being mounted onto

said hub, causing said detents to shift into said sockets.

3,097,593
APPARATUS FOR HANDLESfG AND TREATING

TUBULAR PLASTIC CONTAINERS
Alexander George Makowski, Fayville, Arthur Jordan

Blood, Framingham, and John Moss Wathen, Jr., Bed-
ford, Mass., asdgnors to American Can Company, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

FUcd Mar. 31, 1959, Scr. No. 803,250
9 Claims. (CI. 101—38)

3. An apparatus for handling and treating sleeves com-
prising a mandrel having an outside diameter substantially

equal to the inside diameter of the sleeves to be treated

for receiving and firmly holding a sleeve thereon in tele-

scoping relation, conveyor means for supporting a proces-

sion of sleeves in end-to-end relation for advancing sleeves

toward said mandrel, a stop element disposed adjacent

said conveyor means to arrest advancement of said proces-

sion of sleeves, a pressure member disposed adjacent said

conveyor means for engaging said sleeves behind the lead-

ing sleeve of said procession to hold back said procession

of sleeves, means for actuating said stop element and
said pressure member in timed relation, a sleeve locating

hopper intermediate said mandrel and said conveyor
means for receiving said leading sleeve, finger means
reciprocable between said conveyor means and said

hopper for conveying said leading sleeve to said hopper,

a pusher head disposed in said hopper and reciprocable

relative to said mandrel to advance said sleeve in said

hopper to a position on said mandrel, means for recipro-

cating said pusher head, means for treating the sleeve on
the mandrel, and means for stripping the sleeve from the

mandrel.

3,097,594
ASSEMBLED COMPOSITION PRINTING PROCESS

Charles A. Bankhead, 2430 S. Oakland St.,

Arlington 6, Va.
FUcd Feh. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 174,359

3 Claims. (CI. 101—128.4)

1. A method of preparing movable type and converting

it to a screen stencil which consists in forcing a composi-
tion of water repellant gum through a screen stencil onto
a backing sheet, dividing the sheet into legends or letter

units bearing gum bodies, placing a silk screen over the

gum bodies and in contact therewith, causing the gum
bodies to adhere to the screen, pressing and blotting the

screen into said gum bodies, removing the backing sheet,

applying a coating of water soluble glue to the screen,

drying the glue coating, aiui removing the gum bodies by
the application of a solvent.

3,097,595
RETRACTABLE SHEET FEEDING MECHANISM

Brano B. PasquincUi, Evergreen Parlt, Ul., assignor to

Miehle-Gon-Dextcr, Incorporated, Chicago, 111., a cor-
poration of Delaware

FUed Dec. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 78,166
7 Claims. (CI. 101—279)

1. A sheet feeder assembly for a printing press having
a main frame and an impression member, said sheet

feeder assembly including a feeder frame having a nor-

mally horizontal surface thereon for supporting a stack

of sheets to be printed, means mounting said feeder

frame on said main frame for movement between opera-
tive and inoperative positions with respect to said impres-

sion member including a channel member fixed to the

main frame, and a coacting follower attached to the

feeder frame, means for moving said feeder frame be-

tween said operative and inoperative positions, and means
connected between the main frame and the feeder frame
and having coaction with said channel member and fol-

lower to tilt said feeder frame in a forward direction

during its movement between said positions.
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3,097,596
DRIVE MEANS FOR PRINTING PLATEN

MACHINES
Johann Georg Schick, Sankt Gallen, Switzerland, assignor

to Ferdinand Riicsch Maachiocnfabrik, Sankt Gallen,
Switzerland

FUcd Sept 19, 1960, Ser. No. 57,058
Claims priority, application Switzerland Sept. 18, 1959

5 Claims. (CL 101—320)

sure plate and the ink roller, and means to pivotally
adjust said reservoir to adjust the distance of said pres-
sure plate from the ink roller and thereby the pressure of
said pressure plate on said wick portion against the ink
roller.

3,097398
PRINTING CYLINDER

Werner Hotop, Heinz Giinter Mccse, and Erwin Mas-
joshusmann, Dortmund - Aplcrbcck, Ulrich Bohic,
Schwerte (Rnhr), and Giinter Ginzcl, Dortmnnd-Apler-
beck, Germany, aasignon to Dcntsche Edclstahlwerkc
Akticngeselischaft, Krcfeld, Germany

FUed Dec. 11, 1961, Scr. No. 158,344
3 Claimi. (Q. 101—378)

4

1 . A priming press comprising, in combination, a print-

ing bed; a printing head mounted for substantially ver-

tical reciprocation relative to said bed, and having a pair

of coaxial oppositely directed stub shafts; a drive shaft

rotatably mounted in said printing bed; a pair of con-
centric drive sprockets eccentrically fixed on oi>posite

ends of said drive shaft; a pair of concentric driven
sprockets each eccentrically rotatable on a respective

stub shaft; a, pair of drive chains each connecting a drive

sprocket to an associated driven sprocket; head recipro-

cating means moveable in synchronism with said drive

sprockets and connected to said head and including means
maintaining a constant spacing between the centers of
each drive sprocket and its associated driven sprocket;

an inking roller assembly; support means revolvably

mounting said assembly on said stub shafts for revolu-

tion about said printing head; and means drivingly con-

necting said support means to said driven sprockets for

revolution of said assembly in synchronism with the re-

ciprocation of said printing head.

3,097,597
INK ROLLER LUBRICATOR

Martin K. Visscr, Dcs Moines, Iowa, assignor to Meredith
Publishing Company, Des Moines, Iowa, a corporation
of Iowa

FUcd May 1, 1961, Scr. No. 106,711
2 Claims. (CL 101—364)

2. An ink roller lubricator comprising an oil reservoir,

a C-clamp for mounting on the back wall of the ink

fountain of a printing press, said reservoir being pivoted

to said C-clamp, a wick in said reservoir having a por-

tion extending therefrom, a pressure plate carried by said

reservoir and in opposition to the ink roller of the print-

ing press with said portion of said wick between said pres-

1
.
A cylinder for mounting a flexible magnctisable

printing plate including co-axial elements each compris-
ing a soft iron annular member and at least one per-
manent magnet which is magnetised across its thinnest
section and is affixed to a diametral face of said member,
longitudinal rib members of non-ferromagnetic material,
said elements being mounted in axial adjacency on said
rib members in such manner as to provide a closely spaced
sequence of poles of alternating polarity in the peripheral
surface of the cylinder.

3 097 599
DUPLICATING MACHINE

Edgar Rotishauser, Todistrassc 1, Zurich, Switzeriand
FUed Sept. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 838^17

Oaims priority, application Switzerland Sept. 10, 1958
3 Claims. (CI. 101—416)

1. In a duplicating machine having a rotated drum
adapted to carry a stencil for marking successive sheets as

the latter are fed by a reciprocated sheet feeding member
from a stack of the sheets at a feeding station along a path
that includes a portion of the surface of the drum to a dis-

charge station; the combination of air pumping means
operative to supply air under pressure, mechanical linkage
means connecting said sheet feeding member with said air

pumping means for operating the latter in response to re-

ciprocation of the sheet feeding member, selector valve
means having an inlet connected with said air pumping
means for receiving air under pressure from the latter

and a plurality of outlets, said valve means being actuable
to selectively communicate said outlets with said inlet.
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first, second and third nozzle means located to direct ing from the bottom of the well container upwardly, the
streams of air against the successive sheets at said feeding

station, at said portion of the surface of the drum and at

said discharge station, respectively, conduit means con-
necting said first, second and third nozzle means with re-

spective outlets of said selector valve means, and a con-
tainer for powdery material interposed in the conduit
means between said valve means and said third nozzle

means so that air streaming from the latter entrains pow-
dery material from said container.

total weight of the pentolite coating being between one

3,097,600
SOUND GENERATOR

James C. Hopkins, Cambridge, Man^ and Owen G. Ben-
nett, Baltimore, Md., assi^aors to the United States of
America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

Filed Apr. 25, 1946, Scr. No. 664,870
7 Claims. (CI. 102—7)

(Granted under TiUe 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. An underwater sound generator comprising a series

of discs stacked one upon the other, each disc having a
series of spaced openings, an explosive charge in each of
said openings, an annular groove in each disc interconnect-

ing said openings and having an opening leading therefrom
intercommunicating with the annular groove of the next
adjacent disc, fuse means in said openings and grooves,

means for retaining said discs in stacked formation with

said lead openings in uniform or different relative posi-

tions with respect to each other and means for initiating

the ignition of the fuse associated with the first disc of
the series.

3,097,601
PENTOLITE-DIPPED CAP WELLS IN

SEISMIC CANS
George L. GriflSth, Coopcrsburg, and George A. Lytc,

Bethlehem, Pa., assignors to Trojan Powder Company,
New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York

FUed Jnly 22, 1960, Scr. No. 44,789
4 Claims. (Ci. 102—23)

1. The method of counteracting loss of sensitivity of

explosives used in land seismic work due to undue pres-

sures such as hydrostatic heads when a train of con-

nected cans is used in a bore hole in which chosen spaced

cans of seismic explosive of the train are replaced by
primer cans containing priming material, each such primer
can having a centrally positioned elongated cap well con-

tainer extending within the can; which consists in coating,

prior to filling the primer can with primer material, the

outside of the wall of the primer cap well container with

a smooth thin coat of even thickness of pentolite extend-

and six grams and extending a substantial portion of the
length of the cap well container.

3,097,602
LIQUID PROPELLANT CARTRIDGE

Charles F. Tnmcr, Meant Canncl, Conn^ aarignor to OUn
Maddcson Chcmkal Corporatioii, a corporation of
Vkginia

FUed Oct 28, 1960, Ser. No. 65,824
3 Claims. (CL 101-^9)

1. A method of utilizing potential energy within a liquid

propellant susceptible of ignition by adiabatic compression
where the propellant is confined within a cartridge com-
prising the steps of providing a cylindrical case and coop-
erating piston, disposing a quantity of said propellant

within the cylinder and advancing the piston into the

cylinder in a direction which tends to pressurize the

propellant without igniting the propellant and securing
the piston relative to the cylinder so as to maintain the

pressure level established and subsequently introducing

energy to the piston to drive the piston further into the

case operative to increase the pressure level of the propel-

lant eflfective to bring about ignition.

3,097,603
FRAGMENTATION PROJECTILE

Richard G. Harper, 330 E. 10th Ave., Denver 3, Colo.
FUed Nov. 12, 1959, Scr. No. 852,402

4 Claims. (CI. 102—91)
4. A fragmentation projectile for rifled firearms which

comprises a plurality of longitudinal rows of complemen-
tary segments interfitting to form a bullet-shaped body, a
soft metal casing holding said rows of segments in as-

sembled relationship to form said body, elongated mem-
bers secured to the forwardmost segments and extend-
ing rearwardly under said casing along said body and
being anchored therebetween at their rearmost ends, and
means at the forward end of said body for admitting air
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between said forwardmost segments whereby upon flight opening and said inlet bore having a larger diameter than
of the projectile said forwardmost segments separate and said inlet bore, a check valve disc of resilient matcriaJ
said elongated members are drawn through and tear the loosely disposed in said check valve chamber for sealing

said atmosphere opening, and a flow passage in said check
valve disc being offset from said atmosphere opening and
permitting an air flow to said venturi throat when said
check valve disc is moved away from said atmosphere
opening.

3,097,605
CHEMICAL PUMP FOR OIL WELLS

Charles R. Berkley, Odessa, Tex., assignor to Gulf Oil
Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Penn-
sylvania

casing due to the centrifugal forces on said forwardmost FUed Apr. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 186,406
segments to facilitate the release and scattering of the re- ^ Claims. (CL 103—6)
maining segments of said body.

3,097,604
CONVERTIBLE AIR VOLUME CONTROL

David Luke Morgan, Shelton, Conn., assignor to Robert-
shaw-Fulton Controls Company, Richmond, Va., a cor-
poration of Delaware

FUed Dec. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 159,099
1 Chdm. (CI. 103—«)

In a fluid pressure system, the combination including
a fluid storage tank, a pump for supplying liquid to said
tank, and air volume control means for maintaining a de-
sired air pressure in said storage Unk comprising a hous-
ing containing fluids of liquid and air and having port
means adjacent its top and bottom, means connecting the
bottom port means of said housing to the suction side
of said pump whereby operation of said pump causes a
flow of liquid through the bottom port means, valve
means including a ball float valve operative in response
to a predetermined liquid level in said housing for con-
trolling the flow of liquid through said bottom port
means, horizontal conduit means connecting the top port
means of said housing to said storage tank, venturi means
having a venturi throat in said conduit means, an enlarged
chamber in said conduit means between one end of said
venturi means and said tank, a ball float valve in said en-
larged chamber cooperating with the said one end of said
venturi means to prevent flow ot liquid from said tank to
said venturi means, bored fitting means vertically carried
by said conduit means and including a passage perpen-
diculariy intersecting said venturi throat for establishing
communication between the atmosphere and said venturi
throat, an atmosphere opening on one end of said bored
fitting means and an inlet bore on the opposite end there-
of having a larger diameter than said atmosphere open-
ing, a check valve chamber intermediate said atmoq>bere

1
. Apparatus for the injection of a liquid into the flow

line of an oil well equipped with a reciprocating pump
driven by a polish rod extending upwardly from the well
head comprising a storage tank for the liquid, a pump
cylinder positioned in said storage tank, said pump cyl-
inder having a bore extending vertically therethrough, an
inlet port extending through the cylinder and intersecting
the bore above the lower end thereof, conduit means from
the lower end of the cylinder to the flow line of the pump
for delivery of liquids from the pump into the flow line,
a check valve in the conduit means, a plunger movable
in the bore of the cylinder from a position above the in-
let port to a position below the inlet port, a striker plate
mounted on the polish rod, an arm unattached to the
striker plate extending to a position below the striker
plate whereby said arm is engaged and moved down-
wardly by the striker plate on downward movement of
the striker plate, said arm extending over the upper end
of the plunger and adapted to move the plunger down-
wardly on downward movement of the polish rod to its

lowermost position to drive the plunger downwardly in the
bore of the pump, means for adjusting the length of the
plunger to control the distance below the inlet valve
traveled by the plunger, and resilient means engaging the
plunger to urge said plunger upwardly against the arm.

3,097,606
WATER BOOSTER SYSTEM

Herman Fhizcl, Chicago, III., assignor to WcO Pnmp Com-
pany, Chicago, ni., a corporation of lUfaiois

FUed Oct. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 146,515
1 Claim, (a. 103—23)

A water booster system for industrial, commercial and
residential use comprising a constant operating motor, a
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pump for delivering water from a supply main to a header
pipe, an electromagnetic clutch providing connection be-

tween the motor and the pump, means responsive to

variation of water pressure in said header pipe resulting

from drain of water from the header pipe, for actuating

said clutch to vary the speed of operation of the pump
while the speed of operation of the motor remains con-

stant, said means comprising a reversing motor having a

degree of rotation of 180', a variable transformer actu-

ated by said reversing motor and in circuit with the clutch
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for varying the magnetic field thereof and having a

potential of zero to 110 volts, a rectifier having circuit

connections with said transformer, a pressure-responsive

switch for controlling the direction of operation of the

reversing motor in response to variation of pressure in

said header pipe, and a single conduit opening communi-
cation between the header pipe and said switch and
through which water flows in opposite directions in re-

sponse to the variation of water pressure in said header
pipe-

3,097,607
LIQUID FUEL PUMPS

Frank C Freeman, Solihull, England, assignor to Joseph
Lucas (Industries) Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed Feb. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 92,220
Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 1, 1960

1 Claim. (CL 103-^1)

2Z 3

A liquid fuel pump of the kind specified, comprising
in combination a hollow body provided with a fuel inlet,

a fuel outlet, an internal cam surface, and a bleed pas-

sage communicating at one end thereof with said out-

let, a rotor mounted within said hollow body, and pro-

vided with a plurality of longitudinal bores which are

angularly spaced relative to the axis of said rotor, and
each of which communicates alternately, at one end of
said rotor, with said inlet and said outlet during rotation

of said rotor, a plurality of spring-loaded plungers re-

spectively mounted within said bores, and extending from
the other end of said rotor into contact with said cam sur-

face which is disposed so that rotation of said rotor is

accompanied by reciprocation of said plungers for en-

abling fuel from said inlet to be admitted to said bores

in turn, and to be discharged from said bores in turn

through said outlet, a valve member in the form of a

piston which is coaxial with said rotor, and which serves
to control the escape of fuel from the end of said bleed
passage remote from said outlet, means whereby said

piston is connected to said rotor so as to be rotatable

therewith, and capable of axial movement relative there-
to, centrifugally operable means which is carried by said

rotor, and under the action of which said piston is mov-
able axially to permit escape of fuel from said bleed pas-

sage when said rotor attains a predetermined speed, a
valve cylinder in which said piston is mounted, and which
at one end communicates through the interior of said hol-

low body with said inlet, and an adjustable pressure-re-

sponsive relief valve for controlling pressure in the other
end of said cylinder, the latter being provided adjacent
the first mentioned end thereof with an opening which
communicates with the end of said bleed passage remote
from said outlet, and through the medium of which com-
munication is establishable between said bleed passage
and the first mentioned end of said cylinder by movement
of said piston under the action of said centrifugally op-
erable means, said hollow body being provided with a re-

stricted orifice in communication with said outlet, and
being also provided with a second passage which com-
municates at opposite ends respectively with the said other
end of said cylinder and the end of said restricted orifice

remote from said outlet, and said second passage being
also in communication with said relief valve.

3,097,608
WINDSHIELD WASHER

Raymond A. Deibcl, Cheektowaga, and William C.
Riester, Williamsville, N.Y., assignors to Trico Products
Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 72,466
5 Claims. (CI. 103—43)

1. A windshield washer pump comprising a housing, a
solvent chamber in said bousing, an intalce conduit in

communication with said solvent chamber, a discharge
conduit in communication with said solvent chamber,
piston means mounted for reciprocation in said solvent

ctiamber along a predetermined axis to provide an intalce

strolce and a discharge strolce, checlc valve means oper-
atively associated with both said intalce conduit and said

discharge conduit to permit the charging of said solvent
chamber with solvent during said intalce strolce of said

piston means and the discharging of said solvent during
said discharge stroke of said piston means, spring means
in said housing for biasing said piston means in a direc-

tion to effect said discharge stroke, a fluid pressure cham-
ber in said housing adapted to be placed in communication
with a fluid pressure source for moving said piston means
against the bias of said spring means to effect said intake
stroke, valve means operable in synchronism with the

movement of said piston means for alternately placing
sa'i fluid pressure chamber in communication with said
fluid pressure source to move said piston means against
the bias of said spring means to effect said intake strt^e
and for thereafter venting said fluid pressure chamber
to thereby permit said spring means to move said piston
means to effect said dischar^ stroke, said valve means
including a slide valve oscillatable in a direction which is

substantially perpendicular to the axis of reciprocation of
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said piston means and about an axis which is substan-
tially parallel to the axis of reciprocation of said piston
means, linkage means operatively interconnecting said
slide valve and said piston means to convert the reciproca-
tory motion of said piston means into oscillatory move-
ment of said slide valve, said linkage means including
cam means telcsoopically engaging said piston means op-
eratively interconnecting said piston means and said slide
valve and sealing means intermediate said solvent cham-
ber and said fluid pressure chamber.

3,097,609
RAG GUARD FOR POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT

PUMPS
Leonard M. Nechlne, Highland Park, HI., assignor toFMC Corporation, a corporation of Delawaiv

FUed Oct. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 848,447
6 Claims. (Ci. 103—117)

1. In combination with a pump having a housing form-
ing a suction chamber, a drive shaft having one end posi-
tioned in said suction chamber, and a rotor having one
end secured to said one end of said drive shaft, a flexible
tubular rag guard enclosing the connection between said
rotor and said drive shaft, said rag guard having aper-
tures providing passageways for liquid from said suction
chamber to the space enclosed by said rag guard to equal-
ize the pressure within said rag guard and said suction
chamber, said apertures being too small to admit rags into
the space enclosed by said rag guard, one end of said
rag guard slidably engaging the connection between said
rotor and said drive shaft, and the other end of said ra«
guard being fixed relative to said housing.

3,097,610

_,,^ PUMP AND MOTOR CONSTRUCTION
Victor E. Swanson, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to Pro-
con Pump & Engineering Co., Oak Park, Mich., a cor-
poration of Michigan

Filed Jan. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 167,002
1 Claim. (CI. 103—118)
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tending therefrom adjacent the periphery thereof, and a
motor shaft extending from said motor having a flat key
formed on one side of said shaft,

a centrally apertured mourning spider formed for dis-
position centrally on said motor end cap,

a vane type pump including a housing and a pump
rotor rotatably mounted in fluid scaled relation-
ship therein,

said rotor having radially disposed vane slots therein
and vanes reciprocatingly mounted in said vane
slots,

said rotor including a hollow rotor shaft with a flat
keyway formed therein at one end thereof,

said pump housing including a tubular sleeve con-
centric with respect to said rotor shaft extending
therefrom axially of said rotor shaft and fixedly
mounted centrally on said mounting spider,

said motor shaft extending centrally through said spider
ajnd into said one end of said hollow pump rotor
shaft in key mated drive relationship thereto

the m^mg flat face of the key of said motor shaft
aiid flat face of the keyway of said pump rotor being
slightly spaced,

a fixed seal in said other end of said hollow rotor
shaft spaced from the end of said motor shaft form-
ing a fluid reservoir therein,

said rotor shaft having suitable radially disposed aper-
tiires therein communicating with said pump vanes
whereby to prevent a buUd-up of hydraulic pressure
behind said pump vanes,

and means securing said mounting spider concentri-
cally on said motor end cap.

3,097,611

„^ .
WHEEL STOP

W.*^«^ro"T'.
^"yn* Township, near Richmond,Wayne County, Ind., assignor to Hayes Track Appul

JJJJ^»"P"y»
Rfchmond, Ind., . corpofation of

Filed Jan. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 168,336
lOCUims. (CL 104—258)

1. A wheel stop for installation upon a rail, including
in combination, wheel abutment means adapted to be
placed on a rail including structure located above the
ran, means including rail clamping elements movably
mounted upon opposite sides of the structure for move-ment between rail clamping and released positions, means
including structure on said clamping elements engageable
with the raU upon placement of the stop on the raU for
effecting movement of the clamping elements to raUClamping position, and means including vertically mov-

In a pump and motor construction wherein the motor wi h ^1^H*^'"""'
'"0"nted on the structure engageable
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3,«97,612

OUTLET STRUCTURE FOR RAILWAY
HOPPER CARS

George B. Dorey, Westmount, Qncbcc, Canada, aasignor

to Enterprise RaUway Equipment Company, CliicaKO,

111., a corporation of Dlinob
FUed Nov. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 851,459

7 Claims. (CI. 105—2S2)

3,097,614
TABLE EXTENSION SLIDE MECHANISM

WUIiam J. Duncan, Statesrilk, N.C., avignor to Acme
Homes Metal Woriu, Inc., a corporation of Noitii

Carolina
FUed Apr. M, 1962, Ser. No. 193,043

7 Claims. (CL 108—«3)

T
-**- •^'m U??SVr:4».'>.'-V.».

.
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1. A discharge outlet assembly comprising, in combina-

tion,

(fl) a foursided chute-like enclosure definmg a dis-

charge opening,

(b) a gate for said opening movable beyond one of

the sides of said enclosure to open position,

(c) support means on opposite sides of said enclosure

extending toward each other on which said gate is

movable,

(d) said gate including an upstanding flange wall at

each side extending in the general direction of move-

ment of the gate and tapering in height from a loca-

tion adjacent said one side of said enclosure when

said gate is in closed position,

(e) ledge means along each of said opposite sides of

said enclosure in overlying relation to the respective

side flange of said gate,

(/) resiliem gasket means interposed between the im-

dersurfaces of said ledge means and the upper sur-

faces of said side flanges when said gate is fully

closed, and

(g) means for moving said gate between open and

closed positions.

3,097,613
VALVE AND ACTUATOR

Irl I. Tubbs, 819 North Ave., Galva, lU.

FUed Aug. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 834,835

14 Claims. (CI. 107—14)

^ •', (jvVitPiV^i-.if « •

1. A table extension slide mechanism for association

with primary table leaves to allow spacing thereof fcH"

accommodating at least one intermediate extra leaf, said

mechanism comprising at least two inner slide members

assembled in telescoping relation with an outer slide struc-

ture for sliding extension in opposite directions there-

from, said inner slide members being inclined downwardly

with respect to said outer slide structure in the direction of

their respective sliding extension, and said downward in-

clination being obtained by a first boss struck downwardly

in the lower surface of each inner slide member adjacent

its trailing end so as to cause said end to ride high within

said outer slide structure and by second bosses struck

downwardly in the top surface of said outer slide struc-

ture at the portions thereof from which said inner slide

members are respectively extended so as to maintain the

inner slide members riding low thereat.

3.097,615
FURNITURE CONSTRUCTION

Lon Ro«, East Rockaway, N.Y., asrignor to Maurice

Dnchin Creations, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation

of New York
Filed Sept 27, 1961, Ser. No. 141,048

1 Claim. (CI. 108—155)

1

.

A valve for a container comprising, a resilient body

extending through an opening formed in the container

and compressed thereby, a slit fwmed through the re-

silient body and extending from the inside to the outside

of the container, a hollow cylindrical-shaped member re-

ceivable over the outer portion of the resilient body and

formed with an opening from which the contents of the

container may pass, a strip shaped member atUched to

the inside of the cylindrical-shaped member and receiv-

able within the slit of the resilient body to open and close

the valve, and a handle for turning the cylindrical-shaped

member.
2. In apparatus according to claim 1 wherein the open-

ing in the cylindrical-shaped member is formed so as to

produce a decorative effect on the contents of the con-

tainer as they are discharged.

In an article of furniture, the combination of a pair of

y^paced uprights, a horizontally elongated panel-like mem-
ber, and means connecting said panel-like member to said

uprights for support of the panel-like member in a hori-

zontal position by the uprights and for retaining the up-

rights in a vertical position by the panel-like member,

said connecting means comprising a first horizontal rod

rigidly secured to and extending transversely of said

panel-like member between said uprights, end portions of

said rod projecting through transverse apertures formed

in the uprights, a second rod spaced vertically fr^m and

parallel to said first rod, means rigidly securing ii.terme-

jiate portions of said first and second rods together, end

portions of the second rod constituting a pair of rod-

shaped keeper elements disposed in vertically spaced

parallel relation to the respective end portions of the first

rod, said uprights being provided at points spaced verti-

cally from said apertures with sockets receiving said rod-

shaped keeper elements, said sockeU having blind inner

ends in abutment with the ends at said keeper elements.

longitudinal side edges of said panel-like member abuting
said uprights interiorly of the latter, and retaining ele-
ments provided on the end portions of said first rod ex-
teriorly of the uprights to retain the parts assembled.

3,097,616
PLANTER

"*™^
DL.^™®***' *' Exchange St, Providence, R.L
FUed Dec. 19, 1956, Ser. No. 629,328

19Cbdm8. (CLlll—3)
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driving said traversing element comprising a rack con-
forming to the predetermined configuration and a driven
pinion cooperating with said rack, said rack and pinion
being earned by said traversing element and said sup-
porting structure, means for initiating operation of said
traversing element, and control means responsive to the

1. Apparatus for planting seedling trees comprising a
tractor including a clutch, a brake and frames pivotally
supported at their forward ends to the tractor, means
suspending the frames rearwardly of their pivoted for-
ward ends. substantiaUy parallel with the ground, saidmeans permitting upward movement of the frames and
including means for damping downward movement a
shaft on one frame, a colter and packing wheel, means
mounting the colter and packing wheel on the shaft in
angularly spaced relation, means on said one frame oper-
able to rock the packing wheel or colter into engagement
with the ground and simultaneously to lift the other out
of the ground so as to make a furrow and close it a
double-acting cylinder and piston assembly connected' to
said last means for effecting operation thereof, the other
frame mounung a seat for the planter, a treadle on said
otner frame, and a treadle-operated control valve, means
connecting the control valve to the double-acting cylinder
and piston assembly, said control valve being operable to
effect movement of the piston in the cylinder in opposite
directions, a control shaft on the tractor operably con-
nected to the clutch and brake so as to declutch the tractor
wheels and simultaneously apply the brake, and means
operable, when the control valve is operated by the
treadle to effect movement of said piston in a direction
to raise the colter, to eflFect operation of said control
sliaft to stop the tractor.

operation of said traversing mechanism for automatically
oontrolhng the operation of the sewing machine to initiate
operation thereof and to stop the same at the completionof the sewing cycle and for automatically stopping said
traversing mechanism upon completion of Ac traverse
cycle.

3 097 618MANUFACTURE OF MULTI-WALL BAG HAVING
HEAT.SEALED LEVER

^^
'iSS, r '^"'^t. ''"S.*> ^'»*«' -^O' to RaymondBag^Corporation, Middletown, Ohi^Ta corporatSi of

Filed Dec. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 73,050
4 Claims. (CI. 112—10)

3,097.617

Orl.„- R o'^iT?^.^"^ SEWING UNITS

^«r p^t'"'
^'^''/^ '**" ^- "«"• Garwood, and

Sfc 7"nS?*'.f"*'
^^*^* '• Abel, Watchung, NJ,««jpior, to The Singer Manufacturing Compan^ Eliza"

bctfa, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey
FUed May 26, 1958, Ser. No. 737,775

18 Claims. (CI. 112—2)
1. In combination, a supporting structure, a sewing

machine mounted on said supporting structure, said sew-
ing machine having a work supporting surface, stitch
forming mechanism including an endwise movable nee-
dle defining a point of stitch formation on said work sup-
porting surface, traversing mechanism for moving work
relative to said point of stitch formation to produce aseam of a predetermined configuration, said traversing
mechanism comprising a traversing element for carryingAe work and mounted upon said supporting structure
for umversal movement in a horizontal pUne, means for

1. A method for continuously forming mulU-wall bags

snrh"L^" Til '.'"" ^""'Po^d of heat scalable material,such as polyethylene, which comprises advancing a plu^rahty of paper webs and a preformed tube of liner form-

^.L'"^.l"^ ••i".^'^''"«
^''^ P^P*'" ^«bs and said linerube with said Imer tube overiying said paper webs andspaced inwardly from the opposite side edges thereof

concurrently infolding the opposite side edjes of Sdpaper webs about said liner tube and joining togeS^rheir corresponding edges to provide a plurality of tubeslying one within the other, with said liner tube innermST
severing said combined tubes crosswise into bag lenWand thereafter advancing said bag lengths so formeJiJa direction at right angles to their length, closing the endsof said bag lengths by heat sealing at least one end oeach inner liner through the surrounding paper tubes toorm an end seal for said liner tube and closing StTc^responding ends of said surrounding paper tubes by a lineof stitching extending along marginal end portions of

^n JTk°"",^"« i"*^'
*"** P^^'"« completely through

all of the phes of said bag length including said inaer

ZV^^i •"* of stitching passing through the sealedend of said liner tube along a line spaced outwardly fromhe innermost edge of said end seal, whereby said line ofstitching secures said inner liner to the surrounding pliesof he bag so formed and yet does not interfere with thesealed condition of said inner liner
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3,097,619
ROTARY HOOK DEVICES FOR SEWING

MACHINES
Maurlzio Cerlianl, Frazionc Maachcrpa, Favia, Italy

Filed Jan. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 81,551

Claims priority, application Italy July 13, 1960
7 Claims. (CL 112—228)

1. A rotary hook unit of the closed seat type for sew-

ing machines comprising

a hook cup having a scat for a casing containing a

bobbin,

said scat being formed by an annular slot in the in-

terior rim portion of said hook cup,

a C-ring for mounting the bobbin casing in said slot

of the hook cup,

resilient means for holding the C-ring in position for

mounting said bobbin casing while permitting limited

axial movement of the C-ring with respect to the

hook cup,

said resilient means comprising a central body portion

and a plurality of radial arms,

means for mounting said resilient means in the central

part of the bottom of said hook cup,

said hook cup containing a plurality of radial slots

adjacent the bottom thereof adapted to accommodate
the radial arms of said resilient means,

said hook cup also containing bores extending from
said radial slots to the rim of said cup, and

means for connecting the C-ring to the arms of said

resilient means through said bores.

3,097,620
METHOD OF MAKING HOLLOW ARTICLES

John H. Peters 3rd, Rocltville, Conn., assignor to United
Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn., a corpora-
tion of Delaware ^

Filed Sept. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 55,887
11 Claims. (CI. 113—52)

1. The method of forming a hollow metal article of

varying circular cross section which method comprises the

steps of, providing a mandrel having a tapered working
surface of circular cross section, providing an annular

metal blank having an inner surfacee conforming closely

to said mandrel working surface, placing said blank on
said mandrel with the inner surface thereof in engagement
with said mandrel working surface, applying a forming
tool to said blank in such relation to said mandrel as to

pinch said blank h>etween said forming tool and said man-
drel working surface and simultaneously therewith im-

parting relative rotation between said forming tool and
blank to effect a reduction in the thickness of said blank

along the full circumference thereof at the zone of said

tool, moving said forming tool in a direction generally

lengthwise of said blank and toward the larger inner diam-
eter end thereof while maintaining the forming tool in

blank-pinching relationship with said mandrel, and re-

straining said larger inner diameter end of said blank
against movement relative to said mandrel in the general

direction of movement of said forming tool so that the un-

worked material of said blank is placed in compression by
the generally lengthwise movement of said tool and is ex-

pressed in a generally axial direction between said form-
ing tool and outer-mandrel surface with a consequent
reduction in wall thickness and growth in length to pro-
duce the desired article.

3,097,621
BRAZING JIG FOR ELECTRON TUBE

FABRICATION
George A. Lalak, Springfield, NJ., anignor to Radio Cor-

poration of America, a corporation of Delaware
Filed June 13, 1960, Ser. No. 35,795

6 Claims. (CI. 11^—99)

1. A brazing jig comprising a housing having a cylin-

drical opening therein, a pair of support disks mounted
transversely within said opening in longitudinal spaced

relationship with each other along the longitudinal axis

of said cylindrical opening, each of said support disks

having a central aperture therethrough, one of said sup-

port disks having a plurality of peripheral recesses there-

in, a cylindrical jigging assembly extending through the

central apertures of and fixed to said support disks, and
a plurality of elongated sheet metal inserts disposed with-

in said housing, each of said inserts extending longitu-

dinally along the wall of said cylindrical opening from
the other of said disks and through one of said peripheral

recesses in said one disk.

3,097,622
STABILIZATION OF FLOATING BODIES

John Bell, Beckenham, Kent, England, assignor to

Muirhead & Co. Limited, Kent, England
Filed Mar. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 183,175

Claims priority, application Great Britain Feb. 13, 1962
2 Claims. (CL 114—125)

1. A floating body having a stabilizer tank the top

of which is lielow the water line and open so that water

fills the tank up to a level determined by pressure of

gas in the tank, pump means for pressurizing the gas

in the tank so that the tank is normally substantially
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filled with gas when the tank is in its central position
of vertical movement, valve means controlling the flow
of gas into and out of the tank and means for opening
the valve means for a period when the tank is near the
downward limit of its vertical movement to permit water
to enter the tank and for opening the valve means for
a period when the tank is near its upward limit of ver-
tical movement to permit water to leave the tank.
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said strip to the bow limb to bend therewith whereby the
strip is substantially parallel to the bow limb and the strip
faces said limb with its concave surface.

3,097,623
HYDRAULIC JET PROPULSION APPARATUS FOR

WATER-BORNE CRAFT
Charles W. F. Hamilton, Irishman Creek, Private Bag,

Timam, Canterbmy, New Zealand
Filed Apr. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 105,816

Claims priority, application New Zealand Apr. 30, 1960
7 Claims. (CL 115—12)

3,097,625
SANITARY FLOORS FOR ANIMALS
Albert H. Sievers, Rte. 1, Fieldon, III.

Filed Sept. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 55,693
4 Claims. (CL 119—15)

1. For hydraulic jet propulsion apparatus for water-
borne craft of the type including means for propelling
the craft astern by means of a forwardly directed water
jet, plate means constituting a directional control, means
turnably mounting the plate means on the apparatus ad-
jacent to the point of discharge of the forwardly directed
jet, a plurality of vanes arranged in parallelism on and
depending from the lower face of the plate means with
such vanes lying in the path of the jet and serving to
direct the jet in the desired direction, steering means aft
of the plate means, and means connecting the plate means
to the steering means whereby movement of the steering
means eflfects turning of the plate means thereby chang-
ing the angle of the vanes in relation to the forwardly
directed jet.

1. A self-cleaning feeding floor comprising a pair of
loafing floor sections, an open sewer trench disposed
between said sections, each of said sections sloped to-
ward said trench, and means spaced vertically above said
sections for discharging fluid into said sections for carry-
ing debris on said sections into said trench, and sleeping
floor sections disposed immediately adjacent said loafing
floor sections remote from said trench, and shed means
mounted around said sleeping floor sections, said shed
means including a closed roof, side, and end walls, said
roof sloped toward said trench, said fluid discharge means
including a perforated pipe secured to said roof above
the junction between said sleeping and loafing floor sec-
tions and directed toward said loafing floor section.

3,097,626
ANIMAL EXERCISER

Major Felten, Box 2233, Galisteo, N. Mex.
Filed Oct. 11, 1962, Ser. No. 232,640

1 CUim. (CI. 119—29)

3,097,624
BOW PULL INDICATOR

Palmer Bcrgquist, R.R. 2, Campbell River,
British Columbia, Canada

Filed Nov. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 153,446
13 Claims. (CI. 116—67)

A cat exerciser comprising a demountable cruciform
base, an elongated helical spring, a screw having a diam-
eter slightly greater than the internal diameter of said
helical spring, said screw passing vertically up through
the center of the base into the lower end of said spring
to thereby hold the lower end of the helical spring
vertical, a flexible suspensory element having a length
of less than the length of the helical spring being secured
to the upper end of the spring, a stuffed bag being at-
tached to the lower end of said suspensory element, said
helical spring being formed of spring wire having a
torsional resistance of not over thirty percent of the
tumbling moment of the base.

1. A bow pull indicator comprising a spring steel strip
of curved cross section and adapted to give an audible
click when the strip has been bent a predetermined amount,
a bendable container adapted to confine the ends of said
strip and to permit said strip to bend when the container
and the strip are placed on a bendable part of a bow
limb, attachment means for attaching said container and

3,097,627
AUTOMATIC TIME OPERATED FEEDING MEANSFOR SUCCESSIVELY FEEDING ANIMALS IN APLURALITY OF STALLS

Robert E. Garcia, Rte. 1, Box 1140, Escalon. Calif.
Filed Oct. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 146,751

7 Claims. (CI. 119—51.11)
1. In an animal feeding device which includes a car-

riage mounted for movement past a row of individual
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animal stalls and having feeding means thereon, means while permitting relative rotation of the metal tip, means
to move the carriage including an electric motor, and for propelling a length of lead through the metal tip to
automatically functioning means arranged to cause inter- cause the lead to project from the tapered end of the

metal tip, said lead propelling means at one end having
a location within the metal tip and being fixed thereto,
and said lead propelling means having its other end
extending into the longitudinal bore of the said body
portion.

3,097,629
PENCIL SHARPENER FOR COSMETIC PENCILS

Jack Fafrchild Flcmlog, Summit, and Otto Lchre, Spriag-
ficld, NJ. to StcrUBg Plastics Co., Unioa,
NJ., a corporalioa of New Icney

Filed Sept. 28, I960, Ser. No. 58,968
6 ClaioM. (CL 120—93)

mittent operation of the motor so that the carriage will

be moved from stall to stall in succession and will be
halted for a predetermined period at each stall.

3,097,628
MECHANICAL PENCIL

Frank J. Stocberl, Chicago, Dl., assignor to Dur-O-Lite
Pencil Company, Melrose P«rk, 01., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed July 7, 1960, Ser. No. 41,372
2 Claims. (CI. 12fr—18)

c

1
.
A pencil sharpener adapted for sharpening a cosmetic

pencil having a relatively soft axial core occupying most
of the diameter of the pencil, comprising an elongated body
member having a backward portion forming a passage-
way to receive and support for relative rotation therein an
end portion of said pencil, said passageway comprising a
cylindrical section of nearly the same diameter as the
pencil and a frusto-conical section merging at its base and
coaxial with said cylindrical section, said frusto-conical
section terminating in an end opening substantially smaller
in diameter than said core of the pencil and having a slot
therein extending along its top side from said end opening'
substantially to its base, a blade mounted on said body
member at one side of said fmsto-conical section, said
blade having a cutting edge lying in and along said slot,

parallel to and slightly inside the surface of the cone de-
fined by said frusto-conical sectidn, to cut said end portion
to the Uper desired for the tip of the pencil, a forward por-
tion of said cutting edge extending forwardly and down-
wardly ahead of said end opening through an intersection
of said edge with the axis of said frusto-conical sectioo,
and a clearance cavity formed in the forward portion of
said body member ahead of said end opening'and said
blade, said cavity being open beneath and to a side and
forwardly of said forward portion of said cutting edge and
below said end opening and providing clearances between
said edge and bottom and side walls of said cavity which at
all points along said forward portion of said cutting edge
are greater than the diameter of said end opening, so that
in the event of breakage of said tip the broken core tip
will be shed freely away from the path of sharpening
movement of the pencil core into said cavity.

/w

1. In a mechanical pencil, a body portion having an
approximately central longitudinally extending bore, said
body portion having a section of its length at its lower
terminal end reduced in diameter, a circumferential
groove formed in the section of reduced diameter, a cir-

cumferentially expandable sheet metal tip in telescoped
relation on the exterior of the section of reduced diam-
eter, said metal tip having a tapering formation in the
direction of its length and having a slit extending longi-
tudinally from end to end, at least one detent formed in
the metal tip adjacent its top end and which has inter-

fitting relation with the circumferential groove, whereby
the metal tip is resiliently retained on the section of re-

duced diameter by the expandability of the metal tip

3,097,630
^TEAM GENERATOR

Brice W. Kinyon and Graydon D. Whitman, Oak Ridge,
Tenn., assignors to the United States of America as
represented by the United States Atomic Energy Com-
mission

FUed Feb. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 91,558
6 Claims. (CL 122—34)

1. In a steam generator wherein a heating liquid is

circulated over the exterior of vertically-disposed, water-
conducting tubes, the improved water-conducting tube
which comprises an inner tube, an intermediate tube
having a diameter slightly larger than the diameter of
said inner tube and disposed coaxially therewith, thus
defining a first annulus. an outer tube having a diameter
slightly larger than the diameter of said intermediate
tube and disposed coaxially therewith, thus defining a
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second annulus, means to direct a flow of feed water
upwardly through said first annulus, means located at
the upper end of said first annulus to direct the flow
of water downwardly into the interior of said inner tube
and permit separation of steam therefrom, and a steam

a gas duct having a first end portion connected to
said uptake,

a first passage connecting the inlet of said first flue
and said first end portion of said gas duct,

said gas duct having a second end portion forming a
second passage connecting said gas duct and the
inlet of said second flue,

damper means placed adjacent to said second gas
passage for controlling the flow of combustion gases
through the outlet of said first flue, through said
second passage, and through the inlet of said second
flue, and

gas flow control means placed adjacent to said first

passage and constructed and arranged so as to
simultaneously control the gas flow from the inlet
of said first flue through said first passage and
through said gas duct.

chamber located above and communicating with the in-
terior of said inner tube and said second annulus for
collecting steam formed in the water traversing said
first annulus. and directing it downwardly through the
second annulus.

3,097,632
ROTARY INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE ANDMETHOD OF OPERATION THEREOF
Walter Froede and Hamu-Dieter Paschke, Neckarsnlm,
Germany, assignors to NSU Motorenwerke Aktien-
gesellschaft, Neckarsnlm, Germany, and Wankcl
Gjn.bJI., Lfaidan (Bodensce), Germany

FUed Apr. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 21,939
Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 17, 1959

19 Claims. (CI. 123—8)

3,097,631
COMBUSTION GAS FLOW CONTROL IN

BOILER FLUES
Johannes J. Martin. 14 Montsalvatstrasae,

Mnnich 23, Germany
FUed Jan. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 83,431

Claims priority, appUcatfon Germany Jan. 20, 1960
4 Claims. (CL 122—235)

1. A heat exchanger for transferring heat from hot
combustion gases to heating surfaces, comprising:

a first flue having an inlet and an outlet,

first heating surfaces placed in said first flue,

a second flue having an inlet connected to said out-
let for receiving heating gas therefrom,

an uptake for discharging combustion gases from the
heat exchanger,

said second flue having an outlet connected to said
uptake for discharging combustion gases,

second heating surfaces placed in said second flue.

1. A method of operating a rotary engine having a
working cyde with six phases and at least three variable
volume working chambers comprising the steps of sup-
plying a charge of a first combustion medium into one
of said chambers during the first phase thereof; com-
pressin^g the charge in said one chamber during the second
phase thereof and transferring at least a portion of the
compressed charge under its own pressure from said one
chamber to a second of said chambers during the second
phaac of said one chamber; expanding the volume of
said one chamber, during the third phase of said one
chamber, to reduce the pressure therein to a lower pres-
sure, thereafter inserting a charge of a second combustion
medium into said one chamber during said third i^ase,
and thereafter transferring into said one chamber during
said third phase, for mixture with the charge of said
second combustion medium previously inserted therein,
a compressed charge of said first combustion medium
from a third of said chambers; compressing the mixture
of charges of said first and second combustion mediums
in said one chamber, during the fourth phase thereof, and
initiating combustion of the compressed mixture during
the fourth phase; expanding the combusting mixture in
said one chamber to do wcwk during the fifth phase; and,
exhausting the combustion product from said one cham-
ber, during the sixth phase.

3,097,633
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Fr:tz Klein, 14520 DcbeU Drive, Los Altos HlUs, Calif.
FUed May 8, 1961, Ser. No. 108,474

7 Claims. (CI. 123—79)
1. In combinati<Mi with the cylinder of an internal

combustion engine having a piston reciprocable therein, a
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cylinder head casting comprising a closure for the upper
end of said cylinder, a manifold formed in said head
transverse to said cylinder and having an inttake and a

discharge side relative theretot, a single valve port formed
in said head concentric to said cylinder and approximately

70% of the diameter thereof facilitating maximum com-
munication of said cylinder with said manifold, a valve

for said port having a stem extending upwardly therefrom

for overhead operation to open and close the latter in

timed relation with the reciprocation of said piston, a

guide sleeve in said cylinder head casting having a lower

end rounded on an axis transverse to said manifold, a flow

switch mounted on said valve stem for controlled move-
ment about the axis of the rounded end of said guide

sleeve between two extreme positions, one in which only
the intake side of said manifold is in communication
with said single valve port and the other in which only

the exhaust side of said manifold is in communication
with said port, and means operatively connected to said

flow switch and operating in timed relation with said

piston and valve for controlling the movement of said

flow switch.

3,097,634
ENGINE STARTER

William C. Wehner, Detroit, Midi., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Dura Corporation, a corporation of
Michigan

FUed July 22, 1959, Scr. No. 828,776
6 Claims. (CI. 123—179)

- ^6

1. In combination with a hand guided, walking attend-

ant type of implement having a deck, an axle and a wheel

fUed on said axle, an engine mounted on said deck, said

engine having an engine shaft, a coil spring carried by the

implement, a drum of frusto-conical configuration

mounted on said axle for rotary movement relative there-

to, clutch means on the axle releasably connected to the

drum for rotating the drum with the axle when said clutch

means is engaged, a cable fastened to the drum adjacent

its larger end for winding thereon, means connecting said

cable to said spring for winding the latter upon rotation

of the drum, and means for applying the stored energy

of the spring to the engine shaft for starting the engine.

3,097,635
TARGET THROWING APPARATUS

Carl R. Freeman, 1237 W. 47th St., Chicago 9, III.

FUed Mar. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 92,931
8 Claims. (CI. 124—8)

t^li]r B T.'^r "
I

:

1. Target throwing apparatus for projecting a target

outwardly by centrifugal force, said apparatus compris-
ing an arcuate target guide, first means for pushing a
target by a continuous movement from a position radially

inwardly of the guide to a position along the guide and
then continuing the movement uninterruptedly along the

guide in an arcuate direction determined by the guide
whereby the target is forced against the guide by cen-

trifugal force, second means effective in response to the

first means having pushed the target to a predetermined
position for then continuing the pushing with increasing

velocity of said target pushing means through a cycle of

movemeiH, said second means including a spring actuated

by the movement of the first means in the first portion
of its cycle of movement, and means controlled by the

spring for then moving the first means at an accelerating

rate, said target guide coacting with said target pushing
means for guiding the target during said first portion of its

cycle of movement and having a terminus beyond which
the first means pushes the target whereupon the target

is projected outwardly by the centrifugal force acting

thereon.

3,097,636
STRING FOR MARKING INTERNAL BLEEDING

AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME
William F. Haynes, Jr., 163 Naasaa St., Princeton, NJ.,
and Fred E. Pittman, 525 E. 68th St^ New Yorli, N.Y.

FUed May 3, 1961, Scr. No. 107,400
3 Claims. (Ci. 128—2)

1 . In a blood-absorbent tape string taken orally for lo-

cating bleeding in the gastro-intestinal tract, as described,

and provided with vertical and horizontal radio-opaque
marking strips adhered thereon, the improvement com-
prising a length of first tape onto which said marking
strips are attached, said marking strips comprising pri-

mary horizontal equally-spaced length-marking strips of
one width and secondary horizontal greater length mark-
ing strips of greater width applied on one side of said
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first tape, and a second tape of the same length as the
first, superimposed over the marked side of said first tape
in attached relation thereto.

2. A method for making a blood-absorbent tape string
taken orally for locating bleeding in the gastro-intestinal

tract, as described, and provided with vertical and hori-

zontal radio-opaque marking strips adhered thereon, com-
prising applying to a face of a cotton tape a thin cen-
trally-disposed vertical continuous radio-opaque plastic

strip, applying a thin horizontal plastic strip at every two
inches of length and a wider horizontal plastic strip at

very foot of length, said horizontal plastic strips being
extended over the entire width of the tape, coating a
face o^ another tape with a water-soluble glue, super-

imposing the other tape of the same size as the aforesaid

tape over the marking strips of the first tape in gluing
relation, and sewing both tapes lengthwise at each edge
so as to incorporate the horizontal strips within the sewn
portion.
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demand regulator unit having a low-pressure flow space
and a high-pressure flow space therein, an exhaling duct
connecting said patient utilization device to said input,
means connecting said low-pressure flow space to said
output, an inhaling duct connecting said patient utiliza-
tion device to said low-pressure flow space, a source of
compressed oxygen connected to said high-pressure flow
space, said demand regulator unit further including a
passage interconnecting said flow spaces, a valve normally
closing said passage, and a valve-actuating device includ-
ing ineans responsive to the differential of ambient atmos-
pheric pressure and pressure in said low-pressure flow
space and operable to open said valve when such latter
pressure drops by a predetermined amount below such
ambient atmospheric pressure, thereby continuously to
provide oxygen at substantially atmospheric pressure to
the patient, and means to measure the quantity of oxy-
gen consumed by the patient

3,097,637 3,097,639
PELVIC MEASURING DEVICE RESPIROMETERS

Robert R. Horton, St. Paul, Mhin., assignor, by mesne '^'"8 Streimer, Bcllcvue, Wash., assignor to Boeing Air-
assignments, to Wynlit Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Madison, V>^»at Company, Seattle, Wash., a corporation of Dcbi-
NJ., a corporation of Delaware ware

Filed Nov. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 155,266 ^^*^ Mar. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 98,851
4 Claims. (CI. 128—2) 7 Chdms. (CL 128—2.08)

1. A device for internally measuring the distance be-
tween ischial spines which comprises an elongated stem
for insertion into the vagina, said stem terminating in a
distal end portion adapted to bear against an ischial spine,

a flexible element of fixed length attached to said distal

end portion and having a finger manipulable member
for extending said flexible element between the ischial

spines, the proximal end portion of said stem being
adapted to project exteriorly of the vagina for maintain-
ing said distal end portion in position while said flexi-

ble element is extended.

3,097,638
METABOLATORS

Irving Streimer, Bellevue, Wash., assignor to Boehig Air-
pbine Company, Seattle, Wash., a corporation of Dehi-
ware

Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,711
6Cbims. (CI. 128—2.07)

1. A metabolator comprising a clo?ed-circuit breath-
ing system including a patient utilization device, a car-
bon dioxide absorber unit having input and output, a

792 O.Q.—43
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1. A respirometer device comprising a chest encircling
band including a relatively long inelastic portion having
separated ends interconnected by a relatively short elastic
portion adapted to stretch and contract elastically as the
patient breathes, a potentiometer having a base mounted
on one of said ends and having cooperating electrical
resis lance and wiper elements mounted on the base, one
such element for rotation relative to the other, actuating
means including an inelastic link connecting the rotary
element with the other of said ends to effect rotation of
the element proportional to change of length of said
elastic portion, and electric circuit means connected to
the resistance element and to the wiper for detecting
such rotation, and thereby chest contraction and expan-
sion.

3,097,640
BODY SUPPORT FOR PERSONAL WEAR

James Anthony Morgan, Lcighton Bozard, Engfamd, as-
signor to SdaroUi Limited, London, England, a BritUi
company

Filed June 8, 1961, Ser. No. 115,688
1 Clafan. (CL 128—78)

A belt comprising a band of flexible material adapted
to encircle the body of the wearer in the pelvic area, a
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pair of hooking pull members secured to the inside of

said band and disposed to hook around and engage the

forward ends of the ilium on each side, means for adjust-

ing and shortening the length of the rear portion of the

band between said pull members, said rear band pof-

tion adjusting means capable of being initially adjusted

to cause said hooking pull members to engage the for-

ward ends of the ilium and tend to pull the same rear-

wardly with a desired force, and means for adjusting the

length of the forward portion of said band, said forward

band portion adjusting means allowing for a desired fit

about the body of the wearer after the rearward pull on

the ilium has been set.

passages and formed of soft, pliable material, said mask
being provided with a thin flexible face engaging flange

of substantial breadth and means compnsing a wire loop
embedded in said mask having at least a portion thereof

extending to an intermediate area of the mask adjacent

the oral and nasal passages for adjustably conforming the

mask in the areas of the oral and nasal passages to insure

its engagement with the face, a plurality of turrets in

said mask in the area of the nasal and oral passages, each

of said turrets being provided with an opening, stiffening

means in said turret openings, a check valve in at least

3,097,641
ONE-PIECE BODY PORTION TRUSS

Henry G. Nelkin, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to
H. G. Enterprises, a co-partnership

Filed Aug. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 47,528
2 Claims. (CI. 128—96)

2. A truss comprising a one-piece body portion of one

continuous piece of strong flexible inextensible fabric,

means for detachably securing the opposite ends of said

body portion together in fixed overlapping relation to en-

circle the body of the wearer, said body portion having

a transverse fold on each side of the middle thereof, a

transverse stay at each fold extending back of each fold

in alignment therewith, a strip of webbing over each stay,

stitching securing the plies of the folds together and said

webbing thereto, to mount said stays in fixed position with

respect to said folds in a ix>sition to stiffen said folds

vertically and a transverse stay on each side of the middle
thereof spaced further from the middle of said body por-

tion than said fold and further from the ends of said txxly

portion than from the middle thereof, pairs of flat faced

adjusting straps each pair comprising a strap secured to

said body portion at said fold and a strap secured to said

body portion across the middle thereof from said fold at

said stay spaced further from said middle and means ad-

justably connecting said straps for adjusting the effective

length of said body portion to form a flexible belt of fixed

length extending entirely around the body with said ad-

justing means at the rear of the body and said ends at the
front of said h>ody, said body portion between* said folds

forming an integral shielding member between said straps

and the body of the wearer, and a flat sponge rubber pad
detachably mounted on the inner face of said shielding

member midway between said transverse folds.

3,097,642
FACE MASK

Allan M. Russell, 19101 Van Aken Blvd.,

Shaker Heights, Ohio
Filed Aug. 21, 1956, Ser. No. 605,248

4 Claims. (CI. 128—146)
1. Apparatus for the administration of gaseous fluids,

comprising a mask adapted to enclose the oral and nasal

one of said turret openings, and adjustable means re-

movably mounted over one of said turrets to provide pre-

selected resistance to exhalation of gaseous fluids while at

all times permitting exhalation therethrough, comprising

valve means including means forming a series of con-

stricted openings graduated in size, said valve means being

arranged to permit exhalation through a selected one of

said constricted openings.

3,097,643
EAR*PLLJGS

Louis Santl, 1506 Rue Paradia, Mvseille, France
Filed Aug. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 133,710

Clainis priority, applicatioa France Aug. 26, 1960
3 Claimi. (CL 128—152)

1. An ear-plug comprising an apertured base, a tab

on said base for manipulation of the plug, a stem project-

ing from the base for introduction into the ear channel,

and a plurality of circumferential axially-spaced aper-

tured blades on the stem to contact the wall of the ear

channel, the apertures of the blades being staggered each
with respect to the next, the whole being made of resilient

material.
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3,f97,M4
TUBULAR SURGICAL BANDAGES, CASTS,

AND MOLDS
Leon O. Parker, San Francisco, Calif., assignor to San

Francisco Research Corporatioii, San Francisco, Calif.,

a corporation of California
Filed Aug. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 133,677

84 Claims. (CI. 128—157)

1. A firm, tight, doughnut-like roll of tubular fabric,

said tubular fabric being extendible and contractible both
radially and axially such that when it is extended in one
direction it simultaneously contracts in the transverse di-

rection, said roll being stretched radially substantially to

its greatest diameter.

3,097,645
NEBULIZER

Victor E. Lester, P.O. Box 608, Sonora, Calif.
FUed Mar. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 16,776

14 Claims. (CI. 128—194)

1. A nebulizer, comprising: a covered bowl-like liquid

container; an atomizing nozzle assembly comprising an
inner tubular air-nozzle extending up generally vertically

through the bottom of the bowl to a point inside said con-
tainer and above the bottom thereof and an outer tubular
spray-nozzle inside said container concentric with and
spaced from said air nozzle, said spray-nozzle having
liquid inlet means near its lower end by which liquid from
said container can enter, and both said air-nozzle and said
spray-nozzle having orifices at their upper ends; and a rel-

atively large, generally horizontal tubular outlet means
for nebulized material spaced from said nozzle assembly
such that a stream of nebulized material emanating from
said nozzle assembly impinges the wall of said outlet
means before it enters said outlet means, said outlet means
having an opening leading from said container into said
outlet means.

end of said tubing, said reseal plug and said hub mem-
ber being in axial alignment, and means for guiding said
trocar axially through said reseal plug and into said
flexible tubing; whereby after said tubing and the point
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of said trocar are inserted into a vein, said trocar is

withdrawable from said tubing and said reseal plug, and
communication with said vein can be established by again
piercing said reseal plug.

3,097,647
SURGICAL APPARATUS

Zbislaw M. Roehr, Dcland, Fla., assignor, by menc aa-
signments, to Brunswick Corporation, Chicago, HL,
a corporation of Delaware

FUed Sept 12, 1958, Ser. No. 760,614
1 Claim. (CL 128—221)

3,097,646
VENOUS CATHETER APPARATUS

Henry M. Scislowicz, Lake Bhrff, DL, anignor to Abbott
Laboratories, Chicago, IlL, a corporation of Illinois

Filed Dec. 6, 19M, Scr. No. 74,194
10 Claims. (O. 128—214)

1. In a venous catheter assembly, a combination, com-
prising: a hub member; a length of flexible tubing axi-
ally aligned with and in fluid tight engagement with said
hub member; a reseal irfug attached to said hub mem-
ber; a trocar having a sharpened end slidably mounted
in said flexible tubing, said hub member and said reseal
plug, said trocar being of sufficient length to project said
sharpened end of said trocar a short distance beyond the

A surgical apparatus for forming a deep penetration
into a body under sterile conditions, said apparatus hav-
ing a hub, a body-penetrating element secured to said
hub and having a penetrating end remote from said hub,
said body-penetrating clement being of sufficient thin-
ness in relation to its length to be subject to possible
buckling wiicn subjected to compression during its pene-
trating operation, and a guide for preventing misdirection
of the body penetrating element due to buckling during
its body-penetrating operation, said guide comprising a
generally cylindrical bushing open at one end and having
at ite opposite end a closure with a centrally located
axially extending bore therethrough and through which
bore the body-penetrating element extends, said bore
making a snug fit on the body-penetrating element while
permitting longitudinal sliding of the body-penetrating
element therethrough, the opening in the open end of
said bushing comprising an axial bore contiguous with
and of greater axial extent than said first-mentioned bore
and facing said hub, and being of sufl[icient size to enable
it to receive the end of the hub whereby the bushing may
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be telescoped over the end of the hub, said bushing hav-

ing a maximum width substantially the width of said hub

and the entire bushing being of a length which is a minor

fractional part of the length of the body penetrating ele-

ment and said second bore having an axial length which

is a major fractional part of the length of the bushing,

the part of the bushing around said bores forming a

peripheral wall which provides a lateral finger-gripping

portion to enable digital gripping pressure to be applied to

the wall and in a direction radially inwardly toward the

bores to hold the guide in place with said axially extend-

ing bore adapted to be accurately disposed at any de-

sired angular position with respeet to a patient's body

during the body-penetrating operation.
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heat absorber, and maintaining a predetermined tem-

perature at the skin surface to avoid shock by passing

3,097,648
CATAMENIAL PAD

Marie J. A. Dupuis, West Hartford, Conn.

(P.O. Box 297, Farmington, Conn.)

Filed Feb. 10, 1961, S«r. No. 88,463

1 Claim. (CI. 128—290)

A method for forming a catamenial pad from a sheet

of flexible cloth which comprises the steps of cutting said

sheet to a size to be worn by a person to form a flat sheet

section having two straight edges intersecting at right

angles and an arcuately curved edge connecting together

the ends of said straight edges remote from said inter-

section; and folding said sheet section upon itself at the

intersection of the straight edges to form said pad in such

manner that the intersection of said adjacent edges forms

a narrow end of the pad and said curved edge forms a

tapered broad end of the pad.

3,097,649

METHOD AND APPLICATION OF SURGICAL
SPONGE

Russell M. Gray, San Bernardino, Calif.

FUed Jan. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 2,916

1 Claim. (CI. 128—296)

warm air currents over the skin surfaces of the body

through which the ultra long radiant rays pass.

A surgical sponge, comprising: a pad formed of lam-

inated gauze material; and a capsule securely embedded

therein by stitching, said capsule being formed of an

impervious non-toxic heat and pressure resistant casing

and a radio active pellet located within same.

3,097,651
PANTY GIRDLE

Howard M. Lehnum, 411 S. Sangamon St^ Glencoc, 111.

FUcd Apr. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 103,030

1 Claim. (CI. 128—526)

17 3i

A panty girdle comprising a tubular body portion and

depending thigh portions each having front and back

edges defining a substantially V-shaped open crotch, a

substantially square crotch portion, stitches securing one

edge of said crotch portion to the back edges of said open

crotch, a slide fastener element secured to the front edge

of said open crotch, a complemcntal slide fastener cle-

ment secured to the opposed edge of the crotch portion,

and an elastic strap sewn to the free bottom edge of the

thigh portions and terminating at the attached slide

fastener components and extending along opposed side

edges of the crotch portion, said crotch portion being

adapted in attached position to define with each thigh

portion a complete thigh embracing portion.

3,097,652

TRANSFER BAR AND LOCKING MECHANISM
Geocve Joseph Villhard, St Johns, Mo., assignor to Loose

Leaf Metals Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of

Missouri
FUed Sept. 3, 1959, Ser. No. 837,855

2 Claims. (CI. 129—8)

3,097,650
THERAPEUTIC RADIANT COOLING SYSTEM

Clarence A. Mills, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Refleclo-

tfaerm. Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed June 12, 1958, Ser. No. 741,678

1 Claim. (CI. 128—402)
A therapeutic treatment for reducing temperature with-

in the body which consists in exposing the body to a

carbon coated heat absorber and thereby causing ultra

long radiant rays from a feverous portion within the

body to penetrate the skin surface, to be absorbed by the

a f

1. In a binder having an upper side, a lower side and

an end between the upper and lower sides, a locking

mechanism comprising a transfer bar, said transfer bar

including spaced sheet receiving posts supported by the

lower side of the binder, a latch plate mounted adjacent

the transfer bar, pin and slot connecting means between
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the latch plate and transfer bar to permit restricted slid-

ing movement of the latch plate relative to the transfer
bar, spring means for biasing he latch plate to one ex-
treme of its sliding movement as permitted by the pin
and slot connecting means, a plurality of studs extending
from the upper side toward the lower side of the binder
when the binder is closed, each stud having a shaft and
an enlarged head on the end of the shaft, a plurality of
recesses in the transfer bar, each recess being opposite a
stud and each recess opening through the side of the trans-
fer bar nearest the end of the binder, the width of each
recess as measured in a direction parallel to the end of
the binder being greater than the diameter of the stud
heads, the latch plate having a plurality of slots corre-
sponding to the number of studs, each slot having a wide
portion opening to the side of the latch plate nearest the
end of the binder and wider than the diameter of the
stud heads, each slot also having an extension from the
side of the slot portion opposite the direction toward
which the latch plate is biased by the spr.ng means, the
slot extension being large enough to receive the shaft of
a stud but being smaller than the stud head, the slot

extensions being positioned directly opposite the stud
heads when the latch plate is in the aforementioned one
extreme, and a lever on the latch plate for sliding the
latch plate against the force of the spring means to move
the wide slot portions to positions directly opposite the
stud heads.

3,097,654
CIGAR TIP APPLYING MACHINE

Olof B. Carlson, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Consoli-
dated Cigar Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpora-
tion of Delaware

Filed Aug. 11, 1961, Scr. No. 130,860
17 CUims. (CI. 131—88)

3,097,653
TOBACCO SHEET AND METHOD OF

MAKING SAME
Gcrrit de Gooijer, 15 Donkeregaard,

Oudcwater, Netherlands
Filed Jan. 27, 1958, Scr. No. 711,464

Claims priority, application Netherlands Feb. 1, 1957
11 Claims. (CI. 131—17)

1. The process of producing tobacco sheet material
containing only tobacco and compounds which arc used
to improve the quality of tobacco leaves, comprising wet-
grinding said tobacco with water in a ball mill to give
a concentrated slurry of fine particles of tobacco in water
which particles are of such a size that at least 5% but
not more than 30% by weight are retained on a 100
mesh sieve with square mesh openings of 0.21 mm. and
at least 99% by weight of the particles of the slurry pass
through an 18 mesh sieve with square mesh openings of
1.02 mm., diluting said slurry with an aqueous liquid in
such a quantity that the ratio by weight of tobacco to
water is between 1:20 and 1:50, forming a film of this
slurry on the surface of a moving conveyor belt having
very fine openings, which conveyor belt substantially
retains all of the particles of the slurry, removing at least
80% of the liquid present in said slurry through said
openings in said conveyor belt, drying and recovering said
tobacco sheet material.

1. An apparatus for applying tips or the like to cigars
comprising means for transporting a cigar to a tipping
station, means for applying a tip to said cigar at said tip-

ping station, a tip magazine having a discharge opening
and adapted to feed individual tips to said tip applying
means, a closure gate movable between an advanced
and retracted position in and out of registry with said
discharge opening, means for motivating said ai>paratus,
an electrical switch for activating and deactivating said
motivating means and normally positioned in an activate
position, a feeler member, means reciprocating said feeler
member along a path between a retracted position and an
advanced position intersected by a tip carried by said cigar
at said tipping station, a switch control member movable
with said feeler member between corresponding retracted
and advanced positions and urging said switch to a de-
activate position when said feeler member is in its ad-
vanced position, and means reciprocating said gate in

synchronism with said feeler member.

3,097,655
SMOKING PIPE

Shalmy C. Oden, 1593 Jefferson St., Muskegon, Mich.
FUed Feb. 29, 1960, Scr. No. 11,732

1 Claim. (CI. 131—207)

?/ tt p

A smoking pipe comprising: a bowl; a smoke conduit
from said bowl; a generally cylindrical body defining a
filter chamber of sufl[icient size to receive a loosely
wadded, randomly disposed sheet of soft, smoke-pervious
cellulosic fibrous material substantially filling said filter

chamber; a stem having a smoke passage formed there-
through, said conduit and passage terminating in said
chamber at opposite ends thereof, said stem being de-
tachable from said chamber; and a hook-and-shield mem-
ber substantially in the form of a bent wire having an
attachment portion fixedly holding it to said stem, a
shield portion adjacent said attachment portion, said

shield portion extending diametrically across the inner
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end of said smoke passage close thereto but spaced there-

from so as to form a barrier to prevent said sheet from

coming into contact with said inner end but allow smoke

to enter said inner end, a central portion extending

throughout the length of said filter chamber adjacent the

perimeter of said cylinder so as to avoid confining said

sheet, and a radially inwardly turned hook portion at its

end most remote from said stem for engaging said sheet

and pulling it out of said chamber when said stem is

detached and moved away from said chamber.

3,097,65«
BEAUnCIAIVS ACCESSORY HOLDER

Frances C. Morris, 2915 H St, Vancouver, Wash.
FUed June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 35,925

1 Claim. (Ci. 132—1) -

slits being smaller than the smallest width of said ends

of said elongated bristle support member, said radial slits

in each of said central end members adapted to be en-

larged upon urging apart the respective radial arms ad-

jacent each of said radial slits for receiving a respective

end of said elongated bristle support member and adapted

to resume their normal position upon removal of said

urging apart of adjacent radial arms so that said ribs are

in spaced apart relation below the cylindrical body sur-

face of said resilient bristles, said ribs adapted to yield

resiliently inwardly as hair is wrapped on said bristle

body surface.

3,097,658
ROTARY JAR WASHER

Joseph C. Runco, Lancaster, Ohio, assignor to Anchor
Hocldng Glass Corporation, Lancaster, Oliio, a corpo-
ration of Delaware

FUed Feh. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,813
5 Claims. (CI. 134—81)

A holder for beautician's accessories comprising a con-

tainer portion for holding certain of the accessories, end

upright members on said container portion, at least one

thin, elongated strip having a supporting connection at its

opposite ends with the upper end of said end upright mem-
bers and adapted for receiving hair clips thereon, the sup-

porting connection between the strip and the upright

members comprising a freely releasable connection where-

by said strip is adapted freely to be mounted on or re-

moved from the uprights, said strip being flexible for

attachment in contoured relation to the body of a person,

and spring pressed clamp means on each end of said strip

for connection to a garment of a person to which the strip

is to be attached.

3,097,657
HAIR CLIRLERS

Nathan L. Solomon, 343 Highview Road, Englewood, NJ.

Filed Aug. 25, 1959, Ser. No. 835,999

3 Claims. (CI. 132—39)

1. A hair curling device comprising an elongated

bristle support member having a pair of ends, resilient

bristles radially projecting from and longitudinally ex-

tending along said bristle support member, said bristles

having ends defining a cylindrical body surface, and a

resilient curl support member having at opposite ends a

toroidal shaped central member with a plurality of ra-

dially extending arms therefrom, each arm of one cen-

tral end member planarly aligned with a respective arm

of the other of said central end member forming a planar

pair of arms, a longitudinally extending straight resilient

rib interconnecting each arm of said planar pairs of

radially extending arms, said ribs having outer faces de-

fining an interrupted cylindrical surface of a diameter

less than the diameter of said cylindrical body surface

of said bristles, each of said central end members having

a radial slit between adjacent correspondingly planarly

aligned radial arms so that said slits are coplanar, said

1. A washer for unsealed containers comprising the

combination of means to move a plurality of containers

in an arcuate path, a container sealer rotatably mounted
above said container moving means including a plurality

of s|>aced container sealing members and positioned so

that a portion of the rotational path of said sealer is above

the arcuate path of the containers on said container mov-

ing means, means to move a sealing member of said sealer

into sealing contact with each of the mouths of containers

on said container moving means, container washing means

positioned to clean said containers while sealed by said

container sealer, and sealer washing means positioned to

clean each of said sealing members when it is remotely

positioned from said arcuate path.

3,097,659
WATER TANK PRESSURIZING SYSTEM
Bert S. Calvert, Rte. 8, Box 317, Tucson, Ariz.

Filed May 8, 1961, Ser. No. 108,334
3 Claims. (CL 137—209)

1. A liquid tank pressurizing system, comprising a

main closed tank containing liquid and an air space above

the liquid, a relatively small pressurizing vessel, means
mounting said vessel for counterbalanced up and down
movements in a range of travel below the liquid level in

the tank and in response to introduction to and removal

of liquid from the vessel, a return line receiving liquid

from a lower elevation region of the tank for delivering to

said vessel liquid which is pressurized by the air in said

tank space and by the weight of the tank liquid above said

lower elevation region, said tank having a liquid inlet and

1
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also a liquid supply outlet which is at a lower elevation, a

conduit through which air is displaced from said vessel

into the tank as liquid is delivered into the vessel, a valve-

L J "- '<i
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controlled air inlet for the vessel, means for bleeding

liquid from the vessel, and means for alternately opening
and closing liquid delivery through said line to said vessel

in response to said movements of the vessel.

3,097,660
CHECK VALVE WITH REMOVABLE FILTER

Charles H. Priesmeyer, Wilmette, III., assignor to The
Powers Regulator Company, Skokie, III., a corporation
of lUinois

Filed Aug. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 47,706
2 Claims. (CI. 137—316)

a zr

1. An adjustaUe check valve comprising: a valve casing

having inlet and outlet openings to accommodate the flow

of fluid into and out of said casing, respectively, a parti-

tion disposed between said inlet and outlet openings to

form inlet and outlet compartments, said partition having
a valve port and a valve seat, an access opening for said

outlet compartment and said outlet opening in the wall

of said casing, a transversely projecting support compris-
ing a web extending partially across said compartment in

a plane substantially parallel with said valve port so as

to define a space between said web and the wall of said

casing, said web having an aperture therein substantially

aligned with said valve port, a shaft mounted on said

support for axial movement, a valve resiliently coupled
to said shaft and adapted for sealing engagement with

said valve seat, said valve exerting against said valve seat

a thrust having a magnitude predetermined by the axial

position of said shaft relative to said support, a filter in

said outlet compartment effectively disposed across said

outlet port, said filter being movable through said space
for purposes of inserting and withdrawing said filter in

and from said compartment and a removable cover for

said access port, said cover having a centrally disposed
cylindrical hole engaging said shaft in rotatable, axially

movable and fluid tight relation.

3,097,661
INSTANT HOT WATER SYSTEM

John W. G. Ue, 741 Barnes Mill Road, Marietta, Ga.
Filed Sept. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 57,183

2 Claims. (CI. 137—335)

1^^"'^ *'

1. A water heating and circulating system for a building
having double walls comprising a hot water heater, a hot
water supply line connected to the top of said heater and
including a horizontal run section, risers in the walls con-
nected to the horizontal run section and extending to a
level above the heater, outlets on said risers, a return

line including downqomers in the walls extending to a
level above the heater, return bends connecting the upper
ends of said risers to the upper ends of said downcomers,
a horizontal run section to which the lower ends cf said

downcomers are connected, and a riser connecting the

last mentioned horizontal run section adjacent the bot-

tom of said heater, a check valve in said last mentioned
riser immediately before its connection to said heater,

said check valve allowing flow from said return line into
said heater and preventing flow from said heater into

said return line, said return line having a smaller cross
sectional area than said hot water supply line and said

risers and said hot water supply line and a major portion
of said return line being insulated against heat dissipation,

a minor portion of said return line including part of s^id

last mentioned horizontal run section and said last

mentioned riser being free from insulation.

3 097 662
HIGH PRESSURE HIGH TEMPERATURE VALVE

ASSEMBLIES
Melville F. Peters, Livingston, NJ., assignor of fifty

percent to Joseph J. Mascuch, Millbum, NJ.
FUed Dec. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 857,612

2 Cbims. (CI. 137—338)
1. A valve assembly for controlling fluids at high tem-

peratures comprising a housing, a ported valve seat in

said housing, an inlet and an outlet valve passage con-
nected to each side of said seat, a valve disk receivable
upon the seat to control fluid passing through the valve
seat, a valve stem secured at one end to the valve disk
and extending therefrom within the housing, an hermeti-
cally sealed control chamber in the housing receiving
said stem and having a lower portion adjacent the valve
disk, a bellows within the lower control chamber portion
around the valve stem, an opening in said housing com-
municating with said outlet valve passage and said cham-
ber to conduct high temperature fluid within said outlet
valve passage to the interior of said bellows, said bellows
being hermetically sealed and secured at one end to said
housing around said opening and at its opposite end to said
valve stem to form a fluid receiving compartment within
said bellows, said control chamber having an upper por-
tion in the housing spaced from said lower portion, a bel-
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low assembly within the upper portion of the control cham
ber around the valve stem, said bellows assembly secured

at one end to the housing and at its opposite end to the

valve stem, a quantity of liquid filling the space within

said hermetically sealed control chamber and in contact

with the outer surfaces of said bellows and bellows as-

sembly, said housing including an elongated tubular heat

dissipating valve guide portion interconnecting the lower

and upper portions of said chamber and disposed about

the valve stem whereby the high temperature impressed

upon the bellows by the fluid passing through the valve is

/

attenuated before reaching the bellows assembly in the

upper portion of said control chamber, means connected

to said valve stem to control the valve stem to open and
close the valve, said bellows assembly including ex-

pansible and contractable portions of different diameters

whereby the fluid in said sealed chamber may expand or

contract without moving said valve stem, and spring meahs
connected to said larger diameter portion of said bellows

assembly, said spring means urging said larger diameter

portion to an expanded configuration so as to reduce the

effective volume of said chamber and apply pressure to the

liquid therein.

3,097,663
OIL PAN AND DRAIN PLUG ASSEMBLY

Robert M. Buchwald, Berkley, Mich^ assignor to Gen-
eral Motors Corporation, Detroh, Micii., a corporation
of Delaware

Filed May 1, 1961, Ser. No. 106,700
4 Claims. (CI. 137—351)

3. In combination with a thin wall receptacle having a

drain aperture in the bottom wall thereof, a drain closure

comprising a support member mounted within said re-

ceptacle and having a peripheral flange portion defining

a plurality of arcuate flange segments secured to said

bottom wall in radially spaced concentric relation to the

drain aperture, and a plurality of port defining legs ex-

tending upwardly and radially inwardly from said pe-

ripheral flange portion and supporting an internally

threaded cylindrical portion in coaxial spaced relation

to the drain aperture, said legs and said cylindrical and
flange portions cooperating to define primary oil drain
ports therebetween and said legs being transversely bowed
upwardly and cooperating with said bottom wall between
said flange segments to define a plurality of secondary
oil drain ports, and a drain plug member having a shank
portion threadably mounted within said cylindrical sup-
port portion and a head portion sealingly and frictionally

engageable with said bottom wall adjacent said aperture

to restrain opening rotation of said drain plug member.

3,097,664
FLUID FLOW REGULATOR

William H. Henley, Granada Hills, Calif., assignor to The
Marquardt Corporation, Van Nuys, Calif., a corpora-
tion of California

FUed Dec. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 75,988
2 Claims. (CL 137—487)

1. A fluid flow regulator comprising a fluid flow pas-

sage, a movable valve for controlling the amount of

fluid flow through said passage, means for sensing the

instantaneous fluid flow through said passage, an input

pressure for controlling fluid flow, pressure divider means
having an upstream oriflce connected with said input

pressure and having a downstream orifice and a pressure

chamber therebetween, means responsive to said sensing

means for varying the area of one of said orifices to

produce a pressure in said chamber proportional to said

input pressure, and means responsive to said proportional

pressure for positioning said valve to maintain said fluid

flow proportional to said input pressure, said orifice

varying means comprisin/; a needle valve connected with

said sensing means, said one variable orifice and said

needle valve being contoured to vary the area of said one
orifice in proportion to the square root of the fluid flow.

3,097,665
PILOT OPERATED RELEASE VALVE STRUCTURE
Kenneth Gaoldic, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Hydraulic Crushers Limited, New Liskeard, Ontario,

Canada
Filed June 2, 1961, Scr. No. 114,533

1 Claim. (CI. 137--491)
A pilot-operated hydraulic release valve comprising a

valve body having therein a main valve cylinder, a pilot

valve cylinder, a dashpot piston cylinder of larger di-

ameter than said pilot valve cylinder and axially aligned

therewith, a pilot valve piston cylinder of smaller di-

ameter than said dashpot piston cylinder and axially

aligned therewith, a hydraulic fluid inlet passage, and a

hydraulfc fluid outlet passage, said fluid inlet passage

having a first orifice communicating with said fluid out-

let passage and a second orifice communicating with said

pilot valve piston cylinder, a cylindrical main valve mem-
ber reciprocally mounted in said main valve cylinder

and having a closed position closing said first orifice

and an open position opening said first orifice, said

main valve cylinder having a fluid-receiving zone sur-

mounting said main valve member, said main valve mem-
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ber having a constantly open passage extending axially

therethrough and leading from said inlet passage to said

fluid-receiving zone to subject said zone to fluid pres-

sure, said main valve member having a normally closed

position in response to fluid pressure in said zone, a

cylindrical pilot valve member reciprocally mounted in

said pilot valve cylinder, a dashpost piston fixed to said

pilot valve member and in sliding engagement with said

dashpot piston cylinder, a pilot valve piston fixed to

said dashpot piston and in sliding engagement with said

pilot valve piston cylinder, said valve body having a
first passage connecting said pilot valve cylinder with

said main valve cylinder zone and a second passage con-
necting said pilot valve cylinder with said fluid outlet

passage, said pilot valve member having an annular re-

cess therein, a closed position closing said second pas-

sage to disconnect said first and second passages and

an open position coimecting said first and second pas-

sages through said recess to dissipate fluid pressure in

said main valve cylinder zone and permit opening move-
ment of said main valve member, spring means urging
said pilot valve member into said closed position, said

pilot valve member being movable to open position in

response to fluid pressure on said pilot valve piston
through said second orifice, passage means in said body
providing fluid communication between said outlet pas-
sage and dashpot cylinder, means forming fluid flow ducts
leading from said dashpot piston cylinder on one side

of said dashpot piston to said dashpot piston cylinder
on the other side of said dashpot piston to permit sub-
stantially free opening movement of said pilot valve mem-
ber, and a non-return valve closing said ducts during
closing movement of said pilot valve member whereby
fluid leakage between said dashpot piston and cylinder
retards said closing movement.

3,097,666
CHECK VALVE

Doron S. Antrim, Garfield Heights, and Nelson G. Kling,
Euclid, Ohio, and Vincent A. Gill, Montclair, NJ., as-
signors to The Weatfaerfaead Company, CIcveUnd,
Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Dec. 11, 1959, Ser. No. 858,946
5 Claims. (CI. 137—515.5)

coaxial with said valve scat, a radial face and an annular
conical face on said poppet, said radial poppet face having
a diameter intermediate those of the reduced and enlarged
portions of said valve seat, said conical poppet face having
an apex angle less than that of said valve seat, a seal re-

tainer having a radial face opposed to said first-named ra-

dial face secured to said poppet, and a centrally perforated
annular sealing member of resilient sheet material secured
between said poppet and said retainer, said sealing member
extending across the radial face of said poppet to said con-
ical poppet face, said sealing member having a rearwardly
extending conical lip portion adapted to sealingly engage
with said conical valve seat, the rearward end of said lip

being spaced away from said conical poppet face and in

contact with said conical valve seat when said poppet is in

the closed position with the forward end of said conical lip

compressed between said poppet and said valve seat with
said poppet and said retainer being spaced away from said

valve seat at all points.

3,097,667
METER RUN HEATER

Chester R. Thatcher, 2913 E. 24th St,
Farmington, N. Mex.

FUed Feb. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 91,375
4 Cbdms. (CI. 138—32)

1. In a meter run heater, a house having a meter run
extended therethrough, orifice flanges mounted in said
meter run. a horizontally disposed burner tube extending
through said house and positioned below said meter run,
an elongate open-ended hood of inverted U -shape in

cross-section positioned in said house with its arcuate
bight portion including saddle elements seated at spaced
points along said meter run and the leg portions thereof
extending downward below said burner tube, one end of
said "hood being contiguous with an end wall of said
house and the other end thereof terminating adjacent
said orifice flanges for directing heated air currents to the
latter, a housing arranged outside dt the meter run house,
said housing being connected to an end of said burner
tube, and a small diameter pipe having one end connected
to said meter run, and a portion of said pipe extending
through the housing and into said burner tube, and a^

burner nozzle arranged in said burner tube and connected
to said pipe.

__/j

3,097,668
METAL-COATED PLASTICS

Fritz Langer, Hamburg, Germany, assignor to Asbcst-
und Gummiwerke Martin Merkel K.G., Hamborf-
Wilhelmsburg, Germany

Filed Nov. 16, 1959, Scr. No. 853,221
Cbdms priority, application Germany Nov. 15, 1958

3 CUims. (CL 138—145)
1. A composite structure, comprising, in combination,

a Teflon base; a relatively thin intermediate conductive
1. A valve comprising a body, a conical valve seat on coating enveloping said Teflon base, contacting the same

said body, said valve seat flaring rearwardly from a re- without firmly adhering thereto; and a relatively thick
duced diameter portion at the forward end to an enlarged exterior metal layer integral with said intermediate con-
diameter portion, an axially movable poppet in said body ductive coating.
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3,097,669
LAY MOTION FOR LOOMS

Waldo H. Banks, HopcdaJc, Ma«u, assignor to Draper
Corporation, Hopcdalc, Mass^ a corporation of Main«

FUed Sept. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 141,453
4 Claims. (CI. 139—190)

1. In a lay motion for a loom, a rock shaft, swords
and a lay attached to the upper ends thereof, said swords
being rockable on said rock shaft, a crank gear member,
a stationary cam member having an arcuated cam track
integrally formed therein, a cam follower, a driving crank
and a connecting rod, said driving crank being freely
rotatablc and eccentrically connected at one side of said
crank gear member, the opposite end being pivotally con-
nected to said cam follower and to one end of said con-
necting rod, the opposite end of said connecting rod being
pivotally connected to said sword for imparting thereto
a rocking motion as said cam follower is caused to fol-
low said arcuated cam track of said cam member.

3,097,670
MIXED LIQUID DISPENSER

Sanford Bcnnan, 1850 Wood Road, Scotch Plaiaa. NJ.
Filed May 5, 1961, Ser. No. 108,092^^

16 Claims. (CI. 141—«3)

mg valve, said means of one container including a manual-
ly adjustable needle valve controlling proportionate dis-
char^ of liquid from said container to that of the as-
sociated container, said mixing valve having a discharge
positioned over a receptacle support for discharge of a
liquid mix discharged from said mixing valve into a recep-
tacle arranged on said support, and a switch in the circuit
with said mixing valve actuated by the weight of a recep-
tacle placed on said support for putting said mixing valve
into operation to discharge a mixture from said liquid
containers into said receptacle.

3,097,671
FLUID DEUVERY DEVICE

Nathaniel W. R. Booetti, Baytown. and Ralph James, Jr.,
Cbamiclvicw, Tea., aasigiion, by mesne assignments, to
EsTO Research and Engfaiccrfaig Company, Elizabeth,
NJ., a corporation of Dclawar«

FUed Aug. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 47,789
5 Clafans. (CL 141—116)

I

4. A fluid delivery device for supplying fluid to a con-
tainer comprising: a stationary barrel; inner and outer
telescoping members slidably mounted in said barrel and
adapted to fall as a single unit in response to gravity to
extend below the barrel, the inner member extending
upwardly within the barrel a greater distance than the
outer member and having a fluid outlet at its lower ex-
tremity and a plurality of fluid outleU extending up-
wardly for a particular desired disUnce; a spring retain-
ing member mounted on the inner member and above
the outer member; a spring in conUct with the retaining
member and the outer member whereby the flow of fluid
through the inner member causes the inner member to
extend beyond the outer member; engaging means on
the barrel and the outer telescoping member adapted to
mterengage to limit the downward movement of the fall
by gravity of the unit; and a tubular member mounted
within the inner member and in fluid contact with the
fluid outlet at the lower extremity of the inner member
whereby suction applied within the inner member re-
tracts the telescoping members and draws into the inner
member any fluid droplets sticking on the outside of the
inner member.

1. A mixed liquid dispenser comprising two suitably
supported containers, a liquid in one container, another
contrasting liquid in the other container, a solenoid mix-
ing valve in an electric circuit, means including tubes
placing each container in communication with said mix-

3,097,672
MAGNCTIC VALVE CONTTIOL MECHANISM FOR

RECEPTACLE FILLING MACHINES
Everett S. Mfaurd, Lagona Beach, CaHf.. assignor to

mS^S^ CorporaHon, Chicago, IlL, a corporation of

Filed June 30, 1960, Ser. No. 39,S87
lOOMinuL (CL 141—142)

4. A rotary filling machine having a plurality of filling
assemblies overlying and movable along a path in syn-
chronism with a plurality of container receiving pockets
comprising a common reservoir for material; means asso-
ciated with each of said filling assemblies for automati-
cally flowing a measured quantity of material into a con-
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tainer located beneath its corresponding filling assembly
comprising an outlet, a filler control valve reciprocable
between two positions, a path communicating with said
reservoir through said port and with said outlet; each said
filler control valve including a cam follower connected
thereto, surface means in the path of said cam follower
for guiding said control valve in a first position, mag-
netic holding means in fixed relation to said filling ma-
chine for magnetically holding said filler control valve
in a second position during valve movement along a path,
a movable camming surface in the path of said cam fol-

lower for effecting an inclined movement of each said
control valve from said first position to said second posi-
tion, detection means for determining the presence or
absence of an individual empty container beneath the
outiet of a particular filling assembly, and means nor-
mally responsive to said detection means detecting a con-
tainer beneath said particular outiet for maintaining said
movable cam in said inclined position to permit said
control valve to be held by said magnetic holding means.

661

lei to the plane of said opening, a container having a
rim engageable with said bottom opening to thereby place
said container in communication with said dust chamber
through said opening, said base portion having a sec-
ond opening therein extending laterally and sized to
freely pass said container therethrough by sliding it
along said supporting surface, the distance between said
bottom opening and said supporting surface being greater
than the depth of said container, whereby said container
may be disengaged from said bottom opening and
dropped to said supporting surface for lateral movement
through said second opening^eans for raising said con-

tainer from said surface and securing it in operative po-
sition relative to said bottom opening, said means includ-
ing abutment means on said container and a lever piv-
otally mounted within said base portion, said lever hav-
ing legs extending on opposite sides of said container,
abutment surfaces on the legs of said lever engageable
with said abutment means on said container for rais-
ing and lowering said container and holding it in op-
erative position and spring means giving said lever a
constant upward bias to fix said container in operative
position against said first bottom opening unless said lever
is held downwardly by hand pressure.

and for moving said movable cam surface to a position
relative to said first position to prevent control of said
control valve by said magnetic holding means only at
such time as no container is disposed beneath said outiet
for maintaining the outiet of the particular filling assem-
bly closed while opening the reservoir.

7. In a filling machine adapted to receive a line of con-
tainers and to fill same while they are conducted along a
path beneath a corresponding plurality of filling assem-
blies ti-aveling said path, each filling assembly compris-
ing a control valve and a cam roller attached thereto for
moving said contrcri valve from a lower closed position
to an upper open position to control the flow of material
into the containers, said cam rollers normally rolling on
guide rails and cams, the improvement comprising means
for inaintaining each said control valve in its upper open
position while it movis along said path until the container
is completely full, said means including a magnet fixedly
mounted relative to said filling machine adjacent the patii
of said conti-ol valve and a cooperating magnetic material
element forming part of said control valve.

3,097,674
SWBVGSPOUT DISPENSER

Scott E. AUen, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Swhigapout
Measure Co., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of
California

FUed Jan. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 82,241
3 Chdms. (CI. 141—366)

3,097,673
VACUUM CLEANERS

David H. Hmt, Simsbmy, Conn., assignor to The Spencer
Tnrbfaic Company, Hartford, Conn., a corporation of
Coonecticnt

FUed Jane 8, 1959, Ser. No. 818,693
3 Clu\nn. (O. 141—272)

1. A vacuum cleaner including a housing having a por-
tion containing a dust chamber with a first opening in
the bottom thereof, a depending base portion support-
ing said housing, the lower edge of which is normaUy
placed on a planar supporting surface substantially paral-

1. A swingspout dispenser for liquids comprising an
open top container having a supporting side handle at the
top thereof, an outiet through the bottom of said con-
tainer located oflf-center with respect to said bottom, a
swing joint connected to said outiet and having a spout
extending therefrom arranged to swing downwardly, said
swing joint comprising an elbow member having vertical
and horizontal portions, said vertical portion being se-
cured to the bottom of said container surrounding said
ouUet and said horizontal portion being disposed adjacent
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and directly below the vertical portion, a thimble mem-
ber having the inlet end of said spout mounted on one
side thereof, said thimble member being disposed in axial
relation to the horizontal portion of said elbow member,
a scaling joint between the mouth of said thimble mem-
ber and said horizontal portion permitting oscillation of
said thimble member with respect to said elbow member,
means for securing said thimble member and said elbow
member in oscillating relationship, and a stop member
having a portion positioned to engage the spout when
said spout is swung to a downward position, the spout
being of a length to extend down into a filling tube a dis-
tance sufficient to support the receptacle in a supporting
relationship when the stop engages the spout, whereby
when the spout is extended down into a filling tube the
weight of the receptacle is transmitted through said stop
to the spout and the spout acts as a support for the recep-
tacle.

2. In a liquid dispenser including an open top con-
tainer having a supporting side handle at one side thereof,
an outlet through the bottom of said container, and a
spout extending from the outlet and arranged to swing
downwardly, the improvement which comprises a support
within the container, a lever pivoted to said support, a
valve member for closing said outlet mounted at one end
of the lever, an arm connected to said lever and extend-
ing to the top of said container for actuating said lever,
a spring having two arms, one arm of said spring en-
gaging said lever and to urge it to a position to close said
valve, and the other arm of said spring having a portion
extending through said support and forming a fixed pivot
for said lever.

band guide means to restrain the shoe against moving
forwardly along the saw band which the shoe straddles;
means in the shoe defining a passage that opens downward-
ly through its bight portion and through which Uquid
lubricant can be introduced into the space between the
legs to be spread over the side surfaces of a saw band be-
tween the legs by said opposing surfaces on the legs as
the saw band moves relatively to the shoe; and means for
communicating said passage means with a source of
Uquid lubricant.

3,097,676
DEVICE FOR DEBARKING STAVE AND

HEAD BOLTS
Charles T. Calk, 344 Grccnlow Road, BaltimoK 28. Md.

FUed July 6, 1960, Ser. No. 41,143
aClaiuu. (CI. 144—208)

f' ....

3,097,675
BAND LUBRICATOR FOR CUTOFF MACHINES

AND THE LIKE
JoMph Benedict, Downers Grove, HI., assignor to The

DoAll Company, Des Plaines, III., a corporation^ of
Illinois

FUed Apr. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 104,072
3 Claims. (CI. 143—158)

1. An applicator for applying liquid lubricant to an
endless saw band in a band machine of the type wherein
a straight substantially horizontal cutting stretch of the
band is held by a pair of spaced apart guide means with its

side surfaces substantially upright and its teeth lowermost,
said applicator comprising: an elongated shoe having an
inverted U-shaped cross section, with a lengthwise extend-
ing bight portion defining an elongated downwardly facing
surface and a pair of opposite legs projecting downwardly
from the bight portion and having opposing elongated
upright surfaces spaced apart by a distance substantially
equal to the thickness of a saw band, said shoe being
adapted to slidingly straddle a saw band in the cutting
stretch thereof with its said bight portion seated directly
on the upper edge of the band and its legs closely but
slidably contacting the side surfaces of the band along
substantially all of its width between its upper edge and
the gullets of its teeth; means on the shoe providing an
abutment which faces in a direction substantially length-
wise of the shoe and which is engageable with a relatively
fixed part on a band saw machine adjacent to one of its

3. A stave and head bolt debarking machine, com-
prising, a structural supporting frame having a pair of
spaced, vertically extending guide tracks, a carriage mount-
ed for reciprocating movement in said spaced guide tracks,
fluid circuit means including a cylinder having a piston
mechanically connected to said carriage for driving and re-
tracting said carriage along said spaced guide tracks, an
arcuate shaped blade, said carriage including a horizon-
tally positioned flange plate means secured to the lower
end of said piston and a blade mounting plate mounted
vertically on said flange plate means, said mounting
plate having an arcuate shape corresponding to that of
said blade and having means adapted to hold said blade in
abutting contact with said flange plate means and said
mounting plate downwardly from said flange plate means
to a distance intermediate therewith and the cutting edge
of said blade, said fluid circuit means including a first

fluid line connected to said cylinder for passing fluid for
advancing said piston and a second fluid line connected
to said cylinder for passing fluid for retracting said piston,
a fluid by-passing device for each said first and second
fluid lines, means for opening the respective by-passing
devices to pass fluid on predetermined stroke limits of
said piston in said cylinder to halt movement of said
piston, and a support positioned at the lower end of said
spaced guide tracks for supporting and positioning a
bolt to be debarked, whereby upon downward move-
ment of said carriage said bolt is debarked by said arcuate
shaped blade.
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3,697,677
COLLAPSIBLE CONTAINERS

James A. Mitchell, Englcwood, NJ., assignor to Union
Carbide Corporatioo, a corporation of New York

AppUcation Jan. 17, 1957, Ser. No. 634,707, now Patent
No. 2,957,282, dated Oct. 25, 1960, which Is a division
of application Ser. No. 475,183, Dec. 14, 1954, now
Patent No. 2,875,562, dated Mar. 3, 1959. Divided
and this application Aug. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 48,922

4 CUfans. (CI. 150—1)

1. A gas-tight shipping container of the collapsible type
capable of retaining therein a gas under superatmospheric
pressure while it is being filled with solid material, said

container having a filling opening surrounded by a metal
ring, a gas check valve outside said ring, a substantially
gas-tight closure removably secured to said ring and ac-

cessible from outside said container, a flexible sleeve of
substantially gas-impervious material having one end por-
tion substantially gas-tightly secured to said ring within
said closure, means for substantially gas-tightly closing
said sleeve adjacent said ring to provide a pouch for
supporting the outer portion of the sleeve within the con-
tainer, when the sleeve is closed and such outer portion
tucked therein, the outer end portion of said sleeve be-
ing adapted to be substantially gas-tightly fitted aronnd
the outside of a filling or emptying pipe, whereby after
the sleeve outer end portion has been fitted to said pipe
said sleeve closing means may be opened for the move-
ment of material through said sleeve.

3,097,678
MOUNTING MEANS FOR BAG FRAME

HARDWARE
Melvin E. Paynor, Providence, lU., assignor to Fulford

Manufacturing Company, a corporation of Rhode

FUed Sept. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 138,648
4 Cbfans. (CL 150—29)

1. In a bag, a closure frame comprising two sectiooa
hinged together, each in substantially the shape (rf a U
and of channel shaped cross section with spaced inner
and outer walls connected by a bridge portion for receiv-
ing through their free edges the edges of the bag to be
closed, a nonmetallic material covering the outer surface
of the two hinged sections, a clamp of channel shape in
cross section having a bridge portion and legs extending
therefrom snugly frictionally embracing said covering
along a portion of the length of one of said sections to
attach itself thereto and an item of bag hardware attached
to the bridge portion of said clamp.

3,097,679
SPLIT SELF-LOCKING WASHER

Ernst Jordan, Lcfaipftid 17, Hamburg 39, Gcnnany
FUed Dec. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 857,806

7 Chdms. (CI. 151—36)

1. A self-locking split washer comprising a ring having
axially and radially extending surfaces, a gap, radial up-
standing locking teeth in an annular zone on an axially
extending surface of the ring for gripping the members
between which the washer is tightened, a biting edge hav-
ing side faces and outstanding from one radially extending
surface of said ring on one side of said gap and displaced
radially from said annular zone containing said' teeth, and
another biting edge having side faces outstanding fr<Mn
the opposite radially extending surface of said ring on the
other side of said gap and displaced radially from said
annular zone containing said teeth, each of said biting
edges being inclined to a radius of the ring, the angle of
inclination between said biting edges forming an acute
angle opening towards the center of said ring, and the ele-
vation of each of said biting edges being more than the
elevation of said teeth, so that said members are gripped
by the biting edges before being gripped by said teeth, and
the side faces defining said biting edges being so formed
that the forces acting on the biting edges during tighten-
ing of the washer tend to close said gap in the washer and
so resist splaying of the washer.

3,097,680
VEHICLE TIRE AND MOUNTING MEANS

THEREFOR
Durward E. WUUs, Chariottc, N.C., assignor to WUUs

Acceptance Coip., Chariottc, N.C., a corporation ofNew Jersey
FUed Aug. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 131,776

8 Cbdms. (CI. 152—331)

4. In combination with a vehicle wheel having a cylin-
drical tire receiving part and oj^xjsed rims on the oppo-
site sides of said part, a tire comprising a unitary sub-
stantially solid molded annular body of resilient material
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having a relatively thick tread part, an inner annular cen-
tral part normally radially spaced from the cylindrical
part of said wheel, and opposed beads sealingly engaging
the rims of said wheel, a plurality of air cells molded into
said body and having openings of limited circumferential
extent extending through the inner annular part of said
tire, means afftwding an annular airspace between the
cylindrical part of said wheel and the inner annular part
of said tire whereby all of said openings of said cells are
interconnected with each other, said inner annular part
being responsive to the compression of said tire caused by
the downwardly acting weight of a vehicle acting there-
on so that a circumferential portion of the inner part in
line with the downwardly acting weight is moved into tight
engagement with the adjacent surface of the cylindrical
part of said wheel to seal oflf any cell opening embraced
by the circumferential portion of the inner central part of
said tire in tight engagement with said wheel.
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integrally on one end of the plug, said flange extending
outwardly adjacent to the flat washer, a second sealing
means disposed about the external end of the valve hous-
mg, said external end extending outwardly from the
plug, and a sealing member threadably engaging the ex-

3,097,681
TIRE

Cariyle M. HarUns, 2134 N. Himpton Court, Peoria, DI.
FUed Jan. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 4,376

6 Clafans. (CI. 152—352)

temal end of the valve housing to compress the second
sealmg means between the flared external end of the insert
and the sealing member, said sealing member contoured
to mount flush with the surface of the side wall in the
sealmg position to prevent contamination of the filler
valve.

3,097,6S3
RAM FOR CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRIMPING

David Dibner, Witton, Comu, aarignor to Bomdy Corpo-
ratkMi, a corporatioa of New York
Filed May 2, 1960, Scr. No. 26^79

4Claiiiii. (CL153—1)

1. A vehicle wheel support comprising a tubeless tire

having beads, a carcass with a crown portion having
diagonally criss-crossed superposed layers of cords inter-
connecting the beads and an elastomer tread upon the
crown portion integral therewith, said crown portion when
inflated being free to assume cross-sectionally an out-
wardly rounded arc defining a lateral overall diameter
and to provide a peripheral circular wheel circumference
defining an expanded radius, said elastomer tread being
under circumferential tension at said expanded radius and
being relieved of said tension and circumferentially un-
stressed at the ground engaging surface thereof when
loaded to a rolling radius that is reduced from the ex-
panded radius by approximately 20 percent of said di-
ameter, and a flanged wheel rim receiving the beads be-
tween flanges that are spaced a distance in excess of 80
percent of said diameter with the outer edges of the
flanges spaced a distance less than said diameter.

M
1. A pair of mating dies for cnmping a therebetween

inserted connector; each of said dies having an inner sur-
face forming a cavity including a jH^asure applying face;
an arcuately formed leaf spring member mounted adja-
cent the face of one of said dies and having the distal
ends thereof biased radially outward to resiliently bear
against and slide along the other die inner surface, to
obstruct the gap between adjacent surfaces of the dies
as they are moved toward mating position; said leaf spring
member being adapted to resiliently conform to the adja-
cent surface of the therein inserted connector as said
dies are closed into full mating relationship and to resume
its undeflected arcuate form when the dies are parted.

3,097,682
TIRE FILLER VALVE

Cariyle M. HarUns, 2134 N. Hampton Court, Peoria, 111.

FUed June 1, 1960, Ser. No. 33,294
5 Claims^ (CI. 152—429)

1. In combination a tubeless pneumatic tire having a
passage through a side wall thereof and a filler valve re-
ceived therein comprising, a metallic valve housing in-
cluding internal and external ends, a valve mechanism
secured within the housing, a flat washer integrally formed
on the internal end of the valve housing, a metallic insert
including flared internal and external ends, a first sealing
means disposed about the valve housing between the
flared internal end of the insert and the flat washer as
the valve housing is positioned within the insert, a resilient
plug secured about the insert, a resilient flange formed

3.097,684
METHOD OF FORMING A CLOSED CORNER IN A
HOLLOW RECTILINEAR METAL WORKPIECE

Frank U Tarte, Wales TowMhip, St. Clak Coonty, Mich.,
assignor to The Lc Tartc Company, Inc., a corporatioa
of Michigan

FUed Jan. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 6,336
5 Claims. (CL 153—2)

1. The method of forming a closed comer from a hol-
low rectilinear meUl workpicce including the steps of
selecting an elongated workpiece having a closed shaped
hollow cross section structure which has at least two
sides extending angularly to each other, supporting the
workpiece on a bed, relatively positioning the workpiece
and a pair of angularly disposed circular saws for cut-
ting engagement by both saws of all but one of said sides
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without deforming the cross section of the workpiece and
so that the apex of the resulting notch is in a position
to permit the workpiece to bend about said one side to
form a closed comer, rotating said saws, simultaneously
moving the saws through relatively angularly disposed
planes of rotation of the respective saws, wherein the
path of one of the saws overlaps that of the other saw
and the periphery of the overlapping saw is tangent to
the plane of the outer surface of said overlapped saw
when said saws pass through said workpiece, wherein the
kerf of the resulting cut of the overlapping saw lies in

3,097,686
FURNACE SYSTEM

Robert D. Morrow, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Pn>duct
Development Associates, Ltd., Baltimore. Md.

Filed May 12, 1960, Scr. No. 28,588
14 Claims. (CL 158—1)

3,097,685
TIRE REGROOVING MACHINE

Nonnan O. Woodard, 4611 W. Cayuga, Tampa, Fla.
FUed May 24, 1960, Ser. No. 31,436

2 Claims. (CI. 157—13)

1. A tmck tire regrooving machine including a pair of
separate bases adapted to be located on opposite sides of
a truck tire while such tire is mounted on a truck, tire

rotating means on one of said bases and multiple tire

grooving tools mounted on the other of said bases, said
tools being mounted for oscillatory movement toward and
from a tire and for pivoted transverse movement across
the face of a tire.

1. A furnace system comprising a combustion cham-
ber, means for supplying fuel to said chamber, means
formmg an output path for combustion products from
said chamber, means in said path for dividing the com-
bustion products into relatively hot and cold components
and means for feeding at least a portion of said hot com-
ponent back to said combustion chamber.

the plane of the outside edge of the resulting cut of the

overlapped saw, said paths being in such close proximity
that the path of the periphery of the overlapped saw is

juxtaposed the plane of the inside face of the overlapping
saw so that substantially all material will be removed
from the workpiece at the apex of the resulting notch
and bending said one side at said apex wherein said side
defines the periphery of said comer and continuing said
bending until the opposing edges of the workpiece cut by
said saws join each other to define a closed comer.

3,097,687

^'i^9li^'^^ BURNER WITH TEMPERATURE
SS9i2l'^"^'^ MIXER TO CONTROL FLAMEHEATING OF RETORT

^-^^^^^

Ray B. Fannin, Denver, Colo., assignor to Gas Engineer-
ing & Equipment Co., Denver, Colo., a coiporation of
Colorado

FUed Mm-. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 803,022
2 Claims. (Q. 158—79)

1. In a fuel burner assembly, a burner housing open
at both ends, a line for connection with a source of bu-
tane or propane maintained under pressure and includ-
ing a coiled portion disposed interiorly of said burner
housing and an extension portion supported rearwardly
of said housing, a temperature-sensitive instrument
mounted in said extension portion, a fuel -air mixer
mounted at the rear of said housing with a forward por-
tion in the housing and including telescoping tubular
members open at both ends, a brandi conduit for receiv-
mg the gaseous discharge of the extension portion and
CMTying a forwardly-directed discharge nozzle extending
mto the rear end of the telescoping members, and means
including a pressure-actuated member responsive to meas-
ured temperature variations for changing the effective
combmed length of said telescoping members so as to vary
flame impingement on said coil.

3,097,688
BAY CLOSURE DEVICE WITH BUILT-IN BLIND
Jean L^on Schwartz, Paris, France, a«ignor to Societc
Anonymc dcs Ateliers dc Coutmction Scfawartz-Haat-
mont, Paris, France, a body corporate of Fraacc

Filed Dec. 29, 1960, Scr. No. 79,335
Claims priority, appUcatJon France Oct 5. 1960

5 Cblms. (CL 160—30)
5. A window means comprising a stationary window

frame having an opening, a horizontally pivouble sash
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in said opening, said frame having attached thereto a pivoted member to release said keeper means in response
casing at its upper end for swinging movement forwardly to movement of the abutment portion of said other mem-
and rcarwardly of said opening, an extendable blind car- bcr toward said door panel.
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3,097,689
VEHICLE OPERATED GARAGE DOOR

OPENING MEANS
Arthur W. Faecher, 46 Henry Drive, Glen Cove, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 184,800
5 Claims. (CI. 160—189)

1. In combination with a vertically movable garage
door having a plurality of horizontally disposed, hinged
panels, spring means operatively connected to said door
for exerting a lifting force thereon, an opening in one
of said door panels and fulcrum means on said panel
at said opening therein, and keeper means on the floor
of said garage adjacent the bottom edge of the lower-
most door panel, a pair of members, one of said mem-
bers being pivotally mounted on the inner surface of
the lowermost door panel for releasably engaging said
keeper means, the other of said members being pivotally
mounted on said fulcrum means and comprising a ver-
tically disposed vehicle abutment portion adjacent the
outer surface of said one door panel arranged for move-
ment toward said one door panel upon contact there-
with by a vehicle moving towards said door and an arm
portion angularly related to said abutment portion and
extending through said door panel opening and in a down-
ward direction, and means connecting said arm por-
tion and said one pivoted member for moving said one

3,097,69«
PROCESS FOR HEATING A SUBSURFACE

FORMATION
Paul L. TerwUliger, OdkiDont, and Lawrence A. WU-

son, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa., assignon to Gulf Research &
Development Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation
of Delaware

FUed Dec. 24, 1958, Ser. No. 782,904
11 Chdmi. (CL 166—11)

ried in said casing of a size to substantially cover said
sash when lowered from the bottom of said casing to
either side of said opening.

1. A process for heating a subsurface formation con-
taining oil penetrated by a first well and a second well
spaced from the first well comprising injecting an injec-
tion mixture of a fuel gas and air into the formation at
the first well and displacing it through a permeable chan-
nel in the formation to the second well, said injection
mixture having a ratio of fuel to air adapted to form a
fuel-air mixture at the second well having a fuel-air ratio
at least sixty percent and less than about six hundred
percent of the stoichiometric ratio, igniting the fuel-air
mixture at the second well, containing the injection of
the injection mixture at the first well to cause reverse
combustion of the injected fuel to proceed from the sec-
ond well toward the first well, and changing the composi-
tion "tof the injection mixture injected at the first well to a
fuel-air ratio below about forty percent of the stoichio-
metric ratio to convert the combustion of the injected
fuel to forward burning whereby the combustion front
travels back and forth in the formation to heat oil in the
formation.

3,097,691
CEMENTING AND COMPLETING WELLS IN

THE EARTH
Floyd A. Smith, Houston, Tex., assignor, by mesne as-
^gnments, to Jersey Production Research Company.
Tulsa, Okb., a corporation of Delaware

Filed July 26, 1961, Ser. No. 127,015
5 Claims. (CI. 166—28)

1. A method of completing a well containing a pipe
string extending from the earth's surface into a hydro-
carbon-containing earth formation and having wiper plug
latching means near the lower end thereof, comprising:
pumping a cementitious fluid down the pipe string and
up the annulus thereabout with a wiper plug driven by
pressurized, normally liquid fluid aiid pressurized, nor-
mally gasiform fluid until the wiper plug is latched in
the wiper plug latching means to close the pipe string
and prevent cementitious fluid from flowing up the pipe
string; releasing the pressure on the normally liquid fluid

I

and normaUy gasiform fluid in the pipe string: and. when forat*. hr.th «;«- . •

-"^."^

U«BT t\jt%

UH«1 KvMMI*

forating the pipe string at the levei of the productive earth
formation.

3,097,692

» ^^^ CONSOLIDATION METHOD
£121111 « "i?~!t ***•'! ^- WUIiams, and Horace H.
Spain, Hoo^, Tex., assignors, by mesne assignments,
to Jersey Production Research Company, Tulsa. OklaZa corporation of Delaware

^

No Drawing. FUed Apr. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 806,759
11 Claims. (CI. 166—33)

1. A method for consolidating the sands of an incom-
petent, water wet, formation comprising injecting into
said formation a resin-forming mixture including a water-
soluble aldehyde, a catalyst, a low molecular weight hy-
droxy aryl compound, and oU in two parts, the first part
injected which is free of said low molecular weight hy-
droxy aryl compound comprising said water-soluble alde-
hyde and catalyst and the second part injected compris-
ing said low molecular weight hydroxy aryl compound
and oil, the first part injected miscibly displacing connate
hquid wetting the sand grains of the formation and a
portion of the first part rcmammg on the surfaces of the
sand grams ih the connate position, and the second part
injected immiscibly partiaUy displacing the first part in-
jected, said portion of the first part injected remaining
on the sand gram surfaces in the connate position extract-
ing a fraction of the low molecular weight hydroxy aryl
compound from the second part injected to form the lesin
and thereby consolidate the sands of the formaUon, the
relative volumes of said aldehyde, catalyst, and hydroxy
aryl compound being selected so as to yield from 20%
to 40% resin.

sorbing energy of the perforator in excess of that neces-
sary to perforate and establish comnmnicaUon between
the pipe string.

3,097,694

1 w J^^^^^Jl^iC FRACTURING PROCESS
™.J^ ^'T*'' Hourton, Tex., assignor, by mesne asrign.
ments, to Jersey Production Research Company. lUsa.OUa., a corporation of Debware

^^
FUed Apr. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 809,841

SCfadms. (CL166—42)

3,097,693
METHOD OF PERFORATION OF WELL PIPE

Garland C. Terrel, Houston, Tex., aasiguor, by mesne as-
rignments, to Jeney Production Researck Compuy,
Tnlsa, OUa., a corporation of Delaware

FUed July 21, 1960, Ser. No. 44,339
1 Claim. (CI. 166—35)

A method for perforating in wells to estoblish com-
munication between two parallel nonconcentric pipe
strings comprising the steps ot lowering a pipe perforatorm one pipe string having a selected radial direction of
perforation to adjacent the depth in a well to which it is
desired to estaWish communication between the two pipe
strings; lowering in the other pipe string perforator en-
ergy absorbing means to the same depth to which the per-
forator was lowered; detecting the radial direction of said
otter pipe string relative to the direction of perforation
of said perforator; orienting said perforator so that the
direction of perforation faces in the direction of the other
pipe sti-ing; and then achiating the perforator to per-

1. A method for hydraulically fracturing a subsurface
formation peneti-ated by a well bore to retain in place
propping agents used to prop open the fractures com-
prising tile sequential steps of: treating said propping
agents with a water-soluble silicate; dispersing said t^tod
propping agents in a liquid to be used to hydraulically
fracture said formation; pumping said mixture of fracture
liquid and treated propping agents into said well bore and
forcing said mixture into siid formation under pressure
sufficient to cause hydraulic fracturing tiiereof; and titen
overilushing said fractured formation with a coagulating
ageirt which reacts witii said silicate to precipitate an in-
soluble silicate reaction product at the surface of the prop-ping agents to cement said propping agents to each ot^and to said formation.

3,097,695

Roh.^T^^"^ STRING TUBING HANGERKob«t K. Le Roup, Oaude R. NeUon, and WUUam W.Ward, Jr^ Houston, Tex^ said U Rouax asrinor bymesne assijmciits, to Armco Steel Coiporatiou, Mid-dletown, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio '^^ "*"

FUed Not. 8, 1955, Ser. No. 545,720
32qainis. (CL 166—75)

1. A multiple stnng tubing weU head assembly stiTic-
ture comprising a well head body member having a boreand a seat from which to support pipe depending in a
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well, a Christmas tree body member to be supported by
said well head body member and having a plurality of
passage means for interconnection between said Christ-

mas tree body member and said well head member, tub-

ing hanger means supported from said seat on said weU
head body member and also having passage means for

interconnection with passage means on said Christmas
tree body member, and guide means comprising a later-

ally extending member and a cooperating. slot to receive

said laterally extending member between said tubing

hanger means and at least one of said body members to

cooperate in their orientation with each other and line

up their interconnecting passage means.

3,097,696
SELF-EXPANDING RETRIEVABLE OR PERMA-

NENT BRIDGE PLUG
Willis P. Orr, Tyler, Tex., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Jersey ProductioD Research Company, Tulsa,
Olila., a corporation of Delaware

Filed July 27, 1961, Scr. No. 127,228
5 Claims. (CL 166—135)

1. A plug member for casing comprising: a self-ex-

panding, stretchable member having a coaxial passage-

way extending therethrough, said passageway being open
at the top and closed at the bottom; a fishing neck at the

open end of the passageway; and gripping members on
the outside of the self-expanding, stretchable member
whereby a rimning tool having a rod adapted to enter the

passageway and engage the bottom of the passageway may
be used to lower the member down the casing in stretched

condition to the desired location and the tool then re-

moved to permit the self-expanding member to expand
into contact with the casing.

3,d97,697
LINER HANGER

William H. States, Long Beach, Calif^ aarignor to Midway
Fisiilng Tool Co^ a corpocatioa of Callfomla

Filed Apr. 7, 195S, Scr. No. 726,834
8 Claims. (CL 166—138)
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ling the blade pitch of the propeller between reverse and

feathering, means for continuously comparing the actual

turbine temperature with the maximum permissible tem-

perature for said turbine, means for reducing the blade

pitch as soon and as long as the actual turbine tempera-

ture tends to exceed said maximum permissible tempera-

ture, means connected to said pitch controlling means and

controlled by said temperature comparing means for auto-

matically increasing the blade pitch until maximum load-

ing is attained for the turbine as long as the actual turbine

temperature is less than said maximum permissible tem-

perature, means interconnecting said temperature com-
paring means and said pitch automatically increasing

means for rendering said last means ineffective as soon

as the actual turbine temperature is equal to said maxi-

mum permissible temperature and for starting again said

pitch automatic increasing means as soon as the actual

turbine temperature decreases below said maximum per-

missible temperature, means for automatically rendering

effective said pitch reducing means as soon as the actual

turbine temperature overreaches said maximum permis-

sible temperature, and means for rendering ineffective

said last means and the pitch reducing and automatic in-

creasing means as soon as the decreasing pitch attains a

predetermined positive value.

3,097,701
BLADE FOLDING MECHANISM

Michel D. Baivid, Miiford, Conn., assignor to United Air-

craft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Oct. 27, 1960, Scr. No. 65,348

14 Claims. (CI. 170^160.12)

^^--
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on said body for expansion laterally outwardly of said

body; said body having stop means engageable with a

lower portion of the pipe to Ideate the bit in the pipe with

said cutter means projecting below the lower end of the

pipe; a mandrel movable longitudinally in said body for

expanding said cutter means laterally outwardly; means

on said mandrel responsive to the pressure of fluid in the

pipe disposed in a well bore: a unitary body movable

longitudinally through the pipe; a plurality of initially

retracted cutter means mounted on and circumferentially

spaced about said body for expansion laterally outwardly

of said body; said bit including means adapted to engage

a lower portion of the pipe to locate the bit in the pipe

with said cutter means projecting below the lower end

of the pipe; means carried by said body for expanding said

cutter means from its initially retracted position laterally

outwardly of the body to drill an effective hole diameter

greater than the outside diameter of the pipe; and means

for coupling said expanding means to the pipe, whereby

the pipe is adapted to rotate the bit and transmit torque

through said expanding means and body to said cutter

means.

3,097,7W
SCALE WITH PRINTER DELAY

Edward B. Fanner, Wabu, and DaTid R. Whltehouae,

Cambridge, Maas^ and Panl G. Lfaidaay, MoUnc, 111^

aasignon to FalrtMUilu, Morse Jk Co^ Chkago, UL, a

corporation of DUnola
Filed Sept 11, 1959, Scr. No. 839^24

ICIafan. (Cll77—12)

O^

pipe for moving the mandrel longitudinally in said body

to expand said cutter means; said body having means

for coupling said body to the pipe whereby rotary motion

and torque is transmittable directly from the pipe to said

body; retractable means on said mandrel expandible

against the pipe for transmitting downweight from the

pipe to the bit; and means movable relative to said man-

drel for retracting said retractable means.

3,097,708
RETRIEVABLE DRILLING APPARATUS

Archer W. Kammercr, Archer W. Kammerer, Jr., and

Jean K. Lamphere, Fnllerton, Calif., assignon, by

mesne assignments, of tlirec-fiftlis to said Arclier W.
Kammerer, one-fifth to said Archer W. Kammerer, Jr.,

and one-fifth to said Jean K. Lamphere
FUed May 11, 1959, Ser. No. 812,387

19 Claims. (CI. 175—260)

1. In a retrievable drilling bit adapted to be lowered

within and coupled to the lower portion of a string of

&

In weighing apparatus including a load receiver, for

weighing and recording the weight of a load on the re-

ceiver, a shaft, means responsive to the application of a

load on said receiver for causing rotation movement of

said shaft in angular extent proportional to the weight of

the load, means providing a li^t beam, a li^t sensitive

device in registration with the light beam and affording

electrical resistance variable as a function of the intensity

of light impinging thereon, a disc secured on said shaft

with its peripheral portion in intercepting relation to said

light beam, the peripheral portion of said disc providing

alternate radial opaque fingers and slots of like uniform

width, for effecting intermittent interruption of the light

beam during rotational movement of the disc, with con-

sequent variation in resistance of said light sensitive de-

vice at a variation rate correq>onding to the rate of ro-

tational movement of the disc, weight recorder means, a

recorder control having an active condition permitting

recording operation <^ said weight recorder means and an

inactive condition {Heventing operation of the weight

recorder means, control circuit means sensitive to resist-

ance variations of said light sensitive device and adjust-

able to respond to rates of resistance variation above a

predetermined minimum rate for retaining said recorder

control in inactive condition, said control circuit means

causing said recorder control to assume its active condi-

tion when the rate of resistance variation is at or below

said predetermined tnininniim rate, the control circuit

means including adjustably settable time delay means ef-

fective to delay for a time period predetermined accord-

ing to its setting, action of the said control circuit means

to cause the said recorder control to assume its active

condition, and regulatable means in said control circuit

means operable for varying the predetermined minimum
rate of resistance variation response of the control circuit

means at and below which it causes said recorder control

to assume said active condition.
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3,097,710
AUTOMATIC GLASS LOADER

John E. Copcnhcfer, Anchorage, Ky., assignor to Ameri-

can Air Filter Company, Inc., Lonisrille, Ky., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed July 13, 1959, Ser. No. 826,631

11 Cbdnii. (CL 177—62)

F
•-r

5?T-

given weight, comprising, a bin, a discharge opening in

the bottom portion of said bin through which the con-

tents will flow by gravity, a dumping door pivotally

mounted along the upper edge of said disdiarge open-

ing and adapted to open and close said opening as it is

actuated from one position to another, actuating means

including a pneumatic cylinder aiKl a toggle mechanism

for actuating said door, said pneumatic cylinder pivotally

mounted on the front of said bin above said dumping

door, mounting means on the sides of said bin to provide

lateral support to said bin and to permit its vertical move-

ment, and weight sensitive means supported and mounted

centrally below said bin, said means being responsive to

aiKl resisting the vertical movement of said bin as it is

being loaded and adapted to energize said door actuat-

ing means to open said door and dump said bin when

the contents of said bin reach the given weight.

1. In apparatus for spinning condensed filamentous

mats, a supply material hopper, a continuously reciprocat-

ing furnace periodically traversing a charge receiving lo-

cation and from whic* filamentous material is continu-

ously drawn, means for continually weighing said furnace

and its contents, first switching means selectively respon-

sive to a predetermined decrease of the weight of said

continuously moving furnace and its contents from its

tare weight value, second switching means selectively re-

sponsive to the positional disposition of said continuously

moving reciprocating furnace within said charge receiving

location aixl means responsive to coincident actuaticHi of

said first and second switching means for selectively effect-

ing incremental transfer of supply material from said hop-

per into said moving furnace while the same is traversing

•aid charge receiving location.

3,097,711
SKIP LOADING AND WEIGHING APPARATUS

James W. Clark, Iron Moontahi, Mich., aarignor to Lalie

Shore, Inc., Iron Mountain, Mich., a corporation of

Michigan
FUed Nov. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 851,594

3Clalmf. (CU 177—108)

3,097,712
WEIGIflNG SCALE

Walter R. Johnson, Chicago, IlL, aasignw to The Boig-

Ericluon Corporation, Chicago, III.,

FUed Feb. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 9,487
6 Claims. (CL 177—126)

i»4-

1. Apparatus for discharging the contents of a storage

bin into a skip in a mine when the contents reach a

4. In combination, a weighing scale adapted to be flat

upon a horizontal supporting surface during use thereof

and upon a vertical supporting surface during non-use

thereof, a bracket member fixedly secured to said vertical

supporting surface at a point spaced above said horizontal

supporting surface, an elongated link member of lesser

width than said weighing scale pivotally connected at one

end thereof to the lower portion of said bracket member
and pivotally connected by hinge means at the other end

thereof to one end of said scale, and releasable lock means
including a resiliently biased lock member pivotally con-

nected to said bracket member for automatically engaging

said hinge means and locking said scale in non-use posi-

tion when the latter is moved upwardly to pivotally op-

erate said lock member and further operative for auto-

matically releasing said scale when the latter is rotated

outwardly to again pivotally operate said lock member to

be returned to its position of use upon said horizontal sup-

porting surface.

3,097,713
TRANSPORTABLE SCALE WITH EXTENSIBIf

DECK
Leslie R. Murphy, Saofamento, CaUf., anignor to L. R.

Murphy Scale Company, Sacramento, CaUf., a corpora-

tion of California
Filed Dec. 7, 1961, Scr. No. 157,723

5 Claims. (CL 177—126)
1. A transportable scale comprising a base frame; a

weighbridge supported on said base frame by a lever sys-

tem, said weighbridge having a rigid frame, including

longitudinal side members with outer flanges and with

extension members projecting laterally out therefrom; out-

rigger members pivotally supported by said extension
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members and having an upper surface portion bearing

against said flanges and upper surface portions substan-

tially coplanar with the upper surface of said longitudinal

side members and adapted to individually be swung out

to extend the effective width of said weighbridge frame

or to fold individually into a position in which they ex-

tend out no further than said extension members; a pair

of platforms releasably supported on said weighbridge;

and releasable means for locking each of said outrigger

members to its said extension member when said out-

rigger members are in their extended position.

3,097,714
FORCE MEASURING DEVICE

Ronald C. Vickery, Malibu, Calif., assignor to Nuclear
Corporatioa of America, Denvillc, NJ., a corporation
of Delaware

FUed May 25, 1961, Scr. No. 112,621
6 Claims. (CI. 177—210)

''T^

A. A force measuring device including in combination

a member to which the force to be measured is applied,

a support, a spiral spring carried by said support, means

for securing said member to said spiral spring to permit

movement of said member in the direction of the axis of

the spring while restraining said member against move-

ment in a direction generally perpendicular to the spiral

axis, means for applying the force to be measured to

siaid member in the direction of the spiral axis, means
responsive to minute displacements of said member in

the direction of spiral axis under the influence of said

force for indicating said force and a scale pan carried by

said member.

3,097,715
WEIGHING SCALE

Alexander Litciiard, 322 N. Main St., WellsviUc, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 63,324

4 Claims. (CL 177—246)
1. A weighing scale having a base and a lever pivoted

on said base, a column extending upwardly from said

base and at an inclination to the vertical, a bearing mem-
ber supported on said column and having a V-shaped

recess formed therein, another bearing member mounted
on said lever and having a knife edge formed to bear

in said recess, said recess of said first mentioned bearing

member being inclined with relation to said knife edge,

whereby said knife edge will contact said recess in said

first mentioned bearing member at a point only, and
adjustable means for varying the positions of said bear-

ing members lengthwise of each other.

3,097,716
AUTOMATIC STEERING APPARATUS

Herbert R. Pfister, Glen Cove, N.Y., anignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Midi., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Feb. 17, 1955, Scr. No. 488,840

7 Claims. (CL 180—1)

4. In a system for automatically operating the steering

mechanism of a vehicle to permit the vehicle to be backed

into a parking space, the combination of a source of fluid

pressure, means connecting said source of pressure and

said steering mechanism and including valve means, sole-

noid means to operate said valve means for establishing

a fluid circuit to turn the wheels of the vehicle in one

direction and to establish a fluid circuit to turn the wheels

in the opposite direction, electrical circuit means to en-

ergize said solenoid means, a source of electrical power,

switch means in said electrical circuit means to establish

the flow of current from the electrical power source to the

solenoid means, driving means, driven means, means car-

ried by said driven means to operate said switch means to

effect predetermined operation of the solenoid means and

the valve means thereby, said driving' means and said

driven means being normally out of operative engage-

ment, means for establishing the operative connection be-

tween said driving means and said driven means, and a

manually controlled means for energizing said last named
means to establish said operative connection.

3,097,717
AUTOMATIC SELF-STEERING AUXILIARY FOR

PARKING PURPOSES
John J. Gilvarry, Los Angeles, Linn A. Gore, Santa

Monica, Bruno W. Augenstein, Woodland Hills, and
William C. Randeb, Studio City, Calif., assignors, by
direct and mesne assignments, to General Motors Cor-
poration, Detlbit, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Nov. 21, 1955, Scr. No. 547,907
6 Claims. (CI. |180—1)

1. Apparatus for accomplishing automatically a pre-

determined maneuver of an automotive vehicle compris-

ing dirigible means, said apparatus including a power

source, steering means operatively connected mediate

said dirigible means and said power source, means incor-

porated in said steering means for operably connecting

said power source to said dirigible means through said
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steering means, and self-dependent control means carried

in its entirety by the vehicle and operably associated with

said steering means to govern the same, said c(Kitrol means

r\''*

through its construction providing a pattern determining

the displacement of said dirigible means necessary to ac-

complish the maneuver.

3,097,718
SUPPORT SYSTEM

David J. Jay, Detroit, and Harlan W. Peithman, Livonia,

Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company, Dearborn,

Mich., a corporation of Delaware
Filed June 25, 1958, Ser. No. 744,416

6 ClaiuH. (CI. 180—7)

1 . A gas pressure levitation device comprising a bearing

member having a substantially flat bearing surface and a

curved bearing surface, said bearing member having a

plurality of nozzles positioned therein terminating at said

substantially flat bearing surface, means for supplying said

nozzles with a compressed gas, and means having a curved

bearing surface adapted to be affixed to an object to be

supported, said last mentioned curved bearing surface

being complementary to the curved bearing surface on

said bearing member and positioned thereagainst so that

relative motion may take place between said bearing mem-
ber and the object to be supported about said curved

bearing surface, the center of the curved bearing surfaces

being located on the opposite side of said substantially flat

bearing surface from the curved bearing surfaces.

3,097,719
POWER STEERING FOR ARTICULATED VEHICLES
Aivin A. Rood, Wilionghby, Oliio, assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mkh., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Oct. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 60,966

13 Claims. (CI. 180—79.2)

1. In combination, a vehicle comprising first and sec-

ond frame sections, means pivotally interconnecting said

frame sections on a steering axis for relative steering

articulation therebetween to either side of straight-ahead

steering alignment of said frame sections, a fluid pressure-

operated steering jack including relatively reciprocable

piston and cylinder members, means operatively con-

necting said jack between said frame sections to articulate

792 0.0.-44

the latter relative to each other a relatively constant

amount throughout the entire steering range of said frame
sections in response to each change of a given amount
in the length of said jack to provide a relatively constant

mechanical advantage for said jack in articulating said

frame sections about said steering axis, said means includ-

ing a pair of links, one of said links pivotally connected

to the first frame member about a first pivot axis, the

other of said links pivotally connected to the second
frame member about a second pivot axis, means intercon-

necting said links about a third pivot axis, and means ior

selectively supi^ying operating fluid under pressure to the

opposite ends of said cylinder, respectively, to steer said

vehicle in opposite directions.

3,097,720
ACOUSTICAL ENCLOSURE AND LOW FRE-
QUENCY SOUND AMPLIFIER FOR A LOUD-
SPEAKER

George H. Taylor, Jr., P.O. Box 404, Hendermnville, N.C.
Filed Sept. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 57,243

9 Chums. (CI. 181—31)

« m **»T

1. An acoustical enclosure for a loudspeaker com-
prising a substantially cubical frame body portion having

a top and vertical sides, a loudspeaker disposed at the top

of the frame body portion substantially centrally thereof

and having an upwardly flaring speaker cone, horizontal

panel means secured to and supporting said loudspeaker

at the top of the frame body portion and including baffle

means forming a plurality of substantially horizontal

shallow individual low frequency sound wave passages

extending from the side wall of the speaker cone toward

the vertical corners of said frame body portion, a sub-

stantially fVat top panel disposed horizontally above said

panel means and speaker and adapted to serve as a table-

like support, a downwardly tapering conical sound de-

flector secured dependingly to the top panel and inter-

fitting with the speaker cone centrally thereof, spacer

baffle means between said top panel and panel means and

supporting the top panel and forming between the top

panel and panel means a plurality of horizontal shallow

individual outwardly flaring high frequency sound wave
passages between the top of the speaker cone and the

vertical sides of the cubical body portion, substantially

vertical sound wave conduits extending below said panel

means and communicating directly with the outer ends

of said low frequency sound wave passages, and folded

flaring low frequency sound wave amplifying horns con-

nected with the lower ends of said conduits and having

open discharge ends disposed at the vertical sides of said

cubical body portion for emitting amplified low fre-

quency sound waves from all of said sides simultaneously

with the emission of the high frequency sound waves
from said high frequency sound passages.
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3,W7,721
AERIAL LADDER

Gordon L. Thym, 36567 Darvon SL, Newark, Calif.

FUed Mar. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 182,358
12 Claims. (CL 182—2)

1. An expansible aerial ladder comprising a lower

section, an upper section disposed to telescope into said

lower section, a pedestal, said lower section mounted at

one end on said pedestal to rotate about a first axis, a

first link also mounted on said pedestal to rotate about a

second axis, a second link pin-connected by one end to

said first link to rotate about a third axis therewith and

pin-connected by its other end to said lower section to

rotate about a fourth axis therewith whereby said lower

section, said pedestal, said first link and said second link

form a parallelogram linkage; a lever pin-connected to

said upper section and disposed to rotate therewith on

a fifth axis; said first and fourth axes being substantially

parallel, and said fifth axis being free to move in the

plane formed by said first and fourth axes and substan-

tially parallel thereto; and means for securing said lever

to said first link at a fixed spaced distance from said

fifth axis and in sliding relation to said first link whereby

said lever remains substantially parallel to said second link

when said ladder is expanded and rotated to higher eleva-

tions and to lower elevations.

3,097,722
LUBRICATING SYSTEM

George F. Asirc, P.O. Box 495, Worland, Wyo.
Filed Mar. 30, 1962, Scr. No. 183,932

2 ClainiB. (CL 184—105)

fitting into and out oi engagenoent with said first-

mentioned grease fitting.

3,097,723
BRAKE MEANS FOR A CABLE RAILWAY CAR

ASSEMBLY
Rudolf Schaler, Ubz, Aoatria, aaigiior to Vereinigte

Osterreichisdie Eisen. ud Stahlwcrke Aktiengesell-

scliaft, Linz, Austria
FUed Sept. 5, 1962, Scr. No. 221,468

Claims priority, applicatioa Anstria Sept. 28, 1961
9 Claims. (Ci. 188-^2)

m n m tt n m

1. In a washing nvachine including a casing having a

front panel, a m|kill.drive pulley support shaft and a pulley

rotatable thercoiCsaid shaft having a bore therein, a chan-

nel on the periphery of said shaft interiorly of said pulley,

and a duct between said bore and said channel. ;i grease

fitting communicating with said bore, a flexible tube en-

gageable with said grease fitting and extending through the

front panel of the machine, a second grease fitting on the

extending end of said tube,

said tube including a cup-shaped fitting movable into

and out of engagement with said first-mentioned

grease fitting, and means for moving said cup-shaped

1. A cable railway car assembly which comprises a

running gear adapted to be carried by and to run on a

carrying cable, a cable railway car. a weighing device by

which said car is suspended from said running gear, and

u carrying cable brake having at least one brake shoe,

brake applying means for applying said brake shoe with

gradually increasing force against said carrying cable

carrying said running gear, a brake retarding device

arranged to retard the application of force on said brake

shoe by said brake applying means, and adjusting means
for adjusting the retarding effect of said brake retarding

device, said adjusting means being operatively connected

to said weighing device for automatically adjusting said

retarding effect in dependence on said weighing device.

3,097,724
ROTARY LATCH MECHANISM FOR

MACHINE TOOLS
John A. Bryant II, Grosse Fointe Farms, and Guy Donald

Pierce, Franklin, Mich., assignors to The Cross Com-
pany, Frascr, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

Filed Nov. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 149,729
15 Claims. (CI. 188—82.7)

I. A rotary latch mechanism for machine spindle as-

semblies and the like, comprising a latch plate rotatable

with the spindle assembly and having a locking portion,

a latch normally disengaged from said latch plate mov-
able against the locking portion thereof to hold the same
in a rotatably locked position, and a fluid system includ-

ing means for maintaining fluid pressure in the system, a

fluid motor connected to said latch and operative by fluid

pressure in the system to move the latch into and out of
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engagement with the locking portion of said latch plate,

and a pressure relief device commimicating with said

fluid motor and operative when said locking portion en-

gages said latch to relieve pressure in the system suffi-

ciently to permit said latch plate to override said locked

position against the action of said latch and said fluid

nvotor so as to reduce the impact shock of said engage-

ment but not sufficiently to permit the locking portion

of said latch plate to override and disengage said latch

completely or to prevent the latch and said motor from
pulling the overriding latch plate back to the locked posi-

ticm.

3,097,725
KINETIC ENERGY ABSORBER

Gerald H. Peterson, Santa Monica, Calif.

(575 Tahqnitz, Padflc Pallndcs, Calif.)

Original applications May 29, 1951, Scr. No. 228,847,
and Oct. 22, 1956, Scr. No. 617,648. Divided and
this application Sept. 2, 1959, Scr. No. 837,749

6 Claims. (CI. 188—94)

1. A shock-absorbing device to be mounted in impact-

receiving position between an obstacle and a vehicle, said

device comprising a holder having a discharge p<^, a

container containing a liquid fluid material within said

holder, said fluid being flowable through said port on
impact of sufficient force to rupture said container, and

means movable within said holder for receiving the im-

pact and transmitting the force thereof to said container

to compress to rupture said container and cause said fluid

to flow through said discharge port, thereby absorbing

kinetic energy of impact

3,097,726
BRAKE SYSTEM FOR VEHICLES

Arthur B. Euga, 728 Vi FrankUn Ave., Columbus, Ohio
Original application Feb. 8, 1956, Ser. No. 564,281, now

Patent No. 2,940,551, dated June 14, 1960. Divided
and this application Apr. 27, 1960, Scr. No. 32,067

4 Cbdnu. (CL 188—106)

motor for applying braking action at a wheel of said

vehicle; means forming a chamber in fluid communica-
tion with fluid of said service brake system; a member
movably disposed in said chamber in communication with

the fluid therein; means forming a source of stored energy
for applying force to said movable member to move said

member in a direction to pressurize said service brake
system; means for releasing energy from said source upon
failure of said fluid energy translating means to produce
normal service brake operating pressure during opera-

tion of said actuating means in a direction to apply the

service brake; valve means including a first position where-

in said motor is connected to said service brake system

and a second position wherein said motor is connected
to said chamber and isolated from said servi. brake
system and a valve means for venting said service brake

fluid system to release service fluid pressure on said

moveable member after normal brake application by said

actuating means whereby energy from said source of

stored energy pressurizes said brake motor with said first

mentioned valve means in said second position.

3,097,727
FRAME FOR MINE ROOF SUPPORT

Karl Theodor Jasper, Gnmstrasse 36a, and Hans Werner
vom Felde, Rnhrstrasse 17, both of Hagen, Germany

Filed Nov. 19, 1958, Scr. No. 774,917
Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 23, 1957

2 Claims. (CL 189—34)

1 . Roof support frame for underground mine roof sup-

port or the like comprising a plurality of segments com-
prising channel sections of identical or symmetrical cross-

section, which are arranged in one another at their ends

and are clamped yieldably to one another by frictional

locking over parts of their siufaces, and whose outer and
iimer envelope curves follow a parabolic course, the inner

parabolic envelope curve being taken to the apex point of

the section bottom, characterised in that the outer para-

bolic envelope curve merges into an arc in the region of

the section bottom so that the sections when arranged

one within the other are in areal contact only at the para-

bolic regions of their webs.

3,097,728
TAPERED END STUD AND STRUCTURE WITH
TAPERED END BORE TO PROVIDE A
WEDGING LOCK

Ralph W. Yocum, Peoria, DL, aMignor to CatcrpUlar
Tractor Co., Peoria, III., a corporation of Califonla

Filed Sept 16, 1954, Ser. No. 456,570
2 Claims. (CI. 189—36)

2. The combination which comprises a member of

solid substantially non-expandable structure having a
1. A braking system for a vehicle comprising, in com- tapped hole therein, a second member to be secured to

bination, a fluid energy translating means for pressurizing the first member and having a plain through hole for

fluid in a service brake system of said vehicle; actuating aligrunent with said tapped holt, a solid stud-like mem-
means for said fluid energy translating means; a fluid ber threaded on both ends with the threads on a first end
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being uninterrupted and fitting said tapped hole, a nut to

fit the oMX)site end of said stud-like member to secure

the second member ti^tly against the first member, the

threads in said tapped hole being straight throughout the

greater part of the length and tapered only adjacent its

inner end where the roots of the threads follow the con-

tour of a truncated cone, the stud-like member having

straight threads throughout most of its length on its said

first end and being tapered only adjacent its end provid-

ing the crests of the threads with a complementary frusto-

conical contour, the angle of said tapers being such as

to provide a wedging action which limits the depth to

which the stud-like member can be threaded into the

tapped hole, and the straight threads on said first end of

the stud-like member being relatively loosely fitted in

said tapped hole whereby it may be freely threaded into

the hole but firmly and compressively engaged therein

when a final torque is applied to cause the wedging action

between the tapered parts of the tapped hole threads and

the stud threads.

3,097,729
COLUMN ERECTION CONNECTOR
Van RcnsMlaer P. Sue, 1701 SL Paul St^

Baltimore 2, Md.
Filed Nov. 9, 1960, Scr. No. 68,277

5 Claims. (CL 189—36)

3,097,730
CONNECTION OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS IN

THE ART OF BUILDING
RogcK J. Halle, Pmrnd Ride*, N.Y.
FUcd Nov. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 69,035

23 Clidms. (a. 189—36)

u—
5. A connector for vertically super-posed columns hav-

ing at least one pair of co-planar faces, comprising, in

combination,

a yoke secured to one of said faces and having a bar

portion spaced from said face,

and a splice member including an attaching body se-

cured at one end to the related face of the other

column,
and an upwardly extending tongue of less thickness

than the attaching portion and having its inner face

spaced outwardly of the plane of the column to

which the yoke is attached,

said tongue having a hook portion to engage the bar

portion of the yoke.

1 . Connecting means for connecting beams to a column

at a region erf intersection having a predetermined ver-

tical dimension, comprising a vertically extending body

having top and bottom regions separated by said dimen-

sion, and having a cross-section not substantially larger

than the column and having a plurality of beam-receiving

vertical sides, said body having means adapted to inter-

fit with the column and including horizontal surface

structure engageable with horizontal surface structure of

the column for transmission of vertical load in bearing

between the body and the column, and said body having

horizontal edge means permanently incorporated ait each

of its beam-receiving sides, within its said cross-section,

and spaced below its top xegion and comprising an up-

wardly-facing edge disposed for removably receiving a

beam-carrying hanger thereon, for supporting said hanger

in bearing to transmit load from said hanger to said body,

said upwardly-facing edge being disposed at an upper

part of the side of the body, and said last-mentioned

side of the body having vertically extending surface struc-

ture below the upwardly facing edge, adapted to be

abutted by structure of the hanger for receiving horizon-

tally tnnamitted stress therefrom.

3,097.731

POWER TRANSMrmNG CLUTCH WITH ANTI-
INERTIA BRAKING MEANS

John D. Wdls, Detroit, Mkh., aasfcnor to Ford Motor
Company, Dcavbora, Mich., a corporatioa of Delaware

FUcd Mv. 28, 1960, Scr. No. 18,070

5 Claims. (CI. 192—13)

1. In a power transmission mechanism adapted to

transfer pxjwer from a power source to a driven member
and including a power input shaft, a stationary sleeve

shaft disposed about said power input shaft, a friction

clutch mechanism adapted to form a releasable driving

connection between said power input shaft and said

power source, said clutch mechanism comprising a hub

connected to the power input shaft, a clutch disc carried

by said hub, personally operable means for applying and

releasing said clutch mechanism, a first brake element

connected to said power input shaft, a second brake

clement connected to said sleeve shaft, said brake ele-

nynts being disposed adjacent said hub and between said
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hub and one end of said sleeve shaft, one portion of said porticxi formed by one half of the top of the Y and an
personally operable means being engageable with one exit portion formed by the other half of the top of the Y,
of said brake elements and adapted to urge the same said follower being adapted first to enter the entrance por-

tion of the passage and then to enter the base of said pas-

sage where the follower can move in a direction normal
to said path but not parallel thereto, said follower mov-

into frictional engagement with the other brake element
when said clutch mechanism is released, said hub ac-

commodating the thrust forces applied to said brake ele-

ments.

3,097,732
APPARATUS FOR REMOVING MALFOSmONED

ARTICLES FROM A CONVEYER
Harry E. Engleson, Morton Grove, and Elmer D. Sramek,

Cicero, III., assignors, by mesne assignments, to Cromp-
ton & Knowies CorporatioB, Worcester, Mass., a corpo-
ration of Massachusetts

Filed Mar. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 96,328
9 Clafans. (CL 198—33)

I . Apparatus for removing malpositioned elongated ar-

ticles from a conveyer having a horizontal conveying
surface and guide rails upstanding therefrom, said ap-

paratus comprising an offset section along the guide rails

for guiding the articles toward and along an edge of the

conveyer, and an opening in the guide rail of the offset

section which is positioned away from the edge of the

conveyer, said op.ning sized to permit a malpositioned
article lying on its side to pass therethrough and off the

conveyer and to prevent correctly pjosilioned upstanding

articles from passing therethrough.

3,097,733
AUTOMATIC MACHINE

John T. Frydryk, Springfield, Mass., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Joimson A Johnson, New Brunswick,
NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

FUcd Feb. 12, 1959, Scr. No. 792,741
7 Claims. (CI. 198—33)

1. Means for turning and indexing a rotatable unit

adapted for simultaneous linear movement in a given path
normal to its axis of rotation, which comprises track

means for retaining said unit in a given angular position
with respect to its direction of rotation, a follower con-
nected to said unit for cooperating with said track means
for controlling the angular position of said unit, indexing
means for blocking the forward linear motion of said fol-

lower while allowing it to move transversely of said path,

said indexing means defining a Y-shaped passage having
a base portion extending normal to said path, an entrance

t**^

ing outwardly in said base as the axis of said rotatable
unit approaches said indexing means and inwardly in said
base as said axis leaves said indexing means until the fol-

lower enters the exit portion of said passage and leaves

the indexing means, whereby said unit is caused to rotate

a predetermined angle with respect to its original angular
position, and track means for retaining said unit in its

new angular position as it continues its linear motion in

said path.

3,097,734
RECIPROCATING PLATE FEEDER

Lewis C. Erickson, Dulutfa, Minn., assignor to National
Iron Company, Dulutfa, Minn., a corporation of Dela-
ware

FUed Mar. 28, 1958, Ser. No. 724,567
5 Claiou. (CL 198—53)

1. In a withdrawal-type heavy-duty service reciprocat-

ing feed mechanism for use in feeding material compris-
ing

(a) material containing and supplying means,
(6) a feeder deck means,
(c) and suspension means fcH* reciprocably supporting

said feeder deck means beneath the discharge of said

material containing and supplying means in position

to receive and support such material thereon for

ready discharge therefrom,

(d) said suspension means being comprised of a plu-

rality of substantially rigid support rods having up-
per and lower end portions,

(e) at least two upper support rod mounting elements
one of which is fixed adjacent each side of said dis-

charge opening,

(/) at least two other support rod mounting elements
one each of which is carried by opposite sides of
said feeder deck in substantial vertical alignment
with said upper rod mounting elements,

(g) each of said upper rod mounting elements having
an upwardly directed weight-bearing surface,

(/i) each of said other support rod mounting clembnts
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carried by said feeder deck having a downwardly

directed weight-bearing surface,

(/) weight-bearing elements carried by the upper and

lower end portion of each of said rods,

(/) the weight-bearing elements carried by the upper

end portion of each of said rods having a down-

wardly directed weight-bearing surface and the

weight-bearing element carried by the lower end por-

tion of each of said rods having an upwardly directed

weight-bearing surface,

(k) the weight-bearing surfaces of each of said rod

mounting elements engaging and cooperating with

one of said weight-bearing surfaces of one of said

weight-bearing elements to support a portion of the

weight of said feeder deck means and its load,

(/) the end portions of each of said rods extending

through an unrestricting passage in its respective sup-

port rod mounting elements,

(m) one of said cooperating weight-bearing surfaces

being substantially fiat and the other being convex

to provide a rocking movement between said surfaces

to avoid friction and prevent said rods from flexing

during reciprocation of said feeder deck, and
(n) means on each of said end portions of each of said

rods for maintaining said weight-bearing elements

in operating position.

mal to and linearly spaced from said first axis; a first pair

of spaced apart links; a second pair of spaced apart links

normal to and partially overlapping the said first pair of
links, the links of said first pair of links having their corre-

sponding ends terminating adjacent said first axis and ex-

tending toward and beyond said second axis, the links of

said second pair of links having their corresponding ends

3,097,735
SPROCKET WHEELS

Anthony J. Siciliano, Vincland, NJ., assignor to Keen
Manufacturing Corporation, Vineland, NJ., a corpora-
tion of New Jersey

FUed June 15, 1960, Scr. No. 36,280
7 Clalnu. (CI. 198—171)

1. A non-jamming idler sprocket wheel for the conveyor

chain of a poultry feeding device or the like comprising a

hub having a flat bottom surface, means mounting the

hub for rotation about a central vertical axis, a plurality

of spokes radiating from the hub and having their outer

ends free and unconnected with each other and providing

inter-spoke spaces flaring radially outwardly from said

hub, and a foot rigid with and depending from each >poke

intermediate between the hub and the free end of the spoke

and terminating in a free end in substantially the plane

of the flat bottom surface of the hub.

3,097,736
LINK CONVEYOR WITH ARTICLE

SUPPORTED HOOK
Rowland John James de Courcy, Loughton, England, as-

signor to Baiter Peridns Inc^ Saginaw, Mich., a cor-

poration
FUed Feb. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 88,567

5 Claims. (CI. 198—177)
1. A chain comprising a pivot member having a first

pivotal axis and a second pivotal axis substantially nor-

terminating adjacent said second axis and extending to-

ward and beyond said first axis; means connecting the

corresponding ends of said first pair of links to said first

pivotal axis; and means connecting the corresponding ends

of said second pair of links to said second pivotal axis,

whereby tensioning of said pairs of links stresses said pivot

member in compression.

3,097,737
RESILIENT BELT TRAINING TROUGHING

IDLER ASSEMBLY
WiUiam E. Goodman and Roy F. Lo Prcsti, Cliicago, Dl.,

asdgnors to Goodman Manufacturing Company, Chi-

cago, ni., a corporation of Illinois

FUed July 18, 1960, Scr. No. 43,599
1 Claim. (CL 198—192)

A belt training troughing idler assembly especially

adapted for downhill conveying nms, said troughing idler

assembly including, in combination,

a uniform diameter, solid shaft,

said shaft extending from end to end of the idler as-

sembly,

a plurality of rollers carried by the shaft, said rollers

being rotauble with respect to the shaft,

structure for connecting the shaft, by its end portions,

to the wire rope aide frames of a wire rope conveyor,

said structure being effective to position the end por-

tions of the shaft downstream with respect to the

mid-portion of the shaft in an unloaded condition,

the mid-portion of said shaft, in a belt-supporting, un-

loaded condition, thereby lying.

firstly, in an upstream, belt training position, with re-

spect to a line substantially perpendicular to the

direction of belt travel which passes through the

points of connection of the end portions of the shaft

to the wire ropes, and,

secondly, a substantial distance below said line, said

downward displacement being greater than that due

to the weight of the rollers and belt alone,

the downward displacement being sufficient in an un-

loaded condition, to provide contact over the entire

width of a belt which may be supported by the rollers
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whereby good belt-roller contact is provided through-
out the entire width of the conveyor belt,

said shaft being resilient, and pre-bowed, over at least

its belt contacting length to thereby enable the end
portions of the shaft to move toward and away from
one another in a direction transverse to the convey-

ing run in response to variations in load,

said connecting means including

a pair of tubular liners, one at each end portion of the

shaft, the shaft being received in the liners,

a pair of rope clamp assemblies, one at each end of

the troughing idler assembly,

each rope clamp assembly including a rope clamp, a

web extending therefrom,^ and a sleeve carried by the

web,

the tubular liner being received in the sleeve, and
a threaded fastener received on the end of the shaft

which prevents longitudinal movement of the shaft

with respect to the linear and sleeve,

said connecting means lying transversely outwardly
from the end rollers.

3,097,738
HEAVY BURDEN PLATE FEEDER SUSPENSION

Lewis C. Ericlison, Duluth, Minn., assignor to National
Iron Company, Dulutli, Minn., a corporation of Dela-
ware

Original application Mar. 28, 1958, Ser. No. 724,567. Di-
vided and this application Aug. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 46,725

1 Claim. (CI. 198—220)

*ab

A withdrawal-type heavy-duty service reciprocating feed

mechanism for positively feeding materials, said mecha-
nism comprising

(a) a pair of rigid transversely spaced parallel elon-

gated frame members,

(6) a plurality of rigid transverse frame members ex-

tending between and rigidly connecting said elon-

gated frame members at points spaced longitudinally

thereof and forming therewith a rigid rectangular

frame.

(c) a plurality of bracket members fixed to inner side

surfaces of said elongated frame members in op-

positely disposed pairs,

{d) each of said bracket members having an upwardly
facing flat weight-bearing surface disposed adjacent

the lower portions of said elongated frame members
and extending longitudinally and inwardly thereof,

(e) each of said bracket members having a keeper

opening formed therein outwardly and oppositely of

said weigh ;-bearing surface and extending there-

below,

(/) a plurality of pairs of axially spaced, oppositely

disposed equally-sized rocker elements each rocker

element of which has an upper and a lower opposed
convex weight-bearing surface of equal radius,

(g) the lower convex weight-bearing surface of each

of said rocker elements bearing upon said flat weight-

bearing surface of one of said brackets in non-inter-

engaging supported relation and rocking thereupon

longitudinally of said elongated frame members,
(h) flange means carried by each of said rocker ele-

ments at i.s lower and upper portions and extending

radially outwardly along the inner side of its sup-

porting bracket member beyond the flat weight-bear-
ing surface thereof,

(/) rigid tie means extending between and rigidly con-
necting the lower portions of each of said oppositely
disposed rocker elements and rocking .herewith,

(/) a feeder deck extending between said elongated

frame members and longitudinally thereof,

(k) said feeder deck having an upper rigid material
supporting surface and including rigid side members
extending vertically upwardly and slightly above said

material supporting surface,

(/) a plurality of second bracket members fixed to
ou.er side surfaces of said elongated frame members
adjacent the upper portion thereof in transversely

oppositely disposed pairs,

(m) each of said second bracket members having a
downwardly facing flat weight-bearing surface ex-

tending longitudinally of said elongated frame mem-
bers and rocking upon the upper convex weight-bear-

ing surface of one of said rocker elements in non-
interengaging supported relation whereby said feeder

deck may be reciprocated relative to said frame,
(n) each of said second bracket members having a

keeper opening formed therein inwardly and oppo-
sitely of the weight-bearing surface thereof and ex-

tending thereabove and between said weight-bearing

surface and the side member of said feeder deck to

which said bracket member is attached,

(o) keeper elements carried by each of said rocker

elements and extending inlo said keeper openings of

its supporting and supported bracket members, and

(p) means connected to said feeder deck for reciprocat-

ing the same.

3,097,739
DISPENSING MAGAZINE FOR BALL POINT

REFILL CARTRIDGES
Robert Jay Bumham, 179—39 Tudor Road,

Jamaica 32, N.Y.
FUed Dec. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 160,199

6 Claims. (CI. 206—56)

6. A magazine for successively singly dispensing there-

from the uppermost cartridge of a stack of vertically

registered ball point cartridges contained therein, where-

in each of the cartridges constitutes an ink tube having a

pinch intermediate its ends and having a pcrint of smaller

diameter extending forwardly from the front end of the

ink tube and defining a shoulder in conjunction with the

ink tube, the front end of the point being provided with

a writing ball, said pinch having at least one transverse

dimension exceeding the maximum transverse dimension

of the balance of the ink tube: said magazine compris-

ing, a hollow rectangular casing having a front wall, a

rear wall, a top wall, a bottom wall and two end walls,

the interior of said casing defining a high thin long hol-

low rectangular space in which said stack is located, the

dimension of said space between the front and back

walls slightly exceeding the maximum transverse dimen-

sions of the pinches, the dimension of said space between

the end walls slightly exceeding the lengths of the car-

tridges and the dimension of the space between the top

and bottom walls substantially exceeding the combined
maximum transverse dimensions, exclusive of the pinches,

of all the ink tubes in the stack, at least the front or back

wall of the casing being provided with a different rib near

each end wall and extending in a direction having a sub-
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stantial component parallel thereto, one rib being located

nearer the rear ends than the front ends of the cartridges

in the stack and the other rib being located nearer the

front ends than the rear ends of said cartridges, the rib

nearer the rear ends reducing the internal dimension of

the space between the front and back walls to a dimen*
sion slightly in excess of the maximum transverse dimen-
sions of the ink tubes exclusive of the pinches, the other

rib reducing the internal dimension of the space be-

tween the front and back walls to a dimension slightly

in excess of the maximum transverse dimension of the

cartridges in the region of said other rib, one end wall

of the casing being provided with a dispensing aperture

adjacent the top wall and in axial alignment with the

uppermost cartridge, said dispensing aperture having a
size and shape to freely pass a cartridge therethrough,
said casing further being provided with an ejecting notch
in the top wall and in the other end wail which ejecting

notch exposes the rear end and a portion of the side of
the uppermost cartridge in the stack for access to a user's

finger for the direct manual application of forward thrust

on said cartridge, and nneans biasing the lowermost car-

tridge in the stack toward the top wall.

3,097,740
CONTAINER CARRIER PACK AND METHOD

OF MAKING SAME
Ougljesa Jules Poupitch, Itasca, IIl^ assignor to Illinois

Tool Worlu Inc., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Oct. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 64,140

21 Claims. (CI. 206—65)

18. A carrier pack of containers comprising, in com-
bination, a cluster of containers arranged in two rows,

anchoring means disposed within said cluster, a freely

flexible tension element extending around containers in

said cluster and including a plurality of inner loops ex-

tending inwardly between adjacent containers in said

cluster, adjacent ones of said loops being connected to-

gether by intervening portions of said tension element
integral with said loops and extending around the outer

portions of the adjacent containers, and said inner loops

each being looped around a portion of said anchoring

means to anchor the individual loops to the anchoring
means to effect by tension in the tension element hold-

ing of the tension element in close contact with outer

portions of the containers with respect to said anchoring

means to hold the containers together in the cluster.

3,097,741
INGOT AND PACKAGE UTILIZING SAME

Earl S. Schwartz, Chicago, III., aarignor to H. Kramer A
Co., Chicago, III., a ^rporatlon of Illinois

FUcd Apr. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 186,529
8 Claims. (CI. 206—65)

1. An ingot package comprising:

a plurality of laterally spaced rows of base ingots;

a planar member resting on said spaced rows;

a stack of ingots on said planar member;
each of said rows including a plurality of elongated base

ingots extending lengthwise in end-abutting relation;

said stack including a layer having ingots extending

lengthwise in a direction transverse to the lengthwise
direction of said base ingots;

each of said base ingots having a slot extending along
the length of said ingot from ingot end to ingot end
at the bottom of the ingot;

said slot extending inwardly from the bottom surface
of said ingot;

each slot being longitudinally aligned with a correspond-
ing slot in an adjacent base ingot in the same row;

and a plurality of strapping means each extending lon-

gitudinally within the aligned slots in a respective row

of base ingots, and each extending around said stack

of ingots to bind the stack of ingots, the planar mem-
ber and the base ingots into a unitary package;

each slot including an innermost surface having a con-
figuration conforming to the configuration of said

strapping means for receiving said strapping means;
each slot having a width, at said innermost surface, suf-

ficient to accommodate said strapping means and
narrow enough to prevent substantial lateral move-
ment by the strapping means;

said received strapping means being located at>ove the

bottom surface of the base ingot.

3,097,742
LUBRICATION METHOD FOR HOT-EXTRUSION

PRESS
Matthias Lamberty, Remscbcid, Germany, assignor to
Mannesmann Aktiengesellsdiaft, Dnsscldorf, Gennany,
a German company

Filed Nov. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 66,518
Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 5, 1959

4 Claims. (CL 207—10)

1. In a method for hot extruding metals which are

difficult to deform, in which a metal block is forced
through a die by a plunger, and the block is lubricated

during extrusion by a glass lubricant, the improvement
which comprises inserting into a heat destructible con-
tainer, a desired quantity of powdered glass, placing said

container, containing the glass in powdered form, next
to the block, and extruding said block by means of said

plunger, thus destroying said container and enabling the
powdered. glass to lubricate the block during extrusion.
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3,097,743
INSPECTION METHOD AND MACHINE

Lawrence M. Scboltcn, Ypsilanti, and Stewart H. McMil-
lan, Ann Arbor, Mich., and Wilfred A. Sutton, Sunny-
vale, Calif., assigDon to Parke, Davis & Company,
Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

FUcd Jan. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 83,783
24ChdBS. (CL 209—111.5)

1 . A method for inspecting an object for defects which
represent, with respect to one axis of the object, circum-
ferential variations in the conductivity of the object for

the type of radiant energy hereinafter defined including

the steps of projecting a beam of radiant energy from a

source thereof through the object in a direction trans-

verse to said axis, said beam of radiant energy being of

a type which is capable of being transmitted through the

object with a reduction in beam intensity proportional to

the radiant energy conductivity of the object, causing

relative movement between the object and beam in the

direction of said axis at a predetermined velocity to cause
the leading and trailing edges and other circumferentially

continuous axial variations in said conductivity of the

object to modulate the intensity of said beam at a first

frequency corresponding to the relative axial velocity be-

tween the beam and the object, simultaneously rotating the

object about said axis with a predetermined angular
velocity sufficient to produce a surface velocity of the

object relative to the beam substantially greater than the

axial velocity thereof to cause said circumferential con-
ductivity variations in the object to modulate the in-

tensity of said beam at a second frequency corresponding

to the angular velocity of the object, translating said

modulated beam into an electrical signal, the amplitude
of which varies in proportion to variations in the intensity

of said modulated beam and utilizing those variations in

the second frequency signal which exceed a predeter-

mined amplitude for indicating that the object contains a
circumferentially non-continuous defect of the above type.

3,097,744
QUANTITATrVE PHOTOMETRIC MATERIALS

SORTER
James F. Hutter and Lcoaard Kelly, Bancroft, Ontario,

and George R. Mooncc and Eric W. Leaver, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, assignors to K A H Equipment Lim-
ited, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

FUcd Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,801
36 CUims. (CL 209—111.5)

8. In a sorting system for sorting ore fragments the

combination comprising, a vertically extending sorting

zone, handling means for introducing said fragments in

single row alignment into the upper part of said sorting

zone for free fall therethrough, a first light source for di-

recting into said zone a steady light polarized in a first di-

rection, a first photometric detector means adapted to re-

ceive diffuse light reflected from each fragment as it passes

through said zone, a polarized filter positioned in the path
of light travelling towards said first photometric detector

means, said polarized filter being polarized in a second
direction substantially at right angles to said first direction

to reduce the amount of specular reflected light reaching

said first photometric detector means, a reference reflector

of material which reflects a high proportion of diffuse light

7»2 O.O.—45

positioned to receive light from said first light source and
reflect it towards said first photometric detector means, a
rotatable scanning disc adjacent a slotted mask in the path
of li^t reflected towards said first photometric detector

means whereby said first photometric detector is exposed
to light reflected from successive scanned portions of each
said fragment interspersed with light reflected from said
reference reflector, said first photometric detector means
providing a first signal having portions indicative of the
reflectance characteristics of the scanned surface of each
fragment interspersed with portions indicative of the
reflectance of said reference reflector, control means re-

sponsive to that portion of said first signal caused by the

scanning of said reference reflector to control the outpui
of said first photometric detector means so that the por-
tion of the first signal caused by the scanning of said refer-

ence reflector remains at a substantially constant ampli-
tude, a second light source positioned above the level ot
said first photometric detector and having a transverse
slot projecting a thin beam of light across the path of said
fragments through said sorting zone, a second photometric
detector means positioned on the opposite side of said

tT^--^-^
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sorting zone from said second light source and adapted to

receive light emitted from said second source through said

narrow slot, said second photometric detector means
providing a second and a third signal, said second signal

being proportional to the light occulted by each fragment
as it passes between said narrow slot and said second
photometric detector means and said third signal rep-
resenting the time taken by each fragment to pass the thin
beam of light between said narrow slot and said second
photometric detector means, a fluid nozzle having a con-
trol for fluid flow therethrough, said nozzle being posi-
tioned a predetermined distance below said first photo-
metric detector means whereby said fragments pass di-

rectly in front of it, circuit means for deriving from said

third signal a fourth signal representing a period of time
during which each said fragment is in front of said nozzle,

said fourth signal acting on said control for fluid flow

to place it in condition whereby a fluid stream is directed

on each said fragment to alter its course, comparing means
having said first and second signals applied thereto, and
means responsive to a predetermined relationship between
said first and second signals to inhibit said control for

fluid flow and prevent flow through said nozzle.

3,097,745
GENERAL PURPOSE DOCUMENT SORTING

SYSTEM
Robert E. Leo. Bozeman, Mont, assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
FUed Oct 31, 1961, Ser. No. 149,062

6aaims. (a. 209^111.5)
1. In a system for sorting documents, each document

having data comprising characters recorded thereon and
separated into fields by arbitrarily selected ones of a
plurality of distinct types of symb<4s, the combination
comprising:

an apparatus having a plurality of pockets into which
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the documents are deposited as they are sorted in

accord with a character read from a specified char-

acter position of a specified field of each document;

a mechanism for transporting the documents into proper

pockets as they are read and sorted;

means for reading said characters and symbols in se-

quence to produce thereby electrical signals charac-

teristic of said characters and symbols;

separate means for counting signals characteristic of

each type of different ones of said symbols;

field identifying means selectively coupled to different

one of said separate counting means for recognizing

level of the front end of its end wall member and having

an upwardly disposed extension, and a rail for said tray

disposed above the level of said front end and having a

pair of end piece members parallel to the end wall mem-
bers on said tray, each of said end piece members having

an ear constructed like the said upper ears, said members
being paired in side by side contacting relationship for

o
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a predetermined combination of count configurations

of said separate counting means, said predetermined

count configuration uniquely defining said specified

field;

means responsive to said electrical signals characteristic

of said characters for locating said specified character

position;

means responsive to said identifying field means and

to said character position Ibcating means for pro-

ducing a sorting control signal;

and sorting means responsive to said sorting control

signal for causing said transport mechanism to trans-

port said given document into a proper pocket.

3,097,746
TRAY SHELVING

MiltOD E. Handler, Evanston, and Ralph J. Bcllon, Glen-

view, IIU asUgnors to S. A. Hirsh Manufacturing Com-
pany, Skokic, III., a corporation of Illinois

Original application June 20, 1957, Scr. No. 666,962, now
Patent No. 2,982,423, dated May 2, 1961. Divided

and this application Aug. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 56,330
1 Claim. (CI. 211—126)

A tray shelving structure comprising a plurality of

upright suports having a substantially U-shaped cross

sectional configuration with the central portion thereof

mounted outwardly and defining a plurality of longitudi-

nally aligned, evenly spaced slots of uniform dimensions,

a tray having horizontally spaced end wall member each

defining an outwardly and downwardly inclined upper

edge and an upper ear and a lower ear in coplanar relation-

ship therewith for each support and spaced apart a ver-

tical distance substantially corresponding to the distance

between said slots, each of said ears having a depending

extension and each of said upper ears being above the

( y \ .-.r^

relative movement in parallel planes with their respective

adjacent ears adapted to be received in side by side rela-

tionship for their relative movement in one of said slots

selectively for individual and concuirent insertion and
removal, said slots being wide enough to receive and sup-

port thereby the adjacent ears and paired members in face

to face contact with each other respectively.

3,097,747
PALLET RACK

Edward M. Sclkregg, Jr., aid Rodney C. CoiUgan, North
East, Pa., assignors {to Bernard Glocklcr North East
Co., North East, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed May 19, 1959, Ser. No. 814,226
3 Claims. (CI. 211—182)

« •

1. In a pallet rack, a column member having a front

face and a side flange, forwardly facing openings in said

front face, means at the rear edge of said side flange

defining a forwardly facing groove, a stringer having a

plate at one end thereof abutting said side flange of said

column member, means at said one end defining hooks
engaging in said forwardly facing openings in said front

face, said stringer having a holding element engaging in

said forwardly facing groove at the rear edge of said side

flange, a locking opening through said side flange and a

iocldng opening in said end plate, said openings being in

alignment when said hooks and holding element are

in their corresponding forwardly facing openings and
grooves and being adjacent said grooves, and a locking

and supporting element in said aligned openings to pre-
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vent separation of said column member and said support
bar and to distribute vertical loads transmitted from said DEVICE
support bar to said column member.

3,097,748
FOLDABLE TABLES

Fritz Edmund Drabert and Kbus Eduard Geffers, Mfai-
den, Westphalia, Germany, assignors to Fr. Drabert
Sohne, Minden, WestphaUa, Germany, a partnership

Filed June 27, 1960, Ser. No. 38,949
Claims priority, application Germany Feb. 18, 1960

11 Cfadms. (CL 211—149)

3,097,750
FOR TRANSLATING AXIAL MOTION
INTO SWINGING MOTION

Wilfried Stnmmer, Stubbenhuk 10, Hamburg, Germany
FUed July 8, 1960, Ser. No. 41,689

3Cbdnis. (CI. 212—66)

1. A foldable table comprising in combination: four leg
columns, two tubular middle columns, an upper yoke
fixedly connecting the said middle columns to one another,
a lower yoke having the ends bent upwardly and each in-
cluding an extension slidably connected to one of the
said tubular middle columns, a pair of table top halves
pivotally connected to said leg columns and articulated
at their inner ends about horizontal axes to the said
middle columns, and links articulating the said lower yoke
to the said table top halves at the outer ends thereof,
the said table top halves being folded down so as to face
outwardly by raising the said middle columns while the
said leg columns keep standing on the floor.

3,097,749
BOOM STABILIZING AND SAFETY CONTROL

APPARATUS
Oscar W. Hahn, 4606 Waynesboro St., Houston, Tex.

Filed Jan. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 169,709
18 Claims. (CI. 212—59)

1. In combination with a mast, a jib, and a knuckle
member by which one end of the jib is journalled on the
mast for lateral swinging motion in opposite directions
about the mast axis, hydraulically actuated means for im-
parting swinging movement to the jib, comprising: a pair
of hydraulic operators each having relatively axially ex-
tensible and retractable elements; means mounting said
operators on the mast with their axes transverse to that of
the mast, and with one element of each operator con-
strained to rotary movement about the mast axis so that
the outer end portion of the other element of each opera-
tor is movable toward and from the mast axis in con-
sequence of its retraction and extension; and a pair of
links for each operator, each of the links of each pair
having one end pivotally connected to the outer end por-
tion of the extensible and retractable element of the oper-
ator, the opposite end of one link of each pair being pivot-
ally connected to the knuckle member at a fixed distance
from the mast axis, and the opposite end of the other
link of each pair being pivotally connected to a part which
is fixed with respect to the mast and spaced from its axis,
and all of said pivotal connections having their axes
parallel to that of the mast; the links of each pair thereof
normally extending to opposite sides of the axis of their
operator in divergent relationship to one another, and the
angle of divergence of one pair of said links being in-
creased, and the angle of divergence of the other pair of
links being simultaneously decreased in consequence of
extension of one of the extensible and retractable ele-
ments concurrently with retraction of the other, to thus
smoothly translate such concurrent actuation of the oper-
ators into swinging movement of the jib.

1. In a hoisting apparatus having a pivotally mounted
boom and a working line connected to a working drum
for normally raising and lowering the boom about its

pivot, the improvement residing in, a safety apparatus
having means therewith for controlling the rate of lower-
ing of the boom in the event the working line breaks or
other hoist failure occurs.

3,097,751
AUTOMATIC RAILWAY COUPLERS

Paul EmUe Ernest Alfred Andri Henricot,
Court-St.-Etiennc, Bck^m

Filed July 24, 1959, Scr. No. 829,266
9Cteims. (CL 213—152)

9. An automatic coupling mechanism comprising a
coupler casting for connection with a car structure through
a compressible draft gear or the like, said coupler casting
having knuckle-carrying wing means at one of its sides and
i guard arm at its other side, a pivot pin carried by saicl
wing means for positioning the same within said coupler
casting, a knuckle rotatable around said pivot pin, said
knuckle having a vertical locking face at one side of its

tail end, a lock adapted to be disposed between said
vertical locking face and an inside vertical surface of an
adjacent side of said coupler casting for locking said
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knuckle against rotation, said lock having an upwardly the needle and biased to move downwardly of the needle
protruding ledge at its rear top edge, said coupler casting so that at least a portion thereof is opposite said groove
having a backwall provided with a first depending ridge, tor trapping one of said wires in said needle by the Vith-
means for mounting said lock to dispose said ledge under
said first ridge to prevent accidental unlocking thereof, a "9

second depending ridge on said backwall of said coupler

casting, and lock lifting means operatively associated with

said lock and disposed under said second ridge when in its

lowered position so as to further provide against accident-

al unlocking of said lock.

3,W7,752
CUTTING KNIFE-STACK SUPPORT

Carl Thumim, Wcstbury, N.Y^ aisigiior to Michlc-GoM-
Dcxtcr, Incorporated, Cliicago, Dl^ corporadon of
Delaware

FUcd Oc). 12, 1960, Scr. No. 62,178
9 Claims. (CL 214—1)

1. In a paper cutting machine, a horizontal table for

supporting a paper stack; a plurality of openings in said

table; a valve structure for each opening; each valve

structure comprising a chamber having a valve seat at

its upper end, a passage between the valve seat and the

opening and a valve in said chamber; a compressed air

entry port into said chamber; a by-pass passage connect-

ing the portion of said chamber below the valve seat with

the first mentioned passage between said valve seat and

said opening, wherein said stack normally covers said

openings and compressed air maintains said valves against

said seats until pressure is equalized on said valves due
to air by-passing into said first-mentioned passages, effec-

tive to permit opening of said valves to render air support

for said stack, and wherein said valves close due to air

pressure thereon when said stack is removed.

3,097,753
ARTICLE PICKUP AND TRANSFER METHOD

AND APPARATUS
John W. Wallace, Salem, and Roland L. BicnTcnoe, Law-

rence, Mass., assignors to Sylranla Eicdrlc Prodacti
Inc., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Mar. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 98,466
5 Claims. (CL 214—1)

1. In apparatus for selecting a wire from a supply

thereof, the combination of: a reservoir within which a

plurality of wires are dis|)osed; a pickup needle having

a groove at the lower end thereof; means for reciprocat-

ing said needle into and out of the body of wires in said

reservoir; and means comprising a sleeve shiftable along

iUE

drawal stroke of said needle said wire having been ini-

tially engaged in said groove when the needle had been
inserted into the reservoir and withdrawn.

3,097,754
APPARATUS FOR HANDLING TIES AND

THE LIKE
Richard E. FrankUn, Chevy ChaM, Md., and Herbert C.

Fox, Atlanta, Ga., aasignon to Railway Maintenance
Corporation, Pittriiargh, Pau, a corpontlon M Pennsyl-
vania

Original appUcatloB Apr. 17, 1957, S«r. No. 653,315, now
Patent No. 3,048,289, datad Aug. 7, 1962. Divldad
and this appUcatioa Jnly 26, 1961, Scr. No. 132,518

6ClaiBH. (CL214—82)

-»-jr_

1. A tie unloader for unloading ties from a car in

which they are positioned in a plurality of stacks one
above the other, the ties extending transversely of the

car and the stacks being adjacent each other along the

length of the car, said unloader comprising,

(A) a frame having a side extending generally parallel

to the stacked ties,

(B) a chain on said side having

( 1 ) a path of travel parallel to the ties and
(2) a finger extending out from the chain to en-

gage a tie,

(3) said chain being at a level with the lowermost

tie of a stack adjacent the frame whereby on
movement of the chain the finger will engage

the end of the lowermost tie and move it trans-

versely of the car increasing its speed of move-
ment as it leaves the car so that it is thrown

from the car in a substantially horizontal plane,

and
(C) means for moving the frame towards and against

the stacks of ties.

3,097,755
BOAT TRAILER

Garland J. Fulchcr, 907 Mahi St., Gatcsvillc, Tex.
Filed Jan. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 83,235

4 ChduM. (CL 214—505)
1. In a boat trailer having a wheded main frame,

and a launching and loading frame, having spaced paral-
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lei channelled side members, slidably arranged within

said main frame, a carnage for said launching and load-

ing frame comprising, a bar on each side of said launch-
ing and loading frame pivoted intermediate its ends to

each side of said main frame at the rearmost end thereof, a
roller on each end of each of said bars engaging the chan-

nelled side members of said launching and loading frame
and adapted to slidably and pivotally support the same
longitudinally of said main frame, means on said launch-

ing and loading frame for supporting a boat, and cable

means for operating said launching and loading frame
whereby to launch or load said boat.

3,097,756
SAFETY CLOSURE

Dennis B. Dorsey, 15 Westwood Pbcc, Danville, 111.

FUcd Jan. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 3,050
34 Claims. (CL 215—9)

1. A safety closure for a container having a threaded
neck, said closure adapted to be screwed onto said neck
for sealing the container and unscrewed therefrom to

provide access to the contents of the container, said clo-

sure comprising, an inner cap having screw means for

matingly engaging with the threaded neck and an outer

shell having said cap telescopically assembled therein, said

outer shell and inner cap having a selectively severable

connection therebetween for rendering the shell inde-

pendently rotatable relative to the cap, and said shell and
cap having cooperable coupling means enabling insertion

of a tool into the closure to couple the cap and shell to-

gether for simultaneous rotary movement in the event

said connection is severed.

3,097,757
CONTAINER-DISPENSER FOR INFANT FEEDING

Harold J. Scarer, 712 Palisades Drive, Akron, Ohio
FUed July 25, 1961, Scr. No. 126,609

3 Claims. (CL 215—11)

with a fluid dispensing nipple removably attached there-
to, said container having a bottom portion and side' por-
tions, there being an opening at the apex of said side
portions communicating with the interior of said con-
tainer, said nipple having a mouthpiece, an axial stem
inserted and closely fitted through said container opening
to provide a conduit for flow of fluid from within said
container to said mouthpiece, and a resilient polyehdral
skirt portion located radially outwardly of said stem
portion and being elastically biased to adhere in close
fit to said container side p<M^ons adjacent to and below
said container opening.

3,097,758
PILFER PROOF CAP FOR AEROSOL

CONTAINERS
Irvin J. Gcrshen, Spring6eld, NJ. (% Gcrshen Industrial

Design, 1877 Sprin^eld Ave., Maplewood, NJ.), and
Arthur L. Krebs, % Gcrshen Industrial Desi|pi, 33
Brown Terrace, Cranfmtl, NJ.

Filed July 21, 1961, Scr. No. 126,813
2 Claims. (CI. 220—27)

1. A pilfer proof cap for engagement with a marginal
bead defining the discharge end of an aerosol container,

for sealing said container end, said cap comprising a

hollow, cup-shaped body portion of small diameter than
said bead, an L-shaped throat portion extending from the

end of the cup-shaped portion and of greater diameter
than and telescoping over said bead portion, said throat
portion being provided with a plurality of apertures ex-
tending marginally inwardly of the throat portion, and
a plurality of protuberances on the throat portion in line

with said apertures and located immediately therebelow
proportioned to engage the underside of said marginal
bead of the aerosol container while the L-shaped throat

portion of the cap engages the top of said bead, said

apertures thus weakening the point of connection between
the protuberances and the throat portion of the cap. said

protuberances having a tapered inner surface extending
downwardly and outwardly to facilitate engagement with
said marginal bead so that, on assembly of the cap onto
the aerosol container, said protuberances will snap over
and engage the marginal underside of the aerosol con-
tainer bead and on first removal of the cap therefrom, the

protuberances will break off, said apertures providing
immediate inspection for the presence of said protuber-
ances to indicate lack of previous use.

1. A container-dispenser for use in the feeding of edi-

ble fluids to infants, comprising, a polyhedral container

3,097,759
SEED DISPENSING DEVICE

Eracst W. Jctt, Sania Rosa, Calif.

Filed Jnnc 15, 1961, Scr. No. 117,311
3ClaiBS. (CL 221—190)

1 . A seed dispensing device including a receptacle hav-
ing a lower end, and having an upper end having a wall
having a dispensing passage formed therethrough, a
plunger operable through the lower end with the recep-

tacle manually depressable thereon, and including spring
means for returning the lounger to its normal position,

and a iiriurality of angularly spaced dispensing cavities

formed in the upper end of the plunger and being selective-

ly registrable with the dispensing passage,

indexing means comprising a bushing having its upper
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end fixed in the said lower end of the receptacle and
extending therebeiow, and with the said plunger slid-

abie therein,

angularly spaced slots formed upwardly froai the low-
er end of said bushing,

a pin radially projecting from said plunger and selec-

tively slidable in said slots,

the upper end walls of the slots forming stops for co-

operation with the pin for limiting depression of the

receptacle oh the plunger,

a washer normally seated against the lower end of said

bushing and normally cooperative with said pin.

a bracket dep)ending from said lower end of said recep-

tacle and spaced therebeiow and having a plunger

receiving passage and
resilient means cooperative between said washer and

said bracket for normally retaining the pin within the

selected slots,

manual retraction of the plunger against the urgence

of said resilient means retracting the pin with the

cooperative washer to a position clearing the lower

end of the bushing to provide for rotative adjustment

of the plunger for selective registry of another cavity

with the dispensing passage.

3,097,760
APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING TOWELS

AND THE LIKE
Joe T. Short, West Point, Ga., assignor to Callaway Mills

Company, La Grange, Ga., a corporation of Georgia
Original application June 6, 1960, Scr. No. 34,339. Di-

vided and this application July 28, 1961, Scr. No.
127,721

7 Claims. (CI. 221—216)

7. In apparatus for dispensing towels one at a time

from the top of a stack of towels: means for supporting

I

the stack of towels; a shaft extending horizontally above
the stack of towels; a towel discbarge chute spaced below
and laterally in front of said shaft; an arcuate member
fixed to said shaft, said arcuate member having a front
portion thereof spaced a greater distance from said shaft

.han a rear portion thereof with said portions merging
along a smooth surface; at least one pointed pin pro-
jecting from said front portion of said arcuate member
at an inclination such that when said front portion of
said arcuate member is directly below said shaft said pin
extends downwardly from said front portion of said

arcuate member and forwardly toward said discharge
chute; means for controlling the relative heights of said

stack supporting means and said shaft to cause said front

portion of said arcuate member to contact the top towel
of the stack when said front portion of said arcuate mem-
ber is directly below said shaft; drive means for oscillating

said shaft back and forth about its axis through an angle
less than 360 degrees; and control means for causing said

drive means to oscillate said shaft over a complete cycle
beginning and ending at an angular position where said

pin is disposed forwardly of the lowermost point in its

path of travel, said pin swinging forwardly and upwardly
about the axis of said shaft during a fiirst part of the

cycle and then swinging downwardly and rearwardly past

the lowermost point in its path of travel during the sec-

ond part of the cycle and then swinging forwardly again

during a terminal part of the cycle.

3,097,761
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING

MOTOR FUEL
James F. Dcmpscy, Claymont, Del., and Frank R. Shu-

man, Jr., Media, Pa., anigDors to Sun Oil Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., a coiponition of New Jersey

FUed Dec. 19, 1957, Scr. No. 703,808
7 Claims. (CL 222—1)

1. Process for dispensing motor fuel which comprises:
supplying motor fuel to a dispensing zone in two separate

streams having different octane numbers; blending said

streams in continuous flow to obtain a blend; directly

dispensing the blend in continuous flow from the dispens-
ing zone; subsequently supplying motor fuel to the dis-

pensing zone in a third stream having octane number
outside the range between the octane numbers of the

first two streams; dispensing a fuel containing the third

stream from the dispensing zone; the three streams con-
stituting the sole supply of motor fuel to the dispensing

zone; maintaining the dispensing zone closed to the stream
having the highest octane number of the three streams
whenever the stream having the lowest octane number of
the three streams is supplied to the dispensing zone; and
maintaining the dispensing zone closed to the stream
having the lowest octane number of the three streams
whenever the stream having the highest octane number
of the three streams is supplied to the dispensing zone.

3.097,762
LIQUID METERING VALVE UNIT

Steven Chamota, 4945 Normandy Ave, Chicago, III., and
Arnold F. Wolf, 5511 Warren Ave, Morton Grove, HI.

FUcd June 15, I960, Scr. No. 36,242
6 Claims. (CI. 222—20)

1 . A liquid metering valve unit comprising in combina-
tion, a casing having formed therein an inlet, an outlet,

and an impeller chamber interposed between »aid inlet

and said outlet and in communication therewith, a valve
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seat formed on the interior portion of said outlet, a valve

member coacting with said valve seat to control fluid flow
through said outlet, means mounting said valve member
for movement between open and closed positions, means
acting on said mounting means biasing said valve member
toward closed position, a quick snap locking mechanism
having a pair of coaxial, relatively rotatable elements oper-
able to control the movement of said valve member to

closed position, the first of said elements being connected
to said valve member mounting means and being movable

/fjWjT/

axially and rotatably to move said valve member to open
position, the second of said elements being movable only
rotatably, means releasably interconnecting said elements,
an impeller wheel rotatably mounted in said impeller
chamber and driven by the flow of liquid through said

inlet and said impeller chamber, and speed reducing gear-

ing interposed between and connected to said impeller
wheel and said second locking mechanism element to ro-

tate the latter and said first element into a locking position

at a rate of speed greatly reduced from that of said im-
peller wheel.

3,097,763
LIQUID DISPENSING APPARATUS

Dominick M. Aluotto, 684 Maple St, BrooUyn, N.Y.
FUed Nov. 30, 1960, Scr. No. 72,685

6 Claims. (CI. 222—43)

1 . A liquid dispensing apparatus comprising a receptacle
for holding a liquid, a dispensing cylinder passing through
the bottom of the receptacle, the cylinder extending partly
within and partly without the receptacle, the end of the
cylinder outside tie receptacle being closed, a port in a
portion of the dispensing cylinder within the receptacle
through which liquid may flow from the receptacle into
the dispensing cylinder, a discharge orifice in said closed
end of the cylinder, means including a pressure-openable
valve for Closing said discharge orifice, a dispensing piston
within the dispensing cylinder, means for reciprocating the
dispensing piston in the dispensing cylinder past the port

to trap and pressurize liquid between the piston and said
closed end, said means for reciprocating said piston in-
cluding a piston rod and means for actuating said piston
rod, a contact rod attached to and movable with the piston
rod, a cylindrical stop member disposed in the path of
movement of the contact rod on a dispensing stroke of
the piston, said stop member being adjusuble to different
positions beneath said contact rod and having a plurality
of ledges formed on one end thereof each adapted to lie

a different distance from the contact rod on adjustment
of the stop member, the other end of the stop member
being closed, a shelf attached to and protruding from the
receptacle and having an opening therethrough, said stop
member being supported on said shelf, a knob having one
end passing through and being rotatable in the opening in
the shelf and being secured to the closed end of the stop
member, whereby the stop member selectively may be ro-
tated to position a selected ledge thereof in the path of
movement of the contact rod to selectively limit movement
of the contact rod on a dispensing stroke of the piston.

3,097,764
PROPORTIONING SYSTEM

Theodore S. Loeser, New Brunswick, NJ., assignor to
Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New
York

Filed Feb. 9, 1960, Scr. No. 7,621
"^

4 Claims. (CI. 222—55)

1. A proportioning system particularly adaptable for
feeding an epoxy resin and hardener therefor in accu-
rately metered, volumetric proportions to a mixing and
spraying head in which the epoxy resin and hardener
are admixed and from which the admixed materials are
discharged comiwising separate containers for said epoxy
resin and for said hardener, a positive displacement,
volumetric metering pump connected to each container
through a conduit, means for feeding each material from
its container to the metering pump connected thereto,
means for operating each of said metering pumps, said
metering pumps operating at a discharge pressure sub-
stantially equal to their intake pressure whereby each of
said materials is fed through its metering pump under
substantially zero pressure differential and to a mixing
and spraying head in accurately metered, volumetric
quantities, and sensing means, mounted at each metering
pump and connected in series to each other and to the
means which operates each of said metering pumps, for
sensing the discharge pressure of said metering pumps and
in response thereto, starting the operation of said metering
pumps when the discharge pressure thereof is less than
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the predetermined discharge pressure and stopping the
operation of said metering pumps when the discharge
pressure thereof is greater than the predetermined dis-

charge pressure.

3,097,765
APPARATUS FOR PUNCTURING AND DISPENS-
ING A MEASURED QUANTITY OF MATERIAL

Rkhard Coriett Newton, 13869 Mercer St.,

Pacoima, Calif.

FUed Aug. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 836^8
3 Claims. (CL 222—82)

1. A dispensing apparatus for supplying a measured
quantity of particulate material from a package of such
material comprising: a five sided open housing having
the open side generally upwardly oriented, said housing
defining a receptacle section adapted to receive said
package and a dispensing section beneath said receptacle
section; a cutter member mounted to the inner surface of
a side wall of said receptacle section near the bottom
thereof and extending upwardly and inwardly into said
receptacle section, said cutter being positioned to engage
said package at a lowermost portion thereof; guide means
resiliently mounted in said receptacle section above said
cutter member to guide said package into contact with
the said cutter member; an opening in said receptacle de-
fined beneath said cutter member, said dispensing section
having a discharge port through the lower side thereof;
said dispensing section housing a transverse cylindrical

volume; a dispensing member pivotally mounted in said
volume; said dispensing volume communicating with said
opening and said port, said dispensing member including
a transversely oriented pivotal cylindrical body mateable
with and pivotally mounted within said cylindrical volume,
said cylindrical body having a radial section removed
therefrom, the innermost portion of said radial section
defining a linear pivotal mounting surface extending along
the longitudinal axis of said cylindrical body, said cylindri-

cal body being pivotally mounted at said pivotal surface
to a pivot bar secured to said dispensing section and ex-
tending into said radial section, the rotational movement
of said cylindrical body being limited by the extent of
said radial section between first and second pivotal posi-

tions, said cylindrical body having a flat surface formed
thereon to define a chord section, said chord section and
a cylindrical wall of said cylindrical volume thereby de-
fining a receiving volume, said receiving volume being in

communication with said opening at said first pivotal
position of said cylindrical body and in communication
with said discharge port from said cylindrical volume
at said second pivotal position of said cylindrical body;
a pendulum bar afSxed to said cylindrical body
extending radially therefrom through an opening in the
said dispensing section, said pendulum bar being affixed
to said cylindrical body at a predetermined position such
that by force of gravity said pendulum bar urges said
cylindrical body to said first pivotal position, said pen-

dulum bar being selectively movable to said sec(Hid piv-
otal position.

3,097,766
PRE-FILLED PROFELLANT TANK FOR ROCKETS
Rkhard E. Biehl, Pearl River, N.Y., Harry N. PriceTIiist

Patcrson, NJ., and Marvin StcralterB, San Fcmando,
Calif., assignors to CortiaB-Wriglit Corporation, a cor-
poration of Delaware

Filed Sept. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 840,663
2 Claims. (CI. 222—135)

1
.
Apparatus for storing two liquids out of contact with

each other and for supplying said liquids through in-
dividual ports, said apparatus comprising a container
having an outer wall with opposed end wall portions
interconnected by a generally cylindricaJ side wall portion;
an inner tubular flexible wall dividing the interior of said
container into an outer chamber and an inner chamber
for sepaxaie storage of liquids therein, said tubular
flexible wall being secured at its ends with said outer wall
end portions and said tubular flexible wall having a plu-
rality of circumferenlially-spaced longitudinally-extending
folds for unfolding outwardly toward the outer wall cy-
lindrical portions to decrease the volume of said outer
chamber; said container also having a pair of outlet
passages, one for each of said chambers; liquid stored in

each of said chambers; and means for supplying a gas
under pressure against the liquid within said inner cham-
ber for forcing liquid therein out of said inner chamber
through its outlet passage and for unfolding said tubular
flexible wall outwardly toward the outer wall cylindrical
portion to decrease the volume of said outer chamber
for forcing liquid therein out of said outer chamber
through its outlet passage, said gas supplying means being
disposed adjacent to one of the end wall portions of the
container outer wall and said outlet passages being dis-

posed adjacent to the other end wall portion of the con-
tainer outer wall, said folds in the flexible tubular wall
extending from the end wall portion of the container ad-
jacent to the outlet passages to a point short of the other
end wall portion of the container with the remaining por-
tion of the flexible tubular wall adjacent to said other end
wall being substantially cylindrical and having a diameter
substantially equal to the diameter of the adjacent side

wall of the container and with the longitudinal length
and circumferential perimeter of the flexible tubular wall
being substantially the same as the corresponding dimen-
sions of the container cylindrical wall toward which the
flexible walJ expands under the gas pressure.
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DEVICE FOR FEFDINr'pni VFBiTwn viatk-diat
^°'^'°" and said piston upper portion into an uncoUapsed

Electric Company, a corporatloa of New York
FUcd May 1, 1961, Ser. No. 106,940

5 Claims. (CL 222—368)

1. A device for feeding pulverized material, comprising
a casing, a vertical rotor having a tapered starwheel dis-

posed in said casing and mounted for rotation therein,

said starwheel defining circumferentially-H)aced feed
pockets, some of which are closed off by portions of
said casing, inlet conduit means carrying pulverized ma-
terial and discharging into said pockets at at least two
circumferentially-spaced symmetrically disposed locations
on the starwheel, outlet conduit means receiving pulverized
material from said pockets at at least two circumferen-
tially-spaced symmetrically disposed locations, means
drivingly connected to rotate said starwheel in said cas-
ing, means for automatically lifting said starwheel in the

casing as the torque resisting rotation of the starwheel
increases, and adjustable biasing means resisting lifting

of the starwheel. whereby when a preselected reactive
torque occurs, the starwheel will be lifted in the casing
enough to clear the obstruction.

3,097,768
FLUID STORAGE VESSEL

Angelo G. Tasca, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignor to
Aerojet-General CorporatioD, Aznsa, Calif., a corpora-
tion of Ohio

Filed Jan. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 1,579
2 Claims. (CI. 222—389)

1. In a liquid storing and dispensing device the combi-
nation of a tank and a piston assembly, said piston assem-
bly including an upper portion and a lower portion, a
seal interposed between said piston upper porticHi and
said piston lower portion, said piston lower portion hav-
ing a closed end capable of retaining fluid pressure, a
first pressure area isolated below said piston assembly, a
second pressure area isolated above said piston assembly,
a resilient element tending to place said piston lower por-
tion and said piston upper portion in a collapsed position
and tending to put said seal in compression, and in sealing
relation with said tank, whereby if the pressure in said
first pressure area is reduced in pressure below the pres-
sure of said second pressure area, the pressure in said sec-
ond pressure area will tend to force said piston lower

from said tank, whereby said piston assembly is slidable
within said tank.

3,097,769
SIPHONING LIQUID DISPENSER

Harold Payne, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Filed Mar. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 95,222

4 Claims. (CL 222—416)

1
.
A device for dispensing liquid in predetermined

amounts from a bottle, said device comprising a bulb,
neck means extending from said bulb for entry into the
neck of said bottle, a passage for liquid through said neck
means through which liquid can enter from said bottle to
said bulb, a measuring cup mounted within said bulb and
having its open end facing the top portion of said bulb, a
vent tube connecting with the bottom of said measuring
cup and extending through said neck whereby air can pass
from the bottom of said cup to the inside of said bottle in
use, a pouring spout carried by said bulb the input end of
which projects into said measuring cup and the output end
of which is exterior to said bulb, an opening in the back of
said bulb to achieve atmospheric pressure in said bulb dur-
ing pouring, means carried by said bulb for varying the
projection of said pouring spout into said measuring cup
whereby a predetermined amount of liquid dispensed by
said device can be varied. •^

3,097,770
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR

PACKAGING HOSIERY
James E. Garron, Valdcsc, N.C., assignor to Alba-

Waldensian, Inc., a corporation of North Carolina
Filwl Oct. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 847,592

15 Claims. (CL 223—1)
1. A method of packaging hose of the type having a

foot portion and a leg portion comprising the steps of
arranging the hose inside-out, then positioning ap

first

insert in overlying relationship with the foot portion of the
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hose, and then turning the leg portion of the hose right-
side-out while positioning the leg portion to surround the
insert and the foot portion of the hose.

7. In an apparatus for packaging of a hose of the type
having a foot portion and a leg portion comprising an
elongate means for receiving the hose in an extended
inside-out condition, said elongate means comprising a
foot portion receiving member and a leg portion receiving
member with the proximal end of the foot portion leceiv-
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3,H7,772
BOW FORMING MACHINE

SSS'r^"^.!: ™7„«*«»« to CU«to Printed
String Co Chicago, lU., a corporatkM of Delaware

FUed Dec. 39, 19M, Ser. No. 79,909
13 Claims. (CL 223-^M)

ing member being positioned inside said leg portion re-
ceiving member, the overlapping portions of said foot and
leg portion receiving members defining an opening there-
between for receiving the end portion of an insert therein,
and means within the overlapping portion of said foot
portion receiving member for engaging the foot portion
of a hose positioned thereon and to hold the foot portion
against an insert for preventing relative movement of the
foot portion of the hose.

3,097,771
HANK FORMING MACHINE AND METHOD

James E. Kerrigan, Arlington Heights, and Raimoods
Grikis, Chicago, lU., assignors to Chicago Printed
String Co., Chicago, III., a corporation of Dcfaiwarc

FUed Oct 2, 1961, Ser. No. 142,422
20 Claims. (CL 223—46)

2. In a machine adapted for forming a hanlc designed
to form a decorative bow, anvil means, support means
for holding a multilayer coil of ribbon with opposite side

portions of the coil on opposite sides of said anvil means,
means for placing a mounting strip with a poition adja-
cent each of such opposite side portions of said coil, and
securing means for applying a separate securing device
to the portion of the mounting strip and side portion of
the coil on each such opposite side of said anvil for inde-
pendently securing said mounting strip to each such dppo
sate side portion of such coil.

1. A device adapted for use in forming a decorative
bow having a mounting strip for attaching said bow to a
package or the like, said device comprising means for
winding a length of ribbon into a composite loop of several
coextensive contiguous layers and having opposite ends
and opposite sides, means for fastening the mounting
strtp to said ribbon and for fastening said contiguous
layers together at each of said opposite sides, independent-
ly of such fastening of the layers at the other of said oppo-
site sides, while said composite ribbon loop is on said
wmdmg means, whereby when said composite ribbon
loop IS removed from said winding means, the intermedi-
ate unfastened portions of each layer <rf ribbon may be
removed from the corresponding unfastened porUons of
the adjacent overlying layer to form a decorative bow.

3,097,773
CHILD CARRIER

Gerald Arthur Cunningham, Box 12B, Ward. Colo.
FUed Mar. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 14,780

1 ChOm. (CL 224—6)

A child carrier assembly adapted to be detachaUy
mounted to the back of a person comprising, in combi-
nation, a substantially rigid frame member having an
upper cross member adapted to engage the shoulders of
the carrier person, two top leg portions each of which
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is connected at one end to one end of said cross member
and extending rearwardly and outwardly therefrom in
substantially the same plane as said cross member, two
inclined leg portions each of which is integrally secured
at one end to the outer end of each top leg portion and
extending inwardly and downwardly therefrom in angu-
lar relationship therewith in the direction of the waist
portion of the carrier person which is to receive the car-
rier assembly, each of said inclined leg portions termi-
nating at a point substantially in the vertical plane of
said upper cross member, a pair of short bottom leg por-
tions each of which is integrally connected at one end
to the lower end of said vertical leg portions and extend-
ing downwardly and outwardly therefrom and adapted
to engage the rear hip and pelvic region of the carrier
person, connecting means secured adjacent the lower end
of each of said short bottom leg portions connecting them
to one another, and flexible strap means connected di-
rectly to and spanning the distance between said bottom
leg portions and adapted to be engageable with the rear
hip and pelvic region below the waist, and a flexible
pouch for receiving a child, said pouch having a top por-
tion secured only to said upper cross member and said
top leg portions, said flexible pouch having leg holes
therein in the forward facing portion thereof and adapted
to surround and support a child from the crotdi and
buttocks to the upper portion of the torso in a natural
forward facing piggy-back position and in body to body
contact with the back of the carrier person, and a pair of
shoulder straps each secured at one end to the upper
cross member and adapted to be placed over the carrier
person's shoulders, with the other end of each secured to
the frame member adjacent the lower end of each of said
short bottom leg portions.

3,097,774
MELON CARRIER

William R. Houston, Jr., 107 Rodgers St,
Monongahela, Pa.

FUed Mar. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 180,467
1 Cbdm. (CL 224—45)

A melon carrier comprising an arched strap member
of flexible springy material, said arched strap member
being a continuous unitary strip of uniform width and
having its end portions corrugated lengthwise whereby
said end portions are substantially stiff and inflexible, the
ends of said end portions each being turned inwardly
directly toward the other and partly backwardly on the
balance of its respective end portion to form an acute
angle therewith, the leading edges of said ends being ser-

rated to form teeth therealong, said arched strap mem-
ber being corrugated lengthwise in the central portion
thereof to form a substantially stiff and inflexible handle
portion therein.

3,097,775
TAPE DISPENSER WITH MOUNTING BASE

Edward Waltz, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to E. O.
Bulman Mannfactoring Company, Inc., Grand Rapids,
Mich., a corporation of Michigan

FUed Aug. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 49,479
3 Clafana. (CL 225—66)

1. An apparatus for supporting and dispensing ad-
hesive tape from a roll thereof, comprising:

683

a pedestal including a substantially flat base member
and a standard of substantially inverted U-shapc
having a pair of upwardly extending flanges secured
at their lower ends upon said base member, said
standard having a platform at its upper end, said
platform being sloped toward the rearward end of
said base member;

a pair of spaced hook members secured to and ex-
tending upwardly from said platform near the front
and rear ends of said platform, said hook members
defining a pair of recesses opening toward each other;

a body member having means defining a frontwardly
facing edge portion and a rearwardly facing edge

portion spaced from each other and located near
the lower side of said body member, said edge por-
tions being snugly and respectively received into said
recesses so that said body member is gripped be-
tween said hook members and is relcasably held
thereby adjacent said platform;

roll supporting means secured to said body member
near the rearward end thereof for holding a roll of
said tape above the rearward end of said base mem-
ber; and

cutting means on said body member near the front-
ward end thereof, said cutting means including an
upwardly facing cutting edge.

3,097,776
TAPE SERVING MACHINE

Theodore H. Krueger, Stratford, Conn. (% Better
Packages, Inc., Shelton, Conn.)

Filed Apr. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 24,031
8 Cbdms. (CL 226—11)

1. In a machine for dispensing strip material in meas-
ured lengths, intermittently acting tape dispensing means,
electrical means including a resettable switch for starting
and stopping the tape dispensing means, a tape contacting
element movable by the advancing tape being fed, a switch
actuating element connected with said tape contacUng
element and settable in a condition to actuate said switch
to start the feed of Upe when a piece of previously fed
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tape is removed from contact with said tape contacting
element, and means for resetting the switch to stop the
tape feeding operation immediately on completion of the

feeding of a measured length of tape and to simultane-
ously place the machine in condition for another tape
dispensing operation.

3,097,777
TAPE HANDLING APPARATUS

George W. Floyd, Los Angeles, Califs assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Rtacem Electronics Corporation, Los
Angeles, Califs a corporation of California

Filed Jan. 9, 1961, Scr. No. 81,574
7 Claims. (CI. 226—39)

1. In tape handling apparatus for information bearing
tape having information recorded thereon in spaced apart
groups including braking means for continuously friction-

ally engaging the tape, a continuously rotating cylin-
drical drive member, a i;ptating cylindrical jam mem-
ber positioned adjacent said drive member for frictional

driving contact with said drive member whereby to re-

ceive and drive tape arranged therebetween, means for
pivotally mounting the jam member adjacent to and out
of driving contact with said drive member, solenoid means
including an cncrgizablc winding connected to said latter

means for swinging the jam member into and out of fric-

tional driving contact with said drive member, and con-
trol circuit means connected for selectively energizing
and de-en.Tgizing said solenoid means, said control cir-

cuit means including a switching circuit connected to
energize and de-energize the solenoid winding and ar-

ranged to be energized for placing the jam member in
driving contact with said drive member, an impedance de-
vice connected to the solenoid winding for dissipating the
energy thereof, a feedback amplifier connected in parallel

circuit relationship with said switching circuit and con-
trolled thereby to be in the opposite conductive condi-
tion therefrom, means for delivering a stop signal to said
switching circuit, a capacitor connected between said feed-

back amplifier in common with the impedance device and
the solenoid winding to receive and temporarily store the
energy from said winding and then discharge same
through the impedance device to cause the solenoid means
to be quickly de-energized and thereby the tape to be
quickly stopped with the aid of said braking means.

3,097,778
MECHANICAL APPARATUS

Robert A. Pendleton, Dcdham, MaM., assignor to Minne-
apoUs-HoncywcU Regulator Company, Minneapolis,
Minn., a corporation of Oelawarc

Filed Mar. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 15,861
6 Claims. (Q. 226—95)

1. Improved apparatus for controlling the movement
of a record tape comprising a rotatable cylindrical mem-
ber forming a capstan having a circumferential surface
adapted to engage the record tape, said circumferential
surface being divided into a plurality of grooves each
extending substantially across the surface of said capstan

and being transverse to the path of tape travel and
parallel to the axis of roUtion of said capstan, a plurality
of air passages formed within said cylindrical member
in air communication with said grooves, said cylindrical
member being formed with a co-axial, recessed portion
to define an annular flange containing said plurality of
grooves and air passages, a stationary air flow distribut-
ing member positioned within said recessed portion and
having an outer diameter smaller than the inner diameter

of said annular flange to provide a uniformly spaced
clearance therebetween such that the capstan and the air
flow distributing member are in closely adjacent but non-
contacting relation relative to each other during the ro-
tation of the capstan annular flange around the distribut-
ing member, and means defining an air flow passage in
said distributing member for supplying air to the grooves
which are placed sequentially in operative relation to the
record tape during the rotation of said capstan.

3,097,779
TAPE GUIDING MEANS FOR MAGNETIC

TAPE TRANSPORTS
Jerome Robert Rock, La Pncnte, and Kenji J. Sameshlma,

West Covina, Calif., assignor! to Borroughs Corpora-
tion, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

FUcd June 16, 1961, Ser. No. 117,569
8 ChOms. (CI. 226—97)

1. Apparatus for guiding a thin flexible strip of mate-
rial having first and second opposing surfaces compris-
ing: a guide member having a surface engaging the first

surface of the strip; means providing a shoulder extend-
ing along the surface of the guide member; and means
for directing a fluid stream against the second surface
of the strip and toward the shoulder to maintain an edge
of the strip in engagement with the shoulder.
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3,097,780
PAPER PLATE

Cfatfcnce Le Roy Wkmcr, Landsdale, Pa^ asrignor to
American Can Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-
tion of New Jersey

FUed Sept. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 137,640
4 Claims. (CL 229—1.5)

// ^* M*

3,097,781
ICE PACKED FOOD CONTAINER

Joseph J. Masi, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa., assignor to Container
Corporation of America, Chicago, HI., a c<Hponition of
Delaware

Filed Oct 6, 1958, Ser. No. 765,491
4 ClaiBis. (a. 229—23)

3. A reinforced container formed of foldable paper
board, comprising:

(a) a horizontally disposed bottom wall;

{h) a plurality of interconnected vertically disposed
side walls of the same height connected to and up-
standing . from said bottom wall; and

(c) at least one vertically disposed V-shaped rcinforce-

ing member positioned entirely within the container
against one of said side walls;

(</) said member including a pair of vertically extend-
ing side panels attached to said one side wall in

paralle] relationship therewith, and
(e) a pair of uninterrupted inwardly converging verti-

cally extending center panels;

(/) said center panels being hingedly interconnected
at their inner edges throughout then- entire length
and being hingedly connected at their outer edges to
the respective side panels;

Kg) all of the panels of said member being of the tame
height as the side walls of the container;

(A) one of said reinforcmg member side panels being
disposed at a comer of the container adjacent another
side wall of the container and being hingedly con-
nected to said other side wall.

3,097,782
CONVERTIBLE AND DISPOSABLE PICNIC BASKET

AND TABLE TOP DEVICE
Stephen KoropatUn, 197 Pratt St., Glastonbury, Conn.,
and MelTin W. Noble, 30 Rentschler St., East Hart-
ford, Conn.

Filed May 22, 1961, Ser. No. 111,684
6 Clafans. (Q. 229—31)

1. In a paper plate composed of a relatively flexible

paperboard and having a central panel, a wall extending
obliquely upwardly from said panel, and a rim extending
substantially outwardly from said wall, the improvement
comprising a first line of regularly shaped bosses extending
around said rim, and a second line of said bosses spaced
outwardly from and adjatent to said first line, the bosses
in said first line being contiguous the juncture of said wall
and said rim, the bosses in each of said first and second
lines being regularly spaced, and each boss in said second
line being contiguous and in staggered relation to a boss
in said first line.

6. A foldable container comprising a sheet, said sheet
being divided into a checkerboard pattern consisting of
three sets of three longitudinally arrayed rectangular
panels each, two of said sets being on opposite sides of
a central set, the four comer panels of said sheet having
an outwardly extending diagonal fold line, fold lines be-
tween all adjacent panels, two endless cords, a pair of
spaced apart apertures in each of those panels interme-
diate a pair of comer panels in each set, said pair of
apertures being located near the outer edge of its respec-
tive panel, and a pair of spaced apart apertures in each
of the comer panels, said corner panel apertures defining
between them a line intersecting said first mentioned
diagonal fold line in the respeaive comer panel, said
apertures in said comer panels being disposed on oppo-
site sides of said diagonal fold line each of said cords
being laced through the apertures of two comer panels
on the inner side thereof and through the apertures of
the panel therebetween on each side of said sheet, the
tensioning of each of said cords causing said respective
comer panels to fold outwardly along their diagonal fold
lines and to form triangularly shaped wings, and to cause
all of the panels excepting the center panel of said sheet
to move upwardly to form a box-like structure, said
wings being caused by the tensioning of said cords to
fold one over the other on the outer surface of the panel
positioned therebetween.

3,097,783
DUST-PROOF CARTON

Robert V. Bart, Cindmiatl, VirgU E. Gex, Wyomfag, and
Norman J. Franz, Cincinnati, Ohio, assizors to The
Procter A Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a cor-
poration of Ohio

FUed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,490
2 Clafans. (CI. 229—37)

T
J*
\

/

-r-'n^

1
.
A seal-end dust-proof rectangular carton having op-

positely disposed front and back walls, two oppositely
disposed side walls, and end closures comprising narrow
end flaps extending inwardly from the front and side walls
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in substantially the same plane, the adjacent ends of the

said narrow end flaps being mitered to an angle of be-

tween about 42° and 44* with respect to their line of
articulation, the other end of the narrow end flaps extend-

ing from the side walls being squared at an angle of about
90' with respect to their line of articulation, broad end
flaps extending inwardly from both ends of the back wall

and being approximately equal in size to the cross-section

of the said carton, said broad end flaps overlapping the

said narrow end flaps and being bonded thereto with a

thermoplastic adhesive, said adhesive being solid but flexi-

ble at room temperature and gradually softening to a

fluid state above 200" F., an excess of the said adhesive

lying between the said adjaceirt mitered ends of the nar-

row end flaps and forming an integral part of the said

carton, and a double thickness of adhesive interposed be-

tween the square ends of the narrow flaps extending from
the side walls and the superposed portion of the broad
end flaps whereby a carton with dustproof comers is

formed.

3,097,784
EASY OPENING CARTON

Demard J. Schans, Whitcfidi Bay, Wit^ aasigiior, by
mesne asaicnmcnts, to Bced Company, a partnershJp

FUcd Feb. 9, 1959, Scr. No. 792,215
6 Claims. (CI. 229—51)

2. A carton comprising a top, one side, a bottom and
another side connected along their longitudinal edges, said

top, bottom and sides being unitary acroM their entire

surface, said top having a pair of top flaps connected along
the transverse edges thereof, said bottom having a pair

of bottom flaps connected along the transverse edges

thereof, each of said sides having a pair of side flaps con-

nected along the transverse edges thereof, said top, bottom
and side flaps folded to close the ends of said carton, said

side flaps folded to lie inside said top and bottom flaps

and in overlapping relationship therewith, said top and
bottom flaps adhered to> said side flaps, said side flaps

being cut along lines which extend between the edges of

said top and bottom flaps, said cuts in said side flaps leav-

ing a small connecting portion between the portions there-

of to facilitate bending and gluing the flaps, and a thin

strip of strong material adhered to the inside of one of

said sides and extending along a line which intersects said

cuts in said side flaps, one end of said strip made acces-

sible from outside the carton by a tab to which the end
of said strip is adhered, said side opposite to that to which
said strip is adhered being weakened along a line which
extends parallel to said strip and intersects the lines along
which said side flaps are cut, said carton being filled

through one end thereof prior to bending and gluing the

flaps at said one end thereof.

non-perforated, solid score lines to adjacent ends of said
main panels, a pair of dust flaps coextensive with the
distance between said main panels hingedly connected to
adjacent ends of said side panels and adhered to the un-
derlying one of said pair of end closure flaps, said means
comprising a first tear path along the non-perforated,
solid score line connecting the underlying closure flap
with the adjoining main panel in the portions overlying
the immediately adjacent edges of the dust flaps and

3,097,785
OPENING MEANS FOR VERMIN-PROOF CARTON
George L. Meyers, Mcnasha, Wis., ignor to American
Can Company, New Yotk^ N.Y., a coq>oradon of New
Jersey

FUed June 5, 1961, Scr. No. 144,992
6 Claims. (CI. 229—51)

1. An opening means for a tamperproof carton, the

carton including a pair of opposed main panels, a pair of
opposed side panels hingedly connected to said main
panels, a pair of end closure flaps coextensive with the

distance between said main panels hingedly connected by

l!L.^- *H «
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including a force directing, non-linear, shaped line of
weakness in said underlying closure flap between the adja-
cent ends of the underling dust flaps and a second tear
path along the non-perforated, solid score line connecting
the overlying one of said pair of end closure flaps and
the adjoining main panel, the edges of the underlying one
closure flap and dust flaps in conjunction with the non-
linear shaped line of weakness precisely directing the tear-
ing forces along the tear paths.

3,Wf;7M
OPENING MEANS FOR CONTAINERS
Frank A. MilKana, S5« Monterey Arc^

Pcilum Manor, N.Y.
FUed Sept. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 139,899

2 Claims. (CI. 229—51)

1. A quick opening carton comprising a rectangular-
shaped box-like structure having front, rear, end, top and
bottom walls, a flexible strand along the top of the front
wall at its center, on the inside thereof, rings on the ends
of the strand disposed outside the wall, a strand extend-
ing from one end of said top strand downwardly to the
bottom and inwardly toward the center of the front wall,
rings on the ends of the latter strand disposed outside
the front wall, another strand extending downwardly to
the bottom and inwardly toward the center of the front
wall, rings on the ends of the latter strand disposed out-
side the front wall, said arrangement of strands being
such that pulling on the rings opens the carton along the
front wall top and at points to each side of the center of
the front wall, a pair of strands on the top of one of said
end walls on both sides of the center thereof, rings on
the ends of said strands disposed outside the end wall,
a pair of strands on the bottom of said one end wall on
both sides of its center, rings on the ends of the latter
pair of strands, disposed ouUide the structure, a strand
at the center of said one end wall extending from the
top to the bottom thereof, rings on the en<ls of the latter
strand disposed outside the end wall, the arrangement of
rings on said one end wall being such that pulling on the
rings opens the end wall along the top and bottom
thereof and at the center thereof.
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3,097,787

.«.. « PACKAGING FILM
MOton O. Schnr, Asbcvillc, N.C., assignor to Oiin Mathie-on Chemical Corporation, a corporation of Vfa-ginia

FUed Sept. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 138,331
10 Claims. (CL 229—53)

3,097,789
ACCUMULATOR READOUT DEVICE

Martin Kassel, Grafclfing, near Munich, and Giinter Mar
tens, Schliersce, Upper Bavaria, Germany, assignon
to Kienzle Apparate GjnJi.H., ViUingen, Black Forest,
Germany ^^

FUed Dec. 19, 1958, Ser. No. 781,779
Claims priority, appUcatton Germany May 21, 1955

25 Claims. (CI. 235—61)

1. A vented packaging film comprising a ductile pol-
ymeric film, a plurality of spaced embossments in the
said film, each of said embossments being spaced from
the neighboring embossments, said embossmenu consti-
tuting entire spaced portions of the film deformed be-
yond a surface thereof and having a plurality of con-
nected wall portions protruding beyond the surface of
the undeformed portions of the film, thereby leaving open
bases equal in area to said spaced portions, and openings
m at least one of the said wall portions in a plane sub-
stantially perpendicular to the plane of the film, said open-
ings being in communication with the said open bases.

3,097,788
REENFORCED BAGS

Robert G. Nichols, 211 Skylfaie Drive, Barrington, Dl.
Continuation of appUcatkw Ser. No. 801,426, Feb. 25,
1959. This applkation Feb. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 176,486

2 Claims. (CL 229—55)

2. A bag, including a sheet of thermc^lastic film mate-
rial folded on itself to provide front and back panels and
having an open end spaced from the panel-providing fold
line, said front and back panels each having first and
second edge portions extending transversely of the panel-
providing fold line, means sealing said first and second
edge portions of said front and back panels together to
form an envelope open at the fourth side, the envelope-
defining bonds adjacent said fourth side terminating short
of said fourth side to provide end flaps on said front and
back panels, a paper strip having first and second sides
coated with thermoplastic film material heat bondable to
the first-named film material and positioned in said open
end of said envelope, said strip having a dimension par-
aUel to said fold line substantiaUy equal to the distance
between the first and second edges of each of said panels
and a dimension perpendicular to said fold line greater
than the flap dimension perpendicular to said fold line,

said strip extending but part way into the envelope, said
paper strip being heat bonded to only one of said end
flaps, and said other flap at the opposed unbonded ends
thereof defining slits facUitating the unfolding of said
other flap to provide access to the envelope with the
bonds adjacent said fourth side opposing the tendency
of the slits to enlarge.

1
.
In an arrangement for transferring a numerical value

accumulated in an electronic accumulator including at
least one counting stage capable of storing such numerical
value, to a mechanical counting, indicating or printing
apparatus having at least one set of incrementally movable
digit-determining primary control elements and digit-
exhibiting secondary elements operatively connected with
each other and capable of assuming two states of motion,
one of which is standstill, the other one being movement,
said elements being capable of sequentially assuming con-
secutive positions respectively associated with a series of
digits forming part of a numerical value to be indicated
or printed, in combination, drive means for advancing said
primary control elements incrementally through said con-
secutive position; an impulse generator means operative-
ly connected with said drive means and capable of gener-
ating impulse sequences of predetermined numbers of elec-
tric impulses synchronously with the passing of said pri-
mary control elements through a corresponding number of
said consecutive positions, respectively; first circuit means
connecting said impulse generator means with said count-
ing stage for injecting said predetermined number of
said electric impulses as counting impulses into the latter
so as to shift revolvingly a numerical value stored in said
counting stage through the latter; electromagnetic means
for causing said secondary elements to undergo a change
from one of said states of motion to the other one, said
electromagnetic means being responsive to a control im-
pulse applied thereto and being capable of eflfecting said
change in any one of said positions of said primary con-
trol elements upon application of such a control impulse;
and second circuit means connecting said counting stage
with said electromagnetic means and capable of transmit-
ting thereto said control impulse every time when coin-
cidently with injecting the last one of said predetermined
number of electric impulses in one of said sequences into
said counting stage the counting capacity thereof is ex-
hausted.

3,097,790
DIYIDEND-DIVISOR ALIGNING MECHANISM

FOR COMPtmNG MACHINES
Werner Jnlich, WalliscUcn, Z«irich, Switzerland, asrignor

to Prccisa A.G. RcckenmascUncnfabrik, Zurici^ Switz-
erland

FUcd Sept 15, 1961, Ser. No. 138,529
3 Claims. (CI. 235—63)

1. In a computing machine for addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division, ten single digit numerals keys,

a plurality of setting racks, a setting unit, means connect-
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ibic with said numerals keys for entering values into said
setting unit and for causing shifting of said setting unit
transversely of said setting racks, calculator units, means
adapted to selectively connect said setting unit and said
calculator units with said setting racks for transfer of
values therebetween, abutment means secured to said
setting unit, a stop member engageable with said abut-
ment means, means supporting said stop member for slid-

ing motion substantially parallel with the shifting path
of said setting unit, a division key, means operatively

"S.

connecting said division key with said stop member for
locking said stop member in » selected position in accord-
ance with the ordinal position of said abutment ngeans by
depression of said division key whereby a subsequent de-
pression of said division key following resetting of the
setting unit releases said setting unit for shifting towards
said locked stop member and stops the setting unit with
said abutment means in engagement with said stop mem-
ber, and means operatively connected with said stop mem-
ber for release and restoration thereof. ^

3,097,791
COUNTING SYSTEM

Theodore A. Conklin, Avon, N.Y^ assifnor to General
Signal Corpc»ra(ion, a corporation of New York

FUcd Dec. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 161,631
5 Claims. (CI. 235—99)

3,e97,792
MULTIPLE WHEEL COUNTING DEVICE

Henry H. Harada, Grand Blanc, Mich., aaisnor to Gen-
eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mkh., a coriNiration
of Delaware

FUed Jan. IS, 1M2, Scr. No. 166,207
8 Clahns. (CI. 235—117)

1 A system for coupling a plurality of object detectors
to a common counter comprising in combination, a ca-
pacitor and a repeater relay associated with each said
detector, means governed by said detector responsive to
a passing object for first charging said capacitor and then
connecting said capacitor in circuit with said relay, cir-
cuit means governed by said relays for completing a dis-
charge circuit including any one Te0^ and its associated
capacitor only when all others of said relays are in their
normal conditions, and counter control means coupling
each said relay to said counter and controlling said count-
er to advance one step each time any one of said relays
is operated from its normal condition.

vM«

1. A multiple wheel counting device comprising a
shaft, two numeral wheels having hubs coaxial with said
shaft, one of said hubs having a reduced diameter portion
constituting a male portion joumaled on said shaft, the
other of said hubs having an annular portion constituting
a female portion joumaled on said reduced diameter por-
tion, a fixed pinion carrier mounted between facing por-
tions of said wheels and surrounding said male portion,
a pinion gear rotatably retained by said pinion carrier to
serve as a transfer mechanism of rotative motion between
said wheels, and the end of said male portion engaging
said other hub to determine clearance space for said two
numeral wheels as measured in a direction parallel with
the axis of said shaft and relative to said pinion carrier
and pinion gear.

3,097,793
NAVIGATIONAL DEVICE AND REVERSIBLE
COUNTER DRIVING MECHANISM THEREFOR

James I. Mitchell, River Edge, and Ernest Weiss, May-
wood, NJ., assignon to The Bcndiz Corporation, Teter-
boro, NJ., a corporation of Dcbware

FUed Apr. 3, 1N2, Scr. No. 184,767
8 ChdBH. (CI. 235—132)

1. A reversing mechanism having an input abaft, a first

gear drivingly engaged by the input shaft, a second gear
meshed with the first gear, a third fear meshed with the
second gear, a pivoted arm mounting the second and third
gears, a cam slidably contacting the pivoted aim for posi-
tioning the arm in either of two positions, means for
moving the cam in accordance with the number of input
shaft revolutions, and a driven gear for driving an output
shaft meshed with the third gear when the arm is in one
position and meshed with the second gear when the arm
is in the otlier position.

3,097,794
GRAYING DEVICE

EmcU Dawson, PX). Box 217, Orad, CaUf.
FUmI July 7, 1961, Scr. No. 122,443

1 Clafan. (a. 239^78)
In a spray machine including a vehKle mounted for

earth traversing movement in a predetermined direction.

!

a fan housing mounted on the vehicle and having an erect
elongated outlet slot (^xning from the housing trans-
versely of the vehicle, power driven means carried by the
vehicle for forcing an air blast out through the outlet, and
means supported on the housing for introducing ^>ray
material mto the air blast to form an air-borne spray
stream; a mechanism for oscillating the spray stream to
achieve maximum spray distribution and foliage penetra-
tion comprising a pair of substantially parallel vanes,
means mounting the vanes on opposite sides of the outlet
for pivotal movement about respective axes parallel to
each other annd lying in respective planes substantially
normal to the predetermined direction, the vanes defining
a spray stream passage therebetween in registry with the

689

initial clamping stresses of said nozzle parts in said holder
are relieved at elevated temperatures and stresses intro-

—

3

duccd by thermal shock of relatively colder fuel supplied
to said nozzle are minimized.

housing outlet slot, means pivotally mounting the spray
material introducing means on the housing substantially
equidistantly between the longitudinal limits of said out-
let slot to permit discharge of the material into the air
blast in selective directions, power driven means con-
nected to the vanes oscillating the vanes about their n-
spective axes in substantial parallelism whereby the spray
stream is discharged laterally of the vehicle and oscillated
longitudinally thereof during earth traversing movement
including means connected to the pivotal mounting means
for the introducing means to effect oscillation of the in-
troducing means synchronized with oscillation of the
vanes whereby the discharge direction of the spray mate-
rial is substantially aligned with the vanes and the spray
stream direction.

3,097,796
APPARATUS FOR SPRAYING LAWNS, GOLF

FAIRWAYS AND THE LIKE
Thomas Festo, 14 Greenwood Ave., Daricn, Conn.

Filed Aug. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 135,252
7 Clahns. (CI. 239—167)

3,097,795

SPILL TYPE FUEL INJECTION NOZZLE
Harold C. Simmons, Clcvebnd Heights, Ohio, assignor to

Pariwr-Hannifin Corporation, Clevebwd, Ohio, a cor-
poration of Oiiio

FUed Not. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 66,538

2 Ckiinis. (CI. 239—124)
1. A spill-type fuel injection nozzle comprising a holder

formed with fuel inlet and return passages leading there-
into; and a coaxial scries of interfitting and abutting nozzle
parts clamped in said holder and forming therebetween a
spin chamber having tangential passages leading into the
periphery therecrf from such inlet, a central fuel discharge
orifice at one end of such chamber, a central spill passage
at the other end of such chamber, and an annular dif-
fusion chamber into which fuel passes from such spill
passage and from the periphery of which fuel passes to
such return passage; said holder and nozzle parts being
made of heat-resisting alloy to enable use of the nozzle
in nuclear aircraft and the like wherein said bolder and
nozzle parts become highly heated, the alloy employed for
said nozzle parts having a coefficient of thermal expansion
of about 9.20 micro-in./in./* F. at 68 to 1800* F. as
compared with about 10.14 micro-in./in./' F. at 68 to
1830" F. for the alloy employed for said holder whereby

4. Apparatus for spraying lawns, golf fairways and
the like, mounted on its own wheel supports and adapted
to be propelled by a tractor, including, a pair of arms
and means for pivotally connecting their rear ends re-
spectively to a tractor to permit swinging movement of
said arms individually in vertical planes, a pair of spray
pipes, and wheel support means for suf^rarting each of
said pipes adjacent its outer and inner ends respectively,
said arms having at their outer ends respectively verti-
cally disposed sleeves, and the wheel support means for
the inner ends of said pipes respectively, including wheel
shank means adapted to be received in said sleeves re-
spectively, and horizontally disposed pivot means pro-
jecting forwardly from said sleeves respectively on which
the inner ends of said pipes are pivotally mounted for
rotation in a vertical plane.

3,097,797
ILLUMINATED ASH TRAY

Robert E. Cndn, 1524 NW. 29th, Oldahoma City, Okla.
FUed Sept. 29, 1961, Scr. No. 141,695

1 Clafan. (CI. 240—2)
A light radiating container, comprising: a receptacle

formed of translucent material and having a thickened
wall portion and having a recess extending inwardly of
one of its walls; a neon lamp imbedded in the recess
and contiguously contacted by the material forming said
one wall of said receptacle; a lamp holder extending into
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and closing the recess; electrical conducting prongs con-

nected with said lamp and said bolder and projecting

outwardly from said receptacle wall; and an electrical

resistance element connected in series between one said

prong and said lamp.

FLASHUGHTS
Gerhard Schoiidt, BcrUn-Frohiuia, and Heinrich Feindt,

Bcrlin-Grunewald, Germany, assignors to Lkentia
Patent-Verwaltang»<S.niJbJl^ Frankfurt am Main,
Germany

Filed Sept 16, 1960, Ser. No. 56,577
Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 14, 1959

2 Claims. (Cl/240—10.65)

1 . In a flashlight incorporating a casing having a longi-

tudinal axis and a partition transverse to said axi& and

dividing the interior of said casing into two sections, a

rechargeable battery arranged in said casing, a recharging

unit also arranged in said casing and electrically con-

nected to said battery, a pair of prongs electrically con-

nected to said recharging unit and enabling the flashlight

to be electrically and mechanically connected to a source

of electrical energy, and a cover removably mounted on

said casing for covering said prongs when the same are

disconnected from the source of electrical energy, the

improvement which comprises: a lamp arranged generally

between said prongs and occupying along said longitudi-

nal axis of said casing a position spaced inwardly from

the free outer ends of said prongs, and resistor means elec-

trically interposed between said prongs and said recharg-

ing unit and occupying in said casing approximately the

same position along said longitudinal axis as does said

lamp, said lamp and said resistor means being located in

one of said sections of said casing, said rechargeable battery

and said recharging unit being located in the other of said

sections of said casing, whereby the heat generating com-
ponents of the flashlight are grouped together in one place

and the heat-sensitive components of the flashlight are

grouped together in another place.

3,097,799
BATTERY BULB CONNECTION FOR

FLASHUGHTS
DomUd F. MoanaB, 14 Wcibrilla Arc.,

New Milford, Cono.
FUcd iDly 16, 1959, Ser. No. 827,471

2 Claims. (CI. 24»—10.66)

1. A standard battery powered portable flashlight com-
prising: a conventional cylindrical casing; a conventional

bulb disposed within and supported by said casing and
having a central terminal; a conventional cylindrical bat-

tery in said casing having a terminal; means for biasing
said battery terminal toward said central terminal; said

terminals being disposed so as to be spaced within said

casing out of contact with the inner walls thereof and
mounted so that there is normally slight lateral play be-
tween them; a rigid unitary connector diqxned within
said casing out of contact with the inner walls thereof,

made of electrical conducting material and interposed
between and in direct contact with both of said terminals

for at all times effecting electrical connection of said

terminals, said connector having a recess for receiving

said central terminal; and a cup-shaped spacer made of

electrical insulating material secured to said connector

to form a separately handled unit therewith, said spacer

having a cylindrical portion telescoped on said battery

and disposed between and in substantial contact with said

battery and the inner walls of said casing, whereby said

connector and spacer unit is operative to prevent rela-

tive lateral movement of said terminals and thereby

eliminate the play between them that would otherwise

exist in the atoence of the connector and spacer unit.

3,097,800
RECESSIBLE LIGHTING FIXTURE FOR LAMP

HAVING PLUG TERMINALS
Nathan R. Schwartz, Yonlten, N.Y., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Swivclier Company, Inc., Nanuet,
N.Y., a corporation of New Yorii

FUed May 26, 1959, Ser. No. 815,861
3 Claims. (CI. 240—78)

I. A lighting fixture comprising a housing, a lamp
shade, connecting means pivotally mounting said shade
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to said housing; said connecting means comprising a first

swivel unit secured to said shade, a member secured at one
end to said first swivel unit, a second swivel unit secured
to the other end of said member, a ring means having said
second swivel unit secured thereto; said housing having
track means for guiding movement of said ring means
whereby said shade is pivotable about a first axis normal
to the plane of said ring means; said swivel units forming
spaced apart pivotal axes for said shade which are posi-
tioned parallel to said plane; first means for positioning
and removably maintaining a lamp in said Aade; flexible
electrical conducting means entered into said housing; a
receptacle connected to said conducting means and
adapted to engage terminals of a lamp all but a small pw-
tion of which is disposed within said shade with lamp ter-
minals external of said shade; said first means being sepa-
rate from said receptacle; said shade being movable to a
position out of said housing while remaining mounted to
said connecting means; said recepUcle being manually
accessible when said shade is in said position whereby said
receptacle is disengagcable from terminals of a lamp prior
to disengagement of this lamp from the first means for
positioning and removably mainuining a lamp in the lamp
shade; said shade having a first opening thremgh which
said small portion extends and a second opening through
which a lamp is enterable into said shade.
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mterior of the trunnion, feed means for supplying the
moist solid material and the hot gas to the preliminary
drying drum, a bellmouth positioned within the prelim-
mary drying drum with its small end communicating with
the central opening of the drum end wall so as to direct
a major portion of the hot gas from the preliminary drying

drum subsuntaally axially through the trunnion, and baf-
fles mounted on the rearward surface of the bellmouth
adapted upon rotation of the drum to raise moist solid
material within the drum upwardly and through the drum
end wall openings surrounding the central opening there-
of and onto the inner surface of the trunnion.

3,097^1
METHOD FOR COMMINUTING KAOLIN CLAY

James B. Dulw, Metnchcn, NJ., assignor to Minerals &
Chemicals Philipp Corporation, Menio Park, NJ., a
corporation of Maryland
No Drawing. FUcd Ang. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 130,240

15 Chdms. (CI. 241—16)
12. A method for reducing tlie particle size of kaolin

clay which comprises agiuting kaolin clay in water con-
taining a deflocculating agent so as to obtain an aqueous
dispersion of kaolin clay, incorporating into said dis-
persion — 10 -f-35 mesh particles of silica sand as a
grinding medium in amount to exceed substantially the
weight of said clay, partially filling an agitator-free drum
having a smooth inner surface with said dispersion and
said sand, subjecting said clay to a grinding action with
a low energy expenditure and without grinding said
sand by continuously rotating said drum with "said slip
and said sand with the drum disposed in a manner such
that the longitudinal axis of said drum is in horizontal
plane at a peripheral velocity within the range of about
200 to about 300 feet per minute, said velocity being less
than critical speed for said drum, for a time suflUcient to
reduce substantially the ultimate particle size of said
clay, and separating said sand from the clay dispersion.

3,097,803
HEAD AND MANTLE ASSEMBLIES FOR

CRUSHERS
Mercer M. Dorsey, 461 La Mhia Ave., AJo, Ariz.

Filed Aug. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 130,947
4 Claims. (CI. 241—293)

3,097302
TUBE MILL TRUNIVION

Otto Peder Franlcert, Copenhagen-Valby, Denmari^ as-
signor to F. L. Smidth & Co., New \o^ N.Y., a cor-
poration of Delaware

FUed May 25, 1962, Ser. No. 197,683
Claims priority, application Great Britain May 29, 1961

4 CfaUms. (a. 241—54)
1. In a tube mill adapted to grind moist solid material

while a hot gas is passed in contact with the material
to effect drying thereof, the mill being {H-ovided with an
inlet end and a discharge end and the inlet end of the
mill being rotatably supported by a hollow tnmnion
through which the hot gas and the solid material are
charged to the mill, the improvement which comprises a
preliminary drying drum mounted on the inlet side of
the trunnion, the preliminary drying drum being provided
with an end wall extending over the inlet side of the
trunnion and having a central opening and a plurality of
surrounding openings all of which conununicate with the

1. A crusher head and mantle assembly comprising
a frusto-conical head adapted to be journaled on a gyra-
tory crusher stubshaft, a hollow frusto-conical mantle
engaged onto the head, said mantle having a concentric
opening in its upper end exposing the upper end of the
head and defining a bearing surface, a circular locking
cap smaller in diameter than the mantle opening and
fixed to the upper end of the head concentric with the
mantle opening, said locking cap being formed with a
peripheral groove opening to the bottom of the cap,
said groove having a top wall spaced from the lower
end of the cap and the upper end of the head, a locking
ring surrounding the cap and occupying the space be-
tween the periphery of the cap and said bearing surface,
said locking ring having a peripheral surface bearing
against said bearing surface and an inner surface bearing
against the periphery of the locking cap, the inner sur-
face of the locking ring being formed with a groove
opening to the top of the locking ring and having a bot-
tom wall spaced downwardly from the top wall of the
peripheral groove of the cap, said grooves opening to
each other, and opposed and interengaged upper and
lower ram rings severally fixed to the top wall of the
cap groove and the bottom wall of the locking ring
groove.
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3,097,8«4
TRANSFER TAIL WINDING DEVICX

Ivan Ulyacs Jackson, Pctcnborf, Va^ aadgnor to E. I.

dn PoDt dc Ncmoon and Company, Wilmington, Del.,

a corporation of Delaware
FUcd Jan. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 168,15S

6 Claims. (CI. 242—19)

1 . In combination with a high speed yarn windup appa-
ratus comprising a fixed supporting structure, a rotary

drive roll operativeiy mounted on said structure, a rotat-

able bobbin having a first portion for supporting a main
yam package and a second portion for supporting a yam
transfer tail, said bobbin operativeiy mounted in said

structure in driven engagement with said drive roll, and
a yam traversing guide movably mounted on said struc-

ture in operative relationship with said drive roll and
said bobbin for controlling winding of the main yam
package on the bobbin; a yam transfer tail forming and
controlling assembly mounted on said supporting struc-

ture, said assembly comprising a movable yam guide
means operative in one position to guide a moving yam
tine in a path aligned with the second portion of said bob-

bin, a yam cutting means positioned adjacent said bobbin
in operative relationship to a moving yam line guided into

alignment with the second portion of said bobbin ^by said

yam guide means, means for actuating said cutting means,
means cooperating with said cutting means and said yam
guide means and operative in response to actuation of
said cutting means for moving said yam guide means to

another position operative from said one position to guide

a moving yarn line out of alignment with the second por-

tion of said bobbin and into engagement with said yam
traversing guide, after a predetermined time period, for

windup on the first portion of said bobbin.

3,097,M5
WINDING APPARATUS

Louis A. Obcrly, Chafrin Falls, Ohio, assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Midland-Rom Corporation, Cleveland,
Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUcd Aug. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 47,114
2 Claims. (CI. 242—43)

1. In a winding apparatus, a yam support comprising
a spool having end cheeks at right angles to the barrel,

means for rotating said yarn support, a traversing mem-
ber, means for reciprocating said nxmber axiaily across

said yam support between said cheeks, a pivotally
mounted yam laying guide on said traversing member
also reciprocating therewith axiaily relative said yam
support, an elongated flexible means, spaced supports for
said flexible means, one ol said supports being secured
to said traversing member and firmly holding one end
of said flexible means and the other support being se-

cured to said pivotal yam laying guide and being slotted

so that the other end of the flexible means is slidably
positioned therein, stationarily positioned spaced impact
members adjacent said traversing means, and said yarn
laying guide upon reciprocating contact with either said

spaced impact member is axiaily pivotally moved at an
increased velocity in the direction of travel across said

yam support, said yarn guide movement being resisted

by said flexible means.

3,t97,806
TOWEL ROLL WINDING MACHINE

Joseph M. Darman, Utica, N.Y., assignor to Dannan
Manufacturing Co., Inc., Utica, N.Y., a corporation of
New York

Filed Feb. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 9«,811
10 Claims, (a. 242—57)

1. A towel roll winding machine comprising a frame,
means on said frame forming freely rotatable supporting
spindle means for a roll of toweling, drive means mounted
on said frame in engagement with the roll ol toweling for
rotatably driving the spindle means and roll of toweling
at a constant perif^ral linear speed, means on said

frame for smoothing and straightening the toweling as it

is wound into a roll, and means responsive to the pres-
ence or absence of toweling being rolled on the roll for
autonutically interrupting the operation of the drive
means when the toweling has been completely rolled into
a roll.

3,t97,S07
STRIP HANDLING APPARATUS

Robert J. Erskinc, Howland Township, Trumbull County,
Ohio, assignor to The Wean Enghiccring Company,
Inc., Warren, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Aug. II, 1955, Scr. No. 527,845
2Clafans. (CL 242—67.1)

1. In strip handling apparatus having a first strip

processing line capable of operating at relatively high
speeds, the maximum speed being limited and varied by
operating conditions, and a second strip processing line

aligned therewith adapted to handle the product of the
first strip processing line, said second strip processing
line having a lower maximum operating speed than the
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speed of said first strip processing line under some con-
diUons, whereby the speeds of the two lines are compatiUe
at some times and are incompatible at other times, the
combination of strip conveyor means extending from the
delivery end of the first strip processing line to the second
strip processing line, whereby when said lines are operat-
mg at compatible speeds strip is conducted without inter-
ruption and intermediate handUng from said first strip
processing line to said second strip processing line, at
least two spaced strip winding reels placed below said
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panding said expansible section between the stationary
ends thereof.

,^ 3,097,809
FILM REWIND DEVICE ON PHOTOGRAPHIC

„,.... ^.. CAMERAS
WUll Guntficr, Stnttgart-Mohrfagen, Germany, assignor to

Zeiss Ikon Aktiengesellschaft, Stuttgart S, Gmmy
^, .

^^JMiM' 23. 1959, Scr. NeJ801,;66
^

Claims priority, application Gcrmanr Mar. 27, 1958
2Cfadnis. (C1.242—71J)

strip conveyor means and adapted to receive and coil
the product of said first strip processing line at the operat-
ing speed thereof when the lines are operating at in-
compatible speeds, at least one coil holder placed below
said strip conveyor means and adapted to deliver strip
from a coil mounted thereon to said second strip process-
ing line at the operating speed thereof, said strip Con-
veyor and said reels and coil holder comprising altemate
parallel paths for delivery of strip from said first strip
processing line to said second strip processing line at
compatible and incompatible speeds, respectively.

3,097308
EXPANSION CHUCK

Arthur T. WHUams, Canuu, Wash., assignor of one-half
to Charles R. ThUand, Camas, Wash.
FOcd Aug. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 132,765

SCfadms. (a. 242—68.2)

1. In a film rewinding device for a photographic cam-
era, a circular rewinding knob having a radial slot extcnd-
mg from a central recess, an arm pivotally mounted by
means of its ends on the outer end face of said knob about
an axis located between the center of said knob and its

circumference, the free end of said arm being enlarged
to form a cover for said recess, a handle extending at right
angles from the enlarged end of said arm, said knob
having a central cavity adapted to receive said handle
when said arm is tilted about said axis from its operative
position in which said enlarged end of said arm extends
beyond the circumference of said knob to its inoperative
position in which said enlarged end of said arm covers
said central recess, means including spring means f<M-

relcasably locking said arm in its operative and in ks
inoperative positions, said arm when tilted into its oper-
ative position forming a crank for rotating said rewinding
knob, and gear members positioned in said cavity for
operativeiy connecting said knob with an eccentrically
mounted shaft in the camera, which shaft is coupled with
the film spool upon which film is to be rewound.

3,097,810
REEL

Myron Kemcy, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to F.««»i—.
Kodalc Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of
New Jersey

FUcd Dec. 12, 1961, Scr. No. 158,827
4Clafans. (CL 242—71J)

1. Means for attaching to the inside and end of a
hollow roll core comprising an ami, an insertable chuck
for gripping the inside of the hollow roll core mounted
on said arm and projecting out to one side thereof, said
chuck comprising a rigid body including an end plate
disposed with one side thereof facing said arm and a
fmsto-conical centering porti<m jmned to the other side
of said end plate witlv the larger diaipeter end of the
centering portion next to said end plate, said end plate
including a nuu-ginal portion that projects radially out-
wardly from said centering portion, a substantially cy-
lindrical expansible section axiaily aligned with said cen-
tering portion having a diameter substantially the same
as the diameter of the smaller diameter end of said cen-
tering portion, said expansible section having stationary
ends mounted on said chuck body, said expansible section
having one of its said ends adjoining the smaller diam-
eter end of said centering portimi, means for shifting
said arm and the chuck thereon in a direction paralleling
the axis of said centering portion whereby the chuck nuy
be moved into a roll core with said end plate abutting
the end of the core, and means for circumferentially ex-

I. A reel adapted to accommodate a coil of informa-
tion recording web medium, said reel comprising at least
one flange having an outwardly facing flat surface in
which is formed a shallow channel substantially as wide
as said web medium and accessible to said web medium
coiled on said reel for receiving a portion of said medi-
um, and a narrow groove slightly deeper than said chan-
nel extending thereacross.
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3,097^11
APPARATUS FOR COILING LENGTHS OF STOCK
George A. Mitchell, Youngstown, Ohio, atfigiior to Lom-

bard Corporatioii, Yoangftown, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
FUcd Feb. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 91,422

4 Claims. (CL 242—80)

around axially toward the other end; said ring and as-

sembly having a rotary, axially fixed connection between

them about an axis which is tilted with respect to the

centerline of said block; and universal joint means be-

tween said ring and block radially outward of said rotary

connection arranged to hold said ring against rotation

with respect to said blo:k but to permit wobbling of said

ring through such rotary connection.

1. Apparatus for coiling continuous lengths of stock

comprising a base, a rotatable horizontal shaft supported

above said base, a rotatable vertical shaft extending up-

wardly from said base and having an axis lying in a com-

mon vertical plane with the axis of said horizontal shaft,

a plurality of arms connected to said vertical shaft and

spaced above said base whereby any one of said arms

may be rotated into alignment with said rotatable hori-

zontal shaft, reels carried on said arms, each of said reels

comprising an expandable central drum having a first

flange fixed to its one end and a second flange removably

secured to its other end, apparatus for sliding a reel from

an arm onto said rotatable horizontal shaft and vice versa

when in alignment therewith, an evenwind mechanism

for winding stock onto a reel positioned on said rotatable

horizontal shaft, and means for removing a wound coil

of stock from one of said reels whfle stock is being wound
on another of the reels, said latter-mentioned means com-

prising a carriage movable along a path extending paral-

lel to the axis of a reel while in unloading position, a

cradle carried by said carriage and adapted to pass under

and elevate a wound coil of stock on a collapsed reel

drimi whereby the carriage may move the coil axially oflf

of the collapsed dnmi, and a clamping device on the car-

riage for engaging said second flange to carry it with the

carriage away from the dnim as a coil is removed there-

from.

3,897,812
WIRE PACKAGING MACHINE

Manricc A. Nye and less C. Bittman, Cuyahoga Falls,

Ohio, asrignoTB to The Vaaghn Machfaicry Company,
Cnyalioga Falb, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Dec. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 75,965

5 Claims. (CL 242—82)

1. In a wire packaging machine, the combination of a

stationary takeup block; a rotary flyer assembly rotatable

about an axis coinciding with the centerline of said block

to wrap wire around said block in the form of successive

convolutions; a wobbling pushoff ring adjacent one end

of said block effective to push the convolutions there-

3,097313
SPINNING TYPE FISHING REEL

Edward J. Golcc, Chicago, 111., assignor to Sears, Roe-
bock and Co., Chicago, 01^ a coiporation of New York

Filed Ang. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 217,446
12Cfaihns. (CL 242—84.2)

10. In a fishing reel of the character described,

(a) a casing,

(b) a spooling member supported for rotation and

axial movement within said casing,

(c) a ring element within said casing arranged co-

axially of said spooling member,
(J) a pick-up pin element for spooling the line car-

ried on said spooling member and moveable radially

relative thereto,

(e) one of said elements being formed of a permanent

magnet and the other of said elements being formed
of a paramagnetic material,

(/) and means for shifting said spooling member ax-

ially to effect alignment of said pick-up pin with

said ring whereby magnetic attraction will project

said pickup pin outwardly to Une engaging position.

3,097,814
DRAG ADJUSTMENT FOR SPINNING REEL

Thomas F. Sarah, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The Enter-

prise Manufacturing Company, Alvoo, Ohio, a corpo-

ration of Ohio
FUcd May 11, 1961, Ser. No. 109,448

8 Claims. (CL 242—84.54)

1. In a spinning reel having a drag mechanism, a

crank handle operatively associated therewith and a turn

button, spring means normally urging said turn button

into non-rotatable engagement with said crank handle,
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said turn button adapted when disengaged to adjust the
tension on said drag mechanism, means interposed be-
tween said turn button and said crank handle and manu-
ally operable to disengage said turn button from and to
rotate it with respect to said crank handle for adjusting
the initial tension on said drag mechanism.
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puting from said differences the bearing of the point from
the craft, resolving said velocities into components per-
pendicular to said bearing, resolving said differences into

3,097,815
APPARATUS FOR SPOOLING FILAMENTARY

MATERIAL
Clttries P. SmlO, Towanda, and Lcadom A. Warner,

Sayre, Pa., aarignon to Sylvanb Electric Products Inc.,
a corporation of Delaware

Filed Not. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 155,587
4Cbdms. (CL 242—158.4)
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components perpendicular to said heading, initially con-
trolling the craft in azimuth in accordance with the first
named components, and ultimately controlling the craftm azimuth in accordance with the last named components.

1. Apparatus for spooling filamentary material includ-
ing a lead screw for supporting a spool, a nut engaging
the lead screw, a lead screw driving means for rotating
said lead screw in one direction, a first nut driving means
adapted to be operated by said lead screw driving means
and to rotate said nut in said one direction at a speed
less than the speed said lead screw is routed by the lead
screw driving means whereby the lead screw is moved
along its axis in one direction relative to said nut, a sec-
ond nut driving means adapted to be operated by said
lead screw driving means and to rotate said nut in said
one direction at a speed greater than the speed said lead
screw is rotated by the lead screw driving means where-
by the lead screw is moved along its axis in the opposite
direction relative to said nut said first nut driving means
mcluding a first clutch means for placing said first nut
driving means in engagement with said lead screw driving
means, said second nut driving means including a sec-
ond clutch means for placing said second nut driving
means in engagement with said lead screw driving means,
a first switching means adapted to inactivate said first
clutch means and activate said second clutch means
when said lead screw is moved klong its axis in said one
direction with respect to the nut to a first predetermined
point, and a second switching means adapted to inac-
tivate said second clutch means and activate said first
clutch means when said lead screw is moved along its
axis in said opposite direction with respect to the nut to
a second predetermined point.

3,097,817
AIRFOIL DESIGN FOR JET ENGINED AIRCRAFT

..«,?"* *'• Towiey, Jr., Golcta, Calif.
(1837 Clark Ave., Apt. 10, Palo Alto, Calif.)

Filed Apr. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 185317
19 Cbdms. (CI. 244—15)

3,097,816
ATTITUDE CONTROLS

Hsnry W. Berry, Laigo, Fla., assignor to Mfaueapolis-
Honcywell Rcgiriator Company, Mhmeapolis, Mhin., a
coiporatioa of Delaware

Filed Sept 22, 1958, Ser. No. 762,488
5 Cbdms. (CL 244—14)

4. The method of controlling the movement of a dirigi-
ble craft to cause it to pass through a point defined by
iU latitude, longitude, and elevation, when the differences
between the latitudes and longitudes of the craft and the
point, the northeriy and easteriy velocities of the craft, and
its heading arc known, which comprises the steps of com-

1. In combination, an aircraft having an airfoil mem-
ber including an upper outer camber member supported
therefrom and extending over the upper surface of said
airfoil member in spaced relation thereto and from a point
adjacent the leading edge of said airfoil member to a point
adjacent t,he trailing edge of said airfoil member defining
an air passage between said airfoil member and said
camber member, said air passage having an inlet and an
outlet adjacent the leading and trailing edges of said air-
foil member respectively, air pump means having an air
intake, said air intake being disposed adjacent the trailing
edge of said airfoil member and communicated with said
air passage outlet, control valve means movably supported
from said aircraft and operable to vary the effective open-
ing of said air intake, said camber member having a plu-
rality of air inlet openings formed therein adjacent its
leading edge, movable closure intake valve means oper-
able to selectively open and close said camber member
air mlet openings, and movable closure valve means sup-
ported from said aircraft for selectively varying the ef-
fective opening oi said air passage inlet.
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ANGULAR MOMENTUM EXCHANGE CONTROL
DEVICE FOR SPACE VEHICLES

Kcnactli G. Heller, Meido Park, Califs aaigiior to Amer-
ican Radiator 4k Standard Sanitwy Corporation, New
York, N.Y^ a corporation of Delaware

FUcd July 28, 19M, Scr. No. 453*1
6 Claims. (CL 244—78)

1. An angular momentum exchange attitude-control de-

vice for space vehicles comprising: a first vapor-generator

including a first liquid compartment and a first vapor

plenum; a second vapor-generator spaced from said first

vapor-generator and including a second liquid compart-

ment and a second vapor plenum; means in each of said

liquid compartments for holding liquid therein away from

its associated vapor plenum; a first conduit interconnect-

ing said first and second vapor plenums; a second conduit

interconnecting said first and second vapor plenums; a

first flow-modulating valve interposed in said first conduit;

a second flow-modulating valve interposed in second con-

duit; each of said vapor-generators being provided with

a heater for heating the liquid contents thereof; and means

for heating each of said conduits.

3,897,819

SAFETY PARACHUTE FOR DISABLED AIRPLANES
John E. RaWakka, 1414 SW. 12th Ave.,

Portland, Orcg.
FUcd May 14, 1M2, Ser. No. 194,228

3 Clainw. (G. 244—139)

to said auxiliary parachute, means for releasing said

body and said auxiliary parachute prior to release of

said main parachute, said lighter than air body comprising

a helium filled cone,

a stem on said cone, and spring ejecting means for

said stem.

1. A parachute assembly for aircraft comprising a re-

ceptacle secured within the fuselage of the aircraft and

open exteriorly thereof, remotely actuated hatch covers

for said receptacle, a main parachute in said receptacle,

an auxiliary parachute secured to said main parachute in

said receptacle, a hollow lighter thfn air body secured

3,t97,828
INSTRUMENT CLAMPS

Alfred B. Caide, Brookmoat, Md.
(4184 Maryland Drhrc, WadUi«ton 16, D.C.)

FBmI Oct. 24, 19«8, S«r. No. 64,392
9 Claim. <CL 248—27)

1. A clamp comprising a band having its end portions

in overlapping relation, one of said end portions being

provided with a slot receiving the other end portion, each
radially outwardly overlapping end portion being pro-

vided with a circumferentially extending slot, an operat-

ing screw positioned outwardly of said band, means on
said end portions confining said screw in a position axial-

ly parallel to the axis of said band, nut means on said

screw, an interconnected pair of links having one end of

each link connected to said nut, and the other end of

each link pivotally connected to the cooperating end por-

tion of the band and passing through the circumferen-

tially extending slot whereby rotation of said screw will

cause a change of the angular relation of said link means
and move said end portions relative to each other.

3,097321
BRACKET SUPPORT FOR ELECTRIC

OUTLET BOX
John R. Richards, Movnt Lchanon Towndiip, Allegheny

Coonty, Pa., aarignor to J. R. Richards Company, Car-
negie, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Nov. If, 1968, Scr. No. 68,493
1 Oalm. (CL 248—216)

A bracket for supporting electrical boxes on nailable

material consisting of a metal flange for securing the

bracket to an outlet box, a laterally extending plate on

said flange, a plurality of closely spaced rigid nailing

prongs integral with and extending in the same direction

at substantially right angles from the bottom of said

plate, said prongs are indented Along one side and have

a pointed free end, a portion of said indented prong being

fliutened to provide barbs on the indented edges adjacent

the pointed free end, said prongs closely spaced from each

other to define in said (date a rigid hammering area with

a hammering face on the top of said plate between the

poaiticMis from where each of said prongs are integral

with said plate, said rigid hammering area when struck

simultaneously drives all of said prongs into the nailable

material to secure the bracket and its electrical box.
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3,997,822

SHELF BRACKET AND CLIPS
Warren R. Attwood, BcUevflle, Mich. (% Attwood

Development Co., 4877 2nd St., Wayne, Mich.)
FUed Not. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 71,512

6 Cbdms. (CI. 248—250)
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extending radially from the periphery of the disc, each
blade element having a rim part and a thin peripheral
blade, said blades having tips which are free of connecting
structure, nozzle means adjacent said blades and arranged
to direct gases to said blades, a heavy containment ring
facing the tips of said thin peripheral blades and provid-
ing a channel wall for confining gases flowing through
said blades, said rim parts having radial sides in abutting
relation and having an axial cross-section which flares
radially outwardly to provide a turbine wheel rim, said
blade elements being attached to said disc by being
welded to the periphery- of said disc at the radially-inner
end of each of said rim parts of said blade elements, each
of two of said blade elements at diametrically opposite

1. A bracket for use with metal framing for adjust-
ably supporting shelving thereon, comprising a flat, lon-
gitudinally extending sheet metal member having a top
edge, side edge and a lower edge, one or more spaced slots
arranged in said member parallel with the top edge for re-
ceiving clips horizontally mounted therein at right angles
to said member, a perforation at the common comer
between the top and side edges for pivotally supporting
the bracket to a framing member, and in combination
therewith, a clip having a flat shelf-supporting surface,
and at its opposite end a bent offset tongue for insertion
in the slots of said member, said shelving being supported
on the top edge of the sheet metal member and the flat
shelf supporong surface of the clip.

3,897,823
SHUTOFF COCK HAVING A SPHERICAL PLUG

Rudolf Kaiser, Rohrerwcg 18, EttU^n, Baden, Germany
FUed Sept. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 56,001

Claims priority, application Germany Oct 28, 1959
7 Claims. (CL 251—172)

lC _'»**

1. A shut-off cock for a flowing medium, comprising
a housing having inflow and outflow openings therein, a
spherical plug in said housing for sealing said openings,
a piston-type packing ring arranged coaxially in each of
the respective openings in said housing, the rear side of
the packing ring being under the pressure of the flowing
medium and also under spring pressure, and means for
sealing the outer periphery of the packing rings, said
means comprising oppositely spring pressed interengag-
ing conical wedge rings which are loaded by the spring
pressure and by the pressure of the flowing medium and
are of relatively small volume and consist of heat-stable
and chemically stable synthetic plastic material.

locations having at its inner end a reduced cross-secti<Mi
between one abutting radial side of its rim part and the
other abutting radial side of its rim part to provide trig-
gered blade elements having only a failure section con-
nected to said disc, the others of said blade elements being
free of any reduced cross-section, said failure sections
being so dimensicmed that said two triggered blade ele-
ments can separate before other blade elements tend to
separate, said containment ring and said blade elements
being so constructed that, when a triggered blade element
is separated, it will be radially contained outwardly of
said turbine wheel rim and other turbine blades will be
sheared off thereby whereby uncontrolled disintegration
of a turbine wheel is avoided.

3,097,824
TURBINE, WHEEL CONTAINMENT

Dcnncn J. Bnngcr, Whitcsboro, Francis V. Emery, New
Hartford, Alpiionsc A. CavaBcr, Utica, John R. Feign-
on, Jr., Snuqnoit, and Henry R. Schmidcr and
Howard A. Alcxandcrson, Utica, N.Y., maigaon to The
Bcndix Corporation, a corporatton of Delaware

FUed Nov. 26, 1958, Scr. No. 776,494
3 Claims. (Q. 253—77)

1. A turbine comprised of a turbine wheel, said turbine
wheel including a disc and a plurality of blade elements

7»2 O.Q.

3,097,825
TIRE SPfiLEADER

Walter F. Rohland, Shakopec, Minn., assignor to Bisfaman
Manufacturing Company, Osseo, Minn., a corporation
of Minnesota

FUed Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 100,695
4 Claims. (CI. 254—50J)

4. A tire spreading apparatus comprising a frame, tire
engaging means attached to one end of said frame for
securely retaining a portion of one bead of said tire in
a fixed position with respect to said frame, a pressure
cylinder affixed to the end of said frame oppowte said
first tire engaging means, said pressure cylinder having a
nwvable pressure element operatively associated there-
wi^, said movable pressure element being adapted to
move along a path extending away from said first tire
engaging means and said pressure cylinder, vertically dis-
posed lever means pivotally connected at the lower end
thereof to said frame, a second tire engaging means con-
nected to the upper end of said lever means for gripping
a portion of the other bead of said tire opposite said one
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bead, a first linkage means pivotally connected at one

end thereof said lever means and pivotally connected at

the other end thereof to said pressure element whereby

outward movement of said pressure element is adapted

to cause pivotal movement of said lever means and said

second tire engaging means with respect to said frame

thereby spreading apart the walls of said tire, a tire sup-

port carriage, said tire support carriage being mounted

on said frame for sliding movement in the direction of

^^^^S^^Nx^^^^^^:^^\V^^^^^^:v^vv";:^v^:^:";:^v':^:x':^

movement of said second tire engaging means, a second

linkage means connecting said lever means and said car-

riage whereby said carriage is caused to slide on said

frame in the direction of movement of said lever means

and said second tire engaging means, said second linkage

means being connected to said lever means at a medial

point between the pivot at the lower end of said lever

means and the connection between said lever means and

said second tire engaging means.

3,097,826
JACK

Brooks Walker, 1280 Colnmbos Atc^
San Francisco, Calif.

Original application Dec. 16, 1957, Ser. No. 703,213, now
Patent No. 3,057,423, dated Oct. 9, 1962. Divided

and this application Oct. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 62,350

4 Claims. (CL 254—93)

1. A hydraulic jack comprising a hydraulic cylinder,

a piston dividing said cylinder into two chambers, a scis-

sors type jack having pivoted parallelogram jacking arms

with top, bottom, and horizontally opposite central pivots,

and a horizontal bar connected to said piston and con-

nected to the said central pivot furthest from the cylinder

for raising the jack by moving the two central pivots

toward each other, and means for establishing hydraulic

pressure in either said chamber, for positive action on

both sides of said piston, the end of said cylinder distant

from said jack having a first grip, said bar being provided

with a second grip at its outer end and two separate flexi-

ble elements, each of said grips being adapted to engage

one flexible element for serving as a power come-along

to pull a vehicle when one of said grips is attached to

said vehicle by one said flexible element and the flexible

element connected to the other said grip is anchored to

a suitable stationary object, said jack serving to support

said cylinder and rod when said flexible elements are

slack.

3,097,827
HOSE GUIDE

Gerald E. McDanicl, 125 Front St., Tmmann, Ark.
FUed July 24, 1961, Ser. No. 126,211

4 Claims. (CI. 254—190)

^n:rr

1. A hose guide adapted to be positioned adjacent a

vehicle wheel comprising a base including a front portion,

a pair of legs divergingly extending from opposite ends

of said front portion in the same plane, spindles, having

sleeves rotatably mounted thereon, secured to opposite

ends of said front portion and extending angularly up-

wardly therefrom, said front portion being in abutting

relation to the wheel and said legs having portions thereof

engageable with the periphery of the wheel at spaced

points when the hose guide is in an operative position,

and said spindles being in parallel spaced relation to the

side of the wheel.

3,097,828
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MIXING PUL-

VERULENT OR FINE-GRAIN MATERLAL
Gustav Griin, 73 Ortenbcrgcr Strassc, Lissbcrg, Germany

FUed Apr. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 809,404
Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 30, 1958

4 Claims. (CL 259-^)

juXur

1. An apparatus for mixing pulverulent materials of

different specific gravity, comprising, in combination,

a cylindrical container providing a single mixing cham-
ber,

a roof for said container and having air outlet fiUer

means,
a downwardly narrowing conical portion at the lower

end of the container and having an outlet,

an annular series of nozzles disposed in said conical por-

tion, said nozzles discharging obliquely to the axis

of the cylindrical container,

and air pulsing means connected to said nozzTei to create

successive waves of air pressure of short duration

with relatively quiescent materials settling intervals

therebetween,

whereby, the material in the container is alternately

whirled upwardly in the form of a vortex by each

pressure wave to mix and distribute the material

throughout the cylinder, and the intervals between

successive waves cause the material to settle toward

the bottom of the container as pressure in the cham-
ber reaches equilibrium due to the pulsing pressure

passing through said filter means before the next wave
begins.

3,097,829
ROOF SUPPORT IN MINES

"^y..^"*'*™ Seddon, Standlsh, England, assignor toGuUkk Umited, Wigan, England, a company of Great
Bntain

FUed Jan. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 1,989
Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 16, 1959

7 Claims. (CL 262—1)
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plate relative to the next upper adjacent plate, said plates
when assembled forming a vertical partition in said hous-
ing and separating said advancing material from said heat
generating means, said plates extending across said hous-

5. In combination with a coal conveyor, a self-advanc-
ing mine roof support locat:d on one side of said con-
veyor and comprising two support members positioned
m side-by-side relationship and movable independently
towards the conveyor and each having hydraulicaliy ex-
tensible prop means whereby it can be secured between
floor and roof, a pair of hydraulic ram cylinders, means
secunng one of said ram cylinders to each of said support
members, a ram proper working in each of said ram
cylinders and directed for movement towards and away
from said conveyor, an anchorage on the conveyor op-
posite said rSms proper, and a flexible member connect-
ing the two rams proper together and looped around
said anchorage and having a length equal to the distance
from the forward ends of the rams proper extending
about the anchorage.

3,097,830
MINING METHODS AND SYSTEMS INCLUDING

CAVING TO RELIEVE PRESSURE
Robert F. Love, Rowayton, Conn., and Thomas S. Ber-

natis. Rock Springs, Wyo., assignors to FMC Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dclawaiv

FUed Oct. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 60,054
4 Claims. (CL 262—1)

mg and into said vertical recesses and being so dimen-
sioncd relauvely to the width of said furnace and the
depth of said recesses as to enable said plates to be cockedm a verucal plane and removed from said recesses.

Wt,,^ 3,097,832
FURNACE FOR EXPANDING PERLITE AND

SIMILAR SUBSTANCES
John B. Mnrdock, 15 Rannemede Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.,

jJjd^Herbert A. Steto, R.D. 2, Station RoS! Gl«
FUed Dec. 21, i960, Ser. No. 77,354

16 Claims. (CL 263—21)

2. The method of mining trona and relieving over-
burden pressure in the mining operation which comprises
driving two adjacent rooms into the trona bed between
the active mining area and the unmined trona area, the
said rooms being close enough so that upon caving the
room adjacent the unmined trona area the overburden
pressure will be reduced to avoid unplanned, premature
caving in the active mining area, caving the room adja-
cent the unmined trona area and, mining the pillars in
the active mining area from the uncaved room.

3,097331
MUFFLE FURNACE

Horace L. Smith, Jr., Richmond, Va., assignor, by mesne
as^mnents, to BqrUngton ladastrics, Inc., Greensboro,
N.C., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Aug. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 53,192
3Clahiis. (CL263—3)

2. In a furnace of the class described, a housing hav-
ing vertical recesses in opposed side walls thereof, means
for advancing a material web to be treated verticaUy
through said housing, heat generating means for raising
the temperature within said housing to a desired level,
a series of heat radiating plates having mutually co^
operaUng means at the upper and lower edges thereof
rendering adjacent plates removably dependent one from
another and separable by vertical movement of a lower

9. A feeder for feeding perlite granules into a furnace,
comprising a multiplicity of essentially vertical ducts,'
means for constantly filling the upper ends of said ducts
with periite granules, a rotaUng disc located below the
bottom of the said ducts, a burner, a central hole in said
routing disc through which passes the flame and hot
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gases from the burner, and means for moving said perlite

granules off said rotating disc into the flame.

3,097,833
ROTARY REACTION KILN

Frederick John Harris, Lcitli, Edinbargli, Scotland, and
George Ellis Boaghey, Chester, England, assignors to
Scottish Agricultural Industries Limited, Edinjburgh,
Scotland, a corporation of Great Britain

FUed Mar. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 96,590
Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 18, 1960

10 Cbims. (CI. 263—32)

1. Kiln for reacting a solid material with a reactant

to provide an uncontaminated gaseous product or the like,

comprising: a first drum rotatably mounted on a substan-

tially horizontal axis; a second drum mounted within said

first drum in generally concentric relationship; stationary

closure plates associated with both ends of said inner

drum and with at least one end of said outer drum;
means associated with the stationary plates of said inner
drum for providing a transfer of solids between said inner

drum and said outer drum during rotation thereof while

providing a seal between the atmospheres of said drums
in cooperation with the solids being transferred; means
for introducing reactant into one of said drums; duct
means for exhausting gas from said outer drum; and duct
means fixed to adjacent stationary plates of said inner and
outer drum for exhausting gas from said inner dnmi.

3,097,834
WIRE ROPE CONNECTOR AND KILN

STRUCTURE ^-
George P. Hunt, 719 Northampton Ave.,

Palo Alto, Calif.

FUed Jan. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 167,076
12 Cbdms. (CL 263—33)

10. A connector for connecting a plurality of wire
ropes that are adapted to extend around a sheave and
cylinder for suspending such cylinder therefrom for rota-

tion of the latter said connector comprising :

(o) a body formed with separate pairs of passage-
ways of corresponding shape, size and positions in

which said pairs are in side by side relation in a
row of parallel planes,

{h) each pair of passageways opening oppositely out-

wardly of the same side of said body for receiving

therein the opposite end ]x>rtions of said wire ropes
when the portions of said ropes adjoining the open
ends of said passageways and extending away from
said body are in axial alignment,

(c) the passageways of each pair being curved op-
positely away from said open ends and from each
other,

id) means for securing the end portions of each of
such ropes within said passageways against with-
drawal from said open ends thereof.

3,097,835
HEATING OF ZINC OVENS

Albert Andri Joseph Qufaitin, OrcrpeH, Bclghim, Msignor
to Compagnic det Metaox d'OvcrpcH-Lommcl et dc
Corphalle, S.A., Orcrpclt-lcx-Nccrpclt, Belghim

FUed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,710
CUfans priority, application Great Britafai June 14, 1960

6 CbioM. (CL 263--37)

1. A process for heating zinc ovens having an enclo-
sure in which a plurality of retorU is providd between
which incandescent gases pass which heat the surfaces
of the retorts, which comprises moving combustion air
in an upward direction between the retorU, while inject-
ing liquid fuel in a downwards direction between the re-
torts in jets, controlling the diameter of the jets of liquid
fuel and the speed of the jets to allow the liquid fuel to
be substantially completely converted into vapor state
under the combined effect of the conUct with the incan-
descent gases and of radiation of the hot surfacers of the
retorts before they reach the floor of the oven, thus
avoiding carbonaceous deposits upon the inner surface
of the oven or the retorts.

3,097,836
INGOT HEATING FURNACE

Donald Bcggi and WUliam A. Phillipc, Toledo, Ohio, as-
dgnon to Midhuid-Rofli Corpoiatioii, Toledo, Ohio, a
corporation of Ohio

Coathioadoa of appiicatioB Scr. No. 817,901. June 3,
1959. This appUcatioD May 18, 1962, Scr. No. 199,557

8 Chdnia. (CL 263-^1)

5. A furnace for heating elongate metal billets to a sub-
stantially uniform predetermined temperature comprising
in combination: wall means forming a heating chamber
for the billets to be heated, said chamber having a first

opening and a second ^opening disposed vertically from
said first opening; support means disposed generally hor-
izontally within said chamber and adjacent the bottom
thereof for supporting a plurality of billets disposed gen-
erally vertically within said chamber; duct means conncct-
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'^\^L^%^tll^L':X^^^^ s^id^riinVcSmr- ^^- ^ --^- -» o'
rearculaung means for recirculating a mosphere thJCh sa d he^t «l.n '' * ***^°"^ '=*»^"''^^ surrounding
Uie generally closed path vertically Uirough said cSr «<**ngmg passage having means for circulating
from said first opening to said second opening and thence
back to said firit opemng through said duct; first heating v^z^^yvy^y imean* in ca,^ <4>i>>» _._— #__ . . . —^^ r ^ ^ ' rGi: t C^ t

Hr!.^n.. f
duct means for supplying heat to said rc-

hnu, 5
'toi^Phcre wi hout direct radiation to said

billets; a temperature controller comprising a temperature
aensing element within said closed path and adjacent said
first opemng for regulating the heat input from said firstheaung means in response to the temperature sensed by
thejjensing meaiw; second heating means adjacent said

rl^n?,. .f**""** ^V '"^^"^^ ^^^ ^ ^^ billets; and

Sf^? mwns for regulating the rate at which heat is

.•nir^ r said second heating means to said biUets

the first heaung means to the recirculating atmosphere

.^r^™, 3,097,837

iLf£^" COVER FOR ANNEALING FURNACES

™«*/«b. 3. IWl. Scr. No. 86,995
7Cblnf. (CL26i—49)

^L ^^ ^~^^x.
a heat absorbing fluid around said heat exchanging passaae

3 097^39

A«*i^Si^^if?^^^^S''*^NS'ON SYSTEMS
^Sk uS^.I±*^t' *^?«^' ^"^"^ to Metal.

^if^'Jl^'^;J^'«'«~'' rf«W' company
n I-. /?!? '^**'- ^'' ''^J' Ser. No. 92,369

^^
CWnu, priority, .ppliadoB Great Britah. Mar. 22, 1960

14 CXaSaoM. (CL 267—11)

1. An inner annealing cover for an annealing furnace
compnsmg, in combination, a substanUally vertical en-
closure wall forming a complete perimeter and enclos-
ing a space, a top secured to the upper end of said wall
to dose the upper end of said space, a substanUally
penmetral hfUng member in surrounding and lateraUy
spaced adjacency to said wall, and a plurality of peri-
metrally spaced supports secured to said wall adjacent
said top and having their respective lower parts secured
to said lifting member.

^m-

3,097,838
PNEUMATIC HEAT TRANSFER TYPE

_
_^ ^

AIR DAMPER
Zenas B. Andrews, Los Altos, Calif., assignor, by mesneass^mente, to the United States of AiS«riai » repre-

scnted hy the Secretary of the Navy
FUed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 92,111

6 Claims. (CL 267—1)
I. A gas filled shock absorber for use in damping the

relative movement of two members comprising, a housing
enclosmg a working chamber wherein is contained a pis-
ton in shdable engagement having a connecting means
attached thereto and extending through an end of said
housmg, a heat exchanging passage external of said cham-

1. An axle suspension for a road vehicle, comprisingan axle casing extending transversely of the vehicle bl

2iroi^VlT^ "'^^'' °' ^^ -'^^'^' one on ea^hside of he vehicle, a pair of suspensioii links extending^guudmally of the vehicle on th7same ^de of tSe a^f

versely of the vehicle one on each side of the vehicle apivot member connecting one end of each of said suspen-
sion links with said axle casing about a transverse pivot
axis, a pivot member connecting the other end of each of
said links with the vehicle chassis about a transverse pivot
axis, at least one of the pivot members associated with
each suspension link being of rubber or the Uke material
to resist angular displacement of the suspension link in
torsion in the rubber, means interconnecting the vehicle
chassis and the axle casing towards each end of the axle
casing, said means constraining the axle casing to move
relatively to the chassis along a predetermined deflecUon
path under the action of vertical loads on the wheels and
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over at least an upper part of the normal loading range of
the vehicle and on overload, subjecting the suspension
links to lengthwise tension placing the rubber pivot mem-
bers in compression in the lengthwise direction of the
suspension links, and a structural member extending be-

tween and connected at one end to one of the suspension
links between the pivot members of the link and at its

other end of the other of said suspension links between
the pivot members of the link to stiffen the suspension
against transverse displacement of the vehicle chassis rela-

tive to the axle casing and to increase the roll stiffness of
the suspension.

3 097 840
SPRING MOUNTING MEANS

Jacques Bajer, Dearborn, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

FUed July 1, 1960, Scr. No. 40,270
7 Claims. (Ci. 267—52)

said base, said inner camming surface being inter-
rupted by a central longitudinal groove;

(b) a bolt including a generally rectangularly shaped
head having one pair of canuning sides parallel to
and in engagement with said inner camming sur-
faces of said wedge elements, said bolt further in-
cluding an arcuate neck portion shaped to conform
with said arcuate portions of said inner camming
surfaces of said wedge elements, and a stem ex-
tending longitudinally between said wedge elements
in registry with said central longitudinal grooves,
said stem having a threaded portion projecting be-
yond said liases of said wedge elements, said wedge
elements being disposed on opposite sides of said
bolt with one pair of said sides of said bolt head
and said outer surfaces of said wedge elements togeth-
er forming in closed position of said wedge ele-

ments a susbtantially continuous, uninterrupted
wedge-shaped member beginning at said head and
extending along said outer surfaces to said trans-
verse grooves; and

(c) a nut engaged on said threaded portion of said
nut and bearing against said bases of said wedge ele-
ments for translating said bolt and said head toward
said bases and for thereby camming apart said wedge
elements about said bases as fulcrums.

7. A vehicle suspension system having sprung and un-
sprung components, a suspension means interconnecting
said sprung and unsprung components and adapted to per-

mit both jounce and rebound movement and fore and
aft movement of said unsprung components relative to

said sprung components, said suspension means including

a member connected to said sprung components and ex-

tending in a direction towards said unsprung components,
said member having a portion adapted to traverse a sub-
stantially vertical jounce and rebound path, bracket means
secured to said unsprung components, said bracket means
having first and second arms connected to vertically spaced
upper and lower parts of said portion respectively, said

last mentioned connections being of the elastic pivot type.

3,097,842
BI-PARTING DOORS FOR TRACK PORT

Fortune Odendlial, Hagcrstown, Md., assignor to Jami-
son Cold Storage Door Company, Hagcrstown, Md., a
corporation of Maryland

Filed Nov. 5, 1957, Ser. No. 694,552
4 Claims. (CL 268—14)

3,097,841
COIL EXPANDER

Dewey D. Boyd, 3702 Lcnore Way,
North Highlands, Calif.

Filed June 24, 1960, Scr. No. 38,616
2 Claims. (CI. 267—60)

J

3. In combination, a bracket, two pairs of spaced sub-
stantially parallel links suspended from the front edge of
the bracket, a door pivotally supported from each pair
of links, the outer links of each pair having depending
free ends extended to the bottom of said doors for en-
gagement with deflecting means.

3,097,843
POSITIONING AND MAINTAINING DEVICE FOR

ROUGHED-IN SERVICE PIPES
Robert C. Morrow, 725 S. 21st St., Padocah, Ky.

FUed Dec. 6, 1962, Scr. No. 242,883
4 Claims. (CI. 269—40)

1. A coU expander comprising:
(fl) a pair of opposed elongated wedge elements each

substantially traingular in longitudinal section in-

cluding an apex and a base, and substantially rectan-
gular in transverse sectioiHy each of said wedge ele-

ments including a planar outer surface extending
from the outer edge of said base to said apex and
interrupted by a transverse groove, each of said
wedge elements further including an inner camming
surface having an arcu^ portion adjacent said apex
and a planar portion merging smoothly with said I. In a position maintaining structure for the roughed-

^
arcuate portion and extendmg to the inner edge of in water supply pipes of a plumbing fixture, an elongated
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member having means whereby it may be securely
mounted upon the waste pipe for such fixture, a rigid
strap extending perpendicularly from each end of said
member, a plate spanning the space between said straps
and means for adjusting said plate along said rigid straps,
said plate having a plurality of water pipe receiving open-
ings therethrough of a size to receive and temporarily po-
sition pipes being roughed in.
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3,097,845

^_^ FORM FEEDER
Arthur J. Federkiel, 23135 MaybeUe Drive.

Westlake, Ohio
FUed Apr. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 187,057

14 Claims. (CI. 271—41)
r

,,__ 3,097,844

Willi. ^«^P^ "^^ REGISTER CONTROLSWUMam F. Huck, Forest HUb, N.V., assignor, by mesne
»si^ments, to WUllam F. Hnck,^K^b,S]„Sr^
Huck Company, New York, N.Y.

FUed Sept. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 840,744
43 Claims. (CL 270—52)

1. In a machine for feeding at least one continuous web
provided with register marks at spaced apart locations
thercalong from a source thereof in a predetermined timed
relationship and in register with respect to a function
performed at a station of the machine to which the web
IS to be fed continuously, the combination of:

guiding means engageable with tre web and defining a
feeding path for the latter extending from the source
of the web to said station

variable speed drive means controlling the speed of
movement of the web along said path

web displacing means moveable to vary the length of
the portion of said path between said drive means
and said station and thereby cause displacement of
the web along said path

means for detecting said register marks as they pass
through a predetermined point in said path at which
a predetermined positional relationship of said marks
to said point corresponds to correct register between
the web and said station

means for generating signals at a uniform frequency
synchronized to the rate of performance of said
function

and register control means responsive to signals from
said detecting means and to the signals from said
generating means and operative upon variations of
the relaUonship in time of the respective signals
corresponding to deviations of the positions of said
marks relative to said point from said predetermined
ptKitional relationship, to vary the speed of said
drive means and simultaneously move said web
displacing means in the sense for restoring said posi-
tional relationship, w.^ereby to correct any substan-
tial errors of registration.

fjj^
^ 'ncchanism for feeding substantially flat formsfrom one end of a stack comprising, in combination a

a jotetable shutUe wheel joumalled relative to said

*
rh";,.'"'^^^

'" * generally helical form on said
shuttle wheel,

said cam surface having an integral number of cycles
per revolution of said shutUe wheel and having an
active poruon and a passive portion together form-mg one cycle,

means on said frame defining a reference plane
means to urge a stack of substanuaUy flat forms' flat-

wis<i toward said reference plane
means defining a discharge throat at an angle to said

reference plane,
*^

each of said forms having first and second edges witha first edge of each form adjacent said throat
means exposing beyond said reference plane a 'driveabutment portion of said acUve portion generallv

perpendicular to said reference plane by an amount

forms"^^ ^ "''"^ '° "^ '^''^'^'' °^ °°« °"^d
and means efl^ecting drive of the second edge of theform contiguous with the reference plane in a di-

rection through said throat in accordance with move-ment of said drive abutment portion relative to said
throat upon rotation of said shuttle wheel

3 097 846
DEVICES FOR UNLOADING ADDRESS PLATES

Ivn .J .
^OiJ.^»DRESSING MACHINE

1*2?^^' ?*?"°' '^'y- «»*8iior to Fabbrica ItaliuuiMacchme Aziendali, MUan. Italy, , compa^Jf lS|y
Filed Dec. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 157\917

^

Claims priority, application Italy Dec. 16, 1960
7 Claims. (CL 271—88)

I. In an addressing machine including a horizontallvdisposed table, and means for conveying add^s p at«one by one past a printing station on said Uble to at

said table for collecting the address plates one above an-other as they fall through said opening, comprising

'tSiJfh'arabt'^
"^"'"^ "^^'^''"^ '^*"^*^^^

(b) a vertically movable platform mounted beneath
said table m registry with said opening in said table,(c means mounting said guide member adjacent th«^k>wer end thereof for limited pivotal movement abo^
a horizontal axis between a first position in whichsaid member w positioned vertically beneath said
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opening and a second position in which said member
is inclined from the vertical, and

(d) means for removably supporting beneath said table

for pivotal movement with said guide member, a
plate-holding tray having a plate receiving opening
at its top at least as long as the stack of pla:cs col-

lectable on said platform,

SHOOTING INSTALLATION
Cesar Maan, Kliognao, SwUzcrlaad, Maignor to Akticoge-

clkchaft ConnMl Zachokkc, Zwcigniedcrlassung Dot-
tfaigeB, Dottingen, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 849,023
Claims priority, applicatton Switzerland Oct 29, 1958

11 Claims. (CI. 273—102J)

(e) said guide member, when in said first position,

being operative to guide a plate onto said platform
as it falls through said opening, and being operative,

upon the pivoting thereof from said first to said

second position, to engage the plates stacked on said

platform and to push the plates off of said platform
and into a plate-holding tray.

3,097,847
BOWLING PIN AND BALL KICKER

Thomas M. Di Stefano, 10 Brook St., and Nicandro Pis-
tacciiio, 5 Newton St., botii of Nortii Providence, R.I.

Filed May 12, 1961, Ser. No. 109,779
8 Claims. (CI. 273—43)

1. In a bowling pin setting machine a lifting mecha-
nism for balls and pins comprising opposite upwardly
moving lifting bars, said bars cooperating to engage be-

tween them balls and pins to be lifted, a ball kick-off

mechanism comprising a member pivoted to swing be-

tween said opposite bars, a spring urging the member to

swing about its pivot into the path of travel of a ball,

latch means to hold said member against the action of
said spring, and trigger means in the path of movement
of a ball only to be engaged thereby to release the latch

and permit said member to swing under the action of said

spring to move a ball from the lifting mechanism.

1
. A shooting installation for practice with arms, com-

prising a target, an indicating device for indicating hits

on said target by a missile from said arms, a pulse switch
controlling said indicating device, said pulse switch com-
prising a pair of cooperating switching elements, one of
said switching elements being rigidly connected to the

target and the other of said switching elements being
movably guided with respect to the first switching ele-

ment, a mass, said other switching element being con-
nected for movement with said mass, said one switching
element being in front of said other switching element

in the direction of shooting so that the impact of said

missile accelerates said target and said one switching
element while said other switching element remains ini-

tially at rest due to the inertia of said mass whereby an

initial relative movement is effected between said switching
elements, which relative movement causes energization

of said indicating device.

3,097349
PtmiNGGAME

Ercrett M. Rice, Rjr.D. 1, Rezford, N.Y.
FUed Jaly 15, 196t, Ser. No. 43,138

4 Claims. (CL 273—180)

1. An apparatus for playing a putting game c<Mnpris-

ing a gamcboard having a flat, square member mounted
on a baseboard within a four-sided frame to provide a

golf putting area, said square member extending into and
having its edges overlapping adjacent portions of said

frame, the frame having four flat beveled edges of equal
width so inclined that a golf ball can be made to roll
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smoothly onto the surface of the board without bouncing
when the apparatus is placed on a substantially flat sur-
face, two diagonal marks on the square member which
divide the member into four substantially equal triangular
areas, an equal number of recesses formed m each of the
triangular areas and one recess formed in the center of
the square member substantially at the intersection of
the two diagonal marks, and a distinctive marking on
each recess in each of the triangular areas.

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL

3,097,850
PHONOGRAPH REC0RIM:HANGING APPARATUS

Alfred Curd, 183 London Drive, Hamden, Conn.
FUed Jnne 7, 19M, Ser. No. 34,504

10 Claim. (Q. 274—10)
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posed at the rear end of said conveyor and overiying
the same adjacent the top thereof, said hopper having
a rear portion with the lower end thereof terminating in
spaced relation above the discharge deck to define a
discharge opening through which the dirt is moved by
said conveyor, a rotary generally cylindrical brush dis-
posed rearwardly of the downwardly curved portion of
the deck with the axis thereof lying substantially in the
plane of the upper run of the conveyor and being driven
at a predetermined rate with a peripheral portion thereof
disposed m close associaUon to the depending portion of
said deck travelling downwardly to posiUvely meter and
spread the dirt delivered by said conveyor throueh said
opening.

"^

3 097 852
OSCILLATORY SPREADER FOR GRANULAR OR

PULVERIZED MATERIALS
^^^"^ "**

Cornells J. Stckctec, 11 Koiteweg,
Driewegen (Z.B.), Netherlands

Filed Feb. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 170,375
Claims priority, application Netherlands Mar. 6. 1961

6 Claims. (CL275—8)

1. In a phonograph record-changing apparatus includ-
ing a rotatably supported carriage, a plurality of record
turntables mounted on said carriage such that each turn-
table may be brought into a record-playing position by
rotational movement of said carriage, and a sound-re-
producing element movable into and out of sound-produc-
ing engagement with a record on the turntable in said
record-playing position, the combination therewith of a
reciprocating element supported for reciprocal move-
ment with respect to the turntable in said record-playing
position, said reciprocating element having means for mov-
ing said sound-reproducing element out of engagement
with said record upon movement of said reciprocating
element in one direction, and means for moving said recip-
rocating element in said direction prior to rotation of said
carriage for selecting another record.

3,097,851
DIRT METERING AND SPREADING MACHINE

Arthur H. Cohn, 114 5tli Are. N., and Bennett I. Lanon,
37 7th Ave. S., both of Hopkfais, Minn.
FUed Nov. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 71,955

4 Cfadms. (CI. 275—8)

1. In an apparatus for spreading or sowing granular
or pulverized materials having a hopper supported by a
traveling frame and from which the material is discharged
by a spreading member located below the cylindrical out-
let mouth of the hopper and being rotated or angularly
reciprocated about a vertical axis, the improvements com-
prising a disc secured on the vertical axis of the spreading
member at an inclination with respect to said axis and in
the outlet mouth of the hopper, said disc on part of its
circumference extending below the lower edge of the ouUet
mouth of the hopper to provide a discharge slot, and said
lower edge of the hopper outlet mouth at least on part
of Its circumference being located in a plane perpendicular
to said axis of the spreading member.

3,097,853
DYNAMIC SEAL

*^Z^\^^"^ Schenectady, N.Y, usignor to Gen-
eral Electric Company, a corporation of New York

FUed Sept 29, 1961, Ser. No. 141,682
7 Chdms. (CL 277—13)

1. Apparatus for discharging predetermined metered
quantities of black dirt onto a golf green or the like,
said apparatus comprising a hopper, an endless conveyor
assembly having an upper run forming the bottom of
said hopper, a downwardly curved discharged deck dis-

7B3 O.a.—47

1. In a seal, the combination of first member having
means definmg a channel, an electrically conductive fluid
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located in said channel, a -second member extending
into the channel, said first and second members being

adapted to move relative to one another, means for pass-

ing an electric current through said fluid, and means for

passing magnetic lines of force in a direction substan-

tially normal to the current for electromagnetically pro-

pelling the fluid.

said groove to said ring surface seating against said
other member, and said circumferential sUt forming
circumferentially extending portions which seal on sur-

faces defined by said circumferential slit, and said por-
tions sealing against said groove surface and said sur-

face on said other member, and an annular sealing mem-
ber positioned in said groove and resting on said back-up
ring.

3,097,854
^^"^^^"^^

SHAFT PACKING GLAND 3,097,S5«
Herbert Kaiser, Heaton Moor, Stockport, England, as- CHUCKING MECHANISM

rigaor to Francii Shaw & Company Limited, Man- Roger W. Brown, Windsor, Vt, assignor to Cone Auto-
chester, England, a British company matic Machine Company, Inc^ Windsor, Vt. a corpo-

FUcd Jnne 9, 1960, Scr. No. 34,966 \ ration of Vennont
Claims priority, application Great Britain June 17, 1959 Fikd May 12, 1961, Scr. No. 109,774

4 Claims. (CI. 277—24) 7 Claims. (CL 279—4)

1. A shaft gland for an internal mixer for rubber or

plastic material, said mixer including a housing and a

shaft, said gland comprising an elongated packing member
adapted to be secured to and to rotate with the shaft with

one end disposed within the housing, an elongated sta-

tionary gland bush disposed in the housing surrounding

the packing member and spaced therefrom, said packing

member having a helical groove on its outer surface, a

ring of radial teeth on said one end of the packing mem-
ber, and radial teeth on said bush in facing spaced rela-

tionship with and adapted to cooperate with the teeth on
said packing member to grind and reduce material pass-

ing between said teeth, said material flowing outwardly

between said packing member and said bush.

3,097,855
SEALING ARRANGEMENT
George H. Allen, La Porte, Tex.

Filed June 26, 1959, Scr. No. 823^55
5 Claims. (CL 277—188)

1. A sealing arrangement for sealing between one mem-
ber and another member including, a combination seal

and back-up ring for positioning in an annular groove

of said one member to seal with said other member,
said seal and back-up ring having a configuration to

provide a surface for seating on one surface of said

groove and a surface for seating against said other mem-
ber, said seal and back-up ring having a circumferential

slit which extends from said ring surface seating in

1. A chucking mechanism for use with a spindle as-

sembly having a c<^let support and a collet adapted for
relative rectilinear movement therein in stock-locking
and releasing directions, comprising, a cylinder and a pis-

ton therein reciprocably mounted for movement along
the axis of relative movement of the collet, means op-
erably connecting the piston and the collet assembly and
moving the collet relative to the spindle in the stock-
locking direction upon movement of the piston in one
direction, an hydraulic fluid disposed in the cylinder and
adapted when under pressure to create a force on the
piston in said one direction, means for moving the cylin-

der in said one direction for pressurizing the fluid, and
a pressure relief valve connected to the cylinder limiting

the maximum pressure of the hydraulic fluid.

3,097,857
CHUCKING CYLINDER VALVE

Willbm F. Morgan, Euclid, Ohio, assignor to The
National Acme Company, a corporation of Ohio

FUed Feb. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 175,717
13 Claims. (CI. 279—4)

1. In a rotatable machine tool spindle having a chuck.
Ae provision of, a fluid actuator coaxial wkh and rotata-

ble with the spindle,

means to connect said fluid actuator to a chuck mecha-
nism for axial movement thereof to perform chuck-
ing operations with movement of said fluid actuator

in one direction closing an external chuck and open-
ing an internal chuck,

a distributor having two relatively rotatable parts wkh
one part being coaxial with said axis of rotation and
connected for rotation with said fluid actuator,
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a valve fixed relative to one of said distributor parts
and having a valve housing with contrcri port means,

conduit means connecting said control port means with
a chamber at one end of said fluid actuator,

said valve having a valve spool in said valve housing,
inlet port means in said valve housing communicating

with said valve spool,

said valve spool being movable between first and second
positions,

and duct means in said valve spool selectively connect-
ing said inlet port means to said control port means
with said valve spool in said first and second positions.

3,097,858
ADAPTER AND RETAINER ASSEMBLY FOR NON-
ROTARY TOOL ELEMENTS USED WITH A
ROTARY-HAMMER DEVICE

Oliver O. Amundsen, Chicago, and Richard H. Kocian,
Rolling Meadows, III., asrignors to Skil Corporation,
Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware

FUed May 11, 1961. Scr. No. 109,409
10 Claims. (CI. 279—19.1)

4V«

1. An adapter and retainer assembly for the nose of

a rotary-hammer device for preventing rotation of a tool

element mounted in the device for hammer-like actuation

X only, said assembly comprising, an adapter member
adapted to be disposed against the nose of the device and
having means associated therewith adapted for engage-
ment with a tool element mounted in the device in a man-
ner preventing rotation of the tool element during ham-
mer-like actuation thereof, and a tool retainer separate

from said adapter member mounted on the no e of the

device with .a portion thereof being adapted for retaining

said adapter against the nose of the device.

3,097,859
. DETENT COUPLING MEANS FOR SOCKET OF

ROTARY POWER TOOL
William F. Sindelar, Seven Hills, Ohio, assignor to Master
Power Corporation, Solon, Ohio, a corporation of
Ohio

FUed Nov. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 151,880
16 Claims. (CI. 279—97)

1. Detent coupling means for the socket of a rotary
tool, comprising:

(a) a shank;

(b) said shank having a forward face and further hav-
ing an external surface;

(c) a socket slidably received upon said shank;
(d) means forming a rotative engagement between said

shank and said socket;

(e) said shank having an axial opening terminating at

said forward fpce of said shank;

(/) said shank further having a transverse opening lead-

ing from said axial opening to said external surface
of said shank, said transverse opening being axially

spaced rearwardly from said forward face of said

shank, and said transverse opening including a rear-

ward portion and further including a forward wall;

ig) a detent carrying member slidably received in said

axial opening in said shank and accessible internally

of said socket, said detent carrying member having
a normal position and a depressed position in said
axial opening of said shank;

(h) said detent carrying member having a through
transverse opening;

(/) a detent slidably received in said through trans-
verse opening of said detent carrying member;

(/) said shank further having an internal pocket com-
municating with said axial opening in said shank and
axially spaced rearwardly from said forward face of
said shank, said internal pocket being disposed cir-

cumferentially opposite from said rearward portion
of said transverse opening in said shank;

(k) a ledge formed within said shank coterminous
with said axial opening of said shank, said ledge
being adjacent to said internal pocket and forwarxlly
therefrom;

(/) yieldable means to urge said detent carrying mem-
ber out of said axial opening in said shank, whereby
in the normal position of said detent carrying mem-
ber, said detent is in its normal position resting upon
said ledge and passing through said detent carrying
member to be disposed against said forward wall of
said transverse opening in said shank and to pro-
trude beyond said external surface of said shank,
and whereby in the depressed position of said detent
carrying member, said detent is in its retracted posi-
tion, being received within said internal pocket and
being retracted in said transverse opening of said
detent carrying member to be disposed below said
external surface of said shank;

(m) means in said axial opening of the shank to auto-
matically return said detent from its retracted posi-
tion to its normal position; and

(n) said socket having a first abutting surface and a
second abutting surface, and said means forming a
rotative engagement between said socket and said
shanks being intermediate said first and second abut-
ting surfaces, whereby as said socket is initially re-
ceived upon said shank, said first abutting surface en-
gages said detent and moves said detent carrying
member from its normal position to its depressed po-
sition, said detent thereby moving into its retracted
position to allow said socket to be slidably received
upon said shank, said second abutting surface of said
socket thereafter engaging said detent to preclude an
inadvertent removal of said socket from said shank
when said socket is fully received upon said shank,
and whereby, to remove said socket from said shank,
said detent carrying member is depressed internally
of said socket to move said detent into its retracted
position.

3,097,860

CHUCK FOR MACHINE TOOLS
Heribcrt Feldhoff, Heimgartenstrasse 7,

Dillingen (Danube), Germany
FOed May 8, 1961, Ser. No. 108,473

11 Claims. (CI. 279—113)
I. A chuck for machine tools comprising a substan-

tially cylindrical housing having elongated, radially ex-
tending apertures in one end wall thereof forming guide
surfaces, at least two clamping jaws having rack teeth
thereon slidably mounted within said apertures and guid-
ed by said guide surfaces, a spur bevel gear rotatably
mounted with and coaxially to said housing and also bav-
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ing peripheral worm gear teeth thereon, at least two in-

termediate gear units rotatably mounted within said bous-

ing and each comprising a conical worm meshing with

said rack teeth on one of said jaws and a bevel gear

;

fj^^

meshing with said spur bevel gear, the axis of rotation of

each of said gear units extending at an acute angle to

said guide surfaces for each of said jaws, and a worm
rotatably mounted within said housing and meshing with

said worm gear teeth on said spur bevel gear.

3,097,861
STEERABLE SLED PROVIDED WITH

A RUDDER BOW
Stephen Alien Holcomb, 3608 E. 54di St.,

Mi^ywood, Calif.

FUed Jan. 31, 1961, Scr. No. 86,179
2 Claims. (CI. 280—21)

f'^^'r^

1. In a steerable sled provided with a rudder bow: a

sled body defining a Kmi-cylindrical leading edge; a

rudder bow disposed to extend ahead of the sled body

and being swingably secured to the latter for horizontal

swinging movement in either lateral direction about a

vertical axis; the vertical axis acting as a pivotal axis

for the rudder bow, said axis being spaced forwardly of

the center of the circle defined by the leading edge; the

rudder bow being fashioned with a pair of arcuate trailing

edges, one being disposed on each lateral side of the

longitudinal axis of the rudder bow; each of the arcuate

trailing edges of the rudder bow having a radius equal to

the radius of the circle defined by the semi-cylindrical

leading edge and adapted to abut the semi-cylindrical

leading edge of the sled body throughout the entire length

of that arcuate trailing edge when the arcuate trailing

edge is moved against said semi-cylindrical edge, when
the rudder bow is swung about said vertical axis through

a predetermined angular movement, therebiv limiting the

angular swinging movement of the rudder now.

3,097,862
TRAILER STABILL2ING AND SUSPENSION

ASSEMBLY
Clyde V. Dye, 436 Wildwood Ave., Akron 20, OUo

FUed Nov. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 68,014
8 Claims. (CI. 280—104.5)

1 . A trailer frame comprising, longitudinal frame mem-
bers, journals on said longitudinal frame members, tandem
floating axles joumaled in said journals, lateral stiffening

members between said longitudinal members, stabilizing

rods laterally between said longitudinal members, pairs

of anchor lugs extending beneath each journal, each said

pair of lugs having a space therebetween adapted to re-

ceive an end portion of one of said stabilizing rods, a
resilient filler in said space into which said rod imbeds,
fastening means engaging said rod to said pair of lugs in

which it is received, a tension rod connecting said stabiliz-

ing rods medially of said longitudinal frame members in

an H -shaped assembly, application of tensile stress to said

tension rod adapted to impart a tensile stress to said H-
shaped assembly.

3,097,863
STEERABLE TRAILER VEHICLE

Ronald D. Moore, Saginaw, Mich., assignor to Saginaw
Prodncts CorporaHoo, S^finaw, Midk, a corporation
of Midiigan

FilMl Mar. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 92,548
13 Claims. (CL 280-^445)

3. Steering apparatus for a vehicle comprising frame
means; first swivelable axle means; first means yieldably

suspending said first axle means from said frame means;
second swivelable axle means; second means yieldably

suspending said second axle means from said frame

means in tandem with said first axle means; drawbar
means; means pivotally mounting said drawbar means
on said frame means; first motion transmission means
interconnecting said drawbar means and said first axlo

means for swivelling the latter in response to pivoting

of said drawbar means; second motion transmitting means
interconnecting said first motion transmitting means and
said second axle means for swivelling the latter in re-

sponse to pivoting of said drawbar means; force trans-

mitting means reacting between said frame means and
said drawbar means for pivoting the latter; and support

means interconnecting at least one of said yieldable sus-

pension means to both of said first and second motion
transmission means.
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3,097,864
HITCH STABILIZER AND SUPPORT

George K. Songgins, Box 25, Tiff City, Mo.
FUed Sept 18, 1961, Scr. No. 138,784

2 Claims. (CL 280—474)

f J,

1 . A hitch bar stabilizer and tuppoTt device for use on
a hitch for a tractor, said hitch being of the type having a
pair of rearwardly diverging flexible tension nwmbers se-

cured at (Hie end respectively to the tractor and a pair of
rearwardly extending drawbars pivotally connected to the

tractor at the front ends thereof, the rear ends of said

drawbars terminating in bosses having transverse bores
therethrough, and a transversely extending hitch bar piv-

otally engaged at opposite ends thereof in said drawbar
boss bores, said hitch bar being substantially rectangu-
lar in cross section between said drawbar bosses, said

device comprising; a Y-shaped member having a first, a

second and a third radially extending leg, said first leg

having means forming a slot therethrough slidably receiv-

ing said hitch bar between said drawbar bosses and en-

gaging said hitch bar for pivoting therewith, said second
leg having means forming a slot therethrough slidably

receiving one of said drawbar bosses and engaging the

respective drawbar, said third leg being connected to the

other end of one of said tension members, whereby said

device stabilizes said hitch bar with respect to said hitch

and prevents pivoting of said hitch bar about the longi-

tudinal axis thereof.

3,097,865
QUICK RELEASE PIPE JOINT

Stanley H. Zecb and Elmer R. Steinert, Jackson, Mich.,
assignors to Aeroquip Corporation, Jacitson, Mich., a
corporation of Michigan

FUed Apr. 8, 1959, Scr. No. 804,924
4 Claims. (CI. 28S—1)

3. In a fluid coupling comprising first and second bsA-

low body parts, locking means cammed by said body parts

for maintaining said parts in interlocking, communicat-
ing relation, a universal swivel joint having a passageway
therethrough affixed to said first body part and providing

fluid communication therewith, a conduit fitting swivel

mounted on said joint in communication therewith nor-

mally coaxial with respect to said first body part and
means interconnecting the locking means carried by said

first body part with the conduit fitting responsive to

pivotal axial deflection of said fitting with regard to the

axis of said joint whereby pre-determined deflection of

said fitting will release the locking means of said first body
part.

3,097,866
PRESSURIZED HOSE END

Richard N. Iversen, Mayficld Heights, Ohio, assignor to
The Weatherhead Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corpo-
ration off Ohio

Filed Nov. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 68,974
2 Claims. (CI. 285—18)

1. A hose coupling for attachment to the end of a

hose comprising a sleeve adapted to fit over the end of
the hose, a tubular insert secured within said sleeve and
adapted to fit within the hose, said sleeve and said insert

defining an annular chamber therebetween, an annular
piston within said annular chamber and spaced from the

end of the hose, an annular groove on the outer periphery
of said piston, a clamping ring within said annular cham-
ber, said clamping ring having a r>lurality of resilient

fingers extending axiaily over the outer periphery of the

hose, said sleeve having a conical cam portion engageable
by the ends of said resilient fingers, means to admit fluid

pressure from an exterior source into said annular cham-
ber to apply an axial force to said annular piston to shift

said piston and said clamping ring toward said cam por-

tion whereby said cam portion forces said resilient fingers

radially inward to grip the hose, and spring loaded detent

means adapted to snap into said piston groove to retain

said piston and said clamping ring in the clamped posi-

tion, said detent means being releasable out of said groove
to allow retraction of said piston and said clamping ring

to release the hose.

3,097,867
COUPLING

Edward E. Saloum, Corry, Pa., asignor to Snap-Tite,
Inc., a corporation off Pennsylvania
FUed Apr. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 102,731

3 Claims. (CL 285—86)

1. A coupling for conducting fluid under pressure com-
prising male and female members, said female member
having a bore for the reception of said male member,
said male member having an annular locking groove on
the outer surface thereof, said female member having

circumferentially spaced sockets, bails in said sockets pro-

jectable into said locking groove when said male member
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is inserted into said female member bore to lock said
members in coupled condition, a primary locking sleeve
surrounding and axially slidable on the outer surface of
said female member and having an inclined surface for
engagement with said balls whereby the fluid pressure in
said coupling acts between said balls and said inclined
surface exerting an axial component of force on said
primary locking sleeve tending to unlock the same, spring
means to constantly urge said primary locking sleeve to
a locked position, said primary locking sleeve having cir-

cumfercntially spaced sockets, said female member hav-
ing a secondary annular locking groove on the outer sur-
face thereof, secondary balls in said primary locking
sleeve sockets normally residing in said secondary locking
groove, a secondary locking sleeve surrounding and
axially slidable on said primary locking sleeve and having
a surface for engagement with said secondary balls to
lock said primary locking sleeve in a locked position on
the outer surface of said female member, spring means
to constantly urge said secondary locking sleeve to the
locked position whereat said surface thereof engages said
secondary balls to hold same in said secondary annular
locking groove which prevents axial movement of said
primary locking sleeve on the outer sleeve of said female
member and removal of said balls from said locking
groove and separation of said male and female members.

ih) said male collar extending radially outward
from said point a distance substantially equal
to said enlarged internal diameter of said female
collar, thereby forming a first male shoulder
lying in a radial plane; then extending axially
away from said plane of abutment of said first

and second pipe members a predetermined dis-
tance, thereby forming an outwardly directed
surface abutting a portion of said inwardly di-
rected surface of said female collar; then ex-
tending radially outward a distance coincident
with said enlarged external diameter, thereby
forming a second male shoulder in abutment
with said second f.:,male shoulder, said second
male shoulder lying in a radial plane,

an O ring seal of substantially round cross section
fitting between said first female shoulder and said
first male shoulder and limited in axial movement
thereby, said O ring seal being in contact with the
outer surface of said second pipe member and in
contact with said inwardly directed surface of said
female collar and

IV. clamping means in the form of circumferential
sleeves enclosing said female collar and said male
collar and having radial abutting surfaces to prevent
axial separation thereof.
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III

3,097,868
PIPE JOINT AND COUPLING THEREFOR

Robert M. Levy, Rosclle Park, NJ., and Carl de Ganahi,
Grecniawn, N.Y.; said Levy assignor to Esse Research
and Engineering Company, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Sept 3, 1959, Ser. No. 837,957
1 Claim. (CI. 28S—95)

3,«97,869
WELLHEAD EQUIPMENT FOR SUSPENDING

MULTIPLE TUBING STRINGS
Herbert Alien and Marvin R. Jones, Houston, Tex.,

assignors to Cameron Iron Works, Inc., Houston, Tex.,
a corporation of Texas

Original application Oct. 15, 1956, Ser. No. 615,976, now
Patent No. 2,939,727, dated June 7, 1960. Divided
and tliis applkation Oct 6, 1959, Ser. No. 844,748

9 Clainu. (CL 285—137),

A pipe joint between a first pipe member and a second
pipe member abutting in axial alignment wherein said

pipe members are of substantially equal internal diameters
and wherein said pipe members are of plastic composition,
the joint which compriss in combination:

I. a female collar of enlarged external diameter firm-

ly attached to an outer surface of said first pipe
member,

(a) said female collar extending from the plane
of abutment of said first and second pipe mem-
bers axially along said first pipe member a sub-
stantial predetermined distance,

(b) said female collar extending radially outward
in the plane of abutment of said pipe members
to an enlarged internal diameter, thereby form-
ing a first female shoulder; then extending axi-

ally in the direction of said second pipe mem-
ber a predetermined distance, thereby forming
an inwardly directed surface of enlarged internal
diameter; and then extending radially outward a
distance coincident with said enlarged external

diameter, thereby forming a second female
shoulder lying in a radial plane,

II. a male collar of enlarged external diameter firmly
attached to an outer surface of said second pipe mem-

la) said male collar extending from a point spaced
axially from the plane of abutment of said first

and second pipe members axially along said
second pipe member a substantial predetermined
distance.

1. Wellhead equipment, comprising a tubing head hav-
ing a vertical bore therethrough and an annular upwardly
disposed seat within the bore, supporting means seated
on said seat, a plurality of tubing hangers engaging the
wall of said bore, said supporting means adapted to be
lowered through the bore and landed on said seat to
bridge the bore and align said hangers in side-by-side rela-
tion within the bore, at least one of said tubing hangers
having means for seating on a portion of the wall of the
tubing head bore and on said supporting means.

3,097,870
SEALING RING

HansZeller, Dresden, Germany, assignor, by menc
aas^nments, to The WcatbcriMad Company, Cleveland,
Ohio

Filed Nov. 17, 1958, Ser. No. 774,217
1 Clahn. (CI. 285—341)

In a tube coupling including a body member having a
flared mouth adapted to receive the end of a tube, a

coupling member adapted to be drawn up toward the
body, and a sleeve between said members and having a
circumferentially continuous forward end portion which
b deformable radially inwardly, said forward end por-
tion having an outer camming surface adapted to enter

said flared mouth and to be forced radially inwardly
and simultaneously moved forwardly toward the body
member when said coupling member is drawn up toward
the body member, said sleeve having a smooth inner
peripheral surface, the coupling having abutment means
limiting forward movement of the tube, the improvement
comprising a serrated surface at the forward end portion
of the sleeve adjoining and lying radially outside said in-

3,097,872
HOLD BACK RETRACTOR

Fred J. Rnssell, 3800 Don Felipe Drive,
Los Angeles, Calif.

FUed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,657
5 Cbiims. (CI. 292—169)

ner peripheral surface, said serrated surface comprising
teeth having spaced crest portions connected by diverging
flank portions, said flank portions forming grooves dis-

appearing at a gradually decreasing radius and width
away from said crest portions, the juncture of said crest
portions and said flank portions with said inner peripheral
surface forming a sharp cutting edge, whereby said edge
cuts into the surface of the tube when said forward end
portion is deformed inwardly to shear up the material of
said tube into said grooves to form a seal between said

sleeve and said tube when said groove is filled by the
material of said tube for the full radial depth of the
groove at a point forward of the rearward end of said
grooves.

3,097,871
COUPLING DEVICE

Donald L. McNally, Grantsburg, Wis., assignor to
McNally Bros. Machine A Gear Company, Inc., Grants-
burg, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

Filed July 5, 1961, Ser. No. 121,916
4 Claims. (CI. 287—117)

4. A door lock comprising a relatively stationary frame
having a bearing member on at least one side thereof,
a tubular spindle rotatably mounted on the bearing mem-
ber and having roll-back means thereon, a latch re-
tractor slide member reciprocatably mounted in said
frame for movement in transverse direction and means on
the slide engageable with said roll-back means for opera-
tion thereby, and a blocker assembly for said slide com-
prising a cam member mounted in said spindle and
having an obliquely extending camway thereon, a second
cam member within said spindle having a cam element
extending into camming engagement with said camway,
one of said cam members being movable axially, actu-
ating means extending through the spindle from the
other of said cam members to the exterior, and a single
blocker in operating engagement with the cam member
which is movable axially whereby said blocker is slidable
in response to actuation of said cam elements between
blocking and unblocking positions, said retractor slide
having a shoulder means in alignment with the blocker
when the retractor slide is in withdrawn position and
engageable when the blocker is advanced to blocking
position whereby the retractor slide is withheld in said
withdrawn position.

3,097,873
REVERSIBLE LATCHING ASSEMBLY FOR

SLIDING DOOR
Ralph T. Cascbolt, 1610 E. 12th St., Oakland, Calif.

FUed Nov. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 68,489
10 Claims. (CL 292—244)

1. A coupling device for clamping abutting ends of
housing members respectively provided with an external
threaded portion and an annular housing groove, compris-
ing, a coupling ring having internal threads at one axial
end for threadedly engaging the threaded portion on one
of the housing members, an internal coupling groove
formed in the coupling ring adjacent the other axial end
in radial alignment with the annular groove on the other
of the housing members and a split coupling spring mem-
ber disposed between the coupling groove and housing
groove and alternately engageable with the housing mem-
ber and coupling ring at circumferentially spaced points
60* apart for locking the housing members together, said
coupling ring including an internal conical camming sur-
face connecting and extending between the coupling
groove and the internal threads for unlocking of the cou-
pling device by axial displacement of the coupling ring in
one direction with respect to the housing groove.

1. In an adjustable assembly for locking a door adja-
cent a coc^rating jamb, a latching member, support
means for rotatably supporting said latching member
adjacent the leading edge of a door for rotation about an
axis, a latch retaining member supportable along the side
of a cooperating door jamb, coarse adjustment means for
slidably positioning the latch retaining member along the
extent of the jamb to a position approximately opposite
the rotatably supported latching member, and fine ad-
justment means associated with said support means for
variably fixedly positioning the axis, said fii»e adjustment
means being operable to vary vertically the point of en-
gagement between the latching member and the retaining
member to assure a proper fit therebetween.
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3,f97,874
GRAPNELS FOR SUBMARIP>^ CABLES

Robert Alston Brockbank, Kenton, Harrow, Middlesex,

England, assignor to Her Majesty's Postmaster General,

London, En^and
FUed Mar. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 178,981

8 CUims. (CI. 294—66)

1. A submarine cable grapnel comprising in combina-

tion, a body portion, cable prongs extending externally

from the body portion, cable pulleys rotatably mounted

at the roots of the prongs, an acoustic signal emitter

mounted on said body portion, and means for energising

the emitter on rotation c^ any one of the pulleys.

3,1)97,875

CONTROL MECHANISM FOR ELECTRICALLY
OPERATED LIFTERS

Louis G. Kaplan, Evanston, U., assignor to Cnllen-

Fricstedt Company, Chicago, 111., a corporatioo of

Illinois

Original application Dec. 23, 1957, Ser. No. 704,385, now
Patent No. 2,959,411, dated Nov. 8, 1960. Divided

and this application Mar. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 796,506
1 Claim. (CL294—67)

In a lifter construction of the cttaracter described, a

lifter framework, a pair of cooperating lifter jaws pivoted

to said framework and each swingable about a horizontal

axis from an elevated open jaw position to a lowered

closed jaw position wherein they may engage an article

to be lifted therebetween, a crank arm interposed between

said lifter jaws for actuating the same, a lost motion con-

nection between said craitk arm and one of said lifter

jaws, a limit swkch operable under the control of said

lost motion connection, said limit switch including a pair

of normally open contacts adapted to become closed when
the limit switch is operated foy said lost motion connec-

tion, a reversible series wound direct current motor car-

ried by the framewra-k for moving said jaws between their

open and their closed positions, a power train operatively

connecting said motor and jaws, an armature circuit for

said motor, a source of direct current for energizing said

circuit, a reversing switch remote from the lifter and
operable to selectively energize said armature circuit with

current of opposite polarity from said source, a pair ol

normally closed relay-actuated contacts in said armature
circuit, a relay magnet operable upon energization thereof

to open said normally closed contacts, a circuit for the

magnet operatively connected to said source through said

reversing switch, a unidirectional device in said magnet
circuit, and a current limiting resistance disposed in said

armature circuit and arranged in shunt relation across the

pair of normally closed contacts, said unidirecti<Mial de-

vice establishing current flow in the magnet circuit when
the polarity current applied to the armature is of such

polarity as to cause said motor to move said jaws toward

their closed positions through the medium of said power
train, said limit switch being disposed in said magnet
circuit in shunt relation to the unidirectional device, said

normally closed relay-actuated contacts, relay magnet,

unidirectional device, and current-limiting resistance be-

ing mounted on and bodily movable with the lifter frame-

work.

3,097,876
FAMILY CAR ENSEMBLES

Corwin D. Willson, 525 GoMcngate St.,

Lake Orion, Mkh.
FUed Not. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 152,593

6 Claims. (Q. 296—23)

2. A family car ensemble within the passenger com-

partment of an automobile body, driving controls in said

compartment and said ensemble comprising a tabletop

having one side secured demountably to the body and

second and third sides extending in the longitudinal center

axis of the body and a driver's seat facing said controls

and having a seatback backwardly leveled to make up a

temporary seat along the fourth side of said tabletop, and

an aftseat having a bottom cushion extending right behind,

and nekt to, and level with said temporary seat.

3,097,877
VEHICLE BODY CONSTRUCTION

Oscar Eriandscn, Garden City, N.Y., assignor to Grum-
man Afaxraft Engineering Corporation, Bctfapagc, N.Y.,

a corporation of New York
FUed Aug. 29, 1957, Ser. No. 680,938

1 Claim, (a. 296—2S)
A metal trailer body construction comprising a plu-

rality of inverted U-shaped corrugated panel elemenu.
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each comprising side wall portions and a top, inwardly
facing abutting flanges on adjacent panel elements and
terminating outside a plane tangent to the inner surface
of the corrugated side wall panel elements, rivets secur-
ing said abutting flange elements together, a pair of rub-
rails and means securing the lower edges of the said panel
elements to the said rub-rails, the said panel elements
comprising overlapped and spliced corrugated metal sec-

tions, each section comprising flat parallel inner and outer
portions and flat connecting portions at an acute angle
to the plane of parallelism of the first said portions, the
inwardly facing abutting flanges on one of the said spliced
sections being offset and fitting within and against the in-

wardly facing flange of the section spliced thereto, where-
by the inwardly facing flange elements of the spliced
sections present a substantially flat surface abutting the
flanges of adjacent elements.

3,097,878
AUTOMOBILE BODY AND DOOR CONSTRUCTION
Bela Barinyi, Stuttgart-Valhingen, Germany, assignor to
Daimler-Benz AktlengcscUschaft, Stuttgart-Unterturk-
helm, Germany

FUed July 13, 1959, Ser. No. 826,578
Claims priority, application Germany July 16, 1958

2 Claims. (CL 296—28)

3,097,879
VEHICLE BODY

Glenn Loopcr, 508 S. Thornton Ave., Dalton, Ga.
Filed Oct 25, 1961, Ser. No. 147,625

8 Cbdms. (CL 296—35)

1. A vehicle comprising a chassis; a body resilienUy sup-
ported on said chassis; and a linkage connecting at least
three spaced points on said body and at least three spaced
points on said chassis, said linkage comprising at least one
first pivot secured to said body; at least one second pivot
secured to said chassis and having an axis spaced from
that of said first pivot; a first rigid member connected to
said first and second pivots; at least one third pivot se-
cured to said chassis and having an axis spaced from
those of said first and second pivots; at least one fourth
pivot secured to said body and having an axis spaced from
those of said first, second, and third pivots; and a second
rigid member connected to said third and fourth pivots;
said first and second rigid members being pivotally con-
nected to each other.

3,097,880
SIDE RACK STAKE AND SIDE WALL

CONSTRUCTION
Ange R. Reader, Lynwood, Calif., assignor to Reader

Properties, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of
California

FUed Feb. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 90,713
18 Claims. (CI. 296—36)

1. In a passenger car having a closed upper body in-
cluding a plurality of outer body parts, at least one
sliding door mounted in said body and having an outer
surface with edge portions thereof noticeably and in-
tentionally offset from adjacent outer body parts of said
body forming joints including separating gaps between
said door and said adjacent outer body parts of said body,
means enabling an initial outward transverse movement
of said door and a subsequent sliding movement of said
door in the longitudinal direction of said car to an open
position, upper and lower vertical joints at each side
of said door being interconnected at a point approximate-
ly corresponding to the midpoint of the height of said
door by an intermediate substantially horizontally ex-
tending joint, each intermediate substantially horizontally
extending joint being formed by edge portions of said
door and of said adjacent outer parts noticeably offset
in the transverse direction of the car with respect thereto,
and all of said horizontal joints around said door that
are visible from the outside of said car being of an an-
gular shape as viewed in transverse vertical planes
thi-ough said body, the above described construction of
said joints including the intentional offset of said outer
surface of said door relative to said outer body parts
being effective to facilitate assembly of the car and to
render minor irregularities in the size of the respective
elements less discernible.

1. A wall stake, comprising: an elongated member
having an upper end and a lower end; and a flexible rod
having the upper end thereof fastened to the upper end
of the elongated member and including a body portitMi
substantially parallel with and spaced a predetermined
distance from the elongated member for receiving panel
members therebetween, the body portion being free of
the elongated member and the lower end of the rod ex-
tending to adjacent the lower end of the elongated mem-
ber.

3,097,881
VEHICLE CUSHION ARRANGEMENT

GUbcrt E. Aguihir, 1150 23rd St.,

Manhattan Beach, Calif.
FUed Jan. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 81,711

6 Cbiims. (CI. 296—66)

1. In a vehicle having a rear seat provided with a back
and a substantially flat area rearwardly of said seat back.
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a cushioning arrangement comprising a first cushion on
said flat area adjacent said seat back, a second cushion
extending upwardly from said first cushion, said second
cushion inclining forwardly and engaging the rear face
of the top edge portion of said seat back, the top edge
of said second cushion extending above said top edge
of said scat back, and a third cushion connected to said
top edge of siiid second cushion and extending downward-
ly therefrom to engage the top face of said top edge por-
tion of said seat back, thereby to form an extension of
said seat back.

3 097 882
REAR WINDOW DEFLECTOR FOR AUTOMOBILES
Alvadore M. Andrews, 4621 SW. Bcaverton-Hillsdale

Highway, Portland, Oreg.
FUed Apr. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 103,678

8 Claims. (CI. 296—91)

each rail including front and rear rail sections movable
between folded and extended positions, means pivotally
interconnecting the secUons of each rail for movement of
said rail sections relative to each other between said
positions, means on said body defining a pair of con-
verging axes, means swingably mounting each of said
rear rail sections on a respective axis for folding each
of said rails upon pivotal movement of said rear rail
sections about said axes, means concurrently swinging
each of said rear rail sections about a respective axis,
and control means mounted on each of said rails adja-
cent said pivotal interconnecting means and operatively
interconnecting the rail sections of each pair of rails,
said control means being operative upon movement of
said rear rail sections about said axes to concurrently
fold the front rear rail sections of each rail with re-
spect to the rear rail sections thereof whereby said rails
fold concurrently and in unison with respect to each
other.

3,097,884
CHAIR TRAY

Carl C. Alford, 1214 Elm Ave Glendale, Calif.
FUed May 22, 1961, Ser. No. 111,584

5 Claims. (CL 297—153)

1. In combination an automotive vehicle including
a body having a roof with a luggage rack mounted there-
on including a bar extending transversely of said roof ad-
jacent the rear edge thereof, said body including a rear
surface having a window therein, and means for prevent-
ing the impingement of foreign matter upon said window
when the vehicle is in forward motion, said means com-
prising a sheet of flexible plastic material, a pair of the

opposite edges of said sheet being folded back upon
said sheet and secured thereto to form pockets along
said opposite edges, a first rod disposed in one of said

pockets and a second rod disposed in the other of said
pockets, first releasable clamp means securing said first

rod to said bar with said first rod and the corresponding
edge of said sheet positioned above the surface of said

roof and slightly forwardly of the rear edge thereof,

second releasable clamp means securing said second rod
to said body at a position spaced rearwardiy of said rear

surface and immediately above said window so that said

sheet will intercept the air stream along the top of said
body and deflect it downwardly across said window, the
portion of said sheet adjacent said vehicle and defining

said other pocket having a plurality of apertures therein

through which moisture collecting on the surface of said
sheet may flow to said other pocket.

* ^J

3.097,883
CONVERTIBLE TOP

Joseph H. Giison, Warren, and Edward G. Podoian,
,

St. Clair Shores, Mich., assignors to General Motors
Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

FUed May 23, 1960, Ser. No. 30,960
8 Claims. (CI. 296—137)

1
.
A tray adapted to be removably connected to trans-

versely spaced vertical tubular members of a chair in
which lower enlargements are provided, said tray com-
prising a board having transversely spaced recesses into
which said chair members are adapted to fit. hook mem-
bers carried by the board on the under side thereof to
partly encircle said chair members, means to lock the
hook members to retain said chair members in their
recesses, said means comprising pivoted hook-provided
locking dogs and means to move said dogs on their pivots
between retracted and partly encircling engagement with
the chair members, and brace means carried by the board
and angularly directed to engage the lower portions of
the chair members and to rest upon the enlargements
thereof.

3,097,885
SEAT CONSTRUCTION

Marcel O. De Vos, Grosse Pointe Woods, Mich., assignor,
by mesne assignments, to Grow-Rlte Corporation, a
corporation of New York

FUed Dec. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 162,468
6 Claims. (CI. 297—378)

.^

1. In combination with an automobile body, a con- 1. A seat construction comprising, a support member
vertible top movable between raised and lowered posi- a member having angularly extending legs secured to said
Uons comprising, a pair of spaced foldable side rails, support member to extend substantially perpendicular
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thereto and having an intermediate portion spaced there-

from, a substantially U-shaped back frame, and loops car-

ried by the legs of the U-shaped back frame encircling said

member for slidable movement thereon, said loops engag-
ing the angularly extending legs of said member in canted
relation thereto to hold the back frame in its raised posi-

tion.

3,0974W6
COMBINATION ADJUSTABLE LEG REST

AND CONTAINER
Samuel N. Small, VaUey Stream, N.Y., assignor to Alfred

G. Cohen and Paul Weiss, both of Flushing, N.Y.
FUed Jan. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 168,938

10 Claims. (CI. 297—439)

1 . A device of the character defined comprising a base
part, a top part hingedly supported in connection with the

base part, said parts having front walls, a suppcMt unit

pivotally supported in connection with and movable lon-

gitudinally of the front wall of one of said parts and op-
eratively engaging means on the front wall of the other of

said parts for support of said top part in different raised

p>ositions with respect to the base part, and means cou-
pled with said unit whereby said support unit is moved
automatically into operative position in manual move-
ment of the top part in said different raised positions.

3,097,887
WHEEL MOUNTING FOR CART

Robert J. Carpenter, Jackson, Mkh., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Tote-Cart Company, Chicago, III., a
corporation of Illinois

FUed Oct. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 62,382
1 Claim. (CL 301—1)

Means for rotatively mounting a wheel on a cart base
structure comprising: a tubular base structure portion

having an open end, a first radial opening and a second

opening diametrically aligned with the first opening ad-
jacent said open end. said second opening having a cross-

section smaller than that of said first opening; an axle

including a first outer portion, a mid-portion extending
through said first opening and diametrically across the

interior of said tubular portion, and a second outer por-

tion extending at least partially through said second open-

ing and terminating closely adjacent the outer surface
of said tubular portion whereby the space outwardly of
said second opening is unobstructed; means for remov-
ably rotatably retaining a wheel on said first outer por-
tion of the axle; and weld means within said tubular
portion fixedly securing said mid-portion of the axle
to said tubular portion adjacent each of said openings,
said open end providing facilitated access to the interior

of said tubular portion in providing the weld means
therein.

3,097,888
WHEEL COVER CONSTRUCTION

Lewis Kafoure and Robert E. Huffman, Valdosta, Ga.,
assignors to Thompson Industries, Inc., Indianapolis,
Ind., a corporation of Massachusetts

FUed June 20, 1961, Ser. No. 118,343
1 Claim. (CI. 301—37)
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of conveying sections and having its ends connected to
the respective adjacent ends of said pair of conveyor sec-

tions, said diverting section comprising a hinge pintle ex-
tending transversely of the direction of flow of material
through said section, means for turning said hinge pintle

about its axis, a diverting valve mounted on said hinge
pintle to swing therewith as said hinge pintle is turned, said
diverting valve including an upper gas-permeable convey-
ing deck and an underlying plenum chamber for receiving
gas under pressure to pass upwardly through said gas-
permeable deck into overlying material to fluidizc it, said

hinge pintle having a bore, one end of said bore communi-

cating with the plenum chamber of said diverting valve
and the other end thereof being adapted for connection
to a source of gas under pressure, whereby gas may be
supplied to the plenum chamber of the diverting valve
through the bore of said pintle, and means for limiting

the swinging movement of said diverting valve towards its

closed position to position the gas-permeable deck thereof
substantially in planar alignment with the gas-permeable
decks of the adj^^cent conveying sections, said diverting
section having an opening in its lower side through which
material flowing along said conveyor may be diverted
when said diverting valve is in its open position.

3,097,890
ADJUSTABLE HANDLE FOR FLOOR MACHINES

Patrick E. Doyle, Grand Rapids, Mkh^ ass(pior to Doyle
Vacaam Cleaner Company, Grand Rapids, Mich^ a
corporation of Michigan

FUcd Mar. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 96,237
2 Claims. (CI. 306—4)

•g'-

1 . A handle for a floor machine, or the like, comprising
an elongated shank, having an elongated rack extending
longitudinally along one side thereof, said rack including a
plurality of teeth, a sleeve disposed around said shank for

movement longkudinally thereof, an elongated lever hav-
ing elongated arcuate-shaped teeth projecting from the
longitudinal central portion thereof, said lever being piv-

otally mounted at the longitudinal central portion thereof
in said sleeve in position for swinging said last mentioned
leeth longitudinally across said rack teeth in wiping contact
therewith into and out of operative engagement with said

rack teeth, the end portions of said lever projecting out-
wardly from said sleeve in position to afford handles, said
sleeve being movable longitudinally of said shank when
said lever teeth are disposed out of said operative engage-
ment with said rack teeth, and saidNlMve being held

against said movement when said lever teeth are disposed
in said operative engagement with said rack teeth, and
means on said one end portion of said shank and on said
sleeve for pivotally attaching said shank and said sleeve
to such a machine.

3,097,891
TOOL GUIDE

James Brideau, 4141 Madison Ave., Trumbull, Conn.
FUcd Jan. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 81,771

1 Claim. (CI. 308—4)

A heavy duty variable diameter guide accommodating
any of several heavy duty drill bits of different sizes fall-

ing within a given range of sizes to accurately position
any of said drill bits within said range of sizes at a given
spot, said guide comprising

(a) an outermost guide sleeve,

{b) an iimermost guide sleeve, and
(c) at least one intermediate guide sleeve,
(d) each of said guide sleeves being concentrically

nested one within the other so that the top and bot-
tom thereof are substantially flush,

(e) and each of said concentrically nested sleeves being
sized to receive a different size drill bit falling within
said given range oi sizes,

(/) cooperating means disposed on adjacent concen-
trically disposed sleeves for maintaining one of said
sleeves fixed relative to its adjacent sleeve,

(g) said cooperating means including a longitudinally
extending key projecting radially outwanlly along
the outer surfaces of the respective innermost and
intermediate sleeves,

(h) and an aligned keyway extending longitudinally
along the inner surfaces of outermost and said in-
termediate sleeves respectively so that in the nested
position of said sleeves the key along the outer sur-
face of one sleeve is received within the cooperat-
ing aligned keyway of the next adjacent sleeve
whereby said cooperating key ^and keyway of ad-
jacent sleeves prohibit relative' movement between
the respective sleeves during a drilling operation,

(i) each of said sleeves per se forming the guide for
its respectively sized drill bit,

(/) and foot bars connected to the outermost sleeve,
(A) said foot bars extending radially outwardly from

said outer sleeve upon which an operator may stand
to hold the guide in place, whereby the size of said
guide is varied merely by subtracting one or more
erf the nested sleeves smaller than the drill size
to be used.

3,097,892
PIPE GUIDE

Bryan J. Ncwbory, 2700 Rinan, Corpus ChrMi, Tex.
Filed Aog. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 129,212

5 Claims, (d. 308—6)
1. A pipe guide for centering a pipe with respect to a

casing into which a pipe is to be inserted, said pipe guide
comprising an open frame-like member including means
adapting one end for securement to one end of a casing
in axial alinement therewith, pipe guide means spaced
about said frame-like member and projecting inwardly of
the inner surfaces thereof adapted to embracingly and

guidingly engage the outer surfaces of a pipe being slid

therebetween and into said casing and to maintain the
adjacent surfaces of said pipe in spaced relation from the
inner surfaces of said casing, said pipe guide means each
including a roller, means mounting each of said rollers

for movement about an axis extending transversely of the
longitudinal axis of said frame-like member, said frame-
like member being cylindrical, each of said mounting
means including a pair of transversely spaced and out-
wardly projecting mounting lugs carried by said frame-

spaced vertical side walls with the axle journal in spaced
relation therebetween, top and bottom walls interconnect-
ing said side walls above and below said axle journal, a
journal t>earing overlying said axle journal with its sides
extending downwardly, a wedge interposed between said
top wall and said journal bearing, and a wedge stop de-
pending from said top wall to prevent endwise movement
of said wedge out of said journal box; said journal box
being movable upwardly relative to said journal bearing
for a limited distance to relieve the weight of the car
applied to said axle journal through said top wall, wedge
and journal bearing and sufficient to elevate said wedge
stop out of interfering relation with said wedge to permit
removal of said wedge and said journal bearing from said
journal box; the improvement which comprises: a journal

-I , «_ r n

'^///
like member disposed on parallel chords thereof, a gen-
erally U-shaped carriage member having a pair of legs

interconnected by a bight portion, said carriage opening
inwardly of said cylindrical member and disposed be-
tween said mounting lugs with said legs generally parallel-
ing said lugs, means on said lugs slidably guiding said
carriage for radial movement therebetween, said roller

joumalled for rotation between the confronting surfaces
of said legs, and means connected between said carriage
and said cylindrical member resiliently urging the former
inwardly and radially of said cylindrical member.

3,097,893
SEALING AND BEARING DEVICE HAVING LOW

FRICTION SEALING FACES
Charics S. White, Rtc. 3, Box 454-H, Palmdalc, Calif.

Original appUcatloB Not. 4, 1955, Scr. No. 544,944, now
Patent No. 2,906,552, dated Sept 29, 1959. Divided
and this application Aof. 11, 1959, Scr. No. 833,012

3 Claims, (a. 30ft—36.2)

guide interposed between each side wall and the diametri-
cally opposite sides of said axle journal with the upper
side of each journal guide in interfering relation respec-
tively with the depending sides of said journal bearing
when said journal box is elevated as aforesaid, a support
surrounding each journal guide, and spring means inter-

posed between each support and said journal box char-
acterized by permitting said journal guides to be depressed
a substantial distance by said journal bearing when said
journal box is elevated through an extent sufficient to
allow withdrawal of said wedge and subsequent removal
of said journal bearing and further characterized by hold-
ing said journal guides in operative position between said
side walls and said axle journal when said journal guides
are not depressed as aforesaid.

tmhm
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3,097,895
BEARING SUSPENSION

Richard J. Matt, South Endid, Ohio, assignor to Thomp-
son Ramo Wooldridgc Inc., Cleveland, Oliio, a corpo-
ratioo of Ohio '

FUcd Not. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 68,509
16 Claims. (CI. 308—184)

1. A combination bearing and seal for a shaft com-
prising a bushing made of elastomeric material, a low
friction clothlike material having polytetrafluoroethylene
filaments therein on the inner surface of said bushing
adapted to slidably engage the shaft to provide a bearing
surface therefor, and a resilient element encircling one
end of said bushing for continuously exerting a resilient

radially inward force thereon to form a seal with said
shaft.

3,097,894
JOURNAL BOX CONSTRUCTION FOR

RAILWAY CARS
Theodore J. Sweger, RircrdaJc, DL, assignor to Illinois

Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, Dl., a corporation
of DUnob

FUcd Mar. 2, 1962, Scr. No. 177,079
7 Cfarfms. (a. 308—40)

1. In a railway car journal box construction adapted
to receive therein an axle journal, said journal box having

14. In combination, a shaft housing and a rotatable
shaft mounted in said shaft housing, a bearing structure
having metal disposed therein and being disposed between
said shaft and said shaft housing, the shaft housing being
comprised of a lighter metal having a higher coefficient
of expansion than said bearing structure, said bearing
structure including a pair of axially q>aced ball bearing
units and a spacer element and a spring axially between
said units, said bearing structure further including a bear-
ing liner containing said units, said spacer element and
said spring, the bearing units each having a radially inner
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bearing race fixedly secured to said shaft and an axially

outer bearing race slidably contained in said bearing liner,

said bearing liner having an extension bearing against one
of said bearing units and a nut secured to said shaft bear-

ing against another of said units whereby the bearing
units are urged towards one another and said spring func-

tions to maintain the said units and said spacer element
under axial load, and a variable temperature resilient

bearing mounting connected between the shaft housing
and the bearing liner and which resilient bearing mounting
is deformable relative to the shaft housing and said bearing
liner to compensate for the differences in the rates of co-

efficients of expansion of the shaft housing and the bear-

ing structure to insure the maintenance of proper clear-

ances between the shaft housing and the components of
said bearing structure over a wider temperature range as

compared to a combination of this type not possessing said

variable temperature resilient bearing mounting, the re-

silient bearing mounting including a series of annularly
arranged rods engaged between said liner and said hous-
ing and a pair of rings connected to said rods at opposite
ends of said rods for securing said rods together and to

facilitate the assembly of said rods with said bearing
structure.

3,097,896
BEARING SEAL

Arthur Justin Wasley, Bristol, Conn^ assignor to Wasley
Products, Inc., Plainville, Conn., a corporation of
Connecticut

Filed June 10, 1959, S«r. No. 819,491
1 Claina. (CI. 308—187.2)

;

A bearing for a shaft comprising an inner race and an
outer race, bearings disposed between said inner and outer
races, said bearings having the longitudinal axes thereof

angularly disposed with respect to the axis of rotation

of the shaft so that the shaft may be angularly displaced

with respect to the outer race, a V-shaped channel mem-
ber mounted on the inner race, a flexible seal mounted on
the outer race, said flexible seal having a lip engageable
with a face of said channel member, said face of the chan-
nel member being arcuate to maintain the lip in engage-
ment therewith when the shaft shifts angularly, micro-
scopic craters on said face o^ the channel member and
lubricant within the craters t6 provide a lubrication film

covering the entire face of the channel member, vent holes
within said face of the channel member, said vent holes

being disposed outside the area of contact of the channel
member with the flexible seal.

way having a density of at least 95% of theoretical and
a spacer ring of molybdenum-titanium alloy wherein

molybdenum constitutes 99.5% by weight of said alloy
and titanium constitutes the remainder.

3,097,897
BEARING COMBINATION

Kenneth M. Taylor, Lcwiston, N.Y., assignor to Tbe
Carborundum Company, Niagara Fails, N.Y^ a corpo-
ration of Delaware

FUcd Mar. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 96,304
9 Claims. (CI. 308—193)

3. A ball bearing consisting of balls of alumina and a
race-way of titanium carbide cermet, said balls and race-

3,097,898
ANTI-FRICnON BEARING

Earl W. Ferdig, Buriumk, Calif., assignor to
George F. McMurray, Glcndalc, Calif.
Filed July 29, 1960, Scr. No. 46^10

10 Claims. (CI. 308—190)

1. A ball bearing roller construction of the character
referred to including, an elongate hub member having
axially disposed ends, a cyUndrical outer surface, a radi-

ally outwardly opening concaved ball race intermediate
its ends, a radially and axially outwardly opening stop
flange receiving recess at one end and a radially outwardly
projecting retaining flange at its other end, an elongate
roller member having axially disposed ends, a cylindrical
outer surface, a central bote, a radially inwardly opening
concaved race opposing the race in the hub member, a
radially inwardly projecting stop flange at one end and
an axially outwardly opening retaining flange receiving
socket opening at the other end, and an annular row of
balls engaged between the members and in the races,
said st(^ and retaining flanges extending into the stc^
and retainer flange receiving recess and socket, respec-
tively, said outer race member being formed of resilient
material, said race in the outer member relieving the
section whereby one end of the section will flex radially
outwardly to receive the balls when the inner member
with the balls engaged in the race therem is shifted axial-
ly into engagement in the outer member.

3,097,899
INSULATED BUTTER DISPENSER

Lester M. Dean, 167 Ncwborgli Ave., Buffalo 15, N.Y.,
and WUliam D'Eaopo, 405 Capcn Blvd^ Eggerts-

Filed Oct 24, 1961, Scr. No. 147^66
2 Claims. (CI. 312—36)

2. In a refrigerated dispenser for butter pats, carried
on individual trays, the combination of a rectangular
vertically elongated container adapted to hold a plurality
of said butter pats, said container having a front, back,
sides, a pivotally mounted, insulated top closure, and a
bottom; an inner wall, substantially U-shaped in cross-
section, within said container and spaced from the back
and sides thereof, said inner wall having the open end
of said U disposed toward and in contact with the front
of said container and extending from the bottom of said
container substantially to the top thereof; beat insulation
filling the space between said inner wall and the back
and sides of said container; a partition arranged trans-
versely within said container, said partition extending
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from the bottom of said container substantially to the

top thereof and forming with said inner wall a vertically

disposed butter storage chamber adjacent the front of

said container and a refrigeration chamber adjacent the

back of said container, said partition being so constructed

as to facilitate heat transfer between said chambers; said

front of said container having a transverse tuning ad-

jacent the bottom of said container for withdrawal of

butter pats on said individual trays without contact with

the butter, and said bottom having a cut-away portion

adjacent the front thereof permitting finger contact with

the bottom of the lowermost of said trays.

3,097,900
CRYOGENIC STORAGE APPARATUS

Remo J. Bcrta and Wilfried Haumann, Indianapolis, Ind.,

assignors to Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation
of New York

FUed May 11, 1961, Scr. No. 109,443
6 Claims. (CL 312—214)

1. In an apparatus for storing and dispensing low-tem-

perature materials comprising a double-walled vacuum-

insulated storage container having an access port in the

top wall thereof communicating with the container in-

terior, a conveyor means positioned in such interior,

transmission means located within said interior and rotat-

ably communicating with said conveyor means, a rotatable

drive member positioned in said interior and operably at-

tached to said transmission means, and a removable low-

heat conductive means for closing said access port thereby

substantially completely sealing said interior from the

effects of ambient heat, die improvement comprising a ro-

tatable transmission actuating means fitted within said

access port such that operation of such actuating means

does not effect the accessibility of said interior; said actua-

ting means comprising a tube which is connected to said

transmission means by said rotatable drive member, and a

rotatable disk integrally attached to the upper portion of

said actuating means such that upon rotating such disk,

said actuating means actuates said transmission means
thereby operating said conveyor means.

3,097,901
MOLDED DRAWERS FOR MODULAR

STORAGE FACILITIES
Robert A. Schkss, Jr., deceased, late of Elizabetfatown,

N.Y., by WiUiam R. La Hure, KccscviUc, and Shtalcy
ScUcss, Elizabethtown, N.Y., co-executors

FUcd Jan. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 83,114
9 Claims. (CL 312-^30)

1 . A drawer formed of plastic sheet material and hav-

ing a bottom and walls at the front, back and sides there-

of, said bottom and walls being of one-piece construction,

the drawer also having upper end portions of the side

walls extending outwardly and then downwardly and
with an outwardly extending rim at the lower end of tbe

downwardly extending portions of the side walls, said

upper end portions of each side wall including said out-

wardly and downwardly extending portions of the rim
forming a beam for strengthening the side wall of tbe

drawer, said rim extending at an acute angle to the top

of^he side wall to give at least apportion of tbe beam
a tapered section in the direction of its length, said rim

serving for supporting the drawer from a gtiide in which

it slides.

3,097,902
QUICKLY DISCONNECTABLE ELECTRICAL

CONNECTOR
Walter F. Hennessey, Jr., Sidney, N.Y., assignor to The

Bcndix Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Dec. 17, 1959, Scr. No. 860,216

15 Claims. (CI. 339—45)

J /-.

1. A releasable connector between aligned first and
second bodies, comprising confronting attaching forma-

tions on the first and second bodies, the attaching for-

mation on the first body comprising radially projecting

pins thereon, the attaching formation on the second body
comprising a rotatable sleeve with a plurality of helical
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grooves therein, the grooves being adapted to receive
the radial pins and, upon rotation of the sleeve relative
to the first body to draw the bodies together in operative
connected relationship and to maintain them in such con-
dition, and power means mounted on one of the bodies
rapidly to rotate the sleeve in the connector part-releas-
ing direction, said power means comprising a linearly
expansible, exp osively powered cartridge, means fixedly
mounted on said one body for restraining expansion of
said cartridge in one direction, and a thrust member
operatively connected with said sleeve and adapted to
be propelled by the cartridge in the other direction so
as to rotate the sleeve relative to said bodies to release
the same when the cartridge is energized.
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said first and second biasing means located at the top of
»aid plurality of contact fingers, and the other of said
^st and second biasing means located at the bottom of
Mid plurality of contact fingers; said first and second
biasing means b.asmg said electrical connecting means
mto high pressure electrical contact with said first and
second conductors; said first conductor entered through
the top of said e|ectxical connecting means, and said
second conductor entered through the bottom of said
electrical connecting means; said spacing means being a
ngjd member having receiving means for mechanically
receiving each of said plurality of elongated contact
fingers; said spacing means being planar and having a
thickness substantially limited to the longitudinal area of

tt

3,097,903
LIGHT FIXTURE

Bnell Moore, Houston, Tex^ asi^or to Esquire, Inc.,
a corporation of Delaware

FUed June 27, 1960, Ser. No. 38,994
3 Claim*. (CL 339^-55)

1. A light fixture, comprising an enclosed metal case
having spaced-apart sockets in the end walls thereof to
electrically mount a lamp therebetween, each socket com-
prising means on the end wall of the case providing an
elongated cylindrical opening which extends inwardly
from the outer side to the inner side of said end wall, a
ceramic sleeve disposed within and having an outer cylin-
drical surface contacting along said opening, a terminal
received within the sleeve in contacting relation thereto
and spaced from the inner end thereof to provide a recess
within the sleeve for receiving an end of the lamp, spring
means for urging the terminals within said sleeves into
engagement with the terminals on the ends of the lamps
when said ends arc received within said recesses and
being yieldable to permit first one and then the other
lamp end to be inserted within or relieved from its
recess, and a cover removably attached to the outer side
of the end wall of the housing to enclose the outer end
of each socket, the thickness of each end wall from its
inner to lU outer side and the longitudinal extent of the
contact between th^ sleeve and socket opening extending
through said end wall each being relatively large with
respect to the diameter of said opening.

mechanical engagement with said contact fingers; said
receiving means being a plurality of radially spaced pro-
jections of substanUaJly the same thickness as said spacer
means; each of said plurality of contact fingers having an
aperture therein; each of said plurality of projccUoos en-
gaging with said apertures and extending completely
through said apertures and beyond past the outer surface
of said fingers to pivotally mount said plurality of finger
conucts the engagement of said projections and apertures
being lunited to a small intermediate area of said conUct
fingers while providing substantial stabUity to collapse of
Mjd connecting means, preventing movement of said
fingers from said predetermined spatial shape and move-
ment of said fingers perpendicular to the plane of said
spacing means.

3,097,905

, . ^ „ INDEXABLE KEY CO^fNECTOR
VIII o'^t^m' "W**^ ^^^ «»<i Josepii A. Nava,
Villa Park, ni., aadgnors to The Pyie-National Com-
pany, Chicago, m, a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Feh. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 89,814
11 Cbdms. (CI. 339—186)

3,097,904
TULIP CLIP PRIMARY CONTACTS WITH

^^ _. ,
STAR SPACER

fSSL •pKn!!7*f'^.
**£r''«ton, NJ., maA Roland F.

Merte, Philadelphia, Pa., assignon to I-T-E CUxuit

pSiSjivSto"*"'''
'*'*"**'*'P"^ '•• corporation of

FUed July 25, 1960, Ser. No. 45,153
3 Claims. (CI. 339—64)

I. An electrical connecting means; said connecting
means comprising a plurality of elongated contact fingers
formed of a conducting material, and a spacing means; a
first and a second conductor; said plurality of elon3ated
fingers mounted to said spacing means and arranged in
a parallel relationship to one another; said spacing means
positioning said elongated finger contacts in a predeter-
mined spatial shaping; said predetermined spatial shape
being arcular; first and second biasing means; one of

5. A line connector comprising
male and
female interfitting parts,

one of said parts having an axially extending
groove formed therein,

the other of said parts having a plurality of notches
circumferentially spaced from one another at
one end of said other part,

a polarization adapter
and a lock nut.
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said adapter comprising a sleeve telescoping over
said other part and including

a first lug for engaging said groove,
said adapter having other lugs engaging said

notches in said other part at different angular
alignments of said adapter relative to said other
part,

said adapter being apertured
and said other part being indicia calibrated in

register with the apertured portion of said
adapter

to identify the relative angular alignment
therebetween,

and said lock nut being threadedly engageable
with said one end of said other part

and engaging said adapter to lock the adapter
in fixed position on said other part,

thereby to preindex the connector.

tends to flatten said plates against the resistance to
separate of the ends thereof.

f

3,097,906
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

Snel G. Shannon, HarridNirs, Pa., assignor to
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.
FUed May 26, 1960, Ser. No. 31,981

3 Claims. (CI. 339—253)

1. An electrical spring clip connector including a tab-
receiving receptacle portion and a wire-attaching portion,
said receptacle portion comprising an elongated strip of
sheet metal folded back upon itself to define a bight and
a pair of spring plates extending therefrom, said plates
being smoothly curved over substantially their full length
about axes of curvature parallel to the longitudinal axis
of said bight, to present opposed convex contact surfaces,
normally spaced near the mid-point of said length less
than the thickness of a mating contact tab, and an in-

tegral locking member extending from the distal end
of one plate and engaging the other plate to cooperate
with said bight to restrain movement of the ends of
said plates on insertion of the mating contact tab, the
plates at said distal end being spatially disposed prior
to insertion of the mating tab which, upon insertion,

3,097,907
RECORDING-REPRODUCING MACHINE

Robert E. Schroeder, Geneva, and Floyd E. Smitfabcrg,
St. Charles, lU., assignors to Dulunc Corporation,
St. Charles, III., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Apr. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 104,416
3 Claims. (CI. 346—17)

1. In a machine for recording or reproducing signals
on a record belt, said machine having a transducer head
cooperating with the record belt and the machine in-
cluding as a part thereof a manually controlled power
drive for moving said record belt past said transducer
head during machine operation, said power drive beginning
with an electric motor as the power source and having
power transmitting components for directing the flow of
power from said power source to said record belt, said
power transmitting components including a mandrel in
frictional engagement with said record belt for driving
the same, said machine including a housing substantially
concealing the mechanism and said record belt from ob-
servation during normal use of said machine, an electi-ic

lamp supported within said housing and continuously
energized during machine energization, said housing hav-
ing a window at the end of a light path entirely within
said housing and having the electric lamp at the other
end of said light path, said window permitting light to
pass through it to the exterior of said housing, mechanical
means disposed in the light path for blinking said light,
and means for operating said light blinking means from
said power drive at a power take-off point which is at least
as remote from said power source as said drive mandrel
whereby the blinking of the light at the window provides
an indication that in response to the manual control,
power is availaWe at said drive mandrel for driving the
record belt.

CHEMICAL
3,097,908

DYEINGS AND PRINTS POSSESSING FASTNESS TO
WET PROCESSING AND THEIR MANUFACTURE
ON CELLULOSE MATERIALS AND PROTEIN
FIBERS

Karl Jellinek, Offenbach (Mahi), and Thomas Hegediis,
Hans Ulmcr, and Hugo Bartl, FrankfuH am Main, Ger-
many, assignors to Farbwerfcc Hoechst Aktiengesell-
•chaft vormals Meistcr Lndns A Briinim, Frankfurt
am Main, Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawfaig. FUed July 26, 1960, Ser. No. 45,277

Claims priority, applicatfon Germany Mar. 16, 1960

11 Claims. (CL 8—22)

1. The process for producing wet-fast dyeing and prints
on shaped articles of a material selected from the group

consisting of cellulose and native protein and mixtures
thereof which comprises treating said shaped articles
with dispersed elementary sulfur and a water-s<rfuble
organic dyestuff selected from the group consisting of
phthalocyanine dycstuflFs, metal-phthalocyanine dyestuffs,
azo-dyestufl^s and pyrazolone-dyestuffs containing at least
one thiosulfuric acid group bound to a carbon atom of
an aromatic nucleus thereof through a member of the
group consisting of—CHr-, -SO,—NH-lower alkylene,

—SOi—N—lower alkylene
I

lower alkyl

^d —CO—NH-lower alkylene, and subsequenUy sub-
jecting the resulting dyeings and prints to a permanent
fixation at an elevated temperature.
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3,097,9«9
PROCESS FOR DYEING OR PRINTING FIBROUS

MATERIALS OF AROMATIC POLYESTERS
Paul Rhyacr, Basel, Paul GroMnuuin, Binningeii, and
Raymond Dcfago, Richen, Switzerland, asi%non to
Ciba Limited, Basel, Switzerland, a company of Switz-
erland
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 7, I960, S«r. No. 54,349

Claims priority, application Switzerland Sept 23, 1959
5 Claims. (CI. 8—39)

1. Polyethylene terephtbalate fibers dyed with a dye-
stuff of the formula

OiN o OH

wherein A, A', B and B' are radicals selected from the
group consisting of amino, alkylamino, alkylolamino.
arylamino, and morphdino, bonded to the cyanuric
radical at the amino nitrogen atom, and D is a diamino-
diphenylsulfide radical bonded to the cyanuric radical at
the amino nitrogen atoms.

A^Vn

)H O NH- COOR

in which R represents a member selected from the group
consisting of lower alkyl, lower alkoxyaikyl and benzyl.

3,097,910
PROCESS FOR DYEING TEXTILES WITH DYE-

STUFFS CONTAINING PYRIMIDINE RING
Herbert Francis Andrew and Victor David Poole, Man-

chester, England, assignors to Imperial Chemical In-
dustries Limited, London, England, a corporation of
Great Britain

No Drawing. Original application June 29, 1960, Scr.
No. 39,723. Divided and this application Mar. 16,
1961, Ser. No. 96,099

Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 23, 1959
9 Claims. (CI. 8—54.2)

1. Process for colouring textile materials which consists
essentially in treating the textile materials with a water-
soluble dyestuff of the formula:

D—A—

X

wherein D is a dyestuff chromophoric radical selected
from the class consisting of azo, anthraquinone, nitro, and
phthalocyanine radicals, A is a member selected from the
group consisting of —O— , —S— and —NR— , R rep-
resents a member of the group consisting of hydrogen, sub-
stituted alkyl and unsubstituted alkyl radicals and X rep-
resents a pyrimidine ring which is attached to A through
the carbon atom in one of the 2- and 4-positions of the
pyrimidine ring, and which carries a substituent selected
from the group consisting of cyano, carboxy and carbo-
alkoxy groups attached to the 5-position of the pyrimidine
ring, and which carries two halogen atoms, selected from
the group consisting of chlorine to bromine atoms, at-
tached to the remaining carbon atoms of the pyrimidine
ring, and said group —A—X is attached to a carbon atom
in the dyestuff.

3,097,911
PROCESS OF RESERVING WOOL WITH BIS-TRI-

AZINE DIPHENYLSULFIDE COMPOUNDS
Jan J. A. Moll, Vlaardingen, Nctiwrlands, assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Fabriek van Chemische Produc-
ten Vondclingenplaat N.V., Rotterdam, Netherlands
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 57,882

Claims priority, application Netherlands Oct. 14, 1959
3 Claims. (CI. 8—65)

1. Process of reserving natural proteins and synthetic
polyamidcs against dyeing by substantive dyes which com-
prises applying thereto a reserving agent having the for-

mulae
N N

A-C C—D—

C

C-A'

3,097,912
HAIR AND WOOL DEPILATION METHOD AND

COMPOSITION
Henry Booth, 165 Radky Road,

Abingdon-on-Tliamcs, g-i^i^wji
No Drawing. FUcd Mar. 30, 1959rScr. No. 802,611

13Cbdnis. (CLS--94.16)
1. A composition for the depilation of animal skins

by painting the flesh side of said skins, comprising a
substantially lime-free, water soluble alkali from the
group consisting of sodium hydroxide and potassium hy-
droxide, an accelerator for the alkali composed of a
water soluble sulphide comprising not more than 3% of
the composition by weight, an inhibitor for the oxidation
of the sulphide comprising sodium sulphite in a con-
centration of not more than 2% of the composition by
weight, and a promoter for the oxidation of the sulphide,
said promoter containing finely divided ferric oxide pres-
ent in a concentration of about half the concentration
of the inhibitor, and said promoter being incapable of
diffusion through the animal skin.

3,097,913
METHOD FOR PRODUCING WASH-AND-WEAR
FABRICS WHICH ARE WHOLLY OR IN PART OFANIMAL ORIGIN

Werner Von Bergen, North Caldwell, and Harold W.
Wolf, Clifton, NJ., assignors to J. P. Stevens & Co.,
Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 18,261

lOCbbns. (CI. 8—128)
I. A method of imparting wash and wear character-

istics, including dimensional stability, to fabrics contain-
mg animal fibers and selected from the group consisting
of wool, mohair, part wool, and part mohair fabrics com-
prising treating said fabrics with an oxidizing solution
which is maintained at about 50* F. to 100' P., which
has a concentration from about 0.10 to 0.40 percent by
weight of the oxidizers, and which is selected from the
group of oxidizers consisting of (a) peracetic acid and (b)
mixtures of peracetic acid and potassium permanganate
at a pH less than 7 and thereafter treating said fabrics
with a reducing solution which is maintained at about
65* F. to 140' F., which has a concentration from about
0.5 to 5.0 percent by weight of the metal salts, and which
IS selected from the group consisting of alkali metal and
alkali earth meul salts of (a) sulfites and {b) bisulfites.

N

C

&

i

S N

I

3,097,914
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF A RIBBON

riLI;'^*^^^ ^^^^ OF REGENERATED CELLU-LOSE
Peter Lewis, Healing, Grimsby, Engfaud, assignor to

Courtauids Limited. London, Engfamd, a BriUsh com-
pany

J!L*** ^P*- ^' l'**' Sw. No. 136,580
Claims priority, application Great Britahi Sept 7. 1960

, ^
4 Cbdms. (CI. 18-54)

"^
*

1. A process for the production of a ribbon filament
yam of regenerated ceHulose, consisting of extruding
viscose having a cellulose to caustic soda raUo of at
least 1 and at a salt point between 4 and 6, through a
multihole jet the holes of which have no re-entrant seg-
ment in their cross-sections into a coagulating bath main-
tained at a temperature of 40* C. to 60* C. and con-
taining at least 24 percent of sodium sulphate, from 9
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to 12 percent of sulphuric acid and not more than 0.02
percent of zinc sulphate as an impurity, drawing the

incompletely regenerated filaments from the bath and sub-

sequently completely regenerating the filaments.

3,097,915
METHOD FOR OBTAINING IMPROVED FILM

Robert Doyle, Bartlcsvillc, OUa., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
Filed May 20, 1959, Ser. No. 814,607

6 Claims. (CL 18—57)

y^ *i *\ L

-mp-

1. In a process wherein transparent polyethylene film

is prepared by extruding molten polyethylene through a

slot die and quenching the resulting film by immersion
in a bath of water, maintaining said water at a predeter-

mined temperature by withdrawing a stream of said

water during said quenching and subjecting the with-

drawn stream to heat exchange and then returning said

stream to said bath, the improvement which comprises

filtering said stream after said heat exchange and prior to

returning said stream to said bath.

3,097,916
FUMIGATION OF GRAIN

Joseph Carl Dawson and Raymond P. Millard, Ferguson,
Mo., assignors to Ferguson Fumigants, Inc., Ferguson,
Mo., a corporation of Missouri

Original application July 6, 1959, Ser. No. 825,168, now
Patent No. 3,041,684, dated July 3, 1962. Divided
and this application Oct 5, 1961, Scr. No. 143,169

3 Cbdms. (CL 21—58)

necting a length of air-tight flexible tubing between the
plenum chamber and the bonnet openings, operating said
fan to circulate air through the grain, introducing fumi-
gant into the air, and maintaining the circulation of the
air for a period of time such as to distribute the fumigant
substantially evenly throughout the grain.

1 . A method of fumigating grain in storage in a grain

storage structure which has an oi>ening at the top and

an air duct at the bottom having a connection with a fan

outside the structure adapted to cause movement of air

vertically through the grain, comprising the steps of ap-

plying an air-tight bonnet of flexible sheet material in

substantially air-tight manner to the structure at said top

opening, said bonnet having an opening for flow of air,

applying an air-tight plenum chamber of flexible sheet

material in substantially air-tight manner to the fan, said

plenum chamber having an opening for flow of air, con-

3,097,917
METHOD FOR HIGH PRESSURE SELECTIVE

ABSORPTION OF GASES
Walter M. Dotts, Jr., Richmond, Va., and Wayne E.

Stevens, EI Paso, Tex., assignors to Development, Ltd.,
Midland, Tex., a partnership

FUed Apr. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 104,164
20 CUIms. (CI. 23—2)

1. In the art of changing the concentration of a compo-
nent of a gaseous mixture by selective absorption, the
method which comprises introducing an absorbent having
a preferential absoring capacity for said component into

the top of a treatment zone contained in a downwardly
extending lined hole in the earth and supported thereby,
said treatment zone having a vertical dimension which
exceeds 100 feet and which exceeds 33 times the square
root of the average cross-sectional area in square feet

thereof which is devoted to contacting; flowing said ab-
sorbent downwardly in said treatment zone; introducing
said mixture to said treatment zone near the lower end
thereof; flowing said mixture upwardly throughout said

treatment zone in countercurrent contact at high pressure
with said absorbent flowing downwardly therein, and there-

by preferentially absorbing said component in said ab-
sorbent; maintaining throughout said treatment zone pres-

sure, in addition to hydrostatic pressure, which is substan-

tially in excess of atmospheric pressure; flowing from a
point near the top of said treatment zone the unabsorbed
fraction of said mixture containing a lower concentration

of said component than was present in said mixture ini-

tially; withdrawing said fraction from said hole; separately

withdrawing enriched absorbent from a point near the

lower end of said treatment zone; and flowing said en-

riched absorbent from said hole.

3,097,918
PURIFICATION AND HIGH-PRESSURE CHARGING

OF GAS INTO CONTAINERS
Waiter B. Moen, Berkeley Heights, NJ., assignor to Air

Reduction Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.,
a corporation of New York

Filed Nov. 25, 1959, Ser. No. 855,424
5 Claims. (0.23—4)

2. The method of charging a gas selected from the

group consisting of oxygen, air, and the relatively inert

atmospheric gases under high pressure into a container,

said gas containing impurities including hydrogen and
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hydrocarbon compounds, which comprises the steps of
completely evaporating a quantity of said gas from the
liquid state in a gas-tight system to which said container
is connected, wherein the ratio of the volume of said
quantity of liquefi.d gas to the total internal volume of
said gas-tight system exceeds about 0.4, submitting said
gas at the resultant high pressures and at a temperature

within the range of 750 to 850 degrees Fahrenheit to
catalytic action to cause said impurities to oxidize to
form products including carbon dioxide and water, cool-
ing the said gas and said products substantially to room
temperature, and submitting said gas at said high pres-
sures including said products to absorbing means for se-

lectively absorbing said products from said gas before
said gas is charged into said container.

3,097,919
METHOD OF PRECIPITATION OF SODIUM

DIURANATE
George E. Hays and Kenneth R. Cantwcll, BartlesvUle,

Okla^ assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, a cor-
poration of Delaware

FUed Dec. 14, 1959, Scr. No. 859,49S
2 Claims. (CI. 23—14.5)

1. In the process of precipitating uranium values as a
yellow cake from a liquor containing said values in the
form of sodium uranyl tricarbonate which comprises the
continuous introduction of said liquor into the first of a
series of precipitation vessels, adding thereto a caustic so-
lution, admixing the liquor and caustic solution causing
the precipitation and growth of yellow cake crystals; an
improvement comprising the slow agitation of the ad-
mixture, permitting the larger crystals to settle in a sep-
arate phase in the lower region of said vessel, withdraw-
ing said crystals from the bottom of said vessel, withdraw,
ing mother liquor containing suspended yellow cake crys-
tals from the lower region of said vessel, passing said
mother liquor and said suspended crystals to the upper
region of a second precipitation vessel, slowly agitating
the admixture within said second precipitation vessel, per-

mitting the larger crystals to settle in the separate phase
in the lower region* of said second precipitation vessel,
withdrawing the crystals from the bottom of said sec-
ond precipitation vessel, withdrawing mother liquor and
suspended crystals from the lower region of said second
precipitation vessel, passing said hquor and said crystals
withdrawn from said second precipitation vessel to the
upper region of a third precipitation vessel, maintaining
the crystals in suspension in said third precipitation ves-
sel by agitation, passing the mother liquor and suspended
crystals from the lower region of said third precipitation
vessel to succeeding vessels in like manner until precipi-
tation substantially ceases, withdrawing the crystals from
the bottom of the last in a series of precipitation vessels,
and passing said crystals withdrawn from said vessel, said
second precipitation vessel and said last in a series of
precipitation vessels to a precipitate thickener.

3,«97,92t
REMOVAL OF CESIUM FROM AQUEOUS SOLU-

TIONS BY ADSORPTION
Kenneth C. Knoll, Richland, WaA., asdgnor to the

United States of America at represented by the United
States Atomic Energy Commlnion
No Drawfaig. FUed Oct 30, 1961, Ser. No. 148,770

5 Cbims. (CI. 23—25)
1. A process of separating microquantities of cesium

values from aqueous solutions containing with said cesium
values other ions in macroquantities, consisting in heat-
ing clinoptilolite at about 400* C. for at least two hours,
cooling the clinoptilolite to room temperature, contacting
the clinoptilolite with said aqueous solution to be treated,

whereby cesium is preferentially Uken up by the clinop-
tilolite, and separating the solution containing said other
ions from the cesium-containing clinoptilolite.

3,097,921
PRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN CYANIDE

Douglas J. Kennedy, Shawfailgan, Quebec, and Noel B.
Shine, Shawhiigan South, Quebec, Canada, assignors to
Shawinigan Chemkab LinUcd, Quebec, Canada, a cor-
poration of Canada
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 95,795

4 Cbdms. (CL 23—151)
1. In a process for the production of hydrogen cyanide

which comprises maintaining a bed of electrically con-
ductive carbon particles in a fluidized state in a reaction
furnace by passing upwardly through the said bed a stream
of ingoing gas comprising a mixture of ammonia and a
hydrocarbon gas, and passing an electric current between
electrodes through the said fluidized bed with sufficiem
power to maintain the bed at an elevated temperature of
about 1300' to 1600* C. sufficient to maintain reaction to
form hydrogen cyanide, the improvement which comprises
introducing hydrogen into the reaction furnace at a volume
ratio to ammonia of at least 0.25 to 1

.

3,097,922
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF MINERAL
PHOSPHATES INTENDED FOR THE MANUFAC-
TURE OF PROSPHORIC ACID BY THE WET
METHOD

Pierre Bcctz, Liege, Belgium, assignor to Panmctals and
Processes Inc., Panama, Panama, a company of Panama
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 49,154
Claims priority, application France Aug. 14, 1959

5 Cbdms. (CL 23—165)
1. A process for the manufacture of phosphoric acid

from calcium carbonate containing mineral phosphate
comprising reacting mineral phosphate with sulphuric acid
in a reaction zone, washing and filtering the resulting pulp
and recovering phosphoric acid solution therefrom, the
mineral phosphate being submitted to a pieUminary tieat-
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ment in a pre-mixing zone for about 30-240 seconds by

mixing the same with phosphoric acid and a substantiad

amount of pulp recycled directly from the reaction zone
and before filtering, the latter said pulp comprising a

substantial solid ptuue consisting substantially of gypsum
crystals and a liquid phase consisting substantially of

phosphoric acid and sulphuric acid, and agitating the

mixture to ::brade the phosphate with the solid phase

and to purge CO3 therefrom and to destroy froth which
has formed, the SO| introduced into the pre-mixing zone
being limited to less than about 15% of the SOj intro-

duced by the sulphuric acid in the reaction zone.

respectively, so as to form nitrogen hydrate crystals with-
in said contact zone-withdrawing helium from said con-

3,097,923
PREPARATION OF TITANIUM DIOXIDE

Kenneth Arfcless, Stockton-on-Tees, England, assignor to

BrMsfa Titan Prodocts Company Umited, Dmiuim,
England, a company of the United Kingdom

Filed May "27, 1960, Ser. No. 32,445
8 Clakos. (CI. 23—202)

I. In a method of preparing titanium dioxide by intro-

ducing titanium tetrachloride and oxygen into a fluidised

bed of inert particles maintained at a temperature sufficient

to form titanium dioxide from reaction of titanium tetra-

chloride with oxygen so that some titanium dioxide is car-

ried out with gases emanating from the bed and some ti-

tanium dioxide adheres to inert particles of the bed, the

improvement which comprises while so preparing titanium

dioxide,' introducing to the bed a chlorinating agent com-
prising chlorine and carbonaceous substance capable of
causing reconversion of at least a portion of the titanium

dioxide adhering to the inert particles to titanium tetra-

chloride whereby to reduce said adherence in said bed
and providing in the bed sufficient oxygen to oxidize the

titanium tetrachloride produced on said reconversion to

form titanium dioxide.

3,097,924
HELIUM RECOVERY FROM NATURAL GAS

Patrick J. Kinney, Ames, Iowa, and Lcroy C. Kahre,
Bartlesville, Okla., assigiiors to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany, a corporation of Delaware %

FUed June 30, 1960, Scr. No. 40,020
13 Claims. (CI. 23—209)

1. The process of recovering helium from a helium-
containing natural gas which comprises contacting said
natural gas with water in a contact zone, maintaining the

temperature and pressure of said contact zone in the range
of 32 to 75* F. and in the nmge of 5.000 to 25,000 p.s.i.g..

«*Tu«M. CAS

„'"'

tact zone, and withdrawing said nitrogen hydrate crystals

from said contact zone.

3,097,925
METHOD OF RECOVERING SULPHUR

Paul M. Pitts, Jr., Media, and Robert W. Rieve, Drcxel
Hill, Pa., assignors to The Atlantic Refining Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed Apr. 17, 1958, Ser. No. 729,184
1 Claim. (CL 23—225)

\t-rm am
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3,097,927
CHROMATOGRAPHY ANALYSIS APPARATUS

AND METHOD
Leonard T. Skeggs, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Techni-

con Instruments Corporation, Chauncey, N.Y^ a cor-

poration of New Yori(

FUed July 21, 1959, Ser. No. 828,582
3 Claims. (CI. 23—230)

3. A method of chromatography analysis according to

which there is provided a chromatography column hav-

ing an upper inlet for the supply of an eluting liquid to

the column and having a lower outlet for the discharge

of eluent from the column and according to which there

is employed an automatic analysis apparatus for analyz-

ing the eluent discharging from said column, said method
comprising detachably connecting a length of tubing to

the outlet of said column for collecting and storing the

eluent discharged from the column through said outlet,

introducing an inert gas into the eluent as it flows from

the outlet of said column into said length of tubing and
thereby forming the eluent into a stream of successive

segments of eluent spaced from each other in the line

of flow by intervening segments of said gas, whereby
diffusion of successive portions of the eluent with each

other in said length of tubing is prevented, and thereafter

connecting said tubing to said automatic analysis ap-

paratus for the analysis of the eluent collected in said

tubing.

3,097,928
ULTRA-MICRO CUVETTE ASSEMBLY

John J. J. Staunton, Oak Park, ill., assignor to Coleman
Instruments, Inc., Maywood, 111., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Nov. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 67,664

10 Claims. (CI. 23—292)

a plane-parallel sided flat-bottomed cuvette, a container

for removably holding said cuvette, and apertured mask
removably mountabie on said container, a top-mounted
suction tube removably mountabie in said container and
vertically reciprocable between the inside bottom of said

cuvette and a raised position above the bottom, and hori-

zontal orifice means at the lower end of said tube, where-
by when the suction tube is lowered to the bottom of the

cuvette, the surface tension of the liquid meniscus in

the comers is overcMne and the cuvette will be drained.

3,097,929
METHOD FOR CONTINUOUS MANUFACTURE

OF CERAMIC SHEATHING
Randall C. Ragan, Taizana, Calif., aMignor to Gladding,
McBcan & Co., Los Angeles, CaUf., a corporation of
CaUfomia

Filed Apr. 16, 1956, Ser. No. 578,485
6 Claims (CL 25—156)

1 . In a method of continuously forming a strip of com-
pacted, coherent, homogeneous and dense ceramic body
composition, said strip having smooth, calendered sur-

faces and a moisture content of between about seven per

cent and seventeen percent, the steps of: continuously

depositing a free-flowing ceramic body composition by
gravity into a zone between a pair of converging cylin-

drical surfaces of equal radius moving concurrently down-

ward toward a gap; continuously removing a continuous,

dense, compacted and flexible strip of ceramic body from
said gap; and controlling the density and thickness of the

strip in accordance with the relation

R
:= 0.950R+T

to 0.98, wherein R is the radius of each of the cylindrical

surfaces and T is the thickness of the strip.

3,097,930
METHOD OF MAKING A POROUS SHAPE OF

SINTERED REFRACTORY MATERIAL
Ivor James Holland, Mllford Haven, England, assignor

to Consolidated Berylliam Limited, London, England
Filed Mar. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 93,843

Claims priority, application Great Britafai Mar. 9, 1960
8 Claims. (CL 25—156)
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gaseous olefins, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and liquid

hydrocarbons are formed; separating said liquid hydro-
carbons into fractions boiling above about 250° C. and
fractions boiling below about 2SU* C; returning to said

reaction vessel said hydrocarbons boiling above 250' C.

in a ratio of from about 0.2 to 2 parts by weight of re-

cycled hydrocarbons for each one part of hydrocarbon
oil feed, recraclcing said liquid hydrocarbons boiling above
250° C. in said reaction vessel along with additional hy-

drocarbon feed; and reacting said hydrocarbons boiling

below about 250° C. with oxygen at a temperature above
700° C. in a separate reactor to produce carbon monoxide
and hydrogen.

3,097,936
DUST COLLECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM
Roland L. Lincoln, Macungic, Pa^ assignor to

Fuller Company, a corporation of Delaware
FUcd Sept 30, 1960, Scr. No. 59,691

20 Claims. (CI. 55—273)

1. A dust collector system comprising a plurality of

dust collector units, each dust collector unit including a
casing having an inlet for dust-laden gas, an outlet for

filtered gas, a filter medium therein and in the path of the

flow of gas from the inlet to the outlet and an exhaust out-

let at the side of the casing, with respect to the filter medi-
um, at which the inlet is located, an inlet conduit connected
to the inlet of each casing, an exhaust conduit connected
to the exhaust outlet of each casing, means for causing a
flow of dust-laden gas through each inlet conduit into its

connected casing, means for withdrawing gas from each
casing through its connected exhaust conduit for reverse-

gas-flow cleaning of the respective filter mediums, a valve

in each inlet conduit for controlling the flow of dust-laden

gas therethrough into the connected casing, a valve in each
exhaust conduit for controlling the flow of gas there-

through from the casing, means for opening and closing

the valves in the respective inlet conduits, means for open-

ing and closing the valves in the respective exhaust con-
duits, a main supply line for a medium for actuating the
valve opening and closing means for the valves in the

inlet conduits and the valves in the exhaust conduits, a
main branch line leading from said main supply line for

each dust collector unit, a manifold, each of said main
branch lines being connected to said manifold, branch lines

leading from each of said manifolds to the means for open-
ing and closing the valves in the inlet and exhaust con-
duits of the respective dust collector units for the conduc-
tion of an actuating force to said means, means for con-
trolling the transmission of the actuating force through the

main branch lines leading from the main supply line to

the respective manifolds, means for controlling the flow

of the actuating force from the respective manifolds
through each of the branch lines leading therefrom to the

means for opening and closing the valves in the inlet and
exhaust conduits, a timer having a first stage and a second
stage, switches in the first stage of the timer which selec-

tively control the actuation of the means for controlling

the flow of the actuating forc^ from the main supply

line through the respective main branch lines to the re-

spective manifolds, switches in the second stage of the

timer for selectively controlling the actuation of the means
for controlling the flow of the actuating force from the
respective manifolds through the respective branch lines

leading to the means for opening and closing the respective
valves in the inlet and exhaust conduits of the respective

dust collector units, and means for selectively actuating

said switches of the timer of the respective dust collector

units in a predetermined series arrangement to cause the

actuating force to be supplied to the actuating means for

the valve in the inlet conduit of at least one, but not all, of
the dust collector units to close the valves in said inlet

conduit and for causing the actuating force to be supplied

to the actuating means for the valve in the exhaust conduit

of the same dust collector unit to open that valve, whereby
predetermined ones of said dust collector units may be
subjected to reverse-gas-flow cleaning while the remainder
of the dust collector units continue to filter dust-laden
gases.

3,097,937
GAS-MATERIAL SEPARATOR

Roland L. UDColn, Alleatowa, Pa., aarignor to
FuUcr Company, a corporation of Delaware

Filed June 10, 1960, Scr. No. 35,290
3 Claimt. (a. 55—292)

^Bnr^nnrnnu

1 . A vent unit for a gas-material separator or the like,

said separator comprising a side wall and a top wall hav-
ing a raised portion in the central region thereof, said

raised portion of the top wall having a vent aperture, a
hood spaced above said top wall to provide a space there-

between, said hood extending substantially over the full

area of said top wall, the space between the outer edge of
the hood and the outer edge of said top wall forming a
peripheral vent opening for the free flow of gases there-

between, and a generally vertically-extending annular
member in said peripheral vent opening and extending
peripherally thereof, said annular member being substan-
tially aligned with the side wall of the separator and
spaced from the top wall thereof to form a drain <^ning
between said member and said top wall.

3,097,93S
GAS-MATERLAL SEPARATOR

Leo G. Weller, Catasanqna, Pa., avignor to Fuller Com-
pany, Catasanqua, Pa., a corpontion of Delaware

FUed Sept. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 136,404
5 Claims. (CL 55-^02)

1. An air-material sepafator comprising a main casing
having an inlet for air carrying suspended material and
an outlet for air from which suspended material has been
separated, at least one filtering unit in said casing, in the
path of flow of gas from said inlet to said outlet, and
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mcluding a gas-permeable filtering medium through which
the air must pass during such flow, a valve casing having
a first port subtending a substantial circular angle, through
which air which is passed through the filter medium on
the cleaning cycle is adapted to pass and a discharge out-
let, a conduit connecting the outlet of the main casing
with said first valve casing port, said valve casing having
a second port communicating with a source of external
air and subtending a circular angle substanUally smaller
than the circular angle subtended by said first valve cas-
ing port, a valve in said valve casing, said valve includ-
ing a delivery chamber having a first port adapted to
register with said first valve casing port, and a plurality
of laterally-spaced second ports adapted, upon movement
of the valve, successively to register with said second
valve casing port, said first valve port subtending a circu-
lar angle substantially smaller than the angle subtended
by said first valve casing port, and adapted to be brought

729

the filter to the opposite side of said support, and a third
part attached to said first two parts and projecting away
from the support a substanUal distance to assist in the
removal of the clip and thereby in the detachment of said
filter from said support, said third part being reversely
bent to provide two legs spaced a substantial distance
apart and extending parallel to said first and seccmd parts

3,097,940
PROCESS FOR PURIFYING GASES

^Jl**?**' W'"»«ns^«le. N.Y., assignor to Union
carbide Corporation, a corporation of New Yorit

FUed Mar. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 92,524
10 Claims. (CI. 62—12)

into registry with said first valve casing port, the plu-
rality of said laterally-spaced second ports of the de-
livery chamber being located in an area of the valve sub-
tending a circular angle not substantially larger than
that subtended by said first valve casing port, and means
for moving said valve selectively (1) to bring it into a
position in which it permits passage of cleaned air from
said first casing port to the discharge outlet in the valve
casing, and (2) to bring it to positions in which it cuts
off communication between said first valve casing port
and the discharge outlet of the valve casing and estab-
lishes communication through said first valve casing port
said first delivery chamber port, said delivery chamber
and successively through said second delivery chamber
ports to said second valve casing port, whereby air from
an external source may be passed through said main
casmg outlet for reverse-flow cleaning of said filter me-
dium.

3,097,939

n C.W SfR'NG CLIP BAG HANGER

FUed May 4, 1960, Ser. No. 26,760
4 Claims. (CI. 55—378)

1. Filtering apparatus having a filter through which
dust-laden gases are adapted to pass, a support for one
end of said filter, a resilient clip for clasping said end of
the filter to the support, said clip comprising a single
piece of resilient material including a first part clasping
said end of the filter to one side of said support, said first
part having a free end turned inwardly providing a flange
which engages said end of the fil er and clasps it to one
aide of said support, a second part clasping said end of

792 0.0.—iS

1. A process for cooling and cleaning an impurity-con-
taining gas comprising the steps of providing a first heat
exchange zone having first and second thermally asso-
ciated passageways and a second heat exchange zone hav-
ing third and fourth thermally associated passageways;
providing an impurity-containing feed gas at the lower
end of said first passageway for upward flow therethrough
to the top end of such passageway; providing a first refrig-
erant fluid for flow through said second passageway cool-
ing said impurity-containing feed gas by heat exchange
with said first refrigerant during said upward flow to a
temperature between the liquefaction and snow points of
said impurity thereby condensing the impurity as a liquid
on the walls of said first passageway; draining the con-
densed impurity from the first passageway lower end- dis-
charging the impurity^epleted feed gas from said top end
of said first passageway and directing the gas to the lower
end of said third passageway for upward flow therethrough
to the top end of such passageway; providing a second
refrigerant fluid for flow through said fourth passageway
in said second heat exchange zone; further cooling said
impurity-depleted feed gas by heat exchange with said
second refngerant during said upward flow to a tempera-
ture below the snow point of said impurity thereby de-
positing the frozen impurity on the walls of said third
passageway; discharging an impurity-further depleted
product gas from the top end of said third passageway
terminating the flow of said impurity-depleted feed gas to
said third passageway and the flow of said second refrig-
erant to said fourth passageway; warming said third pas-
sageway sufficiently to melt said frozen impurity; drain-
ing the melted impurity from the third passageway lower
end and flowing such liquid impurity in heat exchange
relation with said impurity-containing feed gas in said
first passageway thereby effecting cooling of such feed gasand evaporation of the impurity.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GAS PLATING
OF METAL ON GLASS FIBERS

Hury A. Tcwfanln, Ir^ Daytao, Ohio, Milfni. by tmtam
% <«. to Vnkm CarMdc Cwyoilioa, New York.

N.Yt corporafioa of New York
FBcd Jnc 21, 1952, Str. No. 2H,T74

24ClafaM. (a. 65—3)

^5-1

1. In a method of producing metal sheathed glass fila-

ments the steps of continuously drawing molten glass
into the form of a plurality of filaments, subjecting said
filaments while in the drawing condition and at a tem-
perature in the range of decomposition of a gaseous heat
decomposable metal-bearing compound, and continu-
ously drawing the filaments thus heated to said tempera-
ture range and simulaneously contacting the same with
a non-oxidizing atmosphere of a heat decomposable
metal-bearing compound to effect deposition of metal on
said glass filaments.

12. In combination, pot means for holding a body of
molten glass, means to draw glass filaments from a body
of molten glass in said pot means, means to beat said
glass in said pot means to retain said body molten, gas
plating means supported below said poC means for the
metal plating of filaments drawn from said pot means, said
plating means comprising an outer double walled shell

surrounding an inner spacing of the shell and having
spaced plates defining the end limits of the spacing, said
plates and inner wall of the shell forming a passageway
therebetween for said filaments, said shell having there-
into inlet and outlet conduits and also having in the in-
terior wall thereof apertures communicating with the
spacing and with the conduits for the p^waff of plating

gases inwardly and outwardly of the spacing.

3,097,942
PROCESS FOR DRAWING GLASS SHEET

Robert A. JaoMs, Dccatv, DL, Mi Cecil R. Ward,
wick. Pa.,—i^anis to Pii<ib«|h Plato Gb
Alkghoay Conty, Pa., a coryovalioa of _ —

Filed Nov. 3, 195t, Sot. No. 771,393
4ClalaM. (a. iS—15)

1. A process of drawing sb«et glass upwardly from
a molten bath through a cooled drawing chamber lo-

cated above said bath, »
said drawing chamber being provided with coolers in

a lower region thereof disposed above the bath on
opposed side surfaces of the sheet, which coolers ex-
tend in the direction of the draw of the sheet and

wherein said sheet ot glass is withdrawn throu^ ai^
opening in the drawing chamber through which gas
enters the chamber and flows toward cool regions
therein

and gas flows longitudinally along the side surfaces
of said sheet in the direction of the draw to leave said
chamber through said opening therein and wherein

ambient gas currents containing said gas en.ering said
chamber through said opening exist in the drawing
chamber

which currents produce wave in the drawn sheet,
the improvement which comprises;

forming a stream erf hot gas on each side of the sheet
in a lower region of said chamber at a location above
the molten bath and spaced from each side surface
of said sheet,

establishing a velocity of each said hot gas streams
sufficient to carry said gas into an upper region of
said chamber and directing said streams upwardly

in a direction which is offset horizontally away from
said sheet with req>ect to the edges of said opening
while permitting flow of gas longitudinally along the
sides of said sheet in the direction of the draw
through said chamber, and the opening therein, past
said gas entering said chamber, ttnd

esUiblishing a path of flow <rf each said hot gas streams
in a direction extending toward a location in the
uppermost region of said chamber where said gas
enters said opening which flow diverts the ambient
gas currents to regions remote and laterally q)aced
from the sides of said sheet whereby the wave in
said sheet is materially reduced.

3,997,943
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING MULTIPLE GLASS

SHEET GLAZING UNITS
Hairy N. Dean, Waterrlllc ami A»crt W. Obon, Toledo,

Ohio, BMlgB oi B to I fcbry-OwMs Ford GIm
~

Toledo, Ohio, a corpontioa of OUo
Filed Mar. It, 19M, Scr. No. 15^52

ISCIabM. (0.65—152)

1. In apparatus for |H-oducing all-glass multiple sheet
glazing units, a preheating section including a preheating
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tunnel, means for supporting pairs of glass sheets in ver-
tically disposed face-to-face relation in said preheating
tunnel, means for moving said supporting means and the
pairs of glass sheets through the preheating tunnel in a
direction normal to their surfaces, a sealing section ex-
tending transversely of the prehea.ing section and in-
cluding a sealing chamber in open communication with
the exit end of the preheating tunnel and having a seal-
ing station therein, means in the sealing sution for sealing
the edge portions of the glass sheets to one another to
form a sealed glazing unit, means for supporting a pair
of glass sheets in vertically disposed spaced face-to-face
relation in the sealing chamber, means for moving said
support means and pair of glass sheets carried thereby in
an edgewise direction forwardly and rcarwardly through
the sealing station to seal ihe marginal edge portions of
the sheets together, means for rotating the sheets at the
end of each rearward movement to present another side
of the sheets in position for sealing upon forward move-
ment thereof through the sealing sution, an annealing
section arranged substantially parallel with the preheat-
ing section and including an annealing tunnel in open
communication at the entry end thereof with the sealing
chamber, and means for receiving the glazing units from
the support means in the sealing chamber and conveying
them in a vertical position through said annealing tunnel
in a direction normal to their surfaces.
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3 097 944
EDIBLE LOW CALORIE COMPOSITION AND

o U-. ».
.PROCESS OF PRODUCTION

i!^L' ^i"^ G«neva. SwItMrland, asrignor to Dr. A.
W«nde^^^^.A., Bern, Switzerland, corpontioa of

rir!mPl!r!5: ^"^ ^^' ^*' ^^' Ser. No. 55,844Claims priority, application Switzerland Sept. It 1959
19 Claims. (CI. 99—1)

1. A strfid edible composition of matter having a low
calorie content which comprises, a polysaccharide which
IS incapable of yielding an assimilable sugar during di-
gcsuon after ingestion by humans having dispersed there-
through between about 2 and 15 percent by weight of a
protein which has been converted in situ to an insoluble
form by heat and said polysaccharide being held by a net
of said protein extending throughout said polysaccharide
and said protein having amine groups thereof reacted with'
sugar moieties of said polysaccharide to form insoluble
macromolecules of the polysaccharide-protein composi-
tion.

'^

3,097,944

HERBICIDAL METHOD
lofan A. RIddell and BogUav von Scfamelliig, both of
Hamden, Conn., assignors to UnitMi States Robber
Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Oct 12, 1961, Ser. No. 144,576
12 Claims. (CI. 71—2.5)

1. The method of controlling weeds in soil which com-
prises treating the soil before emergence of weeds with a
herbicidal amount of a chemical selected from the group
consisting of N-phenylitaconimide, N-(methylphenyl)ita-
conimides, N-(dimethylphenyI)itaconimides, N-(meth-
oxyphenyl)itaconimides and N - (chlorophenyl)itacon-
imides.

3,097,947
NUTRITIONAL COMPOSITION AND PROCESS
xr*i ?^"'*^ Kemmerer, Evansvllle, Ind., assignor to

t'iro/tei* '^""'"^' ^^•^•"•' "^-^ • «*««"-

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,456
40 Claims. (CL 99—63)

1. A nutritional composition comprising, on a dry
weight basis, mUk solids and containing from 52% to
81% nonfat milk solids, from 1% to 4% milk fat, from
6% to 18% soy flour and from 4% to 12% of a sugar
selected from the group consisting of sucrose, maltose
dextrose and fructose.

3,097,945
PROCESS OF AGGLOMERATING FINES OF MATE-
RIALS CONTAINING IRON OF WHICH A POR-TION HAS BEEN COMPLETELY REDUCED

^SfL ***"* ^'**"*' Marcel Paris, Pont-a-Moosson, and
Eugene Marie Bnrstlein, Mendon, France, assignors to

S?S!^*•o**^'****^**•»"' Nancy, France, and

SJA^^w!?**^ <**^ * Vallorisatlon des Com-
bostibles, Mfaicrais c< aatres Maticrcs Minerales, Paris,
France, both French bodies corporate
No Drawing. FUcd Nov. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 149,840
Claims priority, application France Feb. 7, 1959

2 Cbilms. (a. 75—3)
1. Process of agglomerating finely divided products

containing iron, said process comprising the following
successive steps: completely reducing an auxiliary charge
compnsing a product in the divided state substantially
constituted by iron oxidized at least superficially so that
after said reduction all the oxidized portions of the aux-
ilary charge are entirely de-oxidized; crushing the com-
pletely reduced auxUiary charge into fine particles; add-mg pulverulent sodium chloride to the crushed and re-
duced auxiliary charge, mixing and stirring the finely
divided products to be agglomerated with the auxiliary
charge added to the sodium chloride and with water, so
as to obtain a homogeneous mixture, moulding under
pressure said mixture in the form of agglomerates and
drying said agglomerates in air.

3,097,948
PROCESS OF MILLING WHEAT WITH THE

ir . u. , .^P ^^ CHLORENE DIOXIDE
KyulchI Ishikawa, 440 3-cbomc Sinmachi, Setagayaku.

Tokyo City. J.p«,
"«>"".

FUed May 31, 1961, Ser. No. 113,858

, __ ^4 Claims. (CI. 99—80)
I. Iiie method of conditioning tempered wheat to

facilitate the separation of its skin from its endosperm
which comprises the steps of adding water and chlorine
dioxide to the tempered wheat, the weight of said water
being about 2-3% of that of said tempered wheat and
said chlorine dioxide amounting to from 2 to 15 parts
per million in terms of the weight of said wheat, main-
taining said wheat in contact with said water and chlorine
dioxide for from 1 to 2 minutes, thereby causing said

m t«i**
P«"«'"^«= said skin until its water content is

i^l> .k^'"k.''
'''^" '^^' °^ ^'^ endosperm, so as to

t'^n h ,u* '"J-^""^
**'°'''''^ *° penetrate, soften and

toughen the skin, and milling said wheat while said skin
remains in said softened and toughened condition

?MSto2?K45 SODIUM ALUMINUM ORTHO-
???1SJA7?T-?I^S^'^'^ PRODUCre AND W/lI

D 155'ff^^^?^^ FRACTIONS THEREOF
Robert M. Lauck, Vmik Forest, Reginald E. Vanstrom.Crete and James W. Tucker, Parit Forest, III., i^JS
^^^Z ^f^ Company, New York, N^.,^
corporation of Delaware
No Drawfaig. Filed Jaly 9, 1962, Ser. No. 208,571

1 A ^ 2 Claims. (CI. 99—115)
1. A spdium aluminum phosphate reaction product

composition prepared by exothermically reacting under
agitation a compound selected from the group consisting
of aluminum oxide, aluminum hydroxide, sodium alumi
nate. and mixtures thereof, and a compound selectedfrom the group consisUng of sodium hydroxide, sodium
carbonate, and mixtures thereof, with orthophosphoric
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acid, the proportions being selected to furnish between
6 and 15 gram atoms of sodium and between 1.5 and
4.5 gram atoms of aluminum for each 8 gram atoms
of phosphorus; removing ahy excess water from the re-
action mixture and recovering the dried particulate so-
dium aluminum phosphate reaction product composition.
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reduce the size of said particles to colloidal size and to
separate therefrom associated impurities, and removing
the separated impurities from the resulting colloidal sus-
pension of substantially pure sodium chloride particles.

3,097,950

CHEESE PRODUCT
Peter F. Noznick and Edwin A. Bernardoni, Chicago,

III., assignors to Beatrice Foods Co., Chicago, HI., a cor-
poration of Debware
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 19,195

11 CUIms. (CI. 99—116)
I. A process comprising mixing broken cheese with

heated water and disodium sulfate as a water soluble
edible emulsifier, and continuing the heating until an
emulsion of the cheestf^,is formed in the aqueous emulsi-
fier solution.

3,097,953
SORBITOL TREATMENT OF POULTRY

Thomas William Humphreys, PUilnllcId, NJ., assignor toMerck A Co., inc., Rahway, NJ., a corporation of New
Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 786,691

1 Claim. (CI. 99—194)
The method of preserving a dressed poultry carcass

member, which comprises pre-cooling the carcass member
by mamtaming it immersed in ice water for a time suffi-
cient to cool it to about freezing temperature, dipping the
resulting pre-cooled carcass member in an aqueous solu-
tion containing about 10% to about 50%, by weight of
sorbitol, in order to apply the sorbitol to the skin of'the
carcass member, whereby susceptibility of the poultry to
freezer burn is reduced, and thereafter freezing the carcass
member.

3,097,951

PROCESS OF MAKING GELLED CONFECTIONS
Joseph E. Greninger, Hillsdale, and Robert A.. Lewis, Old

Tappan, NJ., anignors to Henry Heide, Incorporated,New Brunswick, NJ., a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 9,203

4 Cbiims. (CI. 99—134)
1

.
The method of producing a starch base candy which

comprises, forming in a kettle capable of withstanding in
Its closed condition relatively high internal pressures, a
large batch of an aqueous slurry composed of starch and
sugar, tightly closing the kettle against substantial loss of
the ingredients of the batch during the cooking step, then
while maintaining the closed kettle static with the batch of
slurry held therein as a unitary solid candy mass, heating
such mass through the enclosing wall of the kettle from
that side of the mass which is in contact with the inner
surface of such wall, by subjecting the exterior side of
such wall to steam of relatively high pressure until the
mass rises to a given temperature within the range of
from 240° to 300° F. and there is produced within the
closed kettle a given internal pressure within the range
of from 10 to 50 p.s.i.. reducing the high external steam
pressure to such extent that the temperature of the steam
is capable of itiaintaining the candy mass at such given in-
ternal pressure and temperature for a prolonged period
and then cooking the candy mass by maintaining it at
such given internal pressure and temperature for a period
of from 5 to 30 minutes and until the starch in the mass
has been fully gelatinized, then while maintaining the
gelatinized candy mass in the stationary closed kettle,
cooling the mass by applying a coolant to the exterior side
of sajd enclosing wall of the kettle until such mass has
cooled to the desired temperature for removal from the
keUle. and then removing the cooked candy mass from the
kettle.

PHOSPHATIC WASTE MATERIALS FOR PRODUC-TION OF CERAMIC WARES
Lorenzo Robert Whitaker, R.F.D. 3, U.S. Highway 1.

^, ^ Columbia, S.C.
'

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 64,983
. 4 Cbims. (CI. 106—39)

1. A mix for kiln producUoo of ceramic products
which consists essentially of from 25% to 75% by weight
of phosphate slime and the balance 25% to 75% by
weight of phosphate overburden, said mix having a
chemical analysis which approximates: phosphate 26%
iUumma 24%, iron oxide 4%, lime 8%, silica 15%, and

'

the balance combined water.

3,097,955

nu.„ ..
CEMENT PRODUCT

C^mliV S^' « ''*^**' ?"'•.' •**«"»' *° American

of DellwarT*" '
Angel.., Calif., a corporatioa

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,217
6 Cbiims. (a. 106—95)

I. A cement product consisting essentially of a hydrau-
lic cement, water, from about 0.02% to about 13% by
weight of the cement of an oleaginous substance selected
Irom the group consisting of fatty acids and fats and oils
convertible by hydrolysis to fatty acids, and from about002% to about 0.13% by weight of the cement of ano eophihc petroleum sulfonate, the combined amount of
oleaginous subsUnce and oleophilic petroleum sulfonate
varying in the range from about 0.05% to about 25%
by weight of the cement.

3,097,952

PROCESS FOR PURIFYING SALT AND
PRODUCT THEREOF

George E. Bresctte, Haverford, Pa., assignor of one-half
to Paulhie Lobb Parrisli, Devon, Pa.

No Drawhig. Filed Feb. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 88,010
7 Cbiims. (CI. 99—143)

1. A method for purifying sodium chloride which com-
prises forcing an aqueous slurry of impure sodium chlo-
ride particles under pressure through a small orifice at
high velocity and impac.ing the stream emerging from said
orifice against a surface in a zone of reduced pressure to

3,097,956
CYANOETHYLATED CELLULOSE SOLUTIONS

^^K^'^t ^' ??"«*«"» D«»ri«n, ""d Nort»ert M. Bikales,Stamford, Conn aarignors to American CyananSdCompany New Yorit, N.Y^ . conwnition of ffiT^No Drawing. Filed Noy. 7. 196rSer. No. ^T^S*
5 Cbiims. (CI. 106—169)

5. ^method of preparing a clear uniform sheet ofcyanoe^ylated cellulose containing from about 1^5 toalH>ut 13 weight percent of nitrogen and having at least
2.3 cyanoethyl groups per anhydroglucose unit which com-pnses. dissolvmg a cyanoethylated cellulose having thedesired nitrogen content to a clear solution in acetonitrUe
said solution having a dissolved cyanoethylated cellulose'
content of at least ten weight percent; casting a fUm of
resultant so ution on a suitable surface and removing sub-
stantially all the acetonitrile from said film
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3,097,957
COATING COMPOSITION WITH BLOCKED

ALCOHOLATES THEREIN
Obcr C. Slotlerbcck, Rahway, and John F. McKay, de-

ceased, bte of Cranford, NJ., by C. Winifred McKay,
administratrix, Cranford, NJ., assignors to Esso Re-
search and Engineerhig Company, a corporation of Del-
aware
No Drawing. Filed June 18, 1959, Ser. No. 821,100

7 Claims. (CI. 106—285)
I. A composition of matter consisting essentially of:

(1) 100 parts of a liquid polymer selected from the
class consisting of poly C4 to Cg conjugated diole-

fins and the copolymers of to 25 wt. percent of
styrene with said diolefins; which have been reacted
with

(2) 0.01 to 2.5 parts of an anhydride*oif an unsatu-
rated carboxylic acid selected from the class con-
sisting of maleic anhydride, chloromaleic anhydride,
and citraconic anhydride;

(3) 1 to 10 parts of a blocked metal alcoholate which
has the formula:

o n

ICiH;—0-Al-(0-C-C-C4Hi)i

CiH,

3,097,958
FLUIDIZED COATING MACHINE

John M. Morris, Louisville, Ky., assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to Chain Belt Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a
corporation of Wisconsin

Filed June 10, 1958, Ser. No. 741,179
9 Claims. (CL 117—20)

contact with selected edges of the metal pieces and heat-
treating the deposited hard-surfacing metallic mate-
rial whereby the hard-surfacing metallic material is fused
and bonded to the selected edges and reduced in volume,
the improvement which comprises inserting spacers be-
tween adjacent metal pieces prior to the deposition of
the hard-surfacing metallic powder thereon, said spacers

ill i i ^ r \ r4 1

'TtrliA l,^ \\ r4

i/^./,.f.i.fi^.^i,;:Xr,.i jy.'A. ^.
•I t J I

being adhesion-resistant to the hard-surfacing material
and extending beyond the selected edges of the metal
pieces and into the subsequently deposited hard surfacing
metallic powder to the extent that, as a result of heat
treatment of the deposited hard surfacing metallic mate-
rial and the consequent reduction in volume thereof, said
hard surfacing metallic material is cut through by the
spacers.

3,097,960
PROCESS FOR IMPROVING THE CROCKING AND
COLOR-FASTNESS OF PIGMENT-PRINTED FI-
BROUS SHEETS BY IRRADIATION

Elliott J. Lawton, Schenectady, N.Y., and Howard C.
Woodruff, Coral Gables, Fla., assignors to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed May 28, 1956, Ser. No. 587,880
11 Cbums. (CL 117—38)

8. A method of coating tacky relatively coarse par-
ticles of material with a fine powdery material capable of
adhering to the tacky particles comprising the steps of
fluidizing a bed of the fine powdery material in a con-
tainer having an ascending ramp, introducing the tacky
coarse particles into the bed of fine powdery material in
the container, vibrating the container along a path at an
amplitude and frequency to intermix the coarse and fine

materials to coat the coarse material and to convey the
coarse particles through the bed and up the ascending
ramp, and separating the coated coarse particles from
loose fine material arriving at the upper end of the
ascending ramp.

3,097,959
METHOD FOR HARD-SURFACING METAL EDGES
Nell J. Zacbman, Wlllowdale, Ontario, Canada, assignor

to Union Carbkie Canada Limited, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

FUed Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 154,612
2 Chdms. (CI. 117—22)

1. In a process for providing an adherent hard-surface
on metal edges by stacking together a plurality of metal
pieces, depositing a hard-surface metallic powder in

1. The process fojr improving the crocking and color-
fastness properties of pigment-printed surfaces of fibrous
sheet material in which the pigmented printing compo-
sition comprises, by weight, from 1 to 6 parts of a pig-
ment, from 40 to 70 parts of a resinous carrying agent,
and from 10 to 40 parts of a binder for the pigment con-
vertible by high energy electrons to a higher molecular
weight composition, the said resinous carrying agent be-
ing selected from the class consisting of saturated alkyd
resins, oil-modified saturated alkyd resins, ethyl cellu-
lose, cellulose aceUte. cellulose acetobutyrate, oil-modi-
fied phenol-formaldehyde resins, urea-formaldehyde res-

ins, butyrated urea-formaldehyde resins, melamine-form-
aldehyde resins, and aniline-formaldehyde resins, the
said binder being selected from the class consisting of
styrene, vinyl toluene, ethyl acrylate, n-butyl acrylate,
ethylene glycol dimethacrylate, tetraethylene glycol di-
methacrylate, tetraethylene glycol diacrylate, acrylonitrile,
diethylene glycol maleate, diethylene glycol maleate
adipate. mixtures of unsaturated alkyd resins with other
copolymerizable monomers, homopolymers of butadiene.
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homopolymers of chlorobutadiene, copolymers of buta-

diene- 1,3 and styrene, copolymers of butadiene- 1,3 and

vinyl toluene, copolymers of butadiene- 1,3 and acryloni-

trile. natural rubber, and mixtures of the aforesaid

binders, which process comprises ( 1 ) carrying out the

pigment printing on the aforesaid sheet material em-
ploying the above-described pigmented printing compo-
sition in the form of an aqueous suspension, (2) drying

the aforesaid sheet material and (3) thereafter irradiat-

ing the pigment-printed surface with high energy elec-

trons with an irradiation dose of at least 1x10* R. while

said sheet material is being passed through the electrons,

the said high energy electrons being allowed to impinge
on the sheet material to convert the above-mentioned

binder to a higher molecular weight composition.

3,097,961
PLASTIC COATING OF GLASS OBJECTS

Cbndc Dupcrricz, Sucy-en-Brlc, France, anignor to Ck
dc Saint-Gobain, Paris, France

FUcd Sept. 28, 1959, Scr. No. 844,603
Claims priority, appilcatioD France Sept. 26, 1958

3 Claims. (CI. 117—54)

i i P •-•.
•

\ ^
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1. A process of coating a glass object with a layer of

vinyl plastisol which comprises preparing a bath of vinyl

plastisol, heating the obje^ at about 130-180° C, im-
mersing the object in the bath, withdrawing it from the

bath before its heat reserve has been exhausted and while

its temperature is still above the setting temperature of
the resin and while this temperature is at least sufficient

to set the outer surface of the layer deposited on its ex-

ternal surface, heating the resinous layer at a hardening
temperature from about 350 to about 400* C, ending the

heating before deterioration of the coating, and cooling

the object to room temperature.

3,097,962
GAS PLATING METAL ON FIBERS FOR

ANTISTATIC PURPOSES
John R. Whitacre, Dayton, and Jack J. Bnlloff, ColnmbiM,

Ohio, aasignon to Union Carbide Corporatioo, New
Yori^ N.V;

No Drawing. Original application Ang. 17, 1954, Scr.
No. 450,539. Divided and this application Feb. 23,
1960, Scr. No. 10,051

2 Claims. (CL 117—107)
1. A method of treating natural and organic synthetic

fiber material which has a tendency to accumulate static

electrical charges to substantially eliminate this tendency,
said method comprising gas plating a coating of metal
onto the surface of said fiber material and which con-
sists of a continuous film of an electrical conducting
metal, said metal being deposited onto the surface of said
fiber material by bringing said metal in the form of a
heat decomposable metal compound in contact with said

fiber material while heated to a temperature to cause de-
composition of said metal compound and deposition of
the metal onto said fiber material, to form a continuous
molecular film of the metal of a thickness which is on
the order of 0.0000001 of an inch, said metal being se-

lected from the group consisting of nickel and chromium.

3.t97,M3
SIZED GLASS FIBERS AND COMPOSITION

Remus F. CaroielU and Alfred Manocchi, Cumberland,
R.I., assignors to Owcns-Coraing Flbcrglas Corpora-
tion, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUcd Mar. 30, 1959, Scr. No. 802,601

21 Claims. (CL 117—126)
1. Glass fibers and fabrics formed thereof and a size

on the glass fiber surfaces having, as an essential ingre-

dient, the reaction product of an imidazoline having a long
chain fatty acid group in which the long chain fatty acid

group contains at least 5 carbon atoms and an unsaturated

polyester resin former in an unciired stage.

3,097,964
DIELECTRIC RECORDING MEDIUM

Philip A. StowcU, Bcrwyn, Pa^ aasiipior to Buironghs
Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

Filed June 30, 1959, Scr. No. 824,010
11 Clidmfc (CL 117—155)

BILICVMC rui

2. A dielectric recording medium comprising a flexible

absorbent base sheet which has on one iide a substantially

continuous electric-charge-retentive coating of non-hygro-
scopic dielectric material, said coating having partially

embedded therein discrete sharp particles of average size

of the order of less than a micron of a second electric-

charge-retentive dielectric resin material and being physi-

cally harder than the material of said coating.

3,097,965
CONDUCTIVE WIRE COATING ALLOYS, WIRES
COATED THEREWITH AND PROCESS FOR IM-
PROVING SOLDERABILITY THEREFOR

Richard A. Wilkins, R.D. 2, Hlnman Road,
Trenton, N.Y.

FUcd June 27, 1961, Scr. No. 127,295
4 Claims. (CI. 117—231)

1. A coated copper or copper-base-composition con-
ductor wire possessing superior solderability and reduced
susceptibility to deterioration under insulative processing
heating and wherein the coating of the wire is a tin-base

alloy consisting of 0.01% to 1.0% indium, from 1% to

7% of copper, and the balance tin substantially free of
impurities save for permissible fractional percentage
quantities ct metals <rf the group comprising silver, zinc
and cadmium.
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3,097,966
PORTABLE STAND-UP TYPE BATHROOM SCALE
Mike A. Provi, Rockford, lU., assignor to The Breariey
Company, Rockford, ID., a corporation of IlUnois

FUcd May 20, 1960, Scr. No. 30,525
6 Claims. (CL 177—239)

1. A portable bathroom scale c<xnprising a supporting
base of generally rectangular form, a generally rectangular
platform connected in assembled relation to the base but
supported on and movable downwardly with respect there-
to in a weighing operation, when the base and platform
are horizontally disposed for use in weighing with the

base resting on a floor, said scale being constructed to be
adapted for use only in horizontal position resting on a
floor and to permit its being stood on end on the floor,

and a horizontal auxiliary base plate of generally rectan-
gular form whose long dimension is approximately the
same length as the width of said scale base and platform,
said plate being hingedly connected on a horizontal axis

on its one longitudinal edge portion with the bottom
of said base on one end, whereby said scale is swingable
upwardly from its horizontal operative position into up-
right position over said plate to rest thereon when not in

use, the scale being swingable in the opposite direction

relative to said plate to rest on the floor in horizontal posi-

tion for use.

3,097,967
APPARATUS FOR COATING COMESTIBLES

Edward W. Fries, Baltimore, Md., and Harold B. Kauf-
man, Jr., New York, N.Y., assignors to DCA Food
Industries Inc^ a corporation of New York

FUed May 16, 1961, Scr. No. 110,409
11 Claims. (CL 118—19)

Ka

10. A comestible coating apparatus comprising a longi-

tudinally extending forwardly downwardly inclined bar-

rel, means supporting said barrel for rotation about its

longitudinal axis, a plurality of tunnel members located

in said barrel about said longitudinal axis and rotatable

with said barrel and extending along the length thereof

and having trailing end openings, a tubular feed member
projecting coaxially rearwardly from and rotating with
said barrel, the leading edge of said feed member ex-
tending across said trailing end openings of said tunnel
members, walls closing the portions of said tunnel mem-
ber trailing end opening disposed radially outwardly of
said feed member, and a discharge bucket projecting for-
wardly of and communicating with each of said tunnel
members and having openings therein directed radially
outwardly relative to said barrel member longitudinal
axis.

3,097,968
COATING APPLYING APPARATUS

Charies Frederick Schaefer, 94 Botsford Place,
TrumbnU, Conn.

FUed Nov. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 71,713
9 Claims. (CL 11»—259)

1. In an apparatus for applying a liquid adhesive coat-
ing substance to sheet or slab material; the combination
of a coating roller and a coating control roller of the
same length and mounted rotatably side-by-side with
their axes extending horizontally and being spaced apart
so as to substantially establish rolling contact therebe-
tween along a horizontal line, end plates at the opposite
ends of said rollers and extending above said line of roll-
ing contact, at least one of said en^ plates having an over-
flow opening therein with the-^ttom of said overflow
opening at a level above said line of rolling contact, a
generally U-shaped sealing element having a substan-
tial thickness and being secured to the inner surface of
each of said end plates, means acting on said end plates to
cause the sealing elements of the latter to slidably bear
against the adjacent ends of said rollers, each of said
sealing elements having an inner periphery that extends
across the adjacent end of said line of rolling contact and
then upwardly across said adjacent ends of the rollers
at the opposite sides of said line of rolling contact there-
by defining an upwardly opening recess between said
inner surface of the adjacent end plate and the adjacent
ends of the rollers so that, when liquid adhesive coating
substance is supplied to the space between said rollers
above said line of rolling contact, the liquid coating sub-
stance circulates in each recess to prevent hardening of
the coating substance on said ends of the rollers and said
end plates and sealing elements effectively contain the sup-
ply of liquid adhesive coating substance at the ends of
said rollers.

3,097,969
STARCH PRODUCT

Gcrtnidc A. RoscellL Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Na-
tional Industrial Products Company, Columbus, Ohio

Filed Feb. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 7,823
9 Claims. (O. 127—33)

2. A process of producing an extra thick paste high vis-
cosity stabilized starch which comprises

:

fcMming a starch slurry;

\
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mixing with such starch slurry up to 0.5% of citric

acid based upon th; dry weight of the starch;

maintaining the mixture as a starch citric acid slurry

I , J
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at a temperature of from 117* F. to 122° F. for a

period of from 3 to 16 hours;

filtering, and
drying.

3,097,970
METHOD OF CLARIFYING CANE SUGAR JUICE

Joan Delfin, AlTarado, Veracruz, Mexico, assigiior to Dow
Coming Corporation, Midland, Mkh., a corporation of

Michigan
No Drawing. Filed Dec 8, 1960, Scr. No. 74,459

5 Claims. (CL 127—48)
1. In the clarification of aqueous cane sugar juice

solutions the improvement consisting of adding to said

solution at least 0.5 part by weight fluid organosiloxane

polymer per million parts by weight of solution.

3,097,971
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR SUPPORTING

OR GUIDING STRIP MATERIAL
Samuel Skipton Carlisle and Gencfer Margaret Boxall,

London, England, assignors to The British Iron and
Steel Research Association, London, England

Filed Not. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 68,226
15 Claims. (CL 134—15)

1. A method of supporting an article which comprises
introducing a supply of pressurized fluid through a sur-

face, across which the article is caused to travel, to flow
between the surface and the article whereby the article

is maintained out of contact with the surface, the fluid

being supplied at least in jets originating at the periphery

of said surface and angled inwardly relative to the nor-

mal between said surface and the path of the article

thereacross.

3,097,972
DI-PHASE PICKLING PROCESS

Anders Lennart Frcdriit Hydte, Farsta, Sweden, assignor
to Akticbolaget Atomencfgi, Stockholm, Sweden, a
company of Sweden

Filed Sept 26, 1960, Scr. No. 58,223
Claims priority, application Sweden Oct 19, 1959

2 Claims. (CL 134—28)

• c
I

I
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1. A method of pickling objects of zirconium and
zirconium alloys which comprises establishing a stratified

bath consisting of a heavier bottom layer of an aqueous
solution of nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid, a lighter top
layer of water and a boundary layer of a mixture of the

liquids of said top and bottom layers, the liquids of said

layers being miscible with each other in all proportions,
supplying water to said top layer adjacent to the upper
surface thereof and withdrawing water mixed with said

aqueous solution from said top layer at a point adjacent
to said boundary layer, and moving said objects from said

bottom layer through said boundary layer into said tc^
layer.

3,097,973
PROTECTIVELY CONTAINED SENSING

APPARATUS
Emil S. Wieszeck, Box 175, Salem, N.H.
Filed May 23, 1960, Scr. No. 30,793

7 Claims. (CL 136—4)

1 . A temperature-measuring device for a saJt bath, and
the like, comprising:

(A) an outer tubular element having generally an

L shape and defined by
( 1 ) a hot leg portion adapted to be generally

vertically disposed, and
(2) a cold leg portion adapted to be generally hori-

zontally disposed, thereby defining substantially

a right angle, with said leg portions being united

by a generally elliptically-shaped weld,

(B) an inner tubular element concentrically disposed

within said hot leg portion to provide an annular
space therebetween,

(C) means closing the lower end of said hot leg por-
tion and the lower end of said inner tubular ele-

ment,

(D) a centrally apertured elliptical-shaped plate ex-

tending between the upper end of said inner tubular
element and the weld junction between said hot and
cold leg portions and weldably secured therebetween,
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said plate, with said closing means, defining a sealed
chamber between said inner tubular element and said
hot leg portion,

(E) a pressure fluid in said chamber, and
(F) generally L-shaped thermocouple means in said
mner tubular element extending past said junction
and within said cold leg, said thermocouple means
bemg equipped with cold end connecUon means
adjacent the end of said cold leg portion opposite
the end thereof welded to said hot leg portion

737

plurality of closely spaced capillaries, connecting said
capillaries to a reservoir of a molten material capable ofchanging the conductivity of a semiconductor body posi-
tioning a semiconductor body within one capillary 'diam-
e er of said plurality of capillaries, passing a wire through
at least one of said capillaries, exerting pressure on saidmolten material to force said material through at leastone of said capillaries into contact with said semi-
conductor body and said lead wire and thereby dissolving
the contacted porUon of said semiconductor body in said

3,097,974
FUEL CELL ELECTRODE

u*n o ^'^*«y» Morton, and Harold Shalit Drexel
«»u. Pa., assignon to Air Products and Chemicals. Inca corporation of Delaware

—*-«», »««..,

No Drawing. FUed Nov. 7, 1960, Scr. No. 67,521
15 Claims. (CI. 13^-120)

J. ine method for making a catalytic fuel cell which
comprises the steps of: forming a water solution of a
noble metal compound selected from the group consisting
of palladium chloride and chloroplatinic acid the metal
he component thereof being present in the 'amount re-
quired in the finished electrode; combining with said solu-
Uon a quanuty of high surface area, acUvated carbon
powder finer than 200 mesh so as to form a slurry ad-
mixing the slurry-forming components for a time suffi-
cient to effect maximum adsorption of said noble metal
compound on said activated carbon; removing excess
hquid from said slurry and further drying the activated
carbon containing adsorbed noble metal compound; form-mg a suspension of said activated carbon containing ad-
sorbed noble metal; introducing said suspension by dep-
osition mto the pores of a thin porous electrode matrix
havmg an average pore diameter substiintially greater
than the particle size range of said activated carbon pow-
der; and drying said matrix.

materia
, crystallizmg the liquid phase consisting of said

material and said dissolved semiconductor body with
said wire in contact with said crystallizing liquid, main-
tainmg said capillaries in position until the alloy contacts
are solidified so as to prevent spreading of the contacts
breaking off the column of molten material after wet-
ting of said semiconductor body to leave an empty spacebetween the column and the alloyed materials, andWhereby in an integrated process a conductivity junction
is produced with a wire secured thereto

3,097,975

f ^ SF'^^^ATOR FOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES
Lute Horuj^ Hagen, Westphalia, and Fritz PhUipp, Hagcn-

tlaspc, Germany, assignors to Varta Aktiengescllschaft
a corporation of Germany

FUed May 17, 1960, Scr. No. 29,635
2 Claims. (Cl. 136—145)

3,097,977
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

James A. Amick and Glenn W. Cullen, Princeton, NJ
sss°.5 D^i:^ ""•""^ °' *™*- "^

FUed June 1, 1961, Ser. No. 114,067
11 Claims. (CL 148—6.14)

1. In a storage battery of the type described, in com-
bination, a separator consisting essentially of a plurality
of superposed sheets consisting of crimped dectrolyte-
resistant polyamide fibers; and an ion-permeable fluid-
impermeable foil interposed between and contacting at
least two of said plurality of sheets.

3,097,976
SEMICONDUCTOR ALLOYING PROCESS

Kurt L«hovec, Williamstown, Mass., assignor to Sprague
Electric Company, North Adams, Mass., a corporation
of Massachusetts

FUed July 6, 1959, Scr. No. 825,181
2 Clafans. (CI. 148—1.5)

1. In a process of producing an alloy junction in a
semiconductor body, and the attachment of a lead wire
in interrelated steps, the steps comprising providing a

792 0.0.—48

1. A method of controlling the surface characteristics
of a crystalline semiconductivc wafer, said wafer consist-
ing of a material selected from the group consisting of
germanium, silicon, and germanium-silicon alloys said
method comprising the steps of halogenating the surface
of said wafer, and then treating said wafer with a reactive
alkylating agent.

3,097,978
METHOD OF COATING ZINC SURFACES

Isaac L.NeweU, 209 Brimfield Road, Wetticrsficld Connand Ernest A. Walcn, 222 Faniington^S; iX^
meadow, Mass.

-««»•, *-wub

No Drawing Filed Ang. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 132,020
4 Cbdms. (CL 148—6.14)

1. In the method of chromate conversion coating zinc
and zinc alloys, the improvement which comprises treat-
ing the chromate containing coating foUowing forma-
Uon thereof with a separate aqueous solution having a
concentration of betwen about 0.0025 and 0.5 gram mole
per liter of a member selected from the group consisting
molybdate ions, tungstate ions, vanadate ions, phosphate
ions and mixtures of the foregoing.
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3,097,97f
MAGNETIC FLUX-GAS SHIELDED METAL

ARC WELDING
Fnuicis E. Auucl, Colollil^ WHHaai B. Sbmnr, Short

Hills, and Frank T. StandHU, Y/tM Onugc, NJ^ as-
signon to Union Carbide Corporatkn, a corpoiatkui of
New York

FUed Dec. 5, 1960, Scr. No. 73,6M
4 Claims. (CL 148—26)

1. A magnetic granular Aux powder for gas shielded

electric arc welding, composed of trace-20 percent man-
ganese dioxide, trace-10 percent magnesium oxide, 10-30
percent rutile, 0-15 percent alumina, 1-10 percent fluo-

ride, 2-20 percent silicon (as ferro-alloy), 2-20 percent
manganese (as ferro-alloy) 5-25 percent ferro-magnetic
material, 2-20 percent potassium titanate, and a binder.

3,097,980
HEAT TREATMENT OF STAINLESS STEEL

John Howard Swarr, Lititz, and Leon A. Hurwitz, Lan-
caster, Pa., assignors to Hamilton Watch Company,
Lancaster, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUcd Aug. 22, 1957, Ser. No. 679,648
6 Claims. (CI. 148—135)

d

nj B a u • v

1. A process for heat treating a series of martensitic

stainless steel parts of slightly varying sizes to bring all

parts to substantially the same' size within specified toler-

ances comprising preparing a record of variation in linear

dimensions of said parts at the completion of the following
recited process as a function of solution beating at differ-

ent temperatures, and carrying out the following steps

which are recited in reverse order: stress relieving all

said parts at substantially the same temperature within

the range of 30O-600' F., chilling all said parts to at least

as low as —100* F., solution heating parts of different

sizes at different temperatures within the range of about
1700-2100° F. which said record indicates will cause di-

mensional changes to bring all said parts within tolerance.

3,097,981
PROPELLANT COMPOSITIONS

James E. Pritchard, BartlcsrUlc, Okla., and Jo L. Reger,
McGregor, Tex., aadgnors to Phillips Petroleom Com-
pany, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUcd Feb. 24, 1955, Scr. No. 490,431

12 Claims. (Q. 149—19)
1. A propellant composition consisting essentially of a

major amount of an inorganic oxidizing salt and a minor
amount of a salt formed by reacting an acid selected

from the group consisting of phosphoric acid, nitric acid,

sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, hydrobromic acid, formic
acid, acetic acid, propionic acid and butyric acid with a
polymer prepared by polymerizing 5 to 25 percent by

weight of an alkyl substituted monovinylpyridine and
95 to 75 percent of a conjugated dienc having 4 to 12 car-
bon atoms, said acid reacting with the polymer to form
the corresponding pyridinium salt.

3,097,982
METHOD OF FABRICATING AIRFOILS

Eugene M. Stoncr, 1707 Tradcwinds Lane, Newport
Beach, Calif.

FUcd June 6, 1960, Scr. No. 34,058
6 Claims. (CI. 156—211)

1. In a method of fabricating a honeycomb core rein-
forced airfoil, the steps of: placing portions of the external
skin of said airfoil in overlying relationship with adjacent
dies incorporating cavities having configurations corre-
spondng to the configuration of opposite sides of said air-
foil; urging said portions of said skin into contact with
the wall of the associated die cavity to cause said portions
to assume the configuration thereof; placing a layer of
honeycomb core material in overlying relationship with
each of said skin portions; disposing the lower surface of
the layer of honeycomb core material in contiguity with
the upper surface of said associated slun portion; securing
the lower surface of said honeycomb core layer to said
associated skin portion; removing portions of the upper
surface of the layer associated with each slun portion to
provide co-planar mating surfaces thereupon; lifting one
of said skin portions and the associated core layer out of
the associated die cavity and routing it into a position
where the planar surface of said core layer engages the
corresponding planar surface of the core layer associated
with said other skin portion; and bonding the adjacent
surfaces of said core layers to each other.

3,097,9S3
AUTOMATIC LABELLING APPARATUS

Donald A. Caulford and Jamca R. Phln, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, assignors to Universal Labelling Machines
Limited, Toronto, Onfario, Canada

FUcd Feb. 9, 1961, Scr. No. 88,209
54 ClaiuM. (CL 156—364)

« « »

1. In automatic labelling apparatus, an elongated base
structure, endless conveyor means mounted upon said
base structure to extend longitudinally thereof, the upper
reach oi said endless conveyor means presenting a gener-
ally horizontal support surface extending in a straight line

path for transporting containers to be labelled to a label-

ling station and to a label-conforming station continuously
and at spaced intervals, means for nwving said conveyor
at a constant velocity, a support formation mounted on
said base structure to overiie said conveyor means and
vertically spaced therefrom, means carried by said support
formation for deposting an adhesive-carrying label on a
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contains being transported on said conveyor means, an
endless belt formation mounted on said support forma-

tion beyond said label-depositing means with reference to

the direction of travel of said conveyor means, means
supporting said endless belt formation for movement in

a vertical plane, the lower reach of said endless belt

formation being arranged to overlie said endless conveyor
means and to extend in substantially parallel relation

thereto, means for moving said endless belt formation

at the same velocity as said endless conveyor means, sup-

port means carried by said endless belt formation for

travel therewith in its endless path, reciprocable means
mounted on said support means to extend beyond same in

a direction away from said endless belt formation, said

reciprocable means having a socket formation at the end
thereof furthest away from said endless belt formation and
having a configuration to register with a selected surface

of a container transported on said endless conveyor means
upon which a label has been deposited, pressure pad
means mounted on said support means at opposite sides

of said reciprocable means and means operable upon dis-

placement of said reciprocable means in a direction to

move said socket formation towards said support means
under registration of said socket formation with such se-

lected surface of a container to move said pressure pad
means into substantial parallelism on opposite sides of

said reciprocable means and depending below said socket

formation, said pressure pad means having a spacing
therebetween when in substantial parallelism to apply con-

forming pressure to a label to be applied against opposed
selected surfaces of a container in conjunction with the ap-

plication of conforming pressure by said socket forma-
tion to the first-mentioned selected surface of a container

and means for controlling the positron of a container

transported on said conveyor means to present the afore-

mentioned selected surfaces thereof to be labelled to said

label-depositing means and to said socket formation and
pressure pad means.

tion to apply a rolling action onto the retread material at

the periphery of the tire, and means operatively con-
nected with the rollers for driving the same.

3,097,984
TIRE RETREAD MATERIAL ROLLING MACHINE

Elmore M. Godfrey, Jr., % Godfrey Tire Co.,
KnoxvUlc, Tenn.

FUed Sept. 14, 1955, Ser. No. 534,292
8 Claims. (CL 156—408)

3,097,985
TIRE BUILDING DRUM

Reni Henzi, Saint Oncn, France, assignor to Pncnma-
tiques ct Caoutchouc Manufacture Klcbcr-Colombcs,
Paris, France, a corporation of France

Filed June 24, 1960, Scr. No. 38,531
Claims priority, appUcation France June 30, 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 156—416)

1

1. A tire retread material applying machine comprising

circumferentially spaced rollers for supporting a tire at

the interior thereof in position for having applied a strip

of retread material on the exterior periphery thereof, co-

axial rollers intermediate said supporting rollers in posi-

1. A tire building drum comprising a pair of fluid

impervious side members at least one of which is axially
movable relative to the other, an annular membrane of
flexible impervious material reinforced by flexible in-

extensible elements extending generally axially of the
membrane, and means for clamping the edges of said
membrane in sealing relationship with the peripheries
of said side members so that introduction of fluid under
pressure into the region between said side members and
membrane shapes the latter to a transversely arcuate con-
figuration, the said membrane including an integral cover
of elastomeric material radially outwardly of said rein-

forcing elements with separate circumferentially extend-
ing inflation chambers between said cover and the
said inextensible elements on either side of the circum-
ferential center line of the members, a wall of each of
said chambers being provided with an opening for the
introduction therem of fluid under pressure to thereby
effect movement of the portions of said cover over said
chambers outwardly relative to the reinforcing elements.

3,097,986
SHEET APPLYING APPARATUS

Walter Kauer, Tramstrasse 119, Zurich, Switzerland
Original application Aug. 29, 1958, Scr. No. 758,012. Di-

vided and this application Aug. 10, 1961, Scr. No.
130 684

9 Claims. (CI. 156—497)

1, In a device for applying to a surface to be covered
a sheet which adheres to said surface, in combination, car-
riage means movable along the surface to be covered; roll

carrying means tiu-nably supported by said carriage means
for carrying a roll of the sheet to be applied to said
surface so that during movement of said carriage means
along said surface the sheet will unroll onto said surface,

said roll carrying means supporting said roll in a position
where at any given instant during movement of said car-
riage means and unrolling of said roll a surface portion
of said roll is directed toward and about to move into
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contact with said surface and defines an elongated gap with

said surface; heating means carried by said carriage means
and extending along substantially the entire length of said

roll carrying means for heating a sheet carried by the

latter, said heating means being formed with burner open-

ings which are directed toward said gap for simultane-

ously heating said surface as well as said sheet at the

portion of the latter which is about to move in engage-

ment with the portion of the surface heated by said heat-

ing means; and positioning means carried by said carriage

means and being responsive to the thickness of the roll

carried by said roll carrying means for automatically main-
taining said heating means at a predetermined distance

from the outer surface of the roll as the thickness thereof

diminishes.

3,097,987
CONTINUOUS PULPING PROCESS

Arthur Raymond Sloman, Bnmic, Tasmania, Anstralla,
assignor to Associated Pnlp and Paper Mills Limited,
Meilwnme, Victoria, Australia, a corporation of Vic-
toria, Australia

FUed Jan. 3. 1961, Scr. No. 80,238
Claims priority, application Anstralla Feb. 8, 1960

5 Claims. (CL 162—17)

K-

T
1. A method for the production of pulp from wood by

an alkaline process in a generally vertical continuous
digester at superatmospheric pressure and elevated tem-
peratures, which comprises feeding black liquor and the

wood in the form of chips to an entry point adjacent the

top of the digester and causing the chips to move down-
wardly through the digester to a di charge point adjacent
the bottom thereof, the wood moving under gravity

through a preliminary treatment zone, a cooking zone and
a diffusion-displacement zone in the digester; the wood
chips in the preliminary treatment zone being in contact
with black liquor, the black liquor passing through said

preliminary treatment zone in a direction co-current to

that of the wood; introducing an alkaline cooking liquor,

containing active chemical, at an elevated temperature and
pressure, into the digester at a point where the wood is

substantially cooked; the cooking liquor passing through
the cooking zone in a direction countercurrent to the
movement of wood therethrough, retaining at least 90%
of the active chemical contained in the cooking liquor in

the digester with the cooked wood and therefore available
for use in the cooking of more wood; introducing washing
liquid into the digester at a point between the point of
entry of the cooking liquor and the point of discharge of
the cooked wood from the digester, the washing liquid

passing serially through the diffusion-displacement zone
and the cooking zone in a direction countercurrent to the
movement of wood therethrough, the movement of wood
through the cooking zone and diffusion-displacement zone
being effected without mechanical disintegration or agita-
tion in the said zones; discharging black liquor from the
digester between the preliminary zone and the cooking

zone, and discharging cooked wood substantially free of
active chemical from the digester at said discharge point.

3,097.988
PROCESS FOR REGENERATING BLACK LIQUOR
Eugene W. Schoeffel, Kronenwetter, Wis., assignor to

Steriing Drug Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed Nov. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 773,252
3 Claims. (CL 162—31)
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1. A process for regenerating an alkaline sulfide pulp-
ing liquor from black liquor containing sodium hydroxide,
sodium sulfide, sodium sulfate and sodium carbonate
which includes oxidizing black liquor to destroy organic
matter therein and convert the sodium salts to sodium sul-

fate and sodium carbonate by heating under pressure suf-

ficient to maintain at least part of the reaction mixture
in the liquid phase at elevated temperature with sufficient

oxygen to convert the carbon to carbon dioxide and all the
hydrogen to steam; adding a recycled, previously kilned
mixture of barium sulfide cMitaining barium carbonate
and calcium oxide to the resulting oxidized aqueous liquor
to precipitate barium sulfate, barium carbonate, calcium
hydroxide and calcium carbonate; separating said wet pre-
cipitated mixture from its su^matant liquid; adding car-
bon to said precipitated mixture; passing the carbon-con-
Uining mixture to a roasting zone; heating said carbon-
containing mixture in said roasting zone to convert sub-
stantially quantitatively the barium sulfate to barium sul-

fide and the calcium hydroxide to calcium carbonate to
calcium oxide; withdrawing a mixture of barium sulfide

containing barium carbonate and calcium oxide from said
roasting zone; and, recycling said withdrawn mixture of
barium sulfide containing barium carbonate and calcium
oxide to said addition step.

3,097,989
MANUFACTURE OF SLIP-RESISTANT PAPER
Justin D. HiU and Dean J. Cain, Lawrence, Kans.,

aasignorB to The Lawrence Paper Company, Law-
rence, Kans^ a corporation of Kansas

FUed Dec. 28, 1959, Scr. No. 862,374
7 Claims. (CI. 162—135)

5. In a process of producing paper sheet, the steps
comprising, collecting fibers in a web, pressing said fibers
into a thin sheet, calendering said sheet to further com-
press same and smooth one surface thereof, treating
said one surface of said sheet at the starting of the calen-
dering thereof by applying to said sheet surface an
aqueous suspension consisting essentially of discrete par-
ticles of diatomaceous earth at a rate of approximately
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,„_^ 3,097,992

Edw-«i /VIP^'^'T^^'*"*'**^^ SHOWER^^ V;..?^"***'' Giens Falls, N.Y., assignor to The

?^'r,"on""" * "^ "^"^ Hndi.rSrCvY?;
Filed July 7, 1960, Ser. No. 41,380

3 Claims. (CL 162—255)
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mechanically into said one surface by the calendering
thereof.

3,097,990
POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE SATURATED

u .. .
„CROCIDOLITE FIBER PRODUCT

r^'t J?'
"°"*^' Lancaster, Pa., assignor to Armstrong

Corii Company, Lancaster, Pa., a corporation of Peiu^
sylvania
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 82,674

5 Claims. (CI. 162—135)
1. A process for obtaining fibrous structures impreg-

nated with tetrafluoroethylene polymer, which comprises
forming a slurry of crocidolite asbestos fibers, treating
the slurry with a water solution of alum, depositing a
synthetic rubber binder on said fibers in the range of from2-15% by weight of rubber based on the weight of the
hbers, forming a sheet from said rubber-coated fibers
drying said sheet, and immersing said sheet in an aqueous
colloidal dispersion of tetrafluoroethylene polymer for a
period of time sufficient to uniformly disperse and deposit
the saturant throughout the sheet, and drying the sheet

2. Apparatus for use in showering a broken web on
a papermaking machine comprising, a shower tube carry-
ing a pressurized supply of shower water and supported
adjacent a location on the paper making machine where
tHe broken web accumulates, a plurality of jet nozzles
carried by said shower tube in positions to discharge theshower water therefrom towards the broken web, and
automatic means for opening the said jet nozzles for the
discharge of the pressurized shower water within said
shower tube onto the broken web constituting a flexible
pressure responsive diaphragm disposed within a trigger
housing within said shower tube, the diaphragm of said
automatic means having a plurality of regions of flexure
each adjacent a pressure relief orifice in the trigger
housing of said automatic means and being aligned to
one of said jet nozzles and being extended as pressure
conditions therewithin vary for the actuation of said
jet nozzles, said jet nozzles each extending from ap-
proximately the circumference of said trigger housing to
outwardly of said main shower tube.

3 097 991

IV u A*Y2P"iJ'^ FIBROUS PRODUCTS
Walter A MIHer, North CaldweU, and Charles N. Met-
nCj^-;^ Flortom Park. NJ., assignon to Union
carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York

Filed June 10, 1957, Ser. No. 664,772
6 Claims. (CI. 162—157)

3,097,993
APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATIC KNOCK-OFF

r» . .
SHOWER FOR PAPER MACHINE

Denis A. Goddard, Como, Quebec, Canada, assignor toDommion Engineering Works Limited
Filed May 23, 1961, Ser. No. 112,044

11 Claims. (CL 162—255)

1. As an article of manufacture a fibrous pulp com-
prising inert liquid dispersed molecularly oriented com-
posite fibers of synthetic plastic material having lateral
surfaces and ends frayed into microscopic fibrillate and
having diameters from 0.2 to 100 microns and lengths
from 1^2 to ^ inch, said fibers comprising one or more

11. In a paper machine having a couch roll, a Four-
dnnier wire carried thereby and a vacuum chamber, the
combination comprising a normally non-operating shower
adapted to be actuated to prevent the paper web from
cUnging to said wire in the event of breakage of said
paper web and a vacuum sensor means adjacent said
wire and connected to said vacuum chamber, means for
controlling the supply of water to said shower, said means
being adapted to be actuated upon blockage of said vac-uum sensor upon breakage of said paper web, said vac-uum sensor means being positioned at said couch roll
and said shower being positioned adjacent said couch roU
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3,097,994
STEAMING DEVICE FOR A PAPERMAKING

MACHINE
William A. Dickens, Neenah, and Karl E. Sager, Apple-

ton, Wis., assignors to Kimberly-Clark Corporation,
Neenah, Wis., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Feb. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 86,920
6 Claims. (CI. 162—297)

1. In web forming apparatus of the type in which a
fibrous web of wet stock is formed on a moving fabric

and is transferred to a drier section, a steam chest hav-
ing a patterned array of steam discharge openings in a side

thereof facing the web arranged in such a regular pattern
to uniformly cover the web with steam, the smallest dimen-
sion of each of said openings being Vie inch to % inch
and said side being spaced from said web 2 inches or less,

and means for supplying steam at such a pressure to said
chest that it is discharged through said openings on to said
web at a velocity greater than 10 feet per second and less

than 600 feet per second.

3,097,995
SUCTION ROLL PERFORATION DESIGN

Edward D. Beachler, Beloit, Wis., assignor to Beloit Iron
Works, Beloit, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

Filed Jan. 6, 1956, Scr. No. 557,786
13 Claims. (CL 162—371)

• •--

P

' * M

13. In a combination, a straight stationary sealing strip,

a suction roll having in its cylindrical surface a plurality

of drilled holes arranged in a regularly recurring pattern

of generally axial rows and generally circumferential col-

umns, and means for rotating said roll at high speed to

cause said rows of holes to pass successively beyond said

sealing strip; the provision of an inclination between the

line of extent of said sealing strip and the line of each
row of holes such as to cause optimum attenuation of
noise in the audible frequency range; within said hole

pattern each of said holes having a depth A of 1 to 4
inches and within a lateral dimension of 3h/2 for each
first hole there being three additional holes peripherally

spaced therefrom one, two and three multiples of a dis-

tance d, d being sh/'iOc, wherein c is the speed of sound

in feet per second and j is the peripheral roll surface
speed and is within Ae range of 100 to 1500 feet per min-
ute, said holes defining the corners of a parallelogram
with the hole one multiple of d away from said first hole
being the greatest disUnce away from said first hole, and
the hole two multiples of d away from said first hole being
the next greatest distance away from said first hole.

3,097,996
PRESERVATIVES CONSISTING OF MIXED AN-
HYDRIDES OF ALKYLCARBONIC ACIDS

Wilhelm Tboma, Colognc-FUttard, and Hermann Gcnth,
Krefeld-Bockum, Germany, assignora to Farbcnfab-
riken Bayer Aktiengesclbchaft, Lcvcrkiucii, Germany,
a corporation of Gcrmiuiy
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 25,546
Claims priority, application Germany May 2, 1959

6 Claims. (CI. 167—22)
1. A process of preserving a perishable substance con-

taining a carbohydrate that is susceptible to deterioration
by the enzymatic action of microorganisms which com-
prises mixing with the said substance a mixed anhydride
of an alkylcarbonic and a carboxylic acid of the group
having the formula

X—C-O-C-O-Y
A I

in which X is a radical of the group consisting of methyl
and 1,3-pentadienyl and Y is a lower alkyl radical in an
amount sufficient to inhibit enzymatic deterioration of the
said substance.

3,097,997
BISORGANOPHOSPHORUS ESTERS AND THEIR

PREPARATION
Karoly Szabo, Yonkart, N.Y., and Joka G. Brady, Camp-

bell, Calif., aasignon to SCaoffcr Chemical Company,
New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dcbwarc
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 150,624

8 Claims, (d. 167—22)
5. A method of killing pests which comprises api^ying

to a pest habitat a snwll but effective amount of a bis-

organophosi^iorus ester having the following general
formula:

o

B— P—a—(CHi) ^r-8— (CHi) ^r

6Ri

o

-H-B

ORi

wherein R and Ri represent lower alkyl radicals and n
is an integer oi from 2 to 3.

3.097,998
HALOACRYLATE PESTICIDES

Lee A. Miller, Klrfcwood, Mo., Mdgnor to Monsanto
Chemical Company, St Lo«b, Mo., a corporation of
Delaware

No Drawing. Orfgkul appBcatiOB Dae. 21, 1959, Scr.

«t No. 3,04No. 860,662, now Patent No. 3,04Mt6, dated June 19,
1962. Divided and this application Dec. 6, 1961, Scr.
No. 157,585

9 dafam. (a. 167—22)
1. The method of combatting insects and their larvae

which comprises applying to their habiUt an insecticide

comprising as the essential ingredient a carboxylate of
the general formula

Z-C=C-COOT

in which Z is selected from the class consisting of hydro-
gen and hydrocarbon radicals which are free of aliphatic
unsaturation and contain from 1 to 12 carbon atoms, T
is an alkyl radical of from 1 to 5 carbon atoms and Y is

selected from the class consisting of halogen, alkyl-S—

,
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aryl-S—, and alkylaryl-S— radicals of from 1 to 12
carbon atoms and halogen substitution products of such
radicals, and in which one Y, and only one Y, is halogen.

3,097,999
ORGANO-TIN COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD

FOR TREATING PLANTS
Mailinns Johannes KoopnuuM, Wccsp, Ncthcriands, as-

i%iior to North Amcrlcaa PhUipt Company, Inc., New
YoriK, N.Y., a corporation of Dchware

No Drawfaig. Orighial appUcation Nov. 13, 1958, Ser.
No. 773,566, now Patent No. 3,031,483, dated Apr. 24,
1962. Divided and this application Apr. 12, 1962, Scr.
No. 195,354

4 Claims. (CI. 167—22)
1. A fungicidally effective composition suitable for

combating micro-organisms in particular moulds on liv-

ing plants comprising a fungicidally effective amount of
an organo-tin compound of the general structural for-
mula

Bi

Bf—Sn—0B«

Bi

wherein Rj, Rj and R| are each members of the group
consisting of phenyl, chlorophcnyl, tolyl, benzyl and al-

kyl radicals from 1 to 12 carbon atoms and R4 is a mono-
acylamino substitution product of a member selected
from the group consisting of the saturated aliphatic, un-
saturated aliphatic, aromatic and mixed aliphatic-aromatic
acyls and sulfonyls of mooocarboxylic acids wherein the
acylamino group replaces a carbon linked hydrogen atom
and an inert carrier therefor.

3,098,002
METHOD OF CONTROLLING FUNGI AND ALGAE

WITH N-PHENYL-ITACONIMroES
John A. Ridden and Bogisbiv von Schmcllng, both of
Hamden, Conn., assignors to United States Rubber
Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Oct 12, 1961, Scr. No. 144,577

20 Claims. (CI. 167—33)
5. The method of controlling fungi on plants which

comprises applying a chemical selected from the group
consisting of N-phenylitaconimide, N-(chlorophenyl)ita-
conimides having only chlorine substitution in the phenyl
radical, N-(aIkylphenyl)itaconimides having only alkyl
substitution in the phenyl radical, N-(alkoxyphenyI)ita-
conimides having only alkoxy substitution in the phenyl
radical, N-(carboxyphenyl)itaconimides having only car-
boxy substitution in the phenyl radical, N-(carbalkoxy-
phenyl)itaconimid2s having only carbalkoxy substitution
m the phenyl radical, and N.N'-phenylene bisiuconimides
having only unsubstituted phenylenc radicals attached to
the nitrogens to the plants at a rate of V^ to 10 pounds per
acre.

_ 3,098,003
ITACONIMIDE FUNGICIDES AND ALGAECIDES
John A. Riddell, Hamden, Conn., assignor to United States
Rubber Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation ofNew Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Oct 12, 1961, Scr. No. 144,578

20 Claims. (CI. 167—33)
5. The method of controlling fungi on plants which

comprises applying a chemical having the formula

OHi=c

O

-I

3,098,000
NON-PHYTOCIDAL SPRAY OIL

Robert D. Harrison, Oiinda, Calif., aasignor to Tidewater
OH Company, Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of
Delaware
No Drawfaig. Filed Mar. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 92,740

16 Cfaihns. (a. 167—27)
14. A process for ridding plants of pests without undue

inhibition of plant growth and development comprising
spraying the plant with non-phytocidal petroleum spray
oil of at least 88% unsulfonated residue and a viscosity
lying in the range of 50 to 120 S.U.S. at 100' F., in which
is dissolved an effective amount of an oil-soluble, water-
insoluble ultraviolet light absorbing non-phytotoxic chem-
ical and an effective amount of oil-soluble, water-insoluble
non-phytotoxic antioxidant.

\
/
N

NOi

HiC-C

in which X is selected from the group consisting of NOj
and CH, to the plants at a rate of V* to 10 pounds per acre.

3,098JOl
ACARICIDE AGENT

Horst Werrcs, BcrUn-Charlottcnborg, Alfred Ccyicwikl,
BcrUn-Tcmpclhof, and Albert Ji«er, Bcrifai-Hcrmsdorf

,

Germany, assignors to Schcrteg A.G., BcrUn, Germany
No Drawbig. FUed Dec. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 102,080
Claims priority, application Gennany Dec. 28, 1959

10 Clalrat. (CL 167—30)
1. The method of killing acarids. which comprises con-

tacting the acarids with a compound of the formula

:

3,098,004

THERMOCLINE PENETRATING EMULSIFIABLE
FISH TOXICANT COMPOSITIONS

Joseph B. Haas, Clifton, and Ivan C. Brooks, Bloomflcld,
NJ., and Robert W. Price, Peari River, N.Y., asaignon
to S. B. Penick & Company, New York, N.Y., a corpo-
ration of Dehiware

Filed Jan. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 80,304

8 Cbfans. (a. 167—46)

1. A thermocline-traversing enuilsifiable fish-toxicant
composition, comprising a fish toxicant, a water-immisciWe
solvent for said fish toxicant, an emulsifier and an addic
thermocline-penetrant, soluble in said water-immiscible
solvent and only slightly soluble in water.

\

Ri

N-C-Xi-Bi

I
wherein R, is selected from the group consisting of hydro-
gen and alkyl, wherein Rj is alkyl, wherein X, is selected
frotn the group consisting of oxygen and sulfur, wherein
Xj is selected from the group consisting of oxygen and
sulfur, and wherein R, is selected from the group con-
sisting of benzyl and halogen-substituted benzyl radicals.

3,098,005

ANTHELMINTIC COMPOSITION CONTAINING 2-
NITRO-l-PHENYL-l-PROPENE AND PROCESSFOR USING SAME

"v-mo

Edward B. Hodge, Tetrc Haote, Ind., aasignor to Com-
mercial Solvents Corporation, New York, N.Y., a cor-
poration of Maryland

No Drawfaig. Filed Feb. 23, 1961, Scr. No. 90,971

7 Cfaifans. (CI. 167—53)
I. An anthelmintic animal feed composition containing

from about 500 to about 4,000 parto per million of 2-

nitro- 1 -phenyl- 1 -propene.
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3,098,006
ANTHELMINTIC 1,4-PHENYLENE-DnSOTinOCYA.
NATE COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD OF USING
SAME

Alfons Sodcr, Bad Soden, Taumu, Gcorg Limmlcr and
Gerhard Ross, Frankfurt am Main, and Walter Kempe,
Wiesbaden, Germany, assignors to Farbwerlte Hocctist

Aittiengeseilscluift vormals Melster Lucius & Briining,

Franlifurt am Main, Germany, a corporation of Ger-
many
No Drawing. Filed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 109,849

4 Claims. (CI. 167—53)
1. A method of treating animals infected by parasitic

helminihes which comprises orally administering 1,4-

phenylene-diisothiocyanate to said animals.

3,098,007

AJ^THELMINTIC 5-ARYLAZO RHODANINES
Gerald Brody, Quincy, III., assignor to Moorman Manu-

facturing Company, Quincy, III., a corporation of

niinois

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 166,905

13 Claims. (CI. 167—53.1)

1. A medicated feed composition for treatment, control

and prevention of ascarids in poultry and dogs, and hook-

worms in dogs comprising alimentary material contain-

ing sufficient 5(nitrophenylazo) rhodanine of the follow-

ing structural formula to provide from about 0.00625% to

about 0.2% by weight of a poultry ration and from about

0.0088% to about 0.33% by weight of a dog ration:

R-N-

8=A

-c=o

\a
(!:_N=N_/ \-N0

in which R represents a number selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, methyl, ethyl, propyl, and butyl

radicals, and X represents a member selected from the

group consisting of methyl, chloro and nitro substituents.

3,098,008

METHOD FOR TREATMENT OF DERMA-
TOLOGICAL DISORDERS

Seymour L. Shapiro, Hastings on Hudson, and Louis

Freedman, Bronxville, N.Y., assignors to U.S. Vitamin

A Pharmaceutical Corporation, New Yori^ N.Y., a cor-

poration of Debware

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 60,548

2 Cbims. (CI. 167—55)

1. The method of treatment of acne, furunculosis and

pyoderma which comprises oral administration to a hu-

man so afflicted, a biguanidc having the following free

base formula

H
Bi N

N-0 C-NHi
/ II II

Bi NH NH

and which is one of the group consisting of: (a) the

compound wherein Ri is a C4-C5 alkyl, and Rj is hydro-

gen; (b) the compound wherein Ri is ar>l-(CH3)n—

,

where n is an integer in the range 1 to 2, the total num-

ber of carbon atoms in Ri being 6-8, and Rj is hydrogen;

and (c) the compound wherein Ri is benzyl and Rj is

methyl; and the substantially non-toxic salts thereof; said

oral administration being in an amount which is suffi-

cient to exert curative and alleviative effects in acne,

furunculosis and pyoderma.

3,098,009
COMPOSITION COMPRISING QUINAZOLINE DIU-
RETICS POTENTIATED BY CARBONIC ANHY-
DRASE INHIBITORS

James Daniel Gallagher, Upper Saddle River, NJ., and
John Rhodes Cummings, Suffem, Lillian Mary Ann
Upchuck, New York, and Edgar Henry Stokcy, New
City, N.Y., assignors to American Cyanamid Com-
pany, New Yorii, N.Y., a corporation of Maine
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 51,790

4 Ctaims. (CI. 167—65)
1. A composition of matter comprising a mixture of

acetazolamide and a l,2,3,4-tetrahydro-7-halo-6-9ulfamyl-

4-quinazolinone in the proportion of 1:1 to 1:5.

3,098,010
PROCESS FOR INCREASING THE EFFECTS OF
MONOAMINE OXIDASE INHIBITORS BY MEANS
OF CATECHOL-O-METHYL TRANSFERASE

Guy M. Everett, Chicago, and Arthur A. Wykes, Deer-
field, III., assignors to Abbott Laboratories, North Chi-
cago, m., a corporation of Illinois

No Drawhig. Filed Oct 5, 1961, Ser. No. 143,054
7 Claims. (CI. 167—65)

1. The process of controlling depression in warm-blood-
ed animals so afflicted which comprises administering a

therapeutic dose of monoamine oxidase inhibitor in con-
junction with an O-mcthyl transferase inhibitor in a non-
toxic amount sufficient to increase and prolong the effect

of said monoamine oxidase inhibitor.

3,098,011
PROCESS OF PRODUCING A VACCINE AGAINST

DISTEMPER
Gunnar Rockbom, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to Bch-

ringwerke Akticngeaeilachaft, Marburg (Lahn), Ger-
many, a corporation of Germany
No Drawhig. FUcd Ang. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 52,781

Claims priority, appllcatioB Great Britain Sept 3, 1959
4 Claims, (a. 167—78)

1 . A process of producing a canine distemper vaccine

which comprises cultivating pathogenic canine distemper

virus which is naturally adapted to propagate in canine

tissue culture by serially passing said virus through a total

of at least fifty canine kidney tissue cultures, at a pH value

between 7.0 and 8.0, and harvesting the thus obtained

nutrient fluid containing the oKxiified virus.

3,098,012
1,3-DIPHENYLPROPYL CARBAMATE

DERIVATIVES
Burton Kendall Wasson, Valois, Quebec, and John Mulvin

Parker, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, aausignors to Charies
E. Frosst & Co., Montreal, QdcImc, Canada, a cor-
poration of the Province of Quebec
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 221,344

1 Cbifan. (CI. 167—84.5)
A method of inducing in an experimental animal a

state resembling Parkinsonian-like rigidity comprising ad-

ministering to said animal a dose of from about 130 to

about 500 mg./kg. of a 1,3-diphenylpropyl carbamate
selected from the group consisting of l,3-dipbenyl-2-
propyl carbamate, l,l-dipbenyl-2-propyl carbamate and
1, 3 -diphcnyl-1 -propyl carbamate.

3,098,013
UREA-FATTY ALCOHOL ADDUCT DYEING COM-
POSITION AND HAIR DYEING THEREWITH

William E. Austin, Bronx, N.Y., and Fred A. Levin, Pater-
son, and Theodore H. Bhiaaki, Jersey City, NJ., assign-
ors to The Nestle-U Mur Company, New York, N.Y.,
a corporation of Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 15,061

14 CUims. (CI. 167—88)
1. A composition suitable for use as a hair coloring

comprising an aqueous medium, an insoluble dye dispersed
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in the medium, and as dispersing agent for the dye in the

medium the system of polyoxyethylene ether of a Cio to

Cjo fatty alcohol and urea-Cio to C«, fatty alcohol adduct.

3,098,014
ENZYMATIC REMOVAL OF MEAT FROM BONES
Arnold E. Denton, Moorestown, NJ., and Jack F. Benk,

Hinsdale, John M. Hogan, Oak Lawn, and WUIiam J.

McBrady, Chici«o, 111., aarignors to Swift A Company,
Chicago, ni., a corporation of Illinois

Filed ApTTM, 1960, Ser. No. 25,273
9 ^laims. (CI. 195—2)

adding a bicarbonate in the form of a delayed dissolving

tablet, the rate of dissolution being such that there is

negligible carbon dioxide production for from 5 to 10

minutes, the tablet containing materials which, except

for reaction with the citric acid, will not decompose at

autoclaving temperatures of 15 pounds per square inch,

do not result in the production of bacteriostatic and
bactericidal products and produce after reaction with

citric acid a final product having a pH between 6.8 and

7.5, all constituents of the tablet and their reaction prod-

ucts being completely soluble in water, and capping, seal-

ing and sterilizing the vials.

1. A method for removing meat from bones having

meat attached thereto comprising mixing meat-containing^,

bones with water and a proteolytic enzyme, heating said

mixture to enhance the activity of said enzyme and cause

said meat to be partially freed from said bones, agitating

said mixture and moving said bones relative to one another

to exert pressure and friction on one another further free-

ing said meat from said bones, inactivating said enzyme,

and removing the liquid phase of said mixture from said

freed meat.

3,098,015
ENZYME PURIFICATION

TcoTo Pckka Ayriipiia, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to

Ah Kabi, Stockholm, Sweden, a corporation of Sweden
No Drawhig. FUcd Jan. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 164,985

dalms priority, appHcaAioD Sweden Jan. 21, 1961
11 ClalnM. (a. 195—66)

1. The method for purifying enzymes selected from

the group consisting of streptokinase, streptodomase, and
mixtures thereof to render the same substantially free of

impurities such as pyrogens, hemolysins and hyaluroni-

dase, that comprises treating a starting material, selected

from the group consisting of filtered mash produced by

fermentation of streptococci in suitable nutrient medium
and enzyme concentrates prepared therefrom, at a buf-

fered alkaline pH with a surface active agent selected

from the group consisting of anionic, cationic and non-

ionic surface active agents having the capacity to form

association colloids in water solution, whereby an inter-

action between said surface active agent and impurities

is attained inactivating the same without substantial im-

pairment of said enzymes, and separating said enzymes

from the surface active agent preparatory to concentra-

tion and recovery of said enzymes by 'known methods.

3,098,016
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING STERILE VIALS CON-
TAINING CULTURE MEDIA AND A CARBON DI-
OXIDE ATMOSPHERE

Murray Sam Cooper, Domont, NJ., and VHo Andiony
Di Benedetto, Pearl River, N.Y., assignors to American
Cyanamid Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation

of Maine
No Drawhig. Filed July 26, 1961, Ser. No. 126,878

6 Cbdms. (CI. 195—102)
1. A process for the production of sealed sterile vials

containing sterile culture medium which comprises in-

corporating in the culture medium in each vial an amount

of citric acid which on reaction with a bicarbonate will

produce a volume of carbon dioxide approximating 10%
of the free space above the culture medium in the vial.

3,098,017
PROCESS OF SEPARATING UNSYMMETRICAL DI-
METHYLHYDRAZINE FROM AQUEOUS SOLU-
TIONS CONTAINING SAME

Charles R. Walter, Jr., Hopewell, Va., and Billy E. Lloyd,
Memphis, Tenn., assignors to Allied Chemical Corpo-
ration, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Oct 12, 1959, Ser. No. 845,996
4 Claims. (C 202—39.5)

- •
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1. A process of separating unsymmetrical dimeth^-
hydrazine from aqueous solutions containing unsymmet-
rical dimethylhydrazine which comprises extraclivcly dis-

tilling the aqueous solution of unsymmetrical dimethyl-

hydrazine in the presence of monoethaiM>lanune and
taking off overhead unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine

substantially free of water and of monoethanolamine,
while removing as bottoms an aqueous solution of mono-
ethanolamine.

3,098,018
SEALING ANODIZED ALUMINUM

Gerald H. Kissin and Richard L. Smith, Spokane, WaA.,
assignors to Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corpora-
tion, Oakfaind, Calif., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. Filed July 13, 1961, Ser. No. 123,655

9 Cbdms. (CI. 204—35)
1 . A bath for sealing oxidized aluminous surfaces pro-

duced by the method of anodic oxidation using an elec-

trolyte consisting essentially of an aqueous solution of
sulfosalicylic acid and at least one substance selected

from the group consisting of metal sulfates and sulfuric

acid, said bath consisting of an aqueous solution of from
0.02 to 0.8 gram/liter of nickel acetate and from 0.1. to

3.0 grams/liter of a ligno-sulfonate and having a pH
value of between 4 and 6.
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3,098,019
ELECTROLYTIC PRODUCTION OF ZINC

Richard F. Pagd, BellcvUlc, IH^ a«lgiior to
Zinc, Lead and Smelting Company, St IxHiia, Mo., a
corporation of Maine
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 9, 1962, Scr. No. 17t,5M

4 Claims. (CI. 204—55)
1. In the method of electrolytically depositing high

quality zinc, the step comprising adding to an acidic zinc

electrolyte a quantity of a halogenated p-benzoquinone

within the range of 0.0001 and 0.1 gram per liter of said

electrolyte.

3,098,020
PROCESS FOR THE ISOTOPIC ENRICHMENT

OR FRACTIONATION OF HYDROGEN
Gr^oire Dirian, Palaiscan, Henri Sack, U Raincy,
Fcnaadc Bolter, bom Bcifhcaad, ChatUloo-sous-
Bagncnx, and Bernard Lefran(oifl, Nociu-lca-Mincs,
Fnmctt airignors to HoulOeres du Basdn dn Nord ct

da Pa»4ic-Caials, Douai, France, a public establishment
of France, and Comminariat a ITneifie Atomiqne,
Puis, France

FDcd Anf. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 48,959
Claims priority, application France Aug. 28, 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 204—59)
1 . A process for the isotopic fractionation of hydrogen

by the electrolysis of liquid ammonia comprising electro-

lyzing said liquid ammonia in the presence of an acid

electrolyte using a current density of between about 0.01

and 0.5 amp./cm.', a voltage of between about O.S and
30 volts and a cathode made of a material selected from
the group consisting of iron, copper, nickel and alloys

of these metals to thereby release hydrogen gas and nitro-

gen gas, said hydrogen gas having a lower deuterium
concentration than said liquid ammonia whereby said

liquid ammonia is enriched in said deuterium.

3,098,021
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING DUCTILE VANADIUM
Donald J. Hansen, Niagara Falls, and William J. West,

Lcwiston, N.Y., and James G. Farmer, Riverside, Conn.,
assignors to Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation
of New Yorit
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 22,409

4 Claims. (CI. 204—64)
1. In a process for the electrorefining of oxygen-con-

taminated vanadium in an electrolytic cell wherein an elec-

trode and the vanadium to be refined are ijnmersed in,

and separated from each other by, an electrolyte compris-
ing a lower vanadium halide dissolved in fused electrolytic

salt, and said electrode is rendered cathodic and said

vanadium is rendered anodic under the influence of direct

current applied to said electrolytic cell to effect the depo-
sition of vanadium from said electrolyte on said electrode
and the dissolution of the anodic vanadium in said elec-

trolyte, the improvement for producing vanadium with
substantially reduced oxygen content which comprises in-

troducing elemental aluminum into said electrolyte in elec-

trical relation with said vanadium to render said aluminum
anodic and electrodcpositing vanadium from said electro-

lyte on the cathodic electrode.

sides of the blocks opposite the sides against the flat

sides of the core, thereby causing the jacketing material
to flow around the core in two skirts which approach each
other from opposite ends of the core, the said skirts being
completely protected from the oxygen of the atmosphere
except for their approaching edges, continuing the said
opposing pressures for a time suflSdent to cause the said
approaching edges to meet and flow outward from the
core in the shape of an annular raised portion, thereby

carrying with them oxides formed by reason of their
exposure to the oxygen of the atmosphere and causing
said raised portion to occlude said oxides and to form,
immediately next to the core, an annular bond free of
oxides between portions of the said skirts just above and
below said approaching edges, discontinuing the pressures
and cooling the core so jacketed by the skirts, and cutting
off the annular raised portion of the jacketing material
occluding the said oxides, thereby removing the said
oxides from the jacketed core.

3,098,023
NUCLEAR REACTOR CONTAINMENT SYSTEM

Donald C. Schludcrbeii, Lymrhboii, Va., assignor to The
Babcock A Wlicoz Company, New York, N.Y., a cor-
poration of New JcrKy

FUed Sept. IS, 1958, Scr. No. 761,074
5 Claims. (CI. 204—193.2)

3,098,022
COVERING A CORE BY EXTRUSION

Anthony J. Karoic, Richland, Wash., assignor to the
United States of America as represented by tlic United
States Atomic Energy Commission

Filed Aug. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 49,111
1 Claim. (CI. 204—154.2)

A method of applying a jacket to a cylindrical core,
said method comprising placing flat sides of two cylindii-

cal blocks of jacketing material against the flat ends of
the cylindrical core, exerting opposing pressures at a
temperature between 640° and 800* F. against the flat

1. In a nuclear reactor primary coolant system having
a closed circuit for the continuous circulation of a pri-

mary coolant fluid, said reactor primary coolant system
comprising separate components including a reactor and
a heat exchanger joined by connecting piping for the flow
of primary coolant therethrough, the improvement com-
prising a closely fitting fluid-tight pressure shell com-
pletely enclosing said components and connecting piping
which form the closed circuit in a continuous integral

structure having a configuration generally conforming to

the shape of the contained components and piping and
forming therewith a narrow flow space and means for
circulating a fluid through said flow space.
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3,098,024
COMPOSITE FUEL ELEMENTS FOR NUCLEAR

REACTORS
Grecnlicf H. Barney, Atticboro, Mam., and Lawrence C.
B«nnan, New York, N.Y., aaignors, by mcac asrign-
nMDti, to Engdhaid Indaatries, Inc., Newark, NJ., a
cocpontion of Delaware

Filed Jan. 27, 1959, Scr. No. 789,447
3 Claims, (a. 204—193.2)

1. A fuel element for nuclear reactors comprising a
core clad with a laminated metal, the core comprising
a material selected from the group consisting of natural

uranium and thorium metal and omnpounds thereof, the

laminated metal consisting <rf an outer layer of one of
the metals taken from the group consisting of zirconium
and stainless steel Ixxided to and in direct contact with an
inner layer, the inner layer being composed of a meul
taken from the group consisting of zirconium and stainless

steel containing enriched uranium, the outer and inner
layers being composed of similar metals.

3,098,025
FOIL ELEMENT FOR NUCLEAR REACTOR

Robert A. Nobmd, Chicago, David E. Walker, Park
Forest, and Bernard I. Spinrad, NapervUle, III., assign-
ora to the United States of America as represented by
the United States Atomic Energy Commission

FUed Sept. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 139,017
10 Claims. (CI. 204—193J)

k -f:^—
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1 . A nudear reactor fuel element comprising an inner
foil of nuclear fuel material having tessellated perfora-
tions therein and sheets of cladding metal covering the
foil of fuel material and in intimate contact with it on
both sides, the said sheets of cladding metal being joined
to one another around the outer edges and through the

perforations of the inner foil.

3,098,026
CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEM

Edward P. Andcraon, Uvincston, NJ., assignor, by mesne
aarignmcnts, to Engeftard Industries, Inc., Newaric,
NJ., a corporation of Ddawsre

FUed Oct 8, 1958, Scr. No. 766,147
1 ClataB. (CL 204—196)

3,098,027
ANODE CONNECTOR

Archibald Thomas Flower, Glcnside, Pa.
(Queen St. and Ivy HiU Road, Philadelphia 18, Pa.)

FUed Dec. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 74,964
4 Cbdms. (O. 204—196)

:*7n [«wUn

In a system for cathodically protecting the hull of a

ship driven by an engine provided with an electrical igni-

tion circuit, at least one anode, a cathodic protection cur-

rent circuit connected to said anode, variable resistance

means connected in series in the iM'otective current cir-

cuit, an additional second resistor, and a relay responsive

to energization of the ignition circuit for connecting said

second resistor across said variable resistance means to

increase the protective current.

4. An anode connector for conductor wires comprising
an anode of high silicon iron having an axial bore
throughout its length, a conductor wire extending through
the bore of said anode, a compressible split sleeve mounted
on said conductor wire and compressed into tight contact
with said wire, one end of said sleeve being flared out-
wardly and having on its outer surface a series of spaced
longitudinal fins having sharp outer edges, the overall
diameter of said sleeve and fins being greater than the
diameter of said bore, said sleeve being press fitted in the
bore of said anode to cause the fins to gouge against the
inner wall of the anode to establish a clean electrical

contact between the sleeve and anode.

3 098,028
PLUTONIUM ELECTROREFINING CELLS

Lawrence J. Mnllins, Jr., Joseph A. Lcary, Cart W.
Bjorklnnd, and WUUam J. Maraman, Los Alamos,
N. Mcx., assignors to the Untted States of America as
represented by the United States Atomic Energy Com-
mission

FUed Feb. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 90,152
1 Clahn. (CI. 204—245)

A Plutonium electrorefining cell comprising a gen-
erally cylindrical first ceramic container having an outer
cylindrical wall and a reentrant sleeve extending up from
its bottom with an open top, a second ceramic container
in the fonn of an inverted cydindrical cup disposed be-
tween the outer wall and the reratrant sleeve of said first

container to define outer and inner annuU therewith, said
second container having at least one fluid passageway
therethrough near the bottom of said first container, a
third ceramic container in the form of an open top cylin-
der supp<Mled from the inverted bottom of said second
container, a cathode sleeve adjacent the inside surface of
said first container extending to at least the top of said
third vessel, an anode rod extending down to the bottom
of said third container and havii>g at least two stirrer

blades mounted thereon, one at the end of said anode rod
and one in said first container, tube means for adding
Plutonium to said anode, said cathode, anode rod, stiirer

blades and tube means being selected from the class of
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metals consisting of tungsten and tantalum, means for

applying a constant voltage between said anode rod and

said cathode, and a means for rotating said anode rod.

3,098,029
COMBINATION CATALYTIC CRACKING-

HYDROPROCESSING OPERATION
Paal W. Soyder, Jr., Pitman, NJ., assisnor to Socony
Mobil Oil Company, Inc., a corporation of New York

FUcd July 22, 1959, Ser. No. 828,814
2 Claims. (CI. 208—61)

weight of the resulting composite with an acidic silica-

alumina component having an activity index of at least

25 and (2) a porous alumina support having an activity

index of less than 20 and having deposited thereon be-

tween about 0.05 and about 10 percent by weiglht of

platinum and constituting between about .1 and .9 weight

fraction of said mixture.

fir'
«k. i^-

I'K^
?:0:.-^

3 ,
"aaa.

1. A process for the efficient conversion of a hydro-

carbon charge stock boiling in the range from about 650*

F. to about 1050" F. to lower boiling products with a

minimum build-up of refractory components which com-

prises:

( 1 ) reacting said hydrocarbon charge stock in the pres-

ence of hydrogen utilizing reaction conditions where-

in said reaction results in a net consumption of hy-

drogen to produce a hydroprocessed product;

(2) separating the portion of th« hydroprocessed prod-

uct boiling above about 380° F. from said hydro-

processed product into a lower boiling fraction boil-

ing in the range from about 380° F. to about 650' F.

and a higher boiling fraction boiling in the range

from about 650" F. to about 900° F.;

(3) catalytically cracldng said lower boiling portion of

said hydroprocessed product to a gasoline-containing

product, all of which is removed from the system;

(4) [a] catalytically cracking said higher boiling hy-

droprocessed fraction in a separate catalytic

cracking zone to lower boiling gasoline-contain-

ing products;

[b] separating a catalytic gas oil boiling in the

range from about 400° F. to about 650* F.

from said gasoline-containing product;

[c] recycling said catalytic gas oil to the hydro-

processing step ( 1 ) ; and

[d] processing said catalytic gas oil through the

sequence of steps (1), (2), (3), {4a), {4b) and
(4c).

3,098,030
CATALYTIC HYDROCRACKING WITH A
PLATINUM COMPOSITE CATALYST

Harry L. Coonradt, Woodbury, Wilbur K. Leaman, Med-
ford Lakes, and Joseph N. Mialc, Runnemede, NJ.,
assignors to Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc., a cor-

poration of New York
No Drawing. Filed June 24, 1960, Ser. No. 38,444

10 Claims. (CI. 208—111)
5. A process for hydrocracking a hydrocarbon charge

which comprises contacting the same in the presence of

hydrogen under hydrocracking conditions with a catalyst

consisting essentially of a physical particle-form mixture

of (1) molybdenum oxide intimately combined in an

amount of between about 1 and about 30 percent by

3,098,031
METHOD OF RE-REFINING

Velma Claver Harris, 3621 Bcllevicw,

Kansas City 11, Mo.
FUed Sept. 30, 1958, Ser. No. 764,215

4 Claims. (CI. 208—183)
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2. A process for re-refining used petroleum oil which

comprises desludging the oil by acid treatment, mixing

activated clay into the desludged oil in the proportions of

approximately twenty pounds of clay to fifty gallons of

oil, vaporizing diluents from said mixture in a still under

vacuum, breaking said vacuum, contacting said mixture

in a contact vessel containing 200 mesh fuller's earth in

proportions of approximately eight pounds to fifty gal-

lons of oil, adding a neutralizer in the proportions of

approximately one-half pound to fifty gallons of oil,

passing the contacted oil to a prefilter, and then re-circulat-

ing the oil repeatedly in a cyclic path from said prefilter

in heat exchange relation to a batch of oil to be re-re&ned

to said contact vessel and back to said prefilter, bypassing

a portion of said oil from said cyclic path and discharg-

ing it into said still to remove any deposit remaining in

said oil, discharging the oil from the prefilter and the

bypassed portion of the oil from the still and returning it.

to the cyclic path, and finally passing said oil from said

prefilter to a filter press.

3,098,032
HYDRODESULFURIZATION PROCESS EMPLOY-
ING COBALT - MOLYBDENUM - MOLECULAR
SIEVE CATALYST

Elroy Merle Gladrow, Edison Township, Middlesex

County, NJ., and Paul Thomas Parker, Baton Rouge,
La^ asdgnors to Esso Research and Engineering Com-
pany, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawhig. Original appllcatioa May 22, 1957, Ser.

No. 660,761, now Patent No. 2,967,159, dated Jan. 3,

1961. Divided and this application Nov. 29, 1960, Ser.

No. 72313
4 Claims. (CL 208—216)

I. In a process for catalytically hydrodesulfurizing a

hydrocarbon fraction to remove sulfur compound con-

taminants therefrom by intimate contact of hydrogeo
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with the hydrocarbon fraction in the presence of a cata-

lyst, the improvement which comprises using as the cata-

lyst a crystalline sodium aluminosilicate suitable for ad-

sorbing aromatic hydrocarbon molecules in its pores and
having pore openings up to about 15 Angstrom units in

which more than 50% of the sodium ions are replaced

by cobalt ions and containing from about 5 to about 20%
of an oxide of molybdenum.

ratel;- withdrawing from said second treating and oxi-

dizing step said alkaline solution containing said catalyst

converted to said reduced state thereof, and recycling

substantially all of said withdrawn alkaline solution di-

rectly into said first extracting step through a closed

system and substantially in the absence of the addition
of oxygen thereto for extracting said mercaptans from ad-
ditional said petroleum hydrocarbons in said first extract-

ing step.

3,098,033
PROCESS FOR REFINING PETROLEUM

PRODUCTS
Edouard Weisang and Cbnde Scherrer, Le Havre, and
Andre Gislon, Paris, France, assignors to Soci^te
Anonyme dite: Compagnie Francaise de Raffinage,

Paris, France, a corporatioB of France
FUed Sept 25, 1959, Ser. No. 842,346

Claims priority, application France Feb. 13, 1959
10 Claims. (CL 208—227)

3,098,034
FRACTIONATION OF OILS BY SELECTTVE

EXTRACTION
Herbert P. A. Groll, Kyrkogatan lA, Mohdal, Sweden

Filed Aug. 23, 1954, Ser. No. 451,566
Cbdms priority, application Sweden Aug. 24, 1953

15 Claims. (CI. 208—316)

eft Tsi^S^ s_A«tMM*'*TM

Asersf

1. In a process for refining petroleum hydrocarbons

by the removal therefrom of sulfur impurities present

therein as mercaptans, the steps which comprise extract-

ing from said petroleum hydrocarbons a major portion

less than all said mercaptans with an aqueous alkaline

solution including an organic oxidation catalyst under-
going reversible transformation between an oxidized state

and a reduced state, said catalyst being in said reduced
state during said extracting step and said extracting step

being conducted in counter-current flow in a closed sys-

tem and substantially in the absence of oxygen, separat-

ing from said extracting step a hydrocarbon phase con-

taining a minor portion of said original mercaptans and
an aqueous alkaline phase containing said extracted ma-
jor portion of mercaptans as mercaptides, subjecting sub-
stantially all of said separated aqueous alkaline phase
to an oxidizing step for oxidizing said mercaptans in said

aqueous alkaline phase to disulfides and effecting during

said oxidizing step conversion of said catalyst in said

aqueous phase from said reduced state to said oxidized

state thereof, separating said disulfide produced in said

oxidizing step from said aqueous alkaline phase for ob-
taining a regenerated aqueous alkaline solution contain-

ing said catalyst in said oxidized state thereof, treating

said hydrocarbons from said first extracting step with

said regenerated aqueous alkaline solution in a second
treating step for oxidizing said minor portion of said

mercaptans therein and effecting conversion of said cata-

lyst back to said reduced state thereof, said second treat-

ing step also being conducted with counter-current flow

and in a closed system substantially in the absence of

the addition of oxygen thereto, withdrawing from said

second treating and oxidizing step said petroleum hydro-

carbons substantially free of mercaptan impurities, sepa-

1. Method for the fractionation of high molecular
weight organic material which comimses intimately con-
tacting the organic material to be fractionated in a frac-

tionating step with a liquid solvent containing a pre-

determined amount of a dissolved gas which decreases its

solvent power to thereby selectively extract a fraction of
said material, removing the solvent with the extracted

fraction dissolved therein, separating at least a portion of
the extracted fraction from the solvent, contacting at least

one of the extracted fractions and the extraction residue
with the liquid solvent containing a different predeter-

mined quantity of dissolved gas in at least one further

fractionating step to thereby selectively extract a fiuther

fraction of said material, removing the solvent with the
further extracted fraction dissolved therein and separat-

ing at least a portion of the extracted fraction from the

solvent.

3,098,035
SLIME CONTROL IN HEAVY-MEDIA

ORE SEPARATION
Frank F. Apbn, Warwick, N.Y., assignor to Union

Carbide Corporatioa, a corporation of New York
No Drawing. FUcd July 25, I960, Ser. No. 44,887

2 Claims. (CI. 209—5)
1. In heavy-media suspension processes for the frac-

tionation and recovery of comminuted materials wherein
the comminuted materials are charged into a slime-con-

taining heavy-media suspension maintained at a specific

gravity intermediate between the specific gravities of the

components of the comminuted materials whereby a float

and a sink product is fractionated, the improvement com-
prising adding to said lieavy-media suspension sodium
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hexametaphosphate in an amount between about 0.008

and about 0.2 percent by weight of the aolids in said sus-

pension.

3,f98,f34
CLASSIFYING APPARATUS

WUIj Ncomann, Eadoi, Gcmaoy, MriiMr to Babcock A
WilcoK, Unsited, Loodon, EMtfamd,m€ompmny of Great

FB«d Aig. 18, 19M, Sw. No. 5M5<
wtMtj, ippHcaHon Gcmaiv Sept. 11, 1959

3 CtataH. (CL 299^144)

1. Apparatus for separating the coarse particles from
an ak-bome stream of mixed fine and coarse particle

materials which comprises a separate having a cylindricd

waU forming an upper end portion merging with the base

of an inverted frusto-conical wall forming a lower por-

tion thereof, said cylindrical and inverted frusto-conical

wall portions having a conunon substantiaUy uprigbt axis,

a cylindrical outlet duct coaxial with and of lesser diam-

eter than the cylindrical pcMlion of said separator, said

outlet duct extending throu^ the cylindrical portion and

opening into the frusto-conical portion of said separator,

means for the admission of said air-borne material into

said separator with a tangential component of motion

to effect a whirling motion therein, means for interrupt-

ing the peripheral portions of said whirling stream of

air-borne material only in and to direct the coarser par-

ticles of said material only along the waU of said frusto-

cfMiical portion and out of the whirling stream of the

finer air-borne material moving toward said outlet duct,

and annular sealing discharge means at the lower end of

said inverted frusto-conical portion for the discharge of

coarse material from said separator.

3,098,937

PORTABLE TILTABLE SEPARATOR
B«1 D. Tonjcs, Malinta, and Robert A. Cline, Napdcon,
OhkS asrignnrs to Th« GUmmi Scrcca Cbmpray, Ma-
ttata, Ohio, a portBcnUp

Fllad Mar. 14, 19M, Scr. No. 14,742

19Clakn8. (0.299—249)

tray, a plurality of open ended frames arranged in a tier

over saki tray, a plurality of separate sifting screens re-

movably interspersed between said frames and said tray

adjacent the open ends ot said frames, clamping means
spanning said tier of frames, said screens, and said tray,

reciprocation means connected to said clamping means,

means for driving said reciprocation means; a supporting

means for said redprocable combination, an intermediate

frame encircling said combination between said clamping

means and said supporting means, and axle means be-

tween said supporting means and said intermediate frame

for rockaUy mounting said reciprocaUe combination.

3,998,938

TREATMENT OF SUBSURFACE EARIH
FORMATIONS

GcM D. ThoMfMW, Hoostoo, HaroU M. Hlbbe, Tykr,
aisd Eldred wTlioiVh. Antin, Tts., MrffMm, by BCM*
BMJomiinfs. to Jcrwy Prodhsctka RcMorch Compoaj,
Totaa, Okbu, a cofporatfoa of Ddawars
No DnwlDg. Fllad Apr. 29, 1959, Scr. No. 899,587

HCUmi. (CL252—«J5)
1 . In a method for fracturing a subsurface earth fonna-

tion with a suspension of water containing a sand-propping

agent in which the sand propping agent is lodged in and

maintains the resulting fracture open, the improvement

which comprises rendering the sand-propping agent wet

with hydrocarbon by ccmtacting the sand-propping agent

with a composition consisting essentially of a liquid hydro-

carbon and a surface-active agent having a low HLB in

the range from about to about 8 prior to suspending it

in said water whereby the tendency of the sand-propping

agent to settle is decreased.

3,998,939
PROCESS FOR THE CONTROL OF BACTERIA

Edward B. Hodge, Tern Haste, lad., aHftnor to Com-
mcrdal Solvents Corporatloo, New York, NJf., a cor-

porattoo of MaiybuM
No Dmwing. Filed Oct 28, 1949. Scr. No. 45,544

4Claliiia. (CL 252-4J5)
1. In a process of secondary oil recovery characterized

by the step of injecting flooding water into oU-bearing

subterranean formations to displace portions of the residual

oil therein, the improvement which comprises incorporat-

ing in the said injected flooding water in excess of 10-25

parts per million of a nitro-substituted alkyl ester formed

from the condensation of lower nitroalkanols and alkyl

carboxylic acids selected from the group consisting of tar-

taric acid, citric acid, and adipic acid to inhibit the growth

of bacteria within said formations.

1. A particle sifter and sorter device, comprising: a re-

ciprocable combination of a solid bottomed vertical walled

3,998,949
WATER-RESISTANT GREASE COMPOSITIONS

Kenneth A. Loftman, Holbiook, Maak, and Peter B.

Mandcn, Dorham, Eoghuid, awignnn to Cabot Cor-

poratton, Boston, Mass., a corpontfoo of DcfaiwaR

No Dniwli«. Filed Dec. 19, 1949, Scr. No. 74,447

7 dafans. (CL 252—28)
1. A grease composition consisting essentially of a

moderately refined mineral lubricating oil selected from

the group consisting of ( 1 ) a paraflinic oil with a flash

point of between about 340' F. and about 440* P., a

viscosity index of between about 70 and about 90 and a

pour point between about 20' F. and about 35* F. and

(2) a naphthenic oil with a flash point of between about

330* F. and about 430* F., a viscosity index of between

about 25 and about 35 and a pour point of between about

—40* F. and about —10* F.; sufficient pyrogenic silica

having an average particle size of between 10 and 40

millimicrons to gel the oil into a grease-like consistency;

and from about 15% to about 30% by wei^ of the
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silica of a water-insoluble polyalkylene glycol compound
having a viscosity at 100* F. of between about 10 and

about 400 oentistokes.

3,998,941
LUBRICATING COMPOSITION

James O. Kochler, Pvma Heights, Ohio, and Headlee

Lamprey, Lcwiston, N.Y., assigiion to Union Carbide

Corporation, a corporation of New Yorlt

No Drawfaig. Filed Nov. 20, 1941, Scr. No. 153,751

9Chdaas. (CL 252—35)
1. A lubricating composition consisting essentially of a

mineral oil of lubricating viscosity selected from the group

consisting of petrcrieum lubricating oils and petroleum

engine oils, and containing as a corrosion inhibitor, pour

point depressant, and dispersant between 0. 1 and 5 weight

percent of at least one compound selected from the group

consisting of the acylates having the formula:

{DOC—R'-|

—M—O— Uh

wherein M is selected from the group consisting of silicon,

tin, and lead; R is a short chain alkyl group having up to

10 carbon atoms; R' is a long chain alkyl group having

from 10 to 19 carbon atoms; and jr is a small number up

to about 10; the aminoalcohol derivatives having the

formula:

(RiO)yQ[0(CHa),NR'a]4_y (H0jCR3)p

wherein R^ is a short chain alkyl group having up to 10

carbon atoms; Q is selected from the group consisting of

tin, lead, zirconium, and silicon; R' is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen and short chain alkyl and

hydroxyalkyl groups having up to 10 carbon atoms; R^

is a long chain alkyl group having from 10 to 19 carbon

atoms; > is a member from to 3; and :: is a number from

2 to 5; and p is a number having a maximum value of

4—y; and the polyhydric alcohol derivatives having the

formula:
(R*0),Q[0Z(0H),]4_,

wherein Q is selected from the group consisting of tin,

lead, zirconium, and silicon; R* is a short chain alkyl

group having up to 10 carbon atoms; Z is a short chain

acyclic polyvalent saturated hydrocarbon radical having up

to 10 carbon atoms; y is a number from to 3; and v is

a number from 1 to 3.

weight of polybutenc-1, of an N-acyl p-amino phenolic

derivative having the formula

H O

^''-
wherein R is an alkyl group attaining 12 to 24 carbon
atoms and Ri and Rj are members selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen atoms and alkyl groups of 2 to 8

carbon aUMns.

3,998,943
ETCHANT FOR MOLYBDENUM

Douglas C. WendeU, Jr., Malvcm, Pa., aarignor to Bw-
rougiis Corporation, Detroit, Midi., a corporation of
Michigan
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 132,018

6Cbdms. (CL 252—79.5)
1. An aqueous solution for etching molybdenum com-

prising water, .091 to 1.5 moles per liter of an alkali

metal ferricyanidc, .075 to 1.25 moles per liter of an

alkali metal hydroxide and .00375 to .045 mole per liter

of an alkali metal oxalate.

3 098,944
METHOD OF PRODUCING HYDROUS METAL

OXIDE SOLS
Everett D. Glover, Dallas, Tex^ assignor to Naico Chem-

ical Company, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Nov. 25, 1955, Ser. No. 548,949

8 Cbdms. (d. 252—313)

IM
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bauxite aggregates with a small amount of an alkali metal

hydroxide and a small amount of a clay selected from

the group consisting of colloidal attapulgite clay and

colloidal sepiolite clay, together with water sufficient to

form a mixture of plastic consistency, forming said mix-

ture into granules larger than said bauxite aggregates,

and, without removing said alkali metal hydroxide from

said granules, calcining them at a temperature in excess

of 1600" F. and below the fusion point of the mixture

for a time sufficient to dehydrate completely said granules.

3,098,046

METHOD OF PREPARING FINELY DIVIDED POLY-
ETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE FROM POLY-
ETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE SCRAPS

Erhard Siggel, Laudenbach am Main, and Lothar Riehl,

Obcmburg am Main, Germany, assignors to Vereinigte

Glanzstofr-Fabriken AG., Wuppertal-Elbcrfdd, Ger-

many
Filed Apr. 12, 1960, Scr. No. 21,629

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 18, 1959

3 Claims. (CI. 260—2.3)
3. A continuous process for converting polyethylene

terephthalate scrap into powder form which comprises

passing said scrap through a vessel heated to a tempera-

ture of from about 220° C. to about 240° C, contacting

said scrap with a countercurrent flow of superheated

steam, regulating the contact time and temperature of

the steam so that the scrap will have a relative viscosity

of less than about nr«i ' -4 when it reaches the lower end

of said vessel and so that said scrap will be maintained

in a solid state, continuously withdrawing the scrap from

said vessel and thereafter reducing the polyethylene ter-

ephthalate to a powder.

3,098,047

FLAME RETARDANT CELLULAR PRODUCT
Jotm C. Tapas and Israel J. Disscn, Chicago, 111., assign-

ors to Velsicol Chemical Corporation, Chicago, III., a

corporation of Illinois

No Drawing. FUed Sept. 20, 1955, Ser. No. 535,510

6 Claims. (CI. 260—2.5)

1. A flame retardant, rigid, cellular plastic foam com-

prising from about 19 to about 38 weight percent of an

aromatic diisocyanate reacted with from about 81 to about

62 weight percent of a fluid alkyd resin having an acid

number between about 25 and about 60 and containing

as constituent components between 14 mole percent and

22 mole percent chlorendic acid, an alij>hatic dibasic acid

containing from 5 to 10 carbon atoms inclusive, and a

tri-hydric alcohol containing from 5 to 10 carbon atoms

inclusive, said cellular plastic foam containing at least

about 12 weight percent chlorine.

3,098,049
COMPOSITION COMPRISING REACTION PROD-
UCT OF HYDROLYZED VINYL ACETATE POLY-
MER AND PERIODATE OXIDIZED POLYSAC-
CHARIDE AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING
SAME

Peter J. Borchert, Elkhart, LmL, asrignor to Miles Labora-
tories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind., a corporation of Indiana

No Drawing. FUed Apr. 13, 1960, Scr. No. 21,895
8 Claims. (CI. 260—17^)

1. A composition comprising the reaction product of

(a) a partially hydrolyud polymer of vinyl acetate hav-

ing a hydroxyl content expressed as percent of polyvinyl

alcohol of about from 2% to 80% selected from the group

consisting of homopolymers of vinyl acetate and copoly-

mers of vinyl acetate with ethylenically unsaturated mon-
omers with (b) a periodate oxidized polysaccharide,

wherein said periodate oxidized polysaccharide is present

in an amount of about between 0.05% to 2% based on
the weight of said polymer of vinyl acetate.

3,098,048
DETERGENT POLYURETHANE PRODUCTS

Morris V. Sbclanski, Gnlph Mills, and Theodore Leven-

son, Phlladelphhi, Pa., assignors to Industrial Biology

Laboratories, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
No Drawfaig. FUed Sept. 26, 1958, Scr. No. 763,467

12 CbUms. (CI. 260—2.5)
1. A product consisting of a solid shaped body formed

by the reaction of an organic diisocyanate and a surfac-

tant, wherein the diisocyanate is present in an amount

exceeding the stoichiometric amount necessary for the

reaction and wherein the surfactant comprises sequen-

tially added hydrt^hobic and hydrophilic portions, the

hydrophobic portion being an alkyl amide, and the hydro-

philic portion comprising at least two ethylene oxide

chains individually linked to the hydrophobic portion, the

reaction product being cured and having an ethylene oxide

c<»tent of 30-80% by weight.

3,098,050
BUILDING MATERIAL COMPOSITIONS FOR
THE MANUFACTURE OF WATER REPEL-
LENT MASONRY

Walter Noll, Lcverkuseo-Bayerwerk, and Klaus Damm
and Helmut Weissbach, Opladen, Germany, assignors

to Farbcnfabriken Bayer AktieogeflcUschaft, Lcverku-
scn, Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. FUed Oct. 31, 1958, Scr. No. 771,160
Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 8, 1957

6 Claims. (CI. 260—18)
1. A composition for making water-repellent masonry,

which comprises a dry intimate mixture of a member
selected from the group consisting of plaster mortars,

concrete, asbestos cement, magnesia cement, gypsum
and anhydrite and a methyl polysiloxane powder insol-

uble in water having a grain size of below \fi, the weight

of said methyl polysiloxane being from 0.1 to 5% of the

weight of the entire composition.

3,098,051
ADDUCT OF AN ANHYDRIDE OF AN AROMATIC
POLYBASIC ACID AND A FATTY ACID ESTER

Joseph Z. Matt, Chicago, lU^ assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Reichhold Chemkals, Inc., White Plains,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 13, 1958, Scr. No. 754,719

19 CUihns. (CI. 260—21)
1 . The adduct of an anhydride group of an anhydride

of an aromatic polybasic acid which acid has at least three

carboxylic acid groups with an hydroxyl group of a fatty

acid ester containing at least two alcoholic hydroxyl

groups including at least one in the fatty acid chain,

said adduct containing at least one —COOH group de-

riving from said anhydride group, and an ester linkage

at said hydroxyl group of the fatty acid chain, said ester

linkage aJso deriving from said anhydride group.

3^1^8,052

THIXOTROPIC cbATING SOLUTIONS
John V. Schmltz, LoaisrUle, Ky., and RosweU J. Blackin-

ton, Schenectady, N.Y., assigBors, by mesne assign-

ments, to Califomhi Research Corporation, San Fran-
cisco, Calif., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawhig. Filed Dec. 12, 1957, Scr. No. 702,240

6 Claims. (CL 260—22)
1. Process for the production of thixotropic coating

solutions which comprises coreacting the following com-
ponents at a temperature in about the range 80° C.-180*

C. in the presence of an inert organic solvent to the in-

cipient gel stage: (1) an oil-modified polyester resin of a

]X)lyfunctional alcohol and acid material selected from

the group consisting of polyfunctional carboxylic acids
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and their anhydrides, said resin having an acid number

below 100; and (2) a cross-linking epoxidized unsaturated

glyceride oil having at least two epoxy groups per mole-

cule in an amount up to 20 percent by weight based on

combined weight erf the polyester resin and epoxidized

oil; the concentration of said solvent being no less than

15 percent, by weight, based on the reactants and solvent,

at Ae conclusion of the reaction.

3,098,053

WOOD PATCHING COMPOSITION CONTAIN-
ING ACRYUC ESTER POLYMER AND
METHOD OF USE ^ , ^^

Earland G. Hallonqnist, Nanaimo, British Columbia,

Canada, assignor to MacMUIan & Bloedel Limited,

Vancouver, British Colnmbfai, Canada
No Drawhig. FUed Sept. 29, 1959, Scr. No. 843,068

8 Claims. (CI. 260—31.2)

1. A wood patching composition consisting essentially

of about 3 to 10% by weight of a thermoplastic resin

selected from the group consisting of polymethyl methac-

rylate, polyethyl methacrylate, polyisobutyl methacrylate,

and styrene-methyl methacrylate copolymer; about 20 to

40% by weight of an organic solvent for the resin having

a boUing point in the range of 50° C. to 150° C. at atmos-

pheric pressure; and about 50 to 80% by weight of a sub-

stantially insoluble, inert, non-fibrous, filler of a par-

ticle size such that the major portion ranges from 14

microns to 74 microns in diameter, with substantially none

above 49 microns in diameter.

3,098,056

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF HARDENED,
POLYCARBONATE-MODIFIED EPOXY RESIN
BODIES

Hermann Schnell, Krefcld-Uerdhigen, and Heinrich

Krinun, Krefeld-Bocknm, Germany, assignors to Far-

bcnfabriken Bayer AktiengescUschaft, Leverkuscn, Ger-

many, a corporation of Germany

No Drawing. FUed Mar. 6, 1961, Scr. No. 93,313

CUims priority, appUcation Germany Mar. 8, 1960

9 Clahns. (CI. 260—42)

1. A process for the production of a hardened ester-

modified epoxy resinous solid, which comprises heating

together at a temperature between 100 and 220° C, while

molding the same, a mixture of

(a) an epoxy resin having at least two epoxy groups in

its molecule,

(/>) a meluble linear polycarbonate of an organic

polyhydroxy compound having at least two free ter-

minal hydroxyl radicals, and

(c) a hardener of the group consisting of high-boiling

amines, alkali-metal compounds, catalysts of the

Friedel-Crafts type, sulfur trioxide, sulfuric acid,

aromatic sulfonic acids, and anhydrides of organic

dicarboxylic acids

for a period sufficient to convert the mixture into an

essentially insoluble and infusible solid.

3,098,054

COMPOSITION COMPRISING EPOXY RESIN, POLY-
VINYL ACETAL, SIUCA, AND A BF,.AMINE
COMPLEX _^

Joseph Rosenberg, Erie, Fa., aoignor to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York
No Drawhig. FUed Not, 20, 1959, Scr. No. 854,224

7 Cbdms. (O. 260—41)
1. A composition of matter comprising, by weight, 100

parts of epoxy resin containing 1,2 epoxy groups, from

about 35 to 100 parts of polyvinyl acetal resin, from about

25 to 79 parts of a material comprising fumed silica, and

from about 1 to 10 parts of a boron trifluoride-amine

complex curing material, said curing material having a

decomposition point of over about 130* C.

3,098,057
PROPYLENE POLYMER STABILIZED WITH A SYN-

ERGISTIC COMBINATION OF A PARA-TERTI-
ARYALKYL PHENOL-FORMALDEHYDE RESIN
AND A DITHIOPHOSPHATE

Bernard O. Baum, PkOnfield, NJ., asdgnor to Union

Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York

No Drawhig. FUed Jan. 5, 1960, Scr. No. 497

11 Chiims. (CI. 260—43)

1 . A propylene resin composition having improved sta-

bility toward heat and light induced molecular degrada-

tion which comprises a normally solid propylene polymer,

a stabilizing amount of an A-stagc para-tertiaryalkylphe-

nol-formaldehyde resin in which the alkyl group of the

para-tertiaryalkylphenol contains from 4 to 20 carbon

atoms, and a synergistic phosphorus-containing compound

having the general formula

3,098,055

WATER RESISTANT HALOGENATED
COPOLYMERS

Theodore Lemiszka, Roscilc, Francis P. Baldwin, Colonia,

and Lawrence T. Eby, linden, NJ^ assignors to Esso

Research and Englnccrfaig Company, a corporation of

Delaware

No Drawhig. Filed Feb. 20, 1959, Scr. No. 794,505

19 Clahns. (CI. 260—41.5)

1. A composition comprising a major proportion of a

rubbery halogenated copolymer of about 85 to 99.5

weight percent of a C* to C7 isoolefin and about 15 to

0.5 weight percent of a C4 to C14 multiolefin and vulcaniz-

ing amounts of a combination of lead oxide and a nitro-

gen compound selected from the group consisting of C4

to C34 monofunctional primary amines, C4 to C34 poly-

functional amines, and C4 to Ca4 polyfunctional imines,

said composition being free of zinc oxide and said halo-

genated copolymer containing between about 0.5 wt. per-

cent of combined halogen based on the copolymer and

an amount of combined halogen selected from the group

consisting of not more than about one atom of chlorine

per double bond in the copolymer and not more than

about 3 atoms of bromine per double bond in the co-

polymer.

R—O— P-

A

-S-

R' Jn

wherein R and R' are each a monovalent hydrocarbon

radical containing from 1 to 16 carbon atoms, Z is an

element selected from Group I and Group II of the Men-

delceff Periodic System of Elements and having an atomic

weight of less than 150, and n is an integer having a value

equal to the positive valence of Z.

3,098,058

PROCESS FOR REACTING A DIOLEFINIC POLY-
MER WITH HEXACHLOROCYCLOPENTADIENE
PRODUCTION OF NEW POLYMERIC COMPO-
SITIONS AND PRODUCTS THEREOF

George C. Schweiker and Arthur W. Carlson, Chicago,

lU., assignors to Velsicol Chemical Corporation, Chi-

cago, III., a corporation of Illinois

No Drawing. FUed May 5, 1960, Scr. No. 26,930

16 Claims. (CI. 260—45.5)

1. A process for the production of new chlorine-con-

taining, xylene-soluble, polymeric compositions of matter
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which comprises heating a reaction mixture consisting

substantially of a substantially linear unsaturated hydro-

carbon homopolymer prepared from a hydrocarbon diole-

finic monomer selected from the group consisting of

butadiene, methyl butadiene, dimethyl butadiene, cyclo-

hexadiene, cyclopentadiene and methyl cyclopentadiene

and a minimum of about 0.2 moles of hexachlorocyclo-

pentadiene per unit of unsaturation of said polymeric re-

actant by heating them in a relatively inert solvent.

3,098,059
RESINOUS COMPOSITIONS FROM TRIMELLITIC

ANHYDRIDE AND VIC-EPOXIDES
Richard E. Van Stricn, Griffith, Iml^ and WUllam Hodcs,

Stamford, Conn^ aadgnois to Standard Oil Company,
Chicago, Dl^ a corporation of Indiana
No Drawing. FUed Sept. 17, 1958, Ser. No. 761,479

13 CUdms. (CI. 26»—78.5)
1. A resinous composition consisting essentially of the

product obtained by reacting trimellitic anhydride with

a mono^poxide compound having a 1,2-epoxy group
selected from the class consisting of lower-alkyl mono-
epoxides, aryl k>wer-alkyl mono-epoxides, glycidyl esters

of lower alkenoic acids and glycidyl ethers of lower
alkenols in the presence of an alkaline catalyst at a tem-

perature between about 20* C. and about 200* C.

3,098,060
PREPARATION OF HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT
POLYACRYLONITRILE WITH n-BUTYL LITHIUM
AS CATALYST

Mary L. MUkr, New York, N.Y., assignor to American
Cyanamld Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of
Maine
No Drawing. Filed May 27, 1960, Ser. No. 32,073

2 Cbdms. (CL 260—88.7)
1. A method of producing a white homopolymer of

acrylonitrile having a molecular weight of at least

400,000 which comprises polymerizing dry, oxygen-free

acrylonitrile monomer at a temperature of from
about —50' C. to about —100" C. in a single phase
polymerization solution consisting essentially of toluene

and from about 0.01% to about 1.0%, by weight, based

on the weight of said monomer, of butyl lithium, said

polymerization being effected by adding the said acryloni-

trile monomer to the said toluene-butyl lithium solution.

3,098,061

CRYSTALLINE POLY(VINYL 2-CHLOROETHYL
ETHER)

Richard F. Heck, Wilmington, Dei., assignor to Hercules
Powder Company, Wilmington, Del., a corporation of
Delaware

No Drawbig. Filed Oct. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 844,220

1 Claim. (CI. 260—91.1)

A crystalline poly(vinyl 2-chloroethyl ether) soluble

in boiling dimethylformamide and insoluble in boiling

acetone and having a reduced specific viscosity of at least

about 0.4 as measured on an 0.1% solution in chloro-

form at 25' C.

3,098,062

PRODUCTION OF POLYMERS OF PROPYLENE
John P. Hogan, BartlesvlUe, OUa., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Debiware

No Drawing. Filed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40,572

18 Claims. (CI. 260—93.7)

1. In a process for the polymerization of 1 -olefins se-

lected from the group consisting of propyIen« and mix-

tures of propylene and oopcdymerizable 1 -olefins in the
presence of a catalyst comprising chromium oxide and at

least one material selected frcHn the group consisting of
silica, alumina, zirconia, and thoria. at least part of the
chromium being in the hexavalent state, the improvement
which comprises contacting said propylene with said cat-

alyst in the presence o( a compound selected from the

group consisting of aryl-substituted 1,3-butadicQcs having
the following formula:

u Ri H H

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of hy-
drogen and a methyl radical, R is selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, alkyl groups, cycloalkyl groups
and aryl groups, said alkyl groups have 1 to 10 carbon
atoms per molecule, said cycloalkyl and aryl groups have
5 to 8 carbon atoms per molecule, and the maximum
number of carbon atoms in the R group on any one
phenyl substituent is 10 under conditions wherein the

tsotactic content of the polymer is increased.

3,098,063

WATER-SOLUBLE MONOAZO DYESTUFFS
JnUns Eiaele, LudwigstefcB (RUnc), Wllhclm Fedeikiel,

Prankenfhal (Flab), GMOttr KrehMcl, Lodwigdiafen
(Rhfaic), Hans Knikalla, Heidelberg, and Gncnter
Langc and Heinz Pohlemann, LndwifAafcn (Rhine),
Germany, assignors to Badfache AnlHn- A Soda-Fabrik
Akiiengcscllachaft, Lndwigshafcn (Rhfaie), Germany

No Drawfaig. FUed Feb. 23, I960, Ser. No. 10,078

Chifans priority, applkatloa Germany Dec. 13, 1957

8 Chdms. (CL 26»—163)
1. A water-soluble monoazo dyestuff consisting of a

benzene diazo coniponent coupled by way of an azo group
with a coupling component selected from the group con-
sisting of the benzene, naphthalene and pyrazolone series,

said coupling component having at least one sulfonic acid

substituent in an aromatic ring and said benzene diazo
component being free from sulfonic acid groups but
containing a reactive substituent selected from the group
consisting of

HiC=CH—C— , HC=CH—C— aad HiC=C—C—

combined by way of a bridge member selected from the

group consisting of

and

—NH—

—NH—CH,

wherein the imino nitrogen atom is linked to said reactive

substituent, the bridge member —NH— being connected
to the benzene diazo component in one of the positions

meta and para with respect to the azo group and the
bridge member —NH—CHj— being connected to the

benzene diazo component in para position with respect

to the azo group.
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_ 3,098,064
WATER-SOLUBLE DISAZO DYES CONTAININGTWO THIOSULFURIC ACID GROUPS
!!I*'

J^^'***^ Korigrtehi, Tannns, Kurt ScUmmel-
achmidt, Frankfnrt am Main, Hermann Hoffmann,
BmI Soden, Tannns, and Edwin Baler, Frankfurt am
Mahi, Germany, aasignon to Farbwerke Hoechst
Aktieiyesellachaft vormab Melster Lucius & Briining,
Frankfnrt am Main, Germany, a corporation of Ger-
many
No Drawfaig. Filed Apr. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 22,718
Clafans priority, appUcation Germany Apr. 24, 1959

6 Clafans. (CI. 260—176)
1. Water-soluble disazo-dyestuffs of the formula

CHr-CO-CH-N=N-/\-eO»_NH-C H»-C Hr-SSO,Me

in ^-U-'=

(lower alkyl) -phenyl, (lower alkoxy) -phenyl and (halo-
gcno) -phenyl, each of the symbols /ij and Hj sUnds for
an mteger from the group consisting of 2, 3 and 4, with
the proviso that the total of rii+m stands for an integer
selected from the group consisting of 4, 5 and 6, A is
lower alkylene, which has from two to three carbon atoms
and separates the guanidino group from the ring nitrogen
atom by from two to three carbon atoms, and Rj' is a
member of the group consisting of hydrogen, lower al-
kanoyl, benzoyl, (lower alkyl) -benzoyl, (lower alkoxy)-
benzoyl and (halogeno) -benzoyl, and pharmaceuUcally
acceptable acid additi(Mi salts thereof.

9. 2-[ l-N,N-(3-aza-3-methyl - 1,6 - hexylene) - imino]-
ethyl-guanidine.

NH
io

CH,—CO—in- N=N-l J-SOr-NH—C Hr-C Hr-SSOiMe

wherem one X on each of the benzene nuclei stands for
hydrogen and the other X for a member of the group
consisting of hydrogen, methyl, methoxy and chlorine,
one Y stands for a member of the group consisting of
hydrogen and methoxy and the other Y for a member
of the group consisting of hydrogen, methyl, methoxy and
chlorine, and Me represents a member of the group con-
sisting of alkali metals and ammonium.

3,098,067
3,3-DISUBSTITUTED-2,4-AZETIDBVEDI0NE

„ .
COMPOUNDS

Endlio Twta, San Sfanone, VacaUo, Canton of Tlcfaio,
Switzeriand, assignor to Lepetit S.p.A^ Mifam, ItalyNo Drawfaig. FUed June 6, 1960, Ser. No. 33,932
Ciaims priority, application Great Britain July 7, 1959

9 Clafans. (CI. 260—239)
1. A 3,3-disubstituted-2,4-azetidinedione of the for-

mula:

B CO

C NH
R' CO

wherein R is lower alkyl and R' is a member of the class
consisting of lower alkyl and phenyl.

2. 3-phenyl-3-ethyl-2,4-azetidinedione.

3,098,065
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS AND PROCESS OF

PRODUCING THEM
™?«* *• 5^**" «* ThomaM E. BmneUe, St Paul,

Minn., assignors to Economics Laboratory, Inc., St
PanI, Mfam., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawfaig. FUed Apr. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 102,370

2 Clafans. (CI. 260—234)
I. The process of producing an acidic organic product

which comprises reacting one mol of monosaccharide in
aqueous solution with about four mols of butylene oxide
at a temperature of from 75* to 90" C. in the presence
of a catalyst of the group consisting of boric acid and
sulfuric acid, and reacting the product of the aforemen-
tioried reaction with a cyclic anhydride of the group con-
sisting of phthalic anhydride and maleic anhydride at a
temperature not above 120* C. to produce an acidic
product including a half-ester of monosaccharide and
butylene oxide reaction product

3,098,068
18-OXYGENATED PREGNANES AND PROCESS

FOR THEIR MANUFACTURE
Oduu- Jeger, Zurich, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba

Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawfaig. FUed Dec. 15, 1959, Ser. No. 859,576
Clafans priority, appUcation Switzeriand Dec. 19, 1958

12 Clafans. (CI. 260—239.5)
1. Process for the manufacture of 1 8-hydroxy-20-oxo-

pregnanes, wherein a A»W-18:20-imino-pregnene com-
pound is treated with nitrous add.

8. Process for the manufacture of A«'"-18:20-imino-
pregnenes, wherein 18:20-imino-pregnanes are reacted
with an N-halogenated carboxylic acid amide and the
product obtained is treated with a base.

3,098,066
D14ZA-HETEROCYCUC GUANIDINE

COMPOUNDS
Robert Panl MnU, Florham Park, NJ., asalgnor to CUm

Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawfaig. FUed Mar. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 12,681

12 Clafans. (H. 260—239)
1. A member selected from the group consisting of a

compound of the formula

NH

3,098,069

PYRAZINE DERIVATIVES
Bruno Camerino and Giorgio Palamidessi, Mifam, Italy,

assignors to Societik Farmacentid ItaUa, MUan, Italy,
a corporation of Italy

No Drawfaig. FUed Sept. 11, 1962, Ser. No. 222,949

Clafans priority, application Great Britafai July 14, 1959

16 Cfailms. (CI. 260—239.7)

1. A compound of the formula

^{CHO..

Ri'—N N—A—NH—

C

\^^ / \
(CHOi NH-Ri'

in which Rj' stands for a member selected from the group
consisting of lower alkyl, cycloalkyl havii^ from five to
six ring carbon atoms, cycloalkyl-lower alkyl, in which
cycloalkyl has from five to six ring carbon atoms, phenyl,

in which X is a member selected from the group consist-
ing of OCHj and OCjHs; Y is a member selected from the
group consisting of H, Br and lower alkyl; Z is a member
selected from the group consisting of H and lower alkyl,
when Y is Br, Z is H; R, is a member selected from the
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group consisting of H and lower alkanoyl; and R2 is a

member of the group consisting of

—so< V-NHi. -SO -NU

lower alkanoyl and

—SOi NOi

3,098,070
9-HALOGENATED 18:ll.LACTONES OF 11^-HY-

DROXY-PREGNAJSE.18-ACIDS
Charles Meyitrc, Basel, Albert Wettstein, Rlehen, and
GeoTK Anncr, Karl Heosler, and Peter Wieland, Basel,

Switzerland, aarignors to Ciba Corporation, a corpo-
ration of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 74,488

Claims priority, application Switzerland Dec. 11, 1959
8 Claims. (CI. 260—239.57)

8. A compound of the formula

/\
-co CHi

C=Ri

I

X

^'\y\y
in which X is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of fluorine, chlorine and bromine, Ri is a member
selected from the group consisting of an 0x0 group, a

ketalized 0x0 group, a hydrogen atom together with a

hydroxyl group and a hydrogen atom together with a

hydroxyl group esterified with a lower hydrocarbon car-

boxylic acid and Rj is a member selected from the group

consisting of ( 1 ) an 0x0 group in the compounds having

a double bond in the 4:S-position and (2) a ketalized

0x0 group in the compounds having a double bond in the

5:6-position.

3,098,071
THIACYCLES

Herbert Morton Blatter, Millbum, and George de Stevens,

Willow Knoll, New Providence, NJ., assignors to Ciba
Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Nov. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 151,148

6 Claims. (CI. 260—243)
1. A member selected from the group consisting of a

compound having one of the formulae selected from the

group consisting of

/ \= C C-O-Rj
i II

Ri-C N

L
s

/ \HO-C C-O-Ri
II II

Ri-C \
•\ /
C

and
«

o

Ri

S
/ \

=c c— o-

l:u

Rj

\ /
c

4

in ix^ch Ri stands for a member selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, cycloalkyl having

from three to eight carbon atoms, and cycloalkyl-Iower
alkyl, in which cycloalkyl has from tliree to eight carbon
atoms, and R) is lower alkyl, an alkali metal salt thereof
and an alkaline earth metal salt thereof.

5. 2-ethoxy-4-hydroxy-6H-1.3-thiazin-6-one.

3,098,072
IMPROVED PROCESS FOR PHOSPHORYLATING

AMINO-ALCOHOLS
Emile Cbcrboliez, Conches, Geneva, and Joseph Rabino-

witz, Geneva, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba Corpora-
tion, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 30, 1958, Ser. No. 731,878
Claims priority, application Switzerland May 3, 1957

3 Claims. (CI. 260—247)
1. In a process of treating an amino-alcohol with a

phosphorylating agent the improvement which consists

in using as the phosphorylating agent a member selected

from the group consisting of pyrophosphoric acid and
polyphosphoric acid in an amount at least about 0.5

mol but less than the 9toichi<xnetric amount necessary

to form the phosphoric acid monoester, at a temperature
between 150° and 250° C. and under a reduced pressure

of 3-30 mm. of mercury.

3,098,073
UNSYMMETRICAL N,N'KN,N.DISUBSTITUTED

AMINOALKYD-HYDRAZINES
John H.' Biel, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Lakeside Laboratories, Inc., MUwaukee,
Wis., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. FUed Jan. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 2,123

8 CUims. (CI. 260—247.5)
1. A member of the group consisting of compounds

of the formulae

Ri Ri
\ /N-A-N

Ri B«

wherein A is a member of the group consisting of

—(CHa)„—NH—N=CH—(CHa)^—
and

-(CHi)_-N-NH-(CHi).+,-

Ri

wherein m is an integer from 2 to 10, n is an integer from
1 to 9, Ri and R3 are lower alkyl,

—

N

Ri

R4

represents a member of the group consisting of pyrroli-

dine, piperidino, 4-lower alkyl-piperazino, morpholino,
3-hydroxypiperidino and 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinolino,

and Rs is a member of the group consisting of hydrogen
and lower alkyl groups, and nontoxic pharmaceutically

acceptable acid addition salts thereof.

8. N - dimethylaminoethyl - N' - morpholinoethyl hy-
drazine.

3,098,074
6-THIOCARBOXAMIDOPURINE

George H. Hitchings, Yoakers, Gertrude B. EUon, Bronz-
ville, and Lottie E. Mackay, PleasantvUlc, N.Y., asrign-
ors to Burroughs WeUcome St Co. (U.S.A.) Inc., Tucka-
hoe, N.Y., a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 18, 1959, Scr. No. 853,684

1 Claim. (CL 260—252)
6-thiocarboxamidopurine.

I
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3,098,075

NEW PYRAZOLO-PYRIMIDINES
Jean Druey, Riehcn, Paul Schmidt, TherwU, and Kurt

Eichenbeiger, Basel, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba Cor-
poration, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. FUed May 26, 1959, Ser. No. 815,825
Chdms priority, appUcatfon Switzerland Feb. 10, 1956

24Cbdms. (CI. 260—256.4)
1. A member of the group consisting of 4,5,6,7-tetra-

hydro-pyrazolo(3,4-d)pyrimidines of the formulae:

and

R

Ri

1.

wherein R is a member selected from the group consistmg
of hydrogen, lower alkyl, hydroxy-lower alkyl, di-lower
alkylamino-Iower alkyl and cydo-lower alkyl and Rj and
R* are members selected from the group consisting of
lower alkyl, hydroxy: lower alkyl, di-lower alkylamino-
Iower alkyl and cyclo-lower alkyl and Ri and Rj are
members of the group consisting of 0x0, imino and thiono,

but at least one of these stands for 0x0, and their thera-

peutically useful acid addition salts.

2. A member of the group consisting of dihydro-
pyrazolo(3,4-d)pyrimidines of the formulae:

and

0x0, imino and thiono, and R3 is a member of the group
consisting of hydroxy, amino, mercapto, lower alkoxy,
lower alkylamino and lower alkylmercapto but at least
one of Rj and R3 is a member selected from the group
consisting of 0x0 and hydroxy, and their therapeutically
useful acid addition salts.

3,098,076
1,1 - DIPHENYL . 2 - TERTIARY AMINOMETHYL-3.
HYDROXY METHYL - CYCLOPROPANES AND
ESTERS THEREOF

Richard Baltzly, Tuckahoc, N.Y., Peter Byrom RusseU,
Bryn Mawr, Pa., and Narriman B. Mehta, White Plains,
N.Y., assignors to Burroughs WeUcome & Co. (UJS.A.)
Inc., Tuckahoe, N.Y., a corporation of New York
No Drawhig. FUed Aug. 26, 1958, Ser. No. 757,179

11 Claims. (CI. 260—294.7)
4. A base of the structure

CJ>

H
Wherein Ph is the phenyl radical.

11. A compound of the formula

(K /i \

CHiNRi
/

C— R'

C— R»

\
R»

wherein X is selected from the class consisting of hy-
drogen, methyl, methoxy and chlorine, NRj is selected
from the class consisting of the lower dialkylamino, piper-
idino, pyrrolidino and mon^olino radicals, Ri and R'
are selected from the class consisting of the lower alkyl
radicals and hydrogen and Rs is selected from the class
consisting of the hydroxymcthyl, acetoxymcthyl and cin-
namyloxymethyl radicals.

3,098,077
CERTAIN 2-(4.HALOPHENYL>3-PYRIDYL-

BUTANE-DIOLS
Milton Joel Allen, Summit, NJ., assignor to CU>a

Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 857,584

2 Cbims. (CI. 260—297)
1. A member selected from the group consisting of a

compound of Hut fcxmula:

Hal

Ri CHi
I
R|

C—

]

OH OH

-Py

m which Rj is lower alkyl, R, stands for a member of
the group consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl, Py
stands for a member of the group consisting of 3-pyridyl
and 4-pyridyl, and Hal represents halogeno, and acid
addition salts thereof.

and their tautomeric forms, wherein R is a member
selected from the group consisting of lower alkyl, hydro-
gen, hydroxy-lower alkyl, di-lower alkylamino-Iower alkyl

and cyclo-lower alkyl, and Rj is a member selected from
the group consisting of lower alkyl, hydroxy-lower alkyl,

di-lower alkylamino-lower alkyl and cyclo-lower alkyl,

and Ri is a member selected from the group consisting of

3,098,078
THIO ALKANE CARBOXYLIC ACIDS AND FUNC-

TIONAL DERIVATIVES THEREOF
Jean Druey, Rlehen, and Hans Ulrich Daeniker, Basel,

Switzerland, aasignon to Ciba Corponrtion, a corpora-
tion of Delaware
No Drawhig. FUed Feb. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 791,256
Chdms priority, appUcation Switzeriand Feb. 19, 1958

13 Chdms. (CI. 260—327)
10. /3-Methyl-^-hydroxy-»-mercapto-valeric acid-«-thio-

lactone.
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13. A member selected from the group consisting of

compounds of the formula:

Ri

Ri—8—(CHi).—C—CHt-COOH

6Ri

in which Ri and Ra represent members selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower cycloal-

kyl, phenyl, mono-halo-phenyl, mono-hydroxy-phenyl,

lAenyl-lower alkyl, mono-haJo-phenyl-lower alkyl, mono-

hydroxy-phenyl-lower alkyl and an acyl radical selected

from the group consisting of those of lower fatty acid acyl.

halo-substituted lower fatty acid acyl and benzoic acid

acyl, R3 represents lower alkyl, and n is an integer from

one to eight, both inclusive, their alkali group salts, al-

kaline earth group salts and therapeutically useful amine

acid-addition salts and functional carboxylic group deriv-

atives selected from the group consisting of lower aikyl

esters, benzyl esters and primary amides derived from am-

monia.

3,098,079
A-NORTESTOLOLACTONES

Alien I. Laskin and Frank L. Weiscnbora, Somcnet, NJ.,

aasignors to OUn Mathieson Chemical Corporation,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of Virginia

No Drawing. FUed Apr. 30, 1962, Scr. No. 191^55
4 Claims. (CI. 260—343J)

1. A compound of the formula

/\

A/ \J<«,

^=Vv^
wherein R is hydrogen, R' is selected from the group con-

sisting of a-hydroxy and a-acyloxy, wherein the acyl radi-

cal is of an unsubstituted organic hydrocarbon carboxylic

acid of less than twelve carbon atoms selected from the

group consisting of lower alkanoic acids, monocyclic aryl

carboxylic acids, monocyclic aryl lower alkanoic adds,

cycloalkane carboxylic acids and cycloalkene carboxylic

acids, and together R and R' is keto.

3,098,080
ALPHA-HYDROXY ANTHRAQUINONES

Riitger Necff, LeTerknsen-Bayerwcrk, Germany, assignor

to Farbcnfabrlken Bayer Akticngcsellsciiaft, Lcverku-

aen, Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 20, 1959, Scr. No. 800,669

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 26, 1958
1 Claim. (CI. 260—376)

OH O OH

AAA
WV COOCHiCHiOH

NOi O NH-A

3,098,081
PROCESS FOR PURIFYING TRIPHENYL

METHANE DYES
Jowl PiU, Glaasboro, NJ., assignor to E. I. da Pont de

Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Sept. 6, 1960, Scr. No. 53,916

3 Claims. (CI. 26#—393)
1. The process of purifying a chloranil-oxidized tri-

phenylmethane dye, the cation of which has the foimula

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of H,

CH, and CaHs, the numbered phenyl radical containing

chlorine in a known position taken from the group con-

sisting of the 2-, 4-, 2,4- 2,5- and 2,6-positions, said

process being one wherein said dye is disserved in an

aqueous water-soluble aln^ol solution, the alcohol com-

ponent of said solution being present in an amount within

the range of 10% to 90% by weight of said solution,

said alcohol component being selected from the group

consisting of methan(ri, ethanol. is<^ropyl alcohol, n-pro-

pyl alcohol, tertiary butyl alcohol, ethylene glycol, and

mixtures of said alcohols, said dye being dissolved there-

in at a temperature within the range of 20' C. to 90' C,
said aqueous water-soluble alcohol solution having from

10% to about 30% by weight thereof of said dye dis-

solved therein, followed by filtration to remove insoluble

impurities.

3,M8,082

PROCESS OF EXTRACTING 3-AMINO COMPOUNDS
FROM THE GENUS FUNTUMIA

Jean Lonia Panl Mainll, Watermai^BoHsfort, Bclgiom,

and Qui Khnong Hm, Park, France, aasignorB to So-

dcte Anonymc Olctta, Lnxemboiiig, Loxcmbouig

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 8,485

Claims priority, application Laxembonrg Feb. 13, 1959

7 Claims. (Cl. 260—397J)

1. A process for obtaining predetermined compounds
from plants of the genus Funtumia (Apocynaceae), species

africana, said process comprising treating the finely

crushed leaves of said plants with an alkaline solution to

dissociate said compounds from the complex combination

of triterpencs, alkaloids, tannoids, rub*)er and chlorophyll

in the leaves and to obtain a product which is then sub-

mitted to extraction by treating with a strong alkali at

a temperature of about 40* C. for substantially two

hours the bulk of the combination to which has been

added an organic salt forming acid, the bulk being ex-

tracted by a solvent, evaporated to dryness, the residue

rcdissolved in benzene being conveyed to a chromatog-

raphy alumina column, the eluants successively removing

a principle having a meking point of 176° C,
a principle having a melting point of 160' C,
a principle having a melting point of 172' C,
a principle having a melting point of 214* C,
a principle having a melting point of 173" C.

3,098,083

2a-METHYL.ll-OXYGENATED-5a.ANDROSTANES

John C. Babcock, Portage Townskte, Kalamazoo County,

J Albn Campbell, Kahimaaoo Township, Kalamazoo
County, and Raymond L. Pcdcrson, Kalamazoo, Mich.,

assignors to The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.,

a corporation of Mkhigan

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 9, 1957, Scr. No. 701,348

4Chdms. (CL 260—397v45)

2. 2o,17a-dimcthyl-3,17/3-dihydroxy-5a - andro»tan-ll-

one.
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4. 2a-mcthyl-ll-oxygenated-17-oxygenated-5a - andro-

stane of the formula:

CHi
R'

HO

wherein R' is selected from the group consisting of

AeO

. OHi'

wherein Ac is the acyl radical of a hydrocarbon carboxylic

acid OMitaining from one to twelve caii>OD atrans, in-

clusive, and
HO

N
0£U'

wherein R" is selected fxotn the group consisting of fi-

hydrox and keto; and the 3-acylates thereof wherein the

acyl radical is that of a hydrocarbon carboxylic acid con-

taining from one to twelve carbon atoms, inclusive.

3,098,084

ANABOUC ALKYLTHIO-STEROIDS

BriktaMr, KhuH InMchcr, and JoKf Gillkaen,

Daimitadt, GcnnaBj, MilgBon to E. Merck Aktkngc-
cllachaft, Darmstadt, Germany

No Drawtag. FIM Ian. 29, 1962, Scr. No. 169,658

Cbdms priority, applicadoB Germany Feb. 2, 1961

3Clafans. (CL 260—397.4)

1. Compounds <^ the formula:

Ri

Ri

&-Ri

3,098,085
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF 16a-

METHYL-ALLOPREGNANES SUBSTITUTED
IN THE 21-POSrnON

Albert Wettstcfai, Gcorg Anno-, Charles Meyatre, Peter

Wiefamd, Lndwig Ehmann, Kari Ilsnslcr, Alfred Hm-
ger, and Jfaidrkh Kebrie, aO of Basel, Switzerland, as-

signors to Ciba Corporatfen, a corpmration of Dcla-

wherein:

Ri represents a member of the group consisting of a

free and esterified hydroxyl group, said ester being

physi(riogically compatible;

Rj represents a member of the group consisting of

hydrogen and methyl;

Rj represents an alkyl group having 1-5 carbon atoms;

X represents a member of the group consisting of two

hydrogeu; one hydrogen and a member of the

group consisting of a free and esterified hydroxyl

group, said ester being physiologically compatible;

and =0;
Y represents a member of the group consisting of hy-

drogen and fluorine;

Z r^Nxsents a member of the group consisting of two

hydrogens and methylene; and
with the provision that of the substitucnts Rj, X, Y

and Z, only up to three of said substitucnts can

sinHiltaneously represent hydrogen.

2. 7a-ethylthio- 1 6-methylene- 1 7a-mcthyl-testosterooe.

No Drawfaig. Filed July 1, 1959, Scr. No. 824,210
Cbdms priority, application Switzcrhmd July 4, 1958

9 Cbdms. (Cl. 260—397.45)
1. A compound of the formula

CHt-Ri

w^ io
OH

CHi

Ri=i

in which Ri rqvesents a member selected from the group

consisting of (1) an 0x0 group and (2) a hydrogen atcxn

together with a free hydroxyl groiq?, and Rj represents a

member selected from the group consisting of ( 1 ) a hydro-

gen atom with a free o-hydroxyl group, (2) a hydrogen

atom with a lower a-acyloxy group and (3) a hydrogen

atom with an a-sulfonyloxy group, and Rj a member se-

lected from the group consisting of a free hydroxy and

a lower tcyioxy group.

3,098,086
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF 11/3-

HYDROXY-PREGNANE COMPOUNDS
Albert WeCtitefai, Rkhcn, and Peter WIcIand, Basel, Switz-

erland, assignors to COm Corporation, a corpontiOB of

Delaware
No Drawfaig. FUed Jan. 21, 1960, Scr. No. 3,743

Cbdms priority, application Switzcriand JaL 22, 1959
3 Cbdms. (CL 260—397.45)

1. Process for the manufacture of a member selected

from the group consisting of 3-Ri-ll/3,17a-dihydroxy-

16-R3-20-oxo-pregnane and the 5-dehydro derivative

thereof, in which Ri represents a member selected from
the group consisting of (1) hydroxy and (2) acyloxy in

which the acyl radical is that of a lower aliphatic car-

boxylic acid and Rj represents a member selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen and a lower alkyl

group, wherein a member selected from the group con-

sisting of A''"'"-3-Rs-ll-oxo-16-Rj-20-R4-prcgncne and

the 5-dehydro derivative thereof, in whidi Rj has the

meaning above-given and each of R3 and R4 represents

acyloxy in which the acyl radical is that of a lower ali-

phatic carboxylic acid, is treated with a complex alkali

metal hydride, to form the corresponding 11/3-hydroxjd

compound which is then reacted with an organic per-

acid aiKi the resulting 17(20) -oxido-ll^-hydroxy-steroid

is hydrolysed to form the 17-hydroxy-20-oxo-steroid.

3,098,087

16,21-DIOCYLOXY-AS.PREGNENE-3OL-20-ONE DE-
RIVATIVES AND PROCESS FOR THE PRODUC-
TION THEREOF

Albert WcttstciB, Basel, Charics Mcystre, Arlcahcfan, and
Walter Vocer, Bfamfaigen, Switzerland, aarignon to Clba
Corporation, a corporation of Dchwara
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 17, 1956, Scr. No. 628,519

Claims priority, application Switzerland June 12, 1953

4 Cbdms. (CL 260—397.47)
1. A 3,16^,21 - tris - (lower alkanoyloxy) - 17a - hy-

droxy-5-pregnene-20-one.
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3,098,0M
PRODUCnON OF HALOALKYLTIN(rV) HALIDES
Rudolf PoUter, Heidelberg, Gennany, aai^pior to Ba-

dlsche Anilin- A Soda-Fabrik AktleugeMllsdiaft, Lod-

wigshafen (Rbine), Germany
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 142,517

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 5, I960
9Cbiinis. (0.260-429.7)

1. A compound selected from the class consisting of:

CUi X CHi

X_CHi-CHt-C-CHf-CHi-8n-CHi-CHr-C-CHt-CHi-X

k i L
and

CHi CH»—CH. CHi

X-CHi-CHt-C-CHr-CHi-Sn C

ki X CHf-CHi Ri

in which Rj is a C, to C4 alkyl radical and X is halogen.

3 098 089
STABLE LEAD ALKYL COMPOSITIONS AND A

METHOD FOR PREPARING THE SAME
Shirl E. Cook and Wilford H. Thomas, Baton Rouge, La.,

assignors to Ethyl Corporation, New York N.Y., a cor-

poration of Viri^hiia

No Drawing. FUed June 8, 1962, Ser. No. 200,930
6Cbdms. (CL 260-^37)

1. A method of inhibiting the decomposition of an

alkyllcad compound at temperatures of from about 100*

C. to about 195* C. which conH>rises incorporating with

said compound from about 5 to about 25 weight percent

based on the weight of the alkyllead compound of a

phenyl acetylenic hydrocarbon having from 8 to about

12 carbon atoms in the nK^ecule and having the formula

Ri

C=CH
+
Ri

wherein Ri and Rj are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen and alkyl groups; and from about 5 to about

25 weight percent based on the weight of the alkyllead

compound of a fused ring aromatic hydrocarbon contain-

ii^ from 10 to about 14 carbon atoms in the nKdecule.

3,098,090
STABLE LEAD ALKYL COMPOSITIONS AND A

METHOD FOR PREPARING THE SAME
Wilford H. Thomas and Shiri E. Cook, Baton Rouge, La.,

aMdgoon to Ethyl Corporation, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of Virginia
No Drawing. Filed June 8, 1962, Ser. No. 200,936

7 Claims. (CI. 260—437)
1. A method of inhibiting the decomposition of an

alkyllead compound at temperatures of from about 100*

C. to about 195* C. which comprises incorporating with

said compound from about 5 to about 25 weight percent

each of a Cg acyclic hydrocarbon selected from the group

consisting of alkanes and alkenes, and of a Cio acyclic

hydrocarbon selected from the group consisting of alkanes

and alkenes, the foregoing percenUges being based upon

the weight of said alkyllead compound.

3,098,091
AMINOALKYL ESTERS OF ETHER SUBSTITUTED

DITHIOCARBAMIC ACIDS
John J. D'Amico, Nitro, W. Va., aarignor to Monsanto

Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. FUcd Apr. 14, 1958, Ser. No. 728,101

8 Claims. (CI. 260—455)
1. A compound of the formula

Ri

R-X-ANHC(8)8A'-N

where R represents a radical selected from the group con-

sisting of alkyl of one to eight carbon atoms inclusive,

3,6-dioxaheptyl, vinyl, allyl, phenyl and benzyl, X is se-

lected from a group consisting of oxygen and sulfur,

A represents lower alkylene. A' represents alkylene con-

taining less than four carbon atoms which separates the

sulfur and nitrogen by at least two carbon atoms, Ri is

selected from a group consisting of hydrogen, alkyl of

one to four carbon atoms inclusive, allyl, 2-chloroallyl,

propynyl, phenyl and cyclohexyl, R3 is selected from a

group consisting of hydrogen, alkyl of one to four car-

bon atoms inclusive and allyl and R3 taken with Rj aad
the nitrogen atom represents the morpholine ring.

4 3,098,092
PROCESS OF PREPARING 4-AMINO-4'-CHLORO-

2-STILBENECARBONlTRILE
Eldrcd Welch, Westfleld, NJ., anigiior to General AniUne
& Film Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of
Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dec 21, 1960, Ser. No. 77,280

8 Claims. (O. 260—465)
1. TTie process of preparing 4-amino-4'-chloro-2-stil-

benecarbonitrile which comprises reducing by the addition

of hydrogen at a temperature of from 50* to 100* C. and
a pressure of from atmospheric to 50 p.s.i.g. to 4'-chloro-

4-nitro-2-stilbenecarbonitriIe in the presence of at least one

2-alkoxyethanol as solvent-diluent having the following

general formula:
ROCHaCHjOH

wherein R is an alkyl group of from 1 to 5 carbon atoms.

3,098,093

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ESTERS BY
ALCOHOLYSIS

Hugh J. Hagemeyer, Jr., and Howrard N. Wright, Jr.,

Longview, Tex., asrignon to Eaatman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,200

JCfadms. (CL 260-^91)
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1. In the method for the continuous production of an
ester product, the steps which comprise

( 1 ) continuously introducing into a reaction vessel con-

taining a refluxing mixtiire substantially stoichiomet-

ric amounts of

(a) isobutyl isobutyrate and

(&) an alcohol having the structural fonnula

R"—OH

wherein R" is an «Ikyl radical of from 1 to 3

carbon atoms, said refluxing mixture being com-

I

prised of an equilibrium mixture of isobutyl iso-

butyrate, alcohol {b), an ester interchange cat-

alyst, an ester reaction product, and isobutyl al-

cohol reaction product, said equilibrium mixture

being derived by admixing and heating to reac-

tion from 2 to 9 moles of isobutyl isobutyrate. 1

mole of alcohol (6). and an ester interchange

catalyst,

(2) feeding equilibrium mixture continuously from the

the bottom of the reaction vessel into a flash distilla-

tion column heated at the base thereof and operat-

ing under reduced pressure and at a reflux ratio of

about 3:1 to 1:1 wherein there is provided substan-

tially immediately an overhead fraction comprised of

isobutyl isobutyrate, alcohol {b), ester reaction prod-

uct, and isobutyl alcohol and a residual fraction com-

prised of substantially all the catalyst carried over in

the equilibrium mixture and isobutyl isobutyrate,

(3) returning to the reaction vessel a continuous stream

of the residual fraction at a rate sufficient to main-

tain a substantially constant volume thereof in the

base of the flash distillation column,

(4) feeding continuously the overhead fraction into a

distillation column A (^)erating at atmospheric pres-

sure and at a reflux ratio of from about 10:1 to 6:1

and distilling therefrom an overhead fraction com-

prised of an azeotrope of alcohol (6) and ester reac-

tion product whereby substantially all alcohol (6) is

removed,

(5) feeding continuously a stream of residual fraction

comprised of isobutyl isobutyrate, ester reaction

product, and isobutyl alc(Aol from the base of col-

umn A into a distillation column B operated at at-

fnosph«-ic pressure and at a reflux ratio of from 12:1

to 8:1 wherein an overiiead product comprising sub-

stantially all ester reaction product is removed and

there is provided a residual fraction comprised sub-

stantially of isobutyl alcohol and isobutyl isobutyrate,

(6) feeding continuously a stream of residual fraction

from the base of column B into a distillation col-

unm C operated at atmospheric pressure and at a

reflux ratio of from about 12:1 to 8:1 wherein iso-

butyl alcohol is substantially all removed as an over-

head fraction and there is provided a residual frac-

tion comprised essentially of isobutyl isobutyrate, and

(7) feeding continuously all the residual fraction from

coliunn C to the reaction vessel.

3,098,095
PROCESS FOR RESOLVING AROMATIC POLYCAR-
BOXYLIC ACIDS CAPABLE OF FORMING IN-
TRAMOLECULAR ANHYDRIDES

James O. Knobloch, Hobart, and John W. Shepard, Grif-

fith, Ind., and Hsiang P. Liao, Park Forest, nu assign-

ors to Standard Oil Company, Chicago, RI., a corpora-

tion of Indiana
No Drawfaig. Filed Aug. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 832,866

6Clafans. (0.260—525)
1. A process for resolving a mixture of at least two

aromatic polycarboxylic acids, each of said acids having

two carboxyl px>ups sterically capable of forming an

intramoleoilar anhydride and possessing characteristi-

cally different dehydration temperatures, said mixture be-

ing selected from the combinations of (a) 3-nitro

orthophthalic acid and 4-nitro orthophthalic acid, (b)

chloro orthophthalic acids and orthophthalic acid, (c)

methyl orthophthalic acids and 3,6-dimethyl ortho-

phthalic acids, id) 4-carboxy orthc^hthalic acid and

orthophthalic acid, (e) 4-carboxy orthojAthalic acid and

4-methyl orthophthalic acid, and (/) 4-t-butyl ortho-

phthalic acid and 4-carboxy orthophthalic acid, which

process comprises heating said mixture in the presence

of a refluxing aromatic hydrocarbon to a temperature

intermediate of said individual dehydration temperatures

for a period of time sufficient to dehydrate only one of

said aromatic acids to the anhydride thereof while mini-

mizing dehydration of the other of said aromatic acids,

thereby forming a liquid fraction containing aromatic

acid anhydride and aromatic hydrocarbon and a solid

fraction comprising aromatic polycarboxylic acid, and

thereafter s^arating the two fractions.

3,098,096
3- AND 4-(2-CHLORETHYLSULFONYL)-BENZOYL

CHLORIDE
James F. Feeman, West Readfaig, Pa., assignor to Cromp-

ton & Knowles Corporation, Worcester, Mass., a corpo-

ration of Massachusetts
No Drawhig. Filed June 27, 1960, Ser. No. 38,733

3 CUtfms. (CI. 260—544)
1. A compound having the following structure

—

H R

R,—80»-C—C—Cl

k k
wherein R is a radical selected from the group consisting

of ^r-H and -lower alkyl and Ri is a radical selected from

the group consisting of

3,098,094
PRODUCTION OF CARBOXYUC ACIDS AND

SALTS THEREOF FROM ASPHALTENES
Armfai C. PItdiford, BartfcsvOlc, Okla., aarignor to Phil-

lbs Petroicnm Company, a corporation of Dctaiwarc

No Drawfaig. FVed May 9, 1960, Ser. No. 27,526
3 ClaiH^ (CL 260—524)

1. A method comprising separating asphaltenes from

asphalt by solvent extraction, treating said separated

asphaltenes with an oxidizing agent consisting essentially

of nitric acid having a concentration in the range between

10 to 70 wei^t percent at an acid/asphaltene weight ratio

in the range between 1/2 to 10/1 and at a temperature

in the range between 150 to 350" P., separating the result-

ing water insoluble residue comprising asphaltene carb-

oxylic acids from the resulting reaction mixture, neutral-

izing the latter with a basic neutralizing agent selected

from the group consisting of ammonia, primary mono-

amines having 1 to 20 carbon atoms per molecule, di-

amines having 3 to 30 carbon atoms per molecule, alkali

metal salts, alkali metal oxides, alkali metal hydroxides,

alkaline earth metal salts, alkaline earth metal oxides, and

alkuline earth metal hydroxides, and separating from the

resulting neutralized mixture lie resulting water soluble

asphaltene carboxylic acid salts.

7»a O.Q.—BO

Cl—

c

^^>
and

3,098,097
UNSATURATED ALIPHATIC AMINO-DIOLS

Cyril Grob and Erwfai F. Jenny, Basel, Switzerland, as-

signors to Ciba Corporation, a corporation of Debware
No Drawing. Filed July 3, 1958, Ser. No. 746,346

Clatans priority, appUcatioa Switmiand Jnly 12, 1957

5Cbdms. (0.260—584)
1. A member of the group consisting of unsaturated

aliphatic amino-diols of the fonnula:

CH,(CHa)a—A—CHOH—CHNHa—CHjOH
in which A stands for —CH=CH— and n for the odd
whole number 7-11, their N-lowcr alkanoyl derivatives,

and their salts with pharmaceutically acceptable acids.
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3,«f8,t98
METHOXYTETRALONE TETRACYCLIC

ADDmON PRODUCTS
lohn A. Cclla, Lake Forest, 01^ urignor to G. D.

Scaric A Co., Chicago, 111., a corporatton of Delaware

Filed AprTll, 19M, Scr. No. 23,851

4 Claims. (O. 26«—58<)
1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

(a) a coiT^x>utxl of empirical formula, CjtHnOi. char-

acterized by a melting point of about 224-225* C; ultra-

violet absorption bands at 223 and 242 na/* when dis-

solved in methyl alcohol; infrared absorption bands at

2.83, 6.04. 6.17, 6.35, 6.82, 6.95, 7.29, 7.35, 7.59, 7.69,

7.92, 8.01, 8.30. 8.65, 9.05, 9.20, 9.53. 9.71, 9.92, 10.30,

10.74, 10.90, 11.00, 11.28, 11.50. 11.63, 12.18. 12.56.

12.83. 13.59. 13.82, and 14.43m when incorporated in a

potassium bromide disc, substantially as shown in FIG.

1; ready solubility in each of benzene, toluene, and glacial

acetic acid; slight solubility in each of ethyl acetate,

methyl alcohol, and ethyl alcohol; and subsuntial in-

solubility in each of water, dilute aqueous mineral acid,

dilute aqueous alkali, normal hexane, and cyclohexane;

ib) a compound of empirical formula, CifHaaOj, char-

acterized by a melting point of about 198-201" C; ultra-

violet absorption bands at 231 and 242 m^ when dis-

solved in methyl alcohol; infrared absorption bands at

2.97. 6.00, 6.14, 6.35, 6.87, 6.99, 7.10, 7.31, 7.41, 7.51,

7.60. 7.88, 8.03, 8.33. 8.62, 9.06, 9.17, 9.58, 9.90, 10.20,

10.75, 10.85, 10.95, 11.43, 11.60, 12.21, 13.05, 13.50,

14.00, and 14.50m when incorporated in a potassium

bromide disc, substantially as shown in FIG. 2; ready

solubility in each of benzene, toluene, and glacial acetic

acid; slight solubility in each of ethyl acetate, methyl

alcohol, and ethyl alcohol; and substantial insolubility in

each of water, dilute aqueous mineral acid, dilute aque-

ous alkali, normal hexane, and cyclohexane; and (c) a

compound of empirical formula, Ci»HxOa, character-

ized by a melting point ot about 178-180° C; an ultra-

violet absorption band at 230 mM when dissolved in

methyl alcohol; infrared absorption bands at 6.00, 6.14,

6.30. 6.34. 6.84, 6.91, 7.00, 7.28, 7.32, 7.42, 7.53, 7.58.

7.65, 7.91, 8.04. 8.19. 8.29, 8.49. 8.56. 8.72. 8.91. 9.19.

9.28, 9.52, 9.68, 9.97, 10.18, 10.38, 10.72, 10.84, 11.39.

11.52, 11.75. 11.97. 12.58, 12.77, 13.36. 13.72, and

14. 12m when incorporated in a potassium bronude disc,

substantially as shown in FIG. 3; ready solubility in each

of benzene, toluene, aiKi glacial acetic acid; slight solu-

bility in each of ethyl acetate, methyl alcohol, and ethyl

alcohol; and substantial insolubility in each of water,

dilute aqueous mineral acid, dilute aqueous alkali, nor-

mal hexane, and cyclohexane.

groups, alkenylaryl groups, alkoxyaryl groups, hydroxy-

aryl groups and haloalkyl groups with a strongly acidic

polymeric cation exchange resin which is saturated with

a liquid inert organic solvent, under substantially an-

hydrous conditions and at a temperature above 25* C. to

convert said ester to the corresponding phenolic ketone

and thereafter separating the phenolic ketone thus pro-

duced.

3,898,1M
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

DnSOPROPYL KETONE
Bcatamia T. Freve, CluarlcBtoB, W. Va., aaigBor to

Unloa Carbide Corporalloo, a corporadon of New
York
No Drawii«. FUmI Apr. 28, 19M. Scr. No. 25,206

SCtaims. (CL 260—596)
1. The process for the production of diisopropyl ketone

which comprises contacting 2,2,4-trimethyl-l,3-pentane-

diol in the vapor phase with cadmium phosphate at a

temperature of from 250-400* C. and recovering the

ketone formed.

3,098,W9
ESTER-KETONE CONVERSION

Louis B. Conte, Jr., Newarli, and Francis N. Apel,

Nntley, NJ., assignon to Union Carbide Corporation,

a corporation of New York
No Drawing. FUcd Apr. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 23,127

6 Claims. (CI. 260—590)
1. Method for converting esters of phenols into

phenolic ketones which comprises contacting a solution

in an inert liquid organic solvent of an ester of a phenol

which has the formula

Ar-

O

-0-C-R- -

wherein x is an integer from 1 to 2, Ar is an aromatic

hydrocarbon radical having a valence equal to x which

can be substituted with at least one member of the class

consisting of alkyl groups, alkenyl groups, aryl groups,

aralkyl groups, alkoxy groups, alkoxyaryl groups and

halogen groups, and R is selected from the class consisting

of alk}i groups, aryl groups, alluuyl groups, aralkyl

3,098,101
PREPARATION OF OXYGENATED COMPOUNDS
Clyde Lee Aldridge, Batoa Roagc, and NevOle Leveme

Cull, Baker, La., as^lpinri to Easo Research and Engi-
neering Company, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Ang. 21, 1958, Ser. No. 756,430
13 Claims. (0.260—604)

1. A process for converting an olefinic hydrocarbon

having n carbon atoms in the molecule, n being an integer

ranging from 2 to 20, into an aldehyde having 2/i+2 car-

bon atoms per molecule which comprises reacting said ole-

finic hydrocarbon at elevated temperatures and pressures

with hydrogen and carbon monoxide in a carbonylation

zone in the presence of: a cobalt carbonylation catalyst,

as a reaction modifier an oil soluble compound of a metal

selected from the group consisting of zinc, magnesium,

barium, cadmium, strontium, calcium and beryllium, and
as an activator an olefin soluble salt of a metal having an

atomic number between 80 and 83 inclusive, said activa-

tor being present in an amount of from 0.1 to 10 milli-

moles per liter of olefinic hydrocarbon.

3,098,102
PRODUCTION OF UNSATURATED ALIPHATIC

ALDEHYDES
James Robert Bcthell and D«vid James Hadley, Epsom

Downs, England, assignon to The Distillers Company
Limited, Edinburgh, Scotland, a British company
No Orawfaig. FUcd Jan. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 44l8

Cbdms priority, appUcatloB Great Britain Feb. 17, 1959
4aaims. (a. 260—604)

1. The process for the producti(xi of an unsaturated

aldehyde selected from the group consisting of acrolein

and methacrolein which comprises reacting at about
300-500* C. in the vapour phase and in the presence of

an inert gaseous diluent a substance selected from the

group consisting of propylene and isobutene with oxygen,
the proportion of olefine in the feed being between about
2 and 10% by volume, the proportion of oxygen in the

feed between 2 and 15% by volume, over cobalt molyb-
date as an oxidation catalyst, and i:ecovering the un-
saturated aldehyde from the reaction products.

3,098,103
PURELY PARA THIOETHER POLYMERS

Walter Reifschnelder, Midfamd, Mkh., Msignor to Tbe
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corpora-
tion of Dehware
No Drawfaig. Filed June 27, 1962, Scr. No. 205,501

1 Claim, (a. 260—609)
Bis (p-phenylthio )phenyl ) sulfide.

y
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3,098,104
ALKYLPHENYL BIS TmOETHERS

Walter RelfschBcidcr, Mldbmd, Mich., assignor to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mkh^ a corpora-
tion of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Jnnc 27, 1962, Scr. No. 205,504

5Clahns. (Q. 260—609)
1. Compound of the formula

(R).

wherein R represents a lower alkyl group being of from

1 to 6, inclusive, carbon atoms and n is an integer from
1 to 2, inclusive.

3,098,105
ALKANOL PHENOXY THIOETHERS

Walter Reifschnelder, Midland, Mich., assignor to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. FUcd June 27, 1962, Ser. No. 205,521

3 Chdms. (CI. 260—609)
1. A cmnpound correspoDding to the fcMmula

S-hydroxysIkyl^»^
wherein "hydroxyalkyP represents a group of the formula

—CaHanOH

wherein n represents an integer from 2 to 6, inclusive.

3,098,106
PRODUCTION OF ROCKET FUEL

WOUam Rogers Edwwds, Baytown, Tex., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Easo Research and Engine«ring
Company, Elizabeth, NJ., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 7, 1959, Scr. No. 857,596
SOaiaH. (CL 260—666)

•/fawi'

•*>tb**i«

2. A rocket and missile fuel consisting of about 13

mol percent of n-propylcydohexane, about 22 mol per-

cent of l-methyl-2-ethylcyclohexane, about 43 mol per-

cent of l-methyl-3-ethylcyclohexane, and about 22 mol
percent of l-methyl-4-ethylcyclohexane, said fuel boiling

in the range from about 300* to about 320* F., being

thermally stable and having a qwcific gravity of about

0.792.

3. A method for producing a rocket and missile fuel

which comprises fractionally distilling a Ct alkyl benzene

fraction under conditions to form a first fraction con-

taining 1,2,4- and 1,2.3-trimethylbenzenes and isopropyl-

benzene and a second fraction containing other €« alkyl

benzenes including 1,3.5-trimethylbenzene, discarding

said first fraction, contacting said second fraction with

a hydrogenating catalyst at a temperature within the range

from about 300* F. to about 600 P., at a pressure within

the range of about 100 to about 1(X)0 p.s.i.g., and at a

space velocity within the range from about 0.25 to about

2.00 volumes of liquid feed per volume of catalyst per
hour, whereby said other C* alkyl benzenes form a
hydrogenated product containing C« alkyl cydohexanes,
distilling said product under conditions to form a third

fraction containing 1,3,5-trimethylcyclohexane and a
fourth fraction containing other Ct alkyl cydohexanes,
discarding said third fraction and recovering said fourth

fraction as a rocket and missile fuel.

3,098,107
METHOD FOR PRODUCING ETHYLENE

Rudolf Becker, Mnnidi-Solln, Germany, assignor to Ge-
sellsdiaft fur Linde's Elsmaschhien AktlengescUachaft,

Mnnldi, Germany, a German company
Filed May 22, 1959, Ser. No. 815,217

4 Chdms. (O. 260—677)

'^'^

UfiM

1. In a method for producing pure ethylene free of

acetylene and ethane by:

(1) rectifying in a distillation column a mixture con-

sisting essentially of ethylene with acetylene and
ethane as impurities, thereby producing liquid ethane

as bottoms and a vaporous imixture of ethylene-aoet-

ylene as overhead product; and

(2) purifying the overhead product by washing with a
solvent to remove the acetylene impurity; the im-

provement whidi comprises compressing the over-

head product leaving the distillation column, cooling

the same, and prior to its liquefaction, branching off

. a predetermined ptMtion of the ethylene^cetylene

and washing this latter portion with a solvent to re-

move the acetylene impurity; and passing the remain-

ing portion of the cthylene-acetylene, in indirect

heat-transfer relationship, through the contents of

the bottom of the distillation column, thereby sup-

plying heat for the (^>eration of said column and

simultaneously condensing the ethylene-acetylene;

and utilizing at least a portion of said condensed

^hylene-acetylene as reflux for the operation of said

distillation column.

' 3,098,108

COALESCING SULPHURIC ACID-HYDROCARBON
EMULSIONS

Aaron Preiser, Scotch Plains, NJ., assignor to E«o Re-
search and Engineering Company, a corporation of
Delaware

FUcd Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76^80
12Clafans. (0.260—683.62)

7. In the process of forming branched chain saturated

hydrocarb<M) by contacting an olefin hydrocarbon with
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an emulsion of isoparaffinic hydrocarbon and liquid acid

catalyst in a confined reaction zone under reaction con-

ditions and withdrawing a portion of said emulsion from

said reaction zone, separating reaction product from said

withdrawal emulsion and returning catalyst to said reac-

tion zone, the improvement in the separation of liquid

catalyst from hydrocarbon which comprises con.acting said

withdrawn emulsion with a member of the group consist-

'TX.

ing of polytetrafluorocthylcnc and polytrifluorochloro-

ethylene polymer of random length, width, and thickness

of about 20 to 1000 microns which material is preferen-

tially wet by hydrocarbon, at a flow rate of emulsion to

polymer of 10 to 20 v./v./h. and a linear velocity of about

.01 to 0.2 f.p.s. wherein the thickness of the halogenated

ethylene polymer pad is about 8 to 18 inches and the pres-

sure drop across the pad is 1 to 5 p.s.i.g.

3,098,109

APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUSLY MODIFYING
THE TEMPERATURE OF WIRE AND THE LIKE

Maurice A. Nye and Jess C. Bittman, Cuyahoga Falls,

Ohio, assignors to The Vaughn Machinery Company,
Cuyahoga Fails, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUcd Sept 13, 1960, Ser. No. 55,651

2 Claimf. (CL 26^—3)

1. Wire heat treating apparatus comprising a housing

defining a chamber therewithin; a generally cylindrical

drum in said housing adapted to have wire wrapped there-

about for travel through said housing upon rotation of

said drum; drive means operative to route said drum so

to advance such wire through said housing; heating means

effective to heat the helical loops of wire dispoacd in said

chamber; a push ring keyed to said drum for roUtion

therewith, and actuating means for said push ring com-
prising a fixed support rotatably mounting a plurality of

rollers, the axes of said rollers being inclined with respect

to a plane transverse to the axis of said dnui whereby said

push ring is rotatably supported on said rollers to con-

tinuously helically advance the coils of wire wrapped

about said drum.

3,098,llf

COOLING ARRANGEMENTS FOR
MOLTEN METALS

Thomai Ronald Albert Davcy, Brlalol, Md Walter Ltnd-

aay Uatoii, Lugford, near Brlftoi, FjiglaiMl, aniciiora

to Mctalhnvical Froceaaea Limited, Naasau, Bahamas,

and The National SoMltlng Company Limited, London,
giigianH, doing bfineM togctiicr as MctaUnrgical De-
elopmcat Company, NamaB, Bahamaa

Filed Sept. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 84«,600

Cfadam priority, appUcaHoa Great Britain Oct. 17, 195S

SClafant. (a. 2M—15)

1. In the combination of a condenser in which zinc

vapor is condensed in molten lead that is circulated suc-

cessively through the condenser, through a cooling tank

having cooling means for cooling the zinc-containing

molten lead, through a settling zone where molten metallic

zinc is separated and removed, the molten lead then being

returned to the condenser, the improvement in said cool-

ing means which cmnprises at least one generally cylin-

droid cooling drum rotatably mounted for rotation about

the generally vertically disposed longitudinal axis of the

drum, said drum being adapted to be substantially com-
pletely immersed in the zinc-containing molten lead in

the cooling tank, an upright tubular extension secured

to the drum and communicating with the interior thereof
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through a bole in the top of the drum, means for intro-

ducing cooling fluid into the drum and for withdrawing

cooling fluid therefrom through said tubular extension,

means for rotating the tubular extension and the drum
secured thereto, means for preventing substantial rotation

of cooling fluid in the drum, caused by rotation of the

drum, comprising at least one radially-disposed stationary

baffle positioned within the rotatable cooling drum, and

means for preventing substantial rotation of the zinc-

containing molten lead in the cooling tank immediately

surrounding the rotatable cooling drum comprising at

least one baffle extending in a direction generally verti-

cally and radially with respect to said drum.

ELECTRICAL
3,098,111

FURNACE FOR MELTING OR REFINING
GLASS ELECTRICALLY

Doo^bs Graeme Hann, Ryton, Shifnal, and Robert Flem-
ing Ramsay, TUgatc, Crawley, England, assignors to

ElemcH Limited, Bilston, England, a British company
FUcd Oct 19, 1961, Ser. No. 146,265

10 Claims. (CL 13—6)

liliU^

r

1. In a glass melting furnace having at least one cham-

ber for containing a body of molten glass, means for heat-

ing said glass by the passage of alternating electric current

along a path therethrough and for effecting control over

the distribution of current over a \ransverse cross-section

of said path, comprising a first electrode means including

respective electrodes spaced apart crosswise of the current

path, a second electrode means spaced from the first elec-

trode means longitudinally of the current path, a first

source of alternating voltage connected between the elec-

trodes of the first electrode means, a second source of

alternating voltage including at least a component in quad-

rature with the first source and connected between the

first and second electrode means, a third source of alter-

nating voltage connected in circuit with at least one of

said first and second sources, and means for varying said

third source of voltage to vary the magnitude of tiie result-

ant voltage appearing between the second electrode means

and one of said electrodes of the first electrode means

relatively to the resultant voltage appearing between the

second electrode means and another one of said electrodes

of the first electrode means.

3,098,112

VAPOR CELL UGHT MODULATOR
John W. Horton, New York, N.Y., aaiigiior to Inter-

national Busincas Machines Corporation, New Yorli,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed July 22, 1959, Ser. No. 828,908

5ClafaM. (a.8S—61)

1. An optical device comprising a light cell having a

li^t medium therein, said medium having the fc^owing

characteristics:

(1) a ground state

(2) an excited state

(3) exhibits splitting into a plurality of Zeeman levels

upon the application to said medium of a weak static

magnetic field

(4) One of said levels is a photon relatively non-

absorbing level to a pumping radiation, means pro-

viding a weak static magnetic field for application to

said medium to cause said splitting, a source of a

beam of pumping radiation for illuminating said

medium to cause Zeeman transition of substan-

tially all of the atoms of said medium to said non-

absorbing level whereby said non-absorbing level

becomes highly populated and said medium becomes

translucent to said pumping radiation, a source of

a beam of depumping radiation for illuminaiting said

medium to cause said non-absorbing level to become

de-populated and said medium to become substan-

tially opaque to said pumping radiation and means

to control said radiations, the direction of said mag-

netic field being the same as the direction of propa-

gation of said pumping radiation, said depumping

radiations being of substantially identical frequency

and direction of polarization, said depumping radia-

tion being propagated in the direction at right angles

to said field direction.

3,098,113

OIL-IMMERSED ELECTRICAL APPARATUS HAY-
ING OIL-IMPREGNATED MAIN INSULATION
PARTLY COVERED BY LIQUID-IMPERVIOUS
MATERIAL

Albert Edward Brieriey, Stafford, England, assignor to

The English Electric Company Limited, London, Eng-

land, a British company

FUed Nov. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 70,229

Clahns priority, application Great Britahi Dec. 4, 1959

10 Claims. (CL 174—26)

1. Electrical apparatus of the kind which is immersed

'in oil comprising a plurality of electrical conductors which

in use are of different potentials and adjacent to one

another and are closely wound to form a coil having

two main surfaces in contact with the oil, each conductor

being covered by a main insulating covering of a mate-

rial which in use is impregnated by the oil and each

conductor furtiier having an insulating part-covering of a

material which is impervious to liquids, the part-covering

surrounding and partly but not wholly covering the main
insulating covering so as to allow the impregnation of the

main insulating covering with insulating oil but to restrict

the absorption of water by said main covering and where-

in the insulating part-covering of alternate conductors is

disposed around that portion of the conductor which

forms part of one of said main surfaces and the insulating

part-covering of the intermediate conductors is disposed

around that portion of the conductor which forms part

of the other main surface.
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3,098,114
JUNCTION BOX FOR RECESSED WALL

INSTALLATION
Walter Myrton Hawn, BridgcvUlc, Pa^ and DaTid Chann,

Forest Park, Robert J. Bead, Hlnadale, and Donald V.

Veacly, HUUMc, IIU asiignon to The Pyle-National

Company, Chicago, m^ a corporation of New Jersey

Filed May 12, 1959, Scr. No. 812,M5
12 Claims. (CI. 174—58)

8. Mounting means for light units comprising an en-

trance box, a junction box connected to one side of said

entrance box, and a face plate removably fastened to said

junction box and having means formed therein compris-

ing a wiring compartment having upper and lower walls

and an arcuate front wall extending therebetween, said

arcuate front wall having a plurality of light units mounted
thereon, said lower wall of said wiring compartment com-

prising a removable access cover for affording selective

access to said wiring compartment.

3,098,115
ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Stephen Gnamaschelll, Garden City, N.Y., anignor, by

mcsoc asiignmenti, to Atlas Corporation, a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Apr. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 20,623

3 Claims. (CI. 174—102)

the edge portions of said members being ooiuected to-

gether but being flexible enough when connected to the

conduit to be bent in one plane to desired paths in a
structure where the conduit is used, the edge portions be-

ing stiff in the directions of their planar extent to {M-event

bending of the conduit in the plane of said edge portions,

said conduit having open ends, and at least one electrical

conductor within the conduit and extending lengthwise

thereof.

1. In an electrical distribution system, a conduit oocn-

prising two similar elongated ribbon-like members, each

having substantially co-planar longitudinally-extending

edge portions which are interconnected by longitudinally-

spaced crossbands substantially uniformly located along

the length of the edge portions, the crossbands of each

member being bowed outwardly in a common direction

from the plane of the edge portions and being also curved

in the direction of the length of the conduit and in a di-

rection to give each of the crossbands a convex curvature

in its inside surface to prevent insulation, splices or other

parts of an electrical conductor from catching on the

edges of the crossbands when an electrical conductor is

pulled through the conduit and across said bands, and

the different members being bowed in opposite directions

from one another to enclose a substantially cylindrical

space through which electrical conductors can be pulled,

3,098,116
LEAK-DETECTING TELEPHONE CABLE

BJom Jore, HastiB(i oo Hndaon, Ralph G. D'Ascoli,
Yonkcn, and John W. Obon, Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.,
awlgnoci to Anaconda Whrc and Cable Company, a

corporatioa of Dcfanrarc
Filed Oct 7, 1959, Scr. No. 844,931

6 Clafana. (CL 174—115)

3. In a telephone cable having an outer protective

jacket and a multiplicity of conductor pairs endosed with-

in and extending through said jacket, each conductor at

each pair being surrounded by an insulating layer of

non-porous thermoplastic dielectric material, means for

detecting leaks in said cable comprising at least one
twisted pair of detector conductors enclosed within and
extending through said cable, each of said detector con-

ductcM^ being surrounded by a layer of non-porous

thermoplastic dielectric material normally insulating it

from the other detector conductor, the insulating layers

on the detector conductors being formed with small

closely spaced openings along their entire length through

which the surface of the detector conductors are exposed,

whereby when a voltage drop is impressed across the

twisted pair of detector conductors and water enters

through a leak in said cable the detector conductors are

wetted and a circuit is dosed between them.

3,098,117

ELECTRIC FENCE INSULATOR
Robert M. Wilson, Battle Creek, Mkh., amignoi

Products, Incorporated, Battle Creek, Mkh.,
ration of Michigan

FUed Ang. 3, 1960, Scr. No. 47,315

4aahM. (CL 174—166)

to Dare
a corpo-

1. An electrical insulator comprising a heat-flowable,

plastic body portion terminating at one end in a periph-

eral flange, said body portion including a through aper-

ture extending through opposite ends thereof for receiv-

ing a pressure-applying fastener therethrough, said body

portion including intermediate wire-receiving means for

removably receiving a current conducting wire, said body

portion including an integral rib projecting axially beyond

said peripheral flange, inwardly and adjacent the outer

edge thereof and surrounding said through aperture, and
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a rigid metal sleeve circumjacent to the other surface of

said rib and including an outwardly extending, continuous

flange seated on the outer surface of said peripheral flange

of said body portion and adjacent the outer edge thereof,

said sleeve projecting beyond the terminal end of said rib

and terminating- in a terminal edge including a serrated

portion opening in the direction toward which said rib

projects, said sleeve restrainmg said rib against deforma-

tion and expansion flow during installation, and said con-

tinuous flange of said sleeve providing a pressure base

outwardly of said rib for distributing the application of

pressure on said insulator outwardly of said rib when the

insulator is installed.

3,098,118
POST-DEFLECTION TUBE WITH XYZXZY

SEQUENCE
Paul Ralboum, Soothport, Conn.
FUed July 5, 1960, Scr. No. 40,678

9 CbUms. (CI. 178—5.4)

signal input to each of said monitor stations, a storage sys-

tem for a plurality of document recordings including an

endless track conveyor, said recordings each being of sub-

stantially equal area and arranged in close proximity as

a plurality of parallel tandem aligned frames which

frames also extend as substantially parallel rows across

said conveyor, at least one video scanner, a guide means
for guiding said scanner across said conveyor parallel to

said rows of image frames, a first servomotor for driving

said scanner, a selective control means for positioning said

scanner in alignment with a selected frame column, means
for generating a plurality of signals for indicating incre-

mental movement of said conveyor, a presettable frame

selector means at at least one of said stations responsive

to said signals and operative when a preset condition is

attained to gate a video signal generated by said scanner

in scanning a predetermined portion of said conveyor to

said input of said one of said monitor stations, storage

means at each of said monitor stations for recording a
plurality of said video signals, including a recording mem-
ber, a transducer operatively connected to said video sig-

nal input and adapted to record signals as they are re-

ceived onto predetermined areas of said recording mem-
ber, and means for controlling said storage means for the

selective monitoring of said recorded signals whereby
the selected document recording is recorded in a particu-

lar monitor station recording member to be monitored
while said scanner is released to serve other monitor sta-

tions.

1. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron gun, a

target area having a multiplicity of strips of material dis-

posed thereon fluorescent in a plurality of primary colors

X, Y, Z, and a grid of interlaced mutually insulated con-

ductors arranged between the gun and target area, said

strips being laid down in a repeating cycle according to

the sequence XYZXZY, with said strips extending sub-

stantially parallel to said conductors and with adjacent

of the strips fluorescent in the color X electron optically

centered behind adjacent of said conductors.

3,098,119

INFORMATION STORAGE SYSTEM
Jwomc H. Lcmclson, 43A Garfield Apts., Metuchcn, NJ.

Filed Jan. 12, 1959, Scr. No. 786,324

14 Claims. (Q. 178—^.6)

3 098 120
VIDICON CAMERA EVPUT STAGE

Max H. Diehl, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Aug. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 50,361
6 ChOms. (CL 178—7J)

^^
1. A television camera preamplifier comprising a cam-

era tube, a cathode follower tube stage responsive to said

camera tube, a transistor stage responsive to the output

of said cathode follower tube stage, said cathod: follower

stage eliminating microphonic noise and providing a low
impedance input to the transistor stage, said transistor

stage thereby reducing random noise.

3,098,121
AUTOMATIC SOUND CONTROL

William B. Wadsworth, Concord, Mass., aarignor to David
Claik Company Incorporated, Worcester, Maak, a cor-

poration of MasMchnscttB
FUed Scpt 15, 1958, Scr. No. 761,217

IChdm. (CL179—1)

12. A searching system for automatically locating se-

lected of a plurality of document recordings comprising in Audio communication apparatus with volume control

combination with a plurality of monitor statiom, a video operated by ambient noise; comprising in combination an
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ear protector shell adapted to be applied to the head of

a user against the user's ear, support means for retaining

said shell in position on the user's head, said shell having

relatively high attenuation of exterior sound waves and

ambient noise, a transducer mounted in said shell for

communicating wanted sound to the user's ear as the func-

tion of an electrical signal applied to the transducer, means

for picking up wanted sound and transforming the same

into an electrical signal, a variable gain amplifier con-

nected to said wanted sound pick up means and to said

transducer for applying to the latter a signal of a variable

gain, a sampling microphone mounted on said support

means for picking up unwanted ambient noise, second am-

plifying means connected to said microphone, and recti-

fying means connected to said second amplifying means

and to said variable gain amplifier for applying a rectified

electrical signal to the latter to increase the g'ain of the

signal applied to said transducer in response to an in-

crease in volume of ambient noise sampled by said micro-

phone, and conversely to decrease the gain of the signal

in response to a decrease in volunic of ambient noise.

3,098,122

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR AN INTERCOM
SYSTEM WITH ALTERNATIVE OPERATION

Hans-Uirkh Knaucr, Kornwcitliclin, and Georg Vogcl,

Schwicbcrdingcn, Lodwltsbaii, Gemuuiy, and Rudolf

Bayer, Vienna, Austria, ass^ors to International

Standard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y^ a cor-

poration of Delaware
FUcd Feb. 8, 1961, Scr. No. 87,866

Claims priority, application Austria Feb. 10, 1960

7 CUims. (CI. 179—1)

1. An intercommunication system comprising a master

station and a remote station interconnected by a three-

wire transmission line, transducer means in each station

for transmitting and receiving speech signals, amplifier

means in said master station for amplifying said speech

signals from each of said transducer means, switch means

in said master station having a first position for connect-

ing the associated transducer means to the output of said

amplifying means and for connecting the transducer

means of said remote station to the input of said amplify-

ing means and having a second position for reversing the

last said connections, and switch means in said remote

station having a first position for connecting the asso-

ciated transducer means to the output of said amplifying

means when said master station switch means is in its

said first position and having a second position for con-

necting the associated transducer means to the input of

said amplifying means when said master station switch

means is in its said first position and for connecting the

last-said transducer means to the output of said ampUfy-

ing means when said master station switch means is in its

said second position.

3,098,123

AUTOMATIC SIGNALLING APPARATUS
Charles R. P. Stonor, Cbowna Mead, Tylcn Green, near

Haywards Heath, England, aarignor to Sound DUIniion

(Sales) Limited, Portslade, England
FUcd Dec. 4, 1959, Scr. No. 857,335

8 Claims. (CI. 179^2)
1. In a supervisory apparatus for electrically trans-

mitting different predetermined sounds in message form

from a first station to a second station wherein said

sounds represent different states of a condition under

supervision, a single recorded medium upon which are

recorded a plurality of discrete sounds in message form
individually representing a plurality of the different pos-

sible variations of the conditions selected fcM* supervision,

means having an electrical output at said first station and

including a reproducing device operatively connected to

said recording medium to consecutively sense and convert

said recorded sounds into electrical signals, a transmitting
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circuit connected to said output for transmitting said

electrical signals from said first station to said second

station, means for determining the status of the condition

under supervision, and means under the control of said

determining means to transitorily disconnect said trans-

mitting circuit from said output whenever the converted

recorded sounds fail to correspond to the determined

status of said condition thereby preventing the trans-

mission of those electrical signals which fail to represent

the status of said condition.

3,098,124

MULTIPLEX TELEPHONY
Charles B. Fisher, 2850 HID Park Road, Montreal 25,

Quebec, Canada

Filed Oct 13, 1958, Scr. No. 766,920

6 Claims. (O. 179—15)
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3. A receiver for multiplex telephone signals transmitted

as interleaved portions of the signak in a plurality of

channels compressed in time in proportion to the number

of channels, comprising means for separating the received

signal portions corresponding to the different channels and

producing therefrom sequences of pulses representing con-

secutive instantaneous voltages of the separated signal por-

tions, means individual to each channel for delaying con-

secutive pulses of each sequence by progress ivcly increas-

ing amounts to expand the signal portions to their original

lengths.
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3 098 125

ROUTING MEANS FOr'tELEPHONE SYSTEM
William H. Berch, Penfield, N.Y., assignor to General

Dynamics Corporation, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed May 1, 1958, Ser. No. 732,250

63 Claims. (CI. 179—18)

•fssr I. iL ^

1. In a telephone system, a plurality of telephone ex-

changes, call extending circuits, and trunk circuits inter-

connecting said exchanges to provide primary and alter-

nate trunk routes between at least two of said exchanges,

routing means at one of said two exchanges for controlling

the extension of a call forwarded thereto and comprising

a group of route determining relays, means for applying

a first portion of directive impulse signals to said routing

means in response to the initialion of each connection at

said one exchange, first means for operating a selected one

of said relays in response to the application of said di-

rective signals to said routing means, and second means

for controlling the subsequent operation of said routing

means in a manner which is determined by the particular

one of said relays which is operated to complete a con-

nection between said two exchanges over a primary, or

alternate route, if available, as may be most expedient

depending upon the availability of the trunk circuits in-

terconnecting said two exchanges.

61. In a telephone system, a translator for use with a

plurality of groups of registers, said translator comprising

voltage-operated translating means and a plurality of

voltage-operated connector means each of which is associ-

ated with an individual group of registers, each of said

connector means being operable to forward to said trans-

lating means a group of voltage signals to be translated

which are applied thereto from the group of registers

with which that connector means is associated, and means

for obtaining the operating voltage for each of said con-

nector means solely from the group of registers with

whicfa that connector means is associated.

laminae of non-magnetic metals coextensive in area with

the said faces and with each other and vapor deposited

on the said faces in substantially uniform thickness and

integrally bonded to at least one of said faces, and con-

sisting of a first planar lamina of a soft, malleable metal

of low magnetic permeability having hardness on the

Mohs' scale of the order of not greater than about 3,

and of thickness in the range of about 50 to 150 A.

units, bonded to a pole piece face; a second lamina of a

substantially non-malleable metal of low magnetic perme-

ability of hardness greater than that of the magnetic pole

piece, of the order of not less than about 5, and thick-

ness in the range of about .2 to about .8 micron, bonded

to said first lamina, and a third lamina of the said rela-

tively soft metal of substantially uniform thickness in

the range of about 50 to 150 A. units bonded to said sec-

ond lamina.

3,098,127
HEARING AID

Walter H. Huth, 315 W. Adams St., Chicago 6, 01.

FUed July 3, 1961, Scr. No. 121,747

5 Claims. (CI. 179—107)

3,098,126

MAGNETIC TRANSDUCER DEVICE
Erika Ema Kaspanl, Stamford, Conn., assignor to Mhine-

aota Minii« and Manafactnring Company, St. Paul,

Mfam^ a corporation of Dchiware
FUed Jan. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 1,618

2 Claims. (CL 179—100.2)

1. In a magnetic transducer head for magnetic re-

cording-reproducing apparatus, a magnetic core for a

magnetic circuit having pole pieces with substantially

planar parallel confronting faces defining a magnetic

gap, the said magnetic gap being completely filled by

792 O.G.—61

2. A hearing aid comprising, an ear plug having a

sound channel therethrough, a separate housing enclos-

ing an amplifier and a receiver powered by the amplifier,

means operatively connecting the amplifier and receiver,

a sound tube cormccting the housed receiver with the ear

plug channel, a microphone mounted on the ear plug, and

connecting wires within the sound tube for completing

an operating circuit between the microphone aiui the

amplifier.

3,098,128
HEAD RESTS FOR DENTAL CHAIRS

AND THE LIKE
Anthony L. Audin, 50 Stanford Drive, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed July 14, 1961, Ser. No. 125,041

7 Claims. (CI. 179—146)

1. A head rest for a dental chair and the like comprising

a support member, a single, thin flexible plate having a

length sufficient to extend across the back of a patient's

head, spaced mounting members secured rigidly to the

back of said plate adjacent opposite longitudinal ends

thereof, respectively, and a pair of spaced links, one of

said links connecting one of said mounting members to

one end of said support member, and the other of said

links connecting the other of said mounting members to

the other end of said support member, the connections <rf

said links with said mounting members and with said sup-
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port member comprising, for corresponding ends at one

end of said links, a pivotal connection about an axis trans-

verse to the longitudinal direction of said plate, and com-

prising for the corresponding opposite ends of said links

a slidable connection longitudinally of said platei/whereby

said plate may flex between said members under weight

of a patient's head when the latter is pressed against the

plate, and so that said plate will cradle the patient's head

between said members.

3,098,129
SWITCHING MECHANISMS

George J. Lynch, Bloomfield, mnd Wiiiiani J. Ormston,
NuUey, NJ^ assignors to Mycaicx Electronics Corpora-

tion, Clifton, NJ., a corporation of New York
Filed Sept. 23, 1958, Ser. No. 762,792

4 CUims. (CI. 200—11)

1. In a commutation switch, a commutation plate

having a circular row of equi-spaced substantially iden-

tical raised contacts and a slip ring concentric with said

circular row of contacts, alternate contacts in said cir-

cular row being adapted to be connected to electrical

devices and the remaining of said contacts being uncon-

nected, and rotatable brush means engage able with said

contacts and slip ring for sequentially electrically con-

necting said contacts to said slip ring, said brush means

including a brush engaging said slip ring and a pair of

laterally and longitudinally offset brushes both engaging

in sequence each of said contacts in said circular row

of contacts, and resilient means biasing said pair of

brushes into engagement with said circular row of con-

tacts.

3,098,130
ELECTRIC SWITCHES

Jean Clavcl, Nanterre, France, assignor to L'Electro-

Conunutation, Zainvillcrs-Vagney, Vosges, France, a
company of France

Filed June IS, 1959, Ser. No. 820,417

Claims prlor;ty, application France June 19, 1958

8 Claims. (CI. 200—11)

1. A sliding contact rotary electric switch having at

least one switch section consisting of an insulating support

carrying a series of spaced fixed contacts having flat elon-

gated rectangular contact surfaces arranged on a circular

path and a common fixed contact having a flat contact

surface with all of the contact surfaces being arranged in

the same plane, and a rigid conducting bridge member
having a continuous flat contact surface di^waed in said

plane and mounted for sliding movement over the flat

contact surfaces of said fixed contacts and rotatable about

the centre of the circular path on which are located the

spaced fixed contacts, whereby any of the series of spaced

fixed contacts can be selectively and individually con-

nected to the common fixed contact by the continuous flat

contact surface of said conducting bridge member and
spring means urging the flat contact surface of said bridge

member into engagement with the flat contact surface of

said fixed contacts, said spaced fixed contacts being dis-

posed to minimize capacitance therebetween with the long-

est dimensions of their rectangular contact surfaces

oblique relative to the radius which extends from the

centre of rotation of the bridge member and which is lo-

cated equidistantly from the geometric centres of two

adjacent contacts and with the neighbouring ends of ad-

jacent ones of said spaced fixed contacts being spaced

apart by a distance which is large in relation to the con-

tact cross-section, but meeting said radius so that said

bridge member is always in electrical contact with at

least one of said spaced fixed contacts when passing from
one of said spaced fixed contacts to the next adjacent

spaced fixed contact.

3,098,131
TIMING MECHANISM

WUIiam P. Gallagfacr, Cond Gables, and Richard J.

DylUnga, Perrinc, Fla^ aarignors to International Reg-
ister Company, Richmond, DI., a corporation of Dlinois

Filed Aug. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 54,560
IS Claims. (CI. 200—38)

^^a

1. In a range timer, the combination of a time driven

member, an electric switch, a stop time dial, a first ro-

tatable, but non-shiftable, setting knob and shift for set-

ting up on said stop time dial a desired stop time, a cook-

ing hours dial having a series of numerals thereon for

indicating a scale of cooking hours, and also having an

"Off" indication and a "Manual" indication thereon, a

second rotatable, but non-shiftable, setting knob and shaft

for manually setting up on said cooking hours dial a

desired number of cooking hours, a planetary gear trans-

mission mechanism comprising a sun gear, a planetary

gear meshing with and rotating in an orbital path around

said sun gear and an outer planetary ring gear surround-

ing the orbital path of said planetary gear and meshing

with said planetary gear, means responsive to settings im-

parted to said stop time dial for transmitting adjusting

motion to said sun gear and thence to said planetary

gear, means responsive to settings imparted to said cook-

ing hours dial for transmitting adjusting motion to said

outer planetary ring gear and thence to said i^anetary

gear, a first time driven tripping means responsive to the

operation of said time driven member for effecting con-

tinuous time driven rotation, a second tripping means re-

sponsive to said planetary gear and adapted to effect trip-

ping engagement with said first tripping means at a time

which is automatically predetermined by the settings given

to said stop time dial and to said cooking hours dial,
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means responsive to such cooperative engagement be-

tween said first and sec<Mid tripping means for causing

movement of said electrical switch to closed position,

means curative during the cooking operation for driving

said cooking hours dial backwardly to a switch off posi-

tion, means responsive to said cooking hours dial reach-

ing said switch off position for turning said electrical

switch into off condition, means responsive to the manu-

ally actuated rotation of said cooking hours dial from

said "Off" position into a position denoting the desired

number of cooking hours for thereby automatically jrfac-

ing the range timer in its set condition, and means rc-

^wnsive to the manually actuated roUtion of said cook-

ing hours dial into its "Manual" position for thereby

automatically moving said electrical switch into closed

position.

3,098,132
MISSILE CONTACTOR

Arlhar G. Blomqnist, Ladoiph Lanen, and Palmer G.

Wcrmagcr, Minneapolis, Minn., assignors, by mesne

SB^nmcnts, to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of (be Navy
FOcd Ang. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 130,195

8 Claims. (CL 200—50)

elevation portion defining an aperture, a transverse lock-

ing groove within said elevation portion adjacent one

end of said aperture adapted to receive commutator

means having pim loc&ted within the aperture of said

elevation portion, counterplug means receivable within

said elevaticm portion, said counterplug means compris-

ing an iotermediate porticwi fitting within the said

ture for preventing relative rotation therebetween and

having contact means adapted to engage said pins, a ter-

minal portion projecting frwn one side of said inter-

mediate portion having means adapted to engage said

pins for rotation of said commutator with said aperture

without electrically connecting said pins and counterplug,

and a plug portion on the other side of said intermediate

portion.

3,098,134

DRIVING MECHANISMS FOR ELECTRIC
CfRCUTT-BREAKERS

Hendrik A. Hiddc Nijland, Lven, Netherlands, amignor

to N.V. "COQ," Utrecht, Netherlands, a corporatkMi

of tlie NcthcriaBds

FOmI Inly 3, 1961, Ser. No. 121,533

Claims prioiity, appttcation Ndhcriands l«ly 2, 1960

2ClainM. (CL200—78)

5. A missfle contactor for use in warming up missile

weapons preparatory to firing comprising

a housing,

said housing having telescopically engaged upper and

lower portions,

spring means housed within said housing funcUonmg

to resiliently bias said telescoping portions into their

extended position whereby shock loadings en-

countered by said contactor on being rammed into

missile engagement are minimized,

an electrical contactor within said housmg,

a vertically disposed track along which said contactor

may be caused to reciprocate.

a door movable betwen eopen and closed posiuons.

a piston, and
.

an actuating linkage actuated by said piston and inter-

connecting said door and contactor to simultaneously

open the door as the contactor is extended into a

missfle engaging position, and to close the door

upon withdrawal of said contactor.

MM M * tit*

3,098,133

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS COMPRISING A
VOLTAGE COMMUTATOR

Jm rtm i«i DH-t, DrKhte% Nelherta^b, -rigiwrto

North Ameifcmi PUUps Compny, Inc., New Yoriu

N.Y., a corporadoa of Drtaware
FDcd l«e 3, 1960, Ser. No. 33,782

Cfadms priority, appHntioB GcnMny Jmie 4, 1959

2 ClaiBS. (CL 200—51J7)
1. An electrical connector for electrical apparatus com-

prising a housing member for said apparatus having an

L
U-)

1 . A driving mechanism for an electric circuit-breaker,

comprising in combination a movable part, at least one

switdiing contact carried by said movable part, a movable

intermediate member, at least one switching-off spring, a

first loddng device for keeping said qning in tenaioned

OHidition, said switching-off spring and said first locking

device connecting said movable part with said intermedi-

ate member, at least one switching-on spring, a second

locking device for keeping the latter spring in tensioned

condition, said switching-on spring and said second lock-

ing device connecting said intermediate member with a

stationary part of the circuit-breaker, an operating mem-
ber acting on the intermediate member and adapted to

bring all springs in their tensioned condition and bodi

locking devices in their locking positions simultaneoosly

by moving said intermediate member against the forces of

all springs, a first unlocking means and a lecond unlock-
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ing means for the release from their locking positions of

said first and said second locking devices respectively,

said first unlocking means including a spring loaded mov-
able unlocking member, a pawl holding said unlocking

member in a spring loaded working position until the

pawl is released from outside the circuit breaker, and a

lost motion coupling interconnecting said unlocking mem-
ber and said movable part so to force and hold said un-

locking member to said working position when the mov-
able part is moved to open the switching contact and to

prevent the release of said pawl from releasing said un-

locking member from said working position, said lost

motion coupling freeing the unlocking member so that

it can be released by said pawl from said working posi-

tion when said switching contact is closed.

P.

of

RELAY CONSTRUCTION
Robert B. Fanner, AshcvUlc, N.C^ assignor to C.

Clare & Company, Chicago, U^ a corporatioD

Delaware
Continuation of application Scr. No. 709,375, Jan. 16,

1958. This application Feb. 15, 1962, Scr. No.
176,846

nClainifl. (CI. 200—87)

extending beyond the said armature at the unsup-
ported end thereof, said ambient temperature responsive

bimetallic member being movable in response to move-
ment of said current responsive bimetallic member to ef-

fect release of said releasable means.

1. A relay construction comprising a coil structure de-

fining an axially extending passageway; a frame having

a pair of spaced end walls each defining an opening; a
first core element mounted in said openings and passing

tlu'ough said passageway, said first core element having

an enlarged portion disposed between one of said end
walls and one end of said coil structure to provide a first

pole piece; and a second core element mounted in said

openings** and passing through said passageway parallel

to said first core element, said sec<Mid core element having

an enlarged portion disposed between the other of said

end walls and the other end of said coil structure to pro-

vide a second pole piece.

3,098,136
CIRCUIT BREAKER

Harris I. Stanback and Ralph H. Kfaagdon, Birmingham,
Mich., assignors to Square D Company, Detroit, Mich.,
a corporation of Michigan

Filed June 9, 1955, Ser. No. 514^22
24 Claims. (O. 200—88)

I. In an automatic electric circuit breaker having sep-

arable contacts and means releasable to effect separation

of said contacts, current responsive n>eans for effecting

the release of said releasable means upon the passage of

an overload current through said circuit breaker com-
prising a bimetallic member fixed at one end within said

circuit breaker and adapted to be heated in response to

the flow of current through said circuit breaker, a mag-
netic yoke supported near one end upon the free end of

said current responsive bimetallic member, said magnetic
yoke having a body portion extending toward the fixed

end of said current responsive bimetallic member, a mag-
netic armature member supported upon said yoke mem-
ber and extending generally parallel to said yoke, an
ambient temperature responsive bimetallic member fixed

to the unsui^wrted end of said armature member and

3,098,137
THERMAL SWITCH

Leonard W. Cook, Warwick, RX, airipini to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Oct. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 61,467
12 Claims. (CL 200—113.5)

12. A thermal switch comprising a hollow gas-tig}it

metal housing, a terminal rod extending through one end
of said bousing spaced in glow discharge relation with

the opposite end of said housing, said terminal rod being

insulatingly sealed from said housing, and an elongated

bimetal element mounted on said rod on the interior of

said housing near the free end thereof and extending to-

ward the sealed portion of said rod, the free end of said

bimetal element being deformabk into contact with said

housing when a glow discharge within said housing heats

said bimetal to deforming temperature, the glow discharge

and bimetal contact areas being in different portions of
said housing.

3,098,138
THERMAL CONTROL APPARATUS

WaiTen H. Scott, Bloomfaifftoa, Mian., SMipior to Mhmc-
BpoU»-Honcywcll RcgnLrtor Company, Minneapolis,
Minn., a corporatioa of Delaware

Ffled Dec. 10, 1959, Scr. No. 858,735
4 Claims. (Q. 200—122)

3. In a thermostat having a variable heat anticipation

level, a base, a spiral bimetal, a switch adapted to control

the operation of a load device, means connecting one end
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of said bimetal to said base, means connecting said switch

to a free end of said bimetal to be actuated as said bimetal

is exposed to a changing temperature, a first circuit com-

prising said bimetal when said switch is connected to said

load whereby the complete length of said bimetal is used

as an electrical heater to provide heat anticipation to false-

ly heat said bimetal, a second parallel circuit comprising a

low resistance wire connected to shunt a portion of said

bimetal whereby a remaining portion of said bimetal is

used as a heater for heat anticipation, said second circuit

being adapted to be cut to select whether said complete

bimetal or said remaining portion is used as an electrical

heater.

3,098,139

CURRENT OPERATED FLASHER WITH VOLTAGE
AND TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION

Arthur F. Bleiweiss, Great Neck, George Colombo, East

Rockaway, John B. Dickson, Kew Gardens, and Boris

Orlov, Richmond HiU, N.Y., assignors to Signal-Stat

Corporation, BrooUyn, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

FBed July 27, 1961, Ser. No. 127,167

23 Claims. CCl. 200—122)

circuit controlling contacts in parallel with said resist-

ance demerit, said resistance member having a free end

in the path of movement of the free end of said thermo-

motive member and engageable by the latter for move-

ment toward said second relatively fixed contact; and

an electric heater for said thermomotive member in cir-

cuit connection with said load circuit controlling con-

tacts and subjected to any potential drop across said

contacts; said thermomotive member, when said poten-

tial drop exceeds a first preselected value, deflecting to

move its free end to engage the free end of said resist-

ance member to establish a current carrying circuit in

shunt with said pull element and including said thermo-

motive member and said resistance member in series;

said thermomotive member, when said potential drop ex-

ceeds a second and higher preselected value, deflecting

said free end of said resistance member to engage said

second relatively fixed contact to short said thermo-

motive member to establish a current carrying circuit in

shunt with said pull element and including said resist-

ance member.

3,098,140

QUICK ACTING, SENSITIVE REMOTE CONTROL
FOR ROOM HEATING AND COOLING UNITS

Frank Reingruber, Intervale, N.H., assignor to Gcncnd
Thermostat Corporation, Bartiett, N.H., a corporatioa

of New Hamp«lUrc

Filed Mar. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 179,882

6 Claims. (CI. 20»—137)

9. A thermomotive circuit breaker comprising, in com-

bination, a snap action vane of electrically conductive

metal normally constrained to assume a pre-set restored

bent position; a relatively elongated heat expansible elec-

tric resistance pull element secured at opposite ends to

said vane in the cold and contracted state to constrain

said vane to be bent to a stress-deformed position, said

vane snapping to its restored position upon pre-set ex-

pansion of said pull element; means fixedly mounting

said vane at a point spaced laterally from said pull ele-

ment, for movement of tile portion of the vane carrying

said pull element during snapping of the vane; a pair

of load circuit controlling contacts in electric circuit con-

nection with said pull element, and including a first rela-

tively fixed contact and a movable contact carried by

one of said, elements and movable therewith; said con-

tacts being closed in one position of said vane for flow

of heating current through said pull element, and open

in the other position of said vane; an electrically con-

ductive thermomotive member having a fixed end elec-

trically conoected to said vane, and a movable free end;

a second relatively fixed contact electrically and me-

chanically secured to said vane and in the path of move-

ment of said free end of said thermomotive member;

a relatively elongated flexible resistance member having

a fixed end in electric circuit consiection with said load

1. A quick acting, sensitive, remote control for room

heaters or coolers or the like, comprising in combination,

a control switch,

electrical connections extending from said switch for

effecting control of such a unit,

actuating members coopcraWe to effect operation of

said switch and

probe thermosuts exposed to air and positioned, wie

to actuate one of said members and one to actuate

the other of said members, both to the same effect

in the operation of said switch,

said switch including a pivotally supported switch body

provided with a switch opiating button and con-

stituting one of said members and the other of said

members being a pivoted lever engageable with said

buttcm.
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ENCLOSED ntEOSION SWTTCH
G«orgc Wintrln, Canrcnrlik, Fa.

nUd Oct 4, 19M, S«. No. M,37S
TClaimi. (a. 2M—159)

1. A switch including a housing enclosing a chamber
with resilient contacts confronting one another across the

chamber, a plunger moveable axially in the chamber into

an out of contact with said contacts, the contacts being

positioned axiaUy in the chamber so that the plunger

touches one before it touches the other during its axial

movement toward the contacts, said pkinger being loose

and rotatable in the chamber about an axis on which it

is turned by friction against one contact before touching

the other contact whereby contacting areas of the plunger

are different for successive operations of the switch, the

plunger being a ball, and the switch including also a

helical spring holding the ball at one end of the chamber,
said resilient contacts being leaf springs of different

lengths.

3,«98,142

SWITCH HEAD CONSTRUCTION PERMimNG
OBSERVATION OF CONTACT JAWS

Robert R. Fanrell« Toronto, OBtavIo, Caaada,
I-T-E Ciiciitt Braakcr Company, FhUadclpUa,
corporatioa of Pcnmyhraaia

Filed Apr. 8, 19M, Scr. No. 2f,927

IClaima. (CL26«—IM)

to

2. In a molded switch head; said mended switch head
having an internal chamber; said internal chamber hav-

ing a contact slug mounted therein; said internal cham-
ber having an insulation member extending from the bot-

tom of said contact slug to an area external of said molded
switch head; said molded switch head having a skirt

member surrounding said insulation member and defin-

ing a first and second channel on either side of said in-

sulation member respectively extending from said in-

ternal chamber to said area external of said molded
switch head; a first and second contact member; means
mobnting said first and second contact members adjacent

said molded switch head, whereby the ends of said first

and second contact members are adapted to enter said

internal chamber through said first and second channels

respectively; said molded twitch head and said first and
second contact members being relatively movaUe be-
tween an engaged and disengaged position; said contact
slug engaging said first and second contact members
when said molded switch head is in said engaged posi-

tion; at least said end portions ot said first and second
contact members locateid within the volume defined by
said molded switch head at said engaged and disengaged
positions; said ends positioned within said internal cham-
ber corresponding to said engaged position; said ends po-
sitioned within said first and second channels correspond-
ing to said disengaged position, and located a predeter-
mined distance from said contact slug; said elongated
skirt clearing the ends of said first and second contact
members when said molded switch head is in said disen-

gaged position whereby said ends of said first and second
o(»tact members are exposed for visual observatioo; said
channels including barrier means operatively poaitiooed
adjacent said second contact member to guide the move-
ment between said disengaged and engaged positions.

3,t98,143

PERFORATING APPARATUS
Rudolf Wannt, Munich, Gennany, siilgaiL to H. F.

Ph. F. Rceustsusa, Hambnif, Gcmumy
Filed Feb. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 91365

Chdms priority, appikathM Gcnsany Feb. 24, 19M
TCiahns. (CL 219^19)

7. In a perforating apparatus, the combination which
comprises: two electrode means at least one of which is

a roller having a plurality of etectrode elements dis-

tributed about its periphery; means for feeding between
said electrode means a sheet-like web to be perforated;

means for producing a preionizing high frequency field be-

tween said electrode means, said field being of a strength

insuflBdent to cause arc-over between said electrode means
and through the web being fed therebetween; and means
for periodically applying high voltage impulses to said

electrode means sufficient to cause arc-over between said

electrode means, whereby the web will be perforated
uniformly.

3,696,144

SEWAGE DISPOSAL APPARATUS
O. Dale, Sidney. OUo, Msignor Id

Inc., Jackaon Center, Ohio, a uwpesnthin of Dcfaiwarc

FUcd June 15, 1961, Scr. No. 117,226

ICUm. (CL219—19)
In a sewage disposal apparatus, the combination of a

mechanical sealed toilet bowl stand, a tank underlying

said siand, a burner grid in said tank, a mechanical timer
switch, an electrical connection between said timer switch

and said burner grid, a blower, an air connection between
said blower and said tank, an exhaust vent, an electrical

\

catalyzer in said exhaust vent, a thermal switch in said

tank, an electrical conneciion between said thermal switch

and said blower, an electrical connection between said

thermal switch and said catalyzer, said thermal switch

being maintained in an open condition below a predeter-

mined temperature and closing when heated above said

predetermined temperature.

3,096,145

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM HEATER
ASSEMBLY

Glcndon A. Raymond, Fulton, N.Y., assignor to Carrier

Corporation, Syracuse, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUed May 26, 1960, Scr. No. 31,994

1 Clahn. (a. 219—34)

«^

?r
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fo an air conditioning system, the combination of a

casing having an air inlet and an air outlet therein, said

casing having a raised lip surrounding the air outlet; a

duct for conducting air from the casing to an area to be

treated, said duct having a flange thereon; and a heating

assembly for heating air passing through the duct, said

heating assembly comprising an outer frame including

U-shaped side members and a rear member, a flange ex-

tending from each side member engaging the lip sur-

rounding the air outlet, support members connecting the

ends of each U-shaped member and forming channels to

slidably receive an inner frame; an inner frame including

side member^ a rear member and a transverse brace

member, said side members being slidably supported on

the support members, rods extending between the trans-

verse brace member and the rear member, insulators, sup-

ports mounted on said rods carrying the insulators, and a

helical coil supported by said insulators; a control box

connected to the inner frame side members including a

casing having flanges adapted to be connected to the U-

shaped members, means for detachably connecting the

casing flanges to the U-shaped members, and means for

securing the flange of the duct to the outer frame.

3,098,146

RESISTANCE WELDING METHOD AND
APPARATUS

William E. Bcnnfaqilioff, Bredcsville, and James W.
Thomas, Brook Parit, Ohio, assignors to The Ohio
Cranitshaft Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation
of Ohio

FUed Sept 8, 1960, Ser. No. 54,712

lOClafans. (CL219—59)

1. In apparatus for seam welding moving material, a

pair of coaxial disc-like electrodes each of which is in-

sulated from the other and adapted to engage one edge

of the seam to be welded, and an indexing device for

rotating the electrodes about a stationary axis through

short arcs at spaced intervals ^^he material to be welded

moves thereby, whereby dectsical power may be trans-

mitted from the electrodes to the material by sliding con-

tact at spaced points around the peripheries of the

electrodes.

3,098,147

ARC WELDER BACK-UP WHEEL
Thomas R. Roaenbeigcr, Fredonia, Wis., assignor to

Banner Welder, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., a corporatkni

of Wisconsin

Filed Oct. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 148,936

3CbdnH. (CL219—66)

1. In combination, a support for an article having a

seam to be welded, an arm resiliently depended from the

support, a back-up wheel revolubly carried by the arm in

a position to peripherally engage and have rolling contact

with the under-surface of the supported article adjacent

its seam, and a roller revolubly carried by the support to

peripherally engage the under-surface of the supported

article remote from the engagement of the latter with the

back-up wheel.
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3,098,148

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
PERFORATIONS OF VERY SMALL CROSS-SEC-
TION „ ^ „ _.

Paul Piol, Deoll La Barre, and Jacques Barassin, Paris,

France, assignors to Compagnk de Saint-Gobaln,

Neuiliy-sur-Seine, France, a corporation of France

Filed Mar. 4, I960, Ser. No. 12,719

Claims priority, appllcatioD France Mar. 9, 1959
7 Claims. (CI. 219—«9)

J- i

therein prolonging the discharge period of said capaci-

tance just sufficiently thereby to remove substantially the

short-circuiting mounds inherently produced by such dis-

charge on the mutually opposing surfaces and which oth-

erwise substantially remain thereon after the discharge

without such prolongation of the discbarge period.

1. An apparatus for producing perforations of minute

and uniform diameter in a metallic workpiecc, which com-

prises a tank adapted to contain a dielectric liquid, means

for supporting said workpicce within said tank, a support

for a plurality of cylindrical wire electrodes of minute

and uniform diameter, a spark discharge circuit having the

opposite terminals thereof connected to said support and

to said workpiecc, means for advancing said suppwt to-

wards said workpiecc to generate spark discharges between

the ends of said wire electrodes and said workpiecc to

disintegrate the metal of the workpiecc at the points of said

discharges, guide means of insulating material provided

with apertures at displacements corresponding to the spac-

ing between said wire electrodes for guiding the ends of

said wire electrodes in their travel towards said workpiecc,

and means for arresting said support before the wire elec-

trodes penetrate the workpiecc completely.

3,098,149
SPARK DISCHARGE MACHINING APPARATUS

FOR HARD METALS
Kiyoslii Inoue, 182 Yoga Tamagawa Sctagaya-kn,

Toltyo, Japan
Filed June 6, 1960, Scr. No. 34,187

8 Claims. (CI. 219—69)

-/t
"-A

1. Electric spark discharge machining apparatus in-

cluding, in combination with a metal work piece, a co-

operating electrode establishing a spark discharge gap

with said work piece, means immersing the opposing

spark discharge surfaces of the electrode and work piece

in machining fluid, and means to effect relative feed

movement between the electrode and work piece as ma-

chining progresses; an energy storage capacitance, a source

of energy for charging said capacitance, a charging cir-

cuit serially interconnecting said source and capacitance,

and a discharging circuit including electrical conductors

connecting said electrode and work piece gap across said

capacitance, whereby the capacitance intermittently

charges from said source and discharges across said gap,

said discharging circuit including a series resistance

3,098,150
SPARK DISCHARGE METAL DEPOSITING

APPARATUS
Klyoshi Inoac, 182 Yoga Tamagawa Sctagaya-kn,

Toiiyo, Japan
Filed June 13, 1960, Scr. No. 35,693

ISCIaiiiii. (CL219—69)

1. Apparatus for depositing metal on a work piece,

comprising a voltage source, a first conductor for con-

nectmg such a work piece to one side of said source, an

electrode, a second conductor for connecting said elec-

trode to the opposite side of said source, thereby to form

a discharge circuit including the electrode and work

piece, an apparatus base including electrode support

means adapted for positioning the electrode in contact

with the work piece non-fluid environment, means for

initially biasing said electrode into contact with said work

piece, said electrode support means being movable on

said base to permit relative vibrational movement of the

electrode into and from contact with such work piece and

including means normally applying force between the

support means and work piece for driving the electrode

against the work piece with hammer-like abruptness

thereby to draw a spark discharge creating a partial weld

therebetween, electromagnet means mounted on said base

and operable when energized to draw the electrode sup-

port means abruptly away from the work piece to break

the weld, the electrode being thermally less conductive

than the work piece and drawing heat from the weld at

a slower rate, whereby metal from the electrode is left

deposited on the work piece when the weld is broken,

said electromagnet means induding a coil connected in

said circuit to be energized momentarily by flow of cur-

rent serially through the electrode and work piece during

the brief instant of contact therebetween, thereby to effect

vibration (rf the electrode by the attendant switching action

of the electrode making and breaking contact with the

work piece, and an energy storage capacitance connected

in shunt across the electrode and work piece to be charged

thereby during that portion of the vibration cycle in

which the electrode is withdrawn from the work piece

aiW to discharge through the spark gap therebetween dur-

ing relative approach movement of the electrode and

work piece, said capacitance preventing arcing between

the electrode and work piece as the same are being

separated.

3,098,151
ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE OF METALS IN

ELECTROLYTES
Kiyoriil Inoac, 182 Yoga Tanagawa Sctagaya-kn,

Tokvo, Japan
Filed Jan. 31, 1963, Scr. No. 257,809

9Clainii. (CL219—71)
1. The electric discharge heating process comprising

immersing a metal work piece in an electrolyte comprising
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potassium acetate solution, and passing electric current

through the electrolyte with the work piece as one elec-

trode, at a suflScient voltage and for a sufficient time period

of said operands and said results, all adjacent sections

being separated by a storage member which stores infor-

mation in the form of pulses representative of the can7

resulting from the addition operation perfcKoicd in one

of said sections, the carry formed within each section

rippling sequentially through said section, a plurality of

to produce, in the latter stage of said process, gaseous-

electric discharge heating through the gaseous blanket

generated electrolytically and by volatilization at the

work piece surface in the initial stages of said process.

-{^

3,098,152

MEANS FOR MEASURING SCALE MOTIONS
Peter Von Mathcs, Bcrlin-Licliterfelde, Germany, assignor

to Continental Eiektroindustrle A.G., Askania-Weriie,

Bcriin-Maricndorf, Germany, a corporation of Ger-

"*"^
Filed Sept. 30, 1958, Ser. No. 764,418

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 1, 1957

7CljItais. (CI. 235—92)

gate circuits for controlling the transfer of said results

from said adder to said registers, and means for applying

clock pulses simultaneously to said gate circuits and said

storage members, said clock pulses acting to transfer

results in the form of pulses to said registers and to

transfer pulses representative of carries from a preceding

section of said arithmetic element to a following section.

Jack

3,098,154
TANK LEVEL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
G. Crump, Columbns, Ohio, assignor to Industrial

Nucleonics Corporation, a corporation of Oliio

FUed Dec. 15, 1958, Scr. No. 780,501

6 Claims. (CL 250—43.5)

3. Apparatus for continuously indicating the rotational

position of a shaft comprising a first transducer element

mounted on the shaft, a second transducer element

mounted for rotation about the axis of the shaft adjacent

to the first element, said elements being operatively asso-

ciated for the continuous production of pulses at all times

directly proportional in rate of occurrence to the rate of

relative motion therebetween, means for rotating the sec-

ond element in a constant direction at a speed exceeding

the maximum speed of the shaft under measurement, sec-

ond pulse-producing means for producing pulses at all

times directly proportional in rate of occurrence only to

the*speed of rotation of the second element, the factors of

proportionality being equal, and means for continuously

registering the difference in the total numbers of pulses

produced by said second pulse-producing means and said

transducer elements, whereby the registering means con-

tinuously indicates the rotational position of the shaft

under measurement.

1. Apparatus for determining the fill level of a con-

tainer which comprises a point source of penetrative radia-

tion fixedly positioned on the outside of said container

and in line with the uppermost level of said fill, an elon-

gated radiation detector fixedly positioned on the opposite

side of said container at a right angle to said fill and

of a length approximating the distance between the upper

and lower levels of said fill; and a compensation means

positioned between said source and said detector for

linearly changing the radiation received by said detector

for an equivalent change in fill level.

/
;

3,098,153

PARALLEL ADDING DEVICE WITH CARRY
STORAGE

Hennan Jacob Heijn, Eindhoven, NethcrlamU, nirignor to

North American PUUps Company, Inc., New York,

N.Y., a corooratioo of De^ware
Filed Nov. 29, 1957, Ser. No. 699^12

Claims priority, appUcatioB Ncthcrlan^ Jan. 16, 1957

2 Claims. (O. 235—175)
1. A parallel operating arithnaetic element for a digital

computer comprising an adder producing the result and

mtermcdiate results of an addition operation to be per-

formed on a plurahty of operands, at least one register for

registering and storing said results in the form of pulses,

each pulse corresponding to a digit, said adder being sub-

divided into a plurality of sections, each section corre-

sponding to a predetermined number of sequential digits

3,098,155
METHODS OF AND APPARATUS FOR THE

PRODUCTION OF HIGH VACUA
WiUi Becker, Ehrfi«siiansen, Kreb Wetdar, Germatly, as-

signor to ArUmr Pfeiffer G.m.b.H., Wetilar. Gcnnany
FUed Mar. 9, 1960, Scr. No. 13,894

Claims priority, application Gcnnany May 29, 1959

9 Claims. (CI. 230—69)
1. Apparatus for attaining a high vacuum in a vessel

by the getter principle, comprising two communicating

casings of which one is adapted to be connected with a

vessel to be evacuated and the second casing is adapted

to be connected with a high vacuum pump, means oper-

able to deliver to the first-mentioned casing a liquid metal

selected from the group consisting of gallium and a gal-

lium alloy to expose the liquid metal to gas contained

in the first-mentioned casing when a vacuum is main-

tained therein by saidliigh vacuum pump when connected

to the second casing whereby gas is absorbed by the liquid

metal, means to deliver a gas-charged liquid metal from
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the first-mentioned casing to the second-mentioned casing, pulse stretching means coupled to the photodetcctor out-

means cooperating with the second-mentioned casing to put. and a voltmeter coupled to the output of said stretch-

effect degassing of the gas-charged liquid metal delivered ing means, and said driving means being adapted to pro-

duce light pulses with a duty cycle no greater than about

one part in 10*. ^^"^^— /
3,t9S,157

LOGICAL ELEMENT
Hajime Eaomoto, IcMkawa-ihl, and Saburo Shind,

Nerima-ka, Tokyo-to, Japan, aarignon to Kokiuai
Denshin Dcnwa KaNnUU Kaiaha, Tokyo-to, Japan,
a Joint-stock company of Japan

Filed Dec. U, If58, Scr. No. 780,849
Claims priority, appUortioa Japan Dec 23, 1957

3«7--«8)

thereto, and means included in said first mentioned means

to return the degassed liquid metal to the first-mentioned

casing.

3,098,15«
NUCLEAR RADIATION DOSIMETER READER

APPARATUS
George A. Work, 520 E. Adams, Apt. 17,

Long Beach, Calif.

Filed July 29, 1960, Scr. No. 46,318
4 Claims. (CI. 250—71.5)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1^-
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1. A dosimeter reader for use with a glass-type of

dosimeter adapted upon exposure to light to exhibit fluo-

rescence of an intensity proportional to its absorbed ra-

diation, said reader comprising a fluorescence-producing

arc-discharge high-firing potential light source, light

source driving means adapted for producing high

peak intensity low duty cycle light pulses, said light

source being capable of directing said pulsed light onto

said dosimeter whereupon the intensity of said dosimeter

fluorescence is made a function of said pulse intensity,

photodetector means responsive to said fluorescence for

producing a photoelectric current proportional in ampli-

tude to said fluorescence intensity, a current-indicating

means directly responsive to said photoelectric current

amplitude, and a self-contained low-voltage direct cur-

rent power source for operativcly energizing both said

light source driving means and said indicating means, said

indicating means directly indicating radiation absorption

in said dosimeter due to the aforementioned relationship

of said absorption to the exhibited fluorescence intensity,

said indicating means including a peak voltmeter having

11 (CI.

1. A logical element comprising four magnetic core«

having rectangular hysteresis characteristic, each of the

four cores being provided with signal input coils of

odd number, a writing and resetting coil, and an output

coil, the coils of the same kinds being connected in series

to form, respectively, input windings, a writing and re-

setting winding and an output winding, and all the said

coils being wound on respective cores in such a manner

that three kinds of the coils of one core are wound
on said core in the same direction, one of three kinds

of the coils of each of the other three cores is wound
in the direction reverse to those of the remaining two

kinds of the coils and each of said input windings, writ-

ing and resetting winding and output winding includes

one of said reversely wound coils; erasing coils wound
on either one pair of two pairs of the four magnetic

cores, the respective input and output coils of the said

pair of cores having the same winding direction, one of

the said erasing coils being wound on the same direction

as the input coil of the same core and the other of said

erasing coils being wound in the direction reverse to the

input coil of the same core; a reset pulse current means

supplying a reset pulse current to the writing and reset-

ting winding for magnetizing two cores to a similar

polarity and the other two cores to the opposite polarity;

writing pulse current means supplying, after said reset

pulse current, a writing pulse current for producing a

magnetic force equal to coercive magnetic force of each

o( the said magnetic cores to the writing and resetting

winding in the direction opposite to that of said reset

pulse current; input signal pulse current means impress-

ing simultaneously with the said impression of said writ-

ing pulse current, input signal pulse currents having, re-

spectively, the same amplitude and a positive or negative

polarity corresponding to the decision by majority of the

information signals to the signal input windings, whereby

magnetization states of only two cores among four cores

are changed and those of the other two cores are un-

changed, thus causing the writing of the information

signals in the form of polarity of the residual magnetiza-

tion; and read-out pulse current means impressing a read-

ing-out pulse current to the erasing winding for inducing

an electric voltage according to positive or negative polar-

ity of the writing condition in the one or the other of

the output coils wound on the cores having the erasing

coil whereby an output pulse current having a positive

or negative polarity is obtained at the terminals of the

output winding, said reset pulse current means being im-

pressed, thereafter for resetting the magnetic cores.
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3,098,158
MULTIVIBRATOR CIRCUITS EMPLOYING

VOLTAGE BREAK-DOWN DEVICES
Cravens L. WaniaiSLWhHtler, CaUf^ aarignor, by mesne

assignments, to ThoiBBipaon Ramo Wooidrldge Inc.

Clcvcbuid, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed Jnnc 6, 1955, Scr. No. 513,426

8 ClabBB. (CL 307—88.5)

3,098,160
FIELD CONTROLLED AVALANCHE

SEMICONDUCnVE DEVICE
Robert N. Noyce, Los Altos, Calif., aarignor, by mesne

assignments, to CIcvitc Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio,

a corporation of Ohio
FUed Feb. 24, 1958, Ser. fio. 716,913

8 Claims. (CL 307—88.5)

^frjtmtt iw«ntfMM«

//) rm fil

1. A multivibrator circuit comprising: first and second

amplifiers each operable between high and low voltage

output conditions, each amplifier having a relatively low

impedance input circuit and a relatively high impedance

output circuit that includes a respective load impedance;

and at least one voltage break-down element conductiyely

coupled between the load impedance of said first amplifier

and the input circuit of said second amplifier, the load

impedance of said second amplifier being coupled to the

input circuit of said first amplifier, said break-down ele-

ment comprising a diode, bias means connected to said

first amplifier load impedance back-biasing said diode,

such that it substantially inhibits the passage of any cur-

rent therethrough for one condition of said first amplifier

and passes substantially all of the current applied thereto

to the input circuit of the second amplifier in response to

the other condition of said first amplifier.

1. A semiconductor device comprising a region of one

conductivity type, first and second spaced regions of op-

posite conductivity type each forming a junction therewith

and disposed on one surface thereof, said first and second

regions being closely spaced with respect to one another,

means for applying an input signal between said two

regions of opposite conductivity type, said signal creating

a high electric field in said region of one conductivity type

whereby carriers flowing between said first and second

regions serve to set up avalanche in the portion of the

region of one conductivity type between said first and

second regions, and means for reverse biasing the junc-

tions between said one region of one conductivity type and

said first and second regions of opposite conductivity type.

3,098,159

CRYOGENIC RING CIRCUIT
Andrew E. Brcnncmann, Pooghkccpdc, N.Y., assignor to

InternatioBal Bosiacss Macliincs Corporation, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Dec 27, 1957, Ser. No. 705^53
ICIahn. (CL 307—88.5)

3,098,161

BILATERALLY OPERABLE TRANSISTORIZED
SHIFTING REGISTER

Pierre Midiel Bizet, Saint-Ooen, France, assignor to

Compagnic Indnstriclle des Telephones, Paris, France,

a corporation of France
Filed July 21, 1958, Scr. No. 749,865

10 Claims. (CL 307—88.5)

m>KM mm li. mT mV mH
•Tr i . I * - .

A ring circuit having a plurality of stages, each stage

comprising first and second parallel current paths, first

and second cryotrons connected in series with said first

current path, third and fourth cryotrons connected in

series with said second current path, a first winding means

connected in series with said first current path and posi-

tioned in magnetic field applying relation with a cryotron

in said second parallel current path, an "AND" gate

connected in series with said first parallel current path,

said "AND" gate being operaWe by coincident currents

from a preceding stage and a control current pulse, sec-

ond and third winding means connected in series with

said second parallel current path, said second winding

means being positioned in magnetic field applying relation

with a cryotron in the second jSarallel current path of a

preceding sUge, said third winding means being positioned

in magnetic field applying relation with the "AND" gate

of the next succeeding sUge, and output terminal means

connected in series through the first winding means of

two adjacent stages such that an output wiM be sensed

only when said first winding means of two adjacent stages

are deenergized.

-?**&

^ A
. mm >~l \ mm -

c
DCfflf

1. A bilaterally operable shifting register, comprising,

between a source of information and utilization means, a

chain of stages of which each stage includes a bistable

transistorized multi-vibrator each provided with two in-

puts and with two outputs and four connecting circuit

means;

the four connecting circuit means of a respective stage

essentially consisting of two output circuit means

and two input circuit means;

each output circuit means being constituted by the op-

erative association of a resistance in series with a

rectifier and of condenser means having two termi-

nals, one of the two terminals of said condenser

means being connected to a common point between

a respective resistance and rectifier;

first source i/ieans operatively connected with the other

of the two terminals of said condenser n>eans for
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causing shifting of information registered in each

stage to a following stage, if any, of the chain by
varying the potential of the said other terminal of

the condenser means;

each input circuit means being constituted by the op-

erative association of a rectifier in series with a re-

sistance and of condenser means having two termi-

nals, one of the terminals of said last-mentioned con-

denser means being connected to a common point

between u respective resistance and rectifier;

second source means operatively connected with the

other of the two terminals of said last-mentioned

condenser means for causing of information reg-

istered in each stage to a preceding stage, if any. of

the chain by varying the potential of the said last-

mentioned other condenser terminals;

the potentials simultaneously applied to the condenser
means of the input and output circuit means being

such that the shifting control of the inforinati<»i

takes place in one predetermined direction;

the resistance of one of the two output circuit means
being operatively connected with one of the two
outputs of the respective stage, and the resistance oi

the other of the two output circuit means being op-
eratively connected with the other of the two out-

puts of the respective stage;

the rectifier of one of the two output circuit means
being operatively connected to one of the two inputs

of a following multi-vibrator stage, and the rectifier

of the other output circuit means being opwratively

connected to the other of the two inputs of a fol-

lowing multi-vibrator stage;

the rectifier of one of the two input circuit means being
operatively connected with one of the two inputs of

the respective multi-vibrator stage, and the rectifier

of the other of the two input circuit means being
operatively connected with the other of the two in-

puts of the respective multi-vibrator stage;

the resistance of one of the two input circuit means
being operatively connected to one of the two in-

puts of a preceding multi-vibrator stage, if any, and
the resistance of the other of the two input circuit

means being operatively connected with the other of

the two inputs of a preceding multi-vibrator stage,

if any, whereby each output of each multi-vibrator

stage is connected to two resistances and each input

thereof to two rectifiers.

3,098,162
AMPLITUDE COMPARATOR

Martin Fischman, Wantagh, and William Gcller, Plain-

view, N.Y., assignors to General Telephone and Elec-
tronics Laboratories, Inc., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Nov. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 149,238
6 Claims. (CL 307—88.5)

4
-M

1. An amplitude comparison circuit comprising

(a) input means,
(b) a tunnel diode having first and second electrodes

coupled to said input means,
(c) a transistor having first, second and third elec-

trodes,

(d) a transformer having a plurality of windings; the

first electrode of said tunnel diode being coupled to

the first electrode of said transistor, the second elec-

trode of said tunnel diode being coupled through a

first winding of said transformer to the second elec-

trode of said transistor, and the third electrode of

said transistor being coupled through a second wind-
ing of said transformer to a source of voltage, and

(e) output means coupled across a winding of said

transformer, an output pulse appearing across said

output means when the magnitude of a signal applied

to said input means exceeds a predetermined value.

3,098,163
INERTIAL ENERGY GENERATOR STORAGE

SYSTEM
Robert W. Bliss, Champalgii, 111., assignor to The Magna-

vox Company, Fort Wayne, bid., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40,783
7 Claims. (CI. 310—8.4)

1. An inertial energy generator-storage system com-
prising: a crystal disposed between a pair of relatively

movable parts and an electrical switch in a circuit across

said crystal, said switch having a contact in fixed relation

to one of said parts, and a contact mounted on the other

of said parts in movable relation thereto; said movable
contact and one of said parts being movable with respect

to the other of said parts in the same direction, and said

movable contact being normally resiliently separated from
said fixed contact and closeable with said fixed contact in

response to acceleration in a direction of relative mov-
ability between said parts whereby electrical potentials

are generated and stored by said crystal in response to

changes of motion of said parts.

3,098,164
IMPULSE GENERATOR

Kiyoshi Inoue, 182 Yoga Tamagawa Setagaya-ku,
Tokyo, Japan

FUed May 18, 1959, Ser. No. 813,759
3 Claims. (CL 310—111)

1. Impulse generator means comprising coc^^crable

rotor and stator members, said rotor member comprising

a succession of circumferentially spaced coils connected

in a closed series, said stator means comprising circum-

ferentially spaced magnetic poles of alternately opposite

polarity, the circumferential pole width materially ex-

ceeding the circumferential pole spacing, and the circum-

ferential coil width materially exceeding said pole spacing

and being materially less than said pole width, commutator
means comprising a succession of separately insulated

segments mounted on said rotor of a circumferential width

materially exceeding said pole width and individually

connected electrically to the intercoil connections, respec-
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tivcly, and a series of brushes engaging said commutatM"

means, with alternate brushes connected electrically to

respectively opposite sides of said output, the circumfer-

ential brush spacing from center to center being substan-

tially equal to the similar coil spacing and with the seg-

ments being circumferen.ially positioned intermediate

the coils.

3,098,165
COLLECTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Louis T. ZItelli, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to Varian

Associates, Palo Alto, Califs a corporation of Cali-

fornia
FUed Joly 21, 1960, Ser. No. 44,338

2 Claims. (CL 313—21)

3,098,167
HIGH PRESSURE LAMP

Dennb C. Jensen, 4740 Mount La Platta Drive, San
Diego 17, Calif., and Eriiard J. Michel, 512 E. 148tii

St., Bronx 55, N.Y.
FUed Oct. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 148,778

10 Claims. (CI. 313—232)
(Granted under Titic 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. In a collector for dissipating the energy of a high

velocity beam of charged particles including; a tubular

collector for receiving the beam incident therein; a plu-

rality of cooling fins on the outer surface of said collec-

tor, said cooling fins being of approximately equal width

and depth; said cooling fins defined by a plurality of pe-

ripherally spaced-apart longitudinally directed channels,

said channels having a width less than the width of said

cooling fins; a connecting channel for connecting adja-

cent pairs of said longitudinally directed chaimels; a tu-

bular jaclcet surrounding said cooling fins; said longitudi-

nally directed channels, said connecting channel, said fins

and said jaci^et defining cooling annulus; and means for

distributing an inlet and outlet flow of coolant fluid to

said cooling annulus.

3,098,166
GASEOUS RESERVOIR AND METHOD

Seymour Goldberg, Lcxiivton, Mass., assignor to

Edgerton, GcrmMluiusen & Grier, Inc., Boston, Mass^
a corporation of Massachusetts

Filed July 11, 1960, Ser. No. 42,018
9 Claims. (CL 313—179)

1. A light source suitable for use in a high pressure

medium comprising; a housing having a light permeable
opening therein; mounting means in said housing; light

producing means removably attached to said mounting

means for producing light energy; pressure ccnpensat-

ing means attached to said housing and communicating
with the interior of said housing; a liquid medium en-

closed within said pressure compensating means and

said housing, said pressure compensating means acting

to prevent said housing from collapsing at extremely

high pressures.

3,098,168
HOT ELECTRON COLD LATTICE SEMI-

CONDUCTOR CATHODE
Pierre Aigrain, Paris, France, assignor to Compagnie Gen-

erale de Telegraphie Sans FU, a corporation of France
FUed Mar. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 800,820

Claims priority, application France Mar. 24, 1958
9 Claims. (CI. 313—346)

1. A cold cathode structure comprising an emissive

body having a single zone of one conductivity type im-

purity containing semiconductor material having an ex-

posed emissive surface, said cold cathode structure fur-

ther comprising means for creating an electric field within

said material fcM- causing it to emit electrons from said

exposed surface.

1. A gas reservoir for a closed vessel that is to remain

pressurized within predetermined pressure limits, having,

in combination, a member comprising zirconium con-

taining absorbed gas, and means for operating the mem-
ber within a range of temperature in which the plateau

in the equilibrium-dissociation-pressure versus atomic

ratio of absorbed gas characteristic thereof lies within

the said predelermined pressure limits and within the

atomic ratio range of approximately 0.2 to 1.4.

3,098,169
TRAVELLING WAVE TUBES

Charles Raymond Buckley and John Mervyn Tompsett,
Chelmsford, England, assignors to English Electric

Valve Company Limited, l^don, England, a British

company
FUed Dec. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 74,521

Claims priority, application Great Britain Feb. 8, 1960
7 Claims. (CI. 315—3.5)

1. A travelling wave tube having a tube envelope, insu-

lating support rods, a delay line and electrodes for con-
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necting the delay line into circuit, the delay line being

supported coaxially within the tube envelope by said insu-

lating support rods, said rods extending beyond said delay

line at one end thereof and wherein each df said insulat-

ing support rods is provided over the extending end

thereof with a coating of conductive material connected

to one of the said electrodes to prevent electrical charg-

ing phenomena on the said end of the rod by providing

a conductive discharge path for electrical charges on the

said end of the rod.

3,098,170
POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT FOR TELEVISION

RECEIVERS
Roland N. Rhodes, Lcvittown, Pa., assignor to Radio

Corporation of America, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Nov. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 153,285

6 Claims. (CI. 315—13)

^ ^1
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I. In a television receiver having an image reproducing

cathode ray tube including a plurality of electron guns,

each having a cathode and an accelerating anode, to pro-

duce a plurality of electron beams, said receiver further

having an electron beam deflection circuit including a

transformer having first and second windings across which

high voltage retrace pulses are developed, each winding

including high and low pulse voltage end terminals, a di-

rect voltage generating circuit for supplying operating

voltages to the electron guns of said tube, comprising in

combination:

a first rectifier having an anode and a cathode;

means connecting the low pulse voltage end terminal

of said first winding to a point of reference potential

for said receiver;

means connecting the anode of said first rectifier to the

high pulse voltage end terminal of said first winding

for rectifying the retrace pulse across said winding to

develop a first direct voltage at the cathode of said

rectifier;

means for applying said first direct voltage to the cath-

ode of one of said plurality of electron guns;

means connecting the low pulse voltage end terminal of

said second winding to the cathode of the first recti-

fier;

^ a second rectifier having a cathode and an anode;

means connecting the anode of said second rectifier to

the high pulse voltage end terminal of said second

winding for rectiliying the voltage on the anode of

said second rectifier to develop a second direct volt-

age at the cathode of said second rectifier;

means for applying said second direct voltage to the ac-

celerating anodes of said plurality of electron guns
to provide in conjunction with said first direct voltage
an accelerating voltage between the cathode and ac-

celerating anode of said one of said plurality of elec-

tron guns; and
means for connecting the cathode of another of said

plurality of electron guns to the point of reference

potential for said receiver to provide in conjunction
with said second direct voltage on the accelerating
anode of said last named electron gun an accelerating
voltage for said last named electron gun greater than
the accelerating voltage for said one of said plurality

of electron guns.

3,098,171
TRANSISTOR VERTICAL DEFLECTION CIRCUIT
Robert B. Ashley, North Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to
General Electric Company, a corporation of New Yorli

FUed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40,947
5 Claims. (CI. 315—27)

1. A vertical deflection circuit comprising in combina-
tion: electrical signal generator means having a pair of

output terminals thereof and providing therebetween a
signal having a sawtooth waveform; a first capacitor and
a second capacitor serially connected between said output

terminals; a first integrating network coupled in oaraJlel

with said first capacitor; a transistor having bas*{ emitter

and collector electrodes; means for coupling said first inte-

grating network to said base electrode; an output load

circuit for said transistor including a vertical deflection

coil coupled to said collector electrode; impedance means
coupled to said emitter electrode for providing feedback

for said transistor; and a resistive impedance coupled be-

tween said emitter electrode and a junction of said first

and second capacitors, said resistive impedance and said

second capacitor forming a second integrating network.

3,098,172
KEEP-ALIVE CONES AND METHOD OF

MAKING SAME
Jack H. Burthe, North Llnthicum, Irvin John Kenner,

Baltimore, and James D. Wocrmbke, Linthicum, Md.,
assignors, by mesne assignments, to the United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy
Filed Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 154,912

6 Cblms. (CI. 315—58)

1. The method of constructing a keep-alive cone com-
prising :
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(a) first placing an insulator inside a cavity of a cone,

(6) then positioning one end of a center conductor in

said insulator,

(c) then filling the remaining cavity of said cone with

powdered glass,

{d) then heating said powdered glass whereby said glass

is fused to said center conductor and said cone, and

(e) then potting the remaining portion of said center

conductor with a thermosetting resin.

electric power supply connected to said electrode and
work piece to produce a machining discharge across the

gap formed therebetween, said power supply comprising

means for generating a machining discharge waveform
comprising recurring impulses of predetermined duration

and magnitude and relatively high-frequency oscillations

of predetermined amplitude superimposed on said im-

pulses, and means in said power supply controllable to

vary the magnitude of said impulses in relation to the am-
plitude of said oscillations.

3,098,173
SWITCHING CIRCUIT FOR USE WITH ELECTRO-

LUMINESCENT DISPLAY DEVICES
Donald C. Livingston, Bayside, N.Y., assignor to Sylvania

Electric Products Inc., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Jan. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 4,253

4 Clahns. (CI. 315—169)

1. An electroluminescent device comprising first and

second spaced arrays of electrical conductors, the con-

ductors in said first array passing over the conductors in

said second array to form a plurality of crossover points,

a (riurality of electroluminescent cells located between

said conductors at said crossover points, and a plurality

of single-apertured ring-shaped magnetic cores each hav-

ing an output winding, an input winding, and at least one

control winding, one end of the output winding on each

of said magnetic cores being connected to a correspond-

ing one of said electrical conductors, the other ends of

said output windings being connected to a common junc-

tion, beam switching tube means coupled to each of said

control windings, said beam switching tube means cou-

pling a direct volUge to selected control windings in re-

q>onse to an applied signal.

3,098,174

POWER SUPPLY FOR SPARK DISCHARGE
MACHINING

Kiyodii Inooc, 182 Yoga Tamagawa Sctagaya-kn,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed Apr. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 106,282

9 Chdms. (CL 315—174)

3,098,175
ELECTROLUMINESCENT CELLS CONTROLLED

BY IMPEDANCE NETWORKS
Hans G. Blank, New York, N.Y., assignor to General

Telephone ami Electronics Laboratories, Inc., a corpo-

ration of I>elawaFe
FUed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,690

9Cteima. (CL 315—250)

oSSS™>. ^
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3,098,177
UNIVERSAL CELL FOR PRINTED CIRCUIT

BOARDS
Ernest L. BIcier, Fairport, and Thaddcos W. KnchanU,

Rochester, N.Y^ asrifnon to Gcncnil Dynamics Corpo-
ration, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of Dcbware

Filed Sept. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 13S,51(
6 Cbdms. (CL 317—101)

1. In a universal cell for slidably mounting a plurality

of printed circuit boards in spaced, parallel relation, the

combination comprising, a load4>earing frame including

upper and lower front, longitudinally extending, opposed

guide support beams and upper and lower rear, longi-

tudinally extending opposed guide support beams, said

upper front and upper rear beams spaced a given first

distance apart, said lower front and lower rear beams
spaced a distance substantially equal to said given first

di&tance apart, each of said upper and lower front beams
presenting outwardly directed front mounting flanges

lying substantially in given upper and lower parallel

planes, respectively, each of said upper and lower rear

beams presenting outwardly directed rear mounting
' flanges lying substantially in said uj^r and lower planes,

respectively, each of said outwardly directed front and

rear mounting flanges on said upper and lower front and

rear beams including similarly aligned slots communicat-

ing with the outwardly directed edge thereof spaced at

given points along* the longitudinal axis of said upper

front and lower front and upper rear and lower rear

beams, respectively, a plurality of pairs of readily detach-

able, similarly shaped, grooved printed circuit board

guides, one of said guides in said pair being spanningly

supported by said uj^r front and upper rear beams at

corresponding ones of said given points along the longi-

tudinal axis of said u];^r front and upper rear beams,

the other one of said guides in said pair of guides being

spanningly supported by said lower front and lower

rear beams at points along the longitudinal axis of said

lower front and lower rear beams in opposition to said

corresponding ones of said given points along the longi-

tudinal axis thereon, whereby said pair of guides arc

vertically and horizontally aligned to receive said one of

said boards edgewise, each of said guides having first

and second distorted T tabs on a side opposite to said

grooves in said guides, said first and second distorted T
tabs being substantially normal to the longitudinal axis

of said guides, said first and second distorted T tabs

being spaced a given distance apart substantially equal

to said given first distance, said distorted T tabs includ-

ing a stem portion slidable in said given slots in said

mounting flanges, and means coupled to said frame for

varying the separation distance between said beams from

said given first separation distance to a given second

separation distance, said given second separation distance

being less than said given first separation distance, where-
by said pair of guides are secured to said mounting
flanges when said mounting flanges are separated said

given first separation distance and detachable when said

mounting flanges achieve said second separation distance.

3,098,178
NONINTERCHANGEABLE CIRCUIT BREAKER

Alexander R. Norden, New York, N.Y., aadgnor to
Federal Pacific Electric Company, a corporation of
Dcbware

FUed Apr. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 808,710
14 Cbdnu. (CL 317—119)

13. A circuit breaker including an enclosure of insulat-

ing material containing the operative mechanism thereof,

said enclosure having a recess, a rivet extending through
a portion of said enclosure and into the recess, and a cir-

cuit breaker rating-classification m mber in the form of

a channel confined between said rivet and the surface of
said recess, said rating-classification member having at

least one projecting rating-classification leg.

3,098,179
SIGNALLING RECEIVER

Hendrikus ComcUi van Rovnm, Hilrcnnm, Netherlands,
and Carlos Vlllaiaz, Zncrich, Switzeriand, assignon to
North American Philips Company, Inc., New York,
N.Y., a corporation of Debiware

Filed Mar. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 798,886
Claims priority, application Netheriands Apr. 3, 1958

8 Cbdms. (Q. 317—147)

I. A signal receiver for the reception of signal pulses

of oscillations of a given frequency, said given frequency

being within a frequency band of other signals, said re-

ceiver comprising first and second channels, means ap-

plying said pulse signals and other signals to said chan-

nels, said first channel comprising frequency selective

means for passing only signals of said given frequency,

said second channel comprising means rejecting signals

of said given frequency, signal relay means, means ap-

plying the output of said first channel to said relay means
to effect the operation of said relay means upon the oc-

currence of said signal pulses, said last-mentioned means
comprising a transistor having an input electrode con-

nected to the output of said first channel and an out-

put electrode connected to said relay means, rectifier

means connected to said second channel to provide a

rectified output, means applying said rectified output to

said transistor to block the operation thereof, and means
for limiting the amplitude of the signal pulses applied

from said first channel to said transistor.
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3,098,180

REMOTE CONTROL FOR MICROWAVE SYSTEM
Jack Smith, Lynchburg, Va., anignor to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York
FUed Mar. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 14,085

5 Claims. (CI. 317—149)

liquid mixture of at least one heterocyclic amine con-

taining a nitrogen heterocyclic atom located between two

carbon atoms, and a compound selected from the group

consisting of aliphatic acids containing from 1 to 6 carbon

1. Remote control apparatus adapted to respond to the

selective presence or absence of repetitive pulse signals

comprising means for deriving said repetitive pulse con-

taining signal, an amplifier coupled to said means includ-

ing an active element and a load impedance, said active

element being responsive in the presence or absence of

said pulses to assume one or the other of two conduction

conditions and thereby causing one of two voluges to

appear across said load impedance, and voltage respon-

sive switching means responsive to change of said voltage

in said load impedance comprising a relay coupled in

series with a unidirectional conductive means between

said load impedance and a source of potential interme-

diate the potentials appearing at said load impedance at

said respective conduction conditions.

atoms, alpha-halogen substituted aliphatic acids con-

taining from 1 to 6 carbon atoms and anhydrides thereof

said electrolyte having a resistivity of from 25 to 5,000

ohm-cm. at room temperature.

3,098,183

CAPACITY DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCER
Samuel E. Mitchell, Dunbar, W. Va., assignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York
Filed July 21, 1960, Ser. No. 44,350

IChiim. (CI. 317—246)

3,098,181

MAGNETIC CIRCUIT USING SUPERCONDUCTOR
PROPERTIES

Paul P. Cloffi, Summit, NJ., assignor to BeU Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of New York
FUed Aug. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 52,393

8 Chdms. (CL 317—158)

1. Means for preventing the loss of flux from a mag-

netic circuit comprising a superconductive magnetic in-

sulator member having an internal magnetic induction

substantially equal to zero, said superconductive member

substantially enclosing the flux path around said mag-

netic circuit and defining a volume to which the flux m
said path is to be confined, and means for maintainmg

said superconductive member in a superconducting state.

3,098,182
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACTTORS
John Bnmliam, Los Angeles, CaBf

.

FUed Oct. 21, 1958, Ser. No. 768,698

6 Clafans. (O. 317—230)

1. An electrolytic capacitor consisting essentially of

two metal electrodes, the surfaces of each of said elec-

trodes containing no oxide dielectric; being in direct con-

tact with, and separated by an electrolyte comprising a

A continuously variable capacitanoe electrical circuit

element comprising, in combination, an electrically ntm-

conductive housing having a cylindrical cavity extending

concentrically longitudinally therethrough and a bore ex-

tending longitudinally therethrough parallel to said cylin-

drical cavity; a coaxial cable connector affixed to one aid

of said housing and defining a first end closure for said

cavity; an electrically conductive ferrule affixed to the

other end of said housing and defining a second end

closure for said cavity; grounding ring means adjacent

said ferrule and in electrical connection therewith; elec-

trical connection means extending through the bore in the

housing and connecting the grounding ring means with

one pole of said coaxial cable connector; a hollow cylin-

drical first electrode arranged within the cavity in said

housing and electrically connected to the other pole of

the coaxial cable connector; a cylindrical second electrode

arranged concentrically in radially spaced relationship

with respect to said hollow cylindrical first electrode and

adapted to move reciprocally along a longitudinally ex-

tending concentric axis common to both said electrodes;

an actuating stem affixed to said second electrode and ex-

tending therefrom through said ferrule to a p<Mnt acces-

sible to external mechanical stimuli; and electrically con-

ductive resilient means mechanically and electrically con-
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necting said second electrode and said actuating stem to

said ferrule.

3,098,184
GEARING MECHANISM MOTOR DRIVE

Paul Deriaz, Rugby, England, aas^pior to The English
Electric Company Limited, London, England, a British
company

Filed Mar. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 14,393
Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 7, 1959

1 Claim. (CL 318—12)

A gearing mechanism comprising in combination: a
main shaft, a reversible electric adjuster motor having a
casing mounted on one end of said main shaft so as to

take part in the rotation thereof, an adjuster shaft ar-

ranged co^axialiy inside the said main shaA and rotatable

independently of the latter, reduction gearing interposed
between the said adjuster motor and the said adjuster

shaft, self^arresting reduction gear mounted at the other

end of said main shaft and in driving connection wkh
said adjuster shaft as its input shaft, at least one output
shaft of the said self-arresting gear joumalled at the

said other end of the said main shaft, slip rings mounted
electrically insulated on the said casing of the electric

adjuster motor and electrically connected to the said

nK)tor, a stationary casing surrounding said electric ad-

juster motor, brushes pivotally mounted in the said casing,

springs connected to the said casing and to the said

brushes and biasing the latter off the said slip rings, sole-

noids mounted in the said casing and having armatures
connected to the said brushes in the sense of forcing the

latter against the said slip rings when the said solenoids

are energized, overcoming the bias of the said spring,

electrical conductors connected to the said solenoids and
to the said brushes, and an electric switch controlling the

said conductors in the sense of simultaneously connect-

ing and disconnecting, respectively, the said solenoids and
brushes to and from an external current source.

3,098,185
ELECTRIC WATCH HAVING TRANSISTOR

CONTROLLED CONTACT
Roderick M. Jackson, Lancaster, Pa., anignor to Hamil-

ton Watch Company, Lancaster, Pa., a corporatioa of
Pennsylvania

FUcd Aug. 20, 1957, Ser. No. (79,208
6 Claims. (CL 318—128)

said coil periodically, a aemi-conductor switching device
for connecting said battery to said mounted coil, a con-
trol means actuated by oscillation of said balance staff

but separate therefrom, said control means being so con-
structed that its circular movement is less than the circu-
lar movement of the balance staff, and means connecting
the control means to the switching device so that the op-
eration of the control means will cause periodic energiza-
tion of said mounted coil in synchronism with the oscil-

lation of said staff.

1 . An electric timepiece comprising a coil mounted for

oscillation on a balance staff, means in said timepiece for

creating a relatively concentrated magnetic field through
which said mounted coil moves, a battery for energizing

3,098,186
CONTROL APPARATUS FOR POSITIONING

AN OBJECT
David Theodore Nelson Williamson, Priorwood, Polton,
Donald Ferfnson Walker, Bamton, and Alexander
Tumbull Shepherd and David William Holmes Hamp-
shire, Edhihorgh, Scotland, amignors to Ferranti, Lim-
ited, Lancashkc, England, a company of Great Britain
and NortJicm Ireland

Filed June 4, 1959, Ser. No. 818,227
Claims priority, application Great Britain June 11, 1958

ISCbdms. (CL 318—162)

/ -

IS—

'4Jf r-

1. Measuring apparatus responsive to the movement
of an object relative to a reference structure including
means for producing a reference cyclic optical pattern,

a first optical grating secured to said object, a second opti-

cal grating in optical registration with aod movable with
respect to the first grating, the gratings being ruled so as

to set up in combination with one another a control
cyclic optical pattern which is similar to said refereKc
pattern and which is displaceable in phase relative thereto
in deperKlence on the movement of the object relative to
the reference structure, a light source for irradiating said

patterns, control and reference photocell devices so dis-

posed as to be irradiated by light from the irradiated

control and reference patterns, respectively, means for

causing the output signals from the photocell devices to
alternate at a predetermined frequency, with a relative

phase displacement equal to that of the patterns, and
utilisation equipment responsive to the relative phase
displ^ement of the alternating output signals from tiie

photocell devices.

3,098,187
CONTROL SYSTEM

DavM Sciaky, Chicago, IlL, nrignor to Weldli« RcMarefa,
Inc., Chicago, UL, a conoratkM of DUnois
FUcd Dec 24, 1959, Ser. No. 861,983

16 Claims. ^CL 318—162)
16. A system for controUing the positioning of a mem-

ber including in combination, means for moving the
member, pulsing means producing « pulse in response to
each increment of movement of the member, counter
means responsive to pulses and including a plurality of
stages representing the digits of a number and each having
a plurality of operative conditions representing the
numerals of one digit, pro-am means coupled to said
stages and automatically operative to select one of said

conditions of each stage to thereby preset different num-
bers corresponding to different predetermined counts,
means coupling said pulsing means to said counter means
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to awjlv oulses thereto upon each increment of movement means operatively associated with said voltage responsive

of said member, and control means coupled to said

counter means and to said moving means, said control

means causing CT)eration of said moving means and

stopping the same, said counter means actuating said

control means to cause said moving means to stop when

the number preset by said program means is reached.

3,098,188
^

CHARGE TERMINATING CIRCUITS
Kenneth DawUns, Mfameapolls, Minn., aMgnor,

"J
mesne assignments, to Sludebaker Corporation, Soudi

Bend, Ind., a corporation of Michigan

FUed Mar. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 16,292

3 Chdms. (CI. 320—31)

/'

^ ll

JrS

tfe
^ ;^^^=i"
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device for automatically terminating the charging opera-

tion of said battery when the open circuit voltage of the

battery exceeds a predetermined value, and second switch

means connected in parallel with said first switch means

for automatically terminating the charging operation of

said battery in response to the occurrence of a predeter-

mined event, said first and second switch means each

serving upon actuation to energize the other one of said

opposed windings to disconnect said source of charging

voltage from said battery terminals.

3,098,189
CRYOGENIC D.C. TO A.C. AMPLIFIER

Theoder A. Bochhold, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company, a corporatioB of New York
FUed Apr. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 21,515

7 cialHU. (CL 321—8)

1. A noise-free zero drift amplifier including in com-

bination first and second inductively coupled windings

fabricated from superconducting materials, a movable

member fabricated at least in part of superconductive ma-

terials in juxUposition to said first and second windings

f<M- influencing the inductive relation between the wind-

ings, means for moving said movable member at a pre-

determined rate to thereby vary the inductive relation

between the coils, means for impressing an input signal

to be amplified on said first winding, and means for de-

riving an amplified alternating current replica of said

input signal from said second winding.

3,098,190

CONTROL APPARATUS FOR REGULATING AN
OVERSPEED CONDITION OF AN ELECTRIC
GENERATOR

Robert C. Spencer, Jr., Scotia, and Markns A. Eggra-

berger, Schenectady, N.Y, assignors to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York
FUed Dec. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 74,627

4 Claims. (CI. 322—29)

1. The improvement of battery charging means com-

prising a source of charging voltage, a differential relay

having a pair of opposed windings and relay contacts

associated with said windings, said relay contacts being

connected in circuit with said source of chargmg voltage

upon energization of one of said opposed windings, cycli-

cally operated switch means having a plurality of switch

contacts, a first pair of said switch contacts connected be-

tween said relay contacts, said source of charging voltage

and the battery terminals for applying the charging volt-

age to the battery during a portion of the switch cyde

and for removing the source of charging voluge from the

battery during the remainder of the switch cycle, a volt-

age responsive device, a second pair of said switch con-

tacts connected between said voltage responsive device

and the battery for connecting the battery to the voltage

responsive device during the portion of the switch cycle

when the source of charging voltage is removed from the

battery whereby the voltage responsive device is respon-

sive to the open circuit volUge of the battery, first switch

" - '
~-' dfn I—

^

3. Control apparatus for regulating an overspecd con-

dition of an electric generator driven by a prime mover

comprising an impedance of predetermined magnitude,

means for electrically connecting said generator to a load,

an electric circuit breaker including an actuating coil and

a pair of contacts, means electrically connecting the con-

tacts of said circuit breaker in series with said impedance
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to said generator, a first source of electric current elec-

trically connected in series with said coil, a relay hav-

ing a pair of circuit interrupting contacts electrically

connected in series with said coil and said first source

of current, a transformer having one winding thereof

disposed in inductive relation with the current supplied

by the generator to the load to provide a second source

of electric current proportional to generator output, said

transformer being electrically connected to energize said

relay thereby to maintain the relay contacts open when
the load exceeds a predetermined value and to effect a

closing of said contacts when the load current falls be-

low said predetermined value, a time-limit switch hav-

ing a pair of circuit-interrupting contacts electrically con-

nected in series with the actuating coil of said circuit

breaker, said time-limit switch being effective to open its

series-connected contacts after a predetermined time in-

terval, means responsive to the energization of the ac-

tuating coil of said circuit breaker for initiating said

time interval, a second switch electrically connected in

parallel with the contacts of said relay, said second switch

being adapted for operation independent of the opera-

tion of said relay thereby to afford means for testing

the overspeed regulating means by energizing the actuat-

ing coil of said circuit breaker to connect the impedance

to the generator without interrupting the load current of

said generator.

3,098,191
MULTIPLE PURPOSE GENERATOR

Clyde F. Cavert, Menasha, and Russell E. Hall and
Earl W. Schabo, Appleton, Wis., assignors to Miller

Electric Manufacturing Company, Inc., Appleton, Wis.,

a corporation of Wisconsin
FUed June 27, 1960, Scr. No. 39,130

19 Claims. (CL 322—79)

passing impedance in series between the power source

and a load terminal, and a sensing circuit having an error

voltage as the output thereof indicating whether the actual

load voltage is above or below a desired load voltage; a

pair of sensing circuit terminals for connection to a pair

of conductors which are connected across the load for

mtLO ourpvr

4. A revolving field generator for selectively supplying

A.C. power of predetermined different frequencies in ac-

cordance with different speeds of the generator and hav-

ing a field exciter driven in synchronism with the genera-

tor and establishing optimum excitation of the revolving

field at a base speed, which comprises a rectifier having

an output connected in series between the exciter and the

field of the generator and having an input, said rectifier

being polarized to pass the current from the exciter to

the field, voltage compensating means connected to the

output of the generator, and switch means to selectively

connect the voltage compensating means to the input of

the rectifier in accordance with a predetermined spe:;d of

the generator varying from the base speed to maintain opti-

mum excitation of the revolving field for ail generator

speed.

3 098 192
PROTECTIVE CIRCUIT FOR DIRECT CURRENT

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Ernest Levy, Jr^ Norwalk, and Russell D. Loucks II,

Ridgefield, Conn., assignors, by mesne assignments, io

Raytheon Company, Lexington, Mass., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,137

7 Claims. (CI. 323—22)
1. A protective circuit for direct current voltage regula-

tors comprising; a voltage regulator circuit connected to

a power source which may vary in voltage, load terminals

for connection to a direct current load having a voltage

lying within a restricted range of values, a controlled

determining the load voltage and for applying the load

voltage as an input to the sensing circuit; the output of the

sensing circuit connected to the passing impedance to con-

trol the passing impedance in accordance with the error

voltage to thereby stabilize the output voltage; and a pair

of diode rectifiers each respectively connected between one

of the load terminals and one of the sensing terminals.

3,098,193
MAGNETICALLY REGULATED VARIABLE HIGH

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
Robert B. Wallace and Walter L. Waster, Indianapolis,

Ind., assignors to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Navy
Filed Sept. 11, 1961, Scr. No. 137,446

1 Claim. (CI. 323—66)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

A completely solid-state, magnetically regulated, low

voltage controlled, high voltage power supply compris-

ing: an alternating current potential source having first

and second terminal means for providing power to a load;

a saturable reactor having at least a gate winding, a bias

winding, a first load current sensitive control winding, and

a second load voltage sensitive control winding, said gate

winding having an end terminal thereof coupled to said

first terminal nneans of said alternating current potential

source, and said bias winding having one end terminal

coupled to ground potential and the other end terminal

coupled via a variable impedance to a first source of con-

stant direct current reference potential; a high voltage

transforming means having primary and center-tapped

secondary windings, said primary winding having one end

terminal thereof coupled to said second terminal of said

alternating current potential source for receiving an alter-

nating current and the other end terminal thereof cou-

pled to the other end terminal of said gate winding of

said saturable reactor for regulating the current flow

through said primary winding, and said secondary wind-
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ing having its center tap coupled to an end terminal of

said first load current sensitive control winding of said

saturable reactor and each of its end terminals respective-

ly coupled through diode rectifying means to a common

terminal point to form a full wave rectifying configura-

tion; a ripple reducing filter means for filtering the full-

wave rectified voluge from said secondary winding hay-

ing a first input terminal coupled to said common termi-

nal point and a second input tennii^il coupled via ground

to the other end terminal of said first load current serisi-

tive control winding of said saturable reactor, and having

first and second output terminals for supplying a ripple-

free direct current volUge to a load; a suitable load hav-

ing first and second input terminals for receiving a direct

current potential respectively coupled to said first and

second output terminals of said filter means; an output

voltage sensing means coupled across said first and sec-

ond output terminals of said filter means; a self-saturat-

ing, gain-producing magnetic amplifier for supplying a

direct current potential to a load, having first and second

input terminals coupled respectively to said first and sec-

ond terminal means of said alternating current potential

source for receiving an energizing potential, having first

and second output terminals coupled respectively to the

end terminals of said second load voltage sensitive con-

trol winding of said saturable reactor for supplying a con-

trol current thereto, having a bias winding coupled in

series with a variable resistance to a second source of con-

stant direct current reference potential for providing the

desired <^)erating point in said magnetic amplifier, and

having a control winding with one of its end terminals

coupled to a third source of constant direct current refer-

ence potential and the other end terminal coupled to said

output voltage sensing means to enable said magnetic

amplifier to control the amount of direct current supplied

to said second load voltage sensitive control winding of

said saturable reactor which, in co-operation with the cur-

rent in said first load current sensitive control winding,

controls the effective impedance of said saturable reactor

in the primary circuit of said voltage transforming means

to thereby regulate the high direct current potential sup-

plied to said suitable load.

for providing an input reference voltage, said inpiK refer-

ence voltage being equal to the desired transducer input

voltage, means for comparing said input reference voltage

with the transducer input voltage, means for generating

an error signal responsive to the difference between said

input voltage and said input reference voltage, and phase

selecting means for obtaining a single valued component

of said error signal, said phase selecting means compris-

ing a switch operative to open at the positive and nega-

tive jDeaks of the desired component of said error signal.

3,098,194
AUTOMATIC AX:. VOLTAGE RATIO

CONTROLLER
Pat L. Clemens, Tnllahoma, Tenn^ assigjior to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Air Force
FUed Oct. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 145,518

2 Claimi. (CI. 323—66)

3,098,195
AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL CIRCUIT

George V. Lennon III and Hermann Lins, Jr., Rochester,

N.Y., assignors to General Dynamics Corporation,

Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Nov. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 66,532

5 Claims. (CI. 323—79)

r--tii>b—

^

SO^P* v<A^ ^ ^
,-a ytt ^^ ,?Ur.-

1. An automatic signal gain control circuit comprising

a transformer with primary and secondary windings, a

signal source coupled to said primary winding, a varistor

with a non-linear voltage-current characteristic, a fixed

resistor, said varistor and said resistor being connected

in series across a portion of said secondary winding,

an output terminal connected to the junction of said re-

sistor and said varistor, a direct current source coupled

across said varistor, an amplifier with a controlling circuit

and a controlled circuit, said controlled circuit being con-

nected in circuit between said direct current source and

said varistor, said controlling circuit of said amplifier

being connected to said secondary winding for regulat-

ing the current through said varistor in accordance with

the signal voltage of said signal source.

3,098,196
USE OF ULTRASONIC BIAS IN MAGNETIC

AMPLIFIERS
Lawrence J. Vicmstcin, Kensington, Md^ assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy
FUed Jan. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 83,601

12 Claims. (CI. 323—89)

1. An automatic alternating current voltage ratio con-

trol system particularly adapted to servo devices for main-

taining a constant ratio between servo system reference

voltage and transducer input voltage comprising means

10. A magnetic amplifier comprising two pairs of

saturable magnetic cores having load and control wind-

ings, an output circuit including an alternating current

power source, a ppwer transformer having a primary

winding and a center tapped secondary winding, rectifiers

connected to each load winding, a pair of load impedances

cormected in series relation to each other and in parallel

with each pair of load windings, the center connection

of each pair of load windings being connected to opposite

ends of the secondary winding of the power transformer
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and the center point of said load impedances being con-

nected to the center tap of said secondary winding such

that one pair of load windings will conduct on one-half

cycle of the supply voltage and the other pair of load

windings will conduct on the other half cycle of the supply

voltage, and a magnetic bias field of ultrasonic frequency

applied to said cores to maintain the cores in a state of

magnetic agitation.

3,d98,197
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE MEASURE.

MENT OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
Antfaoay Rca^ Barringcr, Aglncoart, Ontario, Canada,
and ShoUv Kagan, CocUtnatc, Maaa^ aarignon to

Bwringcr Research Limited
Filed Ang. 9, 1960, Scr. No. 48^32

SClaioM. (CL324—

^

;
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3,098^04
MICROWAVE DELAY LINE AND METHOD OF

FABRICATION
Joseph B. Braucr, Rome, N.Y^ andgnor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of

tiM Air Force
Filed Apr. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 105,241

1 Claim. (CI. 333—30)
(Gnmtcd under TiUe 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

A microwave delay circuit comprising ai^, input trans-

ducer, an output transducer, and a delay medium disposed

therebetween, said input and output transducer and said

delay medium being fabricated from a single piezo-

electric crystal, said input transducer being adapted to

generate mechanical vibrations in response to an electro-

magnetic microwave input, said delay medium being

adapted to propagate said mechanical vibrations and said

output transducer being adapted to generate an electro-

magnetic microwave output responsive to said mechanical

vibrations, said delay medium being filamentary in form
and consisting of a plurality of helical loops and having a

length such that the time Vequired for said mechanical

vibrations to pass therealong is equal to the desired delay

tone.

3,098,205
BUTT JOINT FOR UNWELDABLE VIBRATORY

BODIES
Giinthcr Renter, Ulm (Danube), Germany, aaignor to

Telefunken G.m.b.H., Berlin, Germany
FUed Aug. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 835,067

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 23, 1958
2 Claims. (CL 333—71)

CI] :•

J s

1. In a mechanical frequency filter system, the combi-
nation which comprises a ferrite transducer body and a

steel resonator body, said bodies having, respectively,

opposed surfaces of considerable area, there being a butt

joint between said bodies which butt joint includes at least

one projection extending from at least one of said sur-

faces toward the other surface and a bonding glaze mass
fused to both surfaces around said projection, said pro-

jection being of such length as to limit the approach of
one surface toward the other during forming of the bond
to assure adequate thickness of said mass to absorb me-
chanical stresses due to large temperature changes during
manufacture of the system.

3,098,206
WAVE BAND UHF OUTPUT NETWORK

Eric W. MfHiiton, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to General
Dynamics Corporation, Rodiester, N.Y., a corporation
of Delaware

Filed May 20, 1960, Ser. No. 30^21
5 Claims. (CL 333—73)

1. A transformer comprising tuned primary and sec-

ondary circuits, the primary circuit comprising a coajual

line section formed by a primary conductor disposed

within an outer conducting shield, the secondary circuit

comprising a coaxial line section formed by a secondary

conductor disposed wkhin said atiield parallel to and
spaced from said primary conductor, said secondary con-

ductor having one end connected to said shield to form

a short circuited end for its coaxial line section, said

primary and secondary conductors being movable relative

to each other to adjust the coupling between said primary

and secondary circuits, and an output coaxial cable with

a center conductor connected to said secondary conductor

and means for moving the connection therealong to con-

trol the loading on said transformer.

3,098,207
OUTPUT WINDOW FOR ELECTRON TUBE

APPARATUS
Ronald H. Gordon, Los Altos, and Arthur E. Schocn-

nauer, Palo Alto, Calif., asa^on to Varian Associates,

San Carlos, Calif., a corporation of California
Original application Not. 14, 1955, Ser. No. 546,624. Di-
Tidcd and tiiis application Ajpr. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 19,709

8 Clalnii. (CL 333—98)

I . In a high frequency apparatus, an apertured member
through which electromagnetic energy is to pass, a wave-
energy permeable member mounted on said member
substantially closing the aperture, protuberances extending
from the surface of said apertured member adjacent the

wave permeable member whereby the spacing between
said wave-energy permeable member and said apertured

member may be accurately controlled, and a sealing

material disposed between said wave permeable material

and said apertured member whereby a vacuum-tight seal

is provided between said members.

3,098,208
COUPLING CIRCUIT FOR CONNECTING TO-
GETHER TWO RESONANT CIRCUITS AND
TUNING THE WHOLE OVER A BAND OF
FREQUENCIES

William S. Wlnlcld, KlrfcyiUc, and Robert A. Mnachamp,
North Syracnae, N.Y., asdgnors to General Electric
Company, a corporation of New Yorit

Filed Sept 29, 1958, Ser. No. 764,192
7CfadBu. (CL334—64)

1. A circuit for timing over a wide range of frequen-

cies comprising in combinaticxi, a first device having a
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pair of output terminals, a second device having a pair

of input terminals, there being effectively between each

pair of terminals a capacitance and inductance connected

in series which in combination are series resonant at a

predetermined frequency within the desired frequency

range, a connection between one terminal of said first

pair and one terminal of said second pair, a coupling

circuit connected between the remaining terminals of

each pair so as to complete a loop, said coupling circuit

being comprised of a series branch having a capacitcM*

and an inductor and a capacitor connected in shunt with

said series branch, the values of the components of said

latter coupling circuit being such as to cause the entire

loop to be resonant at any frequency to which the circuit

is to be tuned within the range.

3,t98,2t9
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

Brycc L. Stevens, Davlaon, Mich., assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Dctet>it, ^Uch^ a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Feb. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 7,873

3 Claims. (CL 338—39)

1. In transducer means, a hollow casing formed in part

of electrically conductive material and in part of elec-

trically non-conductive material and having an entrance

duct through which pressure to be measured can be ap-

plied, a piston formed of electrically insulating material

fitting snugly within the hollow casing and mounted for

axial movement therein, biasing means directly engaging

one end surface of the piston and the inside surface of one

end wall of the electrically non-conductive part of the hcd-

low casing for biasing said piston toward one end of its

travel, an electrical contact mounted through said wall and
engaging the biasing means to form an electrically conduc-
tive circuit therewith, a flexible diaphragm mounted across

the opposite end of the piston inside the casing and press-

ing against the same, a resistance wire helically wound on

a reduced section of said piston and electrically connected

to the opposite end of the biasing means, and a spring

biased contact mounted in and electrically connected to

792 O.O.—fi2

the electrically conductive p<n-tion of said case engaging
and sliding over said resistance wire to connect a prede-
termined amount of wire in circuit dependent upon the

axial position of the piston for measuring purposes.

3,098,210
ECHO RANGING WITH REFERENCE TO

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Stanley Capel Sparling, Roy William George Haslett,

Peter Roy Hopidn, and Joim Ernest Leon Sottacott,

Baridngsidc, England, aasignors to Kelvin & Hugbes
Limited, Glasgow, Scotland, a British company

Filed Apr. 26, 1957, Ser. No. 655,212
Claims priority, application Great Britafai May 1, 1956

8 Claims. (CL 340—^3)

'y V
j
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1. Echo ranging apparatus for the location of fish in

the sea, comprising a transmitter for transmitting pulsed

exploring signals into the sea. a receivine transducer

adapted to produce electric signals in response to echo
signals resulting from the reflection of the exploring sig-

nals by fish in the sea and by the sea bed, electric ampli-

fying means connected to said receiving transducer to

amplify said electric signals and comprising a gated stage

capable of being rendered non-conducting upon the appli-

cation of a suitable electric control pulse thereto, a dis-

play device adapted to display the output signals from
the electric amplifying means in relation to time, an elec-

tric control pulse generator, circuit means for applying

said electric signals as input signals to said generator, said

generator producing an electric control pulse when the

amplitude of said electric signals exceeds a predetermined

value, the said predetermined value being so chosen that

it is exceeded only by a signal value corresponding to the

receipt of a sea bed echo, said generator having delay

means such that the initiation of said control pulse has a

predetermined time delay in relation to the commence-
ment of the sea bed echo, circuit means for applying said

electric control pulse to said gated stage, so that the dis-

play of received signals is inhibited for a predetermined

time period commencing subsequently to the commence-
ment of the sea bed echo to ensure the display of at least

a portion of the leading edge of the bottom echo of

greater amplitude than the display of fish echoes before

said interruption occurs, so as to provide an index such

that fish echoes merged with said bottom echo stand out

and can be readily detected by the irregularities they pro-

duce in the leading edge of the bottom echo as displayed

on said display device.

3,098,211
UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC PRESSURE

MEASURING DEVICE
Henry Ci^erbcr, 2834 R St. SE., Washington, D.C.

FUed Oct. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 62,803

11 Claims. (CI. 340—8)
(Granted under Titic 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
1. Apparatus for testing the response of a test trans-

ducer comprising: chamber means for receiving the test

transducer therewithin, a reference transducer secured

within said chamber means, acoustic signal producing

means disposed within said chamber for impressing an

acoustic signal upon said reference transducer and the
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test transducer, and means for providing a liquid-gas

interface between said acoustic signal producing means

and the test transducer thereby to simulate a free field

radiatiMi load on the test transducer.

3,098^12
REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM WITH PULSE

DURATION RESPONSIVE MEANS
Edgar M. Creamer, Jr^ MclroM Park, Pa^ awlgnnr, by

DMflic jurignmcntif to Philco Corponoon, Philadcl-

phia. Pa., a corporadon of Delaware
Filed May 11, 1959, Scr. No. 812^70

Idalms. (C1.340—15)

1 A .1 1 "-r

I.

1. A system for remotely controlling the power circuit

of a television receiver and for remotely changing the

level of sound reproduced by said receiver, comprising a

transmitter to be located remote from said receiver in-

cluding means under manual control of the operator for

transmitting a continuous wave signal either of a short

duration or of a substantially longer duration, means at

the location of said receiver to receive said signal, means
for translating the received signal into a unidirectional

signal of a duration corresponding to the duration of the

transmitted signal, a first channel connected to said trans-

lating means and including time constant means such that

it will respond to said unidirectional signal regardless of

whether the latter is of said short duration or of said sub-

stantially longer duration, a first bistable relay connected

to said channel for control thereby, a circuit arranged to

be opened or closed by said relay for changing the level

of sound reproduced by said receiver, a second channel

connected to said translating means and including time

constant means such that it will respond to said undirec-

tional signal only if the latter is of said substantially longer

duration, and a second bistable relay connected to salQ

second chaimel for control thereby aixl arranged to con-

trol the power circuit of said receiver.

3,098^13
ULTRASONIC VEHICLE DETECTION SYSTEM

John H. Auer, Jr., Rochester, N.Y., awlgnor to General
Signal Corporation, a corporatioa of New York

Filed May 20, 1968, Scr. No. 30,667
17 Claims. (CI. 340—38)

1. In a system for detecting the passage of vehicles

through adjacAt first and second detection zones each

defined by a req>ective beam of rq>etitive energy pulses

the combination comprising, first and second transmitting

means for transmitting said respective beams of energy
pulses, first and second receiving means for said first and
second detection zones for at least at times receiving re-

flections of said energy pulses from at least one reflecting

surface whose position is dependent upon whether or not
a vehicle is present in the respective detection zaot, said

reflection pulses for each zone being received by the re-

ceiving means for that zone during at least one predeter-

mined time interval following the transmission of the

last transmitted pulse for that zone, output means foi

each detection zone controlled by the receiving means
for that zone for indicating the passage of a vehicle

through such zone, gating means for controlling each re-

ceiving means to be responsive to received energy only

throughout said predetermined interval, and control means
for preventing said second receiving means from produc-

ing an output in response to spurious reflection pulses

originating with said first transmitting means and travel-

ling over paths resulting in their having a particular range

of expected reception times by said second receiving

means, said control means governing said first and sec-

ond transmitting means to transmit their repetitive pulses

at the same repetition rate and with a predetermined

time relationship, said time relationship being selected to

cause the time of occurrence of said {M-edetermined in-

terval throughout which said second receiving means is

c(mtrolled by said gating means to be responsive to re-

ceived energy pulses to be non-contemporanous with said

ejqpected reception time of said spurious received pulses.

3,898414
ANALOG SIGNAL SWnX^ING APPARATUS

Fnmk V. Wlndes, Poi«hkccpsic, and Archie J. PanI,

Wappiogcn Falls, N.Y., aalgiion to Intcnaatloiud Bnai*

ncsi Machines CorponUion, New York, N.Y., a corpo-
ration of New York

Filed Dec. 31, 1958, Scr. No. 784,134
4Clafaiis. (a. 340—147)

3. Multiplexing aiH)aratus for accepting analog signals

from a plurality of signal sources and |»'oviding an out-

.put signal whidh is equal and opposite in magnitude to

the analog signal from a selected one of said signal

sources comprising: an amplifier circuit capable of am-
plifying and inverting signals applied to its input terminal

and of providing said inverted signal at its oiAput ter-

nunal; a plurality of non-linear gates, each gate having

a low impedance state during which signals are trans-

mitted therethrough, and a high impedance state during
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which signal transmission therethrough is inhibited; a

firat, and a second resistor of equal value; circuit means

for connecting said first resistor and one of said gates in

a series circuit having one end connected to said output

terminal and the other end connected to said input ter-

minal; circuit means connecting one end of said second

resistor to said input terminal; circuit means connecting

each of the remaining gates between one of said signal

sources and the unconnected end of said second resists;

means for simultaneously rendering one of said gates

connected to said signal sources and said gate connected

to said output terminal in said low impedance state

whereby signals transmitted through said gates in the

low impedance state tend to cancel each other at said

input terminal, the signal resulting from said cancellation

at said input terminal driving said amplifier.

3,098,215
DATA STORAGE AND TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
David P. Waite, Top^eld, Mass., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Dec. 27, 1957, Ser. No. 705,528

3 Claims. (CI. 340—151)
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tween the second register of said given unit and said data

reduction center for serially transmitting said pulse code

group representative of said data from said given unit to

said data processor.

3,098,216
TRANSISTOR COMMON-EMITTER GATE CIRCUIT

WITH INDUCTIVE LOAD
Johannes Amoldus Samwel, Eindhoven, Netherlands,

assignor to North American Philips Company, Inc.,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
Filed July 13, 1959, Ser. No. 826,525

Claims priority, application Germany July 17, 1958
7 Chums. (CI. 340—166)

_3^
,
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1. A circuit for supplying an input pulse to an in-

ductive load comprising: a transistor having base, emitter

and collector electrodes, collector-base and emitter-base

junctions and a base zone, means for applying an input

voltage signal pulse to said collector electrode having a

polarity to reverse-bias said collector-base junction, an

inductive load, said emitter electrode being coupled to

said inductive load, means operable to complete a circuit

to said inductive load including means applying a gating

signal to said base electrode, said gating signal having

a polarity and magnitude to drive said base electrode

beyond saturation in the forward direction thereby pro-

ducing an excess of free charge carriers in the base zone,

said input pulse and said gating signal being simultane-

ously applied, said input pulse having a leading edge

operable to cause a short voltage pulse to be produced

across said inductive load which materially exceeds said

gating signal in amplitude and biases the emitter-base

>unction in the reverse direction, said excess of free charge

carriers preventing the cutting off of said transistor at the

occurrence of said short voltage pulse.

2. A system for collecting data from a plurality of

subscribers including a data processor located at a data

reduction center, a plurality of subscriber data transmis-

sion units, each unit responsive to a corresponding unique

interrogation signal from said data proccsor including a

unique address pulse code group and uniformly recurring

pulses, a first communication means between said center

and all of said units for transmitting any one of a plurality

of unique interrogation signals from said center to each

of said units, a given one of said units comprising a first

register means for storing unique address information in

digital form and delivering in response to said uniformly

recurring pulses a unique address signal consisting of a

pulse code group representing the address information

stored; a comparator means connected to said first register

means and first communication means for serially com-

paring the pulse code group of said unique address signal

with the pulse code group of said interrogation signal and

for providing a coincidence signal when said puhe code

groups correspond; a second register means connected to

said comparator means for storing data in digital form and

effective upon receipt of said coincidence signal from the

comparator to generate a pulse code group representative

of said data stored therein in response to said uniformly

recurring pulses; and a second communication means be-

3,098,217
MAGNETIC DEVICE SENSING, SHIFTING AND

ENCODING CIRCUIT
Abraham Franck and George F. Marette, Minneapolis,

and Berc I. Parsegyan, St. Paul, Minn., assignors to

Sperry Rand Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpo-
ration of Delaware

Filed Nov. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 855,219
25 Clafans. (CI. 340—172.5)

1. Digital data analyzing and processing apparatus

comprising an input register on n bistable stages for con-

taining a digital word input, at least two data storage de-

vices coupled to each stage, means coupled in common
to one of the devices of each stage for causing the same
to contain as a first row a digital word related digit by

digit to said input word, a plurality of means each

coupled in common to another one c^ the devices of each

stage to cause each of said means to form other rows,

each of said other rows containing a digital wc^-d related

digit by digit to the ccxnplement of the digital word of

'said first row, a first plurality di sensing means, means
coupling one of said sensing means in common to one
d the devices of said first row and at least one of the

devices of a first of said other rows, means coupling

another one of said first plurality of sensing means in

common to another one of the devices of said first row
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and to at least two of the devices of a second of said

other rows and means respectively coupling each sue-

4-
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ceeding sensing means in common to one device of said

first row and one additional number of devices ot said

other rows.

BINARY DIGITAL NUMBER STORING AND
ACCUMULATING APPARATUS

Thomas Harold Fkmcn, MIU HUl, Loodoo, Eogfauid,

asrignor to Her Majesty's Portnaster General, London,

England
Filed Ang. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 132,048

Claims priority, application Great Britain Ang. 22, 1960

12 Claims. (CI. 340—174)

the matrix cores in the respective columns having column-

write windings connected in series in a like sense, and also

having output-windings connected in aeries in a like sense;

first and second two-condition devices operatively asso-

ciated with respective matrix columns, means for applying

a pulse to all the first and second devices at a first pulse

time to set those devices in a first of the two conditions;

third, fourth and fifth two-condition devices operatively

associated with respective matrix columns, means for

applying a pulse to all the third, fourth and fifth devices

at the first pulse time for setting those devices in the

first of the two conditions when a unit is to be added to

a number stored in a particular matrix row, and means
for applying a pulse to all the third, fourth and fifth

devices at the first pulse time to set all those devices in

the second of the two conditions when zero is to be

added to the number stored in a matrix row; means for

application to the row-read-out windings of a matrix row

ai a second pulse time of a read-out pulse individual to

that row for switching to an opposite state those cores

in the row which are in a predetermined one of the two

states of magnetic saturation to produce a pulse in the

output winding of any cores so switched, means for moni-

toring the electrical condition of the output windings to

provide an analogue of the number stored in a particu-

lar matrix row to which a read-out pulse is being applied,

means for changing from the first condition to the sec-

ond condition those first and second devices associated

with matrix cores of that row which were switched by the

readout pulse and for changing those third, fourth and

fifth devices associated with matrix cores of that row
corresponding to digits of a higgler order than in any

core of that matrix row which was switched by the read-

out pulse to be changed to the second condition if those

devices are not already in that condition, means for

changing, at a third pulse time, the condition of any

fourth device in the first condition and any fifth device in

the second condition, whereby change of any fourth

device to the second condition at the third pulse time

causes its associated core in that matrix row to be

switched to the said predetermined state only if the sec-

ond device associated with that row core is in the first

condition and if a row-write is applied to the row-write

windings of that matrix row at the third pulse time, and

whereby change of any fifth device to the first condi-

tion, at the third pulse time, causes its associated core in

that matrix row to be switched to the said predetermined

state only if the first device associated with that core is

in the second condition, and if a row-write pulse is

applied to the row-write windings of that matrix row at

the third pulse time.

1. Binary digital number storing and accumulating

apparatus including a matrix of rectangular-hysteresis-

loop magnetic cores capable of being set in either one of

two opposite states of magnetic saturation to indicate a

first binary digit stored or a second binary digit stored

respectively, the matrix containing for each number to

be stored a row of magnetic cores, each core in a row

corresponding to a different order digit of the number,

the cores in respective rows in the matrix having row-

write windings connected in series in a like sense, and

also having row-read-out windings connected in series in

a like sense; matrix cores corresponding to the same order

digit in the several rows arranfed in respective colunms.

L 3,t9M19
MONITORING ARRANGEMENT FOR PROGRAM-
CONTROLLED ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS OR
SIMILAR SYSTEMS

i^olfgaM Hi
TeM^lMa

many
Filed Jan. 27, 1958, Scr. No. 711^46

Claims priority, appttcatkNi Gennany Feb. 23, 1957

1 Claim, (a. 340—213)

In a program-controlled electronic computer having

storage means containing coded data information, moni-

toring apparatus comprising converter means converting

said data information to analog voltages representing the

instantaneous information in said storage means; said

monitoring apparatiu including oscilloscope means; oscil-

losc<^>e sweep means for delivering a deflection voltage,

said sweep means being connected to the output of said

converter means to deliver said deflection voltage with the

reading out of said stored information; said oscilloscope

means being connected to be deflected in one direction by
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said analog voltage and in the other direction by said

sweep voltage, said sweep means comprising a differen-

tiating network connected with said analog voltage and

delivering a sweep voltage proportional to the rate of

change of said analog voltage, said oscilloscope means
comprising a cathode ray oscilloscope having an intensity

control electrode and having coordinate deflection means

rfc. «*TMKT««

connected respectively with said analog voltage and the

differentiated deflection voltage, and cathode ray inten-

sity control means connected with the output of said

differentiating network and with said electrode and bright-

ening the intensity of the cathode ray beam in propor-

tion to the instantaneous magnitudes of the differentiated

deflection voltage.

3,098,220
PERSONAL CALL SYSTEM

Nicolaas R. de Graaf, Emmcn, Netherlands, aa^nor fp

N.V. Nedcrlandsche Industrie Radio Artikclen, Emmen,
Netherlands

Filed Jan. 19, 1959, Scr. No. 787,485
Claims priority, application Australia Ang. 20, 1958

7 Claims. (CI. 340—311)

H«'^n

1. A personal call system for selectively calling a plu-

rality of individuals in a given area, comprising a closed

loop circuit in said area, a carrier frequency generator, a

modulating frequency generator tunable to a plurality of

modulating frequencies lower than the frequency of said

carrier generator, means comprising a set of selector

members connected to said modulating frequency gen-

erator each operable individually for tuning said modu-
lating frequency generator to a corresponding one of said

modulating frequencies, a modulator coupled with said

carrier generator and said modulating frequency genera-

tor to modulate the carrier with the selected modulating

frequency, a transmitter connected to supply the output

energy of said modulator to said loop circuit, means oper-

able by any one of said selector members for initiating

the transmission of said modulated carrier to said loop

circuit, a timing circuit having means actuated by opera-

tion of any one of said selector members to interrupt

the transmission of said modulated carrier to said loop

circuit after a suitable time interval, and a plurality of

portable receivers each constructed to be carried by a

respective one of the individuals to be paged, each re-

ceiver comprising means for receiving and detecting the

signal supplied to said loc^ circuit, a resonance relay me-
chanically tuned to one of said modulating frequencies

which is characteristic for the individual carrying the re-

ceiver, means to apply the detected signal to said reso-

nance relay, and means controlled by said resonance relay

to produce an audible signal when said relay is actuated,

an electromagnetic selector switch having a driving mag-
net, a plurality of switch arms and a plurality of separate

banks of contacts, each bank of contacts cooperating

with a corresponding one of said switch arms, a plurality

of frequency determining impedances in said modulating
frequency generator connected with the contacts of at

least one of said banks and connected so as to be put in

circuit by the respective switch arm, means actuated by
operation of any one of said selector members for start-

ing said selector switch, and means for stopping said

selector switch when a position determined by the actu-

ated selector member is reached whereby the modulating
frequency is adjusted to the desired value.

3,098^21
DISPLAY DEVICE HAVING A RETENTIVE

MEMORY
Cliarles H. Propster, Jr., San Jose, Calif., assignor to

Genera! Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Sept. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 137,838

8 Claims. (CI. 340—324)

1. A display device for presenting a selected one of a

plurality of visual symbols comprising, a ring of magnetic

material having a substantially rectangular hysteresis

loop characteristic, an electrical winding on said ring, a

plurality of terminals each connected to said winding at

a respective different spaced position on said winding,

means for energizing said winding through a selected

diametrically opposed pair of said terminals for establish-

ing a retentive magnetic flux in a first angular direction

in a selected half portion of said ring and a retentive

magnetic flux in the opposite angular direction in the other

half portion of said ring, means comprising a rotatable

magnetic member positioned within said ring and adapted

to rotate about the axis of said ring for providing a low
reluctance path for said retentive magnetic flux between
the diametrically opposed portions of said ring adjacent

to the positions where said selected pair of terminals are

connected to said winding, and visual display means re-

sponsive to the angular position of said rotatable mag-
netic member, said visual display means comprising a
drum concentrically positioned around said ring, said

drum having symbols to be displayed upon its outer sur-

face, and means connecting said drum to said rotatable

magnetic member.
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3,098,222
ELECTRICAL TRANSLATORS

Arye L. Freedman, Stevenage, England, assignor to

Ericsson Telephones Limited, London, England, a
British company

Filed July II, 1958, Ser. No. 747,887
Claims priority, application Great Britain July 23, 1957

9 Claims. (CI. 340—347)
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1. An electrical translator including two arrays of

switchable magnetic cores having two stable rennanent

states, each array providing eflfectively a plurality of rows
and columns of series connected input circuits including
three groups of input circuits and a further group of

input circuits comprising input windings, the cores of

the first array having associated therewith input windings
of the first and second groups of input circuits and the

cores of the second array having associated therewith input

windings of the third group, said translator further com-
prising intermediate output windings associated with the

cores of said first array, intermediate input windings as-

sociated with the cores of said second array, said inter-

mediate input circuits forming the further group of input

circuits and operatively connecting said intermediate input

windings with said intermediate output windings, means
including said input circuits and operatively interconnect-

ing said input and output windings in respective circuits

and interrelating said circuits with said cores to provide,

on the application of operating pulses through a com-
bination of input circuits comprising one circuit from
each of said groups, a change of the state of magnetiza-
tion of one of said cores of said first array in response

to the operating pulses applied to the input circuits in

said first and second groups and a change of the state

of magnetization of one of said cores of said second
array in response to the operating pulse applied to the

input circuit of said third group and the pulse supplied

by said one core in said first array through the intermedi-

ate output winding associated therewith to the inter-

mediate input winding connected thereto, said one core

in said second array being a different core for each said

combination of three input circuits, output circuits as-

sociated with the cores of said second array with each
output circuit comprising a plurality of output windings

connected in series and associated with a different com-
bination of cores of said second array selected from said

rows and columns to provide the desired translating ef-

fect, each core of said second array having ass^iated

therewith a plurality of said output windings in different

output circuits, said second array including means for

operatively interrelating each output circuit with certain

cores of said second array to provide energization of a

unique combination of output circuits in response to the
change of state of each individual core of said second
array.

3,098,223
MEANS FOR CONVERTING AN INPUT TO

MECHANICAL OUTPUT CONTROL
Joseph T. McNaney, La Mesa, Calif., assignor to General

Dynamics Corporation, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation
of Delaware

Filed Aug. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 832,754
8 Claims. (CI. 340—347)

1. A system responsive to a group of N binary signals
to produce composite linear output movement of an output
means in accordance with the information contained in

said binary signals comprising a plurality of N transducer
means, eadi of which is responsive to a signal representa-
tive of binary one applied thereto to produce a discrete
linear output movement at its output; means for applying
individual ones of said N binary signals to a corresponding
one of said N transducer means; a plurality of N linkage
means each of which comprises a lever and a link pivotally
connected to the midpoint of said lever, each of said levers
being of equal length; means for connecting one extremity
of each lever to the output of the associated one of said
transducer means; means for pivotally connecting the other
extremity of the levec of the first linkage means to a fixed

point; and means for connecting the other extremities of
the levers of the second through the N'^^ linkage means to
the link of the immediately preceding one of said linkage
means; output means; means for linearly moving said out-
put means in response to the linear movement of the link
of said N'h linkage means; and means for resiliently bias-

ing said output means against the linear movement im-
parted by said N'^ linkage means to thereby produce com-
posite linear movement of said output means a distance
representative of the information contained in said group
of binary signals.

3,098424
REVERSIBLE ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER
Philip A. Hoffman, Towson, Md., assignor to Hoffman

and Eaton, Towson, Md., a partnership
FUed Apr. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 25,343

20 Claims. (Ci. 340—347)
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1. A signal generator for analog to digital and digital

to analog converters comprising first and second signal

storage means, means for storing a reference signal on
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aaid first storage means, means fcM* periodically coupling
said first and second storage means together in signal

sharing relationship whereby successive portions of said

reference signal are periodically transferred between said

first storage means and said second storage means in suc-

cessively weighted quantities representative of the suc-

cessive digits of a number system starting with the most
signiScant digit first, means for changing the signal on
one of said storage means after each said periodic cou-

pling by an amount ^qi>al to the last transferred portion

of said reference signal, and accumulating means cou-
pled to one of said storage means for accumulating an
output signal from said one storage means directly pro-

portional to the algebraic sum of each of said transferred

portions of said reference signal.

3,098^25
MEASURING PROCESS

Harold C. Anderson, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to
Litton Systems, Inc., College Park, Md.
Filed June 20, 1961, Ser. No. 118,467

15 Claims. (CL 343—12)

1 . In a process for measuring the distance between two

objects displaced by a selective frequency absorbing at-

mosphere, the steps of actively producing a pair of closely

related different fixed frequency microwave electromag-

netic radiations at one of the objects, with the frequency

of one of said radiations being at the ^equency of an

atmospheric absorpti<Hi line and being attenuated at a

known rate in passing through the atmosphere and the

other being at a closely related different microwave fre-

quency being outside of any of t e atmospheric absorp-

tion lines, and receiving both radiations at the second ob-

ject and comparing the relative attenuations of the two

radiations to determine the distance between the ob-

jects.

3,098^26
TARGET TRACKING SYSTEMS

Gay Rivillon, Paris, France, assignor to Compagnie
Generale de Telegraphic Siuu Fil, a corporation of

France
FUed Mar. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 799,515

Claims priority, application France Mar. 20, 1958
5 Clafans. (CI. 343—16)

detectors for providing error signals indicative of the

angular deviation of said target with respect to the point-

ing direction of said radar system; reference channel

means for locally providing a first, target boimd gate

signal; means for locally providing a second gate sig-

nal in fixed time relationship with said radar pulses;

gate means controlling the operation of said detector;

first means for actuating said gate means upon provision

of said first gate signal; second means for actuating said

gate means upon provision of said second gate signal;

and means for subtracting from the error signal, pro-

vided upon actuation of said gate means by said first

gate signal, the error signal provided upon actuation of

said gate means by said second gate signd.

3,098,227
CONSTANT CLOSING VELOCITY RADAR

TARGET SIMULATOR
William L. Lctsch, Baltimore, and Vincent P. Pnsateri,

Laurel, Md., assignors, by mesne assignments, to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy
FUed Sept 7, 1961, Ser. No. 136,681

8 Claims. (CL 343—17.7)

1. A radar target simulator comprising: an integrating

operational amplifier having a first input means for

receiving an input signal composed of a triangular volt-

age waveform, and a first output means for providing

an integrated and amplified output signal to subsequent

circuitry; radio frequency amplifying means having a

first input means for receiving radio frequency energy

to be amplified and modulated, having a second input

means for receiving a modulating signal coupled to said

first output means of said integrating operational am-
plifier, and having output terminal means for providing

modulated and amplified radio frequency energy to a

transmitting antenna system; a signal generating means
coupled to said first input means of said radio frequency

amplifying means for supplying pulsed radio frequency

energy thereto; and transmitting antenna means coupled

to said output terminal means of said radio frequency

amplifying means for radiating said modulated and am-
plified radio frequency energy to radar equipment to be

tested.
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1. A receiver arrangement system for an automatic

target tracking, monopulse radar system, including means

for receiving signal echoes of radar pulses, comprising:

3,098,228
NAVIGATION SYSTEM

William W. Medlinsld, Paterson, and Morey L. Hodgman,
Westwood, NJ., assignors to The Bcndix Corporation,
a corporation of Delaware

FUed Sept. 5, 1958, Ser. No. 759,170
30Cbdnis. (CL 343—107)

6. A navigation system for guiding a craft to intercept,

capture, and track a radio beam, ccHnprising radio means
for providing signals corresponding to the displacement

of the craft from the beam, direction responsive means
for providing signals corresponding to the heading of the

craft relative to the direction of the beam, means for

combining the signals at one fixed ratio while the c^aft

intercepts the beam, means responsive to the signals for

guiding the craft, means for changing the ratio of the

displacement and heading signals relative to one another,

and means for sensing the amplitude of the displacement
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signals and operating said ratio changing means when
the displacement signal amplitude drops to a prede-

termined value substantially greater than zero irrespective

of the heading of the craft to change the ratio of the

displacement and heading signals to a second fixed ratio

to capture and track the beam.

3,098^29
TRANSMISSION LINE ERECTED BY

PRESSURIZED PLASTIC
Herbert P. Raabe, St. Paul, Minn., aarignor to General

Mills, Inc., a corporation of Delaware
FUed June 17, 1959, Ser. No. 820,917

21 Claims. (CI. 343—705)

"--"^J^V --^-r^

21. An inflatable and unfurlable transmission line for

projection from a space vehicle comprising in combination

means for securing one end of the transmission line to the

space vehicle, said transmission line being comprised of

a waveguide including at least one hollow, collapsible and

unfurlable tube in an initially flattened, coiled and flexible

condition, said tube having a lightweight, conductive metal

coating adhered to one surface, and means for inflating

and unfurling the transmission line and projecting it to

an extended and substantially rigid position by at least

partially filling the tube with an expansible, hardenable,

non-conducting fluid medium whereby said transmission

line becomes substantially inflated and extended to a

second rigid condition, said means for inflating, unfurling

and projecting the transmission line including a movable
plunger inserted within the waveguide, said plunger hav-

ing substantially the same cross-sectional shape as the

desired cross-sectional shape of the transmission line, said

means for at least partially filling the waveguide with an
expansible, hardenable fluid medium including a pressur-

ized chamber for containing the fluid medium, means for

attaching said chamber near the secured end of the trans-

mission line, tubular means for connecting the chamber
to said transmission line, and means for controlling the

discharge of the fluid medium into the transmission line

whereby axial movement will be imparted to the movable
plunger.

3^M3«
TELESCOPING SUBMARINE ANTENNA WITH

CAFACmVE COUPLING
Rkiiard G. Nlckcnoa. Sodbvnr, and Paul A. CrandcU,

Bedford, Mail., aa^non to EkctroDantks Corpora*
tkm, Majmard, Mass., a corpontion of MaandiiMetts

FUed Mar 22, 19<1, Scr. No. 111,781
2 CUna. (CL 343—709)

2. An antenna system for a submarine having a hull

which is normally at least partly submerged in sea water

comprising an insulated housing attached to said hull,

said hull and said insulating bousing having similar open-

ings formed therein and defining a substantially continu-

ous passage therethrough, a cable for carrying RF energy

sealed into said housing, a first conductive sleeve embed-

ded in said housing and connected to said cable for RF
energy transfer therebetween, said first conductive sleeve

surrounding said opening in said housing, an antenna mast

formed of insulating material and mounted for recipro-

cal axial movement in said passage, an antenna element

and a second conductive sleeve embedded in the insulat-

ing material of said antenna mast, said anteima element

^nd said second conductive sleeve being electrically con-

nected together, said first and second comkictive sleeves

being closely spaced but insulated from one another

whereby RF energy may be coupled capacitively there-

between.

3,098,231
MULTIPLE FREQUENCY ANTENNA SYSTEM

Wallace E. St. Vrain, KIrkwood, and Curt A. Locke, St.

Johns, Mo., aflsfgaon to Mosicy Electronics, Inc.,

Bridgeton, Mo., a corporation of Missouri

Filed July 18, 1960, Ser. No. 43,448
4 Claims. (CI. 343—745)
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4. A multiple frequency antenna tuning system cooper-

able with an antenna to provide res(Miance for at kast

four separate frequencies, said antenna system compris-
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ing a low frequency coil having high impedance to the

higher frequencies, a paralld resonant isolating circuit

comprising an inductance and capacitance connected in

parallel and tuned to the lowest frequency and having

high impedance to the hi^ier frequencies, the low fre-

quency coil and the inductance in the parallel resonant

circuit being adjustable in impedance and formed by pro-

viding divider tap means upon a single impedance coil

and at least three separate series resonant circuits con-
nected in parallel to one another, said series resonant

circuits being individually resonant to at least three sepa-

rate higher frequencies and comprising an inductance and
capacitance connected in series, said series resonant cir-

cuits being connected as a group in series with the paral-

lel resonant circuit and all of said circuits being con-
nected in parallel to said low frequency coil.

792 CO.—53
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195,663
LIQUID DISPENSER

Siegfried H. A. Sclimaus, Pliiladelphia, Pa., assignor to

Ametek, Inc., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Mar. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 59,793

Term of patent 14 years
(Ci. D2—3)

xySyOoo
SEWING RACK

Ecce D. Sheline, 2938 Madrona Drive, Loogview, Wash.
Filed Sept. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 71,696

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D3—19)

195,667
SLIPPER

Florence B. Zacks, Cohtmbus, Ohio, assignor to R. G.
Barry Corporation, Coiambos, Ohio, a corporatioa of
Ohio

FUed July 13, 1962, Ser. No. 70,917
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D7—7)

195,664
DISPENSER

John B. Wilson, Chesterfield County, Va., assignor to

Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond, Va^ a corpora-
tion of Delaware

FUed Oct 13, 1960, Ser. No. 62,471
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D2—3)

195,668
HOLDER FOR MOPS, BROOMS AND THE LIKE

Eidridge W. Thompson, 3212 YanceyvUle Road,
Greensboro, N.C.

FUed Dec. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 63,280
Term of patent 3Vi years

(CL D9—2)

195,665
CLIP NECKTIE

Warren W. Welch, 1224 E. Monument St.,

Colorado Springs, Colo.
FUed Sept. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 71,555

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D3—16)

802
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195,669
SHOE POLISHER

Albert J. Dremel and Robert E. Dremel, Racfaie, Wis.,

assignors to Dremel Manufacturing Co., Racine, Wis.,

a corporation of Wisconsin
Filed July 19, 1961, Ser. No. 65,985

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D9—2)

195,672
INFANFS CHAIR

Earl F. Hamilton and Ralph B. Lay, CQlumbus, Ind.,

assignors to HamUton Cosco, Inc., Columbus, Ind^ a
corporation of Indiana

Filed Feb. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 68,786
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D15—1)

195,670
FALL-OUT SHELTER

Jeanette M. St. Pierre, 1256 37th Ave., Vero Beach, Fla.

FUed Nov. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 67,419
Term of patent 3Vi years

(CI. D13—1)

195,673
CEILING TILE

Arthur W. Hopkins, Edgewater, NJ., assignor to The
Flintkote Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of
Massachusetts

FUed Dec. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 73,021
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D18—2)

:v>:-y-;''-x':-:''
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195,671
BREEZEWAY WALL UNIT

Arthur J. Hansmann, 222 White Sand Lane, Racine, Wis.

FUed Nov. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 67,604

Term of patent 3V^ years

(CL D13—1)

195,674
CEILING TILE

Arthur W. Hopldns, Edgewater, NJ., assignor to The
Flintkote Company, New Yorl^ N.Y., a corporation of

Massachusetts
FUed Dec. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 73,022

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. Dl»~2)
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195,675
COMBINED PULL CORD LOCK AND

DRAPERY SUPPORT
Orvillc T. Stall, 7908 Chatficld Ave., Whittkr, Calif.

Filed Mar. 19, 1962, Scr. No. 69,324
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D21—1)

195,678
FISHING LINE SINKER

Lcdie E. Young, deceaaed, late of Cincinnati, Oliio, by
Maureen Young Imfeid, administratriz, Hamilton, Ohio

Filed Oct 31, 1962, Scr. No. 72,348
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D31—4)

195,676
PACKAGED EDUCATIONAL BOARD TOY

Robert I. Genin, New Rochellc, and Leon S. Wirch,
Forest Hills, N.Y., assignors to Child Guidance Toys,
Inc., Bronx, N.Y., a corporation of New YoriK

FUed Aug. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 66^86
Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D25—1)

195,679
TOY RAILROAD TRACK BRIDGE SECTION

Robert I. Genhi, New RochcUc, and Leon S. Wirch,
Forest Hilk, N.Y., assignors to Child Guidance Toy,
Inc., Bronx, N.Y., a corporation of New Yorit

Filed Aug. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 66,294
Term of patent 7 years

(CL D34—15)

195,680
AMUSEMENT VEHICLE APPARATUS

David H. Braun, Miami, and Harry J. Mabs, Hollywood,
Fla., assignors to All-Tech Indnatrics, Inc., Hialeah,
Fla., a corporation of Florida

Filed Dec. 18, 1962, Scr. No. 72,890
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D34—15)

195,677
COMBINED COVER AND GUARD FOR A FOOT

OPERATED ELECTRIC SWITCH UNIT
Harry J. Collins, Jr., Baysidc, Wis., assignor to Cutler,
Hammer, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Del-
aware

Filed July 19, 1961, Scr. No. 65,981
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D26—13)

195,681
TRAY

Thomas R. Ross, P.O. Box 1182, Ttocnmcari, N. Mcz.
FUed June 8, 1962, Scr. No. 78,471

Term of pntcat 14 yt
(CLD44—18)
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195,682
TRAY OR THE LIKE

McrriU A. Grogcl, Hcwrico Couty, Va., aasigiiOT to

Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond, Va^ a corpora-
tion of Delaware

Filed Jnnc 27, 1962, Scr. No. 70,701
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D44—10)

195,685
INSULATED PITCHER OR THE UKE

David L. Cornelius, Coon Rapids, Minn., assignor to

N.F.C. Engineering Company, Anoka, Minn., a cor-

poration of Minnesota
Filed Dec. 31, 1962, Scr. No. 73,009

Term <Mf patent 14 years

(CL D44—21)

195,683
TRAY

Jens H. Quistgaard, Mcggen, Loccme, Switzerland, as-

signor to Dansk Rare* Wood Company, Inc., Great
Necli, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Dec. 7, 1962, Scr. No. 72,763

Temi'of patent 14 yean
(CL D44—10)

195,686
COMBINED SALT AND PEPPER SHAKER

William F. Vernon, Newton, Iowa, assignor to

Vernon Company, Newton, Iowa
FUed Dec. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 68,078

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D44—22)

The

195,687
ROAST BASKET

John Petroff, 1103 E. 67th St., Cleveland, Ohio
FUed May 25, 1961, Scr. No. 65,341

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D44—29)

195,684
PLATE

Clarence Lc Roy Witmer,
American Can Company, New
ration of New Jersey

FUed Sept 12, 1961, Scr. No. 66,702
Term of patent 14 years

(a. D44—15)

Pa., assignor to

York, N.Y., a corpo-

195,688
APPLIANCE HANDLE

Dominic J. De Fano, River Grove, 111., assignor to

McGraw-Edison Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
FUed Oct. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 72,277

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D44—29)
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195,689
HOLDER FOR COCKTAIL OLTVES AND THE LIKE

James H. Ogg, North Hollywood, Caltf^ asignor to
Zoo-PUu, Inc^ a corporatioD of California

FUed Jan. 4, 1963, Ser. No. 73,050
Term of patent 14 year*

(CL D44—29)

195,692
INTERLOCKING FINGER RING

WiUlam F. Roberts, Jr., Farmlngton, Micli., assignor to
Traub Manufactnring Company, Detroit, Mich., a cor-
poration of Micidgan

FUed May 11, 1962, Ser. No. 70,085
Term of patent 14 years

(Ci. D45—10)
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195,695
THERMOMETER

George Dean Hnnt, Springfield, Ohio, assignor to The

Ohio Thermometer Co., Springfield, Ohio, a corpora-

tion of Ohio
FUed Feb. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 68,852

Term of patent 14 years

(a. D52—7)

195,698
DECANTER

Walter T. Heintze, New Canaan, Conn., assignor to

Schenley Industries, Inc., New Yorit, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
Filed Dec. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 72,748

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—6)

195,690
FINGER RING

Robert N. Gibeault, 40 Hunting St^
North Attieboro, Mass.

FUed Nov. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 67,752
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D45—10)

195,693
BEVERAGE VENDING MACHINE

E. Burton Benjamin, Chicago, HI., assignor to Northwest
Automatic Products Corporatioo, MhmeapoUs, Minn.,
a corporation of Minnesota

FUed Apr. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 64,633
Term of pitfent 14 years

(CI. D52—3)
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195,691
INTERLOCKING FINGER RING SET

John L. Hazelquist, Garden City, Mich., assignor to
Traub Manufacturing Company, Detroit, Mich., a cor-
poration of Michigan

FUed Mar. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 69,300
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D45—10)

195,694
CURRENCY CHANGER

James E. Jones, University City, and Walter E. Moore,
Bel Nor, Mo., assignors to National Rejectors. Inc.,
St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of Missouri

FUed Oct 11, 1962, Ser. No. 72,069
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D52—4)

195,696
TELEVISION RECEIVER

Richard E. Lee, Cazcnovia, and Charles F. Pohlmann,
Syracuse, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company,

a corporation of New York
FUed Apr. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 69,533

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D56—4)

195 699
DISPLAY PACKAGING CONTAINER

John Donald Bostrom, Niles, III., assignor to Poster Pack-

aging, Inc., Chicago, lU., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Feb. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 63,790

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—11)

V
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195,701
PRESSURIZED CAN

Ivan Chemuiyeff, New York, N.Y^ assignor to

S. C. Johnson & Son Inc., Racine, Wis.
Continuation of design application Ser. No. 65,211, May

17, 1961. This application Feb. 7, 1963, Ser. No.
73,475

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D58—17)

195,704
PRINTING TYPE FACE

Gerald E. Stahl, Rye, N.Y., assignor to Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Company, St. PftuI, Minn., a corpo-
ration of Delaware

Filed Jan. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 68,216
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D64—12)
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195,702
BOTTLE CARRIER

Michael T. Russo, Bloomfield Bills, Mich., assignor to

Mr. Porto, Inc., Wayne County, Mich., a corporation
Filed June 27, 1962, Ser. No. 70,705

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D58—26)

195,705
FONT OF TYPE

Joseph C. Noto, 152 Emily Ave., Elmont, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 71,427

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D64—12)
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195,703
PRINTER CONSOLE

Frank Wilkey, Jr., Johnson City, N.Y., assignor to Inter-
national Business Machines Corporation, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Sept. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 62,139
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D64—11)

I95,7d6
BOAT

Milton M. Siegel, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Colum-
bia Plastics Corp., Los Angela, Calif., a corporation of
California

Filed July 21, 1961, Ser. No. 66,017
Term of patent 3V^ years

(CI. D71—1)
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195,707 195,710

RIDING SKI POPCORN COATING MACHINE
William M Neece, 1138 Hilock Ave., Columbus, Ohio Samuel M. Waas, Kansas City, Mo., usignor to Manley,

Filed Oct. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 72,001 Inc., Kansas City, Mo, a «>n»oration of Miswuri

Term of patent 14 years Filed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 63,758

rCL D7i 1) Term of patent 14 years
^

'
(CI. D81—10)

195,708
BALL PEN POINT

Tozaburo Nakada, 19 OtaUmachi, Nakano-ku,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 58,834

Term of patent 14 yean
(CLD74—17)

195,711
ASHTRAY

Donald J. O'Connor, 65 Bissell St., East Hartford, Conn.

Filed Sept 21, 1962, Ser. No. 71,792
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D85—2)

195,709
PORTABLE GAS TANK

James P. Parker, Cambridge City, Ind., asrignor to

Goiay A Co., Inc., Cambridge City, Ind.

Fikd Aug. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 66,530
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D81—2)

195,712
COMBINED CUTTER AND TOOL FOR REMOVING

PLUGS OR APERTURED CAPS
James F. Campbell, Box 842, Grand Junction, Colo.

Filed June 2, 1961, Ser. No. 65,432

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D93—4)



LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 16th DAY OF JULY, 1963

Note.—Arranged in accordance with the first si^iflcant character or word of the name (In accordance with city antf
telephone directory practice).

Alamance Industries, Inc. : See

—

Comer, Marvin H. Ke. 25,416.
Amazon. Myron I* . to Dou^laK Aircraft Co., Inc Lightning

arrester for radomes. Re. 2S,417, 7-16-63, CI. 244—1.
Comer. Marvin H., to Alamance Industries, Inc. Stretch yarn

and fabric and method of making same. Re. 25,416. 7-16-
63, CI. 66—180.

DouKlas Aircraft Co., Inc. : See
Amason, Myron P. Re. 25,417.

Gougelot. Alain M. E. : Set-—
Merritt, Henry E., Tiberghien, and Gougelot. Re. 25,41,'j.

Grant, Charles H. Airplane with stabilizing fins. Re. 25.418.
7-16-63, CI. 244—91.

Massey-F^erguson, Ltd. : See—
Merritt, Henry E., Tiberghien, and Gougelot. Re. 26.415.

Merritt, Henry E., P. F. Tiberghien. and A. H. E. Gougelot, to
Massey-Fergusin. Ltd. Hydraulic power unit and control
system for tractors. Re. 25,415. 7-16-63, CI. 172—9.

Tiberghien. Pierre F. : t>>e—
Merritt, Henry E., Tiberghien, and Gougelot. Re. 25.415.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Hemer Wholesale : See—-

Llndqulst, Robert V. 2,269.
Lindquist Robert V., to Hemet Wholesale. Ro»€ plant.

2,269, 7-16-63, CI. 47—61.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
All-Tech Industries, Inc. : See—

Rraun, David H.. and Mabs. 195,680.
American Can Co. : Sef—

Witmer. Clarence L. R. 195,684.
Ame-tek, Inc. : Sfe—

Schmaus. Siegfried H. A. 195,663.
I^njamin, E. Burton, to Northwest Automatic Products Corp.
Heverage vending machine. 195,693, 7-16 63, CI. 1)52-3.

Herrv. R. G.. Corp. : Se>'—
Zacks, Florence R. 195.667.

Hostrom. John L).. to Poster Packaging, Inc. Display packag-
ing container. 195.699, 7-16-63, CI. I».-.K 11.

Braun, David H., and H J. Mabf., to All-Tech Industries. Inc.
Amusement vehicle apparatus. 195,680, 7-16-63, CI.

D34— 15.
Campbell, James F. Combined cnt'er and tool for removing

plugs or aperturt-d caps. 195,712, 7-16-63. <"1. 1>93—4.

ChermayefT Ivan, to S. C. Johnson & Son Inc. Pressurized
can. 195,701, 7-16-63, CI. D58— 17.

Child Guidanct Toys. Inc. : tite—
Genin. Robert I., and Wirch. 195.676.
Genin, Robert I., and Wirch. 195,679.

Collins, Harry J.. Jr., to Cutler, Ilainnier. Inc. Combined
cover and guard for a foot operated ele<'trlc switch unit.
195,677, 7 16-63, CI. D26— 13.

Columbia Plastics Corp. : See—
Siegel. Milton M. 195J06.

Cornelius, David L.. to N.F.C. Engineering Co. Insulated
pitcher or the l;ke. 195.685, 7-16-63, CI. I>44— 21.

Cutler, Hammer, Inc. : See—
Collins, Harry J, Jr. 195,677.

Dansk Rare Wood Co., Inc. ; See -

guistgaard, Jens H. 195.683.
De Fano, l><jminic J., to Mc(Jraw Edison Co. Appliance han-

dle. 195.688, 7-16-63, D44—29.
Dremel, Albert J., and R. E., to Dremel Mfg. Co. Shoe pol-

isher. 195,669. 7-16-63. CI. 1)9—2.
Dremel Mfg. <"o. : .See

—

Dremel, Albert J., anj R. E. 195,669.
Dremel, Robert E. : See—

Dremel, A. J., and K. E. 195,669.
Flintkote Co., The : See—

Hopkins, Arthur W. 195,673.
Hopkins, Arthur W. 195,674.

General Electric Co. : See—
Lee, Richard E., and Pohlmann. 195,696.

Genin, Robert I., and L. S. Wirch, to Child Guidance Toys,
Inc. Packaged educational board toy. 195,676, 7-16-63,
CI. D25— 1.

Oenln. Robert I., and L. S. Wirch, to Child Guidance Toys,
Inc. Toy railroad track bridge section. 195,679, 7-16-63,
CI. D34—15.

Olbeault. Robert N. Finger ring. 195,690, 7-16-63. CI.
D45— 10.

Golay A Co., Inc. : See—
Parker. James P. 195,709.

Gotham Industries. Inc. : &Ve

—

Oottsegen, Marten. 195.700.
Gottsegen, Marten, to Gotham Industries, Inc. Insulated fcx>d

and beverasre container. 195,700,7-16-63, CI. D58— 17.
Grogel, Merrill A., to Reynolds Metals Co. Tray or the like.

195,682. 7-16-63, CI. D44—10.
Hamilton Cosco, Inc. : See—

Hamilton, Earl F., and Lay. 195.672.

Hamilton. Earl F., and R. B. Lay, to Hamilton Cosoo, Inc.

Infant's chair. 195,672, 7-16-63, CI. D15— 1.

Hansinann, Arthur J. Breezeway wall unit. 195.671, 7-16-
63. CI. D13— 1.

Habelquist, John L., to Traub Mfg. <"o Interlocking finger
ring set. 195,691. 7 16-63, CI. D45 10.

Heintze, Walter T., to Schcnley Industries, Inc. Decanter.
195.698, 7-16-63, CI. D58—6.

Hoover Ball and Bearing Co. : .See

—

Price. Clarence A. 195,697.
Hopkins. Arthur W., to The Flintkote Co. Celling tile. 195,-

673. 7-16-63. CI. 1)18-2.
Hopkins. Arthur W., to The Flintkote Co. Ceiling tile. 195,-

674, 7-16-63 CI. D18-~2.
Hunt, George D to The Ohio Thermometer Co. Thermom-

eter. 195,695. 7-16-63, CI. D52— 7.

Imfelil. Maureen Y. : See —
Young. Leslie F. 195,678.

International Business Machines Corp. : See-
Wilkey, Frank, Jr. 195.703.

Johnson, S. C, & Son Inc. : See—
i'herniayeff. Ivan. 195,701.

Jones, James E., and W. E. Moore, to National Reflec;ors. Inc.
Currency changer. 195,694, 7-16-63, CI. D52—4.

Lay, Ralph B. : .See-
Hamilton, Earl F., and Lay. 195,672.

Lee. Richard F^.. and C. F. Pohlmann, to (leneral Electric Co.
Television receiver. 195,696, 7-ir>-63. CI. n56-4. ^

Mabs. Harry J. : See—
Braun, David H., and Mabs. 195,680.

Manley, Inc. : See—
Waas, Samuel M. 195.710.

McGraw-Edison Co. : .See

—

*

De Fano, Dominic J. 195,688.
Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co. : ISee —

Stahl, Gerald E. 195,704.
Moore, Walter E. : See—

Jones, James E., and Moore. 195,694.
S.F.i". Engineering Co. : See—

Cornelius, David L. 195.685.
Xakada, Tozaburo. Bal. pen point. 195,708, 7-16-63 CI.
D74—17.

National Reflectors, Inc. : See

—

Jones, James E., and Moore. 195,694.
Neece, William M. Riding ski, 195,707, 7-16-63, CI. D71— 1.

Northwest Automatic Products Corp. : See

—

Benjamin, E. Burton. 196,693.
Noto, Joseph C. Font of tyi)e. 195,705, 7-16-63, CI. D64—

12.
O'Connor, Donald J. Ash tray. 195,711, 7-lft-63, <1.
D85—2.

Ogg. James H., to Zoo-Piks, Inc. Holder for cocktail olives
and the like. 195.689, 7-16-63, CI. D44— 29.

Ohio Thermometer Co., The : See

—

Hunt, George D. 195,695.
Parker. James P., to Golay k Co.. Inc. Portable gas Unk.

195,709, 7-16-63, CI. D81— 2.

Petroff, John. Roast basket. 195,687, 7-16-63, CI. D44— 29.
Pohlmann, Charles F. : See—

Lee, Richard E., and Pohlmann. 195,696.
Porto. Mr., Inc. : See—

Russo. Michael T. 1»5,702.

Poster Packaging, Inc. : S''e—
Bo»tT<om. John D. 106,699.



11 LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
JUK.f'ri.p, riarenrr A., to Hoover Hall and Bearlnir Co

10.).»!97. 7 US 03. CI. DJiS 5.
guistKaard. Jens U.. to Dansk Rare Wood Co. Inc Tray

195,t;8.J. 7-lft <i3, CI 1)44- 10. *
Keyiiolds MetalM Co, : Hee -

GroKel, Merrill A. 195,682.
WilNon. John H. 195,664.

Roberts. William F Jr.. to Traub Mfg. Co Interlocking
hnjfer ring. !«.). 692, 7-^lftO.S. CI. IMS 10.

Ross. Thomas R. Truy. 19."), 681, 7-Hl-r)3 CI D44— 10
RusHo, .Michael T.. to Mr. I'orto, Inc. Hottle carrier 195 702

i-lti «3, CI. U58-~2«.
St. ri.'rr.', Jeanette M. Fall-out shelter. 19r),fi70. 7-16-63,

Schenley Industries, Inc. : See

—

Helntie. Walter T. 195.698

^''l&5!c63.'7-f(r63 C-i
^^,il'3A">^**'''- I"*-- '^'l"'^ dii^venm-T.

Shellne Etxe D. Sewinjf rack.' 195,666, 7-16-63, CI. D3—19

7*^*']ft_fi-i^""
•'^'i'" <""'"n'bia I'lastics Corp. Hoat. 195,706!

Stahl, Genild E., to Minnesota Minlns; and Mtg. Co Prlntlnir
tvpeface. 195,704, 7-1 6-63 CI. M4- 12

rnnnnjr

^''port'''r95'67^-i T-iTeS^'^Dl^^-l'' '*''" ""'^ '"^^^ ""^

'''nkT''T95,668':'7^6^3.'a:''S-^' ""•"' '"•*'^"" *'"' *''•"

Traub Mfg. Co. : See

—

Hazelqulst, John L. 195,691
Roberts, William F., Jr. 195 892

Vernon Co., The: See-

—

Vernon. William F. 195.686.
Vernon, William F., to The Vernon Co. Combined salt andpepper shaker. 195,686. 7-16-63, CI n44- 2>

''\V^;rno^r\^6sy]'''Sl7^\T '"*^*''" '^'"""•^ '""*^'"•"

^""'rli^-
,^'"'''"en W. Clip necktie. 195,665, 7-16-63 CI

I'o

—

Id.
Wllkey Frank. Jr., to International Business Machines CornPrinter console. 195,703, 7-16-63^ CI. Drt4~ll

^'

7-161^3 CI
52^''^''*"''' ''"**'" Dispenser! 195.««4,

WIrch. Leon S. : See—
Genin, Robert I., and WIrch. 195 676
Oenin, Robert I., and Wirch. 196.'679'

'"'Si^A finki.r*?s',,^6T^^. ?M:6^3'"E^rbia°'"'-"^^'^

^7-l"6-^3,'"ci!'Df-7*' ^ ^" "*'"'' ^'"""P ^lipP^r. 195,667,

Zoo Plks, Inc. : See

—

Ogg, Jamet U. 195,689.

LIST OF PATENTEES

Note.

TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 16th DAY OF JULY, 1963

-Arnnged In accordance with the first significant character or word of the name (In accordajice with dty and
telephone directory practice).

3.097,463.

3,097.617.

ABC Packaging Machine Corp. : See

—

Neal, James L. and M. P., and Dice.
AMP Inc. : Sfe

—

Shannon. Suel G. 3.097,906.
A * T Development Corp. : See

—

Avrll. Arthur C. 5,097,461.
AblK)tt Laboratories ; See-

Everett, Guy M.. and Wykes. 3,098.010.
Scislowlci. Henry M. 3.097,646.

Abel, George J. : See

—

Reld. Orland B Herr. Turner, and Abel.
Acme Homes Metal Works. Inc. : See

—

Duncan. William J. 3,097.014.
Aerojet-General Corp. : See

—

Tasca Angelo 0. 3,097.768.
Aeroqulp Corp. : See

—

Zeeb, Stanley H.. and Stelnert. 3.097.865.
AeroBclence. Inc. : See

—

Young Shlrrel R. 3.097.536.
Aerpat A.G. : See^

Chapman. David Z. 3,097.559.
Agfa Aktlengesellschaft : See

—

Kremp. Rudolf, Wagner, Bledermann, Kubltiek. 3,097,-
581.

Winkler, Alfred, and Jakob. 3,097 582.
Agullar; Gilbert E. Vehicle cushion arrangement. 3,007,881,

7-16-03. CI. 296—60.

AguUar. John G. : See—
Rice. Harold B., and Agullar. 3.097.554.

Algraln, Pierre to Compagnle Generate de Telegraphle Sans
Fll. Hot electron cold lattice semi-conductor cathode.
3.098,168, 7-16-63, CI. 313—346.

Air Products and Chemicals. Inc. : See

—

McEvoy. James E., and Shallt. 3,097.974. "

Air Reduction Co.. Inc. : See

—

Moen. Walter B. 3,097,918.
Alrstream, Inc. : See

—

Dale. Emmett O. 3.098.144.
Alamance Industries Inc. : tiee—

Pike, Jesse A. and Euliss. 3.097.513
Alba-Waldenslan. Inc. : See

—

Garrou, James E. 3.097,770.
Aldrldge. Clyde L.. and N. L. Cull, to Esso Research and

Eng.neerlng Co. Preparation of oxygenated compounds.
3.098.101. 7-10-63. CI. 260—604.

Alexanderson. Howard A. . See

—

•

Hunger. Dennen J.. Emery, Cavalier, Ferguson, Schmlder,
and Alexanderson. 3,097.824.

Alford. Carl C. Chair tray. 3,097,884, 7-10-63, CI. 297—
153

Allegrlnl Aldo P., and T. A. Cecil, to Minerals k Chemicals
Philipp Corp. Sugar refining adsorbent. 3,098.045. 7-10-

63. CI. 252—455.
Allen. George H. Sealing arrangement.

CI. 277—188.
Allen. Herbert, and M.

Inc.
sti

pyrldylbutane-diols. 3.098.077. 7-16-63, CI. 260—297.
Allen. Scott E.. to Swingspout Measure Co.

dispenser. 3.097.074, 7-10-(53, CI. 141—300.
Allied Chemical Corp. : See— o«r.o«,-

Walter. Charles R.. Jr.. and Lloyd. 3,098,01 <

.

Alston. Otis B.. to Swift Spinning Mills, Inc. Process and
apparatus for carding cotton nbers. 3,097.399. (-16-63.

pj Yd 98
Aluo'tto. Dominick M. Liquid dispensing apparatus. 3,097,-

7fM 7—1 fl C\\ PI 222 43
AlTik

' Harold. ' Digging machine. 3,097,703, 7-16-63, CI.

172—43.
American Air Filter Co., Inc. : See

—

Copenhefer John E. 3,097,710.

American Can Co. : See—
Kuchenbecker. Morris W. 3.097,574.

Makowskl. Alexander G. 3 097 423.

Makowski, Alexander G., Blood, and Wathen. 3,097,-

593.
Meyers. George L. 3.097.785.

Wltmer. Clarence L. 8.097.780.

American Cement Corp. : See—
Harris Philip H. 3.097.955.

3.097.855. 7-16-63.

•n. xierueri. »uu m. R. Jones. to Cameron Iron Works,
nc. Wellhead equipment for suspending multiple tubing

trlngs. 3.097.869. 7-l(i-63. CI. 28&— 137.

»n. Milton J., to Ciba Corp. Certain 2(4-halophenyl) 3-
' '.J. ,. j!-i_ n t\r\o Att t ia flO r^^ OQQ 297.

Swingspout

American Cyanamid Co. : See—
Cooper. Murray S. and Dl Benedetto. 3.098.016.Cooper. Murray »., ana jjj i>eneaeiio. o.v^o.v^u.

Gallagher James D.. Cummlngs. Llpchuck. and Stokey.

3,098.000.
Miller Mary L. 3,098.060.
Saunders. Kenneth W.. and Bikalea. 3.097.956.

American Radiator k Standard Sanitary Corp. :
See-

Heller. Kenneth O. 3.097.818.

American Zinc. Lead and Smeltin| Co. : See

—

Pagel. Richard F. 3.098 019.

Amick. James A., and G. W. Cullen, to Radio Corp. of

America. Semiconductor devices. 3.097.977. 7-16-03, CI.
148—0.14.

Amsel. Francis E., W. B. Sharav, and F. T. Stanchus, to
Union Carbide Corp. Magnetic Hux-gas shielded metal arc
welding. 3,097,979. 7-10-63, CI. 148—26.

Amundsen, Oliver O., and R. H. Kocaln, to Skll Corp.
Adapter and retainer assembly for non-rotary tool ele-
ments used with a rotary-hammer device. 3,097.858, 7-10-
63, CI. 279— 191.1.

Anaconda Wire and Cable Co. : See—'
Jure Bjorn. D'Aseoll, and Olson. 3,098.11<i.

Anchor Hocking Glass Corp. : See

—

Runco Joseph C. 3,097.658.
Anderson. Edward P.. to Engelhard Industries Inc. Catbodic

protection system. 3,098,026. 7-16-63. CI. 204— 19<i.

Anderson. Harold C, to Litton Systems, Inc. Measuring
process. 3,098.225, 7-16-63, CI. 343—12.

Andr4, Joseph G. E., and J. M. D. Rech, to Sud-Avlation
Societe National de Constructions, Aeronautiques. Thrust
reverses for jet engines. 3.097,484, 7-10-63. CI. 60

—

35.54.
Andrew, Herbert F^ and V. D. Poole, to Imperial Chemical

Industries Ltd. Process for dyeing textiles with dyestuffs
containing pyrlmldine ring. 3.09/,9l0. 7-10-03. CI. 8

—

54.2.
Andrews. Alvadore M. Rear window deflector for automo-

mlles. 3,097 882. 7-16-03. CI. 296—91.
Andrews, Zecas B., to United States of America. Navy.

Pneumatic heat transfer type air damper. 3.097.838, 7-Kl-
63. CI. 267—1.

Angle Robert L. Egg washer. 3,097,382. 7-16-63, CI. 15

—

Anner, Georg: Bee—
Meystre, Charles, Wettsteln, Anner, Heusler, and Wle-

land. 3,008,070.
Anner, Georg : See

—

wettsteln. Albert. Anner, Meystre. Wleland, Ebmann,
Heusler, Hunger, and Kebrle. 3.008,085.

Antrim, Doron 8., N. G. Kling, and V. A. GUI. to The
Weatherhead Co. Check valve. 3.007,666, 7-16-63. CI.

137—515.5.
Apel, Francis N. : See

—

Conte, Louis B.. Jr., and Apel. 3,098,099.
Apian, Frank F., to Union Carbide Corp. Slime control in

heavy-media ore separation. 3,008,035, 7-16-63, CI. 200—
5.

Applegate, Robert D. Portable continuous drier. 3.097,934.
7-16-63, CI. 34—55.

Arkless, Kenneth, to British Titan Products Co. Ltd. Prep-
aration of titanium dioxide. 3,097,923. 7-16-63. CI. 23—
202.

Armantrout. Kenneth M. : See

—

Kelbel, Donald W.. and Armantrout. 3,097,546.
Armco Steel Corp. : See

—

Hudson. Edwin B. 3,007,540.
Le Roaax. Robert K., N'eiion, and Word. 3,007.695.

Armstrong Cork Co. : See

—

Holly, Richard B. 3.097.000.
Arnold, Henry N. Planter. 3,097,616. 7-16-63, CI. 111—3
Artcraft Venetian Blind Mfg. Co. of St. Louis : See

—

Macy, Donald, and Nelson. 3,007,403.
Asbest- and Gummiwerke Martin Markel K.G. : See

—

Langer, Frits. 3,007,668.
Ashley. Robert B., to General Electric Co. Transistor vertical

deflection circuit. 3,098,171, 7-16-63, CI. 315—27.
Aslre. George F. Lubricating ajnUm. 3,007.722. 7-16-63,

CI. 184—105.
Associated Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd. : See—

/

Sloman, Arthur R. 3,097,087. '

Ateliers de Construction Schwartz-Hautmont, Societe Ano-
nyme, des : See

—

Schwarts, Jean L. 3.007.688.

Atlantic Refining Co^ The : See

—

Pitts, Paul M.. Jr.. and Rieve. 3,007,925.

Atlantic Research Corp. : See

—

Silver, Bernard. 3,007,481.

Atlas Corp. : See-r-
Guarnascbelli, Stephen. 3,008,115.

Atlas General Industries, Inc. : See

—

Burke, Thomas F. 3,007,576.

Atomenergl, Aktiebolaget : See

—

Hyden, Anders L. F. 3,007.072.

Attwood. Warren R. Shelf bracket and clips. 3.007.822.
7-16-d3, a. 24ft—250.

Audln, Anthony L. Head rests for dental chairs and the
like. 3.098,128, 7-16-63, CI. 170—146.

Auer, John H., Jr., to General Signal Corp. Ultrasonic
vehicle detection system. 3,098,213, 7-16-63, CI. 340—38.

Augensteln, Bruno W. : See

—

Oilvarry, John J.. Gore, Augensteln, and Randels. 3,097.-
717.

ill



IV LIST OF PATENTEES
Austin, William K,, K. A. Levin, and T. H. Blnaskl, to Th»

Nesile-l^ .Mur I'o. I reu-iutt> aUnliol adduit clieiUK i-uin-
positiim and hair dyeiug tlu-rewitli. 3,oys,UlJ, 7 lt>-03
CI. 107—S8.

Avril. Arthur C, t© A & T Developuu-nt Corp. linn closlnjj
machine. 3,0y7,4t)l, 7-lti tJ3, CI. ja 137.

Ajrapau. Teuvo i'.. to A. Kabl. tniynie purlHcatlon. 3,0»S.-
Ulo, (- l»>-«i3, CI. 1»5— Gti.

Babeock, Johu C, J A. Campbvll, and H. L. I'ederson, to
The Upjohn Co. 2a inethji-i i-oxygeuuted-oa-uuurostaueji.
3,oys.i»aj, (-l(J-«3, CI. 200—397.45.

Bubcoc'k & k> ilcox, L,td. : imt--
•Neuuiauu, willy. 3,098,036.

Bubcock oc SVi.ro.. CO., 1 in' . ^«e'
Schluderberg, Donald C. 3,oy8,u23.

Bttdl.iciie Aiiihu- iM ^oUal'abriK .VKtK-UKfst-Il.srliaft : tiee -
Elsele, Julius, Federkiel, Krehbiel, tvri;ikalla, Lange, and

Bohlemauu. 3,uy8,UU3.
Polster, Kudolf. 3,098,088.
Steinuoier. Adolf, trey, and Knobloch. 3,097,935.

Baler, ^dwiu : See

—

Sciiuitheis, vverner, Schlmmelschiuidt. HolTmann aD<l
Baier. 3,098,064.

Bailey, B>ron M. : Hee—
Clark, Johu V. 3,097,384.

Bain Corp. : nee—
Kline, Kichard G., Reid. and

BajtT, jai-gues, to tonl -Motor Lo.
3,0'J7,S4u, 7-Hi-tJ3, CI. 2«7— 5i;.

Baker i'erkms Inc. : see -

Uv Louice.v. Kow.uud J. J. 3,097,1
Baldwin, Krancis I'. : ^'te

LemiSiika, Theodore. Baldwin, and Kby. 3, 098, 005.
Baltziy. KKliani. 1'. K. Kussell, and .\. B. Melita, to Bur-

roughs \\ellcome & Co. (L.S.A.) Inc. 1,1 dlpiieuyl-2-ter-
tiaiy aniiuorfietnyl-3-liydrox>uiethyl-cycloproi)aiie> and es-
ters thereof. 3,09{i,0rtJ, 7-lt> «3, CI. I'UO 294 7.

Bankiiead, Cuailes A. .Vs.>einbled composition printiug proc-
ess. 3,oy7,0y4. 7-lti-03, CI. 101- 128.4.

Corp. Lay motion for looms.
lyo.

Spence.
spring

3«.

3,097,381.
mounting nieaiiN.

3.098,147.

3,098.148.
Automo-

-16-03, CI.

Banks, \> aldo H., to Draper
3.097,ti0y, 7-16-63, CI. 13U

Banner V\ elder. Inc. ; See -

IVobenberger, Thomas ii.

Barussiu, Jac<iue8 : Set -

I'iot, I'aul, and Barassin.
Bar^nyi, B61a, to Daimler-Benz Aktieugesellschaft

bile body and door construction. 3,097,878. 7-

2y<}—28.
Barker, Robert N. ; See—

i'onsness, Lloyd K . and Barker. 3,097,560.
Barney, Ureenlief H.. and L. C. Burinan, to Engelhard Indus-

tries, Inc. Compo^slte fuel elements for nuclear reactors.
3,oy8,024, 7-l«>-tJ3. CI. 204 193.2.

Barrie, Robert B. Amphibious vehicle. 3,097.372. 7-16-63.
CI. 9—1.

Barriuger Anthony R., and 8. Kagan, to Barringer Research
Ltd. ilelhod and apparatus for the measurement of
magnetic fields. 3.098.197. 7-16-63. ( 1. 324 .5.

Barringer Research Ltd. ; See —
Barringer. -Vnthony R., and Kagau. 3,098.197.

Bartl, Hugo : See—
Jellluek, Karl. HegedUs, llmer. and Bartl. 3,097.908.

Bartolini .Sulimbeni. .Method and apparatus for electrically
logging earth formatiuus by sensiiiK the redo.v potential
arising in a mud hlled borehole. 3.098.198. 7-15-63, CI.
324 1.

Basa. Frank : See-
Schne.der. (;eorge. and Baaa. 3,()»7.939.

Baum, Bernard O.. to I nioii Carbide Corp. I'ropylene poly-
mer stabilised with a synergistic combination of a para-
tertiaryalkyi phenol-fornutldelivde resin and a dithioplios-
phate. 3,098,(),'")7, 7-16 63. CI. 260- 43.

Baustert, George N., to The Ford Motor Co. Fast action
toggle hand clamp. 3,097,553. 7-10-63, CI. 81-351.

r.a.M'i . lUMoli ; M I

Kuauer. Mans Ulrlch, Vogel, and Bayer. 3.098,122.
lleacliler, Kdward 1>.. to Beloit Iron Works. Suction

pert.. ration .leslgn. 3.097.995, 7-10-63, CI. 162-371.
r.eatri-t- t"oo.ls Co. : «s'ff

-Noznick, I'eter 1'., and Bernardoni. 3.097.950.
Beuunit Corp. : Me

Woodell. Rudolph. 3,097,414. ,

Becher, Robert I'., to K. I. du I'ont de Nemours and Co. Yarn
treatiii>f ai.iiaratus. 3.(K»7,412. 7 16 63. CI. 28— 1.

Becker, Rudi.lf, to (iesellscliaft fur Llnde's KIsmaschlnen
.Vktiengesellscliaft. .Method for producing ethylene.
3.0<I8,107. 7-16-i;3, CI. 260—677.

Itecker. Willi, to .Vrtliiir rtelffer C m.b.ll. Methods of and
apparatus for the production of liigh vacua. 3j098,155,
7 Hi-t;,!. CI, 230 60.

Beed ( >>. : Sir
Schaus. Bernard J. 3,097,784.

Beetz, rierre. to I'anmetals and Processes Inc. Process for
the pre|)ariitii.n of mineral phospliates Intended for the
man ifai'ture .if phosphoric a<id by the wet method. 3,097.-
922, 7 16 l!:{, CI. 2:! 16."..

Beggs. Hoiiald, an. I W. .\. I'hllllpH, to .Midland-Ross Corp.
Ingot heatlim furnace. 3.097.836. 7-16-63. CI. 263—41.

Belirin.'werke .V ktiencesellschaft : See
Rockhorn, Cunnar :i.(»!>H,01 1

.

Belflore, Samuel. Rotary lawn mower blade.
7-16 63. CI. 5t. 295.

Bell Intercontinental Corp. : Sec—
Freeman, .\nlee II , and I'Ichard.
Freeman. .Ardee H., and I'lchnrd.
Freeman. .Vrdee H., and I'Ichard.

Bell. John, to .Mnlrhead A Co
bodies. 3.()i»7,(!22, 7-l«;-63.

roll

and Bellon. 3.097,746.

3.097,469,

3,097.450.
3,(H.»7.4.')1.

.{,097.452.

Ltd. Stabilization of floating
CI. 114—125.

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc.
Cloffl, I'aul P. 3,098,181.

See

Belhin, Ralph J. : .ser-
iian.der, .Milton E.

Beloit Iron \v.)rKs ; Hit'
Beamier, Kdward D. 3,097,995.
Justus. Kd^ar J. 3.097,590
Justus. Kilgar J. 3,(»97,591.

Bendix t ..rp., i lie : See-
Bunger, Deunen J.. Emery, Cavalier. Ferguson, Schmider

an<l .\lexuiiiierson. 3.097,824.
Hiiinessey, *>ulterF., Jr 3,097,902
.Mfdlinski, \\illiaia W ,. and llodginan. 3,098 228
.Milciiell, James 1.. and Weiss. 3,0«('793

l.eiit.di.t, Joseph, to The DoAll Co. Band lubricator for cut
off machines and the like. 3,097,075, 7-16-03. CI. 143-

Bennett, Owen ^'•.
: See

llol.kins, James C, and Bennett. .{097 600
K.m.inghott William E„ and J. W. Thomas, to The Ohio

•(09,s''i'4\i V lV(i3*'n'''Mu
w.^Jdlng method and apparatus.

Bercli, U illiam H.. to (ieueral Dynamics Corp. ItoutloK
iiieiins for telephone system. 3,0»8,12o, 7-16-63. CT. 179--

Berens llelnrlch. t.. Relmers (Jetrlebe K.G. Automatic chain
tightening mechanism for Intlnitely variable
gears. 3.01I7.540. 7-ltJ-63. CI. 74—230 17
r«.|iiist. Palmer. Bow pull Indicator. 3.097
< I. 1 1 6 (i7

'

P.erkle.v. Chari.-s R., to tiulf Oil Corp. Chemical pump
oil wells. 3.097.605, 7- l«-<i3,Cl. 103— ti

Berkley .Macliiiie Co.; Scf
Winkler. Kiiharil. and Dunnebler. 3,097 578

B.Tiiiaii. .Siiniord -Mixed liquid dispenser. 3 097 670
• 13. I I 1 1 I ,S3.

I'iiMii.ir.li.nJ, L.lwin .\. : Set
.N.iznick. I'eter P . and Bernardoni.

I!erii,iti», 'rii.imas S, : See
l,..v.'. R..i,ert F.. and Bernatis. 3.097.830

r.erry. Il.nry W
,

to .Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator
Attitude controls 3.097,816, 7-16-03, CI 244— 14

Bers. .\aiim S.. t.> Space Technology Laboratories Inc.
] rans.lininK and control systems. 3.097,536. 7-10-63 CI.
74- .1.7

'

Berfa, Reiiii
I 'r.\ ..^entc

B.
.624.

cone pulley

l«>-fl3,

for

3.097,950.

7-10-

Co.

J., an.l W Haumann. to Union Carbide Corp.
St. .rage ai'parafus. 3.097.900, 7-10-03, CI. 312

—

214
Besal, Robert J. : See

llawn. Walter .M., Chann, Besal, and Vesely. 3,098,114.
Besly W .'lies Corp. . .S'cf

Hill. K.-lth A. :!,097,426.
P.eth.ll. .lames R.. and I). J. Hadley, to The Distillers Co. Ltd.

I'i...hi( tlon ..f unsaturated aliphatic aldehydes. 3.098 102
7 m •>.{. Cl 2'iO 1104.

B. Ilk. Ja.k F. ; sr<
I'eiiti.n, .\rnoI<l
014.

I'.i.kfonl. I- rank II

Lea.li, Irl.v 11 .

Biilwi'll. Joseph P..
iic.elfrator. ,'{,ni»

E., Beuk, Hogan, and McBrady. 3.098.

P.le leriMaiui.

Krenip.

Sie —
an.l Bickford. 3.097.397.
to General -Motors Corp. Gas turbine

Cl. 60-39.14.Asr, -16 63.

Bledermann. and Kubltiek.

Fr.eilrlcli ; See
Rudolf. Wagner.

...0'i7.5Nl.

Bii'lil, Rirhar.l K.. H .\. Price, and M. Sternberg, to Curtiss
W rlcht ('..rp Pre filled propellant tank for rockets.
3,oy,-,7(W;, 7 16 f>3. CI. 222 135.

Blel. .I.ihn II , t.. L.ikesiile Ijaboratorles. Inc. rnsyrametrlcal
.\..\' (.\,.\ ilisubstituted amlnonlkyl) hydrazines 3,098 -

07.!, 7 ItJ 63. Cl. 260 247.5.
Ilifiiv .•nuf. Roland L. : Srr

Wallaie. John W , and Bienvenue, 3.f>97,753.
Bikal.'s. .\orl.ert M : Sir

Sann.lers. Kenneth W.. and Btkales. 3.097,956.
Binaski. Theo.lore H. ; Sci

Austin. William E . Levin, and Blnaskl. 3.098.013.
Bishman .Mfg. Co. : See

R.ihl.iud. Walter F. 3,097.823.
Bit tmaii. Jess (

'. ; .sc«-

.Nye. Maiirl<v .V . and Bittman. 3,097.812.

.Nye, .Maurice A., and BIttinan. 3,098.109.
Bixson. ly^.iils L., an.l H. H. Debol. to United States of Amer-

ica. -Mr Force. Instantaneous and simultaneous propellant
shut. iff for a blpro[M>Ilaut flow system. 3.097,483, 7-10-03.
CI. 6(» ::.". 6

Bl/.et. Pierre M., to Compagnle Industrlelle des Telephones.
Bilaterally operable transistorized shifting register. 3.098.-
161, 7 16-63, CI 307 -HH.5.

BJ..rkliind. Carl W". : See
Miillins. Lawrence J . Jr.. Leary. BJorklund. and Mara-

iiian. 3,0!is.02«.
Blakesiey, George R.. Sr. Air conditioner apparatus. 3,097.-

.506, 7 16 63, Cl. 62— 203.
Bl.inchiird, Rnvmniid : See-

Scandiile, Vit.. F.. ,ind Blanchnrd. 3.097.500.
Blank. Hans G

. to General Telepli.>ne and Electronics Labo-
rat.'ries. Inc. Klectr.ihiminestvnt cells controlle<l by Im
jM-flance netw..rks 3.09H.I75. 7-Hi-63. Cl. 315-250.

BlankeNo.ii t. Dirk. .Method ..f constructing movable build-
ing seitloiis an.l aptmratus .ipplylng this method. 3.097.-
P.I3. 7 16 6,1. C| 61 43.

Blatter, Herbert .M., and (i de Stevens.
lycles 3.0!tM.071. 7 H'>-63. CI. 260

Bleler I^rnest L.

to Clba
243

Corp. Thln-

Corp. Iniversal
177, 7 16 63. CI

Bleiwelss. Arthur F
to Signal Stat C.

ami T. W. Kucharski, to (Jeneral Dynamh's

age an.l

Cl. 200-
teinperature

.ell for printed circuit boards. 3.098.-
317 101.

, <;. C.ilombo. J. B. Dickson, and B. Orlov,
rp (\irrent operated flasher with volt-

compensation. 3.098.139. 7-10-03.

LIST OF PATENTEES
Inertlal energy gen-
16-63, Cl. 310—8.4.

Bliss, Robert W., to The Magna vox Co.
erator storage system. 3,098,163, 7

Blodgett, Norman S. : .See

—

(irlse. Frederick (!. J. 3,097.441.
Blomqulst. Arthur G., L. Larsen. and

United States of America, Navy.
3.098 132, 7-16-63. Cl. 200—50.

Blood. Arthur J. : See—
Makowskl. Alexander G., Blood, and Wathen. 3,097.-

593.

P (i. Wermager. to
Missile contactor.

Boeing Airplane Co. :

Strelmer. Irving.
Strelmer. Irving.

Bohle rirlch: «ee—
Ilotop. Werner,

See—
3.097.638.
3,097.639.

B6hle, and

3.097.546.
and Wankel

3,098,-

to Consolidated Electro-
3.097.517. 7-10-63. Cl.

3.097.971.
3.097.841. 7-16-63. Cl.

Force.
3.098.-

Meese, Masjoshusmunn,
Ginzel. 3,097.598.

Bonettl. Nathaniel W. K.. and R. James. Jr.. to Esso Re-
search and Engineering Co. Fluid delivery device. 3,097.-
671. 7-10-63. ("1. 141—116.

Booth. Henry. Hair and wool depllation method and com-
position. 3.097.912. 7-16-63, Cl. 8—94.16.

Bopf, Edward C.. to l>eere & Co. Flat spring standard
mounting. 3,097,70.->. 7-16-03. Cl. 172—710.

Borchert. Peter J., to Miles Laboratories, Inc. Composition
comprising reaction product of hydrolyzed vinyl acetate
polymer an<i periodate oxidized polysaci harlde and process
for preparing same. 3,098.049. 7-l«>-6;i, Cl. 200— 17.4.

Borg-Erickson Corp.. The : See—
Johnson. Walter R. 3.097.712.

Borg-Warner Corp. : .S'ee

—

Kelbel. Donald W'.. and Armantrout.
Borslg. -Vktiengesellschaft. Berlln-Tegel,

G.m.b.H. : See—
Luck. Fried rich W. 3.097.478.

Bolter, l-'ernande : See—
Dirlnn. Gregolre, Sack, Botter, and Lefrancols.

020.
Boughey, George E. : See

—

Harris Frederick J., and Boughey. 3.097.833.
Bourgraf. George, to (J. J. Bourgraf. Paperboard body form.

3.097.361. 7-16-63. Cl. 2—64.
Bourgraf. (Jeorge J. : See

—

Bourgraf. (Jeorge. 3.097,361.
Bowen. Stuart W.. and M. L. Marks.
dynamics Corp. Chromatography.
73—23.

Boxall. Genefer M. : See

—

Carlisle. Samuel S., and Boxall.
Boyd, Dewey D. Coll expander.
207—00.

Bradv. John G. : See

—

Szabo. Karoly. and Brady. 3.097.997.
Brauer, Joseph B.. to United States of America. Air

Microwave delay line and method of fabrication.
204. 7-1(5-03. Cl. 333—30.

Brearley Co.. The : See

—

Provl. MikeA. 3.097.966.
Brennemann. Andrew E.. to Internntifinal Business Machines

Corp. Cryogenic ring circuit. 3,098.159. 7-16-63 Cl.
307—88.5.

Bresette. George E., Vj to P. L. Parrlsh. Process for puri-
fying salt and product thereof. 3,097.952. 7-16-63, Cl.
99—143.

Brldeau, James. Tool miide 3.097.891, 7-16-63 Cl. 308—4.
Brlerley. Albert E., to The English Electric Co. Ltd. Oll-

Immersed electrical apparatus having oil-Impregnated main
insulation partly covered by Ihiuid-lmpervious material.
3,098.113. 7-16-63. Cl. 174-26.

British Iron and Steel Research Assn.. The : See

—

Carlisle. Samuel S.. and Boxall. 3.097.971.
British Titan Products Co. Ltd. : See—

Arkless. Kenneth. 3.097.923.
Brockbank. Robert A., to Her Majesty's Postmaster General.

Grapnels for submarine cables. 3,097,874. 7-16-63 Cl.
294—66.

Brody. (Jerald, to .Moorman Mfg. Co. Anthelmintic 5 nrylazo
rhodanines. 3,098.007. 7-16-63. Cl. 167-53.1.

Brooks Ivnn C. : See

—

Haus. Joseph B.. Brooks, and Price. 3,098,004.
Brown. Albert M.. to 0. Stlbbe k Co Ltd. Needle selecting
mechinlsms In knitting machines. 3.097.51.0, 7-16-63 Cl
66—50.

Brown. Robinson W.. and W. L. Mynatt. to W. H. Curtln
and Co. Tank thermometer and valve therefor. 3.097.
.531 7-' 0-63. Cl. 73—354.

Brown. Robinson W. and W. E. Oakey. to W. H Curtin and
Co. Liquid sampling device. 3.097, .'532. 7-16-03. C\. 73

—

425.4.
Brown. Roger W., to Cone Automatic Machine Co Inc
Chucking mechanism. 3.097.856. 7_l«_fi3 ci 279—^4

Browning. John E . to Continental Copper" & Steel Indus-
tries. Inc. Aluminum life float with plywood platform
3 097.374. 7-16-63, Cl 9-11.

Bruckner. Kims, K. Irmscher. and J <;illlsKen. to E Merck
Aktiengesellscbaft. Anabolic alkylthio-steroids. 3.098,084.
7-10-63. Cl. 200—397.4.

Brunelle. Thomas VZ : See—
Crecellus. Samuel B., and Brunelle.

Brunswick Corp. : See

—

Roehr. Zblslaw .M. 3.097.647.
Bryant. John A.. II. and G. D. Pierce.

Rotary latch mechmlsm for machine
7-16-63. CI. 188—82.7.

Buchhold. Theodor A., to General Electric Co
DC. to AC. amplifier. 3.098.189. 7-10-63, Cl.

Buchwald Robert M.. to (Jeneral Motors Corp. Oil pan and
drain plug assembly. 3.097,663. 7-10-63, Cl. 137—351.

3.098.065.

to The
tools.

Cross Co.
3.097.724.

Cryogenic
321—8.

Inc. De-
3.097.576.

7-16-63,

Buckley. Charles R., and J. M. Tompsett. to English Electric
\alve Co. Ltd. Travelling wave tubes. 3.098,109. 7-16-
63. Cl. 315—3.5.

Buivid. Michel D., to United Aircraft Corp. Blade folding
mechanism. 3,097,701. 7-16-63. Cl 170— 160 12

Bulloff. Jack J. : See—
W hltacre. John R.. and Bulloff. 3.097 902

Bulmau. E. O.. Mfg. Co.. Inc. : See

—

WalU. Edward. 3,097,775.
Bunger. Dennen J., F. \ . Emery, A. A. Cavalier. J R Fer-

guson. Jr.. H. R. Schmider. and H. A. Alexanderson. to
The Bendlx Corp. Turbine, wheel containment. 3,097
M24. 7-16-63, (n. 253—77.

Burke. Thomas F.. to Atlas (Jeneral Industries
vices for forming hinge cover folding boxes
7-HJ-63. Cl. 93—19.

P'urlington Industries, Inc. : See—
Smith. Horace L.. Jr. 3.097,831.

Burman, Lawrence C. : See

—

Barney. (Ureenlief H.. and Burman. 3.098,024.
Burndy Corp. : See

—

Dibner. David. 3,097.083.
Burnham, John. Electrolytic capacitors. 3.098.182

Cl. 317—230.
Burnham. Robert J. Dispensing magazine for ball point re-

fill cartridges. 3,097.739. 7-16-63. Cl. 206—56
Burns and Roe. Inc. : See—

Roe. Ralph C. 3,097,480.
Burroughs Corp. ; See-

Rock. Jerome R.. and Sameshlma. 3,097,779.
Stowell, Philip A. 3,097,904.
Wendell, Douglas C. Jr. 3.098.043.

Burroughs Wellcome 4 Co. (U.S.A.) Inc.: See

—

Baltzly. Richard. Russell, and Mebta. 3.098,070
HItchlngs. George H.. Ellon, and Mackay. 3.098.074.

Burstlein. Eugene M. : See—
Paris. Michel H. L. M.. and Burstlein. 3.097.945.

Burt, Robert V., V. E. Gex, and N. J. Franz, to The Procter
4 Gamble Co. Dust-proof carton. 3,097,783, 7-10-63, Cl.
229—37.

Burthe. Jack H., I. J. Kenner, and J. D. Woermbke, to United
States of America, Navy. Keep-alive cones and method of
making same. 3.098.172, 7-16-63, Cl. 315—58.

Burton, John. Machinery Corp. ; See

—

Rice, Harold B . and Aguilar. 3,097,554.
C.I.C. Engineering Ltd. : See-

Hawkins. W^allace G. 3.097,379.
"COO." N.V. : See—

Hldde Nljland. Hendrlk A. 3.098,134.
Cabot Corp. : See

—

Loftman, Kenneth A., and Marsden. 3.098,040.
Cain, Dean J. : See

—

Hill. Justin D.. and Cain. 3.097,989.
California Research Corp. : See

—

Schmitz. John V., and Blacklnton. 3.098.052.
Calk. Charl.'S T. Device for debarking stave and head bolts.

3.097,676. 7-16-63. Cl. 144—208.
Calkin. Fenton. Scarifier attachment. 3.097,439, 7-16-63.

Cl. 37—117.5.
Callan. Patrick C. : See

—

Eggenberger, Markus A.. Troutman, and Callan. 3.097.-
488.

Callan. Patrick C. M. A. Eggenbergr, P. E. Malone. and
P. H. Troutman. to General Electric Co. Electro-hydraulic
control system for turbine with pressure feedback. 3,097.-
490. 7-16-63, Cl. 60—73.

Callawav Mills Co. : See-
Short, Joe T. 3.097.760.

Calvert. Bert S. Water tank pressurizing system. 3.097.-
659, 7-16-63. Cl. 137—209.

Camerlno. Bruno, and G. Palamidessi. to Societa' Farmaceu-
tlc Italia. Pyrazlne derivatives. 3.098.009. 7-16-63. Cl.
260—239.7.

Cameron Iron Works. Inc. : See

—

Allen, Herb<-rt. and Jones. 3.097.809.
Campbell. J Allan : See—

Babeock. John C. Campbell, and Pederson. 3.098.083
Cantaruttl, Arnilndo : See

—

Maliorv. Edwin E.. and Cantaruttl. 3.097.394.
Cantwell. Kenneth R. ; See

—

Hayn, George, and Cantwell. 3.097,919
Carborundum Co.. The : See

—

Taylor. Kenneth M. 3,097,897.
Carlisle. Samuel S.. and O. M. Boxall, to The British Iron and

Steel Research Association. Method of and apparatus for
supporting or guiding strip material. 3.097.971, 7-18-63.
CI. 134—15.

Carlson. Arthur W. : See^
Schwelker. George C. and Carlson. 3.098,058.

Carlson, Carl J.. Jr.. and D. W. Carlson. Fastener assemblage
3.097.360. 7-18-03, Cl. 1—56.

Carlson. Donald W. : See

—

Carlson. Carl J., Jr.. and D. W. Carlson. 3,097.360.
Carlson. John W.. to Speed-O-Prlnt Business Machines.

Photoconylne devices 3.097.585, 7-16-63. Cl. 95—89.
Carlson. Olo? B., to Consolidated Cigar Corp. Cigar tip ap-

plying machine. 3,097,654, 7-16-63. CI. 131—88.
Carney. Patrick E., and J. H. Keahey, to Texas Instruments

Inc. Automatic gain control circuit. 3.098.199, 7-16-63.
CI 330—29.

Caroselli, Remus F., and A. Marzocchi. to Owens-Corning
Flberglas Corp. Sized glass fibers and composition. 8.097,-
963, 7-16-03. Cl 117—120.

Carpenter, Robert J., to Tote-Cart Co. Wheel mounting for
cart.- 3,097,887, 7-10-63, CI. 301—1.

Carrier Corp. : See

—

Raymond, Glendon A. 3,098.145.

Caseboit, Ralph T. Reversible latching
door. 3,097,873. 7-18-63, Cl. 292—244

assembly for sliding



VI LIST OF PATENTEES
Castle, Alfred B. Instrument clamps. 3,097,820, 7-16-03,

CI. 248—27.
Caterpillar Tractor Co. : See—

Yocuni. Ralph W. 3.097.72S.
Caulfurd, Donald A., and J. H. Phtn. to Universal Labelling

Machines Ltd. Automatic labelling apparatus. 3,097,983,
7-16-63, CI. 166—364.

Cavalier, AlphonHe A. : See—
Hunger, Deunea J., Emery Cavalier, Ferguson, Schmider,
and AlexanderMOU. 3,097,824.

Cavert, Clyde F.. K t. Hall, and E. W. Schabo, to Miller
Elfctrlc Mfg. Co., Inc. Multiple purpose generator. 3,098,-

191. 7-16 63, CI. 322—79.
Cecil. Tom A. : See—

Allegrlnl, Aldo P. and Cecil. 3,098,045.
Cella John A., to «} D. Searie A Co. Methoxytetralone tetra-

cyclic addition produjts. 3.098,098, 7-16-63, CI. 260

—

586.
Cerllanl. Maurizlo. Kotary hook devices for sewing machines.

3.097.619. 7-16-63. Cl. 112—228.
Cerness. Jo(*eph F.. and B. M. Luce, to Clevlte Corp. Silver

lead alloy for cavitation erosion resistance. 3.097,422,
7-16-63, Cl. 29— 183.5.

Chain Belt Co. : See-
Morris. Joun M. 3,097.958.

Chann. David : See— ^

Hawn. Walter M . Cliann. Besal. and Vesely. 3,098,114.
Chapman, David Z., to Aerpat A.Q. ClevU pin with spring

urged detents and means to limit spring movement. 3,097,-

559. 7-16-63. Cl. 85—5.
Cbauron. Georges. Supporting framework for a mine gallery

or shaft. 3.097.494 7-16-6.3, Cl. 61—45
Charnota, Steven, and A. F. Wolf. Liquid metering valve

unit. 3.097,762. 7-16-63, Cl. 222—20.
Chuyne. Charles A., to General Motors Corp. Brake pedal

assembly. 3,097,542. 7-16-63, Cl. 74—560,
Chelwin i'rodaction.s. inc. : See—

Winchell Paul. 3.0»7.3«(i.

Chemetron Corp. : See—
Mlnard, Everett S. 3,097.li72.

Rodgeri. Felix C. 3,0U7,4»».
Williams, David A. 3,097.41>M.

Cherbullei, Emlle and J. Rablnowltz, to C'Lba Corp. Im-

proved process for phosphorylatlng amino-alcohols. 3,008,-

072. 7-1(5-63. Cl. 200—247.
Chicago Printed String Co. : See—

Kerrigan. James K., and <;rlki8. 3 (J97.771.

Kerrigan, J*nies E., and (Jrikls. 3.(»l>7,772.

Clba Corp. : See—
Allen, Milton J. 3.0S18.U77.

Blatter Herbert M., and De Stevens. 3.008.0(1.

Clierbullez Emile, ami Kablnowltz. 3.098,072.
Druey, Jean, and Daenlker. .< OOh.OTH.

• l>ruey Jean Schmidt, and Klchenl>«'rger. ;i.0»8,07o.

Grob. Cyril, and Jt-nny. ;i.008,097
Jeger. Dskar.
Meystre. Charles,

land. 3.098.070.
Mull, Robert P. 3.0«H,0<U5.

Wettstein. .VIbert. Anner, .Meystre W leland. Knrmann.
Heusler Hunger and Kebrie. 3.098^85.

Wettstein Albert. Meystre and Vo.ser. ^ 3.098,087.

Wettstein! Albert, and Wleland. 3,098.080.

Rbyner Paul. Oroasmann, and Defago. 3,097,909.

Cle de Saint (JobaUi : See
i^uperrlez. Claude. 3.097.9t)l.

Cincinnati .Mine Machinery Co., The : See—
Krekeler, Claude B. 3 097,047.

Cioffl, I'aul P., to Bell Telephime LnbonUories. Inc. Ma
net'lc circuit u-^lng supercon<luCior properties. 3.098
7-l<i-6.'J. Cl. 317— 1.->8

, . ^, „ ,

Claiborne. Jefferson L, to Dixie Mercerizing^ Co. Seal

yarn package treating apparatus. 3, (M)7. .>!.).

68— 108.
Clare, C. P.. A Co. : .s>f

if-armer. Ko»)ert B. 3.098,135.
Clark, David, Co. Inc. :

See
\i-adsworth, William B. 3,098, UM.

Clark. Gordon W,, to (;eiieral Klectric Co
venting overbeatlnu of a steam turbine.

Clark.^Jam^'w.. to Lake Shore. Inc. Skip loading and

we.ghing apparatus. 3.097,711, .-l«>-<.3. U. li.- lOV

Clark Jofin V to B, M. Bailey. Automatically shielded

scraping devices. ;J,01)7,.384. 7-10-<i3. Cl. l.V 111.

Clavel Jean, to iKlectio-Commutatlmi
3,098.130. 7-ir,-«3, Ci. -'OO 11.

Clayton .Vnlllne Co. Ltd.. The ; See
Ntcklln Thomas, and Somnierville,

Clemens, Pat L,. to Inited States of

3,098,008,
Wettstein, Anner, Heusler, and Wle-

-i6-(;;<.

Ma^
,181,

for
Cl.

System for
3,097,487, 7

pre-
-10-

klectrlc switches.

;!,0»7,92«.
.VHieri<ca, Air Force.

10-

metering
275-8.

and

Automatic A.-<i. voltage ratio controller. 3,098,194, i

03. Cl. 323—66.
Clevlte Corp. : See--

Cerness. Joseph ¥"

Nqjce. Robert .N.

Cline, Robert A. : See -
tonjes, lUirl D., and Cllne. 3,098.03(

Cohen. Alfred (i. : See ~~

Small, Samuel .V. 3,0!>(,88H.

Cohrs. Arthur H,. and B.^ 1,, Larson,

spreading machine. 3 0i»7,8.)l,

Coleman Instruments Inc. .

f;^<: „.,„
Staunton. John J. J. 3.09(.9i8.

CoUlgnn. Rodney C See^
Skelkregg. Edward M,, Jr,. and Colllgan.

Collins. Charles D, Aquatic sporting device.

7_l«-<;3, Cl. 9—313.

Collins Welby H. Portable knockdown cot, 3,097.368, 7-16-

03, Cl. 6—114.

and Luce.
3.098. 100,

3,097.422.

Dirt
-10-03, Cl.

3,097.747,

3,097.377,

Colombo, George : Bee—
Blelweisb, Artbur F., Colombo, Dickson, and Orlor.

3.098.139,
ColvlUe, William T. : See—

Petts, Ronald <;.. and ColvUle. and Parsons. 3,097.496.
Commercial Solvents Corp. : See

—

Hodge, Edward B, 3,098,005.
Hodge, Edward B. 3,098.039.

Commissariat a I'Energle Atomlque : See—
Dlrlan, Gregoire. Sack. Bolter, and Lefrancols. 3.098,-

Compagnie (ienerale de Telegraphic Sans Fll : See—
Algraln, Pierre. 3,098,1<>8.
R«villon, <;uy. 3,098,226.

Compagnie Industrlelle des Telephones: See—
Bizet. Pierre .M. 3,098,101,

Computers, Inc. : See—
Davis. Billy E,. and Gormley, 3,097,527,

Cone Automatic Machine Co, Inc, : See—
Brown, Roger W, 3,09i,85(;.

Conklln, Theodore A., to General Signal Corp. Counting
syhtem. 3.097.791. 7-10-63, Cl. 233—99.

Consolidated Beryllium Ltd. : See-
Holland, Ivor J. 3,097,930.

Consolidated Cigar Corp. : See—
Carlson, Olof B. 5,097,054.

Consolidated Electrwlynamics Corp. : See—
Bowen, Stuart W., and Marks. 3,097,517.

Container Corp. of .\merica : See—
.Ma.sl, Joseph J, 3,097.781.

Contant. Peter R.. V. H. Hardy, and E. E. Reese, to General
-Motors Corp. Squeegee and wiper blade assembly ejnbodv-
ing same. 3.097,389, 7-l(>-03. Cl. 15—2.')0,42.

Conte, Loula B., Jr., and F. N. Apel, to Union Carbide Corp.
Ester-ketone conversion. 3,098,099, 7-16-63, Cl, 260—590.

Continental Copper A Steel Industries, Inc. : See—
Browning, John E. 3,097,374.

Continental Llektroindustrie A.G., Askanlawerke : See—
Von Mattaes. Peter. 3,098.152.

Cook, Leonard w.. to General Klectrlc Co. Thermal switch.
3,098,137, 7-16-63, Cl. 200—113.5.

Cook. Shirl E., and W. H. Thomas, to Ethyl Corp. Stable
lead alkyl compositions and a method for preparing the
•ame. 3,098,089, 7-16-63, Cl. 260—137.

Cook, Sblrl E. : Sea

—

Thomas Wilford H., and Cook. 3,098,090.
Coonradt, Harry L., W. K. Leaman, and J. N. Mlale, to
Socony Mobil Oil Co.. Inc. Catalytic bydrocrackina with
a platinum composite caUlyat 3,098,030. 7-16-63, Cl.

208—111.
Cooper, Derek N. : See

—

Cracknell, John, Cracknell and Cooper. 3,097,702.
Cooper, Murray S., and V. A. Dl Benedetto, to American
Cyanamid Co. Procvsa for producing sterile vials contain-
ing culture media and a carbon dioxide atmosphere. 3,098,-
016, 7-16-63 Cl. 195—102.

Copenhefer. John E., to American Air Filter Co., Inc. Auto-
matic glass loader. 3,097,710, 7-16-63. Cl. 177—62.

Corley. cTiarles B., Jr., G. C. Terrel, and S. E. Loy III, to
Jersey Production Research Co. Wire line cementing tool.

3,097.698, 7-16-63, Cl, 166—162.
Correct-Air Corp. : See—

Smith, John U. 3,097.505.
Cottle, Delmer L. : See—

Norway, Arnold J.. Kelley, Seelbach. and Cottle. 3.098,-
042.

Courtaulds Ltd. : See

—

Lewis, Peter. 3,097 914
Cracknell, John and J. C., a:and D. N. Cooper. Apparatus for

thinning growing aeedlings, and hoeing between plants,
growing In rows. 3,097.702. 7-16-63. CM. 172—6.

Cracknell, John C. : See—
Cracknell, John and J. C, and Cooper. 3.097,702.

Crain, Robert £. Illuminated ash tray. 3,097.797, 7-16-63,
Cl, 240—2.

Crandell. Paul A. : See

—

Nlckerson. Richard G,, and Crandell. 3,098,230.
Creamer, Edgar M., Jr., to Phllco Corp. Remote control

system with pulse duration reapouaive means. 3,098,212,
7-16-63, Cl. 340—15.

Crecelius. Samuel B^ and T. E. Brunelle. to Economics
Latwratory, Inc. Organic compounds and process of pro-
ducing them. 3,098,060. 7-16-63, C\. 260—234.

Crompton A Knowles Corp. ; Sea

—

Engleson, Harry E.. and Sramek. 3,097,732.
Feeman, James F. 3,098,096.

Cronin, Leo J., to Semlcon of California. Inc. High-fre-
quency energy absorbing material. 3,097,421, 7-16-63. Cl.

29—182.5.
Crosa Co., The : See

—

Bryant. John A., II, and Pierce. 3,097.724.
Croaa. 8, C. : See—

Reeves. WiUard D. 3.097,464.
Cross. St. Elmo : See

—

RecTes. Wlllard D. 3.097,464.
Crotean, Thomas H,, and W. A. Gronten, to The Seeburg Corp.

Automatic electric can opener. 3.097.427, 7-16-63, Cl.
30---4.

Cramp, Jack G., to Industrial Nadeonlcs Corp. Tank level

measurement system. 3,098,154, 7-16-63, Cl. 2.^0—43,5,

Cubberly, Walter E., Jr., to Scfalumberger Well Surveying
Corp. Borehole apparatna. 3,097,433, 7-16-«3. Cl. 33

—

178.

Cull. Neville L. : See—
Aldridge, Clyde L., and Call. 3,098,101.

CuUen-Frleatedt Co. : See

—

Kaplan, Louis G. 3,097,875.

Cullen, Glenn W. : Sea

—

Amlck. James A., and Callen. 3.097.977.
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Comminn, John B. : Saa

—

Oallafher. James D., Cummlnga, Llpetauck, and Stokey.
S 0v8 009

Connlnaham', Gerald A. Child carrier. 3,097,773, 7-16-63.
Cl. 224—8.

Card. Alfred. Phonograph record-changing apparatus.
8,0dT.860. 7-16-63, 01. 274—10.

Cartln, w, H., and Co. : Saa—
Brown, Robinaon W., and Mjmatt. 3,097,531.
Brown, Robinaon W., and Oakey. 3,097,532.

Curtlaa-Wright Corp. : See

—

Biehl, Richard £., Price, and Sternberg. 3,097,766.
Caerblna, Anatoly G. : See

—

Kolenko, Eraenr A.. Taaber, and Caerblna. 3,097,425,
red: 8**Ciraewaki, Alfrf

Werrea, Uorat, Ciysewaki. and Jager. 3,098,001.
DCA Food Indastrles Inc. : Sea

—

Frlea, Edward W.. and Kaufman. 3,097,967.
Daeniker, Hana U. : Sea—

DracT, Jean, and Daeniker. 3,098,078.
Daimler-Bent Aktlengeaellschaft : See

—

Bartoyl, Btfla. 3.007,878.
Dale, Emmett O,, to Airttreaxn, Inc. Sewage diapoaal ap-

paratna. 3,098,144, 7-16-63. Cl. 219—19,
D'Amlco, John J., to Monaanto Chemical Co. Amlnoalkyl

esters of ether subatitated dithiocarbamic acids. 3.098,091,
7-16-€3, a. 26^—155.

Damm, Klana : See

—

Soil, Walter, Damm, and Weiaabach. 3,098,050.
Damstra, Johan O. :S«e

—

Smedema, Hette, Noordania, and Damstra. 3,098.201,
Daniel, David W., and Z. Kokortvckl, to National Broach A
Machine Co. MecbanUm for adjusting helix angle on gear
ahaper cuttert. 3,097,667, 7-lft-63, Cl. 90—7.

Dare Products, Inc. : H/>€—
Wilaon, Robert M. 3.098,117.

Darman, Joacph M., to Darman Mfg. Co,, Inc. Towel roll
winding machine. 3,087.806, 7-16-63, Cl. 242—fi7.

Darman Mfg. Co., Inc. : Sea

—

Darman. Joacph M. 8.097,806.
D'Aacoli, Ralph G. : See

—

Jore. BJorn, D'AacoU, and OUon. 3,098,116.
Davey, Thomas R. A., and W. L. Linton, to MeUllurglcal

Proceaaea Ltd. and The National Smelting Co. Ltd,, doing
baainess together aa Metallurgical Development Co. Cool-
ing arrangements for molten metala. 3,098,110, 7-16-63,
Cl. 266—15.

Davidaon, Hugh W., and J. W. Ryde, to The General Electric
Co. Ltd. Methods of Joining graphitic surfacea. 3,097,931,
7-16-63, Cl. 29—195.

Daria, Billy E., and L, E. Gormley, to Computers, Inc. Flow
meter. 3.097,527, 7-16-63, a. 73—205.

Davis, Craig E., to Raymond Bag Corp. Manufacture of
multi-wall t>ag having heat-sealed liner. 3,097,618, 7-16-
63. CL 112—10.

Davla, Llnly H., and J. E. Ellsworth. Folding shelter.
3,"0fl7.400. 7-16-63, Cl. 20—2.

Davla, Merton L., to B. I. do Pont de Nemours and Co.
Acrylonltrile flher and proceas for preparing same. 3,097,-
416, 7-16-63, CT. 28—«2.

DawUlns, Keuuetli, to Studebaker Corp. Charge terminating
circuits. 3.098,188, 7-16-63, Cl. 320—31,

Dawson, Euxell. Spraying device. 3,097,794. 7-16-63, CI.
239—78.

Dawson, Joseph C„ and R P. Millard, to Ferguson Fuml-
gants. Inc. Fumigation of grain. 3,097,916. 7-16-63, Cl.
21—58.

Dean, Harry N., and A. W. Olson, to Libbey-Owens-Ford
Glass Co. Apparatus for producing multiple glass sheet
glailng units. 3,097,943, 7-16-63. Cl. 65—152.

Dean, Lester M., and W. D'Esopo. Insulated butter dispenser.
3,097,899. 7-16-63, Cl. 312—36.

Debol. Herbert H. : See

—

Blzson, Lonis L.. and Debol. 3,097.483.
De Courcy. Rowland J. J., to Baker Perkins Inc. Link

conveyor with article supported hook. 3.097,736, 7-16-63,
Cl. 198—177.

Deednmn, Alfred B, Actuator for converting straight-line
movement to oscillatory motion and vice versa. 3.097,-
573. 7-16-63, Cl, 92—68.

Deere A Co. : See—
Bopf. Edward C. 3,097,706.

Defago Raymond : See

—

Rhyner. Paul, Grossmann. and Defago. 3.007.909.
Dega, Robert L., to General Motors Corp. Gauging appa-

ratus and method for measuring seal quality. 3,097,521,
7-16-63, Cl. 73—40.

De Ganahl, Carl : See-
Levy. Robert M.. and De Oanahl. 3.007,868.

De Oooijer, Gerrlt. Tobacco sheet and method of making
same. 3 097.663, 7-16-63, Cl 131—17.

De Oraaf, NIcolaas R., to Nederlsndsche Industrie Radio
Artlkelen, N.V. Personal call system. 3,098,220, 7-16-
63, Cl. 340—311.

Delbel, Raymond A., and W. C. Rlester, to Trlco Products
Corp. Wlndahleld waaber. 3,097,608. 7-16-63, Cl. 103

—

43.
De Jersey. Arthur L. Machines for the cooking of pancakes

and like hot-plate goods. 3.007.688. 7-18-63. Cl. 99—353.
Delfln, Jnan. to Dow Coming Corp. Method of clarifying

cane sugar Juice, 3.097.970. 7-16-63 Cl. 127—48
Dempeey, James F,. and F. R Shnmnn. Jr. to Sun Oil Co.
Method and apr>arntnR for dispensing motor fuel. 3.097,-
761. 7-16-63, O, 222—1.

Denton. Arnold B.. J. F, Beuk. J, M Hogan. and W J.
McBradT. to Swift A Co. EnTymatlo removal of meat from
bones. 3,098.014, 7-16-rtS, Cl. 195—2.

Derlat, Paul, to The English Electric Co. Ltd. Gearing
mechanism motor drive. 3,098,184, 7-16-63. CL 318— 12.

DEeopo. William : See-
Dean, Lester M., and D'Eaopo. 3,097,809,

De Stevens. George : See—
Blatter, Herbert M,, and de Stevens. 3,098,071.

Deutsche Edelstahlwerke AktiengeselUchaft : See—
Hotop, \Serner, Meese, Masjoshusmann, B6hle, and

Glniel. 3,097,598.
Development, Ltd. : See

—

Dotts, \s alter M., Jr., and Stevens. 3,097,917.
De Vos. Marcel O,, to Grow-Rlte Corp. Seat construction.

3.097.88.'), 7-16-63, Cl. 297—378.
Diamond Alkali Co. : See—

Downey, William E., Jr. 3,097,404.
IMamond, Harry L. Setting tool for heat sealing die ma-

chines. 3,097,434, 7-16-63, Cl. 33—181.
R. F. Spain and R. H. Lutch, to Cweo-
Sonic testing decay detector. 3.097.

73—69.
See

—

S., and Dl Benedetto. 3,098,016.
Ram for circumferential

Cl. 163—1.

Diamond, Milton J.
eral Motors Corp.
."»1.'3, 7-16-63, Cl.

Dl Benedetto Vito A.
Cooper, Murray

Dibner, David, to Burndy Com
crimping. 3,097,683, 7-l(

3,098,047.
N. Plstacchlo. Bowling
7-16-63, Cl, 273—43.

3,098,102.

pin

Equipment
3,097,812, 7-

Co,
16-

Dice, Sylvan V. : See-
Neal, James L. and M. P.. and Dice. 3.097,463.

Dickens, William A. : See—
Kellogg, Harry B., and Dickens. 3,097,933,

Dickens, William A., and K. E. Sager, to Kimberly-Clark
Corp. Steaming device for a papermaklng machine. 3,097,-
994, 7-16-63, Cl. 162—297,

Dickson, Herbert f.. Jr., to Sylvanla Electric Product* Inc.
Heater-cathode assemblies. 3.097,419, 7-16-63, Cl. 20-^
155.62.

Dickson, John B. : See

—

Bleiweiss, Arthur F., Colomlw, Dickson, and Orlov.
3098,139.

Dlehl, Max H.. to General Electric Co. VIdlcon camera input
stage, 3.098.120, 7-16-63, Cl. 178—7.2.

Diliow, W. C. A Co., Inc. : See—
Glerum, Irvin L. 3,097,524.

Dinn. Leo J. Simulated four-ln-hand tie construction. 3,097,-
302, 7-16-63, Cl, 2—153.

Dlrian. Gregoire, H, Sack, F, Botter (born Bergbeaud). and
B. Lefrancols, to Houllleres du Bassin du Nord et du Pas-
de-Calals, and Commissariat a I'Energle Atomlque. Process
for the Isotoplc enrichment or fractionation of hydrogen.
3,098,020, 7-16-63. Cl. 204—59.

Dlssen, Isntel J. : See—
Tapas, John C, and Dlssen.

Di Stafano, Thomaa M,. and
and ball kicker. 3,097.847,

Distil 'ers Co. Ltd,, The : *;ee

—

Bethell, James R.. and Hadley.
Dixie -Mercerizing Co. : See—

Claiborne, Jefferson L, 3,097.515.
DoAII Co.. The : See

—

Benedict, Joseph. 3,097.675.
Dominion Engineering Works Ltd. : See-

Goddard, Denis A. 3,097,993.
Dorey. (Jeorge B.. to Enterprise Railway

Outlet structure for railway hopper cars.
63. CI, 105—282.

Dorsey. Dennis B. Safety Closure. 3.097,756, 7-16-63, Cl.
215—9.

Dorsey. Mercer M. Head and mantle assemblies for crushers.
3.097 803. 7-16-63. Cl. 241—293.

Dotts. Walter M., Jr., and W. E. Stevens, to Development,
Ltd. Method for high pressure selective absorption of
gaaes. 3,097.917, 7-16-63, C\. 23—2.

Dow Chemical Co., The : See—
Relfschnelder, Walter. 3.098,103,
Relfschnelder, Walter. 3.098,104.
Relfschnelder, Walter. 3,098,106.

Dow Corning Corp. : See

—

Delfln, Juan. 3,097,970.
Downey, William E., Jr., to Diamond Alkali Co.

treating carbolic oils. 3,097.404, 7-16-63. Cl.
Doyle. Patrick E., to Doyle Vacuum Cleaner Co,

handle for floor machines. 3.097,890, 7-16-63.
Doyle, Robert, to Phillips Petroleum Co. Method for ob-

taining improved film. 3,097,915. 7-16-63. Cl. 18—67.
Doyle Vacuum Cleaner Co. : See

—

Doyle, Patrick E. 3,097,890.
Drabert. Fr.. Sohne : See—

Drabert, Friti E., and Geffers. 3,097,748,
Drabert, Frita E., and K. E. Geffers, to Fr. Drabert Sohne,

Foldable tables. 3,097,748, 7-16^. Cl. 211—149.
Draper Brothers Co. : See—

Draoer, John H., Jr. 3,097,413.
Draper Corp. : See

—

Banks. Waldo H, 3,097,669.
Draper, John H., Jr.. to Draper Brothers Co. Unwoven paper-

maker's felt, ."i,097,413, t-16-63, Cl, 28—79.
I>ruey, Jean, P, Schmidt, and K, Eichenberger, to Clba Corp
New pyraaolo-pyrimldines. 3,098,075, 7-1^-63, Cl. 260

—

2.56.4.
Dniey. Jean, and H. D. Daeniker, to Clba Corp. Thio alkane

carboiylic adds and functional derivatives thereof. 3.008,-
078, 7-16-63. Cl. 260—327.

Duchin, Maurice, Creations, Inc. : See—

-

Ross, Lon. 3,097,616.
Dukane Corp. : See—

Schroeder, Robert E.. and Smithberg. 3.097 907
Duke, James B., to Minerals A Chemicals Phillpp Corp

Method for comminuting kaoUn clay. 3,097,801, 'r-16--63,

Duncan, William J., to Acme Homes Metal Works, Inc Table
extension slide mecbaniam. 3,007,614, 7-16-63, Cl, 108

—

Dunnehler. Kurt : See

—

Winkler, Richard, and Dunnehler. 3,007,678.

Process for
23—«3
Adjustable
Cl, 306—4.



Vlll LIST OF PATENTEES
ItuiM-rrlez, <'lamle. to Cle de Saint-Qobain. I'lastlc coating

or kIuss objects .;,(»li7,y«l, 7-l(i-tJ3, CI. 117—54.
1)11 I'out (If .Ni'iiiourw, K. 1., uiid I'o. : bet

Iteilier. KobtTt 1*. ;J,0U7,4I2.
I>aviB, .\UTton L. 3,097.415.
Juik.>ou. Ivau L'. .{,0U7,804.
.McKluiit-y, .Vlfred 11. ;{,(»y7,416.
I'lki, Jo^t•t. a.oys.UMi.

DupuiK, .MurJa J .\. Catauienlal pad. 3.097,648. 7-l«-63.
CI. i:;8 liUO.

Dura Corp. : See
Wehuer. Wllllaui C. 3.0y7.<>34.

i)ur<» Lite I'fiicil Co. : See—
Stoeberl, !• raul4 J. a.O«7,028.

l>ye, Clyde V . Trailer istabilizlnK and HUHpenslou amtenibly.
3.01»7,8(i-'. 7 16-«3. CI. 280— 104.5.

DykluKu. Klchard J. : Hee—
(uilluKlier, Wllllum I'., and Uyklnga. 3.098,131.

EaMtiiiuu Kodalv Co. : Hee-
Hageuieyer, Hugh J., Jr.. and Wright. 3,098,093.
Kerney, Myron L. ^,097,810.

Kby, Law re u re T. : Hee—
Leiiieszka, Theodore, Haldwln. and Eby. 3,098.055.

Kc-onoiiiiCM Laboratory, Inc. : Sec^
Crecellus, Suiuuel B., and 15runelle. 3,098,005.

KdKerton. GermeHhautien & (Jrler, Inc. : See—
<ioldberg, Seymour. 3,098,lt>U.

KdwarilH, \> illlaui K., to Khso Ketiearch and Kngineerinx Co.
Production ol rocket fuel. 3,098,10ti. 7-16-«3, CI. 2tt0 -
GOO.

EgKenberKe.'. Murkua A., P. H. Troutman, and J. J. Sauter,
to General Electric Co. Electric lonjj range speed gover
nor. 3.098,170,7 10 03, CI. 317 -5.

B«j;»-iiberK«r, .Uarkus A., P. H. Troutman, and P. C. Callan,
to (iencrul Klectric Co. Turbine control syBteni. 3,097,488,
7-10-0.;, CI. 00—73.

EgKenberxer, MurkUM A. : See -

Callan, I'atrUk C, EKgenberger, Malone, and Troutman.
.'{.()y7,4!»().

Spencer, Robert C, Jr., and Eggenberger. 3,098,190.
EgKenLernt-r. .Murkus .\., and P. H. Troutman, to General

Klectric Co. Kull arc partial are transfer mechanism for
an electro-hydraulic turbine control system. 3.097.489,
7-10-03, CI. (il> -73.

Ehniann, Ltidwig • See—
WettHtein, .Vlbert,

lleusler, IlunKer,
KIclieiibergcr, Kurt : See

Druey, Jean, Schmidt, and Elchenberger. 3.098.075.
i:is4'le, Julius. \V. Kederkiel. (J. Krehblcl, H. Krxlkalla, G.

LanKe, and H. Pohlemann, to Badische AnlUn- & Soda
Fabrlk Aktlen,;eBell«chaft. Water-soluble monoazo dye-
stuffs. 3.098,003, 7-10-03, CI. 260-103.

Electronauticg Corp. : See—
Nickerson, Klchard {'.., and Crandell. 3,098,230

Elemelt Ltd. : .See-

<,098.111

Anner, Meystre, Wleland, Ehmann,
and Kebrle. 3,098.085.

3,097,309,

Hunn. Douglas ii., and Ramsay
Ellon, (Jertrude H. : Srt-

Hitchlngs, George IL, Ellon, and Mackay. 3.098,074.
Elliott, Gary C. . Set- -

(Jurroitt, Charles A., and Elliott. 3,097,562. *
EU.sworth, J.din E. ; See

Davl.s, Llnly H.. and Ellsworth 3,097,400.
Enich, Paul J. Kold away device for bed unit

7-10-03. CI. 5 130.
Emery, Frauds V. ; See—

BunRer. iH-nnen J., Emery, Cavalier, Ferguson, Schmider,
and -Mexanderson. 3,097,8J4.

Engelhard Industries Inc. : Sec -

Anderson. Edward P. 3,098 020.
Barney, (;reenlief H., and Burman. 3,098.024.

Enjleson. Harry E., and E D Sramek, to Cronipton A
Knowles Corp. Apparatus for removing malposltioned arti-
cles (nun a conveyer. 3,097,732, 7-10-03, CI. 198—33

English Elfctrii- Co. Ltd.. The : .See -

Brlerley, Albert E. 3,098,113.
Derlaz, Paul. 3.098,184.

English Electric Valve Co. Ltd. : See—
Bucklev, Charles R., and Tonipsett. 3,098 109.

Knomoto.v IlaJIme, and S. Shiral, to Kokusal Denshin
Logical element. 3,098,157.

See-

Denwa
7-ir>-«3,Kabushlkl Kaisha.

CI. 307 88.
Enterprise .Mfg. Co., The: .Sep-

.Sarah, Thomas F. 3,097,814.
Enteri)rl.se Railway Equipment Co

Dore.v. {;eorKP B- 3,097. til 2.
Krlckson, Iy.'wls C, to National Iron Co. Reciprocating olate

fe.Mler. 3.<)!t7.734. 7 16 03, CI. 198 53.
Erlcksoii. I^wls C , to National Iron Co Heavy burden plate

feeder siis|.enslon 3.097.738, 7-10-03, CI 198-220
Ericsson Telephones Ltd. : .s'ee

F'reedman, .\rye L. 3,09H,222.
Erlandsen. Oscar, to (Jruinmn'n .Mrcraft Engineering Corp.

Vehicle body construction. 3,097,877, 7-16-63, CI. 29<!-

Erskine. Robert J., to The Wean Engineering Co. Inc. Strip
handling apparatus. 3,097,807. 7-16-63, CI. 242—67.1

Esquire. Inc. : See

—

Moore, Buell. 3,097,903.
E»8o Research and Engineering Co. : See

—

Aldrldge, Clyde L., and Cull. 3,098,101
Bonettl, Nathaniel W R., and Jamea. 3.097.671
Edwardi. William R. 3.098,106.
Oladrow, Elroy M . and Parker. 3,098.032.
LemlBzka, Theodore Baldwin, and Eby 3,098 055
Levy, Robert M., and De Ganahl. 3 097,868.
Morway. Arnold J., Kelley. Seelbach. and Cottle. 3.098,-

042.
Preiser, Aaron. 3,098,108.
Slotterbeck. Ober C., and McKay. 8,097,907.

3,097,726, 7-16-

3,097,438, 7-16-

Ethyl Corp. : See—
Cook, Shlrl E., and Thomas. 3.098 089Thomas. Wllford H.. and Cook. 3.098.090

Ets. Vaierca and Kontlnltro : See—
Kelpold. Walter. 3,097.479

Euga. Arthur B. Brake system for vehicles
03. Cl. 188— 106.

EuUss, Eargle L. ; See

—

Pike, Jesse A anri Eullss. 3,097,613.
'='^"8. Anthony J. Accessory for a shoe.

63, CI. 36— 1.
Everett, Guy M., and A. A. Wykes, to Abbott Laboratories

lnhi^'torf'"'hi°"*"'°* '5* *"««^l« «' monoamine ox?dase

'X.lri 7-'l6-gSr''cr
,-^\_^^^^ol-o.m.t^yl transferase.

^7ir*ii,o*9*7SiV-r^r3,?^rr^«^8°8'°" ^^^^ ^'"'-"'

'^'63°*Cl'^ 20^2^ ^^*** '*"" ''*°''°* '**°««- 3.087,402. 7-16-

FMC" Corp. : 8ec~
Love, Robert F.. and Bematls. 3,097,880.
Nechlne, Leonard M. 3,097,609.

Fabbrlca Itailana Macchine Azlendall • See
Splazzl. Ivo. 3,097,846.

Fabrlek ran Chemlsehe Producten Vondellngenplaat N.V. :

Moll, Jan J. A. 3.097.911.
Faecher, Arthur W. Vehicle operated garage door openingmeans. 3,097,689. 7-16-63. CL 160—1*9 ^v^mug
i-alrbanks, Morse & Co. : See—

Farmer, Edward B.. Whltehouse. and Lindsay. 3,097,70©Fannin. Ray B.. to Gas Engineering k Equipment Co. Vapor-
izing burner with temperature regulated mixer to control
flame heating of retort. 3.097.687. 7-16-63. CI. 158—79.

tarbentabrikeu Bayer Aktlengesellschaft : See—
Neeff, RUtger. 3,098,080.
Noll, Walter, Damm. and Welssbach. 3,098,050.
Bchnell, Hermann, and Krlmm. 3,098,006
Thoma WUhelm, and Genth. 3,097,996

tarbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft Tormals Melster Lucius4 Brilning ; See—
Jelllnek. Karl. HegedQs, Ulmer, and Bartl. 3,097,908.
Schulthels, Werner, Schlmmelachmldt, Hoffmann, and

Baler. 3,098 064.
SOder, Alfons, Lilmmler, Ross, and Kempe. 3.098.006.

I- armaceutic Italia, Socleta : See—
Camerlno. Bruno, and Palatnidessl. 3.098,069

farmer, Edward B., D. R. Whltehouse, and P. 6. Lindsay, to
Fairbanks, Morse & Co. Scale with printer delay. 8,097.-

Farmer, James G. : See

—

Hansen. Donald J., West, and Farmer. 3,098.021
Farmer, Robert B., to C. P. Clare k Co, Relay construction

3,098.135, 7-16-63. Cl. 200—87.
Farrell, Robert R., to I-T-E Circuit Breaker Co. Switch head

construction permitting observation of contact Jaws. 3 098
142, 7-16-63, Cl. 200—168.

Favre, John A., to Phillips Petroleum Co. Chromatographic
analyzer. 3.097,519. 7-16-63. Cl. 73—28

Federal PaclHc Electric Co. : See

—

Norden. Alexander R. 3,098.178.
Federklel. Arthur J. Form feeder. 8,097.846, 7-16-68, Cl.

Federklel. WUhelm : See—
Elsele, Julius, Federklel, Krehblel, Krzlkalla, Lange, and
and Bohlemann. 3,098.063.

Feeman, James F. to Crompton k Knowles Cort
(2-chlorethylsuironyl) -benzoyl chloride. 8,09?
63, Cl. 260—544.

Felndt, Helnrlch : See

—

Schmidt, Gerhard, and Felndt. 3,097.798.
Felder. Mrs Marsha B. : See

—

Konrad. Alexander. 3,097.467.
Feldhoff, Herlbert. Chuck for machine tools.

7-16-63, Cl. 279—113.
Felten. .Major. Animal exerciser. 8,097,626, 7-16-68. Cl.
119—29.

Ferdlg, Earl W., to O. F. McMurray. Antifriction bearing.
3.097,898. 7-16-«J3. Cl. 308— 190.

Ferguson Fumigants. Inc. : See—
Dawson, Joseph C, and Millard. 8,097.916.

Ferguson. John R., Jr. : See—
Bunger, D<>nnen J., Emery, Cavalier, Ferguson, Schmider.
and Alexanderson. 3.097,824.

Ferrantl, Ltd. : See

—

Williamson, David T. N., Walker, Shepherd, and Hamp-
shire. 3,098.186.

Ferro Corp. : Sei —
Gerster, Charles W . and Pearch. 3,097,411.

Festo, Thomas. Apparatus for spraying lawns, golf fairways
and the like. 3,097,796. 7-16-68, Cl. 239—167. .

Fetterman. Roy A., Jr.. to Vara-Trol Inc. Mechanism for
spinning. 3,097,476^ 7-16-63, Cl. 57—110.

FInzel. Herman, to Well Pump Co. Water booster system
3.097,606, 7-16-63, Cl. 103—23.

Flschbacher. Ronald E., to National Research Development
Corp. Flowmeters. 3.097.526, 7-16-63. Cl. 73—194

Flschman. .Martin and VV. Geller, to General Telephone and
Electronics I.,aooratorie8, Inc. Amplitude comparator
3,098.102, 7-16-63. Cl. 307—88.5.

Fisher, Charles B. Multiplex telephony. 3,098,124, 7-16-
63, Cl. 179—16.

Fisher .Scientific Co. : See-
Taylor, Billy W., and Poll. 3,097,518.

FItt. Peter W., to Normalalr Ltd. Oxygen supply systems.
3,097.497, 7-10-63, Cl. 02—52.

Fleming, Jack F., and O. Lehre, to Sterling Plastlca Co.
Pencil sharpener for cosmetic pendla. 3,097,629, 7-16-63,
Cl. 120—93:

^,096.
and 4-
7-16-

8.097,860,
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Flohr. William P., Jr., to Laudis Tool Co. Wheel approach
control with feed safety device. 3.097,455, 7-10-63, Cl.
51—165.

Flower, Archibald T. Anode connector. 3,098,027, 7-l<i-63,
Cl. 204—19.;.

Flowers, Thomas H.. to Her Majesty's Postmaster iJeneral.
Binary digital number storing and accumulating apparatus.
3,098 218, 7-10-0.{, Cl, 340—174.

Floyd. George W,, to Rheem Electronics Corp. Tape ban
dliug apparatus. 3,097.777, 7-l(>-0;i, Cl. 220- 39.

Ford Motor Co. ; See

—

Bajer, Jacques. 3,097.840.
Baustert, George .V. 3,0y7,5.')3.

Jay, David J., and Peithman. 3.097.718.
Wells. John D. 3.097,731.

Forsman, Arnold H. Water ski binding. 3.097.370, 7-lf,-0.3,

Cl. 9—310.
Foster, Boutwell H. Method and apparatus for covering

thread. 3,097,471, 7-10-63, Cl. 57—12.
Fox, Herbert C. : See—

Franklin Richard E., and Fox. 3,097,754.
Foxboro Co., The: See -

Jackson, Kenneth R.. and Selden. 3.097,529.
Franck, Abraham. (J. F. Marette, and B. 1. Parsegyan, to

Sperry Rand Corp. Magnetic device sensing shifting and
encoding circuit. 3.098,217, 7-16-03. Cl. 340^172.5.

Frankert, Otto P., to F. L. Smidth & Co. Tube mill trun
nion. 3,097,802, 7-10-03, Cl. 241— .')4.

Franklin, Richard E., and Ii. C. Fox. to Railway Malnte
nance Corp. Apparatus for handling ties and the like.

3.097.754. (-10-63. CI. 21-4—82.
Franz. Norman J. : See

—

Burt. Robert V.. Gex. and Franz. 3.097.783.
Freedm.m. Arye L., to i.ricsson Telephones Ltd. Electrical

translators. 3,098,222, 7-10-63, Cl. 340—347.
Freedman, Louis : See-

Shapiro, Seymour L., and Freedman. 3,098.008.
Freeman. Ardee H., and F. J. Pichard, to Bell Interconti-

nental Corp. Hojgh cleaning and finishing cleaning ma
chine and method. 3,097,450, 7-10-ti3, CI. .'>1— 13.

Freeman. Ardee II.. and K. J. Pichard, to Bell Interconti

nental Corp. Blast machine system and method. 3,097,-

451. 7-10-03, Cl. 51— 13.

Freeman, Ardee H., and F. J. Pichard, to Bell Interconti-

nental Corp. Casting core knockout and cleaning machine
and method. 3,097, 4.">2, 7-10-03, Cl. 51—13.

Freeman, Carl R. Target throwing apparatus. 3,097,63,>,

7-10-03, Cl. 124—8,
, ,

Freeman, Frank G., to Joseph Lucas (Industries* Ltd.

Liquid fuel pumps .H,097,00(, 7-10-03. Cl. 103--41.
Freure Benjamin T., to Union Carbide Corp. Process for the

pnKl'uctlon of dlisopropyl ketone. 3,098,100, 7-16-03, Cl.

200—590.

Steinhofer, Adolf, Frey. and Knobloch. 3.097,935.

Freyer, Lillian : See

—

Seligman. Jay W. 3,097.457. „ ^, .„„ - ,..

Friedman, Jerome. Heat stamping devices. 3,097,592, i-lo-

63, Cl. 101—6. ,^^. T, ,

Fries Edward W., and H. B. Kaufman, Jr., to DCA Food
Industries Inc. Apparatus for coating comestibles. 3,097,

967. 7-10-03. Cl. 118-19.
Froede Walter, and H. Pascbke, to NSl" Motorenwerke

Aktlengesellschaft, and Wankel ti.mb.H. Rotary internal

combustion engine and method of operation thereof. 3,09i,

632. 7-10-03 Cl. 123 8.

Frosst, Charles E., & Co. : See—
Wassou. Burton K.. and Parker. 3.098.01 J.

Frydryk John T., to Johnson & Johnson. Automatic ma
chine." 3.097, 7;«. 7-ItMi3. CI. 198—33.

Frye Ellsworth W., and L. I). TIbbetts. Sr. Chisel with

guide means. 3.0b7.429. 7-10-03. Cl. 30 108.

Fujihara. Yoshlkl. to ServicUed Products Corp. Joint seal-

ing device. 3.097.579. 7-10-<J3. Cl. 94^ 18_. ,,,.,.., „,
Fulcher Garland J. Boat trailer. 3.09. .lo.). (-1() O.J. t 1.

214^505.
Fulford Mfg. Co. : See— ^

Paynor, Melvin E. 3.097,0(8.

Fuller Co. : .s'ee-

Lenhart, Herbert S. 3,09 <, 889.

Lincoln, Roland L. 3.097.410.
Lincoln. Roland L. 3.097.936.

Lincoln. Roland L. 3.097.937.

Schneider, (Jeorge, and Basa. 3,09 1,939.

Weller, I>eo (;. 3,097,938. „ . , . v, ^ o„h
Gallagher, James D.. J. R. Cummlngs, L. M. A. Lipchuck, and

E H Stokey to American Cyanamld Co. < ompoeition

comnrtelng qu'lnazoline diuretics potentiated by carbonic

a^hvdrase inhibitors. 3,098,009. f-10-03,Cl 107—05.

GaUagher, William P., and R. J. Hykinga to International

Register Co. Timing mechanism. 3,098,131, i-lf>-OJ, Cl.

200-^38
Garcia. Robert E. Automatic time operated feeding

for successively feeding animals in 'a plurality of

3 097 627. 7-16-63. CI. 119—51.11.
» .„h

Garrou. Jatiies E, to Alba^Waldenslanlnc Apparatus and

method for packaging hosiery. 3,097,770, 7-10-03, Cl.

223 1.

Gas Engineering k Equipment Co. : See

—

G.uc?l?,"Loa^s*.'' ^Met^b"d''ifd'means for the slmtjlat.on of

the action of mechanical parameters on a body. 3,097,4Jb,

7-16-63. a. 36—12.

Gauldle, Kenneth, to Hydraulic Crushers Ltd Pilot op-

erated release valve structure. 3,097,665, 7-16-G3, Cl.

137—491.

OauthJer, Alfred, GmbH. See—
Rentschler, Waldemar T. 3,097.583.

Oebnieder Buehler : See—
Thaler, Anton, and Slebert. 3,097,390.

means
stalls.

GefTers. Klaus E. : See—
Drabeit, Fritz E., and Geffers.

Geller. William : See

—

Fischniau. Martin, and Geller.
(ieneral Aniline & Film Corp. ; See—

Welch, hidred. 3.098,092.
General Dynamics Corp. : See

—

Berch. William H. 3,098.125.
Bleier, Ernest L., and Kucharski
Kalthoff, Clement H. 3,097,580
Lennon, George V' III, and Lins
McNaney, Joseph T. 3.098,223.
Moulton, Eric W. 3.098,206.

General Electric Co. : See

—

Ashley, Robert B. 3,098.171
Buchhold. Tbeodor
Callan, Patrick C.

3,097,490.
Clark, Gordon W.
Cook, Leonard W.

3.097,748.

3,098,162.

3,098,177.

3,098,195.

A. 3,098,189.
Eggenberger, Malone. and Troutman.

3,097.487.
3,098.137.

Diehi, Max H. 3,098,120.
Eggenberger, Markus A., and Troutman. 3,097,489.
Eggenberger, Markus A., Troutman, and Callan. 3,097,-

488.
Eggenberger, Markus A., Troutman, and Sauter. 3,098,-

176.
Hill, Edward. 3,097,417.
Lawton, Elliott J., and Woodruff. 3,097,960.
Leo, Robert E. 3,097,745.
McHugh, James D. 3,097,853.
Propsler, Chanes H., Jr. 3 098,221.
Rosenberg, Joseph. 3.098,054.
Smith, Jack. 3,098,180.
Spencer, Robert C. Jr., and Eggenberger. 3,098,190.
Walte, David P. 3,098,215.
WinSeld, William S.. and Muschamp. 3.098.208.
Wirt, Harrison L. 3.097,767.

(leneral Electric Co. Ltd., The : See—
Davidson. Hugh \V.. and Ryde. 3,097,931.

General Foods Corp. : See

—

Perkovich, Mark J. 3,097,387.
General Mills, Inc. : See

—

Raabe. Herbert P. 3,098,229.
General Motors Corp. : See

—

Bidwell, Joseph B. 3,097,485.
Buchwald, Robert M. 3,097,663.
Chayne, Charles A. 3,097,542.
Contant. Peter R., Hardy, and Reese. 3,097,389.
Dega, Robert L. 3,097,521.
Diamond, Milton J., Spain, and Lutch. 3.097,523.
Evernden, Haro.d 1. F. 3,097,044.
Gilson, Joseph H., and Podolan. 3,097,883.
Gllvarry, John J., Gore, Augenstein, and Randels. 3,097,-

717.
Harada, Henry H. 3.097,792.
Mann, Leonard J., WllUamitls, and Simmons. 3,097,-

609.
Pfister, Herbert R. 3,097,716,
Rood, Alvin A. 3,097,719.
Stevens, Bryce L. 3,098,209.
Weller, Edward F., Jr. 3,097,522.

General Precision, Inc. : See

—

Opocensky, Willard J. 3,097,539.
General Signal Corp. : See

—

Auer, John H., Jr. 3,098,213.
Conklin, Theodor A. 3,097,791.

General Telephone and Electronics Laboratories, Inc. : See

—

Blank, Hans G. 3,098,175.
Fischman, Martin, and Geller. 3,098,162.

General Thermostat Corp. : See

—

Relngruber, Frank. 3,098,140.
Genth, Hermann : See—

Thoma, WUhelm, and Genth. 3,097,996.
Gerber, Henry. Underwater acoustic pressure measuring

device. 3,098,211. 7-10-63. Cl. 340—8.
Gershen, Irvln J., and A. L. Krebs. Pilfer proof cap for

aerosol containers. 3,097.758. 7-16-63. Cl. 220—27.
Gerster, Charles W., and H. Pearch, to Ferro Corp. An-

iwratus for shaping prefisure-shaiMible materials. 3,097,-
411, 7-16-63, Cl. 25—45.

Gesellschaft fur Linda's Eismaschinen Aktiengesellschaft

:

Becker. Rudolf. 3,098,107.
Gex. VIrgll E. : See—

Burt, Robert V., Gex, and Franz. 3.097.783.
Gill, Vincent A. : See

—

Antrim, Doron S., Kling, and Gill. 3,097,666.
Gillespie, Howard L. Notched tillage disc with radially

projecting teeth. 3,097,704, 7-16-63, Cl. 172—540.
Giilissen, Josef : See

—

Bruckner, Klaus, Irm.scher, and Gilllssen. 3,098,084.
Gilson, Joseph H., and E O. Podolan, to General Motors

Corp. Convertible top. 3,097,883, 7-10-63, Cl. 296—137.
Gilson .Screen Co., The : See

—

Tonjes, Burl D., and Cllne. 3.098,037.
Gllvarry, John J., L A (Jore, B. W. Augenstein, and W. C.

Randels, to (General Motors Corp.
ing auxiliary for parking purposes.

Glnzel, Gttnther : See

—

Hotop, Werner, Meese, Masjoshusmann,
<;inzel. 3,097,598.

GIsIon, Andre : See

—

Weisang. Edouard, Scherrer, and Glilon. 3,098,033.
Gladding, McBean k Co. : See—

Ragan, Randill C. 3,097,929.
Gladrow, Elroy M., and P. T. Parker, to Esso Research and

Engineering Co. Hydrodesulfurizatlon process employing
^32.

Automatic seif-steer

3,097,717, 7-16-63. Cl.

Bdble, and

cobalt-molybdenum-molecular
7-16-68, CI. 208—216

leve catalyst. 8.098.03!
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, Inc.
29—

Glerum. Irvln L.. to W. C. Dlllow A Co Inc. Loadaeawi-
Ing device. 3,oe?.524. 7-lft-63. CI. 73—141.

(iloetiler, Ueinartl. North East Co. : tite—
SelkregK'. t^dwarU M.. Jr., and CoUlgan. 3,097.7*7.

Glover. Everett L).. to Nalco Chemical Co. Methodof pro-

ducing hydrous metal oxide aoU. 3,098.044, 7-10-OiJ, Ci.

25''—^13
(ioddard L>enin A . to Dominion Engineering Worki Ltd.

AoiwratuH for automatic knock off shower for paper ma-

chine. 3.W7.y«3, 7 ltMJ3. CI. 102—255.
(;odfrey Elmore .M.. Jr. Tire retread material rolling ma-

chine. 3,097.984. 7-10-03. Cl. 150—408.
, _. ^, , ,

(JodsU Edward C. and E. Y. Koblnson, to Lnlted States of

America. Atomic Energy CommUslon. Variable-throw cam.

3097, .-.43. 7-K5-03, Cl. 74—508.
.. /. , t-„

Goldberg. Seymour, to »^K"ton.,^"-'-™f"h»"««'' k GHer Inc.

GaiieuuH reservoir and method. 3,098,100. 7-lo-oJ. V-i.

(;oldhelm, Samuel L. Antl-foullng multiple coating. 3.097,-

932. 7-lii-<i3, Cl. 29-195. „ ^^, ^„, , ,„
(ioldschmldt. llanit. Self testing device. 3,097,435, 7-10-

Golec Edward J., to Sears, Roebuck and Co. Spinning type

ttshlng reel. 3.097,813. 7-10-03. Cl. 242—84.2.
Goodman Mfg. Co. : Hee—

Goodman. William E.. and Lo I'reHti. 3.097.737.

<;oodman. Nv llUam E., and R. K. Lo PreHtl, to (.oodman Mfg.

Co Resilient belt training troughlng idler assembly.

3.097.737. 7-lC-O;). Cl. 198—192.
<iordon t'o.. The : See—

Moyer. James I). 3,097.512.
(Jordon. Ronald H.. and A. E. Schoennauer. to \arlan Arho-

claten. Output window for electron tube apparatus. 3,098.-

207, 7-10-03, Cl. 333—98.
(iore, Linn A. : See— ^ „ j , o n«r

(Jllvarry, John J., (lore. Augensteln, and Randela. 3,097,-

717.
tiormley. Leslie E. : See— _ . ,_

Davis. Ullly E.. and (Jormley. 3.097.527.
tiraham. Alexander B.. to The International Nickel Co

forging of metal articles. 3,097,420, 7-10-03, Cl.

150.8.
(;raham, Tom S. : See—

Laborde, Alden J., and Graham. 3 097,495.
Gray Russell M. Method and application of surgical sponge.

3,007.049, 7-H5-03. Cl. 128—290.
<;renlnger, Joseph E., and R. A. Lewis, to Henry Helde. Inc.

Process of making gelled confections. 3.097,951. 7-lfr-03,

('I QQ 134.
Gresko. Stephen J., '/>j to I). C. Shady. Shoe scraping de-

vUv. 3,t>i)7.388. 7-10-03, Cl. 15—237.
(;rlttlth (;eorge L., and G. A. Lyte, to Trojan Powder Co.

Pentollte-dlpped cap wells In seismic cans. 3,097,001,

7-lG-(J3, Cl. 102—23.
, . „„ ^^

(Jrlttlth, John D. Swimming aid. 3.097,375. 7-10-63, Cl.

9—307.
(irlkls Ralmonds : .Sec

—

Kerrigan, James E., and Grlkls. 3.097,771.
Kerrigan. James E.. and (Jrlkls. 3.097,772.

Grlse Frederick O J.. 50% to L. Grlse. Jr.. trustee, and 50%
to N S. Blodgett Earth mover load aimlled to facilitate

gear shifting. 3,097.441. 7-10-03, Cl. 37—129.
Grlse, Lionel Jr. : See—

Grlse, Frederick (;. J. 3.097,4+1.
Grob. Cyril, and E. F. Jenny, to Clba Corp. Unsaturated

aliphatic amlno-dlols. 3.098.097. 7-10-03. Cl. 260—584.
(iroll Herbert P. A. Fractionation of oils by selective ex-

traction. 3.098.034, 7-16-03. Cl. 208—310.
OroBsmann. Paul : See—

Rhyner, Paul. Grossmann, and Defago. 3,097.909.
(iriiuten. \»alter A.: See—

Croteau, Thomas H., and Grouten. 3,097,427.
(ifow-Rlte Corp. : See—

I>e V(.s, .Marcel O. 3.097.885.
Grumman .Mrcraft Engineering Corp. : See—

Erlandsen, Oscar. 3.097,877.
GrUn, (Justav. Method and apparatus for mixing pulverulent

or flne-grain material. 3.097,828. 7-16-63. Cl. 259—4.
Guarnaschelll. Stephen to Atlas Corp. Electrical distribu-

tion svstem. 3.098, ll.->. 7-16-03. Cl. 174-102.
Gubblottl. Lino, to Socleti Varlatorl Oubblotti S.r.L. Me-

chanically operating coiitlBUous spe«>d varlator. 3.097.-

.5.^8. 7-10-03. Cl. 74—112.
(iulf Oil Corp. : See—

Berkley. Charles R. 3.097,005.
Gulf Res«'arch & Development Co. : See- -

TerwllllKer. INiul L., and Wilson. 3.097.690.
t'.ulltck Ltd. : See—

Seddon. Jeffrey W. 3.097.829.
GUnther. Willi, to Zeiss Ikon Aktlengesellschaft. Film re-

wind device on photographic cameras. 3,097.809. 7-16-63,
Cl 24-'—71.3.

Gurrola. Charles A., and <}. C. Elliott. Method for photo-
graphically correlating a plurality of selsmograms. 3,097,-

502. 7-10-63 a. 88—24.
H. G. Enterprise* : See—

Nelkln, Henry G. 3.097.641.
Hadley, David J. : Bee—

Bethell. Jimes R.. and Hadley. 3.098.102.
Hagemeyer. Hugh J.. Jr.. and H. N. Wright. Jr.. to Eastman
Kodak Co. F'rocess for the production of esters by alco-

holysls. 3.098.093. 7-16-63. CT. 260—491.
Hahn. Lucille L. : See—

Konrad, Alexander. 3,097,467.

Hahn. Oscar W. Boom stabilizing and safety (Tontrol appa-
ratus. 3.097.749. 7-16-63, Cl. 212—59.

Hale, John W. : See-
Reed, Edwin E., Hale, and Hamlin. 3,097,516.

HaU. Ruaaell E. : Bee— . ^„ ,„,
Cavert, Clyde F.. Hall, and Schabo. 3,098.191.

Halle Roger J. Connection of structural elements in the

art' of building. 3.097,730, 7-16-63 Cl. 189—36.
Hallonqulst. EarUnd G., to MacMUlan k Bloedel Ltd. Wood

patching composition conUlnlng acrylic ester oolymer and
method of use. 3 098.053. 7-lft-63, Cl. 260—31.2.

Hamilton, Charles W. F. Hrdranllc Jet propulsion apparatus
for water-borne craft. 3,097,628, 7-16-63. CT. 115—12.

Hamilton Watch Co. : See-
Jackson, Roderick M. 3,098,180.
Swarr, John H., and Hurwlts. 3,097,980.

Hamlin, Frank 8. : See— _ , »^»,,»
Reed, Edwin E.. Hale, and Hamlin. 3,097,516.

Hampabire. David W. H. : See— „,. ^ ^ .. „
Willlamaon, David T. N., Walker, Shepherd, and Hamp-

shire. 3,098,186. , ^,
Handler, Milton £., and R. J. Bellon, to S. A. Hirsb Mfg. Co.

Tray shelving. l097,746, 7-16-68, Cl. 211—126.
Hlndler, Wolfgana : See

—

Volgt, Helns ft., and Hlndler. 8,098.219.
Hann, Douglas G.. and R. F. Ramsay, to ElemeH Ltd. Fur-

nace for melting or refining glass electrically. 3,098,111,
7-16-68, Cl. 18—6. „ ,

Hansen, Donald J., W. J. Weat, and J. O. Farmer, to Union
Carbide Corp. Procew for prodoclng ductile vanadium.
3,098,021, 7-16-68, Cl. 204—64.

Harada, Henry H.. to General Motors Corp. Multiple wheel
3.097,792. 7-16-68, CL 236—117.
S««

—

R.^ Hardy, and Reese. 3.097,389.
fire. 3,(te7,681. 7-16-64 Cl. 152—352.
Tire filler valve. 3,097',682, 7-16-63.

FragmenUtion projectile. 3,097.603.

counting device.
Hardy. Vaaghn H.

Contant. Peter
Harklns. Carlyle M.
Harklns, Carlrlt; M.

Cl. 152—429.
Harper. Richard G.

7-16-08. Cl. 102—91.
Harris, Frederick J., and G. R Boughey, to Scottish Agricul-

tural Industrie* Ltd. Rotary reaction kiln. 3,097,833,
7-16-63, Cl. 288—82.

Harris, Jesse. Dental articulator for brldgework and crowns.
3,097,431. 7-16-08, Cl. 32—32.

Harris, Philip H., to American Cement Corp. Cement prod-
uct. 3,097.965. 7-16-63. CL 106—95.

Harris, Velma C. Method of re-reflning. 8,098,031, 7-16-63,
Cl. 208—183.

Harrlaon. Robert D., to Tidewater Oil Co. Non-phytocldal
spray oil. 3,098,000, 7-16-63, Cl. 167—27.

Harrison, William U. Golf teaching device. 3,097,437, 7-16-
63, C\. 35—29.

Haslett, Roy W. O. : Bee—
Sparling, Stanley C, Haslett, Hopkin, and Sothcott.

8,098,210.
Haumann, Wilfred : See

—

Berta, Remo J.^ and Haumann. 8,097,900.
Haus. Joseph B., I. C. Brooks, and R. W. Price, to S. B.

I'enlck k Co. Tbermocline penetrating emulsiflable fish

toxicant compositions. 8.098,004. 7-16-03, Cl. 167—40.
Hawkins. Wallace O., to C.I.C. Engineering Ltd. Apparatus

for conforming shoe uppers. 3,097,879, 7-16-63, Cl. 12
10.1.

Hawn Walter M.. D. Chann, R. J. Besal, and D. V. Vesely.
to The Pyle-Natlonal Co. Junction box for recessed wall
InsUlIatlon. 3,098,114, 7-16-63. Cl. 174—58.

Hayes, Stanley w., to Huyea Track Appliance Co. Wheel
stop. 3,097,611,7-16-63, CL 104—2«8.

Hayes Track Appliance Co. : See

—

Hayes, Stanley W. 3,097.611.
Haynes. William F., Jr.. anc F. E. Pittman. String for mark-

ing Inrternai bleeding and method of making same. 3,097,-
636, 7-16-63, CL 128—2.

Hays, George, and K. R. Cantwell, to Phillips Petroleum Co.
Method of precipitation of sodium dluranate. 3.097,919,
7-16-63, Cl. 28—14.5.

Heck, Richard F., to Hercules Powder Co. Crystalline poly
(vinyl 2-chloroethyl ether). 3,098,061, 7-16-68, CL 260—
91.1.

HegedUs, Thomas : See

—

Jellinek. Karl, HegedOs, Ulmer, and Bartl. 8,097,908.
Heide, Henry, Inc. : See—

Oreninger, Joseph E., and Lewis. 8,097,951.
Heiln, Herman J., to North American Philips Co., Inc. Par-

allel adding device with carry storage. 3,098.163. 7-10-63,
Cl. 235—175.

Helnzmann, John D., to Raymond Engineering Laboratory,
Inc. Force balance accelerometer. 3,097,533, 7-16-63, Cl.
73—490.

Heller, Kenneth G., to American Radiator ft Standard Sani-
tary Corp. Angular momentum exchange control device for
space vehicles. 3,097,818, 7-16-63, Cl. 244—78.

Henley, William H., to The Marquardt Corp. Fluid flow
regulator. 3,097,864, 7-16-63, CJ. 137—487.

Hennessey. Walter F., Jr., to The Bendix Corp. Quickly dls-
connectable electrical connector. 8,097,902. 7-16—63. Cl
839—45.

Henrico^ Paul E. B. A. A. Antonutlc railway couplers.
8,007,761, 7-16-68, CL 213—162.

Hercules Powder Co. : See

—

Heck. Richard F. 8.098.061.
Herr, John A. : See

—

held. Orland B.. Herr, Turner, and Abel. 3,097.817.
Hess, E>arl B. Device for forming cuffs on trousers. 8 097 -

364. 7-16-63. Cl. 2—232. '

Hensler. Karl : See

—

Meystre. Charles. Wettateln, Anner, Heusler. and Wie-
land. 3,008,070.

Wettstelu, Albert, Anner, Meystre, Wieland, Ehmann
Heusler, Hanger, and JUbtim. 3,008,086.
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Hetis4, Ren<, to Pneumatiqnes et Caoutchouc Manufacture
KleberX:olombes. Tire building drum. 3,097,985, 7-16-63,
Cl. 166—416.

Hlbbs, Harold M. : See-
Thompson, Gene D.. Hlbbs, and Hough. 3,098,038.

Hidde NiJland, Hendrlk A., to 'COQ", N.V. Driving mecha-
nisms for electric circuH-breakers. 3,098,134. 7-16-68. Cl.
200—78.

Hlldebrand, Oliver W. Spring clamp. 3,097,408. 7-16-63.
Cl 24—255

Hill. Edward, to General Electric Co. Toolholder with re-
placeable tip. 3,097,417, 7-16-63. CT. 29—96.

Hill. Justin D., and D. J. Cain, to The Lawrence Paper Co.
Manufacture of slip-resUtant paper. 3,097,989, T-16-03,
Cl. 182—135.

Htll, Keith A., to Bealy-Welles Corp. Tool for reducing the
diameter ot a hole. 8,097,426, 7-16-63, Cl. 29—567.

Hirsh, S. A., Mfg. Co. : See-
Handler. Milton E.. and Bellon. 3,097.746.

Hirst, Archie J., to MeUlastik Ltd. Vehicle spring suspen-
sion systems. 3,097.839. 7-16-63. Cl. 267— 11.

Hltchings. George U G. B. Ellon, and L. E. Mackay, to Bur-
roughs Wellcome ft Co. (U.S.A.) Inc. 0-thlooarboxamido-
rrlne. 8,098,074. 7-16-^8, CL 260—252.

urn-F.N.F. Ltd. : Bet
Porter, AlUn W. H. 3.007,611.

Hodes. William : See

—

Van Strien. Rlcharu E.. and Hodes. 3.098,069.
Hodge. Edward B. to Commercial Solvents Corp. Anthelmin-

tic composition containing 2-nltro-l-phenyl-l-propene and
process for using same. 8.098,005. 7-18-03, Cl. 187—63.

Hodge, Edward B., to Commercial Solvents Corp. Process for
the control of bacteria. 3,098,089, 7-16-68, Cl. 252—8.60.

Hodgman, Morey L. : See

—

Medllnskl William W., and Hodgman. 8,098,228.
Hoffman and Eaton : See

—

Hoffman. Philip A. 3,098,224.
Hoffman, Philip A., to Hoffman and Eaton. Reversible analog

to dlgitil converter. 8,008.224, 7-10-68, Cl. 840—847.
Hoffmann, Hermann : See

—

Schulthels. Werner, Behimmeischmldt, Hoffmann, and
Baler. 8,098,064.

Hogan, John M. : See

—

Denton, Arnold £., Beak, Hogan, and McBrady. 8,008,-
014.

Hogan, John P., to Phillips Petroleum Co. Production of
polymers of propylene. 8,098,062, 7-16-68, Cl. 260—93.7.

Holbert. Don R., to Sinclair Research, Inc. Profiling method
using a non-ionizing organic additive. 8,097,625, 7-16-
63, Cl. 78—152.

Holcomb, Stephen A. Steerable sled provided with a rudder
bow. 8.097,861, 7-16-63, Cl. 280—21.

Holland, Ivor J., to Consolidated Beryllium Ltd. Method of
making a porous shape of sintered refractory material.
3.097.930. 7-16-63. Cl. 26—166.

Holland, Warren E., R. E. Williams, and H. H. Spain, to
Jersey Production Research Co. Sand consolidation meth-
od. 3.097.692, 7-16-63. O. 166—33.

,

Holly, Richard B.. to Armstrong Cork Co. Polytetrafiuoro-
etnyleue saturated crocldollte fiber product. 8.097.990,
7-16-63 Cl. 162—135.

Honnens, Hans : See—
Meyercordt. Fritz, and Honnens. 3,097.378.

Hooper, Norbert, and F. Ratcllffe. to Tweedales ft Smalley Ltd.
Traverse mechanism for spinning machines. 8.097,475,
7-16-63. Cl. 57—99.

Hopkin, Peter R. : See

—

Sparling, Stanley C, Haslett. Hopkin. and Sothcott.
3.098.210.

Hopkins. James C. and O. G. Bennett, to United SUtes of
America. Navy. Sound generator. 8.097,600. 7-16-63, Cl.
102—7.

.

Horn, ^uti, and F. Phllipp. to VarU Aktiengesellschaft. Sep-
arator for electric batteries. 3.007,875, 7-16-63, Cl. 136—

Horton. John W.. to International Business Machines Corp.
Vapor cell light modulator. 8,098,112, 7-16-63, Cl. 88

—

61.
Horton, Robert R., to Wynllt Pharmaceutical, Inc. Pelvic

measuring device. 8,097.887, 7-16-68, Cl. 128—2.
Hotop, Werner. H. G. Meese, E. Masjoshusmann, U. BOhle,
and O. Olnsel. to Deutsche EdelsUhlwerke Aktlengesell-
schaft. Printing cylinder. 3.097,598. 7-16-68, Cl. 101—
378

Hough, Eldred W. : See

—

Thompson, Gene D., Hlbbs. and Hough. 8,098,038.
Houilleres du Bassin du Nord et du Pas-de-Calals, and Com-

missariat a I'Energle Atomlque : See

—

Dlrian, Gregolre, Sack, Botter, and Lefrancois. 3,098,-
020.

Houston, Reagan, to Union Carbide Corp. Process for purify-
ing gases. 3,097,940, 7-16-63, Cl. 62—12.

Houston, William R., Jr. Melon carrier. 3,097,774, 7-16-
63. Cl. 224—45

Huck Co. : Bee—
Hack. William F. 3,097,844.

Huck. William F., to William F. Huck, d.b.a. Huck Co. Auto-
matic web register controls. 3.007,844, T-18-68. Cl. 270—
52.

Hack. William F. : See

—

Huck, William F. 8.007.844.
Hudson, Edwin B.. to Arroco Steel Corp. Cold mill pressure

control. 3.007.649, 7-16-68, Cl. 80—«).
Huffman. Robert E : See

—

Kafoure. Lewis, and Huffman. 3.007,888.
Humphreys. Thomas W.. to Merck ft Co., Inc. Sorbitol treat-
ment of poultry. 3,097,958. 7-16-68, Cl. 99—194.

Hanger, Alfred : Bee—
Wettsteln. Albert. Anner. Meystre Wieland, Ehmann,

Heusler, Hunger and Kebrle. 8,008,086.

"""'•
R.*)li S;j. *® ''''* Spencer Turbine Co. Vacuum clean-

ers. 3,097,673, 7-16-63, Cl. 141—272
Hupp Corp. : See

—

Makuh, Paul H. 3,097,607.

" 3%7,8r4TlV63'^cT 26II3T""*"' "' '"" •*"'^'*
Hurwlti. Leon A. : See

—

Swarr. John H , and Hurwltx. 3,097.980.
Huth Walter H. Hearinrald. 8,008,127, 7-16-68, Cl 179—

107.
Hutter, James F., L. Kelly, O. R. Mounce. and E W Leaver

to K ft H Equipment Ltd. Quantitative photometric ma-
terials sorter. 3,097,744, 7-16-63, Cl. 209—111 5

Huu, Qui K. : See

—

Malnil, Jean L. P., and Huu. 3.098.082
Hyden. Anders L. F-, to Atomenergi. Aktlebolaget. Di-phase

pickling process. 3.097,072, 7-16-63, Cl. 134-28
Hydraulic Crushers Ltd. : See

—

Oauldle, Kenneth. 3.097.666.
I-T-E Circuit Breaker Co. : See

—

Farrell. Robert R. 3.098.142.
Yarrick. Charles J., and Mertz. 3.097.904.

Illinois Railway Equipment Co : See

—

Sweger, Theodore J. 8,097,894.
Illinois Tool Works Inc. : See

—

Poupltch. Oagllesa J. 3,097,740.
Immel, Alton E. Sllp-resisUnt differential. 3.097,545, 7-16-

63, Cl. 74—711.
Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. : See

—

Andrew. Herbert F.. and Poole. 3.097.910.
Industrial Biology Laboratories. Inc. : See

—

Shelanski. Morris V.. and Levenson. 8,098,048.
Industrial Nucleonics Corp. : See

—

Crump, Jack O. 3.008,164.
Ingersoll Milling Machine Co., The : See

—

Kampmeier. Frederick J. 3.097,568.
Inglesby, John H. Apparatus for making plastic bottles.

8.007.808. 7-16-68. Cl. 18—42.
Inoue, Klyoehl. Spark discharge machining apparatus for

hard metals. 8.008.148. 7-16-48, Cl. 210—60.
Inone, Klyoshl. Spark discharge metal depositing apparatus.

3.098.150. 7-16-63. Cl. 219—69.
Inoue, Klyoshl. Electrical discharge of metals in electrolytes.

3,()08.lbl, 7-16-68. Cl. 210—71.
Inoue. Klyoshl. Impulse generator. 8.008,164. 7-16-68. Cl.
310—lil.

Inoue. Klyoshl. Power supply for spark discharge machining.
3.098.174, 7-16-63. Cl. 315—174.

International Business Machines Corp. : Bee—
Brennemann. Andrew E. 3,098,159.
Horton. John W. 8.098.112.
WIndes. Frank V . and Paul. 8.098.214.

International Nickel Co.. Inc., T%e : See

—

Graham, Alexander B. 3,007,420.
International Register Co. : See—

Gallagher, William P.. and Dyklnga. 3,098,131.
International Standard Electric Corp. : See

—

Knaner, Hans-Ulrich, Vogel, and Bayer. 3,098,122.
Irmscber, Klaus : Bee—

Bruckner, Klaus, Irmscber, and GlUlssen. 3,008,084.
Ishikawa, Kyulchl. Process of milling wheat with the aid

of chlorene dioxide. 3.097.048. 7-16-63. Cl. 09—80.
Iversen. Richard N., to Ttie Weatherhead Co. Pressurised

boss end. 3,097,8^6, 7-16-63, Cl. 286—18.
Jackson, Iran U., to B. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Transfer tall winding device. 8,007,804. 7-16-63, Cl.
242—18.

Jackson, Kenneth R., and W. Selden, to The Foxboro Co.
Flowmeter. 3.007,628. 7-16-63. Cl. 73—231.

Jackson. Roderick M.. to Hamilton Watch Co. Electric watch
having transistor controlled contact. 3,098,186, 7-16-^3,
Cl. 318—128.

Jacob, Morris L., to Pittsbnrgta Annealing Box Co. Inner
cover for annealing famaces. 3,007,837, 7-16-63, Cl.
263—40.

Jacob, Norman B., to Keystone Perrnle ft Nut Corp. Com-
bination film ean and splcer. 8,007,868, 7-1^-63, CI.
83—648.

Jager, Albert : 8e«—
werres. Horst. Czysewskl, and Jager. 8,008.001.

Jakob, Frans : See

—

Winkler. Alfred, and Jakob. 8.007.582.
JasMs, Ralph, Jr. : See

—

Bonetfi, Nathaniel W. R.. and James. 8,007,671.
James, Robert A., and C. R. ward, to Pittsburgh Plate Glass

Co. Procen for drawing glass sheet 3,007,042. 7-16-68.
Cl. 66—86.

Jamison Cold Storage Door Co. : Ses

—

Odend'Hal, Fortune. 8,007,842.
Jasper. Karl T., and B W. vom Felde. Frame for mine roof

support. 8,0*7,727, 7-16-63, CT. 180—34.
Jay, David J., and H. W. Peltbman, to Ford Motor Co.

Support system. 3,007.718, 7-16-68, CT. 180—7.

Jeffrer Gallon Mfg. Co. : See

—

Klndlg. Amle J. 3,007.641.
Jeger, Oskar, to CTba Corp. 18-oxygenated pregnanes and

process for their manufacture. 8,098,068, 7-16-63, CT.

260—2S9.6.
JsUlnrt, Karl, T. HegedOs, H. Ulmer, and H. Bartl, to

Farbwerke Hoechst Akt1engef>el1schaft vormals Meister
Loelns ft Bmning. Drelngs and prints possessing fastness
to wet processing and their manufacture on cellulose ma-
terials and protetu fibers. 8,007,908, 7-16-68, Cl. 8—22.

Jenny, Erwln F. : ffee

—

Grob, Cyril, and Jennv. 3,008,097.
Jensen. Dennis C. and E. J. Michel. High pressure lamp.

3.008.167, 7-16-63. CT. 313—232.
Jensen, James L., to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.

Semiconductor oseUlator and amplifier. 3.008;200, 7-16-
63. CL 831—lis.
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Corp. Welghlnif

3,097,350, 7-16-

3,097.679, 7-10-

Jersey Production Research Co. : See—
Corley. Ciiarles B.. Jr., Terrel, and Loy. 3,097,698.

Holland. Wairen E., WilliamH, and Spain. 3,09^09:i.

Kerver, Jolin K. 3,097,694.
Orr, Willis 1'. 3.097,«96.
Orr, Willis v. 3,097,699.
Smltli, Floyd A. 3,097.691.
Terrel. <;arland C. 3.097.693.

,, ,„.w mqh
Thompson, Uene U.. Hibbs, and Hough. 3,008,038.

Jett, Kriie.-it s\ . .Se«Kl iliapfnsing device. 3,097, io9. 7-l«-«3,

Johnson. Clarence K. Grass cutter bar. 3,097,468, 7-16-63.

("I. .-)«--;:95.

John.s()n & Joiinson : Hee—
Frjd.yk, John T. 3,097.733. .>,.„- r^u

Johnson, i-nilip L, AdjuHtaljle boring head. 3.00i,.)48,

7-16-63, «M. 77—58.
,, ^ ,

Johnson, \.alter K., to The Hoig-Lrlckson
scale. 3,097,712, 7-16-63, CI. 177—126.

Johnston Harlow H. Lug wrench support.

63, CI. 81-03.
Jones, Marvin R. : See —

Allen Herbert, and Jones. 3,097,869.

Jordan, Ernst. Spilt self-locking washer.

Jore," BJorn!~R^*li. DAscoli, and J. W. Olson, to Anaconda

W Ire and Cable Co. Leak-detecting telephone cable. 3,0o8,-

116, 7-16-63, CI. 174—115.
u. # k.ii, a r

Julich Werner, to Preclsa Rechenmaschinenfabrik, A.O.

Dividend di»i«or ail('Diii« nieciianisui for computing ma-

chines 3,097,790, 7-16-63, CI. 233—63.
. ^ , ,,

Justus Edgar J., to Heloit Iron Works. Antl-dehectlon roll.

3 097 390 7-HS-63, CI. 100— 153.
. . ^ „ ., ..

Justus Edgar J., to Ueloit Iron Works. Anti-deflection roll.

3,097,391. 7-16-63, CI. 100—155.
K 4 H Equipment Ltd. : See—

Hutter; James K., Kelly, Mounce, and Leaver. 3,097.744.

Kabl, Ab : See

—

„ ^ ,
Ayrtlpaa, Teuvo P. 3,098,015.

Kafoure. Lewis, and R. E. Huffman. t« Thompson I°^?t'\«»-

Inc Wheel cover construction. 3,097,888, 7-l»-oj, ci.

301—37.
Kagan, Sholly : Sec-— onoaioT

Barrlnger, Anthony R., and Kagan. 3,098,197.

Kahre, Leroy C. : See—
Kinney, Patrick J., and Kahre. 3,097,924.

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. : See—
Klssin Gerald H.. and Smith. 3.098,018.

Kaiser Herbert to Francis Shaw & Co. Ltd. Shaft packing

gland. 3.097.854. 7-16-63, CI. 277—24
,

, , _ , ,,<,,

Kaiser, Rudolf. ShutofT cock having a spherical plug. 3,09.,-

KaSffrcllmeMH^flrGlneral Dynamics O^^^^^

linear Geneva Indexing mechanism. 3.097,580, 7-1»-hj,

Kaman^T^ink A., to Thor Power Tool Co. Rotary fluid

motor. 3,097,571. 7-16-63. CI. 91—80.
Kammerer. Archer W'.. % to sa d Kammerer. Vi to J K^

Lamphefe, and Vi to A. W. Kammerer, Jr. Retrievable

weU bore apparatus. 3,097,700, 7-16-63, CI. 17o-258.

Kammerer Archer W. Apparatus for drilling well bores with

ca»lng. 3,097,707, 7-1^3, CI. 175—258.
„h t K

KRmnierer \rc{ier W., A. \V. Kammerer. Jr., and J. K.

I^mohere ^ to A W Kammerer. Vfe to A. W. Kammerer,

^r and ^i, to J K. Lamphere. Retrievable drilling ^p-

paratUM. :{,0»7.768, 7-ltl-6:J. CI. 175—2tiO.

Kammerer. Archer W., Jr. : See—
Kammerer. Archer W. 3.097.706.

Kammerer. Archer W.. A. W. Kammerer, Jr.. and

Kampm^e?er*'Fre"er?^TC'M; The Ingersol, Milling Machine

Co Machine tool. 3,oy7..->68. . -l(.-t>.<. CI. 90— 11.

Kaplan. Louis G., to CuUe.i FrU-stedt ^'^ .^.^""^•"l ""'1,''"-

nlsm for electrically o|>eratiKl lifters. 3,097.8. .i. .-16-4..i.

Ka^liie.^A^t*hony J., to Inited States of America. Atomic

Energy Commission. Covering a core by extrusion. 3.098,

022 7-16-63, CI. 204 -1.-.4.2.
., „,„ n„ m.„

Kaspaul. Erika E.. to Minnesota Mining »nd Mfg. Co. NUg-

netlc transducer device. 3,098,126. 7-1^63. CI. 179—

Ka's wi!^- Martin, and G. Martens to KJenzle Appara^

G.m.b.H. Accumulator readout device. 3.097.789. i-io-

Ka^ife'r WalterT Sheet applying apparatus. 3,097,980. 7-16-

63. Cl. 156

—

{97.

Kauf'man, Harold B., Jr. : See-
Fries, Edward W., and Kaufman

Keabey. Joe U. : See— ^ ,, .

Carney. Patrick E., and Keahey
Keating, Raymond J. : See--

Orloff, Daniel L.. and Keating.

Kebrle. Jlndrlch : Nee— wiaLnrt
Wettsteln, Albert. Anner, Meystre Uleland.

Heusler. Hunger, and Kebrle. 3.098,085.

Keen Mfg. Corp. See-.

KelbeT'^'fcid^W.'-riTd'K. '^'A^antrout to Borg-Warner

Corp. Transmission mechanism. 3.097,540. 7-10-63. Cl.

Kellttt' William B. Ventilated, ornamental shelter. 3.09T.-

449 '7-lft-«3. Cl. 50—115.

Kelley Benjamin F. Operating mechanism for rotary slips.

3 09Y.409. 7-10-63. Cl. 24—263.

Kelley, Benjamin P. Pipe tongs. 3.097,552. 7-16-63. Cl.

81—66.

•'•"*'Sor'^/\^nold"y.. KeFey. Seelbach. and Cottle. 3.098..

042.

,3,097.907.

3.098.199.

1,097,392.

Ebmann.

, to Kimberly-Clark
3,097.933. 7-16-^3,

Mounce. and I.ieaver. 3.097.

Mead Johnson k Co. .Nutritional
3,097,947, 7-16-t(3. Cl. 99-6.1.

Kellner, Oskar M. Changeable frames for dlaposttlTei.
3.097.443 7-16-03, Cl. 40—152.

Kellogg, Harry B., and W. A. Dickens.
Corp. I'apermaking drying machine.
Cl. 34 tl.

Kelly. Leonard : .See

—

Hutter. James P.. Kelly.
744.

Kelvin & Hughes Ltd. : .See

—

Sparling, .Stanley C., Haslett. Hopkin, und Sothcott.
.•1.0!(H,210.

Kemnierer, Kenneth .S., to
conipoKitlon and proces.s.

Kenii>e, Walter : Sr<-

.Slider .\lfon.s. Liininiler. Ros.s. and Kenipe. 3.0U.S.(>0Ci.

Kennedy, Douglas J., and N. B. Shine, to Shawinlgan
( lifinicals Ltd. I'rodictioii of hydrogen cyanide. 3,097,-
!»21, 7 It)-^13, Cl. 23-~l.">l.

KeiiiHT. Irvlii J. : .See- -

Murthe, Jack H., Kenner, and W'oennbke. 3,098 172.

Kerney, .Myron L., to Eastman Kodak Co. Reel. 3,097,810,
7-16-63, Cl. 242— 71. H.

Kerrigan James E., and R. (Jrikls to Chicago Printed String
Co Hunk forming machine and method. 3,097,771, 7-16-
tl.l. Cl. 223— 4(i.

Kerrigan, James K . and R. Grikls. to Chicago Printed String

Co. Bow forming machine. 3,0<»7,772, 7-16-63, Cl. 223—
46.

Kerver, John K., to Jersey Production Research Co. Hydrau-
lic frarturing process. ;}.097,094. 7-16-C.3. Cl. 166—42.

Keystone Ferrule & -Nut Corp. : See—
Jacob. Norman B. 3.097.558.

Klefer. Reginald R. : See—
Limgdon. Samuel W. 3,0l>7.462.

Kienzle Apparate (J.m b.H. : See—
Kassel .Martin, and .Martens. 3,097.789.

Kiml>erly Clark Corp. ; See— '

Dickens. WUliam A., and Sager. 3.097.994.
Kellogg, Harry B.. and Dickens. 3.097,933.

Kindig Arnle J., to Jeffrey Gallon Mfg. Co. Segmente<l
wheel structure. 3,097,341. 7-16-63 Cl. 74—243.

King Jack E. Apparatus and method of clearing ditches.

3,097, 46ti, 7-lf,-():{, Cl. .")6—25.4.

Klngilon, Ralph H. : .See - „„„„,„.
Stanback, Harrl.s I., and Kingdon. 3.098.136.

Kinney. Patrick J., and L. C. Kahre. to Phillips Petroleum
Co Helium recovery from natural gas. 3.09..924. 7-lti-

(13. Cl. 23—209. .......
Kinyon Brii-e W., and (i. D. Whitman to I nlted .states of

Vnierica Atomic Eiiergv Commission. Steam generator.

3,0!»7, 636. 7-16-63, Cl. 122 -34.
Ki.-isln ("..-raid H . and K L. Smith, to Kaiser Aluminum A

Chemical Corp. Sealing anodlzed aluminum. 3.098,018.

7-16-63, Cl. 20-1—33.

Kittanning Brick Co. : .See

—

Yerrick. WUliam B. 3,097.40.>.
., r«i7 rt-»7 7 i«

Klein. Fritz. Internal combustion engine. 3,097,«JJ, (-lo-

t;3 Cl 123 79. .. . o . ij.i„
Kline Richard G. J. B. Reld, and R. A Spence. to Bain

Corp. .Methixl for magnetically retaining an insole and

last in assembled alignment. 3,097.381, 7-H>-t'.<, Cl. 1-

142.
Kling. Nelson C. : See— o no? «««

Antrim. Doron S.. Kllng. and GUI. 3 097.600.

Knauer, Hnn» UlrLch. G. Vogel. and R. Bayer, to Interna

ti..nal Standard Electric Corp. Circuit ^rrangt-nu^nt tov

an intercom system with alternative operation. 3,0»8.122.

Kno'blll^h,' James <T, J. W. Shepard, and H. P. Llao^ to

Standard OH Co. Process for resolving aromatic poly

carboxylic acids capable of forming intramolecular an-

hydrides. 3,098,09,'). 7-16-03. Cl. 260—525.
Knobloch. Walter ; .See

—

. ., w. w <> nn-r oqh
Steiiihofer. Adolf, Prey, and Knobloch. 3,097.935

Knoll Kenneth C to Cnlted States of America. Atomic

Energy Cmmission. Removal of cesium from aaueous so-

lutions by adsorption. 3.097.920. 7-16-63. Cl. 53-25.

Kncian, Richard H. : See— ^ „ , _ i na-r a^fi
Amundsen. Oliver O. and Koclan. 3.0»7.85»-

K..ehler James O., and it. l^-^JPrrJi/'VVJ^?^^^^''^^ 3?'
Lubricating composition. 3,098,041, 7-16-03, Cl. 25^—3S.

Kokorxycki, Zenon : See

—

o aot ^at
Daniel. David W., and Kokoriyckt 3.(»7 567.

Kokusai Denshln I>enwa Kabushikl K»'fh»;.««—
Enomoto, Hajlme. and Shlrai. 3.098.157 r«rhln«

Kolenko Evgeny A.. A. G. Tauber. and A G. Csertlna.,
•^

Method of^oiderlng c.)PP^r connection strips to cooling

thermopile electro.les. 3.097.425 7-10-^3. CL 29-^92
Konrad Alexander. 20% to L. L. Hahn, Mrs. M. J. Konrad,

MrS M B Pelder, and W. A. Konrad.
.

P";"
"'"^J^'^^,*'

rotary and vibratory cleaning disc. .1,097.467. 7-lt>-O.V

Cl. 56—25.4 , ^
Konrad, Mrs. Margaret J. : See—

Konrail, Alexander. 3.097,487.

Konrad, Warren A. -See

Koovman:\tn^n^tI: t.'xoWb American Philips Co Inc.

Ownotlti compositions and method for treating plants.

3.0^7.999. 7-16-ft3, Cl. 167—22.

Koropntkin, Stephen, and M W. ^^o^Je, Convertible and d^
po«able picnic basket and table top device. 3.097.782, 7-i«J-

63. Cl. 229—31.

Kramer. H., A Co. : See--
Schwartx, Earl S. 3.097.741.

Krebs. Arthur L. :
See—

« noT tm
Gershen. Irvln J., and Krebs. 3.097.768.

'"'''Ki^le^JuBurpXkleL Krehblel. Kralkalla. Lange. and

Poh'lemana. 3,098.063.
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and Kubltxek.

3.098,041.

Packaging machine.

Krekeler, Claude B.. to The Cincinnati Mine Machinery Co.
Means for the removal and Installation oj cutter bits In
mining machinery. 3.097.547 7-16-03. CL 76—80.

Kremp. Rudolf. P. Wagner, P. Bledermann, and A. Kubltiek,
to Agfa Aktlengesellschaft. Light meter assembly. 3.097.-
581. 7-16-63. Cl. 95— 10.

Krlmm Heinrlch : See

—

Schnell, Hermann, and Krlmm. 3.098,0.56.
Krueger. Loren L.. to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.

Delrost control apparatus. 3.097,502. 7-16-03. Cl. 62—
156.

Krueger, Theodore H. Tape serving machine. 3,097,776,
7-16-63, Cl. 226—11

Knikalla. Hans : <S'ee

—

Eisele. Julius. Pederkiel, KrehbleL Krxlkalla. Lange. and
Pohlemann. 3.098.063.

Kubltiek, Alfred : See—
Kremp, Rudolf, Wagner, Bledermann,

3.097,581.
KucharsKl, Thaddeus W. : See

—

Bleler, Ernest L., and Kucharskl. 3,098,177.
Kuchenbecker, Morris W., to .\merlcan Can Co. Method of

pro4luclng a collapsed container and a unitary blank there-
for. 3,097,574. 7-16-^3, Cl. 93—36.

Kupellan. Vahey S.. to United States of America, Nary. Ship
deck level sensor. 3,097.565, 7-16-63. Cl. 89—1.7.

Kurek. Edwin J., to New Castle Products, Inc. Air flow con-
trol means for air screen structures. 3,097,587, 7-16-63,
Cl. 98—36.

Laborde. Alden J., and T. S. Graham. Platform for afloat-
condition drilling. 3,097.495. 7-16-63. Cl. 61—46.5.

La Flure, William R. : See

—

Schless, Robert A., Jr. 3,097,901.
Lake Shore. Inc. : See

—

Clark James W. 3,097.711.
Lakeside Laboratories. Inc. : See

—

Blel, John H. 31)98.073.
Lalak. George A., to Radio Corp, of America. Brailng Jig for

electron tube fabrication. 3,097,821, 7-16-63, Cl. 113—99.
Lambertv, Matthias, to Mannesmann Aktlengesellschaft. Lu-

brication method for hot-extrusion press. 3,097,742. 7-16-
63. Cl. 207—10.

Lfimmler, Georg : See

—

SOder, Alfons, LImmler, Ross, and Kempe. 3,098,006.
Lamphere, Jean K. : See

—

Kammerer, Archer W. 3,097,706.
Lamprey, Headlee : See

—

Koehler, James O., and Lamprey.
Landls Tool Co. : See

—

F'lohr, William P., Jr. 3,W»7,456
Phell, Leslie V. 3,097,4.54.

Langdon. Samuel W., to R. R. Klefer
3,097,462, 7-10-63, Cl. 53—180.

Lange, (iuenther : See

—

Eisele. Julius. Pederkiel, Krehblel, Krxlkalla. Lange. and
Pohlemann. 3 098,063.

Lander, Prlti, to Asbest- und Gummiwerke Martin Merkel
K.G. MeUl-coat?d plastics. 3,097.668, 7-18-63, CI. 138

—

145.
Langstaff, Albert L. Insulation cutter. 3,097,557. 7-16-63,

Cl. 83—454.
I^arsen. Ludolph : See

—

Blomqulst, Arthur G., Larsen, and Wermager. 3,098 132.
Larson. Bennett I. : See

—

Cohrs. Arthur H.. and Larson. 3.097,851.
Laskln, Allen I., and P. L, Welsenborn, to Olln Mathleson

Chemical Corp. A-nortestololactones. 3,098,079 7-16-63.
Cl. 260—.143.2

^*<?*^''-^°'^'"* ^- ^- ^- ^'anstrom. and J. W. Tucker, to
Stauffer Chemical Co. Novel complex sodium aluminum
orthophosphate reaction products and water-Insoluble frac-
tlons thereof. 3.097,949. 7-16-63. Cl. 99—115

Lawrence Paper Co., The : See

—

Hill. Justin D.. and Cain 3.097.989
^iT**"'^, *-"'*'^' ^ • "'^ H- C. Woodruff, to General Electric

Co. Process for Improving the crocking and color-fastness

T fn^Sn^nt'^^^^^^
flbrons sheets by Irradiation. 3.097.960,

#— ID Oo, Cl. 117—38.

^.397,' 7-''l'l-63"ci''
18^38^'*^^'°"* Plastic mold. 3,097.-

Leaman. Wilbur K. : S«e—

^

Coonrtdt. Harry L., Leaman, and Miale. 3,098,030.Learr Joseph A. : see

—

'ill's'' HTo'*/?.'!? '" '' •
^"y- BJorklund. and Mara-

Leaver, Eric W. : 8e^—
T n?"**" •Tames P.. Kelly. Mounce, and Leaver
^T ,2°Si i,y*J? ^ Plastic collapsible sun hat.

7-10-63, Cl. 2—177.

7-\A3, n 137_33'**°* ***** '"*" 'y"**™- 3.097.661.

'^l!:,.^'"?''' ^-oJlUl! J!--,*'
Rogers, to Normalalr Ltd. Air

T^l^'''^*'"'?! , 3.OT7.508. 7-16-63. Cl. 62—402.
Leech. Donald J. : See

—

Qnlck. Desmond P. J,, and Leech. 3.007.604.
Lefrancols, Bernard : See

—

'^OM'
^'***'''^* ""*• ®o«ef. and Lefrancols. 8.098,-

Lehman. Howard M
128—526.

^i*"-"-***^-
^"^- tP-^C**™* Electric Co. Semiconductor aUoTIng process. 8.097.976. 7-16-63. CT. 148—1

5"""'''°'^ *""'

Lehre. Otto : See

—

Fleming. Jack P.. and Lebre. 3,097,629.
I'Electro-Commntatlon

: See

—

Clavel, Jean. 3.098.130.
L«melaon. Jerome H

Lemlstka, Theodore

xm
Emo

3,097.744.
3.097.363.

Panty girdle. 3.097.631, 7-16-63, Cl.

^ . • • "• -•• •" vjcutiKi Oynamlcs
S?"".?,..

A^i^iiatlc gain control circuit. 3,098,195, 7-16-63,
< 1. .123

—

7U.
Leo, Robert E/, to General Electric Co. General purpose docu-ment sortlngosystem. 3,097,745. 7-16-63. Cl 20«—111 5
I.iepetlt S.p.A. : See

—

Testa. Emllio. 3.098.067.
I>e Rouax. Robert K.. C. R. Nellon. and W. W. Word Jr

said Le Rouax as.xor. to Armco Steel Corp. Multiple string
tubing hanger. 3.097.695. 7-16-63, Cl. 166—75

lister, Victor E. Nebullxer. 3.097,645, 7-16-«3, CL 128—
I>e Tarte Co., Inc., The : See

—

Le Tarte, Frank. 3.097,684.
Le Tarte, Prank, to The Le Tarte Co., Inc Method of form-

ing a closed corner In a hollow recillinear metal work-
piece. 3,097,684, 7-16-63,^1. 153—2

Letsch, William L., and V. P. P^saterl, to United State* ot
America, Navy. Constant (losing velocity radar target
simulator. 3.098,227, 7-16-63. Cl. 343—17 7

Levenson. Theodore : See

—

Shelanskl. Morris V.. and Levenson. 3,098,048
Levin, Fred A. : See—

Austin, William E., Levin, and Blnaskl. 3.098,013
Levy, Ernest. Jr.. and R. D. Loucks. II. to Raytheon Co

Protective circuit for direct current voltage regulators.
3.098 192. 7-10-63, Cl. 328—22

isu««i.u™.

L«vy. Robert M., and C. De Ganahl ; said Levy assor. to
Esso Research and Engineering Co. Pipe Joint and cou-
pling therefor. 3,097,868, 7-1&-63. Cl. 28{?>—95

Lewinskl. Julius, and A. Rashbaum. to Willcox A Glbbs Sew-
ing Machine Co. Cutter. 3.097.430. 7-16-63, Cl. 30

—

Lewis, Peter, to Courtanlds Ltd. Process for tlfe production
of a ribbon filament yarn of regenerated cellulose. 3 097.-
914. 7-16-63, Cl. 18—54.

Lewis, Robert A. : See

—

Grenlnger, Joseph E., and Lewis. 3,097,951
Llao, Hsiang P. : See

—

Knobloch, James 0., Shepard, and Liao. 3,098,095
Llbbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. : See

—

Dean, Harry X., and Olson. 3.097.943.
Llcentia Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H. : See

—

Schmidt. Gerhard, and I'>elndt. 3.097.798
Llebermann. John, to Ranco Inc.

trol for refrigeration systems
02—156.

Lincoln. Roland L.. to t^iller Co.
system. 3.097.936. 7-16-63, CL

Lincoln. Roland L.. to Fuller Co.
3,097.937. 7-16-63. Cl. 55—292.

Lincoln. Roland L.. to toller Co. Dust collector
7-16-63. Cl. 24—270.

Llndley. Charles A. Thrust-supported and thrust-controlled
device. 3.097.445. 7-16-63. Cl. 46—77.

Lindsay. Paul G. : See

—

Farmer. Edward B.. Whitehouse and Lindsay.
709.

Llndsley. Charles W.. to Radio Corp. of America,
tus for notching vacuum tube grid lateral wire
550, 7-10-03, Cl. 83—6.

Lins, Hermann. Jr. : See

—

Lennon. George >'.. III. and Lins. 3.098.195.
Linton. Walter L. : See

—

Davey. Thomas R. A., and Linton. 3.098.110.
Llpchuk. Lillian M. A. : See

—

(iallsgher. James D.. Cummlngs. Llpchuk and
3.098.009.

Lltchard, Alexander. Weighing scale. 3.097.715 7-
Cl. 177—246.

Litton Systems. Inc. : See

—

Anderson. Harold C. 3,098.225.
Livingston, Donald C to Sylvanla Electric Products Inc.

Switching circuit for use with eleotrolumlnescent display
devices. 3,098.178. 7-16-68. Cl 810—169.

Uoyd Billy fe. : See-
Walter. Charles R.. Jr.. and Lloyd. 3.008.017.

Locke. Curt A. : See

—

St. Train. Wallace E., and Locke. 3,098,231.
Loeser, Theodore S., to Union Carbide Corp. Proportioning

system. 3.097.764. 7-16-63, Cl. 222—55.
Loftman. Kenneth A., and P. B. Marsden. to Cabot Corp.

Automatic defrost
3,097,503. 7-16-68.

con-
Cl.

Dust collector control
5.5—273.
Gas-material separator.

3.097.410.

3.097.-

Appara-
3,097.-

Stokey.

-16-83.

grease compositions. 8.098.040. 7-18-63,

7-16-63, Cl. 29*—

7-16-83. Cl. 178—8.6.
Information atorage lyitcm. 3,008,110,

Water-resistant
Cl. 252—28.

Lombard Corp. : See

—

Mitchell, George A. 3.097,811.
Looper, Glenn. Vehicle body. 3,097,879

Loose Leaf Metals Co. : See

—

Vlllhnrd, George J. 3.097.662.
Lo Presti. Roy P. : See

—

Goodman. William E.. and Lo Presti.
Loucks. Russell D., II : See

—

Levy. Ernest. Jr.. and Loucks. 3.098,102.
Love. Robert P., and T. S. Bernatis. to P!HC Corp. Mining
methods and systems Including caving to relieve preamire.
3.097,830, 7-16-63. Cl. 262—1.

Lovingham, Joseph J., to Thloko]
injecfor for rocket powerplant.
60—35.6.

Loy. Samuel E. : See

—

Corley. Charles B.. Jr.. Terrel.

3,097.737.

Chemical Corp. Rotary
3.007.482. 7-16-63. CT

and Loy 3,097.808.
Lucas, Joseph. (Industries) Ltd.: See-

Preeman, Prank G. 3.097.607.
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,. 3.098.074.
Snubber type trigger
83—287.

Luce. B«ttT M. : See—
OrneM. Joieph K.. and Luce. 3,097.422

Luck Krledrlch W., to Bomlg AktlengeMlUchaft. B«rlln-

Tegel and Wankel O.m.b.H. Exbanst gai driven com-
pr«Mor. 3.097.478. 7-18-63. CI. 60—13.

Ladwlg. Herbert. Injection molding machine for plaatlca.

3.091,396. 7-16-63. CI. 18—30.
Latcta. Robert H. : See— , ^ . ^, .„-

Diamond. Milton J., Spain, and Lutch. 8,097.523.

Luttker. Simon. Pipe cutter. 3.097.428. 7-16-63. CI. 30—
102

L.7ncb. George J.. «nd W. J. Ormaton, to Mycalex Electronlca

Corp. Switching mechanlsma. 3.098.129. 7-16-63. CI.

20O— 11.

Lyte. George A. : See

—

Grlffltn. (Jeorge U. and Lyte. 3.097,601.

Uackay. Lottie E. : See— ,, ^
Hltchlnga, George H., Ellon, and Mackaj.

MackeT. Eugene L.. to The Yoder Co.
mechanlam. 3,097.556. 7-16-63. CI. -_ -_... ^,

Mackey Eugene U. to The Yoder Co. Ring flnlablng appa-

ratua. 3,097.570, 7-16-63, CI. 90—16.
MacMlllan 4 Bloedel Ltd. : See

—

HallonquUt, Earland O. 3.098.063.
,, „„ ^

-Macy Donald, and H. Nelson, to Artcraft Venetian Blind
Mfg. Co. of St. Loula. Awning. 3,097,403. 7-16-63. CI.

20—57.5.
Macy, Robert L. Servo clutch. 3.097.572. 7-16-63, CI. 92—

Magnavox Co., The : See

—

Bliss. Robert W. 3,098.163.
Malnll. Jean L. P.. and Q. K. Huu. to OletU, Soclete Anonyme.

Process of extracting 3^mlno compounds from the genui
hXintumla. 3.098 082. 7-16-«3. CI. 200—397.3.

Makowskl. Alexander G., to American Can Co. Method of

?rodaclng stressed Joint plastic containers. 3.097.423.
-16-63. CI. 29—407. „ ^ ,

Makowskl, Alexander O., A. J. Blood, and J. M. V^athen, Jr.,

to American Can Co. Apparatus for bandllng and treat-

ing tubular plastic containers. 3.097,593, 7-16-63. CI.

101—38.
Makuh Paul H.. to Hupp Corp. Adjustable evaporator as-

semblies for air conditioners. 3.097.507. 7-16-63. CI. 62—
28S.

Mallory, Edwin E., and A. CanUmttl. to National Rubber
Machinery Co. Tire curing press. 8.097,394. 7-16-63. CI.

18—17.
-Malmedle Maschlnenfabrlk (im.b.H. : See—

Meyercordt, t'rlt*. and Honnens. 3,097.378.
Malone, Paul E. : See

—

„^ ^„
Cahan. Patrick C. Eggenberger. and Malone. 8.097.490.

BCann. Leonard J.. V. A. u llllamltls, and E. C. Simmons^ to

General Motors Corp. Refrigerating apparatus. 3.097,-

509. 7-16-63. Cl. 62—469.
Manneamann Aktiengeaellschaft : See

—

Lamberty, Matthias. 8.097,742.
Manunan, William J. : See

—

Mnlllns, Lawrence J.. Jr.. Leary. BJorklond. and Mara-
man. 8.098.028. »„.,.,„„. , ,-

Maranl, Rose M. Q. Nail paint applicator. 8,097,886, 7-16-
68. Cl. 16—167.

Marette. Georn F. : See

—

_ „ ^„ „,,
Pranck. Abraham. Marette. and Parsegyan. 8,098.217.

Marks. Monte L. : flee—
Bowen. Stuart W.. and Marks. 8.097.517.

Marquardt Corp.. The: Ste

—

Henley. William H. 3.097.664.
Manden. Peter B. : flee—

Loftman. Kenneth A., and Maraden.
Martena. Gflnter : See—

Kassel, Martin, and Martens. 8,097.789.
Martin Johannes J. Combustldn gas flow control In boiler

flues. 8,097,681. 7-16-68, Cl. 122—285.
^ , v . ».

Martlny, Jean R. V. Process for protecting, and lubricating

me<?anlcal assemblies. 8.097,424, 7-16-68, Cl. 29—460.

Marsocchl, Alfred : See— „ ««„ »-»
Caroselli, Remus F., and Martocchl. 8.097.968.

Blascucb. Joaeph J. : Are

—

Peters. MelrlUe F. 8,097.662.
Masi. Joseph J., to ConUlner Corp. of Amerloi. Ice packed

food conUlner. 8.097,781. 7-16-68. Cl. 229—28.
Masjoshusmann. Brwln : See

—

Hotop. Werner. Meeae, Mas>o«hMmann. B»hle, and Glniel.

Maaaa. <!:eaar. to Conrad Zachokke Aktlengeaellachaft. Shoot-

InjT InwtalUtlon. 8.097.848. 7-l*-68. tl. 278—102.2.
BCaafer Power Corp. : See—-

Blndelar, WUlTam F. 8.0»7,M9. «•.,» ^# .ki,
Mateckl Edward A., to Union Carbide Corp. Method of ahlr-

rlng cmslngs. 8.0^7,898, 7-16-4J8. Cl. 17—45. ,,^ , ,
Matt. Joaeph Z.. to Relchhold Chemicals, Inc. Adducts of

an anhydride of an aromatic polybaslc acid and a fatty add
ester. 8.098.081. 7-16-68. Cl. 260—21.

Matt. Richard J., to Thompson Ramo Wooldrtdge Inc

log anspenslon. 8.097.895. 7-16-68. Cl. 808—184.
Mayer. Oscar, k Co^ Inc. : See—

OrloffLPanlel L.. and Keating. 8.097.892.

MeBrady. William J. : See

—

..,,».,
Denton, Arnold B., Beuk. Hogan. and MeBrady.

McDanlri* Oenad E. Hose guide. 8.097.827. 7-16-68. CT

McBtw James B., and H. 8hallt, to Air Products and Cbem-1™ Infc l?il cell electrode. 8.097.974. 7-l«-«8. Cl,

186—120.
McHuch. James D.. to General Electric Co. Dynamic eeal

8.037.te8. T-16-68. Cl. 277—18.

"'•^STottoJwJ; bSfc.. and McKay. 8.097.»d7.

8.098.040.

Bear-

8.098.-

McKay. Winifred: flee

—

Slotter:>eck. Ober C, and MCKay. S.097,»S7.
MeKlnney. Alfred H., to B. L du Pont de Nemoara and Co.

Textile hlaments. 8.097.416. 7-10-08, Cl. 28—«S.
McMillan, Stewart H. : flee

—

Scholten. Lawrence M.. McMillan, and Sotton. 8.097,748.
McMurray. George F. : flee— .

Ferdlg. BarlW. 8.097.891.
McNally Bros. Machine ft Gear Co., Ibc. : flee

—

McNally. Donald L. 8,007.871.
McNally. Donald L.. to McNally Bros. Machine ft Gear Co..

Inc. Couullng device. 8.097.871. 7-16-68. Cl. 287—117.
McNaney. Joseph T.. to General Dynamics Corp. Means

for converting an Input to mechanical oaCpot control.
8.098.228, 7-16-68. C\. 840—847.

Mead Johnson ft Co. : flee

—

Kemmerer, Kenneth 8. 8.097,047.
Medllnskl. William W.. and M. L. Hodgman, to The Bendlx

Corp. Navigation system. 8,008.228, 7-10-48. Cl. 848—
107.

Meese, Helns G. : flee

—

Hotop. Werner. Meeee, Maajoahusmann, B6hle, and Qinsel.
8.097.698.

Mehta. Narriman B. : flee

—

Baltsly, Richard. Ruaaell, and Mehta. 8.098,076.
Mensl, Robert F., to Dr. A. Wander, 8.A. Edible low calorie

comi>o8ltlon and proceas of production. 8,097,946, 7-16-63,
CT. «*—1.

Merck ft Co., Inc. : flee—
Humphreya. Thomas W. 8,097.953.

Merck. B., Aktiengesellscbaft : flee—
Bruckner, Klaus. Irmscher, and Gllllasen. 3,098,084.

Meredith Publishing Co. : flee—
Vlsser, Martin K. 8,097,697.

Merrlam, Charles N., Jr. : flee

—

Miller, Walter A., and Merrlam. 8.097.991.
Merts. Roland F. : See

—

TarHck. Charles J., and Merta. 8.097.904.
MeUlastlk Ltd. : flee—

Hirst. Archie J. 8.097.889.
MeUllurglcal Development Co. : See

—

Davey, Thomas R. A., and Linton. 8,098.110.
Metallurgical Processes Ltd. : See

—

Davey, Thomas R. A., and Unton. 8,098,110.
MeUux d'^Overpelt-Lommell et de Cori>haUe 8jL.. Compagnie

des : S«re

—

Qulntln. Albert A. J. 8J>97.885.
Meyercordt. Fritx. and H. Honnens. to Malmedle Maschlnen-

fabrlk G.m.b.H. Contlnuoualy operable apparatus for cham-
fering the ends of elongated workpleces. 8.097,878. 7-16-
63, Cl. lO—21. ^ « ^ .

Meyers. George L.. to American Can Co. Opening means for

vermin-proof carton. 8.097.785. 7-16-68; Cl. 229—81.
^

Meystre. Charles A. Wettsteln. G. Anner, K. Heusler. and
P. Wleland. to Ciba Corp. 9 halogenated 18 : ll-lactones

of ll^hydroxy-pregnane- 18-acids. 8.000.070. 7-16-68. Cl.

260—289.57.
Meystre. Charlea : flee— _ „. , .. „w

Wettsteln. Albert. Anner. Meystre, Wleland. Ehmann.
Heusler. Hunger, and Kebrle. 8^8.088.

Wettsteln. Albert, Meystre. and Voser. 8,098.087.

*****C?oiSM5k.'HarT*L.. Leaman. and Mlale. 8.098,030.

Michel. Erhard J.: flee

—

.««o,«-
Jensen, Dennis C, and MKAel. 8.008,167.

Midland-Ross Corp. : See—
Beggs. Donald, and Phillips. 8,007.886.

Oberly. Louis A. 8.097,808.
Midway Flshlnc Tool Co. : Se»—

.

SUtes. Winiam H. 8.097,607.
Mlehle-GosB-Dexter. Inc. : Btf^

Pasqulnelll, Bruno B. 8.007,805.
Thumln. Carl. 3.097,752.

Miles Laboratories. Inc. •Bee—-
Borchert. Peter J. 3.098.049.

MUltana. Frank A. Opening meana for containers. 3.097.-

786. 7-16-63, Cl. 229—51.

"*"'iJwSn'."jo.'ep'*h =C?«d MUlard. 8,097,916.

^"'^a^S'ifly'Sl'F^^ftlS? an^'l^a^. ^008,191.
^ ^,

Miller Lee A., to Moneanto Chemical Co. HaloacryUte pesti-

cides. 3.09^,998,7-16-63.0.167-22. _*,»„ ^#
Miller Mab L-. to American Cytnamld Co. P«P»™«o«» «'

high molSrulaV weicht Dolyacrrlonltrile wlthN^utyl lithi-

um as catalyst. 3,098.060, 7-16-63, Cl. 260—88.7.
Miller, Walter' A., and C. N. M«"2f"ji'J5iV i«i" T^fftSs Cl

Corp. Synthetic fibrous products. 8.097.991. 7-16-63. ci.

162—157. _ . . ,_. Therapeutic radiant

16-63.

Mills. Clarence A., to |^fl«rtoth*rajInc. Therapeutic r,

cooling system. 3,097.650. 7-16-^3. a 12f-r^2
Mills, John A. Gear finishing macbinea. 3,097.866. 7-

Mlnard!^ver^tt S., to Chemetron Corp. MjTJ^c v^e con

trol mechanism *or recepUcle flUlng machines. 3,097,672.

7-16-63. Cl. 141—142.

Minerals ft CtoemicaU Phlllpp Corp. : B^—^
Allegrlnl. Aldo P., and CedL 8.098.048.

Duke. James B. 3.097 801.

Kaspaul. Brika B. 8.008,1X6.

Minneapolis-Honeywell Begnlator Co. : fl'

MinnesoU Mining and >^Cq ' "^
Berry. Henry W.
Jensen. James L.

816.
flae—

KruMe'r. Loren L. 3,0077801
Pendleton. Robert A. J»,00r778.
Scott. Warren H. 8,008.188.

Mitchell Jamee A., to Union Carbide Corp.

^tiane™!^ 3.007;677. 7-16-68. Cl. 180-1.
CoUapsible
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Mitchell. James 1., and B. Weiss, to The Bendlx Corp.
Navigational device and reversible counter driving mecha-
nlam therefor. 3.097,793, 7-16-63. Cl. 235—132.

Mitchell. Samuel E.. to Union Carbide Corp. Capacity dls-

pUcement transducer. 3,098 183, 7-10-63. Cl. 317—246.
Moen, Walter B., to Air Redaction Co.. Inc. Purification and

hlgn-pressure charging of gas into containers. 3.097,918.
7_1{}_<J3 Cl. 23 i.

Mohring f>onald H.,'to U.S. Induatrles. Inc. Heated pltot

tube. 3,097.828. 7-16-63, Cl. 78—212.
Moll, Jan J. A., to Fabriek van Chemlsche Producten Von-

dellngenplaat N.V. Proceas of reserving wool with bis-

triaslne dlphenyUulflde compounds. 3,097.911. 7-16-63.
Cl. 8—65.

Monsanto Chemical Co. : See

—

D'Amlco. John J. 3,098.091.
Miller, Lee A. 3,097,998.

Mitchell. George A., to Lombard Corp. Apparatus for colling

lengths of stock. 3.097.811. 7-16-63. Cl. 242—80
Moore. Buell, to Esquire. Inc. Light fixture. 3,097,903,

7-16-63, Cl. 339—55.
Moore, Lewie F. Deep fat fryer. 3,097,589. 7-16-63, Cl.

99—408.
Moore, Ronald D., to Saginaw Products Corp. Steerable

trailer vehicle. 3,097.863, 7-16-63. Cl. 280—445.

Moorman Mfg. Co. : See

—

Brody. Gerald. 3,098,007. , ^ ^
More. Arthur R.. '^ to H. W. WaUace ft Co.. Ltd. Tempera-

ture control system. 3.097.500. 7-16-63. Cl. 62—55.
Morgan. David L.. to Robertshaw-Fulton Controls Co. Con-

vertible air volume control. 8.097.604. 7-16-68. Cl.

Morgan. Barnes A., to Solarota Ltd. Body support for per-

sonal wear. 3,0)97,640. 7-16-63, Cl. 128—78.

Morgan. William F.. to The National Acme Co. Chucking
cyllnier valve. 3.097.857. 7-16-03. Cl. 279—4.

Morris. Frances C. Beautician's acceasory holder. 3.097.-

656. 7-16-63, Cl. 132—1.

Morris. John M.. to Chain Belt Co. Fluldlied coating ma-
chine. 3.097.9ii8. 7-16-63. Cl. 117—20.

^ , ^
Morrow. Robert C. Positioning and malnUlnlng device for

roughed In service pipes. 8.097.848. 7-16-68. CI. 26»—40.
Morrow Robert D., to Product Development Associates, Ltd.

Furnace system. 8,097,686. 7-16-63. Cl. 158—

1

Morway. Arnold J., J. M. Kelley. Jr C. W. Seelbach. and
D. L. Cottle, to Eeso Research and Lngineerlnc Co. Lubri-

cants containing polybutene-1. 3,098,042. 7-16-63. Cl.

252—39.
Moeley Electronics, Inc. : Bee—

St. Vraln, Wallace E.. and Locke. 3,098,231.

Mosman, Donald F. Battery bulb connection for flashlights.

3.097.V99. 7-16-63. Cl. 240—10.66. ^ k h
Moulton, Eric W., to General Dynamics Corp. Wave l»nd
UHF output network. 8,098,206, 7-16-68, Cl. 888—78.

Mounce, George R. : See

—

, _ _.

_

Hutter. lamea F., Kelly. Mounce, and Leaver. 8.097.-

744
Moyer. James D.. to The Gordon Co. Yarn clamptaf and

aeverlng mechanism for knitting machines. 3,097,512,

7-16-03, Cl. 66—140.
Mulrhead ft Co. Ltd. : See

—

Bell. John. 3,097 622.
Mull Robert P... to Clba Corp. Dlaxa-heterocvcllc guanldlne

coinpounda. ^,098,066, 7-16-63. Cl. 260—239.
Mulllna; Lawrence J.. Jr.. J. A. Leary. C. W. BJorklund, and
W J Maraman, to United SUtes of America, Atomic En-

ergy Commlaelon. Plutonium electrorefinlng cells. 3,098,-

Q28 7—16—63 Cl 204- 246.
Murcott, Chariea E. Four-way adjustable bed rail unit.

3,097 370, 7-16-63, Cl. 5—331.

Murdock John B. and H. A. Stein. Furnace for expanding

lirlUe and similar substances. 3,097,832, 7-16-63, cf
263—21.

Murphy. L. R., Scale Co. : See

—

Murphy, Lesll R. 3 097.713. ^ „ . v.
Murphy, Xiesll R.. to L. R. Murphy Scale Co Tranijportable

scale with extensible deck. 8,097,718. 7-16-68, Cl. 177—
126.

Muschamp, Robert A. : See

—

„ ^„„ „. .

Wlnfleld. William S.. and Muschamp. 3,098,208.

"^tjl^^^^f,^: f!'Snk ^O'^^ton. 3.098.129.

"^"B^^n'Robln^on w:. and Mynatt 3/)97.531 _ „ . „ .

N8U Motorenwerke Aktlengesellschaft. and Wankel G.m.b.H.

.

^^Froede. Walter, and Paachke. 3.097.632.

Nalso Chemical Co. : Se«— -.. ...
Glover. Everett D. 3.098.044.

National Acme Co.. The : flee—
Morgan. William F. 3.097.867.

National Automatic Tool Co. Inc : See—
Swannon, Flnvrt A. 3,097.453.

National Broach ft Ma<*lne Co. :«••—.. , .__ ,._
Daniel. David W., and Kokorsycki. 8,097,587.

National Indnatrlal Products Co. •Be0—
BowselU. Gertmde A. 8.007,060.

National Iron Co. : Be*—
Brickson. Lewis C. S.OSJ.JM-
Brickson. LewU C. 8,007.788.

National Beaearch Develownent Corp. : flee—
rischbaeber. Ronald E. 3,007.526.

National Robber Machinery Co. : See--
Mallory, Edwin E., and Cantamttl. 8.007,804.

'"%Y!.rTLlSS£*'E^*i;.^d=£S^n. 8,008.110.

'"V.SSSSjt.iFTrndNaTa. 8.0O7.0OB. , , „^ ^ ,
Neal, Jaiea L., M. t. Neal. and 8. V. DK^^.to A-f^Pj^-
uiMM Madilne Corp. Paekasing maebine. 3,007,468,

T-IO-OS. a. 83—180.

Neal. Morrla P. : flee

—

^feal. Jamas L. and M. P.. and Dice. 8.097,463.
Neehine, Leonard M., to FMC Corp. Rag guard for positive

displacement pompa. 3,007,609, 7-16-63, Cl. 108—117.

Neeif, Ktitger, to Karbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellaebaft.
Alpha-hydrozy antliraaulnonea. 3,098,080, 7-16-68, CL
260—376.

Nedcrlandacfac Industrie Radio Artikelen. N.V. : flee—
De Graaf. Nicolaaa B. 8.008,220.

NeUon, CUnde B. : Be*— _ ^ „ ^. ^^.
Le Bonaz, Robert K., NeUon, and Word. 3.007,605.

Nelkln. Henry Q^ to H. G. Enterprisea. One-piece body
portion truss. 8.097.641. 7-16-68, CL 128—06.

Nelson, Harry : flee

—

Macy.Donald, and Nelson. 8.007,408.
Neatle-Le Mur Co., The : flee— „ ^ »«„„„,.

Aoatln. William B^ Levin, and Binaakl. 8,008,018.
Neumann, WlUy, to Babcock ft WUcox, Ltd. Classifying

apparatua. 3'608,036. 7-16-63, Q. 209--l*4.
, ,^ ^, ^

Newbury^ Bryan J. Ape guide. 3,097,802, 7-16-63, a.
808—6.

New Castle Prodncta, Inc. : flee

—

Kurek, Edwin J. 3,097,587. », ^ .

Newell, Allen F., and W. L. Stephenson, to North American
Philips Co. Inc. Push-poll transistor inverter. 3,098,202,
7-16-63. Cl. 381—114.

Newell. iHaac L., and K. A. Walen. Method of coating alnc

surfaces. 3,09V.978, 7-16-68. Ci. 148—6.14.
Newton, Richard C. Apparatus for puncturing and dtapens-

Ing a measured quantity of material. 3,097,765, 7-16-63,

Cl 222 82
Nichols, Robert G. Reenforced bags. 8,097,788. 7-'16t«3,

Cl 229—65
Nickerson, Richard G., and P. A. Crandell. to Electronaotics

Corp Telescoping submarine antenna with capadtive
coupling. 3,098.230. 7-16-63. Cl. 343—709.

NicklinrThomas, and A. W. Sommerville. to North >\estern

Gas Board and The Clayton Aniline Co. Ltd. Removal of

hydrogen sulphide from gases by a wash •olution and
oxidation therein to form sulfur. 3,097,926. 7-16-63. Cl.

2a—225.

lior|patitin,*8tephen. and Noble. 3,097,782.

Noland, Robert A., IX K. Walker, and B I. Splnrad. to United

SUtea of America. Atomic Energy Commission. Foil ele-

ment for nuclear reactor. 3,095:025, 7-16-63. Cl. 204—
193 2

Noil. Walter. K. Damm, and H. WeUsbach. to Farbenfabriken

Bayer Aktiencesellscbaft. BuUdlng material compositions

for the manufacture of water repellent maaonry. 3,098.-

050, 7-16-63, CL 260—18.
Noordanls. Johannes :

See—- ^ t^, * « nae om
Smedema, Hette, Noordanls, and Damstra. 8,098,201.

Norden, Alexander R., to Federal P«iflcEl«:tric Co Non-
interchangeable circuit breaker. 8,008,178, 7- 16-68, Cl.

817—119.
Normalair Ltd. :Bee—^^^ ^^^

Fltt, Peter W. 3,007,407.
Leech, Donald J., and Rogers. 8,007,508.

Quick Deamond F. J., and Leech. 3.097,504.

North American Philips Co^ Inc. : See

—

Heijn, Herman J, 3,098.153.
Koopmans, Marttnus J. 3.097,999. _ ^^ ^^
NeweU, Alien F., and Stephenson. 3,098,202.

Samuel, Johannes A. 8,098,216. ^,^00 on,
Smedema. Hette, Noordanls, and Damstra. 3,098.201.

Van den Driest. Jan. 3,098,138. - aod itq
Van Roasum, Hendrikus C. and VllUUa. 3,098.179.

North Western Gas Board, and The Clayton Aniline Co. Ltd.

:

NicUin, Thomaa, and Sommerville. 3,097,926.

Noyce, Robert N.. to Clevite Corp. Field controlled avaUncbe
amlconductive device. 3,09^160. 7-16-63. Cl. 307—88.8.

Noxnlck Peter P.. and E. A. Bernardonl. to Beatrice Fooda
S.fch«Se product. 3.097.950. 7-16-^3, Cl. 99—116.

Nodear Corp. of America : See-—
Vickery, Ronald C. 8,097,714. ^^ „ . „ ^,„

Nye. Maurice A., and J. C. Blttman, to The Vaufhn Machin-

ery Co Wire packaging machine. 8,097.812. 7-16-68. Cl.

242 82
Nye, Maurice A., and J. C. Blttman, to The Van«^n Ma-

chinery Co. Apparatus for continuously inodlf.ving the

tSi^rmture of wUt and tJie like. 3.098.109, 7-16-63. Cl.

266—3. _ „
Oakej. William E. : flee— _ ^ . ^, ,««

Brown, Robinson W., and Oakey. 3.007 582
Oberly. LouU A., to Midland-Rosa Corp. Winding apparatua.

8.097.805. 7-16-63, Cl. 242—43. , ^ „ . .^ , r.-ii
O'Brien, Michael, to The Regents of the University of CaU-

fornli. Bulk bin filler. 3,097.460. 7-16^3, C15^-*I.
Oden. Shalmy C. Smoking pipe. 8.007,658, 7-16-68. CL

jflj 207
Odend'Hal. Fortune, to Jamison Cold Storage Etoo' Co. Bi-

Wirtlnk doors for track port. 3.097,842. 7-16-63. Cl. 268—

OGrady^ Joseph V.. and H. L. Ungerer, to Synchro MachlM
Co Vv^lre guiding means for cabling macbinea. 3,097.478,

7-16-68. Cl. 57—16.
Ohio Cranksliaft Co., The : See

—

_ ,^^ , ^_
Benninghoff, William E., and Thomas. 8,008,146.

OletU. SodeU Anonyme : Bee—
l^ainll, Jean L. P., and Hun. 8,008,082.

Olln Mathieaon Chemical Corp. : flee—
Laakln, Allen I., and Weiaenbom. 8.008,070.

Bcbnr, MUton 0. 3,097,787.
Turner, Oharlea F. 8,007,602.

Olaon^^r^r^ee-j^^^
8,007,048.

^^'^jToSf BjJii.*D^A»eoll, and Olaon. 8.008,116.
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Tubular
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Opocenaky, Wlllard J., to General PrecUlon, Inc. Integra-

tor dUk bearing liupioveuieut. 3,097,539, 7-16-tta, CI.

Onoir uanlel L.. and R. J. Keating, to Oacar Majrer k Co.,

Inc. Stuuing Dopper unit. 3.097,392, 7-lt^-e3, Cl. J7—30.

Orlov, BorU : bee—
. _ . . ,^ .

bleiwel«w, Arthur !'., Colombo, Dlckuon, and Orlov.

3,098,139.
Urumtou, v> uliaui J. : See—

L<yucli, Oeorge J., and Orniston. 3,098,129.
Urr. v» UiU 1*.. to jer»«y Production Heiwarcb Co. Self-

expaudiug retrievable or permaueut bridge plug. 3,0w7,-

OWo, 7-1O-03, Ll. iBO—136.
Urr \\ UIU 1'.. to Jerbey I'roductlon Ueitearcb Co. Cement-

ing or well pipe in Mtagea. 3,0»/,ttw9, 7-l«i-«3, Cl. loe

—

2^4.
UweuM-Cornlug Flberglaa Corp. : 8ee—

CaroMiii, UeuiUH t ., auu Marsocdil. 3,O97,0o3.
racker, Margin. loy ugure. 3,097.448. 7-ltf-«3. Cl. 46—

123.
I'agel, Klcbard K., to American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co.

£-ieciroiyiJc proUuctiou oi zinc. 3,w98,0l9, 7-itt-t»3, Cl.

204—55.
I'alauilUeHMl, Ulorglo : See—

cameriuo, i>runo, and i'alamldeaal. 3,098,069.
I'auuieLala auu i'roce»i»e« inc. : nee—

lieelx, Pierre. a.097,W22.
I'appaa, ieier ii., to Pappas Kefrlgeratlon Co. rood cnul-

ing.
' a.Oai.oVi, <-10-o3, Cl. t>2—63.

I'appaM ketrlgeracton Co. : see—
i'appatt, ieter ii. 3,097,501.

ParU, .viicuel u. L.. M., auu K. M. Buratleln. to Compagnle
Oe I'oni -i JnoUB»on, aud bUVACO Societe pour la »al-

loriaatiuu uea CouiUUHiiUleH, Mlueraia et autre* Matlerea

Anneiaies. ProceaH oi ajjglomeiatiug nue« oi matertuU
couiaimng Iron of whlcU a portion naa been couiPieieiy

reuuceU. 3,Ou.,945, 7-iO-63, Cl. i5—3.

Parke. UavU k Co. : tfee

—

bcboiteu. L.awreuce M., McMillan, and sutton
743.

Parker-Hannlfln Corp. ; See—
oluiiuoUM, i^aiola C. 3,097,795.

Parker. John M. : e>ee—
v« a«MOa, Burton K., and I'arker. 3,098,012.

Parker, L<eou u., to bau tranclHCO Ueaearch Corp.
8Urg>cal bandage*, cast*, and moida. 3,007,644,

Cl. i2»—157.
Parker, Paul i. : See—

Oiauiow, Klroy M.. and Parker. 3,098,032.
ParrUh. I'auline L. : See—

Bre*eite, Ueorge K. 3.097,952.
Parscaiyan, i>erc 1. : See—

Frauca, Abraham, Marette, and Parsegyan. 3,098.271.

Pftraon, ueorge \v . : See—
,. ^ „ .„„

Petts, Konald G., Colvllle, and Paraons. .1,097,496.

Paschke, tlanim-Uieter : See—
Froeue, .. alter, aud Paachke. 3,097,632.

Paaleka, Joan t., va to K. L. Henner. Acceleration indlca

tor. 3,LI9<',534, 7-16-03, Cl. .3—492,

Paaqulnelll, Kruno B., to .Uleiile-Gosa Dexter Inc. Retract
able Hbeet feeding mechanism. 3,097.595. 7-16-63, Cl
101—279.

I'ateut Concern N.V. : Bee—
Van del Lely. Cornells. 3,097,470.

Paul. Archie J. : See—
\\ Inueu, i-'rank V., and Paul. 3,098,214.

Payne, llaroid. Slphoaiug liquid dispenser.

63. Cl. 222—416.
Paynor, Meivln K., to Kulford Mfg. Co.

for bag frame hardware. 3,097,078, 7-10-03,
29.

Pearch, Howard : See—
Uerster. Charles \V., and Pearch. 3,097.411.

Pederson, Raymond L. : See

—

Babcock. John C. Campbell, and Pederson. 3,098,083.
Peham, Engelbert J. aud J. A. Bicycle nolue maker. 3,097.-

447, 7-16-63. Cl. 46—175.
Peham, John A. : See—

Peham. t-ngelbert J. and J. A. 3.097,447.
Peitbman, tlarlan V> . : See—

Jay. David J., and I'elthman. 3,097,718.
Pendleton, Robert A., to Mlnoeapolla-Honeywell Regulator

Co. Mechanical apparatui. 3,097,778, 716-63, Cl. 226—
96.

Penlck. S. B.. k Co. : See— _„ ^^
Uaua. Joaeph B.. Brooks, and Price. 3,098.004.

Perkovlch, Mark J., to (ieneral Koods Corp. Scouring pad.
3,097.387, 7-16-63, Cl. 15—209. „ _ . .

Peters. John H., 3d, to United Aircraft Corp. Method of

making hollow articles. 3,097,620. 7-16-63, Cl. 113-^2.
Peters. Melviile h., 50% to J. J. Mascuch. Hiah presaure

high temperature valve aHsembllea. 3.097,662, 7-16-63,
Cl. 137—338. „^,

Peterson, Kdwln V. Vibration-Inducing apparatus. 3,097,-

537. 7-16-63, CL 74—61.
„ ,

Peterson, Gerald H. Kinetic energy absorber. 3,097.726,
'7_\^ R% ('1 1S8 94

Petts, Ronald G., W. T. Colvllle, and G. W. Parsons, to Syl-
vania Electric Products Inc. Method of maintaining level

of cryogenic liquids. 3.097.496, 7-16-43. Cl. 62—49.
Pfeiffer. Arthur. (i.m.b.H. : fc'ce—

Becker. Willi. 3.098,155.
Pflster. Herbert R., to (ieneral Motors Corp. Automatic

steering apparatUH 3,007,716. 7-16-03. Cl. 180—1.
Phell, Leslie v., to LandU Tool Co. Slse control for multi-

ple wheel grinding machines. 3,097,454. 7-16-63, CL 51—
165.

Phllco Corp. : See—
Creamer, iCdgar M., Jr. : 3,098,212.

3.097,769. 7-16-

Mountlng
Cl.

means
150

—

PhlUpp. FrlU : See

—

Horn, Luts. and Philipp. 3,007,975.
Phillips Petroleum Co. : See-

Doyle, Robert. 3,097.916.
Favre. John A. 3,097,619.
Hays, Qeorge, and CantwelL 3,007,819.
Hogan, John P. 3.008.062.
Kinney, Patrick J., and Kahre. 3,007,024.
Pltchford, Armln C. 3,008.094.
Pritchard. James E.. and Reger. 3,007.081.
Beed, Edwin E.. Hale, and Hamlin. 3.097,516.

Phillips, William A. : See—
Bcggs, Donald, and Phllllpa. 3.097,836.

Phln, James R. : See

—

Caulford, Donald A., and Phln. 3,097,983.
Photomechanlsms, Inc. : See—

Wright. Joseph H.. Jr. 3.097.684.
Plchard, r rederlck J. : See—

I'reeman, Ardee H.. and Pichard. 8.097.460.
Freeman. Ardee H., and Pichard. 8,097,461.
Freeman. Ardee H., and Pichard. 3,097,462.

Pierce, Ony D. : Bee—
Bryant, John A II, and Pierce. 8,097,724.

Pike. Jeese A., aud E. L. Eullss, to Alamance Induetrlea, Inc.
Yarn cutting and clamping means for knitting machlnea.
3,097.518. 7-16-68. Cl. 66—145.

Plkl, Josef, to E. I. du Pont de Nemoure and Co. Proceaa for
purifying triphenyl methane dyee. 8,098,081, 7-19-63, Cl.

260—893.
Plnee Engineering Co., Inc. : See

—

Unterbrlnk. Victor. 3.097,885.
Plot. Paul, and J. Barajsln, to Compagnle de Saint Got>ain.

Process and apparatu* for producing perforations of very
small cross secc ion. 3,098,148, 7-16-^. Cl. 219—69.

Plstaccbio, Nicandro : See

—

Dl Stetano. Tbomaj M., and PiaUcchlo. 3,007,847.
Pltchford, Armln C, to PhllUpe Petroleum Co. Production

of carbozyllc adds ai.d salts thereof from asphaltenee.
3,098,094. 7-16-«3. Cl 260—524.

I'lttman, Fred E. : See—
Haynei, William P., Jr., and Pittmcn. 3,097,636.

PVtta, Paul M Jr., and R. W. Rleve. to The Atlantic Refining
Co. Method of recoTerlng sulfur. 8,097,925. 7-16-68, CL
23—225.

Pittsburgh Annealing Boa Co. : See

—

Jacob, Morris L. 8,007,887.
Pittsburgh Plate Qlass Co. : See

—

James, Robert A., an(? Ward. 8,097,942.
Pneumatlques et Caoutchouc Manufacture Kleber-Colombes ;

See—
Heas«. Ren«. 8,097,086.

PodolAn, Eciward Q. : See

—

OUson, Joseph H., aud Podolan. 3,007,883.
Pohlemann, Heins : See

—

Elsele Julius, Federklel. Krehhlel. Krxikalla, Lange, and
Pohlemann. 8,008,068.

PoU. Albert A., Jr. : Bee—
Taylor, Billy W., and Foil. 3,007,618.

Polster, Rudolf, to Badische Anilln- A Soda-Fabrik Aktien
gesellschaft. Produc*^ion of haloalkyltin (IV) halides.
3,098,088, 7-16-«3, Cl. 260—429.7.

Ponaness, Dorothy P. : Bre—
PonsnesK, Uord B., and Barker. 3,007,060.

Ponsness, Lioyd E., and A. N. Barker ; said Barker aseor. to
said L. E. and D. P. Ponsneas. Progresslre reloading
machine for shot shell. 3.007,560, 7-16-«3. Cl. 86—27.

Pont-A-Mou88on, Compagnle de : See

—

Paris, Michel H, L. M., and Bnrstlein. 3,007,046.
Poole, Victor D. : See

—

Andrew. Herbert F., and Poole. 3^)07,010.
Porter, Allan W. H^ to Hoboum-F.N.F. Ltd. Warp knitting

machine-*. 3.007,611, 7-16-68. CT. 66—86.
Postmaster Oeneral. Hei Majesty's : See

—

Brockbank. Robert A. 8,007,874.
Flowers. Thomas H. 3,008,218.

Poupitch, Ougljeaa J., to Illinois Tool Works Inc. Container
carrier pack and method of making same. 3,097.740, 7-16-
63, Cl. 206—65.

Powers Regulator Co., The: See

—

Prleemeyer. Charles H. 8,007,660.
Preiser. Aaron, to Eaao Research and Engineering Co. Co-

alescing sulphuric acid-hydrocarbon emulsions. 3,098.108,
7-16-63. Cl. 260—683 62.

Price, Harry N. : See—
Blehl. Richard E.. Price, and Sternberg. 8,007,766.

Price Robert W. : See

—

Hans, Joseph B., Brooks, and Price. 3,008,004.
Prlesmeyer, Charles H.. to The Powers Regulator Co. Check

valve with removable falter. 3,007,660. 7-16-63, CL 137

—

316.
Pritchard. Jamea E., and J. L. Reger, to Phillips Petroleum

Co. Propellent compositions. 3,007,081. 7-16-63. Cl
149—19. ^

Procon Pump * BnglneerlnK Co. : See

—

Swanson, Victor E. 3,007,610.

Procter k Gamble Co., The : See

—

Burt. Robert V., Oex, and Pram. 8,007,788.
Product Development Aaaoc^ates, Ltd. : See

—

Morrow, Robert D. 3,007,686.
Prop«er, CTiarles H., Jr., to Oeneral Electric Co. Display

device having a retentive memory. 8,008,221, 7-16-68, Cl.840—324.

Provl, Mike A., to The Bearley Oo. Portable sUnd-ap type
bathroom scale. 8.007,0C6, 7-16-63. d. 177—230. *^ '*^

^'Ji?*']'/*' o^r"^**" ^- >**«»»t»c toy. 8,007,448, 7-16-68,
Cl. 46—241.

, WUKam J.
CL 61—10.

Tarfolae mooatlac meaiiB. 3,007,401, 7-16-
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Puaateri, Vincent P. : See

—

Letsch. William L.. and Pusateri. 3,098,227.
Pyle-National Co.. The : See

—

Hawn. Walter M., Chann, Beeal, and Vesely. 3,008,114.
Shearer, Jack F., and Neva. 3,097,906.

Quick. Deemond F. J., and D. J. Leech, to Normalair Ltd.
Cooling systems for aircraft. 3,007,504, 7-16-63, CL 62—
241.

Qulnn, Edward, to United Shoe Machinery Corp. Lasting ap-
paratus. 3,097.380, 7-16-63, Cl. 12—107.

Quintin, Albert A. J., to Compagnle des Metauz d'Overpelt-
Lommell et de Corphalle S.A. Heating of sine ovens.
3,097 835, 7-16-63, O. 263—87.

Raabe. Herbert P.. to General Mills, Inc. Transmission line
erected by pressurUed plaetlc. 3,098,229, 7-16-63, Cl.
843—706.

Rablnowlti, Joseph : See

—

Cherbuliex. Emile, and Bablnowits. 3,008.072.
Radio Corp. of America : See

—

Amick. James A., and Cnllen. 3.097.977.
Lailak, George A. 3,097,621.
Llndsley, Charlea W. 3,097.55«.
Rhodes, Roiand N. 3,008,170.

Rafflnage, Compagnle Fraucaise de, Socleite Anonyme dlte:
See

—

Welsang. Edouard, Scherrer, and Glslon. 3,098.033.
Ragan, Randall C. to Gladding, McBean * Co. Method for

continuous manufacture of ceramic sheathing. 3,097,929,
7-16-68, Cl. 25—156.

Raibourn. Paul. Post-deflection tube with XYZXZY sequence.
3.098.118. 7-16-63. Cl. 179—6.4.

Railway Maintenance Corp. : See

—

Franklin. Richard E., and FOx. 8,097,764.
Ralstakka. John E. Safety parachute for disabled airplanes.

3,097,819, 7-16-63, CL 244r—139.
Ramsay, Robert F. : See

—

Hann, Douglas O., and Ramsay. 3,008,111.
Ranco Inc. : See

—

Llebermann. John C. 3,097,508.
Randela, William C. : See

—

GUvarry, John J., Gore, Augenstein, and Randels.
3,097.717.

Rashbaum, Abraham: See

—

Lewlnakl, Julius, and Rashbaum. 3,097,430.
Ratcliffe. Fred : See

—

Hooper, Norbert, and Ratcliffe. 3,097,476.
RauBch, Clarence W., to The O. M. Scott k Sons Co. Bag

filling machine. 3,097,459. 7-16-63, Cl. 53—69
Raymond Bag Corp. : See

—

Davis Craig E. 3.097,618.
Raymond Engineering Laboratorjr Inc. : See—

Helnxmann, John D. 3^097,533.
Raymond, Glendon A. to Carrier Corp. Air conditioning
system heater assembly. 3,098,145, 7-16-63, Cl. 219—34.

Raytheon Co. : See

—

Levy Ernest, Jr., and Loucks. 3,098,192.
Scandale Vito F.. and Blanchard. 3.097,569.

Reader, Ange R., to Reader Proiiertles, Inc. Side rack stake
and side wall construction. 3,097,880, 7-16-63, Cl. 296

—

36.
Reader Properties, Inc. : See

—

Reader. Ange R. 3,097,880.
Rech. Jean M. D. : Bee—

Andr«. Joseph G. E.. and Rech. 3,097,484.
Rechenmaschinenfabrlk. Precisa, A.G. : See

—

Jullch, Werner. 3 007,700.
Reed. Edwin E., J. W. Hale, and F. S. Hamlin, to PhUllpR

Petroleum Co. Safety device for use in testing relief valves
on pressurized fluid containers. 3,097,516, 7-16-63, Cl.
73——4.

Reemtsma, H. P. k Ph. F. : Bee—
Warmt Rudolf. 3,098,143.

Reese, Elmer E. : See

—

Contant. Peter R., Hardv, and Reese. 3,097,389.
Reeves, Wlllard D., % to S. E. Cross, and Mi to S. C. Cross.

Olblet wrapping machine. 3,097.464. 7-16-63. Cl. 63—209.
Reflectotherm, Inc. : See—

Mills. Clarence A. 3,097,650.
Reger. Jo L. : See

—

Pritchard, James E., and R«ger. 3,097,081.
Reichhold Chemicals, Inc. : See

—

Matt. Joseph Z. 3,098,061.
Reld. John B. : Bee—

Kline. Richard G., Reld, and Soence. 3,097,381.
Reld, Orland B.. J. A. Herr. E. P. turner, and G. J. Abel, to
The Singer Mfg. Co. Automatic sewing units. 3.097,617,
7-16-63. Cl. 112—2.

Relfschnelder. Walter, to The Dow Chemical Co. Purely
para thloether polymers. 3,098,103. 7-16-63. CI. 260

—

Relfschnelder. Walter, to The Dow Chemical Co. Alkylphenyl
b'B thloethers. 3,098 104. 7-16-63, Cl. 260—609.

Relfschnelder. Walter, to The Dow Chemical Co. Alkanol
phenoxy thloethers. 3.098.105. 7-16-63, Cl. 260—609.

Relmers Getriebe K.O. : See

—

Berens. Helnrlch. 3.097.540.
Reingruber Frank, to General Thermostat Corp. Quick act-

ing, sensitive remote control for room heating and cooling
units. 3 098,140. 7-10-6.r CT. 200—137.

Reipold. Walter, to Ets. Valerca and Kontlnitro. Rocket
fuel. 3.097.479. 7-16-63 Cl. 60—35.4.

Renner. Raymond L. : Bee—
Paa'eka. John F. 3.097,534.

Rentschler Waldemar T.. to Alfred Ganthler. G.m.b.H. Pho-
tographic camera. 3,097,683. 7-16-63. Cl. 95—10.

Retterath Raymond G. Portable sickle and tool grinding de-

Ticee. 8,007 468, 7-16-63. Cl. 61—178.
Reuter. Gnnther. to Telefunken G.m.b.H. Butt Joint for

unweldnble vibratory bodies. 3,008,205, 7-16-63, Cl.

838—71.

to Compagnle Generate de
tracking systems. 3,098.226

Telegraphie
7-16-63

Sana
, Cl.

America. Power sup-
3,098,170. 7-16-63.

Defago. to Clba Ltd.

R«vlllon, Guy,
Fil. Target
343—16.

Rheem Electronics Corp. : Bee—
Floyd. George W. 3,097,777.

Rhodes. Roland N.. to Radio Corp. of
ply circuit for television receivers.
Cl. 315—13.

Rhyner, Paul, P. Grossmann, and R. ,„, „ ^..^ „,_
Process for dyeing or printing fibrous materials of aromatic
polyesters. 3,097,909, 7-16^3, Cl. 8—39.

Rice, Everett M. Putting game. 3,097,849, 7-16-63 Cl.
273—180.

Rice, Harold B., and J. G. Aguilar, deceased (C. Agullar,
administratrix), to John Burton Machinery Corp. Fluid
driven mechanism. 3,097,554. 7-16-C3 Cl 82—59

Richards. J. R., Co. : See

—

Richards, John R. 3,097.821.
Richards, John R., to J. R. Richards Co. Bracket support for

electric outlet box. 3.007.821. 7-16-63, Cl. 248—216
Richmond. Wallace E., to Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

Method of accurately machining semiconductor bodies.
3,097,458. 7-16-63. Cl. 51—281.

Riddell, John A., and B. von Scbmeling, to United State*
Rubber Co. Herblcidal method. 3.097,944, 7-16-63, O.
71—2.5.

Riddell. John
Rubber Co.

A. and B. von Schmeling, to United States
Method of controlling fungi and algae with

N-nhenvl-ltaconimldes. 3 098.002. 7-10-63. Cl. 167—33.
Riddell, John A., to United States Rubber Co. Itaconimlde

fungicides and algaecides. 3,098 003, 7-16-63, Cl. 167—33.
Rlegelman, Harry M., to Security Aluminum Corp. Reverai-

ble sliding door and window construction. 3.097.401, 7-16-
63, Cl. 20—19.

Rlehl, Lothar : Bee—
Slggel, Erhard, and Riebl. 3,008,046.

Rlester. William C. : Bee—
Deibel. Raymond A., and Rlester. 3,097,608.

Rleve, Robert W. : See—
Pitts, Paul M., Jr. and Rleve. 3,097,925.

Robertshaw-Fulton Controls Co. : See

—

Morgan, David L. 3,007,604.
Robinson, Ernest Y. : See

—

Godsil. Edward C, and Robinson. 3,007,543.
Rock. Jerome R.. and K. Sameshima, to Burroughs Corp.
Tape guiding means for magnetic tape transports. 3,007,-
779, 7-16-63, Cl. 226—97.

Rockbom, Gunnar, to Behringwerke Aktlengesellsehaft.
Process for producing a vaccine against distemper. 3,098,-
011, 7-16-63 Cl. 167—78.

Rodgers Felix C., to Chemetron Corp. Method and apparatua
for preserving an adequate supply of COt for fire protection.
3,097,499, 7-16-63 Cl. 62—55.

Rodgers Hydraulics Inc. : See—
Rodgers, James S. 3,097.477. '

Rodgers. James S., to Rodgers Hydraulics Inc. Track press
and track assembly tool therefor. 3,097,477. 7-16-63, Cl.
59—7.

Roe, Ralph C, to Burns and Roe, Inc. Combined gas and
steam power cycle. 3,097.486, 7-16-63 Cl. 60—30.18.

Roehr, Zblslaw M., to Brunswick Corp. Surgical apparatus.
3.097,647, 7-16-63. Cl. 128—221.

Rogers. Brian H. : Bee—
I.«ech Donald J., and Rogers. 3,097,508.

Rohdenburg, John H. Apparatus for liutruction in rope splle-
int.. 3,097.474. 7-16-63, Cl. 57—23.

Rood, Alvln A., to General Motors Corp. Power steering for
articulated vehicles. ." 097,719, 7-16-63, Cl. 180—70.2.

Roscelll, Gertrude A., tc National Industrial Products Co.
Starch product. 8,097,969. 7-16-63, Cl. 127—83.

Rosenberg, Joseph, to General Electric Co. Compoaltion com-
prising epoxy resin polyvinyl acetal, silica and a BFt-amine
complex. 8j(608,064, 7-16-68, Cl. 260—41.

Rosenberger, Thomas R., to Banner Welder, Inc. Arc welder
back-up wheel. 3,098,147, 7-16-63, Cl. 219—60.

Ross. Gerhard : See

—

86der. Alfons. Llmmler, Ross, and Kempe. 8.008,006.
Ross, Lon, to Maurice Ehichin Creations, Inc. Furniture con-

struction. 3,097,615, 7-16-63, Cl. 108—156.
Rough, Charles L. Folding boat. 3,097,871. 7-16-68, Cl.
9—1.

Rflesch. Ferdinand. Maschlnenfabrlk : See

—

Schick, Jobann O. 3,007,696.
Ruhland, Walter F., to Bishman Mfg. Co. Tire spreader.

3.007.825. 7-16-63. Cl, 254—50.8.
Bunco, Joseph C. to Anchor Hocking Glaas Corp. Rotary

Jar washer. 3 097.658. 7-16-63. CI. 134—81.
Russell. Allan M. Face mask. 8,097,642, 7-16-68, Cl. 128

—

146.
Russell. Fred J.

Cl. 292-160.
Russell, Peter B. : See

—

Baltzly. Richard, Russell, and Mehta. 8,098,076.
RutlRbauser. Edgar. Dui^lcating machine. 3.007,509, 7-16-

63, Cl. 101—416,
Ryde. John W. : See

—

Davidson. Hugh W.. and Ryde. 3.007,931.
S ft S Corrugated Paner Machinery Co.. Inc. : Bee—

Shields. Albert t. 3.097,575.

SOVACO Sodete pour la Valloriaation des Combustibles,
Minerals et anf^w Matieres Mtnerales : Bee—

Paris, Michel H. L. M., and Bnrstlein. 3,097,945.

Sack, Henri : See

—

Dlrlan, Oregoire, Back, Better, and Lefrancols. 8,008,-
020.

Hold back retractor. 3.097,872, 7-16-63,

Sager, Karl E. : See

—

Dickens, William A., and Sager.

Saginaw Produeta Corp. : See

—

Moore, Ronald D. 8,007,868.

8,007,004.
i
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Balat Oobaln. Compagnie d« : «;•—
Plot, Paul. andB«ra««ln. 8.098.148.

St. Vraln. Wallace tu., and C. A. Loc"j2_>'o;«« =»5«*'?°*":
Inc. UuiUi*le frequency antenna nxanvft. 8,0»8,231. 7-lo-

Balaul Uurb C. Mathod of forml^i concrete ptlaa In altn.

8afe?i'*22wlTi*i:''to^'8nVTui. IOC. Couplln,. 8.097.867.

7-l»-««. CI. 28»—86.
Salwaaaer, Lealle F. : aw—-

Saiwaswr. Melrln and L F. 8.097.877.

Salwaaaer, Melrln and L. F. Casing machine. 8.0»7,B77,

7-l»-ea. CI. 98—68.
Saiaeahlma. Kenjl : flee

—

^_ ..^
Rock, ierome R., and Sameehlma. 8,0«7,77»

Samwel, iohannet 1.. to North American ?»»»"?• Co
•
I"-

Transistor common-emitter gate circuit with Inductlre load.

8,0»8.21«, 7-18-8S. CI. 840—IM.
SandT Hill Iron * Brass Works, The : flee—

Strempel. Edward L. 8.0»7,»«2.

Ban Pranclico Research Corp. : Bee—
Parker. Leon O. 8,0»7,M4.

Santl. Louli. Bar-plu«s. 8.097.848. 7-16-88^ CI. IM—162.

Snih. Thomas F, to\'he fcnterprlse Mfa. Co.^ Drig adjust

ment for irolnnlig reel. 8,0»7,8l4. 7-l*-«8. CI. 24»—84.M
SaundersT" iJenneth W.. and N. M. Blkales. to Amerlean

aanamld Co. Cyanoethylated cellulose solutions. 8,0»7,-

8. 7-18-68. CI. 106—169.

BncBberger. Markus A.. Troutman, and Banter. 8,008.-

Baxe Van Rensselaer P. Column erection connector. 8,097,-

729. 7-18-63. CI. 189—86. „ ,. „ . .
Scandale, Vlto V., and R. Blanchard, to Raytheon Co. Auto-

matic positioning means for machine tools. 8,087,oov,

7-16-68. CI. 90—18.

®*''*civS'*aT<ie*F*rHaU, and Schabo. «.09M»1. , ^,
Schaefer. (*harles F. Coating applying apparatus. 8,097.-

968. 7-16-68. Cl. 118—289.

Bchaler Rudolf, to Verelnlgte Osterrelchlsche Klsen- und
Stahlwerke Aktlengescllschaft. Brake means for a cable

raUway car a^-enifly. 3.09J..23. 7-l«-4ja. Cl. 18»--4X
Sehans. Bernard J., to Beed Co. Itasy opening carton. 8,097,-

784. 7-16-68. Cl. 229—81.

'werres. Horst. Cxysewskl, and Jager. 8,098,001.

Scberser, Claude. See

—

^ «. , « aoo naa
Weisang, Kdouard. Scherrer. and Olslon. S,0a8.088.

Schick. Joh"nn O.. to Ferdinand KOesch Masehlnenfabrlk.

Drive means tor printing piaten machines. 8,097,8»«, 7-ni-

68, Cl. 101—820. ^
8chimiiieUcnmldt_Kurt : Bee— ^ „ ^ a

Schulthels, Werner. Schlmmelschmldt, Hoffmann, ana

Bchlessf Rob*rt'A.,'jr..' deceased; by W. B. La Flure, and

B. Schiess, co-executors. Molded drawers for modular

storage faclUUes. 8,097.901, 7-16-68. Cl. 312—880.
Schiess. Shirley : a«e—

Sciless. Robert A.. Jr. 8.097,901. ^ . . -,,,_, ^^
Sehloderberg, Uonala C. ^o "ir^e 'a».\>c^)Lh W\ifo^Co.

Nuciear ri'actor conUlnment system. 8,098,028, 7-16-65,

Cl. 204—198.2.
Sehlnmberger Well Surreylng Corp. : See

—

Cubberly. Walter K.. Jr. 8.0«rT,488.

Behmlder, Henry R. : See

—

. „ v ...

Bunf«r Dennen J.. Emery, Cavalier. Ferguson, Bchmidar,

and Alexanderson. 8,007,824. „ .. . «
Schmidt, Qerhsrd. and H. Felndt, to LlcentU Patent-Vtr-

waltunjnKO.m.b.b. Flashlights. 8.097.798* 7-16-68, CL

Schmidt Oltinann O. HydrauUcally operated land eoatour-

ing machine. 8.097.440. 7-16-68, Cl. §7—129.

Dru'ey Jean, Schmidt, and Blchenberger. 8,098,075.

Schmltt. Hube t A. Portable hydraulic torque wrench.

8chffi.*jJtn"v.^S*A B." J^miSlnton. to CaJ^fornla ^^^»*^
Corp. Thlxotroplc coating solutions. 8.098.008, 7-16-«»,

Cl 260-^22
Bebnelder, Oeorfe. and F. Basa, to Fuller Co. Spring dip bag

banger. 8.097.989. 7-16-68. Cl. 88—878.
Behnell, Hermann, and H. Krlmm, to Farbenfabrlkaa Bayer

AktlengeeeUschaft. Process for **• P'?<>nc«o"»' ''"^''tf:
polycarbonate-modified epoxy resin bodies. 8,098.066, 7-16-

pi 260—42
Bcboeffei. Eugene W., to Sterling Drug .Inc. JProejJ" '»'

W>eretlng black liquor. 8,09^988, r-16-e«. Cl. 162—81.
Schoennauer, Arthur E. :

Se*— ^ « noo oat
Oordon. Ronald H., and Schoennauer. ^8iW8,207.

Schol^n. Liwrence M. ' 8. H. MrtJlUan, "£,>^/- button,

to Parke Davis * Co. Inspection method and machine.

8.097.748, 7-16-63. Cl. 209—1115. ^^ „
SchiSeder. feobert E.'. and F. E. Smlttberr to Do*"* Con>.

Recording-reproducing machine. 3.097,907, 7-16-68, Cl.

346—17.
Schulthels, Werner. K. Schlmraelachmldt, H. Hoffmann, and

B Baler, to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellshaft vormals

Metster Lucius k Brflnlng. Water-solnWedUMo d/^-Con-
talnlng two tblosulfurlc add groups. 3,098,064. 7-16-«3,

a. 260—176.
Schur Milton O., to Olin Mathleson Chemical Corp. Packar

Ing film. 3.097.787. 7-16-63. C\. 229—53.

achwartx. Earl 8.. to H. Kramer * Co. In«ot and package
utUlxlng same. 3.097.741, 7-16-63, CT. 206—68.

Schwartx. Jean L.. to des Ateliers de Construction Schwartx-
Hautmont, Soclete Anonyme. Bay doanre. device with
bttllt-ln blind. 8,097,688, 7-16-68, Cl. 160—80.

Hchwartx. Nathan R., to SwlTcUcr Co., Inc. BecMSlMe light-
log hxtare tor lamp tUTlag plug taralaala. 8,0i»7,a00,
7-io-oa, Cl. 240—7».

8cbwelker. ueorae C. and A. W. Carlson, t« Velslcol Chemi-
cal <.orp. i'rocesa ior reacting a dloletlnle polymer with
hezachluroeyclopentadtene production of new p<dymeric
compositions and products thanof. 3,008,068, 7-16-63, Cl.
260 »o.5.

Sdaky. Uavid, to Weldlag Baaearch, Inc. Control system.
3,0V#8.18/. 7-16-68. CL flS—162.

Scislow.cs, Henry M.. to Abbott Laboratorlea. Venous cathe-
ter apparatus. 3,067.646. 7-16-63, CL 128—214.

.Scott, O. M.. * Sons Co.. The : See—
Rauseh. CUrence W. 3.097,469.

iicott, Vvarren H., to MlnneapoUs-Honeywell Regulator Co.
Ttiermal contfel apparatus. 3,098,188, 7-16-68. CL 200—

Scottish Agricultural Industrie* Ltd. : See

—

Uarru, i? rederlck J., and Boogtaey. 3.097,838.
Bearer, Harold J. Contalner-dtspenaer for Infant feeding.

3.097.757. 7-16-63, Q. 21^—11.
Searle, U. D.. k Co. : See—

Cella. John A. 3,098,008.
Sears. Koeback and Co. : See

—

U^c, ii^dward J. 3.097,813.
Security Aluminum Corp. : See

—

Uleiteluiun, Harry M. 3,097,401.
Seddon, Jeffrey \v'., to GuUick Ltd. Roof aupport In mines.

3,UU/,82», 7-16-63. CL 262—1.
Seeourg Corp., The : See

—

Croteau, Thomas H.. and Oroutan. 3.007,427.
Seelbach. Charles W. : See—

Murway, Arnold J.. KeUay, BMlbacta, and Cottle. 8,008.-
042.

Selden. William : See

—

Jackiton, Kenneth R.. and Selden. 3.097.620.
Selvert. Dora J. ilalnr bath. 8,007.367, 7-16-63, CL 4—177.
Seligman, Jay \v'., to L. Freyer. Sharpener. 3,097,457, 7-16-

«d. Cl. 51—246.
Selkregg, Edward M.. Jr., and R. C. CoUlmui, to Bernard

Oloeiiier Nortu East Co. Pallet rack. 3,007,747. 7-16-63,
Cl. 211—182.

Semlcon of California, Inc. : See

—

Crouin. Leo J. 3.0W7.421.
ServiclneU Products Corp. : See

—

>ujlhara, Yoshlkl. 3,097,679.
Shady, iJoyle C. : See

—

Oresko, Stephen J. 3,007,388.
Sballt, Harold : bee

—

McKvoy. James E., and Shallt. 3.007.974.
Shaunua. Suel U., to .\MP Inc. Electrical connector. 3,097.-

UUti, 7-1B-03. Cl. 339—253.
Shapiro. Seymour L.. and L. Fr«edman, to D. 8. Vitamin k

Pharmaceutical Corp. Method for treatment of dermato-
logical disorders. 3,008.008. 7-16-68, Cl. 167—56.

Sharav, William 11. : See

—

Auittel. Francis K., Sharav, and SUnchus. 3,007,979.
Shaw. Francis. * Co. Ltd. : See

—

Kaiser. Herbert. 3,097,884.
Shaw, (ieorge K.. to W. R. \>eaver. Reticle for variable power

t«le«icope sights. 3.097. '32. 7-16-63. CL 3»—80.
Shawlnlgaa Chemicals Ltd. : See

—

Kennedy. Douglas J., and Shine. 3.097,921.
Shearer, Jack F.. and J. A. Nava, to The Pyle-Natlonal Co.

Indexable key connector. 8.007,906, 7-16-6i3, Cl. 339—186.
Sbplaobki. Morris V., and T. Levenson, to Industrial Biology

Laboratories, Inc. Detergent polynrethane products.
3.008,048. 7-10-63, Cl. 260—2.0.

Sbepard. John W. : See—
Knoblocb, James O., Sbepard, and Uao. 3,008,098.

Shepherd, Alexander T. : See

—

Williamson, David T. N.. Walkar. Shepherd, and Hamp-
shire. 3,098,186.

Shields, Albert P.. to 8 * B Cormgatad Paper Machinery
Co.. Inc. Folder Uper machine. 8,007.876^ 7-16-68. CL
93—49.

Shine, Noel B. : See—
Ivennedy, Douglas J., and Shine. 3,007.921.

Short. Joe T.. to CaUaway Mills Co. Apparatus for dlspans-
luK towelM and the like. 3,007,760, 7-16-68, Cl. 221—216.

Shuinan. Frank H., Jr. : See

—

Dempsey, James F., and Shuman. 3,0e7J61.
SiclUano. .\nthony J., to Keen Mfg. Corp. Sprocket wheels.

3.097.733. 7-16-63. CT. 108—171.
Slebert. Alfreil : See

—

Thaler, Anton, and Slebert. 3.007.800.
Hievers. Albert H. Sanitary floors for animala 3.007.625.

7-16-63. CL 110—13.
Stggel. Erhard. and L. Rlehl. to Verelnlgte Glanxatoff-
Fabrlken AO. Method of preparing finely divided poly-
ethylene terephthalate from polyethylane terephtbalate
Hcraps. 3.008.046. 7-16-68. CL 260—2.3.

Slgnal-SUt Corp. : See

—

Uleiwelss. Arthur F., Colombo, DIekaon, and Orlov.
3.008.130.

Silver, Bernard, to Atlantic Research Corp. Propellaat
graina. 3.007.481, 7-16-63, d. 60—86.6.

Simmon Brothers, Inc. : See

—

Welsglass, Louis L. 3,007,863.
Simmons, Edward C. . »««

—

Blann. Leonard J.. WlUlamltls, and Simmons. 3,007,800.
Simmons, Harold C. to Parker-Haanlfln Corp. Spill type

fuel injection oxsie. 8.097,705, 7-16-68, CT. 280—12*
Sinclair Research, Inc. : flee

—

Holbert. Don R. 3.097,826.
Slndelar. WiUiam F., to Master Power Corp. Detest eoapllag
^?*^J^^^*'^ "' roUry power tool. 8.007,850. 7-16-68,
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singer Mfg. Co.. The : See

—

^ . „ ^, .,_
Rel<1, Orland B., Herr, Turner, and Abel. 3,097,617.

SkegKx, Leonard T., to Technlcon Instruments Corp. Chro
niatoKraphy analvsU apparatus and method. 3,007,927,

7-16-63. Cl. 2.*?—230.
Skil Corp. : See

—

Amnndsen, Oliver O., and Kodan. 3,097,858.

Sloman, Arthur R , to Associated Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd.

Continuous pulping process. 3,097,987, 7-16-63, Cl. 162

—

17.
Slotterbeck, Ober C, and J. F. McKay, deceased (by W.
McKay, administratrix), to Esso Research and Engineering
Co. Coating composition with blocked alcoholstes therein.

3.097 937, 7-16-63. CL 106—288. _ , ^ ^,
Small. Samuel N.. to A. O. Cohen and P. Weiss. Combina-

tion adJnsUble leg rest and container. 3,007,886. 7-1^^-63.

P] 297 439
Sme^ema. Hette, J. Noordanls, and J. O. Damstra. to North
American Philips Co.. Inc. Self-starting transistor con-

verter with overload protection. 3.098,201. 7-16-63, Cl.

331—113.
Smldth. F. L.. k Co. : Bee—

Frankert. Otto P. 8.007,802. „ . , ™ . ,

Smith, Charles P., and L. A. Warner, to Sylvanla Electric

Products Inc. Apparatus for spooling filamentary material.

3.097.815. 7-16-63. Cl. 242—158.4. „ _ ^ r.
Smith. Floyd A., to Jersey Production Research Co. Ce-

menting and completing wells in the earth. 3.007.601,

7-16-83. a. 166—28. ^ , . .^ , w «
Smith Horace L. Jr.. to Burlinrton Industries. Inc. Muffle

furnace. 3.097.831, 7-16-63. Cl. 263—3.
, ^

Smith. Jack, to General Electric Co. Remote control for

microwave system. 3.098.180, 7-16-63. O. 317—149.
Smith. John H.. to Corr««t-Alr Corp. Air conditioner for

industrial control quarters. 3,097.508. 7-18-63. Cl. 62

—

261.
Smith, Richard L. : See

—

» « «.•
E^issln. Gerald H., and Smith. 3.008.018.

Smlthberg. Floyd E. : See

—

.. ^ . ^» ««»
Schroeder. Robert E., and Smlthberg. 8,007,007.

Snap-Tlte. Inc. : See

—

Baloum, Edward B. 8,007,867.
Snuggins, George K. Hitch stabiliser and support 3.097.-

864. 7-16-63, CT. 280—474.
Sodeta' Varlatori Gubblottl S.r.L. : See

—

Gnbblottl, Lino. 8,007,538. „ ,
Snyder, Paul W.. Jr., to Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc. Com

binatloB catalytic cracklng-hydroproceising operation.

3,008.029. 7-16-63, CT. 208—61.
Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc. : flee

—

^, , , ^^ ^„„
C!oonradt, Harry L., Leaman, and Miale. 3.008.030.
Snyder. Paul W.. Jr. 3.008.020. _ „ ^

Soder. Alfons, 0. Llmmler. O. Rosh. and W. Kemne. to F«rb-

werke Hoechst AktleBgeaellsehaft vormals Meister Lucius
k Brunlng. Anthelmintic 1.4-iAenylene-dil80thlocyanate
eomposltioBs and method of using same. 3,098,006. 7-16-

63. Cl 167—53.
. . , „

Sohn, Robert L., to United tSatee of America. Air Force.

Solar prehe-'ter for gai^ <et attitude control system. 3,097,-

480, 7-16-63. a. 60—36.6.
SolaroU Ltd. : See

—

Morgan. James A. 8.097.640. „
Solomon, Nathan L. Hair curlers. 8,097,667. 7-16-63, Cl.

ja2 39.
SommervHie, Anthony W. : flee

—

Nicklin, Thomas, and Sommervllle. 3,007.026.
Sothcott. John E. L. : flee

—

_ ..... ^
Sparling, Sunley C. Haalett, Hopkln, and Sothcott.

3.098.210.
Sound Diffusion (Sales) Ltd : flee—

Stonor, Charles R. P. 8 008.128.
Space Technology Laborntories, Inc. : See

—

Bers. Naum 8. 3,007,686.
Spain, Horace H. : flee

—

„ . , ^„ ^„„
Holland. Warren B., Williams, and Spain. 8,007.602.

Bpain. Robert F. : flee

—

_ ^^_ ,^^
Diamond, Milton J., Sraln, and Lutch. 3.007,523.

Sparling Stanlev C, R. W. O Haslett, P R. Hopkln. and
J B L Sothcott. to Kelvin k Hughes Ltd. Echo ranging
with reference to boundary conditions. 8,008,210. 7-16-63,
Cl. MO—

8

8peed-0-Print Bnslneas Msehlnes : flee

—

Carlson. John W. 3.007.888.
Spencer. Robert A. : flee

—

^ ^^
Klin*. Rlehsrd O . Bel*, and Spencer. 3.097,381.

Spencer. Robert C. Jr., and M. A. EKgenberger, to General
Electric Co. Control apparatus for regulating an over-

speed condition of an electric generator. 8,008,100. 7-16-

68. Cl. 322—M.
Spencer Turbine Co.. The : See

—

Hunt, David H. 8.007.678.
Sperrv Rand Corp. : fleo-— ^ ^ . ^^„ „,_

Pranck, Abraham. Marette. and Psrsegyan. S.098.217.
Sptasxl. Ivo. to Fabbrica Italiana Maechine Aslendali. De-

vice* for unloading address plates on addresaing machines.

8.007.846 7-16-63. Cl. 271—88.
Splnrad. Bernard I. : flae

—

. « . ^ . «,«- ««-
Noland, Robert A.. Walker, and Splnrad. 8,008,025.

Bprague Electric Co. : flea

—

Lehovec, Kurt. 8,007,976.
Square D Co : flee

—

. —. ^ . amo «•«
Stanhaek, Harris I., and Klngdon. 3,008,136.

Sramek. Klmer D. : Bm— , _ ... ««, ..•
Fngleson. Hsrry E.. «»6 Sramek 8.007 7S2.

Stanback. Harris I., snd R. H. Klnrdon^ *r«^".".'* ^ ^**

Circnlt bresker. 8.008.186. 7-16-68. Cl. 200—88.

Knobloch. James 0.. Sbepard. and Llao.
8.22*/;2S*-

Van Strien. Richard E.. and Hodea. 8.008.050.

Stam, Charles H. Signaling system control for a modulator.
3.0^8.203, 7-16-63. Cl. 332—44.

States. W^llllam H.. to Midway Fishing Tool Co. Liner
hanger. 3.007.607. 7-16-63, Cl. 168—IM.

Stanffer Chemical Co. : flee

—

Lauck, Robert M.. Vanstrom. and Tucker. 3,007,040.
Ssabo, KarolT. and Bradr. 3,007.007.

Staunton. John J. J., to Coleman Instruments, Inc. Ultra-
micro cuvette asaembly. 8.007,028. 7-16-63. O. 23—202.

Stein Alfred E. Method of lubricatlnr thread and textile

machinery surfaces. 8,007,661, 7-16-63, a. 87—4.

Stein, Herbert A. : See

—

Mordoek, John B., and Stein. 3,007,832. _
Steiner, CharW. Boo^ holder. 8.007.444. 7-16-68. C\. 46—

87.
Stelnert, Elmer R. : flee

—

Zeeb. Stanley H., and Stelnert. S.007.868.
Stelnhofer. Adolf. O. Frey. and W. Knobloch, to Badlsehe

AniUn- k Soda-Fabrlk Aktlenaeaellschaft. Production of

unsaturated gaaeous hydroearMHis and of synthesis gas.

3.007.035, 7-16-63, C\. 48—215.
Stekete«, Cornelius J. OsciUatorr spreader for granular or

pulverlxed materUte. 3,097,882. 7-16-63. Cl. 276—8.
Stephenson, William L. : flee

—

^ ^^
Newell. Allen F.. and Stephenson. 3.008.202.

Sterling Drug Inc. : See

—

Schoeffel, Euaene W. 3.097.988.
Sterling Plastic* Co. : Bee—

Fleming, Jack F., and Lehre. 3,007.629.
Sternberg. Marrin : flae

—

. ^^, ,^^
Blehl. Richard E., Price and Sternberg. 8.007,766.

Stevenn, Brvce L.. to General Motors Corp. Pressure trans-

ducer. 3,098.209, 7-16-63, Cl. 338—30.
Stevens. Wayne E. : See— ^„ »««,„«,,

Dotts. Walter M., Jr., and Stevens. 8,007,017.
Stevenson Thoiuas. Spotting rifle ignition for larger caliber

gun. 3.097.564. 7-16-63. CL 80—1.7.

Stlbbp. G.. k Co.. Ltd. : See

—

Brown, Albert M. 3.007.510. ^ , ^^
Stirling. James. Apparatus for making rope strand. 3.007,-

472, 7-16-63, Cl. 57—15. .. ^ , ,

Stoeberl, Frank J., to Dur-O-Llte Pendl Co. Mechanical
pendl. 3,097,628. 7-16-63, CL 120—18.

.Stokev. Edgar H. : See

—

„ ^
Qalla^pr James D., Cummings. Lipchuck. and Stokey.

3 098 000
Stone, Arthur H. Artificial candle. 3.007.6J4. 7-16-63,

Cl. 67—55.
Stoner, Eugene M. Method of fabricating airfoils. 8.007,-

982. 7-16-63. Cl. 156

—

211.
Stonor, Charles B. P.. to Sound Diffusion (Sales) Ltd. Auto-

matic slKnalllnj; apparatus. 3.098.123. 7-16-63 Cl. 179—2.

Stowell. Philip A., to BurrouKhs Corp. Dielectric recording
medium. 3.007.064, 7-16-63, Cl. 117—155.

Streimer, Irving, to Boeing Airplane Co. Metabolators.
3 007.638. 7-16-63. Cl. 128—2 07.

Streimer, Irving, to Boeing Airplane Co. Reaplromators.
3,007,639, 7-16-68. CL 128—2.08.

Strempel. Edward L , to The Sandy Hill Iron ft Brass Works.
Automatic stripper shower. 3,097.992. 7-18-63, Cl. 162—
233

Studebnker Corp. : See

—

DnwUlnn. Kenneth. 3,098,188.
Stummer. Wllfrled. Devlr* for tr«nsl?itlne axi«l motion Into

swinging motion. 3,097,750, 7-16-63. Cl. 212—66.
Sud-Aviatlon Sodete National de Constructions. Aeronau-

tlquen : See—
Andre, Joseph G. E.. and Rech. 3.007,484.

Sun Oil Co. : See

—

Dempeey, James F., and Shnman. 3,097.761.
Superior Sports Spedaltles : See

—

Jett. Ernest W. 3,097.750.
.<?utton, Wilfred A. : See—

Scholten, Lawrence M., McMillan, and Sutton. 8,007,-

743.
Swanson. noyd A., to National Automatic Tool Co.. Inc.

Honing apparatus. 3,097,453. 7-16-63. CT. 51—34.
Swnnsnn, Victor E., to Procon Pump ft Engineering Co.
Pump and motor construction. 3,097.610, 7-16-63, Cl.

103—118.
Swarr. John H., and L. A. Hurwit*. to Hamilton Watch Co.
Heat treatment of stainless steel. 8.097.980, 7-16-63, Cl.

148—135.
Swegpr. Theodore J., to Illinois Railway Equipment Co.

.Tournal box oonstrurtlon for railway cars. 8.007.804,
7_lfl_«»3. Cl. 308—40.

Swift ft Co. : See

—

Denton. Arnold B., Bcnk, Hogan. and McBrady. 8.008,-

014.
Swift Spinning Mills, Inc. : See—

Alston. Otis B. 3.007,800.
Swinpipout Measure Co. : Sn— .

Allen, Scott E. ^ 007,674.
Swivel ler Co.. Inc. : See

—

Schwartz. Nathan R. 3.O07.8OO.

Sylvanla Electric Products Inc. : See—
Dickson, Herbert F.. Jr. 3,007.410.

Sylvanla Electric Products Inc. : See

—

Livingston. Donald C. 3.098.173.
Petts, Ronald G.. Colvlll*. and Parsons. 3,007.406.
Richmond Wallnce E. S.007.458
Smith. Charles P., snd Warner. 3,007.815.
Wallace. John W.. snd Blenvenue. 8.007.758.

Synchro Machine Co. : See

—

O'Grady. Joseph V.. and Unwrer. 8,007.478.

Ssabo. KarolT. and J. G. Brady, to Stauffer Clwmleal Co
Bisorganopnosphorus esters and their preparation. 3.097,-

907, 7-16-63, CT. 167—22.
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SsTdlowskl. JoMPb. G«« turbine control method and Bystem.

3.097.700. 7-10-63. CI. 170—135.72.
, . , „^ ,,/..„

Tapan, John C, and i. J. DUa«u. to ^eWcol Chemical Corp.

Flame retardant cellular product. 3,098,047, 7-16-OS, CI.

Taitca. Anielo O., to Aerojet-Oeneral Corp. Klnld torage
veiiMl. Tj.097,768, 7-16-«3. CI. 22^4—389.

^"'^I'oUnt^^'KiienJX Tauter, and Cerbina. 3.097.426.

Taylor. Billy w/and A. A. Poll Jr »%* »f
"^«'"

""vaflApparatu* for gaa analysis. 3,097.518. 7-16-03. Cl. 7d

Taylor. Cbarleo H. Sweeper. 3,097,983. 7-16-63. Cl. 15—41.
Taylor. George H.. Jr. Acoustical enclo"""* "^., '"^ f^"

uueuty souiid ampllller tor a loudspeaker. 3,097.720, 7-16-
*?« « * • « 1 K

1

n 1

Taylor Kenneth M., to The Carborundum Co. Bearing com-

bination. 3,097,879, 7-16-63, Cl. 308—188.
Technlcon Instruments Corp. : uee—

Ukeggs, Leonard T. 3.097.927.
Telefunkeu U.m.b.H. :

«««—- „„.
Keuter, Gunther. 3,098.205. „ ^„ „,„
Volgt, keluz K.. and HIndler 3^8.219.

Terrel. Garland C .
to J"«y P'o**"*:""" ^'•^"7 ^Slflf n'

od of oerforatlon of well pipe. 3.097.«93. 7-ltt-03. « i-

166—35.
Terrel. Garland C. : tiee— j f _ o nat mh

Corley. Charles B.. Jr., Terrel, and Loy. 3.097JBB8.

Terwllllger Paul L., and L. A. Wilson, Jr.. to Qulf B««*rch

k Development Co. ITocess for heating a subsurface for-

mation. 3.097.090. 7-16-63, Cl. 160— 11.
^ _. „ .

Te"u"Kmllli, to ^^P**" 8^ A 3 3-dUub.tituted^a«-
tldlnedlone compounds. 3,098.067, 7-16-63, Cl. .^ou ^av.

Texas Inxtruments Inc. : See—
Carney, I'atrlck B., and Keahey. 3,098.199.

Thaler, Anton, and A. Slebert to
V'^'l'.^'^'^m'i* %'hal^aBO

Ing device for scraper blades of roller mlUs. 3.097.S9U.

7-16-63. Cl. 16—266.51. o noT aat t id-
Thatcher Chester K. Meter run heater. 3.097.667, 7-lo-

63, Cl." 138—32.
Thlokol Chemical Corp. : Bee--

Lovlngham. Joseph J. 3,097,482.
, ^ .w n.,^-

Thoma. Ullhelm. and H. Genth. to Karbenfabrlken Bayer

Aktlengewillschaft. i;re»ervatl>'e8 cpnslsUng of mUed an-

hydride* of alkylcarbonlc acids. 3,097.996, 7-16-63. Cl.

167—22.
Thomas. James W. : Bee— 9naa^Aa

Bennlnghoff, WUUam E.. and Thomas. 3,098.146.

Thomas, \\ llford H. : See—
Cook,^8hlrl E., and Thomas. 3.098,089. a».Ki«

Thomas, Wllford h.. and 8. B Cook, to Ethyl Corp Stable

lead alkyl compositions and a method of preparing tbe

same. 3^098.090, 7-16-63. C\. 260—437 „ ». «
Thompson, Gene 6., H. M. Hlbbs, and E. W Hough to

Jersey Production Keaearch Co. Treatment of subsurface

earth formations. 3.098,038. 7-16-63. Cl. 252—8.58.

Thompaon Industries. Inc. : Bee—
Kafoure, Lewis, and Huffman. 3,097,888.

Thompson Ramo WooldrJdge Inc. : Bee—
Matt, Richard J. 3,097,895.
Wanfass, Cravens L. 3,098.158. i,^„m„„

Thompaon, Vvilmer R.. to Union Carbide Corp. Reducing

thermal npaets In fluid meaturlng cells. 3,097,620. 7-i»-

63. Cl. 73—27.
Thor Power Tool Co. : Bee—

Kaman. Frank A. 3.097.571.

Thumlm. Carl, to Mlehle-Goss-Dexter Inc. Cutting knlfe-

sUck support. 3.097,752.7-16-63,0*1.214—1.
Thym QoXn L. Aerial ladder. 3.097.721, 7-16-68. C\.

182—2,
Tlbbetts. Lloyd D., Sr. : See

—

Frye. Ellsworth W., and Tlbbetts. 3,097.429.

Tidewater Oil Co. : See—
Harrison, Robert D. 3,008,000.

TldUnd, Charles R. : Bee—
Wlfllams^Arthur T. 8,097,808.

Tltchener, B. H., & Co. : Bee—
Wayne. Edward T. 3,097,391.

Tompaett. John M. : Bee—
o r«o iaq

Buckley. Charles R.. and Tompsett. 8,098 189.

Tonles Burl D., and R. A. Cllne, to The Gllson Screen Co.

liable tillable separator. 3.698,087, 7-16-83. a. 209-
260.

Tote-Cart Co. : See— ^ „^^
Carpenter. Robert J. 8,097.887.

Toulmln Harry A., Jr. Method and apparatus for gas plating

of metal on gU" Abers. 3,097,941. V-16-63. Cl- 65-3.
Towxey Hugh t., Jr. Airfoil design for Jet englned aircraft.

8.097,817, 7-18-63, Cl. :i44— 15.

Trlco Products Corp. : Bee—
Delbel. Raymond A., and Rleater. 3.097.608.

Trojan Powder Co. : See—
Griffith George L., and Lyte. 3,097,601.

Troutman. Paul H. : See— „ ^ .. o * « naa
Eggenberger. Markua A., Troutman, and Santcr. 3.098.-

17'178.

Troutman. Paul H. : See

—

^ ^ ,,
Eggenberger, Markus A.. Troutman, and Callan.

488.

8,097.-

Eggenberger, Markns A., and Trontman. 3.097^480.

Cafian. Patrick C, Eggenberger, Malone. and Troutman.
3,097.490.

Tubbe in I. Valre and actuator. 3,007.818. 7-16-63, Cl.

107—14.
Tucker. Jamea W. : See

—

, „ .. o ««^ 0..0
Lauck, Robert M.. Vanstrom, and Tucker. 3,097.949.

Turner. Charles F., to OUn Mattaleaon Chemical Corp. Liquid
propellant cartridge. 8.097.602, 7-16-63, Cl. 102—89.

Turner. EJdgar P. : See

—

Reid, OrUnd B.. Heir. Torner, and AbeL 3.097.617.
Tweedalea * Smalley Ltd. : See

—

Hooper, Nor4>ert. and BateUflc. 8,007,476.
Ulmer, Hans : jSee

—

JelUnek, Karl, HegedQa. Ulmer, and Bartl. 3,007,908.
Ungerer, Howard L. : aee—

O'Grady, Joseph V., and Ungerer. 3,007,473.
Union Uarblde Canada Ltd. : fie«

—

Zachman. Nell J. 3,097,960.
Union Carbide Corp. : See

—

Ajnsel, Francis E.. Sbaray, and Stancbua. 3,097.979.
Apian. Prank F. 3.008,036.
Baum. Bernard O. 3,008,057.
Berta. Uemo J., and Uanmann. 3,097,900.
Conte. Loula B.. Jr^ and Aiiel. 3.008.099.
Freure. Benjamin T. 8,098.100.
Hanaen, Donald J., Weat, and Fanner. 3.098.021.
Uooaton, Reagan. 8,097,940.
Koehler, Jamea 0.. «nd Lamprey. 3,098.041.
Loeaer. Theodore S. 3.007,764.
Mateckl, Edward A. 8.097,398.
MUler. Walter A., and MerrUm. 3.097,991.
MltcheU. Jamea A. 8,007.677.
MitcheU. Samuel B. 8,008,183.
Thompaon. WUmer R. 3,097,620.
WblUcre, John R.. and BuUoff. 3,097,962.

United Aircraft Corp. : See—
BniTld, Michel O. 3,007.701.
Peters. John H. IIL 8,097.620.

United Shoe Machinery Corp. : See

—

Qulnn. Edward. 8,007,880.
U.S. Industrlea, Inc. : See

—

Uohrtng, Donald H. 8.007,628.
United SUtea of America

Air Force : See

—

BUson. Louis L., and Deboi. 3,097,488.
Brauer, Joseph B. 3.098.204.
aemena. Pat L. 8,008,194.
Sobn, Robert L. 8,007.480.

Atomic Energy Commisaion : See

—

GodsiL Edward C, and Robinson. 3.007,548.
Karnle. Anthony J. 8,008,022.
Kinyon, Brice W.. and Whitman. 8,007.630.
Knoll. Kenneth C. 8,007,920.
Mulllna. Lawrence J., Jr.. Leary. BJorklund, and Mara-

« man. 3,008,028.
Moland, Robert A., Walker, and Bpinrad. 8,008,025.

Nary : See

—

Andrews, Zenaa B. 8,097,888.
Blomqulst, Arthur 0., Laraen, and Wermager. 8,098,-

132.
Burthe, Jack U.. Kenner. and Woermbke. 8.098,172.
Hopkins. Jamec C, and Bennett. 8,007.600.
Knpellan, Vahcy 8. 8.097,666.
Letaeh. William L., and Pusateri. 8.008,227.
Valliere, Bdward G. 8,097,418.
Viernstein, Lawrence J. 8,098,198.
Wallace, Robert B.. and Wuater. 8,098,198.

United SUtes Rubber Co. : See

—

Rlddell. John A. 8.098.008.
Rlddell, John A., and yon SchmeUng. 8,097,944.
Rlddell, John .. and von Sdunellng. 8,098,002.

U.S. Viumln k Pharmaceutical Corp. : See

—

Shapiro, Seymour L., and Frcedman. 8,098,008.
Universal Labelling Machlnea Ltd. : See

—

Caulford, Douald A., and Phin. 8,097.988.
Unlyersltjr of California, The Regcnta of the: See—

O'Brien. Michael. 3,007.460.
Unterbrlnk. Victor, to Pines {engineering Co., Inc. Dressing

applicator for floor surface. 8,007,886, 7-16-68, Cl. 15—
118.

Upjohn Co.. The : See

—

Babcock. John C. Campbell, and Pederson. 8,098,083.
Valliere. Edward G., to United SUtea of America, Nay/. Elec-

trically coded terrain model map. 8.097,418, 7-16-63, Cl.

29—165.6.
Van den Driest, Jan. to North American Philips Co.. Inc.

Electrical apparatus comprising a yoitage commuUtor.
3.098,188, 7-16-63, Cl. 200—61.07. _ , ,

Van der Lely, Cornells, to Patent Concern N.V. Implements
for working materialjlying on the ground. 8,007,470, 7-16-

63,^ Cl. 58—386. ^. .. . _,
Van kossum, Hendrlkus C, and C. Villalaa, to North American

Phllipa Co., Inc. SignaUing reoalyer. 8,098,179, 7-1^-63,

Cl 817 147
Tan Strien, Richard E., and W. Hodea, to SUndard Oil Co.

Resinous compositions from trlmellitlc anhydride and vlc-

epoxldea. 8,098,069. 7-16-68, Cl. 260—78.6.
Vanstrom, Reginald B. : See

—

. „ ^ . ^„ «..«
Lauck, Robert M.. Vaaatrom. and TnckM. 8,007.949.

Vara-Trol Inc. : Ste—
Fetterman, Roy A., Jr. 8,097,476.

Varian Assoclatea : Be*— _ . ^„ ^„
Gordon. Ronald H.. and Seboennaner. 8,098,207.
ZltelU, Louis T. 8.098.180. .

Varta Aktlengeaellschaft : See

—

Horn, LuU, and Phllipp. 8,007,976.
Vaughn Machinery Co.. The : See

—

Nye. Maurice A., and Blttman. 8.007,812.
Nye, Blaurlce A., and Bittman. 8,008.100.

Velslcol Chemical Corp. : See— -^„«.«
Schwelker. Oeorgft C, and Carlaon. 8,098,068.
Tapes. John C. and Dlaaen. 8.098,047.

Vereinigte Olansstofr-Fabrtken AG. : See—
Siggel. Brhard, and Btehl. 8,008.046.

Vereinigte Osterreichiaebe Slaen- and Btatalwerke Aktlenfcaell-

schaft : See

—

Bchaler. Rudolf. 8.097.728.

LIST OF PATENTEES XXI

3,098,179.
Transfer bar
Cl. 129—8.

Ink roller

3,097,944.
3,098,002.

3,098,087.
Inc. Automatic

illace. John W.. and R. L. Blenvenue, to Sylvanla Electric

Products Inc. Article plckuo and transfer method and
ipparatuB. 3,097,783. 7-16-63 Cl. 214— 1.

.^ ^ „^ ^ ,
iflace. Robert B., and W. L. Wuster, to United States of

Veeely, Donald V. : See

—

Hawn, Walter M. Chann, Besal, and Vesely. 3,098,114.
Vickery, Ronald C. to Nuclear Corp. of America. *orce

measuring device 3,097,714, 7-16-68, Cl. 177—210.
Viernstein, Lawrence J., to United States of America, Navy.
Use of ultrasou'c blaa in magnetic amplifiers. 3.098.196,
7-16-63, Cl. 823—89.

ViUalaa. Carlos : See

—

Van Rossum, Hendrtkus C, and Vlllalas.

Vlllhard, George J., to Looae Leaf MeUls Co.
and locking mechanism. 3,097.652, 7-16-63, v.

VlBser, Martin K , to Meredith Publishing Co.
lubricator. 3,097,597. 7-16-68, Cl. 101—364.

Vogel, Oeorg . See— _ „^„ ^ „„
inauer, Hans-Ulrich, Vqgel, and Bayer. 3,098,122.

Voigt, Helm E., ana W. Uindler. to Telefunken O.m.b.H.
Monitoring arrangement for program-controlled electronic

computers or similar systems. 8,098,219, 7-16-63, Cl. 340—
218.

Vom Felde, Hans W. : See

—

Jasper, Karl T., and Vom Felde. 3,097,727.
Von Matbes, Peter, to Continental Elektrolndustrie A.G.,

Askanlawerke. Means for measuring scale motions. 3,098,-

152, 7-16-63. Cl. 235—92.

Von Schmellng. Boglslav : See

—

Rlddell, John A., and yon Schmellng.
Rlddell, John A., and yon Schmellng.

Voaer, Walter: See

—

Wettsteln. Albert, Meystre. and Voser.
Wadsworth, WlUlom B., to David Clark Co. __

.

sound control. 3,098.121. 7-16-63. Cl. 179—1.
Wagner, Ferdinand : See

—

^ w^ u.* 1.

Kremp, Rudolf, Wagner, Bledermann, and Kubitzek.

3,097,681. _
Walte Dav.d P., to General Electric Co. DaU storage and

transmission system. 3,098,215, 7-16-63, Cl. 340—151.
Walen. Ernest A. : See

—

Newell, Isaac L.. and Walen. 3,097,978.
Walker. Brooks.^ Jack. 3.097.826. 7-16-83, Cl. 254—93.

No'land Robert A., Walker, and Splnrad. 3,098,025.

Walker. Donald F. : See

—

„ ^ ^ ., xr
Williamson, David T. N., Walker. Shepherd, and Hamp-

shire. 3,098.188.
Wallace. H. W., k Co. Ltd. : See-

More, Arthur K. 3,097,600. .!,,,
Wallace, iohn W., and R. L. Blenvenue, to S/lvanla Electric

Products '- ' '- -'-•—- --•• '—""'o- "^-K«H .nH

ai

America, Navy. Magnetically regulated variable high volt-

age power supply. 3,098,193, 7-16-63, Cl. 323—66
Walter; Charles R., Jr., and B. E. Lloyd, to Allied Chemical

Corp. Process of separating unsymmetrlcal dlmethylhy-
drazlne from aqueous solutions containing same. 3,098,-

017. 7-16-63. Cl. 202—39.5.
. „ , „, .,.

Walts, Edward, to E. O. Bulman Mfg. Co., Inc. Tape dls-

nenser with mounting baae. 3,097,775. 7-16-63. Q. 225—

Wander. Dr. A.. S.A. : See—
Mensl, Robert F. 3.097,940.

Wankel G.m.b.H. : See—
Froede, Walter, and Paechke. 3 097,6«

Wanlass Cravens L., to Thompson Ramo Wooldrldge Inc.

Multivibrator circuits employlnf voltage breakdown de-

yices. 3,098.158, 7-10-63, Cl. 307—88.5.
Ward Cecil R. : Bee—

James Robert A., and Ward. 3,097,942.

Wannt, Ru-lo'r to H. F. k Ph. F. Reemtsma.
apparatus. ^,098,143. 7-1G-63. Cl. 219—19.

Warner, Leadom A. : See

—

Smith. Charies P.. and Warner. 3.097,815.

Wesley, Arthur J., to Wasley Products. Inc.

3,097',896, 7-10-63, Cl. 308—187.2.
Waslev Products. Inc. : See—

Wasley. Arthur J. 3 097 896.

Wasson. Burton K., and J. M. Parker,

k Co. 1.3-dlphenylpropyl carbamate
012, 7-16-63, Cl. 167—84.5.

'^*' MSkJw!;ki,'Ale«ndfr'a, Blood, and Wathen. 3,097.593^

Wayne, Edwafd T. to E h Tltchener A Co ,y^-l**l'°f
devices for chicken shackles. 3,097,391. 7-16-63. Cl.

17—11.
Wean Engineering Co , Inc.. The : See—

Ersklne. Robert J. 3,697,807.

Weatherhead Co., The : See—
Antrim, Doron S., Kilns; and Gill. 3,097,666.

Iversen, Richard N. 3,097.866.

Zeller Hans. 3,097,870.
Weaver, William R. : See

—

Webe'r!"'?iur°/"' ^'^p'SCS^ ^T^VW^criS^? "'

WeTnl^'r'^Vfc^r^^o !>u"?:'a%'-E^'neS\a'^^^^^
634 i-\6-Q3. Cl. 123—179.

Well Pump Co. : See

—

FinMl Hermin 3.097.606.

Welsang Edouard, C. Scherrer, and A. Olslon, to Compagnle

F"r"?klS'T Rafflnage. Soclete \«°°y'"|,'*'^^ , -S^g^^^c?
for refining petroleum products. 8,098,033, 7-ltVHJd, c
208—227.

^ „

"^'"Laffi- All"' l": ^.n'd Welsenbom. 3.098.079.

trol for color prints. 3.097 563, 7-16-63, Cl. 88—24.

""''"MlJihlir^ameri., and Wei... 3,097,793.

'^•"im'^^'sal'uVN. 3.097.886.

Perforating

Bearing seal.

to Charles E.
derivatives.

Frosst
3,098,

Weissbach Helmut : See

—

Noll, Walter, Damm. and Weissbach. 3,098,050.
Weksler, Harry, to Weksler Instruments Corp. Combina

tlon thermometer. 3,097,530, 7-16-63. Cl. 73-—340.
Weksler Instruments Corp. : See

—

Weksler, Harry. 3,097,630.
Welch, Eldred, to General Aniline k Film Corp. Process of

8reparing 4-amlno-4'-chloro-2-8tllbenecarbonitrlle. 3,098,-
92 7-Hi-G3. Cl. 260—165.

Welding Research, Inc. : See

—

Sciaky, David. 3,098,187.
Weller, Edward F., Jr., to General Motors Corp. Image

converter. 3,097,522. 7-16-63. Cl. 73—67.6.
Weller, Leo G., to Fuller Co. Gas-material separator. 3.097.-

938, 7-16-63, Cl. 55—302.
Wells, John D.. to Ford Motor Co. Power transmitting clutch

with antl-lnertla braking means. 3,097,731, 7-16-63, Cl.

192— 13.
Wendell. Douglas C, Jr.. to Burroughs Corp. Etchant for

molybdenum. 3,0§8,043. 7-16-63, Cl. 262—79.5.
Wermiiger, Palmer G. : Bee—

Blomqulst, Arthur G., Larsen, and Wermager. 3,098,
1^2. , „ .. ,

Werres, Horst, A. Czysewskl. and A. Jager, to Scherlng A.O.
Acarlcide agent. 3,098,001. 7-16-63, Cl. 167—30.

West. William J. : See— „ „„,
Hansen, Donald J., West, and Farmer. 3,098,021.

Wettsteln, Albert : See— ^^
, ^ _,.

Meystre, Charles, Wettsteln, Anner, Heusler, and Wle
land. 3,098 070.

. . , „v
Wettsteln, Albert, G. Anner. C. Meystre, P. Wleland L Eh
mann K. Heusler, A. Hunger, and J. Kebrle to Clba Corp.
Process for the manufacture of ICo-methyl-allopregnanes
substituted In the 21-posltlon. 3.098,085. 7-16-03, Cl.

2(>0—397.45.
Wettsteln Albert, and P. Wleland, to Clba Corp. Proceae

for the manufacture of llfl-hydroxy-pregnane compounds.
3.098,086, 7-16-63. Cl. 260—397.45. ^,^ .

Wettsteln, Albert, C. Meystre, and W. Voser, to Clba Corp.
16 21-dlocyloxy-A«-pregnene-3ol-20-one derivatives and proc-

ess for the production thereof. 3,098,087, 7-16-63, Cl.

2C.0—397.47. _ „ . „ w... ^
Whitacre, John R., and J. J. Bulloff. to Union Carbide Corp.

Gas plating metal on fibers for antistatic purposes. 3,097,-

962, 7-16-G3. Cl. 117—107. ., ,
Whitaker, Lorenio R. Phosphatic waste materials for pro-

duction of ceramic wares. 3,097,954. 7-16-63 Cl. 106—-39.

White, Charles S. Sealing and bearing device having low
friction sealing faces. 3.097,893, 7-16-63, Cl. 308—36.2.ag I

vld
B.. Whltehouse, and Lindsay. 3,097,

3,097,630.

Whltehouse, David R.
Farmer, Edward

709.
Whitman, Graydon D. : See—

Kinyon, Brlce W., and Whitman.
Wleland, Peter : See—

^ „ , ^ „,.
Meystre Charles, Wettsteln, Anner. Heusler, and Wle-

land. 3,098,070. „„ , ^ ^.
Wettsteln Albert, Anner, Meystre, Wleland, Ehmann.

Heusler, Hunger, and Kebrle. 3,098,085.
Wettsteln, Albert, and Wleland. 3,098,086.

Wieszeck Emll S. Protectively contained sensing apparatus.

3,097.973, 7-16-63, Cl. 136—4.
. „ ._„

Wilkins, Richard Al Conductive wire coating alloys, wires

coated therewith and process for improving solderabiUty

therefor. 3.097,965. 7-16-63, Cl. 117—231.
Wlllcox k Glbbs Sewing Machine Co. : See—

Lewlnski, Julius, and Rashbaum. 3,097,430.

"^'^
M^nt' Le'onard^J- .^wmiamltis. and Simmons. 3,097,-

509
WUllams, Arthur T., Vi to C. R. Tidland. Expansion chuck.

3,097,808. 7-16-61 6. 242—68.2.
Williams, Chester. Riding lawn mower. 3,097,465, 7-l&-8iJ,

Williams David A., to Chemctron Corp. Apparatus for

handling liquefied gases. 3.097,498, 7-16-63, Cl. 62—55.

Williams, Robert E. : See—- o noT ftoo
Holland, Warren E., Williams, and ^paln- 3.(>?7^92.

Williamsom David T. N., D. F. Walker, A. T. Shepherd, and

D W H Hampshire, to Ferrantl, Ltd. Control apparatus

for pbsltloning an object. 3,098,188. 7-16-63, cTl. 318—

WlUlngham, John D., Jr. Pad assembly. 3.097,442, 7-16-

03, Cl. 38—66.
Willi.* Acceptance Corp. : See^

Willis. Durward K. 3,097.680.

Willis, Durward E., to Willis Acceptance Corn, ^ehlcle

and mounting means therefor. 3,097,080. t-io-oj,

150 331
Willson Corwln D. Family car ensembles. 3,097,876,

(53. Cl. 296—23.
Wilson. Lawrence A.. Jr. : See—

TerwUllger, Paul L.. and NMlson. 3,097.690.

Wilson Robert M., to Dare Products, Inc. Electric fence

insulator. 3,098,117, 7-16-63, CT. 17f—166._^,_^ , . .^
Winchell Paul, to Chelwln Productions, Inc. Artificial heart.

3 097, ."ieo, 7-16-63. Cl. 3—1.
^ ^ ,

Winchell Paul. Conforming non-vlslble garters for hosiery.

3,097.407, 7-16-03, Cl. 24—248.

Windes. Frank V., and A. J. Paul, to International Busl

ness .Machines Corp. Analog signal switching apparatus.

3,098,214, 7-16-63, Cl. 340—147.

Wlnfleld. William S . and R. A. Muschamp, to (ieneral Elec

trie Co Coupling circuit for connecting together two
resonant circuits and tuning the wliole over a band of

frequencies. 3,098.208. 7-16-63, CT. 334—64.

Winkler, Alfred, and F. Jakob, to Agfa Aktiengesellschaft.

Scanning assembly for cameras. 3,097,582. 7-16-63, CJ.

95—10.

tire

a.

7-16-



line grappllDK
9—9.
to American Can Co.
229—1.5.

XXll

W InkltT Klchard, and K. Ehinnebler, to Berkley Machine Co.

ApparatuH for folding the closure flaps of envelopes and

Hlmllar articles. 3,097,578, 7-16-63, tl. ?.^82 „
WlntiisB, <;eorge. Enclosed precision switch. 3,0»B,141,

7_1G_«3, CI. 200— 1.59. „ ^ . s s A
Wirt. Harrison L.. to (Jeneral Pyectrtc Co peTlce for feed-

ing pulverlied material. 3.097,767. 7-16-63. Cl. 222—368.
Wlstl Charles K. Life line grapplInK hook and marker

3.097,373, 7-10-63, Cl.

Wltmer, Clarence Le Roy,
3,097,780, 7-16-63. Cl.

Woeniibke, .lames D. : See
Burthe Jack II., Kenner. and Woermbke. 3,098.172

Wolf. Arnold F, : See—
Charnota. Steven, and Wolf. 3,097,702.

Woodard, Norman O. Tire regroovlng machine
7_lft_rt3. Cl. 157—13. ^ , u, -K..

Woodt'll, Rudolph, to Beaunlt Corp. Crlmpable fibers

regenerated cellulose. 3,097.414, 7-16-63, Cl. 28—82.
Woodruff, Howard C. : Kee— _ „ ^, „«„

L.iwton. Elliott J., and WoodrufT. 3,097,960.

Word. William W., Jr. : See—
Le Rouax Robert K., Nellon, and Word. 3,097.890.

Work (Jeorge A. S'uclear radiation dosimeter reader appa-

ratus. 3,(>98.156. 7-10-63. Cl. 250—71.5.
Wright, Howard N., Jr. : See— „ ^„ «««

Hagemeyer, Hugh J.. Jr., and Wright. 3,098,093.

Wrl>:ht. Joseph H. Jr., to Photomechanlsms Inc. Rapid
processing apparatus. 3,097.584, 7-16-63. Cl. 95— 12.

Wuster, Walter L. : See—
Wallace, Robert B.. and Wuster. 3,098.193.

Wykes, Arthur A. : See—
Everett, <Juy M.. and Wykes. 3,098.010.

V.'ynllt rharmaceutlcal. Inc. : See—
Horton, Robert R. 3,097.637.

LIST OF PATENTEES

Paper plate.

3,097.685.

of

YarboroDgh^ LeRoy W. Article holder. 3.097,406, 7-16-6S,
Cl. 24—3.

Yarrick, Charles J., and R. F. Merts. to I-T-E Clrcnlt Breaker
Co. Tulip clip primary contact! with star spacer. 3,007,-
904, 7-1^-63, Cl. S39—«4.

Yerrlck, WlllUm B.. to KltUnnlns Brick Co. Extruded
ribbon of Are clay. 3,097,405, 7-16-83, Ci. 22—147.

Yocum, Ralph W., to Caterpillar Tractor Co. Tapered end
stud and structure with tapered end bore to proTlde a
wedging lock. 3,097,728, 7-19-63, Cl. 18l>—86.

Y^oder Co., The: Bte—
Mackey, Kngene L. 3,097,508.
Mackey. Eugene L. 3,097,S70. '

Yoshlda Kogyo K.K. : Bee—
Yoablda, Tadao. 8,097,396.

Yoshlda. Tadao, to Toahida Kogyo K.K. Apparatua for pro-
ducing slide fasteners havlAg interlocking elements of
synthetic resin. 3,097.395. 7^8-83. Cl. 18—30.

Voung. Sbirrel R., to Aerosdence. Inc. Pressure compenaat-
Ing apparatus. 3.097,536. 7-16-63. Cl. 7*—18.2.

Zachman. Nell J., to Union Carbide Canada Ltd. Method
tor bard-surfacing metal edgea. 3.097,959, 7-16-63, Cl.
117—22.

/^eeb. Stanley H., and E. R. Btelnert, to Aeroqulp Corp.
Quick release pipe joint. 3,097.880. 7-18-83. Cl. 280—1.

Zeiss Ikon AktiengeBellschaft : 8fee

—

Odntber. Willi. 3,007,80».
Zeller, Hana, to The Weatberhead Co. Sealing ring. 8,097.-

870 7-16-63. Cl. 280—341.
ZIns. Berl L. Oarmenta baTlng ao elastic waistband with

automatically adjustable waist measurements. 3,097,360,
7-16-63. Cl. 2—237.

ZltHll, Louis T., to Varian Associatea. Collector coolant
system. 3,098,165. 7-16-63. Cl. 313—21.

Zschokke. Conrad, Aktlengeaellacbaft-: Wee—
Masaa. Cesar 3.097,848.

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
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Note.—First numbers class, second number= subclass, third number= patent number

1—
2-

3-

9—

10-
12—

1*-
15-

17-

18-

19—
20—

21—
22—
23-

24-

2!t-

28-

29-

30-

56:

64'

153:

177:

232:

237:

1:

177:

114:

136:

331:

22:

30:

M.2:
66:

94.16:
128:

1:

9:

11:

307:

310:

313
21:

10.1:

107:

142:

6:

3.13:

41:

111:

118:

167:

209:

237:

250.42:
256.51:

11:

35:

45:

17:

30:

38:

42:

54:

57:

98:

2:

19:

42:

87.5:
68;

147:

2:

4:

14.5:

25:

63:

151:

166:

202:

209:

225:

230:

292:

3:

248:

255:
263:

270:

45:

156:

1

79
82

96
155 5

155.62
156 8
182 5

183.5
195

407
460
492
667

4

102
168
273

3,097,360
3, 097, 361

3. 097. 362
3, 097, 363
3. 097. 364
3,097,366
3, 097, 366
3, 097. 367
3.097,368
3,097.369
3.097,370
3,097,908
3,097,909
3.097,910
3.097,911
3.097,912
3,097,913
3,097,371

3, 097, 372
3, 097, 373
3.097.374
3,097,375
3. 097, 376
3,097,377
3,097.378
3, 097, 379
3.097.380
3,097,381
3,098,111
3.097,382
3,097.383
3, 097, 384
3, 097, 385
3,097,386
3, 097. 387
3.097.388
3,097.389
3.097.390
3.097.391
3.097.392
3,097,393
3.097.394
3. 097, 395
3,097.396
3, 097, 397
3,097,396
3,097,914
3,097,916
3.097,399
3,097,400
3, 097, 401

3, 097, 402
3.097,403
3,097,916
3, 097, 405
3,097,917
3.097.918
3.097,919
3.097.920
3, 097, 404
3.097.921
3. 097. 922
3,097,923
3,097,924
3, 097. 925
3.097.926
3, 097, 927

3, 097, 928
3,097.406
3,097,407
3,097.408
3.097.409
3.097.410
3,097,411
3,097,929
3.097,930
3,097,412
3,097,413
3,097.414
3.097,415
3,097.416
3.097.417
3.097,418
3,097,419
3, 097, 420
3, 097, 421

3, 097, 422

3,097,931

3, 097. 932
3. 097. 423
3. 097. 424
3,097.425
3.097,426
3, 097, 427

3,097,428
3, 097, 429
3.097.430

32-
33-

32:

50:

178:

181:

41:

66:

8:

12:

29:

1:

86-

36—
37-117. 6:

129:

36- 66:

40— 152:

4fr-
46-

57:

77:

123
175:

241:

48— 215:

60- 115:

61— 18:

34:

166:

173:

246:

281:

60

64:

137:

180
186
200

56— 273

es-

se—

57-

50—
60-

61-

62-

66-

66—

67—

202:

302:

378:

7:

25.4:

296:

306:

12:

15:

23:

00:

110:

7:

13:

35 4:

35 5:

35.64:
35.6:

39.14
39.18

73

19:

36:

43:

45:

46.6:

12:

49:

52:

56:

63:

156:

241

261:

263:

285:

402:

460:

3:

85:

152:

50:

86:

140:

145:

180:

56:

3.097,431
3,097 432
3, 097, 433
3, 097. 434
3.097.933
3.097,934
3, 007, 435
3.007,436
3,097,437
3, 097, 438

3.097,439

3,097.440
3,097,441
3. 097. 442

3. 097, 443

8, 097, 444
3.097,445
3.097,446
8,097.447
3, 097. 448
3.097.935
3,097.449
3,097. 4.'iO

3.097.451
3.097,452
3,097.4.S3
3.097,4-..

3.097, 4.VS

3, 097. 466
3.007,467
8, 097, 458
3,097,459

3, 097, 460

8, 097, 461

8,097,462
3,097.463
3.097.464
3. 097. 936
3.097.937
3, 097. 938
3,097.930
3, 097, 465

3, 097, 466

3, 097. 467

3,097,468
3, 097, 469
8.097,470
3,097,471
3, 097, 472

3, 097, 473

3, 007, 474

3, 097, 475
3,097.476
3, 097. 477
3,097,478

3,097.479
3. 097, 480
3,097.484
3,097,481
3, 097. 482
3,007,483
3,097.485
3, 097, 486
3, 097, 487
3.097.488
3, 097. 489
3.097.490
3,097.491
3.097,492
3.097.493
3.097.494
3, 097. 495
3. 097. 940
3.097,496
3. 097. 497
3.097.498
3, 097. 499

3, 097. 500
3.097.501

3.097,502
3, 097, 503
3, 097, 504

3,097.505
3.097.506

, 097. 507

,097,508
,097.509

,097.941

, 097. 942
3.097,943
3,097,510
3. 097. 51

1

3.097.512
3.097,613
Re.25.416
3,097,614

68— 198
71- 2.6
73— 4

23

27:

40:

67.6:

60:

141:

152:

104:

206:
212:

231:

340:

354:

426.4:
400:

402:

6.7:

18.2:

61:

112:

198:

230.17:
243:

660:

668:

74—
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name, Qrinders of the machine tool type suitable for precision

surface grinding; R«r. No. SM38S, same, Files, file seg-

ments, fliebands, saws and saw bands ; Wi»g. V: 4t4,»8»

(DO ALLOY), same. Dies and cutting tools ; R«r. N». 4M.124.

same ; R«g. No. SU.4t4 (DO ALL AND DESIGN), same, Tool

steel, etc. ; lubricant, etc. ; electrical apparatus, etc. ;
machine

tools, etc. ; R«r. No. aM.SSS, same. Desk type staplers and

pocket knives ; R«r. No. «10.«M, same. Saw pitching gages

used for gaging the pitch of saw teeth and steel rules

:

Reg. No. e7*.M6 (DO ALL), same. Taps, reamers, end mills,

cutters, counterborest, tool bits and slicing and dicing ma-

chlnea; Reg. No. 919,m (DO ALL AND DESIGN), same.

Tool bits and lathe centers, slicing and dicing machines and

precision lapping machines, fllod Mar. 27, 1963, DC, N.D.

111. (Chicago), Doc. 63c513, The DoAll Company v. Du-AU

Wire d Metal Producta Corporation.

Bog. No. 890,078. (See Reg. No. 339,329.)

(See Reg. No. 339,329.)

(See Reg. No. 339,329.)

Bog. No. 8»4.88S.

Bog. No. 4t4,8»».

Bog. No. 4X9,1X4. (See Reg. No. 339.329.)

Bog. No. 508.751 (JOHN STUART INC.), John Stuart Inc..

Articles of furniture, the particular articles of furniture

being beds, dressers, mirrors, etc., fllod Apr. 28, 1968, D.C.

Conn. (New Haven), Doc. 8782, John Stuart, Inc. v. 8tuart'$

Furniture d Bedding Shop, Inc. et al.

Beg. No. 571,798 (ROQUEFORT), The Community of

Roquefort. Cheew, filed May 13, 1963, D.C, N.D. 111.

(Chicago). Doc. 63c838, CommmUty of Roquefort v. Morton*

Restaurnnt, Inc.

Beg. No. 086.4M. (See Reg. No. 339.829.)

Bog. No. SOX,771 (EXQUISITE FORM), Exquisite Form
Brassiere, Inc., Brassieres, garter belts and girdles ; Beg. No.

•42,081 (EXQUISITE), same, filed Apr. ."{, 1963, DC.
S.D.N.Y., Doc. 63/986, Exquisite Form, Inc. v. Roblet Pack-

aging Corporation.

Beg. No. 000,888. (See Reg. No. 339,829.)

Beg. No. 010,008. (See Reg. No. 339.329.)

Beg. No. 04t.081. (See Reg. No. 592.771.)

Beg. No. 050,798 (FABULITE), Wm. V. Schmidt Co., Inc..

Synthetic stones resembling diamonds and zircons for use ax

and in jewelry, filed Jan. 17, 1963, D.C. N.J. (Newark), Doc
28/63, Wm. V. Schmidt Co., Inc. v. Roy Lithansky. Consent

Judgment dismissing complaint May 15. 1963.

Beg. No. 079,960. (See Reg. No. 339.329.)

Beg. No. 079.957. (See Reg. No. 339.329.)

Beg. No. 000,648 (NAUTOLEX). The General Tire ft Rub-

ber Company, Vinyl sheet material for marine applications

such as deck coverings, topping, boat covers and the like,

filed Mar. 20. 1968, D.C, E.D.N.T. (Brooklyn), Doc. 63/287,

Thft General Tire d Rubber Co. v. Jervis Corporation et al.

Beg. No. 087,871 (HARVEY HOUSE), Fred Harvey, Rea-

Uurant servicea, filed Apr. 2, 1968, D.C, B.D. Pa. (Phila-

delphia), Doc. 33187, Fred Harvey v. Harvey House.

Beg. No. 784.000 (LOCK AND KEY), Slmonii Company,
Floor polish : Beg. No. 784,818, same. Floor polish remover,

filed Jan. 24, 1963. D.C. N.D. 111. (Chicago). Doc. 68cl44.

Simoniz Company v. Kaay$ Zirgulet et al., doinn butineti at

Lunat Chemical Co. Trademarks held valid and infringed ;

defendanU enjoined Mar. 29, 1968.

Beg. No. 784,818. (See Reg. No. 784,006.)

MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION
The following marks are published In complinnce with section 12(a) of the Trademark Act of 1940. NUtiri' of opp.,

sition under section 13 may be filed within thirty days of this publication. See Itu1<>s 2.101 to 2.10.'>.

As provided by aectlon 31 of said act. a fee of twenty-flve dollars roust accompany each notice of opposition.

Qass 1 - Raw or Partly Prepared Materials %„iJVa'n%7.iwT"^''"^"*
corporation. Lynn. Mass.

SN 150,332. Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron, Ohio.

Filed Aug. 2. 1962.

For Dual-Walled InflaUble Fabric Material.

First use July 11. 1962.

SN 156.638. Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Nov. 5, 1962.

CHMSTRAhO
No claim Ih mude to the word "Polyester" apart from the

mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 600,796, 735,517, and
others.

For Fiber and Filaments.

First use Oct. 16. 1962.

SN 158,058. Calcium Carbonate Company, Qulncy, 111.

Filed Nov. 28, 1962.

G-WHITE
For Ground Limestone.

First use Oct. 23, 1961.

Oats 2— Receptacles

No claim is made herein to an exclusive right to use of

the word "Strongbox" apart from the mark as shown. Owner
of Reg. No. 245,862.

For Pasteboard Boxes or Cartons, and Box Blanks and
Cover Blanks Used in the Manufacture Thereof.

First use in or about July 1926.

SN 143,469. Stone Container Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 80, 1962.

STONE CANTEENER
Owner of Reg. No. 729,811.

For Corrugated Containers With Plastic Bag Inserts for

Bulk Shipment and Storage of Fluids.

First use on or about Oct. 16. 1961.

SN 156.494. Hollywood Plastics Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Nov. 2, 1962.

For Plastic Boxes.

First use June 30, 1962.

SN 114,188. Creative Packaging, Incorporated. Indianapolis,

Ind. Filed Feb. 23, 1961.

For Paperfooard Boxes of the Setup and Folding Carton

Type.

First use Feb. 9, 1961.

SX 156,529. Solo Cup Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Nov. 2,

1962.

JIM-DANDY
For Paper Cups.

First use Sept. 24. 1962.

SN 156.530. Solo Cup Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Nov. 2,

1962.

JACK FROST
For Paper Cups.

First use Sept. 26, 1962.

SN 184,233. Illinois Tool Worka Inc.. Chicago, 111. Filed

Dec. 18, 1061.

THE FLAVOR SHOWS THRU
Owner of Reg. Nos. 724,346 and 728.120.

For Plastic Containers—Namely. Cups and the Like.

First use Dec. 8, 1961.

SN 157,298. The B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio.

Filed Nov. 16, 1962.

MOV-A-TAINER
For Tanks Made of Flexible Liquid Impervious Material.

First use Oct. 31. 1962.
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S.\ l.->7,.'{37. Steele Canvas Banket Company, Inc ,
Cam- S.\ 151,264 I. Rokeach A Bonn, Inc., Long Island City N Y

bridge. Main. Filed Nov. 15, 1962. " Filed Aug. 15, 1962,

STEELITE
For Molded Fiber Reinforced Plantlc BaxketH.

First use June 4, 1962.
*

Qass 3 — Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketbooks

ROKEACH
piM'!l!li|||ii|||i!|llll!'lliill|ii'|ii:Hi!!"l!l"'!''"i"''r'

i .

' "
'

'

""" '

^Tiiri'ir

HN 149.217. Shwayder Brothers. Inc.. Denver. Colo. Filed .J}!' ^ZTV/ ",T*'
'"

^,°o "V"* ^o'o°°
''^"^ '" ""''*''

ini,, 17 1UR9 " *'** ^*''°' ^^^ Owner of Reg. Xoa. 82.261, 250,918. andJuiy II. iwoj.
others.

,,,.„^ ^.^ . .^..,
*^'"" Silver Polish, Soap Pads. Aluminum Cleanaer. Scour

TRAVELCRAFT '»« p«-«*" »»'*' ^ooi
First use Xov. 14, 1961.

For Luggage.
First use June 8, 1962.

SN 158,878. United States Borax k Chemical Corporation.
Los Angeles, Calif. Filed Dec. 10, 1962.

SN 156.195. United Products Corporation, Kansas City, Mo. "RPW
Filed Oct. 29. 1962.

TELESTAR
F^or Sultca.seN and Luggage.

First use Sept. 3, 1962

For Ingredient Compound Used In Floor Polishes.

First use July 30, 1962.

SN 163.231 Charles C. Elmers, d.b.«. United States Prod-
ucts Co., Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Feb. 21, 1963.

Qass 4- Abrasives and Polishing Materials KVVIK-AK-SHUN
For Abrasive Compounds Used In Grinding, Lapping, and

SN 134,730 Dynumatks, Inc., New Canaan, Conn. Filed i-ollshlng of .Metal and Other Surfaces Including the Sur-
Dec 27. 1961 faees of Valves and Bearings.

FREE-TIME First use on about July 3, 1920.

F^or Cleaning and Polishing Wax.
First use June 22. 1961. Qass 5 - Adhesives

S.N 152,187. Continental Tapea, Inc.. d.b.a. Anchor Conti-

SN 144.048. The ContinenUl Chemical Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
°^'''"'' Columbia. S C. Filed Aug. 30. 1962.

Filed May 8, 1962.

LUSTRO
For Composition for Cleaning. Oustprooflng. Dressing, and

Polishing Floors. Woodwork. Furniture, .VIetal, Etc.

First use on or about June 15. 1945.

S.N 145.011. Western Chemical Company. St. Joseph. Mo
Filed May 18. 1962

NU-BRITE
Owner of Reg No. M9.142.
For Adhesive Tapes.

First use May 22, 1M2.

For Self-Polishing Floor Wax.
First use -Mar. 16. 1962. SN 164.546. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com

pany, St. Paul, Minn. Filed Mar. 13. 1963.

SN 146.329, U.S. Mop Co., Cedar Rapids. Iowa. Filed

June 6. 1962

U.S. HOME PARTY
& ifepirf

The words "Brand" and "Mending Tape" are dlsolnlmed
-Applicant hereby disclaims the term "U.S." apart from the apart from the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. .Xos. 417.265.

mark as shown. 522.761 and others.
For Floor Waxes For Adhesive Tape.
First use .May 4. 1962 First use July 17. 1958.
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Qass 6 -Chemicals and Chemical Com- Qass 7 - Cordage

positions
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SUNNY DAY

SN 147,032. PuriUn Cordage Mills. Louisville, Ky. Filed

June 15, 1962.

SN 127,689. Wilson * Co.. Inc.. Chicago. 111. Filed Sept.

11. 1961

WTT 7YMF"'^ -"^ • ATXJ-i Applicant claims use for the area comprlstiTg all states of
For Enzymes. (j,e United States of America, with the exception of Massa-
Flrst use on or about Mar. 18. 1960. chusetts, Maine. Vermont. .New Hampshire, Rhode Island.

, Pennsylvania. New Jersey, and Delaware.

For Clothesline.

SN 153.678. Petrollte Corporation, St. Louis. .Mo. Filed F\nt use May 2, 1961.

Sept. 21. 1962. Subj. to concurrent use proceeding with Reg. No. 739,592.

BENDER
For Catalyst for Hydrocarbon Sweetening Process.

First use May 11, 1957.

Class 9— Explosives, Firearms, Equipments,

and Projectiles

SN 122,734. James S. Wilkinson, Prescott, Arli. Filed June

^_^^.^_ 23, 1961.

SN 154.328. Arkansas Company, Inc.. Newark. N.J. Filed Xvlr LiEj rvAIN \^xl
Otf*^ o 1QA9\jKi. ^, XV

p^^ Guns and Gun Components and Accessories—Namely,

Gunsllngs. Recoil Pads, Cleaning Rods, and Leather Sight

Covers.

For Leveling Agent Used in One Bath Dyeing Processing First use August 1947.

of Textile Materials. ^^^^^^^
First use May 1, 1962.

,

SN 138,738. J. P. Sauer 4 Sohn O.m.b.H., Norderschanie,

Eckernforde, Germany. Filed Feb. 27, 1962.

DYTERGE

SN 157,428. J. Lee Smith 4c Co. Incorporated. New Bruns-

wick, N J. Filed Oct 10, 1962

For Iron Oxide Pigments and Pigment Dispersions.

First use Dec. 31. 1930.

cfe
Owner of German Reg. No. 689.231. dated Apr. 4, 1956

For Hunting and Sporting Arms—Namely. Firearms.

SN 157.730. Shell Oil Company. New York. NY. Filed SN 140.124. Hartford Gun Choke Company Incorporated.

Nov 21 1962
Newington, Conn. Filed Mar. 19, 1962.

FRM
For Hydraulic Fluid.

First use July 21, 1960. For Shot Gun Chokes.

First use June 28. 1961.

DUO-VENT

SN 158.028. Stauffer Chemical Company. New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 27, 1962.

KASAL
For Sodium Aluminum Phosphates.

First use Nov. 8. 1962.

SN 150.934. Firearms International Corporation, Washing-

ton, DC. Filed Aug. 10, 1962.

FINNBEAR
For Rifles.

First use Dec. 12. 1960.

SN 159.973. The Dlversey Corporation. Chicago. 111. Filed

Dec. 31. 1962.

BRU-TAC
SN 150.935. Firearms International Corporation, Washing-

ton, D.C. Filed Aug. 10, 1962.

For Additive To Pasteurise Water for I>eodorlilng and

Corrosion and Algae Control In Breweries. For Rifles.

First use Dec. 17, 1962. First use May 10. 1958.

FORESTER

SN 160.038. Baumann Photo Chemical Corporation. Chicago, gx 150,936. Firearms International Corporation. Washing

111. Filed Jan. 2, 1963. ton, DC. Filed Aug. 10, 1962.

ACUFINE VIXEN
For Film Developer.

First use Nov. 1. 1960.

For Rifles.

First use Sept. 2, 1989.
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S\ 155,473. Agulrre y Aranzabal, 8.R.C., Elbar, Ouipuicoa. 8N 14S.825. Heogta Company Incorporated St Loula Mo
Spain. Filed Oct. 19, 1962. Filed May 4, 1982.

'

MATADOR KWIK-WALL
Owner of Spanish Re». No. 399,172, dated June 28. 1962. For Room Partition and Divider Aaaeinblles for Home and
For Shot Guns, Rlfleg, Carbines and Other Portable Arms— Induxtrlal InKtallation.

Namely, Fire and Compressed Air OunH, and Parts Therefor. First use Apr. 10, 1962.

Qass 10— Fertilizers

SN 157.570. The O M Scott k Sons Company. Marysvllle.

Ohio. Filed Nov. 19, 1962.

SENTRY
For Mulch.
First use Nov. 12, 1962.

Qass 11 - Inks and Inking Materials

SN 14U,545 Eaton Chemical Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
Filed Mar. 23. 1962.

SN 144,112. Simpson Timber Company, Seattle, Wash Filed
May 8, 1962.

GUNSTOCK
For Plywood.
First use Apr. 16, 1962.

SN 144,517. Mlwoari PortUad Cement Company, St. Louis,
Mo. Filed May 14, 1962.

The drawing 1« lined for red. Owner of Reg. No. 331,614
For High Early Strength Portland Cement.
First use June 17, 1935.

SN 145,454. Franklin Concrete, Inc., Naahville, Tenn. Filed
May 25, 1962.

The drawing 1h lined for red und blue.

For Printers' Inks.

First use Feb. 1, 1962.

SPAN DECK

Qass 12*ConstructMn Materials

SN 129,033. Powerlock Floors, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed Oct. 2, 1961.

HYDRA-THERM
For Emulsified Bituminous Preparation for Cold Applica-

tion to Concrete Beneath Wood Flooring To Provide a Mois-
ture Barrier.

First use Apr. 17, 1961.

For Structural Concrete Members.
First use Feb. 26, 1962.

SN 154.797 Alslde Inc., Akron, Ohio. Filed Oct. 9, 1962.

GARD-IT
For Aluminum Siding With a Protective Wax Coating

Applied Thereto.

First use Aug. 13, 1962.

SN 155, S86. Bertol Industries, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed

Oct. 25. 1962.

BELLAMAR
SN 139,387. Columbian Steel Tank Co.. Kansas City, Mo. For Construction Material*, Television Antennas, Bathtub

Filed Mar. 8, 1962. Enclosures, Shower Stalls, and Window Sills.

First use Aug. 24, 1962.

COIIMBI AN • SN 156,142. National Oypnum Company, Buffalo, N.Y Filed

Oct. 29, 1962.

.... . o ,. ^.. ...... ^ » ^

.

FIBERLOK
Master-Crafted Is disclaimed except as used In conjunc-

tion with other features of the mark. Owner*pf Reg. Nos. jf^T Structural Insulation Board, Roof Insulation, and
420,942 and 576,184. Shingle Backer.

For Prefabricated Sheet Metal Buildings. pj„t use on or about Jan. 9, 1957.
First use on or about Feb. 1, 1960; on or about June 1,

1941, as to "Columbian." ~-^^^^'—

SN 159,899. New Castle Products, Inc.. New Castle. Ind.

Filed Dec. 28, 1962.

SOUNDMASTER
SN 143,403. Jonny Shower Door Co., El Cajon, Calif. Filed

Apr. 30, 1962.

JONNY
Owner of Reg. Nos. 096,211, 720,552, and others.

For Plastic Panels, Shower Enclosures, Doors, and Stalls. For Folding Doors.

First use Dec. 27, 1955. First use Mar. 1, I960.
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SN 160,244. Zonollte Company, Chicago, III Piled Jan. 4,

1963.

ECONO-FILL
Owner of Reg. No. 325.529.

For Bulk Insulation for Buildings.

First use September 1959.

SN 160,865. Korwall Industries, Inc., Arlington, Tex. Filed

Jan. 17, 1963.

A
Qass 16—Protective and Decorative G>atings

SN 142,264. The Bon Ami Company, New York, N.Y. Filed

Apr. 16, 1962.

bon ami
Owner of Reg. Nos. 21,420, 726,868, and others.

For Synthetic-Resin Finish in Liquid Form for Use as a

Protective Coating for Floors; and an Acrylic Finish In Oel

Form for All Types of Floor CoTerinca.

First use Mar. 14, 1961.

SN 146,329. U.S. Mop Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Filed

June 6, 19ft2.

U.S. HOME PARTYFor Laminated Sandwldi Wall Panels.

First use Aus. 16, 1962.

Applicant hereby disclaims the term "U.S." apart from the

mark as shown.

SN 160,872. Mengel Wood Industries, Inc., Louisville, Ky. For Floor Surface Sealers.

Filed Jan. 17, 1»«S. First use May 4, 1962.

SN 149,327. Sam H. Senor, d.b.a. The Sylvania Chemical Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Jaly 18, 1»«2.

ENCEL SYLVUS

Owner of Reg. Nos. 431,008, 735,861, and others.

For Doors.

First use December 1949.

Qass 13 — Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Fitting

For Paints and Enamels.
First use in the year 1929.

SN 137,783. Northweatem Steel and Wire Company, Ster-

ling, 111. Piled Feb. 12, 1962.

E-ZEE MEASURE
For Hardware Cloth.

First use Sept. 1, 1961.

Qass 17— Tobacco Products

SN 126,733. Daniel Blomenthal, d.b.a. Danby Cigar Co.,

New York, NY. Piled Aug. 28, 1961.

FLOR DEL CARIBE
For Tobacco Products—Namely, Cigars.

First use September 1959.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 182,459.

SN 146,085. Marson Fastener Corporation, Revere, Mass.

Filed June 4, 1962.

KLIK FAST
For Rivets.

First use Jan. 3, 1962.

SN 149.055. Joseph Delacy, d.b.a. The Hex-Insert Company,

Costa Mesa, Calif. Piled July 16, 1962.

HEX SERT

SN 132,459. Nick M. Garcia, d.b.a. Brlon Cigar Co., Tampa,

Fla. Filed Nov. 21, 1961.

FLOR DEL CARIBE
For Cigars. —
First use May 1940.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 126,733.

Qass 18 -Medicines and Pliarmaceutical

Preparations

SN 187,937. Peter Hand Brewery Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed Feb. 14, 1962.

CULTURE 5

For AtUehments for Providing Drive Sockets in Screw and

Bolt Heads.

rint use May 28, 1962.

No claim Is made to the word "Culture" apart from the

mark as shown, but applicant does not waive any existing

rights or rights which may arise hereafter In the word

"Culture."

For Poultry and Uvestock Feed Supplements.

First use November 1958.
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SN 141,032. Laboratories Funk, 8.A., Barcelona, Spain. 8.V l."i6,678. SterlInK Drug Inc., New York N Y Filed
Filed Apr, 4. 1962. Nov. ."S, 1962.

RINOMICINE PONTRAL
OWI1.T of Spanish lU-g No. 244,152, dated July 17, 19.-)1.

For I'liurinac«Miti('al I'roparatlons for Symptomatic Treat-

ment of Nanal ColdK In the Form of Tabletn, Oral Solutions

and Naital Sprayx and Dropti.

<»wner of Keg No 337,729.
For Antibacterial Agent.
Flrnt use Oct. 1, 1962.

SN 146,141. Ultravlte Laboratories Limited, Downvvlei
Ontario, Canada. Filed May 17, 1962.

SN l.'56,749. McNeil Laboratories, Incorporated, Fort Wash-
ington, I'a Filed Nov. 6, 1982.

TRI VITES INNOVAN
I'lir N'ltamin Supplement for Human ConHumption.
First u«e Mar. 17, 1962; in commerce Mar. 17. 1962.

For Anesthetic Preparation*.
First use Aug. 14, 1962.

SN 147,523. Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Company,
Morris PlaluK, N.J. Filed June 22, 1962.

SN 1.56.825, Parke, Darla * Company, Detroit, Mich Filed
Nov. 7, 1962.

SERACHOL PONSTAN
For Serum Cholesterol Standard-ln-8erum for Use as a

Diagnostic Keag«nt.

First use Mar. 29, 1962

For Analgesic Preparation.
First use on or before Oct 16, 1962.

SN 151,340. L'Equlllbre Blologlqye (Association Technique
Pharmaceutlque et EquUlbre Blologlque Reunls) Soclete
Anonyme, Amllly near Montargls, Lolret, France. Filed

SN 156,949. The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.
Filled Nov 9, 1962.

Aug. 16, 1962.
TENIAZINE

BUTRANIX For Veterinary Anthelmintic.
First use Sept. 7, IMl.

Owner of French Reg, No. 2.235, dated Deo. 28, 1960.

For Medicines and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
SN 157,005. The Purdue Frederick Company. New York,
NY. Filed Nov. 9, 1962.

SN 152.079. Olln Mathleson Chemical Corporation, New
York, NY. Filed Aug. 28, 1962. PHYSIOLAX

SUPERSTAT
For Autl-Infectlve Preparation for Use as a Feed Additive.

First use^Nov. 7. 1961

For Laxative Preparation.
First use Oct. 31, 1962.

SN 152.876. C. H. Boehrlnger Sohn, Ingelhelm (Rhln.i.
Germany. Filed Sept. 11, 1962.

SN 157,006. The Purdue Frederick Company, New York,
NY. Filed Nov. 9. 1962.

ALUPENTAL TRAVELAX
Owner of German Reg. No. 753.856, dated Oct, 13, 1961 :

and US. Reg. No. 722,168.

For Pharmaceutical Preparation Containing Bronchodllat-
Ing and Autiasthniatic Agent.

For Laxative Preparation.
First use Oct. 31, 1962.

S.\ 157,007. The Purdue Frederick Company, New York,
NY. Filed Nov. 9, 1962.

SN 153,368. Beecham Research Laboratories Limited, Brent-
ford, Middlesex, England. Filed Sept. 18, 1962. PANALAX

DECEMIN
Owner of British Reg. No. 831.419, dated Feb. 28, 1962.
For Antibiotic-Containing Pharmaceutical Preparations.

For Laxative Preparation.

First use Oct. 31. 1962.

SN 153,.'»20 Soclete des Usines Chimlques Rhone-Pouh-nc,
I'arls, France. Filed Sept. 19, 1962.

SN 157,835. Philips Roxane, Inc., New York, NY Filed

Nov. 23, 1962.

VADEPHEN
EPLID

Owner of French Reg. No. 502,772, dated Feb. 22, 1902
(Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 179,963.

For Sedative

SN 155,562. C. H. Boehrlnger Sohn, Ingelhelm (Rhine;.
Germany. Filed Oct. 22, 1962.

For Antlcholesterol Drug.
First use Ot-t. 5, 1962.

SN 158,098. The Purdue Frederick Company, New York,
N.Y. Filed Nov. 28, 1902.

DABERUN SENOGEL
Owner of German Reg. No. 760,022, dated Apr. 2, 1962.

For Diuretic.

For Laxative Preparation.

First use Nov. 2. 1962.
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SN 158,146. Crane Hall Corporation, Washington. D.C. SN 159,140. Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, 111. Filed
Filed Nov. 29. 1962. Dec. 14, 1962. ^

GUM-KARE PINKACIN
Owner of Reg. No. 689,654.

For Medicated Salve for Direct Application to Gums.
First use on or about Nov. 10. 1957.

For Anti-Infective Preparation for Veterinary Use
First use .Nov, 2, 1962.

~~'^^'^^~'~~ S.\ 159,191. Art«fo~Bezanilla Brass, d.b.a. Laboratorios

SN 158,182. Scherlng Corporation, Bloomfleld, N.J. l^led
ImP^rlales, .Mexico City, Mexico. Filed Dec. 17. 1962.

Nov. 29, 1962.

DRIXINE
For Topical Decongestant Preparation.

First use Oct. 22. 1962.

ESTOMAROL
For Preparation for the Relief of Gastric Hyperacidity.
First use Nov. 2, 1962 ; in commerce Nov. 2, 1962.

SN 158,245. The Fielding Pharmaceutical Company, d.b.a. SN 159,288. Scientific Associates, Inc., St, Louis, Mo Filed

The Fielding Company, Webster Groves, Mo, Filed Nov. Dec. 17, 1982.

30.1962 WORK OUT
' LURLINE ^^^^ ^^^

For Preparation for tlie Control of Obesity.

First use Nov. 19, 1962.

For Alcohol Rubbing Preparation.

First use Dec. 1. 1962.

SN 159.929. The Warren-Teed Products Company. Columbus,

SN 158.530. Geigy Chemical Corporation, Ardsley. NY. Ohio. Filed Dee. 28. 1962.

Filed Dec. 5, 1962.

SOVALEST VENTUSSIN LOZ-TABLETS
Owner of Reg. No. 731,413.

For Antibacterial Preparation. p^^ Anti-Tussive Drug Preparation for Use by Oral Ad-
First use Nov. 19. 1962. ministration.

^^^___^^ First use Nov. 27. 1962.

SN 168.563. Purepac Corporation, Elizabeth, N.J. Filed

Dec. 6, 1962. SN 160,424. International Latex Corporation, Dover, Del.

Filed Jan. 9, 1963.

COFAREST
For Pharmaceutical Preparation for the Treatment of

Coughs.

First use Nov. 29, 1962.

SN 160,912. The G. F. Harvey Company, Inc., Yonkers, .N.Y.

Filed Jan. 9, 1963.

For Cough Syrup.
First use Nov. 13, 1962. ISADOX

SN 158,796. Crookes-Barnes Laboratories, Inc., Wayne. N.J.

Filed Dec. 10. 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 654,042.

For Laxative Preparation.

First use Nov. 29, 1962.

MARFAMID
For Sterile Ophthalmic Solution.

First use Oct. 29, 1962.

SN 159,023. UCB (Union Cbimique-CtaemlBche Bedrljven)

S.A., SaintOilles, near Brussels, Belgium. Filed Nov. 1,

1962.

ESUCOS
For Pharmaceutical Preparations Used in the Treatment

of Psychosomatic and Psychic Disturbances, of Neurovegeta-

tive Dystonias and Organic Complaints of Neurogenic Origin.

First use in the year 1957 ; in commerce on or about May
10, 1962.

SN 159.110. Olin Matbieaon Chemical Corporation. New
York. NY. Filed Dec. 13, 1962.

NACIDETE
For Anucid Preparation.

First nse Nov. 7, 1962.

TM 792 O.G.—10

SN 164,583. The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filed Mar. 13, 1963.

CHOLATRAST
For Contrast Medium for Gall Bladder Diagnosis

First use Jan. 16. 1963.

Qass 19- Vehicles

SN 110,696. Midas, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 22, 1960

MIDAS BRAKE SHOP
Applicant claims exclusive right to the term "Brake Shop"

as a part of Its trademark, but not otherwise. Owner of

Reg. Nos. 620,322, 736,168. and others.

For Brake Parts—Namely, Bonded Brake Shoes, Wheel

Cylinders, Master Cylinders, Wheel Cylinder Kits, Master

Cylinder Kits.

First use on or about Dec. 6, 1960.
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SN 110,697. Midas, Inc., CbicftKO, 111. Filed Dec. 22. 1960.

MIDAS AUTO SAFETY
CENTER

Applicant clalmM the exclusive right to the term "Auto
Safety Center" as a part of Its trademark, but not other-
wise. Owner of Reg. Xos. 620,322, 736,168. and others.

For Brake Parts—Namely, Bonded Brake Shoes, Wheel
Cylinders, Master Cylinders, Wheel Cylinder Kits, Master
Cylinder Klta.

First use on or about Dec. 6, I960.

SN 131,784. Aro Top Sales Company. Newton, Mass Filed
Nov. 13, 1961.

ARO
For Shaped Replacement Top Fabrics for Convertible Auto-

mobiles and Accessories Sold in Kit Form.
First use prior to 1938.

SN 146,718. Oentex Corporation, New York, N Y Filed
June 12, 1962.

REGENCY
SN 110,698. Midas, Inc., Cbicafo. 111. Filed Dec. 22, 1900.

MIDAS SAFETY SHOP
Applicant claims the exclusive right to the term "Safety

Shop" as a part of its trademark, but not otherwise. Owner
of Reg. Nos. 620,322, 736,168, and others.

For Brake Parts—Namely, Bonded Brake Shoes, Wbefl
Cylinders, Master Cylinders, Wheel Cylinder Kits, Master
Cylinder Kits.

First use on or about Dec. 6, 1960.

For Vehicle Safety Belts.

First use Aug. 15, 1955.

SN 154,793. Xtra, Inc., Boston, Mau. Filed Oct. 8, 1962.

X-TAINER
For Containers of Truck Trailers.
First use Sept. 28, 1962.

SN 110,967. .Midas, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 22, 1960.

MIDAS SAFETY CENTER
Applicant claims the exclusive right to the term "Safety

Center" as a part of its trademark, but not otherwise. Owner
of Reg. Nos. 620.322, 736.168, and others.

For Brake Parts—Namely, Bonded Brake Shoes, Whefl
Cylinders, Master Cylinders. Wheel Cylinder Kits. Master
Cylinder Kits.

First use on or about Dec. 6, 1960.

SN 156,913. Tomahawk Boat Manufacturing Corporation,
Tomahawk, Wis. Filed Nov. 8, 1962.

SN 121,135. Allm Association, Inc., Miami, Fla., assignee uf

South Atlantic Shipbuilders, Inc.. Miami, Fla. Filed May
31, 1961.

Owner of Reg. No. 718,844.
For Wooden. Metal, aod Fiberglass Boats.
First use Oct. 1, 1M2.

The "V portion of the design is colored gold with a black
marginal outline. The numeral "20" and the words "Step
Lift" are disclaimed apart from the mark, as shown.

For Boats
Plrat use Apr. 16, 1961.

SN 124,556. The Kristi Co., Arvada, Colo. Filed July 24,

1961.

SN 156.965 Estate Homes, Inc., Elkhart, Ind Filed Nov.
9. 1962.

ESTATE HOMES
Applicant disclaima the word "Homes" apart from the

mark as shown.
For Mobile Homes.
First use Aug. 13. 1962.

SN 163,881. Scott Aviation Corporation, Lancaster, NY
Filed Mar. 4, 1963.

Scott
Owner of Reg. Nos. 40«,229, 787,600. and others.
For Aircraft Tallwheel. Stebillier Yoke and Aileron As-

semblies, and Brake Cylinders and Valves.
First use on or about Mar. 26, 1942.

Sn«r,V(Wiiclee ,with^S»(i^Action

1^^

The words "Snow Vehicles With Skl-Actlon" are disclaimed

apart from their use with the mark.
For Off-the-Road TransporUtlon Vehicles and Ski Planes.
First use February 1903.

SN 163,883. Scott Aviation Corporation, Lancaster, NY.
Filed Mar. 4, 1968.

SCOTT
Owner of Reg. Not. 409,229, 787,600, and others.
For Aircraft Taili^eel, SUbiliier Yoke and Aileron As-

semblies, and Brake Cylinders and Valves.
First use on or about Mar. 26, 1942.
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Oast 21 -Electrical Ap|Mratiis, Machines,
sn^i«-«ij;^^ ^o~jj"' Moidtronic., inc.. curendon mii.. ui.

and Supplies

Filed Apr. 5, 1962.

SN 92,839. Wlncharger Corporation, Sioux City, Iowa.
Filed Mar. 14, 1960.

For Dynamo-Electric Qenerator Apparatus.
First use Apr. 7, 1959.

SN 125,588. H. H. Robertson Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Aug. 7, 1»«1.

ROBERTSON Q-ELECTRICAL
Applicant disclaims the word "Electrical" apart from the

mark. Owner of Reg. Nos. 395,248 and 562,120.
For Electrical Fittings Primarily Sold in Conjunction With

and for Use With MeUl Cellular Flooring, Including Metal
Header Duct, Junctions, Elbows. Expansion Joints, Couplings,
Connectors, Closures, Conduit Adapters, Bushings, Cover
Plates, Markers and Decorative Floor Outlet Houaings.

First use July 20, I960.

SN 138,805. Perles Blektrowerkieuge k Motoren AG.,
Pleterlen. Berne. Swltierland. Filed Feb. 28. 1962.

PERLES

Priority claimed nnder Sec. 44(d) on Swiss Reg. No.

188.304. dated Sept. 28, 1061. The word "Perles" Is French
for "pearls."

For Electric Tools—Namely, Drills. Screwdrivers. Nutset-

ters. Impact Wrenches. Percussion Drills, Hammers, Tappers,

Sheet MeUl Shears. Mbblers, Sanders, Polishers. Grinders,

Concrete Vibrators, Circular Saws, Jig Saws, Jig Saw Attach-

ments, Circular Saw Attachments, Sanding, Grinding, Polish-

ing, Sawing, and Drilling Kits for Do-It-Yourself Tool

Combinations, Electric Motors, Fre<)uency Changers, Switch

Gears, and Electronic Controllers.

SN 140,221. Automation, Inc.. Cbatsworth. Oa. Piled Mar.

20, 1962.

TELESENSOR
For Electronic Equipment—Namely, Antennas.

First use Mar. 8, 1962.

SN 141.612. General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

rUed Apr. 5, 1962.

The background teztnre Is not a claimed feature of the

mark. Owner of Reg. Nos. 250,756, 291,500, and 095,122.

For Electric Resistance Heating Elements of the Sheathed

Tubular Type.
First use' January 1961.

For Electrical Coll Forma, Electrical Plug Components.
Electrical Socket Componenb, and Electrical Switch Parts.

First use Mar. 10, 1909.

SN 142,059. Servo-Tek Producta Co., Incorporated. Hai
thorne, N.J. Filed Apr. 11, 1962.

SERVO-TEK
For Electric Motor Speed Control Systems and Apparatus,

Voltage Regulator Apparatus, Current Control Apparatus,
R.P.M. Sensing Equipment, and D.-C. Tachometer Generators.

First use in or about 1949.

SN 143.229. Hardware Distributors, Inc., New York. N.Y.

Filed Apr. 27, 1962.

TULSHED
For Electric Drills, Jig Saws, Power Saws, Sanders, Buff-

era, Drill Kits, Spotlight Brackets, Sockets, Electric Wall
Receptacles, Ceiling Lamp Holders, Electric Switches, Exten-
sion Cord Sets, Trouble Lights, Auto Spotlights, F\ises.

Flashlights, Electric Bells, Transformers, Cable Boxes, Flash-

light Batteries, Lamp Bulbs, Post Lanterns, and Magnets.
First use as early as 1952.

SN 143,204. Microdot Inc., South Pasadena, Calif. Filed

Apr. 27, 1962.

MICRODOT
Owner of Reg. Nos. 636,399 and 668.300.

For Electrical Components Including Electrical ConnectorK,

Cables, Cable Splicers. Strain Gauges, D.C. Ampllflers. Power
Supplies ; Calibration Instruments, Electrical Instruments
for Balancing Electrical Bridgres, Telemetry Equipment, Fre

quency Converters, Test Oscillatora for Producing Laboratory

Test Signals, Voltage Breakdown Testers, and Force Measur-
ing Transducers.

First use Apr. 1, 1902.

SN 143,255. Microdot Inc., South Pasadena. Calif. Filed

Apr. 27, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 632,600 and 636,399.

For Electrical Components Including Electrical Connectors,

Cables, Cable Splicers, Strain Qaates, D.C. Amplifiers, Power
Supplies ; Calibration Instruments, Electrical Instruments
for Balancing Electrical Bridges, Telemetry Equipment, Fre-

quency Converters, Test Oscillators for Producinf Laboratory

Test Signals, Voltage Breakdown Testers, and Force Measur-
ing Transducers.

First use Jan. 10, 1909.
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S.\ 143 990^ Milwaukee Relays. Inc.. Milwaukee, WU. Filed 8X 164.834. Gulton Induatrie., Inc.. Metuchen N J ril«dMay 7, 1982 Mar. 18, 1963. •
-

LIFECAD
For Alkaline Storage BatterleM.
First use Mar. 7, 1963.

For Electrical Relayti.

First use June 16, 1961.

SN 147,030. Plymouth Rubber Company, Inc., Canton, Mass.
Filed June 15. 1962.

SLIPKNOT
Owner of Reg. No. 503,216.
For Plastic-Backed Pressure Sensitive Electrical Tape.
First use January 1950.

Qass 22 - Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

S.\ 106,255. W. Ooebel Porzellanfabrik Oeslau und Wllhelm*-
feld. Oeslau. near Coburg, Bavaria, Germany Filed Oct
12, 1960

The name "Huldah" Is the Chriatlan name of Mrs. E. F.
Jeffee, whose consent is of record.

For Dolls.

Fint use March I960; in commerce March 1960.

SN 147,938. Magnetic Industries Incorporated, Palo Alto.

Calif, Filed June 28, 1962

For Toroidal Colls and Transformers, Electronic Filters,

Magnetic Tape Record and Reproduce Heads, Automatic Tape
Degaussers.

First use Apr. 13. 1962.

SN 114,212. W. Goebel Ponellanfabrtk Oealau und Wllhelms
feld, Oeslau, near Coburg, Bararlt. Ocrmany Filed Feb
23, 1961.

"Albert Staehle" Is a living individual whose consent U
of record.

For Rubber Animal Figures.
First use in August 1968 ; la eommeree in August 1958.

SN 158,480. So-Cal Electro Products, Inc., Los Angeles,
Calif. Filed Dec. 4, 1962.

SUR-GROUND
For Conduit Connector Hubs, Insulators, Meter Seal Rings,

Meter Mounting Rings, and Components and Accessories Used
In Conjunction With Electrical Service, Entrance, Distribu-

tion, Switch, and Metering Equipment.
First use Sept. 1, 1955.

SN 131,355. Economy Products Corporation, Chicago, 11

Filed Nov. 6, 1961.

PARKA PAK
For Sleeping Bags for Outdoor or Campers' Use.
First use Aug. 18, 1961.

SN 133,772. Dow Lee Co., Wichita. Kans. Filed Dec. 11,

1961.

HOME RUN
SN 163,905. Vapor Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 4,

1963.

For Equipment Sold as a Unit for Playing a Baseball-Type
Board Game.

First use on or about Nov. 29, 1961.

SN 134,365. Auburn Rubber Company. Inc., Demlng, N. Mex.
Filed Dec. 20, 1961.

For Vehicle Door Operators.

First use Feb. 15, 1968.

SN 164.086. LEL. Inc., Copiague, N.Y. Filed Feb. 25, 1963.

For Microwave Transmission Line Components.
First use on or about Nov. 1, 1962.

No claim of exclusive right is made to "Safe Play Toys"
apart from the mark as used. The drawing is lined for red
and blue but color is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
Owner of Reg. No 709.208.
For Toy Musical Instruments and Molding Clay.

Plrst use Dec. 11, 1961.
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SN 139,361. Universal Manufacturing Company, Inc., Bos- SN 150,305. Albln Enterprises, Inc., d.b.a. Jack Built Toy
sler City, La. Filed Mar. 7, 1962. Manufacturing Co., Burbank, Calif. Filed Aug. 2. 1962

I

AQUA-BIRD

'^^ i
For Children's Toy Boats.

First use May 10, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 544,321 and 714,991.

For Children's Play Equipment—^Namely, Gyms, Gym
Frames, Swinging Equipment, Merry-Go-Rounds, Rocking
Rides, Wheeled Equipment, Slides, and Climbing Equipment.

First use 1945.

8N 142,950. Knickerbocker Toy Co., Inc., Brooklyn, NY.
Filed Apr. 24, 1962.

SN 151,480. Dunlop Tire and Rubber Corporation, Buffalo,

N.Y. Filed Aug. 20. 1962.

MaxfIeK

KNICKINS
Owner of Reg. No«. 611,928 and 669,542.

For Tennis Bails.

First use July 17, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 674,123.

For Stuffed Toys.

First use Nov. 10, 1961.

SN 162,067. Ideal Toy Corporation, Hollls, NT. Filed Aug.

28. 1962.

THE KLUNKS
SN 148.067. Joseph Welder, Union City, N.J. Filed Apr. 25, For Stuffed Caricature Dolls.

1002. First use Mar. 29, 1962.

BEAUTI-BOOTS
For Weights for Use In Gymnastlea.
First use on or about Feb. 1, 1960.

SN 153,103. Multiple Products Corporation, New York, X.Y.

Filed Sept. 18. 1962.

TEENETTES
SN 144,161. Donald F. Duncan, Incorporated, Evanston,

111. Filed May 9, 1962.

SIR DUNCAN
Owner of Reg. Nos. 298,697, 618,981, and 700,880.

For Spinning Top.

First use Apr. 16, 1962.

For Doll Type Toys and Kits of Doll Type Toys.

First use May 14, 1962.

SN 154,475. Consolidated Thermoplastics Company, Los

Angeles, Calif. Filed Oct. 4, 1962.

POLY ZOO
SN 148,890. General Sportcraft Company, Ltd., Bergenfleld, For Inflatable Plastic Animal Toys.

N.J. Filed July 12. 1962. F»"t "•« May 4, 1962.

SN 157,173. Vomado, Inc., Garfield, N.J. Filed Nov. 13,

1962.

For Badminton Sets and Accessory Parts, Volley Ball Sets

and Accessory Parts, Badminton-Volley Ball Combination
Game Sets, Dartboard Bet*. Boards and Darts, Suction Dart

Games, Table Tennis Sets and Accessory Parts, Indoor Shut-

tlecock Games, Tether Ball Games and Accessory Parts,

Exerciser Kits and Accessory Parts, Tennis Rackets, Rubber
Horseshoe Sets and Rubber Ring Toss Games.

Plrst use July 10, 1»S7. For Baseball Gloves and Mitts.

First use on or abont Feb. IB, 1961.

SN 150,081. Donald F. Duncan, Incorporated, Evanston, 111.

Filed July 80, 1962. SN 157,979. The Die Cast Finishing Company, Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Not. 27. 1962.

IMPERIAL CIRCA-WALK
Owner of Reg. No. 609,514.

For Spinning Top.

First use June 29, 1962.

For Self-Propelled Balancing and Riding Toy.

First use Sept. 29, 1961.
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Kll6d Nov. 27, IV^Z.

For Wire Winding Equipment.

Plrtt use Apr. 15, 10S9.

Owner of Eeg. Nob. 654.090 and 731,098.

For Toy Balloons and Pacltagee of Toy Balloont.

Flrat use September 1962. ^^^___

Class 23 - CutUry, MaduMry, and Tools,

and Parts Thoraof

8N 142,585. Adranoed Wyrepak Company, Incorporated,

Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Apr. 19, 1962.

For Wire Winding Equipment.

Plrat use Apr. 15, 1959.

8N 122 9M American Drill Bushing Co., Los Angeles, Calif, gj, 142,847. L. F. Peteraon, d.b.a. Frederidt Manufacturing

"riled' June 28. 1961. Company, Kansas City. Mo. Filed Apr. 23. 1962.

TAPER-LOK
For Drill Bushings.

First use May 22, 1961. ^S
8N 136.287. B * B Carbide Mfg. Co., Inc., CarlsUdt, N.J.

Filed Jan. 22, 1962.

i^Wm ^)tmit

For Lawn Mower Parts and Blades.

First use December 1961.

RiR
8N 148.718. Henry P. Boggis Company. Oeveland. Ohio.

Filed May 8, 1962.

HYBCO
For Grinding Machines.

First use August 1988.

For Rotary Files and Burs.

First use April 1960.

BN 186,765. The Harrlman Manufacturing Company. Chat-

tanooga, Tann. Filed Jan. 39, 1962.

ROTOWEEDER

8N 148,996. The Paynuatar Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed

May 7. 1962.

RIBBON WRITER
Owner of Reg. No. 676,788.

For Check Protecting Machines.

First use Jan. 7, 1957.

For Earthworklng CnltlTatora.

First use Nor. 1, 1961.

8N 144,911. Adrema Limited, London, England. Filed May

BN 189.506. MeQraw-BdIeon Companjr, Oilwgo, I" Filed

Mar. 9. 1969.

18. 1962.

BRADATA

For Hair Cutting Sets. Comprising Clippers. Scissors,

Brushes, and Combs.

First use Sept. 1. 1958.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on British Beg. Noii.

829,434. 829,435, 829,486. and 829.487. all dated Jan. 9,

1962.

For Machines for Offlee Use. for Use In Printing WorkB

and for Bookbinding. Accounting Madiinea, Adding Machines,

Analysis Machines, Collating Machines, Calculating Machines,

Counting Apparatus and Machines. Electronic DaU Process-

ing Apparatus and InstraiiMnta, Letter and Parcel Balances,

sump-Issuing Machines. Photo-Copying Apparatus and In-

struments. Microfilm Prepared for Exhibition. Apparatus for

Viewing Bllcrofllm. Tlcket-Isaulng Machines. Electric and

Electronic Apparatus and Instruments for Use in the Auto-

matic Control of Industrial Operationa and Machlnea for
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Recording Information by Meana ot Punched. Bmboaaed. Per-
forated or Tabbed Cards. Plates or Tape, Addreaaing and
Listing Machines. Parts of Sudi Machines; Address Plates
for Addressing Machines. Index Trays, Indexing Cabinets
(not Being Furniture) and Indicator Tabs for Indexing Sys-
tems; Addressing Machlnea. Copying Paper, Cheque-Signing
and Cheque-Writing Marines, Dating and Numbering Ma-
chines (SUtlonery), Duplicators (for Office Use) and Plates
Therefor. Filing Cabinets of Metal (not Being Furniture),
Form-Feeding Devices. Form-Writing Machines. Franking
Machines (Stamping Machines). Typewriter Ribbons. Sta-
tionery ; and EuTelope-Opening and Sealing Machines, Paper-
Folding Machines, Paper-Folding and Inserting Madiines,
Oummlng and Glueing Marines, Label-Sticking Machines,
Numbering Apparatus. Perforating Presses and SUpling
Presses All for Use ; Storage ConUlners (for OlBee Use) for
Address Plates and Cabinets (not Being Furniture) for Such
Containers; Index Cards. Index Strips, Holders for Index
Cards and Strips and Containers for Such Holders ; Document
Holders ; and Typewriters Automatically Operated by Actuat-
ing Impulses, Furniture.

LOX
For Work-Holding DeTieee Sudi aa Viaes. (Tlamps, and

Fixture Locks.
First use May 2. 1961.

SN 146,072. Carl O. Laaay, d.b.a. Lassy Tool Co.. PlainTlIle.

Conn. Filed June 4. 1962.

SluieA LOX\
For Work-Holding Devices Such as Vises, Champs, and

Fixture Itotk*.

First use June 6, 1961.

SN 146.278. Coffee Chef, Inc.. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed

June 6, 1962.

COFFEE-CHEF
For Hot Coffee Vending Machines.

First use Jan. 17. 1962.

SN 148.844. Reaearcb Industriea. Inc.. Des Moines, Iowa.

Filed July 11, 1962.

BUNT BAG
The word "Bag" la dladalmed apart from the mark as

shown.
For Insecticide Aj^licator Device for Livestock.

Flrat uae Nov. 2, 1961.

SN 155.826. Muskegon Tool Industries. Inc.. Muskegon.
Mich. Filed Oct. 24. 1962.

SCOTCH NOTCH
For Boring Cutters.

First uae June 6. 1960.

SnbJ. to Intf. with SN 158.549.

SN 158.549. Madison Industries Inc., Pawtncket, R.I. Filed
Dec. 5, 1962.

SCOTCH NOTCH
For Hole Reaming Cutters.

First use Oct. 13, 1961. —
SubJ. to Intf. with SN 155,826.

SN 165,559. American Type FooBders Co.. Inc., Elisabeth,

N.J. Filed Mar. 2^ 1968.

CHIEF

SN 146,071. Cart O. Lassy, d.b.a. Laasy Tool Co., Plainvllle.

Conn. Filed June 4, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Noa. 386,777 and 622,169.

For Printing Presaea and Sheet-Fed Offset Presses.

First use Aug. 5, 1940.

Qass 26~Moasuring and Scientific

Appliancos

SN 104,494. Wild Heerfomgg AG, Heerbmgg, Sankt Oallen,

Switzerland. FUed Sept. 14. I960.

FALCONAR
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Swisa Reg. No.

a80,302, dated Apr. 23, 1960.

For Photographic Lenses.

SN 129,076. Klndermann k Co., Ocfaaenfart (Main), (3«r-

many. Filed SepV 26, 1961.

KINDERMANN
Owner of (Jerman Reg. No. 678,977, dated Mar. 14, 1955.

For Light Radiation Equipment, Such as Cameras and Pro-
jection Devices for Photo-Film and Z-Ray Photographs

;

Spare Parts and Accessories for Light Radiation Equipment,
Such as Tripods, Tripod Heads. Copy and Projector Enlarg-
ing Devices. Negative Holders, Range Finders, and Photo-
Electric Cells for the Purpose of Measuring UnlU of Light.

Photo Flood Lights, and Induction Type and Electronic Flaah
Equipment, Light Filters, Lenses, Shutters and Shutter Re-

lease Devices, Projection Screens. Slide and Positive Film
Mounts and Appropriate Containers Thereof. Copy and Pic-

ture Frames; Developing and Copying Devices, as Well as

Darkroom Equipment, Such as Trays. Developing Tanks.
Deep Tanks and Devlcea, Washing Apparatus, Squeegee

Devices for the Purpose of Flattening of Prints or Positives,

Drying Cabinets. Trimmers, Numbering Devices for Sensitised

Platea, Films and Papers, Clips, Plate Racks, Print Tongs.

Measuring Containers. Pails. Darkroom Safell^ts and
Lampa; Sensltiied Materials Such as Platea, Films and
Papera.

SN 129.602. KcHnline-Sanderaon Engineering Corporation.

Peapack. N.J. Filed Oct. 9, 1961.

ZETAMETER
For Apparatna To Measnre the Electric (Hiarge of Elec-

trons on Colloidal Surfaces.

Firat uae July 1960.

SN 180.690. Elba Corporation, Boulder, Colo. Filed Oct. 26.

1961.

For Sound Slide Film Strip Projaeton.
First use June 1959.
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SN 158.011. The Oak Rubber Company, Ravenna. Ohio. 8N 142.584. Adranced Wyrepak Company Incorporated
Filed Not. 27. 1962 Brtdjeport. Conn. Filed Apr. 19. 1962.

For Wire Wlndinf Equipment.
Flnt DM Apr. IS, 1959.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 654,090 and 731,098.
For Toy Balloons and Packagea of Toy Balloons.
First use September 1962.

Qass 23 — Cutlery, Machinery, ud Took,

SX 142,M6. Adyanoed Wyrepak Company, Incorporated.
Brldfcport, Conn. Filed Apr. 19, 19e2.

and Parts Thereof

For Wire Winding Equipment
First use Apr. 15, 19D9.

8N 122.984. American Drill Bushing Co., Los Angeles, Calif, av i ^o ilit r ». o *. ^^ » .
Filed June 28 1961

142.847. L. F. Peterson, d.b.a. Frederick Manufacturing
Company, Kansas City, Ifo. Filed Apr. 23, 19«2.

TAPER-LOK
For Drill Bushings.

First use May 22, 1961. I^H
8N 136,287. R 4 R Carbide Mfg. Co., Inc., CarlsUdt, N.J.

Filed Jan. 22, 1962.

\ ^iba-Strnk

For Lawn Mower Parts and Blades.
First use December 1961.

RtR 8N 148,716. Henry P. Boggle Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Filed May 8. 1962.

HYBCO

For Rotary Files and Burs.

First use April 1960.

For Grinding Machines.
First use August 1988.

BN 186,765. The Harrtman Manufacturing Company, Chat-
tanooga, Ttnn. Filed Jan. 39, 1962.

ROTOWEEDER
For Earthworklng CnltiTators.

First use Nor. 1, 1961.

8N 148.996. The Paynuater Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed
May 7, 1962.

RIBBON WRITER
Owner of Reg. No. 675,788.
For Check Protecting Machines.
First use Jan. 7, 1957.

BN 189,506. MeOraw-Bdlson Company, Chleaco, 111. Filed
Mar. 9, 1962.

For Hair Cutting Bets, Comprising Clippers,
Brushes, and Combs.

First use Sept. 1, 1958.

Scissors,

BN 144,911. Adrema Limited, London, England. Filed Blay
18, 1962.

BRADATA
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on British Reg. Nos.

829,434, 829,435, 829,486, and 829,487, all dated Jan. 9.

1962.

For Machines for Ofllee Use. for Use in Printing Works
and for Bookbinding, Accounting Ma<H>ines, Adding Machines,
Analysis Machines, Collating Machines, Calculating Machines.
Counting Apparatus and Machines, Electronic DaU Process-
ing Apparatus and Instnunanta, Letter and Parcel Balances.
sump-Issuing Machines, Pboto-Copylng Apparatus and In-
struments. Microfilm Prepared for Exhibition, Apparatus for
Viewing Microfilm, Ticket-Issuing Machines, Electric and
Electronic Apparatus and Instruments for Use in the Auto-
matic Control of Industrial Operations and Maehinea for
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Recording Information by Means of Punched. Bmboaaed, Per-
forated or Tabbed Cards, Plates or Tape. Addreesing and
Listing Machines, Parts of Sndi Machines; Address Plates
for Addressing Ma<«lnes, Index Trays, Indexing Cabinets
(not Being Furniture) and Indicator Tabs for Indexing Sys-
tems

;
Addressing Machines, Copying Paper, Cheque-Signing

and Cheque-Writing Madiines. Dating and Numbering Ma-
chines (Stationery), DnpUeaton (for Ofllee Use) and Plates
Therefor, Filing Cablneta of Metal (not Being Furniture),
Form-Feeding Derices. Form-Writing Machines, Franking
Machines (Stamping Machines), Typewriter Ribbons, Sta-
tionery

; and EuTelope-Opening and Sealing Machines. Paper-
Folding Machines, Paper-Folding and Inserting Madiines,
Gumming and Glueing Marines, Label-Sticking Machines,
Numbering Apparatus, Perforating Presses and Stapling
Presses All for Use ; Storage Containers (for Ofllee Use) for
Address Plates and Cablneta (not Being Furniture) for Such
Containers: Index Cards. Index Stripe, Holders for Index
Cards and Strips and Containers for Such Holders ; Document
Holders

;
and Typewriters AutMnatleally Operated by Actuat-

ing Impulses, Furniture.

SN 146,071. Carl O. Lassy. d.b.a. Lassy Tool Co., Plalnrllle,
Conn. Filed June 4, 1962.

LOX
For Work-H(ridlng Derlees Such as Vises, CTamps, and

Fixture Locks.

First use May 2, 1961.

SN 146.072. Cart O. Laaay, d.b.a. Lassy Tool Co., Plalnrllle.
Conn. Filed June 4. 1962.

«gifeA/H LOX I

For Work-Holding Devices Such as Vises, CHamps, and
Fixture Locks.

First use June 6. 1961.

SN 146,278. Coffee CHief, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed
June 6, 1962.

COFFEE-CHEF
For Hot Coffee Vending Machines.
First use Jan. 17, 1962.

SN 148,844. Research Industries, Inc., Des Moines, Iowa.
Filed July 11, 1962.

BUNT BAG
The word "Bag" is diadalmed apart frwn the mark as

shown.
For Insecticide Applicator Device for Livestock.
First nse Nov. 2, 1961.

SN 158,549. Madison Industries Inc., Pawtueket. B.I Filed
Dec. 5, 1962.

SCOTCH NOTCH
For Hole Reaming Cutters.
First use Oct. 13, 1961.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 155,826.

SN 165,559. American Type Foonders Co., Inc., Elisabeth,
X.J. Filed Mar. 28, 1968.

CHIEF

SN 155,826. Muskegon Tool Industries, Inc., Muskegon,
Mich. Filed Oct. 24. 1962.

SCOTCH NOTCH
For Boring Cutters.

First use June 6. 1960. «,

SubJ. to Intf. with BN 158,549.

Owner of Reg. Noa. 386,777 and 622,169.
For Printing Presses and Sheet-Fed Offset Presses.
First use Aug. 5, 1940.

Qass 26 -Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

SN 104,494. Wild Heerbmnr AO, Heerbmgg, Sankt Oallen,
Switzerland. FUed Sept 14, 1960.

FALCONAR
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Swiss Reg. No.

a80,302, dated Apr. 23, 1960.
For Photographic Lenses.

SN 129,075. Kindermann ft Co., Ocfasenfurt (Main). Ger-
many. Filed Sep^. 26, 1961.

KINDERMANN
Owner of German Reg. No. 672,977, dated B4ar. 14, 1965.
For Light Radiation Equipment, Such as Cameras and Pro-

jection Devices for Photo-Film and Z-Ray Photographs

;

Spare Parts and Accessories for Light Radiation Equipment,
Such as Tripods, Tripod Heads, Copy and Projector Enlarg-
ing Devices, Negative Holders, Range Finders, and Photo-
Electrie Cells for the Purpose of Measuring Unita of Light,
Photo Flood Lights, and Induction Type and Electronic Flaah
Equipment. Light Filters. Lenses, Shutters and Shutter Re-
lease Devices, Projection Screens. Slide and Positive Film
Mounts and Appropriate Containers Thereof, Copy and Pic-
ture Frames; Developing and Copying Devices, as Well as
Daricroom Equipment, Such as Trays, Developing Tanks,
Deep Tanks and Devices, Washing Apparatus, Squeegee
Devices for the Purpose of Flattening of Printe or Positives,

Drying Cabinets, Trimmers, Numbering Devices for Sensitised
Plates, FUms and Papers, Clips, Plate Racks, Print Tongs,
Measuring Containers. Palls, Darkroom Baftollgfats and
Lamps; Bensltlied Materials Bndi as Plates, Films and
Papers.

SN 129,502. KmnllBe-Banderson Engineering Corporation,
Peapadc. N.J. Filed Get. 9, 1961.

ZETAMETER
For Apparatni To Measare the Electric Charge of Elec-

trons on Colloidal Surfaces.

First nse July 1960.

SN 180,690.

1961.

Elba Corporation. Boulder, Colo. Filed Oct. 26,

For Sound Slide Film Strip Projwton.
First use June 1969.
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%of'2? ml'^'*'*"'
'°'*"'*'^*'' '°'' ''•''''''• "*' "^'^ 8N 140.401. T«rf. Serr. Ine. Coller* Park. Md. F1.«h1 Mar.

21, 1982.

TRI-LAY
For Composite Metal Crucibles for Laboratory Dte.
First use Mar. 11, 1960.

EX
For Tranaiatoriied EHglul Loffic Packacea.
Flnt use Not. 28, 1860.

8N 132.867. O. C. Rudolph * Bona. Inc. Township of Cald
^—.^-.^_

w^ll, Essex County. N.J. Filed Nor. 27, 1961. 8N 141.093. Mlnneapolia-Honeywell Rerilator Company,
Minneapolla. Minn. Piled Mar. 29, 1962.

TRADELINE

mi

^.4^

For Temperature. Preaaare. Humidity. Time, Liquid Level.
and Flame Responsive Control Devices of the Electric. Pneu-
matic, and Electronic Type for Use With Heatlnc, CocJlng.
and Air Conditioning Apparatus.

First use at least as early as Aufust 1961.

8N 141,919. Gilford Instrument Laboratories. Inc.. Oberlln
Ohio. Filed Apr. 4. 1962.

For Optical Research and Control Instmments—Namely.
Polarlmeters. Saccharlmeters, Speetropolartmeters, Spectrom-
eters, Monochromators, Elllpsometers. Light 8oarc«a, Adap-
tometers and Polarisation Photometers.

First use Oct. 1. 1988.

8N 134,670. Photo-Entwlcklungsgerate AG, Zurich, Swlts-
erland. Filed Dec. 26, 1961.

POLYFAX
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Swlsa Reg No.

186,&45. dated June 27. 1961.
For Photographic Apparatus for Multiple Use for Prepar-

ing Photoatatlc Copies, for Preparing Prints From Exposed
and Processed Negative Films and for Processing Exposed
and Undeveloped Photographic Papers; and Photographic
Paper.

First use June 1961 ; In commerce Nov. 22, 1961.

For Instruments and Apparatna for Use In Biology and
Chemistry and Comprising Blood Pressure Recorders, Pulse
Counters and Tachometers, Sptrosaeters, Optical Density
Measuring and Recording Systems and Components Thereof,
Densitometers, and Keeorders for Use With Blood Pressure
and the Said Pulae Counters and Taehometars, Spirometers,
and Densitometers.

First use on or about Jane 80, 1961.

8N 144,892. Justin J. Shapiro, d.b.a. Lablndustries, Berkeley.
Calif. Filed May 17. 1962.

SN 18S.441. Oeodyne Corporation, Waltham, Mass Filed
Jan. 9, 1962.

REPIPET

GEODYNE
For Laboratory Glassware.
First use Oct. 1, 1961.

For Scientific Instruments. Equipment and Apparatus
Namely, Oceanographlc Underwater Housings. Amplifiers.
Geophysical and Meterological Measuring and Recording De-
vices and Controls for Same. Temperature Recorders, Flow-
meters. Oceanographlc S«a-Bed Drifters. Compasses. Chart
Drives. Recorders. Buoys. Beacon Lights, and Instrument
Towers.

First use Oct. 19, 1961.

SN 146.564. Automation Industries, Inc., Torrance, Calif.
Filed June 11. 1962.

REFLECTOSCOPE
For Non-Destruetive Flaw Detection Apparatus
First use 1944.

*^coJS;!tL^*^r^"rK^°"*';^'
Company. Inc. (Delaware sn 146.880. Chicago Aerial Indastrtss. Inc., Wilmington,

corporation), Framlngham, Mass., by merger from Com- Del. Filed June 14 1962
puter Control Company. Inc. (Massachusetts corporation).

DICOTRON PERIFHOTO
For Optical Precision Shaft Angle Encoders.
First U0e on or about Jan. 81, 1902.

For Optical Equipment—Namely, Lenses and Lens Systems.
First use October 1954.

SN 139,261. Atlantic Researeb Corporation. Alexandria Va ^'N 147.676. Art Craft Optical Company, Inc., Rochester,
Filed Mar. 7, 1962. N.Y. Filed June 26. 1962.

ARCATRON
For Electron Generators Prodndng an Ionised Gas Con-

Ulnlng Free Electrons and Components Therefor.
First use Jan. 25. 1962.

SIR-LITE
For Ophthalmic Mountings and Parta Thereof.
First use Feb. 23, 1962.
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SN 147.937. Macalaster Scientific Corporation. Cambridge,
Mass. Filed June 28. 1962.

For Laboratory and Scientific Equipment and Apparatus

—

Namely, Equipment and ApparatUH for Science Instruction
;

Laboratory Glassware ; Weighing InKtrunients Such as Ana-
lytical Balances

; Optical Equipment. Such as Microscopes,
Polarlmeters, Kefractonieters, Spectrophotometers, Colorime-
ters, Niphelonieters, Photofluorometers and Metullographs

;

Controlled Temperature Equipment, Such as Ovens, Furnaces,
Incubators, Hot Plates, Heating Mangles and Water Baths ;

Sample Preparation Equipment, Such as Centrifuges, Cut-Off
Machines, Polishing Machines, Grinding Machines, Presses,
Shakers and Microtomes ; Testing Equipment Such as Hard-
ness Testers ; Measuring Equipment, Such ns pH Meters,
Tltrators and Densitometers ; Laboratory Furniture, Such as
Cabinets. Fume Hoods, Laboratory Carts and Stools ; and
Pumps, Such as Vacuum, Pressure and Liquid.

First use June 1, 1962.

S.\ 148,495. Fototype,

July 6, 1962,

Incorporated, Chicago, III. Filed

SIMPLE-SIMON
For Photographic Apparatus—Namely, a Vertical Process

Camera for Preparing Line and Halftone Negatives for Litho-
graphic Plate Burning.

First use June 23, 1961.

SN 149,121. The Plastic Contact Lens Company, Chicago,
111. Filed July 16, 1962.

LUMICON
For Contact Lenses.

First use June 20. 1962.

SN 149.122. The Plastic Contact Lens Company. Chicago.
III. Filed July 16. 1962.

CYCON
For Contact Lenses.

First use during the month of August 1960.

SN 149,150. Wllkens Instrument k Research, Inc., Walnut
Creek, Calif. Filed July 16. 1962.

AUTOPREP
For Automatic Preparatory Gas Chromatograph.
Flrst'tise'Mar. 7. 1962.

SN 149.249. Art-Craft Optical Company. Inc.. Rochester,
N.Y. Filed July 18. 1962.

ART.MAN
Owner of Reg. No. 271.706.

For Ophthalmic Mountings and Parts Thereof.
First use June 9, 1961.

SN 149.431. Alrnav, Inc., Seattle, Wash. Piled Joly 20.

1962.

AIRNAV
For Airborne Communicattons and Navigation Equipment

and Systems and Component Parts—Namely, Marker Beacon
Receivers.

First use Mar. 15, 1962.

SN 156,853. General Precision, Inc., Little Falls. NJ.
Oct. 31. 1962.

FUed

MINAC
For Navigation Computer.
First use Dec. 30, 1961.

SN 156.682. Test Eqaipment Corporation. Houston. Tex.
Filed Nov. 5. 1962.

TEQUIPCO
For Electronic Testing and Measuring Equipment, Useful

Particularly In the Measurement and Evaluation of Electrical
and Signal Characteristics of Electronic Components and
Circuits Including Electronic Components, and Accessory
Supplies and Equipment.

First use at least as early as Feb. 13, 1962.

SN 157,119. American Optical Company, South Bridge,
Mass., assignee of Litton Systems. Inc., Beverly Hills,

Calif. Filed Nov. 13, 1962.

BIOPACK
For Apparatus for Monitoring Physiological Phenomena

Such as Temperature, Respiration, Heart-Beat and the Like.
First use between July 1. 1960 and Sept. 30, 1960.

SN 157.362. Farrington Manufacturing Company. Needham
Heights. Mass. Filed Nov. 16. 1962.

The drawing is lined for shading purposes only. Owner
of Reg. Nos. 669.865 and 707.195.

For Automatic Character Sensing Equipment, and Eqaip-
ment Used in Conjunction Therewith.

First use Oct. 4, 1960.

SN 157,603. Consolidated Electric Lamp Company, d.b.a.

Vulcan Electric Company. Danvers, Mass. Filed Nov. 20,

1962.

CAL^STAT
For Electro-Mechanical Thermostats.
First use Nov. 2, 1962.

SN 158,286. Tele-Scale, Inc., Cheektowaga, N.Y. Filed Nov.
30, 1962.

TELE-SCALE
For Extensible Linear Measuring Devices.
First use Oct. 1, 1962.

SN 158,963. Dan River Mills. Incorporated. Danville. Va
Filed Dec. 12, 1962.

DURATROL
For Cloth Inspection Machinery.
First use Oct 15, 1962.
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8N 169,041. Carter Product». Inc.. New York. N.T.

Dec 13, 1962

ULTRA-COMPARATOR

Filed SN 1B9.941.

19«2.

Amctek, Inc., New York, NT. Filed Dec. »1.

COLOR-GLANCE
For Measurlnfr Applianc

age CompaiitKin KeRiilator.

First use Nov. 1, 1982.

-Namely, a Vacuum Tube Volt- For Testing Machines for Determining Mechanical Prop-
ertied of Construction Bi«t«rlals.

First use Oct. 17, IMS.

SN 159,169 National Precision Corporation, Buffalo, NY. gjj igo.iee John Driti ft Bom. Inc., 8p«rt*nburg, B.C.
Filed Dec 14. 1962. Tiled Jan. 4. 1968.

YARDARM
For Liquor Carrying and EMspenslng Apparatus HaTlng

Automatic Measuring Feature.

First use Oct. 18, 1992.

EZY-HEM
For Hem Qauge.
First use Feb. 1, 1959.

8N 159,345. Interphoto Corporation. Long Island City. NY. SN 160,242. Wright Chemical CorpormtlOD. Chleego, 111.

Filed Dec. 18, 1962. ^^^ J"- *< !»««.

INTERPHOTO WRICOMATIC
For PhotOKraphlc Articles—Namely. Finders. Distance

Meters, RanKe Finders, Exposure Meters, Color Filters With
and Without Motintingti, Auxiliary LenHeH, Automatic Re-

leases, Cases, TrlpodH, Tripod Heads. Enlarging Apparatus.

Projection ApparatuH and Tables. Printing Apparatus. Film

Spools, Film SIldeH, Lenses. Camera Shutters. Carrying

Straps, Stereo Auxiliaries, Stereo Viewers, Lens Caps. Solar

DlaphragmH, ApparntuH for Developing Sensitized Photo-

graphic Materials, Viewing Lenses and Apparatus for Deter-

mining the Depth of Focus Tables, Thermometers for Photo-

graphic DevelopinK Tanks. Electrical Flash Bulbs and Byn-

cbronlzers, Flash Quo Units (Synchronizers). Film Rewinds

for Rewinding Photographic Films From One Reel to

Another, Blnoculartt. Telescopes. Plastic Recording Tape,

Lighting Units, Batteries, Viewers, Sensitized Plates, Devel-

oping Trays. Sensitized Film. Sensitized Photographic

Papers, Cameras, Camera Parts. Audio-Visual Projectors,

Teaching Machines, Tape Recorders, Microfilm Readers. Mo-

tion Picture Projectors. Still Projectors,

First use October 1962.

For Apparatus for Controlling Solids Concentration. Make-
up Water. Basin Water Level and Rate of Chemical Feed In

Industrial Water Treating Byaten*.

First use Oct. 9, 1962.

SN 160,291. Imperial Caoier* Corp., Chicago, 111.

Jan. 7, 1963.

BEL-AIR
For Cameras.
First use Nov. 29, 1963.

Filed

SN 160.292. Imperial Camera Corp., Chicago, 111. Filed

Jan. 7. 1963.

DART
For Cameras.
First use Nov. 29, 1962.

SN 169.401. H. ft M. Neckwear Co.. Inc.. New York. NY.
Filed Dec. 19. 1962.

HANKASE
SN 160.298. Imperial Camera Corp., Chicago, 111. Filed

Jan. 7, 1968.

For Eyeglass Cases Embelllahed With Fabric Simulating

a Handkerchief.
First use Oct. 18, 1962.

DELTA
For Cameras.
First use Nov. 29, 1962.

SN 159,792. Wayne-Oeorge Corporation, Newton, Mass.

Filed Dec. 26, 1962.

DIGISEC

SN 160,294. Imperial Caaaera Corp., Chicago, 111. Filed

Jan. 7, 1968.

FURY
For Data Prpcesslng Apparatus, Particularly. Digital Data

Processing Apparatus.

First use Nov. 30. 1962.

For Cameras.

First use Nov. 29, 1962.

SN 159,861. Allied Research Associates, Inc., Concord, Mass.

Filed Dec. 28. 1962.

VIBRA-PLANE
For Vibration Testing Equipment.
First use on or before July 27. 1959.

SN 160,296. Imperial Camera Corp., Chicago, III. Filed

Jan. 7, 1963.

SIGMA
For Cameras.
First use Nov. 29. 1962.

SN 159,867. Jessie B. Bornemann, d.b.a. Bornemann Prod-

ucts Co., Aurora, 111. Filed Dec. 28, 1962.

DEPTH-O-PLUG
For Water Temperature and Water Depth Determining

Instruments.
First use June 1948.

8N 160.557. Sawyers. Inc.. Portland. Oreg. Filed Jan. 11,

1963.

PORTOPAK
For Collapsible Sunds for Projectors With Btectrlcal

Sockets and Connector Cords.

First use Nov. 8. 1902.
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"',.r.n..a*""'""
"'^'^ "'^ " "* Cb»i 27-Hoi«logical hstrwaeaU

Owner of Eeg. Nos. 421,649 and 517,086.
For Measuring and Control Instruments and Eaolpment

—

Namely. Defrost Controls. ThermosUU, Pressure Controls,
and Pressure Relief Valves.

First use on <» about Aug. 17, 1962, on pressore controls

;

in or about 1945 as to "Qualltrol" in another display.

SN 144,061. Elgin National Watch Company, Elgin, HI.
Filed May 8, 1962.

'INSTANT

SN 160.836. Centre Circuits, Inc., Bute College, Pa. FUed
Jan. 17. 1963.

TIME TEACHER

Applicant disclaims the term "Time Teacher" apart from
the mark as shown. The drawing is lined to indicate the
colors red. and blue.

For Wrist Watches.
First use Nov. 25. 1961.

CcntrCpOint 0«*»28- Jewdry and Predous-Metal Ware

For Numerical Tool Controls.

First use Oct. 5. 1961.

SN 141.913. Frank B. White, d.b.a. L. I. Pendleton ft Sons,
Boston, Mass. Filed Apr. 9, 1962.

SN 161.411. Morton J. Fried, d.b.a. Precision Sensing Equip-
ment. Berkeley. Calif. Filed Jan. 25, 1968.

PSE
L- I- P

For Electrical Apparatus for Measurement and Control of
High Voltage Waveforms and Current Waveforms.

First use Feb. 6, 1962.

SN 161,422. Reeres iBstntmeot Corporation, Garden City,

NY. Piled Jan. 26, 1968.

PRELORT

For Men's Jewelry—Namely, Cuff Links, Tie Clips. Tie
Slides, Tie Tacks, Tie Chains, Key Chains and Waldemar
Chains, Money Clips, Belt Buckles. Studs, and Collar Holders.

First use in 1959 ; in 1906 as to "LIP."

SN 157.018. 8. ft M. Jewelry Co.. New Yorii, N.Y. Filed

Nov. 9, 1962.

For Radar Systems and Accessories.

First use on or about Dee. 18, 1961.

SN 161,688. Zeiss Ikon A.O., Stuttgart, Germany. Filed

Jan. 2B, 1968.

XENOSOL eoo/
Owner of German Reg. No. 698,180, dated July 26, 1956.

For Lighting Equipment for Photographic and Motion
Picture Purposes.

First use February 1958 ; in commerce Jnne 26, 1959.

For Wedding Rings.

First use 1933.

BN 161,874. Roy D. Faigenbaum, Melrose Park, Pa. Filed QaSS 29~ BrOOIIIS. BlllsheS. aild DuStSrS
Feb. 1. 1968.

TESTAMATIC
For Machines for Inspecting Stockings for Defects.

First ase on or about Jan. 10, 1968.

SN 161,906. The Shore Instrument ft Mfg. Co., Jamaica,
N.Y. Filed Feb. 1. 1968.

SHORE

SN 145,190. Kleen Chemical Manufactnrtng Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed May 22, 1962.

Kleen
The word "Kleen" is dis<dalmed apart from the mark as

For Instruments Used To Calibrate Hardness of Metal, shown.

Plastics, and Rabber. For Denture Cleaning Brush.

First use on or about June IS, 1907. First nse Feb. 2, 1961.
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8N 1S4.192. Amway Sales CorporaUon. Ada, Mich Filed
Oct. 1. 1962.

AMWAY

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

Oats 34 -Heating,

Apparatus

July 16, 1963

,aiMlVaiitilatiii«

Owner of Reg. No«. 707.«5fl, 73«.fl8e, and others. SN 131 'JlO TV-n*-- ««.. « ^ ^

"'"""'" ""'^^ PLEXOPLATE

CHEERIO
For Paint Bniahea.
First use Aug. 1, 1Q62.

8N 188,259. Joseph Lleberman k Sons, Inc., Philadelphia
Pa. Filed Nor. 30, 1962.

CHINALON
For Paint Brushes.
First use Aug. 1, 1962.

OafsSS-Bahiiig, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetaltic Tires

SN 142,588 American Blltrita Robber Co. Inc.. Chelsea.
Mass. Filed Apr. 19. 1962.

BOSTON REEL-KING
Owner of Reg. Nos. 684.787. 728.822, and others.
For Fire Hose.
First use Mar. 23, 1962.

Qass 31 - niters and Refrigerators

8N 158,822. The Plrewel Company, Inc., Cheektowaga N Y
Filed Dec. 5, 1962.

FIREWEL
For Cryogenic Equipment and Comi)oslte Parts Thereof.
First use on or about Oct. 1, 1952.

SN 142,620. Dayco Corporation. DaytonVOhlo. Filed Apr
19, 1962. ^-*-v

DURAPOWER
For Power Transmission Belts.
First use Mar. 12, 1962.

Qass 32 — Furniture and Upliolstery

SN 158,882. W. J. Volt Rubber Corp., Los Angeles, Calif
Filed Dec. 10, 1962.

ORBIIAD
^\nt^'jln ^7^7J^'!

^''"'*' I^d^-trles. Inc., Louisville, Ky. For Nonmetalllc Pneumatic Tires and Cured and Uncuredpuea Jan. ii. iiwd. Elastomers Applied as External Layers to Such Tires, First
In Uncured Form and Then Transformed Into Cured Elas-
tomers.

First use April 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 431,008. 735,861, and others.
For Kitchen Cabinets and Vanltorles.
First use December 1950.

Class 33 -Glassware

SN 18«,002. BeiU Pierre Marie Barary, Parts, France Filed
Feb. 21, 1»«8.

Qass 36- Musical InstnimenU and Supplies

SN 127,151. The Soundscrlber Corporation, North Haven,
Conn. Filed Sept. 1. 1961.

SATELLITE
For Dictation Recording and Reproducing Equipment.
First use Dec. 7, 1959.

SN 135,862. Ad Lib Records Inc., States Island, N Y Filed
Jan. 12, 1962.

YALACTA
Owner of French Reg. No. 417,776, dated Feb 7 1962

(Seine)
; NaU. Inst. No. 808,506.

For Glass Jars for Apparatus for Making Yoghourt.
First use Mar. 11. 1931 ; In commerce June 1, 1961.

Applicant makes no claim to tbe word "Records," the
name of the goods.

For Phonograph Records.
First use August 1961.
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^Vv*''*^\,'!Ir*'Tf'™ •* ^J'"**""' ''^- ^"8 I"'*"*' city. SN 162,486. Record Oulld of America Manufacturing Com-
i-iiea -May 11,1962. pany, inc.. Great Neck, N.Y. Filed Feb. 11, 1963.

SYMPHONAIRE
For Sound Reproducing Equipment for Playing Pre-

Recorded Music, Continuous-Play Magnetic Tape Cartridges,
and Accessories for Said Equipment Including Public Address
.Microphone and Remote Music Cut-Off Control.

First use Dec. 9, 1961.

SN 145,145. Verbaleta Recorder Corporation, Garden City
NY. Filed May 21, 1962.

VERBALETA
For Tape Recorders, Recording Tapes and Component

Parts Thereof.

First use .May 8. 1962.

For Musical Phonograph Records, Story and Novelty Pho
nograph Records, Combination Musical and Story Phono-
graph Records.

First use July 30, 1962.

SN 163,177. Anna B. Smlemow, d.b.a. Chanteclalr Record-
ing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 20. 1963.

SX 156,438. The Seeburg Corporation, Chicago, III. Filed
Nov. 1, 1962.

SELECT-0-MATIC
For Automatic Phonographs and Remote Control Devices

Therefor. '

First use Oct. 1, 1940.

i>m'%
For Phonograph Records.
First use Feb. 4. 1963.

SN 156,558. Roscoe M. Krawl and Grace E. Krawl (Joint
owners), d.b.a. Krawl Publishing Company, San Bernar-
dino, Calif. Filed Nov. 5, 1962.

C^m^
For Phonograph Records.
First use Sept. 25, 1962.

SN 163,687. John A. Wilson, d.b.a. Jack Wilson Company,
Thousand Oaks, Calif. Filed Feb. 28, 1963.

AURATONE
For High Fidelity Fnrnlture and Parts Thereof—Namely,

Loudspeaker Enclosures, Loudspeaker Wall Baffles, Extension
Loudspeaker Enclosures, Loudspeaker Enclosure Grilles and
Grille Boards, Loudspeaker Enclosure Speaker Port Covers,
Loudspeaker Enclosure Tuning Ducts, Loudspeaker Enclosure
Mounting Bracket Kits, Loudspeaker Adapter Boards, High
Fidelity Component Equipment Cabinets, and Record Changer
Bases ; Also, High Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems, Extension
Loudspeakers, and Loudspeakers.

First use Nov. 19, 1958.

SN 158,427. Leon Cabat, Paris. Seine, France. Filed Dec 4,

1962.

iMiafflb

No claim Is made to the word "DIsques" apart from the
other features of the mark shown In the drawing. Owner
of French Reg. No. 485,268, dated Jan. 7. 1960 (Seine)

;

Natl. Inst. No. 137,026.

For Phonograph Records.
,

SN 163,853. Monarch Electronics International, Inc., North
Hollywood, Calif. Filed Mar. 4, 1963.

MONACOR
For Tape Recorders, Phonographs, Record Changers, Re-

cording Tape, and Spindles.

First use Dec. 4, 1961.

SN 167,647. Moore ft Gorlln, Atlanta, Ga. Filed Apr. 26,

1963.

MEMORY LANE
For Phonograph Records.
First use on or about Apr. 2, 1963.

SN 159.669. Joseph S. Moshay, d.b.a. Preview Records,
Beverly Hills, Calif. Filed Dec. 24, 1962.

PREVIEW
For Phonograph Records.
First use on or about Nov. 28, 1962.

Qass 37— Paper and Stationery

SN 144,856. Wilson Jones Company, Chicago, Ul. Filed
May 17, 1962.

THE YEAR IN BRIEF
For Diaries.

First nse Mar. 1, 1962.
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8N 148,637. McCrory Corporation, New York. N.Y. Filed

July 9, 1962.

PENLAWN
For Writing Paper, Tableta, BnTclopea, Notebook Paper,

and Note Pads.

First uae 1959.

8N 126,189. J. Allen Rnbb*r Company Limited, Whltecroft.

Lydney, England. Piled Aur 17, IMl.

MARIGOLD
Owner of BHtlah Reg. Noa. 669,803, dated Jnne 6, 1947,

and 793,293, dated July 14, 1959.

For Qloves for Household Cleaning and Induitrlal Pur-

posea, and Infanta' Panta of Bobber or Plaatle.

SN 153,335. Standard k Poor'* Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 17, 1962.

STANDARD AND POOR'S
CHARTASTOCK

Owner of Reg. Nos. 133,490 and 027,414.

("or Book of Chart Forms.

First use Sept. 6, 1962.

SN 126,207. Joseph H. Cohen k Sons, Inc., New York, NY.
Filed Aug. 18, 1961.

CATHAY
For Men's and Boys' Onter Garments—Namely, Coats,

Suits, Sport Coats, Jackets, Top Coata, Overcoats, Slacks,

Trousers, and Vests.

First use Aug. 7, 1961.

SN 107,124. The Marrellam Company, Holyoke, Mass. Filed

Not. 18, 1962.

markrome
SN 126,720. American Shoe Company, Incorporated, d.b.a.

Hill Bros., St. Louis, Mo. FUmI Ang. 28, 1961.

HILLCREST

For Coated Qlossy Cover Paper.

First use Oct. 29, f962.

Oats 38-PrinU and Publicatioiis

SN 141,785. Robert 0. Lesber, d.b.a. Questgulde Publlabers,

Denver, Colo. Filed Apr. 6, 1962.

Guestguide
For Information Booklet for Tourists.

First use Aug. 30, 1961.

Qass 39- Clothing

SN 123,453. Acme Boot Company, Inc., Clarksvllle, Tenn.

Filed July 6, 1961.

ALAMO
For Leather Boots.

First use June 15, 1961.

For Shoes for Women and Children.

First use Aug. 8, 1961.

SN 126,785 The Louis Marcaa Corporation, Baltimore, Md.

Filed Aug. 28, 1961.

For Fur Trimmed Coata for Women. Mlaaea, aad Juniors.

First uae Jane IB, 1961.

SN 140,449. I. C. Herman 4 Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 22, 1962.

SKANDIA PRINTS
The word "Prints" Is disclaimed apart from tta« mark as

shown.
For Handkerchiefs.

First use Jan. 18, 1962.

SN 140,735. Lady Lynne Lingerie, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 26, 1962.

BACK MAGIC
SN 124,370. Montgomery Ward k Co., Incorporated, Chi-

cago, III. Filed July 20, 1961.

HEALTHGARD
For Men's Underwear—To Wit, Shorta, Shirts, and Union

Suits.

First use 1930 on union suits.

Owner of Reg. No. 618,687.

For Slips, Nightgowna, Brasaierea, and Olrdlea for Women.
First use Jan. 3, 1956.

SN 125,693. Style Footwear Co., Inc., South Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Aug. 9, 1961.

STVIETTES

SN 140,738. Olga Company, Van Nuya, Calif. Filed Mar. 26,

1962.

SUDDENLY PERFECT
Owner of Reg. Nos. 726,021 and 72«,028.

For Foundation Oarmenta.

First use Mar. 2, 1962.

SN 154.782. Mary 'Hbbltta. Woodland, Calif. Filed Oct. 8,

1962.

TOOTSIE TISSUES
For Women's Sneakeri.

First use Aug. 2, 1961.

For Dlsposablo Tissae Shoe Liners.

First use Sept. 17, 1962.
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SN 168,872. Soothland Manufacturing Company, Inc.. Wil- SN 159.463. Beckerman Shoe Corporation, New York N Ymlngton, N.C. Filed Dec. 6. 1962. piled Dec. 20, 1962.
' '

Owner of Reg. No. 867,811.
For Outer and Under Shirts. Pajamas, Men's and Boys'

Underwear, and Men's and B^a' Polo Shirts, Sport Shirts,
and Slacks.

First use Nov. 1, 1938.

^^^^Pjun/ors
For Misses', Children's, Infants', Boys', and Olrls' Shoes.
First use Aug. 18. 1954.

SN 158,835. Liberty Hosiery Mills, Inc., Qlbsonvllle N C
Filed Dec. 10, 1962.

CRAZY LEGS
For Hosiery Tights, and Leotards for Ladles and Children.
First use September 1958.

SN 159,124. The Shlrtcraft Company, Inc., New York, N.Y
Filed Dec. 13, 1962.

COUNTRY CORNER
For Women's Dresses, Blouses. Shirts, Pants, Bathing

Suits, Shorts, and Skirts.

First use July 10, 1962.

SN 159,699. Pendleton Woolen Mills, Portland, Oreg Filed
Dec. 21, 1962.

PEN-NORTHWESTER
Owner of Reg. Nos. 701,017, 680,066, and others.
For Men's Jackets.

First use Mar. 20, 1962.
'

SN 159,151. Cambridge Rubber Company, Cambridge, Mass.
Filed Dec. 14. 1962.

SN 159,600. Pendleton Woolen Mills, Portland, Oreg Filed
Dec. 21, 1962.

PEN-ACTIONMASTER
Owner of Reg. No. 722,007 and others.
For Men's Jackets.

First use Oct. 31, 1962.

nie drawing is lined for red. Owner of Reg. Nos. 867,425,
704.66S, and others.

For Men's, Women's, and Children's Shoes.
First use Jan. 4, 1961 ; June 18, 1928, as to "Tred-Lite."

SN 159.601. Pendleton Woolen Mills. Portland. Oreg Filed
Dec. 21, 1962.

PEN-KNOCKABOUT
Owner of Reg. Nos. 722.007, 728,025, and others.
For Men's Jackets.

First use Mar. 20, 1962.

SN 159,195. Bellgrade Manufacturing Co., Inc., Athens, Oa.
Filed Dec. 17. 1962.

DOUBLE HEADER
Owner of Reg. No. 135.198.
For Men's Casual Pants. Men's Work Pants, Western Jeans.

Overalls, and Bermuda Shorts.
First use July 25, 1916.

SN 169,602. Pendleton Woolen MUls, Portland, Oreg. Filed
Dec. 21, 1962.

PEN-TURNABOUT
Owner of Reg. Nos. 326,186, 728,025, and others.
For Men's Jackets.

First use Mar. 20, 1962.

SN 169,660. J. C. Penney Company, New York, NY. Filed
Dec. 24, 1962.

SN 159,279. Pons Full Fashion Mills, Inc., Valdese, N.C.
Filed Dec. 17, 1962.

Xf PONS Ci^t/UZ6itcL
Owner of Reg. Nos. 669,280 and 666,109.
For Sweaters.

First use July 16, 1965.

For Wmnen's Hosiery.
First use June 29. 1962.

SN 159,483. Jack Scbultx. Inc.. St. Louis, Mo. Filed Dec. "N 159.735. Interstate Latex Cmnpany. Youngstown, Ohio.
19, 1962. Filed Dec. 26, 1962.

COBB
For Slacka

First use Nov. 6. 1962.

HALL GAY MASTER
For Brassiere Pads.

First use Oct. 16, 1962.

^
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SN 159,737. Izod, Ltd., New York, N.Y. Filed Dec. 26, 1962. 8N 180,074. Scarrea by Vent, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed
Jan. 2, 1963.

m
Owm-r of Kt'K. Nos. 655,8»>0, 736,456, and others.

For KaincoatH.

First UK»' Dec. 4, 19«2.

S.\ 1»)(),179. Gutnian-Lann Glove Company, Inc., New York,

N.Y Filed Jan. 4, 1963.

CONTOURA
For Gloven.

First use Dec 5. 1962.

Class 40— Fancy Goods, Furnishings, and

Notions

SN 160,167. John Drltz & Sons, Inc., SparUnburgr 8.C.

Filed Jan, 4, 1963.

PLEAT-O-MATIC
For Pleated Fabric Band Used To Facilitate Pleating of

Fabrics.

First us.' .May 1."). 1962.

Qass 42- Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

:o., WflmlnjSN 140,325. Joseph Bancroft & Sons Co., iKton. Del.

Filed Mar. 21, 1962

BANCORA

For Table Clothn, Draperies, Bath and Beach Towels, Place

Mat8, Napkins, Toaster Covers and Pot Holders.

First use February 1951.

SN 160,266 Blue Ridge TexUle Co., Inc., Bangor, Pa. Piled

Jan. 7, 1963.

ROYALCAMA
For Tricot Knit Fabric Sold by the Yard for Making Into

Dresses. Kobes, Blouses, Shoes, Handbags, Children's Wear,
.Millinery, Men's Hats, Sport Jackets, Bathrobes, and the

Like.

First use .May 31, 1962.

Qass 43 — Thread and Yam

SN 156,638. Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Not. 5, 1962.

OfMSTRAND

For Cotton Piece Goods.

First use Mar. 14, l»(i2.

SN 144,74(i .M Loweiistein A Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed .May l»i, 19«2

COMPLEXION TONES
For Bed Slu-ots Made of Cotton and/or Synthetic Fibres.

First use Apr. 10, 1902.

SN 149,727. Emerson Textile Co., d.b.a. Hope WebbliiK Co.

Chelsea, .Mass. Filed July 25, 1962.

HOPE
Owner of ReR. No. 138,432.

For Braided and Narrow Woven Fabrics.

, First use 1S83

No claim Is made to the word "Polyester" apart from the

mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 600,796, 735,517, and

others.

For Thread and Yarn, Comprised In Whole or In Substan-

tial Part of Polyester.

First use Oct. 15, 1962.

Qass 44— Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

S.\ 146,410 Oxford Laboratories, Redwood City, Calif.

Filed June 7, 1962.

PROTHROMETER
For Prothrombin Time Determining Apparatus.

First use Mar 18, 1959.
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8N 188,142. Centrx Cnttom Centre, Inc., St. Louie, Mo. /I— AC C^tm. 1% • I J ^ L m. A
Filed Not. 29, 1962. Utu 45 — Soft DrinKs and Carbonated

Waters

8N 153,643. Frultvale Canning Company, Oakland, Calif.

Piled Sept. 21, 1962.

The medical prescription symbol of an "x" Is disclaimed
•part from the mark as shown.
For Electrically Operated Massage Machines of a Portable

Nature for Massaging a Portion of the Body.
First use July 23, 1962.

SN 158,522. The Flrewel Company, Inc., Cheektowaga, N.Y
Filed Dec. 6, 1962.

FIREWEL
For Life Saving Equipment of the Oxygen Breathing Type

and Component Parts Thereof.
First use on or about Oct. 1, 1952.

SN ;62,233. Clay Adams, Inc., New York, N.Y Filed Feb. 7,

1963.

JUSTRITE
For Surgical Wound Clips.

First use In or about October 1930.

Owner of Reg. No. 516,754.

For Nonalcoholic Beverages—Namely, Carbonated Soft
Drtnks.

First use May 18, 1962.

Qass 46- Foods and Ingredients of Foods

SN 116,235. Jahn's Since 1897, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed
Mar. 22, 1961.

SN 163,882. Scott Aviation Corporation, Lancaster, N.Y
Filed Mar. 4, 1963.

SCOTT 4^m*$
Owner of Reg. No. 642,154.

For Ice Cream.
First use 1897.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 406,229, 737,600, and others.
For Breathing Equipment—Namely, Portable and Fixed

Air and Oxypen Breathing Systems and Self-Contalned
Underwater Breathing Systems; and Seat Back Portable ^__^^____
Oxygen Holders, .Mask Hose Connections, Demand Regulators,

^~~^"~'^~

Pressure Regulators, Audible Low Pressure Alarms, Thera- SN 130,914. Kentucky Fried Chicken, Inc., Shelbyvllle, Ky.
peutic Plug-Ins, Oxygen Outlets, Filler and Charging Cou- Filed Oct. 30, 1961.
pllngs, Plug-In Couplings, Manifold Assemblies, Cylinder
Valves and Turn-On Valves, Masks and .Mask Assemblies,
Flow Indicators, Oxygen Flow Control Units, Oxygen Cylin-
der and Valve Assemblies, External Recharging Valve Assem-
blies, Harness Assemblies, Connectors, Breathing Tubes,
Filter and Control Assemblies, and Oxygen Drop-Out Com-
partment Latches for Such Systems.

First use on or about Mar. 26, 1942.

SN 163,884. Scott Aviation Corporation, Lancaster, NY.
Filed Mar. 4, 1963.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 406,229, 737,600, and others.

For Breathing Equipment—Namely, Portable and Fixed
Air and Oxygen Breathing Systems and Self-Contained
Underwater Breathing Systems ; and Seat Back Portable
Oxygen Holders, Mask Hose Connections, Demand Regulators,
Pressure Regulators, Audible Low Pressure Alarms, Thera-
peutic Plug-Ins, Oxygen Outlets, Filler and Charging Cou-
plings, Plug-In Couplings, Manifold Assemblies, Cylinder
Valves and Turn-On Valves, Masks and Mask Assemblies,
Flow Indicators, Oxygen Flow Control Units, Oxygen Cylin-
der and Valve .\ssemb11es. External Recharging Valve Assem-
blies, Harness Assemblies, Connectors, Breathing Tubes,
Filter and Control Assemblies, and Oxygen Drop-Out Com-
partment Latches for Such Systems.

First use on or about Mar. 26, 1942.

For Freshly Prepared Chicken and Gravy, Packaged and
Sold in Retail Trade.

First use in April 1952.

SN 132,275. The Black Steer, Yankton, 8. Dak. Filed Nov.
17, 1961.

Y
The drawing is lined in the appropriate places to indicate

the color red.

For Salad Dressing.

First use May 31, 1957
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8N 188,412. PartUn Cannert Ltd., Rlehnond. Brttltb Co-

lombU, Canada. Plied Dee. S, 1901.

8N 161,SS9. Anaonr PharaMfCentleal Coapany, Chiea^, 111.

FUed Aag. 21. 1»«2.

BRAND 7 ARANOX
Applicant disclaims the word "Brand" apart from tbe

mark as shown. Priority claimed under 8ec. 44(d) on Cana-
dian application filed Aug. 21, 1961, Reg. No. 127,254, dated

July 18, 1902.

For Pork and Beans, Canned Meats and Stews.

For Aatlozldanto for Kdlbl* Fat Prodocta Sneta aa Bhort-

enlngs and tbe Like.

First ose on or aboat Mar. 5, 19M.

8N 145,259. Oristede Bros. Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

May 23, 1962.

GARDEN BEAUTY
Owner of Reg. No. 185,096.

For Preserved, Bvaporated, Frozen or Canned Apricots,

Cranberry Sauce, Kadota Figs, Grapefruit Sections, Freestone

Peaches, Yellow-Cling Peaches, Bartlett Pears, Fruit Cock-

tail, and Light Sweet Royal Anne Cherries.

First use Aug. 1, 1922.

8N 152,472. United Salt Corporation, Honston, Tax. FUed
8ept 4, 1962.

UNITED
For Tablo and Braporated Salt for Use in Foods.

Flrat naa Feb. 26, 1958.

8N 168.874. Blatchford Calf Meal Company, Wankegan, 111.

Filed Sept. 18, 1962.

SURECALF

SN 145,975. Ramo Inc., Omaha, Nebr., assignee of BDnsblne
Pecan Company, d.b.a. Qull-Pak, San Antonio, Tex. Filed

June 1, 1962.

For LlTestock Feeds.

First use Aug. 10, 1962.

GUIL-PAK
8N 158,616. Barfoana Frosen Fooda Inc., York, Pa. Filed

Sept. 21, 1962.

For Shelled and In-Shell Pecans.

First uae November 1959.

SN 146,803. National Dairy Products Corporation, Chicago,

III. Filed Jane 6, 1962.

DORIA
For Cheese.

Flrat use Mar. 11, 19B7.

SN 146,506. National Dairy Products CorjMratlon, New
York, NY. Filed June 8, 1062.

For Frosen Confection, In Bar, Dessert Molds or on a

Stick Form.
First use July 7, 19«2.

SN 154,197. Geo. Bassett * Co. Limited, Sheffield. England.

Filed Oct. 1, 1962.

POLY-SAFF
For Edible Vegetable Oil.

First use May 16, 1962.

TREE
TOP

SN 147,460. Jan Evans, Incorporated, Westport. Conn.

Filed June 22, 1962.

For Liquorice Confectionery.

First use on or about July 10, 1962; In commerce on or

about July 10, 1962.

JAN'S
For Prepared Foods—Namely, Mustard Sauce and Peach

Chutney.
First use on or about Dec. 1, 1960, on mustard sauce.

BN 164,378. J. Fred Schmidt Packing Co., Columbus. Ohio.

FUed Oct. 2, 1962.

8N 150,440. Norris Inc., d.b.a. Norrls Candy Company.
Atlanta, Qa. Filed Aug. 3, 1962.

BETTY NORRIS
The mark is not known to be tbe name of any particular

living person. Owner of Reg. Nos. 634,906, 651,534, and
others.

For Candy.
First use June 1, 1955.

4«j0tf&

"Brand" is disclaimed apart from tbe mark as shown.

For Canned BoalUon.
First use Sept 21, 1962.

SN 161,417. M * R Dietetic Laboratories, Inc., Columbus,

Ohio. Filed Aug. 17, 1962.

ALPHALAC
SN 155,092. John Morrell 4 Co., d.b.a. MorreU, Ottumwa,

Iowa. Filed Oct. 12, 1962.

E-Z-REDI
For Liquid Food, Designed as Part of the Diet, Containing

Skimmed Milk, Safflower Oil, Lactose, Sucrose, Artificial Owner of Reg. Nos. 356,791, 728,177, and others.

Flavor and Coloring. For Fresh and Frosen Boneless, Bone-In and Ground Beef.

First use July 16, 1062. First use Apr. 80, 1962.
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SN 155,464. Engene Word, d.bJL Tastit Extract Company, SN 160,452. Swift ft Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Jaa. 9,

Lorena, Tex. FUed Oct 18, 1962. 1968.

TASTIT GOOD DEED
For Pnre VaniUa Extract. Imitation Vanilla Extract, For Bird Food. ^^ ,« ,«-,

Lemon Extract, Orange Extract, Pineapple Extract. Banana '^'"* ''"• <"» °' *»>o"* <^«* ^^' *•<**

Extract, Almond Extract, and Extracts of Nnmeroas Other ^_^^^^___
Fruit Flavors for Food Parposes and Also for Ingredlenta of

Poods. S^ 160,757. Doable Stamp Brands Inc., Birmingham, Ala.

First use July 26, 1984. FUed Jan. 16, 1968.

SN 165,816. Marsh Bnpermarkata, Inc., Yorktown, Ind.

Filed Oct. 24, 1962.

DOUBLE STAMP

YORKTOWN
For Dog Food.

First nse Jan. 7, 1968.

Owner of Reg. No. 650,314.
SN 160,758. Double Stamp Brands Inc.. Birmingham, Ala.

For Soda Crackers, Chocolate Syrup, Salad Dressing, ™„ ^ , ,« ,oAq
Canned Beets, Tomato Juice. Cherrtes, Crushed Pineapple. *^"*** "'*°- ^'*' ^*^''

Sliced Pineapple. Orange Food Drink. Pineapple Juice. Tea -mr-r^
Bags, Ice Tea in Powdered Form, and Oleomargarine. DOUBLE STAMP

First use June 1, 1968, on chocolate syrup.

SN 169,810. United Blscnit Company of America, Malroae

Park, III. Filed Dec. 17, 1962.

KITCHEN RICH
For Cookies and Crackers.

First use Feb. 27. 1961. on cookies.

For Coffee.

First use Jan. 7, 1968.

SN 161,058. Howind Fltzslmmons, Birmingham, Ala. Filed

Jan. 21, 1963.

SUNNYCLIME
For Inhibitor for the Growth of Mold In Bakery Goods.

SN 159.840. Thomas S. Ferguson, d.b.a. Lorenso Choice pj^^^ ^^ q^^ jg 19^2.
Brands, San Francisco, Calif. FUed Dec. 18, 1962.

LORENZO

SN 161,565. Santa Clara Prodnce Inc., Oxnard, Calif. FUed

Jan. 28, 1968.

6 WHEELS
For Fresh Vegetables.

First use Jan. 16, 1968.

For Vinegar.

First nse Not. 80, 1962.

SN 161,620. Krlm-Ko Corporation, Bensenville, lU. FUed
Jan. 29, 1963.

8N 169,585. H. P. Hood k Sons. Inc., d.b.a. H. P. Hood *
Bona. Boston. Mass. Filed Dee. 21. 1962.

SOUTHERN BELLE
For Frosen Concentrated Orange Jnice and Reconstituted

Orange Juice.

First use Aug. 17. 1969. on frosen concentrated, orange

Juice.
-"

8N 159,786. Frank J. Itallano, Inc., La Crosse, Wis. Filed

Dec. 26, 1962.

PLEASONING
Owner of Reg. No. 694,987.

For AU Purpose Seasoning.

First use Nov. 1, 1951.

mm
For Food I>rlnk Made From a Variety of Fruit Juices.

First use on about May 15, 1961.

SN 160,161. Chesterton Candy Company, d.b.a. Orchard Hill

Farms Candy Company. Chicago. lU. Filed Jan. 4, 1963.

TRINIDADS
For Candy.
First nse Dec. 8, 1962.

Class 47 -Wines

SN 146,434. The Westminster Corporation, Long Island

City, NY. FUed June 7, 1962.

CREME DE KAKOWA
AppUcant disclaims the words "Creme de," apart from the

mark shown.

For Fruitwlne Specialty.

First nse Apr. 28, 1962.
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diss 49- DistHlMl Alcoholic Uquors

8N 108,121. Sctaenley IndustrlM, Inc., New York, N.T.

riled Sept. 13. 1962.

GAZETTE July 16, 1968

SCHENLEY
THE WORLDS FAIREST BRAND

Applicant disclaims the words "The World's Fairest Brand"
apart from the mark as shown but by this disclaimer does

not relinquish or waive any common law rights. Owner of

Rer Nos. 544,897 and 597,703.

For Whiskey.
First use July 5, 1962.

Class 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Classified

8N 106,254. W. Ooebel Porxellanfabrlk Oeslau uod WUhelms-
feld, Oeslau, near Coburg, Bavaria, Qermany. Filed Oct.

8N 142.984. Benjor Prodaets, Colrer City, Calif. Filed

Apr. 20, 1962.

TAX EXEMPTIONS
For Block HaTlng Picture Frame* on Its Sides and on

a BecUngular Wooden Panel Harlng a Backward Slope and
of Varying Lengths Permanently Afllxed to a Wooden Base
of Corresponding Length to the Panel, Said Panel Accommo-
dating Picture Frames on the Face of the Panel.

First use Apr. 80, 1960.

8N 142,686. Benjor Prodaets, Culver City, Calif. Filed

Apr. 20, 1962.

GRANDPA'S GANG
For Block Having Picture Frame* on Its Sides and on

a Rectangular Wooden Panel Having a Backward Slope and
of Varying Lengths Permanently Affixed to a Wooden Base

of Corresponding Length to the Panel, Said Panel Accommo-
dating Picture Frames on the Face of the Panel.

First use Oct 10, 1961.

12, 1960.

ROBSON
The name "Robson" Is the surname of Miss Janet Robson,

whose consent Is of record.

For Ceramic Flgurlnea.

First use June 1959 ; In commerce September 1959.

SN 106.256. W. Ooebel Porxellanfabrlk Oealau und Wllhelms-
feld, Oeslau, near Coburg, Bavaria, Oermany. Filed Oct.

12, 1960.

The name "Hnldah" is the Christian name of Mrs. B. F.

Jeffee, whose consent Is of record.

For Ceramic Figurines.

First use March 1960 ; in commerce May 1960.

8N 142,«8e. Benjor Prodaets, Culver City, Calif. Filed

Apr. 20, 1962.

FAMILY JEWELS
For Block Having Picture Frame* on Its Sides and on

a Rectangular Wooden Panel Having a Backward Slope and
of Varying Lengths Permanently Affixed to a Wooden Base

of Corresponding Length to the Panel, Said Panel Accommo-
dating Picture Frames on the Face of the Panel.

First nae Apr. 80, 1960.

SN 148,068. Joaeph Welder, Ualon City, N.J. Filed Apr.

25, 1962.

"THRUWAY TO BEAUTY"
For Kits Comprising Oymnastlc and Beauty Treatment

Instruction Booklets and Welghta for Use in Oymnastlcs.

First use on or about Feb. 1, 1960.

SN 136,296. The Seulpcraft Corporation. Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Jan. 22. 1962.

FORMITE
SN 164,721. The Oreneker Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 8, 1962.

For Cellular Ceramic Sheets and Blocks for Sculpting

Which Are Incorporated in a Hobby Kit or Packaged In Bulk.

First use July 1, 1961.

GRENEKER

SN 141,013. Joseph Welder, Union City, N.J. Filed Mar.

28, 1962.

JOSEPH WEIDER'S
ARCHITECT OF BEAUTY

'

For Kits Comprising Qymnastic and Beauty Treatment
Instruction Booklets and Weights for Use in Oymnastlcs.

First use on or about Feb. 1, 1960.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 418,586, 481,182, and 507,158.

For Heads and Manikins Used for the Display of Hats

and Clothing.

First use about Dec 28, 1945.

FiledSN 142.683. Benjor Products, Culver City, Calif.

Apr. 20, 1962.

GRANDMA'S GANG
For Block Having Picture Frame* on It* Side* and on

a Rectangular Wooden Panel Having a Backward Slope and
of Varying Lengths Permanently Affixed to a Wooden Base
of Corresponding Length to the Panel, Said Panel Accommo-
dating Picture Frames on the Face of the Panel.

First use July 15, 1960.

SN 156,075. Brella Corporation, Altadena, Calif. Filed

Oct. 29, 1962.

BRELLA
For Foldable Flannel Board for Educational Purposes.

First use Feb. 6, 1961.

Cass 51 - Cosmetio and Toilet Preparatioiis

SN 111,481. Clalrol Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Jan. 9, 1961.

Filed

WIPE AWAY
For Preparation for Removing Stains From the Skin.

First use Oct. 27, 1960.
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SN 129,344. Helene Curtis Industries. Inc., Chicago, 111. SN 150.762. Colgate-Palmolive Company, New York NY
Filed Oct. 6. 1961. Filed Aug. 8, 1962.

TENDER TOUCH 1-2-3
Owner of Reg. No. 692,190.
For Moisturizing Lotion.

First use on or about Sept. 25, 1961.

For Facial Cleanser.

First use June 18, 1962.

SN 132.520. Blendax-Werke R. Schneider & Co.. Maim
(Rhine). Germany. Filed Nov. 22, 1961.

Biend-amed
Owner of German Reg. No. 603,999, dated Jan. 9, 1951 ;

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 592,288 and 692,927.
For DentlfrlceH.

SN 151,010. Che*ebrough-Pond'8 Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed
Aug. 13, 1962.

AQUA LIQUA
For Cosmetic Skin Preparation—Namely, Facial Lotion.
First use July 27, 1962.

SN 153,876. Funel, Soclete Anonyme. Le Cannet, Alpes-
Marltimes, France. Filed Sept. 25. 1962.

SN 133,192. Robert D. Abbott, d.b.a. Black-Tie Products
Company, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Dec. 4, 1961. REVANCHE

BLACK TIE
For Personal Deodorant and Body Refresher.
First use Feb. 1, 1960.

SN 185,201. Hy-Grade Laboratories, Inc., Grand Junction,
Colo. Filed Jan. 4, 1962.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.
1,096, dated July 11, 1962 (Cannes) ; Natl. Inst. No. 188.950.
"Revanche" translated means "revenge."

For Perfume. Toilet Water. Cosmetic Lotions. Cosmetic
Skin Creams, Lipsticks, Rouge, Face Powder, Hair Lotions,
and Dentifrices.

SN 156,283. Yvonne Marie Vermelren (nee Le Bras).
Mareull-8ur-Lay, Vendee, France. Filed Oct. 16, 1962.

BLUE DENT
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No. 503,

dated July 20, 1962 (La Roche-sur-Yon) ; Natl. Inst. No.
190,190.

For Perfumery, Rouge, Cosmetic Lotions, and Dentifrices.

SN 155,775. John H. Breck, Inc., Springfield, Mass. Filed

Oct. 24, 1962.

For Skin Lotion for Relief of Chapped, Rough, and Cracked
Hands.

First use Dec. 4, 1961.

PHD
For Hair Dressing for Men.
First use Oct. 12, 1962.

SN 142,627. Marie Earle Corporation, New York, NY. Filed

Apr. 19, 1962.

ESSENTIAL
SN 156,761. Parfnms Laden Lelong Corporation, New York,

N.Y. Filed Nov. 6, 1962,

For Face Powder, Dusting Powder, Face Creams, Lipstick,

Rouge, and Bath Salts.

First use July 15, 1922.

SAHARA

SN 143,221. Faberge, Inc., d.b.a. Juliette Marglen, New
York, N.Y. Filed Apr. 27, 1962.

SUNFLOWER
For Lipstick, Nail Polish, and Face Powder.
First use on or about Mar. 15, 1960, on lipstick and nail

polish.

SN 148,776. Isaac H. Watkins, d.b.a. I. H. Watklns Com-
pany, Chattanooga, Tenn. Filed July 10, 1962.

HARMO-TONE
For Hair and Scalp Tonic.

First use June 11, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 609,865.

For Perfume, Cologne, Powder, Deodorant, and Suntan
Lotion.

First use Oct. 7, 1947.

Qass 52 — Detergents and Soaps

SN 129,344. Helene Curtis Industries, Inc., Chicago, 111.

Filed Oct. 6, 1961.

TENDER TOUCH
Owner of Reg. No. 692,190.

For Hair Shampoo.
First use on or about Sept. 25, 1961.
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8N 140,181. Kle«n Chemical Manafacturinc Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed May 22, 1962.

KleenQ
The word "Kleen" ia disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.

For Denture Cleaning and Sanltlilng Compound In Cake
Form.

First use Feb. 2, 1961.

SN 1S7,480. The Draekett Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Filed Not. 19, 1962.

BOWL KING
Owner of Reg. No. 884,S89.

For Toilet Bowl Cleaner for Inatltutlonal Use Harlng
Cleansing, Disinfecting, and Deodorising Properties.

First use Not. 9, 1963 ; in April 1992 as to "Drain-King."

8N 157,087. Yadro Chemical Company, MUwaokee, Wis.

Filed Not. 19, 1M3.

CRAVE

SN 146,329. U.S. Mop Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Filed

June 6, 1962.

U.S. HOME PARTY
Applicant hereby disclaims the term "U.S." apart from the

mark as shown.

For Floor Cleaners and Floor Cleaning Compounds for

Spray or Other Application to Dust Mops.

First use May 4, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 678,220.

For China and Qlasa-Ware Cleaning Comjwsitlon and Wash-
ing Compounds.

First use Oct. 18, 1962.

SN 158,801. Dumaa Mllner Corporation, Jackson, Miss.

Filed Dec. 10. 1962.

MYSTIC

SN 149,218. SaniUtlon Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed

July 17, 1962.

KOST KUTTER
For Cleaners and Detergents.

First use on or about Mar. 18, 1902.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 890,988, 788,981, and others.

For Degreaser for the RcmoTal of Grease From Kitchen

Utensils, Sinks, Spattered Walls, Counter Tops, Kitchen

Appliances, Garbage Dlspoaala, Bzhaast Vents, Filters, and
Other Implements.

First use June 19, 1962.

SN 109,966. The DlTersey Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed

Dec. 81, 1962.

BULK-ET
For Tank and Utensil Cleaner in Powder Form.

First use Dec. 7, 1962.

SN 154,872. Paul C. Vasel, d.b.a. Schmidt Sales Co., New
York, N.Y. Filed Oct. 9. 1962.

speed

SN 159.968. The DlTersey Corporation. Chicago. 111. Filed

Dec. 31, 1962.

VAPAN
For Granular Caustic-Type Vacuum Pan Cleaner in

Dairies.

First use Dec. 17, 1962.

For Plastic Sponge Containing a Special Cleaning Agent
Released Through Use of Water, Particularly Suitable for

General Household Cleaning.

First use Sept. 20, 1961.

SN 162,227. Colgate-PalmoliTe Company, New York, NY.
Filed Feb. 7, 1968.

WHITE TORNADO
For Cleaner, Cleanser, and Detergent.

First use Jan. 19. 1968.

SERVICE MARKS
Oats 100- Miscdiaiiaous

SN 120,967. Consolidated Natural Gas Company. New York.
N.Y. Filed May 29. 1961.

of Members in CItIc Welfare of the Community ; and Pro-
moting Efflclency and High Ethical SUndards In the Business
and Professions of the Community.

First use Oct. 7. 1961.

SN 144.071. EtooTer Ball and Bearing Company, Saline,

Midi. Filed May 8, 1962.

TOTE SYSTEMS
The word "Systems" is dlscloaed apart from the mark

"Tote Systems." Owner of Reg. Nos. 017,618 and 519,846.
For Engineering and Design Senrlce of Bulk Material

Handling Systems.

First use on or about July 1, 1949.

The drawing Is lined for Iflne but applicant claims exdu-
slTe rights in the mark as shown irrespectlTe of color.

For Utility Services—Namely, Supplying Natural Gas to
Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Users for Heat,
Light and Power Purposes ; and Service and Maintenance of

Household, Commercial, and Industrial Appliances and Equip-
ment.

First use on or about Apr. 15, 1909.

SN 146,788. IxMldlng Engineering CorjMratlon, Auburn,
Mass. Filed June 12, 1962.

TEC

SN 188,422. Steer Inn Systems, Inc., Jenklntown, Pa. Filed
Dec. 0, 1961.

For Consulting and Advisory Engineering SerTlcea—Name-
ly, Tooling Techniques and Training of Engineering and
Management Personnel To Apply Same to Production.

First use March 1962.

STEER INN
Applicant disclaims the word "Inn" apart from the mark

as shown.
For Restaurant Services.

First use Sept. 18, 1961.

SN 160,803. Howard Johnson's Motor Lodges, Inc., Wollas-
ton, Mass. Filed Jan. 7, 1963.

SN 133,883. Kellogg Company, Battle Creek, Mich. Filed
Dec. 12, 1961.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 110,848, 707,012, 789,186, and others.

For Systematic Dissemination of Authoritative Nutritional
Information.

First use at least as early as Jan. 1, 1911.

SN 184.121. The International Association of Lions Clubs,

Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 16. 1961.

For Establishing, Maintaining and Operating Motor Lodges
and Furnishing Lodging to the Motoring Public Through
Related Companies.

First use during February 1955.

Qass 101 — Advertising and Business

SN 112,549. King Kom Stamp Company, Chicago, 111. Filed

Jan. 26, 1961.

PETERKIN
For Providing Premium Stamps to Various Business Estab-

lishments and Redeeming Such Stamps for Merchandise at
Redemption Centern.

Fln<t UHp on or about Aug. 1, 1960.

SN 125,101. Federated Department Stores, Inc., Dallas,
Tex. Filed July 81, 1961.

SANGER?HARRIS
Owner of Reg. No*. 884,746, 569.888, and others.

For Association Services Bndi as Promoting Good Fellow-

ship Among the People* of the World ; ^Bneouraging Activity

For ReUil Department Store Servloes.

First use July 1, 1961.

145
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SN 133,359. Walter W. Brand, d.b.a. Sands AMociated SN 153.348. The United States Life Insaranoe Company In

Motels, Lubbock, Tex. Filed Dec. 5, 1961. the City of New York, New York, NY. Filed Sept. 17,

1062.

INSUROTRONIC
For Analyzing and Compottag the Inaaranee Needs of an

Individual.

First use Sept. 12, 1962.

SN 15S.236. Citizens Savings and Loan Company, Palnes-

vllle, Ohio. Filed Oct. 16, 1M2.

No claim Is made to the words "Associated Motels" apart

from the mark.
For Motel Reservation and Referral Services.

First use July 15, 1961.

SN 138,790. King V Premium Stamp Co. Inc., Chicago, 111.

Filed Feb. 28, 1962.

For Savings and Loan Senrloes.

First use Feb. 14, 1958.

For Promoting the Sale of Goods and Services of Others by

Means of Trading Stamps. •
First use Feb 20, 1902.

SN 154,071. lltronlc Systems Corp., I'ennsauken, X.J.

Filed Sept. 27, 1962.

ULTRONIC
For Furnishing of Quotations, Prices, and Related Infor-

mation of Security Market Transactions by Means of an
Electronic Computer and Communication System.

First use April 19(51.

Class 102 — Insurance and Rnandal

SN 156,626. Life Insurance Company of North America,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Nov. 6, 1»»2.

LIVING DOLLAR
For Underwriting of Insurance Wherein the Benefits

Thereunder Are Automatically Adjusted In Accordance With
Cost of Living Increases.

First use Aug. 10. 1962.

Class 103 — Construction and Repair

SN 124,507. Borg-Warner Corporation, Chicago, III. Filed

July 24, 1961.

VILLAGE
For Providing Coin Operated Lanndry and Dry Cleaning

Service.

First use prior to Nov. 10, 1960.

8N 135,518 L'berty Mutual Insurance Company. Boston. QaSS 104— ConmiUnlcatiOn
Mass. Filed Jan. 10, 1962.

PROTECTION IN DEPTH
For Underwriting of Insurance.

First use Sept. 16, 1958.

SN 142,825. Investors Diversified Services, Inc., Minne-

apolis, Minn. Filed Apr. 23, 1962.

INVEST-O-MATIC
For Collecting Periodic Investment Payments in Accord-

ance With a Predetermined Plan by Pre-Authorlzed Checks.

First use Apr. 9, 1902.

SN 151.482. The First National Bank of Boston, Boston,

Mass. Filed Aug. 20, 1962.

SN 153,832. Taft Broadcasting Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Filed Sept. 24, 1962.

WILL WITH A WAY
For Title of a Radio Program.

First use Dec, 14, 1959.

Qass 105 - TrmsiMrlitiM mi Storage

SN 154.084. Airways Rent-A-Car System, I/os Angeles, Calif.

Filed Sept. 28, 1962.

AIRWAYS RENT-A-CAR
SYSTEM

MULTI-PAY
For Banking Services To Facilitate Payment of n Plurality

of Bills by Directly Debiting the Deposit or Account of a

Payor and Crediting Accounts of I'ayees.

First use June 5, 1962.

No registration rights are ctataild for the words "Rent-A-

Car System" apart from the mark as a whole, shown in the

drawing, but the applicant walTea none of Its common law

rights In the mark shown in the drawing or any feature

thereof. Owner of Reg. No. 713,970.

For Car Rental Service.

First use Feb. 4, 1960.
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aass 106 -Material Treatment

SN 105,781. Hydrocarbon Research, Inc.. New York, NY.
Filed Aug. 17, 1960.

SN 154,060. Royal American Shows, Inc., Tampa, Fla.

Filed Sept. 27, 1962.

H-IRON
For Engineering Services in the Development of Processes

for and In the Design, Constriction and Operation of Plants

for the Reduction of Iron Oxid^ by Hydrogen To Produce
V'arlouH Iron Products Known and Reduced Iron, Sponge
Iron, and Iron Powder aa Well as Compacted and Melted

Forms of Such Iron Products.

First use at least as early as Mar. 1, 1956.

SN 133.659. General Magnaplate Corporation. Belleville,

N.J. Filed Dec. 8, 1961.

MACH II LUBE
Applicant hereby disclaims the term "Lube" apart from

the mark as shown.

For Applying a Lubricating Bearing Surface to the Ooodx
of others.

First use January 1961.

Qass 107— Education and Entertainment

SN 146.839. James T. Reeves, d.b.a. Jim Reeves Enterprises

and Jim Reeves, Madison, Tenn. Filed June 13, 1962.

THE BLUE BOYS
For Entertainment Services—Namely, Music Provided by

a Vocal and Instrumental Oroup.

First use Jan. 1. 1959.

The words "The World's Largest Midway" are disclaimed

apart from the mark as shown.
For Entertainment Service In the Nature of a Circus and

Midway Attractions.

First use June 1, 1962. '

SN 156.076. Cameo-Parkway Records. Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Oct. 29, 1962.

THE DOVELLS
For Vocal and Instrumental Musical Entertainment Serv-

ices Through the Medium of Television and Radio and by

I'ersonal Appearances.

First use Mar. 1, 1961.

COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARKS
Class 200

TM 792 O.O.—11

SN 148,126. Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Asso-

ciation, Chicago, 111. Filed July 2, 1962.
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<*ASSOCfATION»S

d

The drawing is lined for the color silver.

For Indicating Membership in the Applicant, Said Organi-

zation Being Formed of Manufacturers of Prime Aluminum
Windows.

First use Jan 15, 1962.



TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

Qass 1 - Raw or Partly Pnparad Materials

Versapak Film and PackaglDg Ma-
8N 148.548. Pub. 1-29-63. Filed

752.705. PROPTLEX.
chlnery Corporation.

7-6-62

752.706. CELLU-AID. Great Lakes Carbon Corporation.

8N 149,181. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-17-62.

752.707. YAKIMA OOLDINO. John I. Haas, Inc. 8N
152,400. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9 4 62.

752.708. 8ECR0N. Sechrlit Chemicals. Inc. 8N 152,839.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-10-62.

752.709. PLA8TI/CARVE. Ortjlnal Bradford Soap Works,
Inc. S.V 154,0.50. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-27-62.

753.727. YBBTAOAHD. Armonr and Company. 8N
149,697. Pub. 4-80-e8. Filed 7-26-«2.

752.728. ARMOBLEN. Armonr and Company. 8N 1B0,148.

Pub. 4-80-63. Filed 7-81-62.

Class 8 — Smokers' Artides, Not Including

Tobacco Products

752.729. yi8TA. I. Smallman ft Bona Co. 8N 140,996

Pub. 4-30-63 Filed 3-28-«2.

752.730. KINQSWOOD. I. Smaltman h Sons Co. SN
140,998. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 3-28-fl2.

Qass 2— Receptacles Qass 10— Fertilizers

752.710. DROPETTE. Dougherty Brothers Company. SN
14()„S40. I'ub. 4 30-63. Filed 3-21-62.

752.711. ROLL-A MAT. Bright Star Industries. SN
141,415. Pub. 4-30-«3. Filed 4-3-62.

752.712. LOK8TR1I'. Container Corporation of America.

SN 142,691. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 4-20-62.

7.')2,713. HAPPY HOl'RS. Southern California Plastic

Company. SN 145,863. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 5-31-62.

752.714. FANCIFl'L HEART DESIGN. Maryland Cup Cor-

poration. SN 149,8.')9. I'ub 4 .10-83. Filed 7-26-62.

752.715. DP A.N'D DESIGN. Dairypak Inc SN 150,398.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8 3-62.

752.716. PLASTAINER Owens-Illinois Glass Company.
SN 150,446 Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-3-62.

752,717 REDI-8EAL. Sonoco Products Company. SN
150,642. Pub 4-30-63. Filed 8-6-62.

752,718. VILI.A. The Keller Pottery Company. SN 151,141.

Pub. 4-.30-63. Filed 8-14-62.

7.'>2,719. THERMO WALL. Marvel Plastics Manufacturing
Corporation. SN 151,243. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-15-62.

752.720. DIVIDE-A RACK. Rexall DruK and Chemical

Company, d b a. Tupp«>rware. SN 151,257. Pub. 4-30-63.

Filed 8-l,5-«2.

752.721. EPIC. United 8tatf>8 Envelope Company. SN
151,701. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-22-62.

Qass 4— Abrasives and Polishing Materials

752,722. ALMCO, Klng-Seeley Thermos Co. SN 156,127.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-29-62.

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

752.723. TRIZINOC. Fabrlek

Vondellngenplaat N.V. SN
Filed 9-20-61.

752.724. lONOX. Shell Oil Company.
10-16-62 Filed 1-26-62.

van Chemlsche Producten

128.667. Pub. 10-16-62.

8N 136,685. Pub.

7.'>2,725. ERASE. Signal Chemical Manufacturing Co., Inc.

SN 149,009 Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-13-62.

752,726. FUJRASYNTH ETC. AND DESIGN. Florasynth

Laboratories, Incorporated. SN 149.643. Pub. 4-30-63.

Filed 7-24-62.
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752,731. MINI-PAK. Goodpasture Grain k Milling Co
Inc. 8N 150,554. Pub. 4-80-68. Filed 8-6-62.

Qass 11 - Inks and Inking Materials

752.732. SEAWAY. Port Huron Sulphite k Paper Com
pany SN 151,999. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-27-62.

752.733. Ql'ESTEL. Quest Manufacturing Company. SN
152,628. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-6-62.

Qass 12— ConstructHNi Materials

Company. SN

SN 130,891

SN

Inc.

Pub

752.734. BREWER COTB. The Brewer

122.263. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed ft-19^1.

752.735. L'TIL-SEAL. Dresser Industries, Inc

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-30-61.

752.736. WELD-TRUSION. Airline Welding and Manufac

turlng. Inc. SN 134,599. Pub. 4-30-«3. Filed 12-26-61

752.737. ELL-JACS. Chllders Manufacturing Company
SN 137,043. Pub. +-30-63. Filed 2-1-62.

752,788. NATCO UNIWALL. Natco Corporation.

138,521. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 2-23-62.

762.739. SCOTSMAN. Delta Brl<* k Tile Company,

SN 188,591. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 2-26-62.

752.740. HRP. Hexcel Products Inc. SN 138,862.

4-80-63. Filed 3-1-62.

752.741. CUSTOM FLAKE. Pope k Talbot Inc

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 3-1-62.

752.742. CUSTOM-BOND. Pope k Talbot Inc.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 3-1-62.

752.743. CUSTOM BLEND. Pope k Talbot Inc. SN 138,883

Pub. 4-80-63. Filed 3-1-62.

752.744. HARDSTONB. Master-Krete,

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 3-26-62.

752.745. HR8. Hexcel Products Inc.

4-30-63. Filed 4-18-62.

752.746. HRL. Hexcel Products Inc.

4-30-63 Filed 4-18-62.

752.747. MITI-MITE. Sears Stanley Smith, d.b.a

ProductH. SN 142,905. Pub. 4-30-63

752.748. PANCRETE. Pannell Products, Inc. 8N 145,211

Pub. 4.30-63. Filed ."^-22-62.

752.749. DYACOR. Ultra Plastics. Inc. SN 145.981. Pub
4-30-63. Filed 6-1-62.

SN 138.881.

SN 138.882

Inc. SN 140,702.

SN 142,510. Pub.

SN 142.511. Pub.

Unique
Filed 4-20-62.
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Pnb.

The Wmiam L.

4-80-68. riled

IN FLIGHT,
Pub. 4-30-63.

SN 150.242.

Company. SN

752,760. FILITB. Fllon Corporation
4-80-63. Filed 6-11-62.

752.751. BANNER TRIM AND DESIGN.
Bonnell Company, Inc. SN 147,993. Pub
6-29-62.

752.752. RBPRE8KNTATI0N OP A BIRD
Bruynseel Vloerenfabrlek N.V. SN 148,708.
Filed 7-10-62.

752,758. PB AND DESIGN. Exchange Builders k Supply
Co., Inc. SN 149,457. Pub. 4-80-68, FUed 7-20-62.

752,764. SECLTimLB AND DESIGN. Arketex Ceramic
Corporation. SN 149,528. Pub. 4-80-63. Filed 7-28-62.

752.755. LPI. Latex Process, Inc. SN 160,078. Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 7-30-62.

762.756. SPEED-SET. Louis Goldey Co., Inc.
Pub. 4-80-63. Filed 8-1-62.

752.T6T. LANOWOOD. The Langdale
151,065. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-13-62.

752.758. MIRROR. Mirror Insulation Company, Inc. SN
151,153. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-14-62.

752.759. M-THANE AND DESIGN. Mundet Cork Corpora-
tion. SN 151,156. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-14-62.

752,760 HUSKY, REPRESENTATION OF DOG AND DE-
SIGN. Husky on Company. SN 151,230. Pub 4-30-63.
Filed 8-15-62.

702.761. SPARKLETS. American Olean
SN 151.287. Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 8-16-62

752.762. AOORE-BOND NI. Nethercntt Industrial
SN 151,509. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-20-62.

752.763. SHELLFLOR. Shell Oil Company. SN 152.007.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-27-62.

752.764. MAR-VAIL. Dixie Concrete Products, Inc. SN
152,385. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-4-62.

7.-)2,765. PLASMATIC. W. R. Meadows. Inc. SN 152,611.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-6-62.

752.766. JETLOCK. George Wllbert Jackson, d.b.a. Jack-
son Scaffolding Limited. SN 154,418. Pub. 4-30-63
Filed 10-3-62.

752,7*7. VIB-RO-PAC. W. T. Listen Company. SN 154,904.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-10-62.

752.768. PLUM LINE. P. W. Plumly Lumber Corporation.
SN 155,639. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-22-62.

752.769. PLUM LINE. P. W. Plumly Lumber Corporation.
8N 155,640. Pub. 4-30-*i3. Filed 10-22-62.

752.770. PLUM LINE AND DESIGN. P. W. Plumly Lum-
ber Corporation. SN 155,641. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed
10-22-62.

752.771. ELECTRO LAM AND DESIGN. Potlatch Forests,
Inc. SN 155,643. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-22-62.

752.772. VERCO CRETE. Vennont Paring Corporation.
SN 155,951. Pub. 4-80-63. Filed 10-25-62.
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SN 148,296.

Tile Company.

Corp.

Qass 13 — Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Rtting Supplies

Sprinkler
4-30-63.

Oregon, Inc. 8N

752.778. ULTRA-HIGH-SPEED. "Automatic"
Corporation of AiAerlca. SN 125,579. Pub
Filed 8-8-61.

752.774. SKINNER SEAL. Ttextron

131,160. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-1-61.

752.776. TAP-RITE. Vending Components, Inc., by change
of name from Tap-Rite Products Corp. SN 134,905. Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 12-29-61.

752.776. TOPTITE. Flexlgrlp, Inc., SN 137.131. Pub.
4-80-63. Filed 2-2-62.

762.777. TOPQRIP. Flexlgrlp, Inc. SN 137,132. Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 2-2-62.

752.778. WAVY DESIGN. Pulsation Controls Corpora-
tion. SN 146.098. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-4-62.

752.779. DRAIN RING. Robert J. Newlon, d.b.a. Newlon
Manufacturing Co. SN 147,139. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed
6-18-62.

762.780. HY-LANDBR. Bmner Corporation
Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 7-8-62.

752.781. COMBO-DRIVE AND DESIGN. American Fas-
tener Corporation, assignee of William A. De Velller. 8N
148,606. Pub. 4-80-63. Filed 7-9-62.

752.782. PRUDENTIAL WARE AND DESIGN. Ekco Prod-
ucts Company. SN 165,245. Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 10-9-62.

Qass 14 -Metals and Metal Castings and

Forgings

752,788. COMPCO ETC. AND DESIGN. Compco MeUl
Products Company. SN 134,440. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed
12-21-61.

752,784. GIL AND DESIGN. General International Lim-
ited. SN 150.411. PHb. 4-30-63. Filed 8-8-62.

752,786. GRC AND DESIGN. Grles Reproducer Corpora-
tion. SN 151,752. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-23-62.

752.786. INTERCAST. Grles Beproducer Corporation. SN
151,753. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed »-23-62.

752.787. PICTURE OF A PANDA BEAR. The Plume *
Atwood Manufacturing Company. 8N 151,841. Pnb.
4-80-63. Filed 8-24-62.

Qass 15 — Oils and Greases

752.788. 8.PS. The American Oil Company. SN ^44,035.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 5-8-62. \

752.789. TRANS-CURE AND DESIGN. Kapro Corporafl^n.
SN 150,174. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-31-62.

752.790. ACTIESEL. Aetna Chemical Corporation. SN'
150,839. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-9-62.

752.791. VIS A-POUR. Southwest Grease k Oil Co.. Inc.
SN 150,975. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-10-62.

752.792. RUST FIGHTER. American Grease Stick Com
pany. SN 151,116. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-14-62.

Qass 16-Protective and Decorative Coatings

752,793. ALUMI-FLO. National TlUnlum Company, Inc.
SN 149.484. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-20-62.

Class 17— Tobacco Products

752.794. MAYFLOWER. Krlstlnus Kommandltgesellschaft.
SN 126,525. Pub. 5-15-62. Filed 8-23-61.

752.795. COAT OF ARMS ETC. AND DESIGN. Schermer-
horn Cigar Stores, Inc. SN 144,990. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed
5-18-62.

752.796. BERING BLUE LABEL ETC. AND DESIGN.
Corral. Wodlska y Ca. SN 145.670. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed
5-29-62.

752.797. PAGE BOY AND DESIGN. Philip Morris Incor-
porated. SN 146.089. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-4-62.

752.798. BEAR DESIGN. Rothmans of Pall Mall Export
Limited. SN 151.616. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-21-62.

Qass 18— Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparatwns

752.799. BARRY MARTIN AND DESIGN. Barry Martin
Pharmaceuticals. Inc. SN 149,438. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed
7-20-62.

752.800. VITA-METRAZOL. Knoll Pharmaceutlcitf Com-
pany. SN 150,074. Pub. 4-80-68. Filed 7-30-62.
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752.801. "WIFE'S FRIEND." W. J. Rendell Limited. 8N
152.249. Pub. 4-3(V63. ^lled 8-30-«2.

752.802. MEA8URIN. Chewbrough-Pond's Inc. 8N 152,493.

Pub. 4-30-63 Filed 9-8-62.

752.803. BRONDECON. Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical

Company. SN 152,.541. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-5-«2.

752.804. DENTAPEN. Thomas Leemlng & Company, Inc.

8N 152,588. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-6-62.

752.805. DENTAMYCIN. Thomaa Leemlng k Company.
Inc. 8N 152,088. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-6-62.

752.806. SPARTOCIN. Benton Laboratories, Inc. SN
152,671. Pub 4-30-63. Filed 9-7-62.

752.807. DILAC. B. F. Ascher k Company. Inc. SN
152,748. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-10-«2.

752.808. ORBENIN. Beecham Research Laboratories Lim-

ited. SN 152,749. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-10-62.

752.809. RAPENTON. Dr. Karl Thomae GmbH. SN
152,9.S3. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-11-62.

752.810. VIBI80NE. Invenex Pharmaceuticals. SN 153.000.

Pub, 4-30-63. Filed 9-12-62.

752.811. PENI8TAT. American Home Products Corpora-

tion. SN l.'J3,0.-)4. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-13-62.

752.812. DERMA-GUARD. John F. Greer Company. SN
153,276. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-17-62.

752.813. TRIPIRIN. Joseph E. Seagram k Sons, Inc. SN
l.'>3.517. Pub 4-30-63. Filed 9-19-62.

7r>2,814. VASOPREI). Smith, Miller k Patch, Inc. SN
183,600. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-20-62.

752,815. ENDOGESIC. Endo Laboratories Inc. SN 153,748.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-24-62.

752,818. SUCRETS, Merck k Co.. Inc., d.b.a. Qulnton Com-

pany. SN 153,789. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-24r-62.

7.')2,817. LACRIBA8E. Merck k Co., Inc. SN 183,790.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-24-62.

752.818. WHITTAHI8T. A. H. Robins Company, Inc. 8N
163.022. Pub. 4-30-63 Filed 2-20-63.

752.819. WIIITTANE. A. H. Robins Companf, Inc. 8N
163.023. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 2-20-63.

Class 19- Vehicles

782.820. ROTUNDA. Ford Motor Company. SN 133.145.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 12-1-61.

752.821. FLOOR-KINO. Albert H. Cayne Equipment Corp.

SN 142,924. Pub. 4-30^3. Filed 4-24-62.

7.'i2.»22. TURTLE MAT. Turtle Wax, Inc. SN 143,693.

Pub. 4 30-63. Filed 8-:^62.

752.823. SAFETY TOT. Safety-Tot, Inc. SN 148,6.'i5.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-9-62.

752.824. JET. Kysor Heater Company. SN 149.095. Pub.

4-30-63. Filed 7-16-62.

752.825. CUBMARINE. Perry Submarine Builders. Inc.

SN 1*^3,980. I»ub. 4-30 63. Filed 9-26-62.

752.826. DETAX AND DESIGN. Callahan Engineering

Company. SN 155.487. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-19-62.

7.72,827. SEA CREST AND DESIGN. Aluminum Cruisers.

Inc. SN 155,560. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-22-62.

752.828. BREEZE BACK. Claredan Corporation. SN
156.078. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-29-62.

752.829. DEFLECTA SHIELD. Deflecta-Shleld Corp. SN
156,091. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-29-62.

752.830. CONCERTINA. Rubbermaid Incorporated. SN
156.169. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-29-62

7.'>2.831. B WITH CROWN DESIGN. Brunswick Corpora-

tion. SN l.-)6,462. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-2-62.

752.832. UNIFRATE. American Steel Foundries Incorpo-

rated. SN 156,884. Pub. 4-30-63, Filed 11-8-62.

752.833. PROTECTOFRAME-40. Pullman Incorporated.

SN 156,901. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-8-62.

752.834. PARKPRIDE. Estate Homes, Inc. SN 156,964.

Pub. 4-30-63 Filed 11-9-62.

752.835. PARKPLAZA. Estate Hornet, Inc. SN 186,966.

Pub. 4-30-63 Filed 11-9-62.

752.836. PETBRBILT. Paclflc Car and Foundry Company.
SN 187.240. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-14-62.

752.837. DESIGN CONTAINING LETTER K. Carter Pyle

Enterprises, d.b.a. Newport Boats. 8N 157,954. Pub.
4-30-63 Filed 11-19-62.

Class 20- Lilioleum and Oiled Cloth ,

752,838. POXY TILE AND DESIGN. Colonial Tile. Inc.

SN 142,414. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 4-17-62.

Qass 21 — Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

752.830. OAK DESIGN. Oak lianufactarinf Co. MULTI-
PLE CLASS (Classes 21 and 26). SN 131,761. Pub.

4-30-63. Filed 11-10-61.

752.840. LAMP FAIR. S. CaTallo, Inc. SN 134,011. Pub.

4-30-63. Filed 12-14-61.

752.841. STAT-O-MATIC AND DESIGN. General Preci-

sion. Inc. 8N 134,218. Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 12-18-61.

752.842. WASP. Maico Manufacturing Company. SN
135,026. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 1-2-62.

752.843. CHLOREXTOL. AlHs-Chalmera Manufacturing
Company. SN 135,313. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 1-8-62.

752.844. ABC AND DESIGN. Kepco, Inc. 8N 138,364.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 1-8-62.

752.848. VISTA. Sunbeam Corporation. SN 136.506.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 1-24-62.

752.846. MLLTICOUPLK. Samuel Moore k Company. 8N
136,794. Pub. 4-80-63. Filed l-2»-62.

752.847. DECORATOR CONVERTIBLE. Zenith Radio Cor-

poration. SN 136,860. Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 1-29-62.

752.848. OLOWTEX. Rotaflex of Canada. Limited. 8N
140,043. Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 8-16-62.

752.849. STELLAR AND 8TAR DESIGN. Astra Trading
Corporation SN 140.811. Pub. 4-30-63. PUed 3-16-62.

752.850. GLASTRONICS. Radio Core*, Inc. SN 142.136.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 4-12-62.

752.851. PLUOROCOR. Plasitron Corporation. SN 143.564.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-1-62.

782.852. SKY BUDDY II. Tbe Hallleraftera Co. SN
143,823. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 5-4-62.

782.853. SIGNET. General Dynamics Corporation. SN
148,286. Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 8-28-62.

752.854. WAFCO. Waterloo Foundry Co., Inc. SN 146.130

Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 6-4-62.

782.855. CAPRI. IndustrUl Suppliers Company. SN
147,117. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-18-62.

752.856. ELMATCO AND DESIGN. Eaectro-Matle Products

Co. SN 148,716. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-10-62.

752.857. LEADER. Lucky International Co. SN 148,898.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-12-62.

752.858. WELTRON. Womack Electronics, Inc. SN 149,428.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-19-62.

752.859. VARI BIT AND DESIGN. Consolidated Avionics

Corporation. SN 150.032. Pub. 4-80-63. Piled 7-30-62

752.860. ELECTRO-SAFE AND DESIGN. Summit Manu-

facturing Corp. SN 150,116. Pub. 4-30-63. FUed 7-30-62.

752.861. UNIBLEND. Anaconda Wire and Cable Company.

SN 150,841. Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 8-9-62.

752.862. PORTASOUND. Special InstrumenU Laboratory,

Incorporated. SN 151,169. Pub. 4-80-63. Piled 8-14-62.

782.863. DNIVAC. Sperry Rand Corporation. SN 152,163.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-29-62.

782.864. U/V AND DESIGN. McOraw-Bdiaon Company.

SN 155,269. Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 10-16-62.
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752.865. IMPERVALL. Crescent Insulated Wire k Cable
Co. SN 186,277. Pub. 4-80-63. Piled 10-81-62.

782.866. PERMACAD. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator
Company. SN 186,814. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-31-62.

732.867. ISOREX. Elcor, Inc. SN 156,588. Pub. 4-30-63
Filed 11-8-62.

762.868. TEMP-O-GUIDB. The Proctor-Sllex Corporation.
SN 156,765. Pub. 4-30-83. Filed U-6-62.

752.869. CTC AND DESIGN. Central Transformer Corpo-
ration. SN 157,068. Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 11-13-62.

752.870. CTC. Central Transformer Corporation. SN
187,064. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-13-62.

782.871. CHAMPION AND DESIGN. Champion Spark
Plug Company. SN 157,282. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-15-62.

752.872. LAMPETTE. Koch Creations, Inc. SN 157,304.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-18-62.

752.873. UVASER. Semi-Elements, Inc. SN 157.409. Pub.
4-80-63. Filed 11-16-62.

752.874. XRASER. Semi-Elements, Inc. SN 157.410. Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 11-16-62.

752,878. KARGO. Price Battery Corporation. SN 158,019.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-27-62.

782.876 RU8SELECTRIC, R. G. Russell Company. Inc.

SN 158,388. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 12-3-62.

Qass 22 - Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

752.877. HOLOATE. Hampshire Manufacturing Company,
assignee of Holgate Toys. Inc. SN 131,367. Pub. 4-2-63.
Filed 11-6-61.

752.878. KILLIES. Hariey J. Ennest, d.b.a. Klllles Sport-
ing Goods Company. SN 149,174 Pub 4-30-63. Filed
7-17-62.

782.879. TWIN ACTION. Wilson Sporting Goods Co. SN
149,235. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-17-62.

752.880. WIGGLES. Uneeda Doll Co. Inc. SN 149,344.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-18-62.

752.881. SUPER POWER. Wilson Sporting Goods Co. SN
149,505. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-20-62.

752.882. BOWL-A-TRON 800. Hassenfeld Bros. Inc. SN
149.570. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-23-62.

752.883. STC AND DESIGN. Styro Toy Corporation. SN
149,679. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-24-82.

752.884. GANG FISHER. John R. Dltson, d b.a. Ditson
Manufacturing Company. SN 149,720. Pub. 4-30-63.
Filed 7-25-62.

752,888. LITTLE ACE AND DESIGN. Donald F. Duncan,
Incorporated. SN 149,824. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-26-62.

Gass 23 — Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

782.886. DESIGN OF MAN'S ARM AND HAND HOLDING
MACHINE FITTING. Rotary Oil Tool Company. SN
122,378. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-19-61.

752.887. HYDRA-RAMP. PhlladelphU Gear Corporation.
SN 134,837. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 12-28-61.

762.888. ROANOKE MERRIMAC AND DESIGN. Harring-
ton Manufacturing Company, Inc. SN 136,236. Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 1-22-62.

752.889. SIDE BOY. Harrington Manufacturing Company,
Inc. SN 136,237. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 1-22-62.

752.890. ADJUSTAMAGIC. Sunbeam Corporation. SN
186,802. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 1-22-62.

752.891. ARVINODB AND DB8ION. Arrin Industries, Inc.

SN 136,423. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 1-24-62.

762.892. TAYLOR-WINPIELD. The Taylor-Wlnfleld Cor-
poration. SN 138,244. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 2-19-62.

752.893. FLEX-GRIP. West Essex Printing Plates, Inc.

SN 188,681. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 2-46-62.

752.894. CRALL AND DESIGN. Petroleum Specialty Com-
pany. SN 189.288. Pub. 4-80-68. Piled 3-6-62.

752.895. HUFFY-VAC. The Huffman Manufacturing Com-
pany. SN 189.493. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-9-62.

752.896. DRI-GLIDE. Garlock Inc. SN 141,521. Pub
4-30-63. Filed 4-4-62.

752.897. M AND DESIGN. Federal-Mogul-Bower Bearinp,
Inc. SN 141.719. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 4-6-62.

752.898. COMPUTAMATIC. Dorer Corporation. SN 142.023.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 4-11-62.

752.899. ALFRED APPLEBY. Renold Chains Limited. 8N
143.429. Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 4-30-62.

752.900. ROLLINER. Industrial Ovens. Incorporated. SN
146,057. Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 6-4-62.

752.901. PATCH FORCE. Esslck Manufacturing Company.
SN 146.989. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-18-62.

752.902. GOLF. Northrup, King k Co. SN 148,832. Pub
3-26-63. Filed 7-11-62.

752.903. WISS AND DESIGN. J. Wlss k Sons Co. 8N
149,794. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-25-62.

752.904. BELLAIRB. Atlas Tool * Manufacturing Co. SN
150,002. Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 7-30-62.

782.905. CRYSTAL DESIGN. Diamond Crystal Salt Com-
pany. SN 160.027. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-30-62.

752.906. THE OUTDOOR POWER APPLIANCE AND DE-
SIGN. 8. L. Allen Jt Co.. Inc. SN 150.145. Pub. 4-30-63.
Filed 7-31-62.

752.907. EARTHMASTER. The Union Fork and Hoe Com-
pany. SN 150,200. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-31-62.

752.908. MASTER-LITE. The Union Fork and Hoe Com
pany. SN 150.201. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-81-62.

782.909. M AND DESIGN. Acme Metal Goods Mfg. Co.
SN 150,210. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-1-62.

752.910. DYNAMIX. The Jaeger Machine Company. SN
150.351. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-2-62.

752.911. VAC-U-MITB. Milwaukee Electric Tool Corpora
tlon. SN 150,357. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-2-62.

752.912. VITAMATIC. Joe Lowe CorporaAon. SN 150,571.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-6-62.

752.913. ROTH. Roy E. Roth Company. 8N 160.621.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-6-62.

752.914. DC DESIGN. Dura Corporation. SN 150,683.
Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 8-7-62.

752.915. DISPENS-0-BAR. Mask-O-Matlc, Inc. SN 150,703.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-7-62.

752.916. KIMWOOD PACIFIC COAST. Klmwood Machine
Co. SN 152,138. Pub. 4-^0-63. Filed 8-29-62.

782.917. BET'R-GRIP. Pendleton Tool Industries, Inc.,

d.b.a. Proto Tool Company. 8N 1S2,240. Pub. 4-30-63.
Filed 8-30-62.

752.918. PERIFORM. National Broach and Machine Co.
SN 183.104. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-13-62.

782.919. ECONOVERSIONS. Ashworth-McDade Machine
Co. SN 183,243. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-17-62.

782.920. MICRO-AIR. Modernalr Corporation. SN 158,970.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-26-62.

782.921. G DESIGN. David W. Mattos, d.b.a. Grove Dale
Manufacturing k Supply Co. SN 154,267. Pub. 4-30-68.
Filed 10-1-62.

782.922. THE WORLD TURNS ON COLCHESTER
LATHES AND GLOBE DESIGN. The Colchester Lathe
Co. Limited. SN 184,692. Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 10-8-62.

782.923. GOLDEN DOVE AND DESIGN. General Motors
Corporation. SN 184,820. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-9-62.

752.924. ROAD-ALL. Pavement Salvage, Inc. SN 156.244.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-30-62.

782,928. SILVER POWER. Fuel Control Corp. SN 156,395.
* Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-1-62.

752.926. CAS. Toyobo-Howa Textile Engineering Co., Ltd.
SN 186,778. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-6-62.

782.927. FLO-TEL. The Servco Company. SN 167.411
Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 11-16-62.

782.928. NITBLINER AND DESIGN. Prismo Safety Cor
poratlon. SN 157,724. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-21-62.
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Qass 24— Laundry Appliances and Machines Qass 30— Croclcery, Eartlienware, and

752,929. TRI-POINT NO-STICK "IRON-OLIDER" AND i^OFCeiain

DESIGN. Trl-Polnt Industrtes, Inc. 8N 131,730. Pub.

4-30-63. Filed 11-9-61. 752,9X1. OXrORD AND DESIGN. Lenox, Incorporated.

PRINCESS, Herbert Olatt, d.b.a. PrlncesB Prod- 8N 146.732. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-12-62.

Filed 8-7-62.
752,930.

ucts. SN 150,689. Pub. 4-30-63.

Qass 25 — Locks and Safes

752,931. TROJAN. TranB-Atlantlc Company. SN 148,105.

Pub. 12-^11-62. Filed 6-29-62

Qass 26— Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

752.932. DECATHERM. J. B. Watklns Co. SN 184,296.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 12-18-61.

752.933. OPTIVI80R. Done^an Optical Co., Inc., d.b.a.

Donegan Optical Co. SN 140,929. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed

3-28-62.

752.934. OPTILOUPB. Donegan Optical Co., Inc. SN
140,930. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 3-28-62.

752.935. KOWA. Kowa American Corporation, SN 140,954.

Pub, 4-30-63. Filed 3-28-62.

752.936. ZOOMISCOPE. Bach Aurlcon, Inc. SN 141,787.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 4-9-62.

752.937. IMPAC, Monterey Research Laboratory, Inc. SN
146,206, Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-6-62,

Class 27— Horological Instruments

752,938. HC AND DESIGN. Hycraft Jewelry Mfg. Co.

Inc. SN 150.419. Pub, 4-30-63 Filed 8-3-62

Class 28- Jewelry and Predous-Metal Ware

762.939. FC AND DESIGN. Loasau & Kramer, Inc. SN
141,535. Pub. 4-30-63, Filed 4-*-62.

752.940. BENNETT, Bennett BrotherB, Inc, SN 143,205.

I'ub. 4-30-63. Filed 4-27-62.

762.941. IX). Loray Jewelry Co. SN 145,572. Pub.

4-30-63. Filed .•)-28-62.

762.942. ADS. A. D. Solarz. 8N 145.626. Pub. 4-30-63.

Filed 5-28-62.

752.943. HOL AND DESIGN. Holier Watch Co,, Inc. SN
148,620, Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-9-62.

752.944. C AND DESIGN. Comet Ring Manufacturing Com-

pany, Inc SN 148,797, Pub. 4-.30-63. Filed 7-11-62.

762.945. AMCO JEWELS. A. Mlcallef k Co., Inc. SN
148,901. Pub, 4-30-63, Filed 7-12-62.

r62,946. AFA. Al Fox and Aaaoclate*, Inc. SN 148.968.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-13-62.

752.947. NN, NeUon k Nelnon Manufacturing Jewelers Inc,

SN 150,713. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-7-62.

752,948.- N. J. Nlerenburg k Sons, Inc. SN 150,886. Pub.

4-30-63. Filed 8-9-62.

752,949. G 14K AND DESIGN. Globe Jewelry, Inc. SN
150,940. Pub. 4-30-6.V Filed 8-10-62.

i

Qass 29— Brooms, Brushes, and Dusters

752,960. SAF-T-EDOE CONTOUR. Liquid Glaze. Inc. SN
100,132. Pub 7-3-62. Filed 7-1-60.

Class 31 - Filters and Refrigerators

752.952. HT-LINB AND DESIGN. J. F. Pritcbard k Co.

of California. SN 134,346. Pub. 4-80-63. Filed 12-19-61.

752.953. CROWN AND DESIGN. Walker Manufacturing
Company, SN 144,659, Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 5-15-62.

752.954. CERAMA-PORE. R. P. Adama Company, Inc. SN
148,118. Pub 4-30-63. Filed 7-2-62.

752.955. ARDCO, Aluminum Refrigerator Door Co., Inc.

SN 148,347. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-5-62.

752.956. MAGNI MATIC. Aluminum Refrigerator Door Co ,

Inc. SN 149,432. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-20-62.

752.957. LINDSAY. Union Tank Car Company. SN 150,122.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-30-62.

Qass 32 — Furniture and Upholstery

752,958 BRASILIA. Broyhlll Furniture Factories. SN
139,465, Pub, 4-30-63, Filed 3-9-62.

752,959. 8TYLAIRE. Hamilton Cosco, Inc. SN 140,448

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 3-22-62.

Qass 34— Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

752.960. THERMO-PANEL. Dean Products. Inc. SN
130.777. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-27-61.

752.961. GRAPHIC-ALARMLIOHT. Graphics, Inc. SN
131,673. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-9-61.

752,9«2. 3-IN-ONE GOURMETTE. Leltner Equipment Com-
pany. SN 132,686. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-24-61.

752.963. SPOT GUARD. 8. H. Leggltt Company. SN
148,818. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-11-62.

752.964. PRIMBRGON. Temp-Matlc, Inc. 8N 149,024.

Pub. 4-30-63 Filed 7-13-62.

Qass 35- Belting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

752.965. MARSHAL. Tractor Supply Co. SN 126,819.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-28-61.

752.966. EXTRAMAN. Extraman Corporation, d.b.a. Extra-

man Products. SN 146,370. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-7-62.

752.967. GENERAL TIRE AND DESIGN. The General

Tire k Rubber Company. SN 150,988. Pub. 4-30-63.

Filed 8-10-62.

752.968. TRIOVAC. Acme-Hamilton Manufacturing Cor-

poration. SN 153,918. Pub. 4-3(M»3. Filed 9-26-62.

752.969. CONGO. Thor Power Tool Company. SN 154,117.

Pub. 4-30-63, Filed 9-28-62.

7r)2.970. EASY-STAT. Standard-Thomson Corporation.

SN 155.661. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-22-62.

752.971. SEA-FXEX. The Flexible Tubing Corporation.

8N 156.106. Pub. 4-30-«8. Filed ia-29-«2.

752.972. WINTER WAY. The General Tire k Rubber Com-

pany. SN 156.113. Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 10-29-62.

752.973. MIRAGLAZE. The Arbe* Corporation, d.b.a. Man-

helm Manufacturing and Belting Company. SN 156,811.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-31-62.
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782,974. COMMANDO. Th« Gates Rubber Company 8N

156,872. Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 11-8-62.

752.976. NYLAIR. The B. F. Goodrich Company. 8N
156,971. Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 11-9-62.

Class 36- Musical instruments and Supplies

752.976. EDUPHONICS. Lillian Bell Popklns. d.b.a. Edo-
phonlcs Recording Company. SN 137,002 Pub 4-80-63
Filed 1-31-62.

752.977. DUSTAT. Grado Laboratories, Inc. SN 146,622
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-11-62.

752.978. 3M. MlnnesoU Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany. SN 147,491. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-22-62.

752.979. LESLEY AND DESIGN. F, I. Brodle, d b.a. Lesley
Records. SN 149,358. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-19-62.

752.980. CRESCENDO. O.N.P. Crescendo Records. SN
151,484. Pub. 4-.30-63. Filed 8-20-62.

752.981. HARDMAN DUO. Hardman, Peck k Company.
SN 152,894. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-11-62.

752.982. SOUND &M8TKR. Remo, Inc. 8N 156,165 Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 10-29-62.

752.983. ARTISAN Electronic Organ Arts. SN 156,730.
Pub. 4-30-63 Filed 11-6-62.

752.984. TRAVEL. Allen Lawson. d.b.a. Travel Records.
SN 157,307. Pub, 4-30-63, Filed 11-15-62,

752.985. TARHEEL. London Records, Inc. SN 159,655.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 12-24-62.

762.986. DDC. John Vlsaggl, d.b.a. Dictation Disc Company.
SN 159,868. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 12-24-62.

752.987. .SINCERELY YOURS. Alfred J. Wlllbrand, d.b.a.
Sincerely Yours. SN 159.669. Pub. 4-30-63 Filed
12-24-62.

Qass 37 - Paper and Stationery

752.988. VISATEX. Verelnijrte Paplerwerke Schlckedanr k
Co. S\ 131,433. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-6-61,

752.989, (JIBSONS. C. R. Gibson A Company. SN 131,666.
Pub. 3-27-62. Filed 11-8-61.

751.'.990. GLO MARKERS. Glo-Mark Products Co., Inc. SN
149,733. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-25-62.

Qass 38- Prints and Publications

752.991. DISCOUNTERS DIGEST. Dun k Bradstreet, Inc.
SN 131,894. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-27-62.

752.992. THE TELEPHONE SECRETARY. Associated
Telephone Answering Exchanges, Inc. SN 152,035. Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 8-28-62.

752.993. THE CANDY MARKETER. Magazines for Indus-
try. Inc. SN 152,225. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-30-62.

752.994. LOCATORY. Richard Lechner Enterprises, Inc.
SN 152,315. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-31-62.

Qass 39 -Clothing

752.995. MARTEX. Elko Clothing Corporation. 8N 107,826.
Pub. 6-12-62. Filed 10-28-60.

752.996. FLEECIES. P. H. Hanes Knitting Company. SN
134,022. Pub. 8-7-62. Filed 12-14-61.

762.997. MAGNETON. Monarch Tool k Machinery Co., as-
signee of Universal Magnetic Lock, Inc. SN 134,056. Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 12-14-61.

752.998. SKAPE. Algene Sportswear Company, Inc. SN
136.096. Pub. 4-30-83. Filed 1-19-62.

752.999. SOIL-OARD. Chestnut Hill Industrlei, Inc. SN
136,956. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 1-31-62.

768.000. 8CHRANK PLUS GROWN AND 8 DESIGN. M. C.
Schrank Company. SN 138,430. Pub. 4-80-63 Filed
2-21-62.

753.001. RODIER AND DESIGN. "Tiaaagea Rodler S.A."
SN 138,676. Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 2-26-62.

753.002. SUITED FOB SUCCESS. Joseph H. Cohen k
Sons, Inc. SN 140,426. Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 8-22-62.

753.003. PICK-UPS. Mishawaka Rubber Company, Inc.
8N 140,969. Pub. 4-80-68. Filed 8-28-62.

753.004. BACHELOR BOY. Kayser-Roth Corporation. SN
143,240. Pub. 4-80-63. Piled 4-27-62.

753.005. PLAT-TOQBTHKRS. The House of Perfection,
Inc. SN 144,843. Pub. 4-80-63. Filed 5-17-62.

753.006. 8TLCRA. Character Foundations, Inc. SN
145,443. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 5-25-62.

753.007. MR. WHISTLERS AND DESIGN. Saul Bros, k
Block, Inc. SN 146,108. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-4-62.

753.008. MODESTO. Modesto Ltd. 8N 146,505. Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 6-8-62.

753.009. WENDY LANE. Eugene F. Coraccl. SN 146,708.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-12-62.

763.010. PADDINGTON. Saks k Company. SN 148,755.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-10-62.

753.011. CAPRIEL. Caprlel, Inc. SN 152,203. Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 8-30-62.

753.012. THOM McAN BOOTMASTER. Melville Shoe Cor-
poration. SN 152,323. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-31-62.

753.013. RIALTO LADY. Dellghtform Foundations, Inc.
SN 152,501. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-5-62.

Class 40 -Fancy Goods, Furnishings, and

Notions

753.014. THE 6TH FINGER. Alan Products, Inc. SN
150,212. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-1-62.

Class 41 <- Canes, Parasols, and Umbrellas

753,015. IH. International Harvester Company. SN
155,993. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-26-62.

Qass 42 -Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

753.016. ACROCEL. United Merchants and Manufacturers,
Inc. SN 136,013. Pub. 8-7-62. Filed 1-17-62.

753.017. PROMENADE. Smith Manufacturtng Limited.
SN 145,496. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 4-27-62.

753.018. LALONDB AND DESIGN. 8ocl*t« i Responsa-
billt* Limlt*e

: Lalonde. SN 145,626. Pub. 4-30-68.
Filed 5-28-62.

753.019. CUSHIONAIRE. The Albany Felt Company. SN
146,445. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 6-8-62.

758.020. WHALEBONE. McGregor-Donlger Inc. 8N
146,642. Pub. 4-80-63. Filed 6-11-62.

753.021. LA8TIC-BASE-CORNER8. Pleldcrest Mills, Inc.

8N 150,644. Pub. 4-80-63. Piled 8-*-62.

753.022. LINTON TWEED. Linton Tweeds Limited. SN
151,344. Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 8-16-62.

753.023. INNER GUARD. Collins k Aikman Corporation.
8N 153,065. Pub. 4-80-63. Piled 9-18-62.

753.024. ICE-BREAKER. Collins k Aikman Corporation.
8N 108,066. Pub. 4-80-63. Filed 9-13-62.

768.025. RICOCHET. Collins k Aikman Corporation. SN
158,067. Pub. 4-30-63. Piled 9-13-62.

768.026. K WITHIN A CIRCLE FORMED OF KLOPMAN
MILLS, INC. Klopman Mills, Inc. 8N 154,256. Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 10-1-62.
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753.027. ACROCEL. United Merchants and Manufacturers,

Inc. 8N 136,016. Pub. 8-7-62. Filed 1-17-62.

7.^3, OliS. AB AMERICAN HEMBERQ ARISTOCRAT OF
RAYON YARN, ii^-uunlt Cotporatlon, by change of name
from Beaunit MUla, Inr SN 141.789. Pub. 4-30-63.

Filed 4-9-62.

Qass 44 -Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

753.029. VERY PERSONALLY YOURS AND DESIGN.
KlmberlyClark Corporation. SN 140,359. Pub. 4-30-63.

Filed 3-21-62.

753.030. ETHAIRE. Alr-ShleldR, Inc. SN 140,510. Pub.

10-2-62. Filed .H 2.3-62.

753.031. MURRAY'.S Murrayx Sujierlor Products Company.

SN 150.809. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-8-62.

753.032. WIFE'S FRIEND. W. J. Rendell Limited. SN
152.250. Pub. 4-.30-63. Filed 8-30-62.

753.033. TAB. Thuresson-An(frabrlf{ht-Bennett, Inc. 8N
153,526. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-19-62.

753.034. STERILRAY. V. J. Curclo Co.. Inc. SN 154,697.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-8-62.

753.035. AMPOVIAL. Abbott Laboratorlns. SN 155,956.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-26-62.

753.036. B W AND BORQ-WARNER INOERSOLL PROD
UCTS AND DESIGN. ..^Jforg-Warner Corporation. SN
166,074. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-29-62.

753.037. REDI-JECT. Orunnon Inc. SN 156,242. Pub.

4-;{a-63. 10-30-62.

753.038. AUHOPHONE. M.ais Radio IlearinR Device Cor-

poration. SN 166,313. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-31-62.

753.039. COLDENT. HustlnRS k Co., Inc. SN 1,'56,491.

'. I'ub. 4-30-63. Fil.'d 11-2-62.

753.040. POLY TRANS, Dental Perfection Company, SN
156.575. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-5-62.

753.041. CAST () SOCK. William A. Smnllberg, SN 156,770.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 11-6-62.

Qass 45 — Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters

Thomas
>4-62.

Carvel. SN753,042. m-BIE AND DE^SION.
140,«38, Pub 4-.'?0-63. Filed 7-

753,043 GOLD EN GIRL AND DESIGN. Sun Drop Sales

Corpointion of America, db.a. Sun Drop Sales Corp. 8N
151.537. I'ub. 4-,3{)-63 Filed 8-20-62.

Qass 46— Foods and Ingredients of Foods

753.044. CLASICO AND DESIGN. Rodriguez Ilermanos de

fiirdoba S,A,. SN 95,282. Pub. 4-4-^1. Filed 4-18-60.

753.045. PREMIUM SEAL. Ralston Purina Company. SN
97,704. Pub. 6-20-61. Filed 5-23-60.

753.046. STERLING. Sterling Cider Co., Inc. SN 99,016.

Pub 12-26^ 61. Filed 6-14-«0.

753.047. WIENER WAGON. Gal's Seattle French Baking

Company, Inc., d.b.a. Gal's French Bakery. SN 120,401.

Pub. 2-12-63. Filed 5-19-61.

753.048. Q POP. Marian Company. SN 189,912. Pub.

9-18-62. Filed 1-30-62.

753.049. ICY-Q. Marian Company. SN 188,918. Pub.

9-18-62 Filed 1-30-62.

753.050. T 200. Universal Foods Corporation. SN 152,172.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-29-62.

758,051. NORTHBBN STAR. Wilbar-BUia Company, d.b.a.

Co. SN 102,868. Pab. 4-S0-«8. FiledWllbur-Ellls

8-31-62.

753,052. ALPHA BLOX.
152,610. Pub. 4-80-88.

753.058. K-O-O-L-D-O-G
Humphries. SN 168,406.

758.054. K-O-O-L B-B-R-O

Oeneral Fooda Coiporatloo. SN
Filed 9-6-62.

AND DESIGN. William W.
Pub. 4-^0-88. Filed 9-18-82.

AND DESIGN. William W.
Humphries. SN 153.407. Pub. 4-80-83. Filed 9-18-62.

768.055. SINGING VALLBT. A. A. Wernalnc, D.C., d.b.a.

A ft W Products. SN 158,848. Pub. 4-80-68. Filed

9-24-62.

753.056. HONEY CREEK AND DI^BION. Falls City Cream-
ery Company. SN 153,948. Pub. 4-80-63. Filed 9-26-62.

753,067. FREEDENT. Wm. Wrtffley Jr. Company. SN
154.791. Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 10-8-82.

753,058. COUNTRY MILL. Dixie Lily Milling Co. SN
155,394. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-18-82.

753,069. GARLAND. Nebraska Consolidated Mills Com
pany. SN 165,431. Pub. 4-30-83. Filed 10-18-62.

Qass 49- Distilled Alcohofic Uquors

753.060. JOHN HANDY. Saiene Company, Inc.. d.b.a. John

Handy Co. SN 149.214. Pub. 4-80-88. Filed 7-17-62.

Qass 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Qassified

753.061. PIONEER. Valley Forge Flag Company. Inc. SN
129,427. Pub. 8-28-62. Filed 10-6-61.

753.062. CLING AND DESIGN. Martin-Marietta Corpora-

tion. SN 138,309. Pub. 4-30-83. Filed 2-20-62.

753.063. CALENDAR CUTIB8. National Potteries Corpo-

ratlon. SN 168.428. Pub. 4-30-83. Filed 10-18-62.

Qass 51 - Cosmetio and Toilet Preparations

753.064. LA TONA. Conner ft Walters Company. SN
126,988, Pub, 6-28-82. Filed 8-31-81.

753.065. RAINING RUBIES. Richard Hudnut. SN 149,084.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-16-62.

753.066. REQE MADAMB. L'Oreal (Soclete Anonyme). SN
149,304. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-18-82.

753.067. LBS NUANCES VENITIENNB8. L'Oreal (Societe

Anonyme). SN 149,305. Pub. 4-30-68. Filed 7-18-62.

753.068. BURMA SHAVE. Philip Morrla Incorporated, as-

Ignee of Burma-Vita Company. SN 151,472. Pub.

4 30-88. Filed 8-20-62.

768.069. DEW. Clalrol Incorporated. SN 166,676. Pub.

4-30-63. Filed 10-22-82.

758.070. ULTRA DEW. Clairol Incorporated. SN 156,577.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-22-62.

768.071. INSTANT DEW. Oairol Incorporated. SN
165.678. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-22-82.

Qass 52 — Detergents and Soaps

753.072. CHANGE-X. Purex Corporation, Ltd., d.b.a. Turco

Products. Inc. 8N 153.513. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-19-62.

Service Bfarks

Qass 100- Miscellaneous

753,073. UAP AND DESIGN. United Aircraft Products,

Inc. SN 141,663. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 4-6-82.
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Qass 101 - Advertising and Business Qass 107- Education and Entertainment

753.074. MILES. Melville Shoe Corporation. SN 150,090.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 7-30-62.

753.075. "A" ETC. AND DESIGN. Burt M McComilck,
d.b.a. "A" Stand By Telephone Secretary. SN 152,610.
Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-6-62.

Qass 102 -Insurance and Rnandai

753,079. JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT AND DESIGN. Junior
Achievement, Incorporated. SN 151,830. Pub. 4-30-68.
Filed 8-24-62.

75.S.080. MISS NATIONAL TEENAGE SAFETY. The Miss
National Teenage Safety Pageant Inc. SN 163,887. Pub.
4-30-63. Filed 9-25-62.

753.076. WSB AND DESIGN. Waterbury Savings Bank.
SN 152.542. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-5-62.

753.077. GLAMOUR GUILD OF AMERICA. Glamour Guild
of America. SN 153.401. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-18-62. QaSS 200

Collective Membership Marks

Class 105 — Transportation and Storage

753,078. TRAIL RIDERS OF THE WILDERNESS.
American Forestry Association. SN 144,435.
4-30-63. Filed 5-14-62.

753,081. PHI KAPPA THETA EMBLEM. Phi Kappa
Theta Fraternity. SN 153,112. Pub. 4-80-63. Filed

9-13-62.
The
Pub. 753,082. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. Phi Kappa Psl Fra-

ternity. SN 154,840. Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 10-9-82.

SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER
These registrations are not subject to opposition.

Qass 18 — Medicines and Pharmaceutical Qass 23 — Gitlery, Machinery, and Tools,

Preparations and Parts Thereof

753.083. Fairfield Laboratories, Inc., Pasadena, Calif., as- 763.084. Nordberg Manufacturing Company. Milwaukee.
Hlgnee, by mesne assignment, of Rawson Drug 4 Sundry Wis. SN 113,438. Filed P.R. 2-10-61; Am. S.R, 5-27-83.

Company, Inc.. Oakland, Calif. SN 89.376 Filed PR.
l-20-«0 ; Am. S.R. 11-27-82.

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMED POWER
For Aspirin and Saccharin.

First use Dec. 7, 1959.

For Marine Engine Control Systems.

First use Nov. 15, 1980.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED
22.752.

22,753.

22.843.

23.353.

23.632.

168,288.

163,469.

165,387.

165.567.

166.943.

167,152.

167.713.

168,226.

168.322.

168.884.

169.221.

169.341.

169.596.

169.637.

170.095.

170.109.

170.847.

170.923.

171.810.

171.811.

171.812.

171.971

173.240.

173.245.

PS STUBS. CI. 14. 4-4-1893.
STUBS. CI. 14. 4-4-1893.
PEARS AND DESIGN. CI. 52. 4-18-1898.

HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA AND DESIGN. CI. 18.

7-11-1893. 0'

BEE SOAP ANT) DESIGN. CI. 52. 9-19-1893.
JUPITER AND DESIGN CI. 45 1-9-23.

GLACIER. CI. 46. 1-16-23.

CITRyS LEAVES. CI. 88. 3-8-23.

DA8C0. CI. 23. 3-13-23.

TRANSIT. CI. 37. 4-17-23.

"VALID " CI. 37. 4-24-28.

WETORDRY. CI. 4. 6-8-23.

DICTATION. CI. 37. 5-15-23

PARTOLA ETC. CI 18. 5-22-23.

MOCCASIN AND DESIGN. CI. 46 5-29-23.

INGERSOLL CI. 23. 6-12-23

BANNER. CI. 12. 6-12-23

OLD HONESTY AND DESIGN. CI. 16 6-26-23.

MIQUON. CI. 15. 6-26-23.

THOM McAN. CI. 39. 7-10-23.

THE SHIELD C.S.M.C. AND DESIGN. CI 38.

7-10-23.

CLOVER FARM. CI. 46. 7-24-23.

OUT-O-WALL. CI. 34. 7-24-23.

CACTUS AND DESIGN. CI. 13 8-14-23.

COOSA AND DESIGN. CI. 13. 8-14-23.

CHEROKEE AND DESIGN.

ILETIN. CI. 18. 8-21-23.

OPTIMUS. CI. 51. 9-18-23.

DE LUXE. CI. 51. 9-18-23.

CI. 13. 8-14-23.

46. 11



TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED
Section 8

443.427. IRALITE CI. 14. 10-4-49.

444,727. HI POP. CI. 46. 10-2-49.

The following reffiatrationt ittued May 28, /957

645,927.

640.929

645,935.

645,943.

645,948.

645.954.

645,957.

645.958.

645,960.

645,962.

645,968.

645,972.

648,973.

645,978.

645,979.

645,980.

645,981.

646,002.

646,00.-).

646,007.

646,012.

646,021.

646,027.

646,031.

646,032.

846,039.

646,041.

646,042.

646,044.

646,045.

646,046.

646,048.

646,054.

646,057.

646,061.

646,063.

646,067.

646,072.

646,073.

646,076.

646,080.

646,084.

646,085.

646,089.

646,091.

646,092.

646.093.

646,094.

646,096.

COHRFOAM. C:. 1.

MUSE. CI. 1.

PETTIBED CI. 3.

DELTALAM. CI 5

SURE-SAFE CI 6

HP-18. CI. 6

NACROSOL. CI. 6.

LITHOLAC. CI 6

PHILGRO. CI. 10.

SPRAY GREEN. CI. 10

S STEINEN AND DESIGN. CI. 13.

GREENFARM. CI. 13.

SHOWER MISER. CI 13.

PERFECT POWER AND DESIGN. CI. 15

PLY8EAL. CI. 16.

CRESTLINE. CI. 16.

U' KOTE. CI 16.

NEBU DIAZINE. CI. 18,

REFORMIL. CI. 18.

RCN AND DESIGN. CI. 18

AN ULTRA-VAC AND DESIGN. CI. 21.

LAMPS BY LEHIGH. CI. 21.

"POLI-SKRUB " CI. 21.

"LINAR" EDGETROL. CI. 21

OXEL AND DESIGN. CI 21.

FLORITRAN. CI. 21

FANTASIA. CI. 21.

SUPER-CATENOID. CI, 21

FUNNY FACE STENCIL. CI 22.

WILDCAT. CI. 22.

LUCKY SPADES AND DESIGN. CI 22.

STONART. CI. 22.

FISH NIP CI. 22.
"^

MIMIC. CI 22.

INITIAL. CI. 23.

CRESTLINE. CI. 23.

OLAM. CI. 23.

SKOOKUM ROTATOR ANT) DESIGN. CI. 23.

B W DETROIT GEAR ETC. AND DESIGN. CI. 23.

ECN^NOMATIC. CI. 23.

PRECISION PERSPECTIVE AND DESIGN CI

26.

LUGPOT. CI. 26.

ANGEL ALARM. CI. 27.

ELGIN MAGIC SOFT WATER AND DESIGN.
CI. 31.

CRIBVERTIBLE. CI. 32.

VAIR CI. 32.

THE BASIC LINE BW ETC. AND DESIGN. CI

32. . \

COMPASS. CI. 32
HEXACOMB. CI. 32.

TM 156
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648,098. ORTHO-BRACBR. CI. 82.

648,103. SAFETY CHEF. CI. 84.

646,108. PAK-A-BOUT. CI. 34.

646.113. DUMORE. CI. 37.

646.114. SPARROW. CI. 87.

648.116. SPACE MASTER. CI. 37.

648.117. "SING L-RITE." CI. 37.

648.118. INFLUENCE. CI. 37.

646,119 IMPULSE. -CI. 37.

648,128. HOUSE OF SECRETS. CI. 38.

846,130. MR. ARNOLD AND DESIGN. CI. 39.

646.134. SUN-JEANS. CI. 39.

646.136. TOP HAT ETC. AND DESIGN. CI. 39.

646.143. CEDAR MILLS. CI. 39.

646,145. FASHION COOL. CI. 39.

646.151. FREE FORM. CI. 39.

648.154. VELSHARA. CI. 39.

646.155. PARTY-SETS. CI. 39.

646.159. ST. CLAIR. CI. 42.

846.160. STAR OF TIBET. CI. 42.

648.164. Q. CI. 42
846,166. GOLD-POR. CI. 44.

648,184. DAVY CROCKETT. CI. 48.

646,188. WOODY WOODLAWN AND DESIGN CI 46
646.191. ORIGINALLY OF NAVY PIER ARTS AND DE

SIGN. CI. 46.

848.194. GLAMOUR. CI. 48.

848.195. BUTTERSWEETS. CI. 46.

646,197. KITCHEN HOUR. CI. 46.

646,200. EXTRA DRY AND DESIGN. CI. 48.

646,207. "CLEANING THE WORLD." CI. 82.

646,213. 8TEAMRITE AND DESIGN. CI. 82.

646.215. CDC B3TC. AND DESIGN. CI. 100.

848.216. MULTY MARKETOR AND DESIGN. CI. 100.

646.220. TOY GUIDANCE COUNCIL INC. ETC. AND DE-
SIGN, CI. A.

646,230. FORTIFIED CADMIUM. 01. 14.

646.231 GLAS TOP. CI 19.

646.232 LAMINAOAOE. CI. 28.

646,233. PHOTO HOBBY. CI. 26.

84«,236. "CHARM-ETTE8." 01. 28.

Section 18

45.063. SENATE. 01. 48. 8-8-05.

390.124. RED DEVIL. 01. 23. 9-9-41.

401.578. FERROSCOPE. 01. 26. 5-25-48.

406,429. YVETTE. CI. 3. 4-4-44.

409,638. FASHION CRAFT. 01. 28. 10-10-44.

412.858. SENATE AND DESIGN. 01. 48. 3-27-45.

430.041. SWEETHEART. 01. 32. 8-3-47.

439,385. PETER PAN AND DESIGN. 01. 36. 8-22-48

524.687. SENATE BEER AND DESIGN. 01. 48. 5-2-80
588,326. HOME MAKER ETC. AND DESIGN. 01. 39.

4 13-54,

648,878. LE PUPPETITE8 AND DESIGN. 01. 22. 7-23-57.

662,010. KERALA. 01. 50. 5-20-58.

683,194. REDIRAY AND DESIGN. 01. 21. 8-11-89.

/^\

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS AMENDED,
DISCLAIMED, CORRECTED, ETC.

149,397, RIOI AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 12-13-21, Gust. & 740,673. WAGON BOSS AND DESIGN. CI 39 11-13-62
H. Probst AG, Erich Probst, LaDf;nau, Berne. Switzerland, Burlington Industries, Inc, New York, NY. Amended to
Amended: In the utatement, column 1, lines 10 through 12 appear:
are deleted, and the drawing is amended to appear :

736,976. ANTOZITE. 01. 6. 9-4-62 The B, F. Goodrich
Company, Akron, Ohio. Corre<"ted : In the statement, col-

umn 2, line 1, "antioxodants" 8hould be deleted and
antioxidant! should be Inserted,

737,807. STAR RAY DESIGN. 01. 21. 9-18-62. Standard
Elektrlk Lorenz Aktiengesellscbaft, Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen,
Germany. Corrected

:

747.436. VITONEX. 01. 6. 4-2-63. Hydroponic Chemical
Company, Inc , Copley, Ohio, Corrected : In the statement,
column 2, line 4, "716,ti89"' should be deleted and 7i6,6»7
should be Inserted,

748,869. IIURDY GURDY. CI. 46. 4-30-63, Egan, Fickett
& Co., Inc., Mountainside. N.J. Corrected ; In the state-

ment, column 1, line 1, "New York" should be deleted and
Delaware should be inserted.

TM 157
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INDEX OF REGISTRANTS
JULY 16, 1963

(ReglBtered
;
Renewed

; Canceled ; Amended. Disclaimed, Corrected, etc. ; New Certificates ; 12c Publications.)

"A" Stand-By Telephone Secretary : 8ee~
McCormlck, Burt M.

A & W Products : See—
Wernsing, A. A., D. C.

Abbott Laboratories, North (^hlcaeo III
4-30-63. CI. 44.

.^ •

Bennett Bron., Inc., New York, N.Y. 752,tf40, pub 4-3f>-63
CI. 28.

Benson .Nu<'n LaboratorieH, Inc., New York, NY. 646 002
cane. CI. 18.

753,035. pub. Benton Laboratories, Inc., Hatboro, Pa. 752.806. nub
.. , ^ . 4-.S0-63. CI. 18.

]"o/^ «'^**' ^**?*' ^'•f. Co.. Newark, N.J. 752,909, pub. Better Uruj? Products Inc.. Tulsa. Okla 646,007 cane4-30-63. CI. 23. CI 18 ,
,

.

'^*^i°t;?'i?'"^'J -^"K- ^'^''i>- Trenton. N.J. 752,968, pub. Bike Web Co., The, Chicago. 111. to Th.' Kendall Co . Boston.
.
^'*""^^^^ ^j^ -^^ ^Ia8« 401,712, ren. 7-16-63 CI. 44

'^^,™*';, ^- ^'*
•
'"*•• 1*"^"'". >•' Y 752,954. pub. 4-30-63. Bilc.xl Packing & Trading Co.. to Mavar Shrimp and Oyster

. V'- ^hu . , .,
^" - ^'t**

•
Blloxi. Miss. 175,394, rcn. 7-16-63. CI. 46.

< ?A «o™^? Corp., East Paterson, N.J. 752,790, pub. Block Shoe Stores, Inc.. Seattle Wash. 646.136, cane. CI 39
..*"3^,°?- ^ CI- 15. Blossman, A. R., to Blossnian Hydratane Gas, Inc., Covington,
Airline \\ elding and Mfg., Inc., (Jardena, Calif. 752,736, pub. La. 403.927. Am. 7(d). CI 6.
.,*-30-63. CI. 12. Blossman Hydratane Gas, Inc. : Sec--
Alr-Shlelds, Inc.. Harboro.Pa. 753.0.30. pub 10-2-<i3. CI. 44. Blossman. A. R.
Alan Products, Inc., Watertown. Conn. 753.014. pub. 4-30-63. Boggiano. Louis, d.b.a. Chicago & Gentva Bottling Works.

'-' *0. Chicago, to Geneva Bottling Works. Inc., Geneva, 111.
I(i3.283. n-n 7-16-63. CI 45.Albany Felt Co., The, Albany, NY. 7r>3.019, pub. 4-30-63

CI. 42.
Algene Sportswear Co.. Inc.. Mount Vernon, N Y

pub. 4-3(»-63. CI. ,3».

Allen, S. L.. & Co., Inc., Philadelphia. Pa.
4-30-63. CI. 23.

Allied Chemical & Dye Corp., New York. N Y
CI. 6.

Allied Research Products Inc. : See—
Rheem Mfg Co.

AIMS Chalmers Mfg. Co.. West Allis, Wis
4-30-63. CI. 21.

Aluminum Cruisers. Inc., Louisville. Ky
4-30-63. CI. 19

52.998,

752.906. pub.

645,957, cane.

752.843, pub.

Bonnell, William L., Co.. Inc.. The, Newnan. Ga. 752,751.
pub 4-30-63. CI 12.

Borg Warner Corp.. Chicago. III. 646.073. cane. CI. 23.
Borg-Warn.r Corp., Chicago, 111. 753.036, pub. 4-30-63.

CI. 44.
Bourns Laboratories, Inc., Riverside, Calif. 646,084. cane.

CI. 26.
Brewer Co.. The, Newtown, Ohio. 752,734, pub. 4-30-63.

CI. 12.
Brewer-Tltchener Corp., The, Cortland, N.Y. 646,096 cane.

CI. 32.

752,827, pub Bright Star Industries, Clifton, N.J. 752,711, pub 4-30-
63. CI 2.

Aluminum Refrigerator Door Co., Inc., Chicago. 111. 7.52 9.">5-6 Brodle, F. I., d.b.a. Leslty Records, Louisville, Ky. 752,979,
pub. 4-30-63. CI 31. pub 4-30 63. CI. 36.

American Fns'ener Corp., from W. A. De Vellicr, Hollywood BroyhlU Furniture Factories, Lenoir. N.C. 752.958, pub.
Calif. 752.781, pub. 4-30-63. CI. 13 4-30-63. CI. 32

AmerlcRn Foresfiv Associatl(m, The, Washington, DC. Bruner Corp.. Milwaukee. Wis. 752,780, pub. 4-30-63. CI.

752.811.

13.
Brunswick Corp.. Chicago, 111. 752,831. pub 4-30-63. CI.

19.
Bruynzeel Vloerenfabriek N.V., Zaandam, Netherlands 752,-

7.)2, pub. 4-30 63. CI 12.
Bumstt-ad, Dale. Phoenix. Ariz., to Tal' Wl-Wi Ranches, Lltch

field. Ariz. 403,034. ren. 7-16-63. CI. 46.
Burma-Vita Co. : See—

Morris. Philip, Inc.
Bush & Long. Inc. : See

—

Bush & Long Potato Chip Co.
Bush & Long Potato Chip Co . to Bush & Long. Inc.. El Paso.

Tex. .399,442. ren. 7-16-63. CI. 46.

Anaconda Wire and Cable Co., Hastlngs-On Hudson N Y. ^'^
Jv?^^'"'*'

Senices, Inc.. Hatboro. Pa. 646.215, cane.

752 861 pub 4-30-63 CI 21 ^' ^""
Arboe Coip., The, d b.a. Manhelm Mfg. and Belting Co '^"i'"A*1.o'=^°5l,°'Tn''^*^

^'°
•
^«"^'' ^**^' <^*"' 752,826. pub.

Manhelm, Pa 7.-.2,973. pub. 4-30-63 CI. 35. ,, Ti Vf.iV \f^ t.

Arketex Ceramic Corp., Brazil, Ind. 752,754, pub. 4 30-63. ^«"«y*y *""W,'|, •
*>«^—

(;<l 12 Callaway Mills.

Armour and Co., Chicago. III. 7.-)2.727-8. pub 4.30-63 ^'"''"J'ay -^y"«- *<> Callaway Mills Co.. Legrange. Ga. 402.-

CI f5
oo(. ren. 7-io—oj. (_l. 4Z.

\rts DlsDlav Co Brooklvn \Y 646 044 ,;n<- C\ <>•> <"aprlel. Inc., New York. NY. 753.011, pub. 4-30-63. CI. .39.

Arvtn Industries, in. .c:.Vm;busIn,l. 7^^ ^'''H^'-
Thon.as. Yonkers, N.Y. 753,042. pub. 4-20-63. CI

753.078, pub. 4-30-63. CI. 105
American Home Products Corp., New York, N Y

pub. 4-30-63. CI. 18.
American Marietta Co., Chicago, III. 645 954, cane. CI 6
American Oil Co.. The. Chicago, 111. 752.788. pub. 4-30-63.

CI. 15.
American 01«>an Tile Co., Lansdale, Pa. 752.761. pub

4-30-63. CI. 12.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.. to

Manning, Maxwell A Moore. Inc., Stratford, Conn. 173,417.
ren 7-16-63 CI. 2ti.

American Steel Foundries Inc., Chicago, III. 752,832. pub
4-30-63. CI. 19.

52,807, i.ub.

Ohio.

CI. 23.
Ascher, B F.. & Co.. Inc , Kansas City, Mo.

4-30 63 CI. 18.
Ashworth McD:id«' Miuhlne Co., Cuyahoga Falls

752 919. n'lb. 4-30 63. CI. 23.
Assocl.nted Telephone .\n8wt"-ing Exchanges, Wjishington, D.C

752.992. i.iib. 4-30 63 CI. 38
Astra Trading Corp., New York. NY. 752.849 pub. 4 30 63.

CI. 21.
Atlas Tool k Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo. 752,904, pub.

4-.30-63 CI. 23.
"Automatic" .SprinkitT Corn, of America. Youngstown, Ohio.

752.773. pub 4-30~63 CI. 13.
Automntic Steam Sales Co., Chicago, III. 646.213. cane.

CI. 52.
Bach Aiiricon. Inc., Los Angeles. Calif. 752,9.36. pub. 4-30-63.

CI. 26.
Bailev Paul D.. d ha. Bailey Products Co.. Richmond Va.

646.054. cnnc. CI. 22.
Bailev Products Co. : See—

Bnlley. Paul D.
Baslc-NX'ltz F'urnlture Industries, Inc.. The. Wavnesboro, Va.

646 0^3 cane. CI. 32.
Baxter Labo'-atories, Inc. : See—

Wallersteln Co., Inc.

Beaunlt Corn., from BeHunlt Mills. Inc., New York. NY.
753.028 nnb. 4-.30-63. CI. 43.

Beaunit Mills. Inc
Beaunlt Corp.

See

45.
Catholic Students' Mission Crusade. Cincinnati. Ohio, to

Catholic Students' Mission Crusade, Cincinnati, Ohio. 170,-
109. ren 7-16-63. CI 38.

Cavallo, S., Inc., New York, N.Y. 752,840, pub. 4-30-63.
CI 21.

Cayne. Albert H , Equipment Corp., New York N.Y. 752,821,
pub. 4-30-63. CI 19.

Central Transformer Corp., Pine Bluff, Ark. 752.869-70. pub.
4-.30-63. CI. 21.

Champion Spark Plug Co , Toledo, Ohio. 752.871. pub. 4-30-
63. CI. 21.

Chance, A B., Co . Centralla. Mo. 646.230. cane. CI. 14.
Character Foundations, Inc.. New York. N.Y. 753.006. pub.

4-30-63 CI. .39

Chesebrough-Pond's Inc., New York, N.Y. 7.'j2,802. pub 4-30-
63. CI. 18.

Chestnut Hill Industries. Inc . Hollywood. Fla. 752,999, pub.
4-,30-63. CI. ,39.

Chicago & Geneva Bottling Works : See

—

Boggiano. Louis.
Chllders Mfg. Co.. Houston. Tex. 752.737. pub. 4-30-63.

CI. 12.
Clalrol Inc.. New York. N.Y. 753.069-71. pub 4-30-63. CI.

51.
Clover Farm Stores Corp. : See—

Hlgcins-Bahcock Hurd Co.. The.
Cohen. Irving S., Inc., New York. NY. 646.160. cane CI.

42.
Cohen. Joseph H.. & Sons. Inc., New York, NY. 7.')3,002,

nnb. 4-.30-63. CI ,39.
Be<'chnm Reseirrh L-ibonifories Ltd.. B'-entford, Middlesex, Colchester Ljithe Co Ltd., London. England 752 922 pub
England 7.-)2.808, pub 4.30-63. CI 18. 4_30-63. CI. 23.

.
.

iu

Bemls Bro. Bag Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 645,943, cane. Colgate & Co.. to Colgate Palmollve Co. New York N Y
CI. 5. 23.632, ren. 7-16-63. CI. 52.

' TM i
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Colgate-Palmolive Co. : See

—

Colgate k Co.
Coigate-PalmoUve-Peet Co.

Colgate-Paimollve-Peet Co.. Jersey City, N.J., to Colfate-
PalmoUve Co.. New York. N.Y. 401,416, ren. 7-16-68.
CI. 52.

Collins k Alkman Corp., New York, N.Y. 753,023-5, pub.
4-30-63. CI. 42.

Colonial Tile. Inc.. West Conshohocken. Pa. 752,838, pub.
4-30-63. CI. 20.

Comet Ring Mfg. Co., Inc.. Buffalo, N.Y. 752,944, pub. 4-30-
63. CI 28.

Compco Metal Products Co., Youngstown, Oblo. 752,783,
pub. 4-30-63 CI. 14. „ „..

Connecticut Hard Kubber Co., The, New Haven, Conn. 645.-

927, cane CI. 1. „ „„
Conner Jc Walters Co. Charlotte, N.C. 753,064, pub. 6-26-

fl2 CI 51
Consolidated Avionics Corp.. Westbury, NY. 752,859, pub.

4-30-63. CI. 21. ^ ,.„,,„
Container Core, of America. Chicago. III. 762,712, pub.

4-30-63. CI. 2.
*

^ „^ „„
Coraccl. Eugece F.. New York, N.Y. 753,009, pub. 4-30-63.

CI 39
Corral. Wodlska v Ca.. Tampa. Fla. 752,796, pub. 4-30-63.

CI 17.
Costume Accessories of California, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

406,429, cane. CI. 3. .•^^, ^ ,,„ „^,
Crescent Insulated Wire ^^ Cable Co., Trenton, N.J. 752,865,

pub. 4-30-63. CI. 21. „ .

Crown Zellerbach Corp.. San Franclsc<J» Calif. 646,113-4,
cane. CI 37.

Curclo. V. J.. Co.. Inc. Jersey City. N.J. 753.034, pub. 4-.30-

Dalrvpaklnc. Cleveland. Ohio. 752,715. pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 2.

Damascus Ste«>l Products Corp.. Rockford. 111. 165.567, ren.

7-16 63. Cl. 23.
^ „„ „„

Dean Products, inc., Brooklyn. N.Y. 7r)2,960, pub. 4-30-63.
Cl 34

Defleeta-Shleld Corp.. Corydon. Iowa. 752,829. pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 19.
Del Ifiht form Foundations, Inc.. Easton. Pa. 753,013. pub.

4-30-63. Cl. 39.

I>elta Brick & Tlie Co., Inc., Indlanola. Miss. 752.739, pub.
4-30-6.S. Cl. 12. „„ ^„

Dental Perfection Co.. Glendale. Calif. 753.040. pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 44.
De Velller. William A. : See-

American Fastener Corp.
Diamond Crystal Salt Co.. St. Clair. Mich. 752.905, pub.

4-30-63. Cl. 1'3.

Dictation Disc Co. : See—
VIsaggi, John.

Ditson. John R., d.b a. Ditson Mfg. Co , Dallas. Tex. 752,884.

pub. 430-63. Cl. 22.
Ditson Mfg. Co, : See-

Ditson, John R. ^. ,. _,,_„,
Dixie Concrete Produ<'t8. Inc., Winston-Salem. N.( (5_.7H-J.

pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 12.

Dixie Lily Milling Co.. Tampa. Fla. 753,0.58, pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 46.
Donegan Optical Co. : Sec

—

Donegan Optical Co., Inc.

Donegan Optical Co., Inc., d.b a. Donegan Optical Co., Kansas
City. Mo. 752.9.S3, pub. 4-30-63. Cl 26. „„„„,

Donegan Optical Co., Inc., Kansas City. Mo. 752.934. pub.

4-30-63. Cl. 2«. ,.„ „.,
Dougherty Bros. Co.. Buena. N.J. 752.710, pub. 4-.t0-<)3.

Dover "Corp.. Memphis. Tenn. 752.898, pnb. 4-30-63. Cl. 23.

Dresser Industries. Inc.. Dallas. Tex. 752,735, pub. 4-30-63.

Cl 12
Drewrys Ltd. U.S.A.. Inc.. South Bend, Ind. 646,200, cane.

Cl 48
Drexel Furniture Co., Dre.xel, N.C. 646.094. cane. Cl. 32.

Dun & BradBtreet. Inc.. New York. NY. 752.991. pub.

4-30 63. Cl. 38. ^ ,

Dunran Dale G . <1 b.a. Duncan Products. CiMlar Rapids. Iowa.

646.046. cane. Cl. 22.
.,^^ „„

Duncan. Donald F.. Inc.. Evanston. 111. 752.885. pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 22.
Duncan Products : See

Duncan Dale G.
Du Pont de .Nemours, E, I., and Co. : Ser

Kinetic Chemicals. Inc. „ ,„ „„
Dura Corp., Oak Park. Mich. 752.914, nub. 4-30-63. ( 1. 23.

Eastman Kodak Co.. Rochester. N.Y. 646.233. cane. Cl. 26.

Eduphonlcs Recording Co. : See
Popkins, Lillian H „„ ,„

Ekco Products Co.. Chicago. 111. 752.782. pub. 4-30-63.

Cl 13
Ekco Products Co., Chicago. III. 646,063. cane. Cl. 23.

Elcor Inc., Falls Church, Va. 752.867. pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 21.

Ele<tro Matic Pnxlucts Co., Chicago, 111. 752.856, pub.

4-30-»i3 Cl. 21.
Electronic Organ Arts. Los Angeles, Calif. 752.983, pub.

4-30 63. Cl. 36.

Elgin Softener Corp., Elgin. III. 646.089. cane. Cl. 31.

Elko CTothlng Corp.. Chicago. 111. 752.995. pub. 6-12-62.

Cl. 3U.

End.) Laboratories Inc.. Richmond Hill. N.Y. 752.815. pub.

4-30-63. Cl. 18.

Enncst Il.irlev J., d b.a. Klllles Sporting Goods Co., Posen.

Mich'. 752,878. i)ub. 4-30 63. Cl. 22.

Essick Mfg. Co.. Los Angeles. Calif. 752.901. pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 23.

Estate Homes, Inc.. Elkhart. Ind. 752.834-5, pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 19.

Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Exchange Builders k Supply Co.
752,753, pub. 4-80-63. Cl. 12.

Extraman Corp., d.b. a. Extraman Products
782,966, pub. 4-30-63. CT. 35.

Extraman Products : 8ec—
Extraman Corp.

Fabrlek Van Chemlsche Producten Vondellngenplaat N.V.,
Vondelingenplaat, Netherlands. 752,723, pub. 10-16-62.
Cl. 8.

Fabrlque De Montres Studio, S.A., to Fabriques Des Montres
Vulcaln et Studio S.A., La Cbaux-de-Fonds. Switzerland.
401,701, ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 27.

Fabriques Des Montres Vulcaln et Studio S.A. : See—
Fabrique De Montres Studio, S.A.

Falrtleld Laboratories, Inc., Pasadena, from Rawson Drug
k Sundry Co.. Inc., Oakland, Calif. 753,083. Cl. 18.

Faith Mills Corp., Averlll Park, N.Y. 646,143. cane. CL 39.

Falls City Creamery Co., Falls City. Nebr. 753,056, pub.
4-30-63. Cl. 46.

Farah Mfg. Co., Inc., El Paso, Tex. 646,134, eanc. Cl. 39.

Fashion Craft Jewelry Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 409,638,
cane. Cl. 28.

Federal Mogul Bower Bearings, Inc., Detroit, Mich. 752,897,
pub. 4-3(>-63. Cl. 23.

Forstner. Inc., Irvlngton, N.J. 646,236, cane. Cl. 28.
Fox River Paper Co.. to Fox River Paper Corp., Appleton,

Wis. 175,299, ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 37.
Flelderest Mills, Inc., Spray, N.C. 753,021,

Cl. 42.
Fllon Corp., Hawthorne, Calif. 752,750,

Cl. 12.
Flexible Tubing Corp.. The. Guilford, Conn.

4-30-G3. Cl. 35.
Fleilgrip. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 752,776-7,

Cl. 13.
Florasynth Liiboratorles, Inc., New York,

pub. 4-3t>-63. Cl. 6.

Florida Merit. Inc.. Chicago. 111. 646.039. cane.
Ford Motor Co.. Dearborn. Mich. 752,820, pub

Cl. 10.
Fox. Al. and Ashodates. Inc., Chicago, 111. 752,946,

4-30-63. Cl. 28.

Fox River Paper Co.. to Fox River Paper Corp., Appleton, \\ is.

106.«43. ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 37.
Fox Uiver I'aper Co.. to Fox River Paper Corp., Appleton, W is.

167,152. ren. 7-16-03. Cl. 37.

Fox River Paper Co., to Fox River Paper Corp., Appleton, Wis.

174,219. r.-n. 7-16-63. Cl. 37.
Fox River Paper Co., to Fox River Paper Corp., Appleton, « is.

168.226. ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 37.

Fox River Paper Co. to Fox River Pai)er Corp., Appleton,

Wis. 174.232. ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 37.

Fox River Paper Corp. : Se»—
Fox River Paper Co.

Fox's Glacier Mints Ltd. : See
Fox, Walter R.

Fox Walter R. to Fcx's Glacier Mints Ltd., Leicester, Eng-
land. 163,469. ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 46.

Francis Industries : See—
Geske. Francis G.

Fuel Control Corp., Sullivan, Mo. 752,925,
Cl. 23.

G.N.P Crescenlo Records, Los Angeles, Calif.

4-.3»)-63. Cl. 36.

Gals French Bakery ; See—
Gals Seattle French Baking Co.. Inc.

Gals Seattle French Baking Co., Inc., d.b. a. Gal s

Bakery, Seattle, W.ish. 753,047, pub. 2-12-63.

pub. 4-30-63.

pub. 4-30-63.

752,971, pub.

pub. 4-30-63.

752,726,N.Y.

Cl. 21.
4-30-63.

pub.

pub. 4-30-63.

752,980, pub.

French
Cl. 46.

Gallet William J., d.b.a Valr Furniture Co. of California,

Los'Angeles. Calif 646.091-2. eanc. Cl. 32.

Garlock Inc.. Palmyra N.Y. 752.H96, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 23.

Gates Rubber Co.. The. Denver. Colo. 752,974, pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 35.
Gebr. Kruslus : See—

Kruslus, Erwin.
General Dynamics Corp., Rochester, N.Y.

63. Cl. 21
General Foods Corp., White Plains, N.Y.

63. Cl. 46.
Ltd.. Atlanta, Ga.

752.853, pub. 4-30-

753,052, pub. 4-30

752,784, pub. 4-30-

Detrolt, Mich.
. Detroit. Mich

646,232. cane. Cl. 26.

752,923, pub. 4-30-

Llttle Falls, N.J. 752,841, pub. 4-30-

Rubber Co., The, Akron, Ohio. 402,156. ren.

50.
Rubber Co..
35.
Rubber Co.,
35.

The. Akron.

The, Akron,

Ohio.

Oblo.

752,967, pub.

752,972, pub.

See-

General International
63. Cl. 14.

General Motors Corp.,
General Motors Corp.

63. Cl. 23.

General Precision. Inc.

63. Cl. 21.
General Tire k

7-16-63. Cl.
General Tire k
4-30-63 Cl.

General Tire k
4-30-63. Cl.

(leneva Bottling Works. Inc.
Bogglano. Louis.

(Jeske. Francis G.. d.b.a.

646,191, cane. Cl. 46.

Gibson. C. R.. * Co.. Norwalk. Conn.

(;iorclano.' Vincent. Brooklyn. N.Y. 648.878, eanc. Cl. 22.

(flam Float Co.. Seattle. Wash. 646,067. cane. Cl. 23.

(;iamour Foods. Inc.. New Y'ork. N.Y. 646.194, cane. Cl. 46.

Glamour Guild of America. Philadelphia. Pa. 753.077. pub.
4-30-63. Cl. 102

Olaredan Corp.. Lafayette. Calif. 752.828, pub. 4-30-63.
Cl. 19.

Glas-Lamlnates. Inc., Costa Mesa, Calif. 646,231. cane. Cl.

19.

Glatt. Herbert, d.b.a. Princess Products, Newark, N.J. 752,-

930, 4-30-63. Cl. 24. .,

Francis Industries, Chicago, 111.

752,989, pub. 3-27-
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°^S«* ri^M^'
^"'^

'

''''*'' ^*"'''' ^^ 752,949. pub. 4-30- Jackson, George W., d.b.a. Jackson Scaffolding Ltd Van-
GltMarSJp^duct. Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 782.990. pub. cr^lY'

^'"^"^ ''°^'^'"*' ^"**'- "2-7«e. pub. 42i<^.

OoU^^on,.^VgI. Wilmington. Del., and Warren. Oblo, to '"''rack!rn"°G'eo"je'^^^
=

*""

?6%%°6. «n'"7*ltW.'^'dl
""'''''•''" "^^^

'"r/c^s'^'ciSf- ^'*' ^°'"'°''"' ^^'*>- "2.910. pub.

^M'^'fT^iL'*
^° •

'""^
•
^'"^ *"'''• ^'•^- ^52,756. pub. 4-80- Johnston, J. W., Magnolia. Ark. 645.978. cane Cl 18

Gold:Po? Corp.
:
Bee- HWs.*'' cTTo"''

^°'
'

'''*'' ^'"^' ^'^^ "«'*'^"' P""

^^'af'J^rlPa'/ilS,* '^^'"I'Jf
^'»- ^"'^

•
Brownfleld. Tex. 782.- ^"NelS3^mrkwSd','^£a'u«'^

^ll^f ?r^^^'-
^'^•- ^"°- ''^''- '''•'''' ^^'- *-«*^ ^P3>R^tSc^o?i!:Tew^'kr;."NV«.«' f^l^:'Su^',l'^^i

^Ts.** cfs"*"^*"'
^""^

•
®''°*'^'^°' ^-^ "2.977. pub. 4-30- Keller^Pottery Co.. The. North Wales. Pa. 752.718. pub.

Grand Rapids Varnish Corp., Grand Rapids, Mich. 648.980. Ketd^Co. The^See—
cane. Cl. 16. Bike w'eh Cn Tho /

Graphics. Inc.^ Kearny^ N.J. .752.9.61. pub..4-30:^3^_Cl. 34. Kepco, Inc., Flush'lng? N.Y. 752,844. pub. 4^0-63

/

*^ 4^80^8*" CT*?""
'^°'^' ^^''^'''^'- ^^ 752,706. pub. KiyStinT Lamp MTg'* Corp., Suiugton," Pa

Gi^nfarm" Sprinkler Corp.. Seattle. Wash. 645.972. cane. KlUles^Sportlng Goods Co. : See— /

^Cl'is"*""
^- ^°- ^'*''"'*' ^*"'- '^"•®^^' P"**- *^^®- KlmS^ry'-cfafl^Co^p:!- Neenah. WU. 753.

Ortes Reproducer Corp., New Rochelle, N.Y. 752.785-6. pub.
^^' ^*

CL 21.
646.021, cane.

4-30-63. Cl. 14.
Grove Dale Mfg. & Supply Co. : See

—

Mattes. David W.
Gulf States Steel Co., Birmingham. Ala., to Republic Steel

Corp., Cleveland. Ohio. 171,810-12, ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 13.
Haas, John I., Inc., Washington, D.C. 752,707, pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 1.

Halllcrafters Co.. The. Chicago. 111. 752.852, pub. 4-30-63.
Cl. 21.

Hamilton Cosco, Inc., Columbus, Ind. 752,959, pub. 4-30-63.
Cl. 32.

Hampshire Mfg. Co.. from Holgate Toys, Inc.. Chicago, HI.
752.877. pub. 4-2-63. Cl. 22.

Handy, John, Co. : See

—

Sazerac Co., Inc.
Hanes, P. H., Knitting Co., Wlnston-Salem, N.C. 752,996,

pub. 8-7-62. Cl. 39.
Hardman, Peek k Co., New York, N.Y. 752,981, pub. 4-30-

63. CI. 36.
Harrington Mfg. Co.. Inc., Lewlston, N.C. 752,888-9, pub.

4-30-63. Cl. 23.
Hassenfeld Bros.. Inc., Central Falls, R.L 782.882, pub.

4—30-63. Cl. 22
Hastings k Co.', Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 783,039, pub. 4-30-

63. Cl. 44.
Helmblnder, Barney. New York. N.Y. 646,117, eanc. Cl. 37.
Herndon, L. Houston, d.b.a. Humboldt Canning Co.. Humboldt,
Tenn. 646,184, eanc. Cl 46.

Heurlch, Chr., Brevring Co., Washington, D.C. 524,687, cane.
Cl. 48.

Heurlch, Chr, Brewing Co., Washington, D.C. 412,856, eanc.
Cl. 48.

Heurlch, Chr., Brewing Co., Washington, D.C. 45,063, cane.
Cl. 48.

029, pub. 4-30-63.

Klmwood Machine Co., Cottage Grove, Oreg. 752.916, pub.4

—

ok)—oo. (—I, 23.
Kinetic Chemicals. Inc.. to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co

Wilmington, Del. 403,879. ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 6
King Seeley Thermos Co., Ann Arbor. Mich. 752,722. pub.

Klopman Mills, Inc., New York, N.Y. 753,026, pub. 4-30-63.
CI. 42.

Knoll Pharmaceutical Co., Orange, N.J. 752,800. Dub
4-30-63. CI. 18.

^

Knox Co., The, to The Knox Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 400 347
ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 18.

Koch Creations, Inc., Lynbrook, N.Y'. 752,872, pub. 4-30-63.

Kowa American Corp., New York, N.Y. 752,935. pub. 4-30-68.
Cl. 26.

Kristlnus Kommanditgesellschaft, Munich, Germany 752 794
pub. 5-15-62. Cl. 17.

J
<

.

Kruck, Eugene, Huntington Station, NY. 645.935. cane
Cl. 3.

Kruslus, Erwln, d.b.a. Gebr. Kruslus, Solingen, Germany
646,061, eanc. Cl. 23.

Kysor Heater Co., Cadillac, Mich. 752,824, pub. 4-30-63
Cl. 19.

L.E.E. Inc., Washington, D.C. 646,041-2, cane. Cl 21
Lambert Pharmacal Co., Wilmington, Del., to Warner-Lambert

Pharmaceutical Co., Morris Plains, N.J. 402,344. ren
7-10-63. Cl. 51. .

.

•

Langdale Co.. The, Valdosta. Ga. 752,757, pub. 4-30-63.
Cl. 12.

Latex Process, Inc., Melrose. Mass. 752.755, pub. 4-30-63.

Lawson, Allen, d.b.a. Travel Records. West Columbia, S.C.
752,984, pub. 4-30-63. CI. 36.

Hexcel Products Inc., Berkeley, Calif. 752.740, pub. 4-30-63. Lechner, Richard, Enterprises, Inc.. Glendale. Calif. 752.994.
Cl 12 • .

K
pj,5 4_3o_63, q 33

Hexcel Products. Inc., Berkeley. Calif. 752.745-6. pub. '^"*?™*°5- o^''^?"^,*,?*'- ^°*'' ^'^'^ ^°'^' ^^- 752,804-5.
4-30-63 Cl 12 P"**- ^-SO-OS. Cl. 18.

Heyday Shoes, Inc., St. Louis, Mo. 588,326. cane. C\. 39. ^J??**.*; ^ '^•' ^°< Marshall. Mich. 752.963, pub. 4-30-63.
Hlgglns-Babcock-Hurd Co.. The. to Clover Farm Stores Corp.,
Cleveland. Ohio. 170,847, ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 46.

Hlllyard Chemical Co. : See—
Hlllyard, Newton S.

Hlllyard. Newton 8., d.b.a. Hlllyard Chemical Co., to Hlllyard
Chemical Co., St. Joseph, Mo. 174,861. ren. 7-16-63.
Cl. 6.

Holgate Toys, Inc. : See

—

Hampshire Mfg. Co.
Holier Watch Co., Inc.. New York. NY. 752,948, pub.
4-30-63. CT. 28.

Hood, Charles I.. Lowell. Mass., to Standard Laboratories,
Inc.. Morris Plains, N.J. 23..%3. ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 18.

House of Perfection, Inc., The. New York, N.Y. 753,005,
pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 39.

Hudnut. Richard, Morris Plains, N.J. 753,065, pub. 4-30-63.
Cl. 51.

Huffman Mfg. Co., The. Dayton, Ohio. 752.895. pub. 4-.30-63.

Cl. 23.
Humboldt CannlngCo. : See

—

/

Herndon. L Houston. /
Humphries. William W., Dover, Ohio. 7*8,053-4, pub.

4-30-63. Cl. 46.
Husky Oil Co., Cody. Wyo. 752,760. pub. 4-30-63 Cl. 12.

Hycraft Jewelry Mfg. Co., Inc., New York, N,Y. 752,938. pub.
4-30-63. Cl. 27.

Industrial Ovens. Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. 752,900. pub.
4-30-68. CI. 23.

Industrial Suppliers Co.. San Francisco. Calif. 752,855, pub.
4-30-63. Cl. 21.

Infra Red Svstems. Inc.. Wayne, N.J. 683.194, cane. Cl. 21.

752.951, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 30.

Cl. 34.
Lehigh Paint Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 645,981, cane. Cl 16.
Lehn k Fink Products Corp. : See—

Stewart k Holmes Drug Co.
Leltner Equipment Co., Franklin Park, 111. 752,962, pub.

4-30-63. Cl. 34.
Lenox. Inc., Trenton, N.J.
Lesley Records : See

—

Brodle, P. I.

Lilly, Ell, k Co. : See—
Lilly, Ell, and Co.. The.

Lilly, EH, and Co., The. Indianapolis, Ind., to Ell Lilly k Co.,
Indianapolis. Ind. 171,971. ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 18.

Lindsay Co-Operatlve Citrus Association, to Suntreat Growers
k Shippers, Inc.. Lindsay. Calif. 173,826, ren. 7-16-68.
CI. 46.

Linton Tweeds Ltd.. Carlisle, Cumberland, England. 768,022,
pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 42.

Liquid Glaze, Inc.. Lansing, Mich. 752.950. pub. 7-8-82.
Cl. 29.

Listen, W. T., Co., Hariingen, Tex. 752,767, pnb. 4-80-68.

London Records, Inc., New York, N.Y. 752,985. pub. 4-30-
63. Cl. 36.

Loray Jewelry Co.. New York, N.Y. 752,941, pnb. 4-30-63.
Cl. 28.

L'Oreal (Soelete Anonyme), Paris. France. 753,066-7 pub
4-30-63. Cl. 51.

Lossau k Kramer, Inc.. Chicago, 111. 752,939, pub 4-30-63.
Cl. 28.

Lowe, Joe, Corp.. New York, N.Y. 752.912. pub 4-80-68.
Cl, 23.

Ingersoll Milling Machine do.. The. Rockford. 111. 169,221. Lucky International Co., New York, N.Y. 752 887 nub 4-30-
ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 23. 63. Cl 21 • .

h •

Intercontinental Dynamics Corp., Eaglewood. N.J. 646,081, Lux Clock Mfg. Co., Inc., The. Waterbury Conn 646 085
cane. Cl. 21. cane. Cl. 27.

j.
. .

International Harvester Co., Chicago, III. 753,015, pub. Macklntosh-Hemphlll Co., Pittsburgh. Pa. 448,427, cane.

Intematlonnl Laboratories Ltd., London. England, to Mahteslan. A. Charles • See

—

D.S. Ethtcals, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y. 403,983, ren. Partola Distributing Co.
7-16-63. Cl. 18. Maiden Form Brassiere Co., Inc., New York N Y 646 151

International Latex Corp., Dover. Del. 646,155, cane. CL 39. cane. CI. 39.
t- .^ew xora. a.x. mo.ioi,

Inrenex PharmaceuticaU, San Francisco, Calif. 782,810. pub. Magazines for Industry. Inc. New York N Y 752 993 nuh
4-30-«3. Cl. 18. 4-30-63. CL 38. .... .o, yun.
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Malco Mff. Co., Chicago, III. 752,842. pub. 4-80-«8. O. 21.
Manatee Fruit Co., Tampa, Pla. 168,884, ren. 7-18-63. CI.

48.
Manhelm Mfg. and B«ltlng Co. : 8ee—

Arbee Corp., The.
.Manley, Inc. KansaH City. Mo. 444,727, cane. CI. 4tt.

Manning, Maxwell k Mcore. Inc. : See-
Ameiican Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co.

Marian Co . Chlrago. 111. 753.048-9. pub. 9-18-62. CI. 46.

Martin, Barry, Pharmaci'utlcalB, Inc.. Coral OableR. Fla.

752.799. pub. 4-30-63. CI 18.
.Martin-Marietta Coip., Chicago, 111. 753,082. pub. 4-30-83.

CI. 50.
Manr«l Plastics Mfg. Corp.. Brooklyn, N.Y. 782,719, pub.

4-30-63. CI. 2.
^ .^

Maryland Cup Corp., Owlngs Mills, Md. 762,714, pub. 4-aO-
63. CI. 2.

Maak-O-Matlc, Inc., Hawthorne, N.J. 752.915, pub. 4-80-88.
CI 23

Mattos, David W., d.b.a. Grove Dale Mfg. k Supply Co., Ban
Jose. Calif. 752.921, pub 4-30-63. CI. 23.

MaHter-Krete, Inc., Kansas City, Mo. 752,744, pub. 4-80-68.
CI. 12.

.Mavar Shrimp and Oyster Co.. Ltd. : See—
Blloil Packing & Trading Co.

McCormlck. Burt M.. d.b.a "A" Stand-By Telephone SecreUrr,
Huntington Park. Calif. 753,075, pub. 4-30-63. CI. 101.

.McOraw-EdUon Co., Elgin, III. 752.864. pub. 4-30-88. CI.

21.
McOregor-Donlger Inc.. New York, N.Y. 753,020 pub. 4-80-

63. CI. 42. „^ .„
Meadows, W. R.. Inc.. Elgin, III. 752,765, pub. 4-30-83.

CI 12. ^ „ „ „„
Mears Radio Hearing Device Corp., Mamaroneck, N.Y. 758,-

038. pub. 4-30-63. CI. 44.
Melville Shoe Corp., New York, N.Y. 170,095, ren. 7-16-83.

CI 39
Melville Shoe Corp., New York, N.Y. 753,074, pub. 4-30-88.

Melville Shoe Corp., New York, N.Y. 753,012, pub. 4-30-
63. CI. 39.

.Merck & Co.. Inc . d.t.a. Qulnton Co.. Rahway, N.J. 752.-

816, pub. 4-30-63. CI. 18. „^ ^„
Merck k Co.. Inc. Rahway. N.J. 752,817, pub. 4-30-83

CI 18
Mlcallef, A., k Co., Inc., Providence, R.I. 752,945. pub, 4-30-

63. Cl. 28.
.Milwaukee Electric Tool Corp.. Milwaukee. Wis. 752.911,

pub. 4-30-83. Cl 23.
.Mlnneapolls-Honevwell Regulator Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

752,886. pub 4-30-63. Cl. 21. _, _

Minnesota Mining k Mfg. Co.. to Minnesota Mining and Mfg.
Co.. St. Paul. Minn. 167.713. ren. 7-16-83. Cl. 4.

Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co.. St. Paul, Minn. 752,978,
pub 4-30-83. Cl 36.

, , „,„ ,.„
Mirror Insulation Co.. Inc., Lambertvllle, N.J. 752,758, pub.

4-30-83 Cl. 12. . ^ ,.„„«.
MlHhawaka Rubber Co.. Inc., Mlshawaka, Ind. 753,008. pub.

4-30-83. Cl. 39 , „^ „ ...
Miss National Teenage Safety Pageant Inc.. The, Baltimore,

Md 753.080. pub. 4-30-(')3. Cl. 107. ^ ^^
Mr Arnold, Inc.. New York. NY 646.130, caqc. Cl. 39.

.Mitchell-Bradford Chemical Co.. Bridgeport. Conn., to The
Mitchell-Bradford Chemical Co., Mllford. Conn. 402.869,

ren. 7-16-83. Cl. 6.

Mitchell-Bradford Chemical Co.. The : See—
Mitchell-Bradford Chemical Co

. ,« -„
Modernalr Corp.. San Leandro. Calif. 752.920, pub. 4-30-83.

Cl 23
Modesto Ltd., Kowloon, Hong Kong. 758.008. pub. 4-30-63.

Cl 39
Monarch Tool k Machinery Co.. from Universal Magnetic

Lock Inc.. Chicago, III. 752.997. pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 39.

Mnnark Silver King. Inr , Chicago. Ill 646.076. cane. , Cl. 23.

Monterey Research Laboratory. Inc.. Monterey, Calif. 752.937,

pub 4.^0-63 Cl. 26.

Moore Rolund R., d b.a. Poll Skrub Co., not Inc.. Chicago. 111.

646.027. cane. Cl. 21 ^ . „„ ^„
.Mo<.re. Samuel, k Co.. Mantua. Ohio: 752.848. pub. 4-30-63.

Mffrrls.VhIllp. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 752.797. pub. 4-30-83.

Cl 17
Morris Philip Inc.. New York. N.Y., from Burma-Vita Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn. 753.068, pub. 4 30-63. Cl. 51.

Miindet Cork Corp.. North Bergen, N J. 752.759. pub.
^ Oft |»o i^i 1

2

Murray's Superior Products Co.. Detroit. Mich. 753.031, pub.

4-30-68. Cl. 44.
, ^ .. , n ^, -i

Mutual OranEP DlHtrlbiitor.s, to Pure Gold, Inc., Redlanos.

CaKf. 165,.'?57. ren. 7 16-63. Cl. 38. „_,„„
Nat Gold, to Gold Por Con).. N.-wark. N.J. 646.166. cane.

NaTco'corp.. PlttHburgh. Pa 752.738. pub. 4-?.0r«3 , ^1. 12.

National Broach and Machine Co.. Detroit, Mich. 752.918,

National Comics Publications. Inc., New York, N.Y. 646,128.

cane. Cl 38.
National (Jypsum Co. : 'tfe--

. ^ ^ „,^^ . .

National Mortar and Supply Co. of Pittsburgh

National Mortar and Supply Co. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,

Pa . to National Gypsum Co.. BufTalo. NY. 169.341, ren.

7— 1 JV-rtS Cl 1

2

Xntlonnl
' Potteri^M Corp . B«-dford. Ohio. 753.063. putr

National Titanium Co., Inct, Pico Rivera, Calif. 752,793, pub.

Nebraska Cnnsolldated Mills Co . Omaha, Nebr. 753,059. pub.

4-30-63 Cl 46. , „. „ „,„_
Nelson k Nelson Mfg. Jewelers Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

752,947. pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 28.

C. Mahteslan.

752,924, pub.

22.843, ren.

Nelson, William R. : See—
Nelson-Klrkwood, Laura.

Nelson-Klrkwood, Laura, trustee of the estate of W. R. Nelson,
deceased, to The Kansas aty Star Co.. Kansas City, Mo.
178.601, ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 38.

Nethercutt Industrial Corp., Sylmar, Calif. 752,762. pub.
4-30-83. Cl. 12.

Newlon Mfg. Co. : See—
Newlon. Robert J.

Newlon. Robert J., d.b.a. Newlon Mfg. Co., Dallas. Tex.
752,779. pub. 4-30-68. Cl. 13.

Newport Boats : See

—

Pyle, Carter, Enterprises.
Nlerenburg. J., k Sons. Inc.. Waterbury. Conn. 752,948, pub.
4—30—63 Cl 28

Kitro-Llquid Fertiliser Co., Rochester, Minn. 645.982, cane.
Cl. 10.

Nordberg Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 753,084. Cl. 23.
Northrup, King k Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 752,902. pub.

3-26-88. Cl. 28.
Oak Mfg. Co., Crystal Lake, III. 752,839, pub. 4-30-63.

Classes 21 and 26. /

Obermayer S., Co.. The. Chicago. 111. 845.929. cane. Cl. li

Organon Inc.. West Orange. N.J. 753,037, pub. 4-30-63.
Cl. 44.

Original Bradford Soap Works, Inc., West Warwick, R.I.

752,709, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 1.

Overton, Anthony, d.b.a. The Overton-Hygienie Mfg. Co.. to
The Overton Hygienic Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111. 173.245, ren.
7-18-83. Cl. 51.

Overton Hygienic Mfg. Co., The : See

—

Overton, Antbonv.
Owens nilnois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio. 762,716, pub. 4-30-63.
a. 2.

Oxnnrd Electrical Mfg. Co., Inc., Oznard, Calif. 648,032,
cane. Cl. 21.

Pacific Car and Foundry Co.. Renton, Wash. 762,886, pub.
4-30-413. Cl. 19.

Palm Beach Co., Sanford. Maine. 646.145 caBc. Cl. 89.

Palmer Mfg Corp.. Phoenix. Arli. 846,108, cane. Cl. 34.
Pannell Products, Inc., Midland, Tex. 752,748, pub. 4-^0-63.

Cl. 12.
Partola Distributing Co., New York, N.T^ to A.

Chicago, 111. 168,322, ren. 7-16-88. Cl. 18.

Pavement Salvage, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.
4-S0t-«3. Cl. 23.

Pears. A. k F.. Ltd.. Islewortb, Bntland.
7-16-63. Cl 52.

Pendleton Tool Industries. Inc., JameBtown, N.Y. 762.917.
pub. 4-30-83. Cl. 23.

Perfect Power Corp.. Chicago. 111. 645.978. cane. Cl. 16.

Permlnova Ltd., Zurich. Swltierland. 845,006, cane. Cl. 18.

Perry Submarine Builders, Inc., West Palm Beach. Fla.

752.825. pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 19.
Perspective Inc.. Seattle. Wash._ 848.080, cane. Cl. 28.

Petroleum Specialty Co., Pampa, tex. 752,894, pub. 4-80-88.

Cl 23
Phi Kappa TheU Fraternity, Worcester, Mass. 753,081-2,

pub 4-30-63. Cl. 200.
Philadelphia Gear Corp., Kin< of PrussU. Pa. 752,887, pub.

4-30^-83. Cl. 23.
Phillips Petroleum Co., Burtlesvllle, Okla. 845,960, cane.

Plnus Medicine Co., Montlc^llo. III., to Pluto Corp., Cincinnati,

Ohio. 402,858, ren. 7-18-83. Cl. 18. „„ ,„
PloKitron Corp., New York. .V.Y. 752.851. pub. 4-30-63.

Cl 21
Plunie * Atwood Mfg. 6o., The. Thomaston. Conn. 752,787,

pub 4-80^63. Cl. 14.

Plumly, P. W., Lumber Corp.. Winchester. V*. 752,788-70,

pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 12.

Pluto Corp. : Hee~
Plnus Medlcln« Co.

Poll Skrub Co., not Inc. : See
Moore. Roland R. „ .^ __»..., . w

Pope k Talbot Itic.. San Francisco. Calif. 752,741-3, pub

4_30-e3. Cl. 12. „ r, .

Popklns Lillian B., d.b.a. Eduphonles Recordins Co., Santa
Clara," Calif 752,978, pub. 4-80-83. C1.88.

Port Huron Sulphite k Paper Co.. Port Huron, Mich.

782, pub. 4-80-88. Cl. 11.

Potlatcfa Forests, Inc.. Lewlston. Idaho. 752,771, pub.

63 CL 12
Price Battery Corp.. Hamburg, Pa. 762.876. pub. 4-80-63.

Cl. 21.
Princess Products : See

—

Glatt. Herbert. ^ ^ ,.«n«o w a on
Prismo Safety Corp., Huntingdon, Pa. 752,928, pub. 4-30-

63 Cl. 23 „ .,,,.„
Prltchiird, J. F., * Co. of California, Kansas City, Mo.

952. pub. 4-30-83. Cl. 81.

Proctor-Silex Corp., The. Philadelphia,
4-30-63. Cl 21. ^ V. - w M V A^a

Progressive Musical Instrument Corp., New York, N.i. *3V,-

PttMm'a^?nc., Chicago, 111. 762,838. Pub 4-80-W Cl. 19.

Pulsation Controls Corp., Santa Paula. Calif. 762.778, pub.

4-30-83. Cl. 13.

Pure Gold, Inc. : See—
Mutual Orange Distributor*. » j _^

Purex Corp.. Ltd.. Wilmington. Calif., d.b.a. Tnrcp Products.

Inc Wllmlnjtton. Calif. 753.072. pub. 4-30-63.
Pyle Carter. Enterprises, d.b.a Newport Boats.

Beach. CaUf. 752.837. pub. 4-80-63. CT. 19.

Quest Mfg. Co.. Chicago. III. 752.788. pub. 4-8(MJ3.

Quloton Co. : See

—

Merck k Co.. Inc.

Quonset Tackle Corp.. Providence, B.I. 848,067, cane. Cl.

22.

762,

4-80-

752,-

Pa. 762,888, pub.

Cl. 52
Newport

Cl. 11.

-I

/

/

Radio Cores, Inc., Oak Lawn, 111. 752,850. pub. 4-30-83.
Cl. 21.

Radwin Organization : See—
Roosevelt Homes Organisation, Inc.

Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Mo. 753,045, pub 8-20-61.
Cl. 46.

Rawson Drug k Sundry Co., Inc. : See

—

Falrfleld Laboratories, Inc.
Remo, Inc., NortU Hollywood, Calif. 752,982, pub. 4-30-63.

Cl, 36.
Rendell, W. J., Ltd., London. England. 752,801, pub. 4-30-

63. Cl. 18.
Rendell, W. J., Ltd., London, England. 753,032, pub. 4-30-

83. Cl. 44.
Renold Chains Ltd., Wythenshawe, Manchester, England.

752,899, pub. 4-30-83. Cl. 23.
Republic Game Co., Cleveland Heights. Ohio. 648,045, cane.

Cl. 22.
Republic Steel Corp. : See

—

Gulf States Steel Co.
Rexall Drug and Chemical Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 752,720,

pub. 4-30-83. Cl. 2.

Rheem Mfg. Co., Washington, D.C., to Allied Research Prod-
ucts Inc., Baltimore, Md. 402,728, ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 14.

Rlets, Albert C, Palisades Park, N.J. 646,048, cane. Cl. 22.
Rock Island Register Co., Rock Island, 111. 170,923, ren.

7-18-«3. Cl. 84.
Robins, A. H., Co., Inc., Richmond, Va. 752,818-19, pub.

4-30-63. Cl. 18.
Rodriguex Hermanos de Cordoba S.A., Cordoba. Spain. 753,-

044j)ub. 4-4-61. Cl. 46.
Roos, Ed. Co. of Forest Park, Forest Park. III. 430,041, cane.

Cl. 32.
Roosevelt Homes Organization. Inc.. change of name Radwin

Organization, Buffalo. N.Y. 646.216, cane. Cl. 100.
Rotary Oil Tool Co.. Buena Park, Calif. 752,886, pub. 4-30-

63. Cl. 23.
Roth, Roy E., Co., Rock Island, 111. 752,913, pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 23.
Rothman. Nathan, d.b.a. Rough Rider Mfg. Co., San Francisco.

Calif., to Rough Rider. Ine.. Napa. Calif. 173,337, ren.
7-16-63. Cl. 39.

Rothmans of Pall Mall Export Ltd.. London. England. 752.-
798, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 17.

RoujHh Rider Mfg. Co. : See

—

Rothman, Nathan.
Rough Rider. Inc. : See—

Rothman, Nathan.
Rotaflex of Canada. Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 752,848.

pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 21.
Rubbermaid Inc.. Wooster. Ohio. 752.830. pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 19.
Rubin, Louis, Long Island City. N.Y. 646.012. cane. Cl. 21.
Russell. R O.. Co.. Inc., Boston, Mass. 752,876. pub. 4-30-

83. Cl. 21.
Safety-Tot. Inc., New Orleans, La. 752,823, pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 19.
Sailors, William E . Lonrvlew. Wash. 645,979. cane. Cl. 16.
Saks & Co., New York. NY. 753.010, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 39.
Saul Bros, k Block. Inc.. Atlanta. Ga. 753.007. pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 39.
Sazerae Co.. Inc.. d.b.a. John Handy Co.. New Orleans, La.

753.060. pub 4-30-63. Cl. 49.
Schermerhorn Cigar Store*. Inc., Chicago, III. 752,795, pub.

4-30-63 Cl. 17.
Schrank, M. C, Co., Brldgeton, N.J. 753,000. pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 39.
Scrlpto. Inc.. Atlanta. Ga. 646.116. cane. Cl. 37.
Seagram. Joseph E.. k Sons. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 752,813,

pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 18.
Sechrist Chemicals, Inc., Bayonne, N.J. 752,708, pub. 4-30-

63. CI. 1.

Semi-Elementi), Inc., Sazonburg, Pa. 752,873-4, pub. 4-30-
63 Cl. 21.

Senefelder Co., Inc., The, New York, N.Y. 645,958, cane.

Serv'coCo.. The. Long Beach. Calif. 752.927. pub. 4-30-63.
Cl 23.

Shell Oil Co.. New York N.Y. 752.724, pub. 10-16-62. Cl. 6.

Shell Oil Co.. New York. NY. 752.763. pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 12.
Signal Chemical Mfg. Co.. Inc.. Bedford. Ohio. 752,725. pub.

4-30-63. Cl 6.

Slncerelv Yours : See

—

Willbrand. Alfred J.

Skookum Rotator Co.. Yakima. Wash. 646.072. cane. Cl. 23.

Smallberg. William A.. El Paso. Tex. 753.041. pub. 4-30-63.
Cl. 44.

Smallman. I., k Sons Co.. New York. NY. 752.729-30. pub.
4-30-63. Cl. 8.

Smiles. Christopher, k Co.. Inc.. New York. NY. 662.010.
cane. Cl. 50.

Smith, Landon P., Inc.. Irvlngton. N.J. .390.124. eanc. Cl. 23.

Smith Mfg. Ltd.. Weston, Ontario, Canada. 753,017, pub.
4-30-63 Cl. 42.

Smith. Miller k Patch, Inc., New York, N.Y. 752,814, pub.
4-30-63. Cl. 18.

Smith, Sears S . d.b.a. Unique Products, Chicago. 111. 752.747.
pub 4-30-63 Cl. 12.

Smlthllne Coat Co.. Ine. : See—
Smlthllne Coat Co.

Smlthllne Cost Co., to Smithllne Coat Co., Inc.. New York.
NY. 646,154. cane. O .^9.

Soelete n Resnonsnbl'Ue LImltee : Lalonde, Paris, France.
753.018. P'lb 4-30-63 Cl. 42.

Solarz. A D., New York, N.Y. 752.942, pnb. 4-30-63. Cl. 28.

Sonnenscheln. J., Hop Co. Inc., New York, N.Y. 174,390,
ren. 7-16-68. Cl. I.

Sonoco Products Co., HartsvlUe, B.C. 752,717, pub. 4-30-63.
Cl. 2.

TM T92 CO.—12

PlasUc Co., Glendale, CaUf. 752,713,

Laboratory, Inc., Knoxville, Tenn.

752,863, pub. 4-30-63.

Sorls Kroll Fabrics, Inc., New York, N.Y. 648,164. cane
Cl. 42.

Southern California
pub. 4-30-63. Cl.

Special Instruments
752.862, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 21!

Sperry Rand Corp., New York, N.Y.
Cl. 21.

Sprague Electric Co. : See

—

Sprague Specialties Co.
Sprague Specialties Co., to Sprague Electric Co., North Adams.

Mass. 402,614, ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 21.
Standard Laboratories, Inc. : See-

—

Hood, Charles I.

Standard Oil Co. of California : See-
Standard Oil Co.

Standard Oil Co. of California, San Francisco, Calif.
ren. 7-16-68. Cl. 28.

Standard Oil Co. of California, San Francisco, Calif.
ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 6.

Standard Oil Co., to Standard Oil Co. of California,
Francisco, Calif. 169,637. ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 15.

401,325.

401,419.

San

646,195, cane. Cl. 48.
Mass. 753,046, pub.

645,068. eanc. Cl. 13.
Wash., to Lehn k Fink
173,240, ren. 7-16-63.

Rotherham, England.

pub. 4-30-63.

Standard-Thomson Corp., Waltbam, Mass. 752,970, pub
4-30-63. Cl. 36.

Steele Canning Co., Springdale, Ark.
Sterling Cider Co., Inc., Sterling,

12-26-61. Cl. 46.
Stelnen, Wm., Mfg. Co., Newark, N.J.
Stewart k Holmes Drug Co., Seattle,

Products Corp., Bloomfleld, N.J.
Cl. 51.

Stubs, Peter, Ltd., Warrington and
22,752-3, ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 14.

Styro Toy Corp., McAllen, Tex. 752,883
Cl. 22.

Summit Mfg. Corp., Providence, R.I. 752,860, pub. 4-30-63.
Cl. 21.

Sun Drop Sales Corp. : See—
Sun Drop Sales Corp. of America.

Sun Drop Safes Corp. of Ajierica. d.b.a. Sun Drop Sales Corp..
St. Louis. Mo. 753.043, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 45.

Sunbeam Corp., Chicago, III. 752,845, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 21.
Sunbeam Corp., Chicago, III. 752,890. pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 23.
Sure-Safe Co., St. Louis, Mo. 645,948, cane. Cl. 6.
Suutreat Growers k Shippers, Inc. : See

—

Llndsav Co-Operative Citrus Association.
Sweetpak Farms, Inc., Mountain View, Calif.

Cl. 46.
Tar-Wl-Wl Ranches : See—

Bumstead, Dale.
Tap Rite Products Corp. : See—

Vending Components, Inc.
Taylor-Winfleld Corp., The,

4-30-63. Cl. 23.
Temp-Matlc, Inc., Houston,

Cl. 34.
Textron Industries, Inc. : See

—

Goheen, Corp., The.
Vlta-Var Corp.

Thor Power Tool Co., Aurora, III. 762,989, pub. 4-30-83.
Cl. 35.

Thuresson-Angrabright-Bennett,
pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 44.

Tissages Rodler S.A., Paris
- - - - — gg

Co., Chicago, III.

646,197, eanc.

Warren, Ohio. 752,892, pub.

Tex. 752,964, pub. 4-30-63.

Inc., Skokle, 111. 753,033,

762,965, pub. 4-30-63.

Philadelphia, Pa. 752,931, pub. 12-11-62.

Long Island, N.Y.

646,220, eanc.

(Seine), France. 753,001, pub.
4-30-63. Cl. '

Tractor Supply
Cl. 35.

Trans-Atlantic Co.,

Cl. 25.
Travel Records : See

—

Lawson, Allen.
Tri-Polnt Industries, Inc., Albertson,

752,929, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 24.
Toy Guidance Council, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Cl. A.
Toyobo-Howa Textile Engineering Co.. Ltd.. KiU-Ku. Osaka.

Japan. 752.926, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 23.
Turco Products. Inc. : See

— "~

Purex Corp.. Ltd.
Turtle Wax, Inc., Chicago, 111. 752,822, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 19.
Thomae, Dr. Karl, G.m.b.H., Blberach an der Riss, Germany.

752,809, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 18.
Textron Oregon. Inc., South Bend, Ind.

63. Cl. 13.
Ultra Plastics, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

63. Cl. 12.
Uneeda Doll Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. 752,880, pub. 4-30-83.

Cl. 22.
Union Fork and Hoe Co., The, Columbus, Ohio. 752,907-8,

pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 23.
Union Tank Car Co., Chicago, 111. 752,957, pub. 4-30-63.

Cl. 31.
Unique Products : See

—

Smith. Sears S.

United Aircraft Products, Inc.,
4-30-63. Cl. 100.

Manufacturers,
Cl. 42.

Manufacturers, Inc.,

CI. 43.
Inc.. New York, N.Y.,
Inc., Flemlngton, N.J.

752,774. pul>. 4 .'{(-

752,749, pub. 4-30-

Dayton, Ohio. 753,073, pub.

United Merchants and
753.016, pub 8-7-62.

United Merchants and
753,027. pub. 8-7-62.

United States Bronze Powder Works.
to United States Bronze Powders,

Inc., New York, N.Y.

New York, N.Y.

174.489, ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 16.
United States Bronze Powders, Inc. : See

—

United States Bronze Powder Works, Inc.
United Stateb Envelope Co., Springfield. Mass.

4-30-63. Cl. 2.

U.S. Ethlcals. Inc. : See

—

International Laboratories Ltd.

752,721, pub.
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753.050, pub. 4-30-

N.Y. 753,061. pub.

Universal Foods Corp.. Milwaukee. WU.
63. CI. 46.

Universal Magnetic Lock, Inc. : See—
Monarch Tool A Machinery Co.

Valr Furniture Co. of California : See—
Oallet. William J.

Valley Forge Flag Co. Inc., New York,
8-28-62. CI. 50, ^, „„

Vallone Mfg Inc., Buffalo, NY. 646,098, cane. CI. 32.

Vending Components Inc. from Tap-Rite Products Corp.,

Hackensack, N J. 752.775, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 13.

Verelnigte Paplerwerke Schlckedanz ft Co., Nurnberg. Bavaria,

Germany. ^52,988, pub 4-30-63. Cl. 37
Vermont Paving Corp., Burlington, Vt. 752,772. pub. 4-30-

63. Cl. 12. _ », ^. .

Versapak Film and Packaging Machinery Corp. New \ork.

N.Y. 752.705, pub. 1-29-63 Cl. 1. „ ,

Vlsaggl John, d.b.a Dictation Disc Co., New York,
752,9'86. pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 36

Vlta-Var Co. : See—
Ooheen Corp.. The.
Vlta-Var Corp.

Vlta-Var Corp.. Newark, N.J.,

db.a. Vlta-Var Co., Orange.
C*} 1

A

Vulcan Radiator Co.. The. Hartford.

Walker*Mfg. Co.. Racine, Wis. 752,953. pub. 4-30-63. Cl.

31.
Wallersteln Co . Inc., New York. NY.

Inc., Morton Grove, 111 403,612,
Warner Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.

Lambert Pharinacal Co.
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co..

752 803, pub. 4-30-63. Cl 18
Waterbury Savings Bank, Waterbury, Conn. 753,076.

4-30-63. Cl. ..02.

NY.

to Textron Industries, Inc..

N.J. 401.747. ren. 7-16-63

Conn. 646.103. cane.

to Baxter Laboratories,
ren 7-16-63. Cl. 52.

See -

Morris Plains. N.J.

pub.

W.
46.
Caldwell.

Waterloo Foundry Co.. Inc.,
4-30-63. Cl. 21.

Watklns, J. E.. Co.. Maywood,
Cl. 26.

Wernslng, A. A., D. C, db.a., A. *
Calif 753.055, pub. 4-30-63. Cl.

West Essex Printing Plates. Inc.,

pub. 4-.S0-63. Cl. 23.
Western Industrial Engineering Co.,

578. cane. Cl. 26.
Whiteford Paper Co , Inc , New York. N.Y.

Cl. 37.
Wilbur Ellis Co.. d.b a. WIlbur-ElUs Co.. San Francisco. Calif

753.051, pub 4-30^63. Cl. 46.
Sincerely Yours,

36.
River Grove, III.

Waterloo, Iowa. 702,854, pab.

111. 752.932. pub. 4-80-63.

Products, Hollywood,

N.J. 752,893,

Los Angeles, Calif. 401,-

646,118-19, cane

River Grove, 111.

Odessa, Tex.

752,879, pub.

752,881, pub

pub. 4-80-63.

4-80-

Wlllbrand. Alfred J., d.b.a.
752.987, pub. 4-30-63. Cl.

Wilson Sportin;: Goods Co.,
4-30-63. Cl. 22.

Wilson Sporting Goods Co.,
4-30-63 Cl. 22.

Wlss. J., ft Sons Co., Newark, N.J. 752,903.
Cl. 23.

Womack Electronics. Inc., Danville, Va. 752.858, pab.
63 Cl 21.

Woodlawn Farm Dairy Co.. Scranton. Pa. 646,188, cane.
Cl. 46.

Wrlgley, Wm., Jr., Co., Chicago, 111. 753,057, pub. 4-30-63.
Cl. 46.

Wyandotte Chemicals Corp., Wyandotte, Mich. 646,207, cane.
CI 52

Yale Woolen Mills, Yale. Mich. 646,169. cane. Cl. 42.
York on Burner Co , Inc.. to York-Shipley. Inc., York, Pa.

399.838. ren. 7-16-63. Cl. 34.
York Shiplev. Inc : See—

Y'ork Oil Burner Co.. Inc.
Zenith Radio Corp, Chicago, 111. 752.847, pub. 4-80-68.

Cl. 21.
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MiiU-.) MfK. Ci>.. rtilciit'o. 111 7:.-J>42. [.lib 4 M^iVA. CI. 21

Muiiatff Fruit Co., Tuiiu>a, Flu. 10>s.ss4, r. ii 7 IS 68 1.

1

tt!

Maiili.'liii Mfk'. and H.'ltliitf C, Ste -
Art C(iriJ., 'llif.

.MuulfV, Itic , Kmii-h- City. Mo. 444.727. ciiiu-. CI 4ti

.MaiiiiriiK. Mii\Wfll \ .\1. oTf. Iiic Sff
Am.Tl.aii Sfiiiii (iauK'" & Val\.' Mft. Co.

Miirlaii Co, Ctu.ML'o. Ill 7.'i:{.(>4s >J. piili. M-18-62. CI 4«.

Martin. Harrv, I'ti.irioai-. uticiils, Iikv, Coral (iadlfs. b 1"

7:i'_'.7',tH. pill). 4 :'.n ti.H CI IN.
,

Martin MarifttH Cm p . Cliioat'o. Ill 7r.;i.i>t;j. mib. 4 .io b.i

Marv.'l IMnstics MfK Cwrp . Bro.ikl.vn. .NY 752.719, pub

Marylatiil Cup Corp , (iwinK's Mills. Md 7r)2.714. pub. 4-30-

MaskoMaUc. In.v Hawthorn.-, NJ. 7.">2.9iri. pub 4 3f)- •>,'<

CI '
' H

MattoH David W.. d.b.a. iJrovf Dal.- MfK- & Supply Co. San

Jo>... Calif 7.-2.i»:i. pub 4 ;«) t;;{. I'l 2j<

MH>t.-r Kr.'l.-, Ini'. Kjinsas City. .Mo. 7..2..44, pub 4 .<(> «.<

CI, FJ.

Mavar Shrlniit and <)\st.'rCo. Ltd.: See

—

Bi!i>\l Fackliik' & TradliiK Co.
MoCnrinick Hurt M., d b a "A" Stand By Tpl.-pbon.' SHcrftary-,

Hiintlnt'ton Park. Calif 7.'..S.n7.'.. nub. 4 :{0 ti.< CI ini

Medraw-F.dUon Co.. KU'ln. 111. 752, '^ti4. pub 4 '.Ut h.<. (
1

'1

McHirt't'or DonljOT Inc. N.'w York, N.Y'. 753,020 pub. 4 3(>

.M.-adMws,' \V 1{ ,
Inr., Klein, 111 752.765. pub, 4-30-fi3,

C 1 1

2

_ . .

Mfars Kadio Mearini,' I>''vicc Corp,, Maniaroni><-k. N,Y (.">3,

iKis i)ub 4 Ml f.:i. CI 44
, , , , ., „.,

Melvlll.' Sho.' Corp,. New York. N.Y, 170,095, ren, 7-D1-H.5

CI '{U

M.'lvll'l.. Shoo Corp. N.w York, N.Y, 753,074, pub. 4-30-«3.

.M»Mvillp ShiH' Corp. N.-w York. N.Y 703.012. pub 4-30-

•13 CI. 3'J, „ ^ ... ,.„
Merfk & Co,, Inf. d,!. a gnlnton <i>, Knhway. N..I i.)2,-

,Mt). l)ub 4 3(1 f,3 CI IS _.„„,- . . .,,, ,..,

M.Tck & Co., Inc. Uahway, N..I, 7o2.Hl , ,
pub 4 30-f>3

Mlcallef, A , A Co.. Inc. Frovld.'iirp, K I. 752.945. pub 4-30

Mllwaukt'<-~KI.Ttrir Ti>ol Corp Mllwauk.H". Wis. 7r.2.911.

put) 4 3()-<i3. C\ 23 ,. ,,,
.Mlnn.-apoMs Honevwoll Koirulator Co, Minneapolis, Minn.

752,,st!ti. pub 4 3(i tl3. CI 21
Minnesota Mlnin): & Mfjr, C" . to Mlntiosota Mininif and Mf«
Co. St, I'aul Minn Hi7,713. ren 7 1 *"> 6.3 (1 4^,_

Minnesota Mining and MfK, Co.. St, I'aul. Minn, ,.)2.9.S.

pub 4 30 63. CI 36 . , _.„ ,.^ ,

Mirror Insulatlo'i Co . Inc.. Lanibertvlllp, N.J .o2,(.)M, pub.

Mlshawnka Rubber Co., Inc.. .Mlshawaka. Ind 753.003. pub.

Miss' National Teen.TL'e Safety Fajjeant Inc.^The. Baltimore.

Md 753 (ISO. [)uh. 4 30 •'.3 CI, 107,

Mr Arnold. Inc. New York. NY 646,130. canr, (1 39.

Mitchell Bradford Chennral Co .
Brld^epi.rt, ( onn

,

o Tb.

Mitchell Bradford Chemical Co . Mllford. ( .)nn, 4(»2.S(5».

ren. 7-16 63, CI, 6
MltcheMBradford Chetnlcal Co,. The; Sfp

Mitchell-Bradford Chemical Co ,^„„.^ ^ . un «•<

.Modernalr Con-.. San I^-andro, Calif, 752.920. pub. 4 30-63

M.^les^) Ltd., Kowloon, Ilong Kong, 753.008. pub 4 30 63

01 3'>

Monarch Tool & Machinery Co
,

froin i;"lvprsMl Mm-m't.-'

Lock, Inc. Chlcimo, III 752.!>97 pub 4-.?0-63, < 1
i^";

Mon.irk Silver KlnL' In.- . Chlcairo, III ..40.0 , b, cane, \}~^
.Mont. -rev Research Lab.. rat. .ry, Inc. M..nter.-y. Calif, 7.)_.S1.5i.

pub 4 30 63 CI 26,
. ^^. ...

Moore. Roland R,. d b.a, l'..ll Skruh C,,.. not Inc .
Cbicaf... Ill

646.027. cane CI, 21 -,.. qi« k a <.> .!•(

M.x.re, S;imu.-I. & Co,. Mantua. Ohio 752.846. pub 4-30 »..!

M.rrrl.s"\'hllip. Inc, New Y..rk. NY. 752.797. pub 4 30 63

M.Vrris^'hllip. Inc. New York. N Y . fn.m RurrnnVlta Co..

Minncap..ns. Minn 7.-)3.068 pub * ;^."
/'•'-<

'v. ....^

Mund.'t Crk Corp.. N..rth Bergen. N .1 .52.759. pub

Murrav's'superlor"Produ.t.s Co .
Detroit. Mich. 753.031. pub

MutVnU 'oranU Dlstrib.it.o-, t,. I'ure G.-ld, Inc.. Re.Uands.

Ciiiif ir.5.''.57 ren 7 I'l ''3 CI. 38

Nat Oold. tirooid For (-orp .
Newark. N.I 646.166. .anc

Nail-o n)rtv. FIttsburKh. Pa 7.52.738. puh^ \^'\*''^ ''.}
a\'i

Nati..nal Broach :md_ Machine Co., Detroit, Micb. 752,918.

luib 4 30 t')3 CI 23 , . . ,.,„

National C..mics FubU.atlons, Inc., New York, NA 646.1.8.

cane. CI 38

"""''viViom'rMllrtaVamT Supply Co ,)f Flttsb-irKh.

Nati.^naV Mo'rtaVand S.iVply V^^ of I.ltt.bur.b PUtsb„rKb.

Fa. to Nati..nal Oypsuin Co. Buffalo, N^ lR.«,.vn. r.n

N-a\i.!nar''Fot'teriPs Corp,. Bedford, Ohio, 753,063, pub

Nali.m'il'Tltanlum'.'o,, Inc , Pi... Riv.-ra, Calif, 752,793, pub

NetraHk.fc.m'^olid" tPd Mills Co .
.)maba, Nebr, 753,059, pnb.

Ne1s.m' 'a .Ne7s.,n" MfK. Jewelers Inc, Mlnneapolln. Minn.

752,947, pub. 4-30-63. CI. 28.

NeU..n. Wlllliiin K S,r—
.N.-K.in Kirkw.i.i.l, Ijiura

NelHon Kirkw I. Laura, truste.- ..f the .->iHt.- ..f W R .Nel>..ii,

d.'reas.-,|, to 'I'll.' Kaiisiis Citv St.ir C.
, K;^nsa^ City. M.'

173 601
, r.-n 7 16 63 CI 3h

.Neihi-rcutt In.lustrial C,,rp
,

Svlin.ir, Cjijlf 7.".-'. "62, pub
4 :!o •;.! CI iL'

N.-Wli.n .Mfk' I" Si,
N.-whin Rnl.-Tt .1

N.wlon R..b.rt .1. d b ,i N.-wl..n MtK. Co. Dallas. Tex.

T."iJ.77!t, pub 4 30 f,:< CI 13
,\.-w p..rt I!..jit'- :

S,f
I'vle, Carii-r, Fnternris.--

.Nier.-iitinrK, .1 & S.iiis, Inc ,
Wat.-rbiiiy. ('..nn 7.'>2.!t4h. pub

4 30 «;3 CI 2h
Nitro LIguiil Fertilizer ('.>

. R..ihest.-r. .Minn 645,961;. can.-

CI 10.

N.irdberg MfK C .
.Milwaukee. WW 753.084 CI 23

Northrup. KIuk & C..
.

Mlnio-Hpuliv .Mum 752.902. pub
3 2f.-63. CI. 23

0:ik .MfK. C. ,
I'rystal Lak.- Ill 752. H39. pub 4 3o 03

ClaKses 21 anil 2'i

obernuivpr. S. C.i
.
The. Chli'aKo. Ill 645.929. cane (1 1

OrKan.iii In<- . W.-st OruiiK'''. N.I 753. o37. pub 4-3o •'.3

CI 44
oiU-ln.il F.radf.Td S..ap W..rkK. In.' ,

West Warwi.-k. RI
752 709, pub 4 30 (-,3 CI 1

overt. Ill Antlmnv .! ti a Th.- Ovei tnii IlyKienie MfK C.
.

t.i

Th.' oveit.n IDiri.iiH .MfK. C. . ChleaKo. Ill 173.245. ren

7-16 6.3 CI 51
Overt. >n HyKieiil.- MfK Co

.
The : .S'cf

Overt. .n. .\iiih..iiv

Owens Illln.. Is i.lass (^.
. T..le<l.., Ohi<. 752,716, pub 4-30-»l.{

CI 2
OMiard F.l.'.tri.al MfK ''o.. Inc. Oxnard. Calif 646.032

Fa.-lh.- Car and Foiin.lrv Co,. Renton. Wash 7."2.X3t>, pub
4 30 6.3, CI li' . ,„ ^,.

I'alm Beach C.. .
Sanford. Main.- ti46 14o. cane (1. 39

Piliii.-r Mf;: Corp I'll. ..nix. Ariz «.46.10K. .anc CI. 34

Famiell I'ro.luit--. Inc. Midland. Te.\ 752.748, jiub. 4-30-63

CI 12
Parti. la Dl-tributing Co., New York. N.Y'.. to A. C. Mahteslaii.

ChicaKo 111 16H.322. ren 7 D". ii3 CI 1

S

Pavement SalvaK--, Die, PJttsbiirKh. Pa. 752.924, pub

Fe.irs, A '

& f' Ltd, Islewnrth, Kngland. 22.843, ren

7-16 63 CI 52, ^. „ _,,- ,.,_
Pendleton Tool Industries. Inc. Jamestown, N,Y, 7S_,JW.

P.-i'fc-l Piiwe'r Clirp ."chicaKO. Ill 645 978. cane CI 1.5

Perniiu.iva Ltd, /uri.h. Switz.-rland 645,0O.'i, can.-, Cl i"-

Perry Siibmarin.- Buil.l.-rs. Inc. West Palm Beach, Ha
752 82.". pub 4 .30 63 CI 19 ^„ .,^,

Ferspe.-tlve Inc. Seattle, Wash 646.080. cine ^<l-,-'*',„^

Petrol.'um S[)«'elalty Co,. Fanipa. Tex, 752.894. pub, 4 30-63,

(I "'3

Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity. Worcester. Mass, 753.081 2,

Pli'lladelpiila (iear Cor'p , Kinft of Prussia, Pa 752,887, pub

4-.30-t>3 CI 23 ,,, „„„
Phillips Petr..leuiii C. ,

Bartlesville, Okla. 645,960, caiHv

Pinus Me<liiln.- C.. .
Montl.-.-llo, III . t.. Pluto Corp.. Cincinnati.

Ohio 402.85M. n-ii 7 16 t;3 ,.C1. 18

l'l.>Mtroii Corp,. N.-w York, NY. 752.851. pub. 4 3(H.3,

CI 'M
Plume*"* Atwood MfK Co .

The. Thomast..n. Conn, 752.787.

pub 4 30 ••.3 CI 14 -.., -raa -.1

Plumly P. W,, Lumber Corp,. U inchester. .\ a. (52,788-. o.

pub! 4 30-63, CI 12

Pluto Corp • Srr
Finns Medicine Co

P.ill Skriib C.I .
n.it ln<- ;

.v< c

.M.xne, Roland R ,, ,.^ .,^0 ta-, o ^..k
Pope & Talb.jt Inc. San Francisco. Calif. .52.741-3. pub

Popklns 'Lillian B.. d.b.a. Kduphonlcs Recording Co
,
Santa

(Tara. Calif 752.976. pub. 4-30-63. <- 1 36.

Port Huron Sulphite & Paper Co., Port Huron. Mich. 752,

PotSc{l"Forests'*inc.,S'>elVston, Idaho 752.771. pub. 4-30

I'rice B^atteS Corp.. Hamburg, Pa. 752,875, pub 4-30 63.

Cl 21.
Princess Products : See

Prlsnm''saf'ety'''corp., Huntingdon, Pa. 752.928, pub. 4-30-

PrUchard J F., & Co. of California, Kansas City. Mo. 752,-

P^^Lr^'silet Co/pl The,'Vhlladelphla, Pa. 762.868, pub

I'roKn-sslve .Musical Instrument Corp, New York, NY. 439.

Pulhnan"l'nc, Chfcago- "' ^^^^.S.SS, I>"b 4-30-63 Cl ,9^
Pulsation Controls Corp . Santa Paula. Calif. 752.778, puD.

4 30-63 Ci. 13
Pure Gold. Inc. ;

Nrc
Mutual OranKP Distributors _ r. ^ »

Purex Corp.. Ltd,' Wilmington Calif.. d.^aTurco Products.

Inc WilmlUKton. Calif 753.072. pub. 4-30-63, Cl. 52^

I'yle >ar er Enterprises, d b,a Newport Boats. Newport

•Bi^ach Calif. 752.8.37. pub 4-30-«.3 Cl 19.„

Quest Mfg. Co,. Chicago. III. 752,733. pub, 4-30-63, Cl. U.

Qiilnton Co. : .Sec

Merck A Co.. Inc.

Quonset Tackle Corp., Providence. R.I. 64«,057. cane. Cl.

22.
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Radio Cores, Inc.. Oak Lawn, 111. 752. .''50. pub 4 :-siK 63

Cl 21.
Radwin OrKaiil/atlon ; .'-'i c

|{.i.i-.-\ .,! ll.im.-- ' irKani/.itinn. In.-,

Hal-ton I'urina <"o,, St Loins. .\lo 7,'.3,04,'"i, pub 6 2o 61
Cl 46

RawMin Drug A Sun.lry Co , Inc Sre
I'aiMU'lii Laburatiirl. s, Inc

R.-nio, Inc. Nortu llollvwood. Calif, 7.">2.9,'^2. pub, 4 3u t)3,

Cl 36
R.-ndell. W. J,, Ltd. London, KuKland 752, ''Ol. pub 4 30

6.1, Cl, 1^.

Rend. -11 W, J,. Ltd . Lmidon. KuKland, 753,032. [uib, 4 30
>VA Cl, 44

Reiiold I'halns Ltd ,
Wvtheuslia we. Manchester. Kngland

7.". 2. ^99, pub 4 3n 03. 'Cl 23.

Republic (iaine Co.. Cl.-veland HelKhts, <ihio 64»),o4.'i. cane.

Cl. 22.
Rt-pubile Steel Corp ; Svv

(Julf State- St.-t-l Co
Rexall Drug and Clieinleal Co. I.k)s AiiKeles. Calif 7.">2.720.

pub 4 :'.ii 63, Cl 2,

Rlieeni .MfK- Co. WasliinKton, D.C . to Allied R.-search Prod-
uct- Inc. Baltimiire, ,\1<I 4n2,72^. nn, 7 Di 63. Cl. 14

Rletz, .\lbert C. I'aU-ades Park. N J 046()4S. eanc Cl. 22
R.uk 1-land R.-Kl-tei Co., Ruck l-ialid. Ill 170.923. ren.

7 16 63. Cl. 34.
Rubins A. H. Co.. Inc . RIchin.iud. Va. 752, SIS 19. pub

4 30 63. Cl. 18.

KiidriKui-z Herman. I- de Cnrdoba S .\ . Cordoba. Sjialn. 753.-

11)4. nub 4 4 61. Cl 46.

Roos. Kd. Co of I-'ore-t Park. Forest Park. Ill 430.041 .
eanc

Cl 32.
R.i.i-i-vi'lt 111. nil- I irK.ini/.atiiin. Iik-, chanK'- nf name Radwin

orKaiii/atinii, Buffalo. .N,Y r,4t),216. cane, Cl, loo.

Rotary oil Tool Co, Buena Park. Calif 752. 8h6. pub. 4 30
63 Cl. 23

Roth, Roy }:., Co , Rock Island, III. 7.".2.913, pub, 4-30 03
Cl. 23,

Ri.tlinian, Nathan, .1 b a RhukIi Rider MfK, C..,. San Fnineisco.
Calif, to R.iiigh Ridir. Im-. Napa, Calif 173,337, ren

7 10 03 Cl 39.
R..tbiiian- ..f Fall .Mall F.xport Ltd , London. KiiKland 7."(2.

79S. pub. 4 30 63. Cl. 17.

RouKh Ridi-r Mf^. Co . tite -

Rotbinan. Nathan.
HoUKh Rider. Inc : iite—

Rothman. Nathan.
RotaMev of Canada, Ltd. Toronto. ( mtario. Canada 7ri2,H4S.

pub 4 30 63 Cl, 21
Rubbermalil Inc, Wooster. Ohio, 7.'i2.H30, pub 4-30-63.

Cl- 19, ^ „,
Rubin Louis. LouK I-land City, N.Y', 646.012, eanc Cl. 21,

Russ.'il. R <;
.
Co. Inc. Boston. .Mass 7."i2,s70. pub 4 30-

63, Cl, 21.
Safety Tot. Inc. New Orleans. I>a. 752. S23. pub, 4 30-63,

Cl 19,
Salli.rs. William Y. . LoUKview, Wa-h, 645,979, cane Cl 16.

Saks .\ (^l
, N.-w Y.irk. NY 753, olO. pub 4 30 63 Cl. .'{9

Saul Bros i Block. Inc, Atlanta, (Ja .53.0(»7. pub 4 3o 63

Cl. 39
Sazerac Co. Inc.. d b a. John Handy Co. New Orleans. La.

753.or.O put) 4 30-63. CI. 49.
Seberinerhorn ClKar Stores. Inc., ChicaKo, III, 7.".2,795. imb.

4 30 63 Cl. 17,

Schrank .M C, Co, Brldgeton. N J. 753.000. pub 4-30-63.

Cl .39,

.Scrlpto, Inc Atlanta, Oa. 646.116. cane. Cl. 37.

SeaKrnni. Jose-.h E.. A Sons. Inc. New York, N.Y 752,813,
pub. 4 30 0,3 Cl 18.

Sechrlst Chemicals, Inc. Bavonne. N.J. 752,708. pub, 4-.30

63. Cl 1.

Soml Elements. Inc . Sazonburg. P« 752.873 4, pub, 4 30-
63 Cl. 21.

Senefelder Co, Inc.. The. New York, NY 645. 95S. cane.

Cl 6
Servo. Co.. The. UinK Beach. Calif. 752.927. pub. 4 30 63.

Cl 23
Shell nil Co.. New York NY 752 724 pub 10 16 62 Cl. 6.

Shell on Co. New Y..rk. NY 7-"2.763. I. lib. 4 30 63. Cl. 12.

Signal Chemical MfK Co. Inc. Bedford. Ohio. 75LJ.725. [)ub

4 30 63 CI 6.

Sincerelv Y'ours :
.^'» r

Willbrand, Alfred J

Sko.ikiim Ri.ta'nr Co . Yikinia. Wash, 646 072, cane Cl. 2:'.

SmallberK. William A,. El Paso. Tex 753.041. pub. 4-30 63,

Cl 44
Siiiallman I. A Sons Co. New Y..rk. NY, 752.729 30. pub,

4 30 63 Cl 8
Smiles Christopher. A Co,. Inc. New Y'ork, NY' 6»r_'.0in.

enne Cl 50,

Smith. L.-indon P . Inc. IrvlnKton. N J. 390,124, eanc ( I, 23

Smith MfK Ltd. Weston, Ontario. Canada, 753,017. pub,

4 30 63 Cl 42
Smith MIII.T A Patch. Inc. New Y'ork. NY', 752.814. pub,

4 3() 63 CI, 18
Smith. Se.-irs S . d b a I'ni<|Ue Products, Chicago. Ill 752.747.

pnb 4 30 63 Cl 12,
Smlthline Coat Co, Inc ; See

S"iithline Coat Co,
Smltbllne Cnat Co . to Smlthline Cat Co. In<- .

New Y'nrk.

N Y 646,154, cane, Cl 39,

Soclete a Hesf)i.n--ibl'ite LImltee ; Lalonde. Paris, Francp,

753 018 II. -b 4-30-63 Cl, 42,

Solarz. A D. New York. N.Y 752 942. pub 4 30 63 Cl !!S,

Sonnenschein, J,. Hop Co, Inc. New York, NY, 174,390.

ren, 7-16-03 Cl 1

Sonoco Products Co., Hartsvllle, S.C. 752.717. pub. 4-30-63,

Cl. 2.

Soris KroU Fabrics, Inc. New Y'.irk. .N Y 646.104. cane
Cl, 42

South. -rn Califurnia i'lastic Co, Go-ndale, Calif 752,713
pub 4 3i»-0,:s, Cl 2

Sp.-iial Iii-t ruiii.-iit- Laboratiiry. Inc. Kiio\\ilie T. tin

7.".J,sOi:. ii;ib 4 3U-63 Cl Z\
Sperrv Rand Corp. New Y.irk, NY. 752,^63, pub 4-30-63

Cl 21,
SpraKue Eleetiie d., : .^rc

StuaKUe Sl.e< laltit-S Cn
Spr.iKUi- Speclaltlt-s Co,, to Sprague Electric Co.. .North .\.laui-,

.Mass 402,614, r. II 7-16 63, Cl 21
.^^tainl.ir.l I-ib ir.-tturies, Inr : .Sec

II. ...d, Charles I

Siaioliird Oil I 'o ..f Calif. .rnia S, <

St.indard oil Co.
Staliilar.l Oil Co. of Califurnia. San Frjiroise... Calif 401.325,

ren 7 lfV03 Cl 25
Standard Oil Co. of Callf-irniu. San Fraiiei.sco. Calif 4oi,419

r.-n 7 16-03, Cl 6
Si.mdar.l Oil Co,, to St.indar.l o)! C... .if California. San

Fr,in>i-eo. I'alif, 109,037. r.-n 7 lt>-<'i3, Cl, 15,
.Standard Thoiiisun C.irp W alth.iiu. Ma-<p "52.970, pub

4 30 .;3 Cl 35
St.-. -I.' Canning (_'n,, SprinKdal'-, Ark, '', tr,.!;.!,'!. cane Cl 46
SterliUK Cider Co,, Inc , St'-rliug, .Mass, 753,04'',. pub

12 20 01. Cl. 46.
Steinen, Wm , .Mfg Co., Newark. N.J 645.9e,s eanc CI i:;

Stewart A HnJUK-.s luug </o.. S.-atll.-. Wash. I" L.-lin Ac Fink
Pr.iductB Corp.. Bl..onifield. NJ 173.240. r.-n 7 16 03
Cl 51.

Stubs, r.'ter. Ltd . Warrlngt.in and Rotli<rham, Eiigland
2J.752 .3T ren. 7-16 <1.S. C| 14, i

Stvr.i Tnv C.rp . M.Allen, T.-\, 752. 8S3, pub 4 ;'.o 03
Cl, 22,

Summit .Mfg. C.rp. I'rovid.-nee, RI, 752.860, pub 4 30-63,
Cl 21,

Sun Dio]) Sal.-s ('..rp, ; Sec —
Sun Driiji Sale- Ci.rp of America

Sun Dri.p Sale- C.up, "( .Vmi-n.-a, .lb, a Sun Dr.ip S:i,.s C'-rp ,

St Liiui- -Mo 753,043. imb 4 30 o,:;. c] 4,-,

Sunb.-aiii Ciirp
.
Chicago. Ill 752.M5. pub 4 30 03. <"1. 21.

Sunbe.iin Ci.rp.. Chi.-ag.i. 111. 752. S90. pub, 4 3O-03. C|. S.i.

Suit- ."-afe Co,, St, Louis. .Mo, 045,94S. can.- <"! 6
Suiitr.at Growers A .Shippers, Inc : St,

Lindsay Co Oiit-iative Citrus .\ss.)eiation

Sweftpak Farms, luc, Mountain Vi.-w, Calif. 046.197, cauc
Cl 46,

Tar Wl Wi Ranches : .See

Huiiist.-ad. Dale,
Taji Rile I'n.diKts C.rp : .Sec

—

V.-nciing ( "..mpouents. Inc
Tavl.ir-Wintield Ci.rp. The. Warren. (iMu 752,892. pub,

4 30 03 Cl, 23,

Temp Matlc, Inc
,

Houston, Tt.-\. 752, HtM. juih 4 30-63,
Cl, 34.

T.-,\troii Industries. In.- ;
.s'ee

—

liiiheen. Cnrp, Th.-
Vila Var Corp.

Tlmr Power T.)ol Co, Aur.>ra, 111 752.969. j.ub 4 3o 63
Cl, 35,

Thui.-sSiin-.Vngrabright Benn.-tt. Iik-., Skokle, III 7. .3.033.

pub, 4 -30 03, Cl 44,
TissaKes R. idler S,A . Paris ( Seine 1, France, 753,0(il, pub

4-30 63, Cl 39
Tractor Suj.ply ('..,. Chicago. Ill, 752.9*15. pub, 4 30-63

Cl, 35
Trans Atlantic Co . Philadelphia. Pa 752,931. pub 12 11-02,

Cl, 25,
Trav.-l Ree.irds :

.s'( t

Lawson. Allen,
Trl P.iint Industries, Ine ,

Albenson, L.mg Island, N Y,

752.929. pub, -1 30-03 <'l 24
T.)v Guidance ("..uneil. Inc. -New Y..rk, N,Y', 646,220, eanc

Cl. A.
Tovobo Howa Textile Engin.'erlng Co., Ltd, Kita Ku. Osaka.

Japan. 752.926. pub. 4 30-63. Cl. 23
Turi-o Produits. Inc, : Sec

Purex ( orp . Ltd,
Turtle Wax. Ine . Chicago. Ill, 752.822. pub, 4-30-63 Cl. 19,

Thiunae. Dr, Karl. GmbH., Biberach an der Riss. Germany.
752,809, pub, 4 30-63. Cl, 18.

T.-\lr.iii <iregi>ii. Inc. South Beml. Ind 752 77) |,uli 4 '.o-

03. Cl, 13
ritra Plastics, Inc.. Philadelphia. I'a. 752,749, pub. 4- 30-

63. Cl. 12,
Fneeda Doll Co . Inc. Brooklyn, NY. 752.880, pub, 4-30 63,

Cl 22.
Cnlon Fork and Hoe Co. The. Columbus. Ohio, 752.90.-8.

pub 4 30-63, Cl. 23.

Inion Tank Car Co,. Chicago, III. 752.957, pub, 4 30-63,

Cl. 31.
Inique I'rodiicts ; .See

Smith. Sears S.

Inlted Aircraft Products. Inc. Dayton, Ohio 753,073, pub.

4 30-63 Cl, 100
Inlted Merchants and .Manufacturers. Inc. New York. .N.Y.

753.016, pub 8 7-62 Cl. 42.
Inlted >Ierchants and Manufacturers, Inc. New Y'ork. .N.Y

753.027. pub. H-7^i2. Cl 43.

Inlted States Bronze Powder Works. Ine. N.-w ^ ork, .NY ,

to I'nlted States Bronze Powders. Inc. Fleniington, N.I,

174,489. ren, 7-16 63. Cl 16
Fnlted Stat.-s Bronze Powders. Ine, : Sir

I'nited States Bronze Powder Works. Inc,

I'nited States Envelope Co,, Springfield. .Mass, 752,721. pub,
4-30 63. Cl, 2

U.S. Ethlcals. Inc. : Scr
International Laboratories Ltd. ,

TM 792 O.G.—12
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Universal Foods Corp.. Milwaukee, WU. 753,050, pub. 4-30- Waterloo Foundry Co., Inc., Waterloo, Iowa. 752,854, pub
63 CI 46 4-30-03. CI. 21.

I'nlversal" MagneWc Lock, Inc. : Sec Watklns, J. E, Co, Niaywood, 111. 752,932, pub. 4-30-63
Moimrch Tool & Machinery Co ,,.CI. 20. , „. „ ^ ., ,,

Valr Furnltur»' Co of California ; See WernslnR. A. A., D. C. d b.a . A. A W . Products, Hollywood
OallPt. William J. .

..Calif 7r,.{.0.-,.-,, ,„ih. 4 ."{O 03._ CI 46

S 28-62. CI. 50
V'allone MfK Inc., Buffalo, N.Y

Valley Forge Flag Co. Inc., New York, N.V. 753,061, pub West Essex riinting I'lates, Inc., Caldwell, N.J. 752,893

040,098, cane. CI. 32
Vending Components Inc. from Tap Kite Products Corp

Hackensack, N J. 752,775, pub. 4 30-03. CI 13
Ve

pub. 4-30 03. CI 23.
Western Industrial EnnlueerlnK Co , Los Angeles, Calif. 401,-

57S. cane. CI 20.
Whlteford Paper Co. Inc , New York, N.Y. 646,118-19. cane

relniL'te Paplerwerke Seblckedanz & Co., Nurnberg, Bavaria, ri. .H7.

(leriuaiiv 75'" 9S.S pub 4 3()-t)3 CI 37. Wilbur Ellis Co.. d.b a Wilbur Ellis Co., San Francisco, Calif

Vermont f'avlnVcorp, Burlington! Vt.' 752,772, pub. 4 30
....",•?/'•""' V '".'V, •*v'*\"*"'-\

/"'•
'*i?; , .•

(55 (^1 JO \\ illbrand. .\lfred J. d.b. a Sincerely Yours, Odessa, Tex
Versapak FlTm and Packaging Machinery Corp, New York, 752.987. pub. 4-30-63 CI. 36.

,^o c-rn
NY 752 705 pub 1 29 O;! CI. 1. Wilson Sporting Goods Co., River Grove, 111. 752,879, pub

Vlsaggl. John, d.h.a Dktatlon Disc Co., New York. NY. 4 30 03. CI. 22.

752,980. pub. 4 30-03. CI. 30
Vlta-Var Co : See

Goheen Corp.. The.
Vlta-Var Corp

Wilson Sporting Goods Co.. River Grove. 111. 752,881, pub
4 30-63 CI. 22.

Wlss, J., k Sons Co., Newark, N.J. 752,903, pub. 4-30-63.
CI 23.

Vita Var Corp Newark N J to Textron Industries. Inc., Woniack Electronics, Inc., Danville, Va. 752,858, pub. 4-30-

db.a Vlta-Var' Co., Orange," N.J. 401,747, ren. 7-16 63 63 CI 21.

Vulcan Radiator Co., The. Hartford. Conn, 646,103, cane

CI 34
Walker Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis. 752,953, pub. 4 -30 63. CI.

31
WallerstPln Co Inc., New Y'ork. .N Y' , to Baxter Laboratories.

Inc., .Morton Grove. Ill 403.012. ren. 7 16 03. CI 52.

Warner Lambert Pharnuiceutlcal Co. : See
Lambert Pharmacal Co.

Warner Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.
752 K03. pub. 4-30 03. CI IS

Woodlawn F'arm Dalrv Co.. Scranton. Pa. 646,188, cane
CI. 46.

Wrlgley, Wm., Jr , Co , Chicago, 111 753,057, pub. 4-30-63
CI. 46.

Wvandotte Chemicals Corp., Wvandotte, Mich. 646.207, cane
CI 52

Yale Woolen Mills, Tale. Mich. 646.159, cane. 01. 42.

York Oil Burner Co . Inc.. to Tork-Shlpley, Inc., York. Pa.
399.838. ren. 7-10-63. CI. 34.

Morris Plains. N J. Y'ork Shipley. Inc : See

—

(O'nwi iiuu •»-,ii> II, . V 1 i-^ Y'ork oil Burner Co., Inc.

Wate"rbury Savings Bank, Waterbury, Conn. 753,076, pub Z«^nlth Radio Corp, Chicago, III 752,847, pub. 4-30-63.

4-30-63. CI. .02. CI. 21.

U S SOVtRNIIENT PdlNTIHS OmCl l»U
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DIRECTORY FOR REORGANIZED PATENT EXAMINLNG OPERATIONS

Room Phone
CHEMICAL EXAMINING OPERATION—P. E. Mangan, Director 4701 5161

C.eneral Chemistry. Group 110—R. L. Campbell 4083 2856
General Organic Chemistry, Group 120— I. Marcus 4733 2806
Petroleum Chemistry, Group 130—J. S. Bailey___^ 4618 2831
High Polymer Chemistry, Group 140—M. Sterman 4706 2850
Compositions and Molding, Group 150—L. H. Gaston 4091 2864
Coating and Laminating, Group 160—J. Rebold, Acting 4629 2825
Specialized Chemical Arts and Industries. Group 170—W. B. Knight 4063 2863
Chemical Engineering, Group 180—G. D. Mitchell 4876 2832

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING OPERATION—N. H. Evans, Director 6098 3748
Power. Group 210—M. L. Levy 6897 2848
Security, Group 220—S. Boyd 3618 2810
Information Transmission, Group 230—S. W. Capelli 6516 2841

Information Storage and Retrieval, Group 240—W. W. Burns. Jr 6511 2868
Electronic Component Systems and Devices, Group 250—B. G. Miller 6616 2865
Radiation and Instruments, Group 260—F. M. Strader 6086 2854
Elements, Group 270—E. J. Sax , 6625 2837

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING EXAMINING OPERATION—R. A. Wahl, Director... 7701 5175
Material or Article Handling and Dispensing, Group 310—A. Berlin ' 7064 2835
Metal and Plastics Working. Group 320—N. Berger 7620 2815
Manufacturing and Assembling Miscellaneous Articles, Group 330—A, Horton 2088 2514
Machine Tools, Mechanisms, and Elements, Group 340—F. Bronaugh 4057 2858
Hardware Tools and Joints, Group 350—T. Hickey 7868A 2857
Fluid Handling. Group 360—E. Paul 7838 2839
Power Plants, Motor and Pumps, Group 370—C. Gareau 7842 2818
Heating. ^Cooling and Ventilating. Group 380—P. Patrick 7087B 2819

GENERAL ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS EXAMINING OPERATION—
J. A. Manian, Director 5701 3711

Agriculture. Group 410—A. Ruegg 5891 2501
Civil Engineering. Group 420—B. Bendett 3885 2549

Physics. Group 430—R. L. Evans 5898C 2523

Textiles and Apparel. Group 440—R. C. Mader 7898C 2521

Transportation. Group 450—P. Arnold 5600 2547
Furniture and Receptacles. Group 460—W. S, Cole 5609 2552

Printing. Stationery and Material Treatment, Group 470—L. W. Varner 3510 2517
Personal Treatment, Adornment and Amusement, Group 480—L. R. Prince 2320 2562
Designs—J. A. Manian 614DNB 2423
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PATENTS
NOTICES

Board of Appeals Decisions Rendered in the Month of

June 1963

Examiner affirmed 305

Esamlner affirmed In part -;
Sf

Examiner reversed 101

Total 457

International Convention for the Protection

of Industrial Property

Ratification of the Lisbon 1958 Revision by the Federation

of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

The Secretary of SUte has been notified by the Embassy

of Switzerland of the ratification, effective June 16, 1963, by

the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland of the Interna-

tional Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property,

as last revised at Lisbon on October 31, 1958.

(Sl^ed) DAVID L LADD,

June 19, 1963. Commissioner of Patents.

International Convention for die Protection

of Industrial Property

Adherence of Tanganyika to the Lisbon 1958 Revision

The Secretary of State has been notified by the Embassy

of Switzerland of the adherence, effective June 16, 1963, of

the Republic of Tanganyika to the International Convention

for the Protection of Industrial Property &» revised at Lisbon

on October 31, 1958.

(Signed) DAVID L. LADD,

June 19, 1963 Commissioner of Patents

Order No. 5315

Jerome W. Paxton of Washington, D.C. whone registration

number Is 15.517, is hereby excluded, beginning on January

25, 1963, from practice as a patent agent in any application

before the United States Patent Office, without prejudice to

his re-reglstration, upon a sufficient showing, after a period

of not less than one year.

This action Is taken under the provisions of Section 32 of

Title 35 of the United States Code and Rule 348 of the Rules

of Practice of the United States Patent Office In Patent Cases.

EDWIN L. REYNOLDS,

Jan. 25, 1963. First Assistant Commissioner of Patents.

Adverse Decisions in Interferences

In the designated interferences Involving the indicated

claims of the following patents final decisions have been

r«^ndered that the respective patentees were not the first

Inventors with respect to the claims listed.

Patent No. 2,789,919, J. W. Eastes and T. F. Cooke, Hydro-

phobic, organophllic pigments and proct^ss of producing the

same, decided Jan. 23, 1963, Interference No. 90,142, claim 1.

Patent No. 2,825,046, J. M. Herbert and A. W. Simpson,

Production of magnetic material for use in computers or

magnetic memory systems, decided Sept. 18, 1961, Interfer-

ence No. 89,400, claim 1.

Patent No. 2,832,897, D. A. Buck, Magnetically controlled

gating element, decided Feb. 14, 1963, Interference No.

91,653, claims 19, 20, 21 and 22.

Patent No. 2,933,414, L. Beck, Electrostatic spray painting

method and apparatus, decided Feb. 21, 1963, Interference

No. 91,&30, claim 1.

Patent No. 2,939,956, G. I. Parks, Method and apparatus

for treating plastic materials, decided Apr, 23, 1963, Inter-

ference No 92,001, claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Patent No. 2,959,594, M. Gordon and J. J. Lafferty, Iso-

benzmorphan derivatives, decided May 14, 1963, Interference

No. 93,057, claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Patent No. 2,962,761, C. D. Hobson, Apparatus for mold-

ing tlashless rubber articles, decided Feb. 19, 1963, Interfer

ence No. 91,874, claim 8.

Patent No. 2,969,131, J. B. Black, R. W. Meyer and W. F.

Shurts, Power transmission, decided Apr. 26, 1963, Interfer

ence No 92,434, claim 1.

Patent No. 2,978,576, R. L. Watters, Rad'io-frequency

amplifier and converter circuits, decided Apr. 22, 1963, Inter

fereuce No. 92,092, claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8.

Patent No. 2,981,055, J.-M. Froidevaux and F. Bandl, Self-

winding time-piece, decided May 21, 1963, Interference No.

93,066, claim 1.

Patent No. 3.007,179, E. Bertulli, Strainer, decided Apr. 30,

1963, Interference No. 92,542, claims 1. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Adjudicated Patents

(C.A. Pa.) Sendzimir Patent No. 2,110,893 (117—71), for

coating metallic objects with layers of other metals. Held

invalid and not infringed. Armco Steel Corp. v. U.S. Steel

Corp., 316 F.2d 472 ; 137 USPQ 329.

(C A. Pa.) Sendzimir Patent No. 2,136,957 (118—48). for

coating metallic objects with layers of other metals. Held

invalid and not infringed. Id.

New Applications Received During May 1963

Patents
'^•®®^

Designs ^''^

Plant Patents ^
B«lB8ues

Total ^'^^^

Patents

—

Designs--

Reissues -.

Total- --

Issue

779—No. 3,098,232 to No. 3 099,010, Incl.

4,3—No. 195,713 to No. 195,755, incl.

8—No. 25.419 to No. 25,426. incl.

830

811
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(C.A. Pa.) Sendzlmir Patent No. 2,197,622 (117—51),

for galvanizing Hheet metal. Held Invalid and Infringed. Id.

(C.A. Calif.) Kieruifr Patent No. 2,919,042 (214— 18), for

traveling ohip-loadlng crane. Held not infringed. Kierulff v.

Metropolitan Stevedore Co., 314 F.2d 839 ; 137 C8PQ .195.

(C.A. Wash.) Knowleu Patent No. 2,927,443 (62—341),

for plate freezer for packaged goods. Held valid and infringed.

Amerio Contact Plate Freeaert Inc. v. Belt-Ice Corporation.

316 F.2d 459 ; 137 U8PQ 282.

(D.C. Pa.) Hamilton Patent No. 2.442,042 (51—38) for

grinding apparatus. Claims 7 and 10 Held Invalid. Hamil-

ton V. MidrWett Abra^iv*^ Co.. 216 F. Supp. 411; 137 USPQ
309.

(D.C. Mo.) Graham Patent No. 2,627,798 (172—708), for

clamp for vibrating shank plows. Claims 1 and 2 Held valid

and infringed. Oraham v. John Deere Co. of Kan«a» City.

216 F. Supp. 272 ;
— USPQ —

.

(DC. 111.) Johnson Patent No. 2,732,919 (189—34). for

gliding door frame assembly. Claims 1 and 2 Held invalid

and not infringed. Kennatrack Corp. v. Stanley Works, 216

F. Supp. 394 ; 136 USPQ 531.

(DC. 111.) Loren* Patent No. 2.918,113 (297—89), for

multiple position reclining chair. Claims 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, and

12 to 15 Held invalid and not infringed. Lorenz v. Berkline

Corp., 215 F. Supp. 869 ; 137 USPQ 29.

(DC. 111.) Fletcher Patent No. 2,940,509 (297—89), for

multiple position chair. Claims 1, 2, 6, 10, 11, 14 and 16

Held Invalid but not Infringed. Id.

(D.C. 111.) Schllephacke Patent No. 2,940,510 (297—88),

for multiple position reclining chair. Claims 1, 2, and 6 to 10

Held invalid and not infringed. Id.

Patents Available for LJccadiig or Sale

2,667,335. Foldable Fence. J. Samann, 43 Kloabach-
Btrasse, Zurich 7, Switzerland.

3,075,484. Method of and Apparatus for Continuously
Producing Small Section Welded Steel Tubes. Helmut
Benteler, Kreis Paderborn, Oennany. Correapondence to»
Michael 8. Striker, 360 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

3,079,081. Digital Computing Apparatua Utlliilng Alge-
braic-Binary Number Representation, Pere Loula Etlenne
Co«te, Chevilly, France. Correspondence to : Michael S.

Striker, 360 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

3,091.983. Automobile Body Dent Repair Device. Charles
J. Kliss. 179 Palisade Ave., Oarfleld, N.J.

Oeneral Electric Company Is prepared to grant non-exclu-
sive licenses under the following 2,0 patents upon reasonable
terms to domestic manufacturers.

Applications for license under the following 8 patents may
be addressed to : Patent Counsel, Major Appliance Division,

Oeneral Electric Company, Appliance Park, Louisville 1, Ky.

Classification Order No. 352

Classification Order No. 352, dated June 14. 1963, incor-

porates changes in the following classes :

43, Fishing, Teappino and Vbeii in Dbstbotino

60, Power Plants
74, Machind Elembntb and Mbchanisms

91. MOToas. Expansible Chamber Type—Established

(Bulletin No. 453)

92, Expansible Chamber Devices—Established (Bul-

letin No. 454)

121, Motors, Expansible-Chambbr Ttpb — Abolished

(Bulletin No. 167)

123, InternAL-CoMBOSTiON Engines

137, Fluid Handling
173, Tool Driving or Impacting—Established (Bulle-

tin No. 456)

175, Boring or Penetrating thb Earth

277, Joint Packing
308, Machine Elements. Bearings, and Odideb

309, Machine Elements, Cylinders and Pistons-

Abolished (Bulletin No. 371)

343, Communications, Radio Wave

The above changes will be Incorporated In the Manual of

Classification replacement pages dated July 1963.

H. B. WHITM?ni«r*

—

Superintendent, Examining Corpi.

Electrostatic Oas Filter.

Electrode Arrangement
Filter.

Electrostatic Oas Filter.

for Electrostatic Gas
2,814,355.

2,864,460.

2,888,092.

2,917,130.

3,089.314.

3,089,315.

3,089,407.

3,091.682.

Applications for license under the following 5 patents may
be addressed to : Oeneral Electric Company, Transformer
Division, 100 Woodlawn Ave., Pittsfield, Mass. Attn : Patent
Counsel.

Electrostatic Gas Filter Having Arrangement for
Cancelling Captured Charge.

Fan Construction.

Convertible Self-ConUined Cooling Unit for Air
Conditioning.

Temperature Sensor for Roasting Oven.

Heating Unit With Collapsible Terminals.

2,930.839.

2.960.756.

3,074,038.

3,085,680.

3.086,184.

Combined Grading and Corona Shield.

Method of Making Magnetic Cores.

Magnetic Core.

Filter Paper Package and Method of Packaging
Filter Paper.

Coll Structure
Apparatus.

for Electromagnetic Induction

Applications for license under the following 7 patents may
be addressed to : General Electric Company, Flight Propul-
sion Division. KKX) Western Ave., West Lynn 3, Mass. Attn :

Patent Counsel.

3.060.679.

3.065,596.

3,065,597.

3,065.598.

3.065,965.

3.080.876.

3.084,511.

Powerplant.

Relgnltable Solid Rocket Motor.

ReignlUble Solid Rocket Motor.

Reignftable Solid Rocket Motor.

Rotor Blade and Shroud Assembly.

Measuring Device and Method.

Wave Type Pressure Exchanger With
Pressure Rise.

Overall

Disclaimer

3,083,089.

—

Victor A. Renner, MarysvUle, Ohio. Granular
Herbicidal Composition and Method. Patent dated

Mar. 26, 1963. Disclaimer filed May 2, 1963, by the

assignee. The O. M. Scott d Sont Company.

Hereby disclaims the terminal portion of the term of said

patent extending from Feb. 6, 1980, through Mar. 26, 1980,

both dates being inclusive.

PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
H. B. WHITMORE, Superintendent

PATENT EXAMINING OPEBATIONS AND GROUPS

CHEMICAL EXAMINING OPEBATION-P. E. MANOAN. DirMtor.

OENERAL CHEMIBTRY, OBOUP 110-R. L. CAMPBELL, Supervisory Examiner

Inoffanlc Compounds; Inorfanlc Compoaltlons; Organo-Metal and Organo-Metallold Chemistry; Metallurgy; Metal

Stock; Electro Cbemlstry; Batteries.

OENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. OROUP laO-L MARCUS, Supervisory Examiner

HeterocycBc; Amldas; Alkaloids; Aso; Sulfur; Misc. Esters; Carbohydrates; Herbicides; Poisons; Medidnes; Cosmetics;

Steroids.

PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY, OROUP lao-J. 8. BAILEY, Supervisory Examiner

Hydrocarbons; Halofaoatad Hydit>carbons; Mineral Oil Technology; Lubricating Compositions; Gaseous Compositions;

Fuel and Igniting Devtoes; Organic Cbemlstry (Part) e.g.; Oxo and Oxy; Qulnones; Acids; Carboxyllc Acid Esters;

Add Anhydrides; Add HaUdes.

HIGH POLYMERCHEMISTRY, OBOUP 140-M.8TERMAN, Supervisory Examiner

Synthetic Resins; Robber; Protatns; Macromolecolar Carbohydratee;Mixed 8>Tithetio Resin Compositions; Synthetic

Resins With Natural Polymers and Retlns; Natural Resins: Reclaiming; Pore-Forming.

COMPOSITIONS AND MOLDING, OROUP IdO— L. H. QASTON, Supervisory Examiner

Compodtlons (Part) e.g.: Coattng; Molding; Adhesive Compositions; Abrading; Liquid Purification or Separation; Oas

Separation; Special Utility; Molding Processes.

COATING AND LAMINATING, OBOUP 190—J. RESOLD, Supervisory Examiner

Coating: Processes, Apparattu and Misc. Products; Laminating Methods and Apparatus; Stock Materials; Omamen-

Utlon; Adhesive Bonding; Spedal Manufactures.

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL ARTS AND INDUSTRIES, GROUP 170-W. B. KNIGHT, Supervisory Examiner

Bleaching and Dyeing; FertiMiers; Foods; Fermentation; Photography; Analjtlcal Chemistry; Reactors; Sugar and

Starch; Paper Making; Glass Manufacture; MeUUurglcal Apparatus; Gas, Heating and Illuminating; Cleaning Proc-

easss; Liquid Purification; Tbermolytic Distillation; Preserving.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, GROUP 180-G. D. MITCHELL. Supervisory Examiner

Gas. Liquid and Sobd Separation; Csntrtfugal Bowl Sepvators; Gas and Liquid Contact Apparatus; Distillation;

Drying; Refrlgaratton; ConoentraUve Evaporators; Mineral Oils Apparatua; Misc. Physical Processes.

RLECTUCAL EXAMINING OPBBATION—N. H. EVANS. DirMtw.

Oldest Application

POWER. OROUP 210—M. L. LEVY. Supervisory Examiner.

Generation and UtlllsaUon; Oeneral Applications; Conversion and Distribution; Heating and Related Art.

SECURITY. OROUP 230—8. BOYD. Supervisory Examiner -

Ordnance. Firearms and Ammunition; Radar, Sonar. Directional Radio. Torpedoes. Seismic Exploring, Radlo-Active

Batteries; Nuclear Reactors, Powder MetaUurgy, Rocket Fuels; Badlo-Actlve Material.

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION. GROUP 330-fl. W. CAPELLI. Supervisory Examiner

Communications; MntUplextng Technlqoes; Facsimile and Related Art.

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL. OROUP 340-W. W. BURNS. Supervisory Examiner

Data Processing. Computation and Conversion; Storage Devices and Related Art.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SYSTEMS AND DEVICES. OROUP 380-B. O. MILLER. Supervisory Examiner..

Semi-Conductor and Spwse Discharge Systems and Devices; Electronic Component ghxuiU; Wave Transmission Lines

and Networks.

RADIATION AND INSTRUMENTS, OROUP aflO-F. M. STRADER, Supervisory Examiner

Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring.

ELEMENTS, OROUP270—E.J. SAX, Supervisory Examiner -'-

Conductors; Switches; Miscellaneous.

New Amended

10-6-61

2-2-62

12-7-61

6-27-61

12-1-61

12-4-fil

11-24-61

1-11-62

•-14-61

3-*-«2

11-17-ei

7-30-61

1-4-62

l*-4-61

10-11-61

1-25-62

11-21-61



PATENT EXAMINING OPERATIONS AND GROUPS (Continned)

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING EXAMINING OPERATION-H. A. WAHL. DIractM-.

MATERIAL OR ARTICLE HAN'DLIN'Q AND DISPENSINQ, OROUP 310—A. BERLIN'. Supervisory Examiner ..

Material or Article Handling anrl Dispensing; Conveyors; Hoists; Elevators; Article Handling Implements; Store Service;

Sheet and Web Fee<llng; Fluid Sprinkling and Fire Extinguishers; Coin Handling and Check Controlled Apparatua;

Classifying and Assorting Solids.

METAL AND PLASTICS WORKING, OROrP320— N. BEROER, Supervisory Examiner-.

Metal Bending, Drawing. Extruillng, Forging, Rolling; Sheet Metal Working; Chain, Staple, Horseshoe Making; Metal

Founding; Wire Fabrics; Plastic Working Apparatus; Plastic Block, Earthenware Apparatus.

MANUFACTl-RINO AND ASSEMBLIN'Q MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES, OROUP 330-A. M. HORTON,
Supervisory Examiner... --

Special Article Making; Assembling, Tool and Implement Making; and Metal Working.

MACHINE TOOLS, MECHANISMS AND ELEMENTS. OROUP 340— F. H. BRONAUOH, Supervisory Examiner-

Machine Tools for Shaping or Dividing Involving Cutting or Breaking; Machine Elements Including Power Transmission

Components, Work and Tool Holders.

HARDWARE, TOOLS AND JOINTS, OROUP 350—T. J. HICKEY, Supervisory Examiner

Miscellaneous Hardware; Tools; Joints; Cutlery; Locks; Fasteners; Rod Pipe and Electrical Connectors; Buckles; But-

tons, Clasps, Etc.; Pushing and Pulling.

FLUID HANDLING, GROUP 300— E. PAUL, Supervisory Examiner

Fluid Handling; Valves; Pipes and Tubular Conduits; Fluent Material Handling; Lubrication; Baths, Clos«U and Sinks;

Joint Packing.

POWER PLANTS, MOTORS AND PUMPS, GROUP 370—C. F. GAREAU, Supervisory Examiner

Power Plants, Combustion Power Plants, Expansible Chamber Motors, Rotary Motors and Rotary Expansible Chamber

Motors, Expansible Chamber Devices and Internal Combustion Engines, Pumps and Pump Regulation.

HEATING. COOLING AND VENTILATI.N'O, OROUP 380— P. L. PATRICK, Supervisory Examiner

Furnaces, Liquid Heaters and Vaporircrs, Burners, Heat Exchange, Automatic Temperature and Humidity Regulation,

Refrigeration, Ventilation, and Illumination.^

GENERAL ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS EXAMINING OPERATION—J. A. MATaAN. DirMtor.

AGRICULTURE, GROUP 410—A. RUEGG, Supervisory Examiner

Animal Husbandry; Butchering; Fishing, Trapping and Vermin Destroying; Plant Husbandry; Tobacco, Earth

Working.

CIVIL ENGINEERING, GROUP 420—B. BENDETT, Supervisory Examiner

Building StructUTBs; Bridges, Closures; Closure Operators; Safes; Earth Engineering; Drilling; Mining.

PHYSICS, OROUP 430-R. L. EVANS, Supervisory Examiner

Photography; Sound and Lighting; Indicators and Optics; Measuring and Testing; Geometrical Instruments.

TEXTILES AND APPAREL, GROUP 440—R. C. MADER, Supervisory Examiner...

Textiles; Winding and Reeling; Tying Strands; Apparel; Boot and Shoe Making; Sewing Machines.

TRANSPORTATION, OROUP 45(>-P. ARNOLD, Supervisory Examiner

Railways and Rolling Stock; Brakes; Land Vehicles; Aeronautics; Ships.

FURNITURE AND RECEPTACLES, OROUP 460—W. 8. COLE, Supervisory Examiner .-

Furniture; Supports; Cabinet Structures; Receptacles; Baggage.

PRINTING, STATIONERY AND MATERIAL TREATMENT, OROUP 470-L. W. VARNER, Supervisory

Examiner - - - -

Printing; Typewriters; Stationery; Material Treatment.

PERSONAL TREATMENT, ADORNMENT AND AMUSEMENTS, GROUP 480-L. R. PRINCE, Supervisory

Examiner

Surgery; Dentistry; Artificial Bo<ly Members; Toiletry; Amusement Devices; Jewelry; Mechanical Guns; Projectors.

DESIGNS, OROUP 480—J. A. MANIAN, Super^sory Examiner

Industrial Arts; Household, Personal and Fine Arts.

Oldest Application

New Amended

3-5-82

12-13-61

1-31-62

1-1(MQ

1-12-62

2-3S-63

»-5-62

1-17-62

fr-25-62

3-0-62

12-26-62

2-28-62

12-21-61

12-4-61

1-15-62

»-2»-«l

3-13-62

3-5-62

1-8-62

7-2-62

1-10-03
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1960 to January 11)62 jus to why the correction of the drawing had not

been made. He exphiins this by asserting that the preparation of

drawings often requires considerable time and that he did not feel an

investigation to be necessary. It seems obvious that a delay of eight-

een months in preparing drawings could not reasonably be expected.

The second charge alleges that the respondent failed to advise the

applicant Arthur of the status of his application despite several re-

quests for such information. This charge is based on an affidavit by

Arthur, supported by copies of correspondence.

In answer to this charge, the respondent denied "that Mr. Allen E.

Arthur was not apprised of the status of siiid application" but he

does not state when such apprisal was made nor does he deny the

genuineness of the copies of letters attached to the Arthur affidavit

nor any spe<"iHc stat<?ment contained in that affidavit.

The third charge alleges that the respondent failed or refused to

provide the new attorneys appointed by the applicant with an affidavit

explaining the circumstances under which the application became

abandoned. This charge is supported by the testimony of Attorney

Eugene Sabol who described a number of attempts to contact the

respondent and testified that he never received the requested state-

ment from tile respondent despite l>eing twice assured that it would

be forthcoming. In reply to tliis ciiarge, the respondent alleges that

he did forward to Sabol an unverified statement. He does not, how-

ever, indicate when the statement was forwarded and although his

affidavit filed after the hearing states that a copy of the letter contain-

ing this statement is attached to the affidavit, no such copy was in fact

attached.

As previously indicated, the respondent did not appear at the hear-

ing and failed to testify, thus refusing to subject himself to cross

examination. It is evident that his statements with respect to the

matters under consideration are vague and evasive and do not squarely

meet the issues presented, and that they frequently contradict other

evidence. Without discussing the charges in further detail, it is con-

sidered evident that the record, even giving it the most favorable

interpretation from the respondent's point of view, shows an in-

excusable dereliction of duty with respect to his client such as to

require his exclusion from practice before the Patent Office.

The records of this Office show that on February 25, 1960, First

Assistant Commissioner Arthur W. Crocker rendered a decision on

charges preferred against this respondent in which he stated:

"The above findings clearly Indicate a pattern of dilatory tactics on the part of

respondent and a failure to observe a proper agent-client relationship. . . .

"This opinion will be made of record in the respondent's file, together with the

charges and the showing in response thereto and will be considered in dealing

with any further complaint or evidence of misconduct which may come to the

attention of this Office."

Consideration of that decision indicates a continuation of the pattern

refen-ed to and strengthens the conclusion already reached that the re-

sjx>ndent must be- excluded from practice. \'2] Accordingly, an Order

will be issued of even date herewith excluding the respondent from

practice l)efore the Patent Office for a period of not less than one

year. After the expiration of that period, a request for reinstatement

may be considered if accompanied by a showing indicating that con-

duct of the kind here involved will not be repeated.

July 23, 1963

1

U. S. PATENT OFFICE

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

In BE Gbobge J. Handel, Jb.

\o. 6902. Decided February IS, 1965

[50 CCPA — ; Sip F.2d 943; 136 USPQ 460]

APPEAL TO U.S. COLTIT OF CuglfoMS AND PATENT APPEALS-MaTFEB BeFOBE
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COUBT—GBOUNDS OF REJECTION NOT REVEBSED BY BOABD.

"It seems to us that our function is to pass only on such grounds of rejection

as have not been reversed by the highest tribunal of the Patent OflSce."

2 Reissl-e—Claims—Invention Disclosed in Obiginal Patent—35 U.S.C. 251.

"The Board erred in applying the wrong test to determine whether appel-

lant's claims are for 'the invention disclosed in the original patent,' which is

the only provision of section 251 relied on by the Patent Office. In looking

only to the claims of the patent it disregarded the express command of the

statute, which is to look at the disclosure. The cases relied on by the Board.

U 8 Industrial Chemicals, Inc. v. Carbide d Carbon Chemicals Corporation,

315 U S 668 53 USPQ 6, and Parker and Whipple Company v. Yale Clock

Company, 123 U.S. 87. 1887 CD. 584, do not support its position. Although

these cases were prior to the enactment of the Patent Act of 1952. which

changed the words of the prior law, 'for the same invention.' to the words

above quoted, even they stand for the proposition that the entire disclosure

of the original imtent is to be considered in determining what the patentee

intended to claim and what invention the patent discloses."

3 Same—Same—Claiming Mobe ob Less Than Entitled—35 U.S.C. 251.

"• • • the whole purpose of the statute [35 U.S.C. 251], so far as claims are

concerned, is to permit limitations to be added to claims that are too broad

or to be taken from claims that are too narrow. That is what the statue

means in referring to 'claiming more or less than he had a right to claim.

4 Samb-Samb-Invention Disclosed in Obiginal Patent—Same Invention.

"The decisions of this court, both before and after the effective date of the

1952 act, are also to the eflfect, as stated in In re De Jarlais, 43 CCPA 900.

904, 233 F.2d 323. 110 USPQ 36. that 'It is also well settled that the same in-

vention means whatever invention was described in the original patent, and

which appears to have been intended to be secured thereby.'
"

Appeal from the Patent Office. Serial No. 755,830.

REVERSED.
Roger L. Hansel Stevens, Davis, MUler <k Mosher, William Hintze

{Truman S. Safford and Marsha^. M. Holcombe of counsel) for

appellant.

Clarence W. Moore {Raymond E. Martin of counsel) for the

Commissioner of Patents.

Before Worley, Chief Judge, and Rich, Martin, Smith, and

Almond, Jr., Associate Judges

Rich, J., delivered the opinion of the court.

This appeal is from the decision of the Patent Office Board of

Appeals affirming the rejection of claims 4-6 of appellant's applica-

tion Ser. No. 755,830, filed August 1, 1958, for reissue of his Patent

No. 2,705,797, granted April 12, 1955, for "Terminal Applicator

Construction."

The sole issue in the case is whether the appealed claims are for the

invention disclosed in the original patent,'" as required by 35 U.S:C.

251, the statute governing the granting of reissues. The Patent Office

held they are not and appellant argues to the contrary.

The invention disclosed in the original patent ^ is a machine for

applying electrical terminals to pieces of wire, the terminals being

they have in the patent.
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fed by the machine from a reel to the point of application in continu-

ous strips from which they are severed, as applied, one at a time.

The need appellant sougiit to fill by his invention was for a machine

(•{ipable of being variously set up to apply automatically "a consider-

able variety of electrical terminals or connectors." To this end, the

machine, which is in the nature of a stamping press, is arranged to

employ a variety of sets of matched crimping and shearing dies suited

for use with the different terminals or connectors; and the feeding

meclianism, which advances the strips of terminals or connectors one

unit at a time, is made adjustable. Two of the more significant

objects of the invention stated in the application read as follows:

Another object is the provision in a press of a practicable apparatus for apply-

ing terminals in which any one of several terminal feeing relationships may
l>e selected and tcith which any one of several terminal applvin(/ assemltlies

may be combined all as a matter of mere routine. * • • A still further object

resides in the provision of a feeding assembly wherein the length of feed may
readily and acc-urately be adjusted. [Emphasis ours.]

It is not questioned that the specification and drawings fully de-

scribe a machine which C4irries out these objects.

The Claims

The Patent Office admits that appealed claims 4, 5, and 6 incorpo-

rate entirely (with the exception of changing the word "mechanism"

to "machine") the language of original patent claims 1, 2, and 3 and
differ tiierefrom in subject matter only in that each of the appealed

claims adds one or two elements to the patent claim on which it is

based. We c^uote as acceptable the Solicitors explanation:

Claim 4 adds to claim 1 a storing means (the reel) and a means for sequen-

tially feeding the connector strip, the latter having an adjustable stroke. Claim
.'"> is similar in sc<>r)e to c-laim 4, except that it omits the storing means of the

latter clniin. Claim (> likewise omits the storing means, but specifies that the

feeding means or mechanism has "a plurality of settings corresponding to

different feed strokes req\iired by the different size and shape strip connectors."

The Solicitor also state.s, and we agree, that the issue before us is

the same as to all claims, notwithstanding their slight differences.

The Rejection

There is some confusion as to the rejection before us.

The Examijier rejected the claims on two grounds: (1) "that they

are drawn to the old combination of a fastener applicator and feed

means," citing two references to show the combination; (2) "that the

original patent was not partially inoperative and defective by rea-

son of applicant's claiming less than he had a right to claim in his

patent." ^

July 23, 1968

•The reference here Is obviously to the opening clauses of 35 U.S.C. 2M, the first para-
graph of which reads as follows :

Whenever any patent is. through error without any deceptive intention, deemed
wholly or partiy inoperative or invalid, by reason of a defective speciflcation or draw-
ing, or by reason of the patentee claiming more or less than he had a right to claim
in the patent, the Commissioner shall, on the surrender of such patent and the pay-
ment of the fee required by law, reissue the patent for the invention disclosed In the
original patent, and in accordance with a new and amended application, for the un-
expired part of the term of the original patent. No new matter shall be introduced Into
the application for reissue.

Quoting from McCrady, Patent OfBce Practice, 4th ed., 1959, p. 309, "The term 'inoperative'
lias be<-n construed to mean inoperative adequately to protect the Invention, which may
be due to failure of the Solicitor to understand the Invention • • *." There is no Issue of
new niartPF in this case. At oral arugment the Solicitor admitted that the r»lasue claims
<»n appeal an- narroicer than the claims of the original patent. Hence, the defect of the
original claims would seem to be that they claimed more, not less, as the Examiner said,

than the applicant had a right to claim.
The Examiner's error seems to be traceable to the relsaue oath. While In its entirety

the oath makes it perfectly clear that appellant's purpose was to narroir bis claims (at
It'ust ;lulnis 4, .'>, and 6) to avoid the possibility of their being invalid in view of an alleged
prior public use. he too asserted that his patent was partly inoperative "by reason of his
claiming less than he had a right to claim In his patent. The term 'Mess" appears to

July 23, 1963 U. S. PATENT OFFICE

The Hoard iv versed ground (1), saying, "we shall not sustain the

rejection of claims 4, 5 and 6 on the ground that the recited combina-

tion is disclosed by either of the * * * references." That rejection is,

tiierefore, clearly out of the case.

As to ground (2) it is necessary to recite some added facts ' before

the statements of the lioard can be understood. It appears that at

some time during the prosecution of the application for the original

patent the Examiner required "division" (restriction) as between

claims to "1. Combination of applicator and feed; 2. Subcombination

of applicator." Tiie Examiner says the applicant elected to prosecute

claims to the subcombination, which resulted in the allowance of the

three claims of the patent and in the is.suance of the patent. In his

answer, in connection with his second ground of rejection, the Exam-

iner said

:

Tfie claims api>ealed herein are drawn to the same combination as the non-

elected claims of the original application. The claims set fortli the combina-

tion of a connector applicator and a feed methanism. The present claims em-

phasize a different detail ["feature," the Board called it] of the feed mecha-

nism than those of the combination claims of the original application, however,

that does not change the basic combination. •

Therefore, it is not seen that the patent is defective and partially inoperative

by reason of applicant claiming less [sic] than he had a right to claim.

It will thus be seen that underlying the Examiner's refusal of the

claims was his re(iuirenient for restriction and the applicant's election

in the original application, including cancellation of nonelected claims.

The Board stated its understanding of the Examiner's position as

follows

:

He has taken the position tliat api)ellant ma^- not obtain claims by reissue that
,

could have been obtaine<l in a divisional application properly filed in response

to the requirement for division in the original application.

The Board tiien pointed out that appellant's argument was that since

the appealed claims and the nonelected claims were to distinctly differ-

ent conibiiuitiom he was 7iot estopped to present the instant claims in a

reissue application.

Against this background, we now quote the Board's ruling on the

Examiner's second ground of rejection

:

It Is established that an applicant Is estopped from obtaining in a reissue ap-

plication a claim which because of a requirement for division, with which he

acquiesced, was not allowable in his original application. [Cases dted.] How-

ever, since the instant claims recite a different character of connector feed mech-

anism from that recited in the claims cancelled in the original application,

we do not regard the requirement for division and cancellation of nonelected

claims in the original application as constitutini/ an estoppel with respect to the

appealed claims. [Emphasis ours.]

In view of this statement, as well as other discussion of the matter in

the Board's opinion, we cannot conclude otherwise than that the

Board rejected the entire rationale of the Examiner's second rejec-

tion, which was predicated on the requirement for restriction and

appellant's acceptance thereof.

The Board nevertheless sustained the Examiner's rejection of

claims -t, 5, and 6, but on a basis never suggested by the Examiner,

have been used in the sense of (eicer claims than he could properly have made, rather than

in the statutory sense of subject matter included within the claims. Since the patent c a ms
have been retained, neither more nor less is being claimed. The narrower appealed claims

are simply a hedge against possible invalidity of the original claims should the prior use

be oroved. which is a proper reason for asking that a reissue be granted.
3 These facts are assumed on the basis that the Examiner stated them in his answer and

the appellant has not denied them. However, we have nothing In the record before us on

the basis of which we can see these facts for ourselves since they appear only from the

record of the prosecution of the application resulting in the issuance of the patent, no part

of such record having been included In the record on appeal.

819
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and one which we regard, on the whole, as contrary to law. It said
(emphasis ours) :

Nevertheless, It Is fundamental that a reissue must pertain to the same Inven-
tion as that recited in the claims of the patent. Parker d Whipple Company v.

Yale Clock Company, 123 U.S. 87; 41 O.G. 811 ; 1887 CD. 584. The claims oj the
patent recite a "connector applicator mechanism" for applying connectors to
wires by means of severing and crimping die assemblies and do not comprehend
any means for feeding the connectors to the mechanism. The appealed claims
recite a "connector applicator machine" and Include, In addition to the afore-
mentioned connector applicator mechanism, a mechanism for feeding connectors
to said applicator mechanism. Consequently, by the introduction of an addi-
tional element the appealed dlaims are not directed to the same invention
recited in the claims of the patent. Furthermore, we Hnd in the patent no clear
evidence of an intention to claim the particular subject matter of the ap-
pealed clalm.s. Accordingly, we are of the opinion that the appealed claims are
not merely a restatement of the invention claimed in the patent in narrower
form but are a recitation of a different invention.

On request for reconsideration the Board clearly reaffirmed its posi-
tion saying that its decision had been that the appealed claims are
directed to "a different invention from that recited in the claims of
the patent sought to be reissued." [Emphasis ours.] It also re-

affirmed its finding of no intent to claim the subject matter of the
appealed claims but amplified its position by stating that this finding
was based on an examination of the claims presented for prosecution
in the application for the issued patent.*

On the basis of the foregoing holdings in the tribunals below, we
arrive at the following conclusions as to the rejection which is before

us. The Board clearly reversed ground (1) based on old combination.
The Board effectively reversed ground (2) by entirely disagreeing
with the only reasoning used by the Examiner to support it. The
Board said, however, that it was "not convinced of any fundamental
error in the Examiner's position," which we can take in this context
as meaning no more than that he was right in rejecting the claims.

But the Board substituted for the Examiner's reasoning an entirely

different statutory basis of its own for holding that appellant could
not have claims 4, 5, and 6 in a reissue.

The Examiner's reason was that appellant had not shown that he
had claimed less than he had a right to claim in the original patent,

a reason based on section 251 (see fn. 2, supra) coupled with an estop-

pel due to cancellation of nonelected claims. It appears clearly to us
that the Board substituted for the Examiner's reasons for saying
appellant had not brought himself within section 251, which reasons
it rejected, entirely new reasons of its own, which were two: First,

that the patent claims and Ihe reissue claims are not for the same
invention, on the basis of a comparison of both sets of claims alone;
second, that looking to the patent as a whole a clear intention to claim
the subject matter of the appealed claims does not appear.

We stated at the beginning of this opinion that the issue before
us is whether the claims are for the invention disclosed in the patent
We say this notwithstanding the Patent Office Solicitor's opening
statement in his brief that the appeal is from a decision affirming a
rejection on the ground that appellant has not shown that he claimed
less, than he had a right to claim in his patent. Only in a very techni-

It is difficult to underBtand how the Bo«rd could have expected to find, for the puri>o*e
of aupporting a reissue, an intent to claim In claims presented in but cancelled from the
patent application in view of a long line of reiaaue cases holding that deliberate cancella-
tion of claims in the original application, to obtain Issuance, Is not Inadvertence (error)
and therefore bara the grant of timilar claims in the reissue, even though the claims were
cancelled merely In response to a requirement for division. See McCradv. op. dt. fn. 2.
p. 311-312.

July 28, 1968 July 23, 1963 U. S. PATENT OFFICE

cal sense is the Solicitor correct, because the Examiner made such a

rejection and the Board held it not to be "fundamentally" in error and

affirmed it. But in reality the Board affirmed it only by reversing

all the underlying reasoning of the Examiner and substituting its

own, relying on the same section of the statute but not on the same

clause. The Examiner's rejection was left an empty shell notwith-

standing the affirmance.

[1] It seems to us that our function is to pass only on such grounds

of rejection as have not been reversed by the highest tribunal of the

Patent Office. In the instant case that means that the only grounds

before us are the final reasons given by the Board for refusing the

appealed claims. We believe the issue to be as we have stated it.

Our Opinion

[2] The Board erred in applying the wrong test to determine

whether appellant's claims are for "the invention disclosed in the

original patent," which is the only provision of section 251 relied on

by the Patent Office. In looking only to the claims of the patent it

disregarded the express command of the statute, which is to look at

the disclosure. The cases relied on by the Board, UjS. Industrial

Chemicals, Inc. v. Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Corporation, 315

U.S. 668, 53 USPQ 6, and Parker and Whipple Company v. Tale

Clock Company, 123 U.S. 87, 1887 CD. 584, do not support its posi-

tion. Although these cases were prior to the enactment of the Patent

Act of 1952, which changed the words of the prior law, "for the same

invention,'' to the words above quoted, even they stand for the prop-

osition that the entire disclosure of the original patent is to be con-

sidered in determining what the patentee intended to claim and what

invention the patent discloses.

We are constrained to agree with appellant that if the Board's view-

were to prevail, the reissue statute would be of very little practical

effect, for, by elementary principles of claim interpretation, when-

ever an element or other limitation is added to or taken from a claim

it becomes a claim to a different invention. [3] Yet the whole pur-

pose of the statute, so far as claims are concerned, is to permit limita-

tions to be added to claims that are too broad or to be taken from

claims that are too narrow. That is what the statute means in refer-

ring to "claiming more or less than he had a right to claim."

[4] The decisions of this court, both before and after the effective

date of the 1952 act, are also to the effect, as stated in In re De Jarlais,

43 CCPA 900, 904, 233 F.2d 323, 110 USPQ 36, that "It is also well

settled that the same invention means whatever invention was de-

scribed in the original patent, and which appears to have been in-

tended to be secured thereby." See In re Mayo, 29 CCPA 1192, 129

F.2d 700, 64 USPQ 322, and In re Murray, Jr., 20 CCPA 1046, 64

F.2d 788, 17 USPQ 365. In the District Court for the District of

Columbia the same rule was applied in Kinnear v. Marzall, 95 F.

Supp. 55, 88 USPQ 524. The Patent Office Solicitor admits that in

these cases the courts found it sufficient to examine the specifications

and claims but urges us, over several pages of brief, to "give due

weight to the 'division aspect' of the prosecution history of the pat-

ented application * * *." By this he apparently means the follow-

ing, with which he concludes his brief

:

Appellant showed a dear intent not to secure the Invention directed to the

claimed combination by canceling claims directed thereto in the patented ap-

plication. In effect, he conceded away the right to claim the combination in

821
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that ai>plicatifm. Since such right Is a basic requirement of section 2J51, it is

submitted tliat there is uo legal basis for granting a reissue of the original patent.

Since the Patent Office has not seen fit to inchule in the record a

single one of the allegedly canceled claims we do not see how we could,

even if we would, determine what appellant may have "conceded

away." Hut this is of no moment inasmuch as the Board disposed of

this point and put it beyond our reach in its opinion on request for

reconsideration, wherein it said :

We further pointed out in our decision that tee found no claim presented dur-

ing the prosecution of [the] patent application directed to a connector a-pplicator

machine of the charactiT recited in the appealed claims and consequently found

no clear evidence of api)ellaiit's intention to therein claim the subject matter of

the herein api>eale<l claims. [Emphasis ours.]

It would appear, therefore, that appellant has been adjudged by the

Board never to have made a claim to the subject matter of the appealed

claims or of that character. Consequently he never cancelled such a

claim. It follows that the Solicitor's argument is directly contra-

dicted by the finding of the Board, based, moreover, on information

to which we liave no access.

As for the Board's holding on intent, we find it to be contrary to

the clear indication of the specification of the original patent, which

the Board failed to take into consideration, particularly the state-

ment of objects quoted early in this opinion. They clearly point to

the subject matter of the appealed claims as part of appellant's in-

vention, especially when read with the detailed description of the

machine and its mode of operation. Since we find this to be sufficient

to sustain appellant's right to claim the subject matter of the appealed

claims, we find it unnecessjiry to consider his other arguments based

on the claims of his original patent.

The decision of the Board is reversed.

REVERSED.

PATENT SUITS
Notices under 35 U.S.C. 290 : Patent Act of 1962

July 23, 1963

2,450,152, II. B. MUler, Fruit picker's crane, filed Apr. B,

1963, D.C., S.D. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. 63/39«-TC,

FMC Corporation v. McCabe-PotcerB Body Co., Inc.

2,482,837, W. N. Buckner, Pimento coring machine, filed

Apr 10, 1963, D.C., S.D. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc.

63/42a EC, Elmer J. Touroa v. Conaolidatr^i Food* Corpora-

tion.

2,483,032, J. Baer, Excavating tooth, filed Nov. 12, 1959,

DC, NX). 111. (Chicago), Doc. 59cl798, Electric Steel

Foundry Company v. American Steel Foundrie$. Dismissed

by stipulation without prejudice Feb. 4, 1963.

2,510,438, K. M. Tuohy, Contact lens, filed Apr. 9, 1963, DC,
N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 63c58©, Plastic Contact Lena Com-

pany V Benjamin D. Ritholz et al.

i.5»7,704, C. V. Carlson, Process of making hollow bodies

from fusible plastic materials ; 2,««5.7S8, Carlson and Schober,

Machine for manufacturlDK hollow bodies from thermoplastic

shell members, filed July C, 1962, D.C., N.D. 111. (Chicago),

Doc. ')2cl313, Coaom Corporation v. Beco Product* Corpora-

tion. Stipulation and order dismissing cause with prejudice

Oct. 2, 1962.

2,607,067, F. K. Mlnerley, Suction operated floor cleaning

tool ; 2,607,008, same. Suction operated floor cleaning device

employlnK liquid ; 2,603,000, same. Suction operated floor tool,

filrd .Sept. 14, 1959, DC, N.D. Ohio (Toledo), Doc. 8278,

The Hoover Company v. Air-Way Branchea, Inc. Complaint

and counterclaim dismissed with prejudice Apr. 8, 1963.

t,0O7,0«8. (See 2,607,067.)

2.«6S,78». (See 2,597,704.)

S,«»S,00O. (See 2,607,067.)

2,007,525, J. C. Breneman, Dish drainer, filed Mar. 6, 1962,

D.C., S.D.N. Y., Doc. 62/1048, Rubbermaid Incorporated v.

Artcraft Wire Worka, Inc. Stipulation and order of dismissal

Apr. 9, 1963.

S,7SS.047, D. J. Bauer, Plow attachment ; Rej. No. 002,866

(THE COVER BOARD), Spred-AH, Inc., same, filed Mar. 29,

1961, DC, N D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. «lc543, Donald J. Bauer

r. International Harveater Co. Stipulation and order dis-

missing complaint with prejudice ; counterclaim dismissed

without prejudice Apr. 3, 1963.

t,7S8,902, B. C. Phillips, Cbarge forming device; 2,7»6,8S8,

same, Fuel feed and charge forming apparatus ; 2,828,005,

H. K. Brown, Charge, forming and fuel feeding apparatus ;

2,841,872, same. Apparatus for delivering combustible mixture

to an Internal combustion engine; t,MS,UO, same. Fuel feed

and charge fonnlng apparatus, filed Aug. 13, 1960, DC,
N.D. Ohio (Toledo), I>oc. 8071, The Tillotaon Manufacturing

Company v. Textron, Inc. Claims 1 and 2 of Patent No.

2,733,902 held Invalid ; claims 1 through 10 of Patent No.

2,796,838 held Invalid ; claims 1 and 2 of Patent No. 2,823,905

held Invalid ; claims 3. 8 and 13 of Patent No. 2,841,372 held

Invalid ; claims 4 through 7, 9 through 12 and 14 through 17

of Patent No. 2,841,372 held valid and Infringed; Injunction

granted (notice Apr. 11, 1963).
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2,736,054. J. M. White, Anchor trim, filed Oct. Hi, 19.j9,

DC, S.D. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. 1069-59K, Joseph M.

White v. TakTrak, Inc., doing busincKS as Royal ISales <t

.Manufacturing Co. et al. Defendant enjoined
;
patent held

valid (notice Apr. 11, 1963) ; same, Doc. 1068-59-MC,
Joaeph J/. White v. Sydney Roth and Otto Powell, doing

buaineaa aa .S. Roth Company. Defendant enjoined
;
patent

held valid (notice Apr. 11, 1963).

2,753,663, D F. Jones, Production of hybrid seed corn, filed

Apr. 10, 1903, D.C., N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 63r597, Re-

Kearch Corporation v. Pfiater Anaociated Grouera, Inc.

2,796,838. (See 2,733,902.)

2,823,906. (See 2,733,902.)

2.M1,S72. (See 2,733.902.)

2.856.653. R. H. Sutter, Method and apparatus for making

hollow sht'll foundry sand articles ; 2,867,017, same. Method

(if and apparatus for making resin bonded sand shell molds

and cores, filed Apr. 8, 1963, D.C., N.D. 111. (Chicago), Do<'.

63c579, Sutter I'roducta Company v. Pettibone Mulliken

Corporation.

2,867,017. (See 2,856,653.)

2,875,534, E. Grossman, Heel protector, filed June 22. 1962,

DCN J. (Camden), Doc. 506-62, Evlyn Oroanman v. Judy

Jetrtl Co., Inc. Stipulation of dismissal Apr. 11 1963.

2,875,851, P. VakoB, Starter for a gasoline engine, filed Apr.

10, 1963, DC, ED. Wisconsin (Milwaukee), Doc. 63-C-88,

Peter Vakoa v. Tecumaeh Products Company.

2.883.654. J. Bauer, Jr., Horn-light combination, filed Feb.

27, 1961, DC, S D .N.Y., Doc. 60/731, Bert Scheuer, Inc. v.

O. Joannou Cycle Co., Inc. Stipulation and order of dismissal

without prejudice Apr. 11, 1963.

2,883,985, R. I'. Evans, Medical appliance, filed June 27.

1962, D.C.N. J, (.Xewark), Doc. ."j42/62, Sterilon Corporation

\. C. R Bard, Inc. Stipulation of dismissal .\pr 3, 1963.

2,900,915, W. G. Rowell, Automatic engine cut-off for pump-
equipped tank truck vehicles, filed Sept. is. 1902. D.C Mass.
(Boston), Doc. 62-707-W, Scully Signal Company v. Harold
J. Olaon and Olaon ThrottU' Control, Inc. Patent held valid

and not infringed Ai)r. 2, 19G3.

2,903,250. (See 2,733,902.)

2,903,736, F. C. Osteu, Automatically-locking sash balance

for removable sash windows, filed Nov. 27, 1961. D.C, ED
Mich. (Detroit), Doc. 21913, Malta Mfg. Co. v Fred C.

Oaten, Sr. et al. Patent held Invalid ; decree dismissing

counterclaim Apr. S, 1963.

2,906,382, R. T. Rosten et al.. Controls for water softening
apparatus and system, filed Mar. 5, 1963. D.C, WD. Wis
(Madison), Doc. 3620, Randolph T. Roaten et al., doing buai-

neaa o* Capital Plating d Machine Co. v. Borgerud Mfg. Co..

Inc.

2,950,703, W. G. Axtell, Luggage case, filed Apr. 11, 1963,

DC, E.D.N.Y. (Brooklyn), Doc. 63C-403, Schu>ayder Bros.,

Inc. V. Eastern Case Co., Inc.

2,974,055, W. G. Scharf, Lustrous fabrics and methods of

producing same, filed Feb. 2, 1962, DC, W.D.N.C (Char
lotte), Doc. 1666, Metal Film Company, Inc. v. Riegel Paper
Corporation et al. Patent held valid ; defendants enjoined

Apr. 11, 1963.

I)e«. 171,472, Willlnger k Nestler, Aquarium breeding trap.

filed Apr. 3, 1963, D.C.N. J. (Newark), Doc. 276-63, .Aquar-

iums, Incorporated v. Ludtcig Stark et al.

Des. 178.803, A. J. Quellette, Baby chair, filed Apr. 5. 1963,

D.C, S.D. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. 63-406-Y, Infanaeat
Company v. Manufacturers Diatributora, Inc.
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Matter enclosed In heavy brackets C J appears In the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification ;
matter

printed in Italics indicates additions made by reissue.

25,419
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOP
Tyndall D. Evans, Dexter, Minn.

Original No. 2,930,057, dated Mar. 29, 1960, Ser. No.
747,476, July 9, 1958. Application for reissue Mar.
27, 1961, Ser. No. 98,728

21 Claims. (CI. 15-^99)

so that tilting of said actuating member with respect to

the axis of said cathode support causes pivotal movc-

1. An electric mop comprising a frame, a handle con-

nected to said frame, a plurality of rollers, means rota-

tively mounting said rollers on said frame, an endless

belt entrained over said rollers, means reactingon a first

of said rollers for laterally moving said first roller in a

direction Ho tighten said belt, an electric motor carried

by said frame, means drivingly connecting said motor

to at least one of the other of said rollers to propel said

endless belt, a wringer roller in contact with said belt and

located adjacent to a second of said plurality of rollers to

squeeze liquid from the belt, a drip pan located below said

wringer roller and said adjacent roller to collect the liquid

squeezed from said belt, and mechanical means selec-

tively positionable with respect to said second roller for

supporting said wringer roller and said pan so that the

mop may be disposed at various angles for cleaning floors,

walls and ceilings with the pan located below the wringer

and second rollers to collect the liquid squeezed from

said belt.

25,420
MAGNETRONS

James Rodney Mitchell Vaughan, Scotia, N.Y., and

Robert Henry Bright, Stanwell, England, assignors to

Electrical & Musical Industries Limited, Hayes, Middle-

sex, England, a company of Great Britain

Original No. 2,894,171, dated July 7, 1959, Ser. No.

674,715, July 29, 1957. Application for reissue July

3, 1961, Ser. No. 125,031
Claims priority, application Great Britain Sept. 19, 1956

11 Claims. (CI. 315—39.67)
1. A magnetron comprising a cathode disposed within

an aperture in an anode, wherein said cathode is mounted

at one end of an elongated support, which support is

pivotably mounted about a point intermediate its ends and

is provided near its end remote from said cathode with a

collar having a part spherical outer surface which engages

with a complementary spherical inner surface of an actu-

ating member having a part spherical outer surface en-

gaging a complementary surface in a bearing and wherein

the [centre] center of curvature of the outer surface of

said actuating member is not coincident with the [cen-

tre] center of curvature of the outer surface of said collar

824
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ment of said support thus enabling said cathode to be

[centred] centered with respect to said aperture.

25,421
ARTICLE WASHING MACHINE

Robert K. Nolte, Chatham, NJ., assignor to Metalwash
Machinery Company, Elizabeth, NJ., a copartnership

Original No. 3,056,414, dated Oct 2, 1962, Ser. No.
79,609, Dec. 30, 1960. Application for reissue Nov.
27, 1962, Ser. No. 241,110

10 Claims. (CI. 134—60)

•" --^y

M .^

7. A machine for cleaning ring type baking pans hav-

ing a central hollow cake hole coring member, com-

prising a'housing, conveyor means for transporting baking

pans through said housing, said conveyor means including

a plurality of spaced upstanding pan supports, said pan

supports including an upstanding member adapted to

engage the hollow cake hole coring member of a ring

type baking pan placed in inverted fashion thereover,

fluid projecting means below said conveyor to direct fluid

upwardly to obliquely contact the inside surface of the

outer wall of the inverted baking pans, thereby rotating

the pans relative to said conveyor means and means for

limiting upward displacement of the rotating baking pans.
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25,422
COILABLE PARTITION

Clarence E. Carlo, Dubuque, Iowa, assignor to Dubuque
Products, Inc., Dubuque, Iowa, a corporation of Iowa

Original No. 2,978,019, dated Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No.
783,295, Dec. 29, 1958. AppUcation for reissue Jan.

8, 1963, Ser. No. 250,194
5 Claims. (O. 160—23)

connector strip, stacking means for aligning said sub-

assemblies into respective units and affixing said units to

the ram and bed walls respectively whereby a desired die

set may be quickly arut easily assembled from various

combinations of elements, means for storing a simply of

preformed connectors sufficient for substantial operation.

5. A callable partition and operating means therefor

comprising a holder, a coilable partition rotatably mounted

in said holder, said operating means comprising a drive

shaft, power means adapted to drive said drive shaft in

either direction, driving means for coiling said partition,

a first freely rotatable means mounted about said drive

shaft and connected to said driving means, a clutch mem-

ber on said first freely rotatable means, a second freely

rotatable means mounted about said drive shaft in spaced

relation to said first freely rotatable means, a clutch

member on said second freely rotatable means, partition

extending means connected to said second freely rotatable

means, a slidable clutch mounted on said drive shaft in-

termediate said first clutch member and said second clutch

member for selective engagement with one or the other of

said members depending upon the direction of rotation

of said drive shaft whereby when the drive shaft is ro-

tated in one direction the clutch will engage said first

freely rotatable means and operate the driving means to

coil the partition and when the drive shaft is rotated in

the opposite direction the clutch will engage the second

freely rotatable means to operate said partition extend-

ing means and cause the partition to be extended.

and feeding means for sequentially advancing said con-

nectors into said machine and in operative relation to said

die assembly, said feeding means having an adjustable

stroke for coordinating the connector feed with the pitch

distance of said die assembly, whereby to accurately posi-

tion for application the connectors of said different size

and shape, respectively.

25,424
CONTINUOUS METAL PRODUCTION AND CON-

TINUOUS GAS PLATING
Harry A. Toulmin, Jr., Dayton, Ohio, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Union Carbide Corporation, New \ot\l,
N.Y., a corporation of New York:

Original No. 2,657,457, dated Nov. 3, 1953, Ser. No.
115,033, Sept. 10, 1949. Application for reissue Nov.
1, 1955, Ser. No. 544,387

22 Claims. (CI. 29—417)

\^^h=i

25,423
TERMINAL APPLICATOR CONSTRUCTION

George J. Handel, Jr., Camp Hill, Pa., assignor to

AMP Incorporated, a corporation of New Jersey

Original No. 2,705,797, dated Apr. 12, 1955, Ser. No.

65,646, Dec. 16, 1948. AppUcation for reissue Aug. 1,

1958, Ser. No. 755,830
6 Claims. (CI. 1—177)

4. A connector applicator machine for applying a plu-

rality of different sized and shaped connectors onto wires

comprising a press including ram and bed members each

having an open wall, a multiple element die assembly in-

cluding in combination opposed subassemblies adapted for

relative reciprocal movement, each of said subassemblies

comprising a plurality of replaceable die elements with

at least one of said elements being adapted to project into

interleaved relation between portions of the opposed said

subassembly, said subassemblies including crimper and

anvil elements and a severing element spaced from said

crimper and anvil for severing the lead connector from a

1. A process of casting and plating metal simultane-
ously and continuously which comprises the stepw of
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pouring molten metal into a mold and continuously with-

drawing hot congealed metal from the mold in a down-

wardly direction, cooling said continuously cast metal

to a temperature in the range of 30() to 600° F., there-

after subjectmg said cast metal while continuously mov-

ing along to a heat-decomposable metal vapor compound,

at least a portion of said vapor decimposing at said tem-

perature range whereby metal is deposited on said con-

tinuously moving cast metal, and severing the resultant

continuously cast and gaseous metal plated product into

a desired length.

25,425
TOE HOLDING DEVICE FOR SKIS

Hjalmar Hvam, Rte. 1, Box 404, BeavertoD, Oreg.

Original No. 2,994,543, dated Aug. 1, 1961, Ser. No.

27.811, May 9, 1960. Application |or reissue May 7,

1962, Ser. No. 193,372
12 Claims. (CI. 280—11.35)

holding device arm, a toe holding jaw adjusting screw

vertically positioned between said arm and said jaw, said

jaw and said arm having contiguous surfaces, in one of

which there is a half-nut surface threadedly engaging

a portion of said screw, and in the other of which there

is a recess surrounding the remainder of said screw, said

screw having a non-threaded portion, and means formed

on the other of said surfaces and engaging said non-

ihreaded portion for preventing longitudinal movement
of said screw.

25,426
BALL NUT SCREW ASSEMBLY

William H. Doerfner, Saginaw, Micli., assignor to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Original No. 2,779,206, dated Jan. 29, 1957, Ser. No.

529,150, Aug. 18, 1955. Application for reissue Feb.

10, 1958, Ser. No. 715,166
12 Claims. (CI. 74-^59)

1. A toe holding device for a ski comprising a base

adapted to be mounted on the upper surface of a ski,

vertical pivot means mounted on said base, a toe holding

device arm pivotally mounted on said pivot means and

having a free end, strain-release means normally holding

said toe holding device arm in fixed relation to said pivot

means, said free end having a vertical guideway formed

thereon, a toe holding jaw slideably engaged with said

guideway for vertical movement with respect to said toe

ffi ^
I. In a worm and nut device wherein the connection

beiween the worm and nut comprises a ball train confined

in a passageway formed by the worm groove and a com-

plementary internal helical groove in the nut, the improve-

ment which resides in gradually varying the pitch diameter

of the thread of one or both of said worm and said nut

outward of center so as to obtain a condition of no-lash

on center and progressively increasing lash off-center.

/^
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3,098,232

SURGICAL CLIP APPLICATOR
Adolph M. Brown, Beverly Hills, Calif., assignor of

twenty percent to Ernest C. Wood and of twenty per-

cent to Rene G. Le Vaux
Filed Feb. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 10,595

5 CUims. (CI. 1—349)

4r-at .
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1. An instrument for applying clips of U-shape having

a rear bail portion and a pair of spaced parallel side arms

extending forwardly from said bail with spicules extending

inwardly and downwardly from the forward edge portion

of the spaced parallel side arms, comprising a maga-

zine for receiving a number of said clips in said in-

strument aligned in end-to-end relation, said magazine

including a clip-receiving guideway in said body, means

in said guideway for urging clips therethrough, said guide-

way engaging and slidably supporting the lateral edge

portions of the side arms of said clips, and means for

sequentially applying the clips in the magazine to the

work including jaws and positioned in advance of said

guideway a distance substantially equal to the length of

an individual clip, said jaws having scats for receiving

and supporting the front edge of the side arm of said clip

while the adjacent end of said guideway is designed to

support the rear edge of the clip, whereby the area between

the arms of said clip is unobstructed and the points of

the clip can be easily observed and movable abutment

means movable to one position with the abutting surface

thereof normally located within said guideway a distance

substantially equal to the length of comprising an indi-

vidual clip from the end of said guideway and movable

from its normal position out of said guideway whereby

the body of the clip following the clip next to be applied

may be normally restrained and whereby said following

clip may be released to effect urging thereof into appli-

cation position.

3,098,233
SHOULDER-MOUNTED SAFETY HOOD

Earl J. Hoagland, Barrington, III., assignor to Standard

Safety Equipment Co., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Sept. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 56,726
12 Claims. (CI. 2—3)

adapted to cover the human head, a downward extension

therefrom having front and back portions connected b\

shoulder fxartions adapted to rest on the human shoulders.

a transversely extending relatively rigid transverse brace

secured across the back portion near the shoulder portions,

an upwardly extending relatively rigid brace -ecured along

the back portion to be supported by the shoulders through

the transverse brace, extending below the transverse brace

to be positioned by the back of the wearer and crossing

the transverse brace and extending substantiaiU to the

top of the head hood to support the head hood independ-

ently of the head therein, said head hood includmg a

transparent portion in the front.

1. A shoulder-mounted windowed safety hood formed

in large part of soft material and including a head hood

3,098,234
CONSTRUCTION OF BASEBALL GLO\ ES

Harry B. Latina, F^st St. Louis, III., assignor to A. G.
Spalding & Bros., Inc., Chicopee, Mass., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Mav 1, 1961, Ser. No. 106,923

3 Claims. (CI. 2—19)

3. In a baseball glove comprising a body having a

face side and a back side and a heel defining a marginal

part of a ball receiving pocket in the face side, and the

bod\ having a hand receiving opening in the back side,

the improvement of a palm ply in the face side of the

body having a margin extending to and along the heel,

a heel ply having a margin extending adjacent said palm

ply margin and defining an extremity of the heel part of

the ball receiving pocket, said palm ply margin and heel

ply margin being arranged in lapped relation to form a

multi-ply line in the face side defining a raised seam be-

tween the heel and ball receiving pocket, and means ex-

tending through the lapped margins forming said raised

seam to secure the palm and heel plies together and fix

said multi-ply line in the face side of the glove body.

3,098,235
CLOTHING WITH ADHESIVELY APPLIED

BODYING LAYER
Albert D. Gusman, 300 Central Park W., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 858,728
3 Claims. (CI. 2—97)

1. An article of apparel comprising a base fabric cut

to the desired pattern and a bodying layer bonded thereto

by thermoplastic pellets having a melt index between 20

and 200, said pellets being positioned at discrete, sepa-

rated locations and fused to the mating surfaces of both

the bodying layer and the base fabric, the separation be-

tween adjacent pellets being greater than the major di-

827
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mension of the pellets so that approximately 50% of the disposed within and secured to said outer covering, said

material surface is bonded together by the fused pellets outer covering and said lining being complementary and
having corresponding finger stalls in each, said lining

having an opening in a lining finger stall positioned to

enable passage of a finger of the hand of the wearer there-

through into the associated covering finger stall and into

the space between said lining and said covering, said

covering being unbroken in an area which is adjacent

and overlies said opening whereby to promote sensitivity

of feel for the wearer while still completely enclosing
the finger of the wearer's hand which is projected through
said opening and into the space between said lining and
covering.

3 098 238
and so that the fabric may be flexed against the weave SELF-SUPPORTING TROUSERS
of the fabric without physical contact of adjacent pellets. Alfred Diamond, London, England, assignor to S. Slmp-

^^_^^^^^_^__ son Limited, London, England, a British company
Filed Nov. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 68,911

3,098,236 2 Claims. (CL 2—237)
GARMENT CONSTRUCTION

Isabel M. Bemfeld, 509 FranUin Turnpilic,

Allendale, NJ.
Filed Aug. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 134,622

2 Claims. (CI. 2—106)

1. An upper garment comprising, a back section se-

cured to left and right front sections along a pair of

shoulder seams and along a pair of side seams, respec-

tively, a panel having a top edge defined between upper

left and right corners, said top edge being secured only

at said upper left and right corners thereof, respectively,

to said shoulder seams, whereby said top edge rerftains

unsecured between said corners, said panel extending from

said shoulder seams downwardly and terminating below
said back section, said panel having side edges secured

only along the lower parts thereof to said left and right

front sections, respectively, whereby the upper parts of

said side edges between said corners and said lower parts

remain unsecured the portion of said panel below said

back section being adapted to be tucked into a lower gar-

ment when said upper garment is worn and said tucked in

portion being prevented from riding up during bending

movement of the wearer.

1. Self supporting trousers comprising a body portion
and a waistband secured thereto, said waistband being
formed in four sections, two at each side of the trousers,

said sections provided with linings, one of the two sec-

tions at each side of the trousers being movable toward
and away from the second section, a pleat in the ma-
terial of the body portion at each side of the trousers,

said pleat extending into the waistband with one edge of

said pleat anchored to the movable section of the waist-

band, a band of elastic webbing attached at one end to

the movable section of the waistband and at its other
end to said second waistband section at a point remote
from its point of attachment to the movable section, a

band of elastic webbing attached at one end to the lining

of one of said two sections and at the other end to the

waistband of the second of said two sections on the same
side of the trousers at a point remote from its point of

attachment to the lining of said one section and a further

band of elastic webbing connecting one of said bands of
elastic webbing to the inner side of the pleat.

3,098,237
DUAL FEEL GLOVE AND MITT

Morris L. Slimovitz, % Morris Mfg. Co., P.O. Box 308,
Newbem, Tenn.

Filed Aug. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 130,188
4 Claims. (CI. 2—164)

1. A glove providing increased sensitivity of feel for

the wearer comprising an outer covering and a lining

3,098,239
PROSTHETIC FOOT

Hugo Otto Max Nader, Duderstadt, Hannover am

'

Euzenbeig 20, Germany
Filed Jan. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 83,570

4 Claims. (CI. 3—7)
1. A solid ankle-cushion heel prosthetic foot compris-

ing, a keel having a portion thereof extending forwardly
and downwardly to provide a bottom surface sloping gen-
erally forwardly and downwardly from an elevated rear

terminus, attaching means extending upwardly from said

keel at a position rearwardly of the forward and down-
ward portion and adapted to secure said foot to a pros-

thetic ankle segment, an upper foot portion constructed
of a tough but resilient material and overlying the for-

ward portion and sides of said keel and extending for-

wardly of the forwardmost terminus of said keel, said

upper portion also underlying the bottom of said keel to
thereby completely cover said forward portion, said sides
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and bottom of the keel with at least the section of said

upper foot portion that underlies the rear portion of said

keel bottom being in direct contact therewith, a generally

horizontal sole portion constructed of resilient material

having a density less than that of the upper and secured to

the bottom of said upper between the forward terminus

thereof and the forward terminus of said keel, and a uni-

tary wedge-shaped keel segment of resilient material hav-

ing a density less than that of said sole portion and se-

cured at the rear of the foot between said underlying upper

portion and said sole, said heel segment having its greatest

thickness underlying said rear terminus of the keel and

overlying the rear terminus of said sole, whereby said

foot will have improved walking characteristics with good

resistance to wear and abrasion.

3,098,240
BATHROOM HAND RAIL FIXTURE
Charies M. Fleenor, 817 NE. 16th St,

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Filed Aug. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 214,700
1 Claim. (CL 4—185)

i^^im

(/) a cover plate over each of said T-shaped members
disposed between the elongated rails and the adjacent

vertical wall.

3,098,241
MODULAR SHOWER UNIT

Robert J. Booker and Howard G. MuUett, Milwauliec,
Wis., assignors to Bradley Washfountain Co., Milwau-
kee, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

Filed May 11, 1962, Ser. No. 193,994
7 Claims. (CI. 4—192)

A hand grip and safety device for use in combination

with a bathtub having a vertical wall along at least one

end and along one side thereof comprising

(a) an elongated rail horizontally adjacent to but

spaced a relatively short distance from the vertical

wall and located above the top of the bathtub,

{b) a second elongated rail lying m the same horizontal

plane as said first elongated rail and extending at

right angles thereto,

(c) said second elongated rail horizontally adjacent to

but spaced a relatively short distance from the vertical

wall extending along the end of the bathtub,

(</) said second elongated rail located above the top

of the bathtub,

(e) a plurality of fastening means for securing the

elongated rails to the adjacent vertical wall,

(/) each of said fastening means comprised of a T-

shaped member with means securing said T-shaped

member to the wall,

(g) the outer surface of each of said T-shaped mem-
ber being shaped to conform to the shape of the sur-

face of the elongated rail members,

(/i) a fastening clement extending through the elon-

gated rail member and into each of the T-shaped

members, and

1. A modular shower unit comprising: a framework

adapted to be securely mounted on a vertical supporting

structure and including an upper support member and

a lower support member; a housing having an upper edge

releasably attached to the upper support member and

a lower edge hingedly attached to the lower support

member; a water supply system disposed within the hous-

ing that is releasably attached to a water supply; and

means to attach the water supply system to the housing,

whereby upon release of the upper edge of the housing

and the connection of the water supply system to the

water source the housing and water supply system may
be pivoted together about the lower support member.

3,098,242
WALL-HUNG FIXTURE CARRIER COMBINATION
WITH A DEVICE FACILITATING WALL FINISH-
ING

John A. Armbnister, Columbus, Ohio, and Ralph N.
Woodcock, Lambertville, Mich., assignors to Josam
Manufacturing Co., Michigan City, Ind., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Feb. 23, 1962, Ser. No, 175,M3

3 Claims. (CI. 4—252)

/

/

1. For supportir»g a wall-hung closet fixture having a

mounting flange in i»-edetermined relation to a soil line
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fitting, the combination of: a fixture carrier rigidly mount-
ed rearwardly of the wall including two horizontally

spaced upper fixture-mounting studs and at least one
lower fixture mounting stud, said studs ad>ustably thread-

edly engaged in the carrier to extend outwardly beyond
a wall finish line and being symmetrically disposed rela-

tive to a vertical centcrline of the carrier to project

through the fixture flange; nipple means supported on the

carrier for connecting the fixture outlet to the fitting; a

rigid frame having a rim portion adjacent and rigidly

connected to the rim portion having also apertured lo-

calized ueb portions for receiving said studs within

said rim portion, said frame being otherwise generally

open within said rim portion and independent of other
above described parts of the combination and said rim

portion adapted in shape to circumscribe said studs and

nipple means and to lie within the outline of the flange

of a fixture mounted on the studs, and means on each

stud clamping the apertured portions of the frame with

the outer edge of said frame adjusted to the plane of the

finished wall surface.

3,098,243
ARM OR HEADBOARD SUPPORT FOR

DIVANS AND THE LIKE
Melvin E. Roche, Berea, Ohio, assignor to The Harvard

Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corpora-
tion of Ohio

FUed Sept. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,341
1 Claim. (CI. 5—52)

In a divan, sofa-divan or the like, a frame including a

pair of spaced parallel end members at one end of said

frame extending from front to rear thereof and having

upper surfaces defining a plane in the frame, a support

bracket positioned to extend across and beyond said end

members and having a flat center section, an upstanding

end and a downwardly directed hook at the other end of

said center section, said hook slidably engaging the inner

one of said end members, a clamp plate having an up-

wardly extending flange on one edge thereof, and means
securing said clamp plate to the lower surface of said cen-

ter section of said support bracket, said clamp plate hav-

ing a portion bearing on the outer of said end members
for clamping engagement therewith, said flange on said

clainp plate engaging said support bracket to reenforce

said clamp plate and position it parallel to said plane, a

pair of said support brackets being provided at spaced

portions of said end members to engage and position an
arm rest on the divan.

3,098,244
SIPPORT FRAME FOR FURNITURE

Louis J. Rothbauer, Jr., Chicago, IIL, assignor to Modern
Sleep Products Company, Marshfield, Wis., a corpora-
tion of Illinois

Filed Feb. 10. 1961, Ser. No. 88,464
I Claim. (CI. 5—247)

In a support frame, a longitudinal frame member and
a wedge-shaped bracket for securing the end of a trans-

versely extending spring to said longitudinal frame mem-

ber, said bracket having a lip secured to said frame mem-
ber and a flat surface extending downwardly at an obtuse
angle to the plane of said lip, said flat surface butting
against the free end of said spring to help support the

intermediate portion of said spring in the form of an
arch extending above the upper surface of said frame
member, the ?nd of said arch having a predetermined an-
gular relationship to said frame member.

3.098,245
BOAT AND TRUNDLING MECHANISM

Arthur M. Corey, 109 E. 53rd St, and Lawrence
Webb, 1312 N. 78th, both of Seattle, Wash.

Filed Sept. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 54,307
3 Claims. (CL 9—1)

W.

1. In combination with a small boat having an out-
board motor mounted on the stem transom of the boat;

a hollow mounting tube aflixed to the stern transom of

said boat with an open, lower end contiguous to and at

substantially the level of the keel heel of the boat, a
trundling mechanism comprising a post snugly and re-

movably insertable into said tube, means non-rotatably

locking said post in said tube, a support ring adjustable

along the length of said post, situated thereon to contact

the lower end of said tube when said j)ost is locked there-

in, axle means across said post at the lower end thereof,

and wheels rotatahly mounted on said axle means at the

ends thereof, the said post, axle and wheels when on
the boat being dimensioned to place the trundling mecha-
nism forwardly with the wheels somewhat below the

lower outboard portion of the outboard motor mounted
on the transom of the boat, said trundling mechanism
thereby not interfering with normal operation of the out-

board motor even though such mechanism be left on the

boat when the latter is waterborne.

3,098,246
BUOY

( harles B. Pekor and Fares K. Hanna, Houston, Tex., as-

signors to United States Rubber Company, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed May 3, 1961, Ser. No. 107,498
1 Claim. (CL 9—8)

A buoy for underwater liquid storage systems, com-

prising a buoyant chamber having a central vertical cylin-

drical opening therein; a bearing disposed in said open-

ing and directly attached to the vertical walls thereof;

and a plurality of varying diameter pipeline sections

rotatably supported in said opening by said bearing, each

of said pipeline sections comprising an upper and a lower

part, said pipeline sections being disposed one within

the other; each pipeline section further comprising a
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swivel joint connecting its upper and lower parts; said

swivel joints, said p.peline section>, said opening in said

buoyant chamber and said bearing all having a common

channels communicatingly connected with each other

along their horizontal edges and disposed to extend above

the lop edge of the trunks in their inflated position, said

plurality of horizontally disposed chambers being of a

size to cover the front portion of the wearer from the

top of said trunks to substantially the breastbone, said

vertical air channels terminating adjacent the top edge of

said trunks and opening into communication with said

plurality of horizontally disposed air chambers, inflat-

axis therethrough, whereby said upper and lower parts

of each of said pipeline sections can rotate about said

* common axis with respect to each other and with respect

to said buoyant chamber.

3,098,247
WATER CRAFT

Sanford W. Stein and Josephine Stein, both of

Star Rte. W, Box 105, Tillamook, Oreg.

FUed May 26, 1961, Ser. No. 112,892
1 Claim. (CL 9—310)

Watercraft of the class described comprising a pair of

skis,

a forward frame and a rearward frame mounted ujwn

the skis and securing the skis in parallel spaced rela-

tion to each other.

each of said frames comprising a pair of legs of flex-

ible material secured respectively at their bottom ends

to the skis and provided with transverse means at

their top ends with the transverse means of one

frame being spaced from the corresponding means

of the other frame in the direction of the length

of the skis,

a plate of inverted C-shape engaging said spaced-apart

transverse means of both of said frames,

a coil spring disposed within said plate and at all times

bearing against said transverse means of both frames,

and a seat secured to said plate member whereby flex-

ing of said leg members will be absorbed by said

spring so as not to disturb the normal position of the

seat.

3,098,248
BATHING DRAWERS

Adam Geier, 6 Mariigrafenstr., Numberg, Germany
Filed June 16, 1961, Ser. No. 118,237

4Cbiims. (CL 9—335)
I. A pair of bathing trunks including a plurality of

vertically disposed inflatable air channels connected

across the front portion of the trunks and interior

thereof, a plurality of horizontally disposed inflatable air

ing tube means connected with one of said horizontal

air chambers for simultaneous inflation of said plurality

of horizontally disposed air chambers above said trunks

and said vertically disposed air channels within said

trunks, and support bands connected between the back

portion of said trunks and opposite ends of the upper-

most horizontally disposed air chamber of said plurality

of horizontally disposed air chambers and normally en-

gaging the sides of the wearer for maintaining- said hori-

zontally disposed air chambers in position.

3,098,249
SCRUBBING AND DRYING MACHINE FOR

FLEXIBLE SHEETS
Arthur J. Tice and Arnold D. Walbice, Golden, Colo.,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to SMC Corporation,
Denver, Colo., a corporation of Colorado

Filed Oct. 23, 1964, Ser. No. 146,791
5 CUims. (CL 15—4)
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wringer rolls between which the sheets are received from

said second scrubbing roller; a pair of juxtaposed absorb-

ent belts between which said sheets are received from

said wringer rollers; means for driving said rollers to im-

part travel to said sheets; means for supplying cleaning

solution to said solution roller; and means for succes-

sively receiving and piling the sheets received from said

belts.

3,098,250
PORTABLE WASHING APPARATUS FOR LIGHT

FIXTURE PANELS AND THE LIKE
Larry C. Creech, 1523 43rd Ave., San Francisco 22, Calif.

Filed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 110,084
2 Claims. (CL 15—77)

1. Portable apparatus for washing panels comprising

in combination;

a housing member including a pair of opposing, upstand-

ing, spaced apart side wall members;

a guide means disposed between said side wall members

on vvhich panels are placed when they are passed be-

tween said wall members;

a pair of brushes disposed in opposing facing relation-

ship between said wall members and extending in a

generally vertical direction from said guide means,

said brushes disposed approximately midway between

the vertical edges of said wall members;
fint fluid spray means disposed between said wall mem-

bers and on one side of said brushes, said spray means

disposed above said guide means so as to direct fluid

onto panels passed between said walls on said guide

means;

second fluid spray means disposed between said wall

members and on the other side of said brushes; said

second fluid spray means disposed above said guide

means so as to direct fluid onto panels passed be-

tween said wall members on said guide means;

a first compartment disposed below said first fluid spray

means, said compartment providing means for re-

claiming fluid passed through said first fluid spray

means;
a second compartment disposed below said second fluid

spray means, said compartment providing means for

reclaiming fluid passed through said second spray

means;

means for recycling fluid in said first and second com-
partments through said first and second fluid spray

means respectively;

a pair of guide rails disposed between said wall mem-
bers at a distance above said guide means, each of

said guide rails spaced from a vertical plane passing

through said guide means wherein each of said rails

is on an opposite side of said plane, said rails adjust-

able in a horizontal direction to accommodate panels

of varying sizes;

means adjustably securing said brushes in position,

the distance between said brushes being variable by

said adjustable securing means such that the distance

between said brushes and the amount of said distance

which extend between said guide rails can be selected

to meet the requirements of various panel shapes and

sizes; and
low friction support means on which said washing ap-

paratus is mounted.

3,098,251
RODDING MACHINE

William H. Stewart, Jr., 301 Cherry Road, Syracuse, N.Y.
Filed Nov. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 151,537

3 Claims. (CI. 15—104.3)

.^S^<-.r..
4^^-^

1. A sewer rodding machine comprising:

(a) a reel having a rim and a pair of side walls,

(b) a rod coiled on said rim,

(c) means for rotating said reel forwardly and rear-

wardly in the direction of feed of said rod,

(d) said reel being mounted on a frame elongated in

the direction of feed of the rod and in a position

aslcew of the lengthwise axis of said frame to facili-

tate the feeding of said rod,

(e) said frame being mounted on a chassis for rota-

tion about a longitudinal axis of said frame substan-

tially perpendicular to the axis of rotation of said

reel, whereby to impart rotation to said rod during

the feeding and retraction thereof,

(/) means for retaining said coiled rod on said reel rim

including an endless belt arranged to rotate with

said reel between the side walls thereof to hold said

rod on said reel rim, said belt being in engagement
with said rod for a major portion of the circumfer-

ence of said reel rim,

(g) said endless belt being provided with tensioning

means for automatically varying the tension on said

belt in response to a variation in the amount of rod

coiled on said reel rim.

3,098,252
GOLF BALL CLEANING DEVICE

Victor J. Sandqnist, 16850 Stansimry, Detroit, Mich.
Filed May 15, 1962, Ser. No. 194,843

3ClaiiiM. (CLIS—506)

1. A portable golf ball cleaning device comprising two
elastic cups, each having a pocket shaped to be expanded
by a golf ball received therein, whereby upon placement
of a golf ball in said pockets and twisting of said cups
relative to each other the surface of said golf ball is

rubbed by the surfaces of said pockets to remove foreign

matter from the ball and clean the same, and fastening

means on the peripheral rim of one of said cups for
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encircling the peripheral rim of the other of said cups

when a bail is not in cleaning position, said fastening

means, cups and the pockets therein being constructed

and proportioned so that during cleaning of said golf ball

said fastening means does not encircle the peripheral

rim of said other cup.

its upper end spaced below the upper terminal end of said

cylindrical member, a flexible sleeve of fibrous material

seated in said bored portion, and said cylindrical member
being co.nstructed of flexible but semi-rigid material.

3,098,253
CLEANING DEVICE

Henry C. Harrison, 94 Bayview Ave.,

Port Washington, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 190,466

16 Claims. (CI. 15—118)

1. A cleaning device comprising: a compressible

sponge having opposed side walls and having first and

second passages therein in transverse relationship to one

another, said second passage communicating with at least

one of said opposed side walls, and in communication

with said first passage; scraping means of rigid but yield-

able one-piece construction carried within said sponge

and including substantially parallel fingers positioned

within said first passage, and chisel members integrally

joined to said fingers and positioned within said second

passage, said chisel members including chisel edges adja-

cent the opposed sponge wall communicating with said

second passage; and means securing said scraping means

within said sponge passages.

3,098,254
LUMINATED DIP STICK WIPER

Robert H. Rose, Vassar Road, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Filed Nov. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 234,658

8 CUims. (CI. 15—210)

r^
4 4

L
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3,098,255
WINDSHIELD WIPER BLADE

Elmer E. Reese, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed Apr. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 21,005
2 Claims. (CI. 15—250.42)

1. A windshield wiper blade including, an elongate

freely flexible elastomeric squeegee having a wiping lip

along one edge and a retention portion along the opposite

edge, a plurality of backing strips secured to the reten-

tion portion of said squeegee and arranged in end to end
relationship with the ends being spaced apart, each back-

ing strip having notched side rails, and a pressure apply-

ing superstructure comprising a primary pressure dis-

tributing member and a plurality of secondary pressure

distributing members having claws at their free ends, said

claws being adapted to straddle the notched side rails of

said backing strips, each claw having a lower wall and

an upper wall with the upper wall inclined with respect

to the lower wall whereby said backing strips are sup-

ported for tilting movement relative to the secondary

pressure distributing members so as to assume a posi-

tion substantially tangent to a portion of a convexly

curved surface to be wiped.

3,098,256
LIQUID DISPENSER OR APPLICATOR

Richard De Gregorio, 143 W. 3rd St., Reno, Nev.
Filed May 26, 1961, Ser. No. 112,832

4 Claims. (CI. 15—565)

1. In combination with an upstanding tube of the type

communicated at its lower end with an oil reservoir and

adapted to have a dip stick removably positioned therein

and supported thereby, a dip stick wiper comprising a

cylindrical member having one end portion adapted to be

snugly telescoped over the upper end of said tube and in-

cluding means defining an inwardly projecting annular

abutment shoulder of a width at least equal to the thick-

ness of the walls of said tube for abutting engagement

with the upper terminal end of said tube limiting the pene-

tration of the latter in the lower end portion of said cylin-

drical member, the upper end portion of said cylindrical

member including a thin walled over-bored portion having

its lower end spaced above said abutment shoulder and

3. The combination of a container for containing liquid

to be dispensed, said container having a top, a bottom and
beaded edge, said bottom having at least one opening ad-

jacent said beaded edge, an applicator shaped to spread

said liquid on a surface, means mounted on said applica-

tor insertable in said opening having a small passageway

to permit a limited flow of liquid from said container to

said applicator, biased means mounted on said applicator

co-acting with said beaded edge for securing said pad to

said container, a handle, and means co-acting with said
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container and handle for securing said handle to said

container whereby a user through manual efforts applied to

the handle may move said applicator relative to the sur-

face to spread liquid over a surface as desired.

3,098,257
CASTER WHEEL FOR TRAILERS

Abe Zaha, Rte. 2, Box 310, Pendleton, Oreg.

Filed May 17, 1960, S«r. No. 29,692 -
2 Claims. (CI. 16—35)

2. A caster wheel for use on automotive type trailers,

comprising: an automotive type wheel having a pneu-

matic tire thereon, a horizontal wheel spindle having

bearings thereon and disposed to operatively support said

wheel; an inclined fork for supporting said spindle; a

revolvable, vertically disposed shaft having a housing

member secured to its lower end; a supporting brackePi;..«aid second cam member
for said revolvable shaft adapted to be secured to the

frame of a trailer, said housing having horizontal pivot

means for supporting said fork; resilient means opera-

tively connecting said fork and said housing; locking

means for said vertical shaft to normally prevent caster

action of said wheel; said locking means composed of

a notched member disposed for limited rotation on said

vertical shaft and a rigid spring biased lock pawl mem-

ber; flexible tension means for remotely disengaging said

locking means; a movable toe-in adjusting means for se-

curing said notched member and said vertical shaft in

adjusted angular relationship; and said adjusting means

composed of an outstanding boss on said notched mem-

ber; a coacting toe-in adjusting member fixedly secured

to said shaft and bifurcated to provide spaced apart lugs

disposed on each side of said outstanding boss with clear-

ance permitting an adequate range of angular adjustment

between said vertical shaft and said adjusting means, and

means thrcadedly engaging said boss for securing said

shaft and said outstanding boss in adjusted position.

tive swinging relation, a first cylindrical cam member
secured to one of said hinge leaves and surrounding said

pintle and having at one end a flat cam surface inclined

to the longitudinal axis of said pintle, a second cylindrical

cam member slidably arranged on said pintle and having

guide means constraining said second cam member to

movement along an edge |x>rtion of the other of said

hinge leaves in the direction of said longitudinal axis,

said second cylindrical cam member having at one

end a flat cam surface face-to-face in abutment with

said cam surface of said first cam member when said

hinge leaves are in substantially fully open position,

means for resiliently constraining said second cam mem-
ber into abutting relation with said first cam member for

urging said hinge leaves in substantially fully open posi-

tion, a torsion spring circumjacent said pintle and having

end portions hookingly engaged over opposed marginal

edge portions of said hinge leaves, said torsion spring

being so arranged and stressed to normally urge said

hinge leaves in relatively closed position in opj)osition to

the urging of said second cam member constraining

means, said second cam member constraining means com-
prising a helical compression spring circumjacent said

pintle, one end of said compression spring being secured

against axial movement in the outward direction with

respect to said pintle, and the other end of said compres-

sion spring being m abutment against the other end of

3,098,259
AUTOMATIC DOOR CLOSER

Heinz Bomm, Enncpetal-Vocrde, and Klaus Bcrghaus,

Volmarstein (Ruhr), Germany, assignors to Dorkcn &
Mankel K.G., Ennepetal-Vocrde, Germany, a firm

Filed Oct. 4, 1960, S«r. No. 60,492
Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 16, 1959

3 Claims. (CI. 16—59)

3,098,258
SELF-CLOSING DOOR HINGE

William B. Ruiz, 315 E. 5th St., Miami, Fla.

FHed Mar. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 103,669

3 Claims. (CI. 16—50)

I*
(
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movable within an enclosure formed between said mold

sections and permitting the respective faces of said mold

sections to be maintained in tight engagement while ac-

commodating assembled covers and housings of the ball

joint assembly within a predetermined tolerance.

mentioned rotatable surface and to prevent its return

thereto.

3,098,264
MULTIPLE SWIFT TEXTILE WASTE

TEARING MACHINE
Erich Meinicke, Bruckner Allee 132, Rheydt, Gemuuiy

Filed June 23, 1961, Ser. No. 120,467

Claims priority, application Germany June 25, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 19—82)
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the holder to establish a shrink fit between the two over

the entire area of the insert subject to die casting pres-

sures, supporting the holder with the insert shrunk there-

on relative to other parts of a die so that an outer face of

the insert defines a part of the die cavity, closing the die.

casting metal of lower melting point than the metal of

the insert under elevated die-casting pressure into the die

and around the insert, cooling the die-cast metal to cause

shrinkage thereof around the insert, removing the solidi-

fied casting with the insert united therewith, and the

holder from the die, cooling the holder to cause shrinkage

thereof away from the insert, withdrawing the holder

from the casting, and passing the holder for re-use with

another insert for a subsequent casting.

terial having one side thereof adhesive to a polished sur-

face, there being a slot partially across said body portion

extending therethrough, and means carried by said body

portion aligned with said slot and comprising a jaw

portion.

3,098,273
CONDUIT RETAINER

Clarence W. Cochran, deceased, late of Belmont, Mass.,

by Lois Cochran, admlnistratrtx, Belmont, Mass.,

assignor to United-Carr Fastener Corporation, Cam-
bridse, Mass., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 60»246

1 Claim. (CI. 24—73)

3,098,271
WIRING BINDER

Jack E. Caveney, 10132 S. Washtenaw Ave.,

Chicago 43, III.

Filed Aug. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 831,591

7 Claims. (CI. 24—16)

f"*~-—

w»

4. A wiring binder comprising a flexible strap having

a connector at one end, the connector being provided

with a surrounding wall defining an opening through

which the strap can be passed after being bent into a

loop about a bundle of wires, said strap being drawn

tight on the bundle by drawing the strap through the

opening and shrinking the loop, a check pawl slidable

on an incline formed on the bottom portion of the sur-

rounding wall of the connector in the region of the open-

ing, slidable movement of the check pawl up the incline

causing the check pawl to engage the strap and press

it against said wall and arrest its passage through the

opening and slidable movement down the incline causing

the check pawl to release the strap and provide clear

passage of the strap through the opening, the engaging

portions of both the check pawl and the strap having

angular teeth to provide a secure grip between them when

they are engaged, the slope of the angular teeth being

steeper than the slope of the incline to preferentially urge

movement of the check pawl on the incline rather than

allow slippage between the teeth once they are engaged.

3 098 272
SELF ADHESIVE CLIP AND METHOD

Bruce J. Frye, 1806 Longview Drive, New Brighton, Minn.

Filed Nov. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 152,990

5 CUims. (CI. 24—67)

The combination of a wire fastening device, a relatively

thin sheet-like support having at least two spaced apertures

and a wire or the like, said wire fastening device compris-

ing a one-piece, continuous, relatively thin, flexible strip of

molded plastic material having an inner surface contacting

said wire, a first end portion of said strip extending

through an aperture formed in said support at substan-

tially a right angle to the plane of a portion of the sup-

port and having at least one support engaging projection

extending from said inner surface and beyond a face

plane of said strip and beyond the aperture in the support

thereby engaging said support to anchor said first end

portion, said strip having a portion extending from said

first end portion over the said wire or the like, and said

strip also having a second end portion passing through a

second aperture in said support at an acute angle to

the plane of a portion of the support and having at least

two support engaging projections extending from said

inner surface, one of said support engaging projections

of said second end portion engaging the support adjacent

to said second aperture and located at least partially

within the aperture while another projection is spaced

laterally therefrom on the strip a distance to be free of

interference of engagement with the support thereby to

provide for an adjusted second engagement of the wire

fastening device to the support when desired.

3,098,274
MOLDING FASTENER

Warren L. Trafton, GrosM Pointe, Mich., assignor to

Unitcd-Carr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.,

a corporation of Delaware
Continuation of application Ser. No. 777,942, Dec. 3,

1958. This application May 26, 1961, Ser. No.
116,643

3 CUims. (CI. 24—73)

5. A device forming a clip of the type described com-

prising a body portion formed as an elongated strip of ma-

3. A one-piece fastener device for securing molding

and the like to a support which comprises an elongated

yieldable arm portion, a first arm portion secured to one

end of said yieldable arm portion in angled relationship

therewith forming a bearing portion for engagement with

one side of the molding, a molding-engaging bent portion

secured to the other end of said yieldable arm portion for

engaging the same side of the molding as the formed

bearing portion but in laterally spaced relation thereto, a
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central arm portion secured at one end to the other end

of said first arm portion and extending theretrom in in-

clined relation to and in the general direction of said

yieldable arm p>ortion thereby forming a second bearing

portion for engaging the opposite side edge of the mold-

ing, a third arm portion secured at one end to the other

end of said central arm portion and extending away there-

from in angled relatio.nship thereto in a general direction

opposite to the direction of said first arm portion, said

third arm pwrtion being of a length less than said first

arm portion, whereby said yieldable arm portion may be

flexed inwardly in a direction toward said third arm por-

tion to maintain the fastener device in tensioned position

within the molding, and a fourth arm portion connected

at one end to the other end of said third arm portion and

extending therefrom in angled relationship therewith in

a direction toward said central arm portion thereby form-

ing a third bearing portion for engaging with the same side

of the molding as the formed second bearing portion but

in laterally spaced relation thereto, the free end of said

fourth arm pcM-tion being bent over said central arm por-

tion in substantially right angular relationship therewith

to form a shank portion, said shank portion adapted to

receive means thereon for atuching same to a support.

two portions, one of said portions comprising a body

forming a hook portion to closely engage and hook into

the corresponding hook portion of the other said part of

the slide fastener, the faces of said hooks engaging in a

plane normal to the plane of said extensions, and the other

of said portions comprising a cover portion, the body of

the hook portion lying principally to one side of the

central plane of said extension and provided with a shoul-

der adjacent said extension, and the cover portion lying

entirely to the other side of the side plane, the cover por-

tion of each part closely encompassing the body of the

hook portion of the other said part and engaging the shoul-

der of the body of the hook portion of said other part

at a distance from the engaging surfaces of the hooks to-

ward the flexible coextensive tape-like extension of the

last-mentioned part, said cover portions being transversely

grooved to provide greater longitudinal flexibility.

3,098,275
DEADEND CARTRIDGE

James E. Schweitzer, Melrose Parli, HI., assignor to Re-

liable Electric Company, Franklin Park, III., a corpo-

ration of Illinois

Filed Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 100,586

5 CUims. (CI. 24—126)

3,098,277
ONE-SIDED SEPARABLE FASTENER

Louis H. Morin, 125 Beechwood Ave., Bronx, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,738

10 CUims. (CI. 24—205.1)

le «
Ii*-'

1 . In a deadend cartridge having a shell, and a tapered

jaw assembly and spring located within said shell, said

shell being tapered at one end for cooperation with said

tapered jaw assembly and having at the other end a spring

abutment, the combination of a pilot device surrounded

by said spring and comprising a mounting ring and a cup

releasably secured to each other, said ring having a por-

tion which is received between the rear end of said jaw

assembly and the front end of said spring for maintain-

ing said pilot device in a position where it will be en-

gaged by the leading end of a conductor as it is being

threaded through said cartridge, the engagement of said

cup by said conductor end serving to separate said cup

from said ring so that said cup will move longitudinally

with said conductor and serve as a shield for the leading

end thereof as said conductor is pushed through said

cartridge.

3,098,276
SLIDE-FASTENERS

Paul Rechstciner, Heriaiu, Switzerland, assignor to

Zelzer & Co., Vieima, Austria

Filed Sept 11, 1958, Ser. No. 760,352

CUims priority application SwItzerUnd Sept 12, 1957

4 CUims. (CL24—201)

1. A one-sided separable fastener comprising a pair

of stringer tapes, each tape having bead means projecting

on one surface and spaced from one edge thereof, scoops

fixed to said surface of the tapes, the scoops of one stringer

being direcriy opposed to the scoops of the opposed string-

ers when said stringers are coupled together, the scoops

of each stringer having at coupling end portions thereof

projecting hook-shaped coupling members operatively en-

gaging sockets in the scoops of a companion stringer in

coupling the stringers together, the scoops of at least

one stringer having a wear shelf, over which the coupling

members of the scoops of the opposed stringer ride in

coupling and uncoupling said stringers, said shelf having

a wear surface superimposed but spaced from and parallel

to the surface of the tape to which the scoops are at-

tached, and the longitudinal parting line of said scoops

spaced transversely of said stringer tapes from the longi-

tudinal parting line of said tapes

3,098,278
HOLDER CONSTRUCTION

Henry L. Cemiak, Westchester, Dl., assignor to Wllbert

W. Haasc Co., Broadview, 111., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Oct 16, 1961, Ser. No. 145,230

8 CUims. (CL25—130)

1. A slide fastener of two parts of identical cross sec-

tion reversed with respect to each other, each having a

flexible coextensive tape-like extension, and comprising

1. In a holder of the type described, a U-shaped main

body having opposed apertured walls, said walls being

joined by a connecting bight, a flange portion formed in-

tegrally with and disposed outwardly at substantially

right angles to an end portion of one of said wall portions,

a base portion connected to said flange portion disposed

substantially parallel to said wall portions, a raised lip

portion formed on the base portion surface disposed to-
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ward said wall apertures and in substantial alignment

therewith, a coil spring mounted on said base portion

raised lip, ball means partially disposed in both apertures

of said wall portions, at least one of said apertures being

of insufficient cross-sectional dimensions to permit passage

of said ball therethrough, one end limit of said coil spring

urging said ball means into said wall apertures; said base

portion raised lip preventing lateral movement of said

spring relative to said base.

3 098 279
APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING A FINISHED
KNITTED FABRIC WITH PREDETERMINED
DIMENSIONS

Robert Brunner, 165 Dachdem StnuM,
Zurich, Switzerland

Filed July 22, 1960, Scr. No. 44,788
Claims priority, application Switzerland Jan. 24, 1957

5 Claims. (CI. 26—18.5)

> ^^

the frame, said frame including spaced apart substan-

tially parallel reels at opposite ends of the zone for hold-

ing opposite ends of the material and cross members
extending transversely of and rotatably supporting the

reels and defining sides of the worthing zone, one of said

cross members being axially movable relative to the reels

whereby the width of the zone can be adjusted to accom-
modate materials of different widths, means on the one
of said cross members to loclc said reels against rotation

and said one cross member against movement axially of

the reels, a base for said frame including a top member
and legs extending downwardly therefrom, said top mem-

1. In an apparatus for manufacturing a finished knitted

tubular fabric which is shrink-proof, in combination, an

expansion form adapted to be located within a tube of

unfinished knitted fabric for transversely expanding the

same; moving means cooperating with said form for

moving a tube of fabric in which the form is located

longitudinally along said form so that the fabric is trans-

versely expanded while it moves along said form; a pair

of band means adjacent said form for receiving the tube

of fabric therefrom and for transporting the fabric from

said form, said pair of band means engaging each other

and gripping the tube of fabric therebetween to, prevent

longitudinal contraction of the tube of fabric; means co-

operating with a portion of one of said band means for

locating said portion thereof at a jM-edetermined distance

from an opposite portion of the other of said band means

to provide a predetermined gap between said portions of

said pair of band means, respectively, in which the tube

of fabric is capable of contracting transversely in a con-

trolled manner while being longitudinally transported by

said pair of band means; fixing means located, along the

path through which said pair of band means move the

tube of fabric for fixing the latter to prevent further

changes in the loops of the knitted fabric after the fabric

moves beyond said fixing means; and finishing means

located along said path through which said pair of band

means moves the tube of fabric after said fixing means

for finishing the fabric after it is moved beyond said fix-

ing means by said pair of band means.'

3,098,280
ART NEEDLEWORK FRAME

Ida M. Harris and Jack J. Harris, both of

20755 Donnybrook Road, Maple Heights, Ohio
FUed Jan. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 166,121

,

21 Cbims. (CI. 28—15)
1. Needlejwint apparatus comprising a frame for sup-

porting material to be worked on in a working zone of

ber having sides and ends and a recess extending from
one of said sides toward the other side, and connector

means adapted to support said frame in a working loca-

tion spaced above said base, said connector means being

secured to said top member adjacent an end thereof and
to one of said cross members, the space between the

frame and top member being otherwise unobstructed,

the working zone of said frame overlying said recess

when said frame is in the working location, whereby said

recess facilitates working adjacent the undersiJe of mate-
rial in said working zone, said connector means including

a pivotable joint for adjusting the position of said frame
in the worldng location.

3,098,281
BRAIDED RUG

Harry Flitterman, 507 N. Foothill Road,
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Filed May 1, 1961, Scr. No. 106,566
10 Claims. (CI. 28—78)

2. A braiding strip for use with similar strips to fOTm
a braid adapted to be loopecMnto a covering article com-
prising: a strip of textile material having its original edges
return bent toward each other and secured together and to

the strip to present curved edges on the strip at the wear-

ing surface of the article, said, original strip edges being
secured together and to the main body of the strip to form
substantially a flattened tube.
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3 098,282
COMBINED RASP AND BRUSH MOUNT

Elmer Wesley Robertson, Berkeley, Calif., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to EIrick Industries, Inc., Oakland,
Calif.

FUed Feb. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 88,847
5 Claims. (CI. 29—78)

in slidable relation with said confronting side walls, such

that when a tool is positioned between said bifurcated

V-block wedging means and said abutting means, and

said abutting means is advanced into pressing engagement

with said tool, said bifurcated V-block wedge means will

q>read outwardly and frictiooally bear against said side

walls.

1. For an arbor shaft of a length to support a single

bufhng drum or the like, said shaft having an enlarged

base end providing an abutnient shoulder for such bufling

drum and a threaded end spaced from said shoulder a

distance accommodating one such buffing drum; a dual

mount for a rasp band and a brush block comprising
an adapter mounted on said enlarged base to receive and

support said brush block and having a shoulder Hange

spaced inwardly of the shoulder on said shaft to limit

inward movement of said brush block, and split drums
providing spaced diverging half rim peripheries, a resilient

pad on said diverging half rims having said rasp band
circumscribing the same, said pad being expandable upon
movement of said diverging half rims toward each other,

each said split drum having an inwardly offset hub por-

tion of combined length to fit upon said shaft between the

threaded end of the latter and said adapter with the hub
portion of the inner one of said split drums engaging said

brush block, and a retaining nut on the threaded end of

said shaft for urging said split drums together fur ex-

panding said pad against said rasp band and for simul-

taneously clamping said brush block between the hub of

said innermost split drum and said shoulder flange on said

adapter.

3,098,283
SELF-CENTERING TOOL HOLDER

John H. Blomstrand, Mlnneapolte, Mhin., assignor of
one-half to Frederkk W. Nyqoist, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Aug. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 48,009
2 Claims. (CL 29—96)

1. A toed holder comprising, a body terminating in a

mounting member at one end and a slotted opening at the

othef end, said slotted opening being bounded by a pair

of confronting side walls and a pair of confronting end
walls, an abutting means threadably advanceable through

one of said pair of confronting end walls and terminating

within said slotted opening, a bifurcated V-block wedge
means positioned in said slotted opening and adapted to

have a tocA held between it and said abutting means,

means for advancing said bifurcated V-block wedge means
toward, atid for retracting away from, said abutting means
along an axis parallel to that of said abutting means, said

bifurcated V-block wedge means having sides posKioned

3,098,284
ROLL SUBJECT TO DEFLECTION

Lloyd Hombostel, Bcloit, Wis,^ assignor to Beloit Iron
Works, Bcloit, Wis., a corporatiMi of Wisconsin

Filed Aug. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 133,150
3 Cbdnis. (CL 29—113)

1. A roll whose axis is subject to deflection in response

to a load applied to the roll, said roll comprising a supp)ort-

ing generally cylindrical body, an expansible hose of gen-
erally uniform cross-sectional area wrapped helically about

the outer surface of said body to present an outer surface

of substantially uniform peripheral dimension when the

hose is in unexpanded form, cover means surrounding the

outer periphery of the hose and presenting an operating

roll surface, said hose having a central fluid pressure re-

ceiving passageway of substantially greater peripheral di-

mension at the central region of the roll than at the roll

ends, and means for selectively introducing fluid under
pressure into said hose means to effect relatively greater

expansion of said hose in the central region of said roll

and withdrawing fluid from said hose means to effect

maintenance of a smaller outer peripheral dimension of

the roll at the central region of tfie roll.

3 098 285
METHOD FOR INTIMATELY SHEATHING FOUN-
DATION BODIES WITH SHEET METAL JACKETS

Matthias Kelzenberg, incompetent, Doren-Rolsdorf,
Rhineland, Germany, by Josef Maubach, guardian,
Koenenstrasse 1, Duren, Rhineland, Germany

Filed May 2, 1960, Ser. No. 25,993
5 Claims. (CI. 29—148.4)

1^ —^^"'1

1. A method of applying a thin-walled metallic jacket

to a relatively thick-walled substantially cylindrical

foundation body comprising: applying said thin-walled

jacket telescopically ov^ said foundation body, support-

ing the telescoped jacket and foundation body for rota-

tion in unison and rotating the jacket and foundation

body in unison, applying heat to soften said jacket pro-
gressively along a continuous spiral path around the pe-

riphery of said jacket, engaging the periphery of the

jacket while the same is rotating with a forming-element
and applying inward radial pressure to the jacket progres-
sively along said spiral path in trailing relation to the

heating of said jacket while the path is still heated there-

by deforming the jacket into intimate contact with said

foundation body and elongating the jacket only in the
direction of the advancing spiral path of the inwardly
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applied pressure, and then cooling said jacket along the

same spiral path in trailing relation to the forming of the

jacket to shrink the jacket into more intimate contact

with the foundation body, and continuing the process

until the jacket is secured to the foundation body along

substantially the entire coextensive length of the jacket

and foundation body.

block and fastening the other end of said element to the

face of another electrically insulating block, securing said

blocks with attached thermistor element, while the blocks

are separated from one another, to a supporting metallic

base with said thermistor element parallel to and in close

3,098,286
BEARING FOR WINDOW SHADE ROLLER

James A. Anderson, Jacob A. Ash, and Sterling S. Bush-

nell, Jr., Muskegon, Mich^ assignors to Breneman-

Hartshom, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
Filed Apr. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 22,901

8 Claims. (CI. 29—149.5)

1. In a window shade, the method of forming a tear-

ing for a cup assembly comprising the steps of forming

a stick cup having a cup shaped portion and an aperture

through which a tang passes, inserting a nylon sleeve in

said cup to project through said aperture, spinning said

sleeve against the internal contour of said stick cup, ap-

plying oil to the internal surface of said sleeve during

said spinning step so that the heat and pressure of the

spinning operation will impregnate said bearing with oil,

and spinning said sleeve over the bottom of said cup.

3 098 287
METHOD t>F ASSEMBLING COMPONENTS ON

PRINTED WIRING BOARDS
Walter H. Buchsbaum, Bcllerose, N.Y., assignor to Hazel-

tine Research, Inc., Chicago, III., a corporation of

Illinois

Filed July 22, 1958, Ser. No. 750,192

1 Claim. (CL 29—155.5)

A method of assembling components on printed wiring

boards whereby the components are spaced away from

the board, comprising: the step of depositing material

through apertures in a mask onto the areas in which the

components are to be mounted and to a depth effectively

equal to the thickness of the desired spacing on the com-

ponent side of the board; the step of mounting the com-

ponents on the board so that the components rest against

said material; and the step of removing said material

after the components have been mounted.

3,098,288
METHOD OF FABRICATION OF AIR-BACKED

THERMISTOR BOLOMETER
Robert C. Jones, Cambridge, Mass., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Navy
Original appUcation Oct. 18, 1957, Ser. No. 691,115, now

Patent No. 2,986,034, dated May 30, 1961. Divided

and this application Nov. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 75,043

4 Claims. (CI. 29—155.69)
1. The method of fabricating a bolometric thermistor

which comprises, fastening one end of a thermistor ele-

ment to a face of an individual electrically insulating

proximity to. but spaced slightly from a face of said base,

attaching electrical circuit connections to the ends of said

element, then enclosing the base with the thermistor ele-

ment mounted thereon in a closed housing, and replacing

substantially all of the air with an inert gas at low

pressure.

3,098,289
CONNECTOR ASSEMBLING TOOL

Henry W. Demler, Lebanon, Pa^ assignor

AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

FUcd July 20, 1960, Ser. No. 44,199

8 Claims. (CI. 29—203)

to

1. A tool for axially moving two mating parts of an

electrical connector into engagement with each other

comprising, a track portion and a nest portion, said track

portion having a track therein for guiding a first part of

said connector towards said nest portion, said nest por-

tion having a recess for holding a second part of said con-

nector, said recess and said track portion being in substan-

tial alignment with, but axially offset from, each other,

whereby upon movement of said first connector part along

said track portion, said first part is moved into engage-

ment with said second part, resilient means for moving

said first part along said track, and a stop in said track

portion for retaining said first part against movement, said

first connector part being disengageable from said stop to

permit movement of said first part.

3,098,290
METHOD OF EXPANDING PASSAGEWAY

PANEL ON ONE SIDE
Jesse B. Thomas and James A. Hall, Louisville, Ky.,

assignors to Reynoldi Metals Company, Richmond, Va.,

a corporation of Delaware
FUed Apr. 27, 1954, Ser. No. 425,926

8 Claims. (CI. 29—157J)
1. A method of expanding an unexpanded pressure

welded passageway panel on one side comprising: clamp-

ing the unexpanded passageway panel between a pair of

opposed rigid platens with a yi:ldable blanket interposed

between one face of the panel and the adjacent platen and

with the other face of the panel engaged in face-to-face

engagement with the other platen; and, while holding said
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panel and blanket in a clamped condition, subjecting the tides being of a uniform, predetermined diameter

panel passageway system to an internal expansion pressure throughout their lengths, said method compnsmg: sup-

porting the sheet stock parallel to a planar die face, sever-

1
ing a first cylindrical part having a diameter greater than

the predetermined diameter from said sheet stock by

moving a circular cutting edge having a diameter greater

than said predetermined diameter through said sheet

stock and toward the die face, simultaneously reducing

the diameter of a first portion of said part remote from

said sheet stock and said cutting edge to said predeter-

. . , , ,. „„„„, ,„ ,u„ ,H;ar/.nt mined diameter by forcing said first portion through a
to expand sa>d one face of the panel mto the adjacent

^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^.^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^^,y _^^^ ^ ^yj^^^^^.
*''^"*'^*- ^^___^^^_^^ cal restriction having a diameter substantially equal to

3,098^91
APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING ARTICLES

Albert L. Pizzi, Union, and Samuel Zolner, Cranford,

NJ., assignors to Western Electric Company, Incorpo-

rated, a corporation of New York
Filed Dec. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 73,105

7 Chdms. (CL 29—203)

said predetermined diameter, while leaving a second por-

tion of said first part toward said cutting edge projecting

out of the opening and above the die face, moving said

sheet stock parallel to the die face, severing a second

cylindrical part from said sheet stock near a cavity left

by said first part by moving the circular cutting edge

through said sheet stock and into contact with the die

face, at the same time causing a first portion of said sec-

ond part to engage the second portion of said first part

to push the remainder of said first part completely

through said restriction, and reducing the diameter of

the first portion of said second part by forcing the first

portion of said second part into the cylindrical restric-

tion.

3 098 293
DISPERSION HARDENING OF LEAD

Denis Keith Ebdon, Harlow, England, assignor to Associ-

ated Electrical Industries Limited, London, England, a

British company
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 71,410

Claims priority, application Great Britain Dec. 1, 1959

3 Claims. (CI. 29—528)
I. A method of producing hardened lead alloy which

comprises removing the lead oxide coating from a mass

of lead particles by means of a solvent, coating the par-

ticles with one metal of the group consisting of copper and

silver by chemical deposition, thereafter extruding the

lead particles cold through a die to form a piece of lead

alloy of predetermined cross-section, and then rolling this

extruded piece of lead alloy along and across the direction

of extrusion to form a thin sheet.

1. An apparatus for assembling electrical components

on mounting plates comprising a hollow carriage with

an open bottom, having parallel flange structures extend-

ing inwardly from end members of the carriage to sup-

port ends of mounting plates having apertures therein

short of the ends for te^rminals of components and for se-

curing means, and an open top through which the car-

riage may be loaded with the ends of the mounting plates

disposed on the flange structures and positioned perpen-

dicular thereto and the components placed in upside-

down order in their respective positions on the mounting

plates, parallel supporting members mounted at fixed posi-

tions, aligned spindles mounted at fixed positions on the

supporting members, means mounted on the spindles and

fixed to the end members to rotatably support the car-

nage for movement on the spindles between a loading

position and a securing position, means movably mounted

on the carriage actuable to hold the components and

mounting plates in the carriage, a lock mounted at a fixed

position on one of the supporting members, and spaced

units mounted on the carriage and having apertures for

respectively interengaging the lock when the carriage is in

its loading and securing positions so that the lock will re-

leasably hold the carriage successively in said positions.

3,098,292

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING GEN-
ERALLY CYLINDRICAL PARTS FROM THICK
METAL STOCK

Hugo Bunk, Sylvania, Ohio, assignor to National Lead

Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed Sept. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 837,627

3 Claims. (CI. 29—412)
3. A method of producing a plurality of generally

cylindrical articles from deformable sheet stock, said ar-

782 o.U - 50

3 098 294
LUBRICANT FOR METAL FORMING PROCESS

Arthur M. Shapiro, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Army
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 30, 1960. Ser. No. 72,809

3 Claims. (CI. 29—528)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

I. In a process of cold drawing a small article from a

draw piece made of a metal selected from the group

consisting of 70-30 brass. 80-20 brass, and mild steel,

the steps comprising immersing the metal to be cold

drawn in an aqueous solution of about 1 to 2% sodium

behenate soap, said solution being maintained at a tem-

perature between about 150 to 200° F., permitting said

immersed metal to remain submerged in said heated solu-

tion for a period ranging between about 3 to 5 minutes,

removing said immersed metal from the heated solution
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and cold drawing said removed metal into a small article

while Hooding with said heated solution.

projecting through the other of the opposite ends of the

frame sections, a nut screwed on the projecting end of

the link, a socket slidably and non rotatably receiving the
^^"^^^^""^^

nut and bearing on said other of the opposite ends of the

3,098,29$ frame sections, a coil spring within the socket surround-

BLADE FOR A DRY SHAVER ing the nut, opposed shoulders on the socket and nut en-

John F. Wahl, Sterling, III., assignor to Wahl Clipper gaging the ends of the spring and forming a thrust trans-

Corporation, Sterling, III., a corporation of Illinois milling connection from the nut through the spring to

Filed Feb. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 9,991 ^^jj Qi^er of the opposite ends of the frame sections, a

3 Claims. (CI. 30—43)
cutting tool on at least one frame section in a plane pcr-

pjendicular to the axis of the pipe, and means for ad-

vancing the tool into the pipe.

14

3,098,297
CHEESE MOLD ASSEMBLY

Gecrt de Boer, Lippenhuizen, Netherlands, assignor to

N.V. Volma, Gorredijk, Netherlands, a corporation of

the Netherlands
Filed Nov. 2, •^59, Ser. No. 850,380

Claims priority, application Netherlands Nov. 19, 1958

7 Claims. (CI. 31—44)

1. A blade for an electric shaver including a metal

portion having a cutting region arcuate in cross section

and a base portion, said base portion having a lower part,

an upper part and a neck connecting said parts, a boss on

each side of said neck, said metal portion having cooper-

ating notches in which the bosses are received, at least a

portion of said metal portion having resilience and flex-

ibility to provide the transition necessary to permit the

cutting region of the blade to move in a straight path while

the base portion is moved along an arcuate path.

3,098,296

PIPE CUTTER
Thorvald Petersen, Erie, Pa., assignor to Reed Manufac-

turing Company, Erie, Pa., a corporation of Penn-

sylvania
Filed May 31, 1962, Ser. No. 199,081

3 Claims. (CI. 30—95)

iTorm
1. Apparatus for automatically filling cheese molds

with metered quantities of curd in non-fluid condition

comprising a sieve cylinder, means for delivering a mass

consisting of curd and whey in metered quantities to the

sieve cylinder, a plunger working in the sieve cylinder to

compress the mass while the whey flows off from the

sieve cylinder, said sieve cylinder having a lower open

end, means closing off said end as the mass is being

compressed, a cheese mold registerable with the lower

end and receiving the compressed curd when said last-

named means is removed to expose said lower end of

the sieve cylinder with the compressed curd being forced

into the cheese mold by the plunger.

3,098,298

DENTAL PROCESS AND APPARATUS
Albert R. Cerveris, 733 Washington Road, Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Jan. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 5,088
7 Claims. (CI. 32—19)

1. A cutter for pipe comprising a plurality of wheels

spaced about the axis of the pipe, each wheel having a

tread wide enough to ride on the outer surface of the

pipe without substantial penetration, two frame sections

respectively on opposite sides of the axis of the pipe with

the ends of the frame sections opposite each other, a link

connecting the ends of the frame sections opposite each

other, each link being connected to one of the opposite

ends of the frame sections and having a threaded end
1. A process for accurately recording the contacts of

upper and lower teeth when the mandible is disposed in
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centric relation, said process including the steps of dis-

posing a recording substance on an occlusal surface of

the teeth and applying to the mandible from its rest posi-

tion an intermittent elevating force at a frequency within

about the range of 40 to 150 cycles per second, said force

raising the mandible up to a point at which tooth contact

is first made.

3,098,299

DRILLING INSTRUMENT
Richard W. Page, 307 Quaker Road, Chappaqua, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 12, 1957, Ser. No. 677,669

4CUimfl. (CI. 32—27)

provided with an annular series of teeth thereon adapted

to mesh with the teeth of said first gear means, at least

one of said gear means having a horizontal circular un-

dercut removing a portion of the bottom walls of the

horizontal radial grooves formed between said radial

teeth so as to render the undercut gear teeth flexible, and

means including threadedly engaged members arranged

within said supporting base connected with said second

gear means for raising it out of mesh with said first gear

means to a position where it is freely rotative about its

axis.

3,098,301

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING FEET FOR BOOTS,
SHOES AND OTHER FOOTWEAR

> William Gordon Simpson, 15 Glemsford Drive,

Harpenden, England
Filed Oct. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 142,048

Ckiims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 3, 1960
8 Claims. (CI. 33—3)

i. A dental drilling instrument comprising a casing

structure, a tubular shaft having one end adapted to re-

ceive a drill shank, bearings supported in the casing

structure and, in turn, rotatably supporting the tubular

shaft, and closure means around the drill shank receiving

end of the shaft, the said closure means comprising a wash-

er plate supported in the casing structure adjacent the bear-

ings and closely fitting around the said shaft, means de-

fining a grease chamber adjacent the said washer plate

and outwardly thereof, means outwardly of the grease

chamber defining an air chamber awl including an outer

closure member for the air chamber fitting around the

shaft with clearance, and means for supplying air under

pressure to the air chamber for maintaining a current

of air out through the space between the last said mem-

ber and the tubular sliaft during operation of the drill

and thereby preventing the entry into the casing of water

and gritty material.

3,098,300

ANGLE MEASURING INSTRUMENT
GusUv Ziehcr, Aalen, Germany, assignor to

Carl Zeiss, Wurttembcrg, Germany, a firm

Filed Apr. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 807,943

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 22, 1958

5 Clahns. (CL 33—1)

H-JUL

1. In an angle measuring instrument, means defining a

supporting base, first gear means secured to said base in

horizontal position having a plane upper side provided

with an annular series of substantially radially extending

teeth thereon, second gear means disposed concentrically

above said first gear means and having a plane lower side

1. Apparatus for measuring feet for boots, shoes or

other footwear comprising a carrier having a scale to

show the size of the footwear required, a fitment on the

carrier at one end of the scale to be engaged by the heel

of a foot being measured, a slider unit mounted for

sliding movement on the carrier towards and away from

ihe fitment and comprising a pallet to engage the toe,

and a girth band forming an open loop over the foot-

receiving-space between the fitment and the slider to fit

over the foot, said band being carried at one position

in its length by the carrier, being carried at another posi-

tion in its length by the slider unit and being guided so

that movement of the slider unit causes variation in the

peripheral length of the open loop formed by the girth

band.

3 098 302
MOUNTING MEANS FOR INFRA-RED
TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS

John Kenneth Stewart, Dorval, Quebec, Canada, assignor

to Canada Iron Foundries, Limited, Montreal, Quebec,

Canada
FUed June 30, 1961, Ser. No. 121,079

7 Claims. (CI. 33—46)

1. In a railroad track surveying device, a first carriage

adapted for movement in a railroad track, high frequency

beam transmitter means pivotally mounted on said first

carnage; a second carriage adapted for movement on the

railroad track and normally spaced from said first car-

riage; high frequency beam receiver means pivotally

mounted on said second carriage and adapted to receive

the transmitter beam from said transmitter means; and

linkage means between said transmitter means and said re-

ceiver means adapted to maintain the transmitter means

and the receiver means in substantial alignment with re-

spect to each other, said linkage means including a flexible
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link substantially spanning 'the distance between the car-

riages.

3,098,303
FLUORESCENT GUN SIGHT

Leonard N. Plisk, Hilton, N.Y., assignor to Bausch &
Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of

New Yorl(
Filed Dec. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 158,350

2 Claims. (CI. 33—52)

1. A gun sight having in combination an elongated

plastic block,

a pair of substantially flat optical surfaces formed on

two opposite ends of said block,

said block b>eing formed of transparent material,

a cylindrical wail formed in said block so as to define

an opening connecting said optical surfaces,

a cylindrical light diffusing and transparent element

formed of fluorescent material, said element being co-

extensive with and fitted to said wall so as to provide

a luminescent directional sighting means extending

between said optical surfaces.

a pair of substantially Mat optical surfaces formed on
the terminal ends of said element substantially co-

planar with the first pair of optical surfaces, and

means for mounting said block so that said element is

aligned with the barrel of a gun on which it is

mounted.

3,098,304
COMPASS

Harlan N. Harris, 1850 N. Avenue 51,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 101,016
5 Claims. (CI. 33—154)

I A compass, comprising: a pair of leg members;
hinge means connecting said members at corresponding
ends for swinging movements; an adjustable articulate

connection between points on said legs spaced from said

hinge means for var>ing the angular relationship of said

legs, said hinge means being relatively movable towards
said connection as the angular relationship of said legs

is increased; and a part carried by said hinge means for

abutmjnt with said connection to limit the maxjmum
angular separation of said legs.

3,098,305
ELECTRIC ANGLE CHECKING GAGE

Richard P. Anderson, Danvers, Mass^ aasignor, by mesne
assignments, to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Navy
Filed Aug. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 134,780

9 Claims. (CI. 33—174)

I. An apparatus for checking the chord angle of a

compressor stator vane after being mounted on the

stator assembly, said apparatus comprising a base, a shaft

vertically mounted on said base, support means mounted
on said shaft, angular measuring means mounted on said

support means for indicating the chord angle, a boom
perpendicularly extending from said support means, elec-

trical contact means consisting of two conducting por-

tions with an insulating material therebetween, said con-

tact means attached to the extreme outer end of said

boom, an electrical circuit comprising a battery, a pair

of lead wires connected to said battery, an indicating light

and said electrical contact means, the components of said

electrical circuit being connected in series, said electrical

circuit being completed when contact is made with both

edges of the blade being checked by the conducting p>or-

tions of said contact means whereby said indicating light

is energized and said angular measuring means may be

observed and recorded.

3,09M06
GYROCOMPASS

Henry A. Dinter, Jr., Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Minne-
apolis, Minn., a corporation of Delaware

Filed June 29, 1961, Ser. No. 120,559
8 Claims. (CI. 33—226)

1. A north-seeking gyroscof>e comprising: a mount-
ing element; a casing element, said casing element being

mounted upon said mounting element for rotation about

a first axis perpendicular to the earth's surface; a gim-

bal element, said gimbal element pendulously suspended
within said casing element for rotation about said first

axis; an air-bearing spin motor including a rotor element

mounted within said gimbal element for rotation about a

second axis perpendicular to said first axis, said axis of

said rotor element oscillating about the true north direc-

tion upon rotation of said rotor element, said oscillation

being about said first axis, said rotor element having a

reflecting surface perpendicular to said second axis; auto-

collimator means rigidly attached to said casing means,
said autocollimator means having an optical axis per-

pendicular to said first axis, said autocollimatcH' means
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projecting an image along said optical axis; a readout

mirror rigidly attached to said casing means and posi-

tioned so as to reflect a first image back to said autocol-

limator means, said surface reflecting a second image

bacic to said autocollimator means when said optical axis

is perpendicular to said surface; and means for rotating

3 098 308
FOOTWEAR HA\TNG'aN OUTSOLE OF ELASTO-
MERIC MATERIAL CURED DIRECTLY TO THE
SOLE

Anton Liebscher, Ernest E. Rollman, and Andrew S.

Szerenyi, Waynesville, N.C., assignors to Ro-Search,

Inc., Waynesville, N.C.
Filed Aug. 15, 1957, Ser. No, 678,412

2 Claims. (CL 36—14)

said casing element about said first axis so as to con-

tinuously maintain said optical axis perpendicular to said

surface, said autocollimator meani. transferring the in-

formation of the direction of said axis of said rotor ele-

ment from said surface to said readout mirror so as to

provide a primary indication of the true north direction.

I. Footwear comprising an upper, a outsole of thin

moldable non-porous rubber material having a substan-

tially fiat portion constituting the wear surface of the

footwear and an integral upstanding rim extending around

the periphery thereof, and a filler of porous rubber ma-

terial between the bottom portion of said outsole and

upper formed integrally with said outsole and secured to

said upper, said rim being molded and vulcanized in situ

around said filler and directly to said upper for securing

said outsole to said upper.

3,098,309
SNOWPLOW .ATTACHMENT FOR AUTOMOBILES
John E. Koch, 5549 York Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Mar. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 95,862

4 Claims. (CI. 37—42)

3,098,307

LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION APPARATUS
Stephen A. Caldwell, Jr., Baton Rouge, La., assignor to

Acoustron Corporation, Houston, Tex., a corporation

of Texas
Filed Sept. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 135,631

7 Claims. (CL 35—35)

1. Apparatus for language instruction adapted to per-

mit a student to hear instructional signals and the student's

acoustic response thereto comprising means for producing

an electrical instructional signal, a students head set

adapted to be worn by the student and having a pair of

transducer earphones, means for coupling the electrical in-

structional signal to the transducer earphones of the

student head set for activating the latter to produce acous-

tical signals corresponding to said electrical instructional

signals, sound propagating tube means mounted on said

transducer earphones having a sound entrance opening to

be positioned adjacent the student's mouth and sound exit

openings immediately inwardly of said transducer ear-

phones in the zone between the latter and the student's

ear canals for propagating the student's acoustic response

to the instructional signals directly to said zone.

1. A snowplow atuchable to the bumper of an auto-

mobile, comprising an elongate snow-pushing moldboard

normally extending along the ground in a substantially

upright position in front of the automobile, the mold-

board having a ground-engaging edge and an upper por-

tion, a pair of parallel and rigid plow-pushing arms ex-

tending in a forwardly and downwardly inclined direction

toward the moldboard, said arms having front and rear

ends, means removably attaching the rear ends of the

arms to an automobile bumper, the front ends of said

arms being bar-shaped and oriented in a vertical plane,

and said front ends being bent downwardly to define elon-

gate moldboard-engaging edges bearing against the mold-

board, pivot means below the front ends of said arms and

adjustably attaching the front ends of the arms to the

moldboard at spaced positions longitudinally along the

moldboard and for swinging movement about upright and

substantially horizontal axes extending generally parallel

to the moldboard whereby to permit the moldboard to

swing downwardly when the lower edge of the moldboard

encounters an obstruction and to permit the arms to be

folded against the moldboard when removed from the

automobile, elongate springs above the arms and extend-

ing therealong. said springs having opposite ends anchored

on the arms and on the upper portion of the moldboard

respectively for returning the moldboard to upright posi-

tion after having been swung downwardly, the moldboard

having a pair of rigid plates thereon and having a plural-

ity of rearwardly projecting rigid arm-guiding and retain-
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ing lugs in spaced side by side relation with each other

and affixed to said plates adjacent each of the arms and

receiving said edges of the arms therebetween to maintain

the front end of said arms in predetermined relation with

the moldboard and to cause the moldboard to return to

a preset position each time the moldboard is swung up-

wardly after having been swung downwardly by an ob-

struction.

3,098,310
PERPETUAL CALENDAR WITH BUILT-IN

TABULATOR
Sam F. Elwood, P.O. Box 2612, Sacramento 12, Calif.

Filed Nov. 15, 1961, S«r. No. 152,527
7 Claims. (CI. 40—107)

I. A perpetual calendar machine comprising a hollow

casing having an inclined front wall, said front wall in-

cluding a generally rectangular recessed portion covering

the major portion of the surface thereof for receiving

calendar cards, spring means mounted in the front wall

for engaging the bottom edge of the calendar cards for

retaining the calendar cards in position, and means for

ejecting the cards from the recess portion of the front

wall, said spring means for retaining the calendar card

in position including a spring clip having a rounded edge
engaging substantially the entire length of the bottom
edge of the calendar card, means mounting the clip from

the interior of the casing.

3,098,311
BOLT STOP FOR SEMIAUTOMATIC FIREARM

Giulio V. Savioli, Westfield, Mass., assignor to the United
States of America as represented bj the Secretary of

the Army
Filed Feb. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 176,164

6 Claims. (CI. 42—18)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. In a firearm having a slidable bolt disposed for lon-

gitudinal reciprocation between battery and recoil posi-

tions, a releasable magazine for holding a vertical stack

of cartridges, and a spring-biased follower in the maga-
zine for successively lifting the uppermost cartridge in

the stack into the path of the bolt upon movement thereof

into recoil position, the improvement of means for re-

taining the bolt in the recoil position independently of the

magazine comprising in combination, a bolt stop pivoted

below the longitudinal path of the bolt and adjacent the

recoil position thereof, spring means normally urging said

stop in a counterclockwise direction away from engage-

ment with the bolt, a lock pivotally mounted in adjacent

coaxial relation with said bolt stop, spring means nor-

mally urging said lock in a clockwise direction into sup-

porting engagement with said bolt stop for locking the

bolt in the recoil position thereof in the absence of the

magazine in the firearm, and means for transferring the

pivotal movement of said lock to said bolt stop following

the withdrawal of the supporting engagement therebe-

tween upon the reinsertion of the magazine into the

firearm.

3,098,312
MINNOW HOLDER

Frank P. Shannon, 124 lltfa St., Silvis, lU.

Filed Apr. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 100,047
1 Chdm. (CI. 43—4)

A minnow holder comprising an elongated member of

generally cylindroidal configuration and having one end

in the form of a base generally oval in section from the

generally peripheral portions of which extend a plurality

of peripherally spaced rod-like parts generally in parallel-

ism and extending in an axial direction and defining a

minnow-receiving area of substantially constant cross-

section, the outer ends of said parts being unconnected

with one another, forming thereby hook-receiving spaces

between said parts and an of)en end for said holder di-

mensioned to accommodate the insertion of a minnow
into said holder, there being flared out portions on the

ends of said rod-like parts and the number of said parts

being at least greater than four so that the circumferential

spacing between said parts is sufficiently small that a min-

now, inserted down through said open end into the space

within said plurality of rod-like parts, will be loosely held

in place therein, said spacing being sufficient to accommo-
date the insertion of a fish hook into the body of the min-

now inserted wholly or partially into said holder, the un-

connected end portions of said rod-like parts providing

for the passage of the hook, with minnow attached there-

to, outwardly past the ends of said parts with the minnow
impaled thereon.

3,098,313
REEL MOUNTING MEANS FOR FISHING RODS

William E. Portz, Geneva, Ohio, assignor to True Temper
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Apr. 7, 1960, Scr. No. 20,696
3 Cbims. (CI. 43—22)

1. Real seat mounting means for detachably securing

a reel to a fishing rod comprising a fishing rod, a first

tubular member telescoped over said rod, filler means
positioned between said tubular member and said rod

along a substantial portion of the length of said first
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tubular member, said first member, rod and filler means

constituting a rigid assembly, means secured at the for-

ward end of said first tubular member for seating the

toe of a reel base, a second tubular member telescopical-

ly and slidably mounted upon said first member and hav-

ing an upstructurc portion adapted to seat the heel of a

reel base, means mounting said second member on said

first member to facilitate relative reciprocal movement

therebetween, and compression spring means telescoped

vidcd at the end of the strap and adapted to pass below

the arm of the machine, then from the inside to the outside

r
A

." A,

"W ,

of the housing through the said slot, cooperating means

borne by the said extension which cooperate with said

handle for lifting the machine.

over said rod and within said first tubular member, said

spring abutting said mounting means at its forward end,

and abutting an end portion of said first tubular member

at its rearward end, rearward movement of said tubular

member serving to further compress said spring and unseat

the heel potion of said reel base, and wherein subsequent

forward motion of said second tubular member, accom-

plished by releasing said compressed spring, moves said

second tubular member so that the upstruck portion

thereof scats the heel portion of said reel base.

3,098,316
CHILD'S TOY

Jeremiah T. McCarthy, Chicago, III., assignor of twenty

percent to Michael St. J. McCarthy, Sr., twenty percent

to Michael St. J. McCarthy, Jr., and ten percent to

Leonard S. Knox, all of Chicago, 111.

Filed Oct. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 848,427

2 Claims. (CI. 46—43)

3,098,314
BOOK SUPPORT

Stanislaw D. Degorski, 2910 Oliver Road, and Vincent T.

Borka, 332 E. Parent, both of Royal Oak, Mich.

FUed Feb. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 171,466

2 Claims. (CI. 45—57)

1. A support for a book in which portions of the

book pages may be turned while other portions of the

pages are securely clamped comprising a support struc-

ture for receiving a book in open position; a first rela-

tively strong spring mechanism to securely clamp first

portions of the book pages of each side of the book to

the support structure; and a second relatively weak spring

mechanism to releasably clamp a second portion of the

book pages to one side of a book for subsequent turning;

said second spring mechanism being secured to said first

spring mechanism and comprising a flat spring element

having a spirally coiled portion with a free end bearing

towards the book support structure.

1. A child's toy comprising a ball, an upwardly-concave,

dish-shaped body symmetrical about its vertical axis hav-

ing a marginal track portion for constraining the ball 'o

travel in a circular path upon gyratory motion imparted to

the body, cap means substantially homologous with the

conformation of the crown of a child's head to support

the body thereon, and means securing said body to said

cap means, said securing means including a resilient mem-
ber intermediate said cap means and body providing rela-

tively free wobbly motion of the body upon an essentially

gyratory movement of the head.

3,098,317
INFLATED PLAY HORSE

George G. Guzman, 14 La Cadena St.,

Santa Barbara, Calif.

Filed Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 154,631

2 Claims. (CI. 46—87)

3,098,315

CARRYING CASE FOR SEWING MACHINES
Luigi Bono, Pavia, Italy, assignor to Necchi Socicta

per AzioBi, Pavia, Italy

Filed Jan. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 166,751

Claims priority, application Italy Feb. 10, 1961

1 Claim. (CL 45—68.2)
Container for a sewing machine having a base and an

arm; said container comprising a housing of pliable mate-

rial having an open bottom so that it can be placed in

downward direction over the sewing machine, said housing

having a slot, a strap adapted to support the weight of the

machine fastened to the inside of the housing and having

an extension to the outside of the housing, a handle pro-

1. An inflatable play riding horse comprising a flat hol-

low base having a top wall, a pair of tubular front legs
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and a pair of tubular rear legs rising from said top wall, a

hollow body having a bottom wall secured upon the upper
ends of the legs, said base, said legs, and said body being

resilient and in communication with each other, the front

legs bemg perpendicular to the base, said rear legs having

perpendicular upper portions and forwardly and down-
wardly angled lower portions reaching to the top wall of

the base, and means for intl.iting the horse.

3,098,318
DOM. WALKING MECHANISM

Robert Gardel, 1 1 Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 89,845

7 Claims. (CI. 46—173)

!. .'\ JdII walking mechanism comprising, a doll leg

having at its upper end an opening detined hy an annular

run, at least one discontinuity in a surface of said rim

and a lever unit adapted to be inserted and fixed in said

opening, including a lower plate having a transverse di-

mension smaller than the diameter of said rim whereby
said plate can be passed edgewise through said opening

and to lie against the under surface of said rim at diamet-

rically opposite points, an upper plate rotatably and axial-

ly movable v\ith respect to the lower plate, an upwardly

projecting lever having an integrally formed flat base

adapted to rest against the upper plate, a pin passing

through said base and said upper plate and fixed to said

lower plate, and a spring acting to hold said base against

said upper plate and to urge said upper and lower plates

axially toward each other, said upper plate having means
adapted to cooperate with said discontinuity to prevent

rotation of said plate from a predetermined set position.

3,098,319
ANIMATED FIGLRINE AND MEANS FOR

OPERATING SAME
Robert Ellis, San Diego, Calif.

(350 E. Plaza, Solano Beach, Calif.)

Filed July 10, 1961, Ser. No. 123,391
11 Claims. (CI. 46—240)

I. An amusement device for simulating walking crea-

tures comprising a plane surfaced floor, two laterally ad-

jacent reciprocating elements, means for reciprocating

said elcnienis. said elements traversing said floor in the

same direction as the reciprocations of said reciprocating

elements, a permanent magnet attached to each of said

reciprocating elements, said magnets loosely contacting

the underside of an additional plane surfaced non-mag-
netic fltH>r, said additional floor spaced above said first

mentioned HcH)r. and a two-legged erect walking figurine

provided with an armature at the bottom of each foot

of said figurine and adapted to be superimposed on the

said additional plane surfaced floor above the aforesaid

magnets, the legs of said two-legged figurine comprising

the lower elements of a vertically disposed lazy-long

mechanism operable within the hollow body of said

figurine.

3,098,320
MARKER SEED TABS

Michael H. Estkowski, Sun Valley, Calif.

(R.R. 2, P.O. Box 757, St. Joseph, Mich.)
Filed Sept. 22, I960, Ser. No. 57,846

9 Claims. (CI. 47—56)

1. A seed planting and marker device comprising a

vertically elongated rigid tab proportioned to have one

end ariven into soil to a predetermined level with the

other end thereof projecting upwardly above the soil,

said .one end of said tab having at least a portion of one
surface thereof coated with a thin layer of adhesive ma-
terial, and a predetermined number of seeds adhered to

the surface of said layer.

3,098,321
MARKER SEED TABS

Michael H. Estkowski, Los Angeles, Calif.^ (R.R. 2,

P.O. Box 757, St. Joseph, Mich.), and Jerald V . Dunlap.
2045 .Mandeville Canyon Road, Los Angeles 49, Calif.

Filed May 2, 1961, Ser. No. 107,219
13 Claims. (CI. 47—56)

"itaB"

1. A marker seed tab comprising: a vertically elon-

gated rigid flat tab proportioned to have one end portion

thereof driven into soil to a predetermined level with the

other end portion thereof projecting above the soil, said

tab being formed of stiff relatively thin self-supporting

material, said one end portion having an indentation

formed in one surface thereof; a predetermined quantity

of seed positioned in said indentation; and a relatively

thin layer of moisture-absorbent material adhered to and
covering at least a part of said one surface of said one

end portion, said layer covering at least a portion of said

indentation defining a cavity therewith and covering said

seed, said seed being secured to a wall of said cavity, said

cavity being proportioned to permit emergence of a seed-

ling thereupon.

3,098322
STRUCTURAL EAVES COVERING

George Greene, 14 Wildwood St., R.F.D. 2,

Peekskill, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No, 91,775

2 Claims. (CI. 50—4)

1. In combination with a building having a vertical

wall and a sloping roof and covering therefor, the provi-

sion of a structural eaves covering formed from an

elongated strip of sheet metal having a plurality of lon-

gitudinal bend lines forming a plurality of juxtaposed
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panel sections having an angular relation to each other

and including a lower vertical flange section secured to

said vertical wall, a horizontal soffit section at generally

right angles to the flange section, an upwardly extending

vertical facia section, and a flashing section extending

diagonally upwardly from the facia section and underly-

ing the lower section of said roof covering, the eaves

covering having an upwardly opening substantially U-

shaped narrow channel forming the juncture between the

facia section and the flashing section, the leg portions

of said channel being in close alignment with each other

and defining a flange-receiving support, the juncture with

the facia section being below the edge of the flashing sec-

tion.

3,098,323

MEANS FOR SEPARATION AND REMOVAL OF
PARTS FROM A VIBRATING MACHINE

Paul H. Setzlcr, York, Pa., assignor to Bell Interconti-

nental Corporation, Mishawaka, Ind., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Nov. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 151,504

6 Claims. (CI. 51—7)

I . In a machine for the treatment of the surfaces of ma-

terial with media in vibratory movement including a bowl

having an! open'top and a rounded bottom, means sup-

porting the bowl for vibratory movement and means for

imparting vibratory movement to the bowl, the improve-

ment which comprises means for separation of the ma-

terial from the media within the bowl and for removing

the separated material from the bowl without the handling

of the media, comprising a bucket mounted for vertical

movement into and out of the open end of the bowl be-

tween a lowered position and a raised position in which

the bucket is clear of the bowl, said bucket having a

rounded bottom corresponding to the rounded bottom of

the bowl and in which the rounded bottom is formed with

foramens dimensioned to be larger than the media but

smaller than the material, means mounting the bucket

for rotational movement about an axis which substantially

corresponds to the central axis of the rounded bottom of

792 O.G.—57

the bowl when the bucket is in lowered position within

the bowl whereby the bucket is rotatable to an upright

position concentric with the rounded bottom of the bowl.

and means for releasably latching the bucket in an inverted

position for first insertion into the bowl whereby, when the

bowl is released from the latching means, the bowl can

rotate about its axis to displace materia! and media from
the bottom of the bowl into the bucket and whereby,

when the bucket is raised from lowered position within

the bowl, the continued vibrational movement causes the

media to sift through the foramens of the bucket to sepa-

rate the material from the media.

3,098,324
POLISHING METHOD AND MEANS

John C. Straub, South Bend, Ind., assignor to Bell Inter-

continental Corporation, Mishawaka, Ind., a corpora-
tion of Delaware

Filed Mav 1, 1961, Ser. No. 106,938
25 Claims. (CI. 51—9)

4. A device for polishing surfaces of work by the projec-

tion of resilient particles onto said surfaces with a mo-
tion having a linear component and a rotational com-
ponent comprising a pair of adjacent surfaces spaced one

from the other by an amount corresponding to the cross-

sectional dimension of the resilient particles for simul-

taneous engagement of the particles when displaced there-

between, means for feeding said particles into the area

between said adjacent surfaces, and means for displace-

ment of said surfaces in opposite directions with one sur-

face travelling at a surface speed greater than the other,

whereby the particles displaced therebetween will be

thrown from between said surfaces with a linear compo-
nent in the direction of the surface of higher linear speed
and a velocity related to the difference between the sur-

face speeds and with a rotational component which is

related to the sum of the speeds of said surfaces, and
means for positioning the work surface to be polished in

the path of the particles thrown from between said sur-

faces.

3,098,325
FLUTED-CUTTER SHARPENER

Austin Gudmundsen, Inglewood, and Ray Francis Davis,
Los Angeles, Calif., assignors to McCulloch Corpora-
tion, Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of Wisconsin

Filed May 15, 1961, Scr. No. 110,154
5 Claims. (CI. 51—95)

1. In a fluted-cutter sharpener; a base member; a motor
secured on said base member; a motor shaft extending

from and driven by said motor; a grinding wheel secured
on the shaft of said motor to be driven thereby; a trough
secured to said base member and extending under said

grinding wheel; means to position said trough on said

base member to place a flute edge surface of a cutter

therein adjacent to a grinding wheel surface for sharpen-

ing; a guide sleeve slidable in said trough for securing
to a cutter for moving said cutter in said trough toward
and away from said grinding wheel surface while said

flute edge surface is in position for sharpening; a cutter

guide secured in said trough for rotatably guiding the

flute edge surface in position for sharpening to maintain
it in its proper rotational relationship with respect to



said grindin

away from
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g wheel as the cutter is moved toward and

said grindmg wheel; and means to vertically

from said support, a head mounted on said arm, said head

including means for holding a stone thereon, means pivot-

ally mounting said head on said arm for movement in a

generally vertical plane and with respect to said arm,

means for locking said head in selected angled condition

with respect to said arm, and said arm being articulated
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position said grinding wheel with respect to the flute edge

surface in position for sharpening.

3,098,326

DIAMOND CUTTING AND POLISHING DEVICF.

Berek Dembinski, 368 Brooklyn Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 83,410

5 Claims. (CI. 51—125)

and comprising an inner section and an outer section, said

outer section supporting said head and being swingable

in a generally vertical plane and with respect to said inner

section, and means for limiting at least the downward

movement of said outer section with respect to said inner

section of said arm.

f9
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C| from said vertical axis as determined by the equation

f", r;4- J4 addendum w'here the addendum is the addcn-

dumof the cutting teeth of said tool and ii is a finite value

which may v.iry within the range of .41)0 to .450 inch, the

step of locating a grinding surface of said grinding wheel

which has a diameter determined hy the equation

^A.'. . I ii-iiO iA ^PD BCD]W hci'l dia. = M f jadden.-f -
>

at said distance C, from said vertical axis where adden

is the addendum of the cutting tool in inches; F'D is the

pitch diameter of the said tool in inches; BCD is the hase

circle diameter in inches of said tool; and Wi is a nuilti-

pl>ing factoi as determined by the equation

(^f7•+a)^--l(X) DP

where a is a constant with a range of ±1.2; and DP is the

diametral pitch, the step of presenting said cutting edge

to said grinding surface by swinging said tool about said

vertical axis, and the step of successively locating the re-

maining cutting edges of said tool at said distance C,

from said vertical axis and successively presenting said

remaining cutting edges to said grinding surface of said

wheel.

' 3,098,334
METHOD OF CLOSING GLASS CONTAINERS

Herbert A. Barnby and Sam M. Edwards, Toledo, Ohio,
a.ssignor$ to Owens-Illinois Glass Company, a corpora-
tion of Ohio

Filed Nov. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 771,5«4
5 Claims. (CI. 53

—

42)

1. The method which consists in temporarily sealing a

newly formed empty jar having an externally threaded

neck with a closure cap comprising an unthreaded cup-

like shell of readily deformable sheet metal including an

attaching skirt dimensioned to be frictionally yet readily

removably held on the neck, removing the closure cap

substantially at the inlet end of a jar filling and closing

line, filling the jar with a product to be packaged therein,

utilizing said closure cap to finally seal the product-filled

jar by again telescoping it over the jar neck into hermetic

.sealing engagement with the latter and rolling-in areas of

the attaching skirt to produce screw threads conforming

to and in holding engagement with the threads on the jar.

3,098,335
FLASH BULB FILLING APPARATUS

Clarence F. Sindy, Willoughby, Ohio, assignor to General
Klectric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Aug. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 52,142
5 Claims. (CL 53—59)

n 1 " SJUi*" '-•

1. Apparatus for filling a flash lamp bulb with a charge

of shredded light-producing material comprising, in com-
bination, cutting mechanism for producing a charge of

shredded material, a filling head receiving the open neck of

a lamp bulb to mount the bulb on said head, means
including a vacuum system for transporting the charge

from said cutting mechanism to said filling head for

insertion into the interior of the bulb, an auxiliary trans-

port system for removing the charge from said cutting

mechanism, and means responsive to mounting of a

defective bulb on said filling head to stop operation of

said first transporting means and start operation of said

auxiliary transport system.

3,098,336
LEAD HALTER

Henry E. Bearss, Minonk, III., assignor of one-third each
to Lawrence A. Bearss, Minonk, and Robert E. Bearss,
Sterling, III.

Filed July 13. 1962, Ser. No. 209,657
2 Claims. (CI. 54—24)

I . A lead halter for domestic animals which comprises

an inverted U-shaped head strap, a pair of head strap

rings one of which is secured to each end of said head

strap, a forwardly extending U-shaped nose strap one end

of which is secured to one of said head strap rings and

the other end of which is secured to the other of said
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head strap rings, a pair of nose strap rings permanently

secured in fixed position to said nose strap in spaced re-

lation to each other one of which is disposed in spaced

relation to the said one of said head strap rings and the

other of which is disposed in spaced relation to the said

other of said head strap rings, a pair of crossing chains

one of which extends through the said other of said head

strap rings and is connected to the said one of said nose

strap rings and the other of which extends through the

said one of said head strap rings and is connected to the

said other of said nose strap rings, the free ends of said

chains being connected to a connecting ring which is

adapted to have a lead rope connected thereto.

a knife assembly located adjacent the leading edge of said

cutter bar for reciprocal movement with respect thereto,

said knife assembly comprising a plurality of sickle blades

fixed in forwardly extending substantially side-to-side re-

lationship, each of said sickle blades having a leading

edge, a trailing edge and rearwardiy diverging cutting

edges, the combination of a plurality of shear plates, and

a support means for individually supporting each of said

shear plates with said cutter bar in substantially side-to-

side relationship and forwardly displaced from the lead-

3,098,337
POWER LAWN MOWER GUARDS

Oswald A. Teachworth, Holly, Mich., assignor of one-

third to George J. Fulkerson, Birmingham, Mich., and

one-third to Grin T. Fulkerson, Pontiac, Mich.

Filed Apr. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 189,520

6 Claims. (CI. 56—25.4)

I. In a rotary type power lawn mower, a horizontally

disposed rotating cutter blade and drive means therefor,

said cutter blade having a cutting edge adjacent each end

facing in the direction of rotation thereof, a housmg over

said rotating cutter blade including a depending periphery

extending below said rotating cutter blade and having a

cut grass outlet therein, and wheel means supporting the

lower periphery of said housing at a selected distance

above the turf whereby to admit of the cutting of grass

by said rotating cutter blade,

an annular wire guard disposed over the bottom of the

said housing located substantially at the bottom of

the depending periphery thereof,

said annular guard having its outer periphery substan-

tially coextensive of said housing with the distance

between the inner annulus and outer periphery there-

of being substantially the length of the cutting edge

of said cutter blade,

said annular guard including generally spirally disposed

intermediate wires spaced sufficiently between the

inner and outer peripheries thereof to permit blades

of grass to be cut to extend upwardly therebetween

in the path of the cutting edge of said cutter blade,

a pair of spaced suspension wires fixed at the central

portion thereof to the inner wire of said annular

guard and at circularly spaced points to the intermedi-

ate and outer wires thereof,

means connected to said suspension wires and to the

depending peripheral portion of said housing at oppo-

site sides thereof securing said annular guard in taut

relationship to the housing.

ing edge of said guard bar, each of said shear plates hav-

ing a leading edge, a trailing edge, and rearwardiy diverg-

ing cutting edges, the leading ede of said sickle blade ex-

tending forwardly beyond the leading edge of said shear

plate so as to move into initial contact with the material

to be cut, and the configuration of each of said shear

plates being substantially the same as the configuration of

each of said sickle blades, each of said support means

having substantially parallel sides and said sides being

substantially normal to the trailing edge of its respective

shear plate.

3,098,339
GUARD FINGER AND LEDGER PLATE

.Martin R. Sehm, Peoria, III., assignor to R. Herschel

Manufacturing Co., Peoria, ill., a corporation of Illinois

Filed July 6, 1961, Ser. No. 122,288

3 Claims. (CI. 56—311)

,ry/^'\
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3.098,340
PEAM T VINE FEED CONTROL DEVICE

Joseph J. Harrington, General Delivery, Lewiston, N.C.;

John D. Mitchell, General Delivery, Woodville, N.C.;

and Bertram L. Jordan, General Delivery, Lewiston,

N.C.
Filed Jan. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 2,393

4 Claims. (CI. 56—345)

third axles provided respectively at the outward extremity

of each crank arm and having their axes generally paral-

lel to the axis of the first axle, and toothed wheel elc-

1. In the known combination of a peanut combine

comprising a harvester section and a pick-up feed section,

wherein the feed sectidq comprises an inclined feed con-

veyor surface which is continually swept by a plurality

of rows of aligned pick-up fingers, the improvement

which comprises a plurality of spaced apart approximate-

ly U-shaped restraining means, each of said spaced apart

restraining means being disposed in separate vertical

planes which are parallel to each other, each of said U-

shaped restraining means being characterized by an open

end which faces upwardly and which is inclined slightly

toward the rear of the havester, a closed curved bottom

end section which generally points downwardly and for-

wardly, a front leg section, and a back leg section which

is preferably slightly longer than said front leg section,

the upper extremity of each of said front leg sections of

said restraining means being joined to an elongated sup-

port member which is disposed horizontally across the

front of the harvester a predetermined distance above the

ground, the said closed curved bottom end sections of

said plurality of restraining means being disposed ap-

proximately eight inches above the ground at their lower-

most extremities, the back leg sections of said restrain-

ing means extending in a generally backward and upward

direction, the minimum distance between said back leg

sections- and the feed surface of the harvester being ap-

proximately eight inches, said plurality of restraining

means being freely swingable through a vertical plane in

a generally upward and backward direction by virtue of

the fact that the said elongated support member which is

attached to the upper extremity of each of said restraining

means front sections is pivotably mounted, said restraining

means being disposed in advance of said conveyor.

3,098,341
ROTARY HARVESTERS

Richard M. Worrel, Fresno, Calif., assignor of one-half

to Herbert A. Huebner, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 101,779

10 Claims. (CI. 56—377)

1. A rotary side delivery forage harvester wherein

toothed wheel elements rotated by ground or crop en-

gagement when drawn at an angle oblique to their axes

move engaged crops laterally, the improvement which

comprises an elongated draft frame element provided at

a forward end with tractor coupling means permitting

vertical rise and fall of the rear end, said rear end termi-

nating in a first axle integral therewith, a toothed wheel

element freely rotatably mounted on said first axle, a

pair of crank arms also mounted concentrically on said

axle for elevational pivotal movement and oppositely ex-

tended therefrom generally normal thereto, second and

iMd

ments freely rotatably mounted on said second and third

axles, whereby the three wheel elements can individually

and independently rise and fall in their draft course over

terrain.

3,098,342
ELECTRIC HARNESS ROVING MACHINE

AND METHOD
Bruce W. Smith, Pacoima, Calif., assignor to Lockheed

Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

Filed Aug. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 133,400
16 Claims. (CI. 57—15)

1. An electric harness roving machine comprising: an

elongated frame; storage means on one end of said frame

for storing a predetermined plurality of wires of prede-

termined lengths and sizes; distributing means mounted on

said frame adjacent to said storage means and having a

plurality of circumferentially spaced apertures, each

adapted to receive one of a selective plurality of wires

therethrough; sizing means on said frame adjacent to said

distributing means and having an aperture of predeter-

mined diametrical dimension extending therethrough, said

sizing means being adapted to receive collectively there-

through the selective wires extending through said aper-

tures of said distributing means for sizing thereof; spindle

means mounted on said frame for reciprocal longitudinal

movement relative to said frame; power drive means on
said frame and having a driven shaft; first power trans-

mission means connecting said power drive means and
said spindle means for selectively moving said spindle

means in one direction longitudinally relative to said

frame: gripping means on said spindle means for gripping

collectively ends of said selective plurality of said wires

for longitudinal movement with said spindle means; and
second power transmission means connecting said power
drive means and said spindle means for translating rota-

tion of said driven shaft of said power drive means into

a rotation of said spindle means in one direction for rov-

ing the selective wires gripped thereby.
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3,098,343

YARN END CONTROLLING DEVICE FOR i

CENTRIFLIGAL SPINNING MACHINE
Eizaburo Negishi, 3 of No. 9 Oaza Nakazato,

YoDO-shi, Saitama-kcn, Japan

Filed May 10, 1962, Ser. No. 193,781

Claims priority, application Japan May 30, 1961

4 Claims. (CL 57—34)

said movement producing means for said tongue member

and said movable catcher hook being constructed and ar-

ranged in such a manner that the transverse movement of

the catcher hook takes place prior to the relative move-

ment of said tongue member.

3,098,345

SPINDLE DRIVE ARRANGEMENT FOR A
SPINNING MACHINE AND THE LIKE

Rolf Kramer, Stuttgart-Feuerbach, Erwin Breitinger,

Waiblingen, Wurttemberg, and Fritz Wilhelm Gerber,

Kirchheim, Unterteck, Germany, assignors to SKF
Kugellagerfabriken Gesellschaft mit beschrankter

Haftung, Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, Germany, a Ger-

man company
Filed Aug. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 48,103

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 29, 1959

12 Claims. (CI. 57—102)

/S 7 9

1. A yarn end controlling device comprising a bobbin

supporting tube member, a yarn guide tube member slid-

ably supported within said bobbin supporting tube mem-

ber, means for reciprocably moving the members with

respect to one another, the bobbin supporting tube mem-

ber having an end which is provided with a groove open-

ing externally at said end for engaging yarn in said groove

during a winding operation of yam onto a bobbin sup-

ported on said bobbin supporting tube member, said bob-

bin supporting tube member having a sharp edge bound-

ing said groove to constitute a knife edge, and cutter

means on said yarn guide tube member and movable

therewith for cooperating with said knife edge to sever

yarn contained in said groove upon relative reciprocating

movement between the tube members.

3,098,344

APPARATUS FOR APPLYING TRAVELLERS AND
THREAD ONTO THE RINGS OF SPINNING AND
TWISTING MACHINES

.

Paul Ramseier, Pfaffikon, Switzerland, and Fnlz Austei,

Konstanz, Germany, assignors to Bracker AG.,

Pfaffikon, Switzerland, a corporation of Switzerland

Filed Sept. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 224,347

Claims priority, application Switzerland Apr. 11, 1962

18 Claims. (CI. 57—34)

10 *:

1. Apparatus for applying travellers to the rings of

spinning and twisting machines with simultaneous draw-

ing-in of the yarn through the traveller to be applied; com-

prising a tool fork which is adapted to be placed onto

said ring, a tongue member supported for movement rela-

tive to said tool fork for pushing a traveller onto said

ring, a pair of catcher hooks for the yarn, one of said

catcher hooks being mounted for movement transverse

to the direction of movement of said tongue member,

means for producing a relative movement between said

tool fork and said tongue member, and means for produc-

ing a transverse movement of said movable catcher hook,

1. In a textile machine, a drive shaft mounted for

rotation, wheel means carried by said shaft, a support,

a spindle mounted on said support, said spindle having

a whorl portion, a rotary member mounted on said sup-

port for frictional engagement with said wheel means

to be rotated by said wheel means, a pulley member to

be jointly rotated with said rotary member, belt means

trained about said pulley member and whorl portion,

bracket means mounted on said support and swingably

supporting said rotary member and pulley member for

movements of said pulley member toward and from

said whorl portion, and means ordinarily urging said

pulley member away from said whorl portion for tension-

ing said belt means.

3,098,346

SPINDLE DRIVE ARRANGEMENT FOR A
SPINNING OR TWISTING FRAME

Joseph Steichele, Stuttgart-Weilimdorf, Germany, assignor

to SKF Kugellagerfabriken Gesellschaft mit beschrank-

ter Haftung, Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, Germany, a com-

pany of Germany
Filed June 2, 1960, Ser. No. 33,594

Claims priority, application Germany June 6, 1959

13 Claims. (CI. 57—103)
1 . A drive arrangement for a spinning machine and the

like, comprising a drive shaft mounted for rotation; a

spindle releasably mounted for rotation about an axis; a

support; intermediate wheel means movable on said sup-

port between a first position in which said intermediate

wheel means is in simultaneous motion transmitting en-

gagement with said drive shaft and with said spindle, and

a disengaged second position spaced from said first p>osi-

tion; brake means movable on said support between a first

position of brake release and a second position in which

said brake means is in braking engagement with said spin-

dle; spindle lock means movable on said support between
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a first position in which said lock means retains said spin-

dle on said support, and a spindle releasing second posi-

tion; and actuator rneans movahly mounted on said sup-
port for actuating simultaneous movement of said inter-

mediate wheel means, of said brake means, and of said

spindle lock means from the first to the second respective

positions thereof, and for retaining said intermediate

wheel means and said spindle lock means in the respective

second posiiicTtis thereof while simultaneously moving
said brake means from the second to the first position

thereof.

3,098,347
ELASTIC YARN AND METHOD OF

MAKING THE SAME
Wilbert D. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Parayam

Elastic Co., Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Penn-
sylvania

Filed Mar. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 181,020
10 Claims. (CI. 57—152)

'lAJiLumBmJJU\J
1. A truly balanced elastic yarn comprising an elastic

untwisted core filament and an inelastic untwisted cover
thread helically wound about the core filament.

3,098,348
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF STABLE
SINGLE - THREAD TWIST - COMPENSATED
YARNS

Hans Bryner, Milan, Italy, assignor to Sctar Aktiengesell-
schaft, Vaduz, Liechtenstein, a corporation of Liechten-
stein

Filed Dec. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 79,014
Claims priority, application Switzerland May 20, 1954

8 Claims. (CI. 57—157)
I. \ method of producing a stable elasticized yarn

from a single thread of synthetic fibers which comprises,
in combination, the steps of twisting said thread about
its longitudinal axis in a first direction to impart to said
thread a first predetermined number of correspondingly
directed turns per unit length, treating said twisted thread
with saturated steam at a predetermined temperature to
fix and stabilize said thread, thereafter twisting said
thread in a second direction which is opposite to said first

direction and to an extent which is greater than said twist-
ing in said first direction to impart to said thread a second
predetermined number of turns per unit length which is

greater than and directed oppositely to said first number
of turns, allowing said thread to expand freely, there-
after treating said thread a second time with saturated

steam at a predetermined temperature higher than said

first temperature, whereby said thread is fixed and sta-

bilized, and finally, after said fixing and stabilizing,

twisting said thread a second time in said first direction

I

I IRM 7IVM

a number of turns about equal to the excess of said sec-

ond number of turns over said first number of turns
whereby said thread becomes a stable stretch yarn sub-
stantially free from kinking.

3,098,349
LINKAGE WITH MEANS INCLUDING AUXIL-
IARY LINKS LIMITING FLEXIBILITY IN TWO
DIRECTIONS

Gilbert Waninger, Ettlingen, Baden, Germany, assignor
to Kabelschlepp G.m.b.H., Siegen, Westphalia, Ger-
many

Filed June 4, 1959, Ser. No. 818,226
Claims priority, application Germany June 7, 1958

6 Claims. (CL 59—78.1)

I
.
In a chain band for a drag chain with self-supporting

sections when moving along a straight line: a plurality of
alternate first and second flat link plate means in end lo

end and overlapping relation, each of said first link plate

means being formed of a pair of plates in straddling rela-

tion to the respective adjacent two second link plate means,
first pivots pivotally interconnecting said first and 'econd
link plate means for tilting movement relative to e.ich

other to permit the chain band to pass along a curved path.
a plurality of pairs of spaced parallel link members, said
pairs being respectively associated with said first and sec-

ond link plate means, the link members of each pair of link

members having one end thereof in overlapping arrange-
ment with regard to the link members of an adjacent pair,

a plurality of second pivots respectively carried by said
pairs of link members only, the overlapping ends of said

adjacent pairs of link members being pivotally intercon-
nected by a single one only of said second pivots, third
pivots spaced from said first pivots and respectively pivy
otally connecting the other ends of each pair of link mem-
bers with the respective adjacent first and second link plate

means, and abutment means respectively carried by said
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second pivots only for abutment with the link plate means

of the respective two adjacent link plate means when the

latter move from a tilted position to a ^tralghtened out

position, said chain band being constructed so that straight

lines joining the centers of adjacent ones of the second

and third pivots form a series of angles each having one

of said second pivots at its vertex and opening toward

one of said first pivots, each said angle being less than a

straight angle in all positions of said chain to thereby as-

sure buckling of the link members when the link plate

means carrying the respective pair of link members tilt

relative to each other.
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3,098,350 ^
MFTHOD OF PROPULSION EMPLOYING
CATALYZED NITROALKANE - ALKYLENE
OXIDE COMPOSITION ^.™.„

John P. Barry, Glendom, and Herman Schneiderman,

West Covina, Califs assignors to Aerojet-General Cor-

poration, Azusa, Calif., a cori»ration of Ohio

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 14, 1955, Ser. No. 488,155

15 Claims. (CI. 60—35.4)

1 In the method of producing thrust for propulsion

by combusting a fluid propellant composition consistmg

essentially of a mixture of liquid ni.roalkane and lower

alkylenc oxide in a combustion chamber; the improve-

ment which comprises combusting the fluid propellant

composition in the presence of a combustion rate accelera-

tion catalyst selected from the group consisting of the

lower diketone coordina ion compounds of chromium,

molybdenum, tungsten, manganese, cobalt, nickel, iron

and platinum, and mixtures thereof.

means supporting said primary nozzle section and actu-

ating means for moving said primary nozzle section to

vary the form thereof and the area of discharge therefrom,

said actuating means including an actuating member con-

nected to said primary nozzle section, a secondary nozzle

section circumferentially spaced about said primary noz-

zle section, said primary and secondary nozzle sections

forming a circumferential ejector passage therebetween,

duct means connected to said ejector passage to supply

secondary fluid at subsonic velocity thereto, adjustable

throttle means in said duct means upstream of said

ejector passage for throttling the flow of secondary fluid,

and means directing the entire flow of secondary fluid

through said adjustable throttling means, said adjustable

throttling means comprising at least one throttling duct

having varying cross section along its length and a mov-

able throttle body mounted therein to vary the flow area

defined between said throttling duct and said throttle body

in accordance with the position of said throttle body, said

movable throttle body fixed to said actuating member for

movement therewith, whereby the amount of throttlmg of

the secondary tluid is controlled in accordance with the

position of said actuating member and said primary nozzle.

3,098,353

ROCKET ENGINE PROPELLANT FEEDING AND
CONTROL SYSTEM

Robert N. Abild, New Britain, Conn., assignor to I nited

Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed Mar. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 99,873

13 Claims. (CL 60—35.6)

3,098,351

METHOD OF PROPULSION USING SOLID
PROPELLANT COMPOSITIONS

Horace M. Higgins and Calvin A. Gongwer, Glendora,

CaUf., assignors to Aerojet-General CorporaUon, Azusa,

Calif., a corporation of Ohio

No Drawing: Filed Feb. 18, 1955, Ser. No. 489,731

10 Claims. (CI. 60—35.4)

1 In a method of producing thrust for propulsion by

burning a solid propellant composition, consisting essen-

tially of an intimate mixture of a reducing metal selected

from the group consisting of the metals of Periodic

Groups lA. IIA. and IIB exhibiting electrode potentials

of suflficient magnitude to displace hydrogen from acids,

and an inorganic oxidizing salt in essentially stoichio-

metric proportions; the improvement which comprises

combusting said propellant in the presence of a burnmg

rate acceleration catalyst selected from the group consist-

ing of the oxides of nickel and cobalt and mixtures

thereof.

3,098,352

ADJUSTABLE JET PROPULSION NOZZLE WTTH
SECONDARY AIR FLOW CONTROL

Alvln Taub and Martin Mayer Fcldman, Wakefield, and

Clarence Edgar Le Bell, Peabody, Mass., a»«non ^
General Electric Company, a corporation of New York

FUed Apr. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 19,421

2 CUims. (CI. 60—35.6)

1 In an exhaust nozzle for a reaction engine: a primary

nozzle section receiving working fluid from said engine.

1. A rocket engine, comprising: a combustion cham-

ber having an oxidizer injector and a fuel injector there-

in; and, a propellant feeding and control system includ-

ing a main source of liquid oxidizer; a mam source of

liquid fuel; first separate means connecting said main

sources of liquid oxidizer and liquid fuel with said oxi-

dizer injector and said fuel injector, respectively, includ-

ing a flow control valve in each connecting means; an

auxiliary source of liquid oxidizer; an auxiliary source

of liquid fuel; second separate means connecting said

auxiliary sources of liquid oxidizer and liquid fuel with

said oxidizer injector and said fuel injector, respectively,

to supply oxidizer and fuel to said combustion chamber.
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including a flow control valve in each connection; com-

mon means to pressurize said main and said ;i^xiliary

sources of liquid oxidizer and liquid fuel, including a

source of gas under pressure and interconnecting valve

controlled connections; and selectively oi>erLible means

to open and close the valve controlled connections be-

tween said source of gas and said main and auxiliary

sources of oxidizer and fuel, and to open and close said

valves in said first and said second connecting means,

whereby oxidizer and fuel from said main sources or

from*said auxiliary sources or from both of said sources,

may be selectively supplied to said combustion chamber

through said injectors.

3,098,354
HIGH PRESSURE EJECTION IMPELLER

Juan D. Mendez-LlamoMS, Av. "B"—Urb. EI Pinar,

Qta. "Coromoto"—El Paraiso, Caracas Venezuela

Filed July 10, 1962, Ser. No. 208,794

3 Claims. (CI. 60—35.54)

54 ^50

1. A jet propulsion device comprising: a fluid com-

pressor; a stationary substantially-closed compression

chamber connected to receive pressure fluid from said

fluid compressor; an ejection chamber adjacent to said

compression chamber, said chambers being intercon-

nected through a common valve seat opening defined

therebetween, and said ejection chamber additionally de-

fining two diametrically opposite valve seat holes having

a concentric axis transverse to the longitudinal axis of

the common valve seat opening; a valve mounted for

reciprocation in said compression chamber between two

limiting positions in said compression chamber on the

longitudinal axis of said common valve seat opening,

and adapted to seat therein at one of said limiting posi-

tions to close said common valve set opening, and to be

lifted therefrom to open it; means for continuously re-

ciprocating said valve between said limiting positions; two

oppositely disposed valves, having hollow stems, slidably

mounted in said respective opposite seat valve holes, said

valves being mounted with hollow stems extending out-

wardly through said holes; and means operatively con-

nected to said opposite valves for individually sliding

said valves to open and close said opposite valve seat

holes, one of said holes being normally open and the other

closed, whereby pressure fluid is released in a succession

of jets from said compression chamber to said ejection

chamber, the rate of release of said jets being dependent

on the speed of reciprocation of the valve mounted in the

compression chamber, and jetted through the open valve

seat hole and out of the hollow stem of the associated

valve in one of the two opposite directions the hollow

stems are oppositely disoosed in, thereby driving the device

in the opposite direction.

3,098,355
STARTER NOZZLE FOR GAS TURBINES

Louis Ernest Varadi, Danvers, Theodore Edmond
Bourque, Beverly, and Walter Fesarek, Swamp-
scott, Mass., assignors to General Electric Com-
pany, a corporation of New York

Filed Nov. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 72,470
1 Claim. (CI. 60—39.14)

In a gas turbine engine, the combination comprising;

an annular segmented casing enclosing a working fluid

flow path, said casing formed with a row of circumferen-

tially spaced ports therein, webs forming an integral part

of said casing separating adjacent ones of said ports, a

turbine mounted for rotation in said working fluid flow

path, an annular segmented nozzle diaphragm including a

row of circumfercntially-spaced partitions having con-

toured surfaces and arranged to direct a stream of work-

ing fluid into said turbine, said diaphragm further includ-

ing a segmented band circumferentially spaced about said

partitions and secured to radially outer edges thereof, a

starter nozzle box comprising a plurality of planar parti-

tion plates spaced apart circumferentially about said

nozzle diaphragm interiorly of said casing, each of said

plates extending inwardly through said band to the outer

edge of a corresponding partition and secured thereto,

each of said plates having edges adjacent to the corre-

sponding partition disposed parallel to a tangent to a trail-

ing edge portion of curved surfaces of the correponding

partition, an outer edge of each of said plates abutting

said casing interiorly thereof, and retaining means en-

gaging circumferential end surfaces of the segments of said

casing and said diaphragm to locate said diaphragm and

said nozzle box in predetermined circumferential position

with respect to said casing, said predetermined position

being such that each of said ports is located intermediate

said outer edges of an adjacent pair of said plates for ad-

mitting starting fluid between said adjacent pair of said

plates and the corresponding partitions to said turbine.

3,098,356
FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM FOR GAS

TURBINE ENGINES
Everett S. Joline, Huntington Station, N.Y., assignor to

Sperry Rand Corporation, Great Neck, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
Filed Oct. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 63,946

3 Claims. (CI. 60—39.28)
3. In a fuel control system for a gas turbine engine

having an adjustable fuel flow control valve, said fuel flow

control valve being contoured in order that the log of the

fuel flow is proportional to the stroke of said valve, ther-

mal couple means responsive to the actual exhaust gas

temperature of said engine for providing a signal sub-

stantially representative thereof, said thermocouple signal

inherently lagging changes in the actual exhaust gas tem-

perature, pick-ofi' means responsive to the F>osition of said

fuel flow control valve for providing a signal in accordance

therewith, high pass filter means responsive to said pick-

off signal for providing a rate signal in accordance with

the rate of change thereof, said high pass filter means
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having a time constant which provides a compensating eter of said combustor central opening, and means sc-

'gnaTthat com^nsSes for the !Ig in said thermocouple cunng said ring element agamst rotation relative to sa.d

signal, and means for combining said thermocouple signal combustor structure.

^
Sj#W 1 J
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3,098,358

ELECTROHYDRAULIC ADJUSTING APPARATUS
Heinrich Paschke, Dusseldorf, Germany, assignor to

Firma Rheinmetall G.m.b.H., Dusseldorf, Germany
Filed Feb. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 90,688

Claims priority, application Germany Feb. 26, 1960

15 Claims. (CI. 60—52)

and said compensating signal to provide a synlh^ized

signal representative of the actual exhaust gas tempera-

ture

3,098,357

GAS TURBINE ENGINE CONSTRUCTION
Francis X. Marsh, Grosse Polnte Woods, Mich., assignor

to Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation,

Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Virginia

Filed Jan. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 788,829

2 Claims. (CI. 60—39.31)

1 In a gas turbine engine, a combustion chamber hous-

ing assembly comprising a combustor structure subject to

combustion gas temperature and having an annular cen-

tral opening, an annular swirl vane structure covering said

opening and subject to inlet air tempeiatuie. and means

removably attaching said swirl vane structure to said

combustor structure, said means comprising a plurality ot

circumferentially spaced substantially U-shaped clip ele-

ments each of said clip elements facing radially outwardly

and having one leg secured near the outer edge of said

swirl vane structure, the edge of said combustor opening

adapted to be engaged between the legs of said clip ele-

ment and radially spaced from the base thereof to permit

radial thermal expansion and contraction of said combus-

tor structure relative to said swirl vane structure, the edge

of said combustor central opening having radially extend-

ing notches circumferentially spaced equally with the cir-

cumferential spacing of said clip elements to permit as-

sembly of said structures upon passing one leg of each

clip through a notch and relatively rotating said structures

to engage the clips with the combustor opening edge por-

tions intermediate said notches, and a retainer means in-

serted between the combustor opening edge and the last-

mentioned leg of each clip, said retainer means covering

said notches to prevent removal of the clip elements there-

through, said retainer means comprising a ring element

having an inner peripheral edge substantially of the diam-

-

i "I,, r. m
1. Electrohydraulic apparatus for converting a rotary

movement, by means of pressure developed in an operat-

ing medium as a result of the said rotary movement, into

a linear movement, comprising a cylinder, a piston

mounted to reciprocate in the cylinder, and means to

direct the pressure of the operating medium into the

cylinder, the said operating medium being selected from

a group consisting of a metal and a metal alloy which

is in a fluent condition at least during the operation of

the apparatus.

3,098,359
REVERSIBLE HYDROSTATIC TORQUE

CONVERTER
Julius Yarmak, Swadlincote, and Josef Synac, WoodviIIe,

England, assignors to Coal Industry (Patents) Limited,

London, England, a company of Great Britain

Filed July 3, 1961, Ser. No. 121,592

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 14, 1»60

4CUiims. (CI. 60—S3)

rt« 11 **

1. In combination, a hydraulic motor having an output

shaft; a motor-driven pump of the vane type and having

a cam track adapted to co-operate with said vanes; hy-

draulically-actuated displacement adjustment means oper-
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atively connected to said pump, said adjustment means
comprising a cylinder closed at one end and defining a

cylindrical chamber, a piston slidably mounted in said

chamber and connected by means of a mechanical link-

age to means adapted to vary the profile of the said cam
track to thereby vary the displacement of the said pump,
whereby movement of the piston within said chamber con-
trols the displacement of the said pump; first and second
conduits connecting said pump to said motor to form a

hydraulic circuit therewith, having high and low pressure

sides whereby said motor can be energised by said pump
when driven; a third conduit connecting said chamber
to the high pressure side of said hydraulic circuit, servo
valve means located in said third conduit and adapted to

control the supply of liquid from the high pressure side

of said hydraulic circuit to said chamber, said servo valve

means being adapted to permit the flow of liquid to said

chamber only when the pressure in the high pressure side

of said hydraulic circuit exceeds a predetermined value,

said flow of liquid being arranged to act on said piston

which is thereby caused to slide axially within said cham-
ber to progressively reduce the displacement of said

pump, until said pressure attains a maximum value at

which the displacement of the said pump is zero, whereby
when the torque on the said output shaft is greater than a
predetermined limit, the rotational speed of said output
shaft varies inversely in accc rdance with the said torque.

3,098,360
WATER QUALITY CONTROL MEANS

Val M. Gwyther, 515 Granville St., Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada

Filed Nov. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 68,978
3 Claims. (CI. 61—28)

'
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1. Water quality control means within a passage
through which water passes from a reservoir to a fore-

bay, said water having a surface, the passage defined by
vertical sidewalls and an invert, said means comprising
in combination the following elements to form an intake

opening of variable vertical dimension at a variable depth
below the surface aforesaid,

(a) a first pontoon, submerged at a variable depth be-

low the surface and extending horizontally across the

passage to close it, the pontoon having a top wall,

a bottom wall, and end walls closely adjacent to the

passage sidewalls, said pontoon slidable vertically

within the passage,

(b) a cutoff membrane attached to and supported by
the top wall of the first pontoon extending upwards
thereof, the membrane extending across the passage

to close it, the said membrane slidable vertically in

channel members attached to the passage sidewalls,

(c) a second submerged pontoon similarly mounted
and disposed below the first pontoon,

id) a flexible sectional membrane attached to and
dependent from the bottom wall of the second pon-

toon, the membrane extending across the passage to

close it, said membrane slidable vertically in channel
members attached to the passage sidewalls,

(e) means independently to vary the buoyancy of
each pontoon whereby each may be submerged to a

variable depth below the surface, the bottom wall

of the first pontoon defining, with the top wall of
the second pontoon and the passage sidewalls, the

intake passage aforesaid, the said means including

for each pontoon a valve, a supply line containing air

under pressure attached to the valve, said valve

adapted selectively to admit water to the interior

of the pontoon, to close, and to admit air under
pressure to the interior of the pontoon to displace

the water therein.

3,098.361
METHOD OF PRODUCING CARBON DIOXIDE

ICE AND PRODUCT THEREOF
I.udwiK Werner Haasc, Siidwestkorso 24a,

Bcrlin-Wilmersdorf, Germany
Filed Dec. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 156,636

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 9, 1961
9 Claims. (CI. 62—1)

1. A solid body of carbon dioxide ice substantially free

from capillary pores and having a specific gravity of

approximately 1.33.

3,098,362
CONTAINER VESSEL FOR STORAGE AND TRANS-
PORTATION OF LIQUEFIED NATURAL GASES

Yoshitoshi Sohda and Yoshimi Sobda, Tokyo, Japan;
said Yoshimi Sohda assignor to said Yoshitoshi Sohda

Filed Nov. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 67,964
Claims priority, application Japan Nov. 4, 1959

10 Claims. (Ci. 62—54)
I . Container vessel assembly for storage and transpor-

tation of liquefied naiural gases, said assembly comprising

in combination: a vessel adapted for reception therein of

a body of liquefied natural gases; a plurality of combined
cooling injection coil assemblies having gaseous nitrogen

coolant injection coil means and liquefied nitrogen coolant

injection coil means; said combined cooling injection coil

assemblies being positioned in said vessel and at a level

below the level of said body of liquefied na.ural gases;

multi-stage compressor means connected with top of said

vessel; a gaseous nitrogen coolant reservoir connected

with a stage of said compressor; a liquefied nitrogen cool-

ant reservoir connected with the delivery side of said
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compressor- first piping means connecting said gas res- determined point during defrosting and to permit only a

ervoir with said gaseous ni.rogcn injection coil means; gradual build up of flow of hot refrigerant gas into the

evaporator at the beginning of the defrost cycle.

3,098,364

NECKLACES USEABLE SEPARATELY OR IN
PARALLEL STRANDS

Gene Verri, Warwicli, R.I., assignor to Coro, Inc. of

Rhode Island, Providence, R.I., a corporation of Rhode
Island

Filed Apr. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 24,093
2CUims. (CL63—2)

and second piping means connecting said liquid reservoir

with said liquefied nitrogen injection coil means.

3,098,363

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM DEFROSTING BY CON-
TROLLED FLOW OF GASEOUS REFRIGERANT

Raymond M. Shrader, Decatur, Ga., assignor to Larkm

Coils, Inc., Atlanta, Ga., a corporation of Georgia

Filed Feb. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 91,528

6 Claims. (CI. 62—151)

1. In a necklace construction, a first necklace unit, a

second necklace unit detachably secured to said first neck-

lace unit thus forming a composite having opposite ends,

means attached to the ends of said first necklace unit for

joining said ends thereof when said first necklace unit is

detached from said second necklace unit and used inde-

pendently therefrom, means attached to the ends of said

second necklace unit for joining said ends thereof when

said second necklace unit is detached from said first neck-

lace unit and used independently therefrom, the joining

means of said first and second necklace units including

hooks, one of said hooks being joined to an end of said first

unit at one end of said composite, the other of said hooks

being joined to said second unit at the other end of said

composite, said hooks being adapted to be interconnected

for joining the ends of said necklace units when they are

located in the secured position thereof, the means attached

to the ends of said first unit for joining the ends thereof

further including resilient plastic rings, the means attached

to the ends of said second unit for joining the ends thereof

further including metal discs, said plastic rings being

mounted on projecting means on said metal discs for

detachably securing said necklace units together.

3,098,365

COUPLING FOR RODS OR SHAFTS
Arthur Stanley Pearson, Sherwood, England, assignor to

United-Carr Fastener Corporation, Boston, Mass., a

corporation of Delaware
Filed May 14, 1962, Ser. No. 194,569

Claims priority, application Great Britain May 16, 1961

2 Claims. (CI. 64—7)

1. In a refrigeration system, a compressor, condenser,

receiver, evaporator, expansion valve, and the usual suc-

tion line from the evaporator to the low side of the com-

pressor, the hot gas line from the high side of the com-

pressor to the condenser, the liquid line from the receiver

to the expansion valve, and the connection from the expan-

sion valve to the evaporator, means for defrosting the

evaporator comprising a branch conduit from said hot gas

line to the connection between said expansion valve and

evaporator, a defrosting valve in said branch conduit nor-

mally closed when said system is in its freezing cycle.

means for opening said defrosting valve periodically to

effect defrosting, and an automatic downstream pressure

responsive modulating valve in said branch conduit con-

structed to respond to the weight per unit volume gas flow

of the gaseous refrigerant into the evaporator during the

defrost cycle and adjusted to automatically regulate evapo-

rator pressure and compressor suction pressure to a pre-

1. A coupling for rods or shafts comprising a male

and a female member each made of a single piece of

resilient synthetic plastic material, and each including a

shank-like portion for attachment to an end of a rod or

shaft, the shank of the male member having a spherically

shaped element at one end provided with laterally pro-

jecting integral molded spigots and the shank of the female

member having a socket element at one end formed with

a substantially hemispherically shaped restricted opening

cavity corresponding to the dimensions of the spherically

shaped element of the male member, and surrounded by

a continuous resilient wall of the cavity for resiliently en-

gaging the element of the male member, when inserted

and said wall being formed with slots or recesses for

receiving the spigots of the male member.
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3,098,366
IGNITION DISTRIBUTOR

Robert K. Frank, Mount Clemens, Mkh., assignor to
Hoi ley Carburetor Company, Warren, Mich., a corpo-
ration of Michigan

FUed Nov. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 152,829
6 Claims. (CI. 64—25)

'10
"O /It

3. An improvement in an ignition distributor of the

type in which angular adjustment of the distributor cam
with respect to the distributor drive shaft on which the

cam is mounted is accomplished by the action between
centrifugal weights pivotally mounted on said shaft and
arms extending from said cam due to a pin extending from
one of said elements and being in engagement with suit-

ably disposed slots formed in the other of said elements,

said improvement comprising said pins being formed and
mounted on one of said elements so as to be rotatabie

with respect thereto, the free end of each of said pins

received in one of said slots being formed with oppositely

disposed flat surfaces to engage the edges of said slot.

3,098,367
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR WARP KNITTING

MACHINE
George W. Taylor, Johnstown, N.Y., assignor of one-half

to Walter F. Wessendorf, Jr., Guilderland, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 97,851

10 Claims. (CI. 66—164)

1. A control system for a warp knitting machine com-
prising driven means including a first shaft and a second
shaft, drops arranged on said first shaft, said drops guid-

ing yarns fed into the knitting machine, said drops hav-
ing upper tail portions abutting a rod and lower tail por-

tions adjacent said second shaft, control means to shut off

said knitting machine upon breakage of a yarn, slackness

in a yarn, or a yarn having a slub; said control means co-

operating with said driven means and said second shaft

having means cooperating with the lower tail portion of
the drop upon breakage of a yarn, slackness in a yam,
or a yarn having a slub; all of the foregoing recited struc-

ture and means being so cooperatively and correlatively

associated, arranged and constructed such that upon
breakage of a yarn, slackness in a yarn, or a yarn having
a slub said knitting machine is shut off.

thermoplastic yarn, and each of said stitches in the welt
portion being knit of a non-strctchable multifilament

3,098,368
KNIT FABRIC FOR A WELT OR THE LIKE

Charlie A. Miles, Burlington, N.C., assignor to Alamance
Industries, Inc., Burlington, N.C., a corporation of
North Carolina

Filed Jan. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 83,329
5 Claims. (CI. 66— 178)

1. An improved ladies' knit hose having a plurality of
serially knit courses of stitches forming welt and leg por-
tions, said stitches in the leg portion being knit of a

thermoplastic yam and a stretchable multifilament ther-

moplastic yarn in plated relationship.

3,098,369
COMPRESSIVE STOCKING

Aaron Burleson and Mark Nicholas Holmes, Burlington,
N.C., assignors to Burlington Industries, Inc., Greens-
boro, N.C., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 156,459
4 CUims. (Ci. 66—178)

I. A knit compressive stocking knit throughout at least

the leg pt^rtion thereof with nylon body yarn.

said portion having bare elastomeric polyurethane yarn
knitted in alternate courses to give compressive sup-
port in the longitudinal and coursewise directions,

said polyurethane yarn being embedded in the fabric so
that the yarn exposed at the surface is predominantly
nylon,

the body yarn in the same courses with the polyure-
thane yarn being lighter in weight than the body yarn
in the intervening courses,

whereby the appearance of the fabric approximates that

of a nylon fabric.

3,098,370
TREATMENT OF LIQUID IMMERSED MATERIAL
Harmon A. Poole, North St., and Francis W. Bellows,

Goshen Road, both of Litchfield, Conn.
Filed Aug. 17, 1955, Ser. No. 529,062

5 Clahns. (CI. 68—3)

1. Apparatus for treating materials in the form of fila-

ments, fibers, yarns and fabrics, strands and other ele-

ments formed therefrom; and comprising a tank for
holding a treating liquid of predetermined composition
selected to impart desired characteristics and quality to
the material, an immersion roller containing a separate
confining liquid isolated from the treating liquid and at

least partially submerged in the treating liquid, means
for directing the material through the treating liquid in

said tank and in contact with the immersed surface of
said roller, and transducer means separately immersed
in the confining liquid in said roller and disposed in

close proximity to the material in the treating liquid for
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imparting sonic through ultrasonic vibrations effective to

increase impregnation and intimate association of the

treating liquid with the material and within the interstices

thereof.

3,098,371

PERFORATED DRUM MATEIUAL TREATMENT
DEVICE HAVING A PLURALITY OF TREAT-
MENT ZONES

Gerold FIcissner, Egelsbach, Germany, assignor to Fleiss-

ner G.m.b.H., Egelsbach, Germany, a German firm

Filed Oct. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 65,159

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 26, 1959

13 Claims. (CI. 68—5)

1. A device for treating permeable materials, compris-

ing a rotatabie perforated drum closed at one end and

having an opening at the opposite end, a casing surround-

ing said drum, wall means on the interior of said casing

extending from the interior wall of said casing inwardly

to a location spaced radially from said drum by an

amount to permit passage of material on said drum and

defining a plurality of zones in said casing between the

interior wall thereof and said drum, and a fan having an

inlet disposed in the opening at one end of said drum and

including means to discharge fluid into said zones.

3,098,372

CLOTHES WASHING MACHINE HAVING
UNBALANCE SENSING MEANS

John Bochan, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York
Filed May 31, 1962, Ser. No. 198,866

4 Claims. (CI. 68—24)

(c) a rigid frame s>stem provided for supporting said

moving system, said moving s>stem being pivotally

mounted on said frame .system and being seated on

said frame system in rigid engagement therewith

at a point removed from the pivot so that said

systems are held together at said point by a prede-

termined gravitational force and separate when vi-

brational forces in said moving s>stem overcome

said predetermined force;

(J) controlling means for causing said basket to ro-

tate at high speed at the end of a washing operation;

(«') switch means adjacent said point of rigid engage-

ment having a pair of contacts enabling and dis-

abling said controlling means to cause high speed

rotation of said basket when said contacts are re-

spectively closed and opened;

(/) said systems cooperating to press said contacts

together by gravitational force when said systems

are rigidly held together by said predetermined force,

said contacts being arranged so that they open when

said systems start to separate.

3,098,373
MULTIPLE COLOR THREAD DYEING DEVICE

Uaude C. Langston, 1701 W. Berry, Fort Worth, Tex.

Filed May 8, 1961, Ser. No. 108,637

5 Claims. (CI. 68—27)

1. A thread dyeing device comprising a chassis having

a horizontal base and a parallel flange thereabovc. at

least two open end barrels in vertical side-by-sidc rela-

tion supported by said flange, cylindrical dye markers

slidably received in said barrels, said dye markers having

depending marker tips, a resilient pad supported by said

chassis beneath each said marker tip, and means movably

supporting a thread beneath said marker tips and above

said pads.

I.

3,098,374
MULTIPLE COLOR THREAD DYEING DEVICE
Claude C. Langston, 1701 W. Berry, Fort Worth, Tex.

Filed Feb. 5, 1962, Ser. Na. 171,111

5 Claims. (CI. 68—27)

1. In a multiple color thread dyeing device comprising

a body for mounting on the head of a shoe sewing ma-

chine, said body including at least two vertical bores in

side "by side relation, dye marker assemblies slidably re-

ceived within said bores, each said dye assembly includ-

1 A washing machine comprising: ing a cylindrical body and a depending marker felt, a base

(a) a moving system including a rotatably mounted plate beneath said body, means guidmg a thread beneath

clothes receiving basket; ^^'^^ f^'^s and guide means coactmg said markers with

(fc) means for washing clothes in said basket and for said bores, said guide means of sufficient longitudinal

rotating said basket at high speed; movement to permit said fells to contact said thread.
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3,098,375
CLEANING PROTECTIVE DEVICE

Max H. Friedler, Lewiston, Maine, assignor to Saf-A
Products, Inc., Lewiston, Maine, a corporation

Filed Dee. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 860,968
2 Claims. (CI. 68—235)

1. A foldable protective device adapted to shield an

object affixed to clothing during the cleaning process com-

prising a unitary flexible strip, said unitary strip including

a first portion, a second portion, said second portion char-

acterized by a slit defining a first arm and a second arm,

and fastening means adapted to fasten said arms in over-

lapping position to said first portion said overlapping posi-

tion of said arms forming said second portion into a cup-

like enclosure over said first portion, enclosing said object

affixed to clothing.

3,098,376
COMPROMISE RESISTING COMBINATION LOCK
Harry C. Miller, 24 iSeneca Ave., Rochester 21, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 170,618
5 Claims. (CI. 70—333)

1. In a combination lock of the type having a plurality

of peripherally recessed tumbler wheels spaced axially

along and in concentric relation with a selected axis, a

rotatable driving cam, a bolt, and a fence lever inter-

coupled with said bolt having a fence overlying and oper-

atively associated with the peripheries of said tumbler

wheels, and a driving cam for adjusting said tumbler

wheels and actuating said fence lever; the improvemen<
comprising means for confusing radiological images of

the lock produced by radiant energy rays passing there-

through generally along said selected axis including a

plurality of auxiliary peripherally recessed tumbler

wheels of similar configuration and density to said first

mentioned tumbler wheels disposed in concentric rela-

tion with said selected axis at a position spaced out of
operative relation with said fence, and coupling means
responsive to angular adjustment of said driving cam for

adjusting said auxiliary tumbler wheels concurrently with

adjustment of said first-mentioned tumbler wheels.

3,098,377
SKID RESISTANCE TESTER

Albert J. Beauchamp, 108 N. 92nd Ave.,
Vancouver, Wash.

Filed Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 82,970
3 Claims. (CI. 73—9)

1. Apparatus for testing the static frictional char-

acteristics of paper and the like comprising:

a base,

a slideway platform rotatably mounted on said base,

a weighted slide body supported upon said platform for

sliding movement thereon due to the force of gravity,

mounting means for securing said paper between the

adjacent surfaces of said platform and said body,

a reversible motor connected to said platform for rotat-

ing said platform through several angles of inclina-

tion,

indicating means coupled to the rotation of said plat-

form for showing said angles of inclination,

manual means for starting said motor to elevate said

platform,

means for detecting initiation of sliding movement of

said body on said platform, and means operatively

connecting said detecting means to said motor for

reversing said motor automatically at the instant

of time said body begins to slide on said platform so

that the direction of rotation of said platform is

reversed and the maximum reading obtained on said

indicating means corresponds accurately to the actual

angle of initial slippage of said papex.

3,098,378
CORE RELEASE TEST FIXTURE

Envin Marsh, Marshall, Tex^ assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to the United States of America as represented
by the Secretary of the Army

Filed Feb. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 173,843
5 Claims. (CI. 73—103)

±L

1. A test fixture for supporting a series of test strips

which are coated with a core release agent for successive

testing in a tensile test machine, said fixture comprising
in combination a circular base for holding the lower ends

of said strips in symmetrical spaced relation, a tubular

case for holding a propellant therein and encircling the

test strips, the lower rim of said case being fitted in said

base, a holding ring fitted over the upper rim of said

case, an alignment plate for holding the upper ends of
the test strips in vertically aligned relation with respect

to the axis of said fixture, adjustable means for securing

said case between said base and said holding ring and the

test strips between said base and said alignment plate

and means for rotating and shifting said fixture through
successive testing positions with respect to the test

machine.
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3,098,379
ENGINE BALANCE CLASSIFIER

Arthur R. Crawford, Worthington, Ohio, assignor to Inter-

national Research & Development Corporation, Colum-
bus, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Original application July 13, 1955, Ser. No. 521,744, now
Patent No. 3,023,613, dated Mar. 6, 1962. Divided

and this application Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,595

8 Claims. (CL 73—116)

an index |>osition in response to changes in altitude, means
coupled to said servo motor for generating an electrical

signal having an amplitude variation proportional to the

rate of change of altitude with respect to time and having

a polarity indicative of the direction of altitude change,

said generating means comprising a rate generator cou-

pled to said servo, said rate generator having an input

>^ n -H.

\
1. A portable engine balance classifier comprising a

small portable casing containing: a transducer resonant

to the frequency of vibration of an engine to be classi-

fied when it is running at a predetermined speed, a

rectifier directly connec:ed to the output of said trans-

ducer, a first meter. D.C. means connecting said first

meter to said rectifier to cause said meter to indicate

the amplitude of that component of the vibra;ion to

which the transducer is resonant, a terminal on said

casing for electrically connecting said classifier to said

engine to transmit the frequency of rotation of said en-

gine to the classifier, a rectifier connected to said ter-

minal, a second meter, and means connected between said

meter and said rectifier to cause said meter to indicate

the speed of rotation of said engine under classification

for indicating said predetermined speed.

3 098 380
RADIATION MEASURING DEVICE

Verner E. Suomi, Madison, and Peter M. Kuhn, McFar-
land. Wis., assignors to Wisconsin Alumni Research

Foundation, Madison, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

FUed Sept. 6, I960, Ser. No. 54,097

5 Claims. (CI. 73—170)

5. A radiation measuring device comprising thermal

insulating means defining an enclosure having at least

one open end, a pane of plastic film transparent to ther-

mal radiant energy positioned across said open end, a

thermal radiation absorptive surface in said enclosure

spaced inwardly of said pane a distance on the order of

about 0.7 cm. and parallel thereto, and a thermal de-

tector, including a thermally sensitive element responsive

to changes in temperature thereof, positioned in the space

defined by said pane and said thermal radiation absorptive

surface, said element being in thermally conductive re-

lationship with said surface, whereby the temperature of

said element is a function of the thermal radiation to

and from said surface.

3,098,381
VERTICAL SPEED INDICATOR

David S. Little, 35 Bogart Ave., Port Washington, N.Y.,

and Edward W. Pike, 135 Ellerman Ave., Twickenham,
England

Filed Sept. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 839,238
7 Claims. (CL 73—179)

I. In combination with an altimeter having a servo

motor coupled to an altitude scale to drive said scale past
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an inert gas by a first tube to an open end thereof situated

in the said duct, forcing the inert gas as a jet from said

open end across the path of the subject gas to an open

'/ i--p^,.

end of a second tube whereby it is deflected by the in-

cidence of the stream of subject gas, the extent of deflec-

tion being dependent upon the flow velocity of the latter,

whereupon the remanent inert gas jet is directed into the

second tube, then conducting the remanent inert gas with

any entrained subject gas by the second tube to a gas

analyser, and obtaining a record of the inert gas con-

centration from the analyser, such concentration afford-

ing a measure of the flow velocity of the subject gas.

\3,098,384
FLOW METER

Wellman E. Nusbaum, 8008 Ensley Lane, Leawood, Kans.
Filed May 16, 1961, Ser. No. 110,371

5 Claims. (CI. 73—228)

1. A flow meter adapted to measure the flow of liquids

containing debris through a conduit comprising, an elon-

gated flow sensing blade, means for firmly supporting said

blade at least partially submerged in the flow of liquid,

means associated with said sensing blade for measuring

liquid flow as a function of strain on said sensing blade

caused by liquid flow, means cooperating with said sup-

porting means and adapted to automatically periodically

withdraw said blade from the liquid, and a wiping device

adapted to clean said blade as it is withdrawn whereby

debris is removed from said blade.

3,098,385
LIQUID MEASURING DEVICE

Roy Deming, Royal Oak, Mich., assignor to Kent-Moore
Organization, Inc., Warren, Micb., a corporation of
Michigan

Filed May 27, 1960, Ser. No. 32,222
11 Claims. (CL 73—270)

1. A liquid measuring device comprising, in combina-

tion, a liquid-containing vessel divided by a flexible di-

aphragm into first and second liquid-containing cham-

bers, a liquid delivery system communicating with both

chambers to deliver liquid thereinto or to discharge liquid

from said first chamber, valve means in said system con-

trolling the flow of liquid therein operable to deliver

liquid into both chambers simultaneously or into said

second chamber only and to discharge liquid in measured

increments from said first chamber, an electric circuit in-

cluding valve control mechanism for the valve means,

said circuit including switch mechanism operable to one

position to make the circuit through said valve control

mechanism to actuate the valve means to permit liquid to

be admitted into both chambers simultaneously and to

prevent liquid from being discharged from said first

chamber, said switch mechanism operable to a second

position to make the circuit through said valve control

mechanism to actuate the valve means to permit liquid to

be delivered into said second chamber only and to permit

liquid to be discharged from said first chimber in a meas-

ured increment to thereby complete a single cycle of de-

livery of liquid into and discharge of a measured incre-

ment of liquid from said vessel, said diaphragm being

responsive to flexure under pressure of admission of

liquid into said second chamber only to cause liquid to

be discharged from said first chamber in measured

increment.

3,098,386
LIQUID LEVEL INDICATOR FOR L. P.

GAS TANKS
Kenneth K. Kennepohl, 44073 N. Sierra Highway,

Lancaster, Calif.

Filed Nov. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 153,123

4 Claims. (CI. 73—297)
1. In an L. P. gas tank having a chamber in the tank

and an indicator passage from the chamber to the exte-

rior, an indicator comprising an inner high level fitting

having a high level passage therethrough, and a connec-

tion at one end adapted to engage said tank at the indi-

cator passage, said fitting having a threaded portion at

the other end and a high level vent passage in communi-

cation with the exterior, a high level tube extending from

said one end of the fitting to an upper level of said cham-

ber, an outer low level fitting having a low level passage

therethrough, threads at one end engageable with the high

level fitting, a seal between the low level fitting and the

high level fitting adapted to close said high level passage
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in the high level fitting, a low level tube extending from

said one end of the low level fitting telescopingly through

said high level tube and providing a vent clearance there-

between, said low level fitting having a threaded portion

at the other end and a transverse low level vent passage

in communication with the exterior, a closure plug in

threaded engagement with said low level fitting, a seal be-

tween the plug and the low level fitting normally sealing

4

a.

said low level tube, said closure plug being partially re-

leasable to indicate a low level tank condition by gas flow

through said low level vent passage, said high level fitting

being partially releasable to indicate a high level tank

condition by liquid flow through said high level vent

passage.

3,098,387
TURBINE

Marshall J. Corbett, Mayfield Heights, Ohio, assignor to

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc., a corporation of

Ohio
Filed Aug. 19, 1957, Ser. No. 678,811

5 CUims. (CL 73—357)

i^rmmr mic<A»tf

3. In a hot gas flow system, an aerodynamically speed-

limited turbine having an inlet and an outlet, means for

applying hot gas from said system to said inlet, means

for maintaining a constant pressure ratio between said

inlet and said outlet, and pump means driven by said

turbine and arranged to produce a fluid pressure signal

proportional to the square of the velocity of rotation of

said turbine.

3,098,388
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

Norman J. Appleton, Plainview, N.Y., assignor to General
Precision, Inc., Little Falls, NJ., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed Apr. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 23,708
10 Chiims. (CI. 73—384)
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measure barometric pressure at the water surface, said

bensor being housed within said unit, and means respon-

rotationally supporting the workpiece to be tested, pickup

means connected to said structure for providing an alter-

nating pickup voltage in response to oscillatory unbalance

effects due to rotation of the workpiece, auxiliary genera-

tor means adapted for connection with the workpiece and
having two alternating output voltages 90° phase dis-

placed from each other, first and second potentiometer

resistors connected to said generator voltages respectively

and having each a fixed tap and a slide contact, first and
second reversible two-phase motors each having a rotor

and two field circuits for rotating said rotor in response

to said respective field circuits being simultaneously ex-

cited by phase-different respective voltages, said first mo-
tor having one of its two field circuits connected to the

sive to water pressure on the unit when submerged in

said water to seal said unit, said last named means in-

cluding a valve.

3,(^98,390
SAMPLING DEVICE

Douglas J. Bourne and William H. Park, Carlsbad, N.
Mex., assicnors to Duval Sulphur and Potash Company,
Houston, lex., as corporation of Texas

Filed Dec. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 77,750
8 Claims. (CI. 73—424)

J .'^.^J;

1. A sampling device comprising, a hopper having a

discharge opening, a distributor positioned below and re-

ceiving materi;iJ from the hopper discharge opening, said

distributor having a discharge opening in its lower end,

means mounting said distributor for rotation about a

vertical axis, a slinger disc positioned below and receiving

material from said distributor discharge opening, means
mounting said slinger disc for rotation about a vertical

axis, means for rotating said distributor and slinger disc

relative to the hopper and relative to each other, and a

sample cutter positioned adjacent the slinger disc and re-

ceiving material therefrom.

3,098,391
APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICALLY MEASURING

UNBALANCE OF ROTATING WORKPIECES
Otfrid G. H. Maus and Alfred J. A. Gicrs, Darmstadt,
Germany, assignors to Carl Schcnck Maschinenfabrik
G.m.b.H., Darmstadt, Germany, a corporation of Ger-
many

Filed Aug. 1, 1958, Ser. No. 752,554
Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 10, 1957

5 Claims. (CI. 73—462)
5. Apparatus for electrically measuring unbalance of

rotating workpieces, comprising journailing structure for

one generator voltage to which said second resistor is con-

nected, said second motor having one of its two field

circuits connected to the other generator voltage, circuit

means connecting said other field circuits of said first and
second motors to said pickup voltage through said fixed

tap and said slide contact of said first and second resistors

respectively for energizing said other field circuits by the

diflference between the pickup voltage and the respective

voltages tapped from said two potentiometers, and me-
chanical transmission means connecting said rotor of said

first and second motors with said slide contacts of said

first and second resistors respectively, whereby said mo-
tors displace said respective contacts to positions where
said differences are zero and said positions are indicative

of the unbalance to be measured.

3,098,392
APPARATUS FOR DEVELOPING A SIGNAL REPRE-
SENTING THE CONDITION OF BALANCE OF AN
OBJECT

Henry S. Mika, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to United
States Rubber Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-
tion of New Jersey

Filed July 10, 1958, Ser. No. 747,741
8 Claims. (CI. 73—485)

-^

SjpH-,1'

4 !

'Si ."

i L

I. Apparatus for developing a signal representing the

condition of balance of an object comprising: normally

balanced means for supporting an object thereon and
capable of assuming a stationary position of unbalance
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representative of any unbalance of the object; electro-

mechanical means attached to said supporting means at

spaced points thereof corresponding to different regions

of the object and responsive to said stationary position of

unbalance of said supporting means for individually de-

veloping signals representative of the displacement of

said supporting means at said spaced points in response

to any unbalance of the object; and means for combining
said signals to develop a resultant signal uniquely repre-

sentative of any unbalance of the object.

3,098,393
ANGULAR ACCELEROMETER

George W. Cook, 9 Momingside Ave., Yardley, Pa.

Filed June 9, 1961, Ser. No. 116,923
19 Claims. (CI. 73—516)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1 . An angular accelcromctcr of a type described com-

prising a liquid filled loop having means for completely

blocking the flow of liquid in said loop, said loop in-

cluding a pair of spaced points on opposite sides of said

blocking means, a pair of differential pressure responsive

means each comprising a diaphragm, said diaphragms be-

ing similar in construction and similarly arranged with

respect to said loop, each of said diaphragms having a

first side toward a first of said points and a second side

toward the second of said points, said loop comprising

branch means connecting said first point to said first side

of a first of said diaphragms and to said second side of

the second of said diaphragms, said loop comprising an-

other branch means connecting said second point to said

second side of said first diaphragm and to said first side

of said second diaphragm.

3,098,394
SPEED RESPONSIVE SWITCH

Herman G. AdIer, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Continental

Motors Corporation, Muskegon, Mich., a corporation of

Virginia
Original application Jan. 15, 1958, Ser. No. 709,089.

Divided and this application Dec. 14, 1959, Ser. No.
859,186

5 Claims. (CI. 73—551)

1. A speed responsive device comprising

(a) a rotary drive member,

(/)) a first annular ball race fixed to said drive mem-
ber for rotation therewith.

(c) a second annular ball race disposed in axial align-

ment with said first race and spaced transversely

therefrom,

(d) means mounting said second race for movement
toward and away from said first race and for prevent-

ing rotation of said second race,

(e) one of said races having a planar surface extend-

ing normal to the axis of rotation of said first race

and the othef of said races having a dished surface

spaced from and in axial alignment with said planar

surface,

(/) an annular spacer mounted for rotation independ-

ently of said drive member and disposed intermediate

said races,

ig) said spacer having generally radially extending

slots,

{h ) balls disposed in said slots and engaged at opposite

sides by said surfaces of said races, and

(/) resilient means operatively connected to said :ace

to oppose movement thereof in a direction away from

said first race.

3,098,395
CRANES, EXCAVATORS AND THE LIKE

Martin Haganes, Ovre Banegate 43, Stavanger, Norway
Filed Nov. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 150,101

1 Claim. (CL 74—105)
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an annular groove to provide a pulley for a machine enable said valve means to allow opposite movement of

driving belt, means mounting said hub for free rotation the movable member.

on said shaft but holding it against axial movement, a ^__^^^^^.^__
belt tightening pulley mounting and adjusting means com-

prising a mounting member fixed to the body of the en-

gine, a lever pivoted to said member, a belt-tightening

pulley rotatably mounted on said lever and disposed

in alinement with the flanges of said split pulley, a V-

belt engaged with said split pulley and said belt tightening

pulley, means for adjusting said lever, said engine body

having a flat wall portion adjacent said projecting crank

shaft, said mounting member being a flat plate disposed

in parallel relation to said wall portion and fixed thereto,

a pivot connecting one end of said lever to one end of

said plate to pivotally mount the lever, said belt tighten-

ing pulley being mounted on an intermediate portion of

said lever, means adjustably connecting the other end

of said lever to the other end of said plate to provide

said lever adjusting means, said lever adjusting means

comprising a toggle lever device comprising long and

short links pivoted at one end respectively to said other

ends of the lever and the plate, said long link being angu-

lar and having the other end of the short link pivoted to

its intermediate portion, the other or free end of the long

link serving as a handle, and means for adjusting the piv-

otal connection between said short link and said^plate.

3,098,397
TENSION CONTROL APPARATUS

John W. Schaefer, Kankakee, III., assignor to A. O. Smith

Corporatioa, Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of New
York

Filed Mar. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 99,763
5 Claims. (CI. 74—242.14)

1. A tension control for an endless member, compris-

ing a hydraulic unit having a tubular housing member and

a piston member mounted therein, one of said members

being generally immovably mounted and the other of said

members being movably mounted in engagement with

said endless member.-^esilient means coupled to the mov-

able member to continuously place the endless member

in tension, said piston member defining forward and rear-

ward chambers within the housing member, a substan-

tially incompressible liquid within said chambers, a pas-

sageway connecting said chambers, valve means in the

passageway permitting liquid flow between the chambers

only in one direction, said direction permitting the move-
ment of said movably mounted member by said resilient

means to maintain the endless member in tension, and
normally inoperative means actuable to operatively dis-

3,098,398
DRIVE MEANS

William P. Ryan, Avon, Conn., assignor to Royal McBce
Corporation, Port Chester, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

Filed Oct. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 63,916
11 Claims. (CI. 74—321)

1. A drive mechanism; comprising a drive shaft, an

output shaft, clutch means operable to couple said drive

and output shafts, a control shaft, means for driving said

control and drive shafts, means operated in timed rela-

tion to the rotation of said control shaft for maintaining

said clutch means in its engaged condition for a pre-

determined period so as to impart a (Jesired angular stroke

to said output shaft, and means operated by said control

shaft in timed relation to said period for reversing the

direction of output drive of said output shaft.

3,098,399
TRANSMISSION

Leon A. Berthiaume, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Bausch
& Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation

of New York
FUed Sept. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 139,767

6 Claims. (CI. 74—366)

1. A gear transmission comprising, a driving means,

a driven means, a constant gear ratio means connecting

the driving means to the driven means through a clutch-

ing means, a logarithmic ratio gear means connecting the

driving* means to the driven means through the clutching

means, said clutching means selectively connecting tij^

desired ratio of gear means for transmitting a driving

force between said driving means and said driven means.

3,098,400
POWER TRANSMISSION

George D. Hedges, Roscville, Minn., assignor to Minne-
apolis-Honeywell Regubtor Company, Minneapolis,

Minn., a corporation of Delaware
Filed May 27, 1960, Ser. No. 32,409

4 Claims. (CI. 74—804)
1. In combination: a circular internally toothed ring

gear having an outer rim concentric with the pitch circle
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of the internal teeth; a circular externally toothed gear

continuously meshing with said ring gear and having a

pitch circle of smaller diameter; means mounting said

ring gear for movement consisting of revolution about

the center of said externally toothed gear without sub-

stantial rotation about its own center; and drive means

including a drive member mounted for rotation about

the center of said externally toothed gear and having an
eccentric bore including anti-friction means adapted to

receive said rim without substantial play, so that rotation

of said drive member causes said movement of said ring

gear.

3,098,401
DRILL PLATE AND METHODS OF MAKING A

DRILL PLATE
Marvin M. Breeze, Jr., and John O. Etchison, Jr., both of

Forsyth, N.C., assignors to Western Electric Company,
Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

FUed May 24, 1961, Ser. No. 112,345
6 Claims. (CI. 77—62)

4. A drill plate having tool guide holes comprising a

body composed of a resin with chips of metal suspended
in the resin and concentrated in the walls of said holes to

produce tool engaging walls and having cavities in said

tool engaging walls about said metal chips.

3,098,402
FORGING MACHINE

Bruno Kralowetz, St. Ulrlch, near Steyr, Austria
FUed Mar. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 95,559

Chdms priority, appUcatkn Anstrla Mar. 18, 1960
9 Claims. (CI. 78—20)

1 . A forging machine which comprises hammers formed
as connecting rods, eccentric shafts operable to drive

said hammers, angularly adjustable housings eccentrically

mounting said shafts, workpiece feed means, a first hy-
draulic setting piston operable to axially move said work-
piece feed means, a second hydraulic setting piston oper-

able to effect an angular movement of said housings,

first and second control conduits adapted to apply hy-

drauUc pressure to said first and second pistons, respec-

tively, two stepping rollers which are coupled for joint

rotation to a plurality of predetermined positions and as-

sociated each with one of said pistons and arranged to
perform an angular movement to the next of said pre-

determined positions in response to the completion of
a movement of one of said pistons, and a valve system
arranged to control said setting pistons in dependence
on the position of said stepping rollers, said valve system
comprising a common rotary valve arranged to be moved
by said stepping rollers to a plurality of positions corre-
sponding to said positions of said stepping rollers, a
plurality of pairs of control valves, each of said pairs of
valves being associated with one of said predetermined
positions, said rotary vaJve being arranged to connect in

each of said predetermined positions said first control
conduit to one and said second control conduit to the
other of said control valves of the pair associated with said
position, said machine comprising further a pressure fluid

supply conduit and a drain conduit, each of said control
valves being arbitrarily pre-adjustable to three positions,

in one of which it is connected to said supply conduit,
in the second of which it is connected to said drain con-
duit and in the third of which it is closed.

3,098,403
ROLLING MILL STRUCTURE

Hans Siegfried Metzger, St Ingbcrt (Saar), Germany, aa-
signor to Moeller & Neumann G.m.b.H., St Ingbcrt
(Saar), Germany

Filed Apr. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 21,203
Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 11, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 80—38)

H*

I. Rolling mill structure including two working rolls,

one of said rolls being disposed above and the other dis-

posed below the rolling plane, two pairs of horizontally
spaced intermediate rolls freely movable radially in all
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directions, one pair engaging one working roll and the

other pair engaging the other working roll to support

and drive the same, center rolls positively guided for

vertical movement only in the plane of said working

rolls and engaging each pair of said intermediate rolls,

said center rolls being movable vertically with respect

to all other rolls, supporting rolls disposed in the plane

of said working rolls and engaging each of said center

rolls and a pair of positively driven horizontally spaced

backing rolls of relatively large diameter with respect

to the other rolls, said backing rolls engaging said inter-

mediate rolls and said supporting rolls to support and

drive the same and thereby drive said working roll, the

axes of said intermediate rolls being disposed inwardly

of lines between the axes of said working rolls and the

axes of the respective backing rolls, whereby said inter-

mediate rolls are maintained in operative position, the

engagement between all of said rolls being frictional only,

whereby torque is transmitted from any of said rolls

to an engaging roll solely by friction.

3,098,404
UNIVERSAL ROLLING MILL

Gunther Morath, Walter Waldura, and Karl Neumann, all

^ of St. Ingbert. Germany, assignors to Moeller & Neu-
" mann G.m.b.H., St. Tngbcrt, Germany

Filed Aug. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 831,666

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 8, 1958

6 Claims. (CI. 80—55)

1. A universal roll stand of the type including coop-

erating upper and lower vertically aligned horizontal rolls

and transversely spaced vertical rolls lying in a common
plane with their axes in alignment with the axes of the

horizontal rolls for rolling work pieces of generally I-

shaped configuration, said stand including vertically

spaced upper and lower frame members, each having

four columns disposed at the corners of a rectangular

cross section, the columns of the upper frame member
being in alignment with the columns of the lower frame

member, the space between the columns on opposite lat-

eral sides of the frame members defining side windows,

roll chocks in each side window, horizontal rolls carried

by said roll chocks, a separate, unitary open frame posi-

tioned between said frame members, said separate, uni-

tary, open frame including side members spaced from

one another and extending parallel to the axes of the

horizontal rolls, further roll chocks guided between said

spaced side members for movement in a direction trans-

verse to the direction of rolling, vertical rolls carried by

said further roll chocks, the distance between the facing

surfaces of said two side members being greater than

the extent of said side windows in the frame members

whereby said further roll chocks are guided between ad-

jacent upper and lower surfaces of the respeclive columns

of said frame members so that said separate, unitary,

open frame is firmly seated on the upper ends of the

columns of the lower frame member, means for adjust-

ing the ptisition of said further roll chocks, and thus the

position of said vertical rolls relative to said horizontal

rolls, said columns and unitary open frame having ver-

tically aligned apertures therethrough, stay bolt means

passing through said apertures for clamping the upper

and lower frame members to said unitary open frame

for stres,sing the same, said horizontal rolls having a

greater diame.er than the extent of said side windows in

the rolling direction and the space between said side

members of said unitary open frame, and said side mem-
bers of said unitary open frame lying within the cross

sectional limits in the direction of rolling of said upper

and lower frame members.

3,098,405
STRIP FEEDING AND REGISTRATION MEANS

Floyd A. Lyon, Brookville, and Tbeodore F. Aronson,

Glen Cove, N.Y., assignors to Commercial Envelope

Manufacturing Co., Inc^ New York, N.Y.
FUed Sept. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 56,038

4 Claims. (CI. 83—236)

1. In a web feeding machine means to adjust the align-

ment of equally spaced reference points on said web rela-

tive a reference point on said machine comprising a pair

of brackets pivotally mounted on said frame, a pair of

idler rollers for said web rotatably mounted on said brack-

ets, said rollers being tangent to a common horizontal

plane, means to feed said web to the first of said idler

rollers at a substantial angle to said horizontal plane,

means to feed said web from the second of said idler

rollers at a substantial angle to said horizontal plane, a

horizontal link bar connecting said pivotally mounted

brackets, to hold said rollers tangent to a common hori-

zontal plane, means to oscillatably adjust said brackets in

parallel relation whereby said rollers remain tangent to a

common horizontal plane, comprising an eccentric cam
rotatably mounted on said frame adapted to bear against

one of said brackets and handle means outside the frame

casing of said machine to adjust the rotational position

of said cam and means to hold said brackets in fixed

position following adjustment to thereby adjust the regis-

tration of said web with respect to the reference point on

said machine, while said machine is running at full speed.

H
3,098,406

PERFORATION OF SHEET MATERIAL
How«I M. Dodge, Wabash, Ind. and Daniel P. Reynolds

Canton, Ohio, assignors to The General Tire & Rubber

Company, Akron, Ohio, a «>n>oratfon of OWo
Filed Apr. 2, 1958, Ser. No. 725,864

2 Claims. (CI. 83—588)

tones, playing key operated means interconnected with

said generators for selectively rendering said generators

effective, a common collector, means connecting all ot

S^^Si—K- /
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said generators to said common collector, and switch

means for connecting said common collector to at least

one of said filters.

1 A high speed perforating apparatus comprismg a

stationary die. an opening in said die havmg a m';rgmal

sheet-engaging edge, a punch sleeve in alignment with the

die opening and having a cylindrical bore, means mount-

ing the punch sleeve for movement vertically toward and h
awas^from said opening, a work-engaging member mount-

ed in the end portion of said sleeve and having a convex

nose portion projecting beyond the sleeve for eng.gmg

the edge of the die opening, said nose portion bemg

larger than said opening and receding from ll^ termmus,

Vieldable means for biasing said work-engagmg member

toward a normal position at the end of the punch sleeve

comprising an axially elongated insert of elastomenc rub-

ber a first axially elongated rigid member mounted in

the bore of said punch sleeve for limited vertical sliding

movement relative to said sleeve, said, insert being located

in said bore between said rigid member and said work-

engaging member to bias the rigid member away from

the work-engaging member to a normal position in en-

gagement with a rigid portion of the punch sleeve, said in-

sert resisting movement of said rigid member and said

work-engaging member out of their normal positions rela-

tive to said punch sleeve, a second axially elongated rigid

member mounted in the bore of the punch sleeve between

said insert and said work-engaging member for vertical

sliding movement relative to the punch sleeve, each of

said rigid members being in the form of a solid metal

cylinder slidably mounted for reciprocation m said bore,

and means for reciprocating the punch sleeve at high

velocity to cause the nose portion of the work-engaging

member to engage the marginal edge of the die opening

substantially throughout the perimeter thereof and to pinch

off the material between the punch sleeve and the die.

3,098,408 _^^^
DOUBLE FOLDED-Z-CONFIGURATION

MONOCHROMATOR
enry H. Cary, Alhambra, Calif., assignor to Applied

Physics CoriH>ration, Monrovia, Calif., a corporation of

California ^ .^, -«-.»<
Filed Feb. 11, 1959, Ser. No. 795,311

12 Claims. (CL 8*—14)

r)- '

3,098,407

TONE FILTERS
John R. Brand and Joseph H. Heame, Corinth, Miss.,

assignors to The Wurlitzer Company, Chicago, 111., a

corporation of Ohio ,-,.,
Filed June 20, 1960, Ser. No. 37,243

7 Claims. (CI. 84—1.11)
.

1. A tone producing system for an electronic musical

instrument comprising a plurality of generators corre-

sponding to the notes of such a musical instrument and

each producing a complex electrical oscillation, means

connecting said generators in groups of sequential tones.

a plurality of tone filters each tuned to pass the funda-

mentals of a corresponding group of generators and to

discriminate against the harmonics thereof, means respec-

tively connecting said groups of generators to said hlters.

amplifier means connected to said filters, electro-acoustic

translating means connected to said amplifier means for

converting the amplified oscillations into audible musical

7»2 O.Q.—58

1 A monochromator including-

combined supporting and housing structure provided

with a separating wall portion and two terminal-slit

wall portions, said separating wall portion being

provided with a light-transmitting aperture;

two monochromator sections arranged on said com-

bined supporting and housing means, said two mono-

chromator sections being contiguous at said separat-

ing wall portion, each section having a terminal slit

in a corresponding one of said terminal-slit wall por-

tions and containing a dispersing element and a pair

of collimaling mirrors arranged in a folded- Z con-

figuration, whereby radiation passing through one

terminal slit is transmitted by said mirrors and dis-

persing elements through the two monochromator

sections in succession and emerges through the other

terminal slit, the path of transmission in each mono-

chromator section being of folded-Z configuration,

radiation being deflected along each such path only

by the dispersing element and the collimating mirrors

of the respective sections, the legs of the respective

folded-Z paths being straight and being free from

light-deflecting reflection surfaces, the legs of the

respective folded-Z configurations that are optically

remote from the corresponding terminal slits being

collinear and extending through said aperture, said

terminal ^lits being defined at spaced portions of said

separating wall means; and means including a nar-

row aperture located at the junction of said collinear
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legs and larger than the monochromatic image of
cither terminal slit at said junction for reducing the
amount of stray radiation transmitted through one

^ monochromator section to the other, said narrow
aperture'constituting substantially the sole region for

transmission of radiation from either of said mono-
chromator sections to the other.

3. In a monochromator having a first monochromator
section and a second monochromator section arranged in

cascade between two terminal slits, said first monochro-
mator section comprising a dispersing prism and said sec-

ond monochromator section comprising a dispersing dif-

fraction grating:

means for rotating said diffraction grating to vary the

selected wavelength of radiation transmittable
through the diffraction-grating monochromator sec-

tion;

a transformer interconnecting said diffraction grating
and said prism, said transformer including a pair of
rotatable cam elements, one of which rotates with
the diffraction grating, said cam elements having a
cam lift action that varies continuously throughout
the spectrum including a low-lift cam action in a
long-wavelength region and a high-lift cam action in

a short-wavelength region; and
a multiplying mechanism interconnecting the other cam

element and said prism, said multiplying mechanism
having a multiplying action that varies continuously
throughout the spectrum, the effective multiplication

factor being less than 1 in said long-wavelength
region and more than 1 in said short-wavelength
region.

3 098 409
FILM PROJECTOR DEVICES

Frederic Mathieu, Paris, France, assignor to Compagnie
d'Application Mecaniques a I'Electronique, Au Cinema
et a rAtomistique (C.A.M.E.C.A.), a corporation of
France —

-

Filed Aug. 15, I960, Sir. No. 49,770
Claims priority, application France Aug. 31, 1959

9 Claims. (CI. 88—17)

riphery of said lantern shaped magazine, a projector com-
prising a body portion mounted in a fixed position rela-
tive to said magazine and an arm portion pivotally
mounted on said body portion and lying within the pe-
riphery of said magazine, a driving sprocket mounted on
said body portion, a film tracic mounted on said body
portion, a projection lamp and a pair of idler rollers

mounted on said arm portion, said idler rollers being
spaced to lie at the ends of a diameter of said driving
sprocket when said arm is pivoted to thereby cause said
film to be moved out of its normal path and into engage-
ment with a major portion of the periphery of said driving
sprocket and into position against said film track and
means for causing pivotal movement of said arm in one
direction to cause a selected film to be projected in an
opposite direction to permit rotation of said magazine to

position a newly selected film for projection.

3,098.410
ADJUSTING MECHANISM FOR RECOILLESS

RIFLE SPOTTING BARREL
Edward M. Giza, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of
the Army

Filed Nov. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 240,185
5 Chiims. (CI. 89—1.7)

(Granted under Title 35, US. Code (1952), sec. 266)

c a j;

.-J;

.'(> 11 17

I. In a recoilless rifle having a smaller caliber spotting
rifle secured thereto, a ball and socket bearing adjacent
a rear portion of said spotting rifle and about which the
spotting rifle is adjustable, the combination therewith of
means whereby the spotting rifle may be easily and quickly
adjusted with re'spect to the recoilless rifle in either or both
azimuth and elevation in nearly linear movements with
improved ability to stay in adjusted position, said improve-
ment including adjusting means for each of azimuth and
elevation including a pair of opposite wedges secured to-
gether, a flange secured to said pair of wedges, a sleeve on
which said wedges are longitudinally shiftable, a threaded
adjusting ring for each pair of wedges, a housing contain-
ing two pairs of opposite wedges one pair of which is in
cooperation with the first mentioned pair of wedges, and
a pivot ring secured within said sleeve and spacing said
spotting rifle barrel from an inner surface of said sleeve
in each adjusted position of said spotting rifle barrel about
said ball and socket bearing.

TJ Z

1. A device for selectively projecting one of a plurality

of films on a screen, said device comprising, in combina-
tion, a magazine shaped as a generally circular lantern,

means mountmg said magazine for rotation about the

vertical axis thereof, a plurality of pairs of takeup reels

mounted on said magazine, one reel of each pair being

mounted adjacent the top of said magazine and the other
adjacent the base thereof, a film extending from the base
reel of each pair to the top reel of said pair, said film

normally lying in a plane substantially tangent to the pe-

v' 3,098,411
MOTION RESPONSIVE ROCKET FIRING

SYSTEM
George H. Fry. Jr., Pittsfield, Mass., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to the United States of America as repre-
sented by the Secretary of the Navy

Filed Aug. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 130,428
18 Claims. (CI. 89—41)

6. A motion predictor comprising drive means; switch
means driven by said drive means; delay means con-
nected to said switch means for delaying the output
thereof for a prescribed time period; an input indicative
of oscillatory movement of an object; an amplifier and
clipper responsive to said input for converting said input
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into a square wave; a power supply; a relay responsive

to a prescribed amplitude of said input and comprising a

first contact in a fire control circuit and a second con-

tact in the power supply wherein in response to the pre-

scribed amplitude of said input said relay opens said first

pl_^--M •'•'•
I—i-^^

the blade into the concrete from a predetermined raised

position and to then raise the blade from the concrete

back to such position, a fluid pressure system in which

contact and closes said second contact; and a speed con-

trol means connected to said power supply and delay

means and said amplifier and clipper for controlling

said drive means whereby said switch means produces

pulses which, after being delayed by said delay means,

match said input in frequency and phase.

3,098,412
SERVO SYSTEM

Lester J. Reitman, Long Beach, N.Y., assignor to Sperry

Rand Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Aug. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 129,337

9 Claims. (CL 91—216)

,>-^
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the rams are interposed, a four-way valve in said system,

and means connected to and actuated by forward move-

ment of the machine to actuate the valve.

3,098,414
HEADER ASSEMBLY FOR COJVCRETE

LAYING MACHINES
Ronald M. Guntert and Wilbur F. Earley, Stockton,

Calif., assignors to Guntert & Zimmerman Const. Div.,

Inc., Stockton, Calif., a corporation of California

FUed Mar. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 16,068

2 Claims. (CI. 94—46)

«-l

1. In a manual booster servo system for maneuverablc

craft, a servomotor responsive to a differential fluid pres-

sure input, a valve for controlling the differential fluid

pressure input to the servomotor operable to move the

craft about an axis, a manual controller, a mechanical

connection between the controller and the servomotor

valve having a rod part, differential fluid pressure respon-

sive feel means having a piston movable axially on the

rod part of the mechanical connection, means responsive

to a differential fluid pressure input to said feel means in-

cluding a clutch for coupling the piston of the feel means

to the rod part of the mechanical connection to impart

artificial feel to the controller, a fluid flow line between

the servomotor and feel means having a control valve,

and means for conditioning the line control valve to

connect the servomotor to the feel means for operation in

accordance with the differential fluid pressure input to

the servomotor.

3,098.413

CONCRETE PAVEMENT LAYING MACHINE
WITH GROOVING MECHANISM

Ronald M. Guntert and Wilbur F. Earley, Stockton,

Calif., assignors to Guntert & Zimmerman Const Div.,

Inc., Stockton, Calif., a corporation of California

Filed May 9, 1960, Ser. No. 27,583
15 Claims. (CI. 94—39)

1. In a concrete pavement laying machine adapted for

continuous advance, a transverse concrete grooving blade,

means mounting the blade on the machine for vertical

movement and including two-way hydraulic rams to force

1. A header assembly for a concrete laying machine

having a transverse downwardly discharging concrete

distributing hopper, and a concrete engaging pan pro-

jecting rearwardly from the hopper; the assembly com-

prising a pair of transversely opposed headers projecting

rearwardly from ahead of and adjacent the side edges

of the hopper below the same, the headers extending

beyond the rear end of the pan and contacting the same,

and means mounting the headers in fixed connection with

the hopper and pan; the mounting means for each header

comprising brackets on the machine at the front end of

the hopper and at the rear end of the pan and overlying

such header, a vertical pivot bolt connecting the header

and the front end bracket, another bolt depending from

the other bracket and connected to the header, and means

between said other bracket and bolt to shift the other

bolt laterally whereby the header will be swung in a hori-

zontal plane about the pivot bolt as an axis.

3.098,415
HOPPER UNIT FOR CONCRETE SLAB

LAYING MACHINES
Ronald M. Guntert, Stockton, Calif., assignor to Gun-

tert & Zimmerman Const. Div., Inc., Stockton, Califs

a corporation of California

Filed Nov. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 70,554

5 Claims. (CI. 94—46)
2. In a slab laying machine which includes a forwardly

movable above-ground slab forming pan, and a mix-re-

ceiving hopper disposed immediately ahead of the pan

and open to the ground, the hopper including a rear wall

extending upwardly from the front end of the pan and

transversely of the machine, and forwardly extending end

walls; a transversely extending upstanding baffle plate

structure in the hopper extending between the end walls

ahead of and relatively close to but spaced from the

rear wall, means to feed mix into the hopper instead of

the baffle plate structure and to a level above the lower

edge thereof, such structure being disposed with said lower
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edge a material distance above the pan, and means pivot- said first-mentioned sensing device a distance equal to

ally mounting the baflle plate structure at its upper edge the selected length of line.

in the hopper for forward swinging movement from a pre-

determined normal position.

3,098,416
MEANS FOR PRODUCING OR CONTROLLING

MOVEMENTS
Gerald Frankel, Wembley Park, England, assignor to

Caps Limited, London, England
Filed July 23, 1959, Ser. No. 829,019

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 25, 1958
7 Claims. (CI. 95—4.5)

1. Photographic type composing apparatus in which
successive lines of characters are photographically com-
posed by optical projection of the characters successively

onto a radiation sensitive tape, which apparatus comprises

a tape transport bar which moves from and to a fixed

starting position taking the tape with it during its return

movements to advance the tape in intermittent steps be-

tween successive projections of characters, an optical pro-

jection system for projecting a linear dimension signal

associated with each character during the projection of
the character, a sensing device carried by the tape trans-

port bar for sensing the projected signal during the move-
ment of the tape transport bar outwardly from the fixed

starting position, means actuated by said sensing device
controlling the distance the tape is advanced during the

return movement of the transport bar, and a second bar
arranged to be moved in parallel relationship with said

tape transport bar by means which are controlled by the

movement of the tape transport bar and are adjustable

to move the said second bar~either the same distance or
double the distance the transport bar moves, the second
bar carrying a second sensing device spaced from the

3,098,417
CAMERA CONTROL MECHANISM

Orbie E. Lind, Jr., and William H. Trow, Ann Arbor,
Mich., assignors to Sylvania Electric Products Inc., a
corporation of Delaware

FUed Nov. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 68,967
14 Clahns. (CL 95—10)

6. In a camera having a body, a support rcciprocably
mounted on said body and carrying a shutter and lens

assembly, a meter having a part slidable for clamping the

meter pointer in a light indicating position mounted on
said support, a movable shutter release member on the
body, a shutter firing lever pivoted on said support, a
shutter release lever pivoted on the body and having one
end operably connected to said release member and the
other end operably connected to said shutter firing lever,

and a clamp arm pivoted on said support and operably
connected to be rocked by said shutter firing lever to

shift said slidable meter part.

3,098,418
PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA WITH ELECTRIC

MOTOR DRIVE
Wolfgang Reifaer and Klaus Hintze, Dresden, Germany,

assignors to VEB Kamera- und Kinowerke Dresden,
Dresden, Germany

Filed Nov. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 67,387
11 Cbhns. (CI. 95—31)

1. In a photographic camera having a housing, a
shutter device arranged in the housing, a shutter cocking
mechanism operatively connected to said shutter device.
;:n objective lens assembly carried by said housing, an
objective lens setting mechanism operatively connected
to said objective lens assembly, a film-winding mech-
;;nism including a film drive sprocket arranged in the

housing, the provision of:

(a) a first gear mechanism arranged in the housing
and drivably connected to both said shutter cock-
ing mechanism and said film-winding mechanism,

(/>) a second gear mechanism drivably connected to

the objective lens setting mechanism,
(c) an electric motor mounted in the housing and

having a driving shaft extending from said motor,

(d) a pinion mounted on said shaft,
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(r) a lever pivotally mounted in the housing coaxial

with said pinion and having two arms extending

from the pivotal axis of said lever,

(/) a movable actuating rod arranged in the housing,

(t,') one of said arms being operatively connected to

said actuating rod which is thereby capable of mov-

ing said lever into e;:ch of two operative positions

through an intermediate position,

(//) a toothed coupling wheel in permanent mesh with

said pinion.

(/) said toothed coupling wheel being carried by one

of said arms and being engagcable alternately, on

actuation of said lever, with said first gear mech-

anism when the lever is in one position and with

said second gear mechanism when the lever is in the

other position to effect a drive alternately to said

shutter cocking mechanism and said film winding

mechanism together and to said objective lens setting

mechanism respectively,

(/) electric current supply means in the housing,

(k) an electric change-over switch electrically con-

nected to said supply means.

(/) said switch being operable by one of said arms to

close the circuit between said electric motor and said

supply means in each of said operative positions of

the lever, and

(m) a locking mechanism controlled by said actuating

rod and engageable with said first gear mechanism

for locking the latter at the end of a film-winding-

on and shutter cocking operation.

further passage of light along the objective light ray path,

said mirror being urged by said spring toward the other

end position out of the objective light ray path.

3,098,419

MONOCULAR MIRROR REFLEX CAMERA WITH
BETWEEN-THE-LENS SHUTTER

Hans-Joachim Daeche, Dresden, Germany, assignor to

VEB Kamera- und Kinowerke Dresden, Dresden, Ger-

many
Filed May 9, 1960, Ser. No. 27,845

4 Claims. (Cl. 95—42)

3.098,420
PHOTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES

Hans Sauer and Fritz Kober, Heidenheim (Brenz), Otto

Weiss Aafhausen, Kreis Aalen, Siegfried Grosser,

Heidenheim (Brenz), and Karl-Heinz Wohner, Ober-

kochen, Wurttemberg, Germany, assignors to Carl Z«iss,

Oberkochen, Wurttemberg, Germany
Filed Jan. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 247

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 29, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 95—«4)

1. In a photographic objective provided with an ad-

justable diaphragm, a rotatable diaphragm setting ring

provided with a diaphragm scale thereon, a sleeve on

said diaphragm se.ting ring and connecting the latter

with said adjustable diaphragm, an index carrying ring

adjacent said diaphragm setting ring and rotatably sur-

rounding said sleeve, said index carrying ring having

thereon two selectively usable index marks permitting

the reading of /-stops and T-stops respectively, which

are arranged oppK>site said diaphragm scale, said dia-

phragm scale being provided with uniform spaces be-

tween the individual diaphragm numbers, said index

marks being circumferentially spaced from each other a

distance which is approximately equal to the distance

between two adjacent scale lines of said diaphragm scales,

and a latching means between said sleeve and said index

carrying ring for releasably locking said sleeve and said

ring in predetermined positions between the smallest and

largest diaphragm number, said posi.ions being spaced

apart a distance equal to one diaphragm scale interval.

1. In a monocular mirror reflux camera having a hous-

ing, a between-the-lens shutter mounted in the housing,

a cocking mechanism mounted in the housing, a spring-

urged mirror hingably mounted in the housing and mov-

able between two opposite end p)ositions, and a covering

flap pivotally mounted in the housing, the provision of

co-aoting shaped portions on the mirror and on the

covering flap, a coupling element pivoted to the mirror

and to the covering flap, and a two-armed lever pivotally

mounted in the housing, the lever being connected to the

coclting mechanism at one end and arranged to bear

against the coupling element at the other end, the cou-

phng element causing the covering flap to pivot so that

said portions engage when the lever is moved by said

cocking mechanism, the mirror being moved by the cou-

pling element into the objective light ray path of the

camera, said portions forming a light seal to prevent the

3,098,421

DEPTH OF FIELD VERIFYING DEVICE
Naoyukl Ohara, 436 1-chome, Soshigaya, Setagaya-ku,

Tokyo-to, Japan
Filed Mar. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 17,695

Claims priority, application Japan Mar. 30, 1959

2 Claims. (CI. 95—64)

1. Diaphragm means for a single lens reflex camera,

comprising a plurality of diaphragm leaves, which form

an aperture of variable diameter, each leaf being provided
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with a first pin and a second pin, a first diaphragm operat-

ing disc mounted coaxiaiiy of said single lens provided
with a plurality of apertures each to receive said first pin

of one of said leaves, a second diaphragm operating disc

mounted coaxiaiiy of said single lens provided with a plu-

rality of slots each to receive the said second pin of one of
said leaves, said slots being of generally V form, one arm
of the V being arcuate concentric with said aperture, the

other arm of the V being generally straight and parallel

to a tangent to said aperture, one of said discs being
adapted to rotate in one direction through a fixed angle

to open the diaphragm for view finding, and movable
through the same fixed angle in the opposite direction to

close the diaphragm as required for picture taking, the
other said disc being adjustably rotatable to determine the

diaphragm opening size when said one of said discs is in

the f>osition for picture taking, said second pins of each
said leaf lying in the arcuate portion of its corresf>onding
V-shaped slot when one of said discs is rotated to open the

diaphragm for view finding and lying in the other arm of

said V-shaped slot when rotated to the position for picture

taking, the position in said generally straight portion of
said V -shaped slot of said second pin being determined by
the adjustment of the other of said discs to determine the

diaphragm opening size for picture taking.

3,098,422
CAMERA DIAPHRAG.M

Tomisuke Urabe, % Sankyo Sciki Mfg. Co., Ltd.
3836 Ooaza Kamisuwa, Suwa-shi, Negano Pref., Japan

Filed Sept. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 53,554
Claims priority, application Japan Mar. 23, 1960

3 Ciakns. (CI. 95—64)

«-^
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3. An automatic diaphragm comprising a rotatable dia-

phragm blade, a plurality of diaphragm openings arcu-
ately distributed on the diaphragm blade and successive-

ly movable into a light path upon rotation of the dia-

phragm blade, means for rotating the diaphragm blade to

bring a desired diaphragm opening into the vicinity of
the light path, means for centering the diaphragm open-
ing in the light path upon release of a shutter, the latter

means comprising a pair of indexing edges movable toward
the axis of rotation on opposite sides thereof and en-
gageable with serrations being so formed that with the
index edges fully engaged with serrations the center of a

diaphragm opening is in the light path, and each index
edge being formed on a lever, the two levers having a com-
mon pivot, and means connected with a shutter release

for moving them together about the pivot in causing the

index edges to engage the serrations.

apertures, said main body having a depending straight
front flange of substantially reduced width as compared
with said main body, whereby to define respective notches
adjacent the front corners of said main body, an upwardly
facing guide channel projecting inwardly from the bot-
tom edge of said front flange, a pair of box-like side
sections teiescopically engaged in the opposite end por-

3,098,423
ADJUSTABLE EXHAUST HOOD

Anthony J. Giannini, 114 Upland Terrace,
Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.

Filed Feb. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 88,371
3 Claims. (CI. 98—115)

1. A laterally expansible exhaust hood comprising a
plate-like main body having a depending rear flange, said
rear flange and said main body being formed with vent

tions of said main body and having side portions exposed
adjacent said notches, said side sections and main body
being formed vvith registering longitudinal slots, said
side sections having depending straight front flange por-
tions slidably received in said guide channel, and bolt
means extending through said registering slots and clamp-
ingly securing said side sections in laterally adjusted posi-
tions relative to said main body.

3,098,424
MACHINE FOR THE PREPARATION OF

COFFEE INFUSION
Pietro Penicca, Via P. Sarpi 1, Milan, Italy

Filed Apr. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 101,246
Claims priority, application Italy Apr. 12, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 99—302)

f^
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1. Brewing apparatus comprising a water reservoir

adapted for storing water under the pressure of ambient
atmosphere, filter means adapted for accommodating an
infusible powder, pumping means coupled to and adapted
for pumping water from said reservoir to and through
said filter means, said pumping means including an im-
peller and defining a pumping chamber in which said
impeller is located, said chamber being provided with
an inlet opening coupled to said reservoir and an outlet

opening coupled to said filter, said impeller occupying a
portion of said chamber and leaving a free path between
said inlet and outlet openings, said reservoir and pump-
ing means and filter means being connected in series to

constitute a system, heating means in said system for
heating said water, said filter means being at the extreme
end of the system so that the water can be directly dis-

charged from the system via said filter means, said filter

means being elevated above the pumping means and at

least part of said reservoir so that water can return to
the reservoir via the free path in the pumping means
when the latter is inactive. '
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3,098,425
POT FOR BREWING COFFEE AND METHOD OF

EFFECTING THE BREWING
Fernando Falla, 59 Elm St., Millburn, NJ.

Filed Apr. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 23,728

8 Claims. (CI. 99—317)

3,098,427
FULLY ADJUSTABLE ELECTRICAL BROILER

Joel A. Del Francia, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Insti-

tutional Food Equipment Corp^ Los Angeles, Calif.,

a corpor;8fion of California

FUed Aug. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 831,518
6 Claims. (CI. 99—446)

HP ^

1. A pot for brewing coffee, comprising: A container

for water and embodying a spout, handle and cover; a

closed, annular, ground roasted coffee retaining vessel,

the top and the bottom thereof being perforated; and

means to support said vessel to immerse the same verti-

cally in the container slightly displaced from the bottom

thereof, said supporting means including a vertical tubu-

lar element fitting coaxiaiiy through the vessel, tightly fit-

ting at the center of the ground roasted coffee retaining

vessel, projecting above the upper part of the ground

roasted coffee retaining vessel, the projecting portion

thereof being perforated and a vertical rod forming in-

tegral part of the tubular element projecting vertically so

as to be held centrally in position by the cover and said

tubular element being supported by the bottom of the

container.

3,098,426
STEAK COOKER AND TENDERIZER
Maurice W. Lee, Sr., Box 188, Boley, Okla.

Filed Aug. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 129,145
2 Claims. (CI. 99—339)

1. A rapidly temperature-controllable electric broiler,

comprising an upright housing, a broiling grid including

spaced cross members overlying the upper interior of the

housing, an openly exposed and open formation electrical

heating element underlying the grid, and a bed of loose

ceramic bodies underlying the heating element for inter-

cepting grease drippings falling from the grid through said

element and for passing air upwardly between said ceramic

bodies to at times burn said intercepted drippings, said

electrical heating element and said bed being rapidly mov-
able up and down relative to said grid for quickly varying

the temperature at the grid, said bed continuing to under-

lie the major extent of the heating element during said

movement, said bed and heating element extending gen-

erally horizontally at all times during said up and down
movement.

3 098 428
MASONRY BARBECUE PIT

Charlie J. Maxwell, 8699 Gulf Freeway, Houston 17, Tex.

Filed Oct. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 143,472
2 Claims. (CI. 99—446)

1. An electrical resistance cooker, comprising: a down-
wardly open rectangular box-like base; a downwardly
open box-like cover hingedly connected to said base and

forming a cooking compartment above the upper surface

of said base, the walls forming the top of said base and

xsaid cover each having a series of enlarged vertically

aligned food receiving apertures therethrough; a pair of

superposed rectangular conduction plates of less dimen-

sions than said base and said cover disposed within said

cooking compartment in horizontal spaced-apart rela-

tion; electrical insulating posts connecting the uppermost
said plate to the lower surface of the top of said cover

and connecting the lowermost said plate to the upper
surface of the top of said base; an electrical resistance

heating element secured in current conducting relation to

the upper surface of said upper plate; another electrical

resistance heating element secured in current conducting

relation to the lower surface of said lower plate in co-

operating relation with respect to the aligned enlarged

apertures in said cover and said base; and means con-

necting a source of electrical energy to said electrical

resistance heating elements.

1. A portable barbecue pit comprising a concrete base

member, masonry walls aflfixed to said base member about

the perimeter thereof to define an interconnected firebox

and open-top masonry smokestack, a fire door in the

masonry wail at one end of said firebox, a removable

cover atop said masonry walls over the firebox, a grill

mounted on said masonry walls spaced above said base

member over the firebox, a drip tray mounted on said

masonry walls below said grill spaced apart from said

firebox door end wall, said drip tray comprising a top

member and a bottom member joined at their edges with

an insulating air space therebetween, a baffle wall between

the firebox and the smokestack extending upwardly to the

bottom of said drip tray, and an adjustable laterally-

opening damper in one side wall adjacent said baffle wall

and opening into the firebox.
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3,098,429
DIAPHRAGM FILTER PRESS

Sven Erik Hiigglund, Lund, Sweden, assignor to Borsig

Aktiengescllschaft, Bcrlin-Tegel, Germany, and Aktie-

bolaget Svensk Torvforadling, Sosdala, Sweden
Filed Dec. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 78,885

Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 31, 1959
9 Claims. (CI. 100—115)

fik

1. In ;i diaphragm filter press for withdrawing liquid

from a suspension containing material to be pressed into

a cake, a peripheral wall formed by a plurality of abut-

ting separable rim-like rigid support elements compris-

ing, a filter support and a diaphragm support, a filter

supported by said filter support adjacent said diaphragm

support and defining with said filter support at least a

portion of a filtrate chamber adapted to receive and dis-

charge liquid filtered through said filter, an elastic dia-

phragm supported by said diaphragm support adjacent

said filter support and defining with said diaphragm

support at least a portion of a pressure chamber adapted

to receive and discharge a pressure medium, said filter

and said diaphragm defining therebetween when the sup-

ports are in abutting relationship, a chamber for receiv-

ing said suspension under pressure, thereby expanding

said diaphragm to increase the size of said suspension

chamber and exerting force of said diaphragm on the

material in said suspension chamber, at least one of said

separable elements being movable to open said suspen-

sion chamber for discharge of material remaining therein.

3,098,430
ELECTRIC DRILL TO LOCATE MARKING

NOTCHES IN PLY FABRICS
Milton Ruthen, 56 Rockaway Parkway, Brooklyn, N.Y.,

and Abraham Bisberg, 244 N. Idaho Ave., North
Massapequa, N.Y.

Filed July 26, 1961, Ser. No. 126,992
3 Claims. (CI. 101—26)

(~«o

1. In a machine of the character described, a base

having an opening therein, an upright hollow post sup-

ported on the base, a sleeve bearing member slidably

mounted on the post, a radial crossbar integral with the

top end of the sleeve bearing member, a ring bearing

member on the free end of the crossbar, an electric motor

supported in said ring bearing member with its shaft
extending downwardly, a chuck fastened to the bottom
end of the motor shaft, a needle secured to and depending
from said chuck, means for aligning the needle with a

small area on a stack of fabric sections desired to be
marked, said aligning means including a bracket on the

base having a ring bearing member underneath and in

alignment with the needle and over the opening in the
base, and a guide sleeve supported in said ring bearing
member and adapted to receive the needle in its downward
movement and prevent sagging of the needle, an adjust-

table guide bar on the base having a pointed end extending
over the opening in the base and aligned with the guide
sleeve, and means for indicating that the base is truly

horizon;al and the needle truly perpendicular, said in-

dicating means comprising a pair of spirit levels on the
top surface of the base in right angular relationship.

3,098,431
REGISTRATION APPARATUS FOR SILK SCREEN

PRINTING MACHINE
Elmer C. Weaver, Portage Township, Kalamazoo County,

Mich., assignor of one-half to Paul L. Lee and Geor-
gia W. Lee, and one-half to Elmer C. Weaver and
Emma D. Weaver

Filed Mar. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 12,546
6 Claims. (CL 101—126)

3. In a silk screen printing machine having a base
structure supporting a substantially horizontal top mem-
ber and having a screen frame movable into and out of
a position adjacent to and parallel with said top member,
an apparatus for effecting registration of said screen

frame with a worksheet supported upon said top mem-
ber, comprising: a pair of brackets rigidly secured to said

base structure near one edge thereof; a support shaft sup-

ported upon and between said brackets; sleeve means
supported upon said support shaft between said brackets

for movement lengthwise of said shaft; first cam means
secured to said shaft within said sleeve; first manually
operable means rotatably mounted upon said sleeve

means for movement around an axis transverse of said

shaft, said manually operable means having eccentric

pin means engageable with said first cam means so that

rotation of said manually operable means around said

axis effects relative lengthwise movement between said

shaft and said sleeve; a pair of spaced support members
mounted upon said sleeve; a pair of elongated, substan-

tially parallel support elements slidably and respectively

supported upon said support members for lengthwise

movement with respect to said support members and
transversely of said shaft; second cam means secured to

each of said support elements adjacent to said support
members; second manually operable means rotatably

mounted upon each of said support members for move-
ment around axes transverse respectively of said support
elements, said second manually operable means having

eccentric pin means respectively engageable with said
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second cam means so that rotation of said second man-
ually operable means around said axes effects said move-

ment of said support elements with respect to said sup-

port members; and engaging means secured to the ex-

tended ends of said support elements and connected to

one of the screen frame and the top member, said en-

gaging means including pivot means.

3,098,432

WEB TENSION CONTROL FOR MULTI-UNIT
PRINTING PRESS

Donald C. Bechtold, Mountvllle, and Edward W. Stanley,

Lancaster, Pa., assignors to Armstrong Cork Company,
Lancaster, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed Aug. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 134,711

4 Claims. (CI. 101—152)

support plates for rotation and axial movenicnt, holder

supports rotatably mounted by and on said main ..\is m
proximity to said support plates, a rigid self-supporting

tube extending between said holder supports and remov-

ably and adjustably supported solely at its end- thereby,

a blade support shelf secured to said luhe. lifting means
secured proximate the ends of said tube, said tuhc. said

shelf and said lifting means constituting a unitarv rigid

self-supporting removable blade holder a i-emhh to mount
a doctor blade thereon, a crank member operativcK con-

nected to said holder plates adapted for rotation thereof

about the axis of said main axis, rotation of said holder

supports by said crank member moving said blade into or

out of engagement with an engraved cylinder in said press,

said blade holder assembly constituting a sole removable

support for the doctor blade.

1. In a multi-color gravure printing press having a plu-

rality of printing units through which a travelling web
passejs with printing cylinders in each unit adapted to im-

print a color on the web, means for establishing and main-

taining a precise and constant web tension from the in-

feed end of the press to the outfeed end, said means in-

cluding an infeed tension stand positioned immediately

before the first printing unit and an outfeed tension stand

positioned following the last printing unit, tension roils

rotatably mounted in each said tension stand having the

web passing thereover and in driving engagement there-

with, variable speed drive means for each said tension roll

and so adjustable that speed of the infeed tension roll will

transport web at the same speed as the surface speed of

the printing cylinders and the speed of the outfeed tension

roll is at a slight overspeed with respect to the surface

speed of the printing cylinders, means pressing the web
against said tension rolls, frictional material coverings on

said tension rolls, said coverings have different frictional

coefficients such that at the so adjusted speeds of said

tension rolls and with selected preset pressure on the web
from the pressing means the web will be locked in speed

time relationship with the surface speed of the printing

cylinders and speed metered with no slippage by the in-

feed tensiori roll but can tend to creep or slip on the out-

feed tension roll when the desired value of web tension

is attained.

3,098,433
DOCTOR BLADE AND DRIVE FOR ROTARY

PRINTING PRESS
Clarence L. Hombcrger and Edward W. Stanley, Lan-

caster, Pa., assignors to Armstrong Cork Company,
Lancaster, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Aug. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 134,684
6 Claims. (CI. 101—157)

1. A doctor blade assembly and drive for a rotary

printing press comprising support plates mountable on

the side frames of a press, a main axis journalled in said

792 O.O.—59

3,098,434
DEVICE FOR THE ADJUSTMENT OR "CORRELAT-
ING" OF THE ENGRAVED ROLLERS IN ROTARY
PRINTING MACHINES

Jean Lime, Mulhouse, France, assignor to Societe Alsa-

cicnne de Constructions Mecaniques, Mulhouse, France,
a company of France

Filed Apr. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 23,175
Claims priority, application France Apr. 24, 1959

9 Claims. (CI. 101—178)

1. A rotary printing machini for printing sheet mate-

rial, comprising a central freely mounted cylinder, a plu-

rality of printing rollers in contact with said cylinder, a

toothed wheel fast with each roller, a central common
gear wheel coaxial with said cylinder, each of said toothed

wheels meshing with said gear wheel, and means for en-

suring correct relative positioning, on the sheet material,

of the motifs printed by the said rollers, said means com-
prising individual adjustment means to selectively move
the geometric axis of each roller parallel to itself over a

theoretical cylindrical surface co-axial with said central

cylinder, so that the roller remains in contact with the

cylinder, the pitch circle diameter of the toothed gear

wheel being different from the diameter of the central cyl-

inder whereby displacement of a roller is accompanied

by a sliding of its periphery over the periphery of the

central cylinder when the said individual adjustment means
are actuated.

3,098,435
PROOF PRESS FOR CURVED PRINTING PLATES

Walter T. Flower, Short HUis, NJ., and Daniel C. Green,
Scninton, Pa., assignon to Wesel Manufacturing Com-
pany, Scranton, Pa.

FUed July 19, 1960, Ser. No. 43,956
12 Claims. (CI. 101—212)

1. In a proof press for proving printing plates of dif-

ferent curvatures, utilizing replaceable plate cylinders of

correspondingly different curvatures, a stationary press

bed, a plate cylinder carriage movable lengthwise of the

bed, a plate cylinder assembly, including a cylinder hav-
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ing a bearer and a gear of unitary construction, separate

from the cylinder, removably mounted on the carriage,

and means to couple the cylinder and the bearer-gear

member for rotation as a unit and to release the cylinder

for rotation independently of the bearer-gear member

engaging with said screw threads in said bearing, said

auxiliary drive shaft and gears thereon being slidably

mounted in said bearing parallel .with said main drive

shaf., a circular register drive gear in mesh with the

teeth on said circular register adjusting gear and means

responsive to improper registry of a web being printed

by said cylinders operable to rotate said register gear

drive in one direction or the other to thereupon rotate

said regis.er adjusting gear whereby through coaction of

the threaded portions said auxiliary shaft will be trans-

lated coaxially to thereby rotate said offset cylinder an

increased increment by coaction with said worm wheel

to re-establish proper register.

comprising a cam secured to the carriage and a cam fol-

lower pivotaily mounted on the cylinder gear, said cam

follower incorporating pin means movable into and out

of locking engagement with the cylinder and the cylinder

bearer-gear member.

3,098,437

INKING ARRANGEMENT FOR ROTARY
PRINTING PRESSES

Louis S. Tyma, Jr^ Hinsdale, and Franit J. Doyle, Bell-

wood, m., assignors to Miehle-Goss-Dexter, incorpo-

rated, Chicago, nU a corporation of Delaware
Filed Dec. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 79,383

6 Claims. (CI. 101—350)

3,098,436

REGISTER CONTROL FOR ROTARY
PRINTING PRESS

Clarence L. Hornberger, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to

Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa., a corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania
Filed Aug. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 134,685

5 Claims. (CI. 101—248)

I. In a rotary printing press an engraved cylinder, an

impression cylinder spaced from said engraved cylinder,

an offset cylinder interposed between said engraved and

impression cylinders and in operable printing relation

therewith, drive means for said cylinders including a

main drive shaft, an internal drive gear secured to said

drive shaft, an external toothed drive clutch gear slid-

ably mounted on said drive shaft and having the teeth

thereon engageable with the internal drive gear, an aux-

iliary shaft rotatably mounted adjacent said main drive

shaft, a pinion gear on said auxiliary shaft in mesh with

said drive clutch gear, a worm gear secured on said aux-

iliary drive shaft, a worm wheel operatively connected

to the drive shaft for said olTsct cylinder and meshing

with said worm gear, main cylinder drive gears on the

drive shaft for each said cylinder in meshing engage-

ment one with another for simul.aneous drive of all

said cylinders, a bearing unit rotatably mounting said aux-

iliary drive shaft having at one end thereof an internally

screw threaded portion, a circular register adjusting gear

rotatably secured on said auxiliary drive shaft, but fixed

against displacement, said adjusting gear being externally

toothed and having screw threads formed in said teeth

^ -^T-^ &
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2. In a printing press, an ink feeding arrangement com-

prising, in combination, an ink fountain, a fountain roller

journalled for rotation in said fountain, means for rotat-

ing said fountain roller, a transfer roller journalled par-

allel to said fountain roller and being spaced therefrom, a

pickup roller journalled parallel to saicf fountain and

transfer rollers with the surface of the pickup roller be-

ing in contact with said transfer roller and slightly spaced

from said fountain roller, said surface being formed by

a pattern of shallow, closely spaced grooves formed hel-

ically about said roller and denning rounded ridges and

valleys as seen in cross section, and means for rotating

said pickup and transfer rollers.

3,098,438
METHOD OF PRINTING

Erich A. Freund, 410 26tli Ave., San Francisco, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 48,849

4 Claims. (CI. 101—426)
1. The method of letter press printing, comprising:

applying a heat driable liquid printing medium to a print-

ing form; heating said medium on the form for not more

than about six seconds at a temperature sufficient to dry

the medium to the touch on the form; and applying the

heated medium while said medium is still hot to a stock

that is substantially at room temperature by pressing the

form and hot medium against the stock, said method

resulting in the complete transfer of the dry hot medium

from the form to the room temperature stock.

3,098,439
LAND MINE, MORE PARTICULARLY

ANTI-TANK MINE
Fritz Bcrger, Dusseldorf, Germany, assignor to Firma

Rheinmetall G.m.b.H., Dusseldorf, Germany
Filed June 2, 1960, Ser. No. 33,533

Clainu priority, application Germany June 4, 1959

1 Claim. (CI. 102—8)
A detonator for a land mine particularly for anti-tank

mines, comprising two parts of which one is an inner
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and the other an outer part and both parts being rela-

tively movable one within the other, a fuze body in the

inner part comprising a safety sleeve having integral de-

pending arms each with an inwardly projecting claw, a

firing pin secured in the sleeve, a clamping bushing hav-

ing slots therein one for each arm and cam surfaces ad-

jacent each slot, a striker in the clamping bushing and

provided with a firing cap, a spring in the bushing and

contacting against the striker without tension in its nor-

mal position, said clamping bushing when movable rela-

tive to the fuze body compressing the spring and the

arms contacting the cam surfaces to force the firing pin

3,098,441
WEAPON RECOVERY SYSTEM

Thomas M. Amundson, Sunnyvale, Calif., and Marvin A.

Sandgren, Minneapolis, Minn., assignors, by mesne
assignments, to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Navy
Filed Sept. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 841,913

1 Claim. (CI. 102—13)

e e » e 7,

into the firing cap after a predetermined relative move-

ment of the two parts has been exceeded with the claws

releasing the safety sleeve, the claws of the depending

arms being directed at right angles to the axis of the

detonator whereby in the position of rest of the mine

the claws will contact against the striker, the safety sleeve

and its arms, the striker, the clamping bushing and the

spring being composed of a plastic material, and a shear

plate on the clamping bushing and cooperating with the

fuze body so that when the shear plate is broken off by

the clamping bushing striking the outer part it will be

movable into the fuze body to cause a compression of

the spring and ignition of the firing cap.

3,098,440

LAND MINE, MORE PARTICULARLY
ANTI-TANK MINE

Fritz Berger, Dusseldorf, Germany, assignor to Firma
Rheinmetall G.m.b.H., Dusseldorf, Germany

Filed June 2, 1960, Ser. No. 33,534
Claims priority, application Germany June 4, 1959

2 Claims. (CI. 102—8)

1. A land mine, more particularly an anti-tank mine,

comprising an inner and an outer part which are guided

so as to be capable of movement relative to each other

and each part is composed of a solid compressed charge

of a high explosive and weather resistant stable material,

a fuse mechanism in one of the parts and actuated by

the relative movement of the parts, an air cushion in

the form of a flexible tube element interposed between

the inner and the outer parts, the outer diameter of the

inner part being less than that of the outer part and the

inner part being guided as a piston in a cylindrical recess

in the outer part, and the outer surfaces of the inner and

outer parts bemg exposed at all times, and a pressure

relief valve is provided secured to the flexible tube cle-

ment.

A drill mine recovery apparatus for automatically sur-

facing a mine comprising a gas generator attached to the

mine and having a quantity of material therein for gen-

erating a gas upon immersion in water, an inflatable bag

of suflficient size to render the apparatus positively buoy-

ant when inflated, a conduit for conducting the generated

gas from said generator to said bag to inflate said bag.

said conduit being exposed to the ambient water when the

mine is immersed whereby the gas is cooled prior to entry

into said bag. a rotatably mounted gas intake tube cou-

pled to one end of said conduit and in communication

with the interior of said generator, and means for auto-

matically orienting the intake end of said intake tube

away from water lying within said generator to preclude

the generated gas from forcing water from said generator

into said conduit.

3.098.442

GAS LIBERATING CARTRIDGE
Ralph V. Wakefield, Godfrey, and Harry Clark Foster.

East Alton, III., assignors to Olin Mathieson Chemical
Corporation, East Alton, III., a corporation of Virginia

Filed Oct. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 62,041

1 Claim. (CI. 102—25)

^ -V j^ >- « 'dfl :> ^ i- t. ''- ><* bt 6 <-

A gas liberating cartridge including a generally cylin-

drical body member closed at one end and having means

at the opposite end for introducing gas under pressure,

first and second discharge ports longitudinally spaced in

said body, a first pressure responsive sleeve valve slidably

mounted in said body and normally closing said first dis-

charge ports, a second pressure responsive sleeve valve

slidably mounted in said body and normally closed and

second discharge ports, a control chamber adjacent said

second sleeve valve, pressure responsive control piston

means slidably mounted in said control chamber and

adapted to move away from said second sleeve valve as the

charging pressure in the cartridge is increased, a rod con-

necting said control piston and said first sleeve valve, said

rod being effective to move said first sleeve valve out of

engagement with said first discharge ports at a predeter-

mined discharge pressure as the control piston is moved

in response to the charging pressure in the cartridge,

vent means in said control chamber, said control piston

being further adapted to simultaneously actuate said vent

means in said control chamber and reduce the pressure

therein, the reduction in pressure in said control chamber

being effective to move and second sleeve valve out of
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engagement with said second discharge ports to com- ing glass fabric embedded therein bound to said inner

pletely discharge said cartridge. layer and covering all of said apertures, said casing being

3 098 443
GAS DISCHARGE MECHANISM

Russell C. Spencer, Faimcrsburg, Ind., assignor to Olln

Mathieson Chemical Corporation, East Alton, III., a

corporation of Virginia

Filed Mar. 7, 1961, S«r. No. 93,889

3 Claims. (CI. 102—25)

2. A gas operated device comprising a cartridge having

a substantially cylindriciil main chamber adapted to re-

ceive a charge of compressed gas, gas inlet means at one

end of the main chamber, lateral discharge outlets for

the main chamber intermediate its ends, a secondary

chamber positioned adjacent the other end of said main

chamber, a pressure responsive sleeve valve slidable with-

in the cartridge between the chambers and normally posi-

tioned to span and seal the discharge outlets, said valve

having a greater cross sectional area at one end exposed

to the pressure in the chambers than at the opposite end,

the differential effective cross sectional areas of the valve

urging the valve into a closed position during charging

of the main chamber, a pressure equalizing passageway

connecting the chambers, a slidable pressure responsive

control piston adjacent the valve, the piston having a ter-

minal portion with a diameter slightly less than the inside

diameter of the sleeve valve and being provided with a

shoulder having a diameter greater than the inside diam-

eter of the sleeve valve, the terminal portion and shoulder

of the piston being joined by a portion of reduced diam-

eter, the terminal portion of the piston being normally

positioned within the sleeve valve, and the shoulder por-

tion normally abutting said valve, the cross sectional areas

of the piston exposed to the pressure in the chambers

being greater at one end than at the opposite end of said

piston, pressure acting on the differential effective cross

sectional areas of the control piston urging it away from

the valve, interlocking means between the piston and the

valve to prevent complete removal of the piston from

the valve, said piston having a vent opening to the sec-

ondary chamber at one end and the interior of the piston

at the other end, means defining a passageway from the

interior of said piston to the atmosphere, control valve

means within the control piston normally closing said

passageway adapted to vent the secondary chamber at

a predetermined discharge pressure, and means in the

secondary chamber operative to open said control valve

means upon a predetermined movement of said control

piston.

3,098,444
EXPENDABLE PROPELLANT CASING

George J. Walkey, Burtank, Howard B. Sipple, Glendale,

Vernon S. Sorenson, La Crescenta, and Frank C.

Norris, Sun Valley, Calif., assignors to Lockheed Air-

craft Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

FUed Oct. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 71,855

1 Claim. (CI. 102—43)

A recoilless tubular ammunition casing containing

ignitable propellant, said casing comprising, an inner

layer of oxidizable resin impregnated glass fabric, said

inner layer having evenly distributed apertures therein, an

outer layer of spirally wound oxidizable resin tape hav-

frangible and disintegratable upon combustion of said

propellant.

3,098,445
AERODYNAMICALLY SUPPORTED ROCKET

Calvin D. Jaduon, Salt Lake City, UUh, assignor to

Auradynamlcs, Incorporated, Salt Lake City, Utah, a

corporation of Utah
FUed June 27, 1960, Ser. No. 38,937

9 CUims. (CI. 102—49)

1. A rocket comprising an elongate body having a nose

portion; aerodynamic blades having hub sections; a rotat-

ably mounted hub structure at the nose portion of said

rocket body for mounting said blades; means rotatably

mounting said hub structure on an axis extending longitu-

dinally of the rocket body; means pivotally and rotatably

mounting said blade hub sections in said hub structure on

respective, angularly related, pivotal and rotatable axes

traasversely disposed with respect to the aforementioned

axis to provide retracted and extended positions for said

blades; cam means in said hub structure; means projecting

from each of said blade hub sections in operative asso-

ciation with said cam m^ans for controlling the attitude

of said blades as they are shifted from retracted to out-

wardly extended positions; and resilient means normally

urging said blades outwardly toward aerodynamic posi-

tions, said means having insufficient strength to overcome

the counterbalancing force of the atmosphere during pro-

jected upward flight of the rocket therethrough.

to

of

3,098,446
OPENABLE FIN ARRANGEMENT

Joseph Raymond Jassc, Paris, France, assignor

Hotchkiss-Brandt, Paris, France, a corporation

France
Filed July 10, 1961, Ser. No. 122,988

Claims priority, application France July 11, 1960

7 Claims. (CI. 102—50)
1. The combination of an ejection nozzle for the ex-

pulsion of propelling gases and an opcnable fin arrange-

ment for use on a self propelled projectile, the combina-

tion comprising a body adapted for being connected to

the projectile, the body having a longitudinal axis and

I
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being provided with an axially extending opening passing

through the body, the body being further provided with

a plurality of cylindrical apertures angularly arranged

around said opening at a common distance therefrom

and extending parallel to the axis of the body, a fixedly

supported nozzle in the opening for expelling rearwardly

gases from the projectile to cause a thrust to be exerted

thereon, a plurality of fins supported on said body for

pivotal movement about transverse axes to enable open-

ing and closing of said fins in longitudial radial planes,

a piston slidably supported in each of said apertures and

adapted for movement rearwardly in the associated aper-

ture under the propelling action of the gases from the

projectile, means defining a cylindrical bearing element

rigid with and coaxial with the body and an intermediate

ring of annular shape positioned between the fins and the

pistons, the ring being guidedly mounted on the bearing

element for sliding movement along the bearing element

in a longitudinal direction, the ring being operatively

associated with respect to the pistons and fins such that

the ring undergoes sliding movement in a longitudinal

rearwardly direction under the action of the pistons, when

the latter are displaced by the propelling gases, to exert

a force on the fins to cause the latter to open, whereby

the ring distributes the overall force exerted thereon by

the pistons uniformly to the fins so that the latter open

uniformly and symmetrically from the body.

3,098 447
PROJECTIIES TO BE SLIDABLY FITTED ON

THE END OF A GUN BARREL
Hansjakob Hosli, Zurich, Switzeriand, assignor to Brevets

Aero-Mecaniques S.A., Geneva, Switzerland, a society

of Switzerland
Filed Apr. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 105,921

Claims priority, application Luxembourg May 5, 1960

8 Claims. (CI. 101—51)

sealingly engage such a cylindrical surface of the gun

from which the projectile is to he fired, a rocket motor

carried by said body portion, said rocket motor comprising

a reaction charge and a rearwardly directed nozzle open-

ing into said tubular tail at the forward end thereof, and

means for causing said projectile to spin about its longi-

tudinal axi«>, first by utilizing the action of pressurized

gases from the combustion of a propelling charge in i

launching gun and then by utilizing the reaction effect of

pressurized gases from the combustion of said reavtion

charge, said means comprising at least t\vo transverse noz-

zles extending through the wall of said tubular tail rear-

wardly of the most rearward extension of said bod\ por-

tion, whereby ga?es issuing through said transverse nozzles

have free access to the surrounding atmosphere when said

transverse nozzles are clear of a gun barrel from which the

projectile is to be launched, said tubular tail providing a

continuously ojjen path between the rear end of the tail

and the rocket motor nozzle whereby hot gases created by

the combustion of a propelling charge in a gun from which

the projectile is to be launched may pass through the tubu-

lar tail and the rocket motor nozzle to ignite said reaction

charge, at least one of said tran verse nozzles being physi-

cally located so as to be selectively communicable with

the passage through the barrel wall in the vicinity of the

gun barrel muzzle when the projectile is mounted on the

barrel.

3,098,448
PRECISION AND RELIABILITY OF TIMING

DEVICES
Henry Gisser, 7708 Revere St., Philadelphia, Pa., and

Gene Rove, 15340 Longview, Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Filed Nov. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 152,693
3 Claims. (CI. 102—70.2)

(Granted under Title 35, UJS. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. An electromechanical timing system for detonating

explosive missiles which permits the achievement of

reduced dispersion and reduced dud and premature frac-

tions, said system comprising an electric power s-ource

and an electric actuating device serially connected to each

other and to each end, respectively, of an assembly of

mechanical timer-electrical switch arrangements, n in

number, each of said arrangements comprising a mechani-

cal timer articulated by means of a movable linkage to

an opened multiple pole (k in number) -single throw

switch, where n equals an odd number and k equals

«-fl

1. A projectile adapted to be launched from a gun

barrel having a cylindrical surface by the pressure created

from a propelling charge in the gun, the gun barrel being

of the type which includes at least one passage through

its wall in the vicinity of the muzzle, which projectile

comprises: a body portion, a tubular tail having its front

end fixed to said body portion, said tubular tail having

a cylindrical surface adapted to slidably and substantially

said linkage being operatively responsive to close said

switch upon functioning of said timer, the poles of all

algebraic combinations of said switches taken A at a time

being serially interconnected by conductive leads which

are so constructed and arranged that the functioning of

any algebraic combination of said mechanical timers

taken k at a time results in a closed circuit.

3,098,449
SLUSH PUMP

Robert H. Hill, 2809 Broadway, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed Dec. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 857,761
7 Claims. (CI. 103—4)

1. A pumping apparatus, comprising a plurality of

pumps each having a barrel provided internally with a
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helical groove and a helical rotor within the barrel, an

annular inlet manifold provided with a plurality of angu-

larly spaced valve housings, an annular outlet manifold

having a plurality of valve housings respectively aligned

with those of said inlet manifold, a valve sleeve mounted

in each of said housings, each of said valve sleeves having

an axial opening receiving an end of one of said pump
barrels and also having a lateral port communicating with

»he axial opening, each valve sleeve being rotatable about

the axis of the associated pump barrel to control commu-

eccentrically in said cylindrical pump chamber, a rotor

carried by said shaft in eccentric relation to said cylin-

drical pump chamber, the cylindrical body portion of the

casing having miet and outlet ports at opposite sides of

said rotor, said rotor having radial slots therein, blades

slidingly confined in said slots and having the ends of the

!-ame flush with the opposite ends of the rotor, said rotor

having concentric annular recesses in the ends of the s.ime

about the shaft intercepted by said slots and whereby the

inner edges of the blades at opposite ends are exposed in

said annular recesses and blade controlling rings loosely

seated in said annular recesses in the ends of the rotor,

said rings having an internal diameter greater than and

^M'f M i

nication of the pump barrel with the associated manifold

through said lateral port, an annular series of pinions

connected respectively to said rotors, a common drive gear

meshing with said pinions, each of said valve sleeves being

removable from its associated manifold by movement ax-

ially of itself, and releasable means for retaining each

valve sleeve in fixed axial position in its associated mani-

fold, one of the valve sleeves associated with each pump
barrel being releasably secured to such pump barrel

whereby it and the barrel can be removed as a unit from

the manifold.

3,098,450

PUMP SHAFT BEARLNG MEANS
Clark D. Bower, Wbittier, Calif., assignor to Layne &

Bowler Pump Company, Los Angeles, Calif., a corpo-

ration of California

Filed July 26, 1961, Ser. No. 126,935

2 Claims. (CI. 103—108)

clear of said shaft and an external diameter sufficient in

engagement with the blades to hold them radially outward

in cooperative relation with the cylindrical wall of the

casing, the end walls of said casing each being smooth

and flat in a single plane, with said rings, the rotor and

the ends of said blades in flush, free sliding engagement

therewith, and said free rings having annular pressure

relieving grooves in the peripheral portions of the same

and forming circular passages communicating different

portions of said annular recesses in the ends of the rotor

with the ends of the radial slots in which the blades are

slidingly confined and said rings having passages there-

through from side to side in corrunu nication with the slots

in the rotor.

3,098,452

WELL PUMPS FOR ABRASIVE FLUIDS
Eugene L. Davis, 411 Flint Ave., Long Beach 14, Calif.

Filed July 21, 1961, Ser. No. 125,831

6 Claimi. (CI. 103—165)

1. In a pump for moving therethrough abrasive-con-

taining liquid, an elongated housing having an inlet and

an outlet, an elongated operating shaft rotational in said

housing, said housing having longitudinally arranged bowl

units between ihe pump inlet and outlet, impellers car-^

ried by the shaft and operatively engaged with said bowl^
units to move liquid through said units from the inlet to

the outlet of the pump, bearings mounting longitudinally

spaced portions of the shaft in the bowl units, an inter-

mediate resilient bearing disposed between and longitu-

dinally spaced from the first-mentioned bearings to hold

the shaft engaged and axially aligned with the housing,

said bearings being disposed within the liquid flow through

the pump and subject to attrition of abrasive in the flow,

said resilient bearing comprising two rotationally engaged

rubber bushings.

3,098,451
ROTARY MACHINE

Frank Scognamillo, Oakland, NJ.

(118 Walnut St., Ridgewood, NJ.)
Filed Nov. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 67,256

2 Claims. (CI. 103—136)
1. A rotary machine comprising a casing having a

cylindrical body portion and end walls cooperatively

forming a cylindrical pump chajnber, a shaft journaled

1. A well pump, comprising:

(a) a well fluid conduit;

(/>) a counterbalancing fluid conduit;

(c) both of said conduits extending from the mouth
to the pumping level of a well;

(d) means forming a plunger chamber at the lower end

of the counterbalancing fluid chamber;
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(e) means forming a well fluid collecting chamber hav-

ing an upper end above the lower end of said plunger

chamber;

(/) a connecting tube joining the lower ends of said

chambers;

{g) a well fluid inlet valve disposed in said fluid col-

lecting chamber above the lower end of said plunger

chamber;

(/i) a discharge valve above said inlet valve for admit-

ting fluid into said well fluid conduit from said fluid

collecting chamber;

(i) a reciprocable plunger in said plunger chamber;

(/) a string of sucker rods extending therefrom to the

mouth of the well to reciprocate said plunger there-

by to draw well fluid into said collecting chamber

and expel fluid through said well fluid conduit;

(&) and a counterbalancing fluid in s&id coimterbal-

ancing conduit supported by said plunger.

guide rail extending above said tracks and arranged mi

the outside of said tracks, and in the region of switch

points, an additional lateral guide rail opposed to the

former, and on each side of the vehicle, steering means

comprising wheels or rollers mounted for rotation about

vertical axes arranged on the inside and outside of said

3,098,453
RAILROAD TRACK MAINTENANCE MACHINES
Graham M. Fee, Eric, Fa^ asalgiior to True Temper

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUed May 13, 1958, Ser. No. 734,953

9 Clafani. (01. 104—2)

lateral guide rails to cooperate respectively with said

first lateral guide rail, and, in the region of the points

with said additional lateral guide rail, the arrangement

being such that the vehicle passing over the pants is

guided on the lateral guide rails of the outer side of the

points.

3,098,455
CARGO CUSHIONING SYSTEMS

Charies W. McElroy and John S. Klein, Hamden, Conn.,

assignors to Safety Electrical Equipment Corp., New
Haven, Conn.

FUed Aug. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 132,182

8 Claims. (CI. 105—369)

1. A railroad maintenance machine adapted to travel

upon rails and to apply striking blows to a work surface

adjacent a rail comprising a framfe mounted on rail en-

gaging wheels, a tool having a weighted driving portion

and a handle, said tool pivotally mounted upon said

frame adjacent said rail and adapted to swing toward said

rail, means for retracting said tool, a pivot shaft for said

tool, the axis of said pivot shaft being parallel with said

rail, a driven pulley fixed upon said shaft, said tool and

said driven pulley adajted to pivot unitarily with said

pivot shaft, a constantly running motor mounted upon

said frame and provided with a driving pulley, a pulley

belt loosely connecting said driving and driven pulleys

whereby said driving pulley turns freely relative to said

belt, and belt tightening means adapted to tighten said

belt whereby rotational motion is transferred from said

driving pulley to said driven pulley to pivot said tool

into driving engagement with said rail anchor.

3,098,454
AUTOMATIC STEERING SYSTEM FOR VEHICLES
SUPPORTED ON PNEUMATIC TIRED WHEELS
RaffacHo MacstrclU, Via Camaghl 2, Milan, Italy

FUed Oct. 4, 19M, Ser. No. 60,408
Claims priority, application Italy Nov. 7, 1959

8 Claims. (CI. 104—247)
1. A vehicle steering system comprising two tracks

for pneumatic tired drive wheels of a vehicle, a lateral

1. A cargo cushioning system, comprising, in combina-
tion:

(A) an air manifold, having
(a) an air inlet and
(6) an air outlet;

(B) a plurality of inflatable dunnage bags.
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(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)
(G)

(H)

(a) each connectable for inflation to said air mani-

fold;

a check valve,

(a) at said air manifold inlet,

(b) said check valve allowing air to enter said

manifold through said air inlet but not allowing

air to exit therethrough;

an air blower ,

(a) having an air intake and an air discharge out-

let,

(1) said air discharge outlet connecting

through said check valve to said air mani-

fold, and

(2) said air intake open to the atmosphere;

an electric motor
(a) drivingly connected to said air blower;

a source of electrical energy;

a low pressure sensitive switch

(fl) having a pressure sensing element connected

to said air manifold

{b) said switch connecting said electric motor to

said source of electrical energy when the pres-

sure in said manifold drops below a first pre-

determined pressure; and,

high pressure sensitive relief means

(a) at said air outlet of said air manifold,

(b) said relief means opening to allow air to

escape from said manifold when the pressure

therein is greater than a second predetermined

pressure.

3,098,456
RAILROAD BOX CAR

Edwin C. Eisner, 695 Columbia St., Pasadena, Calif.

FUed May 8, 1961, Scr. No. 108,609

3 Claims. (CL 105—379)

the plane of said top flange thereof, said member having

a notch formed in its outer edge, floor boards overlying

the side sill aiKl extending over the member in supported

relation to the member and having their outer ends

spaced from the outer edge of the member, an anchor

element secured to the OKmber in outwardly spaced rela-

tion to the inner end of the notch therein and opposite to

and spaced outwardly from the outer end of the adjacent

floor board to close the notch and thereby form an en-

closed opening for receiving an anchor band, the end

portions of said member being downwardly directed and

being spaced longitudinally of the vehicle from the down-

1. A vehicle which comprises: an undercarriage; a sub-

stantially rectangular floor mounted on said undercarriage;

an envelope body having sides, ends, and a roof, open at

the bottom, and substantially overlying said floor; vertical

side posts mounted on the sides of said envelope body;

means mounted adjacent the comers of said floor ex-

ternally of said envelope body for elevating said envelope

body above said floor a distance substantially equivalent

to the height of said envelope body and lowering said

envelope body to resting position on said floor; tetescc^-

ing vertical side braces mounted on the sides of said en-

velope body; and means for selectively latching said tele-

sc<^ing side braces to said floor.

3,098,457

LADING ANCHOR CONSTRUCTION
Raymond M. Shaver, MIciilgaB City, Ind., assignor to

Pullman Incorporated, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 21, 1955, Ser. No. 535,725

4 Claims. (CI. 105—404)

1. In a freight vehicle, an underframe structure m-

cluding a longitudinal side sill having a vertical web por-

tion and a horizontal inwardly directed top flange, a lad-

ing anchoring and floor supporting member compnsmg

a generally horizontal plate having its inner edge welded

to the upper zone of the vertical web portion of the side

sill and extending outwardly therefrom in substantiaUy

wardly directed end portion ist a ^xt adjacent identical

member and having their inner edges welded to the ver-

tical web portion of the side sill to rigidify the member
and its connection to the side sill and cooperate with the

side sill in forming duee of the four walls of a suke

pocket, a vertical plate spaced outwardly from and par-

allel to the vertical web portion of the side sill and con-

necting said end portions of the two adjacent members

to form the fourth wall of said stake pocket, and addi-

tional rigidifying means comprising a brace intermediate

the downwardly directed end portions of each member
welded to the under surface of the member and the outer

surface of the vertical web pmtion of the sill.

Dae

3,098,458
ROTARY REFUSE CONVERTER

C. Lantz, Jr., BorbaidK, Califs aarignor to

American Rcsoorccs, Inc., Bllrbi^ Calif.

FOcd Nov. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 149,288

2 Clainw. (Q. 110—14)

f r'

Pan

L.«
1^2

1. In a refuse converter, the combination of a housing,

a rotary converter extending longitudinally of said hous-

ing, burner means in said housing for heating said con-

verter, means for rotating said converter, a fixed refuse

inlet tube structure at one end of said converter, a fixed

discharge receptacle and a charred refuse outlet tube

at the other end of said converter, sealing means between

said rotary converter and said discharge receptacle and

sealing means between said rotary converter and said

inlet tube structure to preclude escape of gases from said

convener, an outlet pipe for recovered combustible gases

from said converter extending from said discharge re-

ceptacle to said burner means, sealing means for said

refuse iiriet tube, sealing means for said charred refuse

outlet tube, valve means in said outlet pipe for selectively

directing a portion of said recovered combustible gases

to said burner means, said refuse inlet tube structure in-
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eluding ;i hori/onlal tube extending into said converter

and a verliciil tube communicat.ng with said horizontal

tube, a piston reciprocahle in said horizontal tube to force

refuse falling from said vertical tube into said converter,

said sealing means for said refuse inlet tube structure

comprising a pair of horizontally slidable plates in said

vertical tube, means for selectively sliding one of said

plates to lube opening position when the other of said

plates is in tube closing position, said vertical tube being

substantially rectangular in cross-section and said plates

conforming to the interior configuration thereof, guide

channels for said plates extending transversely across said

vertical tube, and a sealing gasket in said vertical tube

for engagement by the end of each plate.

3,098,459

ATTACHMENT FOR THE FASTENING OF BUT-

TONS WHICH CAN BE APPLIED TO ZIGZAG
SEWING MACHINES
Luigi Bono, Pavia, Italy, assignor to NecchI Societa

per Azioni, Pavia, Italy

Filed Aug. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 49,297

Claims priority, application Italy Sept. 24, 1959

3 Claims. (CI. 112—114)

base for attachment to said presser foot support post, a

presser foot element slidably carried by said base for lat-

eral movement betv^ee^ laterally spaced apart sewing posi-

tions, a longitudinal groove provided on the under end

surface thereof for guiding a strip of the slide fastener

element, an internal pocket formed in the under end sur-

face of said base and opening at said surface, a spring dis-

pi sed in said pocket, a ball detent disposed m said pocket,

s.iid ball detent being pushed outwardly by said spring, a

pair of laterally spaced apart indents formed in the upper

surface of said presser foot element, whereby said presser

foot element is restrained at desired positions in relation

to said base, and a needle passthrough apjerture 6f laterally

elongated shape formed in said presser foot element and

communicating with said longitudinal groove for guiding

the fastener strips.

3,098,461
TUBE SHAPING MACHINE

Howard A. Kinney, Kalamazoo Township, Kalamazoo
County, Mich., assignor to Crescent Machine & Nipple

Company, Allegan, Mich., a corporation of Michigan
Filed Aug. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 833,188

5 Claims. (CI. 113—52)

\^"

1. For use in combination with a sewing machine of

the zig-?ag type and having means for controlling the

width of the zig-zag as well as the usual presser bar and

needle, an attachment for fastening buttons comprising a

support for attachment to the presser bar, a jaw assembly.

and means adjustably mounting said jaw assembly on said

support for aligning buttonhdies with the needle, said jaw

assembly mounting means including a support plate,

means mounting said support plate on said support for

sliding movement in the normal directjon of cloth feed,

means carried by said support for restricting the move-

ment of said support plate, said last mentioned means in-

cluding a stop plate, and means mounting said stop plate

for movement transversely of the direction of movement

of said support plate, said stop plate being notched to

permit the desired variation of positions of said support

plate.

3,098,460
SEWING MACHINE PRESSER FOOT

Tadao Yoshida, 339 2-chome, Suwada-machi,

Ichiltawa-shi, Chiba-lien, Japan

FUed Auk. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 132.407

1 Claim. (CI. 112—235)

1 . A machine for shaping substantially cylindrical work-

pieces, comprising: an upright base member; an open cen-

ter chuck secured to said base member for engaging and

rotating said workpiece around a substantially horizontal,

first axis; a cross slide supported upon said base member
for movement in a direction perpendicular to said horizon-

tal axis; a swing member supported upon said cross slide

for movement with respect to said cross slide around a

second axis substantially perpendicular to said first axis

and said direction of movement, said second axis being

movable with said cross slide into and out of a position

intersecting said horizontal axis: a tool holder slidably

supported upon said swing member for movement toward

and away from said second axis: an elongated arcuate cam
supported upon said cross slide independent]> of said

swing member and means for adjusting said cam substan-

tially radially of said second axis, said cam defining a

pattern around said second axis: a cam follower on said

tool holder engagcable with said cam for controlling said

movement of said tool holder with respect to said swing

member: first actuating means for effecting said movement

of said cross slide with respect to said base member; and

second actuating means for moving said swing member
around said second axis.

A presser foot, used in comb nation with a presser sup-

port post of a sewing machine, for securing concealed

slide fastener tapes to garment materials, comprising a

3,098,462
BOAT RETRIEVING DEVICE

James W. Holzman, Muhlenburg Parli, Pa., assignor to

Dana Corporation, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of

Virginia
FUed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,583

3 Claims. (CI. 114—221)
1. A retrieving device for eflFecting the engagement of

a line with an inaccessible attaching means comprising in

combination, a body member, a socket means disposed at

one end of said body member, said socket means defining

an axially extending opening having a major and a minor

axis in cross-section and being provided with an axial

slot whereby it may re&iliently deform, a hook means hav-
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ing a portion thereof substantially conforming to said

major and minor axes, said line being attached to said

hook means, said conforming portion of said hook means

being received within said socket means and adapted for

uniplanar pivotal movement relative thereto, and said

socket means being resiliently deformed by said hook

means whereby said hook means is frictionalK engaged

by said socket means and adapted for disengagement

therefrom.

3,098,463
WATER SKI TOWLINE RETRIEVER

Donald I). Brown, Verden, Okla.
Filed Dec. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 861,685

6 Claims. (CI. 114—235)

a second housing mounted within said first housing and
rotatably adjustable on a vertical axis with respect to the

first housing, said second housing having a planar bot-

tom portion lying substantially in the plane of the flat

bottom of the boat, said second housing having an inlet

opening in its planar bottom portion coaxial with the

vertical axis of rotation of the same and an outlet open-

ing in its planar bottom portion spaced radially outward-

ly from the inlet opening, said inlet opening being cir-

cuJar in cross-section and said outlet opening being elon-

gated and having a cross-sectional area substantially equal

to the cross-sectional area of said inlet opening, a duct

in said second housing having a portion extending ver-

tically upwardly from the inlet opening and then an-

other portion extending in a radial plane to the vertical

a\i^ of the vertical portion and downwardly to the outlet

opening for providing a channel for water having one

change of direction therein, the downwardly extending

portion of said duct communicating with the outlet open-

ing at an acute angle to the plane of the same, said duct

having a cross-sectional area throughout its length sub-

stantially equal to the cross-sectional area of the inlet

opening and the outlet opening, an axial flow propeller

supported in the vertical portion of said duct and rotat-

able on the vertical axis of the same for drawing water

through said inlet opening and discharging the same

through said outlet opening, said propeller having blades

with leading edges lying in the same plane as the plane

of said inlet opening and having a maximum diameter

slightly less than the diameter of the vertical ponion of

said duct so the tips of the blade lie in close proximity

to the walls of the vertical portion of the duct, and means
for rotating said propeller.

1. Means for connecting a towline to a boat having a

propeller at the stern thereof, whereby the lowline may be

trailed from the stern, free from entanglement with the

propeller, comprising: a winding spool mounted inboard

of said boat, a towline to be wound thereupon secured at

its inner end \o said spool, guide and support means in-

cluding a constricted portion through which the towline

passes, an enlarged portion located on the towline between

said spool and said guide and support means, said en-

largement bemg o; such size as will prevent its passage

through the guide and support means, suspension means
flexibly secured adjacent the stern of the boat, securing

and suspending the guide and support means, said suspen-

sion means acting, when the enlargement engages the

guide and support means, to transmit the towing function

through the support means and the suspension means to

the boa: and, when the towline is slack, to hold the towline

out of entanglement with the propeller.

3,098,464
PROPITSION IMT FOR SHALLOW DRAFT

BOATS OR THE LIKE
Barney B. Holland, 2809 N. Main St., Fort Worth, Tex.

Filed Apr. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 186,422
14 Claims. (CI. 115—16)

1. In a shallow draft boat having a substantially flat

bottom with an opening therein, an improvement in a

propulsion unit therefor comprising: a housing attached

to the bottom of the boat and closing the opening thereof,

3,098,465
DOG CAGE

Lee R. Ivey, Morristown, NJ., assignor to I>ab-Crafts «

inc., Morristown, N J., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Oct. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 228,076
5 Claims. (CL 119— 15)

»-:>
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reactor comprising, in combination, a large plurality

of assemhled identical casings in the form of elongated

columns having an axial dimension substantially greater

than the transverse diameter, each identical casing being

provided with water-feed means, means providing a plu-

rality of heat-exchange surfaces for providing indirect

heat exchange between said water and the evolved water

vapor and said fluid, said water-feed means communicat-

ing with the lower portion of said means providing said

heat-exchange surfaces, and vapor-outlet means for re-

moving generated water vapor from the upper portion

of said means providing said hcat-cxchange surfaces,

each of said casings being provided with feed means

for the introduction of said fluid from the nuclear reac-

tor and being provided with outlet means for removal

of said fluid after it has passed through the casing in

indirect heat exchange with said water, a common ef-

fluent conduit adjacent said casings and means for con-

ducting the water vapor iisuing from said vapor-outlet

means into said common conduit, whereby said water

vapor is removed from the installation through said

conduit, said means providing said plurality of heat-ex-

change surfaces comprising a first tubular coil having

the same axis as the casing, a light boiler comprising a

central cylindrical water tank and radially-spaced paral-

lel water tubes disposed around said tank and in fluid-

communicating relationship therewith, and a second tu-

bular coil having the same axis as the casing, said first

tubular coil, said tank and said second tubular coil

being directly interconnected for the flow of said water

therethrou-h seii.itini as it is converted mlo water

vapor, said water-feed means being connected to an

inlet end of said first coil and said vapor-outlet means

being connected to an outlet end of said second coil.

3,098,469
VAPOUR GENERATORS

Ronald Henry Paddon Row, Bexley, Kent, England,

assignor to Foster Wheeler Corporation, >ew York,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed Dec. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 158,404

1 Claim. (CI. 122—478)

from an area of said generator downstream of said space;

and adjustable means disposed in said passage along a side

of said bank removed from said space adapted to blow

said cool gases in a substantially transverse direction

across said bank in a manner to divert a variable propor-

tion of the stream of inflowing hot gases into said space.

\

3,098,470
MOTOR FUEL

Fred K. Kawahara, Park Forest, III., assignor to Standard
Oil Company, Chicago, III., a corporation of Indiana
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 795,893

9 Claims. (CI. 123—1)

9. In the method of operating spark-ignition internal

combustion engines, the improvement which comprises

supplying to said engines a hydrocarbon motor fuel of

the gasoline boiling range containing a minor amount of

tetraethyl lead and, in combination therewith, in an

amount sufficient to provide a mol ratio of phosphorus to

lead of from about 0.01 to about 1.0, a thioester of a

cyclic dithiophosphoric acid having the formula

Yr-C-O .S

/ \ ^'

Y,-C-Y, 1'

\ / \
Y|—C—

O

SX

wherein the Y groups are each selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen atoms and alkyl radicals of 1—4

carbon atoius each, and X is selected from the group

consisting of alkyl, aryl, aralkyl, and alkaryl radicals

having up to about 15 carbon atoms.

.\ water tube vapor generator comprising an elongated

bank of superheater tubes; means housing said bank and

defining an elongated gas passage which extends longi-

tudinally of said bank, said bank of superheater tubes

and housing means being in a convection /one of said

vapor generator, gas inlet and outlet means adjacent the

ends of said passage such that the flow of hot gas is ap-

proximately in the direction of the length of the passage

and along the length of said bank of said superheater

tubes, said passage being substantially wider than the

bank as measured across the general direction of flow of

the gas and said bank being disposed along one side of

the passage so as to provide on the opposite side a space

approximately coextensive with the bank which is unoccu-

pied; said gas inlet means, passage and bank however

being arranged such that the flow of hot gas normally is

through the superheater; means for withdrawing cool gas

3,098,471
SLIDING VANE ROTARY PISTON ENGINE AND

COMPRESSION SEALS THEREFOR
Cecil C. Cassady, 3001 Estero Blvd., Fort Myers, Fla.

Filed Oct. 27, i960, Ser. No. 65,438

8 Claims. (CI. 123—16)

1. A rotary internal combustion engine comprising a

casing having therein a cylindrical working chamber in-

cluding a cylindrical peripheral side wall and a pair of

circular end walls connected thereto, a rotor journaled in

said casing for rotation about an axis eccentric to said

cylindrical wall whereby to variably space the adjacent

peripheral surfaces of the rotor and cylindrical wall

throughout their circumferences, said rotor having an axial

bore opening inwardly from one end of the rotor for the

flow of lubricant thereinto, said rotor having circumfer-

entially spaced pairs of diametrically opposed >lots ex-

tending inwardly from the periphery of said rotor and

having bottom walls spaced from said axial bore, said

rotor having circumferentially spaced pairs of axially
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spaced radial bores, each of said pair of radial bores estab-

lishing communication between said axial bore and one

of said slots through the bottom wall of the latter, a com-

pre sion blade slidably disposed in each slot and projectible

therefrom into continuous sealing engagement with said

cylindrical side wall, said blades defining with said casing

side and end walls a plurality of circumferentially spaced

combustion chambers, fuel supply, exhaust and ignition

means on said casing cooperating with said combustion

chambers, each blade having a pair of guide bores open-

ing into the associated slot adjacent its bottom wall and

alined with the radial bores of said associated slot, a pair

of guide rods for each pair of diametrically opposed

blades, each guide rod being slidably disposed in the

aligned radial bores of said rotor and the aligned guide

bores in the associated blades, a spring embracing each

guide rod and extending through said axial bore and abut-

ting the adjacent ends of the pair of associated blades.

sembly, and a sacrificial anode attached to said rocker

arm assembly, said sacrificial anode being composed of

metal higher in the galvanic series than any component

metal in said hydraulic valve train assembly.

3,098,472

VALVE CONTROL MECHANISM FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Hans H. Hoenick, Gerlingen, Wurttemberg, Germany,

assignor to Firma Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche K.G., Stutt-

gart-Zuifenhausen, Germany
Filed Oct. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,609

Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 26, 1959

9 Claims. (CI. 123—90)

3,098,474

TOY REPEAT FIRING CAP GUN WTTH PERCUS-
SIVE FIRING NOISE AND SIMULATED USED
SHELL EJECTION

Mahlon E. Hirscb, Fairvlew, and Carl Merl, Ene, Pa.,

assignors to Louis Mara & Company, Inc., New York,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed Apr. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 22,493

17 Claims. (CI. 124—2)

T

1. A positive action valve control mechanism for high

speed internal combustion engines in which the move-

ments of the valve is effected by means of cam followers,

comprising valve means, means for producing the opening

movement of said valve means including cam means

and drag lever means opcratively connected between said

cam means and said valve means, and solid means for

positively and unyieldingly effecting the entire closure

movement of said valve means including two-armed lever

means located on both sides of said drag lever means,

said two-armed lever means acting on said valve means,

and cam disk means mounted coaxially with said cam

means and cooperating with said two-armed lever means.

3,098,473

CATHODIC PROTECTION OF INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

Dale A. Young, Roselle Park, NJ^ Md George J. Farris,

Chicago, III., assignors to Esse Research and Engineer-

ing Company, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Jan. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 168,763

7 Claims. (CI. 123—90)

5. In combination with a metallic oil-containing lub-

ricating system of an internal combustion engine, a cath-

odically protected hydraulic valve train assembly com-

prising a valve train assembly having a rocker arm as-

1. A toy repeat-firing cap gun arranged to produce a

percussive firing noise and also to simulate a used shell

ejection from the breech portion of the gun for each per-

cussive firing noise, said gun having an anvil, a hammer,

a hammer spring, a trigger, a cap strip magazine, a cap

strip feed means, a magazine extending forward from

the breech portion of the gun to receive a quantity of

shells, a helical spring for urging the shells in the maga-

zine rearwardly toward the breech portion of the gun, a

longitudinally movable slide at the top of the breech por-

tion of the gun, a cocking lever to operate the cap strip

feed means and to cock the hammer, a means whereby

the cocking lever moves the slide to provide a shell ejec-

tion opening at the top of the gun. a shell ejector beneath

the slide, and means to move the ejector upward to eject

a shell when the slide is retracted by the cocking lever

and to restore the ejector downward when the slide is

returned by the cocking lever, at which time another

shell is fed into the slide by the helical spring.

3,098,475

LONG WIRE STONE SAWING APPARATUS
Nic L. Knoph and Ralph E. Sonneland, Knoxville, Tenn.,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to Tysaman Machine

Company, Inc., Knoxville, Tenn., a corporation of

Delaware ^,.
Filed Jan. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 86,052

4 Claims. (CI. 125—21)
4. In a stone cutting saw of the long wire type havmg a

cutting station, a remotely located wire take-up station

and an endless saw wire extending between said stations,

the improvement which comprises a longitudinally mova-

ble carriage depending from said track, a pair of trolley
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wheels at each end of said carriage operatively associated

with said track, another trolley wheel at the bottom of

said carriage mounted for rotation about an upright axis,

members fixed to the end portions of said track and ex-

tending downwardly therefrom, elongated guide mean5
affixed to said members in position to cooperate with the

. I

A^^/-h 1

last-mentioned trolley wheel to prevent lateral movements
of the lower end of the carriage, a take-up wheel around

which the saw wire is looped, means rotatably mounting
said take-up wheel on said carriage, and means for urg-

ing said carriage rearwardly to take up slack in the saw
wire looped around the take-up wheel.

3,098,476
STONE SPLITTER

George A. Mayer, Miami, Okla., assignor to Miami Stone,

Inc., Miami, Okla., a corporation of Oklatioma
Filed Jan. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 81,018

7 Claims. (CI. 125—23)

1. In a stone splitter, a pressure equalizing device com-
prising a hollow base; a support including a pair of spaced,

elongated plate elements; first shaft means pivotally

mounting said plate elements within said base for vertical

rocking movement relative to the latter; a pair of horizon-

tally spiced primary members; second shaft means pivot-

ally mounting s:iid primary members on said support be-

tween said elements for vertical rocking movement rela-

tive to the latter; a pair of horizontally spaced secondary
members for each primary member; third shaft means piv-

otally mounting said secondary members on corresponding

primary members for vertical rocking movement relative

thereto, said secondary members projecting upwardly from
the corresponding primary member to provide stone sup-

porting surfaces for engaging a stone along two spaced

lines, the axes of pivotal movement of said primary and
secondary members being substantially coplanar.

3,098,477
BROILER

William Lotter, South Bend, Ind., assignor to South Bend
Range Corporation, South Bend, Ind., a corporation of
Indiana

Filed Aug. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 49,077
18 Claims. (CI. 126—41)

\

-ee

1 "fc

I. A broiler comprising a housing having a flue and
a broiler compartment therein open at its front and com-
municating with said flue, a grill in the lower part of said

compartment, a plurality of gas-fired burners mounted
in the upper part of said compartment, said burners being

of the type generating infra red heat, and air supply means
for said burners including a substantially sealed primary
air chamber supplying all burners and an elongated air

supply duct communicating with and adapted to pres-

surize said primary air chamber at substantially constant

pressure and having an air inlet spaced from and below
said broiler compartment.

3,098,478
SNOW MELTER

Earle S. Philbrook, 392 Wibird St., Portsmouth, N.H.
FUed Sept. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 136,245

8 Claims. (CI. 126—343.5)

1. Apparatus for melting snow, comprising a chassis,

an open-top tank on said chassis, said tank having side

and end walls, a floor having drain apertures and a false

floor above said floor, said walls and floors enclosing a

compartment having an opening at one end, means -on

said chassis for supplying through said opening a stream

of hot gases, said false floor having a series of rows ol

apertures therethrough in staggered array, an inclined

baflle plate for each said aperture extending upward
from said floor to said false floor beneath each said

aperture in the false floor and inclined away from said

opening, and means cooperating with said floor for drain-
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ing water resulting from melting snow without permit-

ting the escape of gases from the bottom of the apparatus.

3 098 479
BODY AND LIMB HOLDER

Edgar J. Storey, San Mateo, Califs assignor to

Zimmon & Company, Inc., Belmont, Calif.

Filed May 22, 1962, Ser. No. 196,691
14 Claims. (CI. 128—134)

said means are interconnected by means of fluid passage-

ways and said fluid passageways also are connected to

said pump and valve chambers, a power source, continu-

ously rotatable drive means driven from said power
source, cylinder means defining a first chamber and a sec-

ond chamber, piston means slidably mounted in said

chambers, means extending from said drive means to

said piston means for imparting a simultaneous recipro-

cating motion thereto consisting of continuous suction

strokes and pressure strokes, axially slidable valve means

in

1. A holder of the character described comprising a

major fabric portion having an elongated, narrow tapered

shape with substantially straight top and bottom edges

converging outwardly, and an inner tranverse edge, a

minor "fabric portion having a triangular shape, the base

of said h-iangular shape being of substantially the same

length as said transverse edge of said major fabric por-

tion, said base and inner transverse edge being positioned

in proximity to each other and spaced apart to define the

side edges of a transversely extending slit, the sides of said

minor fabric portion converging in the opposite direction

from the top and bottom edges of said major fabric por-

tion, first web reinforcing extending continuously along

one face of one edge of said major fabric portion and the

contiguous side of said minor fabric portion, second web
reinforcing extending continuously on the same face of

said major fabric portion as said first reinforcing and along

the opposite edge of said major fabric portion and con-

tiguous side of said minor portion, said web reinforcings

extending across and defining the ends of said slit, and

elongated webbing ties extending out beyond the outer

ends of said major and minor fabric portions, the length

of said major fabric portion being substantially greater

than the length of said minor fabric portion, the base of

said minor fabric portion and inner transverse edge being

hemmed and reinforced to maintain straight margins for

said slit.

3,098,480
SYSTEM FOR FLUID TRANSFUSION
William D. Worthington, Chariotte, Vt.

Filed Nov. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 72,376
9 Claims. (CI. 128—214)

1. A unitary system for blood exchange transfusion

foe patients including a pump and valve chambers and

wherein replacement blood is effectively substituted for

the blood withdrawn from the patient, comprising stor-

age means for replacement blood, disposal means for the

withdrawn blood and catheter means for communicating

with the blood stream of the patient in which each of

positioned beneath said chambers, means extending from
said drive means to said valve means for axially shifting

said valve means into a first position at the beginning

of each suction stroke to provide unobstructed passage-

ways between said first chamber and said storage means
and between said second chamber and said catheter means
and for axially shifting said valve means into a second

fKisition at the beginning of each pressure stroke to pro-

vide unobstructed passageways between said first cham-
ber and said catheter means and between said second

chamber and said disposal means.

3,098,481
STERILE FLUID DISPENSER

Erik Lennart Wikander and David Georg Dahlinder,
Sodertalje, Sweden, assignors to Aktiebolaget Astra,

Apotekames Kemiska Fabriker, Sodertalje, Sweden, a
company of Sweden

Filed Jan. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 83,298
Claims priority, application Sweden Jan. 20, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 128—215)

1. In a device for the sterile extraction of liquid from

a container having a puncturable resealable seal and a hol-

low needle having a first end adapted to puncture said seal

when moved from a first position disengaged from said

seal to a second position wherein it punctures said seal,

and a second end adapted to communicate with means for

dispensing liquid extracted from said container, the com-

bination with said needle and said container of means for

guiding said needle along a fixed path between said first

and said second positions and means for springedly lock-

ing said needle in each of said first and said second

positions.

3,098,482

DISPOSABLE SYRINGE
James O'Sullivan, Adamston, NJ.
Filed Jan. 7, 1958, Ser. No. 707,583

1 Claim. (CI. 128—220)
An empty sterilized completely sealed ready to use dis-

posable syringe comprising a transparent syringe barrel
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having a closed end provided with an annularly project- elastic web inserted in said body portion and extending

ing finger grip forming flange and open at the opposite from the front of said waist band, through the crotch to

end, a piston operable in said barrel, an operating plunger

connected with said piston and projecting from the open *

end of the barrel, said plunger being of plastic material

and carrying graduations on that portion of the same

within the barrel and visible through the transparent bar-

rel, a tubular needle carried by said plunger, said needle

extending from the piston through the plunger and pro-

jecting beyond the end of the plunger, the projecting por-

tion of said plunger having a flange engageable with the

open end of the barrel to close the open end of the barrel

and limit inward movement of the plunger in the barrel,

a second flange on the projecting portion of the plunger

spaced a distance from the first mentioned flange and

the plunger between said flanges being of reduced diam-

eter for admitting fingers for operating the syringe between

said flanges, a cover over the projecting portion of the

needle, said cover being readily removable to expose the

needle' and permit free operation of the syringe by said

finger grip forming flanges on the barrel and the plunger

and readily releasable sealing means removably securing

said cover in said protective position over the needle.

3,098,483

TWO-COMPARTMENT HYPODERMIC SYRINGE
FOR SEPARATE STORING OF MORE COM-
PONENTS

Helmuth Nielsen, Heriev, Denmark, assignor to Lovens

Kemiske Fabrik ved A. Kongsted, a Danish firm

Filed Dec. 29, 1961, S«r. No. 163,354

Claims priority, application Denmark Jan. 3, 1961

16 Claims. (CI. 12ft—220)

^^OZI^Si

support said napltin and to the rear of said waist band,

said web being attached on its opposite lateral margins to

the adjacent margins of the fabric main body portion.

3,098,485
COMPOSITE GARMENT

Dixie Howell, McComb, Miss., assignor to Kellwood

Company, Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware

Filed May 2, 1962, S«r. No. 191,932

6 Claims. (CI. 128—455)

1. Hypodermic syringe comprising two cylindric com-

partments placed in aligned coaxial relation to each

other and separated by an immovable pierceable parti-

tion, and a piston inserted in each of said cylindric com-

partments so as to be tightly movable towards the im-

movable partition along the cylindric wall thereof, the pis-

ton inserted in one of the cylinders carrying a piercing

needle extending into the space enclosed by the walls of

the cylinder, the piston and the immovable partition and

pointing towards the latter, and the one inserted in the

othea- of said cylinders carrying a hypodermic needle the

rear end of which is directed against the immovable parti-

tion and, the point of which is directed away from the

immovable partition and the interior cavity of which is

in connection with the space confined by the wall of the

cylinder, the piston and the immovable partition.

3,098,484
CATAMENIAL PANTS

Joy .Margaret Younger, Sacramento, Calif., assignor to

Mense, Incorporated, a corporation of California

Filed Jan. 3, 1961, S«r. No. 80,501

5 Claims. (CI. 128—291)
1. Catamenial pants for retaining a sanitary napkm m

position against a wearer's body, comprising a fabric main

body portion, an elastic waist band extending around the

upper margin of said body portion, and continuous

1. A composite garment comprising,

{a) a skirt portion,

(/)) a waistband stitched to the upper edge of said skirt

pKjrtion,

(c) a pair of breast receiving pockets,

(d) an elastic section mterposed between said pockets

and said waistband and stitched thereto along cor-

responding edges,

(e) said elastic section being stretchable in a direction

circumferentially of the body of the wearer,

(/) an elastic back section stitched to the upper edge

of said waistband and to the side edges of said breast

pockets,

(g) said back section being stretchable in a direction

circumferentially of the body of the wearer,

(h) an elastic tape lor»gitudinally stretchable and

secured coextensivdy with the upper edge of said

back section,

(/) a pair of overlay sections each overlying a Tcspcc-

live breast pocket and substantially concealing the

same,

(/) an clastic loop attached to the upper edge of each

of said breast pockets,

(k) each of said overlay sections having an aperture

near an upper edge thereof,

(/) and a pair of tie straps secured to the upper edge

of said back section with each strap passing through
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a corresponding loop and aperture for adjustably

securing the garment on the body of the wearer.

3.098,486
DEPOSITED LATEX UNDERGARMENTS

William J. Dorsey, Dover, Del., assignor to International

Latex Corporation, Dover, Del., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed July 1, 1957, Ser. No. 669,111

1 Claim. (CI. 128—521)

In a figure molding garment having a highly stretch-

able thin rubber wall, a slide fastener closure positioned

in a slot in s;iid wall, fabric binding tapes to which said

slide fastener closure is attached, said tapes being sewed

to the marginal portion of the rubber wall surrounding

said slot rendering said marginal portion substantially un-

stretchable. the improvement comprising a relatively

stretchable pliable knitted fabric embedded in said rubber

wall during formation thereof and extending from the

marginal portion of said wall where the binding tape is

sewed to the rubber wall to beyond the boundaries of

said tapes in the marginal portion to provide a zone of

intermediate stretch in the garment between the substan-

tially unstretchable closure region and the highly stretch-

able body portion of the garment and to reinforce the

area where the tapes are attached to said wall, said em-

bedded fabric being oriented to provide its maximum
stretch in the direction of stress applied thereto.

3,098,487
BINDER

William M. Fenston, 936 Fairview, Shreveport, La.

Filed May 3, 1962, Ser. No. 192,110
4 Claims. (CI. 129—13)

J 3», tl rr.

1. A loose leaf binder including front and rear covers,

coacting post means extending transversely between the

inner end portions of the covers, complementary back

members extending inward transversely from the inner

margins of the covers in overlapping relationship, means
mounted on and extending transversely of one of the

back members for slidably confining the other member
and permitting transverse movement of said members
relative to each other to vary the distance between said

covers, the confining means including a gear rack, a pinion

rotatably mounted on the slidably confined back member
in meshing engagement with the gear rack for rotation

upon relative transverse movement of said members, and
means projecting from the periphery of the pinion for

engagement with said gear rack to prevent rotation of

said pinion and limit relative movement of said members.

3,098,488
FILE SUPPORT

Herbert Schnelle, Waldstrasse 12, Barmstedt,
Holstein, Germany

Filed Mar. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 725,273
Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 27, 1957

5 Claims. (CI. 129— 1'6)

I. A file support comprising a substantially rectangular

horizontal top frame including a pair of lateral longitudi-

nal rail wire means and a pair of transverse front and
rear wire means; a file holder extending in transverse di-

rection and having end portions supported on said rail

wire means for movement in longitudinal direction of ths

same; only one pair of longitudinal supports, each longi-

tudinal support comprising a horizontal longitudinal base

wire means and a pair of upright support wire means ex-

tending upwardly from the front and rear ends of said

longitudinal base wire means and being located in a com-
mon longitudinal plane with the same, said planes of said

longitudinal supports converging upwardly toward each

other, said upright wire support means at said front ends

and at said rear ends having upper ends respectively se-

cured to said transverse front and rear wire means of said

top frame; only one pair of transverse supports which are.

respectively, located in the front and rear, each transverse

support comprising a horizontal transverse base wire

means and a pair of upright support wire means extending

upwardly from the ends of said transverse base wire

means and being located in a common plane with the

same, said planes of said transverse supports converging

upwardly toward each other, the upper ends of the last-

mentioned upright support wire means located on opposite

sides of said transverse supports being secured to the

undersides of the corresponding lateral longitudinal rail

wire means of said top frame, said transverse base wire

means passing through said longitudinal supports and

being longer than the transverse spacing between said

longitudinal base wire means and being secured to the

same, said transverse base wire means having end portions

projecting outwardly from said longitudinal base wire

means; and rollers turnably mounted on each outwardly

projecting end portion of said transverse base wire means
between each longitudinal support and an upright support

w ire means of the respective transverse support so that

axial movement of said rollers is limited.

3,098,489
LOOSE LEAF BINDER CONSTRUCTION

Murray Vernon, New York, N.Y., assignor to S. E. &
M. Vernon, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
Filed Mar. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 97,904

3 Claims. (CI. 129—24)

1. In a ring binder, an elongated springy housing for

attachment to the inside of the back of a binder, a pair of
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plates disposed in ide-by-side relation within the housing,

ring segments having their inner ends connected to the

plates, said ring segments being capable of pivotal move-

ment by inclination of the plates to separate the ring

segments, spaced rivets for attaching the housing to the

back of a binder, a locking bar within the housing and

positioned between the inner ends of the ring egments

and the inside surface of the top of the housing, said bar

being capable of longitudinal sliding movement relatively

to the housing, the bar having slots in engagement with

the rivets and limiting the longitudinal sliding move-

ment of the bar. the bar having its opposite side edges

provided with spaced notches, the notches being positioned

to regi'ter with the inner ends of the ring segments to

permit separating movement of the ring segments when

the locking bar is so positioned relatively to the housing

that a portion of the locking bar extends beyond one

end of the housing, said end of the housing having an

opening through which a part of the locking bar can

extend, the locking bar being longitudinally slidable to

an extent to completely house it within the housing to

render it inaccessible and disalign its notches with the

inner ends of the ring 'egments, the'locking bar having

an angular end portion movable through the opening and

arranged to become disaligned with the opening after said

end enters the housing so that it cannot be reached by the

insertion of a tool or other object through said opening.

3,098,490

LOOSE LEAF RING BINDER
Frank Wance, Linden, NJ., assignor to S. E. & M.

Vernon, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

Filed June 9, 1961, Ser. No. 116,201

1 Claim. (CI. 129—24)

f

22K
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t 3B
A ring binder having an elongated housing provided

with opposite flanged edge, a pair of ring-carrying plates

disposed within the housing and confined between the

flanges thereof, the plates carrying ring halves which are

brought to closed position by downward inclination of

the plates from their outer edges and are brought to a sep-

arated position by upward inclination of the plates, each

of the plates having a notch in one end, the notches

being separated by parts of the plates, a ring opening and

closing lever entering the housing at one end and being

pivotally movable between a raised position to close said

ring halves and a lowered position to open said ring halves,

said lever having an upper body portion and having at

its lower end a closed loop with the legs thereof joining

the said body portion, the upper portion of said loop

being bent in a direction transversely of the plane of said

lever, and the lower closed portion of said loop extending

downwardly from said upper portion generally in the

direction of the plane of said lever, the legs of said loop

extending through said notches and the closed lower end

of said loop being located below the said plates, the body

portion of said lever having a lip projecting between the

legs of said loop for operative engagement against the top

faces of the plates at a point between the notches, and

said lever further having upwardly directed stop shoulder

means engageable with said housing when said lever is in

raised position.

3,098,491
CORN SNAPPING ROLLS

Melville J. Mitchell, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to

Massey-Ferguson Inc., Detroit, Mich., a corporation of
Maryland

Filed Oct. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 60,474
4 CUims. (CI. 130—5)

3. A snapping roll construction for corn harvesting ma-
chines comprising, in combination, an elongated body of

generally cylindrical configuration, a porlion of said body
having a series of recesses being successively staggered so

as to lie along a helical path about said body but with

each recess slightly overlapping the adjacent recesses,

and a plurality of similarly formed inserts with one

insert being releasably locked in each of said recesses,

said inserts having an outer configuration which rounds

out said body and defines a continuous, generally helical

projection running about said body and above said over-

lapping portions of the recesses, said inserts and said body

having radially extending, interengaging surfaces for pre-

venting peripheral shifting of said inserts.

3 098 492
METHOD OF MAKING* TOBACCO PRODUCT

Otto B. Wurzburg, Whitehousc Station, NJ., and Walter
G. Kunze and Raymond B. Evans, Catonsville, Md.,
assignors to National Starch and Chemical Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Nov. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 71,384
5 Claims. (CI. 131—140)

'T

1. The method of making a tobacco product comprising

mixing a pulverized tobacco, an ungelatinized starch, a
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plasticizer and water, and forcing said mixture through

an extruder with the application of both heat and pressure

within said extruder sufficient to simultaneously effect the

gelatinization of the starch and its dispersion in the mix-

ture and the ejection of the mixture from said extruder in

product form, the amount of water within said mixture

being from 30% to 80% by weight of the tobacco.

3,098,493
PIPE FOR SMOKING TOBACCO

Frank J. Garrison, 1031 Riverview Ave., Dayton, Ohio
Filed Oct. 16, 1961, Set. No. 145,201

2 Claims. (CI. 131—203)

1 . A pipe for smoking tobacco, said pipe consisting of

a stem having a bit portion, t.iere be.ng a recess m the

stem adjacent its end opposite the bit portion, a bowl re-

movably secured in said recess and having a bottom wall

forming a top closure member for said recess, this recess

providing a moisture receiving chamber, a pair of diverg-

ing ducts extending lengthwise of the stem and having a

lower conduit providing an unrestricted passage constitut-

ing the sole communication between the end of the bit

portion and the moisture receiving chamber, and having

an upper downwardly inclined conduit connecting the in-

terior of the bowl with the duct at a point substantially

at the midpoint of said pipe so as to be remote from the

said chamber, and a moisture abtorbing pad in said cham-
ber.

3,098,494
APPARATUS FOR TREATING ARTICLES

Robert M. Drexinger, Bethlehem, and Samuel Kuba,
Allentown, Pa., aligners to Western Electric Company,
Incorporated, New York, N.Y^ a corporation of New
York

FUed May 24, 1962, Ser. No. 197,409
6 Claim*. (CI. 134—70)

-»Xr»—nrr ^^ g^ » r: ^t'
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push pins extending downwardly from the conveyors

to engage opposing ends of the racks and move the

racks into and out of the treating stations,

drive shafts are operatively connected to the conveyors,

power means operable to cause the drive shafts to

move the conveyors like distances to advance the

racks successively to the stations,

movable sections for the tracks disposed at certain of

the stations,

holders for the track sections, and
means operable to move the holders to cause submer-

sion of the portions of the articles into the treating

liquid of certain of the tanks comprising:

movable supports for the holders, and
means actuable to secure the holders at variable posi-

tions on said supports to align the movable track

sections wdth the tracks.

3,098,495
CLEANING SYSTEM FOR EGG BREAKING AND

SEPARATING DEVICES
Robert G. Bush, Green Bay, Wis., assignor to

Leonard Shelton, Omaha, Nebr.
Filed Mar. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 177,895

3 Claims. (CI. 134—77)

^^rt'-m ** in «i r:T»r

1. In an egg breaking and separating machine having

egg breaking and separating heads wtih an egg contacting

and egg product handling element thereon, a cleaning

system to remove egg parts and egg products from the

egg contacting and egg product handling elements, said

cleaning system including a tank to contain a cleaning

bath and a well in the bottom of the tank adjacent to one
end thereof, a plurality of closely adjacently disposed

ultrasonic energyv generators in said well immediately ad-

jacent to a path of movement of said egg contacting and
egg product handling elements when said elements travel

through said bath, and means to energize said generators

to an energy level sufficient to create a condition in the

bath in the tank whereby egg parts and egg products are

removed from said elements.

1. An apparatus for treating portions of groups of

articles carried by like elongated racks with the portions

to be treated initially extending downwardly from the

racks, comprising:

a main support,

open top tanks of treating liquids mounted on the sup-

port at spaced treating stations,

spaced parallel tracks for supporting ends of the racks

extending through the apparatus from entrance ends

to exit ends thereof, positioned above the main sup-

port and supported thereby,

endless conveyors supported above the tracks.

3,098,496
DENTURE CLEANER

Benjamin K. Milboume, 319 Winchester Road,
San Jose, Calif.

FUed Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,450
4 Claims. (CL 134—166)

1. A denture cleaner and soaker comprising a double-

walled, box-like member open over substantially its en-

tire bottom and having a removable perforated cover for

the bottom, the outer wall of said double walled structure

being closed except for an opening substantially at the

bottom thereof, a series of passages formed between the
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inner and outer walls of the box and having a plurality of cured to each other in such stacks, the said sections being

spray passages leading to the interior of the box from the reversible within the Mack so as to convert the controller

inner wall, means for introducing water under pressure in from left-hand controller to the right-hand controller or
vice versa, one of said sections being an input-and-detec-

tor section and at least one of said sections being a feed-
^^'"''"•»^

back section which is also reversible through a 180°

V
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each of said first-mentioned passageways, sliding pin

means operatively connecting said disc valve means to

said spring-biased spherical control means, a closure

plate for said mixing chamber, said sliding pin means op-

eratively mounted on said closure plate, said sliding pin

means at one end operatively engaging said disc valve

means and said sliding means at the opposite end opera-

tively engaging sai<t spring-biased spherical control

means, operator-operated means angularly and rotatably

connected to said spring-biased spherical control means
for operating said disc valve means for closing each of

said first-mentioned passageways and opening one or the

other of said first-mentioned passageways and for inter-

mediate opening of said passageways for blending the

mixture of hot and cold fluids within said mixing cham-
ber, said operator-operated means operatively connected

to said spring-biased spherical control means for actuat-

ing said disc valve means within a predetermined vertical

angular movement from full closed at one position of

said operator-operated means, full open at another posi-

tion of said operator-operated means, knd upon rotation

of said operator-operated means in one direction to full

open position of said disc valve means for the cold water

line and upon rotation of the operator-operated means in

the opposite direction to full open position of the disc

valve means for said hot water line and full closed posi-

tion of said disc valve means for said cold water line,

and intermediate positions of said operator-operated

means for blending the fluid from said hot and cold water

lines for the maximum discharge of said blended fluids,

and upon intermediate movement of said operator-op-

erated means within the angular movement from closed

to open position, the quantity of fluid discharged from
the mixing faucet is varied between maximum and no-

flow and also upon rotation of the operator-operated

means in either direction, the temperature of the blended

fluid is varied for the respective position of the quantity

of fluid discharged from the mixing faucet.

3,098,504
TWO-STAGE FLUID OSCILLATOR

Frederick D. Joesting, Park Ridge, III., assignor to Minne-
apolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis,

Minn., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 182,323

5 Claims. (CI. 137—624.14)
1 . In a two-stage fluid amplifier type oscillator wherein

all the fluid flow paths of both stages are disposed in a

generally concentric single layer, including: a fluid inlet

supplied with a fluid under pressure; said inlet having

two diametrically opposed fluid flow passages each of

which is directed into separate outlet means each having

two outlet channels; a pair of control ports directed into

each flow passage and said ports disposed on opposite

sides of said flow passages; a first control port of each

pair of control ports being connected together by a flow

path and a second control port of each pair of control

ports also being connected together by a flow path thereby
providing feedback control paths between said fluid flow

passages; a third pair of control ports directed into one
of said flow passages and each of said third pair being
connected to a separate outlet channel of a first of said

outlet means which is opposite the flow passage into

which the third pair of ports is directed to receive the

entire fluid flow in said first outlet means; and said sec-

ond outlet means supplying a fluid outlet for said oscil-

lator wherein said fluid shifts periodically between said

two outlet channels dependent upon the fluid flow in

said flow passages and through control ports thereby pro-

viding a free running fluid oscillator.

3,098,505

FLUID PRESSURE TIMER MECHANISM
Anthony Zappia, 3960 Sootheastem Ave.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Sept. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 138,050

13 Claims. (CI. 137—624.15)

1. In a device of the class described, a housing formed
to provide a straight-through, cylindrical bore and further

formed to provide a first passage, a second passage and a

third passage disposed at spaced levels along the axis of

said b>ore and opening from said bore to the exterior of

said housing, a first sleeve mounted in said bore for turn-

ing movement relative to said housing about the axis of

said bore and extending from one end of said bore past
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the level of said first passage but terminating short of

the level of said third passage, said first sleeve having a

peripheral groove in its external surface registering with

said first passage and having a port opening from said

groove to the interior of said sleeve, a second sleeve

mounted in said bore for turning movement relative to

said housing and to said first sleeve about the axis of said

bore and extending from the other end of said bore past

the level of said second passage but terminating short of

the level of said third passage, said second sleeve having

a peripheral groove in its external surface registering with

said second passage and having a port opening from said

groove to the interior of said second sleeve, and a plug

journalled in both of said sleeves for rotation relative

thereto and to said housing upon the axis of said bore,

said plug being formed with a continuous peripheral

groove at the level of said third passage, said plug further

being formed with a first minor peripheral groove and
with a first major peripheral groove angularly separated

from said first minor groove, said major and minor grooves

being disposed at the level of said first passage, said plug

further being formed with a second minor peripheral

groove and with a second major peripheral groove angu-
larly separated from said second minor groove, said second

major and minor grooves being disposed at the level of

said second passage, one of said first grooves and one
of said second grooves being continuously open to the

atmosphere, said plug further being formed with duct

means connecting the other of said first grooves and the

other of said second grooves with said continuous periph-

eral groove, and both ends of said plug being accessible.

between the surfaces of the valve actuator and the hous-

ing to be sealed, and means connecting the sealing sleeves

and the intermediate stationary tube for preventing rota-

tion of the sealing sleeves relative to the valve housing.

3,098,506

VALVE PACKING ASSEMBLY
George F. Spragens, Lyndon, Ky., assignor to The Martin

Sweets Company, Louisville, Ky., a Kentucky pro-
prietorship

Filed Oct. 2, 1958, Ser. No. 764,850

3 Claims. (CI. 137—625.19)

1. A sealed valve assembly comprising a valve hous-
ing, two sets of valve ports formed in the housing and
spaced apart from each other, a movable actuator accom-
modated in the housing and having two spaced-apart

valve passages formed therein which cooperate with the

said ports, a pair of spaced-apart sealing sleeves sur-

rounding each of said valve passages formed in the

actuator and providing a low coeflRcient of friction, long
life bearing for the actuator, each of said sealing sleeves

being a relatively tough, slippery, semi-rigid, axially com-
pressible, deformable, but nevertheless relatively resil-

ient element, having passages formed therein in align-

ment with said ports, a stationary tube intermediate the

spaced-apart sealing sleeves in edge-to-edge coaxial re-

lationship with the sealing sleeves, said intermediate sta-

tionary tube surrounding the actuator but in out-of-

contact relationship therewith, a pair of compression ele-

ments threadably coupled with the housing and opera-
tively connected with the outer edges of the sealing

sleeves so as to apply axial compression on the sleeves,

thereby increasing the effectiveness of the sealing action

3,098,507

HYDRODVNAMIC TRANSMISSION CONTROL
Leonard E. Froslie, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Chrysler

Corporation, Highland Park, Mich., a corporation of
Delaware

Original application Feb. 18, 1957, Ser. No. 640,804, now
Patent No. 3,000,230, dated Sept. 19, 1961. Divided
and this application Mar. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 98,486

3 Claims. (CI. 137—628)

.'<j'_^

1. In a transmission control system, a combination kick-

down and throttle pressure control valve comprising a

casing having an axially extending valve receiving bore
and a plurality of ports piercing the casing and connecting

to axially spaced portions of said bore, a kickdown valve

and a throttle pressure control valve mounted in spaced

series arrangement within said valve bore and shiftable

axially thereof independently and conjointly relative to

each other, shift of said throttle valve axially of said IxM^e

across a line pressure fluid inlet between the ends of said

bore providing a metered throttle pressure supply to a

throttle pressure chamber intermediate the ends of said

valve bore, a compressible resilient means arranged be-

tween and interconnecting said kickdown and throttle

pressure control valves, a sleeve piston mounted in one
end of said bore and arranged concentrically about said

kickdown valve for axial movement both relative to the

kickdown valve and conjointly therewith, and a valve

operator arranged to engage and shift said kickdown valve

independently of said piston for a predetermined move-
ment after which further movement of the kickdown valve

by said valve operator causes conjoint movement of said

kickdown valve and said piston, the portion of said bore

between said sleeve piston and said kickdown valve being

connected by conduit means with a reaction chamber at

the end of said bore adjacent said throttle valve and
with the throttle pressure chamber of said valve bore to

apply throttle pressure thereto, the throttle pressure ap-

plied to said piston opposing movement of the throttle

valve towards said piston and cooperating with the throttle

pressure in said reaction chamber to permit normal opera-

tion of said throttle valve with minimum effort due to

the opposed forces applied thereto.

3,098,508

MIXING VALVE
Claus-Holmer Gerdes, 18a-b Carl-Peters-Strassc,

Lunebur^, Germany
Filed May 5, 1960, Ser. No. 27,178

Claims priority, application Germany May 8, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 137—637.4)

1. A fitting for the infinitely variable mixing of hot

and cold water comprising, in combination, a valve hous-
ing; an entrance chamber for cold water from a cold
water supply conduit; an internal plate valve consisting
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of a valve body provided with a packing plate and ar-

ranged for opening and closing the entrance chamber

and controlling the entire quantity of water passing

through the fitting; a spindle connected to the internal

plate valve for actuating the same; an external distribut-

ing valve with a hollow valve cone which is rigidly

secured to a hollow spindle and has in its outer surface

a spiral-shaped recess, extending throughout the entire

length thereof; a discharge outlet disposed substantially

below said hollow cone, facilitating a straight downward

connected to each piston with at least a first end of each

such rod projecting outwardly from its cylinder and radi-

ally inward of the outer tube for engaging and support-

ing the inner tube therebetween, each of said chambers

being filled with a hydraulic relatively incompressible

fluid, the chamber in said first cylinder in close proximity

to the said first end of the rod projecting therefrom being

hydraulically connected to the remote chamber in said

second cylinder, and the chamber in said second cylinder

in close proximity to said first end of the rod projecting

therefrom being hydraulically connected to the remote

chamber in said first cylinder.

flow of the water; an opening in said housing substan-

tially above said hollow cone, adapted to lead and fa-

cilitate the flow of the water to a heating element; said

discharge outlet having a side inlet through which heated

water enters said outlet; said recess serving for the pre-

selection of the path of the cold water from said entrance

chamber to said discharge outlet and to the opening;

both said valves being independently operable by means

of their spindles, the spindle of the internal valve plate

being located in the hollow spindle of the external dis-

tributing valve.

4.

3,098,509

RADIAL EXPANSION COMPENSATING SUPPORT
FOR THERMALLY EXPANSIBLE BODY

Larry O. Bagnall, Waukesha, Wis., assignor to Allis-

Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

FUed Sept. 11, 1962, Ser. No. 222,787

6 Claims. (CL 138—114)

3. In an assembly having an inner tube arranged co-

axially within an outer tube, an expansion compensating

inner tube support assembly for maintaining the inner

tube coaxial with the outer tube regardless of expansion

and contraction, said support comprising first and second

cylinders secured to diametrically opposite locations on

the outer tube, a piston in each of said cylinders divid-

ing each cylinder into a pair of spaced chambers, a rod

3,098,51f

APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING
INTERCONNECTED SPRINGS

Walter Spuhl, 9 Hompciistrasse, Sankt Gallen,

Switzcriand

FUed June 12, 1961, Scr. No. 116,318

Claims priority, application Germany July 12, 1960

8 Claims. (CI. 140—92J)

1. In apparatus for manufacturing spring interiors, in

which apparatus two series of coil springs are held side

by side whilst they arc interconnected; the combination

comprising a series of supports, a series of clamping means

mounted respectively on said supports and adapted to hold

an end winding of each of the springs whilst the end wind-

ings of said springs are interconnected, means for opening

and closing said clamping means, an expeilcr clement co-

operating with each of said clamping means and adapted

by an expel movement to expel the interconnected springs

from said clamping means when open, a reciprocable

table serving to receive the interconnected springs, a

series of elements secured to said table extending parallel

to said series of clamping means and serving to engage

the spring interconnections, means for imparting a re-

ciprocating movement to said table, said reciprocating

movement comprising an advance movement with said

elements in positive driving engagement with said spring

interconnections to advance the expelled springi and a

return movement with said elements out of positive en-

gagement with the spring interconnections, a lever piv-

otably mounted on each of said supports and having two

arms, one of said arms comprising said expeller element,

a cam pivotally mounted on the other of said arms, first

spring bias means biassing said lever against said expel

movement, second spring bias means weaker than said

first spring bias means biassing said cam to an erect posi-

tion, and a control bar on said table extending parallel to

said series of clamping means and adapted to co-operate

with said levers to actuate said expellers in synchronism

with movement of said table, said cam. during a part of

the return movement of the table top, being held in a non-

erect position by the control bar against said second

spring bias means and said cam, during a part of the ad-

vance movement of the table top, exerting in its erect

position a force on the lever sufficient to pivot the lever

against said first spring bias means to effect said expel

movement.
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3,t98,511

AUXILIARY HANDLE AND CHAIN GUARD
FOR POWER CHAIN SAWS

Paol C. Conaoletd, Milford, Mam^ anigiior to Draper

Corporation, Hopedalc, Ma«n > corporation of Maine

FUed Oct 10, 1960, Scr. No. 61,578

1 Claim, (a. 143—32)

3,*98^13
LOG DEBARKING MACHINE

NeUo Gliigni, Bnmo Glngni, and RIno Gingnl, aU of
Via Pianta, Voitana, RaTcnna, Italy

FUed Apr. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 106,335

Claims priority, appUcation Italy Feb. 14, 1961

5 Claims. (CL 144—208)

In a chain saw, a guide bar having a rounded outer

end, a chain encompassing the periphery of said guide

bar including said rounded outer end, the improvement

which comprises a combination chain guard and handle

including a first member having a base ptMtion with an

inwardly directed boss flushingly engaged with one face

of said guide bar, an integral flange extending around a

portion of the periphery of said base portion, an out-

wardly projecting handle integral with said flange, a locat-

ing pin and a threaded stud both fixed to said boss and

extending inwardly therefrom and projecting through said

guide bar. and a second member comprising a centrally

threaded combination hand nut and guard disc receivable

on said threaded stud to clamp said guide bar between

said boss and combination hand nut and disc, the latter

extending over an area substantially coextensive with the

base portion of said first member.

3,098,512

DEBARKING MACHINE
Cari W. Kendrick, Box 182, Broken Bow, OUa.

FUed Sept 4, 1959, Scr. No. 838,210

11 Claims. (Ci. 144—208)

1. A post debarker comprising: a frame structure; at

least diree wheels joumalled on said frame structure dis-

posed with their axes in spaced apart parallel relaticmsiiip

arranged substantially equiiaterally with the wheels in a

co-planar relationship; a bark peeling blade assembly com-
(Mising a channel rimmed drum rotatably supported and
axially positioned solely by engagement of its rim with

each of said plurality of wheels, a plurality of peeling

blades pivotally mounted on tiie said drum and having cen-

trifugally responsive means engaging each of said blades
providing a centrifugal biasing force upon rotaticm of said

drum tending to force said blades toward the center of
said drum; means comprising portions of said wheels and
said drum rim providing resilience in the axial and radial

positioning of said drum; means including at least one of

said wheels for rotating said drum; and means on said

frame structure for guiding and driving a log through the

center of said drum.

792 O.O.—80

1. A log de-barking madiine comprising a frame, an

elongated log carriage supported for horizontal longi-

tudinal movement on said frame, means for effecting

movement of said log carriage alternately in c^posite di-

rections, stationary blade means extending transversely

of the log carriage and spaced above the log carriage for

engaging the upper surface portion of a log supported

thereby, wheels mounted in pairs spaced lengthwise of

the log carriage, the wheels of each pair being transverse-

ly spaced to receive therebetween and support one end
of a log, slide members extending transversely of said

log carriage and longitudinally slidably supported there-

by, locking means for securing the said members in lon-

gitudinally adjusted position on the log carriage, means
mounting the wheels of each pair of wheels on one of

said slide members in adjustable lengthwise spaced rela-

tion with respect thereto, locking means for securing the

said wheel mounting means in lengthwise adjusted posi-

tion on said slide member, and means for effecting simul-

taneous rotation of at least one wheel of each pair ot

wheels.

3,098,514

CONTINUOUS WOOD LAMINATING PRESS
John L. Rados, 2209 Dalodles Drive, San Pedro, Calif.,

and Theodore RooscTclt Drake, 1780 Crestricw, Seal
Beach, Calif.

FUed Sept. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 139,501

20 Chdms. {CI. 144—281)

1. A wood laminating press of the character referred

to including, an elongate, endless chain of U-shaped
clamping units each having a wood supporting beam,
normally upwardly projecting yokes at each end of tlie

beam and a hydrauiic ram carried by one yoke and op-

posing the other yoke and adapted to exeri pressure on
wood supported on the beam, means for supporting and
driving said chain and an elongate endless chain of elon-

gate tie units, each unit including a tie bar to engage tlie

wood supported by ibe clamping units and to engage and
extend between the yokes of tlie clamping units.
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3,098,515
SEED HULLING AND SEPARATING MACHINE

Arthur R. Forsberg, Thief River Falls, Minn.
FUed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,074

2 Ckdms. (CI. 146—253)

1. Apparatus for removing the seed kernels from their

hulls and separating the kernels and hulls, comprising an

upright housing having a sidewall and a top wall with a

seed inlet therein and an inclined bottom wall, a kernel

outlet at the lowest portion of said bottom wall and in-

cluding an air lo^k preventing inward movement of air

and permitting outward movement of kernels, a rotor on

a vertical axis beneath said seed inlet, said rotor having

centrally seed-receiving means and having substantially

radial seed guides directing the seeds radially therefrom

as the rotor is revolved at high speed, a first annular ring

having an inner substantially cone-shaped surface

obliquely confronting the outer ends of the guides to en-

gage and deflect the radially impelled seeds, said cone-

shaped surface of said annular ring also obliquely facing a

first endwise direction and being disposed inwardly from

said housing sidewall, a second ring having an inner sub-

stantially cone-shap:d surface disposed outwardly of said

first annular ring and obliquely facing a' second endwise di-

rection and obliquely facing the cone-shaped surface of said

first annular ring to be engaged by the seeds and kernels

deflected from the first annular ring, said rings causing

the hulls to be slightly retarded and to permit the kernels

to break through and separate from the hulls, means re-

volving the rotor at high speeds, a fan in the housing below

said rotor and having a casing spaced inwardly from said

sidewall and having an air intake opening facing down-

wardly in spaced and confronting relation with said bot-

tom wall and said fan also having a discharge extending

to the exterior of the housing, said housing having air

inlet openings in said sidewall below said fan and above

said bottom whereby the air moves through the falling

hulls and kernels and sweeps the hulls into the fan and

to the discharge.

3,098,516

TIRE TRACTION ARRANGEMENT
Tomislav P. VasUJcvic, 607 S. Glen St.,

Anchorage, Alaska

FUed Feb. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 174,007

8 Claims. (CI. 152—210)

1. In combination with a pneumatic tire having an

outer circumferential surface and sidewalls extending

inwardly therefrom, a tracLion-improving device for said

tire comprising

an annular member having an outer wall circumscribing

said outer circumferential surface of said tire,

said annular member having sidewall portions ex-

tending inwardly of said outer wall,

a cable annularly arranged in each of said sidewall

portions of said annular member,

said outer wall having a plurality of openings

therethrough,

a sleeve member in each of said openings,

an elongated element in each of said sleeves and

projecting outwardly beyond said outer wall for

gripping media traversed by said annular member,
a liner interposed between said outer circumferential

surface of said tire and said outer wall of said tire,

said liner including resilient pad means adjacent the

inner end of each of said elongated members,

and filamentous means in said outer wall interconnect-

ing and retaining said sleeves.

3,098,517

CONNECTOR CRIMPING DIE SET
Dale R. Zell, Harrisburg, and John A. Zimmerman, Jr.,

Hershey, Pa., ass^ors to AMP Incorporated, Harris-

burg, Pa.
Filed Mar. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 13,778

6 CUims. (CI. 153—1)

1. A crimping die set for crimping electrical terminals

onto the ends of wires comprising, a crimping die and a

crimping anvil, said die having a recess with opposed

convergent surfaces for reception of an uncrimped ter-

minal, the depth of said recess being substantially greater

than the diameter of the uncrimped terminal, said anvil

being adapted to enter said die recess to crimp said ter-

minal by a confined crimp, said anvil having a relatively

deep slot extending thereacross parallel to the axis there-

of, said slot dividing said anvil into two fingers, said

fingers being movable by flexure with respect to each

other and into engagement with said convergent surfaces

during crimping whereby said terminal is substantially

completely circumferentially confined against radial ex-

trusion.

3,098,518
FLANGING AND SWEDGING MACHINE FOR

DRUM BODIES
Joseph P. Calcatcrra, Stockton, Calif., aarignor to

Carando Machine Works, Stockton, Calif., a partner-

ihlp
FUed Aug. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 130,425

9 Chdms. (CI. 153—79)
1. In a swedging machine for sheet metal drums, a

mounting bed, a longitudinally reciprocating initially re-

tracted slide on the bed, a normally contracted expansible

die head mounted on the slide for advance into and re-

traction from one end of a drum by slide movement, a

mechanism to advance the slide along die bed into the

drum to a predetermined position and to then cause ex-

pansion of the die head to form a circumferential rib in

the drum intermediate its ends, a drum-end engaging

ring on the slide back from the die head arranged to

form a radially outward projection on the drum end upon

the final advance of the slide, and means mounting the
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ring on the slide for longitudinal adjustment thereon; the

slide including a cylindrical threaded barrel concentric

with the die head and on the outer end of which the latter

is mounted, and said ring mounting means comprising

another ring threaded on the barrel for movement there-

along upon rotation of said other ring; the first named
ring being reversibly secured on said other ring and pro-

jecting radially outward therefrom.

3,098,519
ACOUSTICALLY SEALED TRACK SYSTEM FOR

MOVABLE PARTITIONS
Charles R. Myers, Glenarm, and Frank K. Hedler, Balti-

more, Md., ass^ors to Koppcrs Company, Inc., a cor-

poration of Delaware
FUed Nov. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 67,595

10 Clahns. (CI. 160—40)

thereof being movable vertically relative thereto and
means located between said upper sealing means and

said overhead support for automatically applying positive

downward-acting force to said upper sealing means along

the length thereof for urging said upper sealing means
into sealing engagement with the tops of said plurality

of panels and moving said plurality of panels downward
to force said strips of material into sealing engagement
with the surface below said plurality of panels whereby

sound is prevented from flanking said plurality of panels

both at the bottom and at the top thereof.

1. Apparatus for acoustically sealing a movable parti-

tion comprising in combination a plurality of hinge-con-

nected soundproof panels, an overhead support, substan-

tially horizontal elongated track means depending from

said overhead support in fixed position relative thereto,

carriage means mounted on said track means, suspension

means connecting said carriage means with the alternate

panels of said plurality of panels whereby said alternate

panels depend from said carriage means, the balance of

said plurality of panels being supported by said alternate

panels by means of hinge connections thereto, said sus-

pension means including biasing means arranged within

said alternate panels to urge said plurality of panels up-

wardly, said carriage means together with said plurality

of panels being movable along said track, a strip of

resilient material attached to the length of the^ under-edge

of each panel of said plurality of panels, upper sealing

means connected to said overhead support and substan-

tially enclosing said track means throughout the length

3,098,520
DRAPERY APPARATUS

Joseph C. Greenstadt, Los Angeles, and David F. Ziers,

Monterey Park, Calif., assignors to Manufacturing
Specialties Co., Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation

of California

Filed Mar. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 98,590
13 Claims. (CI. 160—346)

1 1 . A track for supporting a carrier attachable to a

drapery and the like and movable along the track by a

draw cord, comprising a central web, side flanges depend-

ing from said web, exposed lower webs extending inwardly

from said side flanges, and opposed intermediate webs
extending inwardly from said side flanges and defining

opposed upper grooves with said upper web in which the

carrier is adapted to be movably supported and opposed

lower grooves with said lower webs in which the cord is

adapted to be shiftably mounted, said central web having

longitudinally extending relief grooves therein and holes

in said central web between said relief grooves for the

reception of fastening elements adapted to be secured to

a supporting structure, said relief grooves allowing mate-

rial of said central web to be deformed thereinto during

production of said holes, said central web having a center-

ing groove therein between said relief grooves, said center-

ing groove being defined by side walls diverging inwardly

of said central web and laterally outwardly toward said

relief grooves to center a tool for producing a hole

through said central web between said relief grooves.

3,098,521
REGENERATIVE HEAT EXCHANGERS

Hugo Heinricb Ludolf Ritz, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Eng-
land, assignor to C. A. Parsons & Company Limited,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England
FUed July 20, 1955, Ser. No. 523,244

Claims priority, application Great Britahi Aug. 9, 1954
3 CUims. (CI. 165—7)

1. A regenerative heat exchanger comprising a heat

storing matrix and a sleeve valve arrangement for con-

trolling the flow through the matrix of relatively hot and

cold fluids between which heat exchange is to occur,

the matrix being constructed in two portions spaced apart

from each other within a housing and having inlets and

outlets so arranged that the hot fluid is admitted to at

least one of the matrix portions through an inlet posi-

tioned therebetween and substantially the whole of the

hot fluid is caused to flow through the matrix portion

outwardly of the housing to an end outlet thereof and
that the cold fluid is admitted to at least one of the matrix

portions through an inlet at an end of the housing and

substantially the whole of the cold fluid is caused to

flow inwardly of the housing through the matrix portion
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to an outlet between the matrix portions, and the sleeve

valve arrangement comprising two sleeve valves inter-

connected for simultaneous operation, one sleeve valve

controlling the inlet to and the outlet from one matrix

portion of fluid to be heated whilst* the other sleeve

valve controls the inlet to and outlet from the other

matrix portion of fluid to be cooled, each sleeve valve

including a hollow tubular sleeve having end portions

and a central portion of larger diameter than the end

portions and co-operating with a similarly shaped casing

having ports positioned in the flow paths of the fluids

and arranged to be covered or uncovered by the sleeve,

sealing between the sleeves and their associated casing

portions is effected by means of sealing rings fitted to

the sleeves and which said sealing rings are lubricated

by oil fed to grooves containing the rings from the in-

side of the sleeve which is kept cool at all times by cool

heat exchanging fluid.

3,098,522
STACKED PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS

Hamilton L. McConnkkt Carmcl, lod^ awipior to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Micfa^ a corpo-
ration of Delaware

FUed Aug. 7, 1959, Scr. No. 832,212
3 Claims. (CI. 165—166)

1. A heat exchanger comprising a stacic of sheet metal

plates, each of said plates being corrugated to form two
sets of U-shaped ridges, said two sets defining open ended
grooves on opposite sides of the given plate, the open ends
of the grooves of said two sets being oppositely directed,

the ridges of each of said plates being in contact with the

ridges of an adjacent plate, manifolding surrounding said

heat exchanger, baffles in said manifolding cooperating
with the latter in defining four separate chambers outside

said stack and extending the length of the latter, two of

said chambers being in communication with opposite open
ends of said grooves as deflned by alternate plates and
adapted to conduct one fluid, the other two of said four

chambers being in communication with opposite open
ends of those grooves defined by the plates separated by

said alternate plates and adapted to conduct a second
fluid, said manifolding defining four ports, each of »aid

four ports communicating with one of said four separate
chambers, and the arrangement being such that each of
said fluids will flow through one of said ports, into one
of said chambers, through said atack between adjacent
plates, into another of said chambers and out from another
of said ports.

3,09M23METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
HIGH-PRESSURE WELLS

Dooglaf C. Mcyen, Mctakte, La^ a«ipior to ShcU OU
Company, New York, N.Y., a corporatkm of Delaware

FUcd May 27, I960, Scr. No. 32,327
4 ClafaM. (CL 166 45)

f»«ll«TOI>

UQC-

1. A method of iM-oducing a multi-phase emulsifiable

fluid of gas, oil and water from a high-pressure well to

a low-pressure separator apparatus without substantial

emulsification of said multi-phase fluid, said method com-
prising the steps of containing a multi-phase emulsifiable

well production fluid under pressure within a well open
to at least one high-pressure formation, discharging a
continuously flowing flow stream of said multi-phase pro-
duction fluid from said well, controlling the rate of flow
of said flow stream, reducing the pressure of said flow
stream between said well and said sepfu-ator by a plu-

rality of stepwise stages, controlling the rate of pressiu-e

reduction in said plurality of stepwise stages wherein the
ratio of the pressure downstream of each stage to the
pressure upstream thereof is at least 0.S8.

3,098,524
METHODS OF AND APPARATUS FOR COM-

PLETING MULTIPLE ZONE WELLS
Cicero C. Brown, Hooiton, Tex., SMigDor to Brown Oil

Tools, Inc., Houston, Tex., a corporation of Texas
FUed Apr. 16, 1958, Scr. No. 728,967

ISCiaiBM. (CL 166 48)

£
1. Hie method of completing a multiple zone well

which includes, connecting a lower hydraulically-actuated

well packer to the lower end of a first production string

and lowering said packer and string a predetermined dis-

tance within the well bore, the lower end of said first pro-

duction string communicating with the area below the

lower packer, then connecting a hydraulically-actuated

intermediate well packer to said first production string

and continuing the lowering of said first string and pack-

ers, lowering a tubular conductor into the well and con-

necting the lower end thereof to the intermediate packer

to extend upwardly therefrom, the lower end of said con-

ductor communicating with the area between the lower

and intermediate packers, thereafter connecting an upper

hydraulically-actuated packer to said first production

string and also coupling the upper packer to said tubular

conductor, then further lowering the first production string,

packers and conductor to locate said packers in final posi-

tion within the well bore, then running the upper portion

of a second production string and releasably connecting

it to the upper packer to communicate with the tubular

conductor, said upper portion of the second string and

the tubular conductor forming the complete second pro-

duction string, running a third production string and re-

leasably connecting it with the upper packer to communi-
cate with the area between the upper and intermediate

packers, landing all production strings in final position

in the well bore, and thereafter setting all hydraulically-

actuated well packers by applying a iM-essure thereto from
the bores of the production strings.

carried by said connector means for engaging one of said

strings at least partially surrounding said connector means,

actuating means carried by said connector means and
operatively engaging said latching elements, conduit

means in said connector means in communication between

the bore thereof and the actuating means for introducing

a pressure fluid thereto to move said actuating means
against said latching elements to force them outwardly, a

seating shoulder formed wiJiin the wall forming the bore

of said connector means below said conduit means, and

plug means positionable on said seating shoulder for

closing the bore of said connector means.

3,098,525
APPARATUS FOR INSTALLING AND RETRIEVING

EQUIPMENT FROM UNDERWATER WELLS
John A. Haebcr, Houston, Tcx^ assignor to SiieU OU
Company, New York, N.Y., a c<xporation of Dcla-

FUcd Apr. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 105,969

6 Claims. (CI. 166—66.5)

3,098,526
SHUT-OFF VALVE FOR DUAL COMPLETION

UPPER PACKER
David H. Heron, Maracaibo, Venezuela, assignor to Shell

Oil Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Deb-
wara

FUed Dec. 6, 1960, Scr. No. 74,057

4 Claims. (CL 166—128)

1. Apparatus for installing, from an operational base

positioned above a body (rf water, strings of casing and

tubing in a well drilled in the formation below the body

of water and hanging said strings within a well casing-

head fixedly positioned at a substantial depth below the

surface of the water, said apparatus comprising an op-

erational base positioned above a body of water and

above said well casinghead covered with water, an elon-

gated pipe string normally supported from said opera-

tional base and adapted to extend to said casinghead,

hydraulically-actuated connector means having a bore

therethrough and being secured to the lower end of said

pipe string, outwardly-extendiUe latching elements

1. A well packer apparatus adapted to be set in a fluid-

tight manner in a well casing to close off the space around

a pair of tubing strings, said well packer comprising a

body member provided with outwardly expansible sealing

means carried thereon and having first and second longi-

tudinal passages therethrough, a first tubing string adapted

to extend through said first longitudinal passage, a slid-

able sleeve valve member positioned in said second longi-

tudinal passage for limited axial movement therein, said

valve member having a flow passage therethrough in com-

mimication in its open position between the spaces above

and below said body member and out of communication

in its closed position, cooperating stop and valve position-

ing means carried by said sleeve valve member and said

packer for limiting the movement of said sleeve valve

member in both directions, a second tubing string having

a lower end of a size adapted to be positioned in the

upper end of said second longitudinal passage and seated

in the upper end of U^e sleeve valve member, and co-

operating latch means carried by the lower end of said

second tubing string and the upper end of said sleeve

valve member.

3,098,527
SPRINKLER ALARM VALVE

Gcoige AUen, Eaatcote, Pfamer, and Dou^bu Mkhael
Venison, BiUericay, England, assignors to Matthew
HaU & Co. Limited, London, Englimd, a company of

England
FUed Mar. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 97,558

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain Sept. 9, 1960
11 Claims. (CL 169—19)

1 . An alarm valve for alternate sprinkler systems, com-
prising a valve body having an inlet (^lening and an

alarm pori arranged in said inlet opening, a clack hinged-

ly mounted within said body to effect closure of said

inlet opening and said alarm port, a lever system opera-

tively co-operating with said clack, and means operable

externally of said body for holding said lever system
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in an operative position to engage said clack in the dry secured to a plow frame, said mounting plate having a

state of the system and for holding said lever system in pivot bearing, a clamp box pivotally supported by said

pivot bearing, said clamp box being provided with a

longitudinal opening therethrough for receiving a plow
shank, and biasing means joining said clamp box and

an inoperative position to leave said claclc free in the

wet state of the system.

3,098,528
TRACTOR HITCHES

Clarence B. Richey, Royal Oak, and John F. O'Donnell,
Rochester, Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company,
Dearl>om, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76,242
6 Claims. (CI. 172—7)

V d; O'^^

)

1 . In a tractor having a rear axle assembly including a

center housing, a pair of liftable lower draft links and a

hydraulic lift mechanism for lifting the draft links; a uni-

tary rocker shaft extending transversely of the tractor

beneath the center housing and having a pair of spaced

arms pivotally mounted on the rear axle assembly for

fore and aft swinging movement of the rocker shaft on

an axis extending transversely of the tractor through the

center housing, the lower draft links having their forward

ends pivotally coifhected to the rocker shaft on an axis

parallel to and offset from the transversely extending

axis, and the rocker shaft having a third arm projecting

rearwardly therefrom, and means displaceable by said

third arm for controlling operation of the hydraulic lift

mechanism.

3 098 529
PLOW CLAMPING MEANS

Robert Edgar Wade and Wllliun CecU Wade,
Consort, Alberta, Canada

FUed Mar. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 13,264
6 Claims. (CI. 172—265)

1. A clamp assembly for mounting a chisel plow to a

plow frame comprising, a mounting plate adapted to be

.V ^^.r .

J7^'>T "i* T-*-T*mr^^TW

said mounting plate at positions mutually spaced with

respect to said pivot bearing for rotating, whereby a

chisel plow mounted in said clamp box will be urged
into the ground but capable of being forced out under

initial increasing and then subsequent decreasing resis-

tance from said biasing means.

3,098,530
DISC HARROW

William D. Kenney and William O. Vemon, Columbus,
Ga., assignori to Columbus Iron Worlu Company,
Columbus, Ga., a corporatioo of Georgia

FUed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 110,052
9 Claims. (CI. 172—591)

I. In a disc harrow of the type having a frame which

is moved over the ground and a gang assembly carried

by the frame and comprising a movable gang bar hav-

ing disc blades mounted thereon for engagement with

the ground, the combination therewith of a turnbuckle

connected between said gang bar and said frame for

varying the axial position of said gang bar on said frame,

and a pivot pin positioned on said frame adjacent said

turnbuckle about which said gang bar may be pivoted in

a horizontal plane.

3,098,531
CUSHION SPRING STANDARD FOR AN

EARTH WORKING TOOL
George D. Hunter, Des Moines, Iowa, assignor to Deere &
Company, Moline, 111., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Sept. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 137,836
9 CUims. (a. 172—710)

1. In an agricultural implement, a transverse frame
bar, an earth-working tool having a rear earth-i>enetrat-

ing portion and a forwardly extending horizontal shank

portion, and tool mounting means comprising a first part.
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means fixedly clamping said first part to said frame bar,

a second part separate from said tool and shiftable in a

generally fore-and-aft direction relative to said first part,

means fixing the shank of said earth-working tocri to

said second part so as to hold said tcxrf out of contact

with any portion of said first part, resilient means con-

nected to act between said first and second parts for

yieldably resisting movement of said second part and

said tool relative to said first part, a first guide means

-ri a "«" •'-'

t

rr^f!^i Ks.\.^s^vl. ^^''
;

^
carried by said first part and engageable with said second

part to limit initial movement of the latter relative to said

first part to linear movement in a generally rearward

direction, and a second guide means carried by said

first part in a position to engage said second part in

position-determining relation, said second part being

shaped so as to provide for swinging movement of said

second part and said earth-working tool in a generally

vertical direction with continued rearward movement of

said second part.

3,098,532
WEAR PLATE UNIT FOR SCARIFIER SHANKS

Ervin C. Dobbratz and James A. Green, Modesto, Calif.;

Walta Dobbratz, administratrix of Ervin Carl Dobbratz,
deceased

FUed Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,312
5 Claims. (CL 172—719)

1. A wear plate unit for a scarifier shank of substan-

tially rectangiilar form in section and which includes an

upper straight bar portion and a foot extending forward-

ly and downwardly from the lower end of the bar por-

tion, the forward edge of the foot being disposed at an

angle to the forward edge of the bar portion, there being

a scarifying tooth removably moimted on the foot and
whose upper edge is below the upper end of the foot;

the unit comprising a plate adapted to upstand in front

of the shank from a point adjacent and above the upper
end of the tooth and to foUow and substantially engage
such forward edges of the foot and bar portion to an
upper end termination a predetermined distance above
the junction of said edges, and a collar projecting rear-

wardly from the i^ate and slidably embracing the shank
above and from a point adjacent the tooth.

3,098,533
ELECTRIC DISCHARGE IMPULSE

SUBMARINE DRIVERS
Cyras Warren Ostrom, 3201 1st Ave. S., Seattle 4, Wash.

FUed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40,791
6 Claims. (CI. 175—6)

4. An electric discharge impulse submarine driver im-
mcrsible in a body of water comprismg electrodes having

adjacent, but spaced-apart, end portions forming a spark

gap, a condenser in close proximity to said electrodes,

heavy, short leads connecting said electrodes and said

condenser, means for charging said condenser and for

effecting discharge thereof through said spark gap, an
elongated member drivable lengthwise into the bottom of

such body of water, having one end thereof located ad-

jacent to said spark gap and an opposite water body pene-

trating end projecting away from said spark gap, and a
body of liquid in which said spark gap is submerged and

in engagement with the end of said member adjacent to

said spark gap, developing great force from an intense

electric discharge across s^id spark gap and transmitting

and applying such force to such adjacent end of said

elongated member as a lengthwise driving force.

3,098,534
DIRECTIONAL DRILL WITH HYDRAULICALLY

EXTENDED SHOE
Warren FarreU Cair, 227 S. Leaf Ave., West Covina,

Calif., and Merlin Denver Wood, 4611 N. Riobondo
Parkway, El Monte, Calif.

FUed June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 36,005
9 Cbdms. (CL 175—73)

1. A directional drilling system for deflecting a drill

bit from the center line of a bore hole by means actuated

by the pressure of a drilling liquid, which system includes:

a tubular mandrel forming a part of the drill string near

the drilling bit, said tubular mandrel having an axial pas-

sage for conducting drilling liquid und«- pressure from
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the interior of the drill string above it to the drill bit; a

hydraulic system housing enclosing a hydraulic fluid reser-

voir, said housing being coupled to said mandrel; a dis-

tensible bladder forming a conduit passing through said

hydraulic reservoir chamber and forming part of a drilling

liquid passage throu^ said hydraulic system housing; an

annular piston reciprocable on said tubular mandrel adja-

cent said hydraulic system housing; walls integral with

said hydraulic system housing forming a cylinder enclos-

ing one end of said annular piston, and providing an an-

nular hydraulic actuating chamber for actuating said pis-

ton, said hydraulic actuating chamber being in open com-

munication with said hydraulic reservoir chamber but

separated from the drilling liquid passage through said

hydraulic reservoir by said bladder; a bearing of the anti-

friction type having its inner race reciprocable and rotata-

ble with said annular piston, and its outer race recipro-

cable without rotation; a reciprocable structure mounted

on the outer race of said reciprocable bearing; a helical

q>ring encircling said tubular mandrel for a part of its

length adjacent said reciprocal bearings, and urging said

aimular piston into said hydraulic actuating chamber by

thrust transmitted through the inner race of said recipro-

cable bearing; anchoring means for anchoring the end of

said helical spring opposite said reciprocable bearing to

said tubular mandrel, to constrain said helical spring to

longitudinal compression when said piston is expelled

from said hydraulic cylinder; a reciprocable structure

nKMinted on the outer race of said reciprocable bearing

aixl reciprocable therewith; a non-reciprocating bearing

mounted on said tubular mandrel at a point spaced from

said reciprbcable bearing, and having its inner race rotata-

ble with said tubular mandrel, and its outer race rota-

tioitally free of mandrel rotation; a longitudinally extend-

ed shoe for engaging the sidewall of said bore hole, said

shoe having a retraaed rest position adjacent said tubular

mandrel, and an extended drilling position spaced from

said tubular mandrel toward the sidewalls of said bore

hole stationary structtire supported on the outer race ol

said non-reciprocable bearing and adapted to remain rela-

tively free of reciprocation and rotation during rotation

of said tubular mandrel; holding link means between said

stationary structure and said shoe for preventing said

shoe from movement longitudinal to said tubular mandrel

with said reciprocable structure; and link means between

said reciprocable structure and said shoe for thrusting

said shoe outwards from its rest position to its bore h<He

wall engaging position upon displacement of said recipro-

cable structure by movement of said hydraulic piston par-

tially out of said hydraulic actuating chamber.

3,098,535
TRI-CONE BIT WITH INSERTS

Austlii E. Ragon, Box 6S2, Rangely, Colo.

Filed Sept. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 58,035

1 Claim. (CI. 175—374)

in each of said sections, conical cutters rotatably mounted
on the free ends of said shafts, one of said cutters having
first circumferentially spaced sets of axially aligned sharp-

ly pointed teeth adjacent the base thereof, second circum-

ferentially spaced sets of axially aligned sharply pointed

teeth spaced from said first sets, a second cutter having

first circumferentially spaced sets of axially aligned sharp-

ly pointed teeth adjacent the base thereof, second circum-

ferentially spaced sets of axially aligned sharply pointed

teeth adjacent the apex of said conical cutter, a third cut-

ter having first circumferentially spaced sets of axially

aligned sharply pointed teeth adjacent the base thereof,

second circumferentially spaced sets of axially aligned

sharply pointed teeth spaced from said first sets, the apex

of said third conical cutter terminating in a plurality of

sharply pointed teeth substantially filling the space at the

intersection of the three conical cutters, the second sets of

teeth on each of said conical cutters registering with the

space between the first and second sets of teeth on ad-

jacent cutters during rotation thereof, and a plurality of

conical sharply pointed teeth circumferentially positioned

between each of the first sets of axially aligned teeth oo
each of said conical cutters.

3,09S^3<
AUTOMATIC LOCK-OUT SWITCH

George A- Bartlett, Clarendon Springs, Vt, assignor to

Howe Rlciiardson Scale Company, a corporation of
Delaware

FUed Jaly 2, 1959, Scr. No. 824»5M
2 Claims. (CL 177—12)

A well drill bit comprising a head including three com-

plementary sections, a longitudinal extension on said

head for attachment to a drill pipe, downwardly inclined

inwardly extending shafts having one end thereof secured

y^
1 . In automatic-recording scale apparatus, a self-posi-

tioning balance beam rockably mounted about a substan-

tially horizontal fulcrum axis, an electrically powered
motor adapted to operate, a weight-printing device driven

by said motor to record the weight of a load applied to

said beam, an energizing circuit for said motor including

a switch mounted on said balance beam, said switch hav-

ing an arm rockably mounted on said balance beam
about an axis spaced from and substantially parallel to

said fulcrum axis and extending substantially parallel to

said beam, a pair of electrical switch contacts fixedly

mounted in substantially vertically opposed relation on
one end of said arm, a pair of spaced vertically opposed

contacts fixed on said beam in vertical alignment with said

first pair of contacts, said arm extending between the

contacts fixed to said beam, resilient means connected to

said beam and said arm to bias said arm to a central posi-
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tion between said contacts on said beam to open the con-

tacts when said beam is in an equilibrium position, damp-
ening means connected to said arm to retard movement
of said arm upon movement of said beam enabling said

contacts to close upon rocking movement of said beam in

either direction, said contacts, when closed, establishing

a mechanical motion transmitting linkage between said

dampening means, said arm. said contacts and said balance

beam enabling said dampening means to retard rocking

movement of said balance beam about its axis, a relay in

said circuit energizable to automatically start operation of

said printing motor, said circuit energizing said relay in

response to the opening of said contacts when said balance

beam is restored to a static equililM-ium position.

means for changing the volumetric capacity of said re-

ceptacle whereby a selected predetermined weight of

material will fill said receptacle substantially up to said

predetermined elevation so that the last increments of

material do not fall through an appreciable distance and,

therefore, do not produce spurious vertical weighing

movements of said receptacle by their momentum.

3,098,537
LARGE VOLUME WEIGHER

James C. Petrea, Duiliam, N.C., assignor to Spciry Rand
Corporation, Wilmington, Del., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Not. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 151,719

15 Claims. (0.177—98)

3,098,538
NOVEL AND SAFETY PROCESS AND DEVICE
FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH MOTOR
VEHICLES

Quang-Hsi Hn, Wlllard, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 83,482

4 Claims. (CL 180—82)

1. A weighing apparatus comprising; a pair of weir-
ing devices each having a moveable material-receiving

receptacle, said receptacles being positioned closely ad-

jacent each other; means for delivering a continuous

stream of material to a position adjacent said receptacles;

a pair of moveable deflector members each being move-

able, to selectively deflect material from said stream into

one or the other of said receptacles; said deflector mem-
bers being independently and separately moveable and

one being arranged to deflect the major portion of said

stream while the other is arranged to deflect the remain-

ing minor portion thereof; and actuator means for mov-

ing said deflector members; said actuator means being

re^cHisive to weighing movements of said receptacles to

sequentially position said deflector members to: deflect

said entire stream into one receptacle until a predeter-

mined bulk weight of material is accumulated therein;

tiben to move said one member to deflect the major por-

tion of said stream into the other receptacle; to thereafter

move said other member, when the desired final wei^t

of material is in said one receptacle, to deflect said minor

portion to said other receptacle; and to repeat said de-

scribed cycle.

14. A weighing device comprising, a vertically move-

aUe material-receiving receptacle; feed means for drop-

ping a stream of ntaterial into said receptacle from a pre-

determined elevation adjacent the top thereof; means

responsive to vertical weighing movement of said recep-

tacle for interrupting said stream upon deposit of a pre-

determined weight of material in said receptacle; and

792 O.O.—61

1. In a vehicle having an electrical ignition switch and

warning devices, gravity arxi inertia responsive weight

means having a conical mounting recess herein, mount-

ing and supporting means therefor having a conical mount-

ing portion thereon and a hcrfe therethrough aligned with

said mounting portion, a despressiWe pin in the bok,

switch means located beneath the hole on said supporting

means, having a flexible and resiliently upwardly urged

contact bearing member thereon, normally depressed to

a closed condition by reason of said weight means acting

through pressure of said pin thereon to energize said

ignition switch, and a pair of back contacts on said sup-

porting means, ccmtactable by said contact bearing mem-
ber when imdepressed, for energizing said warning de-

vices.

3,098,539
AERIAL HARNESS

Francis P. Gorman, 1332 Franklin St., Apt A,
Santa Monica, Calif.

FUed Nov. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 151,696

4 Claims. (CI. 182—3)

1. An aerial harness for a single occupant comprising

a belt having adjustable means for fastening the belt
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around the waist of the occupant, a beam adapted to ex-

tend horizontally spaced above the belt, tie means for sus-

pending the belt from the ends of the beam, two pulleys

on the ends respectively of the beam with their axes being

transverse with respect to the longitudinal axis of the

beam, the beam having an anchor piece and a cleat inter-

mediate its ends, a double pulley block adapted to be

secured in a position against rotation of the block on its

vertical axis and with the axis of its sheaves extending

horizontally, a rope secured at one end thereof to said

anchor piece, and the rope passing from its secured end

through said block over one sheave, thence reeved on one

of said beam pulleys, thence passing through said anchor

piece and reeved on the other of said beam pulleys,

thence reeved on the other sheave of said block, and

thence passing to said clrfal for actuation by said oc-

cupant.

3,098,540
SCAFFOLD

,

Edward C. Hiner, Coffeyville, Kmas.

(714 S. Stuben St., Chanute, Kans.)

FUed Feb. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 172,656

4 Claims. (CI. 182—152)

thereof, whereby said bearing may be lubricated by clamp-

ing the sides of said bearing between said cup member

r--JU.

y|
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block having a slideway of rccungular cross section, said

slide way being disposed approximately normal to the

axis of said drum; a slide bar of rectangular cross section

slidably fitting within said slideway; an external brake

shoe fixed to the outer end of said slide bar in an offset

relation therewith so as to be disposed radially outward-

ly from said brake drum in closely juxtaposed relation

therewith, said external shoe being arcuate in shape and

adapted to closely fit said drum when moved into contact

with the latter; a hydraulic ram including a cylinder

which is rigidly fixed on an inwardly extending portion

of said slide bar, and a plunger slidable in said cylinder,

said plunger being extended, when said ram is actuated,

into contact with said internal shoe to move said shoe

away from said cylinder and into engagement with said

brake drum and to draw said slide bar inwardly through

said block and cause said external shoe to pressurally

engage said brake drum on the opposite face thereof from

where said drum is engaged by said internal brake shoe.

and said piston extension when said spring is fully clowd

by full opening of said valve.

3,09M47
MOLDING AND HOLDDOWN SPACER

FOR WALL PANELS
Daniel L. Zinn, 3839 Chcnc St, Detroit 7, Mich.

Filed Sept. 21, 1960, Scr. No. 57.443
1 Claim. (CL 1S9—35)

^

3 098 546
SHOCK ABSORBER PISTON VALVING

Wayne A. Karlgaard, Englewood, Ohio, aarignor to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
FUed Nov. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 68,433

2 Claims. (CI. 188—88)

A ceiling panel mounting means for receiving the sharp

edge of a thin sheet metal ceiling panel aixl for mounting

such panel in place; sucfa means comprising a wall

mounted C-shaped channel molding formed of thin sheet

metal and having a wall mounted vertical portion and

integral horizontal top and bottom flanges, the bottom

flange having a sharp edge; such means also including a

resilient, C-shaped channel holding member arranged in

such molding and being also formed of thin sheet metal

and also having a vertical portion which is slightly shorter

than and is disposed against the vertical portion of the

channel molding, and aho having an integral horizontal

top flange arranged within and adjacent the top flange of

the molding, and an integral bottom flange normally

spaced slightly above the bottom flange of the channel

molding at said vertical portions a distance ai^roximately

equal to the thickness of a ceiling panel edge and sloping

towards and into line contact with said bottom flange of

the channel molding remote from said vertical portions,

and the free edge of the bottom flange of the holding

member being formed as a guide lip turned upwardly

and in a direction away from the vertical portions to pro-

vide a guide for the sharp edge of the ceiling panel which

can be slid horizontally into the space between the hori-

zontal flanges of the molding and holding member.

1. In combination in a hydraulic shock absorber con-

struction, a cylinder, a piston rcciprocable in said cylinder

and dividing the same into compression and rebound

chambers, a piston rod carrying the piston and extending

through a rod seal at one end of said cylinder, said rod

having an axial bore in the end thereof adjacent the said

piston, said piston having an axial extension projecting

, into said bore in ?aid rod attaching said piston to said rod

thereby in abutting relation to the end of said rod, said

piston having an axial bore extending through the same

including said extension thereof, said piston having a

shoulder around said bore therein on the side thereof

in said compression chamber, a valve member seated

on said shoulder and including an axially extending stem

projecting through said bore in said piston projection

and into said axial bore in said rod, said rod having a

transverse bore connecting the axial bore thereof with

said rebound chamber, and spring means between the

axial extension on said piston and the end of said stem

in said axial bore in said rod urging said valve member

into seating engagement with said shoulder, said axial

extension on said piston having passage means therein

connecting the axial bore in the said extension with the

axial bore in said rod to provide thereby free flow of hy-

draulic fluid through the said transverse bores in said rod

3,098,548
LUGGAGE CONSTRUCTION

Walter Bialo, New RochcUc, N.Y.
(836 Broadway, New York, N.Y.)

FUmI Jan. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 4,669
1 Claim, (a. 190—49)

A substantially rectangular luggage construction com-

prising a container section and a cover section, each of

said container and cover sections having a mouth portion,

a substantially rectangular frame member circumscribing

each mouth portion, an enclosure portion and a flexible

fabric covering material surrounding said enclosure por-

tion; a hinge means pivotally connecting said container

and cover sections so that said luggage construction may
be in an opened position with said mouth portions being

separated and in a closed position with said mouth por-

tions being in juxtaposition to each other; the substantial-

ly rectangular frame member of said container section hav-
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ing in cross section a first heavy base member positioned

in a plane parallel to the plane of the mouth portion of

said container section, said first heavy base member hav-

ing a top end extending away from said mouth portion

and a bottom end extending into said mouth portion, an

integral first thin flange member extending inwardly of

said container enclosure portion and having a top surface

in a plane perpendicular to the plane of said first heavy

base member and spaced a distance slightly in excess of

the thickness of said flexible fabric from said top end of

said first heavy base member, and an integral first telescop-

ing flange member extending outwardly of said container

enclosure portion and having a top surface, a bottom sur-

face, and an outer end, said top surface of said first tele-

scoping flange member being in a plane which is obique

to the plane of said first heavy base member and inter-

secting said first heavy base member at a point which is a

predetermined distance from said top end of said first

heavy base member; the substantially rectangular frame

member of said cover section having in cross section a

second heavy base member positioned in a plane parallel

to the plane of said mouth portion of said cover section,

said second heavy base member having a top end extend-

ing away from said mouth portion and a bottom end ex-

tending into said mouth portion, an integral second thin

flange member extending inwardly of said cover enclosure

portion and having a top surface in a plane perpendicular

to the plane of said second heavy base member and spaced

a distance slightly in excess of the thickness of said flexi-

ble fabric from said top end of said second heavy base

member, and an integral second telescoping flange mem-

ber extending outwardly of said cover enclosure section

and having a top surface, a bottom surface, and an outer

end, said outer end being slightly less in thickness than

said predetermined distance, said top surface of said sec-

ond telescoping flange member being in a plane which is

perpendicular to said second heavy base member and in

line with said top end of said second heavy base nuember,

said bottom surface of said second telescoping flange

member being in a plane which is oblique to the plane of

said second heavy base member; the flexible fabric cover-

ing material of said container enclosure section being

stitched to the top surface of said first thin flange mem-

ber, and the flexible fabric covering material of said cover

enclosure section being stitched to the top surface of said

second thin flange member, the top surfaces of said first

and second thin flange members being in the same plane

and aligned with each other when said luggage construc-

tion is in said closed position, the oblique bottom surface

of said second telescoping flange member being in a plane

which is less oblique than the plane of the oblique top

surface of said first telescoping flange member, the oblique

top surface of said first telescoping flange member being

contacted at a point between the outer end of said first

telescoping flange member and the first heavy base mem-

ber by the oblique bottom surface of said second telescop-

ing flange member to provide a wedging action as' said

luggage construction is being closed; the outer end of

said first telescoping flange member being in abutting rela-

tionship with said second heavy base member and the

outer end of said second telescoping flange member being

in abutting relationship with said first heavy base member

when said luggage construction is in said closed position.

tween a shaft member and gearing rotatably mounted on

said shaft member, comprising: a cylindrical piston hay-

ing opposite ends in axially confronting relation to said

clutch packs, respectively, and mounted coaxially on said

shaft member for axial movement relative thereto be-

tween positicMis of engagement with said clutch packs; a

reaction member within said cylindrical piston dividing

each end of the latter into radially inner and outer cham-

bers; fluid passage means between one of the pairs of

inner and outer rfiambers including a passageway in said

reaction member; means for controlling fluid flow

through said passageway including a pair of axially

spaced fluid sealing surfaces on one of said reaction aiKi

shaft members and a fluid control surface on the other

of said reaction and shaft members in complenaentary

engageable relation to said sealing surfaces; and means

mounting said reaction member on said shaft member for

limited axial movement in oMWsite directions from a

position in which said surfaces are not in engagement and

fluid is permitted to transfer freely between said oac pair

of chambers through said passage means to axially spaced

positions wherein said control surface is in sealing en-

gagement with one of said sealing surfaces and fluid is

prevented from flowing between said one pair of cham-

bers through said passage means.

3,098,550
DOUBLE ACTING CLUTCH

Charict L. Schwab, WanwatoM, Wik, aarignor to ADls-

Chalmcn Manafactniing Company, MilwaolLec, Wli.

FUcd Oct 12, 1961, Scr. No. 144,709

11 Claims. (O. 192—417)

1-

3,098,549

DOUBLE ACTING HYDRAUUC ACTUATOR
FrMlerick A. Schick, Sl^Nl^d, m, and^uJeiL.

Schwab, Wanwatosa, WIs^ aMignon to AlUs-Cbalmers

Manulactiifhic Compuqr, MUwaiikec, Wta,

FUed Sept 26, 1961, Scr. No. 140,758

11 Claims. (CL 192—87)
1. A double acting hydraulic actuator for selectively

engaging a pair of clutch packs opcratively interposed bc-

1 . A double acting hydraulic actuator for actuating a

pair of axially spaced clutch packs interposed between a

shaft and gearing mounted theretMi, comprising: a cylin-

drical piston mounted coaxially on said shaft for prede-

termined axial movement relative thereto from an inter-

mediate position to a position of engagement with one

of said clutch packs; a pair of axially spaced reaction

members slidably mounted on said shaft within said piston

and having relatively engageable aimular sealing surfaces,

respectively, disposed radially between said shaft and

piston; stop means for Umiting axial njovement of said

reaction members to a distance substantially less than

said predetermined axial movement of said piston; bias-

ing means for rftsiliently urging said reaction members

axially away from one another thereby urging said sealing

surfaces out of engagement; walls on said reaction mem-
bers and piston defining a pair <^ radiaUy outer chambers
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and a pair of radially inner chambers; and a passageway

between one of said pairs of chambers including an open»

ing extending axially through one of said reaction mem-
bers radially inward from said sealing surface thereon,

fluid transfer through said opening between said one pair

of chambers being prevented upon engagement of said

sealing surfaces.

3,098,551
CAN FEEDING AND DIVIDING APPARATUS

AND SYSTEM
Edmond R. Dudley, Santa Clara, Calif., assigiior to

Peerless Equipment Company, Mountain View, Calif.,

a corporation of California

Filed Dec. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 859,294
4 Claims. (CI. 193—31)

V

1. A can divider comprising a frame having an inlet

end and an outlet end, can guide means supported by

said frame to form a common passage leading inwardly

from the inlet end of the frame and first and second

branch passages each connected to the inner end of said

common passage and diverging therefrom to the outlet

end of the frame; a first, fixed electromagnetic means
operable when energized to attract cans and cause their

passage through said common passage and said first

branch passage, a second, fixed electromagnetic means op-

posed to said first electromagnetic means and operable

when energized to attract cans and cause their passage

through said common passage and second branch pas-

sage and means for energizing either of said first and sec-

ond electromagnetic means selectively.

3,098,552
CAN DIVIDER

Charles Matthew Schulz, Dumont, NJ., assignor to

American Can Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey
Filed Aug. 5, 1959, Scr. No. 831,824

5 Claims. (CI. 198—31)

feeding means, can holding means associated with each
of said shallow pockets for holding the cans in said shal-

low pockets while the rotors carry them through divergent

arcuate paths of travel, a first stationary stripper mounted
adjacent each of said rotors and extending inwardly rela-

tive to said rotor to a point adjacent the innermost por-

tions of said shallow pockets to intercept the cans therein

and to force them outwardly from said shallow pockets

against the holding action of the can holding means as-

sociated with said shallow pockets, a plurality of deep
pockets formed at spaced intervals around the periphery

of said rotors for also receiving cans from said feeding

means, can holding means associated with each of said

deep pockets for holding the cans in said deep pockets

while the rotors carry them through divergent arcuate

paths of travel which are disposed inwardly of and con-

centric with the paths of travel through which the cans

in the shallow pockets are carried, said deep pockets

being arcuately offset relative to said shallow pockets

and extending radially inwardly into said rotors beyond
the innermost portions of said first strippers whereby
the cans which are held in said deep pockets by the can

holding means associated therewith are carried past the

said first strippers, and a second stationary stripper

mounted adjacent each of said rotcM^ and extending radi-

ally inwardly relative thereto to a point adjacent the

innermost portions of said deep pockets to intercept the

cans therein and to force them outwardly from said deep

pockets against the holding action of the can holding

means associated with said deep pockets.

1. A mechanism for dividing a single line of cans into

four lines of cans, comprising a pair of oppositely ro-

tatable rotors disposed in substantially tangential rela-

tionship on spaced parallel axes, means for feeding a single

line of cans into the bight of said rotors, a plurality of

shallow pockets formed at spaced intervals around the

periphery of each of said rotors and extending radially

inwardly into said rotors for rece/vingf cans from said

3,098,553
TUBE CAGE ORIENTING AND POSITIONING

APPARATUS
Heinrich Hermanny, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Radio

Corporation of America, a corporation of Delaware
FUed June 16, 1960, Ser. No. 36,536

14 Claims. (CI. 198—33)

1. Appwatus for moving a work holder through suc-

cessive work positions and rotating said work holder at

each of said positions to position a work piece carried

by said work holder at different angular positions at said

work position to a tool to be applied to said work piece,

including a support, a turret rotatably mounted on said

support, means for rotating and indexing said turret to

move the work holder to successive positions, said work
holder having damping means thereon for engaging a

work piece, said clamping means including a rotatable

sleeve mounted on said turret for rotation therewith.
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means for rotating said sleeve, a clamping jaw fixed to

said sleeve for rotation therewith, a slidable member ex-

tending through said sleeve and fastened thereto for rota-

tion therewith and slidable along the axis of said sleeve,

said slidaWc member having a clamp on one end thereof

for cooperation with said clamping jaw, biasing means

associated with said slidable member for biasing said

clamp to clamping position with respect to said clamping

jaw, and a means positioned adjacent said turret at a

work position for engaging said slidable member whereby

said clamp may be moved to non-clamping position.

3,098454
WORKPIECE TURNOVElf DEVICE

Leo Zeligowsky, Narbcrth, Pa., assignor to The Budd
Company, Philadeiplila, Pa., a corporation of Penn-
sylvainia

Filed May 31, 1961, Scr. No. 113,930
5 Claims. (CI. 198—33)

prising: a rigid tubular member fixed to the wall above

the axis with opposite ends thereof extending to opposite

sides of the axis, the tubular member further being

arcuate shaped with a radius of curvature struck substan-

tially on said axis; a coil spring contained within the

tubular member with opposite ends thereof extending

outwardly the respective ends of the member; lugs

mounted on opposite ends of the spring and extending

outwardly therefrom to contact the ends of the tubular

member; an arcuate track spaced from the tubular mem-
ber and mounted on the wall, the track being arcuate

shaped with a radius of curvature struck substantially

on the axis; rigid elements rigidly mounted on the elevator

housing iwojecting toward the wall, part of the elements

being positioned to engage the lugs on the spring and part

of said elements being positioned alongside the track;

and means on the track for locking the latter part of said

elements against movement.

1 . A workpiece turnover device comprising in combina.

tion,

a first conveyor having an overhang for transporting

a workpiece in a first direction,

a second conveyor having one end below said overhang

of said first span for transporting a workpiece in said

first direction.

a slidable pusher mounted over a portion of said

second conveyor for movement parallel thereto op-

posite to said first direction,

and a catcher on said pusher for catching the leading

edge of a downward tilted workpiece fed in said first

direction from said first conveyor for pivoting said

downward tilted workpiece against said first con-

veyor by the movement of said catcher and said

pusher to turn said workpiece over upon said second

conveyor.

3,098,555
DISCHARGE ELEVATOR

BilUe L. Harriott, Molinc, III., assignor to Deere & Com-
pany, Moline, 111., a corporaHon of Delaware

FUed May 3, 1961, Scr. No. 107,474

8 Claims. (CL 198—122)

1. For use with a discharge elcva'or for a material con-

tainer having an upright side wall, the elevator being of

the type having a vertically disposed elevator housing

adopts] to swing about a horizontal axis and in a plane

substantially parallel to the wall, the improvement com-

3,098,556
CONVEYOR

Hermann J. Stcinbach, Lancaster, Pa.

FUed May 13, 1960, Scr. No. 28,907

Claims priority, application Germany May 16, 1959
11 Claims. (CL 198—189)

1. A conveyor comprising a movable endless drive

chain, a plurality of longitudinally spaced carriages con-

nected to said drive chain for movement therewith, each

of said carriages having a support roller mounted thereon

for rotation relative thereto and extending transverse to

the extent of said chain, an endless material carrying belt

resting relatively loosely on said rollers and extending

parallel to said chain, said belt being connected to said

carriages solely by the weight of the belt and the material

carried thereon which causes said belt to sag between con-

secutive support rollers and deters rotation thereof where-

by said belt and material are carried along with said car-

riages.

3,098,557
TROUGHEVG ROLLER ASSEMBLY AND

BELT CONVEYOR
Keith McCann, TaylorviUe, Dl., assignor to Goodman
Manufactnrlng Company, Chicago, lU., a corporation

of nilnois
Continuation of abandoned application Scr. No. 704,483,

Dec. 23, 1957. This application Jnly 13, 1959, Scr.

No. 827,417
3 Claims. (CI. 198—192)

1. A two directional training roller assembly for sup-

porting and automatically training the conveying reach

of a conveyor belt in a flexible strand conveyor of the

type in which at least a pair of flexible strands are trained

in generally parallel relationship to one another along a

conveying course, said training roller assembly includ-

ing, in combination.
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at least one intermediate load carrying roller,

at least a pair of wing rollers flanking the intermediate

roller, and
means for bypassing the load carried by the inter-

mediate roller around the wing rollers to thereby

enaUe the wing rollers to swing to a belt training

position, said bypassing means including

a pair of rigid frame structures for supporting and

maintj>ining the intermediate roller generally trans-

verse to the direction of belt travel at all times and

substantially stationary with respect to the conveyor

strands independently of the direction of belt travel

and independently of the amount of load on the

assembly, and for transmitting load from the inter-

mediate roller around the wing rollers to the

strands,

a pair of strand connectors, each strand connector

being engageable with an associated strand and se-

cured to a frame structure to thereby prevent rela-

tive movement between the strand, connector, and

rigid frame structure,

each rigid frame structure including an inner frame

member and means for connecting the end of an ad-

jacent intermediate roller thereto for flexing move-

ment in a generally vertical plane,

and an outer frame member, said outer frame mem-

ber carrying a strand connector,

at least one elongated substantially transversely posi-

tioned frame member for each rigid frame structure,

said transversely positioned frame member being

rigidly secured at its inner end to the inner frame

member, and at its outer end to the outer frame

member,
to thereby provide a rigid tension bypass path from

the intermediate roller, through the connecting

means, and around the wing roller via the rigid frame

structure,

a pivot for connecting the inner end of each wing

roller to an associated inner frame member which

enables the wing roller to move in a plane gen-

erally parallel to the plane of the belt pasting there-

over,

the means connecting the end of the intermediate

roller adjacent its associated inner frame member
being independent of the pivot connecting the inner

end of the wing roller to its associated inner frame

member,
and means for ccmnecting the outer end of each wing

roller to the outer frame member which enables

the outer end of the wing roller to move down-

stream with respect to the direction of belt travel

so as to exert a training effect on the belt.

3,098^58
AUTOMATICALLY REVERSABL£ TROUGHING

IDLER ASSEMBLY
Roy F. Lo Freed, Chicago, lU^ airignor to Goodman

Mannfactmliig Company, Chicago, IlL, a corporation

of nUnob
FUcd Dec. 29, 1959, Scr. No. 862,561

5 Claims. (CL 198—202)
2. For use in a belt conveyor,

a belt training troughing idler assemWy in which train-

ing rollers in the assembly are automatically mov-

able to a new training position upon reversal of

the direction of belt travel solely in response to

passage of the belt thereover,

said idler assembly including, in combination,

a roller assemUy,

said roller assembly having at least one intermediate

roller flanked by a pair erf wing rollera,

the outermost end portion of each wing roller being

swingable in a plane generally parallel to the plane

of the belt passing thereover into a new training

position consistent with the directicMi of belt travel,

a supporting and repositioning arm tor each wing

roller,

each arm being connected, at its ui^r end portion to

the outemoost end portion oi an associated wing

roller.

a surface of the lower end portion of each arm resting

in rolling engagement on an associated stationary

base,

the engaging surfaces of each repositioning arm and

its associated sUtionary base being so contoured

that the outermost end portion of each wing rcrfler

traverses a horizontal path as each arm rolls along

its supporting surface, and

stop means for limiting the movement of the outer-

most end portion ol each wing roller.

3,898,559
PACKING CONTAINER

Wcnzcl BIcncrt, LcTcrkoscn, Geimany, aaignor to Far-

bcnfabriken Bayer AktlengcacUscfaaft, Lcvcrknaen, Ger-

many, a corporation of Germany
Filed Not. 19, 1958, Scr. No. 775,062

Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 7, 1957

2 Claims. (CL 206-^2)

ScT'

1. In a packing container arrangen>ent for holding at

least one article therewithin, including a rectangular

tubular container of transparent plastic having an opening
^

defined at one end thereof and a cap closing said open-

ing, the improvement which comprises an insert sheet bent

about iU longitudinal axis and longitudinally disposed in

the packing container in arcuately flexed condition, said

sheet being snugly and removably positioned in flexed

tension abutment with three sides of the rectangular con-

tainer and serving to cover directly at least a portion of

the article within the container and serving to separate

the article from said three sides of the rectangular con-

tainer, said insert sheet having a wedge-shaped cut-out

portion on the side thereof directed toward the container

opening permitting a supplemental insert sheet means

to be removably inserted between the container and said

insert sheet at the wedge-shaped cut-out portion.

3,098,568

INSULATING MATERIAL FOR PREVENTION OF
THE TRANSFER OF HEAT

Hugh B. Skces, 10514 Sonata Drtrc, Afton 23, Mo.
Filed July 14, 1958, Scr. No. 748,455

lOClalnis. (C 206-^5J3)
1. A heat insulating system consisting of an insulated

object and a heat insulating barrier member enclosing
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said object, said heat insulating barrier member consist-

ing of a plurality of spaced-apart relatively thin sheets

sealed together at their common edges and at various

points over their respective common areas and being in-

flated with a gas. one of said sheets having one surface

thereof facing said object and another of said sheets hav-
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3,098,562
LOADING SYSTEM APPARATUS

Lawrence C. Simmons, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to

Cleveland Technical Center, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, a

corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 16,444

3 Claims. (CI. 206—46)

. &:l i
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ing one surface exposed to and facing the surroundings

of the system, said object being at a temperature sub-

stantially the same as the temperature of said sheet sur-

face facing said object and substantially different from

the temperature of said sheet surface exposed to and fac-

ing the surroundings of the system.

3,098,561

PACKAGE INCLUDING HANGER FOR
CLOTHING

David Kass, Kew Gaidcns, N.Y., assignor to Original Toy

Corporation, BrooUyn, N.Y., a corporation of New

FUed Mar. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 177,011

19 Claims. (CI. 206—45J4)

2. A rigid, longitudinally extending shipping container,

adapted to enclose and support from the sides thereof an

article to be shipped, comprising a lower, rigid, longitu-

dinally extending section which includes a bottom wall

having a substantially smooth bottom surface extending

substantially throughout the length of said section, a

pair of upwardly extending parallel side walls connected

to said bottom wall and each having an outwardly facing

substantially smooth surface extending substantially

throughout the length of said section, and at the upper

edges of said side walls a pair of parallel longitudinally

extending members of substantial cross section each of

which is adapted to reinforce the side wall on which it is

mounted and act as a roller guide rail; a carrier, adapted

to support an article to be shipped, comprising a trans-

versely extending frame having at each side thereof a pair

of longitudinally spaced rollers adapted to engage in roll-

ing contact, and be supported by, the longitudinally ex-

tending member fixed to the top edge of the adjacent side

wall of said lower section, each roller and the longitu-

dinally extending member supporting it being adapted to

prevent substantial relative transverse movement between

said roller and said member; an upper rigid, longitudinally

extending section which includes a top, a pair of down-

wardly extending side walls connected to said top and

each having an outwardly facing substantially smooth

surface extending substantially throughout the length of

said section, and at the lower edges of said side walls a

pair of longitudinally extending reinforcing members

each adapted to reinforce the side wall on which it is

mounted; and at each side of said container, a plurality

of longitudinally extending spacer members each of which

is demountably rigidly connected to, and spaces apart, said

longitudinally extending reinforcing members at the lon-

gitudinal edges of said upper and lower sections and has

a substantially smooth outwardly facing surface, the

ends of said spacer members at the sides of said container

being spaced apart and serving to locate said rollers lon-

gitudinally of said container, and said spaced upper and

lower longitudinal reinforcing members serving to locate

said rollers vertically and transversely of said container,

whereby an article to be shipped mounted in said carrier

is supported in said conUiner and secured against sub-

stantial longitudinal, vertical and transverse movementt

relative to said container.

16. A package for clothing, including a hanger and a

bag said hanger comprising oppositely directed arms to

receive an article of clothing, a hook thereabove, a tab

projecting downward below the hook, said bag being

open at the bottom and closed at the side edges and at

the top edge except for a slit in the center, the hook of

the hanger passing through the slit at the top of the bag,

and one edge of the slit of the bag being received beneath

the tab of the hanger.

3,098363
INFLATABLE HEAT INSULATING MATERIAL
HoEh B. Slwes, 10514 Sonata Drive, Affton, Mo.

FUed Oct 3, 1960, Ser. No. 60,220

5 Claims. (O. 206—46)
1. A heat insulating system consisting of an insulated

object and a heat insulating barrier member enclosing said

object, said heat insulating barrier member consisting of

relatively thin sheets sealed together at their common

edges and at various points over their respective areas and

means for producing a gas, said means including at least
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two materials capable of reacting with each other, said

means being between said sheets, said materials being

separated prior to reacting, one of said sheets having one
surface thereof facing !-aid object and another of said

sheets having one surface exposed to and facing the sur-

roundings of the system, said object being at a tempera-

ture substantially the same as the temperature of said

sheet surface facing said object and substantially different

from the temperature of ^aid sheet surface exposed to

and facing the surroundings of the system.

3,098,564
AUTOMATIC CONTAINER INSPECTION

MACHINE
Frederick Z. Fouse and Jay F. Kidwell, Lancaster, Ohio,

assignors to Anchor Hocidng Glass Corporation, Lan-
caster, Ohio, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Aug. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 132,509
18 Claims. (CI. 209—75)

1. An inspection machine for detecting defective trans-

parent containers and for automatically rejecting the defec-

tive containers comprising three or more container inspec-

tion stations, means for moving the containers consecu-

tively to said stations, inspecting means at each of said

stations including a scanning light beam and a light sensi-

tive means positioned to receive light from a flaw, said

light beam being directed to pass inwardly of said con-

tainers at one of said stations, said light sensitive means
being positioned outside of said container at said one sta-

tion to receive light reflected by a flaw, said light beam
being directed inwardly pf said container at a second sta-

tion, said light sensitive means being positioned within

said container at said second station to receive light re-

fracted by a flaw, and said light beam being directed out-

wardly through the container wails at said third station

to receive light refracted by a flaw, and said light sensitive

means being positioned outside said container at said third

station.

3.098,565
AUTOMATIC CONTAINER INSPECTION

MACHINE
Fredericl( Z. Fouse and Jay F. Kidwell, Lancaster, Ohio,

assignors to Anchor Hocking Glass Corporation, Lan-
caster, Ohio, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 54,616
19 Claims. (CL 209— 111.5)

9. An inspection machine for glass containers com-
prising two spaced container inspection stations, means to

transfer containers between said stations, means to direct

a narrow light beam through the container walls at each

station, means at one station to receive and sense a light

beam diverted along a first path by defects in the con-

tainer walls, means at the other station to receive and sense

a light beam diverted by other defects in the container

walls, container reject means operatively connected to each

of said defect sensing means, and each of said container

inspection stations comprising a pair of container inspec-

tion positions, a container drive means at each position

for rotating the pair of containers at each inspection sta-

tion in opposite directions.

3,098,566
DOCUMENT SORTING SYSTEM

Byron F. Burch, Jr., Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Oct. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 149,120
15 Claims. (CI. 209—111.5)

1. In a system for sorting documents, each document
having data comprising characters recorded thereon and
separated into fields, means for allowing identification

and special sorting of a predetermined class of documents
defined by specified characters in specified character posi-

tions of any number of said fields comprising:
an apparatus having at least two pockets into one of

which documents of said predetermined class are

deposited as they are sorted in accord with said

sjjecified characters;

a mechanism for transporting documents into said

pocket as they are sorted;

first means for reading said characters of a given docu-
ment in sequence to produce electrical signals char-

acteristic of said characters;

second means for sequentially locating said specified

character position of said given document;
third means for effectively comparing in sequence char-

acters read from said specified character positions

of said given document with said specified charac-
ters;

and control means responsive to said third means for

sorting said documents of said predetermined class

of documents and depositing them in one of said

pockets in response to a comparison between char-

acters read from said specified character positions of
said given document with said specified characters.

/
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3,098,567
PIPE RACK

Homer J. Steel, 915 Madera Circle, Elm Grove, Wis.

FUed Mar. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 177,333

4 Claims. (CI. 211—49)

and horizontally disposed recesses each including oppo-

site sides defining abutment surfaces adapted to embrace

and support the enlarged end portions of hickory tool

handles, said clamp assembly including opposite ends

disposed in removable overlying relation to the upper

surfaces of said end frames with the latter generally par-

alleling each other and disposed normal to the plane

of said web frame, said clamp assembly including means

releasably engaged with the upper edge portions of said

end frames retaining said end frames in position against

rotation relative to said web frame.
/

1 An apparatus fw receiving and bundling pipes inci-

dent to manufacturing steps, said apparatus comprising

a pair of substanUally identical racks disposed m parallel

spaced relationship, each of said racks includmg a base, a

pair of upright members disposed in parallel spaced rela-

tionship on said base, a flexible non-clastic strap trained

over the tops of said upright members and supported

thereby, said strap including a pipe supporting and pipe

conforming portion disposed between said upright mem-

bers and end portions lying adjacent to said upright mem-

bers, the straps carried by the racks being disposed in

spaced parallel relation leaving intermediate and end por-

tions of pipe on said straps clear for engagement by

handling apparatus, and yieldablc strap anchonng means

disposed between the ends of said strap and said base to

maintain said strap in substantially taut condition where-

by the application of pipes on said pipe supporting por-

uons of said straps resulting in the elongation of said yield-

able anchoring means to maintain the loading level of

said rack at a substantially constant height.

3,098,569
BOOM RIGGING

Valdemar C. Farrell, Rte. 1, Box 172, Harwood, Md.

Filed Jan. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 168,930

10 Claims. (CI. 212—3)

/
/

3,098,568
SUPPORT STAND

Thomas H. La Pierre, Jackson, Mo.; Mary J. Crabtree,

executrix of said Thomas H. La Pierre, deceased,

assignor to E. L. Keathley, Bcmie, Mo.

FUed Sept. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 138,684

6 CUims. (CI. 211—60)

1. In combination with a boom which is pivotally

heeled at a given point, means positioned at an elevation

above said heel point for providing at least one topping

anchor point, means positioned to one side of said heel

point and at an elevation below said topping anchor point

for providing a vang anchor point, means positioned to

the other side of said heel point for providing a further

anchor point, first cable means aaing between a point on

the boom spaced from the heel point and said vang anchor

point, and second cable means acting between said top-

ping anchor point thence over pulley means on the boom

to said further anchor point, the arrangement being such

that all forces exerted by the second cable means are

exerted from the b^om to the topping and further anchor

points.

3,098,570
PIPE FEEDING APPARATUS

Hans Lindemann, Bielefeld, Germany, assignor to Th.

Calow & Co. Maschinenfabrik u. Eisengiesserei, Biele-

feld, Germany
Filed May 20, 1958, Ser. No. 736,531

" Claims priority, application Germany May 21, 1957

2 Claims. (CI. 214—I)

1. A support stand for supporting tool handles, said

support stand comprising a pair of upstanding generally

planar end leg frames interconnected by means of a cen-

tral upstan-iing generally planar web frame extending

therebetween whose opposite ends are pivotally secured

to the corresponding end leg frames for roUtion about

upstanding axes disposed generally equidistant from the

opposite ends of said end frames, a generally planar

clamp assembly defining a plurality of generally parallel

1. In an apparatus for transporting an elongated sub-

stantially cylindrical workpiece from one to the other of

a plurality of work positions, and for rotating said work-

piece when in one of said work positions, in combina-

tion, a support; a plurality of first roller means having

parallel axes of rotation and mounted on said support for

carrying respective elongated workpieces annd for ro-

tatably supporting the same about respective longitudi-

nal axes of said workpieces, said axes being substantially

parallel to each other and to said axes of rouuon and

spaced from each other in a transverse direction; a mov-
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able frame mounted on said support for movement trans-

verse of said longitudinal axes in a composite movement
having a component parallel to a pl&ne passing through
said axes and another component transverse to said plane;

a plurality of second roller means mounted on said

frame and having axes of rotation transverse to said axes,

said second roller means moving during said transverse

movement of said frame toward and away from respec-

tive positions aligned in the direction of said respective

longitudinal axes with respective ones of said first roller

means and spaced from each other in a transverse direc-

tion, each of said second roller means being rotatable for

affecting longitudinal movement of uorkpieces carried by
said second roller means; and means for actuating rota-

tion of two transversely adjacent ones of said second
roller means in such a manner as to actuate longitudinal

movement in opposite directions of respective workpieces
carried by said two roller means.

3,098,571
GRAIN BIN CONVEYOR SUPPORTING

CHANNEL
Henry Fehr, P.O. Box 491, Sutton, Nebr.
FUed Mar. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 182,046

3 Claims. (CI. 214—17)

1. A grain bin having a declining roof, a sidewall, and
an inlet opening at the upper end of the roof, said roof
being formed with a radial opening extending from said

inlet opening to the lower end of the roof, a channel
having spaced side walls fixed at thek upper edges to the

edges of the radial opening and a bottom wall fixed to the

lower edges of said side walls, said bottom wall declining

at a greater angle than the roof, the sidewall of the bin hav-
ing an opening extending downwardly from the lower end
of the roof to edges of which the depressed ends of the side

walls and bottom wall of the channel arc fixed.

3'098 572
METHOD FOR THE*CONTROLLED FEEDING

OF MATERIAL TO PROCESSING UNITS
Wilhelm Walter Karl Quester, Cologne, Germany,

assignor to Wilh. Quester, Cologne-Suiz, Germany, a
firm

Filed Dec. 8, 1959, Scr. No. 858,277
Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 10, 1958

2 Claims. (CI. 214—152)

,.' 1.
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ing said end member and having an outer substantially

cylindrical face providing together with said cylindricsd

face of the domed member a combined cylindrical attach-

ment area, and having an inner substantially conical face

substantially conforming^ to an adjacent annular portion

of the surface of the domed member and adapted to re-

strain the same against internal pressure in the vessel; a

tubular construction consisting of helically wound strip

material of substantial tensile strength with a large ratio

of width to thickness, said strip material having an end
portion wound around said combined attachment area

with the windings of the strip material tightly wound heli-

cally one upon the other in overlapping relationship and
the overlap large enough to constitute a wall thickness

comprising a plurality of thicknesses of said strip material,

and with the outer edge portion of the strip material

stretched relative to the inner edge thereof to accommo-
date said overlap; first bonding means provided at the in-

terface between said tubular construction and said com-
bined attachment area, second bonding means effective at

the interface between the overlapping portions of said

windings, each of said bonding means providing sufficient

shear resistance to absorb the longitudinally directed forces

present in said wall thickness due to said internal pressure

in the vessel.

3,098,578
PRESSURE VESSEL

John Rudelick, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Bruner
Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Wis-
consin

FUed Jan. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 2,644
5 Claims. (CI. 220—5)

'«' - "

:vil:»

1. In a tank:

A. means defining a hollow outer shell having high

tensile strength and having its interior shaped to

provide an elongated cylindrical body and conver-

gent shoulders connecting with coaxial smaller diam-
eter tubular neck portions on the ends of the body;

B. a hollow mner one piece fluid retaining member

inside the shell, which is substantially stiff and nor-
mally form retaining, and which has a cylindrical

body wail contiguous to the shell body and tubular
neck portions at its ends projecting^ coaxially into

those on the shell and contiguous thereto, said inner
member having convergent shoulders engaging those
on the shell so that the latter secures the inner
member against endwise movement relative to the
shell, and said inner member being made of a
homogeneous, nonporous plastic material having
elastic characteristics on the order of those of
"Kralastic," and its wall being sufficiently elastic to
enable those portions thereof which do not fit the
cylindrical body of tfie shell closely enough to en-
gage the same in the absence of internal pressure to

be distended into engagement with the shell body
in response to internal pressure, to thus transmit to

the outer shell the force which fluid imposes on
the inner member so that the latter can safely with-
stand pressures far exceeding those that would rup
ture it if it were unreinforced;

C. end closure means at the ends of the tank, each
having a portion projecting into the adjacent tubular
neck portion on the inner member and cooperating
with a surrounding portion of the outer shell to

define a cylindrical well into which the adjacent
tubular portion on the inner member projects, the
end closure means at one end of the tank having
a hole therethrough communicating with the in-

terior of the tank to provide for connection of the
same with a source of fluid under pressure;

D. means connecting the end closure means with the

outer member so that the latter holds the end
closure means engaged with the tubular neck por-
tions at the ends of the irmer member and receives
the force which fluid under pressure in the tank
imposes upon the end closure means;

E. and means sealing the end closure means in said

tubular end portions on the inner member, compris-
ing an annular pressure seal gasket in each of said

wells, concentrically interposed between the irmer

surfaces of said tubular end portions on the inner
member and those portions of the end closure means
that project thereinto.

3,098,579
CLOSURE RECONDITIONING MEANS AND

METHODS
Heriicrt F. Wheaton, Murray Hill, NJ., assignor to

American Flange & Manufactoring Co. Inc., New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Nov. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 773,457
8 Claims. (CI. 220—39)

1. A reconditioning collar for the reconditioning of
steel drum closures, which closures include an upstanding

neck formed out of the container wall stock and a closure

flange having a cylindrical portion within said neck, said

flange having a portion beaded over the upper end of

said container wall neck and having a laterally extending

portion, at the other end of said cylindrical portion, se-

curing a gasket between the same and the inner surface
of the container wall stock at the base of the neck, which
reconditioning collar comprises, a substantially cylin-

drical skirt portion and an integral inwardly beaded rim
portion at the upper end of said skirt portion, said bead
portion being formed for mated engagement with the
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beaded over portion of said closure flange and said skirt

portion formed to extend downwardly past said bead in

opposition to said container wall neck spaced outwardly

thereform and for a substantial portion of the height

thereof the lower portion of said skirt portion, m one

position of the securing thereof, flaring outwardly away

from said container wall neck, said reconditionmg col-

lar being formed of light weight deformablc sheet steel

of substantially less thickness than the thickness of said

container wall stock.
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3,098,580

QUICK OPENING CLOSURE MECHANISM
Richard G. Lyall, Buflfalo, N.Y., assignor to Yuba Con-

solidated Industries, Inc., San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Feb. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 90,877

4 Claims. (CI. 220—40)

8 '4
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strap having two portions disposed generally at right

angles with respect to each other, one of said portions

encircling said tub adjacent the mentioned end thereof,

the other of said portions overlapping said cover mem-

ber, compressible sealing material interposed between

said tub and said one of said portions and between said

end and said cover member, camming slots in said one

of said strap portions, protuberances on said tub adja-

cent said end and disposed in engagement with said slots

to displace said strap laterally to force said cover mem-

ber in a direction for compressing said material between

said end and said other of said portions in response to

rotational movement of said strap about said tub. means

including a latch bolt connected to said tub and to said

strap for imparting rotational movement to the latter,

said strap having terminal ends located one adjacent the

other, and means including a tie-bolt interconnecting said

terminal ends to tighten said strap for compressing said

material between said tub and said one of said strap por-

tions.

3,098,582

FIBER REINFORCED PLASTIC VESSEL AND
METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME

Wesley G. Martin, Milwaukee, Wis., as»gnor to A. O.

Smith Corporation, MUwaukee, Wis., a corporation of

New York
, o-,, -,«

FUed June 19, 1959, Ser. No. 821,415

5 Claims. (CI. 220—67)

4 In combination with a vessel, a closure member for

said vessel, and a locking ring carried by said vessel for

rotaUon relative thereto and to said closure member,

said locking ring when in a first rotary position locking

said closure member in closed position on said vessel and

when in a second rotary position releasing said closure

member for opening movement relative to said vessel, an

actuating device for rotating said locking ring between

said first and second positions comprising, a drive mem-

ber mounted on said vessel for substantially rectilineal

movement relative to said vessel generally peripherally

thereof, means selectively operable to so move said drive

member, and means placing said drive member in driv-

ing engagement with said locking ring, said last-named

means including roller means carried by said locking ring

and engaging said drive member for translating recti-

linear motion of said drive member into rotation of said

locking ring.

3,098,581

LAUNDERING APPARATUS
Dominic O. Marsilio, PhUadelphia, Pa., f^.Knof' f/
mesne assignments, to PhUco Corporation, Philadelphia,

Pa., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Mar. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 93,197

6 Claims. (CI. 220—46)

If A) H

1. Fabric laundering apparatus comprising a tub having

an open end, a cover member closing said open end, a

4. A reinforced plastic vessel, comprising a generally

cylindrical shell having an end portion diverging inwardly

toward the axis of the shell, a head disposed within the

end portion of the sheU and having a central portion ex-

tending across the shell and having a peripheral flange

facing outwardly of the end of the shell and diverging

inwardly toward the axis of the shell, said flange being

disposed in lapping relation with the inner surface of said

shell and located longitudinally outward toward the end

of the shell from the central portion of said head, and a

strand of resin impregnated substantially continuous fibers

disposed circumferentially around the outer surface of

the shell in radial alignment with the lapping surfaces and

located longitudinally outward toward the end of the shell

from said central portion of the head, said strand being

under a high degree of tension and maintaining the outer

end portion of the shell and said flange in said diverging

condition to thereby firmly hold the head within the end

of the shell.

3,098,583
CARTON LOCK

Earle C. Sherman, Monroe, La., and Raymond A. Cote,

Metuchen, NJ., assignors to Olin Mathieson Chemical

Corporation, a corporation of Vkginia

FUed Aug. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 134,174

3 Claims. (CI. 220—113)

1. A wrap around carrier for containers including a

pair of vertical side walls joined to a top wall, an inner

margin joined to one of said side walls and extending

generally normal thereto, an outer margin secured to the

other side wall and extending generally normal thereto in

overlapping relation with said inner margin, a first hinge

flap cutout of said inner margin and folded normal there-

to along a transverse hinge line to define an opening

bounded along one edge by a locking bar, said first hinge

flap being provided with a tuck flap along a free edge
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thereof, said outer margin including a second hinge flap

rotatably secured thereto along a transverse score line,

said second hinge flap including locking tongue means
integral therewith, said locking tongtie means projecting

toward said other side wall and engageable with said lock-

ing bar when said second hinge flap is rotated into a posi-

tion generally normal to said outer margin, and cutouts

in said second hinge fl^ adapted to accommodate said

tuck flap.

3,098,584
BUTTON FEEDER AND SORTER

Darcy Andrews Young, Jr^ Rochester, N.Y., assignor to

Rochester Button Company, Rochester, N.Y^ a cor-

poration of New Yorii

FUed Sept. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 59,055
6 Claims. (CI. 221—12)

1. The combination with a conduit, of a hopper for

holding articles and having a discharge port therein

through which articles may pass from said hopper into

said conduit, feeding means movably mounted in said

hopper and movable therein to feed the articles in said

hopper toward said port, means for actuating said feed-

ing means, a movable gate for closing sajd pcH-t, spring

means constantly urging said gate to closed position,

means operatively connected to said feeding means for

periodically opening said gate against the resistance of

said spring means, and means operatively connected to

said gate and |x>sitioned to engage an article in said con-

duit, when said conduit is filled with the articles to a pre-

determined point, to positively prevent said gate from
being opened.

3,098,585
CUP DISPENSER

Hubert M. Giepen, Chicago, III., assignor to Gicpen
Associates, Inc., Rircr Grove, III., a corporation of
nifaiois

Filed Oct. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 63,523
2 Claims. (CI. 221—116)

1. A cup dispenser comprising, in combination, a frame
including a generally horizontal frame plate having a pair

of spaced circular cup stack receiving openings, a plurality

of cup-feeding cams journalled in said frame about each

of said openings with one cam spaced midway between
the two openings, said cams each having supporting ledges
and dropping ledges diametrically disposed and vertically

spaced so that said ledges alternately underlie the rims oi
the bottom and next to bottom cups of stacks in said tun-
ings upon rotation of the cams, said cams being phased so
that each cam is identically disposed with respect to its ad-

jacent opening as is that cam which is midway between

the openings, each of said cams having a gear portion, an
annular ring gear journalled in each of said frame open-
ings, said ring gears being respectively in meshing engage-
ment with the gear portions on each of those cams sur-

rounding the respective openings and both ring gears

meshing with the gear portion of that cam midway be-

tween the openings, and means for rotating said cams in

one direction.

3,098,586
LIQUID POURING DEVICE AND INSERT

MEMBER FOR A BOTTLE
Charics Wasserbcrg, 187 Forest HiU Road,

West Orange, NJ.
FUed Feb. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 89,314

12 Clafans. (CL 222—147)

1. A liquid dispenser for use in the neck of a bottle

comprising a liquid chamber having circumferentially

spaced ribs forming inlet ports thereto, said ribs forming
longitudinal passages to permit liquid in the bottle to be
discharged into said chamber, a pouring spout extending
above said chamber for receiving liquid therefrom, upper
air vent means adjacent said spout and in communication
with said chamber, lower air vent means in communica-
tion with said chamber and extending below said chamber
with its upper end spaced from the lower end of said

upper vent means, and means in the bottom of said liquid

chamber to cause a liquid seal across said chamber when
liquid is poured into said bottle.

3,098487
PUMP APPARATUS

Fred P. Hopfeld, Elmwood Park, 111., asignor to Grand
Specialties Company, Chicago, III., a corporation of
Dlinois

FUed Apr. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 22,194
1 Claim. (CL 222—176)

In a lift truck having a wheel supported base and an
upright frame supporting a vertically movable lift car-

riage thereon, a hydraulically operated ram including a

normally vertically operable cylinder and piston adapted to
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elevate the carriage, and pump apparatus including a

manually operable piston for supplying fluid under pres-

sure to said cylinder, said pump apparatus comprising:

reservoir means for containing hydraulic fluid, said reser-

voir means including a tank having flat side walls includ-

ing a forward side wall and top and bottom end walls, a

base member having a flat forward face extending from a

forward corner edge of the base member and integrally

joined in a side wall of the tank along the portion of the

side wall which is immediately adjacent the bottom wall of

the tank, said base member having conduit means formed

therein, which conduit means include an outlet opening

in the base member portion thereof other than in said

flat face and interconnected passageways for conducting

fluid between the tank and the outlet opening, and fluid-

pressurizing means including another cylinder integrally

joined to said base member and a piston reciprocablc

and downwardly at its forward end; said rocker head

riding on said actuator elements and successively engaged

thereby so as to generate said rocking and swinging

movemeikts.

3 098,589
UQUID DISPENSING DEVICE

Cecil Robert Montgomery Graham, Lagonda Ave.,

Killara, New Sooth Wales, Anstralia

Filed May 20, 1960, Ser. No. 30,519

Claims priority, application Australia May 21, 1959

5 Claims, (a. 222—394)

2^

within the cylinder for pumping hydraulic fluid from said

tank through said outlet opening for supplying fluid under

pressure to said cylinder, a handle connected to the piston

of said other cylinder and having a free end projected be-

yond said base member in position to be grasped, said

conduit means including a fluid inlet passageway extend-

ing from said fluid-pressuring means and opening at an

inlet opening in said flat face of said base member in a

location closely adjacent said forward comer edge of the

base member most remote from the free end of said

handle and communicating with the reservoir afforded by

the tank at a point closely adjacent the forward side wall

of the Unk whereby the pump apparatus is positionable on

the lift truck with said handle in either an outermost

substantially horizontal position or an uppermost substan-

tially vertical position, with said inlet opening in either

instance located at the bottom of the reservoir.

3,098,588
LINE MARKER

Heri J. Ryan, 3421 Mcntonc Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

FUed Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 100,714

12 Claims. (CL 222—177)
3. Line-marking apparatus comprising: a hopper for

holding a quanUty of line-marking powder and having

a bottom provided with a discharge aperture; a rotary

actuator disposed within said hopper and having a plural-

ity of circumferentially spaced actuator elements; means

mounting said actuator for rotation on a transverse axis;

moans for routing said actuator in a direction in which

said actuator elements move forwardly in its upper area;

and oscillatory agitator nKchanism comprising a rocker

head extending longitudinally within said hopper above

said rotary actuator, fulcrum means projecting down-

wardly from an intermediate portion of said rocker head

and pivoted to said hopper on an axis parallel to the rota-

tional axis of said actuator, supporting said rocker head

for combined vertical rocking and longitudinal swinging

movements; means yieldingly urging said rocker forwardly

1. A manually operable device few controlling the dis-

charge of liquid under the action of a propellant from

a container having an <^)ening, including a resiliently

deformaUe sealing disc for mounting in said opening

and having a central aperture, a valve body having a

central cavity formed with a seat and a rim surround-

ing said cavity and said seat, means which resilientlj^

urge the rim oif said valve body into sealing engagement

with one side of said disc, a liquid discharge tube having

openings in both ends and having a gas-tight fit with the

wall of said central aperture of said sealing disc, said

tube iH^ojecting from opposite sides of said disc and

one portion of said tube extending into said cavity and

being provided with an exterior flange which is spaced

from said sealing disc and rests on the seat fonned

in said cavity, a lip on said valve body for retaining

said flange on said seat, and passages permitting the flow

of liquid from one side to the other of said exterior

flange and along said one tube portion to the opening

in the end of said one tube portion, the area of said

opening being restricted to act as a metering inlet orifice

to the interior erf said tube, the inlet orifice being of cir-

cular cross-section and having its flow axis in line with

the longitudinal axis of the liquid dischaii^ tube.
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3,098,590 '

COAT RETAINER
Elmer L. Richardson, 4216 Polk Ave., Houston, Tex.

FUed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,631

2 Claims. (CI. 223—71)

2. In a coat retainer, a strip of rigid material to be

mounted on a garment in longitudinal relation thereto,

one portion of said strip having elongated button receiv-

ing means formed therein and the other portion of the

strip being reduced in width, a buttonhole receiving tab

in said strip in horizontal alignment with said button

receiving means and another buttonhole receiving tab

formed in the opposing end of said strip in longitudinal

alignment with said first mentioned tab.

• 3,098,591
GUN CARRYING HARNESS

Leslie R. Lerude, 195 Crummer Lane, Reno, Nev.

FUed Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 96,867

1 Claim. (CI. 224—1)

In combination a gun and harness, said gun having up-

per and lower swivels, an adjustable sling attached at its

ends to the upper and lower swivels, a slide on said sling,

said harness comprising a first strap means having first

and second sections, each of said sections being slightly

longer than one-half the length of said sling, a securing

means, one end of said first section being connected to

said upper swivel and one end of said second section

being connected to said lower swivel, said other ends of

said first and second sections being connected to said se-

curing means, an adjustable waist strap, said waist strap

being secured at one end to said securing means and at

its other end to said slide on said sling.

the lower portion of each pin leg having a wound
loop bottom projecting radially out from said leg,

each loop bottom terminating in an upstanding prong

biased outwardly from said rear leg,

a sharp point on the terminal end of each prong,

each rear leg having a hook-shaped top and extend-

ing radially outward and downwardly from the leg,

each said top end having a prong receiving recess to

releasably retain the pointed end of the prong,

said upstanding central bracket and multiple leg

assembly holding said prongs in circumferen-

tially spaced relationship to receive fish jaws

without piercing the fish gills to thereby hold

the fish in relatively free swimming relation-

ship around said central bracket with said

yieldable free leg portions above and below

the bracket affording resiliency to the pins rela-

tive to the bracket and both of said portions

bending with forces on the pins from attached

fish,

and a central coaxial retainer extending downwardly

between the upper portions of said pin legs and free

from attachment thereto being secured to said

bracket and having a loop at the upper end below

the hook-shaped tops of the pins for attachment of

a support line radially within said pins.

3,098,593
PLASTIC BOTTLE FORMING METHOD

. AND APPARATUS
James E. Heider, Princeton, NJ., assignor to Owens-

Illinois Glass Company, a corporation of Ohio
Filed May 8, 1961, Ser. No. 108,460

7 Claims. (CI. 225—4)

3,098,592
FISH STRINGER

Sol Eisman, 7031 Sheridan Road, Chicago, Dl.

FUed June 29, 1961, Ser. No. 120,782

1 CUhn. (CI. 224—7)
A fish stringer comprising, four spring pins each hav-

ing a rear leg, a central upstanding bracket enclosing and

rigidly securing the rear legs of said pins with the pins

being 90" apart and said bracket rigidly non-yieldingly

supporting said legs,

said bracket being the sole support for said pins and

positioned at the mid-portion of said legs with yield-

able free leg portions above and below the bracket.

^ 1—^^^.,x:

1 . The method of removing plendent tails from the bot-

tom end of plastic containers consisting in advancing the

containers continuously in normal upright position along
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a preselected path, gripping the taUs and then pulUng them

laterally out of the path being traveled by and relauve to

the containers.

3,098,594 _,„
CONTAINER FOR SHIPPING, STORING AND DIS-

PENSING SHEET MATERIAL IN PREDETER-
MINED LENGTHS ,_ .„

John M. WUIIamson, Rochester, N.Y., •«V>or to

National DistUlers and Chemical Corporation, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Virginia

FUed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,348

3 Claims. (CL 225—48)

1 . In combination, a container for the shipping, storing

and successive dispensing of thermoplastic bags of prede-

termined lengths, and a continuous roll thereof produced

from tubular material which has been sealed transversely

at spaced intervals and provided with a transversely dis-

posed tear line adjacent each transverse seal, each of said

tear lines including a centrally located slit, said container

being provided with a dispensing orifice having an edge

over which material being dispensed is withdrawn, said

edge being provided with a guide tab adjacent each ex-

tremity thereof over which material to be withdrawn is

supported and also being provided with an integral cen-

trally located arresting Ub located in alignment with

the slit portions of said tear lines and spaced from said

guide tabs by opposed notches, said arresting tab enter-

ing the first of said slits as material is withdrawn from

the container whereby bags of predetermined lengths

may be severed along successive tear lines with the mate-

rial on each side of the arresting tab being supported

within said opposed notches.

3,098,595

DITHERING SERVO VALVE AND WEB
GUIDE SYSTEM

John J. Shelton, Tuttle, OUa., assignor to Fife Manufac
tnring Company, Oldahoma City, Olua.

FUed Feh. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 175,590

12 Claims. (CI. 226—22)

cavity for alternately placing each of the power

fluid outlet ports in fluid communicaticm with the

power fluid inlet port;

a source of high pressure power fluid connected to

supply high pressure power fluid to the power fluid

inlet port;

a guide means for guiding the relative path of travel

of a web, the guide means having a fluid servo motor

for actuating the means, the power fluid outlet

ports being connected to the fluid servo motor for

actuating the servo motor in response to the posi-

tion of the spool member;

a first working surface connected to the spool member

for applying a force to the spool member as a result

of fluid pressure applied to the working surface;

a first fluid chamber for applying a fluid pressure

to the first fluid working surface;

a second fluid working surface connected to the spool

member for applying a force to and moving the

spool member in corresp<Midence to the pressure of

a control signal fluid;

a second fluid chamber for applying a fluid pressure

to the second fluid working surface;

counterbalancing means for applying a counter-bal-

ancing force to the spool member which is equal and

opposite to the average vector sum of the forces

applied to the spool member;

a source of pulsating, constant average pressure fluid;

means placing the source of pulsating, constant aver-

age pressure fluid in fluid communication with the

first fluid chamber;

fluid operated sensing means for producing a control

signal fluid pressure which varies in accordance with

the position of the edge of a web, the sensing means

having a fluid input port and a fluid output port

for transmitting the control signal fluid pressure;

means placing the source of pulsating, constant aver-

age pressure fluid in fluid communication with the

input port; and,

means for applying a fluid pressure to the second fluid

chamber proportional to the pressure in the output

port.

3,098,596

MEASURING AND FEEDING APPARATUS
Frederick W. Kulicke, Jr., Philadelphia, and Glendon H.

Schwalm and Robert UUman, Harrisburg, Pa., assignors

to AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed July 15, 1958, Ser. No. 748,703

3 Claims. (CI. 226—117)

10. A web guiding system for guiding a traveling web

comprising:

a valve housing forming a valve cavity havmg a power

fluid inlet port and a pair of power fluid ouUet ports

in fluid communication with the valve cavity;

a spool member reciprocally disposed in the valve

1. Means for feeding continuous material intermittently

comprising a pair of feed rolls on spaced apart axes, said

feed rolls having adjacent peripheral portions between

which said material extends, at least one of said feed

rolls having a power transmission roll mounted coaxially

therewith and coupled to said feed roll for rotation there-

with, said power transmission roll being of a diameter

less than said feed roll, and a driving roll normally in

peripheral tangential contact with said power transmission

roU, and means for disengaging said driving roll from said

power transmission roll during non feeding intervals.

>
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3,09g^97
COOUNCi AND BAKING UTENSIL

Alpha J. Johnson and John A. Moore, Lxm Angeles, Calif.,

aaadgnon to Kaiser Alumlnam & Chemical Corpora-

tion, Oakland, CaUf^ a corporation of Delaware

Filed Feb. 27, 1953, Ser. No. 339,222

1 Claim. (CL229—2J)

flaps defining a small diamond shaped panel conunon to

the wall panels of said pair and to the corresponding end

flaps, the horizontally opposed apices of tlie diamond

shaped panel being positioned respectively on opposite

sides of the center line between the wall panels of said

pair and lying at the ends of the horizontal score lines

A thin metallic ;»e plate comprised of thin aluminum
foil, a circular main bottom portion, an outwardly flar-

ing side wall portion integrally jomed to said main bot-

tom portion, said outwardly flaring side wall portion being

formed with a plurality of corrugations, and a rim in-

tegrally joined to the upper outer edge of the outwardly

flaring side wall portion and extending therefrom, the

corrugations in the outwardly flaring side wall portion

being continued over into and terminating in said rim,

said rim having a flattened margin encircling said plate,

the free edge of the margin terminating in an integral

bead, the radial extent of said flattened margin being a

minor portion of the radial extent of the rim and said

corrugations terminating at the inner edge of the flattened

margin.

3,098.598
DAIRY WAX COMPOSITION

George A. Weiagerber, Cranford, and Arthur J. Reinsch,

Middlctown, NJ., aarignon to Eno Retearch and En-

gineering Company, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed June 1, 1961, Scr. No. 114,004

8 Claims. (CI. 229—3.1)

1. An improved wax coating composition which com-

prises essentially a refined paraffin wax present in a con-

centration from about 70 to 90% by weight, a first over-

bead microcrystalline wax present in a concentration of

from about 8 to 12% by weight, said first overhead micn>

crystalline wax having a congealing point of about 130*

F., a 5% distillation temperature at 10 mm. pressure of

about 490* F. and a 95% distillation temperature of

about 706* F., a second overhead microcrystolline wax

present in a concentration from about 3 to 12% by

weight, said second overhead microcrystalline wax hav-

ing a congealing pqint of about 182* F., a 5% distillation

temperature at 1 mm. pressure of about 509* F. and a

95% distillation temperature of about 659" F., and a

third overhead microcrystalline wax present in a concen-

tration of from about 3 to 7% by weight, said third over-

head microcrystalline wax having a congealing point of

about 136' F., a 5% distillation temperature at 1 mm.
pressure of about 436" F. and a 95% distillation tem-

perature of about 661' F,

3,098,599
CARTON

Albert W. Hagan, Stratford, Conn., assignor to Roy S.

Sanford & Company, Oxford, Conn., a partncrsiiip

FUed Aug. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 133,705

6 Claims. (CI. 229—37)
1. A one-piece blank for a sift-proof carton formed

of sheet material including a plurality of vertical wall

panels, each pair of adjacent panels being joined along a

vertical score line, a foldable end flap at the upper end of

each wall panel joined to the corresponding wall panel

along a horizontal score line, a cut line separating each

pair of adjacent end flaps and terminating an appreciable

distance above the center line of the horizontal score lines

between the wall panels and end flaps, and score lines on

each pair of adjacent wall panels and corresponding end
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rotor, each set of passage means comprising a plurality

of inter-connected passages, the rotary mechanism mclud-

ing a rotatable shaft having an eccentric portion, the

rotor being rotatably mounted upon the eccentric portion

and including a bearing bore having a bearing surface, the

bearing surfa,:e being in contact with the eccentric portion
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tion of said indicating means when an unmarked column

is sensed.

3,098,607
APPARATUS FOR USE IN SETTING VOTING
MACHINE FOR VOTER CLASSIFICATION

Robert B. McCaskill, Tulsa, Okla^ asignor to Seismo-

graph Service CorporatioD, Tolsa, Okla., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed June 28, 1961, Scr. No. 120,214

18 Claims. (CI. 235—54)

of the shaft, the shaft having a central bore, the eccentric

portion including a radial passage communicating with the

central bore, and the bearing surface of the rotor having

an inlet annulus communicating with the radial passage

in the eccentric portion and also communicating with an

inlet to the sets of passage means within the rotor.

3,098,606

TAG MARKING MACHINES WITH
ERROR CHECKS

Thaddeus C. Ross, Reading, Mass., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to A. Kimball Company, Brooklyn, N.Y.,

a corporation of New York
Filed Jan. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 1,288

7 Claims. (CI. 234—33)

\^

1. In a voting machine, a main housing including a

panel containing different selectors for permitting the

voter to make a selection, means for registering the

selections made by the voter, electrically operated means

in said main housing for rendering different groups of

selectors effective to actuate the registering means with

the different groups respectively corresponding with dif-

ferent classifications of voters, and auxiliary housing re-

mote from said main housing, and electrical conductor

means connecting said main housing and said auxiliary

housing, said auxiliary bousing carrying selector means

operated in accordance with each voter's classification

and electrically connected via said conductor means to

said electrically operated means, said selector means caus-

ing said electrically operated means to render effective

only the group of selectors corresponding to the classifi-

cation of the particular voter using the voting machine.

3,098,608

RESTORI>G MECHANISM FOR FIN CARRIAGES
Edward J. Dombrowski, Derby, Conn., assignor to Sperry

Rand Corporation, New Yorit, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Feb. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 175,734

7 Claims. (CI. 235—60)

4. In apparatus for checking a record member marked

at parallel columns of index points with data designa-

tions in a code requiring that a valid designation have a

predetermined number of marks in a column, said prede-

termined number being greater than one, in combmaUon,

means for feeding said record member through a sensing

station, sensing means disposed in relation to said feeding

means for sensing the designations marked in said col-

umns, indicating means, means controlled by said sensing

means in response to the sensing of a column having a

number of marks different from, whether greater or lesser

than, said predetermined number of marks for operating

said indicating means for manifesting an error, and means

controlled by said sensing means for inhibiting the opera-

I . In a restoring mechanism for an escapable pin car-

riage for returning the latter from an escaped position to

a start position,

(a) a support member disposed in a plane extending

normal to the plane in which the pin carriage travels,

(/») a spool mounted for rotation on said support for

rotation about an axis arranged normal to the first

mentioned plane,

(c) a spring having a fixed end,

(t/) a flexible drive member having one end connected

to the pin carriage and the other end connected to

the other end of said spring,
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(e) said flexible drive member having a portion inter-

mediate the ends thereof wrapped on said spool and

said portion maintained taut thereon by said spring,

(/) said flexible drive member moving the pin carriage

from an escaped position to a start position upon

rotation of the spool in one direction,

(g) a guide roller mounted on said support member

between the spocrf and pin carriage and disposed in

the plane of travel of said pin carriage,

(/i) said flexible drive member guided from said spool

and partially around said guide roller and extending

transversely of the longitudinal axis thereof to said

pin carriage to effect straight line movement of said

flexible drive member upon rotation of said spool in

said one direction,

(/) and means coacting with the spool and effective for

rotating said spood in said one direction.

whirl chamber of lesser diameter than the diameter of

said grease discharge opening and axially alined there-

with providing communication between said grease cavity

3,098,609

CALCULATING MACHINE DRIVING MECHANISM
AND THE LIKE

William S. Gubelmann, deceased, late of Convent, NJ.,

by Walter S. Gubelmann, executor, Oyster Bay, N.Y.;

said William S. Gubelmann assignor to Realty and

Industrial Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

Original application Nov. 6, 1950, Ser. No. 194,273, now
Patent No. 2,969,177, dated Jan. 24, 1961. Divided

and this application Oct 7, 1960, Ser. No. 61,322

24 Claims. (CI. 235—62)

and said whirl chamber for emission of grease under

pressure in an extending spray centrally through the

whirling grease in said whirl chamber.

3,098,611
ILLUMINATED DECORATIVE FRAME

George W. Connell, 5831 Florence Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,582

2 Claims. (CI. 240—10)

20. A motivating device comprising an output shaft

supported for rotation about its axis, motor means en-

gaging said output shaft for rotating said shaft, first,

second and third drive unit means carried on said shaft

for rotation thereon, each said drive unit means cornpris-

ing a plurality of means rotatable therewith, transmission

means between each of said drive unit means and said

output shaft and rotated by said shaft, for operating said

drive unit means and stop means for engaging any of said

drive unit means for stopping the rotation of said drive

unit means.

3,098,610

BREAD PAN GREASING NOZZLE
George H. Stram, Hellam, Pa., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Baker Perkins Inc., New York, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of New York .,. ^,.
Filed Nov. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 151,634

6 Claims. (CI. 239—441)

5. A liquid grease spray nozzle comprising a body

defining a bottom opening grease cavity and having an

inlet for grease under pressure; a bottom end closure for

said grease cavity having a control grease discharge open-

ing; a core in said grease cavity supported on said end

closure defining a shallow cylindrical whiri chamber in

surrounding communication with said grease discharge

opening; means forming restricted passages opening tan-

gentially into said cylindrical whirl chamber providing

communication between said grease cavity and said whirl

chamber to impart a whirling motion to the grease in

said whirl chamber for emission through said grease dis-

charge opening in an annular conically expanding band;

and a grease discharge orifice in the top wall of said

1. In a display device, an adjustable frame compris-

ing side, top and bottom elements connected together

at the comers, said elements having overlapping parts,

a plurality of spaced adjustment holes extending through

said overlapping parts, adjustable fasteners extending

through one of said adjustment holes and interconnecting

said parts and adapted to be introduced in a plurality of

different adjustment holes to permit dimensional adjust-

ment of the frame in* both the horizontal and vertical

direction, openings in the sides of the frame at upper

and lower positions extending generally toward the out-

side of the frame, frictional engaging elements mounted

in the openings and passing outward to a position beyond

the frame, each of said frictional engaging elements hav-

ing a plunger including a spring retainer abutment on its

outer end and a plunger retainer head toward its inner

end, and a helical compression spring surrounding said

plunger and urging said plunger outward by action from

the frame against the said spring retaining abuL-nent,

said frictional engaging element adapted to engage a win-

dow opening, an electric light assembly interconnected

with and mounted on said frame and removable bodily

from said window opening with said frame, said electric

light assembly comprising ccHitinuous electrical conduc-

tors on said overlapping elements permitting plug-in at
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any desired position along the frame, a connector ex-

tending from each conductor of the overlapping frame

element to each conductor of an underlapping frame

element, electric sockets removably plugged into the said

conductors at any desired position along the frame, and

electric lamps in the sockets.

3,098,612
LIGHTING FIXTURES

Edison Price, 17 King St., New Yorii, N.Y^ and Isutc

Goodbar, New York, N.Y. (93—02 211th St^ Qnecns

Village 28, N.Y.)
FUed Sept. 18, 1958, Ser. No. 857,641

4 Claims. (CI. 240—4135)

said shaft, a pair of axially spaced hubs mounted for

rotation with said shaft, an impact hammer pivotally

mounted between said hubs and having an impact edge

and a weighted head at the outer free end, extending in a

direction oppositely from said impact edge, said impact

hammer being freely movable about its pivot mounting

by centrifugal force created upon rotation of said hubs

to a position with the mass thereof disposed in radial align-

'x^t"^

1. A light fixture having a light source of substantial

dimensions relative to the dimensions of the fixture with

a surface of resolution about its vertical axis positioned

therein adapted to substantially limit reflections from the

interior of the fixture when the fixture is viewed from an

angle greater than c with the vertical axis of the fixture

comprising a specular surface of revolution which inter-

sects with planes containing the axis of revolution of

the light source and of the specular surface in accordance

with the following equations:

X=x-\-
E — 8—x.s\n c+ ycosc

=r>Miy-
3,098,613

HAMMER ROTOR CONSTRUCTION FOR
MATERIAL CRUSHERS

John T. HcUyer, Wayne, HI., aarignor of one-half to

Robert S. Strom, Whcaton, HI.

FUed May 5, 1958, Scr. No. 732,880
3Chihii>. (CI. 241—190)

1. A unitary, portable, household appliance for crush-

ing ice comprising a rotatable shaft, means for rotating

ment with the axis of said pivot and the axis of said shaft,

and means for limiting the extent of pivotal movement
of said impact hammer, said hubs and hammer being so

dimensioned and correlated whereby the hammer may be

moved incident to impact with a piece of material radially

inwardly in a direction opposite the rotation of said shaft

and disposed substantially within the peripheral limits

of said hubs.

Bin c— y' cos c+^i^-y'*

E—«— i.sin c+ y.cos c ,

Y=y+ -
;

, /
,y

sm c — y cos c-Hyi-fy''

where

:

X and y are the coordinates of the points of inter-

section of the surface of the light source with the

plane of coordinates considered which contains the

axis of revolution and y' is the derivation of y with

reference to x; y=f(.x) defines the intersection of

the source surface with the plane of coordinates; E
is a constant; c is the angle of the vertical axis of the

fixture beyond which reflections are substantially

limited; and X and Y are the coordinates of the

points of intersection of the specular surface with the

plane of coordinates:

3,098,614
IMPELLERS FOR COMMINUTORS

Ludwig Johannes Meyer, Monster, Westphalia, Germany,
assignor to Hazcmag, Monster, Westphalia, Germany

FUed Mar. 6, 1962, Scr. No. 177,770
Claims priority, appHcatlon Germany Mar. 7, 1961

8 Ciahns. (CL 241—193)

8. In an impeller for oomminutors and the like, in com-
bination, a rotary impeller body being formed with a

plurality of elongated openings extending in substantially

radial direction from the periphery (rf said body toward

the axis of rotations thereof and being distributed about

said axis, said body having at each opening an elongated

trailing portion extending parallel to said axis and form-

ing a first abutment surface transverse to the elongation

of said opening and having an elongated leading portion

located ahead of said trailing portion in the direction of

rotation of said body and forming a second abutment sur-

face extending substantially in axial direction and being
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. . J ,« c,;^ a,;, than «id first abutment sur- said two runs of said carrying means; and a pair of second

said outer periphery of said body and havmg each an

inner portion located with clearance in said openmgs,

respccUvely, each bar having a trailing rib located radially

inwardly of said first abutment surface and urged, durmg

rotation of said body, by centrifugal force outwardly mto

engagement with said first abutment surface, the engage-

ment of said rib with said abutment surface tendmg to

turn each bar in a direcUon which maintains said bar

pressed against said second abutment surface, whereby

said bars are maintained by centrifugal force in predeter-

mined posi.ions with respect to said impeller body which

will not be changed under the impact of the material to

be comminuted onto said free end portions of said bars

while at the same time said bars can be easily removed

in direction of said axis from said openings when said im-

peller body does not rotate.

3,098,615

TOOL FOR WINDING WIRES ONTO TERMINALS
Jacob C. Bach, La Grange, William F. FIvek, Berwyn,

and Robert A. Heyden, Pales Heights, III., assignors to

Western Electric Company, Incorporated, a corpora-

tion of New York ^^„
FUed June 17, 1960, Ser. No. 36,808

2 CUims. (CI. 242—7)

means and parallel therewith, respective first and second

wire guide means edges being positioned adjacent said two

slots for guiding said length of wire from said feeding

means into said two slots.

3,098,617

FLEXIBLE RECORD TRANSPORT APPARATUS
Leslie R. Day, Old Bridge, NJ., assignor to Monroe Cal-

culating Machine Company, Orange, NJ., a corpora-

tion of Delaware ^ ^, - „^
FUed Jan. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 2,374

10 CUims. (CI. 242—55.11)

1. A wire winding tool comprising a wire winding bit

having a laterally projecting shoulder, a bit driving mem-

ber, means interconnecting said wire winding bit and said

bit driving member for rotational and axial movement

'of said bit, means for driving said bit driving member,

a housing for supporting said driving means and said bit

driving member for rotational movement, means remov-

ably attached to said housing for supporting said bit for

rotational movement and for engaging said shoulder to

limit axial movement in a direction away from said bit

driving member, and spring means interposed between

said bit and said bit driving member for axially movmg

said bit into engagement with said shoulder.

6. Flexible record transport apparatus comprising a

frame member, an axle member associated with and sup-

ported by the frame member, a spindle having a stor-

age portion and a take-up porUon, said spmdle portions

being mounted for independent rotation about the com-

mon axis of the axle member, the said portions havmg

slopes of opposite sense with respect to said axis so as

to form truncated cones of abutting minor cross-sections.

3,098,616

COIL WINDING MACHINE
Robert J. Eminger, KendaUville, Ind., assignor to Fort

Wayne Tool and Die, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 97,052

13 Claims. (CI. 242—13)

1. In combination: an externally slotted core member

having at Ifcast two slots extending inwardly from an ex-

ternal face thereof; and apparatus for winding a coil in

said two slots comprising endless flexible wire carrying

means spaced from said core face, means interiorly of said

carrying means for forming the carrying means into two

runs respectively parallel with said two slots, means ex-

teriorly of said carrying means for driving the same, said

carrying means having means thereon and driven there-

with for feeding a continuous length of wire to said core;

first wire guide means on said forming means having edges

respectively spaced from said core face and parallel with

792 O.G.—62

3,098,618

WEB SPLICING APPARATUS
Corson Walter Chase, Oak Park, and Walter J. Jasinow-

ski. La Grange Parii, III., and Ame V. Pedersen,

Gentofte, Denmark, assignors to Miehle-Goss-Uexter,

Incorporated, Wilmington, Del., a corporation of Dela-

Original application Apr. 21, 1955, Ser.JS". 502,923, now

Patent No. 2,963,234, dated Dec. 6, I'^O- ^L^'ded

and this application Sept. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,378

8 Claims. (CI. 242—58.3)

1 In a paster carriage for web splicing apparatus, the

combination of a rotatable shaft, a plurality of brushes

fixed on brackets along said shaft, a torsion spring for

urging said shaft in one direction, means for cocking

said shaft against the force of said spring, rcleasable

latch means for holding the shaft cocked, an anchor

collar connected to said spring and rotatable about said

shaft to increase or decrease the torsional bias in that

spring, gear teeth on said anchor collar, a rotatable cap-
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Stan having gear teeth thereon meshed with the collar

teeth, and a spring biased, releasable pawl engaged with

said capstan teeth to lock the capstan and the collar in

adjusted angular positions which determine the cocked

bias of said spring.

3 098 619
WINDER DRUM ARRANGEMENT

Robert S. Washburn, Beloit, Wis., assignor to Bcloit

Iron Worlcs, Beloit, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin
Filed Dec. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 78,173

7 Claims. (CI. 242—66)

I. In a device for winding a traveling sheet upon itself

to form a wound roll, a plurality of spaced underwinder

drum assemblies adapted to support the wound roll from
beneath, at least one of said assemblies comprising a pair

of closely spaced uniplanar rollers and mounting means
maintaining such uniplanar rollers in a plane generally

tangential to said wound roll during windup of the sheet,

each of said rollers creating a local compacting pressure

wave in the roll, said rollers of each pair being spaced

sufficiently close so that their pressure waves overlap and

the intensity of the pressure waves is reduced and where-

by the area supporting th^ weight of the wound roll via

said pair of rollers is increased beyond that of the normal

line of contact between a single underwinder drum and

the wound roll, and means for guiding the traveling sheet

through said area for effecting winding of such sheet into

the wound roil.

3,098,620
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFAC-
TURING OF HIGH STRENGTH CYLINDRICAL
SHELLS

Fred A. Carstens, Milwauitce, Wis., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Chicago Bridge & Iron Company, Oalc

Brooit, 111., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Jiily 25, 1960, Scr. No. 45,099
6 Claims. (CI. 242—75.2)

1. Apparatus for coiling sheet material in the forming

of high strength cylindrical structures, comprising a ro-

tary spindle upon which the structure is to be coiled,

means to supply a continuous length of sheet material to

the structure as said spindle rotates, a pair of spaced

parallel bars defining a throat therebetween through which

said material passes from said supply means to said ro-
tary spindle, means rigidly joining said bars at their cor-
responding ends, frictional elements carried by one of
said bars and facing the Other at said throat, a plurality of
pressure cylinders carried by said other bar and having

corresponding pistons movable toward said first bar, and
frictional elements carried by said pistons and facing

said first named friction elements to frictionally clamp
the sheet material therebetween and provide a frictional

drag on the material as it is pulled through the throat by
said rotary spindle.

3,098,621
REEL WINDING APPARATUS

Alden W. Nelson, West Mystic, and GUbcrt E. Sisson,
Mystic, Conn., assignors, by mcne assignments, to

Crompton & Knowlcs Corporation, Worcester, Mass.,
a corporation of Massachusetts

FUed Apr. 25, 1961, Scr. No. 105,457
14 Cbdms. (CI. 242—79)

I. In reel winding apparatus, the combination with a
frame, of axially aligned bearings on said frame for

rotary support of a reel above the floor, with one of said

bearings being axially movable in first and seqpnd direc-

tions into reel suiH>orting and releasing positions, respec-

tively; an elevator having a base and a slide with a reel

track on said base, said elevator being guided on said

frame for movement into lower and upper positions in

which said base is substantially on the floor for rolling a

reel therefrom onto said slide track and a reel on said

slide track is between said bearings and with its axis in

alignment with the bearing axis, respectively, and said

slide being guided on said base for movement in said first

and second directions to bring a reel on the track thereof

into and from supporting relation, respectively, with the

other bearing in said upper elevator position; first and
second devices for moving said one bearing and operating
said elevator, respectively, and means for moving said

slide.

3,098,622
TAPE-MEASURES

Donald Bishop, St Albans, and Jonathan Heath Ripper,
Bamburst, Kent, England, assignors to National
Research Development Corporation, London, England,
a British corporation

FUed Nov. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 154,012
19 Claims. (CI. 242—84.8)

1. A tape measure comprising a casing; a tape drum
joumalled in said casing; a restraint bobbin jounulled
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««i.Uy wiU. said up. drum; . spco. iournaU«. beside -^ f^.trd'L^'l^^'m^n^'^it.t^^^^
«id bobbin; . .prin, b«»J «.chor«i a. on. end U> sa.d

^j^^"* °^f;^,::^4„"^~Sc mem^is wiU, said firs.

rollers in a retracted position and said first rollers there-

after moved to the reel-engaging posiuon, said second

roUers may be moved towards said first rollers to engage

the rims of the reel and, acting conjointly with said first

rollers engaged with the reel rims, to lift the reel.

3,098,624 _,^
APPARATUS FOR STRINGING AND TENSIONING

PLURAL SraANDS OF FENCE WIRE
Sherwood S. De Forest, CoraopoUs, Pa^ "«*«"/»£, *°

United States Steel Corporation, a corpomtJon of New

^^^^
FUed Feb. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 87,833

12 Claims. (CI. 242—86.7)

spool and at the other end to said bobbin and opposite-

ly wound on said spool and said bobbin; and means for

interconnecting said tape drum and said bobbin.

3,098,623 _,^
CARRIAGE FOR HANDLING AND DISPLACING

CABLE REELS
Laden Andri Mortlcr, 16bis Rnc dc Strasbourg,

FUed Mar. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 180,735

Claims priority, appttcadoa France Mar. 20, 1961^Huui. p.
^^ J4^j£27(q; 242—»63)

1. A carriage, for lifting, transporting and rotating

cable reels, comprising, in combination, a chassis U-

shape in plan and including a pair of laterally spaced

and relatively elongated side members interconnected at

one end by a cross member, said side members bemg ar-

ranged to have a cable reel supported therebetween with

its axis transverse to said side members; a steering plat-

form supporting said cross member and rotatable relative

thereto about a substantially verUcal axis; a steering and

driving wheel rotatably mounted on and supporting said

platform; driving means connected to said steering and

driving wheel to rotate the latter; a pair of freely rotaUble

support wheels each rotatably mounted in a respective

support; means mounting each support on a respective

side member adjacent the free end of the latter for vertical

adjustment of each support wheel relaUve to ks associated

side member; a pair of first reel support rollers each

mourned on the free end of a respective side member on

the inner side thereof for movement between a reel-

engaging position, in which said first rollers are axially

aligned transversely of the side members to engage the

rims of a reel between said side members, and a retractwl

position in which said first rollers are swung out of the

way to provide for entry of a reel between said side

members; a pair of second reel support rollers secured in

axially spaced relation to an axle extending transversely

of said side member inwardly of said first rollers; and

1 Apparatus for stringing plural strands of fence wire

under tension along a line of fence posts comprising the

combination with a platform movable along said fence

line and a plurality of rotatable fence wu-e dispensing

reel's mounted on said platform, there being one of said

reels for each of said strands and each being adapted to

support a cob of fence wire from which one of said

strands is dispensed when said platform is moved along

said fence line, of a common braking unit compnsmg a

plurality of rotatable members mounted in axially spaced

positions for rotation about a common axis, there being

one of said members for each of said strands, a plurality

of separate means for rotating said rotatable members

respectively in response to dispensing movement of said

strands, and frictional braking means for resisting the ro-

tation of each of said rotatable members and operatmg

through said responsive means for applying tension to each

of said wire strands.

3,098,625

ROCKET MOTOR AND CONTROL SYSTEM
RnsseU F. TUelman, Seven Hills, Ohio, asi^nor to

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, a

corporation of Ohio
FUed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,744

9 Cteims. (fl. 244—4)

I. An integrated propulsion and attitude control sys-

tem adapted to render persons and material airborne com-

prising: a reaction motor swivelably connected to each

of Ihe opposed ends of a fud container, each of said mo-

tors in communication with a gimbaled gas discharge
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nozzle; fuel injection metering means communicating the

reaction chamber of each of said motors with the fuel

container for controlling flow of fuel to the reaction

chamber, firs, means for simultaneously swiveling each of

said reaction motors in the same direction and in syn-

chronized unison to control movement of the fuel con-

tainer about its pitch axis; second means for selectively

moving each of the gas discharge nozzles to control move-

men: of the fuel container about its yaw axis; common
means for simultaneously controlling supply of fuel under

pressure to said reaction motors, each of said first and

second means and initation of ignition of fuel in said

reaction motors, and means for terminating flow of fuel

from said fuel container to said reaction motors.

3,098,626
SYSTEM FOR STARTING GAS TURBINE

POWER PLANTS
Bernard L. Messinger, Sherman Oaks, Calif., assignor to

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

Filed Nov. 21, I960, Ser. No. 70,672

6 Claims. (CI. 244—53)

JfU,

I

.u ,xi

'>
'

1. An engine starting system for multi-engine aircraft

comprising, an aircraft self-contained source of pressur-

ized air carried on the aircraft, each engine having a

starter unit, main ducting means connecting tlie self-

contained source to the starter unit on a first engine of

the aircraft, engine bleed air ducting connecting bleed air

from a second engine of the aircraft to the main ducting

means for supplying pressurized engine bleed air to the

starter means of the first engine, ducting connected to the

main ducting for detachably connecting a ground source

of pressurized air independent of the aircraft to the starter

unit of the first engine, valve means included in the main

ducting for selectively connecting the main ducting with

air supplied from the aircraft source, the ground source

and the second engine bleed air source respectively, and

an airborne compressor and ducting means connected to

the self-contained source for recharging the source, and

means connecting the bleed air ducting to the compressor

for selective airborne operation of the compressor while

in aircraft flight.

3,098,627
AUTOMATIC STABILIZING APPARATUS

FOR AIRCRAFT
Ian Kennan Bertram Lasbrey, Belfast, Northern Ireland,

assignor to Short Brothers A Hariand Limited, Belfast,

Northern Ireland

Filed May 23, 1960, Ser. No. 31,112
11 Claims. (CI. 244—77)

r̂h

^=^^^1-^^

i-JTF3^

1. Stabilizing apparatus for an aircraft control system
having an output member comprising a plurality of signal

transmission channels for commonly controlling said out-
put member; each channel comprising a respective rate

gyroscope responsive to the rate of change of attitude of
the aircraft about a predetermined axis which axis is the

same for all said channels, a respective integrator unit

coupled to receive a rate signal derived from the respec-

tive said gyroscope, and a respective servo motor cou-
pled to drive the said output member in response to sig-

nals applied thereto from the output of the respective said

integrator unit; an attitude gyroscope common to all

said channels for generating an output signal representa-

tive of the attitude of the aircraft about said predeter-

mined axis; and means in each channel for comparing
the output signal from the respective integrator unit with
the output signal from the attitude gyroscope to generate

a correction signal to modify the output signal from the

respective integrator unit to reduce errors therein.

3,098,628
AIRCRAFT

Roland Henry Chaplin, Weybridge, England, assignor to
Hawker Aircraft Limited, KJngston-opon-Thames,
England

FUed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,517
2 Claims. (CI. 244—83)

1. In an aircraft of the vertical take-off and landing

type, wherein vortical lift and forward propulsion is ob-

tained by efflux nozzles capable of orientation between
vertical and horizontal positions, control mechanism for

effecting such orientation, means operable as a result of
movement of said control mechanism to move said noz-

zles from a vertical to a horizontal position to produce
a slow speed of orientation, said means beihg inoperative

when said control mechanism is operated to move said

nozzles in the opposite direction to ensure rapid orienta-

tion of said nozzles from a horizontal position to a vertical

position, a control lever movable in either direction ac-

cording to the required direction of orientation, a dash-pot

brought into operation by movement of the lever when
the latter is moved to give a slow orientation, a gate in

which the lever moves, the gate being calibrated to show
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different angles of orientation of tiie nozzles and a pre-

selector stop in the gate which can be set to limit angular

movement of the lever in the direction which will produce

a quick orientation of the nozzles and an override and

follow up lever which is operable if required to increase

the speed of orientation or for use in an emergency in the

event of the dash-pot not operating efficienUy.
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3,098,631
SUPINATING PILOrS SEAT

Archie A. Hall and Jerome R. Sabbia, Dallas, Tex.,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to the United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

FUed Dec. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 161,754

11 Claims. (CI. 244—122)

3,098,629

SHOCK ABSORBER FOR AIRPLANE
ARRESTING DEVICES

Per Borje Fonden, Hejdesatan 3, and Karl Ove Torgny

W&lander, Vasavagen 49, both of Linkopmg, Sweden

FUed Ian. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 3,937

2 Claims. (Ci. 244—110)

c^^.'Tv 7

1 A device for preventing the runaway of airplanes

in landing comprising in combination, an arrestmg net,

a pair of tiltable masts, means for suspending said net

in a substantially vertical plane between said masts, a

braking mechanism having a large static inertia located

in front of each end of said net, connections between

the ends of the net and said braking mechanism, and

shock absorbing assemblies inserted in said connections,

having small static inertia compared with that of said

braking mechanism, and becoming active only when the

net is subjected to loads exceeding normally existing loads

which may be attended to by said braking mechanism,

said shock absorbing mechanism comprising means for

transforming kinetic energy into heat, said shock absorb-

ing assemblies each comprising a set of straps made of

a material which on tcnsional load gives a characteristic

tension-to-elongation curve including a first sharp steep

portion and a less steep and nearly horizontal second

portion.

3,098,630

ANNULAR SUPERSONIC DECELERATOR
OR DROGUE

James F. Connors, Nortti Olmsted, Ohio, assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the

Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space

Admmistration ^^ „ „,
Filed Dec. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 77,252

9CUims. (CI. 244—113)

(Granted under TItie 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

2. A supersonic decelerator comprising means for ob-

structing a supersonic fluid stream, thereby effecting a

shock wave, said obstruction means having an open area,

means for supporting said obstruction means, said sup-

port means being disposed downstream of said obstruc-

tion means, and means for interconnecting said support

means to a supersonic vehicle, said interconnecting means

having a cross-section area substantially smaller than the

open area associated with said obstruction means, thereby

preventing intersection of the shock wave with said inter-

connecting means whereby interconnecting means bound-

ary layer separation is eliminated.

H.«T,^__^J..'.-»

2. In an aircraft capsule structure:

a pilot's seat having a back portion pivotally connected

to a seat portion,

pneumatic actuator means including piston means con-

nected to said back jwrtion for actuating said pilot's

seat to and from a supinating position,

first and second valve means disposed respectively at

each end of said pneumatic actuator means,

air supply means,

rotary valve means including a rotatable element hav-

ing a first position for connecting said air supply

means to said first valve means and a second posi-

tion for connecting said air supply means to said sec-

ond valve means,

control means including arm means having a mass at

one end, said arm means operably connected to

said rotatable element whereby said rotatable ele-

ment is rotated to said first position when the accel-

eration forces acting on said mass are above a prede-

termined value and to said second position when the

accleration forces acting on said mass are below a

predetermined value.

3 098 632
COMBINATION AIRCRAFT FUEL TANK AND

FOWERPLANT ARRANGEMENT
Charles H. Christenson, Burbank, Calif., assignor to

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

FUed Sept 11, 1953, Ser. No. 379,641

9 Claims. (CI. 244—135)

1. In combination with an airplane, jettisonable tanks

suspended externally therefrom, comprising streamlined

ducts, jet type powerplants mounted in said ducts, fairings

normally closing said ducts, and means to jettison said

fairings whereby to convert said tanks into jet type power-

plants.

3,098,633

AIRCRAFT AUXILIARY FUEL TANK
Martin A. Price, 514 N. Helberta, Redondo Beach, Calif

Filed July 20, 1959, Ser. No. 828,370

4 Claims. (CI. 244—135)

1. An aircraft auxiliary fuel tank adapted to be

mounted and retained in an aircraft seat having bottom
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and back portions, said tank comprising a generally hori-

zontal lower section which includes a generally flat bot-

tom wall mountable on the scat bottom, side, forward

and top walls, and a generally vertical upper section ex-

tending upwardly from said lower section, said upper

section including a^, generally flat back wall mountable

against the scat back, side, forward and top walls, the

outer end of said tubular member, a plunger core adapted

to slide outwardly of said valve body in said tubular

member under the action of said winding when energized,

with a clearance between said plunger core and the wall

of the tubular member, a spring urging the plunger core

away from the pole-piece, a needle valve carried by the

plunger core and adapted to normally close said seat and

two sections being hermetically joined at a waist section,

the three sections forming an L shape in side profile and

providing a unitary closed and hermetically impervious

container, and the waist section having a girth adapting

it to encirclement by a conventional aircraft scat belt

with the seat belt extending from below and behind the

tank upwardly on opposite sides of the tank and around

said waist section.

3,098,634

FOLDING KITE STRUCTURE
Robert D. Finklea, 1801 E. Medlock, Phoenix 16, Ariz.

FUed Apr. 25, 1963, Ser. No. 275,731

3 Claims. (CI. 244—153)

3. A box kite structure comprising in combination:

a. a plurality of four parallel support members,

b. means interconnecting each of two diagonally op-

posite supj>ort members to form two rectangular

frame structures,

c. means for pivotally interconnecting the mid-points

of the shorter sides of said rectangular frame struc-

ture,

d. longitudinally spaced sleeves around the longer sides

of said pivotally connected rectangular frame con-

nected to two of said diagonally opposite parallel

support members while unattached relative to the

other of said parallel support members.

3,098,635
ELECTROMAGNETIC VALVES

Louis Adolphc Debporte, 147 Roe d'Estienne d'Orves,

Ciamart, Fruice, and Jean Andri Deniascllc, 43 Blvd.

Victor Hugo, Paris, France
FUed Feb. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 88,793

Claims priority, application France Mar. 14, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 251—54)
1. An electromagnetic valve comprising a valve body

provided with a passageway for a liquid to be handled

and with a seat in said passageway, a tubular member

carried by said body and opening into said passageway

in front of said seat, an electromagnetic winding sur-

rounding said tubular member, a pole-piece closing the

to open said seat upon energization of the electromagnetic

winding,' a single, very yielding diaphragm fitted across

the lower end of the tubular member between the plunger

core and the inner wall of said tubular member, and a

mass of non-corrosive, non-compressible liquid completely

filling the tubular member above the diaphragm and the

pressure of which deforms the latter when the plunger

core is actuated upon energization of the electromagnet.

3,098,636
AUTOMOBILE RADIATOR CAP
Samuel L. Contella, Buffalo, N.Y.

(16 Maple Grove, Tonawanda, N.Y.)

Filed July 18, 1961, Ser. No. 124,999

4 Claims. (CL 251—98)

1. In combination with a radiator cap having a top, a

retaining member depending from said top, a valve unit

slidably received on said retaining member, and a resilient

member acting between said top and said valve unit to

urge the latter downwardly relative to said top,

an actuating lever carried by said top for lifting said

valve unit in opposition to said resilient member to

thus effect a pressure-relieving action,

said actuating lever having an elongate main body

presenting a base portion at one end, a finger portion

at the opposite end and a fulcrum portion joining the

base and finger portions,

a first leg member joined with said base portion remote

from said fulcrum portion and depending therefrom

through said cap and into engagement beneath a por-

tion of said valve unit, said leg member being a

length to normally position said base portion close

to said upper surface of the cap under the action of

said resilient member, and said actuating lever being

so shaped as to simuluneously space said finger por-

tion above said upper surface of the cap,

a second leg member joined with said finger portion

remote from said fulcrum portion and depending

therefrom through said cap, whereby the first and

second leg members guide and position said actuating

lever relative to said cap.
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3,098,637

BALANCING AND SHUTOFF VALVE
Gordon N. Banstian, Bettcndorf, Iowa, assignor to Ameri-

can Air Filter Company, Inc., Jefferson, Ky., a corpo-

ration of Delaware .„ *.,
FUed June 23, 1960, Ser. No. 38,245

2 Claims. (CI. 251—122)

cover is connected to said other end and the wires may

be easily withdrawn from the string block when the cover

1. In a balancing and shutoff valve construction: a

hollow body having a main portion including an inlet

port and an outlet port and an intermediate obliquely

disposed wall defining a valve seat, and having a branch

portion extending at a right angle to said obliquely dis-

posed wall; a valve bonnet enclosing the open end of s-'id

branch portion and having an internally threaded sleeve

projecting into said branch portion; a valve element in-

cluding an unbroken generally paraboloid shaped work-

ing surface end adapted to be moved into and out of

engagement with said valve seat and a hollow sleeve por-

tion extending outwardly into said branch portion and

being externally threaded for engagement with said in-

ternal threads of said bonnet sleeve, the bore of said

hollow sleeve portion being of non-circular cross section;

a hollow stem projecting through said bonnet in sealed

relationship and having an inner end slidably projecting

into said valve element bore, said inner end being of a

non-circular cross section to substantially conform to

said valve element bore cross section whereby rotation

of said stem causes a corresponding rotation of said

valve element and proportional axial displacement of

said valve element relative to said seat; slip fitted rod

means in said hollow stem bore and having its inner end

projecting into said hollow sleeve portion of said valve

element for engaging said valve element upon predeter-

mined movement thereof away from said seat, said rod

means including an intermediate annular groove receiv-

ing an O-ring compressed within said hollow stem; and

separate adjustable means, in the form of a plug mem-

ber, unattached to said rod means, threadably received

and recessed within said stem outer end for axial dis-

placement therewithin to correspondingly displace said

rod means, whereby movemeni of said valve element

away from said seat is selectively limited.

is released from said other end; and means on the frame

for sui^x>rting the same.

3,098,639

CABLE GUIDING APPARATUS
Menashe Bromberg, West Orange, NJ., assignor to

Western Electric Company, Incorporated, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of New Yorit

FUed June 28, 1961, Ser. No. 120,370

7 Claims. (CI. 254—190)

3,098,638
STRINGING BLOCK

Anthony McAnley, Maywood, III., assignor to A. B.

Chance Company, Centralia, Mo., a corporation of

Missouri .

, „,, ...

FUed Aug. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 836,448

3 Claims. (O. 254—134.3)

1. A stringing block comprising a rectangular frame

having a base two ends and a cover, said cover being

hingedly attached to one of said ends; a rclcasable lock

normally maintaining said cover connected with the other

end a row of spaced, vertical axles, each having one eiid

thereof rigid with said base and disposed substantially

perpendicular thereto, said cover having a pluraUty of

recesses therein for receiving the other end of correspond-

ing axles; a horizontal axle rigidly interconnecting said

ends, whereby to define a number of wire guide sections; a

cylindrical sleeve roller in surrounding rotatable relation-

ship wi h each axle respectively, whereby wires may be

easUy drawn through the wire guide secUons when the

7. An apparatus for guiding cables of different diam-

eter comprising a first pair of spaced rollers mounted

on axes extending in a first direction, a second pair of

spaced rollers mounted on axes extending in a direction

normal to the first direction, means pivotally mounting the

second pair of rollers to pivot about an axis normal to

the axes of the second pair of rollers, adjusting means

for simultaneously moving the rollers of each pair toward

or away from each other, and a pivotal guide means

coupled to the pivotal mounting means and pivoUble

about an axis parallel to the axes of the second pair of

rollers.

3,098,640

VACUUM GYPSUM MIXERS
Helmut Rossmann, Selb, Bavaria, Germany, ass^or to

Gebriider Netsch, Maschinenfabrik, Selb, Bavaria,

Germany ..«,»,
FUed Aug. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 52,071

7 Claims. (CI. 259—122)

1. Vacuum gypsum mixer, comprising a two-part vacu-

um tank, a flat carrier plate forming the bottom part of

said tank, means mounting said carrier plate in fixed

position below ihe upper part of the tank, a run-in track

and a run-out track leading to and from said earner plate

respectively on opposite sides thereof, a mixing vessel

supported on said plate during mixing operation and being

shiftable on to said plate from said run-in track and off

said plate on.o said run-out track after the mixing op-

eration, a hood forming the top part of said tank adapt-
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ed to be lowered on to said carrier plate over said mix- ing the collar and the nut; and, a second clutch means
ing vessel in its operative position on said plate and to be between the thrust piston means and the collar for alter-

raised to wi hdraw said vessel from said plate, a stirring

mechanism carried by said hood and adapted to be low-

ered into and removed from said mixing vessel during ^,^|^-_-^ i^—— ''-

1
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3,098,648
SHEET STOPPING MECHANISM

Larry L. Cruzcn, Livonia, Mich., assignor to Burrouglis

Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Micliigan .

FUed Mar. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 96,192
2 Claims. (CI. 271—46)

T.^^-^

2. In a sheet braking mechanism for a sheet stop sta-

tion of a high velocity sheet transporting apparatus, a

stationary brake plate, a retractable brake plate in opposed

broadside relationship to said stationary brake plate, said

brake plates having corresponding forward edges defining

an entrance to receive a sheet edgewise and having op-

posite corresponding rear edges forming a sheet exit, a

retractable stop member closing said exit, a movable

fulcrum member overlying said movable plate and mov-

able toward and away from said stationary plate, said

movable plate fulcrumed on 'aid movable fulcrum mem-
ber between and closer to the sheet exit than to the sheet

entrance, yieldable thrust means acting on said fulcrum

member and normally holding said movable plate against

said stationary plate, said movable plate having a curved

portion along the rear edge thereof with the concave sur-

face toward said stationary plate and the rear edge offset

from the plane of said movable plate to space the latter

from said stationary plate between said fulcrum member
and the rear edge of said stationary plate.

hold the latter flat against said brake plate, a retractable

stop member normally overlying the sheet exit, a latch

member normally latching said stop member in the nor-

mal position thereof, a power element operatively con-

nected to said latch member and operable when activated

to release said stop member, a lost-motion connection

between and connecting said power element and said stop

member to effect a delayed retraction of said stop mem-
ber subsequent to release said latch member, and a second

lost-motion connection between and connecting said power
element and said fulcrum member to effect a delayed

movement of said fulcrum member away from said brake

plate subsequent to retraction of said stop member, spring

means suspending the front end of said pressure plate

from said supporting means and normally overcome by
said thrust member, and means on said stop member
operable to lift the rear end of said pressure plate and nor-

mally spaced therefrom.

3,098,649
SHEET STOPPING MECHANISM

Larry L. Cruzen, Livonia, Mich., assignor to Bur-

roughs Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation

of Michigan
FUed Dec. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 160,999

20 Cbims. (CI. 271—46)

S. A sheet braking mechanism for a station of a high

velocity sheet transporting apparatus comprising support-

ing means, a brake plate supported by said supporting

means, a pressure plate overlying said brake plate in

broadside relationship thereto, said plates having corre-

sponding forward ends defining a sheet entrance therebe-

tween and corresponding rearward ends defining a sheet

exit, a fulcrum member mounted for movement on said

supporting means toward and away from said brake plate

and disposed on the other side of said pressure plate from

said brake plate, said pressure plate pivotal on said ful-

crum member by a sheet engaging between the forward

ends of said plates, said fulcrum member disposed closer

to the sheet exit than to the sheet entrance, a yieldable

thrust member exerting a braking force on said pressure

plate, said fulcrum member interposed between said thrust

member and said pressure plate and transmitting the force

of said thrust member to said pressure plate to normally

3,098,650
OPERATING CONTROL MECHANISM FOR

DUPLICATING MACHINES
Henry P. Keil, Chicago, III., assi^poor to Fixture Hardware

Corporation, Chicago, Ul., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Apr. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 20,931
7 Claims. (CL 271—57)

1. In a duplicating machine having a feed tray, a ro-

tatable wheel mounted on a lever pivoted to the frame
of the machine and adapted to rest upon the copy sheets

being fed into the machine, and drive means connected

to the wheel adapted to periodically rotate the wheel, the

improvement comprising a second wheel mounted on the

feed tray in the pivotal path of the rotatable wheel and
below the lower copy sheet, and switch means operatively

connected to said second wheel adapted to be operated in

response to rotation of said second wheel by the rotatable

wheel when the two wheels are in engagement with one

another.

3,098,651
SWINGABLE WALKERS

Charles E. Murcott, Valley Drive, Bay Crest,

Huntington, N.Y.
FUed Sept. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 136,864

9 Claims. (CI. 272—70.3)
1. A swingable wallter of the character defined com-

prising two reinforced U-shaped side frames having upper
crossheads forming integral handgrip portions and front

and rear depending posts, bracing means positioned be-

tween the upper portion of the front posts, said means
and said frames being swingably coupled for movement
of the frames one with respect to the other, a check rod
adjacent the front posts, means pivotally supporting said

rod in connection with the side frames for controlling
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relative sjwcing and movement of said frames, said check

rod having diverging ends, and said diverging ends en-

and pin supporting surface, a backstop in said pit and

mounted above said supporting surface a distance less

than the diameter of a bowling ball, said backstop having

an opening for receiving a bowling ball therethrough, a

boundary of said pit being provided with a ball receiving

(^>ening located behind said backstop, guide means

mounted behind said backstop for guiding a ball from

said backstop opening to said pit boundary opening, and

gaging the front posts of the side frames in checking

swinging movement of said frames.

3,098,652
CAT AND BIRD GAME

James Lee, 1130 Brookdaie Ave., Bayshore, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 244,745

3 Claims. (CL 273—1)
means for causing a ball to roll through both of said

openings, said ball guide means including a member hav-

ing a generally horizontal curved portion extending from

the backstop ball opening to the pit boundary ball open-

ing and adapted to engage a ball therealong, and guide

means mounted on said member for directing pins down-

wardly onto said surface thereby preventing obstruction

to the passage of balls through said opening.

3,098,654
BOWLING GLOVE DEVICE

Lee D. Larsen, 540 N. Main, Pocatello, Idaho

FUed Oct 19, 1961, Ser. No. 146,301

1 Claim. (CL273—54)

1. A game of the class described comprising, in com-

bination, a horizontal base of rectangular contour hay-

ing a vertical flange at each of the longer sides of said

rectangle, a vertical board secured to one of said flanges,

the other flange ha;ving a row of holes, the holes in said

row located equidistant from each other, a row of holes

in the opposite flange in alignment with the holes in

the first flange, a row of cartoon characters mounted

to the upper edge of said vertical board, springs upon

which said characters arc mounted, said springs being

held upright on the upper edge of said board, a row

of cartoon characters disposed along the entire length of

said base, and a number of flexible cords being threaded

tlu-ough the holes in said flanges, one end of each cord

being secured to a character perched on said board with

the other end being held to a character on said base,

the pulling upon said cartoon characters on said base

operating the cartoon characters perched to said board

to operate the game. , i

3,098,653

BOWLING BALL HANDLING MECHANISM
George A. Gruss, LoweU E. McKean, and Donald L.

Zeiters, Shelby, Ohio, assfgnors to American Machine &
Foandry Company, a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Nov. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 71,660

15 Claims. (CI. 273—43)

8. Ball handling mechanism for use in the pit of a

bowling alley comprising a substantially horizontal ball

A glove for bowlers comprising, an elongated mam

body overlying the palm of the bowler's hand and having a

portion extending forwardly to terminate adjacent the

finger tips, said body extending rearwardiy to embrace

the wrist, strap means to secure the wrist embracing por-

tion of the body about the wrist in a circumferential

manner, means holding the main body against the palm

and fingers of the bowler, a cylindrical finger, said finger

adapted to releasably engage in a socket formed m a

bowling ball, means including a short flexible chain con-

necting said cylindrical finger to the forwardly terminating

portion of the body, and a U-shaped frame anchored to

the body and conforming to the periphery thereof, said

frame having a bight formed centrally thereof to receive

one end of a swivel hook, said hook providing anchorage

for said chain.

3,098,655

PLASTIC BOWLING PIN
Harold W. Martin, Shelby, Ohio, assignor to American

Machine & Foundry Con|pany, a corporation of New
Jersey

FUed Nov. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 854,418

3 Claims. (CI. 273—82)
3. In a molded plastic bowling pin, the combination

of a pin body including a neck portion having a substan-
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tially circular transverse cross-section of smaller diam-

eter than the portions of the body adjacent thereto, said

body being provided at said neck portion with a shallow

annular transversely extending groove of such width as

to extend over substantially the entire area of said neck

portion, a thin annular protective band disposed in and

hers and restrictively pivoted about the center of each
of said first arKt«econd spaced cross members.

completely filling said groove, said band being of a ma-
terial characterized by substantially greater deformability

than the material of said body to prevent said neck por-

tion from being notched by impact with other objects

and a single continuous solid film covering and adhered

to the outer surfaces of both said body and said band.

3,098,656
VEHICLE FRAME ASSEMBLY

Charles W. Gregory, Grants, N. Mex., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum GMHpuBjQ^ a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Oct. 7, 1960, Scr. No. 61,157

2 Claims. (CI. 280—106)

'•y?sf

1. A heavy load bearing vehicle frame assembly com-
prising two spaced box-shaped side rails of hollow croas

section, transversely box-shaped cross rails of hollow cross

section interconnecting said side rails at points adjacent

their respective forward and rearward ends, each of said

side rails and each of said cross rails comprising inwardly

facing abutting channels in fixed relationship to each other,

a reinforcing plate member adjacent to and in fixed rela-

tionship to each outer surface of said abutting channels,

said reinforcing plate members surrounding said inwardly

facing abut.ing channels, first and second spaced cross

members forwardly secured to said side rails, said ^aced
cross members substantially disposed in a horizontal plane

beneath said side rails with that portion of each of said

cross members secured to said side rails extending out-

wardly and upwardly from the horizontally disposed por-

tion of each of said cross members, a force-resisting mem-
ber parallel to and secured to said forward cross rail, said

force-resisting member ex.ending beyond said forward

cross rail and in front of the ends of said side rails, and

a trunnion plate member supported by said cross mem-

3,098,657
ACTION GAME BOARD

George L. Bell, 230 Center St., Huron, Ohio
Filed July 18, 1961, Scr. No. 124,829

1 CUim. (CI. 273—123)

An action game comprising a game board having a flat,

rectangular playing surface, an edge frame extending

around the margins of said playing surface and protrud-

ing upwardly therefrom, a continuous rail, means for

mounting said rail in spaced relationship upwardly from

said edge frame and parallel thereto and spaced vertically

above said playing surface for defining a rectangular

court in the central portion of said board and a passage

beneath said rail, markings on a marginal surface por-

tion of said board between said rail and said edge frame

for dividing said marginal surface portion into at least

a single zone at each end thereof and a plurality of zones

at each side thereof, said playing surface having open-

ings therein near opposed ends of said court for defining

goals, and three ball retaining depressions in said play-

ing surface, said depressions being located substantially

in longitudinal alignment and at the two quarter points

and the center of said playing surface, a resilient ball

for rolling on said playing surface within said court,

said ball having a diameter greater than the vertical

height of the passage between said rail and said surface

and so related to the diameter of each of said openings

that said ball may drop into said openings, and a plurality

of discs for sliding on said playing surface and striking

said ball to impel the same toward said goals, each of

said discs having a thickness less than the vertical spac-

ing between said playing surface and said rail whereby

said discs may be propelled under said rail from any of

said zones into said court for striking said ball and under

said rail out of said court into another of said zones for

contacting said frame.

3,098,658

GOLF BALL HAVING A POLYETHER-
URETHANE CORE

Walter T. Murphy, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, assignor to

The B. F. Goodrich Company, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
Filed Nov. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 773,482

5 Clahns. (CI. 273—230)
1. In combination, a golf ball having a core, a thread

wrapped center about said core and a molded cover about

said center, said core comprising a highly resilient poly-

etherurethane composition comprising the reaction prod-

uct of a mixture of ( 1 ) 2 chemical equivalents of a poly-

alkylene ether glycol having an average molecular weight

of from about 1.0(X) to 5,000, having from 4 to 8 carbon

atoms in its alkylene groups and being a liquid at a temper-

ature below about 100" C, (2) from about 0.45 to 2.0

equivalents of an aliphatic polyol soluble in said glycol

and having from 3 to 40 carbon atoms and from 3 to 8

hydroxyl groups selected from the group consisting of pri-
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mary and secondary hydroxyl radicals and being fr«; of

nitro groups and of amino hydrogen atoms, and (3) from

about 2.45 to 4.0 equivalents of an aromatic diisocyanatc
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wedge means having wedge faces terminating at a radial

end face with the wedge faces defining therebetween an

acute angle and the wedge being formed of chrome plated

metal bodies surrounding the shaft in closely spaced rela-

tion thereto, and an annular packmg element formed of

a relatively yieldaWe porous metal impregnated with a

solid metallic lubricant and interposed between each pair

of said wedge means sealingly engaging said shaft, each

said packing element having a generally X-shaped cross-

section of small axial dimension with axially opposed

grooves having generally flat bottoms smaller in radial

soluble in said glycol, the equivalents of said diisocyanatc

being at least equal to the total of the equivalents of said

glycol and said polyol.

3,098,659

FRICTION^PRING ARRANGEMENT FOR
SHAFT SEALS

Paul R. Shepler, Towson, Md., assignor to Koppers

Company, Inc., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 55,655

2 Claims. (CI. 277—144)

dimension and spaced from said radial wedge faces, and

having disposed at substantially said acute angle side walls

for matingly receiving the wedge faces for receiving said

wedge means, said groove bottoms having axially aligned

slots, said packing elements having radially facing axially

centered V-shaped notches, said notches, said slots and

the spacing between the wedge radial faces and the groove

bottom cooperating to facilitate easy spreading of the

grooves, said wedge means being adapted to be urged to-

gether so as to spread said grooves and urge the packing

element into tighter sealing engagement with said shaft.

1. A fluid seal for an axially moveable rotating shaft

comprising a sealing housing about said shaft, a sealmg

face formed on one wall thereof, an annular sealing ring

disposed within said housing and encircling said shaft and

means arranged in said housing girding said shaft in

non-sealing engagement therewith and abutting said seal-

ing ring for biasing said scaling ring against said sealing

face with a force varying with the direction of axial move-

ment of said shaft, said force being increased as the axial

movement of said shaft tends to separate said sealmg ring

from said sealing face and said force being diminished

as the axial movement of said shaft tends to urge said seal-

ing ring toward said sealing face, said biasing means com-

prising an outer annular split-ring, an inner solid annular

ring and a spiral spring encircling said split-nng and ap-

plying a radially-directed force thereto, said solid ring

having a conical outer surface, said split-ring having a

conical inner surface in mating relationship with said

conical outer surface and slidable relative thereto and said

split-ring having an annular plane surface abutting the

rim of the sealing ring.

3,098,661
CLIPBOARD

Nicholas Rippen Abberly, Dallas, Tex.

(% Malueg, 922 25th St. SE., Cedar Rapids, Iowa)

Filed May 15, 1962, Ser. No. 194,865

5 Claims. (CI. 281—44)

3,098,660

PACKING ASSEMBLY
Johann KaH Hausner, Chicago, UU assignor to Neotronlc

Corporation, Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Feb. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 8,985

2Clauns. (CI. 277—187)

1 In a packing housing surrounding a relaUvely mov-

able shaft, in combinaUon at least three axially spaced

1. A clipboard including a mounting panel and a there-

to affixed clamp and being adapted to hold two pluralities

of rectangular elongated equidimensioned sheets, a part

of the clamp providing a sheet-corner-accommodating

space which is substantially a right-angle V in which the

sheet corners are lodged, the panel edges including a base

edge and a thereto maximally exposed crown edge, both

relatively short, a pair of upper edges and a pair of lower

edges, these four being relatively long, each upper edge

and laterally corresponding said lower edge extending

mutually angularly and jointly adjoiningly intervening be-

tween the base edge and the crown edge, the clamp neigh-

boring the base edge, the clamp and the panel face,

specifically the base edge and the crown edge, being m
the main substantially bilaterally symmetrical to a single
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plane of symmetry, one said plurality of sheets being left-

wardJy obliquely disposed, the other being rightwardly
obliquely disposed respecting the plane of symmetry by
an angle which, in the case of each sheet plurality, meas-
ures substantially forty-five degrees, the panel-face plane-

of-symmetry dimension between the base edge and the

crown edge measuring from nine twelfths to sixteen

twelfths of the thereto rectangular longest panel-face di-

mension, the clamp including a jaw mount secured to the

panel at the face thereof, a pivotally jaw-mount-aflixed

jaw, and, between the jaw and the jaw mount, a spring

means which is affixed to the jaw and panelwardly resil-

iently urges a sheet-engaging lip which is a jaw portion,

the right-angle-V-constituting part of the clamp consist-

ing of two jaw-mount portions or guides having respec-

tively two mutually obliquely confronting guide surfaces

lying in two planes which are substantially rectangular to

one another and to the plane of the panel face, the sheets

edgeWiSe engaging said guide surfaces, each of two por-

tions of the spring means intervening between a said guide

and a corresponding one of said lower edges.

3,098,662
METAL JOINT OR SEAL

Richard N. Iversen, Mayfield Heights, Ohio, assigbor to

The Weatherhead Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corpo-
ration of Ohio

Filed Oct. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 844,998
3 Claims. (Ci. 285—18)

1. A metal swivel fitting comprising a body member
having a longitudinal bore therethrough and a radial pas-

sage, a spool member rotatably mounted within said

bore, a passage in said spool member adapted to com-
municate with said radial passage, one of said members
having a cylindrical bearing and sealing surface adjacent

the other member, said other member having a pair of

cixially spaced annular bearing portions, one on each

side of said radial passage, said annular bearing portions

being spaced from said cylindrical surface by a radial

gap, a thin flexible annular sealing lip on said other mem-
ber extending axially inward from each annular bearing

portion to make sealing contact with said cylindrical

surface, said one member having a martensitic structure,

said annular bearing portions and said sealing lips having

an austenitic structure adapted to be transformed into

martensite in resf>onse to treatment at a temperaure of

about —100° F., to produce a dimensional change to

increase the sealing contact pressure between said sealing

lips and said cylindrical surface and to bring said an-

nular bearing portions into bearing contact with said

cylindrical surface.

3,098,6^
ROOF COLLAR CONSTRUCTION

Raymond A. Dibley, 13435 Loretto, Detroit, Mich.
Filed Apr. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 192,023

14 Claims. (CI. 285—43)
1 . In a roof collar construction for use with a vent pipe

which extends angularly through the roof of a building,

the combination of, a substantially flat, rectangular body
member; an upwardly extending conical embossure struck

from the central area of said flat body member; an open-

ing in said conical embossure; a downwardly depending

flange portion formed on the inside diameter of said

opening terminating in an upwardly formed, generally

S^haped lip, below the upper plane surface of said con-

ical embossure, to form a pocket, the upper plane surface

thereof terminating in angular relationship to the plane of
said flat body member; an annular flat disc of thin resilient

material; a downwardly depending flange portion integral

with said disc and intermediate the inner and outer
boundaries of said disc; an enlarged end on said portion,

said end received and locked in said pocket; an opening
in the central area of said thin disc, said opening having a

tapered edge portion which is resiliently yieldable and of
somewhat lesser diameter than the vent pipe; distortion

of said opening during installation causing said tapered

edge portion of said thin disc to elliptically engage the vent

pipe to form a watershedding joint therebetween, the pe-

riphery of said disc extending downwardly into sealing

engagement with the external surface of said conical em-
bossure, while the body of said flat flange engages the

roof proper.

3,098,664
PLASTIC PIPE

Robert E. Waugh, Camp Hill, Pa., assignor to The
Englander Company, Inc., Baltimore, Md., a corpo-
ration of Delaware

FUed Jan. 7, 1958, Ser. No. 707,579
5 CUims. (CI. 285—55)

F
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2. A pipe comprising a pair of axially alined thermo-
plastic tubes, a pair of fabric sleeves enclosing said tubes

and impregnated with resin, each of said tubes having
ends folded back over said impregnated fabric to form
collars of said thermoplastic material, one collar on one
tube being in contact with one collar on the other tube,

said contacting collars being screw threaded, and a

threaded coupling joining said threaded collars and tubes

together.

3,098,665
PRESSURE COMPENSATOR FOR ROTARY

FLUID JOINTS
William George S. Smith, 18 Marcelle Ave.,
Comer Brook, Newfoundland, Canada
FUed Mar. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 15,753

15 Claims. (CI. 285—134)
1. Pressure compensation apparatus for use with a

rotary fluid joint, comprising a thrust-transmitting as-

sembly adapted to bear on the joint, a pressure respon-

sive means adapted to act on the end of said assembly
remote from the joint, a thrust-generating means adapted
to act on said assembly intermediate the pressure respon-
sive means and the joint, the pressure responsive means
having a fixed member and a movable member, the mov-
able member being associated with said remote end of

said assembly, means adapted to support the thrust-gen-

i
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crating means independently of said fixed member where-

by the pressure responsive means may be dissociated from

the apparatus while the thrust-generating means main-

tains a thrust against the joint, and a chamber defined by

said fixed and movable members, said chamber being

plate in the event that the b<rft means connecting the

first and second sealing plates arc disconnected.

3,098,667

SAFETY JOINT FOR OIL WELL DRILLING STRING
Eocene C. Greenwood, Cocona del Mar, CaUf.

Filed Jan. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 789,075

15 Claim. (CL 285—376)

adapted for open communication with the joint whereby

said thrust-transmitting assembly brings to bear upon

said joint a degree of thrust, acting in one direction, at

least equal to the opposing force tending to open the

jomt.

3,098,666
SEAL

Dallas E. Cain, Scotia, N.Y., anignor to General Electric

Company, a corporadoB of New York

FUed July 6, 1959, Ser. No. 825,021

2 Claima. (CI. 285—363)

1. In a static seal, the combinatioo of a first sealing

plate, a second scaling plate, a first sealing member hav-

ing a first sealing surface and a second frusto-comoal

sealing surface, said first sealing surface being in seal-

ing engagement with the first sealing plate, a second scal-

ing membec having a first sealing surface and a ^eoooii

frusto-cooicaJ sealing surface, said first sealmg surface

0* the second sealing member being in sealing engage^

meot with the second sealing plate, said second frusto-

oooical sealing surface of the first sealing member being

in sealing engagement with the second frusto-conical scal-

ing surface <rf the second sealing member, said first seal-

ing member at least partiaUy enveloping the second seal-

ing member, bolt means for urging the fir* sealmg plate

toward the second sealing plate to place the first and

second sealing members under longitudinal compreMve

Borces to create circumferenial tensive forces in the first

sealing member accompanied by circumferential com-

pressive forces in the second sealing member, and stop

means located between the first and second scaling man-

bers to determine the minimum distance between the first

and second sealing plates, the first sealing member and

the second seeding member each having a longitudmal

length less than the distance between the first and sec-

ond sealing platea, said stop means addiUonaUy includ-

ing an annular abutment having an inner surface for

aligning the first and second sealing members between the

first and second sealing pUtes, said stop means bemg

attached to the second sealing i^atc and having at least

a portion c4 the inner surface ol the stop means coact-

ing with the first sealing member so u to retain thcfirst

and second sealing members ad}acent the second sealing

1. A releasing tool, which comprises a pair of paralld ^

elongated elements capable of movement both longitudi-

nally and rotationally relative to each other when in pre-

determined positions relative to each other, a plurality of

individual keys provided on one of said elements in align-

ment longitudinally of said one element and spaced from

each other longitudinally thereof, a plurality of individ-

ual keys provided on the other of said elements in align-

ment longitudinally of said other element and spaced

from each other longitudinally thereof, the dimension of

each of said last-mentioned keys longitudinally of said

other element being less than the corresponding space be-

tween each pair of adjacent keys on said one element, the

spaces between said keys on said one element correspond-

ing to the positions of said keys on said other element

whereby said keys on said other element may move be-

tween said keys on said one element during rotation of

said one element and other element relative to each other

when said elements are in predetermined longitudinal posi-

tions relative to each other, means provided on said one

element to stop the relative rotational movement of said

other element when said keys on said other element have

rotated past said keys on said one element and may there-

fore shift longitudinally relative to said one element to

lock positions at which said keys on said elements are cir-

cumferentially adjacent each other, spring means con-

nected between said one element and said other element

to shift said elemente longitudinally relative to each other

until said key elements are in said circumferentially adja-

cent lock positions, thrust means to prevent shifting of

said elements relative to each other past said lock positions

at which said keys are circumferentially adjacent each

other despite the continued bias of said spring meaitt, and

stop means to limit the longitudinal movement of said one

element and other element relative to each other when

said elements are in said predetermined longitudinal por-

tions relative to each other.
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3,098,668
STREET LIGHT BRACKET CONNECTION MEANS

Jonlan Paine, 208 S. 55th Ave, P.O. Box 14427,

Plmenlz 31, Ariz.

FUcd Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,927
1 Claim. (CI. 287—56)

engagement with sajd bolt and consisting of a fnisto-

conical portion having its smaller end fitting within said

inner tube section and engageaUe with said leaves to

expand the same and cause said leaves to frictionally

and tightly engage said ribs in order to lock said two
tube sections in adjusted position said expander further

having an integral head located outside of said inner tube

section and providing radial projections engageable with

said recesses and ribs to prevent rotation of said ex-

pander with'' respect to said outer tube section and yet

allow longitudinal displacement of said expander with

respect to said outer txAe sectioo.

A detachable light bracket attachment for a tubular

light pole wherein said pole has an upper pair of hori-

zontal opposing holes aligned along a horizontal axis

from front to rear and a lower pair of horizontal opposing

holes similarly aligned, said bracket attachment compris-

ing an elongated tubular body adapted to enclose an elec-

tric supply cable and having its rearward end inserted

rearwardly through said lower pair of holes in said hole

extending outwardly from said hole as a cantilever beam,

an elongated suspension plate extending substantially per-

pendicular and upward from said tubular body adjacent

the front face of said pole, said elongated plate having an

arcuate cutout at its lower end partially encircling said

tubular body and rigidly fixed thereto, said plate^having

a curved inner face to conform to the front face of said

pole so as to prevent radial movement of said body rela-

tive to the pole, said plate having a bolt hole at its upper

end, a bolt passing through sadd upper bolt holes in said

pole and said bolt hole in said plate, a strengthening piece

between said bolt and the rear face of said pole, a nut

threaded onto said bolt and adapted to secure said plate

to said pole and thereby secure said body to said pole,

said bolt acting to at least partially support said plate

and thereby at least partially support said tubular body

at said lower front hole in said pole, said tubular body

being unsupported at any point outside the immediate

area of said pole and said bracket including said plate and

tubular body being retained in assembled position on said

pole by only said bolt.

3,098,670
CORD TENSIONER AND KNOT TVER

Jack E. Cavency, 10132 S. Washtenaw, Chicago, Dl.

FUed Oct. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 145,612
12 Claims. (CI. 289—17)

3,098,669
TELESCOPIC TUBE

Louis Philippe Fortin, St. Jean, Quebec, and Eugene

Lemicux, Rosemont, Montreal, Quebec, Canada,

assignors of sixty-six and two-tlilrds to Ernest Bcauprc,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada, and thhty*threc and one-

third to said Fortin

FUcd Apr. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 103,530

4 Claims. (CI. 287—58)

1. A tool for securing a binding cord around a bundle

of one or more objects comprising, a housing provided

with a cord receiving passage into which a length of cord

drawn off from a cord supply can be extended longi-

tudinally, means intersecting said passage for releasably

retaining the cord in the passage, a loopcr positioned ad-

jacent the passage and having a notch aligned with the

direction of the length of cord, means for causing said

looper to be moved toward the cord positioned in the

passage with the notch engaging the cord and thereafter

to be twisted through a large angle to twist the cord into

a cord loop, a shuttle on the housing, and operating means

to cause the shuttle to be extended in the direction of the

passage and through the loop, and provided with a cord

gripper movable to grip the free end of the cord after it

is encircled about the bundle to be secured, said operating

means thereafter causing said shutUe to be retracted to

carry the free cord end through the cord loop to a hold-

ing position where it can be held stationary relative to

the tool whUe the supply end of the cord is withdrawn to

shrink the cord around the bundle and secure the cord

loop and the free cord end into a tight knot.

1. A telescopic tube comprising an outer tube section

and an inner tube section in telescopic engagement, said

outer tube section having inner longitudially extending

ribs and intervening recesses, said inner tube section hav-

ing an outer cylindrical surface slidably engageable with

said ribs and rotatablc and longitudinally movable with

respect to said outer tube section, the telescoped end o<

said inner tube section having slits defining expandable

leaves therebetween, a bolt disposed coaxially of said

inner tube section and having one end secured to the

same in a zone spaced inwardly from said telescoped end

and protruding from said leaves, an expander in threaded

assignor to

England, a

3,098^71
VEHICLE DOOR LATCHES

Norman Sidney Moss, Soiflmll, England,

Wilmot Brccden Umltcd, Bhrmhigham,

*'****
FuSmL. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 181,863

Cfadms priority, application Great Britafai Mar. 27, 1961

SCbdms. (CI. 291—221)
1. A vehicle door latch having means operable ex-

ternally of the vehicle to release the latch for opening

of the door, and handle operated means operable mtemaUy

of the vehicle either to lock the latch against operation by

I

I
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, . „.«.« r#.l«.ase the latch for of spaced longitudinally extending beams, each end of each

the outs.de releasmg
"J-^J^^^^^'^rbl^iking^^^ of said beam's being supported by the lower ends of sev-

opening of the door, characterise oy o k
^^^^ ^^.

^^ ^^^ arranged m parallogram forma-

tween a posiuon in which they are movable by the m-

temal-handle-operable-locking means into blocking rela-

tion with the external release means to prevent operation

thereof and a posiUon in which they block the operation

of the internal-latch-locking and releasing means while

leaving the external latch releasing means free for opera-

tion.

3,098,672

TURF PLUGGER
WilUam M. Husband, 1904 Wynwood Drive,

Rociiy River, Ohio

Filed Sept. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 59,253

4 Claims. (CI. 294—50.7)

away from each other, a cylinder secured to each of the

opposite ends of one of said beams, a piston rod secured to

each of the opposite ends of the other of said beams, a pis-

ton carried by said rods for reciprocation within said cylin-

der, and fluid pressure means for moving said pistons.

3,098,674

VEHICLE BODY CONVERTIBLE FROM A
FLAT BED TO A BOAT CARRIER

James W. White, 1812 Osage, Fort Smith, Arit.

Filed Dec. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 77,324

8 Claims. (CI. 296—23)

1 A turf plugger comprising a thin walled tubular

member having an upper laterally bent portion forming

a handle a reduced diameter annular cutting edge at the

lower end thereof adapted to penetrate such turf to pro-

duce a plug, one side portion of the wall of said tubular

member spaced upwardly from said edge being cut and

stamped and thus compressed against the opposite wall

thereof to form on one side of said tubular member a

vertically elongated lateral outlet opening for such plug

and on the opposite side a semi-circular vertically elon-

gated circumferentially continuous double thickness wall

portion, and a horizontal stop member firmly secured to

the thus produced double wall thickness of said tubular

member.

3,098,673
LIFTING DEVICE

John Cariesimo, 24885 Glenslde, Southfield, Mich.

Filed Nov. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 68,776

2 Claims. (CI. 294—63)

1. A device for lifting a stack of blocks comprising, a

frame, downwardly extending bars pivotally supported at

their upper ends to the opposite ends of said frame, a pair

I. A vehicle body convertible between a boat carrier

and a flat bed comprising a frame, a pair of road wheels

supporting said frame and rotatable about an axis trans-

verse to the direction of movement of the vehicle body,

a pair of elongated flat members, each of said members

extending a substantial distance both forwardly and rear-

wardly of said axis and having a dimension transverse to

said axis substantially greater than its corresponding di-

mension parallel to said axis, means carried by said frame

to support said members in side by side relationship for

movement between alternative load-bearing positions,

said members together defining a flat bed in one of said

positions and a boat carrier having a generally V-shaped

cross section parallel to said axis in the other of said posi-

tions, and elongated bar means providing boat supporting

pads above the upper surface of said members and havmg

releasabie connections to said members, said bar means

including forward portions spaced apart relatively narrow-

ly and oriented to support the narrow, steeply sloped bot-

tom at the bow of a boat and rearward portions spaced

apart relatively widely and oriented to support the wide

relatively flat bottom at the stern of a boat.

3,098,675

SHOCK-RESISTING MOTOR VEHICLES
Jacques Jean-Marie Jules Gerin, 24 Rue de la Toureiie,

Boulogne-sur-Seine, France

Filed Sept. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 140,704

Claims priority, application France Oct. 7, 1960

7 Claims. (CI. 296—28)
1. A vehicle with a car body with at least one seat

capable of withstanding shocks comprising in combination

a car body shell, and a strengthening support within said

car body shell comprising main ribbing surrounding the

body of an occupant above seat cushion height extending

substantially from the front to the rear of said car body

shell, said ribbing having a wider flat surface in the hori-
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zontal pUne than in the vertical plane, whereby the maxi-

mum stnength of said ribbing is exerted in the horizontal

plane in support of said car body shell against horizontally

imposed forces.

3,098,676
SEAT SUSPENSION SYSTEM

Allison K. Simons, MUwauIiea, Wis., assignor to Bostrom
Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Wis>
consin

Filed Apr. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 104,350
4 Claims. (CI. 297—307)

1. A seat suspension system comprising, a seat, a base,

suspension means for supporting said seat on said base

for generally vertical motion, said suspension means in-

cluding adjustable biasing means for resisting the motion

of the seat, and means for enclosing said seat and said

suspension means to provide an air cushion between said

seat and said base, and damping means including an air

vent for restricting the flow of air from atmosphere into

and out of the enclosure to damp high frequency and

amplitude vibrations between the seat and the base.

3,098,677
CHAIR SEAT OR THE LIKE HINGE

Herbert E. Williams, Temple, Tex., assignor to American
Desk Manufacturing Company, Temple, Tex., a corpo-
ration of Texas

Filed Sept 15, 1961, Scr. No. 138,389
12 Claims. (CI. 297—332)

1. In a hinge construction for rockably mounting a

chair seat element or the like on a relatively fixed frame
element, a body structure comprising a pintle having re-

spective portions of relatively large and relatively small

diameters, and a part having a curved surface spaced ra-

dially from and facing inwardly toward said pintle; a

generally spherical bearing insert comprising mating in-

sert sections which are conjointly formed to provide an

internal bore having respective portions of relatively large

and relatively small diameters interfitting with the rela-

tively large and small diameter portions of said pintle

for mounting said insert sections on said pintle with said

insert being spaced radially inwardly from said inwardly

facing surface of said body structure part and for pre-

venting movement of said spherical bearing insert axially

of said pintle, said insert sections being joined substan-

tially in a plane parallel to and con.aining the axis of

said pintle whereby said insert sections, divided at the

insert joint, may be assembled together to surround said
pintle by placing one of said insert sections on said
pintle and moving the other of said insert sections lat-

erally toward said pintle and said one of said insert sec-
tions in a direction normal to the pintle axis; a first outer
bearing member having a generally hemispherical inner
surface conforming to said spherical bearing insert and
an outer surface curved similarly to said inwardly facing
curved surface of said body structure part, the radial di-

mensions of said first outer bearing member being so
related to the space between said bearing insert when on

/

said pintle and said inwardly facing curved surface of

said body structure part that said first outer bearing mem-
ber can be inserted into said space by relative move-
ment parallel to the pintle axis only when neither of said

bearing insert sections is on said pintle and within said

space; a second outer bearing member having a gen-

erally hemispherical inner surface conforming to said

spherical bearing insert; and means for securing said first

and second outer bearing members together so as con-

jointly to embrace said spherical bearing insert with the

latter embracing said pintle.

3,098,678
GLIDER CONSTRUCTION

Morton Pearlstinf, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa., assignor to The
Bunting Company, Inc., Philadeiphli, Pa., a corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania

Filed June 6, 1960, Scr. No. 34,252
5 Claims. (CI. 297—344)

1. In a glider, in combination, a rigid superstructure

including a seat and back rest unit, a pair of laterally

spaced parallel straight tracks secured to the bottom of

said superstructure and extending fore and aft thereof, a
pair of floor-supported elongated straight tracks respec-

tively disposed beneath and in substantial vertical registry

with said superstructure straight tracks, and plural revolu-

ble bearing means interposed between each floor-supported

track and its associated superstructure track for support-

ing said superstructure upon said floor supported tracks

tor gliding movement therealong in opposite directions

from an at-rest position, said revoluble bearing means
being free to move longitudinally of both tracks between
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which it is disposed when said tracks move longitudinally

relative to each other, each of said floor-supported straight

tracks being formed with a pair of shallow depressions

therein spaced apart longitudinally along the track length

within which first and second portions of said plural rev-

oluble bearing means are respectively disposed when the

glider is in its normal at-rest position, each of said super-

structure straight tracks being formed with a pair of shal-

low depressions therein spaced apart longitudinally along

the track length and positioned immediately above and in

facing relation to the shallow depressions in the below-

lying floor-supported track so that said revoluble bearing

means are also disposed respectively therewithin when

the glider is in its normal at-rest position, and harness

means intercoupling the spaced apart first and second

portions of the plural revoluble bearing means disposed

between each floor-supported track and its associated

superstructure track, said harness means being carried by

and shifting with said bearing means when the latter move

longitudinally along said tracks and including means to

maintain substantially constant the spacing between the

intercoupled portions of the revoluble bearing means.

ametrical passageway provided substantially through the

middle of said hub, said hub being further provided with

an annular peripheral lubricant distribution groove com-

municating with the opposite ends of the diametrical

passageway aforesaid through the hub, hanger means

fixedly connected to the opposite ends of said axle mem-

ber for supporting the latter, said hanger means including

a unitary yoke having a pair of laterally spaced arms in

which the opposite ends of the axle member are resjsec-

tively seated and anchored thereto, one of said arms hav-

ing a hollow lubricant fitting threadedly mounted therein

and extending therethrough into clamping engagement

with the periphery of the axle member adjacent to and

around the radially extended passageway aforesaid, said

fitting communicating with the radially extended pasage-

way in the axle member, each half of the housing shell

being provided with an annular flange extending axially

outwardly therefrom in radially spaced relation to the

axle member, an annular packing member seated within

3,098^79
PASSIVE CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR

ELECTROSTATIC BEARING
William F. De Boicc, Long Beach, Calif., assignor to

North American Aviation, Inc.

FUed Aug. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 128,781

13 ClaiiM. (CI. 308—8)

1. In an electrostatic bearing control circuit for con-

trolling the support of a member between at least a pair of

plates, means for establishing an A.-C. potential between

said plates and said supported member, separate inductive

means for forming a resonant circuit with the capacitance

of an associated one of said plates when said one of said

plates is further from said member than the other of

plates, and means interposed between said means for es-

tablishing a potential and said inductive means for intro-

ducing an electrical phase lead into said control circuit.

3,098,680
COLTER ASSEMBLY

Henry E. Lehman, 301 S. 8tli Ave., Salina, Kans.

FUed Sept. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 141,358

2 Claims, (a. 308—19)

1 . A colter assembly for agricultural implements, com-

prising a generally cylindrical bearing including a non-

rotatablc axle member having an enlarged cylindrical hub

disposed substantially midway between the opposite ends

of said axle member, a two-part housing shell composed

of complementary halves rotatably mounted on the hub

aforesaid in juxtaposed relation to each other and having

means for mounting a colter disc therebetween for rota-

tion therewith, about the hub, said axle member having

lubricating passageways provided therein and extending

ndiany inwardly from a lubricant inlet at the outer pe-

riphery thereof and thence axially therethrough from one

end of said axle member and communicating with a di-

each annular flange aforesaid and encircling the axle

member, a cup member telcscopically fitting about each

annular flange aforesaid for retaining the respective pack-

ing members therein, said cup member having a radially

inwardly extended flange abutting the outer face of the

annular packing member, a coil spring interposed between

each cup member and its adjacent hanger arm, with one

end of each spring seated on the adjacent hanger arm and

its other end seated on the radially inwardly extended

flange of the opposing cup member, said coil springs en-

circling the shaft member and yieldably urging the cup

members into firm seating engagement with the respec-

tive packing members, with consequent yieldable compres-

sion of the latter, and an annular dirt and weed guard

sleeve extended axially from the outer face of each cup

member and terminating in close proximity to the adjacent

hanger member, said sleeves being radially spaced from

the axle member and enclosing the respective coQ springs

therein.

3,098,681

JOURNAL-TYPE STAFF BEARLNGS FOR
MOVEMENTS AND THE LIKE

Walter Kohlhagcn, Elgin, lU., and Louis R. Burghoff,

Delavan, Wis., assignors to Amphenol-Borg Electronics

Corporation, Delavan, Wis., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Feb. 6, 1961, Scr. No. 87,419

5 Claims. (CI. 308—22)
1 . In a movement, the combination with spaced metal

end plates and a rotary staff with end journals of which

at least one journal is of a diameter larger than the wall

thickness of one of the plates, of aligned end bearings

for said staff journals on said plates, of which the bear-

ing for said one end journal comprises a substantially

cylindrical protrusion on one side of said one plate of a

diameter larger than that of said one journal and of such

height that the wall thickness of said one plate is thereat
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increased hcvond the tliametcr of said one journal, and

a bearing recess in said one plate centrally of said pro-

trusion and open at the side of said one plate facing the

other plate and otherwise closed, with said recess being

cross-seclionally dimensioned for fitted reception of said

one end journal and being of a depth in excess of the

non-increased wail thickness of said one plate, and said

recess and protrusion being formed by punch-and-dic

impression in and struck-up from said one plate, respec-

tively.

3,098,682
RAILWAY JOURNAL BEARING

David G. Thomas, Erie, Pa., assignor to Lord Manufac-
turing Company, Erie, Pa., a corporation of Pennsyl-

vania
Filed Apr. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 187,411

9 Claims. (CI. 308—54)

1. In combination with a railway journal box and

bearing, said journal box having a 'houlder at the front

of the box and said bearing having a shoulder at the back

of the box, a wedge having an elastomeric body in load

carrying relation between the box and bearing, and a rigid

core fastened to the body and extending in thrust trans-

mitting relation between said shoulders.

3,098,683
BEARING STRUCTURE

Evert H. Jemberg, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Electric

Machinery Mfg. Company, Minneapolis, Minn., a cor-

poration of Minnesota
Filed May 9, 1962, Ser. No. 193,450

4 Claims. (CI. 308—76)
J. In a bearing stnjcturc having a base formed with

a wall structure providing a chamber in the interior of

the base containing lubricating oil, a sleeve bearing sup-

ported by said base, a journal joumalled for rotation in

said sleeve bearing, said bearing and journal having juxta-

posed parts, one of said parts having an arcuate groove

formed therein, said groove having an opening in the

lower portion thereof, a ring of greater diameter than

said journal and received in said groove and resting on

said journal, the lower portion of said ring extending

through said opening, means within said chamber form-

ing an oil reservoir into which said ring extends, the com-

bination of

(e) a partition in said chamber dividing the same into

an oil reservoir and a cooling compartment in heat

transfer relation with respect to said wall structure,

(/) a baffle in said cooling compartment forming an

inner and an outer passageway,

if!) said inner passageway extending toward the center

of said chamber,
(h) said outer passageway extending along said wall

structure,

(h) an oil deflector directing oil discharged from said

ring into said inner piassageway,

(d) and means forming a passageway conducting oil

from said outer passageway and to said oil reservoir.

3,098,684
BEARING SEALS FOR BOTTOM DRAFTING

ROLLERS
Stefan Staneff, Herzogenaurach, near Numbcrg, Ger-

many, assignor to Industriewerk Schaeffler & HG,
Herzogenaurach, near Numbcrg, Germany, a German
company

Filed Dec. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 77,907
Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 16, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 308—187.1)

/•AJ-

2. An antifriction bearing for the bottom rollers of

drafting mechanisms in spinning machines, the bearing

comprising rolling elements, a lower part provided with

a raceway for said elements, an upper part detachably

secured to the lower part to cover the rolling elements,

and sealing means at opposite ends of the bearing, said

sealing mearus including a packing ring of elastic ma-
terial, and each ring has a plurality of collars.

3,098,685
DISHWASHER HAVING CABINET AND RACK
CONFIGURATION FOR USE BENEATH KITCH-
EN STRUCTURES SUCH AS SINKS

James E. Stiner, New Albany, Ind., and John F. Dull-

meyer, La Habra, Calif., assignors to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York
Filed May 21, 1962, Ser. No. 196,176

6 Claims. (CI. 312—311)
1. For use beneath a kitchen structure such as a sink, a

dishwasher comprising: a housing having a dish chamber
therein and an access opening formed at the front thereof,

said housing having a top surface formed with a portion

of maximum height at the front thereof adjacent said

opening, an intermediate stepped-down generally flat por-
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tion behind said front portion, and a lower stepped-down

generally flat portion behind said intermediate portion,

said lower portion extending substantially to the back of

said housing: and a door pivotally connected adjacent its

lower edge to said housing for movement between a gen-

erally vertical closed position wherein it closes said open-

ing beneath said portion of maximum height of said top

surface and a generally horizontal open position.

3,098,686
DRAWER PULL

Roland A. Benolt, DayvUle, Conn., assignor, by mcOTc

assignments, to Royalmetal Corporation, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Mar. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 96,575

1 Claim. (CI. 312—320)

/<7
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end of said thin metal sleeve being frictionally secured on

said wire-barrel in partial telescopic relation, an insulating

sleeve of polytetrafluoroethylene plastic frictionally se-

cured on said thin metal sleeve in full telescopic relation

with its opposite ends extending beyond the respective

ends of said thin metal sieve and over the inner end of

said wire-barrel, and an insulated, multi-strand conductor

having a bare end portion thereof intruded into said

thin metal sleeve from the outer free end of said insulat-

ing sleeve and said wire barrel deformed thereon in-

able function being integrated; a recorder adapted to

produce graphic representations on coordinate axes by

means of a controUably moveable pen, said pen being

controllably moveable by and responsive to input voltage

signals applied to said recorder; a rotary type continuous

rotation potentiometer having a rotor operably con-

nected to and continuously repeatedly driven by said in-

tegrator from a low potential position through increasing

potential positions to a high potential position and from

said high potential position through a zero potential posi-

tion to said low potential position at a rate proportional

to the rate of change of the integral of a variable func-

tion being integrated to produce a varying potential sig-

directly through said thin metal sleeve and said insulating

sleeve whereby said annular groove and said V-groove re-

ceive portions of said insulating sleeve in cold flow keying

relation upon controlled deformation of said insulating

sleeve in the plane of the tongue portion of said connector

and in a plane normal thereto and Upering from the inner

end of said insulating sleeve to a point adjacent the outer

end thereof without undue elongation of said insulating

sleeve, said outer end portion beyond said first taper

being reversely tapered and presenting a slightly larger el-

liptical configuration than the inner end portion thereof.

3,098,689
INTEGRAL RECORDING

Edward G. Caflisch and Frederick A. Lory, South

Charleston, and Thomas P. Wilson, Charleston, W. Va.,

assignors to Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation

of New York
Filed Dec. 13, I960, Ser. No. 75,585

2 Claims. (CI. 346—49)

1. A system for recording the integral of a variable

function, said system comprising, in combination, an in-

tegrator having a component which moves at a rate pro-

portional to the rate of change of the integral of a vari-

nal continually proportional to the integral of said vari-

able function; a potential source and electrical circuitry

connecting said potential source, said potentiometer and

said recorder, said electrical circuitry comprising a first

conductor connecting one side of the potential source to

the high potential position on the potentiometer, a sec-

ond conductor connecting the rotor to a first input termi-

nal of the recorder, a third conductor connecting the other

side of the potential source to a second input terminal

of the recorder and a fourth conductor connecting the

low potential position on the potentiometer to said sec-

ond input terminal of the recorder whereby the varying

potential signal produced in said potentiometer is ap-

plied to said recorder.

CHEMICAL
3,098,690

PROCESS FOR UNION DYEING OF ACRYLONI-
TRILE POLYMERS AND BASIC NITROGENOUS
FIBER BLENDS

Thomas H. Galon, Decatur, AUu, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Monsanto Chemical Company, a cor-

poration of Delaware ,,..„
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 25, 1954, Ser. No, 464,629

13 Claims. (CI. 8—21)
1 . A method of union dyeing blends of fibers compris-

ing acrylonitrilc fi'bers of blended polymers containing

at least 80% by weight acrylonitrile in polymeric form

and from 2 to 10% of a vinylpyridine-in polymeric form

with other basic nitrogenous fibers selected from the group

consisting of wool fibers, regenerated protein fibers, poly-

amide fibers, and mixtures thereof which comprises sub-

jecting the blend to the action of a dyebath containing a

wool dye selected from the group consisting of level dye-

ing acid dyes, chrome dyes, metallized acid dyes, weak

acid dyes, and pre-metallized neutral dyes, sulphuric acid,

a cationic surface active agent and a non-ionic surface

active agent selected from the group consisting of con-

densation products of polyglycols with higher fatty acids,

condensation products of polyglycols with higher fatty

alcohols, condensation products of polyglycols with amides

of higher fatty acids, and condensation products of poly-

glycols with long-chain alkyl substituted phenols.

3,098,691
DYEING OF POLYESTER FIBER

Ivan Pascal, Brandywinc Hundred, Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmlngtoa, Del.,

a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 89,910

2 Claims. (CI. 8—55)

1. A process of dyeing textile fiber of the group con-

sisting of polyethylene tercphthalate fiber and sulfonate

modified polyethylene terephthalate fiber, which com-

prises applying thereto a dyebath consisting of a solu-

tion of a disperse dye in dioxane, said application of

the dyebath being effected at about the boiling point of

the dyebath.

3,098,692
TREATMENT AND COLORING OF POLYOLEFINS

Domenick Donald GagUnrdi, 185 Howland Road,
East Grccawkh, RJ.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,639

30 Claims. (CI. 8—55)
1 . A process for coloring a preformed article composed

of solid polyolefin which comprises:

(a) treating said article with an oleophilic organic

compound, having a molecular weight between about

100 and 800 containing a basic nitrogen atom, and

(b) dyeing said article with a water-soluble anionic

textile dye.
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3,098,693

TREATMENT OF PROTEIN AND PEPTIDE MATE
RIALS TO FORM AMIDE LINKAGES

John C. Shechan, Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Arthur

D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Ma«., a corporation of

Massachusetts
No Drawing. Contfanation of application Ser. No.

766,406, Oct. 10, 1956, now Patent No. 2,938,892,

dated May 31, 1960. This appUcation May 27, 1960,

Ser. No. 32,112
15 Claims. (CL 8—127.6)

1. The method of improving the shrink and crease re-

sistance of a fabric composid of fibers consisting essen-

tially of a proteinaceous substance selected from the group

consisting of wool and silk which comprises immersing

said fabric in an aqueous solution of a water-soluble or-

ganic monocarbodiimide having the formula:

Rj_N=C=N—R,

wherein one of the monovalent radicals Ri and Rj is an

aliphatic radical and the remaining of said radicals is a

radical selected from the group consisting of aliphatic and

aromatic radicals, removing said fabric from said solu-

tion, washing said fabric with water and drying said

fabric.

3,098,694

CONTINUOUS TREATMENT OF WOOL TO SHRINK-
PROOF AND SENSITIZE THE SAME

Malcolm J. Reider, ShilUngton, Pa., assignor to Drew
Chemical Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Jnly 11, 1960, Ser. No. 41,760

14 CUiims. (CI. 8—128)
1. A continuous method of treating wool to shrink-

proof and sensitize the same which comprises

—

(1) passing said wool through a bath of an aqueous

solution of an acid and depositing on said wool about

2.5% to 15% of said acid based on the weight

of said wool,

(2) then passing said wool through an aqueous solu-

tion of an alkali metal bromate and an alkali metal

salt of an acid radical taken from the class consisting

of bromide and chloride,

(3) thereafter neutralizing excess of acid while leaving

said wool on the acid side, and

(4) subsequently passing said wool through an aqueous

solution of a substance taken from the class con-

sisting of alkali metal sulfite and bisulfite

(5) and at a temperature not over about 175° F. to

sensitize said wo(ri.

unit and without any loss of or substantial reorientation

of its particles into a cavity having substantially the same

shape as said bucket; and compressing said mass in said

cavity into a block-shaped bale.

3,098,696
MANUFACTURE OF STERILE SURGICAL

SUTURE COLLAGEN
Edwin Lawrence Ball, Nanuet, and James Charles Vituccl,

Pearl River, N.Y., assignors to American Cyanamid
Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Maine

FUed Aug. 18, 1959, Ser. No. 834,373

8 Claims. (CI. 18—54)
1. A method ot sterilizing surgical suture collagen

which comprises immersing the gut from which the sutures

are to be made in a water bath having therein about 0.1%

to 5.0% by volume of beta-propiolactone, thereby steriliz-

ing the interior of the gut, forming a suture strand from

said gut, and sealing the thus formed sutures in a tubing

fluid comprising beta-propiolactone.

3,098,695

PROCESS OF BALING PARTICULATE
MATERIAL

Herbert F. Jurgelcit, Occansidc, N.Y., assignor to United

States Rubber Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey

Filed Sept. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 56,483

2 Claims. (CI. 18—48)

1. The process of baling, without curing, tocky poly-

mer material having the property of post-compression

recovery, comprising weighing out at least one batch

of crumbs of said material at high speed to prevent

coalescence thereof; permitting said batch of crumbs to

fall freely through a chute into a transfer bucket having

substantially the same shape as the bale to be formed, the

distance of free fall being such as to permit individual

crumbs to rebound and collide with subsequent crumbs,

thereby to form an agitated mass which settles without

any loss of crumbs into said bucket with a substantially

plane top surface; rapidly transporting said mass in said

bucket to a discharge station; dropping said mass as a

3,098,697

PROCESS FOR PREPARING POLYOLEFIN FIBRES
OF IMPROVED DYE RECEPTIVITY

Vittorio Cappucdo and Ubaldo Riboni, Terni, and Carlo

Vigan6, Milan, Italy, assignors to Montecatini-Socicta

Gcneralc per I'lndustria Mineraria e Chhnica, Milan,

Italy, an Italian corporation
FUed Jan. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 83,141

Claims priority, application Italy Jan. 21, 1960
10 Claims. (CI. 18—54) s^

1. In a process for preparing polyolefin fibres of im-

proved dye receptivity by the extrusion of polyolefins,

the improvement which comprises admixing at least one

polyolefin prior to extrusion with 0.5 to 25%, based on

the weight of the polyolefin, of a basic nitrogen-contain-

ing condensation pwoduct obtained from dichlorocthane

and 0.01 mol to 2.5 mols per mol of dichlorocthane of a

compound selected from the group consisting of poly-

functional amines and ammonia, and extruding the result-

ing mixture to produce the fibre.

3,098,698

METHOD OF ATTACHING A METAL CHANNEL
TO A GLASS PLATE

Theodore W. Glynn, Kingsport, Tenn., assignor to

American-Saint Gobain Corporation, Kingsport, Tenn.,

a corporation of Delaware
FUed Oct 31, 1961, Ser. No. 148,950

4 Claims. (CI. 18—59)
3. The method of holding a metal channel on an edge

of a glass plate, comprising placing a strip of absorbent

material in the base of the channel, saturating the strip

with water, applying to said atrip a strip of plastic silicone

rubber adapted to set when exposed to moisture, insert-
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ing an edge of the plate in the channel, and pressing said

channel base and plate toward each other to force said

3,098,701

METHOD OF REDUCING WATER EVAPORATION
LOSSES IN OPEN RESERVOIRS

Cunpbell R. McCullough, RockvUle, Md., assignor to

Monsanto Chemkal Company, St. Louis, Mo., a cor-

poration of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 48,845

8 Claims. (Ci. 21—60.5)

1. The method of reducing evaporative losses of water

in open reservoirs which comprises substantially covering

the surface of the water with pieces of a thm, solid and

flexible polyethylene polymer film selected from the group

consisting of: homopolymers of ethylene and copolymers

of ethylene and wherein the said polyethylene film has

been rendered hydrophilic.

plastic rubber between the sides of the plate and chan-

nel where it will absorb moisture from said absorbent

material and set.

3,098,699

DENSIFICATION OF GLASS, GERMANIUM OXIDE,
SILICA OR BORIC ACID

Rustum Roy, State College, Pa., assignor to Bausch &
Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of

New Vorii
Filed Feb. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 86,961

4 Claims. (CI. 18—59.2)

•1
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3,098,702
METHOD OF STORING PETROLEUM OIL

Alfred L. Baker, Jr., Brinton Lea, Thornton, Pa., assignor

to Suo Oil Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation

of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 26, I960, Ser. No. 64,989

I Claim. (CI. 21—60.5)
The method of storing non-volatile petroleum oil con-

taining less than 30 parts per million water which com-

prises in combination: confining the petroleum oil as a

stationary liquid in a storage vessel equipped with breath-

ing means; introducing a stream of hereinafter specified

air into said vessel at a level above the surface of the oil;

compressing ambient air to a pressure within the range

of 30 to 500 pounds per square inch gauge, cooling said

compressed air until a dew point of less than 50° F. is

attained, removing from said cooled air the condensed

water, and introducing the treated air into said vessel as

hereinabove specified; passing said treated air over the

surface of the oil, and removing from said vessel at a level

above the surface of the stored oil the stream of air hav-

ing substantially unchanged water content.

1. The method of densifying germanium oxide glass

comprising the steps of, reducing the germanium oxide

material to a pulverulent mass, pressing the pulverulent

mass of material to a pressure within the range of 22,0(X)

to 100,000 atmospheres, heating the pulverulent mass of

material to a temperature of approximately 200° C. durmg

the pressing step, and maintaining the pressure on the

material for a time of a few seconds and not exceeding

one minute.

3,098,700

METHOD OF CONTROLLING CORROSION OF
FERROUS METAL DUE TO PITTING BY ADDI-

TION OF MINERAL ACID
George G. Bernard, Crystal Lake, III., assignor to The

Pure OU Company, Chicago, III., a corporation of

Ohio
Filed Oct. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 144,660

4 Claims. (CI. 21—2.7)

1. The method of mitigating pitting corrosion of ferrous

metal structures contacted by aqueous solutions contain-

ing ferrous ions, sulfate ions, and sulfate-reducing bacteria

comprising adding to said solutions mineral acid in about

the minimum amount sufficient to prevent precipiUUon of

ferrous sulfide.

3,098,703
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR

INSECT CONTROL
William R. Snyder, Detroit, and Gilbert G. Renter, Dear-

bom, Mich., asisignors, by direct and mesne assign-

ments, to Gilbert G. Renter Company, a corporation

of Michigan
Filed Aug. 4, 1959, Scr. No. 831,611

8 Claims. (CI. 21—106)

IfW

1. In a device for sanitizing refuse containers includ-

ing means forming a perforated container with a closed

refuse container, the improvement comprising sanitizing

material carried in the perforated container; said material

being decomposed by evaporation upon exposure to the

ambient atmosphere to release sanitizing agents includ-

ing an insecticide into the refuse container; a portion of

said sanitizing material beginning to decompose substan-

tially as soon as exposed to the ambient atmosphere and

at a rate to release effective amounts of sanitizing agents;

the remaining portion of said sanitizing material begin-

ning to decompose to release effective amounts of sanitiz-
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ine agents at a time subsequent to exposure to the am- prises intimately contactmg said hydrocarbons in vapor

K nf =..!^LnhL phase with an aqueous solution consisting essenUally of
bieni aimospnere. ^^^^^_^__ io_60% by weight di(isopropanol) amine at a tempera-

3,098,704

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MIXING AND
CARRYING OUT REACTIONS

Fritz Schoppe, Munlcb-Pasing, Germany, assignor to

MeUlIbau Semler, Gjn.bJI., a company of Germany

Filed Nov. 3, 1959, Ser. No. 850,609

Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 2, 1956

19 Claims. (CL 23—1) ,7 lO

r

c:

f -

ture of 0-70° C for V4-30 minutes, whereby carbonyl

sulfide is selectively extracted from the hydrocarbon phase

by the aqueous solution, and separating the hydrocarbon

phase essentially free of carbonyl sulfide.

1 . A method of causing a plurality of reactants to re-

act comprising: creating a spiral outer flow of a first rc-

actant; confining the spiral flow to a fixed tubular path

of sufficient length so that at a distance down the flow

path a reversal in the flow of the first reactant occurs

in the form of an inflow becoming a concentric counter-

flow in a path along the axis on the inner side of the

spiral flow, whereby an annular elongated zone of in-

tensely violent turbulence occurs between the spiral flow

and the counterflow; feeding a second reactant into and

substantially parallel to the direction of one of said paths

of flow of said first reactant, whereby said second re-

actant will pass into said zone of turbulence and mix

with said first reactant; causing said first and second re-

actants to react in said turbulent zone to form a reaction

product; creating a second spiral outer flow of a fluid

inert to said first and second reactants and said reaction

product; confining the second spiral flow to a fixed tu-

bular path of sufficient length so that at a distance dovvn

the path a reversal occurs in the flow of said inert fluid

in the form of an inflow becoming a counterflow along

the axis on the inner side of the second spiral flow, where-

by a second annular elongated zone of intensely violent

turbulence occurs between the second spiral flow and

its counterflow; feeding an unreacted portion of said first

and second reactants from said first mentioned turbulent

zone into and substantially parallel to one of said paths

of flow of said inert fluid whereby said portion of react-

ants will pass into said second zone of turbulence and

continue to react therein; and discharging the reaction

product of said first and second reactants from said sec-

ond zone of turbulence.

3,098,706
PREPARATION OF BIMETALLIC HYDRIDES

Sidney M. Blitzer, Albert P. Giraitis, and Joseph R.

Zietz, Jr., Baton Rouge, La., assignors to Ethyl Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Virginia

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 158,893

5 Claims. (CI. 23—14)
1. A process for the preparation of bimetallic hydride

comprising the thermal decomposition of a bimetallic

alkyl aluminum hydride of the formula

M(AlR4_nHn)m

wherein

M is a metal selected from the group consisting of

alkali metals and alkaline earth metals,

R is a hydrocarbon radical selected from the group

consisting of alkyl and cycloalkyl radicals, and hav-

ing up to 20 carbon atoms,

n is an integer of not more than 3, and

m is the valence of M,

said process being conducted at a pressure not in excess

of about atmospheric pressure and in the presence of a

catalyst, said catalyst being a standard reduction cat-

alyst selected from the group consisting of platinum, pal-

ladium, platinum black, chloro platinic acid, platinum

oxide, palladium black, palladium oxide, nickel, nickel

oxide, Raney nickel, cobalt, copper oxide, zinc oxide,

chromium oxide, molybdenum oxide, copper chromite,

zinc chromite, and molybdenum sulfide.

3,098,705

PROCESS FOR REMOVING CARBONYL SULFTOE
FROM PETROLEUM GASES

Adrianus P. Bally, The Hague, Netheriands, assignor to

Shell OU Company, New York, N.Y., a corporatHW of

FUed Dec. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 73,736

5 Claims. (CI. 23—3)
1. The method of removing carbonyl sulfide from ad-

mixture with normally gaseous hydrocarbons which com-

3,098,707

URANIUM ORE-CARBONATE LEACH PROCESS
INVOLVING ADDITION OF CHLORINE, ALKALI
METAL HYPOCHLORITE OR AMMONIUM HY-
POCHLORTTE TO PREGNANT LIQUOR DERIVED
THEREFROM

Cli£Ford J. Lewis, Golden, Colo., assignor to FhUUps
Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Aug. 25, 1958, Ser. No. 756,961

6 Claims. (CI. 23—14.5)

1. In the process of recovering uranium values from

an ore by leaching the ore with a basic carbonate solu-

tion and then separating pregnant liquor containing solu-

ble uranium values from the resulting leach slurry by
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filtering the latter, the improvement comprising adding

to said separated pregnant liquor a material selected from
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stream to form another dialyzate stream, introducing into

said other dialyzate stream, concurrently with the intro-

duction of said color-producing reagent into said first

mentioned dialyzate stream, a stream of fluid containing

a colorless non-reacting fluid m lieu of said color-pro-

ducing reagent, introducing one of said treated dialyzate

and means in liquid flow communication with said outlet

tube for treating said withdrawn liquid stream for anal-

ysis concurrently with said evaporation operation and

rotation of said vessel.

3,098,719
FLUID PROCESSING SYSTEM WITH CONTINUOUS

FILTER APPARATUS
Leonard T. Skeggs, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Technicon

Instniments Corporation, Chauncey, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed June 16, 1960, Ser. No. 36,583

9 Claims. (CL 23—253)

n / to
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Streams into one of said flow cells of the colorimeter and

simultaneously introducing the other of said treated

dialyzate streams into the other of said flow cells, and

simultaneously comparing the light transmittance charac-

teristics of said streams as they flow through their respec-

tive flow cells.

3,098,718

CONCENTRATION APPARATUS FOR QUANTITA-
TIVE ANALYSIS OF A SUBSTANCE IN A LIQUID
Andres Ferrari, Scarsdale, N.Y., assignor to Technicon

Instruments Corporation, Chauncey, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New Yorlt ' _^^
Filed Sept. 8, 1959, Ser. No. 838,579

6 CUims. (CI. 23—253)

1. Apparatus for processing a liquid for analysis in re-

spect to an ingredient thereof, comprising a liquid supply

station, means to transmit a stream of said liquid to said

supply station, means including a filter having successive

fresh portions only movable past said supply station to

receive and filter said stream of liquid, means for receiv-

ing the filtered liquid from said successive fresh portions

of the movable filter and for transmitting a stream of the

filtered liquid to a predetermined point concurrently with

the transmission of the first mentioned stream of liquid

to said supply station, means for treating said stream of

filtered liquid, during the flow thereof, for colorimetric

examination in respect to said ingredient while said first

mentioned stream of liquid is being transmitted to said

supply station for the filtering operation.

3,098,720

CORROSION TESTING MECHANISM
Carel H. Neffenger, Elyria, Ohio, assignor to The G. S.

Equipment Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
Filed June 7, 1961, Ser. No. 115,467

13 Claims. (CI. 23—253)

5. Apparatus for treating a liquid for quantitative anal-

ysis in respect to a substance present therein in a small

quantity, comprising a vessel mounted for rotation about

its longitudinal axis and having a downwardly inclined

inner surface means for rotating said vessel about said

axis, means for heating said vessel while it is being ro-

tated about said axis, an inlet tube for said liquid having

its outlet end positioned above the bottom of said vessel

adjacent said inner turface so that liquid admitted through

said inlet end flows down and around said inner surface

during the rotation of said vessel to form a liquid film

thereon for effecting a rapid evaporation of a portion of

said liquid as it flows to the bottom of said vessel, an

outlet tube having its inlet end adjacent the bottom of

said vessel for withdrawing the heated liquid therefrom

in the form of a stream, said tubes being stationary and

said vessel being rota:ed around the axes of said tubes

by said rotating means while the flask is being heated

1. A corrosion testing mechanism comprising an en-

closure resistant to attack by a corrosive test fluid, said

enclosure defining a test-conducting space for retaining

an atmosphere of corrosion testing mist therein and in-

cludmg a specimen access opening and a movable closure

therefor, an axially upwardly extending tube in said
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enclosure having an upper outlet opening, a mist-produc-

ing aspirator nozzle positioned within said tube and

orientated toward said outlet, said nozzle being spaced

from said outlet and from the walls of said tube to permit

relatively large liquid drops in the mist to gravitate down-

wardly past said nozzle as the mist rises in said tube

toward said outlet, trap means below said nozzle and

adjacent the bottom end of said tube for collecting said

liquid drops, and supply conduit means connected to

said nozzle for supplying a test liquid and a gas under

pressure.

3,098,721

MULTIPLE STOPPER UNIT
Ralph P. Jewell, Racfaie, Wis., assignor to Moeller Manu-

facturing Company, Inc., Racine, Wis., a corporation

Filed Feb. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 90,486

8 Claims. (CI. 23—259)

1
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8. In a laboratory appliance, a rack, a plurality of

open ended test tubes loosely fitted in the rack and said

rack having end walls, and a multiple stoppering unit for

association with the tubes and said rack including an elon-

gated top carrier plate overlying the top of the rack and

terminating adjacent to the end walls of the rack, a plu-

rality of expansible stoppers carried by the plate and de-

pending therefrom inserted in the open ends of said tubes,

each of said stoppers including a resilient expansible

body, a cam lever for each expansible body having lobes

movable in;o and out of engagement with the carrier

plate for contracting the bodies longitudinally and ex-

panding the bodies circumferentially, said stoppers being

arranged in groups, and means operatively connecting the

cam levers of groups together for simultaneous operation.

3,098,722
PURIFICATION OF METAL HALIDES

Eugene C. Carison, Baytown, Tex., and Werner C. Muller,

Roslyn, N.Y., assignors to National Distillers and

Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Vbginia
Filed Jan. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 787,282

9 Claims. (CL 23—294)

JR.
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about 70 to 90 weight percent of said impure metal

tetrahalide and about 10 to 30 weight percent of at

least one alkali metal halide,

(2) heating said molten mixture in said melter to a

temperature within the range of about 550* to 650°

F. to remove gaseous impurities therefrom and sepa-

rating the gaseous impurities from said molten mix-

ture, said molten mixture containing a minor amount

of finely divided metal selected from the group con-

sisting of zirconium and hafnium,

(3) passing the thus treated molten mixture from said

melter to a separate and distinct vaporizer,

(4) heating the thus treated molten mixture at a tem-

perature at least as high as that at which the metal

tetrahalide is vaporized therefrom,

(5) recovering said evolved purified metal tetrahalide,

(6) recycling the molten mixture from which said

metal tetrahalide has been vaporized from said vapor-

izer back to said melter, and
(7) adding to said molten mixture in said melter im-

pure metal tetrahalide at substantially the same

rate at which the purified metal tetrahalide \& being

recovered.

3,098,723
NOVEL STRUCTURAL COMPOSITE MATERLAL

WUliam R. Micks, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignor to

The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif., a non-
profit corporation of California

FUed Jan. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 3,197
1 Claim. (CI. 29—183.5)

1. A method for purifying an impure metal tetrahalide

selected from the group consisting of zirconium tetra-

halide, hafnium tetrahalide, and mixtures thereof which

comprises the following sequential steps

(1) forming in a melter a molten mixture comprising

t:

A turbine blade, which comprises: a ductile metal ma-
trix, the metal being selected from the group consisting

of niobium, magnesium, aluminum, zinc, chromium,
molybdenum, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper, rhenium, sil-

ver, gold, and titanium, and a multiplicity of spaced

micron-sized elongated filaments of ceramic material, em-
bedded within said matrix, said filaments of material hav-

ing a diameter of less than about 10 microns, the mate-

rial of said matrix having a thermal expansion greater

than the thermal expansion of said filaments whereby to

place said matrix in compression and said filaments in

tension, as the temperature of the composite material

increases, said filaments extending in the direction gen-

erally coincident with the direction of stress to which the

turbine blade is subjected, and extending the length of

approximately the entire load path of the stress.

3 098 724
ALUMINOUS METAL ARTICLE

William A. Anderson, Verona, Pa., assignor to Aluminum
Company of America, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
No Drawing. Filed July 8, 1960, Ser. No. 41,503

10 Cbdms. (CI. 29—195)
1. An aluminous metal article having a specularly re-

flective suirface with an anodically produced film there-

on substantially free from bloom and having a percent

yellowness value of 1.8 to 6 as determined by a photo-

electric tristimulus colorimeter, the oxide film being at

least 0.1 mil in thickness, the metallic surface of said

article underlying the oxide film consisting of an alloy

composed of aluminum, 0.4 to 2.0% magnesium, 0.05

to 0.15% copper and 0.05 to 0.15% chromium, the im-

purities present including up to 0.15% iron, up to 0.15%
silicon and up to 0.05% manganese, said alloy surface

extending over at least one entire face of said article.
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3 098 725
DRYING LIQUID-COATED THIN METAL

COIL STOCK
Arthur Leslie Stuchbcry, Enfield, and John Edward Cook,

Winchmore HUl, London, En^and, assignors to The

Metal Box Comiiany Limited, London, England, a

British company . ^ ,*«
Filed Mar. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 14,309

Claims priority, application Great Brltafai Mar. 25, 1959

2 Claims^ (CI. 34—13)

cW^7-H y'"^'"^

chamber <^;>ening and said inlet means; first means for

closing said conduit upstream of said additional opening;

second means for closing said additional opening; said

first and second closing means being joined and formed

so that when they arc in a first position said first closing

means closes said conduit and said second closing means

opens said additional opening and when they arc in a

second position said first closing means opens said con-

duit and said second closing means closes said additional

opening; and means for moving said closing means be-

tween said first and second positions thereby to provide

a stream of air flowing directly from atmosphere over

said centrifugal fan means to clean said fan means when

said conduit is closed and said additional opening is open.

1 The method of drying a liquid coating of lacquer,

varnish, or paint freshly applied to a side of thin metal

stock drawn from a coil thereof, which includes subject-

ing the freshly coated side to a coating drying tempera-

ture of the order of 1.000 degrees F. while opposite side

of the stock is engaged by an outer surface of a hollow

member, passing a heated cooling fluid at a maxmium

temperature of the order of 212 degrees F. through the

hollow member to maintain the mass of the stock at a

temperature considerably less than that to which the coat-

ing is subjected, and moving the stock lengthwise at a

linear speed which ensures drying, and curing if necessary,

of the coating during subjection thereof to said coating

drying temperature, and venting said outer surface to

prevent the formation between the hollow member and

stock of air pockets which might disturb the geometric

relaUon between the stock and a heat source by which

said relatively high coating drying temperature is pro-

duced.

3,09S,726

CLOTHES DRYING MACHINE
Aldan M. Stone, LoulrrUic, Ky., aarignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York

FUcd Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,934

2 Claims. (CI. 34—133)

3,«9g,727
MOTOR FUEL COMPOSITION

Martin Hamer, Chicago, lU., and RumU H. Brown,

Hammond, Ind., aM^ora to Standard Oil Company,
Chicago, m^ a corporation of Indiana

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 718,491

8 Claima. (CL 44—56)
1. A hydrocarbon motor fuel composition for spark-

ignition internal combustion engines to render said en-

gines non-stalling due to carburetor icing comprising (A)

a major amount of a hydrocarbon distillate in the gaso-

line distillation range; (B) from about 0.002 to about

0.05% of a hydroxyl-substituted imidazoline salt having

the structural formula

N
^ \ „R-C CHi

N-

L i

i Hi

HiCHiOH.

(+).

in which R is a hydrocarbon radical having from about

10 to about 24 carbon atoms of the group consisting of

alkyl, alkenyl. and alkadienyl radicals, A is an anion of

an organic carboxylic acid having from about 10 to about

60 carbon atoms in a hydrocarbon structure of the group

consisting of an aliphatic carboxylic acid, a cycloaliphatic

carboxylic acid, and mixtures of such acids, and n and m
are integers of the group consisting of 1, 2 and 3; and

(C) from about 0.01 to about 3.0% oi a Ci_4 alkanol.

3,098,728
LEADED GASOLINE CONTAINING

PHOSPHORATE
Everett N. Cacc and Robert R. Chambcn, Homcwood,

UL, aarignon, by mcoic aariguncnts, to Skadair Re-
search Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dcla-

1. A combination clothes washer and dryer compris-

ing: means defining a washing and drying chamber hav-

ing first and second openings formed therein; meaiu for

introducing water to and removing water from said

chamber and means for washing fabrics therein; heating

means for evaporating moisture from damp fabrics with-

in said chamber; centrifugal fan means having inlet means

and outlet means; said first chamber opening and said

outlet means being respectively connected to atmosphere;

conduit means connecting said second chamber opening

to said inlet means, said conduit means having an addi-

tional opening formed therein intermediate said aecond

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 794,854
5ClaiiiM. (CL44—69)

1. A leaded gasoline consisting essentially of base

gasoline, about 0.5 to 4.5 cc. per gallon of tetraalkyl lead

anti-knock agent and about O.OS to 2 theories of a phos-

phorate product obtained by reacting a molecular oxygen-

containing gas, yellow phosphorus and an olefinic hydro-

carbon of 8 to 20 carbon atoms to combine about 2 moles

of phosphorus per mole of olefin, at a temperature of

about 20 to 100* C.

3,098,729
DEVICE FOR SUPPLYING AN AMOUNT OF
WATER INTO AN ACETYLENE-PRODUCING
FULMINATING CANNON

Reai Vcrbraoc, 130 Markcgcmilnuit, Wakkcot Bclgin
Filed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,287

Claima priortty, appBcatfoa Bcigiun Apr. 29, 1959
6CliikM. (CL4S—37)

1. Apparatus for contitrilifif the amount of water sup-

plied to a camioa in which acetylene is produced by the
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action of water on calcium carbide and which is provided

with a rod actuated by said cannon which acts on a plu-

rality of synchronized members comprising a lever rock-

ingly mounted on a shaft and axially movable relative

thereto, means connecting the lever to said rod, cam

means interposed between said lever and a fixed portion

entry aperture in one of said partitions, and out of an exit

aperture in the other of said partitions; a supply of air

filter medium of a length adapted to provide a plurality

of complete filter changes mounted in said end compart-

ment adjacent said entry aperture; a rotatable mandrel

in said opposite end compartment adapted to be rotated

for effecting the advance of filter medium through said

passage and out of said exit aperture by winding said

medium thereon; means in said cpposilc end compartment

for compressing said used medium as it is wound on said

mandrel including rotatable roller means disposed to dis-

^^

of the apparatus and cooperating to transform rocking

movement of the lever into axial movement, and a water-

controlling needle valve having a needle positioned in an

axial bore within the shaft about which the lever rocks

and is axially movable when actuated by axial move-

ment of the lever.

3 098,730
GRINDING WHEELS* HAVING UNSATURATED
ORGANIC POLYMERIC BONDS AND THE LIKE

Robert A. Rowse, Siircwsbory, Maaa., assignor to Norton

Company, Worcester, Mass., a corporation of Maasa-

dmsctts
No Drawing. FUed Jnly 22, 1959, Ser. No. 828,717

6 Claims. (CI. 51—298)
1 . An organic bonded abrasive article comprising abra-

sive grains having a Knoop hardness greater than 1000

and unsaturated polymer bond selected from the group

consisting of rubber mixed with phenolic resin, polymers

and copolymers of butadiene, said polymer bond being

adhered to the abrasive grains with the aid of a pre-

vious applied organo functional alkenyl polysiloxane

coating on said grains, at least 5% by weight <of said

article being composed of abrasive grains selected from

the group consisting of AljOj and SiC and mixtures there-

of, said polysiloxane being derived from the basic silane

structure

R

A-dl—

C

i

where R is an alkenyl group selected from the class con-

sisting of vinyl and allyl capable of reacting with unsat-

urated polymer, C is a hydrolyzable chemical compound
selected from the group consisting of methoxy, ethoxy,

propoxy, butoxy, methoxy ethoxy, fluorine, chlorine, bro-

mine, iodine, and hydrogen, and A and B are the same

or different chemical groups selected from the group con-

sisting of R and C and chemical groups non-reactive to-

ward unsaturated polymer and non-hydrolyzable, said ar-

ticle having superior water resistance compared to a sim-

ilar article having no alkenyl polysiloxane coating on
said grains.

3,098,731
AIR FILTERING APPARATUS

'

Earnest J. Greene and William V. Millman, Moifaic, lU.,

aarignors to American Air Filter Company, Inc., Louis-

rlllc, Ky., a corpontloa of Delaware
FUcd Dec. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 77,317

5 Claims. (CI. 55—274)
1. In ap air conditioning unit of the type having a cen-

tral section through which air to be conditioned is passed,

and oppositely disposed end compartments separate from

said central zone by opposite partitions: means forming

an air filtering zone extending transversely across said

central section and defining a passage for an air filtering

medium adapted to be advanced thereinto through an

place said medium suflBciently out of a direct line of

travel between said exit aperture and said mandrel that

said medium must loop around and then under said roller

means to be wound on said mandrel; means mounting said

compressing means to urge it toward said mandrel but

permitting progressive arcual displacement away from said

mandrel as said used medium is progressively wound

thereon; means for indicating the extent of said medium
advanced around said roller means including a rotatable

indicator; and means connecting said roller means and

said indicator for effecting roution of said indicator pro-

portionally to the rotation of said roller means. y'

3 098 732
UQUEFACnON AND PURIFICATION OF

LOW TEMPERATURE GASES
Wolcott Dennis, Basking Ridge, NJ., assignor to Ah-

Reduction Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.,

a corporation of New York
FUed Oct. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 847,296

14 Claims. (CI. 62—9)

^ifa

4. In a system for liquefying a gas having a critical

temperature below about 35 degrees Kelvin, said system

(grating through a cycle and recycle in which the gas in-

cluding a feed-stream and a recycled stream is compressed

and a portion of said recycled stream cooled and con-

verted to the liquid phase in a throttle-valve, and the re-

mainder of said recycled stream returned for recompres-
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sion and recycling in said system, the method of removing

from the iow-tempcrature stages of said system including

said throttle-valve small amounts of impurities which

solidify in the mixture of said gas below the temperature

range of liquid nitrogen but above the liquefaction tem-

perature of said gas, which comprises the steps of cool-

ing the high pressure feed-stream of said gas including

said impurities separately from the high-prcssur» recycled

gas to a temperature slightly in excess of the freezing

temperatures of said impurities, diverting the endre com-

pressed feed-stream into a path which avoids said throttle-

valve, expanding said diverted feed-stream in an expan-

sion device with Uie performance of external work thereby

causing said impurities to freeze out of said fecd-slream

in a fine suspension at a temperature-pressure point above

the liquefaction point of said gas, and thereafter passing

said expanded feed-stream including said frozen-out im-

purities in suspension into the liquid phase formed in

said system, whereby the purified gas bubbles through said

liquid and returns through a path whereby it cools said

compressed gas in said system and is subsequently com-

pressed as said recycled stream, and permittings said im-

purity particles to be entrained in said liquid.

3,098,733

REMOVAL OF WATER FROM AQUEOUS SOLU-
TIONS AND RECOVERY OF FRESH WATER

Ludwig Rosenstein, 2010 Lyon St^ and Manoel H. Gorin,

1867 26tfa Ave., both of San Francisco, Calif.

Filed June 25, 1957, Scr. No. 668;t84

17 Claims. (CI. 62—58)

«-^

3,098,734
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF FRESH

WATER FROM SEA WATER
Hans Svanoc, Warren, Pa^ assignor to Strutbers Wells

Corporation, Wairen, Pa., a corporation of Maryland
Filed Feb. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 794,664

9 Clabns. (CI. 62—58)

1. In a process for the preparation of potable water

from sea water the steps which comprise nucleating sea

water, subjecting the nucleated sea water liquor to crys-

tallization by the latent heat of evaporation of a substan-

tially water immiscible organic fluid at a temperature be-

tween minus 1.5° C. and minus 10° C. conducting sub-

stantially all of the nuclcation and crystallization of the

sea water to discrete ice crystals while the sea water is

in a slurry of ice crystals and in direct heat exchange

contact with the evaporating organic refrigerant, the

endothermicity of the evaporating refrigerant being suf-

ficient to profKjgate the formation of ice and the growth

of ice crystals on the crystals present and also sufficient

to avoid the establishment of an equilibrium state be-

tween the ice and the saline water and sufficient to avoid

the reversion of the ice to water in the suspension and

maintaining the temperature of the sea water liquor

within a fraction of a degree Centigrade of the tem-

perature of the ice crystals, thereby rapidly crystallizing

fresh water crystals from the sea water.

3,098,735

ART OF SEPARATING WATER FROM
AQUEOUS LIQUIDS

Herbert H. Clark, Oshkosfa, Wis., assignor to Appleton

Wire Worlu Corp., Appleton, Wis., a corporation of

Wisconsin
FUed Feb. 12, 1962, Scr. No. 172,623

21 Claims. (CI. 62—58)

1. A process for producing a second less concentrated

solution from a first more concentrated solution which

comprises:

( 1 ) cooling said first solution to near its freezing point

by direct contact countercurrent heat exchange with

an immiscible liquid,

(2) vaporizing a vaporizable liquid refrigerant through

contact thereof with said cooled first solution, thus

forming (a) solids, (b) a third residual solution

more concentrated than said first solution, and (c)

refrigerant vapors,

(3) separating said solids from said third solution,

(4) compressing said refrigerant vapors formed in

step (2),

(5) contacting said solids with compressed refrigerant

vapors formed in step (4) thus condensing said re-

frigerant vapors to a liquid and converting said solids

to said sc:ond solution, and

(6) cooling said immiscible liquid from step d) by di-

rect contact countercurrent heat exchange individual-

ly with said second solution resulting from step (5)

and said third solution resulting from step (2), thus

cooling said immiscible liquid for reuse in step (1).

^^^'^r^

1. The method of treating an aqueous liquid compris-

ing: advancing a body of a water-immiscible carrier liquid

cooled to an ice-forming temperature through a freezing

zone as an uninterrupted flowing stream having physical

continuity through the zone; introducing an aqueous

liquid into the stream of carrier liquid wherein the aque-

ous liquid becomes engulfed by and mixed with the car-

rier liquid and is carried by and moved along therewith
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through the freezing zone to form a heterogeneous mix-

ture comprising a carrier liquid phase, a partially con-

centrated aqueous liquid phase, and solid ice particles

formed from the water of the aqueous liquid; and sepa-

rating the constituents of the resultant mixture.

3,098,736

GLASS BENDING MOLD
Harvey J. Little, Trenton, Mich., assignor to Chrysler

Corporation, Highland Park, Mkh., a corporation of

FUed May 28, 1959, Ser. No. 816,580

5 Claims. (CI. 65—291)

acid, pouring said mixture into a den, removing the

superphosphate from the den at the substantial comple-

tion of the primary reaction and disintegrating it, plac-

ing a plurality of ventilating tubes spaced from said den,

piling the disintegrated superphosphate about said tubes,

and leaving said superphosphate in said ventilated pile

and removing the exothermic heat of the secondary re-

action during said secondary reaction with minimal loss

of moisture and until it has cured.

3,098,738

METHOD OF HEATING AND SINTERING
Julius D. Madaras, Longview, Micb^ assignor to Gas
Incorporated, Detroit, Micb., a.corporation of Michigan

Filed Aug. 30, 1954, Ser. No. 452,913

4 Claims. (CI. 75—34)

1 A ring-type glass bending mold comprising an inter-

mediate fixed secUon and a pair of upwardly curved, ver-

tically swinging, wing sections pivotally mounted on the

opposite ends of said fixed secUon for movement between

depressed open mold and elevated closed mold positions

said wing sections being arranged to form with said fixed

section a Iwigitudinally concave, ring-type, shaping sur-

face when said wing sections are in their uppermost closed

mold positions, said wing sections when moved to their

depressed, open mold positions providing means wherein

the opposite ends of the mold fixed section support the

glass sheet to be bent on the mold and the wing sections

are disposed beneath the end portions of the glass sheet

mounted on the fixed section, lever means rigidly fixed

on each of said mold wing sections and extending longi-

tudinally of and inwardly towards and beyond the pivot

axis of the associated wing section on said fixed mold

section, link means pivotally connected to and depending

from the inwardly disposed free end portions of the lever

means on each wing section, and a weighted connector bar

pivouUy connected to, floatingly supported by and ex-

tending between the lower ends of the longitudinally

spaced linlc means at a level beneath the mold open posi-

tion glass supporting level.

3,098,737

PROCESSES FOR PRODUCING FERTILIZERS
AND PRODUCTS THEREOF

Leroy Henry Facer, deceased, late of Phelps, N.Y, by

Helen Mogenban Facer, executrix, Phelps, N.Y.

assignor, by mesne assignments, to Glen E. Cooley,

trustee, Schenectady, N.Y. .,- „«
Original application Feb. 25, 1942, Ser. No. 432,350, now

Patent No. 2,739,886, dated Mar. 27, IfS^- divided

and tfaU application Mar. 22, 1956, Ser. No. 573,118

15 Claims. (CI. 71—37)

2. Process which comprises mixing finely divided iron

ore about 200 to 400 mesh with a limited amount of

water and an organic binder to form pellets of a size

about >/4" to 1". further mixing with added coke breeze

to coat the surface of the pellets, charging said coated

pellets into a pressure vessel having a gas inlet and a gas

outlet, closing the' vessel to make it gas-tight, introducing

air into the gas inlet to burn with the carbonaceous ma-

terial thereby producing the heat to raise the temperature

of said ore pellets and also raising the pressure above

atmospheric, exhausting the combustion products through

said gas outlet to lower the pressure, and repeating the

cycle until the ore is heated to a final temperature about

1700° F.

3 098 739
PROCESS for'REFINING METALS

Rudolf Graef, Oberbausen, and Ludwig von Bogdandy,

Essen-Printrop, Germany, assignors to Huttenwerk

Oberbausen Aktiengesellscbaft, Oberbausen, Germany
FUed Nov. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 67,187

Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 24, 1959

5 Clabns. (CI. 75—51)

1. In a method of refining carbon c(Mitaining pig

iron in the presence of an oxygen containing atmosphere

in a drum furnace rotatable about a substantially hori-

zontal axis and adapted to retain pig iron to be refined

1 A process of manufacturing superphosphate which throughout the refining process, the employment of the

compf^s^Sg phosphate rock' and a strong inorganic following steps: forming a liquid slag layer, feedmg in

792 O.Q.
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succession new quantities of slag formers into said drum

furnace at one portion thereof while the refining process

is being carried out, and during said refining process,

corresponding to the feeding of new slag formers into

said drum furnace and at the same rate thereof at an-

other drum furnace portion spaced from said first drum

furnace portion withdrawing slag from the slag layer

forming on the pig iron bath in said drum furnace while

maintaining the slag layer forming on the pig iron bath

at a desired thinness whereby the area of contact of said

slag with the furnace lining is reduced, and while retain-

ing the pig iron bath in said drum furnace until the de-

sired refining of said pig iron bath in said drum furnace

has been completed.

the solid body from an external source through the tur-

rounding liquid medium and fusing said further material

in contact with said fused body.

3,098,740 _^,
PROCESS FOR THE REFINING OF PIG IRON IN

OTHER THAN ROUND VESSELS
Paul Ernst Hardt, Hagen-Haspc, Gennany, asrignor to

Klockner-Werke A.G., Duisburg, Gemumy, a corpora-

tion of Germany ^ - ^«
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 1, I960, S«r. No. 46,342

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 7, 1959

2 Claims. (CI. 75—60)
1. A process for the refining of pig iron comprising:

providing a non-round refining vessel having a minor axis

to major axis ratio of from 1:2 to 1:5. charging the ves-

sel with material to be refined, routing the refining vessel

about its longitudinal axis at a speed lying in the range

of 16 to 34 revolutions per minute and supplying oxygen

to the vessel at a pressure of about 6 atmospheres and at

a rate between 4 to 10 Nm.' per minute per ton of pig

iron.

3,098,741

PROCESS FOR EFFECTING CRUCIBLELESS MELT-
ING OF MATERIALS AND PRODUCTION OF
SHAPED BODIES THEREFROM

Eduard Enk and Julius Nickl, Burghauscn-Uppcr Bavaria,

Gennany, assignors to Wacker-Chemie G^n-b-H^

Munich, Gennany
Filed Mar. 31, 1959, Ser. No. 803,271

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 3, 1958

3 Claims. (CI. 75—65)

3,098,742
URANIUM-MOLYBDENUM-ALUMINUM

TERNARY ALLOY
Gilbert S. Laync, MkUand, Mkh^ and Robert J. Teitel,

Northridge, Calif., asslgnon, by mesne assignments, to

the United States of America as represented by the

United States Atomic Energy Conunksion
No Drawing. FUcd Aug. 9, 1962, Scr. No. 215,804

2 Claims. (O. 75—122.5)
1. A ternary metal alloy comprising on a weight basis

about 24 weight percent uranium, about 19 weight percent

molybdenum and about 57 weight percent aluminum.

3,098,743
BRAZING ALLOY

Paul R. Mobley, Cincfamati, Oiiio, assignor to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New Yorii

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 154,832
6 Claims. (CI. 75—171)

1. A nickel base brazing alloy particularly suitable for

brazing at about 1950* F. consisting essentially, by weight,

of: 3-«% Cr; 3-8% Pd; 16-25% Ge; 4-22% Cu, with

the balance nickel and incidental impurities.

1. In a process for the melting of a material selected

from the group consisting of silicon and germanium and

shaping bodies therefrom, the steps of providing a down-

wardly free hanging fused body of such material at

the lower end of a solid body of such material, said free

hanging fused body being surrounded at its bottom with

a liquid in which the material of said fused body is sub-

stantially immiscible, supplying, in solid form, further

material from which the body is to be shaped to the sur-

face of the free hanging fused body at the lower end of

3 098,744
PROCESS TO TREAT 'food PRODUCTS BY THE
USE IN PRESENCE OF ANTIBIOTICS AND
EITHER ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANT OR ANTI-
BIOTIC DEPENDENT BACTERIA STRAINS

Littoria von Lorch, Rodolfo Negri, Giuseppe Pcnso, and
Paolo Savi, all of Rome, Italy, aasignon of one-iialf to

Fondazione Emannele Patcnio, Rome, Italy

No Drawing. Filed Apr. S, I960, Scr. No. 20,844

Claims priority, application Italy July 30, 1957
23 Claims. (CL 99—1)

1. In a process for preparing a finished food product

selected from the group consisting of meat products and

milk products, the improvement of mixing with a food

consisting essentially of a member selected from the

group consisting of meat and milk, (I) an antibiotic in

amounts of about 2 to 10 micrograms per gram of said

food, and (2) a culture of a nutritionally acceptable

bacterial strain selected from the group consisting of

strains resistant to said antibiotic and strains, the me-

tabolism of which depends on the presence of said anti-

biotic; the culture being added in such amoimts that the

bacterial cell concentration in the resulting mixture cor-

responds to about 20 to 50 times 10* cells per kilogram

of said food; said antibiotic being completely degradable

in the presence of said bacterial strain during the prepa-

ration of the finished food product; and fermenting the

resulting mixture at least imtil said antibiotic is com-

pletely degraded.

3,098,745
GROWTH-PROMOTING METHOD EMPLOYING

- 33-BIS(4-HYDROXY-PHENYL)PENTANE
Granville B. KUnc and Robert Q. Tbonapson, Greenwood,

Ind., assignon to Eli Lilly and Company, Indian-

apolis, Ind., a corporation of Indiana
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 161,289

3 Claims. (CI. 99—2)
1 . The method of growing and fattening animals which

comprises orally administering 3.3-bis(4-hydroxyphcnyl)-

p>entane to an animal at spaced intervals of time and

regulating the quantities of said pentane to accelerate the

rate of weight gain, the amount of said compound admin-

istered ranging from about 0.1 to about 10 mg. of said

compound per 100 pounds of body weight for each 24-

hour period.

3 098 746
PROCESS OF PREPAIUNG A COMPRESSED CHOC-
OLATE CHIP PRODUCT AND THE RESULTING
PRODUCT „ „, ^ I

Peter P. Noznick, 2730 Thayer SL, Evanston, lU.; Charles

W. Tatter, 18433 Martin Ave., Homewood, III.; and

Carl F. Obenauf, 3005 Longfellow, Hazel Crest, Ill-

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 53,631

7 Claims. (CI. 99—23)
1. A process of preparing a compressed chocolate chip

product, said process comprising melting sweet milk choc-

olate, withdrawing a portion of the melted chocolate and

adding the same to water, homogenizing the mixture of the

withdrawn chocolate and water and spray drying the same

to form a powder, said powder having a core of milk fat

and cocoa fat encased in a hull of milk and cocoa solids,

adding said powder to the remaining melted chocolate

and dispersing the same therein, holding the mass at the

fat crystallization point and allowing the fat to crystallize

slowly into very fine crystals, compressing the mass into

sheets and thereafter chilling the sheets to harden and

solidify the product.

5 to 35%, and protein about 1 to 15%, all amounts being

by weight of the finished powder.

3,098,749

SWEETENING AGENT AND PROCESS OF
PRODUCING THE SAME

Fred J. Helgren, Waukegan, III., assignor to Abbott

Laboratories, Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

No Drawing. FUed Nov. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 69,560

10 Claims. (CI. 99—141)
1. In the process of granulating an artificial sweetening

composition, the improvement comprising the step of tri-

turating 100 parts of a physiologically accepuble salt of

cyclohexylsulfamate with 5-20 parts of a physiologically

acceptable salt of saccharin dissolved in 40-100 parts of

a liquid, said liquid comprising 50-100% of a water-

soluble, easily volatilizing organic solvent and 50-0% of

water.

3,098,747

METHOD FOR PREPARING A GROUND
BEEF PRODUCT

Matthew DubU, Pariin, NJ., assignor to DubU Manu-

facturing, Inc., Spotswood, Monroe Towndilp, NJ., a

corporation of New Jersey

FUcd Mar. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 14,062

2 Cbims. (CL 99—108)

3,098,750
METHOD OF PREPARING TOASTED DEHY-

DRATED ONIONS
Arthur N. Prater, Sberman Oaks, and Thomas M. Lakes,

Santa Clara, Calif., assignors to Consolidated Foods
Corporation, a corporation of Maryland
No Drawhig. FUcd July 10, 1961, Scr. No. 122,662

8Cbiims. (CL 99—204)
1. The method of preparing toasted dehydrated onion,

comprising the steps of partially rehydrating dehydrated

onion pieces with an aqueous toasting agent selected from

the group consisting of an aqueous slurry of onion

powder, an aqueous extract of dehydrated onion, fresh

onion juice, blanched onion juice, an aqueous solution of

amino acid, an aqueous solution of protein hydrolyzates

and an aqueous solution of reducing sugars, and then

toasting said rehydratcd pieces at temperatures within the

range of about 160° to 350° F. for a length of time to

give the desired degree of toasting.

1. A method for preparing a ground beef product

which comprises the steps of grinding muscle tissue

beef to the consistency of hamburger, confinmg said

ground beef in a zone, said zone being substantially total-

ly enclosed but not fluid-tight, removing air and residual

blood by maintaining said beef under a sustained pressure

of at least 2 pounds per square inch for at least 15 hours,

releasing said pressure, breaking up the resulting meat

cake and aerating said meat.

3,098,748

WHIPPING AND POWDERED SHORTENING
COMPOSITIONS

Peter P. Nomlck and Charles W. Tatter, both % Beatrice

Foods Co., 1526 S. State St., Chicago ID.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 24, 1960, Scr. No. 17,273

24 Claims. (0.99—118)
1 . A whipping composition in the form of a water solu-

ble dry powder containing edible fat about 40 to 60%,

mono- and di-glycerides in amount of about 0.0 to 10%,

a whipping agent selected from the group consisting of

glycerol lacto mont^Jalmitote. and glycerol lacto oleate

in amount of about 0.5 to 15%, sweetener in amount of

3,098,751

PRINTING INK COMPOSITION FOR ETHYLENE
OXIDE STERILIZATION INDICATORS

Wiibvd M. Huyck, Woodbmd Hills, and Vfaiccnt A.
Romito, North Hollywood, Calif., assignors to Aseptic

Thermo Indicator Company, North Hollywood, CaUf.,

a corporation of California

No Drawhig. Filed July 18, 1960, Scr. No. 43,320

3 Chihns. (CI. 106—20)
1. A composition for printing telltale insignia indicat-

ing that selected sterilizing conditions of ethylene oxide

concentration, moisture concentration, temperature and

time had been attained, consisting essentially of a flexo-

graphic printing ink base including a thickener ingredient

and a solvent ingredient in proportions to give a practicable

ink substance in a flcxographic printing process; 3 to 5

percent (based on the ink base) of powdered crystallized

magnesium chloride (MgCla.6H,0); and a pH indicator

in a small but adequate amount to visibly show a change

from acidity to alkalinity in said printing when dried,

followed by exposure to ethylene oxide in the presence of

water vapor.

3,098,752

FLUOALUMINATE COMPOSITION AS
DIELECTRIC MATERIAL

Isadore Mockrin, Plymouth Meeting, and Alexander

Kowalski, Levittown, Pa., assignors to Pennsalt Chemi-

cals Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania

FUed Apr. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 102,518

5 Cbdms. (CI. 106—39)

1 . As a novel composition useful as a dielectric, a solid

solution consisting of KAIF4 and RbAlFf.
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3,098,753
PORCELAIN ENAMELING FRIT

Harry J. Van Dolah, Wheaton, and Otto C. Linhart,

Cicero, III., assignors to Eagle PIcher Company, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 153,701

2 Claims. (CI. 106—48) |

1. A porcelain enameling frit consisting essentially of:

Percent by weight

SiO, 55-65

Na,0 12-15

NCO groups in the prepolymer to NCO-reactive groups

in the cross-linking agent of at least 1 and less than 2.

Fa
ZrOa
VaOs
LijO
TiOj
M05O3
CoO
MnO 0.5-5

BaO 0-7

4-8
5-8
0-5
1-4
2-9
1-5

1-2

3,098,754
METHOD FOR PREPARING CELLULAR CEMENT
Henry O. Dixon, Bartlesvillc, Okl*., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Jan. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 788,621

2 Claims. (CI. 106—88)

t. The method for forming a rigid unit of cellular ce-

ment which comprises providing a confined form, form-

ing a slurry consisting essentially of between about 4

and about 25 volumes of hydratable clay, between about

10 and about 20 volumes of shale and between about 100

and about 250 volumes of water per 100 volumes of

Portland cement, introducing the slurry to said form in

an amount sufficient to fill only a portion of the form,

introducing air only into said form in sufficient quantity

to agitate said slurry and expand said slurry to fill said

form, agitating said slurry for a period between about 1

and about 5 hours and thereafter allowing the agitated

mix to set until hard, said set mixture filling said form.

3,098,755

COATED RUBBER ARTICLES AND METHOD
OF PRODUCING SAME

Harry J. Barth and Philip T. Gay, Dover, Del., assignors

to International Latex Corporation, Dover, Del., a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed June 29, 1959, Ser. No. 823,617

14 Clams. (CI. 117—33)

1. A method of producing adherent elastomeric poly-

urethane coatings on deposited latex rubber substrates

which comprises water leaching the uncured rubber sur-

face, drying said water leached surface treating said

leached surface with a solution of isocyanate, applying to

said surface a coating of an isocyanate-terminated pre-

polymer selected from the group consisting of polyesters

and polyethers, said prepolymers being curable to an

elastomeric state, and curing the prepolymer with a non-

aqueous cross-linking agent at a temperature and for a

time sufficient also to cure the rubber substrate, the cur-

ing agent being present in amount to provide a ratio of

L«t«i FtUM
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.3% to about 15% by weight, calculated as [Jure metal, of

a diamagnetic material having negative permeability

MMMinc SUM ronXLM

greater than the negative permeability of the resin of

the binder-

3,098,762
PROCESS FOR IMPROVING DIFFUSION

ELECTRODES
Lcland H. S. Roblee, Jr., Metncbcn, John V. Clarke, Jr.,

Cranford, and Charics W. Fouat, Berkeley Heights,

NJ., aarignors to Esao Research and Englnccfing Com-

Kiny, a corporation of Delaware
o Drawing. Filed July 3, 1961, Scr. No. 121,345

4 Claims. (CI. 117—228)
1. A process for improving a porous carbon electrode

having major pores whose average diameter is above

about 0.2x10* A. and minor pores of lesser average

diameter for use in a fuel cell employing an aqueous

acidic electrolyte and oxygen gas so as to bring said elec-

trode, said electrolyte and said gas into three phase con-

tact, which comprises flooding said electrode with a Cf
to C7 liquid paraffin, selectively removing said paraffin

from said major pores by air blowing of said electrode,

passing water vapor through said major pores and ad-

sorbing a film of water thereon, passing an essentially

anhydrous stream of nitrogen containing an alkylchloro-

silane compound through said major pores until essen-

tially all of said film has reacted with said compound leav-

ing a continuous silicone film bonded to the walls of said

major pores and rapidly heating said electrode to about
350* to 400* F. until said paraffin is removed from said

minor pores.

3,098,763
CHEMICAL REACTOR

Bmcc E. Deal, Palo Alto, and WilUam Peterson, San
Francisco, Calif., assignors, by mesne assignments, to

Raytiicon Company, Lcsington, Mass., a corporation of
Delaware

FUcd May 29, 1961, Scr. No. 113,389
11 Claims. (CI. 118—49.5)

r f-/7" r

V*.tr^

10. Apparatus for reacting a chemical at the surface

of a hot body, the apparatus comprising an elongated

furnace tube in which the body is disposed, an elongated

furnace disposed around the furnace tube for heating the

body in it, said body being maintained ih a covered boat

disposed in said furnace, a supply conduit extending a

substantial distance into the furnace and furnace tube

and having one end terminate adjacent one end of said

boat, means for delivering a stream of the chemical to

the bther end of the conduit to discharge a supply of the

chemical into the furnace tube in the immediate vicinity

of said boat, said boat having at one end thereof a grid

for uniformly distributing the chemical stream through-

out said boat and at the other end thereof means for con-

trolling the flow of chemical from said boat whereby a
pressure differential is maintained within said boat and
means for maintaining the supply conduit and stream in

it at a temperature substantially below that of the heated

body.

3,098,764
ANNULARE TRACK MEMBER FOR A SPINNING
CYLINDRICAL PIPE CORE DURING INTERIOR
LINING OPERATION

Panl W. Kao, Bakcrtfeld, aisd Charics H. Brannen,
Lockcford, Calif., Msignors to Cca-Vi-Ro Pipe Corpo-
nOlon, Shafter, Calif., a corporation of California

Filed Jnly 31, 1961, Scr. No. 128,163
7 Claims. (CL 118—55)

1. In a pipe core q>inning machine a pair of core

supporting wheels, an annular track member adapted to

be releasably mounted on the exterior circumference of

a pipe core comprising an anchoring band and a traction

band, said anchoring band comprising arcuate segments

releasably secured together and adapted to ancfaor to the

exterior of the core, said traction band cocnprising a crr-

cumferentially continuous traction surface adapted to

engage the wheels, an inwardly facing positioning area on
the traction band and an outwardly facing positioniitg area

on Che anchoring band, said positioning areas having a

shiftable engagement with respect to each other, and
mutually engaging connecting means having elements on
the respective bands adapted to force said bands into

engagement whereby to provide a firm, smooth rolling

surface between said core and said wheels.

3,098,765
XEROGRAPHIC BRUSH

Daniel Franklin KcUcr, Kcnilworth, and William R.
Beck, Jr., Norridgc, U., assignors to Robertson Photo-
Mechanixt^Inc, Chicago, 111., a corporatkm of Illinois

FIMd Mar. 16, 1959, Scr. No. 799,545
8 Claims. (CL 118—637)

%TlBfe^

1. A xerographic brudi comprising a rotataUe non-

magnetic shaft, a plurahty of magnets and non-magnetic
members alternately spaced in a longitudinal row on said

shaft to form a cylindrical core rotatable with said shaft,

and a cylindrioal sleeve of non-magnetic material on the

outer periphery of said cylindrical core and co-rotatable

therewith, said sleeve having an outer periidieral surface

adapted to support brush-like tufts of xerogri^hic de-

vel<^r mixture thereon, said core and said sleeve being

relatively axially reciprocable and drive means rotatably

driving said shaft and comprising a rotatably driven

wobble plate, and spring biasing means loading said shaft

against said wobble jriate, thereby to effect said recipro-

cation concurrently with the rotation of said shaft.

3,098,766
PROCESS FOR CLARIFYING SUGAR JUICES

BY ADDITION OF A BUFFER
Peel Ren^ Payct, Cambnaton, France

No Drawing. FUcd May 3, 1960, Scr. No. 26,406
Claims priority, application France Jnly 20, 1959

3 Claims. (CL 127—50)
1. In a process f<n- clarifying sugar juices extracted

from a sugar producing plant, said sugar juice having a
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natural pH level of approximately 5.5 to 7, the step of

introducing a buffer system into the sugar juice, said

buffer system acting to maintain the pH level of Ac
sugar juice at said natural value throughout said clarifi-

cation procedure.

3,098,767

PROCESS FOR AGGLOMERATING BROWN SUGAR
Freeman Bush, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to The Ameri-

can Sugar Refining Company, New York, N.Y., a cor-

poration of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 22,676

1 Claim. (CL 127—63)

The process of producing agglomerates from a dry

brown sugar, wherein said brown sugar consists essentially

of sucrose crystals coated with molasses,

comprising the steps of pulverizing the brown sugar

to form a flowable pulverized material of which

about 90% wQl pass through a 200-mesh Tyler screen,

exposing said pulverized material to a humid atmos-

phere at about room temperature without direct liquid

addition to said material and for a time sufficient to

bring the moisture content of the material up to a

predetermined value in the range of about 2 to 5

percent, and during all said exposure, agitating said

material so as to retain it in a free flowing condition,

and thereby forming it into agglomerates,

and thereafter drying said agglomerates to a total mois-

ture content of not over about Vi%, while maintain-

ing them in a flowable condition with some agitation

throughout the drying step.

3,098,768

FUEL GAS SYSTEM FOR FUEL CELLS
William Alexander Titterington, Lynnfield Center, and

Richard Hanlin Bbckmer, Topsfield, Mass., assignors

Jo General Electric Company, a corporation of New
York

FUcd Dec. 23, 1959, Scr. No. 861,704

7 Claims. (CI. 136—86)

3,098,769
FUEL GAS GENERATOR CONTROL SYSTEM

FOR FUEL CELLS
Herman Alfred Liebhafsky and Leonard Wflliam Nie-

drach, Sdienectady, N.Y., assignors to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York
FUcd May 13, 1960, Scr. No. 29,032

5 Clafans. (CI. 136—86)

.~^.
, ,. i

1 . A fuel cell gas generator control system comprising,

in combination: a fuel gas generator comprising means

for mixing fuel gas-generating reactants and reaction con-

trol means operable to vary the rate of mixing of the re-

actants; a fuel cell comprising a pair of electrodes and an

electrolyte positioned between and in contact with said

electrodes, said fuel cell adapted to consume fuel gas; one

of said electrodes communicating with said ^ncrator for

fuel gas flow therebetween; said reaction control means

being operable in response to the pressure of fuel gas

supplied to said fuel cell by said generator to regulate the

rate of mixing of the reactants such as to maintain a pre-

selected range of pressures of said fuel gas.

3,098,770
ANHYDROUS ELECTRIC BATTERY

Carl Horowitz, Brooklyn, and Thomas Brcitncr, New
York, N.Y., assignors to Yardney International Corp.,

New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUed Feb. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 713,034

10 Claims. (CI. 136—100)

MtPO"'

1 . A fuel gas system for a fuel cell comprising, in com-

bination; a fuel gas generator comprising means for mix-

ing fuel gas-generating reactants and valve means oper-

able to vary the rate of mixing of the reactants; a surge

tank connected in fluid flow relation with said generator

for receiving fuel gas generated thereby; a fuel cell com-

prising a pair of electrodes and an eleCUolyte positioned

between and in contact with said electrodes, said fuel

cell adapted to consume fuel gas; conduit means con-

necting one of said electrodes in fuel gas flow relation

with said surge tank; and pressure-regulating control

means operable in response to the pressure of fuel gas in

said conduit means, said control means operative to regu-

late the rate of flow of fuel gas in said conduit means

such as to maintain a preselected range of pressures of

the fuel gas supplied to said one of said electrodes.

1. An electrochemical battery comprising a positive

electrode, a negative electrode, and a substantially an-

hydrous electrolyte, said electrolyte comprising a low

molecular weight organic solvent selected from the group

consisting of ketones and nitriles having a dielectric con-

stant greater than 12 and having dissolved therein an

inorganic compound which constitutes a Lewis acid with

respect to said solvent, said Lewis acid being selected from

the group consisting of aluminum trichloride, aluminum

tribromide, boron trichloride, boron tribromidc, zirconium

tetrachloride, aluminuii]^ sulfate, tin tetrachloride, ferric

chloride, zinc dichloride, molybdenum pentachloride, and

zinc trichloride said Lewis acid being capable of forming

ionic complexes of good mobility with said solvent and

being present in sufficient quantity to materially lower

the electrical resistance and the freezing point of said

solvent
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3,098,771
PRIMARY BATTERY CELL FOR HIGH CURRENT
LOADS AND METHOD OF ITS MANUFACTURE

Richard Huber, Ellwangen an der Jagst, Germany,
assignor to Pertrix-Union G.m b.H^ Ellwangen an der

Jagst, Germany, a company of Germany
Filed Sept. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 843,450

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 3, 1958
10 Claims. (CI. 136—103)

1. In a primary battery cell for high loads and com-
prising a zinc solution electrode: a depolarizing mix
containing mangane^ dioxide as a depolarizer and be-

tween 20% and 25%, by weight of the depolarizer, of

Carbon black, the mix being so finely comminuted that

at least about 80% thereof passes through a sieve* hav-

ing 10,000 mesh/sq. cm. and containing between 70%
and 80%, based on the weight of the dry mix, of an elec-

trolyte consisting of a zinc chloride solution containing

between 50% and 60%, by weight, of zinc chloride.

3,098,772
ELECTRODE FOR FUEL CELL

Walter G. Taschek, Long Branch, NJ., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-
tary of the Army

Filed June 1, 1962, Ser. No. 199,547
5 Claims. (CI. 136—120)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1 . The method of preparing a carbon electrode for use

in a fuel cell using an acid electrolyte including the steps

of

( 1 ) weighting the carbon electrode,

(2) firing the carbon electrode in an oxidizing atmos-

phere for controlled oxidation of the carbon,

(3) cooling the carbon electrode,

(4) reweighing the carbon electrode and determining

that a total weight loss of 7 to 10 percent has oc-

curred,

(5) dusting off the activated electrodes,

(6) inserting the activated electrodes in a we< proof-

ing solution,

(7) drying the electrodes with a vacuum pump to in-

sure a dry pore structure,

(8) heating the wet proofed electrodes in an oven at

200° C. for two hours,

(9) applying a chloroplatinic acid solution containing

about 90 mg. of platinum per ml. of solution on the

hot electrode so that one square centimeter of elec-

trode area contains 2 mg. of platinum, and

(10) placing the electrode in a vacuum oven at 200*

C. for six hours.

3,098,773
VENT COVER

Marion Ward Dickover, Glenview, HI., and Joseph N.
Jammal, Ashtabula, Ohio, assignors to K-W Battery
Company, Skokie, III.

FUed July 8, 1960, Ser. No. 41,568
2 Claims. (CI. 136—177)

ef JO J/ ji

1. A top closure for the service opening of a storage

battery case, which closure comprises a base portion which
is adapted to be secured in said case and a lid hingedly

mounted on said base, a passageway through said base

I>ortion, said passageway being provided with an inwardly
extending pliable lip which defines an opening having

pliable edges, which opening lies in a plane generally

normal to the axis of said passageway, said lip being
adapted to flex freely in directions generally parallel to the

axis of said passageway as said lid is rai ed and lowered,

said closure lid including a plug which is adapted to overlie

and engage the upper surface of said flexible lip so as to

prevent upward flexing of said lip when said lid is in the

closed position, said plug also including a section which
extends into the opening defined by said pliable lip, the

edges of said pliable lip which define said opening engag-
ing the periphery of the section of said plug which extends

into said opening.

3,098,774
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING SINGLE CRYSTAL

SILICON SURFACE LAYERS
Albert Mark, Toms River, NJ., iMlgnor to the United

States of America as represented by tiic Secretary of
tlM Aimy

FUcd May 2, 1960, Ser. No. 26,384
1 Claim. (CI. 148—1.5)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

The method of producing a layer of single crystal sili-

con of one conductivity type upon a body of silicon of
the opposite conductivity type, comprising the steps of

passing hydrogen over a liquid surface of silicon tetra-

chloride maintained at a temperature ranging between
— 20' C. to —55* C. to form a gaseous atmosphere,
adding an impurity of said one conductivity type to said

gaseous atmosphere, sustaining the rate of flow of said

atmosphere over said body to a range of between 250
to 500 cubic centimeters per minute, and simultaneously

maintaining a temperature gradient between said atmos-
phere and said body such that said body is in a range
between 25' C. to 50* C. lower than the temperature

of said atmosphere with the temperature of said atmoe-
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phere being chosen from the range of about 11 25 ° C. to rate of said propellant composition, said reaction product

1250° C. being prepared by contacting vajwrized alkali metal and

3 098 775
METHOD OF APPLYING A CHROMATE CON-
VERSION COATING TO THE SURFACE OF
ALUMINUM

James H. Thirsk, Meadowbrook, Pa., assignor to Amchem
Products, Inc., Ambler, Pa., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Aug. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 130,398

6 Claims. (CI. 148—6.2)

^?^"^^^
-1^'- carbon in the absence of oxygen and at elevated tempera-

ture in the range between 375° and 500° C.

2. In the art of forming a chromate conversion coat-

ing on an aluminum surface by treating the surface with

a chromate conversion coating solution, the method

which comprises moving the surface in one direction

past and in contact with a roller the surface of which

is being driven in the opposite direction and simultane-

ously applying coating solution to the region of contact

between the metal and the roller, the surface speed of

the roller being from 33V3% to 133V3% of the speed of

the moving aluminum surface.

3,098,778
BELT

Ralph F. Garner, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, assignor to The
B. F. Goodrich Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed May 8, 1957, Ser. No. 657,907

7 Claims. (CI. 154—52.2)

eiK

3,098,776
METHODS OF HEAT-TREATING LOW CARBON

STEEL
Paul F. Elarde, Napervllle, III., assignor to Western Elec-

tric Company, Incorporated, a corporation of New
York
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 74,759

3 Claims. (CI. 148—122)
1. The method of increasing the magnetic permeability

of ordinary commercial SAE 1010 low-carbon steel from

a maximum permeability value of the order of 2000 to

a maximum permeability value between about 6000 and

10,000, which consists in heating the steel at a tempera-

ture between about 1500 and 1550° F. in a wet forming

gas atmosphere for a period of about 3 to 6 hours, cool-

ing the steel at an initial rate of approximately 200' F.

per hour to a transition temperature of approximately

1000° F. in a dry forming gas atmosphere, and then

cooling the steel further at an increased rate of approxi-

mately 400 to 600° F. per hour to a temperature at least

as low as 200° F. in a dry forming gas atmosphere, after

which the cooling conditions are substantially immaterial.

3,098,777

COMPOSITE PROPELLANTS CONTAINING A
CARBON-ALKALI METAL BURNING RATE
CATALYST

Herbert R. Anderson, Jr., ^artlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company, a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Dec. 4, 1958, Ser. No. 778,262

6 Claims, (a. 149—19)
1. A solid propellant composition of the composite

type consisting essentially of (I) a major amount of a

mixture of 50 to 95 weight percent of a solid inorganic

, oxidizing salt and 5 to 50 weight percent of a rubber

binder, the sum of said amounts of said salt and said

binder totaling 100 weight percent of said mixture, and

( 2 ) a minor but significant amount of a reaction product

of carbon and an alkali metal, the amount of said

reaction product being sufflcient to increase the burning

782 0.0.—68

zz-^n

1. A side-driving power transmission belt comprising

a flexible resilient rubber body having only side-driven

faces and having a single pair of laterally-spaced flexible

cabled elements each embedded longitudinally in the

body near a driving face, and said body having inner and

outer circumferential faces in each of which there is a

groove opening from adjacent the margins of said inr»er

and outer faces and extending longitudinally of the body,

the grooves of said faces extending toward each other in

opposed relation and their bottoms defining opposing

sides of a longitudinal flexible hinge portion of the body

free of longitudinal reinforcing members and integral with

the portions of the rubber body in which the reinforcing

elements are embedded and located between and in the

plane of said cable elements and about which hinge por-

tion the body is transversely flexible.

3 098 779
METHOD OF MAKING A PLASTIC VALVE AND
ATTACHING SAME TO A HOLLOW INFLATABLE
ARTICLE

Alvon R. Cox, Ashland, Ohio, assignor to The Faultless

Rubber Company, Ashland, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
Filed Apr. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 102,841

7 Cbdms. (CI. 156—228)

1. The method of making a hollow inflatable ball erf

thernK>plastic material which comprises forming a pair
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of hemispherical walls by deposit from plastisol, form-

ing an aperture through one of said walls, separately

forming an inflation valve of only partially fused thermo-

plastic material having a base attaching flange and hav-

ing a cylindrical body terminating in a pair of axially ex-

tending abutting sealing lips, said valve having a bore ex-

tending thereinto from its base end, said lips connecting to

said bore and being coated on their adjacent surfaces with

a silicone oil having a viscosity of approximately 60,000

centipoises assembling the valve with its bore aligned with

said aperture in one of said walls and connected thereto,

uniting the hemispherical walls one to another about

their margins by pressure applied thereto to form an

assembled article, and heat-curing the assembled article

to unite the walls and the valve, said silicone oil prevent-

ing said lips from fusing together during the heat-curing.

3,098,782
TAPE DISPENSER

Howard A. Powers, MedfieM, Mass., assignor to W. H.
Brady Co., Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Wis-

consin
FUed Jan. 14, 19M, Scr. No. 2,466

2 CUims. (CI. 156—577)

3,098,780

CURL RESISTANT FOIL TO PAPER LAMINATION
AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

James N. Krause, Louisville, Ky., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Anaconda Aluminum Company, Louis-

ville, Ky.
Filed Aug. 4, 1958, Ser. No. 752,693

3 Claims. (CI. 156—280)

1^#^« EifriQ 4 «
3. The method of making a foil to paper lamination

for use as a label or similar article having improved curl

resistant properties when stored in stacks comprising the

steps of bonding the paper to the foil, treating the ex-

posed surface of the paper with a solution containing a

treating agent operable to reduce the ability of the paper

to take up moisture, and subsequently drying the lamina-

tion to reduce the moisture content of the paper to sub-

stantially 6% of the weight of the paper.

3,098,781

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING WOOD
PARTICLE BOARDS

Ernst Greten, Springe, near Hannover, Germany, assignor

to Metallwerli Bahre K.G., Springe, Deister, Germany
Filed Jan. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 2,878

1 Claim. (CI. 156—373)

> >« /f* « **

Apparatus comprising a mat forming unit, means for

delivering particles to said unit to fall by gravity there-

through, means for directing vertically spaced streams of

air horizontally from adjacent the center of said unit

toward each end thereof to effect size distribution of said

particles, means for recirculating air from each end of

said unit and means for adjusting the relationship of said

vertically spaced horizontal air streams with respect to

the falling particles delivered to said unit.

2. A dispenser for pressure sensitive adhesive tape

comprising a storage unit for storing a roll of pressure

sensitive tape, said storage unit having means for support-

ing said roll within said storage unit for rotation, a lon-

gitudinal member secured to said storage unit having a

longitudinal passage extending generally away from said

storage unit, said longitudinal member carrying bearing

means therearound, a handle disposed around said longi-

tudinal member and supported <mi said bearing means for

free rotation relative to said longitudinal member about

an axis, a roller housing secured at the end of said longi-

tudinal member, and tape applying roller means mounted

for rotation in said roller housing and offset from the

said axis so that the surface of said tape applying roller

contacts the non-sticky side of tape drawn through said

longitudinal member, said tape storage unit, said longi-

tudinal member, said roller housing and said tape apply-

ing roller being mounted for free rotation as a unit rela-

tive to said handle member.

3,f98,783
HAND PRESSURE ROLLER

Dieter Busch, GelscnUrciicn, Frido Ekfacr, Haan, Rhine-

land, and Anton Kramer, Dusseldorf, Germany,
assignors to Henkcl A CIc. GjnJ).H., Dusseldorf, Ger-

many, a German corporation

FUed Feb. 12, 1959, Scr. No. 792,884
6 Claims. (CI. 156—579)

1. Hand pressure roller which comprises roller means,

a pair of handle means, said handle means having addi-

tional means rotatably securing said handle means to

said roller means and pivotally securing said handle

means for movement outwardly and inwardly with re-

spect to each other, at least a portion of said additional

means rotatably abutting a portion of the roller means

for transmitting pressure exerted on both the handle

means to said roller means at said abutting portions, and

means for limiting the outward pivotal movement of the

handle means under the resultant pressure exerted on

both the handle means, said means for limiting the out-

ward pivotal movement including angle stop means on
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at least one side of said roller means, said stop means

having two connected side means, the apex of said angle

stop means being located immediately below the means

for rotatably securing said handle means to said roller

means, and the side means of said angle stop means being

upwardly diverging, whereby said handle means will abut

the corresponding side means of said angle stop means

at their outermost position with respect to each other.

3 098,784

PROCESS OF DEINKING PRINTED PAPER
WUUam S. Gorman, Jr, Tonawanda, N.Y., assignor to

National Gypsum Company, Buffalo, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
^ ^^^ ^^^

FUed Aug. 6, 1959, Scr. No. 832,083

12 Claims. (CI. 162—5)
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3 098 788
LIQUID REMOVAL MEANS FOR ROTATABLE

PERFORATED SHELLS
Lloyd Hornbostel, Jr., Beloit, Wis., assignor to Beloit Iron

Works, Beloit, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin
Filed April 18, 1961, Ser. No. 103,921

6 Claims. (CI. 162—274)

„._,^

of palpable fineness and a highly comminuted, powdered
vegetable gum capable of absorbing moisture.

1. Apparatus for removing liquids from perforated ro-

tating shells forming part of a press nip comprising, a

housing surrounding a major portion of the circumference

of the shell, and a liquid collection device in said housing

in closely spat^d relation to the shell withdrawing liquid

from the perforations in the shell during rotation past

said device, said liquid collection device having a lip por-

tion extending to a point closely adjacent the nip on the

off-running side thereof and a perforated wall jxjrtion

closely spaced from the shell for assisting centrifugal

forces and receiving liquid from the perforations in the

shell during rotation past said device.

3,098,789

AGRICULTURAL SPRAY EMUI^ION CON-
CENTRATES AND THEIR METHOD OF
MANUFACTURE

Francis W. Littler, Mineola, N.Y., assignor to Socony
Mobil Oil Company, Inc., a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 18,229

3 Claims. (CI. 167—42)
3. The method of preparing a highly concentrated

emulsion capable of being diluted for spray application

by water which comprises mixing between about }5%
to 6()'"( by weight of finely divided 2,2-bis (p-chloro-

phenyl)-l,i,l-trichloroethane with 5-25% by weight of

a highly aromatic oil having an aniline point of about
65-85° F. and boiling substantially continuously over the

range about 330-560° F., separately mixing about 0.1'^r

to lO'^f by weight of a polyoxyethylene ether of t-octyl

phenol having about 15-16 mols of ethylene oxide per

mol of finished product, 0.1% to 10% by weight of a

sodium salt of polyoxyethylene ether sulfonate of t-octyl

phenol having about 17-18 mols of ethylene oxide per

mol of finished product with water to a balance of 100%.
commingling the two mixtures in a Manton-Gaulin
homogenizer at a temperature of 150-250° F. and pass-

ing the mixture through the homogenizer under pressure

sufficient to provide a stable, uniform emulsion, capable

of being diluted with additional water to provide a fin-

ished DDT emulsion spray.

3,098,790
ADMIXTURE OF ALUMINUM METAL POWDER
AND POWDERED VEGETABLE GUM FOR
TREATMENT OF OPEN WOUNDS

Michael W. Mettentleiter, 885 Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed July 10, 1958, Ser. No. 747,584
3 Claims. (CI. 167—58)

1. A preparation for the treatment of open wounds,
comprising a dry admixture of aluminum metal powder

3,098,791
ANTI-EPILEPTIC TERTIARY ALICYCLIC UREA

DERIVATIVE
Otis E. Fancber, Elkhart, Ind., ass^or to Miles Labora-

tories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind., a corporation of Indiana
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 145,483

4 CUims. (CI. 167—65)
1 . A method for preventing epileptic seizures in epilep-

tic patients which comprises administering to epileptic

patients at least about 0.4 gram daily of a member selected

from the group consisting of l-(r-methylcycIohexyl)urea.
l-( r-methyIcyclopentyl)urea and l-( I'-cthylcyclopentyl)-

urea.

3,098,792
PROCESS FOR PREPARING PRODUCT HAVING

ENHANCED LACTOGENIC ACTIVITY
Ralph A. Reisfeld, Scotch Plains, and George L. Tong,

Elizabeth, N J., assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway,
NJ., a corporation of New Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 99,674

1 Claim. (CI. 167—74)
A process for the preparation of ? product having en-

hanced lactogenic activity which comprises subjecting a

multicomponent prolactin composition derived from
sheep pituitary glands to chromatography over (diethyl-

aminoethyl) -cellulose, eluting said cellulose with tris-

(hydroxymethyl) - aminomethane - (ethylenedinitrilo)-

tetraacetic acid-borate buffer, collecting separate small

fractions of the resulting eluate which exhibit substantial

absorption of ultraviolet light having a wavelength of

280 mM, combining the eluate fractions having as a

major constituent a protein having an electrophoretic

mobility of about 3.80x10"* cm.^ sec.-' volt' in gly-

cine-sodium hydroxide buffer at pH 10 and as a minor
constituent a protein having a higher electrophoretic

mobility than 3.80x10-* cm.' sec.-' volt-' in glycine-

sodium hydroxide buffer at pH 10 to form a first com-
bined eluate fraction, recovering as a mixture said major
and said minor constituents from said first combined
eluate fraction, subjecting said mixture to rechromatog-
raphy over (diethylaminoethyl) cellulose, combining re-

chromatography eluate fractions having substantial ultra-

violet absorption at a wavelength of 280 m/x a'nd having
as the substantially sole constituent a protein having an
electrophoretic mobility of 3.80x10 * cm.' sec.-' volt '

in clycine-sodium hydroxide buffer at pH 10 to form a

second combined eluate fraction and recovering said pro-

tein from said second combined eluate fraction.

3,098,793

SULFOLANE PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPOSITIONS

Bernard Loev, Broomall, Pa., assignor to Smith Kline &
French Laboratories, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation
of Pennsylvania

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 52,348

5 Claims. (CI. 167—82)
1. A pharmaceutical composition comprising a solvent

selected from the group consisting of:

Ri

O O

1111(1

X,-Kt Xi

O o

in which Rj is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen. m;thyl, hydroxy, mcthoxy, cthoxy and
allyloxy; X, is a member selected from the group consist-
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ing of —NH— , —NR3— , S and O; X, is a member se-

lected from the group consisting of hydroxy, —ORs,

U
/
\

-N and N
/
Ri

ber disposed concentric with respect thereto, the cylin-

drical walls of the inner member being perforated to per-

mit the escape of air from within the member, a plu-

Ki
\

Ri

R2 is lower alkylene having 2-4 carbon atoms and R3 is

lower alkyl having 1-3 carbon atoms; and a difl[icultly

soluble medicinal agent substantially soluble in said

solvent.

3,098,794 _
PROCESS FOR TREATING HUMAN HAIR WITH

AMINO OXIDE COMPOSITIONS
Roman Dohr, Dusseldorf, and Wilheim Jakob K^r,

Dusseldorf-Holthausen, Germany, assignors to Thera-

chemie Chemisch theraptutische Gesellschaft m.bJl.,

Dusseidorf, Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed July 20, 1960, Ser. No. 44,001

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 8, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 167—87)

1 . A process for the simultaneous washmg, dyeing and

grooming of human hair, which comprises rubbing said

hair with a liquid mixture of a cationic hair dye and a

compound selected from the group consisting of aliphatic,

aromatic and heterocyclic amino oxides having at least 8

carbon atoms in their molecules, leaving said mixture on

said hair to act thereon, for a period of substantially 15

to 30 minutes, rinsing said hair with water and removing

said mixture.

3,098,795

COSMETIC COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING LACTIC
ACID ESTERS OF FATTY ALCOHOLS

Saul I. Kreps, Cedar Grove, NJ., assignor to Van Dyk
& Company, Inc., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. FUed Nov. 4, 1958, Ser. No. 771,717

3 Claims. (CI. 167—90)
1. A cosmetic composition comprising as essential in-

gredients a homogeneous dispersion of anhydrous lanolin,

a vegetable oil and a straight-chain fatty alcohol lactic acid

ester in which the fatty alcohol radical contains eight to

eighteen carbon atoms, said composition being film-form-

ing when applied to the himian skin,

3,098,796
16-HYDROXYLATION OF STEROIDS

Allen I. Laskin, Somerset, NJ., assignor to Olln Mathie-

son Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y., a cor-

poration of Vfa^lnia

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 146,346

6 Claims. (CI. 195—51)
1. The method of converting a steroid into a 16a-

hydroxy derivative thereof, which comprises subjecting a

steroid selected from the group consisting of a steroid

of the pregnane series, a steroid of the androstanc series

and a steroid of the estrane series to the action of enzymes

of a microorganism of the class consisting of Streptomyces

californicus, Streptomyces coelicolor and Streptomyces

vinaceus, under oxidizing conditions, and recovering the

16a-hydroxy steroid formed.

3,098,797

ROTARY MALTING DRUM WITH
ADJUSTABLE LOUVERS

Alan R. Graff, Flossmoor, III., Ralph B. Ocsting, Val-

paraiso, Ind., and Perry K. Marple, Chicago, III.,

assignors to The Columbia Malting Company, Chicago,

111., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Jan. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 83,747

15 Claims. (CI. 195—131)
1. In a rotary malting drum, the combination with an

outer cylindrical member, of an inner cylindrical mem-

1, - -
/
/"

«

I

rality of louvers located within the inner member in asso-

ciated relation with the circumference thereof, and means

having connected relation with the louvers for locking

the louvers in either closed or in adjusted open position.

3 098 798
PREPARATION OF PURIFIED METHACROLEIN

Barnard Mitchel Marks, Wilmington, Del., asdgnor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,

Del., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 15,827

3 CUims. (CI. 202—42)
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1. A process for the production of purified methacro-

lein from a mixture containing methacrolein, aceialde-

hyde. propionaldehyde, acetone, and diacetyl which com-

prises:

(a) adding an alcohol having a boiling point above

75' C. to said mixture,

(h) heating said mixture containing said alcohol, under

high reflux conditions, in a first stage, until a sub-

stantially constant boiling point of about 68.5" C.

is attained, while distilling off said acetaldehydc,

propionaldehyde and acetone, and while forming a

thermally-unstable-high-boiling 1,2-hemi-k.etai from

said alcohol and said diacetyl,

(c) heating, in a second stage, under reflux at a maxi-

mum head temperature of about 68.5° C, the reflux

of said first stage to distill off said methacrolein in

purified form,

(d) heating, in a third sUge, the reflux of said second

stage to break up said thermally-unstable-high-boil-

ing I,2-hemi-ke".al and

{e) recovering said alcohol.
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3 098 799
WOOD TREATING APPARATUS AND PROCESS

David J. Crawford, deceased, late of Cobb Island, Md.,
by Madeleine B. Sadtler, executrix, Washington, D.C.,
assignor of one-half to International Bank, Washington,
D.C., a corporation of the Republic of Panama

Filed Dec. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 77,243
5 Claims. (CI. 202—93)

whereby fluid placed in the extraction chamber will

cover said ports,

a condenser chamber in fluid communiciition vvjth the
top of the extraction chamber, the upper end of the
condenser chamber being in communication with the

1. In a device for the destructive distillation of wood
the combination comprising an oven having sidewalls,

end waJls, and bottom and top surfaces, movable rack
means within said oven having side walls, end walls and
a bottom portion for supporting a batch of raw wood,
said bottom portion including gate means for discharg-
ing spent wood from said rack, fuel burning means be-

neath said oven for providing heat to said oven, cooling
means beneath said oven for controlling the tempera-
ture of said rack bottom portion and said oven bottom
surface, means for creating a downdraft through said

raw wood whereby vaporized products from said wood
are condensed on said cooled rack bottom portion, pipe
means positioned along said rack and between the side

walls of said rack and said oven for injecting steam and
solvents into said downdraft, and trough means adjacent
said rack bottom portion for collecting and conveying
away the condensed products.

3,098,800
LABORATORY DISTILLATION APPARATUS

John J. Moran and Harold Wood, both of
230 Medical Arts BIdg., Houston, Tex.
Filed Dec. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 74,996

3 Claims. (CI. 202—170)
I. A unitary glass protein bound iodine distillation ap-

paratus for the extraction of micro quantities of iodine
from a boiling solution having an integral glass body
comprising.

a tubular receiving chamber having upper and lower
ends for receiving boiling vapors of iodine, said lower
end adapted to be positioned adjacent a container

having a boiling solution for receiving said boiling

vapwrs,

an air evacuated insulation jacket positioned about said

receiving chamber,
an enclosure telescopically and completely enclosing

the upper end of said receiving chamber except for

having a plurality of ports positioned below the up-
per end of the receiving chamber,

an extraction solution chamber surrounding said tele-

scopic enclosure for containing an extraction fluid

for trapping said iodine vapors, said extraction cham-
ber positioned to enclose the plurality of ports

y-'

atmosphere for receiving pressures and for providing
an entrance for insertion of fluids into the extraction
solution chamber, and

a drain outlet connected to the lower end of the extrac-
tion chamber.

3,098,801
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MEASURING

CORROSIVENESS OF AQUEOUS LIQUIDS
Glenn A. Marsh and Edward Schaschl, Crystal Lake, III.,

assignors to The Pure Oil Company, Chicago, III., a
corporation of Ohio

Filed June 30, 1959, Ser. No. 824,017
19 Claims. (CL 204—1)

I
.
The method of determining the cathodic-anodic cell

current of the corrosion of a metallic material of con-
struction in a corrosive electrolytic environment which
comprises exposing at first test specimen to said environ-
ment for a time sufficient to form a layer of corrosion
products on the surface thereof, exposing a second test
specimen, said second test specimen having an exposed
area substantially equal to the exposed area of said first

test specimen to said environment at a known distance
from said first test specimen whereby said first test spcci-
ment becomes anodic with respect to said second test
specimen, measuring the cell current generated between
said specimens, and recording same in relation to said
distance, said test specimens beiiig substantially identical
test specimens of said metallic material of construction.

3 098 802
DIAPHRAGM FOR USE IN ELECTROLYSIS

Henri Bernard Beer, The Hague, Netherlands, assignor
to Amalgamated Curacao Patents Company N.V.,
Willemstad, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles, a corpora-
tion of the Netherlands

Filed Oct. 22, 1959, Ser. No. 848,037
Claims priority, application Netherlands Oct. 29, 1958

4 Claims. (CI. 204—1)
1. A method of carrying out electrolysis in which it is

desired to keep two portions of the electrolyte separated
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yet allow ions to migrate to tfae electrodes, comprising

placing a diaphragm of a meUl selected from the group

consisting of titanium and titanium alloy, said diaphragm

having pores therethrough of a size such that substantially

no intermingling of liquids on opposite sides thereof can

take place and having a barrier layer of titanium oxide

ifL. '}

thereon, between an anode and a cathode m an elec-

trolysis apparatus, placing a non-fluoride containing elec-

trolyte on opposite sides of the diaphragm, passing a cur-

rent from the anode to the cathode through the elec-

trolyte porUons and the diaphragm, and supplying anodic

current to the diaphragm for continuously mainummg

the barrier layer therecMi.

3,«98,8t3

THIN MAGNETIC FILM
Ludwig E. GodycU, CoM Sprtag, voA Ronald G. SteTens

and Ignatius Tsu, BeMW, N.Y., asiignon to JntCT-

national Business Machines Corporation, New York,

N.Y, a corporation of New York
FUcd June 23, 196«, Ser. No. 38,284

4 Claims. (Q. 2e4—38)

3,098,8M
METAL TREATMENT

Henry J. Wittrock, Opportuiity, Wash,, aarignor to Kalwr
Alnmfainm & Chemical Corporation, Oakland, Calif.,

a corporation of Debiware __^
No Drawfaig. Filed Mar. 28, 19M, Ser. No. 17,754

5Clafans. (CL 204—41)
1. A method of producing a firmly adherent coating

of a metal selected from the group consisting of nickel

and chromium
on an article of an aluminum alloy containing by weight

not more than 0.25% silicon, not more than 0.25%

iron, 1.30 to 3.70% copper, not more than 0.25%

manganese, 0.20 to 1.20% magnesiimi, not more than

0.30% zinc, a small but effective amount of titanium

sufficient for grain refinement, impurities in normal

amounts, balance substantially aluminum,

said method comprising the steps of

immersing said aluminum alloy as an anode in an

aqueous electrolyte consisting essentially of

phosphoric acid and sulfuric acid, balance water,

passing an electric current through said electrolyte

for a time period of from 1 to 30 minutes, at cur-

rent density of from 12 to 120 amperes per

square foot and a voltage of less than 40 volts,

thereby producing an oxide coating on the surface

of said article

thereafter electrodepositing a layer of metal se-

lected from the group consisting of nickel and

chromium directly on said oxide-coated surface.

^ii;H^ii^;;Mr; >iM.i iji i

j,
'j)" i'M »

1. A process of making a bisteble magnetic memory

element exhibiting a coercive force of less than 5 oeraeds

and a switching constant erf approximately 0.02 oersted-

microsecond comprising the steps of:

( 1 ) immersing a non-magnetic substrate in an electro-

less nickel plating bath having the composition:

30g./l.NiCl-6HaO,

10g./l. NaHaPOa-2HaO,
50 g./l. NI^Cl.
100 g. /I. sodium citrate,

said bath having a pH of 7.5-8.0 and a temperature

of 95' C.
for between 4 to 10 seconds to form an adherent

layer of electiolessly deposited nickel on said sub-

strate;

(2) rinsing the clectrolessJy deposited mckel layer to

remove excess plating bath solution;

(3) baking the substrate with the electrtrfessly deposited

nickel layer at a temperature between 130°-190"' C.

for 10 to 25 minutes;

(4) thereafter subjecting the baked electrolessly de-

posited nickel layer to electrolytic acUon in an elec-

troplating bath having the composition:

10g./l. FcS04-7HjO.
200g./l.NiCla-6HaO.

25 g./L H,BO^
0.84 g./l. saccharin.

0.42 g./l. sodium lauryl sulfate,

said electroplating bath having a pH of 2.85 and

being maintained at room temperature,

for about 1 minute to deposit a nickel-iron alloy hav-

ing a thickness in the wder of 2000 A. on the elec-

trolessly deposited nickel layer.

3 098 805
PROCESS FOR THE EXTRACTION OF RELATIVELY
PURE TITANIUM AND OF RELATIVELY PURE
ZIRCONIUM AND HAFNIUM

Guy Ervin, Jr., and Herbert F. G. UcHz, Shrewsbury,

Mass., asrignon to Norton Company, Worcester, Maas.,

a corporation of Maandmaetti
FOed June 25, 1959, Ser. No. 822,797

20 Claims. (O. 204—64)
1. Process for the preparation of metal selected from

the fourth group consisting of titanium, zirconiimi and

hafnium and mixtures thereof which comjwiscs passing

a direct electric current through a cell having a solid

anode and a solid cathode in a direct current electric cir-

cuit, the electrolyte in said cell consisting, apart from

any fourth group metal halide content, essentially of

fused halide of metal selected from the group consisting

of alkali metals and alkaline earth metals including mag-

nesium and mixtures of such halides, said cell containing

fourth group metal c^-bide in said halide electrically

connected to the positive side of the electric circuit and

collecting the fourth group metal dectrolytically liberated

at the cell cathode.

3,098,806
CROSS LINKING OF FATTY POLYAMIDES WITH

IONIZING RADIATION
Raymond F. PascMcc, Anoka, Miim., assignor to

General Mills, Inc., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 858,583

5 Cbiims. (CI. 204—154)
1. A method of cross linking a fatty acid polyamide

having a melting point below 130" C, said fatty acid

polyamide being selected from the group consisting of

(a) the self condensation product of amidic fatty acids,

\b) a p<riyamide derived from the reaction of polymeric

fat acids and a polyamine of the formula HaN(R'NH),H
where R' is an alkylene radical having from 1 to 4 carbon

atoms and x is an integer from 1 to 6, and (c) a poly-

amide derived from the reaoticMi of a polyamine of the

formula HaN(RNH),H where R is selected from the

group consisting of arylene and alkylene radicals and z

is an integer frmn 1 to 8 and a fatty acid derivative
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selected from the group consisting of the cpoxidized fatty

aoids and the alkyl esters thereof, comprising subjecting

said fatty acid polyamide to high energy ionizing radia-

tion in a dosage of from 10 to 160 megarads.

3,098,807

fflGH ep«:rgy rate extrusion of uranium
Lawrence Lewis, Bridgeport, Conn^ assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the (Jnited

States Atomic Energy Commi^on
FUcd Sept 22, 1961, Scr. No. 140,654

3 Claims. (CI. 204—154.2)

1. The method of forming fine grained randomly

oriented natural uranium suitable for reactor fuel, that

comprises heating a preformed natural uranium slug to a

temperature of about 100* F.-llOO' F.; immediately ex-

truding the slug at a pressure to cause a rise in the alpha-

beta phase transformation temperature in accordance with

the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and at a temperature

intermediate the normal and the increased alpha-beta

transformation temperature, to form uranium in the alpha

I^ase; permitting the uranium to transform to the beta

phase after extrusion, and rapidly cooling the uranium.

3,098,809

NUCLEAR REACTOR WITll FUEL UNDER
SPHEROIDAL FORM

Andre Hnet, 48 Ayc. do President Wilson,

Paris 16, France

Filed June 30, 1959, Ser. No. 823,895

Claims priority, application France July 9, 1958

4 Claims. (CI. 204—193.2)

3,098,810
VAPOR PRESSURE WATER BOILER REACTOR

WUliam Noidell McElroy, Canoga Park, and Grant O.
Haroldsen, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignors to North
American Aviation, Inc.

Original application Aug. 20, 1956, Scr. No. 605,081. Di-

vided and this application July 1, 1960, Ser. No.
42,743

2 Claims. (CL 204—193J)

3,098,808

PROMOTION OF HIGH ENERGY RADIATION
EFFECTS IN POLYMERIC MATERIALS

Herbert R. Anderson, Jr., Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company, a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Apr. 14, 1958, Ser. No. 728,246

33 Claims. (CI. 204—162)
28. A method of vulcanizing a butadicne-styrene co-

polymer which comprises forming a mixture of butadiene-

styrene copolymer with from about 01 to 0.1 gram mol

of a metal salt of stearic acid per IQO grams of copoly-

mer, and exposing said mixture in the uncured state to

neutron-free gamma radiation at a rate in the range of

about 103 to 3x lO'' rep per hour for a total dosage of

about 10* to 5xlO« rep.

1. Nuclear fuel elements each in the form of a small

spheroidal clement of fissionable material, each element

being enclosed in a casing having thin walls, and said

casing comprising a plurality of cooperatir»g parts, the

contours of said parts ending in flanged edges, and said

flanged edges of the parts of each casing being joined

together to encase the fissionable material of each ele-

ment, said flanged edges of the casing being formed

with cuts to define fins around the spheroidal element

and extending outwardly therefrom.

1. A closed cycle water boiler reactor system com-
prising in combination a core vessel, a housing defining

a chamber, duct means connecting said vessel to said

housing and having one end extending into the bottom
of said chamber for passing gases and liquids between said

vessel and said chamber, said extended end of said duct

and said housing defining a spillover volume at the bot-

tom of said chamber, a deflector plate disposed above
said duct end for deflecting core overflow solution into

said spillover volume, means for catalyticaily recomtHn-

ing oxygen and hydrogen generated in said core and con-

densing said recombined gas, said last-named means being

located above said deflector plate and communicating with

said spillover volume, said deflector plate and said hous-

ing directing said liquid condensate into said spillover

volume, and means connecting said q>^lover vcriume with

the interior of said duct for controlling the return of

liquids from said spillover vcrfume to said core vessel.

3,098311
MANIPULATORS FOR REPLACING FUEL UNITS

IN A NUCLEAR REACTOR
Eugen Guidi, Whiterthnr, Switzerland, aadgnor to Sulzer

Frcres, S.A., Wintcrtfaur, Switicriand, a corporation of

SwitzerUnd
FUed May 26, 1961, Scr. No. 112,877

Claims priority, application Switzerland June 8, 1960
7 Clafans. (CI. 204—193.2)

1 . In a nuclear reactcM- having a moderator part, a plu-

rality of oblong fuel units disposed in said moderator pait,

each fuel unit including a rodlike part containing fission-

able material, means for conducting a coolant in heat ex-

change relation with said rodlike part, and a securing

device operatively connected to each of said fuel units for

securing the respective fuel unit to said oKxierator part,

said securing device including a suppOTt connected to said

moderator part and locking means movably connected to

said support for locking the fuel unit to said support and

including pipe connections for supplying a cocriant to

and relieving the coolant from said cocriant conducting

means: a handling device for locking said locking means
to and unlocking said locking means from said support,

said handling device being adapted to be selectively moved
to one of said securing devices and including a plurality

of coaxial, relatively movable tubes individually having

end portions adapted to be temporarily engaged with said

locking means and having second end portions adapted to
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be manipulated for moving said tn^to actuate s^locl. i-tion with the feed wa^^.
^^Sa^T::f^

ing means, and a radiation shield interposed between said said reactor outlet pipe, responsive to the changes m pres-

sure measured by said gauge; a throttle valve controlhng

steam flow to said turbine responsive to turbme speed;

and a steam line from an interstage position of said turbine

to said pump, whereby the pump is caused to operate at a

speed proportional to the steam pressure at a between

stage point of said turbine.

3,098,813
ELECTRODE

Cedric H. Becbe, Fullcrton, and Max D. Liston, La Habra,

Calif., and Earl W. McKtaley, Springdale, Conn.,

asdgnors to Beckman Instruments, Inc^ a corporation

of California ^, ^„, _,.
FUed Feb. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 791,752

6 Cbdms. (CI. 204—195)

end portions for biologically screening said second end

portions from said first end portions.

3,098,812

APPARATUS FOR CONTROL OF A BOILING RE-

ACTOR RESPONSIVE TO STEAM DEMAND
Michael Treshow, Del Mar, Calif, "signor jo toe Umt^

States of America, as represented by the United States

Atomic Energy Commission ,,. ^^^
FOed Aug. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 131,446

1 Claim. (CI. 204—193J)

1. In a polarographic electrode assembly adapted to be

inserted through a hypodermic needle for determining the

proportional quantity of a constituent of a composition,

the combination of: an elongated support body of non-

conducting material; a sensing electrode element in the

form of a conductor enclosed within said body with an

end of said conductor projecting through an end of said

body to the outer surface thereof; a reference electrode

element in the form of an annular ring of conducting

material disposed around said body and spaced from said

end defining an annular space between the periphery of

said body and said ring for retaining an electrolyte; a

membrane having a thickness greater than the maximum

width of the end of said conductor projecting through said

end of said body, selectively permeable to said ccHistituent

and formed over said end and said ring enclosing said

annular space; means for electrically connecting each of

said electrode elements to an external measuring circuit;

and means for clamping said membrane in position.

A boiling reactor-turbine system comprising a plurality

of vertical tubes arranged side by side in parallel spaced

relauonship; a plurality of fuel elements contaming fission-

able material and being positioned in th? tubes; a tank

containing the tubes; means for injecting feed water m

the lower end of each tube, the injecting means including

nozzles located at the lower ends of the tubes in spaced

relationship thereto for causing moderator water to be

drawn thereinto along with feed water, there being an in-

dividual nozzle associated with each of the tubes for caus-

ing injection of feed water into the particular tube to

draw moderator water along the exterior of the particular

tube- means associated with a region of the tank above

the tubes for separating water from the mixture of water

and steam issuing from the top of the tubes and returning

the water to the moderator around the tubes; a pump for

supplying water to the nozzles; a multi-stage turbine oper-

ated by steam from said reactor; a condenser associated

with said turbine; a feed water pipe communicating be-

tween said condenser and said pump; a pressure gauge

connected to said feed water pipe; a reactor outlet pipe

communicating between the reactor pressure vessel and a

3,098,814
TWO-STAGE ADSORPTION PROCESS

WUliam R. Epperty, Roselle, NJ., assignor to Esao

Research and Engineering Company, a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Sept. 8, 1959, Ser. No. 838,642

10 CUims. (CI. 208—91)

fUMUCC
TWO-PMASE LIOOIO-VAPO*! AOSO«PTI««

10. The process for preparing the feed for an isomeriza-

tion reaction which comprises vaporizing said feed, pass-

ing the vaporized feed containing benzene, sulfur and ole-

fins to a first adsorption zone containing a zeolitic molecu-

lar sieve of uniform pore size from 6-15 Angstroms at a

rate of from about 0.5 to 5.0 w./w./hr., maintaining said
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adsorption zone at a temperature of from about 200 to

about 350° F. and under a pressure of from about IS to

50 p.s.i.a., desorbing benzene and sulfur in said first ad-

sorption zone, withdrawing from said first adsorption zone
said feed substantially free of benzene and sulfur, con-

densing said feed, passing said feed to a second adsorp-

tion column containing a sodium-calcium zeolitic molecu-
lar sieve of a uniform pore size of from 6-15 Angstroms
at a rate of from about 0.5 to 5.0 w./w./hr., maintaining a

liquid phase operation at a temperature of from about
70-150° F. and a pressure of from about 15 to 50 p.s.i.a.

in said second adsorption zone, withdrawing said feed

from second adsorption zone, and then passing said feed

to an isomerization reactor.

3,098,815
PROCESS FOR REGULATING FLOW OF

CONTACT MATERIAL
Howard R. Daily, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to San Oil Com-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa^ a corporation of New Jersey

Original application Mar. 21, 1957, Ser. No. 647,534, now
Patent No. 3,011,662, dated Dec. 5, 1961. Divided
and this application June 30, 1959, Ser. No. 824,056

3 Cbhns. (CI. 208—167)

1. Process for regulating flow of granular solid contact

material which comprises: passing granular solid contact

material through a portion of the height of an elongated

contacting zone as a plurality of horizontally spaced

apart falling streams, onto the upper surface of a com-
pact, downwardly moving bed of contact material; trans-

mitting penetrative radiation from a central position

relative to said falling streams laterally through each of

the spaces directly beneath the upper ends of said falling

streams; detecting the amount of radiation transmitted

through each of the spaces, the amount being in inverse

relationship to the height of the upper surface of the

bed in the portion of the zone through which the radiation

passes; decreasing the rate of flow of contact material

in a given falling stream in response to a decrease in

the amount of radiation transmitted through the space

beneath the upper end of that falling stream; and in-

creasing the rate of flow of contact material in a given

falling stream in response to an increase in the amount
of radiation transmitted through the space beneath the

upper end of that falling stream.

3,098,816
REMOVAL OF METALS FROM PETROLEUM

FRACTIONS
Ronald Alfred Dean and Ronald Basil Girdler, Sunbnry-
on-Thames, England, assignors to The British Petroleum
Company Limited, London, England, a British Joint-

stocli corporation
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 143,279

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain Oct 10, 1960
8 CUims. (CI. 208—253)

1. A process for reducing the metal content of petro-

leum fractions boiling above 250* C, consisting of di-

rectly contacting a petroleum feedstock having at least
a proportion of metal-containing material boiUng above
250" C. with an active Raney metal selected from the
class consisting of active Raney nickel, active Raney iron
and active Raney cobalt, and recovering a product of
reduced metal content.

3,098,817
PHOSPHATE ORE FLOTATION PROCESS

Robert E. Baarson, La Grange, Harold B. Trcweeli, Parte
Forest, Charles W. Jonaitis, Chicago, and Charles L.
Ray, Wheaton, 111., assignors, by mesne assignments, to
Armour & Company, Chicago, HI., a corporation of
Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Oct 28, 1960, Ser. No. 65,604

16 Claims. (CI. 209—166)
1. An ore flotation process, comprising subjecting a

phosphate ore containing silica to froth flotation in the
presence of a collector rqjresented by the type formula:

H o

R—C—C—O—B'

SOiU

wherein R is an aliphatic group containing from 10 to 20
carbon atoms, and R' contains from 1 to 10 carbon atoms
and is selected from the class consisting of alkyl, hydroxy-
alkyl and sulfoalkyl groups, recovering the phosphate ore
concentrate from the overflow, and removing the sepa-
rated silica in the underflow.

3,09M1S
CONCENTRATION APPARATUS AND METHOD

Artku- C. Daman, DcoTer, Colo., and Thonuu S. Bailey,
Jr., JohannreNin, Trancraal, RepabUc of Soath Africa,—*gnori to DaiTcr Eqnipmciit ConiMuiy, DcoTer,
Cdo^ a corponitioa of Colorado

FUcd Apr. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 100^79
9 Claims. (CL 209—169)

1. In a froth flotation process in which one pulp cc«-
stituent is floated and o^er pulp constituents settle and
are removed as tailings, the improvement which com-
prises moving settled solids from the flotation stage into
a vortex zone beneath and in direct communication with
said flotation stage, continuously discharging a segre-

gated pulp fraction from the bottom of said vortex zone
in a volume less than its intake capacity so as to confine
a body of pulp in said zone, and subjecting the solids so

confined to a vortex action in said vortex zone thereby
directing a continuous return flow of lighter or finer

solids into said flotation stage and another continuous
flow of heavier or coarser soUds from the vortex zone
with the bottom discharge.
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3,09831'
APPARATUS FOR THE PREPARATION OF

CLEAR SOLUTIONS

H Roch^ Inc^ Nnticy, NJ., a corFontion of New

'"^
FUed Sept 13, I960, Ser. No. 55,761

Claims priority, appUcatfcm Switzerland Sept 25, 1959

7 Claims. (O. 21*—97)

sure gas whereby the liquid is caused to be returned

from the second flask to the first flask in which it was

originally present by passage through said second

conduit and the filter therein

and means to actuate said valve after each transfer is

completed between said first and Mid second posi-

tions whereby said liquid is repeatedf^r filtered on pas-

sage alternately through said first and second con-

duits and the filters therein.

3,098,820
CENTRIFUGE ^

Fred P. Gooch, Pine Ridge, Media, Pa., ^dgnor to The

Sharpies Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Not. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 71,239

4 Claims. (CL 233—7)

1 A fluid-tight apparatus for the repeated filiation of

Uquids to remove contaminants therefrom which com-

**^o open mouth flasks, said flasks comprising afirst

flask containing Uquid to be filtered and a se^od

flask adapted to receive said Uquid after it has been

a cover seated on the mouth of each flask to form an

air tight joint;

means including two conduits connecung the lower por-

tions of said two flasks to one another;
^ . ..

at least one filter and one check valve in each of said

two conduiu disposed so that the passage of hqmd

from the first flask to the second flask is permitted

in the first of said conduits while it is prevented in

the reverse direction and the passage of Uquid from

the second flask to the first flask is permitted in the

second of said conduits while it is prevented m the

reverse direction; , -j

two sources of gas under pressure, the first of said

sources of gas being at a pressure greater than tlie

second of said sources of gas;

a third conduit means connecting the upper portions

of said two flasks with said two sources of gas under

pressure; .,..»„
a valve in said third conduit, said valve havmg two

separate and distinct passages therein; said valve

being movable to a first position wherein the first of

said passages in said valve connects the first of said

flasks to the source of higher gas pressure and the

second of said passages in said valve connects the

second of said flasks to the source of lower pressure

gas whereby the Uquid contained in said first flask

is transferred through the first conduit and the filter

therein and into the second flask, and said vjve

being movable to a second position wherein the first

of said passages in said valve connects the second of

said flasks with the source of higher pressure gas and

the second of said passages in said valve connects

the first of said flasks with the source of lower pr»-

1. A centrifugal separator comprising:

(fl) a hollow rotor having outiets for the discharge

from said rotor of liquid and solids at opposite ends

of the rotor respectively, the ouUet for soUds bemg

inward from the outlet for liquid,

(b) a plow mount positioned in the rotor for rotaUon

about the axis of the rotor in a posture obhque to

the axis of the rotor and disposed adjacent the solids

outlet, ...

(c) screw flight means having a leading and a trading

terminal and mounted for rotation in the rotor about

the axis of the rotor and disposed on the opposite

side of the plow mount from the solids outiet,

(d) feed means for delivering feed mixture into the

rotor at a point spaced from the plow mount and

intermediate the leading and trailing terminals ot

the screw fUght means.

3,098,821

CUTTING OIL PREPARATION
Jacob Faust Belleville, NJ. and Ira "S^^SSI^c™!

assignors to Sonneboni Chemical and Refinfaig Corpo-

ration, a corporation of Delaware

SoD^awfaTFlled I>ec. 30, 1958. Ser. No. 783.675

13 Cfadms. (CL 252—33.3)

1 A cutting oil of the stable oil-in-water emulsion

type comprising between 80 to 98 percent of water and

between 2 to 20 percent of a composition capable ol

forming an aqueous emulsion of the oU-in-water type

composed of between 1 to 9 parts by volume of a nor-

mally Uquid petroleum hydrocarbon and 1 part by vol-

ume of an aqueous phase emulsifying agent for said hy-

drocarbon and I to 7 percent of a salt of a subsUtutcd

phenol having the general formula

/v

\y
-OM

in which R is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of alkyl radicals having between 5 and 24 carbon

atoms, cycloalkyl radicals and aralkyl radicals, and M «

a member selected from the group consistmg of sodium,

potassium, Uthium and tetracthanol ammomum hydrox-
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ide calculated on said emulsifying base for imparting
corrosion-inhibiting properties to said cutting oil.

3. Cutting oil according to claim 1 in which said pe-

troleum hydrocarbon has a viscosity of between about

75 and 200 sec. Saybolt at 100 degrees F. and said emulsi-

fying base consists of about 70 percent by weight of a

petroleum mahogany sulfonate having a 30-50 percent

occluded oil content, about 20 percent of soda-rosin

soap and about 5 percent of diethylene glycol.

3.098,822
LUBRICANTS PR£PAR£I> FROM ISO-OLEIC AOD
Arnold J. Morway, Clark, NJ., affiignor to Esso Research
and Engineering Company, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed July 1, 1960, Ser. No. 40,137

6 Claims. (CI. 252—39)
1. A lubricant comprising a major amount of lubri-

cating oil and within the range of about 2 to 50 wt. per-

cent of a soap-salt thickener consisting essentially of

alkaline earth metal salts of Cj to C4 fatty acid and
elaidic acid in a molar ratio of about 5 to 20 molar pro-

portions of said alkaline earth metal salt of C3 to C4
fatty acid per molar proportion of said alkaline earth

metal salt of elaidic acid.

3,098,823
LUBRICANTS CONTAINING THICKENERS

PREPARED FROM TALL OIL
Arnold J. Morway, Clarli, NJ., assignor to Esso Research
and Engineering Company, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Oct 3, 1960, Ser. No. 59,861

6 Claims. (CI. 252—39)
1. A lubricant comprising a major amount of lubri-

cating oil and about 2 to 50 wt. percent of a soap-salt

thickener, said thickener consisting essentially of alkaline

earth metal salt of about 5 to 60.0 molar proportions of

Ca to C4 fatty acid per one molar proportion of alkaline

earth metal soap of tall oil.

3 098 824
LUBRICATING COMPOSITION

Allen F. MUUkan, Crystal Lake, and Gilford W. Crosby,
River Forest, 111., assignors to The Pure OU Company,
Chicago, ni., a corporation of Ohio

No Drawing. Original application Nov. 15, 1957, Ser.

No. 696,604, now Patent No. 2,996,532, dated Aug. 15,

1961. Divided and this application Aug. 24, 1960,
Ser. No. 51,494

22 Claims. (CI. 252—46.7)
1. A lubricating composition comprising a major

amount of a mineral lubricating oil and about 0.1 to

5.0 weight percent of a carbonyl-substituted alkyl N,N'-
trialkyl phosphorodiamidodithioate of the formula

O s R
II II /

X-C-R'-S-P-N
1 \N-R R
I

II

wherein R is an alkyl radical having 3 to 25 carbon atoms,

R' is of the group consisting of methylene and ethylene,

and X is of the group consisting of hydrogen, acetyl,

amino, diethylamino, hexylamino, t-octylamino, dodecyl-

amino, pentacosylaminc, and 2-ethyl bexyloxy radicals.

3,098,825
NON-CORROSIVE HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

Richard W. Shiffler, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Union
Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York

No Drawhig. Filed July 28, 1958, Ser. No. 751,145
9 Claims. (CI. 252—78)

1. A non<orrosive hydraulic brake fluid composition
consisting essentially of a hydraulic fluid selected from

the group consisting of polyhydric alcohols, polyhydric
alcohol ethers and mixtures thereof; an alkaline inhibi-

tor sufficient to provide a pH value of frwn about 7.0

to 11.5, and as a corrosion inhibitor therefor a C—Si

bonded silicon compound of the formula

(OR')b

R.-Sh

(OR')d

0-81-

(ORO. L R. _

wherein n represents a value of to 5; R is a radical,

having 1-18 carbon atoms, selected from the group con-
sisting of alkyl, aryl, and carbalkoxyalkyl; R' is a mem-
ber selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, alkyl

radicals having 1-18 carbon atoms, aryl radicals having
6-18 carbon atoms and cations selected from the group
consisting of sodium, potassium and ammonium; j: is a

member selected from the group consisting of R and OR';
a represents a value of 1 to 3; 6 and c represent a value
of to 2; c/ represents a value of to 1; and e represents

a value of 1 fD 2, said silicon compound being present

in an amount sufficient to effectively inhibit corrosion.

3,098,826
RECLAMATION OF HYDRAULIC FLUID

Warren C. McMordie, Jr., and George J. Petrovich, Jr.,

Fort Worth, Tex., assignors to General Dynamics Cor-
poration, San Diego, Califs a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. FUed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,245

12 CUims. (CI. 252—78)
5. The method for recovering the hexa (2-ethyl butoxy)

disiloxane base of a first hydraulic fluid free of decom-
positon products and contaminants and for the reblend-
ing of said base to produce a useful second hydraulic fluid

therefrom substantially similar in composition to said

first hydraulic fluid, said first hydraulic fluid including as

constituents hexa (2-ethyl butoxy) disiloxane, methyl
ethyl silicone, p,p' dioctyldipbenylamine, and quinizarin,

the method comprising first passing said first hydraulic

fluid through a filter to remove any metal particles, sludge
and water therefrom, next subjecting said hydraulic fluid

to a first extraction comprising mixing same with alcoholic

potassium hydroxide prepared from a .115 N solution of
purified methanol and potasisum hydroxide to separate
the hexa (2-ethyl butoxy) disiloxane and methyl ethyl

silicone from the other of the said fluid constituents and
from said decomposition products and contaminants, next
subjecting the separated hexa (2-ethyl butoxy) disiloxane
and methyl ethyl silicone to a second extraction by mix-
ing said separated ingredients with acetone, withdrawing
the resultant acetone-disiloxane mixture and removing
the acetone therefrom by distillation, introducing nitrogen
into the disiloxane remainder and drawing a vacum there-

on, heating the result to a temperature in the approximate
range of from 145" C. to 155° C. under a vacuum of ap-

proximately 20 mm. mercury to remove any 2-ethyl- 1-bu-

tanol, analyzing the resultant composition to determine
the constituents therein and their respective quantities,

and adding thereto in predetermined carefully controlled

quantities, methyl ethyl silicone, p,p' dioctyldipbenyl-
amine, and quinizarin to produce said second hydraulic
fluid.

3,098,827
DEMULSIFICATION OF PETROLEUM OIL

EMULSIONS
WilUrd H. Kbkpatrlck, Sugar Land, and ViifU L. Scale,

Alice Walker and Robert E. Law, Houston, Tex., assign-
ors to Naico Chemical Company, a corporation of Del-
aware
No Drawhig. FUed Mar. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 724,809

16Chiinis. (CI. 252—341)
1. In processes for breaking water-in-petroleum oil

emulsions, adding to said emulsions, at a weight ratio of

t

I

I
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one part per 2000-75,000 parts of said emulsion, di-

carboxy acid esters, wherein essentially all of the carboxy

groups of the dicarboxy acids are esterified with two

polyhydroxy lower alkylene oxide adducts of organic

compounds, said adducts each having a molecular weight

of at least 1000, and at least 20% by weight of said

adducts being oxyalkylated, monocarboxylic acid, partial

esters of pentaerythritols, said monocarboxylic acid se-

lected from the group consisting of monocarboxylic resin

acids, monocarboxylic fatty acids of 12-36 carbons, and

mixtures thereof, at least one of the hydroxyl groups of

said pentaerythritols being esterified with said monocar-

boxylic acids and at least two of said hydroxyl groups

being polyoxyalkylated with alkylene oxides selected from

the group consisting of propylene oxide and mixtures of

ethylene oxide and propylene oxide wherein the propylene

oxide constitutes at least 50% by weight of the oxide mix-

ture, said oxyalkylated, partial esters having a molecu-

lar weight in excess of 1000, the remainder of said

adducts being members selected from the group consist-

ing of terminally oxyethylated polyoxypropylene glyccrfs

wherein the polyoxypropylene glycol nuclei have a mo-

lecular weight of at least 1200 and not exceeding 3500

and have 2-20 mols of adducted ethylene oxide per mol

of polyoxypropylene glycol; polyoxyethylene, polyoxy-

propylene glycols having a molecular weight of 1200-

3500 in which said glycol molecule is composed of a

heterogeneous mixture of oxyethylcne and oxypropylene

groups in which the weight ratio of oxyethylcne to oxy-

propylene does not exceed 4:1; oxyethylated castor oil

having a molecular weight in the range of 1400 to 3500;

oxyalkylated castor oil which is oxyalkylated with both

ethylene oxide and propylene oxide in a weight ratio of

1:1 to 10:1, respectively, said oxyalkylated castor oil hav-

ing a molecular weight in the range of 1500 to 3600;

oxyethylated monoalkyl phenol-formaldehyde condensa-

tion products in which the alkyl group of the phenol has

up to 15 carbon atoms, said alkyl phenol-formaldehyde

condensation product having 3-15 phenolic nuclei per

molecule, the weight ratio of ethylene oxide to alkyl

phenol-formaldehyde condensation product being in the

range of 1:2.5 to 2.5:1, respectively; oxyethylated, oxy-

propylated monoalkyl phenol-formaldehyde condensation

products in which the alkyl group of the phenol has up

to 15 carbon atoms, said alkyl phenol-formaldehyde con-

densation product having 3-15 phenolic nuclei per mole-

cule, the weight ratio of the oxyethylcne and oxypropyl-

ene groups to the monoalkyl phenol-formaldehyde con-

densation product being in the range of 2:3 to 2.5:1;

oxyalkylated condensation products of a monoalkyl phe-

nol, formaldehyde, and a lower alkylene polyamine con-

Uining about 4-15 phenolic nuclei per resin molecule,

the oxyalkylenc groups being a member selected from the

group consisting of oxyethyleoe, oxypropylene, and both

oxyethylcne and oxypropylene, the weight ratio of the

oxyalkylene groups to the monoalkyl phenol-fonnalde-^

hyde-alkylene pcrfyamine condensation product being in

the range of 2:3 to 10:1, respectively; polyoxypropylene

adducts of lower alkylene polyamincs, which adducts are

terminally oxyethylated and have a molecular weight of

at least 1,000; polyoxypropylene adducts of lower poly-

hydric alcohols having 2-3 hydroxyl groups, which ad-

ducts are terminally oxyethylated and have a molecular

weight of at least 1,000; adducts of both ethylene oxide

and iwopylene oxide on lower alkylene polyamines, said

adducts having a molecular weight of at least 1,000; and

adducts of both ethylene oxide and propylene oxide on

lower polyhydric alcohols having 2-3 hydroxyl groups,

said adducts having a molecular weight of at least 1,000,

and thereafter separating the water of the broken emul-

sion from the oil.

3,098,828
CATALYST PREPARED BY GRINDING ZIRCON-

IUM AND ALUMINUM CHLORIDE
Gaetano F. D'Alelio, South Bend, Ind., assignor, by dirtct

and mesne assignments, to Dal Mon ResMTcfa Co^
Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 4, 1957, Ser. No. 694,104

4 CUims. (CI. 252—442)
1. The method of preparing a catalyst suitable for the

polymerization of olefins, which comprises the step of

grinding at room temperature and at ambient temperatures

under inert conditions a mixture consisiing essentially of

Zr and AICI9 in the ratio of 1-100 parts by weight of

Zr to 1-100 parts by weight of AlCl,.

3,098,829
SUPPORTED NICKEL CATALYSTS

Peter Thomas Whtte and Robert William Aitken, Snnbury-

on-Thames, England, assignors to The British Petroleum

Company Limited, London, E^land, a British Joint-

stock corporation
No Drawmg. Filed Apr. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 103,982

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britafai May 4, 1960
4Cbiims. (Ci. 252—466)

1. A method of preparing catalysts of metallic nickel

supported on a carrier which includes the steps of forming

a catalyst composition of nickel formate on a carrier, said

composition containing from 1-50% of nickel expressed

as elemental nickel by weight of total catalyst, and there-

after, reducing the nickel formate to elemental nickel,

the improvement comprising forming said catalyst com-

position by extrusion and reducing the said nickel formate

to elemental nickel at a temperature from above about

400° C. to about 600° C. whereby the catalyst activity

of said extruded catalyst is increased.

3 098 830
POLYMERIC SILAZANES

Eugene G. Rochow, Winchester, Mass., assignor to Gen-
eral Electric Company, a corporation of New York
No Drawhig. FUed Apr. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 102,926

17 Ckiims. (CL 260—2)
1. A polymeric material comprising two silazane chains,

each of which consists of a plurality of alternate silicon

and nitrogen atoms, with each silicon atom in each of said

chains containing two silicon-bonded monovalent hydro-

carbon radicals, the nitrogen atoms of the first of said

chains being attached to the nitrogen atoms of the second

of said chains through a divalent hydrocarbon radical of

at least two carbon atoms and free of aliphatic unsatura-

tion.

8. The process of fwrning a cross-linked polymeric

silazane having the formula:

81—

N

R
ll—N-

81—

N

Li J
which comprises heating a polymeric diorganosilylamine

having the formula:

•R

-SINHR'NH-

u
with a metal salt selected from the class consisting of

CuCla, NCIj, ThCU. and CoClj, where R is a monovalent

hydrocarbon radical, R' is a divalent hydrocarbon radical

having at least two carbon atoms and being free of ali-

phatic unsaturation aiKi m and n have values of from

about 5 to 150, inclusive.
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3.09M31
EXPANDED POLYETHYLENE AND METHOD

OF MAKING THE SAME
Cllde I. C«rr, Wayne Township, Pa«alc County, NJ,

aarifnor to United State* Rubber Company, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey
No Drawing. FUed May 1, 1959, Ser. No. 810,252

5 Claims. (CI. 260—2.5)
1 . The process which comprises subjecting a solid poly-

ethylene material containing ( 1 ) an effective amount of
an organic peroxide having a half-life of more than 5
minutes at 275" F. and less than one hour at 375' F., and
(2) a solid rubber blowing agent which decomposes with
liberation of gas at a temperature of about 300* to 700*
F., to a temperature at which the polyethylene becomes
structurally transformed so that at least 10% of the poly-
ethylene is insoluble when maintained in toluene at 100*

C. for 24 hours and below that at which significant de-
composition of the blowing agent occurs, and then sub-
jecting the transformed product to a higher temperature
at which the blowing agent decomposes and thereby
causing the polyethylene to expand.

^fben R is a member selected from the class consiat*
ing of monovalent hydrocarbon radicals, halogenated
monovalent hydrocarbon radicals and cyanoalkyl radi-
cals, o has a value of from 1.0 to 2.0, inclusive, b has
a value of from to 1.0, inclusive, c has a value of
from to 0.4, inclusive, the sum of b plus c is equal
to from 0.01 to 1.4, inclusive, and the sum of a plus
b plus c is equal to from 2 to 3, inclusive.

3,098,832
PROCESS FOR EXPANDING POLYETHYLENE

Robert W. Pooley, Mishawalui, and Gerald L. Bancs,
South Bend, Ind., assignors to United States Rubber
Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
Jersey *
No Drawtaig. Filed May 1, 1959, Ser. No. 810,253

7 Claims. (CL 260—2.5)
1. A process which comprises subjecting polyethylene

having not more than about 90% crystalline material and
containing

( 1 ) a solid rubber blowing agent which decomposes
with liberation of gas at a temperature of about 300*
to 700° F. and

(2) an effective amount of an organic peroxide having
a half-life of more than 5 minutes at 275* F. and
less than one hour at 375° F.,

while occupying the entire space in a confined zone where
expansion is not possible, to a temperature at which the
polyethylene becomes structurally transformed so that at
least 10% of the polyethylene is insoluble when main-
tained in toluene at 100° C. for 24 hours and at which
the blowing agent decomposes with liberation of gaseous
material, cooling the confined polyethylene containing the
gaseous material trapped therein, removing the cooled
polyethylene from the confined zone and heating the
cooled polyethylene to a temperature at which the en-
trapped gaseous material causes expansion of the poly-
ethylene.

V 3,098,833
ORGANOPOLYSILOXANE EMULSION CONTAIN-
ING A CURING CATALYST COMPRISING ZINC
STEARATE, A METAL SALT AND AN ALKANOL.
AMINE-FATTY ACID CONDENSATE

Michael M. Solomon, Albany, N.Y., assignor to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New York

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 855,514
2 Claims. (CI. 260—18)

1. The process for preparing a catalyzed organopoly-
siloxane emulsion which comprises adding to an aqueous
emulsion consisting essentially of water and a curable
organopolysiloxane fluid a catalyst emulsion consisting
essentially of zinc stearate, a metal salt, the cation of
which is selected from the group consisting of alumi-
num, zinc sodium, iron, cobalt, barium, and potassium,
and the anion of which is selected from the group con-
sisting of nitrate, sulfate, chloride, and acetate, and an
alkanolamine-fatty acid condensation product, said cura-
ble organopolysiloxane fluid having the formula

(R).{H)b{0H).810^ .4—•—0—0

3,098,834
PREPARATION OF WATER-SOLUBLE OIL-

RESIN YEHICLES
Robert D. Jerabck, Allegheny County, Pa., asdgnor to

Archcr-Danicls-Midhuid Company, a corporatioa of
Delaware
No Drawhig. Filed June 2, 1960, Ser. No. 33,368

7 Cbims. (CI. 260—23.7)
5. A cyclopentadiene modified drying-oil resin varnish

composition which is dilutable with water to form a sub-
stantially clear solution and which will dry and haixlen
by oxidation and polymerization to form a water-insoluble
film said composition consisting essentially of the sub-
stantially neutral salt of ( 1) an acidic reaction product
having an acid number of within the range from about 30
to about 175 of an alpha-beta-unsaturated ethylenic car-
boxylic acid and a cyclopenUdiene modified drying-oil
varnish resin containing in the molecule residual unsatu-
rated groups derived from the drying oil and reactive
with the ethylenic group of alpha-beta-unsaturated
ethylenic carboxylic acids, said reaction product being
the product of reaction of said unsaturated groups and
ethylenic groups of said alpha-beta-unsaturated acid, and
(2) a volatile ammonia base selected from the group con-
sisting of ammonia and strongly basic organic amines, in
solution in a sufficient amount of a coupling solvent to
dissolve and convert the neutral salt to a water-dilutable
varnish, said coupling solvent being miscible with water
and selected from the group consisting of organic ali-
phatic alcohols, thioalcohols, ethers, ketones and esters,

pdyoxyethylated phenols and rosin acids, organic phos-
phates and amides having from one to twenty carbon
atoms.

3,098,835
NEW THERMOSETTING COMPOSITIONS OFACRYUC POLYESTER AND AMINE-ALDE-
HYDE RESINS

Norman G. Gaylord, New ProvMcncc, NJ., asdgnor to
Intcrchcmical Corporation, New York, N^Y., a corpo-
ration of Ohio

-, ^ K«-

No Drawhig. Filed Mar. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 16,956
22 Cbdms. (CI. 260—33.6)

1. A thermosetting composition comprising
(fl) An organic solvent soluble acrylic copolymer made
by free-radical initiated copolymerization of a mix-
ture of monomers comprising (1) from about 5%
to about 30% by weight of a non-allylic alcohol con-
taining the norbornene nucleus, and (2) from about
60% to about 90% by weight of olefinically unsatu-
rated ester material having the formula:

R O

HiC=C-C-OR'
in which R is a member of the group consisting of
hydrogen, ethyl and methyl, and R' is an alkyl radi-
cal containing from 1 to 8 carbon atoms,

(b) A polyester resin comprising the reaction product
of ( 1 ) an aromatic dicarboxylic add selected from
the group consisting of isopbthalic acid and phthalic
anhydride, (2) an acid member selected from the
group consisting of maleic anhydride, fumaric acid
and adipic acid, (3) a mono-oarboxylic acid selected
from the group consisting of pelargooic acid, lauric
acid and benzoic acid, (4) neopentyl glycol and (5)
a polybydric alcohol having at least 3 hydroxyl
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groups selected from the group consisting of trimeth-

ylol ethane, trimethylol propane, 1,2,5 hexane triol,

and pentaerythritol, and (c) an amine-aldehyde resin

selected from the group consisting of urea-aldehyde

reains and triazine-aldehyde resins.

12. A surface coating composition comprising a volatile

aromatic hydrocarbon solvent solution of the composition
defined in claim 1.

3,098,836
ORGANOPOLYSILOXANE RUBBER STABILIZED
WITH NICKEL, COPPER OR TUNGSTEN SALTS
OR OXIDES

WilUam J. Bobcar, Latham, N.Y., aasignor to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New York ^

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 21,14L:
4 Cbihns. (CI. 260—37)

4. A process for producing an organopolysiloxane rub-

ber composition having improved resistance to heat-aging

comprising mixing together by weight, (1) 0.01 to 3 parts

of a metallic element in the form of a metal salt selected

from the class consisting of nickel acetate, nickel chloride,

and nickel octoate, (2) 100 parts of an organopolysilox-

ane, (3) 10 jo 200 parU of a filler. (4) and a peroxide
curing catalyst, and curing the resulting composition at

temperatures in the range of 80° C. to 200° C, said

organopolysiloxane having a viscosity of at least 100,000
centipoises when measured at 25" C, and consisting es-

sentially of chemically combined diorganosiloxane units,

monoorganosiloxane units, and triorganosiloxane units,

the organo radicals of said organopolysiloxane being
members selected from the class consisting of monovalent
hydrocarbon radicals, halogenated monovalent hydrocar-
bon radicals, and cyanoalkyl radicals, there being an av-
erage of about 1.98 to 2.01 organo radicals per silicon

atom.

3,098,837
LATEX MASTERBATCHING OF SILICA WITH

VINYL PYRIDINE RUBBERS
Henry E. Haxo, Jr., Wayne, NJ., assignor to United States

Rubber Company, New Yori^ N.Y., a corporation of
New Jersey

No Drawing. FUed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,218

1 Chdm. (CL 260—41.5)
The process of preparing a silica-filled vinyl pyridine

rubber stock comprising: mixing a latex of a copolymer
of a monomer mixture consisting of about 75% by
weight of 1.3-butadiene and 25% by weight of 2-methyl-
5-vinyl pyridine said latex being flowable and containing

from about 15 to about 60% by weight of said copoly-
mer, with a water dispersion of a particulate rubber-
reinforcing silica having an average particle size of less

than about 1 micron, said dispersion being flowable, con-
taining from about 5% to about 20% by weight of sus-

pended solids and having a pH of from about 10 to about

11, in relative proportions such that there are present

from 10 to 100 parts by weight of silica per 100 parts of
said copolymer; adding the latex-dispersiou mixture to

an aqueous coagulating solution having a pH of less

than about 2.5 and containing up to 5% by weight of a
compound selected from the class consisting of hydro-
chloric acid and formic acid, said coagulating solution

being at a temperature of from about 70' C. to about
100* C. and being employed in an amount from about
5 to 20 cc. of solution per gram of solid silica contained

in the system, whereby the solid materials in the system
are caused to coagulate; filtering the mixture and there-

after drying the solid material at a teroi>erature of from
about 40° C. to about 90° C; whereby a crumb-Uke ma-
terial is obtained which can be further compounded with
sulfur and oJier additives and vulcanized in accordance
with conventional rubber compounding and vulcanizing

procedures.

3,098,838
POLYVINYL ETHYL ETHER-VINYL ACETATE

GRAFT COPOLYMERS
Albert I. Goldberg, Berkeley Heights, and Victor JasfauU,

North Pbiinfield, NJ., assignors to National Starch
and Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpo-
ration of Delaware
No Drawhig. Filed Dec. 22, 1959, Ser. No. 861,216

3 Chiims. (CL 260—45.5)
1. A process for preparing a polyvinyl ethyl ether-

vinyl acetate graft copolymer which comprises solution
polymerizing vinyl acetate with the aid of a polymeriza-
tion catalyst in the presence of the homopolymer of vinyl
ethyl ether, the vinyl acetate and the homc^>olymer <rf

vinyl ethyl ether being in solution in an organic solvent
which also acts as a solvent for the resulting graft co-
polymer, and the vinyl acetate and homoptriymer of vinyl

ethyl ether being in the following proportions by weight:
vinyl acetate 95% to 75% and
homopolymer of vinyl ethyl ether 5% to 25%.

3,098,839
BLEND OF POLYSTYRENE, STYRENE-POLYBUTA-
DIENE GRAFT COPOLYMER AND CONJU-
GATED DIENE-DIVINYLBENZENE COPOLYMER

Wendell R. Conard, Kent, and Robert J. Reid, Fulton,
Ohio, assignors to The Ffavstone Tire & Rubber Com-
pany, Akron, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,603
7 Claims. (CI. 260—45.5)

1. A blend of (1) 80 to 95 percent polystyrene, (2)
2 to 8 percent of a graft copolymer of 30 to 50 percent
of styrene on 70 to 50 percent of polybutadiene, and (3)
3 to 12 percent of a copolymer which is prepared in

emulsion from a mixture of monomers containing a small
amount of divinyl benzene, which copolymer is of the

class consisting of (a) a copolymer consisting of hydro-
carbon conjugated dienes containing 4 to 5 carbon atoms
and 0.4 to 0.7 j>ercent of divinyl benzene based on the
polymerized diene and (b) a copolymer consisting of
butadiene, styrene and divinyl benzene containing up to

15 percent of styrent with 0.2 to 0.6 percent of divinyl
benzene based on the total weight of the styrene and
butadiene.

3,098,840
COATING COMPOSITION COMPRISING A SOL-
VENT SOLUTION OF RUBBER AND AN ISO-
CYANATO ARYL PHOSPHOROUS COMPOUND

Hans HoltKhmidt, Cologne-Staramhefan, and Franz von
Spulak, Erwin Miiller, and Otto Bayer, Lcverkuscn,
Germany, assignors, by direct and mesne assignments,
of one-half to Farbenfabriken Bayer Akticngescllschaft,
Leverkusen, Germany, a corporation of Germany, and
one-half to Mobay Chemical Company, Pittsburg, Pa.,
a corporati<m of Delaware
No Drawhig. Fned Feb. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 795,620
Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 1, 1958

8 Claims. (CI. 260—45.9)
1. A 'coating composition composing an organic sol-

vent solution of conjugated diene rubber and an iso-

cyaoato aryl phosphorous compound having the formula

X R'

R-K
\
R"

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of oxy-
gen and sulfur, R is selected from the group consisting
of O-aryl, 0-aralkyl, 0-alkaryI, S-aryl, S-aralkyl,

S-alkaryl. N-(aryl)a. N- ( alkyl )( aryl), N-(alkaryl)a and
N(aralkyl),; R' and R" are selected from the group con-
sisting of R as set out above, O-alkyl and S-alkyl; at least

two aromatically bonded —NCO groups being present
in the molecule.
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3 098 841
POLYNUCLEAR POLYAMINES

Rupert C. Morris, Berkeley, and Karl J. Sax, Orinda,
Calif., assignors to Shell OU Company, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed July 11, 1960, Scr. No. 41,741

9 Claims. (CI. 260—45.9)
1. The stabilized composition consisting essentially of

a polymer selected from the group consisting of hydro-
carbon rubbers and polymerized hydrocarbon alpha-ole-
fins, containing an amount, sufficient to stabilize the poly-

mer against oxidative deterioration, of a poly(3,5-dialkyl-

4-hydroxybenzyI) hydrocarbon diamine, selected from the

group consisting of alkane diamine and mononuclear
aromatic diamine, wherein said alkane and mononuclear
aromatic moieties have up to 12 carbon atoms each, and
each alkyl group on said benzyl nuclei has up to 8 carbon
atoms.

3,098,842
STABILIZED POLYOLEFINS

John Brian Armitage and Rolf Dessauer, Wilmhigton, and
Archibald Miller Hyson, Newark, Del., assignors to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,
Del., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. Filed Aug. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 132,019

7 Claims. (CI. 260—45.95)
I. A light resistant compyosition containing a normally

solid polymer of an a-monoolefin containing less than 5

carbon atoms; and 0.0005% to about 1% by weight of
the polymer of a compound having the formula:

o

/X4

V
OH

OR

in which R is a hydrocarbon of the group consisting of
alkyl and aralkyl groups containing 8 to 20 carbon atoms;
and 0.001 to 0.5% by weight of the polymer of an anti-

oxidant selected from the class consisting of 4,4'thiobis(6-

t-butyl-m-cresol); 2,2'-methylenc bis(4-mcthyl-6-t-butyi-

m-cresol); 4,4'-butylidene(6-t-butyl-m-crcsol); 4,4'-mcth-

ylene bis (2,6-di-t-butyl phenol); and 4,4'-bis(2,6-di-t-

butyl phenol).

3 098 843
NEW CATALYST SYSTEM FOR LINEAR AND
CYCLIC POLYMERIZATION OF MONO SUBSTI-
TUTED ACETYLENES

Lionel B. Luttinger, Stamford, Conn., assignor to Ameri-
can Cyanamid Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-
tion of Maine

No Drawing. Original application Oct. 6, 1959, Scr. No.
844,632 Divided and this application May 27, 1960,
Scr. No. 32,103

6 Claims. (CI. 260—91 J)
1. A method of polymerizing a polymerizable com-

pound having the general formula:

RC=CH
wherein R represents a member of the class consisting of
hydrogen, alkyl, aryl, aralkyl, alkaryl, hydroxy substi-

tuted alkyl, halo substituted alkyl, hydroxy substituted

aryl, amino substituted alkyl, alkoxy, vinyl, aJlyl, alkano-
ylcarboxy and alkanolyoxy by the reaction of said com-
pound in the presence of a calalyst composition compris-
ing a mixture of (1 ) a transition metal complex repre-

sented by the general formula:

XJM(R',Y)p]„

wherein X is an anion selected from the group consist-

ing of CI, Br, CNS, NOs, SO*, PC*, and CN; M is a

metal selected from the group consisting of nickel, cobalt,

palladium, platinum, rhodium, iridium, ruthenium and

osmium; R' represents at least one member selected from
the group consisting of hydrogen, alkyl, aryl, alkaryl,
aralkyl and cyanoalkyl; Y is an element selected from
the group consisting of phosphorous, arsenic, nitrogen,
antimony and bismuth wherein m and n are integers
from 1 to 4, inclusive, and p is an integer from 1 to 6,

inclusive, when M is any of the metals set forth in the
above definition for M except osmium; and m and n
are integers from 1 to 6. inclusive, and p is an integer
from 1 to 8, inclusive, when M is osmium; aiKi (2) a
metal hydride having at least one metal to hydridic hy-
drogen bond wherein said hydric hydrogen atom is at-

tached to some other atom by a bond which is polarized
so that the hydrogen atom is negatively charged.

3 098 844
POLYMERIZATION OF HALOGEN-SUBSTITUTED

OLEFINS WITH NOVEL CATALYSTS
Arthur T. PoUshuk, Media, Pa., assignor to Sun Oil Com-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of New Jersey
No Drawhig. Filed Nov. 29, 1957, Ser. No. 699,461

23 Claims. (CI. 260—92.1)
1. A process for preparing solid homopolymers of a

halogen-substituted olefin, which comprises contacting, at

a temperature of from to 250° C, and a pressure of
from atmospheric to 10,000 p.s.i.g., a halogen-substituted

monoenic alpha-olefin having from 3 to 8 carbon atoms
with a dispersion in an inert reaction medium of solid

particles of a halide of a metal selected from the group
consisting of titanium, zirconium, hafnium, vanadium,
niobium, chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten wherein
said metal is at a valance state below its highest valance
state, and an activator therefor selected from the group
consisting of aluminum alkyls, magnesium alkyls, zinc
alkyls, alkali metal hydrides, alkali metal aluminum hy-
drides, alkali metal borohydrides, alkyl aluminum halides,

alkyl magnesium halides and phenyl magnesium halides,

and recovering solid homopolymors of halogen-substituted
alpha-olefins therefrocn.

3,098,845
REMOVAL OF METAL CONTAMINANTS FROM

POLYMERS WITH CHELATING AGENTS
NevUIe Lcvenie Cull and Clyde Lee Aldridge, Baker, La.,

assignors to Esso Research and Engineering Company,
a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. Filed Nov. 23, 1955, Scr. No. 548,762

18 Claims. (CI. 260—94.9)
1. Method for removing heavy metal constituents in

catalyst residues from solid polymerized alpha olefins

selected from the group consisting of ethylene and propyl-
ene prepared with a heavy metal catalyst formed by ad-
mixing an aluminum alkyl with compounds of the group
consisting of metals of the group IV-B, V-B, and VI-B
of the periodic system which comprises washing the
polymer in the solid, plastic phase at a temperature be-
tween 80 and 250" P. and in the absence of water with
a liquid organic solvent containing 0.1 to 50 weight per-
cent, based on polymer, of a dicarbonyl compound chelat-

ing agent having the formula

o

CHi— (CHi).-C-C Hr-C

where a is an integer having a value of to 3 and Y
represents a member selected from the group consisting
of a hydrogen atom and the radicals OR and R', R and R'
representing alkyl radicals containing 1 to 4 carbon atoms,
the volume of such solvent being equal to 3 to 20 times
the volume of polymer being washed.

(

3,098,846
VAPOR PHASE POLYMERIZATION WITH SOLID

SOLVENT COATED CATALYST
John W. Eldridge, ChariottesTiiic, and Charies R. Out-

terson, Richmond, Va^ aasigiiors to Albemarle Paper
Manufacturing Company, Richmond, Va., a corpora-
tion of Virginhi
No Drawhig. Filed Not. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 854,251

10 Cbims. (CL 260—94.9)
1. In a polymerization process wherein solid polymer

is formed when a polymerizable gaseous monomer is

brought into physical tontact with the surface of particles

of a solid polymerization catalyst, supported in a solely

vapor-containing polymerization zone; the improvement
which comprises coating the surface of said particlp with
a thin film of solvent for said polymer prior to polym-
erization maintaining the catalytic activity of the sur-
faces of said catalyst particles by flushing the freshly
formed polymer from the surfaces of said particles with
said solvent for said polymer and reintroducing the

flushed catalyst particles, bearing a thin film of said sol-

vent, into the solely vapor containing polymerization zone
and repeating the sequence consisting of polymerization
of the gaseous monomer and the removal of polymer.

3,098,847
DISAZO DYES

Ermanno Gaefani, Milan, Italy, assignor to Aziende
Colori Nazionali Aflfini, A.CJ>i.A^ S.p.A., Mihm, Italy,

a corporation of Italy

No Drawhig. FUed Apr. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 22,123
Cbdms priority, appUcatioD Italy Dec. 15, 1959

6 Cbhns. (CI. 260—187)
1. A disazo dye insoluble in water, selected from the

group consisting of dyes of the fwrnulae:

CHi cHi

N=N

CHi CHi COOH

N=N- N=N

CHi CH, COOH

H

and

CHt CH, COOH

CHi

3,098,»48
DIARYLTHIOPHENE SULFONIC ACIDS

Harry Brans, Springdalc, and Otto A. Homberg, Wood-
hiwn, Ohio, assignors to National Distillers and Chemi-
cal Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of
Virginia
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 49,4U

5 Cbhns. (CI. 260—329)
1. The compound having the formula

/N
80,H- -S0,H

2. The OMnpound having the formula

SOjH

SO,H-

X\

V" r
/'X

-SO,H

3 098 849
EXTRACTION OF AIV ALKALOID FROM

PHYLLANTHUS DISCODEUS
Jean Louis Paul Mainil, Watermael-Boitsfort, Brabant,

Belgium, assignor to Societe Anonyme Oletta, Lozem-
bourg, Luxembourg
No Drawmg. Filed Aug. 15, 1958, Ser. No. 755,152
Claims priority, application Belgium Aug. 16, 1957

1 Chiim. (CI. 260—236)
A process for preparing an alkaloid comprising finely

grinding a part of the discodeus species of the genus Phyl-
lanthus (Euphorbiaceae), rendering said part alkaline,

subjecting the resulting product to the action of a solvent"
selected from the group consisting of ether, benzene,
chloroform and ethyl acetate to extract the active mate-
rial from the plant, acidifying the extract, adding a base
to make the solution alkaline thereby forming a crude
alkaloidal product and then recovwing and purifying the
alkaloid by recrystallization.

3,098,850
3-ENAMINE DERIVATIVES OF 2a.METHYL-

5a-ANDROSTANES
John C. Babcock, Portage Township, Kalamazoo County,

J Allan Campbell, Kalamazoo Township, Kalamazoo
County, and Raymond L. Pederson, Kabimazoo,^ich.,
assignors to The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.,
a corporation of Michigan
No Drawhig. FUed Dec. 9, 1957, Scr. No. 701,347

3 Chiims. (CI. 260—239.5)
1. The 3-pyn-olidyl enamine of 2a-methyl-17^-hydroxy-

5a-androstan-3-one.

3,098,851
17a-ALKYNYL - 2/9-HALO-5«-ANDROSTANE-3a,17i3-
DIOLS, ESTERS THEREOF, AND INTERMEDI-
ATES THERETO

Raymond E. Counsell, Skokie, and Paul D. KUmstia,
Nortfabrook, III., assignors to G. D. Searle & Co., Chi-
cago, lU., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawmg. Filed Nov. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 153,703

7Chdms. (0.260—239.55)
1 . A compound of the structural formula

CH,

CHi
OR

'°-v

/\

A/

(lower aUcToyl)

wherein X is a halo radical and R and R' are selected
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from the group consisting of hydrogen and lower alkanoyl
radicals.

7. 2a,3«-epoxy-17a-ethynyl-5a-androstan-17/3-oJ.

3.098,852
17-OXYGENATED ESTRA-l,3,5(10)-TRIEN-4-OLS

AND INTERMEDIATES
William F. Johns, Morton Grove, 111., aasignor to G. D.
Searie & Co., Chicago, HI., a corporatioo of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 2, 1962, Scr. No. 170,798

II Claims. (CI. 260—239.55)
1. A compound of the formula

H|C

^^y\^

/\ /^\

wherein Z represents a member of the group consisting

of carbonyl, ^-hydroxymethylenc, and ^-( lower alkanoyl-

oxy) methylene radicals.

3,098,853
N-ACYLATED DERTVATTVES OF 4-AMINO-2-
CARBOCYCLIC-3-METHYLMORFHOLINES

Max J. Kalm, Skokie, III., assignor to G. D. Searlc A Co.,

Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed June 14, 1961, Sir. No. 116,975

9 Claims. (CI. 260—247.1)
1. A compound of the formula

o N-NU<!i-(NH).—R'

wherein R is selected from the group of radicals consist-

ing of phenyl and cyclohexyl, R' is selected from the

group of radicals consisting of phenyl, phenyl-( lower

alkylene), halophcnyl, (lower alkoxy) phenyl, cyclohexyl,

pyridyl, and 5-metbyI-3-isoxazolyI, and n is selected from
the group of integers consisting of and 1.

3. A compound of the formula

/ \
O N-NHSOt-A

/TiH.

wherein A is selected from the group of radicals consist-

ing of phenyl, (lower alkyl) -phenyl, and lower alkanoyl)

amidophenyl.

3,098,854
ACID ADDITION SALTS OF BASICALLY SUB-
STITUTED FLAVONES AND PREPARATION
THEREOF

Josef Klosa, Berlin-Zehlcndorf, Gcmiany, assignor to Dr.

med. Hans Voigt Chcm.-Piiarm. Fabrik, BcrUn-
Waidmannslust, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 9, 1961, Scr. No. 88,015
Claims priority, application Germany Oct 18, 1960

9 Claims. (CI. 260—247J)
1. Acid addition salts of flavones basically substituted

in the 7-position and of xanthine ring derivatives of acetic

acid, said salts having the formula

Ri-CH- -co OH- N-idkylM»-0

XV \

R^ "V^\o/

0—R«

wherein R is a member selected from the group consisting
of hydrogen, lower alkyl and phenyl, Ri is a xanthine
ring system selected from the group consisting of xanthine,

7. The acid addition salt of theophyllin-7-acetic acid
and 7-(^-N-morpholinoethoxy)-flavonc.

3,098^55
PROCESS FOR SEPARATING BENZENE

CARBOXYUC ACIDS
Allstair S. Coapcr and Ckarlcs D. Kaifaddk, Hammond,

Ind^ SHigiion to Standavd GO CoopaBy, Chicago, lU.,
a corporatioB of bdiana
No DrawlDg. Filed Apr. 17, 1959, Scr. No. 807,017

7 ClalmB. (CL 260—525)
1. A process for separating "A" from "B", wherein "A"

is a member of the group consisting of benzoic add and
orthophthalic acid and "B" is a member of the group
consisting of isophthalic acid and terephthalic acid, and
wherein "A" and "B" are in the form of crystals having
a broad size distribution, which process comprises:

commingling said mixture with a solvent selected from
the group consisting of water and acetic add in an
amount at least sufficient to (tissolve substantially
all of said "A" at the temperature for physical sep-
aration hereinafter described but not suffident to
dissolve all of said "B" at said temperature;

heating the resultant slurry of said mixture and said
solvent to a temperature sufficient to dissolve at least

about five times the amount of said "B" that will
dissolve at the temperature for physical separation
but not sufficient to dissolve all of said "B";

slowly cooling said slurry to deposit the dissolved por-
tion of said "B" on the undissolved crystals of said
"B" substantially without forming new crystals of
said "B," the rate of such cooling being within the
range of from about 0.05 to 5* F. per minute;

and thereafter physically separating a liquid phase con-
taining solvent and said "A" from a solid phase con-
taining said "B."

3,098,856
THIAMINE DISULFIDE DERIVATIVES OF OCTA-

NOIC ACID AND THEIR PREPARATION
Masao Ohara, IbaraU, Klyoteagn Yamamoto, OMka, and

Yodiio Dcgnchi, Snita, Japan, aarignors to Fnjkawa
Pharmacentkal Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan, a corporatton
of Japan
No Drawing. Filed Ang. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 131,681
Cbims priority, application Japan Aug. 19, 1960

10 Claims. (CI. 260—256.5)
1

.
A compound of the formula selected from the group

consisting of:

HiC

HiC

NHi
Ri

CH, (CHi),

HiN—i=C— 8—8—CHCHiCH,—8—R,

CHO CHiCHiORi

NHi
CHi

rHjN—<!;=C—

i

CHO t

R.

(CH,),

S—S—C HiC H,CH—S Ri

HiCHiORi

and non-toxic acid addition salts thereof wherein R] is

selected from the group consisting of carboxyl, carbo-
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lower-alkoxy and carboxamide, R, is selected from the
group consisting of lower alkanoyl and benzoyl, and Rj
is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower
alkanoyl, benzoyl and pyrophosphate.

7. A process which comprises reacting in an alkaline
medium an acylthiooctanoic acid derivative selected from
the group consisting of:

and

Ri-(CH|)r-CHCHiCH,-S -R,

Y

Ri— (CH|),—CHCHiCHi—

Y

wherein Y is a chemically active sulfur-containing radical,

Ri is selected from the group consisting of carboxyl,
carbo-lower-alkoxy and carboxamide, Rj is selected from
the group consisting of lower alkanoyl and benzoyl, with
the thiol form of vitamin Bj having the general formula:

H|C-
^N.

N

S-NH,

T
GHi

-CHfN—C=C— 8—

H

CHO GHiCHiORi

wherein R, is selected from the group consisting of hy-
drogen, lower alkanoyl, benzoyl and pyrophosphate.

3,098,858
7-HALOGENATED ADRENOCHROME

DERIVATIVES
Norman Band, Lanrdton, N.Y., assignor to Chem

Rcacardi Company, LanreHon, N.Y., a partncrsiiip
No Drawing. FUcd Jnnc 11, 1962, Scr. No. 201,267

9 Claims. (CI. 260—295)
1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

7-halogenated aminochrome of the formula

B»-N HORi

i i.

wherein Rj is a member of the group consisting <A hy-
drogen, methyl, ethyl, isopropyl, normal propyl, normal
butyl and isobutyl; Rj is a radical selected from the group
wxisisting of —OH, —NH,, —NH C^, —NH CONHj
and

\—NHC O

Ri is a member selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen, SOjNa and SO^i—K and wherein X is a halogen
atom selected from the group consisting of chlorine,

bromine and iodine and the non-toxic pharmacologically
acceptable add addition salts of said 7-halogenated amino-
dirame with inorganic adds.

3,098,859
EXTRACTION OF ALKALOIDS FROM

FVNTLMIA LATIFOUA
Jean Louis Paul Mainil, 28 Rnc Behrensbcydc,

Watermacl-Boitsfort, Brabant, Belgium
No Drawing. FUed Sept 26, 1958, Ser. No. 763,431
Claims priority, application Belgium Sept 27, 1957

1 Claim. (CI. 260—397.3)
A process for the extraction (rf an alkaloid selected

from the group of alkaloids corresponding to the formulae
CaiHjTGN and C^iHuON; said process comprising wash-
ing part of a Funtumia latifolia plant in petroleum ether,
rendering the resulting extract alkaline, subjecting the
resulting product to the extraction action of a solvent
selected from the group consisting of ether, benzene,
chloroform and ethyl acetate and mixtures thereof, mix-
ing the thusly obtained product with an acid solution
selected from the group consisting <rf acetic, hydrochloric
and oxalic acid solutions, separating the acid solution
and rendering the same alkaline to dissociate to said
alkaloids, extracting said alkaloids with a solvent selected
from the group consisting of ether, chloroform, ethyl alc6-
hol, methyl alcohcd, and mixtures thereof, and separating
the alkaloids from each other by recrystallization.

3,098,860
17-ETHER DERIVATIVES OF PREGNANES

Frances G. Hoffman, Newarl^ NJ., aadgnor to Merck A
Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ., a corporation oi New Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 161,776

18 Claims. (0.260—397.4)
4. 17a-lower alkoxy- l,4,6-prcgnatriene-3,20-dionc.

3,098,857
a-PHENYL - 4 - PYRIDINEMETHYL 2,2-DIMETHYL-

3 - (2 . METHYLPROPENYL)CYCLOPROPYLCAR-
BOXYLATE

Kurt J. Rorig, Glcnvicw, DL, aarignor to G. D. Searie &
Co., Cliicago, m., a corporation of Dcfaiwarc

No Drawing. Filed Not. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 149,859
1 Claim. (CL 260—295)

a-Pbenyl-4-pyridinemethyl 2,2-dimethyl-3-(2 - methyl-
Iffopenyl )cyclopropyIcarboxylate

.

3,098,861
METHOD OF PREPARING TITANIUM OR ZIR-
CONIUM BIS(DIOXY ALKYLENE) COMPOUNDS

Richard W. RusseU, Berkeley, Calif., assignor to Stanffcr
Chemical Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of
Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 71,413

4 Claims. (CI. 260—429J)
1. A method of preparing organo-metallic compounds

of the formula

o o

wherein M is a metal selected from the group consisting
of titanium and zirconium and R is an alkylene radical,
comprising: refluxing a material selected from the group
consisting of titania and zirconia and an alkyl diol where-
in the two hydroxyl groups therein are separated by a
plurality of carbon atoms not exceeding three carbon
atoms, removing water formed by the reaction from the
reaction zone as it is formed, and recovering the organo-
metallic compound thus formed.

3,098,862
COMPLEX BIMETALUC ORGANOMETALLIC
COMPOUNDS AND METHOD FOR THEIR
PREPARATION

Paul Kobctz, Baton Rouge, La^ assignor to Ethyl Cor-
poration, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Viiginia
No Drawing. FUed July 11, 1960, Scr. No. 41,784

7 Claims, (a. 260—429.7)
1

.
As a new compositicm of matter, a bimetallic organo-

metallic compound having the formula

M(AlR„R'4_m)n
wherein

M is a metal selected from the group consisting of tin and
chromium,

R is a hydrocarbon radical selected from the group con-

i
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sisting of cycloalkyl, aryl, and alkyl radicals having from 100 to 160" C. with pbosphonis pcotacfeloride andfrom 1 tn R rarhon nfi-ime .<.<>.>».'«> »u- ..:_..• _i ...from 1 to 8 carbon afoms,
R' is a radical selected from the group consisting of hy-

dride, fluoride, and cyanide, m is a number of 3 to 4,

and
n is the valence of M.

reacting the vinyl phosphonic acid dichloride thus obCained
in a solvent inert towards the reaction with a different
hydrocarbon alcohol containing from three to ten carbon
atoms and at most one olefinic bond to yield vinyl phos-
pbonic acid diesten.

3,098,863
NICKEL AND COBALT CHELATES OF ORTHO-

HYDROXYBENZOPHENONES
Rolf Dessauer, Wilmington, Del., and Sidney Benjamin
Maerov, Kinston, N.C., assignors to E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., a corpora-
tion of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Oct 15, 1959, Ser. No. 846,758

9 Claims. (CI. 260—439)
1. Water insoluble metal chelates of ortho-hydroxy-

bcnzophenones, said metal being taken from the group
consisting of nickel and cobalt, and said ortho-hydroxy-
benzophenone having the structure

wherein X is a radical selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen and Ci to C4 alkyl, and wherein R, Ri
and Ra each represent a radical selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, hydroxy and Cj to C4 alkoxy,

with the proviso that at least one of the radicals R, Ri
and Rj is selected from the group consisting of hydroxy
and Ci to C4 alkoxy radicals.

3 098 866
PROCESS FOR DECOLORIZING AND PURIFY-
ING 0,0-DIALKYLTHIOPHOSPHORYL CHLO-
RIDES AND THIOPHOSPHATE CONDENSATES
FORMED THEREFROM

Ralph D. Divine, Westfield, NJ., assignor to American
Cyanamid Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation
of Maine
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 150,193

7 Claims. (Ci. 260-^461)
5. A process for improving the color and purity of a

composition containing at least 90% of 0,0-di-lower
alkylthiopho&phoryl chloride, which composition is pre-
pared by the chlorination of the corresponding dithio
acid, which comprises treating said chlorination product
with an alkali metal bisulfite to convert the sulfur as
sulfur chloride present to water-soluble sulfur-containing
salts, removing said sulfur-containing salts to prepare a
composition containing color-forming impurities and
treating said composition with an alkali metal sulfide at
a temperature of from about 20 to about 60" C. and
thereafter recovering a product of improved color and
purity.

PROCESS

3,098,864
ARYLFERROCENES AND A PROCESS FOR

PREPARING THEM
Marvin D. Rausch, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Monsanto

Chemical Company, St Louis, Mo., a corporation of
Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 104,008

7 Claims. (CI. 26(^—439)
1. A process for preparing an arylferrocene compound

which comprises reacting diferrocenylmercury with a di-

arylmercury compound which has from 6 to 18 carbon
atoms in each aryl group in the presence of a metallic

silver-containing catalyst at a temperature of from about
230° C. to 350° C.

3,098,867
FOR PRODUCING POLYCARBOXYLIC

ACIDS'AND ESTERS
Carl S. Marvel, Urbana, and Robert D. Vest, Champaign,

III., assignors to the United States of America as repre-
sented by the Secretary of the Air Force
No Drawing. Filed Jnly 11, 1958, Ser. No. 74^,094

13 Claims. (CI. 260—485)
1. The sjmthesis of tetraethyl-l,l,5,5-pcntanetetracar-

boxylate by charging a multiple necked reflux flask with
1500 milliliters of 99.8% ethanol; adding to the ethanol
with frequent cooling 3 molts of sodium; heating gently
the flask containing the ethanol solution of sodium while
adding 14.5 moles of redistilled diethyl malonate over a
period of one hour; reflux the contents of the flask for the
substantially complete formation of the sodium salt of the
malonic ester over a representative period of three hours;
add to the flask with rapid stirring 1.5 moles of redistilled

1.3-dibromopropanc by drops over a period of about eight
hours; reflux gently the flask contents; remove the ethanol
from the flask; wash the contents of the flask with 2% sul-

furic acid for accomplishing the removal of inorganic
salts and unreacted base; dry the organic layer in the flask

by the addition with agitation of anhydrous calcium sul-

fate; remove th<^ excess diethyl malonate under an aspira-

tor vacuum; distill the resulting product under a dimin-
ished pressure as a viscous oil of a boiling range between
160 and 170° C. at 0.3 mm. mercury pressure and the

viscous oil having an index of refraction at 25° C. of
1.4409.

3,098,865
PROCESS FOR MAKING VINYL PHOSPHONIC
ACID DICHLORIDE, VINYL PHOSPHONIC ACID,
AND ESTERS THEREOF

Kurt Schlmmelschmidt and Walter Denk, Franlrfurt am
Main, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst
Aktiengesellachaft vormais Meister Lucius & Briining,

Franlifurt am Main, Germany, a corporation of Ger-
many
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 11, 1957, Ser. No. 645,028
Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 14, 1956

10 Claims. (CI. 260—461)
1

.

A process which comprises reacting an ester of vinyl

phosphonic acid at a temperature in the range from 1()0

to 160° C. with i^osphonis pentadtloride.

2. A process which comprises reacting an ester of vinyl

phosphonic acid at a temperature in the range from 100

to 160° C. with phosphorus pentachloride and reacting

the vinyl phophonic acid dichloride thus obtained with

water in a solvent inert towards the reaction to yield vinyl

phosphonic acid.

3. A process which comprises reacting an alcohol es*er wherein R is a radical selected from the group ccMisisting

of vinyl phosphonic acid at a temperature in the range of N(CH,),CHaC0OH and NH(CH,CHaOH)a.

3,098,868
AMINE SALTS OF GLYCURONIC ACID

Luigi Rovati, Milan, Italy, assignor to Rotta Research
Laboratorium S.p.A., MUan, Italy

No Drawing. FUed SepL 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,153
3 Claims. (CI. 260—501)

1. Glycuronic acid salts of the general formula

CHO—(CH—OH)4—CXX>R

I
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3,098,869
PREPARATION OF DIALDEHYDE POLYSACCHA-

RIDE ADDITION PRODUCTS
Peter J. Borchert, EUihart, Ind., a«lgiior to Miles Labora-

tories, Inc., EUthart, Ind., a corporation of Indiana
No Drawing. FUed Jnly 7, 1960, Ser. No. 41,242

11 Cbims. (CI. 260—513)
1. A process for the preparation of bisulfite addition

compounds of dialdehyde polysaccharides which com-
prises reacting a dialdehyde polysaccharide with a water
soluble bisulfite salt in slurry in a reaction medium con-
sisting of a mixture of a lower aliphatic alcohol and
water and recovering the dialdehyde polysaccharide bi-
sulfite thereby obtained.

2. A process according to claim 1 wherein the dialde-
hyde polysaccharide is dialdehyde starch.

ture with water while maintaining the temperature there
of between about 0° C. and 10° C, to precipitate
trourea.

ni-

3,098,870
PREPARATION OF ALKYL o-CARBOXYBENZYL

SULFONES
Maurice J. Schlatter, KemingtOD, Calif., aasigiior to

California Research Coiponitioii, San Francisco, Calif.,
a corporation of Dctaware
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 177,249

4 Claims. (CL 260^—515)
1. n-Alkyl o-carboxybenzyl sulfones having 12 to 18

carbon atoms in the alkyl group.

3,098,873
NITRAMINES, NTFROSAMINES AND THEIR

PREPARATION
MUton B. Frankel, Pasudena, and Karl Klager, Mon-

rovia, Calif., assignors to Aerojet-General Corporation,
Aznsa, Calif., a corporation of Ohio
No Drawing. FUed June 13, 1957, Ser. No. 666,274

19 Claims. (CI. 260—583)
1. As a composition of matter, a dinitramine having

the general formula:

NOi NOi NOi

. R—N—A—CH»-N—CHf—C—NOi
I

NOi

wherein R is a lower alkyl radical and A is a lower
alkylene radical.

3,098,871
PREPARATION OF CYCUC PHOSPHONTTRILES

Irving I. Bczman, Pittsbnrsh, Pa., aarignor to Armstroog
Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa., a corpontioB of Penn-
sylvania
No Drawing. Filed June 16, 1961, Ser. No. 117,519

8 Claims. (CL 260—551)
1. In a method of forming a mixture of cyclic phos-

phonitriles of the formula (RR'PN)a, where m in the mix-
ture is predominantly 3 and 4 and where R and R' are
members selected from the class consisting of a phenyl
and a substituted phenyl of the formula

3,098,874
PROCESS OF PREPARING l-(4-HYDROXY

PHENYL).BUTAN0NE-(3)
Friedrich Porsch, Holzmindcn, Germany, assignor to
Dragoco ^zialfabiik konz. Riech- nnd Aromastoffe
Gerberding A Co., Gjn.bJL, Holaninden (Weser),
Germany, a company of Germany
No Drawing. Filed July 2, 1959, Ser. No. 824,480
Claims priority, appUcation Germany Jufy 3, 1958

8 CUims. (CI. 260—590)
1. In a process of preparing l-(4-hydroxy phenyl)

butanone-(3), the step which comprises reacting phenol
with methyl vinyl ketone in the presence of a catalyst se-
lected from the group consisting of a Friedel-Crafts cata-
lyst, phosphoric acid, polyphosphoric acid, sulfuric acid,
mixtures of said acids, and mixtures of phosphoric acid
and formic acid, and of an inert solvent at a temperature
between about —10° C. and about +50° C.

<3'-

where Y is a member selected from the class consisting
of methyl, metboxy, cyano, thiocyano, isothiocyano, di-
alkylamino where the alkyl group is of from 1-4 carbon
atoms, nitro and halogen and n is an integer from 1-5. the
improvement which comprises reacting a disubstituted
penuvalent phosphorus halide of the formula RR'PXj,
dissolved in a nonreactive organic solvent, with an excess
of gaseous anhydrous ammonia at a temperature in the
range of about 0* C. to 60° C. to form a stable compound
of the formula RaR'aP2N,H4X and heating said compotmd
to form a mixture of said cyclic phosphonitriles.

3,098,872
PRODUCTION OF NTTROUREA

Martin L. Weakley, Sam M. Moffctt, and Loai* E. Crmig,
Pryor, Okla., angers, by meae assignments, to Deere
St Company, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 6, 1958, Ser. No. 719,498

1 Claim. (CL 260—553)
A method for producing nitrourea which comprises pre-

paring a solution of urea by dissolving urea in a solvent
selected from the group consisting of concentrated sul-

furic acid and sulfuric acid containing free SOs, combin-
ing said urea scriution with a mixture of nitric acid and
sulfuric acid containing free SOj, in a reactor at a rate

such that a temperature of about minus 5" C. to plus 10°

C. and a residence time of about 5 to 30 minutes is- main-
tained in the reactor, and then diluting the reaction mix-

3,098,875
PRODUCTION OF SALICYLALDEHYDES

Louis Schmerlfaig, Riverside, DI., assignor to UnivowJ
(Ml Products Company, Dcs Plaines, HI., a corporation
of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40,511

16 Claims. (CI. 260—600)
1. A process fw the production of a salicylaldehyde

compound selected from the group consisting of salicyl-
aldehyde and alkyl salicylaldehydes which comprises heat-
ing a phenol, in which at least one carbon atom ortho to
the hydroxy substituent has hydrogen attacl^ thereto,
selected from the group consisting of phenol and mono^
alkyl- and dialkylphenols, said alkyl radicals containing
from 1 to about 18 carbon atoms, with carbon monoxide
and a phenoxide selected from the group consisting of
alkali metal phenoxides. alkaline earth metal phenoxides
and aluminum phenoxides, at a temperature in the range
of from about 100° to about 350° C. and at a pressure in
the range of from about atmospheric to about 300 atmos-
pheres in a propcMtion and for a sufficient time to form
the desired salicylaldehyde compound, and recovering the
last-mentioned compound.

3,098,876
PRODUCTION OF HYDROCARBON DERIVATIVES

OF DECABORANE
Murray S. Cohen, Dover, and Cari E. Peari, Morristown,

NJ., assignors, by mesne assignments, to Thiokol
Chemical Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed July 1, 1955, Ser. No. 519,623

10 Claims. (CI. 260—606.5)
1

.
A method for the preparation of liquid, hydrocarbwi

derivatives of decaborane which comprises reacting

I
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decaborane, a metal alkyl selected from the group coo-
sitting of alkali metal alkyls containing from 1 to 5 car-

bon atoms, magnesium dialkyls containing not more than

5 carbon atoms and alkyl magnesium halides containing

from 1 to 5 carbon atoms and a hydrocarbon halide

selected from the group consisting of alkyl, alkene, alklne

and phenyl substituted alkyl monobalides in which the

hydrocarbon portion of said halides contains not more
than 8 carbon atoms in solution in an organic solvent

which is inert under the reaction conditions to produce
a hydrocarbon derivative of the decaborane, an alkane

and a metal halide.

3,098,877

PRODUCTION OF ALKYLATED DECABORANES
Mnrray S. Cohen, Dover, and Carl E. Pearl, MoirMown,
NJ^ assignors, by mesne assignments, to Thioltol

Chcmiod Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed July 1, 1955, Scr. No. 519,624

11 Claims. (CI. 260—606.5)
1. A method for the preparation of a liquid alkyl-

decaborane which comprises reacting decaborane and
from 0.5 to 3 moles, per mole of decaborane, of a metal

alkyl selected from the group consisting of alkali metal
alkyls containing from 1 to 5 carbon atoms, magnesium
dialkyls containing not more than 5 carbon atoms and
alkyl nvagnesium monohalides containing from 1 to 5

carbon atoms at a temperature of —70 to 100* C. while
the decaborane is in solution in an (M'ganic solvent which
is inert under the reaction conditions, adding from 0.5 to

5 mcries, per mole of decaborane, of a dialkyl sulfate con-
taining from 1 to 5 carbon atoms in each alkyl radical

to the reaction mixture and continuing the reaction at a
temperature of —70 to 100* C.

3,098,878

SYNTHESIS OF METHYLENE BIS(PHOSPHO-
NIUM BROMIDES)

John E. Harris, Hyde Park, and CUffoitf N. Matthews,
Winchester, Maas., aasignon to Monsanto Research
Corporation, St. Louis, Mo., a corporaflon of Delaware

No Drawfaig. FUed Jan. 16, 1962, Scr. No. 166,682

7 Claims. (CI. 260—^06.5)

1. The method of making a methylene bis(trihydro-

carbylphosphonium bromide), which comprises contact-

ing a trihydrocarbylphosphine with a halomethane se-

lected from the class consisting of CHjClBr, CHajBr,
CHBrjCl and CHBrj under conditions conducive to the

formation of a polyphoq^onium salt.

3,098,879

TRIOLS

Gostav Erlemann, Ricbcn, and Waldcmar Gacx, Raddf
Rnegg, and Sidney Frank Schaeren, Bottmingcn, Switz-
erland, assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nndcy,
NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Ang. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 133,072

Chdms priority, application Switzerland ScpL 7, 1960

4 Claims. (CL 260—635)

1. A compound having the formula «

OH OH
HO—CHr-CH-C

OHi L
-OHf-OH»-OHi-CH-

OHi _

-OHi

wherein n is a whole number ranging from 1-3.

GLYCOL SEPARATION
A. Sitfcr and Jnlin Fddman, Ctadnnati, Ohio,

to Nattonal Distflkn and Chcaskal Corpora-
ttoo. New York, N.Y., a corporattoa of Vkgtob

NoDrawii«. FUad Jam. 5, 1960, S«r. No. 491

5 ClainM. (CL 260—637)
1. A process for the sqtaration of 1,12-dodecanediol

from a mixture of crude isomeric ahphatic, saturated

Ci3 aUumediols which comprises admixing said crude
isomeric mixture at about 0* to 40* C. with an aliphatic,

saturated dialkyl ketone having from about 3 to about 8
carbon atoms to selectively precipitate the 1,12-dodecane-
diol.

3. A process for the separatioo of l,l(X-decanedi(rf

from a mixture of crude isomeric aliphatic, saturated Cu
alkanediols which comprises admixing said crude isomeric
mixture at about 0* to 40* C with an aliphatic, saturated
dialkyl ketone having from about 3 to about 8 carbon
atoms to selectively precipitate the 1,10-decanediol.

3,098,881

METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF
VINYL-ALKAU METAL COMPOUNDS

Bodo K. W. Bartocha, Riverside CaUff., assign iii to the
United States of America m reprMented by tiie Secre-
tary of tiie Navy
No Drawing. FUed Ang. 26, 1959, Scr. No. 836,310

2 Claims. (Q. 260—665)
(Granted under Tide 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
1. The process for preparing vinyllithium which com-

prises adding vinylbromide to a lithium dispersion in

tetrahydrofuran at —20* C. until a dark blue precipitate

forma.

3,098,882

SELECTIVE HYDROGENATION PROCEDURE
AND CATALYST THEREFOR

Melrin R. Arnold, LonisTillc Ky^ asilgnnr to Chcmctron
Corporatfon, Chicago, HI., a corporattoa of Dcbware
No Drawing. Filed Nor. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 154^40

4 Clafans. (CL 260—677)
1. A method ot selectively hydrogenating acetylenic

hydrocarbons in a gas wherein the major proportion of the

unsaturated hydrocarbons is olcfinic, which comprises
contacting said gas, admixed with a quantity of hydrogen
sufficient to reduce the aoetylenic hydrocarbons to olefins,

with a palladiimi and chromium on alumina catalyst

which comprises from 0.01% to 0.5% by weight of palla-

dium metal and from 0.01% to 0.5% by weight of chro-
mium metal on an alumina carrier, at a temperature in

the range of 100* F. to 400* F. at an hourly space velocity

of 50 to 2(XX) volumes of gas per volume of catalyat

3,098,883

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR CARRYING
OUT CHEMICAL REACTIONS AT HIGH--"*'"^
TEMPERATURES

Otto HcBsc, Kronbcrg, Tannia, Wcracr Fbcbcr, Bad
Sodcn, Tannua, and Fiicdrich Hon and Rndblf Wfan-
mcr, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, assignors to Farb-
werkc Hocchst AktiengcscUschaft vormab Meisto-
Lndns Jfc Briinkig, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, a
corporatioa of Gmnany

Filed Feb. 24, 1959, Scr. No. 795,077

Claims prtority, appUcatlou Germany Feb. 28, 1958

13 Claims. (CL 26»—683)
1. In a process for the pyrolysis ol aliphatic hydrocar-

bons by continuously forming a stream of hot combustion
gas in a combustion zone, contacting said combustion gas
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for a short time with an atomized aliphatic hydrocarbon
for pyrolysis thereof to yield Cj- to C4-unsaturated hydro-
carbons having less hydrogen in the molecule than the

starting material, and chilling the effluent mixture of pyro-
lyzed hydrocarbon and combustion gas, the improvement
which comprises introducing into the combustion zone an

excess of atomized fuel and an oxidizing gas therefor

separately and with an oppositely directed angular momen-
tum at a different distance from the axis of said combus-
tion zone to form rotating coaxially arranged hollow
atmospheres of different diameter which contrarotate in

one another.

3,098,884
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING OLEFIN POLYMERS
Winis C. Keith, Lansing, IB., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Sincbdr Rcseardi, Inc., New York, N.Y., a
corporation of Delaware

FUed July 22, 1959, Ser. No. 828,760
7 Claims. (CI. 26»—683.15)

1. In a process for producing olefin polymers which
comprises polymerizing in the liquid phase, monoolefins

in the C5-C13 range to dimerize the monoolefins by con-

tact with a catalyst consisting essentially of silica-alumina

at a temperature of about 200 to 375* F., separating the

dimer from the reaction products and depolymerizing in

the liquid phase the olefin polymers boiling above said

dimer by contact with a catalyst consisting essentially of
silica-alumina at a temperature from about 350 to 550*

F. substantially all material converted in said depolym-
erization being transformed into lower boiling liquid ma-
terial including the dimer and separating the dimer prod-

uct.

3,098385
RETURN FLOW CARBURETOR

Thomas M. Ball, Bloomfidd HMls, Mkh., assignor to

Chrysler Cofporatkm, Highland Park, Mich., a corpo-
ration of Delaware

FUed June 5, 1959, Scr. No. 818,349
10 Chdms. (CL261—36)

1. In a carburetor for an internal combustion engine, a

floatless fuel bowl, a fuel pump, inlet conduit means «»-
necting said pump and bowl to supply the latter with

pressurized fuel, means for maintaining the fuel in said
bowl at a predetermined level comprising an overflow
weir in said bowl defining at least in part a chamber
adapted to receive excess fuel oxerflowing said weir from
said bowl when the fuel in said bowl attains said pre-
determined level, fuel return means in communication
with said chamber to drain fuel therefrom upon overflow
of excess fuel from said bowl into said chamber, bypass

conduit means connected with said inlet conduit means
downstream of said pump, valve means in said bypass
conduit means for controlling fuel flow in the latter, said
fuel return means including pumping means for pumping
the excess fuel from said chamber, and means responsive
to the output of said pumping means for adjusting said
valve means to increase the fuel flow in said bypass conduit
means progressively with increasing output from said

pumping means.

3 098 886
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING HYDRAULIC

LIMES FROM OIL SHALE
Giinter Friesc, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, assignor to

Metallgesellschaft A.-G., Frankfurt am Main, Ger-
many, a German corporatton

FUed Apr. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 100,818
Chdms priority, applicatton Germany Apr. 14, 1960

7 Claims. (CI. 263—53)
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3,098,887

CSDUSTRIAL FREQUENCY ELECTRIC INDUC-
TION FURNACE WITH SUBMERGED HORIZON-
TAL CHANNEL FOR THE MELTING OF ANY
METAL
EUo Ezio Calamari, Via del Gelsomlni 2, MUan, Italy

FUcd Not. 18, 1958, Scr. No. 774,620
Claims priority, application Italy Nov. 28, 1957

2 Claims. (CI. 13—29)

1. An industrial frequency electric induction furnace
for the melting of metal or metallic alloy comprising a
melting chamber, an inductor housing located trans-

versely of said chamber, said inductor bousing having a
magnetic core therein and a yoke above said core and at

right angles therewith, a primary coil spaced from and
mounted about said magnetic core, at least one ' coil-

shaped cooling chamber spaced from and mounted about
said yoke and acting as a primary inductor coil, and a
refractory lining enclosing said magnetic oon, said yoke
and said cooling chamber and extending across said melt-
ing chamber to divide the bottom portion thereof into

two vertical compartments, said refractory lining being
formed with at least one through passage located below
the cooling chamber and establishing a permanent com-
munication between said two vertical compartments, said

melting chamber comprising a top section and a lower
section joining in a horizontal plane substantially at the

level of said cooling chamber, whereby to at times pro-
vide access to said cooling chamber.

3,098,888
ELECTRICAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Daniel J. Tomcik, Buchanan, Mich., ass^or to Electro-
Voice, Incorporated, Bachanan, Midi., a corporation
of Inrflana

FUed Mar. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 97,354
13 Claims. (CI. 84—1.17)

1. An electric^ organ comprising, in combination, a
plurality of electrical generators having frequencies in

the audio range respectively corresponding to successive

notes of a musical scale, an electroacoustic transducer

having an input for electrical signals, a first keyboard
and a second keyboard disposed in a common plane adja-

cent to each other, a first electrical switch mechanically
coupled to each key of the first keyboard and the second
keyboard, each of the first switches being normally open
and electrically connected between the input of the elec-

troacoustic transducer and one of th; tone generators, a

second switch mechanically ganged to each first switch

associated with a key of the first keyboard, the second
switch being normally open and having two terminals,
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a manually actuable third electrical switch having a first

terminal connected to the input of the electroacoustic
transducer and a second terminal connected to one ter-

minal of eacA second switch, the other terminal of each
second switch being electrically connected to two tone

.^{-^^Sii

generators different than the tone generator connected to

the first switch associated with the same key of the first

keyboard, said three tone generators associated with each
key of the first keyboard having frequencies corre^K>nd-
ing to the notes of a musical chord.

3,098,889
PHOTOELECTRIC TONE GENERATOR

Thomas J. Boitims, 838 Lenox Ave., Waukegan, III.

FUcd Nov. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 68,973
3 Claims. (CL 84—1.18)

ZA
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1. A photoelectric transducer comprising, in combina-
tion, a substantially disc shaped photoelectric cell having
a photosensitive area on each face, a plurality of endless

concentric optical sound tracks depicted upon said photo-
sensitive areas, light sources coinciding with said optical

sound tracks and means for removing electrical output

of said pbotoelectric cell.

3,098^90
LIQUID TRANSMISSrVE AND ELECTRIC CUR-
RENT NON-TRANSMISSIVE APPARATUS

Floyd V. PctcrH>n, 20728 Ventura Blvd.,
Woodland Hills, Calif.

FUcd Nov. 15, I960, Scr. No. 69,441
8 Claims. (CI. 17^-5)

1. A pressurized closed-circuit liquid-transmissive and
electric-current-non-transmissive apparatus which offers a
readily transmissive path to a liquid supplied to an input

portion of said apparatus under an input pressure greater

than that exterior of the apparatus, with said liquid being
delivered to an output portion of said apparatus at an out-
put pressure slightly less than said input pressure by a

differential pressure corresponding to the pressure drop
across the an>aratus from the input portion to the output
portion, with said output pressure being in excess of the
pressure exterior of said apparatus, and with said apparatus
being substantially electrically non-conductive from the
liquid input portion o[ the liquid output portion, oompris-
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ing: a hollow, sealed interior-pressure-holding tank, said

tank having an electrically non-conductive interior surface;

liquid flow inlet conduit means connected to said hollow

tank means adjacent the top thereof; liquid flow outlet con-

duit means connected to said hollow tank means adjacent

the bottom thereof; at least one of said conduit means
connected to said tank being electrically insulated there-

from; means for pressurizing the interior of said tank to

an interior pressure greater than the pressure exterior of

said tank; and spray nozzle means positioned within said

hollow tank above the bottom thereof and connected to

said liquid flow inlet conduit means and adapted to be

supplied with liquid therefrom under a pressure slightly

greater than said interior pressure of «aid tank by a
pressure difference corresi>onding to the pressure drop
across the spray nozzle means whereby to spray said

liquid under pressure downwardly in the form of a plu-

rality of separated fine liquid droplets whereby to elec-

trically isolate and insulate said spray nozzle means from
liquid collecting in the bottom of the tank.

3,098,891
APPARATUS FOR THE PRESERVATION AND
REGENERATION OF INSULATING OIL FOR
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS PROVIDED WITH
AN OIL RESERVOIR

Paul Delgustc, Loverval, Belgium, assignor to Ateliers de
Constructions Electriqucs de Charleroi, Brussels, Bel-

gium, a Belgian company
FUed June 17, 1960, Scr. No. 36,816

Claims priority, application France June 18, 1959
9 Claims. (CI. 174—15)

7. Apparatus for preserving and regenerating insulating

liquid for liquid-cooled electrical devices having an insul-

ating liquid expansion reservoir comprising, an expansion

cylinder, means providing a communication between said

cylinder and said device and means for providing com-
munication between said cylinder and said reservoir, a

piston reciprocable in said cylinder in response to volume
792 0.0—66

variations of said insulating liquid in said device, first valve

means operable by said piston to an open position allow-

ing liquid to flow into said reservoir when the liquid in

said device expands and operable by said piston to a

closed position when the liquid in said device contracts,

one-way valve means connected to allow liquid to flow

from said reservoir through said means providing com-
munication between said cylinder and said reservoir to

said cylinder toward said device when the liquid contracts,

a pump in communication with said device and said

reservoir, and means for operating said pump intermittent-

ly in response to preselected positions of said piston for

causing said pump to pump liquid from said reservoir

to said device to maintam a preselected volume of insulat-

ing liquid in said device.

3,098,892
WELDING CABLE

Robert L. Spade and John F. Voss, Richmond, Ind.,

assignors to Belden Manufacturing Company, Chicago,
lU., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Aug. 15, 1961, Scr. No. 131,631
1 Claim, (a. 174—47)

An improved flexible cable adapted for use in an elec-

tric arc-welding system, whic^ system involves the supply

of electric welding current, a liquid coolant, and a system

gas to a welding head, which cable iiKludes a flexiUe

stranded meitallic electrical conductor for supplying weld-

ing current to the welding head, a flexible electrically

non-conductive cylindrical conduit whioh supplies liquid

coolant to the welding bead and encloses said conducted'

leaving therein a passageway for the coolant around said

conductor, a second separate flexible cylindrical conduit

for returning the coolant from the welding head, a third

separate flexible cylindrical conduit for conveying system

gas to the welding head, said cylindrical conduits abutting

one another along their lengths, and a single outer flexibl^^

non-conduotive tubular protective sheath of substantially

uniform wall thickness enclosing all of said conduits and
being distinct from said conduits, said sheath being con-
tiguous with portions of the outer surfaces of each of said

cylindrical conduits and having an indentation formed
therein between each pair of adjacent cylindrical conduits
and extending inwardly toward the line of abutment
thereof, so that adjacent iiKlentations define a longitudinal

channel in said sheath wherein the conduh disposed be-
tween said adjacent indentations reside, said indentations
also being of generally arcuate shape so that there are

open spaces between tiie lines of abutment of said con-
duits and the inner surfaces of said indentations, whereby
the cable can be readily bent in any direction.

3,098,893
LOW ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE COMPOSITION

AND CABLE MADE THEREFROM
Ross A. Pringle, Woodbridge, and Charies F. Wallace, Jr.,

Fairfield, Conn., assignors to General Electric Com-
pany, a corporation of New York

FUed Mar. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 99,559
8 Claims. (CI. 174—102)

1. A low electrical resistance composition comprising
30 to 70 weight percent of polybutene having a mean
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molecular weight of 1500 to 2500. 7 to 15 weight percent
of a carbon black having a volume resistivity of 10
to 30 ahm-cm. when incorporated in a natural rubber
mixture consisting of one-third by weight of said carbon
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axially thereinto and being pennanently bonded thereto
by an intervening film of bonding material.

3,098,S95
ELECTRONIC PREVIEWER FOR TELEVISED

COLOR PICTURES
Bcmard D. LonghllB, Huitliigtoa, N.Y^ aMipior to

Hueltinc Research, Inc^ Chlcaio, Dl^ a corporatfon of
Ininolg

Filed Dec. 2, 195S, Scr. No, 777,72«
lecialDU. (CI. 178--5J)

black, and the remainder a dialkyl phthalate in which
there is incorporated from 0.2 to 1.0 weight percent of
a compound selected from the group consisting of bis-
phenol A and derivatives thereof.

—•—' ;' ' ;
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3,098,894
ELECTRICAL INSULATOR CONSTRUCTIONS

Donald G. Sprigings, Lynchbaii, Va., avigiior to H, K.
Porter Company, Incorponted, Lynchburg, Va., a cor-
poration of Delaware

FUed Oct 16, 1961, Ser. No. 145^39
7 Claims. (CI. 174—178)

**^

7. An electrical insulator device comprising a body ele-
ment and an initially separate skirt element interfittcd
with the body element and permanently bonded thereto,
said body element being formed of insulating material
having high mechanical strength and said skirt element
being formed of insulating material characterized by high
tracking resistance and high arc track resistance; said
body element comprising, a pair of opposite end surfaces
disposed in spaced apart parallel planes with the said end
surfaces each being symmetrical with respect to a com-
mon axis which is normal to the planes in which said
end surfaces lie and which axis also defines the longitu-
dinal axis of the body element, a body portion symmetri-
cal in and coaxial with the said longitudinal axis of the
body elemnt and disposed axially between said end sur-
faces but being of larger cross sectional area than the cross-
secuonal area of at least one of said end surfaces, the
axial extent of said symmetrical body portion being less
than the spacing between said end surfaces, a radially
outwardly flaring surface extending axially inward from
said at least one end surface to the end of said symmetrical
body portion closest to that end surface, and means ex-
tending axially into the body element from each end sur-
face for effecting mechanical connections thereto; said
skirt element comprising, an axially apertured hub por-
tion having upper and lower ends disposed in parallel
planes orthogonal to the longitudinal axis of the skirt ele-
ment, and an annular skirt portion extending radially out-
ward from the upper end of said hub portion and turning
axially downward toward the lower end of said hub por-
tion with the inner surface of the annular skirt being
spaced radially outward from the outer axially extending
surface of said hub portion, the inner axially extending
surface of said hub which defines the axial aperture
through said hub flaring radially outward as it extends
from the hub upper end toward the hub lower end to pro-
vide an aperture shaped complementally to the said flared

surface of the body element, said body element projecting

I. An electronic previcwer for simulating the color-
processing characteristics of a system w^jcrein a derived
color picture is phoiocfaemically prq>ared from an orig-
inal color picture and the derived picture is utilized in a
colOT-telcvision system to obtain a received color-tele-
vision image thereof, said {rfiotochemical process involv-
ing production of a plurality of color dyes in the derived
piaure having densities detennined by the relative pro-
porti<ms of corresponding ctAor components of a print-
ing light transmitted through said original cx>lar picture,
and said color-televisioa system including a transmitter
which scans the derived picture to produce original sig-

nals representative of predetermined color components
thereof and processes those signals to convert them to
resultant signals for actuating a color-television receiver.
to display an image of said derived picture said previcwer
comprising: the combination of means for scanning said
original picture and means adapted to simulate said pho-
tochemical process and the spectnd talung chvacteris-
tics of said television transoiitter so as to obtain color-
representative signals respectively proportional cone-
spending to the original signals produced by said trans-
mitter from said derived color picture, said simulating
means being adapted to adjust the relative proportions
of said color-representative signals; means for nonline-
arly translating those signals; signal-processing circuit
means for modifying each of said nonlinearly translated
color-representative signals in accordance with at least
part of the signal processing by which said color-televi-
sion transmitter converts the corresponding ones of said
original signals to said resultant signals; and color-image-
reproducing means re^MXisive to said nnxiified signals to
produce a color image ccHresponding thereto; whereby
the color image produced by said previewer will have
substantially the same appearance as that which will be
produced by said color-television receiver when the rela-
tive proportions of the color components of the printing
light employed in said photochemical process are adjusted
in accordance with the adjustment of said simulating
means.

3,098,896
CATHODE RAY TUBE SYSTEM USING

INDEXING SIGNALS
Edward I. LyIlcl^ Syracuse, aad Tbomai T. Tme,
CamiUns, N.Y., aMigBon to General Electric Company,
a corporatkMi of New York

FUed Aug. 1, I960, Scr. No. 46,670
9 Claims. (CI. 178—5.4)

7. A cathode ray tube system comprising: a cathode
ray tube having a plurality of vertical phosphor stripes
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positioned on a face of the tube; a guard band separating

each stripe from an adjacent one of said stripes; each of

said stripes having a same width; each of said guard

bands having a same width; an electron gun for said

tul)e for generating an index beam; an electrode for said

tube for controlling the intensity of asid index beam;

means for periodically sweeping the index beam across the

tube face in a scanning raster; means for generating an

index signal responsive to impingement of the beam in-

SJJ.JI

eluding an index comb having a tooth superimposed on

a guard band between each triad of stripes; means for

amplifying said index signal, for tripling the frequency

of said index signal, and for coupling said index signal

to said beam intensity oontrcrf electrode; a source of

chroma intelligence; and a servo circuit arrangement re-

sponsive to said index signal for automatically providing

correspondence in time between the occurrence of chroma
intelligence and the impingement of an electron beam on

a corresponding ocAot stripe.

3,098397
UNTTARY TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
Rnsacll J. Callander, 115 WUdwood Beach,

Mahtomcdl, ^finn.

FUed Sept. 10, 1959, Scr. No. 839,212

6 Claims. (CI. 178—7.9)

^

1. In an electronic picture receiver system of the di-

rect-view, enclosed cabinet model type, the combination

of; a superstructure frame forming an open ended en-

closure having top, bottom and side wall frame portions

for mounting a cathode ray tube, a cathode ray tube in-

cluding a frcMital picture viewing screen having relative-

ly rectangular physical and linear dimensions and a rear-

wardly extending stem portion; an encircling band se-

cured at equal distant interior points to the wall frame

portions of said superstructure, said band encircling the

outside circumference of said tube about said picture

viewing screen and adapted with the support of said en-

drded tube portion to rigidly secure said wall pMtions

and support said tube; a small tube component mounting

chassis suf^wrted by said superstructure and comprising

a relatively flat plate surface encircling the stem end of

said tube and in substantially parallel relationship there-

to extending rearwardly of the wall frame portions of

said superstructure frame for uKMinting receiving system

small tubes, component elements and cireuitry therefor

of said receiver system in angularly qwoed relationship

about said tube stem externally of said superstructure and

within the confines of the physical and linear area of

said frontal picture viewing screen; an outer cabinet shell

secured to and enclosing the top and side wall portions

of said superstructure frame forwardly of said sniall tube

component mounting chassis, and a removable back cover

havihg perforated side walls enclosing said chassis, where-

by vyhen said cover is rennoved, the small tubes and other

components including the circuitry therefor mounted on
said chassis are freely visible and replaceable without dis-

turbance of the said chassis and remainder of said cabi-

net structure.

3,098,898
TELEGRAPH KEY

John Jay Jakosky and John J. Jakosicy, Jr., both of
2500 West Coast Highway, Newport Beach, Calif.

Filed June 5, 1961, Scr. No. 114,959
SOalms. (CL 178—108)

1 . Manually operable electnc key mechanism compris-

ing a base, an elongate key lever pivoted one end to

said base for oscillaticxi about a substantially vertical

axis, a bifurcated yoke tn-acketing said lever and pivoted

at its bight to said base coaxially with said lever, a spring

compressed between said lever and one arm of said yoke
and biasing said lever into firm engagement with the other

arm of said yoke, a stop on said base for limiting move-
ment of said yoke, a spring compressed between said

yoke and said base and biasing said yoke into said firm

engagement with said stop, a first pair of spaced contacts

mounted on said base and lever, respectively, and engage-

able by moving said lever in the opposite direction, said

lever having at least one flat paddle on the end thereof

opposite said axis and made of material appreciably more
flexible than the remainder of said lever.

3,098,899
UNIVERSAL SPOTTER CAM ARRANGEMENT

Leonard Licata, Santa Monica, Calif., assignor to Auto-
matic Electric Laboratories, Inc., Nortlilake, U., a cor-

poration of Delaware
FUed Feb. 13, 1962, Scr. No. 173,004

2 Claims. (CI. 179—90)

1 . In a dialing device having the usual impulse sending
springs, a rotatable shaft having a finger wheel mounted
on one end for manually rotating the shaft in one direc-

tion and a spring for rotating the shaft in the other direc-

tion to operate said springs, a set of auxiliary contact
springs mounted adjacent one end of said shajft with a
trigger associated with the auxiliary springs to operate the

same, a cam member adjustably mounted on said one
end of the shaft, said cam member comprising a disc of
insulating material having a series of threaded holes along
one edge thereof in a circular row concentric with the

outer edge ot the disc, a plurality of control members
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mounted in certain of ?aid threaded holes, each control
member comprising a screw having a head with threads
on the shank adjacent the head cooperating with the
threads of one of the holes and a smooth stem projecting
beyond the threads and beyond the surface of the disc
into the path of said trigger, the stems of said screws en-
gaging said trigger as the shaft is rotated, in such a man-
ner as to operate said aj^iliary springs only as the shaft

moves in one direction.

3,098,900
TELEPHONE HOOKSWITCH AND EXCLUSION

KEY INTERLOCKING ARRANGEMENT
Lawrence H. Bracken and William R. Watson, Brocicville,

Ontario, Canada, assignors to Automatic Electric Lab-
oratories, Inc., Northlake, Dl., a corporation of Dela-
ware

FUed Mar. 7, 1960, Scr. No. 13,295
6 Claims. (CI. 179—99)

1. A telephone desk set having a top p>ortion comprising
a cradle having a pair of front tines and a pair of rear

tines for resting therein a handset, a first spring pileup,

a first pair of plungers in said cradle, each of said plungers
controlled by the removal of said handset from said cradle

to release said first spring pileup, a second spring pileup,

a second pair of plungers extending through said top por-

tion in an area between said front tines, said second pair

of plungers comprising an operating plunger and a sep-

arate release plunger, a rocker-type operating member
rotated responsive to depression of said oj)erating plunger
to operate said second spring pileup, and a mechanical
linkage between said rocker-type operating member on
the one hand and one only of said first pair of plungers
on the other hand, for restoring said operating member,
such that said second spring pileup is released from opera-
tion responsive to depression of said release plunger and
also under the control of said one but not the other of
said first pair of plungers, whereby said other plunger
may be intermittently operated without affecting the con-
dition of said second spring pileup.

3,098,901
TELEPHONE SECURITY SYSTEM

Tiiomas B. Norling, Chicago, Dl., asrignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
FUed Nov. 17, 1960, Scr. No. 70,024

15 Claims. (CI. 179—175.2)

<*, 9n0'tr jfcr/tfc. vu* -c
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1. A telephone security system comprising a plurality

of multi-conductor subscriber lines extending from a
central location to remotely located subscriber stations,

means at said central location for applying a low fre-

quency voltage, to a first conductor of each of said lines

when idle, means connected to another conductor of each
of said lines for detecting alternating current caused by
said voltage when applied to said lines when a complete
alternating current loop is then extended to an associated
subscriber station, and means triggered responsive to said
last named means detecting an absence of said alternat-
ing current for giving an alarm if a call is not then in
progress.

3,098,902
ROCKER SWITCH ASSEMBLY

Ralph J. Meyer, Cedar RapMa, Iowa, assignor to Collins
Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a corporation of
Iowa

FUed Mar. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 14,598
6 Claims. (CI. 200—5)

6. In combination : a plurality of rocker switches each
of which has a control member; means for pivotally
mounting each said control member for actuation in
opposite direction; a memory switch having actuating
means movable between two stable position; and means
connecting said actuating means with said movable con-
trol members so that said actuating means is caused to

assume a first stable position when any one of said mov-
able control members is actuated in one direction and
is caused to assume a second stable position when any one
of said movable control members is thereafter actuated
in the opposite direction, the position of said actuating

means being unaffected by actuation of any of said mov-
able control members in said one direction while in said

first stable position and being unaffected by actuation of
any of said movable control members in said opposite

direction when in said second stable position.

3,098,903
SNAP ACTION SWITCH

Fred N. Anderson, Highland Park, 111., assignor to Cherry
Electrical Products Corp., Highland Park, III., a cor-
poration of Illinois

FUed July 21, 1961, Scr. No. 125,775
4 Claims. (CI. 200—67)

1. In a switch of the class described comprising
{a) a substantially flat switch blade formed of spring

material slotted longitudinally to form a pair of paral-

lel side tension bars connected together at opposite

ends,

{b) one end of said Made having ao electrical -con-

tact thereon adapted for movement between two
spaced apart fixed contacts with the opposite eixl

of said blade providmg an actiiator seat.

(c) said blade providing between said tension bars

confroiHing spaced apart fingers each having a sub-
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stantial portion of their length angularly disposed

out of and beneath the longitudinal plane of said

tension bars when said blade is mounted in said

switch,

{d) a fixed terminal post member provided by said

switch and having pivotal connection with the free

end of one of said fingers at a point below the nor-

mal longitudinal plane of said blade,

(e) a coil spring disposed between said terminal post

and said other finger for urging said blade in one

direction relative to its longitudinal length so as to

place under compression said one of said fingers

and to yieldaWy urge said aauator seat into en-

gagement with a switch actuator,

(/) and a switch actuator slidably carried by said

switch and having a portion thereof in contaa with

said seat provided by said opposite end of said switch

blade,

(g) said actuator movable perpendicularly against said

s^at provided by said blade to move said tension bars

thereof relative to said tenninal post member and

said fingers into a substantially parallel relati<» on

opposite sides of said tension bars in a switcto actu-

ated position,

{h) said coil spring yieldably resisting the perpendicu-

lar movement of said actuator while maintaining

contact pressure between said elearical contact on

one end of said blade and a fixed contact and said

actuator seat on the opposite end of said blade in

engagement with said actuator.

3,098,904
SNAP ACTION SWITCH

Fred N. Anderson, Highland Park, Dl., assignor to Cherry

Electrical Products Corp., Highland Park, HI., a cor-

poration of Dlinob
FUed July 21, 1961, Scr. No. 125,776

2 Claims. (CL 200—67)

s^cZJ
1 . A snap action switch comprising a housing including

a removable side cover which coopei^tcs to provide an

internal cavity, fixed terminal members extcndmg into

the cavity from one end of the housing and providmg

spaced apart confronting contacts, a third fixed terminal

member extending into said cavity through the bottom

wall of said housing and having its inner end bifurcated

so as to provide spaced apart pivotal posts, a movable

blade pivotally connected to said posts and having its op-

posite end extending between and in contact with one

of the contacts of said fixed terminal members, a tension

member connected at one end to said movable blade

and anchored at the other end to said housing for ten-

sioning said blade in pivotal connection with said pivotal

posts, means carried by said housing and said side coyer

for pivotally anchoring the opposite end of said tension

member so that the same lies in a predetermined vertical

and horizontal plane with respect to said blade, an actu-

ator extending through an opening in the top wall of said

housing, one wall of said actuator being of an elongated

substantially rectangular shape so as to lie in facial abut-

ment throughout its length with one wall of said housing

and having its lower edge extending beneath the prede-

termined horizontal plane of said tension member, said

one wall of said actuator provided with a laterally ex-

tending guide member movable in a corresptmding slot

formed in said one wall of said bousing defining said

cavity, said actuator providing a lateral offset portion

intermediate its ends for engaging said tension member
adjacent one side of said pivotal posts, said offset portion

movable through the same axis of movement of said ac-

tuator so as to cause said tension member to be deformed
out of its horizontal plane to cause the blade to move
with a snap action movement into contact with the other

of said fixed contact bearing terminal members.

3,098,905
SNAP-ACTION SWITCH

Fred N. Anderson, Highland Park, Dl., assignor to Cherry
Electrical Products Corp., Highland Parii, U., a cor-

poration of Illinois

FUed Oct. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 146,608
4 Claims. (CI. 200—67)

1. A snap-action switch housing, having a body nor-

mally open at one side and a cover therefor, with said

body and cover providing an interior cavity containing a

snap-acting mechanism including

(a) an elongated coil spring,

(b) said coil spring having one end connected to a

movable switch blade and its opposite end attached

to a supporting means carried by said housing,

(c) a supporting means extending transversely be-

tween said body and said cover and upon which one

end of said coil spring is hooked,

(d) said housing providing a compartment for said

supporting means,

(e) said compartment comprising a notched-out open-

ing formed in one end wall of said body of a depth

less than said cavity formed therein,

(/) and means carried by a corresponding end wall

of said cover for closing said notched-out opening

and for positioning the hooked end of said coil spring

upon said supi>orting means for maintaining said

coil spring in a predetermined longitudinal plane

with respect to the movable switch blade.

3,098,906

i ZERO SPEED SWITCH
Otto Hermann, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The R. K.
Lc Blond Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, a corpo-
ration of Delaware

FUed Feb. 2, 1962, Scr. No. 170,686
6 Claims. (CL 200—80)

1. In a rotary switch;

a body part adapted for rotation on a predetermined

axis,

a generally cylindrical cavity in said body part con-

centric with said axis,

spaced slip rings on said body part,

mercury in said cavity,

said slip rings being in continuous electrical engage-

ment with said mercury,

said switch having a condition of rotation on said axis

an'd a condition of non-rotation,

means for causing said mercury to change from a

single body in one of said conditions to two sep-

arate bodies in the other of said conditions,

said two bodies each being in electrical engagement

with a respective oac of said slip rings whereby the
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opening of the circuit through the switch is accom-
plished entirely within the body of mercury,
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3,t98,9«8

^^ REED SWITCH
Arthur W. Heath, Unden, NJ^ asdgnor to Radio Corpo-

ratioa of America, a corporadon of Dclawan
FUed Dec. M, IWl, Scr. No. 162,732

7 Clafant. (a. 20»-«7)

I. .'c:

and means in said cavity restricting the movement of
the mercury from its condition of two separate
bodies into its condition of a single body.

3.098,907
MAGNETIC SWITCHES

Donald E. Reed, Kensington, Md., Stanley F. Reed,
McLean, and Emmett F. Dcady, Ariington, Va., and
Edward R. Fairbanks, Silver Spring, Md., assignors to
Space Components Inc., Washington, D.C., a corpora-
tion of the District of Columbia

Filed Feb. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 90,703
15 Claims. (CI. 200—87)

1. A reed switch oompriaing:
(a) an envelope having side walls with a peir of
on>osed grooves internally thereof.

(6) a flat switch reed having a longitudinal axis, a
pair of opposed wings on each side of said axis,
and an embossed portion substantially between said
wings,

(c) a spring clip having a pair of opposed edges,
(</) said wings and said edges being engaged in said

grooves with the said embossed portion pressed
against said spring clip and thereby forcing a bow-
ing of said spring clip away from said reed,

whereby the reed is securely cantilevered in the
grooves.

3,098,909
MECHANICAL INTERLOCK FOR ELECTRIC

SWITCHES
John Scheib, Jr., Elmsford, N.Y., assignor to WanI

Leonard Electric Co., Mount Vernon, N.Y., a corpo-
ration or New Yorit

FUed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,379
3 Clafans. (CI. 200—98)

1. In an electrical switch, the comfoinaCion comprising:
a supporting housing, said housing comprising a sealed
switching cavity and a rigid wall, said wall comprising
a body portion of non-magnetic material with four aper-
tures therein arranged in a generally quadrangular coo-
figuration and an insert of magnetic ntaterial scaled with-
in each of said apertures; a magnetic actuator mounted
on said housing externally of said cavity for moveflient
between two switching positions, said actuator compris-
ing a permanent magnet having N and S poles, each of
said poles having a pair of actuating portions, said ac-
tuating pOTtions aligned so that one actuating portion of
each of said poles is in substantial contact with said
wall whenever said actuator is in one of said switching
positions, each of said actuating portions aligned with
one of said inserts; an armature within said cavity sup-
ported by said housing for pivotal movement between
two switching positions, said armature magnetically as-
sociated with said actuator so that said armature as-
sumes a predetermined angular position for each of said
two switch positions, said armature comprising two sepa-
rate blocks of magnetic material, a non-magne<ic support-
ing means for said blocks, and first contact means mount-
ed thereon; and second contact means within said cavity
supported by said housing, whereby one actuating por-
tion of each of said poles of said nvagnet, two of said in-
serts, and one of said blocks form a strong magnetic
circuit to maintain contact between said first and second
contact means whenever said actuator is positioned in
one of said switching positions.

1. An electric control means comprising a first con-
tactor having first fixed contacts, a first movable armature
with first movable contacts and a solenoid for actuating
said armature to move said first movable contacts in and
out of engagement with said fi.st fixed contacts, a second
contactor having second fixed contacts, a second movable
armature with second movable contacts and a second scAt-
noid for actuating said armature to move said second
movable contacts in and out of engagement with said sec-
ond fixed contacts, said first fixed contacts positioned closer
to said first movable contacts than said second fixed con-
tacts to said second movable contacts to provide an en-
gagement of said first contacts prior and subsequent to the
engagement of said second contacts, interconnecting means
movably mounted and.ha^ing a first means attached there-
to and solely engaging said first armature over a pressure
contact area between said first means and said armature
for transmitting force urging said first armature to a con-
tact closed position and separable from said first armature
in the opposite direction to permit independent move-
ment of said armature and second means attached to said
interconnecting means and solely engaging said second
armature over a pressure contact area between said sec-
ond means and said second armature for transmitting force
from said second armature to said second means and said
interconnecting means on movement of said second means
to a contact closed position and separable from said first
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armature in the opposite direction to permit independent
movement of said second armature from said second

means whereby said armatures are coupled on the assum-

ing of closed contact position and separable on assuming
an o(>en contact position.

3,098,910
INTERCONNECTED CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Norman J. Schwartz, Yardky, Pa., aasignor to Heinemann
Electric Company, Trenton, NJ., a corporation of New
Jersey

FUed July 1, 1960, Scr. No. 40,380
7 ChUim. (CL 200—106)

1. The combination of a plurality of similar switch
units, each switch unit having a pair of relatively mov-
able contacts, an automatically resettable mechanism in-

cluding a toggle linkage operatively connected between
one of said contacts and a manual operator, an overload
sensing and toggle tripping device associated with said

toggle linkage, said toggle linkage being collapsible by said

device to a position for opening said contacts, an auto-

matically resettable movable common trip member asso-

ciated with each overload sensing device, each toggle link-

age being independent of the associated movable com-
mon trip member in that the former is out of force trans-

mitting relationship with the latter in the closed and open
positions of the contacts and in force transmitting relation-

ship therewith only during the collapsing movement of

the toggle linkage, each of said movable common trip

members being interconnected, whereby the collapsing

movement of the associated toggle linkage for opening said

contacts of one switch unit also moves all of the other

common trip members pf the associated switch units in the

direction necessary to cause all of their associated toggle

linkages to collapse and move to the contacts open posi-

tion.

3,098,911
INTERCONNECTED CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Norman J. Schwartz, Yardlcy, and Hale H. Goidblatt,
MorrisrUle, Pa., asrignon to Heinemann Electric Com-
pany, Trenton, NJ., a corporatloo of New Jersey

FUed July 7, 1960, Scr. No. 41,421
5 Claims. (CI. 200—106)

1. The combination of a plurality of similar switch units,

each switch unit having a pair of relatively movable con-

tacts, an automatically resettable mechanism movable to

open and close said contacts, a tripping device capable of
initiating movement of said mechanism by collapsing said

mechanism upon overload, an automatically resettable

common trip cam member associated with each mechanism
and each tripping device, each of the common trip cam
members being engageable with the associated mechanism
at one portion and engageable with the associated tripping

device at another portion, each tripping device being

also capable ot being acted upon by the associated oom-

mon trip cam member to trip the devices of the associated

non-overloaded switch uiuts, a bar for interconnecting all

of the common trip oam members for simultaneous move-
ment upon the movement of any one, all the cams being
pivotal about the longitudinal axis of the interconnecting

bar, the mechanism, the associated tripping device portion

engageable thn-eby and the cam being all spaced from
each other in the open and closed positions of the con-

tacts, the cfHlapsing movemeitt of the mechanism for

engagement with the associated cam, the movement of the

trij^ng device for tripping the associated mechanism,
and the movement of the cam for engagement with the

associated tripping device being all in the same direction,

whereby the associated members act upon the tripping de-

vices of the associated switches to substantially simul-

taneously trip all of said mechanisms and open all the

contacts.

3,098,912
MOVABLE ARM ACTUATED INTERCONNECTED

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
John M. Spragoe, Trenton, NJ., assignor to Heinemann

Electric Company, Trenton, NJ., a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed Aug. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 134,373
10 Claims. (CI. 200—107)

1 . The combination of a plurality of switch imits, each
switch unit having a pair of relatively movable contacts,

an automatically resettable mechanism including a mov-
able arm carrying one of the contacts and pivotal to a
position for opening said contacts, an electromagnetic
tripping device iiKluding an armature for initiating move-
ment of said-mechanism to the open position of the con-
tacts, a cam member associated with each mechanism, all

of the cam members being interconnected for simultane-
ous movement upon the movement of any one to move all

of said mechanisms in the contacts opening direction, each
of the cam members having a portion engageable with
the associated movable arm and another portion engage-
able with the associated armature.
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3,098,913

THERMOSTAT SWITCH
John W. Huffman, Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to Pace, Inc.

Mansfield, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed June 29, 1960, Ser. No. 39,520

5 Claims. (CI. 200—138)
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mission to open said switch and disconnect said warning
means from said body so as to cause said warning means

"vcYT"'? uf
14
5»

K

5. Switch mechanism, in combination, support means
including a cylindrical shaped member, a pair of switch
arms, contacts mounted by said arms, a plurality of cir-
cular disks of insulating material mounted on said cylin-
drically shaped member, each of said switch arms being
formed with an opening, the disks adjacent said arms
being formed with tenon portions received in the openings
m said switch arms, the disk below one switch arm and
the disk above the other switch arm being formed with
outwardly extending peripheral flanges, connector ter-
minals mounted by said disks and in contact with said
respective switch arms, thermoresponsive means arranged
to influence the position of one of said switch arms,
manually adjustable means for adjusting the relative posi-
tion of the other of said switch arms, a strip of insulating
material supported on the switch arm influenced by the
thermoresponsive means and extending outwardly beyond
the edges of the said switch arm, and a comparatively
thin-walled housing of molded resin enclosing the support
means and switch arms, the walls of said housing adja-
cent the connector terminals having openings to accom-
modate the connector terminals, the portions of said hous-
ing walls adjacent said openings being arranged to be
flexed outwardly to admit the connector terminals into the
openings in the housing and reflexed inwardly in engage-
ment with the connector terminals.

to be de-energized and thereby indicate a proper quan-
tity of liquid in said transmission.

3,098,915
CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER

Uonard V. Chabala, Maywood, HI., assignor to S A C
Electric Company, Chicago, m, a conMntion of
Delaware

Filed Noy. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 152,843
18 Claims. (CI. 200—146)

3,098,914
OIL LEVEL WARNING DEVICES

Amedio W. Giannino, 1618 E. 51st St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 106,068

3 Claims. (CI. 200—138)
1. A device for indicating the oil level in an automatic

transmission comprising a dipstick, said dipstick includ-
ing an elongated conductive body adapted to extend
generally vertically through an opening in the automatic
transmission, a handle secured on the upper end of said
body, oil measuring indicia and a switch mounted on a
lower end portion of said body, stop means secured to
said elongated body between said handle and switch, said
stop means adapted to engage said transmission and limit
movement of said body into said opening whereby
said indicia extends into liquid in said transmission when
said liquid is at a safe operating level, an elongated in-
sulated conductor having an end portion extending along
and secured to said body between said handle and said
switch, said conductor adapted to be connected in series
with electric warning means, said switch including a pair
of contacts connected in series between said conductor
end portion and said body, said switch also including
thermostatic means on the lower end portion of said body
and said thermostatic means normally maintaining said
contacts closed so as to electrically connect said con-
ductor to said elongated body, said thermostatic means
when immersed in the transmission liquid being respon-
sive to a rise in temperature of the liquid in said trans-

1. In a circuit interrupter, in combination, first and
second circuit terminals in insulated spaced relation, a
stationary contact connected to said first terminal and ex-
tending toward said second terminal, a movable conUct
connected to said second terminal and engaging said sta-
tionary contact in closed position, operating means con-
nected to said movable contact for moving it along an
axis endwise of said stationary contact between open and
closed position, a first arcing contact mounted on said
stationary contact for movement along said axis, biasing
means for said first arcing contact urging it toward said
first terminal, a second arcing contact mounted on and
movable with said movable contact and engaging said
first arcing conUct in closed position, carriage means
connected to said operating means and morable with said
movable contact, disengageable connecting means be-
tween said carriage means and said first arcing conUct for
mainuining contact engagement between said first and
second arcing contacts during the iniUal movement toward
open position of said operating means and said movable
conUct, and trip means cooperating with said connect-
ing means after said movable conUct has disengaged said
staUonary conUct to disengage said connecting means
from said first arcing conUct whereupon said first arcing
conUct is moved by said biasing means away from said
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second arcing contact to interrupt the circuit between said

first and second terminals.

3,098,916
UNIVERSAL SEALING ELECTRODE

Mitchell J. Souligney, Harper Woods, Mich., assignor to

Holley Carburetor Company, Van Dyke, Mich., a cor-

poration of Michigan
Filed Jan. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 1,232

1 Claim. (CI. 219—10.53)

An apparatus for sealing thermoplastic films, compris-

ing a base member having aji upper surface and a lower

mounting surface, a plurality of receiving slots formed in

said base member and extending through said upper sur-

face, said slots being so formed as to have the sides

thereof substantially perpendicular to the plane of said

mounting surface, a i^urality of segmented electrode

members adapted to be selectively pressed into said re-

ceiving slots in a manner so as to form a desired geo-

metric pattern, said plurality of segmented electrode

members also being so positioned within said receiving

slots so as to cause the respective upper edge? of said

segmented electrode members to form a second plane

subsUntially parallel to said lower mounting surface, an
upper member mounted to suitable means capable of

reciprocation, said upper member having an upper mount-

ing surface adapted to be placed in juxtaposition with

said reciprocating means, and a lower sealing surface

formed on said upper member parallel to said ,upper

mounting surface aiid said second plane for sealing said

thermoplastic films between said respective upper edges

of said segmented electrode members and said lower

sealing surface.

3,098,917
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REPAIRING

ARMATURES AND THE LIKE
Ralph A. WUIiams, 735 Dickinson St., Memphis, Tenn.

FUed Sept. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 140,877

6 Claims. (O. 219—19)

5. Apparatus for repairing automotive type armatures

having a plurality of coil conductors supported on and

normally insulated from a metallic coil supporting body

having a defect in the form of a grounding connection

between at least one of the conductors and the supporting

body comprising a source of direct current voltage, con-

tactor means to be disposed in electrically conductive

engagement with the shaft for applying voltage of posi-

7»2 O.G.—67

live polarity from said source to the shaft and body of
said armature, brush means to be disposed in electrically

conductive engagement with said conductors for apply-

ing voltage of opposite polarity from said source to at

least the conductor grounded to said body, sensible indi-

cator means responsive to current flow from said source
through the grounding fault for indicating the presence or

absence and general level of current flow, and means for

regulating the voltage output of said source to produce
a voltage level below values which would damage the

insulation between the conductors and said body and a

current flow of sufficiently high amperage through the

grounding path to cause an arcing condition which bums
away a portion of the conductive material providing a
part of the grounding path and produces an air space in-

sulating the conductor from the body.

3,098,918
REMOTELY CONTROLLED ELECTRIC HEATING

AND COOKING VESSELS
Ludvik J. Koci, Hinsdale, Robert D. Andersen, Elmhurst,

and Ivar Jepson, Oak Park, III., assignors to Sunbeam
Corporation, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Illinois

Filed June 11, 1956, Ser. No. 590,694
15 Claims. (CI. 219—20)

1. A cooking device comprising a completely immcrs-

ible cooking vessel, an electric heating element forming
a uniUry part of said vessel and disposed in intimate

heat exchange relationship with said vessel, electrical

means associated with said vessel having an electrical

characteristic which varies in response to changes in

temperature of said vessel, a control unit remote from
said vessel, first conductive means for supplying alter-

nating current electrical energy from said control unit

to said electric heating element, switching means con-

nected in circuit with said heating element, second con-

ductive means for electrically interconnecting said elec-

trical means and said control unit, and selectively ad-

justable means in said control unit responsive to the

variation of said electrical characteristic for selectively

controlling said switching means and consequently the

electrical energy supplied to said heating element.

3,098,919
CONDITION CONTROL SYSTEM

William A. Paulson, Rockford, U., ass^or to Barber*
Colman Company, Rockford, lU., a corporation of
Illinois

Filed May 13, 1959, Ser. No. 813,000
8 Claims. (CL 219—20)

8. In a control system for controlling a variable con-

dition, the combination comprising sensing means for

providing a condition responsive signal, amplifying means
including a pair of input terminals coupled to said sens-

ing means, a final control element coupled to said am-
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plifymg means for varying a manipulated variable for of said sheet and being substantially coextensive with
corrective control of the condition, a controlled imped- said sheet, said clement including a plurality of filaments
ance signal shunt means coupled to said input terminals, comprising portions raised out of plane of said element
and shunt control means coupled to said final control so as to be spaced from said sheet extending substantially

<

" ,-
" / ,t,

U- III—1>^
iifi—

^

j,V^

element for sharply reducing the shunt impedance in

response to the exceeding of a predetermined magnitude
of the manipulated variable to thereby limit the manipu-
lated variable when the variable condition exceeds a
given level.

3,098,920
CONTROL CIRCUIT

lohn R. Bray, Pciuacola, Fla^ aasigiior, by mesne assign-
ments, to Monsanto Chemical Company, a corporation
of Delaware

FUcd July 27, 1961, Scr. No. 127,192
1 Claim. (CI. 219—20)

A heater control system; comprising a bridge having
therein a thermistor for sensing a temperature and pro-
ducing a control signal having a magnitude varying with
deviations of the sensed temperature from a predetermined
value; a thyratron tube having its control grid connected
to receive said control signal; an A.C. power supply; a
relay connected in series with the thyratron across the

power supply and having a plurality of contacts; a heater
connected across the power supply in series with said
contacts; and a feedback network having therein a first

resistor, a capacitor and a diode connected in series across
the heater so that when the heater is energized an ex-
ponentially increasing feedback signal appears across the
capacitor; said feedback network also having a second
resistor connected in parallel with the capacitor and in
series with and between the bridge and the thyratron con-
trol grid so that when the heater is deenergized the capaci-
tor provides aoi exponentially decreasing feedback voltage
across the second resistor, said feedback network being
such that the feedback signals are opposite in polarity to
tlie control signal.

3,098,921
COMPOSITE ELECTRICALLY HEATED DEVICES

Ivar Jepson, Oak Park, DL, asalgjaor to Sunbeam Corpo-
ration, Chicago, Dl., a corporation of DUnois

Filed Jnly 10, 1957, Scr. No. (71,003
6 Chdms. (CL 219—25)

1. In an electrically heated device, a facing sheet of
steel, a spreader element of steel mounted on one face

parallel to said sheet, an electrically insulated resistance
heater extending along said element and being disposed
entirely on one side of said element, and a layer of
copper fused to said face of said sheet and embedding at
least portions of said element and said heater therein.

3,098,922
DOMESTIC SMOOTHING IRON

John J. Paxton, AmweD Road, Middkbnsh, NJ.
FUcd Mar. 21. 1962, Scr. No. 181,32^

1 Claim. (Q. 219—25)

An electrically operated smoothing iron comprising:
[A] a thin, metallic sole plate having an absorbing

surface and a smoothing surface and a high thermal
conductivity;

[B] an elongated tubular quartz infrared lamp lying
in a plane parallel to and vertically above said ab-

. sorbing surface;

[C] a reflector disposed above and to the sides of said
lamp and fixed to said sole plate adjacent the pe-
riphery thereof so as to establish an envelope en-
closing a substantial portion of the length of said
lamp between said reflector and said sole plate, the
ends of said lamp projecting through said reflector
and outside said envelope and the enclosed portion
of the lamp bearing such a relationship to said reflec-

tor and said absorbing surface that the direct radia-
tion and reflected radiation from said lamp are com-

« bined to tend to provide an even distribution of in-
frared radiation throughout said absorbing surface
wherein the radiation is converted into heat con-
ducted through said sole plate for raising the tempera-
ture evenly throughout said smoothing surface;

[D] a thermostat mounted outside said envelope and
responsive to the temperature of said sole plate for
intermittently interrupting the flow of electricity
to said lamp to regulate the emanation of energy
from said lamp and maintain the temperature <k
said smoothing surface at a selected value;

[E] a main body detachably secured to said sole plate
and enveloping said reflector and the projecting ends
of said lamp;

[F] electrical contacts mechanically secured to said
main body and electrically insulated therefrom, said
contacts being disposed adjacent said ends of said
lamp and being detachably electrically connected
thereto for conducting electrical operating current
to said lamp; and

[G] vent means in said body adjacent said projecting
ends of said lamp for maintaining said ends rela-
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tively cool in comparison to the portion of said lamp
lying within said envelope.

3,098,923
BATTERY-OPERATED CIGARETTE LIGHTER

John G. Bchrcndt, 1929 73cd Cowl, Elmwood Park, Dl.
Filed Mar. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 182,301

3 Claims. (CL 219—32)

surface facing towards said tray surface; and means sup-
porting the dome structure from the tray structure in
position such that the lower margin of the dome structure
is spaced a predetermined uniform distance above the
corresponding margin of the tray structure throughout
substantially their respective full peripheries, the spacing
between said margins being such as to effect flow of
ambient air inwardly to the dome interior, thence up-
wardly therein, and thence downwardly-outwardly along
the inner surface of and finally from the dome as prevents
fogging of said dcMne inner surface.

3,098,925
HEATING DEVICE FOR AEROSOL SHAVING

LATHER DISPENSERS AND THE LIKE
H. D. Fouls, 2421 Lamar Cirelc, and Aarol D. McCarvcr,

822 White Clover Lane, both of Mcmp^ Tc
Fflcd Feb. 7, 1962, Scr. No. 171,762

7 Claims, (a. 219—39)

1. In c<nnbination, a casing within which is arranged
(a) a power source,

{b) said casing having a wall having formed therein

an optmng and elongated slot adjacent said open-
ing,

(c) a mounting plate having an opening and a dot
formed therein and arranged in said casing against
said wall with the opening and slot of the mounting
plate in registration with the opening and slot in said
wall.

{d) a lighting filament arranged in the casing and
carried by the mounting plate to the rear dt and
exposed through said opening,

(e) a shutter pivotally carried by the mounting plate
within the casing for closing said opening to con-
ceal said filament,

(/) circuit means for connecting said filament with
said power source, said circuit means including as

an element thereof said shutter and a contact plate
the latter carried by said mounting plate and en-
gageable by the shutter when the shutter is moved
from concealed position with respect to said fila-

ment, and

(g) a finger button carried by the shutter and extend-
ing through and operable in said slot to facilitate

moving said shutter from and to concealing posi-

tion with respect to said filament

3,098,924
ELECTRICALLY HEATED COVERED

WARMING TRAY
Lewis L. Salton, New York, and Fred J. Bmi, BcUchmc,

N.Y^ My Bvv asrignor to aid SattMi
Flkd Jane 7, 1961, Scr. No. 115,560

6 Claims. (CL 119—^S)

1. A heating device which oonqnises, in combination:
an imperforate flat tray structure having an upper sur-
face capable of radiating heat in generally upward direc-

tion and means lot heating the same; a dome structure
coextensive with said tray structure and disposed in cov-
ering relation thereon, said dome structure including an
imperforate transparent dense having a concave inner

3. A beating device adapted to be used with a valve
operated aerosol shaving lather dispenser having an outlet,
comjx-ising a stand including a horizontal portion for
supporting the lather dispenser, a housing, means adjust-
ably and movably mounting said housii^ on said stand
for vertically positioning said housing relative to said
horizontal portion to accommodate different sizea of
dispensers, tubular means carried by said housing for
interponnection with the outlet of the aerosol dispenser
whereby the shaving lather can be dispensed therethrou^;
said tubular means including a receptacle adjacent one
end there<rf, an exit spout adjacent the opposite end there-
of, and a heat conducting porti<Mi in said bousing inter-
mediate said receptacle and said exit spout; and beating
means adjacent said beat conducting portimi for beating
the shaving lather dispensed through s4id tubular meaiM.

3,098,926
VAPORIZER AND HEATING CHAMBER

Lawrence Katzman, 11 Riverridc Drive,
New York 23, N.Y.

Filed May 12, 1961, Scr. No. 109,562
2 Claims. (CI. 219—40)

1. A vaporizer comprising a c<Mitainer having a neck,
a cap positioned on said container and including a body
having a peripheral side wall surrounding said nedt of said
container, said body further including an upper wall pro-
vided with a downwardly extending cylindrical rim on the
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under surface thereof, a heating chamber secured to said

upper wall centrally of said rim, said heating chamber
extending into said container, an electrode assembly, studs

extending through said cap suspending said electrode as-

sembly from said cap, said electrode assembly extending
into said heating chamber, said upper wall having a steam
chamber integrally formed therewith in communication
with said heating chamber and being further provided
with a well for receiving medication, said well being

formed in the uf^er surface of said upper wall, said

upper wall having a substantially vertically extending por-

tion between said well and said steam chamber, said ver-

tically extending portion having an aperture therethrough
so that steam passing through said aperture from said

steam chamber will pass over medication in said well, an
electric cord connected to said studs, a resilient fitting dis-

posed about said cord and seating on said cap, said fitting

having an annular groove therein, and a cover seated on

said steam chamber and overlying said well and said aper-

ture, said cover including portions disposed in said groove
in said fitting and engaging said cap for safeguarding

otmnections between said cord and said studs.

3,098,927

BUTT WELDING APPARATUS
Edward J. Onny, 346 60th St^ Brooklyn, N.Y^ and

SUnley Rezin, 62—39 60tfa Drlrc, Maspeth, N.Y.
FUed Sept 19, 1961, Scr. No. 139,135

2 Claims. (CI. 219—57)

1 . In an electric welding apparatus, the combination of

two spaced work-supporting members on the bed of a

press-type machine, for carrying respectively one of two

pieces of work in abutment between said members, two

spaced work-shifting members extending from the ram
of said press-type machine, directly towards said work-

supporiing members respectively, adapted to be inter-

cepted respectively by pieces of work on the respective

work-supporting members upon movement of said ram
towards the bed and to engage said work pieces respec-

tively; said work-shifting members being swingably

mounted about spaced axes on the ram so that at least

the respective parts of said work-shifting members which

contact the work pieces move towards and away from

each other; the distance between said axes being greater

than the distance of those parts of the respective work-

shifting members which contact the respective pieces of

work; such axes being each offered by the tip of a screw

threadedly engaged on the ram; each work-shifting mem-
ber having a socket; the tips of said screws resting in

said sockets respectively, means on said apparatus, biasing

said work-shifting members apart; those surfaces of said

work-shifting members which are most remote, being in

converging rela.ion towards the bed; elements fixed on said

ram, in linear contact with said surfaces respectively and

means on the machine, associated with said work-shifting

members and arranged to make said work-shifting mem-
bers move upon their interception by the work pieces and

continued pressure applied to the ram so that the said

paris contacting said work pieces, move towards each
other in engagement with said work pieces respectively

whereby said work pieces are maintained in constant

abutment; said work-su[^;>orting members and work-shift-

ing members being electrically insulated from each other

on the bed and ram respectively; at least one of said mem-
bers which contacts one piece of work respectively, being

electrically conductive and adapted for connection to a

welding current supply terminal; only one of the mem-
bers contacting one work piece serving for such coimec-

tion.

3,098,928
WELDING APPARATUS AND METHOD

WlUiam Wagner, Rockaway, NJ.
(5055 Collins Ave, Miami Beach, Fla.)

Filed July 9, 1956, Scr. No. 596,778
1 Claim. (CI. 219—78)

A resistance welder, comprising a container, liquid

in said container, a first electrode holder, a second elec-

trode holder, a pair of electrodes supported by said hold-

ers within said liquid and adapted to receive work pieces

between them, whereby the contact surfaces between the

electrodes and the work pieces aixl also between the work
pieces themselves are immersed in said liquid, said liquid

being adapted to wet all of said contact surfaces and to

provide good electrical contact between them, and a power
source connected to said electrodes, one of said electrodes

being in contact with one of said work pieces, the other

electrode being in contact with the other of said work
pieces, either of said electrode holders being manually
movable to move its electrode relative to the work piece

with which it is in contact while remaining in contact

therewith, both electrodes and both work pieces remain-

ing immersed in the liquid at the time of such movement
of the movable electrode relative to the work piece with

which it is in contact, the movable electrode being conical

in shape and adapted to support conically shaped work,

the other electrode being cylindrical in shape.

3,098,929
ELECTRONIC CONTACT ANALOG SIMULATOR

Paul H. Kirchner, Ithaca, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, a corporation of New York
FUed Jan. 2, 1959, Scr. No. 784,717

6 Claims. (CI. 235—187)

M0><* 9 '//«

1. In an airborne electronic system for visually indi-

cating the posture of an aircraft with respect to the ground
terrain beneath the aircraft on a cathode ray tube, a first
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channel for deriving Y-axis deflecticm voltages which in-

cludes a saw tooth generator and a computer stage con-

nected to said saw tooth generator for computing the

analog contribution -f^p tan ^; second and third chan-
nels for deriving a pair of X-axis deflection vcritages, said

channels each including a saw tooth generator and com-
puter stages connected to said saw tooth generator for

deriving and combining the analog contributions KX and

Kp tan B

cos ^
and electronic switching means for rendering said X-axis

deflection voltages alternately available to the X-axis de-

flection plates within said cathode ray tube.

3,098,930
THERMO-ELECTRIC DETECTING DEVICE

Harry L. Clark, 1404 Oglethorpe St. NW.,
Waahtaigton 11, D.C.

FUed Jan. 5, 1945, Scr. No. 571,489
5 Cbiims. (CI. 250—83J)

(Gmtcd nndor Title 35, UJ5. Code (1952), wc. 266)

Sf^- -.-<"^-^'

4iii

1. Apparatus for determining the direction of a source

of infrad-red radiation comprising a reflector arranged to

ooncentrate the received radiaticm, a i^urality of detector

units mounted one above the otiier in the focal plane d.

said reflector, an oscilloscope, means for scanning said

reflector horizontally, means synchronized with operaticxi

of said reflectix- scanning means for api^ying a linear

sweep voltage to the horizontal beam deflection means on

said oscilloscope, means for i4>plying an incremental

voltage to the vertical deflection means on said oscillo-

scope whereby a plurality of parallel horizcHital lines will

be traced simultaneously across the screen of said oscillo-

scope, switching means for electrically scanning the out-

puts of said detector units, and means connecting said

switching means in circuit relation with the brightening

grid of said oscillosoc^x whereby target indication will be

portrayed to the operator by a change in intensity <rf the

beam traces ai^>earing on the screen.

3 098 931
APPARATUS FOR USE IN DETERMINING PARTI-
CLE SIZE AND DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICLE
SIZE

Seymour Z. Lcwin, New York, N.Y., assignor to Evans

Research ft Development Corporation, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUed Mar. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 797,125

6 CUims. (CI. 250—833)
1. A particle size analyzer for use in obtaining data

relating to particle size and particle size distribution with

respect to a composition having an imperfectly ordered
arrangement of particles, comprising means for applying

to said c(Mnposition radiant energy which reacts substan-

tially simultaneously with a plurality of said partides and
which is sensitive to the several phases of the composi-
tion; means for controlling the degree of irradiation by

said radiant energy, means for adjusting the dimension

of a samide region of said composition to a magnitude

which is of the same order of magnitude as the dimensi<xi

of a small number of certain of said particles, and means

for measuring the reaction of said sample region to said

radiant energy to provide data with respect to said sample.

3,098,932
INFRA-RED GAS DETECTION SYST^

Herbert Laudon, Forest Hills, N.Y., assignor to Lcesona
Corporation, Providence, RJ., a corporation of Mi
chosetts

FUed Nov. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 854,171
8 Clahns. (CI. 250—83J)

-^'Tj^^L -v:
- y

j£L>-

4. An area monitoring gas detection system including

a plurality of separate transmitters and receivers each

spaced about the periphery of the area to be monitored

and each having their axis directed toward the center of

said area, a polygonal reflector rotatably mounted at

the intersection of said axes and means for rotating

said reflector.

3,098,933
PHOTOSENSITIVE ELECTRONIC

IltACKING HEAD
Hans P. Barasch, New York, N.Y., assignor to Republic

Aviation Corporation, Farmingdale, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
FUed Oct. 23, 1957, Scr. No. 692,959

13 Chdmr. (CI. 250—203)
1 . An optical tracking device comprising a closed case

having a wall with an opening therethrough, an optical

system mounted in said opening and having a fixed field

of view about its optical axis, said optical system being

adapted to receive U^t rays from an optically perceptible

object within said field ctf view and to focus the li^
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rays within said case, a diaphragm within said case hav-
ing an aperture the center of which is coincident with the
optical axis of said optical system, an image converter
tube in said case constructed and arranged to receive the
focused light rays from said optical system and in re-

sponse thereto to project a light image onto said di-

aphragm, means associated with said image converter
tube for moving the light image in a decreasing spiral

path on said diaphragm whereby at some point in its

-Ty

T^r

spiral path the light image enters and passes through
the aperture in said diaphragm, a photomultiplier tube in

said case position to receive the light image passing
throu^ said aperture and responsive thereto to generate
a voltage the pbase of which is proportional to the di-

rection of displacement of the center of the spiral path
of movement of the light image relative to the center of
said aperture, and means for converting the voltage out-

put of said photonHiltii^ier tube into a signal indicating

the position of the object relative to the optical axis.

3,098,934
SUN TRACKER

Donald K. Wilson, North Caldwell, and Robert L. Willes,
Glen Rock, NJ., assignors to General Precision, Inc.,

Little Falls, NJ., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Feb. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 6,785

7 Claims. (CI. 250—203)

'-^&r i-ri.«>^

1 . In a sun tracker, in combination, a telescope adapted
to sight the sun and project its image; at least three de-

tectors so disposed in side by side relationship that when
said telescope is aimed at the sun center, each detector

wiU sense equal sun sectors, and if said telescope is off-

center, the image sensed by at least one detector will be
smaller than the others; electrical output giving means
associated with each detector adapted to have a linear

output current fkyw responsive to the sun intensity on
said each detector; bridge means between said outputs so

disposed that when the outputs across said bridge means
are equal, no current flows across the bridge; servo means
responsive to the current flow in said bridge to move said
telescope until said outpuU across said bridges are null;
flashing means adapted to iUuminate said detectors equal-
ly, thereby causing said detectors to have an output from
said sun and alternating output from said flashing means;
output separating means to separate said alternating out-
put from said linear output; A.C. bridge means between
said alternating outputs; and feedback means from said
A.C. bridge means to said detector ou^ut to bring the
alternating outputs across said bridges to a null.

3,098,935
LOAD^ENSING BOOSTER FOR MECHANICAL

GOVERNORS
Robert F. SwBBMfi, 22 Prtnm Atc^

Cambridit 39, MaM.
Filed Oct. 21, 1960, Scr. No. 64,225

7 Claims. (CL 290—40)
(Gmntod nndcr THIa 35, VS, Coda (1952), mc. 266)

4. The combination of an engine having a throttle, a
governor adapted to operate said throttle, including a
governor output shaft and housing, a generator coimected
to the engine, and a compensating mechanism responsive
to voltage change of the said generator, said compensat-
ing mechanism consisting of an armature rigidly secured
to the governor rocker shaft and an electromagnet rigidly
mounted on the governor housing in spaced relation to the
armature, electrical signal producing means for producing
an electric signal responsive and proportionate to the
current output of the generator, means electrically con-
necting the electrical signal producing means to the gen-
erator, and means for supplying the electrical signal to
the electromagnet for substantially instantaneous adjust-
ment of the engine throttle through the governor output
lever.

3,09M36
SIGNAL TRANSLATORS UTILIZING INPUT SIG-
NAL LEVEL WHICH SELECTIVELY SATURATES
TRANSISTOR BASE^OLLECTOR JUNCTION

Jean G. V. babeaa, Lomiiard, III., asdgnor to Zenith
Radio Corporation, a corporatioa of DclawM«

Filed loly 14, 1958, Scr. No. 748,272
32Ciaiiiis. (CL307—88^

4UD*0

•OUMCI
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back circuit means connected between the output circuit

of said second amplifier inverter means and the input cir-

cuit means of said first amplifier inverter means and re-

sponsive to the transient portions of said integrated output
pulse for effecting operation of both said amplifier inverter

means in a pulse shaping mode to shape said integrated

output pulse.

3,098,940
RATCHET AND PAWL DRIVE MAGNETIC MOTOR
Charles Ruby, Paris, France, assignor to Socictc Anonyme

dite: L'Usinc a Idecs, Sartrouvillc, France, a French
society

FUed Oct. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 146,920
Claims priority, application France Oct 24, 1960

SChdms. (CI. 310—22)

8. In electro-magnetic shaft propulsion means, an
electro-magnet, said electro-magnet having a cooperating
armature adapted to vibrate when s^d electro-magnet is

energised with alternating current, a pawl, said pawl hav-
ing a plurality of spaced teeth and being secured to said

armature fcH- vibration therewith, and a plurality of
ratchet wheels equal in number to said spaced teeth, said

ratchet wheels each having a plurality of ratchet teeth

and being fixed on the shaft to be propelled with the

ratchet teeth of each ratchet wheel angularly di^laced
relative to the ratchet teeth of the other ratchet wheels.

3,098,941
DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE WINDING
WITH EDGE-STANDING FLUID-COOLED
CONDUCTORS

David M. Willyonng, Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New Yorit

Filed Oct. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 65,404
17 Claims. (CI. 310—262)

transverse dimension and only slightly less than the slot

depth, and a mean thickness less than one-tenth of the
strip width, the strip being disposed on edge in the slot

together with similar strips to comprise an edge-standing
slot group, the strips of said slot group being electrically

connected in series with strips of other slot groups to form
a rotor winding, each of said strips in each slot group
defining exposed uninsulated surfaces at substantially the
same depth in the slot, whereby a coolant fluid circulated
at said depth will come in contact with all of the strips

in the slot.

1. A wound magnetic core comprising a core defining
slots therein, a winding for said slots comprising a strip

of electrically conductive material having a length greater

than the core slot length, a width greater than the slot

3,098,942
MAGNETIC CENTERING DEVICE FOR

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Sol L. Reichcs, Shaker Heights, Ohio, anignor, by mesne
asignmcnts to Zenith Radio Corporation, a corpora-
tion of Delaware

Filed Feb. 24, 1955, Ser. No. 490,296
13 Claims. (CL 313—77)

3. A beam centering device, for use in conjunction with
a cathode-ray tube having a neck a portion of which is

surrounded by an electromagnetic deflection yoke of a
physical shape defining a magnetic deflection center and
a space of predetermined size in its interior externally of
said neck portion, comprising:

means, including a static field producing element receiv-

able in said space substantially at said deflection

center, for creating a static magnetic field oriented
generally transverse to and rotatable about tiie axis of
said neck, said element being of a material having
substantially unity permeability and maintaining a
preselected strength of said static field in the preseoce
of an operating deflection yoke fidd.

3,098,943
CATHODE RAY PERMANENT MAGNET

BEAM POSITIONER
Sol L. Reiches, Shaker Heights, Ohio, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Zenith Radio Corporation, Chicago,
III., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Sept. 18, 1957, Ser. No. 684,738
8 Clahns. (CI. 313—77)

1. Cathode-ray-beam deflection apparatiu mountable
on a cathode ray tube neck and comprising: a deflection
yoke responsive to energizing current to develop a 6eld
having a predetermined flux line pattern in a plane trans-
verse to said neck; and a ring-shaped magnet aligned
with said yoke and polarized to develop a field having a
flux line pattern in the plane of the magnet substantially
alike said predetermined pattern.
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3 098 944
GAMMA PROPORTIONAL COUNTER CONTAIN-
ING HIGH Z GAS AND LOW Z MODERATOR

Raymond Fox, OaUand, Calif., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the United States

Atomic Energy Commission
FUed June 22, 1960, Ser. No. 38,085

3 Claims. (CI. 313—93)

a grid, and a plate, said plates of said firs< and second tri-

odes being connected to the aforesaid first and second guide

electrodes respectively, said triode cathodes being coupled

to each other and adapted for connection to a positive bias

potential, a pair of series connected resistors interconnect-

ing the grids of said first and second triodes, a ground

connected to the interconnecting junction of said senes

connected resistors, an inductance shunting said series con-

nected resistors and interconnecting said grids, and a pair

of input capacitors connected to the grids of said triodes

adapted for electrically coupling received add and subtract

signals thereto respectively.

1. In a detector of gamma radiation, the combination

comprising a cylindrical gas proportional counter, a high

Z gas contained in said counter, and a low Z gamma ra-

diation moderator having a flat base and a plurality of

parallel rectangular walls extending from one face of

said base, said gas proportional coimter being posi-

tioned between two of said walls.

3,098,945
CONFIGURATED LAMP

Engene Lemmers, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, assignor to

General Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed June 8, 1961, Ser. No. 115,642

5 Claims. (CI. 313—109)

^^O^n^ z^-
^^^!^

1. A low pressure electric discharge lamp comprising

a configurated elongated light-transmitting envelope hav-

ing electrodes sealed into opposite ends and containing

an ionizable medium including an inqrt starting gas and

a metal vapor in equilibrium with an excess of non-

vaporized metal, said envelope having an outer wall of

generally circular section and a plurality of relatively

short longitudinally extending grooves alternating on

opposite sides of the envelope, said grooves being asym-

metrically located relative to a diametral horizontal plane

through the longitudinal axis of the envelope, groups of

said grooves being offset in one direction relative to said

plane on one side of the envelope and the corresponding

groups on the opposite side being offset iit the opposite

direction, whereby to provide improved vapor pressure

regulation and control and an increase in the effective

length of the discharge path.

tT-x^^ ^:

J-
•WVM "AH

6. In a bidirectional cold-cathode counting circuit, a

counting control circuit comprising in combination, a first

triode having a plate, a cathode, and a grid, a second triode

having a plate, a cathode and a grid, said cathodes being

interconnected and adapted for being connected to a

positive bias potential, a pair of series connected re-

sistors interconnecting said grids, a ground connected to

the common junction of said series connected resistors, an

inductance interconnecting said grids, a first input cou-

pling capacitor connected to one of said grids, a sec-

ond input coupling capacitor connected to the other of

said grids, and electrical conductor means connected to

each said plates adapted for respective connection with

and actuation of predetermined sequentially electrically

switched apparatus.

3,098,947
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS INCLUDING

CAPACITORS
Robert A. Flieder, East Brunswick, NJ., assignor to

American Speedlight Corporation, Middle Village,

Queens, N.Y.
FUed May 2, 1960, Ser. No. 26,024

14 Claims. (CI. 315—188)

tV'

3,098,946

BIDIRECTIONAL COLD^ATHODE COUNTING
CONTROL CIRCUIT

Vernon J. Meyers, San Diego, Calif., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy
Filed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,923

8 Claims. (CI. 315—84.6)

(Granted under TiUe 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A bidirectional cold<athode counting circuit com-

prising, in combination, a glow transfer tube having an an-

ode, a plurality of electrically connected digiul indicator

cathodes spatially disposed about said anode, and first and

second guide electrodes uniformly positioned between each

of said plurality of electrically connected digital indicators,

said first guide electrodes being electrically connected to

each other and said second guide electrodes being electri-

cally connected to each other, a first triode having a cath-

ode, a grid, and a plate, a second triode having a cathode,

1. An electrical system comprising a source of elec-

tricity, a main capacitor, means for charging the main

capacitor from the source, a load, means to discharge the

main capacitor into the load, a control capacitor, means

responsive to the discharge of the control capacitor for

disconnecting the main capacitor from the source, and

means to impress a voltage responsive to the voltage

across the main capacitor on the control capacitor, where-

by upon the discharge of the main capacitor into the load

the voltage of the main capacitor is reduced and the

voltage is reduced across the control capacitor resulting

in a pulse discharge thereof so that the main capacitor is

disconnected from the source of electricity.
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3,098,948
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

FORMING GLASS
Rajrmond G. Ormsby and Frederick J. Tremcntozzi,
Coming, N.Y., aasignon to Coming Glass Woriu,
Coming, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed June 9, 1960, Ser. No. 35,007
2 Clainu. (CI. 317—6)

1. The combination with a driven shaft of a aecoad

shaft to be driven in synchronism therewith, a synchro-

transmitter coupled with said driven shaft for producing

an electrical output proportional to the velocity of rota-

tion of the driven shaft, a synchro-receiver directly con-

nected to the electrical output of said synchro-transmitter

for producing a mechanical torque output proportional

to such electrical output, a mechanical torque amplifier

directly coupled with the output of said synchro-receiver

and having motor means for mechanically amplifying

such output, such amplifier producing an amplified me-
chanical torque output proportional to the output of said

synchro receiver and directly coupled with said second

shaft.

3,098,949
CONTROLLED RECTIFIER D.C. SWITCHING

CIRCUIT
Leon J. Goldberg, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
FUed May 20, 1960, Ser. No. 30,484

7 Clainu. (CI. 317—33)

1. A switching circuit including in combination a pair

of controlled rectifiers each having control gate elements,

a first one of said controlled rectifiers being ad^>ted to

be connected in series circuit relationship with a load
device across a source of electric energy, a quenching
circuit including a quenching capacitor connected in series

circuit relationship with said remaining controlled recti-

fier and adapted to divert load current from said first

controlled rectifier, a charging device connected in circuit

relationship with said quenching capacitor for precharging

said quenching capacitor with a potential having a polarity

such that its negatively charged plate is connected to tlK

positive electrode of said first mentioned controlled recti-

fier, an On triggering circuit coupled to the gate element
of the first controlled rectifier for switching the circuit

to its On conditition, an Off triggering circuit coupled to

the gate element of the remaining controlled rectifier for

turning On said remaining controlled rectifier and thereby

switch the circuit to its Off condition, and an overload
sensing device connected in series circuit relationship wiA
the load device for sensing an overload condition in-

stantaneously, said overload sensing device being elec-

trically coupled to the control gate element of said re-

maining controlled rectifier for turning off the circuit

instantaneously in nspoaae to an overioad condition.

3,t98,950
ENCAPSULATED ELECTRIC COMPONENT

ASSEMBLY
Robert A. Gcsfancr, Rbdicater, N.Y., anignor to Western

Electric Company, locorponitad. New York, N.Y., a
corporation of New York

Filed Jan. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 786,523
1 Claim. (CI. 317—101)

An encapsulated electrical component assembly com-
prising a first insulative block having a stepped recess

and a plurality of slots in and extending to the edges

of opposite walls thereof, a pliu-ality of components posi-

tioned 'on and between the steps so that the upper sur-

faces of said components form an upward concavity and
the leads of said components are supported by Uie slots,

a plurality of additional components positioned within

said concavity and extending beyond said first block, a

second insulative block having a stepped recess and a plu-

rality of slots in and extending to the edges of opposite

walls thereof, said second block being positioned on the

first block by the componei>ts in the stepped recess to

align slots in the second insulative block with slots in

the first insulative block to cooperate in providing free

access to the recesses within said insulative blocks, a pair

of printed circuit boards having conducting apertures

through which the leads of said components are inserted,

said printed circuit boards being mounted on said leads

to form a passageway between said boards and blocks,

and an encapsulating material positioned arouod the

boards and within the passageways, the slots, and the re-

cesses for encapsulating tlie assembly while leaving the

leads of said components exposed.

3,098351
WELDABLE CIRCUrr CARDS

William H. Aycr, Sdtuatc, and Robot W. Jodln, Markm,
MaM., BMlKnors, by mcnc mignminli, to The Sln>ican
Corporation, Maiteo, Mass., a corporatton of Mama-

FUcd Oct 29, 1959, Ser. No. 849,577
4 Claims. (H. 317—101)

1. A printed circuit board comprising a first cooduc-

Ux bonded on one side of the board, a second conductor
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bonded on the opposite side of the board crossing said less than said firing voltage, relay means having a current

first conductor, means filling a hole located through the

board at the point where the first and second conduc-

tors cross with a removable compound, and means fcM-

coil connected to said collector electrode, a charging

capacitor and a charging resistor connected in series,

means for connecting the resistor side of said capacitor

to said base electrode whereby the voltage developed

across said capacitor is impressed on said diode through

said semiconductor device, a power supply, and switch

.^

V9 '9
/a-

gl

directly fastening said first conductor to said second con-

ductor upon removal of said compound whereby elec-

trical continuity is obtained between conductors on op-

posite sides of the printed circuit board.

3,098,952

TURRET TERMINAL STRUCTURE FOR
VACUUM TUBE SOCKETS

Lee E. Masom Saa lose, Calif., aarignor to Sylvania

Electric Prodncte inc. a corporatton of Delaware

FUed IBM 28, 1961, Ser. No. 120,267

5Clafaii8. (a. 317—101)

means for connecting said power supi^y across said re-

sistor and said capacitcx- and across said coil and said

diode, the closing of said switch means causing said

capacitor to charge and the v<4tage thereacross to in-

ovase slowly with time until it equals the firing voltage

of said diode whereupon current flows through said relay

coQ to operate the relay means.

3,098,954

MESA TYPE TRANSBTOR AND METHOD OF
FABRICATION THEREOF

Raj F. Mism, West Caldwell, NJ., assignor to Texas

iBstmmcnts Incorporated, Dallas, Tex., a corporatloa

of Delaware ^.^,,
FOcd Apr. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 24,966

3 Oafana. (CI. 317—234)

1. In combination with an electronic tube socket having

a central ground terminal and a plurality of terminal

elements around the ground terminal, means for mounting

circuit components adjacent to said terminal elements com-

prising a tubular post having an axial bore defining the

post wall, a plurality of radially extending circumferential-

ly and axially spaced openings in the post wall, a plu-

rality of conductive pegs removably inserted in certain of

said openings and projecting outwardly from said post for

supporting said components, each of said pegs being in-

serted in an opening to a depth less than the thickness of

the post wall, and a conductive adapter lug in one end

of said post and supporting the latter on said ground ter-

minal, said pegs being spaced from said lug whereby to

be electrically insulated therefrom.

3,098,953
TIME DELAY CIRCUTr

losepii R. HeiT, Palo AHo, CaHf., assigBor to Sytraaia

ElecMc ProdKts Inc., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Aag. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 46,566

2Claliw. (CL 317—148.5)
1. A time delay circuit comixising a semiconductor

device having an emitter, a collector and a base electrode,

a semiconductor diode connected to said emitter electrode

and operative to change from a non-conducting state to

a conducting state when a firing volUge is impressed

thereon, said diode in the conducting state being charac-

terized by a voltage drop thereacross that is substantially

1. A transistor device comprising:

(a) a wafer of semiconductor nvatcrial predominately

of one conductivity-type,

(ft) a diffused surface pcMtion of the (^posite con-

ductivity-type on one majcw face of the wafer occu-

pying only a limited area of said major face, said

surface portion providing a varying resistance gra-

dient which increases with depth, the interface be-

tween the surface portion and the remainder of the

wafer d^mng a P-N jimction which is substantially

planar and generally parallel to said one major face,

(c) a arflector contact secured to the opposite major

face of said wafer making ohmic connection to said

semic<xiductor material of said one conductivity-

typc
(</) a base contact secured to said surface portion on

said one major face,

(«) an emitter contact secured within a d^ression

defined entirely in said surface portion, said depres-

sion extending into said surface portion to a region

adjacent to the P-N junction but not intersecting the

P-N junction, said emitter contact making rectifying

contact with said surface portion in a region having

resistivity greater than that exhibited at the top sur-

face of the surface portion.
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3,098,955
TAPE CAPACITOR

Benjamin L. Davis, Washington, D.C., and Wilbur C.

Nybcrg, Youngstown, Oiiio, assignors to tlic United
States of America as represented by tlie Secretary of

the Nary
FUed July 31, 1959, Ser. No. 830,966

5 Claims. (CI. 317—242)
(Granted under TiUe 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. In a capacitor, an intermediate product thereof

comprising in combination, an electrically non-conduc-

tive carrier, said carrier having a substantially flat sur-

face, irregularly spaced notches along the edges of said

carrier, an electrically conductive layer composed of

electrically conductive material disposed in a first resin

binder at least partially covering said surface and consti-

tuting one plate of a capacitor, a first leader extending

from one edge of the electrically conductive layer to one

of the notches, a tape of porous electrically non-conduc-

tive material impregnated with electrically conductive

material disposed in a second resin binder, said tape be-

ing substantially coextensive with said conductive layer

and constituting a second plate of said capacitor, a sec-

ond leader extending from one edge of the tape to an-

other of the notches, a coating substantially coextensive

with said tape disposed between said impregnated tape

and said electrically conductive layer, being composed of

dielectric material dispersed in a tacky third resin binder,

said coating being adhered by said tacky resin on one side

thereof to said impregnated tape and on the other side

thereof to the surface of said electrically conductive

layer.

3,098,956
ELECTRICAL CAPACITOR

Elmer G. Hanuner, Jr., and Gerald A. Rynders, Milwau-
kee, Wis., assignors to McGraw-Edison Company,
Milwaultee, Wis., a corporation of Delaware

FUed June 13, 1960, Ser. No. 35,501
10 Claims. (CI. 317—243)

**4t *y *''

1. An electrical capacitor comprising, in combination,

a hollow metallic casing, liquid dielectric within said cas-

ing, a plurality of flat capacitor packs disposed in side-

by-side relation within said casing forming an assembly
having generally rectangular sides and generally rec-

tangular top and bottom surfaces, an envelope of insula-

tion abutting snugly against the interio^;^ surface of all

of the sidewalls of said casing and closely surrounding
all of said rectangular sides of said assembly and insulat-

ing said packs from the walls of said casing, said en-
velope extending beyond said pack assembly at the upper
and lower ends thereof and having said extending por-

tions folded over to enclose sad top and bottom surfaces

of said assembly, said folded portions being spaced apart

horizontally and defining openings through said envelope

at the upper and lower ends thereof, spacer means within
said insulation envelope defining vertical channels within
said assembly in beat exchange relation with relatively

large surfaces of said packs generally parallel to the flat

sides of said packs for the upward flow of said liquid

dielectric in heat transfer relation with said packs, the

sidewalls of said casing having vertically extending, out-

wardly projecting grooves therein defining, together with

said insulation envelope, vertical ducts isolated from said

packs and in communication with the openings at the top
and bottom of said insulation envelope, said hquid di-

electric flowing by convection in a path upwardly through
said channels interior of said assembly and then down-
wardly through said ducts exterior of said envelope and
dissipating to the atmosphere through the sidewalls of

said casing the heat absorbed from said packs by said

liquid dielectric in flowing through said channels.

3,098,957
SERVO SYSTEM FOR PEAK SIGNAL STORAGE

Wilmer R. Thompson, South Charleston, and Louis J.

Rogers, Nitro, W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide Cor-
poration, a corporation of New Yorii

Filed Nov. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 71,549
10 Chdms. (CL 318—19)

1 . A signal processing system for determining and stor-

ing the peak magnitude of a recurring signal having vary-

ing amplitude occurring at fixed predetermined times, said

system comprising signal storage means mechanically ad-

justable to develop and store a second electrical signal,

means connecting said first and second electrical signals

to an amplifier means which detects and amplifies the dif-

ference in magnitude and direction between said two sig-

nals, motor means connected to the output of said am-
plifier operable on said output signal mechanically con-

nected to said storage means for adjusting same in a di-

rection which will reduce the difference between the first

and seoMid electrical signals and phase detection means
also connected to the output of the amplifier means which
will produce an output signal when the magnitude of the

second electrical signal exceeds the magnitude of the first

electrical signal, and means connected to the output of
said phase detector means for interrupting power to the

motor means upon an output therefrom.
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3,098,958
DMRECT-CURRENT MOTOR AND THE LIKE

Lconhard Katz, 19 Ward Si, Wobum, MaM.
FUed Apr. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 804,750

14 Claima. (CI. 318—138)

winding in the motor, the improvement comprising at

least <Hie unidirectional switching device mounted on the

shaft and connected across each oi the motor field wind-

ing and the exciter output terminals for furnishing a path

for one polarity of induced field current «1ule the other

polarity is carried by the exciter during starting.

1. Motor apparatus and the like having, in combina-

tion, a stator magnetic circuit comprising a pair of fixed

windings one of which constitutes the stator winding of

the motor and the like and the other fixed winding of

which is couiried to the stator winding, a movable sec-

ondary winding constituting the rotor disposed adjacent

the said stator winding and electro-magnetically coui^ed

thereto, a source of direct-current voltage, a pair of tran-

sistor switching means connected in push puU to the said

stator winding and to the source, and a feedback path

connected from the said other fixed winding to the tran-

sistor switching means for limiting the period of opera-

tion thereof in order to apply an alternating-current volt-

age to the said stator winding, said fixed windings being

connected through a D.C. path including impedance

means, the time constants of the circuit including the

switching means, the feedback path, the impedance means

and the stator winding determining the frequency of the

said alternating-current voltage substantially independ-

ently of the movement of the rotor.

3,098,959
STARTING CmCUrr FOR A SYNCHRONOUS

MOTOR
George M. Rosenberry, Jr., Schenectady, N.Y., assignor

to General Electric Company, a corporation of New
York

FUed Jan. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 81,130
7 Clahns. (CL 318—181)
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1 . A brushless synchronous machine comprising a syn-

chrOTious motor and an exciter, each being equipped with

windings and wherein the rotating magnetic cores for

both the motor and exciter are mounted on the same

shaft, rectifiers mounted on the shaft for rectifying the

exciter output and providing direct current to the field

3,098,960

MOTOR DRIVEN ROTARY SELECTOR VALVE
Paul Huska, 739 Moreno Ave., Los Angeles 49, CaUf.

FUed June 22, 1959, Ser. No. 821,734
2 Clafam. (CL 318—443)

^

1. Indexing mechanism for actuating a rotary selector

valve, having a valve housing, said indexing mechanism

comprising, in combination: an indexing disc having a

periphery comprising a succession of circumferentially

spaced segmental circular raised cam faces and a corre-

sponding series of concave detents between said raised

cam faces; said detents being positioned to correspond to

a series of lateral ports in said valve housing; a cam

follower including a roller, means mounting said roller

for radial naovement in contact with said disc periphery,

and a switch actuator following said radial roller move-

ment, said roller yieldingly engaging said indexing disc

periphery; means including a reversible electric actuator

motor fcM- simultaneously rotating said valve and index-

ing disc in unison; control means for initiating a stage

of operation of said motor wherein said disc is advanced

from a position where said follower has been in engage-

ment with one of said detents to a position where it en-

gages a succeeding detent, and means responsive to radial

movement of said follower to said last mentioned posi-

tion, for terminating said stage of operation, said respon-

sive means comprising a limit switch adapted to maintain

an energizing circuit to said motor w^ile said roller rides

against one of said raised cam faces and to interrupt said

circuit when said roller drt^s into one of said detents;

said control means including a control circuit intercon-

necting said limit switch and said initiating control means

adapted from the beginning of a complete cycle of oper-

ation to main recurring forward indexing movements of

said indexing disc and rotor through a number of stages

correspfMxiing to the number of said lateral ports, aiid fur-

ther including reversing control means, responsive to

arrival of said indexing disc and valve at a final position

of forwaixl indexing movement, to set said control dr-

ouit for reverse (^)cration of said motor from said final

position back to tiie position of starting said full cycle

of operaticxi, in an uninterrupted resetting movement

34>98,961

MOTOR CONTROL FOR SELECnNG .

SHAFT POSITIONS
Paul B. Ktaig, Jr., Moontafai Lakes, NJ., assignor to Air-

craft Radio Corporation, Boonton, NJ., a corporatioa

of New Jersey ^^ ^^,
FOed Apr. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 809,835

4 Claims. (CL 318—-467)
1. Control apparatus comprising a frame, a shaft ro-

tatably supported in said frame, ratchet means roUtively
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coupled to said shaft, pawl means pivotally supported upon

said frame for engagement with said ratchet means, drive

means operable when energized to oscillate said pawl
means about its pivotal support to rotatively advance said

ratchet means through a given angular increment upon

each oscillation of said pawl means, input means for se-

lecting a desired rotative position of said shaft, means on

said shaft for indicating the rotative position of said shaft,

means coupled to said input means and said shaft posi-

tion indicating means for energizing said drive means un-

til said shaft is located in said desired rotative position,

and latch means .operable to latch said pawl means in en-

gagement with said ratchet means to latch said shaft in

desired rotative position upon the de-engerization of said

drive means.

3,098,M2
BATTERY CHARGING APPARATUS

Charles B. Berg, 819 E. 17th St^ KaiMM CMr 8, Mo.
FUed Mar. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 98362

2Clidiiif. (CI. 320-^9)

O^.dfc-^-'Q
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I. In a battery charger, a transformer, a reactor having

a core provided with a pair ot outer legs and a pair <rf

closely adjacent inner legs, an impedance winding on each

of said outer legs, said windings being serially connected

with each other and with a variable poliion of the pri-

mary winding of said transformer, means for supplying

current from an alternating current source through said

impedance and portion of said primary winding in series

therewith, a pair of windings wound oppositely around

said pair of adjacent inner legs, a battery, full wave rec-

tifying means interposed between said battery and the

secondary of said transformer, the terminals of said

battery being connected with one of the windings of said

pair to increasingly polarize said inner legs and progres-

sively reduce the impedance of said reactor as the battery

voltage increases and means for supplying direct current

from said battery to the other winding of said pair upon
said battery reaching a predetermined maximum voltage

comprising a semi-cotiductor having its anode directly

connected with one of said battery terminals and its

cathode directly connected with one end of said other
winding, voltage responsive means controlling the con-
ductivity (^ said semi-conductor, and means connecting

the other end of said other winding directly with the other
terminal of said battery, said vokage req>onsive means
comprising a voltage divider network including a resistor,

a contact adjustable along said resistor to establish a volt-

age source having a predetermined relationship to the

output voltage of said battery, and a zener diode having
its cathode connected with the controlling terminal^ of
said semi-conductor and its anode oxinected with aaid

adjustable contact

3,898,963
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING

A DIRECT CURRENT POWER SOURCE
John L. Mkhaelis, Plctihwgh« Pa., aMffiior, by

to Pittabmih Pbte GfaM CompMy
Flkd Aug. 25, 1958, Scr. No. 756^24

19 ChdBM. (CL 321—11)
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2. A direct current power source comprising a plurality

of semiconducting rectifier circuits coupled in parallel

and connected to an alternating current source of power
and arranged to provide direct current of high amperage
to a load, each of said parallel rectifier circuits having
a plurality of semiconducting rectifiers therein connected
in series, individual cooling air channels associated with
each of said rectifiers, said channels communicating at

their end with a common source of cooling fluid and dis-

charging the cooling fluid into contact with the rectifier, a
fluid cooler in the path of the coolant fluid beyond the

rectifier and means for circulating cooling fluid from said

common source through the channels past the rectifier

unit and to the cooler in a path out of contact with sub-

stantially all other diodes, and for returning cooled fluid

to the common source/, the size of each channel being sub-
stantially the same whereby substantially the same amount
of fluid content is delivered to each individual rectifier.

3,898,964
TRANSISTOR REGULATOR FOR GENERATORS

Lewis R. Hctzlcr, Andcnoo, ImL, Msignor to General
Moton Corporation, Detroit, Mkh., a corporatioa of
Delaware

Filed Aug. 22, 1958, Scr. No. 756,685
18 Claims, (a. 322—28)

18. In an el^tric corcuit for controlling the current
flow through a circuit element, the combination com-
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prising, a power source, an output circuit energized by

said pow«r source, a first transistor having base, emitter

and collector electrodes, a second transistor having base,

emitter and collector electrodes, a first circuit connected

across said output circuit including said circuit element

and the emitter-collector circuit of said first transistor, a

second circuit connected across said output circuit includ-

ing the emitter-collector circuit (rf said second transistor,

means connecting the collector electrode ot said second

transistor with the base electrode of said first transistor,

output voltage, a relay connected in sbunt with said padu
tlirougii a resialanoe shunted by a condenser, whereby

said coodenaer is iK)nnally charged from said rectifier

aiKl upon abrupt drop in said output voltage discharges

tbixNigh said relay to cauae its deenergization, and means

responsive to deenergization of said relay to short circuit

said gate winding and said reatstanoe.

control means connected across said output circuit and

with the base electrode of said second transistw develojH

ing a voltage which is proporti<»al to the output voltage

of the power source, and means causing said first tran-

sistor to be suubsuntially fully non-conductive when said

second transistor is substantially fully conductive, said

last named means including a semiconductor diode con-

nected in said first circuit and connected to cancel the

voltage appearing across the emitter-collector circuit of

said second transistor.

3,898,965
CLOSED LOOP CONTROL DEVICE

Dc Witt H. Miner, WaynciiMMro, Va., aoicDor to General

Electric Company, a corporatioa of New York

FUed May 16, 1961, Scr. No. 110,394

6 Oaims. (CI. 322—28)

3,i»98,966

PROTECTIVE CIRCUIT FOR TRANSISTOR
REGULATORS

Loois J. Raver, Aoderson, Ind., assignor to General

Moton Corporatioa, Detroit, Mich., a corp<^tion of

Delaware
FUed Anf. 26, 1968, Scr. No. 52,237

8 Clafans.' (CL 322—73)

6. In an alternating current generator voltage regula-

tor, a saturable reactor, having a gate winding and a con-

tnA winding, means to supply voltage from the output of

said generator through said gate winding and a unkiirec-

tional conducting device to the exciution field of said

generator, a bridge circut, a rectifier means to supply

voltage from said output through said rectifier to diago-

nally opposite comers of said bridge circuit, said bridge

comprising two paths between said comers, one includ-

ing a volUge regulator tube adjacent one of said comers,

said control winding being connected between the termi-

nal of said tube remote from said adjacent comer, and

a desired point on the opposite paA, whereby said con-

trol winding is supi^ied with current varying with said

1. In combination, an alternating current generator

having a three phase output winding and a field winding,

a three phase full wave bridge rectifier network having a

pair of D.C. output terminals and a plurality of A.C. in-

put twininals connected with said output winding, a tran-

sistor voltage regulating means comprising first and sec-

ond transistors each having emitter, ccrflcctor and base

electrodes, said transistor voltage regulating means having

a positive terminal, a firid terminal and a negative termi-

nal, conductor means connecting one side of said field

winding with the field terminal of said transistor voltage

regulating means, conductor means connecting said field

terminal with the ooilector electrode of said first transis-

tor, a circuit connecting said positive terminal and the

emitter electrode of said first transistor including a first

diode ptrfed to conduct current towards said emitter of

said first transistor, means connecting the collector dec-

trode of said second transitor with the base electrode of

said fir^t transistor, n»eans connecting the emitter elec-

trode of said second transistor to a side of said first diode

opposite from its connection with the emitter electrode of

said first transistor, a volUge dividing network ccmnectcd

across the positive and negative terminals of said transis-

toc voltage regulator, a Zener diode connected between

the base electrode of said second transistor and said vent-

age divider network, a second diode connected in parallel

with said field winding, and a third diode connected be-

tween said positive and negative terminals of said transis-

tor voltage regulateM".

3,098,967
CRYOTRON TYPE SWITCHING DEVICE

Panl H. Keck, Bayside, N.Y., amignor, by nigae a .

ments to Syivaiiia Electric Prodncts Inc., WilmfaiftOB,

DeL, a corpomtion of Delaware
Filed Jan. 9, 1959, Scr. No. 785,963

4ClataiM. (0.323—94)
4. A switching device consisting <rf an electrically con-

ductive cylinder through which a load current flows; an
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electrically conductive wire extending axially within said

cylinder, a control current flowing throuj^ said wire;

and means to maintain said cylinder and said wire at

an extremely low temperature at which said cylinder is

a superconductor for control current values falling below

a designated minimum value, said cylinder being normal-

ly conductive when said control current attains a value

!>^

^'^^
at least equal to said minimum value, and an elec-

trically conductive sensing element extending in the same
direction as said wire and positioned adjacent the outer

surface of said cylinder, said element being magnetically

shielded from said wire when said cylinder is supercon-

ductive whereby no current is induced in said element,

a sensing current being induced in said element when said

cylinder is normally conductive.

3,098,96«
STANDARD SOURCE COMPARISON SYSTEM FOR
HIGH-FREQUENCY VOLTAGE RATIO METER
INCLUDING ALTERNATELY CONNECTABLE
LOAD TERMINATIONS

Bruno O. Wcinschcl, Bethesda, and Gunther U. Sorigcr,

Rockvillc, Md., assignors to Weinscfael Engineering Co.,

Inc., Kensington, Md^ a corponition of Delaware
FUcd Aug. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 132,233

6 Claims. (CL 324—58)

s*K«.'w ooc en
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I. In an insertion loss test system comprising a high-

frequency signal generator, a standard source of I.F.; a

local oscillator; a mixer for beating the output of said

generator with the output of the local oscillator to pro-

vide a beat frequency output at the same frequency as the

standard I.F. source; an LF. amplifier; and means for

alternately supplying the output from said standard

source and from said mixer in counterphase to said I.F.

amplifier for comparison during continuous-wave opera-

tion of both the mixer and the standard source, compris-

ing transfer means for alternately supplying each of said

outputs to the I.F. amplifier in turn, and means for sup-

plying the other of said outputs to a respective load ter-

mination for each device, during the alternate periods

when the output of each device is not supplied to the

I.F. amplifier, each said load termination being of the

same value as the load seen by the device during the

interval when its output is supplied to the I.F. amplifier,

whereby the mixer and the standard source are respec-

tively under constant load during the comparison.

3,098,969
APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATIC TESTING OF A
POTENTIOMETER'S LINEARITY AND TOTAL
RESISTANCE INCLUDING ACTUATING MEANS
RESPONSIVE TO A PREDETERMINED PERCENT
OF ERROR

Saul LIm and Ruirin R. KayUn, Fair Lawn, NJ^ assignors

to General Precision Inc., LHtk Falls, NJ., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
Filed Jnnc 2f, 196«, Scr. No. 37,257

6 Claims. (CL 324—63)
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1. A potentiometer tester comprising in combination;

holding means for holding a potentiometer under test

including leads for coupling to a direct current source;

a code holder for holding a code of radix powers and

coefficients;

moving means coupled to said holding means and said

code holder for simultaneously turning said potenti-

ometer along the wiper positicMU thereto and moving

said code holder along a predetermined patth of

travel;

code reading means adjacent said oode holder and hav-

ing separate output signal producing means for each

radix power and coefficient which can be read;

a relay having windings coupled to each oi »aid sep-

arate output signal means and responsive thereto;

a relay operated voltage divider including input and

output leads at the ends for correction to said source

in a closed circuit, said relay operated voltage divider

having a center tap and two sets oi in series resistors

on the one and the other side of said center tap

adapted to be switched in or shorted out of a bank
of resistors, there being one resistor in each set

having an ohmic value corresponding to a radix

power or coefficient of a code held by said code

holder, each one of said relays having a pair of

switches connected to energize resistors in each set
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having an ohmic value corresponding to the particu-

lar radix powers or coefficients read at said station,

said switches switching in and shorting out resistors

in each set having the same ohmic value, so that the

total resistors in said bank between said input lead

and center tap will correspond in ohmic value to

said radix powers and coefficients at said station;

a servo null detector to which is fed the output of said

center tap and said wiper, said detector having a nulj

value when said outputs are equal;

polarity responsive output trigger means responsive to

said detector and electromechanical means respon-

sive to said triggers, one trigger causing said electro-

mechanical means to move in one direction when

said detector has a value below the null value, the

other trigger causing said electromechanical means

to move in the other direction when said detector

circuit has a value above said null value;

stepped resistors connected in series in said detector

circuit, so disposed that resistors are added to said

detector circuit when said electromechanical means

move in one direction whereas resistors are deducted

from said detector circuit when said electromechan-

ical means move in the other direction;

memory contacts corre^jonding to each of said stepped

resistors and being engaged by said electromechanical

means when a stepped resistor is added or deducted

from said detector circuit, each memory contact be-

ing coupled with another memory contact which is

separated therefrom by the amount of stepped rc-

sistCM^ totalling the maximum predetermined per-

missible number of errors; memory means remember-

ing and totalling the first engagement of either one

of any of said coupled menKM7 contacts; and

signal means giving a signal when said total exceeds

said predetermined permissible number.

for providing the quotient of said first signal with respect

to said second signal to provide a third signal proportional

to said speed and independent of the undesired variations

of said ao^litude gradient.

3,898,970
SPEED RESPONSIVE SYSTEM

Harry D. Smith, Maasapcqna Park, N.Y., assignor to

Spcrry Rand Corporation, Great Neck, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
FUcd May 2, 1958, Ser. No. 732,639

9 Claims. (O. 324—70)

1. In a speed responsive system, signal generating

means for providing an A.C. output having an amplitude

which varies in accordance with the product of its ampli-

tude gradient which is susceptible of undesired variations

and its speed, and a frequency proporticmal to said speed,

means responsive to said output for providing a first signal

which varies in accordance with the product of said

amplitude gradient and the square of said speed, means

responsive to said output for providing a second signal

which varies in accordance with the product of said ampli-

tude gradient and said speed, and means including quotient-

obtaining means respcxisive to said first and second signals

3i>98,971
REMOTELY ACTUATED RADIO FREQUENCY

POWERED DEVICES
Robert M. Richardson, ^eriing, Va.
FUed Sept. 26, 1961, Scr. No. 140,892

2 Claims. (O. 325—9)

1. A transponder circuit comprising a dual band an-

tenna for receiving radio frequency energy at a funda-

mental frequency and re-transmitting said energy at a har-

monic of said fundamental frequency, a first passive net-

work resonant at said harmonic frequency selectively cou-

pled with said antenna for receiving energy at said

fundamental frequency and multiplying the fundamental

frequency to the harmonic frequency, said first passive

network comprising a first matching section tuned to feed

radio frequency energy at the fundamental frequency from

the antenna to the first network, a diode in series with

the matching section for clipping said energy, a first in-

ductance in series with said diode and connected through

the antenna with the first matching section, the diode,

first matching section and first inductance comprising a

resonant circuit tuned to resonate at a desired harmonic

of the fundamental frequency and being powered totally

by the energy received by the antenna and clipped by the

diode, and a second passive network resonant at the har-

nKMiic frequency coupled with the first network and ener-

gized thereby, the second network being selectively cou-

pled to the antenna to feed energy to said antenna at the

harmonic frequency whereby transmission of energy at

said harmonic frequency is effected.

3,098,972
TRANSISTORIZED PULSE GATE NOISE LIMTTER

James Wesley Howard, 510 S. Gloster, Tupelo, Miss.

Filed Oct. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 144,141
1 Claim. (CL 325—319)

X
.-^4 V-

i

A pulse gate ncHse limiter for a tran^storized radio

frequency communications receiver having a radio fre-

quency signal path, which comprises: first circuit means
connected to said radio frequency signal path for sampling

the signal in the radio frequency signal path of the re-

ceiver; second circuit means connected to said first cir-

cuit means for producing D.C. pulses comparable to un-

wanted noise pulses in the radio frequency signal path;

third circuit means connected to said second circuit means
and connected to the radio frequency signal path after

the connection of said first circuit means, said third cir-

cuit means including an electronic circuit element in said

radio frequency signal path having means biasable by said
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D.C. pulses for reducing said unwanted noise pulses; and
means for controlling the operating level of said second
circuit means, said means comprising a transistorized

AGC voltage source in the receiver at a point after the

connection of said third circuit means to the radio fre-

quency signal path, and an electrical connection between

said source and said second circuit means.

3,098,973
ANTENNA INCORPORATING ACTIVE ELEMENTS
Arthur F. Wickersham, Jr^ Sonnsrvale, and Ross L. Bcli,

San Jose, Calif., assignors to Sylvania Electric Products

Inc^ a corporation of Delaware
FUed May 27, 1960, Scr. No. 32,235

2 Claims. (O. 325—375)

1 . A dipole antenna comprising a pair of axially aligned

hollow conducting elements having their inner adjacent

ends axially spaced apart, a tunnel diode mounted within

one of said elements and having two leads, bias voltage

supply means mounted within one of said elements, means
for electrically connecting the leads of said diode to the

inner ends respectively of said elements, means for elec-

trically connecting the output of said supply means across

said elements whereby the supply means and the elements

and the diode are connected together in electrical series,

the output of said supply means being of such magnitude
that said diode operates in the negative resistance region

of its voltage-current characteristic, each of said dipole

elements having a length slightly greater than its resonant

length at the midpoint of the operating frequency range

of the antenna whereby said elements and said tunnel di-

ode jointly function as a microwave amplifier of signals

impressed on said elements.

3,098,974
MIXER EMPLOYING GYROMAGNETIC

ELEMENTS
Bobby J. Duncan, Clearwater, Fla., assignor to Spcrry

Rand Corporation, Great Neck, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Oct 30, 1961, Scr. No. 148^69

6 Claims. (CI. 325—448)

1. Apparatus for mixing two signals of different fre-

quencies comprising a section of coaxial transmission line,

means for supplying first and second signals to said coaxial

transmission line in the TEn mode of propagation, a pair

of gyromagnetic mixing elements disposed symmetrically

on opposite sides' of the center conductor of said coaxial

transmission line and in the planes of circular polariza-

tion of the incident energy, means for magnetically bias-

ing each gyromagnetic element of said pair in a sense op-

posite to each other and in a direction perpendicular to

the axis of said transmission line, and gyromagnetic ele-

ments when thiis magnetized and excited cooperating to

yield a microwave signal having a frequency equal to the

difference of the frequencies of said first and second input

signals and propagating in the TEM mode, a mode sup-

pressor for passing only the energy propagating in the

TEM mode, and output means for coupling the TEM
mode energy to utilization meant.

3,M8,97S
EMERGENCY RADIO RECEIVER

Joaeph Schncidcrman, 6649 N. RockweD St., Chicago, HI.

Filed Jan. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 4,278
3 Claims, (a. 325-^466)

X
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1. A radio receiver adapted to receive conventionally

broadcast programs and, in the alternative, to receive

emergency intelligence carried on one or more predeter-

mined carrier frequencies comprising: an antenna, a fre-

quency-responsive device having an input connected to

the antenna, said device including filter circuits one in-

dividual to each said frequency, switching means con-

nected to and actuable by the output of the filter circuit

then active in accordance with the one of the frequencies

then being received, a detector adapted to be connected

to the then-active filter circuit through said switching

means for demodulating the intelligence on the then re-

ceived frequency, an audio amplifier receiving the de-

modulated signal from the detector, relay means actuated

by the output of said amplifier, a speaker continuously

connected to a source of power, circuit means connected

between said relay means and said speaker for activating

the speaker upon energization of said relay means to

render audible the intelligence carried on the received

frequency, a conventional broadcast receiver adapted to

utilize said speaker connected to said antenna including a

second audio amplifier providing an output to said speak-

er, aix) circuit means between said second amplifier and

relay means to connect said speaker to said second ampli-

fier in the absence of any of said predetermined carrier

frequencies.

3,098,976
LOW CROSS-TALK DELAY dRCUIT

David M. Leakey, Eastcole, Rnisllp, England, assignor to

The Gcacral Electric Co., Ltd.

Flkd Sept 15, 1960, Scr. No. 56,180

Clainw priority, appacation Gnai Brltafai Oct. 8, 1959
9 Claims, (a. 328—55)

1. A low cross-talk delay circuit ada|>ted to delay a

pulse train for a period such that reflections of pulses

in said delay circuit tend to interact with later pulses

of said train, comprising: a {riurality of delay stages con-

nected in cascade, the over-all delay time of the cas-

caded stages being equal to said period; each stage iiir

eluding a delay line having an input to which the pulses

to be delayed are applied and means for responding to

pulses delayed by said line to pass them to an output

of the stage but not responding to reflections of said

pulses in said line; and the delay line of each stage hav-
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ing a delay time such that the appearance at the input

of the first reflection of any pulse within that delay line
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is not concurrent with the ap(dication to that input of

another later pulse of the pulse train.

3,098,977
AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE COMPENSATOR FOR

THREE PHASE
Albert M. Sciaky, CUowo. DL, assignor to WcMlng Re-

search. Inc., Chicago, DL, a corporation of Illinois

Original applicatioa Dec. 2, 1958, Scr. No. 777,774. Di-

vided and this appUcafloa Feb. 23, 1961, Scr. No.
91,107

6aaiBH. (CL328—69)

M^f3^
x:

1. In a voltage compensating circuit, the c(xnbination

with a poly-phase alternating current supply, of a dual-

triode electric valve for each phase having a primary

winding connected to the cathodes thereof and having a

resistance-capacity network connected to each grid, means

coupling the grid-cathode circuita of each valve with its

respective phase of the alternating current supi^y and in

a manner whereby each valve will have push-pull opera-

tion so that the primary winding having coimection with

eadi valve will be center tapped providing two sections,

means rectifying the poly-phase alternating current to

ix-oduoe a direct current voltage which will vary in mag-

nitude as the voltages oi the alternating current supply

may vary, a second group of dual-triode electric valves

including one for each jrfiase, a secondary winding in-

ductively associated with each said primary welding and

having connection with the grids of a valve of the second

group, means connecting the rectifier to the grid-cathode

circuits of the second group of valves including a con-

ductor having a center-tapped relation with each sec-

ondary winding to provide two sections req)ectively. a

primary winding in each plate-cathode circuit of said

second group of valves and wherein phase-shifted electric

pulses are produced as a result of operation of the valves.

and a regulator valve capable of producing a direct cur-

rent voltage and which is also supplied to the grid-cathode

circuits of the second group of valves for setting a voltage

level in excess of whidi the valves will conduct.

3,098,978
NONRECIPROCAL WAVE TRANSLATING

NETWORK
Jack M. SIpresB, Summit, NJ., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorponitcd, New Yorit, N.Y., a corpo-
ration of New York

FOcd Oct 30, 1959, Scr. No. 849,844
7 Claims. (CL 33<^—12)

2. A nofH«ciprocal signal translating network com-
prising two signal paths, the first of said paths comprising,

in cascade, a first current amplifier and a first current-to-

voltage transducer, the second of said paths comprising a

second current amplifier, a second current-to-voltage

transducer and a voltage amplifier, said amplifiers and

said transducers each having a pair of input terminals

and pair of output terminals, one of said output terminab

ot said Vintage amplifier being connected to one of the

input terminals of said ftrst current amiriifier, means for

connecting an output circuit between the other output

terminal of said voltage amplifier and the otho* input

terminal of said first current amplifier, one of the output

terminals of said first transducer being connected to said

one output terminal of said ventage amplifier, and means

for connecting an input circuit between the other output

terminal of said first transducer and an input terminal of

said second current amplifier.

3,098,979
DEPRESSED POTENTIAL OPERATION OF

ELECTRON BEAM TUBES
James Robert Ashley and Carol McCanlcy Veronda,

GaincsriDc, Fla., assignois to Speny Rand Corpontkm,
Great Neck, N.Y., a corporatioB of Dcbwarc

FUed Ang. 23, 1961, Scr. No. 133,463
5Clafana. (0.330—44)

1. The method of achieving linear operation of a de-

pressed collectcM* velocity modulation electron tube when
used as a linear amplifier for amplitude nxxlulated waves
comprising the steps of abstracting a sample of the input

wave to be amplified, passing the sampled wave through

a detector to obtain the envelope of the amplitude modula-

tion of said input wave, and controlling the potential on
the effector of said tube in acctx-danoe with the ampli-

tude of said envelope to increase the potential on the

collector when a high amplitude sigiud is coupled to the

input of said tube and decrease the potential on said col-

lector when a lower amplitude signal is coupled to the

input of said tube.
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3,098,980
PULSE SHAPING KLYSTRON MODLfLATOR

Svcn H. M. DodlngtoD, Mountain Lakes, NJ., assignor to

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,

Nutley, NJ^ a corporation of Maryland
FUed Oct 6, 1958, Scr. No. 765,355

14ClainM. (CL 332—7)

. . . ^. .
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pling circuit being connected between the cathodes of
said devices; an input circuit connected to the said cathode

coupling circuit; a conductive crystal device comprising

a i>air of transistors series connected back-to-back, said

devices being connected in the said xathode coupling

circuit and constituting a variable impedance therein,

said input circuit being connected to feed a signal to

the said conductive crystal device whereby the oscillator

produces a frequency-modulated signal when a suitable

audio signal is applied to the said input circuit.

\
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9. A klystron modulator system comprising:

a klystron having a modulating anode disposed therein;

first means to periodically generate and apply a first

modulating voltage to said anode which varies line-

arly with time;

second means to periodically generate and kpply a sec-

ond modulating voltage to said anode which also

varies linearly with time;

means interconnecting said first and second means;

means coupled to said first means to control the in-

stant said first voltage is ^nerated and applied to

said anode; and

means coupled to the output of said klystron and one

of said first and second means responsive to the zero

rate of change of amplitude of the radio frequency

modulation envelope to control the instant said first

voltage is removed from and said second voltage is

generated and applied to said anode.

3,098^81
FREQUENCY MODULATED CRYSTAL

OSCILLATOR
Harry R. Foster, Montville, and Elmo E. Cramp, West

Caldwell, NJ., assignors to Ohmcga Laboratories, Pine

Brook, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Oct. 10, 1958, Scr. No. 766,480
8 Claims. (CL 331—26)

1. In a signal generating apparatus, an oscillator com-

prising a pair of electron discharge devices each having

an anode, a grid and a cathode; power-supply means

providing a potential difference between each cathode

and its associated anode; two cathode-anode oscillatory

circuits connected respectively with said devices; a cou-

pling circuit between the anode of one discharge device

and the grid of the other discharge device; an output

circuit connected to the anode of the said other dis-

charge device; a cathode coui^ing circuit having in series

a piezo-electric crystal directly coupled therein, said coti-

3,098,982
SUPERREGENERATTVE AMPLIFIER

John H. Knck, Silver Spring, Md., Msignor of fifty

percent to Walter G. Finch, Baltimore, Md.
Filed Jnlv 21, 1959, Scr. No. 828,617

6ClaliM. (Q. 332—31)

4. In a circuit arrangement, means including an o«-

cillator in which oscillations are enabled by a keying

pulse for the duration of said keying pulse, means for

receiving a portion of the output of said oscillator and

using it to provide said keying pulse so that said duration

is less than the time required for the oscillation of said

oscillator to build up to maximum amplitude, thereby

forming a closed feedback loop which can be used to

control and stabilize the maximum amplitude to which
the oscillations build up and to modulate the output of

said oscillator by means of a modulating signal injected

into the control loop.

3,098,983
WIDEBAND MICROWAVE HYBRID

Arthur A. Oliner, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to Merrimac
Research and Development, Inc., Flushing, N.Y., a cor-

poratioa of New York
FUed June 29, 1960, Scr. No. 39,671

13 Claims. (CL 333—10)

^
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magnetic material and being resonant at respective audio

frequencies which together define a desired band pass

width, coil means coupled to the vibrating portions of the

nspectivc reed means, means for producing a unidirection-

al magnetic flux threading said coil means under the con-

trol of the vibrating portions of said reed means, an input

circuit coupled to said reed means for driving said reed

means in accordance with an input signal to be filtered,

said input circuit driving said reed means in accordance

with desired input signal frequencies of said input signal

within said band pass width to produce a modulation of

the unidirectional magnetic flux threading said coil means,

said input circuit being responsive to undesired input

signal frequencies of said input signal outside said desired

band pass width to produce magnetic flux components

of corresponding undesired frequencies threading said

conductors in parallel to each other for a distance exteod-

ing over several operative wavelengths.

coil means, output terminals connected with said coil

means for providing an output signal from said filter, said

coil means comprising an even number of coils coupled

to respective ones of said reed means, and means connect-

ing said even number of coils in balanced opposing rela-

tion with respect to undesired input signal frequencies to

balance out said undesired input signal frequencies at

said output terminals, and adjustable peimanent magnet

means coupled to said vibrating portions of magnetic

material for supplying to said vibrating portions an ad-

jusUble magnetic flux separate from and additional to

said unidirectional magnetic flux from said producing

means, said adjustable permanent magnet means having

manually operable means for selectively incrementally

adjusting the position of said permanent magnet means

to selectively and adjustable modify the band pass width

of said filter.

3,09S,988

SUSPENSION AND TENSIONING OF SUCCESSIVE
SECTIONS OF SURFACE WAVE TRANSMISSION
LINES BETWEEN SUPPORTS WITH COUPLING
BETWEEN SECTIONS AT SUPPORTS

Theodore Hafncr, 265 Rivenkic Drive, New Yoilc, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 8, 1968, Scr. No. 74,585

4 Claims. (CI. 333—95)

1, In a surface wave transmission system suspended on

poles spaced from each other, a first surface wave con-

ductor suspended between successive poles, means for

tensioning said first conductor at one end thereof at one

of said poles and n.eans including another surface wave

conductor for continuing said first conductor from said

pole to another pole including means including a second

siu^ace wave conductor tensioned at said other pole for

coupling said two cooducton by closely arranging these

3,898,989
SERIALLY CONNECTED COURSE AND FINE IN-
DUCTORS WITH CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT

Look G. Metzgcr and HaroM Goodman, New York, N.Y.,

asslgDon to Cosmos Indastiki, inc., Loag Island Citj,

N.Y., a corporatioa of New York
Filed Oct 18, 1968, Scr. No. 63,313

4ClalDM. (Q. 336—131)

1 . A tuning mechanism for a variable frequency oscil-

lator comprising a shielding container including a front

panel, having a closable access opening therein, a main
inductance element disposed within said shielding con-

taitier, a rotatable threaded shaft extending along a pre-

selected axis through said container, said main inductance

element including a coil member rigidly fixed within said

container and a core member threadedly coupled to said

threaded shaft within said container, said core member
being moved along said axis in telescoping relation to

said coil member in response to relative rotation between

said core member and said threaded shaft to vary the in-

ductance of said inductance element and vary the fre-

quency of the oscillator conaistentiy and continuously

through a elected range at a predetermined rate, guide

means for holding said core member against rotation about

the axis of said shaft, rotatable means extending external-

ly of said container for rotating said tluvaded shaft in

preselected relation to rotation of said external rotatable

means, a compensating indhctance element intercoupled in

circuit relation with said main inductance element to vary

the cumulative inductance of said elements, said compen-
sating inductance element including a rigidly mounted coil

and. an axially movable tuning slug, a cam plate inter-

coupled with said threaded shaft for coordinate rotation

with said threaded shaft, said cam plate having a plurality

of adjusting screws disposed on a circular path concentric

with the axis of the cam jriate, each of said adjusting

•crews having a head portion forming a working cam
surface and a slotted portion disposed to be presented to

the access opening in said front panel to permit axial

adjustment of the position of said working head portion

by a tool projected through said access opening into en-

gagement with said slotted portion, a cam follower mem-
ber having a cam follower note biased toward said work-

ing cam surfaces of said adjusting screws for transmitting

motion to said tuning slug of said compensating induct-

ance element to vary the longitudinal position of said

tuning slug and thus the inductance of said compensating

inductance element in accordance with the axial adjusted

portion of said adjusting screws, the rotation of said cam
plate, the circumferential spacing of the adjusting screws,

and the configuration of the cam follower nose being such

as to continuously adjust the compensating inductance

element to produce cumulative inductance variation of said

inductance elements producing a constant frequency

change characteristic in accordance with a preselected

function throughout the selected ranfe of frequencies.
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3,t9M9f 3,898,992
PRECISION VOLTAGE RATIO TRANSFORMER POSITION SENSING AND CONTROL MEANS

Clair L. Fanand, Bnurflle, N.Y., and Harold J. Has- Robert E. Rath, Morristown, NJ., asrignor to The Pccllc
NJ.,—%noi» to Indnctocyn Corpo- Company, Brooklyn, N.Y., a corporation of New York

CHy, Ner., a corporation of Nevada FOed Dec. 38, 1960, Ser. No. 79,712
Filed Amm. 25, 1959, Scr. No. 835^79 6 daluM. (CL 340—1)

11 CUbm. (CL 336—172)
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transducer means for producing signals in accordance 3,0f8,9f

5

with the temperature of the water, and projector means SERVO SYSTEM AND COMPARATOR^
Edwaid Mnndt, Pandcna, CaHf^ airigiior to Hycon Mfg.
Company, Pandena, CaUf^ a corporatiOB of Delaware

FUed Ang. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 833,8M
ISClalmi. (CL34»—14<J)
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for propagating an acoustical wave signal as a function of

the signals.

3,098,994

SELF CHECKING DIGITAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
Thomas G. Brown, Jr., Paramui, NJ., assignor to Inter-

national Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutlcy,

NJ., a corporation of Maryland
FUed Oct 26, 1956, Ser. No. 618,556

5 Claims. (CL 340—146.1)

•r "
^mtc ^w^X

^=^a-
^1 i,U-.Ji

1. In a servo system, a first (m+n) -stage digital

counter; a second (m+n)-«tage digital counter; a com-

parator having a digital section and an analogue section,

the digital section including means for comparing the

contents of the m stages of said first and second counters

and generating a first output signal of predetermined mag-

nitude when the contents of the m stages of said first digi-

tal counter is greater than the contents of the m stages of

said second digital counter, and generating a second out-

put signal of the same predetermined magnitude when the

contents of the m stages of said second digital counter is

greater than the contents of the m stages of said first digi-

tal counter, and the analogue comparator section includ-

ing means for converting the contents of the n stages of

said first digital counter into a third output signal of mag-

nitude proportional to the contents of the n stages thereof,

means for converting the contents of the n stages of said

second digital counter into a fourth output signal of mag-

nitude proportional to the contents of the n stages thereof,

the third and fourth output signals having a predeter-

mined maximum magnitude smaller than the predeter-

mined magnitudes of the first and second output signals,

and means for combining \he first and second output sig-

nals respectively with the third and fourth output signals;

and a differential operational am[riifier having the com-

bined output signals applied thereto to provide an output

signal of one polarity when the contents of said first digi-

tal counter is greater than that of said second digital

counter and of reversed polarity when such condition is

reversed, the output signal <^ said differential operational

amplifier being proportional to the difference in magnitude

of the combined signal pairs.

ccf
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3,098,996
INFORMATION STORAGE ARRANGEMENT

Ernest R. Krctzmcr, New Providence, NJ.,

5. A remainder modulo-n checking system comprising

sources of first and second binary signals representative

of respective first and second decimal numbers, first and

second means coupled respectively to said first and second

sources for producing binary signals representative of

the sum (modulo-n) of the digits of said respective first

and second decimal numbers, third means coupled to said

first and second means for marking one of 2°— 1 output

lines in accordance with the combined output conditions

of said first and second means, absent that combination

associated with simultaneous values of zero (modulo-n),

and a plurality of switching circuits coupled to said third

means for operating on the marking signal produced at

the output thereof in accordance with a selected one of

three arithmetic operations.

to

BcU tclcpbooc Laboratories, Incocporatad, New Yoifc,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed May 28, 1959, Ser. No. 816,451

20 Claims. (CI. 340—173)

2. An arrangement for the storage of binary coded in-

formation comprising first and second pluralities of con-
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ductors arranged in orthogonal relationship so as to define

a plurality of conductor crossovers, an insulating layer

comprising a material having a high dielectric constant

positioned between said first and second pluralities, said

layer comprising capacitive Couplings in first selected

regions thereof and having apertures positioned in second

selected regions thereof, means for positioning said con-

ductors and said capacitive couplings in alignment at pre-

determined ones of said conductor crossovers, means for

applying interrogation signals to selected conductors of

said first plurality, and sensing means connected to con-

ductors of said second plurality for sensing the signals

thereon.

3,098,997
INFORMATION STORAGE ARRANGEMENT

Whithrop J. Means, Summit, NJ., assignor to Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
Filed May 28, 1959, Ser. No. 816,550

15 Claims. (CL 340—173)

magnetic areas comprising an evacuated envelope having

a flat end, said flat end having an outer surface adapted

for contact with a recording card of the type defined and

an inner surface bearing elongated transversely spaced

strips of a crystalline semi-conductive material, an elec-

tron gun located within said envelope at the end thereof

o(^>osite to said flat end and operable to direct a beam
of electrons against said flat end in a direction substan-

tially perpendicular to the plane determined by said

strips, means effective to spread said beam in a transverse

plane so that its fanned-out end may encompass all said

strips in a direction transversely thereof and operable to

sweep said ^)read electron beam over said strips in a di-

rection longitudinally thereof so as to produce individual

voltage impulses across the opposite ends of each strip

as the fanned-out electron beam encounters in said strips

magnetic fields emanating from a recording card held

against the outer surface of said flat end, and means in-

cluding leads extending from the opposite ends of said

strips through said envelope to the outside for utilizing

the ventages devdoped across said strips.

3,098,998

MAGNETIC TRANSDUCER
James T. Smith, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Internaflonal

Business Machines Con»oratlon, New York, N.Y., a

corporatioii of New York
FUed June 30, 1958, Ser. No. 745,533

1 Clahn. (CI. 340—174.1)

A magnetic transducer for recovering information re-

oorded upon a card in the form of magnetic and non-

792 O.O.—«8

3,098,999
VOLTAGE MONITOR SYSTEM

Genung Leland Clapper, Vestal, N.Y., assignor to Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation, New Yorit,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUed Dec. 11, 1958, Ser. No. 779,737

2 Claims. (CI. 340—248)

1. A capacitive storage matrix comprising a plurality

of conducting plates arranged in a parallel configuration,

each of said plates having a jriurality of apertures therein,

the apertures of each plate being aligned with correspond-

ing apertures in the other said plates, and means for

providing capacitive couplings at presdected ones of said

apertures corresponding to the information to be stwod

thereat, said last-mentioned means comprising removable

members of equal length each threading a owrespwiding

group of said apertures.

:i
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1. A system for nwnitoring the voltages jwesent at a

plurality of locations comprising means l<x sampling the

voltages a( the respective locations, a source of reference

potential, means for jH-oducing an error voltage when the

voltage sampled is not substantially equal to said refer-

ence potential, sense amplifier means connected to said

last named means for measuring the magnitude of the

error voluge, said sense amplifier comprising first, second

and third transistor amplifiers, each of said transistor

ami^ifiers having a respective emitter, base and collector

electrode, means connecting the collector electrode of

said first transistor to the base electrode of said second

transistor, means connecting the collector electrode of

said second transistor to the base electrode of said third

transistor, means for supplying the error voltage to the

base electrode of said first transistor, first output means

connected to the collector electrode of said third tran-

sistor, said first, second and third transistors operating as

substantially linear amplifiers in response to an error
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voltage of less than a predetermined magnitude and there-

by producing an output signal at said first output means,

and second output means connected to the emitter elec-

trode of said second transistor, said third transistor being

saturated by an error voltage of a magnitude greater than

said predetermined magnitude and causing an output

signal to be produced at said second output nKans, a

plurality of indicators, each oat of said indicators corre-

sponding to a respective one of said locations, and means

for connecting the indicator corresponding to the loca-

tion whose voltage is being sampled to said first output

means of said amplifier during the time the voltage is

sampled, a respective indicator producing an indication

wiiich represents the location where the sampled voltage

did not substantially equal the reference potential in

response to an output signal at said first output means.

of said clamping circuits receiving the amplified output

of the respective one of said choppers to establish the

peaks of a predetermined polarity of the voltages applied

to all of said clamping circuits at a common potential re-

gardless of the polarities and amplitudes of the voltages

applied to the inputs of said threshold alarm circuit, an

OR circuit, the output of each of said clamping circuits

being connected to a respective input of said OR circuit,

said OR circuit having a diode fcM- each of said input cir-

^:^fj:^}^^
•SB*"'

3,099,0m
SIGNAL MO^aTOR

Joseph E. Dunning, Glen Aubrey, N.Y., asrignor to

Intemational Businesi Machines Corponition, New
York, N.Y., corporation <^ New York

Filed May 20, 1959, Ser. No. 814,566

2 Claims. (CI. 340—248)

cuits, said diodes being conductive to pass voltage to the

output of said OR circuit, any one of said diodes being

conductive in response to the application of voltage great-

er than the peak voltage applied to any other of said

diodes providing said peak vtrftage has polarity opposite

from said predetermined polarity, and indicator means op-

erative in response to the aK>lication of peak voltage from

the output of said OR circuit exceeding a predetermined

value.

ENCODER CIRCUITS
Carl P. SpaokUiv, Stm MwiMt, and Merton Carr Wilaon,

Pasadena, Calif., SHlgMin to Datcx Corporation, Mon>
rorla, Calif., a coruprrtkw of CaUforala

FHmI Feb. 14, 1959, Scr. No. 794J72
11 ClalM. (CL 340-^347)

'^T^
2. In combination, an indicating device, means includ-

ing a manual switch, a delay circuit, and a first semi-

conductor switch for connecting the indicating device to

a source of electrical energy, an additional semiconduc-

tor switch activated by the first semiconductor switch to

apply a feed-back signal thereto, a probe, control means

including a semiconductor switch connected for con-

trolling the first semiconductor in accordance with varia-

tions in a voltage signal from one voltage level, means in-

cluding a voltage divider connecting the probe to said

control means, additional control means including an-

other semiconductor switch connected for controlling said

first semiconductor switch in accordance with variations

in the voltage signal from a different voltage level, and

additional voltage divider means connecting said addi-

tional control means to the probe.

3,099,001

VOLTAGE COMPARATOR THRESHOLD
ALARM cmcurr

Donald M. Syptak, Rkhardaon, Tea., aMignor to CoHlns

Radio Company, Cedar Rapidi, Iowa, a corporatloo of

low
FUcd inly 3, 1961, Scr. No. 121,725

1 Claim. (CI. 340—248)

A threshold alarm circuit responsive to low-level direct-

current voltages irrespective of polarity from a plurality

of input circuits comprising, a chopper, an alternating-

current amplifier, and a clamping circuit connected re-

spectively in seri:s for each of said input circuits, said

input circuits being connected to said respective choppers,

means for operating said choppers in synchronism, each

11. In an encoder, a rotatable shaft mounting a disc

having at least a single continuous track thereon having

a binary characters recorded as conductive and noncon-

ductive segments, sensing means mounted for continu-

ously engaging said disc for sensing the segments thereof

to continuously provide binary coded electrical signals

corresponding thereto, said rotatable shaft being adapted

to be responsive to analog information to drive the shaft

at a rate to cause the sensing means to intermittently en-

gage and disengage any one segnwnt on the disc and

thereby provide electrical signals correspooding to the re-

corded binary characters whereby erroneous signals nrny

be derived from the encoder, switching circuit means hav-

ing two conductive conditions and continuously switch-

aMe therebetween coupled to said sensing means to be

switchably responsive to each change in the binary char-

acter of the signal coupled thereto, said switching circuit

comprising a pair of transistors each having an input, out-

put, and control electrode, impedance means including a

common impedance element for biasing the input-control

electrode circuit of each of said transistors relative to

a reference potential to assure one of said transistors is

in a nonconductive condition while the other is in a con-

ductive conditi<Mi, impedance means coupled between the

output electrode of one of said transistors and the control

electrode of the other of said transistors, individual im-

pedance means coupled to each output electrode and a

point of opposite potential with respect to said reference

potential, a resistance-capadtanoe time delay drcmt cou-
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pled to titt control electrode for said one transistor, an

asymmetrical conductive device connected to the junction

of said resistance-capacitance circuit and to the output

electrode of the other transistor and poled to.bause the

charging and discharging of the capacitor in aotordance

with the conductive and nonconductive condition respec-

tively of said one transistor, another time delay means

having a time delay greater than the time intervals during

which the sensing means is disengaged from the disc and

coupled intermediate said sensing means and the input-

control circuit of said one transistor to thereby transmit

thereto only the electrical signals corresponding to a

sensed conductive or nonconductive segment, the re-

sistance-capacitance time delay circuit coupled to said

one transistor is responsive to the signals derived from

said another delay circuit to maintain the transistors in

their respective conductive conditions for a preselected

interval after they have assumed their respective con-

ductive conditions.

3,099,003
ENCODER CIRCUITS

Carl P. Spanldlng, San Marino, and Merton Carr Wilson,

Pasadena, Calif., asilBann to Datcx Corporation, Mon-
rovia, Calif., a corporatloa of Callfomla

FUcd Feb. 24, 1959, Scr. No. 794,873

4 Claims. (CL 340—347)

n-caet niw mm

1. In an encoder, a rotatable shaft mounting a disc

having at least a continuous single track thereon com-

prising spaced conductive and nonconductive segments

representative of binary coded characters, said rotaUble

shaft is adapted to be responsive to analog information

derived from a revolving shaft, sensing means for con-

tinually engaging said disc to serially sense said segments

and to provide electrical signals representative of Ae
sensed biiuuy characters, and switching nteans having two

conductive conditions coupled to be continuously and

solely responsive to the electrical signals provided by

said sensing means for unambiguously reproducing the

sensed segments as binary coded electrical characters in

terms of the conductive and nonconductive conditions

thereof without regard to the direction o€ rotatioo of

said shaft, said switching means comprising a pair of

transistors each having an emitter, collector and base

electrode, impedance means couiding the c<41ector elec-

trode of one of said transistors with the base dectrode

ol the other transistor, common impedance means con-

nected to the emitter electrodes ol each of said transiS'

tors and a point of reference potential, impedance means

coupled to the base electrode for the transistor and the

point of reference potential, impedance means coujrfed to

the base electrode of said one transistor and a point oi

negative potential relative to said reference potential, and

individual impedance means each separately connected to

the collector electrode of one oi said transistors and the

point of negative potential, and means for ^plying the

electrical signals representative of the sensed Innary

characters from said sensing means in parallel circuit

relationship with the base-emitter circuit of said one tran-

sistor connected to said reference potential whereby said

transistors are alternately rendered conductive and non-

conductive in accordance with the conductive and non-

conductive characteristics cH the sensed binary characters.

3,099,004
ARRANGEMENT FOR SERIES-TRANSMISSION

OF CODED SIGNALS
Hans Hcocr, Wilhclmshaven, Germany, assignor to

Obnmpia Werfcc AG, Wilhelmshaven, Germany
Filed May 29, 1959, Ser. No. 816,871

Claims priority, appUcatioa Germany Oct. 23, 1958
11 Claims. (CL 340—347)

,
kUkk il K)>IMVV ii)>VM ii. •

1. An information output arrangement for delivering

the output of an information handling system simultane-

ously in different forms including different forms of a

chosen multi-order code, comprising, in combination,

(a) means for supplying electric energy;

{b) information transfer means for making available

multi-order digital information having a plurality of

control pulse input means respectively associated with

different order positions of said multi-order digital

information, and a plurality of pulse ou^ut means

respectively associated with different digital values,

said transfer means releasing an output pulse rep-

resenting a digital value upon {q;>plicatioD of a

control puise;

(c) electrical coding means connected with said out-

put means for translating output pulses represent-

ing digital values released from said transfer means

into output signals representing such digital values

in terms of a multi-order code and having a plu-

rality of ou^ut means for delivering said output

signals as a group of code pulses in parallel;

(d) first stepwise operable selector switch means con-

nected with said output means of said coding means
and having an output terminal for delivering dur-

ing each cycle of operation thereof said ou^ut

signals as a coded sequence of pulses in terms of

said multi-order code;

{e) second stepwise operable selector switch means

connected between said means for supplying elec-

tric energy and said control pulse input means of
,

said information transfer means for applying se-
|

quentially during each of its cycles of operation

a control pulse to each of said control pulse input

means; and

(/) drive means for operating said first and second

selector switch means in such a manner that said

first selector switch meaiu carries out at least one

complete cycle of operation while said second se-

lector switch means applies one of said control

pulses to said information transfer means,

whereby with consecutive steps.- of said second se-

lector switch means output pulses representing digi-

tal values are released in the sequence of their re-
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spective order positions from said transfer means,
translated by said coding means into output signals

in terms of the multi-order code and these output
signals are delivered simultaneously in parallel and
m series.

3,099,005
STABILIZED TRACKING SYSTEM

Edwin Allen Goldberg, Princeton Junction, NJ^ aaricnor
to Radio Corporation of America, a corponitloo of Del-
aware

FUcd Oct 1, 1957, Scr. No. 6M,805
6 Claims. (CI. 343—7)

1. In a servo-system, of the type adapted to be mount-
ed on a support which is capable of motion with respect

to a reference plane, in combination, a first sensing means
producing an error signal in response to the departure

of an object, the position of which is be4ig sensed, from
a predetermined relationship between said object and
said first sensing means, drive means responsive to said

error signal and driving said first sensing means in a
sense to reduce said error signal, and an open loop sta-

bilization circuit comprising a second sensing means for

sensing the rate of said motion and producing an output
which is proportional thereto, and means for applying

said output to said drive means.

3,099,006
NAVIGATION SYSTEM

Louis A. De Rosa, Upper Montclair, NJ., assignor to

International Telephone aqd Telegraph Corporation,
Nutlcy, NJ., a corporation df Maryland

FUed Mar. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 12^90
16 Claims. (CI. 343—106)

I 2^ I '^_r
j>

1. An omnirange transmitter system comprising means
to transmit sequentially rotating electro-magnetic radiation

patterns at a fundamental frequency and at least one
other frequency which is a harmonic of said fundamental
frequency, and a source of signals coupled to said trans-

mitting means whereby each of said radiations contains

reference phase signals and variable phase signals.

3,099,007
AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE CONTROL SIGNAL

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
Richani L. Kittrcll, Ccdw RapMs, Iowa, assignor to

Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a corpo-
ratton of Iowa

Fiiad Nbr. 8, 1961, Ser. No. l)l,095
11 Claims. (CL 343—107)

, \ —I*, i^

SSSOK.

f AM

1 . An aircraft guidance control signal development sys-

tem comprising a source of radio deviation signals indica-
tive of aircraft displacement from a selected radio-defined
course, means for developing a heading error signal pro-
portional to the difference between the magnetic heading
of said aircraft and said selected radio-defined course,
signal mixing means receiving said radio deviation signal

and said beading error signal, crosswind compensation
means receiving said heading error signal, said crosswind
compensating including signal integrating and inverting
means, the output from said crosswind compensating
means being connectible to said mixing means, said mix-
ing means developing from the inputs thereto a composite
command signal, first switching means signal sensing
means comprising a threshold sensitive amplifier receiving
said radio deviation signal and said composite command
signal and being adapted in response to input signals

thereto beneath a predetermined magnitude to deactivate
said first switching means, timing means including sec-

ond switching means, control means for said timing means
connected to and operative in response to said first switch-
ing means being deactivated to deactivate said second
switching means a predetermined time thereafter, said

second switching means being operably connected to the
output from said crosswind compensating means to effect

connection between said crosswind compensating means
and said mixing means upon being deactivated.

3,099.008
SYSTEM OF CONTINUOUS RADIOLOCATION

FOR AfRCRAFF
Manuel Castro Fcraindci, Madrid, Spafai, aarignor of fifty

percent to Carlos C. Gocti, UsboB, Poitngal
Filed Mar. 1, 1957. Scr. No. 643,374

Claims priority, appUcalfam Spate Apr. 10, 1956
20 Claims. (CL 343—111)

20. In a navigation system for projecting light-beams
on a screen from a plurality of projectors, each- of said

beams representing bearing lines from a respective ground
station to craft to obtain craft positions at beam inter-

sections, including the steps of feeding a directional angle
value involving « line component from a ground station

to craft into a projector control servomechanism, feed-
ing corrective angular values with respect to said direc-
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tion angle value into a corrector servomechanism, con-

necting said servomechanisms itx angular summation at

the control servomechanism, and mechanically trans-

ferring said summation from the control servomechanism

to the projector for corresponding angular rotation

thereof.

3,099,009
AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER SYSTEM

Edwin M. Stryker, Jr., Marion, Iowa, assignor tp CoDlns

Radio Company, Cedar Rj^ids, Iowa, a corporation of

Iowa
FUed Feb. 5, 1960, Scr. No. 6,949

6 Claims. (Q. 343—119)

»
oo.Jo-y^.c..;^.}..p^

1. A direction finding receiving system, comprising: a

non-directional antenna element; first receiving means

connected to said non-directional antenna element; a non-

rotatable direction sensing antenna element having a plu-

rality of windings, the axes of which have non-parallel

horizontal components; second receiving means providing

a plurality of current paths connected to the windings of

said non-rotatable antenna element; variable tuning means
connected with said first and second receiving means for

selecting an incoming signal of the same frequency from
both said antennas; a v<Aot assembly ctmnected with said

non-directional antenna element through said first re-

ceiving means; a stator assembly adjac^it to said rotor

assembly and having a jrfurality of windings correspond-

ing in number and angular disposition to the windings

of said non-rotataUe antenna element; said stator wind-

ings being connected to the windings oi said non-rotatable

anteima element through the paths of said second receiv-

ing means to ihenhy cause said rotcM* assembly to as-

sume a position with respect to said stator assembly de-

termined by the direction of said selected incoming sig-

nal coupled to the stator assembly from said direction

sensing antenna element; and display means umnected
with said rotM- assembly to automatically indicate the

direction of the (»igin of said selected signal.

3,099,010
HIGH-Q LOADING COIL HAVING PLURAL INTER-
LEAVED PARALLELED WINDINGS IN COMBI-
NATION WITH AXIAL ANTENNA

John Taylor, Columbia, S.C., assignor to Columbia
Products Company, Columbia, S.C., a corporatioa of

South Carolina
FUcd Feb. 19, 1960, Scr. No. 9,792

5 Clahns. (CL 343—749)

4. A unitary dipole antomk having an integrally

formed high Q loading coil therein disposed in coaxial

relation with said antenna at an intermediate portion

along its length, said coil comprised of a plurality of con-

ductors interwound in the same plane about a common
core with said antenna and disposed at axially spaced po-

sitions along said antenna, ccmductive means at each end

of said coil and electrically interconnected with the re-

spective ends of said conductors at symmetrically spaced

points on said conductive means, an antenna conductor

disposed longitudinally in said antenna and connected at

its inner end to one of said conductive means, and means

for operatively connecting the other conductive means

to radio apparatus.
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195,713
COIN OPERATED LIQUOR DISPENSER

George W. Bayen, Ir^ 2314 Champa St^ Denver, Colo.

Filed June 11, 1962, Scr. No. 70,520

Term of patent 14 yeari
(CI. D2—3)

195,716
SLIPPER

Florence B. Zacks, Colomlms, Ohio, aarignor to R. G.
Barry Corporatioaf Cohunbitt, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
FUed July 9, 1962, Scr. No. 70,852

Term of patent 14 yean
(a. D7—7)

tmao Pi
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195,726
HAT RACK CABINET

David Harper, 2122 Webster Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed May 18, 1962, Ser. No. 70,197
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D33—19)

195,730
DRINK STIRRER

Jerold P. Drucker, North Hollywood, Calif., aadgnor to

Zoo-Piks, North Hollywood, Calif., a partnership
Filed Feb. 6, 1963, Ser. No. 73,462

Term of patent 14 years

(a. D44—29)

—rflaSi^

195,727
SHOE FOR OPENING A FURROW IN SEED

PLANTING IMPLEMENTS
Donald E. Williams, Garden City, Kans., assignor to

Acra-Plant, Inc., Newton, Kans., a corporation of
Kansas I

Filed Dec. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 72,954
Term ojf patent 14 years

(CL D3S—2)
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195,733
TAPE RULE

Neil G. Kane, Santa Fc brings, Calif., assignor to H. K.
Porter Company (Delaware), Danville, Va., a corpora-
tion of Delaware

FUed Nov. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 72,482

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D52—1)

195,736
WRENCH SOCKET FOR VALVES AND THE LIKE

Julian W. McManns, 3733 Delmas Terrace,
Los Angeles, Calif.

FUed Mar. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 69,455
Term of patent 14 years

(O. D54—16)

195,731
COMBINED LIGHTER AND CIGARETTE

PACKAGE HOLDER
Erwin Thomas Steppan, 1705 Dc Lacon Ave.,

Duvemay, Quebec, Canada
Ffled June 25, 1962, Ser. No. 70,664

Term <^ patent 14 years
(CL D48—27)

195 728
MIXING BfPELLER

Lawrence I. Freedman and John W. Tone, WUmington,
Del., assignors to Ronson Corporation, Woodbridge,
NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Mar. 21, 1962, Ser. No. 69,365
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44—1)

195,732
COMBINED LIGHTER AND CIGARETTE

PACKAGE HOLDER
Erwin Thomas Steppan, 1705 De Lucon Ave.,

Duvemay, Quebec, Canada
FUed July 11, 1962, Ser. No. 70,871

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D4«—27)

195,729
REPLACEMENT SPOUT FOR TEAPOTS

OR THE LIKE
Margaret C. Brinkman, 320 E. King St., Chardon, Ohio

Filed July 18, 1961, Ser. No. 65,965
Term of patent 3Vi yean

(CI. D44—26)

-V-)

195,734
PILL DISPENSER

Raymond Beaumann, Les Bois, Switzeriand, assignor to

Ebauches S.A., Neuchatel, Switzerland

FUed Nov. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 62,875
Cbdms priority, appUcatioa Switzeriaod May 27, 1960

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D51—2)

195,737
NAIL CLIPPER MERCHANDISING DISPLAY

PACKAGE
Henry W. Bassett, Sooth Britafai, Conn. (7e> The W. E.

Bassett Company, Roosevelt Drive, Derby, Conn.)
Filed Dec. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 63,292

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D58—2)

195,735
DRILL PRESS

Rutherford B. Snyder, Jr., Bradford Woods, Pa., assignor

to Rockwell Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

a corporation of Pennsylvania
FUed Oct 17, 1962, Ser. No. 72,160

Term of patcirt 14 years
(CL D54—14)

J
^z-

195,738
BOTTLE

WUUam P. Grasty, Zion, 01^ assignor to Abbott Labora-
tories, North Chicago, Dl., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Nov. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 72,597
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—6)

/;-^ ',----

792 O.G.—69
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195,739
BOTTLE

George W. WortUngton, Castro Valley, Calif., anignor to
Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio, a corpo-
ration of Ohio

Filed Mar. 4, 1963, Scr. No. 73,792
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—8)

195,742
PACKAGING CUP FOR FOOD PRODUCTS

OR THE LIKE
Howard H. Kolow, Bcrea, CNHo, assigiior to Wilson

Plastics, Inc., Sandnsky, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUcd Mar. 26, 1962, Sw. No. 69,417

Term of patent 3Vi yean
(CI. D58—17)

^n

195,740
PACKAGING CUP FOR FOOD PRODUCTS

OR THE LIKE
Howard H. Kulow, Berea, Ohio, assignor to WUson Plas-

tics, Inc., Sandusky, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed Mar. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 69,415

Term of patent 3Vi yean
(CI. D58—17)

195,743
PACKAGING CUP FOR FOOD PRODUCTS

OR THE LIKE
Howard H. Knkm, Bcrca, Olilo, itgBiii to Wilson

Plastics, Incn Sandusky, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Mar. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 69,421

Term of patent 3V6 years
(CL D5t—17)

^a
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195,751
GARMENT HANGER SUPPORT

Richard T. Kennedy, Oaklawn, and Richard S. Utham,
Chicago, ni., aasignora to Ekco Products Company,
Chicago, m., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Oct 8, 1962, Ser. No. 72,030
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D80—8)

195,753
MERCHANDISE DISPLAY FIXTURE

Nathan Groshcr, Van Nnyi, Califs anignor to
Pea Co., Inc., CnlTcr City, Calif.

Filed Apr. 17, 1M2, Scr. No. <9,748
Term of patent 14 y<

(CI. DS^^lf)

Lfaidy

%

^•

(%

^

195,754
TOASTER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Paul O. Rawson, Jr., Tmmball, and Theodore G. Daher,
Stratford, Conn., aadgnon to General Electric Com-
pmnj, a corporation of New York

FUed Jan. 7, 1963, Ser. No. 73,072
Term of patent 14 ycart

(a. D81—10)

1}

195,752
COMBINED DISPLAY AND MERCHANDISING

RACK FOR PACKAGED GOODS
Stephen Belejack, 716 Columbus Ave., Boston 20, Mass.

FUed Not. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 62,726
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D80—9)

195,755
MOTOR SCOOTER CAB OR THE LIKE

Hal D. StribUng, 149 17th St NE^ Atlanta, Ga.
FUed Dec. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 72,937

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D90—8)

/T--"

^

LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 23rd DAY OF JULY, 1963

NOTE.—Arranged In accordance with the tlrst significant character or word of the name (In accordance with city and
tPlei>hone directory practice )

.

AMI' Inc. : Ser—
Handel, (ieorge J.. Jr. Re. 2r»,42.{

Bright, Robert H. : See—
Vanghan, James R., and Hrlglit. Re. L'r),4-l».

Carlo, (.'larence 10. to Dubuque Products, Inc. Coliable par-
tition. Re. 2."). 421' --2;i-«;V CI. KSO— 2.1.

Doerfner. William II., to (General Motors Corp. Hall nut
screw assembly. Re. 24,526. 7-2;i-<i3, CI. 74-459.

Dubuque Products. Inc. : See— '

Carlo Clarence K. Re. 2."),422.
Electrical Musical Industries Ltd. : .S'rc-

Vaughan, James R. M., and Bright. Re. 25 420.
Evans. Tyndall I>. Automatic electric n)op. Re. 25,419.

7-23-(i3. CI. IT)—99.
General Motors Corp. : See—

-

Doerfner. William H. Re. 24,526.

Handel. George J.. Jr.. to AMP Inc.
construction. Re. 2."), 423. 7-23-()3, CI. 1-

Hvani. Hjalmar. Toe holding device for skis. Re. 25.425,
7-23-413. CI. 280 ll.:{5.

Metalwash Maclilnerv Co.: See-
.Nolte. Rot)ert K.' He. 2.'>421.

\olte. Robert K. to Metalwash Machinery Co. Article wash-
ing machine. R»-. 2.">,421. 7-2:i-«i3, CI. 134—fiO

Toulmin, Harry A., Jr., to I'nion Carbide Corp.
metal production and continuous gas plating.
7-23-(!3, CI. 29—417.

Cnion Carbide Corp. : Srr
Toulmin. Harry A.. Jr. Re. 25,424.

Vaughan James R. M., and R. H. Bright, to Electrical Musi-
cal Industries Ltd. Magnetrons. Re. 25,420, 7-23-«3, CI.

315—39.67.

Terminal applicator
177.

Continuous
Re, 25,424,

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
Abbott Laboratories : Sec—

Grasty, William P. 195,738.
Acra-Plant. Inc. : Sec—

William.s. Donald E. 195,727.
Amerock Corp. : Sec—

Leubner. Courtney A. 195.720.
Anderson Bruce W. Reflective hand

195.749. 7-23-03. CI. D72— 1.

Banck. William H. Family altar.

D2y— 23.
Barry. R. G., Corp. : See—

Zacks Fl(>renc»' B 195.716.
Bassett, Henry W. Nail clipper merchandising display pack-

age. 195,7.i7, 7-2:{-(i3. CI. 1)58—2.

Bayers, George W., Jr. Coin operated liquor dispenser.

195.713. 7-23-63. CI. D2—3.

Pill dispenser. 195.-

signal for pedestrians.

195,723, 7-23-63, CL

merchandising
CI. D80—9.

for teapots or

Con-
-23^3. CI.

Bar valve, or

Beaumann Raymond, to Ebauches S.A.
734. 7-2.3-03, CI. D52— 2.

Belejack, Stephen. Combined display and
rack for packaged goods. 195.752, 7-23-63

Brinkman. Jiargaret C. Replacement spout
the like. 195.729, 7-23-63. CI. D44— 20.

Brunswick Corp. : Sec
Chapman. Dave and Yaniaaakl. 195.725.

Chapman, Dave, and K. Vamasakl, to BrunswickCorp
vertible chair-desk or the like. 195.725.
D33— 11.

Cornelius Co., The : See—
Cornelius, Richard T. 195.714.

Cornelius, Richard T.. to The Cornelius Co.
similar article. 195.714. 7-23-63. CI. D2—3.

Daher. Theodore ('•.
: See—

Rawson. Paul O.. Jr. 195,754.
Drucker. Jerold P., to Zoo-Plks.

7-23-03. CI. D44—29
Eastman Kodak Co. : See—

Nerwln. Hubert. 195.746.
Ebauches S A. : See—

Beaumann. Raymond. 195,734.
Ekco Products Co. : See—

Kennedy. Richard T., and Latham.
Elect r()lu.\ Corp. : See—

Johanson. Ralph A. W. 195,717.
, ,

Forney Edgar W., Jr., and R. S. Hogendobler. Electrical

connector. 195,722. 7-23-63, CI. D20- 1.

Freedman Lawrence I., and J. W. Tone, to Ronson Corp.

.Mixing Impeller. 195,728, 7-23-63, CI. D44— 1.

(Jeneral Electric Co. : See—
RawBon Paul ()., Jr.. and Daher. 195,754.

<;ra8ty William P., to Abbott Laboratories. Bottle. 195.738,
7-23-63. CI. D58—6.

(Jrosher, Nathan, to Lindy Pen Co., Inc. .Merchandise

play fixture. 195,753, 7-23-«3. CI. D80— 10.

Harper David. Hat rack cabinet. 195,726
1)33—19.

Hogendobler. Richard S. : See—
Forney, Edgar W., Jr. 195,722.

Hoover Co., The : See—
Musichuk, Alexander B. 195,719

Johanson, Ralph A. W., to Electrolux Cor
or similar article. 195 717, 7-23-03. CI

Drink stirrer. 195,730,

195,751.

dls-

7-23-63, CI.

%- Rug
-2.

washer

Kane Nell G.. to H. K. Porter Co. (Delaware). Tape rule.

195.733. 7-23-03. CI. D52—1.

Kennedy, Richard T., and R. S. Latham, to Ekco Products

Co. Garment hanger support. 195,751. 7-23-63. CI.

D80—8.

Kulow, Howard H.. to Wilson
for food products or the

D58— 17.

Kulow, Howard H.. to Wilson Plastics

for food products or the

D58— 17.

Kulow, Howard H., to Wilson
for food products or the
D58—17.

Plastics. Inc. Packaging cup
like. 195.740. 7-23-63, CI.

like.

Inc. Packaging cup
195,741. 7-23-63, CI.

Plastics, Inc. Packaging
like. 195,742, 7-23-63,

cup
cf

Suction cleaner.

Film magazine.

7-23-03, CI

Kulow, Howard H., to Wilson Plastics. Inc. Packaging cup
for food products or the like. 195,743, 7-23-63, CI.

D58— 17.
Kulow, Howard H., to Wilson Plastics, Inc. Packaging cup

for food products or the like. 195,744. 7-23-03, CI.

D58— 17.
Kulow, Howard H.. to Wilson Plastics. Inc. Packaging cup

for food products or the like. 195,745, 7-23-63. CI.

1)58—17.
Latham, Richard S. : See—

Kennedy, Richard T. 195,751.
Leonard, Lloyd H. : Sec—

.Maddux, Duane C. 195.718.
Leubner, Courtney A., to Amerock Corp. Door handle. 195,-

720. 7-2.V63, CI. DIO— 8.

Lindy Pen Co. Inc. : See—^
Grosher. .Nathan. 195,753.

Lorenz, Ernest T., to Red Jacket Mfg Co Pump. 195.748.
7 23-03. CI. D05— 1.

Maddux, Duane C and L. H. Leonard. .Machine for cleaning
shoes. 195 718. 7-23-<i3. CI. 1)9—2.

.McElroy. David C. Fishing rod handle. 195,724. 7-23-63,
CI. D31—4.

McManus, Julian W. Wrench socket for valves and the like.

195.736 7-23-C.3, CI. 1)54 16. *

Montblanc-Simplo (i.m.b.H. : See—
Rosier. Ernst, and Kressel. 195.750.

.Musichuk, Alexander B., to The Hoover Co
195,719. 7-2,3-()3. CI. D9—2.

Xerwln Hubert, to Eastman Kodak Co.
195,740, 7-23-63, CI. 1)61—1.

Owens-Illinois Glass Co. ; See—
Worthington, George W. 195,739.

Porter, H. K., Co. (Delaware) : See-
Kane, Neil G. 195,733.

Qulnn. Francis K. Dump trailer. 195,721,

Rawson, Paul O.. Jr.. and T. G. Daher to General Electric
Co. Toaster or similar article. 195.754. 7-23-63. CI.

D81— 10.
Red Jacket Mfg. Co. : Sec

Lorenz, Ernest T. 195,748.
Rockwell Mfg. Co. : .sec

—

Snyder Rutherford B., Jr. 195,735.
Ronson Corp. : See—

Freedman, Lawrence I., and Tone. 195.728.
RSsler Ernst and K. Kressel, to Montblanc Simplo G.m.b.H.

Fountain pen. 195,750. 7-23-03. CI. 1)74—17.
Schell John H. Twist heel. 195,715, 7-23-03, CI. D7— >.

Snvder Rutherford B., Jr., to Rockwell .Mfg. Co. Drill press.

i 95,735. 7-23-03, CI. D54—14.

Steppan Erwin T. Combined lighter and cigarette package
holder. 195.731. 7-23-0.5 (T. 1)48—27.

Steppan. Erwin T. Combined lighter and cigarette package
holder. 195,732. 7-2:{-63. CI. 1)48—27.

Stolarz Edward M.. to Walton Laboratories, Inc. Humidifier.

195 747, 7-23-63, CI. D02—4.

Stribilng Hal D. Motor scooter cab or the like. 195,75.j,

7-23-63, CI. D90—8.

Tone. John W. : See—
Freedman. Lawrence I. 195.728.

Walton Laboratories. Inc. : See—
Stalarz. Edward M. 195 747.

Williams. Donald E., to Acra-Plant, Inc

a furrow in seed planting Implements.
CI. D3.5—2.

Wilson Plastics, Inc. : See—
Kulow, Howard H 195,740-45.

Worthington, George W., to Owens-Illinois Glass Co
195,739, 7-23-63, CI. D58—8.

Yamasaki. Kim : See—
Chanman. Dave. 195,725. ,,.,,^

Zacks, Florence B.. to R. G. Barry Corp. Slipper. 195,716,
7-23-03, CI. D7— 7.

Zoo-Piks : See— »

Drucker, Jerold P. 195,730.

Shoe for opening
195,727, 7-23-63,

Bottle.
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tflephone (liri-ttory pructii» ).

Schwalm, and rilniau.

AMI' liir. ; Ste
I».inlpr, Henry \V. 3.05(8. 1'8».
Kalnkf, Freilprlik \\ ., Jr..

3.()08.5yt>.
Z«'ll, Hal.' K., an<l Ziiiiinprnian. .'<,Oy8,517.

Abbvrly. NiclKiUiM H. Clipboard. 3,0»8,tiei, 7-23-03. CI.
J«i 44.

Abboti KaburatorieH : See—
U.-isreii, Frt^d J. 3,(»S>H,749.

Abllil, Ui)bfi t N.. to rnitfd Aircraft Corp, Itockt-t t'ugluH
prup.Miaiit fci-dluK aiitl iiiiUiol systeiii, 3.098.353, 7-23-H3.
t'l. tio 30 (i.

Afoii.>; 1 on Corp.; Str
Culdweli, Stcplu-n A.. Jr. 3.098.3(t7.

Adl»T. lltTuian (J , lo Coutinemal Motors Corp. Sp*ed re-
KpoiiHiv.' .-wlnh. 3.(m8..594. 7-i:3-(!3. CI. 73-551.

At-rojft GciuTul I'orp. ; .s< e
Hairy, John 1',, and Sihneidcrnian. 3.098.350.
Fraiikel, Milton IS., and Klajjer. 3.098.873.
Higgiuh, lloaKe M., and G.ugwer. 3,098.301.

Ahlborg, Nils K. G., and K. N. Cederqulst. to Stora Kuppar-
b<rgsi iJergsiaKs Akueboiag. Alkali and suUite recovfry.
3,(198.710. 7 J3-ti3. CI L'3 — 129.

Air Kt'ihu'tlou Co.. Inc. : Sie
Dfuuis, Wolcott. 3,098,732.

Aircraft Uadlo Corp. ; ^'<c
King, I'aiil U., Jr. 3,098.961.

Aitken, Kobfrt \V. ; See
Whit.-. I'eter T., and Altken. 3.098.829.

Alamance ludii.^iries. Inc. : .S'ce-

MtU'ri, Cliarlie A. 3,098.368.
Albemarle Taper M?g. Co. : tiet—

Kidrid(;e, John \\ ., and ((utteraon. 3,098,846.
Al<lrid>;e, Clyde I..: Si'C

Cull, .Neville I... and Aldrldgf. 3,098,84.").
Allen. George, and D. M. V'eultton, to Matthew Hall & Co.

Ltd. Sprinkler alarm valve. 3,098,527, 7-23-63, CI.
169-19.

AlliH CbaliiieiB Mfg. Co. : See—
Baguall, Larry (). 3,098.509.
Schick. Frederick A , and Schwab. 3,098.549.
Schwab, Charleti L. 3.U98.5oU.

Aluminum Co of America : Sie—
Anderson. William A. 3.098.724.

Amalgamated Curacao Patents Co. N.V. : See—
Beer. Heurl B. 3,098.802.

Amchem Products. Inc. : See
ThirHk, James H. 3.098,775.

Amerinin Air Filler Co., Inc. : See—
Baker Forrest G. 3.098,ti03.
BaUHtiaii. Gordon N. 3.098. 637.
Greene, Karnest J , and .MlUman. 3.098.731.

r Co., Inc. : See ~ -

3.098.262.
American Hiltrlte Itubbi

Wlsotzky, Reuben.
Amer<'an Can Co, : Sei

Schulz. Charles M.
American Cvanarald Co

Ball, Edwin I

Divine, Ralph

3,098,653.

3,098,552.
See

and Vifuccl. 3,098,696.
iph II. 3.098,866.

Lutrinj.'er. Lionel B. 3,098,843.
Amei.'ic.'in Iiesk .MfK. Co : See

U illlams, Herbert E. 3,098.677.
American Flange & Mfg. Co. Inc. : See—

Wheaton. Tierbert F. 3,098.579.
American Machine & Foundry Co. : See—

Gross. ii4orge A.. McKean. and Zetters.
Martin, Harold W. 3.098.655.

.\merl( an Meter Co., Inc. : See
Scliw.Tter. Robert 3.098.499.

American Smeltinj: and Ketining Co. : See—
Baler, Hichard. :».098.269.

Amei iciin Snint Gobain Corp. : See—
<;iynn, Theodore \V. 3,098,698.

.\merican Speefillght Corp. :

' .SVf- -

Flleder. Robert A 3.098.947.
Americiin Sugar Refining Co.. The : See—

Itush, Freein.iii. 3.098.767.
Am[>henol Morg Klectrnnics Corp. : See .

Kolilhag.n. Walter, and BurghofT. 3,098.681. '

.Viimiidsiiii. Thiiina.s .M., and M. A. Sandgren, to United StateH
of .\merlr.i, .\iivv. Weapon recovery system. .3,098.441.
7 23-63, CI. 102 -13

Anaconda Ahiininiim Co. : See
Krause. James .V. 3.098,780.

.\iicli">r lliicking (il.if-s Corp. : Sie
, and KIdwell.
, and Kidwell.
L Homeo, and

.Method for
mlviures of oxygen and

CI. 23 -159

See
Andersen, and Jepson.

Fouse. Frederi<k Z
Foiise. Frederick Z.

.\n(li'r<^eii. Holger C
, I'.

hard Itid ist ries. Itw
o.v.vjren from i;a>eiius

3. 098. 712. 7 23 63,

.And'Tseii, Robert I)

Ludvik J.

•rseii,

Kocl.

.H.098..'i«4.

3,09M.56.'i.

W. J. Green, to Engel
Relective removal of

nitric oxide.

3,098,918.

U

Anderson, Donald C, M. B. Lucas, and H. N. Watrous, to
The Procter & (iamble Co. Tear tape for thermoplastic
packaging materials. 3,098,601, 7-23-63, CI. 229— 51.

.Mider.v.n, FumI .\ , to Cherry Electrical Product s Corp. Snap
a.tlon switch.- 3,098,903, 7-23-63, CI. 200— 67.

And<rsou, Fred N., to Cuerry Electrical Products Corp. Snap
action switch. 3,098,904, 7-23-63, CI. 20O— 67.

Anderson. Fred N., to Cherry Electrical Products Corp Snap
action switch. 3,098,905. 7-23-63, CI. 200—67.

Andeison, ll.ihert K., Jr., to PblllipB Petroleum Co. Com-
l)o.site iirojiell.ints containing a carbon-alkali metal burn-
ing rate catalyst. 3.098,777, 7-23-63, CI. 149- 19.

AndeiBon, Herbert R.. Jr.. to Phillips Petroleum Co. Pti.

In polymericmotion of high energy radiation effects
materials. 3.09.S.808. 7-23-63. CI. 204— 162.

Anderson, James A.. J. A. Aab, and 8. S. Bushnell, Jr.. to
Breneman-Hartshoru. Inc. Bearing for window shade
roller. 3,098.286. 7 23-63, CI. 29—149.5.

Anderson. Richard P.. to i n.ted States of America, Navy.
Electric angle checking gage. 3,098,305, 7-23-63, Cl. 33—
174

Aiiiieisoii. Williuni A., to Aluminum Co. of America. Alu-
minous metal article. 3.0y8.724. 7-23-63. Cl. 29— 195.

Api)leto.i, .Norman J., to tieneral Precision Inc. Barometric
pressure transducer, 3,098,388. 7-23-03. Cl. 73-384.

Appleton Wire Works Corp. : See
Clark, Herbert H. 3,098.735.

Applied Pliyslcs Corp. : see—
Cary, Henrv H. 3,098,408.

Archer-Daniels Midland Co. : See—
Jerabek. Robert D. 3,098,834.

Armbruster. John A., and R. N. Woodcock, to Joaam Mfg.
Co. Wall hung fixture carrier combination with a devUv
facilitating wall finishing. 3.098.242, 7-23-63, Cl. 4—252.

Armitage. John B.. R. I»es«auer, and A. M. Hvson, to E. 1.

(lu Pont de .Nemours and Co. Stabilized polyoleflna. 3,008.
842. 7-23-63, Cl. 260 15.95.

.Vrmour & Co. : See—
Baarson, Robert E.. Treweek, Jonaltia. and Bay. 3,098,-

817.
.\rmstrong Cork Co. : See—

Bechtold. Donald C, and SUnley. 3,098,432.
Bezuian. Irving 1. 3.098.871.
Hornberger. Clarence L. 3.098.436.
Hornberger Clareucv L.. and Stanley. 3.098.433.

.\rnold, .Melvlii R., to Cliemetroii Corp. Selective hydrogena-
tlon procedure and catalyst therefor. 3,098,882, 7-23-63,
Cl. 260^—67".

.Vrouson. Tlieodore F. : See—
Lyon. Hoyd A., and Aronson. 3,098,405.

Aseptic Tiiermo Indicator Co. : See—
Huyck, Wlllard M., and Romlto. 3.098,751.

.Vsh, Jacob A. : See—
Anderson, James .\.. Ash. and Bushnell. 3.098.286

Ashley. James R.. and C. M. Veronda, to Sperry Rand Corp.
Depressed potential operation of electron beam tubes.
3,008,979. ; 23-63. Cl. 330—44.

.\ssociateil Electrical Industries Ltd. : See—
Elxlon. Denis K. 3.098,293.

Astra Apotekarnes Kemlska hVibriker Aktiebolaget :

Wlkander. Krlk L., and Dahllnder. 3.098.481.
Ateliers de Constructions Electriques de Charlerol

:

l>elguste. Paul. 3,098,891.
Auradynamics, Inc. : See—

Jackson, Calvin D. 3.098,445.
.Vustel. Fritz : See

Ramseler. Paul, and Austel. 3,098.34 4.

-Vutomatic Electric Laboratories. Inc. : see -

Bracken, Lawrence H.. and Watson. 3,098,900.
Llcata. Leonard. 3.098,899.

.\yer, Williuni H., and R. W. Joslln. to The SippicHn Corp.
Weldable circuit cards. 3,098,951, 7-23-63, CI. 317-101.

.Vziende Coiorl Nazlonall AlHnl Acna S.p.A. : See
Gaefanl. Ermanno. 3.098,847.

Baarson. Robert K.. H. B. Treweek. C. W. JonaltU, and C L.
Kay. to Armour ft Co. Phosphate ore flotation procesa.
3,098.817. 7-23-63. <"1. 209- 166.C J. A. Campbell, and R. L. Pederson. to

Co. 3-eimnilne derivatives of 2a-methyl-ria-
3.098 8.-)0. 7-23-63. Cl. 260— 239.5
W. F. nvek. an<l R. A. Heyden. to Western

Inc. Tool for winding wlrea onto terminals.
i3-63, (1. 242—7.

O. to AlllsChalmers

See-

See-

Babcock, John
The I pjohn
androatanes.

Bach. Jacob C.
EUH-trIc Co..
3.098.615. 7-

Bagnall. Larry Mfg. Cl
support for thermally
63. <1. 13»— 114.

Radial ex
pansion compensating
body. 3.098..')()9. 7-23

Baler Richard, to American Smelting and Refining Co
for continuous casting. 3.098,269. 7-23-63, Cl. 22

Biilley, Thomas S . Jr : See -

Daman. Arthur C, and lialley. 3,098,818.
Baker. Alfred L.. Jr.. to Sun Oil Co. Method of storing
petroleum oil. 3,098,702. 7-23-63. Cl. 21—60,5.

expansible

Mold
57.2.

*'
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Baker, Forrest O.. to Amedican Air Filter Co., Inc. Centrifu-
gal fan housings. 3,098,603. 7-23-63. Cl. 230—133.

Bs^er I'erklns inc. : See—
Stram, < George H. 3,098.610.

Baldwin. Ronald C. to Ingersoll-Rand Co. Method of mak-
ing holes in the earth. 3.098 641, 7-23-63. CI. 262—1.

Ball. Edwin L., and J. C. Vltuccl, to American Cyanamid Co.
Manufacture of sterile surgical suture collagen. 3,098.696,
7-23-63, Cl. 18—54.

Ball, Thomas M., to Chrysler Corp. Return flow carburetor.

3,098,885, 7-23-63, CL 261—3(5.
Bally. AdrianuR P.. to Shell Oil Co. Process for removing

carbonyl sulfide from petroleum gases. 3.098,705. 7-23-63.
Cl. 23—3.

Barasch. Hans P.. to Republic .\vlatlon Corp. Photosensitive
electronic tracking head. 3,098,933, 7-23-63. Cl. 250—203.

Barber-Colman Co. : See—
Paulson, William A. 3,098.919.

Barnby. Herbert A., and 8. M. Edwards, to Owens-Illinois
Glass Co. Method of closing glass containers. 3,098,334,
7-23-63, n. 53—42.

Barnes. Gerald L. : See—
Poolev. Robert W.. and Barnes. 3.098.832.

Barry, John P.. and H. Schneldernian. to Aerojet-General
Corp. Method of propulsion employing catalyzed nltro-

alkane-alkylene oxide composition. 3,098.350. 7-23-63, Cl.

60—3.-1.4.
Barsel. Norman, to <Tiem Research Co. 7 halogenated adreno-
chrome derivatives. 3.098.858. 7-23-63 Cl. 260- 295.

Barth. Harry J., and P. T. Gay. to International Latex Corp.
Coated rubber articles and method of producing same.
3.098.755. 7-23-63. Cl. 117—33.

Bartlett. George A . to Howe Richardson Scle Co. Auto-
matic lock out switch. 8,098.536 7-23-63, Cl. 177—12.

Bartocha Bodo K. W.. to I'nlted States of America. Navy.
.Method for the preparation of vlnyl-iilkali metal com-
pounds. 3.098.881, 7-23-63. Cl. 260—665.

Bauer. Alfred F.. to National Lead Co. Die casting method
and article. 3.(W8.270, 7-23-63. Cl. 22—204.

Bausch k Lomb Inc. : Nee

—

Berthlaunie, I>enn A. 3.098,399.
Pllsk. Leonard N. 3.098.303.
Roy, Rustjm. 3,098.699.

Baustlan. (Jonlon N., to American Air Filter <'*o., Ina Bal-
ancing and shutoff valve. 3,098,637. 7-23-63, CI. 251

—

122.
Bayer Otto : See—

Holfschmidt, Hans, Von Spulak, Muller, and Otto.
3.098.840.

Bearss. Henry E.. Mi each to L. A. Bearss. and R. E. Bearss.
Lead halter. 3.098.336. 7-23-63. Cl. 54—24.

Bearss. Lawrence A. : See—

-

Bearss. Henry E. 3.098,336.
Bearss. Robert E. : See—

Bearss. Henry E. 3,098.336.
Beauchamp, Albert J. Skid resistance tester. 3,098,377,

7-2,'}-«3. Cl. 73—9.
Beauore, Ernest : See—

Fortln I»uls P., and Lemieux. 3.098.669.
Bechtold. Donald C. and E. W. Stanley, to Armstrong Cork

Co. Web tension control for multi-unit printing press.

8,098.432. 7-23-63, Cl. 101—152.
Beck. William R.. Jr : See-

Keller Daniel F., and Beck. 3.098.765.
Berkman Instruments. Inc. : See

—

Behee Cedric H. LIston and McKlnlev. 3.098.813.
Beebe, Cedric H., M. D. Listen, and E. W McKlnley. to Beck-
mnn Instruments. Inc. Electrode. 3.098,813, 7-23-63, Cl.

204—195. ^
Beer, Henri B.. to Amalgamated Curacao Patents Co. N.V.
Diaphragm for use In electrolysis. 3.098,802, 7-23-63, Cl.

204— 1.

Behrendt John O. Batterv-operated cigarette lighter. 3,098.-
923. 7-23-63. Cl. 219—32.

Belden Mfg. Co. : See

—

Soaile. Robert L.. and Voss. 3.098.892.
Bell. George L. Action game board. 3,098.657. 7-23-63. Cl.

27.'V— 123.
Bell Intercontinental Corp. : Bee^

Setzler. Paul H. 3.098..323.
Straub John C. 3,098,324.

Bell. Rosa L. : See

—

WIckersham, Arthur F.. Jr.. and Bell. 3.098.973.

Bell Telephone L'iboratorles. Inc. : See

—

Kretzmer. Ernest R. 3.098.996.
Means. Wluthrop J. 3.098.997.
Slnress. Jack M. 3.098.978.

Bellows. Francis W. : See

—

Poole. Harmon A., and Bellows. 3,098.370.

Belolt Iron Works : See

—

Hornhostel. Lloyd. 3.098.284.
Hornbostel. Lloyd. Jr. 3.098.788.
Washburn, Robert S. 3.098.619.

Bendix Corp.. The : See

—

Kucmerosky, Theodore L., and Peterson. 3,098.642.

Benoit. Roland A., to Roynlmetal Corp. Drawer pull. 3,098,-

686. 7-23-63. Cl. 312—820.

Bentele. Max, C. Jones, and A. H. Raye, to Curtisa-Wright
Corp. Cooling and pibri'-ation system for rotary mecha-
nisms. 3.098.605. 7-23-63, Cl. 230—210.

Berg. Charles B. Battery charging apparatus. 3,098.962,
7-23 63. Cl. 320—39.

Berger. Fr'tf to Rhelnmetall G.m.b.H.. Plrma. Land mine.
more nartlcularly antl tank mine. 3,098,439, 7-23-«3, Cl.

102—8.
Berirer. Frit*, to Rhelnmetall G.m.b.H., Flrma. Land mine.

more nartlcularly anti-Unk mine. 3,098,440. 7-23-63, Cl.

102—8,

Berghaus. Klaus : See

—

Bomm, Heinz, and Berghaus. 3,008,259.
Bernard. George G.. to The Pure <JI1 Co. Method of control-

ling corrosion of ferrous metal due to pitting by addition
of mineral acid. 3,098,700. 7-23-«>3. Cl. 21—2,7.

Bernfeld. Isabel M. (Jarment construction. 3,098,236, 7-23-
63. Cl. 2-106.

Berthiaume. Leon A., to Bausch & Lomb Inc. Transmission.
.{,W>8.:j99. 7-23 63. Cl. 74—366.

I'.ezman, Irving I., to .\rmstrong Cork Co. Preparation of
cvcllc phosphonitrlles. 3.098.871, 7-23-63, Cl. 260—551.

Biaio. Walter. Luggage construction. 3,098,-548. 7-23-63,
<"1 190 49.

Blenert, Wenzel. to Farbenfabrlken Bayer Aktlengesellschaft.
Packing ( ontalner. 3.098. .'.59, 7-23-63, Cl 206—42.

r.lles, James R.. and R. R. Holmes, to Monsanto Chemical Co.
Paper making process. 3.098.786, 7-23-63, Cl. 162—157.

Bislierg Abraham : See—
Ruthen. Milton, and Bisberg. 3.098.4.30

Bishop. Donald, and J. H. Ripper, to National Research De-
velopment Corp. Tape-measures. 3,098,622, 7-23-63, CI.
242—84.8.

Blackmer, Richard H. : See

—

Titterincton. William A . and Blackmer. 3.098,768.
Blltzer. Sidney M. A. P. Glraitls. and J. R. Zletz. Jr.. to Ethvl
Corp Preparation of bimetallic hydrides. 3,098.706. 7-23-
63. CI. 23—14

Blomsfrand. John H.. u. to F W. Nvqulst. Self-centering tool
holder. 3 098.283, 7-23 63, Cl. i9—96.

Boliear. William J., to General Electric Co Organopolysll-
oxane rubber stabilized with nickel, copper or tungsten salts
or oxides. 3.0518.836. 7-2.3-63 Cl. 260 37.

Bochan. John, to General Electric Co. Clothes washing ma-
chine having unbalance sensing means. 3.098.372, 7-23-63,
Cl. 68- -24.

Bomm, Heinz, and K. Berghnus. to Dorken k Mankel K.G.
Automatic door closer. 3 n98.2.-.9, 7-23-63, Cl. 16—59.

Bono. Luigi to Necchl Rocleta per .Vrlonl. Carrying case for
sewine machines. 3.098.3^5. 7-2.3-63. Cl. 4.5—68.2.

Bono. Lul-'l. to Necchl Socleta r>er Azlonl. .attachment for
the fastening of buttons which can be applied to ilg-sag
sewing machines. 3 008.4.59. 7-23-63, Cl. 112-114.

Booker. Robert J., nnd H G. Mnllett. to Bradley Washfonn-
taln Co. Modular shower unit. 3.098.241. 7-23-63. Cl.
4— 102

Borchert. Peter J., to Miles Laboratories. Inc. Preparation
of dialdehvde nolysaccharlde addition products. 3,098,869,
7-23 63. Cl ?60—233.3.

Borka. Vincent T. : See

—

Degorskl Stanlslnw D.. and Borka. 3 098.314.
Borslc .Aktlengesellschaft. and Svensk Toroforadllng. Aktie-

boln^et : See

—

HHgglund. Sven E. 3.098.429.
Bostrom Corp. : See

—

Simons, Allison K. 3.098 676.
Bourne. Donglas J., and W. H. Park, to Duval Sulphur and

Potash Co. Sampling device. 3.098.390. 7-23-63. Cl. 73

—

424.
Boiiro'ie Theodore E. : See

—

Vnrndl. Louis E.. Bourqoe. and Pesarek. 3,098,355.
Bownter Board Co. : See--

Meller. John G. 3 098.785.
Bower Clark D.. to liflvne k Bowler Ptimp Co. Pnmp shaft

bearing means. 3 098.4.50. 7-2.3-63. Cl. 103-108
Brn^ken. I/awrence H., and W R. Watson, to Automatic

Klertric Laboratories Inc. Telephone hno»r«wltch and ex-
cl'islon kev Interlocking arrangement. 3,098,900. 7-2.3-63.
Cl. 179—99.

BrBcker U; : See—
Ram«e1er. Paul, and Austel. 3.098.344.

Bradlev Wash^ountaln Co. : See

—

Booker Robert J., and Mullett. 3,098.241.
Bradv. W. H.. C. : See-

Powers. Howard A. 3 098.782.
Bmnd Jo>in R nn-' T. K. He-Jme to The Wurlltzer Co. Tone

filters. 3.098.407. 7-23-63, Cl. 84—1.11.
Bran"en. r*harles H. : See

—

Kao. Paul W.. and Brsnnen. 3.098.764.
Bra"s. Hnrrv. and O. A Hombere. to Nat'onal Distillers and

Chemical Corn. Dinrvlthiophene sulfonic acids, 3.098.848.
7_o3_r,7 Cl. 260—329.

Brav. John R.. to Monsanto Chemical Co. Control circuit.
3 098 920 7-2.3-63, n. 219—20.

Breeze, Marvin M.. Jr. and J. O. Dtchlson, Jr.. to Western
Elctrlc Co. Inc. Drill plate and methods of making a drill
plate. 3 098.401. 7-23-63. Cl. 77-62.

Breinnati. Frank, to North Amerl.-an PhlHps Co.. Inc. Pulse
amnlitude discriminator. 3.098.938. 7-28-83. Cl. 307

—

88.5.

BrelMneer. Erwln : See

—

Kramer. Rolf. Breltlnger, and Gerber. 3,098.345.
Breltner, Thomas : See

—

Horowitz. Carl. 3.098.770.

Breneman-Hartshorn. Inc. : See—
Anderson. James A., Ash, and Bushnell. 8,098,286.

Brevets Aero-Mecanloues S.A. : See

—

Hosll, Hansjakob. 3.098,447.

Brewer. Nathaniel. E. D. Halgler, and E, D. Woodring. to
Fisher k Porter Co. Pneumatic controllers. 3.098.498,
7-23-63. Cl. 137—86.

British Petroleum Co. Ltd.. The : See

—

Dean. Ronald A., and Girdler. 3.098 816.
White. Peter T.. and Altken. 8,098,829.

Bromberg. Menashe. to Western Electric Co., Inc. Cable
guiding apparatus. 3.098,639. 7-23-63. Cl. 254— 190.

Brown. Adolph M., 20% to E. C. Wood, and 20% to R. O.
Le Vanx. Surgical clip applicator. 3,098,232, 7-28-63,
a. 1—349.
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Method and apparatuti
arts from thick metalpan

412.

Hrown. Cict-ro <'., to HrKwn oil ThoIh, Inc. .Methods of and
uppanitiis for cimipletinK multiple lone wells. 3,098.5-4.
7-:i3 tiS. CI. Itin 48.

Urown, Donald D. \VntiT ski towllne retriever. 3,098.403.
"-1.'3 <!.•?, (^1, 114— 23.'>.

r.rown Oil Tools. Inc. : See—
Brown, Cicero C. 3.098,.V24.

Itrown, KuBxt'Il H. ; .S»t
Himier. Miirtin, and Hrown. 3.098,727.

Krown. Tlionms <;.. Jr.. to International Telephone and Tele-
KrH|)h Corp. Self checking diKHal computer 8yntem.
3.01I8.^!>4, 7 23-«3. CI. 340-146.1.

Browne. An<lrew T. : .sV-»-

Wallace, O^-or^e A., and Browne. 3,098,542.
Bruner Corp. • Hee

Kuilelick, John. 3.098,578.
Brunner, Robert. Appurnfu« for providing a finisbed knitted

fabric with predetermined dimensions. 3,098,279, 7-23-03.
<'l. 2« IM 3.

Bryner, Hans, to Setar AktiengeRellHchaft. Trocew for the
manufacture of stable single thread twiKt-compen8ate<l
yarn.s. 3.0!t8.348. 7 23-63, CI. .'7 -lo?.

Bu<'hsbauni. Walter II.. to Hazeltine Research, Inc. Methinl
of assembling comitonentH on printed wlruiK boards. 3,098,-
287, 7-23-83. CI. 29—10.^.5.

Btidd Co.. The : i<Vf-
Zeligowsky, I>>o. 3.098..')S4.

Bultkus. Thomah J. Photoelectric tone generator. 3,098,889,
7"23-«3. CI. 84-1.18.

Bunk. Hugo, to National I^ad Co.
for forming generally cylinilrlcal
stock. 3,098.292, 7-23-63. CI. 29-

Buntlng Co.. Inc., The : «cp--
I'earlstlne. Morton. 3,098,678.

Burch. Hyrou F.. Jr.. to <;eneral Electric Co. Document sort-
ing system. 3.098..'><i«. 7-23-63. CI. 209— 111.5.

Burg, Fred J. : Ste—
Salton, Lewis L., and Burg. 3,098,924.

Burghoff, Louis R. : See ~
Kohlhagen. Walter, and Burghoff. 3,098,681.

Burleson, Aaron, and .\I. N. HolmeM, to Burlington Industries,
Inc. Compressive stocking. 3.098,369, 7-23-63 CI. 66
178.

Burleson, Aaron, and M. N. Holmes, to Burlington Industries.
Inc. Compressive stocking. 3.U98.389. 7-23-63, CI. 66

—

178.
Burlington Industries, Inc. : See—

Burleson, Aaron, and Holmes. 3.098,369.
Burleson, Aaron, and Holmes. 3,098.389.

Burns. Robert : See -

Llttley. John J., and Burns. 3,098.261,
Burroughs Corp. : See~

Ouzen. Larry L. 3.098,648.
Cruzeii. Larry L. 3.098,649.

Busch, Dieter. V. Klcher. and A. Kramer, to Henkel &GmbH. Hand pressure roller. 3,098.783, 7-23-63
15rt- 579.

Bush. Fnvman. to The American Sugar Refining Co. Process
for agglomerating brown sugar. 3,098,767, 7-23-63 CI
127—63.

Bush, Robert O.. to L. Shelton.
breaking and separating devices.
134—77.

Bushnell. Sterling S., Jr. : Nee—
Anderson, James A., A.sh. and Bushnell. 3.098,286

Caflisch. Edward «;.. F. A. L<iry, md T. P. Wilson, to Inion
Carbide Corp. Integral recording. 3,098,689, 7-23-63 CI
346— 49.

Cain. Dallas E.. to General Electric Co. Seal. 3 098 666.
7-23-63. CI. 285-363.

<"alaniarl. Ell-. K. Industrial frequency electric induction
furnace with submerged horizontal channel for the melting
of any metal. 3.098,887. 7-23-63, C\. 13 29.

Calcaterru. Joseph P., to Carando .Machine Works. Flanging
and swedging machine for drum bodies. 3,098.518. 7-23

<'aldweli. Stephen A.. Jr., tr> Acouatron Corp. I.Aniruage in-
struction apparatus. 3.098.307, 7-2.3-«l3. CI. 35—35

California Research Corp. : See
Schlatter, Maurice .1. 3.098.870.

Callender, Russell J. Unitary television euuipment 3 098-
897, 7-23-63. CI. 178- 7.9. '

'

Calow, Th., & Co. Maschiijenfabrik u. F^isengiesserei • See
Lindemann, Hans. 3.098,570.

Campb«>ll, J Allan See—
Babcock, John C, Campbell, and Pederson. 3.098. 8r)0.

Camiibell. William B.. to Garlock Inc. Ai)paratu8 for molding
a ball and socket Joint asseniblv. 3.098.263, 7-23-63. Cf
18—3«.

Canada. Her Majesty the Queen in right of : See—
Owens. Walter J. 3,098,64-).

Canada Iron Foundries, Ltd. : See—
Stewart John K. 3.(H)8.302.

Cappuccio, Vittorlo. I'. Rlbonl, and C. Vigan6, to Montecatlnl-
Socleta Generale per I'lndustria -Mineraria e Chlmica.
Process for preparing polyolefln fibres of improved dye re

cptivily. 3,098,697, 7-23-63, CI, 18—54.
Caps Ltd. : See—

Frankel, Gerald. 3,098,416. ,
Carando Machine Work;* : See-

Calcaterra, Joseph P. 3,098.'il8. „ „„ „o ^^
Carlesin.o. Join.. Lifting device. 3,098,073. 7-23-63. CI.

Ca^r?s!:7**Eugene <'.. and W. C. Muller. t.. National Dt^tlBera

and Chemical Corp. Purification of metal halldes. 3,098,-

Carrc'llde I., to ("nited States Rubber Co. Expanded poly-

ethylene and method of making the same. 3,098,831, 7-

63, CI. 260—2.5.

Cie.
CI.

Cleaning system for eg
3.098.495. 7-23-03. CI.'^l

-23-

Carr, Warren F.. and M. D. Wood. Directional drill with hy-
draulically extended shoe. 3,098,.'>34. 7-23-*13. CI. 17.'>— 73.

Carstens. Fred .\.. to Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. Metho I and
apparatus for manufacturing of high strength cylindrical
shells. 3.098 020. 7-23-03, CT 242—7.1.2.

Carj-, Henry H., to Applied Physics Corp. Double folded-
Z conflguratloa monochromator. 3,098,408, 7-23-63, CI.
88—14.

Case. Everett N.. and R. R. Chambers, to Sinclair Research
Inc. I><>aded gasoline containing phosphorate. 3,1)98,728.
7-23-63. CI, 44—69.

C. Sliding vane rotary piston engine and
seals therefor. 3,098,471, 7-28-«3, CI. 123

—

Cassady, Cecil
compression
16.

Caveney, Jack
24— 16.

Caveney, Jack
7-23-63. CI.

Cederqulst, Karl N.
Ablborg, Nils K

E. Wiring binder. 3.098,271.

E. Cord tensioner and knot tyer,
289—17.

See

—

G.. and Cederqalst. 3,098.710

7-23-63, CI.

3.098,670,

Holder con-

3.098,-

Cen VI Ro Pipe Corp. : See-
Kao, Paul W.. and Brannen. 3.098,764.

Cerniak, Henry L.. to Wllbert W. Haase Co.
Htruction. a.098,278, 7-23-63. CI. 25— 130.

Cerveris, Albert R. Dental process and apparatus.
298. 7-23-63. CI. 32—19.

Chabala. Leonard V.. to 8 4 C Electric Co. Circuit Inter-
rupter. 3.098.915. 7-23-63. CI. 200—146.

Chambers.' Robert R. : See

—

Case. Everett .V., and Chambers. 3,098.728.
Chance, A. B., Co. : See

—

McAuley. Anthony. 3,098,638.
Chaplin. Roland H.. to Hawker Aircraft Ltd. Aircraft.

3.098,628, 7-23-63^ CI. 244—83.
Chaae. Corson W.. W. J. Jasinowskt. and A. V. Pedersen, to

Miehle-Goss-Dexter. Inc. Web splicing apparatus. 3.098.-
618. 7-23 63. CI. 242—58.3.

Cheni Research Co. : See

—

Barsel. Norman. 3.098.858.
Chemetron Corp. : See—

Arnold. Melvin R. 3.098.882.
Cherry Electrical Products Corp.

Anderson. Fred N. 3.098.903-
Chlcago Bridge & Iron Co. : See—

Carstens. Fred A. 3,098.620.
Chrlstenson, Charles H.. to Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Com-

bination aircraft fuel tank and powerplant arrangement.
3,098.632. 7-23 63. CI. 244—135.

Chrysler Corp. : See

—

Ball. Thomas M. 3.098,885.
Froslle. Leonard K. 3,098,607.
Little, Harvey J. 3,098,736.

Cincinnati Shaper Co.. The : See

—

Llttley. John J. and Burns. 3.098,261.
Clapi)er. Oenung L., to International Business Machines Corp.

Integrating pulse circuit having regenerative feed back
to effect pulse shaping. 3.098.939, 7-23-63, CI. 307—
88 5

(.Mapper, Oenung L., to International Business Machines Corp.

voltage monitor system.
Clark Equipment Co. : See-

Hastings, Russell. Jr. 3.098,548.
Clark Harry L. Thermo-electric detecting device.

930. 7-23-63. Cl. 250—83.3.
Clark. Heroert H.. to Appleton Wire Works Corp.

• 3.098.735.

See

—

-6.

3,098.999. 7-23-63. Cl. 340—248.

3,098.-

Art of
7-23-

Clarke, and Foust. 3,098,762.

separating water from aqueous liquids.

03, Cl. 02—58.
Clarke. John V.. Jr. : See—

Roblee, Leland H. S.. Jr.,

Cleveland Technical Center, inc. : See
Simmons, Lawrence C. 3.098.562.

Coal Industry (Patents) Ltd. : See—
Yarmak. Julius, and Synac. 3.098.359.

Cochran, Clarence W.. deceased (by L. Cochran, admlnstra-

trlx) to LiilteJ Carr Fastener Corp. Conduit retainer.

3.098,273, 7 23-03, Cl. 24—73.
Cochran. Lois : See

—

Cochran, Clarence W. 3.098.273.
^,^. . , ^^ . ,

_ .„
(N)hen Murray S . and C. E Pearl, to Thiokol Chemical Corp.

Production of hydrocarbon derivatives of decaborane.

3 098.876, 7-23 63. Cl. 260—606.5.
Cohen. Murray S . and C E. Pearl, to Thiokol Chemical Corp.

Production of alkylated decaboranes. 3,098,877. l-ii-

03. Cl. 260—606.5.
Collins Radio Co. : See—

Kittrell Richard L 3.099,007.

Mever. Ralph J 3,091^.902.

Stryker, Edwin M.. Jr. 3.099.009.
Syptak. Donald M. 3,099,001.

Columbia Malting Co., The : See—
Graff. Alan R . Oesting. and Marple. 3.098.797.

Columbia Products Co. : See-
Taylor. John. 3,099.010.

Columbus Iron Works Co. : See— « noo "t^n
Kenney. William D, and Vernon. 3,098,530.

Commercial Envelope Mfg. Co.. Inc. :
Ser—

Lyon, Floyd A., and Aronson. 3.098.405

Compagnle d' Application Mecanlques a

Cinema et a lAtimistique (C.A M.E.C.A.) :
See

Mathleu. FrSd^rlc. S.098.409.

Conard Wendell R.. and R. J. Reld, to The F»r*«t«P«J*" *

Rubber Co Blend of polystyrene, styrene- polybutadiene

graft copolvmer and conjugated dienedlylnylbenxene

polymer. 3:098.8.39. 7-23-63. Cl. 260—45.5.

Connell George W. Illuminated decorative frame.

7-23^3. Cl. 240—10. „ .. i

Connors James F. to United States of America, National

''"Aeron.utfS^nd Space Administration Annular supersonic

decelerator or drogue. 8,098.630. 7-23-63. i-i

I'Electronlque. Au

co-

8,098,611,

244—113.

I
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Auxiliary handle and

3,098.511. 7-23-03. Cl.

See

3,098, .393. 7-23-

3.098.948.

and

fix

-77.

ConsolettI, Paul C. to Draper Corp.
chain guard for power chain saws.
143—32.

Consolidated Foods Corp. : See

—

Prater, Arthur -N., and Lukes. 3,098,7.50.
Contella. Samuel L. Automobile radiator cap. 3,098,630

7-23-63, Cl. 251—98.
Continental Aviation and Engineering Corp.

Marsh. Francis X. 3,098,357.
Continental Can Co.. Inc. : See

—

Lincoln. John D. 3.098,759.
Continental .Motors Corp. : Sec

—

Adler. Herman G 3.098,394.
Cook. George W. Angular accelerometer.

63. Cl 73—516.
Cook, John v.. : See—

Stuchbery. Arthur L., and Cook. 3.098.725.
Cooley, Glen E. ; See—

Facer. Lerov H. 3.098,737.
Coop Jesse J., to I'nited States of America, Navy. Sonobuoy-

bathvthern.ograph system. 3.098.»9:V 7 23 O.S, Cl :H4()—5.

Corbett Marshall J., to Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.

Turbine 3 OHS.387. 7-23-63. Cl. 73— .3.'S7

Corey Arthur M . and L. W. Webb. Boat and trundling mech-
anism. 3.098.245. 7-23-63. CI. 9— 1.

Corning Glass Works : See

—

Ormsby. Raymond C, and Trementoizi
Core Inc. of Rhode Island : See—

Verri. Gene. 3,098.304.
Cosmos Industries. Inc. : See

—

Metiger. Louis (5 . and Goodman. 3.098.989.

Cote, Raymond A. : See

—

Sherman. Earle C. and Cote. 3.098.583.
^ ^

Counsell Raymond E., and P. D. KUmstra, to G. D. Searle i
Co 17o-alkynyl-2/J-halo-.>a-androstane-3a. 1 7/J-diol8. esters

thereof, and intermediates thereto. 3,098,851, 7-23-<>3.

Cl ''00 23') 5.5

Coupe"r, Alistair S.. and C. D. Kalfadells. to Standard Oil Co.

Process for separating benzene carboiylic acids. 3.098.8.).).

7-23-63. Cl. 260—525.
^^ ....,,

Cox Alvon R to The Faultless Rubber Co. Method of mak-
liiK a Diastic valve and attaching same to a hollow In-

flatable article. 3.098,779. 7-23-63. Cl. 156—228.
Crabtree. Mary J. : See

—

La Pierre. Thomas H. 3.098.568.
Craig, Louis E. : See

—

„ ^„„ „_ ,

Weakley. .Martin L, Moffett. and Craig. 3.098.8 < 2.

Crawford, Arthur R., to International Research k Develop-

ment Corp. Engine balance classifier. 3,098.379. 7-23-03,
pi

I
^O lift

Crawford David J., deceased (bv M. B. Sadtler, executrix),

'A to international Bank. Wood treating apparatus

process. 3.098.799. 7-2.3-63. Cl. 202—93. /
Creech Larry V. Portable washing apparatus for light

ture panels and the like. 3.098 250, 7-23-03. Cl. 15-
Crescent Machine & Nipple Co. : See

—

Kinney, Howard A. 3.098,461
Crlmmlns, bavld J., and H. B. Martin, to The Thomas 4

Belts Co. Insulated terminal connector. 3,098.688, 7-23-

63. Cl 339—223.
Crompton ft Knowles Corp. : See—

Nelson, Alden W., and Slason. 3.098.621.
Crosby. Glfford W. : See

—

Mllllkan Allen F.. and Crosby. 3,098,824.

Crump. Elmo E. : See—
Foster. Harry R.. and Crump. 3.098,981.

Crusen Larrv L., to Burroughs Corp. Sheet stopping mecn-
anism. 3,098.648. 7-23-03, CI. 271—46

Cruzen Larry L.. to Burroughs Corp. Sheet stopping mech-

anlsin. 3.098.849, 7-23-63. Cl. 271—46.

Cull Neville L.^ and C. L. Aldrldge, to Esso Research and

Engineering Co. Removal of metal contaminants from
polyiners with chelating agents. 3.098.845. 7-23-03. Cl.

260—94.9.
Curtlss-Wrlght Corp. : Se«—

Bentele. Max. Jonea, and Raye. 3.098.605.

Daeche Hans-Joachlm. to VEB Kamera- und Klnowerke
Dresden. Monocular mirror reflex camera with between-

the-lens shutter. 3.098.419. 7-23-63. Cl. 95—^2.
Dahlinder. David G. : See— ^ ^,, . „ ..„ .„.

Wlksnder. Erik L.. and Dahlinder. 3 098,481.

Dally Howard R.. to Sun Oil Co. Process for

flow of contact material. 3.098.815 7-23-63. Cl

D'Alello Gaetano F, to Dal Mon Research Co.

Srepared by grinding zirconium and aluminum
.098.828. 7-23-63. CI. 252—442.

Dal Mon Research Co. : See—
D'Alello. Gaetano F. 3.098.828.

t.^ . .

Daman. Arthur C. and T. S. Bailey. Jr. to Denver Mulpm^n'
Co Concentration apparatus and method. 3.09b.!S18.

7-23-63, Cl. 209—169.
Dana Corp. : See

—

Holtman, James W. 3.098,462.

^**'spau'8ing. Ca7l P.. and Wilson. 3.099.002.

Spauldlng. Carl P., and Wilson. 3.099.003.

Davis. Benjamin L., and W. C. Myberg to United States of

America, Navy. Tape capacitor. 3.098.9.'55. 7-23-63. Cl.

317—242.
Davis Eugene L. Wellpumps for abrasive fluids. 3,098,452.

7-23-63. Cl. 103—165.
Davis Ray F * See

—

Oudmundsen, Austin, and Davit. 3.098.325.

Day. Leslie R.. to Monroe Calculating Machine Co.

record transport apparatus. 3.098.617, 7-23-03,

85.11.

Deal Bruce E , and W. Peterson, to Raytheon Co.

reictor. 3.098.763. 7-23-4J3. Ci. 118—49.5.

regulating
208—167.
Catalyst
chloride.

Flexible
Cl. 242—

Chemical

Ap
of

3.098,835.

3,098.865.
inc. Li<|uefattlon

3.098.732. 7-23-

Dean. Ralph K., E. J. Slatkovski and H. E. Wegner, to Na-
tional Distillers and Chemical Corp. Ventilated metal awn-
ing. 3.098.267. 7-23-03. Cl. 20—57.5.

Dean. Ronald A., and R. B. Girdler to The British Petroleum
Co. Ltd. Removal of metals from petroleum fractions.
3.098.816. 7-23-03. CI. 208—253.

De Boer, (ieert. to \ olinu. N.V. Cheese mold assembly.
3.098.297. 7-23-63. O. 31—44.

De Boice. William F., to North American Aviation. Inc.
Passlxe control circuit for electrostatic bearing .3.098,079,
7-23-63, Cl. 308—8.

Deere ft Co. : See

—

Harriott. Billie L. 3.098.555.
Hunter. George D. 3.098,531.
Weakley Martin L.. Moffett. and Craig. 3,098.872.

De Forest. Sherwood S.. to United States Steel Corp.
paratus for stringing and tensioning plural strands
fence wire. 3.098.624. 7-23-63. Cl. 242—86.7.

Degorski, Stanlslaw D., and V. T. Borka. Book support.
3.098,314. 7-23-03. Cl. 45—57.

De Gregorio. Richard. Li(|uid dispenser or applicator. 3,098,

•

256. 7-23-63, Cl. 15—565.
Deguchi. Yoshio : See

—

Ohara, -Masso. Yamamoto. and Deguchi. 3.098.856.
Deiaporte, Louis A., and J. A. Denisselle. Electromagnetic

valves. 3,098.635, 7-23-63. Cl. 251—54.
Del Francis, Joel A., to Institutional Food Equipment Corp.

Fully adjustable electrical broiler. 3,098,427, 7-23-63, Cl.
99—446.

Delguste. Paul, to Ateliers de Constructions Electrlques de
Cnarlerol. Apparatus for the preservation and regenera-
tion of insulating oil for electrical apparatus provided with
an oil reesrvoir. 3,098.891. 7-23^3, Cl. 174—15.

De Marco, Robert F., to The Helfred Corp. Hydraulically
driven industrial truck. 3.098.574. 7-23-63, Cl. 214—74.

Dembinskl. Berek. Diamond cutting and polishing device.
3.01)8.326, 7-23-03. Cl. 51—125.

Deming. Roy, to Kent-Moore Organization, Inc. Liquid meas-
uring device. 3,098,385, 7-23-63. (^1. 73—270

Demler, Henry W., to AMP Inc. Connector assembling tool.

3.098.289. 7-23-03 Cl. 29—203.
Denls.«elle, Jean A. : See

—

Deiaporte, Louis A., and Denisselle.
Denk, Walter : See—

Schimmelschmidt, Kurt, and Denk.
Dennis, Wolcott. to Air Reduction Co
and purification of low temperature gases.
03. Cl. 62—9.

Denver Equipment Co. : See

—

Daman. Arthur C, and Bailey. 3.098,818.
De Rosa. Louis A., to International Telephone and Telegraph

Corp. Navigation system. 3,099,006, 7-23-63. Cl. 343—
106.

Dessauer. Rolf : See

—

Armitage, John B., Dessauer. and Hyson. 3,098,842.
Dessauer, Kolf, and S. B. Maerov, to E. I. du Print de .Nemours
and Co. .Ni<'kel and cobalt chelates of ortho-hvdro.vy benzo
phenones. 3,098,803. 7-23-63, Cl. 260- 439.

Detweiler, James I. : See —
HofTinan, Jess H., Detweiler, and Riek. 3,098 382.

Dev^, Vagn, to Dominion Engineering Works Ltd. Valve ami
dash pot assembly. 3,098.502, 7-23-03, Cl. 137— ."lU.

Diamond. Alfred, to S. Simpson Ltd. Self-supporting
trousers. 3.098238, 7-23-«)3, Cl. 2—237.

Diblev, Raymond A. Roof collar construction. 3,098,063.
7-2"3-03. Cl. 285—43.

Dickover. Marion W . and J. N. Jammal, to K W Battery Co.
Vent cover. .H.098, 773, 7-23 03. Cl. 130-177.

Dietrich. Karl A., to Dorr-Oliver Inc. Pressure vessel joint.

3.098,577. 7-23-03. Cl. 220- 3.

Dinter, Henry A., Jr., to Mlnneajiolis-Honevwell Regulator
Co. Gyroeoinpass. 3.098.300, 7-23-03. Cl. 33—220.

Divine, Ralph 1>.. to American Cyanamid Co. Process for
decolorizing and purifying O.0-d"lalkylthlophosphoryl chlo-

rides and thiophosphate ctmdensates formed therefrom.
3.098,866, 7-23-63, Cl. 260—461.

Dixon. Henrv O.. to Phillips Petroleum Co. Method for
preparing cellular cement. 3,098,754. 7-2.3-03. Cl. 106 88.

Dobbratz, Ervin C, deceased (W. Dobbratz, administratrix),
and J. A. Green. Wear plate unit for scarifier shanks.
3.098,532. 7-23-63, Cl. 172—719.

Dobbratz. Waltn : See—
Dobbratz. Ervin C, and Green. 3.098,532.

Dodge, Howard M., and D. P. Revnolds, to The General Tire
ft Rubber Co. Perforation of sheet material. 3,098,400.
7-23-03, Cl. 83—588.

Dodington. Sven H. M., to International Telephone and Tele-
graph Corp. Pulse shaping kly8tr<m modulator. 3,098,980.
7-23 63, Cl. 332—7.

Dohr. Roman, and W. J Kaiser, to Therachemie Chemisch
tiierapeutische Gesellschaft m.b.H. Process for treating
human hair with amino oxide compositions. 3,098,794.
7-23-63, Cl. 167—87.

Dombrowski, Edward J., to Sperry Rand Corp. Restoring
mechanism for pin carriages. 3.098,008. 7-2.3-03, Cl.

23,5—00.
Dominion Engineering Works Ltd. : See-

Deve, Vacn. 3.098,502.
Doran. John T. Cen)ent floor finishing machine.

7-23-03. Cl. 51—177.
Dorken ft Mankel KG. : See-

Bomm. Heinz, and Berghaus. 3.098,259.

Dorr Oliver Inc. : See

—

Dietrich. Karl A. 3.098.577.
Dorsey. William J., to International Latex Corp.

latex undergarments. 3.098.480. 7-23-03, Cl.

Doyle, Frank J. : See

—

Tyma, Louis S., Jr., and Doyle. 3,098,437.

3.098,.329.

Deposited
128—521.



VI LIST OF PATENTEES
l^ragoco Spezlalfabrik Konz. Rlech- und Aromastoffe Ger

iH-nliiiK & Co., G.iii.b.Il. : 4»ee—
roibcli. Kriedncli. 3,098,874.

iMukf, Tlieodure u. : Hec -
Kadi.s, John L., and Drake. 3,098,514.

I )iiipfr Corp. ; Hit
ConsolettI, Paul C. 3,098,511.

Itrew Clieiiiical Coi p. : -Sn
Ufidi'r, Malcolm J. 3,098,694.

nn-\lii>;»M, Koliirt .M., and S. Kuba. to \Vest«'rn Electric Co
liJi. .Vpimrutus loi fn-atinj; articles. 3,098,494. 7-^3-03!
CI. KU 7(1.

I'l.vei , K.di.n (>. ; St;
(ila>Ko\v, Lylc E.. and Dryer. 3,098,497.

Huhbolcy, Charles A., to (ientrai Eiectrlc Co. llernietic
rflilt:eiant coinprowsor. 3,098,ti04, 7-23-«3, CI 230- J0»!

I>ubll .MfK'., Inc. : Sre--
Dubil. Matthew. 3,098.747.

Dubil, .Mattli.w, t() Dubil MlK.. Inc. Method for preparini:
a ground beef piodact. 3,098,747. 7 23-63, CI 99—108

Dudley, Ediuond K., to r.t'rl.H.s Equipment Co. Can feeding
and dividing' apparatu.s und .system. 3.098,551. 7-23-03,
CI. 1 93- 3 1

.

Dullmeyer, John F. : See
Stiner. Jame.s E., and Dullmeyer. 3,098,685.

Duncan. Itobby J., to Spei ry Kand Corp Mixer employing
gyiomagnetlc elements. 3,098. 974. 7-23-63, CI 325-448

Dunlap. Jerald V. : Sie
E.stkow.-ki, Michael II., and Dunlap. 3,098.321.

Dunning, Joseph E., to International HuKlne.xs MachineH Corp
Signal monitor. 3.099,000. 7 23-03. CI. 340—248.

Du I'oiit de .N'etnoiirs. E. I., and Co. : See—
Aimitage, John B., Dessauer, and Hyson. 3,098,842
Des.sauer, Uolf, and Maerov. 3,098,863.
Uradi.shar, Frederick J., and Heln. '3.098,716
Marks, Harnard M. 3.098.798.
I'ascai, I%ua. 3.098.691.

Duval Sulphur an<l I'otash Co. : Sec
liouiue, Douglas J., and I'ark. 3,098,390

Eagle I'lclier Co. : ttee
Van Dolali, Harry J., and Linhart. 3,098.753

Eailey, \\ ilb.ir F. : Ste
(iuntert. Konald .M., and Eurley. .1,098,413.
(.uiitert, Uoiiald M., and Earley. 3,098,414.

Eaton Mi'g. Co. : See -
Gruber. Thomas J. 3,098.500.

Kbilou. Deiii.s K.. ti> Assocl.ited f:ie<-trlcal Industries I.td
Dispersion hardening of lead. 3,098,293, 7-23 63 CI
2;» - 528.

Ed wards, Sam M. : See—
Harnbv. Herbert A., and Edwards. 3,098.334.

Elcher. l"i Iilo ; S< t-

Musch, Dieter, Eicher, and Kramer. 3,098 783
Eismau, Sol. Fish stringer. 3,098, .'.92. 7 23-63. CI. 224 7
Eiarde, I'aul F.. to Western Electric Co., Inc. ' Methods of

heat tieating low carbon steel. 3,098,776. 7-23-83, CI.

KIdridge, John \V.. and C K. Dutterson. to Alb«-marle I'ap«.r
Mig. Co. Vapor phu.-ie polymerization with solid golvent
coated catalyst. 3.098,846, 7-23-63. CI. 260 94.9.

Electric Machinery .Mfg. Co. : See
Jernberg. Evert H. 3,098.683.

Electro- Voice, Inc. : See
Tomcik. Daniel J. 3.098,888.

Ellis, Robert. Animated figurine an<l means for operating
same. 3.098,319. 7 23-63. CI. 46- 240.

Elrlck Industries, Inc. : See—
Uobertson, Elmer W. 3,098.282.

Eisner, Edwin C Railroad bo.\ car. 3.098.456, 7-23-63
CI. 105 379.

. .
-lo

.
.

Elwood, Sam F I'eri)etual calendar with built In tabulator
3.098,310, 7-23-63, CI. 40 107.

Eminger. Robert J., to Fort Wavne Tool and Die, Ini- Coil
winding machine .{.(»!)8,616, 7-23 63, CI. 242 13

l.'ugelharil Industries. Inc. : See
Andersen. Holger ('., Romeo, and (Jreen. 3.098.712

l.nglander Co., Inc.. The : See
Uaugh. RoU'rt K. 3.()9H,6»>4.

Kiik, E.luard. and J. Mckl. to WackerChenile G.m.b.H I'roc
ess for efTecting crudbleless Jneltlng of materials and pro
ductiou of shaped bo<lle8 therefrom. 3,098,741 7 23 -63
<'l 75 O.").

K|)p«Tiy William R.. to Fsso Research and Engineering Co
Two-stage adsorption proretts. 3,098.814. 7-23-63. 01.
..I'M—y 1

,

i:ricks. Walter P., to The Fpson Co. DImen.slonal stabiliza-
tion of cellulow 3,008,760. 7-23 63, CI 117 143

Frieiiiiinn, tJustav, W. (Juex, R. Ruegg, anil S. Schaeren. to
lloflmann I,a Roche Inc. Triols. 3,W»H.879 7-23-<J3 CI
260 ti35.

Ervln, (iuy. Jr., and H. F. (i. leltz, to Norton Co Process
for the extraction of relatively pure titanium t^lld of rein
lively pure zirconium and hafnium. 3.098,M0."». 7 23 •i3,
Cl. 204 64.

Esso Research and Engineering Co. : Nfc
Cull, Neville L., aud Aldrldge. 3,098,84.'.
t^)perly. William R. 3.098,814
Morway. Arnold J. 3.098.822.
Morway. .Vrmdd J. 3.098.M23
Roblee. Leiand H. S., Jr., Clarke, and Foust. 3,098,-

Welsgerlx-r. Georice A., and Relnsrh. 3,098,598
\oung. l>ale .\ , and Karris. 3.(H)8 473

Kstkowskl. ^Ml.hael II. .Marker wed tabs. 3.098,320. 7-23-
63, Cl. 47—56.

''"''•',''^!^'*o '•. •'^'i'"''.^*' "•• """^ ^ ^' l>unlap. Marker need tabs.
•i.(>9«.321. I 23 63. Cl. 47- 56

Etchlson, John ()., Jr. : .S'fe-
Breeze. Marvin M

, Jr., and Etchlson. 3,098,401.

Ethyl Corp. : See—
Blltzer, Sidney M., Glraltls, and Zleti. 3,098 700
Kob«ti, Paul. 3,098,862

'^.y^o.iuu.

Erana, Raymond B. : tiee—
V» ur^burg. Otto U., Kunae, and Evan*. 3.098 492Kvans neb«arcu * i>«velopiuent Corp. : Hee—
Lewln. Seymour Z. 3,098.931

r MC Corp. : ^ee

—

Kabisch. (Jerhard, and Heriog. 3,098,714
Kablsch. (ierhard, and Laufer. 3.098,715'

racer, Helen M. : Kee—
Facer, Leroy H. 3.098,737.

1-aoei M-roy H., deceased, by H. M. Facer, executrix to
. . ; 'i"'*'*'

'.'"«"*'• ''recesses for jproducInK fertiu'zersand pro-lucts theieof. 3.(HJ«.737, 7-23-63 Cl 71---37lala teruan.lo. Pot for brewing eoffee and method of eflfect-ing the brewing. 3,()!.8,425, 7-23-63. Cl. 99 -317
"wh'"' ^ ' ? '',•. ^" •'^'"•''* Laboratories. Inc. Autl-eplleptlctertiary allcycilc urea .lerlvutive. 3,OW8,791, 7-2^-63 a.

1 aibenfabrlken Bayer Aktleugesellschaft : See
Hienert. \.enxel. 3.(4*8,559

"SS'Sy" "*""*' '°° ^P^^*^^. MUller. and Bayer.

*"' A^Tr*"unrng "''.sl-'c-^''*'^'*'^'''**''''*'''*"
vwr™*!* Melster Lucius

Heuse, Otto. Fischer. Horn, and Wlmmer. 3,098,883Schlmmelschmidt. Kurt, and Denk. 3,098 865larrand Clair L., and H. J. Hasbrouck, to Inductosyn Corp
I reclsion voltage ratio transformer. 3,098 990 7-23-63

Boom rigging. 3,098,569, 7-23-63. Cl.

3.098,473.

(.1. 33ti 172.
I'arrell. Valdemar t

212—3.
Farrls, George J. : See —

Young. Dale A., and Farrls
laultless Rubber Co.. The : See

Cox. Alvon R. 3,098,779
Fau.st. Jacob, and I. Kukln. to Sonneborn Chemical and Re-

I'.',"'!^..V'"'.P.;.,*
"f""« "" Pieparation. 3.098,821. 7-23-63

Fee. Graham M to True Temper Corp. Railroad track mainteuauce machines. 3.008,453. 7-23-03 CI 104-—''
1-ehj lleni^y. «irain bin conveyor supporting channel.*" 3.098,-

• 111. I --J— t)o, Cl. 214— 17.
leldman, Julian : See—

Saffer Bernard A., and Feldnian. 3,098,880
I" eUlniau Martin .M. : See— ,'

Taub, Alvln, l-eldman. and Le Bell. 3.098 35Clenston, U illlam M. Binder. 3.098.487. 7-23-<Jara. 129—
Fernandez, Manuel C. 50% to C. C. Goeti. SyJlrtn of con-

.V".,""",",.';"'^'"'"^*"""
f'T aircraft. 3.0»9.008,A-23-(i3 Clo 4o— 11*,.

J
• '

Ferrari. Andres, to Technlcon Instruments Con)- Concennation apparatus for (juantitatlve analysis of a substanceMl a llouKl. .{.(»1»8.718. 7-23-«3, Cl l'3--253
lerrurl. An.lres. Jr to Technlcon Instruments' Corp Fluidtreatment method and apparatus with double-flow color^imeter. 3.098,; 17, 7 23-65. CI. 23—230

«^ "°* <^"'o«-

1-eiiis, De Ucy F., to I nlted States of America. Navy. De-
...J'"'

';''''''. '*''"^''' absorber. 3,098.544. 7-23-63 Cl 188- 1rue .Mig. Co. ; See ,
.

.

Shelton. John J. 3.098.595.
lincli, Walter G. : See-

Kuck, John H. 3.(n»8,982
''

'!'b*'^i',', ^y.^/^ H., ^'"'Jl"K k'»te structure. 3,098.634 7-23-
"o. Cl. 244- l.)3.

Firestone ilre & Rubber Co. The • .See
Conard. Wendell R.. and Held. 3,098,889.

I- ischer. i.ernei : ^ee -

Ileus*'. Otto. Fischer, Horn, and Wlmmer. 3,098.883! isher 4 Porter (o. : See -
«'",v~o.

i.w„^'''''7'.J''"v,\*'"'"V,''"'' ""'«•'. nnd Woodrlng. 3.098,498HtzGerald, Robert E, to Cnlted-Carr Fastener Cori) Elec-

I.'. •'"'ir'''uV."M"'"''l.^''-
:'<>»«•'»". 7-23-«W, Cl. 339—188.r|\e«, William h. : .sce-

Bach Jacob C, Hvek, and Heyden. 3.098.615
r Ixture Hardware Corp. : ^ee

Keil. Henry P 3.(K>8,ts')0

7*''.T..S''"}r,'*''*..
^'

.
»»">«-""ni hand rail fixture. 3.098.240.

Fleissner G.m.b.H. : See
1-lelssner. fierolil. .{.098.371

Helssner. Oerold to Fleissner G.m.b.H. Perforated drummaterial treatment device having a plurality of treatmentzones. 3.098.371. 7 23 63 Cl «j^5 * ireaiment

1 lleder. Robert A., to American 8i>eed'llght Corp Electricalsystems including capa.ltora. 3.098.94^. 7-23-^3. Cl 315-i

'''!,y*'''™*°' "«">- Braided rug. 8.098.281, 7-23-68, Cl.

Flower. Walter T and 1). C. Green, to Weael Mfg. Co. Proof

ioi—2i'2
'""''' P*"'"""* P'«tes. 3.098.436. 7-23-63. Cl.

Fogle. Rusaell F.. Jr. : See

—

Jones. James R.. and Fogle. 3,098.713.
Fondazione Emanuele Paterno: See—

Von Lorch. Llttorla. Negri. Penso. and Savl 3,098 744
Fond«n. Per B.. and K. o. T. Wllander. Shock absorber forairplane arresting devices. 3.098,629. 7-2»-«3, CI. 24*—

*' m- Mn**''"*"*.? ^^- "<" ^ P- SUmbaugh, to NationalDistillers and Chemical Corp. Cranium oiKie and thoriumoxide recovery. 3,098,708. 7-23-63. Cl 28—14 8
"^"O""™

Ford Motor Co. : See-
Rlchey. Clarence B.. and O'Donnell. 3,098 528

'^r&itTrs-h. c!n'46^!ii°3' "" -*'"'""' "*«=»'»-
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to E. Beaupre, and
3.098.669. *-23-63.

Fort Wayne Tool and Die. Inc. : See—
Eminger, Robert J. 3,098,616.

Fortin, Louis P.. an.l E. Lemleux. 66^
33>4 to said Fortin. Telescopic tube.
Cl. 287—58.

Foster. Harry C. . See—
Wakefleid, Ralph V., and Foster. 3,098,442.

Foster, Harry R.. and E. E. Crump, to Ohmega Laboratories.

Frequency modulated crystal oscillator. 3.098.981, 7-23-
63. Cl. 332—26.

Foster Wheeler Corp. : See

—

Row, Ronald H. P. .S.098,469.

Fournler Roger H.. to Norton Co. Grinding machine
328, 7-23-63. Cl. 51— 165.

" F. Kidwell, to Anchor
container inspection
75.

F. Kidwell, to Anchor
container Inspection
111.5.

Fouse, Frederick 7. . and J.

(Jlass Corp. Automatic
3.098JJ64, 7-23-63, Cl. 209-

Fouse. Frederick Z. and J.

Glass Corp. Automatic
3,098,565. *-23-«3. Cl.

. 3,098.-

Hocklng
machine.

Hocking
machine.

209-

General Electric Co . Ltd.. The : See-
Leakey David M. 3.098.976.

(ieneral Mills. Inc. : See—
Paschke. Raymond F. 3.098,806.

(General Motors Corp. : See—
Hetxier. Lewis R. 3,098,964.
Karlgaard. Wayne A. 3,098.546.
McCormlck, Hamilton L. 3,098,522.
Raver. Louis J. 3,098,966.
Reese. Elmer £. 3.098.255.

(ieneral Precision, Inc. : See—
Appleton, Norman J. 3,098,388.
Liss, Saul, and Kaylln. 3,098,969.
Wilson, Donald K., and W lUes. 3.09K.934.

General Tire 4 Rubber Co.. The : See^
Dodge. Howard M.. and Reynolds. 3,098,406.

Gerber, Fritz W. : See

—

Kramer, Rolf. Breltlnger. and Gerber. 3,098.345.
Aflxing valve. 3.098..)08.

Foust, Charles W. : Kee
Roblee Leiand H. S., Jr., Clarke, and Fount. 3.098.762.

Fonts, H. I) . and A. D. McCarver. Heating device for aerosol

shaving lather dispensers and the like. 3.098,925. 7-23-

63, Cl. 219—39.
. , ^

Fox. Raymond, to United States of America, Atomic Energy
Gamma proportional counter containing high

low Z moderator. 3,098,944, 7-23-63, Cl.
Commlaslon
Z gas and
313—93.

Fox. Richard K to Midwest Mower Corp. Sharpener attach-
7-23-63, Cl. 51—ment for gasoline engines. 3,098,331,

241
Frank. Robert K., to Holley Carburetor Co. Ignition distri-

butor. 3,098,366, 7-23-63, Cl. 64—25.
Frankel, Gerald, to Capa Ltd Means for producing or con-

trolling movements. 3.098.416. 7-23-63, Cl. 95—4.5.
Frankel. .Milton B.. and K. Klager. to Aerojet-General Corp.

NItramlnes, nitiosaiiilnes and their preparation. 3,098.8r3.

7-23-63. Cl. 260- 5H3 ^ . „„ „„
Freund. Erich A. Method of printing. 3.098,438. 7-23-63,

Cl. 101—426. , ,„ ,

Frledler. Mux H . to Saf-A Products. Inc. Cleaning protec-

tive device :i,098, 375, 7-23 63, Cl. 68-235
Friese Gunter, to .Metnllgesellschaft A.-G. Process for pro-

ducing hydraulic limes from oil shale. 3,098,886, 7-23-63.

Cl 263- 53
FriwMe I^eonnrd E . to Chr.vsler Corp. Hydrodynamic trans

mission cont'ol. 3.()9s..5()7. 7-23-63. Cl. 137—628.
Frv. George H., Jr.. to I'nlted States of America, Navj

Motion responsive rocket firing system. 3.098.411. 7-

63, Cl. 89- 41. ^ .

Frye Bruce J Self adhesive clip and method.
7-i23 63. Cl. 24—67.

Fulkerson. (Jeorge J.: See—
Tearhworth, Oswald A. 3.098.337.

Fulkerson. Orln T. : See -

Teachworth. Oswald A. 3,098,337.
G.S. Enulpment Co. The: See—

NefTenger Carel H. 3,098,720.

Gabor, John D : See -
Mecham. William J., and Gabor. 3.098.709.

Gaetani. Ermaiin>. to Azlende Colorl Nazlonall Afflnl Acna
SpA Dlsazo dves. .1.098,847. 7-23-63. Cl. 260—187.

Gagllardl. Domenick D. Treatment and coloring of polyole-

Hns 3.(198.692. 7 23 63 Cl. H--55.

Gardel Robert. Dill walking mechanism. 3.098,318, 7-23-

63, Cl 46—173.

E-

3,098,272,

3,098,263.
F. Goodrich Co. Belt

Garlock Inc. : See
Cam|)bell. Wllllain B.

Garner, Ral'-h F . to The B
7-23-63. Cl. 1.54- .">2.2.

Garrison Frnrk J. Pipe for smoking tobacco

7-2.3-63. Cl. 131—203.
Gas Inc : See—

Madaras. Julius D. 3,098,7.38.

Gay, Philip T. : See—
Barth, Harry J., aud Gay. 3.098.755.

Gaylord. Norman G.. to Interchemlcal Corp

3,098,778,

3,098,493,

New thermo-

setting composlton's of acrylic polyester and amlne-aldehyde

resins 3,098,835. 7-23-63. Cl. 260—33.6.

Qeler. Adam. Bathing drawers. 3,098.248. 7-23-63. Cl.

9—335.
General Dynamics Corp. .• See—

o nae aoa.
McMordle. Warren C. Jr.. and Petrovlch. 3.098.826.

General Electric Co. : See—
Bobear, Wllllain J. 3.098.836.
Bochan, John. 3.098.372.
Burch. Bvron F.. Jr. 3.098.866.
Cain. Daflas E. 3.098,666.
Dubberley, Charles A. 3,098,604.

Goldberg, Leon J. 3.098,949.
Klrchner, Paul H. 3.098.929.
Lemmers, Eugene. 3,098,945.
Llebhafsky. Herman A., and Nledrach. 3.098,769.

Lynch, Edward I., and True. 3,098.896.

Miller, De Witt H. 3,098,965.
Mobley, Paul R. 3,098,743.

(reneral Electric Co. : See

—

Prlngle Ross A., and Wallace. 3.098,893.

Kochow, Eugene G. 3,098.830
Roaenberry, George M.. Jr. 3,098,959.

SIndy. Clarence P. 3 098,335.
Solomon, Michael M. 3^8,833.
Stiner James E., and Dullmeyer. 3,098,685.

Stone, Aldan M. 3,098,726.

Taub, Alvln, Feldraan, and Le Bell. 3,098.352

Tltterlngton, William A., and Blackmer. A99».768.
Varadl Louis E. Bourque. and Pesarek. 3,098,3&u.

WUIyoung, David M. 3,098,941.

motor vehicles.

Encap-
7-23-63,

3.098.423.

3,098.914.

Inc. Cup dls-

3.098.7(m.

Gerdes, Claus-Holmer. Aflxlng valve. 3.098..)08. 7-23-63.
Cl. 137—637.4.

(Jerln, Jacques J.-M. J. Shock-resisting
3,098.675. 7-23-63. Cl. 296—28.

Geshner. Robert A., to Western Electric Co.. Inc.

sulated electric component assembly. 3,098.950,
CI. 317—101.

Glannlni, Anthony J. Adjustable exhaust hood.
7-23-63, Cl. 98—115.

Giannlno, Amedio W. OH level warning devices.
7-23-63, Cl. 200—138.

Giepen Associates, Inc. : See—
Glepen. Hubert M. 3.098,585.

Giepen, Hul)ert M., to Giepen -Associates,
penser. 3,098,585, 7-23-63, Cl. 221—116.

Glers, Alfred J. A. : See—
Maus, Otfrid G. H., and Clers. 3.098,391.

Glraltls, Albert P. : See—
BUtzer. Sidney M.. Glraltls, and Zletz.

Glrdler, Ronald B. : See-
Dean, Ronald A., and Glrdler. 3,098,816.

Glsser, Henry, and (J. Rove. Precisicm and reliability of
timing devices. 3,098,448, 7-23-63. Cl. 102—70.2.

Glugnl, Bruno : See

—

Glugnl, Nello. B. and R. 3,098,513.
Giugnl. Nello, B. and R. Log debarking machine. 3.098,513,

7-23-63, Cl. 144—208.
Glugnl, Rino : See

—

Glugnl, Nello, B. and R. 3,098,513.
(iiza, Edward M., to United States of America. Army. Ad-

justing mechanism for recolUess ritle spotting barrel.

3,098.410. 7-23-63, Cl. 89—1.7.
Glasgow, Lyle E., and E. O. Dryer, to North American

tlon. Inc. Freeze seal liquid metal valve. 3,098,497.
63, CI. 137—74.

Globe Hoist Co. : See—
Wallace, George A., and Browne. 3,098,542.

Glynn, Theodore W., to American Saint (Jobain
Method of attaching a metal channel to a glass
3.098,698, 7-23-63, Cl. 18—59.

(iodycki, Ludwlg E., R G. Stevens, and I. Tsu, to Interna-
tional Business Machines Corp. Thin magnetic film

3,098.803, 7-23-63, Cl. 204—38.
Goetz. Carlos C. : See—

Fernandez, Manuel C. 3.099,008.
(;oldt)erg, Albert I., and V. Jaslnskl, to National Starch and

Chemical Corp. Polyvinyl ethyl ether-vinyl acetate graft

copolyeiers. 3,098,838, 7-23-63, Cl. 260—45.5.
Goldberg, Edwin A., to Radio Corp. of America. Stabilized

tracking system. 3.099.005. 7-23-63. Cl. 343—7.

Goldberg. Leon J., to General Electric Co. Controlled rectifier

D.C. switching circuit. 3,098,949. 7-23-63. Cl. 317-33.
(Joldbiatt, Hale H. : See—

Schwartz. Norman J., and Goldblatt. 3.098.911.
Gongwer. Calvin A. : See—

HIgglns, Horace M., and Gongwer. 3.098.351.
Goodbar, Isaac : See—

Price, Edlaon. and Goodbar. 3,098,612.
Gooch. Fred P.. to The Sharpies Corp, Centrifuge. 3,098,-

820. 7-23-63, Cl. 233—7.
Goodman. Harold : See

—

Metzger. Louis (}., and Goodman. 3.098.989.
Goodman Mfg. Co. : See—

Lo PresU. Roy F. 3,098.558.
McCann, Keith. 3.098.557.

(ioodrlch, B. F.. Co.. The : See-
Garner. Ralph F. 3.098.778.
Murphy. Walter T. 3.098.688.

(Jorln, Manuel H. : See—
Roaensteln. Ludwlg. and Gorln.

Avla-
23-

Corp.
plate.

Aerial harness.Gorman. Francis P.

Cl. 182—3.
Gorman, William S.,

of deinkiiig printed
(iradlshar, Frederick
Nemours and Co.
thereof. 3,098,716

(Jraef, Rudolf, and L. von Bogdandy
hausen Aktlengesellschaft. Process

3.098,733.
3,098,539. -23-63,

Jr., to National Gypsum Co. Process
paper. 3,098,784, 7-23-63, Cl. 162—5.

J and R. F. Heln. to E. I. du Pont de
Recovery of bromine from solutions

7-23-83. CI. 23—217.
to Hnttenwerk Ober
for refining metals.

3,098.739, 7-23-63, Cl. 75—51.
Graff, Alan R., R. B. Oesting, and P. K. Marple. to The
Columbia Malting Co. Rotary malting drum with adjust-
able louvers. 3,098,797. 7-23-63. Cl. 195—131.

Graham. Cecil R. M. Liquid dispensing device. 3.098.689.
7-23-63. Cl. 222—394.

Grand Rapids Hardware Co. : See—
Teggelaar. Claude J., and Swlerbut. 3,098,647.

(irand Spedaltiea Co. : See—
Hopfeld, FreJ P. 3,098.587.

Qreen. Daniel C : See—
Flower. Walter T.. and Green. 3.098.438.
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3,098,532.
Green. James A. : See—

Dobbrutz, Ervln C. and Green.
Green, William J. : 6Ve—

Ancle: neii, H<ilger C. Komeo, and Creen. 3.098,712.
(Jreene, E.trnest J., aud \V. V. Millnian, to American Air Pilfer

Co., Inc. Air fllterinR apparatus. 3,098,731, 7-23-63, CI.

55—274.
Grt>ene. tit")rgv. Structural eaves coverlnu. 3,098,322. 7-23-

63. CI. 50—4.
and I). F. Zlers. to Mfg. Specialties

,098,520, I 2;{-ti3, CI.
(ireenstadt, Joseph C.

<'o., Inc. Drapery
160 -3-t6.

Greenwood, Kuuene <

BtrliiK. 3.098,607. 7
Gregory. Charles W.,

3.apparatus.

.Safe'y joint for oil well drilling;

23 63. C1. 28.') 376.
to I>hilli|i8 Petroleum Co. Vehicle

frame assembly. 3,098,6.' 6, 7 23 63. CI. 280 106.
Greten, Krnst. to Metiillwerk I'.ahre KG. .\ppariitus for pro-

duchiK wood particle boards. 3,098.781. 7-23-63, CI. l.')ti

373.
Groce. Irwin J., R. \V. RItchey, and R. W. Peters, to National

Distillers and Chemiiul Corp. Recovery of hafnium hy-
droxide 3,098.711, 7-23-63, CI. 23-140.

Grosser, Siegfried : Set —
Sauer, Hans, Kober, Weiss, (Jrosser. and Wohner.

3,098.420.
Gruber, Thomas J., to Eaton Mfg. Co. Broken discharge line

Indicator, 3.09H,.-.00, 7-23-63, CI. 137 -4,")6.

Gruss, George A , L. E. McKean, and D. L. Zelters. to Amerl
can .Machine &, Foundry Co, Howling bull handling mecha-
ni.sm. 3,098.653, 7-23-63. 01. 273—4^.

(iubelniunn, Walter S. : See—
Oubelmann, Wllliani S. 3,098,609.

Gubelmaini, William S., deceased ; by Walter S. Gubelmann.
executor ; said \\'illiaiii .S. Gubelmann, assor. to Realty and
Industrial Corp. Calculating machine driving mechanism
and the like. 3,098,609, 7-23-63. <'l. 23.V -62.

Gudmund-sen, Auntin, and R. F. Davis, to McCuIloch Corp.
Fluted luttei sharpener. 3,098.32.'), 7-23-63. CI. .51- 95.

Guex. Waldemar : See—
Eriemann. Gustav, Guex, Kuegg, and Schneren. 3,098,

879.
Ouidi, Eugen. to Sulzer Freres. S.A. ManiiKilators for re-

placing tuel units in a nuclear reactor. 3,098,811. 7-23-63.
Ci. 204—193 2.

(Juion, Thumus H., to Monsanto Chemical Co. Prix'ess for
union (lyeinK of acry'onitrile polymers and basic nltroge
nous fiber l.leiid.... 3,()»8.6yo. 7 23-63, <'l. 8 21.

Guntert. Ronald M.. and W. F. Earley, to (iuntert & Zimnier
m.in Const. I)iv., Iiic Concrete pavement l:iylng machine
with grooving mechanism. 3,098,413, 7-23-()3, CI. 94 39.

Guntert, Ronald .M., and W. F. Earley, to Gunert & Zimmer-
man Const. D.v . Inc. Header assemblv for concrete layini;
niachim s. 3,098.414, 7-23-63, CI. 94-46.

(Juntert, Ronald .M., to (Juutert & Zimmerman Const. Div., Inc.
Hoi>per unit for concrete slab laying machines. 3,098.41.'),
7-23-63, CI. 94 46.

Guntert & Zimmerman Const. Dlv. Inc. : See
Guntert, Ronald M. 3,098,415.
(;untert, Ronald M., and Earley. 3,098,413.
Guntert, Roniud M.. and Earley. 3,098,414.

Gusman, Albert D. Clothing with adhesively applied bodying
layer. 3,098.2:5.'). 7-23-63, CI. 2- 97.

Guzman. Geornt G. Inflated play horse. 3,098.317 7-23-63
CI. 46—87.

Owyther. Val M. Water quality control means. 3,098.360
7-23-63, CI. 61—28.

'

Haase. Ludwig W. Method of producing carbon dioxide Ice
and product thereof 3.098,361, 7 23-63 CI 62—

I

Haase. Wllb«'rt W , Co. : See—
CernlPk. Henry L. 3.098,278.

Haeber, John A. Apparatus for Installing and retrieving
equipment from underwater wells. 3.098,525, 7-23-63 cf
lfl6—66.5.

Hafner. Theodore. Su.spension and tensioning of successive
sections of surface wave fran.smission lines between mip
ports with coupling between sections at supports. 3,098^-
988. 7-23-63, Cl. 333—95.

HaKan, Albert W., to Roy S. Sanford k Co. Carton. 3.098
399. 7-23-63. Cl. 229—37.

Hagan, Albert W., and P. F. Simpson, to Roy S. Sanford St. C\)
Carton, 3.098.600. 7-23-63. Cl. 229 37.

Haganes. Martin Cranes, excavators and the like. 3 098-
39.'>. 7-23-ti3, Cl. 74 10,').

nagglund, Sven E., to HorsiK Aktlengi'sellschaft, and Svensk
Toroforadling, Aktiebolaget. Diaphragm filter press.
3,098.429, 7-23-63. Cl. 100- 11.').

Haigler, Edmund D. : See—
Brewer. Nathaniel, Hairier, and Woodrlng. 3.098.498.

Hall. Archie A., and J. R. Sabhia. to Inlted States of America
Navy. Supinatlng pilot's seat. 3,098,631, 7-2.3-63, Cl!

Hall, James A. : See—
Thomao. Jesse B.. and Hall. 3,098.290.

Hall, Matthew, & Co. Ltd. : See—
Allen, George, and Venison. 3,098,527.

Hamer, Martin, and R. H. Brown, to Standard Oil Co. Motor
fuel composition. 3.098.727. 7-23-63. Cl. 44—56.

Hammer. Elmer O., Jr.. and O A. Ryn-'ers. to McGraw-Edlson
to Electrical capacitor. 3.098,956. 7-23-63. Cl 317—
243.

Hanna. Fares K. : See—
Pekor, Charles B., and Hanna. 3.098,246.

Hannum. Charles M., to National Cleveland Corp, .Method of
sharpeninK Rear cutting tools. 3.098.333, 7-23-63, Cl.
5 1 ~~ •.Mo.

Haracz. Kdward F. Process and apparatus for applying silver
films. 3,098.756. 7-23-63, Cl. 117—35.

Hardt. Paul E . to Klockner-Werke AG. Process for refining
of pig Iron in other than round vessels. 3,098,740 7-2.3-
63. Cl. 75—60.

Haroldsen. Grant O. : See—
McElroy. \\%llani N.. and Haroldsen. 3,098,810.

Harrington, Joseph J., J. D. Mitchell, and B. L. Jordan
Peanut vine feed con:rol device. 3,098,340. 7-23-63 Cl.
56—345.

^^Ti^o"' ^'"'^ ^' *" Deere k Co. Discharge elevatx)r.
3.098.555. 7-23 63, Cl. 198—122.

Harris. Harlan N. Compass. 3,098,304, 7-23-63, Cl. 33—
1S4.

"V^,','?' \^^ M. and J. J. Art needlework frame. 3,098,280,

Harris. Jack J. : See

—

Harris. Ida M.. and J. J. 3,098,280.
Harris, John E

, and C. N. Matthews, to Monsanto Research
VV5R; oil/"-'"***'" "^ methylenebie (phosphonium bromides).
3,098,8 < 8, 7-23-63. Cl. 260—606.5.

""'''iswn. Henry C. Cleaning device. 3.098,253. 7-23-63,
l_ 1 . 1 •> 1 1 O.

Harvard Mfg. Co.. Tue : See

—

Itoche. Melvli. E. 3.098,243.
Hasbro iCK. llarolil J.: A'Cf -

Furrand. Clair L.. and Hasbrouck. 3.098.990.
Hustings, Russell, Jr.. to Clark Equipment Co. Multl-purpo.'ie

control iiieaiis for Industrial trucks and the like. 3,098,543.* 2.5 6,'5, (*1. 1 H7 9.
Hausner, Joliann K.. to Neotronic Corporation. Packlnu as

.M'liibly. 3,098,660, 7-23-63, CI. 277—187
Hawker Aircraft Ltd.: .See

Chaplin, Koland H. .'5,098,628
Haxo, Henry E., Jr., to United States Rubber Co. Latex

!,","..'*.l*''"'l-'''-'"*''
"'' •*'"<" *'"*^ ^''nyl pyrhllne rubbers.

.5,098,8.5., 7-2.5 (!3, Cl. 260 41 5.
Hazeltlne Res«'arcli, Inc. : See—

Uuchsbaum, Walter H. 3,098.287
LouKhlln. ISernurd I». 3.098,895.

Huzemag : See
.Meyer. Ludwig J. 3.098,614.

Hearne, Joseph H. : See
Brand. John R.. and Hearne. 3,098,407.

Heutii, .\rtliur \\ .. to iJaillo Corp. of America. Reed switch.
3.09.S.908. 7-2.-! (i.'l, Cl. 200-87.

Hedges. (;eor;;e D., to -Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.
I'ower transmission. 3.098.400, 7-23-63 Cl 74 804

lledler. Frank K. : Sn- '

.Myers. Charles R., and Hedler. 3.098..')19
Helder, James E , to Owens Illinois (ilass Co.

forming iiM-thod and apparatus. 3.098 ,')93

22.)- 4.

Plastic bottle
7-23-63. Cl.

Heifred Corp. The: See
I>«' Mareo, Robert I".

Helii, Rowland F. : .S'ee

<;r,nllshar. I rederick
lleinemann Klectric Co. ;

Scliwurtz. .Ndrman J.
S<-lnvarfz, .S'orman J

3,098, ."»74.

J , and Heln. 3,098,716.

3,098,910.
and Goldblatt. 3,098,911.

SpruKiie. John M. 3.098,912.
Heit'reii, Fred J., to Abbott Laboratories. Sweetening agent
and process of producing the same. 3,098.749, 7-2:5-63. CI.

Ilellyer. John T.. '*. to R. S. Strom. Hammer rotor construc-
tion for material crushers. 3,098,613, 7-23-63, CI. 241

lleiikel & Cle. G ni b.H. : See -

Musdi. Dieter. Elcher and Kramer. 3,098,783
Hermann, Otto, to The R. K. Le Blond Machine Tool Co Zero

sl<eeil .switdi. 3.0yh.yo«>. 7-23-«)3. CI. 20O—80
Heroianny, Heinrich. to Radio Corp. of America. Tube cage

orlentinj; and positioning apparatus. 3.098,5,53, 7-23-63,

Heron. David H., to Shell Oil Co. Shut-off valve for dual cotn-^
pletion ui)per ixicker. :5,098,526, 7-23-63, Cl. 166— 128

llerr. Jo.seph R., to Sylvanla Electric Products Inc Time
delay circuit 3,09.s,9.')3, 7-23-63, Cl. 317—148.5

Herschel, R.. .Mfg. Co. : «ee—
Selim. .Martin R. 3,098,339.

llerzoi:. Hans: ,s'ee -

KSblsch, Gerhard, and Herzof. 3,098,714.
Iletzler, I>'wis R.. to (Jeneral Motors Corp. Transistor reiju-

lator for Kener.itors 3.098,904, 7-23-^3 Cl 3"2 '8
Heuer, Hans, to Olympla Werke AG. Arrangement for serles-

transm.s^^lon of coded sl;;nals. 3,099,004, 7-23-63, Cl.

lleuse Otto. W. Fischer. F. Horn, and R. Wlinnier. to Farb-
werke Hoe<hst Aktienuesellschaf t vormals Meister Lucius &Mrun UK Process and apparatus for carrying out chemical
reactions at liiirli temperatures. 3,098.883, 7-23-63 Cl
.'60 683

lleyden. Robert .\

Bach. Jacob C
Higglns. Horace M.

< orp.
tlons.

See
Klvek. and Heyden. 3,098,615

.. and C. A. Congwer, to Aerojet-General
.Metli.Ml oi propulsion uslnij solid propellant composi-
3.m»8.a.')l. 7-23-63. Cl. 60— 3.').

4

3.098,449, 7-23-63, Cl. 103—
3,098,540. 7-23-«3, Cl. 182

Hill, Rol)ert H. Slush pump.
Hiner, Edward C. Scaffold,

l.')2.

Hintze, Klaus : See—
Reiher, Wolfgang, and Hintze. 3.098,418.

Illrsch. .Mahlon E.. and C. Merl, to Louis Man k Co IncToy repeat tiring cap gun with percussive firing noise and
.^jlinulated used shell ejection. 3,098,474. 7-23-63, Cl.

Hoagland, Earl J., to Standard
.Shoulder-mounted safety hood.

Ho«nlck, Hans H., to Dr. Ing. h.c.F. Porsche KG, Firma
•) mi^iTj-."

V°
',"If.^^f"':'Vo

'Of «nt<?rnal combustion engine
J.098,4i2, 7-23-63. Cl. 123—90.

Safety Equipment
3,098,233, 7-2.5-63.

Co.
Cl.

C
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Hoffman. Frances G , to Merck k Co., Inc. 17-ether deriva-
tives of pregnanes. 3.098,860. 7-23-63, Cl. 260—397.4.

Hoffman, Jess H., J. I. Detweller, and F. O. Rlek, Jr to Lock-
heed .\lrcrait Corp. Hydraulic test equipment. 3.098.^82.
7-23-«i3 CI. 73—168.

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. ; See

—

Eriemann. Gustav, Guex, Ruegg, and Schaeren. 3,098,-
870.

Sager. Hans. 3.098.819.
Holden. Thomas W. Band pass audio filter. 3,098,986, 7-23-

63, « I. 333— 71.
Holden, Thomas W. Variable band pass audio filter. 3,098,-

987, 7-2:5-63, Cl. 33:i—71.
Holland, Barney B. Propulsion unit for shallow draft boats

or the like. 3.098,464, 7-23-63, CI. 11.5— 16.
Holley Carburetor Co. : See

—

Frank. Robert K. 3,098,366.
Soullgney, Mitchell J. 3,098,916.

Holmes, Mark N. : See—
Burleson, Aaron, and Holmes. 3,098,369.
Burleson. Aaron, and Holmes. 3,098,389.

Holmes, Richard R. : See

—

Biles. James R.. and Holme.s. 3.098,786.
Holiltschnildt. Hans. F. von Spulak, E. MUUer. and O. Bayer.

^4 to Farbenfabrlken Bajer Aktlengesellschaft, and Mi to
-Mobay Chemical Co. Coating composition comprising a sol-
vent solution of rubier and an Isocyanato aryl phospnorous
compound. 3,098.840, 7-23-63, CI. 260—45.9.

Holzman, James W.. to Dana Corp. Boat retrieving device.
3,098,402. 7-23-63, Cl. 114—22f

HomberK. Otto A. : See—
Braus. Harry, and Homberg. 3,098,848.

Hook. Russell P. : See

—

Olton. Dlrck J., and Hook. 3,098.330.
Hopfeld. Fred P., to Grand Specialties Co. Pump apparatus.

:f098 587. 7-2.3-63. CI. 222—176.
Horn. Friedrlch : See

—

Heuse, Otto Fisher, Horn, and Winner. 3,098 883.
Hornbercer, Clarence L., and E. W. Stanley, to Armstrong

Cork Co. Doctor blaf'e and drive for rotary printing press.
3.098 4.33. 7-2.3-63. CI. 101—157.

Hornherger, Clarence L.. to Armstrong Cork Co. Register
control for rotary printing press. 3,098,436, 7-23-63, CI.
101—248.

Hornhostel, Lloyd, to Belolt Iron Works, Roll subject to
deflection, 3.098.284. 7-23-63. Cl. 29—113.

Hornhostel Lloyd. Jr., to Beloit Iron Works. Liquid re-
moval means for rotatable perforated shells. 3,098,788,
7-2,3-6.'5. Cl. 162—274.

Horowitz, Carl, and T. Breitner. to Yardnev International
Corp. Anhydrous electric battery. 3,098,770 7-23-63.
Cl. 136—100.

Hosll. Hansjakob to Brevets Aero-Mecaniques S.A. Pro-
jectiles to be slidably fitted on the end of a gun barrel.
3 098.447. 7-23-63. Cl. 102—51.

Hotchklss-Brandt : See

—

Jasse, Joseph R. 3 098.446.
Howard. .Tames W. Tran«lstorlzed pulse gate noise liralter.

3.098.972. 7-23-63. Cl. 325—319.
Howe Rtcha»-dson Scnie Co. • See—

Bartlett. George A. 3.098,536.
Howell Dixie, to Kellwood Co. Composite garment. 3.098,-

485..- 7-2.3-63. Cl. 128—4.55.
Hu, Qnang-Hsi, Novel and safety process and device for

use In connection with motor vehicles. 3.098,538. 7-23-63,
Cl. 180—82.

Hul)er, Richard, to Pertrlx-L'nion G.m.b.H. Primary battery
cell for high cirrent loads and method of Its manufacture.
3 098,771. 7-23-63, Cl. 136—103.

Huehner, Herbert A. : See—
Worrel. Richard M. 3.098,341.

Huet, Andr«. Light boiler for use in a nuclear energy in-
stallation. 3,098.468. 7-23-63. Cl. 122—32,

Huet Andr4. Nuclear reactor with fuel under spheroidal
form. 3,098,809, 7-2.3-63. CI. 204—193.2.

to Pace Inc. Thermostat switch. 3,098.
200 138
Mixing faucet. 3,098,503, 7-23-63, Cl.

Deere k Co. Cushion soring standard
3,098,531. 7-23-63. Cl. 172—

3,098,672. 7-23-63. Cl.

selector valve. 3,098.-

Huffman, John W.,
913 7-23-63. CI

Hunslnger. Lukas.
137—597.

Hunter. George D.. to
for an earth working tool.

710.
Husband. William M. Turf plugger.

294—50.7.
Huska. Paul. Motor driven rotary

960. 7-23-63. CT. 318—443.

Huttenwerk Oberhausen Aktlengesellschaft : See—
Graef. Rudolf, and von Bogdandy. 3,098.739.

Hu.vck. Willard M.. and V. A. Romito. to Asentic Thermo
Indicator Co. Printing Ink comnosltlon for ethvlene oxide
sterilization Indicators. 3.098,751. 7-23-63. CI. 106—20.

Hycon Mfg. Co. : See—
Mundt, Edward. 3 098,995.

Hyson. Archibald M. : See—
Armltaice, John B., Dessauer. and Hyson. 3.098.842.

Inductosyn Com. : See

—

Farrand, Clair L., and Hasbrouck. 3,098,990.

Industrlewerk Schaeffler oHG : See—
Staneff, Stefan. 3,098,684.

Ingersoll-Rand Co. ; See

—

Baldwin, Ronald C. 3,098,641.

InstltutlonHl Food Equipment Corn. : See

—

Del Francla, Joel A. 3 098,427.

InterchemlcftI Corp. : See—
Gaylord. Norman G. 3,098,835.

International Bank : See—
Crawford, David J. 3,098,799.

See-

See-

3,098,898.
Telegraph key.

International Business Machines Corp. : See

—

Clapper, (Jenung L. 3 098,939.
Clapper, Oenung L. 3.098.999.
Dunning. Joseph E. 3,099,000.
Godycki, Ludwig E , Stevens, and Tsu. 3,098.803
Smith, James T. 3,098,998.

International Latex Corp. : See

—

Barth, Harry J., and Gay. 3,098,755.
Dorsey. WUliam J. 3.098,486.

International Research k Development Corp.
Crawford, Arthur R. 3,098,:579.

International Standard Electric Corp. : See

—

Martens, Jean V. 3,098,937.
International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.

Brown, Thomas G., Jr. 3.098 994.
De Rosa, Louis A. 3,099,006.
Dodington, Sven H. M. 3,098,980.
Norling, Thomas B. 3,098.901.

Isabeau, Jean (J. V., to Zenith Radio Corp. Signal trans-
lators utilizing Input signal level which selectively satu-
rates transistor base-collector Junction. 3,098,936, 7-23-
63, Cl. 307—88.5.

Iversen, Richard N., to The Weatherhead Co. Metal joint or
seal. ,"5.098 ti62. 7-2.3-63, Cl. 28.')— 18.

Ivey. Lee R., to Lab-Crafts, Inc. Dog cage. 3.098,465. 7-23-
63, Cl. 119—15.

Jackson, Calvin I)., to Auradynamlcs, Inc. Aerodynamlcally
.supported rocket. 3 098,445, 7-23-63, Cl. 102—49.

Jakosky. John J., Jr. : See

—

Jakosky, John J., and J. J. Jakosky. Jr
Jakosky, John J,, and J. J. Jakosky. Jr.

3.098.898, 7-23-63. Cl. 178—108.
Jammal. Joseph N. : See

—

Dickover. Marion W., and Jammal. 3.098,773.
Jaslnowski, Walter J. : Nee

—

Chase, Corson W., Jaslnowski, and Pedersen. 3,098.618.
JaslnskI, Victor : See

—

Goldberg Albert I., and JaslnskI. 3,098,838.
Jasse, Joseph R.. to Hotchkiss-Brandt. Openable fin arrange-

ment. 3,098,440, 7-23-<i:5. Cl. 102 —.50,

Jepson, Ivar: See—
Koci, Ludvik J., Ander.sen. and Jepson. :5,098,1)18.

Jepson, Ivar, to Sunbeam Corp. Composite electricallv heated
devices. :5,098.921. 7-2;5-<>3. Cl. 219—25.

Jeral)ek, Rol)ert 1). to Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. Prepara-
tion of water soluble oil resin vehicles. 3,098,834, <-23-
63, CI. 260—23.7.

Jernberg, Evert H.. to Electric Machinery Mfg. Co. Bearing
structure. 3,098.683 7-23-6:5. Cl. .308— 76.

Jewell. Ralnh P.. to Moeller Mfg. Co., Inc. Multiple stopper
unit. 3,098,721, 7-23-63, Cl. 23—259.

Joesting, Frederick D., to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator
Co. Two-stage fluid oscillator. 3.09K..")04, 7-23-<i3, Cl.

137—624.14.
Johns, William F., to G. D. Searle & Co. 17-oxygenated

e8tra-1.3,5(10)-trlen-4-ol8 and intermediates. 3,098.852,
7-23-63. Cl. 260—239.55.

Johnson. Alpha J., and J. A. Moore, to Kaiser Aluminum k
Chemical Corp. Cooking and baking utensil. 3,098,597,
7-2:5-63, Cl. 229—2.5.

Johnson k Johnson : See

—

Kalwaltes, Frank. 3,098,265.
Joline, Everett S , to Sperrv Rand Corp. Fuel control sys-

tem for gas turbine engines. 3,098.3.5(). 7-2.V63, Cl. 60-
39.28.

Jonaltls, Charles W. : .See

—

Baarson, Robert E., Treweek, Jonaltls, and Ray. 3,098,-

817.
Jones, Charles : See—

Bentele, Max, Jones, and Raye. 3,098,605.
Jones, James R., and R. F. Kogle. Jr., to Olln Mathleson

Chemical Corp. Stabilization of sulfur trioxide and hijrh

strength oleums. 3,098,713. 7-23-63, Cl. 23—174.
Jones, Robert C, to United States of America. Navy, Meth-

od of fabrication of air-backed thermistor bolometer.
3.098,288, 7-23-63, Cl. 29—155.69.

Jordan. Bertram L. : See

—

Harrington, Joseph J., Mitchell, and Jordan. 3,098,340.
Josam Mfg. Co. : See

—

Armbruster, John A., and Woodcock. 3,098.242.
Joslln, Robert W. : See

—

Ayer, William H., and Joslln. 3,098,951.
Jurgelelt. Herbert F.. to United States Rubber Co. Process

of balinK particulate material. 3,098,69.5. 7-23-63, Cl.
18—48.

K-W Battery Co. : See—
Dickover. Marlon W.. and Jammal. 3,098,773.

Kabelschlepp GmbH. : See—
Wanlnger. Gilbert. 3.098,349.

H. Herzog. to
of hydrogen

l-'MC (^)rp.
peroxide.

Process
098.714,

FMC Corp.
peroxide.

Process
3,098,715,

3,098.541. 7-23-63, (T.

Kablsch, Gerhard, and
for the manufacture
7-23-63, Cl. 23—207.

KBblsch, Gerhard, and S. Laufer, to

for the manufacture of hydrogen
7-23-63. CI. 23—207.

Kadas. Charles F. Lubricating tool.
184— 1.

Kaiser Aluminum ft Chemical Corp. : See^
Johnson, Alpha J., and Moore. 3,098.697.
Wlttrock, Henry J. 3,098.804.

Kaiser, Wllhelm J. : See—
r>ohr. Roman, and Kaiser. 3.098,794.

Kalfadells, Charles D. : See

—

Couper, Allstair S.. and Kalfadells. 3.098,855.
Kalm, Max J., to G D. Searle ft Co. N-acylated derivative*

of 4-amlno-2-carbocycllc-3-methylmorphollnes. 3,098,853,
7-23-63, Cl. 260—247.1.

Kalwaltes. Frank, to Johsnon ft Johnson. Methods for doffing
and drafting textile fibers. 3,098.265. 7-23-63, CI. 19

—

106.
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Kaiiinra uud KlnowtTke Dresden, VEB : See-
H.'lher, \.t)lft;ang, and Mliitze. 3.098,418.

Kao I'aul W , aud C. 11. Brunm-n, to CenM-Ito IMpe ( orp.

Annular traik iiieiiiber for h Hpinuing ollndrlcal PU>p ' "f'"

(lurlDK Interior lining operation. 3.0U8.7B4, 7-23-OJ, 1 1.

1 IH - oo. . , .

KarlKaard. Wayne A., to (Jeneral Motors Corp. Shock at>-

sortHT pUton valvlng. 3.0y8,54t5, 7-l.'3 fi3. CI 188 -88.

KasM David, to OrlKlnal Toy Corp. I'ackage Includlnt? Hunger

for ilolhlng. 3,()yH,,">Gi, T -3-«3. CI. I'Oti 45.34.

Katz. Leonliard. Ulr*-ct current motor and the like.

y.-),s, 7 J.i •>;!. CI. 31 H 138.
Katiinun Ljiwreuif. Vaporizer and heating (•hanil)er.

UJt!. , 1:3 tt3, CI. 21»—40.
.. . . ,

Kawahara. Fred K.. to Standard Oil Co. Motor fuel.

470. 7 :.'3-<)3, CI. 123—1.
Kaylln. Kubin K. : i^ee

LUs, Saul, and Kaylln. 3.0«8.9b9.

Keatbley. E. L. : .See

—

La I'lerre. Thomatt H. 3,008, .>f)8.

Keck, I'aul H., to Syhanla Klectrlc »:n.duct8 \nc. (^ryotToa

type Bwltchlng device. 3,0»8,y67. 7-23-«3. CI. 323-94.
Kell, Henry I', to KUture Hardware Corp.

, "P*";?*'"^ '-'.'-L'

trol meciianUm for duplicating macblnea. 3.01)8. (>.>0, 7-^.t-

Kel'th \Ulll8 c! to Sinclair Research. Inc. Process for pro-

olefin polymers. 3.098.884. 7-23-63. CI. 260—

3,01>«,-

S.OOM.

3.098.

to Robertson I'hoto-

3,098.765. 7-23-1)3.

and Kldwell.
and Kldwell.

3.098,r»«4.
3,098.505.

3.008. BOB.
Aircraft Radio Corp. Motor control

positions. 3,098,9til. 7-J3-B3. CI.

ducing
f>M3.1i>.

Keller, Uanlel 1*.. and W. R. Beck. Jr..

Mechanlx. Inc. Xerographic brush.

CI. 118—037.
Kellwoi d Co. : .s'ee-

Howell. Dixie. 3.098.485.
. „ . ^

Kelzenberw, .Matthias, incompetent, by J. Maubach. guardian

.Methoil for Intimately sheathing foundation bodies with

sheet metal jackets. 3.098. l-'H.-i, 7- 23-<>3,
,Vlv"-;?. ,'^?o"';.o

Kcndrlck, Carl W. Debarking machine. 3,098..)1J. i--3 i>3.

Kenm'pol'l. Kenneth K. Liiiuld level Indicator for L. V. gas

tanks. 3 0'.I8.3M«, 7 :;3 tUl, C\. 73 ^07.

Kenney. William D.. and W. i». Vernon, to ColumbuH Iron

Works Co. Disc harrow. 3.098,530. 7-23-G3. CI. 172— o91.

Kent Moore Drganlzatioii, Inc. : See-—
Demlng. Roy. 3.098.385.

Kldwell. Jay F. : .Sec—
l-'duse, Frederick /-

Fiiuse. l-"rederlck Z
Kimball, A . Co. : See-

Ross, Thaddeus C
King, I'aul n .

Jr. to

for selecting Htiaft

Kinney Howard A., to Crescent Machine & Nipple Co. Tube
shaping machine. 3.098,4<U 7 l'3-»i3. CI. 1 1

3—52.

Klrchner I'aul H., to General Klectrlc Co. Klectr.tnlc con

tact analog simulator. 3,098.y2<». 7-23-63. CI. 23.5—18..

Klrkpatrlck, WlHanI H, V. I.. .Seale. A Walker, and R. E.

Law to Nalco Chemical Co. iH-mulsiflcatlon of petroleum

oil emulsions 3,OOH.hu'7. 7 23-r,3. CI. 252—341.
Klttre'.l, Richard L . to Collins Radio Co. Aircraft gul lance

<ontrol signal development system. 3.099.007. 7

—

3-«m. t l.

343— 107.
Klager. Karl : See

Prankel, Milton B , and Klager. 3,098.873.

Klein. John S : Stc-
McKlroy. Charles W .. and Klein. 3.098.455.

KllmBtra. I'aul D : See
Counsell, Raymond K.. and Kllmstrn. 3.098,8.)l.

Kline. Granville B., and R. Q. Thompson, to Kll Lilly and

Co. Growth promoting method employing 3.3 bln(4-hy

droxyphenyl) p«'ntane. 3,098.745. 7 23-«3. Cl. 99— 2.

Klockner-Werke AG : See—
Hardt. I'aul E. 3.098.740.

Klosa. Jo8ef. to Dr. med. Hans Volgt. Chem.-Pharm. Fabrik.

Acid Hflditlon salts of basically substituted ttavones and
preparation thereof. 3.098,854. 7-23-63. CI. 260-247.2.

Knabusch, Edward M.. and E. J Shoemaker, to La-Z Boy
Chair do. Spring anchor means. 3.098.646. 7-23-63. CI.

267— 112.

Knoph. Nic L., and R. E. Sonneland. to Tysaman Machine
Co.. Inc. Long wire stone sawing apparatus. 3.098,475,
7-23-63, CI. 125—21.

Knox. lyeonard S. : See—
McCarthy. Jeremiah T. 3.098.316.

Kttber, Fritz : See—
Sauer. Hans. K8ber. Weisa, Grosser, and WOnner.

420.

Kobetz. Paul, to Ethvl Corp. Complex bimetallic organo-
nietalllc compounds and method for their preparation.

3.098,862, 7-2.3-63, CI. 2«0— 429 7.

Koch, John E Snowplow attachment for automobiles. 3,098.-

309, 7 23 63. Cl. 37 42.

Kod, Ludvlk J , R. D. Andersen, and I. Jepson. to Sunbeam
Corp. Remotely controlled electric beating and cooking
vessels. 3.098,918, 7-23-63, Cl. 219—20.

Kohlhagen, Walter, and L. R Burghoff, to Amphenol-Borg
Electronics Corp. Journal-tvne staff bearings for move-
ments and the like. 3,098.681. 7-23-63, Cl. 308—22.

3,098,

Koppers Co., Inc. : 8ei
Myers. Charles R.
Shepler. Paul R.

Kowalskl. Alexander

;

Mockrln. Isadore,

Kralowetz, Bruno.
Cl. 78—20.

and Hedler.
3.098,659.

See—
and Kowalskl

3.098,519.

3,098.752.

color thread

color thread

dyeing device,

dyeing device.

Craoiree. executrix.
3,098,568, T-23-63,

8,098.654, 7-23-68,

Forging machine. 3,098,402, 7-23-63,

Kramer, Anton ; See*

—

Buscb, Dieter. Elcher. and Kramer. 3,098,783.
Krimer. Rolf. E. Breltlnger, and F. W. Qerber, to SKF

Kugellagerfabriken Geseilscbaft mit bescbrankter Haftung.
Spindle drive arrangi-ment for a spinning machine and the
like. 3,098,345, 7-23-63, Cl. 57—102.

Krause, James N.. to Anaconda Aluminum Co. Curl resistant

foil to pai)er lamination and method of making same.
3,098,780, 7-23-«3, Cl. 156—280.

Kreps, Saul I., to Van Dyk k Co.. Inc. Cosmetic composi-
tions containing lactic acid esters of fatty alcohols. 3.098.-

795. 7-23-«3. tTl. 167—90.
Kretzmer. Ernest R.. to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc.

Information storage arrangement. 3.098.996. 7-23-63, 01.

340— 173.
Kuba. Samuel : See—

Drexlnger. Robert M.. and Kuba. 3,098.494.
Kuck. John H.. 50% to W. G. Finch. Superregenerative

amplifier. 3.098,982. 7-23-63, Cl. 332—31.
Kucmerosky. Theodore L.. and M. E. Peterson, to The Bendlx

Corp. Spring adjusting mechanism for flow divider valve.

3.098,642, 7-23-63. Cl. 267—1.
Kuhn, Peter M. : Bee—

Suoml, Verner E., and Kuhn. 3,098.880.
Kukln, Ira : See

—

Faust, Jacob, and Kukln. 3.098,821.
Kullcke, Frederick W., Jr., O. H. Schwalm, and R. Lllman,

to AMP Inc. Measuring and feeding apparatus. 3,098,596.
7-23-63, Cl. 225—117.

Kunze. Walter G. : See—
Wurzburg, Otto B.. Kunse, and Evans. 8,098,492.

Lab-Crafts. Inc. : See—
Ivey, Lev R. 8,098,465.

Langston, Claude C. Multiple
3.098.373, 7-23 63, Cl. 68—27

Langston. Claude C. Multiple
3 t>98,374. 7-23-63. Cl. 68—27.

I.,antz Dae C. Jr.. to Pan American Resources, Inc. Rotary
refuse converter 3,098,458, 7-23-63, Cl. 110—14.

La Pierre, Thomas H, deceased; M. J. Crabtree, executrix,

to E L. Keatbley. Support stand.

Cl. 211—60.
Larkln Colls, Inc : See—

Shrader, Raymond M. 3,098,363.
Larsen, Lee D. Bowling glove device

Lasbrey, Ian K. B., to Short Brothers * Ha rland Ltd Auto-

matic stabilizing apparatus for aircraft. 8,098,627, 7-23-

Laskln Allen I., to Olln Mathleson Chemical Corp. 16-by-

drox'ylatlon of steroids. 3.098,796, 7-23-63, Cl. 195—51.
Latlna Harry B , to a. G. Spalding k Bros., Inc. Construc-

tion of baseball gloves. 3.098.^34. 7-23-63, Cl 2-19
Laudon Herbert, to Leesona Corp. Infra-red gas detection

system 3,098.932, 7-23-«3. Cl. 250—83.3.
IJiufer. Slegmar : Set „„,..

Kttbisch, Gerhard and Liufer. 8.098,715.

Law, Robert E. : See

—

„ . „ „ j t _ o naa
Klrkpatrlck. Wllhard H.. Seale, Walker, and Law. 3.098,-

827.
Layne k Bowler Pump Co. : See-

Bower, Clark D. 3.098.450. .,,..„.» ,
Layne Gilbert S. and R J. Teltel. to United States of

America. Atomic Energy Commission. Uranium-molyb-
denum-aiumlnum ternary alloy. 3,098.742, 7-23-63, Cl.

75-122.5
La-Z-Boy Chair Co. : See—

Knabusch, Edward .>1

I>-akey, David M., to The
cross-talk delay circuit.

Le Bell, Clarence E ; See-
Taub Alvln, Feidman, and Le Bell. 3,098.852.

Le Blond. R. K.. Machine Tool Co., The : See-
Hermann, Otto. 3.098,906.

Lee. Georgia W. : See-
Weaver. Elmer C 3.098.431.

Lee, James. Cat and bird game. 3,098,652, 7-23-63. Cl.

Lee Maurice W.. Sr. Steak cooker and tenderJier. 3.098,

426. 7-23-63, Cl. 99—339.

Lee. Paul L : See—
Weaver, Elmer C. 8,098,481.

Leesona Corp. : Bee—
Laudon, Herbert 3,098,982.

Lemteux. Eugene : See

—

Fortln, Louis P.. and Lemlenx. 8.098,6«9.

Lemmers Eugene, to General Electric Co. Configurated lamp.

3.098.945, T-23-«3^ Cl. 318—10^^
Lerude Leslie R. Oun carrying hamets. 3,098,691, 7-23-

63, Cl. 224—1. „
Le Vaux. Rene O. : See—

Brown. Adolrh M. 3.098,282. ^ ^ ^ , , » «„,„
Lewln Seymour Z to Evans Research k Development Corp.

Apparatus for use In determlnlni Part»cle size "ddl«trl-

butlon of particle size. 3.098.931, 7-23-63, Cl. 250—83.3.

Lewis, Clifford J., to Phillips Petroleum Co Uranium ore-

carbonate leach process involving addition of chlorine, alkali

metal hypochlorite or ammonium hyppchlorlte to pregnant

llQiior derived therefrom 3.098.707, 7-23-63, Cl. 53— 14.5.

I^ewls Lawrence, to United States of America, Atomic Energy

Commission, High energy rate extrusion of uranium.

3 098.807. 7-23 63. Cl. 204—154.2.
Llbby. Wlllard F. Heat resistant structure. 8,098,787, 7-^3-

Llcnta^' Leonard:' to Automatic Electric lisboratoHesTnc.
Universal spotter cam arrangement. 3,098,8»», T-^a-iia,

Cl. 179—90.
Llebhafsky, Herman A., and L. W. Nledrach to Genera

Electric Co F>iel gas generator control system for fuel

cells. 3,098,769, 7-23-63, Cl. 186—«6.

and Shoemaker. 3.098.646.
General Electric Co.. Ltd. Low
3.098.976. 7-23-63. Cl. 328—65.

LIST OF PATENTEES Ml

Liebscher. Anton, E. E. Rollman. and A. Szerenyi, to Ro-
Search, Inc. Footwear having an outsole of elastomerlc
material cured directly to the sole. 3,098,308, 7-23-63,
Cl. 36—14.

Lilly. Ell, and Co. : See—
Kline. Granville B.. and Thompson. 3,098.745.

Lime. Jean, to Soclete Alsaclenne de Construction Mecanlques.
Device for the adjustment or "correlating" of the engraved
rollers In rotary printing machines. 3.098,434. 7-23-63,
Cl. 101 178.

Lincoln, John D.. to Continental Can Co., Inc. Method for
coating a honeycomb log. 3,098,759, 7-23-63, Cl. 117—95.

Llnd, Orble E., Jr.. and W. H. Trow, to Sylvanla Electric
I'roducts Inc. Camera control mechanism. 3.098.417.
7-23-63. Cl. 95 10.

LIndemann. Hans, to Th. Calow k Co. Maschlnenfabrik u

Elsengiesserel. P1ih> feeding apparatus. 3,098,570, 7-23-
63 Cl. 214—1.

Llntaart. Otto C : See

—

Van Dolah, Harry J., and Llnhart. 3,09«,7.53.
Lias. Saul, and R. R. Kaylln, to General Precision Inc. Ap-

paratus for automatic testing of a potentiometer's linearity

and total resistance Including actuating means responsive
to a predetermined percent of error. 3,098,909. 7-23-ti3.

Cl. 324—63.
Liston. Max D : See—

Beebe. Cedrlc H., Liston, and McKinley. 3,098.813.
Little. Arthur D.. Inc. : See -

Sheehan. John C. 3.098.693.
Little. David S.. and E. W. Pike. Vertical speed indicator.

3,098^81. 7-23-63, Cl. 73—179.
Little, Harvey J., to Chrysler Corp. Glass bending mold.

3,098,7.36, 7-23-63, Cl. 65—291.
Littler, Francis \V. to Socony Mobil Oil Co.. Inc. Agricul-

tural spray emulsion concentrates and their method of

manufacture. 3.098.789. 7-23-63. C\. 167—42.

Littley, John J., and R. Burns, to The Cincinnati Shaper Co.
Powdered metal compacting press. 3,098.261. 7-23-63. Cl.

18— 16.5.
Lock^heed .Mrcraft Corp. : See

—

Chrlstenson. Charles H. 3.098.632.
Hoffman, Jess H , Detwe'ler. and Rlek. 3.098,382.
Messinger, Bernard L. 3,098.626.
Smith. Bruce W. 3.098.342.
Walkey. George J.. Sipple. Sorenson, and Norris. 3.098.-

444.
Loev, Bernard, to Smith Kline 4 French Laboratories. Sul-

folane pharmaceutical compositions. 3.098.793. 7-23-63,
Cl. 1H7—82.

Lohman. Henry E. Colter assembly. 3.098,680, 7-23-63. O.
3Qg jg

Lo Prestl. Roy F.. to Goodman Mfg. Co. Automatically
reversable troughing Idler assembly. 3.098.558. 7-23-63.
Cl. 198—202.

Lord Mfg. Co. : See-
Thomas. David G. 3.098.682.

Lory. Frederick A. : See

—

Caflisch. Edward G., Lory, and Wilson. 3.098.689.
Letter. William, to South Bend Range Corp. Broiler. 3,098,-

477, 7-23-63, Cl. 126—41.
Loughlln, Bernard D., to Hazeltine Research, Inc. Electronic

prevlewer for televised color pictures. 3,098,895, 7-23-63,
Cl. 178—5.2.

Lovens Kemlske Fabrik ved A. Kongsted : See

—

Nielsen, Helmuth. 3,098,483.
Lucas, .Malcolm B. : See

—

Anderson. Donald C, Lucas, and Watrous. 3,098,601.
Lukes, Thomas M. : See—

Prater, Arthur N., and Lukes. 3,098,750.
Luslne a Idees Soclete Anonyme dlte : See—

Ruby, Charles. 3,098,940.
Luttinger, Lionel B.. to .\merlcan Cyanamid To. New catalyst

system for linear ami cvclic polymeri'ntlon of memo sub-
stituted acetylenes. 3,098.843, 7-23-63. Cl. 260—94.1.

Lyall. Richard G.. to Yuba Consolidated Industries, Inc.

Quick opening closure mechanism. 3.098.580, 7-23-63, Cl.

220—to.
Lynch, Edward I., and T. T. True, to General Electric Co.

Cathode ray lube svstem using indexing signals. 3,098,-

896. 7-23-63. Cl. 178—5.4.
Lyon, Floyd A., and T. F. Aronson. to Commercial Envelope

Mfg. Co , Inc. Strip feeding and registration means.
3.098 408, 7-23-63, Cl. 83—236.

Madarai. Julius D.. to Gas Inc. Method of heating and
sintering. 3.098.738. 7-23-63. Cl. 75—34.

Maerov. Sidney B. : See

—

Dessauer. Rolf, and Maerov. 3.098.863.
Maestrelli. Raffaello Automatic steering system for vehicles

supported on pneumatic tired wheels. 3,098,454. 7-23-63,
Cl 104—247.

Mainll, Jean L. P.. to Oletta Soclete Anonyme. Extraction
of an alkaloid from phyllanthus discodeus. 3.098.849.
7-23-63, Cl. 260—236.

Mainll, Jean L. P. Extraction of alkaloids from funtumia
latlfalla 3,098,859. 7-23-63, Cl. 260—397.3

Malln, Charles G. Grinding and polishing machine for pre-

cious or »emi-preclou« stones. 3,098,327. 7-23-63. Cl.

51—125.
Mfg. Specialties Co.. Inc. : See

—

Greenstadt. Joseph C. and Zlers. 3.098.520.

Mark, Albert, to United States of America. Army. Process
for producing single crystal silicon surface layers. 3.098.-

774. 7-23-63. Cl. 148-1.5.
Marks. Barnard M . to E. I. rtu Pont de Nemours and Co

Preparation of purified methacroleln. 3.098.798, 7-23-63.
Cl 202—12.

Marple. Perry K. : Bee—
Graff, Alan R., Oesting. and Marple. 3,098.797.

Vlarsh. Erwln. to United States of America. Army Core
release test fixture. 3,098,378, 7-23-63. Cl. 73—103.

Marsh, Francis X., to Continental Aviation and Engineering
Corp. Gas turbine engine construction. 3,098.357. 7-23-
63. Cl 60—39.31.

Marsh, Glenn A., and E. Schaschl, to The Pure Oil Co.
Apparatus and method for measuring corrosiveness of
agueous liquids. 3,098,801. 7-23-63 Cl. 204—1.

Marsillo, Dominic O.. to Phllco Corp. Laundering apparatus.
3.098.5S1. 7-23-63, Cl. 220—46.

Martens, Jean V.. to International Standard Electric Corp
Combined limlter and two section bandpass filter 3.098.-
937. 7-23-63, Cl. 307—88.5.

Martin. Harold B. : See—
Crimmins. David J., and Martin. 3,098.688.

Martin. Howard L.. to Sperry Rand Corp. Bolometer mount-
ing means for use in coaxial transmission lines 3,098.984.
7-23-63. Cl. 333—22.

Martin, Harold W., to American Machine k Foundry Co.
Plastic bowling pin. 3.098.655. 7-23-63. Cl 273—82.

Martin Sweets Co.. The : See—
Spragens, George F. 3.098,506.

Martin, Wesley G., to A. O. Smith Corp. Fiber reinforced
plastic vessel and method of making the same. 3.098,582,
7-23-63, Cl. 220—67.

-Marvel, Carl S and R. D. Vest, to United States of America,
Air Force. Process for producing polycarboxyllc acids and
esters. 3,098 867. 7-23-63. Cl. 260—485.

Marx, Louis, k Co., Inc. : See

—

Hlrsch. Mahlon E,. and Merl. 3.098.474.
Mason. Lee E., to Sylvanla Electric Products Inc. Turret

terminal structure for vacuum tut)e sockets. 3.098.952.
7-23-63, a. 317—101.

Massey-Ferguson Inc. : See

—

Mitchell, Melville J. 3,098.491.
Mathieu, FrM«ric, to Compagnie d'AppUcation Mecanl-

ques a TElectronlque. Au Cinema et a I'.Atomlstique
(C A.M.E.C.A.). Film projector devices. 3.098,409, 7-23-
63, Cl. 88—17

Matthews, Clifford N : Bee—
Harris. John E, and Matthews. 3,098,878.

Maubach, Josef : See

—

Kelzenberg, Matthias. 3,098,285.
Maus. Otfrid G. H., and A. J, A. Glers. to Carl Schenck

Maschlnenfabrik G.m.b.H. Apparatus for electrlcallv meas-
urtng unbalance of rotating workpieces 3.098.391. 7-23-63,
Cl. 73—462.

Maxwell, Charlie J. Masonry barbecue pit. 3.098,428. 7-23-
63. Cl. 99—446.

Maver (ieorce A., to Miami Stone. Inc. Stone splitter.
3.098.476. 7-23-63. Cl. 125—23.

McAuley, Anthony, to A. B. Chance Co. Stringing block.
3.098,638, 7-23-63. Cl. 254—134.3.

.McH'ann. Keith, to Goodman Mfg. Co Troughing roller
assemblv and belt conveyor. 3.098.557. 7-23-63. Cl.
198- 192

M.Cirtliy, Jeremiah T., 20% to M. St. J. McCarthv. Sr.
and .M. St J. McCarthv. Jr., and 10% to L. S. ICnox.
Cliilds toy. 3.0<.>8.316. 7-23-63. Cl. 4«--43.

McCarthy, Micliael St. J., Sr : See-
.McCarthy, Jeremiah T. 3.098,316.

.McCarthv. Michael St. J.. Jr. : See
.McCarthy, Jeremiah T. 3.098.316.

.N^-Carver. Aarol D. : See—
Foits, H. D., and McCarver. 3.098.925.

Mi'Ciisklll, Robert B., to Seismograph Service Corp. Appa-
ratus for use in setting voting machine for voter
classlf.ratinn. 3.098.()07, 7-2.3-B3. CI. 235-54.

.McCiirniick, HaniUtun L., to General Motors Corp. Stacked
plate heat exchangers 3,098.522. 7-2.3-«3, Cl 164— Ififi

.McCiiUocli Corp. : See -

GMdiiiun<lsen, Austin, and Davis. 3.098.325.
Mi'Ciillough, Campbell R.. to .Monsanto Chemical Co. Method

of rediiciiij; water evatioratlon losses in oj>en reservoirs.
3. 098.701 , 7 23-»i.{, Cl. 21 <>() 5.

McElroy. Ch.irles W.. and J. S. Klein, to .Safety Electrical
^iquipment Corp. Cargo cushioning systems. 3,098.455.
7 23 <i3. Cl. 1(1.") —3»i9.

.McElroy. Willl;mi .V., and G. O. Haroldsen, to .North American
-Xvlntlon. Inc. Vapor pressure water boiler reactor. 3.098,-
HIO, 7-23-ti3. Cl. 204—193.2.

.McGraw-Edison Co. : .See

—

H.inimer, Elmer G,, Jr., and Rynders. 3.098.956.
-McKenn. Lowell E. : Sec

Gruss. George A.. McKean. and Zeiters. 3.098.B53.
.McKlnlev. Enrl W". : See

Beebe. Cedrlc H.. Liston. and McKinley. 3,098.813.
-McLeod. Hector B. Regulating valve. 3.098.501. 7-23-63.

Cl. 137—.505.1.
McMordie, Warren C.. Jr., and (J. J. I'etrovlch, Jr^ to

General Dynamics Corp. Reclamation of hydraulic fluid.
3,098,820, 7-2.3-03, Cl. 2.".2--78.

Means. Winthrop J., to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc.
Information storage arrangement. 3, ((98,997, 7-23-63. Cl.
340—173.

-Mecliam. William J., and J. D. Gabor. to United States of
.\iiierica. Atomic Energy Commission. Fliuirination of
...vidic nuclear fuel. 3.098,709, 7-23-63. Cl. 23—14.5.

Meiler, John <J.. to Bowater Board Co. Method of making
lignocelhilosic flberboard. 3.098,785. 7-23-63, Cl. 162—11

Meinlcke. Erich. Multiple swift textile waste tearing machine.
3.09S.2(;4. 7 23 03, Cl 19-82.

Melchior, Frederick C. Siibmarine surface sensing system.
3.0<»8.389. 7-2.3-03, Cl. 73— .384.

Mendez Ll.imozas. Juan D. High pressure ejection lmp«'ller.
3,098 354, 7-23 63, Cl. 60—35,54.

Mense, Inc. : Bee—
Younger, Joy M. 3,098,484.
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Merck A Co.. Inc. : See—

Uoffmau. Fianceh G. 3.098.800.
KelxifJd. Kulph A., aud TuiiK. 3,098,792,

Marx, Louis, & Co.. Inc. : Hee
Hirscb. Mabloii E.. and Merl. 3.098.474.

Merrluiac Uet>«arch aud Developuieut, Inc. : iSee—
Oliner, Arthur A. 3.098.983.

MeMluger, Bernaid L., to Locklieed Aircraft Corp. System
for htartliiic gas tuibiue power plant«. 3.098,020. 7--3-03.
Qy 244 53

Mettil aox Co. Ltd., The : See

—

Siuchbery. Arthur L.. and Cook. 3.098.725.
Metailbuu Seuiler, U.iii.b H. : Sec

Schoppe, Fritz. 3,098.704.
MetallgebellHcbaft A.-G. : Het--

Frlese, Gunter. 3.098,886.
Metallwerk Bahre K.G. : Set

Greten, Ernst. 3,098.781.
Mettentleiter, Michael W. Admixture of aluaiinuiii metal
powder and powdered vejjetub.e gum for treatrnvrit of open
wounds. 3.098.790. 7-23-03, CI. 107-58.

Metiger, Hans 8., to Moeller & Neumann (i.m.b.II. KollhiK
mill structure. 3,098.403. 7-23-63. CI. 80—38.

Metzger, Louis G.. and II. Goodman, to Cohhios Iudu8trles,
Inc. Serially conne-Tted coarse and fine Inductors with con-
tinuous adjustment. 3.098.989. 7-23-03. CI. 330 131.

Meyer, Ludwlg J., to Huzemag. Impellers for commluuiorH.
3,098,614. 7-23-03, CI. 241 193.

Meyer, Halph J., to Collins Kadio Co. Rocker switch assem
bly. 3,098,902. 7-23 tJ3. CI. 200 .">.

Mevers, Douglas C, to Shell (.Ml Co. Method and apparatus
for producing hlgli-presssure wells. 3,098,523. 7-23 03.

01. 166—45.
Meyers, Vernon J., to United States of America, Navy.

Bidirectiooal cold-cathode counting control circuit. 3,098.-

946. 7-23-63. CI. 315—84.6.
Miami Sione, Inc. : See

—

Mayer. George A. 3,098.470.
Michaells, John L., to Tittsburgh Plate Glass Co. Method
and apparatus for controlling a direct current power source.

3,098,903, 7-23-03. CI. 321 11.

Micks, \nlliam K., to The Kand I'orp. Novel structural
composite material. 3.098.723. 7-2;j 63, CI. 29—183.5.

Midwest Mower Corp. : See

—

Fox. Richard E. 3.098,331.
Mieble-Qoss Dener, Inc. : See

Chase, Corson W., Jaslnowskl, and I'edersen. 3,098,018.
Tyma, Louis S., Jr.. and Doyle. 3.098,437.

Mlka, Henry S.. to United States Rubber Co. Apparatus for

developing a signal lepreseutlng the condition of balance
of an object. 3,098,392. 7-23-63. CI. 73—485.

Milbourne. Benjamin K. Denture cleaner. 3.098.496, 7-23-63.
CI. 134—166.

Miles, Charlie A., to Alamance Industries. Inc. Knit fabric

for a welt or the like. 3.098,308. 7 23-03. CI. 66- 178.

Miles Laboratories. Inc. : See
Borchert. Peter J. 3,098,809.
Fancher. Otis E. 3.098.791.

Miller. De Witt H.. to (ieneral Electric
control device. 3,098.965, 7-23 63. CI. 322—28.

Miller, Harry C. Compromise resisting combination lock.

3,098.378. 7-23-63. CI. 70-333.
Milllkan, Alien F.. and G. W. Crosby, to The Pure Oil

Co. CIo«e<i loop

Lubricating composition. 3.098.824. ^-23-63. CI. 252-
Mlllman. William V. : See

Greene, Earnest J., and Millman. 3.098.731.
Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator C"o. : See

—

Dlnter. Henry A., Jr. 3.098,306.
Hedges, George D. 3.098.400.
Joestlng, Frederick D. 3.098,504.

Mlsra, Raj P.. to Texas Instruments Inc. Mesa
sistor and method of fabrication thereof.
7-23-63, Cl. 317—234.

Mitchell, John D. : See-
Harrington Joseph J.. Mitchell, and Jordan

Co.
J6.7.

type tran
3,098.954.

3.098,340.
Corn snapping

and Bayer.

Pennsalt Chemicals
dielectric material.

3.098.404.

Mitchell, Melvllfe J., to Msssey Ferguson Inc
rolls. 3.098.491, 7-23-03. Cl. l.-JO—5.

Mobar Cbemica'. Co. : Bee—
Holtschmldt, Hans, von Spulak. Muller,

3 008 840
Mobley, ' Paul R.. to General Electric Co. Brazing alloy

3.098,743, 7-23-63, Cl. 75— 171.
Mockrlu, Isadore. and A. Kowalski. to

Corp. Fluoaluminate composition as
3.098.752. 7-23-63, Cl 106—39.

Modern Sleep Products Co. : 8ee^
Rothbhuer. Loils J., Jr. 3.098.244.

Moeller Mfg. Co.. Inc. : See-
Jewell. Ralnh P. 3.098.721.

Moeller k Neumann G.m.h.H. : See

—

Metzger. Hans S. 3.098 403.
Morath. OUnther. Waldura. and Neumann.

Moffett. Sam M : Bee—
Weakley. Martin L., Moffett, and Craig. 3,098.872.

Monroe Calculating MacMne Co. ; See

—

Day. Leslie R. 3.098.617.

Monsanto Chemlcnl Co. : Bee—
Bile*. James R.. and Holmes. 3.098,786.
Bray Johr R. 3,098.920.
Gulor. Tbom-ip H. 3.098,690.
McCullough. CamobeH R. 3,098.701.
Rausch, Marvin D. 3.U98,9e4.
Rlcheson, James P. 3.098.260.

Monsanto Research Corp. : See-
Harris, John E., and Matthews. 8.098.878.

Montecatini Sonetft Generate per I'lndustrla Mineraria
Cblmica : See

—

Cappucclo, Vittorlo, Rlbonl. and Vigan6. 8,098,697.

3.098.722.

3.098,241.

Moore. John A. : See

—

Johnson. Alpha J., and Moore. 3.098,597.
Moran, Jonn J., and II. Wood. Laboratory disUllatlon appara

tus. 3,098,800, 7-23-63. Cl. 202 170.
-Morath. GUnther. W. Waldura, and K. Neumann, to Moeller
& Neumann G.m.b.H. Universal rolling mill. 3.098.404.
7-23-63. Cl. 80—5o.

Morin, Louis H. One-sided separable fastener. 3,098.277.
7-23-63. Cl. 24—205.1.

Morris, Rupert C, uuu K J. Sax, to Shell Oil Co. Polynu-
clear polyumines. 3.098.841. 7-23-03. Cl. 260—45.9.

Mortier. l..uclen A. Carriage for haudliug and displacing cable
reels. 3.098.623. 7-23-03, Cl. 242—86.5.

Morway. Arnolti J., to Kj,»o Heseurch and Engineering Co.
Lubricants prepared .ryui iso oleic acid. 3.098.822, 7-23-
63, Cl. 252—39.

Morway, Arnold J., to Esso Research and Engineering Co.
Lubricants containing thickeners prepared from tall oil
3.098.823. 7-23-63. Cl. 252—39.

.Moss. Norman S.. to Wilmot Breeden Ltd. Vehicle door
latches. 3,098.071. 7-23-63. Cl. 292—221.

-Muller. Erwin : See

—

Holtsehmidt, Hans. Von Spulak, Muller, and Otto.
3,098.840.

Muller. Werner C. : See

—

Carlson. Eugene C. and Muller.
Mullett. Howard G. : See—

Booker. Robert J., and .Mullett.
Multifastener Corp. : Set

—

Steward, Jerry H. 3.098,576.
Mundt, Edward, to liycou Mfg. Co. Servo system and com-

parator. 3,098,995. 7-23-03. Cl. 340— 146.2.
-Murcott, Charles E. Swingable walkers. 3,098.651. 7-23-63,

Murphy, Patrick X. Emergency brake. 8.098,545 7-23-63
Cl. 188—76.

MurpLy. Walter T.. to The B. F. Goodrich Co. Golf ball hav-
ing a polyetherureihane core. 3,098.658, 7-23-63. Cl. 273—

.Myers. Charles R.. and F. K. IKnller, to Koppers Co. Inc
o^.'i'iw?'^' ."r*'^ '.'"'' system for movable partitions.
3.098.019, 1-23-63, Cl. 160—4C.

.Myers Edwaru C. Sickle guard construction. 3.098.338
(-23-63, Cl. 56— 29«}.

Nader Hugo O. M. Prosthetic foot. 3,098.239. 7-23-63, Cl.

Nftgele, Bernbard. Jr. Multi-color pressure adjustable writing
instrumeut. 3.098.407. 7-23-63. Cl. 120—14 5

Nalco Chemical Co. : See

—

Kirknatrick. Willard H.. Seale. Walker, and Law. 3,098.
827.

National Cleveland Corp. : See

—

Hannum. Charles M. 3.098.333
-National Distillers and Chemical Corp. : See

—

Itraus, Harry, and Homberg. 3,098,8-18.
Carlson, Eugene C, and Muiler. 3,098 722
Dean. Ralph K.. Slatkovski. and Wegner. 3,098,267
toos, Raymond A., and Stambaugh. 3.098 708
Oroce, Irwin J.. Rltcney, and Peters. 3,098 711
Saflrer, Bernard A. and Feldman. 3,098,880.U illlamson. John M. 3,098,584.

-National Gypsuio Co. : See

—

Gorman. William S.. Jr. 8,098.784.
National Lead Co. : See—

"••"•
Bauer. Alfre<1 F. 3.098.270.
Bunk. Hugo. 3.098,2*j2.

.National Research Development Corf
Bishop, Donald, and Ripper. 3,C
West, John B. 3,098,383.

-National Starch and Chemical Corp. :

Goldberg. Albert I., anu Jas.nskl.
Wurzburg. Otto B.. Kuuzc aud

Necchl Socieia per Azioni : Bei
Bono. Lulgl. 3.098,315.
Bono. Luigi. 3.098.459.

Neffenger. Carel H.. to The G. S. Eouipment Co. Corrosion
V '^l^^Jng me^-bauism. 3.098.720. 7-^3-63. Cl. 23—233
.>egi8lil. hizaburo. \arn end controlling device for a centrif-

Negff rMo*! see-"'-
3.0«8.343, 7-?3^3. Cl.

57-3'4°'"'

v^i-X.^^if'-l'^''^..^"'";^'*;
Xegrl. Penso, and Savi. 8,098 744

cTp Hee/\:!.*w^-":A«»?»«°. t.?.9':"«nj>ton A Knowles
242—79.
-Neotronlc Corp.: see

Hausner, Jobann K. 3.098.600
.Netsch. Gebruder -Maschluenfabrik

Rossmann. Helmut. 3.098.040
.Neumann. Karl : Svr

-Morath. Gunter. Waldurau aud
-N'lckl. Julius , Sce-

Enk. Eduard. and .Nlckl. 3.098.741
.Me<lrach. Leonard W. : see- -

VI .

^^'«'''h*,'»''y. Herman A., and Niedracb. 3,098.769.
Nielsen. Helmuth. to Lovens Kemiske Pabrlk red A. KongvtedIwo companment hypodermic syringe for separate storing

of more components. 3.098.483, 7-23-63, Cf 128—220
Norling, Thomas H., to International Telephone and Tele

Sr^*^^. r.*'/vP
Telephone security system. 3,098.901 7-23-

"•1. Cl. 179— 175.2.

-Norrls, Frank C. : See-
Walkey, George

3,098,444.

-North American Aviation, Inc. : See

—

De Boice. William F. 3.098.879
Glasgow. Lvie E., and Dryer. 3.098.497
McEIroy. William N.. and Haroldsen. 3,098,810.

.North American Philips Co., Inc. : Bet
Bregman, Frank. 3,098,938.

: Bee—
98,622.

See

—

3.098.838.
Evans. 8.008,492.

.....II — —->^—. »w v,>v/>uuiuu a Auuwies
wiudlng apparatus. 3.098,021, 7-23-63, Cl.

See

Neumann. 3,098.404.

J.. Sipple, Soreason, and Norris.
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Norton Co. : See

—

Ervln. <;uy. Jr.. and Ueltz. .'1,098.805.
Fournler, Roger H. 3.098.328.
Olton, Dirck J., and Hook. 3.098.330.
Rowse. Robert A. 3.098,730.

Noznick Peter P.. C. W. Tatter, and C. F. Obenauf. Proc-
ess of preparing a compressed chocoHte chip product and
the resulting product. 3,098.746. 7-23-63. Cl. 99—23.

Noznick, Peter P.. and C. W. Tatter. Whipping and powdered
shortening compositions. 3.098.748. 7-23-63. CT. 99—118.

-Nusbaum. Wellman E. Flow meter. 3,098.384. 7-23-63. Cl.
73-228.

Nyquist. Frederick W. : See

—

Blomstrand. John H. 3.098.283.
Obenauf. Carl F. : See—

Noznick. Peter P.. Tatter, and Obenauf. 3,098.746.
O'Donnell. John F. : See—

RiChey, Clarence B., and O'Donnell. 3.098.528.
O'Donnell. Leslie I). Cattle scratcher and oiler. 3,098.466.

7-23-<53. Cl. 119—157.
Oebmlg. Robert G. Caulking compound backstop for window

structures. 3,098.200. 7-23-63. Cl. 20—U.
Oesting. Ralph B. : See—

Grafr, Alan R., Oesting. and Marple. 3 098.797.
Ohara. Masao K. Vamamoto. and Y. Degnchl, to Tujisawa

Pharmaceutical Co.. Ltd. Thiamine disulfide derivatives
of octanoic acid and their preparation. 3.098.856, 7-23-
63. Cl. 260—256.5.

Ohara. Naoyki. Depth of fleld verifying device. 3,098,421,
7-23-63, Cl. 95—64.

Obmega Laboratories : See

—

Foster, Harry R., and Crump. 3,098,981.
Oletta, Soclete Anonyme : See

—

Malnll. Jean L. P. 3,098.849.
Olln Mathieson Chemical Corp. : See

—

Jones. James R.. and Focle. 3,098,713.
Laskln Allen I. 3.098.796.
Sherman, Earle C. and Cote. 3.098.583.
Spencer, Russell C. 3.098.443.
Wakefleid. Ralph V., and Foster. 3.098 442.

Oliner. Arthur A., to Merrimac Research and I>evelopment.
Inc. Wideband microwave hybrid. 3.098.983. 7-23-63,
CI. 333—10.

Olton Dlrck J., and R. P. Hook, to Norton Co. Abrading
device 3.098,330, 7-23-63, Cl. 51—197.

Olympla Werke AG : See

—

Heuer, Hans. 3.09S.004.
Ondrejka. Alhert A. Shock and vibration Isolator. 3,098,-

643. 7-23-63. Cl. 267—1..^
Onny. Edward J., and S. Rezin.

3,098.927. 7-23-«i3, Cl. 219—57.

Original Tov Corp. : See

—

Kass, David. 3.098.501.
Ormsby, Raymond G. and F. J.

Glass Works. Method and apparatus for forming glass.

3.098,948. 7-23-63. Cl. 317—0.
Ostroni. Cyrus W. Electric discharge impulse submarine

drivers. 3.098.533, 7-23-03. Cl. 175—0.
O'Sulllvan James. liisposable syringe.

Cl 128—220.
Outterson. Charles R. : See

—

Eldrldge. John W., and Outterson.
Owens-Illinois Class Co. : .See

—

Barnby Herbert A., and Edwards.
Helder. James E. 3 098.593.

Owens. Walter J., to Her Majesty the Queen in right of

Canada, as represented bv the Minister of .National I>e-

fence Laminated torsion bar suspension. 3.098.645. 1-2'A-

63. Cl. 267—57.
Pace, Inc. : See

—

Huffman, John VV. 3 098.913. „„ „„
Page Richard W. Drilling Instrument. 3.098.299. 7-23-63.

Cl. 32—27.
Paine Jordan. Street light bracket connection means.

3.098.068. 7-23-03 Cl. 287—50.
Pan .\merican Resources, Inc. : See—

•

Lantz. Dae C, Jr. 3,098.458.
Paravarn Elastic Co. : See

—

Smith Wllbert D. 3.098.347.

Park, William H. : See—
hourne. Douglas J., and Park. 3.098,390.

Parsons, C. A., k. Co. Ltd. : See

—

RItz. Hugo H. L. 3.098.521.
Pascal Ivan to E. 1. du Pont de Nemours and Co.

of polyester fiber. 3.098.691. 7-2.3-63. Cl. 8—55.
Paschke Heinrlch. to Rheinmetall G.m.b.H.. Flrina. t^lec-

trohydraulic adjusting apparatus. 3.098.358. 7-23-03, Cl.

Paschke Raymond F.. to General Mills, Inc. Cross linking

of fatty polvamldes with ionizing radiation.

7-23-0l Cl. "204-154. ^ ^ ^ .....
Paulson William S... to Barber-Colman Co. Condition

trol system. 3.098.919. 7-23-63. Cl. 219—20^
Paxton. John J. Domestic smoothing iron. 3.098.922, 7-

Pave't Peel R. Process for clarifying sugar juices by addition

of a buffer. 3,098.766. 7-23-63. Cl. 127—50.
Pearl Carl K See

—

Cohen. Murray S.. and Pearl. 3.098.876.
M-irrav 8., and Penrl. 3.098.877.
Morton, to The Bunting Co., Inc. Glider con-

3 09S 078. 7-23-«3. CI. 297—344
Pearson. Arthur S.. to United-Carr Fastener Corp. Coupling

for rods or shafts. 3.098.365. 7-23-63. Cl. 64—7.

I'edersen. -\rne V. : See

—

Chase. Corson W.. Jaslnowskl. and Pedersen. 3.098.618.

Butt welding apparatus.

Trementozzi. to Corning

3.098,482. 7-23-63.

3.098,846.

3.098.334.

Dyeing

3,098.806,

23-

Cohen
Pearlstine.

Htrtict'on

Pederson. Raymond L. : See

—

Babcock. John C. Campbell, and Pederson.

Peelle Co.. The : See

—

Ratb, Robert £. 3,098,992.

3,098.850.

Peerless Equijainent Co. : See

—

Dudley. Kdmond R. 3.098.551.
I'ekor. Charles B., and F. K. Hanna. to United States Rubber

Co. Buoy. 3.098,240, 7-2:i-63, Cl. 9—8.
Pennsalt Chemicals Corp. : See—

-Mockrin. Isadore. and Kowalski. 3.098,752.
I'enso. (Jlrsep-e : See—

Von Lorch, Llttorla, Negri, Penso. and Savi. 3.098,744.
Pertrix-Union G.m.b.H. : See

—

lUiber, Hichard. 3.098.771.
I'erucca. Pietro. -Machine for the preparation of coffee in-

fusion. 3.098.424, 7-23-63. Cl. 99—302.
IVsarek, \^'alter : See

—

Varadl. Louis E.. Bourque, and Pesarek. 3.098.355.
IVters. Russell \V . : See

—

(iroce, Irwin J.. Ritchey. and Peters. 3.098.711.
Petersen, Tllo^^ald, to Reed Mfg. Co. Pipe cutter. 3.098.296.

7-23-0:{. Cl. 30—9.5.
Peterson, Floyd V. Liquid transmissive and electric current

non-transmlH.slve apparatus. 3.098.890. 7-23-63. Cl.
174—5.

Peterson. Merle E. : See

—

Kucniorosky. Theodore L.. and Peterson. 3.098.642.
Peterson. William : See

—

Deal. Bru(e K, and Peterson. 3,098.763.
Petrea, James C.. to Sperry Rand Corp. Large volume weigh-

er. 3,098.537. 7-23-03. Cl. 177—98.
Petrovlch. (George J.. Jr. : See

—

.Mc.Mordle. Warren C. Jr.. and Petrovlch. 3.098.826.
Philbrook, Earle S. Snow melter. 3.098.478. 7-2:i-63. Cl.

1 26—343.5.
Philco Corn. : See—

Marsilio. Dominic O. 3.098.581.
Phillips Petroleum Co. : See

—

.Xnderson. Herbert R.. Jr. 3.098.777.

.Anderson. Herbert R., Jr. 3.098.808.
Dixon. Henry O. 3.098,754.
(Jregory. Charles W. 3,098,656
I^-wls. Clifford J. 3,098.707.

Pliillips, Stanley D., to United States of -America. Navj-.
Double acting spring device. 3.098.644. 7-23-63. (Jl.

207—1.
Pike. Edward W. : See

—

Little, David S.. and Pike. 3.098,381.
Pittsburgh Plate (Jlass Co. : See

—

Michaells. John L. 3,098,963.
Plzzi, Albert L.. and S. Zolner, to Western Electric Co.. Inc.

-Apparatus for assembling articles. 3.098.291. 7-23-63. Cl.
29—203.

Pllsk. Leonard N.. to Bausch k Lomb Inc. Fluorescent gun
sight. 3,(K18,303, 7-23-63. >fl. 33—52.

Polishuk. -Arthur T., to Sun Oil Co. Polymerization of halo-
gen-substituted olefins with novel catalysts. 3.098.844,
7 2,3-03, Cl 20O— 92.1.

Poole, Harmon .\.. and P. W. Bellows. Treatment of liquid
Immersed material. 3.098,370, 7-23-63. Cl. OS—.?.

Pooler, Robert W.. and G. L. Barnes, to United States Rubl)er
Co. Process for expanding polyethylene. 3.098,832, 7-23-
03. Cl. 260—2.5.

Porsch, Frle''rich, to Dragoco Spezialfabrlk Konz. Rlech- und
.Aromastoffe Gerberding & Co.. G.m.b.H. Process of prepar-
ing l-(4-h.vdroiv phenyl )-butanone- (3). 3.098.874. 7-23-
03. Cl. 260—590.

Porsche. Dr. Ing. h.c.F., KG. Flrma : See—
Hoenick, Hans H. 3.098.472.

Porter, H. K., Co.. Inc. : See

—

Sprlclngs, Donald G. 3,098,894.
Portz, William E., to True Temper Corp. Reel mounting
means for fishing rods. 3.098.313, 7-23-63. Cl. 4.'?-22.

Powers. Howard A., to W. H. Brady Co. 'Tape dispenser.
3 098,782. 7-2.3-63. Cl. 150—577.

Prater, Arthur N., and T. M. Lukes, to Consolidated Foods
Corp. Method of preparing toasted dehydrated onions.
3.098.750, 7-23-63, Cl. 99—204.

Price, Edison, and I. Go(xibar Lighting fixtures. 3,098.612,
7-.2:i-<53. Cl 240—41.35

Price. Martin A. .Mrcraft auxiliary fuel tank. 3,098,633.
7-2'H-63 Cl. 244—135.

Pringle, Ross .A., and C. F. Wallace, Jr., to General Electric
Co. Low electrlcnl resistance composition and cable made
therefrom. 3.098.893 7-23-63. Cl. 174—102.

Procter k Gamble Co.. The : See

—

Anderson, Donald C, Lucas, and Watrous. 3,098,601.
Pullman Inc. : See

—

Shaver, Raymond M. 3,098,457.
I'ure Oil Co , The : See

—

Bernard. George G. 3 098,700.
Marsh, Glenn A., and Schaschl. 3.098.801
Milllkan. Allen F., and Crosby. 3.098.824.
Woltwr. James E. 3,098.991.

Quester, Wllh : See

—

Quester. Wllhelra W. K. 3.098.572.
Quester. Wllhelm W. K.. to W. Quester. Method for the

controlled feeding of material to processing units. 3.098.-

572, 7-23-63. Cl. 214—152.

Radio Corp of America : See

—

Goldberg. Edwin A. 3,099.005.
Heath Arthur W. 3.098.908.
Hermanny. Heinrlch. 3.098.553.

Rados, John L.. and T. R. Drake. Continuous wood laminat-
ing press. 3,098 514. 7-23-63. Cl. 144—281.

Rn<.'on. Austin E. Trl-cone bit with inserts. 3.098.5.3.5. 7-23-
03. Cl. 175—374.

Ramseier. Paul, and F. Austel. to Brftcker AG. Apparatus
for applying travellers and thread onto the rl"gs of spin-

ning and twisting machines. 3,098,344. 7-23-63. Cl. 57—
34.

Rand Corp.. The : See

—

Micks, WlUiajn R. 3,098.723.
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Kath, Kob«>rt E.. to The Pwlle Co. Position sensing and

control means. 3,0W.\>92. 7--'3-63, CI. 340— 1.

R*iusch, Marvin D.. to .Monsanto Chemical Co. Arylfer-
rocenes and a proi-eMx for preparing them. 3.098,804. (-23-
»t3. CI. I't.O^ 43U.

Uaver, Louis J., to <ieneral Motors Corp. Protective cir-
cuit for transistor regulators. 3,()98.y«t!, 7-23-(;3, CI
322-73

Ray, ( hurles L. : See—
Uaarsou, Kobert £., Trew<>ek. Jonaitls, and Kay 3,0t»8,

817.
Raye Alexander li. : See-

Uenteie, .\iax, Jones, and Raye. 3.098, 0U*>.
Raytheon Co. : See—

Deal, Bruce E.. and PetiTson. 3,098.7(53,
Realty and Industrial Corp. : See ~

<.ubelmiinn, \> illlani S. .•{,(K>S,»5()9.

Recbsteiner, Paul, to Zelzer & Co. Slide-fasteners 3.008,-
276. 7-23-«i3, CI. 24—201.

Reed, Donald K and S. K
, E. F. Deady. and K R. Fairbanks,

to SpuiH Components inc. .Magnetic switches. 3,098.007,
7-23-«3. CI. 200—87.

Reed Mfg. Co. : .s're- -

Pet.-rsen. Thorvald. 3.098,290.
Reed, Stanley 1*'.

: See—
lU^ii. Donald E. and S. F., Deady, and Fairbanks. 3,098,

907.
Reeae. Elmer E., to General Motors Corp. Windshield wiper

15—250.42.
<'orp. MH);netlc centering
tut)es. 3.0U8.942. 7-23-113.

Corp. Cathode-ray perma-
3,098,943, 7-23-(r3, CI

3,098,839.
Corp. Continuous
sensitize the same.

blade. :{,()98.J55. 7-23-03. CI.
Reiches. Sol L.. to Zenith Radio

deviiv for multiple cathode ray
CI. 313—77.

Relches. Sol L., to /enlth Radio
nent magnet bi'am positioner
313—77.

Reld, Robert J. ; See—
Conrad, \\ endell R., and Reld

Relder, Malcolm J., to Drew Chemical
treatment of wool to shrink-proof and
3,(>98,ti94, 7-23-63. CI. 8— 12«.

Relher. Wolfgang, and K. Hlntze, to Kaniera und Klnowerke
Dresden, \ EB. Photographic camera with electric motor
drive. 3,098,418, 7-23-03, Cl. y.'i—31.

Relnsch. Arthur J. : See- -

Ueisgerber, (.eorge A. and Relnsch. 3.098,598
Relsfeld, Raiph A., and (i. L. Tong. to Merck k Co. Inc.

Process for preparing a product having enhanced lacto-
genic activity. 3,098.i92, 7-23-03. CT. 107— 74.

Reitman, Lester J., to Sperry Rand Corp. Servo system.
3.0y8,412, 7-23-03. Cl. 91—210.

Reliable Electric Co. : See—
Schweitzer, James E. 3.098,275.

ttepubllc Aviation Corp. : See-
Barasch, Hans 1*. 3.098,933

Renter, Gilbert O. ; See—
Snyder, William R.. and Reuter. 3,098,703.

Reuter, Gilbert G.. Co. : See—
Snyder, \v lillam R., and Reuter. 3,098,703

Reynolds, Daniel P. : See—
Douge, Howard M., and Reynolds. 3.098,400

Reynolds Metals Co. : See-
Thomas. Jesse B., and Hall. 3,098.290.

Rezln, htauiey : See—
Onny. Edward J., and Rezln. 3.098.927.

Rbelnmetall G.m.b.H.. Flrma : See
Berger, Fritz. 3,098,439.
Berger. Fritz. 3.098,440.
PascbKe, Helnrlch. 3 098.358.

Rhodes. Cecil E.. to Sealectro Corp. Compensating means
for delay lines. 3.098,985. 7-23-03. Cl. 333—30.

Riboni, L b.ildo : See—
Cappucclo, Vlttorlo. Rlbonl, and Vlgan6. 3.098,697

Rlcharuson. timer L. Coat retainer. 3,0u8.5s»0. 7-23-03.
Cl. 223— 71.

Richardson, Robert M. Itemotely actuated radio frequency
powered devices. 3,098.971, 7-23-03. Cl. 325—9

Rlcheaon. James P.. to Monsanto Chemical Co. Annealluv'
aoparatus. 3.098.260, 7-23-1.3, Cl 18— 1.

Rlchey, Clarence B., and J. F. O'Donnell to Ford Motor
Co. Tractor hitches. 3,008.rj28. 7-23-63 Cl 172—7

Rlek. Forest O., Jr. : See- "
'

Hoffman, Jess H., IX'tweller, and Rlek. 3,098,382
RIpiKT. Jonathan H. : See

—

Bishop. Donald, and Ripper. 3.098.622
Rltchey. Robert W. : See- ~

Groce, Irwin J.. Rltchey. and Peters. 3.098 711
RItz, Hugo H. L.. to C. A. Parsons & Co. Ltd. Regenerative

heat exchangers. 3.098.521. 7-23-03. Cl 165—264
Robertson. Elmer W.. to Elrl'ck Indu.strles Inc

rasp and brush mount. 3,098.282, 7-23-63, Cl.
Rotwrtson Photo Mechanix Inc. : See

—

Keller. Daniel F., and Beck. 3,098,765.
Roblee, Leiand H. S.. Jr.. J. V. Clarke. Jr.. and C

Combined
29—78.

W
to Esso Research and Engineering' Co.' "Process' for Im-
proving diffusion electrode*. 3.098.762. 7-23-63. Cl. 117
228.

Roche. Melvln E., to The Harvard Mfg
board support for divans and the like.
Cl. 5—52.

Rochester Button Co. : See—
Young, Darcy A., Jr. 3,098,584.

Rochow. Eugene G., to General Electric Co.
zanes. 3,098,830, 7-23-03, Cl. 260—2.

Rogers, Louis J. : See

—

Thompson, Wllmer R., and Rogers. 3,098.957.
Rollman, Ernest E. : See—

Llebscber, Anton. RoUman. and Szerenyl. 3,098,308

Co. Arm or head-
3,098,243. 7-23-68.

Polymeric slla-

Romeo, Philip L. : See—
Ander«en. Holger C., Komeo, and Green. 3,098.712.

Romlto. Vincent A. : See—
lluyck, ..iUurd M.. and Romlto. 3.098.751

Rorlg, Kurt J., to ii. D. Searle & Co. a-phenyl-4-pyrldlne-
methyl 2,2 dlmethyl-3-(2 luetnyipropenyl) cyciopri«)ylcar-
boxylate. 3,o98,8o7. 7-2:^-63, Cl. 200—295

Rose, Robert H. Lumlnated dip stick wiper. 3,098.254,
7-23-«3. Cl. 15—2i0.

»-
,

. .

Ro-Searcb. Inc. : See—
Liebscber. Anton. Rollman. and Szerenyl. 3.098.308

Rosenberry. George M.. Jr., to tieneral Electric Co. Start-
ing circuit for a syncbronous motor. 3,098,959, 7-23-«;v
Cl. olo— 181.

Rosensteln. Ludwlg, and M. H. Gorin. Removal of water
from aqueous solutions and recovery of freata water 3 098
733. 7-23-03. Cl. 02—58.

Robs. Thaddeus C, to A. Kimball Co. Tag marking machines
with error checks. 3,098,00<} 7-23-03, Cl 234—33

Rossmann. Helmut, to ilebruder Netich Maschlnen'fabrlk
\ acuum gypsum mixers. 3,098,640 7-23-63 Cl 239—122

Rotbbauer. Louis J., Jr., to Modern Sleep Pro<fuct« Co. Sud-
port frame for furniture. 3,098,244, 7-23-63, Cl. 5—247

Hotta Research Laboratorium S.p.A. : Bee—
Rovati. Lulgi. 8.098.8«8.

Rovatl. Luigi, to RotU Keaearch Laboratoriom S.p.A. Amine
salti of glycuionlc acid. 3.098.888, 7-2^-63, Cl. 260—BOl

Rove, Qenc : S»e

—

Glaacr, Henry, and Rove. 3,098,448.
Row, Ronald H. P., to Fosler Wheeler Corp. Vapour aenera-

tor». 3,098,489. 7-2»-«8. CL 122—478.
Rowse, Robert A., to Norton Co. Qrindlnc wheel* having

u°"*t<irated organic polymeric bond* and the like. 3.098,-

Roy. iuitubi. to BauBch * Lomb Inc. Denalflcatlon of glaaa
«^""«M^ni oxide, silica or boric acid. 8.098,699, 7-28-«3,'

Royal McBee Corp. : Ber—
Ryan, William P. 3,098,888.

Royalmctal Corp. : See

—

Benolt. Roland A. 3,098,686.

^"i^^'
^''i*"**- to Lualne a Ideea. Societe Anonyme dlte •

5f'5.. I ^°*' ^^^ drive magnetic motor. 3,098,940 7-23-^
oa. Cl 310—22.

'

^'7'-2&3"' Cl°2*0^s'°*'
^**'^^ PreMure veaael. 3,098.878,

Rueu. Rudolf: See

—

R„.. ^*m*°- ^"''V-.P"."' K"««. "d Schaeren. 8,098,879.

°i5' /5Y",^«'%^-
»««-c'o«»n« door hinge. 3.098.258, 7-23-

Do, Ci. 10 00.
Ruaaell, Richard W., to Stauffer Chemical Co. Method ofpreparing titanium or alrconlum bla (dloxy alkylene) com

pounda. 3,098,861, 7-23-63, Cl. 260-^9.3.
Ruthen. MUion. and A. BUbera. Electric drill to locate mark
H«.f °«*S?*f '°.P.'^ fabrlca. 8.09S^480, 7-28-63. Cl. 101—26.m marker. 3,098,688, 7-23-^3, Cl. 222—

"'3.0fe8W7^23^3,'8l.?n2?'^^ ^°^- °''^« """^
Ryndert. Gerald A. • See—
S * C^EfeS'ri'c 5o""si!-'' •

""" "'°'^"'- «•«»»•»*«

uB-.i,^^*'"".?'
I^o'^rd V. 8.098.915.

=»*^^Kum.liagerfabrtken Oeaellachaft mlt beachrankter Haf-

^'V^*'.' ^T**"' ^^'l^^V. and Gerber. 3,098,845.

SMC Corp. : See

—

o ww?"*"v Arthur J., and WalUce. 3.098,249.
Sabbla, Jerome H. : See

—

Hall ArchJf A., and Sabbla. 3,098,631.
Sadtler. Madeleine fa. : See— "•"•"»•'«'*•

Crawford. David J. 8.098.799.
Saf-A Products, Inc. : See

—

Frtedler, Max H. 8.098,875.
Safety Electrical Equipment Corp. : See

McElroy, Charles W., and Klein. 3,098,468.

rhem?«w'l^- '«*? ^ ,^'»^°»*n, to National Dlatiller. and
Cl 260^37 separation. 3.098.880, 7-23-63.

Sager. Hana. to Hoffmann La Roche Inc. Apparatua for the

Il0^97. ° *''^' "olutlona. 3.098.819. ""iis' Cl

Salton. Lewi. L., and F. J. Burg ; said Burg aaaor to aaid

iir7°-235ii:^6W»^'r
™^"'^ '''™''' "•" ^'^^-

Sandgren, Marvin A. : See

—

AmundaoD. Thomaa M., and Sandgren. 3.098 441
Sanford, Roy 8.. k Co. : See

Hagan, Albert W. 3,098,599.
Hagan. Albert W.. and Simpson. 3,098.600.

Sauer, Hana, F. K6ber. O. Welaa. S. Grosaer and K -H WRh
83,' CL 9!^- P''of«K'*P»'lc'obJecthr^'' 3 oSs^^O,' T-S-"

Savl. Pa-'io : See

—

Von, Lorch. Littoria. Negri. Penao, and Sari. 8,098.744
Savioli. Glulio v., to Unlfd Statea of America Amr Bolt
42^18°' •«»»«"Wn'»tic firearm. 3.098:»li;' 7-M^S. Cl!

Sax. Karl J. : See

—

Morrla. Rupert C, and Sax. 3.098.841

^S5?/r•itu'.':^"8.5•s.i9^.^-?^ta.?^24J•lr°''~'"'«''
Schaeren, Sidney V : See

—

« K ^'IT^^-
°"?*'^- «""• R"e«. 'nd Schaeren. 8.098.879.

Scliaachl. Edward : See

—

.vwo,o,m.

Marsh. Glenn A., and Schaaclil. 3,068,801.

)

Schelb. John, Jr., to Ward Leonard Electric Co. Mechanical
interiock for electric awiichea. 3.098.909. 7-23-«3, Cl.

20(^—98.
Schenck, Carl, Mascfainenfabrlk G.m.b.H. : See

—

Maua. Otfrtd G. H.. and Olera 3.098.391.
Schick. Frederick A., and C. L. Schwab, to AlllsChalmers Mfg.

Co. Double acting hydraulic actuator. 3,098.549. 7-23-
63. Cl. 192—87.

Schimmelschmidt, Kurt, and W. Denk, to Farbwerke Hoechst
Aktlengeaellsciiaft vormala Melater Lucius St BrUning.
Process for making vinyl phosphonic acid clcbloride. vinyl
phosphonic add, and cetera tnereof. 3,098,865, 7-23-03.
Cl. 260--481.

Schlatter. Maurice J., to California Research Corp. Prepara-
tion of alkyl o-carboxybtnxyl sulfones. 3,098,870. 7-23-63.
Cl. 260—516.

Schmerllng. Louis, to Universal Oil Products Co. Produc
tlon of sallcylaldehydeb. 3.098.875, 7-23-63, Cl. 260—000.

Schnelderman, Herman : See

—

Barry, John P., and Schnelderman. 3,098,350.
Schnelderman, Joseph. Emergency radio receiver. 3,098,-

975, 7-23-63, Cl. 325—486.
Schnelle, Herbert. File support. 3,098,488, 7-23-83. Cl.
129—18.

Schoppe, FMtx, to Metallbau Semler, G.m.b.H. Method and
apparatus for mixing and carrying out reactions. 3,098,-
7W, 7-28-63, Cl. 23—1.

Schulz. Charles M.. to American Can Co. Can divider. 3,098,-
552, 7-23-63. Cl. 198—31.

Schwab. Charles L. : See -
Schick, Frederick A., and Schwab. 3,098,549.

Schwab, Charles L.. to Allis-Cha m?r« Mfg. Co. Double acting
clutch. 8,098.550 7-23-63, Cl. 192—87.

Schwalm. Glendon H. : See

—

Kullcke. Frederick W.. Jr.. Schwalm, and Ullman. 3.098,-
596.

Schwartz, Norman J., to Heinemann Electric Co. Intercon
nected circuit breakers. 3,098,910. 7-23-63, Cl. 200— 106.

Schwartz, Norman J., and II. H. Ooldblatt, to Heinemann Elec-
tric Co. Interconnected circuit breakers. 3,098,911. 7-23-
63, Cl. 200—106.

Schwelizer, James E., to Reliable Electric Co. Deadend car-
tridge. 3,098,276. 7-20-63, Cl. 24—126.

Schwerter, Robert, to American Meter Co., Inc. I'ressure
regulator. 3.098.499, 7-28-63. il. 137—463.

Sdaky. Albert M, to Welding Research, Inc. Automatic volt-
age compensator for three phase. 3,098,977, 7-23-63. Cl.
328—69.

Scognamlllo. Fravik. Rotary machine. 3.098.451. 7-23-63,
Cl. 103—186.

See—
WUIard H., Seale. Walker, and I>aw. 3,098.

Seale, Virgil L.
Kirkpatrlck.

827.
Sealectro Corp.

:

Rhodes. Cecil E

3.098.851.

Co. Guard finger and
68—311.

States of America. Army,
process. 3,098,294, 7-23-

See—
3.098.986.

Searle. O. D., & Co. : See—
Counsell, Raymond E., and Kllmstra.
Johns. William F. 3.098.852.
Kalm. Max J. 3.098,853.
Rorlg. Kurt J. 3,098.857.

Sehm, MarMn R.. to R Herschel Mfg
ledger plate. 3.098 339, 7-23-63, Cl.

Seismograph Service Corp. : See

—

McCasklll. Robert B. 3,098.607.
Setar AktlengesellHchaft : See

—

Bryner. Hans. 3^98.348.
Setzler. Paul H.. to Bell Intercontinental Corp. Means for

separation and removal of t>arts from a vibrating machine.
3.098.323. 7-23-63. Cl. 51—7.

Shannon, Frank P. Minnow holder. 3,098,312. 7-23-63,
Cl. 43—4.

Shapiro. Arthur M. to United
Lubricant for metal forming
63. Cl. 29—528.

Sharpies Corn.. The : See

—

Oooch. Fred P. 3.098^20.
Shaver. Raymond M., to Pullman Inc. Lading anchor con-

struction. 3,098.457, 7-23-63, Cl. 105—404.
Sheehan. John C , to Arthur D. Little Inc. Treatment of

protein and peptide materials to form amide linkages.
5,098,693, 7-23-«3 Cl. 8— 127.6.

Shell on Co. : See-
Bally, Adrlanus P. 3.098.705.
Heron. David H. 3,098,626.
Meyers. Douglas C. 3.098.623.
Morris. Rupert C. and Sax. 3,098.841.

Shelton. John J., to Fife Mfg. Co. Dithering «ervo valve
and web guide system. 3.098.595. 7-23-63, Cl. 226—22.

Shelton. Leonard : 8ee^
Bush. Robert G. 3.098,496.

Shepler, Paul R., to Koppers Co.. Inc. Frtctlon-sprinK ar-
rangement for shaft seals. 3.098.659. 7-23-63. Cl. 277

—

144.
Sherman. Earie C. and R. A. Cote, to Olin Mathleson Chem-

ical Corp. Carton lock. 3,098.583, 7-23-63, Cl. 220—
113.

Shiffler, Richard W.. to Union Carbide Corp. Non-corrosive
hydraulic "ulds. 3,098,826. 7-23-63, Cl. 252—78.

ShoeTnaker. Edwin J : See

—

Knabuscb, Edward M.. and Shoemaker. 3.098.646.
Short Brothers A Harland Ltd. : See

—

Lasbrev. Ian K. B. 3.098.627.
Shrader. Ravmond M., to Larkln Colls. Inc. Refrigeration

system defrosting bv controlled flow of gaseous refrigerant.
3.098,363. 7-23-63, Cl. 62—151.

Siebelt, Raymond J. Vacuum seal container cap. 3,098,575,
7-23-63. Cl 215—37.

Sieber. Herman L.. to Time, Inc. Flow system. 8,098,787,
7-28-63. Cl. 182—216.

3,098,-

. Non-
-23-63,

Electric har-
7-23-83. Cl.

Simmons. Lawrence C. to Cleveland Technical Center, Inc.
Loading system apparatus. 3.098.562. 7-23-63 Cl 206—
46.

Simons. Allison K.. to Bostrom Corp. Seat suspension sys-
tem. 3,098.676. 7-23-63. Cl. 297—307.

Simpson. Paul F. : See^
Hagan, Albert W., and Simpson. 3,098,600.

Simpson, S.. Ltd. : See

—

Diamond, Alfred. 3.098.238.
Simpson, William G. Apparatus for measuring feet for boots,

shoes and other footwear. 3,098,301, 7-23-63, Cl. 33— 3.
Sinclair Research Inc. ; See

—

Case. Everett N., and Chambers. 3,098.728.
Keith, Willis C. 3,098,884.

Sindy. Clarence F.. to General Electric Co. Flash bulb filling
apparatus. 3,098.335 7-23-63, Cl. 53—59.

SIpplcan Corp., The : See

—

Ayer, William H.. and Joslln. 3,098,951.
Slpple, Howard B. : See

—

Walkey. George J.. Slpple. Sorenson, and Norrls.
444.

SlpresB, Jack M., to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc
reciprocal wave translating network. 3,098.978, 7
Cl. 330—12.

Slsson. Gilbert E. : See—
Nelson. Alden W.. and Sisson. 3,098.621.

Skees. Hugh B. Insulating material for prevention of the
transfer of heat. 3.098.560, 7-23-63. Cl. 206—45.33.

Skees. Hugh B. Inflatable heat Insulating material. 3.098.-
563. 7-23-63, Cl 206—46.

Skeggs. Leonard T., to Technlcon Instruments Corp. Fluid
processing system with continuous filter apparatus. 3.098.-
719, 7-23-63, Cl. 23—253.

Slatkovskl. Emll J. : Sec-
Dean, Ralph K.. Slatkovskl. and Wegner. 3.098 267.

Sllmovltz, Mori Is L. Dual feel glove and mitt. 3,098,237.
7-23-63. Cl 2—164.

Smith. A. O.. Corp. : See-
Martin. Wesley G. 3,098,582.
Schaefer. John W. 3 098,397.
Sullivan. James D. 3.098.758.

•Smith. Bruce W., to Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
ness roving machine and method. 8.098. .342
57—15.

Smith, Harrv D.". to Soerrv Rand Corp. Speed responsive sys-
tem. 3,098,970, 7-2.S-63. Cl. 324—70.

Smith, James T , to International Business Machines Corp.
Magnetic transducer 3.098 998, 7-23-63, Cl. 340— 174.1.

Smith Kline & French Laboratories : See—
Loev. Bernard. 3,098,793.

Smith, Wllbert D.. to Parayarn Elastic Co. Elastic yarn
and method of making the same. 3,098,347, 7-23-63, Cl.
57—152.

Smith, William G. 8. Pressure compensator for rotary fluid
joints. 3 098,665, 7-23-63, Cl 28.")—1.S4.

Snyder, William R., and O. O. Reuter ; said Reuter assor. to
Gilt>ert G. Reutei Co. Apparatus and method for Insect
control. 3.098.703. 7-2.3-63. Cl. 21-

Soclete Alsacienne de Construction
Lime, Jean. 3,098,434.

Soconv Mobil Oil Co. Inc : See—
Littler. Francis W. 3,098.789.

Sohda. Voshlml : See^
Sohda. Yoshitoshl and Yosblinl. 3.098,302.

Sohda. Yoshitoshl and Yoshiml ; said Yoshlml Sohda assor. to
Yoshitoshl Sohda. Container vessel for storage and trans-
portation of liquefied natural gases. 3,098,362, 7-23-63,
Cl. 62—54.

Solomon. MIchnel .M.. to General Electric Co. Organopoly-
slloxane emnlslon containing a curing catalyst comprising
zinc Htenrate, a metal salt and an alkanolamlne-fatty acid
condensate. .S 09S.8:{.S 7-2."?-63 Cl. 260— 18.

Sonneborn Chemical and Refining Corp : See—
Faust. Jacob, and Kukln. 3.098.821.

Sonneland. Ralph E. : See

—

Knoph, NIC L., and Sonneland. 3.098,476.

Sorenson. Vernon S. : See—
Walkey, George J.. Slpple, Sorenson, and Norrls. 3.098,-

444.
Sorger. Gunther U. : See

—

Weinschel, Bruno O.. and Sorger. 3,098,968.
Sonllgney. Mitchell J., to Holley Carburetor Co. Universal

sealing electrode. 3,098,916, 7-23-63, Cl. 219—10.53.
South Bend Range Corp. : See

—

Letter, William. 3,098,477.
Space Components Inc. : See

—

Reed. Donald E. and S. F., Deady
3.098,907.

Spade, Robert L.. and J. F. Vobb. to Belden Mfg
Ing cable. 3,098.892, 7-23-63. Cl. 174—47.

Spalding. A. G., & Bros.. Inc. : See

—

Latlna, Harry B. 3.098,234.
Spauldlng, Carl P., and M. C. Wilaon, to Datex Corp.

coder circuits 3.099,002, 7-23-63, Cl. 340—347.
Spauldlng, Carl P., and M C. Wilson, to Datei Corp. En

coder circuits. 3,099,003, 7-23-63, Cl. 340—347.

Spencer, Russell C, to Olln Mattileson Chemical Corp. Gia
discharge mechanism. 3.098,443, 7-23-63, Cl. 102—25.

Sperry Rand Corp. : See

—

Ashley. James R., and Veronda. 3 098,979.
Dombrowskl, Edward J. 3,098,608.
Duncan, Bobby J. 3,098.974.
Jollne. Everett S. 3.098.366.
Martin, Howard L. 3,098.984.
Petrea, James C. 3 098.537.
Reitman {^ster J 3.098.412.
Smith. Harry D. 3.098,970.

Spragens. George F.. to The Martin Sweeta Co. Valve pack-
ing aaaembly. 3,098.506, 7-23-63, Cl. 137—625.19.

-106.
Mecaniques : See

and Fairbanks.

Co. Weld-

En-
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Spracue. .lohn M., to Helnemann Electric Co. Movable arm

actuated interconnected circuit breakers. 3.098,912, 7-23-
63. CI. 200—107.

SprlKlnga. Donald G., to H. K. Porter Co., Inc. EHectrlcal
Insulator constructlona. 3,098.894, 7-23-63, CI. 17+— 178.

Spuhl, Wulter. Apparatus for iiittnutacturinj; Interconuectwl
springs. 3,098.510. 7-23-63, CI. 140—92/^.

Slambaugh, Edgel P. : Bee—
Foos, Uaytuund A., and Stambaugh. 3,098,708.

Standard Oil Co. : See—
Couper, Allstair 8.. and Kalfadelis. 3,098,855.
Hauler, Martin, and Brown. 3,0y».727.
Kawahara. Fred K. 3,098,470.

Standard Safety Equipment Co. : Hee-—
Hoagland, Karl J. 3,098,233.

Staneff. Steian, to Industriewerlt Schaefiler oHG. Hearing
seals for bottom drafting rollers. 3,008,684. 7-23-63, CI.

308—187.1.
Stanley. Edward W. : See—

Becbtold, Uonald C, and Stanley. 3,098,432.
Hornberger, CUirence L.. and SUnley. 3,098,433.

Stauffer Chemical Co. : See—
Russell, Richard VV. 3,098,861.

Steel, Homer J. Pipe rack. 3,098,567. 7-23-63, CI. 211

—

49.
Steicbele, Joseph, to SKF Kugellagerfabrilien (iesellschaft

mlt bescbrankter Uaftung. Spindle drive arrangement for

a spluning or twisting frame. 3.098,346, 7-23-63, CI.

57—103.
Stein, Josephine : See—

Stein, Sanford \V. and J. 3.098,247.
Stein, Sauford VV. and J. Water craft. 3,098,247, 7-23-63.

CI. 9—310.
Steinbach. Hermann J. Conveyor. 3,098,556, 7-23-63, CI.

198— 189.
Stevens, Ronald G. : See—

Godycki, Ludwig E., Stevens, and Tsu. 3.098,803.
Steward, Jerry H., to Multlta8tener Corp. Electronically con

trolled feed head. 3,Oy8,576, 7-23-63, CI. 218—2.

Stewart, John K., to Canada Iron Foundries, Ltd. Mounting
means for infra-ied transmitters and receivers. 3,098,302,
7-23-63, CI. 33—46.

Stewart, Wiiliaiu H., Jr. Rodding machine. 3,098,2^1.
7-23-63, CI. 18—104.3.

Stiner, James E., and J. F. Dullmeyer, to General Electric
Co. Disbwaslier having cabinet and rack configuration
for use beneatii kitchen structures such as sinks. 3,098.-

685, 7-23-63, CI. 312—311.
Stone, Aldan M.. to General Electric Co. Clothes drying

machine. 3.098,726, 7-23-63, CI. 34—133.
Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags Aktlebolag: See—

Ahlborg, Mis K. J., and CederquUt. 3,098.710.
Storey, Edgar J., to Zimmon & Co., Inc. Body and limb

holder. 3,098,479. 7-23-63, CI. 128—134.
Stram George H., to Baker Perkins Inc. Bread pan greasing

r nozzle. 3,098,610. 7-23-63, CI. 239—441.
Straub, John C, to Bell intercontinental Corp. Polishing
method and means. 3,098,324, 7-23-63, CI. 51—9.

Strom. Robert S. : See—
Heliyer, John T. 3,098,613.

Struthers Wells Corp. : Bee—
Svanoe. Hans. 3.U9M.734.

Stryker, Edwin M., Jr., to Collins Radio Co. Automatic-
direction finder system. 3.099,009, 7-23-63, CI. 343—119.

Stuchbery, Arthur L., and J. E. Cook, to The Metal Box Co.

Ltd Drying liquid-coated thin metal coll stock. 3,098.-

725, 7-23-63, CI. 34—13.
Sullivan, James D., to A. O. Smith Corp. Vitreous enamel-

coated ferrous article and method of making the same.
3.098,758, 7-23-63, CI. 117—70.

Sulzer Freres. S.A. : See

—

Guldl, Eugen. 3,098,811. . ....
Summers Robert F. Load-sensing booster for mechanical

governors. 3.098,935, 7-23-63, CT. 290—40.

Sun Oil Co. : Bee—
Baker, Alfred L„ Jr. 3.098,702.
Dally, Howard R. 3.098.815.
Polishuk. Arthur T. 3.098.844.

Sunbeam Corp. : See

—

Jepson, Ivar. 3,098,921. „ , „ „ „
Koci, Ladvtk J., Audersen, and Jepson. 3,098,918.

Sundqulst, Victor J. Golf ball cleaning device. 3.098.252.

7-2J-63, CI. 15—506.
Suoinl, Verner E., and P. M. Kuhn. to Wisconsin Alumni

Research Foundation. Radiation measuring device. 3.008.-

380, 7-23-63, CI. 73— 170.
Sutton, Roy N., to Sutton Shoe Machinery Co. Orindings

collector. 3,098,332. 7-23-63, CI. 51—270.
Sutton Shoe Machinery Co. : See

—

Sutton. Roy N. 3,098 332.
Svanoe. Hans, to Struthers Wells Corp. Process for the

preparation of fresh water from sea water. 3,098.734.
7-23-63, CI. 62—58.

Sveusk Toroforadllng. Aktlebolaget : See

—

Hftgglund. Sven E. 3,098.429.
Swterbut, Michael N. : Bee—

Teggclanr, Claude J., and Swlerbut. 3,098.647.
Sylvania Electric Predicts Inc. : See—

Herr, Joseph R. 3,098,953.
Keck. Paul H. 3.098.967.
Llnd. Orbie E.. Jr., and Trow. 3,098,417.
Mason, Lee B. 3.098 952. „ ,, ^ „„„ „_„
Wlckersham, Arthur F., Jr., and Bell. 8,098,978.

Synac, Josef : See

—

„„„„„,„
Yarmak, Julius, and Synac. 3,098,359.

Syptak. Donald M., to Collins Radio Co. Voltage comnarator
threshold alarm circuit. 3.099,001, 7-23-68, CI. 340—248.

Sxerenyl, Andrew : See

—

Liebscher, Anton, Rollman, and Bsercnyl. 3,098,808.

United States of America. Army.
3,098.772, 7-23-63, C\. 186—120.

CI. 343—749
T. Fulkerson.
7-23-63, CI.

Grand Rapids
and the

m.b.H.

of
of

Tnschek, Walter G.. to
Eh'ctrode for fuel cell.

TutttT. Charles W. : See-
.Noinick. Peter P.. and Tatter. 3.098,748.
Noanick, Peter P.. Tutler. and Obenauf. 3,098.746.

Tnub, Alvln. .M. M. Feldman, and C. E. Le Bell, to General
Electric Co. Adjustable jet propulsion nozzle with second-
uiy air flow control. 3,098,3.')2, 7-23-63, C[. 60—35.6.

Taylor. George W.. V.. to W. F. Wessendorf, Jr. Control
system for warp Icnitting machine. 3,098.367. 7-23-63.
CI. 66— 164.

Taylor, John, to Columbia Products Co. High-Q loading coil
having plural interleaved paralleled windings In coniblna
tlon with axial antenna. 3.099,010, 7-23-63, CI. 343-

TcKhwoith, Oswald A.. % to G. J. and % to O.
Power luwn mower guards. 3,098,337,
5B- 25.4.

Tec-hnicon InNtrunient.-i Corp. : See

—

Ferrari. AndreH. Jr. 3.098.717.
Ftrrari. Andres. 3.098.718.
SkeifKS, I>>onard T. 3,098 719.

Teituflaar, Claude J., and M. N. Swlerbut. to
Hardware Co. Operator for windows, ventilators,
like. 3.098. <i47. 7-23-63. CI. 268—105.

Teitcl. Robert J. : See^
Layne. Gilbert S.. and Teitel. 3,098,742.

Tfxns lUftruuu-ntH Inc. : Ser
Misra, Raj P. 3.098.954.

'I'herachenile Chemlsch therapeutische Gesellschaft
See—

Uolir. Roman, and Kaiser. 3.098.794.
Thli'liniin, Ru.ssell F., to Thompson Ramo Wooldrldge Inc.

Rocket motor and control system. 3,098,625, 7-23-63.
CI. 244—4.

Thlokol Chemical Corp.: See-
Cohen. Murray S.. and Pearl. 3.098.876.
Cohen, Murray S.. and Pearl. 3,098.877.

Tlilrsk, JanieH H.. to .Vnicheni PrcHlucfs. Inc. Method
applying a ('hroniatc conversion coating to the surface
aluminum. .{.098.77.-). 7-23-63, CI. 148—6.2.

Thomas & Bettx Co.. The : See—
Crimmins. David j., and Martin. 3,098,688.

ThoniaM. David G.. to Lord Mfg. Co. Railway Journal bear
Ing. 3.098.682, 7-23-ti3, CI. 308—54.

ThoinaH, Jesse B.. and J. A. Hall, to Reynolds Metals Co.
Method of expanding passageway panel on one side. 3.098,-
290. 7-23-03. CI. 29—157.3.

Tluiinpson Ramo Wooldrldge Inc. : See-
Corbett. Marshall J 3,098,387.
Thieinian. RuHsell F. 3,098,625.

Thompson, Robert (J. : See—
Kline. Granville B.. and Thompson. 3.098,745.

ThouipHon. Wllnier R.. and L. J. Rogers, to Union Carbide
Corp. Servo Kysteni for peak signal storage. 3,098,957.
7-23-63, CI. 318—19.

TIcp, Arthur J., and A. I). Wallace, to SMC Corp. j^crubbing
and drying machine for flexible sheets. 3.098.249. 7-23-63.
CI. 15—4.

Time, Inc. : See—
Sieber. Herman L. 3,098.787.

Titterington. William A., and R. H. Blackmer, to General
Electric Co. Fuel gas system for fuel cells. 3.098,768,
7-2.'{-63. CI. 136—86.

Tonuik, Daniel J., to Electro-Voice, Inc. Electrical musical
Instrument. 3.098.888. 7-23-63. CI. 84—1.17.

Tung. George L. : See

—

Relsfeld. Ralph A., and Tong. 3.098,792.
Torluenike. Keith R. Thermal centrifugal compressor.

602, 7-23-63, CI. 230— 1.

Trnfton, Warren L.. to United-Carr Fastener Corp.
fastener. 3 098,274, 7-23-63, a. 24—73.

Tremmtozzl. Frederick J. : Nee

—

Oiinsby. Raymond G.. and Trementozzl. 3.098.948.
Treshow, Alichael. to United States of America, Atomic Energy

ComnilKHion. Apparatus for control of a boiling reactor
responsive to steam demand. 3,098,812, 7-23-63. CI.

204-193.2.
Treweek, Harold B. : See

—

Baarson, Robert E.. Treweek, Jonaitls. and Ray.
3,098.817.

Trow, w'illlam H. : See—
Llnd, Orble E., Jr., and Trow.

True Temper Corp. : See—
Fee, Graham M. 3,098.453.
Ports. William E. 3.098.313.

True Thomas T. : See

—

Lynch, Edward I., and True.
Tsu, Ignatius : See—

Godycki, Ludwig E., Stevens, and Tsu. 3,098,803.

TuJIsawa Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. : See

—

Ohara. Masao. Yamamoto, and Deguchl. 3,098,856.

Tyma. Louis S., Jr., and F. J. Doyle, to Mlehle-Goss-Dexter.
Inc. Inking arrangement for rotary printing presses.

3.098,437, 7-23-63, CI. 101—350.
Tyaaman Machine Co.. Inc. : See

—

Knoph. NIC L., and Sonneland. 3,098,475.

Uelti. Herbert F. G. : See—
Ervln. Guy, Jr., and Ueltx. 3,098,805.

UUman Robert : See—
Kullcke, Frederick W., Jr.. Schwalm, and UUman.

3,098,596.

Union Carbide Corp. : See

—

Cafllsch Edward G., Lory, and Wilson. 3.098,689.
Shifller. Richard W. 3,098,825.
Thompson, WUmer R., and Rogers. 3,098.967.

United Aircraft Corp. : See

—

Ablld, Robert N. 3,098,363.

3,098,-

Molding

3,098.417.

3.098.896.
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Unlted-Carr Fastener Corp. : See

—

Cochran. Clarence W. 3.098,273.
FltzGerald Robert E. 3,098,687.
Pearson. Arthur S. 3,098,365.
Trafton, Warren L. 3,098,274.

United SUtes of America
Air Force : See—

Marvel. Carl S., and Vest. 3,098,867.

Army : See

—

Giia, Edward M. 3,098,410.
Mark, Albert. 3,098.774.
Marst, Erwin. 3 098.378.
Savloll, Olulio V. 3.098,311.
Shapiro. Arthur M. 3,098.294.
Taschek, Walter G. 3,098 772.

.\tomlc Energy Commission : See

—

Fox. Raymond. 3.098 944. _„ .,„
Layne, Gilbert P., and Te.tel. 8.098.742.
Lewis Lawrence. 3.098.807.
Mecham. William J., and Oabor. 8.098,709.
Treshow. Michael. 3,098,812.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration : See

—

Connors. James F. 3,098.630.

Amimdson. Thomas M.. and Sandgren. 3.098.441.

Anderson. Richard P. 3.098.305.
Bartocha Bodo K. W. 3.098.881.

Coop, Jesse J. 3.098.993. „ „„^ „„
Davis, Benjamin L., and Nyberg. 3.089.955.

Ferris, De Lacy F. 3,098 544.

Fry. George H., Jr. 3.098,411.
Hali. Archie A.,^and Sabbla. 3,098,631.
Jones, Robert C. 3.098,288.
Meyers, Vernon J. 3,098,946.
Phillips, Stanley D. 3.098,644.

United States Rubber Co. : See—
Carr Cllde I. 3,098.831.
Haxo. Henrv E.. Jr. 3.098,837.
Jurgelelt, Herbert F. 3 098.695.

Mlka, Henrys. 3.098,392. „^o.,.«
Pekor, Charles B.. and Hanna. 3,098,24«.

Pooley Robert W.. and Barnes. 3,098,832.

United States Steel Corp. : See—
De Forrest, Sherwood S. 3,098,024.

Universal Oil Products Co : See—
Schmerling, Louis. 3.098,875.

Unruh Vernon A. V-belt clutch device. 3,098,396. 7-23-83,

CI. 74—242.

^'''^"Bab?ock^^*hn c'^ampbell. and Pederson. 3,098.850.

Ericks. Walter P. 3.098 760.

Urabe Toinlsuke. Camera diaphragm. 3.098,422. 7-23-«3,

CI 95—64.

VEB Kamera und Kinowerke Dresden : See

—

Daeche, Hans-Joachlm. 3,008,419. ,„„w„, p„
Van Dolah. Harry J., and O. C Llnhart^

Ai/.^*''^/ \'^^8
Porcelain enameling frit. 3,098,753. i-23-(.3, CI. 106 18.

Van Dyk & Co.. Inc. ^ '^'''^-q.

Varadt^TouuTlEW. E. Bcjircjue and W. Pesarek, to General

Electric Co. Starter nozzle for gas turbines. J.098.355,

7-23-63. CI. 60—39.14. „, q oos
Vaslljevic Tomislav P. Tire traction arrangement. 3,098.-

516 7-^3-63. CI. 152—210.
Venison, Douglas M. : S,^^— _ „„„ ^o-

Allen. George, and Venison. 3.098 52<.
„„,^,

Verbrugge Rene Device for supply.n/? an amount of water

into in acetylene-producing fulminating cannon. 3.098.729.

7-23-63 CI. 48—37.

Vernon. M., & S. E.. Inc. : See

—

Vernon, Murray. 3.098.489.

Wance. Frank. 3,098.490.

Vernon. Murray, to M- * f. a"^

binder construction. 3.098,489
Vernon. William O : See—

Kenney WUIIam D.. and > ernon

^'""A''shley"j«meVR*"n7veronda. 3,098,979

Verrl^ Gene, to Coro.' Inc. ot Rhode I«>«'};^.„,Y„'"]''««'2'3^«^-

able separately or in parallel strands. .1.098.364. 7-23-83,

CI. 63—2.
^'^"^

>Ur^el* Carl I'.Tnd Vest. 3,098,867.

'''*'"c;ppu'c?o. VUtorio, Ribonl. and Vlgano. 3.098.697.

Vltuccl, James C. : '"^f—
,., ,

_ „„ -,q„
Ball, Edwin L. and Vltuccl 3.098.696

Volet Dr ined. Hans. Chem.-Pharm. Fabrik See—
klosa, Josef. 3,098.854.

Volma, N.V. : See—
De Boer. Geert. 3,098.297.

Von Bocrtandy. Ludwig: Sf^
-i nos 770

Graef. Rudolf, and Von Bogdandy. .1,098.739.

Von I^irch Llttorla, R. Negri. O. Penso, and P. f^*/'!. ^*i ]^
F E Paterno. Process to treat food products by the use In

presence of antibiotics and either ""''bj^^/r'T^'o^^a'
antibiotic dependant bacteria strains. 3,098,744, 7-23-tJd.

CI 99—1.
Von Spnlak, Frani

:
See— „„„„. .„m r.v.i-

Holfschmldt, Hans. Von Spulak. MUller. and Bayer.

3.098 840.

Voxs. John F. : See—
Spade, Robert L.. and Voss. 3.098,892.

Wacker-Chemle O.m.b H. : *''— ^„_.,
F:nk. f:duard and Nlckl. 3.098.741.

Wade Robert E, and W. C. Plow clamping means. 3.098,-

529. 7-23-63. CI. 172—265.

Wade. William C : See— „ ^o .„«
Wade. Robert E. and W. C. 3,098,529.

apparatus and method. 3,098,

Blade for a dry shaver.

Vernon,
7-23-63

Inc. Loose
CI. 129—24

leaf

3.098,530.

Hoist Co.
CI. 187—

Wagner. William. Weldln
928. 7-23-63. CI. 219—7S.

Wahl Clipper Corp. : See

—

Wahl, John F. 3.098,295.
Wahl. John F.. to Wahl Clipper Corp.

3 09H.295, 7-23-6.S, CI. 30—43.

Wakefield, Ralph V., and H. C. Foster, to OUn Mathleson
Chemical Corp. Gas liberating cartridge. 3,098.442, 7-23-

63. Cl. 102—2.").
Wftlander. Karl O. T. : See

—

Fonden, Per B and Wilander. 3.098,629.
Waldura. Walter: See

—

„ ,^0 .,„.
Morath. Gttnther, Waldura. and Neumann. 3,098,404.

Walker Alice: See—
., „ ^„

Klrkpatrlck, Williard H., Seale, Walker, and Law. 3,098.-

827.
Wnlkev. George J.. H. B Slpple. V. S. Sorenson, and F. C.

Norrls, to Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Expendable propellant
( Mslng 3,098.444, 7-23-63, Cl. l02—43.

Wallace, Arnold D. : See— „„ » „
Tice. Arthur J., and Wallace. 3.098,249.

Wallace. Charles P.. Jr. : See— _
Pringlc. Ross A., and Wallace. 3,098.893.

Wallace, George A., and A. T. Browne, to Globe
Safety latch arrangement. 3.098,542. 7-23-63,
H 49

W.incp, Frank, to S. E. k M. Vernon, Inc. Loose leaf ring

hinder. 3 098,490. 7-23-63. Cl. 129—24.
Wanlnger. Gilbert, to Kabeschlepp G.m.b.H. Linkage with
means Includine au-lliarv links limiting flexibility in two
directions. 3,098.349. 7-23-63, Cl. 59—78.1.

Ward Leonard Electric Co. : See

—

Schelb. John. Jr. 3.098,909.
.. ™

Washburn, Robert S.. to Beloit Iron Works. Winder drum
arrangement. 3.098.619. 7-23-63. Cl. 242—66.

Wasserberg. Charles. Liquid pouring device and Insert mem-
ber for a bottle. 3.098 586. 7-23-63. Cl. 222—147.

Watrous. Howard N. : See—

-

„ ^„„ „„,
Andersen. Donald C. Lucas, and Watrons. 8.098.601.

Watson. William R. : See—
Urafken. Lawrence H.. and Watson. 3.098,900.

Wanch, Robert E.. to The Englander Co., Inc. Plastic pipe.

:i.098,664. 7-2,1-63, Cl. 28.5— 55.

Weakley. Martin L.. S. M. Moffett. and L. E. Craig, to Deere

& Co. Production of nltro urea. 3,098,872. 7-23-63. Cl.

260—.53.
Weatherhead Co.. The : See

—

Iversen. Richard N. 3,098,662.
Weaver Elmer C. >^. to P. L. Lee and G. W.. and h^i to E. C.

Weaver and E.D Reelotratlon apparatus for silk screen

printlnr machine. 3,098,431. 7-23-63, Cl. 101—126.
Weaver Emma D. : See

—

Weaver. Elmer C. 3.098.431.
Webb. Lawrence W. : See—

Corey. .Vrthur M.. and Webb. 3.098.245.

Wetner, Herman E. See—
Dean, Ralnh K.. Slatkovskl. and Wegner. 3.098.267.

Wflnschel. Bruno O.. and G. U. Sorger. to Weinschel Engineer-

ing Co Inc. Standard source comparison system for hlgh-

frpfiuencv voltaee ratio meter Inclu^luK alternately con-

nectable load terminations. .'1.098.968. 7-2.3-63, Cl. 324—
58.

Weinschel Engineering Co.. Inc. : See—
Weinschel. Bruno O., and Sorger. 3.098,968.

Weiseerher. Georce A., and A, J. Reinsch. to Esso Research

and Enpineerln'.: Co. Dairy wax composition. 3,098,598.

7-23-6.1. Cl. 229—3.1.
Weiss. Otto : See—

Saner Hans. Kober, Weiss. Grosser, and Wohner. 3.0B8,-
4*"0.

Welding Research, 'nc. See

—

Scfaky, Albert M. 3.098,977.
Wespl MfS. Co. : See—

Flower. Walter T.. and Green. 3.09H,435.

Wessendorf. Walter F.. Jr. : See^
Taylor. George W. 3.098 367.

West .lohn 15.. to National Research Development Corp.

Method and means for determining gas flow velocity.

3,098.383. 7 2:Mi3. Cl. 73—194.

Westcott Horace <". Magnetic recording element containing
diamagn.'tic- material. 3.098.761. 7-23-63. Cl. 117—145.

Wnstern Electric Co.. Inc.: See— „„, „^,,
Bach. Jacob C. Flvek, and Heyden. 3.098.615.

Breexp, Marvin M., Jr., and Etchlson. 3.098.401.

Brombers:, .Menashe. 3.0«J8.639.

Drexingpr. Robert M., and Kuba. 3.098,494.

Elarde, Paul F. 3,098.776.
Oeshnpr. Robert A. 3.098.950.
Plzzi. Albert L., and Zolner. 3.098.291.

Wheaton. Herbert F.. to American Flange 4 Mfg Co. Inc.

Closure reconditioning means and methods. 3.098.579.

7 23-03. Cl 220 .19.

White James W. Vehicle body convertible from a flat bed to

a Ixlat carrier. .1,09H,674, 7-23-63. Cl. 296-23.

White Peter T. and R. W. Aitken. to The British Petroleum
Co Ltd. Supported nickel catalysts. 3.098,829, 7-23-63,

Cl 2.52—466.

Wlckersham. Arthur F., Jr.. and R. L. Bell, to Sylvania Elec-

tric Products Inc. Antenna Incorporating active elements.
3,098.il73. 7-2:5-63, Cl. 325—375.

Wlkander. Erik L.. and D. G. Dahllnder. to Astra- Apotekarnes
Kpmiska Fabrlker. Aktlebolaget. Sterile fluid dispenser-

.•5.098.481, 7-23-63. Cl. 128^215.
Wllles. Robert L. : See -

Wilson. Donald K.. and Wllles.

Williams. Herbert E.. to American
seat or the like hinge. 3,098,677, 7

3.098.934.

Desk Mfg. Co.
28-63, Cl. 297-

Chalr
332.



XVIU LIST OF PATENTEES
WllUamH. Ralph A. Method and apparatas for repairing

armatiirt's and the like. 3,098.917, 7-2»-63, C\. 219— 19.

Williamson, John M., to National DlHtlllerti and Chemical
Corp. Container for HhlppinK, storing and dlRpenalng Kheet

material in predetermined lengths. 3,09«.594, 7-23-63,
Ci. 225—48.

Wlllyoung, David M., to (Jeneral Electric Co. Dynamoelectric
machine winding with edge-standing fluid cooled conduc-
tors. 3,09«,941, 7-23-03, CI. 310—262.

Wllmot Ureeden Ltd. : See—
MoHS, .Norman S. 3.098,671.

Wilson, Donald K., and R. L. Wllles, to General Precision,

Inc. Sun tracker. 3,098,934, 7-2.J-63. CI. 250- 203.
Wilson, Merton C. : fe'ee

—

Spaulding. Carl P.. and Wilson. 3,099.002.
Spauldlng, Carl P., and Wilson. 3,099,003.

Wilson. Thomas P. : See—
CaHlsch, Edward U., Lory, and Wilson, 3,098.«89.

Winner, Rudolf : See—
Heuse, Otto, nsher, Horn, and Winner. 3,098,883.

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation : See—
Suomi, \ erner E., and Kuhn. 3,098,380.

Wise, (Jlenn E. Utility vehicle. 3,098,.'i73, 7-23-63, CI.

214—394.
Wlsotzky, R^-uben, to American Blltrite Rubber Co., Inc.

Elastoiueric product, process and apparatus. 3,098,2(>2,

7-23-63, CI. 18—26.
Wlttrock, Henry J., to Kaiser Aluminum k Chemical Corp.

Metal treatment. 3.098,804, 7-23-«3, CI. 204—41.

WOhner, Karl Helm : See—
Sauer, Hans, KOber. WeUs, Grosser, and Wtthner. 3,098,-

420.
Wolber. James E., to The Pure Oil Co. Corrosion probe

with cathodlcally protected compensating element. 3,098,-

991. 7-23-63, CI. 338—13.
Wood. Ernest C. : See—

Brown, Adolph M. 3,098,232.
Wood, Harold : See—

Moran, John J., and Wood. 3,098,800.
Wood. Merlin D. : See—

Carr, Warren F.. and Wood. 3,098.534.
Woodcock, Ralph N. : See—

Armbruster, John A., and V>oodcock. 3,098,242.
Wood ring, Edward D. : »S'ee

—

Hrfwer, Nathinlel. Halgler, and ^ ^drlnx. 3.098,498.
Worrel, Richard M., '*. to H. A. Huebne. Hotary harvesters.

3,098 341, 7-23-63, CI. 56—377.
Worthlngton, William D. System ' »r Uuld transfusion.

3,098,480, 7-23-63, CI. 128—214.
Wurlltier Co., The : See

—

Brand, John R.. and Hearne. 3,098.407.
Wurzburg. Otto B., W. G. Kunze, and R. B. 1.- i la. to Na-

tional Starch and Chemical Corp. Method ot i. 'king to-

bacco product. 3,098,492, 7-23-63, CI. 131—1»«..

""^E^

Yamamoto, Klyotsugu : See

—

Ohara, Masao, Yamamoto, and Deguchl. 3,098,856.
Y'ardney International Corp. : See—

Horowitz, Carl, and Breltner. 3,098,770.
Yarmak, Julius, and J. Synac, to Coal Industry (Patents)

Ltd. Reversible hydrostatic torque converter. 3,008,359.
7-23-«J3^ CI 60—63.

Yoshida. Tadao. Sewing machine precser foot. 3,098,460,
7-23-63, CI. 112—235.

Y'oung, Dale A. and O. J. Farrls, to Kiiso Research and
Engineering ( o. Cathodlc protection of Internal combus-
tion engines. 3,098.473. 7-23-63, CI. 123—90.

Young. Darcy A., Jr., to Rochester Button Co. Button feeder
and sorter. 3,098,584, 7-23-63, CI. 221— 12.

Y'ounger, Joy M., to .Mense, Inc. Catamenial pants. 3,098.-
484. 7-23-63, CI. 128—291.

Yuba Consolidated Industries. Inc. : See—
Lyall. Richard O. 3.098.580.

Znha. Abe. Caster wheel for trailers. 3.098,257, 7-23-(a.
CI. 16—35.

>la. Anthony. Fluid pressure timer mechanism. 3,05»8,

r-23-63, CI. 137—624.
Zeiss Carl : See—

Sauer. Hans, Kober. Weiss. Grosser, and Wohner. 3,098,-
420.

Zieher. Gustav. 3,098,300.
Zt'lters, Donald L. : See

—

Gruss, George A McKean. and Zelters. 3.098,653.
Zellgowsky, Leo, to The Budd Co. \\ orkplece turnover de-

vice. 3,098,554, 7-23-63, 01. 198—33.
Zell, I>ale R. and J. A. Zimmerman, Jr^ to AMP Inc. Con

nector crimping die set. 3,098,617. 7-23-63. CI. 153—1.
Zelzer 4 Co. : See

—

Rethstelner. Paul. 3,098,278.
Zenith Radio Corp. : See

—

Isabeau, Jean (i. V 3,098,936.
Relches. Sol L. 3.098,942.
Relches. Sol L. 3,098.943.

Zieher. (Justav, to C. Zeiss. Angle measuring Instrument.
3,098.300, 7-23-63, CI. 33— 1.

Ziers. David K. : See

—

Oreenstadt. Joseph C., and Ziers. 3,098,520.
Zieti^ Joseph R.. Jr. : See

—

Blltzer. Sidney M.. Glraltls, and
Apparatus for

7-23-63, CI. 22-
Jr. : See—

3,098.517.

Zietx.
vacuum
-10.

3,098,700.
gassing sand

ley

ZlfTerer, Lothar R.

forms. 3,098,268
Zimmerman, John A

Zell, Dale R.. and Zimmerman
Zlmmon & Co . Inc. : See

—

Storey. Edgar J. 3.098 479.
Zinn. Daniel L. Molding and bolddown spacer for wall panels.

3.098.547. 7 23-63. CI. 189—35.
Zolner. Samut'l : See

—

Plzsl. Albert L.. and Zolner. 3,098,291.

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
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NoTC.—First namber= class, second number= subclass, third number= patent number

1— 177:

34S:
»— 3:

19:

97:

106:

164:

2S7:
8— 7:

4— 186:

192:

252:

6— 52:

247:
8— ai:

66:

127.8
138

1

8
SIC:

SS6
20:

4:

T7
90

104.3:

118:

210:

260.42:
50«
665
35
50
60
1

IS. 5:

26
3«
48
54

13—
18—

3

16—

IS-r
: 3
: 3
3
3

19-

20-

21—

23—

23—

50:

50.2:

82:

106:

11:

57.5:

2.7:

eo.5:

106:

10:

57.2:

204:

1:

3:

14:

14.5:

120:

140:

160:

174:

207:

217;

230:

253:

250:

294:

24— 16:

67:

73:

120:

201:

205.1:
25— 130:

26— 18.5:

15:

78:

28-

20— 78:

06:

113:

14^4:
140. 5:

165.5:

155.00:

157. »:

183.5:

lOS:

Re.25,423
3,006,232
3,008,233
3,006,234
3,006,236
3,006,236
3,006.237
8,006,238
3,006,230
3,008.240
8. 006. 241

3. 006.242
8.006,243
8,006.244
8.006.600
3. 006. 061

3.006,002
8.006.003
3.008.094
3. 006. 245
8.006.346
3. 006. 247

8,006.248
3,006.887
8.006,240
8,006.260
Re.25,410
8,006,261
8,098,253

006.264
098.265
006.252
006,266
096.257
006.268
006.260
006.260
006.261
006,202
006,203
006,005
006,000
006,007
006,006
006,000
006,264
006,305
006,306
006,307
006,700
006,701
006.702
006.703
006,306
006,309
006,270
006,704
006,705
006,706
006,707
006,706
006,700
006,710
006,711
006,712
006,713
006,714
006.716
006,710
008.717
008.718
006.710
006.730
006.721
006.722
006.271
096.272
006,273
008,274
006.275
006.270
006.277
006.278

3

006,270

006,280
006,281

008.282
006,283
006,264
006,286
006.286
006,287
006.288
006.200
006,723
006,734

20- 208:

412:

417:

528:

30-

31—
83-

83—

86—

43:

96:

44:

19:

27:

1:

3:

46:

62:

164:

174:

220:

13:

133:

36:

14:

37— 42:

40— 107:

4»- 18:

4:

22:

60:

00:

67:

68.2:
40— 43:

87:

173:

240:

47— 66:

37:

4:

7:

9:

06:

126:

105:

177:

107:

241:

270:

288:

206:

42:

SO:

24:

274:

25.4:

206:

311:

345:
377:

16:

34:

60—
51—

63-

56—
50—

57—

102:

103:

152:

157:

50- 78.1:

OO— 36.4:
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npj)earance within thirty dayN from the date of this publica-
tion, the canoelatlon will be proceeded with an In the case
of default.

Ben.son I>ry IMate & Camera Co., Inc., New York, N.Y., Reg.
No. 109.971, Cane. No. 8069.

Arthur B. Oruver, Wllmlnifton, Del., Reg. No. SSl.DS?, Cane.
No. 8077.

Beeopa Glove Mills, Yonkers, NY., Reg No 415,912, Cane.
No. 8084.

HORACE B. FAY. Ja,.
A»$i»tant Commimiioner of Patents.

Trademark Suits

Notices under 15 I .S.C 1116: Trademark Act of July 5, 194<>

Her. No. 22,406 (COCA-COLA), The Coca-Cola Company,
Beverage; Beg. No. 47,188, same. Tonic beverages and syrups
for the manufacture of such l)everages ; Reg. No. 288,145,

tiame ; Reg. No. 2S8.14«, same; Reg. No. 41S.7M (COKE),
same. Non-alcoholic nialtless beverages and the syrups for

making such beverages, filed Feb. 9, 1963, D.C., E.D. Tenn.

(Greenville), Doc. 1653. The Coca-Cola Company v. Oiant
Chef, etc. Decree enjolnln); defendant Mar. 7, 1963. 8aine,

filed Mar. 28, 1963. DC. Conn. (New Haven), Doc. 9728,

The Coca-Cola Company v. Putnam Hotel {Bar). H*ine, filed

Jan. 30, 1963, D.C.N.J. (Trenton), Doc 94/63, The Coca-

Cola Company v. Firenide Restaurant (Bar) Consent Judg-

ment ; Injqnctlon granted Apr. 9, 1963. 8*me. filed May 7,

1963, D.C., E.D. Pa. (Philadelphia), Doc, 33378, The Coca

Cola Company v. Huey's Paul Revere al«o knou-n an Paul
Revere Inn. Hmme, filed Mar. 28, 1963, D.C. Conn. (New
Haven), Doc. 9728, The Coca Cola Company v. Putnam Hotel

(.Bar). Consent judgment; defendant enjoined May 8, 1963.

R«g. No. 47,180. (See Reg. No. 22,406.)

Reg. No. 2S8.14S. (See Reg. No. 22,406.)

Rer No. 2S8.146. (See Reg. No. 22,406.)

B«c. No. 280,660 (ALEXANDRA DE MARKOFF—in script),

Alexandra de Markoff, Inc., Cosmetics—namely, skin tonics,

cold cream, astringents and perfumes ; Reg. No. 374,863

(ALEXANDRA DE MARKOFF AND DESIGN), .Martin De
Botelho (republished as Ale.xandra de Markoff Sales Corpora-

tion. Facial preparations. Including nourishing cream, stimu-

lation cream, skin cleanser, etc. ; Reg. No. 409,550 (.\LEX.\),

Ballarde, Inc., Perfumes; Reg. No. 508.525 (ALEXANDRA
DE ^L^.RKOFF), Alexandra de Markoff, Inc., Facial prepara-

tions, Including nourishing cream, liquid skin cleanser, etc. ;

Reg. No. 555.928 (ALEXANA ETC.), Alexandra de Markoff

Sales Corporation, Cosmetic oils for drj- and normal skfn ;

Reg. No. 631.937 (ALEXANDRA DE -MARKOFF), same.

Soaps ; Reg. No. 634,466, same, Flye-brow pencils, cosmetic

eye creams, personal deodorants, sun tan preparations and
makeup kits, etc., filed (kt. 31, 1962, DC, S.D.N.Y , Doc.

62/3598, Alexandra de Markoff Saleg Corporation v. Martin

de Botelho et al Consent judgment ; Injunction granted

Apr. 3, 1963.

Reg. No. 374.863.

Reg. No. 408.550.

Reg. No. 415,755.

(See Reg. No. 280.(160.)

(.See Keg. No. 280,660.)

(See Reg. No. 22,406.)

Reg. No. 421,730 (IH AND DESIGN), International Har
vester Company, Farm machinery—namely, manure loaders,
corn pickers, etc. ; Reg. No. 428.877, same. Automotive truckij,

farm wagons, tractor trailers and structural parts thereof,

filed June 12. 1961, DC, 8.D.N.Y.. Doc. 61/2080. Inter-

national Harvester Company v. Industrial Electronic Hard-
icare Corporation et al. Consent Judgment ; defendant en-

Joined Apr. 2. 1963.

Reg. No. 428,877. (See Reg. No. 421.730.)

Reg. No. 008.525. (See Reg. No. 280.660.)

Reg. No. 528.080 (ORLON). E. I. du Pont de Nemours and
Company, Synthetic flber-fonnlng polymers and copolymers
of acrylic acid or Its derivatives produced in the form of

fibers for further use in the industrial arts ; Reg. No. 586.272,

same. Yarns of synthetic fibers, filed Apr. 2, 1963, D.C,
S.D.N.Y., Doc. 63/930, E. I. du Pont de Semours <f Co. v.

Havenshire Knitwear Co., Inc.

Reg. No. 536.272. (See Reg. No. 529,080.)

Reg. No. 543,934 (DESIGN OF PENCIL), A. T. Cross Pen
ell Company, Mechanical pencils, filed Apr. 9, 1963, DC,
S.D.N.Y., Doc. 63/1009, .4. T. Cross Company v. \athan Berg
et al.

Reg. No. 555,928. (See Reg. No. 280.660.)

Reg. No. 608.200 (KEYBAK), Chlcopee Manufacturing
Corporation, .\on woven fabrics ; Reg. No. 720.892, same.
Interfacing for clothing that may be applied by heiit and
pressure—e.g. by an Iron, filed Mar. 21, 1962. DC. N.J.

(Newark), Doc. 23.5/62, Chicopee Manufacturing Corporation
V. Madison Research rf Development Corporation. Dismissed
by stipulation Apr. 3, 1963.

Beg. No. 616,985 (HOLLOWAY HOUSE), John R Thomp
son Co., doing buslneHM as Holloway House Cafeterias, Res
taurant services, filed Mar. 5, 1963, D.C, N.D. Tex. (Fort
Worth), Doc. 4/63/25, Holloway House. Inc et al. v. Hollo-

icay's.

Reg. No. 681.837. (See Reg. No. 280,660.)

Reg. No. 684.466. (See Reg. No. 280.660.)

Reg. No. 678.186 (FRISBEE). Wham-O .Mfg. Co., Toy tlylnn

saucers for toss games, filed Jan. 29, 1963, DC, SI) NY..
Doc. 63/291, WhamO Mfg. Co., Inc. v. Empire PlaxtiCK Cor/i

et al. Consent Judgment; defendants enjoined Apr. 25, 1»6,<

Reg. No. 684.697 (PRO-TEXTION RAY I, E S. Gr»Miise,

doing business as .\tlantlc lltra-Vlolet Co., Electrically oper

ated ozone-producing devices employing ultra-violet ray
lamps, for sanitizing the inside of footwear, filed Apr. 3.

1963, D.C , S D.N Y., Doc. 63/948, .Atlantic I lira Violet Co.,

Inc. V. .American Machine <t Foundry Co. et al.

Beg. No. 720.382. (See Reg. No. 600.200.)

Reg. No. 733,562 (TAILORED PROTECTION PLAN).
American Republic Insurance Company, Underwriting and
writing of hospital, surgical and medical Insurance, filed Nov.

9, 1962, DC, ED Mo. (St. Lk>u1s), Doc. 62-C-381(2), Amer-
ican Republic Insurance Company v. Central Sational Life

Company. Consent decree ; trademark held Infringed ; de-

fendant enjoined (notice Apr. 23, 1963).

MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION
The following marks are published in compliance with section 12(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946. Notice of oppo-

sition under iectlon 13 may be filed within thirty days of this publication. See Rules 2.101 to 2.105.

A« proTided by section 31 of said a«. a fee of twenty-five dollars must accompany each notice of opposition.

Class 1 - Raw or Partly Prepared Materials ^^^o."^-
''^"'^ ^^^^o™"-- ^'^^^"''''' °^*^ ^'"'' -""^^

8N 148,529. Henry Pollak, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

July 6, 1962.

VYCRAFT
For Vinyl Plastic Film and Sheeting for Use In the Manu-

facture of Table Cloths, Shower Curtains. Baby Pants, and

Related Goods.

First use June 1. 1962.

SN 154,399. The D. S. Brown Company, North Baltimore,

Ohio. Filed Oct. 3, 1»©2.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 419.064. 710,108. and others.

For Glass Fibers In Bulk and Variously Assembled for

Use In Fabricating Molded and Other Products Wherein Such

Fibers Are Incorporated.

First use In or about June 1953.

Owner of Reg. No. 627.573.

For Self-SanltUlng Rubber.

First use Aug. 28, 1962.

SN 156,046. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlen^esellschaft vormals

Melster Lucius and Branlng, Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

SN 159,373. Ralph Wilson Plastics. Inc., Temple. Tex.

Filed Dec. 18. 1962.

(son (pii^W(t

Owner of Reg. No. 652.886.

For High Pressure Lamlnat^ Plastic Sheets.

First use April 1956.

SN 159,744. Lowe's. Inc.. CassopoUs. Mich. Filed Dec. 26,

1962.

CARV-A-WAY
For Clay.

First use Not. 13. 1962.

Owner of German Reg. No. 638,916, dated Feb. 10. 1953 ; __^,^^^
and U.S. Reg. Nos. 642,819, 642,487. 746,158, and others.

For Raw or Partly Prepared Materials—i.e.. Natural and SN 159,796. Allied Chemical Corporation, New ^ork, >.i.

Artificial Resins ; Spun Fibres, Rubber and Rubber Substl- Filed Dec. 27, 1962.

tutes, Packing Materials. ,#-w'*.tHALON
SN 156,403. Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron, Ohio. For Thermoplastic Synthetic Resins Containing Fluorine.

Filed Nov. 1, 1962. First use Sept. 22. 1960.

SPRAYPREG
SN 160,016. South River Sand Company, Old Bridge. N.J.

Filed Dec. 31. 1962.

TRACTIONITE
For Resin Impregnated Molding Material.

First use Sept. 19, 1962.

For Rough-Cut Sand.

First use Dec. 10, 1962.

TM 161
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SN 160,117. HamlltoD Manufactming Co., Inc., Richmond, SN 142,041. The Kiwi Polish Company Proprietary Limited,

Va. Filed Jan. 4, 1963. Richmond, near Melbourne, Victoria, Austra^a. Filed Apr.

11, 1962.

HYBAR
For Water Vapor Barrier Material in Sheet or Roll Form

for Use In Bars, Wrappers, Tubes, Cans, Etc.

First use Feb. 16, 1954.

CflVnLICR
For Shoe and Leather Polishes.

First use July 1924 ; In commerce July 1924.

SN 160,367. Crest-Foam Corporation, Flushing, N.T. Filed

Jan. 8, 1963.

CRESTHANE

SN 142,042. The Kiwi Polish Company Proprietary Limited,

Richmond, near Melbourne, Victoria, Aaatralia. Filed Apr.

11, 19«2.

For Plastic In the Form of Sheets and Other Unflnltbed

Shapes.

First use on or about Oct. IB, 1962.

SN 160,378. Ooodrlch-Oulf Chemicals, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Jan. 8, 1968.

SN
Owner of Beg. No. 740,773.

For Synthetic Elastomers and Compositions Containing

Synthetic Elastomers, Particularly a Rubbery Synthetic

Polymer of Isoprene Having a Structure Substantially Simi-

lar to Natural Rubber.

First use on or about June 20, 1968.

SN 160,564. Albert Trostel A Sons Company, Milwaukee,

Wis. Filed Jan. 11, 1963.

STAMPEDE
For Leather.

First use Nov. 1, 1962.

Oass 2" Receptacles

For Shoe and Leather Polishes.

First use July 1924 ; In commerce July 1924.

Oass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positioiis

SN 111,520. Mobay Chemical Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 9, 1961.

SN 150,946. Hudson Pulp k. Paper Corp., New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1962.

TD-80

HUDSON
For Toluylene Dlisocyanate.

First use Mar. 9, 1956.

Owner of Reg. Noe. 518,686. 722,723, and others.

For Paper Bags and Multlwall Paper Bags.

First use 1909.

Qass 4 -Abrasives and Polishing Materials

SN 138,029. The Kiwi Polish Company Proprietory Limited,

Richmond, near Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. Filed

Feb. 15, 1962.

^CQVOLICR

SN 118,452. The Kiwi Polish Company ProprleUry Limited,

Richmond, near Melbourne, Victoria, Anstralla. Filed Apr.

24, 1961.

KIWI
Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 294,328, 497,806, and others.

For Spray for Renewing, Restoring, and Softening Suede

Leather.
First use Aug. 3, 1960 ; in commerce Aug. 8, 1960.

SN 128,750. Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Sept. 27, 1961.

HINAC

For Shoe and Leather Polishes.

First use July 1924 ; in commerce July 1924.

Owner of Reg. No. 592,131.

For Chemical Compositions for Producing Chromium-Con-

taining Coatings.

First use July 1, 1953.
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SN 132,147. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals SN 147,518. Sun Chemical Corporation, New York, NY.

Meister Lucius & Briinlng, Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Filed June 22. 1962.

FU..N.,. .»,..«.
^ SUNBOW

NOxYRON Owner of Reg. No. 550,560.

For Water-ln-Oll Base Pigments.

Owner of German Reg. No. 646,939. dated Oct. 28, 1953. First use May 1962.

For Flameprooflng and Impregnating Agents. _^_^^_^_^
^""^^""^

SN 147,587. G. W. Jones, d.b.a. J A 8 Sales and Service,

SN 140,754. Ram Chemicals, Inc., Gardena, Calif. Filed Dickinson, Tex. Filed June 26, 1962.

Mar. 26, 1962.

RAH TAT
For Chemical Preparation Which Locates Leaks In Gas

Pipes and Tubing Systems.

First use Jan. 18, 1962.

SN 148,415. Petro-Tex Chemical Corporation, Houston, Tex.

Filed July 5, 1962.

For Chemicals for the Plastic Industry—Namely, Pigment

Concentrates, Emulsiflers, Dispersion Agents and CaUlysts.

First use June 25, 1956.

BU-TUF
For Polybutene-1 and Polybutene-1 Compositions.

First use Mar. 19, 1962.

SN 143,227. Forest Lab Associates, Exeter, N.H. Filed

Apr. 27, 1962.

TRE-JEL
SN 148,431. Spray Products Corporation, Camden, N.J.

Filed July 5, 1962.

For Poison for Use In Killing Trees.

First use Sept. 13, 1961.

SN 144,136. The Bon Ami Company, Naw York, N.Y. FUed

May 9, 1962.

^
For Preparation Which Melts Ice and Snow on Wind-

shields, Windows, and the Like, and Prevents Icing and Lock

Freezing.

First use August 1961.

SN 148,648. Packer-Scott Company, PorUand, Oreg. Filed

July 9, 1962.

ALPHA-DYNE
For General Pun>o8e Liquid Disinfectant for Industrial and

Institutional Use.

First use June 19, 1902.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 656,641 and 702,420.

For Insect Killer.

First use Apr. 8, 1962.

SN 144,136. The Bon Ami Company, New York, NY. Filed

May 9, 1962.

^
SN 160,764. The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

FUed Aug. 8, 1962.

DHA-S
Owner of Reg. No. 553,421.

For Synthetic Organic Chemical Used To Suppress the

Growth of Microorganisms.

First use Dec. 16, 1957.

SN 151,855. Vlneland Chemical Co., Vlneland, N.J. Filed

Aug. 24, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 656.641 and 702,420.

For Air Freshener.

First use Apr. 3, 1962.

For Herbicides and Fungicides.

First use Apr. 26, 1962.
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SN 152.268. Atway Products Co., Jollet. 111. Filed Auff. 31, SN 160,954. Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed
19«2. Jan. 18, 1»63.

SPERSAL
For Dyeing Assistant To Be Used In the Dyeing of Poly-

ester Fibers.

First use July 27, 1962.

The mark Is a circle with an X extending slightly thru
the circle with a small square directly in the center.

For Bacteria Activator for Septic Tanks.
First use May 1, 1962.

SN 181,046. General Aniline k Film Corporation. New York,
N.Y. Filed Jan. 21, 1963.

LEOPHEN
SN 153,934. California Chemical Company, San Francisco.

Calif. Filed Sept. 26, 19«2.

For Wetting Agents.

First use Dec. 27, 1938.

DIFOLATAN SN 161,047. General Aniline & Film Corporation, New York.
NY. Filed Jan. 21, 1963.

For Fungicide for Us« In Agriculture and Horticulture.

First use S^t. 17, 1962. HUMECTOL

SN 154.133. Metal Hydrides Incorporated. Beverly. Mass.
Filed Sept. 28, 1962.

For Wetting Agents.
F'lrst use July 17, 1930.

HYDRITEX
SN 161.068. Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed

Jan. 21, 1963.

For Stabilized Aqueous Solution of Sodium Borohydrlde
and Sodium Hydroxide, for Use In the Textile Industry.

First use Apr. 7, 1961.

STABILON
For Textile I>yeing Assistants.

First use Apr. 29, 1941.

SN 154,311. L'nlon Oil Company of California, Los Angeles,

Calif. Filed Oct. 1, 1962.
SN 161,069. Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed

Jan. 21, 1963.

UNOWAX LEVELENE
For Wax-Polymer Blends.

First use Aug. 22, 1962.

For Textile Dyeing Assistants.

First use Apr. 29, 1941.

SN 156,214. Blddle Sawyer Corporation, New York. N.Y.

Filed Oct. 30. 1962.

SN 161.081. Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Jan. 21, 1963.

CELNITE SUZAC
For Blowing Agent Used To Produce Expanded Rubber

and Plastic F'roducts.

First use Oct. 24, 1962.

For Furnace Black.

First use Oct. 12, 1962.

SN 161,098. Shulton, Inc., Clifton, N.J. Filed Jan. 21, 1963.

SN 156,215. Blddle Sawyer Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 30, 1962.

HELOPLEX

AZOFOAM
For Electroplating Chemical.

First use Aug. 17, 1962.

For Blowing Agent Used To Produce Expanded Rubber
and Plastic Products,

nrst use Oct. 24, 1962.
SN 161.316. Eastman Kodak Company. Rochester. N.Y.

Filed Jan. 24. 1963.

8N 156.263. United States Borax k Chemical Corporation,

Los Angeles, Calif. Filed Oct. 30, 1962.

EASTMAN 910

FABRICARE
Owner of Reg. No. 700,324.

For Surface Activator.

First use Jan. 2. 1963.

For Laundry Borax for Use in Washing and Deodorizing
Clothing and Diapers.

First use May 17, 1962.

SN 160.332. Sandox, Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed Jan. 7,

1963.

NYLOSAN

Class 8— Smokers' Articles, Not Induding

Tobacco Products

SN 155.966. Borneo Sumatra Tradijig Co., Inc., New York,

NY. Filed Oct. 26, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 542,592.

For DyestufTs.

First use Dec. 19, 1962.

POLLY-GAZ
For Cigarette Lighters.

First use Sept. 12, 1962.
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Class 10- Fertilizers Qass 12- Construction Materials

SN 143,888. Stonehlll k Tree, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed SN_138^488._ Friendly Wood Corporation. Bethel. Conn

May 4, 1962.

TAM-0-SHANTER

Filed Feb. 23, 1962.

For Fertilizer.

First use Mar. 15, 1961.

SN 151,916. The Hubbard-Hall Chemical Company, d.b.a.

Green Ribbon Products Co., Waterbury, Conn. Filed Aug.

27, 1962.

rriendly Wood
The word "Wood" is disclaimed apart from the mark.

For Fence Posts.

First use June 1956.

For Fertilizers.

First use Mar, 1, 1960.

SN 151,928. N. S. Koos k Son Co., Kenosha, Wis. Filed

Aug. 27, 1962.

HOLIDAY

For Lawu and Garden Products— Namely, Fertilizers and

Herbicides.

First use May 25, 1962.

SN 153,220. Shattuck Denn Mining Corporation, New York,

• N.y. Filed Sept. 14, 1962. >.

Qass 13 -Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Fitting Supplies

SN 145,231. American Hoist k Derrick Company, St. Paul.

Minn. Filed May 23, 1962.

LEBUS

Owner of Reg. No. 643,739.

For Load Binders, Snatch Blocks. Chain Hooks, Chain Ac-

cessories, Tall Chains, Swivels, Clevises, Turn Buckles, Rope.

Chain and Wire Line Fittings and Clips.

First use June 1, 1946. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Gass 14 -Metals and Metal Castings and

Forgings

SN 132,876. Soci«t6 Metallurglque d'Imphy, Paris, France.

Filed Nov. 27, 1961.

DURIMPHY
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

496,637, dated June 1, 1961 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 165,435.

For Metals and Stainless Alloys. ^

Qass 15 — Oils and Greases

SN 98,120 Motor Formula 9 Corporation, Portland, Oreg.,

The exclusive use of the word "Iron" as shown In appli-
^ggignee of Motor Formula 9 Co., Portland, Oreg. Filed

canfs mark is disclaimed apart from the mark ns a whole. ^^^^ ^^ ^^^
For Soil Supplements and Soil Additives.

First use Aug. 28, 1961.

SN 158,4.')0. Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Dec 4. 1962.

J^ fO»Br

For Nitrogen Fertilizer Solutions.

First use Oct. 16, 1962.

Although the drawing Is lined for the color red. It is not

Intended as a limiting feature of the mark.

For Lubricating Oils, Gasoline Additives and Internal Com-

bustion Engine Cleaners.

First use Aug. 25, 1953.
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SN 153.718. Amway Sales Corporation, Ada. Mich. Filed
Sept. 24, 1962.

WONDER MIST
Applicant diHclalms the word "MlHt" apart from the mark.
For Multl-Uae Spray for Lubricating. Waterproofing, Cor-

rosion Retardation and Prevention of Surface Condensation
First use on or about June 11, 1962.

To Provide Protective and Decorative Coatings, Resistant
to Wear, Abrasion and Chemical Attack, on Rigid Surfaces
Such as Metals, Wood, Concrete, Ceramics and Rigid Plan
ties, and on Flexible Surfaces Such as Rubber. Leather, Tex
tiles and Flexible Plastics.

First use Oct. 5, 1960.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 137,176.

8N 155.871. Acheson Industries. Inc., Port Huron. Mich.
B'iled Oct. 25. 1962.

SN 143.039. Magna Corporation. Santa Fe Springs. Calif
Filed Apr. 25, 1962.

AEROLON
MACOR

For Spray Type Dry Film Lubricants Containing Colloidal
Dispersions.

First use on or about Oct. 9. 1962.

For Protective Coatings— Namely, Paints.
First use Mar, 5, 1962.

SN 157. 79S. Hercules Packing Corporation, Alden. N.Y.
Filed Nov. 23, 1962.

MOLY CODDLE
For Lubricant Containing Molybdenum Disulfide To Im-

prove Internal Combustion Engine Performance.
First use Apr. 16, 1960.

SN 158,451. Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington, Del
Filed Dec. 4, 19d2.

SN 157,817. K A W Products, Inc., Whlttler, Calif. Filed
Nov. 23, 1962.

KNOCK'ER LOOSE
For Penetrating Oils.

First use Oct. 17, 1946.

Qass 16—Protective and Decorative Coatings

SN 137,176. Trl-Delta Products Co., Phoenix, Arli. Filed
Feb. 2, 1962.

For Ingredient (Chlorinated Rubber Base) for Use In

Paints. Varnishes. Lacquers, and Other Protective Coatings.
First use Oct. 24. 1962.

Qass 18— Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

SN 131,563. Clarence F. Oeorg«, Jr., d.b.a. C. F. George Co ,

Vallejo. Calif. Filed Nov. 8, 1»«1.

GREENFIELD

For Veterinary Preparation for Funffua Infection. Ring
Worm. Eczema and Other Minor Skin DUturbances In Dogs
and Cats.

First use In August 1949.

SN 136.076. Physicians and HosplUls Sucply Company. Inc.,

d.b.a. Ulmer Pharmacal Company, Minneapolis. Minn.
Filed Jan. 18, 1962.

For Construction Materials. Particularly Synthetic Plastic
Coatings for Masonry Such as Cinder Blocks, Concrete Blocks,
Clay Brick, Concrete Walls, Plaster Walls, and Oypauni
Board.

First use Dec. 13, 1960.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 141,806.

DI-FERRIN

For Iron Injectable Preparation Useful In the Treatment
of Dimorphic Anemia.

First use Dec. 1. 1961.

SN 141.855. Lord Manafacturtng Company. Erie, Pa. Filed

Apr. 9. 1962.

c
SN 140,566.

1962.

Laser, Inc., Crown Point, Ind. Filed Mar. 23,

O
DALLERGY

For Polyuretbaoe-Based Coating Materitlg of Palnt-Llke For Medicine for the Treatment of Asthmatic Conditions,
Consistency, and Thinners, Curing Catalysts. Wood Fillers Allergic Rhinitis. Hay Fever, Etc.

and Metal Primers To Be Used in Conjunction Therewith; First use May 16. 1961.
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SN 142,003. White-Hudson and Company Limited, South- SN 160,601. J.B.B. Olson Corporation. Oarden City, N.Y.

port, England. Filed Apr. 10, 1962. Filed Jan. 10, 1968.

^i=rAT»j:4r^ KURB VAN
The word "Van," being descriptive of the good* is dis-

claimed. Owner of Reg. No. 619,984.

For Aluminum Track Bodies.

First use Dec. 18, 1962.
'

The drawing !• lined for red. Owner of U.S. Reg. Nob.

708,676 and 712,416; and Brttlah Reg. Noa. 766,189, dated

May 3,' 1967, and 796.278, dated Oct. 7, 1959.

For Medicated Cough Sweets.

Flnt use June 6, 1961 ; in commerce Jane 5, 1961.

SN 163,787. Auto Seat Cover Co., Erie, Pa. Filed Mar. 4

1963.

SN 169,428. William H. Rorer, Inc., Fort Washington, Pa.

FUed Dec. 19, 1962.

ANDILASE
For Bronchial Dilator.

First aae Sept. 6, 1962.

For Tops and Seat Covers for Boats and Automobiles.

First use Feb. 14, 1968.

SN 168,803. U.S. Etbicals Inc., Long Island City, N.Y.

Filed May 17, 1968.

SN 163,947. Inter-American Transport Bqulpment Co.,

Miami, Fla. Filed Mar. 6, 1963.

VITERALS 28

For Mnltlide Vitamin Mineral Preparation.

First use July 28, 1969.

SabJ. to Intf. with SN 129,127. VANGUARD

Oass 19-Veliide$

SN 168,484. Stemco Manufacturing Company, Inc., Long-

view. Tex. Filed Dec. 4, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 670,648.

For Boats.

First use Dec. 80, 1960.

SN 159,220. Fabco Mannfactartng Company, Oakland, Calif.

Filed Dec. 17, 1962.

For Sngar Cane Carts and Wheels Therefor.

First aae Feb. 8, 1961.

Qass 21 '- Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

SN 169,159. Globe-Union Inc., MUwaukee, Wis. Filed Dec.

14, 1962.

SPINNING POWER .

Owner of Reg. No. 887,665.

For Storage Batteries and Components of Storage Bat-

teries.

First use in or about 1935.

FABCO SN 160,217. Paragon Electric Company, Inc., Two Rivera,

Wis. Filed Jan. 4, 1968.

For Motor Trucks and Trailer Eqnipment—Namely, Ex-

tension Motor Truck Frames, Extra Wheel Units for Motor

Trucks, Truck-Trallen, Including Semi and Full Trailera,

Lowt>ed Machinery Type Trailera, Log Trailera and Agrieol-

tural TraUers, Including Sugar Cane Trailers, Logging

Dollies, and Special Pnrpoae Heavy Duty Trucks.

First use Apr. 20, 1921.

PARAGON
For Electric Motors, Time Delay Relays, and Electric

Switches.

First use at least as early as Dec 81, 1918.

111. Filed Dec. 17, 1962.

TINY WORLD
Owner of R«g. No. 782,772.

For Baby Bagglea, Strollert, Car Seats, and Car Beds.

Flnt uae July 16, 1»68, on baby bugglea.

TM 79» CO.—14

MINIBUOY
For Marine Distress Llgbted Matters.

Flnt uae Jan. 11, 1968.
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SN 164.561. The Scott & Fetzer Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Q^^ 22 — GamCS, TOY$, mA SpOltilMI Goods
Filed Mar. 13, 1963.

www r w

SN 128,194. Multiple Products Corporation, New York, NY.
Filed Sept. 19, 1961.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 618,220 and 623,790.

For Electric Vacuum Cleaners and Parts and Accessories

Therefor.

First use Feb. 11, 1963.

SN 164,957. Electronic Wholesalers, Inc., Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar 19, 1963.

For Oeneral Line of Play Toys and Kits.

First use Dec. 15, 1959.

SN 128,195. Multiple Products Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 19, 1961.

For Wire Spools, Antenna Cartons, and Television Picture

Tube Cartons.

First use Sept. 1, 1962.

For Oeneral Line of Play Toys and Kits.

First use Apr. 4, 1961.

SN 165,013. AMP Incorporated, Harrlsburg, Pa. Filed

Mar. 20, 1963.

TAYP-AIR
For Electrical Connectors.

First use Mar. J, 1963.

SN 150,017. Arne L. Carson and Robert D. Plerson (joint

owners), Seattle, Wash. Filed July 30, 1962

SPACE MONEY
The applicants hereby disclaim the word "Money" In the

trademark and make no claim of exclusive right to "money"

SN 165,071. Multi-Products Company, Oak Park, Mich, for the goods recited.

Filed Mar 20, 1963. For Toy Money.
First use Mar 10, 1962.

SN 157.308. Stewart J. Leonard, Norwalk, Conn. Filed

Nov. 15, 1962.

SKEE-TRAINER
For Water Ski Starting Devices.

First use Nov. 13, 1962.

SN 168,106. Southern Tackle Distributors, Inc., Miami, Fla.

Filed Nov. 28, 1962.

VISCOUNT

For Radio Receivers ; Radio Transmitters ;
Combination

Radio Transmitter-Receivers ; Power Amplifiers, and Acces-

sory Equipment—Namely, Power Supplies, Antennas, and

Antenna Relays.

First use Jan. 14, 1963.

For Fishing Rods and Reels, and Parts Thereof.

First use Oct. 1. 1962.

SN 165,442. C. k E. Marshall Company, Chicago, 111. Filed

Mar. 26, 1963.

fKUA^ SONIC
For Ultrasonic Cleaning Machines for Jewelry and

Watches.

First use Feb. 14, 1963.

SN 1S8,6«7. Uneeda Doll Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed

Dec. 6, 1962.

TOOTHUMS
For Dolls.

First use Aug 3, 1962

SN 158,695. Fabrikona, Inc., East Taunton, Mass. Filed

Dec. 7, 1962.

For Fishing Reels.

First use Nov. 1, 1962.

^[OLLIDAY
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HARTFORD

SN 158,740. Shakespeare Company, Kalamazoo, Mich. SN 144,489. The Hartford Special Machinery Company,

F^led Dec. 7, 1962. Slmsbury, Conn. Filed May 14, 1962.

WONDER CENTER
No claim is made to the word "Center" apart from the

mark as shown.
For Golf Balls.

First use Aug. 15, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 596,682 and 644,150.

For Thread Forming Apparatus—Namely, Thread Rolling

Machines and the Like.

First use August 1960 ; at least as early as Jan. 1, 1939,

on related goods.

Qass 23 - Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

SN 111,091. A. A. Oage Company, Detroit, Mich. Filed

SN 149,360. Budow Manufacturing Co., Inc., Birmingham,

Ala. Filed July 19, 1962.

BUDOW
Dec. 30, 1960.

ULTRA-RON

For Log Debarkers, Wood Chippers, Chip Screens, Log
Kickers, Log Stop and Loaders, Log Conveyors, Bark Con-

veyors, and Wood Chip Conveyors.

First use Mar. 9, 1959.

For Rotary Tables for Supporting Work Pieces for Machine

Operations.

First use Aug. 29, 1960.

SN 121,713. Conveyor Systems, Inc., Morton Grove, 111.

Filed June 9, 1961.

"^atfOia*

SN 150,872. The International Silver Company, Meriden,

Conn. Filed Aug. 9, 1962.

WM. ROGERS & SON
Owner of Reg. No. 329,754.

For Stainless Steel Flatware—Namely, Knives, Forks, and

Spoons.

First use Aug. 21, 1953.

SN 152,668. Art's-Way Manufacturing Co., Armstrong,

Iowa. Filed S.B. Sept. 7, 1962; Am. PR. May 23, 1963.

ARTS-WAY
For Conveyor Systems.

Flrat use Apr. 15, 1960. For Mobile Feed Mixers.
First use July 2, 1956.

SN 125,945. Fred H. Scbaub Engineering Co., Downers

Grove, 111. Filed Aug. 14, 1961.

HYDRODYNE
For Boiler Feed Pumps and Condensate Handling Pumps.

First use Mar. 31, 1961.

SN 130,868. Avery Adheslre Products, Inc., Monrovia, Calif.

Filed Oct. 30, 1961.

SN 155,711. Dura Business Machines, Inc., Oak Park, Mich.

Piled Oct. 23, 1962.

ALPHATRON
For Electrically Operated Typewriting Systems and Dating

Devices Therefor.

First use Aug. 31, 1962.

AVERY SN 155,712. Dura Business Machines, Inc., Oak Park, Mich.

Filed Oct. 23, 1962.

For Machine Products Such as Label Dispensers, Labeling

Machines, Applicators, and Imprinters.

First use 1941.

SN 134,893. Morrison Company, Cleveland, Ohio, Filed

Dec. 29, 1961.
r

-O'LlFT-
For AtUchment for Fork Lift Trucks for Handling Auto-

mobile Tires and Similar Cored Articles.

First use Oct. 16, 1961.

For Electrically Operated Typewriting Systems and Dating

Devices Therefor.

First use Aug. 31, 1962.

SN 156,527. Simon-Carves Limited, Cheadle Heath, Stock-

port, England. Filed Nov. 2, 1962.

SIMCAR
SN 143,177. Vernon E, Stephens, Bell Gardens, Calif. Filed

Apr. 26, 1962.

TIP-NIP
For Tools for Refadng, Cleaning, and Reconditioning the

Ends of Metal Tubes Such as Found In Torches Used for

Flame Cutting, Gas Welding, and the Like.

First use May 2, 1961.

Owner of British Reg. Nos. 752,814 and 756,961, dated

Apr. 12, 1966 and Aug. 25, 1956, respectively ; and U.S.

Reg. Nos. 653,369 and 667,342.

For Machines for the Treatment of Sewage and/or Indus-

trial Effluents Whereby Solids Are Maintained In Suspension

In a Body of Liquid and Air or Other Gas Entrained for the

Purpose of Dissolving the Gas, or for the Purpose of Chemi-

cal Reaction or Froth Formation.
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SN 156,553. The Leon J. Barrett Co., Mlllbury, Mats. Filed

Nov. 6, 1962.

CLARIFUGE
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Qass 26 -Measuring and Scientific

Appli

For Centrifugal Liquid Clarlfler.

Plrat use June 13, 1962.

SN 158,763. John Oster Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee,

WU. Piled Nov. 6, 1962.

SNOFLAKE
For Ice Crushers and Parts Therefor.

First use Aug. 29, 1958.

SN 108.056. Argus Incorporated, Chicago, lU., by change

of name from Mansfield Industries, Inc., Chicago, 111.

Filed Nov. 8, 19«0.

PRESTO-MATIC

For Photographic Slide Changer.

First use in April 1958.

SN 158,291. Triumph Machinery Company. Hackettstown.

N.J. Filed Nov. 30. 1962.

SN 132,876. 8ocl«t« Metallurglque d'Imphy, Parts, France.

Filed Nov. 27, 1961.

HYDR

DURIMPHY

WER
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

496,637, dated June 1, 1961 (Parts) ; NaU. Inst. No. 165,435.

For Springs for Precision Instruments.

Without prejudice to Its common law rights, and for pur-

poses of this registration only, the design feature of the

mark is disclaimed apart from the composite mark shown in

the drawing.

For Snow Removal Equipment.

First use Oct. 10, 1962.

SN 158,375. Punch Products Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 3, 1962.

UNIPRESS

SN 143,636. Kollsman Instrument Corporation, Blmhurst,

N.Y. Filed May 2, 1962.

CODIR
For Direction and Location Determining and Controlling

Etevices Including Qeneration ICmisslon of Coherent Electro-

magnetic Beams From Lasers and Masers and Sensing De-

vices for Determining Deflection and Other Characteristics

of Said Beams for Aircraft Beams.
First use Apr. 1, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 637,999.

For Power Machine for Punching Holes In Sheet Metal.

Metal Plates. Channels and Angles.

First use Sept. 28, 1962.

SN 146.248. Ch. Dlllemann Ac Polyclalr, 8.A.. d.b.a. Poly-

clair, Paris, France. Filed May 23, 1962.

FILMARCOR
SN 158,857. Perfection Manufacturing Co., St. Louis, Mo

Filed Dec 10. 1962. Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

500.923, dated Dec. 14, 1961 ; NaU. Inst. No. 175.712.

For Apparatus for Photographic Display and Duplication ;

and Accessories Therefor.

SN 149.910. Frank Q. Back, Qlen Cove, N.Y. FUed July 27,

1962.

DATADOT
For Photographic Apparatus and Partlcnlarly Photo-

graphic Reproducing Devices in the Nature of Cameras, Copy-

ing Machines, Sensitized Paper, and Film.

First use June 29. 1962.

For Grass Catchers for Detachable Mounting on Power

Lawn Mowers.
First use In April 1959.

SN 149,911. Frank O. Back, Qlen Cove, N.Y. Filed July 27,

1962.

SN 159,220, Fabco Manufacturing Company, Oakland, Calif.

Filed Dec. 17, 1962.

MUFILE

FABCO
For Front I>rtvlng Axles and Transfer Cases.

First use Apr. 20, 1921.

For Photographic Apparatus and Particularly Photo-

graphic Reproducing Devices in the Nature of Cameras, Copy-

ing Machines, Sensitized Paper, and Film.

First use June 29, 1962.
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SN 150,979. Swleco. Inc.. Fort Worth. Tex. Filed Aug. 10. Time Controls, Cycle Repeaters, Interval. Reset and Sequence

1962. Timers.

First use at least as early as Dec. 31, 1913.

BABY
DOUGHTER

For Thermometers for Testing the Temperature of Dough

for Baking.

First use Sept. 7, 1954.

SN 162,032. W. F. Sprengnether Instrument Company, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed Feb. 4, 1963.

AUTOCORDER
For Seismograph Recorder.

First use Oct. 1, 1962.

SN 153,913. TA Mfg. Corp., Loa Angeles, Calif. Filed Sept.

25, 1962.

VISCODYNE
For Bullt-In, Self-Contalned Fluid Control Systems for

Camera and Tripod Pan Heftda.

First use Aug. 7, 1962.

SN 162,150. Edex Corporation, Palo Alto, CaUf Piled Feb.

6, 1963.

EDEX
For Teaching Systems—Namely, Teaching Machines, Pro-

graming Units, Student Stations, Remote Control Boxes,

Projectors, Film Strip and Communicators.
First use May 20. 1962.

SN 156,120. Ilford. Limited. Ilford, Essex, England. Filed

SN 162,327. Americana IntersUte Corp., Mundelein, 111.

Piled Feb. 8, 1963.

Oct. 29, 1962.

ILFOCOPY
READAMATIC

Owner of British Reg. No. 823,243, dated July 20, 1961

;

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 116,139 and 746,799.

For Films, Plates and Papers, All Being Sensitised and

All Being for Photographic Purposes.

For Machines for Progressively Indicating Successive

Lines of Printed Matter at Selectable Constant Speed.

First use Nov. 17, 1962.

SN 162,435. Freeland Gauge Company, Detroit, Mich. Filed

Feb. 11, 1963.

SN 156,399. Galileo Corporation of America, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 1, 1962.
ACROAIRE

For Air Gauging Apparatus.
First use Sept. 26, 1962.

Applicant disclaims any exclusive rights in the numeral
"16" apart from the mark as shown.

For Cameras and Camera Parts and Accessories, Film Cut-

ters, Lenses, View Finders, Enlargers, Copying Equipment,

Viewers, Developing Tanks, Light niters. Devices To Mount
Flash Equipment on Cameras.

First nseHn July 1953.

SN 102,491. Robertshaw-Pulton Controls Company, Rich-

mond, Va. Filed Feb. 11, 1968.

OVEN-WITH-A-MIND
For Controls for Oas Ovens and Components Thereof.

First use Nov. 30, 1961.

SN 158,517. The Eastern Company, Naugatuck, Conn. Filed

Dec. 5, 1962.

LODESTAR
For Marine Compasses.
First use Nov. 28, 1962.

8N 162,492. Robertshaw-Fulton Contrcds Company, Rich-

mond, Va. Filed Feb. 11, 1963.

AUTO-MAGIC
FLAME MASTER

For Controls for Gas Ovens and Ciunponents Thereof.

First use Dec. 18, 1961.

^' 159,276. Picker X-Ray Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.

Plied Dec. 17, 1962.

MAGNACHANGER
For Radiation Detectors.

First use Apr. 1, 1962.

SN 162,622. C. S. Ashcraft Mfg. Co., Inc., Long Island City,

N.Y. Filed Feb. 12, 1963.

CORE-LITE
For Projection Lamps for Motion Pictures and Parts for

Such Projection Lamps Including Rectifiers, Ellipsoidal Mir-
rors and Carbons.

First use Oct. 11, 1962.

SN 162,606. Charles Adler, Jr., Baltimore, Md. Filed Feb.

SN 160,216. Paragon Electric Company, Inc., Two Rivers,

Wis. Filed Jan. 4, 1963.

18, 1963.

SPACEOMETER
PARAGON

For Electric Timing Devices of the Horologlcal Instrument

Type, Geared so as to Actually Measure Time In Controlling

Intervals In Connection With Electric Circuits Indndlng

For Indicators for Use In Motor Vehicles To Advise the

Drtver Automatically of the Safe Distance at Different Speeds
To Allow Between the Driver's Vehicle and the One Imme-
diately Ahead, To Permit Safe Enaergeocy Stopping.

First use Sept. 6, 1962.
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SN 162,6»«. Robertshaw-Fulton Controls Company. Rich- SN 139.880. F. H. Prince ft Co. Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed

mond, Va. Filed Feb. 11, 1963. Mar. 14, 1962.

LEVELAC CONTINENTAL
For Level ControlB.

First use Nov 22, 1961.

For Frozen Food Display Cabinets.

Pint aw Feb. S, 1962.

SN 162,730. FoHtoria Corporation, Huntingdon Valley, Pa.

Filed Feb. 14, 1963.

SN 140,371. Midland-Ross Corporation, Toledo, Ohio. Filed

Mar. 21, 1962

RAY-CON FANDAIRE
For Temperature Sensing Devices.

First use Dec. 28, 1962.

Owner of Reg. N'os. 676,966 and 723,096.

For Condensers for Refrigeration Apparatus.
First use Feb. 21, 1962.

SN 163,043. Irving P. Filderman, Memphis, Tenn. Filed

Feb 19, 1963.

BIPED
For Contact Lenses.

First use Feb. 15, 1963.

SN 163,115. Charles Beseler Company, East Orange, N.J.

Filed Feb. 20, 1963.

DISPLAYMATE
For Sound Slide Film Projectors.

First use Jan. 11, 1963.

Class 27 — Horological Instraments

SN 132,876. Soci«t6 Metallurgique d'Imphy, Paris, France.

Filed Nov. 27. 1961.

S?i 143,017. Edwards Engineering Corporation, Pompton
Plains. N.J. Filed Apr. 25, 1962.

AIRVEC-CHILLER
Owner of Reg. No. 674,596.

For Chillers for Cooling Liquids or Air.

First use in July 1961.

SN 143,752. Merlinstone Mining Corporation, SanU Bar-

bara, Calif, riled May 3, 1962.

DURIMPHY
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

496.637, dated June 1. 1961 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 165.435.

For Springs for Watches.

Class 29 -Brooms, Brashes, and Dusters

S.N 158,545. Joseph Lleberman k Sons. Inc., Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Dec. 5, 1962.

For Water Rectifiers and Filter Stones.

First use on or al>out Jan. 1, 1959.

SN 146,784. Bell * OosMtt Company, Morton Qrove, 111.

Filed June 13, 1962.

CHINYLON
For Paint Brushes.

First use Oct. 23, 1962.

SN 158,744. Swanson Plastics, Inc., Windsor, Colo. Filed

Dec. 7, 1962.

NU-BAC
For Massaging Back Washerst.

First use Oct. 3, 1962.

Class 31 — RIters and Refrigerators

SN 139,544. Standard, Inc., Little Rock, Ark. Filed Mar. 9,

1962.

SCOTCH-MAGIC
For Filtering Devices for Dry Cleaning Fluids.

First use Jan. 10. 1962.

The drawing is lined for blue, but said color is not an

important feature of the mark.

For Refrigeration Apparatus Including Motor-Compressor

Units; Motor-Compressor-Condenser Units; Motor-Compres-

sor-Condenser-Evaporator Units.

First use May 16. 1962.

Qass 32 — Furniture and Upiiolstery

SN 146,955. Airway Products Corporation, Schiller Park,

111. Filed June 15, 1962.

MR
For Metal Display Shelves.

Flnt use Apr. 26, 1962.
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8N 147,232. Silent Daddy. Inc.. St. Petersburg, Fla. Filed fJ^m 33 — GlaSSWarO
June 19, 1962.

SILENT DADDY SN 156,059. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormaU

Melster Lucius and Brflning. Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

Piled Oct. 18, 1962.

For Pulsating Crib Mattress.

Plrat use Jan. 20, 1962.

SN 156,058. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormals

Melster Lucius and Brilning, Frankfurt am Main, Qermany.

Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

Owner of German Reg. No. 633,916, dated Feb. 10, 1953;

Owner of German Reg. No. 633,916, dated Feb. 10, 1953;

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 542,319, 746,155, and others.

For Glassware—I.e., Glass and Goods Made Thereof, e.g.,

Ampoules.

Qass 34- Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

and U.S Reg. Nos. 542,319, 746,155, and others. ApparatUS ;

For Upholstery Stuffing Materials and Packing Materials. ^^

SN 146,784. Bell k Goesett Company, Morton Grove, 111.

^ . o ^ r. xMt^h Piled June 13, 1962.
SN 158,120. Lee L. Woodard Sons, Inc., Owosso, Mich.

Filed Nov. 28, 1962.

WOODARD
For Ornamental Furniture.

First use in 1866.

SN 163,393. National Mattress Company, d.b.a. Namaco,

Huntington, W. Va. Filed Feb. 25. 1963.

Tposlvire

For Innerspring Mattresses and Boxsprings.

First use Dec. 3, 1962.

SN 163.490. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa Piled Feb. 26, 1963.

GLIDE-A-MIRROR
For Wardrobe Doors.

First use at least as early as Oct. 25, 1962.

The drawing Is lined for blue, but said color Is not an

Important feature of the mark.

For Air Conditioning Apparatus Including Motor-Com-

pressor Units ; Motor-Compressor-Condenser Units ; Motor-

Compressor-Condenser-Bvaporator Units.

First use May 16, 1962.

SN 148,000. Bunn Capitol Company, Springfield, 111. Filed

June 29, 1962.

BUNN
Owner of Reg No. 694,904.

For Coffee Brewing Equipment.

First use at least as early as December 1957.

SN 163,691. The Necos Company, Ltd., Chuo-ku, Tokyo,

Japan. Filed Feb. 28, 1963.

NECDX
For Chairs, Lockers, Desks, Tables, and Cabinets.

First use Dec. 7, 1962, on chairs and desks ;
In commerce

Dec. T, 1962.

SN 153,886. The McKay Company. Pittsburgh. Pa. FUed

Sept. 25, 1962.

IN-FLUX
For Welding Electrodes.

First use Sept. 12, 1962.

SN 157,146. Bell k Gossett Company, Morton Qrove, 111.,

assignee of Reznor Manufacturing Company, Mercer, Pa.

Filed Nov. 13, 1962.

THERMOCORE
For Furnaces, Duct Furnaces, Blower and Duct Units, and

Oil and Gas Fired Unit Heaters.

First use Oct. 8, 1962.
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SN 157,373. Holophane Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 16, 1962.

PRISMPACK
For Illumination Equipment—Namely, Lamp Panels,

Screens, Globes, Reflectors, Refractors, and Fixtures.

First use Oct. 26, 1962.

SN 157,802. Loals D. Houlis, d.b.«. Master Baker Oven k
Bqnipment Co., Dallas, Tex. FUed Not. 23, 1962.

SN 116,581. Scott Paper Company, Philadelphia, Pa. FUed
Mar. 27, 1961.

SCOTT MAKES IT
BETTER FOR YOU

Owner of Reg. No. 669,919.

For Sanlury Paper Products—Namely, Paper Towels,
Paper Napkins, Toilet Tissues.

First use Dec. 28, 1960.

HUMIDAIRE
For Air Conditioning Equipment for Bakeries—Namely,

Fermentation and Dough Rooms, Proof Boxes, Bread and
Room Coolers, Steam Boilers, Steam Jet Humidifiers, and
Air Conditioning Units.

First use on or about Oct. 1, 1927.

SN 130,869. Avery Adhesive Prodacts, Inc., Monrovia, Calif.

Filed Oct. 30, 1961.

AVERY
For Unprlnted Labels and Blsnk Label Stock.

Firat use 1941.

Qass 36— Musical Instruments and Supplies sn i44,i4« The chucote company, oereiand, ohio. Fiied

May 9, 1962.

SN 12S,996. American Bosch Anna Corporation, Qarden
city, N.Y. Filed Aug. 16, 19«1.

TELE-BUFFER
For Electrostatic Tape Recorder and Reader.

First use June 27, 1961.

SN 160,281. Carl Fischer Musical Instrument Co., Inc., New
York, N.Y. Filed Jan, 7, 1963.

VETT.E7

.ti] & S
The drawing Is lined for brown. Owner of Reg. Nos.

660,362 and 660,363.

For Reed and Brass Musical Instruments.

First use Sept. 21, 1962; about the year 1981 in a differ-

ent form.

FRAME
Applicant makes no claim of excloslve right to the use

of the word "Frame" nor to th« representation of a frame
apart from the mark as shown.

For Photo and Portrait Frames Made Entirely or in Major
Part of Paper or Cardboard.

First use Mar. 20, 1962.

SN i50,946. Hudson Pulp k Paper Corp., New York. N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1962.

HUDSON
Owner of Reg. Nos. 618,686, 722,728, and others.

For Tissue paper. Facial Tissue, Cleansing Tissue, Dis-

posable Paper HaAdkerchiefs, Toilet Tissue, Paper Napkins,

Paper Towels, Paper Roll Towels, and Kraft Paper.

First use 1909.

SN 168,361. H. & A. Selmer Inc., Elkhart, Ind. Filed May
7, 1968.

DE VILLE
For Band Instruments—Namely, Brass-Wind and Wood-

Wind Instruments and Parts Thereof.

First use Nov. 21, 1961.

Qass 37— Paper and Stationery

SN 89,466. James L. Smith, d.b.a. James L. Smith Com-
pany, Des Moines, Iowa. Filed Jan. 21, 1960.

TWIN CHECKGUIDE
Owner of Reg. No. 600,680.

For Index Filing Card.

First aae Aog. 27, 1962.

SN 161,467. All-Made Corporation. Hudson, Ohio. FUed
Aug. 20, 1962.

SHAM^JROCK
For Ardi Blndera and File Boards, Areb Files and Hand-

Operated Perforators.

First use March 1960.

SN 166,998. Mason Marking Byatemf Corpontloii, Norfolk,

Va. FUed Not. 9, 1962.

CONTINUTYPE-N
For Stencils.

Flnt use on or about Sept. 26, 1962.
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SN 157,114. Kimberly Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wis. SN 14«,124. The Television, Radio and Film CommUslon of

Filed .Nov. 13, 1962. the Methodist Church, Nashville, Tenn. Filed June 4, 1962.

BACLIN
For Fibrous Sheet Material Impregnated With Latex and

Especially Adapted for Backllning Books.

First use Oct. 11, 1962.

Qass 38 - Prints and Publications

SN 133,238. Sidney A. Elsenberg, d.b.a. Official Publishing For Series of Motion Picture Films Pertaining to Kellgious

Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Dec. 4, 1961. Subject Matter.

First use on or about Nov. 4, 1961.

SN 147,564. The Emelold Co. Inc., Hillside, N.J. Filed

June 25, 1962.

EMELOID
For Brochure Published From Time to Time, and a -News-

^^^ Advertising Material In the Nature of Printed or Deco
paper Column, Both of Which Are Directed to the Subject

^^^^^ ^^^^^ Calendars, Charts, Display Pieces, and Placards,
of Financial Aid for Students. ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ jq jgjg

First use on or about Nov. 25, 1961.

„ , J SN 150,681 Jose Sainz de la Pena, d.b.a. El Duque de
SN 134.196. Corcorans Ink Spot, Lynbrook, N.\. Hied

casalta. New York, N.Y. Filed Aug. 7, 1962.
Dec. 18, 1961.

Ink
Spot
7fr»

LL i.miO DLL AMOR
V* EL DuqUE A CASALTA

The mark translated means "The Mail of Love (by the Duke

of Casalta)."

For News-Magazine Section.

First use August 1961.

For Brochures, Printed Cards, Calendars, Blotters, Tags, gj^- 164,356. The Law List Publishing Company, Inc., New
Labels, Greeting Cards, Booklets, Record Forms, Announce- York, N.Y. Filed Oct. 2, 1962.

ments. Party Invitations, Birth Announcements, Dance Pro-

grams, Tally and Place Cards.

First use during the year 1918.

SN 144,284. Squier Cards, Mllford, Conn. Filed May 10,

1962.

THE

f4«yyAtri*CM/r

Applicant hereby makes no claim to and disclaims the

slogan "Creative Thoughts In Cards," apart from the mark

as shown.
For Greeting Cards and Decorative Note Paper.

First use Apr. 19, 1962. .^^ SN 154,639. Scalawag Productions, Inc., Murray Hill, N.J.

SN 145,852. Rescue Breathing Film Associates, Tujunga, ^^'l^d Oct. 5, 1962.

Calif. Filed May 31, 1962.

SCALAWAG

For Directory of Lawyers Published Annually.

First use Apr. 1, 1904.

REPVAR
For Training Films.

Flrat use May 1, 1962.

For Decorative Decals.

First use Apr. 10, 1962.
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8N 155,363. Berkley Publishing Corporation, New York,

N.Y. Filed Oct. 18. 1962.

HIGHLAND BOOKS

SN 147,733. Oreenhall Bros., Inc., New York, NY. Filed

June 26, 1962.

SPRINGEZE
For Trouser Supporting Belts and Apparel Belt and Bucklf

Combinations.

First use June 7, 1962.

The colors used In the drawing are red, yellow, and black.

The use of thf word "Books" as part of the subject mark is

hereby disclaimed.

For Books.

First use Oct. 4, 1962.

SN 155,727. Lancet Publications, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 23, 1962

THE JOURNAL LANCET
For Periodical Medical Magazine.

First use Jan. 1, 1912

SN 147,967. Superior Pants, Inc., New York, NY Filed

June 28, 1962.

GARY NORMAN
The name "Gary Norman" is fanciful.

For Men's Shorts, Walking Shorts, Slacks, Trousers, and
Pants.

First use Apr. 12, 1962.

SN 157,211. France Editions & Publications, Paris, France

Filed Nov. 14, 1962.

ELLE
An English translation of the French word "Elle" is "she.

For Majtazlne

First use -Nov. 1, 194.">
; In commerce 1945.

Qass 39 -Clothing

SN 149.021 Sunny South Fashions Inc., Dallas, Tex. Filed

July 13, 1962.

For Women's Wear—Namely, Blouses, Skirts, Shorts,

Pants, Matching and Coordinated Sets of Blouses With

Shorts and/or Skirts and Pants.

First use 1949.

SN 122,121. Royal Manufacturing Company, Inc., Allentown,

Pa. Filed June 15, 1961.

LaJLAi

n^

SN 149,221. Jeff Stevens Inc.. New York, NY. Filed July

17, 1962.

JEFF STEVENS
For Ladles' Dresses, Skirts, Blouses.

First use Apr. 30, 1962.

For Men's and Boys' Dress, Negligee, and Work Shirts,

Blouses, Polo Shirts, and Underwear.

First use Jan. 10, 1933.

SN 149,275. O.M.S. Inc., Lexington, N.C., assignee of Fash-

ion Knits, Inc., Lexington, N.C. Filed July 18, 1962.

LOCKRIDGE
SN 134,763 Sportmaker, Inc., New York, NY. Filed Dec.

21, 1961.

For Men's and Boys' Sport Shirts, Sweaters, and Swim-

wear.

First use May 28, 1962, on men's shirts.

SPORTMAKER
For Ladies' Pants for Outer Wear.
First use Nov. 30. 1961.

SN 141,371. M. C. Schrank Company, Brldgeton, N.J. Filed

Apr. 2, 1962.

ESPRESSO COAT
Without waiving any of its common law rights and for the

purposes of this registration only, applicant makes no exclu-

sive claim herein to the word "Coat" apart from the mark

as shown.
For Women's and Olrls' Sleepwear and Lounging Coats.

First use during October 1960.

SN 149,956. Palm Beach Company, Portland, Maine Filed

July 27, 1962.

NITE-OWL
For Men's Dress Suits Commonly Known as Tuxedo Suits.

First use Dec. 27, 1961.

SN 142,160 International Latex Corporation, Dover, Del.

Filed Apr. 12, 1962.

PLAYTEX PLAYLITE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 381,682, 716,915, and 719,371.

For Foundation Garments
First use Mar. 24, 1962.

SN 149,975. Vogue Hosiery Mills, Inc., Oxford, N.C. Filed

July 27, 1962.

i
iA.e

For Men's, Boys', Girls', Misses', and Ladies' Hosiery.

First use June 4, 1962,
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SN 161,063. Howard Stores Corporation, Brooklyn, N.Y. SN 157,654. Tru Balance Corsets, Inc., New York, NY.
Filed Aug. 13, 1962. Filed Nov. 20, 1962.

ALTON-AMES
For Men's Suits, Topcoats, Overcoats, Shirts, Slacks, and

Sweaters, Hats and Gloves.

First use July 30, 1962.

SN 152,513. Robert Hall Clothes, Inc., d.b.a. Robert Hall

Clothes, New York, NY. Filed Sept. 5, 1962.

SPAN "B"
For Ladles' Corsets, Girdles, Panty Corselettes, Bathing

Suits, and Underwear.

First use May 26, 1962.

For Men's Sport Coats.

First use on or about Aug. 9, 1962.

SN 153,612. Traute Franke, Vienna, Austria. Filed Aug.

31, 1962.

LASTILEN
Owner of Austrian Reg. No. 46,142, dated Aug. 11, 1961 ;

and U.S. Reg. No. 743,500.

For Brassieres, Girdles, Corsets, Corselets, Bodices, Gar-

ters, Bathing Trunks, and Bathing Costumes.

SN 157,655. Tru Balance Corsets, Inc., New York, NY.
Filed Nov. 20, 1962.

SPAN "A"
For Ladies' Corsets, Girdles, Panty Corselettes, Bathing

Suits, and Underwear.
First use May 26, 1962.

SN 160,233. J. Leon Touro, Inc., Boston, Mass. Filed Jan.

4, 1963.

SN 153,622. Chadbourn Gotham, Inc., Charlotte, N.C. Filed

Sept. 21, 1962. u/ouro
For Women's Shoes.

First use Feb. 1, 1962.

No claim is made to the word "Teeners" apart from the

mark as ibown.

For Slacks.

First use Mar. 16, 1962.

Class 40- Fancy Goods, Furnishings, and

Notions

SN 140,444. The Governor Fastener Company, Merlden,

Conn. Filed Mar. 22, 1962.

SN 155,032. Wales Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.

Filed Oct. 11, 1962.
ITALLVNOS

LADY WALES
The name "Lady Wales" Is fictitious and does not Identify

a particular designer or other living Individual. Owner of

Beg. Nob. 697,940 and 714,442.

For Ladles' Raincoats.

First use Oct. 6, 1962.

For Fasteners, Supporters, and/or Coupling Devices for

Undergarments.
First use Mar. 14, 1962.

SN 165,681. S. Augsteln k Co., Inc., College Point, NY.

Filed Oct. 23, 1962.

COSTA BRAVA
For Women's and Children's Jackets, Blouses, Shirts,

Slacks, Halters, Shorts, Sunsults, and Skirts.

First use on or about Oct. 11, 1962.

SN 157,055. E. Borgeclght & Co. Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Nov. 13, 1962.

THREE-FERS
For CoUarless Dresses Sold With Two Changeable Slip In

Collars.

First use Nov. 1, 1962.

Qass42-Knined, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

SN 120,414. Interchemlcal Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 19, 1961.

For Fabrics Coated With Plastic for Use as Wall Coverings,

Upholstery and the Like.

First use Feb. 15, 1956.
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SN 128.802. Sak8 k Company, New York, NY. Filed Sept. 8N 156,016. William 8. Rice, Inc , Adams, N Y Filed Oct
20, 1961. 11 1982

COMPO-SEAL

onLca For Medical Trusses.

First use Nov. 29, 1949.

8N 166,0«0. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormals
For Piece Goods Made of Synthetic Flbern or Filaments. Melster Lucius k Brilnlng, Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
First use Sept 5, 1961. Piled Oct. IS, 1962.

8N 136,852. The Vlllagtr. Inc., Philadelphia. Pa. Filed

Jan. 29. 1962.

VILLAGELAWN
For Fabrics In the Piece for Making Into Coats, Jackets.

Dresses, and the Like.

First use I>ec 29, 1961.

Qass 44 — Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

8N 115,485. Kampo, Padova, Italy. Filed Mar. 13, 1961

KAMPO
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Italian application

filed Dec. 14, 1960; Reg. No. 160,672, dated Dec. 12. 1962.

For Syringes.

8N 115.486. Kampo, Padova. Italy. Piled Mar. 13, 1961.

K
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Italian application

filed Dec. 14, 1960 ; Reg. No. 160,674, dated Dec. 12, 1962.

For Syringes.

SN 116,487. Kampo, Padova, Italy. Filed Mar. 18, 1961.

KAMPO
INTERCHANGEABLE

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Italian application
filed Dec. 14. 1960 : Reg. No. 160,678, dated Dec. 12, 1962.

The word "Interchangeable" Is disclaimed apart from the

mark.
For Syringes

8N 146,904. International Drug and Surgical Corporation,

New York, N.Y. Filed June 14, 1962.

LEKTRO-SOM
For Electrical Apparatus for Inducing Conditions of Sleep,

Hypnosis, Narcosis and the Like, Said Apparatus Comprising
a Source of Electrical Impulses and Electrical Leads for

Applying the Pulses to the Head of a Persoo.
First use Apr. 23, 1962.

SN 147,767. Sucora Corp., Lynchburg, Va. Filed June 26.

1962.

MARK
For Sanitary Panties.

First use Nov. 13, 1961.

Owner of German Reg. No. 638,916, dated Feb. 10. 1953
;

and US. Reg. Nos. 542,319, 642,547, 746,155, and others.
For Dental, Medical, and. Surgical Appliances, Including

Materials for Making Dental Impressions and Dental Fillings ;

Medical Apparatus and Instruments ; Syringes, Injection

Needles and Ampoules ; Bandages and Tapes, Plasters, and
Bandage Materials.

SN 157,232 Meadox Medicals, Incorporated, Haledon, N J.

Filed Nov. 14, 1962.

WEAVENIT
For Prosthetic Devices, Particularly Tubular Synthetic

Implants and Grafts for Surgical Use.

First use on or about Oct. 80, 1962.

Qass 45 — Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters

SN 145.485. Seminole Flavor Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Filed May 25, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 394,666.

For Carbonated Soft Drinks and Flavoring Syrups for

Making Same.
First use Feb. 19. 1962.

SN 160,887. Paulsboro Bottling Co., Inc., Paulsboro, N.J.

Filed Jan. 17, 1963.

SOBER UP
For Non-Alcohollc, Non-Cereal, Maltless Beverages Sold as

Soft Drinks and Sirups and Extracts for Making the Same.
First use September 1936.
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Qass 46— Foods and Ingredients of Foods

SN 645,791. Food Fair Stores, Inc., Philadelphia. Pa. Filed

Apr 23, 1953. CONCURRENT USB to be restricted to

all the United States. Its territories and possessions except

the following contingent exception by New England Food
Fair Stores Trading Corp., a Massachusetts corporation,

with Its principal place of business In Brookllne, Massa-
chusetts Insofar as such corporation may have derived a

right to use and has used the mark "New England Food

Fair" since 1948 In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

for miscellaneous groceries and provisions pursuant to the

I>ecree of the United States District Court for the District

of Massachusetts made October 1, 1948 In Civil Action

No. 7375, and the opinions of record In that action, such

right to ust- being subject to change In the same or other

litigation, or by other operation of law. or by agreement.

Concurrent use with user, New England Food Fair, Inc.,

Brookllne, Mass.

SN 77,282. Gordon Baking Company. Detroit. Mich.

July 8, 1959.

Filed

SILVERCUP SOFT TWIST

Applicant disclaims the words "Soft" and
from the mark as shown. Owner of Reg.

549.457, and others.

For Bread.
First use May 25. 1959.

"Twist" apart

Nos. 179.870.

SN 114,420. Brokay Products, Inc.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Feb. 27, 1961.

Filed

Fl I I I

FAIR
Owner of Reg. No. 366,223.

For Primal Parts of Dressed Carcasses of Beef, Veal, and

Lamb— Namely. Fresh Beef, Pork, Veal and Lamb Roasts,

Beef Steaks, Veal Cutlets and Chops, and Lamb Cutlets and

Chops ; for Fresh Dressed Poultry ; for Fresh B>ozen Chicken

Croquettes, Chicken Pies, Clam Cakes. Crab Cakes. Fish

Cakes, and Oyster Pies; for Cheeses; for Sauerkraut; for

Pickles ; for Pickled Tomatoes ; for Pickled Peppers ; for

Potato Salad ; for Cole Slaw ; and for Fresh Milk.

First use February- 1947.

GLASSI - HONI - GLAZE

The drawing Is lined for the color red. No claim is made
to the words "Glassl-Honl-Glare" except in the association

shown. Owner of Reg. No. 631,877.

For Syrup for Glazing Doughnuts.

First use Jan. 20, 1950.

SN 114,421. Brokay Products, Inc.

Feb. 27. 1961.

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed

S.\ 662,784. Food Fair Stores. Inc., Philadelphia. Pa. Filed

Mar. 17. 1954. CONCURRENT USE to be restricted to

all the United States, its territories and possessions except

the following contingent exception by New England Food

Fair Stores Trading Corp., a Massachusetts corporation,

with its principal place of business in Brookllne. Mas.sa-

chusetts insofar as such corporation may have derived a

right to use and has used the mark "New England Food

Fair" since 1948 In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

for miscellaneous groceries and provisions pursuant to the

Decree of the United States District Court for the District

of Massachusetts made October 1, 1948 in Civil Action

No. 7375. and the opinions of record in that action, such

right to use being subject to change in the same or other

litigation, or by other oi)eration of law, or by agreement.

Concurrent use with user, New England Food Fair, Inc.,

Brookllne. Mass.

WRAPPABLE DRIER

The drawing is lined for the color red. No claim is made
to the exclusive right to the words "Wrappable Drier" exc<>pt

in the association shown. Owner of Reg. No. 631,877.

For Doughnut Glaze Stabilizer.

First use on or about Jan. 5. 1950.
'

SN 116,754. Rodriguez Hermanos de Cordoba S.A.

Spain. Filed Mar. 29, 1961

Cordoba,

Clasico

Owner of Reg. No. 366,223.

For Coffee.

Flrat use Dec. 16, 1963.

The English translation of the word feature of the mark
is "Classic." Owner of Spanish Reg. No. 360,037, dated

June 18, 1960.

For Olive Oil (Edible 011>.
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SN 127,031. Mountain States Wholenale Company, Boise, SN 138,784. Fromagerle Franco-Suls8e Le Ski (Soclete
Idaho. Filed Aug. 31, 19«1. Cooperative), Fore«t. Brussels, Belgium. Filed Mar 19,

_.^__^_ _ 1962.

CROKETSKI

SX 132,298. Chesterton Candy Company, Chicago, III.

Nov. 20, Iftftl.

Filed

Applicant disclaims the words "Big KUsea" apart from the
marlc as shown.

For Candy.

First use Nov. 10, 1961.

SN 13«,946. Basic Foods Sales Corporation, Englewood, N.J.

Filed Jan. 31. 1962.

N

For Icing for Cakes and Cookies.

First use Aug. 9, I960.

SN 138,369. Acme Markets, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., by

change of name from Aiiiericun Stores Company, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 21, 1962

G&aAidt
Owner of Reg. No. 287,098.

For Fresh, Glass, Canned, Proien, Dried, and Pickled
Fruits and Vegetables ; Fish ; Soupa ; Shell Fish ; Fruit and
Berry and Vegetable Juices, Hollandalse and Hard Sauces,

Apple Butter, Meat Sauces ; Ice Creams, Fluid Milks, Sher-

bets ; Bread Products ; Coffees ; Teas ; Food Flavors, Ex-
tracts, Imitation or Natural ; Table and Syrups To Be Used
In the Preparation of Foods and/or Eating of the Same ;

Spices, Herbs, Salts ; Salad Dressings ; Salad and Cooking
Oils ; Vinegars ; Frozen Waffles ; Pickles, Peppers, Vegetable

Relishes; Olives; Margarines; Cheeses; Qelatln Dessert Pow-
ders ; Pudding r>essert Powders ; Jams, Jellies, Preserves ;

Mustard ; Spaghetti Sauces, With or Without Meat ; Marsh-

mallow Cream ; Fresh Ejjgs
;
Honey ; Mince Meat.

First use June 15, 1910. un vinegar and salad oil.

Owner of Belgian Beg. No. 90,282, dated Aug. 30, 1960.
For Croquettes, Especially Cheese-Croquettes, Fowl-Cro

quettes, Mushroom-Croquettes, Shrimp-Croquettes, Potato-
Croquettes.

The drawing Is lined for red and blue, but no claim Is made
to the colors so named.

For Canned Fruits, Vegetables, and Vegetable Juices ; Bot
tied Vinegar ; Canned, Meatless Sauces ; Syrups Bottled for

Food Purposes ; Canned and Packaged Milk ; Canned Vege-
table Shortening; Bottled Cooking and Salad Oil; Canned
Dog Food ; Packaged Margarine ; Bottled Salad Dressing ;

Bottled Sandwich Spread ; Bottled Catsup ; Canned Olives

;

Bottled Pickles.

First use June 30, 1959.

SN 138,924. L.

Feb. 28, 1962.

L. Antle & Co., Inc., Atlanta, Ga. Filed

CABIN CREEK
For Blend of Cane and Maple Sugar Syrups.
First use on or about Jan. 29, 1962.

SN 145,277. Roland R. Mink, d.b.a. Mink's Candles and
L. C. Good k Co., Allentown, Pa. Piled May 23, 1962.

%

The drawing Is lined for red.

For Hard Candy.
First use January 1961.

SN 147,383. Merco Stores, Inc., Jamaica, N.Y. Filed June
21, 1962.

MERCO STORES

For Fresh Cuts of Meats, Froieii Fresh Cuts of Meats,
Canned Meats, Delicatessen Meats—Namely, Salami, Pas
traml. Corned Beef, Rolled Beef, Tongue, Ham, Frankfurters,
and Luncheon Meats.

First use Aug. 1, 1961.

SN 151,903. Frultvale Canning Company,
Filed Aug. 27, 1962.

Oakland, Calif.

Owner of Reg. No. .'Mtt.754.

For Canned Fruits, Canned Vegetables, Canned Tomato
Catsup, Canned Stewed Tomatoes, Tomato Juice.

First use July 26. 1919, on canned fruits.
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S\ 152,657. N.V. Verenlnde Textlfl- en Ollefabrleken, Krom-

menle, Netherlands. Filed Sept. 4, 1962.

CROKLAAN
Owner of Dutch Reg. No. 142.978, dated Jan. 11, 1962.

For Raw Materials for the Confectionery and Baking In

dustrles—Namely, Fats and Oils and Emulsions Thereof, and

-Margarine.

SN 154,516. Rodriguez Hermanos de Cordoba, S.A., Cordoba,

Spain. Filed Oct. 4, 1962.

CHAVAL
Owner of Span-The term "Chaval" Is Spanish for "lad.

Ish Reg. No. 288,739, dated Sept. 20, 1955.

For Lard, Edible Oils, Cheese, Butter, Ham, Powdered

Milk, Conserved Msh and Sausages.

SN 156,560. Central Nebraska Packing Co., d.b.a. Crown
Prince Pet Food Co , North Platte, Nebr, Filed Nov 5,

1962.

CROWN

prince

Owner of Reg. No. 627,506.

For Dog and Cat Food.

First use June 15, 1955.

SN 157,489 George W. Goodman, Central Point, Oreg. Filed

Nov. 19. 1962.

SN 154,952. Cinch Products, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. Piled

Oct. 11, 1962.

MoukTaih
BRCAKfAST

Owner of Reg. Nos. 385,495, 444,704, and 444,738.

For Pancake Mix.

First use Aug. 3, 1962.

SN 154,953. Cinch Products

Oct. 11, 1962.

Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. Filed

MOUNTAIN BREAKFAST
For Pancake Mix.

First use Aug. 3, 1962.

SN 155,416.

18, 1962.

A. E. Hies Company, Dallas, Tex. Filed Oct.

"GOLDEN LEMON"
No registration rights are claimed In the word "Lemon"

apart from the mark shown.

For Food Flavorings in Extract, Syrup, and Powder Form.

First use Oct. 10, 1962.

SN 156,177. Stilwell Frozen Foods, Incorporated, Stllwell,

Okla. Filed Oct. 29, 1962.

SPANISH ROGUE

For Melons.

First use Sept. 8, 1962.

SN 157,859. F. M. Stamper Company, d.b.a. Banquet Can-

ning Company, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Nov. 23, 1962.

BANQUET

Owner of Reg. Nos. 411,202, 680,882, and 691,375.

For Frozen Prepared Food Products, Including Boll-ln the-

Bag Products—Namely, Turkey, Chicken, and Beef In Various

Forms Including Beef Stew; Frozen Fish Dinners Consist-

ing Mainly of Fish With One or More Vegetables and/or

Potatoes ; Frozen Salisbury Steak, Chopped Beef, and Beef

Enchilada Dinners ; Frozen Casseroles—Namely, Beef

Enchilada, and Tacos ; Frozen Dinners of National Origin

—

Namely, Mexican Style Consisting Mainly of Tamales, Beans,

Chill Gravy, Rice, and Beef Enchilada and Italian Style Con-

sisting .Mainly of Mostaccloll With Meat Balls, Sauce, and

Bread ; Frozen Fried Chicken ; and Frozen Dessert Pies.

First use Noveml)er 1942.

COLD KIN&

No claim of exclusive right Is made to the descriptive word

"Cold" apart from the mark shown in the drawing.

For Frozen Fruits and Vegetables.

First use 1950.

SN 157,989. Fairmont Foods Company, Omaha, Nebr.

Nov. 27, 1962.

FAIRMONT IS FINER
NATURALLY

Owner of Reg. No. 579,011.

For Dairy Products—Namely, Fluid Milk

First use Oct. 18, 1962.

Filed

SN 158,152. Gorton's of Gloucester, Inc., Gloucester, Mass.

Filed Nov. 29, 1962.

FRESH-LOCK

For Frozen Fish and Shellfish.

First use Aug. 22, 1961.
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8N 158.188. Schoener Candleti, Inc., Reading. P«. Filed Q- - M-J^ Wjimc

SN 111.435. H. Slchel Sons, Inc., New York, NY., asglgne?
of Slcbel k Flls Prerea, Stuttenberg. Bordeaux. Pranw.
Piled Jan. 6. 1961.

For Confectionery— .Namely, Candles.

First use Nov. 21, 1962

SN 160,279. Mel Flnerman Co., Inc., Oxnard. Calif. Filed For Wlnea.

Jan. 7, 1963. First use Not. 30, 1958 : In commerce Jan. 2, 1959.

For Fresh Vegetables.

First use Dec. 20, 1962.

8N 160,302. Chet W. Johns* k Sons, Phoenix, Ariz. Filed ^^^ Whiskey
Jan. 7. 1963 P,^gt ^^ ^^^ 22, 1962

Class 49 -Distilled Alcoholic Uquors

SN 156.352. J. T. S Brown's Son Company, d.h.a. Master-
son's Station Distilling Co., Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Oct.

30, 1962.

WHISKY REBELLION
No claim Is made to the word "Whisky" apart from the

mark as shown In the drawing.

DDE
mi

For Fresh Vegetables.

First use Oct. 4, 1959.

Qass 50— Merchandise Not Otherwise

Gassified

SN 148,165. A. O. Smith Harvestore Products, Kankakee,
111., assignee of Farm Automation, Inc.. Escalon, Calif.

Filed July 2, 1962.

ROUND-ABOUT
SN 160,399. Dorotha L. Andrews, d.b a Walter T. Andrews ^or Poultry Cages, and Feeding, Watering, and Cleaning

ft Son, Cambrtdge, Md Filed Jan 9, 1963. .\pparatus Assembled With Such Cages.
F'Mrst use on or about Feb. 1. 1959.

BAY BIRD
For Canned Vegetables.

First use July 1952.

SN 180,451. Swift ft Company, Chicago, 111 Filed Jan. 9,

1963.

AROUND THE WORLD
IN CHEESE

SN 153,424. Royster Chemical Company, FannvUle, N C.

Filed Sept. 18. 1962

CHEM-FILM
For Polyethylene Film Lsed as a Cover for Tobacco Beds

In Connection With the Spraying of Such Plants.

Applicant makes no claim to the word "Cheese" apart from First use Aug. 29, 1962.
^

the mark as shown.
For Cheese.

First use on or about May 1 1962 Q^^ ^y _ CoSIBOtia aild Toilot PfOparatiOIIS

SN 161,198. Pel-Freex Rabbit Meat, Inc., Rogers, Ark. Filed
SN 132,370. Revlon, Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed Not 20,

Jan. 22, 1963.
1961.

PEL-FREEZ COUTURINE
For Quick Frozen Domestic Rabbit Meat.

First use Oct. 27, 1939.

For Lipstick.

First use Oct. 20, 1961.

July 23, 1963

SN 148,144. Clalrol Incorporated, New York, N.Y. Filed
July 2, 1962.
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Qass 52— Detergents and Soaps
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SHE DOESN'T? . . .

SHE WILL NOW
Owner of Reg. Nos. 709,159 and 743,115. %
For Hair Tinting, Dyeing, and Coloring Preparation.

First use Jan. 24, 1962.

SN 148,978. Kerns United Corporation, Calumet City, 111.

Filed July 13, 1962.

CATYLATOR

SN 153,470. Ellen Kaye Laboratories, Inc., St. Paul, Minn.
Filed Sept. 19, 1962

For Additive for Pickling Baths for Metals Which Acts as
an Activator To Enhance Descaling Action.

First use Apr. 24, 1962.

COLOR 28
SN 149.323. Red Bay Wholesale Co., Inc., d.b.a Sunshine

Industries, Red Bay, Ala. Filed July 18, 1962.

The term "Color" is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.

For Sem; Permanent Hair Tints in Liquid Form
First use Jan. 4, 1962

SN 155,497 Gamblne Products, Inc.. New York, NY. Filed

Oct. 19, 1962.

SURGI-CREAM

PINE
ROX

For Depilatory.

First use June 15. 1955.

No claim is made to the word "Pine" apart from the marfcj^

shown in the drawing.
For Liquid Cleaning Preparation Having Deodorizing and

Disinfecting Properties for General Household Use.

SN 156,063. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormals First use June 26, 1962.

Melster Lucius & Briinlng, Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

Filed Oct. 18. 1962.

SN 149,942. Maurice Mogavero, d.b.a. Star-Brite Mfg. Co.,

Newark. N.J. Filed July 27, 1962.

STAR-BRITE

For Jewelry and Gem Cleaning Fluid.

First use Aug. 1. 1952.

SN 150,214. Armour and Company, Chicago. 111. Filed Aug.
1, 1962.

Owner of German Reg. No. 633,916, dated Feb. 10, 1953;

and U.S. Reg. No«. 542,819, 746,155, and others.

For Perfumes, Agents for Body and Beauty Care, Essen-

tial Oils.

ANNE WHITFIELD

SN 158,603. Helene Curtis Induatrtes, Inc., Chicago, 111.

Filed Dec. 6, 1962.

SEA OF WAVES

"Anne Whitfield " is a fanciful name.
For Soap.

First use July 3, 1962.

SN 152,759. Caro, Inc., d.b.a. Klrby Sales Co., Los Angeles,

Calif. FUed Sept. 10, 1962.

For Hair Setting Lotion.

First use on or about Aug. 28, 1962.

SN 159,141. Advance Brands, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed Dec.

14. 1962. ^S)®f^
DISCIPLINE

For Hair Grooming Aid.

First use Oct. 17. 1962.

For Drain Opener.

First use Feb. 27, 1902.
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SN 156,064. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormaU
Melster Lucius It Brtining, Frankfurt am Main, Qermany.
Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

SN 160,803. Reatora Products, Inc., Prospect, Conn.
Jan. 16, 1963.

Filed

Owner of Gennan Reg. No. «).H3,916, dated Feb 10, 1953;

and U.S. Keg. Noh. 542,319, 746,1.')5, and others.

Fpr Detergents and Soaps— i.e.. Soaps, Washing Agents,

Color Additions for Washing, Stain-Removing Agents.

For Gun Oil Consisting of a Protective Coating and Rust-
proof Liquid Preparation To Clean, Lubricate, and Remove
Stains and Water Marks From Both Wood and Metal Parts

of Modem and Antique Guns, Which Will Not Wash Off or

Gum Up.
First use Jan. 1, 1957.

Qass 100— Miscellaneous

SERVICE MARKS
Qass 101 — Advertising and Business

SN 113,945. Pipe Trades Industry Program, Inc. of Arizona,

Phoenix, Ariz. Filed Feb. 17, 1961. COLLECTIVE
MARK.

SN 125,100. Federated Department Store*, Inc., Dallas. Tex.

Filed July 31, 1961.

SAJVGEK
For Retail Department Store Serricet.

First use July 1. 1961.

"Peter Piper'"

For Association Services to Members of the Pipe Trades

Industry, Such as Public Relation Services and the Promo-
tion of Cooperation Among Members Of the Association.

First use on or about Oct. 1, 1959.

Class 102 - Insurance and Ri

SN 157,067. Chicago Title Insurance Company, Chicago,

111. Filed Nov. 13, 1962.

SN 118,839. Western Geophysical Company of America, Los

Angeles, Calif. Filed Apr. 27, 1961.

FREQUENTIAL
For Processing and Analyzing Seismograph Records and

Record Sections.

First use Nov. 2, 1960.

CT
I C

For Real Estate Title Insurance.

First use Oct. 2. 1961.'

SN 152.882. Dixie Boys Baseball, Inc., PlnevUle, La. Filed H^^. 106 •» Material Treatment
Sept. 11, 1962.

VM»» IWW mawim iivawHVH*

DIXIE BOYS BASEBALL

The word "Baseball" Is disclaimed apart from the mark
as shown.

For Organization of Baseball Clubs for Boys.

First uae In 1957.

SN 86,462. Velvetone Advertising Displays, Inc., d.b.a.

Velvetone Company, San Francisco, Calif. Filed Dec. 1,

1959.

VELVETONE
Owner of Reg No 7 US. 534.

For Printing Services Including Color Reproductions.

First use about 1908.

I
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^""^if'-ff•i/fu%.''""'""
^'"^^"^""^°' ^•'^''^"'^' ^°"" Class 107 - Education and Entertainment

Filed Jan. li, 196/.

Owner of Reg. No. 631,952.

For Fabric Dyeing and Foam Laminate Processing Service

Applied to the Goods of Others.

First use Nov. 20, 1961.

SN 147,763. Scripps Howard Broadcasting Company. Cin

clnnatl, Ohio. Filed June 26, 1962.

THE CONTEMPORARIES

For Title of a Television Program.
First use Feb 14, 1962.

COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARKS

Class 200 SN 154,842. Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity. Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Oct. 9, 1962.

SN 154,839. Phi Kappa Psl Fraternity, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Oct. 9, 1962.

$K$
For Indicating Membership In Applicant.

First use on or about Feb. 19, 1852.

SN 154,841. Phi Kappa Psl Fraternity, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Oct. 9, 1962.

PHI KAPPA PSI
For Indicating Membership In Applicant.

First use on or about Feb. 19, 1852.

For Indicating Membership In Applicant.

First use In about June 1909.

CERTIFICATION MARKS

Qass A— Goods

SN 146,526. Svenska AnnonsSrers FSrening, Stockholm,

Sweden. Filed June 8, 1962.

The mark certifies firstly, that the goods are made in

Sweden, and secondly, that the persons and firms offering

the goods for sale meet applicant's standards of ethical sell-

ing and advertising practices.

For Goods.

First use October 1958 ; In commerce October 1958.
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Qass 1 - Raw or Partly Prepared Materials

753.085. PARAL.LITE. Houze Glass Corporation. SN
126,024. I'ub. 5-7-«3. Filed 8-15-61.

753.086. MODEL. L. A. DreyfuH Company 8N 128,53.^

Pub. 5-7 tt3 Filed tt-25-fil.

753.087. VEGAS. Armour and Company. 8N 131,541.
Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-8-61.

753.088. BLE.N TKX Bell Clay Conipniiy. asslKruv^of
SouthweHtern Talc Corijoration and Bell Clay Conipanj-
(joint owners*). S.N 134,ini', I'ub. .V7-63. Filed 12-15 61.

753.089. SCOTCIIFOA.M. Minnesota MIuIdk and Manufac-
turing Company. SN 134,481. Pub. r)~7-«3. Filed
12-21-61.

753.090. MTRO-CHARQE. L. Teweles Seed Co. SN
134,496. Pub. 5 7-63. Filed 12-21-61

753.091. SMA. Sinclair Petrochemicals, Inc., ansljtnet' of

Texas Butadiene & Chemical Corporation. SN 138,554.

Pu». 5 7-63. Filed 2 23-62.

753.092. POWMET. Powder Weld, Inc SN 138,646 Pub,
5-7-63. Filed 2-26-62.

753.093. BLAKOTK. O. E. Smith, Inc. SN 138,822. Pub
5 7-63. Filed 2-28-62.

753.094. PPG .MONOGRAM. PlttsburKh Plate Glass Com-
pany. SN 140,175. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3 19 62

753.095. 3 LITTLE INDIANS AND DESIGN. Anderson,

Clayton k Co. SN 140,414. Pub. 5-7 63 nied 3 22 62.

753.096. CALF A TKUIA TESTKI). Anderson, Claytnu &
Co. SN 140,418. Pub. 5-7 63 Filed 3-22-62

753.097. DKN The Dow Chemical Company SN 141,273.

Pub f) 7 63. Filed 4-2-62.

753.098. GKO.MFTKIC DESIGN. American Vlscone Corpo-

ration. SN 141. .')67. Pub 5 7-63. Filed 4 ,") 62.

753.099 FIKEBliJS. Patfo Party Products, Inc SN
141,977 Pub 5 7 63 Filed 4 10 62.

753.100 IIISKV AND HEPRKSENTATION OF DOG IN
BED BACK(iK<»lM). Husky Oil Company SN 150,782.

Pub. 5-7 63. FiU-d 8-8 62.

753.101 SELECTKOFOAM. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Com
pany. SN 151.163 Pub. r)-^7-63. Filed 8-14-62.

7.">3,102 H & N AND DESIGN. Melsdorf k Nelson Farms,

Inc. SN l.')2,(KiO Pub. 5 7 63 Filed 8 28 62.

753.103. GRIIyONIT. Ems.-r Werke, AG SN 152,292

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-31 62.

753.104. N. National Plastic Products Company, Inc. 8N
l.')2,61S Pub. 5 7 63 Filed 9 6 62.

7."i3,105. OLESYN. AvUun Corporation. SN 152,668. Pub.

5 7-63. Filed 9-7 62.

753,l()ti. OLEPKENE. Avisun Corporation. SN 152,869.

I'ub. 5 7 63. FUe.l 9 7-62.

Qass 2 — Receptacles

753,107. SOINDS FOK SAFETY. Falcon Alarm Company,
Inc. SN 120,195. Pub 5-7 63. Filed 5-17 61.

753,108 BOATBATH. Boatbath, Inc. SN 137.196. Pub.

5-7 6.{. Filed 2 5 62.

753.109. WILSON AND DESIGN. Wilson Plastics, Inc. SN
137,297. Pub 5-7-63. Filed 2 5-62.

753.110. IPSCO AND DESIGN. Industrial Plpinn Supply
Company. SN i;i8,5().">. Pub. r)-7-6;{. Filed 2 2:5 «2.

753,111 FANCIFIL HEART DESIGN. Maryland Cup Cor

poratlou. SN 149,860. Pub 5 7-63. Filed 7 26 62

753,112. BMT AND DESIGN. Kimberly-Clark Corporation.

SN 153,771. Pub. 5-7 63. Filed 9 24 62.

TM 186

Qass 3 - Baggage, Ammal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketbooks

753.113. CONNIES COLLARS "FASHION HAS GONE TO
THE I^)OS" AND DESIGN. Connie's Collars Inc. SN
139.998. Pub. 5 7-63. Filed 3-16-62.

753.114 MARY LEWIS. Sears, Roebuck and Co. SN
150,628. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.115. BIDDY PAK. Stein Bros. Mfg Co. 8N 152,638.
Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9 6-62.

753.116. AERO PAK. Seward Luggage Manufacturing
Company, Incorporated. SN 153,597. Pub. 5-7-«3. Filed
9-20-62.

Qass 4 — Abrasives and Polishing Materials

753.117. FINESSE. K. J. Qulnn k Co., Inc, SN 129,693
Pub 5-7 tVA. Filed 10-11-61.

753.118. CHAN. The Drackett Company of Canada, Ltd
SN 152,775. I'ub. .')-7-63 Filed 9-10-62.

Qass 5 — Adhesives

753,119 STIX-A-LOT. The Carters Ink Company. SN
136,203 Pub ,->-7-63. Filed 1-22-62.

753.120. LPS. Industrial Polychemlcal Service. SN
136,979. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 1-31-62.

753.121. INIPOX. Berco Industries Corp. SN 152,041

Pub. 3 19 -63. Filed 8 28-62.

753.122. FOA.MORAB. Dacar Chemical Products Company
SN 154,015. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-27-62.

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

753,123 FLIXIMEL. Les Cslnes de Melle SN 115,819

Pub. .-)-7 63. Filed 3 16 61.

7B3.124 PROTO-PEPTONE. Wilson * Co. Inc SN 118,844.

Pub 5-7-63. Filed 4-27-61.

753.125. NICOTOL. Durban's S.p.A. SN 121,372. Pub.
6-7-68. Filed 8 5-61.

753.126. PERMA DIP. Murlal Lane, Inc. SN 135,371

Pub. ^-7-63 Filed 1-8-62.

753.127. WINDOTINT. Robert H. Allgood, d.b.a. Wlndo-
tlnt Coating Company SN 138,568. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

2-26-62.

753.128. WOOD TOX AND DESIGN. Wood Treating
Chemicals Co. 8N 138,746. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2 27-62.

753.129. BONDAID. W. S. Shamban k Co. SN 138,820.

Pub. 5-7 63. Filed 2 -28 -62

753.130. Sl'LPOSET. J. P. Stevens k Co , Inc SN 138,990.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3 2 62.

753.131. Tl'FFIN. The Atlantic Refining Company. SN
139.014. Pub 5-7 63 Filed 3-5-62.

7.'.3,132 CMC WITHIN A DIAMOND DESIGN. CMC, Inc.,

d.b a. Cumberland Mfg. Company. SN 139,588 Pub
5-7-63. Filed 3 12 62.

753,133. 8E.\ CREST. Research Chemicals. Inc. SN
139,683. Pub. B-7-63. Filed 3-12-62.
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SN 140,974.

Corp.

Corp.

SN

8N

SN 141,012.

763.134. BDOB-A-LINE. P. W. Howardi, Jr., d.b.a. NaUonal

Scent Company. SN 139,856. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 3-14-62.

753.135. FAULTLESS DRI-SOFT AND DESIGN. Fault-

less Starch Company. 8N 189,936. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed

8-16-62.

753.136. 8ILVEX AND DESIGN. H. K. Butt Grocery Com-

pany, d.b.a. H.E.B. Food Stores. SN 139,990. Pub.

B-7-«3. Filed 8-16-62.

753.137. CONSAN. Michigan Tool Company. 8N 140,031.

Pub. &-7-63. Filed 3-16-62.

753.138. EMOIL-O-PAQUE. Nypac, Incorporated. SN
140,172. Pub. 6-7-68. Filed 8-19-62.

758.139. POSITOP. Axoplate Corporation. SN 140,222.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-20-62.

763.140. NAUTOX. Osmose Wood Preserving Co. of Amer-

ica. Inc. BN 140,380. Pub. 6-7-«8. Filed 8-21-62.

753.141. MALA-THOX. The Weerll-Clde Company. SN

140,411. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-21-«2.

763.142. RAY-O-PAQUE. Nypac. Incorporate^.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-28-62.

753.148. UNIQUAT. Universal ChemlcaU
141.007. Pub. 6-7-«3. Filed 3-28-62.

758,144. AL.KAWBT. Unlveraal Chemicals

141.008. Pub. &-7-63. Filed 3-28-62.

753.146. LDCELw Wallace k Tlemaji Inc.

Pub. 5-7-68. Filed 3-28-62.

753.146. CORNELOWAX. Cornellua Wax ReHnlng Corpo-

ration. SN 141.039. Pub. 5-7-68. Filed 3-29-62.

763.147. CORNOX. Cornelius Wax Refining Corporation.

8N 141,040. Pub. 6-7-68. Filed 3-29-«2.

763.148. 80LVAWAX. Cornelius Wax Refining Corpora-

tion. SN 141,041. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-29-62.

753.149. C-11 NICKELAD. Puma Corporation. 8N 141.110.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-29-62.

753.150. THALCIDE. Lllbry Blo-Chem Laboratories.

d.b.a. Lllbry Blochem Laboratories, Inc. 8N 141.320.

6-7-63. Filed 4-2-62.

753.151. SPINE-0-PAQUE. Nypac,

141.346. Pub 6-7-63. Filed 4-2-62.

753.152. CHROM-O-PAQUE. Nypac,

141.347. Pub 5-7-63. Filed 4-2-62.

763.153. VERT-OPAQUE. Nypac,

141.348. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 4-^-«2.

763.154. FABRI-SEAL. Crocker Industries,

141.577. Pub 5-7-63. Filed 4-6-62.

753.156. TUASAL. The Dow Chemical Company.

141,823. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 4-9--62.

763.156. STADUST. Macmlllan Ring-Free Oil Co., Inc.

141,962. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 4-10-62.

753.157. VALCO AND DESIGN. Valley Chemical Company.

SN 149,229. Pub. 4-30-«3. Filed 7-17-62.

763.168. COMO-WET. William E. Goodfellow. d.b.a. Comet

Fire Equipment Co. SN 150.048. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed

7-30--62.

763.169. ACIDON. Dura Commodities Corporation. 8N

150.831. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 8-2-62.

753,160. REPROFLO. General Aniline 4 Film Corporation.

SN 151.748. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-23-62.

753.164. JETCORD. Explosive Technology. Inc. SN
139,562. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-9-62.

753.165. THE PEACEMAKER. Colt's Patent Fire Armw
Manufacturing Company, Inc. SN 151,669. Pub. 5-7-63

Filed 8-21-62.

753.166. THE FRONTIER. Colts Patent Fire Arms Manu-

facturing Company. Inc. SN 151.570. Pub. 5-7-63.

Filed 8-21-62.

753.167. 4895. B. E. Hodgdon. Inc. SN 153.956. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 9-26-62.

Incorporated.

Incorporated.

Inc.,

Pub.

SN

SN

Incorporated. SN

Inc. SN

SN

SN

Qass 7— Cordage

763.161. SCRAPER FLEX. The Colorado Fuel and Iron

Corporation. SN 133.887. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-12^1.

753.162. RIVER EDGE. King Fisher Products. SN 140.360.

Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 3-21-62.

Qass 10— Fertilizers

763.168. FERTAL-GRO. Eastern Dehydrating Company.
SN 137,123. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2-2-62.

753.169. MAOAMP. W. R. Grace k Co. SN 151,860. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 8-22-62.

753.170. HERITAGE HOUSE. Heritage House Products.

Inc., assignee of Seaboard Seed Co., Inc. SN 152,094.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-28-62.

758.171. HERITAGE HOUSE AND DESIGN. Heritage

House Products, Inc., assignee of Seaboard Seed Co., Inc.

SN 152,095. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-28-62.

Qass 11 - Inks and Inking Materials

753.172. SUNGLO. Sun Chemical Corporation. SN 135,061.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 1-2-62.

753.173. CURL-LESS. Burroughs Corporation. SN 140.087.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-19-62.

Qass 12 — Construction Materials

753.174. GENERAL FLAOCRETE. General Concrete Prod

ucts. Inc. SN 122.076. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 6-15-61.

753.176. PACO. Paco Textures Corporation. SN 122.637.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-22-61.

763.176. CAPASTIC. Engelhard Industries, Inc. SN
133.379. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-5-61.

763.177. "RHOMBfC." California Metal Enameling Com-

pany. SN 136.734 Pub. 5-7-«3. Filed 1-29-62.

753.178. CASTEX. Illinois Clay Products Company. SN
137.439. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2-7-62.

763.179. FRAME-AHL. American Screen Products Com-
pany. SN 138,144. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2-19-62.

753.180. CUSTOM FIBER. Pope k Talbot Inc. SN 138,879.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-1-62.

753.181. CUSTOM-BLOCK. Pope.A Talbot Inc. SN 138,880.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-1-62.

753.182. POLYVERBEL AND DESIGN. Glaverbel. Societe

Anonyme. SN 142.987. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2-2-62.

753.183. PITCO. H. K. Porter Company, Inc. SN 144,188.

Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 5-9-62.

753.184. NATILCO. North American Tile Corporation.

SN 145,958. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-1-62.

753.185. F AND TRIANGLE DESIGN. Florida Steel Cor-

poration. SN 147.098. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-18-62.

763.186. BMT AND DESIGN. Kimberly-Clark Corpora-

tion. SN 153,772. Pub. 6-7-63 Filed 9-24-62.

753.187. MIRACLE. Miracle Adhesives Corporation. SN
154,665. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-14-62.

753.188. SPANEX. Dura-Tech Corporation. SN 155,398.

Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 10-18-62.

Qass 9— Explosives, Rrearms, Equipments, Qass 13 — Hardware and Plumbing and

and Projectiles Steam-Rtting Supplies

753 163 OLD RELIABLE Old Reliable Cartridge Com- 753.189. PHILLIPS POZIDRIV. Phillips Screw Company,

pany. SN 188,222. Pnb. 5-7-63. Filed 2-19-62. SN 180.880. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-20-61.
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753.190. PHILtNUT AND DESIGN. PhllllpB Screw Com-
pany. 8N 131,706. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-9-61.

753.191. FLEXISEAT. Frank Edward Swain. SN 132.761.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11^4-61.

753.192. U.T.I. Ekco Products Company. 8N 132,822.

Pub. 5-7-63 Filed 11-27-61.

753.193. SWA IN DESIGN FORM. Crane Co. SN 133,133.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-1-61.

753.194. TROJAN. Standard Manufacturing Co. SN
134.848. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-28-61.

753.195. UT. FMC Corporation. SN 136,938. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 1-16-62.

763.196. PUSII-LOK. Parker Hannifin Corporation. SN
136.390. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 1-23-62.

768.197. IPSCO AND DESIGN. Induatrtal Piping Supply

Company. SN 138.606. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 2-23-62.

Qass 14 -Metals and Metil Castings and

Forgings

753.198. W AND DESIGN. Winters Foundry k Macliine

Company, Inc. SN 142,154. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 4-12-62.

753.199. TRONAMANG. American Potash & Chemical Cor-

poratlon^8NJ^M58_Pub_5-7--63_FMled8-^^

Qass 15 — Oils and Greases

753.200. O.K. O.K. Rubber Welders, Incorporated. SN
112,759. Pub. •^-7-63. Filed 1-30-61.

753.201. HESS AND DESIGN. Hess Oil k Chemical Cor-

poration, assignee, by mesne assignments, of Hess, Inc.

SN 127,224. Pub. ,5-7-63. Filed 9-5-61.

753.202. STEER SEAL AND DESIGN. Radiator Specialty

Company. SN 152,869. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-5-62.

Qass 16—Protective and Decorative Coatings

753.203. NITE-LINE AND DESIGN. Prismo Safety Corpo-

ration. SN 134.899. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-29-61.

Class 17— Tobacco Products

753.204. MEDALLION DESIGN. Brown & WllllamRon

Tobacco Corporation. SN 149,710. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

7-25-62.

753.205. MARK IV THE CIGAR OF PRECISION AND
DESIGN. W. H. Snyder and Sons Incorporated. SN
161,437. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-17-62.

Qass 18 -Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations ^

763.206. PEDELITE. William V. Kramer, d.b.a. Pedelite

Products. SN 98.10«5. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-31-60.

763.207. REPRESENTATION OF GRAY BAND ON WHITE
CAPSULE. Parke, Davis & Company. SN 112,978. Pub.

5-7-63 Filed 2-2-61.

753.208. BUTY. Gelgy Chemical Corporation. SN 119,765.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 5-11-61.

753.209. THEAN. Aktlebolaget Astra, Apotekarnes Kemlska

Fabrlker. SN 123,060. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-27-62.

753.210. FAITHFULLY YOURS. Robert F. McCann, d.b a.

McCann Products Co, SN 128,361. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

9-21-61.

763.211. DULCA. Andomla Products Limited. SN 140,216.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-20-62.

753.212. MAGNITE. Savage Laboratorle*. Inc. SN 161.485
Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-17-62.

768.213. 7 + . Gyneco Products Incorporated. SN 161,765.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-23-62.

753.214. CEREBRATONE. The Purdue Frederick Com
pany. SN 162.867. Pub. 5-7-«3. Filed 8-28-62.

753.216. HYDREA. Olln Mathieson Chemical Corporation.

SN 163.976. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-26-62.

753,216. TRI-AZO-TAB. First Texas Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

SN 164,106. Pub. 5-7-68. Filed 9-28-62.

Class 19- Vehicles

753.217. BERG. Berg Mfg. k Sales Co. SN 126,004. Pub.

6-7-63. Filed 8-16-61.

763.218. CAPTAIN COOK. Brldgestone Tire Company
Umited.. SN 128,319. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 9-20-61.

763.219. FLYING CARPET. Brldgestone Tire Company
Limited. SN 128,320. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 9-20-61.

763.220. SURF RIDER. Bridgeetone Tire Company Lim-
ited. SN 128.322. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-20-61.

753.221. BABCO. Babcock Mfg. Co. SN 132.439. Pub
5-7-63. Filed 11-21-61.

753.222. A AND DESIGN. Airheart Products, Inc. SN
147.628. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 6-25-62.

753.223. SPORTCREST. The May Df'partment Stores Com-
pany. SN 161,837. Pub. 5-7-68. Filed 8-24-62.

753.224. UNIVERSAL AND DESIGN. Universal Trailer

Corporation. SN 153,842. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-24-62.

753.225. TWO FOR THE ROAD. Market Forge Company
SN 155.732. Pub. 5-7-68. Filed 10-23-62.

Qass 21 — Electrical Ajiparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

753.226. TBLECONOMY. Wintronics, Ltd. SN 129,592.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-10-61.

753.227. P AND DESIGN. Potter Instrument Company.
Inc. SN 131,064. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-31-61.

753.228. HAMILTON. Hamilton Watch Company. SN
131,129. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-1-61.

753.229. BABCO. Babcock Mfg. Co. SN 132,440. Pub
5-7-63. Filed 11-21-61.

753.230. BRAMCO. Bramco, Inc. SN 133,050. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 11 30-61.

753.231. FUELECTRIC. Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing

Company. SN 133.437. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-6-61

753.232. BLISS AND DESIGN. E. W. Bliss Company, as-

signee of Tlie Gamewell Company. SN 133,656. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 12-8-61.

753.233. KEIC AND DESIGN. Kondo Electrical Industrial

Company Limited. SN 184,991. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

1-2-62.

763.284. FREE-FLEX. Oarlock Inc. SN 140.117. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 3-19-62.

753.235. TIMEMARK. Utton Industries, Inc. SN 141,322.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 4-2-62.

753.236. PYRE-M.L. E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Com-

pany. SN 144,473. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-14-62.

763.237. FIL-T-VAC Leo Q. Furness, d.b.a. Fil-T-Vac

Cleaner Co., Ltd SN 146,809. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed

6-11-62.

753.238. ERICODEBAR. Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson.

SN 149,892. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 7-26-62.

753.239. ERICODE. Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson. SN
149,893. Pub. 5 7-63. Filed 7-26-62.

753.240. MACHINE-O-MATIC AND DESIGN. Machlne-0-

Matic, Inc. SN 153,006. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-12-62.

753.241. A.F.I' AND DESIGN. Anna Cunningham, d.b.a.

A.F.P. Co. SN 153,257. Pub. 5-7-68. Filed 9-17-62.
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753.242. SEATE8T. Manhattan Marine k Electric Co.. Inc.

SN 1."j4.358. Pub .')-7-^63. Filed 10-2-62.

753.243. VARITRIM. Voltronics Corporation, assignee of

VoltronlcK. Inc. SN 157,580. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

11-19-62.

753.244. POWERFORMER. JefTerson Electric Company.

SN 158.163. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-29-62.

753.274. REPRESENTATION OF CROWN. Brunswick

Corporation. SN 147.437. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-22-62.

753.275. AL^RAUDBR. Ament-Douglass

Corporation. SN 151.113. Pub. 5-7-63.

753.276. MICRO-MITE. Ament-Douglass

Corporation. SN 151,114. Pub. 5-7-63.

Manufacturing
Filed 8-14-62.

Manufacturing
Filed 8-14-62.

753,277. RAMY. Ren« Ramillon. SN 154,848. Pub.

6-7-63. Filed 10-9-62.

Qass 22 - Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

763.245. ARITHMETIC CAN BE FT'N. Ed-U Cards Mfg.

Corp. SN 69.042. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-3-59.

763.246. PERMIWHITE. Nocona Leather Goods Company.

SN 95,516. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 4-21-60.

753.247. ORAVCO VALET. Gravco. Incorporated. SN
101,170. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 7-20-60.

753.248. LABEL DESIGN. RawUngs Sporting Goods Com-

pany. SN 128.923. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 9-29-61.

753.249. PUTTER HOUJf^E AND DESIGN. Charles S.

Bassln. SN 131.261.- ' Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-3-61.

753,2.50, CARLTON. Carlton Shuttlecocks Limited. SN
131,551. Pub .5-7-63. Filed 11-8-61.

753.251. CHATTERBOX. Mattel, Inc.. assignee, by mesne

assignment, of Royal Doll Manufacturing Co.. Inc. SN
131,879. Pub. 7-10-62. Filed 11-1.3-61.

753.252. TRU-FISH. Alfred Malcolm Layson. SN 133.682.

Pub. .5-7-63. Filed 12-8-61.

753,253 ANNETTE. Goldberger Doll Mfg. Co. Inc. SN
134. .S18. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 12-19-61.

753.2.54. CHATTY BABY. Mattel. Inc. SN 139.115. Pub
.5-7-63. Filed 3-5-62.

753,25.'). TEEBIRD NINETY-I'LUS AND DESIGN. S. Klein

Department Stores. Inc. SN 141.080. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

3-29-62.

753.256. ENI-X)RCER. Louis Marx k Co.. Inc. SN 150,088.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 7-30-62.

753.257. CLUB MASTER. Anthony P. Pearson, d.b.a

Pearson Enterprises. SN 150.181. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

7-31-62.

753.258. TARGET KING. Wom-l Corp. SN 150,204. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 7 31-62.

753.259. WAKE BREAKER. W. R. Blake, d.b.a. W. R.

Blake Company. SN 150,510. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.260. CLAl.VI. Fuld Publishing Co. Inc. SN 1.50,550.

Pub. 5-7-6,S. Filed 8-6-62.

753.261. BAYMASTER. Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co. SN

150. .595. Pub. .5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.262. BEACH MASTER. Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co.

SN 150,596 Pub. .5-7-63. Filed 8 6-62.

753.263. DELMAR. Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg Co. SN
150,597. Pub 5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.264. LONG BEACH. Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co.

SN 150,599. Pub 5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.265. MARINER Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co. SN
150,600. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.266. SAILFISHER. Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co.

SN 150,603. Pub. .5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.267. SEA-BOY. Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co. SN
150,604 Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

763.268. SENATOR. Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co. SN
150,605. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.269. SILVER BEACH. Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co.

SN 150.606. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.270. SQUIDDER. Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co. SN

150,607. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.271. SURFMASTER. Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co.

SN 1.50.608. Pub. .5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.272. MONTEREY. Wilson Sporting Goods Co. SN

150,903. Pub 5-7-63. Filed 8-9-62.

753.273. STRAGGLER. Leonard L. Lussler. SN 160,960.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-10-62.

Qass 23 -Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

753.278. ROTO-FLO. FMC Corporation, by change of name

from Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation. SN
121,641. Pub. 2-19-63. Filed 6-8-61.

753,279 PHILLIPS POZIDRIV. Phillips Screw Company.

SN 130,943. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-30-61.

753.280. D/M AND DESIGN. Davis Manufacturing, Inc

SN 133,767. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-11-61.

753.281. "CHAMP" AND DESIGN. JDD Lubricants Com-

pany. SN 135.683. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 1-12-62.

753.282. GEOMETRIC DESIGN. Aerojet-General Corpora-

tion. SN 135,944. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 1-17-62.

753.283. BUILT STRONGER TO LAST LONGER. Powell

Muffler Company, Inc. SN 136,586. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

1-25-62.

753.284. ULTRADEX. A. A. Gage Company. SN 137.738.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2-12-62.

7.53.285. ULTRA-SPIN. A. A. Gage Company. SN 137,739.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2-12-62.

7.53.286. MAC-PAK, McHutchlson & Co, SN 138,102,

Pub, 5 7-63, Filed 2-16-62.

753.287. PI AND DESIGN. Prosser Industries, Inc. SN
139,527. Pub. .5-7-63. Filed 3-9-62,

753.288. QIK-TIP, Speaker Sortatlon Systems, Inc. SN

140,876. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-27-62.

753.289. ALLIGATOR, Carson-Newton Corporation. SN
143,006. Pub. 1-8-63. Filed 4-25-62.

7.53.290. REPRESENTATION OF AN ALLIGATOR IN

OVAL. Carson Newton Corporation. SN 143.007. Pub

1-8-63. Filed 4-25-62.

753.291. GIRETTB. Trump Engineers Ltd.. assignee of

Trump Ltd. SN 143,470. Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 4-30-62,

7.53.292, JET TABLE, Sjostrom Automations. Inc. SN

146,226. Pub, 5-7-63. Filed 6-5-62.

753.293. NESCO. West Coast Sewing Supply Co. SN

148,-548. Pub. .5-7-63. Filed 7-6-62,

753.294. MICROSIZER, Richard E. Rhodes, d.b.a. Device

Development. SN 147.038. Pub. 5-7-63, Filed 6-15-62.

753.295. WHIRL-0-MISER. The DeVilblss Company. SN
155.302. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-17-62.

753.296. SQUEEZALL. Albert Taylor, d.b, a. Various Prod-

ucts Co, SN 155,758, Pub, 5-7-63. Filed 10-23-62.

753.297. LUMBERMASTER. Clary Corporation. SN
155,892, Pub, .5-7-63, Filed 10-25-62,

753.298. DROPLIFT. The United Industrial Syndicate,

Inc. SN 157,341. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-15-62.

Qass 26 -Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

753.299. ASCORLUME, American Speedlight Corporation.

SN 134.508. Pub. 5-7-63, Filed 12-22-61.

753.300. DIRECTO-MATIC. General Electric Company.

SN 140,551, Pub, .5-7-63. Filed 3-23-62.

753.301. EGONITE. Pikes Peak Plastics, Inc. SN 149,871.

Pub, 5-7-63, Filed 7-26-62.

753.302. LETTER P DESIGN. Pikes Peak Plastics, Inc

SN 149,873. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 7-26-62.
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753,303. BOWSER AND DESIGN. Bowser, Inc. SN
153,456. Pub. S-7-63. Filed 9-19-62.
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Qiss 35 - Betting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

Qass 27— Horological Instruments

753.304. LA CLOCHE. W. B<"ll k Company. Inc. 8N
137,417. I'ub .')-7 6.1. Filed 2 7-62.

753.305. MENT Sunbeam Corporation SN 138,5.'>2

Pub. 5~7-«,i. Filed 2-23 62.

753.306. VERICHRON. Harrln & Mallow ProductH, Inc.

SN 147.002 Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-15-62

Class 28— Jewelry and Predous-Metal Ware

753.307. BEAT, Beauoraft. Inc. SN 134.434. Pub
5-7-63. Filed 12-21-61.

753.308. PENDLETON BOSTON TOWN. Frank S. White,
d.b.a. L. I. Pendleton & Sohh. SN 141,914. Pub. 5-7-63.

Filed 4-9-62.

753.309. SYL. Sylvanla Jewelry Co. SN 144,287. Pub.
5-7-63. Filed 5-10-62.

753.310. LEF Leon E. Fisher Co. Inc. SN 147,462. Pub.
5-7-63. Filed 6-22-62.

753.311. JS. J. Segaloff & Sons, Inc. SN 147,963. Pub.
5-7-63. Filed 6-28-62.

753.312. COLONIAL. Colonial Bead Co Inc. SN 152,283.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-31-62.

Class 31 — niters and Refrigerators

763.313. TRCE. True Manufacturing Co. Inc. 8N 136,509.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 1-24 62.

753.314 LINDSAY AND DESIGN. Union Tank Car Com-
pany. SN 153,530. Pub. 5-7^63. Filed 9-19-62.

Qass 32— Furniture and Upholstery

753.315. DUX AND DESIGN. Dux Incorporated. 8N
121.278. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-2-fll.

763.316. BROY SLIDE. Broyhlll Furniture Factories. 8N
146,972. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-15-62.

753.317. CORONET WONDERFOLD AND DESIGN. Nor-

qulst Products. Inc. 8N 152,429. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed
9-4-62.

753.318. MD. MAD Store Fixtures, Inc. 8N 152.711.

Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 9-7-62.

753.319. RAMY. Ren« RamlUon. SN 154,849. Pub.
6-7-^3. Filed 10-9-82.

Class 33 — Glassware

753,320. EXBOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Borske Sklo, Na-

rodnl Podnlk. 8N 147.892. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-26-62.

Qass 34— Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

753.321. DRY O MATION. Farm Fans, Inc 8N 185,438.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 1 9-62

753.322. TRIBOTRON. Trlbotron Corporation. 8N 136,477.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 1-9-62.

763,323 VERNCO AND DESIGN. Vernco Corporation.

SN 137,475. Pub 5-7 63. Filed 2-7-62.

753,324. WASSCO. American Electrical Heater Company.
8N 164,671. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-8-62.

753.325. THERMOBLOCK. H. K. Porter Company, Inc.
SN 134,^58. Pub 5-7-63. Filed 12-27-61.

753.326. JET<*RAFT. O.K Rubber Welders, Incorporated
SN 151,511 Pub 5 7-63. FMled 8-20-62.

7.-)3.327. ULTIMATE, The B. F. Goodrich Company SN
151.761. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed &-23-62.

753.328 TEXACONE. The Texacone Company. 8N
152.462. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-1-62.

753.329. MET LrLOY. The Firestone Tire * Rubber Com
pany. SN IS."), 495. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-19-62.

753.330. DEPITY. Dunlop Tire and Rubber Corporation.
SN 155,90'.. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-25-62.

753.331. METLrKING. Raybestos-Manhattan. Inc. SN
156.249. Pub. 5 7-63. Filed 10-30-62.

753, .332. GUARDIAN United States Rubber Company.
SN 157.268. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-14-62.

753.333. POWERSTAR. O.K. Rubber Welders. Incorpo
rated. SN 157.394. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-16-62.

753.334. HAILSTAR. O.K. Rubber Welders, Incorporated.
SN 157,395. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-16-62.

753.335. TRAC STAR. O.K. Rubber Welders, Incorporated.
SN 157.396. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-16-62.

753.336. TORQUE-STAR. OK. Rubber Welders. Incorpo-
rated. SN 157.397. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-16-62.

753.337. DURA SYN. (».K. Rubber Welders, Incorporated.
SN 157.398. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-16-62.

753.338. 150. Selberllng Rubber Company. SN 167,407.
Pub. 5-7-63 Filed 11-16-62.

Class 36- Musical Instruments and Supplies

7,53,339 D.J. AND DESIGN. D.J. Records. SN 129,651.
Pub. 5-7-63 Fllfd 10-11-61.

753.340. OIL RECORDS AND DESIGN. Levi I. Oalperin.
SN 159,716 Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-26-62.

753.341. MINARET. Minaret Records, Inc. SN 159,898.
Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-28-62.

753.342. OOLKTTE. M. Hohner. Inc. SN 162,092. Pub.
5-7-63. Filed 2-5-63.

Qass 37 - Paper and Stationery

753.343. REDIFIXT. Consolidated Business Systems, Inc.

8N 121.710. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-9-61.

753.344. THE PEN THAT REMEMBERS. Columbia Pen
and Pencil Co.. Inc. 8N 128.521. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed
9-^5-61.

753.345. DESIGN OF STENCIL. HAND AND PENCIL,
ETC. Stenso Lettering Company, Inc. d.b.a. Stenao Let-
tering Co. 8N 129.544. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-9-81.

753.346 KVP S AND DESIGN. KVP Sutherland Paper
Company. S.N 150,068. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 7-30-62.

753.347. "QUIKSERT." The J. C. Hall Co.. Inc. SN
151.820. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-24-62.

753.348. MEAD MARK I. The Mead Corporation. SN
162,230. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-30-62

763.349. NCR AND DESIGN. The National Cash Register
Company. 8N 162,233. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 8-30-62.

753.350. TWIN COR West Virginia Pulp and Paper Com-
pany. SN 152.258. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed &-3a-62.

753.351. SHAMROCK. Union Bag-Camp Paper Corpora-
tion. SN 152.357. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-31-62.

753.352. SHAMROCK. Everaharp. Inc.. d.b.a. Schick Safety
Raror Company. SN 152,390. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 9-4-62.

753.353. CHUBBY. Kimberly Clark Corporation. SN
152,414. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-4-62.
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753.354. FREIGHTMASTER. Moore Business Forms. Inc.

SN 152.423. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-4-62.

753.355. I.P.B. International Paper Company. SN 153,178.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-14-62.

753.356. COMPANION. L. L. Brown Paper Company. SN
153,547. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-2(K-62.

Qass 38— Prints and Publications

763.357. NUDE LIVING. Elysium Inc. SN 120,628. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 5-23-61.

753.358. SUN DIAL. Elysium Inc. SN 120,627. Pub.

6-7-63. Filed 5-23-61.

763.359. AVERY. Avery Adhesive Products, Inc. SN
130,870. Pub. .5-7-63. Filed 10-30-61.

753.360. MIDCONTINENT ABSTRACT MAPS AND DE-
SIGiv. The Mldcontlnent Map Company. SN 139,719.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-12-62.

753.361. APARTMENT 3-G. Publishers Newspaper Syndi-

cate (joint venture), assignee, by mesne assignments, of

Publishers Syndicate. SN 150,100. Pub. 3-5-63. Filed

7-30-62.

753.362. GINGER. United Feature Syndicate, Inc. SN
152.539. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-5-62.

753.363. PEKFECTO. Electrographlc Corporation, d.b.a.

Typographic Service Company. SN 152,570. I'ub. 5-7-63.

Filed 9-6-62.

753.364. LIVING AMERICAN STORIES. Rudolph J. Wag-
ner, d.b.a. The Wagner Company. SN 152,652. Pub.

6-7-63. Filed 9-6-62.

753.365. CHINA CAL. The Meyercord Co. SN 153,009.

Pub. 5-7-63 Filed 9-12-62.

753.366. SALES SPARKLERS. Kirby, Block k Company,

Inc. SN 153,088. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-13-62.

753.367. WESCOS. West Printing Company. SN 153,139

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-13 62.

753.368. TE.MPO AND DESIGN. Orosset k Dunlap, Inc.

SN 153.563. Pub. .5-7-63. Filed 9-20-62.

753.369. RISS. Medical Economics, Inc. SN 163,968. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 9 26-62.

753.370. THE SIDEBANDER. Single Sideband Amateur

Radio Association. SN 153.991. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

9-26-62.

753.371. STUBS. Meyer Schattner. SN 154,062. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 9-27-62.

753.383. DROPSAN. Soclete Rhodlaceta.

Pub. 5-7-63 Filed 7-10-62.

753.384. CANDY PETITE AND DESIGN.
Corporation. SN 153,919. Pub. 5-7-63.
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SN 148,781

Adrian Tabln
Filed 9-26-62.

Class 40— Fancy Goods, Furnishings, and

Notions

753.385. PRESTIGE. McCrory Corporation. SN 141,332.

Pub. ,5-7-63. Filed 4-2-62.

753.386. LIGHTNING STREAKS. Charles of the Rltz. Inc.

SN 151,006. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-13-62.

Qass 42 — Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

753.387. LENO-WEB. The Kendall Company. SN 136.664

Pub 5-7-63. Filed 1-26-62.

753,388 HEIL HOLDER AND DESIGN. Ruth M. Hell.

SN 138,303. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2-20-62.

753.389. RAMEY. M. H. Raab-Meyerhoff Co.. Inc. SN
138,321. Pub. .5-7-63. Filed 2-20-62.

753.390. "A BLOOM OF THE SOUTH." United Merchants

and Manufacturers. Inc. SN 140,063. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed
" 3-16-62.

753.391. RIB-EYE. P. H. Hanes Knitting Company. SN
146,187. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-5-62.

753.392. E-^SHIR. Cameo Curtains Inc. SN 162,973.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-12-62.

753.393. BAN-GUARD. Joseph Bancroft k Sons Co. SN
153.058. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-13-62.

753.394. WATER BOI. Chapel Hill Manufacturing Com-
pany. SN 153.863. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-25-62.

753.395. NEFERTITI. Granltevllle Company. SN 154.349.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-2-62.

Class 43 — Thread and Yam

753,396. DROPSAN. Soclete RhodlaceU.
Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 7-10-62.

SN 148.763.

Qass 39- Qotiiing

753.372. PRIZZANI. Harry Tilkln, d b.a. Tilkin's Shoe

Store. SN 105,577. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-30-60.

753.373. ACCENT DELICADOS. International Shoe Com
pany. SN 109,874. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-8-60.

753.374. REPRESENTATION OF BOY AND DOG. Buster

Brown Textiles, Inc. SN 119.351. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

6-6-61.

753.375. LOUIS FERAUD. Saks k Company. SN 128.300.

Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 9-20-61.

763.376. AT A GLANCE. Shelby Seamless Hosiery Mills,

Inc. SN 128.858. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-28-61.

763.377. AMY ROSS AND DESIGN. Amy Ross, Inc. SN
^38,656. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2-26-62.

753.378. TRIMFIT. Kramer Brothers, Inc. SN 140,272.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-20-62.

753.379. GUSSIE k BECKY. Gussie k Becky, Inc. SN
146,896. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-14-62.

753.380. PERMA-LOC. AdamB-MllllB Corporation. SN
147,252. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6-20-62.

753.381. DAWNELLE. Dawnelle, Inc. SN 147,807. Pub.

5-7-83. Filed 8-27-62.

763.382. DEPUTY. Blue Gem Manufacturing Company.

8N 148,292. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 7-3-62.

TM 792 CO.—15

Qass 44— Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

753.397. SPHEROID ACTION. American Massage Sales &

Mfg. Corp. SN 103.640. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-30-60

753.398. "VARICK." Melnecke & Company, Inc SN 144,968.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 5-18-62.

753.399. DART. J. Wlss k Sons Co. SN 149,791. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 7-25-62.

753.400. CAPRI. J. Wiss k Sons Co. SN 149,793. Pub,

5-7-63. Filed 7-25-62.

753.401. CONDITIONAIRE. Turner Hall Corporation.

SN 151,445. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed &-17-62.

753.402. ZENITH. Williams Manufacturing Co , Inc. SN
153.848. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-24-62.

753.403. BEL-O-PAK. Quest, Inc. SN 155.648. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 10-22-62.

753.404. CLEARITE. Empire State Thermometer Co.. Inc

SN 156,731. Pub 5-7-63. Filed 11-6-62.

753.405. LIT-O-SPLINT. Union Bag-Camp Paper Corpora-

tion. SN 157.172. Pub. 5-7-83. Filed 11-13-62.

753.406. FRIGIPLATE. US. Climatronlc Corp. SN 157.741.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-21-62.
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753.407. DENT-KOTE. The Dentists" Supply Company of

New York. SN 157,778 I'ub. 5-7-63. Filed ll-23-«2.

753.408. I'RE PAK. W. R. Grace & Co SN 157,792. Pub,

5-7-63. Filed 11-23-62.

Qass 46— Foods and Ingredients of Foods

753,409 ARCHWAY HOME STYLE COOKIES' AND DE-
SION. Archway Cookies, Inc., assignee of Ruth L. Venn,

d.b.a. Swanson'n Cookie Company. SN 107,295. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 10-27-60.

753.410. SYMBOL OF EXCELLENCE AND DESIGN.
Salada-Shlrrlff Horsey Ltd. SN 116,923. Pub. 5-7-63.

Filed 3-31-61.

753.411. CHESSMAN SYMBOL WITH WORD EXCEL-
LENCE. SaladaShlrrlff Horsey Ltd. SN 116,924 Pub.
5-7-63 Filed 3-31-61.

753.412. FIN FE8T. Herbert Winer. SN 118,846. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 4-27-61.

7:)3,4K». SOY DEENS. Elltha A. Shaw, d.b.a. Mrs. Lyman
W. Shaw. SN 119,430. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 5-5-61.

7.'>3,414. ROMA WHEELS. Roma Macaroni Factory, d.b.a.

Roma Macaroni Company. SN 121,942. Pub. 4-16-63.

Filed 6-13 61.

753,415 DINERS DELIGHT. K and R, Incorporated. SN
128,053. Pub 57-63. Filed 9-18-61.

753.416. COUNTRY STYLE. Barrlclnl, Inc. SN 132,019.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-15-61.

753.417. VIRGINIA GENTLEMAN A. Smith Bowman Dis-

tillery, Incorporated, assignee of Marketers Plus, Inc., d.b.a.

Virginia Gentleman Gifts. SN 133,969. Pub. &-7-63.

Filed 12-13 61.

753.418. BRACE MATE AND DESIGN. Martin's Feed

Mills, Inc. SN 134,246. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-18-61.

763.419. BRACE-MATE. Martin's Feed Mills, Inc. SN
134,247 Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-18-61.

753.420. PRE-SHOAT-38. CargUi, Incorporated, assignee

of Nutrena Mills, Inc. SN 137,268. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

2-5 62.

753.421. HANOVER GUEST QUALITY AND DESIGN.
Hanover Canning Company. SN 139,849. Pub. 3-19-63.

Filed 3-14-62.

753.422. MADE WITH A LITTLE BIT OF LOVE. New
England Provision Co., Inc. SN 140,212. Pub. 5-7-63.

Filed 3-19-62.

753.423. DIXIE DOG. Mont L. Davis, Jr., d.b a Dixie

Drlve-fn System. SN t50,025. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

7-30-62.

753.424. AIBONITO. Midsal, Inc. SN 151,605 Pub.

5-7-63. FMled 8-21-62.

753.425. MORNING STAR ETC. AND DESIGN .Morning-

star Paisley. Inc. SN 153,012. Pub. 5-7-63, Filed

9-12-62.

753.426. SPREE. Imperial Ice Cream Company. SN
153,177 Pub. 5-7-63 Filed 9-14-62.

753.427. PARADISE ISLAND. Dole Corporation, d.b.a.

Hawaiian Pineapple Company. S.N 153,261. Pub. 5-7-63.

Piled 9-17-62' \
753.428. IRISH COFFEE BAR. Williams & Woods Ltd.

SN 153.847. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-24-62.

753.429. GREEN GIANT. Green Giant Company. SN
154,111. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-28-62.

753.430. MEXICORN. Green Giant Company. SN 154.113.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-28-62.

Class 47 -Wines

Class 49- Distilled Alcoholic Liquors

753.432. RIVA. Mr. Boston Distiller Inc., d.b.a. Essex
Bottlers. SN 132.358. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11 20-61.

753.433. LANGSHIRE Imported Brands, Inc , d b a. Chan
nel Imports, Ltd. SN 150,871. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed
8-9-62.

753.434. NEWPORT "QUICKIES." McKesson & Robblns,
Incorporated. SN 151,978. Pub. 5-7-68. Filed 8-27-62.

753.435. JAB Justerlnl k Brooks Limited. SN 152,220.
Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-30-62.

Qass 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Classified

753.436. HOLLY BRAND AND DESIGN. B. Wllmsen, In-
corporated. SN 119,252. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed -5-3-61.

753.437. ANIMATIC. Clement P Salla. SN 129,296. Pub.
5-7-63. Filed 10-5-61.

753.438. JON GNAGY AND DESIGN. Visual Art Indus-
tries, Inc. SN 133.512. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-6-61.

753.439. RES CAP. Bio-Tech, Inc. SN 134,009. Pub.
5-7-63. Fll.'d 12-14-61.

753.440. KNOBBY DOOR MAID. Joseph V. Cummlskey.
SN 134,198. Pub. 5 7-63. Filed 12-18-61.

753.441. O A B CINARAMIC AND DESIGN. National
Guard Products, Inc. SN 139,515. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed
3-9-62.

Qass 51 — Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations

753.442. STYLE. La Maur, Inc; SN 49,443. Pub. 5-7-63.
Filed 4-10-58.

753.443. MISS MANTAN Drug Research Corporation.
SN 100,231. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 7-5-60.

753.444. PLAISIR DAMOIR. Harry B. Morton, d.b.a.

Parfums Dlnard. SN 115,073. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed
3-7-61.

753.445. SURGEX. Chemway Corporation. SN 121,703.
Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 6 9-61.

753.446. FREVO. Vlvlaue Woodard Corporation. SN
127,690 Pub 5 7-63. Filed 9-11-61.

753.447. WALTER 8COTTS" AND DESIGN. Walter Scott.

Inc. SN 132.872. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 11-27-61.

753.448. LOVELAND. Lander Co.. Inc.. d.b.a. Loreland.
SN 134.026. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-14-61.

753.449. RAP IDOL. Rapldol Distributing Corporation.
SN 137,276. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2-5-62.

7."j3,450. CANNOLENE. Cannolene Company. SN 140,091.
Pub. fr-7-63. Filed 3-19-62.

753.451. AZTEC. The B.V.D. Company, Inc. SN 140,905.
Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-28-62.

753.452. ALWAYS YOURS. Helene CurtU Industries, Inc.

SN 141,166. Pub 5-7-63. Filed 3-30-62.

753.453. HAPPY HANDS. Studio Girl Hollywood, Inc.
d.b.a. Studio Girl. SN 152.641. Pub. 5-7-63. Plied 9-6-62.

753.454. EVERYTHING NICE Studio Girl-Hollywood,
Inc., d.b a. Studio Girl, SN 152,645. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed
9-6-62.

753.455. TWEEN-TIME. Roux Laboratories. Inc. SN
152.716. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-7-62.

Qass 52— Detergents and Soaps

758,456. NATIONAL EASY CLEAN,
torles. Inc. SN 84.934. Pub. 5-7-63.

National Labora-
Flled 11-9-^9.

i

753.431. SQUARE DANCE. John Bardenheler Wine A Llq

uor Co.. d.b.a. Bardenheler's Wine Cellars. SN 140,619. 753,457. MAGIC WAND. Cinderella International Company.
Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 3-26-62. Inc. SN 133,638. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-7-61.

753.458. ALBERTO V05 AND DESIGN. Alberto-Culver

Company. SN 137,310. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2-6-62.

753.459. ST. JOHNS. West Indies Bay Company. SN
139,709 Pub. .5-7-63. Filed 3-12-62.

753.460. 20/20 GLASS CLEANER IN DIAMOND DESIGN.
Darrls Products, Inc SN 139.931. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

3-15-62.

753.461. QUICK N PRETTY. The Mlltoo Company SN
141,331 PuIj. .'>-7-63. Filed 4-2-62.

753.462. MAXIMUM. The Procter A Gamble Company.
SN 151,359 Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-16-62.

753.463. DOGGIE WET AWAY AND DESIGN Dee-Gee
Enterprises. SN 151,479. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-20-62.

753.464. ANGYA. Nethercutt Laboratories, d.b.a. Cosgenic
Labs. SN 151,990. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-27-62.

753.465. AGE OF ELEGANCE. Marton Freres, Inc. SN
152,394. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-4-62.

753.466. AIRLION. Purex Corporation, Ltd., d.b.a. Turco
Products. Inc. SN 152.438. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-4-62.

753.467. TRU-PINE. Sprayway, Inc., d.b a. Tru Pine Com
pany. SN 152,636. Pub. 6-7-63. Filed 9-6-62.

Service Marks

Qass 100 -Miscellaneous

753.468. TRA AND REPRESENTATION OF RACEHORSE
AND JOCKEY WITHIN AN OVAL DESIGN. Thorough-
bred Racing Associations of the United States, Inc. SN
134,055. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 12-14-61.

753.469. GROTESQUE SCOTCHMAN DESIGN. Mllner

Hotels, Inc. SN 137,261, Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 2-5-62.

753.470. DESIGN OF THREE ARROWHEADS IN A CIR
CLE ADJACENT TO A PAIR OF PARALLEL ARCS.
Space-General Corporation. S.N 139,542. Pub. 5-7-63.

Filed 3-9-62.

Qass 101 — Advertising and Business

753.471. TELERAMA. Public Relations Research Service,

Inc. SN 120.336. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 5-18-61.

753.472. MIDCONTINENT AND DESIGN OF OUTLINE
MAP OF U.S.A. WITHIN A CIRCLE. Mld-Contlnent Cor-

poration. SN 124,663. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 7-25-61.

753.473. FANCIFUL REPRESENTATION OF A HUMAN
MALE, CASH, Inc. SN 128,611. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

9-25-61.

753.474. CINESELL INTERNATIONAL. York, Rubin and

Belport. Inc.. d.b.a. Cinesell International. SN 130,668.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-25-61.

Qass 102— Insurance and Rnandal

753.475. SAVERCARD. Home Federal Savings and Loan
AHOdatlon of San Diego. SN 101,448. Pub. 5-7-63.

Filed 7-25-60.

753.476. HAPPY HOME LOANS AND DESIGN. Portland

Federal Savings and" Loan Aaaociatlon. SN 133,814. Pub.

&-7-63, FUed 12-11-61,

753.477. MIGHTY MIDGET. Mutual Indemnity Company.
SN 139.316. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed ,3-7-62.

753.478. REPRESENTATION OF ATLAS HOLDING A
GLOBE DESIGN. Atlas Assuranct" Company Limlt^'d.

SN 150,496. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.479. REPRESENTATION OF ATLAS HOLDING .\

GLOBE DESIGN. Atlas Assurance Company Limited.

SN 150,497. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 8-6-62.

Class 103 — Construction and Repair

7.-)."{,480. HARBOUR AND NO. 1 WITH DESIGN. Breull

Boat Company, Inc. SN 130,419. Pub. 5-7-63 Filed

10-23-61.

753,481. THE GENTLE TOUCH ETC. AND DESIGN. As
soclated Professional Launderers of America, Inc. SN
137,496. COLLECTIVE MARK. Pub. 5-7-63 Filed

2-8-62.

Class 105 — Transportation and Storage

753,482. AS YOU TRAVEL ASK US. The American Oil

Company. SN 128,139. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 9-19-61.

Class 106— Material Treatment

753,483. PERROTTELL. Perrotts Limited. SN 129,388.

Pub. 5-7-63. Filed 10-6-61.

Class 107 — Education and Entertainment

753.484. GOOFY GOLF. Lee Koplln. SN 84,777. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 11-6-59.

753.485. LOOK UP TO LEAR.NING. Susquehanna Broad-

casting Company. SN 134,356. Pub. 5-7-63. Filed

12-19-61.

Collective Membership Marks

Class 200

753,486. EK AND DESIGN. Sigma Kappa Sorority. SN
131,313. Pub. 5-7-63. lulled 11-3-61.

7r)3,487. GOOD NEWS CLUB AND DESIGN. National

Child Evangelism Fellowship of U.S.A. S.N 131,919 Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 11-13-61.

Certification Mark

Class A — Goods

753,488. FALLOUT SHELTER ETC. AND DESIGN United

States Department of the Army SN 129.165. Pub.

5-7-63. Filed 3-5-62.
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Theso registrations are not subjfct to opposition.

Qass 2 — Receptacles

753,489. R. P. Scherer Corporation, Detroit, Mich, SN
96.745. Filed P.R. &-9-60

; Am. S.R. 11-2-61.

rotary

pr«e«M
cdpMiUsB'Sch«r«r

co*rotAri*N

Qass 21 - Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

753,494. The Emerson Electric Manufacturitit; Company.
St. Louis, Mo , assignee of l.S. Electrical Motors Inc.. Los
Angeles, Calif. SN 144,021. Filed PR. 5-7-62; Am. S.R.
5-21-63.

AUTOSTOP
For Internal Braltes Forming Parts of Electric Motors.

For Soft Gelatin Capsules for I'se in Packaging Liquid First use Apr. 25, 1962.

Products of All Kinds.
^——^—^—^^^—.^^^——^.^.^^_^^_^^«»«_

First use Feb. 22, I960.

753,490 Leipzig k Lippe, Inc., New York, N.Y. SN 137,444.

Filed P.R. 2-7-62 ; Am S R. 5-15-63.

AMERICAN
MAID

Qass 22 — Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

753,495. John C Meiling, d.b.a. Mlcris Distributing Co .

Prove, Utah. SN 138.630. Filed P.R. 2-26-62
; Am. S.R

5-16-63.

KARRI ARROW
For Container for Holding Archery Equipment Including

For Trays, Buckets, Spice Racks, Canister Sets, Bread Arj^ows.

Boxes, Waste Baskets, Sewing Boxes, Planters.

First use July 19, 1961.

First use Oct. 24, 1961.

Qass 3 — Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Podcetbooks

753,491. Asher I. Kelty. d.b.a. A I. Kelty Mfg. Co . Glen
dale, Calif. SN 152,801. Filed PR. 9- 10 62 ; Am. S.U.
.'->- 17-63.

For Racks. Bags, Parts Thereof and Accessories Therefor
for Carrying Back Supported Loads.

First use June 1956.

Qass 18 — Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

753,492. Vitanilx Pharmaceuticals, Incorporated. Philadel-

phia, Pa. SN 128,934. Filed PR 9-29-61 ; Am. S.R.

5-9-63.

DAILY RATION
For Multiple Vitamins.

First use on or about Feb 23, 1958.

753,496. Tye Enterprises, Cheyenne, Wyo. SN 142,380
Filed P.R. 4-16-62

; Am. S.R. 4-25-63.

For Fish Bait.

First use Feb. 15, 1962.

753,493. Amfre-Grant, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. SN 133,73.').

Filed 12-11-61.

PANCREATIC HARMONE
GRANT

Qass 26— Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

753.497. American Seating Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

SN 120,365. Filed PR. 5-19-61 ; Am. S.R. 4-24-63.

Cowunmq] QriXS/t

For Liquid Medicine Used as Vasodilator and Parasympu- The drawing is lined for grey and pink,

thetlc Stimulant. For Language Laboratories, Such a Laboratory Comprising
First use Dec. 15, 1936. a Teacher Console in Which Is Housed Electronic Equip-
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ment for Recording and Playback, and Student Booths in

Which Is Housed Equipment for Signal Receiving and Trans-
mitting Electrically Connected to the Electronic Equipment
In the Teacher Console, Such Laboratories Being Primarily

Intended for Use in Schools as an Aid In the Teaching of

Foreign Languages or Other Subjects.

First use Feb. S, 1960.

Qass39-Qotliing

753,502. Alexander Lipton, Van Nuyg, Calif., assignee of

Alexander. Lipton, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. SN 113,932.
Filed P.R. 2-17-61 ; Am. S.R. 2-26-63.

753,498. Inflight Motion Pictures, Inc.. New York, N.Y.

188,878. Filed P.R. 12-12-61 ; Am. S.R. 5-16-63.
SN

The drawing is lined for sliver, however, no claim Is made
to any specific color. Alexander Lipton is the orlffinal crea-

tor and designer of the Alexander Lipton line of casual cloth-

ing and his consent to use and register his name Is of record.

For Casual Dresses for Women and Children.
First use Not. 1, 19S4.

For Apparatus and Accessories for Showing Motion Pic-

tures Including Projectors, Pallets, Screens, Earsets, Seat

Plaques, Audio Systems, and the Like.

First use May 1961.

Qass 28 — Jewelry and Predous-Metai Ware

753,499. His Lordship Products Company, New York, N.Y.

SN 144,166. Filed P.R. 6-9-62; Am. S.R. 5-13-63.

AUROCLAD

753,503. Crescendo* GloTes, Inc., Johnstown, NY. SN
158,432. Filed 12-4-62.

LEATHERSPUN MOCHA
For Ladles' Gloves.

First use Sept. 5, 1961.

Qass 42- Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

763,504. Stretchnlt, Inc., New York, NY. SN 143,178.
Filed P.R. 4-26-62

; Am. S.R. 5-6-63.

For Gold Plated Jewelry for Personal Wear for Men and
Women.

First use May 1, 1962.

Qass 36— Musical Instruments and Supplies

STRETCHNIT
For Knitted Fabrics Used for Making Skirts, Trousers,

Shorts, Bathing Suits, Ski Pants, Slacks, Blouses, Pajamas.
Jackets, Leotards, and Pool Covers and the Like.

First use Sept. 15, 1961.

753,500. G. Ricordi & c, s.p.A., Milan, Italy. SN 109,102. Qstss 46~ Foods and Inflredionts of Foods
Filed PR. 11-25-60 ; Am. S.R. 10-81-62.

753,505. The North Carolina Egg Marketing Association,

Inc., Raleigh, N.C. SN 131,170. Filed PR. 9-25-61 ; Am

RICORDI '^ ^'*^«

Owner of Italian Reg. No. 139,252. dated Dec. 24, 1957.

For Musical Instruments—Namely, W^ind Musical Instru-

ments, Stringed Musical Instruments, Brass Musical Instru-

ments, Percussion Musical Instruments ; Records— Nnniel.v,

Sound Discs, Wires and Tapes Embodying a Recording for

Musical and Acoustical Reproductions.

MR. MMOfomou

Qass 37— Paper and Stationery

753.501. Edwin F. Wolff, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed P.R. 12-27-61 ; Am. S.R. 4-29-63.
SN 134,773.

For Fresh Eggs, Liquid Eggs, Powdered Eggs, Dried Eggs,

and Frozen Eggs.

First use July 25, 1961.

HOT LINE
Qass 47 -Wines

753,506. San Martina Wines, Inc., Yonkers, NY. SN
127,274. Filed PR. 9-5-61 ; Am. S.R. 5-14-«3.

For Paper Charts for Use by Bowlers in Recording Their

Proper Positions When the Bowling Ball Is Released for a

Particular Throw.
First use on or about Apr. 11, 1960.

TM 792 O.G.—16

TOSCANI
For Wines and Vermouth.
First use Oct. 23, 1940.
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Class 48 — Malt Beverages and Liquors

753,507. Brasserie de Kronenbourg, Ancienne Malson F. O
Hatt. Brasserie du Bas-Rbin, S.A., Strasbourg Cronen-

bourg. Bas-Rhln, France. SN 145,320. Filed P.R. 5-24-62
;

Am. S.R. 5-17-63.

bi£re hatt
The term "Blfere" means *'be«r." Owner of Frencb Reg.

No. 6.971, dated Mar. 16, 1959 (Orande de StrasbourK) :

Natl Inst. No. 123.715.

For Beer.

753,508. Brasserie de Kronenbourg, Ancienne Malson F. O.

Hatt, Brasserie du Bas-Rhln, S.A., Strasbourg-Cronen-

bourg, Bas-Rhln, France. SN 145,663. Filed P.R. 5-29-«2 :

Am. S.R. 5-17-63.

The meaning of the trademark in English la "Kronenbourg
three-hundred year Jubilee, Hatt-Beermakers 1664 from

father to son. Beer from Alsace." Owner of French Beg.

No. 7,106, dated June 20, 1960 (Strasbourg) ; Natl. Inst. No.

147,446.

For Beer.

753,509. Brasserie de Kronenbourg, Ancienne Malson F. G.

Hatt, Brasserie du Bas-Rhln, S.A., Strasbourg-Cronen-

bourg. Bas-Rhln, France. SN 145.664. Filed PR. 6-29-62;

Am. S.R. 5-17-«3.

Owner of French Reg. No. 7,147. dated July 29. 1960

(Strasbourg) ; Natl. Inst. No. 149,265.

For Beer.

Qass 52 — Detergents and Soaps

753,510. Stem DenUl Laboratory Co., Houston, Tex. SN
127.053. Filed P.R. 8-31-61 ; Am. S.R. fr-20-«3.

JET STREAM
For Liquid Cleaner for Protective Mouth Pieces.

First use May 25, 1961.

Service Marks

Qass 101 " Advertising and Business

753,511. Clarance B. Dickinson, Highland Park, 111. SN
147,809. Filed P.R. 6-27-62 ; Am. S.R. 5-8-63.

CORPORATE AVIATION
CONSULTANTS

Applicant disclaims any exclusive right to the word "Con-

sultants," apart from its use in the complete service mark.
For Advice to Companies or Individuals Interested in Pur-

chasing or Leasing Airplanes.

First use February 1962.

Class 102— Insurance and

iy,lj>l'2. Truman Hayes & Company Insurance Agency, Inc.,

Boston. Mass SN 96.«.->6. Filed PR. 5-11-60; Am. S.R.

r)-20-63

MAffiUA/

For Insurance Brokerage Services.

First use Dec. 11. 1958.

Class 107 — Education and Entertainment

7.">:{,.'jl.{ Inflljrht Motion Ilctures, Inc., New York, N.V. SN
l.l.l.H-9. Filed I'.R. 12-12-61 ; Am. S R. 5-l.'>-63.

For Designing, Installing and Servicing Apparatus and
.\cce8sorles for Showing Motion Picture Film in Airplanes,

Including Supplying Motion Picture Film.

First use May 1961.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED
23,782. TWO BICYCLES AND WINGED WHEEL. CI. 22. 175.472.

11-7-1893. 175,495.

164,300. OLYMPIC. CI. 27. 2-20-23.

165,749. DUCKWORTH. CI. 28. 3-20-23. 175,801.

166,199. UNI-LAK. CI. 16. 3-27-23. 398,004.

166,414. MO-LYB-DIE. CI. 14. 4-3-23. 400,400.

168,468. STEERS HEAD AND CAMPING SCENE. CI. 46. 400,630.

4-22-23. 400,772.

168,631. SANTA DAMIANA. CI. 17. 6-29-23. 400,773.

168,655. VERMONT'S PRIDE AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 400.775.

5-29-23. 401,182.

168,707. BAMBU. CI. 8. 5-29-23. 401,213.

168,713. PREMIER. CI. 44. 5-29-28. 401,403.

168,862. CARNATION. CI. 1. 5-29-23. 401,503.

169,351. STANOLIND. CI. 12. 6-12-28. 401.545.

169,516. GOLDSEAL. CI. 5. ft-19-23. 401,589.

169,613. PULVI8 ALKANTI8. CI. 18. 6-26-28. 401.711.

169,872. BAKER'S. CI. 16. 7-3-23. 401.757.

170,045. THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN. CI. 88. 7-10-28. 401,796.

1W,320. HYLO M F. CI. 37. 7-10-23. 401,810.

170.321. PRIMO M.F. CI. 37. 7-10-23. 401,907.

170.322. ROTO M.F. CI. 37. 7-10-23. 401.976.

170,435. THOM McAN AND DESIGN. CI. 39. 7-17-23. 402,282.

170,751. VELVET CI. 6. 7-24-23. 402,788.

170,853. SUGAR-CRISP. CI. 46. 7-24-23. 402,892.

172.010. WHIRLWIND. CI. 21. 8-21-23. 402.920.

172.044. THE GOODYEAR NEWS AND DESIGN. CI. 38. 403,056.

8-21-23. 403,151.

172.215. ANTI-DARN. CI. 39. 8-28-23. 403,152.

172.349. OZITE. CI. 32. 8-28-28.

173.345. KINO-KO. CI. 46. 9-25-23. 403.509.

174,110. COOLFUT. CI. 39. 10-2-23.

174.957. KENLASTIC. CI. 42. 10-^0-23. 403,813.

175,401. WIZARD. CI. 29. 11-6-28.

ACCO AND DESIGN. CI. 1. 11-6-23.

JAMES L FELLOWS AND DESIGN. CI. 18

11-6-23.

PATRICIA. CI. 46. 11-13-23.

PRIVIN. CI. 6. 10-6-42.

RHINO-SOLE AND DESIGN. CI 5 3-9-43.

DESIGN OF A ROOSTER. CI. 39. 3-23-43.

ALERT. CI. 22. 8-30-48.

GO BANG. CI. 22. 3-80-43.

FERRY COMMAND. CI. 22. 3-30-43.

TRAFFIK. CI. 37. 4-27-43.

FIGHTING MARINES. CI. 22 4-27-43.

WETORDRY. CI. 5. fr-18-«3.

UM-M-M. CI. 4«. ^-25-43.

WIZARD. CI. 13. 5-26-43.

HAMILTON CI. 24. 5-26-43.

RANCH HOUSE. CI. 46. 6-1-48.

TERRY-TOONS. CI. 88. 8-8-43.

BEAN BAG. CI. 8. 6-8-43.

MINE. CI. 38. 6-8-43.

CAFE-CREME. CI. 51. 6-16-43.

DUSTKOP. CI. 21. 6-2i-43.
GEOMETRIC DESIGN. CI. 6. 7-13-43.

DEVOPAKE. CI. 16. 8-10-43.

KOOLITE. CI. 34. 8-24-43.

PLIOCOTE. CI. 37. 8-24-43.

SMASH. CI. 22. 8-31-43.

PAPER DOES EXPRESS. CI. 37. 9-7-43.

PAPER IS PART OP THE PICTURE. CI. 87.

9-7-43.
STRATHMORE EXPRESSIVE PAPERS. CI 37.

9-28-43.

"HASN'T S,CRATCHED YET" AND DESIGN. CI.

62. 10-i9-43.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED
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646,470.

,346,471.

646,473.

646,474.

646,475.

646,476.

646,477.

646,478.

646,479.

646,487.

646,491.

646,492.

646.497.

646,500.

646,503.

646,508.

646,509.

646,510.

646,512.

646,614.

646,515.

646,618.

646.522.

646,523.

646,524

646,533.

646,540.

646,')42.

646,551.

646,552.

646.554.

648,557.

646,562.

646.563.

646,564.

646,565.

646,567.

646,579.

646,580.

646,582.

646,583.

ZADIIX ZOOM UP. CI. 26.

XEBEC. CI. 26.

MOTOR PEAKER. CI. 26.

COILMA8TER. CI. 26.

MIXTURE MASTER. CI. 26.

TROUBLE SHOOTER. CI. 26.

AUTO-EX. CI. 26.

BARAMAC. CI. 26.

CAMBINOX. CI. 26.

ADJUSTETTE. CI. 28.

MICROQLAS. CI. 31.

ACI AND DESIGN. CI. 31.

BODI-FLO. CI. 32.

FLEXALUM EVITALUZ. CI. 32.

GONDOLA. CI. 32.

PLEASURE PIT AND DESIGN. CI. 34

SMP CO. AND DESIGN. CI. 34.

MAGIC CEILING. CI. 34.

VENT-RITE. CI. 34.

LEADER. CI. 34.

RADI-HEATOR. CI. 34.

POLAR. CI. 85.

REMEMBRANCE ADVERTISING AND DESIGN.

CI. 88.

SUCCESSFUL FAMILY. CI. 38.

TRU COLOR DEPTH AND DESIGN. CI. 38.

TOMMY TUCKER ETC. CI. 39.

REST BITE ETC. AND DESIGN. CI. 39.

STAR POINT. CI. 39.

WEAR SET. CI. 42.

COLOR TRIQUE. CI. 42.

TROPICANA. CI. 42.

RESPILATOR. CI. 44.

KUHNE AND DESIGN. CI. 46.

TIP TOP AND DESIGN. CI. 46.

TIP-TOP. CI. 46.

MINUTE MAID. CI. 46.

BRAZIL HUMPS. CI. 46. '

DIDEE'S. CI. 46.

DESIGN OF MAN HOLDING CUP. CI. 46.

SAMBAND CI. 46.

SINGLE AND DESIGN. CI. 46.

646,585.

646,586.

646,587.

646.588.

646,590.

646,598.

646,599.

646,600.

646,602.

646,604.

646,607.

646,615.

646,616.

646,624.

646,680.

646,632.

646,631.

646,633.

646,634.

646,638.

646,640.

646,641.

646,660.

646,652.

646,655.

646,666.

646.659.

646,663.

646,665.

646,667

646,671.

646,673.

646.676.

ti46.878.

646,683.

683,939.

LUCKY PENNY. CI. 46.

SPREEZ. CI. 46.

FORTY-NINER. CI. 46.

PEEBLES' WAY-SWEET. CI. 46
VIV THE THOROUGH BREAD OF BREADS

CI. 46
GLENGARRY. CI. 46.

YOYO. CI. 46.

GINGER PEACHIES. CI. 46.

SPOT AWARDS AND DESIGN. CI. 50,

SLIM-MODERN. CI. 50.

DOUBL-OLO AND DESIGN. CI. 60.

MEMENTO. CI. 61.

WYNOIL AND DESIGN. CI. 52.

SOOTH-OFF. CI. 52.

MEMBER OWNED AND DESIGN. CI. 101.

VANTAGE STOCKS ETC. AND DESIGN CI. 102.

CREDI-GRAPHIC. CI. 101.

COLONIAL AND DESIGN. CI. 106.

COLONIAL. CI. 106.

DESIGN OF GIRL AND SWITCHBOARD. CI. 107.

GOLD 'N' FACE ETC. AND DESIGN. CI. 2.

OK MEND-IT KIT. CI. 6.

FI8HCATCHER. CI. 22.

COLOR-LURE AND DESIGN. CI. 22.

FULrVU CI. 34.

CHANGE-A-CARD. CI. 38.

FISH IN' FAX. CI. 38.

TALL N' TALLER 6' TO 6'11". CI. 39.

EVEN THE FISH WHISTLE ! CI. 39.

KING SIZE HOSIERY BY MALBAR AND DE
SIGN. CI. 39

FOODS OF ALL NATIONS AND DESIGN. CI 46.

FRIGID FRESH. CI. 46.

DR PARKS CI. 46.

DESIGN OF FISH LINE FLOAT CI. 49.

"IF YOU DONT KNOW LUMBER KNOW YOUR
LUMBER DEALER." CI. 106.

Section 18

FIREFLY AND DESIGN. CI. 19. 8-25-59

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS AMENDED,
DISCLAIMED, CORRECTED, ETC.

309,074. MEDICONE. CI. 18. 1-2-34. Medlcone Com-
pany, Inc., New York, N.Y. Corrected : In the statement,

column 1, line 1, "Medicine" should be deleted and Medicone

tibould be Inserted.

434,530. KIRBY BEARD. CI. 40. 11-18-47. Klrby Beani

k Company Limited. George Goodman Limited, Birming-

ham, England. Amended: In the statement, column 1.

lines 9 through 13, the description of goods Is deleted and
hair pins and hair gripn Is Inserted.

646,144. FUNITO. CI. 39 5-28-67. Phil Rose of Cali-

fornia, Inc , Los Angeles, Calif. Corrected : In the state-

ment, column 1, line 1, after "California" first occurrence,

, Inc. should be Inserted.

646,359. BONDED. CI. 15. 6-4-67. Ex parte Gaseterla,

Inc. Humble Oil k Refining Company, Houston, Tex.

Amended to appear :

BONDED
647,003. DX. CI. 15. 6-18-57. Mid-Continent Petroleum

Corporation, now by merger and change of name Sunray

Mid Continent Oil Company, assignor to D-X Sunray Oil

Company. Sunray DX Oil Company, Tulsa, Okla. Amend-
ed to appear

:

DX
694,713. WE SELL INSTALL SERVICE GUARANTEE
ETC. AND DESIGN CI. 200. 3-15-60. National Asso-

ciation of Plumbing Contractors. National Association of

Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors, Washington, D.C.

Amended ; In the statement, column 1, after line 2, , now
by change of name National Association of Plumbing-Heat-

ingCooling Contractors Is Inserted, and the drawing is

amended to appear :

\

.^*^*^ri^

SELL

INSTALL

SERVICE

GUARANTEE

«/»

^^^e^tSS^
/

Cl. 28. 6-27-61, Simon Golub &
Seattle, Wash. Corrected : In the

line 1, after "Inc." , Seattle should

717,581. SHALIMAR.
Sons, Inc., Seattle,

statement, column 1

be inserted.

749,601. BUTACITE. Cl. 1. 5-21-63. E. I. du Pont de

Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del. Corrected : In

the statement, column 2. line 3, after "tubes" and should
be inserted.

750,072. COLOR FLAME. Cl. 21. 5-28-63. Duro-Te.st

Corporation, North Bergen, N.J. Corrected : In the state

ment, column 2, line 2, "1961" should be deleted and /.v6^

should be Inserted.

750,199. CRAY-CILS. Cl. 37. 5-28-63. Standard Toy-
kraft. Inc., by change of name from Standard Toykraft
Products, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. Corrected : In the state-

ment, column 1, line 1, "Toycraft Products" should be

deleted and Toykraft should be inserted.

750.222. VIVALDI. Cl. 39. 5-28-63. Pauker Brothers,

New York, N.Y. Corrected : In the statement, column 1,

line 1, "New York corporation" should be deleted and
partnership should be inserted.
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A.A. Qage Co., Detroit, Mich. 753,284-0, pub. 6-7-«3. CI.
23.

A.F.P. Co. : See—
Cunningham, Anna.

Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, 111. 646,388. cane.
CI. 18.

Ablngton Teztll<> Machinery Works, North Ablngton, Masa.
646,465, cane. Cl. 23

Adama-MliUa Corp., High Point, N.C. 753,380, pub. 5-7-63.
Cl. 39.

Aerojet-Oeneral Corp., Asusa, Calif. 753,282. pub. 5-7-«3.
CI. 23.

Aget Mfg. Co., Adrian, Mich. 401,976, ren. 7-23-63. Cl. 21.

Alrheart Products. Inc., Van Nuys, Calif. 753,222, pub. 5-7-
63. Cl. 19

Aktiebolaget Astra. Apotekarnes Kemlska Fabrlker, Sodertalje,
Sweden. 763.209. pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 18.

Alberto-Culver Co.. Melrose Park. III. 753.458, pub. 5-7-«3.
Cl. 52.

Allgood, Robert H.. d b.a. Windotlnt Coating Co., Los Angeles.
Calif. 753.127. pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 6.

AlUs-Chalmers Mfg. Co.. West Allls. Wis. 753.231, pub.
5-7-63. Cl. 21.

Aluminum and Chemical Corp., Newport. Ark. 646.352, cane.
Cl. 14.

Ambassador Plastics and Mfg. Corp., Chicago, 111. 646,604.
cane. Cl. 50.

Ament-Douglass Mfg. Corp., Redwood City, Calif. 753,275-6,
pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 22.

American Cigar Corp. : See

—

Carbajal, H. de Cabanas y.
American Coils Co., Inc.. Newark. N.J. 646,492, cane. Cl.

31.
American Electrical Heater Co., Detroit, Mich. 753,324, pub.

5-7-63. Cl. 34
American Hair Felt Co.. to Oilte Corp., Chicago, III. 172,-

349. ren, 7-23-63. Cl. 32.
American Home Products Corp. : Bee—

Wizard Products Co.
American Massage Sales k Mfg. Corp., Sliver "Creek. N.\.

Beard, KIrby. k Co. Ltd. George Goodman Ltd., Birmingham,
England. 434,530. Am. 7(d). Cl. 40.

Beaucraft. Inc.. Providence. R.I. 753.307, pub. 5-7-63. Cl.

28.
Bell Clay Co., Gleason, Tenn.. from Southwestern Tale Corp.,
and Bell Clay Co., San Antonio, Tex. 753,088, pub. 5-7-
63. Cl. 1.

Bell. W.. k Co., Inc., Washington, DC. 753,304, pub. 5-7-63.
Cl. 27.

Benils Bro. Bag Cc, MInneapollH, Minn. 646,271, cane. Cl. 6.

Berco Industries Corp , Weetbury, N.Y. 753,121, pub. 3-19-63.
Cl. 5.

Berg Mfg. k Sales Co.. Chicago, 111. 753,217, pub. 5-7-63.
CI. 19.

Bio-Tech, Inc.. Cambridge. Mass. 753.439, pub. 5-7-63. CI.
50.

Blake, W. R.. Co. : See—
Blake. \V. R.

Blake. \V. R.. d.b.a. W. R. Blake Co., Baxter Springs, Kans.
753,259, pub. ."i-T-ea. Cl. 22.

Hliss, E. W., Co.. Canton, Ohio, from The Gamewell Co.,
Newtx)n I'pper Falls, Mass. 753,232, pub. 5-7-63. CL 21.
lue Ger
(1. 39.

Blue Gem M
pper hal
Ifg. Co.. Greensboro, N.C. 753,382, pub. 5-7-63.

American (5ll Co., The, Chicago, III. 753,482, pub. 5-7-63.

American Pota-*h k Chemical Corp., Los Angeles, Calif. 753,-

199. pub 5-7-63. Cl. 14,

American Screen Products Co.. Chicago. 111. 753.179. pub.

American Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 753,497. Cl. 26.

American Speedllgbt Corp., Middle Village, N.Y. 753.299. pub.
^ T ftp C^\ 2ft

American Viscose Corp.. Philadelphia. Pa. 753.098. pub.

5-7-63. CI 1.

Amfre-Grant. Inc.. Brooklyn, N.Y 753,493. CI. 18.

Anderson. Clayton k Co,, to Anderson. Clayton k Co.. Hous-
ton. Tex. 175.472. ren 7-23-63. Cl 1 ^ . „

Anderson. Clayton k Co.. Houston, Tex. 753.095-6. pub, 5-7-
63 Cl 1

Andomia Products Ltd.. Bradford. England. 753.211. pub.

5-7-63. Cl. 18,

Archway Cookies. Inc.. from R. L. Venn, d b.a, Swansons
Cookie Co.. Battle Creek. Mich. 753,409. pub. 5-7-63. Cl.

Armour and Co., Chicago, III. 753.087, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 1.

Associated Professional Launderers of America Inc., Charlotte,

NC. 753.481, pub 5-7-63 CI. 103. „o,o,
Atlantic Refining Co., The, Philadelphia. Pa. 753.131. pub.

sr 'T_ftQ f 1 ft

Atlas Assurance Co. Ltd.. New York, N.Y. 753,478-9, pub.
m 7_fto r*\ 102

Avery Adhesive Products. Inc., Monrovia, Calif. 753,359. pub.

Avlsun Co.-p. Philadelphia, Pa. 753.105-6, pub. 5-7-63.

AsoDlate Corp., Murray Hill, N.J. 753,139, pub. 5-7-63.

B.V.b. Co., Inc.. The, Cincinnati. Ohio. 753,451, pub. 5-7-
oo pi ki

Babcoek Mfg. Co., Oakland, Calif. 753,221, pub. 5-7-«3.

Babcock Mfg, Co., Oak:and. Calif. 753.229. pub. 5-7-«3.

Cl 21
Baker Paint k Varnish Co.. Jersey City. N.J. 169.872.

Bancroft, Joseph, k Sons Co.. Wilmington. Del. 753.393,

pub. 5-7-63. CI. 42.

Bardenheler. John. Wine * Uquor Co d b.a Bardenhelers
Wine CellarH. St. Louis. Mo. 753,431, pub. 5-7-63. Cl.

47.

Bardenheler's Wine Cellars : See

—

Bardenheler. John, Wine k Liquor Co.

Barrlclnl. Inc., Long Island City. N.Y. 753,416, pub. 5-7-
63. Cl. 46.

Barwel Folding Doors. Inc.. Brooklyn, NY. 646,314. cane.

Cl 12
Bassln Charles S.. Chlcopee, Mass. 753,249, pub. 5-7-63.

Cl. 22.

Boatbath, Inc., Los Angeles. Calif. 753.108, pub, 5-7-63.
CI. 2.

Boly Products Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 646,324, cane. CI. 12.
Hon Ami Co., The, New York, N.Y. 403,813. ren. 7-2.'J-6;i,

C\. 52.
Borg-Warner Corp.. Chicago, 111. 646,518, cane. Cl. 35.
Borske Sklo, Narodnl Po<lnlk Novy Bor, Czechoslovakia.

753,320, pub. 5-7-63. CI. 33.
Bottum, Edward W., d.b.a. Refrigeration Research, Brighton,

Mich. 646,491, cane. Cl. 31.
Bowman, A. Smith, Distillery Inc., Sunset Hills, Va., from

.Marketers Plus, Inc., d.b.a. Virginia Gentleman Gifts,
Forest, Va. 753,417, pr.b. 5-7-63. CI 46.

Bowser, Inc., Greenville, Tenn. 753.303, pub. 5-7-63. Cl.
26.

Bradley, Milton, Co., Springfield. Mass. 400.772-3, ren. 7-23-
63. CI. 22.

Bradley, Milton, Co., Springfield, Mass. 400.775 ren. 7-28-
63. Cl. 22.

Bradley, Milton, Co., Springfield. Mass. 401,182 ren. 7-23-
63. Cl. 37.

Bradley, Milton, Co., Springfield, Mass. 401,213. ren. 7-23-
63. n. 22.

Bramco, Inc.. Detroit. Mich. 753.230, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 21.
Brasserie de Kronenbourg, Ancienne Maison F, G, Hatt. Bras-

serie du Bas-Rhin, S.A., Strasbourg-CronenlK>urg, Franon.
753. .".07-9, Cl. 48,

Breier's. Marcus, Sons, New York, N.Y., to White Stag Mfg
Co., Portland, Oreg. 400,630, ren. 7-23-63. Cl. 39.

Breuil Boat Oo., Inc.. North -Miami Beach Fla. 753 480,
pub. 5-7-63. Cl 103.

Bridgestone Tire Co. Ltd., Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan. 753,-
218-20, pub. .5-7-03. Cl. 19.

Brown k Blpelow Agency, Inc., St. Paul Minn. 646.522-4.
cane. CT. 38.

Brown, L. L.. Paper Co., Adams, Mass. 753.356, pub. 5-7-
63. Cl. 37.

Brown k Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville. Ky. 753.-
204, pub. 5-7-63. CI. 17.

Broyhill Furniture Factories. Lenoir, N.C. 753.316 nub.
5-7-63. CI. 32. -

V

Brunswick Corp.. Chicago. 111. 753.274, pub. 5-21-63. Cl.

Brushmaster Saw Inc. : See

—

Rowco Mfg. Co., Inc.
Burroughs Corp.. Detroit. Mich. 753.173, pub. 5-7-63, Cl.

Buster Brown Textiles. Inc.. Wilmington. Del. 753.374
pub. ,')-7-63. CI. 39.

Butt, H. E., Grocery Co., d.b.a. H.E.B. Food Stores. Corpus
Chrlstl. Tex. 753,136. pub. 5-7-63. C\. 6.

C.\SH. Inc.. Indianapolis. Ind. 753,473. pub. 5-7-63. CI.

CBS Films. Inc. : See—
Terrytoons. Inc.

CMC. Inc.. d.b.a. Cumberland Mfg. Co.. Nashville Tenn
753.1^2. DUb. 5-7-63. Cl. 6.

"snvuie, lenn.

California Metal Enameling Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 753 -

177. pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 12.

^'"ill^" .^"'^**"*'- ^"^'- '^'**' ^'o'"''- '"*•' Y. 753.392. pub. !V-7-
63. C". 42.

Cedar-Seal Corp., The, Decherd. Tenn. 646,365, cane. <'l
16.

Change A-Card Co.. Arlington, Va. 646,656. cane CI 38
< annolene Co.. Atlanta. Ga. 7.53,540, pub. 5-7-63 n 61
Carbajal H de Cabanas y. Jersey City. N.J. and .New Y«rk'

ren 7-23!^'' Cn° 17
'^*'' ^^"^

'
*^'^™'°^«°' '^••' 168.631;

'\?3.420"I,ub'T7-?3''"""46'*""'' '"'^- ^'""^'Po""' M»nn.

'"753,250^iub"5ir-l^. L^f-22"'''''^''"^'^'^- ^ssex. England.

TM i
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Carnation Co. : See—
Carnation stock F^rm§. ,, . ,^„

Carnation Stock Farms, Seattle, Wash., to Carnation Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis. 168,862, ren. 7-23-63. CI. 1.

Carrier Corp., Syrat-use, N.Y. 646.514, cane. CI. 84.

Belleville, N.J. 753,289-90.

753,119, pub.

pub.

5-7-

pub.

Carson-Newton Corp.
1-8-63. CI. 23.

Carter's Ink Co., The, Cambridge, MasB.
63. Cl. 5.

Chain Belt Co. : See—
Duckworth Chain k Mfg. Co.

Channel Imports, Ltd. : Hee—
Imported Brands, Inc.

Chapel Hill Mfg. Co., Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 753,394
r 7_A1l PI 42

Charleu of The Rltz, Inc.. New York, N.Y. 753.386, pub. 5-7-

Cbemie Orunenthal CJ.m.b.H.. Stolberg, Rhineland, Germany.
646.380. cane. Cl. 18.

, _, ^,

Chemie Grunenthal G.m.b.H., Stolberg. Rhineland, Germany.

646.381. cane. Cl. 18. , „„ ^, ,,
Cbemway Corp.. Wayne. N.J. 753.445, pub. 5-7-63. CI. 51.

Cbop<k Fabrics. Inc.. South WlUlamBport. Pa. 646.562, cane.

Cl. 42.
Clba Corp. : See—

Society of Chemical Industry In Basle.
, „ .,_ .

Cinderella International Co., Inc., Chicago, 111. 753,457. pub.

5-7-63. Cl. 42.
Clnesell International : Hee—

Vurk, Rubin and Belport, Inc. _„ ^, „„
Clary Corp., I-Vjrt Worth, Tex. 753,297. pub. 5-<-63. C 1. 23.

Coastal Footwear Corp., Canovanas. Puerto Klco. 646.540,

cane. Cl. 39.
, „ ,

Colonial Airlines, Inc., to Eastern Airlines. Inc.. New York.
•N.Y. t)4«, 633-4, cane Cl. 105. _ ^

Colonial Bead Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 753,312. pub. 5-7-
63. Cl. 2s.

Colorado Fuel and Iron Corp., The, Denver, Colo. 783,161,

pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 7.

Colorado Milling & Elevator Co., The : See

—

Ouiar Inc. „„
Colorlure Co., McMlnnvllle. Tenn. 646,652, cane. Cl. 22.

Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.. Inc.. Hartford. Conn. 753,-

16J-6. pub. 5-7-63. Ci. 9. „ . „ «.

Columbia Pen and Pencil Co., Inc., New Hyde Park, N.Y.
753,344, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 37.

Combustion Engineering, Inc., New York, N.Y. 646.425, cane.

Cl 23
Comeau, George P., Huntington. N.Y. 646,624, cane. Cl. 52.

Comet Fire Equipment Co. : See

—

Ooodfellow. William E.
Concannon. Catherine : See

—

Forsyth, George H.
Congoleum-Nalrn Inc. : See

—

Dewey and Almy Chemical Co. . _ »
Connie's Collars Inc., San Diego, Calif. 753.113, pub. 5-7-

Consolidated Business Systems, Inc., New Brunswick, N.J.

753,343, pub 5-7-H3. Cl. 37. „.„„,„
Cook ^•aint & Varnish Co.. Kansas City. Mo. 648,279, cane.

1*^1 ft

Cornelius Wax Reflnlag Corp.. Edison, N.J. 763,146-8, pub.

5-7-63. Cl. 6.

Cosgenlc Labs. : See

—

Nethercutt Laboratories.
Coty. Inc., New Yo.k, N.l. 401,907, ren. 7-23-63.

Courtaulds Ltd.. London, England. 646,240, cane.

Cox, Wilbur B. : See—
Kings County Packing Co. . „ „„

Crane Co.. Johnstown. Pa. _753,193, pub. 6-7-«3

Cl. 51.
Cl. 1.

Cl. 13.

New York, NY. 646,631, cane. Cl.

Johnstown. NY. 753,503. Cl. 39.

Chicago. 111. 753.154. pub. 5-7-63.

753,440, pub.

753,241.

Credit Exchange. Inc
101.

Crescendoe Gloves, Inc.
Crocker Industries, Inc,

Cl. 6.

Cumberland Mfg. Co. . See

—

CMC, Inc.
Cummlskey, Joseph V., Elmlra Heights. N.Y.

5-7-63. Cl. 50.
Cunningham, Anna, d.b.a. A.F.P. Co.. Chicago. 111.

pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 21. „, „„ ^_„
Curtis. Helene. Industries. Inc., Chicago, 111. 753,452. pub.

D.J?Records, Aubiirndale, Fla. 753,339, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 36.

D-X Sunray oil <'<>. : Ne*'

Mid Contln.-nt Petroleum Corp. ,-„,„„ u
Dacar Chemical Products Co., Pittsburgh. Pa. 753.122. pub.

Darrls Products, Inc., Denver, Colo. 753,460, pub. 5-7-63.

CI 52
Davidson James A., d.b.a. Port Tackle Shop, Port Jefferson,

N.Y. 646,659, cane. Cl. 38.

Davis Mfg., Inc., Wichita. Kans. 753,280. pub. 5-7-63. Cl.

23
Davis Mont L., Jr., d.b.a. Dixie Drive-In System, Lubbock,

Tex. 753,423, pub. 5-7-63. Cl 46.

Dawnelle, Inc.. New York, N.Y. 753.381, pub. 5-7-63 CL 39.

Dayton Spice Mills Co.. The, Dayton. Ohio. 646,580. cane.

Decolsrllles, Inc., Long Beach, NY 646,330, cane Cl. 13.

Dee-Gee Enterprlsvfs, Redondo Beach, Calif. 753,46d. puD.

DentlsU' Supply Co. of New York, The, York. Pa. 753.407.

pub. 57-63. Cl. 44.

Device Development : See

—

Rhodes. Richard E. _.„„«- k k t ai
DeVllblHs Co., The. Toledo. Ohio. 753.295. pub. 5-7-63.

Dev'oe^* Raynolds Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 402.788. ren.

7-23-63. Cl. 16.

Dewey and Almy Chemical Co., Cambridge, Mass., to Congo-
leum-Nalrn Inc.. Kearney. N.J. 169,515, ren. 7-23-68.
CI. 5.

Diamond Match Co.. The. New York, N.Y. 646.816, cane.
Cl. 12.

Dickinson. Clarance B.. Highland Park, 111. 753.511. Cl. 101.

Dldee's ; See

—

^
Lewis. Clarence.

Dixie Drive-In System : See

—

Davis, Mont L., Jr.
Dole Corp., d.b.a. Hawaiian Pineapple Co.. Honolulu. Hawaii.

753,42? pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 46.
Donco Industries : See

—

Donnell, James W.
Donnell, Janus W., d.b.a. Donco Industries, Gardena. Calif.

646,406. cane. Cl. 19.

Dow Chemical Co.. The. Midland, Mich. 753,097, pub. 6-7-
63. Cl. 1.

Dow Chemical Co.. The. Midland. Mich. 758,105, pub. 6-7-
63. Cl. 8. ' ^ „ ^

Drackett Co. of Canada, Ltd., The, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
753,118j pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 4.

Dreyfus, L. A., Co., South Plalnfleld, N.J. 768,086. pub. fr-7-
83. CI 1.

Drug Research Corp.. New York. N.Y. 768,448, pub. 6-7-68.
Cl. 81.

Duckworth Chain k Mfg Co.. Springfield. Mass.. to Chain Belt

Co., West Milwaukee, Wis. 185.749, ren. 7-28-63. Cl. 28.

Dunlop Tire and Rubber Corp., Buffalo, N.Y. 768,880, pub.
5-7-63. CI. 35 ^

Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Co.. Wilmington. Del. 749.-

595, cane. Cl. 1. _ „ , ,.^
Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Co.. Wilmington, Del. 749,-

601. cor. Cl. 1. ^ r. , ,.o
Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Co., Wilmington, Del. 753,-

236, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 21. , ,
Dura Commodities Corp.. New York. N.Y. 753.159. pub. 6-7-

AQ ^1 ft

Dura-Tech Corp.. Boca Raton. Fla. 753,188. pub. 6-7-63.

Cl 12
Durban's S.p.A., Milan, Italy. 753,125. pub. 5-7-«3. Cl. 6.

Duro Ttnit Corp.. North Bergen. N.J. 750.072. cor. Cl. 21.

Dux Inc.. Burllngame, Calif. 753,318. pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 32.

Eastern Airlines, Inc. : See

—

Colonial Airlines, Inc. , _
Eastern Dehydrating Co.. Lexington. N.C. 753,168, pub. 5-(-

63. Cl. 10.

Ed-C Cards Mfg. Corp., Long Island City. N.Y. 753.245. pub.

r)-7-63. C\. 22. . , „„ .„
Ekco Products Co., Chicago, 111. 753,192. pub. 6-7-63. Cl.

13
Electro Products Co., New York. N.Y. 646.473-6. cane. Cl.

26.
Electrographic Corp.. d.b.a. Typographic Service Co.. New

York. N.Y. 753,363, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 38.

Elgeft Optical Co., Inc.. Rochester, N.Y. 646,477, cane. CI.

26.
Elon of California : See

—

Taliaferro, E. H., Mfg. Co.
Elysium Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. 783.857-8. pub. 5-7-63.

Cl. 38.
Emerson Electric .Mfg. Co.. The, St. Louis. Mo. from CS.

Electrical Motors Inc.. Los Angeles Calif. 753.494. Cl. 21.

Kmoleum (Australia) Ltd., Sydney, Australia. 646,309, cane.

Cl. 12.
Empire State Thermometer Co., Inc.. .New York. N.Y. 753.404.

pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 44.
Emser Werke. A.Q.. Domat/Ems. Switierland. 753,103. pub.

5-7-63. C^. 1.

Engelhard Industries, Inc., .Newark. N.J. 753.176. pub. 5-7-
63. Cl. 12.

Englander Co., Inc., The. Baltimore. Md. 646.250-1, cane.
Cl. 1.

Essex Bottlers : See

—

Mr. Boston Distiller Inc.
Eversharp. Inc., d.b.a. Schick Safety Raior Co., Culver City.

Calif. 703.352, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 37.

Ex parte Gaseteria, Inc. Humble OH & Refining Co.. Houston,
"Tex. 646,359. .\m. 7(d). Cl. 15.

Explosive Technology. Inc.. Santa Clara, Calif. 753.164. pub.
5-7-63. Cl. 9.

FMC Corp., Chicago, 111. 7.'^3,1»5, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 13.
F.MC Corp., from Food Miichinery and Chemical Corp., San

Jose, Calif. 75."?.278, pub. 2-19-63. Cl. 23.
Faiihill Co.. Inc., .New York, .N.Y. 646.413, cane. Cl. 22.
Falcon Alarm Co., Inc., Summit, N.J. 753,107, pub. 5-7-63.

Cl. 2.

Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktlengesellschaft, Leverkusen-Bayer-
werk, Germany. 646.241, cune. CI. 1.

Farm Fans, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. 753,321, pub. 5-7-63.
Cl. 34.

Faultless Starch Co.. Kansas City, Mo. 753.15, pub. 5-7-63.
a. 6.

Fellows Medical Mfg. Co.. Inc., Detroit, Mich. 175.49.->, ren.
7-23-63. Cl. 18.

FlI T Vac (leaner Co.: See

—

Furness, Leo G.

Flnkl, A., k Sons Co., Chicago, 111. 166,414, ren. 7-23-63.
Cl. 14.

Firestone Tire k Rubber Co., The, Akron, Ohio. 753,329. pub.
5-7-63. CI. 35.

Flrma Carl Kuhne, HamburgAltona. Germany. 646.562. cane.
Cl. 46.

First Texas Pharmaceuticals. Inc.. Etallaa. Tex. 783.216. pub.
5-7-63. Cl. 18.

Flshcatcher Halt Co., Bristol Va. 646.650, c-anc. Cl. 22.

Fisher, Leon L. Co. Inc.. Albany, N.Y. 753.310. pub. 5-7-63.
Cl. 28
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Detroit. Mich. 646,636. cane. Cl. 107.
_ . , „,

Florida Steel Corp.. Tampa. Fla. 753.185, pub. 5-7-63.

12.
Food Machinery and Chemlcml Corp. : See

—

FMC Corp.
Food Manufacturers. Inc. : See—

M. k M. Ltd.
Foods of All Nations. Inc.. Elmomt, N.Y. 646.671, cane.

46.
Forstner, Inc., Irvlngton, N.J. 646,487, cane. Cl. 28.

Florence Utt Switchboard (PBX)_.Re«;,tionl.t School., Inc., Heritaj^^House^Produy^.^nr. Jrom
8^^^^^^^^

Co., Inc..

Cl. Hess. Inc. : ^ee

—

Hess Oil k Chemical Corp. ^ „ .^ . w
Hess Oil k Chemical Corp.. from Hess, Inc., Perth Amboy,

N.J. 753,201. pub. 8-7-63. Cl. 15.

Higley Chemical Co. Dubuque, Iowa. 646,300 cane. Cl. 6.

HiS Lordship Products Co.. New York. NY. 753 499 Cl. 28.

CI. Hodgdon, B. E.. Inc.. Shawnee Mission, Kans. 753.167, pub.

Hohner. M., Inc., Hlcksville, NY. 753,342, pub. 5-7-63.

Forsyth,' George H.,"feva'nston, IIL, to Catherine Concannon. Cl. 38.
, o _ .. t^ a<.<./vm.h»., «* R«n niMrn

ex^utor of fhe eit.te of George H. Forsyth. Oak Park, 111. Home^
^^fg^»VtllV°^5"4' 5'^pub ''^?^*3.'°°Ck'i02°

'''''"'

House of Huston, Inc., Coral Gables, Fla. 646,411, cane.

Cl 22
Houie Glass Corp., Point Marlon, Pa. 753.085, pub. 6-7-68.

Cl 1
Howard P. W.. Jr., d.b.a. National Scent Co., Garden Orore,

Calif. 753,134, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 8.

Humble Oil ft Refining Co. : See

—

Ex parte Gaseterla, Inc. „ , ^, „ <>..« nrvn
Hunter Douglas Aluminum Corp., New York, N.Y. 648,800,

cane. Cl 32. ^ . „ „„ „, ,
Husky Oil Co., Cody. Wyo. 753,100 pub S^J-BS. CI. 1.

Iceland Products. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 646,582, cane. Cl.

Illinois Clay Products Co., Joliet. 111. 753.178, pub. 6-7-63.

Cl 12
Imperial Ice Cream Co.. Pasadena. Calif. 753,426, pub. 6-7-

83 CI 46
Imoorted Brands, Inc., d.b.a. Channel Imports, Ltd., Brooklyn.

NY. 753,433, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 49. ,«„,,« k
Industrial Piping Supply Co., Charlotte. N.C. 753.110, pub.

Industrial Piping Supply Co.. Chariotte, N.C. 753.197. pub.

Industrial Polychemical Service. Gardena. Calif. 763,120, pub.

5-7-63. Cl. 5.

403,056, ren. 7-23-63. Cl. 22.

Fuld Publishing Co. Inc., San Pedro. Calif. 753.260. pub.

5-7-63. Cl. 22.
Furness, Leo G.. d.b.a. FU-T-Vac Cleaner Co., Phoenix, Arli.

753.287. pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 21.
Gadger Breeders Cooperative. Richmond. Wis. 646,630, cane.

Cl. 101.
Galperin. Levi I., Havertown. Pa. 753.340. pub. 5-7-63. Cl.

36
G«mewell Co., The : See—

Bliss, E. W., Co.
Oarlock Inc., Palmyra. N.Y. 763.234, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 21.

Geigy Chemical Corp., Ardsley. N.Y. 753.208. pub. 5-7-63.

Cl. 18.
General Aniline ft Film Corp., New York. N.Y. 753,160, pub.

5-7-63. Cl. 6.

General Concrete Products. Inc.. Van Nuys. Calif. 753.174.
pub. 5-7-68. Cl. 12.

General Electric Co.. New York, N.Y. 753.300, pub. 8-7-63.

Cl. 28.
General Foods Corp. : See

—

Postum Cere«l Co., Inc.
Vermont Maple Syrup <^.. Inc.

GlaveTt>eI Societe Anonyme, Brussels, Belgium. 753,182. pub.
5-7-63. Cl. 12.

^"5^7!^.' cl"22"^-
^' ^"'- ^'"""y°' '"^

"^' ''^^'^^^' ^^ Ind;;Bt'riai Ra'w'^Materials Corp.. New York. NY. 646.361,

Golub. Simon. A Sons, Inc., Seattle, wash. 717.681, cor. a. ^^ inc.'.' Tucson, Arii. 646,468, cane. Cl. 26.

Inflight Motion Pictures. Inc., New York, N.Y. 753,4»8.

Cl 26
Inflight Motion Pictures, Inc.. New York, N.Y. 753,513.

InteVloM^ Import Co.. Inc., New York, N.Y. 646,503. cane.

Cl 32
International Business Machines Corp., New York, N.Y. 646.-

Inte^iiaHonal Pape*' Co., New York, N.Y. 7IS3.355, pub. 5-7-

International Shoe Co.. St. Louis, Mo. 753,373. pub. 5-7-63.

Cl 39
Irvlii. Jewell and Vinson Co., The. Dayton, Ohio. 646,864,

J DD Lubricants Co.. Sioux City, Iowa. 753,281, pub. 5-7-

63. Cl. 23.

28.
Goodenough Pumps Ltd., Twickenham. Middlesex, England.

646.443, oanc. Cl. 23.
Goodfellow. William £., d.b.a. Comet Fire Equipment Co.,
Haddon Heights. .N.J. 758.188. pub. 8-7-63. Cl. 6.

Goodman. George, Ltd. : See

—

Beard. KIrby, k Co. Ltd.
Goodrich, B. F. Co., The, Akron. Ohio. 753.327. pub. 8-7-63.

Cl. 35.
Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Co.. The, Akron. Ohio. 172,044, ren.

7-23-63. Cl. 38.
Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Co.. The. Akron. Ohio. 402.920. ren.

7-23-83. Cl. 37.
Grace. W. R.. ft Co.. Cambridge. Mass. 753.408. pub. 6-7-63.

Cl. 44.
Grace, W. R., ft Co., New York, NY. 646,245-6. cane. Cl. 1.

^'^ir,-^ ^ • * ^°- •'**'' '^°^^' ^"^ 753.169. pub. 6-7-63.
j ^^^ Products Co.. Brooklvn. N.Y. 646,470, cane. H 26

Or^nlt'e^vllle Co., OranltevlUe. 8.C. 753,395. pub. 6-7-63. J^^t^T ""'"''"" ""^ '
^""""^- '" '""'*'**' "*"'' '^ ^•

Gravcol'lnc.. St. Louis. Mo. 753.247. pub. 5-7-68. Cl. 22. J*""^in« Laboratories. Inc.. Auburn. NY. 646,375. cane. Cl.

^•"^^ .^•°^ ^0- ^* S"**^'- *"'^- 753.429-30. pub. 8-7-63.
jug^erinl ft Brooks Ltd.. London, England. 753,435. pub. 5-7-

753,368, pub. 5-7-
Cl. 46

Grosset ft Dunlap. Inc.. New York, N.Y
63. CI. 38

Osell, R., ft Co.. Inc. : See

—

Osell. Roland A.
Gsell. R., ft Co.. Inc. of New York. N.Y. : See—

Gsell, Roland A.
Gsell. Roland A., to R, Osell ft Co.. Inc. of New York. N.Y.,
New York. N.Y.. to R. Gsell ft Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y.
164.300, ren. 7-23-68. Cl. 27.

Gussle ft Becky. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 763.379. pub. 5-7-63.

Ojn^o VroAxxct* Inc.. Roslyn, Pa. 783,218. pub, 6-7-63.
Relty A^he^ I. d b.a. A. I. Kelty Mfg.

Cl. 18. •TEQ 401 rn "i

^^'B'ut^t'^H E''o?oce*"co Kendall Co., The, Walpole, Mass. 753,387, pub. 5-7-63. Cl.

^"11- 'S^'fJ'-^^'^' '^*'*' P-'^ucket. R.I. 753.847. pub. 5-7-
R^'^n^drlck. James R.. Co. Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa. 174.957. ren.

Hamilton Mfg. Co., Two Rivers. Wis. 401.889. ren. 7-23-63.
Kepe^"*5i;pmlcal Corp. : See—

an r*i 40

Juvenile Shoe Corn of America. The. Aurora, Mo. 174.110.

ren. 7-23-63. Cl. 39. ^ ,.«„.o v
KVP Sutherland Paper Co., Kalamazoo. Mich. 763.346, pub.

eiy /JO f^y OT

K and R. Inc.. Hastings, Nebr. 753,415, pub. 5-7-63. Cl.

Kaufman, William J., Monroe, Mich. 646,402, cane. Cl. 19.

Kelly Farquhar k Co., Tacoma, Wash. 646,673, cane. ( 1.

46.
Kelty, A. I.. Mfg. Co. : See

—

Kelty. Asher I. ^ „, ^ , ^ ,.,- ' '- "'- Co., Glendale, Calif.

Cl. 24.
Hamilton Watch Co.. Lancaster. Pa. 753.228. pub. 6-7-63

CI. 21

"'p^V'i'a "^,^ri"""^ ^°' W'»"o''-8«'>*'»>- N C. 753.391. pub.
Klmberly-cTirk Corp". -See

Mathes. Klrke H. ^. ^ „,.
Kiml>erlv-Clark Co.. to Kimberly-Clark Corp.. Neenah, Wis.

170.3:50-2. ren. 7-23-63. Cl. 37.

6-7-68. Cl. 42.
Hanover Canning Co., Hanover, Pa. 753,421. pub 3-19-63.

Cl. 46.
Hansen, F. Louie R.. d.b a. Hansen ft Hansen Lumber Co.,

Council Bluffs, Iowa. 646.683. cane. Cl. 108.
Hansen ft Hansen Lumber Co. : See

—

Hansen, F. Lo'iie R.
Harris ft Mallow Products. Inc.. Farmlngdale. N.J. 753,306.

pub. 5-7-63 Cl 27.
Hawaiian Pineapple Co. : See

—

Do'e Corn.
Hay Market Mills. Nashville. Tenn. 648 563. cane. Cl. 46.

Hay Market Mills. Nashville, Tenn. 646,564, cane. Cl. 46.

Haves, Truman, ft Co. Insurance Agency, Inc., Boston, Mass.
753,512 Cl. 102.

753,112, pub. 5-7-63.

753,188, pub. 5-7-63.

753,953, pub. .5-7-83.

Kimberly-Clark Co.

Kimberiy-Clark Corp., Neenah. Wis.
Cl. 2.

Klmlwrly-Clark Corp., Neenah. Wis.
Cl. 12.

Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis.
Cl 37 *

King Fisher Products, Milllngton. Tenn. 753,162, pub. 6-7-
63. a. 7. „ ^

Klnes County Packing Co.. Annona. Calif., to Wilbur B. Cox.
d.b.n. Kings Food Products. San Francisco. Calif. 173.34<5.

ren. 7-23-63. Cl. 46.

Kings Food Products : See—
Kings County Packing Co.

Hell. Ruth M.. Cleveland. N. Dak. 753.388. pub. 5-7-63. Kirby. Block k <o.. Inc., New York, NY. 753,366, pub. 5-7-

Cl. 42. 63. Cl. ^.
Helsdorf ft Nelson Farms, Inc., Houghton, Wash. 753,102. Klein. Joseph M.. Inc., New York, NY. 646,668, cane. Cl.

pub. 5-7-63. Cl 1. 39.

Henderson J L., d.b a J. L Henderson ft Co.. San Francisco. Klein. S.. Dei>artraent Stores. Inc., New York. .N.Y. 753.255,

Calif. 646,587, cane. Cl. 46. Pub. 5-7-68. Cl. 22.

Henderson J L ft Co : See

—

Klopstoek ft Samson Mfg. Co., San Carlos, Calif. 683,939.
Henderson. J. L. oanc. Cl. 19.
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Kondo Electrical InduatrUil Co. Ltd.. Tokyo, Japan. 753.283,

KoDlfn.'^^^a^maClty. Fla. 763.484, pub. 5-7-«8. CI.

Kramer Brothers. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 753.378. pub. 5-7-63.

CI 39
Kramer' VVUllam V.. d.b.a. Pedellte Products, Boaton. Masa.

753.206. pdb. 5-7-63. CI. 18.

Lafayette I'harmacal Co.. The. to Lafayette Pharmacal, Inc.,

Lafayette. Ind. 169.6i3. ren. 7-23-63. CI. 18.

I^fayette Pharmacal. Inc. : See—
Lafayette Chemical Co.. The. . , «„ r~^

La Maur, Inc.. MloneapoUa, Minn. 753,442, pub. 5-7-63. CI.

Lander Co.. Inc., d.b.a. Loveland. New York. N.Y. 753.448,

LanderjTtWy * Cpark. New York. N.Y. 172,010. ren. 7-23-

Landon. inc.. North Hollywood. Calif. 646.488. cane CI. 23.

Lane. Murlal. Inc.. St. Loula, Mo. 753,126, pub. 5-7-68. CI. «.

Layaon. Alfrt-d Malcolm. Waukegan, 111. 753.252, pub. 5-7-

Lelpiig 4Llppe, Inc., New York. N\Y. 753,490. CI. 2

Lea Uslnes de Melle. Deux Sevreti. France. 753.123, pub. 5-7-

Leve'r lirotheru Co.. New York. N.Y. 646,686. cane. CI. 46.

Lewli Clarence, d.b.a. Dldee'a. Opelouaaa, La. 646.579, cane.

CI. 46.
Lllbry Blochem Laboratorlea. Inc. : See—

LUbry Blo-Chem Laboratories, Inc.

Lllbry Bio chem Laboratories, Inc., d.b.a. Lllbry Blochem
Laboratorlea. Inc., Arcadia, Calif. 753.150. pub. 5-7-63.
f*l ft

Lipton. Alexander, Van Nuyg. from Alexander Llpton. Inc.,

Los Angeles. Calif. 753,502. CI. 39.

Lipton. Alexander. Inc. : iiee—
Llpton, Alexander. ^ _,_ „^_

Litton. Industries, Inc.. Beverly HUls. Calif. 753.230, pub.
5-7-63. CI. 21. ^ ,

Losan. Hugh H.. d.b.a. Logan Mfg. Co., to The Logan Mfg.

CO. Oleudale. Ca'If. 401.545, ren. 7-23-63. CI. 13.

Logan Mfg Co., The : Set—
Logan, Hugh U.

Ltoveland ; See

—

Lander Co.. Inc. _ .„
Lussler. Leonard L.. Norwalk. Calif. 753,273. pub. 5-7-63.

CI 22.
M & D Store Fixturea. Inc.. Industry. Calif. 753.318, pub.

5-7-63. CI. 32.
M & M. Ltd., Newark. N.J.. to Food Manufacturers. Inc..

Hackettsfown, N.J. 401.503. ren. 7-23-63. CI. 46.

MacDonald. William. & Sons (Biscuits) Ltd.. Glasgow. Scot-

land. 646.598-9. cane. CI. 46.
Machine-O-Matick, Inc.. Evanston. 111. 753.240. pub. 5-7-68.

CI. 21.
.MacmUlan Ring-Free (HI Co., Inc.. Los Angeles, C^lif. 753,-

156. pub 5-7-63. CI. 6.

Mallory Randal Corp., Brooklyn. N.Y. 646,258. cane. CI. 2.

Manhattan Marine & Electric Co.. Inc., New York. N.Y. 753,-

242, pub. 6-7-63. CI. 21.
Market Forge Co., Everett, Mass. 763,225, pub. 5-7-63. CI.

19.
Marketers Plus. Inc. : Bee—

Bowman. A. Smith. Distillery Inc.
Martln-Senoui Co., The, Chicago, III. 646,366. cane. CI. 16.

Martin's Feed MUU, Inc., New Paris. Ind. 753,418-19, pub.
5-7-63. Cl. 46.

Marton Freres. Inc., Long Island City, N.Y. 753,465, pub.
5-7-63. Cl. 52.

Maryland Cup Corp., Owlngs Mills, Md. 763,111, pub. 5-7-

Marx, Loiila, & Co., Inc., New York. NY. 753.256. pub. 6-7-
63. Cl 22.

Mathes. Kirke B.. d.b.a. The Unl-Lak Co.. Batavla. NY., to
Kepec Chemical Corp.. West Allls. Wis. 166,199. ren. 7-23-
63. Cl. 16.

Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif. 753,254. pub. 6-7-63. Cl.

22. \
Mattel. Inc., Hawthorne, Calif., from Royal Doll Mfg. Co., Inc.,

New York, N.Y. 753.251. pub. 7-10-62. ClT22.
Maurice Ducastalng, Paris, Seine. France. 6J16.678, cane.

Cl. 49.
May Department Stores Co., The, New York, NY. 768,223,

pub 5-7-63. Cl. 19.
May Hosiery Mills, NashTllle. Tenn. 172.215, ren. 7-28-63.

Cl 39
McCandless Corp., The, New York, N.Y. 646,444. cane. Cl.

23.
McCann Products Co. : See

—

McCann, Robert F.
McCann, Robert F., d.b.a. McCann Products Co., Pomiwno

Beach, Fla. 753,210. pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 18.

McCrorj- Corp.. New York. N.Y. 753 385. pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 40.

McDonald Products Corp., to McDonald Products Corp..

Buffalo. N.Y. 401.796. ren. 7-23-63. Cl. 8.

McHutchlson * Co.. Ridgefleld. N.J. 753.286. pub. 5-7-63.
Cl. 23.

McKay Chemical Co.. Inc. : See-
McKay Co

McKay Co.. New York. N.Y.. to McKay Chemical Co. Inc.,

Brooklyn. N.Y. 170,751. ren. 7-23-63. Cl. 6.

McKesson k Robblns. Inc., New York, NY. 753.434. pub.
5-7-63. Cl. 49.

Mead Corp.. The. Dayton. Ohio. 753.348, pub. 6-7-63. Cl. 37.

Medical Economics. Inc., Oradell, N.J. 753,369, pub. 5-7-63.

Cl. 38.

B^gdlcone Co., Inc., New York. NY. 309,074. cor. Cl. 18.

Meillng. John C . d.b.a. Mlcrls Distributing Co., ProTO, UUb.
763,495. Cl. 22.

Melnecke It Co., lac. New York. N.Y. 768.808, pub. 6-7-63.
Cl. 44.

MelTllle Sho« Corp., New York, N.Y. 170,485, ren. 7-28-68.
Cl. 89.

Merck k Co^ Inc., Rahway, NJ. 646,392, cane. Cl. 18.

Meyercord Co.. The, Chicago, 111. 758,865, pub. 5-7-68.
cl 88

Michigan Tool Co., Detroit, Mich. 758,137, pub. 5-7-63.
Cl. 6.

Mlckel, Joseph, k Son. Monroe. La. 646.542, cane. Cl. 39.

Mlcrls Distributing Co. : See

—

Meillng, John C. , . .„
Mid-Continent Corp.. Memphis, Tenn. 753,472, pub. 5-7-68.

Mldcontlnent Map Co.. The, Tulsa, Okla. 763,380, pub. 5-7-
68. Cl. 88. . ^ „

Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp., by merger and change of name
to Sunray Mid-Continent Oil Co., to D-X Sunray Oil Co.

Sunray DX Oil Co., Tulsa, Okla. 647,008. Am. 7(d).

Mldjley, Charles W., Sacramento, Calif. 646,690, cane. Cl.

Mldsal, Inc., New York. N.Y. 753,424, pub. 6-7-63. Cl. 46.

Mid-States Corp.. Union City. Mich. 646.408, cane. Cl. 19.

Mid-West BottI? Cap Co.. Belvldere. 111. 646,255, cane. Cl. 2.

Miller Laboratories, Inc., New York, N.Y. 646,372, cane.

Cl 18
Miller Laboratories, Inc., New York, N.Y. 646.878, cane.

Cl 18
Miller Laboratories, Inc., New York, N.Y. 646,374, cane.

Cl. 18.
Millers Forge Mfg. Corp. See-

Premier Cutlery. Inc. ^ . , .-
Mllner Hotels. Inc.. Detroit. Mich. 753,469, pub. 5-7-63.

Cl 100
Milton Co., The, El Segundo, Calif. 753,461. pub. 5-7-63.

Minaret Records. Inc.. \ al Paralso, Fla. 758,341, pub. 5-7-

Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co.. St. Paul. Minn. 753.089.

Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co., St. Paul, Minn. 401,403.

Mi'nute Maid Corp., New York, N.Y. 646,566, cane. Cl. 46.

Miracle Adhesive* Corp., Bellmore, N.Y. 753,187. pub. 6-7-

Mr. Boston Distiller Inc., d.b.a. Baaex Bottlers, Boston, Mass.

753 432. pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 49.
, „ ^^^ ._^

Mohasco Industries, Inc., Amsterdam. N.Y. 646,654, cane.

Moller* J. D., Optlsche Werke Q.m.b.H., Wedel, Holsteln, Ger-

many. 646,479. cane. Cl. 26
Moore Bualness Forms, Inc., Niagara Falls, N.Y. 763,854,

Mornlnast^r-Palsley, inc.. New York, N.Y. 783.425. pub.

Morton. Harry B.. d.b.a. Parfums Dlikard, New York, NY.

mS?Vnc^miUy^a^. M^adUon. Wis. 753.477, pub. 6-7^3.

Cl 102
Narr'agansett Brewing Co., Cranston, R.I. 346,096, cane. Cl.

48
National Association of Plumbing Contractors. National As-

sociation of Plumbing Heating Cooling Contractors, Wash-
ington, D.C. 694.713. Am 7((1). Cl.^00.^

, ^ ^

National Association of Plumbing Heating-Cooling Contrac-

tors : See

—

National Association of Plumbing Contractors.

National Cash Register Co.. The. Dayton. Ohio. 768.349. pub.

National Child Evangelism Fellowship of U.S.A.. Grand Rap-

Ids, Mich. 753,487. pub. 5-7-63. a 2()0.

National Guard Products, Inc., Memphis, Tenn. 758,441, pub.

!V-7-63. Cl. 50. ^„ ,,„ ^^^ w X -
National Laborsitories, Inc., Chicago, 111. 768.456, pub. 5-i-

63 Cl 52
National Plastic Products Co., Inc., Odenton. Md. 753,104,

pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 1.

National Sceat Co. : Bee—
National Welding tlqulpment, Richmond, Calif. 402.892, ren,

7-28-63. Cl. 84.
Nelson Tool Works : Bee—

Nelson, W. T. ^ „
Nelson W. T.. d.b.a. Nelson Tool Worka, Houston, Tex. 646,-

608, cane. Cl. 34. , ^ „ „
Nethercutt Laboratories, d.b.a. Cosgenic Labs., Hollywood,

Calif 753,464, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 52. ^, _ ^ ^^^
New England Provision Co., Inc., Boston, Mass. 753,422, pub.

5-7-68. Cl. 46. „ „ . . ^
Nocona Leather Goods Co., Nocona, Tex. 753,246. pub. 5-(-

63. Cl. 22. .

Norqulst Products, Inc., Jameatown, N.Y. 758,317, pub. 5-7-

North American Tile Corp., Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 7.'>3,-

184, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 12.

North (Jarollna Egg Marketing Association, Inc., The, Raleigh.

N.C. 753,505. Cl. 46.
Norton k McElroy Produce, Inc. : See—

Weataide Farms.
Nutrena Mills, Inc. : See—

Cargill, Inc.
Nypac, Inc., EUxabeth, N.J. 753,138, pub. 6-7-63. Cl. 6.

Nypac, Inc., Elisabeth, N.J. 758,142, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 6.

Nypac Inc. Ellxabeth, N.J. 753.151-3, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 6.

O. K Rubber Welders, Inc.. Littleton, Colo. 753,200, pub.
5-7-63. CT. 15.

O. K. Rubber Welders, Inc., Littleton, Colo. 753,326. pub.
5-7-68. Cl. 35.

O. K. Rubber 'Welders, Inc., Littleton, Colo. 758,338-7. put>.

6-7-63. Cl. 86.
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Oklahoma Publishing Co.. The, OkUhoma City, OkU. 170,045.

Old'Re^l^^W^^Oaruidge Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. 763,168, pub.

Clin Mathleson' Chemical Corp.. New York. N.Y. 753.215.

Omar*'l^^."o^ah^; Nebr.. to The Colorad^ Milling * Elevator

Co.. Denver. Colo. 401,711. ren. 7-23-63. jCli,*» „ „
Osmose Wood Preserving Co. of America. Inc.. Buffalo, N.Y.

753.140. pub. 5-7-63. Ci. 6.

Oilte Corp. : See

—

Paco^T^ftl?«cS.^ Richmond. Calif. 753.175. pub. 5-7-63.

Paneleather Corp., The, Cleveland, Ohio. 646.310, cane. Cl.

12.
Papeleras Reunldas. S.A. : See

—

Sobrlnos De R. Abad Santonja. „.<,„„, /^,

Paper Novelty Mfg. Co.. Stamford, Conn. 646,607, cane. Cl.

Parfums Dlnard : See

—

Park?°Davis"*"c'o®' Detroit, Mich. 753.207. pub. 5-7-63.

Parker-Hannifln Corp.. Cleveland. Ohio. 753.196, pub. 5-7-

Patio Party i'roducts. Inc., Marahall, Tex. 753,099, pub. 5-7-

Pa^u^ker^Brithers, New York, N.Y 750,222, cor. Cl. 39.

Pearson, Anthony P., d.b.a. Pearson Enterprises, Seattle,

Wash. 753,257, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 22.

Pearson Enterpris**8 : See

—

Pearson, Anthony P.

Pedellte Products : See

—

Kramer, William V.
Pendleton k Sons : See—

Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. 753.261-71,

pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 22. ^, ^„
Pepperell Mfg. Co.. Boston. Mass. 646,551 cane. Cl. 42

Per/ect Power Corp.. Chicago, III. 646.357 cane. Cl. 15

Perrotts Ltd.. Manchester, England. 7.53,483, pub. 6-7-63.

Cl 106
Personal

" Beauty Institute, New York, NY. 646,640, cane.

Cl 2
Phillips Screw Co., East Boston, Mass. 753,189-90, pub. 5-7-

Phillips Screw Co., East Boston, Mass. 753,279, pub. 5-7-63.

Cl 28
Pierce, R H. Mfg. Co. Eugene, Oreg. «H6,341, cane O 13.

Pikes Peak Plastics. Inc.. Colorado Springs. Colo. 753,301-2,

pub. 6-7-63. Cl. 26.
Pittsburgh Plate Giaas Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 646,328, cane.

Cl 12
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. .- 753,094, pub.

Pittsburgh Plate Olaaa Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 758,101, pub.

5-7-63. Cl. 1. ^, ,„
Plough, Inc., Memphis, T.-nn. 646.377, cane. Cl. 18.

Pollak Luminescent Corp., Chicago. 111. 646,266. cane. a. 4.

Pope k Talbot Inc.. San Francisco, Calif. 763,180-1. pub.

5-7-63. Cl. 12.

Port Tackle Shop : See

—

Davidson, James A. ^ . „
Porter, H. K., Co., Int., Pittsburgh, Pa. 753,183, pub. 5-7-

no f2\ 12
Porter, H. K.. Co., Inc., Pittsburgh. Pa. 753,325, pub. 6-7-68.

Cl. 35.
Portland Federal Savings and Loan Association, Louisville,

Ky. 763,476, pub. 5-7^3. Cl. 102.

Poston Brick k Concrete Products Co., Springfield, 111. 646,-

320, cane. Cl. 12.
. ,.. . ^ ,

Postum Cereal Co., Inc.. Battle Creek Mich., to General
Foods Corp.. White Plains, N.Y. 170,863, ren. 7-23-68.

Potter instrument Co., Inc., Plalnvlew, N.Y. 763,227, pub.

Powder Weld, Inc.. Brooklyn. N.Y. 763.092. pub. 6-7-63.

Cl 1

Powell "Muffler Co., Inc., Chicago, 111. 753,283, pub. 5-7-63.

Cl 28
Premier Cutlery, Inc . to Millers Forge Mfg. Corp., New York,

N.Y. 168,713, ren. 7-23-63. Cl. 44. «.. „„«,
Prisma Products Corp., New Orleans, La. 646,368, cane.

Prismo Safety Corp., Huntingdon. Pa. 753,203, pub. 5-7-63.

C*1 1

A

Procter * Gamble Co., The, Cincinnati, Ohio. 753,462, pub.

Professional Veterinary Services, Inc., Miami. Fla. 646,657,

Program Aids Co., Inc., The, Tnckahoe, N.Y. 646,602, cane.

Prosser Industries. Inc., Anaheim, Calif. 753,287, pub. 5-7-

63 Cl 23
Public Relations Research Service, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa. 753,-

471, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 101. ^., ^ « ... »

Publishers Newsnaper Syndicate, from Publishers Syndicate.

Chicago, 111. 753,361, pub. 3-6-63. Cl. 38.

Publishers Syndicate : Bee—
Publishers Newspaper SyndlMte. ,,„,^„ . ._„,

Puma Corp., East Farmlngdale, NY. 753,149, pub. 5-7-63.

Pu^^due Frederick Co.. The, New York, NY. 753,214, pub.

Purex Corp Ltd. d.b.a. Turco Products, Inc, Wilmington

Calif 753,466, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 52. ^ . , ^, r^, aa
Quest. Inc.. Maribn, Ind. 753.403. Pub.,5-7-63. Cl. 44

Qulnn K J., k Co., Inc., Maiden, Mass. 753,117, pub. 5-7-

68. Cl. 4.

753,202, pub. 5-7-

753,277, pub. 6-7-

753,319, pub. 5-7-

753,449, pub.

Raab-Meyerhoft, M. H., Co., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa. 768,889.

pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 42.
Radiator Specialty Co., Charlotte, N.C.

63. Cl. 16.
Ramlllon, Rene, Grenoble (Isere), France.

63. Cl. 22.
Ramlllon, Rene, Grenoble (Isere), France.

63. Cl. 32. ^, „ ^
Rapidol Distributing Corp., Garden City, N.Y.

RawUngs Sporting Goods Co., St. Louis, Mo. 753,248, pub.

Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc., Passaic, N.J. 753,331, pub. 5-7-

63. Cl. 35
Refrigeration Research : See

—

Bottum, Edward W. « u w v aaa aoh
Regina Sewing Machine Corp., New York, NY. 646,426,

Reiftner, Maurice, Inc., New York, NY. 646,616. cane. Cl.

51
Republic Foil k Metal Mills, Inc., Danbury, Conn. 646,350,

cane Cl 14
Research Chemicals, Inc., Fort Worth, Tex. 758,133, pub.

Rhino-Sole Ltd., Beckenham, England. 400,400, ren. 7-23-

63 Cl 5
Rhodes, Richard E., d.b.a. Device Development, Phoenix, Arts.

753.294, pub 5-7-63. Cl. 23. ,^ „.„.„„ r^, 00
Rlalto Shoe Co. Inc.. New York, NY. 6*6.533 "nc Cl. 39.

Rlcordl G 4 C, S.p.A. Milano, Italy. 753,500. Cl. 36.

Rlker Laboratories, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. 646,385, cane.

Cl. 18.
Roma Macaroni Co. : Bee—

Roma Macaroni Factory.
Roma Macaroni Factory, d.b a. Roma Macaroni Co., San Fran-

cisco, Calif. 753.414. pub. 4-16-63 Cl 46. ».«,..
Rose, Phil, of California. Inc.. Los Angeles. Calif. 646,144,

Rom. Amy, 'inc., Bartow. Fla. 753.377 pub 5-7-63. Cl. 39.

Rous Laboratories. Inc.. New York. NY. 753.455. pub. 5-7-

Rowco Mfg Co., Inc., d.b.a. Brushmaster Saw, Inc., Keene,

N H. 646.463, cane. Cl. 23.

Royal Doll Mfg. Co., Inc. : See

—

Mattel. Inc.
Ryolex Corp. (Champaign, 111.

111. 646.307. cane. Cl. 10.

and Silbrieo Corp., Chicago,

Sana, Clement P., Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 753,437, pub.

Sak;^4®Co..^New^ York, NY. 753,375, pub 5-7-63. Cl. 39.

Salada-Shlrriff Horsey Ltd., Don Mills, Ontario, Canada.

75.^ 410-11, pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 46. ^ „ ,

San Jose Canning Co , to San Jose Canning Co., San Jose,

Calif. 175.801, ren 7-23-63. Cl. 48^ 7,0 Rn« n 07
San Martina Wines, Inc., Yonkers, NY.

,J53.506.
Cl. 27.

Savage Laboratories, Inc., Houston, Tex. 753,212, pub. 5-7-

Scarne. John, Games, Inc., Falrvlew, N.J. 646,422, cane.

Cl 22
Schattner. Meyer, New York, NY. 753,371, pub. 5-7-63.

Cl Qfi

Scherer R. P.. Corp. Detroit. Mich. 753,489. Cl. 2.

Schick Safety Razor Co. : See

—

SchneUp"s»e'?fabrfk Koenltt ft Bauer A.-Q.. Wuenburg, Ger-

many. e46,4.'52, cane. Cl. 23.

Schuler Chocolates, Inc.. Winona. Minn. 646.567. cane. tl.

46
.Schnlze and Bureh Biscuit Co.. Chicago. 111. 646,600, cane.

Scott Walter, Inc.. Miami, Fla. 753,447, pub. 5-7-flS.Cl. 51.

Screw Machine ProducU Co.. Portland, Oreg. 646,509, cane.

Cl. 34.
Seabonrd Seed Co., Inc. : See—

Herltaee House Products. Inc.

Sears. Roebuck and Co., Chicago, 111 «46.65^ cane. Cl. 84.

Sears. Roebuck and Co.. Chicago, 111. 753,114, pub. 5-7-63.

Cl 3
Selb^rline Rubber Co.. Barberton, Ohio. 753,838, pub. 5-7-

SeeaiofT. j. ft Sons, Inc., Boston, Mass. 763,311, pub. 5-7-63.

C\ 28*

Seward 'Lueenije Mfg. Co., Inc.. Petersburg. Va. 753,116,

Shamba'i'w^S.^'&^ro.. Culver City, Calif. 753,129. pub.
m ^ (K'i C^\ ft

Shaw EJitha* A., d.b.a. Mrs. Lyman W. Shaw. Pocatello.

Idaho. 753.413. pub. 5-7-63. Cl. 46.

Shaw. Mrs. Lyman W. : See

—

Shaw. Elltha A. „, .,„ ^,00
Shawnee Mfg. Co.. Inc., Topeka, Kans. 64fi 459 fTinc. Cl. 28.

Shelby Seimless H<>siery Mills. Inc., Shelby, N.C. 753.376.

pub. .V7-63. CT. 39. ,,„ ^„„ ,. . ^
Sigma Kapoa Sorority, Indianapolis, Ind. 758,486, pub. 0-7-

63. Cl. 200.
SUbrlco Corp. : See

—

Rvolex Corn., and Sllbrlco Corp.
Sinclair Petrochemicals. Ii.r.. from Texas Butadiene ft CTiem-

Ical Corp.. New York. N.Y 7.53.091. pub. .'V-7-63. Cl. 1.

Sing'e Sideband Amateur Radio Association. New i ork. N.Y.

753.370. pub. 5-7-63. C\. 38.

Sjostrom Automations, Inc.. Boca Raton. Fla. 753.292. fnb.
5-7-63. Cl. 23.

Smith. G. E.. Inc.. Pittsburgh, Pa. 753,093, pub. 5-7-63.

Cl. 1.

Snyder W. H. and Sons Inc., Windsor. Pa. 753.206. pub.
5-7-63. Cl. 17.

.Sobrlnos I>e R. Abad Santonja, to Papeleras Reunldas, S_A.,

Alcoy. Spain. 168,70^ ren. 7-23-63. O. 8.
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Parip, France. 753,383, pub. 5-7-63. CI.

753,396, pub. 5-7-63.Paris, France.

In Basle, Basel, Switzerland,
N.y. 398,004, ren. 7-23-63.

Calif. 753,470. pub. 5-7-68.

Brookfleld, \VU. 753,288,

646,667, cane.

Falls, Iowa

Inc.,Co..

111.

from

753,194, pub.

Hillside, N.J.

5-7-63.

646,399,

169,351, ren. 7-23-63. CI. 12.

S andard Toykraft Products,

pub. 5-7-63.

75,504.
646,376,

CI. 42.
cane. CI.

pub.

West

West

18.

b.a.

CI,

Studio
51.

Qirl, Olendale,

N.Y. 753,172. pub. 5-7-63.

Sortete Rhodlaceta,
39.

Soclete Rhodldceta.
CI. 43.

Society of Chemical InJudtry
to Clba Corp.. New Xork,
CI. 6.

Southwestern Talc Corp. : See-

Bell Clay Co.
Space General Corp., Glendale,

CI. 100.
Speaker Sortatlon Systems, Inc.

pub. 5-7-6b. CI. 25.

Sport-Wear Hosiery MUU, Inc., Etowah, Tenn.
CI 39

Spra'yway, Inc.. Chicago. 111., d.b.a. Tru-Plne Co.. Chicago, 111.

753,467. pub. 5-7-63. ( 1. 52.

Staley Marine Inc.. d.b.a. Staley Tackle Co.. Fort Wayne. Ind.

64«.418. cane. CI. 22.

Staley Tackle Co. : tiee—
Staley Marine Inc.

Standard Mfg. Co.. Cedar
CI. 13.

Standard Merchandising
cane. CI. 18.

Standard Oil Co.. Chicago.
Standard Toykraft, Inc.

Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. 750,199, cor. CI. 37.

Standard Toykraft Products, Inc. : See—
Standard Toykraft, Inc.

Stein Bros. Mfg. Co.. Chic-ago, 111. 753,115,
CI. 3.

Stenso Lettering Co., Inc.. Baltimore, Md. 753,345,
5-7-63. CI. 61.

Stern Dental Laboratory Co., Houston. Tex. 753,510. CI. 62.

Stevens, J. P., & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 753,130, pub. 5-7-
63. CI. 6.

Stone. Hairy D.. d.b.a. Summit Products, Uniontown, Pa.

646,515, cane. CI. 34.
Strathmore Paper Co., to Strathmore Paper Co. Inc.

Springfield, Mass. 403.151-2. ren. 7-23-63. CI. 37.

Strathmore Paper Co., to Strathmore Paper Co.. Inc.

Springfield. Miss. 403.509. ren. 7-23-63. CI. 37.

Strathmore Paper Co.. Inc. : See

—

Strathmore Paper Co.
Stretehnit. Inc.. New York. NY.
Stuart Co., The. Pasadena, Calif.

Studio Girl : 8ft—
Studio Girl-Hollywood. Inc.

Studio Olrl-Holiywood. Inc., d
Calif. 753,453-4, pub. 5-7-63.

Summit Products : Sec-
Stone, Harry D.

Sun Chemical Corp., New York,
CI. 11.

Sun Kokl Kabushiki Kai!*ha (Engli«h Style Sun Optical Co.).

Ichlkawa-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan. 646,471, cane. CI. 26.

Sunbeam Corp.. Chicago. 111. 753.305, pub. 5-7-6'3. C*l. 27.

Sun ray DX Oil Co. : See

—

Mld-Contlnent Petroleum Corp.
Sunrav Mid-Continent OL Co. : See—

Mld-Contlnent Petroleum Corp.
Susquehanna Broadeastiag Co., York, Pa. 753,485, pub.

63. CL 107.
Swain, hrank Edward, Leicester, England. 753,191,

5-7-«3. CI. 13.
Swanson's Cookie Co. : See

—

Archway Cookies, Inc.
Sylvanla Jewelry Co., New York, N.Y. 753,309, pub. 5-7-63.

CI. 28.
Tabin, Adrian, Corp., Chicago, 111. 753,384, pub. 6-7-68. 01.

39.
Taliaferro, E H., Mfg. Co., d.b.a. Blon of California, San

Diego, Calif. 646.«tlo. cane. CI. 39.

Taylor, Albert, d.b.a. Various Products Co., Detroit, Mich.
753.296. pub 5-7-63. CI. 23.

Telefonaktlebolaget L M Ericsson. Stockholm. Sweden. 753.-
238-9. pub. 6-7-63. CI. 21.

Terrytoons, Inc., New Rochelle. NY., to CBS Films.
New York, N.Y. 401,757, ren. 7-23-63. CI. 88.

Teweles, L.. Seed Co., Milwaukee. Wis. 753,090, pub.
63. CI. 1. _ „

Texacone Co., The, Dallas, Tex. 763,328, pub. 5-7-68.
35.

Texas Butadiene & Chemical Corp. : See—
Sinclair Petrochemicals, Inc.

Thoroughbred Racing Associations of the United States, Inc.,

New York, N.Y. 753,468, pub. 6-7-63. CI. 100.
Tile Council of America. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 738,473, cane.

CI. 12.
Tllkin, Harry, d.b.a. Tilkln's Shoe Store, Charlestown, Mass.

753,372, pub. 5-7-63. CI. 39.
Tilkln's Shoe Store : See

—

Tllkin. Harry.
Tip-Top Products Co.. Omaha, Nebr.
Trail-O-Porch and Mobile Rooms, Inc.,

cane CI 12.
Trlbotron Corp.. Petaluma. Calif.

CI. 34.
True Mfg. Co.. Inc.. St. Louis, Mo.

CI. 81.
Trump Engineers Ltd . from Trump

753.291, pub. 4-16-63. CI. 23.

Trump Ltd. : See

—

Trump Engineers Ltd.

Tru-Plne Co. : See

—

Sprayway, Inc.

Turco Products, Inc. : See

—

Purei Corp., Ltd.

5-7-

pub.

Inc.,

&-7-

01.

646,641, cane.
,
Toledo. Ohio.

768,322, pub.

753,313, pub.

01. 8.

646,311,

6-7-63.

5-7-63.

Ltd., Oliver, Canada.

Turner Hall Corp.. New York. N.Y. 758,401. pub. 6-7-68.
01. 44.

Tye Enterprises, Cheyenne, Wyo. 763,496. 01. 22.
Typographic Service Co. : See—

filectrographic Corp.
Unl-Lak Co., The: See—

Mathes, Klrke B.
Union Bag-Camp Paper Corp., New York, N.Y. 768,861, pub.

6-7-68. 01. 87.
Union Bag-Camp Paper Corp.. New York, N.Y. 758,406, pub.

5-7-63. CI. 44
Union Tank Car Co., Chicago, 111. 768,814, pub. 6-7-43.

01. 81.
United Carbon Co. Inc., (Maryland) : See

—

United Carbon Co., Inc.
United Carbon Co., Inc.. to United Carbon Co. Inc., (Mary-

land), Charleston, W. Va. 346,259, cane. 01. 6.

United Feature Syndicate, Inc., New York, N.Y. 768,362,
pub. 6-7-63. 01. 38.

United Industrial Syndicate, Inc.. The, Portland, Maine. 768,-

298, pub. 5-7-63. CI. 23.
United Merchants and Manufacturers, Inc., New York, N.Y.

763.390. pub 5-7-63. 01. 42.
U.S. Cllmatronlc Corp., Northvale, N.J. 758,406, pub. 6-7-

63. 01. 44.
United States Department of The Army, Washington, D.C.

753.488, pub. 5-7-63. 01. A.
U.S. Electrical Motors Inc. : See

—

Emerson Electric Mfg. Co., The.
United States Playing Card Co., The : See

—

United States Printing Co., The.
United States Printing Co.. The. to The United States Play-

ing Card Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio. 23,782, ren. 7-28-63. 01.

22.
United States Ruuber Co., New York, NY. 402,282, ren.

7-23-63. 01. 6.

United States Rubber Co., New York, NY. 758,332, pub. 6-7-
63. 01. 35.

Universal Chemicals Corp., Central Falls. R.I. 753,143-4,
pub. 5-7-63. 01. 6.

Universal TraMer Corp., North Bergen, N.J. 753,224, pub.
5-7-63. 01. 19.

Valley Chemical Co., Greenville, Miss. 763,157, pub. 4-30-
63. 01. 6.

Various Products Co. : See

—

Taylor. Albert.
Venn, Ruth L. : See

—

Archway Cookies. Inc. ^,
Ventilating Products Corp., Austin, Tex. 646,512, cane. 01.

34.
Verniont Maple Syrup Co., Inc., Essex Junction, Vt., to Gen-

eral Foods Corp., White Plains. N.Y. 168,655, ren. 7-23-

63. 01. 46.
Vernco Corp., Columbus, Ind. 763,323, pub. 5-7-63. 01. 84.

Virginia Gentleman Gifts : See

—

Bowman. A Smith, Distillery Inc.

Visual Art Industries. Inc.. Brooklyn. N.Y. 763.488, pub.

5_7_63. ci. 50.
Vltamlx Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 753.492.

01 18
Voltronics Corp.. Hanover. N.J., from Voltronics, Inc., West-

bury, N.Y. f63,243. pub. 5-7-63. 01. 21.

Voltronics.'lnc. : See

—

Voltronics. Corp.
Wagner Co.. The : See

—

Wagner. Rudolph J. „ , . .

Wagner. Rudolph J., d.b.a. The Wagner Co., Los Angeles,

Calif. 753,364, pub. 5-7-63. 01.38.
Wakefield Co., The, Vermilion, Ohio. 646,610, cane. 01 34.

Wallace k Tiernan Inc.. Belleville. N.Y. 763,146, pub. 5-7-

Walldow, Carl B., Los Gatos. Calif. 846,497, cane. 01. 32.

Wanoca Wods, Inc., Wadesboro, N.O. 646,685, cane. 01. 46.

Warner, Albert C, d.b a. Warner Development Co., Belolt, Wis.

646,429, cane. 01. 23.

Warner Development Co. : See

—

Warner, Albert 0. ^^^ ^„„ „, ,.„
Weber, Rudolf H.. New York. NY. 646 682, cane. CI. 102.

Weevll-Olde Co., The. Kansas City, Mo. 758,141, pub. 6-7-63.

PI A
West Coast Sewing Supply Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 753.293,

pub. 5-7-68. CI. 28.
West Indies Bay Co.. Minneapolis. Minn. 763,469, pub. 6-7-

63 01 52
West Prijating Co., Detroit. Mich. 753,367, pub. 5-7-63. 01.

38
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co., New York, N.Y. 753,350,

pub. 6-7-63. 01. 37. „ r^ . .

Western Condensing Co., Appleton. Wis., to Foremost Dairies,

Inc.. San Francisco. Calif. 646,688, cane. 01. 46.

Westslde Farms, to Norton k McElroy Produce. Inc.. Phoenix.
Ariz. 646.583. cane. 01. 46.

White. Frank S., d.b a. L I. Pendleton k Sona, Boston, Mass.
753,808, pub. 5-7-68. 01. 28.

White Stag Mfg. Co. : See—
Brelers. Marcus. Sons. _ , „„

Williams Mfg. Co., Inc., Elgin, III. 753,402, pub. 6-7-63.
01. 44.

Williams k Woods Ltd., Dublin. Ireland. 753.428. pub. 5-7-

68. 01. 46.
Wllmsen. B., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 758,436, pub. 6-7-63.

01. 60.
Wilson Brothers, Sprlngfeld. Mo. 646.451. cane. 01. 23.

Wilson k Co. Inc . Chicago, 111. 768,124, pub. 6-7-63. 01. 6.

Wilson Plastics, Inc., Sandusky. Ohio. 753,109, pub. 6-7-63.
01. 2.

Wilson Sporting Goods Co., River Grove, 111. 763,272, pub.
5-7-63. 01. 22.

Windotlnt Coating Co. : See

—

Allgood, Robert H.

Winer. Herbert. Norwood, Mass. 758.412, pub. 5-7-63. CI.

46
Winters Foundry k Machine Co.. Inc.. Canton. Ohio. 758.198.

wJStroJTa'i^Ltd.^New York. N.Y. 753.226, pub. 5-7-63. 01.

WIm'. J., k Sons Co., Newark, N.J. 763,399-400, pah. 6-7-63.

WlTart* Products Co.. Chicago, HI-, fo American Home Prod-

ucts Corp. New York, N.Y. 175.401 ren .-28-63. 01. 29.

Wolff Edwin F., Indianapolis. Ind. 763.501. CI. 87.

Wonel Corp., Inglewood. dallf. J53.258
pub. 6-7-63 Ci. 22.

Wood Treating Chemicals Co.. St. Louis. Mo. 753,128, pub.

Woodard Foods." Inc.. St. Louis Park. Minn. 646,676. cane.

CI. 46.

Woodard. Vlviane, Corp., Panorama City, Calif. 758,446, pub.
H T „AQ 4^1 R1

Wurm, Joseph G.,' New York. N.Y. 168,468, ren. 7-23-63. 01.

Wynii, Clarence \L. d.b.a. Wynoil Latwratories, Azusa, Calif.

646,856, cane. CI. 16. ,...,._ .-..n*
Wynn, Clarence M., d.b.a. Wynoll Laboratories, Azusa, Calif.

646.616. cane. 01. 62.
Wynoll Laboratories : See

—

Yalel^owSe*M°r^-. The. New York. N.Y. 646.858, cane.

CI 14
York Rubin and Belport. Inc., d.b.a. Clnesell, International,

New York. N.Y. 763.474, pub. 5-7-63. 01. 101.

Youths Associates Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 401,810. ren.

7-2a-63. 01. 3S.

u I eovinKstNT ruiHTiNs orrjci o— nil
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PATENTS
NOTICES

Board of Appeals Decisions Rendered in tlie Month of

June 1963

Examiner affirmed 305
Esamlner afflrined In part 51

Examiner reversed 101

Total 457

Foreign Patents Received in the Scientific Library as of

June 30, 1963

Source Date received

Australia :

{Abstracts) June 24, 1963-
(I'atents) June 24, 1963-

Austria June 24, 1963.
Belglum Oct. 16, 1962-
Canada June 27, 1963.
Czechoslovakla Feb. 27, 19t53_
Denmark June 10, 1963_
East Germany June 24, 1963-
Egvpt Jan 8, 1963

_

Finland I May 27, 1963-
France

:

(Patents) June
(Additions) June
(Medicaments) May
(Additions) May

Germany :

(Auslegeschriften) June
(Patents) June

Great Britain June
India Apr.
Ireland Feb.
Italy Apr.
Japan June
Netherlands June
Norway

;

June
Pakistan

i
June

Philippine Republic ' Apr.
Poland

I
June

Rumania
\

May

Highest
number

24, 1963---
24, 1963---
1, 1963
13, 1963---

Sweden
Switzerland.
l.S.S.R

May
June
June

17, 1963
17, 1963
28. 1963
19, 1963
12. 1963
25, 1963
24, 1963
5, 1963
18. 1963
24, 1963---
13, 1962
24, 1963
31, 1963
27, 1963 -_-
24, 1963
24, 1963

Australia : First 2,000 incomplete
Belgium : First printed 493,079/1950
Canada : First printed 443,931/1948
Czechoslovakia : Not received between 81,300/1952 and

91 901 / 19.")9

Finland : First printed 19,428/1941
First 500 incomplete

Hungary : First received 5 792/1896
Latest 140,582/1951

Ireland : MlBslng 1-10.000
Italy : First 243,000 Incomplete
Rumania : First received 40.380/1957
U.S.S.R. : Not received between 2.496/1928 and 116,000/1958
Yugoslavia: First received 10.001/1933

Latest 16.461/1941

International Convention for the Protection

of Industrial Property

Ratification of the Lisbon 1958 Revision by the Federation

of Rhodesia and yyasaland

The Secretary of State has been notified by the Embassy
of Switzerland of the ratification, effective June 16, 1963, by

the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland of the Interna-

tional Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property,

as last revised at Lisbon on October 31, 1958.

3,952/61
241,828
227.150
573.100
66."), 811
103.500
95,165
25,448
3,417

32,900

1,319,450
80,000
1,400M
15CAM

1,146.819
1,137,939
928,805
79.433
23,400

616 900
7,200/63
104.935
101,895
111,630

458
46,808
42,141
183,072
368.762
152,834

June 19, 1963.

(Signed) DAVID L LADD.
Commissioner of Patents.

International Convention for the Protection

of Industrial Property

Adherence of Tanganyika to the Lisbon 1958 Revision
J

The Secretary of State has been notified by the Embassy
of Switzerland of the adherence, effective June 16, 1963. of

the Republic of Tanganyika to the International Convention

for the Protection of Industrial Property as revised at Lisbon

on October 31, 1958.

(Signed) DAVID L LADD,
June 19, 1963. Commissioner of Patents.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR
SCIENCE AND TECHxNOLOGY

Duties and Responsibilities

The following amendment to the order was issued by the

Secretary of Commerce on June 21, 1963. The material

appearing at 27 F.R. 11244 of November 14, 1962 is amended

as follows :

Department Order No. 177 (Revised) of October 25, 1962,

is amended to make explicit reference to assignment of the

Civilian Industrial Technology Program to the Assistant

Secretary of Commerce for Science and Technology.

Section 4 of Department Order No. 177 (Revised) of Octo-

ber 25, 1962 is hereby amended to read as follows :

Sue. 4. Duties and responsibilities. The Assistant Secre-

tary of Commerce for Science and Technology shall serve

as the principal adviser to the Secretary on all scientific and

technological matters of concern to the Department, and

shall serve as adviser to all Departmental officials with

respect to matters of science and technology, in which ca-

pacity he shall have cognizance of the research and develop-

ment activities carried out in the fields of science and

New Applications Received During May 1963

Patents 7,692

Designs 475

Plant Patents 7

Reissues 23

ToUl 8,187

Issue

Patents 826—No. 3,099,011 to No. 3,099,836. incl.

Designs 54—No. 195,756 to No. 195,809, Incl.

Plant Pats 1—No. 2,270

Reissues 4—No. 25,427 to No. 25,430. Incl.

Total 886

1047
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technology by all organliatlon uniti of the Department, His
particular duties and reHpontlbllltles shall Include

:

1. The coordination and evaluation of ezlstlns programs
of the Department In the flelds of science and technolo^ ;

2. The expansion of such programs where deemed desirable

to meet the national needs :

3. The development and Implementation of new research

and development programs In furtherance of. the Depart-

ment's objectives ;

4. Administering the Civilian Industrial Technology Pro-

gram

;

5. Representing the Department on top policy level sden-
tlflc committees and groups, including the Federal Council

for Science and Technology ; and
6. The coordination of the Department's scientific and

technological activities with other agencies of Oovernment.

Effective date : June 21, 1963.

V HERBERT W. KLOTZ,

\ Attiatant Secretary for Adminiatration.

[F.R. Doc. 63-7106 ; Piled, July 6, 1963 ; 8 : 45 a.m.]

Published in t8 F.R. *9tl, July i. 1»$S

PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
H. B. WHITMORE, Superintendent

PATENT EXAMINING OPEBA'nONS AND GROUPS
Oldest Application

CHEMICAL EXAMINING OPERATION—P. E. MANGAN, DirMtor.

GENERAL CHEMISTRY, GROUP 110—R. L. CAMPBELL, Supervisory Eismlner

Inorganic Compounds; Inorganic Compositions; Organo-Metal and Organo-Metallold Chemistry; Metallurgy; Metal

Stock; Electro Chemistry; Batteries.

GENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, GROUP 130—1. MARCUS, Supervisory Examiner..

Heterocyclic; Amides; Alkaloids; Aio; Sulfur; Misc. Esters; Carbohydrates; Herbicides; Poisons; Medicines; Cosmetics;

Steroids.

PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY, GROUP 130-J. 8. BAILEY, Supervisory Enmlner .'.-

Hydrocarbons; Halogenated Hydrocarbons; Mineral Oil Technology; Lubricating Compositions; Gaseous Compositions;

Fuel and Igniting Devices; Organic Chemistry (Part) e.g.: Oxo and Oxy; Qulnones; Acids; Carboxyllc Acid Esters;

Acid Anbydridea; Add Halldet.

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY, GROUP 140—M. 8TERMAN, Supervisory Examiner .-

Synthetic Realns; Rubber; Proteins; Macromolecular Carbohydrates; Mixed Syntbetio Resin Compositions; Synthetic

Resins With Natural Polymers and Realns; Natural Resins: Reclaiming; Pore-Forming.

COMPOSITIONS AND MOLDING, GROUP 180—L. H. GASTON, Supervisory Examiner

Compositions (Part) e.g.: Coating; Molding; Adhesive Com[>osltions; Abrading; Liquid Purification or Separation; Gas

Separation; Special Utility; Molding Processes.

COATING AND LAMINATING, GROUP IflO—J. RESOLD, Supervisory Examiner

Coating: Processes, Apparatus and Misc. Products; Laminating Methods and Apparatus; Stock Materials; Ornamen-

tation; Adhesive Bonding; Special Manufactures.

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL ARTS AND INDUSTRIES, GROUP 170-W. B. KNIGHT, Supervisory Examiner

Bleaching and Djrelng; Fertlliiers; Foods; Fermentation; Photography; Analjtical Chemistry; Reactors; Sugar and

Starch; Paper Making; Glass Manufacture; Metallurgical Apparatus; Gas, Heating and Illuminating; Cleaning Proc-

esses; Liquid Purification; Tbermolytic Distillation; Preserving.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, GROUP 180—Q. D. MITCHELL, Supervisory Examiner

Gas, Liquid and Solid Separation; Centrifugal Bowl Separators; Gas and Liquid Contact Apparatus; Distillation;

Drying; Refrigeration; Conoeotratlve Evaporators; Mineral Oils Apparatus; Misc. Physical Processes.

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING OPERATION-N. H. EVANS. Dirwtor.

POWER, GROUP 210—M. L. LEVY', Supervisory Examiner...

(leneratlOD and UtlUtation; General Applications; Conversion and Distribution; Heating and Related Art.

SECURITY, GROUP 230—8. BOYD, Supervisory Examiner..

Ordnance, Firearms and Anununition; Radar, Sonar, Directional Radio, Torpedoes, Seismic Exploring, Radio-Active

Batteries; Nuclear Reactors, Powder Metallurgy, Rocket Fuels; Radio-Active Material.

INFORMATIONTRAN8MI88ION, GROUPzao—8. W. CAPELLI, Supervisory Examiner..-.

Communications; Multiplexing Techniques; Facsimile and Related Art.

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 340—W. W. BURNS, Supervisory Examiner

Data Proceaslng, Computation and Conversion; Storage Devices and Related Art.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SYSTEMS AND DEVICES, GROUP 280— B. O. MILLER, Supervisory Examiner...

Seml-Conductor and Space Discharge Systems and Devices; Electronic Component ClrculU; Wave Transmission Lines

and Networks.

RADLATION AND INSTRUMENTS, GROUP 380-F. M. 8TRADER, Supervisory Examiner

Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring.

ELEMENTS, GROUP 270—E. J. SAX, Supervisory Examiner

Conductors; Switches; Mlsoellaneoas.

New Amended

l0-«-6l

2-2-62

12-7-61

6-27-61

ia-i-<i

12-t-61

11-24-61

1-11-62

9-14-61

2-»-62

11-17-61

7-30-61

1-4-62

12-4-61

10-11-61

1-28-62

11-21-61



PATENT EXAMINING OPERATIONS AND GROUPS (ConUnned)

Oldest Application

New Amended

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING EXAMINING OPEHATION-R. A. WAHL. Director.

MATERIAL OR ARTICLE HANDLING AND DISPENSING. GROUP 310-A. BERLIN, Supervisory Examiner ..

Material or Article HandUng and Dispensing; Conveyors; Hoists; Elevators; Article Handling Implements; Store Service;

Sheet and Web Feeding; Fluid Sprinkling and Fire Extinguishers; Coin Han.'" f and Check Controlled Apparatua;

ClaMlf>1ngand Assorting Solids.

METAL AND PLASTICS WORKING, GROUP 320— N. BEROER, Supervisory Examiner

Metal Bending, Drawing, Extruding, Forging, RolUng; Sheet Metal Working; Chain, Staple, Horseshoe Making; Metal

Founding; Wlr« Fabrics; Plastic Working Apparatus; Plastic Block, Earthenware Apparatus.

MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLING MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES. GROUP 33(>-A. M. HORTON,

Supervisory Examiner... -

Special Article Making; Assembling, Tool and Implement Making; and Metal Working.

MACHINE TOOLS. MECHANISMS AND ELEMENTS. GROUP 340-F. H. BRONAUGH, Supervisory Examiner.

.Machine TooU for Shaping or Dividing Involving Cutting or Breaking; Machine Elemenu Including Power Transmlsalon

Components, Work and Tool Holders.

HARDWARE.TGOLS AND JOINTS. GROUP SiO-T. J. HICKEY. Supervisory Examiner

Miscellaneous Hardware; Tools; Joints; Cutlery; Locks; Fasteners; Rod Pipe and Electrical Connectors; Buckles; But-

tons, Clasps. Etc.; Pushing and Pulling.

FLUID HANDLING. GROUP 360— E. PAUL. Supervisory Examiner. -

Fluid Handling; Valves; Pipes and Tubular Conduits; Fluent Material Handling; Lubrication; Baths, Closett and Sinks;

Joint Packing.

POWER PLANTS, MOTORS AND PU.MPS. GROUP 370-C. F. GAREAU. Supervisory Examiner

Power Plants, Combustion Power Plants, Expansible Chamber Motors, Rotary .Motors and Rotary Expansible Chamber

Motors, Expansible Chamber Devices and Internal Combustion Engines. Pumps and Pump Regulation.

HEATING COOLING AND VENTILATING, GROUP 380-P. L. PATRICK. Supervisory Examiner .-

Furnaces, Liquid Heaters and Vaporirers, Burners, Heat Exchange, Automatic Temperature and Humidity Regulation,

Refrigeration, Ventilation, and Illumination.

GENERAL ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS EXAMINING OPERATION-J. A. N^ANIAN. Dkwter.

3-5-62

13-13-61

1-31-62

1-16-62

1-12-62

2-28-62

3-5-62

l-17-«2

2-26-62

12-21-61

12-t-«l

1-15-62

0-2JM1

3-12-02

3-5-62

1-8-62

AGRICULTURE, GROUP 410—A. RUEGG. Supervisory Examiner -_

Animal Husbandry; Butchering; Fishing. Trapping and Vermin Destroying; Plant Husbandry; Tobacco. Earth

Working.

CIVIL ENGINEERING. GROUP 420-B. BENDETT. Supervisory Examiner -

Building Structures; Bridges, Closures; Closure Operators; Safes; Earth Engineering; DrilUng; Mining.

PHYSICS, GROUP 430— R. L. EVANS. Supervisory Examiner

Photography; Sound and Lighting; Indicators and Optics; Measuring and Testing; Geometrical Instruments.

TEXTILES AND APPAREL. GROUP 440—R. C. MADER. Supervisory Examiner

TextUea; Winding and Reeling; Tying Strands; Apparel; Boot and Shoe Making; Sewing Machines.

TRANSPORTATION. GROUP 450-P. ARNOLD. Supervisory Examiner

Railways and RolUng Stock; Brakes; Land Vehicles; Aeronautics; Ships.

FURNITURE AND RECEPTACLES. GROUP 460-W. S. COLE, Supervisory Examiner -

Furniture; Supports; Cabinet Structures; Receptacles; Baggage.

PRINTING, STATIONERY AND MATERIAL TREATMENT, GROUP 470-L. W. VARNER. Supervisory

Examiner -
- '

Printing; Typewriters; Stationery; Material Treatment.

PERSONAL TREATMENT. ADORNMENT AND AMUSEMENTS, GROUP 48^-L. R. PRINCE, Supervisory

5-25-62

Examiner -- _ n i~ »

Surgery; Dentistry; Artificial Body Members; Toiletry; Amusement Devices; Jeweh-y; Mechanical Guns; Projectors.

DESIGNS, GROUP 480-J. A. MAN IAN, Supervisory Examiner

Industrial ArU; Household, Personal and Fine Arts.

»-»-«2

12-26-62

7-2-«2

1-19-62
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laminated paper, plastic film and/or metal foil. Use of the mark by

appellee on the desig^nated poods since 1956 is alleged.

Appellant is the registrant of DUOTEX for fabric bags made either

of fabric alone or a combination of fabric and paper.'

The record shows appellant's use of DUOTEX has been on a tex-

tile bag that has either a paper or other barrier attached to the textile

by means of a colorless adhesive and that all the bags sold by appel-

lant with the DUOTEX trademark are fabric laminated bags. In

the last ten years appellant has used DUOTEX in connection with

a minimum of twenty million bags.

The Board found appellant's registrations sufficient to establish

appellant's ownership of and prior rights in the mark DUOTEX
per se. It further found that the different types of bags "marketed

under the marks DUOTITE and DUOTEX are products which can

be produced by a single manufacturer.'' It also found that appellant

• • • have continuously advertised Its "DUOTEX" bags In trade pub'.lcatlons by

direct mailing of descriptive literature, by exhibits at trade shows, and by per-

sonal solicitation by Its staff of salesmen.

The Board considered the question of likelihood of confusion to turn

on whether DUOTITE so resembles DUOTEX that purchasers are

likely to attribute the bags sold under said mark to opposer.

In dismissing the opposition, the Board stated:

The marks "DUOTITE" and "DUOTEX" are alike primarily In that each

comprises the term "DUO" as the prefix. "DUO" is defined in Webster's New
International Dictionary, second edition (1947), as a combining form meaning

two. In view thereof and since the bags in connection with which the parties

use these marks are two-ply or two layer bags, it is apparent that the term

"DUO" has and would have to purchasers a highly suggestive significance as

applied to the bags of the parties. Considering therefore the nature of the term

"DUO" and the differences between the suffix portions, "TITE" and "TEX," It is

concluded that the marks "DUOTITE" and "DUOTEX," when considered in

their entireties, are sufllciently different to obviate any likelihood of confusion

In trade as to source.

Appellant argues that the Board is in error in holding the marks

DUOTEX and DUOTITE are sufficiently different to obviate the

likelihood of confusion in the trade as to the source of the goods to

which the marks are applied, in spite of its finding that the bags of

the types marketed under the marks could be and were produced by

a single manufacturer. It also urges that the Board's dissection of

the marks DUOTEX and DUOTITE is improper since both marks

represent an integral unit when applied to the goods of the parties

and that each mark accordingly makes a unitary impact upon pur-

chasers. Appellant contends that it has sold "a tremendous quantity

of bags under the trademark DUOTEX so that obviously a secondary

meaning has been secured irrespective of any criticism which could

have been directed at appellant's trademark DUOTEX initially" and

that this secondary meaning has been secured for the trademark

DUOTEX as a unit. It is argued that DUOTEX and DUOTITE are

similar in both sound and appearance.

Appellee, on the other hand, urges that while the Board did con-

sider the respective parts of the marks, its decision was based upon

the consideration of DUOTITE and DUOTEX in their entireties. It

argues further that the record does not show that DUOTEX was even

used on the bags themsel,ves, and, therefore, the fact that appellant

sold 20 or 30 million bags is irrelevant.

1 Keg No 290.810, iHsued Jan. 19, 1932, published under Bee. 12(c) of the Act of 1946
on Mar. 30, 1948, and renewed ; and Reg. No. 000,705, iMued June 22, 1948.
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It is true that the record does not establish the fact that DUOTEX
was printed on the bags themselves. However, there is sufficient

evidence in the record to convince us that the mark has been em-

ployed in various ways in connection with appellant's bags and that

appellant has established DUOTEX as an indication of source of its

bags through various media. Furthermore, even though appellant

employs a different trademark on the bag it manufactures which is

substantially similar to that manufactured by appellee, it is obvious

from the fact that it does manufacture such a bag and other evidence

in the record, that the merchandise as a whole of both parties is such

that it could emanate from the same souree. There is no doubt that

the channels of trade are the same in most instances and that the

bags are usually bought in large quantities by a class of people which

might place them in a more or less discriminating category. However,

we do not believe that this fact would preclude confusion among them

if the marks themselves are likely to cause purchaser confusion.

[1] We agree with the Board that the prefix DUO is highly sug-

gestive when applied to the bags of the parties but when we consider

the marks in their entireties, we come to the conclusion that in appear-

ance, sound and in the overall impression that the marks make, they

are so similar that the use by appellee of the mark DUOTITE on its

merchandise is likely to cause confusion among purchasers.

For the above reasons we reverse the decision of the Trademark

Trial and Appeal Board.

REVERSED.

1068

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

In be Chabixs Cuktis Simmons

No. 6879. Decided February IS, 196S

[50 CCPA — ; 312 F.2d 821; 136 USPQ 450]

1. Patentability—Double Patenting—Patent Can Only Be Relied on Fob

What Is Claimed.
"• • • the Simmons patent, beings a copending patent of appellant himself,

may be relied on only for what It claims."

2. Claims—CoNSTBUCTiON of Claims—Reliance Upon Spbcdtication to Deteb-

MiNE What Is Claimed.

"Of course, It is proper to look to the disclosure to determine what is

claimed."

3. Patentability—Double Patenting—Multiple Patents Granted on Related

Subject Matteb Only If Claims Patentability Distinct.

"Where, • • • to applications of the same applicant for closely related sub-

ject matter are copending, a patent can properly be granted on each of them

only If there Is a patentable distinction between their respective claims.

• • • If two patents are to be granted, there must be two separately patent-

able inventions."

4. Same—Same—Same—Obviousness.

"In the present case, the matter of whether Simmons has made a second

patentable Invention narrows down to the question of whether a person of

ordinary skill In the art would find the subject matter of the appealed claims

obvious over the subject matter claimed In the Simmons patent in view of

Ransburg." ;

5. Same—Same—Same.

"Even though all of the claims of the patent and of the application might

exist side -by side In one application without restriction being required, • • •

they may not exist In two separate patents unless two patentable Inventions

exist. The mere fact that aiH)ellant filed two separate applications In the

considered belief that two patenUble Inventions were present does not entitle

him to two patents. Appellant suggests that he Is being 'penalized' for not
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consolidatitiK the copendinR applications. If ai)pellant is peualized, it is his

own doing."

0. Same—Particilar Sibjkct Mattkr—"Spray Coating ok ARTitiJ:s."

The refusal of the claims in an application entitled "Spray Coating of Arti-

cles," as unpatentable over the claims of appli<ant's copending patent in view

of a secondary reference, is affirmed.

Appeal from the Patent Office. Serial No. 358,846.

AFFIRMED.
WiUiam 11. Sfellmun (Vcnu A. Tnusk of counsel) for appellant.

Clarence W. Moore {George ('. Roemlng of counsel) for the

Commissioner of Patents.

Before Woiiley, Chief Judge, and Run, M.\ktin, Smith, and

Almond, Jr., Ansocuite Judges

Almond. Jr., ,/., delivered the opinion of the court.

This appeal is from the decision of the Patent Office Board of

Appeals affirming; the rejection of claims 10 and 17, the only claims

remaining in application Ser. No. .'558,846, filed June 1, 1953, for

"Spray Coatingof Articles."

The invention relates to an apparatus for spraying articles with

electrostatically cliarged coating material. As noted in the specifica-

tion, the invention is an improvement on the apparatus of appellant's

copending ai)i)lication Ser. No. 274,909, filed March 5, 1952, which

matured into Patent No. 2,808,343, issued ()ctol)er 1, 1957.

Tlie claims read

:

tn. In an electrostatic coating arrangement comprising a circular edged

atomizer mounttHl for rotation about a substantially vertical axis, means for

feeding liquid coating material to a surface of the atomizer, means for rotating

the atomizer to flow the coating material to the outer tnlge thereof for atomlza-

tion therefrom as a spray of tinely divided particles, a grounded conveyor lying

in a genera'ly horizontal plane and a plurality of supports each having an

article supporting portion spaced perpendicularly from said conveyor each sup-

porting an .irtide for moving the articles in a generally horizontal, curved

path surrounding the atomizer and spaced vertically from the conveyor, a source

of high voltflge connected to the atomizer to create a high e"ectr<>static potential

between the atomizer and the surrounding grounded articles electrostatically

to deposit the particles on the articles as a coating, the imprwcment comprising

a deflecting member, means independent of the rotating atomizer for supporting

the^ deflecting member space<I axially from said atomizer and on the same side

thereof as the conveyf>r and the supports are from the articles, said deflecting

member having an outer'edge substantially concentric with and parallel to the

outer e<lge of said atomizer, antl means for conne<ting said deflecting member

to said high voltage source for maintiiining said deflecting member at substan-

tially the same potential as said atomizer to inhibit the dejwsition of spray

particles onto the supports and the conveyor.

17. Apparatus according to claim !) in which the detle<-ting member is a metal

member whose outer diameter is substantially the same as that of the atomizer.

[E^mphasia added.]

The references of record relied on are:

Ransburg, 2,(i58,009, November 3, 1953.

Simmons, 2,808,343, October 1, 1957.

The Simmons patent discloses and claims an apparatus for coating

a plurality of articles located on article supports attached to a con-

veyor. The conveyor carries the articles on the article supports past

a rotating disc maintained at high electrical potential which atomizes

coating nuiterial in an expanding spray from the edge of the disc.

The spray is electrostatically charged by the disc and the articles on

the conveyor are given a ditferent charge in order to attract the spray.

Conveniently, the articles are connected to ground through the article

supports and conveyor.
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A problem was encountered in operating the apparatus of the Sim-
mons patent in coating the more remote surfaces of the articles which
were adjacent to the article supports. Inasmuch as the articles, the

.supports and the conveyor are all maintained at the same electrical

potential (e.g., ground), part of the spray would sometimes be de-

posited on the article supports rather than the adjacent surface of

the article. The problem would be especially acute when the distance

to the particular surface to be coated was about the same as the

distance to the article support or conveyor, in which case the spray
would be attracted in several directions and would not effectively coat

the work.

The problem was solved by employing a secondary deflecting elec-

trode bearing the sjime charge as the atomizing disc and the spray
therefrom. Utilizing the principle that like charges repel, the deflect-

ing electrode was so located as to direct the charged spray to the

desired surfaces.

In the final rejection, the Examiner rejected all of the claims as

unpatentable over the chihm of the Simmons patent in view of the

secondary reference of Ransburg. However, the Examiner's answer
does not specifically refer to the claims of the Simmons patent. In-

stead, the Examiner states therein :

Claims IG and 17 stand rejected over Simmons in view of Ransburg.

Reference was made by the Examiner to the second paragraph of
the Simmons patent as a teaching of a secondary electrode. The
Board, in its opinion, stated that the Examiner was in error with

respect to the interpretation of the second paragraph of the Simmons
patent, and affirmed the rejection referring to what the Simmons pat-

ent ''discloses and claims."

The appellant contends that the Board erred in considering the

Simmons patent as a prior art reference because "A man cannot be

prior to himself." He argues that the Board utilized the entire dis-

closure instead of just the claims. Appellant does concede, neverthe-

less, that the Simmons patent "has place in the record only to the

extent necessary to fulfill the demand of the law that one may not

obtain two patents for the same invention." He takes the position

that only the claims of the copending patent may be considered, if it

may be considered at all.

The Solicitor argues that these contentions include new arguments
not previously presented to the Patent Office and, accordingly, are

not entitled to the consideration of this court, citing In re Griner,

48 CCPA 852, 287 F.2d 178, 129 USPQ 61; In re Davis, 26 CCPA
1249, 103 F.2d 922, 41 USPQ 674, and In re Goldberg, 35 CCPA
1225, 168 F.2d 527, 78 l\SPQ 69. Be tht as it may, the Solicitor con-

tinues, only the claims were relied upon by the Patent Office.

[1] WHiether or not these arguments have been raised before, the

Simmons patent, being a copending patent of appellant himself, may
be relied on only for what it claims. AVe therefore, find no merit in

the Solicitor's contention that the alleged new arguments are not

entitled to consideration.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the P^xaminer, in the final rejection,

relied on the Simmons patent only for the subject matter claimed.

The only apparent reliance on the specification in the Examiner's
answer was expressly rejected by the Board. The Board never in-

dicated any reliance on anything in the patent other than what was
claimed. [2] Of course, it is proper to look to the disclosure to deter-

792 CO.—71
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mine what is claimed. In re Greenlee, 42 CCPA 926, 222 F.2d 739,

106 USPQ 104. Moreover, we find full correspondence in the claims

of the Simmons patent with everything recited in the claims on ap-

peal before the word "improvement." By using the so-called "Jep-

son" form, employed in Ex part^ Jepaon, 1917 CD. 62, 243 O.G. 525,

appellant is relying on the subject matter following "improvement"

for novelty. The subject matter after the word "improvement" in

' claim 16 is not present in the Simmons patent disclosure and, of course,

is not included in the patented Simmons claims.

[3] Where, as here, two applications of the same applicant for

closely related subject matter are copending, a patent can properly

be granted on each of them only if there is a patentable distinction

between their respective claims. In re Greenlee, supra. If two

patents are to be granted, there must be two separately patentable

inventions. In re Ockert, 44 CCPA 1024, 1027, 245 F.2d 467, 114

USPQ 330, and cases there cited.

In the case of In re Ward et ah, 43 CCPA 1007, 236 F.2d 428,

111 USPQ 101, this court found an applicant's claims unpatentable

on the basis of consideration of a prior art patent in combination

with the claimed subject matter of a patent having common owner-

ship with the application. In connection with a like question, we

have held claims unpatentable on the basis that a modification of the

device claimed in the applicant's prior copending patent was obvious,

"especially in view of" a prior art reference. In re Ockert, supra.

[4] In the present case, the matter of whether Simmons has made

a second patentable invention narrows down to the question of whether

a person of ordinary skill in the art would find the subject matter of

the appealed claims obvious over the subject matter claimed in the

Simmons patent in view of Ransburg.

The Examiner and the Board answered that question affirmatively.

The Ransburg patent shows an electrostatic coating apparatus in

which a secondary electrode, spaced from the electrostatic spray field,

is employed to control fluctuations, irregularities and spreading in the

projected electrostatic spray. It illustrates the use of a nozzle or uni-

' directional spray, whereas the claims under consideration call for

"a circular edged atomizer" from which spray iis atomized ;
that is,

an omnidirectional spray. The Board found this variation in spray

means of no moment, stating

:

Ransburg is clearly concerned with the problem of controlling electrostatic

sprays, without regard for the particular atomizer which produces the spray,

and many of the claims of the patent express the deflecting electrode concept

without defining any special form of atomizer. In our opinion, it would be

wholly obviou* to a person of no more than ordituiry skill in this art to adapt

the principles of Ransburg to any electrostatic coating apparatus wherein

problems of diffusion of spray are encountered, as in the apparatus of Simmons.

[Emphasis added.]

The spray is directed horizontally in the claimed apparatus because

the atomizer rotates about "a substantially vertical axis" and the

spray would depart generally perpendicular to the axis of rotation.

The claimed deflecting electrode has "an outer edge substantially

concentric with and parallel to the outer edge of said atomizer." In

Ransburg, on the other hand, the spray is, in the drawings, directed

downwardly along a generally vertical path. The Board considered

this aspect, and stated

:

• • • As for the particular structural arrangement to effect the desired control,

it Is noted that the spray of Ransburg is projected Tertically and the deflecting

electrodes are spaced in a horizontal plane around the atomizing means to pre-
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vent horizontal diffusion of the spray. Obviously, if the spray were projected

horizontally, as In the Simmons apparatus, it would be advisable to space the

deflecting electrodes In a vertical plane, above and/or below the atomizing means,

in order to prevent vertical diffusion of the spray. In essence, Ransburg's ar-

rangement has merely been turned through an angle of 90". With respect to the

shape of the deflecting electrode, appellant has merely followed the suggestion

of Ransburg In the sentence bridging columns 7 and 8 of the patent to the effect

that the shape of the deflecting electrode should be dictated by the shape of the

jet to be controlled. Accordingly, a circular atomizer would call for a circular

deflecting electrode.

Appellant argues that the Ransburg patent is concerned with the

problem of spray stability to prevent erratic wandering and scatter-

ing of the sprayed material, whereas the purpose of the present ap-

plication is "to alter the direction of movement of coating material

particles while in flight." We find no distinction of any patentable

significance between the two. In either event, the flight path of

sprayed particles is altered by means of a secondary electrode bear-

ing substantially the same charge as the particles being sprayed. The

same physical law of like charges repelling is employed. With each

deflector, the purpose is to restrict the spray to a portion of the articles

to be sprayed. We see no distinction when irregular scattering and

uncontrolled spray is deflected into a particular pattern or aicay from

a conveyor and article support. The attraction of the conveyor and

article support would cause "irregular scattering" of the charged

spray. It would be obvious to one working in this art to solve the

problem of uncontrolled spray in the same manner it was solved in

an earlier electrostatic spray apparatus. Relying on the teachings

of Ransburg, the deflecting electrode may be shaped to accomplish

the desired control. We agree with the Board that the limitation of

claim 17 merely adapts the contour of the deflecting electrode to the

contour of the atomizer in accordance with the suggestion in Ransburg.

We believe that the instant claims do not define an unobivous im-

provement over the device claimed in the Simmons patent, considered

with the teaching of the Ransburg patent.

[5] Even though all of the claims of the patent and of the appli-

cation might exist side by side in one application without restriction

being required, as argued by appellant, they may not exist in two

separate patents unless two patentable inventions exist. The mere

fact that appellant filed two separate applications in the considered

belief that two patentable inventions were present does not entitle

him to two patents. Appellant suggests that he is being "penalized"

for not consolidating the copending applications. If appellant is

penalized, it is his own doing.

[6] For the foregoing reasons, the decision of the Board of Appeals

is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.
Smith, J., concurs in result only.
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Matter enclosed In heary brackets [J app4>arB in tbe original patent but forms no part of this reissue si>eciflcatlon ; matter
printed in Italics indicates additions made by reissue.

25,427
STEEL POWER-CENTER GOLF BALL

Jack Harkins, Chattanooga, Tenn^ assignor to Profes-

sional Golf Company, Chattanooga, Tenn., a corpora-
tion of Tennessee

Original No. 2,914,328, dated Nov. 24, 1959, Ser. No.
739,741, June 4, 1958. Application for reissue Nov.
22, 1961, Ser. No. 155,247

5 Claims. (CI. 273—230)

1. A golf ball comprising a spherical tempered spring

steel core, a solid rubber spherical casing tightly enclos-

ing said steel core, rubber threads wrapped tightly around

said rubber casing and an outer cover tightly encasing said

rubber threads.

25,428
SLIDE BRACKETS

Morris Manson, Great Neck, N.Y., assignor to Corox
Corporation, Yonkers, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

Original No. 3,022,129, dated Feb. 20, 1962, Ser. No.
72,467, Nov. 29, 1960. Application for reissue Mar.
22, 1962, Ser. No. 183,987

6 Claims. (CI. 312—343)

6. The combination of a slide bracket device and a

drawer construction having a case and a drawer slidably

movable therein, comprising a stationary guide member
affixed to the bottom of said case, said guide member hav-

ing laterally opposite inner and outer track portions ex-

tending longitudinally therealong, a slide member attach-

ed to the underside of said drawer and movably mounted
on said inner track portions of said guide member, where-

by said slide member and said drawer are movable longi-

tudinally relative to said stationary guide member and

said case, said slide member extending rearwardly beyond

said drawer, and retaining means on and attached to said

rearwardly extending portion of said slide member and

having opposite hooked portions in slidable engagement

with said outer track portions of said guide member, said

hooked portions having bottom end portions underlying

said outer tracks.
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25,429
RESIN MOLDED FABRIC

Henry A. Scheel, Mystic, CoiuIm assignor to A. Wimpf-
heimer & Bro. Inc., Stonington, Conn., a corporation of

New York
Original No. 3,045,319, dated July 24, 1962, Ser. No.

84,914, Jan. 25, 1961. Application for reissue Aug.
31, 1962, Ser. No. 221,411

6 Clainu. (CL 28—80)

•v«*M>/'<. A- * V

Iii71.c'-l!
'

5. A resin-impregnated rigid fabric element comprising

a pair of plies of woven fabric, each of said plies having

interwoven filler yarns and warp yarns, said plies being

spaced apart uniformly and having tie yarns woven into

and extending between the plies, said tie yarns being dis-

posed to leave straight open channels exteruiing entirely

through the fabric and stuffer yarns having wicking

characteristics disposed in and extending along said chan-

nels, said plies of woven fabric, the space between said

plies, and said stuffer yarns being impregnated with a

resin, said resin being in the cured state whereby said

impregnated fabric constitutes a rigid product.

25,430
POLYHALOOCTAHYDROALKANONAPHTHA-
LENEDICARBOXYLIC ACIDS, ANHYDRIDES
AND METHOD OF PREPARATION THEREOF

Louis Schmeriing, Riverside, III., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Universal Oil Products Company, Des
Plaines, III., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawhig. Original No. 3,017,431, dated Jan. 16,

1962, Ser. No. 724,832, Mar. 31, 1958. Application

for reissue Oct. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 230,029
10 Claims. (CI. 260—346.3)

1. A halo-substituted polyhydroalkanonaphthalene-di-

carboxylic acid in which the halogen is selected from the

group consisting of chlorine and bromine, said acid re-

sulting from the Diels-Alder condensation, at a tempera-

ture of from about 50° C. to about 250° C, of a conju-

gated halocycloailcadicne selected from the group con-

sisting of conjugated halocyclopcntadienes and halocyclo-

hexadienes in which the halogen is selected from the group
consisting of chlorine and bromine, with the condensation

product, formed at a temperature of from about 80° C. to

about 250° C, of a conjugated aliphatic diene hydrocar-

bon containing from 4 to 9 carbon atoms per molecule,

and an olefinic dicarboxylic acid consisting of carbon,

hydrogen and oxygen and containing not more than 18

carbon atoms per molecule.

10. 5,6,7.8,9.9 - hexachloro-l,2.3.4.4a,5.8.Ha-octahydro-

5 ,8-methano-2 ,3-naphthalenedicarhOxylic acid anhydride

resulting from the Diels-Alder condensation of 1,2,3.6-

tetrahydrophthalic anhydride with hexachlorocyclopentadi-

ene at an elevated temperature of from about 50' C. to

about 250' C.

PLANT PATENTS
GRANTED JULY 30, 1963

Illustrations for plant patents are usually in color and therefore it i> ikU practicable to reproduce the drawing.

2,270

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT
Eugene S. Boemer, Newark, N.Y., assignor to Jackson &

Perkins Company, Newark, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

FUed July 19, 1962, Ser. No. 211,147

1 Claim. (CI. Pit.—81)

the decorative class, substantially as herein shown and

described, characterized particularly as to novelty by the

unique combination of a hardy plant habit, a free, heavy

and upright habit of plant growth, large plant size, extra-

large leaf size, a reflexed flower petal form in the finished

flowers, and a distinctive and attractive general color to-

nality of the flowers corresponding to Tyrian Rose, lightly

A new and distinct variety of chrysanthemum plant of overcast with Spinel Red.
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,099,011

PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED TACKER
Oscar A. Wandel, Mundelcin, 111^ assigiior to Faitciicr

Corporation, Chicago, 111., a corporatioD of Dlinois

FUcd Aug, 11, 1955, Ser. No. 527,697

17 Claims. (CI. 1—44.4)

a raceway for said driver, a clamp at the front of said

closure, and cam-means for binding said damp against

1 . In a pneumatically operated lacker, the combination

of a two-part piston structure for slidabie movement in a

supporting cylinder, said parts being constructed such that

in an assembled juxtaposed condition a recess is defined

therebetween, means defining an aperture in one of said

parts communicating with said recess, said aperture being

parallel with the path of movement of said piston and

said parts being interconnected along a surface transverse

to said path, a driver blade extending into said recess

through said aperture, that end of said blade which is dis-

posed within said recess being enlarged so as to prevent

withdrawal of the blade from the piston while said two

piston parts are in an assembled condition, and resilient

means interposed between said enlarged portion of said

blade and said one of said piston parts, whereby an im-

pact force imparted to one of said piston parts is not trans-

mitted through said blade to said other piston part.

3,099,012

PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED TACKER

Oscar A. Wandel, Mundelein, 111., assignor to Fastener

Corporation, Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

Original application Aug. 11, 1955, Ser. No. 527,697.

Divided and tiiis application Aug. 10, 1959, Ser. No.

832,687
14 Claims. (CI. 1—49)

1. In a fastener-applying machine comprising a mag-

azine for holding a suply of fasteners, and a fastener-

driver, said magazine having a slotted wall at its end

with openings through which the fasteners may be fed, a

closure adapted to fit against said wall with a throat

therebetween for receiving the fasteners and providing

1060

said closure to fixedly hold it in closed relationship at

the front of the throat

1^'
3,»99,013

. TURNABOUT DICKEY
ShMcy Thorpe, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor of one-half to

Tibor Laszlo, New York, N.Y.
FUed Feb. 25, 1963, Ser. No. 260,792

2 Claims. (CI. 2—103)

1. An article of clothing comprising a central body

panel, a pair of opposed panel sections arranged on op-

posite sides of said body panel, said panel sections having

upper portions and quarter neck sections, said body

panel having an upper portion and a half neck section,

said quarter neck sections being sewn to said half neck

section in abutted relationship with flush neck seams for

forming a tubular neck for said article, said upper por-

tions of said panel sections being sewn to said upper

portion of said body panel below said neck seams with

overedge seams defining shoulder sections for said article,

a first set of buttons on one panel section and a first set

of button holes in the other panel section as fastening

means for detachably securing said panel sections to each

other opposite from said body pand. said tubular neck

being foldable to form a cuff collar, second fastening

means for securing said tubular quarter neck sections to-

gether, said second fastening means including a button

hole in the quarter neck section of said one panel sectitm

and a button on the quarter neck section of said other

panel section so that when said tubular neck is arranged

as a cuff collar, said button is exposed in the same direc-

tion as and is in linear alignment with said set of buttons.
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3,099,tl4
MATERNITY GARMENT

Florence F. Smith, 315 N. Tejoa,

Colorado Spriags, Colo.

FUcd May 20, I960, Ser. No. 30,637

5 Claims. (O. 2—221)

3,099,016
HEART VALVE

MUes LoweU Edwards, 13191 Sandhnrst Place,

Santa Ana, Calif.

FUed Aug. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 49,044
6 Claims. (CI. 3—1)

1 . A garment conformable for conventional and mater-

nity wear comprising panel portions connected to define

a number of spaced vertical seams including a pair of

front panels, means adjustably securing said front panels

together in predetermined relation to form a center sep-

arable seam therebetween each front panel including a

flap forming a continuation of each front panel at the

center seam for inward extension therefrom, said flaps

each being dimensioned to be relatively wide throughout

the abdominal portion and to curve downwardly and in-

wardly therefrom, and corresponding segments of said

flaps being connectable together at the center seam to in-

crease the width of said front panels to conform to in-

creases in size of the wearer.

3,099,015
JOINT FOR INTERCONNECTING TUBULAR

IVfEIVIBERS

WUliam J. Renehan, North Plainfield, NJ.

(36 Howitt Road, West Roxbary, Mass.)

FUed June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 36,048
3 Clalnw. (CI. 2—270)

1. A heart valve comprising: a valve body; a movable

valve member contained in said body; a suturing ring for

connecting said valve body with the heart tissues by su-

tures, said suturing ring surrounding and being connected

with said valve body and having a circular perijAery

radially outstanding from the valve body and having a

substantial axial extent; said suturing ring comprising a

layer of fabric folded upon itself to provide said subitan-

tial axial extent of said suture ring.

3. A joint for detachably interconnecting a glove to an

arm sleeve comprising a rigid ring having an outer cir-

cumferential groove, a sleeve cuff and a glove cuff ar-

ranged in circumferentially overlapped relationship ad-

jacent registering ends thereof with said sleeve cuff form-

ing the inside ply, said registering ends bearing against

one end of said rigid ring and a fold in said overlapped

portions of said sleeve and glove cuff overlying the other

end of said ring, a resilient band surrounding said sleeve

and glove cuffs and confining the surrounded portions in

said groove to form a seal, said overiapped portions of

said sleeve and glove cuffs extending through said ring

and said sleeve cuff being reverse folded about the ring

to confine said registering ends and said resilient band

between itself and the ring whereby a pull applied to said

glove tightens said joint.

3,099,017
DISPOSABLE, COLLAPSIBLE URINAL
Lawrence J. SulUvan, Los Angeles, Calif.

(5260 Palm Drive, La Canada, Calif.)

FUcd May 31, 1962, Ser. No. 200,603
12 Claims. (CI. 4—110)

8. A disposable, collapsible urinal formed up from a

scored blank of foldable material to a non-leaking struc-

ture having a bottom, a body at least partly overlaying

the bottom, said body including a top, a pair of sides and

a pair of side flutes connected to the bottom, a neck ex-

tending upwardly and at an acute angle to the bottom to

form a neck having a neck bottom, a neck top, and two

fluted neck sides joining the neck top and neck bottom,

the neck having an opening at its end farthest removed
from the bottom, and joining to the bottom and body

at its other ends, said blank when flat having: a bottom

edge, two side edges and a neck edge; a substantially trape-

zoidal bottom surface bounded by a pair of bottom side

scores, a bottom front score and an edge, the edge and

bottom front score being parallel, and the bottom side

scores converging toward the bottom front score; two

pairs of body flute surfaces, one pair being contiguous to

each of the bottom side scores, a first surface of each pair

being at least partially bounded by the respective bottom

side score and a bottom flute score, the other surface of

each pair being at least partially bounded by the respec-

tive bottom flute score and a body side score, the body
side score, bottom flute score and bottom side score all

substantially intersecting at a body flute base junction at

respective ends of the bottom front score, and said inter-

secting scores diverging from each other so that the body
flute surfaces form substantially isosceles triangles with

acute apex angles; two side surfaces, each bounded by a

respective one of the body side scores, a body top score,

and a transition score, the transition scores being sub-

stantial continuations of the bottom front score and

intersecting the body top score at a front junction; a neck

bottom surface contiguous to the bottom surface and
partially bounded by the bottom front score, and a pair
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of neck side scores, one neck side score extending away

from each of the body flute base junctions, said neck

side scores converging toward each other as they depart

from the bottom front score; a first neck flute surface

contiguous to each of the neck side scores partially

bounded by a neck side score, and a neck flute score

which extends from the body flute base junction and

makes an acute angle with the respective neck side score;

a second neck flute surface contiguous to each first neck

flute surface which is partially bounded by the neck flute

score, a neck top score which extends from the respec-

tive front junctions, and a transition score which extends

from the body flute base junction to the from junction;

two body top surfaces, one contiguous to each of the side

surfaces and partially bounded by a respective top score;

two neck top surfaces, each partially bounded by a respec-

tive neck top score, and a top medial score, whereby the

urinal is folded up by folding the blank at the bottom

flute scores and the bottom side scores so that the body

flute surfaces and the bottom flute score overlay the bot-

tom surface, the blank being folded at the body side

scores and body top scores so that the side surfaces rise

from the body flute surfaces and the body top surfaces

overlap each other, the blank being folded at the bot-

tom front score so that the neck bottom surface rises for-

wardiy from the bottom surface, the blank being folded

at the neck scores so that the neck top surfaces overlap

each other, the blank being sealed at the joinder of the

edges of the bottom surface and body flute surfaces, and

at the overlapf)ed neck top surfaces, whereby the device

is set up. and whereby to collapse it the flute surfaces

are pressed toward each other and the top pressed to-

ward the bottom to form a rounding tab, and in which

a locking tab is formed on one of the neck top surfaces.

3,099,018
FLOATING SWIMMING POOL

William A. O'Connell, 9301 Scottdale Ave., Jennings, Mo.
Filed Sept. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 221,121

3 Claims. (CI. 4—171)

^^'
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1. A swimming pool of the character described, includ-

ing in combination:

a plurality of pairs of float units, each float unit being

comprised of a rectangular skeleton framework of

light weight material;

a pair of horizontally spaced pontoons supporting each

unit from a body of water;

means hingedly connecting adjacent units to form a

rectangular structure;

a deck panel atop each unit and coextensive therewith;

a basin of specially treated canvas material for contain-

ing a determined quantity of clear water dependingly

supported from the float units within the inner area

defined by the frameworks thereof;

a weight dependingly supported at each corner of the

basin;

means for anchoring or mooring the connected float

units and the basin supported thereby, said means

comprising a pair of eye elements each rigid with one

of the corner float units closest to shore, a pair of

stakes driven into the ground inland of said body of

water, and a pair of guy rods each having one end

secured to one of said eye elen\ents and its opposite

end secured to one of the stakes;

and means providing access from the shore to at least

one deck panel and vice versa, said means compris-

ing a gangplank having its inland end portion rest-

ing on the shore aforesaid and its opposite end por-

tion resting on a deck panel.

3,099,019
DRAIN PLUG MECHANISM

James A. Tiller, Louisville, Ky., assignor to American

Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 181,907

6 Claims. (CI. 4—200)

1. A drain operating structure comprising a bathroom

fixture, a drain opening formed in said fixture, a drain

plug adapted to close said opening, an annular flange de-

pending from said drain plug, a flexible cable operating

plunger for engaging the underside of said plug within

said flange, said plug having free play clearance between

said drain opening and said operating plunger and means

to support the end of said cable underneath and inside

of said drain plug flange to prevent drain water from

entering into the end of said flexible cable.

3,099,020
PATIENT-HANDLING APPARATUS

Sidney R. Garfield, 1015 Timothy Lane, Lafayette, Calif.,

and William P. Davis, 124 Marian Place, Pleasant

Hill, Calif.

Filed Apr. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 103,563

9 Claims. (CI. 5—81)

1. In a patient-handling apparatus, a patient-supporting

device, comprising a pair of elongated end members

mounted in spaced parallel relation, said end members
being of channel shape with the opening of the channels

providing longitudinally extending guideways, a pair of

elongated side members extending between said end mem-
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bers, roller means secured to the opposite ends of said

side members and engaged in said guideways for mount-

ing said side members in parallel relation while permit-

ting movement thereof together and apart, and a plu-

rality of elongated thin blades secured in spaced relation

along each of said side members and extending therefrom

toward the opposite side member.

encircling said rod. said wrap spring having one end con-

nected with said anchorage and having a portion adjacent

its other end in releasable contractile engagement with

said rod, said spring having, between said one end and

said other end portion, at least a pair of axially spaced

and resilient coils with a relaxed radius of no less than

3,099,021

FOAM MATTRESS
Justin J. Wetzler, Evanston, III., assignor to The Eng-

lander Company, Inc., Chicago, HI., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed May 28, 1957, Ser. No. 662,085

6 Claims. (CI. 5—353)

Ji' V-
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1. A mattress comprising a plurality of coil springs de-

fining a network of confluent spaces, an individual filmy

envelope enclosing each coil spring, and an integral re-

silient cellular pad foamed in place within said network

of spaces to encircle said springs.

3,099,022

METHOD OF OPERATING A WASHING
MACHINE

Hugo Werner Geschka, Angermund, Bezirk Dusseldorf,

Josef Leonard Gillessen, Unterbach, near Dusseldorf,

and Albert Heidenreich, Lintorf, Bezirk Dusseldorf,

Germany, assignors to Maschinenfabrik Peter Pfenn-

ingsberg G.m.b.H., Dusseldorf, Germany
Filed July 12, 1961, Ser. No. 123,491

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 25, 1961

5 Claims. (CI. 8—158)

•A "/Q

that of said rod so as to be normally free of contractile

engagement with said rod to permit limited resilient axial

movement of said rod relative to said anchorage when

said other end porUon is contractively engaged with said

rod. and means connected with said other end of said

spring for effecting release of the contractile engagement

of said other end portion of said spring with said rod.

3,099,024
FOLDING BOAT

Arnold S. Lewis, 200 Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,350

2 Claims. (CI. 9—2)

1. In a method of operating an autcMnatic washing ma-

chine in which fresh water is supplied during the wetting,

washing and rinsing stages in separate portions at inter-

vals to a washing drum which is intermittently driven,

and a corresponding amount of used liquid is discharged

through an overflow, the improvement which comprises

the step of controlling the flow of water so that the supply

of portions of fresh water during the wetting and rinsing

stages takes place during the rotary movements of the

washing drum and in the washing stage when the washing

drum is stationary.

3,099,023

WRAP SPRING ADJUSTMENT LOCK FOR
BOAT WINDSHIELD

Albert E. Buchholz, Kenosha, Wis., and Ralph R. Heck,

Zion, III., assignors to Outboard Marine Corporation,

Waukegan, III., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,969

4 Claims. (CI. 9—1)
1. The combination of a boat hull, a windshield pivo-

tally mounted on said boat hull, a control rod connected

to said windshield, an anchorage on said boat hull

through which said rod is axially movable, a wrap spring

1 . In a foldable boat, a frame having a plurality of sub-

stantially U-shaped cross ribs and substantially vertical

parallel side walls carried by bights of the ribs, collapsi-

ble, inflatable and detachable air tubes extending outside

of and along said side walls, spacer means interposed be-

tween the tubes and side walls to prevent shifting and

chafing of the tubes on said side walls, and a flexible

covering enclosing the boat frame and tightly stretched

around the tubes when the tubes are inflated with air, said

spacer means being resilient pads having corrugated faces

juxtaposed to the tubes, a plurality of spaced cross braces

detachabiy secured to upper ends of the ribs, deck boards

extending transversely over the braces, and inflatable

pontoons detachabiy carried at outer ends of the cross

braces, and rods holding the pads in place.

3,099,025
WATER SKI

Thurman G. Merkley, 8015 SW. Westmoor Way, Port-

land, Oreg., and Ray H. Kruger, 16401 SE. River Road,

Milwaukie, Oreg.
Filed Mar. 29, 1963, Ser. No. 270,496

2 Claims. (CI. 9—310)
1. A water ski comprising:

an elongate ski member which is essentially flat in

cross section and has a width a plurality of times

greater than its thickness,

said member having a front end and a rear end and

a topside to support a person,

the underside, of said member being defined by two
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downwardly facing longitudinally extending mar-

ginal land portions flanking a central groove,

said land portions being generally flat for riding on

the surface of a body of water,

said land portions facing downwardly in a direction

generally normal to the plane of said ski member,

there being a decided change in surface contour at the

inner edge of each land portion marking the erid

of each land portion and the beginning of said

groove,

said groove extending from the rear portion of said

member forwardly to a point at least one-third of

the distance to the front end of said member,

said groove being symmetrically disposed relative to

the longitudinal center line of said member,

said groove being defined in part by a bottom surface

of a width which constitutes at least a major por-

tion of the width of said groove,

said bottom surface being generally parallel to said

land portions,

for the major portion of its length, said groove being

of substantial width with no greater than a gradual

width variation, and with said groove at any place

along such major portion being less than twice as

wide as at any other place,

for at least the major portion of the length of said

groove, the combined widths of said land portions

being such as to leave a groove having a width equal

to at least a major portion of one-half the width of

said member, and such combined widths being equal

to at least a major portion of one-half the width of

said groove,

for at least a major portion of the length of said groove,

the grooving width being a plurality of times greater

than the grooving depth,

the latter being less than half the thickness of said

member,
the grooving depth at any selected point being no

greater than any point rcarwardly thereof.

comprising the steps of ( 1 ) positioning said insole in fixed

relation to receive and retain said tape on the surface of

the insole within an area defined by the common outline

formed by superimposing upon said insole an opposed

image thereof, (2) applying said tape directly to the posi-

tioned insole within said area, (3) severing said tape at

a predetermined length and (4) releasing the taped in-

sole for subsequent application to a last.

3,099,026
METHOD FOR APPLYING ADHESIVE

MATERIALS TO AN INSOLE
John B. Reld, Brighton, and Robert A. Spcnce, South

Lincoln, Mass^ assignors to Bain Corporation, Cam-
bridge, Mass., a corporation of Massachusetts

Filed Feb. 21, 1962, Ser. No. 174,841

g Claims. (CI. 12—142)

3,099,027
GOLF BALL WASHER

John B. nio, 4709 Rodeo Lane, Los Angeles 16, Calif.

FUcd Jan. 11, 1962, Ser. No. 165,522
14 Claims. (CI. 15—21)

J~~V-

1. A golf ball washer which comprises a generally cy-

lindrical case having a forward and a rear end, said case

having a first opening therein adjacent the forward end

through which golf balls are introduced into said case, and

a second opening adjacent the rear end of said case for

recovering the golf balls, a rotatable, generally cylindrical

golf ball scrubbing brush axially supported in said case,

the inner wall of said case and the periphery of said

brush defining a clearance which is less than the diameter

of a golf ball, and means in said case for guiding and

directing the progress of the golf ball from the forward

end of said case toward the rear end, whereby each golf

ball introduced into said case is rendered in frictional

engagement between said brush and the inner wall of said

case resulting in the golf ball rotating in a direction

counter to the rotation of the brush when the brush is ro-

tated while simultaneously being rotated about the inner

circumference of said case and across the surface of said

brush from the forward end of the case to the rear end,

said means for guiding and directing the progress of the

golf ball being helically inclined in a direction from the

forward end toward the rear end, and the inclination being

such that the golf ball rotates about the inner circum-

ference of the case a plurality of revolutions while pro-

gressing from the forward end of the case to the rear end,

and under the influence of said guiding means, the golf

ball shifts from a generally circular path of travel to a

generally helical path of travel and back to a generally

circular path of travel.

1 . In the manufacture of footwear, a method of apply-

ing double-faced, pressure-sensitive tape to an insole

3,099,028
SURFACE TREATING APPLIANCE

WiUiam A. AnUto, MansficM, Ohio, assigoor to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania
FUcd Sept. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 135,500

6 Claims. (CI. 15—50)
1. In combination in a portable surface treating ap-

pliance, a supporting structure, a treating brush carried

by said supporting structure, a propelling handle pivotally

connected to said supporting structure for pivotal move-
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ment from between an upright vertical position above

said supporting structure to an inclined position to one

side of said supporting structure, latch means operably

associated between said handle and said supporting struc-

ture for holding said handle in the upright vertical posi-

tion, a reservoir for containing a treating liquid mounted

on said handle, a flexible conduit connected to said res-

end portion of the bar paralleling and substantially the

same length as the first named handle and providing means

for swinging said bar in a circular path around the pivot,

said operating handle being of circular cross-section.

-in.

ervoir and having a discharge nozzle for directing a treat-

ing liquid to a predetermined point relative to said brush

for treating operations, valve means between said res-

ervoir and said nozzle for controlling the flow of treat-

ing liquid through said conduit and single means on said

handle for operating said latch means and for controllmg

the operation of said valve.

3,099,029
BRUSH

J T. Hanson, 6060 Parfcdale St., Dallas, Tex.

FUed Aug. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 48,594

2 Claims. (CI. 15—160)

3,099,030
RIVET AND BEARING STRUCTURE

Steve Zury, Gary, Ind., assignor to The Anderson

Company, a corporation of Indiana

FUcd May 12, 1961, Ser. No. 109,741

11 Claims. (CI. 15—250J5)

If M 17 It

10. Structure of the kind described comprising a first

elongate section provided with an opening extending trans-

versely therethrough, a second section having side walls

straddling said first section and provided with apertures

aligned with said opening, an elongate member extending

into said opening and having ends provided with means

disposed in juxtaposed relation to inner faces of said side

walls, and means carried by said member provided with

portions forcibly engaging outer faces of said side walls

serving to simultaneously effect a fixed interlocking con-

nection between said means on said member and said inner

faces and a freely movable pivotal connection between

said sections.

3,099,031

WINDSHIELD WIPER
Arthur L. Ludwig, Hastings, Mich., assignor to Hastings

Manufacturing Company, Hastings, Mich.

FUed June 20, 1962, Ser. No. 204,306

24 Claims. (CI. 15—250.42)

r- ir"^-Ti^-^

1, A brush comprising an anchoring pivot including an

ice pick having an elongated shank comprising a work

penetrating point on one end, an elongated handle fixed

longitudinally on the other end portion of the shank, a

collar fixed on the shank adjacent to but spaced from said

handle, a bar having one end portion journalcd on the

shank between the coUar and the handle for swingmg

movement therearound, a series of equally spaced bristle

tufts on the bar paralleling the shank and terminatmg sub-

stantiaUy flush with said point thereof, said brisUes com-

prising broom com and arranged in a row extendmg along

the entire length of said bar. said brisUes being of the same

length, and an elongated operating handle near the free

13. A windshield wiper assembly comprising a body

member of flexibly resilient material having a groove

extending longitudinally thereof and opening at its inner

edge and having a longitudinally extending rib on its

outer edge, a blade member having an enlarged inner

portion disposed in said groove and provided with a

flexible portion projecting inwardly from said body mem-

ber, and a pair of outwardly bowed springable support

members disposed in crossed relation and pivotally con-

nected to each other and having integral end portions

disposed in retaining engagement with said rib on said

body member.

3,099,032

COMBINED WASH SPONGE, BACK STRAP
AND SOAP HOLDER

Harry Webb, 41 W. 27th St., New York, N.Y.
FUed Sept. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 221,232

6 Claims. (CI. 15—509)

r -r

3. A washing and bathing appliance, comprising a

porous sponge having a flat side, a flexible sheet secured
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to margins of said side leaving a central portion of said

sheet unattached to an adjacent central f>ortion of said

side, said sheet having a slit therein at the central por-

tion thereof providing an opening for a detergent receiv-

ing pocket between the central portions of said sheet and

side of the sponge, said sheet having tabs extending be-

yond said sponge at opposite ends thereof, and mutually

engageable fastener members on respective ends of the

tabs for forming the tabs into a loop to receive the hand

of a person using the appliance, each of the fastener

members b.-ing a snap fastener element, one of said

members having double studs extending in opposite di-

rections, the other of the fastener members having double

recesses opening in opposite directions.

6. A massaging appliance, comprising a long flexible

strap, said strap having a pair of fastener members spaced

inwardly of opposite ends of the strap, and a flexible strip

having further fastener members at opposite ends thereof

'engaged with the respective fastener members of the strap

to juxtapose the strip to the strap at a central poriion

thereof, said strip having an outer corrugated side for

massaging a body part, each of the fastener members on

the strap and strip being a snap fastener element, one of

the fastener members on the strap and one of the fastener

members on the strip each having double studs extend-

mg in opposite directions, the other one of the fastener

members on the strap and ihe other one of ihe fastener

members on the strip each having double recesses extend-

ing in opposite directions.

3,099,034

PAINT ROLLER OF THE FOUNTAIN TYPE
Raimvald G. Leiand, 2334 W. 241st St., Lomita, Calif.

Filed Jan. 29, 1962, Ser. No. 169,688

9 Claims. (CI. 15—562)

3,099,033

PAINT DISTRIBUTOR ATTACHMENT FOR
A PAINT BRUSH

James W. Carpenter, 406 Orlando Ave., Akron, Ohio

Filed Dec. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 79,000

5 Claims. (CI. 15—551)

« t/
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2. A paint roller comprising a handle provided with

a shaft, an abutment collar on said shaft, a cylindrical

paint container rotatably mounted on said shaft with an

end thereof adjacent said collar, said container being

formed with at least one slot extending a substantial

distance along its length, outwardly projecting abutment

means at said end of the container, a paint spreading

cylinder concentrically and adjustably mounted on said

container with one end engaging said abutment means

and having an outer layer of yieldable porous material,

said cylinder being formed with apertures registrable with

said slot, a circular cover rotatably mounted on said shaft

and engaged in the opposite end of said container, said

cover having a peripheral flange engageable against the

other end of said cylinder, and a nut threaded on the

shaft outwardly adjacent the cover and being adapted to

exert inward force on the cover, whereby to urge the

cylinder against the abutment means and to hold the

cylinder in adjusted position relative to the container.

3,099.035
WAX APPLICATOR

Herbert B. Plost, 2223 S. Darlington Place, Tulsa, Okla.

Filed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 110,023
1 Claim. (CI. 15—569)

5. A paint distributor attachment for the ferrule por-

tion of a paint brush, comprising, an encircling band

adapted to be secured about said ferrule portion, said en-

circling band having resilient means flexibly attached

thereto constituting a flattened pocket which is adapted to

lie closely and resiliently against the bristles of a paint

brush, said flattened pocket having ingress and egress

means, said egress means being located on the side of the

pocket which is adapted to lie adjacent the brush bristles,

said ingress and egress means being adapted to conduct a

controlled flow of paint originating from a remote source

into said ingress means and said pocket and out of said

egress means for distribution to the adjacent bristles of a

paint brush, said egress means being spaced from the outer

most edges of said llattened pocket, and said flattened

pocket further permitting the formation of a slight menis-

cus of paint between the egress means of said pocket and

the said adjacent bristles.

.A wax appKing device adaptable to receive and support

a container of liquid wax and adaptable to receive a

handle whereby said applicator may be manipulated about

a floor or other flat surface, comprising, in combination;

a rectanL'ular .ipplicator base having an upper substan-

tially flat surface and downwardly extending sides;

a nozzle portion integrally formed in said upper flat

surface adaptable to threadably receive said container

of liquid wax. said upper flat surface having at least

one opening therein communicating with said nozzle

portion;

a reservoir scalably supported to the lower side of said

upper surface of said applicator base adaptable to

receive and contain liquid wax from said openings in
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said upper flat surface, said reservoir having an open-

ing in the lower poriion thereof;

a valve flapper within said reservoir and resiliently

biased over said opening to normally close said

opening;

a rectangular sponge removably positioned m said appli-

cator "base below said reservoir, the upper portion of

said sponge encompassed by said downwardh extend-

ing sides of said applicator base;

a perforated distribution plate recessed within the top

of said sponge to receive and distribute liquid wax

over a substantial portion of said upper surface of

said sponge;

means connecting said sponge and said distribution

plate to said downwardly extending sides of said

applicator base, said means allowing said distribu-

tion plate and said sponge vertical and horizontal

movement with respect to said reservoir;

.1 valve actuator rod having a flat upper end surface

which is normally in contact with the bottom of said

normally closed valve flapper, said rod extending

downward through said opening and terminating its

lower end with a substantially flat base member in

contact with the upper side of said distribution plate,

said rod and base movable relative to said reservoir

within the limitations of said opening whereby said

valve can be opened to admit wax from said reservoir

unto said distribution plate upon any relatively verti-

cal movement of said distribution plate with respect

to said reservoir.

projected area of the casement when the casement is in a

closed position relative to the frame.

3.099,037

MOCK CHICKEN LEG MACHINE
Frederick H. Blake, Bellevue, and Frederick M. Thorbum,

Redmond, Wash., assignors to Sunnee Brand Meat

Company, Inc., Seattle, Wash., a corporation of Wash-

ington __ „-

,

Filed July 10, 1961, Ser. No. 122,816

8 Claims. (CI. 17—1)

3,099,036

SWrVEL MOUNT FOR WINDOWS
Flemming Bank, Portland, Oreg.

(40 Moss Ave., Oakland, Calif.)

Filed Apr. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 102,529

2 Claims. (CI. 16—163)

r.iif
»»
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2. In a swivel structure for hinging the central portion

of "an edge of a window casement to the corresponding

portion of an outer window frame to mount the casement

for 180° rotation relative to the frame, an outer plate

adapted to be secured to the inner edge of such an outer

window frame, an inner plate adapted to be secured to

the outer edge of such a window casement, a rigid strap-

like link, means connecting one end of said link pivotally

to said outer plate to mount said link on one side of said

outer plate, means connecting the other end of said liuic

pivotally to said inner plate to mount said inner plate on

the side of said link opposite to the side of said huk

adjacent to said outer plate so that said link lies between

said plates, first stop means limiting pivotal movement

of said link and said outer plate through a first range of

substantially 90°, second stop means limiting pivotal

movement between said link and said inner plate through

a second range of substantially 90°, and means for pre-

venting pivotal movement between said link and said

inner plate except when said link is in a position relative

to said outer plate at one end of said first range, said link

being of such a width and so connected to said plates and

said plates being adapted to be so fastened to the window

frame and casement that said link lies wholly with the

1. A mock chicken leg machine, comprising: a frame-

work for supporting a plurality of transverse shafts; trans-

versely spaced chain sprockets disposed in coacting pairs

on said shafts; two spaced apart parallel chains operatively

driven and supported by said sprockets and having the

upper run of said chains at an easily observable level; an

intermittent driving means for said chains arranged to stop

said chains in synchronization with other elements of said

machine; a plurality of longitudinally spaced carrier bars

secured at opposite ends to each of said chains; a stick

clutch secured at subsuntially the midpoint of each of

said bars for gripping the lower ends of said sticks and

carrying them in a vertical position; a pair of coacting

meat compressing cavity mold members with their cavities

on the same level as the upper end of sticks carried by

said bars; means for supplying ground meat and admix-

tures under pressure; a metering means for measuring a

serving amount of said meat and passing it downwardly

in synchronization with the movement of said mold

members; a transversely movable knife disposed between

said metering means and said mold members to cut off a

predetermined amount of meat; fluid operated means for

operatively moving said knife; fluid operated means for

sequentially closing said mold members for compressing

a metered amount of meat on a stick handle; a conveyor

belt for carrying the finished meat servings away from the

machine; stick ejector means for ejecting the finished stick

mounted servings from said carrier bars and power switch-

ing means for insuring sequential operation of the said

coacting elements of said machine.

3,099,038
POULTRY GIZZARD SKINNER

Ben E. Platt, P.O. Box 494, Gainesville, Ga.

Filed Oct. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 147,959

8 Claims. (CL 17—11)
1. In a device of the character described, a supporting

framework, blocks anchored to opposite sides thereof, a

plurality of spaced shafts rotatably mounted in said

blocks, each shaft having thereon a plurality of spaced

toothed sections, each of the said toothed sections on

one of said shafts intermeshing with a single correspond-
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ing toothed section on the other of said shafts, to form swinging the door to open and closed positions, and
a pair of intermeshed toothed sections and each pair of flexible bushing means in said pivot means and providing

for a limited self-positioning shifting of said doer reia-

said intermeshed teeth sections being spaced from the

next adjacent pair of intermeshed toothed sections.

3,099,039
EVISCERATING METHOD

Frank H. Ine, Milwaukee, Wis^ assignor to John Mohr &
Soaa, Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

Original application Feb. 27, 1958, Ser. No. 717,964, now
Patent No. 2,997,736, dated Aug. 29, 1961. Divided
and this application June 26, 1961, Scr. No. 128,289

4 Claims. (CI. 17—45)

1. A method of removing animal organs, such as poul-
try kidneys, connected by tissue to a body cavity, the steps

of subjecting the tissues connecting the organ to the body
cavity to a localized fluid jet stream of sufficient velocity

and impinging force to enhance rupturing and loosening
of the connecting tissues from the body, and simultane-
ously subjecting Aid organ to localized suctional forces
adjacent said jet stream tending to withdraw said organ
from said cavity.

3,099,040
DISCHARGE DOOR MECHANISM FOR

MIXING MACHINE
James T. Matsnoka, BrccicsvUle, Ohio, assignor to Stewart

Boiling & Company, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, a corpora-
tion of Ohio

FUed Sept. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 141,204
3 Claims. (CI. 18—2)

I. In a plastic mixing machine, housing means having
a mixing chamber provided with a discharge opening,
seat means on said housing adjacent said opening, a door
engageable with said seat means for closing said opening
and disengageable therefrom for uncovering said discharge
opening, pivot means on one side of said discharge open-
ing for connecting said door with said housing means and
providing for swinging of the door toward and way from
said seat means, power means connected with said door
at a point of the latter spaced from said pivot means tor

1 "-

^C3

live to said discharge opening in response to the power
actuation /of said door and a misaligned engagement of
the door with said seat means.

3,099,041
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING

POWDER
Albert R. Kanfmann, LcxiagtOD, Mass., assignor to

Noclear Metals, Inc., Coocord, Mass., a corporation
of Massachosetts

FUcd Mar. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 94,299
8 Claims, (a. 18—2^)

e ^ciiiQ ,

>' «'» ,

_il^.

1
. Apparatus for making fine powder of uniform char-

acter and not exceeding in size 200 microns in diameter
comprising a chamber, means for introducing a tubular
consumable electrode within said chamber, means for ro-
tating said consumable electrode within said chamber, a
conventional electrode operatively mounted within said
chamber and in cooperation with said rotating ccMisum-
able electrode, with the longitudinal axes of said tubular
consumable electrode and of said conventional electrode
being disposed in a parallel but spaced apart relation,

means for maintaining an electric arc between said rotat-
ing consumable electrode and said conventional electrode
progressively to melt said rotating consumable electrode
whereby uniformly shaped portions not exceeding 200
microns in diameter of said rotating tubular consumable
electrode are progressively thrown oflf by centrifugal force
from the molten end thereof, and means for collectinf
said portions.
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3,099,042
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A

POROUS RESIN PLATE
Richard RabI, Vienna, Austria, assignor to Varta Airtien-

gescllschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, a corpora-
tion of Germany

Filed June 24, 1958, Scr. No. 744,284
Claims priority, application Austria June 29, 1957

7 Claims. (CI. 18—4)

3. An apparatus for producing shaped porous syn-

thetic resin plates, said apparatus comprising a supply
of a flexible support band of a non-conductive, readily

deformable material, means for depositing a layer of syn-

thetic resin powder on the support band, a heating means
for sintering the powder layer, means for moving the

support with the powder layer through the heating means,
a stationary molding press, means for ac.uating the press,

means for pulling the support band with the sintered

powder layer through the molding press, and control

means synchronized for alternately actuating the support
moving and pulling means to impart an intermitient for-

ward movement to the support band and the press actu-

ating means for actuating the press when the support
band stands still between intermiuent forward move-
ments.

3,099,043
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR VACUUM

FORMING HOLLOW ARTICLES
Edward C. Held, Jr., Bardesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company, a corporation of Dela-
ware

Filed Oct. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 148,144
8 Claims. (CI. 18—19)

I® T^E^^^S
7t^

1. A process for simultaneously producing a plurality

of hollow articles from thermoplastic material which com-
prises passing two sheets of thermoplastic materia] into

contact with a softening amount of heat, then into contact

with two opposing mold die halves each containing a

plurality of matching cavities; exhausting air from be-

neath each sheet to cause the thermoplastic material to

conform to the shape of the mold halves; bringing the

edges of the mold halves together to form a plurality of

hollow articles; maintaining communication between the

atmosphere and the interior of the hollow articles; and
separating the mold halves to release a plurality of molded
articles.

4. Apparatus for producing simultaneously a plurality

of hollow thermoplastic articles comprising a plurality of

matching mold shell halves each having ocMitained in and
spaced from said shell multiple perforated cavities and
a manifold means communicating with an opening in each
cavity and with the exterior of the mold; a port means
in each of said shells for exhausting air therefrom; means
for continuously moving and bringing into juxtaposition
successive pairs of mold halves; means for continuously
supplying a pair of spaced apart, softened thermoplastic
sheets to the mold halves so as to cover the mold cavities
as the matching halves are brought into juxtapositi<Mi;

means to exhaust air from the space within the shell of
the mold halves; and means to maintain the manifold
in communication with the interior of the hollow article

and the atmosphere.

3,099,044
APPARATUS FOR MAKING ARTICLES OF

POLYURETHANE PLASTICS
Franz Gottfried Renter, Lemforde, Hannover, Germany,

assignor, by mesne assignments, to Mobay Chemical
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 10, 1958, Ser. No. 760,215
Claims priority, application Germany Sept. 13, 1957

6 Claims. (CI. 18—26)

1. An apparatus for centrifugally casting plastic prod-
ucts comprising a mounting plate connected to and ro-
tatably driven by a drive shaft, a mounting wheel detach-
ably connected to said mounting plate, a mold-positioning
element detachably connected to said mounting wheel,
said mold-positioning element being concentric with said
mounting plate and said mounting wheel, a plate mem-
ber fitting within said mold-positioning element and at-

tached to said mounting plate to direct the flow of plastic
material introduced therein, said mold-positioning element
having a plurality of bores through the wall thereof, a
plurality of molds each of which defines a mold cavity,
each of said molds being connected to said mold-position-
ing element by an insert member, each of said insert mem-
bers being slidably disposed in one of said bores in said
mold-positioning element and movable radially with re-
spect thereto, each of said inseil members having a pas-
sageway therethrough to convey the plastic material to
said mold cavity and a mold securing means on the pe-
riphery of said mounting wheel for holding said molds in
place.

3,099,045
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MOLDING PRE-

EXPANDED PLASTIC BEADS
Arvid Honkanen, Belvidere, III., assignor to American
Can Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
Jersey

FUed June 1, 1960, Scr. No. 33,328
17 Claims. (CI. 18—30)

2. A method of pneumatically depositing a full charge
of plastic particles in a mold cavity comprising the steps
of,

flowing a pressurized gas stream along a main flow
path at a high velocity,
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feedtng plastic particles from a storage reservoir into

said gas stream,

entraming said plastic particles in said gas stream

thereby carrying said plastic particles along said

main flow path,

joining said main flow path as a common juncture to

first and second alternate flow paths leading back to

said reservoir and into said mold cavity respectively.

providing a resistance to ihe flow of said gas stream

and entrained particles from said main flow path into

said first alternate flow path,

providing a substantially smaller resistance to the flow

of said gas stream and entrained particles from said

main flow path into said second al ernate flow path

as compared to the flow resistance into said first

alternate flow path wheieby said g>is stream and en-

trained particles automatically flow primarily into

said second flow path and into said mold cavity,

flowing said gas stream through said mold cavity and

immediately thereupon venting the gas directly to

the atmosphere while retaining and depositing said

entrained plastic particles in said mold cavity,

agitating said deposited plastic particles in said mold
cavity by said gas stream flowing therethrough to

uniformly and completely distibute the particles

throughout all fwrtions of said mold cavity until said

cavity is uniformly and fully charged with said

plastic particles,

and immediately and automatically thereupon flowing

said gas stream and entrained particles into said first

flow path to carry said entrained plastic particles back

to said reservoir.

3,099,046
MOLD FOR SNAP-IN BUSHING

Ferdinand Klumpp, Jr., Union, and William H. Jemison,
Berlteley Heights, NJ., assignors to Heyman Manu-
facturing Company, Keniiworth, NJ., a corporation of

New Jersey
Original application Nov. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 852,689, now

Patent No. 3,001,007, dated Sept. 19, 1961. Divided
and tliis application Dec. 31, 1959, Ser. No. 863,370

<• 11 Claims. (CI. 18—42)

3. A cavity part for a mold of the character described;

said cavity part having a longitudinal axis and a work
fjice substantially perpendicular to said axis, said cavity

part at said work face thereof having an inside substan-

tially cylindrical surface substantially concentric with re-

spect to said axis, said cavity part toeing provided in said

/^

work face thereof with a slot extending from said inside

cylindrical surface substantially radially outwardly with

respect to said axis.

3,099,047
APPARATUS FOR BREAKING FIBROUS MASSES

Frank B. Morrill, North Adams Mass., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Crompton & Knowles Corpora-
tion, Worcester, Mass., a corporation of Massachusetts

Filed July 6, 1961, Ser. No. 122,164
9 Claims. (CI. 19—81)

1. Apparatus for breaking up a fibrous cheese which

comprises a rotary platform member for supporting the

fibrous cheese, m.-ans for rotating the platform member
and the cheese thereon, a spiked member mounted for

horizontal movement above the platform member and

having a plurality of depending spikes engageable with

the top of said cheese, mechanism operatively connected

to said spiked member for moving said spikes in a hori-

zontal direction to claw fibers from the rotating cheese

and displace the fibers over the periphery of the cheese.

whereby a la\ei of fibers is removed from the rotating

cheese, and .iclii.iting means for moving one of said

members toward the other member in a vertical direction

to remove successive layers of fibers from the rotating

cheese by said horizontal movement of the spikes.

3,099,048
APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY CONTROL-
LING THE DRAFTING OF ELONGATE MATE-
RIALS

Hans Locher, Uster, Switzerland, assignor to Zellwe^r
Ltd., Uster, Switzerland, a Swiss corporation

Filed Jan. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 784,568
Claims priority, application Switzerland Jan. 9, 1958

llClaims.(CI. 19—240)
I. Means for controlling material drafting operations

between a first pair of drafting rolls and a pair of variable

speed drafting rolls, said means comprising: measuring

means positioned before said first pair of drafting rolls to

detect variations in the material passing thereto; com-
pensating means to which a signal from said measuring

means is fed; subtracting means coupled to the drafting

rolls providing a signal indicative of the difference in

angular speed between that of the first pair of drafting

rolls and the variable speed drafting rolls, the difference

signifl being fed to said compensating means; reducing
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means interposed between the variable speed drafting rolls

and said subtracting means and means directing a control

signal from said compens.iting means to a drive for said

variable speed drafting rolls, whereby the long term

variations due to disturbing influences on the measuring

means are eliminated.

ing tube; means pivotally connecting the uppermost end of

said outer member to the lower surface of said door; and
latch means pivotally connected to said outermost mem-
ber intermediate its ends and releasably engaged with the

wall forming one side of the stairwell when the door is in

open position.

3,099,050
WINDOW SASH CONSTRUCTION

Frank W. Hetman, Minneapolis Minn., assignor to

De Vac, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Feb. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 10,699

6 Claims. (CI. 20—52.2)

3,099,049
LIFT BEAM ASSEMBLY

Robert L. Webb, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Filed May 3, 1962, Ser. No. 192,102

3 Claims. (CI. 20—16)

A
CC ij

"\1

1. A lift assembly for a horizontal door covering a

stairwell, comprising: a pair of elongated tubular mem-
bers joined in telescoping relation; a helical expansion

spring surrounding the innermost one of said telescoping

members; mounting means pivotally connecting one end

of the innermost said member to the upper surface of one

step in said stairwell, said mounting means comprising a

mounting tube telescopingly received by the depending end

portion of said inner tube, said mounting tube having an

apertured hemispherical depending end. an anchor pin

secured by one end portion within said one step of said

stairwell and projecting upwardly into said mounting tube,

and a bearing washer interposed between the upper sur-

face of said step and the hemispherical end of said meunt-

3. in a sash holder, the combination of a cartridge and
a sash rail having recess means for said cartridge, said

cartridge being slidably mounted in said rail recess means
and having an elongated body member having a recess

extending longitudinally therein, said body member having

a first slot formed on one side thereof and a second slot

on the bottom thereof, a locking pin slidably mounted
in said recess of said body member and spring urged
outwardly thereof, an actuating pin connected to said

locking pin and extending outwardly through said bottom
slot of said cartridge and a stop pin connected to said

locking pin and extending outwardly through said first

side slot of said cartridge.

3,099,051
CORNER REINFORCING AND ADJUSTING

MEANS FOR FRAMES
Albert J. Chenoweth, Winslow, Wash., assignor to Case-
Jamb, Inc., Bainbridge Island, Wash., a corporation of
Washington

Filed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,637
2 Claims. (CI. 20—92)

1. A corner joint construction comprising, a first

frame member and a second frame member, said frame
members each having an inner surface, an outer surface

and a beveled end surface, said beveled end surfaces

meeting in abutting relationship to form a mitre joint,

a pair of comer engaging members, each said corner
engaging member comprising a straight web portion hav-
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ing anchor means adjacent one end thereof remote from
said abutting end surfaces securing said corner engaging

member to said frame and an outwardly bent portion

adjacent the other end of said web, said outwardly bent

portions extending away from said frame members in

paraHel spaced relation at points intermediate said abut-

ting end surfaces and said anchor means providing a

space between said outwardly bent portions, one of said

outwardly bent portions having a female interlocking

member po itioned thereon extending into said space

and the other of said outwardly bent portions having a

male interlocking member positioned thereon received

in said female member, one of said straight web portions

overlying said outer surface of said first frame member
with its anchor means secured to said first frame member,
the other of said web portions overlying said outer sur-

face of said second frame nxmber with its anchor means
secured to said second frame member, and threaded

fastener means passing through said parallel spaced out-

wardly bent portions inwardly of said interlocking mem-
bers to resiliently pivot said web portions toward one

another.

comprises the step of supporting the skin by means of

subjecting said skin to sufficient fluid pressure effective to

9,099,052
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR CASTING

UTILIZING GAS STREAM
Kazuro Suzuki, Namo, Nisfainomiya-shi, Hyogo-kcn, and

Hlroshi Yamaoka, Kadoma-cho, Kltakawachl-gun,
Osaka-fn, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Kinzoku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Osalca-shl, Japan, a corpora-

^ tion of Japan
FUcd Oct. 28, 1959, Scr. No. 849,228

7 Claims. (CI. 22—73)

It »

1. A process for casting metal which comprises intro-

ducing a molten metallic substance into a mold permeable
to air through an inlet at the bottom of the mold so that

the substance rises in the mold, and blowing a pneumatic

medium continuously through an opening at the top of

the cavity into the mold in a manner such that said medi-

um runs substantially counter to the rising substance until

the mold is filled with said substance, and produces a

pneumatic current of a fixed flow rate, which current

passes continuously through the mold to carry away gas

produced within the mold.

3,099,053
APPARATUS AND PROCESS FOR CONTINUOUS

CASTING
Sigdon A. Eliot, Nortti Haven, Conn., assignor to Olin

Mathieson Chemical Corporation, a corporation of
VirginU

Filed Mar. 25, 1959, Scr. No. 801,923
5 Claims. (CI. 22—200.1)

1. In a method of continuously casting metal in a

forming die containing two diiTerent melting constituents

including feeding said metal in molten condition through
an apertured die, cooling the mcdten metal so as to

develop a solidification front within the die, said s<^idifi-

cation front characterizing a region in said die within

which the molten metal changes to a solid metal, a high

melting constituent of said metal freezing first to develop

a peripheral skin, said skin connecting said die with com-
pletely solidified metal below said region, said skin being

susceptible of rupture as a result of a head of said molten
metal: the improvement in combinatioa therewith which

counterbalance said head whereby the skin is precluded

from rupturing, said degree of support being measured by
the head of molten metal above the sc^d metal.

3,099,054
FLEXIBLE MULTI-PURPOSE CLAMP

Lloyd W. Spire, Canoga Park, Calif., a»ignor to Lock-
heed Aircraft Corporation, Bnrbank, Calif.

FUed Apr. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 104,979
1 Claim. (CL 24—16)

A tubing or wiring supporting clamp comprising, a

flexible strap having through perforations along its length

and a base integrally attached thereto, said base having
opposed upper and lower walls interconnected along their

sides to form a through opening or slot having smooth ^

walled surfaces adjacent the junction of the strap and
base and adapted to receive the end of said strap, a U-
shaped channel at the other end of said base and adjoining

said slot, said channel having a through perforation for

registry with a selected perforation of said strap, diamond
knurled surfaces on the bottom of said channel and on
the mating surface of the strap and means including said

perforations for holding the knurled surfaces in intimate

contact.

3,099,055
STRAP TENSIONING DEVICE

John Richard Hubcr, Holicong, Pa., assignor to Eastern
Rotorcraft Corporation, Doylcstown, Pa., a corporation
of Pennsylvania

FUed July 22, 1960, Scr. No. 44,801
4 CUims. (CI. 24—68)

1. A strap adjusting and tensioning device having a

frame, an anchor fitting located at one end of said frame,
strap adjusting and load transfer mechanism attached to

said frame, said mechanism including a handle, a pivot

attaching said handle to said frame, a strap engaging beam
moimted on said pivot and extending transversely with
respect to said frame, a second strap engaging beam at-
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tached to said handle in offset relation to said first strap

engaging beam, said handle being movable to a position

closely adjacent said frame, a latch member interengaging

said handle and said frame when the handle is in latched

position, a strap clamping device movably mounted on
said frame in a position offset from the pivotal mounting
of said handle, and a strap including a first portion ex-

tending into said frame at the end opposite said anchor
fitting and engaging both of said beams, said strap also

including a second portion extending from said beams
outwardly through the end of said frame at which said

first strap portion extends into said frame, said damping
device being located between said strap portions, said

clamping device incorporating a cam engageable with said

first strap portion and an extension arm engageable with

•aid second strap portion.

3,f99,f56
CLAMP

William Jack Hnrcomb, AraoM, England, assignor to

Rolls-Royce Limited, Derby, En^and, a company of
Great Britain

Filed Nov. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 149,544
Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 7, 1960

6 Clalmv. (CI. 24—84)

1. A clamp comprising a first membed adapted to be
secured to a support, and having a forwardly extending

planar wall, two spaced pins connected to said wall at

forward locations thereof, said pins being spaced along
the transverse extent of said wall and projecting at right

angles therefrom, a movable plate disposed rearwardly of

said pins and adjacent said wall, spring means urging said

plate forwardly towards said pins in a direction at right

angles to the plane containing said pins, and a second

member having two hook portions, each hook portion

comprising a shank extending rearwardly of the second
member and connected to a forwardly extending toe, said

shank and toe defining a hook-eye whose forward side is

open and which is adapted to partially embrace a respec-

tive one of said pins, said hook-eyes being spaced by a

distance equal to the spacing between said two pins and
the toes of said hook portions being on corresponding

sides of said hook-eyes, whereby said second member may
be moved rearwardly towards said first member to cause

both hook portions simultaneously to engage and depress

said plate, and then transversely and forwardly relative

to said first member to cause each of said pins to enter

a respective one of said hook-eyes laterally through said

forward open side thereof, said plate being movable for-

wardly to maintain said pins partially embraced within

said hook-eye so that said two members are held rela-

tively to one another against transverse and separating

movement, said second member having clamp means for

clamping at least one object thereto.

3,099,057
SELF-RETAINING FASTENERS

Walter L. Cook, Seattle, Wash., assignor to The Boeing
Company, Seattle, Wash., a corporation of Delaware

FUed July 24, 1961, Ser. No. 126,112
15 Claims. (CI. 24—141)

3. A fastener comprising elastic thermoplastic-like ma-
terial adapted for mounting in a structural support having

a fastener-receiving hole therein, said fastener having a
body insertable through said hole and comprising a tubu-
lar portion, with stop means on one end thereof
disposable adjacent to one side of said support with
such tubular portion projecting beyond the opposite
side of said support, said tubular portion having a wall
which is weakened by a reduction of thickness in an an-
nularly extending zone longitudinally located inwardly

from the projecting outer end of such tubular portion and
outwardly from said opposite side of the support, the outer
end of said projecting tubular portion being expandable
progressively by externally applied force until such outer
end flips over by self-propelled elastic action of the ma-
terial in a reverse fold of the tubular portion back upon
itself about said zone of weakening, whereby elastic ten-

sion in such outer end thereafter maintains said reverse
fcrid as a stop on the projecting end erf the fastener.

3,099,058
UPHOLSTERY TACKING STRIP

Winslow L. PettingeU, Highland Park, Dl. (% McCloskcy
ft PettingeU Associates, 4122 W. Peterson Ave., Chi-
cago 46, ni.)

FUed Oct 20, 1960, Ser. No. 63,926
7 Claims. (CI. 24—152)

1. A fastening strip for securing upholstery fabric to a

surface formed from a single strip of material and adapta-

ble to curvatures in different planes of said surface, com-
prising: a series of flat clips having a generally U-shaped
configuration, one leg of said U provided with at least one
prong at the end thereof and the other leg of said U
having a channel portion formed by the end thereof ex-

tending toward said one leg and open toward said prong,
said clips being flexibly joined at the edges of said other
leg by an accordion-like pleated portion, having the pleats

transverse to the length of the strip whereby said pleated

portion is readily flexible and allows said clips to move
relative to each o:her and be formed about sharp radii and
curvatures of said surface in different planes; means for
fastening said strip to said surface; and means for securing

said fabric between said legs and within said channel.

3,099,059
SPRING-LOCKING SUDER FOR ZIPPER

FASTENERS
Otto J. Huelster, Lake Plymouth, Plymouth, Conn., as-

signor to ScovUl Manufacturing Company, Waterbury,
Conn., a corporation of Coimccticnt

FUcd Jan. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 164,452
3 Claims. (CI. 24—205.14)

1. A three-piece spring-locking slider for zipper fas-

teners comprising:
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(fl) a slider body having front and back wings joined

together at one end by a neck so as to provide a

Y-shaped channel between them, said front wing hav-

ing transversely extending upper and lower spaced

openings with a bridge of wing material between

them, and front opening recesses extending laterally

into the wing material from said upper opening;

(b) upstanding upper and lower lugs struck up from

the material of said front wing, one on the Mde of

each opening opposite said bridge, said lugs extend-

ing also over said openings toward each other;

(c) a locking member of spring metal positioned over

said bridge and having a central arched portion be-

tween said lugs, a U-shaped loop extending under

the upper lug with the inner arm of said loop ex-

tending into said upper opening, an extension at the

]

lower end of said arched portion projecting through

the lower opening and providing a locking pin mov-

able into and out of the slider channel with a shoul-

der between said pin and arch, said lower lug ex-

tending over said shoulder to limit outward move-

ment of said locking member;

(d) laterally extending ears on the inner arm of said

U-shaped loop fitting in said lateral recesses;

(e) means for anchoring said ears in said lateral re-

cesses; and,

(/) a pull tab having a pintle extending under said

arch and confined thereby in the space between said

arch and said bridge, whereby outward force exerted

on the pull tab will move the locking pin out of the

slider channel against the spring action of said U-

shaped loop.

3,099,060
COUPLING FOR FLANGED PIPE ELEMENTS
Douglas Smith, 30 Highland Ave., Rowayton, Conn.

Filed Nov. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 851,435

2 Claims. (CI. 24—279)

1. A light weight clamp for connecting flanged pipe

elements comprising a band adapted to surround two

flanges and lugs along the opposite edges of the band

said lugs each having an intermediate portion and having

inner and outer faces, the lugs being curled radially in-

wardly and toward the middle of the band, the outer faces

of the curled intermediate portion of the lugs being adapted

to contact and press the pipe flanges together, there being

a depression on the inner face of the band opposite each

lug, the lugs being notched to provide free ends of re-

duced with substantially the same as the depressions and

adapted to seat therein when curled into position against

the pipe flanges, the curled intermediate portions of the

lugs contacting substantially all the periphery of the

flanges they being substantially wider than the ends of

the lugs.

3,099,061
APPARATUS FOR SHAPING AND COMPRESSING
SHEETS OF ASBESTOS CEMENT INTO PARTI-
CLES OF COMPLEX CONFIGURATION

Giorgio Marchioii, Via G. B. Morgagni 22, and Giuseppe
Gremigni, Via Lomellina 52, both of Milan, Italy

FUed July 6, 1961, Ser. No. 122,158
6 Claims. (0.25-43)

I. An apparatus for shaping and compressing sheets

of asbestos cement into articles of complex configuration,

comprising

A. a horizontal, rigid tubular bousing including end

walls having substantially centrally located openings

therein, j

B. a slide having a length at least twice as large as

the length of said housing and being slidable through

said openings in the end walls of the housing so as

to selectively dispose different portions of said slide

within said tubular housing,

C. a mould carried by each of said portions of the

slide, each mould including

( 1 ) a rigid lower part having an upper surface

conforming to the underside of an article to

be shaped thereby, and

(2) a removable, elastically yieldable solid upper

part extending over at least a section of said

lower part to receive a sheet of asbestos cement
therebetween when the related portion of said

slide is disposed outside of said housing,

(3) said elastically yieldable upper part of the

mould having a lower surface conforming to

the configuration of the corresponding part of

an article to be shaped by the mould,
D. an inflatable body fixed within said housing above

said slide, and
E. means for supplying fluid under pressure to said

body so as to inflate the latter and thereby cause

the body to press said elastically yieldable upper

part of the mould within said housing against the

related rigid lower part for compressing and shap-

ing the sheet of asbestos cement therebetween into

the form of a desired article.

3,099,062
MOLD FORM FOR COLUMNS MADE OF

CASTING MATERIAL
Charles Bauer, 6 Rue Ovigncur, Lille, Nord, France

Filed Feb. 13, 1957, Ser. No. 640,042
Claims priority, application France Feb. 14, 1956

3 Claims. (CL 25—131)
1. A mold form for columns made of casting material

comprising four panels disposed relative to each other in

such position to define a space to be filled with said cast-

ing material, and four connecting elements connecting

each pair of said panels disposed adjacent each other.
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each pair of said connecting elements connecting each

other, each of said connecting elements comprising a

stay-plate, a body and an assembly plate, each of said

bodies and each of said stay-plates having a plurality of

studs disposed longitudinally and equally spaced apart

from each other, and each of said assembly plates and

each of said panels having a plurality of openings equally

spaced apart from each other at the same distance as

that of said studs of said bodies and of said stay-plates,

so that upon insertion of each of said studs of said con-

any twist therein, which comprises continuously subjecting

the several yarn ends to gas blowing in jets, the rate of

withdrawal of the yarn from the jets being not substan-

tially slower than the rate of yarn feed to the jets and in

any event not more than 20 percent slower, the gas treat-

n n r\ n':n^,̂ n
y g u y^s^^^

necting elements into the corresponding openings of said

assembly plates and ol said panels, said connecting ele-

ments are releasably and mutually connected to each

other and to said panels, to form a frame, a latch en-

gaging said stay-plate, and a screw bolt extending through

said stay-plate and through said latch to provide a pivot

for said latch, so that upon turning the latter for about

90° from inoperative position after providing a second

stay-plate adjacent said previously mentioned stay-plate,

said second stay-plate is retained between said assembly

plate and said latch.

3,099,063
SANTTARY WARE SETTER

LeUnd W. Santhany, Tyler, Tex., assignor to Ferro

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Oct. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 231,343

11 CUims. (CL 25—153)

^.»

1. A refractory firing pedestal setter for supporting

ceramic ware during firing thereof in a kiln, said setter

having a generally horizontal base member, a generally

horizontal ware bearing member having a ware bearing

surface, said ware bearing member disposed above, and in

generally parallel spaced relationship to said base, means

disposed adjacent the periphery of said base for support-

ing said ware bearing member in said generally parallel

spaced relationship to said base, said ware bearing mem-

ber having an opening therethrough communicating with

said ware bearing surface thereof and with the area be-

tween said ware bearing member and said base, a second

support means for supporting said ware bearing member

in the vicinity of said opening, a third means coacting

with said opening and said second support means for per-

mitting movement, by convection, of heat from the afore-

mentioned area between said ware bearing surface and

said base, to the area immediately above said ware bearing

surface, via said opening.

ment in said jets being at a gas flow of 5-75 p.s.i., passing

at least some of the several ends thus processed in the jets

to further yarn treatment which involves compacting the

several ends of said processed yam in close and intimate

association, withdrawing said ends from the compacting,

and separating at least some of the ends frcwn one another.

3,099,065
YARN HEATER SYSTEM

Cyril G. Evans, Spartanburg, S.C, assignor to Deering

Milliken Research Corporation, Spartanburg, S.C, a

corportation of Delaware
Original application Apr. 11, 1957, Ser. No. 652,153, now

Patent No. 3,028,654, dated Apr. 10, 1952. Divided

and this application Oct. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 148,895
9 Claims. (CL 28—62)

1. In a yarn processing apparatus, the combination

which comprises a rotatable shaft, means to heat said

shaft, a plurality of roll members carried by said shaft,

an annular flange extending from opposed side surfaces

of two adjacent roll members, a sleeve member extending

between said two adjacent roll members, said sleeve mem-
ber being supported at either end by said flanges, and a

stationary housing circumscribing said sleeve member in

spaced relationship therewith.

3,099,066
METALLIZED SYNTHETIC SPUN YARN

Walter G. Schaif, Ridgewood, NJ^ assignor to Metal
Film Company, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation
of New York

FUed Sept. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 59,728
11 Claims. (CI. 28—72)

3,099,064

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING
RUG YARN

Carl J. Haynes, Kingsport, Tenn., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey
FUed Apr. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 102,880

5 Claims. (CL 28—1)

1 . The method of continuously processing several ends

of multifilament yam, which yarn ends have low twist if

1. TTie method of fabricating metallized spun yam
comprising the steps of slitting a web of metallized plastic

material into tapes having a width equal to the length of

staple fibers and having a thickness not in excess of about

2 mils, said web being constituted by a base layer of syn-

thetic material having a metal deposit thereon coated by

a plastic film, cutting said tapes transversely at spaced

positions into staple fibers of narrow width whose longi-
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tudinal edges are serrated to facilitate interlocking of

said fibers, and spinning said fibers into yarn.

3,099,067
PLASTIC FIBERS

Charles N. Merriam, MartinsvUlc, and Walter ALMiller,

SomervUle, NJ^ assignors to Union Carbide Corpora-

tion, a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Original application Sept. 13, 1957, Scr.

No. 683,700. Divided and this application Nov. 30,

1959, Ser. No. 855,997
7CUdnis. (CI. 28—82)

1. As an article of manufacture, ultra-fine fibers of a

normally solid synthetic thermoplastic resin material, said

fibers being molecularly oriented in a longitudinal direc-

tion in an amount of between 200 percent and 2000 per-

cent, having average diameters in the range of from

0.5 to 1.0 micron and having uniform substantially cir-

cular cross-sectional areas throughout their entire length.

said slug having a main base at its outer end and a

portion of reduced diameter adjacent to said base, posi-

tioning said capacitor unit with said slug attached with-

in the can, rolling a bead into the can between the ca-

pacitor section and the base portion of the slug, such

bead being inclined toward the open end of the can.

3,099,068
AUTOMATIC FINDING ASSEMBLY MACHINE

Morris Kortick, Cranston, R.I., assignor to Monarch Tool

Co., Providence, R.I., a corporation of Rhode Island

Filed July 19, 1960, Scr. No. 43,783
3 Claims. (CI. 29—10)

r f

and rolling the end of the can inwardly so that the

edge portion extends toward the slug, and crushing the

rolled end of the can axially to force the bead to col-

lapse inwardly to engage the reduced portion of the slug

and be folded inwardly and upwardly into said slug at

the same time that the inwardly turned edge of the can

is forced into the outer surface of the slug.

/
-

1. A machine for setting a plurality of rhinestones si-

multaneously in a finding having a plurality of settings

comprising a base, a hopper mounted on said base for

holding a plurality of rhinestones, said hopper having a

cylindrical side wall and a rotating bottom, said side wall

having an opening, a rotatable plate mounted on said base

adjacent said hopper for feeding successive findings to an

assembly position, means for intermittently rotating said

plate to position successive findings in assembly position

on said base, said rotating means including a vertical shaft,

said plate being mounted on said shaft, a gear on the

lower end of said shaft, and a driving gear meshing with

said shaft gear, said driving gear having a two to one

ratio to said shaft gear, half the teeth of said driving gear

being removed to provide a one to one drive and a hesita-

tion of half a revolution, and suction means mounted on

said base for removing a plurality of rhinestones from said

hopper through said opening and for placing and locking

said rhinestones in said finding in assembly position.

3 099 069
METHOD OF CAPACFTOR MANUFACTURE

James O. Pugfa and William J. Kirkpalrick, NadivUlc,

Tenn., assignors to Nashville Electronics, Inc., a corpo-

ration of Tennessee
Filed Sept. 12, 1966, Scr. No. 55,236

lOaim. (Q. 29—25.41)
The method of sealing a capacitor section within a

metal sleeve having an open end, said section having lead

means extending from an end, comprising molding a

relatively hard flowable plastic slug onto the lead means,

3,099,070
METALWORKING TOOL

Joseph T. Morrison, St. Clair Shores, Mich., a»lgnor to

Cogsdill Tool Products, IncX'Oak Park, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Michigan
FUcd Mar. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 92,700

1 Claim. (CL29—90)

'••-CaZ-

In a metalworking tool, an elongated arbor having drive

means on one end. a conical adjusting element on the

other end of said arbor, a hollow stem secured at one end

on said arbor about said conical adjusting element, said

stem having elongated tapered apertures in the other

end breaking through the inner, outer and end walls

thereof, tapered rollers in said apertures in engagement

with said conical adjusting element for radial inward

and outward movement, a waslier on the end ot said stem

covering the ends of the apertures for retaining the rollers

therewithin, a thread on the outer portion of the arbor,

a threaded sleeve on said thread rotatable thereon for

adjusting the hollow stem longitudinally of the body, a

second sleeve on said arbor between said threaded sleeve

and said driving end disposed in engagement with each

il

other, the engaged edges of said sleeves having teeth

therein which IocIl the threaded sleeve against rotation,

means for retaining said second sleeve on said arbor for

longitudinal movement therealong while being retained

agaiiut rotational movement, and a spring about said

arbor for urging said second sleeve toward said threaded

sleeve for retaining said teeth in engaged relation.

3,099,071
TOOL FOR CUTTING GROOVES IN THE

FLANKS OF SCREWS
Harrington Moore, East Acton, Mass.

(100 Beaver St, Waltham, Mass.)

FUed Jan. 14, 1963, Scr. No. 251,307

3 Claims. (CL 29—95.1)

1. A tool for cutting longitudinal grooves in the flanks

of headless screws, said tool comprising a body having a

bore therethrough with a diameter slightly greater than

that of the screws to be operated on, a circular disk firnaly

but removably moimted in said body in a plane contain-

ing the axis of said bore, said disk having teeth all around

its periphery, a few of said teeth projecting into said bore,

and adjustoble means positively preventing rotation of

said disk in said body.

3,099,072

TABLE ROLL WITH MEANS FOR REMOVING
LONGrrUDINAL CURVATURE

John D. Robcrtoon, Tamton, and George P. Knapp,

Waban, Mass., assignors to Mount Hope Machinery

Company, Tannton, Mas., a corporation of Massa-

FOcd June 13, 1961, Scr. No. 116,849

4 ClataM. (CL 29—116)

axis, said lupport being subject to longitudinal curvature

such that the centers of said bearings lie along a curved

line in a plane of curvature defined by the centers of said

bearings, said rod being positioned in said support to lie

along said plane of curvature, the end portions of said

support being provided with means for tensioning said

rod and applying the compressional reaction eccentrically

to said support to align the centers of said bearings oa
said axis.

3,099,073
METHOD OF MAKING ANTI-FRICTION

BEARING ASSEMBLY
Lester A. Olson, Lot A^rdcs, Calif., assignor to Keystone

E^lfaiecring Con^any, Los Angeles, Calif., a partncr-

FUed Oct. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 142,273
7 Claims. (CL 29—148^4)

1. A roll comprising a tubular support having a longi-

tudinally uniform and substantially synmietrical cross-

section, means mounting said support horizontally, a pair

of axially-spaced annular spools circumferentially spaced

about said support, an annular sleeve received about said

pair of spools for rotation therewith, first and second

bearings each mounting one of said spools on said support,

a third bearing supporting the axially-confronting ends

of both of said spools on said support, said spools being

of continuous and uninterrupted cross section over their

full lengths to support said sleeve against transverse sag-

ging intermediate said bearings, said bearings being adapt-

ed to mount said spools and said sleeve for rotation

about a rectilinear axis, a rod extending longitudinally

and interiorly through said support eccentricaUy of said

1. That improved mode of fabricating a lightweight

composite race ring for use in an anti-friction bearing

assembly with the components thereof free of deforma-

tion, pressure or stress imposed by the expedients em-

ployed to hold the components assembled and which

comprises forming a continuous main body ring to size

and shape from lightweight non-ferrous material and in-

cluding an annular channel shaped to receive and snugly

seat precision raceway ring means, forming a precision

raceway ring means from heat treated ferrous material

with a shape adapted to fit snugly within the annular

channel in said ccmtinuous main body ring, and holding

said raceway ring means rigidly in place therein by ad-

hesively bonding the same within said channel between

all juxtaposed surfaces with an exposed surface of said

raceway ring means posititMied to provide a high-preci-

sion high-load bearing surface of revolution adapted to

support anti-friction bearing elements.

3,099,074

TRANSFORMER COIL CONSTRUCTION
Loiris C. Polzdla, Arthur E. Snowdon, and WOliaBiP.

Carpenter, all of Bristol, Com., aiiignon to The

Superior Electric Co., Bristol, Conn., a corpontioB of

Oriffaial appHcatiou Nov. 28, 1955, Scr. No. 549,295, uow

iffiit No. 2,947,959, dated Aug. 2, 1>W. Wvidcd

a^ thb application Dec. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 862,307

^TCIalBis. (CL 29—155.58)

1. The method of forming a coil for a transfonner c<Hn-

prising the steps of forming a core of iron; positioning
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against opF>osite sides of the core protective elemervts hav-

ing an ini ial shape substantially that of the sides of the

core, each protective element having a heat-activated, dry,

substantially thermosetting film positioned against its re-

spective side and a backing layer; winding a length of elec-

trical conducting wire about the core and pro.ective ele-

ments; and applying heat to the assembly to form in situ

a thermoset coating over and bonded to the sides of the

core to form a barrier against corrosive elements.

3,099,075
POWER OPERATED STL'D TENSIONER

.John Di McDaniels, Jr., Lynchburg, Va., and Le Roy S.

De Mart, Lancaster, Ohio, assignors, by direct and

mesne assignments, to The Babcock & Wilcox Com-
pany, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Dec. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 861,675

13 Claims. (CI. 29—240)

ment between the stud and the tensioncr, and a plurality

of flexible links connecting said power pack to said pedes-

tal.

1. A stud tensioner for facilitating assembly and disas-

sembly of parts joined by nut and stud means compris-

ing a pedestal adapted for supporting said tensioner over

a stud to be tensioned, a drawbar adapted to extend axially

of the stud and having means on one end thereof adapted

to connect the end of the stud, a thrust nut connected to

the other end of the drawbar, a power pack disposed

about said drawbar between the thrust nut and the pedes-

tal for exerting a force in tension which is transmitted

through said thrust nut to said drawbar to the stud to

effect axial elongation of the stud, said power pack in-

cluding a cylinder and fluid actuated piston for exerting

the force in tension on said thrust nut, means forming a

universal joint operatively associated between said power

pack and pedestal to permit relative movement between

the pedestal of the power pack in the event of misalign-

3,099,076

STUD TENSIONER
Le Roy S. De Mart, Lancaster, Ohio, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Babcock & Wilcox Company, a corpo-

ration of New Jersey

FUed Oct. 26, 1959, Scr. No. 848,849

4 Claims. (CI. 29—252)

-^ ^-^

1. In a stud tensioning device, an elongated drawbar

having a stud-engaging portion, bearing means support-

ing said drawbar for limited rocking movement relative

to a stationary support, said bearing means having two

annular elements with co-operating surfaces in the form

of segments of a sphere, reciprocable motor means com-

prising piston and cylinder elements, a pedestal between

one of said elements and said stationary support, the

other element being connected to said drawbar, said

stud-engaging portion of the drawbar being disposed

within said pedestal, said piston and cylinder elements

being disposed vertically of said pedestal, said drawbar

being coaxial with said piston and cylinder elements

whereby the drawbar may be urged in a direction away

from said stud, first radial bearing means disposed be-

tween said piston and cylinder elements, and second

radial bearing means carried by one of said annular ele-

ments and engageable with said drawbar at a location

spaced a substantial axial distance from said first radial

bearing means.

3,099,077

WHEEL PULLER
Theodore J. Slawin, Rte. 3, Box 203, Tampa, Fla.

Filed Dec. 16, 1958, Ser. No. 780,863

1 Claim. (CI. 29—261)

A wheel puller of the character set forth, including an

internally threaded thrust head defining a plurality of

radially projecting retention fingers, a plurality of

U-shaped arms having return bent end portions, said return

bent portion of each arm being mounted on one of said
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fingers, a cap engaging said return bent portions for retain-

ing said portions in engagement with said fingers, releas-

able threaded means on said head for retaining said cap

against said return bent portions, means carried by the

opposite ends of said arms for engaging wheel stud nuts,

said means including pivotally mounted L-shaped exten-

and having a locking member extending upwardly from

the periphery of said flat surface and being of a selected

circumferential extent such that it is subtended by an

acute central angle of the tool, said tool having a cylin-

drical shank with a flat strike surface at one end and a

series of circular steps at its other end, each step having

a cylindrical riser surface and circular tread surface at

right angles to each other, the center of each step being

on the longitudinal axis of the tool, the steps being pro-

gressively smaller in diameter of their riser surfaces as

the space between them and said flat strike surface in-

creases, the series of steps being graduated in diameter in

increments to correspond to said standard sizes respec-

tively, a central cylindrical pin step of circular cross-

section 'and of smaller diameter than the smallest step of

sions of said arms each defining a stud encircling aperture,

and a threaded pressure bolt threadedly engaged through

the internally threaded thrust head, whereby pressure may
be exerted thereby against an axle shaft to outwardly

tension said arms for removing a wheel carrying said stud

nuts from its axle shaft.

3,099,078

LATCHING DEVICES
Pliny L. Ullom, P.O. Box 218, Sweetwater, Tex.

FUed May 4, 1961, Ser. No. 107,699

9 Claims. (CI. 29—267)

Mf
fjt u n » " K f

1 . A tool for installing a latch device in a hollow frame

member having a transverse opening extending there-

through comprising: a base member; an elongate arm

pivotally mounted on said base member and adapted to be

telescoped in said frame member; means on said arm for

carrying a coil spring; means on said arm for holding

said frame member when telescoped on said arm with the

transverse opening thereof aligned with the axis of said

spring whereby a latch pin may be inserted to extend

through the transverse opening of said frame member and

the coils of said spring; and means for forming a spur

on the shank of said latch pin when said latch pin extends

through said transverse opening whereby said latch pin

may be positioned on said frame member with one end of

said spring in abutting relation with said spur and the other

end oi said spring in abutting relation with said frame

member.

3,099,079
TOOL FOR PLACEMENT OF BUSHINGS

IN A DRILL JIG
Philip A. Stein, Los Angeles, Califs assignor to American

Drill Bushing Company, Los Angeles, Calif., a corpo-

ration of Maryland
FUed Dec. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 158,803

1 Claim. (CI. 29—275)
A tool for use in positioning a liner bushing in a jig

plate, the liner bushing being of the type having an open-

ended bore extending axially therethrough and of a diam-

eter equal to one of a series of selected standard sizes,

said bore serving to receive a tool guide bushing of the

selected standard size, the liner bushing having an upper

annular flat surface defining an end opening of the bore,

792 O.G.—72

said series of steps and extending axially of said scries

from the tread surface of said smallest step, and the tool

having a cylindrical recess extending longitudinally

through the steps of said series and into said shank and

being open at the circumferences of the steps of said

series, with the inwardmost extent of the recess being

along a line extending in an axial plane of the said steps,

said line being substantially aligned with that generatrix

of the cylindrical surface of the pin step which is disposed

in said axial plane, whereby the recess accommodates

said locking member when the tool is placed on the liner

bushing with that step which corresponds in diameter to

said bore extending into the bore and with the tread sur-

face of the next larger step being in flush abutment

against said upper annular flat surface of the liner bush-

ing.

3,099,080
METHOD OF CONVERTING METAL POWDER

INTO FLAKE
David Kenneth Worn, Solihull, England, assignor to The

International Nickel Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed June 18, 1958, Ser. No. 742,846

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 1, 1957
1 CUhn. (CI. 29—420)

An improved process for producing discrete, flat, flake-

like particles having a maximum thickness of about 2

microns which comprises providing a slurry of metal

powder in an oily liquid carrier, said powder being of
metal selected from the group consisting of iron, nickel

and alloys thereof including stainless steel, nickel-

chromium alloys and nickel-chromium-iron alloys and
comprised of substantially spherical particles having a

diameter le^s than about 50 microns, passing said slurry

at least once through a rolling zone having a length of

about 200 to about 600 times the maximum diameter
of said powder particles and said slurry passing in a direc-

tion parallel to the length of said zone, said rolling zone
being provided by a plurality of tapered rolls bearing
against concentrically disposed races, subjecting said

powder to a heavy radial load to accomplish a plurality

of flattening operations thereon during a pass through
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said rolling zone, and thereafter separating metal from

said slurry to recover a powder comprising discrete, flat,

flake-like particles of said metal having a thickness ot

about 0.5 to about 2 microns.

3,099,081
BRAZING JIG

Gcorte A. Lalak, Springfield, NJ., assignor to Radio

Corporation of America, a corporation of Dcbware
Filed Nov. 21, 1960, Scr. No. 70,820

12 Ciainu. (Ci. 29—423)

1 . The method of making a jig including a tubular por-

tion having a dimension within predetermined limits which

comprises drawing a tubulation of a first material having

a mandrel in said tubulation of a second material through

a die for sizing said tubulation within limits smaller than

said predetermined limits, cutting said tubulation and said

mandrel therein together to a length suitable for use in

said jig, removing said tubulation from said mandrel with-

out permanent change in dimensions of said tubulation,

assembling said tubulation as an element of said jig, and

adding an oxide layer to said tubulation for centering said

dimension within said predetermined limits.

one end of a tubular member to form an annular shoul-

der therein, forming a generally annular insert, smaller

than said counterbore, with an axial bore therein and
radial slots at one end thereof communicating with said

axial bore, placing said insert in said counterbore, on said

1

pen

3,099,082
METHOD OF MAKING WRITING TIPS FOR

BALL POINT PENS
Ernst Johan Jem Hcnrikaen, 1 AlpenitrBne,

Lncemc, Switzerland
Filed Not. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 69,428

S Claims. (CI. 29—523)
, The method of making a tip element for a ball point

.
comprising the steps of; forming a counterbore in

shoulder and with its slotted end outermost, thereafter

applying pressure to the outer end of said insert to form a

part-spherical seat therein and to radially expand said

end to tightly fit said counterbore and terminating said

pressure-applying step before said radial slots are com-
pletely closed.

3,099,083
METHOD OF SUPPRESSING BIMETALLIC
COUPLE CORROSION OF MAGNESIUM
METAL ARTICLES

Herlicrt K. Dc Long, Midland, Mich., assignor to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corpora-
tion of Delaware

FUcd Feb. 27, 1958, Scr. No. 718,027
19 CUims. (CL 29—527)

1. An improved method of suppressing galvanic cor-

rosion of a magnesium metal article in a composite metal

structure comprising a magnesium metal article and a

ferrous metal article on being mechanically and electri-

cally OMmected and subjected to the electrolytic action

of the same environment, which comprises interposing

between the articles a continuous layer of a tin metal

selected from the group consisting of tin, tin-zinc binary

alloys containing at least 40 percent of tin, and tin-cad-

mium binary alloys containing at least 40 percent of tin,

whereby the current generated by the one article acting

as an anode to the other passes through the said layer

of tin metal and said layer of tin metal presenting an

unbonded surface to at least one of said metal articles.

3,099,084
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING BITS FOR

SOLDERING IRONS
Marie Charies Alfred ThailUcr, Place Danton,

Bois d'Arcy, Seine-et-Oise, France
FUed Aug. 25, 1959, Ser. No. 835,956

Claims priority, appHcatioB Prance Sept 4, 1958
5ClaliiM. (a. 29—528)

1. A process for the manufacture of bits for use with

soldering irons or soft-soldering machines, comprising

the steps of

forming an elongated thin-wall, hoUow shell of a very

hard metal having a relatively high fusion point, said

shell having a closed bottom,

introducing into said shell a core of soft, beat conduct-

ing metal being in its solid state and having a rela-

tively low fusion point, pressing said core against

said bottom,

and then beating said shell to a temperature close to
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the point of fusion of said hard metal and hi^er member having teeth of equal width and spaces of equal

than the point of fusion of said soft metal, width along its axial aligned edges, said reciprocating

maintaining a pressure on said core of soft, heat con-

ducting metal in order to provide a pressure contact

between said soft metal with said hard metal of said

shell to produce a surface alloy between said metals,

and
cooling the integral assembly to bring about solidifica-

tion of said metals.

3,099,085
RELAY-CONTACT CUTTING TOOL

Andre Jean Montchansse, Paris, and Robert Pierre

Lecomte, Nanterre, France, assizors to International

Standard Electric Corporation, New Yorlt, N.Y., a cor-

poration of Delaware
FUed Dec. 4, 1961, Scr. No. 156,727

ClainM priority, a^^tion France Dec 15, 1960
7aalni8. (a. 30—124)

1. A cutting to<rf for removing electrical contacts from

contact springs comprising fixed jaw means and movable

jaw means, said movable jaw means including apertures

at one end thereof for encompassing the contacts to be cut

and including shoulder means at the other end, retaining

means for maintaining said movable jaw means inter-

mediate its ends to the said fixed jaw means for rotational

movement and sliding movement with respect to the fixed

jaw means, and actuating means associated with said

shoulder means for rotating said movable jaw means into

gripping relation with said fixed jaw means and for

laterally moving said movable jaw means with respect to

said fixed jaw means.

3,099,086
HAIR TAPERING CLIPPERS

RMell W. Andenoa, 1110 W. 68th St^

Los Ai^dca, Calif.

Filed Oct 21, 1960, Scr. No. 64,003
2 Chdms. (Ch 30—212)

1. A hair tapering clipper having a cutter bead and a

handle assembly, said cutter bead comprising a nonie-

ciprocated blade member and a reciprocating blade mem-
ber positioned and guided in slidable contact on said non-

reciprocated blade member, said nonreciprocated blade

blade member having teeth of miscellaneous widths and
spaces of equal width along its axial aligned edges.

3,099,087
PUNCHING MACHINE

Fredericlc G. Clarfc, Buffalo, N.Y., assignor to

Eastman Machine Company, Buffalo, N.Y.
Filed Jone 1, 1961, Ser. No. 114,072

6aafans. (CI. 30—362)

^ ; ^l<^^i.-.-l-^

1. In a punching machine including a punch actuated

by a solenoid including a coil and having a wheel rotat-

able by corKact with the work to be punched and having

a gear mounted thereon, a toothed segment movable into

and out of mesh with said gear, and a switch actuated by
the movement of said segment when in mesh with said

gear to close a circuit including said solenoid, that im-
provement which includes a lever having a part engaging

said toothed segment for moving the same out of engage-

ment with said gear to avoid actuation of said switch to

permit rotation of said wheel without actuating said seg-

ment and said switch.

3,099,088
DENTAL MATRIX RETAINER

Chester S. Ivory, Jr., Berwyn, Pa., assignor to J. W. Ivory,

Inc^ Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania
FUed July 19, 1962, Ser. No. 211,075

1 Claim. (CL 32—63)

A dental matrix retainer for use in the treatment of

a tooth <^ the type having opposite side walls which con-
verge from the gum line towards the cutting end of the

tooth, said retainer including

a flexible matrix band,

ao elongated brackiet.
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a pair of flat fixed walls carried by the opposite longi-

tudinal edges of said bracket,

there being registering vertical slots in said walls through

which said nvatrix band is threaded,

a cradle slidable on said bracket,

means for clamping the ends of said matrix band to

said cradle, and
means for moving said cradle away from said fixed

walls to draw said matrix band through said slots,

said fixed wails converging toward the longitudinal

median line of said bracket.

3,099,089
TRANSPARENT SHEET PROVTOED WITH CHAR-
ACTERS AND INSTRUMENTALITIES FOR
USING SUCH CHARACTERS

Elizabeth A. Bond, Easthampton, Howard N. Gold, Flor-

ence, and John S. Marran, Leeds, Mass., assignors to

Chart-Pak, Incorporated, Leeds, Mass., a corporation

of Connecticut
FUed June 16, 1961, Ser. No. 117,688

5 Claims. (CI. 33—1)

1 . A method of providing a lateral grouping of spaced

characters using individual characters imprinted on units

of transparent, relatively thin and flexible sheet material

which material is provided with a pressure sensitive ad-

hesive backing to cause each such unit to adhere to a

layout surface by application of pressure, said method

comprising the steps of affixing a first unit provided with

a character to a substantially transparent layout surface

which is positioned above a guide having at least one

vertical line adapted to be used for spacing purposes;

positioning said layout surface relative to said vertical

line such that said line becomes disposed at the trailing

edge of said character, and affixing a second character

unit to said layout surface in such a position that the

leading edge of the second character is separated from

the trailing edge of the first character substantially by the

width of said line.

3,099,090

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DIGITAL
INDICATION OF SHAFT POSITION

Eberfaard Frisch, Beriin-Waidmannslust, Germany, as-

signor to Continental Elektroindustric A.G., Askania-

Werke, Berlin-Mariendorf, Germany, a corporation of

Germany
Filed June 17, 1960, Ser. No. 36,771

Claims priority, application Germany June 19, 1959
10 Claims. (CI. 33—46)

1. In a method of periodically producing an indication

of the instantaneous value of a phase angle between a

reference voltage of fixed phase and a signal voltage of

phase and rate of change of phase changing with time,

the steps of initiating a series of pulses upon occurrence

of a fixed point in each of widely and equally spaced cycles

of the reference voltage, terminating each such series of

pulses upon the next occurrence of a fixed point of the sig-

nal voltage cycle, producing indications of the tKimber of

pulses, in each such series, generating, in association with

each such series so periodically generated, a second series

of pulses of a number at least partially responsive to the

phase of the signal voltage at a time differing from the

time of initiation of each such first series by an interval

much smaller than the interval of such periodicity, and

producing indications of the number of pulses in each of

said second series of pulses, whereby errors due to change

of phase of the signal voltage during each first series of

a>rl it ir

r

pulses may be corrected to produce a substantially true

indication of the relative phase at the time of commence-
ment of such first series despite differences in the rate of

change of phase of the signal voltage occurring over said

periods. -"

3,099,091
CHALK LINE IMPREGNATOR

Carey B. HindaU, Ada, Ohio
(2210 Trcmoot Road, Cofaunbos 21, Ohio)

FUed June 29, 1960, Ser. No. 39,582
5 Claims. (0.33—87)

J 5-

3. For use in impregnating a snap-type chalk line with

chalk; a portable box providing a container for the chalk

which is used in chalking the line, said box having a

flat bottom wall, end walls, front and back walls, being

open at the top and provided with a cover, said cover hav-

ing a handgrip exteriorly located and positioned so that

by catching hold of the grip and forcing downwardly on

the box the flat bottom wall thereof may be forced into

firm contact with a portion of the surface which is adapted

to be lined with chalk, a pulley mounted for rotation

in the receptacle portion of said container, said pulley

having a hub portion encircled by rim flanges and mar-
ginal outstanding circumferentially spaced chalk agitating

fingers cooperable with said flanges, inlet and outlet

guides mounted in axial alignment with each other on
the respective end walls, a chalk line having a portion

wound several times around the pulley and end portions

threaded and slidable through said guides, said guides

being mounted on and projecting beyond the respective

left and right end walls of said container, and line snub-

bing and tautening brackets fixed on lower portions of

said end walls directly beneath their respective guides,

ixntions of the line being detachably connectible with and
tautly drawn about the brackets whereby other individual

operators holding remote opposite ends of the line and
drawing the overall line tightly not only tensions the line

but positions the container, guides, and coacting portions

of the line in the exact aligned position needed for accu-
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rate use by the user who is handling it, a line storing

reel, and means removably mounting said reel on an

exterior wall of said container.

face whereby said measuring means accurately measures

the sine function of the angle between said plane surfaces.

3,099,092
GAUGE FOR PRINTED SHEET REGISTER MARKS

Harry W. Crance, Jr., Rochester, N.Y.
FUed May 8, 1961, Ser. No. 108,593

5 Claims. (CL 33—174)

\x

1. A gauge for printed sheet register marks comprising

a member having one end portion of plate-like shape

adapted to be inserted under the edge of a printed sheet

provided with margin width register marks and having

another end portion provided with a plurality of parallel

guide means and a positioning abutment extending trans-

versely of said guide means, said one end portion being

marked with a linear scale of margin widths measured

from said abutment and a plurality of relatively spaced,

parallel slides of transparent material slidably adjustable

in said guide means, respectively above said end portion

and each provided with a mark adapted to be positioned in

register with a selected indicia of said scale and thereafter

applied to register marks respectively of said sheet with an

edge of said sheet interposed between said member and

said slides and against said abutment, to verify the posi-

tions of said register marks on said sheet.

3,099,093
ADJUSTABLE ANGLE DEVICE AND

WORK HOLDER
John S. Atols, 5009 W. Annitage Ave.. Chicago 39, 111.

FUed July 27, 1961, Ser. No. 127,279
10 Claims. (CL 33—174)

3,099,094
MEASURING INSTRUMENT AND METHOD AND
MEANS FOR DAMPENING THE OSCILLATION
OF A MEASURING MEMBER THEREOF

Hans Eluich, Schulensce, near Kiel, and Martin Lassig,

Kicl-HaasckUeksdamm, Germany, assignors to An-
achatz ft Co. Gjn.h.H., Kiel-WUi, Germany, a limited-

liability company of Germany
FUed Jan. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 83,558

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 20, 1960
18 Clatans. (CI. 33—226)

1. An adjustable angle measuring device comprising in

combination first and second members pivotally con-

nected to each other for relative angular swinging move-

ment and having respective plane surfaces thereon, means

for measuring linear distances, means for pivotally mount-

ing said measuring means on one of said members a pre-

determined distance from the pivotal connection be-

tween said members, a coacting surface on the other of

said members parallel to the plane surface thereon for

cooperation with said measuring device to measure the

distance between said members, and parallel linkage means

including a link pivotally interconnected at its respective

end portions on axes parallel to the axis of said mounting

means to a point on the other of said members and to a

point on said mounting means offset from the axis of

pivoting of the latter for maintaining the linear axis of

said measuring means perpendicular to said coacting sui-

7. Method of opp>osing and dampening the oscillation

about an axis relative to a stationary frame of a measuring

member supported by a spring from an anchor mounted
on said frame for rotation about said axis, which method

comprises imparting to said anchor an intermittent rotary

motion of an angular velocity higher than that of said

measuring member, said intermittent rotary motion being

effected for such periods and in such direction as to cause

said anchor to catch up with said measuring member, and

arresting said anchor relative to said frame between the

periods of said intermittent rotary motion for intervals

amounting to a fraction of the period of oscillation of

said measuring member, thereby intermittently biasing

said spring in a sense opposite to said oscillation.

3 099,095
APPARATUS FOR USE IN TEACHING AND IN
CARRYING OUT PSYCHOTECHNICAL EXAMI-
NATIONS

Ernst Gustav FaUingborg, The School of Mailing, Mailing,
Denmarit, and WUly Johannes Andersen, The School of
Taagelund, Egtved, Denmark

FUed Apr. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 103,582
ICUims. (CL35—48)

1. Teaching apparatus comprising a set of tablets of

the same dimensions, a frame sized and shaped to receive

said tablets completely interchangeably in raws and
columns, a first removable base plate sized and adapted
to be placed in said frame and carrying markings in rows
'and columns corresponding to the tablet rows and columns
and sized for each tablet to be positioned over a respec-

tive marking when all of said tablets are in said frame,

each of said tablets having a different tablet marking and
said first base plate nmrkings being differentiated so as

to permit each tablet to be placed over a respective first

base plate marking to answer correctly questions respec-
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lively corresponding to the respective tablets, each of said

tablets having an arbitrarily located through hole of small

diameter relative to the size of the tablet, the location of

said holes varying for diflferent tablets, and a second re-

movable base plate sized and adapted to be placed in said

frame and carrying at least one set of identical dots in

rows and columns corresponding to the tablet rows and
columns, each tablet being over a respective dot when
said second base plate and all of said tablets are in said

frame, said dots and holes being of the same diameter,

said dots being further positioned to be visible through

said holes when tablets are placed in said frame in correct

answers to said questions.

3,099,096
SHOE HEEL

Louis Fabian, 33-35 76lli St., Jackson Heights 72, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 135,713

5 Claims. (CI. 36—24.5)

I . A one-piece shoe heel adapted to nest about the heel

portion of the wearer comprising a platform adapted to

engage and support the underside of the heel portion of

the wearer, a generally upright support portion integral

with and extending downwardly from said platform, an

upstanding wall portion integral with and extending up-

wardly from said platform, said wall portion being flush

with the side and back of the platform to nest about the

heel of said wearer and being flush with the side and
the back of said upright support portion to form a smooth
contmuation of said upright support from the lower edge

of iaid upright support portion to the upper edge of the

upstanding wall portion so as to give the appearance of a

higher and more graceful heel, said upstanding wail por-

tion Deing resilient and biased inwardly to grip the heel

portion of the wearer.

3,099,097
SNOW BLOWER APPARATUS

Richard G. Simmons, 3009 George St., Franklin Park, 111.

Filed May 15, 1961, Scr. No. 110,618
10 Claims. (CI. 37—19)

i

*jy^/^\U\-J U U 'JVJll

1. A scarifier assembly adapted for application to the

nozzle structure of snow blower apparatus, said assembly

comprising frame means defining an open center portion

adapted to receive the nozzle structure and pivotally

mounting a shaft member across opposing sides of said

open center portion, said shaft members extending sub-

stantially parallel to each other and each carrying a plu-

rality of spaced resilient depending fingers, means for re-

siliently biasing said shaft members to position said fingers

substantially normally of the plane of said frame means,

handle and linkage means operatively associated with said

shaft members for pivoting the latter to inoperative posi-

tions in substantial alignment with the plane of said frame
means, and means for releasably latching said shaft mem-
bers in their said inoperative positions.

2. Railroad track blower apparatus especially adapted
for removing snow from railroad trackage, said apparatus
comprising a wheeled "ehicle adapted to ride on the rails

of a track, air blast means carried by said vehicle for
applying a snow disintegrating air blast directly against

the trackage, said air blast means comprising a nozzle

structure carried by said vehicle and extending downward-
ly from one end thereof toward the track, said nozzle
structure in said downwardly extending portion defining

outlet opening means for directing against the track an
air flow from said nozzle structure at an angle that is at

least 80 degrees with respect to the track, at a rate that is

at least 10,0(X) cubic feet per minute, and that is disposed

proximate the track rails, said nozzle structure outlet open-
ing means being proportioned and positioned to extend
across and between both rails of the track, said outlet

opening means definirkg an outlet opening area that is

approximately one and one-half square feet, said outlet

opening means being elongated in configuration and ex-

tending transversely of the track, said area having a length

transversely of the track that approximates twenty-four

times its dimension longitudinally of the track, and blower
means carried by said vehicle and connected to said nozzle

structure for supplying a sufficient flow of air to said

nozzle striKture to provide an air flow from said outlet

opening means that is at least 10,000 cubic feet per minute.

3,099,098
CRAWLER TRENCHER WITH TILTABLE BODY

Charies J. Davis, 22 Colonial, Wkhita, Kans.
FUed Nov. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 153.410

6 Claims. (0.37—86)

1. Trencher mechanism including a chassis, a general'iy

fore and aft extending boom, a trencher supported on said

boom, traction mechanism on said chassis for propelling

the same, a body supported on said chassis for tilting

movement about a fore and aft extending horizontal

axis, means on the body supporting the boom for up
and down movement about a transversely extending hori-

zontal axis, piston and cylinder means for tilting said

body and boom on said chassis about said fore and aft

axis, piston and cylinder means for pivoting said boom
about said transversely extending horizontal axis, drive

means comprising a motive fluid pump on said body,

fluid controlling valves in the output of said pump,
driven means comprising a traction motor on said chassis

for operating said traction mechanism, and flexible sup-

ply and return hoses connected between said valves in

the output of the pump and said traction motor for

providing flow of said fluid uninterrupted by tilting action

of said body and boom a^ aforesaid.

3,099,099
FISHING DEVICES

Herman S. Cahen, 2616 UnlTersity Blvd., University
Heights, Ohio, and Frank Lancr, 1639 Larchmont Ave.,
Lakewood, Ohio

Filed May 29, 1961, Scr. No. 113,416
6 Claims. (CL 4}—26.2)

1 . A fishing device which in use is caused to move over
the surface of a body of water, said device comprising a
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floating body, power means for causing said floating body

to move over the surface of said body of water, control

means for said power means, and a fishing line provided

with a lure for movement in said body of water and which

fishing line is operatively connected with said control

means so that when a pull is exerted on said line, such as

would be exerted by a caught fish, the control means is

operated to cause said power means to discontinue the

movement of the floating body over the surface of the

body of water.

3,099,10f
EASY FISHHOOK REMOVER

Earl R. Wiseman, R.F.D. 4, Box 188, Columbus, Nebr.
FUed Aug. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 131,386

1 Claim. (0. 43—53.5)

A fishhook extractor comprising in combination:

a wire rod having a straight shank portion at one end

thereof bent upon itself to form a hook, the entire

remainder of said rod bent in a series of S-curves,

said curves and hook disi>osed in one plane; and

a handle fitted over the end of said rod opposite said

hook, whereby one may grasp the handle and place

the thumb on a series of said curves adjacent said

handle, said thumb placement being at right angles

to the plane of said curves.

3,099,101
SUPPORT DEVICE

William M. Burris, N. Main St. Extension,

Anderson, S.C.
Filed Apr. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 808,819

5 Claims. (O. 45—82)

2. An article display support for detachable connec-

tion to a table or the like comprising a wire frame hav-

ing downwardly converging side arms lying substantially

in a plane, an article platform mounted transversely

across said arms, said arms being rearwardly bent below

said platform to provide parallel substantially horizontal

upper socket leg members lying substantially in a plane,

a socket bridge rigid with the rear ends of said upper

socket leg members, and lower socket leg members ex-

tending forwardly from the bridge, said socket being for-

wardly open to embrace a table edge, the plane of said

side arms being inclined upwardly and away from the

open end of said socket and said j)latform being on the

forward side of said frame arms, x

3,099,102
NOTE AND NOTE BOOK HOLDER

Robert U. Mitsuyasu, 91—710 Makule Road,
Ewa Beach, Hawaii

FUed Jan. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 168,096
17 Claims. (CI. 45—82)

1. A copy holder for an office machine operator com-
prising a horizontally disposed base portion adapted to

be disposed on a generally horizontally disposed support-

ing surface and to have an office machine ^positioned there-

on for support of said office machine from said support-

ing surface and securement of said base portion to said

supporting surface, an upright support, means securing the

lower end of said upright support to the rear of said base

portion for vertical positioning relative to said base
portion, said upright support including upstanding upper
and lower sections, means pivotally securing the lower

end of said upper section to the upper end of said lower
section for pivotal movement about a horizontally dis-

posed axis extending transversely of said base portion,

an inclined cc^y holding table pivotally secured to the

upper portion of said upper section for movement about

a horizontally disposed axis extending transversely of

said base portion, said copy holding table including means
adapted to support copy material in an inclined position

facing forwardly of said base portion.

3,099,103
BALL JOIP^ FEET FOR LADDERS AND THE LIKE

AUen J. Wright, 1229 Latham Square BIdg.,

Oakland, CaUf.
FUed Oct. 31, 1961, Scr. No. 149,491

5 CUinM. (CI. 45—137)

1. A supporting surface comformable foot formed of

resilient material and including a base having an up-

wardly projecting liub, and a ball having a shank,

means for securing the ball in the foot comprising a

ball socket formed downwardly in said hub and ter-

minating at the upper end in an opening having a

lesser diameter than that of the ball, requiring forced

insertion of the ball into the socket and thereby being

removable only through forced retraction,

a seat and reinforcement comprising
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a sheet of metal having a concavity formed centrally

thereof to form the lower end of the socket,

said sheet having a diameter in excess of that of the

hub and slightly less than that of the base, and being

molded in the base for decreased resiliency.

3,099,104
MECHANICAL TOY

Paul Rudolf, Bremgarten, Aargau, Switzeriand, assignor

to Gottlieb Stimemann, Bremgarten, Aargau, Switzer-

land
Filed Jan. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 82,550

4 Claims. (CI. 46—240)

u

1. A toy, comprising a frame, a platform supported on

said frame, a vehicle, wheels rotatably mounted on said

vehicle for rolling engagement with the top of said plat-

form, means mounting at least one of said vehicle wheels

on said vehicle for pivotal movement about an axis trans-

verse to said platform, a carriage, wheels rotatably mount-

ed on said carriage for rolling engagement with the under-

side of said platform, means mounting at least one of

said carriage wheels for pivotal movement about an axis

transverse to said platform, first magnet means in said

vehicle, second magnet means on said carriage, said first

and second magnet means cooperating to maintain said

carriage wheels in engagement with the underside of said

platform, manually operable steering means mounted in

said frame, means including a rotary flexible shaft opera-

tively connecting said steering means with said pivotally

mounted carriage wheel and with said pivotally mounted
vehicle wheel, a reversible electric motor for driving said

carriage, and manually operable actuating means for said

electric motor, whereby said carriage is movable for-

wardly and backwardly at controllable speeds by said

drive motor and at the same time steerable along a desired

path by said steering means while said vehicle is caused

to follow tf\e same path in the same direction at the same
speed on the top of said platform.

3,099,105
WHEEL TOY

Fidel Martinez; 13706 Louvre St., Pacoima, Calif.

Filed Aug. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 131,814
3 Claims. (CL 46—241)

said drive member comprising a plurality of coaxially

aligned sections in adjoining abutment, at least one

of said sections being a magnet and any section ad-

joining thereto exhibiting greater magnetic reluctance

than said ferrous rim to the magnetic field of said

magnet whereby such magnetic field is concentrated

through said rim for maximizing the attractive foivc

thereto.

3,099,106
TREATMENT OF POTATOES WITH S-TRIAZINE

COMPOUND
Eric Callander Edgar, Bracknell, England, assignor to

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London, Eng-
land, a corporation of Great Britain

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 150,199
Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 11, 1960

13 Claims. (CI. 47—1)
1. A process in which potato tubers for planting are

treated with an s-triazine derivative of the formula:

RiO X NRiR«
\ ^ 1P N—

C

/ \ i^ \
RiO 8—CHt—

C

N
\ /
N=C

NRiRi

where Ri and Rj are selected from the group consisting

of methyl and ethyl; Rj, R4, R5 and R« are selected from
the group consisting of hydrogen, methyl, ethyl, propyl

and butyl, provided that R3,'R4, Rj and Rg together have

a total number of carbon a'.oms not exceeding six; and

X is selected from the group consisting of oxygen and
sulphur.

3,099,107
WATER CONSERVATION

Floyd Trimble, Oklahoma City, OUa.
(3324 Homewood Drive, Memphis 28, Tenn.)

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 98,288
7 Claims. (CI. 47—58)

I. A process for treating soil to enhance the water

penetration and retention characteristics thereof and to

stimulate the growth of vegetation which comprises ap-

plying to said soil a detergent, said detergent defined as a

coconut fatty acid amine modified with diethanolamine

oleate and having an average molecular weight of 331 in

an amount varying from 0.075 to 0.50 pound per acre.

3,099,108
ANCHOR FOR SECURING ELECTRICAL FIXTURES

AND THE LIKE TO CONCRETE WALLS
William F. Kalkbrenner, Mustato Road, Katonah, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 809,668
1 CUim. (CI. SO—71)
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honing and the teeth of the honing wheel as result of a

mutual rotational movement of the toothed wheels, and
means for imparting an axial oscillation to the honing

f^-"

wheel while allowing a common turning of the honing
wheel and the guide wheel under the control of a rotary

gear engaged thereby.

3,099,113
WORK WHEEL

Bernard G. Jeske, Dearborn, Mkh., assignor to Forniax
Manufacturing Corp., Detroit, Mich., a corporation of
Michigan

FUed Jan. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 83,487
1 Claim. (CI. 51—193.5)
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relation thereto; a movable platen vertically disposed jecting into the track of the caps in the guide channel

with respect to and spaced from said base member, said and provided with catches projecting into the track of

bottles carried past the release mechanism on a con-

veyor.

platen including cutter means to separate said joined

covers and apply the same to said containers.

3,099,120
APPARATUS FOR THE REMOVAL ONE BY ONE OF
BOTTLE-CAPS FROM A STACK AND POSITION-
ING THEM

Otto Johannes Bniun, Copenhagen, Denmark, assignor to

Andersen & Bruun's Fabrikker A/S, Copenhagen, Den-
mark

FUed Mar. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 99,635
2 Claims. (CI. 53—313)

1. Apparatus for the automatic removal, one by one,

of conical cap* of paper, paper-coated metal foil or thin

metaJ foil from a stack of caps piled together, by the

method of blowing the lowermost cap from the stack,

which is placed in such a way that the top ends of the

caps in the stack are facing in the direction into which

the caps are to be blown for being placed one by one

over the necks of bottles passing the apparatus, compris-

ing in combination: an inclined stack channel, a cylin-

drical blower ring having an opening co-axial with the

stack channel and provided with blast holes along the

inside narrowly surrounding a stack of caps lying in the

stack channel and s«prving to blow the caps one by one

from the stack of caps, a rotatably mounted, plane shutter

on an axle parallel to the axis of the stack channel and

the blower ring, webs on the said shutter adapted to pro-

ject below the opening in the blower ring and defining

openings between the webs to permit the caps to pass

from the ring through the shutter, a funnel for catching

the blown off caps, a curved guide channel placed in a

vertical plane and connected at its top end to said funnel

for guiding and turning the caps moving downwards by

gravity to a position in which their top ends are rearmost,

and a release-mechanism placed at the lower end of the

guide channel and consisting of spring loaded stops pro-

3,099,121
ROTARY BEATER WITH SUCTION FLAILS

Jack W. McColIum, Boise, Idaho, assignor of one-half to

Deere & Company, Molinc, 111^ a corporation of Dela-
ware

FUed June 12, 1961, Ser. No. 116,373
4 Claims. (CI. 56—121.44)

1. A rotary beater for disintegrating the tops of row
crop plants and other plant material, comprising a ro-

tatable shaft disposed generally transversely relative to

the direction of forward travel, and a plurality of plant-

cutting and disintegrating flails swingably connected with

said shaft and adapted to extend generally radially out-

wardly therefrom when said shaft is rotated, each of said

flails comprising a bar having inner and outer end por-

tions, the inner end portion being pivoted to said shaft,

and the outer end portion of the bar being curved and

sharpened to present a cutting edge facing generally in

the direction of rotation of said shaft and bar, and a

flexible beater element swingably connected with the back

of the curved portion of said bar and extending gener-

ally radially outwardly of said shaft beyond said bar.

3,099,122
LAWN MOWER CATCHER HOOD
Harumi Sakatani, 4432 N. Center St.,

Baldwin Park, Calif.

Filed June 19, 1961, Ser. No. 118,029
5 Claims. (CI. 56—199)

1. A lawn mower catcher hood comprising a substan-

tially horizontally disposed upper panel, retaining means
depending from the leading edge of said upper panel and
positioned for engagement with a front wall of the grass

catcher to retain the hood in operative position upon the
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grass catcher, side panels depending from side edges of

the upp)er panel, and retaining elements depending from
the trailing ends of the respective side panels and posi-

tioned for engagement with side walls of a grass catcher

to retain the hood in operative position upon the grass

catcher, whereby the hood is retained upon the catcher

in such manner that it is removable by lifting and is in-

stallable by lowering.

lively connected with said rotatable member for rotating

the latter, said ground-engaging roller being mounted on

3,099,123
ROTARY LAWN MOWER HINGED GRASS

CATCHING CHUTE
Warren H. Price, South Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to

Jacobsen Manufacturing Co., Racine, Wis., a corpora-

tion of Wisconsin
Filed Apr. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 103,402

1 Claim. (CI. 56—202)

A grass-catcher chute and bag for attachment to a

rotary lawn mower which includes a discharge spout ex

tending laterally of the mower housing, comprising a

tubular chute having an inlet end attachable to said spout

and in flow registry therewith and having an outlet end

disposed axially angled with respect to said inlet end to

be directed rearwardly with respect to said mower, a

hinge interconnected between said chute at said inlet end

thereof and said housing for pivotally attaching said chute

to said housing for swinging said chute from a position of

registry with said spout to a position out of registry, said

hinge being of a hinge pin and hook combination with

the cross-sectional dimension of said hinge pin being of

a reduced selected dimension in one direction and with

said hook having a space therethrough for receiving only

said reduced selected dimension for selective removal of

said pin from said hook and with said space being smaller

than the remaining cross-sectional dimension of said pin

for restraining removal of said pin from said hook, and

a grass-catcher bag attached at one end to said outlet end

of said chute and being in flow registry therewith and

said bag being attachable at the other end thereof to said

mower.

3,099,124
LAWN MOWER ROLLER ADJUSTMENT

Raymond K. StrascI, Winthrop Harbor, III., assignor to

Jacolwen Manufacturing Co., Racine, Wis., a corpora-

tion of Wisconsin
Original application Apr. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 103,381. Di-

vided and this application Apr. 19, 1962, Ser. No.
188,774

5 Claims. (CI. 56—249)
1. A cutting adjustment for a lawn mower of the type

including a cutting reel and a bed knife and a rotatably

mounted ground-engaging roller, comprising a standard

included in said mower and being uprightly fixedly dis-

posed and having a socket in the lower end thereof, a

rotatable member rotatably mounted in said socket, an

offset member attached to said rotatable member and

constituting a cam with the eccentricity extending in the

upright plane for upright displacement of said offset mem-
ber upon rotation of said rotatable member, means opera-

said offset member for upright adjustable displacement in

response to rotation of said rotatable member.

3,099,125
MOWER BLADE RETAINER

Robert G. Turner, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Massey-
Ferguson Inc., Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Mary-
land

Filed June 8, 1961, Ser. No. 115,666
2 Claims. (CI. 56—305)

1. In an agricultural mower having an elongated bar

with wear plates on which an elongated knife blade is

slidably carried, a retainer for holding said blade on said

plates, comprising, in combination, a bracket rigidly secured

to said bar on the non-cutting side of said blade, a hold-

down finger pivoted on said bracket so as to be swingable

into contact with said blade, a spring member anchored

relative to said bar, said finger having a projection which
snaps over said spring member as the finger approaches

said blade so that the member urges said finger against

the blade, said finger being formed with a relieved portion

facing said spring member so that an elongated tool can

be inserted within said portion to pry said spring member
down and said finger up and thus snap said projection

over the spring member.

3,099,126
YARN FEEDING APPARATUS

Remo J. Laureti, Moorestown, NJ., assignor to Wall
Rope Works, Inc., Beverly, NJ., a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed Oct. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 61,153
8 Claims. (CI. 57—58.7)

1. In combination, a supply of yarn, apparatus for

twisting said yarn including means for whirling said yam
to form a balloon-shaped portion thereof and to apply

a tension load thereto, capstan means for feeding said

yam by frictional contact therewith and for applying a

restrictive tension thereto in opposition to said tension load
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of said twisting apparatus, said ,yam passing from said

supply to said feeding means and to said twisting appa-
ratus, said yarn passing around said capstan feeding means
for frictional contact therewith to increase said frictional

contact and to tend to bind thereon upon the application

of a tension load to said yarn by said twisting apparatus,

and means for varying the rotative speed of said capstan

means to vary said restrictive tension.

3,099,127
REPEAT ALARM DEVICE

Phillip W. King, Meriden, Conn., assignor to The Sessions
Clock Company, Forestville, Conn., a corporation of
Connecticut «

Filed Feb. 8, 1961, Scr. No. 87,824
5 Claims. (CI. 58—16)

1. In a repeating, alarm clock mechanism including a

clock supporting structure, an alarm system having alarm-

off and alarm-on conditions, a damping arm having a por-

tion movable into and out of an alarm-off position and
an alarm-on position, clock gear means continually ro-

tated as a function of time by said clock, an interval

lever carried by said damping arm and movable relative

thereto, said interval lever adapted to be engaged with

said clock gear means when said damping arm is moved
into the alarm-off position, and a heavy spring means op-

erative against said damping arm to urge said damping
arm into the alarm-on position when said interval lever

has become disengaged from said gear means, the im-

provement wherein said damping arm includes an upper

portion and a lower portion, said lower portion includes

a first point of pivotal connection to said interval lever,

a hght overcentering toggle spring connects a second point

on said upper portion and a third point on said interval

lever, and said first point and said second point define a

line of reference, whereby upon displacement of said third

point in a first direction through said line of reference, said

interval lever is urged by said toggle spring in the direction

of said displacement into engagement with said clock

gear means and upon displacement of said third point in

a second direction through said line of reference said

interval lever is urged by said toggle spring in the direc-

tion of said displacement out of engagement with said

clock gear means.

3,099,128
WATCHWORK MECHANISMS

Reinhard Straumann, Waldenburg, Switzerland, assignor
to Institut Dr. Ing. Reinhard Straumann A.G., Walden-
burg, Switzerland, a Swiss body corporate

Filed Oct. 3, 1960, Scr. No. 60,131
Claims priority, application Switzerland Sept. 10, 1960

8 Claims. (CI. 58—59)

1. In a watchwork mechanism, such as a wrist watch,
having a spring barrel and a spring of substantially the

maximum energy for the internal diameter of said bar-

rel and a balance including a balance staff mounted in

substantially non-resilient bearings and adapted to per-

form between 17,000 and 22,000 half-oscillations per

hour the improvement which comprises that the balance
staff consists of an age-hardenable alloy containing a

major proportion of a member selected from the group
consisting of Fe-Ni, Fe-Co, Fe-W, Fe-Ni-Co and Ni-Co
and has a tensile strength exceeding 200 kg./sq. mm.
and a Vickers hardness number between 6(X) and 750,

and that the mass of the entire balance does not exceed

a maximum value Mm (measured in milligrams) for a
given internal barrel diameter D (measured in milli-

metres) as follows:

D
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generator, and a turbo-pump for inducting sea water and
educting the same in directional fashion to provide a pro-

'r^^ '-k:

pelling thrust, said main gas generator having a gas out-

let leading to said turbo-pump to drive the same.

3,099,134
COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

Peter Henry Calder, London, and Derek John Stan.sHeld

Lancaster, Radlett, England, assignors to The De Havil-

land Engine Company Limited, Leavesden, Hertford-
shire, England, a British company

Filed Dec. 27, 1960, S«r. No. 78,352
Claims priority, application Great Britain Dec. 24, 1959

3 Claims. (CI. 60—39.65)
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said condenser, an evaporator, means in said liquid line

for delivering expanded refrigerant to said evaporator, a

suction line connecting said evaporator to said com-
pressor, a last said means including a bulb located

in thermal sensing relation to the suction line at the

evaporator outlet for controlling flow to said evaporator,

a by-pass Ime interconnecting the liquid line with the

suction line ahead of the last said bulb, a valve in said by-

pass line for controlling flow therethrough, and a motor
means operatively connected to said valve to control op-

eration of sai^ valve, the motor means including a first

and a second flexible motor element, means subjecting

one side of said first and second flexible elements to liquid

line pressure, a second sensing bulb charged with an inert

gas communicating with the other side of the first flexible

element, said second bulb being located in thermal sensing

relation to the inlet of said evaporator, means subjecting

the other side of the second flexible element to suction

line pressure, the first and second flexible motor elements

regulating flow through the valve in response to liquid

line or suction line pressures so that the power input of

the compressor does not exceed a predetermined maxi-

mum value.

3,099,141

SHAFT FOR USE IN NUCLEAR RADIATION
ENVIRONMENT

Herbert Garten and Robert Herman Schaffer, Cincinnati,

Ohio, assignors to General Electric Company, a corpo-

ration of New York
Filed Nov. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 156,189

8 Claims. (CI. 64—1)

ll^TTl^^'TZZTTrr/ZrTrTTTZZT?.
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1. A load transmitting jnember for use in a nuclear

radiation environment wherein the temperature rise in

the member is substantially proportional to its mass, said

member comprising:

a hollow, cylindrical shell portion, said shell jwrtion

transmitting a j>art of said load and having a total

mass Mg;
a fin integral with said shell portion, said fin comprising

a helix extending the length of the shell portion and

having a total mass M^,
wherein the ratio of the fin mass to the shell mass

—

Mf/Mg—is greater than .2 but less than 1.5,

so as to enable said fin to transmit the remaining part

of said load at a minimum total weight of said rnepi-

ber in said nuclear radiation environment.

3,099,142
FABRIC YIELD COMPUTING DEVICE

Lester Mishcon, Miami, Fla., assignor to Singer-Supreme
Co., Inc., Ozone Parii, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-
ware

Filed Dec. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 160,439
8 Claims. (CI. 66—1)

. T.

4. In a machine for concatenating fibers to produce a
fabric, a first means for measuring the fiber courses being

incorporated into said fabric during operation of the ma-
chine, a second means for measuring the quantity of

fabric produced during the operation of the machine, a

computing device operated by said first and second meas-

uring means, indicia associated with said computing de-

vice, and means operated by said computing device for

displaying indicium representing the yield of the fabric

being produced during the operation of the machine.

3,099,143
ELASTIC YARN FEEDER FOR KNITTING

MACHINES
George E. Sinclair, Laconia, N.H., assignor to Scott &

Williams, Incorporated, Laconia, N.H., a corporation

of Massachusctte
FUed Apr. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 102,728

6 Claima. (CI. 66—132)

1. In combination with a knitting machine having

needles, means for feeding an elastic yarn to the needles,
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means for moving said feeding means to insert and with-

draw said elastic yam, and clamping and cutting means

for the elastic yam; a feeder of positive feeding type for

sui^lying yam at predetermined feed rate to said feeding

means and needles during activity of the feeding means

and means for increasing the yam supplying rate of said

feeder at the time of withdrawal of said elastic yam,

thereby to decrease the tension of the portion of the yam
between the feeder and said elastic yarn feeding means.

tially the same length as said mandrel, and an integral pat-

tern of predetermined configuration on the exterior of

3,099,144
SELVAGE SPREADER

Rol>crt L. Connors, Tonawanda, N.Y., assignor to Van
Raalte Company, Inc., Nortii Tonawanda, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 79,684
6 Claims. (CL 66—147)

a *5 *i

1. Edge tensioning and guiding means for flat knitting

machines comprising a pair of mechanisms disposable ad-

jacent to the side edges of fiat knit fabric as the same

issues from the knitting mechanism for engaging and

guiding such edges, each mechanism comprising a support

member disposed along a side edge of the fabric, a pair of

pulleys carried by said support member and extending

inwardly in overlapping relation with respect to the edge

of the fabric, one of said pulleys being adjacent to said

knitting mechanism and the other being relatively remote

therefrom in the general direction of movement of said

fabric from the knitting mechanism, a belt about said

pulleys and protruding pin members along said belt for

engagement with said fabric to hold the fabric to full

width as the same passes from the knitting mechanism and

from said adjacent pulley to said remote pulley, said re-

mote pulley being driven at a predetermined speed rela-

tive to the speed of the fabric from the knitting mecha-

nism, said remote pulley including a mounting shaft mem-

ber adapted to pivot said support member to said knitting

machine frame, means on said support member remote

from said shaft member for preventing pivotal movement,

said last mentioned means being rcleasable to permit said

support member to be swung pivotally away from
^
said

knitting mechanism to render the latter readily acces^ble

for adjustment and repair.

:essib

3,099,145

PATTERN DRUM FOR KNITTING MACHINE
James E. Garrou and Victor H. Garrou, Valdese, N.C.,

assignors to Waldcnsian Hosiery Mills, Inc., Valdese,

N.C., a corporation of North Carolina

FUed Ang. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 130,361

5 Ctelms. (a. 6^—154)
1. In a pattern drum for knitting machines having a

cylindrical mandrel and a ratchet wheel secured to one end

of the mandrel for imparting step-by-step rotation to the

mandrel, the combination therewith of a one-piece pat-

tern sleeve surrounding and supported on said mandrel for

rotation therewith, said pattern sleeve being of substan-

sEiid sleeve, said pattern configuration including raised pat-

tern areas and pattern relief areas.

3,099,146
ROLLER TYPE CONTINUOUS DYEING

APPARATUS
Shigeru Yamawald, Handa-shi, Japan, assignor to Daisiiin

ScUd KabndUkl Kaisha, Handa-shi, Japan, a corpora-

tion of Japan
FUed June 15, 1961, Ser. No. 117,419

3 Claims. (CI. 68—203)

1. A roller for use with textile printing apparatus com-
prising a tubular rod having a radial passageway for con-

ducting printing stock from within the rod externally

thereof, a printing roller rotatably fitted over said tu-

bular rod with an annular clearance provided therebe-

tween, said printing roller including a plurality of raised

printing regions each having passageways extending there-

through to provide communication externally^ arul in-

ternally of said printing roller, a layer of foraminous

resilient material covering the outer periphery of said

printing roller, and a network covering the outer pe-

riphery of said layer of foraminous resilient material.

3,099,147
APPARATUS FOR PREPARING BASEBALL

COVER PIECES FOR SEWING
Joseph Fossa, Hamilton, Mass., assignor to United Shoe

Machinery Corporation, Boston, Mass., a corporation

of New Jersey

FUed Nov. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 851,059
11 Claims. (CI. 69—8)

1. Apparatus for <^>erating upon an elongated bilobate

cover piece having a sewing margin preparatory to

spherifying the cover piece on a ball core, comprising a

form having a cover piece engaging surface similar in

outline to the cover piece when the cover piece is arched

longitudinally, a support for the form, locating means
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for receiving the arched cover piece in correspondence
with and over the supported form, ami an articulated

est to said coating roller, with said drive roller being
spaced substantially from said coating roller and
having a relatively slow peripheral speed substan-

tially less than said predetermined peripheral speed
of the coating roller; and

(D) a vertically movable guide roller disposed be-

tween, and spaced from drive roller of the conveying
means and said coating roller, and spring means
yieldably urging said guide roller downwardly to-

ward the surface of the coating roller so that, as

each hide is advanced to said surface of the coat-

ing roller at said relatively slow speed, the hide is

gripped between said coating roller and said guide

roller and said spring means acting on the latter pro-

duces a pressure for uniformly reducing the thick-

ness of the layer of depilating substance between
the coating rolller and hide and which is transferred

to the skin side of the hide from the coating roller.

3,099.149
APPARATUS FOR TREATING ANIMAL HIDES

Seymour S. Kremen and Robert Lee Southwood, Cincin-
nati, Ohio, assignors to Leather Research Corporation,
New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Aug. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 129,639
6 Claims. (CI. 69—32)

clamp having a cover-engaging ridge adapted to engage
the cover piece inside the margin.

3,099,148
DEVICE FOR COATING ANIMAL HIDES

Josef Strnad, Trutnov, and Jindrich JakJ, Tyniste upon
Orlice, Czechoslovakia, assignors to Strojosvit, narodni
podnik, Kmov, Czechoslovakia

Filed June 28, 1961, Ser. No. 120,331
Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia July 13, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 69—28)

1. A device for coating the skin sides of animal hides

with a depilating substance so as to effect removal of

hair therefrom, comprising

(A) a coating roller driven at a predetermined pe-

ripheral speed;

(B) a tank containing a depilating substance and hav-

ing said coating roller partly immersed therein so

that said roller picks-up a layer of said substance on
its surface during movement of the latter through the

tank;

(C) conveying means including an endless belt hav-

ing a substantially horizontal operative run extend-

ing toward said surface of the coating roller adjacent
the top of the latter and adapted to receive the suc-

cessive hides with the skin sides of the latter facing

downwardly thereon, and a drive roller having said

belt running therearound at the end of said run clos-

1. Apparatus for the treatment of animal hides and
skins comprising, in combination, a longitudinally elon-

gated inlet tank containing a body of water therein of a
depth such that successive groups of hides, with the hides

in each group in side by side relation, can be completely
immersed in said body and moved therethrough, said

tank comprising an inlet portion communicating with the

atmosphere, through which inlet portion the successive
groups of hides are introduced into said body of water,

a discharge portion and a baffle separating said inlet and
discharge portions extending into the upper portion of
the body of water to provide a liquid seal between the

atmosphere and said discharge portion; a scries of lon-

gitudinally elongated dehydration tanks arranged in side

by side relation and disposed substantially parallel to

the discharge portion of the inlet tank, each of said de-
hydration tanks containing a body of a volatile organic
extracting solvent; means for flowing the solvent con-

tinuously through said dehydration tanks; a longitudinally

elongated impregnation tank disposed substantially paral-

lel to said dehydration tanks, said impregnation tank con-
taining a body of a volatile organic impregnating solvent

having therein an impregnant for the hides; a series of lon-

gitudinally elongated fixing tanks arranged in side by side

relation and disposed substantially parallel to said im-

pregnation tank, each of said fixing tanks containing a
body of an aqueous liquid therein; means for flowing
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the aqueous liquid continuously through said fixing tanks;

a longitudinally elongated outlet tank having a first portion

disposed substantially parallel and adjacent to the last of

the series of fixing tanks and a discharge portion com-
municating with the atmosphere, said outlet tank having

a body of water therein and a wall section separating said

first and discharge portions extending into the upper por-

tion of the body of water to provide a liquid seal between

said first portion and the atmosphere; means for lowering

successive groups of hides into said inlet tank and moving

said groups of hides while immersed in the body of water

in said inlet tank along the length of said tank; means for

elevating and removing said groups of hides from the

discharge portion of said inlet tank, for displacing said

groups of hides laterally over the first of said dehydration

tanks and for lowering said groups of hides into the body

of extracting solvent in the first of said dehydration

tanks; means for moving said groups of hides through the

dehydration tanks while immersed in the body of liquid

therein, for elevating said groups of hides when they

reach the discharge end of the dehydration tanks to re-

move them therefrom, for moving said groups of hides

into and out of said impregnation tank and said fixing

tanks, for displacing said groups of hides laterally from

the impregnation tank over the first of said fixing tanks and

from each preceding fixing tank over the next succeeding

fixing tank and from the last fixing tank over and into

said outlet tank, and for lowering said groups of hides

into the respective tanks over which said groups of hides

are moved; means for elevating and removirtg said groups

of hides from the discharge portion of said outlet tank

to return said groups of hides to the atmosphere; the

means for moving the successive groups of hides through

said dehydration tanks moving them in a direction

countercurrent to the direction of flow of the extracting

solvent through said dehydration tanks; and a hood en-

closing the upper portion of said dehydration, impregna-

tion and fixing tanks, the discharge portion of said inlet

tank and the first portion of said outlet lank.

3,099,150
COMBINATION PUSH BUTTON LOCK

Mathias M. Check, Strafford, Pa., assignor to The Yale

and Towne Mannfacturing Company, Stamford, Conn.,

a corporation of Connecticut
Filed Dec. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 160,556

19 Claims. (CL 70^313)

2. In a lock of the class described,

a cylinder,

a plug rotatably mounted in the cylinder,

a series of push buttons mounted on said plug and

adapted to be depressed from a normal projected posi-

tion,

tumblers locking the plug and actuated by the depres-

sion of said push buttons to release said plug for

rotation,

and means actuated by said push buttons for interlocking

the cylinder and plug when a button is depressed,

whereby to dog the plug against rotation while said

tumblers are being moved by said push buttons.

3,099,151
PIN TUMBLER CYLINDER KEY SYSTEM

Ernest L. Schlage, Hillsborough, Calif., assignor to

Schlage Lock Company, a corporation

Filed Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 82,774
1 Claim. (CL 70—363)

In a pin tumbler cylinder lock having a rotatable plug,

and having columns of upper and lower spring actuated

freely movable pin tumblers and one held pin tumbler, a

i:roove formed in said held pin tumbler, said groove hav-

ing a shoulder on one side thereof and a cam face on the

other side, a holding pin engaging the shoulder and sup-

porting the held pin tumbler in a position permitting rota-

tion of the plug, said plug being rotatable by a temporary

key which lifts the free tumblers in their columns to the

shear line, another key for lifting the held pin tumbler

to a point where its cam surface engages the holding pin

and moves it out of holding position, said key when fully

inserted aligning the pin tumblers in all of the columns to

permit rotation of the plug, and when withdrawn permit-

ting a tumbler in each column to intersect the shear line

thereby rendering the temporary key inoperative.

3,099,152
STOCKING STRETCH MEASURING MACHINE

Stanley E. Krueger, Grenada, Miss., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to U.S. Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.,

a corporation of Delaware
FUed Mar. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 92,669

4 Claims. (CI. 73—95)

-%-^^#^r^

1. In a machine for measuring and recording the

stretch in an elastic article in combination, a fixed clamp,

a movable clamp including a weight loaded reciprocable

carriage support therefor, power operated means includ-

ing a pusher member for moving said carriage towards

said fixed clamp and for moving said pusher member
away from said carriage and said fixed clamp and allow-

ing said carriage to recede from said fixed clamp under

its weight loading, a chart recorder including a marking

device on said carriage, means for controlling the rate of

movement of said power operated means, and means ac-

tuated by the pusher member for energizing said marking

device after the carriage comes to rest with the article

stretched by the weight loading thereon and the pusher

member has receded from said carriage a predetermined

distance.
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3,099,153
PAPER STRENGTH TESTER

Wyman C. Kutledge, Chillicothe, Ohio, assignor to The
Mead Corporation, Dayton, Ohio, a^ corporation of

Ohio
Filed Mar. 31, I960, Ser. No. 19,039

14 Claims. (CI. 73—100)

.^

1. A method for testing the fold strength of a paper

product comprising the steps of rendering said paper

product foldable along a selected line by weakening the

same against bending about said line by deformation of

said paper product along said line, suspending said pa{>er

product in a fluid stream travelling transversely to said

line whereby said fluid stream causes said paper product

to alternately fold at said line, and measuring the time

it takes said fluid stream to break said paper product at

said line.

3,099,154
SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING A STRUCTURE AC-
CORDING TO A PREDETERMINED PROGRAM
OF OPERATION

Vem C. Vanderbilt, Jr., Hagerstown, Ind., assignor to

Perfect Circle Corporation, Hagerstown, lod., a corpo-
ration of Indiana

Filed May 19, 1958, Ser. No. 736,177
33 Claims. (CI. 73—116)

1. Apparatus for controlling in a subject structure a

measurable quality in a predetermined manner, compris-

ing a device for producing and frequency modulating an

electrical signal having a range of frequencies representa-

tive of the range of variation of said quality, means cou-

pled to said device for recording said signal to provide a

reproducing record of said signal, means for reproducing

said signal from said record, transducer means adapted

to sense the presence and extent of said quality in said

structure and for producing a frequency modulated con-

dition indicating signal in accordance therewith, said

transducer means and said device being adjusted to the

same frequency range with respect to each other,, fre-

quency comparator means coupled with said transducer

means and said reproducing means for comparing the fre-

quency of said reproduced signal with that of said con-

dition indicating sigrtal, said comparator mens beng c^
erble to sample sad reproduced signal and said condition

indicating signal alternately at a predetermined frequency,

and means coupled with said comparator means and re-

sponsive to the dierence between said compared signals for

controlling said subject structure to eliminate sAid dif-

ference.

3,099,155
TORQUE RECORDERS

Rcgiiudd I. R. Dean, 14-16 Carzon St, Dcr1>y, England
FUcd Mar. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 13,289

1 Claim. (CI. 73—134)

im a X Z7

In a torque indicating instrument, a mechanism for

transmitting motion engendered by a torque force to

an indicator comprising a tubular indicator housing, an
elongated planar first support member extending from
the tubular wall of said housing in a direction normal
to the axis thereof and integrally secured to the housing

wall, a second support member fixed to said first support
member and extending opposite and parallel to said first

support member, said second support member having a

recess extending parallel to said first support member,
openings in said first and second support members aligned

with each other along an axis parallel to the axis of the

tubular housing, a relatively short torque pin shorter

than said planar support member and having a relatively

large cross section mounted in said first and second sup-

port members and passing through said aligned openings,

each end of the torque pin projecting from the support

members, one end of said torque pin being secured to

said first support member so as to be held against rota-

tion while a load is applied to the other and freely twist-

able end, said torque pin being provided with an out-

wardly extending annular flange intermediate its ends

and located within the opening in the second support

member, a sleeve surrounding the torque pin for a dis-

tance greater than the width of said flange and rigidly at-

tached to said flange and rotatable within the opening in

said second support member for turning movement with

the twistable free end of the torque pin, a forked mem-
ber carried by the sleeve and extending parallel to the

first support member within said recess in the second

support member, said forked member having a slot spaced

from the sleeve and extending in the direction of said

indicator housing, an indicator lever pivotally mounted
on one of said support members and having a short arm
and a long arm, the long arm extending into said indi-

cator housing for operation of said indicator, the short

arm of the indicator lever having a pin engaging in said

slot of the forked member whereby the forked member
is enabled to move the lever in response to twisting of the

free end of the torque pin.
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3,099,156
TEMPERATURE ERROR COMPENSATOR

Joseph A. Perry, Jr., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignor to

Cherry-Burrell Corporation, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed Feb. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 795,275

3 Claims. (CI. 73—141)

-j^ ^ -w
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I. A force-measuring device comprising an elastically-

deflectable member to which force is applied and which
is subject to temperature-induced elasticity and dimen-
sional changes, a differential transformer having an arma-

ture component and a coil component connected to said

deflectable member to provide for relative movement of

said components when said member deflects under ap-

plied force thereby producing an output signal, the mag-
nitude of said signal being inversely related to tempera-

ture, a primary winding and a secondary winding in said

coil component, a source of electrical power connected in

circuit with said primary winding, a force indicator con-

nected in circuit with said secondary winding, and a

temperature-stable resistance of relatively high value con-

nected in said primary circuit to stabilize temperature-

induced changes in said transformer output signal a suffi-

cient amount to nullify substantially the effects of tem-

perature-induced changes in said deflectable member.

ERRATUM
For Class 73—168 see:

Patent No. 3,099,163

3,099,157
FUEL SUPPLY CONTROL FOR ENGINE

COMPRESSORS
Ludwig Wagenscil, Munich-Allach, Germany, assignor to

Junkers Maschinen- und Metallban Gan.bJI., Munich-
Allach, Germany

Filed Dec. 24, 1957, Ser. No. 705,002
Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 24, 1956

14 CUims. (CL 73—213)

* ir

1. An automatic controlling device of the character

described comprising, in combination, a conduit through

which compressed gas flows during delivery thereof, said

conduit having a reduced portion of lesser cross-section

than other portions of said conduit so that the gas flow-

ing through said reduced conduit portion has greater

dynamic and lesser static pressure than the gas in other

portions of said conduit, said dynamic fH'essure in said

reduced conduit portion increasing and said static pres-

sure decreasing when the rate of delivery of gas through

said conduit increases and vice versa; a support; control

means mounted on said support for reciprocating move-

ment and having at least a pair of acting faces facing

in opposite direction and extending in a direction trans-

verse to the direction of movement of said control means,

the total area of one of said acting faces being consider-

ably larger than the total area of the other of said acting

faces; means for applying only the static pressure from
said reduced portion of lesser cross-section of said con-
duit to one of said acting faces and the static pressure
from one of the other portions of said conduit to the

other of said acting faces so that said control means tends

to move under the difference of forces acting on said

acting faces thereof in one direction, whereby a substan-

tial force difference is obtained with a minimum of static

pressure difference in said reduced and said other por-

tions of said conduit so that the reduction of the cross-

section in said conduit can be held to a minimum thus

avoiding increased flow losses of the gas passing through

said reduced cross-section, said control means respond-

ing only to the differential between said static pressures;

spring means operatively connected to said control means
and tending to move the same in a direction opposite

to said one direction; and motion transmitting means
connecting said control means to a controlling member
for moving the latter.

3,099,158
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING LEVELS OF

MATERIALS IN CONTAINERS
William E. Barker, Jr., Orlando, Fla., assignor to Poly
Tech Research, Inc., Orlando, Fla., a corporation of
Florida

Filed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 164,431
4 Claims. (CI. 73—321)

2. Apparatus for determining the surface level of flow-

able material in a container comprising a level sensing

weight member adapted to be brought into contact with

said surface, a cable for suspending said weight member
within said container for vertical movement relative to

said surface, a rotatable drum on which said cable is

wound and anchored, a reversible motor coupled to said

drum for rotating said drum to draw in and pay out said

said cable for raising and lowering said weight member
relative to said surface, a rotatable pulley over which the

cable is trained overlying said container and supporting

said weight member and a depending cable portion in sus-

pended relation therefrom, guide means for said pulley

restraining the pulley for movement along a rectilinear

path inclined to a vertical axis, spring means connected

to said pulley and extending in opposite directions there-

from along said path to stationary anchors resiliently sup-

porting said pulley along said path at positions which
vary in relation to variations in the tension exerted on
the cable by said weight member, a pair of stationary

switch members having switch arms disposed to be ac-

tuated by said pulley upon movement of the pulley along

said path responsive to increase and decrease of cable
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tension from a selected cable tension value, means re-

sponsive to actuation of said switch means for reversing

the direction of drive of said reversible motof, and in-

dicator means calibrated in container levels continuously

responsive to the angular position of said drum to indi-

cate the height of fill in said container.

3,099,159
TIDE INDICATOR

William F. Schroeder, Boca Raton, Fla.

Filed July 13, 1961, Ser. No. 123,729

5 Claims. (CI. 73—322)

'ir^

1. in a tidal height and direction of flow indicator, a

support, a first member mounted on said support for fric-

tional sliding relatively thereto, a second member carried

by said first member for limited movement with respect

thereto, a housing fixed with said support in vertically-

spaced relation below said members, and having open

upper and lower ends, a float positioned within said hous-

ing for free vertical guided translation therein, a rod hav-

ing its lower end fixed to said float and its upper end con-

nected to said second member only, vertical translation

of said float in and relatively to said housing first moving

said second member relatively to said first member to

thereby indicate the direction of tide flow, continued trans-

lation of said float in the same direction relatively to

said housing moving said members as a unit to thereby

indicate instantaneous height of tide.

3,099,160
MOVING SURFACE TEMPERATURE SENSOR

Frank D. Werner, Minneapolis, and Richard V. De Leo,

Hopkins, Minn., assignors to Rosemount Engineering

Company, Minneapolis, Minn., a corporation of

Minnesota
Filed Nov. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 150,620

14 Claims. (CI. 73—342)

7. A device for measuring the temperature of the sur-

face of material while it is being moved along a pre-

scribed path of motion comprising a wall and means
mounting the wall in a fXJsition generally paralleling the

path of motion of the surface, so as with the surface to

form an elongated space through which gaseous fluid

may move, the wall being sufficiently long in the direction

of movement of the surface while it moves so that with

the speed and direction of movement of the strip and

under its conditions of operation the fluid between the

surface and the wall will be brought to a condition of

fully developed flow before reaching the end of the space,

a first temperature sensor on the wall for sensing its tem-

perature, a second temperature sensor in the fluid where

its flow is fully developed and an indicator connected to

said sensors and responsive to the signals generated there-

by.

^-^
3,099,161

BIMETAL COIL FOR USE IN TEMPERATURE
RECORDERS

Joseph E. Gorgens, Easton, and Randall Goff, Weston,
Conn., assignors to Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Incor-
porated, Stratford, Conn., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Apr. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 105,420
2 Claims. (CI. 73—363.9)

1. In a temperature resjsonsive instrument, a rotatable

member, a temperature sensitive coil drivingly connected

at one end to said member, and means fixing the other

end of said coil, said coil comprising a pair of coaxial

seaions joined at their next adjacent ends, each coil sec-

tion consisting of a helically wound untwisted bimetal

strip, said sections being helically wound in opposite

directions with the side of the bimetal having the higher

coefficient of expansion being on the inside of one coil

section and on the outside of the other coil section.

3,099,162
PORTABLE TEMPERATURE MEASURING DEVICE
Nicholas J. Imperial, New York, N.Y. (28 Price Drive,

Edison, NJ.), and Patrick J. McGannon, 78 Stevens
St., Oceanside, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 27, 1959, Scr. No. 809,091
5 Claims. (CI. 73—376)

1. A portable temperature measuring device compris-

ing an elongated hollow shell of substantially rectangular

cross section and comprising one lengthwise wall of high

thermal conductivity metal and a shallow cover sealed to

said wall, at least two spacers in addition to said shell,

said Spacers rigidly connected to at least one of said cover

and wall near opposite internal ends thereof and arranged

within said shell abutting said cover and said wall to

positively define the minimum interior spacing between

the inner surfaces of said wall and said cover, said cover

comprising transparent material at least throughout a

portion thereof, a temperature measuring instrument com-
prising a temperature responsive element and means for

translating responses of said element into visual indica-

tions of temperature, means for securing said instrument

to the inner surface of said wall such that said element is

in intimate thermal conductivity with the inner surface
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of said wail and such that said element is enclosed within

the said minimum interior SF>acing of said shell so as to be

out of contact with any other inner surface of said shell

and such that said indicating means is visible through

said transparent material from outside said shell, and

means adapted to attach said shell to a body so that the

outer surface of said wall abuts that part of said body

whereof the temperature is to be measured.

3,099,163
HYDRAULIC FUNCTION ANALYZER

Robert E. Raymond, Zanesrille, Ohio, assignor to Racine

Hydraulics and Machinery, Inc., a corporation of

Wisconsin
FUed May 17, 1960, Ser. No. 29,650

13 Claims. (CI. 73—168)

arm for motion in a predetermined path with respect to

said wheel to move said driving dog along the teeth on
said wheel, a rotatable driving wheel and a plurality of
drive rollers mounted thereon for independent free rota-

tion while moving concurrently with said driving wheel to

engage said arm and cause oscillating motion thereof, said

arm having a cam surface engageble with said rollers and

""^^^"vl-^]

contoured to be continuously in contact with said rollers

in succession during rising and descending motion of said

arm relative to said driving wheel producing driving mo-
tion of said driving dog with controlled acceleration and

deceleration, means connected to rotate said driving wheel,

and means maintaining contact between said cam surface

and said rollers during relative movement therebetween.

3,099,165
VEHICLE TRANSMISSION

Sherman C. Heth, Sahag C. Akgulian, and Knud H. HofF-

meyer, Racine, Wis., assignors to Jacobsen Manufac-
turing Co., Racine, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,978
5 Claims. (CI. 74—342)

1. An hydraulic function analyzer for analyzing char-

acteristics of hydraulic components comprising, a func-

tion board having a plurality of function valves, an instru-

ment board having a plurality of instruments, a transfer

board having means defining a plurality of distinct fluid

flow paths with an on and off valve connected in each

of said paths intermediate the ends thereof, a power

board having a plurality of internally flow connected fluid

ports, and a plurality of manifold bloclcs located in the

same general area removed from said transfer and func-

tion boards, there being an individual manifold block for

each of said instruments and each of said valves, a flow

connection between a block and its respective valve or

instrument, and a group of said blocks associated with the

transfer board, said group of blocks including blocks con-

nected in said flow paths of the transfer board at either

side of said on and off valve, and conduits for selectively

and releasably connecting a manifold block to the power

board or an element under test and a plurality of manifold

blocks together to place the desired valves and instruments

in circuit.

3,099,164
ESCAPEMENT DRFVE

RuskH C. Gcigcr, Troy, Ohio, assignor to The Hobart

Manufacturing Company, Troy, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
FUed Feb. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 88,322

4 Claims. (CL 74—125)

1. A ratchet drive particularly adapted for positive ad-

vancing of a timer mechanism, comprising a toothed

ratchet w^heel including an output drive thereon for inter-

mittent rotary driving, means engaged with said wheel and

normally preventing rotation of said wheel in one direc-

tion, a driving dog engagcable with the teeth on said

wheel and movable to rotate said wheel in the other direc-

tion through a predetermined angular motion, a drive cam

arm connected to said driving dog, means mounting said

1. A variable speed transmission comprising a housing,

a first shaft rotatably mounted in said housing, at least

two shift gears axial ly shiftably mounted on said first

shaft and being rotatable therewith, an additional gear

mounted on said first shaft and being rotatable there-

with, a secorxi shaft nonrotatably mounted in said hous-

ing and being rigidly attached to the latter for suj^wrt,

a first gear set of at least two gears rotatably mounted on

said second shaft for selective and separate engagement

with respective ones of said shift gears, input drive means

engaged with said first gear set for rotating the latter on

said second shaft, a second gear set rotatably mounted

on said second shaft for rotation thereon independent

of the rotation of said first gear set and being in constant

driving relation with said additional gear on said first
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shaft, and an output drive gear being included in said

second gear set.

3,099,166
DRIVE MECHANISM

Carl E. Schou, Oshkosh, Wis., assignor to Rocltwell-

Standard Corporation, Coraopolis, Pa., a corporation

of Pennsylvania
Continuation of application Ser. No. 590,224, June 8,

1956. This application Feb. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 7,726

6 Cbdms. (CI. 74—359)

1. In combination, a torque converter, a transmission

having a housing, an input shaft and an output shaft

journalled in said housing about spaced parallel axes, first

and second gear sets extending between said shafts and

providing respectively forward and reverse drive to said

output shaft from said input shaft, each of said gear sets

having at least one gear journalled on said input shaft,

a disc type friction clutch mechanism mounted on said

input shaft between said gears journalled on said input

shaft and selectively operative to connect the gear of said

first set or said second gear set which is journalled on

said input shaft in drive relation to said input shaft, and

means in said housing defining an oil sump, means de-

fining a fluid channel from said oil sump to said converter,

means in said input shaft and in said gears journalled on

said input shaft providing a fluid communication channel

from said torque converter to said friction clutch mech-

anism and terminating in an outlet c^>ening in each of

said gears from which oil is discharged onto the discs of

said clutch mechanism, and means for controlling fluid

flow in said channel from said tprque converter.

3,099,167
POWER STEERING GEAR

Walter E. Folkerts, Hazel Park, Mkb., assignor to

Chrysler Corporation, Highland Park, Mich., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
FUed June 23, 1960, Ser. No. 38,203

18 Claims. (CI. 74—388)

4. In a power steering gear for an automotive vehicle,

a personally rotatablc shaft, a power driven shaft, a lost

motion connection between the two shafts enabling

limited relative rotational di^lacement therebetween,

torsion means connecting the two shafts, an axially shift-

able valve spool connected with said power driven shaft

to rotate therewith, cam means carried by said personal-

ly rotatable shaft and spool for shifting said spool axial-

ly upon rotation of the latter shaft, fluid actuated power

means for driving said pow^ driven shaft, and means in-

cluding portions carried by said spool fcM* selectively di-

recting fluid power to said power means upon axial shift-

ing of said spool.

3,099,168
MOnON-TRANSMimNG DEVICE

Jack E. Martens, Gary, Ind., assignor to The Anderson
Company, a corporation of Indiana

Continuation of application Ser. No. 721,493, Mar. 14,

1958. This application July 1, 1960, Ser. No. 40,250
4 Claims. (Ci. 74-^59)

4. In a device of the class described, driving and driven

members disfXDsed for relative rotational and longitudinal

movement, one of said members having a periphery form-

ing helical threading having appreciable axial lead, the

other of said members comprising a housing having an

opening therethrough for operatively surrounding the one

member, said opening comprising first, second and third

axially disposed cylindrical portions, said first and second

cylindrical portions lying in adjacent communication with

opposite outer extremities of the other member, said third

cylindrical portion being of a smaller diameter than the

other two cylindrical portions and located therebetween,

the juncture between the adjacent cylindrical portions pro-

viding shoulder means defining oppositely axially facing

annular raceways, a plurality of roller elements having

axially spaced-apart radially enlarged bearing surfaces

connected by a shank portion, said bearing surfaces strad-

dling the third cylindrical portion and engaging said race-

ways and the threading of said one member and being

freely rotatable relatively thereto about axes substantially

parallel to the axis of said one member whereby relative

rotational movement between the members produces rela-

tive translatory movement therebetween.

3,099,169
BRAKE PISTON STROKE REDUCING MECHANISM

IN VEHICLE BRAKES
Ragnar HJaiinar NilMon, Malmo, Sweden, avigiior to

Svenslu Aldiclwljiget Bromsrcgulator, Malmo, Sweden,
a corporation of Sweden

FUed Sept 18, 1961, Ser. No. 138,821
Claims priority, appUcatloB Gcrmaiiy Sept 26, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 74—518)
1 . In a vehicle brake comprising a brake lever forming

part of a brake gear for transmitting brake power from
the brake piston of a brake cylinder to brake shoes to be

applied against the wheels of the vehicle, the combination
comprising means for fulcruming said brake lever at a
point which produces a relatively high leverage of the

brake lever during the development of brake pressure

after the brake shoes have been applied against the wheels
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of the vehicle on braking, and mechanism comprising an
abutment on said brake lever and a supporting abutment
with which said brake lever abutment coacts for ful-

cruming said brake lever at a point which produces a

relatively low leverage of the brake lever during that part

of the brake piston stroke which is consumed for apply-

ing the brake shoes against the wheels of the vehicle, one
of said coacting abutments being pivotally mounted and
spring-loaded so as to yield to an excessive pressure be-

tween said abutments to permit said brake lever to change
from turning about the point which produces the rela-

tively low leverage to turning about the point which pro-

duces the relatively high leverage on braking, said two
coacting abutments having shapes and being positioned

so that the pressure between them in their relative posi-

tion at released brake biases the pivotally mounted and
spring-loaded abutment in the same direction in which this

abutment is spring-loaded and that the pressure between

said coacting abutments during the movement of the

brake piston for applying the brake shoes against the

wheels of the vehicle on braking begins to counteract

the spring load on said pivotally mounted and spring-

loaded abutment only after this brake applying movement
has started and caused a certain change in the mutual
position of said coacting abutments.

3,099,170
CAM-FOLLOWER SELECTOR DEVICE

Lloyd L. Stevens, Concord, Calif., assignor to United
States Steel Corporation, a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Sept 5, 1961, Ser. No. 136,066
4 Clahns. (O. 74—569)

3,099,171
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

Peter Ivanchich, 924 N. Rosevere St., Dearborn, Mich.
Filed Nov. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 850,186

4 CUims. (Ci. 74—688)

1 . In a transmission, a housing, an input shaft rotatably

rrvounted in said housing, an output shaft rotatably

mounted in said housing in aligned relation with said input

shaft, a coupling device having at least an impeller and a
turbine, means connecting said impeller to said input

shaft, a planet gear set embodying an outer ring gear con-
nected to said output shaft, an inner sun gear ctxuiected

to said input shaft and a plurality of planet gears each
having its teeth in mesh with the teeth of said sun and
ring gears, a carrier for said planet gears connected to said

turbine and driven directly thereby, said connection to

the output shaft embodying a second set of planet gears
having a sun gear, a ring gear and planet gears, the sun
gear of the second set being connected to said input shaft

and the carrier thereof connected to the ring gear of the

first planet gear set and to the output shaft, and brake
means connected to the ring gear of said seoMtd planet

gear set.

3,099,172
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION CONTROL CIRCUIT
Zbignicw J. Jania, Detroit, and Ode K. Walthall, Dear-

Immh, Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company,
Dearborn, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Feb. 11, 1957, Ser. No. 639,329
15 Chums. (CL 74—751)

1. Apparatus for selectively rendering effective one of

two cam followers engaging respectively two cam grooves

of different shapes in opposite faces of a disc, said appa-

ratus comprising a block having ways in opposite faces

thereof, said block being disposed adjacent the edge of

said disc, a slide reciprocable in each way, each slide hav-

ing a follower roller thereon cooperating with one of said

grooves, and means for selectively clamping one of said

slides to said block frictionally and releasing the other for

free idling reciprocation in its ways.

1. In an automatic power transmission mechanism
having a power input driving portion, a power output

driven portion, and a plurality of gear elements inter-

connecting said driving and driven portions; a gear con-

trol means for regulating relative movement between said

gear elements to accommodate a delivery of torque there-

through at various torque ratios, said gear control means
including a double acting fluid pressure responsive servo

adapted to actuate the same, said servo having a servo

pressure release chamber and a servo pressure apply
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chamber, a fluid pressure source, a control valve circuit

including a separate fluid pressure passage interconnect-

ing said fluid pres ure source and each of said servo

chambers, and an accumulator comprising a fluid cham-
ber, a movable member situated in said chamber defining

separate accumulator portions on either side thereof, a

first branch passage connecting one accumulator portion

with said pressure source to provide direct and continuous
fluid communication therebetween and a second branch
passage connecting continuou-ly the other accumulator
portion with one pressure chamber of said servo, and
valve means disposed in and partly defining said second
branch passage for distributing pressure selectively to said

one pressure chamber.

3,099,173
CENTER HOLE FORMING MEANS

Raymond Paslawsky, 201 Morehouse Highway, and
Robert Fensky, 175 Morehouse Highway, both of
Fairfield, Conn.

Filed June 7, 1960, Ser. No. 34,455
4 Claims. (CI. 77—18)

1. A center hole drilling device comprising a center

body having a tapered shank at the rear end and a center

bore therethrough provided with a tapered portion at the

forward end to receive with a force fit the tapered shank

of a drill, said b.'dy having a cylindrical portion slidably

receiving sleeve means surrounding the body and having

an end portion provided with a frusto conical centering

recess in the end coaxially disposed with respect to said

drill whereby the end of a workpiece inserted in said

recess is automatically centered with respect to said drill,

said sleeve means being rotatably mounted on the cylin-

drical portion of the body by antifriction bearings and
being urged to a projected position by means of a spring,

said spring yielding to permit relative axial movement
between the sleeve and drill whereby the drill is moved
into engagement with the centered workpiece to from the

center hole therein.

3,099,174
COUNTERSINKING TOOL

Stuart A. Cogsdill, Orchard Lake, Mich., assignor to

Cogsdill Tool Products, Inc., Oak Park, Mich., a corpo-
ration of Michigan

Filed June 29, 1960, Ser. No. 39,557
12 Claims. (CI. 77—73.5)

^. /*

^VE

^f^^A^

1. In a blade for a cutting tool, a thin flat sheet metal

body of rectangular shape, and a cutting edge on one end

of the blade formed by a relieved sloping side forming a

short and a long side to the blade body, said blade having
a finger receiving not;h in the body inwardly of the edge

of the short side above said cutting edge.

3,099,175
POWER CONTROL FOR PRESSES

Ivar S. LawsoD, R.F.D. 2, Ashville, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 845,906

3 Claims. (CI. 78—39)

I. In a machine having a crank, a reciprocating ram.

a flywheel on one end of said crank, means for continu-

ously rotating said flywheel, a motor directly connected to

the other end of said crank, a clutch for coupling said

flywheel to s lid crank, said clutch being capable of slip-

ping in the event of an obstruction in the path of said ram.

means to eng.ige said clutch for reciprocating said ram
and setting said motor in motion, and means normally op-

erable when the path of said ram is clear to energize said

motor at a predetermined point in the reciprocation of

said slide and to de-energize said motor at the completion

of the work stroke of said slide.

3,099.176
ROLLING SILICON-IRON

Richard C. Hall, Pittsburgh, and Raymond E. Wien, Traf-
ford. Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corpora-
tion, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Pennsyl-
vania
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 6, 1957, Ser. No. 694,709

4 Claims. (CI. 80—60)
1. A method of producing thin gauge silicon-iron sheets

of a thickness of the order of from 2 to 1 mils and less,

comprising hot rolling an alloy plate consisting essen-

tially of from at least 4.5 weight percent to 7.5 weight

percent of silicon and the remainder iron, to a thickness

at least as thin as 1 10 mils, then warm rolling the resulting

material at an elevated temperature of above about 275°

C. but below 425° C. to effect a reduction of about 80%
and the resulting material is at least as thin as about 25
mils to produce an elongated microstmcture therein, and
then, without annealing, rolling the resulting thin gauge
material at about room temperature to effect a reduction

of the order of 90 to 95% so that the cold rolled sheets

are of the desired final thickness.

3,099,177
COMBINED RATCHET AND DIRECT DRIVE

HAND OPERATED ROTARY TOOLS
Charles Kostka, Bronx, N.Y.

(4 Dock SL, Mount Vernon, N.Y.)
Filed Dec. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 73,056

4 Claims. (CI. 81—63.2)
1. A hand operated rotary tool comprising a handle

part, a spindle journalled in said handle part, a ratchet

i

pawl selectively angularly adjustable in said handle part

and extending slidably from one end thereof, a ratchet

wheel fixed to the spindle and having ratchet teeth on

the underside thereof engageable with the ratchet pawl,

a cup-shaped clutch part drivingly connected to the

kindle and axially displaceable between extended and

3,099,179
HEAPSTOCK FOR LATHE

Howard B. Carroll, Winnetka, III., assignor to Sheldon

Machine Company, Inc., Chicago, III., a corporation

of Illinois

Filed Oct. 8, 1958, Ser. No. 766,102
7 Claims. (CI. 82—28)

retracted positions, drive pins projecting axially forward

frwn the handle part, the clutch part having openings for

receiving the drive pins of the handle part to lock the

handle and the cup-shaped clutch parts together with the

cup-shaped clutch part in its retracted position, whereby

direct drive as well as ratchet drive may be selectively

effected between the handle and spindle parts.

3,099,178
LATHE

Lothar Kaiser, Reinach, Aargau, Switzerland, assignor to

Maschinenfabrik A.G. Menziken, Menziken, Aargau,

Switzerland
Filed July 28, 1959, Ser. No. 829,999

Claims priority, application Switzerland Aug. 12, 1958

6 Claims. (CI. 82—2)

1. A lathe comprising a support; a vertical main column

mounted on said support; a tailstock secured to said col-

umn; a headstock mounted on said column above said

tailstock and having a work spindle for rotation of a work-

piece held between said tailstock and said work spmdle

about a vertically extending axis; a tool holding column

upwardly extending from said support, said support, col-

umns, and headstock jointly forming a closed frame struc-

ture; and a tool slide movable on said tool holding column

in a direction substantially parallel to said axis for ma-

chining of said workpiece by a tool held by said slide.

1. In a metal turning lathe a headstock comprising, in

combination, a totally enclosed box-like housing having

end walls, a spindle journaled in said housing and pro-

jecting beyond the end walls at each end, a sheave collar

including a belt sheave telescoped over said spindle and

journaled in the end wall of the housing at the drive end

in a bearing providing cantilever support for said sheave

against lateral belt forces, said sheave collar being closely

spaced to said spindle and defining a long annular inter-

space extending substantially the entire length of said

sheave collar, said sheave collar being extended a short

distance into said housing and having torque coupling

means at its inner end for coupling the collar to the spindle

while preventing application of lateral forces from the

collar to the spindle.

3 099 180
FEED ROLL RELEASE MEANS FOR

POWER PRESSES
Frederick E. Munschauer,^r., and George E. Mnnschaner,

Eggertsville, and Leiv S. Platou, Snyder, N.Y., assignors

to Niagara Machine & Tool Works, Buffalo, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 29, 1957, Ser. No. 681,079

11 Claims. (CI. 83—230)

1. In combination with a power press, feed rolls

adapted to feed sheet material thereto, a mechanical drive

connection between said power press drive means and

said feed rolls for rotating the latter intermittently be-

tween material pressing portions of operating cycles,

means for adjusting said drive connection to vary said

intermittent rotation to adjust the length of material

thus fed between each operating cycle, and means opera-

ble to release the roll feed from sheet material engage-

ment for predetermined independently adjustable time
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periods between feeding cycles comprising a roll release

shaft driven from said power press in timed relation

with operating cycles thereof, an eccentric on said shaft,

and means connecting the same with said release means
for operating the latter, said eccentric including means for

angularly adjusting the same on said shaft for varying the

timing of the release operating means with respect to the

press operating cycle, said connecting means including

means for adjusting the effective length thereof to vary

the relative duration of the release period.

3,099,181
VARIABLE ANGLE FEED MEANS FOR

PAPER CUTTERS
Albert R. Hergenhan, River Edge, NJ., assignor to Lowe
, Paper Company, Ridgefield, NJ., a corporation of New

Jersey

Filed Aug. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 831,834
4 Claims. (CI. 83—349)

1. Guide means for guiding paper sheet material from

a roll of paper stock to a paper cutting means comprising

a belt means secured at one end thereof near the edge of

a stationary knife means and at the other end thereof

to a belt tension means, said belt means being slidably

supported intermediate its ends by a belt supporting

means, means disposed intermediate said belt supporting

means and the knife end of said belt for changing the

angle formed by said belt and stationary knife means; said

angle changing means engaging said belt means and

adapted to rotate around a pivot point spaced from its

point of engagement with safid belt means, whereby the

rotation of said angle changing means causes a change in

the angle formed by said belt means and said stationary

knife means.

3,099,182
TUBE SUPPORT AND CLAMP FOR

PUNCHING MACHINES
Earl E. Alverson, North Birmingham, Ala., assignor to

Southeastern Metals Company, North Birmingham,
Ala., a corporation of Alabama

Filed Feb. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 86,348
1 Claim. (CI. 83—383)

A machine for punching holes through tubing compris-

ing a table, an upright base fixedly mounted on said table

and having a top end and a straight side, said base top

end having a recess extending thereacross with one side

of said recess being shorter than the other side giving a J-

shaped cross-sectional configuration to said recess for

supporting a portion of a tube therein and further having

a flat end extending between the shorter side of said re-

cess and said base straight side, said base further having

an opening extending from within said recess of said base

top end towards said table, a jaw haying one end pivotally

connected to said base below said Mse flat end for being

pivoted to and from said base side, said jaw having an in-

termediate portion of a configui;^tion for mating with said

base side and flat end when pivoted against said base

side and a laterally extending opposite end portion with a

side recess positioned for extending contiguous with said

ba^e top end recess shorter side when said jaw mates with

said base, but spaced from said base top end recess longer

side retaining said tube in said top end recess, resilient

means extending between said base and said jaw tending

to pivot said jaw from said base, said jaw further having

a side wall with a cam surface on a side thereof opposite

to said side recess, a punch carrying plunger positioned

above said base top and moveable to and from said base

for inserting said punch between said base top recess

longer side and said jaw side recess into said base opening,

means for reciprocating said plunger, a cam carried by said

plunger for movement therewith in advance of said punch
and positioned for engaging said jaw cam surface for pivot-

ing said jaw into its mating position with said base and

said jaw side recess into its tube retaining position whereby
said punch can thereafter punch a hole through said tube

and enter said base opening and be withdrawn therefrom.

3,099,183
MUTE AND REFLECTOR FOR MUSICAL

WIND INSTRUMENTS
Edwin H. Alles, 841 Hobcr Ave., McKees Rocks, Pa.

Filed June 9, 1960, Ser. No. 34,907
3 Claims. (CI. 84

—

400)

1. In combination with a musical wind instrument hav-

ing the general shape of a saxophone and including a bell

portion, a sound-reflecting shield mounted on the rim of

said bell portion farthest from the player, said shield

having a straight longitudinal axis, means for adjustably

pivoting said shield in a vertical plane toward and away

from the player at selective angles whereby sounds ema-

nating from said bell portion may be reflected by selec-

tive amounts toward the player.

3,099,184
SHEET METAL SCREW

Herbert J. McCauley, Jr., 731 W. Ferry St.,

Boffalo, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 92,041

2 Claims. (CI. 85—1)
1. A screw formed from sheet metal and having a

head portion and a shank portion, said shank portion

comprising a plurality of adjacent members of sectoral

cross section each having an arcuate portion forming a

portion of the periphery of said shank portion and mar-

ginal flanges integral with said arcuate portions and

extending subsuntially the full length of the same, said
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flanges radiating inwardly toward the axis of said shank

portion a distance sufficient to reinforce said arcuate por-

tions and provide a broad abutment area, said flanges

abutting corresponding marginal flanges on adjacent sec-

toral members to insure concentricity of said adjacent

members, said shank portion further comprising a por-

tion integral with and joining the outer circumference

of said bead portion and said sectoral members to form

a hollow head and whereby said sectoral members com-
prise integral extensions of said head portion, each of

said arcuate portions having transverse thread formations

comprising elongated oblique flanges struck therefrom,

said marginal flanges having enlarged portions adjacent

to said head portion conforming generally to the in-

terior configuration of said hollow head to fit therein

and internally reinforce the same.

3,099,185
CONTOUR PROJECTOR WITH MEANS FOR

ADJUSTING THE VIEWING ANGLE
Robert J. Meltzer, Iroodequolt, N.Y., assignor to

Baasch A. Lomb Incorporated, a corporation of
New Yorl(

FUed May 19, 1960, Scr. No. 30,282
2 Claims. (CI. 88—24)

1 . A contour projector comprising an optical objective

having a fixed optical axis, a mirror positioned in front

of said objective on said optical axis and inclined relative

to said axis, means rotatably supporting said mirror for

rotation about said axis and varying the viewing direction

of said objective in the object space, illuminating m:ans
radiating a luminous flux for illuminating the object space,

alignment means deviating the luminous flux for align-

ment of the flux with the viewing direction as the viewing

direction is varied.

by mesne
Corporation,

3,099,186
MARKING DEVICE

Clarence J. Ballaih, Clcvciand, Ohio,
Mignmcnti, to The Coopcr-BcMcmcr
EacUd, Ohio, a corporatioB of Ohio

FUcd July 21, I960, Scr. No. 44,463
lOCIafant. (CL91—227)

1. A control valve for controlliitg the passage of a

fluid including in combination a pivot member having

an axis, first and second spaced sealing ring grooves on
the surface of said pivot member and being spaced from
each other, an annular control member surrounding and
spaced from said pivot member and being rotatable be-

tween first and second positions thereabout, said first

sealing ring groove being at substantially a right angle

with respect to said pivot member axis and said second
sealing ring groove being at an acute angle with respect

to said pivot member axis^first and second sealing rings

residing in said first and second sealing ring grooves, re-

spectively, and making a seal between said pivot member

- i-i ^r.-'J

and said annular control member and also defining a
chamber, conduit means through one end portion of said

pivot member and extending to said chamber for trans-

mitting a fluid thereto, wall means defining an axially ex-

tending slot in said annular control member, said slot be-

ing located outside the axial extent of said chamber be-

tween said first and second sealii>g rings in said first

position of said control member and said slot being at

least partially located within the axial extent of said cham-
ber between said first and second sealing rings in said

second position of said control member whereby fluid

may flow from said chamber.

3,099,187
PNEUMATIC TOOL

Martin D. Hoza, Houston, Tex., assignor to Reed Roller

Bit Company, Houston, Tex., a corporation of Texas
FUed Feb. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 90,395

6 Claims. (CI. 91—232)

2-^ , f t
I

t

1. An elastic pressure fluid operated percusMve tool

comprising a body having a plurality of cylinders, each

cylinder having a bore of two diameters, a piston in each

of said bores having an upper portion fitting the larger

portion of said bore and a lower portion fitting the small-

er portion of said bore and extending therethrough out-

wardly from said body and terminating in an end adapted

to work on a surface, the said body having passages con-

tn^d by said piston for admitting and exhausting pres-

sure fluid to cause the pistons to reciprocate within said

cylinders, a synthetic rubber cylinder head in the upper

end of each of said larger bore portions to seal the same,

each dt said resilient cylinder heads having a hcrfe trans-

versely therethrough, the said body having holes there-

throu^ registering with said cylinder head hc^s, a single

pin extending through said holes in said body and cylin-

der heads, the said pin having a diameter larger than

the diameter oi said cylinder head holes.
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3,099,188
POWER STEERING GEAR

Walter E. Folkerts, Hazel Park, Mich., assignor to

Chrysler Corporation, Highland Park, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed Dec. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 862,566

20 Claims. (CI. 91—374)

extend through the aperture in said cover, a slot in said

rod running in a direction normal to the loagitudinal

axis of said rod. and restraining means adapted to be

fitted within said slot after said rod has been partially

drawn through said cover in a direction opposite from

the interior of said vessel, whereby to temporarily main-

tain said diaphragm in deformed position against the in-

side portion of said cover when said cover is removed

from said vessel so that the volume of fluid which may

be introduced into said vessel is subject to minimum dis-

placement by said diaphragm after such introduction and

the replacement of said cover over said vessel.

14. In a power steering jiear. a personally rotatable

tubular first shaft, a power rotatable second shaft, a

shiftable valve spool, fluid actuated means including por-

tions carried by said spool for rotating said second shaft

upon a.xial shifting of said spool, a tubular valve actuator

wilhm said first shaft, means interconnecting said first

shaft and valve actuator to shift the same upon rotation

of said first shaft with respect to said second shaft, adjust-

ment means connecting said actuator and valve spool

to adjust the axial position of the latter with respect

to said actuator, said adjustment means having a portion

accessible from one end of said tubular first shaft, and a

fluid sealing plug closing said one end of said first shaft,

said plug being shiftable a.xially and rotatable within said

one end and having a portion engageable with said ad-

justment means to actuate the same when said plug is

shifted axially toward said first screw and rotated, and

means to limit a.xial endwise shifting of said plug from

said one end.

3 099 189

DEFORMABLE DIAPHRAGM APPARATUS
Edgard Blondiau, Ile-St.-Denis, France, assignor to

Societe STOP, Saint-Ouen, France, a corporation of

France
Filed July 14, 1960, Ser. No. 42,879

Claims priority, application France Sept. 16, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 92—23)
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endless lenticulated scanning mask mounted with a por-

tion of the lenticulated scanning mask passing across said

image aperture juxtapositioned adjacent the film on the

side toward the lens, said lenticulated mask consisting of

a multiplicity of tiny lenses and a means for moving said

film and lenticulated scanning mask across said image

aperture at different relative speeds, the difference in speed

between the film afid lenticulated scanning mask being s/e

where s is the dimension of the image of the objective

lens produced on the film by each of the lenses of the

lenticulated scanning mask and e is the film exposure

time.

3,099,196
SHUTTER WITH RECIPROCATING SHUTTER
BLADES FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS
Willy Nenbert, 29 Herdweg, Gcrllngcn, near

Stuttgart, Germany
Filed^ 9, 1959, Scr. No. 825,923

Claims prioritj^pplication Germany July 17, 1958
12 Claims. (CI. 95—63)

Aj^

1. A photographic objective shutter comprising an

apertured housing, at least one shutter blade mounted on

said housing for rotation into aperture opening and clos-

ing positions, a first and a second spring connected to said

housing and to said shutter blades for biasing the latter

to said opening position by said first spring and to said

closing position by said second spring, the latter being

stronger than said first spring, said first and said second

springs being reciprocably tensioncd by each other dur-

ing the respective biasing actions, releasable stored en-

ergy means selectively connectable in aiding relationship

to said first spring, means to connect said stored energy

means to said first spring before the biasing action of the

latter so that when aided by said stored energy means
said first spring has a greater force than said second spring,

and means to disconnect said stored energy means from
said first spring before the biasing action of said second
spring, said springs and said stored energy means being

effective during the etitire respective opening and closing

movements of said shutter blades.

3,099,197
CENTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SHUTTER

Gcrd KJper, Unterfaadilng, near Mnaldi, Germany,
assignor to Agfa AkticngcscUscliaft, Leverknsen-Bayer-
werk, Germany, a corporation of Germany

FUed Oct. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 62,021
Clalnu priority, application Germany Dec. 11, 1959

13 Claims. (CI. 9S-~63)

• • • w,

^

1 . A photographic shutter of the central type compris-
ing a pair of rotatably mounted concentric sector-operat-

ing rings, a number of shutter sectors, each of said sec-

tors being movably connected to both of said rings to

cause them to open and close said sectors when the angu-

lar phase between said rings varies from a normal con-

dition and returns to it, driving means connected to each

of said rings for imparting separate driving forces to

them, tensioning and releasing means connected to said

rings for causing said rings to simultaneously commence
their driven movement and a retarding device being op-

eratively connected to one of said rings for selectively de-

laying the speed of its rotation relative to the other for

momentarily varying said angular phase to cause said

sectors to open and close an amount which is a function

of said delay, and a control element operatively en-

gaged with said retarding device to permit the shutter

opening time and pattern to be selectively adjusted.

3,099.198
AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE CONTROL FOR

PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS
Arthur C. Mueller, Maine Township, Cooit County, III.,

assignor to Bell A Howell Company, Chicago, 111., a
corporation of Illinois

Fflcd June 27, 1958, Scr. No. 744,998
10 Claims. (CI. 95—64)

3. A multi-element diaphragm system for photographic
cameras comprising a rotational diaphragm member,
means on said member causing a static unbalance provid-

ing an eccentric center of gravity, a separate rotary coun-

terbalance member interconnected with said diaphragm
member for rotation therewith in the same direction at the

same angular velocity, said counterbalance having a center

of gravity positioned 1 80° out of phase with the unbalance

of said diaphragm member and balancing said system.

I
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3,099,199
APPARATUS FOR REPRODUCING AND

RECORDING INFORMATION
William Bomemann, Robert H. Bcchtold, and Harlow D.

Philips, Rochester, N.Y., and Peter D. J. Freeman,
Manhattan Beach, Norman F. Lorctz, Pacific Palisades,
and George O. Nenman, Sherman Oaks, Calif.,

assignors, by direct and mesne assignments, to Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of
New Jersey

FUed Feb. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 792,177
53 Claims. (CL 95—73)

52. In apparatus for manipulating and transporting

discrete photographic elements, each element having a

code field containing a plurality of columns of coded
words, one of which is an identifying coded word, and

a sort field, the combination comprising a supply station

for said elements, a receiving station for said elements,

a reading station arranged between said supply station

and said receiving station, drive means, carrier means
operatively connected to said drive means for intermittent

movement with respect to said stations and provided with

a plurality of apertures over which said elements are

positioned, an aperture being aligned with each of said

stations when said carrier means is stationary, transfer

means operatively connected to said drive means and

arranged with respect to said carrier means and said

supply station and said receiving station for withdrawing

said elements individually from said supply station and

positioning them on said carrier with respect to said

apertures and for removing each element from said

carrier means, when positioned with respect to said re-

ceiving station, and inserting them into said receiving

station, said transfer means being actuated after each

movement of said carrier means and during the interval

said carrier means is stationary, means for reading said

coded words on each element moved into said reading

station and deriving a group of electrical signals repre-

sentative of only said identifying coded word associated

with each element, means responsive to said reading

means for storing the group of electrical signals and for

providing successive groups of output signals representa-

tive of each character in the stored identifying coded

word, recording means responsive to each group of out-

put signals for converting said output signals into legible

representations of the identifying coded word character

by character, means operatively connected to said drive

means for initiating a cycle of operation with respect to

said carrier means, said transfer means, said reading

means, said storing means and said recording means,

and a programmer means for coiUrolling sadd cycle of

operation and responsive to each last group of output

signals released by said storing means for rendering said

carrier means operative to move the succeeding element

into said reading station and initiating another cycle

of operati(».

3,099^00
AIR-DBTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Charles E. Harrison, Broadwater Farm,
Charlestown, Pa.

FUed July 14, 1960, Ser. No. 42,918
14 Chdms. (CI. 98—40)

1. An air-distribution system for supplying different

predetermined quantities of air to different zones of a
building space and with predetermined different depths
of penetrations into different zones comprising a wall
common to said different zones, a plenum chamber sub-
stantially coextensive with said wall and continuously
supplied with air for maintenance of positive plenum
pressure, and a plurahty of air-control devices inserted

in said wall in a pattern dependent upon the different air-

load requirements of different zones and jointly having a
discharge area not exceeding about 2% of the area of said

wall for substantial uniformity of the plenum pressure at

all of said air-control devices, said control devices each
comprising a perforated plate structure bridging an open-
ing in the wall and structure, such as a plate, in the

plenum chamber and having a surface variably spaced
along said perforated lower plate to form a fiow passage
converging in the direction of flow of air from the plenum
through the perforations in said plate and determining the

flow resistance of the air-flow paths to said perforations,

at least some of said control devices having means for

adjusting the interplate spacing.

3,099,201
FLOW-BOOSTING REGISTER FOR AIR DUCTS
Leon Gottlieb, 7008 W. Park Drive, Hyattsville, Md.

Filed Mar. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 99,827
4 Cbihns. (CI. 98—101)

1 . A flow-boosting register for an air duct outlet, com-
prising: a louvered grill of standard size and shape adapted
for interchangeable use in place of a conventional reg-

ister grill, a fan positioned behind said grill, a motor in-

cluding a housing therefor and a shaft drivingly connected
to and supporting said fan, strap-like means affixed to

said bousing and to opposite marginal portion of said

grill for interconnecting said grill, fan and motor as a

unit, and a plurality of contrcri switches in series with said

motor and a source of power for controlling the opera-

tion of said unit, at least cme of said switches being a

thermosiatic switch for energizing said motor only when
preselected temperatures occur in the air in said duct out-
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let, another of said switches being a manual switch in-

cluding a casing positioned behind said grill, a threaded

sleeve projecting forwardly through an aperture in said

grill, a nut on said sleeve clamping said manual switch to

said gr-JJ and a switch t^Jcra-or projecting through and
forwardly from said sleeve, a further one of said switches

being a safety thermostatic switch set to interrupt the

motor circuit when abnormally high temperatures occur

in said duct outlet, said thermostatic switches being a

unitary assemblage mounted within a protective hous-

ing.

3,099,202
FRANKFURTER COOKER

Reed A. Palmer, Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to Westing-
house Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania
FUed Apr. 30, 1959, Scr. No. 810,077

3 Claims. (CI. 99—337)

/r-^^w A^-

1. In a two-part frankfurter cooker, a base including

a bottom wall and four side walls defining a cooking well,

a pair of electrically conductive bus bars disposed in said-

well adjacent opposite side walls thereof, a pair of elec-

trical contact fingers having electrical connections with

said pair of bus bars and projecting upwardly from the

base, a plurality of electrodes carried by each of said

bus bars and projecting into said cooking well for recep-

tion, on opposed pairs thereof, of the terminal portions

of frankfurters to be cooked, a cover for said cooking

well, a pair of downwardly opening electrical sockets

carried by the cover in alignment with said contact fingers

for reception of an electrical contact with the latter when

the cover is in closed position, means carried by said

cover for providing an electrical circuit between said

sockets and an electrical supply source, and hinge means

pivotally mounting said cover on the base, said hinge

means including a pair of interfitting parts, one of said

interfitting parts comprising a flange projecting horizon-

tally from the base and having a pair of spaced openings

therethrough, the other of said interfitting parts compris-

ing a pair of spaced lugs projecting from the correspond-

ing side of the cover for reception in said openings of

the base flange, said lugs and openings being so shaped

and disposed that they mount the cover for pivotal move-

ment relative to the base between a closed position where

the lugs are inseparable from the base flange openings

and an open position wherein the lugs are readily sep-

arable from said openings for ready removal of the cover

from the base, whereby said base may be completely im-

mersed for cleaning without electrical shock hazard.

3,099,203
BALING MACHINES

Herman G. Klemm, Birmingham, and William A.

Wathen, Detroit, Mich., assignors to Masscy-Ferguson

Inc., Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Maryland
FUed June 7, 1961, Ser. No. 115,578

2 Claims. (CI. 100—19)
1. In a baler, in combination, side, top and bottom

members defining an elongated chamber of generally rec-

tangular cross section having an inlet opening in one of

the walls, means supporting a pair of tying strands across

said chamber in spaced parallel relation, means fM- feed-

ing successive batches of the material to be baled through

said inbt opening forwardly of said strands, a plunger

reciprocable in said chamber operative in its advance to

compress the material into a bale and to gradually push
the bale along the chamber as it is formed, said strands

being pulled out and laid along the sides of the bale as

it moves along the chamber, means including a pair of

needles operative to wrap the strands around the end of
the completed bale and to securely unite the ends of each
of the strands, a stationarily supported blade element
extending across said chamber substantially midway be-

tween said strands, and a blade element carried by said

plunger coacting with said stationary blade element to

shear the material being pressed into the bale whereby the

completed bale is formed in two sections divided in a

plane substantially midway between the two tying strands.

3 099,204
BUNDLE BINDING MACHINE

Nils Erik Strombcrg, Tivollgatan 20, Sondsrall, Sweden
FUed Mar. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 799,314

Claims priority, application Sweden Aug. 22, 1956
4 Claims. (CI. 100—28)

1. A machine of the class specified comprising in com-
bination, a supporting table for an object to be bound
with a strand of binding material, a member rotatably

surrounding a bundle of paper pulp on said support,

means on said rotatable men>ber for placing slightly

more than one turn of binding strand around said mem-
ber during a first cycle of rotation thereof in one direc-

tion and for laying said turn of binding strand around
said bundle on the sup[>ort during a following cycle of

rotation of the member in the opposite direction, means
[M-ovided outside said rotatable member for feeding bind-

ing strand thereto during said first cycle of rotation, a first

gripping means on said rotatable member for holding

the free end of the binding strand during said first cycle

or rotation, means for actuating said first gripping meaiu.

It

ii
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stationary gripping means for holding a cut end of said

binding strand during said cycle of rotation in the op-

posite direction, means for rotating the rotatable mem-

ber in the opposite directions, means under the control of

the rotatable member for imparting a return movement

of the binding strand feeding means during said rotation

in the opposite direction to take up slack of the binding

strand, roUtable means for twisting the binding strand

as laid around said bundle at a point where the part of

the strand around said bundle overlaps the end of the

strand held by the stationary gripping means and means

including two cutters slidably mounted on the opposite

sides of the twisting means for entering in a given angular

position of the rotatable twisting means into between the

strand parts projecting therefrom and cut them through

by a sliding movement, a gripper arm pivotably mounted

on said guiding ring, and having a free end, said first

gripping means being mounted at the free end of said

gripper arm, guiding tracks positioned under said support-

ing table and including a stationary portion and a mov-

able portion, said free end of said arm also carrying a

roller guided by said guiding tracks, said movable por-

tion constituting means for bringing said first gripping

means into alignment with said first gripping means actu-

ating means.

3,099,205

HYDRAUUC DOOR LOCK FOR HORIZONTAL
BALER

Louis B. LoTrioch, Hammond, Ind., assignor to Arlo

Manufacturing Corp., Hammond, Ind., a corporation of

Indiana
FUed Nov. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 238,836

, 10 Claims. (CI. 10»—255)

3,099,206
HIGH SPEED PRINTING APPARATUS WITH INPUT

CONTROL NETWORK
Theo Hense, WiUielmshaven, Germany, assignor to

Oiympia Werl(e AG, WUhelmshaven, Germany
Filed Mar. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 176,542

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 8, 1961

15 Claims. (CI. 101—93)

I >V»i>»S<!»«W<M?«?J
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1. In a baling apparatus, a horizontal baling cham-

ber including a horizontally movable ram and fluid pres-

sure means to exert inward force on said ram to com-

press material in said chamber, a door hinged vertically

to the end of the chamber, a longitudinally extending

fluid pressure cylinder secured horizontally to the side

of the chamber opposite the hinged edge of the door,

a piston in said cylinder having an extcrnaUy project-

ing piston rod, said jMston rod having an exposed end,

a locking arm pivoted to said exposed end of said pis-

ton rod, a locking bracket on the free vertical edge of

the door lockingly engageable by said locking aim, a

source of fluid pressure, a fluid pressure line connected

to said source, a fluid return line, conduit means including

a first restriction connecting said fluid pressure line to the

end of said cylinder adjacent the door, conduit means in-

cluding a manually operated valve connecting said fluid

pressure line to the opposite end of said cylinder, and

conduit means including a second restriction connecting

said opposite end of the cylinder to said fluid return line,

said restrictions (rffering equal resistance to flow there-

through in either direction, whereby with said valve open,

outward movement of said piston rod will be retarded be-

cause of the resistance to return flow of fluid from said

cylinder through said first-named conduit means caused

by said first restriction, thereby preventing sudden release

of said locking arm.

1. In a high speed printing apparatus, the combination

comprising: an endless type carrier supporting at least

two complete sets of types each set including n types

with all sets being disposed on said carrier with similar

succession of types and every n succeeding types com-

prise one set; a plurality of printing hammers; means

for moving said carrier in front of said hammers parallel

thereto whereby all of said hammers are individually

and simultaneously alignable in a printing position with

respectively a similar plurality of succeeding types on

said carrier for printing so that after passage through n

succeeding printing positions a complete set of types has

passed in front of any hammers; a pulse generator pro-

ducing electrical control pulses in synchronism with

said moving types; a storage matrix register with storage

elements and having line wires corresponding to the

type characters, and column wires with each colunin

being associated with a hammer for print control, said

storage elements being respectively disposed at the in-

tersection of a line wire and of a column wire; a

plurality of read out wires with each wire coupled

to those elements, one for each column, pertaining

to a succession of lines corresponding to a prede-

termined combination of type characters as positicKiaWe

simultaneously in front of said hammers in printing posi-

tion upon movement of said carrier; associating means

connected for enabling said read out wires in synchro-

nism and cyclically with the passage of any complete type

set in front of any hammer; and means for passing said

control pulses through said last associating means into

the respectively activated read out wire.

3,099,207
STENCIL PRINTER

John Chien Knen Kiang, 918 N. St Peter St.,

South Bend 17, Ind.

FUed June 11, 1962, Ser. No. 201,462

11 Claims. (CI. 101—124)
1. A stencil printer comprising a frame,

an inking mechanism carried by said frame and in-

cluding an inking roller,

a stencil carrier slidable on said frame above said

roller,

a card holder pivoted to said stencil carrier for posi-

tioning a card to be printed in engagement with a

stencil in said carrier, and
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resilient means on said frame normally positioning receiving sheet and said matrix into intimate face to face
said stencil carrier spaced from said inking roller contact for pressing the image of the matrix onto the

image-receiving sheet whereby said image is transferred
to said sheet upon separation of said sheet and matrix.

—3 a?

and yieldable to engage a stencil in said carrier with
said inking roller.

3,099^08
PHOTOGRAPHIC COPIER

Howard T. Hodges, Carter J. Hugfaey, and Robert J.
Emissc, Rochester, N.Y^ assignors to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y^ a corporation of New
Jersey

FUed May 3, 1960, Ser. No. 26,577
8 Claims. (CI. 101—131)

1. In a processing and image-transfer apparatxis for
developing the latent images of a matrix and transferring
the developed image from the matrix onto an image-
receiving sheet, the combination comprising: a processing
fluid container having an qponing through which an ex-
posed matrix having sensitized and unsensitized portions
may be inserted for development and withdrawn there-
from; support means on said container adjacent said open-
ing for supporting a portion of said matrix; actuating

means pivotally connected to the apparatus including a
pressure roller and a squeegee and movable between a
normal operative position in which said pressure roller

and squeegee press said matrix against said support means,
said pressure roller cooperating with said matrix in said

operative position to provide a guide for directing an
image-receiving sheet into the nip between said pressure
roller and said matrix, and an inoperative position in

which said pressure roller and squeegee are withdrawn
from said support; resilient means for constantly urging
said actuating means into said operative position; and
stop means for limiting withdrawal of said matrix from
said container and positioning said matrix so that said

pressure roller in said operative position engages said

matrix along a nip line coinciding with the line of separa-

tion of said sensitized and unsensitized portions, whereby
when the leading edge of an image-receiving sheet of the
same size as the said sensitized portion of said matrix is

guided into said nip and said matrix is withdrawn from
the apparatus, said pressure roller urges said image-

3,»99,2f9
PROCESS OF TREATING RESIDUAL POSITIVE SIL-
VER HALIDE IMAGES WITH ORGANIC SULFUR
TO RENDER SAID IMAGES OLEOPHIUC

Rndolph E. Damachroder and Edwari C. Yackcl, Roches,
tcr, N.Y^ aaslKnon to Eastman Kodak Conuany,
Rocbcstcr, N.Y^a corporadoa of New Jersey
No Drawing. Ffled Feb. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 11,151

7 Claims. (Q. If1—149J)
1. A lithographic printing process vhich comprises re-

acting the residual silver halide remaining after forma-
tion of a developed silver image in the emulsion layer
with an alkaline solution of a thiol selected from the
group consisting of p-toluenethiol, potassium n-butyl
xanthate, 2-mercapto-5-phenyl-l,3,4-oxadia2»le, 2-mer-
captobenzothiazolc, 2-mcrcaptoben2imidazole and 2-eth-
yl-bexanethiol until the surface of the moist emulsion
la>er in only the region of the undeveloped silver halide
has become receptive to greasy inks, acidifying the emul-
sion layer, inking the moist emulsion layer and printing
a lithographic print therefrom.

3,099,210
COMBINATION DOUBLE FOUR COLOR WEB

PRINTING PRESS
Hans J. Luehrs, Wcstcriy, RJ., aMifnor to The CottrcU
Company, Westerly, R.I., a corporatton of Delaware

FUed Sept 6, 1961, Ser. No. 136363
3 Chdms. (a. 101—180)

^-r»-

1. In a combination plate rotary web j>rinting press, a
plurality of web supply rolls, a first stack of color printing
units, a second stack of color printing units, a stack of
single unit dryers located between said stacks of printing
units, a sin^e gear connecting coacting color printing
units of the same stack with each other, web handling
means located beyond the second stack of printing units

and web advancing means for forwarding a single web
from any supply roll to and through the several units of
a stack of printing units, back through a dryer, to and
through the several units oi the other stack of printing
units, back through a dryer and to the web handling
means whereby the said web is printed in multi-color on
both sides thereof.

3,099,211
INK SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR PRINTING PRESSES

Vernon J. HUgoc, Lombard, and Frank J. Doyle, BeU-
wood, OL, aasignortf to Mkhk^Gow-Dcztcr, Incorpo-
rated, Chicago, ni., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Jan. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 82,537
8 Ciatans. (CL 101—207)

1. In a printing press having a plunlity of ink fotm-
tains, an ink supply system comprising, in combination,
means defining a cabinet region in said press, • support for
a portable tank mounted in said cabinet region, a portable
ink tank removably seated on said support, a flexible con-
duit releasably coupling the lower portion of said tank to
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one of said fountains, a source of gas under pressure,

flexible means releasably coupling said source to the upper

portion of said tank, and a valve for controlling the flow

of ink from said tank to said one fountain.

3,099,212

VARIABLE LENGTH PRINTER FOR
LABELS AND THE LIKE

Allen O. Sohn, 127 Fatariew Drive, Plymouth, Wis.

FUed Aug. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 50,981

2 Claims. (CI. 101—226)

^^ 3,099,213
HAND^OTAMP AND TYPE THEREFOR

Whltaey K: Munson, P.O. Box 312, Red Bank, NJ.
FUed June 6, 1961, Ser. No. 115,212

5 Claims. (CI. 101—380)

1. A hand stamp comprising a channel body, said

body having side walls joined by a crosshead, the outer

surface of said cros^ead having a recess extending the

ftill length thereof, a handle member direoUy fixed to

the crosshead centrally of said body, a type unit for

mounting in the channel of said body, said unit compris-

ing an elongated rod having ends projecting beyond
ends of said body, type members spaced longitudinally

of the rod, said members having apertures in which the

rod is arranged for frictional support of the members
on said rod, one outer surface of each member having a

printing character thereon, the opposed inner surface of

said member having a guidance character thereon, both

characters projecting from the surfaces of said member,
means mounted in tlie recess of said crosshead and ex-

tending over the ends of said body and engaging said rod

ends for yieldably suppcMting the type unit in the chan-

nel of said body, a yieldable backing arranged in said

channel, and said guidance characters being normally em-
bedded in said backing in definitely positioning said mem-
bers in predetermined spaced relationship on said rod.

3,099,214
TICKET GUIDE FOR PRINTERS

Clarence E. Adier and Walter G. Moring, Jr., Toledo,

Ohio, assignors to Toledo Scale Corporation, Toledo,

Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FOed Jan. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 4,706

7 CiaiBis. (CI. 101—407)

1. An apparatus for producing printed labels from

a continuous strip of label stock, said apparatus com-

prising a printing roll, a platen roll spaced radially from

said printing roll at a disUnce permitting free passage of

the strip between said rolls, a cut oflf knife on the printing

roll extending transversely thereof and having sufficient

radial extent to coact with the platen roll to cut the stiip

into discrete portions, and means removably mounted on

the printing roll for simultaneously feeding said strip

through lengths independent of the length of perijrfieral

travel of said printing roll and for printing on said strip,

said printing and feeding means being separate from said

knife and comprising a continuous type face having a pre-

determined length extending circumferentially of said

printing roll for a distance less than the entire circum-

ference and a predetermined radial extent projecting be-

yond said printing roll from one mkI of said length to the

other to press the strip against the platen roll to concur-

rently feed the strip and print thereon, said type face

being the sole means for feeding said stiip other than said

knife whereby the length of the cut portions of said strip

is automatically measured by said length of said type face

independently of the length of peripheral travel of said

printing roll, and corresponds substantially to the length

of the printed impression made by said type face on the

strip plus any advance caused by coacuon of the knife

with the strip.

1. In a printer having a housing enclosing a printing

station, a slot in register with the printing station and a

ledge extending therefrom, a guide for loading an ele-

ment to be printed in the printing station comprising, in

combination, a pair of ^>aced guide members on the

ledge extending from an accessible location exterior of

the housing through the slot into the interior of the hous-

ing and defining a path for the element, a guide rod ad-

jacent the ledge mounted to be transvM^ely movaUe rela-

tive to the path and extending transversely to the path,

indexing means defining a friurality of selective positions

for the guide rod, the guide members being attached to

the guide rod, whereby movement of the guide rod into

said plurality of positions locates the element in the

printing sta.ion for multiple position printing on the

element, and at least one of the guide members being

adjusUbly attached to the guide rod for movement trans-

verse to the path for accommodating elements of various

wid hs, the space between the guide members being ad-

justed to the width of the particular element to be printed

allowing slight clearance for easy insertion, and stop
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means for stopping an inserted element in suitable align-

ment with the printing station.

3,099,215
PRESSURE RESPONSIVE BOOSTERS

Willbm Raymond Brockway, Thorofare, NJ., and David
Linn Coursen, Newark, Del., assignors to E. I. du Pont
de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., a cor-
poration of Delaware

Filed June 27, 1961, Scr. No. 120,051
8 Claims. (CI. 102—16)

used with the tube, the longitudinal margins of said tube
on either side ot said opening defining outwardly flaring

flanges giving said tube the cross-sectional shape of the
capital Greek letter "omega," and after the explosive-
filled tube has been inserted into the bore hole, said
flanges together with a circumferential portion of the
body of said tube engaging the walls of the bore hole so
as to frictionally maintain said tube at any depth within
the bore hole.

1. An explosive booster assembly for underwater use
comprising a tubular container, one section thereof being
readily dcformable and another section thereof being rigid

and resistant to deformation, the readily dcformable sec-

tion being closed at the end most remote from the said

rigid section, an extrudable cap-sensitive detonating ex-
plosive filling the dcformable section, and an initiator dis-

posed within the said rigid section and separated from the

deformable section by a distance sufficient that the initia-

tion impulse upon actuation of said initiator will not initi-

ate said explosive contained in said deformable section, the
walls of said deformable section being adapted to collapse
under pressure to force said extrudable explosive into

propagating relationship with said initiator.

3,099,216
METHOD OF EXCAVATING ROCK, ORE AND THE
LIKE BY BLASTING AND MEANS FOR USE IN
SAID METHOD

KJeli Jakobscn, KrIngsjaveien 69, Laksevag, and Tord
KJaemer Scmb, 20 Brattlien, both of Bergen, Norway

Filed Nov. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 67,298
Claims priority, application Norway Nov. 19, 1959

2 Claims. (CI. 102—22)

1. A member for holding a plurality of cylindrical ex-

plosive charges and maintaining the charges in axially

aligned condition and in predetermined axially spaced
relationship, said charges being intended for insertion into

a bore hole in the material to be excavated, said menu>er
comprising a thin-walled cylindrical tube fabricated' of
material having the resilience characteristics of polyvinyl

chloride, said tube having a longitudinal opening smaller

in width than the diameter of said tube extending the

full length of the tube through which individual explo-

sive charges may be forced into said tube, the smallest

internal diameter of said tube normally being at most
equal to the diameter of the individual charges which are

3,099^17
FUEL INJECTION PUMPS HAVING

DISTRIBUTING PISTONS
Pierre Eticnne Bcssiere, 55 Blvd. Commandant Charcot,

Neuilly-sur-Seine, France
FUed Nov. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 68,118

Claims priority, application France Nov. 12, 1959
2 Claims. (CI. 103—2)

1
.
A fuel injection pump which comprises, in conibina-

tion. a cylinder, a cylindrical pistwi slidably movable in
said cylinder and having therein both a reciprocating
movement in the direction of its axis and a movement of
rotation about said axis, the end face of said piston limit-
ing, together with said cylinder, a worlcing chamber of
variable volume the displacements of said piston in said
cylinder that reduce the volume of said worlcing cham-
ber being called delivery strolces, and the displacements
of said piston that increase said volume being called out-
ward strokes, said cylinder being provided with an inlet

conduit, said piston being provided with passages adapted
to cooperate with said inlet conduit to place it in com-
munication with said working chamber during the out-
ward strokes of said piston and to cut off said communi-
cation, at least mostly, by the effect of the rotation of said
piston, before the beginning of every delivery stroke of
said piston and during the time when said piston is in its

outer dead center position for which the volume of said

working chamber is maximum, said cylinder being pro-
vided with a plurality of delivery conduits opening into
the cylindrical wall of said cylinder at points distributed

at regular intervals along its periirfiery, said piston being
provided in its cylindrical wall with a longitudinal groove
extending from said piston end face to a distance there-
from so that the delivery conduit located opposite said

groove remains in communication with said waking
chamber during the whole of a delivery stroke of said
piston, the outer dead center position of said piston, be-
ing positioned so that, when said piston is in this position,

the openings of all of said delivery conduits each have a
portion thereof in communication with said working
chamber, the height, measured in the axial direction, over
which said openings then communicate with said working
chamber being sufficiently small to prevent any fuel de-
livery~from taking place during the initial portion of the
delivery stroke of said piston for which said piston is

travelling to close said openings after the closing of said

inlet conduit with the exception of that in communica-
tion with said groove and spring loaded check valves
mounted in said delivery conduits, respectively.
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3,099,218

CONSTANT HORSEPOWER PUMP
Tadeoaz Budzlch, Shaker Heights, Ohio, assignor to The

Weathcrhcad Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio

FUed May 4, 1962, Scr. No. 192,367

6 Claims. (CI. 103—37)

« 'f

sponse to rises of the pressure in said chamber, means
for urging said shuttle piston in the direction opposed to

that above mentioned, the movements of said shuttle pis-

ton in the first mentioned direction being called outward
strokes thereof and the movements of said shuttle piston

in the second mentioned direction being called return

strokes thereof, means responsive to longitudinal recipro-

cating movement of said shuttle piston in said cylindrical

recess for forcing into said delivery conduit, on every re-

ciprocation of said shuttle piston, an amount of liquid

the smaller as the amplitude of two consecutive strokes is

smaller, liquid pumping means for supplying liquid under

[H'essure to said chamber, said pumping means being con-

trolled by the rotation of said member in said body in

such manner as to produce pressure rises in said chamber
during only first given portions of every rotation of said

member in said body, liquid circuit means in communica-

1 . A variable displacement pump having a pump hous-

ing defining a fluid chamber therein, an inlet to said

fluid chamber and an outlet on said pump housing, a

cylinder block slidably mounted within said fluid cham-

ber for axial reciprocating movement between minimum
and maximum displacement positions, a plurality of

cylinder bores in said cylinder block, a piston within

each of said cylinder bores, drive means to reciprocate

said pistons, an inlet port in said cylinder block adapted

to admit fluid from said fluid chamber into said cylinder

bores, means to connect each of said cylinder bores to

said pump outlet, first means biasing said cylinder block

toward the minimum displacement position with a force

directly proportional to the pressure at said outlet, sec-

ond means biasing said cylinder block toward the maxi-

mum displacement position in opposition to the force of

said first means with a force non-linear with respect to

the position of said movable member to maintain a con-

stant power level during variations of the pump output

displacement and pressure, and pressure responsive con-

trol mAns including a fluid pressure motor operating to

oppose said second means to shift said movable member

to the minimum displacement position whenever the out-

put pressure of the pump exceeds a predetermined level.

3,099,219

SELF-REGULATING RECIPROCATING PISTON
PUMPS, IN PARTICULAR FOR THE INJEC-

TION OF FUEL INTO INTERNAL COMBUS-
TION ENGINES

Pierre Etlenne Bcssiere, 55 Blvd. Commandant Charcot,

Neuilly-sur-S^ine, France

Conthiuation of application Ser. No. 811,177, May 5,

1959. This application July 11, 1962, Ser. No. 209,132

Claims priority, application France May 19, 1958

11 Claims. (CL 103—41)

1. In combination, a fixed body provided with a hous-

ing having a cylindrical inner wall, a member having

a cylindrical outer wall fitting slidably against said inner

wall, means for rotating said member in said housing, a

liquid delivery conduit, said member being provided with

a cylindrical recess, a shuttle piston fitting slidably in said

cylindrical recess, so as to define therewith a variable

volume chamber, said shuttle piston being movable longi-

tudinally in said cylindrical recess in one direction in rc-

782 O.O.—76

tion with said chamber for the inflow of liquid under

pressure from said pumping means to said chamber dur-

ing said first portions of the rotation of said member and

for the outflow of liquid under pressure from said cham-

ber during the second portions of the rotation of said

member in said body, said second portions extending be-

tween said first portions of the rotation of said member,

said liquid circuit means including a throttled passage,

a first part of said liquid circuit means being formed in

said rotating member, and opening into the cylindrical

outer wall of said member, a second part of said liquid

circuit means being formed in said fixed body and open-

ing into the cylindrical inner wall thereof, said respective

liquid circuit parts being shaped and located so as to com-

municate with each other during said second portions of

the rotation of said member and to be out of communi-
cation with each other during said first portions of the

rotation of said member.

3,099,220
WINDMILL TOWER

Louis S. Butman, Rte. 4, Box 85, Merkel, Tex.

FUed Oct. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 234,022
6 Clahns. (CI. 103—58)

1. A windmill tower ior operating and servicing a well

having a vertically extending casing and a pump therein

for withdrawing water therefrom comprising, in com-

bination, a vertically extending elongated standard having

a top and a bottom, means for securing said standard

adjacent a bottom, a horizontally extending cross bar

having two ends and being rotatably mounted on the t<H>

of said standard completely annularly thereabout, a wind-

mill supported by said cross bar upon one end thereof,

pump rod means operatively connecting said windmill to

I
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supported by siad cross bar for servicing said well, and

said pump through said one etid of said cross bar, means the fluid radiaJly inwardly to the second impeller, the
latter portion of the passage being vaneless to avoid sub-
tracting energy from the fluid therein, and means mount-
ing the wall means for rotation to decrease the relative

speed between the wall means and the fluid flowing from
the first to the second impeller to reduce skin friction

losses in the annular interstage return passage.

/z.

TO

means for vertically aligning said last-mentioned means
with said well.

3,099,221
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

Earl A. Thompson, 1300 Hilton Road, Femdalc, Mich.
Filed Mar. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 17,058

5 Claims. (CI. 103—108)

1. A multistage centrifugal pump comprising first and

second radial flow impellers for generating velocity energy

in fluid, power means connected to drive the impellers,

wall means forming an essentially open and substantially

unobstructed annular interstage return passage for direct-

ing fluid from the first to the second impeller, the wall

means initially forming a diverging portion of the passage

for the fluid leaving the first impeller to dijffuse the velocity

energy in the fluid and transform it to pressure energy and

then forming a generally constant portion of the passage

to effectively preserve such pressure energy and direct

3,099,222
PUMP

Josepii W. Poiis«o, Elmira, N.Y.,
Corporatioii, Elmira Hcigfati, N.Y
Deiawm

FUcd May 10, 1962, Ser. No. 193,697
18 Claima. (CI. 10^—152)

to The Bendlx
a corporatkiD of

1. A device of the character described comprising:

a hollow support housing;

a first bellows supported within the housing adapted
for expansive and contractive movements;

a second bellows supported within the housing cooper-

ating with said first bellows adapted for expansive
and contractive movements, said first bellows adapted
to assume a normally expanded condition and said

second bellows adapted to be maintained in a nor-

mally contracted condition;

valve means in one of said bellows;

thermal actuator means cooperating with the other of
said bellows adapted when energized to cause move-
ment of said other bellows and substantially con-

comitant opposite movement of said one bellows;

and
means, including means adapted to sense movements

of the bellows, operatively connected to the thermal

actuator means for alternately energizing and de-

energizing the thermal actuator means responsive

to said movements.

3,099,223
PUMPS, MORE PARTICULARLY VOLUMETRIC

PUMPS
Pierre Finest Merder, Pbcop by Saint Bricc, France,

asiignor to Sodctc Anonyme Andre Citroen, Paris,

Franca
FUed Ang. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 130,055

1 Claim. (CI. 103—161)
In a volumetric pump capable of operating as a gen-

erator of fluid under pressure or as a motor using the
fluid under pressure, the combination comprising a cas-

ing, a pump body having a plurality of radial cylinders

rotatively mounted on said casing, a distributor mounted
coaxially with said body having inlet and discharge
orifices communicating with said cylinders, a ring cam
having a plurality of hollows and arc portions with a
slight curvature continuously alternately connecting said

hollows, a reciprocating piston in each cylinder, the num-
ber of said pistons not having a common factor with the

number of said hollows and said arc portions, a lever

cooperating with each of said pistons having at one end
thereof an axis of oscillation on said body, a roller on
each lever located at the other end of said lever co-

operating with said cam and an artictilated rod between
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each oiston and its corresponding lever located between ing portion disposed above one of the raUs on which the

the axis of oscillation of a lever and the roller upon such carriage is traveling, one of the carriage wheels being

disposed under said projecting portion adjacent the outer

end thereof, upright ways mounted on said projecting por-

tion of said carriage body member in lateraUy ^>aced rela-

tion to each other and with one at each side of the ver-

tical plane of said wheel, a crosshead slidably mounted on

said ways and having arms projecting oppositely and

laterally therefrom and relative to said projecting portion

of said carriage body member, means for raising and

lowering said cros^ead, ballast tamper suR)ort numbers

mounted on said crosshead arms to project oppositely

therefrom, ballast tamper units including tamper bladea

mounted oa said ballast support members and di^)osed

one at each side of said projecting portion of said body

member, said ballast tampw units being independently

kver, said rod having a ball contacting said piston at

one end and a knife edge at the other end conUcting said

levtr.

3,099,224

WEIGHING CONTROL FOR LIQUID
HANDLING APPARATUS

Fnuik G. Wels, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to Union Tank

Car Company, Chicago, DL, a cotporation of New

'*'**''
Filed Apr. 18, 1961, S«. No. 103,755

15 Claims. (C\. 103—243)

1
-7

jkr^

1. In a flowable material handling apparatus, the com-

bination comprising: material container means; material

conduit means having a torsionally resUient portion

adapted to be twisted about its lengthwise axis relative

to a remaining portion of said conduit; means for holdmg

said remaining porUon stationary; means mountmg and

disposing said container means on said rcsUient porUon

for torsional twisting of said resUicnt portion from its

normal disposition responsive to the weight of material

within said container means, means placing said container

means in communication with said conduit means for

flow of material therebetween; flow govemmg means for

controlling the flow of material between said conduit

means and container means; and control means operably

coupled with said flow governing means for controlling

the latter, said control means including parts mounted

fixedly relative to said remaining portion of said conduit

means and parts shiftably mounted for movement rela-

tive to said fixedly mounted parts when said resilient

portion is distorted.

and swingably supported on said support members and

including means for vibrating the blades at high frequency,

driving means for said carriage, power means for operat-

ing said crosshead on said ways, control means for said

carriage driving means and for said crosshead operating

means, and an operator's seat disposed on said carnage

to face transversely of the track on which the carnage is

traveling and positioned so that the operator seated

thereon may view a portion of the track on which the

carnage is traveling and associated ties to facilitate the

positioning of the tamper units relative to selected ties and

also the tampers to facilitate the positioning and viewing

the operation thereof on ballast associated with a selected

tie, the tamping unit nearest the operator's seat being dis-

posed forwardly relative to said projecting portion ofsaid

carnage body member and the remote tamping unit being

disposed at the side thereof opposite the operator s seat.

3,099,225 ^
RAILWAY ROADBED T^fTOJG AND^^

BALLASTING MACHINE
Charles J. Derler, Lndingto^ 5H±L"^SS|?'

*" ''^^'^

VArators, Inc., Ladingtois, Mich.

FUed Ang. 7, 1»»»?^- No- W*»"^
4 Clalnis. (CI. 104—12)

1 A baUast tamping machine comprising a carna«e

including a carriage body member and supporting wheeU

Sirefor gauged to travel on the rails of a railway Uack,

said body member including a relatively narrow project-

3,099,226

SKIN DRYING APPARATUS
James N. Kokoras, 3 Wallfa Ann Ro«»;,J"'5«»y' ^^^^

Filed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,780

3Ctalnis. (CI. 104—91) ^ . ^ .

1 In drying apparatus for skins in which drymg boards

bearing skins to be dried are supported, in a parallel rela-

tionship, on a pair of parallel inchned tracks within an

oven, holding and release apparatus, compnsmg:

(fl) a first and a second holding bar assembly adja-

cent to the outlet of the oven, one such assembly be-

ing affixed to one of the tracks and the other such

assembly being affixed to the other track;

(/>) each of the holding bar assemblies including:

(1) a first and a second holding bar sequenUally

disposed in the direction of travel of the drymg

boards, the distance between each first and sec-

ond holding bar being greater than one half the

thickness of a single one of the drying boards

but less than the thickness thereof; and
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(2) means for alternately moving the first and and an upper position, a second pivotal latch means co-

second holding bar of each holding bar assem-

bly only in a direction normal to the direction

of travel of the drying boards; and,

J^^

operating with the first latch means and defining a space

therebetween, positive motion transmitting means ar-

ranged between the latch means and positively transmit-

ting pivotal motion from the first to the second latch

means; a coupling element projecting upwardly from each^

of said carriers and into said space between the latch

means when the latter are in the lower position; and a

drive transmitting release and carrier arresting device
movable into and out of the path of one of said carriers

across the track, said device blocking the movement of
said one carrier and simultaneously moving said latch
means into the upper position, when moved into the path

for alternately moving the first and second holding of said one carrier, the latch means in the upper position

bar. clearing said coupling element whereby said drive trans-

mitting unit is disengaged from said one carrier.

(r) means responsive only to movement of drying

boards without the drying oven to actuate the means

3,099,227

PIPELINE VEHICLE GOVERNING DEVICE
Harvard J. Bryan, Dallas, Tfx., assignor to Harvest

Queen Mill & Elevator Company, Dallas, Tex., a cor-

poration of Texas
Filed Aug. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 47,833

7 Claims. (CI. 104—139)

1. In a pipeline system wherein a machine travels

through the pipeline in response to application of a mov-
ing force thereto, the system which comprises rolling

means carried by said machine having at least one wheel

for engaging the inside cylindrical surface of the pipeline,

means for maintaining said wheel in engagement with

said surface, a mechanical brake in said machine, and a

mechanical linkage coupling said rolling means to said

brake including a plurality of weights positionally ad-

justable within said machine in response to variation

^

in rolling motion of said rolling means for actuating said

brake to apply braking forces through said linkage to said

surface and by way of said rolling means.

12
3,099,228

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE ARRANGEMENT
FOR CARRIERS

Gerhard Lingg, Waldparkstrassc 36,

Mannheim, Germany
FUed Oct. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 147,403

4 Claims. (CI. 104—172)
I. A conveyor arrangement for carriers, which com-

prises the combination of a continuously moving con-

veyor; a track arranged below the conveyor and support-

ing the carriers for movement therealong in the direction

of the moving conveyor; a plurality of drive transmitting

units mounted on said conveyor and moving therewith,

each of said drive transq>itting units including a first latch

means pivotal against the said direction between a lower

3,099,229
COKE QUENCHING CARS

Frans Wethly, Manhassct, N.Y., assignor to Allied Chemi-
cal Corporation, New York, N.Y> a corporation of
New York

FUed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,754
4 Claims. (CL 105—254)

1. A coke quenching car comprising, in contbination,
a substantially rigid frame supported on wheels, a coke
basket having a coke receiving floor pivotally mounted
on said frame, a pair of discharge gates pivotally mounted
adjacent their upper edges along the length of the coke
discharge side wall of said basket, a fluid pressure cylin-

der for each gate fixedly mounted on said frame beneath
said floor, a piston in said cylinder having a piston rod,

a cross-head actuated by said piston rod, a link attached
to said cross-head, a cross-bead lever pivotally attached
at one end to said link and at the opposite end to a
rock shaft, a drive lever having one end on said rock
shaft and pivotally conneoted at its opposite end to a
connecting rod pivotally attached to said basket at the
underside thereof near the said coke discharge side wall,

said link, cross-head lever, rock shaft, drive lever and
pivotal connection of the drive lever to the underside of
said basket being constructed and arranged so that move-
ment of said drive lever in a downward direction effects

the downward tliting of the discharge side of the basket
to effect the discharge of the coke therefrom, and a
gate opening rod for each gate having one end pivotally

attached to said gate and the other end pivoted to said
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frame at a portion thereof beneath said floor for auto-

matically opening said discharge gate responsive to tilting

movement of said basket as said operating cylinder is

actuated to tilt said basket, each of said gate opening

rods being disposed in a housing at the base of said

basket adjacent the coke discharge side thereof, which

housing prevents hot coke from contactin.g the gale open-

ing rods.

3,099,230

COLUMN AND DECK CONSTRUCTION FOR
VEHICLE SHIPPING APPARATUS

Franl( B. De Podesta, Farmington, Mich., assignor to

Paragon Bridge and Steel Company, Novi, Mich., a

corporation of Michigan
FUed July 31, 1961, Ser. No. 128,159

6 Claims. (CL 105—368)

hingedly connected to the front legs of said leg pairs for

movement to inclined position with respect to said sup-

porting structure, and prop means for supporting the top

in at least one position of inclination comprising a sub-

stantially U-shaped prop member depending therefrom

and whose cross part is pivotally connected to the under

side of the top for swinging movement about a horizontal

axis extending transversely across said top and whose side

arms depend therefrom and terminate in offset ends op-

erative in the space defined by said upper edges of the

side rungs, said legs of the side pairs and the under face

of the top, the length of said side arms being substantially

greater than the vertical dimension of said space whereby

said offset ends normally rest on said upper edges of the

side rungs and the positioning of the axis being close to

the rear edge of said top, the construction and arrange-

ment being such that when the top is in its normal hori-

zontal position the arms of the prop depend downwardly-

forwardly and their offset ends rest freely on the upper

edges of the side rungs whereas when the top is raised and

the prop side arms are manually swung rearwardly to

oiH>osite inclination the offset ends of the prop arms move

into said comers and hold the prop arms substantially

vertical, in which position said arms support the top in

said one inclined position.

1. In a device for transporting automotive vehicles

the combination comprising means forming a lower deck

for supporting automotive vehicles, a plurality of upright

columns disposed along each side of said lower deck with

at least one of said columns on each side of said deck

having weight supporting structural portions arranged to

form a hollow enclosed portion providing an upright

conduit, a generally imperforate upper deck supported

on said columns above said lower deck for supporting

automotive vehicles, said upper deck having generally

right angular curb portions including an upright flange

for re-inforcing said deck, said curb portions forming

troughs extending along the side edges of said deck ad-

>acent the inner sides of said columns and having outlet

tunings therein communicating with the interior of said

conduit columns at mutually overlapping portions of said

curb portions and said columns for conducting rain water

and the like collecting on said upper deck downwardly

through aid columns, said conduit columns having out-

let openings therein adjacent the lower ends thereof.

3,099,232

SLIDE ASSEMBLY FOR EXTENSION TABLES
Joseph Cooper, 108—33 67th Ave., Forest HUls, N.Y.

FUed Oct. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 146,740

1 Claim. (CI. 108—83)

3,099,231
HASSOCKS

Vincent Kennetib Bass, Richmond, Va., assignor to B. T.

Cnimp Company, Inc., Richmond, Va., a corporation

of Virginia

FUed June 2, 1961, Ser. No. 114,398

5 Claims. (CI. 108—9)

In a table having opposed leaves movable with their

supports to provide a gap at the top of the table, the leaves

facing the gap being a first and a second leaf, the com-

bination of a pair of spaced slide bars carried by each of

said first and second leaves in the normal direction of

movement thereof and including means for slidingly inter-

fitting the bars of the first leaf with those of the second

leaf, the bars being of such length as to remain interfitted

as supporting elements for a third leaf when the first and

second leaves are moved apart a substantial distance

equivalent to the width of such third leaf, and a roUw

carried by one slide bar of each of said interfitting spaced

sets of slide bars, each roller being positioned perpendicu-

lar to the first and second leaves and bodily moving with

the slide bar which carries it from under its appropriau

first or second leaf to said gap between the leaves and

with its top surface substantially level with said leaf.

1. An inclinable-top hassock for use as a leg recliner

comprising, in combination, a top supporting structure in-

cluding spaced side pairs of front and rear legs connected

by side rungs joined to the legs at approximately their

midpoints, the upper edges of the side rungs and the ap-

proximately vertical forward edges of the rear legs of said

pairs thereof defining forwardly facing comers, a top nor-

mally resting on the upper ends of said legs and being

3,099,233

SUPPORT CONSTRUCTION
WHllam Simpkins, Creve Coeur, Mo., assignor to TMTany

Stand Company, St. Loais, Mo., a corporation of

Filed Oct. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 144,359

5 Cla'ms. (CI. 108—156)

1. A clip comprising a body having an encircling por-

tion terminating in spaced free end portions, said free

end portions being provided with aligned apertures, and a

nut located within one aperture, said nut being flared
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outwardly adjacent one side of its associated free end
portion to hold the nut in said one aperture and said nut ADJUSTABLE GUIDE PLATE FOR

FUR MACHINES
Paul MlMTe, 9 Lincola RomI, Gnat Neck, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 27, 19«1. Scr. No. 983^7
2 Claims. (CI. 112—29)^
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tially at a level with the middle of said propellers so that

said channel-shaped members respectively substantially

surround the lower halves of the path of rotation of said

propellers in closely spaced relationship thereto, whereby

the flow of water from said propellers respectively over

said channel-shaped members causes an upward lift of

said hull, and adjustable vane means supported from said

hull and exteivding therebelow for adjusting the attitude

of said boat.

3,099,241
EXHAUST GAS DISSIPATING APPARATUS

Kenneth J. MacFarlin, 8711 Chalfonte, Detroit 28, Mich.
FUed Jan. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 167,566

8 Claims. (CI. 115—.5)

1. In combination with a boat having an exhaust pipe,

a helical tube positioned within the exhaust pipe having

a plurality of openings therein through which water may
be passed from the tube into the exhaust pipe and means
for passing water through the tube and out of the open-

ings into the exhaust pipe whereby the noise and heat

of the e;dlaust gases are dissipated.

3,099,242
FLEXIBLE PROPELLER SHAFT DRIVE
Delbert F. Queen, Richmond Dale, Ohio
Filed Jan. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 170,116

13 Claims. (CI. 115—42)

1. A flexible propeller shaft drive assembly for out-

board drive boats including a hull and having an inboard

motor disposed therein, said assembly comprising a flex-

ible outer housing member having a flexible drive core

rotatably. journalied therein with one end adapted for

driving connection with an output shaft of said motor, a

generally L-shaped support rod including an upstanding

leg and a rearwardly extending horizontally disposed leg,

bracket means adapted for securement to said hull and

slidably and rotatably receiving said upstanding leg for

longitudinal recinroral and rotational movement thereof

about and along its longitudinal axis respectively, means

mounting the second end of said housing to the free end
portion of said horizontal leg for movement about an axis

extending generally at right angles to the plane containing

said support rod and transversely of said second end of

said housing.

3,099,243
MOVING SIGNAL ACCESSORY FOR BICYCLES

Lester R. Schwartz, 20—39 Seagirt Blvd., Far Rockaway,
N.Y., and Wehster F. Williams, Jr., 90—20 221st Place,

Queens VUIage, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 92,214

4 Claims. (CI. 116—28)

I. In combination with the rear axle, cranlc and pedal

of a bicycle, a block-shaped bearing member having an
offset extension pivotally supported on a protruding end
of the rear axle, said bearing member having a central

passage therethrough, an elongated rectangular-shaped

bar extending through said passage and supported by said

bearing member, one end of said bar having a round hole

therein receiving the crank of the bicycle and being se-

cured on the crank by the pedal of the bicycle, a post

extending at right angles to the plane of the bar and
secured at one end to ine other end of the bar, and a flag

secured to the other end of the post, said bar with attached

post and flag adapted to move bodily in an elliptical path

upon movement of the crank.

3,099,244
ROAD MARKERS

Ralph S. Knapp, Port Washington, Wis., assignor to Trl-

Tix, Inc., Port Washington, Wis^ a corporation of
IlUnoia

FUed Feb. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 173,779
3 Claims. (CL 116—63)

csj
1. A road marker, comprising: a base nwrnber formed

of a relatively rigid material, said base having an up-

wardly-tapered opening therethrough; an annular flange

formed on said base member and projecting radially into

the upper i>ortion of said base member opening; shoulder-

forming means on said base member projecting radially

into the lower portion of said opening; and an upwardly-
tapered conical member mounted in and projecting up-
wardly from said base member, said conical member being

formed of a relatively flexible material, and said conical

member having an enlarged lower portion forming an
annular shoulder spaced from the lower edge thereof and
which enlarged lower portion is of a size and taper to

ht closely within said base member opening, the flexible

nature of said conical member permitting the temporary
deflection of said lower portion whereby the same may
be forced upwardly past and seated on said base member
shoulder-forming means while the annular shoulder on
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said conical member abuts the inwardly-projecting base fixing said branches to selected portions of said members,

member flange, thus removably securing said conical and means for temporarily vertically positioning the unit

member within said base.

3,099,245
POSTURE INDICAHNG DEVICE AND HAT

Leiand D. Deaner, 5499 New Milford Road,
Ravenna, Ohio

Filed Oct. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 227,821
18 Claims. (CI. 116—67)

1. A posture indicator comprising a hat or the like

adapted to be worn on the human head including wall

means defining a raceway lying in a generally horizontal

plane; a Tollable member in said raceway; station means

on said wall means providing a rest position for said roll-

able member and from which said roUable member is

movable in response to tilting of said raceway; and signal

producing means associated with said raceway for pro-

ducing signals in response to rolling of said rollable mem-
ber therein.

with the upper edge thereof at a consistent predeter-

mined height.

3 099 248
METHODS OF TRAINING HORSES

John K. Giles and Elliott W. Michener, Los Angeles,
Calif., assignors of one-third to Robert A. Nash,
Sierra Madre, Calif.

FUed Jan. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 168,837
2 Claims. (CI. 119—29)

3,099,246
TEAT CUP FOR MILKING MACHINES

Stig Besl(ow, Bromma, Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget

Separator, Stocliholm, Sweden, a corporation of

Sweden
Filed May 10, 1961, Ser. No. 109,072

Claims priority, application Sweden May 19, 1960
5 Claims. (CI. 119—14.49)

1. The combination of a teat cup shell comprising a

cylinder having a hollow interior and also having a cylin-

drical wall defining a cavity extending partly around the

cylinder axis and separated from said hollow interior of

the cylinder, the cavity also extending along a substantial

part of the length of the cylinder, a removable closure

for said cavity, and a weight disposed in said cavity.

3,099,247

SIMULATED HEDGE FOR TURF RACE TRACK
Philip Bieber, 2915 Segovia St., Coral Gables, Fla.

Filed Feb. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 175,969
4 Claims. (CI. 119—15.5)

1. A portable simulated hedge for race tracks compris-

ing a p'urality of individual self-supporting units, each

unit including a pair of vertically extending laterally

spaced side members, a pair of horizontally extending

members secured to and interconnecting said side mem-
bers, said vertical and horizontal members being orien-

tated in the same vertical plane, a plurality of elongated

flexible simulated branches projecting laterally to one

side of the vertical plane of the unit members, means

RWX TIUCX

t^E

1. In a method of breaking and training horses prepa-

ratory to racing, the recording of sounds and noise heard

at public race tracks during the running of races thereat

and sounds and noise similar thereto and the reproduction

of such sounds and noise by mechanical and electrical

means positioned within the hearing of race horses within

and in the vicinity of fields, enclosures, stables, roadways
and riding tracks where the horses are kept and trained,

with the loudness of such reproduction gradually varied

and increased upon repetition so as not to startle the

horses, for the purpose of accustoming them to exciting

and alarming sounds associated with racing and harden-

ing them thereto, thereby making the horses less excitable,

more tractable and neurally stronger before and during

the running of races.

3,099,249
CATTLE HOLDING CHUTE

Marinns Newhonse, Jr., Box 94B, Rte. 1,

Terrebonne, Oreg.
FUed Mar. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 13,077

9 Claims. (CI. 119—99)
1. A cattle chute comprising a frame, a platform for

holding an animal, a pair of side panels mounted in

opposite sides of said platform, a pair of discharge gate

members pivotally mounted at one end of said platform
for movement between closed and open positions, an
entrance gate at the other end of said platform having a
normally closed position and movable to an open posi-
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tion, and manually operable means connected to said dis- portion of the support, a sleeve having a cylindrical inner

charge gate members and said entrance gate operable first surface rotatable about the support and a long cylindrical

eraser frictionally fitted within the cylindrical surface

of the sleeve, said eraser having a second coupling ele-

ment in the form of a cap affixed to the eraser, one of said

coupling elements having a non-circular pocket and the

to swing the former from open to closed pxjsition and

thereafter to move the latter to open position.

3,099,250
ANIMAL LEASHES

Thomas Doswell Soles, Jr., 916V^ W. Franklin St.

Richmond, Va.
Filed Feb. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 173,551

4 CUims. (CI. 119—114)

1. An animal leash comprising an elongated control

member in the form of a tube, grip means at one end by

which it may be firmly grasped by the handler, means at

the other end for connecting it to an animal encircling

device, said control member being permanently rigid

throughout its length, from said grip means to said animal

encircling device, and manually controlled latch means

mounted on and operated through said tube from said

grip means for releasing said connecting means.

3,099,251

ERASING INSTRUMENT
Michael Hertz, 821 National Press BIdg.,

Washington 4, D.C.
Filed Jan. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 166,797

1 Claim. (CI. 120—38)
An eraser instrument comprising a support, a coupling

element in the form of a screw threaded into the upper

other element having a non-circular projecting portion

fitting into the pocket, the two portions constituting the

sole means for coupling together the cap and the screw,

whereby on rotation of the sleeve with respect to the sup-

port, the eraser will move longitudinally of the sleeve, and
whereby a spent eraser may be replaced in the sleeve by

straight line coupling action.

3,099,252
WRITING INSTRUMENT AND INK THEREFOR

Eugene P. Cofield, Jr., Atlanta, Ga., assignor to

Scripto, Inc., a corporation of Georgia
FUed Dec. 22, 1958, Scr. No. 784,835

3 Claims. (CI. 120—42.4)

itsasTL.

1. A pressurized ball point pen, comprising an ink

reservoir having one end thereof closed and the other

end fitted with a rotatable ball point, a supply of ink

contained in said reservoir for feeding to said ball point,

and a supply of gaseous-liquid propellant arranged in

said reservoir to create a uniform superatmospheric pres-

sure rearwardly of said ink supply for exerting a feeding

force thereon greater than the force of gravity, said ink

being characterized by a yield value requiring said super-
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atmospheric pressure to effect flow thereof for feeding to fluid conduits having a restriction therein, and a hydraulic

said ball point and the yield value of said ink being such fluid pump in the other of said conduits for pumping fluid

that under said superatmospheric pressure the ink will

not pass the ball point in the absence of the shearing

force applied thereto by rotation of said ball point, said

yield value of the ink being produced by the pigment

concentration thereof and said pigment concentration

being selected to provide a desired opacity in said ink

upon being transferred to a writing surface.

3,099.253
LEAD SHARPENING DEVICE

Clarence R. Taylor, Rochester, N.Y.
(28 Woodside Drive, Fenfield, N.Y.)

FUed May 22, 1961, Scr. No. 111,710
2 Claims. (CL 120—94)

1. In a lead sharpening device for a pencil or the like,

the combination comprising:

(A) a motor;

(B) a rotatable eccentric pin driven by said motor; and

(C) a unitary U-shaped member having

( 1 ) a pair of spaced apart flexible arms extending

in one direction and

(2) a rectangular table transverse to said arms

and interposed therebetween for releasably

holding a piece of sand paper, one end of each

of said arms being integral with one end of said

table and the opposite end of each arm being

pivotally mounted to said device, said table

further having an elongated slot for receiving

said eccentric whereby said table is reciprocally

driven along a predetermined path upon rota-

tion of said eccentric.

into said cylinder, the speed of operation of the fluid

piunp being controlled by the electric motor.

3,099,254
ENGINE SPEED GOVERNOR

Fred S. Kerr, Royal Oak, Mkh., assignor to Holley

Carburetor Company, Van Dyke, Mich., a corporation

of Michigan
FUed Apr. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 21,174

15 Claims. (CI. 123—102)
9. An engine speed governor for an engine having a

throttle valve operable to regulate the speed of the en-

gine comprising, electronic means operable to develop

an electric signal proportional to the speed of the engine

above a predetermined speed, an electric motor operably

associated with said electronic means, the speed of which

is controlled in accordance with said electric signal, valve

control means including a piston rod positionable to

limit movement of said throttle valve in an open direc-

tion, and hydraulic means intermediate said electric

motor and valve control means, said hydraulic means

comprising a hydraulic cylinder, a piston reciprocable

therein to which said piston rod is attached, and means

for positioning said piston in said cylinder in accordance

with the speed of the electric motor, said means for posi-

tioning said piston including resilient means biasing said

piston toward one end erf said cylinder, a hydraulic fluid

reservoir, a pair of fluid conduits extending between said

one end of said cylinder and the reservoir, one of said

3,099,255
SPRING STARTER

Lyie J. Hamman, Eaton Rapids, Mich., assignor to Eaton
Stamping Company, a corporation of Michigan

FUed Not. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 72,698
6 Claims. (CL123—179)

4. A spring starter for internal combustion engines

comprising, in combination, a housing, a shaft affixed to

said housing, a drive member rotatably supported on said

shaft, a spiral spring having inner and outer ends cir-

cumscribing said drive member, said inner end being

operatively connected to said drive member, a cylindrical

spring keeper encompassing the periphery of said spring

having the outer spring end attached thereto, means ro-

tatably supporting said keeper within said housing, said

means rotatably supporting said keeper comprising an

external cylindrical bearing surface defined on said keep-

er opera'.ively associated with an internal cylindrical

bearing surface defined within said housing, said keeper

external cylindrical bearing surface having a diameter

greater than the diameter of said spring, gear teeth de-

fining a ring gear formed on said keeper, a pinion gear

rotatably mounted cm said housing in mesh with said

ring gear, a crank drivingly associated with said pinion,

housing mounted releasable means selectively engageable

with said drive member restraining rotation thereof and
clutch means mounted upon said drive member.
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3,099,256
SLINGSHOT ARRANGEMENT

Emmett H. Halverson, 104 E. Clarendon St.,

Prospect Heights, III.

Filed Aug. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 217,478

3 Claims. (CI. 124—20)

1. A slingshot comprising, a body having a pair of

extending arms, an elastic sling comprising a pair of

resilient bands, one end of each of said bands being se-

cured to one of said extending arms, a U-shaped clip

member, means securing the other ends of said resilient

bands to the upstanding arms of said U-shaped member,

said arms of said U-shaped member being formed with

a reverse bend so that the ends thereof extend downward-
ly across the bight portion of said U-shaped clip to form

an inclined bearing surface which is adapted to receive

the collar of an arrow which collar is positioned near

the tip of the arrow, said ends of said U-shaped member
being spaced from said arms thereof by an amount suffi-

cient to provide clearance between said resilient bands

and the collar of an arrow when seated on said bearing

surface.

3,099,257

STEEL SPACE HEATER CONSTRUCTION
Homer D. Du Fault, Easthampton, Mass., assignor to

Heatbath Manufacturing Company, Inc., Indian

Orchard, Mass., a corporation of Massachusetts
FUed July IS, 1960, Ser. No. 43,212

2 Claims. (CI. 126—90)

"J

t

t

1
1. A space heater comprising a unitary frame member

having rectangular base and back plates, the back plate

having an opening adjacent the upper end thereof and

a flue box supported on the rear face of the back plate

communicating with said opening, an internally baffled

sheet metal fire box having a front wall defining in part

a bottom opening therefor and an outlet pipe at the upper

rear portion thereof, said base plate having upstanding

legs adjacent the front thereof, the said outlet pipe of the

fire box extending into said back plate opening and de-

tachably secured therein for supporting the rear of the fire

box, and the said legs of the base detachably secured to

the said front wall of the fire box for supportfng the box
at the front thereof in an elevated position above the base,

and a cabinet having top, front, and side panels with the

side panels thereof being slidably supported on said base

plate, and fastening means detachably securing the cabinet

side panels to the said back plate.

3,099,258
CATALYTIC HEATING APPARATUS

.Maurice Charles Kurz, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to

Societe Calinter S.A., Geneva, Switzerland, a Swiss
joint-stock company

Filed Oct. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 65,049
4 Claims. (CI. 126—93)

1. A healing apparatus comprising a substantially cir-

cular catalytic surface having a rear side and a quite un-

covered front side adapted to freely radiate heat into the

ambient atmosphere; means to supply a fuel under gas-

eous form to the rear side of said surface substantially in

the absence of air. to cause said fuel to pass through said

surface and to catalytically combine with atmospheric

oxygen; and means to blow air close to the front side

of said surface in substantially parallel relation thereto

iind inwardly with respect thereto from substantially the

whole periphery thereof.

3,099.259
GASKETING ARRANGEMENT FOR OVEN DOOR
James K. Newell, Jr., Louisville, Ky., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New Yorli
FUed Dec. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 77,328

3 CUims. (CI. 126—190)

1. A domestic oven having a body forming an oven
cavity, said body having a vertical wall member that has
a door opening therein, a pivoted door member adapted
to close said of)ening. a pair of gasket means arranged be-

tween the door and said vertical wall members, means for

supfKJrting each gasket means on one of said door and
wall members, the first gasket means being a highly resili-

ent elastomeric member circumscribing at least a major
portion of three edges of the door opening, the said first

gasket means serving also as a bumper member which
cushions substantially all of the compressive shock when
the door is swung shut, the second gasket means being a

fibrous insulation that circumscribes a major portion of
the door opening but fs spaced from one of said door and
wall members when the door is closed so as to be out of
sealing engagement therewith, and latch means for latch-

ing said door closed thereby reducing the thickness of the
first gasket means until the second gasket means is com-
pressed and hence sealed between the door and vertical

wall members.
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3,099,260 given attitude, by his feet, his knees, his hips, and above

will- n K *1 iT ^i^u c**.^^?"^^,^ _. . *"^ ^^^^' releasable means for interengaging each cable

'"d:.":i Ribrr%'liirpSiS'.S."Ri,TXr!.- ""^ "'^ "« con.s,«,ding supper, .cans a, each such

tion of Rhode Island

FUed Feb. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 7,721
7 CUims. (CI. 12»—1)

1. In a pumping system for use in maintaining extra-

corporeal circulation, a pumping unit including a flexible

body having an inlet and outlet communicating with the

interior thereof and further communicating with the cir-

culation system of the patient, means for sequentially

deforming said flexible body to produce a pumping ac-

tion therein, said deforming means including an incom-
pressible liquid that is confined within an enclosure and
is adapted to contact the exterior surfaces of said body
under pressure to cause deformation thereof, and means
responsive to the pumping action of the patient's heart

for sequentially controlling the operation of said de-

forming means whereby said pumping unit is caused to

produce a pumping action in synchronization with the

pumping action of the patient's heart, said controlling

means including means for delaying the systolic pulse of

the pumping unit behind the systolic pulse of the pa-

tient's heart, wherein the systolic pulse of the pump is

phased with the systolic pulse of the patient's heart in

accordance with the normal time delays existing there-

between.

3,099,261
FULL BODY RESTRAINT SYSTEM

Joseph H. Doss, Kirkland, and Gary A. Graham, Seattle,

Wash., assignors to Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle,

Wash., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Sept. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 54,056

16 Claims. (CI. 128—1)
1. A restraint system for maintaining an astronaut,

while subject to high rates of acceleration, in a given

attitude, and for allowing him freedom of movement dur-

ing periods of minor or no acceleration, said restraint

system comprising a suit of several body components,

which includes at least an upper leg encasing pants sec-

tion, front and rear vest portions to fit the front and rear,

respectively, of the astronaut's torso, above said pants

section, and of a length to extend generally between his

lumbar region and his shoulders, lower leg elements to

encircle at least his ankles, and a helmet, cable means

at each side extending continuously lengthwise of each

such suit component, cable guide means incorporated

with and extending lengthwise along the opposite sides

of each such suit component and receiving the cable

means for lengthwise movement through said guide

means, a plurality of support means separate from the

suit and the cable means, supported in the vicinity of

the locations to be assumed, when the astronaut is in the

location, and means to tension the respective cable means
while so engaged, to assume support of the astronaut, or
to relax the same.

3 099 262
PHYSIOLOGIC fluid'PRESSURE SENSING HEAD
Robert P. Bigliano, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, WUmington, Del.,
a corporation of Delaware

Filed June 21, 1962, Ser. No. 204,244
5 Claims. (CI. 128—2.05)

1. A pressure sensing head for the measurement of

physiologic fluid pressure existing behind an elastic body
membrane comprising, in combination, a rigid apertured

elastic body membrane depressor element provided with

an elastic body membrane-depressing face having a sur-

face generally conforming to that of the undepressed flesh

to which said depressor element is to be applied, and a
gas pressure development nozzle fixedly mounted with

respect to said depressor element with discharge opening
disposed on the rear side of said depressor clement from
said elastic body membrane-depressing face in a location

preserving throttled gas flow out of said discharge of>ening

responsive to said physiologic fluid pressure but clear of

contact with said elastic body membrane and any flesh

overlying said elastic body membrane as well as any
elastomeric diaphragm closing off the aperture in said

depressor element and any freely movable rigid structure

interposed between said discharge opening and said elastic

body membrane together with any said flesh overlying

said elastic body membrane during the time said depres-

sor element is made to depress said elastic body membrane
without occlusion of passage of physiologic fluid there-

past, said gas pressure development nozzle being pro-

vided with a first port for introduction therein of gas

under pressure at substantially fixed flow rate and a

second port for measurement of the gas pressure developed
within said nozzle, whereupon said gas pressure developed
within said nozzle is a function of said physiologic fluid

pressure existing behind said elastic body membrane.
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3,099^63
EAR DEWAXER

Girolama Palazzolo, 323 Graham St. SW.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Continuation of application Ser. No. 816,322, May 27,
1959. This application Mar. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,988

1 Claim. (CI. 128—184)

3,099,265
FEMALE GARMENTS

Frances M. Comollo, New York, N.Y., assignor to Queeo
Size Clothes, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corpo-
ration of New York

Filed Nov. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 71,012
1 Claim. (CI. 128—454)

J

An ear dewaxing device, comprising: a tubular member
formed of combustible linen; said tubular member being

elongated, one ^nd thereof having a diameter such that

it may be inserted into a human ear adjacent the earwax
therein; said tubular member impregnated with beeswax
whereby said device may be ignited at a point remote

from the ear and the resulting smoke within said tubular

member engaging the earwax and, thereby aiding in the

melting and removal of the wax from the ear.

3,099,264
DISPOSABLE SYRINGE AND COMPRESSION

DEVICE THEREFOR
Raymond E. Hubbard, 1212 N. Ballenger Highway,

Flint 4, Mich.
FUed July 11, 1962, Ser. No. 209,067

2 CUiims. (CI. 128—215)

y

A'

\

^

1. A compression device for use with a disposable

hypodermic syringe having a collapsible medicament con-

taining sac with the hub of a hypodermic needle connected

to one end thereof, said device comprising; a pair of similar

opposed compression plates which are connected closely

together at one end thereof by V-shaped spring means and

normally diverge outwardly therefrom to the free ends

thereof, a pair of similar compression plate actuators of

slightly less width than the width of said compression

plates, one of which actuators is secured to the outer side

of each of said compression plates, the outer surface of

said actuators diverging outwardly from the outer sides

of said compression plates as they extend from the free

ends of said compression plates toward the connected

ends thereof, a tubular housing which is open at one end

thereof and is provided with a pair of diametrically op-

posed elongated slots in the side wall thereof, said com-

pression plates and actuators being mounted in said hous-

ing with said actuators extending out through said slots,

said compression plates being adapted when in normal di-

vergent position to have said sac inserted therebetween and

to be manually pressed through said actuators from div-

ergent position to substantially parallel position to there-

by collapse said sac and expel medicament therefrom.

Feminine apparel comprising, in combination, a long
line foundation garment including a body encircling

bodice bounded by upper and lower circumferential edges

and having a front p)ortion and a rear portion joined

together and situated between said edges, said bodice
being flared outwardly in the region of said lower edge
where said front and said rear portions are joined to-

gether, a pair of bust supporting cups connected to said

upper edge of said front portion, said bust supporting
cups being arranged symmetrically with respect to the

center line of said front portion, and said upper edge of

said rear portion being straight and situated substantially

level with and in back of said bust supporting cups, a
V-shaped notch located in said lower edge of said front

portion, said notch being centered on the center line of
said front portion, an arcuate notch located in said lower
edge of said rear portion, said arcuate notch being cen-

tered on the center line of said rear portion, first pressure

sensitive fastenmg means attached to said lower edge of
said front portion of said bodice on each side of said

V-shaped notch, a blouse enveloping said foundation gar-

ment, said blouse having a front portion and a rear por-

tion, said front and rear portions being joined together

and bounded by a bottom circumferential edge which is

disposed substantially level with said lower edge of said

foundation garment, second pressure sensitive fastening

means connected to said front portion of said blouse at

said bottom edge, said second pressure sensitive fastening

means being connected to each side of the center line of
said front portion of said blouse, said second pressure

sensitive means being disposed with respect to said first

pressure sensitive means such that at least a segment of
said first pressure sensitive means bears against at least

a segment of said second pressure sensitive means when
said blouse is enveloping said foundation garment.

3,0994M
UNDERGARMENT

Anne Spitzer, Baysidc, N.Y., assignor to
Lily of Fraocc, Inc., New York, N.Y.

nied ScpL 14, 1961, Ser. No. 138,124
6 Claims. (CI. 128—541)

1. A girdle comprising front and rear portions each
of said portions having a pair of longitudinal edges on
each side thereof and a falchion-like shaped panel having
a longitudinal concave and convex edge interposed be-

tween said front and rear portions at the sides and below
the hip line area of said girdle; a line of stitching securing
said front and rear portions in the hip-line area of said gir-

dle; said front portion along the outer longitudinal edges
thereof being secured by stitching to said falchion-like
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shaped panels along the concave edges thereof; said rear opposite lateral edges being folded over to lie closely
portion along the outer longitudinal edges thereof being se- against the same face of said protector, the distance be-

tween the creases of said folded over strip portions being
substantially coextensive with the corresponding dimen-
sion of sheet material to be embraced by said protector

k-f

r"
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ture approximately equal to 70% of the diameter of said

cylindrical wall, thereby enabling a burning cigarette to

have its coal end supported by one of the perforations

in said plate while said cigarette is supported at a total

of only two spaced apart points along its length.

3,099,271
HAIR HOLDERS

Morton A. Dubelier, 298 W. 27th St.,

Port Washington, N.Y.
Filed June 30, 1958, Ser. No. 745,640

1 Claim. (CI. 132—46)

A hair holding device comprising: a band element com-

posed of an elongated elastic member having two free

ends; a terminal connector element joining said ends and

forming a first enlargement on said band element; a sec-

ond enlargement disposed on said band element inward-

ly of said first enlargement; said band element being form-

able to have a bight portion which is detachably engage-

able upon said enlargements, which prevent the disen-

gagement of said bight portion and serve as a grasping

means for the user.

wall member in fixed relation thereto, said base member

being of such size and shape as to provide a complete

end closure for said three-dimensioned region while con-

forming substantially to the curvature of both said wall

members in closed condition, (5) a flat mirror mounted

on and within said first wall member so as to define a

cavity between the back of said mirror and said concave '

surface of said first wall member, said cavity being of

sufficient size to contain a cosmetic applicator such as a

small brush, said cavity having an open base end whereby

said applicator may be readily removed from and re-

placed into said cavity, and (6) a trough structure adapt-

ed to hold a tube of cosmetic, this structure being slid-

ably mounted in said second wall member to move in

directions between the top and base ends and beyond

the top end thereof, and having a lengih at least some-

what less than the length of said second wall member,

and having further a side wall portion at its side located

closest to the top end of said second wall member which

is characterized by an opening adapted to receive the

neck of said tube of cosmetic, and being further of such

sire and shape as to permit full closing of said wall

members around it with said mirror mounted on said

first waJl member.

3,099,273
CONTAINER FOR TOOTHBRUSHES AND

RELATED ITEMS
Naomi P. Reed, R.D. 4, Box 423, Altoona, Pa.

Filed Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 82,822
1 Claim. (CI. 132—84)

3,099,272
COSMETIC KIT

Lucicn Paradis, Pisa, Italy, assignor to Sopas Profumi

S.p.A., Pisa, Italy, a Joint-stock company of Italy

Filed Aug. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 48,735

Claims priority, application Italy Aug. 13, 1959

1 Claim. (CI. 132—79)

A hand-sized cosmetic kit comprising (1) a curved

first wall member. (2) a curved second wall member of

substantially the same length as said first wall member

hinged to said first wall member in such manner that

when said first and second wall members are closed

against each other a three-dimensioned region is defined

with a concave surface of said first wall member facing

a concave surface of said second wall member, (3)

a flat top mepiber joined to said first wail member in

fixed relation thereto, said top member being of such size

and shape as to provide a complete end closure for said

three-dimensioned region while conforming substantially

to the curvature of both said wall members in closed

condition, (4) a flat base member joined to said second

A combination pair of separable, different size drinking

vessels and container for toothbrushes and related items

comprising a large frusto-conical base portion having an

open top and an imperforate bottom with the side wall

tapering upwardly and outwardly from bottom to top,

constituting one large size drinking vessel, a small frusto-

conical cover portion with an open bottom and imper-

forate top constituting the other small size drinking ves-

sel, the side wall of said cover portion tapering upwardly

and inwardly from bottom to top, integral external threads

on said base portion adjacent its top, complementary in-

tegral internal threads on said cover portion adjacent its

bottom, said threads being releasably engageable with each

other, internally extending integral threads within said

base portion adjacent its top, a separable ring having ex-

ternal peripheral threads complementary to and engage-

able with said internal threads within said base portion,

a hollow circular hub mounted within said ring by op-

positely extending radial arms to said ring, and pe-

ripherally located circumferentially extending slots within

said ring, said hollow circular hub providing means for

steadying a toothpaste tube therewithin, each said slot

providing means for steadying a toothbrush handle there-

through.
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3,099^74
CONTROL CIRCUITS FOR MONEY

ISSUING SYSTEM
Alan Rayment FitzSimons, 6650 S. Cicero Ave.,

Chicago Ridge, III.

Filed Sept 17, 1959, Ser. No. 840,672
13 Claims. (CI. 133—4)

10. A money issuing system for issuing both paper

money and coins comprising means including a plurality

of registers for storing keyed-in digital information, means
comprising an electromechanical stepping switch having

a plurality of banks of contacts, means including wiring

for interconnecting said registers and each of certain of

said banks of contacts, means responsive to operation of
said register means for marking said wiring in accordance

with said keyed-in information, means whereby each of

said certain banks controls the issuing of an individually

associated denomniaiion of monetary units, means includ-

ing another of said banks coupled to select each of said

certain banks in sequence, and means responsive to said

last named means whereby said electromechanical switch

individually scans each of said certain banks of contacts

under control of said other banks of contacts.

3,099^75
DRAIN MECHANISM FOR BARREL TYPE

CONVEYING APPARATUS
Leon J. Pianowsid, Detroit, Micb., assignor to The

Udylite Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of
Delaware

FUed Apr. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 105,045
11 Claims. (CI. 134—46)

n. In a work carrier for immersing workpieces in a

treating rec;ptacle, the combination comprising a sup-

porting frame, a workpiece container movably and rotat-

ably mounted on said supporting frame for up and down
movement thereon, means for moving said container from

a raised position above a treating receptacle to a lowered

position in a treating receptacle, means for rotating said

container while in said lowered position, means for rotat-

ing and raising said container from said lowered position

to said raised position, means for lowering said container

from said raised position to a drain position disposed in-

termediate of said raised position and said lowered posi-

tion wherein said container is disposed above the treating

receptacle, stop means selectively operable for supporting

said container while in said drain position, means for ro-

tating said container in said drain position thereby facili-

tatng drainage of the treating solution from the work-
pieces therein, and means for rotating and raising said

container from said drain position to said raised position.

3,099,276
CONTAINER WASHING APPARATUS

Raymond L. Bergendahl, Mohawk, N.Y., assignor to
Cherry-Burrell Corporation, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a cor-
poration of Delaware

Filed Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 97,044
1 Claim. (CI. 134—107)

A container washing apparatus comprising an enclosed
cabinet having sidewalls defining a washing chamber and
a liquid heating chamber beneath said washing chamber,
means for positioning the containers to be washed in said

washing chamber, a heating compartment in said heating

chamber, said compartment being open at the bottom and
extending upwardly into a portion of said heating cham-
ber with the sides of said heating compartment spaced
from the sides of said heating chamber, a i^urality of
spaced-apart liquid passageways extending from one side

to another through said heating compartment to provide
increased heat exchange surface, an exhaust stack ood-
nected to a third side of said heating compartment and
extending upwardly through said heating chamber and
contiguous to the outside of a sidewall of said washing
chamber, means for supplying heat to said heating com-
partment to heat the liquid in said heating chamber, means
to circulate the heated liquid from said heating chamber
to said washing chamber and to return said liquid to said

heating chamber, and at least (Mie liquid passageway ex-

tending through the portion of said exhaust stack in said

heating chamber to provide additional surface for heat-

ing the liquid in said heating chamber.

3,099,277
FLUSHING APPARATUS FOR MILKING SYSTEMS
Wiiino Maehans, Sodertaljc, Sweden, assignor to Aktie-
bdaget Separator, Stockholm, Sweden, a corporation of
Sweden

FUed Feb. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 10,746
Claims priority, application Sweden Mar. 2, 1959

8 Claims. (CI. 134—166)
1. In combination with a liquid pipe line having an

initial end portion, an intermediate portion adapted for

connection to a milking unit and to receive milk there-
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from, and a discharge end portion for delivering liquid

from said intermediate portion, ancl a vacuum pipe line

adapted for connection to said discharge end portion to

maintain it under vacuum, a closed container located in

the liquid pi{>e line and forming a liquid separating device,

said intermediate portion of the pipe line leading into the

upper part of the container, and said discharge end por-

tion forming an air-tight flow path leading from the lower

part of the container, means for connecting the upper

part of the container to the vacuum pipe line, an air inlet

pulsating valve comiected to said initial end portion for

1-

•>.

admitting air intermittently into the liquid pipe line, and

means including a check valve for connecting said dis-

charge end portion of the liquid pipe line to said initial

end portion at a point between said inlet valve and said

intermediate portion, the check valve having an air-tight

flow connection with said initial end portion and thereby

permitting flow only in the direction from the container

through said discharge end portion to said initial end
portion, whereby washing liquid from said container can

be circulated in admixture with air through the inter-

mediate portion of the liquid pipe line and back to the

container.

3,099.278
AUTOMATIC RESUSCITATING PRESSURE

APPARATUS
Hugo Keszler, Prague, and Jaromir Bernreiter, Bcroun,

Czechoslovakia, assignors to Chirana Praha, narodni
podnik, Prague, Czechostovakia

Filed Dec. 29, 1960, Scr. No. 90,901

Claims priority^ application Czechoslovakb Jan. 28, 19M
4 Claims. (CI. 137—64)

1 . An automatic re'sijscitating apparatus of the injector

type comprising in combination a separable housing

spacediy arranged by means of a perforate partition, first

and second check valve means in said partition, a first

chamber in said housing on one side of said partition and

including a passage open at one end into said first cham-

ber and adapted to be connected at the other end to a

breathing device, and a second chamber on the opposite

side of said partition, said second chamber including a

pressure sensitive member adapted to expand and con-
tract in response to variations of gaseous pressure therein,

said first check valve means communicating flow from
said first chamber to said second chamber and said sec-

ond check valve means communicating flow from said

second chamber to said first chamber, compressed gas
inlet means and suction duct means communicable
through an ejector means in said first chamber, said

ejector means having an exhaust means opening through
a wall of said first chamber to atmosphere with said ex-

haust means having an adjustable closure means to con-
trol the output of said ejector means, compressed gas in-

let means and atmospheric air inlet means associated with

an injector means and communicating with said first

chamber, first valve means for controlling compressed
gas flow to said injector and ejector means, and second
valve means controlling flow from said injector means
to said first chamber and third valve means controlling

flow from said first chamber to said suction duct means
of said ejector means, and trigger means carried by the

pressure sensitive means and connected to said first, sec-

ond and third valve means for alternately controlling

the first, second and third valve means to create in-

spiratory and expiratory pulsations of the resuscitating

apparatus.

3,099.279
COMBINATION THERMOSTAT AND

SAFETY VALVE
James R. Willson, Grecnsbarg, and Robert J. McGivem,
Mount Pleasant, Pa., assignors to Roi>crtsiuiw-Fnlton
Cootroia Company, RiciuiODd, Va., a corporation of
Delaware

FUed Mar. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 12,813
1 Claim. (CI. 137—66)

A fuel flow device for controlling the flow of fuel to a
main burner and a pilot burner comprising in combina-
tion a main casing having a fuel inlet, a main control
valve means including a rotatable valve member for con-
trolling the flow of fuel to a main burner and a pilot fuel

passage for supplying fuel to a pilot burner; a housing
detachably mounted to said main casing, said housing
having a first fuel passage wi<h an inlet and outlet ad-

jacent said main casing and a second fuel passage which
a£fords fuel flow between the outlet of said first fuel passage
and a second outlet in said bousing adjacent said main
casing; said main casing having an outlet port affording

fuel flow between said fuel inlet and the inlet of said first

fuel passage whereby all fuel entering said fuel inlet passes

through said first fuel passage, an inlet port affording

fuel flow between the outlet of said first fuel passage to

said rotatable valve member and said pilot fuel passage

communicating with said second outlet for supplying fuel

to a pilot burner; a manually operable electromagnetic

valve adapted to be energized by a pilot burner and posi-

tioned in said first passage having an open and closed

position whereby fuel flow through said fuel inlet is con-
trolled by said electromagnetic valve; manually operable
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means for positioning said rotatable valve member includ- said drive rod, a nozzle mounted for cooperation with
ing an elem.'int mounted for reciprocation relative to said said flapper, and means for moving said flapper lengthwise
rotatable valve member; and lever means operably associ-

ated with said reciprocable element for operating said elec-

tromagnetic valve to its open position; and interengaging

means for actuating said lever means, said interengaging

means being operably connected for movement with said

manually operable means to position said interengaging

means t)etween said reciprocable element and said lever

means whereby said lever means is actuated by movement
of said reciprocable element to operate said electro-

magnetic valve to its open position.

3,(»99.280

ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC SERVOVALVE
Werner G. HolzboclK, Birmingliam, Mich., assignor to

Vickers Incorporated, Tkvy, Mich., a corporation of

Michigan
FUed Not. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 69,754

10 Claims. (CI. 137—83)

of said drive rod for adjusting the proportional band of
the controller.

9. In an electro-hydraulic servovalve, a housing formed

to provide a cavity, a jet nozzle arrangement positioned

in said cavity and including, an elongated slidable mem-
ber formed to provide a uniform diameter opening the

axis of which is normal to the longitudinal axis of the

slidable member, said opening being arranged to develop

a jet stream of pressurized medium as it passes through the

slidable member in a unidirectional manner, a jet stream

receiver means positioned in said cavity and formed

to provide a receiving orifice for receiving the jet stream

from the slidable member and a passageway means as-

sociated with said receiving orifice for conducting pres-

surized fluid out of the servovalve, and means to provide

movement of said slidable member in resf>onse to a control

signal fed to the servovalve.

3,099,281
AIR-PRESSURE-OPERATED CONTROLLER

Robert B. Watrou, PhiladdpUa, and Charles P.

Rohmann, Hatboro, Pa., assignors to Minneapolis-

Honeywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis, Minn., a

corporation of Delaware
FUed July 17. 1961, Ser. No. 124,623

19 Claims. (O. 137—86)
4. In an air-pressure-operated controller, a base cast-

ing, a pair of air-pressure-tight capsules mounted on said

casting, a pair of flexible bellows each mounted in a

separate one of said capsules and dividing the interior

thereof into two compartments, a pair of beams each

pivotly mounted on a separate one of said capsules and

projecting through the wall thereof, a pair of connections

each located between one of said bellows and the inner

end of one of said beams, a drive rod mounted on the outer

end of each of said beanu and having pivotal connection

therewith, a flapper engaging said dnve rod for rocking

movement about a pivot in response to movements of

3 099 282
PRESSURE OPERATED VALVE MEANS FOR CON-

TROLLING FLOW IN A FLOW LINE
WUliam R. MUler, 1289 Genesee St., Cleveland 24,

Ohio, and George M. Lance, 1013 Nana Lane,
St. Louis 22, Mo.

FUed May 18, 1959, Ser. No. 814,104
16 Claims. (CL 137—87)

1. A spray valve comprising a valve body having a
chamber at one end portion thereof, a primary bore at the

other end portion thereof and a secondary bore there-

between, a piston member including an end portion, re-

siding within said chamber, a spool slidably residing with-

in said primary bore and a stem member slidably residing
within said secondary bore, said spool having a reduced
portion forming a movable chamber with the side walls

of said primary bore, said piston member having first and
second faces with a surface on said spool comprising said
first face and a surface on said piston head comprising said

second face, a gas inlet connected to said movable cham-
ber, a gas outlet connected to said secondary bore, wall
means between said primar> and said secondary lx>re

forming a valve seat and wall means between said spool
and said stem forming closure means, said piston member
slidably movable between a first and a second ixjsition,

said piston member in said first position prohibiting pas-

sage of gas from said gas inlet to said gas outlet, a dis-

pensable material inlet connected to said primary bore
providing communication with said first face of said piston
member, a dispensable material outlet connected to said

primary bore, said piston member in said first position
prohibiting communication between said dispensable ma-
terial inlet and said dispensable material outlet, restricted

passageway means extending within said piston member
and providing communication between said gas outlet and
said chamber, a spring member residing within said com-
pressicHi chamber and being operably connected to said
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piston member for urging said piston member to said

first position, pump means for urging dispensable material

into said dispensable material inlet and exerting a force

against said first face of said piston member thereby mov-

ing said piston member to said second position whereby

dispensable material travels through said dispensable ma-

terial outlet and gas flows from said movable chamber

past said seal means to said gas outlet and bleeds through

said restricted passageway means to said chamber, deactu-

ation of said pump means causing said force to be re-

moved from said first face of said piston member where-

by said gas pressure in said chamber and said spring mem-
ber move said piston member back to said first position

whereby gas is prevented from passing from said gas inlet

to said gas outlet.

3 099 283
WATER SOFTENER FOR SUPPLY LINES

Eugene J. Holdeman, 1419 Demeter Drive, and Donald A.

BurkhoMer, 57 Elm Court, botb of Freeport, III.

FUed Jan. 3, 1962, Scr. No. 164,112

6 CUims. (CI. 137—111)

first valve connected to the primary passage and movable
between a first position and a second position, a first

passage connected to the first valve and communicating

with said primary passage in the first and second positions

of the first valve, a second passage connected to the first

valve and communicating with said supply passage only

in the second position of said first valve, means con-

nected to said first valve for controlling the position there-

of and moving the valve toward said second position

when an adequate fluid is delivered to said first passage,

a second valve movable between a first position and a

second position and connected to said second passage, a

1. A fluid-conditioning unit for attachment in fluid

supply lines, comprising a T fitting having a cross arm

adapted for insertion in the line, and constituting a mix-

ing chamber, and a leg extending transversely from said

arm, a container for a conditioning agent carried by the

outer end of said leg. said leg having a passage communi-

cating between said container and said chamber, said

passage having a counterbore adjacent said chamber, a

cup threadedly secured in said counterbore, with bottom

innermost, and said bottom having an opening with an

internal, curved seat, a plunger loosely mounted in said

cup, for sliding movement, and having a resilient head

adapted to engage said seat, a bell crank lever ioumallcd

in said leg, on an axis transverse to the axis of said

chamber, and lying within said chamber, one arm of said

lever arranged generally transversely of said chamber

and having a paddle at its outer end, the other arm of

said lever arranged generally longitudinally of said cham-

ber, and having a paddle at its outer end, a link pivoted

at one end to said latter paddle, and at the other end

to said plunger, spring means on said lever, biasing said

plunger to seated position and a cylindrical baffle car-

ried by said leg and extending into said chamber, adjacent

said cup, and on the side thereof opposite the axis of

swing of said lever.

3,099,284
FLOW DIVIDER VALVE

John E. Thrap, Garfield Hefghts, and Homer D. Farr,

Brccksvillc, Ohio, assignors to Thompson Ramo Wool-
dridge Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUed July 17, 1959, Scr. No. 827,947

7 Claims. (CI. 137—117)

1. A flow divider valve comprising in combination a

primary supply passage for supplying pressurized fluid, a

delivery passage leading from said second valve and com-
municating with said second passage in both of said first

and second positions of the second valve, a pressure drop

orifice between said second passage and said delivery

passage, a return passage connected to said valve com-
municating with said second passage in positions other

than said first position of said valve, said second valve

having a variable control orifice between said delivery

passage and said second passage, and means responsive

to pressure drop across said pressure drop orifice and

connected to control said second valve and the size of said

variable orifice.

3,099,285
VENT AND RELIEF VALVE

William K. Berg, Thousand Oaks, Robert A. Riddell, Los
Angeles, Eugene G. Spencer, Canoga Park, and
Lloyd E. Tomlinson, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignors

to North American Avlatioa, Inc.

FUed Sept 1, 1959, Scr. No. 837,548
7 Claims. (CI. 137—220)

1. A vent and relief valve comprising the combination

of a housing containing an inlet port conmiunicating with

an independent fluid supply to be controlled in an outlet

port, a poppet mountsd within said housing and adapted to

normally sealably close said outlet port, actuator means
connected to said poppet, said poppet and said actuator

means separating said housing into two compartments

each normally exposed to supply pressure; and a pilot

valve including passage means structurally separate from
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said actuator means and interconnecting said compart-
ments, means for interrupting said interconnection re-

sponsive to an increase of supply pressure, vent means
adapted for vent connection with one of said compart-
ments only, whereby when said one compartment is vented

said poppet opens to relieve excess pressure in said fluid

supply and an override piston separate from and con-
nected to said poppet for positioning said poppet respon-

sive to an independent pressure signal.

3,099,286
REVERSIBLE VALVE CLOSURE MEMBER

MUtsn A. Powers, GroMc Pofaite Park, Mich., assignor to
Skuttic Mannfacturliig Co^ Mllford, Mich., a corpora-
tion of Michigan

FUed Jan. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 4,126
5 Claims. (O. 137-315)

1. A unitary symmetrical reversible valve member in-

tegrally made of resilient non-metallic material and com-
prising a solid imperforate intermediate web section hav-

ing on opposite sides substantially parallel valve closure

surfaces, and means providing inwardly open guide re-

cesses in said member extending for substantial distances

around the outer peripheries of corresponding end por-

tions of said surfaces, said recesses being discontinuous

at the other ends of said surfaces and adapted to receive

a mounting member in reversed positions of said valve

member.

3,099,287
POWER OPERATION FOR VALVES

Paul A. Manor, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Rockwell
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation
of Pennsylvania

FUed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,376
6 CUims. (CL 137—456)

1. In combination:
(a) a pipeline conducting gas under pressure;

(b) a valve assembly in the pipeline and comprising

a casing providing a passage therethrough and a

rotatable plug for blocking or permitting flow of

gas through said passage;

(c) a valve stem connected to said plug and projecting

through said casing;

(d) an curator assembly mounted on said casing and
comprising a housing defining a liquid reservoir

chamber;
(e) means on said housing providing at least two op-

posed motors containing movable pressure respon-

sive elements;

(/) motion transmitting means in the housing connect-

ing said elements with said valve stem;

(g) conduit means connecting said pipeline to said

motors and a reversing valve in said conduit means
for applying gas pressure from said pipeline to one
or the other of said motors for selectively reversibly

turning said valve stem;

(h) and auxiliary means for turning the valve stem
in the event of gas pressure failure in the pipeline

comprising a pump having an inlet connected to
said liquid in the reservoir chamber;

(/) an outlet conduit for said pump;
(/) and a selector valve interposed in said conduit
means and connected to said conduit for selectively

blocking said conduit and transmitting pipeline gas

pressure to said reversing valve or transmitting the

liquid outlet pressure of said pump to said reversing

valve.

3,099,288
NONCLOGGING CHECK VALVE

Frank G. Weis, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to Union
Tank Car Company, Chicago, Dl., a corporation of
New Jersey

FUed Apr. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 21,465
13 Claims. (CI. 137—525.3)

<V^..A 3»
jjj

1. In check valve structure for fluids which may con-

tain solid particles, an elongated, transversely arcuate

member provided with an opening therein and having

opposed, longitudinally extending side margins; a cou-

pling secured to said member on the convex surface

thereof, communicating with said opening in the member
and adapted to be coupled to a fluid supply conduit; a
resilient lining covering at least a part of the inner con-

cave surface of the member opposed to said coupling

and having an aperture therein of equal dimensions to

and registering with said opening in the member; an
elongated, flexible valve element having opposed, longi-

tudinally extending side edges; and means securing said

edges of the element to said member substantially along

respective side margins of the same with said element
being disposed in overlying relationship to said concave
surface of the member, said element being of sufficient

width and length to complementally engage the concave
surface of said resilient lining in full closing relationship

to said aperture therein and thereby the opening in said

coupling.
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3,099^89
PRESSURE FLUID CONTROL SYSTEM AND

FLOW CONTROL MEANS THEREFOR
Jay C. Neilson and Frank V. McCay, Jr^ Salt Lake City,

Utah, assignors to Zeno Hydraulic CorporatioD, Salt

Lake City, Utah, a corporation of Nevada
Filed June 20, 1960, Scr. No. 37,256

7 Claims. (CI. 137—596)

3,099^90
DIVERTING VALVE

George N. Chatham and O O Shurtlcff, Austin, Tex.,

ass^poors to Chatlcff Controls, Inc., Austin, Tex., a

corporation of Texas
Filed Jan. 31, 1961, Scr. No. 86,060

1 CUim. (CI. 137—607)

• So «, >*,

1. A pressure fluid flow control device including a

body, a spool receiving bore in the body, a spool slidably

received in said bore in the body, a pressure fluid pas-

sage and an exhaust fluid passage communicating with

the spool receiving bore in said body, a pressure fluid

and exhaust groove in the spool slidably received in the

spool receiving bore, a pressure fluid metering chamber

in the body communicating with the pressure fluid pas-

sage, passage means connecting the chamber to a source

of pressure fluid, pressure fluid responsive valve means

in the chamber controlling communication between the

passage means and the pressure fluid passage, an exhaust

fluid bore in the body connecting sump means with the

exhaust fluid passage, resilient means urging the spool in

a direction to provide communication between the groove

on the spool and the exhaust fluid passage in the spool

receiving bore, actuator means for selectively moving the

spool against the urging of the resilient means in a direc-

tion to provide communication between the pressure fluid

passage in the spool receiving bore and the groove in the

spool, a further pressure fluid groove in the spool slid-

ably received in the spool receiving bore, and a further

pressure fluid passage connecting the source of pressure

fluid and said spool receiving bore bypassing the pressure

fluid metering chamber, said resilient means normally

urging said further pressure fluid groove out of commu-

nication with said further pressure fluid passage, and said

further pressure fluid groove being urged into commurii-

cation with said further pressure fluid passage by said

actuator means, said actuator means for selectively mov-

ing the spool against the urging of the resilient means

including a control handle, resilient means connecting the

control handle and the flow control spool, and rigid

means carried by the control handle and adapted to con-

tact the flow control spool through the resilient means

when the resilient force of the resilient spool urging

means overcomes the resilient force of the resilient means

interconnecting the control handle and the flow control

spool.

A diverting valve comprising a housing containing a

pair of spaced er»d chambers connected by a central pas-

sage of smaller diameter provided with a lateral outlet

port, each end of said passage having a valve seat in the

surrounding chamber, fluid pressure responsive means

mounted in said chambers for movement toward and

away from said seats to close and open the ends of said

passage, said means separating the chambers into inner

and outer sections and being provided with central open-

ings, tubular means between said pressure responsive

means and joined thereto around their central openings,

said tubular means opening into said central passage, the

valve being provided with by-passes permanently con-

necting each inner chamber section with the adjoining

outer chamber section, said housing having inlet ports

opening into said inner chamber sections, movable clo-

sure members in said outer chamber sections for the

central openings in said pressure responsive means, a rod

extending loosely through said central openings and tubu-

lar means and spacing said closure members farther apart

than said pressure responsive means, at least one of said

closure members being slidably mounted on the adjoin-

ing end of said rod, control means mounted at only one

end of said bousing and movable axially of said tubular

means for moving the adjoining closure member against

and retracting it from the adjacent pressure responsive

means, and a spring for moving the other closure mem-
ber against the adjacent pressure responsive means when
said adjoining closure member is retracted, whereby said

central openings are closed alternately, said other closure

member always engaging said adjacent pressure responsive

means while said adjoining closure member is retracted.

3,099,291
ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE

Charies H. Schlecfat, Cheltenham, and Francis W. Drobil,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to National Drying Machine
Company

FUcd Mar. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 97,635
3 Cbims. (CI. 138—45)

1 . Means for adjusting the width of selected portions of

an elongated nozzle having two, generally parallel, sides,

said means including

elongated, flexible, generally parallel side walls, one of

said walls constituting one of the sides of the nozzle,

an actuating rod extending between said side walls,

a first toggle connected to said side walls near one end
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thereof and secured to the adjacent pcxtion of said

rod,

a second toggle secured to said side walls near the other

end thereof, and
fastening means f(M- detachably securing said second

toggle to the adjacent portion of said rod whereby

loosening said fastening means and moving said rod

longitudinally of said side walls operates said first

said spectacle plate for abutting said spacer means for

limiting the arcuate movement of said spectacle plate;

and means for moving said wedge member with respect

to said projections to urge said spectacle plate into seal-

ing engagement with said sealing means.

^

toggle and the corresponding portion of said one wall

transversely of the Icmgitudinal median line of the

nozzle without affecting said second toggle and the

corresponding portion of said one wall and whereby

tightening said fastening means and similarly moving

said rod operates both toggles and moves the corre-

sponding portions of said one wall transversely of the

longitudinal median line of the nozzle.

3,099,292
LINE BLIND

Gcoige P. Ansbum, Los Alamitos, Calif., assignor, by

mesne alignments, to FMC Corporation, San Jose,

Calif., a corporation of Delaware
Filed June 15, 1960, Scr. No. 36,340

12 Claims. (CL 13»—94J)

3,099,293
REINFORCED PLACTIC FROM AN OPEN CURE

TECHNIQUE WITH A GRAFT POLYMER
Julian Lakritz, Rahway, and Rkhard G. Adams, Mont-

dair, NJ., assignors to Esso Research and Engineering
Company, a corporation of Dcbware
No Drawing. FUcd Oct. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 849,145

19 Claims. (CI. 138—141)
17. A prepreg fibrous reinforced plastic composition

comprising reinforcing fibers impregnated with graft poly-

mer prepared from a resinifiable mix comprising an inert

solvent solution containing between about 30 and about

60 wt. percent erf a monovinyl crosslinking agent, between

about 0.5 and about 20 wt. percent of an aryl monomer
containing at least two vinyl groups attached to the aryl

nucleus, between about 0.5 and about 5.0 wt. j>ercent of

a free radical organic peroxide catalyst, and the balance

of said mix being a normally liquid polymer of a C4 to

Cg conjugated diolefin and beating the said mix at a tem-

perature between about 200 and about 300° F. for be-

tween about 320 and about 15 minutes to form said graft

polymer, air drying said impregnated reinforcing fibers

at from room temperature to 325° F. to form a prepreg

fibrous reinforced plastic composition.

1. A line blind comprising a first pipe section having

a flow passage therethrough; a second pipe section spaced

from said first section and having a flow passage there-

through aligned with the flow passage in said first pipe

section; a plate connected to each of said pipe sections;

spacer means connected between said plates for inter-

connecting said pipe sections in spaced-apart relationship;

sealing means on said second pipe section encircling the

flow passage therethrough; a wedge memt>er mounted for

movement into the space between said pipe sections; pro-

jections extending from the plate wi said first pipe section

for guiding said wedge member; a flat spectacle plate

positioned across said flow passage between said wedge

member and the annular sealing means on said second

pipe section, said spectacle plate being guided for move-

ment in an arcuate path across said passage by said wedge,

said sealing means, and said spacer means; shoulders on

3,099,294 '

MECHANISM FOR SELECTING AND CHANGING
WEFT-BOBBINS IN MULTICOLOR LOOMS
Hans Zollinger, Ruti, Zurich, and Rolf Honegger,

Tann-Rnti, Zurich, Switzcriand
Filed Sept. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 55,092

Claims priority, application Switzerland Sept. 11, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 139—232)

1. In a nrulticolor automatic weft-replenishing loom
having a loom drive, a i^urality of shuttles and a trans-

ferrer comprising a battery-hammer operable automati-

cally to insert fresh weft bobbins in exhausted shuttles,

mechanism for delivering fresh weft-bobbins to a trans-

fer position for insertion by said transferrer into said

exhausted shuttles comprising, in combination, a bobbin

magazine for holding fresh weft bobbins stacked in sepa-

rate rows, a transfer channel common to all of said

bobbin rows disposed for delivering fresh bobbins from

said magazine to said transfer position for insertion by

said battery-hammer into respective shuttles, a plurality

of means on said bobbin magazine operable individually

selectively for releasing bobbins individually from a re-

spective one of said rows and delivering them into said
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channel for delivery to said transfer position for insertion

into respective shuttles, a plurality of pivotally mounted

bobbin-release levers actuatable individually selectively

for actuating a corresponding one of said means for re-

leasing bobbins individually from said rows thereby to

selectively deliver bobbins individually to said transfer

channel, means comprising a plurality of drawhooks for

actuating said bobbin-release levers individually, and a

bobbin slide lever actuatable by each of the bobbin-re-

lease levers individuaUy for positively moving the in-

dividual weft-bobbins in said transfer channel to said

transfer position in timed relationship with said battery-

hammer.

3,099,295

KNOCK-OFF FOR TERRY LOOMS
lT«r O. Mobcri, Spray, N.C^ assignor to Fleldcrert Mills,

Inc^ Spray, N.C., a corporation of Detaware

FUcd July 6, 1961, Ser. No. 122,145

9 Claims. (CI. 139—353)

comprises, initially bending a portion of said lead-in wire

through a relatively large radius by applying a bending

force between selected points on said lead-in wire which

are relatively distant from one another, further bending

said lead-in wire while incrementally decreasing the dis-

tance between the points on said lead-in wire through

which the bending force is applied, continuing to bend said

lead-in wire while continuing to incrementally decrease

1. In a loom for weaving terry cloth having weaving

instrumentalities for forming successive terry cycles each

including means for inserting and beating up at least two

loose picks in ground and terry warps at a point spaced

rcarwardly of the fell of the cloth and for inserting a fast

pick after said loose picks and for beating up the fast and

loose picks against the fell of the cloth to form terry loops

from slackened terry warps, said loom including a knock-

off mechanism and a stop motion operable upon parting

or undue slackening of said ground and terry warps to

actuate said knock-oflf mechanism to stop operation of said

loom; in combination therewith, means associated with

said stop motion for rendering the same operable only

after the insertion of the last loose pick and immediately

prior to the insertion of the fast pick in any terry cycle.

the distance between the points on said lead-in wire

through which the bending force is applied until the bend-

ing force is applied between points on said lead-in wire

which are separated by a distance approaching the thick-

ness of said lead-in wire, and thereafter squeezing said

lead-in wire at the bent portion to complete the bend

and also to upset the metal at the bend to set the bend

against any ^ringback.

3,099,297

FLUID HANDLING APPARATUS
Houston W. Knight, La Mirada, Calif., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to FMC Corporation, San Jose,

Calif., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Nov. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 69,844

8 Claims. (CI. 141—207)

3,099,296

METHOD OF BENDING AND SETTING
ELONGATED ARTICLES

aair M. Rively, Rockaway, and Edward Gorsid, Bloom-

field, NJ., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

' tion. East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Penngrlvanla

Original application Aug. 11, 1958, Ser. No. 754,490. Di-

vided and this application June 17, 1959, Ser. No.

825 628
2 Claims. (CI. 140—71.6)

1 . The method of forming a permanent bend m a lim-

ited portion of an elongated electrical lead-in and filament

support wire for an incandescent lamp without subject-

ing the wire to excessive shearing stresses, which method

5. Apparatus for conveying fluid from a source toward

a receiving vessel, comprising a movably mounted fluid

conducting boom, a delivery head mounted on the boom,

said boom being movable to place the delivery head in a

particular position with relation to the receiving vessel, a

self-closing delivery valve connected to the boom for con-

trolling flow therethrough, a movably nwunted handle

for manually opening said valve, fluid pressure actuated

means for releasably connecting said handle to the valve.
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means for supplying fluid pressure to said connecting in said work piece, a base plate, an upright finger rising

means and me.ms responsive to both the liquid level from said base plate, a plurality of legs dependmg from

withih the receiving vessel and the position of said delivery said base plate and being spaced about the perimeter

head with respect to the receiving vessel for controUing thereof, said legs embracingly receiving therebetween

said fluid pressure supplying means. the portion of said housing adjacent the upper end and
*^

a clamp ring surrounding said legs and releasably holding

3,099,298

ROUTER ATTACHMENT FOR RADIAL SAW
Robert Bellini, 511 2nd Ave. W., Twin Falls, Idaho

FUed May 16, 1961, Ser. No. 110,396

2 Claims. (CI. 144—1) Ik^L.^ r . , ' a^

1. A router attachment for a radial saw of the char-

acter described, comprising an inverted L-shaped mem-

ber having a short, basic, horizontally disposed leg mem-

ber that is U-shaped when viewed from the top, the

said leg member being divided into two parallel members

each of which has an elongated opening in the outer end

thereof for the reception of a wing boU that extends

downward into a second basic member that is also U-

shaped when viewed from the top, the second U-shaped

member taking place of the saw guard which is re-

moved from the radial saw when said router attachment

is secured to the said radial saw, and a shaft journaled

in a pair of spaced bearing blocks mounted vertically

in the center of the long leg of the said mverted L-

shaped member, the said shaft having all but its ends

encased in a housing, and a pulley mounted on the

upper end of the said shaft which is provided with a

tool chuck on its lower end in which is placed a routing

tool and an electric motor vertically mounted beneath

the U-shaped members of and secured to, the said

router attachment, the said motor being provided with

a structure on each side thereof swingably supporting

the said motor from and between the two downwardly

extending and parallel members of an inverted U-shaped

yoke that is a part of the said radial saw frame and

manual means of locking the said electric motor and

said router auachment to which it is secured at any

desired angle to said U-shaped yoke when viewed from

the end thereof, and a pulley mounted on the upper

end shaft of the said electric motor which rotates the

first menUoned pulley by means of a belt adapted to the

first mentioned pulley and the pulley on the upper end

shaft of the said electric motor.

said legs to said housing, said finger extending into said

element cutout portion for sliding engagement with the

walls of said cutout portion responsive to sliding move-

ment of said housing over said work piece when said frame

and said pattern element are in the superimposed relation

position with respect to said housing and said housing is

in position for sliding movement over said work piece.

3,099,300

WHEEL LOCK FOR TIRE CHANGING
APPARATUS

Hershel T. Breazeale, Dearborn, Fred May, Allen Parli,

and George May, Dearborn, Mich., assignors, by mesne

assignments, to FMC C<Mporation, San Jose, Calif., a

corporation of Delaware
Filed July 21, 1960, Ser. No. 44,340

6 Claims. (CI. 144—288)

3,099,299

GUIDE ATTACHMENT FOR A ROUTER
Kenneth R. Gllfry, 7431 Artesia St., Buena Park, Calif.

FUed Feb. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 176,296

2 Claims. (CI. 144—144)

1 The combination with a router having an upright

motor housing adapted for horizontal sliding movement

over a horizontally disposed work piece, of a pattern as-

sembly comprising a horizonully disposed frame arranged

in superimposed spaced relation relative to said router

housing, means securing said frame in position relative

to said housing, a horizontally disposed pattern element

removably supported in said frame, said element having

a cutout portion corresponding to the pattern to be routed

792 0.0.—76

1. A wheel clamping device for a tire changing and

repair apparatus which comprises a vertical supporting

column, a horizontal supporting flange on said column

at a proper height for wheel location, said flange having

a dished central portion extending downwardly, a thread-

ed post above said column centrally of said flange, a hol-

low, inverted, truncated, conical shell, slidably concen-

tric with said post to engage a wheel supported on said

flange, and radially movable means on said conical shell

slidable on the inner wall of said conical shell so as to be

inclined to said threaded post, said radially movable

means being adapted to threadably engage or disengage

said thread on said post whereby said shell may be moved

rapidly on to said post into contact with said wheel, said

radially movable means may be wedged into threadable
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engngement with said threaded post and a slight turn will

lock the wheel on the supporting flange.

3,099,301
METHOD OF PEG BUNDLING AND

STRAIGHTENING LUMBER
Henry M. Bennett, P.O. Box 107, De Ridder, La.

Filed Aug. 29, 1958, Scr. No. 758,046

1 Claim. (CL 144—321)

dividual coring and separating blades and a plurality of

push rods, each blade being mounted on and movable
with a push rod and each of said push rods being slidably

mounted for reciprocation in said blade assembly, means
for imparting rotation to said blade assembly, the individ-

ual blades of said blade assembly adapted to receive a

series of fruit for rotation therewith, the fruit being im-

paled on the ends of the blades and forced therealong by

the impalement of additional fruit on the blade ends, and
means in the path of movement of said push rods as they

rotate with the blade assembly and engageable by the push

rods to cause reciprocation of said push rods and the

blades.

A method of packaging low grade boards for shipment

or storage, some of the boards being transversely and/or

longitudinally bowed and/or warped, comprising the fol-

lowing steps; positioning said boards in a stack on top

of each other with said bowed or warped boards stacked

in such a manner that vertically compressing said stack

will straighten said bowed or warped boards, vertically

aligning said boards, applying pressure to urge the top and

bottom boards of said stack toward each other thereby

compressing and straightening the warped boards in said

stack, forming a plurality of longitudinally spaced bores

through the boards of said stack extending from the

upp)er surface' to the lower surface thereof, inserting a

dowel in each of at least two bores in frictional engage-

ment with each of said boards and extending through

each of said boards to retain the boards in substantially

flat and straightened condition in a package, and storing

said stack in a dry area for sufficient time to effect at

least partial drying of said boards before removing indi-

vidual ones of said boards from said stack.

3,»99,3«3

FRUIT HALVING APPARATUS
Gerald R. Anderson, Campbell, and John Boyce, San

Jose, Calif., assignon to FMC Corporation, San Jose,

Calif., a corporation of Delaware

Original application Feb. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 712,841, now
Patent No. 3,040,793, dated June 26, 1962. Divided
and this application Sept. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 141,728

4 Claims. (CL 146—72)

3.099,302
FRUIT SECTIONIZING APPARATUS

Arthur B. Fain, R.F.D. 1, ScviervUIe, Tenn.
Filed Jan. 9, 1962, Scr. No. 165,109

8 Claims. (CL 146—3)

1. In a fruit halving apparatus, an upper luiife having

a downwardly directed cutting edge, a holder for said

upper knife, a first pivotal means for pivotally mounting
said upper knife holder, a spring engaging said holder

to urge said upper knife <{lownwardly, a lower knife hav-

ing an upwardly directed cutting edge coplanar with the

cutting edge of said upper knife, a holder for said lower

knife, a second pivotal means for pivotally mounting said

lower knife holder, a spring engaging said lower knife

holder to urge said lower knife upwardly, a fruit feeder

mechanism, means for advancing said feeder mechanism
toward said lower and upper knives, a cam carried by

said feeder mechanism having an upper and lower cam-

ming surface, a first cam follower mounted on said first

pivotal means and pivotable with said upper knife holder,

said first cam follower being engageable with said upper
camming surface of said cam to raise said upper luiife

out of the path of the trailing portion ol said feeder

mechanism after the cutting of the fruit, and a second

cam follower mounted on said second pivotal means and
pivotable with said lower knife holder, said second cam

1. A fruit sectionizing apparatus including, in com- follower being engaged with said lower camming surface

bination, a blade assembly comprising a plurality of in- of said cam to lower said lower knife out of the path
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of the trailing portion of said feeder mechanism after the

cutting of the fruit.

3,099,304
APPARATUS FOR STACKING AND WEIGHING

SLICED FOOD PRODUCTS
Claude E. Monsees and Henry P. Reinhart, Durham,

N.C., assignors, by mesne assignments, to Unexcelled

Chemical Corporation, New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation

of New Yorlc

Filed Mar. 6, 1961, Scr. No. 93,634
16 Claims. (CI. 146—94)

3,099,305
FOOD SLICER

Karl Zysset, Hauptstrassc 31, Lyss, Switzerland

Filed Sept. 25, 1959, Ser. No. 842,510
Claims priority, application Switzerland Oct. 1, 1958

3 Claims. (CI. 146—103)

1. For use in combination with a slicing machine having

a slicing blade, a reciprocal pusher for feeding a product

to be sliced into said blade, and control means for deter-

mining the rate of advance of said pusher towards said

blade and consequently the slice thickness, apparatus for

stacking a preselected number of slices of said product as

they are discharged by said slicing machine and then

transferring the stacks of sliced product that are of a

prescribed weight and rejecting those stacks that are other

than such prescribed weight, said apparatus comprising

in combination: a stacking means to be located adjacent

the discharge end of said slicing machine for receiving

the slices discharged therefrom; slice counting means for

determining the preselected number of slices discharged

from the slicing machine; stacker actuation means coupled

with both said stacking means and said slice counting

means for actuating said stacking means to transfer the

suck of preselected number of slices of said product and

ready said stacking means for reception of another stack

of slices; conveyor means in stack receiving position ad-

jacent said stacldng means and adapted to receive thereon

the stacks of sliced product transferred by said suckirig

means; weighing means operatively connected with said

conveying means such that it is adapted to register the

weight erf the individual stacks conveyed thereon; feed-

back means operatively connected with said weighing

means and adapted to be coupled with said control means

of said slicing machine for feeding back signals to such

control means corresponding to the weight of the individ-

ual stacks over and below said prescribed weight for the

preselected number (rf slices to thereby correct the ad-

justment of said control means of said slicing machine

to respectively decrease and increase the rate of advance

of said pusher and consequently decrease and increase re-

spectively the slice thickness; transfer means adjacent said

conveyor means for carrying away the stacks of sliced

product within said prescribed weight, said transfer means

including a reject conveyor adjacent said conveyor means

for receiving thereon the stacks of sliced product, and a

constantly driven conveyor adjacent the trailing end of

said conveyor for receiving and carrying away both cor-

rect and overweight stacks of sliced product; and reject

means operatively connected with said weighing means

for rejecting stacks of sliced product that are underweight.

1. In a food slicer, in combination, a stationary sup-

porting frame having a platform having a cutting region

for an object to be sliced; a hollow shaft rotatably

mounted on said frame; a swing arm fixedly secured to

said hollow shaft; a cutting disc turnably mounted on said

swing arm; a pin passing through said hollow shaft in co-

axial relationship and being turnable and axially shiftable

in the same, said pin having one end portion projecting

from said hollow shaft in the region of said swing arm;

a gauge plate fixedly secured to said projecting portion of

said pin; manually operated means mounted on said frame

and located at the other end portion of said pin for

axially shifting said pin in said hollow shaft for adjusting

the distance between said gauge plate and said cutting

disc; and connecting means for connecting said gauge

plate with said swing arm for turning movement about

said axis and for relative movement in axial direction so

that the axial spacing between asid disc and said guage

plate can be adjusted at a point spaced from said cutting

region, said swing arm, and said cutting disk.

3,099,306

MEAT GRINDER HAVING FLOATING
CUTTER MEMBER

Bedfich Mladek, Prague, Czechoslovakia, assignor to

Zavody potravinarskych a chladicich stroju narodni

podnilt, Pardubice, Czechoslovakia
Filed Mar. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 97,795

10 Claims. (CI. 146—182)

1. In a grinder for meat and like material, the combina-

tion of

A. a housing formed with an elongated cavity having

a longitudinal axis,

B. conveying means for feeding material to be ground

through said cavity in the axial direction toward one

end portion of the cavity,

C. a non-rotatable cutter assembly movable axially in

said end portion of the housing and including a pair
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of rigid cylindrical rings and an axially thin, annular

cutter mounted between said rings and having an in-

ner edge portion projecting radially inward beyond

said rings, said axially thin cutter having spaced apart

recesses in said inner edge portion defining teeth

therebetween, and

D. a rotary knife assembly mounted concentrically

within one of said cylindrical rings at the side of

said cutter facing in the direction of movement of

material to be ground by said conveying means so

that the pressure of the material moved by the con-

veying means urges said cutler against said knife

assembly, said knife assembly including a disc-like

body extending radially outward beyond the inner

ends of said teeth of the cutter and blades extending

from the periphery of said body radially outward be-

yond said recesses of the cutter and into close prox-

imity to said one ring so as to be guided by the latter.

with a closable filling neck at its upper end, said body

portion including opposite side walls diverging with re-

spect to each other at a substantial included angle from

said elbow portion toward said closed edge.

3,099,307
MEAT SCORING AND TRIMMING KNIFE

Hillen J. Morgan, La Plata, Md.
FUcd Mar. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 92,848

2 Claims. (CL 146—203)

\J

_t>

f.

1. A meat trimming and scoring knife comprising, a

plurality of spaced, parallel scoring blades joined together

at one end and terminating at their opposite ends in blunt

guide surfaces, the blades each having a corresponding

edge sharpened from the blunt endjk determined distance

toward the joined end, a handle connected to the joined

ends of the scoring blades, and a trimming blade travers-

ing the spaces between the scoring blades and located

intermediate the lengths of the sharpened edges of the

scoring blades a determined distance from the scoring

blade blunt ends, the trimming blade lying parallel to

the scoring blade blunt ends and having a sharpened edge

intersecting the sharpened edges of the scoring blades.

3,099308
WATER BAGS

Helmuth R. Rusch, Rte. 2, Reedsville, Wis.

Filed Aug. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 132,120

4 Claims. (CI. 150—2.1)

1. A liquid container adapted for application to a skin

surface for heating or cooling said surface, comprising a

flexible bag of liquid-impervious material having a hol-

low wedge-shaped body portion tapering toward one end

to a thin closed flexible edge and merging at its other

end into an upwardly projecting hollow elbow portion

3,099,309
APPARATUS AND DEVICES FOR AUTOMATIC
CONTROL AND SUPERVISION OF THE PRES-
SURE OF THE TIRES OF VEHICLE WHEELS

Luis Congost Horta, Iradicr 6 bb, and Pedro L6pez
Garcia, Llastichs 13, both of Barcelona, Spain

Filed June 19, 1961, Ser. No. 118,018
Claims priority, application Spain June 20, 1960

7 Claims. (CI. 152—416)

1. A system for automatic control, regulation and super-

vision of the pressure within pneumatic tires on vehicle

wheels, the tires having conventional valves mounted in

inflation stems carried by the tires in a conventional loca-

tion, the system comprising in combination;

(<]) a single pipe for each tire in which the pressure is

to be controlled, regulated and supervised, the pipe

extending adjacent the tire valve, and being capable

of containing fluid under pressure,

(/>) a compressed air supply means communicating with

the single pipes and providing compressed air therein

permanently, at least while the vehicle is in opera-

tion,

(r) an actuator for each tire valve on each tire,

(</) means for mounting the actuator on the conven-

tional inflation stem to be disposed between the con-

ventional tire valve and the associated single pipe,

(e) a differential member within the actuator adapted

to be operated by pressure in the single pipe to open

the conventional valve and to provide communication
between the pipe and the tire,

(/) a spring within each actuator acting directly upon
the differential member therein so as to render the

same inoperative when the pressure in the associated

single pipe is below a desired preset limit,

(g) controllable discharge means connected to the sin^e

pipe and adapted to provide a continuous discharge

of the excess compressed air supplied by the com-
pressed air supply when a critical pressure selected

by a vehicle operator is reached,

(/i) indicating means operated by the controllable dis-

charge means,

(i) electrically operated valve means for rapid discharge

of the single pipes,

(/) supervisory means connected to the single pipes and

adapted to electrically operate the rapid discharge

valve means only when the pressure in the single pipes

drops below a predetermined value and not when the

pressure rises to such value,

(il) electrical connecting means adapted to operate the

rapid discharge valve meaits on switching off the ve-

hicle ignition circuit
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3,099,310
SPRING FORMING DEVICE

John E. Heckethora and John D. Walters, Dyersburg,

Tenn., assignors to Heckethom ManafactnrIng & Sup-

ply Co., Dyersburg, Tenn., a corporation of Colorado

FUed Sept. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 138,098

5 Claims. (CL 153—66)

floatingly mounted on said frame so that they are free to

axially approach one another for foreshortening of the
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is less than that of either said entrance or exit portion,

slots in said parallel walls of said entrance portion, a

gas supply pipe positioned in said slots, and, in said gas

supply pipe an orifice located within the confines of said

entrance.

3,099,319
SHORING SYSTEM

Kenneth L. Peck and John M. Di Martino, Sayville, N.Y.,

nignora to Peck & Hale, Inc^ Sayville, Long Island,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUcd Dec. 12, 1961, Scr. No. 158,800

10 Cfadms. (CL 160—243)

liner, indicia on the outer face of said second liner

aligned with said straps and indicating the location of

the straps, said straps being coextensive with the width

of said panel, said panel being scored vertically to define

fold lines aligned with the frame members, staples ex-

tending through said panel in juxtaposition with said

fold lines and into the frame members, each of said

1. A net for shoring cargo in a cargo space provided

with sets of spaced upper and lower attaching members,

which comprises a top frame wire, a roll-up member at

the lower end of the net, side frame wires connected to

the top frame wire and extending downwardly there-

from and connected to the roll-up member, horizontal

mesh wires extending between and connected to the side

frame wires, vertical mesh wires extending between and

connected to the top frame wire and the roll-up mem-
ber, upper means connected to the upper ends of the

side frame wires for securing them to the upper attach-

ing members, lower means connected to the side frame

wires above their lower ends for securing them to the

lower attaching members, means at one end of the roll-up

member for rotating it on its axis to roll up the net, and

means attached to the upper securing means connected

to the side frame wire at such end of the roll-up mem-

ber for engaging the rotating means and preventing its

rotation and the unrolling of the rolled up net.

3,099,314

CLOSURE FOR CAR DOORS AND THE LIKE
James E. Talbot, Wynnewood, and David H. Blatt, Mel-

rose Park, Pa., aadgnors to American Viscose Corpora-

tion, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Jnne 20, 1961, Scr. No 118,438

1 Claim. (CI. 160—368)
In a freight vehicle having vertically disposed frame

members defining a door opening, a temporary retaining

panel abutting said frame members on the inside of the

vehicle, said panel being wider than the distance between

said frame members, said panel comprising a corrugated

inner core having vertically extending flutes, first and sec-

ond paper liners bonded respectively to opposite sides of

said core, said first liner facing the outside of the door

opening and said second liner facing the inside of the

vehicle, a plurality of horizontolly extending flexible

non-metallic straps secured to the outer face of said first

staples passing through said indicia and spanning one of

said straps, said staples being located toward the center

of the door opening from the fold lines, said panel being

folded inwardly along said fold lines so as to overlie

said staples, and other staples extending through the

folded-over portions of said panel and into said frame

members, each of said other staples spanning one of

said straps.

3,H931S
HEAT EXCHANGER

Joseph H. Lochr, 5810 Ellen Ave., Clcvebuid 2, Ohio
Filed May 27, 1959, Scr. No. 816,252

1 Claim. (CL 165—144)

In a heat exchange apparatus, the combination in-

cluding, a plurality of generally discus-shaped hollow con-

tainers arranged in vertically superimposed concentric

alignment, each of said containers being provided with

concentric openings in their upper aiKl lower walls, con-

duit means extending between adjacent containers in fluid-

tight connection with said openings to establish conununi-

cation between the interiors of said containers, hollow

rod means extending concentrically through said open-

ings and the interiors of said plurality of containers, said

rod means being of substantially less diameter than said

openings and including a pair of concentric tubes, one
of said tubes being slidable with respect to the other

tube, the outermost of said pair of tubes having open-

ings in communication with the interior of each con-

tainer, the inner tube of said pair of tubes in one posi-

tion having openings in registry with the opening in said

one tube, and in another position being out of registry

to close the openings, a fixed horizontal baffle plate in

each of said containers, said plates extending radially be-

tween said hollow rod means and the peripheries of each

container and being in fluid-tight engagement with and
supported by said hollow rod means and said peripheries

to divide each container into upper and lower compart-
ments, and a plurality of curvilinear vanes di^wsed on
the upper side of each baffle {date in dose proximity with
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and extending radially outwardly from said hollow rod

means and the center of said baffle plate, whereby fluid

flowing from one container through said conduit means

and about said hollow rod means into another container

will strike said vanes on said baflie plates at points near

said hollow rod means and be forced outwardly in a

spiral fashion toward the periphery of the container, said

baffle plates having openings provided therein adjacent

the outer extremities of said vanes.

3,099,316
UNDERWATER WELLHEAD APPARATUS

AND METHOD
Glenn D. Johnson, Houston, Tex., assignor to Shell Oil

Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,558

39 Claims. (CL 166—46)

ment with respect thereto between a locking position

projected radially outward from said sleeve and an un-

locked position withdrawn into said sleeve; cam means

mounted for movement in opposite first and second direc-

tions axially with respect to said body member, said cam

means having a first cam surface that projects said lugs

into their locking positions when said cam means is moved

in said first direction, said cam means having a second

cam surface that retracts said lugs into their unlocked

positions when said cam means is moved in said second

direction, said first and second cam surfaces being uni-

tarily movable; spring means for moving said cam means

in said first direction; and fluid pressure operated means

for moving said cam means in said second direction.

1. An underwater apparatus having components

adapted to be remotely manipulated at said underwater

apparatus from an operational base positioned above the

surface of the water, said apparatus comprising a striiig

of pipe extending into the formations underlying said

water, the top of said pipe being above the formation and

below the surface of the water, and base means mounted

adjacent said pipe, said base means adapted to receive

thereon a remotely movable and actuatable manipulator

device for manipulating componenU of said underwater

apparatus. I

3,099318
WELL SCREENING DEVICE

Montgomery K. Miller, Pasadena, Calif. (2404 W. 7th

St., Los Angeles 57, Calif.), and William L. Kumler,

523 W. 6th Ave., Los Angeles 14, Calif.

FUed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,387

18 Claims. (CL 166—227)

3,099,317

UNDERWATER WELL COMPLETION ASSEMBLY
WUliam L. Todd, Houston, Tex., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to FMC Corporation, San Jose, Calif., a

corporation of Delaware
FUed Sept. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 842,127

8 CUims. (CI. 166—66.5)

1. In an underwater well installation, a hanger assembly

comprising a substantially cylindrical body member hav-

ing a longitudinal bore therethrough, said bore having a

lower end portion, and said body member having means

adjacent to said lower end portion of the bore for provid-

ing connection to a well string; a sleeve mounted on said

body member in circumscribing relation thereto; a plural-

ity of lodcing lugs mounted in said sleeve for radial move-

—
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ferentially spaced about said axle and sleeve means,

means connecting the paddles and sleeve means with the

paddles movable in circular sweeps about the axle, an

eccentric bearing member and means mounting it in fixed

position on said axle adjacent an end thereof, a regulator

^^^bJoTof

member journaled on said bearing mem^ber, and means

connecting each paddle and said regulator member with

the regulator member and paddles movable together and

the regulator member operable to feather the paddles on

movement of the paddles.

3,099,320
VARIABLE PITCH BOAT PROPELLER
Herbert H. Simsbauser, Box 342, R.D. 2,

Ravenna, Obio
Filed Aug. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 46,655

7 Claims. (CI. 170—160,13)

1. A variable pitch propeller comprising, a plurality

of propeller blades, a hub, individual mounting means

adjustably positionable in said hub for adjustably retain-

ing each of said blades therein, a blade shaft extending

longitudinally of each blade and rotatably joumalled in

said mounting means, actuating means on said blade shaft,

means on said hub cooperating with said actuating means

for rotating said blade shaft in response to movement

of said mounting means, indexing means mounted in said

hub in operative driving relationship with said niounting

means, whereby upon actuation of said indexing means

and the resulting movement of said moimting means to

an extreme position in one direction said blades assume a

reverse pitch and upon actuation of said indexing means

to an extreme position in the other direction said blades

assume a minimum forward pitch by the rotation of said

blade shafts caused by the cooperation of said actuating

means thereon with the said means on said hub for rotat-

ing said blade shaft in response to movement of said

mounting means, and biasing means between said mount-

ing means and said hub acting to force said mounting

means and said blades towards a position corresponding

to said minimum forward pitch of said blades, said mount-

ing means and said blade shafts, in the position corre-

sponding to forward blade pitch, being adjustably mov-

able against the action of said biasing means by the thrust

delivered by said propeller to automatically and progres-

sively vary the forward pitch of said blades from the

minimum pitch to the maximum pitch as said thrust is

increased.

3,099,321
AUTOMATIC VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLER

Hoyt W. Watts, 3034 Shallowford Road, Chamblee, Ga.
Filed Aug. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 134,263

8 Claims. (CL 170—160.16)

I. In an automatically adjustable variable pitch pro-

peller, an outer housing comprising an outer hub having a

plurality of propeller blades movably mounted thereon

and being movable for a limited amount to adjust from
a low pitch to a high pitch position, an inner member
within said outer housing mounted for movement relative

thereto, a power shaft connected to said inner member
and adapted to provide power thereto, means on said

inner member engageable with said outer housing in one

position thereof to engage said housing and drive same in

a low pitch position to rotate said outer housing with said

blades thereon in low pitch position, pitch adjustment

means for said blades operated by said inner member and

said outer hub rotating relative to one another thereby ad-

justing said blades from high pitch to low pitch position

and vice versa, and means interposed between said pitch

adjustment means and said inner member normally biasing

same, whereby said propeller in initial position with power

dn said shaft and with the initial momentum of the

weight to be overcome is in a low pitch position to offer

more surface engagement with the water; and whereupon,

upon increased rotation of said blades and increase in

revolutions said blades are automatically moved Irom a

low pitch to a high pitch position.

3,099,322
FOLD-UP MID-MOUNTING FOR AGRICULTURAL

IMPLEMENTS
Alan Foulkes Williams, Strathmore, Victoria, Australia,

assignor to Massey-Ferguson (Australia) Limited, Sun-

shine, Victoria, Australia

Filed Feb. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 86,350
2 Claims. (CI. 172—307)

L --'i>.
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front end provided with a rearwardly inclined bearing,

a steering and driving wheel yoke rotatably mounted in

said bearing, a tubular steering shaft removably con-

nected to said yoke and projecting upwardly from said

bearing and provided with a handle at its upper end, a

driving and steering wheel mounted on said yoke, a motor

mounted on said yoke, speed reducing driving connections

for said motor to said steering and driving wh«el mounted

on said yoke, a battery mounted on said platform, elec-

tric connections for said battery to said motor including

an automatically opening switch disposed between and

supportedly mounted on the arms of said yoke in down-

w^dly spaced relation to their upper ends, a recipro-

catingly mounted switch closing rod disposed longitudi-

nally within said steering shaft and provided with a

fingerpiece at its upper end disposed adjacent said handle,

the lower end of said rod being in alignment with the

switch closing member of said switch, a spring supporting

bracket mounted on said yoke and through which said

rod projects, a rod retracting spring mounted on said

bracket, and a housing for said motor, said switch and

said rod retracting spring mounted on said yoke.

said throttle adjacent the other end of said throttle; a

carburetor flow valve operatively connected to said link;

a second hydraulic pressure line operatively connected to

said first hydraulic pressure line intermediate said sole-

noid valve and said first actuator; a pressure-operated

shut-off valve connected to said second hydraulic pressure

line to prevent operation of the device until a prede-

termined vehicular speed is reached; a third hydraulic

pressure line having ends, having one end connected to

3,099,327
TWO SPEED POWER STEERING

Paul F. McAdams, St Joseph, Mkh., assignor to Clark

Equipment Company, a corporation of Michigan

Filed Jan. 24, 1957, Ser. No. 636,017

3 CUims. (CI. 180—79.2)

1. In a vehicle power steering apparatus, a cylindrical

pin member adapted to be non-movably mounted on a ve-

hicle, an annular resilient member positioned around the

said pin member, an annular solid member surrounding

the said resilient member, a lever member pivotally

mounted on the said annular solid member, an actuator

operable by movement of the said annular solid member
to a non-coaxial position with respect to the said cylindri-

cal pin, and stop means associated with the said annular

resilient member to limit the deformation thereof to a

predetermined amount.

a fluid source and having said shut-off valve connected

intermediate said ends, said shut-off valve being disposed

so as to open when hydraulic pressure in the second hy-

draulic pressure line reaches a predetermined pressure

controlled by vehicular speed; and a second actuator con-

nected to the other end of said third hydraulic pressure

line and pivotally connected to said throttle in opposed

relationship to said first actuator so as to be actuated by

hydraulic pressure passing through said shut-off valve,

and so as to resist pressure exerted by said first actuator.

3,099,329
RECIPROCATING HYDRAUUC SPEED

CONTROL DEVICE
Richard E. Von Berg, Anaheim, Howard Laurent, Corona

del Mar, and Arthur A. Pfeifer, Whitticr, Calif.,

assignors to Rhccm Manufacturing Company, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Callfomia

Filed Jan. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 83,827

18 Claims. (CI. 180—82.1)

3,099,328
HYDRAULIC SPEED CONTROL DEVICE

Richard E. Von Berg, Anaheim, and Howard Laurent,

Corona del Mar, Calif., assignors to Rheem Manufac-
turing Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

California
FUed Aug. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 51,824

5 Claims. (CI. 180—82.1)
1. A hydraulic speed control device for an internal

combustion engine which comprises: a hydraulic pump
controlled by the speed of an automotive vehicle; a sole-

noid valve hydraulically connected to said pump so as to

block hydraulic pressure when the device is inoperative,

and to pass hydraulic pressure when the device is opera-

tive; a first hydraulic pressure line connected to said

solenoid valve; a first actuator connected to said first

hydraulic pressure line so as to be operative when hy-

draulic pressure passes through said solenoid valve; a

throttle having ends, pivotally mounted on a base inter-

mediate the ends of said throttle and having said first

actuator pivotally connected to said throttle adjacent one

end of said throttle so as to pivotally move said throttle

upon actuation of said first actuator; a link mounted on

1. A device for adjustable control of the speed of

operation of an internal combustion engine which com-

prises: a first fluid sump; a fixed-volume hydraulic pump
controlled by the vehicular speed of an automotive ve-

hicle and operatively connected to said first sump; a hy-

draulic cylinder having a first and a second end; a first

hydraulic fluid line adapted to deliver fluid from said

pump to the first end of said cylinder; a second hydraulic

fluid line leading from said first fluid line to said first

sump; means for introducing hydraulic pressure from said

first fluid line to said second fluid line; means for con-
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trolling hydraulic presstire in said first fluid line by con-

trolling hydraulic pressure in said second fluid line; a

second fluid sump; a third hydraulic fluid line adapted to

deliver fluid from said second sump means for introduc-

ing hydraulic pressure into said third fluid line; a first

pressure regulating valve mounted on said third fluid line;

a second pressure regulating valve mounted on said third

fluid line downstream of said first pressure regulating valve

so that the first pressure regulating valve will prevent pas-

sage of fluid under pressure from said third fluid line to

said second pressure regulating valve until a predeter-

mined pressure related to vehicular speed is attained in die

first fluid line; a fourth hydraulic fluid pressure line lead-

ing from said second pressure regulating valve; a by-pass

solenoid valve operatively connected to said fourth fluid

line; a fifth hydraulic fluid pressure line leading from said

solenoid valve to the second end of said cylinder; a hy-

draulic fluid exhaust line leading from said solenoid valve

to said second sump; a reciprocating piston slidably dis-

posed in said cylinder; a piston rod mounted on said pis-

ton and protruding from the first end of said cylinder;

a carburetor; a flow valve mounted in said carburetor; and

means connected to said piston rod and to said flow valve

for operating said flow valve upon reciprocal movement

of said piston rod and piston.

3,099,331
SAFETY AND SUPPORTING BELT

CONSTRUCTIONS
Clarence W. Rose, Denver, Colo., assignor to Rose Manu-

facturing Company, Denver, Colo., a corporation of

Colorado
FUed Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,328

3 Claims. (CL 182—3)

3,099330
ELECTRICALLY OPERATED SPEED CONTROL

DEVICE
Richard E. Von Berg, Santa Ana, and Arthur A. Pfeifer,

Whittier, Calif., asslgnon to Rheem Manufacturing

Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of California

FUed Jan. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 167,500
22 Claims. (CL 180—82.1)

1. A safety belt adapted to be fastened about the waist

of a wearer, of the type having an iimer web of compara-

tively wide, stiff material forming a body pad and an
outer web of smaller, flexible material forming a body-

circling load<arrying strap, and a buckle adapted to en-

gage the ends of the said body-circling load-carrying strap

to form a closed body loop with the body pad being with-

in the loop, wherein said body pad is a web of cotton or

like material woven to be resistant to stretching but of

limited strength, wherein said load-carrying strap is a web
of nylon or like material having high strength, and being

more elastic than the body pad and wherein said web and

str^ are laminated together throughout substantially their

entire length by a continuous array of permanent stitching

sufficient to combine the web and strap to form a unitary

band having the stiffness of the web and the strength

of the strap.

3,099332
ELEVATING SHELF FOR STOCK BIN

SERVICING TRUCK
Robert F. De Marco, Mentor, and Henry W. Hein,

Chardon, Ohio, assignors to The Helfred Corporatimi,

WUloughby, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed May 3, 1961, Ser. No. 107,492

6 Claims. (CL 182—14)

1. An electrically operated device for adjustably con-

trolling the speed of operation of an internal combustion

engine which comprises: a generator having its speed con-

trolled by drive means related to the load change factor

of an internal combustion engine; an electric motor; a

constant slip variable torque electric clutch energized by

said generator and operatively connected to said motor;

a vacuum chamber connected to said clutch and disposed

so as to be rotated by said clutch; an egress port in said

vacuum chamber; a bleed-off line disposed so as to be,

selectively, in and out of contact with said egress port

upon rotation oi said vacuum chamber; an actuator cham-

ber; a diaphragm transversely disposed in said actuator

chamber so as to be actuated by vacuum in said actuator

chamber; means for selectively introducing vacuum into

said actuator chamber; a vacuum conduit leading from

said actuator chamber to said vacuum chamber; an actu-

ator rod connected to said diaphragm adjacent one end of

said rod; a carburetor; a flow valve mounted in said car-

buretor; and means connected to said actuator rod and to

said flow valve for operating said flow valve upon* recip-

rocal movement of said actuator rod.

1 . An elevating shelf servicing truck comprising a self-

propelled, steerable, wheeled chassis, an elevator mast

at one end thereof, an elevator frame mounted on the

mast for movement to raised and lowered positions rel-

ative to the chassis, said elevator frame having one of its

ends connected to the mast, said elevator frame extending

from said mast toward the opposite end of the chassis

and terminating at its other end near said opposite end

of the chassis, an operator's platform carried by the

elevator frame at said other end of the chassis, propelling

power means including a prime mover and a power
source for propelling the chassis, said propelling power

means being disposed on the chassis between the mast
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and opposite end of the chassis, lifting power means for

raising and lowering the elevator platform, control means

including manually operable control elements for con-

trolling the lifting power means and the propelling pow-

er means, steering means for steering the chassis, said

control elements and steering means being carried by the

elevator frame for lifting and lowering therewith in a

position accessible to an operator on the platform in

raised and lowered positions of the elevator frame, said

control elements being operable in said raised and low-

ered positions of the elevator frame, a service shelf car-

ried by the elevator frame, said shelf being disposed

between said mast and platform and being in overlying

relation to the propelling power means when the eleva-

tor frame is in lowered position, and said operator's plat-

form being offset, endwise of the chassis in a direction

away from the mast, from the shelf and propelling power

means, and positioned below the upper level of the shelf

and propelling power means a distance such that when

the elevator frame is in lowered position, the operator's

platform is below the level of the top of the propelling

power means and near to the ground level.

ated roller to exert pressure on its conjugate guide sur-

face at all times, and rigid means adjustable in length

interconnecting the standards of the side surface rollers

and effective to hold these standards in fixed angular

relation to each other and to hold said rollers in fixed

separation irrespective of the position of the guide rail

with respect to the associate guide element.

3,099,333
STEP STRUCTURE

Peter R. Hollaender, 2206 Raebnrn Drive,

CincinnaH 23, Ohio
Filed Aug. 6, 1962, Scr. No. 215,046

3 Claims. (CI. 182—90)

1. A manhole step comprising a pair of cast aluminum

arms and a cast aluminum cross bar, said arms being

identical and each being configurated at the inner end

thereof to provide a wall anchor, a seat portion at the

outer end of each arm defined by spaced peripheral flanges,

said seat portion being rectangular in transverse section, a

saddle at the underside of each of the ends of said cross

bar, said saddle defining a downwardly opening channel

which is rectangular in transverse section and of a size

to receive a seat portion of an arm in slip fit relation,

there being a bore drilled and tapped through the outer

side of each of said saddles, and a set screw engageable

in each of said bores to lock said saddles in said seats.

3,099,334
ELEVATOR ROLLER GUIDES

Benjamin Whitehead Tucker, Jr., South Orange, NJ.,
assignor to Otis Elevator Company, New York, N.Y.,

a corporation of New Jersey

FUed May 15, 1962, Scr. No. 194,806
10 Claims. (CI. 187—95)

1. In an elevator installation in which a guide rail

having a flat guide surface on its face and on each of its

opposed two sides is provided for guiding the passage of

a car in its hoistway by coaction with a guide element

that is carried by the car; said guide element comprising

a plurality of pivotally mounted guide rollers, one coact-

ing with each of said guide surfaces, each of 5 aid rollers

being pivotally mounted on a standard which itself is

pivotally mounted, resilient means individiial to each

standard and acting through its pivot causing the associ-

3,099335
STRUCTURAL BEAM

Leo P. Sklar, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Lite-Vent

Industries, Inc., Detroit, Mich.
Filed Nov. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 69,306

1 Clahn. (CI. 189—37)

TTz-.'r.r.-.'.-)

A structural I-beam of solid, uniform cross-section hav-

ing a pair of spaced apart parallel flanges joined together

by a web integral with and normal to the flanges, the

flanges and web each being of substantial thickness and

being formed of a metal which is substantially rigid and

non-resilient but sufficiently soft as to be engaged by a

self-tapping type screw fastener; an elongated, uniform

cross-section, closed bottom slot formed in one of the

flanges, the slot being aligned with the central axis of the

web and extending the full length of the beam and open-

ing at the exposed face of the flange, that is, the face op-

posite to that which the web joins; the mouth of the

slot being formed with a continuous, central, narrowed

portion of considerably less width than the width of the

slot and being of a width to receive and engage with a

self-tapping screw of a predetermined diameter, and with

the narrowed portion of the mouth extending towards the

closed bottom of the slot only a short distance of ap-

proximately a few threads of the screw, the slot being of

a depth which is approximately twice its width and having

its closed bottom located within the web but close to the

slotted flange; the opposite side edges defining the mouth

at said exposed face being oppositely chamfered, with the

depth of the chamfered portion being approximately

the same as the depth of the narrowed portion, wherein

the mouth at the surface of the exposed face is wider

and tapers towards the narrowed mouth portion located

closely adjacent to the exposed face; and with the beam
solid cross-sectional area which surrounds and defines

the slot being of suflicient thickness so that the area de-

fining the narrow mouth portion is rigid and non-resilient;

wherein a screw may be tapped into the mouth narrowed

portion while being inserted into the slot, with all but

a small part of the screw being free of securement to the

beam and with the end part of the scrtw being free to fit

within the slot at an acute angle relative to the exposed

face.
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3,099,336
PREFABRICATED STAIR

Floyd L. Hawkins, Rtc. 1, Box 103, Montevallo, Ala.

FUed Nov. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 69,094

5 Claims. (CI. 189—43)

surface of the partial box construction when the same is

inserted therein to thereby connect the frames together

with dimensional stability and substantially insulate one

from the other.

3,099,337
THERMAL BARRIER AND CONNECTOR MEMBER

FOR INNER AND OUTER WINDOW FRAMES
Frank W. Hetman, 124 Paisley Lane, Minneapolis Minn.

Filed July 22, 1960, Scr. No. 44,758

3 Claims. (CI. 189—75)

3,099,338
DOOR OPERATOR

Thornton L. Urquhart, Farmington, Mich., assignor to

Byrne Doors, Inc., Femdale, Midi., a corporation of

Michigan
FUed June 16, 1961, Scr. No. 117,640

5 Cbdms. (CL 192—.094)

1. A stair comprising a plurality of metal independ-

ent step units, each unit comprising a pair of channel

shaped stringers spaced from each other and having

horizontally extending flanges thereof contacting and over-

hanging horizontally extending flanges of the stringers

of a subjacent unit, the overhanging flanges of the string-

ers having a plurality of vertically aligned <^)enings there-

in whereby adjacent stringers may be adjusted relative to

each other to vary the amount of overhang between ad-

jacent stringers, and means passing through the aligned

openings to secure the units together.

1. In a thermal barrier and connector for inner and

outer window frames, a prefonned elongated body mem-
ber having longitudinal rigidity amd a fixed longitudinally

extending internal recess, said body member having a

fixed longitudinally extending opening leading iiUo said

Atemal recess, the widtli of said longitudinally extend-

ing opening being less than the width of said internal re-

cess, the outer wall surfaces of said body member formed

with Icxigitudinally extending grooves defining longitudi-

nal outer comer edges, said internal recess adapted to re-

ceive an enlarged portion <rf an extension member of an

outer window frame with the extension member extend-

ing from the enlarged portion outwardly from tlie inter-

nal reoeaa through the longitudinally extending opening,

the width of said longitudinally extending opening being

less than the width of the enlarged portioa of the ex-

tension member, said body member adapted for endwise

insertion into an elongated partial box construction of

an inner window frame with said outer comer edges of

said body member in pressing contact with the internal

1. An operator assembly adapted to be c^jerated selec-

tively by power and by hand, comprising a shaft, a manu-

ally 'operable device for driving said shaft including a

wheel rotatable relative to said shaft, a first rotatable

clutch member having a driving connection with said shaft

such that rotation of said first clutch member will effect

rotation of said shaft, a fixed brake member, said first

clutch member being axially movable toward and away
from a normal position in which it engages said brake

member to hold said shaft from rotation, means urging

said first clutch member toward said normal position, a

second clutch member rotatable relative to said shaft,

said second clutch member being positioned opposite said

first clutch member for axial movement relative thereto,

means for axially shifting said second clutch member to-

ward and into driving engagement with said first clutch

member in response to initial rotation of said wheel and

for thereafter rotating said second clutch member with

said wheel, said first dutch member being moved from

engagement with said brake member by said second clutch

member when engaged thereby, to permit the transmission

of the rotation of said wheel to said shaft, power means

operative to rotate said ^aft, and means for automati-

oally moving said first clutch member from engagement

with said braise member when said power means is oper-

ated.

3,099,339
UNI-DIRECnONAL DRIVING DEVICES

Benjamin William Barlow, Wembley, England, assignor

to The De Haviliand Engine Company Limited, Lcavcs-

den, England, a company ol Great Britain

FUed Mar. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 99,592

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 1, 1960
5 Claims. (CI. 192—37)

1. A uni-directional driving device for transmitting

rotary motion comprising co-axial driving and driven

parts, a series of intermediate members so formed and

arranged between the driving and driven parts that they

normally operate automatically to permit relative rota-
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tion between these parts in one direction, but prevent rela-

tive rotation between the parts in the opposite direction,

and a control member sj^ed to one of the parts, and

said control member being formed and arranged so that

in one relative axial position it permits the intermediate

members to extend between the driving and driven parts

so as to be operative to prevent relative rotation in the

appropriate direction, and in another relative axial posi-

tion the control member itself engages the intermediate

members and maintains the intermediate members out

of engagement with that one of the diiving and driven

parts with which the control member does not rotate

so as to render the intermediate members totally in-

operative.

CLUTCH RELEASE MECHANISM
John W. A. Camp, Colchester, England, aMignor to Ford
Motor Company, Dearborn, Mlch^ a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Jan. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 5,182

Claims priority, application Great Britain June 5, 1959
2 Claims. (CI. 192—99)

1. A clutch release mechanism having a pivotally

mounted release lever and an axially movable clutch re-

lease bearing, said bearing having axially spaced clutch

engaging and clutch disengaging positions, a C-shaped

sheet metal member operatively interposed between the

end of said lever and said bearing, said member having

a semi-circular configuration with end portions that arc

bent inwardly toward the axis of said bearing, one edge

of said bent ends engaging said bearing and the opposite

edge of said bent ends engaging said lever, said lever being

rotatable through an arc to move said bearing from one

of said positions to the other of said positions, said mem-
ber being adapted to transfer force from the arcuate

motion of said lever to axial motion of said bearing.

3,099,341

COIN CONTROLLED TIMER SYSTEM
Harry Grcenwald, Wbitestonc, N.Y., assignor to H.

Grecnwald Co. Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y., a corporation

FUed Mar. 6, 1961, Scr. No. 93,428
7 Clainu. (CI. 194—9)

1. A coin controlled timing system comprising, in

combination, a coin guide; coin rejector control means

connected to one terminal of a source of potential; a coin

switch disposed in the path of coins movable along said

coin guide and having a first position, normally con-

necting said coin rejector control means in series there-

with, and a second position; said coin switch being

momentarily operated to its second position by each

ctm movable along the coin guide; a double throw

switch connected to the other terminal of said source
and having a first position, normally connecting said

coin switch to said other terminal, and a second posi-

tion; a stepping switch having a movable arm, and
operating means for said arm connected between the

second position of said coin switch and said one terminal

of said source, said operating means being impulsed by

said coin switch each time the latter is operated to its

second position to step said arm to sequentially engage

contacts of said stepping switch; a setting switch having

contacts each connected to a corresponding contact of

said stepping switch and including pre-settable switch

means for selectively connecting only a selected one of

its contacts to a terminal thcieot; second operating means

for said double throw switch cflfective, when energized,

to reverse the position of the latter; a cycle timer load

having a first terminal coimected to said one terminal

of said source and a second terminal connected to the

second position of said double throw switch; said double

throw switch, in its second position, discoimecting said

coin switch from said other terminal and connecting said

cycle timer load across said source; and means connectiiig

said stepping switch, said setting switch, and said second

operating means in series across said source; whereby,

when said coin switch has been operated to its second

position a pre-selected number of times, said second oper-

ating means will be energized to reverse the position of

said double throw switch.

3,099,342
COIN-OPERATED VENDING MACHINES

Michael H. Lcwington, RuliUp, nd Alan T. Scott, Englc-
field Green, England, aaslgnoffs to Fisher A Ludlow
Limited, Tipton, England, a British company

FUed Scptlr, 1960, Scr. No. 58,734
6 Claims. (CI. 194—10)

1. In a vending machine, in combination:

(a) a support;

(b) endless conveyor means movable on said support,

said conveyor means having two straight vertically

extending runs, a top portion, and a bottom portion,

said portions connecting said runs, whereby one of

said runs ascends and the other descends during

movement of said conveyor;

(c) a plurality of goods carrying platform means se-

cured to said conveyor means and uniformly ^>aced

thereon in the direction o( the movement thereof;

(d) discharge chute means arranged on said support

adjacent a portion of one of said vertical runs

spaced from said top and bottom portions, said

portion of said one vertical run and said chute

means defining a discharge station;

(r) ejector means movable on said support at said

station transversely of said one vertical run for

ejecting goods from a platform means located at said

station into said discharge chute means;
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(/) two transfer means respectively movable on said

support adjacent said top and bottom portions trans-

versely of said runs for transferring goods from a

platform means at the top of the ascending run to

a platform means at the top of the descending run,

and for transferring goods from a platform means

at the bottom of the descending run to a platform

means at the bottom of the ascending run;

(g) motion transmitting means connecting said ejector

means and said two transfer means for joint eject-

ing and transferring movement; and

(/i) motion initiating means responsive to completion

of said joint movement for initiating movement of

said conveyor means over a distance corresponding

to the spacing of said platform means on said con-

veyor means.

3,099,343

TABULATING APPARATUS FOR TYPEWRITERS
OR LIKE MACHINES

Anthony D'Onofrio, 10 OverhUl Ro«l,

West Hartford, Conn.

Continuation of application Ser. No. 47,332, Aug. 3, 1960

This appllcaSbn Oct. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 230,026

9 Claims. (CI. 197—127)

and a tabular blade control solenoid responsive to the

output of said circuit means for moving said tabular

blade.

3,099,344
LETTERING MACHINE FOR DRAWINGS

Otto Butter, Neckargemund, Walter Innscbcr, Mauer,

near Heidelberg, and Rolf Kaiser, Heidelberg, Ger-

many, assignors to Gesellschaft fiir industrieUe Techniii

m.b.H., Heidelberg-Pfaffengrund, Germany, a firm

FUed May 2, 1962, Ser. No. 191,843

6 Claims. (CI. 197—150)

1. A printing machine comprising a frame and a

carriage movable relative to said frame for supportmg a

worksheet for movement past the printing station of said

machine, said carriage having tabular stops mounted

thereon and adapted to be moved from unset to set

positions,

a tabular blade mounted on said frame for movement

into engagement with set and unset tabular stops.

means for iniUating tabulating movement of said car-

riage, said worksheet having marks selectively

printed thereon for controlling the progress of said

carriage tabulating movement.

means for generating signals in response to passage of

marks past said printing station,

circuit means responsive to the initiation of tabulating

movement and to said signals.

1. A movable lettering machine for applying printed

characters at different points on a fixed flat sheet of draw-

ings, comprising in combination, a frame,

(a) key lever means carried by said frame,

ib) a linkage coc^jerating with said key lever means,

(c) type bar means including type means and actu-

atable by said key lever means through the inter-

mediary of said linkage to strike a selected printing

point on said sheet,

(d) a housing carried by said frame adjacent said

printing point,

(e) a first axle supported in said housing,

(/) a swing arm pivoted on said first axle,

(g) a pull rod having one end secured to said linkage

and the other end secured to said swing arm,

(h) a second axle secured to said swing arm,

(/) a bracket pivotally mounted on said second axle,

(/) a stop on said swing arm for limiting the pivotal

movement of said bracket in one direction, and an

inking pad in said housing for limiting the pivotal

movement of said bracket in the other direction,

(k) a tension spring secured between said first axle

and said bracket,

(/) an ink roller for inking said type means and car-

ried by said bracket and movable by said linkage

and said pull rod into the path of movement of said

type bar means under the action of said tension

spring when a type bar means is actuated for print-

ing by said linkage, and out of said path of movement

by said type bar means against the action of said

tension spring by return movement of said pull rod

and said linkage,

(m) a pin on said frame adjacent said housing.

(n) indicating means pivotally mounted on said pin

for indicating said printing point, and

(o) a torsion spring arranged on said pin to act upon

said indicating means, and means on said pull rod for

moving said indicating means against the action of

said torsion spring out of the position indicating

said printing point upon actuation of said type bar

means for printing by said linkage and key lever

means.

3,099345
DETINNING BAKERY GOODS

John M. NnttaU, Peterborough, Northampton, England,

ass^nor to Bakn- Perkins Incorporated, Saginaw,

Mich.
FUed Aug. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 52,856

CUims priority, appUcatlon Great Britain Sept 7, 1959
^ 7 Oaims. (CI. 198—145)

1. In combination with conveyor means on which »
swingably supported at least one open top tray in upri^t
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position: detinning apparatus comprising rotatable drum
means providing a turning point and around which said

conveyor means is entrained substantially 180° to form

two vertically spaced, substantially horizontal runs; tray

engaging means supported in the path of movement of said

tray at said turning point and operable to prevent swing-

/4!

snap ring individual to a single pin and having resilience

of a character to self contract inwardly into said grooves

in position coacting with the outer surface of the end of

the adjacent outer link for retaining said outer link in

place on said pin. said snap ring being adapted to be

expanded outwardly against its self contracting resilience

for removal from and application to the groove in said

pin.

3,099,347
MEANS FOR MOUNTING SPRING FINGERS

Robert Lee Dahlquist, Rock Uand, 111., assignor to J. I.

Case Company, Racine, Wis., a corporation off Wis-

consin
Filed Feb. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 91,227

1 Claim. (CI. 198—198)
1

c

ing movement thereof, whereby said tray moves from

Siiid upright position to an inverted position as said con-

veyor means passes around said drum means; and endless

band means supported adjacent said drum means in a

position to overlie the open top of said tray as the latter

moves to its inverted p>osition so as to receive the con-

tents of said tray.

3,099,346

POWER TRANSMISSION AND CONVEYING CHAIN
Russell B. Maas, Palos Parit, III., assignor to Screw Con-

veyor Corporation, Hammond, Ind., a corporation of

Illinois

Filed May 11, 1961, Ser. No. 109,293

4 Claims. (CI. 198—174)

f V.T ti x> <! ^ ^ 'T' r»

W'^^^'_Wfr

1. A chain comprising a pair of inner links spaced

apart laterally by a tubular member fixed against rotation

relative to said inner links and exposed outwardly through-

out the entire lateral space between said inner links for

direct cooperation between said inner links with a sprock-

et, outer links having opposite ends disposed with their

inner surfaces over the outer surfaces of the ends of said

inner links and having openings with opposite fiat sur-

faces and arcuate surfaces between said flat surfaces in

axial alignment with said tubular member, a pin passing

through and rotatable in said tubular member and having

ends with corresponding flat surfaces and arcuate sur-

faces between said flat surfaces passing through the

corresponding openings in said outer links and fixed

against rotation relative to said outer links, said outer

links being fixed at all times against longitudinal move-

ment in a direction across the axis of said pin, means on

opposite ends of said pin and coacting with the outer

surfaces of said outer links for retaining the outer links

in place on the ends of said pin with the ends of their

inner surfaces disposed over the ends of the outer sur-

faces of said inner links, the means at one end at least

of said pin for retaining th: outer link in place comprising

grooves in said arcuate surfaces of said pin, and a split

/t4""\ -\

A finger securing means for use on a crop feeding de-

vice of the type including a moving apron of thin

flexible material comprising; the combination with said

apron of a clip body in the form of a unitary substan-

tially flat

plate disposed in face-to-face contact with said apron,

a retaining member in the form of an

elongated element spaced from said plate, extending

transversely of the direction of movement of said apron,

means for supporting said element in said spaced relation

to said plate, a

finger element comprising a pair of substantially parallel

spaced teeth and a connecting section including a cen-

tral

loop and a pair of

spaced coils disposed on a common axis, transverse to

said teeth and loosely coiled about said elongated ele-

ment, said loop portion projecting from the axis of said

coils, and lying in contact with said plate within the

margins thereof, a

bail element integral with and displaced from the plane

of said plate within the margins thereof on the side

opposite said apron, said bail element being positioned

to contact said loop on the side away from said plate,

means engaged with said plate and said apron, and serving

to secure said plate and said elongated element on said

apron, whereby said loop, under the reaction of crop

material engaging said fingers, will contact said plate

or said bail, and not the surface of said apron, and the

trailing edge of said plate, as related to the direction of

movement of said apron having an

out-turned portion, whereby the relatively sharp edge

resulting from fabrication of the plate is spaced out

of contact with the surface of said apron whereby to

avoid damage to said apron.

3 099 348
APPARATUS FOR ADVANCING LIKE ELONGATED

FINISHING BARS
George E. Algatt, Allcntown, and Willard G. Otto,

Schnccksville, Pa., aasignon to Western Electric Com-
pany, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
Filed Juic 2, 1961, Ser. No. 114,440

4 CUims. (CI. 198—218)
1. An apparatus for advancing a series of elongated

article supporting bars longitudinally end to end through
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an operating area having spaced operating units therein,

the bars having equally spaced article supporting positions

and associated apertures disposed longitudinally of the

bars, the apparatus comprising a table having spaced elon-

gated apertures therein, an elongated track for the series

of bars mounted on the table and having elongated aper-

tures therein disposed in alignment with the apertures of

the table, an elongated element disposed beneath the table

parallel with the track, means to support the element for

3,099,350
PACKAGING FILMS AND PACKAGE

PRODUCED THEREFROM
John E. Hammond, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to National

Distillers and Chemical Corporation, a corporation of

Virginia

No Drawing. FUed Dec. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 859,134

9 Claims. (CI. 206—46)

7. A package containing a moisture-emitting material

encased in a clear polyolefin film having a coating on the

inner surface thereof comprising a water-soluble cellulose

ether and a water-soluble inorganic alkali metal salt,

whereby any moisture condensed on the inner surface of

the film spreads easily over the surface of the film, the

amount of said salt ranging frcwn about 1 to about 8 parts

per part of said cellulose ether and the thickness of said

coating ranging from about 0.02 to about 0.4 micron,

said polyolefin being selected from the group consisting

of polyethylene, polypropylene, and copolymers thereof.

reciprocable movement, a connector for each bar in the

series of bars supported by the element for reciprocation

laterally therewith, extending through its elongated aper-

tures in the table and track and adapted for longitudinal

reciprocation into and out of successive apertures in the

bars, a continuously driven cam shaft, and a cam for

each connector mounted on the cam shaft and having

widths sufficient to maintain operative connection with

the connectors during longitudinal reciprocation of the

element and Lateral reciprocation of the connectors.

3,099,349

ECCENTRIC DRIVE FOR VIBRATING CONVEYOR
Alfred D. Sinden, Aurora, III., assignor to Stephens-

Adamson Mfg. Co., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Dec. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 74,061

4 Claims. (CI. 198—220)

1. In a vibrating tray apparatus of the type wherein

a tray element and a balancing element are connected by a

parallel linkage and resilient means are interposed be-

tween said elements and power means including a rotat-

able shaft having an eccentric portion and a throw arm

journalled thereon and connected to one of said ele-

ments is operated to induce vibration of said tray ele-

ment at a vibration rate on the order of the natural fre-

quency of said resilient means, the combination with

said throw arm and shaft eccentric portion of an ec-

centrically bored sleeve member interposed between said

arm and portion, with the ratio of the eccentricity of the

sleeve member bore to the radius of the shaft eccentric

portion being equal to or less than the coefficient of

friotion between the sleeve member and the shaft portion.

3,099,351
SHIPPING CRATE

Daniel F. Coffey, Jr., Marinette, Wis., assignor to

Marinette and Menominee Box Company, Marinette,

Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin
FUed Dec. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 75,423

4 Claims. (CI. 206—46)

1. A shipping crate for a plumbing fixture having a

marrable surface, said crate comprising frame means

within which said fixture is housed for shipment, and a

cover having a completely removable protective face por-

tion covering the marrable surface of the fixture to pro-

tect the same during shipment of the fixture, said frame

means comprising end subframes and said cover com-

prising a continuous sheet having end margins and fasten-

ing means connecting said end margins to said end sub-

frames, and means offset inwardly from the fastening

means defining lines of severance of the fastened margins

of said sheet and along which said face portion of the

cover within said lines of severance is completely detached

from the frame n*eans, leaving the end margins of the

cover attached to the end subframes, prior to plumbing

installation of the fixture and pending replacement of the

protective face portion of the cover over said marrable

surfaces of the fixture after plumbing insUUation of the

fixture to protect said surface until final removal of the

protective face portion of the cover.

3,099,352

CALENDAR REMINDER AND DISPENSING
DEVICE

Walter Aven, 1624 Pontchartrain Drive, Okemos, Mich.

Filed Sept. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 141,380

1 Claim. (CI. 206—78)
A calendar-type medication reminding and dispensing

device, the combination including:

(a) a flat base member provided with date-indicating

indicia thereon, said indicia pre-printed on said base

member for a period of one month; and
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(b) strip container means having a series of individual

compartment sections for receiving individual dosage

elements therein, said strip container means being

selectively attachable to said base member so that

said compartment sections are in masking registry

tending to rotate said back toward said base about the

hinged conneaion therebetween as a fulcrum thereby to

SUN
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endless conveying means interjacent the ends of said first

conveyor means and spaced therefrom sufficiently to per-

mit passage of a pan therebetween on said first conveyor

means; a revolvable perforate drum journaled to pass its

periphery adjacent both said first conveyor means and

endless conveying means; a radially extending tube fixed

relative to said drum, but lying within said drum, having

an open end of such dimension as to overlie a portion of

both said first conveyor means and endless conveying

means, said tube terminating adjacent the inner periphery

of the drum; means connected with the opposite end of

said tube exerting a suction which lifts said buns from the

pan to the peripheral surface of said drum; means re-

volving said drum to carry said buns to the rear side of

said tube; said suction arching said endless conveying

means toward the surface of said drum at the rear side of

said tube so that the said endless conveying means, in

retaining said buns between itself and the surface of said

drum at substantially the rear side of said tube, removes

the buns from the surface of the drum at a predetermined

point and carries them away on said endless conveying

means; and means driving the adjacent run of said end-

less conveying means in the same direction as the periph-

eral surface of the drum moves.

3,099,361
CONTAINER WITH CLOSING DEVICE

Karl Ruetz, Bergstrasse 132, Zurich 7/32, Canton of

Zurich, Switzerland
Filed Nov. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 72,039

Claims priority, application Switzerland Nov. 28, 1959
4 Claims. (CI. 215—73)

1. The combination of a container including a neck

having a pouring opening with an external, annular bead

extending around said pouring opening; a socket of re-

silient plastic material including an annular wall fitting

onto said neck and having an internal anular groove

intermediate the opposite ends of said wall and receiving

said bead, the portion of said annular wall below said

internal groove being spaced radially from said neck

below said bead, said annular wall having a frusto-conical

outer surface with upper and lower annular sealing sur-

face portions disposed resf>ectively above and below said

groove and with an annular, outwardly opening recess

between said sealing surface portions, said recess being

opposite said groove and extending above and below the

same; and a closing cap removably fitting over said socket

and including an annular side wall having a frusto-

conical inner surface engaging said sealing surface por-

tions of the socket to urge said wall of the latter radially

inward above and below said groove for ensuring seal-

ing engagement of the latter with said bead.

3,099,362
CONTAINER FOR STORING LIQUEFIED GASES

AT VERY LOW TEMPERATURES
Etienne M. Schlumberger, London, England, assignor

to Conch International Methane Limited, Nassau,
Bahamas, a company of the Bahamas

Filed Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 154,521
Claims priority, application Great Britain Feh. 7, 1961

11 Clainu. (CI. 220—9)

V'

e 3

1. A container for storing liquefied gases at very low
temperatures comprising a rigid shell, internally lined

with heat insulating panels, the joints between adjacent

panels being provided with gas and liquid impervious

resilient sealing means, characterized by the improve-

ment that each panel is provided with a backlayer ex-

tending outside the circumference of the panel, each

panel being secured with its back-layer adjacent to the

inner surface of the shell in such a way that adjacent

backlayers contact or almost contact each other at their

ends, the joint between adjacent backlayers being pro-

vided with a sealing strip, the remaining space between

each pair of adjacent panels being provided with a resili-

ent filling piece, sealing the sides of the panels, said

space being sealed by a strip of resilient material secured

to the inner surfaces of adjacent panels.

3,099,363
SPRING CAN SEALER

Louis G. Callegari, 34—06 45th St.,

Long Island City, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 217,484

10 Claims. (CI. 220—24)

1. A closure device for a generally triangular opening

in a fiat top of a can with an annular bead, comprising

a flat body including an upper rigid layer, a lower resil-

ient layer, and an elastic diaphragm disposed between

the upper and lower layers, said layers having aligned

openings therein separated by said diaphragm, and a

spring having a pair of sectional arms extending through

said openings in the layers and through spaced holes in

said diaphragm, said arms being biased apart in divergent

directions and movable toward each other against bias

in said spring, said arms having serrations formed in outer

sides for engaging opposing edges of said opening.

3,099,364
CLOSURE FOR SHIPPING CONTAINERS

George W. Todd, 4 Wiltshire PUmc, Bronxrille 8, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 145,508

11 Claims. (CL 220—24.5)
1 . A shipping container partly defined by a wall having

an opening therein; a resilient, generally cup-shaped seal-

ing element having an interiorly threaded mouth and
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comprising a relatively flexible generally vertically directed

circular wall and a relatively rigid convex-upward bot-

tom wall, said generally cup-shaped sealing element de-

pending into said opening with its mouth engaging about

the margin of said opening; and a plug clement exteriorly

adapted to receive said pulses; an automatic temperature

compensator connected to said inlet conduit for adjust-

ing the frequency of pulses from said pulse transmitter

to compensate for unit volume changes of said liquid due

to ambient temperature variations; a gross liquid volume

register and delivery ticket printer operatively connected

to said meter; a set-stop counter operatively connected

to said set-stop valve; lever means to control the opera-

tion of said set-stop valve; a register operatively con-

nected to said set-stop counter for indicating the unit

liquid volume delivered; control panel and acompanying

circuitry having a plurality of individual key switches

electrically paired with said pulse counters for actuating

threaded and scrcwingly received into said threaded mouth

and adapted, upon being screwed home, to flex said bot-

tom wall into concave disposition thereby propping out-

ward said circular wall beneath said opening to form a

seal therewith and to prevent upward disirfacemcnt of said

sealing element.

3,099,365

CONTAINER WITH INTERIOR ROTARY
DISPENSER

Stanley R. Johnson, 36 N. Madison Ave., La Grange, HI.

FUed Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,278

4 Claims. (CL 221—263)

-»M

^;

ii->C wb

1. A dispenser comprising a hollow container formed

with a dispensing opening of a size to pass an article to

be dispensed, a shield projecting into the container partially

encircling the opening and open at one side for passage

of an article to and through the opening, a rotor in the

casing rotaUble on an axis aligned with the opening

and including a plurality of spaced feeder blocks register-

ing with the shield and movable around the shield, the

spaces between adjacent feeder blocks each accommo-

dating an article to be dispensed and being open from the

outer periphery to the center of the rotor, and means m
the container to prevent entry of an article into a space

registering with the open side of the shield whereby

articles in the container will be dispensed singly as the

rotor is turned.

3,099,366

LOADING TERMINAL METERING SYSTEM
Robert C ReUly, BarticiTillc, Okla., assignor to PhUlips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Oct 19, 1961, Ser. No. 146,260

3 Claims. (CI. 222—20)
2. In a bulk liquid loading terminal, apparatus for

loading and registering the volume of liquid pumped

therefrom, and separately registering the volume drawn

by a particular recipient, comprising: an inlet conduit for

said bulk liquid; a positive displacement meter con-

nected to said inlet conduit; a set-stop valve connected to

the outlet end of said meter; an outlet conduit commu-

nicating between said valve and a tank loading assembly;

a solenoid clutch operatively connected to said set-stop

valve a truck grounding circuit incorporating said clutch

adapted to energize the latter when said circuit is in

the cfosed position; an electric pulse transmitter opera-

tively connected to the shaft of said meter to transmit

a pulse representative of sont»e portion of a revolution

of said meter shaft; a plurality of electrical pulse counters

the loading apparatus; each of said key switches further

comprising a double-pole switch disposed in a pair of

electrical circuits, the first of said circuits having a single

relay disposed therein controlling the power input to a

liquid loading pump and the operation of said set-stop

valve said first relay being common to every pair of

said electrical circuits, and the second of said circuits con-

trolling the transmission oL the pulses emitted by said

transmitter to the pulse counter corresponding to the

particular key switch which activates the loading ap-

paratus; and a master pulse counter connected directly

to said pulse transmitter and adapted to receive and

totalize all of the pulses emitted thereby.

3 099 367
LIQUID DISPENSING SYSTEM

George W. Wright, Yoder, and Robert J. Janch and

Christian W. Kruckebcrg, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignors to

Tokheim Corporation, Fort Wayne, Ind^ a corporation

of Indiana
FUed Sept. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,290

27 Claims. (CI. 222—^26)

1. In a liquid dispensing system for an automobile fill-

ing station, the combination of a dispensing stand, a dis-
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charge conduit, means for supplying liquid under pres-

sure to said conduit, a nicter in said conduit for measur-

ing the amount of liquid flowing theerthrough, a valved

ouJlet for said conduit for dispensing measured liquid

therefrom, said outlet being disposed at said dispensing

stand, computing registering means disposed at a point

remote from said meter, hydraulic coupling means, in-

cluding first liquid displacement means connected to be

driven by said meter, additional liquid displacement

means connected lo drive said registering means, and

liquid conduits connecting said respective displacement

means, said displacement means being constructed lo as

to operate in synchronism for driving said registering

means in accordance with the amount of liquid flowing

through said meter.

3,099,368

DISPENSING APPARATUS HAVING LOSS OF
WEIGHT HOPPER

RiumU C. Tmncr, Abington, and Raymon G. Walker,

South Weymouth, Mass^ anigiion, by mcae assign-

ments, to Cutler-Hammer, Inc^ Milwaokcc, Wis., a

corporation of Delaware
FUcd Aug. 30, 1960, Scr. No. 52,962

14 Claims. (CI. 222—58)

1. In an apparatus for controlling the flow of ma-

terial, a weigh arm, flexure plates supporting the weigh

arm in equilibrium, a hopper on the arm, a poise mov-

able along the arm to unload it at a predetermined rate,

a discharge opening at the bottom of the hopper through

which material is adapted to be discharged at a rate

proportional to the unloading of the arm, a gate operably

controlling the size of the opening, a controller responsive

to an error voltage, establishing a signal for controlling

said gate, a differential transformer for applying an error

voltage according to the direction and magnitude of

movement of the arm to the cor>tr(rfler, a power relay

operable in accordance with the signal from said con-

troller to effect operation of the gate, means for render-

ing the differential transformer ineffective, when the

hopper is substantially empty, means actuated when the

hopper is substantially empty for refilling the hopper,

and means for establishing a signal from said controller

maintaining the gate in a predetermined position during

refilling of the hopper.

3,099369
DEVICE FOR TRANSPORTING GRANULAR

MATERIAL
Kail Schatz, Kaigasse 37, Salzburf, Austria, and Johann

Baxralncr, Salzburg, Austria (Unzcr Bundcsstrassc 32,

Salzburg -Gnigl, Austria)

Filed Oct. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 846,388

Claims priority, application Austria Oct 14, 1958

1 Claim. (CI. 222—238)
In a device for dispensing granular material, in com-

bination, an elongated container having an endless side

wall and a bottom wall formed adjacent said side wall

with a discharge opening through which the granular ma-
terial falls from the container; an elongated substantially

horizontal carrier located over and extending along said

bottom wall within said container; guide means cooperat-

ing with said carrier for guiding the latter for movement
upwardly away from and downwardly toward said bot-

tom wall; a pair of bearing means distributed along and

carried by said carrier; a pair of rotary blade means re-

spectively supported for rotation by said pair of bearing

means, said pair of blade means respectively sweeping

through overlapping areas and including blades located

below said carrier between the latter and said bottom
wall for engaging the granular material to transport the

latter to said discharge opening to fall therethrough, the

space in said container beneath said blades being com-
pletely free and unobstructed and said container defining

a single interior space common to and housing said

blades; a pair of cylinders carried by the container adja-

cent opposite ends of said carrier and extending vertically;

a pair of pistons respectively slidable in said cylinders in

response to the supply of fluid to or from the latter; a

pair of piston rods respectively fixed to said pistons and
connected with said carrier so that the latter moves up
and down in response to movement of said pistons; and
drive means operatively connected to said pair of rotary

blade means for driving the same, said drive means being

carried by said carrier and moving therewith.

3,099370
DISPENSING CONTAINER FOR VISCOUS

PRODUCTS
Matthew Edward Hcin, Elgin, HI., assignor to American
Can Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
Jersey

FUcd Dec. 24, 1958, Scr. No. 782,882
5 Claims. (CI. 222—386.5)

1 . A package comprising a container, a viscous product

in the lower portion of said container, and a gaseous pro-

pcllant having superatmospheric pressure in the upper

portion of said container; said container comprising a tu-

bular body having an upper and lower end attached there-

to, a dispensing valve mounted on said upper end, a hollow

dredge tube within said body having its upper end con-

nected to said valve and its lower end immersed in said

viscous product, and a substantially cup-shaped piston

within said body separating said product from said pro-
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pellant; said piston having a centrally apertured face and

an upsunding substantially straight imperforate skirt con-

tiguous the side wall of said body and integral with said

face, said skirt adjacent said face having the same cross-

sectional shape as said body and an outside cross-sectional

dimension less than the corresponding inside dimension

of said body, said aperture in said piston face being in the

form of a sleeve integral with said piston face, said dredge

tube extending through said sleeve; a thin film of said

product separating said sleeve from said dredge tube and at

least the major portion of said skirt from said can body

side wall, said films of product adapted to lubricate said

piston for easy downward movement thereof and to form

a seal between the product and propellant sides of said pis-

ton, said gaseous propellant being in contact with said

films and being inert to both said container and said

product and being insoluble in said product.

therethrough and a pair of depending projections on

opposite sides of said slit adapted to slidably engage said

cam surface for positively forcing said slit closed upon

rotation of said cap to said closed position.

3,099371
TACKY ADHESIVES SPREADING MACHINE

Donald E. Meader, Danvers, Mass., assignor to High Volt-

age Engineering Corporation, Buriington, Mass., a cor-

poration of Massachusetts
FUed Mar. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 14,918

1 Claim. (CI. 222—414)

3,099,373
FLEXIBLE FEED TUBE WITH BAIL FASTENLNG

SAID TUBE TO A DISCHARGE SPOUT
Ebenhard S. Gandrud, Owatonna, Minn.
FUed Mar. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 95,108

2 Claims. (CI. 222—527)

I^l.

Apparatus for coating a surface with tacky adhesive

comprising a frame member having a first plane surface

adapted lo traverse in contiguous relationship the surface

to be coated, a metering blade co-operatively engaged with

said frame member to establish an adhesive extrusion

aperture, said aperture being in part defined by one edge

of said first plane surface and the proximate end of said

metering blade, said proximate end of said metering blade

being offset from the plane of said first plane surface by

*an amount equal to the desired thickness of adhesive

coating, a cylindrical feed member, a convergent chan-

nel wherethrough adhesive is delivered to said extrusion

aperture, said convergent channel being defined in part by

said metering blade, a second plane surface of said frame

member, said second plane surface being inclined with

respect to said first plane surface and having a common

boundary therewrith at said extrusion aperture, and said

cylindrical feed member, said cylindrical feed member

being parallel to said extrusion aperture and in inter-

secting relationship with said second plane surface, and

means for rotating said cylindrical member in a direc-

tion adapted to force adhesive residing thereon through

said "Channel.

3,099372
DISPENSING DEVICE HAVING SLTTFED

TOP PORTION
Clarence R. Taylor, Rochcatcr, N.Y.

(28 Woodridc Drhrc, Pcidkld, N.Y.)

FUcd Feb. 9, 1960, Scr. No. 7,717

3 Claims. (O. 222—490)

1. In a dispensing device, the combination comprising:

a container having a spout, the free end of which has an

inner elliptical cam surface; and a substantially cup-

shaped cylindrical flexible cap rotaUbly mounted on said

spout and movable between open and closed positions,

said cap including a closed off t(^ portion having a slit

1. In a device for distributing granular material, a dis-

pensing hopper adapted to contain a quantity of said

granular material, a generally tubular discharge spout

secured in depending relationship to said hopper, said

discharge spout defining a pair of generally diametrically

aligned and opposed apertures, a flexible tubular feed

conduit having its upper end associated with said dis-

charge spout, said conduit defining a pair of generally

diametrically aligned and opposed apertures which are

also alignable with the apertures defined by said dis-

charge spout, and a flexible and resilient connecting bail

for securing the upper end of said conduit to said dis-

charge spout, said bail comprising a pair of spaced and

elongated generally parallel side portions, a generally

arcuate clip portion integrally connected to each of the

lower ends of said side portions, said clip portion of

said bail having an inner diameter slightly less than the

outer diameter of said conduit and also having a circum-

ferential length of substantially more than 180" but less

than 360°, and a pair of ears which extend inwardly to-

ward one another and are one each defined at the upper

end of each of said side portions of said bail, said ears

being one each received in said aligned apertures of said

discharge spout and said tubular conduit, and said clip

portion of said bail being adapted to clip on and tightly

grip an outer surface portion of said tubular conduit.

3,099,374
CANISTER HARNESS

Robert L. Henke, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Mtoe Safety

Appliances Company, Plttsborgh, Pa., a corpontioD of

Pennsylvania
FUcd May 29, 1962, Ser. No. 198,596

6 Claims. (CI. 224—5)
1 . A canister harness comprising a cover shaped to fit

over the top of a chemical canister and having a top sur-

rounded by a de'pending flange, the flange at the back of

the cover having an integral downward extension, the top

of the cover having a central opening therethrough for a

canister neck and having slots at opposite sides of said

opening adjacent the back of the cover, the central por-

tion of said flange extension being provided with a pair

of slots, a carrying strap doubled on itself and having

end portions extending down through said top slots and
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out through said extension slots in crossed relation and

then down below said extension and forward and up-

ward to the front of the cover, and means fastening the

3,099^76
TAPE FEEDING DEVICE

Buford K. Kennedy, Grecnbcit, Md^ assignor to Minne-
apolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis,
Minn., a corporation of Delaware

FUed June 8, 1961, Ser. No. 115,641
3 Claims. (CL 226—108)

ends of the strap to said flange at the front of the cover,

whereby the portions of the strap beneath the cover form

loops for supporting a canister in the cover.

3,099,375
GUM BREAKING DEVICE

Lawrence W. Schoppee and Francis Crescenzo, Spring-'

field, Mass., assignors to Package Machinery Company,
East Longmeadow, Mass., a corporation of Massa-

cliusetts

Filed Oct. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 61,175
2 Claims. (CI. 225—97)

1. A gum breaking device for separating scored slabs

of gum into individual sticks, said device comprising an

upper and a lower toothed wheel, the pitch of the teeth on

the upper wheel being the same as the pitch of the teeth

on the lower wheel, and the pitch of the teeth on both

wheels being slightly less than the distance between the

scores on the slabs, the major diameters of said wheels

being the same, means for rotating both of said wheels

in opposite directions at the same rate whereby their pe-

ripheral rates will be the same, the trailing faces of the

teeth on the upper wheel being disposed substantially

radially thereof, the leading faces of the teeth on the

lower wheel also being disposed substantially radially

thereof, said wheels rotating about parallel axes with their

teeth in meshing relation, the trailing faces of the upper

teeth and the leading faces of the lower teeth being suc-

cessively brought into closely adjacent relation as the teeth

are rotated into said meshing relation, and a platform

leading to the infeed bite of said wheels and along which

scored slabs of gum are urged with the scores transverse

to their path of advance, said lower wheels having circum-

ferential grooves, said platform being substantially at the

level of the upper extent of travel of the teeth on the lower

wheel and having extensions projecting into said slots to

support the leading end of the slab of gum, said extensions

terminating short of a vertical plane through the axis of

the lower wheel, whereby support of a stick of gum being

broken from the slab will be transferred from the platform

to a tooth on the lower wheel moving at the same periph-

eral rate as the slab of gum.

t H

1. A capstan means for driving a tape in a loop com-
prising a capstan having a driving hub for rotationally

driving said capstan, a plurality of similar cylindrical

segments concentrically supported by said hub. said seg-

ments forming a cylindrical tape-supporting surface, bear-

ing means for supporting one of said segments on said

hub as an independently rotatable segment, and means
joining the remaining ones of said segments to said hub
as fixed segments, a first pinch roller arranged to grip said

tape between said roller and said fixed segments, said

gripping of said tape being effective to impart a first mo-
tion to said tape in said loop, a second pinch roller ar-

ranged to grip said tape between said second roller and
said rotatable segment to tend to impart a second motion

to said tape in said loop, and means for driving said sec-

ond roller at a different rotational speed from that of said

hub whereby said first roller and said second roller are

arranged to have different peripheral speeds.

3,099377
DISH OR THE LIKE

Charles L. Metzler, Palisades Park, NJ., and John D.
Wark, Freeport, N.Y., assignors to American Can Com-
pany, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Aug. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 50,123
1 Claim. (CI. 229—2.5)

Id-^
? .«

1.4

'X
//.

A one-piece fibre dish comprising a central panel form-

ing the bottom of said dish, an upstanding side wall

integral with and surrounding said panel, and a peripheral

reinforcing rim integral with and extending outwardly of

said wall substantially parallel to said panel to impart

rigidity to said dish, said rim comprising a pair of con-

tinuous, arc-shaped channels interconnected in a V-sbaped,
continuous rib projecting downwardly, said channels hav-

ing cross-sections of substantially equal curvature and
having their uppermost surfaces lying in a plane parallel

to said panel, the innermost of said channels smoothly
merging with said wall in an unabrupt juncture, the outer-

most channel terminating in a peripheral skirt extending

downwardly below said V-shaped rib.
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3,099,378
CONTAINER

George Oscar Schroeder, Palatine, HI., assignor to Ameri-
can Can Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey

FUed Jan. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 83,426
13 Claims. (CI. 229—5.5)

rupture and against deformation by stacking like car-

tons thereon.

• 3,099,380
SEPARABLE COMPARTMENTED CONTAINER

Irwin E. Nathan, Lincolnwood, III.

(1705 S. Ashland Ave., Chicago 8, lU.)

Filed Nov. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 151,733
7 Claims. (CL 229—27)

1. A container formed from a fiber sheet material hav-

ing a liquid impervious layer on at least one surface there-

of comprising a tubular body, a longitudinally extending

side seam on said body, an end closure and an end seam

securing said end closure to said body, said body and said

end closure having said liquid impervious layer disposed

interiorly of the container, said seams being lap seams

formed by two overlapped margins having contiguous

surfaces bonded together, the interiorly disposed margin

of at least one of said lap seams having a folded edge com-,

prising a marginal portion having the fiber remote from

said liquid impervious layer tapered towards a terminal

edge and forming substantially a feather edge at said

liquid impervious layer, said tapered marginal portion be-

ing folded back upon itself with said liquid impervious

teyer disposed outwardly of the fold, said folded edge

having an overall thickness not exceeding the thickness of

the adjacent material, the liquid impervious layer of said

interiorly disposed margin extending around said folded

edge and having a terminal edge interposed between the

bonded surfaces of said lap seam whereby the interior

surface of said lap seam is free of exposed fiber surfaces.

3,099,379
REINFORCED SHIPPING CARTON

Ralph E. Stease, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The Mead
Corporation, Dayton, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUed Mar. 18, 1959, Ser. No. 800,339
8 Claims. (CI. 229—23)

1. A container formed entirely of sheet material from

a single unitary blank comprising an outer bottom wall,

a pair of inner bottom walls lying end-to-end and in face-

to-face contact with said outer bottom walls, an end wall

connected to the outer edge of each of said inner bottom

walls, a retaining tab having a retaining finger connected

to each of said end walls, a partition panel connected to

the inner edge of each of said inner bottom walls and

lying in vertical face-to-face contact, a retaining tab hav-

ing a retaining finger connected to one edge of each of

said partition panels, a smaller retaining tab having a

retaining finger connected to the opposite edge of each

of said partition walls, a handle having a cut-out portion

hingedly connected to the top edge of each of said par-

tition panels, a pair of outer side walls connected to oppo-

site edges of said outer bottom wall, an inner side wall

connected to the free edge of each of said outer side

walls, each of said inner side walls being formed with a

slit to afford a pair of inner side walls, said vertical par-

tition panels being accommodated between said slits, one

of said outer side walls and associated irmer side walls

being formed with four retaining notches cooperating

with said end wall and partition panel retaining tab fin-

gers for locking and maintaining said container in opera-

tionally assembled condition, the other of said outer side

walls and associated inner side walls being formed with

two retaining sockets cooperating with said smaller re-

taining tab finger for locking and maintaining said con-

tainer in operationally assembled condition, a cover panel

hingedly connected to each of said end walls, locking

means for positively but releasably locking said cover

panels in container closing relationship, and means for

readily separating said container between said partition

panels to afford a pair of individual containers.

1. A carton comprising: a plurality of side panels each

having a pair of opposed vertically disposed edges; a con-

necting flap extending from each of said edges of all of

said side panels; and a plurality of vertically extending

metal strip connecting members respectively disposed be-

tween all of said connecting flaps and the adjacent side

panels to secure said side panels together at adjacent

edges thereof, said connecting members each including

outwardly extending penetrating tongue portions locking-

ly embedded in the respective connecting flap ind side

panel to overlappingly secure said connecting member,

connecting flap, and adjacent side panel together, to

increase the strength of said comers of said carton against

3,099,381
EXTRA PANEL CARTONS

Harold S. Meyers, Mfaueapolls, Mfam., assignor to

Waldorf Paper Products Company, Ramsey, Minn., a

corporation of Minnesota
FUed Apr. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 184,096

8 culms. (CI. 229—37)
4. A fifth panel carton having a concealed informa-

tion area including,

rectangularly arranged side and end walls hingedly

connected together,

a fifth panel connected to one said end wall along a

hinge line and overlying the adjoining side wall and

substantially contiguous therewith,

top and bottom end wall closing flaps hinged to the
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upper and lower ends of said end wall panels and

foldable into a common plane,

a top closure panel hinged to the upper edge of the side

wall panel opposite to said adjacent side wall,

a tuck flap on said closure panel foldable between the

edges of said top end wall closing flaps and said one

side wall,

a bottom closure panel hingedly connected to the lower

end of one of said side wall panels,

a tuck flap on said bottom closure panel foldable be-

tween the edges of said bottom end wall closure

flaps and the other side wall.

tinuous transverse slit therein extending through the por-

tions thereof upon which said inner OKinber is superim-

posed, a score line extending across said outer rear panel

below the upper edge thereof and adapted to extend be-

tween opposite ends of said slit in the assembled carton,

the portions of said outer paneU between the upper edges

thereof and said score line and said slit providing front,

side and rear walls of a reclosable lid in the assembled

carton, flapw on the upper edges of said outer panels for

forming a top wall on said lid, and portions of said inner

panels extending toward the upper edge of said outer

member to be positioned in the path of movement of said

front wall when the lid of the assembled said carton is

swung about said score line.

A^'.\

a flap hinged to said adjacent side wall along the upper

edge thereof,

said flap being narrower in width than said adjacent

wall, and centered with respect thereto,

said flap being folded between said adjacent wall and

said flfth panel,

said fifth panel having parallel marginal portions on

opposite sides of said flap,

means securing said marginal portions to the edges of

said adjacent wall, and

a weakened line of separation extending across said

fifth panel substantially coinciding with one edge of

said flap which is parallel to said line of hinge.

3 099 382
CARTONS FOR ELONGATED ARTICLES

John E. Talbert, New Canaan, Conn., assignor to Ameri-

can Machine and Foundry Company, a corporation of

New Jersey

Filed June 28, 1956, Scr. No. 594,630
7 Claims. (CI. 229—44)

1. A carton blank of the character described compris-

ing an inner member and an outer member, said outer

member including outer front, rear and side panels con-

nected side by side in longitudinally aligned relation,

flaps on all the bottom edges of said outer panels for

forming a bottom wall on the assembled carton, said in-

ner member including inner front and side panels con-

nected side by side in longitudinally aligned relation and

said inner side panels being integrally connected to said

outer side panels and adapted to be superimposed upon

said outer side panels, said superimposed inner and outer

members being arranged for folding through a series of

four folds into open tubular form, a glue flap on said

outer member for retaining said blank in said open tubu-

lar form, said outer front and side panels having a con-

3,099383
CARTON

John R. Redpatfa, Western Springs, and Lawrence S.

Wysocki, Chicago, ni^ assignors to Chicago Carton
Comiiany, Chicivo, Dl^ a corporation of Dlmois

FUcd Apr. 9, 1962, Scr. No. 185,940

4 Claims. (CL 229—52)

1. A carrier carton including a paperboard body in-

cluding a bottom wall, and rectangularly arranged side

and end walls connected thereto to extend upwardly there-

from, a top panel hinged to one of said side walls and

including a tuck flap foldable inwardly of the opposite

side wall, flaps foldably connected to said end walls and
foldable beneath said top pand, a reinforcing member
hingedly connected to said tuck flap along a line of fold

parallel to that connecting said tuck flap to said top panel,

said reinforcing member including a tuck reinforcing

flap and a top reinforcing panel, means connecting said

tuck reinforcing flap and top reinforcing panel in face

contact with said tuck flap and said top panel to provide

a double thickness area, and a handle cut from the upper

thickness of the top and foldably connected thereto.

3,099,384
BAG CLOSURE

Robert O. Baxter, Camden, Aric, assignor to International

Paper Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

New Yoric

FUed Jan. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 168,047
4 Cbdms. (CI. 229^-62)

_?,__4'_

^

3. In a paperboard bag adapted by means of a release

coating on its interior to contain highly viscous products

and having a flat bottom defined therein by means of

scores, a bottom closure comprising thread stitching

means across one end of a flattened bag tube, a metallic

wire interlaced with the stitching means, and paper tape

reinforcing means disposed between the tube and the wire
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wherein the stitching means, the wire, and the reinforcing

means extend beyond the sides of the tube.

3,099385
TURBOBLOWERS

Lionel Harvey Elford, Grccnford, England, assignor to

D. Napier & Son Limited, London, England, a company
of Great Britafan

FUcd Mar. 6, 1961, Scr. No. 93,773

CUdms priority, application Great Britafai Mar. 7, 1960
3 Claims. (CL 230—116)

peller and having an inner attachable side provided with

a collar encircling and separably joined to the outer end

of the casing, provided with means engaging and clamp-

iilg said plate to said outer end, having an outer side with

1. A turbo blower comprising a shaft having two ends,

a turbine rotor on one end of said shaft, a comiwessor

rotor on the other end of said shaft, a turbine housing, a

compressor housing, a central casing disposed between

said turbine housing and said comfM-essor housing, means

connecting said housings to said central casing, a trans-

verse annular web integral with said central casing and

having a central aperture through which said shaft passes,

two axially spaced thrust bearing means for said shaft

adjacent said transverse annular web on opposite sides

thereof between said web and said housings, each of said

thrust bearing means comprising a body, an annular plate

for transmitting thrust between the annular web and

the shaft disposed between said body and said annular

web with a portion of said annular plate projecting in-

wardly of said central aperture of the annular web to-

wards said shaft, and a flange on said shaft in co-operative

thrust bearing relation with said projecting portion of said

annular plate, and two journal bearings for the shaft from

the central casing, eadi supported axially from one of

the bearing means.

3,099,386
PORTABLE BLOWER

Howanl B. Piepcr, 1141 Easton Atc, Waterioo, Iowa

Filed Sept 30, 1960, Scr. No. 59,702

3 Claims. (CI. 230—117)
1 . In combination, an elongated switch-equipped flash-

light casing constituting a handle and housing, open at

an outer end, dry cell batteries mounted in said casing, an

electric motor telescoping removably into the outer end

portion of said casing, operable by the switch, and axi-

ally aligned with and having a contact at an inner end

engaging an adjacent one of said batteries, a motor posi-

tioning adapter plate removably seated on said outer end

and constituting a closure therefor, said plate also abut-

ting and being separably fastened to the outer end of said

motor, said motor having a power shaft extending

through and beyond an opening provided therefor in said

plate, a bladed impeller embodying an imperforate plate

having an axial hub operatively connected to said shaft

and spaced from but in parallel relation with said adapter

plate, the latter, motor and impeller constituting a readily

applicable and removable subassembly, a blower head

embodying an in line hollow housing enclosing said im-

a central air inlet aperture aligned with the blades of

said impeller, and also having a tangential air discharge

nozzle on its body portion extending nornial to the axis

of the motor and casing.

3,099,387
VACUUM AND AIR PUMPS

Franklin H. Bcckfield, % Bccitficld Rotary Vacuum
Blower Co., 72 1st Ave., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

FUed July 21, 1960, Scr. No. 44,418

4 Claims. (CL 230—152)

to, ifr e

1. In a rotary vane pump having a housing, a cylin-

drical bore in the housing, inlet and outlet ports com-

munica:ing with said bore, the improvement comprising

a rotor in said bore roUtable on a shaft journalcd in the

housing and spaced from the parallel to the axis of the

bore, said rotor having slots in said rotor transverse to

the periphery of the rotor and terminating in said rotor,

vanes movable in said slots in contact with the inner pe-

riphery of the bore, passages of smaller cross section than

said slots lying in the plane of the slots throughout the

extent of said passages communicating between the bot-

tom of each slot and the periphery of the rotor adjacent

the leading surface of ihe next following adjacent vane

with respect to the direction of rototion of the rotor where-

by the area of the slot beneath the vane is open to the

bore during the entire period that the said next adjacent

blade is moving out of the retracted position and returii-

ing to the retracted position, and lubricant reservoir

means in the housing delivering lubricant along the shaft

to the rotor.

3,099388
ARRANGEMENT OF THE EVLET VALVES IN

PISTON COMPRESSORS
Vagn Hovgaaid VUladscn, Aarfaus, Denmark, assignor to

Akticselskabct Thomas Tlis. Sabroe & Co., Aariras,

Denmark, a Danish )ol|it stock company
FUcd Jvly 5, 1960, Scr. No. 40,626

4 Claims. (CI. 230—228)
1. A reciprocating piston fluid compressor including a

cylinder having inlet and outlet valves for fluid to be
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compressed, an inlet valve at one end of said cylinder in-

cluding a pair of ring valve plates concentric to and lying

in planes at a right angle to the axis of said cylinder, the

wall of which is arranged to define a cavity for receiving

said pair of plates, an auxiliary abutment ring within said

/-J

cavity between said pair of valve plates and defining a

pair of spaces on opposite sides of said abutment ring

facing either of said valve plates, and compression springs

on opposite sides of said abutment ring tending to urge

said valve plates against their seats and to keep said ring

floating intermediate said valve plates.

3,M9,389
TOY POST OFFICE

Judith Vadnai, 12 Marshall St, Irvington, NJ.

Filed June 19, 1961, Scr. No. 118,061

1 Claim. (CI. 232—24)

3,099390
REFUSE RECEPTACLE
Roy R. Dylla, Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 104^13
3 Claims. (CI. 232-^3.2)

1. A refuse receptacle of the class described comprising
,

a cabinet having side walls and a roof, door means in one

of said side walls for affording ready access to the in-

terior of said cabinet, a refuse hatch formed in said roof

through which refuse may be deposited into a container

positioned in said cabinet, a lid mounted on said roof and

adapted to selectively close said hatch, a collar circum-

scribing said hatch, and retaining means on the inner sur-

face of said collar for releasably retaining a non-rigid con-

tainer in operational position within said cabinet, said re-

taining means comprising a plurality of spaced inwardly

projecting lugs, said lugs being elongate and conforming

to the configuration of the inner surface of said collar,

said lugs cooperating with a portion of said non-rigid con-

tainer to freely suspend said non-rigid container there-

from.

3,099,391
TEN KEY COMPUTING MACHINE

Werner Heinze, Zurich, Switzerland, assignor to Precisa

A.G. Rechenmaschhienfahrlk, Zurich, Switzerland

FUcd Sept. 28, 1960, Scr. No. 59,039

4 Claims. (CI. 235—60)

A toy post oflfice box comprising front, rear and side

walls, said side walls having semicircular upper portions,

a flat top panel extending between the tops of said front

and rear walls, and between said side walls below said

semicircular portions, a vertical panel extending upwardly

from said flat top panel to the tops of said semicircular

upper portions, an arcuate hood extending from said rear

wall to the top of said vertical panel and conforming to

the curvature of said upper portions, said front wall having

a large opening therein, a plurality of compartmented

drawers slidable into and out of said box through said

opening, outwardly projecting knobs on the front of each

of said drawers, a bottom panel for said box, a cross

bar below said bottom panel adjacent said front wall, said

top panel having a slot therein adjacent its forward edge,

a closure panel having a flat inner surface engageable with

said konbs, an upper flange and a lower flange at the top

and bottom of said closure panel and extending at right

angles to said flat inner surface, a short top inner flange

engageable in said slot in said top panel depending from

said upper flange, a long bottom inner flange extendiiig

upwardly from said lower flange engaging behind said

cross bar, and a knob on the top of said upper flange.

1 . In a ten key computing machine, a frame structure

supporting a ten key keyboard, a slidable setting mecha-

nism, at least one accumulator mechanism, a repeater

mechanism, a printing mechanism, transmission means

selectively connectibic to said mechanisms for operation

thereof, a transfer mechanism for transferring numerical

values back from the repeater mechanism and the accu-

mulator mechanism to the setting mechanism, a clutch

means for coupling the transmission means with the set-

ting mechanism, and means associated with said transfer

mechanism for moving the setting mechanism in a two

stage switching movenKnt from a first operative position

to an inoperative position and from said inoperative posi-

tion to a second operative position corresponding to the

next higher decade position, said means associated with

said transfer mechanism including a switch lock adapted

to control said stagcwise switching movement of the setting

mechanism, a repeater key controlling the repeater mecha-

nism, a pawl operatively connected with said repeater key
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and switch lock and adapted upon actuation by said

repeater key to stop the setting mechanism in said inop-

erative position, and a transfer key in said transfer mecha-

nism adapted to engage said clutch means.

3,099,392

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEMS
Paul Wollner, North Bergen, and Richard H. Walter, Jr.,

Ramsay, NJ., assignors to Aeroil Products Company,
Inc., South Hackensacl^ NJ., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed June 27, 1960, Scr. No. 38,884

3 Claims. (CI. 236—21)

in the event that the temperature of said heat sensitive

means reaches a predetermined temperature whereby the

valve element of said liquid fuel flow control valve is

moved by the biasing means thereof to closed relation to

thereby shut oS the flow of liquid fuel in said liquid fuel

supply line.

3,099,393
IRRIGATION UNIT

Ralph C. Lent, Ewa, Hawaii, assignor to Hanawai
Manufacturing Company, Limited, Honolulu, Hawaii,

a corporation of Hawaii
FUed June 14, 1962, Scr. No. 202,421

15 CUims. (CI. 239—97)

1 . A control system for controlling the flow of liquefied

petroleum gas in liquid form to the burner of an ap-

paratus for melting material, said system comprising a

receptacle for containing liquid fuel under pressure, a

fuel supply line connected with said receptacle, a liquid

fuel flow control valve interposed in said supply line

having a diaphragm and a valve port on one side of said

diaphragm and a valve clement in operative engage-

ment with said diaphragm for controlling the flow of

liquid fuel through said valve, means biasing said valve

element to maintain said valve in normally closed rela-

tion, a pipe line connected with said flow control valve

on the side of said diaphragm opposite said port and

connected with the fuel supply line on the inlet side of

the flow control valve, a vaporizer arranged in said pipe

line providing a relatively large surface area in engage-

ment with the ambient atmosphere and having a rela-

tively large capacity for the liquid fuel whereby the

liquid fuel is vaporized therein by heat obtained from

the atmosphere surrounding the vaporizer which vapor

occupies the space above the liquid fuel in the vaporizer

for the flow of the vapor through said pipe line at the pres-

sure of the liquid fuel on the inlet side of said flow con-

trol valve, a safety valve arranged in said pipe line hav-

ing a valve port and a valve element for controlling the

flow of vapor through said valve, means biasing the -alve

element of said safe.y valve to maintain said valve in

normally closed relation, a pilot burner connected by

piping with the outlet side of said safety valve for the

flow of vapor to said pilot burner for igniting the burner

of the ap>paratus when said safety valve is open, thermo-

couple means arranged in position to receive heat from

said pilot burner and connected with said valve element

of said safety control valve for maintaining the valve

thereof in open relaticHi when said thermocouple means

is heated by a flame from said pilot burner and whereby

the valve element is moved to closed relation by the bias-

ing means thereof to shut off the flow of vapor throu^

said valve in the event the flame from the pilot burner is

extinguished, a vapor flow control valve arranged in said

pipe line between said safety valve and said liquid flow

control valve and having a valve element and means

biasing said valve element to maintain said valve in nor-

mally closed relation, and said vapor flow control valve

having heat sensitive thermostatic means subject to the

heat of material being heated in said apparatus and

functioning to move the valve element thereof to close

said valve and thereby eliminate the pressure of the vapor

on the diaiAragm of said liquid fuel flow control valve

1. An irrigation device including in combination, a

base member, a spray nozzle rotatively mounted on said

base member, a water intake adapted for attachment to a

source of water and connected to said spray nozzle, driv-

ing means connected to said spray nozzle for rotating said

nozzle, and control means operatively connected to said

nozzle and to said driving means, said control means being

preadjustable with respect to prevailing wind direction

in order to impart acceleration of movement to said

movement of said nozzle whenever said nozzle movement
passes into any upwind sector during rotation in which-

ever direction said nozzle is being motivated.

3,099,394
SPRAYING DEVICES

Alger M. Lynn, Miami, Fla.

(176 Cromwell Road, London SW. 5, England)
Filed Apr. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 106,032

5 Claims. (CI. 239—142)

/
/#

1. In a sprayer, a container for receiving a suspension

of matter, a cover on said container having a passage-
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way therethrough terminating at one end in a nozzle

for projecting water flowed through the other end, said

cover having a chamber intersecting said passageway, a

rotor mounted in said chamber for rotation by the flow of

water, an agitator positioned within said container and
connected to said rotor for imparting a turbulence to the

entire suspension in said container, aspirator means
within said cover and positioned within said passageway

between said chamber and said nozzle, and a tube ex-

tending from said aspirator means into said suspension

in said container.

3.099,395
IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

Harlie O. Petersen, 4012 C St^ Lincoln, Nebr.

FUed Apr. 12, 1962, Scr. No. 186,970
SClaima. (CI. 239—562)

L^

IL JL

1 . An irrigation pipe having .,an opening therein for

permitting the flow of water from the pipe as desired,

means for opening and closing the opening in the pipe,

including a pad within the pipe, an elongated yoke mem-
ber outside of the pipe, a plate engaged at one end to

the pad within the pipe and having a pair of spaced flanges

thereon, one intermediate the length of the plate and an-

other near the free end thereof, and a cross bar on the

yoke located to push the intermediate flange of the plate

to the right to open the opening in the pipe, and the flange

at another portion further positioned from the pad and

adapted to engage a second cross bar on the yoke so that

movement of the second cross bar to the left will push

the plate closed.

3,099,396
SNOW BLOWER APPARATUS

Richard G. Simmons, 3009 George St., Franldin Park, 111.

FUed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,717

1 Claim. (CI. 239—590)

A nozzle for railroad track snow blower apparatus,

said nozzle comprising a tubular structure formed to de-

fine a rounded inlet opening at one end and an elongate

outlet opening at the other end thereof having an effec-

tive discharge area that is at least on the order of one

and one-half square feet, with the long dimension of

said outlet opening being on the order of twenty-four

times as long as the narrow dimension thereof, said outlet

opening thereby being proportioned to permit an air flow

therethrough at a rate on the order of 10,000 cubic feet

per minute, said outlet opening being proportioned to

extend over and between the rails of a track, when the

nozzle is positioned above a track with said outlet ex-

tending transversely thereof, said inlet opening being

proportioned to admit air flow into said nozzle at said

rate, said tubular structure including baffle means for

symmetrically subdividing the bore of said tubular struc-

ture into {>assages extending longitudinally of said tubular

structure, said baffle means comprising spaced imperforate

planar members disposed in planes that are perpendicu-

lar to the plane that includes both the axis of said bore

and the longitudinal axis of said outlet opening and that

diverge outwardly of said outlet opening, and a pair of

supplemental flow deflecting baffles secured within said

tubular structure adjacent said outlet opening, said sup-

plemental baffles being dispoaed (xi either Mde of said

bore axis adjacent the ends of said outlet opening longi-

tudirtal axis and being respectively secured to an adjacent

planar member of said planar members and projecting

toward said opening, said supplemental baffles extending

substantially parallel to the respective sides of said tubu-

lar structure that they are adjacent to.

3,099397
COLOR ILLUMINATING DEVICE

Lovb M. Abbott, 4437 N. Scclcy Ave., Chicago 25, Dl.

FUed Apr. 18, 1962, Scr. No. 188,391
ICtelm. (a. 240—3.1)

In an illuminating device including a casing, a source

of illumination within said casing, a pair of rotatable

shafts disposed one on each side of said source, a re-

versible motor mounted within said casing, a drive shaft

projecting from said motor, a single-throw double-pole

switch electrically connected to said rtiotor, and an elon-

gated sheet having the portion adjacent one end wound on
one of said shafts and having the other end connected to

the other shaft for winding thereon responsive to rotation

of said other shaft, a sprocket fixedly secured to each of

said rotatable shafts, a pair of sprockets arranged in

spaced relation and freely rotatable on said drive shaft,

a chain drivably connecting each of said rotatable shaft

^K-ockets to one of said drive shaft sprockets, a disc

carried by each of said drive shaft sprockets, each of said

discs being provided with tangentially facing notches, the

notches of one of said discs facing in the opposite direction

to the notches of the other of said discs, a U-shaped
bracket connected to the portion of said drive ^laft be-

tween said discs for rotation therewith, a pin extending

between the legs of said bracket and carried thereby, a

pair of springs each having one end connected to said pin

and each having the other end reoeivebly engaged in the

notches of the adjacent one of said discs, one of said

springs being operable to drive one of said drive shaft

sprockets in one direction responsive to rotation of said

drive shaft in one direction and the other of said springs

being operable to drive the other of said drive shaft

sprockets in the other direction responsive to rotation of

said drive shaft in the other direction, and means carried

on each end of said abeet operatively connected to said

switch operable to actuate said switch in one direction

responsive to traveling movement of said sheet when
wound upon one of said rotatable shafts and operable to

actuate said switch in the other direction responsive to

winding of said sheet upon the other of said roCatabte

shafts.
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3 099 398
COMBINATION TOOL BOX AND STAND

Lionel Croteau, 629 Mcrcnry St., West Palm Beach, Fla.

FUed Oct. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 65,622
4 Clahns. (CI. 240—4)

1. For use by a mechanic, particularly a mechanic en-

gaged in vehicle repair work in a service garage; a port-

able base, said base being in the form of a stool and of

hollow construction and providing an enclosed compart-

ment, said base embodying top, bottom, front, rear and

end walls defining said compartment, the bottom wall

being elevated above lower portions of the encompassing
front, back and end walls, said bottom wall being pro-

vided on an underneath side thereof with a slidingly

mounted tool drawer, said front wall having an unre-

stricted opening communicating with the compartment,
said top wall providing a sturdy standing platform, a

cushion normally superimposed upon said top wall and
having one lengthwise marginal edge hingedly attached

to an upper portion of a cooperating rear wall, said cush-

ion providing a seat and being swingable to an out-of-the-

way position against the back wall when not being used,

one end wall being provided with a switch and an elec-

tric power takeoff receptacle, a socket containing a lamp
bulb mounted on the interior of the rear wall within

the confines of said compartment, said rear wall having

an opening, a hingedly mounted panel normally fitting

into and closing said opening, said panel provided with

an interiorly disposed cord reeling spool whereby to per-

mit an extension cord to be wound on the spool with

the extension cord electrically connected with the socket

as well as the aforementioned switch and outlet.

3,099,399
COMBINATION FLASHLIGHT AND

KEY HOLDER
Howard KIbby, Box 943, Jal, N. Mex.
FUed July 31, 1962, Scr. No. 213,658

3 Claims. (CI. 240—^.4)

1. In a combination flashlight and key holder including

a casing, a flashlight battery within said casing, said battery

having a shell terminal and an end terminal, and a bulb

mounted in one end of said casing, said bulb having an end
contact electrically in circuit with said battery end termi-

nal, there being a slot in said casing, the improvement con-

sisting in the provision of a stud mounted in said slot for

sliding movement therealong and for rotary movement
relative to said casing when in the projected position, a

slide element within said casing and having a midpart

fixedly secured to said stud fcH* sliding and rotary move-
ment with said stud, and means operatively connected to

the portion of said stud exteriorly of said casing for se-

curement there .o of a key for sliding and rotary movement

with said stud, said slide element having the portions
adjacent the ends thereof engaging said battery shell ter-

minal when said stud is in the retracted position, and
said slide element having one end portion engaging said

shell terminal and the other end portion engaging said

bulb shell contact when said stud is in the projected posi-

tion, said slide element when said stud is in the projected

position and rotated a quarter turn having said end j)or-

tions out of engagement with both said shell contact and
said shell terminal.

3,099,400
DUAL HEADLIGHTS FOR MOTORCYCLES

Lucas C. Holmes, 324Vi W. 76tfa St.,

Los Angeles 3, Calif.

FUed Feb. 19, 1962, Scr. No. 174,135
2 Claims. (CI. 240—7.55)

1. A dual headlight assembly for a motorcycle, com-
prising a horizontally elongated main frame adapted to

be supported with its longer dimension extending trans-

versely across the front end of a motorcycle forwardly

of the steering column thereof, a pair of sealed beam type

lamps mounted in side-by-side relation at the opposite

end portions of said main frame, means for detachably

securing said lamps in place in said main frame, a com-
bined housing and mounting bracket for said main frame
comprising a pair of generally similar shell members
adapted to be assembled toward one another over the

opposite lateral ends of said main frame and being

notched horizontally from their adjacent edges to receive

and fit about the legs of the front fork of a motorcycle

and arranged to support said main frame and head lamps
immediately forwardly of the legs of said fork, the adja-

cent edges of said shells overlapping one another in the

assembled position thereof, means for securing said shells

rigidly to a motorcycle front wheel fork, means for secur-

ing the overlapping edges of said shells to one another,

other means for securing the opposite ends of said main
frame for said lamps to adjacent portions of said housing

shells, a unitary trim and appearance frame having open-

ings to expose the front face only of said lamps and

closely embracing the rims of said lamps with its rear

edges positioned to bear against the forward edges of

said housing shells, and means for detachably securing

said trim and appearance frame to said housing shells

and to the main frame for said two lamps.

3,099,401
ILLUMINATION MEANS FOR AUTOMOTIVE

WHEELS
Joseph P. BcU, 5256 Philip St., Maple Heights 37, Ohio

FUed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,651
2 Ciaima. (CI. 240—8.12)

1. In an illuminating device adapted to be attached to

the wheel o( a vehicle, a hub cap resiliently mounted on
said wheel, means mounted on the outside of said hub
cap, said means forming a housing for a source of il-

lumination, a brake drum, a circular metal conductive

band fixedly mounted about the periphery of said drum
and spaced therefrom throughout its entirety by insulat-

ing means, a source of electrical energy and circuit means
including brush means secured to a vehicle frame support,
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said brush means continuously contacting said conduc-

tive band, a cable, a socket mounted within said hub cap,

said cable being electrically connected to said band and

said socket, a pin plug connector being separably con-

nected to said socket, a second cable, said second cable

being electrically connected to said pin plug connector

and to said illuminating source whereby the source of

electrical energy, said band, and said illumination source

are separably connected.

3,099,402
FLASHLIGHT

Josef Speck, St. Georgenstnsse 216a,
Sankt Gallen, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 112,137
Claims priority, application Switzcriand Mar. 16, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 240—10.66)

1. An electric flashlight, having a tubular bousing and

an electric circuit including a dynamo member and a bulb,

comprising in combination, two storage means operable

independently of each other for storing energy, one of said

storage means including a spring motor in driving connec-

tion with said dynamo member, and comprising at least

two springs for long-time operation erf the spring motor,

two series-connected casings each housing one of said

springs, winding means connected to said spring motor and

including a rotor forming a rear cover for said housing and

an elongated loop clement pivoted to said rotor and hav-

ing a width at least as large as the width of said housing

and being tillable between a winding position wiierein it

extends substantially radially of the axis of the housing for

manual rotation of said rotor about said axis to wind said

spring motor rapidly and, respectively, an inactive posi-

tion wherein it engages throughout a portion of the loop

the tubular surface of the housing, a gear train disposed

axially symmetrically of the housing and arranged be-

tween said spring motor and said dynamo member, the

other storage means including a battery member inter-

connected in said electric circuit in parallel with said

dynamo member and with said bulb, whereby said bulb

may be fed from either member.

3,099,403
LIGHT FIXTURE

Raymond L. Strawick, 730 S. Lincoln Place,

Spokane 4, Wash.
FUed Dec. 10, 1959, Scr. No. 858,683

15 Claims. (CI. 240—47)

\0,

1. A light fixture including a reflector having a sub-

stantially continuous curvate reflecting surface and a

surface of substantial curvature, means providing a source

of visible and invisible radiant energies, said reflector

including a plurality of curvate sections having adjacent

edges in substantial abutting relationship, the extent of

curvature of said sections being slight so that even deposi-

tion of a reflective coating thereon may be obtained,

means for holding said sections together, and each sec-

tion having a transparent carrier and a coating on one

surface thereof reflecting substantially all of one of said

radiant energies and of transmitting substantially all of

the other of said radiant energies.

3 099 404
RECESSED LIGHTING FIXTURES

Jack Kaufman, Chicago, Alvin R. Land, Carpcntersville,

and Martin W. Schwartz, Chicago, HI., assignors to

Marlutone Manufacturing Company, a corpontion of

nihiois
FUed Nov. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 151,684

10 Claims. (CI. 240—78)

1. In a recessed lighting fixture: a top plate having a

central aperture; a junction box having a continuous
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perimetricai wall; means detachably mounting said junc-

tion box on the top plate with said perimetricai wall sur-

rounding said aperture; a continuous sidewall secured to

the margin of said top plate and extending away from
said junction box, said sidewall cooperating with the top

plate to deflne a housing which is of uniform cross sec-

tion in planes parallel to the top plate; a socket plate

carrying a lamp socket; and interengaging means on said

sidewall and on said socket plate movably securing said

plate substantially normal to said sidewall and selectively

at any of a plurality of positions in said housing, said

interengaging means including a latch member on the

socket plate which is radially movable.

connected to said secondary shaft, the said mechanism
including fluid actuated means for phasing said shafts

3,099,405
LUMINAIRE

Donald E. Husby, Fairview Park, and Merie E. Keck,

Bay Village, Ohio, assignors to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of
Pennsylvania

Filed Jan. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 81,058

10 Claims. (CI. 240—106)

and means maintaining said shafts in their parallel re-

lationship.

3,099,407
APPARATUS FOR STUFFING DOLLS,

OR THE LIKE
Elliott Bavers, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to Stuffing

Equipment Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y., a corporation of
New York

FUed Jan. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 86,089
11 Claims. (CI. 241—47)

1. An illumination refractor for achieving a predeter-

mined pattern of visible radiations, said refractor com-
prising :

(a) a plurality of solid joined curved sections of pre-

determined limited thickness, each of said sections

being substantially similar in size and shape and

interchangeable with one another;

(b) disengageable light-transmitting interconnecting

means forming an integral part of oppositely dis-

posed edge portions of each of said sections and sub-

stantially positioned within the predetermined thick-

ness dimension of said joined sections, said inter-

connecting means being complementally formed and

interfittingly engaged and joining together oppositely

disposed edge portions of each of said sections to an

edge portion of other of said sections to form a

single open-ended hollow unitary refractor body, and

said interconnecting means forming a part of exposed

surface portions of said refractor body; and

(c) each of said sections having predetermined light-

refracting properties with respect to light generated

within the volume encompassed by said refractor

body; whereby a section may be interchanged with

another one of said sections to achieve a predeter-

mined light-distribution pattern.

3,099,406
ORE CRUSHER

Harry Paul Kautz, Broomfield, Colo., assignor to Mine
and Smelter Supply Co., Denver, Colo., a corporation

of Colorado
Filed May 2, 1961, Ser. No. 114,587

11 Claims. (CI. 241—32)

7. A machine having juxtaposed pressure applying

members carried by parallel shafts and arranged in pre-

determined phased relationship, one of said shafts being

a primary shaft mounted in fixed bearings and the other

of said shafts being a secondary shaft mounted in dis-

placeable bearings; a gear train interconnecting said

shafts for permitting the secondary shaft to move away
from the primary shaft without destroying their phased

relationship, and a hydraulic overload release mechanism

792 O.Q.—78

1. Stuffing apparatus of the character described, com-
prising a housing including a chamber having front, rear,

top and end walls, an inlet ojsening formed in a lower

portion of one of said end walls, a blower adjacent said

opening, said blower comprising a casing secured on the

interior of said chamber over said opening, a rotary shaft

extending through said casing and mounting a blower fan

within said casing, said shaft joumalled in the opposed

end wall of said chamber and extending outwardly there-

of, beaters mounted on said shaft within said chamber,

an electric motor connected in an electric circuit, means
operatively connecting said shaft to said electric motor,

an opening formed in the opposed of said end walls, a

blower disposed over said opening on the exterior of said

end wall, said second blower including a casing secured

to said wall, a rotary shaft extending through said casing

and mounting a second blower fan, means operatively in-

terconnecting said second shaft with said motor, an out-

let opening in said second blower casing, a closure for

said opening in said second end wall and for said outlet

opening of said second blower casing, electrically-actu-

ated means connected in an electric circuit for moving
each of said closures in and out of closing position, con-

veyor means for moving stuffing material to said inlet

opening of said chamber, a second motor, said conveyor

means operatively connected to said second motor, said

second motor connected in the circuit of said closure-

moving means, and a switch in the circuit of said closure-

moving means and said second motor for simultaneously
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activating and deactivating said motor and said closure-

moving means.

3,099,408
HAMMER MILL

Robert M. Williams, Laduc, Mo., assignor to Williams

Patent Crusher & Pulverizing Co., Inc., St. Louis, Mo.,

a corporation of Missouri
Filed Oct. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 66,076

1 CUim. (CI. 241—187)

plementary pair of perpendicular surfaces formed on said

housing adjacent each end portion, one of said surfaces

being parallel to said breaker surface, the width dimen-

sions of the first and second sets of shims being substan-

tially perpendicular to one another and secured between

said shim engaging surfaces on the nose bar and the

shim engaging surfaces on the housing, aligned aper-

tures formed in each end portion of the bar, said first

shim means and a portion of said housing, a bolt ex-

tending through said aligned apertures and provided with

a threaded adjusting member on one end thereof.

3,099,409
COIL WINDING APPARATUS

Stephen H. Shaw, Hopkins, Minn., assignor to Cedar
Engineering Division of Control Data Corporation,

Minneapolis, Minn^ a corporation of Minnesota

FUcd Mar. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 180,722

6 Claims. (CL 242—1.1)

A hammer mill for crushing solid material into par-

ticles of a predetermined size comprising a housing, a

hammer unit including a rotatable hammer mounted in

the housing, said hammer moving along a path defin-

ing a hammer circle, a travelling breaker plate structure

positioned adjacent to one side of the hammer circle,

said structure having a breaker surface adjacent to the

hammer circle, and extending substantially tangent to

the circle at a point thereon so as to form a pair of

substantially V-shaped recesses on opposite sides of the

point, a combination breaker and scraper bar having a pair

of converging surfaces positioned in one of said V-shaped

recesses so that one surface of the bar is parallel to

the breaker surface and the other surface of the bar is

substantially tangent to said circle, all portions of said

bar being rigidly secured together so as to form a rigid

unitary structure, said bar surfaces intersecting in a lead-

ing edge adjacent to the point of tangency between the

breaker surface and the hammer circle, and means

mounting end portions of the bar on the housing, said

means including a first adjusting means connected to

said end portions so as to move said bar in a first di-

rection generally perpendicular to said breaker surface

whereby one surface of the bar may be moved by said

first adjusting means toward said breaker surface to com-

pensate for wear of said breaker plate structure, and a

second adjusting means connected to said end portions

so as to move said bar in a direction substantially parallel

to said breaker surface whereby the other surface of

the bar may be moved by said second adjusting means

toward said hammer circle to compensate for wear of said

hammer and to regulate the size of the particles crushed

by the hammer without effecting the adjustment between

the bar and breaker surface, said first and second ad-

justing means comprising first and second sets of shims

having widths substantially greater than their thick-

nesses, substantially perpendicular shim engaging sur-

faces on each end portion of the nose bar and a com-

4. In a coil winding machine,

(«) a frame structure.

(/)) means for supporting a generally cylindrical core

element of the type having circumferentially spaced

axially extending radial pole pieces.

(c) means for imparting axial reciprocatory move-

ments and limited oscillating rotary movements to

said core element,

((/) a wire guide tube extending generally parallel to

the direction of reciprocatory movement of said core

supporting means and having a wire discharge end

portion extending in an angular direction generally

radially with respect to a core element carried by

said supporting means,

(e) said end portion being alternately received be-

tween selected circumferentially spaced pole pieces

during reciprocatory movement of said supporting

means,
{/) a support for said guide tube,

(j?) means mounting and guiding the guide tube sup-

port on said frame struciure for reciprocatory move-

ments in a direction radially of a core element

mounted in said core supporting means,

(h) and means for imparting said reciprocatory move-

ments to said guide tube support and comprising.

(/) a cam,

(/) power operated means for imparting rotary move-

ment to said cam at a predetermined constant slow

speed relative to the speed of reciprocatory and

oscillatory movements of said core element su[>port-

ing means, whereby to produce a single movement

in one direction of said reciprocatory movement of

said guide tube during a plurality of reciprocatory

movements of said core supporting means.

I
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(k) a rocker arm,

(/) a pivot element mounting said rocker arms on said

frame structure and adjustably movable longitu-

dinally of said rocker arm to vary the range of

reciprocatory movement of said guide tube support,

and means for releasably locking said pivot in de-

sired set positions. longitudinally of said rocker arm,

(m) a cam engaging follower on said rocker arm, and
(n) means pivotally securing said rocker arm to said

guide tube support in spaced relation to said rocker

arm mounting means and said follower, whereby
rotation of said cam will impart said reciprocatory

movements to said guide tube.

3,099,410
WINDER TENDING APPARATUS

William B. Chambley, Ficldalc, Va., assignor to Fieldcrest

Mills, Inc., Spray, N.C., a corporation of Delaware
FUed May 28, 1962, Ser. No. 198,198

12 Claims. (CI. 242—35.5)

? >^

1. The combination with a winding machine having

an elongate row of winding units thereon of

(a) a relatively large storage hopper adapted to con-

tain filled textile bobbins therein and positioned ad-

jacent one end of said winding machine,

(b) a movable carriage,

(c) an open-topped carriage hopper on said carriage,

(d) an upwardly biased movable bottom in said car-

riage hopper adapted to maintain textile bobbins

therein at a convenient level for removal from the

carriage hopper,

(e) means to guide said carriage in a path substan-

tially parallel to and closely adjacent the winding

units and the storage hopper,

(/) means for lowering said movable bottom relative

to said carriage hopper, and

(/?) means responsive to movement of said carriage

adjacent said storage hopper for actuating said lower-

ing means to move said bottom to a position spaced

substantially below the open top of the carriage hop-

per to facilitate transferring bobbins from said stor-

age hopper into said carriage hopper.

3,099,411
COLLET ASSEMBLY

Cory P. Geen, PhUadelphia, Pa., assignor to Industrial

Devices, Incorporated, Philadelphia, Pa., a corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania

FUcd Feb. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 86,994
10 Claims. (CI. 242—46.5)

1. A collet assembly for winding thread or fiber upon
cylindrical tubes and adapted for use with a seleaively

rotatable drive spindle comprising annular radially ex-

pansible drive rings, annular drive ring spacers positioned

between said drive rings, mounting means for positioning

said drive rings and drive ring spacers on the spindle,

said drive rings and spacers collectively providing a cylin-

drical surface adapted to receive a cylindrical tube, said

drive rings and spacers being substantially axially co-ex-

tensive with a cylindrical tube upon positioning of a

tube over said rings and spacers, rotation of the spindle

centrifugally expanding said drive rings thereby gripping
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and rotating the tube and effecting and maintaining a

true cylindrical tube shape, thus permitting a uniform
winding of thread or fiber thereon.

3,099,412
STRAND CONTROL APPARATUS

Axel C. Nystrom, Rutherford, NJ., assignor to Western
Electric Company, Incorporated, New Yoric, N.Y., a
corporation of New Yorli

Filed Apr. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 184,143
5 Claims. (CI. 242—47.01)

1. A strand control apparatus interposed between a

machine to supply a strand and a takeup for the strand

comprising:

a rotatable first shive positioned to receive lengths of

the strand in turns thereon after the strand leaves

the machine,
,

a rotatable second shive positioned to receive lengths

of the strand in turns thereon prior to reaching the

takeup,

a control unit interposed between the shives and op-

erable to maintain a predetermined tension in the

strand by varying the lengths of the strand in the

turns on the shives when the tension in the strand

varies from the predetermined tension,

a fixed shaft rotatably supporting the shives,

the control unit including spaced rotatable strand

guides di^Msed adjacent the shives,

supports for the guides rotatable on the shaft,

an intermediate member interposed between the sup-

ports and adapted to receive a variable length of the

strand in turns therecHi, the length of which is con-

trolled by the guides, and
means operatively connecting the supports so that ro-

tation of one of the supports to cause its guide to

vary the length of the strand on said first shive will

cause rotation of the other support to cause its guide

to cause like variation in the length of strand on
said second shive.
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3,099,413
REEL MOUNTING ASSEMBLY

George H. Kress, Short Hills, and Walter A. Menu, Hills-

daie, N J., assignors to General Precision, Inc., a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed Nov. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 151,463

4 Claims. (CI. 242—68.3)

spaced openings in its tubular wall; a pair of side plates

each secured to a respective end of said tubular shaft; an

arcuate film clamping plate element curved to conform

to the exterior surface of said tubular shaft, said clamping

plate element having an end extending through one of said

openings and pivoted to said tubular shaft with said end

forming a cam extending inwardly from the pivot axis;

the free end of said clamping plate element, when the

latter is in clamping position, extending over the surface

of said shaft beyond the other opening; and a leaf spring

//

1. A reel hub assembly comprising means for support-

ing a tape reel including a reel drum and an inner hub

sleeve member and having a backing surface, said hub

sleeve member defining a groove formed in its surface, a

reel retaining member having a reel engaging surface and

being mounted to said hub sleeve member, said reel re-

taining member defining a groove complementary to said

hub sleeve member groove, means confined within a por-

tion of each of said grooves for limiting the degree of

axial and angular movements of said reel retaining mem-
ber relative to said -hub sleeve member, biasing means

urging said reel retaining member toward said backing

surface, and means for locating said reel retaining mem-

ber relative to said hub sleeve member in reel locking

and reel unlocking positions.

3,099,414
TAPE REEL HAVING FRICTION

REDUCING MEANS
Thomas S. Kulka, 200 Film Bldg., 2108 Payne Ave.,

Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,888

1 Claim. (CI. 242—71.8)

A friction reducing tape reel comprising a hub, paral-

lelly spaced radially extending flanges on said hub, ribs

on the inner face of each of said radially extending

flanges, the ribs on each of said flanges extending inward-

ly towards each other in facing relation and generally

outwardly from said hub to the periphery of each of said

radially extending flanges, the outer end of each of said

ribs being curved to gradually reduce its height to zero

and gradually merge into the periphery of the flange,

said curved rib ends being adapted to provide light con-

tact guidance for the tape during reeling movement

thereof relative to the reel under slight misalignment con-

ditions of the reel and tape to minimize objectionable

frictional effects.

3,099,415
REEL FOR A FILM, TAPE AND THE LIKE
Hiroshi Matsuura, Toshima-cho, Chiyoda-ku,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 13, 1960, Ser. No. 42,581

Claims priority, application Japan Oct. 31, 1959

2 Claims. (CI. 242—74.2)

1. A winding reel for a film, tape or the like, compris-

ing a tubular shaft having a pair of circumfercntially

element secured to the tubular wall of said shaft to extend

circumferentially of the inner surface of said tubular wall

and having a free end engageable with said cam to bias

said clamping plate element to firmly engage a film, tape,

or the like wound over the outer surface of said shaft to

firmly hold the film, tape or the like against said shaft

surface; one of said elements having a portion extending

through the other opening for clamping engagement with

the film, tape or the like to hold the same against the

other of said elements through the opening.

3,099,416
REMOVABLE VEHICLE POWERED WINCH

OR PULLEY
NewcU B. Wright, 498 Aurora Avc^ Grants Pass, Greg.

FUed July 27, 1960, Ser. No. 45,685
8 Claims. (CL 242—95)

7. In combination with a powered vehicle wheel assem-

bly having a wheel rim adapted to receive a hub cap and

a brake drum adapted to be connected to the wheel rim

for rotation therewith, tubular mounting means having a

mounting flange at one axial end thereof and connecting

means at an opposite axial end thereof, spacing lug means

connecting said wheel rim to the brake drum in coaxially

centered condition and having a projecting portion in

contact with the wheel rim extending axially therefrom

within the confines of said hub cap when mounted on the

wheel rim, means nxHinting said mounting flange in abut-

ting engagement with said projecting portions of the spac-

ing lug means in axially spaced relation to the wheel rim,

and driven rotatable means mounted on said tubular

mounting means and disconnectibly secured thereto by

the connecting means in axially spaced relation to the

mounting flange.

I

3,099,417
REINFORCED SPOOL

Pierre Portal, Bologne, Haute-Mame, France
Filed Dec. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 77,301

Claims priority, application France July 19, 1960

4 Claims. (CL 242—118.62)

body portion engaging the top edge of the spool of yarn,

said hinged mounting including a reverse bend at the

bottom of the body portion constituting a coil, a free end

of the coil pivotally secured to the periphery of the disk.

1 . A reinforced sp>ool for textile machinery comprising

two side plates, a connecting tube, said connecting tube

being mounted between said side plates and secured to

each of said side plates at its ends, each of said side

plates comprising a hub member having a radially out-

wardly extending rim portion and a rim member having

a radially outwardly extending portion of greater diameter

than said rim portion disp)osed between said rim portion

and an end of said connecting tube, each rim member

also having a central portion abutting against said con-

necting tube, the modulus of elasticity of the material

of said hub member being substantially higher than that

of the material of said rim member, each of said rim

members having areas of engagement with said hub mem-
ber adjacent the central portion of said rim member and

adjacent the outer periphery of the outwardly extending

rim portion of said hub member, each of said rim mem-
bers and its associated hub member having sligh ly spaced

annular surfaces located radially between said areas of

engagement and adapted to be pressed into contact by the

forces exerted by windings on said spool.

3,099,418
ANTI-BACKLASH DEVICE FOR KNITTING

MACHINES
Robert Schustack, 29 W. 30th St., New York, N.Y.

FUed Feb. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 172,489
9 Claims. (C\. 242—129.8)

3,099,419
MAGNET WIRE TENSIONING DEVICE

Ronald C. Kerch and George D. Hilker, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

assignors to Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Dec. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 160,551

5 CUims. (CI. 242—147)

3. In combination with a supporting post, a spool sup-

port rotatably mounted on said post, said support includ-

ing a circular disk having a hole receiving said post, a

conical-shaped spool of yam mounted on said disk over

said post, and a wire frame hingcdly mounted on the

peripheral edge of the disk, said frame having an elongated

1. The combination of a longitudinally movable magnet

wire to be tensioned. a straight cord length parallel and

adjacent to the magnet wire, a second cord length wound
around both said straight cord length and said magnet wire

to hold the straight cord length in engagement with the

wire, and stationary means for securing the respective cord

lengths at their ends, whereby said cord lengths are opera-

ble to impose a drag on the moving wire while removing

bends in the wire.

3,099,420

WING-TIP MOUNTED, PIVOTABLE JET POWER
UMTS ON AN AIRCRAFT

Willy Messerschmitt and Gero Madelung, Munich, Ger-

many, assignors to Messerschmitt AG., Augsburg,
Germany, a company of Germany

Filed Mar. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 96,506

4 Claims. (CI. 244—12)

1. In a vertical take-off aircraft comprising a fuselage

having wings extending therefrom, means for mounting
a plurality of jet power units on the wings of said air-

craft, each of said jet power units comprising a plurality

of jet engines disposed in closely adjacent side by side

relation to one another in a unitary cluster beneath a

wing tip of said aircraft, said cluster being located at a

predetermined position spaced from said fuselage thereby
to leave the area of said wing between the root and tip

thereof substantially unobstructed, said mounting means
including means for pivoting the clustered engines in

each of said jet power units, about an axis of rotation

substantially parallel to the transverse axis of said air-

craft, from a generally horizontal to a generally vertical

orientation for purposes of vertical take-off of said air-

craft, said mounting means and pivoting means being
adapted to pivot said cluster about said axis from a posi-

tion beneath the tip of said wing to a p>osition located in

front of the leading edge of said wing adjacent said

wing tip, whereby said cluster effects a downward thrust

at a position forward of the leading edge of said wing

during said vertical take-off.
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3,099,421
AUTOMATIC TRIM ACTUATOR SYSTEM

MUton I. Gerstine, Ardentown, Del., anigiior to The
Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash., a corporatioa of Dela-
ware

FUed Dec. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 156301
10 Claims. (CI. 244—17.13)

1. In a helicopter type of aircraft having flight con-

trol means; an automatic trim system comprising gyro

means for each of the roll, pitch, and yaw axes for de-

veloping, for each axis, an error signal corresponding to

the extent only of the departure of the craft from its pre-

vious position on that axis; an automatic trim actuator

for each axis, each actuator comprising stabilizing means
and synchronizing means, said stabilizing meaiu includ-

ing drive means, means electrically coupling said drive

means to said error-signal developing means, and means
mechanically coupling said drive means to said fli^t con-

trol means, said drive means being responsive to the error

signal developed for that particular axis for changing

the position of said flight control means in a direction

and to an extent tending to return said craft to its pre-

vious position, said syiKhronizing means including said

drive means, said means electrically coupling said drive

means to said error-signal developing means, and means
mechanically coupling said drive means to said error-sig-

nal developing means for changing physically the posi-

tion of said error-signal developing means toward the

null position.

3,099,422
TILTABLE POD FOR JET POWER UNITS

ON AIRCRAFT
Gero Madelung, Munich, Germany, assignor to Messcr-

schmitt AG, Augsbuig, Germany, a company of

Germany
FUed Oct 31, 1960, Ser. No. 66,201

Claims ifriority, application Germany Oct. 30, 1959
- 4 Claims. (CI. 244—23)

1. A tiltable jet power unit for VTOL or STOL air-

craft, comprising a pair of superposed engines disposed

within a single pod, said pod being pivotally mounted on

the aircraft and pivotal between generally vertical and

generally horizontal positions, one of said engines being

adapted for use primarily during cruising operations of
said aircraft and the other of said engines being adapted
primarily for use, in cooperation with said one engine,

during take-oflf and landing operations, said other engine
being further adapted to be rendered effectively inopera-
tive during normal cruising operations, an external air

intake at one end of said pod adapted to provide a volume
of air required by said one engine at cruising speed, an
internal duct in said pod leading from said intake to said

one engine, air intake means in a side wall of said pod
communicating with said duct for providing a controllable

supplementary air supply to said one engine for take-off

and landing operations, and further air intake means in

a further side wall of said pod communicating with the

other one of said pair of engines for supplying air only
to said other engine during said take-off and landing
operations, said further air intake means including flap

means adapted upon closure to effect an external smooth
substantially streamlined shape to said further side wall of
said pod while simultaneously preventing any significant

flow of air to said other engine when said other engine is

rendered effectively inoperative during cruising operations

of said aircraft.

3,099,423
VTOL AIRCRAFT ENGINE INLET STRUCTURE

Geoffrey Light Wilde, Sbottlegatc, and Frcdcriclt Reginald
Murray, Newstead Abbey, Linby, England, assignors to

Rolls-Royce Limited, Derby, England, a company of
Great Britain

FUed Oct. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 142,157
9 Claims. (CI. 244—23)

^wC\-W—

1. In an aircraft adapted for vertical take-off and land-

ing: a lift engine housing, at least one vertical lift engine

mounted within the housing, said engine having an air

intake, an air inlet for said housing in the external surface

of the aircraft, a plurality of guide vanes each separately

pivotally mounted in said air inlet and extending trans-

versely of the aircraft across said air inlet and spaced step-

wise from one another longitudiiuUy of the aircraft, said

guide vanes being pivotaUe to operative positions in

which each guide vane projects away from said external

surface further than the preceding guide vane, the guide

vanes in said operative positions deflecting air via said air

inlet into said engine intake when the aircraft is moving
forwardly.

3,099,424
AIRCRAFT STEERING SYSTEM CONTROL

Louis C. Hnisch, Newburgii Heights, Ohio, asdgnor to

Cleveland Pncomatic Indastrica, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio,
a corporation of Ohio

FUed July 28, 1961, Scr. No. 127,532
,-^ 8 Claims. (CL 244—50)

6. An aircraft steering system comprising a strut

adapted to be mounted on an aircraft, a steerable wheel
on said stmt, a collar joumaied for rotation on said strut

connected to steer said wheel, a cylinder mounted on said

strut, a piston movable in said cylinder under the in-

fluence of fluid under pressure, gearing connecting said

piston and collar, a valve on said cylinder having a valving

element movable to control fluid under pressure supplied
to said cylinder and thereby control movement of said

piston, a yoke on said cylinder movable in a directioo

parallel to the direction of moveiiKnt of said piston con-
nected to move said valving element, a pulley joumaied
on said yoke, meshing gear teeth on said pulley assembly
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and said piston, and control elements connected to said toward the center of the canopy and further air nozzle

pulley assembly operable to apply torque to said pulley means formed on the opposite side of the canopy for di-

recting air from the under to the upper surface of the

assembly and produce movement of said yoke and valving

element.

3,099,425

JET PROPULSION SYSTEM
Wilhelm Fricke, Buchholz-Nordhcide, Germany, assignor

to Hamburger Fiugzeugbau G.m.b.H., Hamburg-
Finkenwerder, Germany, a company of Germany

FUed Nov. 29, 1961, Scr. No. 155,776

Claims priority, applicatloa Germany Dec. 16, 1960

4 Cbdms. (CI. 244—74)

1. In a jet-propelled aircraft having a fuselage and a

pair of jet engines symmetrically disposed in a substan-

tially horizontal plane, in combination, a pair of ducts for

the exhaust gases of said engines including a pair of tubes

extending over the greater part of their length on oppo-

site sides of said fuselage in said substantially horizontal

plane, each of said tubes having a rear section with a

rearwardly directed outlet, said rear sections being re-

spectively upwardly and downwardly twisted from said

horizontal plane and superimposed along the median

vertical plane of the aircraft whereby the outlets thereof

are vertically aligned in said median plane.

3,099,426
- PARACHUTE

Pierre Marcel Lemoignc, 103 Ave. Vcrdicr,

Montrougc, Sckic, France

: .Filed Mar. 31, 1961, Scr. No. 99,769

Claims priority, appUcation France Apr. 7, 1960
5 Claims. (CI. 244—145)

1. ?h a parachute having a canopy, first air nozzle

' means formed on one side of the canopy for directing air

from the under to the upper surface of the canopy and

ti, w

.J

canopy, and away from the center of the canopy,

whereby to impart to the parachute during descent a

horizontal component of motion toward said one side.

3,099,427
RAILWAY SWITCH POINT BEARINGS

Ned C. L. Brown, Scottsville, N.Y., assignor to General
Signal Corporation, a corporation of New York

Filed Feb. 7, 1958, Ser. No. 713,871
9 Claims. (CI. 246—435)

1. In a friction reducing bearing structure for a rail-

road track switch mounted on lies and having its two
switch point rails movable between normal and reverse

positions adjacent the stationary stock rails of the track

switch, a roller bearing support structure including re-

silient support means for each movable switch point rail

for resiliently supporting its switch point rail above the

ties as such rail is moved from one position to the other,

a switch rod interconnecting said two switch point rails

and having its ends extending beneath said stationary

stock rails, and a roller bearing limit structure mounted
beneath each stock rail for receiving its respective end

of said switch rod and for permitting longitudinal move-
ment of such switch rod with a minimum of friction be-

tween it and the associated stationary stock rail due to

any upward force exerted by said roller bearing structure

in resiliently supporting the respective switch f>oint rail

above the ties.

3,099,428
FOLDING TABLE OR LIKE STRUCTURE
Clair B. Heyer, P.O. Box H, Milledgeville, III.

Filed Oct. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 146,230
10 Claims. (CI. 248—166)

I. A folding table or the like having horizontal rec-

tangular structure including a pair of parallel side mem-
bers and a pair of parallel cross members affording four
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corners, and four leg means, one at each corner, char-

acterized by four connector elements, one at each corner

and comprising an upwardly opening channel parallel

to and receiving a side member from below at said corner

and extending from transverse alinement with the proxi-

mate cross member a relatively short distance toward the

other cross member, each channel including means con-

necting same to the proximate cross member so that

each cross member cross-connects a pair of channels,

means connecting each connector element to its proximate

leg means, each channel having a bottom and opposite

sides respectively normally engaging the bottom and

sides of its side member, pivot means on a transverse

horizontal axis spaced lengthwise of each channel from
the proximate cross memt>er, said pivot means for each

pair of cross-connected elements being coaxial for pivot-

ing of each pair of cross-connected elements, the proxi-

mate cross member and the proximate pair of leg means
as a unit between an upright depending supporting posi-

tion and a folded position beneath said structure, each

channel bottom being notched in an area below its pivot

means and of a width commensurate with that of its side

member to accommodate said side member when said

folded position is incurred, and means releasably connect-

ing each channel to its side member for securing said

unit in its supporting position.

3,099,429
ROLLER CLAMP FOR PARENTERAL SOLUTION

EQUIPMENT
Cyrus R. Broman, Evanston, III., assignor to Baxter

Laboratories, Inc., Morton Grove, III., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Apr. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 22,234

4 Claims. (CI. 251—6)

-y:-^*

1. A flow control device for use with resilient tubing

comprising a unitary body constructed of resilient plastic

material, said body having elongated parallel side walls

having coplanar top edges and a bottom wall angularly

related to the plane of said top edges, fillets provided at

the junction of said side and bottom walls and effective

to maintain the angle between the side walls and bottom

wall against deformation, said body having open ends and

an open top, integral struts at each end of said body con-

necting the top positions of said side walls together, each

of said side walls being further equipped with an elon-

gated recess parallel to said plane, said recess projecting

outwardly from said side walls and a tnjnnion-equippcd

roller member slidably, rotatably mounted in said recesses

and operative to compress a resilient tube against said

bottom wall and to slightly deform said bottom wall

bringing the side walls together at the ends thereof re-

mole from the bottom wall thus creating a pressure upon
the trunnioned roller and. stabilizing said roller within

said body.

3,099,430
ARRANGEMENT IN REGULATING VALVES FOR

HEATING UNITS
Rolf Jacobsen, Vaekeroveien 169c, Oslo, Norway

Filed Jan. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 86,210
Claims priority, application Norway Feb. 3, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 251—146)

I. A regulating valve arrangement for a heating unit

and the like comprising:

(a) two opposite walls defining an intermediate space
to receive a heating medium;

(h) a sleeve shaped valve housing having a circum-
ferential wall fixedly mounted in respective bores in

said opposite walls, said bores having a common axis,

( 1 ) respective end portions of said housing pro-
truding outwardly from said opposite walls in

the direction of said axis and being formed with
respective external threads,

(2) said circumferential wall being formed with

a bore communicating with said intermediate
space;

(c) supply pipe means for a heating medium.
( I ) said pipe means being formed with internal

threads engaging the external threads of one of
said end portions and axially abutting against

one of said opposite walls;

{d) a valve body movably mounted in said housing,
said body having a closing face limited by a side

surface obliquely inclined to the direction of move-
ment of said body;

(?) actuating means axially projecting from the other

end portion of said housing for transmitting move-
ment to said valve body;

(/) a nut member threadedly engaging the external

threads on said other end portion and axially abut-

ting against the other one of said opposite walls; and

{g) paclcing means on said nut member for movably
sealing said actuating means to said housing.

3,099,431
VALVE WITH STEM SEAL

John W. Ritter, Emmans, and Ednardo L. Cusi, Bethle-
' hem. Pa., assignors to Sarco Company, Inc., New York,
N.V., a corporation of New York

Filed Apr. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 101,513
2 Claims. (CI. 251—214)

I. A pressure reducing valve having a pilot valve body
provided therein with a control chamber and a remotely
spaced abutment, a valve seat resting upon said abutment,
a pilot valve guide threaded into said valve body coaxially

of the seat and having an axial passage extending there-
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through from the control chamber to and forming a con-

tinuation of a passage through the seat, a valve engaging

with said seat and having an attached spindle extending

through the seat and passage of the spindle with a bushing

embracing the spindle between the seat and the guide to

3,099,433
METHOD AND MEANS FOR BRAKING AND

REVERSING A GAS TURBINE ROTOR
Charles E. Wagner and Ro1>ert A. Mendelsohn, Detroit,

Mich., assignors to Chrysler Corporation, Highland
Park, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

FUed May 8, 1961, Ser. No. 108,566

11 Claims. (CI. 253—59)

preclude the flow of undesirable fluid through said passage

to the control chamber, said spindle guide exerting pres-

sure betv^een itself and said abutment to hold the seat

firmly to the latter and maintain the bushing under axial

compression.

3,099,432
VALVE CONSTRUCTION OF THE O-RING

POPPET TYPE
Edward J. Zeitlin, Applehill, Purdys, N.Y.

Filed July 18, 1960, Ser. No. 43,632

3 Claims. (CI. 251—324)

1. A valve comprising a body member having a closed

cylindrical bore therein, said bore divided into two cy-

lindrical sec ions of different diameter, an annular beveled

valve seat connecting the two different diameter sections,

an inlet port connected to the smaller diameter section and

an outlet port connected to the larger diameter section,

a reciprocable valve mounted in the larger diameter cy-

lindrical section, said valve comprised of a stem and a

valve head, said valve head having an annular face of a

size to abut with and co-act with said valve seat, said

valve head comprised of a central section provided with

a pluraliiy of sides and a surrounding ring section and

provided with small apertures between the central and

ring sections, said central section provided with an ex-

tended portion having a recess to support a sealing ring

adjacent to and in front of said annular valve face, an

0-type sealing ring of resilient material mounted in said

recess, said sealing ring being dimensioned to be nor-

mally compressed between the annular face of said valve

and the beveled valve seat when the valve is closed to

establish a seal between said different diameter bore

sections, said 0-type sealing ring riding in said valve re-

cess during the reciprocating movement of said valve, said

0-type sealing ring positioned in said recess to be ad-

jacent to but not scaling said small apertures through

said valve head when said valve is in an open position

and said O-type sealing ring moving when compressed

into a scaling relation with all of the small apertures in

said valve head.

792 O.G.—7»

1. In a gas turbine engine, a rotor having a plurality of

circumferentially spaced blades designed to be driven in

a forward rotational direction about the axis of rotation

of said rotor by axial flow of motive gases past said blades,

gas passage means arranged coaxially with said rotor for

conducting said motive gases past said blades in driving

relationship therewith, adjustable nozzle means in said

gas passage means upstream of said blades for selectively

varying the angle of attack of said gases against said

blades, said nozzle means being adjustable in a reversing

direction for directing said motive gases against said blades

to impart a reverse thrust to said blades urging the latter

in a reverse rotational direction opf>osite said forward

direction, normally closed exhaust port means arranged

in said passage means around the periphery of said blades

and being openable to exhaust said gases radially from

said blades, and means for opening said port means con-

jointly with adjustment of said nozzle means in said re-

versing direction.

3,099,434
POWER-OPERATED STUD TENSIONER

Le Roy S. De Mart, Lancaster, Ohio, assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Babcock & Wilcox Company, a corpo-
ration of New Jersey

Filed Oct. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 848,848
15 Claims. (CI. 254—29)

1. In a stud tensioning device, a threaded drawbar

adapted to be threadably connected to a stud, a reciproca-
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blc motor for urging said drawbar in a direction away from
said stud, said drawbar and motor being spaced apart in a

direction transverse to the drawbar axis whereby said draw-

bar may move laterally with respect to said motor and
spring suspension means between said motor and said

drawbar and adapted to support the weight of said draw-

bar in its unrestrained condition.

3,099,435
BUMPER JACK PUSHER EXTENSION

Carl C. Nixon, Pontiac, Mich.
(3522 W. Home Ave^ Flint 4, Midi.)
FUed June 9, 1961, Ser. No. 116,157

10 Claims. (CI. 254—35)

1. A bumpsr jack extension for converting a conven-

tional bumper jack of the type including a base, a jack

standard rising from said base and an upwardly opening

bumper hook on a lift frame mounted on said standard

for movement there along, to an extensible motor having

two telescoped sections, said bumper jack extension com-

prising an upstanding elongated tubular member of a size

so as to be telescoped over the upper end of the bumper
jack standard remote from the base thereof, the lower end

of said tubular member including means for seating in the

upwardly opening bumper hook carried by said lift frame,

and a reaction thrust member carried by the upper end of

said tubular member for engagement with a vehicle bump-

er whereby said bumper jack standard may be oriented

upwardly and in the direction of desired movement of a

disabled vehicle with said base engaged with the ground

and said reaction thrust member engaged with the bumper
of said disabled vehicle said upper end of said tubular

member including at least one laterally projecting hook

member defining an upwardly opening concave recess.

3,099,436
BURNER ASSEMBLY FOR HYDROCARBON FUEL
John K. Siddle and Harold L. Miller, Columbus, Ohio,

assignors to Midland-Ross Corporation, Cleveland,

Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Feb. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 6,665

3 Claims. (CI. 263—19)
3. A burner assembly for liquid hydrocarbon fuel com-

prising, in combination, a housing, a hot gas vent means

leading from said housing, a burner unit having a fuel

valorization chamber and located in said housing for dis-

charging products of combustion into said housing for flow

therein and through said vent means, means for intro-

ducing liquid hydrocarbon fuel to said vaporization cham-

ber for vaporization therein, an air inlet for said burner

unit disposed in heat transfer relationship to the products

of combustion flowing in said housing for supplying pre-

heated air to said burner unit at a point that is at least

as far upstream of the hot gas vent means as the vaporiza-

tion chamber, a cold air inlet port means associated with

said bousing for supplying cold air to said burner unit at

a point that is at least as far upstream of the hot gas vent

means as the vaporization chamber, means responsive to

the temperature in said vaporization chamber, and means

actuated by said temperature responsive means for varying

the relative proportion of air admitted through said inlet

and said port means for said burner unit to maintain the

temperature of the fuel vaporization chamber at a sub-

stantially constant value.

3,099,437
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED FORGE FURNACE
OR THE LIKE AND METHOD OF OPERATING
SAME

Frederick S. Bloom, Mount Lebanon Township,
Allegheny County, Pa.

Filed Feb. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 90,766
6 Claims. (CI. 263—43)

1. A temperature controlled forge furnace or the like,

comprising, in combination, a common furnace enclosure

having a common hearth and an opening for ingress and

egress of workpieces placed on and removed from said

hearth, a plurality of laterally spaced radiant burners in

corresponding heating zones of said hearth principally

overlying correspondingly laterally spaced areas of said

hearth, laterally adjacent radiant burners regulating later-

ally adjoining areas of hearth respectively to provide

corresponding heating zones of said hearth principally

controlled by said burners respectively, each said burner

during operation at any level supplying radiant heat with

its greatest intensity to its corresponding heating zone,

timer mechanism for the radiant burners of said zones

respectively to provide a selected fxriod for a higher rate

of radiant beating of workpieces on said hearth in each

(

respective zone to raise the temperature of workpieces
therein, and means associated with said timer mechanism
for automatically ending said higher rate of radiant heat-

ing in a particular zone to maintain the working tempera-
ture of such workpieces upon the expiration of said period
in that particular zone.

removable pin for each series of apertures for insertion

through an aperture corresponding to the groove of a

3,099,438
DOOR CONTROL APPARATUS

Rudolph A. Fritz, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Chase
Industries, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of
Ohio

FUed Nov. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 72,032
3 Chiims. (CI. 268—66)

1. Control apparatus for a compartment door hinged

for swinging movement relative to a doorway, comprising

in combination, a source of compressed air, an elongate

air cylinder having a base end and a head end, and a piston

rod reciprocable through the head end of the cylinder,

means pivoting the cylinder base end and the free end of

the piston rod to a support and to the door, respectively,

in position to move the door to open and closed positions

upon selective application of air pressure to the cylinder

ends, pneumatic means including a shiftable valve and
tubes interconnecting the valve with opposite ends of the

cylinder, whereby shifting of the valve alternatively di-

rects air pressure to opposite ends of the cylinder for

moving the door, electrical means for shifting the valve

including a plurality of circuit control switches, and means
for actuating said switches by the force of air exhausted

from one end of the door-operating cylinder while the

opposite end is charged with air presure from the com-
pressed air source.

3,099,439
WORK HOLDER APPARATUS

Frank W. Haselton, Raytown, Mo^ assignor to Western
Electric Company, Incorporated, a corporation of New
York

Filed Feb. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 90,734
5 Claims. (CI. 269—40)

1. A cable forming apparatus which comprises a sup-

porting frame, a pair of end members rotatably supported

in the frame, at least one end member having a first group
of openings and a plurality of series of apertures selec-

tively positioned adjacent to the first group, a first re-

movable pin for insertion through the frame into an open-

ing of the first group for locking the end member in a

desired position, a plurality of cable forming boards ro-

tatably supported in the end members forming a hori-

zontally disposed drum, each board having opposing work

surfaces and a groove in its lateral surfaces, and a second

forming board for locking each board in a desired work
position.

3,099,440
APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE

FLOW OF FLUIDS
Kari H. BurzlafF, Fafaport, N.Y., assignor to Ritter Com-

pany, Inc., Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-
ware

FUed Sept 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,242
5 Clahns. (CL 269—325)

1. In a surgical table having a lower base and a plu-

rality of fluid controlled apparatus including intercon-

nected table top sections, at least a part of said fluid con-
trolled apparatus being articulatable into interference
with other parts of said table,

(a) sensing lever means defining an interference path
intermediate said table top and lower base, and

(b) means responsive to said lever means for stopping
said fluid controlled apparatus when articulated por-

tions of the table are moved into the interference

path.

3,099,441
SURGICAL DEVICE

Elmer Frederick Ries, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The
Ries Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Oliio, a cor-
poration of Ohio

Filed Dec. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 862,517
10 Claims. (CI. 269—328)

1. In a surgical device the combination of a pair of

clamping mechanisms each including an upstanding
clamping arm in opposition to one another, a clamping
point at the upper end of the first of said clamping arms.

a pair of spaced clamping points carried by the upper end
of the second of said clamping arms, means mounting
said spaced clamping points on said second clamping arm
for unitary oscillatory movement relative to said clamp-
ing arm, said clamping points each having its axis angu-
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larly of the others and said clamping points bearing a

relationship to one another to form between them a three

point clamp, and means for actuating the clamping mech-

ond sheet means carrying indicia resembling rear por-

tions of the same vehicle, a third sheet means carrying

indicia resembling side portions of the same vehicle, and

a fourth sheet means also carrying indicia resembling

side portions of the same vehicle; cement means secur-

ing said first, said second, said third, and said fourth

sheet means to said front, said rear, said first side, and

-.'- - ./

S

anisms and their clamping points toward and from one

another to effect a clamping by the clamping arms clamp-

ing points.

3,099,442

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FEEDING
SHEET MATERIAL

Roland Norbert Wendricks, Barrington, and Robert Miller

Weygant, Waukegan, III., assignors to American Can
Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed Apr. U, 1961, Ser. No. 102,155

17 Claims. (CI. 271—32)

aj //
-•*

1. A method of singly feeding the lowermost sheet

from a stacked quantity of thin flexible sheets comprising

the steps of, placing said stacked sheets on a support sur-

face, said support surface forming transversely divergent

passages with the longitudinal edge portions of said lower-

most sheet, introducing pressurized air between said sup-

port surface and said lowermost sheet, said air flowing

at«a high velocity towards the longitudinal edges of said

sheet thereby creating a pressure differential on the

longitudinal edge portions of the lowermost sheet and

causing said edge portions to be bent and depressed to-

wards said support surface while simultaneously being

spaced therefrom due to the air flowing therebetween.

engagi.ng said lowermost sheet at the depressed portions

thereof, and advancing said lowermost sheet from be-

neath said stacked quantity of sheets.

3,099,443
SIMULATED VEHICLE TOY
Edward I. Koch, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 95,196

3 Claims. (CI. 272—1)
1. A simulated vehicle toy comprising an open top

•rectangular carton of a size large enough for a child's

body to enter, said carlon including a front, rear, first side

and second side panels; a first sheet means carrying in-

dicia resembling front portions of a real vehicle, a sec-

T -^- r^:.. "^

said second side panels, respectively, on the outer surfaces

thereof whereby said carton appears as a vehicle; a front

flap at the upper edge of said front panel disposed within

said carton and positioned at an acute angle with respect

to said front panel; a fifth sheet means carrying indicia

resembling a control panel of the same vehicle; cement

means securing said fifth sheet to the external surface of

said flap.

3,099,444

AUTOMATICALLY OPERATED PROTECTIVE SYS-
TEM FOR COVERING GROUND AREAS
Fred E. Burt, 823 13th St., Alexandria, La.

FUed Oct. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 60,417
6 Claims. (CI. 273—27)

I. In an automatically operated protective system for

covering a ground area, the combination of a reel, a

flexible tarpaulin connected to the reel windable and un-

windable with respect to said reel, electrically actuated

motor means connected to the reel for rotating said reel

to wind the tarpaulin thereon, electrically actuated motor

means connected to the tarpaulin remote from the reel

for pulling the tarpaulin from the reel, the last mentioned

motor means including a winch and a cable windable

upon said winch which cable is connected to the tarpaulin

for unwinding it from the reel, retrieving cable means

connected to the first mentioned cable, and electrically

actuated motor means having winch means thereon hav-

ing the retrieving cable means connected thereto whereby

the first mentioned cable may be retrieved and moved off

a ground area after the tarpaulin has been wound com-

pletely upon said reel.

3,099,445
BOWLING BALL RETURN

Elgene W. Flood, deceased, late of Chicago, III., by
Rosalie T. Flood, administratrix, Chicago, III., assignor

to Rosalie T. Flood
FUed Aug. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 130,230

3 Claims. (CI. 273—47)

»„ .»«

3. A bowling ball return of a width not substantially

in excess of the diameter of a bowling ball comprising a

pair of longitudinally spaced, inwardly facing upright

semi-circular ball guiding loops, one larger than the other,

a pair of longitudinally extending ball carrying tracks

overlying one another in the space between said loops, the

higher level track being connected at its ends to the upper

levels of said loo|>s and sloping downwardly at a slight

inclination from said one loop to said other loop, the

lower level track being connected at one end to the lower

end of said o her loop and sloping downwardly at a slight

inclination from said other loop to adjacent the intermedi-

ate portions of said one loop, and a ball stop on the oppo-

site end of said lower level track, said tracks being spaced

vertically from one another and both being readily ac-

cessible for removal of balls therefrom.

3,099,446
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR BOWLING BALLS

AND THE LIKE
Raymond V. Stegman, Burbank, and William E. Green,

San Fernando, Calif., assignors, by mesne assignments,

to Brunswick Corporation, Chicago, III., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Oct. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 846,131

21 Claims. (CI. 273—49)

3,099,447
SONIC PIN DETECTION MEANS

Sampson Isenberg, Robert J. .Moon, and Albert E. Shaw,
Chicago, III., assignors, by mesne assignments, to

Brunswick Corporation, Chicago, 111., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed June 9, 1960, Ser. No. 35,043

11 Claims. (CI. 273—52)

^

8. In combination with a bowling alley, apparatus for

detecting the presence or absence of a standing bowling
pin on the alley by distinguishing between a first condi-

tion represented by the presence of a standing pin and
second condition represented by the absence of a standing

pin, comprising, an acoustical system including an electro-

mechanical transducer adjacent a pin spot on the alley for

producing sound waves, means coupling the transducer to

the material of the alley at the pin spot such that vibra-

tions of the transducer are transmitted to the pin spot,

said acoustical system being responsive to a bowling pin

and having a predetermined acoustical impedance when
one of said conditions exists and a different acoustical im-

pedance when the other condition exists, and an electrical

system connected for supplying power to the transducer

and having an electrical characteristic which is altered by

the change in acoustical impedance thereby to provide a

signal indicative of the change.

3,099,448
ARM CONTROL APPLIANCE

Raymond C. Salvo, 715 Adams St., Albany, Calif.; Louis

Salvo, 546 60th St., Oakland, Calif.; and Norman L.

Salvo, 1247 Richmond St., El Cerrito, Calif.

FUed Sept. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 138,914

6 Claims. (CI. 273—54)

1. A directing system for spherical articles comprising:

conveyor means for spherical articles, said conveyor means

at one point having different branches for storage along

which said spherical articles can move from said conveyor

means; means for directing said spherical articles along

different paths onto said conveyor means at another point

thei^on; movable means at said one point adjustable to

cause spherical articles arriving at said one point to be

directed onto one of said branches; and means coupled

to said movable means and selectively responsive in

accordance with the specific paths by which said spherical

articles pass onto said conveyor means so that, upon each

such article reaching said one point, said movable means

is positioned to direct it onto a predetermined one of

said branches, whereby the branch onto which an article

is directed is determined by the path from which it

passed onto said conveyor means.

1. A hand control appliance particularly useful in bowl-

ing comprising first and second arms pivotally connected
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together at one end, said first arm adapted for attachment
to the upper arm portion of a user adjacent the interior

side thereof with the pivotal connection between the arms
adjacent the elbow, said second arm adapted for disposi-

tion adjacent the interior side of the forearm and attach-

ment to the wrist, said second arm including means for

retaining the hand in a slightly inclined position relative to

the planes of the arms at said pivotal connection.

3.099,449
WOODEN BOWLING PINS OF SPHERICAL BELLY
TYPE AND PREFABRICATED SEGMENTS
THEREFOR

Cornelius D. Dosker, Looisviilc, Ky^ assignor to Gamble
Brothers, Inc., LouisriUc, Ky., a corporation of Ken-
tucky

Filed May 15, 1961, Scr. No. 114,269
17 CUims. (CL 273—82)

7. A prefabricated segment for a bowling pin of pre-

determined size and shape, comprising: a unitary seg-

ment of a bowling pin wall having a vertical and horizon-

tal curvature corresponding to a portion of the vertical

side wall of a bowling pin product and extending not only

vertically over a distance at least equal to that of the ball

impact zone or belly of said product pin but also hori-

zontally over a distance equal to a predetermined frac-

tion of the circumference of said product pin but not

greater than one-half thereof, said horizontal curvature

defining in cross section a circular arc not greater than

180 degrees, said segment including a plurality of super-

posed wood veneer plies bonded together with the outer

ply not only being of substantially uniform thickness

throughout and providing the entire outer surface of the

segment but also being a long grain veneer having its long

wood fibers extending parallel to and conforming with

said outer surface.

3,099,450
GAME PROJECTILES FOR AERIAL FLIGHT

Brian P. Randall, 5 Kensington Road, Asbcville, N.C.
FUed Aug. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 129,847

4 CUims. (CL 273—106)

1. An aerodynamic game projectile for stable flight in

projection through the atmosphere above the surface of

the ground and adapted for use in throwing and batting

games; said projectile comprising a solid body of resilient

porous material having at one side a flat surface bounded
by a circle, and at the other side a continuous smooth
convex, curved surface, said curved surface being a sur-

face of revolution formed by revolving about an axis dis-

posed centrally of and perpendicular to said flat surface,

a curved line terminating at said axis and at said circle;

the diameter of said circle being approximately the maxi-
mum diameter of said surface of revolution; and a con-
tinuous skin of non-porous material covering both said

flat and curved surfaces, said projectile being of a size to

be readily gripped by one hand for throwing, with the first

finger and thumb of the throwing hand partially en-

circling the same, and with said flat surface disposed to-

ward and substantially parallel with the ground, whereby,
when thrown, the projectile tends to spin and glide, while
tending to maintain its original attitude relative to the

ground.

3,099,451
SOLAR SPACE GAMES

Elmer M. Newhousc, 2582 Dmki Park Drive,
Baltimore, Md.

FUed Mar. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 12,126
5 Claims. (CI. 273—134)

1. Game apparatus comprising a playing board having

a representation of the solar system thereon, said repre-

sentation comprising the sun at the center thereof and the

solar system planets represented as being in orbit around
the sun, said orbits being spaced radially outwardly ac-

cording to their position in the solar system; a space sta-

tion for space travel on the board; said game apparatus
including a chance device having associated therewith a

plurality of different indicia, and comprising means for

selecting by chance one of said indicia, said indicia repre-

senting different velocities, some of which are arbitrarily

designated as "escape" velocities enabling a player to

move his game piece to the space station; said game appa-
ratus also including a member having thereon a schedule
in units of time for space exploration setting out the time

required to travel from the space station to the various

planets, each of a first group of said planets having travel

times comprising a first set number of digits, and each of a

second group of said planets having travel times compris-
ing a second differing set number of digits; said game ap-
paratus further including a first set of dice having digits

therein including those on the time schedule for space
exploration whereby a player may leave the space station

for space exi^oration to said first group of planets, the

number of dice in said set being equal to the number of
digits in said first set of digits; and a second set of dice

having digits thereon including thoae on the time schedule
for space exploration whereby a player may leave the

space station for space exploration to said second group
of planets, the number of dice in said second set being
equal to the number of digits in said second set of digits,

said first and second sets of dice being differentiated from
each other for selection and use in travel to either the

first group of planets or the second group of planets.
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3,099,452
COMBINATION CONTAINER, PRACTICE

GOLF BALL AND TEE
John D. Feniicola, 109 Water St., Centrcville, Md.

FUed Feb. 28, 1962, Scr. No. 176,356
2 CUims. (CI. 273—199)

seal ring into engagement with said first mentioned sur-

face, and stop means engageable by said piston means

1. An article of manufacture of a combination con-

tainer and practice golf ball comprising;

(a) a spherical hollow body of elastic resinous plastic

material including a spherical outer surface,

(b) an integral hollow neck portion extending out-

wardly from a small area of the said body adapted

to form an opening from the outside into the hol-

low interior of the body portion,

(c) a stopper having integrally formed an outer por-

tion, an intermediate portion, and an inner end por-

tion,

(d) the outer portion of the stopper being larger

than the outer edge of the neck and extending out-

wardly therefrom for manually manipulating the

stopper, the intermediate portion being of such di-

mensions as to engage the inner surface of the neck
portion for securing the stopper in the neck, and the

inner end portion extending inwardly from the in-

termediate portion to a point,

(e) the outer end surface of the outer portion of the

stopper being concaved and adapted to support the

body upon its spherical outer surface when the sto[>-

per is in reversed position.

3,f99^53
SHAFT SEAL WITH POSmVE AUTOMATIC

SHUT-DOWN FEATURE
Robert Dunn, Glean, and Frederick A. Goerss, Allegany,

N.Y., assigiion to DrcMcr Operations, Inc., Whitticr,

Calif., a corporation of CalifomU
Original application Oct 14, 1959, Ser. No. 846,417, now

Patent No. 2,999,702, dated Sept. 12, 1961. Divided
and this application Oct. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 67,149

3 CUims. (CI. 277—27)
I. In a shaft seal, the combination comprising a mem-

ber surrounding the shaft and rotatable therewith and hav-
ing an annular surface surrounding the shaft and facing

axially thereof, a iKMi-rotative but axially movable piston

means surrounding the shaft and including a main seal

ring made of a material having self-lubricating proper-

ties and having an annular axially-facing surface disposed

opposite to said first mentioned surface and spaced there-

from but adapted to engage therewith, an auxiliary flex-

ible seal ring of circular configuration arranged generally

concentric with said shaft and carried on said axially-

facing surface of said main seal ring and adapted to en-

gage said first mentioned surface before said axially-facing

surface of said main seal ring does when said piston

means moves toward said member, yielding means urging

said piston means toward establishing engagement be-

tween said surfaces, means for applying pressurized liquid

to said piston means to urge separation of said surfaces

against the urging of said yielding means, whereby reduc-

tion of the pressure of said liquid below a predetermined

value permits said yielding means to urge said auxiliary

and limiting the advance thereof in the direction urged by
said yielding means in the event of wear of said main
seal ring resulting from contact with said member.

3,099,454
FLUID SEAL

Edward L. Walinski, Dcs Plaines, III., assignor to Victor
Manufacturing & Gasket Company, Chicago, 111., a
corporation of IlUnois

FUed May 5, 1961, Scr. No. 108,148
8 Claims, (a. 277—47)

1. A fluid sealing device comprising: a casing; elas-

tomer lip means fixed in said casing; garter spring means
,;ncircling the lip means and urging the same radially in-

wardly; and sleeve means fixed in the casing on the side

thereof opposite the side on which the lip means is fixed

and extending from the casing alongside the lip means
and between the lip means and a shaft to form a seal with

the shaft and to shield the lip means and the garter s{Ming

means from that fluid.

3,099,455
PISTON RING ASSEMBLY

George C. Mayfield, Richmond Heights, Mo., assignor

to McQuay-Norris Manufacturing Company, St. Louis,
Mo., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Sept 19, 1960, Scr. No. 57,040
2 Claims. (Q. 277—163)

1. In a piston ring assembly, an expansible and contract-

ible piston ring element comprising, an annular strip of
spring metal having in part a generally channel cross-sec-

tion forming a ring element with cylindrical wall portions
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and integral annular flanges, said cylindrical wall portions

comprising a web portion defining a sinuous strip of metal

of substantially constant cross-section and including a

series of spaced apertures adjacent each flange, the edges

of the apertures in one series overhanging the edges of

apertures in the other series to define a plurality of op-

positely inclined spaced webs, the respective webs extend-
ing beyond the adjacent apertures whereby to provide a

truss-like structure of uniform beam strength in one di-

rection and of uniform flexibility in another direction.

3,099,456
THREAD FORMING SPARKPLUG GASKETS

Harold P. Hopp, 374 Lantana Ave., Englewood, NJ.
Filed Aug. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 46,540

5 Claims. (CI. 277—166)

1. In combination, a spark plug having a threaded
shank, and a compressible annular gasket having a prin-

cipal axis of compression; said gasket including a plurality

of undulating sealing portions, and an inner flange having

at least one radially arranged slot therein forming a seg-

mented inner edge, said inner flange disposed in angular

contact relation with respect to said axis of compression,

so that opposite sides of said inner flange are in deforma-

ble contacting engagement with opposed surfaces, said

inner edge having a diameter which is substantially greater

than the major diameter of said threaded shank when said

gasket is in a relatively uncompressed state, and sub-

stantially less than said major diameter when in relative-

ly compressed state; whereby said gasket may be slipped

up>on said shank of said spark plug with a purely trans-

lational motion, and may become threadedly affixed to

said shank upon the installation and tightening of said

spark plug wherein said gasket is compressed.

3,099,457
CHUCK

George Hohwart, Farmingtoa Township, Oakland County,
and Paul Toth, Allen Park, Mich., assignors to N. A.
Woodworth Company, Femdale, Mich., a corporation
of Michigan

FUed June 2, 1960, Scr. No. 33,542
11 Claima. (CI. 279—106)

1. In a chuck, a hollow housing, a plurality of rocker

arms, a ball and socket joint for each of said rocker arms
pivotally mounting said rocker arm intermediate the ends

thereof on said housing so that the inner end of the arm
is enclosed within said housing, jaw members mounted
on the outer ends of said rocker arms in a concentric

relation with the chuck axis, and means disposed within

said housing and engaged with said rocker arms adjak:ent

the inner ends thereof for concurrently pivoting said

rocker arms relative to said housing so that said jaws
are moved radially of said axis.

3,099,458
VEHICLE SUSPENSION SYSTEM

Frederick Rosky, Dearborn, and Carl P. Wenzel, Garden
City, Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company, Dear-
born, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Jan. 15, 1962, Scr. No. 166,124
7 Claims. (CI. 280—96.2)

2. A vehicle suspension system having sprung and un-

sprung components;
suspension means interconnecting said components;
said suspension means including a suspension arm;
a pivotal connection interconnecting said suspension

arm and said sprung components;

a cr^nk mechanism pivotally suspending said suspension

arm from said sprung components at a position

spaced from said pivotal connection;

said crank mechanism having a pair of spaced apart

parallel pivot shafts;

one of said pivot shafts being connected to said arm
and the other of said pivot shafts being connected to

said sprung components.

3,099,459
AXLE MECHANISM

Frank A. Zaiar, East Cleveland, and Robert K. Nelson,
Shaker Heights, Ohio, assignors to Eaton Manufactur-
ing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Aug. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 48,233
9 Claims. (CI. 280—104.5)

1. In suspension mechanism for a vehicle having longi-

tudinal frame means carrying a longitudinally extending

lower corner portion on the outboard side thereof, a

pair of spaced tandem axles, a longitudinally extending

spring spanning the space between said axles and com-
prising a stack of spring leaves, means connecting the

end portions of said spring with said axles, an upper pivot

member comprising angularly disposed upper bracket

portions adapted to be secured to said frame means in

a straddling relation to said lower corner portion and a

depending hollow knee portion projecting downwardly
and laterally outwardly relative to said corner portion

and having pivot elements spaced apart transversely of
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the intermediate portion of said spring, a lower pivot

member comprising block means seated against the upper

side of said intermediate portion and depending cheek

means connected with said block means and lying ad/a-

cent one upright side of said stack, U-bolt means em-
bracing said stack and connecting said lower pivot mem-
ber with said intermediate portion, pivot pin means hav-

ing end portions projecting from said block means and
engaged by the pivot elements of said knee portion, a

clamp member secured against the underside of said

intermediate portion of the spring by said U-bolt means
and carrying adjustable thrust means effective against

portions of said cheek means, and locating means on
said clamp member and engaging the other upright side

of said stack and held thereagainst by the action of said

thrust means.

3,099,460
THREE-AXLE VEHICLE SUSPENSION INCLUDING

LOAD STABILIZING MEANS
Robert G. Sheehan; 1244 165th Ave. SE.,

Bellevuc, Wash.
Filed Nov. 3, 1960, Scr. No. 67,043

5 Claims. (CI. 280—104.5)

1. A three-axle vehicle comprising two end to end

adjoining frame yokes; intermediate axle means trans-

verse to said frame yokes pivotally connecting the adjoin-

ing ends of said frame yokes; a load carrying deck posi-

tioned in spaced relation above said frame yokes and hav-

ing downwardly extending side flanges pivotally mounted

on said intermediate axle means; two resilient compres-

sion units spaced forwardly and rearwardly from said

intermediate axle means and interposed between the re-

spective frame yokes and parts of the load carrying deck

which overhang said frame yokes; two axles pivotally

connected with the outer end portions of said frame yokes

for torsional movement about the longitudinal axes of

said frame yokes and for steering movement about a

vertical axis normal to and intersecting said longitudinal

axes, said axles extending in opposite transverse directions

from the respective frame yokes; and a wheel on each

outer end portion of said intermediate axle means and

each outer end portion of each of said axles.

3,099,461
SUSPENSION CONTROL VALVE

James S. Stelzcr, Fort Wayne, Ind^ assignor to The
Weatherhead Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
Filed July 26, 1957, Scr. No. 674,334

9 Claims. (CI. 280—124)
1. In a suspension system for supporting a vehicle

frame in a predetermined position relative to a vehicle

axle comprising an air spring disposed between said frame

and axle, a source of air under pressure and a control

valve apparatus mounted on - said frame, said apparatus

including a first valve having a poppet actuable to provide

communication between said air source and air spring, a

second valve having a poppet actuable to provided com-

munication between said air spring and ambient space,

cam means being pivotal in one axial position for selec-

tively actuating said poppets, a spring bearing against said

cam means and urging the same away from said poppets,

a movable cylinder bearing against said cam means, a

fixed piston within said cylinder and an expansion cham-
ber between spaced portions of said cylinder and piston,

means providing communication between said expansion
chamber and said air source, said cylinder and cam means
being movable in response to air pressure in said expan-
sion chamber to facilitate engagement between said pop-

pets and said cam means in response to pivotal motion
of said cam means, means pivoting said cam means in re-

sponse to decreased spacing between said frame and axle,

to open said first valve and in response to increased spac-

ing between said frame and axle to open said second
valve and means urging said poppets to closed position in

the absence of actuation thereof by said cam means.

3,099,462
VEHICLE COUPLER OR HITCH

Ralph C. Lent, Ewa, Hawaii, assignor to Hanawai Manu-
facturing Company, Limited, a corporation of Hawaii

Filed May 17, 1962, Scr. No. 195,541
1 Claim. (CI. 280—478)

In a coupler device of the type described for attaching

one vehicle to another vehicle, a socket member having

means for its attachment to one of said vehicles, said

socket member having a fully enclosed interior tapering

from a relatively small rear pwrtion to a relatively wide
mouth, a coupler member having a forward portion sup-

plied with means for its attachment to said other vehicle,

said coupler member having a tapered rear portion of

dimensions substantially complementary to those of said

socket interior, said rear portion of said coupler member
being further provided with a single elongated slot extend-

ing along part of the central longitudinal axis of said

coupler member, connecting means between said coupler
member and said socket member comprising a connecting
pin secured through at least one wall of said socket mem-
ber in a position to enter into said elongated slot adjacent
the forward end thereof when said tapered portion of said

coupler member is fully retracted within said socket n>cm-
ber, and a spring urged locking pin likewise secured
through at least one wail of said socket member in a posi-

tion to enter into said elongated slot adjacent the rear

end of said slot only when said tapered rear porti<Mi of
said coupler member is fully retracted within said socket
member, deactivation of said locking pin allowing with-

drawal of said coupler member from said socket member
to the extent permitted by the length of said elongated slot,

in said withdrawn position said connecting pin furnish-

ing a pivot in the rear of said slot affording lateral move-
ment of said coupler member to the extent permitted by
the walls of said socket member.
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3,099,463
ASSEMBLY FOLDER

Walter LeoBartz, KranterBarten, Dachau-oit, Gennany
FUed Apr. 1, 1959, Scr. No. 803,520

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 3, 1958
3 Claims. (CL 281—19)

1 . An assembly folder for storing thin transparent soft

foil cases, letterhead sheets and the like comprising a

cover of relatively stiff flat sheet material, said cover

having a narrow elongated strip integrally formed there-

with, folded inwardly from the inner edge of the cover

sheet to overlie the same, and extending substantially the

full length thereof providing an integral relatively rigid

guide, said elongated strip lying in fixed parallel plane

relationship with the inner face of the cover sheet, an

inwardly folded guide and retaining lip integrally formed
on the elongated strip to oppose the integral fold of the

elongated strip upon the cover sheet, said guide lip ex-

tendmg parallel to and slightly spaced from the under-

face of the elongated strip, an elongated track of rela-

tively stiff flat sheet material slidably mounted in the

rigid guide and under the guide lip of the elongated strip

between the opposing lip and the fold of the narrow elon-

gated strip upon the cover and retained against longitu-

dinal displacement within the rigid guide by the clasping

action of the lip, and a holding device carried by said

track for releasably securing the thin cases, letterhead

sheets and the like to the track.

3,099,464
PLASTIC PROTECTORS FOR SHEET MATERIAL,
BOOK AND MAGAZINE COVERS, AND THE
LIKE

Gene W. Smith, 5008 La Canada Blvd., La Canada, Calif.

FUed Aug. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 46,666
15 Claims. (CL 281—20)

--/

1. A readily removable cover protector for pamphlets,

file folders and the like comprising a mounting strip

adapted to be secured to the hinged edge of the cover to

be protected with the exposed free edge of said strip

parallel and closely spaced to said hinged edge, and a one-

piece flexible sheet plastic protector having a folded size

shghtly larger than the cover to be enclosed and pro-

tected thereby, said protector being folded back onto it-

self along one medial axis, one free lateral edge of said

protector having a narrow portion thereof folded back

on itself to provide a deep groove for receiving the free

edge of said mounting strip with the adjacent outer por-

tion of said protector lying flush against the exterior sur-

face of said cover and the inner portion of said protector

lying flush against the interior surface of said cover and
substantially coextensive therewith.

3,099,465
BINDER BACK

Emcit Hazel, Jr., St Lonii, Mo.,
Hazel, Jr., Inc., St. Loola, Mo.,
MtaMwrl

Filed Feb. 6, 1961, Scr. No. 87,247
2 ClaiBH. (CL 281—36)

to Ernest
a corporation of

2. A back for loose-leaf binders comprising a rigid

plate; a cushioning member overlying one face of said

plate and coextensive therewith, said cushioning member
being provided with a plurality of longitudinally extend-

ing, spaced apart ribs on the surface thereof next adjacent

said face whereby to define a plurality of grooves, said

ribs and said grooves extending substantially the full

length of said plate; and means securing said cushioning

member to said plate.

3,099,466
ROTARY PIPE COUPLING

Hans Krcidel, Sr., and Hans Kreidel, Jr., Wiesbaden, Ger-
many, asi^piors to Invcntcz A.Gm Kusnacht-Zurich,
Switzerland, a company of Switzerland

FUed May 31, 1960, Scr. No. 33,012

Claims priority, application Germany June 19, 1959
3 Claims. (CI. 285—98)

1. A rotary pipe coupling for connecting a pair of

conduits in a conduit system conveying a medium under

pressure wherein at least one of said conduits is capable

of axial movement, comprising a tubular male member
having a passage therethrough and means formed thereon

for connecting it to a conduit part and having a radially

outwardly directed externally threaded enlargement and a

tubular guide portion extending axially outwardly there-

from, a tubular female member rotatably journalled upon

said tubular guide portion substantially through the length

thereof, and having a radially outwardly directed flange-

like shoulder disposed in assembled position adjacent to

said enlargement and axially spaced therefrom by an axial

clearance therebetween and means formed adjacent the

outer end thereof for connecting said female member to

said axially movable conduit, a sleeve nut threadedly at-

tached to said enlargement of said male member and hav-
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ing a radially inwardly directed flange-like shoulder dis-

posed axially outwardly of and spaced from said flange-

like shoulder of said female member, an axial thrust bear-

ing disposed between said flange-like shoulders, said female
member being axially movable relative to said male
member whereby thrust forces on said thrust bearing

may be relieved, said female member having a chamber
formed therein interiorly thereof opposite said tubular

guide portion along the area of the flange-like shoulder,

said tubular guide portion and said female member hav-

ing an annular gap therebetween communicating with said

passage at a point axially outwardly of said chamber, and
a packing disposed in said chamber and engaging said

tubular guide portion to provide a seal between the male
and female members, said packing having an axially

outwardly facing surface exposed to the pressure of said

medium within said annular gap, said female member
being biased axially inwardly away from said thrust bear-

ing to effect a relief of the thrust forces thereon by
said pressure acting upon said axially outwardly facing

surface.

3,099,467
EXPANSION PIPE JOINT FOR CONVEYING

SOLIDS LADEN GAS OR FLUID
Russell L. Godshalk, Akron, OUo, asclgnor to The

Babcock & Wilcox Company, New YoHk, N.Y., a cor-

poration of New Jersey
FUed Mar. 3, 1959, Ser. No. 796,910

5 Claims. (CL 285—114)

3,099,468
STRUCTURAL CONNECTOR

Clarence E. Meyerdick, Fair Oaks, Calif.

Clarence F. Meyerdick, Davis, Calif

FUed Oct. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 62,935
8 Claims. (CI. 287—54)

lor to

T^

1. In a duct system for a steam generator formed of

a number of duct sections for conveying a solids laden

heating gas flowing under varying conditions of pressure

and temperature, the invention comprising an expansion

joint for connecting adjacent axially aligned duct sections,

each of said aligned duct sections having the same inter-

nal cross-sectional shape and dimensions whereby a

smooth uninterrupted flow path is provided, and the accu-

mulation of deposited solids at the joint is kept to a mini-

mum comprising a frame member positioned at each of

the adjoining ends of said duct sections connected by an
expansion joint, each frame member comprising a plu-

rality of similar L -shaped structural component sections

integrally attached together to form a closed area having

substantially the same internal cross-sectional area as said

duct sections, said L-shaped sections providing the frame

member with a pair of angularly disposed legs, each of

said frame members integrally attached to one of said

duct sections along one of its legs, an expansion joint

member comprising a flexible single arcuately-shaped

section having a convex face and a concave face and junc-

ture section extending from each end of said arcuately-

shaped section, said expansion joint member spamung the

space between adjoining duct sections and having sub-

stantially all of the arcuately-shaped section thereof ex-

tending into the flow path through said duct sections with

its convex face exposed to the flow of the solids laden

heating gas therethrough, and the juncture sections on
said expansion joint member integrally attached to the

other legs of said frame members in such manner that a

smooth faced substantially pocket-free joint is obtained

between the juncture sections an^ said legs.

1. A structural connector for structural members com-
prising a plurality of longitudinally elongated members
adapted to engage portions of the perij^ery o/L a struc-

tural member, longitudinal flanges on each elongated
member, clamp bolts interconnecting said longitudinal

members substantially throughout the length thereof for
clamping the elongated members to the structural mem-
ber, a shear plate extending transversely of one end of
the elongated members and being rigidly affixed to each
of said elongated members.

3,099,469
SUSPENSION JOINT

Rudolf Gottschald, Osterrath, Germany, assignor to A.
Elu-enreich ft Co., Dusscldorf-Oberkassel, Germany, a
company of Germany

FUed July 19, 1960, Ser. No. 43,935
Claims priority, application Germany July 22, 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 287—90)

1. A supporting joint for independent suspension of
vehicle wheels comprising a housing, a pivot pin extend-
ing from an opening in one end of the housing, said hous-
ing having an interior spherical surface adjacent said

opening, said pivot pin having a OMivex spherical surface
of the same diameter as said interior spherical surface,
said convex spherical surface engaging said interior

spherical surface when said pivot pin is untilted with
respect to said housing, a flat surface on said pivot pin
on at least one side of the equator of said convex spherical

surface leaving clear the interior of the housing, a
spherical segment having a flat surface sUdable radially
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and rota:ively on the flat surface of said pivot pin, said

spherical segment also being tillable within said housing
as said pivot pin tilts.

3,099,470
ADJUSTABLE DOWEL

Peter C. Zumbusch, Upper Montclair, NJ., assignor to

Worthington Corporation, Harrison, NJ., a corpora-
tion of Delaware

Filed Feb. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 171,968
5 Claims. (CI. 287—127)

1. An adjustable dowel for connecting two adjacent

members comprising:

(a) each member having a bore therein in adjacent

relationship to each other,

(b) a first split bushing disposed in one bore.

(c) a second split bushing disposed in the other bore,

(d) each of said bushings having a tapered eccentric

hole therethrough,

(e) a pin having a tapered section thereon adapted to

be engaged in the tapered holes of the bushings,

(/) the pin in operative association with each of said

bushings and adapted to extend through the eccen-

tric holes thereof on said holes being aligned by
rotation of said bushings,

(g) locking means operatively associated with the

pin to force said pin to expand said split bushings

into operative engagement in the bores of said

members whereby said members are doweled to each
other.

3,099,471
DOOR LATCH

George A. Scott, Jeffersontown, and Milton S. Williams,
Jr., Middletown, Ky., assignors to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Jan. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 81,371

10 Claims. (CI. 292—7)

1 . A latch mechanism for a pivoted door, there being a

door frame element and a door element hinged along one
edge to the door frame for gaining access to an opening
through the door frame, the latch mechanism being sup-

ported on one of the door and door frame elements,

keeper means on the opposite element from the latch

mechanism, the latch mechanism including an operating

handle and at least one pivoted latch member, said latch

member being capable of engagement with and disengage-

ment from its respective keeper, said latch member being

pivoted on an eccentric crank arm, a fixed stc^ cooperat-

ing with said latch member as a fulcnmi until the latch

of the eccentric crank arm pulls the latch member back
so as to pull the door tightly closed, the fixed stop serving

to retract the latch member into the supporting elements
of the latch member when the latch mechanism is in the

unlatched position.

3,099,472
RIM LOCK SET

Arthur F. Kelsen, 11701 Foster Road,
Los Alamitos, Calif.

FUed June 13, 1960, Ser. No. 35,615
13 Claims. (CI. 292—169)

13. A door lock comprising: a case; a bolt projecting

from said case; an elongated operating member extending

through said case at a right angle to said bolt; means for

retracting said bolt upon operation of said operating mem-
ber; a mounting member extending along said operating

member from within said case; means for effecting move-
ment of said mounting member longitudinally of said

operating member including a member engaged with

said mounting member and supported in the case for axial

movement relative thereto; and a retainer releasably con-
nectable to said mounting member in spaced relation to

said case.

3,099,473
DOOR CONTROL MECHANISM

John V. Pastva, Jr., Parma Heights, Ohio, assignor to The
Eastern Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of
Connecticut

Filed Dec. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 157,148
12 Claims. (CI. 292—240)

1. In door control mechanism for use with a door and
member engages its keeper, then the continued movement an associated doorframe; means adapted for mounting
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on said door including a rockable shaft and actuating

means effective to rock said shaft; a keeper member
adapted for mounting on said doorframe; and a latch

member actuatabie to and from door-latched engage-

ment with said keeper member by rocking of said shaft;

one of said members comprising a stem portion and a

transverse portion connected with said stem portion in a

transverse relation thereto, and the other of said mem-
bers having a forked portion engageable beneath said

transverse portion in straddling relation to said stem

portion; said transverse portion being convexly curved

on the side thereof engageable by said forked portion.

and said forked portion comprising a pair of arms of a

concavely curved shape on the side thereof engageable

with said transverse portion; said forked portion having

a recess extending longitudinally thereof between said

arms, and said stem portion comprising web means elon-

gated in the direction of the longitudinal extent of said

recess and of a transverse thickness to be snugly re-

ceivable in the recess.

3,099,474
CLAMPING DEVICE

Osbom R. Archer, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The
American Ship Building Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a

corporation of New Jersey

Filed Apr. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 101,227

19 Claims. (CI. 292—256.5)

2. A clamping device for clamping a movable cover

against a support; comprising a bracket member adapted

to be attached to said support; a movable clamp member
having thrust means engageable with said cover; one of

said members having guide opening means and the other

member having guide stem means rigid therewith and

receivable in said guide opening means; said guide open-

ing means and guide stem means being co-operably en-

gageable in resF>onse to movement of said clamp member
relative to said bracket member in a direction to engage

said thrust means with said cover; and locking means

connecting said clamp member with said bracket member
and actuatabie from an unlocked condition to a locked

condition for retaining said thrust means in clamping

engagement with said cover and said guide stem means

engaged in said guide opening means; said locking means

comprising swingable link means having a first pivotal

connection with said bracket member, and connecting link

means having second and third pivotal connections with

said clamp member and swingable link means for over-

center movement of said second pivotal connection to

produce said locked and unlocked conditions.

3,099,475

PACKAGE FORMING MEMBER
Guelfo A. Manizza, Waterford, Conn., assignor to Conti-

nental Can Company, Inc., New Yorii, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of New Yorit

Filed July 7, 1959, Ser. No. 825,497
5 Claims. (CI. 294—87.2)

4. A package forming member for engagement with

one end only of containers, such as cans, of the type hav-

ing an outwardly directed rib at one end thereof, said

package forming member being of a one-piece construction

with the longitudinal edges permanently secured together

and comprising inner and outer nested troughs of flexible

material, said outer trough including a base and upstand-

ing outer walls, said inner trough being seated in said

outer trough and including a floor and upstanding side

walls, said side walls only being provided with trans-

versely aligned elongated notches at spaced intervals ad-

jacent the bottom edges thereof for receiving trans-

versely spaced peripheral rib portions of containers, said

floor being loosely engaged only with said base, and said

inner trough being joined to said outer trough only by

connections between the upper edges of said side walls

and said outer walls whereby the package forming mem-
ber can be stored in a flat state.

3,099,476
STONE GRAPPLE

Garrett H. Miller, Box 173, Linden, Ind.

Filed May 29, 1961, Ser. No. 113,477

6 Claims. (CI. 294—112)

.»-

1 . A grapple comprising a pair of pivotally connected,

outwardly and downwardly extending arms, a pair of jaws

having mutually facing forward surfaces, each of said

jaws pivoted at its upper rearward portion to the lower

end of a respective arm, a pair of levers each having a

lower end pivoted to the lower rearward portion of a re-

spective jaw and extending upwardly therefrom, a pair of

stops each secured to an intermediate portion of a respec-

tive arm. a pair of links each pivoted at an upper end to a

respective stop and at a lower end to a respective lever at

an intermediate portion thereof, means for moving the

pivotal connections of said links and levers toward one

another, each of said levers having an upwardly extending

endward portion adapted to engage a respective stop upori

the movement toward one another of said link and lever
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connections for exerting an inward force upon the lower
portion of said jaws, and means for separating said arnw.

3,099,477
JUVENILE FURNITURE

John E. O'Herron, 6580 Gariand Ave, Detroit 13, Mich.
Filed Apr. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 186,917

4 CUims. (CI. 297—1)

1. A combination chair and slide device comprising,
a pair of side frame members matching parts of which
are convex throughout a portion thereof to form rockers,
the opposite sides of said side frame members being
shaped to form an arm portion for the seat and a guard
rail portion for the slide, leg members connecting the
front ends of said arm and rocker portions and forming
nonrocking supports at the juncture of said leg members
and rocker portions, a pair of upright frame members
connected to said side frame members, a seat forming ele-

ment connected to said upright frame members and to

said side frame members and operable when said device
is resting on said rockers, a panel extending between said
upright frame members and forming a back rest for the
seat forming element and forming a slideway when the
device is inverted, the upper ends of said upright frame
members being shaped to form laterally extending non-
rocking supports to support the end of the slideway in

spaced relation to a floor or the like, whereby said device
may be substantially inverted to rest on said first and
second mentioned nonrocking supports to dispose said

slideway in an inclined position. /

3,099,478
FOLDING CONTOUR CHAISE

Morton Pearlstine, Cynwyd, Pa., assignor to The Bunting
Company, Inc., Philadelphia* Pa., a corporation of
Pennsylvania

Filed Dec. 17, 1962, S«r. No. 245,082
4 Claims. (CI. 297—28)

means for supporting the chair unit in a variety of
positions in relation to the frame structure having
on each side of the chair

a main supporting bar attached to a support mem-
ber at one end and attached to a second bar at
the other end, said second bar attached to the
other support member,

a pivotal connection between the main supporting
bar and the seat unit of the chair,

an adjustable rear limit bar mounted beneath the
chair, said bar positioned by a lever extending
from an arm support and a second lever at-

tached to the rear support member, and
a front limit bar mounted upon the front support
member whereby rotation of the chair in the
counter-clockwise direction is limited.

Henry

3,099,479
CHAIR STRUCTURE

C. Banke, Chicago, lU., aarignor to Clarin Mfg.
Co., Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Feh. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,695
2 Claims. (Ci. 297—36)

1. An adjustable folding contour chaise comprising in

combination

a chair having seat and back units pivotally joined,

a frame structure for supporting the chair having front

and rear support members pivotally joined,

a pair of arm supports pivotally attached to the chair

at one end and displaceably mounted on the frame
structure at the other end.

1. In combination with a chair including a chair frame
providing a pair of front legs, a pair of rear legs, and a
back rest, a tablet arm assembly comprising, a tablet arm.
a pivotal connection securing a rearward portion of said
tablet arm to said back rest adjacent one side of the chair
for relative movement about a pair of transverse axes,
and means connecting a forward portion of said tablet
arm to said frame comprising a support member carried
at its lower end by the frame for swinging movement
through a generally vertical plane along said one side of
the chair from a generally vertical position and in a
direction toward said back rest to a rearwardly inclined
position, and a universal connection between the tablet

arm and said support member including a bearing means
on the underside of said tablet arm, a yoke-like element
connected with said bearing means for pivotal movement
about an axis disposed at right angles to the plane of said

tablet arm, a sleeve element slidabiy engaging said sup-
port member for movement axially thereof and connected
with said yoke-like element for relative pivotal movement
about an axis transverse to and spaced from the axis of
the sleeve and support member, whereby said tablet arm
may be rotated about said transverse axis of said universal
connection and one of said axes of said rearward pivotal
connection to move between a generally horizontal posi-

tion of use and a generally vertical position along said
one side of the chair, and when in said generally vertical

position the tablet arm may be moved vertically down-
ward about the other transverse axis of said rearward
pivotal connection and said axis of said bearing means
to cause said sleeve to slide along said support member
and place said tablet arm in its lowered position alongside
the chair with said support member disposed in its rear-
wardly inclined position with respect to its connection
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with said frame, and a biasing means in position to urge

the adjoining surfaces of said bearing means and yoke-

like element together to resist relative rotation there-

between, whereby said tablet arm is maintained in any

selected position alcMig said support member when the

tablet arm is positioned in said generally vertical position

along said one side of the chair.

3,t99,4M
HINGE MEANS FOR FOLDING TABLE AND

SEAT STRUCTURE
Kermit H. Wilaon, 5215 Edca Ave. S., MiuwapoUs, Minn.

FUcd Apr. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 100,839
2 Claims. (CL 297—159)

1. In a table and seat structure, normally horizon-

tally disposed table top means, comprising a flat top ele-

ment and an underlying supporting frame secured to said

top element, leg structure secured to said frame and nor-

mally depending therefrom, a normally horizontally dis-

posed seat element, a mounting device mounting said seat

element to said frame for swinging movements of said seat

element on a horizontal axis and between a horizontal dis-

posed operative position at one side of and below the

level of said top element and an inverted inoperative

storage position in face-to-face engagement with the top

surface of said top element, said nnounting device com-
prising a pair of cooperating hinge elements one of which

is secured to said seat element, said frame defining a

socket immediately below the bottom surface of said top

element and inwardly spaced from the adjacent edge of

said top element, the other of said hinge elements hav-

ing am extended portion receivable in said socket, and

means for releasably locking said extended portion in

said socket.

3,099,481
FOLDING TABLE AND SEAT STRUCTURE

Richard C. Buc, MfamcapoUi, Mimi., aastgnor to Sico

Manufacturing Company, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., a
corporatioa of Minnesota

FUcd Apr. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 106,318
6 Claims. (CI. 297—159)

1 . In a folding table and seat structure, a table top com-
prising a pair of cooperating top sections, hinge means
pivotally connecting said top sections together at their

adjacent inner ends for swinging movements between un-

folded horizontal positions and generally vertically dis-

posed folded storage positions, supporting means for each

of said top sections and including generally vertically dis-

posed inner and outer leg structures pivotally secured to

the inner and outer end portions respectively of their

respective top Actions on axes parallel to the axis of said

hinge means, control means normally disposed directly

beneath said top sections for maintaining said leg struc-

tures vertically disposed during folding and unfolding

movements of said top sections, a plurality of normally

horizontally disposed individual seat elements arranged in

a row adjacent one side of each of said top sections and

below the level of said top sections in the unfolded posi-

tions thereof, means pivotally connecting some of said

seat elements to the inner leg structures of their respective

top sections, independent means pivotally connecting

others of said seat elements to the outer leg structures

of their respective top sections on axes parallel to the axis

of said hinge means, and actuator elements operatively

connecting said seat elements to said control means for

moving said seat elements between their operative hori-

zontal positions and vertically disposed storage positions

responsive to corresponding movements of their respective

top sections said seat elements being offset from adjacent

portions of their respective leg sections in a direction par-

allel to the adjacent sides of said top sections.

3,099,482
COMBINED ICE CHEST, SEAT, LIFE PRESERVER,

AND REVERSIBLE BACK
Ralph S. Woodruff, Sr., Point Pleasant, NJ., assignor to

R. S. Woodruff & Co., Point Pleasant, NJ., a corpo-
ratioD of New Jersey

FUcd Jan. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 169,825
8Cbdnis. (CL 297—193)

1. A combined ice chest and seat comprising a unitary

open-topped box formed as side and end walls upstand-
ing from a bottom wall and made of heat-insulative ma-
terial, ribs upstanding from the inner surface of said bot-

tom wall, respectively running parallel to and each spaced
from but adjacent the inner surface of one of said side

walls, a back rest wall made of heat-insulative material,

the lower edge of which fits between a selected one of
said side walls and the rib adjacent thereto, said back
rest wall having a rib extending parallel to its bottom
edge, a back rest cushion secured to said back rest wall
on the same side but above said rib, reinforcing ribs ex-

tending from the other face of said back rest wall and
defining an outwardly-opening recess, a seat wall made of
heat-insulative material, with a reinforced front edge por-
tion formed with a downwardly-opening groove to tele-

scope over the top edge of a selected one of the box side

walls and end flanges to overlap the top edges of the

box end walls, the rear edge portion of said seat wall
resting on the first-mentioned rib of the positioned back
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rest wall, and a seat cushion secured to the upper surface

of said seat wall.

3,099,483
AUTOMOBILE SEAT COVER

Robert Hofbers, 1802 Fox Chase Road,
Philadelphia 16, Pa.

Filed May 16, 1962, Ser. No. 195,206
3 Chdnu. (CI. 297—219)

1. An automobile seat cover for covering a bench-

type seat having a back and bottom cushion, said auto-

mobile seat cover comprising a back cover portion, said

back cover portion having an inner surface conforming

to said bench back cushion, two back cushion inserts

formed on the outer surface of said back cover portion,

said back cushion inserts having raised spaced parallel

vertical ribs along the outer edges of a depressed central

portion, back fabric insert covers overlying said back

cushion inserts and securing said back cushion in-

serts to said back cover portion, a bottom cover portion,

said bottom cover portion having an inner surface con-

forming to said bench bottom cushion, two bottom
cushion inserts on the outer surface of said bottom

cushion portion, said bottom cushion inserts having

raised spaced parallel vertical ribs along the outer edges

of a depressed central portion, bottom fabric insert

covers overlying said bottom cushion inserts and secur-

ing said bottom cushion inserts to said bottom cover

portion, each of said bottom cushion inserts being aligned

with an associated back cushion insert to form with said

back fabric insert covers and said bottom fabric insert

covers two spaced parallel bucket seat additions secured

to said back and bottom cover portions, the space be-

tween the adjacent vertical ribs of said bucket seat addi-

tions defining a middle seating area, and rneans for

removably securing said back and bottom cover portions

to said back and bottom cushions respectively.

a seat portion having a downwardly curved front periph-

eral flange portion, a back rest portion integrally formed

with said seat portion and extending upwardly therefrom

and having an outwardly turned peripheral flange portion,

side portions extending upwardly from opposite sides of

said seat portion and being, integrally formed therewith

and extending rearwardly and continuously with said back
rest portion and being integrally formed therewith, said

side portions having outturned peripheral flange portions

being continuous with said seat portion flange portion and
said back rest flange portion and each of said side por-

tion peripheral flange portions defining arm rests, a pair

of spaced apart inverted V-shaped, rigid suspensicxi mem-
bers being fixedly connected with said arm rests and ex-

tending upwardly therefrom and each of said members
being adapted to be connected to a swing support for

swinging movement relative thereto, and an elongate

retaining bar extending between and having its ends slid-

ably mounted on said suspension members for vertical

sliding movement relative thereto, and a pair of elongate

attachment and reinforcing members disposed along the

under side of said arm rests and being connected with

said suspension members, said attachment members co-

operating with said suspension members and said retain-

ing bar for imparting rigidity to said arm rests throughout
their respective lengths and to said side portions.

3,099,484
MECHANICAL CONTOURED NURSERY SWING

SEAT CONSTRUCTION
Ralph E. Williams and Warren P. Miller, Anderson,

Ind., assignors to American Playground Device Co.,

Anderson, Ind., a corporation of Indiana
FUed June 15, 1960, Ser. No. 36,435

1 Cbdm. (CI. 297—280)

3,099,485
HINGE UNIT FOR SEAT WITH ADJUSTABLE

BACKREST
Waiter Beierbach, Stuttgart-Weil im Dorf, Ernst Heinl,

Baiersdorf, Erbihgcn, Werner Strien, Stut^pul-Weil
im Dorf, and Sylvester von Sass, Pluderfaausen, Ger-
many, assignors to Stuttgarter Karosseriewerk Reutter
& Co. G.m.b.H., Stuttgart, Germany, a corporation of
Germany

Filed Aug. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 49,327
Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 25, 1959

23 Claims. (CL 297—373)

Nursery swing seat construction comprising a contoured

swing seat integrally formed of plastic material including

9. A hinge unit for a seat with a pivotably adjustable

and lockable back rest having two sides, comprising two
sets of hinge members adapted to be secured to the two
sides of said seat and of said back rest and forming two
parts, a first member of each of said sets being secured

to one of said parts and a second member being secured
to another of said parts, pivoting means for connecting
said two members of each of said sets, so as to be rotat-

able, but axially immovable relative to each other, said

pivoting means of both of said sets extending coaxially

relative to each other, a first locking member rigidly se-

cured to one of said hinge members of each of said sets

for each side of said seat, a bolt rotatably mounted in the

other of said hinge members, so as to be axially immov-
able thereto and having coarse screw threads, a second

locking member threadedly secured to said bolt, means
for connecting said second locking member to the other

of said hinge members, so as to permit said second lock-

ing member to move independently of said other of said

hinge members along a plane extending through the com-
mon axis of said pivoting means of both of said sets of
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hinge members, whereby said locking members of each
of said sets of hinge members may be engaged with and
disengaged from each other respectively, and means for

operatively connecting said locking members to each
other.

3,099,486
SAFE!Y CAR SEAT

Edwin Panl Scott, 3610 Lexington Road,
St Matthews, Ky.

Filed Nov. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 851,783
1 Claim. (CL 297—389)

A safety car seat for securely holding a child in nor-

mal sitting position upon the seat of a car comprising

a sack body of flexible material made in one piece for

encasing the child consisting essentially of a chest portion,

a back portion, side portions laterally extending from said

back portion and a crotch portion interconnecting said

chest and back portions, means for adjusting the fit of

the sack to the child including a zipper row on each side

of the said chest portion and a pair of laterally spaced
zipper rows on each of said side portions to adjust in se-

cured relation the perimeter of said chest portion and to

secure said side portions and back portion to said chest

portion, adjustable and releasable strap means secured to

said back portion and extending downwardly therefrom
to encircle the back of the seat of the car at a location in-

accessible to said child in normal sitting position, means
to secure the free end of said strap means to the said

back portion at the upper end thereof, a rigid hanger for

said sack comprising a pair of arcuate metal straps and
a plurality of cro^s pieces secured thereto adapted to be

draped over the back of the car seat, said hanger includ-

ing securing means for releasably securing the free end of
hanger straps carried by said strap means, and means
adapted to interconnect said strap means with said hanger
positioned on the back of said car seat at a point inter-

mediate the length of said strap means.

3,099,487
LEG REST FIXTURE AND SUPPLEMENTAL

HOLDING MECHANISM
Edward M. Knabusch and Edwin J. Shoemaker, Monroe,

Mich., assignors to La-Z-Boy Chair Company, Monroe,
Mich., a corporation of Michigan

FUed May 21, 1962, Ser. No. 196,059
3 Claims. (CI. 297—429)

tween a retracted position and a raised leg-supporting

position, means operatively connected to said extensible

linkage means for moving said leg rest into its retracted

or raised leg-supporting positions including a rotatable

transverse shaft adapted to be manually actuated, a first

link non-rotatably connected to said shaft, a curved gen-

erally sickle shaped link having one end pivotally con-
nected to said first link on one side fore and aft of said

shaft and the opposite end disposed on the other side of
said shaft when said leg rest is in its retracted position,

and resilient means connected to the opposite end of said

curved link for moving said leg rest operating means in

a direction to cause said extensible linkage means to re-

siliently hold said leg rest against said seat frame when
said leg rest is in its retracted position.

3 099 488
SKIRT GUARDING ATTACHMENT FOR

ARMLESS CHAIRS
Kathleen Eckenrod, Marengo, Iowa

(Rte. 1, Ionia, Iowa)
FUed Dec. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 73,763

4Cbams. (CI. 297—463)

1. An attachment for an armless chair of the type
used by typists, consisting essentially of a one-piece,
generally U-shaped member for detachable engagement
with the seat of such a chair, each leg of said U-shaped
member comprising a portion extending inwardly with
respect to the ends of the bridging portion of said

U-shaped member and in a plane extending downwardly
at an angle with respect to the plane of said bridging
portion of the U-shaped member, the free end of each
leg being formed with resilient means for engagement
with one of the lateral margins of the chair seat, said
portions of the legs being dimensioned and said angle
of downward inclination of said portions of the legs

being such that said bridging portion will be disposed
substantially parallel to and laterally outward with re-

spect to the side edges of the chair seat and in a plane
above the plane of the chair seat when said resilient

means are engaged with said margin of the seat.

1. In a chair structure, the combination of a seat frame,

a leg rest, means including extensible linkage means se-

curing said leg rest to said seat frame for movement be-

3,099,489
DUMP VEHICLE

Velmo S. Johnson, Augusta, Kans., assignor to Spencer
Safford Loadcrait, Inc., Augusta, Kans., a corporation
of Kansas

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 176,663,
Mar. 1, 1962. This application Nov. 20, 1962, Ser.
No. 242,035

6 Cbims. (CI. 298—14)
1. A load carrying and dumping vehicle comprising:
an elongated wheel supported chassis;

a load carrying and dumping body which is shorter in

length than said chassis;

means mounting the body on the chassis for guided
longitudinal movement therealong;

one double acting operator controllable longitudinally
extensible and retractable power unit having its aft
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end connected to the chassis intermediate its ends

on a transverse pivot axis, and having its forward
end connected to the forward end of the body on a

transverse pivot axis;

and separable cooperating pivot means carried respec-

tively by the aft end of the body and by the aft end
of the chassis for automatically establishing a trans-

verse body dumping pivot axis for the aft end of the

body when the body is moved rearwardly a sufficient

distance along the chassis to bring the cooperating

pivot means together,

and for maintaining the pivot axis during the pivotal

movement of the body, said pivot means being re-

leasable so that the body may be moved relative to the

chassis,

the distance between the body pivot means on the aft

end of the chassis and the pivot axis on the chassis

for the aft end of the said power unit being less than

the distance between the pivot means carried by the

aft end of the body and the pivot axis on the body
for the forward end of the said power unit;

whereby when the body is located in a load carrying

intermediate position on the chassis, a first retraction

of the power unit will move the body aft to a posi-

tion in which the body dumping pivot axis is estab-

lished, a subsequent elongation of the power unit

will then raise the forward end of the body above the

chassis to dump the load from the aft end thereof,

a subsequent second retraction of the power unit will

lower the body back to its normal position on the

chassis, and upon releasing of the pivot means a sub-

sequent second elongation of the power unit will

move the body forward on the chassis to its original

load carrying position.

3,099,490
LAMINATED WHEEL

James O. Ellisoii, Piedmont, Calif., assigiior of ^*^(w to

T. B. Griffith, San Carlos, Calif., and 25400 to Ellen

Younglove, San Francisco, CaHf.
Filed Mar. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 92,924

7 Claims. (CI. 301—9)

6. A wheel structure comprising a pair of tire bead

seats and a web integral with at least one of said bead

seats, said bead seats and web being formed of laminated

non-ferrous metal sheets, individual laminations of the

sheets in the web and integral bead seat being com-

mon to both the web and the integral bead seat, a plate

formed of a hard material, and an adhesive layer on
said web, said plate being joined to the web by said ad-

hesive layer at a location central with respect to said bead
seats.

3,099,491
SAFETY DEVICE FOR THE GUIDING WHEEL

OF A VEHICLE
Lucien Piras, Biilaiicoart, Fraacc, aarignor to Regie

Natlonalc des Usincs Rcaanlt, BUiancmirt, France
Filed June 1, 1956, Scr. No. 588,740

Claims priority, appiicatioo France Jiuc 10, 1955
4 Claims. (Cl,.301—126)

1 . In a lateral guiding wheel assembly for railway vehi-

cles and the like having a hollow casing member having

an upper end and a lower end and fixed to the frame of

the vehicle, an axle disposed on a vertical axis and ro-

tatably joumalled in said member, said axle having a

body portion formed with an axial bore, and a wheel ro-

tatable in a horizontal plane connected to said axle, in

combination, a safety device for preventing loss of the

wheel upon breaking of the axle, said safety device com-
prising a rigid shaft unit secured at a first end to the

upper end of said member and extending through said

bore independently of said axle, and a supporting element
supported from the other end of said shaft unit, said ele-

ment having portions extending radially from said ele-

ment beyond the periphery of said axial bore and thereby

underlying the axle but being normally out of contact

with said axle and with the wheel but being effective to

support said axle and said wheel by engagement therewith

upon breaking of said axle and dropping of said wheel into

engagement with said supporting element, said safety

device being free from supporting action with respect to

said wheel during the normal operation of said wheel and
being free from all forces acting upon and transmitted

by said wheel.

3,099,492
APPARATUS FOR FEEDING TOBACCO TO

CIGARETTE-MAKING MACHINES
Noel R. F. Mortimer, Guildford, Snrey, Eii«laiid, as-

signor to Voices Limited, GaOdford, Ssircy, England
Filed July 12, 1961, Scr. No. 123,480

7 Claims. (CL 302—28)

-#

J#

1. A tobacco feeding apparatus including a bulk stor-

age hopper, a number of tobacco-utilizing machines each
having an intermittent demand for tobacco, signaling
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means associated with each machine for signaling such a

demand, a discharger including a hopper associated with

each machine, a single mechanical feeder device including

at least one conduit connecting said feeder device to said

dischargers for drawing tobacco from the bulk hopper,

and pneumatic suction means for conveying tobacco

through said conduits, in combination with a fully auto-

matic control mechanism comprising scanning means for

continuously scanning the demand signaling means by

which an immediate demand for feed is signaled from any

one tobacco utilizing machine to the feeder device, and

feeder control means including a starter for the feeder

and feed-diverting means operable upon conclusion of

feed to a^discharger either to stop the feeder device or to

divert its output to another machine signaling a demand.

3,099,493
SUPPORTS FOR AERATING PARTICULATE

MATERIALS
Harold De Hart, Clifton, NJ., and Donald Herbert

Brooks, Northdene, Transvaal, Republic of South

Africa, assignors to Indcvco Ltd., Maurcn, Liechten-

stein, a corporation of Canada
FUed Feb. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 86,657

2 Claims. (Q. 302—29)

1. Apparatus for aerating particulate material com-

prising a container having side walls and a bottom wall,

the bottom wall being a plate member having a top sur-

face and a bottom surface, a plurality of apertures formed

through the plate, each aperture comprising a straight-

walled outlet passage through the top surface of the plate

and a straight-walled inlet passage through the bottom

surface of the plate, a constricted passage between the

straight-walled passages and communicating therewith, a

gas box encompassing the bottom of the plate in gas com-
municating relationship with the plate, and inlet means
for introducing pressurized gas to the gas box and through

said apertures.

3,099,494
FEED DEVICE WITH FLUID ACTIVATED

RIPPLING SHEETS
Manin C. Helnzc, Clark, NJ., aatignor to FMC Corpo-

ration, a corporattea of Delaware
Filed June 6, 1961, Scr. No. 115,260

3 Claims. (CI. 302—31)
1. A feeding device for caking solids comprising a con-

tainer having

(2) a lower discharge end,

(3) tax inner lateral surface having positioned thereon

a plurality of thin, flexible sheets subsftantially paral-

lel, when at rest, to the said lateral surface, and fixed

to said lateral surface along one direction thereof

and only at the upper edge of each sheet, the remain-

ing edges being unfixed and free to move in such a

manner that the entire sheet below the fixed edge

can be extended away from said surface, and

=«>=

(4) a fluid-introducing means, having access through

the lateral surface to a point V^ to V^ of the length

of the sheets from their fixed upper edges directly

beneath each of said sheets, whereby the introduc-

tion of a fluid under pressure causes the free edges

of the sheets to extend away from the lateral surface

so that only the fixed upper edge is in contact with

the lateral surface*.

3,099,495
CONVEYING ARRANGEMENT FOR PULPY MA-
TERIALS, SUCH AS DISTILLER'S GRAINS AND
THE LIKE

Wilhelm Ponndorf, KasMi, Germany, assignor to Ponn-
dort Maschinenfabrik K.G., Kassel-Bctteohausen,

Germany
Filed Jan. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 82,281

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 21, 1960
2 Claims, (a. 302—50)

1. An arrangement for conveying pulpy material, such

as wet distiller's grains and the like, said arrangement

comprising, in combination, a worm conveyor for con-

tinuously transporting a stream of pulpy material, said

worm conveyor comprising a tubular housing having a

discharge end, a worm rotatably received in said housing

and a motor connected with and adapted to rotate the

worm whereby the latter delivers pulpy material toward

said discharge end; a pneumatic conveyor comprising an

elongated tube having an inlet end connected with the

discharge end of said housing, nozzle means at said inlet

end for delivering blasts of a compressed gas into and
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for advancing the pulpy material through said tube; a

control system for automatically sealing said pneumatic

conveyor from said worm conveyor in response to a pre-

determined pressure in said pneumatic conveyor, said

control system comprising a casing provided between

said discharge end and said inlet end, a plate like con-

trol member rotatably received in said casing and formed

with aperture means adapted to permit the flow of ma-

terial from said housing to said tube, pinion means rotat-

ably mounted in said casing and meshing with said con-

trol member, said control member rotatable by said

pinion means between a first position in which said aper-

ture means permits the flow of material to said tube and

a second position in which the control member seals the

tube from said housing, drive means for rotating said

pinion mcaps in clockwise and anticlockwise directions,

said drive means comprising a reversible motor and mo-

tion transmitting means coupled with said last mentioned

motor and with said pinion means, and pressure respon-

sive means connected with said last mentioned motor and

with said nozzle means for operating said last mentioned

motor in a first direction to rotate the control member to

said first position when the pressure in said nozzle means

drops to a predetermined first magnitude and for rotating

said last mentioned motor in a second direction to rotate

the control member to said second position when the

pressure in said nozzle means rises to a predetermined

second magnitude; and means operatively connected with

said pressure responsive means and with said first men-

tioned motor means for arresting the latter when the

pressure in said nozzle means reaches said second mag-

nitude.

3,099,496

PUMP FOR IMPARTING MOVEMENT TO DRY
PULVERULENT MATERIAL

Allan J. Kayscr, 712 S. Gilpin St., Denver 9, Colo.

FUcd Jan. 22, 1962, Scr. No. 167,745

3 Claims. (CL 302—50)

td'i'

1 . A pump for imparting movement to dry pulverulent

material comprising:

(a) A horizontally elongated conveyor screw cylinder

having an open discharge extremity and a closed in-

take extremity, said cylinder being provided with an

intake opening in its top adjacent said intake ex-

tremity for receiving said pulvenilent material;

(b) A conveyor screw mounted on a tubular shaft ro-

tatably journalled in the intake extremity of said

cylinder and extending throughout the length of the

latter for conveying material longitudinally of said

cylinder and discharging same at the open discharge

extremity;

(c) Means for introducing air under pressure into the

intake extremity of said shaft, said air discharging

at the discharge extremity of said cylinder;

(d) A tubular reducer portion mounted on said dis-

charge extremity, said portion gradually decreasing

in diame<er toward said discharge extremity to ap-

ply a compressive bias to the material discharging

from said extremity;

(e) A feed hopper mounted on said cylinder over said

intake opening for directing material through the

latter;

(/) A porous-walled tube mounted on the discharge

extremity for receiving the air discharging* from said

tubular shaft and distributing said air through the

discharging pulverulent material; and

(g) Forwardly and outwardly directed jet tubes mount-

ed on the discharge extremity of said shaft and ro-

tatable with the latter to discharge air about the

peripheral portions of the stream of discharging

pulverulent material.

3,099,497
PNEUMATIC CONVEYOR FOR PULVERANT

MATERIALS
Douglas Albert, Oakland, Calif., assignor to Albert Air

Conveyor Corp., Oakland, Calif.

Filed May 6, 1959, Scr. No. 811,412
10 Claims. (CI. 302—52)

1. In a pneumatic conveying system, the combination

comprising a pressure vessel for containing bulk material

to be conveyed; said vessel including an air pervious bot-

tom closure adapted to be connected to an air pressure

source and through which air can be introduced through

the bottom of said vessel to fluidize said bulk material in

said vessel; a conveyor conduit for conveying material

from interiorly of said vessel and disposed with its inlet

opening in said vessel above and adjacent to said pervious

bottom closure; and air feed-back pipe in said pressure

vessel having its intake end in communication with space

within said vessel above the level of material contained

therein and disposed with its discharge end adjacent and

in substantial air flow registry with the inlet opening of

said conveyor conduit; said feed-back pipe including a

flexible hose section between said inlet and discharge ends

defining a flexible joint about which said discharge end

of said pipe may be swung relatively toward and away

from said inlet opening; and control means connected

to said discharge end and extending externally of said

vessel operable to move said discharge end relative to

said inlet opening to adjustably enlarge or narrow the

space between the discharge end and inlet opening; the

space between said discharge end and inlet opening de-

fining a passage by which bulk material in the vessel is

introduced into said inlet opening.

3,099,498

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTUR-
ING RESIN COATED CORE SAND

Earl W. Jahn. Springfield, Mass., aarignor to Shell Proc-

ess Inc., West Springfield, MasL, a corporation of

Masncbusctts
FUed May 6, 1960, Ser. No. 27,985

2 Claims. (0.302—53)
1. In the manufacture of resin coated sand, apparatus

for treating sand comprising a chamber, a gas permeable

diaphragm forming the bottom of said chamber, means
forcing air upwardly into said chamber through said dia-

phragm with sufficient energy to maintain the grains of

sand in a state of agitation, said diaphragm comprising

spaced opposed screens, the space between said screens

being filled with a heat-resistant fluent, granular material,
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means for increasing the pressure of the gas in said cham- • 3,099,500

her, and a conduit extending from said chamber for con- FULL POWER BRAKE VALVE
Vernal A. Anderson, Dearborn, Mich, assignor to Ford

Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich., a corporatioD of

Delaware
Filed Mar. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 13,506

SCkims. (CL303—49)

^' Fr

—t
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veying the contents of said chamber to any desired loca-

tion.

3,099,499
ANTI-SKID DEVICE

MiUis V. Parshall, Pootiac, Mich., anignor to General

Motors Corporatioa, Detat»it, Mkh., a corporation of

Delaware
FUcd Not. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 70,310

8 Claims. (CL 303—21)

1. A control assembly for a brake system having a

cylindrical bore and a piston slideably received w'thin

said bore, a chamber between the depth of said bore

and the end of said piston, valve means co-axially slide-

able within said piston, a fluid pressure source com-

municable with said chamber, said means having a first

position preventing flow of pressure fluid from said

source to said chamber, actuating means adapted to move
said valve means to a second position Ifor controlled fluid

flow from said source to said chamber, a high pressure

outlet in said chamber, said piston being slideable by said

actuating means to force pressure fluid out of said chamber

through said high pressure outlet. .-

3,099,501
SLIDING DRAWER CONSTRUCTION

Frank HUlson, 48 Brentwood Drive, Verona, NJ., and
Rnbin Krivisky, 4 German Drive, Spring Valley, N.Y.

Filed Jnly 11, 1960, Ser. No. 41,850
5 Claims (CI. 308—3.8)

8. Means for sensing a change in angular acceleration

relative to linear acceleration of a rotating and linearly

moving body, said means comprising: a four-link paral-

lelogram linkage including a first link having said body

rotatably mounted thereon and linearly movable there-

with, a second link opposite said first link, and third and

fourth links pivotally joined to said first and second links,

means operatively engaging said first and third and fourth

links to bias said second link to a neutral balanced trans-

latory position, an inertia member rotatably mounted on

said second link on an axis having arcuate translatory

movement with pivotal movement of said second link

about the rotational axis of said body on said first link,

a driven gear on said body and a driving gear meshing

therewith drivingly connecting to rotate said inertia mem-
ber at a rotational speed directly related to the rotational

speed of said body, said inertia member and said driven

gear constituting an angular accelerometer having a polar

moment of inertia and said inertia member and driven

gear and driving gear and second and third and fourth

links constituting a linear accelerometer having a mass

moment about the body rotational axis, the ratios of said

moments being substantially equal to the ratio of angular

acceleration of said angular accelerometer to the simul-

taneous linear acceleration of said body to maintain the

normally balanced translatory position of said second

link, and means for connecting said parallelogram link-

to a signal output naechanism.

3. Abiding drawer construction comprising a pair of

opposed generally parallel guide rails each having a longi-

tudinal channel and being secured to a cabinet frame,

means on the guide rails to adjust their length, means on

the guide rails to adjust their horizontal inclination, a sta-

tionary friction resistant support-guide secured to each

guide rail at its front end and adapted to support and

guide the bottom and sides of a sliding drawer, a movable

support-guide secured to each side of the sliding drawer

opposite the guide rails, each movable support-guide being

movably positioned within the channel in the guide rail

opposite it, means on each movable support-guide to ad-

just its vertical position, a lip on each guide rail projecting

downwardly into the longitudinal channel, an arcuate de-

pression in each channel beneath the said lip, the lip and

depression being adapted to cooperatively engage the mov-

able support-guides to permit intentional but prevent ac-

cidental withdrawal of the movable-support-guides from

the channels in the guide rails.
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3,099,502
SHOCK-ABSORBING PIVOT BEARING

Ptenre-Engiiie BoarqiUii, La Fretes, Sous Lcs Brenets, and

Charict-Emilc Schkitter, Lcs Brcncts, Switzerland, as-

aigiion to Scitz ft Co., Lcs Brcncts, Switzerland, a

ioint-stock company
Filed June 9, 19M, Scr. No. 34,9S7

Claims priority, application France Jane 11, 1959

7 Claims. (CL 308—159)

said disc member near its periphery and with its inner

end anchored to a fixed point on the other of said mem-

t 4 I a

I » t t »

1. In a shock absorbing pivot bearing for precision in-

struments, measuring apparatus and the like, in combina-

tion, a hollow body member having an inner surface

comprising, at one end of said body member, a bearing

portion and a centering portion located adjacent and

around said bearing portion, and, at the other end of said

body member, a spring resting portion facing said bearing

and said centering portions, a movable pivot bearing unit

comprising a spring resting face and a jewel provided with

a seating face, said spring resting face and said seating

face being directed in opposed directions and said seat-

ing face having substantially the same size as said bear-

ing portion and being adapted for lying thereon, said mov-

able pivot bearing unit having a pivot receiving surface

disposed thereon substaittially at the same level as that

of said spring resting face, said seating face being de-

limited by an edge adapted for cooperation with said

centering portion and said unit being located in said body

member with the seating face of said jewel lying on said

bearing portion, but with the other portions of said unit

in spaced relationship to said inner face of the body

member to enable free translational and tilting motions

of said unit within said body member away from said

bearing portion, and a coil spring in said body member

extending coaxially thereto and having one end resting

on said spring resting portion of the body member and

the other end resting on said spring resting face of said

movable pivot bearing unit and moving therewith, said

spring normally holding the seating face of said jewel

lying on said bearing portion of the bearing body mem-

ber whereby the edge of said seating face adapted for

cooperation with said centering portion are the only sur-

faces in friotional engagement upon said movable pivot

bearing unit being radially displaced by a radial force

thereon.

3,099,503

MULTI-CIRCUIT ROTARY ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR

Alec C. Scott, New Hyde Park, N.Y., assignor, by mesne
asaignmcnts, to Aeroflcx Laboratories Incorporated,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 7, 19S9, Scr. No. 857,(39
7ClafaBis. (CL339—2)

1. A unitary multi-circuit rotary electrical connector

comprising: a pair of members of insulation material,

one of said menobers being in the form of a disc, one of

said members having provisions for supporting the other

for relative rotation, and one of said members having a

central aperttxe substantially coaxial with the axis of

relative rotation; a plurality of ribs of insulation material

disposed on one face of said disc member and extending

outwardly from its central aperture and forming a plu-

rality of channels tiicrebetween; and a plurality of flex-

ible electrical conductors each disposed in one of said

channels with its outer end anchored to a fixed point on
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bers near said axis of rotation, a portion of each of said

conductors extending axially through said aperture.

3,099,504
ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTING CONDUIT

APPARATUS
Raymond N. Rowe, Plainvillc, Conn., assignor to Gen-
end Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Original application June 13, 1955, Scr. No. 514,926, now
Patent No. 3,018,320, dated Jan. 23, 1962. Divided

and this application Nov. 29, 1961, Scr. No. 155,562
7 Cbdms. (CL 339—22)

1. Electricity distributing conduit apparatus compris-

ing a housing having a pair of opposed generally parallel

walls, a plurality of bus bar assemblies extending in

parallel spaced relation within said housing in edgewise

relation to said wails, a plurality of flanges integral with

said walls and bent inwardly therefrom, said flanges being

spaced longitudinally of the housing to form and define

a plurality of ventilating slots in said walls, said flanges

also defining a plurality of spaced generally parallel

channels, and insulation enveloping the longitudinal edges

of said bus bar assemblies and seated within said chan-

nels whereby said flanges transversely support the bus

bar assemblies, said ventilating slots being intermediate

said channels and intermediate the bus bar assemblies

in communication with the spaces between the bus bar

assemblies.

3,099,505
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

Frederick W. Schwartz, Providence, R.I., assignor to

Cable Electric Products, Inc., Providence, R.L, a cor-

poration of Rhode Island
Filed Ang. 16, 19^, Scr. No. 131,772

1 Claim, (a. 339—95)

An electrical connector comprising a generally cylin-

drical housing including front and rear walls, the rear wall

ot said housing having a central opening, a central longi-

tudinal wall dividing the rear portion of said housing

into two equal chambers, said wall extending into said

opening, a pair of tapered portions extending laterally

from the rear portion of said housing, said tapered por-

tions being hollow and forming lateral extensions at op-

posite sides of the rear portion of said housing, and a pair

of electrical contact members mounted in said housing, the

rear portion of each contact member being bent into a

U -shape, each U-shaped portion extending into one of

said laterally extending hollow tapered portions of said

housing, the free arm ot each U-shaped portion extend-

ing angularly toward said central wall away from said

opening and resiliently ctxitacting said central wall, where-

by said free arm will electrically engage a cord lead wire

inserted into said (^ning and lock said wire between the

end of said arm and said wall, said rear wall having a

spaced opening on each side of said central opening to

permit the insertion of a tool to release the electrical

cord connection by pushing said free arm away from said

wall, said housing being formed of two maiting longi-

tudinal portions having a plurality of integral transverse

strengthening ribs, said ribs having slots, said contact

members extending through said slots.

tacts, said intermediate and inner contacts being adapted

to be severally engaged by contact elements of the lamp
socket, a first contact strip extending in the adapter body
from the inner contact to the first socket, a second contact

strip extending in the body from the intermediate contact

3,099,506
SHIELDED ELECTRICAL COUPLER
Ulrich Tnchel, Ncckartaktrassc 51,

Hellbronn (Neckar), Germany
Flicd Oct 24, 1961, Scr. No. 147,265

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 24, 1960
10 Claims, (a. 339—143)

1. An electrical coupling comprising a contact con-

necting body having eleclrical connecting means at one

end and means for connecting cable at its opposite end, a

frusto-conical contact end portion formed at one end of

said contact connecting body, a crown sleeve member
including a narrow dimensioned throat section and a

widened portion formed of elastic arms having out-turned

ends in engagement with the frusto-conical end portion

of said contact connecting body, a first pressure sleeve

surrounding said crown sleeve and having an end portion

in wedging engagement with the exterior thereof, a sec-

ond pressure sleeve including a portion extending over

said first sleeve and having an interi(M- end portion con-

tacting the edge of said first sleeve, a coupling casing dis-

posed with a portion between said first sleeve and the

portion of said second sleeve extending over said first

sleeve, said coupling casing extending from said first sleeve

beyond said contact connecting body, and a closure ring

member imprisoned on and rotatable on said third sleeve

and having a threaded portion for connecting the cou-

pling.

3,099,507
THREE-WAY DOUBLE LIGHT BULB ADAPTER

Lconaid M. Tcsmcr, 1475 Wilks Place,

Colorado Soringi, Colo.
Filed Jnly 20, 1962, Scr. No. 21148S

8 Claims. (O. 339—155)
1. A three-way double light bulb adapter for a three-

way lamp socket, comprising a dielectric body haying a

stem and first and second one-way bulb sockets, said stem
having an outer contact adapted to engage the lamp
socket, an intermediate contact spaced from the outer

contact, and an inner contact spaced from the other con-

to the second socket, said contact strips having spring

contacts centered in the sockets, and a third contact strip

extending within the body from the outer contact, said

sockets having threaded conductive sleeves with which

the third contact strip is'connected.

3.099,508
CATHODE RAY TUBE SOCKET

Matthew Schlee, Liverpool, N.Y., assignor to General
Elecfaic Company, a corporation of New York

Filed June 29, 1959, Ser. No. 823,380
1 Claim. (CI. 339—193)

A cathode ray tube Socket adapted to receive the ter-

minal pins extending from the base of a cathode ray tube,

said socket comprising a one-piece casing of insulating

material of general cylindrical shape with a base mem-
ber therein to provide a seating surface for said base of

said cathode ray tube, an inner ring of spaced perfora-

tions in said base member, each perforation having a

shoulder surface formed therein, said shoulder surface

facing said base of said cathode ray tube, and an outer ring

of spaced perforations in said base member, a plurality of

hollow dip solder terminal members mounted in said

outer ring, a plurality of tube pin contact members snug-

ly mounted in said inner ring, each pin contact member
having a first edge adjacent said seating surface and a

second edge in contact with said shoulder surface, and

a tongue portion extending from said second edge, said

tongue portions of said tube pin contact members over-

lying portions of said base member intermediate said

inner and outer rings on the side of said base member

opposite said seating surface for holding said second edges

of said pin contact members against said shoulder sur-

faces and extending mto said hollow dip solder terminal

members whereby said tongue portions are soldered in

said dip solder terminal members when external electrical

leads are soldered therein to provide an electrical con-

nection between the electrical leads and said tube pin

contact members.

3,099,509
QUICK CONNECTOR

Kenneth L. Dncnkc, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to The
Clarken Company, St Louis, Mo., a corporatioa of

MlMOuri
Filed Au«. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 51,881

7 Claims. (0.339—255)
1. A device for connecting an electrical cable to a

terminal post, comprising
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a hollow sleeve divided lengthwise into first and second

opposed parts between which such terminal post is

received from one end of the opposed parts, and

clamping means embracing said sleeve parts whereby

to secure them in axial registration, thereby to clamp

the terminal post,

the first said sleeve parts being electrically conductive

and having a terminal-post-grasping inner surface,

said first part having, at the end opposite to that receiv-

graduated, a bezel index for the strip, means to adjust

the strip to read the set point of the parameter at said

index, a pointer associated with the strip, means to adjust

the pointer relative to the strip to read the value of the

ing the terminal post, an axially projecting cable con-

nector portion,

the other sleeve part having at the end opposite that

receiving the terminal post a concentric ring portion

surrounding and axially slidable relative to said axi-

ally projecting cable connector portion,

whereby when the clamp means is released, said other

sleeve part may be slid along the terminal post

axially out of registration with the first sleeve part

to release the terminal post.

3,099,510
CONNECTOR

Heinz Pioniiineck, South Norwalk, Conn., assignor to

Goto Electric Company, Inc., Stamford, Conn., a cor-

poration of Connecticut <,^,,-
Flled Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,337

2 Claims. (CI. 339—256)

18 n 19

f i

parameter, means to properly position the pointer relative

to the strip when the set point is changed, said plurality

of indicating means being mounted in closely spaced side-

by-side relation wlih the bezel indices being aligned.

3,099,512

SYSTEM FOR RECORDING REGISTERED DATA
Charles F. Kohler, Parma, Mich., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Hancock Telecontrol Corporation, Jack-

son, Mich., a corporation of Ohio
FUed Sept. 19, 1958, Ser. No. 762,165

15 Claims. (CI. 346—34)

1. An integral solid metal socket contact having a

complete integral solid ring defining that end thereof into

which a pin contact enters a cylindrical bore of said

socket contact, the other end of said bore terminating in

a completely solid cylindrical metal structure, a pair of

relatively long slots formed in the outer solid wall of said

contact defining said bore, and extending through said

wall to said cylindrical bore so as to leave a bar-like piece

of metal as a part of the surface of sai4 bore integral at

its ends with the metal forming said socket contact arid

adapted to be contacted by a pin contact entering said

bore, and said bar being deformed inwardly of said bore

adjacent one end thereof, said deformation bemg such

as to present a non-symmetrical conformation that will

not take a set as readily as were the said bar to be bent

symmetrically while yieldingly resisUng more effectively

than were said bar bent symmetrically, the entry and re-

moval of a pin from said socket.

Ir^fhm till M il MM 'M l' HUM'

3,099,511

INDICATING AND RECORDING INSTRUMENT
ORGANIZATION

Walter A. Hickoz, Glen Cove, N.Y., assignor to Com-

bustion Engineering, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of Delaware ^ ^

FUed Mar. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 15,241

12 Claims. (CI. 346—17)

1. A plurality of indicating means to indicate the value

of a plurality of different parameters, each such means

including a separate movable elongated strip suitably

1 In a system for recording information accumulated

on a register, means for resetting said register, intermedi-

ate storage means responsive to actuation ot said register

resetting means for storing the information accumulated

on said register, a recording unit, and further means re-

sponsive to actuation of said register resetting means for

causing the information in said intermediate storage means

to be recorded in said recording unit.

\.

CHEMICAL
3,099,513

PROCESS FOR THE DYEING OF POLYESTER
FIBRE MATERIALS

Giinter Gehrke, Colognc-Flittard, Germany, assignor to

Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengescilschaft, Leverknsen,

Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawhig. FUed Not. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 66,420

4 Claims. (CI. 8—39)
1. In the process fcH- dyeing linear polyester fibre ma-

terials, the improvement which comprises applying there-

to as dyestuff l,4-diamino-2-nitroanthraquinone.

3,099,514
COLOR-PRINTED FLOCKED FABRICS

Hyman Haber, New York, N.Y., assignor to AlUcd Textile

Printers, Inc., Paterson, NJ., a corporation of New
Jersey

FUed July 13, 1960, Ser. No. 42,616
6 Claims. (CI. 8—^)

6. A flocked fabric consisting of a cellulosic fabric base

having a calender resin finish on the surface thereof, and

having rayon flock firmly bonded to said calender resin

finish in selected design areas, which rayon flock is printed

with a printing paste containing a reactive dye.

3,099,517
PROCESS OF TREATING WET-SPUN ACRYLO-

NITRILE POLYMER FIBERS
Rupert B. Hurley, WiUiamsburg, Va., and Paul C.

Colodny, Carmichael, Calif., assignors to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76,219

12 Cbdms. (CI. 18-—48)
1 . In the method of wet spinning acrylonitrile polymer

fibers which are fabricated from fiber-forming acryloni-

trile polyniers that contain in the polymer molecule at

least about 80 weight percent polymerized acrylonitrile,

any balance being another copolymerized cthylenically

unsaturated monomer that is polymerizable with acrylo-

nitrile, the improvement which comprises; contacting sub-

stantially unstretched acrylonitrile polymer gel fibers with

an aqueous medium at from about 50° C. to about 80°

C; setting the gel structure imparted to said acrylonitrile

polymer gel fibers by means of cooling said gel fibers

to a temperature below the temperature at which said

aqueous contacting medium is maintained; and subse-

quently stretching said gel fibers while they are exposed

to a heated medium from about 80° C. to about 110* C.

3,099,515
SILICON CHLORIDE TREATED POLYOLEFIN

ARTICLE AND ITS PRODUCTION
Eric Paul Goodlngs, William Alexander Ocelli, and

George Wright Taylor, aU of Harrogate, England, as-

ignon to Imperial Chemical Industries Lhnlted, Lon-
don, England, a corporation of Great Britain

No Drawing. FUed June 27, 1960, Ser. No. 38,706

Claim priority. appUcation Great Britain July 8, 1959
9 Claims. (CL 8—82)

1. A process for improving the dye affinity of shaped

articles consisting essentially of stereoregular polyolefins

which comprises treating said article with a fusable and

hydrolysabte acid halide of silicon.

3,099,516
METHOD OF MOLDING A FOAM PLASTIC HAV-
ING SKINS ON SELECTED SURFACE PORTIONS

RusseU M. Henrickson, WUiow Grove, Pa., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Philco Corporation, PhUadelphia,

Pa., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Aug. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 52,695

4 Claims. (CI. 18—48)

1. In the process of producing a urethane foam struc-

ture by reacting an isocyanate with a suitable polyol, the

method of producing a dense skin on selected surface

portions of said foam which comprises: employing a

foaming reagent activatable by the exothermic heat of

reaction; and subjecting said selected surface portions of

the foam during its synthesis to a temperature below that

of the temperature of reaction to provide on said surface

portions a self generated skin of desired thickness.

792 0.0.-80

3,099,518
METHOD OF MAKING AN INNERSPRING

FOAM MATTRESS
Justin J. Wetzler, Evanston, lU., assignor to The Eng-

lander Company, Inc., Chicago, DI., a corporation of

Delaware
Original application May 28, 1957, S$r. No. 662,085. Di-

vided and this application May 16, 1960, Ser. No.
41,462

5 Claims. (CL 18—59)

1 . A method of making a resilient mattress which com-

prises providing a plurality of coil springs in a jwedeter-

mined pattern with spaces therebetween, enclosing each

of said coil springs with individual filmy plastic envelopes,

and thereafter embedding the coil springs within a pad of

resilient cellular material, said last mentioned step in-

cluding forming portions of the resilient cellular mate-

rial in said spaces between the wrings so that said por-

tions of the resilient cellular material intimately conform

to the filmy envelopes enclosing the siHings.

3,099,519
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STERILIZING

HEAT EXCHANGERS
NUs Tore Fattenblad and Bcii«t HUding Hallstrom, Lund,

Sweden, assignors to Akticbolagct Separator, Stock-

holm, Sweden, a corporation of Sweden
FUed May 20, 1960, Ser. No. 30,577

Claims priority, application Sweden May 27, 1959
12 Claims. (CI. 21—2)

1. In the sterilization of a heat exchanger of the type

having heat exchange chambers partly defined by packings

under compression between parts of the exchanger, the

1207
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method which comprises supplying a sterilizing agent in

the form of a free-flowing fluid to a closed chamber
surrounding said packings externally of the heat exchange

chambers, and maintaining said surrounding chamber

substantially filled with said fluid agent.

5 to 80 parts of a water soluble mc^cularly dehydrated

polyphosphate salt, from 1 to 40 parts of water soluble

orthophosphate salt, and from 1 to SO parts of an organic

chelating agent per million parts of water and contacting

the metal continuously with the treated water, said or-

ganic chelating agent being selected from the group con-

sisting of ( 1 ) polyaminocarboxylic acid type compounds
having the feneral fonnula:

6. A heat exchanger comprising heat exchange elements,

packings defining with said elements a plurality of heat

exchange chambers, means forming a closed chamber

surrounding said packings and adapted to be filled with

a sterilizing agent externally of the heat exchange cham-

bers, and a s erilizing agent in the form of a free-flowing

fluid substantially filling said surrounding chamber.

3,099,520

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PREVENTING
INFECTION OF HEAT EXCHANGE CHAMBERS

Bcngt Hilding Hallstrom, Land, Sweden, assignor to

Aktiebolagct Separator, Stockholm, Sweden, a corpo-

ration of Sweden
Filed Jan. 30, 1961, Scr. No. 85,656

Claims priority, appUcatioa Sweden Feb. 10, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 21—2)

1. The method of preventing infection of a heat ex-

changer of the type having a plurality of packings com-

pressed respectively between opposed pairs of a series of

heat exchange plates and defining therewith adjacent heat

exchange chambers for passage of a heat-emitting medium

and a heat-absorbing medium, respectively, said method

comprising the steps of evacuating an outer chamber sur-

rounding each packing and heat exchange chamber, and

maintaining said outer chamber under vacuum during pas-

sage of said media through the respective heat exchange

chambers.

3. A heat exchanger comprising a series of heat ex-

change plates, packings compressed respectively between

opposed pairs of said series of plates and defining there-

with adjacent heat exchange chambers for passage of a

heat-emitting medium and a heat-asborbing medium, re-

spectively, means forming an outer chamber surrounding

said packings, said outer chamber being separated by the

packings from the heat exchange chambers for the re-

spective heat-emitting and heat-absorbing media, and a

vacuum pump connected to said outer chamber for

evacuating the same.

N—(CHi)

{ir^-l<
where n and n' represent an inteaer selected from the

group consisting of 2 and 3; m represents a figure aefccted

from the group consisting of zero and integers; and A, A',

A", A'", and A"" are radicals selected from the group

consisting of CH,COOH, CHaCH,OH, and CHjCOOM.
where M is an equivalent selected from the group consist-

ing of alliali metals, alkaline earth metals, and ammonium;
(2) monoaminocarboxylic acid type compounds having

the general formula:

3,099,521
WATER TREATMENT

Hans G. Arensbcrg, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mkh., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 3, 1960, Scr. No. 59,820

20Cfaiims. (CI. 21—2.7)

1. A process of inhibiting the corrosion of metals and

scaling in a water system which comprises adding from

\.N—A"

where A, A', and A" represent radicals set forth above;

and (3) hydroxycarboxylic acids of 4 to 7 carbon atoms

having the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups on the same

or adjacent carbon atoms and the alkaline metal or

alkaline earth metal salts thereof.

3,099,522
STERILIZER CONTROL APPARATUS

Norman E. Lratufteck, PMrford, N.Y., aasicnor to

WUmot Casde Compmiy, RodMstar, N.Y., a corpora-

tioa of New Yorit

Filed Oct 28, 1960, Scr. No. 65,743
I2CUhM. (CL21—94)

1. Control apparatus in a sterilizer construction hav-

ing means for continuously supplying fluid from a source

under pressure to a sterilizing chamber and means for

pulsing fluid from a source into said chamber comprising,

in combination, a first means for controlling said pulsing

means, a second means for controlling said continuous

supply means, a third control means having a sterilize

position and being adapted for manual and automatic

control, said third control means actuating said first con-

trol means when in said sterilize position and being auto-

matically controlled, and said third control means actuat-

ing said second control means when in said sterilize posi-

tion and being manually controlled.
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3,099,523
METHOD OF PRODUCING HYPERPURE SIUCON,

SnJCON CARBIDE AND GERMANIUM
Koarad Rcoschcl, Prctzfdd, and Amo Kcrstiag, Lotzcls-

dorf, near Prctifeld, Germany, anignors to Sicmens-

Sdmckcrtwcrkc AkdcnfMcilKkaft, Bcrlln-Sicmcnistadt,

Germany, a corporati<m of Gcmmny
Filed Dec. 15, 1961, Scr. No. 159,717

Claims priority, application Germany Dec 17, 1960

2ClaiBM. (CL23—1)

3,099,525
METHOD OF CARBONATE LEACHING

URANIUM ORE
Robert A. Koblc and Howard W. Goard, BartlcsHUe,

Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, a cor-

poration of Delaware
FUcd Sept. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,486

15 Claims. (CI. 23—14.5)

1. In the process of preparing a semiconductor from

the group consisting of silicon, silicon carbide and ger-

manium, in which the semiconductor is precipitated up<xi

a hot carrier rod fA the same material, by chemical con-

version from a gaseous compound of said semiconductor

material with the aid of a carrier gas acting as a reducing

agent, within an at least partially transparent vessel at

least partially comprised of a material taken from the

group consisting of glass and quartz, the improvement

which substantially prevents the precipitation of semi-

conductor material on the inner wall of the reaction ves-

sel, and which comprises the sequential steps of

(a) passing a partial current of carrier gas through

the reaction vessel prior to initiating the precipita-

tion process,

(fr) heating the carrier rods to incandescent tempera-

ture in the carrier gas current of step (a),

(c) increasing the carrier gas current to the full

amount required for mM-mal precipitation operation,

(</) after the inner wall of the reaction vessel has

reached a temperature of about 300* C, supplying

gaseous semiconductor compound in an amount
so that the molar ratio of semiconductor compound
to carrier gas is less than about 0.2:1, and

(«) commencing and performing the pyrolytic pre-

cipitation.

3,099,524
ANTACID COMPOSITIONS

Frederick GrommMh, Ptarncr, England, assignor to

Bcccham Research Laboratories Umked, Brentford,
Middlesex, England

Filed June 28, 1960, Scr. No. 39,245
Clahns priority, application Great Britain July 2, 1959

6 Cbims. (CI. 23—14)
1. A magnesium carbonate hydroxoaluminate com-

pound of the formula:

Mg„[AI,(0H)s+taHC03]

wherein n is an integer of 1 to S.

^1 Uf.

rr T

T=

1 . In a process of extracting uranium values from a dis-

integrated uranium-containing ore comiM'ising the steps of

contacting said ore with a carbonate leach solution in a

contact zone, said carbonate leach solution selected from
the group consisting of ammonium and soluble alkaline

metal carbonate-bicarbonate solutions, passing the result-

ing slurry from said contact zone to a first filtration zone,

filtering inert solids from the pregnant carbonate leach liq-

uor containing said uranium values in solution, withdraw-

ing a filtrate from said first filtration zone, washing said

filtered inert solids with a first wash solution hereinafter

described, recycling at least a portion of the combined fil-

trate and wash solution removed from said first filtration

zone to said contact zone, passing said filtered solids from
said first filtration zone to a first repulp zone, contacting

said solids in said first repulp zone with a first repulp solu-

tion, hereinafter described, passing the resulting slurry

from said first repulp zone to a second filtration zone, fil-

tering the inert solids from said first repulp solution in said

second filtration zone, washing said filtered inert solids with

a second wash solution hereinafter described, passing said

inert solids from said second filtration zone to a second

repulp zone, contacting said inert solids with a second

repulp solution hereinafter described, passing the resulting

slurry from said second repulp zone to a third filtration

zone, filtering the inert solids from said second repulp

solution, washing said filtered inert solids with water; an
improvement wherein said first wash solution and said first

repulp solution are comprised of at least a portion of the

combined filtrate and wash solution removed from said

third filtration zone and at least a portion of the combined
filtrate and wash solution removed from said second filtra-

tion zone, said second wash solution and said second re-

pulp solution is comprised of a recarbonated leach solu-

tion and at least a portion of said combined filtrate and
wash solution removed from said third filtration zone.

3,099,526
RECOVERY OF EARTH ACIDS FROM SLAG

John C. U, Glen Cove, and Robert E. Baker, Sea Cliff,

N.Y., asdgnors to Wah Chang Corporation, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of New York

FUcd Aug. 9, 1961, Scr. No. 130,435
6 Cbiims. (CI. 23—18)

1. The method of recovering values from a siliceous

slag having: an SiOj content in the range of about 10

to 40% by weight; impurities, including water-insoluble

caldum-containing compounds; and, at least one of the

elements columbium and tantalum, which comprises:

grinding the slag to a relatively fine mesh; treating the

ground slag with a water solution of at least 10% concen-
tration of an alkali metal hydroxide at elevated tempera-
tures substantially above the atmo^beric boiling point of
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the alkali hydroxide solution under pressure of at least

35 p.s.i.g. to open the slag and to render more accessible

calcium-containing and other impurities contained therein

for further treatment for removal of such impurities; sepa-

rating the alkali metal hydroxide liquor from the slag

solids; acidifying the solids with a mineral acid capable

of solubilizing metal radicals of the insoluble impurities,

including calcium of the calcium-containing impurities,

to convert the calcium-containing and other water insolu-
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bles to a water-soluble form; the acid being added in an

amount sufficient to neutralize the remaining portion of

the slag; separating the acid liquor from the slag; washing

the solids to remove calcium-containing and other im-

purities in soluble form therefrom; treating the solids with

an alkali metal hydroxide to solubilize silica contained

therein; separating the solids from the alkali solution;

treating the solids with acid and recovering the columbi-

um and tantalum in their acid form from the residue.

3 099 527
PURIFICATION OF LEACH LIQUOR CONTAIN-

ING LITHIUM VALUES
Harold L. Howling, Reading, Mass., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Basic Atomics Incorporated, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUcd Apr. 23, 1959, Scr. No. 808,497

5 Claims. (CI. 23—33)

1. Process for separating lithium values from a sulfuric

acid leach slurry, said slurry containing excess sulfuric

acid leaching agent, lithium sulfate and residues from

-the reaction of sulfuric acid with the lithium ores, com-

prising

adding, in one step, sufficient slaked lime to said leach

slurry to raise the pH thereof to at least 10 where-

upon the bulk of impurities including aluminum are

precipitated,

introducing an oxidizing agent into the thus treated

slurry to effect oxidation of iron and other oxidizable

impurities thereby precipitating the same,

and only then filtering the resultant slurry to separate

the ore residue and the various precipitates from

the filtrate which contains the lithium in the form of

lithium sulfate dissolved therein.

3,099,528
RECOVERY OF VALUES FROM NATURAL

LAKE AND SEA BRINES
Pablo Hadzcriga, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Standard Magnesium Corporation, Inc.,

Tulsa, Okla^ a corporation of New York
Filed Jan. 10, 1962, S«r. No. 165,393

6 Claims. (CI. 23—89)
1. A process for recovering values from a brine of the

type of natural lake or sea brines, comprising

subjecting a brine of the type concerned to evaporation

to yield sodium chloride in substantially pure form

and a complex brine;

precipitating calcium sulfate as a slurry from the com-
plex brine by treatment with calcium chloride;

subjecting the residual complex brine to evaporation to

precipitate salts and yield an essentially magnesium
chloride brine;

contacting a cationic exchange material in its hydrogen

form with the precipitated calcium sulfate slurry at
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a temperature of at least about 50* C, to yield sul-

furic acid;

deriving an aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid from

at least one of the chloride salts previously obtained;

eluting said exchange material with the hydrochloric

acid solution to yield a calcium chloride eluate solu-

tion;

utilizing the eluate solution to precipitate calcium sul-

fate from an additional quantity of the complex brine

resulting from the first step of the process;

and repeating the processing cycle indefinitely.

3,099,529

SEPARATION OF NITRIC ACID FROM ITS SALTS
Melvin J. Hatch, Midland, and John A. Dillon, Jr., Cole-

man, Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,
Midland, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Jan. 29, 1960, Scr. No. 5,438

7 Claims. (CI. 25—102)
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I. A method for separating from one another nitric

acid and a member of the group consisting of ammonium
nitrate, water-soluble metal nitrate salts free from anionic
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complexes with nitric acid and mixtures thereof by feed-

ing to a bed of an anion exchange resin in the nitrate

form immersed in an aqueous liquid of the group of water

and a dilute aqueous solution of nitric acid having an

acid concentration less than that in the feed solution, an

aqueous solution of said acid and said salt which solution

is at least 0.2 normal in nitric add, thus displacing aque-

ous liquid from the resin bed, thereafter feeding an aque-

ous rinsing solution of the group consisting of water and

dilute nitric acid having a nitric acid concentration less

than that of the feed to the bed to displace a further

amount of residual liquid from the bed, and collecting

successive fractions of the displaced effluent liquid where-

by there is obtained an early fraction of the effluent liquid

which contains a higher ratio of said salt to said acid

than is in the starting solution and a later fraction of the

effluent hquid which contains a hi^r ratio of said acid

to said salt than is in the starting solution.

said nitric oxide, recovering nitrogen dioxide as an over-

head product from the upper portion of the second reac-

3,099t53d
MANUFACTURE OF DEFLUORINATED

PHOSPHATES
John D. Nlckerson, Lakeland, Fla^ assignor to Interna-

tional Mfaierali ft Chemical Corporatk», a corporation

of New York
No Drawing. FUcd Dec. 8. 1959, Scr. No. 858,061

2 Claims. (CI. 23—108)

1. A process for the manufacture of defluorinated

phosphates which comprises mixing a phosphatic mate-

rial containing fluorine in an amount which renders it

unsuiuble for use as an animal feed selected from the

group consisting erf phosphate rock, superphosphate,

triple superphosphate and mixtures thereof, with a sili-

cone containing silicon and an organic group in the mole-

cule in which the siloxane unit. Si—O—Si—, is the con-

tinuing framework, said silicone selected from the group

consisting of dimethyl silicone, methyl phenyl silicone,

methylchlorosilane and mixtures thereof, said silicone used

in an amount of at least 0.01% by weight of the phos-

phatic material, heating the mixture to a temperature

above 200° F. and below the fusion point of the phos-

phatic material to drive off fluorine and recovering a phos-

phatic material of reduced fluorine content suiuble for

use as an animal feed.

tion zone and recycling the recovered nitrogen dioxide

into the lower portion of the first reaction zone.

3,099,531
NITRIC ACID MANUFACTURE

Donald E. Boynton, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to

Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington, Del., a corpo-

ration of Delaware .„ «.,
FUcd Sept. 28, 1960, Scr. No. 58,945

6 Chdms. (CI. 23—157) -.

1. A cyclic process for producing highly concentrated

nitric acid which comprises passing a nitrogen oxide re-

actant consisting essentially of nitrogen dioxide into the

lower portion of a first reaction zone maintained at a

temperature below about 40* C. in countercurrent flow

to aqueous nitric acid containing not more than 68% by

weight of HNO,, the amount of said nitrogen dioxide

being at least sufficient to form with said aqueous nitric

acid a highly concentrated nitric acid containing more

than 68% by weight of HNGj, recovering the thus

formed highly concentrated nitric acid as a bottoms prod-

uct from the lower portion of the first reaction zone,

taking off nitric oxide as an overhead product from the

first reaction zone and passing the same into the lower

portion of a second reaction zone maintained at a tem-

perature between about 75* C. and about 125* C. in

countercurrent flow to a second aqueous nitric acid con-

taining between about 35% and not more than 68% by

weight of HNO,, said second aqueous nitric acid bemg

at least stoichiometrically equivalent in HNO, content to

3,099,532

METHOD OF MAKING HIGH PURITY, SUBSTAN-
TIALLY SPHERICAL DISCRETE PARTICLES OF
BERYLLIUM HYDROXIDE OR OXIDE

WUUam J. Kirkpatrick, Clndnnati, and Eari S. Funston,

HamUton, Ohio, aisignon to General Electric Com-

pany, a corporation of New York
No Drawfaig. FUcd Ang. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 134,152

4 Claims. (0.23—183)
1. A method of making high purity, substantially sj^r-

ical, beryllium hydroxide comprising the steps of: mix-

ing a beryllium basic salt of an organic acid with water;

hydrolyzing the aqueous mix to form an aqueous colloidal

suspension of micelles of Be(OH)a and the organic acid;

and then removing portions of the organic acid to pre-

cipitate substantially spherical, discrete particles of

Be(OH)a. ^^^^^^^
3,099,533

MAGNESIUM OXIDE PELLETS AND PROCESS OF
PRODUCING THE SAME FOR BURNING

Chester D. Vaughan, Jr., and Richard H. Vetter, Free-

port, Tex., assignors to E. J. Lavhio and Company.

Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Dec. 6, 1960, Scr. No. 74,021

3 Clahns. (CI. 23—201)
1. A compact dry magnesium oxide pellet containing

as a binder approximately %ooo percent of relatively fine

cellulosic fibers of a length of from about 0.05 to 0.075

millimeter and of a diameter of the order of about 0.0015

millimeter and having a sufficient hardness to resist

cracking and decrepitation on introduction into and pas-

sage through a shaft kiln.

3. A dry process of producing substontially pure mag-

nesium oxide pellets which consists in mixing dry cal-

cined magnesium oxide with fibers of an organic material

of a character to be consumed without appreciable resi-

due when subjected with the magnesium oxide to a tem-

perature of about 3000- F., with the fibers and magne-

sium oxide powder in the approximate proportions re-

spectively of 5 ozs. to 100 lbs., the fibers being selected to

have a length of not more than 0.075 millimeter, and of

a diaipeter of the order of 0.0015 millimeter, maintain-

ing the mixture in dry form and introducing the naix-

ture in such dry form into a briquetting press, subjecting

the dry mixture in the press to a pressure to produce
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pellets in which the constituents are coherent to a degree

to withstand appreciate breakage upon handling, con-

veying and tumbling, introducing the dry pellets into a

suitable kiln and subjecting the pellets to a firing tempera-

ture of about 3000' F. and thereby removing the fiber

material from the pellets by burning and simultaneously

effecting shrinkage of the pellet size and densification of

the pellets to a high degree of hardness.

3,099,534

METHOD FOR PRODUCTION OF HIGH-PURITY
SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS FOR ELECTRI-
CAL PURPOSES

Hans Schwekkert, Eriangcn, and Konrad Rcnscliel,

Prctzfeld, Germany, and Heinrich Gntsche, Danrille,

Pa^ mnigfMn to Sicmens-Schnckertwcrke Aktiengeacll-

chaft, Bcrlln-Sicnicnsitadt, Germany, a corporation of

Germany
Original application June 11, 1957, Ser. No. 665,086, now

Patent No. 3,011,877, dated Dec. 5, 1961. Divided

and this application Feb. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 90,291

Claims priority, application Germany June 25, 1956
9 Claims. (CI. 23—208)

{^^'

3. A process for producing a body of a semiconductor

material from the group consisting of silicon and silicon

carbide by reaction of a gas mixture of hydrogen and a

chlorinated monosilane of the type SiClnR4-n. where "n"

designates an integer number between 1 and 4 and "R" is

selected from the group consisting of H and CHs, in a re-

action chamber, comprising heating a niember consisting

of said semiconductor material in the chamber at least to

glowing temperature but below the melting point of said

semiconductor material, the hot member effecting the re-

action, introducing a high velocity jet of said gas mixture

into said chamber to produce a high degree of turbulence

to effect efficient reaction into said semiconductor mate-

rial, the latter forming said body on said member, the

molar ratio of the chlorinated monosilane with respect to

the hydrogen ranging from 0.01 : 1 to 0.3 : 1.

3,099,535
METHOD FOR RECOVERING SULPHUR

Masanori Maezawa, 28 5-chonic, Hattorihonmachi, and
Takctoshi Knragano, 703 Hoziimi, both of Toyonaiu
City, Japan
No Drawing. FUcd Dec. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 79,515

Claims priority, application Japan Mar. 6, 1957
13 Claims. {CI. 23—225)

1. In a process of removing the sulphur of hydrogen
sulphide from a hydrogen sulphide containing gas by
catalytically oxidizing the hydrogen sul(rtiide, the improve-

ment which comprises contacting the gas aiKl an oxygen-

containing medium with an aqueous alkaline liquid con-

taining a catalyst compound selected from the group con-

sisting of

R(0H)-(N03)n and R(COOH) •(NO,)^

wherein R stands for aryl and n is an integer from 1 to 3

and the alkalimetal salts thereof.

3,099,536
PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF

CRYSTALLINE SULFUR
Peter Urban, Northbrook, and Lester G. Maascy, Arling-

ton Heights, ni., assignors to Universal Oil Products
Company, Dcs Plalnes, III., a corporation of Delaware

FUed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40,841
6 Claims. (CI. 23—226)
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6. A process for the production of sulfur in a readily

recoverable crystalline state which comprises absorbing

sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide in a solvent consisting

essentially of a monohydric alcohol of from 1 to S carbon

atoms per molecule having from about 10% to about

40% by volume of water dissolved therein, reacting the

sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide in contact with said

solvent, thereby forming sulfur in a readily recoverable

crystalline state, and separating the sulfur from said sol-

vent.

3,099,537

PROCESS FOR THE TREATMENT OF AN ORGANIC
SOLVENT CONTAINING URANIUM

Harold Mason, Preston, James Roland Sanderson, Lea,

near Preston, and Tony Mason, Blackpool, Enghmd,
airignon to the United Kfaigdoin Atomic Energy
Anthority, London, England

FUcd Oct. 28, 1958, Ser. No. 770,096
Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 31, 1957

7Cbims. (CL23—230)
1. A process for measuring the uranium content of an

organic solvent having uranium and other impurities pres-

ent therein comprising washing the solvent with a solution

of a salt of thioglycollic acid to produce a colored com-
plex of uranium thioglycollate and other impurities in said

solvent, treating at least a portion of said treated solvent

widi a material capable of imparting carbonate ions there-

in to convert only the uranium thioglycollate complex into

a colorless state, measuring the difference between coIch"
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intensity before and after treatment with said carbonate

imparting agent by said color differentiation, andion

being connected across a voltage supply at opposite ends

through terminal zones, said insulating layer being per-

forated with a plurality of rows of bore holes, said foil

having parallel rows of perforate slots with the slots of

one row in staggered rdation to the slots of the next

determining the amount of uranium present in said solvent

by said color differentiation.

3,099,538
FnriNGS FOR A FLUIDIZED BED REACTOR

Waiter Kronig, Lererfcaten-Bayerwcrk, Walter Bayer and

HanWoachim Wahl, Doimagen, and Lodwig Bacher,

OpIadcB, Germany, aurignnri to Farbcnfabrikcn Bayer

Aktici«caell«*aft, Leri i insin ,
Germany, a corpontion

of Germany
FUcd Jan. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 787^43

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 24, 1958

8 ChETlCL 23—288)

succeeding row to form meandering paths for current, and

the bore holes of the perforate insulating layer covering

the entire area of the insulating layer so that moisture

from the surfaces to be dried being transmitted through

the holes and slots away from the drying surface.

1. A fluidized reactor bed comprising a chamber hav-

ing an inlet in its lower end and an outlet in its upper end,

a plurality of superposed ba£k layers in said chamber,

each layer having smooth upper surface baffles inclined

with req>ect to the flow course through the chamber,

and eadi ba£Be layer covering the entire cross section of

said chamber to prevent an unobstructed path through

said chamber, each layer of baffles being composed of

juxtaposed groups of bafltes in which the baffles of each

group are disposed substantially parallel to each other

and are dispoeed at an angle with respect to the baffles

of the juxtaposed groups, the baffles of adjacent layers in

direct overlying rdatioiiBhip having different directions

di inclination.

3,099339
GOLD SnJCON ALLOY

Hambmg TMg, New York, N.Y., assignor to AUoys
UnUmitcd lac, Loa« Island City, N.Y.

No Drawiiv. FUcd Jan. 11, 1962, Ser. No. 165,679

SClainM. (0.29^183.5)
1. The fofl comprising substantially 5.6% by weight

of silicon and remainder of gcdd.

3,099,540
ELECTRIC FOIL RESSTANCE DRIER

Pmd Etatar, 57 Exeter Road, London NW. 2, England

FUed Dm. 29, 19SS, Ser. No. 783,609

daims priority, appttcatlon Great Britafea Jan. 7, 1958

9 Claims, (a. 34—1)
1. Structure for drying comprising metal resistance foil,

an insulating layer coextenave with said foil, said fml

3,099,541
TREATING VENEERS

Robert HUdebrand, Nnrtinger Str. 68, Oberboihingen,

Wnrttemberg, Germany
FUcd Mar. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 98403

3 Claims. (CL 34—18)

wS^

1. A method of treating fresh peeled veneer having

a thickness up to about 3 mm. comprising directing a

blast of atmospheric air at an acute angle against the

surface of the veneer to blow the free water out of the

freshly cut open cells in the veneer as a wave of foam
over and from said surface in liquid form to reduce the

water content of the veneer from about 120 to not more

than about 50% by weight of veneer.

3,099,542
DRYING AIR HEAT CONTROL AND MOISTURE

REMOVAL APPARATUS
Howard E. Van Scoyk, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,365

6 Claims. (0.34—48)
1. In combination, means forming a chamber for

tumbling fabric, said forming means having means includ-

ing a perforated chamber wall for defining an air passage

through said chamber, means adjacent the perforations of

said chamber wall f<»- heating said chamber, a pivotally

mounted door for said chamber, a lint collecting bousing

on said door, said bousing having a perforated housing

waU facing said perforated chamber wall through the

interior of said chamber and interposed in said air pas-

sage when said door is closed, a lint coUector in said

housing behind the perforations of said housing wall for

filtering air from said chamber, temperature responsive
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means in said housing adjacent the perforations of said

housing wall and behind the lint collector and said hous-

ing wall in straight line exposed radiant heat receiving

relationship to said heating means through the perfora-

tions of said housing wall and said chamber wall for

controlling said heating means, and means for inducing

an air flow sequentially into heat receiving relationship

with said heating means, into moisture and lint receiving

relationship with said fabric, into lint depositing relation-

ship with said lint collector, and into temperature sensing

relationship with said temperature responsive means.

3,099,543
ROTARY PRESSURE VESSEL

Homer E. Mslmstrom, Applctoo, Wis., and Robert M.
Donaldson, Hampton, Va., assignors to Kimberiy-

Clarit Corporation, Neenah, Yf^ a corporation of

Delaware
FUcd Dec. 9, 1955, Scr. No. 552,090

11 Claims. (CI. 34—124)

I- iiJ^

7. A drier drum comprising a cylindrical shell, a center

shaft coaxial with the shell, head members on said shaft,

flexible ring assemblies extending radially from said head

members to said shell for simultaneously sealing and sup-

porting the shell to retain steam pressure therein, said as-

semblies being capable of deflecting under load and pre-

venting the transmission of stresses from the head mem-
bers to the shell, and support members engaging said flexi-

ble assemblies intermediate the shell and bead.

3,099,544

METHOD OF DECORATING SURFACES WITH
A VISCOUS FLUID

Bcnford P. Shecslcy, Boise, Idaho
FUmI Aug. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 51,838

6 Claims. (CI. 41—26)
1. The process of utilizing an article of manufacture

having an elongated handle and a continuous flexible wire

bent to form a stem member secured in said handle and

a plurality of spaced co-planar elements disposed sub-

stantially perpendicularly to said stem member comprising

dipping at least a portion of said wire into and out of a

supply of a material of a viscosity suflficient to preclude

formation of a capillary film of the same between said

elements of said wire, some of the material remaining on

the individual elements of said portion in clinging rela-

tionship, engaging said portion carrying said material

against a surface to be decorated, applying light pressure

to said portion substantially perpendicularly of the surface

to deposit the material on the surface in a pattern sub-

stantially corresponding to the configuration of said

dipped portion, and removing said portion from the sur-

face, the viscosity of the material also being sufficient to

prevent flowing of the same whereby the material pro-

jects in raised relationship to the surface to which it has

been applied.

3,099,545
BUFFING WHEEL

Richard S. Johnson, 1032 S. 42nd St., Bhmingham 5, Ala.

No Drawfaig. FUed Feb. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 86,319
2 Claims. (CL 51—298)

1. As a new article of manufacture, a buffing wheel

made of cotton textile fabric that has been treated with a

composition comprising 15% of a member selected from

the group consisting of pentaerythrital ester of modified

rosin, rosin modified phenolic resin, pentaerythrital ester

of rosin, and modified rosin, 15% of a member selected

from the group consisting of styrenated alkyd resin and

siyrenated alkyd polymer of oil modified alkyd resin, 60%
of a solvent selected from the group consisting of toluene,

benzene, and xylene-toluene mixture, and 10% of a plasti-

cizer selected from the group consisting of castor oil, di-

octyl phthalate, and tris (2,3 dichloropropyl ) orthophos-

phate and thereafter dried.

3,099346 „

FILTERS FOR FLUIDS
Cosby Donald Philipps Smallpcice, Swanwick Shore, near

Southampton, England, as^gnor of one-half to Nuquip
Limited, Surrey, England

Filed Aug. 26, 1960, Scr. No. 52,294
Cbims priority, application Great Britahi Oct. 12, 1959

5 Cbiims. (CI. 55—274)
1. A filter, for cleaning a gas, comprising a container

having an inlet and an outlet for the gas to be cleaned

and an exchangeable filter positioned within said con-

tainer, said filter element having a permeable, axially

extendible and contractible, tubular wall through the

pores of which said gas is passed in its path from said

inlet to said outlet, said wall being axially contractible

against a bias as a result of a difference in gas pressure

upstream and downstream of said wall due to reduction

of its permeability by an accretion of filtered residue

to give an indication of the reduction of the permeability

of said wall, the filter also comprising a valve through

which said gas can pass from said container, said valve

1
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being opened on said contraction of said wall, and a flow-

responsive device capable of giving an audible signal

iSlst^l

communicating with said valve and operable by said gas

flowing therethrough.

centrifugal vat having inlet and outlet openings in the

axis thereof, rotating said vat about said axis, introducing

vitreous material into said vat and maintaining the vitreous

material in said vat in molten condition whereby a vortex

is formed therein along the axis between said inlet and

outlet openings, and passing a jet of high-temperature

high-velocity electrical plasma axially into said inlet open-

ing and through said vortex in said molten material to

thereby cause flow of fibers or filaments out said outlet

opening.

3,099,549

METHOD OF JOINING TWO GLASS BODIES
Joseph John Domicone, Elmira, and William C. Smith,

Coming, N.Y., assignors to Comtog Glass Works,

Coming, N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed Nov. 14, 1958, Ser. No. 773,927

5 Claims. (CI. 65—30)

3,099,547
POCKET-TYPE FILTERS

Willem J. Hagendoora and Tom R. Smith, Louisville,

Ky., a^ignors to American Air Filter Company, Inc.,

Louisville, Ky., a corporation of Delaware

FUcd Sept. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 56,932

16 Claims. (CI. 55—341)

1 . A pocket type fluid filter comprising: a web of flexi-

ble filtering material having at least one fold line dividing

said web into at least one pair of pleat forming sections,

said pleat forming sections of said pair being folded

about said fold line to face each other and form a pleat,

and a plurality of spaced divider members, each of said

divider members having at least one slit snugly engaging

said pleat transverse said fold line to hold said pleat form-

ing sections in facing contact along said slit whereby said

divider members divide said pleat into a plurality of sep-

arate pocket members.

1. In the process of joining two glass bodies comprising

heating each glass body to a softened condition m the flame

resulting from burning a combustible fuel mixture, and

joining the softened glass bodies, the improvement in the

heating step which comprises adding to said fuel mixture

at least one volatile compound which is thermally decom-

posed by said flame to a product comprising a glass-net-

work-forming oxide selected from the group consisting of

SiOa and BjOs, and joining the flame softened glass bodies

to each other while in the softened condition.

3,099,550

PURIFYING CRYSTALLIZABLE SEMICONDUCTOR
MATERIALS BY ZONE MELTING

Heinz Henker, Munich, Germany, assignor to Siemens &
Halske Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin and Munich, a corpo-

ration of Germany
Filed Feb. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 10,256

Chiims priori^, application Germany Feb. 27, 1959

13 CUims. (CI. 75—10)

3,099,548

METHOD OF MAKING GLASS FIBERS

Adriano C. Ducati, Newport Beach, Calif., assignor to

PUsmadyne Corporation, Santa Ana, Calif., a corpora-

tion of California _

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 738,8»7,

May 29, 1958. This appUcation Dec. 29, 1961, Ser.

No. 163,332 _ ^^ ,^
1 Claim. (CL 65—5)

1. In the art of purifying crystallizable semiconductor

material by applying zone melting to such material con-

tained in a main conduit and in at least one branch chan-

nel extending from and communicating with said main

conduit at a point spaced from the starting point of said

zone melting, said conduit and channel forming part of

a purification vessel, a method of effecting said purifica-

tion, comprising moving through the material contained

A method of manufacturing small-diameter threads or in said main conduit and past the area at which said

fibers of vteourmateri^^^^ comprises providing a branch channel extends from said conduit a first melting

792 O.G —81
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zone which collects contaminants included in the material

contained in said main conduit between the starting

point of said melting zone and said branch channel, and

moving a second melting zone through the material

contained in said branch channel in a direction away
from said area incident to the motion of said first melting

zone past said area while preventing cross flow thereat,

said first melting zone transferring the contaminants col-

lected to said second melting zone, both melting zones

leaving said area simultaneously.

3,099,551
SNUFFING BLAST FURNACES

Alexander J. Macdonald, Buffalo, N.Y., anignor to Na-
tional Steel Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed June 24, 1960, Scr. No. 38,427

4 Claims. (CI. 75—41)
4. Method for snuflfing a carbon-lined blast furnace

for a mantle-up relining operation comprising the steps

of charging a coke blank sufficient to fill the furnace to

above its bosh area, terminating hot blast to the furnace

when the coke blank reaches the blast furnace tuyere area,

introducing blast furnace gas into the blast furnace lop

with sufficient pressure to force its way down through the

coke blank and exit at the tuyere area, analyzing the

blast gas introduced at the blast furnace top and gas

exiting from the furnace at the tuyere area, terminating

introduction of blast furnace gas at the top of the furnace

when the blast furnace gas and exiting gas analyses are

approximately the same, and thereafter testing natural

draft gas exiling from the blast furnace top for carbon

monoxide to determine conclusively that the furnace is

out.

3,099,552
METHOD OF MAKING LOW SULFUR STEEL

Thomas W. Landig, Glensiiaw, Pa., and Allan J. Kiesler,

Schenectady, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Com-
pany, a corporation of New York

Filed Oct. 21, 1958, Scr. No. 768,601
2 Claims. (CI. 75—51)
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been redueced to less than 0.005%, and then oxidizing

manganese and silicon in the metal melt by blowing the

melt with a free oxygen-containing gas, and discontinuing

the blowing of the melt when the amounts of manganese
and silicon in the metal have been reduced to the desired

levels.

1. The method of producing steel containing less than

0.005% sulfur which comprises the steps of melting down

with lime a steel containing more than 0.015% sulfur

and amounts of phosphorous, silicon, and manganese

greater than desired in the final steel product, separating

and removing from the resulting metal melt the resulting

slag when the phosphorous content of the metal melt

has been reduced to a predetermined level, forming a

second slag on the metal melt by adding to the metal melt

two parts of lime, one part of Mexican graphite and one

part of fine silicon, mixing the second sJag with the meUl

melt, separating and removing the second slag from the

metal melt when the sulfur content of the said melt has

3,099,553
METALLIC SHELL ROTARY REDUCTION OF IRON-
COFPER-ZINC VALUES FROM SULFIDE ORES
AND SLAGS

Olav C. Aamot, Lcwiatou, N.Y., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Independence Foundation, Philadelphia,

Pa., a corporation of Delaware, and Koppcrs Company,
Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Oct. 20, 1959, Scr. No. 847,547
12 Claims. (CI. 75—63)

—
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1. In a method for upgrading a material selected from

the group consisting of ores and slags containing a major
proportion of iron and minor proportions of junc and

cof^r, the improvements in combination therewith

comprising,

(a) reducing and vaporizing said zinc by maintaining

a molten body of said noaterial under sub-atmos-

pheric pressure in contact with the inierior of a

hot, hollow, solid metallic body which contains iron

as a predominant metallic c<Mistituent and which

meks at a temperature above the temperature of

said molten body;

ib) recovering the zinc so vaporized;

(c) reducing said copper by contacting with said hot

solid body as in step (a);

((/) causing said copper to be absorbed into said hot

solid body;

(«) separating the renuuning material of said molten

body as a useful product containing a proportion of

iron greater than in the starting material; and

(/) recovering the material of said solid body as a

copper-bearing product.

3,099354
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING METALS

James H. Downing, Buffalo, and Bcnjaniia J. Wibon,
Kenmore, N.Y., aasignori to Unloa Carbide Corpora-
tion, a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 90,625

2Ctafam. (CI. 75—80)
1. A process for producing at least one of the metals

selected from the group consisting of manganese and

chromium from solid state boridn of said metals com-

prising charging at least one of said borides of said se-

le:ted metals in particulate form ranging from about

0.125 to about 0.5 inch in diameter into a vacuum fur-

nace; evacuating substantially all the gas reactive with

said boride and said selected metal from said vacuum
furnace; heating said boride of said selected metal in

vacuo to a temperature sufficiently high to produce metal
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vapor of said selected mcUl at least at a vapor pressure in

excess of the ambient pressure within said vacuum fur-

nace; mainuining a temperature sufficiently high to main-

tain a metal vapor of said selected metal at least at a

vapor pressure in excess of the ambient pressure withm

said vacuum furnace while essentaUy maintaining said

boride in said solid state; conducting at least a portion of

said metal vapor to a condensing zone and condensmg

said metal vapor to form at least one of said selected

metals in substantially pure metallic form.

3,099^55
REDUCTION OF URANIUM OXIDE

Robert J. TehcL Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of

N^^mfldiig. FUed Aug. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 50,093

5 Claims. (CI. 75—84.1)

1 In the reduction of uranium oxide by the reaction

thereof with molten magnesium whereby a reaction mix-

ture containing uranium and magnesium oxide is formed,

the process of separating said uranium from the reaction

mixture as uranium-aluminum aUoy which comprises:

contacting said reaction mixture with molten aluminum

whereby said uranium is taken up to form a molten

uranium-aluminum alloy, and separating the uranium-

aluminum alloy, while it is molten, from said magnesium

oxide.

3,099^56
GRAPHITIC STEEL _ ^. ^

Chester F. Jatczak, Canton, Ohio, assignor to The Timken

Suer Bearing Compuiy, Canton, Ohio, a corporation

No olinng. Filed Apr. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 188,951^ 4Clalinar(CL75—124)
1 A forgeable and graphitizable steel consisting essen-

tially of 1.25 to 1.55 percent of carbon. 0.5 to 0.7 percent

of manganese. 0.55 to 0.85 percent of sUi;on. 0.1 to 0.35

percent of aluminum, and the remainder essentially u^on,

and characterized in the annealed state by containmg up

to about 0.7 percent of graphitic carbon.

3,099,557

OPTICAL SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MAKING
COlWECrED COLOR SEPARATIONS

Beniamin L. Sites, Elmhnrst, HI., as^or to Miehie-

GMScxtcr, Incorporated, Chkago, lU., a corporation

^ ^**FiEd Feb. 26, 1957, Ser. No. 642,543

3 CUinu. (CI. 96—30)

through N number of spectral filters covering the gamut

of the spectrum to create a corresponding number of

light images and which are respectively identified with

one of the selected spectral color bands, said number N
being equal to one plus the number of primary, secondary

and tertiary colors used to reproduce the original, opti-

cally modulating the overall light intensity of the respec-

tive images in accordance with a certain correction factor

for each image based on the spectral reflectivity character-

istics of the respective pigment colors in each of the lev-

eral spectral color bands and the spectral sensitivity of

the panchromatic emulsion used, some of said factors

having a positive sign and others having a negative sign,

shutting off those light images whose factors bear a posi-

tive sign and then exposing a panchromatic photosensi-

tive element to the combined intensities of those light

images remaining and whose factors bear a negative sign,

developing said element to create a mask, shutting off

those light images whose factors bear a negative sign and

then exposing though said mask a second panchromatic

sensitive element to the combined intensities of those

light images remaining and whose factors bear a posi-

tive sign, and finally developing said secoiKl photosensi-

tive element to produce a corrected color separation trans-

parency.

3,099,558
PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION OF VINYL MONOMERS
BY MEANS OF A RADIATION ABSORBING COM-
FONENT EN THE PRESENCE OF A DIAZONIUM
COMPOUND ^ . . „._

Steven Lcvinos, Vestal, N.Y., assignor to General Aniline

& Film Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

No Drawing. FUed Jmie 26, 1959, Ser. No. 823,005

20 Claims. (CI. 96—35)
12. A process of producing by photopolymerization a

polymeric lAotographic image which comprises irradiat-

ing to electromagnetic radiation having a wave length

extending from the ultraviolet through the visible region,

a photographic clement comprising a support having there-

on a radiation sensitive layer comprising a normally liquid

to normally solid monomer containing the grouping

CHa=C< attached directly to an electronegative group

and a colloid carrier therefor and as the sole catalyst fw

said photopolymerization a mixture consisting essentially

of ( 1 ) a light-sensiiive aromatic diazonium compound and

(2) a dye selected from the class consisting of azo dyes,

cyanine dyes, azanol dyes, oxanol dyes, styryl dyes, Iwnu-

cyanine dyes and merocyaninc dyes, thereby pt^ymerizing

the monomer in the exposed areas, and then removing the

residual monomer in the unexposed areas by washing.

f« • » !•
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3,099,559 '^^

SILVER-FREE COLOR REPRODUCTION PROCESS
AND COMPOSITION THEREFOR

Robert F. Coles, North St Paul, Minn., as^nor to Gen-

eral AnUfaic A Flhn CorporatioB, New York, N.Y, a

corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Ang. 31, 1959, Ser. No. 836,883

16 Claims. (CI. 96—48)

1. A radiation sensitive photographic element compris-

ing a base and a radiation sensitive coating thereon, said

coating being free of silver halide and consisting essen-

tially of gelatin and a color coupler selected from thoae

represented by the following general formulae:

1 In a method of producing primary color separations

corrected for the pigment colors to be used in making

printed reproductions of a multi-colored original, the

steps which include the Uluminating of the mulu-colored

original, directing the light emitted by said original
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/V

R
XAn/

C — Ri

and

/vN

C—A—N— Rt

wherein R is a member selected form the class consisting

of halogen, nitro, sulfo and arsonic acid radicals, Ri is a

member selected from the class consisting of hydrogen,

alkyl and a mononuclear carbocyclic aromatic radical, Rj

is a member selected from the class consisting of H,

—COOH and —CONH—R, and Rg is a member selected

from the class consisting of sulfonated aliphatic radicals

containing at least 10 carbon atoms and sulfonated aro-

matic radicals substituted by an aliphatic radical contain-

ing at least 10 carbon atoms; R3 is a water solubilizing

group, R4 is an hydroxy aromatic radical, the hydroxy

group being nuclearly attached and said radical being

linked to the benzimidazole radical in the ortho position

to said hydroxy group, R5 is a long aliphatic chain capable

of rendering said compound fast to diffusion in a photo-

graphic colloid. Rj is a member selected from the class

consisting of hydrogen and aliphatic acyl radicals, Rt rep-

resents a J-acid radical and —A— is an arylene group

selected from the class consisting of a p-phenylene radical

and a naphthylene radical.

3,099,560
SELF-SEALING ROLL FILM

Joseph J. Kouri, 314 Highland Ave., Peekskill, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 2, 1962, Scr. No. 184,418

1 Claim. (CI. 96—78)

An improved photographic film package, comprising an

elongated wrapper, said wrapper being made of rollable

sheet material, a strip of film on one side of the wrapper,

said wrapper having narrow opposite leading and trailing

ends for fittirvg into slots in takeup and supply spools re-

spectively, said film strip having opposite leading and

trailing ends spaced from the leading and trailing ends

respectively of the wrapper, a first elongated pressure

sensitive adhesive seal longitudinally disposed and located

near the leading end of the wrapper on said one side

thereof, remote from the film strip and remote from the

leading end; a second elongated pressure sensitive adhe-

sive seal longitudinally disposed and located on said one

side of the wrapper between the first seal and the leading

end of the film strip, and a third elongated pressure sen-

sitive adhesive seal longitudinally disjKJsed and located on

said one side of the wrapper at the trailing end thereof

remote from the film strip and remote from the trailing

end, whereby accidental unrolling of the wrapper on the

supply spool is prevented by the first and second seals, and

accidental unrolling of the wrapper on the takeup spool is

prevented by the third seal, each of said seals including a

tab secured by a permanent adhesive to the wrapper with

pressure sensitive adhesive coats adhering to outer sides

of the tabs, each of said tabs being trapezoidal in form,

the narrower ends of the first and second seals facing the

leading end of the wrapper, the narrower end of the third

seal facing the trailing end of the wrapper.

3,t99^1
SEPARATION PROCESS

John E. Thompson, 908 Bams Drive, Flossmoor, 111.

Filed Feb. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 8,324
7 Claims. (CI. 99—7)

TO mauJUM oanuAnoH

1. A process for the separation of the constituents of

solid dry rendered tankage, which comprises; finely di-

viding said solid material, mixing the same with an or-

ganic fat solvent having a density less than the heavy frac-

tions of said material and greater than the lighter fractions

of said material, passing said material and solvent througti

a separating chamber where the lighter solid fractions are

allowed to rise and the heavy solid fractions settle, and
removing each of these fractions from said chamber, re-

covering said fractions free from the solvent and removing

said solvent and the dissolved fat from said chamber, sepa-

rating the fat from the solvent and recirculating the said

solvent.

3,099,562
PREPARATION OF HEAT-COAGULABLE PROTEIN
William I. Rogers, Carlisle, Mass., assignor to General
Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 164,610

14 Claims. (CI. 99—18)
1. A process of preparing a heat coagulable protein

which comprises subjecting fresh fish containing substan-

tial amounts of fish muscle to mild extraction conditions

in the presence of an aqueous extraction liquid at a tem-

perature of 0° to 30° C. to solubilize at least a portion

of the heat-coagulable protein content of said fish, and
isolating said coagulable protein in solution.

3,099,563
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING FOAM STABILIZER

FOR BEER
Paul L. Smith, Winter Parli, Fla., assignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 147,437

5 Claims. (CI. 99—48)
1. A process for producing a foam stabilizer for beer

comprising hydrolyzing at least one recovered by-product

of beer manufacture selected from the group consisting

of spent grains and hop residues at a temperature of

at least 212° F. for at least about 5 minutes; freezing

water from the resulting hydrolysate so as to increase

the concentration thereof and precipitate materials which
produce turbidity in beer; and separating the concentrated

hydrolysate from the ice and precipitate.
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3 099,564

HIGHLY NUTRITIOUS FAT COMPOSITION
Chester M. Goodhig, WestfieM, NJ., assignor to Corn

Products Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

No Drawfaig. FUed Aug. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 52,351

8 Claims. (CI. 99—118)

1. A highly nutritious fat compositions consistmg es-

sentially of a mixture of about 50 to about 80 parts of

cottonseed stearine and about 50 to about 20 parts of an

essentially completely hydrogcnated interestenfied base

fat having a solids content index at 50° F. of from about

55 to 70 and at 92° F. of from about 10 to 35, said com-

position having a Solids Content Index at 50° F. of from

about 36 to about 45, at 70° F. of from about 8 to 17,

at 80° F. of from about 6 to about 14, and at 92° F. of

from about 1.5 to about 4.5.

of sodium citrate and sodium succinate in the amount of

0.1% to 2% by weight, the percentages being calculated

on the amount of sodium chloride.

3,099,567

COMBINATION FOOD PACKAGE, SHIPPING, DIS-

PLAY AND HEAT EXCHANGE CONTAINER
AND SERVING TRAY

David H. Wallace, Annapolis, WiUiam E. Valllant and

Fletcher PhUlips Williamson, Cambridge, and Otto John

Munz, Annapolis, Md.; said Wallace, ValUant, and

Williamson, assignors to said Munz
FUed June 3, 1959, Ser. No. 817,837

6 Claims. (CI. 99—171)

3,099,565
SELF-ELEVATING DRINKING STRAW

Roy L. Neuhauser, ArUngton, Va.

(875 W. Cresta Loma Drive, Tucson, Ariz.)

Filed Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,305

5CUims. (CL99—138)
1. A container for serving food, comprising a body of

sheet material having a planar top and a skirt extending

about and depending from the periphery of said top.

there being a plurality of concavities in said planar top.

each separated from the others by a planar portion of

said top, each concavity forming a compartment to hold

food, said skirt terminating in a plane to form a support

for said container and to provide a space for receiving a

heat exchange medium for transfering heat between said

food and said heat-exchange medium.

I^^'i
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3,099,568
CONTECnON PACKAGE

Ira Brody and AleU Brody, both of 110—35 72nd Road,

Forest Hills, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 831,847

3 Claims. (CI. 99—180)

1 A drinking straw for use in containers for efferves-

cent and carbonated beverages comprising an elongated

hollow straw member, a bell-shaped element attached to

said straw member, said bell-shaped element extendmg

radially outwardly and downwardly from said straw

member and disposed near the bottom end thereof to be

immersed within the beverage for capturing a portion

of the gases liberated from the beverage to thereby effec-

tively raise said straw member into a drinking position.

2 The invention claimed in claim 1 and further a

soluble material cast upon a surface of said element.

•% A09 <((

PROCESS FOR PICKLING MEAT AND PICKLINGPROCt»
PREPARATION THEREFOR

Peter Flesch, MalnzGonsenheim, "^ Jojjf H^er, Kx»^

lenx-Lutxel, Germany, «ss^ors to RheniM Rheinj^he

Getriinke-Industrie Bienz & Bienz G.m.b.H., Koblenz-

NolS^ra^'S^^FUed June 14 1960, Ser. No 35,891

Claims priority, application Germany June 23. 1959

9 Claims. (CI. 99

—

Wf}

9 A pickling salt containing in addition to sodium chlo-

ride as main ingredient, and sodium nitrite in the amount

of 01% to 0.2% calculated on sodium chloride a sub-

stance selected from the group
'=°"^'J^i"? °^^%*'iV bv

and sodium sorbate in the amount of 0.1% to 0-8% by

weight and a substance selected from the group consistmg

1. A package of confections comprising a bag made

of filmy material, and having an outwardly flaring bot-

tom, said bag being partially filled by said confecUons,

a first pliable wire encircUng the exterior of the bag and

effecting a closure of one end thereof, a second pliable

wire extending longitudinally inside of the bag through

said one end, one end of said second wire etxending out-

wardly of the bag, a toy head secured to an outer free

end of said second wire, the first wire being twisted around

the bag and having its free ends simulating arms of a toy

figure, the second wire having an intermediate pliable

section at the top end of ihe bag whereby said toy head

can be disposed at a selected angle to the bag, a circular

tab bent diametrically and seated on the closed top end

of the bag to conceal the said top end, a staple secunng

said tab to the bag and to the second wire, and a senu-

rigid disk disposed at the flaring bottom of the bag in-
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side the bag to provide a support for holding the bag in

an uf>righi position, said second wire being in hook form
to provide a doubled rigid support for said head, said

other end of the second wire extending laterally under the

bend in said tab to reinforce the same.

3,099,569
SILICONE-COATED FRIT USED IN

DECORATING GLASSWARE
Ray Andrews and Francb M. Moore, Washington, Pa.,

assignors to B. F. Drakcnfeld A Company, Inc., Wash-
ington, Pa., a corporation of New York
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 81,918

SOafans. (CI. 106—49)
1. In a method of preparing a frit based glass enamel

the step comprising coating the frit particles with a minor

proportion by weight of a dimethylsilicone fluid and

thereby rendering the enamel non-crizzling during firing

on a g^ass base.

3,099,570

FILLER FOR PAPER AND METHOD OF
MAKING THE SAME

Jolm G. Leech, Westcmportt Md., and Thomas B.

Fleischer, Applcton, Wis., assignors to West Virghiia

Pulp and Paper Company, New Yorli, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
FUed July 19, 1961, Ser. No. 127,086

26 Claims. (CI. 106—288)
5. The method of making, for use in the manufacture

of paper, an aluminum silicate filler, which method com-

prises blending an aluminum salt of a strong, common,
mineral acid with water in suitable proportions to form a

solution characterized by a pH of less than four, pro-

gressively adding a solution of sodium silicate directly to

the aluminum salt solution under high shear agitation to

form an aluminum silicate precipitate, the sodium silicate

being added at a rate sufficiently restricted in relation to

the degree of shear agitation maintained to avoid the

formation of a lumpy precipitate, and progressively add-

ing sodium hydroxide with a portion at least of the

sodium silicate, the total quantity of sodium hydroxide

added being sufficiently great to assure the substantially

complete reaction of the sodium silicate in the produc-

tion of the precipitated aluminum silicate but sufficiently

restricted to avoid raising the pH over four throughout

the precipitation process.

3,099,571
POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE COATED
WITH TRANSFERABLE MINUTE SPECKS
OF MAGNETIC INK

Theodore Maicrson, Frederick C. Schiller, and Harry N.
Vosmcr, Dayton, Ohio, assignors to The National Cash
Register Company, Dayton, Ohio, a corporation of

Maryland
FUed May 5, 1958, Ser. No. 733,141

4 Claims. (CI. 117—36.1)

1. A transfer backing film of polyethylene terephthalate

having a profusion of microscopic substantially isolated,

closely spaced stipple specks derived from truncated

pyramidal contour deposits of transferrable magnetizable

ink which may be transferred to a receiving sheet by

a transfer printing operation, the stipple specks of ink

transferred to the receiving sheet merging by force of the

transfer printing operation to produce a clearly defined

character of magnetizable material.

3,099,572

METHOD OF TREATING POLYETHYLENE
TO PROMOTE GLUING

James H. Rkm, Rkhard W. Twrnagc, and Bayaard R.
Whalay, HartariUa, S.C^ asiignon to Soooco Prodacts
CoiBpany, HartsTiik, S.C^ a corporation of Soirfh

CanMlna

No Diawliv. FUed Not. 2, I960, Ser. No. 66,700

9 Cblms. (CL 117—47)
1. A method of treating a polyethylene surface com-

prising the steps of, coating the surface to be treated with

an aqueous solution of chromic acetate and momentarily
applying heat to said coated surface to dry said surface, to

soften the polyethylene in said surface and react the

chromic acetate with the polyethylene whereby the treated

surface may be strongly bonded to other materials with

commonly employed adhesives of the hardening type.

3,099^73
AQUEOUS DISPERSION OP PERIODATE OXI-
DIZED POLYSACCHARIDE-AMINO TRIAZINE
REACTION PRODUCT AND PROCESS OF PRE-
PARING SAME

Peter J. Borchert, Elkhart, Ind., assignor to Miles Labora-
tories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind., a corporation of Indiana

No Drawhig. FUed June 22, 1960, Ser. No. 37,830

13aainis. (CI. 117—62J)
3. A process for preparing an aqueous dispersion of

a reaction product of a periodate oxidized polysaccharide

with an amino triazine which comprises mixing a pe-

riodate oxidized polysaccharide with an amino triazine

in an aqueous dispersion medium therefor at a hydrogen
ion concentration in the range of from about pH 5.5 to

pH 7.0 and at a temperature of from about 60* C. to 80*

C. until complete dispersion of the reaction product

thereof.

12. A process for imparting enhanced wet strength

characteristics to paper which comprises treating paper

with about a 1% to 20% solids containing dispersion of

a periodate oxidized polysaccharide-amino triazine resin

prepared according to the process of claim 3, acidifying

with an aqueous solution of an acidic catalyst and cur-

ing at a temperature in the range of from about 80* C.

to 100* C. for a period of from about 10 to 30 minutes.

3,099^4

METHOD OF COLORING STONES AND OTHER
MINERAL AGGREGATES

Napoleon M. Bemlcr, BeloMHit, Ma«., awignor to Cali-

fornia Stucco Products of N. E^ Inc., Cambridge,
Mass., a corporation of Masnchuaetts

No Drawing. FUed Jmc 24, 1959, Ser. No. 822,420

2 Claims. (CL 117—100)
1. A process for providing colored aggregates suitable

for use in stucco, plaster and asphalt facing and coatings

which comprises the steps of mixing a charge of mineral

aggregates with a colored fluid resin surface coating com-
position substantially according to the proportions of the

following formula per 100 lbs. of crushed stone:

Approximately 30 ounces of an epoxy resin reaction

product of bisphenol A and epichlorohydrin.

25-50% by weight of the epoxy resin of an amine
curing agent selected from the group consisting of

diethylene diamine and a mixture of approximately

one part by weight dintethylamino ethanol and 6

parts by weight triethylene amine; and
an effective amount in the range of approximately 2

to 3 ounces of a coloring pigment
and agitating said aggregates to coat the same and to

disperse the aggregates.

3,099,575
THERMOCOUPLE

James S. HiU, Cranford, NJ., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Eimelhard Industries, Inc., Newark, NJ., a

corporation of Delaware
FUed Oct. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 847,608

11 Claims. (CI. 117—212)

3,099,577
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING OXIDE CATH-
ODES AND CATHODES MANUFACTURED BY
SUCH METHODS

Hendrikus Johannes Lemmens, Albertus Venema, and

Pieter Zalm, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to

North American PhiUps Company, Inc., New Yorii,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Aag. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 51,516

5 CUims. (CI. 117—224)

1. The method of bonding a thin film substantially nar-

row resistance element composed of an alloy of at lea'^t

two metals selected from the group consisting of plati-

num, palladium, iridium, rhodium and gold on a refrac-

tory support, comprising mixing said metals in finely di-

vided condition with an organic liquid vehicle, applying

the resultant mixture on the support in the form of a

substantially narrow film, heat treating the support and

film at a temperature up to about 800° C. in air until

the organic vehicle is substantially completely removed

by oxidation, and thereafter further heat treating the sup-

port and film at a temperature from about 1000° C. to

about 1700° C. and below the melting points of the metals

until the mixed metals are completely alloyed by diffusion

in situ and firmly bonded to the support.

3,099,576
SELECTIVE GOLD PLATING OF SEMI-

CONDUCTOR CONTACTS
Timothy Mocanu, Quincy, Mass., assignor to Clevite

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed June 24, 1960, Ser. No. 38,631

4 Claims. (Q. 117—212)

•OLU^iOM V OMO" •• "OX
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or i^Aiwc •«••• TO ao*: >*c
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1. A method of manufacturing a cathode for an elec-

tron discharge tube comprising the steps, coprecipitating

alkaline earth carbonates and silver carbonate to form

a layer of said alkaline earth carbonates containing about

1% of silver carbonate on a base constituted of nickel

and an active agent selected from the group consisting

of Al. Fe, Ti and Mn, and activating the so-coated nickel

base in an evacuated discharge tube.

3,099,578

HEAT RESISTANT ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTING
COMPOSITIONS, METHOD OF COATING ARTI-

CLES THEREWITH AND ARTICLES PRODUCED
THEREBY
Fnmk M. Hunter, Port Huron, Mich., assignor to

Acheson Industries, Inc<

Filed Aug. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 50,637

9 Claims. (CI. 117—226)

*mji C^^Jim-m

1. A method of selectively gold plating the alloy con-

tacts of a silicon semiconductor device, comprising: soak-

ing the device in a hot solution of an alkali metal hydrox-

ide selected from the group consisting of sodium hydrox-

ide and potassium hydroxide; progressively diluting said

solution to substantially clear hot water while said device

remains immersed therein; admixing with the resultant

rinse water in which the device is immersed, a chemical

gold plating agent to produce a plating bath containing

potassium gold cyanide, ammonium citrate, and ethylene

diamine tetra acetic acid; and adjusting the pH <rf the

plating bath to a value in the range of about 7 to 8.

4. A method for forming an electrically conductive

coating on a non-conducting surface which comprises the

steps of applying to said surface a composition compris-

ing a binder, finely divided carbon and silver and iron

in finely divided granular particle form, said binder and

said granules being present in proportions within the

limits defined by the following reference points in volume

percent of total pigment:

at a pigment value concentration of about 22%—
about 93% carbon, about 5% silver, about 2% iron

about 93% carbon, about 2% silver, about 5% iron

about 63% carbon, about 2% silver, about 35% iron

about 20% ctrbon, about 45% silver, about 35% iron

about 20% carbon, about 65% silver, about 15% iron

about 30% carbon, about 65% silver, about 5% iron

at a pigment volume concentration of about 38%

—

about 93% carbon, about 5% silver, about 2% iron

about 93% carbon, about 2% silver, about 5% iron

about 40% carbon, about 2% silver, about 58% iron

about 5% carbon, about 20% silver, about 75% iron

about 5% carbon, about 55% silver, about 40% iron

about 40% carbon, about 55% silver, about 5% iron

at a pigment volume concentration of about 53%

—

about 93% carbon, about 5% silver, about 2% iron

about 93% carbon, about 2% silver, about 5% iron
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about 18% carbon, about 2 silver, about 80% iron

about 5% carbon, about 15% silver, about 80% iron

about 5% carbon, about 55% silver, about 40% iron

about 40% carbon, about 55% silver, about 5% iron

and by the limits defined by interpolated points at pig-

ment volume concentrations intermediate about 22% and

about 53%, and curing said binder to an adherent con-

tinuous film containing said particles uniformly dis-

tributed therein.

3,099,579
GROWING AND DETERMINING EPITAXIAL

LAYER THICKNESS
William G. Spitzer, Plainfield, and Morris Tanenbaum,

Madison, NJ., assignors to Bell Telephone Labora>
tories. Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corporatioa of
New Yorlv

Filed Sept. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 54,872
,

'

9 Claims. (CI. 117—230)

SimSt

7. A method for controlling the thickness of an epi-

taxial film comprising the steps of preparing a substrate

of a crystalline semiconductor material, growing on said

substrate an epitaxial layer of said semiconductor ma-
terial having a resistivity different from that of the sub-

strate, the said epitaxial layer being of indeterminate

thickness, placing said substrate in a sample mount, ir-

radiating said semiconductor material with a series of

monochromatic infrared beams whereby interference

fringes will appear due to the establishment of an opti-

cal interface between the substrate and the epitaxial

layer, calculating the thickness of said film from the

equation:

where t is the thickness of the epitaxial layer, \= the

wavelength in free space of the infrared radiations, T7= the

refractive index of the epitaxial layer, and ^= an integer,

and continuing epitaxial growth until the desired thick-

ness is obtained.

3,099,580
ADHESIVE COATING APPARATUS

Robert L. Dyar, 1825 S. Kinnickinnic Ave.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
Original application Aug. 13, 1959, Scr. No. 833,445, now

Patent No. 3,023,121, dated Feb. 27, 1962. Divided

and this application July 13, 1960, Ser. No. 42,600
2 Claims. (CI. 118—233)

1. Apparatus for applying an adhesive coating to a

thin-walled cylinder including a reservoir adapted to con-

tain an adhesive, an adhesive transfer roller, means for

transferring adhesive from said reservoir to said adhesive

transfer roller, a cylinder-supporting shaft spaced from

said transfer roller a distance greater than the wall

thickness of said cylinder, positioned above the axis of

said transfer roller, and offset laterally from but parallel

to the axis of said transfer roller whereby said cylinder,

having an external opening greater than the diameter of

the shaft and placed upon said shaft will swing by gravity

into pressure contact with said transfer roller, and means
for rotating said roller and thereby said cylinder carried

by said shaft.

3,099,581
CIGAR MACHINE PASTER

Victor George Hanson, West Palm Beach, Fla., assignor

to International Cigar Machinery Co^ a corporation of
New Jersey

Original application May 24, 1956, Ser. No. 587,168, now
Patent No. 3,033,210, dated May 8, 1962. Divided
and this application July 6, 1961, Scr. No. 122,131

3 Claims. (CI. 118—243)

1. A paster for a cigar machine comprising a paste

receptacle, a substantially horizontal paste conveyor plate

arranged to move substantially vertically and into and out

of said receptacle, said plate having perforations to permit

excess paste to drain out when said plate is raised out of

said receptacle, a paste applier movable from a position

to contact said plate to a paste applying position for the

wrapper of a cigar, said paste applier being formed of soft

resilient material, said paste applier being formed to en-

gage said plate and having coinciding perforations so that

a controlled amount of paste may be applied uniformly

to said paste applier and then to said wrapper.

3,099,582
PORTABLE ROOFING APPARATUS

Harold Ongstad, Towner, N. Dak., and Wilbur P. Scholl,

Rte. 3, Baglcy, Minn.
Filed Aug. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 48,121

2 Claims. (CI. ll»—305)

2. A portable apparatus for cementing rows of over-

lapping shingle tabs together, said apparatus comprising
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an elongated frame member, an axle member carried by with ultrasonic vibrations, which liquid is a solvent for

said frame and extending across the lower end thereof, a the magnetic stripe and is substantially inert with respect

roof engaging wheel assembly carried 1-y one end of said

axle, a triangular wedge member carried at the other

end of said axle and adapted to slidably pass between a

row of overlapping shingle tabs to separate the same,

nozzle means carried by said wedge and opening out-

wardly thereof, handle means at the upper end of said

frame for driving said apparatus, means for opening and

closing said nozzle means, pumping means remotely dis-

posed from said elongated frame member which is re-

sponsive to said opening and closing means for pumping

adhesive through said nozzle means, and conveying means

connecting said nozzle means to said pumping means.

3,099,583

DEVICE FOR MASKING AND SUPPORTING
AN ARTICLE

George Stanley McLean, Orange, Calif., assignor to The

Polymer Corporation, a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,583

3 Claims. (CI. 118—5.05)

to the film base and the photographic material carried

thereon.

3,099,585
DISHWASHING MACHINES AND METHOD
Leo M. Kahn, 305 95th St., Brooklyn 9, N.Y.

FUed Oct. 14, 1958, Ser. No. 767,226

13 Claims. (CI. 134—6)

1. A device for masking and supporting an article

while a coaling is applied to a part thereof, said device

comprising a flat, rigid body of a non-metallic fluid im-

pervious material capable of withstanding continuous

temperatures in excess of 600° F., a continuous sealing

gasket secured to one surface of the body and forming

an enclosed area, which area, when the gasket is applied

to a surface of an article to be coated, forms with the

ariicle a vacuum chamber, the body having an opening

therethrough leading into said area from the surface of

the body opposite from said area, a valve means sup-

ported on the body opposite from said area, and having

a linger operated means for opening and closing an air

passage therein, having one end connected with said open-

ing at the said surface of the body opposite from said

area and having means at its other end for connection with

an air pressure reducing means, and a pair of hand grips

secured to said body adjacent to opposite side

edges thereof and projecting outwardly from the said

opposite surface of the body whereby an article held by

vacuum to the gasket may be introduced by hand into a

bed of coating substance, and said valve means being so

positioned relative to one of said hand grips that it may

be operated while a hand maintains its grasp on the

hand grip.

3,099,584

METHOD FOR THE REMOVAL OF MAGNETIC
SOUND TRACK FROM MOVIE FILM

Robert S. Walsh, Rocfaeiter, N.Y., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rocheiter, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey
.. «.«

FUed Anf . 8, 1960, Scr. No. 48,043

6 Claims. (CL 134—1)
5. A method for removing magnetic stripe havmg a

polymeric binder from motion-picture film which com-

prises immersing the film in an organic Uquid agiuted

13. In a method of cleaning dishes in a washing ma-

chine having basket supporting means and having a door,

which comprises stacking the dishes in a lattice work

basket having a removable tray thereunder and on which

said basket is slidable, and while said tray is outside of

the machine sliding said basket over said tray and through

the doorway on to said basket supporting means while

simultaneously scraping any food leavings off said tray

by said sliding action, and closing said door for the

dishwashing operation.

3,099,586

STORAGE BATTERY ELECTRODES AND
METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME

Joseph C. Duddy, Trevose, Pa^ assignor to The Electric

Storage Battery Company, a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed Sept. 19, 1960, Scr. No. 56,751

10 Claims. (CL 13^—43)

1. A method of producing electrodes which comprises

intimately and homogeneously mixing a plasticized first

thermoplastic resin, a plasticized second thermoplastic

resin in a ratio based upon parts by weight of said first

thermoplastic resin of between 1 to 9 and 3 to 1 and an

cleotrochemically battery acUve material in powdered

form to produce a plasticized mass, said second thermo-

plastic resin being substantially insoluble in said first

thermoplastic resin, shaping said mass to produce ele-

ments substantially conforming to the active material

conductive retaining means, placing said elements into

said retaining means, and subjecting said electrode to a

solvent in which said second thermoplastic resin is soluble

and said first thermoplasuc, said active material and said

conducUve retaining means are substantially insoluble and

inert to subsuntially remove from said electrode said
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second thermoplastic resin to render said electrode porous in the body of semiconductor material, said aluminum

and to swell said matriA formed by said first thermoplastic rich region converting a portion of the body to a p-type

BO

OOO
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3,099,596

MACHLNERY FOR CUTTLNG, EMBOSSING OR
MARKING MATERIALS

Thomas Bcniamin Prew, Stafford, England, assignor to

Stafford Tool and Die Company Limited, a company

of Great Britain

Filed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,746

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 26, 1960

1 Claim. (CI. 156—380)

with water comprising 23-27% AsjOj, 18-24% CrOj.

and 8-l5'~'c B3O3, and the remainder NajO and water, in-

cluding water of crystallization.

Hal

—Hal

3,099,599
METHOD FOR TREATING INFESTATIONS

OF NEMATODES
Frederick Charles Copp and Harold Francis Hodson,

London, England, anignon to Burroughs Wellcome &
Co. (UAA.), Inc., Tuckahoc, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 89,125

Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 3, 1960
11 Claims. (CI. 167—53)

1 . A method for the treatment of infestations of nema-

todes which comprises the administration to the infected

host of a therapeutically accepublc acid addition salt of

a compound of the formula

The machine for the simultaneous heat sealing and cut-

ting of laminated sheet materials, at least one of which

comprises a layer of leather or like non-thermo-plastic

material, another of which comprises a layer of polyvinyl

chloride or like thermoplastic material, and wherein there

is a thermo-plastic adhesive between the said layers, the

machine comprising: a die having edges composed of

a hard cutting steel to cut the material including the non-

plastic layer, a press tool with work-table and a die-head

to which the die is connected, a high-frequency electric

heating apparatus, a heat and electric current insulating

means to separate the die-head from the die, including a

flat element of heat and electrical insulating against which

the die is mounted, and spacing rods arranged between

the flat element and the die-head to hold the die spaced

away from the die-head in fixed relation thereto and to

provide only restricted heat paths from the die to the

die-head; the work-table being composed of a material

of high heat and electrical conductivity; and means to

electrically connect the high frequency heating apparatus

to the die and the work-table, to heat the cutting edges of

the die. to enable the die to seal the layers together and

to cut through the materials adjacent the seal, in a single

operation.

3,099,597

HALOPHENYL ARYLPHOSPHONOTHIOATES
John P. Chupp, Kirkwood, and Peter E. Newallis, Crest-

wood, Mo., assignors to Monsanto Chemical Company,

St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 95,494

14 Claims. (CI. 167—30)
1. An arylphosphonothioate of the formula .^

\—O-A—NH—

c

NH

Sill

wherein R' is selected from the class consisting of methyl

and isopropyl groups; R' is selected from the class con-

sisting of hydrogen and chlorine atoms; R' and R* arc

each selected from the class consisting of hydrogen atom

and methyl group and A is an alkylene chain having from

2 to 3 carbon atoms.

wherein "Hal" means halogen of atomic number in the

range of 16 to 36, wherein R is a lower alkyl radical, and

wherein R' is an aromatic hydrocarbon radical of the

benzene series containing 6 to 10 carbons atoms selected

from the group consisting of phenyl and alkyl substituted

phenyl.

3,099,598
WOOD PRESERVATIVE

Lars G. Bh-kner, Panderyd, and Sten Tycho Henriksson,

Skelleftehamn, Sweden, assignors to Bolidens Grur-

akticbolag, Stockholm, Sweden, a Johit-stock limited

company of Sweden .,,--^
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 135,774

Claims priority, application Sweden Sept 9, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 167—38.5)

1. A wood impregnation preparation in the form of a

concentrated liquid composition which may be diluted

3,099.600
CHROMATOGRAPHIC PURIFICATION OF

HEPARIN
Nazzareno Toccaceli, Milan, Italy, assignor to Ormono-

terapia Richter S.p.A., Milan, Italy, a corporation of

Italy

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 103,206

Claims priority, application Italy Jan. 26, 1961

11 Claims. (CI. 167—74)
1. A method of purifying heparin comprising dissolv-

ing heparin in a buffered solution having a pH of about

5.5-8.5; adsorbing said heparin solution on an anion

exchange material selected from the group consisting of

diethylaminoethyl-cellulose and triethylaminoethyl-cellu-

lose; eluting said anion exchange material and adsorbed

heparin with a salt solution of relatively low ionic

strength to selectively remove the less active fractions of

said heparin and eluting said anion exchange material

and adsorbed heparin with a second salt solution of rela-

tively high ionic strength to remove the more active frac-

tions of heparin.

3,099,601

BACTERIN LN AQUEOUS POLYETHYLENE,
MINERAL OIL EMULSION

William True Davis, Jr., and Fred M. Murdock, St.

Joseph, Mo., assignors to Anchor Serum Company,

St. Joseph, Mo., a corporation of Missouri

No Drawing. FUed Oct 2, 1959, Ser. No. 843,950

2Clahns. (CI. 167—78)
1. A semi-solid to solid composition consisting es-

sentially of a bacterin, an' emulsion of a mineral oil and

an emulsifying agent selected of a group consisting of

sorbitan sesquioleaie. lanolin, mannide monooleatc,

sodium lauryl sulfate, sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate,

sorbitan monolaurate, and polyoxyethylene sorbitan

monooleate, and a thickening agent comprising a mixture

of a major amount of a heavy liquid petrolatum and a

minor amount of polyethylene.
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3,099,602

PROCESS OF PREPARING GUM ACACIA
PHARMACEUTICAL VEHICLE

Lawmice A. Anderson, Rochester, N.Y^ assignor to East-

man Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation

of New Jertiy ^ ^, .*«-,-
No Drawhig. Filed May 9, 1961, Ser. No. 108,711

15 Claims. (0.167—81)
1. A process for preparing a dry, finely divided, solid

product containing a water-insoluble, water dispersible

composition, which comprises: forming in a solution con-

sisting essentially of gum acacia and water a dispersion

of said composition, the water concentration of said dis-

persion being in a range from about 30 to about 60 pcrc«it

by weight of said dispersion; reducing the water concen-

tration of said dispersion by admixing with said disper-

sion dry, finely divided gum acacia in sufficient quantity

to form a plastic dough; forming said plastic dough into

a thin shape; drying said thin shape with air at a tempera-

ture in a range from about 100 to about 212" F., whereby

dry stock is formed; and comminuting said dry stock.

Corynebacterium rathayi in culture medium containing

carbon source, nitrogen source and inorganic salt, (fr) in-

troducing L-homoscrine into the medium at a proper time

within the period from 6 to 48 hours after cultivation com-

mences, and (c) accumulating L-threonine in the medium.

3,099,605
DIAGNOSTIC COMPOSITION

Alfred H. Free, EUdiart, Ind., assignor to Miles Labora-

tories, Inc Elkhart, Ind., a corporation of Indiana

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 5,649

11 Claims. (CI. 195—103.5)

1. A composition for detecting L-amino acid in an un-

known which comprises L-amino oxidase, peroxidase, and

an indicator which is oxidized by hydrogen peroxide in

the presence of peroxidase and undergoes a color reaction

during such oxidation.

3,099,603

TWO PHASE FAST BREAKING FOAM PRES-

SURIZED HAIR WAVING COMPOSITION
Robert D. Banker, Chicinnati, and Preston W. Grounds

and Robert A. Cody, Springfield Township, Hamilton

County, Ohio, anlgnors to The Procter & Gamble Com-

pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporatioD of Ohio

No Drawbig. FUed June 13, 1960, Ser. No. 35,393

17 Claims. (CI. 167—87.1)
1. A two liquid phase pressurized hair waving composi-

tion adapted for discharge from its container as a foam,

which collapses to a liquid promptly after discharge, con-

sisting essentially of: from about 1% to about 10% of a

low molecular weight mercapto-alkanoic acid, an alkaliz-

ing agent a substantial part of which is a base with a dis-

sociation constant less than 10-* imparting to the composi-

tion a pH above about 7 but below 10; from about 2% to

about 20% of a propellant selected from the group con-

sisting of difluorocthane and monochlorodifluorocthane;

as a vapor pressure depressant from about 1% to about

20% of an organic compound selected from the group

consisting of: dialkyl phthalates, glutarates, adipates and

pimelates wherein the alkyl group contains 2 to 12 carbon

atoms, alkyl laurates, myristates, and palmitates wherein

the alkyl radical contains from 3 to 8 carbon atoms, and

mixtures thereof, said organic compound being present at

a level such that the vapor pressure of the composition is

less than about 135 p.s.i.g. at 130' P., and, when mono-

chlorodifluorocthane is the propellant, such that the den-

sity of the propellant phase is substantially equal to the

density of the aqueous phase, the two liquid phases thereby

being made readily mixable; from about 0.05% to about

2% of a surface active agent selected from the group con-

sisting of nonionic and anionic surface active agents; and

the balance substantially water.

3,099,606

PROCESS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
BLOOD GLUCOSE

Joseph D. Teller, Freehold, NJ., assignor to Worthington
Biochemical Corporatton, Freehold, NJ., a corporatkni

of New Jersey ,. ,,,
No Drawing. FUed Nov. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 150,636

5 Claims. (CI. 195—103.5)
1. In a method of determining the glucose content of

blood utilizing a chromogenetic enzymatic reagent chro-

mogentically responsive to the presence of glucose, the

improvement which comprises mixing a predetermined

quantity of blood with a predetermined quantity of pro-

tein coagulant of predetermined composition effective to

coagulate the protein content of said quantity of blood

as a coagulum of coagulated proteinous material dispersed

in residual fluid, depositing a predetermined quantity of

said coagulum on a piece of absorbent paper, said coagu-

lated proteinous material remaining located at the site of

its application and said fluid diffusing laterally by capil-

lary action in said paper away from said coagulated pro-

teinous material in a test area wet with said fluid and

freed of said coagulated proteinous material, and contact-

ing said fluid absorbed by said filter paper in said area

with said chromogenetic enzymatic reagent.

3 099 607
VAPOR RECIRCULATION DISTILLATION

PROCESS AND APPARATUS
Edward L. Lustenader and Dale H. Brown, Scotia, N.Y.,

assignors to General Electric Company, a corporation

of New York
FUed July 20, 1960, Ser. No. 44,146

6 Claims. (CI. 202—64)

3,099,604
METHOD OF PRODUCING L-THREONINE

BY FERMENTATION
Shukno KhMMhIta and Hbotoshl Samejima, Tokyo, Chuzo

Fujtta, SaganUhara-shi, and TakashI Nara, Tokyo,
Japan, assignors to Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan, a corporatioa of Japan
No Drawing. FUed May 25, 1961, Ser. No. 112,543

Clahns prior:ty, applicatloa Japan May 27, 1960
19 Claims. (CI. 195—29)

1. A method of producing L-threonine which comprises

(a) culturing at a temperature from 24* to 37" C. and at a

pH from 4 to 7 a microorganism selected from the group

consisting of Brevibacterium linens, Brevibacterium vitaru-

men, Brevibacterium liticum. Micrococcus rubens. Micro-

coccus varians. Xanthomonas pruni, Sarcina lutea and

f ^m %M mm mm --- ^

^
1. In a method for distillation the steps which consist

in applying distilland to a stationary heat exchange sur-

face, flowing the distilland over the heat exchange sur-

face, placing the distilland in heat exchange relation with

a medium on the opposite side of the heat exchange sur-

face, flowing vapor oevr the distilland at sufficient velocity

to create turbulent flow in a substantial portion of the

adjacent flowing distilland whereby a sublayer of distilland

having laminar flow with a thickness less than approxi-

mately one thousandth of an inch is formed between the
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heat exchange surface and the distilland in turbulent flow

to evaporate a substantial portion of the distilland and

recirculating a portion of the vapor formed from the dis-

tilland over the flowing distilland on the heat exchange

surface to maintain turbulent flow therein.

3,099,608

METHOD OF ELECTROPLATING ON A
DIELECTRIC BASE

David A. RadoTfky, Poaghkec|Mic, and Bmno J. Rookesc,

Mariboro, N.Y^ anigiion to latcmatkNMl Biuineas

Machines Corporatioii, New York, N.Y, a corporation

of New York
Filed Dec. 30, 1959, Scr. No. 862,998

9 Claims. (CI. 204—15)
.

3. A process of making an additive printed circuit

board having circuit formations on both sides thereof and

connections therebetween through holes, the process com-

prising: immersing a dielectric base board having holes

therein at desired locations in a liquid suspension of at

least semi-colloidal palladium to deposit a thin elec-

trically non-conductive coating of the at least semi-col-

loidal palladium on the entire surface of the board includ-

ing the holes, electroplating a flash coating of a conduc-

tive metal directly over the thin electrically non-conduc-

tive coating of the colloidal metal on the entire surface in-

cluding the holes, the electroplating being started at a

point on said base which is in conuct with the electro-

lytic bath from which said flash coating of conductive

metal is plated, outlining the desired circuit pattern on

the opposite faces of the board with a resist, building up

the circuit pattern by additional electroplating on the

areas not covered by the resist and removing the resist

together with the flash coating and said thin electrically

non-conductive coating thereunder to thereby define a

printed circuit conductive pattcm.on both faces of the

dielectric board conductively connected through the de-

sired holes.

3,099,609

METHOD OF ELECTROPLATING ALUMINUM OR
ITS ALLOY WTTH POROUS HARD CHROMIUM
Klmiyoshi Katayose, 49 Nisbidaimachi Shimura,

ItabashikQ, Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Sept 11, 1961, Ser. No. 137,051

1 Claim. (CI. 204—33)

A method of electroplating articles of alummum and

its alloys with porous hard chromium comprising clean-

ing said articles by thu mixed solution of hydrochloric

acid and hydrofluoric acid, then treating by means of

anodic oxidation in a solution containing approximately

100 grams per liter of chroniic acid while maintaining

the temperature of the solution at approximately SO" C.

and while maintaining the anodic current density in the

range of from 50 to 70 amperes per square decimeter for

from 3 to 10 minutes, and then electroplating with ordi-

nary soft chromium in a chromic acid bath containing

sulfuric acid and approximately 400 grams per liter of

chromic acid while maintaining the sulfuric acid within

a range of a ratio of chromic acid to sulfuric aoid of ap-

proximately 100 to 1. and while maintaining the tempera-

ture of the bath within the range of 25' to 30* C. and

while maintaining the current density (cathode) in the

range of 35 to 45 amperes per square decimeter and the

voltage in the range of 4.5 to 5 volts for 1 hour, and next,

electroplating with hard chromium in a chromic acid

bath containing sulfuric acid and approximately 200

grams per liter of chromic acid while maintaining the

sulfuric acid within a range of a ratio of chronoic acid

to sulfuric acid of approximately 100 to 1, and while

maintaining the temperature of the bath within the range

of 30" to 55* C. and while maintaining the current

density (cathode) in the range of 50 to 60 amperes per

square decimeter and the voluge in the range of 3.8 to 4

volts for 1 hour, and lastly, electroplating with porous

hard chromium in a chromic acid bath containing sul-

furic acid and approximately 200 grams per liter of

chromic acid while maintaining the sulfuric add within

a range of a ratio of chromic acid to sulfuric acid of ap-

proximately 100 to 1, and while maintaining the tem-

perature of the bath within the range of 50* to 55* C.

and while maintaining the current density (cathode) in

the range of 80 to 100 amperes per square decimeter and

the voluge in the range of 4 to 4.5 volu for 1 hour.

3,099,610
METHOD OF MULTI-COLORING ANODIZED

ALUMINUM
Alexander Cybriwiky and Gerald L. Hager, Louisville,

Ky., assignors to Rcynoldi Metals Company, Rich-

mond, Va., a corporation of Delaware
FUcd July 29, 1957, Scr. No. 674,833

1 Claim. (CI. 204—35)
A method of coloring a metal surface comprising:

providing a selected area of said surface with an unsealed

micro-porous anodic film of modified adsorptive ability

and another area of said surface with an unsealed micro-

porous anodic film of relatively unmodified adsorptive

ability; dyeing the modified and relatively unmodified

areas with a single selected dye in a single step; and seal-

ing said areas; said providing step including a chemical

etching treatment in said selected area and a single anod-

izing treatment for forming said film in both of said

areas; said chemical etching treatment being effected by

separately etching portions, of said selected area, in dif-

ferent degrees and then rinsing said area in a single

rinsing treatment

3,099,611
POLYETHYLENE IRRADIATION PROCESS

Kenneth Stevens, WalUngton, England, aaslgnor to The
DistUlcrs Company Limited, Edkabnrgh, Scotland, a

Britbh company
No Drawing. Filed Sept 29, 1959, Scr. No. 843,064

Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct 29, 1958

3 Claims. (CI. 204—154)

1. A process which comprises irradiating linear poly-

ethylene of an average molecular weight greater than

30.000 and a density greater than about 0.94 in contact

with vinyl chloride with high energy ionizing radiation

to a total dose between about 10« rads and 10' rads to

produce a linear polyethylene material having substan-

tially improved environmental stress-cracking resistance.

3,099,612

CHLORINATION OF NITROALKANES
Louis A. Wibon, Tcrre Haute, Ind., aarignor to Commer-

cial Solvents Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Maryland
No Drawing. FUed Ang. 31, 1960, Scr. No. 53,030

5 Claims. (CI. 204—158)
1. In a process for the production of non-geminal

chloronitroalkanes, wherein the chlorine substituent is in

the one position by the chlorination of nitroalkanes, the

improvement which comprises treating the nitroalkane

with chlorine in the presence of light having a wave

length predominantly of from about 340 to about 480

millimicrons.

3,099,613
RADIOLYTIC OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONS

William Bartok, Cranford, and Peter 1. Locchcsi, Plain-

field, NJ., aadgnon to Emo Rcacarch and Engineering

Company, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawtnf. FUcd Dec. 21, 1959, Scr. No. 860,723

6 Claims. (CI. 204—162)
1. Process for partially oxidizing C% to Cu hydro-

carbons which comprises contacting said hydrocarbons
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with molecular oxygen in the vapor phase and exposing

the resulting mixture to high energy ionizing radiation

at tempertaures of from above 120* to 230* C. for 1

minute to several hours and recovering oxygenated or-

ganic compounds comprising mainly epoxides, the in-

tensity of said ionizing radiation being sufficient to pro-

vide a dose rate of at least 1x10* rad/hr.

3,099,614
PROCESS FOR REDUCTION OF

MULTIPLE OXIDES
Charles Sheer, Teancck, NJ., and Samuel Korman,

Cedaihunt, N.Y., assignors to Shecr-Korman Associ-

ates Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Dec. 10, 1958, Scr. No. 779,273

3 Claims. (CI. 204—164)
1. The process of converting multiple oxides to amen-

able form which comprises forming an anode of the

multiple oxide with sufficient carbon to render the anode

conducting, operating a high erosion arc with such anode,

projecting a jet of gas containing oxygen into the arc

flame to fix the anode carbon and to chill the resultant

products below the temperature at which the multiple

oxide can form.

3,099,615
ELECTRODIALYSIS INVOLVING PERIODIC

CURRENT REVERSAL
Paul KoUsman, New York, N.Y.

FUcd Feb. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 89,051

5 Cbdms. (CL 204—180)

tubular wall of thin metal which is resistant to attack by

high pressure steam, said inner tubular wall defining a

fuel element receiving space and a flow path for the high

pressure steam, means delivering high pressure steam to

the flow path through said inner tubular wall at one end

and conveying steam away from the opposite end of said

inner tubular wall, said fuel channel also comprising an

outer tubular wall surrounding the inner tubular wall

in radially spaced relation thereto, the outer wall being

formed from a metal having a substantially less neutron

absorbing capacity than the metal of the inner wall and

3. The method of demineralizing an ionic solution com-

prising, the steps of feeding raw solution into the cham-

bers of an electrodialysis apparatus comprising a plurality

of spaced membranes of two kinds arranged in alternating

sequence between two end electrode compartments, the

membranes of one kind being permeable to ions of one

polarity and passage resistant to ions of the opposite

polarity, the membranes of the other kind being perme-

able to ions of said opposite polarity, the top portions of

adjoining chambers being in hydraulic communication,

and the bottom portions of adjoining chambers being in

hydraulic communication; passing a direct electric cur-

rent in series across said chambers and membranes; with-

drawing dilute product from each of said chambers from

the top portion of the liquid therein; withdrawing con-

centrate product from said chambers from the bottom

portion of the liquid therein; and periodically reversing

the direction of the electric current passing from electrode

to electrode through said chambers and membranes while

maintaining the dilute and concentrate withdrawals un-

changed.

3,099,616
STEAM COOLED REACTOR AND

FUEL CHANNEL
Stefan Gcoifc Bauer, HUtoo, and Norman Battle,

Alkstrcc, Derby, England, aasirMrB to Rolls-Royce

Limited, Derby, Fngland, a company of Great Brltafai

Filed July 31, 1959, Scr. No. 830,787

Clahns priority, appUcatiou Great Brltafai Aug. 6, 1958
3Cfailms. (CL 204—193.2)

1. In a nuclear reactor of the class in which heat is

abstracted by use of a steam under high pressure, a tank

containing a moderator liquid, a fuel channel extending

through the tank, said fuel channel comprising an inner

being thicker than the inner tubular wall, the space be-

tween said inner tubular wall and said outer tubular wall

being sealed from said tank and from the flow path

through the inner tubular wall, said space between the

inner and outer tubular walls containing an inert gas at a

pressure substantially equal to the pressure of said steam

to support the inner tubular wall against the loads acting

thereon due to the high pressure steam, said gas acting also

as a heat insulant for the outer tubular wall, and the outer

tubular wall being constructed to withstand the loads act-

ing thereon due to the gas under pressure in the space

between the inner and outer tubular walls.

3,099,617
PRETREATMENT OF CATALYST EMPLOYED IN
THE HYDROCRACKING OF HYDROCARBONS

Anthony J. Tullencrs, Fullerton, Califs assignor to Union
Oil Company of California, Los Angeles, Calif., a cor-

poration of California

No Drawing. FUcd Aug. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 47,368

12Clafans. (CI. 208—109)

7. A process for converting a gas oil feedstock boiling

between about 400° and 750* F. to gasoline-boiling-range

hydrocarbons, which comprises subjecting said feedstock

to catalytic hydrocracking in the presence of added hy-

drogen and a hydrocracking catalyst and under hydro-

cracking conditions, said hydrocracking catalyst compris-

ing a minor proportion of a sulfided transitional metal

hydrogenating component, and a major proportion of a

solid refractory oxide cracking base, said hydrocracking

catalyst having been subjected before sulfiding to a hy-

drogen-reduction treatment, and to a pretreatment con-

tacting with a hydrocarbon pretreatment feedstock con-

taining less than about 0.01% by weight of sulfur, said

pretreatment contacting having been carried out under

hydrocracking conditions at a temperature between about

500 and 1,000° F. and in the presence of at least about

200 s.c.f . of hydrogen per barrel of pretreatment feed.
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3,099,618

HYDROCRACKING PROCESS FOR THE CON-
VERSION OF HYDROCARBONS UTILIZING A
FLATINUM-COBALT-MOLYBDENUM CATALYST
COMPOSITE

Lloyd E. Gardner and Robert J. Hogan, Bartlesville,

Okla^ assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, a cor-

poration of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Feb. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 5,599

8 Claims. (CI. 208—112)

2. A process for the hydrocracking of a high sulfur

content hydrocarbon oil which comprises contacting said

oil containing about 1 to about 6 weight percent sulfur

under hydrocracking conversion conditions including an

elevated temperature and pressure with a catalyst com-

position containing 1-3 weight percent platinum, 1-10

percent cobalt, as metal, 1-20 weight percent molyb-

denum, as metal, and the balance alumina.

" 3 099 619
LOW TEMPERATURE ABSORPTION OF GASOLINE

CONSTITUENTS FROM NATURAL GAS
Ernest A. Harper, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Mar. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 13,249

7 Claims. (CI. 208—341)

'^-:
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1. A method for the removal of gasoline constituents

from a natural gas by contacting the same with a lean oil

when water is present during the contacting which com-

prises adding a glycol to the lean oil before it is used in

said contacting, the glycol being of a character and added

in an amount such that formation of hydrocarbon hydrates

during said contacting is inhibited and said amount being

such that after said contacting, phase separation can occur

to form a rich oil phase and a glycol-water phase and then

contacting said lean oil, thus modified, and said natural

gas while said lean oil contains said glycol.

3 099 620
WET BENEFICIATING OF PHOSPHATE ORES

Howard W. Adam, Gouvemcur, N.Y., assignor to Inter-

national Minerals ft Chemical Corporation, a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed Aug. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 53,133

14 Claims. (CI. 20^—12)
1. The method of bencficiating unsized phosphate ore

which comprises:

( 1 ) subjecting an unsized liberated deslimed phosphate

ore fraction containing particles of a mesh size of

from about 10 mesh to about 200 mesh to froth flo-

tation in the presence of an anionic flotation reagent

to provide a phosphate-rich overflow concentrate

and an underflow stream;

(2) subjecting the underflow from (1 ) to froth flota-

tion in the presence of a cationic flotation reagent to

provide a phosphate-containing undcrfVow concen-

trate and an overflow discard tail; and
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(3) subjecting the underflow concentrate from (2) to

gravity separation to provide a jrfiosphate-rich gravi-

ty concentrate product.

3,099,621
SPIRAL CONCENTRATORS

Frank Art:hibald Close, Sydney, New South Wales,

Australia, assignor to Wyong Minerals Limited, Sydney,
New South Wales, Australia

FUed Aug. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 53,253
5 Claims. (CI. 209-^59)

1. A concentrator for the separation of minerals com-
prising a spiral channel having its entire outer edge posi-

tioned at a level higher than its respective inner edge,

said spiral channel having a plurality of parallel launders

formed therein throughout the length thereof, said

launders progressively decreasing in size from the outer

edge to the inner edge of said spiral channel, the wall

separating each of said adjacent pairs of launders having

a plurality of inwardly directed channels formed therein,

the path of flow o( said channels being from the larger

to the smaller of said pair of launders, said channels

being intermittently distributed through the walls sep-

arating each pair of launders throughout the length of

said spiral channel, wiiereby when material flows down-
wardly through said spiral channel, the particles of the

material will be separated into particles of varying weight

with the particles of heaviest weight in the innermost

launder and the particles of lightest weight in the outer-

most.

3,099,622
PRODUCTION OF CLARIFIED ACIDIC

PHOSPHATIC SOLUTIONS
Clarence J. Woerther, Lakeland, Fla., assignor to Inter-

national Minerals ft Chemical Corporation, a corpora-

tion of New York
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 64,717

1 Claim. (CI. 210—49)
A method for the production of a clarified wet process

phosphoric acid exhibiting a reduced amount of post-pre-

cipitation of organic phosphates from substantially solids

free concentrated wet process phosphoric acid containing

at least 45% by weight of PjOj normally exhibiting post-

precipitation of organic phosphates which comprises sub-

jecting substantially solids free concentrated wet process

phosphoric acid containing at least 45% by weight of PjOs

nwTnally exhibiting post-precipitation of organic phos-

phates to at least 1.0 foot pound of shearing per pound

of solution at a temperature within the range of from

about 100° F. to about 250* F., thereafter maintaining

the sheared solution quiescent to settle at least a substan-

tiiaJ portion of solids containing organic phosphates from

said solution, and separating the settled solids from the

clarified supernatant wet jM-ocess phosphoric acid solution

which may be shipped or stored over an extended time

period without appreciable post-precipitation.

3,099,623

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE SEPARA-
TION OF SOLID PARTICLES FROM DEVELOP-
ING SOLUTIONS FOR EXPOSED FILMS AND
THE LIKE

Helmut Kiiufer, Munich-Grunwald, Germany, assignor to

Agfa A.G., Lcverkusen, Germany
Filed Aug. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 834,762

Claims priority, application Germany Sept. 22, 1958

13 Claims. (CL 210—167)

of said tank at a speed of between 0.5-5 cm. per secoixl;

and filter means in said first channel means for collecting

solids entrained by the circulating solution, the filter

means having an upper end aligned with the upper level

of solution in said tank whereby the solution overflows

the filter means when the latter is clogged by the solids,

and the mesh size of said filter means being in the range

of between 0.2-5 mm.

1. An apparatus for removing solid particles from

developing solutions for exposed films and the like which

comprises, in combination: a tank having an upper end

and a low«r end; a supply of developing solution in the

tank having an upper level; first and second connecting

channel means communicating, respectively, with the

upper and lower end of said tank; bypass channel means

communicating with the first and second channel means

and forming with the latter a passage for the flow of

solution from one end of said tank through the channel

means and into the other end of said tank; means in one

of the channel means for circulating the solution in a

direction from the upper end of the tank through said

first, bypass and second channel means into the lower end

3,099,624
OIL BASE DRILLING FLUID AND

METHOD OF USE
Doyne L. Wilson, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to OO Base,

Inc., Compton, Calif., a corporation of California

No Drawing. Filed May 17, 1960, Ser. No. 29,566
7 CUims. (CI. 252—8.5)

1. An oil base drilling fluid containing a weight ma-
terial supported in said fluid to provide a density of at

least about 12 jwunds per gallon, blown asphalt and cal-

cium naphthenate in sufficient combined amounts to sup-

port said weight material and to emulsify water normally

encountered in drilling operations, and an effective thin-

ning amount of an oil soluble anionic surface active agent

selected from the group consisting of alkyl aryl sulfonic

acid, alkyl aryl sulfonate and mixtures thereof, said agent

being effective to maintain the weight material in an oil-

wet state under conditions of contamination by material

selected from the group consisting of water, water-wet

solids and mixtures thereof.

3,099,625
BLEACHING AND DETERGENT COMPOSITION

AND PROCESS OF USING SAME
Domenick D. Gagliardi, East Greenwich, R.I., and
Mark W. Pollock, Bronx, N.Y., assignors to Argus
Chemical Corporation, Brooklyn, N.Y., a corporation

of New York
No Drawing. Filed June 23, 1960, Ser. No. 38,117

17 Claims. (CI. 252—98)
15. A bleaching composition consisting essentially of

a hypochlorite bleaching compound, a detergent and an

organic nitrogenous material having in the molecule at

least one NH group reactive with hypochlorite to form
an N—CI group, in an amount of at least 5% by weight

of the bleaching compound sufficient at a bleaching con-

centration of the hypochlorite bleaching compound to

inhibit formation of N—Cl groups on polymer molecules

adherent to textile materials bleached with the composi-

tion.

3,099,626
SWEETENER FOR DRY CLEANERS' SOLVENTS

Raymond G. Riede, Martinsrille, NJ., assignor to Johns-
Manville Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation
of New York

FUed Dec. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 784,254
9 Claims. (CI. 252—163)

1. In a process for dry cleaning soiled garments where-

in an organic solvent medium is employed to remove soil

from the garments, the method of sweetening, the fatty

acid soil contaminated solvent medium which comprises
controlling and stabilizing the fatty acid content of the

solvent medium by preferentially adsorbing fatty acid from
the medium with sweetener consisting essentiedly of par-

ticulate hydrated calcium silicate.

3,099,627
CALCIUM PHOSPHATE FOR PHOSPHORS

Richard W. Mooney and Allan J. Comstock, Towanda,
Pa., assignors to Sylvania Electric Products Inc., a
corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FU^ July 15, 1959, Ser. No. 827,173

2 Claims. (CI. 252—301.4)
1 . The method of preparing dibasic calcium phosphate

which comprises adding an aqueous solution of ammonium
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hydrogen phosphate at a concentration between about 0.5

to about 1.5 pounds per gallon to an aqueous solution of

calcium chloride at a concentration between about 2 and

about 4 pounds per gallon until the pH of the resultant

liquor rises to a value of about 5, at a temperature between

about 80- C. and about 100° C. to precipitate particles of

dibasic calcium phosphate of a narrow range of particle

sizes having a sigma value between 1.5 and 2 5.

2 The method of making a calcium phosphate phosphor

which comprises supplying the phosphate radical by usmg

in the mixture of ingredients used to form the phosphor a

dibasic calcium phosphate of about 5 to 11 grams per

cubic inch in bulk density and a median optical diameter

of eight to twelve microns and a particle size distribution

having a sigma value of about 1.5 to 2.5.
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POLYMERIZATIONOFEPpXY COMPOUNDS
Charles E. Scott, Drexel HlII, P.., «««8»»' *° 2f%?w
Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of New

No'SSwIng. Original >PP!»f»««°/"°* "'.^*?' ^J*
No. 822.413, now Patent No. 3.016»394, d«ted J*n. 9,

1962. Divided and this application May 20, 1960, Ser.

No. 30.452 ^^^^^ (ci. 260-2)

1 Method of preparing a polymer which comprises

contacting an epoxy compound selected from the group

consisting of ethylene oxide, propylene oxide, chloropro-

pylene oxide, isobutylene oxide and styrene oxide at a

[emperature in the range of 0-150' C. with a catalyst

consisting essentially of a complex formed by r"c^'"« «

ferric halide selected from the group consisting of heCl,

and FeBrj with cyclododecatriene- 1.5.9 and by removing

from the product HCI resulting from the reacUon.

3,f99,631

NITROGENOUS CONDENSATION POLYMER
CONTAINING GRAFTED ACID

David Tanner, WUmington, Del^ «Mlf»or to E. I. dn Pont

de Nemours and Compaay, Wflmingtoiif Del., a corpo-

ration of Delaware ..«, ^,„
FUcd Mar. 6, 1958, Ser. No. 719,659

20Clahiis. (0.260—2.5)
18. A graft copolymer substantially insoluble in water

from the class consisting of (a) a synthetic high molecu-

lar weight substantially linear nitrogenous condensation

polymer characterized by recurring

I—N—

atoms as an integral part of the polymer chain, the said

linear nitrogenous condensation polymer bearing at least

about 300 titratable acid groups per million grams of poly-

mer, at least about 200 of the said acid groups being

chemically bonded by a carbon to carbon linkage to a

catenarian carbon of the said nitrogenous condensation

polymer and the said acid so linked being at least one

carbon atom removed from said catenarian carbon and

{b) the said nitrogenous condensation polymer as recited

above wherein the titratable acid groups are in the form

of a salt.

19. A foam of the graft copolymer of claim 18.

3,099,629

POLYMERIC SALTS AND PREPARATION
THEREOF

Henry Philip Heubusch. Chcelitowaga, N.Y., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Bell Aerospace Corporation,

Wheatlield, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 846,051

14 Claims. (CI. 260—2)

1. The polymeric salt of polyethylene hydrazine and

decaborane. ... j «:„

2. The polymeric salt of hydrazine hydrate, adipic

acid and decaborane.

7. The polymeric salt of vinyl hydrazine and deca-

h" The polymeric salt of N-aminoethyleneimine and

decaborane.

3,099,630 ^
Water-soluble polymethine salts

Bernard S. Wildl, Dayton, Ohio, and William B.

Tuemmlcr, Catonsville, Md., assignors to Mon-

santo Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., a cor-

poration of Delaware
, . ,, »qx:^ «u.

No Drawing. Original application July 13, 1962, Ser.

No. 209,782. Divided and this application Nov. 15,

1955, Ser. No. 547,044
19 Claims. (CI. 260—2.2)

18. The water-soluble polymethine salts havmg the

structural formula

« a#9 632
ADHESIVE* COMPOSITIONS

Wlllbim M. De Crease, Erie, Pa, assignor to Lord Manu-

facturing Company, Erie, Pa., a corporation of Penn-

sylvania ,,^
No Drawhig. FUcd Dec. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 856,648

9 Claims. (CI. 260—33)
1. A time-stable composition of matter adapted tor

use as an adhesive comprising:

(I) a bonding phase consisting essentially of:

(a) chlorinated natural rubber;

(b) epoxylated novolak;

(r) an epoxy resin curing agent selected from the

class consisting of meta-phenylenediamine and

methylene bis (orthochloroanilinc); and

(ID a mixed solvent system consisting essentially of

at least two solvents which:

(a) differ in their respective solubility parameters

by at least 0.3 unit;

(b) are selected from at least two of the follow-

ing three classes:

( 1) a poorly hydrogen-bonding solvent se-

lected from the class consisting of hydro-

carbons, chlorinated hydrocarbons and ni-

trohydrocarbons;

(2) a nwderately hydrogen-bonding solvent

selected from the class consisting of ke-

tones, esters and ethers, and

(3) a strongly hydrogen-bonding solvent se-

lected from the class consisting of primary,

secondary and tertiary alcohols.

^ua-iu=^-<

wherein n is an integer from to 5 and wherein X is a

sulfonated polystyrene polymer in which not more than

about half of the sulfonic acid groups have been neu-

tralized by the polymethine dye base.

3,099,633

EXTENDER COMPOSITIONS, ADHESIVE SOLU-
TIONS CONTAINING SAME AND PROCESS OF
PREPARATION ^ ^ „

Robert B. Black, Portiaiid, Oreg, aasignor to AgrashcU,

Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corponrtioa of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Jue 30, 1960, Ser. No. 39,114

15ClainH. (CI. 26«—17.2)

5. Plywood- and laminating-adhesive solutions com-

IM-ising a thermosetting aldehydic resin glue selected from

the group consisting of phenoHc-aldehyde resins and

amino-aldehyde resins in aqueous alkaline colloidal solu-

tion, a vegetable shell flour extender and minor amounts

of extracted lignin and of a lignocellulosic fibrous mate-

rial, comprising lignin and separated wood fibers, resulting
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from the drying and grinding of fragmental solids pro-

duced by the hydro-thermal degradation of wood under

superatmospheric pressure, at least 10% of said lignin be-

ing oxidized extracted lignin containing about 1 to 7

mols o( added oxygen per moi of lignin.

3,099,634
EPOXY RESIN-AMINE RICE OIL COMPOSITION

AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME
Archibald V. Meigs, Houston, Tex., aasignor, by mcane

assignments, to Rkco Products Corporation, Houston,
Tex^ a corporation of Texas, and Rlce-Chem Soluplug,

Inc., Houston, Tex., a corporation of Texas
No Drawhig. Filed Sept 8, 1960, Ser. No. 54,569

6Cbdma. (CL 260—18)
1. A process for preparing a hard infusible resinous

polyepoxide composition from rice oil for coating metal

surfaces without reacting the constituents in the rice oil

which provide corrosion inhibiting and metal surface

penetrating properties, which process comprises the steps,

in the order named, of:

(a) fOTming an intermediate product consisting essen-

tially of a polyfunctional amino compound of rice

oil and the constituents in the original rice oil which

provide corrosion inhibiting and metal surface pene-

trating pr(^>erties by:

(1) gradually heating a mixture of rice oil and

a polyfunctional amine in a vessel while stirring

to approximately 300* F. in approximately one

hour,

(2) maintaining the temperature of mixture (1)

for approximately one hour,

(3) thereafter gradually raising the temperature

of mixture (1) to approximately 400* F. for

approximately three hours,

(4) maintaining the temperature of mixture (1)

at the temperature of (3) above,

(b) cooling the in.ermediate product consisting essen-

tially of polyfunctional amino compound of rice oil

and said corrosion inhibiting and metal surface

penetrating constituents to approximately 80* F.,

(c) and then mixing said intermediate product with a

polyepoxide resin having at least two reactive epoxy

groups in each molecule to form a hard infusible

product which when initially applied to a metal sur-

face exhibits the corrosion inhibiting and metal sur-

face penetrating characteristics of said rice oil con-

stituents.

2. The process of claim 1 wherein said rice oil is ap-

proximately 20% free fatty acid with an acid number
of approximately 38, and said polyfunctional amine

reacted with said rice oil is tetraethylene pentamine, and

said polyepoxide resin which is reacted with said interme-

diate product is from bis-pbenol A and epichlorohydrin

having a melting point of approximately 25* C, and an

epoxy value of approximately 0.35.

and obtained by basically catalyzed reaction of a high

molecular weight N-methylolpolyether containing meth-

ylol groups and being selected from the group consisting

of trimcthylolurca-butanetriol-(l,2,4)-polyether, tctra-

methylolurea - glycerol - trieth> leneglycol - polycther, tri-

methylolureahexanetriol - butanedihydroxyethylglycol-

polyether, trimethylolurea-hexanetriol-polyether and tetra-

methylolurea - glycerol - diethyleneglycol - polyether, tri-

methylolurea - tri - (/3 - hydroxyethoxy - hydroxymethyl )-

propanc-polyether, trimethylolurea-glycerol-triethylene-

glycol-hcxanetriol-polyether and trimethylolurea-hexane-

triol-pentaerythritol-polyether, with stoichiometric excess

of a monomeric poly-N-methylol compound selected from

the group consisting of hexamethylol melamine and tetra-

methylol - dimethyl - acetyleneurea, hexamethylol-adipic

acid dihydrazide, tetramethylol-tetramethylenediurethane,

polymethylol-dicyandiamide, polymethylol-hexamethyl-

enediurea, tetramethylol-adipic acid-diamide and tetra-

methylolacetyleneurea.

3,099,635
AMINOPLACT-PIGMENT COMPOSITION AND

ITS AFPUCATION TO TEXTILES
KUno Wagner, LeTerknseo-Bayerwerk, Rkhard Schwae-

bcl, Lererkosen, Wilbclm Kias, Cologne-Stammheim,
Wilbelm Graiilicfa, LcTertnacn^Bayerwerfc, and Helmut
Kleiner, Colognc<^iiioiheiiii, Gemumy, asrignors to

FarbcnfabrikcB Bayer AktlcagcacUachaft, Leveriaisen,

Germany, a corporatioB of Germany
No Drawhig. FOed Not. 27, 1957, Ser. No. 699,181
Claims priority, appUcatfon Germany Dec. 1, 1956

9 Clafans. (Q. 260—29.4)
1. A composition for the fixation of a pigment on a

textile, said composition comprising a pigment and, as

binding agent, an emulsion of water insoluble to slightly

soluble film forming vinyl polymer together with a soluble

polycondensation [M'oduct containing methylol groups

3,099,636
POLYMERIC ACID SALTS OF ALKYLAMEVO-

ETHYL METHACRYLATE
Benjamin Franldin Skiles, Wilmington, Del., assignor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, WOmington,
Del., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. FUed May 17, 1960, Ser. No. 29,568

3Cbdms. (CI. 260—29.6)
1. A water solution of a polymer, said polymer being

characterized by being water soluble to provide a 1%
aqueous solution having a viscosity at 25* C. of at least

5()0 centipoises measured with a Brookfield viscometer

rotating at 20 r.p.m. prepared by polymerizing a Cj to C5

alkanoic acid salt of a methacrylic acid ester having the

structure

CHi
I

CHi=C-C—O-CHr -CHt-N
,/

Ri

Ri

wherein Ri is taken from the group consisting of hydro-

gen and a Ci to C4 alkyl group, and R3 is a Ci to C4 alkyl

group at a concentration in water within the range of

30% to 75% and at a temperature between 0" and about
60* C, said water solution, after said monomeric salt

has been uniformly mixed therein, being essentially in an

unagitated condition throughout subsequent polymeriza-

tion.

3,099,637
REFLEX-REFLECTORIZING COMPOSITION

Alfred H. Nellessen, Roeeville, Minn., assignor to Minne-
sota Mining and Maniifacturing Company, St. Paul,

Minn., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. FUed Nov. 14, 1958, Ser. No. 773,814

1 Chdm. (CI. 260—40)
A fluidizable transparent varnish composition contain-

ing transparent glass microspheres and suitable for spray

application upon a reflective base surface to provide upon
drying a monolayer of transparent glass microspheres in

intimate bonded tangential contact with said reflective

surface and embedded in a transparent varnish film con-

forming to the microspheres to provide an exposed lentic-

ular surface on the side of said monolayer facing outward-

ly of said reflecting surface, thereby to provide a com-
posite structure exhibiting reflex reflection of incident

light striking the same, said composition consisting essen-

tially of a mixture of transparent thixotropic alkyd-base-

resin-type varnish vehicle and small transparent glass

microsi^eres having a diameter between approximately

15 and 60 microns and a refractive index of approximately

1.9. said transparent thixotropic varnish vehicle having a

non-volatile solids content of between about 5 and 30%
by weight and a corresponding volatile content of between
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about 95 and 7()'~'c by weight, said microspheres being

present in an amount sufficie;U to account for between 65

and 75% of the total volume of the non-volatile constitu-

ents of the composition, said composition further being

transparent, mobile and exhibiting a viscosity on the order

of rich cream upon agitation, with said microspheres being

stably suspended and essentially uniformly distributed in

said composition for usefully long periods without agi-

tation.

3,099,638
RESINOUS GLYCIDYL POLYETHER

COMPOSITIONS
Newton C. Foster, Pittsburgh, Pa^ assignor to Westing-

iiouse Electric Corporation, East Plttsburgii, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania

No Drawing. FUed Dec. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 862,028
6 Claims. (CI. 260—45.5)

1. A completely reactive resinous composition com-
prising ( 1 ) the half ester of one mol of a hydroxyl-contain-

ing glycidyl polyelher of a dihydric phenol and an ethyleni-

cally unsaturated dicarboxylic acid anhydride, said un-

saturated dicarboxylic acid anhydride having been present

originally in an amount sufficient to provide approxi-

mately a stoichiometric number of anhydride groups to

react wath the epoxy and hydroxyl groups in said glycidyl

polyether, (2) at least one liquid unsaturated reactive

monomer having the polymerizable group >C=C<, there

being ejnployed at least 2 mols of said monomer for each

mol of said anhydride, and (3) a tertiary amine.

3.099,641
POLYAMIDE-POLYAMINE SYNTHETIC RESINS

FROM DIKETENE AND A DIAMINE
John R. Caldwell and James C. Martin, Kingsport, Tenn.,

aasignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed May 15, 1958, Ser. No. 735,359
16 Claims. (CI. 260—65)

1. A film-forming highly polymeric linear polyamide-

polyamine composed solely of regularly recurring units

selected from the group consisting of units having the

following two formulas:

*

o
il

=C-CHr-C-Nn-R-N=
I

3,099,639

STABILIZATION OF l-OLEFIN POLYMERS
Raymond L. Cobb and Mario P. Marana, Bartlesville,

Okla., asslKnors to Phillips Petroleum Company, a cor-

poration of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 23,628

7 Claims. (CI. 260—45.95)
1. A polymer composition of increased stability against

oxidative degradation consisting essentially of a solid

polymer of an aliphatic 1-oIefin having from 2 to 8 carbon

atoms per molecular containing a stabilizing amount of

a substituted thio-bis-p-cresol compound having the struc-

tural formula:

on OH

R- //

\

— S- — R

CHi CH,

a hydrocarbon radical selected from thewherein R is

group consisting of alkylarylalkyl and aralkyl radicals

having from 6 to 10 carbon atoms

3,099,640

PROCESS FOR OXIDIZING HYDROGEN SUBSTI-
TUTED ORGANOSILICON COMPOUNDS

Allan S. Hay, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
No Drawhig. Filed Jan. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 81,925

14 Claims. (CI. 260—46.5)

1. The process for oxidizing an organosilicon com-

pound containing hydrogen attached directly to silicon

wherein the organic groups of the organosilicon com-

pound are attached to silicon by carbon-silicon linkages

and are selected from the class consisting of alkyl, aryl,

aralkyl, alkaryl, alkenyl, and haloaryl radicals, which

process comprises contacting such compound with oxygen

in the presence of a tertiary amine and a cuprous salt

capable of existing as a stable cupric-amine complex solu-

ble in the reaction medium comprising the aforesaid in-

gredients.

CH,

(Formula A

)

and

-CH-CH,-(i^-.\H-R-NH-

CHi

(Formula B)

where the ends of the polymer molecules have the ter-

minal bonds on the terminal units satisfied by hydrogen

atoms and R represents a radical selected from the group

consisting of —(CHjJa—NH—(CH2)j— and a divalent

organic hydrocarbon radical containing from 2 to 20

carbon atoms composed of hydrogen and carbon atoms

arranged so as to include a sequence of carbon atoms

from one end of the R radical to the other end, said

sequence containing no interrupting radicals other than

radicals selected from the group consisting of —O—

,

—S— , —SOj— , —NH— and —N(CHj)— radicals.

3,099,642
RUBBER-LIKE POLYURETHANES AND STORAGE
STABLE INTERMEDIATES FOR PRODUCING
THE SAME

Hans Holtschmidt, Cologne-Stammhelm, and Karl E.

Miiller, Leverkusen-Bayerwerk, Germany, assignors, by

mesne assignments, of one-half to Farbenfabriken Bayer

Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany, a corpora-

tion of Germany, and one-hiUf to Mobay Chemical

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Nov. 26, 1954, Ser. No. 471,526

Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 30, 1953
6 Claims. (CI. 260—75)

1. In the preparation of a storable adduct adapted to

be cured to form an elastomeric substantially non-porous

polyurethane by reaction thereof with a poiyisocyanate

by a process which comprises reacting a polyester with

an excess of an organic poiyisocyanate and then with a

compound having amino groups, the improvement which

permits incorporation of the poiyisocyanate to be used

during the subsequent curing process in the adduct at the

time the adduct is prepared which comprises ( 1 ) reacting

a polyester having terminal hydroxyl groups, an hydroxyl

number of from about 20 to about 80 and an acid num-

ber of about 1 with an excess of an aromatic diisocyanate

sufficient to form an adduct having terminal —NCO
groups but not more than about 0.25% by weight —NCO
groups; said polyester having been selected from the

class consisting of polyesters prepared by esterification of

a dicarboxylic acid and an aliphatic glycol and a polyester

prepared by esterification of a dicarboxylic acid with a

mixture of an aliphatic glycol and a hydrogen-containing

amine; (2) reacting the said adduct having terminal

—NCO groups with an excess of an aromatic diprimary

amine to form a product containing free —NHj groups,

and (3) mixing the resulting product with from about 5%

to about 15% by wei^t of a diisocyanate having a

uretidinedione ring connecting two aromatic radicals and

prepared by addition of only two m<As of monomeric

aromatic diisocyanate.

3,099,643

POLYSULFIDE RUBBER AND METHOD OF
MAKING THE SAME

Morris B. Berenbaum and Normao A. Roscndial, Levit-

town. Pa., and Hans Z. Lecher, Plahifield, NJ., assign-

ors to Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Bristol, Pa., a

corporation of DeUiware
No Drawing. FUed Oct. 1, 1959, Ser. No. 843,625

8 Clahns. (CI. 260—79.1)
1. A method of making a polysulfide polymer havmg

improved low temperature properties which comprises

reacting at least one dihalide of the formula C1JHJ4X2

wherein X is a halogen atom, with an aqueous alkali metal

polysulfide to form a rubbery polymer essentially com-

posed of CiaH24 groups interconnected by polysulfide

linkages, said C12H24 groups being ethyl-substituted alkyl-

ene groups.

6. A rubbery polysulfide polymer essentially wholly

composed of recurring RSn groups interconnected through

their sulfur atoms to form polysulfide linkages, "«" being

an integer from 2 to 4 and "R" being an aliphatic hydro-

carbon radical having 1 2 carbon atoms, said hydrocarbon

radicals being ethyl-substituted alkylene groups.

3,099,644

CONTINUOUS CHLORINATION AND BROMINA-
TION OF BUTYL RUBBER

Paul Thomas Parker, Baton Rouge, La., John L.

Bryan, Jr., Summit, and Augustus B. SnuiU, Westfield,

NJ., and Duane Wood Pugh and Fred J. Buchmann,

Baton Rouge, La., assignors to Esso ^search and

Engineering Company, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Oct. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 844,715

7 Claims. (CI. 260—85.3)

'

..If -!•

"V

i/nn.u«D

•J

T

1. A process for the continuous chlorination of a butyl

rubber isoolefin-multiolefin copolymer of 85 to 99.5% of a

C4 to C^ isoolefin and 15 to 0.5% of a C4 to C,* multiole-

fin containing small amounts of metal soaps which com-

prises continuously contacting a solution of butyl rubber,

having a concentration between about 1 and about 30%

by wt. of butyl rubber, with chlorine gas, maintaining the

butyl rubber in contact with the chlorine for a period of

time of at least 25 minutes whereby chlorinated butyl rub-

ber and hydrogen chloride are formed, said copolymer

containing up to 1 atom of chlorine per double bond in the

copolymer, followed by continuously neutralizing the hy-

drogen chloride accompanying the chlorinated butyl rub-

ber and continuously washing, while dispersing the so

treated chlorinated butyl rubber, the neutralized hydro-

gen chloride from the chlorinated butyl rubber with water

while maintaining the wash water, after neutralization, at

a pH between about 3 and about 4 then continuously set-

tling the solution of chlorinated butyl rubber from the

aqueous phase and withdrawing said solution of chlormat-

cd butyl rubber from the system.

3,099,645

POLYMER PROCESS FOR POLYVINYLACETATE
WITH ALUMINUM TRIALKYLS AS THE SOLE
CATALYST

Herman Wexler, Summit, NJ., assignor to Air Reduction

Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corporatioa

of New York
No Drawfaig. FUed Aug. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 833,707

' 6 Claims. (CI. 260—89.1)
1. The process for preparing linear polyvinyl acetate

which comprises homopolymerizing vinyl acetate at a tem-

perature of 0°C. to —100° C. in the absence of air and

in contact with about 0.1 to 10% by weight of vinyl ace-

tate of a polymerization initiator consisting solely of a

compound selected from the group consisting of a tri-

alkyl aluminum compound and a dialkyl aluminum hy-

dride said alkyl groups containing from 1 to 5 carbon

atoms.

3,099,646
PROCESS FOR ETHOXYLATING POLYVINYL

ALCOHOL
Frank Scardlglla, Arlfaigton Heights, William O. Ranky,

Chicago, and Edward A. Knaggs, Deerfield, HI., assign-

ors to Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond, Va., a

corporation of Delaware
No Drawfaig. FUed Apr. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 102,625

5 Clafans. (CI. 260—91.3)
1. A process of producing ethoxylated polyvinyl alco-

hol, which comprises reacting at temperatures within the

range of 95° to 105° C. and pressures within the range

of 45 to 55 pounds per square inch 35 to 40 parts by

weight of ethylene oxide with 100 parts by weight of a

polyvinyl alcohol having a moisture content of from 0.1

to 5.0 percent by weight while dispersed in from 125 to

175 parts by weight of a substantially C7 paraffinic hydro-

carbon.

3,099,647
PROPYLENE POLYMERIZATION CATALYST CON-
SISTING OF ALUMINUM SESQUIHALIDE, TiClj

AND TRIETHYLENE DIAMINE
James L. Jezl, Swardimore, Habet M. Khelghatian, Spring-

field, and Louise D. Hague, ViUanova, Pa., assignors to

\ Sun Oil Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of

New Jersey
No Drawfaig. FUed Not. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 67,180

10 Clafans. (CI. 260—93.7)
1. A process for the polymerization of olefins which

comprises contacting, at a temperature of from ambient

to 400° F., and at a pressure of from atmospheric to 250

p.s.i.g., a solution, in an inert hydrocarbon solvent, of an

alpha-olefin having from 2 to 20 carbon atoms and free

of branching at the 2 position with a catalyst consisting

essentially of an essentially amorphous titanium trichlo-

ride, an aluminum sesquihalide selected from the group

consisting of alkyl and phenyl sesquichlorides and sesqui-

bromides, and triethylene diamine, the mol ratio of alu-

minum sesquihalide to triethylene diamine being from

1 .25 : 1 to 5 : 1 . and the mol ratio of aluminum sesquihalide

to titanium trichloride being from 1:5 to 10:1.

3,099,648

ROSIN ACID CATALYST INACTTVATOR
Robert F. Dye, BartlesvUle, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

FUed July 25, 1960, Ser. No. 45,042

7 Cfaiims. (CI. 260—94.3)

1. A continuous polymerization process which com-

prises contacting conjugated diene in liquid diluent with

a catalyst which forms on mixing components comprising

a compound selected from the group consisting of organo-

metals and metal hydrides of Groups I, II and III metals

and a halide of a Group IV metal under conditions to

polymerize a portion of said conjugated diene, adding to
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the process effluent rosin acid to inactivate said catalyst,

thereafter vaporizing a portion of said effluent to form

a vapor stream containing diluent and unreacted con-

jugated diene essentially free of catalyst poison, and re-

turning at least a portion of said stream to the polymeri-

zation process.

3.099.649
PROCESS FOR REFINING OF VEGETABLE

PROTEIN
Yurlo Kawamura, Tokyo, TeikichI Tamoki, KjiwM>ki-siil,

Kanagawa-ken, Alkichi Nasata and SUro Terashima,

Tokyo, Taid Matsumoto, Kawasaki-iU, Kanagawa-
ken, Shoichi Onishl, Tokyo, Shimpachi Konbhi, Kawa-

^akl-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Kenkichl Yoshimnra, Totiaka-

'^ku, Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Hiroshi Yamamoto,
Tokyo, and Sabro Ikawa, Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa-
ken, Japan, assignori to AJhiomoto KabushikI Kalsha,

Tokyo, Japan, a corporatioD of Japan
No Drawhig. Filed June 28, I960, Scr. No. 39,231

10 Claims. (CI. 260—123.5)
1. A method comprising removing impurities from oil-

free vegetable seeds by subjecting the seeds to extraction

in water in the presence of an H-type cation exchange

resin whereby the pH in the extraction liquor formed by

the water is lowered to minimize the solubility of protein

in said liquor, separating the liquor from the resulting

residue, and recovering the protein content of said residue.

thalene series, R represents the radical of an arylamide

selected from the group consisting of arylamides of the

benzene, napthalene, diphenyl and diphenylene oxide

series, of an ortho-hydroxycarboxylic acid selected from

the group consisting of 2,3-hydroxynaphthoic acid, 2,3-

hydroxynaphthoic acid substituted in 6-position by a bro-

mine atom, 2-hydroxy-anthracene-3-carboxylic acid, 3-

hydroxy-dipbenylene oxide-2-carboxylic acid, 2-hydroxy-

carbazole-3-carboxylic acid and 5-hydroxy-l,2,r,2'-ben-

zocarbazole-4-carboxyUc acid, and n stands for one of

the integers 1 and 2.

3,099,650
PROCESS FOR PREPARING LIQUID POLYMERS
AND COPOLYMERS WITH REDUCED MODIFIER
LEVELS

Thomas W. Boyer, Richard O. Stacker, and Edward L.

Rics, Louisville, Ky., assignors to American Synthetic

Rubber Corporation, Louisville, Ky., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Oct. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 146,191

9 Claims. (CI. 260—139)
1. In an emulsion polymerization process for making

liquid rubber polymers whereby the modifier requirements

are reduced at least 50% over conventional emulsion

polymerization processes for making liquid rubber poly-

mers of substantially the same viscosity, the steps com-

prising formino an aqueous emulsion of butadiene con-

taining a polymerization catalyst, subjecting the emulsion

to conditions effecting polymerization and adding a modi-

fier incrementally throughout the polymerization to pro-

duce liquid rubber.

3,099,651

WATER-INSOLUBLE MONO- AND DISAZO-DYES
PRODUCED FROM 2-AMINOARYL-BENZTRIA.
ZOLE-1-OXIDE DIAZO COMPONENTS

Richard Gross, Frankfurt am Main, and Hasso Hertel,

Werner Kirst, and Reinhard Mohr, Offenbach (Main),

Germany, assignors to Farbwerkc Hoechst Aktienge-

sellschaft vormals Meister Luchis ft Briining, Frank-

furt am Main, Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed May 17, 1960, Ser. No. 29,577

Claims priority, application Germany May 20, 1959

6 Claims. (CI. 26«—146)
1. A complex metal compound containing a metal

selected from the group consisting of copper, cobalt and

nickel, of a water-insoluble azo-dyestuff having the fol-

lowing general formula

wherein A and B represent members selected from the

group consisting of radicals of the benzene and naph-

3,099,652
BENZOTHIAZOLEAZOPYRAZOLONE

DYE COMPOUNDS
James M. Straley, John G. Fbhcr, and Raymond C.

Hanii, Klngsport, Tcnn., aasigBors to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y., corporation of New
Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 7, 1959, Scr. No. 857,487

7 Claims. (0.260—147)
1 . The azo compounds selected from the group consist-

ing of the monoazo compounds, devoid of a water-solu-

bilizing group, having the fcM-mula:

\

Ri

MRS H
-N=N-C C-Z

\ /N

wherein R represents an alkylene radical having 2 to 3

carbon atoms, Ri and R2 each represents an alkyl radical

having 1 to 4 carbon atoms and wherein

N

R»

taken together represents a member selected from the

group consisting of the morpholinyl and piperidyl radi-

cals, X represents a member selected from the group con-

sisting of an oxygen atom and the imino group, Y repre-

sents a member selected from the group consisting of the

phenyl, chlorophenyl and tolyl radicals and Z represents

a member selected from the group consisting of a methyl

group and the amino group and the 1:2 nickel complex

thereof.

3,099,653
BENZOTHIAZOLE AZO 2,3-HYDROXY-
NAPHTHOIC ACID AMIDE DYES

James M. Straley and Raymond C. Harris, Kingsporl,

Tenn., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-

ester, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawtaig. Filed Jan. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 3,723

5 Claims. (CI. 260—158)
1. The monoazo compounds, devoid of a water-

solubilizing group, having the formula:

wherein X represents a member selected from the class

consisting of a hydrogen atom, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy.
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nitro and thiocyano radicals, R represents an alkylene rad-

ical having 2 to 3 carbon atoms, R' represents an alkyl rad-

ical having 1 to 4 carbon atoms and wherein N(R')j col-

lectively represents a member selected from the group

consisting of a morpholinyl radical and a piperidyl

radical.

3,099,654
NOVEL 9a.FLUORO-A»-CORTICOSTEROIDS AND

PREPARATION THEREOF
Robert Joly, Montmorency, Scinc-ct-Oisc, Julicn Wamant,

Neuilly-snr-Seine, and Bernard Goffinet, Paris, France,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to Rousscl-UCLAF,
S.A., Paris, France, a corporation of France
No Drawing. FUed July 10, 1961, Ser. No. 122,665
Claims priority, application France Aug. 17, 1960

16 Cbifans. (CL 260—239.55)
9. A compound having the formula

CHiORi

O
-CHi

wherein Ri is an acyl radical of an organic carboxylic

acid having 1 to 18 carbon atoms.

10. 21 - acctoxy - 9/3,11/3 - epoxy - I60 - methyl - A'*-

pregnadicne-3,20-dione.

3,099,655
A' '-PREGNADIENE DERIVATIVES

John A. Zdcric, Palo Alto, Calif., and Otto Halpem and
Jose Iriarte, Mexico City, Mexico, assignors, by mesne
ass^nmcnts, to Syntex Corporation, a corporation of

Panama
No Drawhig. Filed Nov. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 153,237

Claims priority, application Mexico July 14, 1961
20 Claims. (CI. 260—239.55)

7. A compound of the following formula:

/\

CHiX

RI

'R>

3,099,656
A3 »-PREGNADIENE DERIVATIVES

John A. Zderic, Palo Alto, Calif., Otto Halpem, Mexico
City, Mexico, and Jose Iriarte, Zurich, Switzerland,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to Syntex Corpora-
tion, a corporation of Panama
No Drawhig. FUed Feb. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 175,810

16 Clafans. (CL 260—239.55)
1 . A compound of the following f(Minula

:

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen, fluorine, hydroxy and hydrocarbon carboxylic acyl-

oxy of less than 12 carbon atoms; R* is selected from the

group consisting of hydroxy and hydrocarbon carboxylic

acyloxy of less than 12 carbon atoms and R' is selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, a-mcthyl, /3-

methyl, o-hydroxy and o-hydrocarbon carboxylic acyloxy

of less than 12 carbon atoms and R^ and R' together rep-

resent the grouping.

. . . O A
\ /
C

/ \
... O B

wherein A is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen, lower alkyl, aryl and aralkyl containing up to 8 car-

bon atoms and B is selected from the group consisting

of alkyl, aryl and aralkyl containing up to 8 carbon atoms.

wherein Y is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and fluorine; RMs a member of the group consist-

ing of hydrogen and methyl; R^ is selected from the group
consisting of hydroxyl and a hydrocarbon carboxylic

acyloxy group of less than 12 carbon atoms; R' is a mem-
ber of the group consisting of hydrogen, a-methyl, /3-

methyl, a-hydroxyl and an o-hydrocarbon carboxylic

acyloxy group of less than 12 carbon atoms, R^ and R'

together are in addition the group

. . . o p
\ /
c

/ \
...O Q

wherein P is a lower alkyl group and Q is selected from
the group consisting of a lower alkyl, an aryl and an

aralkyl group, each containing up to 8 carbon atoms.

3,099,657
A3 6-PREGNADIENE DERTVATTVES

John A. Zderic, Palo Alto, Calif., Otto Halpem, Mexico
City, Mexico, and Jose Iriarie, Zurkh, Switzerland,
assignors, by mesne assignments, to Ssnntex Corpora-
tion, a corporation of Panama
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 175,811

17 CUhns. (CI. 260—239.55)
1. A compound'of the following formula:

\/Y
CHi

wherein Y is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen and fluorine; R' is a member of the group consisting

of hydrogen and methyl; R' is selected from the group
consisting of hydroxyl and a hydrocarbon carboxylic

acyloxy group of less than 12 carbon atoms; R' is a
member of the group consisting of hydrogen, a-methyl,

^-methyl, a-hydroxyl and an a-hydrocarbon carboxylic

acyloxy group of less than 12 carbon atoms; R' and R'
together are in addition, the group

... O P
\ /
c

/ \
...O Q

wherein P is a lower alkyl group and Q is selected from
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the group consisting of a lower alkyl, an aryl and an

aralkyl group, each containing up to 8 carbon atoms.
/X

\o

3,099,658
THIANAPHTHENE l.l-DIOXIDE COMPOUNDS

Henry Bluestone, University Heights, Ohio, assignor to

Diamond Alkali Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corpo-

ration of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 7,982

6 Claims. (CI. 260—332.1)

1. TTie compound having the formula

H Ri

^C^X X
..•• ~^i—

A

-OR'

OR'

wherein R' is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and lower alkanoyl radicals, with lower alkyl

ester of /a-halo-o.^-unsaturated lower alkenoic acid in the

presence of alkali, and separating the ether-acid product

thus formed.

7. Method of producing a quinone compound of the

formula
o o

i CH

CHS
/ \ Oi

H Ri

wherein Y is a bivalent radical selected from the group

consisting of
-c=C-
A, i.

and

wherein X is a member of the group consisting of hy-

drogen and lower alkyl radicals, which comprises react-

ing a compound of the formula

-c- -c—

X Ri X R4

Ri. Rj. R3. R4. R5 and R« are selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen and methyl and X is halogen.

2. 3.3a - dichloro - 3a,4,7,7a -tetrahydrothianaphthene

1.1 -dioxide.

3,099,659

STEROIDAL LACTONES
Fred A. Kind and Howard J. Ringold, Mexico City, Mex-

ico, ass^nors, by mesne assignments, to Syntex Cor-

poration, a corporation of Panama
,, ^-^

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 13,426

23 Claims. (CI. 260—343.2)

1. A compound of the following formula:

-o/ o/
I—

X

11

with an oxidizing agent selected from the group consist-

ing of alkali metal nitrosodisulfonates, nitric acid and

hexavalent chromium compounds, and isolating the qui-

none compound so formed.

CH,

/\
H

R'-

/O O

3,099,661
N-(2-TETRAHYDROPYRANYL) AND N-(2-TETRA.

HYDROFURANYL) 2-AMINOACETAMIDES
Kennetli Wayne Ratts, Overland, Mo., assignor to Mon-

santo Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corpora-

tion of Delaware ^^ ,,, ,^^
No Drawing. FUed Nov. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 154,364

5 Claims. (CI. 260—345.7)
1. A 2-aminoacetamide of the formula

{CHi).-CHi

CHi CH—NH-C—CH.
A

-NH—

R

wherein R' is methyl and Y is selected from the group

consisting of keto, a-hydroxy. /J-hydroxy. a-hydrocarbon

carboxylic acyloxy of up to 12 carbon atoms and ^-hy-

drocarbon carboxylic acyloxy of up to 12 carbon atoms.

wherein n is a whole number from 1 to 2 and wherein

R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and

lower aliphatic hydrocarbon radicals.

3,099,660

SYNTHESIS OF KHELLIN AND INTERMEDIATES
THEREFOR

Otto Dann, Meilwaldstrasse 11, Rodelsveiher,

Erlangen, Germany
Filed Feb. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 89,220

17 Claims. (CI. 260—345.2)

1. Method of producing a compound of the formula

0-C=CH-COOH
i

3,099,662
DIOXASPIRO DERIVATIVES

Burton K. Wasson, Valois, Quebec, and John M. Parker,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignors to Charles E.

Frosst & Co., Montreal, Quebec, Canada, a corpora-

tion of Quebec, Canada .«^ ,,„
No Drawing. FOed May 4, 1962, Ser. No. 192,338

5 Claims. (CI. 260—345.9)
5.

(CHi).sii—— (cui;.v y
A X

-o

(CHi).- -Ri

R-C=CH-COOH

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen and lower alkyl radicals, which comprises reactmg

a benzofuran compound of the formula

Ri

wherein R, Rj, Rj and R3 are selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl radicals having

from 1 to 3 carbon atoms, at least one of R, Ri, Rj and

R, is alkyl and n is a positive integer from 1 to 2.

3,099,663
5-NITRO-FURFURAL AZINES

James D. Johnston, New London, Conn., assignor to

Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., BrooUyn, N.Y., a corporation

f>f Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 1, 1959, Ser. No. 803,376

6 Claims, (a. 260—347.5)
1 . 1 -(5-nitro-2-furfural)-2-(ethyl 3-ketobutyrate) azine of

the formula

OiN-l^
\o

6. A compound of the formula

CH=N—N=C—CHiCOOCiH,
CHi

3,099,665
TELOMERIZATION OF ETHYLENE WITH

ALKYLENE GLYCOL DIFORMATES
Donald D. Emrick, ^udier Heights, and Samuel M.

Darling, Lyndhurst, Ohio, assignors to The Standard

Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 66,418

5 Claims. (CI. 260—410.6)

1. A process for producing ethylene telomers having

an alkylene glycol diformate ester unit in the molecule,

which comprises telomerizing ethylene with an alkylene

glycol diformate having from about six to about sixty-six

carbon atoms in the presence of a free radical initiator

capable of initiating the telomerization at a temperature

at which an evolution of free radicals from the initiator

is obtained.

OiN

HC-

O

-CH
II

C—CH=N—N=A

wherein A is a substituted methylidene moiety derived

from a carbonyl compound selected from the group con-

sisting of keto-alkanoic acid, keto-alkanedioic acid and

formylalkanoic acid, each acid containing up to 12 carbon

atoms, alkali-metal salts of said acids and esters of said

acids wherein the esterifying group is alkyl containing up

to 1 8 carbon atoms.

3,099,664
7-CYANO ANDROSTANE COMPOUNDS

Howard J. Ringold and Albert Bowers, Mexico City,

Mexico, assignors, by mesne assignments, to Syntex
Corporation, a corporation of Panama

No Drawing. FUed Jan. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 55
Claims priority, application Mexico Jan. 12, 1959

20 Chiims. (CI. 260—397J)
1. A new steroid compound corresponding to the gen-

eral formula:

0=1V^N/ CN

in which A is an arrangement selected from the group

consisting of

OH
=0 /
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independently represents a member of the group con-

sisting of phenyl and an alkyl containing from 1 to 4, in-

clusive, carbon atoms; Y represents a member of the

group consisting of hydrogen and an alkyl radical con-

taining from 1 to 4, inclusive, carbon atoms; X represents

a member of the group consisting of chlorine, bromine

and nitro. j is an integer from 1 to 5, inclusive;

Z represents an aromatic hydrocarbon radical having

from 1 to 2 benzene rings and when said aromatic

hydrocarbon radical has 2 benzene rings, said rings

are connected by

Xi. L
wherein m is an integer of from zero to one, inclu-

sive; wherein each R' is a member of the group con-

sisting of H, CH, and CjHs, and wherein there is a

total of up to 3 carbon atoms;

aiKl all of the positions on the aromatic hydrocarbon

radical which are ortho-. and all positions which are

para- to any positions bonded to an organotin hy-

droxide moiety are substituted with a member of the

group consisting of CI, Br, NOj. and alkyl.

of from about 1 to 1.5 m<rfecules an. alkali metal hy-

dride per two silicon atoms in said methylpolysiloxane

at a temperature of from 200-300* C.

3,«99,<72
REDUCTION OF HALOGEN^ONTAINING

SILICON COMPOUNDS
Glenn D. Cooper and Alfred It Gilbert, Schenectady,

N.Y^ tmigiaon to General Electric Company, a corpo-

ration of New Yorl(

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 19, 195S, Scr. No. 553,744
11 aalms. (a. 260—448J)

I. The process which consists essentially of effecting

reaction between (1) a silane having the formula

Si(X).(R) 4-a

3,099,669
FERROCENE COMPOUNDS

Thomas Leigh, Macclesfield, England, assignor to Im-

perial Chemical Industries Limited, London, England,

a corporation of Great Britain , --«
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 21, I960, Ser. No. 3,719

Claims priority, application Great Britain Feb. 9, 1959

2Cbiinis. (CL 26<^—439)

1 .
Cyclohexylacetylferrocene.

where X is a member selected from the class consisting of

halogen and alkoxy, R is a member selected from the

class consisting of hydrogen, alkyl, alkenyl, and aralkyl.

and a is an integer equal to from 1 to 4, inclusive, and

(2) sodium hydride at a temperature of from 175 to

350' C.

3,099,673
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ORGANIC

ISOCYANATES
Engclbcrt Kiihie, Cologne-Stammhcim, Germany, as-

signor to Farbenfabrilten Bayer Aktiengeaellschaft,

Lcveriiuscn, Germany, a corportion of Germany
No Drawing. FUcd Ang. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 48,574

Claims priority, application Germany Ang. 19, 1959
4 Claims. (CL 260-^53)

I. A process for the production of an aliphatic iso-

cyanate having the formula

3,099,670

ADDITION OF SILICON HYDRIDES TO ALIPHAT-
ICALLY UNSATURATED ORGANIC COM-
POUNDS , _

,

Maurice Prober, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation o* New York

No Drawing. FUed Dec. 31, 1953, Ser. No. 401,702

15 Claims. (CI. 260—448.2)

1. The process of adding silicon hydrides to unsatu-

rated organic compounds which comprises effecting re-

action between a sUicon hydride having the formula:

Si(H)4_m-n(X)n(Z)«

where n is an integer equal to from 2 to 3. inclusive,

m is one of the following : 0, 1; the sum of m+ n is at

most 3; X U halogen, and Z is an alkyl radical, and a

member of the group consisting of acctylenic compounds

and olefinic compounds containing an electron-attracting

group attached to olefinic carbon in the presence of a

member of the class consisting of (1) terUary amines

of the formula:
K'

K-N-K"

where K, K' and K" are members of the class consisting

of alkyl' radicals, aryl radicals, cycloalkyl radicals, and

mixtures of the aforesaid radicals, and (2) heterocyclic

tertiary amines having nitrogen in the heterocyclic ring.

which comprises:

R—(NCO)n

reacting a N-aliphatic formamide with a halogen to

form said aliphatic isocyanate, said halogen selected

from the group consisting of chlorine and bromine,

said N-aliphatic formamide having the general for-

mula
R_(NH—CHO)b

wherein R has a valence of 1 to 4 and is selected from

the group consisting of saturated aliphatic hydrocar-

bon radicals, ethylenically unsaturated hydrocarbon

radicals, halogen substituted saturated aliphatic hy-

drocarbon radicals, halogen substituted ethylenically

unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbon radicals, nitro

substituted saturated aliphatic hydrocarbon radicals,

nitro substituted ethylenically unsaturated aliphatic

hydrocarbon radicals, alkoxy substituted saturated

aliphatic hydrocarbon radicals, alkoxy substituted

ethylenically unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbon radi-

cals, alkyl substituted phenyl radicals, and halo^n

substituted phenyl radicals, and wherein n is an in-

teger equal to the valence of R.

3,099,671

PREPARATION OF ORGANOSILANES
Philip D. George, Schenectady, N.Y., asslfiior •» Gen-

eral Electric Company, a corporation o{JS*^^}2Vt
No Drawfaig. FCed Dec. 19, 1955, Ser. No. 553,743

5 Claims. (CI. 260—448.2)
1. The process of simultaneously cleaving, reducing

and redistributing methylpolyailoxanes which comprises

heating a methylpolysiloxane which contains from 1 to 3,

inclusive, methyl groups per silicon atom in the presence

3,099,674

THIOPHOSPHONIC ACID ESTER AMIDES
Gerhard Schrader, Wuppcrtal-Cronenbcrg, Germany, as-

signor to Farbcnfabriken Bayer AkdcngcseUsdiaft,

Levcrtcusen, Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 21,899

Chdms priority, application Germany Apr. 16, 1959

SCIainM. (CI. 260—461)
6 A thiophosphonic acid ester amide of the general

formula

Ri

X N^
SL-e Bi

X-CHi-CHr-T
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I

wherein R stands for a member selected from the group

consisting of lower alkyl radicals, lower alkenyl radicals

and cycloalkyl radicals having up to 8 carbon atoms, Ri

and R] each stand for a lower alkyl radical and when

taken together with —N< stand for a member selected

from the group consisting of piperidino, piperazino,

morpholino, thiomorpholino and pyrrolidino; X stands for

a member selected from the group consisting of sulfur

and oxygen, one X being sulfur, and Y stands for a mem-
ber selected from the group consisting of lower alkyl

mercapto and lower dialkyi amino groups.

to 18 carbon atoms, phenol, cresols, glycerol, glycol,

erythritol, pentaerythritol, arabitol, mannitol, sorbitol,

glucose, fructose and mannose.

3,099,675
O-ALKYL O-ETHYNYLCYCLOALKYL PHOSPHOR-
AMIDATES AND PHOSPHORAMIDOTHIOATES

Herman O. Scnkbcil, Midland, Mich., assignor to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed July 6, 1961, Ser. No. 122,099

6 aalms. (a. 260—461)
1 . A compound coiresponding to the formula

R—O X R'"

^l-O-i-'-E"
,/

--'

wherein R represcnis lower alkyl, R' represents a member
of the group consisting of amido, monolower alkyl amido

and dilower alkyl amido, R" represents a polymethylMie

radical containing from 4 to 5 carbon atoms, inclusive,

R'" represents a member of the group cmisisting of ethynyl

and 1-propynyl and X represents a member of the group

consisting of oxygen and sulfur.

3,099,676
HYDROXYALKYL POLYPHOSPHATES

WOIlam M. Lanham, Charieston, W. Va., assignor to

Union Carbide Corporatioo, a corporation of New
York
No Drawing. Filed Nor. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 149,845

SClafans. (a. 260—461)
1. A hydroxyalkyl polyphosphate that is represented

by the formula
z o o z

z' ^ ^- ^^

wherein R represents the divalent residue of a vicinal

epoxide, wherein y represents a number that has a value

of at least 1, and wherein each Z individually represents

a group selected from the class consisting of

HO-^RO-^

wherein R and y have the significance stated above, and

Z O

z

wherein the variables Z, R, and y have the significance

stated above.

3,099,677
PREPARATION OF METABORATE AND

POLYBORATE ESTERS
Don L. Hnater, Long Beach, CaUf., assignor to United

States Borax Jk Chcmicai Corporation, Los Angeles,

CaUf., a corporitioB of Nevada
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 21, 1959, Scr. No. 788,040

SCiainaa. (CL 260—462)
1 . The method of producing triphenoxyboroxine which

comprises heating at normal atmospheric pressure equi-

molecular weights of BaOt and triphenyl borate in the

presence of from about 0.25% ta about 5% of a cata-

lyst, said catalyst selected from w, group consisting of

primary, secondary and tertiary alcohols having from 1

3,099,678
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF

TRIMETHYLBORATE
Lodovico Avogadro dl Ccrrionc, Turin, and Cario

Ferraris, Av^liana, Italy, assipiors to Montecatini

Socicta Gcnerale per rindnstria Mfaicraria e Chimlca,

MHan, Italy

Filed Sept. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 53,799
Claims priority, application Italy Sept. 3, 1959

2 Clatans. (CI. 260—462)

1. A process for making trimethylborate, B((X;H3)|,

comprising esterifying boric acid with methanol in the

presence of sulphuric acid, to form a methanol-trimethyl-

borate azeotrope, separating said azeotrope from excess

methanol, employing the recovered methanol for esterifi-

cation of boric acid in the presence of sulphuric acid, dis-

charging the aqueous acid residue occurring in the esterifi-

cation step, separating unreacted boric acid from said res-

idue and employing it for esterification by methanol,

washing the azeotrope with concentrated sulphuric acid,

separating the resulting mixture into mixture fractions

by differential specific gravities, one fraction containing

less sulphuric acid than the other, and treating the latter

fraction with concentrated sulphuric acid in a second

washing stage, and again separating the resulting mixture

into fractions by differential specific gravities, one of the

latter comprising, substantially, trimethylborate, and

utilizing both of the sulphuric acid fractions separated

from the washing stages for the esterification of boric acid,

with methanol.

3,099,679
NITRILE DERIVATTVES OF 2,2A4-TETRAALKYL-

CYCLOBUTANE-l,3-DIOLS
Edward U. Elam and James C. Martin, Kingsport, Tenn.,

assignors to Fjistman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. FUed Sept 22, 1960, Ser. No. 57,638

6 Claims. (CL 260—464)
1. CyanoethyJethers of the formula:

R' R«

H C OCHiCHiCN
\ / \ /
C C

./ \ / \
R»-0 C H

^(^R«
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wherein R\ R^ R' and R* are lower alkyl groups having

one to four carbon atoms and R* is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen and the radical,

—CHjCHaCN

3,099,680

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF 1>
DICYANO CYCLOBUTANE

Kurt Scnnewald and Armln GUtz, Knapuck, near Co-

logne, and Gottfried Kallrath, Kerpen, near Cologne,

Germany, assignors to Knajpsack-Grictheim Aktlcn-

gescUsvhaft, Knapsack, near Cologne, Germany, a cor.

poration of Germany ^ ^, .« »*,
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 82,703

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 23, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 260—464)
1. In the process for the manufacture of 1,2-dicyano-

cyclobutane by thermal dimerization of acrylonitrile,

wherein acrylonitrile is heated for a period of between

about 1 to 6 hours under about 10-100 atmospheres pres-

sure of an inert gas selected from the group consisting

of nitrogen, hydrogen and argon, at a temperature of

between about 180° and 260° C. in the presence of a

catalyst in an amount of between about 0.01 and 1.00%

by weight, calculated on the acrylonitrile, and the reac-

tion mixture is worked up by distillation, the improve-

ment which comprises carrying out the dimerization m
the presence of a catalyst selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen sulfide, dodecylmercaptan. /3,0'-di-

cyanodiethylsulfide, NiS, WS,, CoS. FeS, BaS, ZnS, di-

methylsulfide thioacetamide and allyl isothiocyanate.

hyde mixture is then hydrogenated to form said alcohol,

which comprises heating said alcohol and a Ce to Cu
dicarboxylic acid in a reactor to esterify and remove the

water of condensation until the esterification is substan-

tially complete, admitting nitrogen into the reactor as the

reactor contents are cooled in order to restore the reactor

to atmospheric pressure and prevent the entrance of air,

3,099,681

SLOWER ACYLAMINO l-NAPHTHYL N-METHYL-
CARBAMATES

John R. Kilsheimer, South Charleston, W. Va., and

Herbert H. Moorefield, Raleigh, N.C., assignors to

Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New

No Drawing. FUed Dec. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 79,523

3 Claims. (CI. 260—479)
1 . The compounds having the structural formula:

OCONfHCHi

//

NH
I

0=C—

R

wherein R is a lower alkyl radical.

CI ^ vj-

IST"-

1
|n.Tiii

rr 1^
A.

neutralizing and water washing the ester product under a

nitrogen blanket, heating said ester product in a reactor

to strip said product of undesired volatile material, ad-

mitting nitrogen into the stripping reactor as the ester

product is cooled in order to restore the reactor to atmos-

pheric pressure and prevent the entrance of air, and then

storing said ester product under nitrogen, and wherein the

contacting of air with said ester product is avoided during

said method.

3,099,683

TRIS MALEIC ACID AND FUMARIC ACID HALF-
ESTERS OF C, TO Cio SATURATED TRIOLS

Alfred J. L. Toombs, Berkeley, Calif., assignor to Shell

Oil Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware
No Drawing. FUed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,583

7 Claims. (CI. 260—485)
1. A tri-half ester of a triol of 6 to 10 carbon atoms

per molecule and a dicarboxylic acid, said ester having

the formula: XXX
<!. A <!.

R-ih/-cn\-hf-chVch-r
\ TliK k A

3,099,682

PREPARATION, TREATMENT AND STORAGE,
UNDER A NITROGEN BLANKET OF THE
DIESTERS OF DICARBOXYLIC ACIDS AND
OXO ALCOHOLS

_ ^ , ^ ^
Alexander H. Popkin, Maplewood, NJ., assignor to Esso

Research and Engineering Company, a corporation ot

*
*'**FUed Dec. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 861,818

2 Claims. (CI. 260—485)

1. A method for the preparation of a syntheUc diester

useful as a lubricaUng oil and having a high degree of

storage stability, wherein said diester has the formula:

ROOCR'COOR

wherein R' is a C* to Cio saturated aliphaUc hydrocarbon

group, and R is a C, to da alkyl radical of a branched

chain primary alcohol produced by the rcacUon of an

olefin with carbon monoxide and hydrogen m the presence

of a catalyst to form a mixture of aldehydes, which alde-

wherein X is the acid residue of an acid selected from

the group consisting of maleic and fumaric, each R inde-

pendently is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen atoms and lower alkyl radicals of not more than 3

carbon atoms, n is an integer from zero to one, and m
is an integer equal to at least three but not more than

seven minus n.

3,099,684

METHOD OF PREPARING TERTIARY PHOSPHINE
OXIDES USING ELEMENTAL PHOSPHORUS

Michael M. Rauhnt, Norwalk, and Andrew M. Semsei,

Stamford, Conn., wdgnon to American Cyanamid

Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Maine

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 101,329

10 Claims. (CL260-485)
1. A method of preparing a tertiary phosphine oxide

of the formula

(o z Y\

ROC-C-C |P0

wherein R is alkyl. branched and straight chain, having

frxnn 1 to 12 carbDn atoms, Y is selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl and phenyl, and Z

is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower

alkyl, and —CHjCHjCOOR', wherein R' is alkyl

(Cx-Cij)

which comprises reacting an alkyl acrylate of the formula

O Z Y

ROC—C=CH

wherein R. Z and Y have the meanings given above, with

elemental phosphorus, a base, and water, in the presence

of an inert solvent, and recovering the corresponding ter-

tiary phosphine oxide.

6. A method of preparing a tertiary phosphine oxide

which comprises reacting, in the presence of an inert sol-

vent, elemental phosphorus, a bese and water with a

member selected from the group consisting of tetrafluoro-

ethylene, chlorotrifluoroethylene, and a vinyl reactant in

which the vinyl moiety is substituted with an electronega-

tive substitucnt having a sigma (para) constant greater

than about +0.3. and recovering the corresponding terti-

ary phosphine oxide.

whore * is a number from 2 to 5 and is at least one more

than n and X is selected frOTi the group consisting of

halogen and sulfonic acid radicals, at least one of which

is ortho or para to a carboxyl radical, water and an

inorganic basic compound of said metal in a molar quan-

tity at least about equal to A:+m.

3,099,685 „,,
a. AND 7.(POLYFLUOROALKOXY)ALKYL FLU-

OROACYLATES AND THEIR PREPARATION
WiUlam A. Sheppard, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. 1

du Pont dc Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Dei^

a corporation of Delaware ^ ^_ ^._
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 147.077

7 Claims. (Cl. 260—487)
1. A fluoroacylate of the formula

Rl R»

R.cr^o-i-(|)-i-o-cR.

3,099,687
PREPARATION OF ALPHA,ALPHA-DIALKYI^
BRANCHED MONOCAMIOXYLIC ACIDS
FROM OLEFINS, CARBON MONOXIDE, AND
WATER

Gerhard Rohlffs, Kamen, Westphalia, and Stefan Pawl-

enko, Bochum-Weme, Germany, assignors to Schering

A.G., Bertfai, Germany ,« ,^,
No Drawing. FUed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40,543

ClaiuM priority, application Germany July 7, 1959

6 Claims. (CL 260—533)
1. In a process for the preparation of alpha,alpha-<li-

alkyl-branched monocarboxylic acids from olefins w^iich

are branched at the double bond and selected from the

group consisting of iso-butylene, 2-methylpentcnc-l, 2-

methylpentene-2, and 2-ethylhexene, with carbon monox-

ide and water in the presence of a sulfuric acid containing

catalyst, the improvement of carrying out the reaction

with a catalyst consisting of 40-45% by weight of BE,,

23-27% by weight of HaS04 and the balance HaO, with

continuous addition of the olefin, carbon monoxide and

water, the water being introduced in an amount corre-

sponding to the amount consumed by the formation of the

carboxylic acid, the original proportion of

BF,:H,S04:H,0

being maintained and the reaction being carried out under

a carbon monoxide pressure of 50-200 atmospheres in the

temperature range of 20°-50° C.

wherein: R, is selected from the group consistmg of

fluorine, »-hydroperfluoroalkyl, and perfluoroalkyl; R^ and

R» are selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

alkyl, alkenyl, aryl, alkoxy. aryloxy, haloalkyl and halo-

aryl; Q is selected from the group consisting of one

alkylene and two members of the group consisting of

hydrogen, alkyl, alkenyl, aryl. alkoxy, aryloxy, haloalkyl

and haloaryl; and n is a cardinal number of up to 1.

3,099,686

DECARBOXYLATION OF AROMATIC ACIDS

Willis C. Keith, Lansing, Jouph A. Verdol, Dolton, and

Robert P. Zmltrovis, Park Forest, HI., assignors, by

mesne assignments, to Sinclair Research, Inc., New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 797,575

12 Claims. (0.260—521)
1. A method for the production of salts of the formula

I

_|1-{C00M).
I -I-(OM).

where m is a number from 1 to 4, n is a number from

to 4 and M is a metal selected from the group consist-

ing of alkali and alkaline earth metals which comprises

reacting at a temperature of about 185* C. to 350* C.

and in the liquid phase a reacUon mixture consistmg

essentially of an aromatic acid of the formula

3,099,688

FLUORINATED SULFENYL HALIDES AND
DISULFUR HALIDES

Carl G. Krespan, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. dn

Pont dc Nemours and Company, Wilmington, DeU a

corporation of Delaware ,„ ^,,
No Drawing. FUed June 24, 1960, Ser. No. 38,415

5 Claims. (Cl. 260—543)

1. A compound of the formula

X—Sn—Rf—Sn—

X

where X is halogen, R, is selected from the group con-

sisting of divalent, open chain, saturated, perfluorocarbon

groups and divalent, open chain, saturated, fluorothiacar-

bon groups, and n and n' are positive whole numbers

greater than zero and less than 4.

X\
-(COOH)k
-X.

v^

3,099,689

HYDROCARBON METAL CATALYST IN
PREPARATION OF FORMAMIDES

Hoyt J. Cragg, Baton Rouge, La., •«*»»•«;*» ^^^nS*"
poration. New Yori^ N.Y., a corporation of Ylrgtnia

No Drawing. Filed May 31, 1961, Ser. No. 113,672

15 Claimi. (CL 260—561)

15. In the process for the preparation of N,N-di-n-butyl

formamide which comprises the reaction of N,N-di-n-butyl

amine with carbon monoxide at an elevated temperature

of 150-180° C. and at a pressure of 30-60 atmosphere,

the improvement which comprises carrying out the said

reaction in the presence of bisCmethylcyclopentadienyl)-

manganese as a catalyst
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3,099,690

PREPARATION OF ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS
COMPOUNDS FROM PHOSPHORUS, AN
ALKYL HALIDE, AND AN ORGANO-MAG-
NESIUM HALIDE

Michael M. Rjuihut, Norwalk, and Aadrcw M. Scmscl,

Stamford, Conn^ assignors to Amerkan Cyanamid
Company, Stamford, Conn., a corporation of Maine

No Drawing. FUcd July 24, 1962, Scr. No. 212,124

3 Claims. (O. 260—606.5)

1. A method which comprises (a) bringing into re-

active contact, in the presence of an inert organic solvent,

elemental phosphorus, an alkyl halide and an organo-

magnesium halide selected from the group consisting of

mono-nuclear aryl magnesium halide. di-nuclear aryl

magnesium halide, substituted mono-nuclear aryl mag-

nesium halide, substituted di-nuclear aryl magnesium ha-

lide, allcyl magnesium halide, and cycloalkyl magnesium

halide, said substituents for the mono- and di-nuclear

aryl magnesium moieties, alkyl magnesium moieties and

cycloalkyl magnesium moieties being selected from the

group consisting of halogen and lower alkoxy, and said

alkyl moieties of the organomagnesium halide reactants

hereinabove having from 1 to 12 carbon atoms, and (b)

recovering the resulting corresponding organophosphorus

compound selected from the group consisting of tertiary

arylalkyl phosphine, tertiary alkyl phosphine, and ter-

tiary cycloalkyl phosphine, tetra-substitutcd phosphonium

salts thereof, and tetralkyleyclotetraphosphine.

3,099,691

PREPARATION OF ORGANIC PHOSPHINES FROM
PHOSPHORUS, AN ALKYL HALIDE AND AN
ORGANIC LITHIUM OR SODIUM COMPOUND

Michael M. Rauhut, Norwalk, and Ajidrew M. Scmael,

Stamford, Conn., assignors to American Cyanamid
Company, Stamford, Conn., a corporation of Maine

No Drawing. FUed July 24, 1962, Scr. No. 212,156

7 Claims. (CI. 260—606.5)

1. A method of preparing organic phosphines which

comprises (a) bringing into reactive contact, in the pres-

ence of an inert organic solvent, elemental phosphorus,

an alkyl halide and an organometallic compound selected

from the group consisting of mono-nuclear aryl lithium,

mono-nuclear aryl sodium, di-nuclear aryl lithium, di-

nuclear aryl sodium, substituted mono-nuclear aryl lith-

ium, substituted mono-nuclear aryl sodium, substituted

di-nuclear aryl lithium, substituted di-nuclear aryl sodium,

alkyl lithium, alkyl sodium, cycloalkyl lithium and cyclo-

alkyl sodium, said substituents for the mono- and di-

nuclear aryl lithium and sodium members, above, being

selected from the group consisting of halogen and lower

alkoxy, and said alkyl moieties of the members given

above having from 1 to 12 carbon atoms and (b) recover-

ing the resulting corresponding tertiary organic phosphine.

3,099,693
TETRACYCUC CHLOROCARBONS

Victor Mark, Olivette, Mo^ awlgnni to Moonnto Chemi-

cal Company, St. Loaia, Mo., a corporation of Dela-

ware
No DrawliM. FUcd Dec 29, 1960, Scr. No. 79,113

6 Claims, (a. 260—648)
1. A chlorocarbon having the empirical formula of

CisClia and the following structure

CU-f- / \ -HCU

in which each five membered ring has two double bonds.

3,099,694

STABLE METHYLCHLOROFORM
COMPOSITIONS

George N. Grammcr and Percy W. Trotter, Baton

Rouge, La., asilgnon to Ethyl Corporation, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of Vbgliila

No Drawing. FUcd May 27, 1960, Scr. No. 32,105

10 Claims, (a. 2«»r-652.5)
1. A stable solvent composition for the degreasing of

metals, said solvent being composed of 1,1,1-trichloro-

ethane within which is dissolved from about 0.3 to about

1 5 weight percent of a mixture of stabilizing additives con-

sisting essentially of a dioxolane, a mono-olefin, and an

epoxide, sufficient to inhibit the 1,1,1-trichloroethane

against decomposition, said dioxolane being a 1,3-diox-

olane compound containing up to 2 alkyl substituents each

having from 1 to 2 carbon atoms, said mono-olefin being

an alkcne hydrocarbon having from about 6 to about 8

carbon atoms, and said epoxide being a compound con-

taining from about 3 to about 4 carbon atoms and up

to 1 chlorine atom.

3,099,695
VAPOR PHASE FLUORINATION

WITH CIF AND CIF,

Jan Many, Wldnca, Enghmd, aMigMir to Imperial Chemi-

cal Indnatrles Limited, LoDdon, Engbuad, a corporation

of Great Britain

NoDrawhig. FUcd Aug. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 47,390

9 Claims. (CL 260—653.8)
1. A process for the manufacture of organic com-

pounds containing fluorine which comprises bringing into

reaction in the vapor phase a compound selected from the

group consisting of chlorine trifluoride and chlorine

monofluoride with a hydrocarbon containing halogen

substituents not all of which are fluorine.

3,099,692
RECOVERY OF GLYCOLS

Edmund Cccfl Owen, Harrofate, Eofland, amlgDor to

Imperial Chemical Indnstriei Limited, London, Eng-
land, a corporatkm of Great Britain

No Drawfaig. FUcd Apr. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 22,079

Clafans priority, appUcatfcw Great Britain May 12, 1959

1 Oafan. (a. 260—637)

A process for the removal of finely dispersed hydrocar-

bon oil from a glycol which comprises contacting the hy-

drocarbon oil-containing glycol with molten paraffin wax,

coining the resulting liquid mixture to a temperature of

about 20* C, and thereafter filtering the cooled mixture

through a bed of filamentary material of not greater than

10 denier. ^

3,099,696
GAS AND UQUID CONTACT APPARATUS

Gcorae W. Meek, PcUuun, N.Y., anigMr to Llicnzia

A.G., Zug, Switzcriand, a cotporatlon of Switzerland

Filed June 27, 1960, Str. No. 38,838

Clainu priorUy, appUcatlon Sweden July 6, 1959

1 Claim. (CL261—24)

In a spraying device for gas and liquid contact appara-

tus, a packing composed of a series of spaced water-

absorbing wettable members having a series of vertical

passages for the gas and liquid, means for causing a flow
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of gas through the vertical passages, a rotatable spraying mediately to a downwardly extending projection and by

device provided with a plurality of hollow radial arms op- reason of surface tension will flow down said projection

crative above the packing for moistening the same, each and be discharged at the radial extremity thereof,

of the arms being provided with a row of substantially ^^.^^^.^___
horizontally directed discharge openings operative to pro-

ject jets of liquid over the upper surface of the packing

in a manner to contact the packing in the form of relative-

ly large drops or particles and cause rotation of said

arms, each of the arms being provided at one side with a

laterally-projecting trailing screen in the form of an im-

perforate plate, said screen being interposed between the

means for causing the gas flow through the packing and

being attached at one end to the arm at a point above

the row of disch»-ge openings therein and extending an-

gularly downward from said point of attachment and ter-

minating at a point below the bottom of the arm and slight-

ly above the surface of the packing, the screen being pro-

vided at its free end with a horizontal extension disposed

substantially parallel to the upper surface of the packing

and spaced slightly above said surface, said screen being

effective to cover the spaced wettable members while the

same arc being sprayed with liquid, said horizontal exten-

sion on each screen being in the form of a flat panel locat-

ed below the lower surface of said arms on which the

screen is carried, each screen and arm forming a down-

wardly opening, angular groove into which said jets of

liquid arc discharged, said lower surface of said arms be-

ing imperforate and combining with said screen to mask

the passages ahead of and behind said jets, said spraying

device including an annular hub having an upwardly open

3,099,698

METHOD TO INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF A
FURNACE REGENERATOR, PARTICULARLY
FOR OPEN-HEARTH FURNACES, AND TO DE-
CREASE THE PILING TEMPERATURE

Aldo Ramacciotti, Genoa-Pegli, Italy, assignor to Societa

Finanziaria Sidernrglca Fhisidcr per Azioni-Istituto

Siderargico, Genoa-Cornigliano, Italy

FUed Mar. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 98,354

Claims priority, application Italy Apr. 14, I960

3 Claims. (CI. 263—52)

Jl^A^

^W^^^"-

1. A method of increasing the efficiency of a furnace

comprising the steps of burning a fuel in a furnace hearth,

heating the refractory material of a regenerator by passing

the combustion gases in one direction through the regen-

erator, forcing atmospheric combustion air from a point of

ucvitc iiiLiuuiiiK ail aiiiiuioi wui/ ........e — -r y -^--
gjjtry through said regenerator in the opposite direction

ing liquid chamber extending vertically above said arms, ^^^ ^j^ regenerator is heated, and introducing into the

said arms including inner ends communicating with said
combustion air at a location near said point of entry a

liquid chamber, and means for directing a source of liquid
j^^j^ ^^ ^^^ partially opaque to thermal radiation in the

axially through said hub and downwardly into said liquid ^-.^ _* c »_ o^ ^— »i ^..k;,. n,««*r a<-.

chamber for discharging liquid into said chamber, pro-

pelling said spraying device and providing the liquid to

be sprayed onto the wettable members.

proportion of 5 to 80 grams per normal cubic meter ac-

cording to the humidity of the atmospheric air.

3,099,697
LIQUID REDISTRIBUTOR FOR TOWERS

Frank Lerman, Cincinnati, Ohio, and John Bohniofink,

Baltimore, Md., assignors to NaHonal Distillers and

Chemical CorporaHon, New York, N.Y., a corporation

of Virginia
nied Dec. 30, 1958, Scr. No. 783,759

2 Claims. (CI. 261—97)

3,099,699

APPARATUS FOR DEGASSING MOLTEN STEEL
WUhelm Breuing, Bochnm, Ernst Peter Frankc, Hattingen

(Ruhr), and Rudolf Spolders, Bochum, Germany,
assignors to W. C. Heracus Gjn.bJI., Hanan (Main),

Germany, and Ruhrstahl AG., Witten-Annen (Ruhr),

Germany, both corporations of Germany
FUed Sept. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 53,687

Claims priority, applkation Germany Sept. 8. 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 266—34)

2. A liquid redistribution element for use in towers

for absorption, stripping, distillation, extraction and the

like, said element having a relatively narrow and substan-

tially horizontally disposed annular section, a plurality of

radially and downwardly extending projections having

concave side edges extending inwardly from said annular

section, a side edge of each projection being coextensive

with the side edge of the next adjacent projection in a

continuous curve to provide an open space between adja-

cent projections extending from said annular section,

each of said projcvtions tapering sharply to a point at the

radial extremity thereof, the construction and arrange-

ment being such that liquid reaching said annular section

will not be retained thereupon but will be diverted im-

1 . In a continuous recycling device for the vacuum de-

gassification of molten metal and having as elements

vacuum degassing chamber means, a lower positioned

container for holding molten metal, riser conduit means

for conveying molten metal from said container to said

chamber means, discharge conduit means for discharging

molten metal from said chamber means into said con-

tainer, and means for forcing gas bubbles into and

through said riser conduit means, said riser and said dis-

charge conduit means being with their immersion ends

arranged in non-concentric separate and spaced relation,

the improvement which comprises, in combination with

said elements, such discharge and riser conduit means in

which the cross-sectional area of said discharge means is

appreciably smaller than that of said riser means.
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3,099,700

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Sune Hearly Bergman, Hagersten, Sweden, assignor to

ABO Mustad & Son, Goteborg, Sweden, a corporation

of Sweden
Filed Feb. 13, 1958, Ser. No. 715,009

4 Claims. (CI. 84—1.19)

D^^

1. An electrical musical instrument comprising a plu-

rality of electrical fundamental tone-frequency generat-

ing devices of different frequencies, each of these devices

having an output terminal, sound quality reproducing

means including an amplifier and a loud speaker, the

output terminals of said devices being selectively con-

nectible to the input terminals of the amplifier, conductor

means for completing the input circuit to the amplifier

through ground, melody-selecting switch means for trans-

mitiing a selected fundamental tone frequency to the

input circuit of the amplifier, and for blending therewith

a plurality of melody selected fundamental tone frequen-

cies; harmony-selecting switch means to which this plu-

rality of melody selected fundamental tone frequencies

are transmitted as input, the output of said harmony-

selecting switch means constituting a chordal group fre-

quency, which is transmitted through the melody-select-

ing switch means and blended with the said selected fun-

damental tone frequency, thereby forming the resulting

melody-blended frequency which constitutes the input

frequency transmitted to the amplifier; said chordal group

frequency resulting from selected fundamental tone fre-

quencies derived from the tone-frequency generating de-

vices and blended by the melody-selecting switch means.

astigmatism, field curvature and distortion, comprising a

divergent front member the numerical value of whose
equivalent focal length lies between 2.5F and 5F where F
is the equivalent focal length of the complete objective,

and a convergent rear member, whose equivalent focal

length /b lies between .8F and 1.4F, separated from the

front member by an air space whose axial length lies be-

tween .8F and 1.4F, the convergent rear member compris-

ing a simple convergent meniscus first component having

its surfaces convex to the front, a convergent doublet

second component behind the first component, a simple bi-

concave divergent third component behind the second

component, a convergent doublet fourth component be-

hind the third component, and a diaphragm located be-

tween the third and fourth components, the axial air sep-

arations between the second and third components and

between the third and fourth components of the rear mem-
ber lying respectively between .04/r and .055/r and be-

tween .075/r and .2/r, whilst the radius of curvature of

the front surface of the divergent third component of the

rear member lies between .75fn and 1.45/r and is less

than one-sixth of that of the rear surface of the doublet

second component of the rear member, the mean refrac-

tive index of the material of the irar element of the

doublet fourth component of the rear member exceeding

that of the front element thereof by between .025 and

.075.

3,099,701
OPTICAL OBJECTIVES

Peter Arnold Merigoid, Leicester, England, assignor to

Ranl( Precision Industries Limited, trading as Taylor,

Taylor & Hobson, Leicester, England, a company of

Great Britain

Filed Aug. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 48,602

Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 12, 1959

21 Claims. (CI. 88—57)

3,099,702

FIVE LENS OBJECTIVE
Johannes Berger, Heidenbeim (Brenz), Wurttembcrg,

Germany, assignor to Carl Zeiss, Heidenbeim (Brenz),

Wurttemberg, Germany
Filed Feb. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 172,829

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 30, 1958

1 Claim. (CI. 88—57)

'2 '} '« 'J 'f

1. An optical objective of the inverted tclephoto type

corrected for spherical and chromatic aberrations, coma,

1246

A photographic objective consisting of five lenses of

which the first is a meniscus-shaped collective lens with

its concave surface turned towards the second lens, the

said second lens being an asymmetrical collective lens turn-

ing its surface of smaller curvature towards the third lens,

the said third lens being an asymmetrical dispersive lens

turning its surface of stronger curvature towards the fourth

lens, the said fourth lens being also an asymmetrical dis-

persive lens turning its surface of stronger curvature

towards the fifth lens, and the said fifth lens being a

biconvex collective lens, characterized by the combina-
tion of the following features:

(a) the sum of the air spaces between the individual

lenses is smaller than 30% but greater than 10% of
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the overall length wherein the overall length itself is

greater than 80% of the focal length;

(c)

'•i</"i<2rs
'•j<''6<3'-,

0.35rB<''8<0-70r,
/»<—'io<2r.

numbered conductor of a layer being at such crossing point

crossed with an odd-numbered cwiductor neighboring

thereon in the succession in the peripheral direction, the

next following conductor remaining uncrossed, the num-

< J Jt J< Ti imfa

I
HJ H !^

(/) 1.6<n,„<
ni + wii + niv+ nv

<1.8

and furthermore characterized in that its design data lie

so close to the values to be taken from the appended table

that none of the axial separaUons id) differs by more than

the values given in parantheses below the respective sepa-

ration value given in the following table:

Leoses Radii
Axial

separations
nn ^nlr

Li

Lil..

'Ill-

Ln

I.V..

n =-|-0.M527f

n --|-4.tt281f

r, --(-0 .62932 f

r, l«.a3H4 f

n - -iy.33H4 f

r» -=-|-1.15iyf

r: --14.2»48f

n -+0.29781f

r, -4-0 .53342 f

no- -0 .87006f

d, -0.21437/ 1.7130U 53.89

(-1-0.03)

(-0.03J

di = 0.00394/
(-(-0.03)

(-0.000)

dj= 0.22669/
(-1-0.03)

(-0.03)

d( = 0.00000
(-1-0.03)

(-0.00)

ds= 0.04928/
(-1-0.03)

(-0.02)

di- 0.05322/
C+0.03)
(-0.01)

d7-0. 16115/
(-t-0.03)
(-0.03)

di-0. 16263/
(-f-0 .03)

(-0.03)

d»-0. 18234/
(-t-0.03)
(-0.03)

1.71300 53.89

1 .60895 30.05

1.80518 25.46

1 .74400 I
44 .90

-1-0.843517//

-0.144680//

-(-1.132969//

-(-0 .03t)»70//

-0.036143//

-0 .606780//

-0.056327//

-2.703670//

-f-1 .394773//

-(-0.855113//

ber of said crossing points within a crossing section being

such that the conductors appear in the same count se-

quence at the beginning and at the end of each crossing

section, each two respectively odd- or even-numbered

conductors forming a two-ccMiductor line.

3,099,704

THREADED PLASTIC ROD WITH MOLD BURR
FOR LOCKING FUNCTION

Hubert Naimer, Schumanngassc 35,

Vienna XVm, Austria

Filed Apr. 19, 1957, Ser. No. 653,794

Claims priority, application Austria Apr. 23, 1956

1 Claim. (CL 174—138)

Note.—s' -0.3159- f.

wherein are designated

by L, the lenses,

by r, the radii,

by d, the axial separations,

by Aid. *^he refractive indices for the t/-line of the spec-

trum,

by Vd, the corresponding Abbe numbers, and

by s', the focal intercept.

3,099,703

COMMUNICATION CABLE HAVING TRANSPOSED
CONDUCTORS

Horst-Edgar Martin, Beriln-Chariottenburg, Germany,

assignor to Siemens & Halske Aktiengesellschaft, Ber-

lin, Germany, a corporation of Germany
Filed June 25, 1962, Ser. No. 205,022

Claims priority, application Germany June 28, 1961

8 Claims. (CI. 174—34)
1. A communication cable comprising at least one layer

of twisted insulated individual conductors, each layer hav-

ing an even number of individual conductors which num-

ber is divisible by six, an even-numbered conductor al-

ways neighboring, in the numerical succession of the con-

ductors of a layer in peripheral direction, on an odd-

numbered conductor, said cable being lengthwise sub-

divided into crossing sections the length of which is small

as compared with the fabrication length of the cable, there

being provided within each crossing scctiwi, lengthwise

thereof, uniformly spaced apart crossing points, an even-

792 O.a.—83

A tension-Stressed tie rod interconnecting a plurality of

aligned parts of an electrical apparatus, said rod having

a length which is a multiple of its diameter and consisting

of a thermoplastic resin at least equivalent to polyamide

plastics in thermoplastic deformability, tensile strength,

electrical insulating power, flexibility and tcJughness at

normal temperatures), said rod being injection molded in

a mold having two mold parts with meeting faces and

having at least one threaded end portion, and further com-

prising an axially extending ridge-like burr formed as an

integral portion of said threaded end portion at the meet-

ing faces of the mold and extending radially beyond the

threaded crest.

3,099,705

ELECTRONIC TELEPRINTER ADAPTED FOR
COLLATION

Roger P. Sourgens, 4 Avenue du Marechal Joffre, Bourg-

la-Reine, France, and Raymond A. ChoUet, Basse-

Terre, Gaudeloupc, French West Indies

FUed July 31, 1961, Ser. No. 128,115

2 Claims. (CI. 178—2)

1. An electronic teleprinter adapted to collate through

a transmission channel start and code elements received
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through a reception channel comprising a memory device

constituted by at least as many memory triggers as code

elements, a reception trigger, a transmission trigger, a

time-basis adapted to produce a single scries of timing

pulses, a transmission-reception trigger having a trans-

mission output and a reception output, a keyboard, a

translator-printer, a collation key, a first set of gates in-

serted between the reception trigger and the memory
triggers, controlled both by the time-basis and by the re-

ception output of the transmission-reception trigger and

allowing, during reception, the code elements of a re-

ceived telegraphic character to be serially transferred

from the reception trigger to the memory device, a second

set of gates inserted between the memory triggers and

the translator-printer and controlled by the time-basis, a

third set of gates inserted between the keyboard and the

memory triggers and controlled by the time-basis and a

fourth set of gates inserted between the memory triggers

and the transmission trigger, said fourth set of gates com-

prising two groups of pairs of gates, the pairs of gates of

the first group being controlled both by the time-basis and

by the transmission output of the transmission-reception

trigger and allowing, during transmission, the code ele-

ments of a telegraphic character to be transmitted to be

serially transferred from the memory device to the trans-

mission trigger and the pairs of gates of the second group

being controlled at the same time by the time-basis, by

the reception output of the transmission-reception trigger

and by the collation key and allowing, during reception

with collation, the code elements of a received telegraphic

character to be collated to be serially transferred from

the memory device to the transmission trigger.

3,099,706
ELECTRONIC COLOR CORRECTION IN COLOR

COPY REPRODUCTION
Rudolf Hell, Kiel, Roman Koll, Kicl-Wellinsdorf, and

Fritz-Otto Zcyen, Heiitendorf, near Kiel, Germany,
assignors to Dr.-Ing. Rudolf Hell KommanditgescU-

Khaft, Kiel, Germany, a corporation of Germany
Filed Dec. 30, 1959, Scr. No. 862,871

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 11, 1959
6 Claims. (CI. 178—5.2)

3,099,707
STEREOPHONIC SYSTEM

Robert B. Dome, Geddes Township, Onondaga County,
N.Y., assignor to General Electric Company, a corpo-

ration of New York
FUed Oct. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 66^06^

6 Claims. (CI. 178—5.6)

1. Apparatus for effecting electronic color correction

in the reproduction of color copies, wherein a color copy

or three photographic color separation records prepared

therefrom are scanned directly as in facsimile telegraphy

and the color measurement values thus obuined are digit-

ized and converted into color dosage values which arc

likewise digitized comprising three identical electrical

channels each including a heterodyning stage for addi-

tionally wobbling each of the three respective continuously

variable color measurement value voltages with an alter-

nating voltage of the same frequency, said alternating

voltage having a frequency of at least twice the highest

signal frequency and having an amplitude of at least half

a digit stage, means forming a sampler for periodically

sampling the wobbled color measurement voltages at a

frequency which is a multiple of the wobble frequency,

and means for digitizing the wobbled instantaneous sig-

nal values.

2. In a television system, a means for conveying stereo-

phonic information comprising: a television transmitter in-

cluding a source of periodic synchronizing signals for the

television system, a source of L signals, a source of R sig-

nals, matrixing means for deriving from the L and R sig-

nals first and second combination signals, means for deriv-

ing a subcarrier wave having a frequency differing from the

frequency of said periodic synchronizing signals and har-

monics thereof and greater than the highest frequency in

said first combination signal, means for amplitude modu-

lating the subcarrier wave with said second combination

signal so as to produce second combination signal side-

bands in such manner that the subcarrier wave is sup-

pressed, means for deriving a pilot carrier wave having a

frequency that is greater than the highest frequency pro-

duced by said amplitude modulation means and which

can be combined with said periodic synchronizing signals

or harmonics thereof to produce a wave having the same

frequency as the 'suppressed subcarrier wave, and means

for applying said first combination signal, the second com-

bination signal sidebands, said pilot carrier wave, and said

synchronizing signals to a single transmission path.

3,099,708

MAGNETIC TAPE REPRODUCING SYSTEM
Stewart L. Smith, Palo Alto, Calif., aasignor to Ampcx

Corporatkm, Redwood City, Calif., a corporation of

California
FUed Aug. 22, 1960, Scr. No. 51,058

5 Clahns. (O. 17»—6.6)
1. An electronic information processing system for re-

producing information recorded transversely on magnetic

tape and including sfwced marker pulses comprising a

number of transducers for successively scanning the re-

corded information on the Upe, marker pulse sensing

means responsive to marker pulses from the transducers,

switching means coupled to the transducers and respon-

sive to rtie sensing means for deriving information signals

from the transducers sequentially in accordance with the

marker pulses, means for aK>lying a predetermined delay

to such derived information si^ials coupled to said switch-

ing means, demodulating means coupled to the switching
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means, and output clamping means coupled to the de-

modulator means and to the sensing means for providing

^m.
^=i=f

comprising the steps of: scanning for reproduction the

record carrier member by sequentially exposing said ma-

terial carried on said surface elements to a beam of energy

radiation; and deriving an output signal from energy

pulses emitted by said pattern of surface elements carry-

ing said material, in response to said beam of energy

radiation impinging thereon.

f'^mmmL

^
L^»f^f [^f

T

an output signal representative of the reproduced infor-

mation signals presented by the demodulator means de-

spite the generation of transienU by the switching means.

3,099,709
TAPE RECORDER

Leonard Dodge Bairy, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Ampex
Corporation, Redwood CUy, Calif., a coiporation of

Callfomia
Contfaiuation of appltcatioa Ser. No. 292,013, May 27,

1952. This application Dec 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,452

22 Claims. (CI. 178-^.6)

11. A method of magnetic recording and reproducing

of video signals which comprises the steps of recording

video signals on a magnetic tape in successive parallel

transversely extending lines, the end of each line and the

beginning of the next line being simultaneously recorded

with the same signal and at substantially the same record-

ing strength as used along the central portion of that line,

and reproducing only the central portion of the length of

the recorded lines including part of the recorded overlap.

3,099,710

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RECORDING
AND REPRODUCING ELECTRICAL SIGNALS

Rolf MoUer and Werner Tretncr, Darmstadt, Germany,
aastgnors to Femsch Gjn.bJI., Darmstadt, Germany

FUed June 26, 1961, Ser. No. 119,629

Claimi priority, application Germany June 25, 1960

9 Claims. (CL 178—6.6)

5. A method of reproducing electrical signals from a

record carrier comprising a sequential pattern of surface

elements carrying, respectively, deposits of material differ-

ing from the carrier by its capacity of responding to en-

ergy radiation impinging thereon by emitting correspond-

ing amounts of energy, the relative arrangement of said

surface elements representing a recorded electrical signal.

3,099,711
PRINTING DEVICE

Daniel E. Foley, Notlcy, NJ., and Alfred Skrobiach,

Huntington Station, N.Y., assignors to Data Presenta-

tions, Inc., Scarsdalc, N.Y., a corporation of New Yorli

Filed June 2, 1961, Ser. No. 123,340

14 Claims. (CL 178—30)

1. A printer comprising a platen at a printing station,

means to move paper past the printing station, an ink

ribbon at the printing station, an array <rf independently

movable type segments at the printing station, each seg-

ment being elongated to print a short line, there being

horizontal, vertical, and diagonal segments, said paper

and ribbon being disposed between said platen and said

type segments, independently operable electromagnetic

means coimected to each segment to move the same to-

ward the platen to cause printing of the segment on the

paper, in order to simultaneously print all those seg-

ments which make up a desired alpha-numeric charaoter.

3,099,712
SYNCHRONIZING CIRCUIT

Lamed A. Meacham, New Providence, NJ., assignor to

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New Yorli,

N.Y., a corporation of New Yorli

FUed June 6, 1960, Ser. No. 34,263

8 Clahns. (CI. 178—69^)

CAt^ \

1. A synchronization signal generator for use in tele-

vision systems comprising a high frequency source of

horizontal synchronizing pulses, means for differentiating

said horizontal synchronizing pulses, means for shifting

the phase of said differentiated horizontal synchronizing

pulses by 180 degrees, a low frequency source of vertical

synchronizing pulses, means for triggering said low fre-

quency source with the output of said phase shifting

means, and means controlled by said low frequency source

for disabling alternate phases of said differentiated hori-

zontal synchronizing pulses during alternate cycles of said

low frequency source.
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3,099,713
ELECTRO MECHANICAL AUDIO TONE

GENERATOR
Rucl E. Welch, Salem, Oreg.
(P.O. Box 22, Holt, Mich.)

Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 91,700
3 Claims. (CI. 179—2)

1 . An electro mechanical audio tone square wave gen-

erator comprising in combination a permanent magnet

speaker, an input terminal for said speaker, a variable

tone influencing assembly, switch means adjusting the

connection of said tone influencing assembly, said perma-

nent magnet speaker including a core and said variable

tone influencing assembly acting upon said core of said

speaker, said input terminal comprising a variety of mi-

crophone line and code key plug receiving jacks, all of

said jacks being connected in parallel circuit relationship

with said variable tone influencing assemblies, said vari-

able tone influencing assembly comprising a plurality of

switch elements acting in conjunction with said core of

said speaker and a housing completely enclosing said

speaker and said variable tone influencing assembly.

gence at first and second locations, first and second hetero-

dyne converters responsive to said carrier wave for re-

spectively producing first and second intermediate fre-

quency carrier signals, each of said converters including

a resonant tank circuit having an inductive reactance and

a capacitive reactance connected in parallel, flrst and

second intermediate frequency amplifiers coupled respec-

tively to said first and second converters and resonant

at a predetermined intermediate frequency, with the fre-

quency response characteristic of said flrst amplifler hav-

ing a positively sloping portion extending over a range

of frequencies at one side of said predetermined inter-

mediate frequency and the frequency response character-

istic of said second amplifier having a negatively sloping

portion extending over a range of frequencies at the other

side of said predetermined intermediate frequency, first

and second tuning means coupled respectively to the tank

ciruits of said flrst and second converters for respec-

tively tuning said first and second IF carrier signals to

the maximum response frequencies of said flrst and sec-

ond amplifiers; flrst and second switching devices con-

nected respectively to the tank circuits of said first and
second converters for shifting the resonant frequencies

of said tank circuits by a predetermined amount, with

each of said switching devices being operable to change
the effective value of one of said reactances for shifting

the resonant frequency of the associated tank circuit by
a predetermined amount to respectively reduce the first

IF carrier frequency and increase the second IF carrier

frequency thereby placing said first and second IF carrier

signal respectively on said positively sloping and nega-

tively sloping portions of said frequency response charac-

teristics.

3,099,714
STEREOPHONIC RECEIVING APPARATUS

Joseph W. Percival, Colonia, NJ., and Richard W. Cook,
Michigan City, Ind., assignors to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
FUed Mar. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 14,395

2 Claims. (CI. 179—15)

»V

AUDIO JV^

1. In a system for receiving a carrier wave having am-

plitude modulation and frequency modulation compo-

nents respectively representative of a first signal A+B
and a second signal A—B, wherein A and B are signal

components respectively corresponding to sound intelli-

3,099,715
FREQUENCY MODULATION OR AMPLITUDE

MODULATION TRANSMITTING SYSTEM
Egoo Frank, Berlin-Mariendorf, Germany, assignor to

Loewe Opta Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin-Steglitz, Ger-
many, a company of Germany

Filed June 20, 1960, Ser. No. 37,522

Claims priority, application Germany lane 26, 1959
4 Claims. (CI. 179—15)

m

1. A frequency modulation signal transmitting system

using two signals modulated on a common high-frequency

carrier wave according to the time multiplex system for

compatible two-channel stereophonic transmission com-

prising a control impulse generator, two signal sources for

generating two different low-frequency input signals, a

pair of input amplifiers for amplifying said input signals,

means for producing a positive and a negative D.C.-volt-

age variably dependent on said low-frequency input signal

amplitudes, and for alternate superintposition with said

input signals, a switch-over stage, a main high-frequency

frequency-modulator stage, a subsequent power stage for

amplifying the modulated high-frequency signals to be

transmitted, an aerial system, connected to said power
stage, said switch-over stage being connected to said con-

trol intpulse generator as well as to both said input sig-

nal sources via said irvput amplifier stages, said means
for producing a positive and a negative D.C.-voltage con-

sisting of a pair of separating ampli&er stages, a pair of
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rectifier stages, a low-pass filter, and a symmetrizing stage,

one of said amplifier stages and one of said rectifier

stages being each connected in series between the out-

put of one of said input amplifiers and said low-pass

filter, the output of which is connected to said sym-

metrizing stage having two output lines connected for

applying two D.C.-voltage components of equal amplitude

and of opposite polarity to said switch-over stage, the

positive of said D.C.-voltage components being thus super-

imposed with the one of said input signals, and the nega-

tive of said D.C.-voltage components being thus super-

imposed with the other of said input signals.

links less in number than said lines extending from said

central office, a line concentrator remote from said office

for extending calling ones of said lines to said office over

said office links under control of said central office, means

at said office for interconnecting a calling one of said lines

— - vsr

[!c?r

3,099,716

DIVERSITY COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Jean H. Jacquier, Madison, NJ., assignor to Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
FUed June 30, 1961, Scr. No. 121,193

6 Clainu. (CI. 179—15)

3^1

^

lis tsme teKT g 2 '2K_

and a called one of said lines over a path through said

oflSce including said office links, and a plurality of intra-

concentrator links within said concentrator for thereafter

interconnecting said lines under control of said central

office.

3,099,718
UNIVERSAL LINE CONCENTRATOR

Richard G. Fisher, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to

American Telephone and Telegraph Company, New
Yoilc, N.Y., a corporation of New York

FUed May 24, 1960, Ser. No. 31,349

18 Claims. (CI. 179—18)

1. In a diversity communication system having trans-

mitting and receiving terminals, said terminals being con-

nected by a plurality of transmission paths, means at said

transmitting terminal for transmitting the same signal

over each of said paths simultaneously, said signal being

comprised of a plurality pf information carrying subsig-

nals and a supervisory pilot signal, and means at said re-

ceiving terminal for constructively adding like ones of

said subsignals which are received on different transmis-

sion paths which comprises means for adjusting the phase,

amplitude and frequency of the received subsignals such

that like subsignals received on different paths are sub-

stantially identical, means associated with each of said

paths for generating a first electrical quantity whose mag-

nitude is related to the magnitude of noise on that path,

means associate with each path for generating a second

electrical quantity whose magnitude is directly related to

the amplitude of said pilot signal being received on that

path, means for forming a sum of like subsignals, means

responsive to said first and second electrical quantities for

excluding individually from said sum any subsignals being

received on a disturbed one of said paths, and means for

preventing all of said subsignals from being deleted from

said sum simultaneously.

3,099,717

LINE CONCENTRATOR SYSTEM
John A. Harr, Morris Plaliii, and TerreU N. Lowry,

Boonton, NJ, anlgnon to BeU Telephone Labora-

tortcf, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
FUed Dec. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 861,809

17 Claims. (CL 179—18)
1. A telephone line concentrator system including a

plurality of lines, a central office, a plurality of office

1. In a telephone switching system including a central

office having a plurality of subscriber line circuits, the

combination comprising a central office concentrating

unit; a remote concentrating unit; first and second plu-

ralities of subscriber stations served by and connected

to said remote concentrating unit; a source of scanning

pulses in said central office unit; first, second, and third

pluralities of transmission trunks, together fewer in

number than both of said first and second pluralities of

subscriber stations interconnecting said central office unit

and said remote unit; said first plurality of transmission

trunks being connected through said remote unit only

to said first plurality of subscriber stations, said second

plurality of transmission trunks being connected through

said remote unit only to said second plurality of sub-

scriber stations, said third plurality of transmission trunks

being connected through said remote unit to both of

said first and second plurality of subscriber stations; means

interconnecting said central office unit and certain of said

subscriber line circuits; scanning means responsive to

said scannirrg pulses for simultaneously determining the

supervisory states of said certain subscriber line drcuits

and first, second, and third pluralities of transmission

trunks to said remote unit; and means included in said

scanning means for cyclically scanning said first, second,
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and third pluralities of transmission trunks a plurality of

times for each scanning cycle of said certain subscriber

line circuits.

3,099,719
PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE TELEPHONE
SYSTEM INCLUDING CONFERENCE FA-
CILITIES

Alexander E. Gcrbore, Lynbrook, N.Y., Roger A. Plyer,

San Rafael, Calif., and William C. Stegcr, Jr., Des
Plaines, 111., assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Incorporated, New Yorii, N.Y., a corporation of New
Yorii

Filed Dec. 8, 1961, Scr. No. 158,027
8 Claims. (CL 179—27.02)

^£^Lma. T1^
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1. In a telephone system, a private branch exchange,

an attendant's position at said private branch exchange,

a plurality of station lines, a first conference bridge and a

second conference bridge, both of said conference bridges

being at said same private branch exchange and each of

said conference bridges having a plurality of conference

lines connected thereto, means under control of said at-

tendant's position for connecting selected ones of said

station lines to selected ones of said conference lines con-

nected to said first conference bridge except for an ex-

-clusive one of said conference lines and for connecting

other selected ones of said station lines to selected ones of

said conference lines connected to said second conference

bridge except for an exclusive one of said conference

lines, and means also under control of said attendant's

position for connecting said exclusive ones of said con-

ference lines together to connect said conference bridges

in tandem whereby to provide a single conference loop of

relatively large capacity.

3,099,720
TRANSLATOR CHECiONG CIRCUIT FOR

TELEPHONE SWITCHING SYSTEM
Manfred R. Gottliardt, Succasmma, NJ., aadgnor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorfioratcd, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of New York

FUed Dec. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 79,312
12 Claims. (CI. 179—175J)

1. A checking circuit for a translator having a com-
mon input terminal and a plurality of output terminals

with only one of said output terminals connected to said

input terminal upon proper operation of said translator

comprising load resistance means connected to each of

said output terminals, constant current means ccMinected

to said input terminal for developing a voltage at said

input terminal inversely proportional to the number of

said resistance means connected to said input terminal

through said translator, first alerting means connected

to said input terminal and responsive to said developed

voltage at said input terminal exceeding a first predeter-

mined value for indicating the connection of at most

one of said output terminals to said input terminal, and

second alerting means connected to said input terminal
and responsive to said voltage exceeding second pre-

determined value for indicating the connection at none
of said output terminals to said input terminal.

8. A circuit for checking whether the input resistance

between a reference potential and a terminal lies within
first and second predetermined values comprising current
source means connected between said reference potential

and said terminal for controlling a current flow from said

source through said resistance to said reference potential,

first Zener diode means connected to said terminal and
poled to conduct current in the breakdown condition in

-^n^
tTt 4.^ i,l

the same direction as current flow from said source re-

sponsive to said resistance exceeding said first predeter-

mined value, switching means connected between said

reference potential and said first Zener diode means for

conducting current responsive to the breakdown of said

first Zener diode means, and second Zener diode means
connected across said switching means and poled to per-

mit current flow in the same direction as said first Zener
diode means, said switching means including means for

causing said second Zener diode means to conduct current

in the breakdown condition responsive to said resistance

exceeding said second predetermined value.

3,099,721
INSULATOR CONSTRUCTION FOR CIRCUIT

BREAKERS
Yves Pelcnc, La Baiaenite-Salat-Mariin Ic-Vlaon,

Iscre, FnuKC
Filed Feb. 24, 1959, Scr. No. 795,122

1 Claim. (CL 200—48)

An air break circuit breaker comprising a base housing,
a pair of stand-off insulators carried by said housing and
extending therefrom in directions inclined respectively

above and below the horizontal plane midway between
said insulators, the axes of said insulators lying substan-
tially in a common vertical plane; respective fixed and
moving cooperating contact elements carried by the outer
ends of the respective upwardly and downwardly extend-
ing insulators and positioned to define a circuit-breaker

region lying vertically between said outer ends; an arc-

extinction chamber cantilevered at the outer end of said
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upwardly extending insulator and surrounding said fixed

contact clement; the upwardly extending one of said in-

sulators having a terminal face subsuntially perpendicular

to the axis of said insulator; said arc-extinction chamber

having at least one corner chamfered to parallel said

terminal face, and means connecting said chamfered

corner surface to the said terminal face; said one up-

wardly extending insulator constituting the sole support

for said chamber.

3,099,722

FLOATING SUSPENSION INCLUDING SWITCHING
MEANS FOR FRICTION ROLLERS

Luis Vila Grada, 72 Paaeo San Jnan, Barcelona, Spain

Filed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,728

Claims priority, application Spain Dec. 28, 1959

3 Claims. (Ci. 200—61.41)

of flexible insulating material having first and second

spaced apart subsuntially parallel portions integrally

joined by a bight portion, fixed contact means fixedly

mounted on said first portion, integral hinge means formed

in said second portion intermediale the free end thereof

and said Wght portion, and snap action movable contact

means having a portion fixed to said first portion of

said switch body, means on said second portion of said

switch body adjacent the free end and spaced from said

hinge means for stressedly mounting another portion of

said contact mestns whereby movement of said free end

of said second body portion causes snap action movement

of said movable contact means relative to said fixed con-

tact means.

3,099,724

MONITOR SYSTEM FOR CIRCUIT INTERRUPTERS
Sheldon D. SUliman, Forest Hills, Pa., and Bernard R.

Johnson, Riverdalc, N. Dak., assignors to Westinghousc

Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corpora-

tiOD of Pennsylvania
FUed Dec. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 74^87

4 Claims. (CL 200—81.6)

1. In friction rollers comprising a shaft and friction

rollers on said shaft, the improvement comprising a float-

ing suspension for one end of said shaft comprising a

bearing having a bushing, a su^wrt for said bushing, a

^iral spring concentric with said bearing whose ends are

connected one to said bushing and the other to said sup-

port, a first electrical contact ring insulated frwn and sup-

ported by said bushing and a second electrical contact

ring insulated from and supported by said support ar-

ranged concentrically outside said first ring with an an-

nular space between said two contact rings.

3,099,723
SNAP SWITCH

John O. Roeser, Park Ridfe, DL, assignor to Illinois Tool

Works Inc., Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 160,828

8 CbUms. (CL 20*—67)

1. A snap switch construction of minimum parts com-

prising in combination a one piece U-shaped switch body

1. In combination, a fluid-flow sulfur-hcxafluoride

(SFe) type of circuit interrupter having separable con-

tacts for drawing an arc, and fluid-flow means for ex-

tinguishing said arc, and further having the sulfur-hcxa-

fluoride (SFg) fluid in both the liquid and gaseous phases,

a liquid-level-dctection monitory system having mano-

metric tubing, means for preventing the corrosive effect of

the sulfur-hexafluoride (SFe) fluid upon the manometric

tubing including pressure-transmitting insulating control

liquid connections to spaced points on said interrupter,

said manometric tubing interconnecting said connections,

an insulating control liquid within said manometric tub-

ing and connections for transmitting pressure and avoiding

contact of the sulfur hexafluoridc fluid within such mano-

metric tubing, the control liquid in said liquid connections

and tubing being insulating and different from the sulfur-

hexafluoride (SF|) fluid, partition means associated with

both said connections for preventing intercommunication

between the sulfur-hexafluoride (SFe) fluid and the in-

sulating control liquid yet transmitting the pressure there-

between, a U-shaped portion of said manometric tubing

having mercury therein making contact with the control

liquid, an adjustable probe associated with said U-shaped

portion, and relay-detection means having said adjustable

probe as a portion thereof.
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3,099,725
ELECTROMAGNETIC SWITCHING MECHANISM
Aim* J. Grenier, North Attleboro, Mass., assignor to

Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed May 27, 1960, Ser. No. 32,176

18 Claims. (CI. 200—87)

said magnets and said armature, said armature lying with

its longitudinal axis thereof off set to one side of the axis

of said first and second magnets and having attached

magnetic field responsive members adjacent each end of

the armature in a transverse manner to the longitudinal

axis of said armature.

mfcm(WM
^^HZE -ih/
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said terminal providing a first electrical contact; a second

electrically conductive terminal moun-ted on said base in

electrically insulated relatioo therewith; a composite snap-

acting thermally responsive element electrically con-

nected to and cantilever mounted on a portion of said

second terminal; said element nK>unting a naovaWe elec-

trical contact for movemewt toward and away from en-

gagement with said first contact in response to movement

of said thermally responsive elenient; said dement in-

cluding a non-developable portion responsible for its snap

action; manually operable resetting means movabiy

mounted on said base and positioned intennediate said

base and element; said resetting means being movable

from a contacts-closed position to a resetting position; said

^^^5>^Ai>c5<^^^5^^>

resetting means in the resetting position preventing said

movable contact from moving into engagement with said

first contact; spring means urging said resetting means

for movement from the conUcts-closcd to the resetting

position; said resetting means being inoperative to move

to the resetting position until after said movable contact

moves out of engagement with said first contact; said

second terminal including a member overlying at least

a part of said non-develc^>able portion; means on said

member engageable with said nondevelopable portion

tending to inhibit said thermally responsive element from

moving to a contacts-open position prior to the occur-

rence of snap action; said last-named means also being

movable with respect to said non-developable portion to

effect calibration of said element.

each arc<xtinguishing unit and operable to direct a blast

of gas crosswise toward the arc established within that unit

to force the arc into the associated arc-splitter means, and

means for effecting simultaneous actuation of the blast

valves.

3,099,734
ELECTRICAL RELAY

John Scheib, Jr., Elmsford, N.Y., assignor to Ward Leon-

ard Electric Co^ Mount Vcmon, N.Y., corporathm
of New York

Filed Mar. 24, 19M, Ser. No. 49,793

1 Claim. (CI. 2M—IM)

K I

3,099,733
CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER

James L. Ridings, Lima, Ohio, assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania
Filed Nov. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 854,127

13 Claims. (CI. 200—145)

1. A fluid-blast circuit interrupter comprising, in com-

bination, an exhaust tank, an elongated arc-extinguishing

assemblage supported within said exhaust tank, said arc-

extinguishing assemblage including a plurality of serially

related arc-extinguishing units, each of said arc-extinguish-

ing units comprising arc-splitter means for breaking up an

arc to effect extinction of the arc, means for simultaneous-

ly drawing a plurality of serially related arcs along the as-

semblage one within each arc-extinguishing unit, a source

of high-pressure gas, a separate blast valve associated with

In an electrical switch having two laterally spaced fixed

contaas and a movable contact bar having two contacts

for engaging a respective fixed contact and transferring

current therebetween on engagement, a casing supporting

said fixed contacts in laterally spaced relation, a contact

carrier mounted in said casing betwen said fixed contacts

to move in relation to said fixed contacts and having outer

side surfaces, said contact carrier having a slot extending

laterally therethrough and extending longitudinally there-

in to permit longitudinal movement of said bar, resilient

means urging said contact bar against the end of said

slot, said bar having side edges extending longitudinally

to the common center line of said contacts and notches

in said edges for engaging said outer side surfaces to

laterally position said bar on movement in said slot, said

outer side surfaces having portions sloped at an angle to

the longitudinal axis of said contact carrier adjacent to

a respective slot and only adjacent the end of a respective

slot engaged by the movable contact bar on full expan-

sion of said resilient means for engaging said contact

bar on movement in a respective slot to move the con-

tact bar transversely to the longitudinal movement to

wipe said contact of the movable bar across the fixed

contacts on engagement and disengagement <rf the mov-

able contact bar with the fixed contacts.

3,099,735
ADJUSTABLE SWITCH BLOCK ASSEMBLY

John O. Roeser, 2501 N. Keekr Arc., Park Ridge,

Filed Dec. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 160,827
8 Claims. (CI. 200—166)

"^

III.

."r=^

1 . A switch comprising integral body means formed of

tough moldable insulating material, said body means hav-

ing a rigid portion and a relatively flexible portion integral

therewith, electrical contact means mounted on said

rigid portion of said body means and adapted to be spaced

a predetermined distance from an actuator, means for

fixedly mounting said flexible portion to a support, and

means for adjusting the relative position of said rigid

body portions as a unit relative to said support whereby

adjustment of said rigid body portion changes the pre-

determined spacing of said contact means relative to said

support.
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3,099,736
COVER RESET MECHANISM

Dale F. Willcox, Aunnra, MIL, aMigMr to Furnas Electric

Company, Batavia, HI., a corponitkMi of Delaware

Filed Sept. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 842,026

4 Claims. (0.200—172)

plugs, and couplings between the section of the tubing and

the water supply and outlet respectively, said couplings

having inner cup portions seating said plugs and screwed

on said ends to fasten the plugs to the same, and outer

neck portiwis receiving said water supply and outlet

respectively.

3,099,738
SAW REPAIR APPARATUS

John M. Sadowrid, 1119 N. PulasU Road,
Chicago 51, DL

Filed M«. 7, 1961, 8«. No. 93,974

3 Claims. (CL 219—85)

1. In switch resetting mechanism, the combination with

a cover for a switch housing and wherein the switch with-

in the housing has a resetting plunger, of a retaining

bracket providing a pair of spaced flanges, said bracket

being rcleasably carried by the cover by having the body

portion of the bracket in contact with the outside surface

of the cover and with the flanges extending through open-

ings in the cover, whereby the flanges project inwardly

toward the switch within the housing, a flat plate member

suKwrted by the flanges of the retaining bracket in a

manner permitting limited pivotal movement of the plate

member about an axis transversely of the plate member

and adjacent the lower end thereof, an arm provided by

the plate member at the upper end thereof and which is

aligned with the resetting plunger, resilient spring means

rdeasably fixed to and carried by the said inwardly pro-

jecting flanges at locations inwardly beyond the pivot

axis, whereby the resilient means applies a resilient com-

pressive force against the plate member to yieldingly hold

the plate member in flat contact with the inside surface

of the cover, and actuating means extending exteriorly

through an opening in the cover for effecting pivotal

movement of the plate member whereby to actuate the

resetting plunger.

3,099,737
INSTANTANEOUS ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS

Irving Naxon, 3003 W. Jarrls Ave., Chicago 45, EI.

Filed Mar. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 14,142

2 CUfaBS. (CL 219—38)

1. For xise with a band saw welder having a pair of

electrode jaws biased toward each other in a substan-

tially horizontal plane, a circular saw repairing fixture

OMnprising an arm supported in a substantially hori-

zontal plane and spaced horizontally away from the jaws

in general aligmnent therewith and having an elongated

slot generally parallel to the plane of movement of the

jaws, a first electrode connected to one jaw and having

an arcuate contour fcM' substantially complementally fit-

ting within a fillet of a tooth to be repaired, a second

electrode having a saw tooth-engaging beveled contact

edge to engage opposite said first electrode.

3,099,739
MAGNETIC FORCE WELDERS

Arthur W. Schneler, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Pre-

cision Welder and Flcxopress Coiporatioa, Cfaicinnati,

Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed May 31, 1961, Ser. No. 126,748

13 Claims. (CL 219—86)

1. In an electric water heater, a water supply source,

an electrical supply source, both sources possessing a com-

mon electrical ground, a water outlet, a section of water-

conveying tubing disposed between said water supply

source and outlet for heating the water passing through

said section, the latter being made of water-pressure re-

sisting electrical insulating material and threaded at the

ends, plugs opposite the Utter and formed with water

passages, an electric heater in dectrical connection with

said electrical supply source comprising a twisted spiral

ribbon of resistance wire extending lengthwise through the

interior of said tubing and in direct contact with the

water flowing therethrough and attached endwise to said

1. An electrode positioner and magnetic force produc-

ing mechanism for resistance welders, including two co-

operating parts, one a support and the other a recijKXKable

electrode actuating member carried by the support, an

electro-magnetic actuating element mounted on one of

said parts and an armature element mounted on the other

di said parts, said actuating and armature elements being

diqxMed to provide an air gap therebetween, an actuator

support, and an actuator on the support, effective to shift

one of said elements with respect to its supporting part

to determine the amount of said air gap, in which an

electixxle having a work engaging tip is mounted on the

electrode actuating member, and in which there are means
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mounting the actuator support for reciprocation in par-

allelism with the electrode actuating member, and an

electrode tip engaging means is coupled with the actuator

support, whereby to maintain a constant relationship be-

tween the electrode tip and the actuator support irrespec-

tive of the over-all length of the electrode.

by a preselected value of said reference potential and a

servomotor actuated by the output of said amplifier and
mechanically connected to said voltage sensing means
to reposition said voltage sensing means and hold it on
said particular equipotential surface.

3,099,740
WELDED JOINT AND METHOD FOR

MAKING SAME
Roderick G. Rohrberg, Inglewood, Calif., assignor to

Nortii American Aviation, Inc.

Filed Nov. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 150,009

14 Claims. (CI. 219^125)

1. A method of applying heat progressively along a de-

sired path at a workpicce location obstructed by a struc-

tural surface comprising; providing a relatively small

aperture in said surface, extending elongate heating means

through said aperture whereby said heating means applies

heat to said location when energized, and moving said

heating means along said path.

3,099,741
ELECTRICAL ANALOGUE

George B. Bush, Trotter Road, Clarksville, Md., and

Uwrence J. Viemstein, 4404 Ambler Drive, Kensing-

ton, Md.
Filed Jan. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 789,376

17 Claims. (CI. 235—61.6)

1. In an electric analogue device, in combination a

symmetrical field tank containing electrolyte, a storage

array submerged in said electrolyte, a voltage divider

having a variable tap intermediate the ends thereof, the

ends of said volUge divider being connected one to said

storage array and one to the walls of said symmetrical

field tank to provide a potential difference between said

storage array and said field tank and thereby set up

equipotential surfaces in said electrolyte, as a function of

said storage array, a servo-amplifier connected at one of

its input terminals to said variable tap to provide a refer-

ence potential for said amplifier and a voltage sensing

means connected to the other input terminal of said ana-

plifier whereby an error signal is generated across said

input terminals of said amplifier having a magnitude pro-

portional to the position of said voltage sensing means

with respect to the particular equipotential surface defined

3,099,742
DIGITAL FLOW COMPUTER EMPLOYING A LOG-

ARITHMIC MODE OF COMPUTATION
Joseph F. Byrne, O'Hara Township, Allegheny County,

Pa., assignor to Westinghoosc Air Brake Company, WU-
merding, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylrania

FUed Mar. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 799,155
27 Claims. (CI. 235—150)

I. A flow computer for computing fluid flow in ac-

cordance with the equation Q=C\/DS, where Q is the

rate of flow, D is the differential pressure across an orifice

in a conduit in which the fluid is flowing, S is the static

pressure in the conduit, and C is an orifice coefficient, com-
prising, in combination, first, second and third logarithm

generators for producing outputs in accordance with the

logarithms of an applied input signal, means for applying

a signal in accordance with C to said first logarithm gen-

erator, means for applying a signal in accordance with D
to said second logarithm generator, means for applying a

signal in accordance with S to said third logarithm gen-

erator, first adder means controlled by the outputs of said

second and third logarithm generators for producing an

output in accordance with one-half the sum of their out-

puts, second adder means controlled by said first adder

means and said first logarithm generator for producing an

output in accordance with the sum of their outputs, an

anti-logarithm generator for producing an output in ac-

cordance with the anti-logarithm of an applied input, and

means connecting the output of said second adder to con-

trol said anti-logarithm generator, whereby the output of

said anti-logarithm generator varies in accordance with Q.

3,099,743
COMBINED ELECTRON PROBE MICROANALYZER

AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION INSTRUMENT
Talieo Ichinoluiwa, 35—304 Ylrgaoka-Danchi, 716 Ta-

kaishi, Kawasaki-shl, Kanagawa-ken, Japan
Filed July 5, 1962, Ser. No. 207,558

Claims priority, application Japan July 7, 1961
3 Claims. (CL 250—51.5)

1. An electron probe microanalyzcr and X-ray diffrac-

tion instrument, comprising:

an electron source and lens system for projecting an
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electron beam onto a specimen for causing the speci-

men to emit X-rays;

means for detecting the emitted X-rays;

a specimen holder;

a target film capable of emiting X-rays when struck by

an electron beam;
means for removably positioning said target film be-

tween said lens system and said specimen bolder

whereby said specimen may selectively be bom-

barded by X-rays emitled from said target film;

an X-ray photographic fihn and means for removably

positioning said photographic film for receiving back

reflected X-rays from said specimen whereby a photo-

graph of the X-ray diffraction pattern of said speci-

men may be obtained.

narrow collimating system in registration with the well

for passing only those neutrons that emerge from deep

3,099,744
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE HEIGHT

AND CONTOUR OF MATERLAL
Robert B. Spooner, Pittsboifh, Pa., asrignor to Koppers

Company, Inc., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Dec. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 861,019

7 Claims. (CI. 250—71.5)

within the well and for arresting other neutrons, and

means for detecting and determining the energy of those

neutrons that traverse the collimating system.

3,099,746
THICKNESS MEASURING APPARATUS UTILIZING

GAMMA RADIATION
William T. Walters, Houston, Tex., assignor to Tuboscope

Company, Houston, Tex., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Sept 28, 1959, Ser. No. 843,004

11 Claims. (CL 250—83.3)

_^ -/l-^Vi^-^W/^'^\3-^-^^^««>*»H

1. Apparatus for determining the elevation and contour

of the irregular surface of a furnace charge comprising:

(a) means position above said surface for irradiating

a narrow zone of the surface,

(fc) rotaUbly mounted detecting means positioned

above said surface for responding to scattered

radiation,

(c) first means connected to said detecting means for

rotating said detecang means in a substantially hori-

zontally plane,

{d) second means connected to said detecting means

for rotating said detecting means in a substantially

vertical plane,

{e) control means connected to said second means for

maintaining said detecting means directed at said

narrow zone during simultaneous rotation of said

detecting means by said first means, and

(/) means connected to said control means for translat-

ing the rotational movements of said first and second

means into a measurement of the elevatitm and pro-

file of said narrow zone.

1. In a device for determining the wall thickness of a

tubular member, the combination of

a penetrating ray source disposed outside said tubular

member to direct a penetrating ray diametrically

through the tubular member,
detector means disposed on the opposite side from said

source in the path of said ray and operative to pro-

duce a signal having both A.C. and D.C. compo-

nents which signal is a function of the strength of

the ray,

said source and detector means being disposed for

relative rotation with respect to said tubular member

about the axis of the tubular member,

circuit means operably connected to said detector means

and effective to modify by the factor of three the

relative amplitude of the D.C. and the A.C. com-

ponents in the direction of reduction of the ampli-

tude of the D.C. relative to the A.C, whereby the

same amplitude of said D.C. and A.C. components

become indicative of the same wall thickness, and

means for indicating the resulting signal derived from

said circuit means.

3,099,745

TEMPERATURE MEASURING METHOD AND
APPARATUS

Lyie B. Borst, Ossinfaig, N.Y, assignor to North American

PhUips Company, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Apr. 25, I960, Ser. No. 24,323

9 Claims. (CI. 250—83.1)

1. Apparatus for measuring the temperature of a sub-

stance, comprising means for generating and introducing

neutrons into the substance, said substance having a well

in non-rtgistcred relation to the introduced neutrons, a

3,099,747
X-RAY APPARATUS WITH AUTOMATIC

SHUTTER CONTROL MEANS
Eugene P. Thomas and Robert L. Guentncr, Catonsville,

and Everett W. Yaughn, Ellicott City, Md., assignors to

Westinghousc Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed Apr. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 20,711

2Cbdms. (CI. 250—105)
1. X-ray apparatus comprising an X-ray table top

for support of an. object undergoing X-ray examination,

an X-ray source beneath said table top, collimator means

adjustable for varying the size of an aperture defining

and directing an X-ray beam from said source through

said table top, a tower extending above said table top,

an image producing member vertically movable along

said towOT and extending over said table top in the path
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of said X-ray beam, an operator's control clement

mounted adjacent to said image producing member and

having positions corresponding to desired dimensions of

the X-ray beam as intercepted by said image producing

member, a sheathed push-pull wire extending from said

operator's control element and along said tower to the

vicinity of said adjustable collimator means, automatic

control means responsive to vertical movement of said

producing an output voltage whose magnitude is governed

by the relative phase of the instantaneous output of said

component and the output of said read-out head.

3,099,749
PHOTOELECTRIC DEVICE FOR MEASUREMENT

OF AREAS
Alexander T. WlUiami, 829 Shackamazon Drive,

WeitflcMt NJ.

Filed Inly 12, 1961, S«r. No. 1234t9
9 Claims. (CI. 25«—lit)

image producing member along said tower, and linkage

means operativcly connected to said collimator means

and operably connected to both said push-pull wire and

to said automatic control means to maintain the size of

said beam as intercepted by said image producing mem-

ber constant in accord with preselected positions of said

operator's control element irrespective of movement of

said image producing member different distances away

from said X-ray source.

3,099,748
PHOTOSENSITIVE DEVICE FOR MEASURING RO-
TATION ABOUT A LINE OF SIGHT TO THE SUN
Marvin Weiss, Pearl River, N.Y., assifnor to Sperry Rand

Corporation, Ford instrument Company Divigioo, Wil-

mington, Del., a corporation of Delaware
Filed May 23, 1961, Scr. No. 112,094

6 Claims. (CI. 250—203)

1. A device for measuring the area of an opaque, flat

specimen comprising a housing carrying a plurality of

lamps spaced from a light-permeable plate which con-

stitutes a support for the specimen; a first self-generating

photocell spaced from the center of tiie plate and illumi-

nated by li^t rays emerging from the plate; a first resistor

connected across the first photocell; a teooad self-generat-

ing photocell spaced from a mask having an aperture

formed therein; a second resistor connected across the

second photocell; a third and a fourth resistor; circuit

elements connecting the said four resistors to form a

balanced electrical netw^k; a laoop illuminating the sec-

ond photocell through the said aperture; means for en-

ergizing all of the said lamps from a voltage source having

a predetermined voltage; a pivotally-mounted ann hav-

ing an opaque vane secured thereto, said vane adapted to

reduce the effective size of said aperture upon pivotal

movement of the said arm; a scale calibrated in units of

area and cooperating with the free end of the said arm;

and means for balancing the electrical network when the

specimen is not positioned on the said plate and the free

end of said arm is aligned with the zero mark on the

scale.

3,099,750
HOUSING FOR PHOTOELECTRIC SENSING UNIT
Riciiard J. Swartlioat and Ralph E. KfaHHa, Rochester,

N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Compaay, Rochester,

N.Y., a corporatioo of New Jtraey

Filed Ang. 9, 1961, Scr. No. 130,402
4 Claims. (0.250^239)

1. A device for measuring the rate of rotation about a

line of sight, comprising a circular scanning optical sys-

tem, a recorder, operative means for synchronously driving

together at a preselected relative angular speed of rotation

said optical system and said recorder, a single light re-

sponsive generating component arranged to receive the

optical output of said system, said recorder having a

recording bead connected to said component, a read-out

head in close proximity to said recorder, and means for

1. A photoelectric unit for sensing die light reflecting

properties of a surface to be inspected comprising a gen-

erally light-tight housing, a light source and a photocell

mounted within said housing with said photocell shielded

from direct li^t from said source, means including a

tubular member providing a passageway for light through

one wall of said housing, a pressor foot and meaiu re-

I

\

siliently mounting said presser foot adjacent the outer

end portion of said tubular member for limited movemert

axially thereof, said presser foot having a portion loose-

ly telescopically receiving said outer end portion of said

tubular member and having an opening through its end

wall in substantially axial alignment with said passage-

way, said presser foot mounting means resiliently bias-

ing said presser foot in an axial outward direction relative

to said tubular member and means for directing light

from said source outwardly through said passageway and

opening onto a surface to be inspected and such c4 said

light as is reflected by said surface back through said

opening and said passageway and onto said photocell.

comprising a magnetic element having a first and a second

signal winding whidi are normally not flux connected, a

claminng winding on eadi crosspoint effective when cur-

rent flows therethrough to link the two signal windings of

its crosspoint fluxwise, means for connecting the first

signal windings of all crosspoints common to a row

in series between ground and a signal lead individual

3,099,751
MOTOR GENERATOR SET CONTROL SYSTEM

Geor«e R. Pnrifoy, Forest HIUs, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corporatioa, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania
Filed Ang. 31, 1959, Scr. No. 836,978

6 Clafans. (CL 307—9)

s»«

-J.

r^LS^
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to each row, means for coimecting the second signal

windings of all crosspoints common to a oriumn in series

between ground and a signal lead individual to each

column, means for effecting a current in only the clanq>-

ing winding ot a selected crosspoint whereby the signal

lead for the row in which said selected crosspoint is

located is connected signalwise with the signal lead of

the column in which said selected crosspoint is located.

3,099,753
THREE LEVEL LOGICAL CIRCUITS

Marthi S. Schmookler, Pooghkecpsic, N.Y., assignor to

International Busfaiess Machines Corporation, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Apr. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 22,289
nClatans. (CL 307—S8.5)

6. A voltage stq>ply sjrstem for a vdiicle comprising

a motor-generator set, a battery in circuit with said gen-

erator and charged thereby, an air brake emergency valve

connected to the output of said generator, spring closed

contact means including coil means for opening said

oontact means idien said cod means is energized, said

motor being connected to a power supply through said

qMring closed contact means, normally open contact means

connecting said ou4>ut to said emergency valve, fluid

pressure sftustfi^ rday meaiu including cam actuated

contacts operable in a predetermined sequence, respon-

sive to an air-brake emergency operatioa for energizing

said coil means to open said q^ring closed contact means

and for closing said normally open contact means, said

fluid pressure actuated relay means being responsive to

insufficient pressure in the emergency air-brake line to

rapidly reopen said nomully optn contact means and

to deenergize said coil means for said spring dosed con-

tacts when said battery v<dtage drops to a value below

a preselected value.

3,099,752
MATRIX SWITCH UTILIZING MAGNETIC

STRUCTURES AS CROflSPOINTS
Edward E. Schwcnzfeger,.Bay8Mc N.Y., aMi^KMr toJkU

Telephone Labontodcs, Incorporated, New Yoffc, N.Y.,

a corporation of New York
FOcd Nov. 4, 1958, Scr. No. 771,924

9 Chdms. (CL 307—88)
1. A martix switch having a plurality of crosspoints

arranged into columns and rows, each oi said crosqwints

1. A logical block comprising, a constant current

source, first, second and third transistors, each having

emitter, base, and collector elements, means connecting

all of said emitters to said constant current source, means
for applying an input signal to the base of said first

transistor, said input signal varying between a first vent-

age level at which said transistor is non-conducting and
a second voltage level at which said transistor is conduct-

ing, means for applying an input signal to the base of said

second transistor, said signal varying between said first

voltage level at which said second transistor is cut off

and a third voltage level which tends to render said tran-

sistor more conductive than said second voltage level,

means coupling the base of said third transistor to a fixed

voltage level at which said third transistor will be rendered

conductive when both said first and second transistors are

rendered non-conductive, and means to derive an output

from said first and third transistors.
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3,099,754

MAGNETIC MODULATOR WITH TIME JITTER
COMPENSATION FOR GENERATED PULSES

Martin L. Jones and Jimmy M. Horner, both of Baltimore,

Md., assignors to Westingliouse Electric Corporation,

East Pittsburgli, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed May 31, 1961, Ser. No. 113,711

8 Claims. (CI. 307—88.5)

3,099,756
CURRENT PULSING CIRCUIT WHICH IS

SENSITIVE TO CURRENT CHANGES
Vincent Hamilton Penfold and Reginald Ernest Ireland,

Soutliwick, England, assignors to William Edward
O'Shei, Harlington, England

Filed May 6, 1960, Ser. No. 27,323

Claims priority, application Great Britain May 22, 1959

5 Cbdms. (CL 307—132)

T(j cmaiww* ciacutT 4

1. In a modulator driven by an energy source and op-

erative to provide output pulses of a constant repetition

rate, the combination of: storage means responsive to

be charged to an energy level dependent upon the out-

put of said energy source; semiconductor switching means

responsive upon receiving a trigger pulse to discharge said

storage means, said switching means having the charac-

teristic that its switching time is inversely proportional

to the amplitude of said trigger pulse; amplitude control

means operative to vary the amplitude of said trigger

pulse applied to said switching means in response to vari-

ations in the output of said energy source; and utiliza-

tion means operative to provide a discharge path for said

storage means.

3,099,755
MOMENTARY ELECTRICAL CONTACT

APPARATUS
Allan I. Bennett, Jr., Franklin Township, Westmoreland

County, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric Corpo-

ration, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Pennsyl-

vania
Filed Apr. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 20,713

12 Claims. (CI. 307—113)

itiSfe^^-tir:-

(i^J^r '"^ L(B)

1. A pulsing device comimsing a relay having a start-

ing winding of low resistance and a delay winding of

relatively high resistance and a pair of normally closed

relay contacts, a condenser, and two terminals for con-

necting the device in series with the load to be pulsed,

wherein the starting winding is connected in series with

the relay contacts to form a starting circuit connected

between the two terminals, and the delay winding is con-

nected in series with the condenser to form a delay cir-

cuit which is shunted across at least that part of the stort-

ing circuit which includes the relay contacts, the two

windings being so connected that a current discharge

from said condenser through the delay winding, when the

armature contacts are closed, causes the delay winding

to produce a field in opposition to the field produced

by the starting winding by a current in the starting circiat

which flows through the relay contacts in the same direc-

tion as said discharge current.

3,099,757
RATCHET TYPE SELECTOR SWITCHES

Bloomfield James Warman, London, England, assignor to

Associated Electrical Indastrics Limited, London, Eng-

land, a British company
Filed Feb. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 9,475

Claims priority, application Great Britafai Feb. 26, 1959

2CS^ (CL 3«7—141.4)

f-^

1. In combination, a plurality of vibrating reed type

switches each comprising a vibrating reed contact and a

set of flexible contacts, means for applying an alternaUng

current signal in series with said flexible contacts, means

for magnetically driving each reed contact into vibration

at different frequencies, said flexible contacts of each said

switch being adjusted to make electrical contact together

for a time duration slightly longer than half the time of

its associated reed contact vibration period, each said

vibrating reed contact altering the continuity of said alter-

nating current signal across is associated set of flexible

conucts as the reed contact goes through it> neutral posi-

tion, said plurality of switches effecting short momentary

changes in the continuity of said alternating ciirrent

signal at a frequency equal to the greatest common divisor

of the driving frequencies.

1. In combination:

a source of continuous potential;

a ratchet operated selector switch including a plu-

rality of contact banks each having a first contact

and succeeding contacts at least one of which con-

tacts is nkarked by the absence of said potential, said

contact banks having thereon cooperating wipers,

said contact banks including a control bank;

a ratchet operating electromagnet for effecting actua-

tion of said wipers, said electromagnet having an

energizing coil therefor;

a transistor blocking oscillator constituting a stepping

divuit for said wipers and comprising a transistor

having a oollector-enutter circuit including said ener-

gizing coil, a base circuit including regenerative feed-

back means from said collector-emitter circuit, and

a further independent base circuit including a base

connection to the wiper of said control bank;

and means for applying to said first contac* when

initially engaged by the wiper of the respective con-

trol bank and to said number of succeeding contacts

therein said continuous potential from said source

over said wiper and base connection to initiate con-

duction of the transistor and to effect a resultant

sequence of blocking oscillator actions in said tran-

sistor blocking oscillator by which the electromagnet

energizing coil is repeatedly energized with resultant

st^>ping of the selector switch until the control bank

wiper reaches said contact marked by the absence of

said potMitial. \

*

3,099,758 \
SELF-POWERED INTERVAL TIMER

Joseph W. Picczynski, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Elec-

tronic Products Corp., Baltimore, Md., a corporation ..

Filed Sept 16, 1960, Ser. No. 56,487

16Ctaims. (CL 307—141J)

by-side relation, each transducer including a core, polariz-

ing means and a metallic acoustical directive member

secured to the core and extending therefrom in substantial

alignment with the major direction of magnetostrictive

movement of the core, a member having high insulation

proj)erties provided with an elongated opening for re-

movably receiving the cores of the transducers therein

when said transducers are in said side-by-side arrange-

ment, and an inductively wound coil of wire embedded

in said member encircling the cores of the several trans-

ducers.

\ 3,099,760

STATOR CORE SHIMS ON DYNAMOELECTRIC
MACHINES

Jack H. Hoffmann, West Allls, Wis., assignor to AlUs-

Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

FUed Nov. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 155,577

9 Claims. (CL 310—217)

1. In combination with «i interval timer circuit, power

supply means therefor including a rechargeable battery

connected in series with a nomially ckMcd first switch

section and a rectifier, a pair of external supply terminals,

said battery, first switch section and rectifier being con-

nected across said external supply terminals for con-

stantly recharging said battery, and means operatively

connected to one of said pair of external supply termi-

nals and responsive to the application of a starting pulse

to .open said first switch section and close a normally

open second switch section connecting said battery across

the timer circuit for discharge only during the predeter-

mined timing interval, said starling pulse responsive means

including a first relay coil, said first switch section mov-

able to an open position in re^wnse to the energiza-

tion of said first 0(h1 for disconnecting said battery from

one of said pair of external supply terminals, said second

switch section movable to a closed position in response

to the energization of said fisst coil for connecting said

battery to the timer circuit.

• \
1. Shims for a core of a dynamoelectric machine com-

prising: a flat T-shaped member having a stem and a

crossbar, a flat U-shaped member having a pair of spaced

apart legs connected at one end, said members being adapt-

ed to be positioned adjacent the end of the core with the

free ends of said legs of said U-shaped member over-

lapping said crossbar of said T-shaped member, and with

said stem of said T-shaped member fitting intermediate

said legs of said U-shaped member.

3,099,759
SONIC TREATING APPARATUS

James W. McAnlcy, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Libbey-

Owens FonI Gbm Compuy, Toledo, Ohio, a corpora-

Orighial application Mar. 18, 1957, Ser. No. 646,691.

Divided and this application May 4, 1959, Ser. No.

810,820 ._
10 Claims. (CL 310—26)

1. In sonic energy generating apparatus OHnprising a

plurality oi magnetostrictive transducers arranged in side-

3,099,761 ^

BRUSH HOLDER CONSTRUCTION FOR DYNAMO
ELECTRIC MACHINES

Thcodor Gutberlet, Glessen, Germany, assignor to SOun^
A Ebe G.m.b.H., Gieascn, Germany, a corporation of

Germany „ ^, _, . __ >

Filed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 33,057 \
9 Cbdms. (CI. 310—246) ^

1. A brush constiwtion to urge a brush ii«o engage-

ment with a commutator and the like, and including,

a holder to shiftably carry and to guide the brush, a link

pivoted on the holder laterally of the brush, a thrust

lever pivotally carried on the link and supporting an in-

sulated thrust member mechanically and electrically con-
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tacting the brush, bias means acting on the thrust lever electron beam at said phosphor screen to impinge on a

and said member to move the brush as it wears, and the surface thereof, and a layer of exposed silica on said

surface of the screen and directly impacted by the beam

brush current being conducted by an eleotrioal shunt

extending from the thrust member.

3,099,762
CATHODE RAY TUBE USING REPLACEABLE

CATHODE
Michael Hertz, 6726 14th Place NW^

Washington 12, D.C.
FUed Jan. 15, 1962, Scr. No. 166,162

5 Claims. (CL 313—74)

1. In a cathode ray tube, an evacuated envelope hav-

ing an electron permeable window, a cot>trol grid within

the envelope in the path of movement of electrons enter-

ing the envelope through the window, beam forming, fo-

cusing and electron accelerating electrodes within the

envelope, a target supported by the envelope against

which the electrons impinge, a cooperating evacuated

tube having an electron permeable window and means

therein for generating an electron beam and propelling

the same through the wiiKk>w, and means detachaUy

^xmpling the tube to the envelope with the windows in

registration with each other.

3,099,763
CATHODE RAY TUBE WITH SILICA COATED

PHOSPHOR SCREEN
Charles Harold Raymond Gentry, Carshalton, and Regi-

nald Charles OMficM, MItcham, Eoglaiid, aarignon, hy

mesne assignments, to North Amcikan Philips Com-
pany, Inc., New Yoric, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Jan. 30, 1956, Scr. No. 562,340

Claims priority, appUcatioa Great Britain Feb. 1, 1955

2 Cbdms. (CL 31>—92)
1. A cathode-ray tube comprising an electron-receiving,

I^osphor screen, means for producing and directing an

to enhance the production of secondary electrons, said

silica-coated screen having a secondary emission coeffi-

cient in excess of unity.

3,099,764
PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE

Arthur F. McDonie and Robert M. Mathcaoo, Lancaster,
Pa., asslgnon to Radio Corporation of America, a cor-

poration of Delaware
FUed May 5, 1960, Scr. No. 27,066

1 Cbdm. (CL 313—95)

A photomultiplier tube comprising an elongated evacu-

ated envelope, a photoemissive cathode on the inner sur-

face of one end of said envelope, a tubular cup shaped
shield spaced from said cathode and having a central

aperture in the base thereof, a tubular dish shaped focus

ring positioned within said shield and having a central

aperture, said central apertures being in alignment, a plu-

rality of elongated electron multipliers being positioned

to receive electrons from said cathode through said cen-

tral apertures, the vertical projection of the apertto-e in

the base of said tubular shield enclosing only the first of

said electron multipliers, a pair of electrically insulating

support members positioned adjacent to the ends of said

electron multipliers, an imperforate multiplier cage shield

extending around all of said electron multipliers and be-

tween and supported by said support members, said cage

shield being spaced from each of said electron multi-

pliers a distance less than the length of the shortest of

said multipliers, and said cage shield being connected to

said tubular shield.

3,099,765
TRAVELLING WAVE TUBE

Paul Mcyerer, Munich, Germany, aaigDor to Siemens St

Halske Akticngcseilschaft, Berlin and Munich, a corpo-
ration of Germany

Filed Sept. 12. 1960, Ser. No. 55,222
Claims priority, appHcatkMi GennanT Dec. 3, 1959

2 Cbifana. (O. 315—3i)
1. A travelling waVe tube having a delay line compris-

ing a stacked assembly composed of first disklilce plates

made of magnetically soft material and having respec-

tively a rotation-symmetrica] inner aperture formed
therein alternating with second disklike plates made of

non-magnetic material and having respectively a rota-

tion-asymmetrical inner aperture formed therein, each
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of said second plates having a central opening formed and the web, said members being alternately assembled in

therein, said openings forming in the assembly a centrally a stack and secured in position, the members of the second

extending bore through which an electron beam is guided

in focused manner by a homogeneous magnetic field.

3,099,766
HIGH CAPACITY TRAVELLING WAVE TUBE FOR
AMPLIFYING ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCIES

Werner Veith and Paul Mcycrar, Munich, Germany, hj-

signors to Siemens tt Halikc AkticngeMllachaft, BerUn

and Munich, a corporatloa of Germany
FUed Oct. 30. 1961, Scr. No. 148,656

Cbdms priority, applkatloa Gcnmuy Nov. 2, 1960

OCblmi. (CL315—3J)

,^i-i;ittl|i|J:

named type being disposed to alternately angularly dis-

place said transverse webs by 180', at least one of said

types of members being made of non-magnetic material.

3,099,768
LOW NOISE ELECTRON BEAM PLASMA

AMPLIFIER
John Melvtn Anderson, Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporatloa of New York
FUed Mar. 25, 1959, Scr. No. 801,852

3 Cbdms. (CL 315—5J9)

mM,

1. A high capacity travelling wave tube, especially for

amplifying ultra high frequencies, with purely electro-

sutic focusing of the electron beam, wherein the electron

beam which is guided about the tube axis upon a helical

path, enters into reciprocal action with an electromagnetic

wave propagated along such path, said wave spreading

with azimuthal delay upon a helically extending hollow

delay line structure provided v/lh periodic breaks formed

at least in the wall parts thereof facing the tube axis,

in the space between a metallic structure, forming an

outer electrode, the latter and the delay line extending

helically in mutually parallel relation about the tube axis

with the outer electrode electrically separated from the

delay line structure and wall par:s of the delay line

structure, forming an inner electrode, said delay line

forming a part of a hc^low cylindrical metal struaure

which, jointly with the delay line structure, surrounds the

outer electrode.

3,099,767

DELAY LINE FOR TRAVELING WAVE TUBES
Fraus Grom, Munich, Gcnaany. asaigBor to Siemens and

Halike AttlengcudlaclMift, Barlbi and Munkh, a cor-

poration <rf Germany _ ^^_ ^^^
Fflcd June 1, 1959, Ser. No. 817,160

Cbdms priority, appUcatioa Germany June 3, 1958

12 Cbdms. (CL 315-^.6)

1. A delay line for a traveling wave tube having a wave

guide of circular cross sectional configuration, comprising

a plurality of transverse webs extending, as viewed in

lot«itudinal direction, alternately to opposite wall portions

into the reciprocal space between a wave on the line and

an electron beam permeating the delay line and being

substantially equally spaced apart, said transverse webs

passing electrically conductively into the wave guide wall

and respectively occupying an area wMresponding sub-

stantially to one-half of the aperture cross section of the

wave guide, said delay line comprising two types of sheet

members, one type forming the cross section of the hollow

conductor and the other type forming the cross section

1. An ai^>aratus comprising a chamber filled with an

ionizable gas at low pressure, means ionizing a region of

said gas extending entirely through said chamber into a

condition of negative glow, means establishing a density

modulated electron beam through said region, said beam

interacting with the said ionized gas in said region of

negative glow to accentuate said modulation and amplify

the effects of said signal on said beam and means for

extracting said signal from said beam subsequent to said

interaction.

3,099,769
CATHODE RAY TUBE SYSTEM WITH AN

INDEX CONTROL
Edward I. Lynch, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Sept 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,253

7 Clabns. (CI. 315—22)
1. A cathode ray tube system having a cathode ray

tube including a plurality of laterally displaced color

triads imprinted on the tube face, each of said triads being

separated by a non-light emitting guard band, and an

electron gun adapted to generate a beam bundle of par-

allel beams, one of said beams being an indexing beam,

a first indexing comb having the teeth thereof positioned

adjacent said guard bands on one side thereof, a second

indexing comb having the teeth thereof positioned adja-

cent said guard bands on the other side thereof, deflec-

tion means to cause said beam bundle to jump in a plu-

rality of jumps across the tube face, means to derive a

first indexing signal from said first comb upon impinge-

ment of said index beam thereon, means to derive a sec-

ond indexing signal from said second comb upon impinge-
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ment of said index beam thereon, and means responsive

to said first and second signals to vary the distance of

with an opening therein, a housing slidably disposed in

said opening, a lamp bulb in said bousing and movable

therewith with respect to the sleeve, a lens removably

disposed in the housing over said lamp bulb, a spring for

biasing the housing outwardly in the sleeve, an operating

member attached to the bottom of the housing to limit

each jump of the bundle until coincidence of the index

beam and the guard band is achieved.

3,099,770
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

Billy B. Sorrow and Ned T. Kunklc, EUcttsyille,

assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed May 31, 1961, S«r. No. 113,878

6 Claims. (CI. 315—36)

Ind.,

East

the outward movement of the housing, a unitary spring-

return snap-action switch disposed exteriorly of the sleeve

and supported by the sleeve, an operating plunger on said

switch actuated by said operating member when said lens

is depressed, and contact members in said switch for

controlling the energization of said lamp.

3,099,772
AUXILIARY DYNAMOTOR FOR THE IGNITION
SYSTEM OF AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION EN-
GINE

Stanley R. McChurc, Rowena. Ky.
Continnatlon of abandoned appUcatkw Scr. No. 836,299,

Ang. 26, 1959. This appUaitioo Mar. 15, 1963, Sw.
No. 266,776

3Clalim. (CL31S—211)

1. A lighting arrester adapted to be connected across

points having diflEcrent electrical poteniial including an

insulating outer housing, the outer surface of the outer

housing being subject to adherence of contaminating con-

ductive substances thereby establishing a capacitor effect

between the outer surface and internal arrester parts

causing sufficient capacitive current flow to initiate corona

discharge about said arrester parts resulting in reduction

in internal sparkover potential, a sparkgap assembly

within said outer housing comprising a plurality of elec-

trodes forming one or more sparkgaps enclosed within a

scaled gap assembly housing, a plurality of other arrester

elements, said sparkgap assembly and said other arrester

elements arranged in one or more columns within said

outer housing, and corona suppressing material filling

the free space within said outer housing exteriorly of

said sealed gap assembly housing.

3,099,771

ELECTRIC SWITCH AND CONTROL SYSTEM
Andrew J. Matiyak, Chippewa Township, Beaver County,

John H. MuUen, Brishton Township, Beaver Cmuty,

and George M. Cametti, Beaver, Pa., asrignors to West-

inghouse Electric CorporaHoo, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a

corporation of Pennsylxania

Filed Apr. 1, 1957, Ser. No. 649,873

13 Claims. (CI. 315—131)

1. A combined indicating lamp and pu*-button switch

comprising a supporting sleeve having a transverse web

1. In an ignition system for use with a variable speed

internal combustion engine which includes a battery and

three parallel circuits across the termiiuds of the battery

in which:

(a) The first circuit contains a generate^-;

(b) The second is an ignition circuit and contains an

ignition switch, a spark coil having a primary wind-

ing which is electrically interconnected in said circuit

and interrupting means for making and breaking the

circuit;

(c) The third circuit is normally open and contains a

starting motor and switch means for doting the cir-

cuit when the ignition switch is closed,

means for providing a higher spark voltage upon starting

and for increasing sparking efficiency under increased

conditions of speed which comprises: an auxiliary dyiuuno

serially installed in the ignition circuit between the battery

and the spark coil, said dynamo comprising an engine-

driven armature and magnetic means for providing a stable

magnetic field for said dynamo, said armature cmnprising

(fl) A motor commutator and brushes in which one of

said brushes is electrically connected to said third

circuit;
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(fc) A core;

(c) A generator commutator and the brushes in which

one of said brushes is connected to the primary wind-

ing of said spark coil,

in combination with clutch means operatively connected

to said armature and connectible to the engine so that

said armature is disengaged frona the engine and freely

rotatable when the engine is not running.

3,099,773
APPARATUS FOR IGNITING AND OPERATING

GASEOUS DISCHARGE DEVICES
Albert E. Felnberg, Chicago, lU., assignor to Advance

Transformer Co., Chkago, III., a corp<Hration of Illinois

Original application Feb. 26, 1953, Ser. No. 339,103, now
Patent No. 2,883,581, dated Apr. 21, 1959. Divided

and this appUcatlon Sept 18, 1957, Scr. No. 684,739

9 Clalnii. (CI. 315—257)

flat insulators mounting said elements therebetween, one

of said flat insulators provided with an adhesive for secur-

ing said shock eliminator to said body, said resistance ele-

ment being flat and flexible, and aligned apertures are

defined in said flat insulators exposing said flexible re-

sistance element for projection therethrough to engage

said body.

3,099,775
IMPEDANCE PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS

Joseph Ronald Mortlock, Kenton, and Kennetti James

Rawcliffe WilUnson and Philip Richardson, Rugby,

England, assignors to Associated Electrical Industries

(Rngby) Limited, a company of Great Britain

FUed Aug. 31, 1959, Scr. No. 837,223

Claims priority, application Great Britain Sept 3, 1958

7 Claims. (O. 317—36)

/*

/¥

Lmt

'^-'isjsr^
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¥
Vn^j^.jiS't^^^X^n^tSJ^
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S. tr ».

1. Apparatus for igniting and operating a gaseous dis-

charge device from an A.C. source of relatively high volt-

age which comprises, an iron core transformer including

a primary winding having two end terminals connected

across the source, at least one secondary winding making

connection with one end terminal of the said primary

winding, a gaseous discharge device having end terminals

and connected to the transformer for energization of the

device, the primary having a tap dividing the same into

two electrically spaced apart parts, said tap comprising

two electrically separated leads connected, respectively,

to said last named parts and a shunting socket for said

leads adapted to be bridged by an end terminal of said

discharge device, and the gaseous discharge device having

one terminal connected at the tap and a second terminal

connected to a terminal of a secondary winding, the said

secondary winding having transformer relationship with

the entire primary insofar as voltage developed therein

is concerned, but the gaseous discharge device being sub-

jected to voltages determined only by the voltage of the

said secondary winding and that developed in that part of

the primary winding between the tap and said one end

terminal.

3,099,774
STATIC DISCHARGE DEVICE

John J. Crane, 193 Humphrey St., Swampscott, Mass.

Filed Jan. 8, I960, Ser. No. 1,323

5 Claims. (CI. 317—2)

1. An impedance protective arrangement for a circuit

connected to a source of alternating current comprising

means for producing a first alternating volUge propor-

tional to the voltage in said circuit, a mutual inductance

associated with said circuit and having a primary wind-

ing carrying the current in said circuit, means for ob-

taining from the secondary winding of said mutual in-

ductance a second alternating voltage proportional to the

current in said circuit, means for obtaining from the

secondary winding of said mutual inductance a third

alternating voltage proportional to the resistance of said

circuit, means for obtaining the vectorial difference be-

tween the sum of said second and third voltages and said

first voltage, means for comparing in corresponding alter-

nate half-cycles said first voltage with said vectorial dif-

ference, a protective device adapted to disconnect said

circuit from said source, and means for energizing said

protective device when, in successive half-cycles, said

vector difference reverses in phase with reference to said

first voltage as compared with its phase with reference

to said first voltage when said circuit is healthy.

3,099,776
INDIUM ANTIMONIDE TRANSISTOR

Harry L. Henneke, Garland, Tex., assignor to Texas In-

struments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed June 10, 1960, Ser. No. 35,311

17 Claims. (CI. 317—237)

"^--^

1. A shock eliminator particulariy designed for dis-

sipating electrical energy resulting from acquired electro-

static voltages between persons and conductive bodies

comprising, a high resistance element, insulative means

supporting said resistance element proximate to and elec-

trically insulated from the conductive body, and means

operatively connected to said element and mounted by said

insulativc means for selectively, electrically connecting

said element to the body for dissipating said energy across

said element, said insulative means including a plurality of

Z wifi'innWi ,iii
'

i'ii lf* »
(
. i

P
13. A transistor comprising a single crystal of indium

antimonide including a region of N-type indium antimo-

nide, a diffused region of P-type indium antimonide con-

tiguous with said N-typc region and forming a P-N junc-

tion with said N-type region, and a pellet of N-type con-

ductivity alloyed wtih a portion of said P-type region to
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form a rectifying junction with said P-type region spaced during its operation substantially simultaneously to open

from said P-N juncUon. its closed energizing circuit to deenergize iU device and

3,099,777
DIGITAL POSmON CONTROL SERV08YSTEM

Marvin A. Davis, Clarence, N.Y., aaifiior to Wcadng-

housc Electric Corporatioii, Eaat Plttebargh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania
FUcd July 8, 1960, Ser. No. 41,545

SClalmi. (CL318—2S)

1. In position control apparatus for a machine member

operative with a desired position signal source, the com-

bination of first signal storage device having a plurality

of stages and being operative with said signal source for

receiving said desired position signal, a second signal

storage device having a like plurality of stages and being

cooperative with said first signal storage device and with

said signal source for receiving said desired position

signal, position feedback signal supply means operative

with said machine member for providing a position feed-

back signal in accordance with the position of said

machine member, a third signal storage device operative

with one of said first signal storage device and said second

signal storage device and operative with said position

feedback signal supply means for providing a position

diflferencc signal in accordance with a predetcrmmed

difference between said desired position signal and the

position feedback signal, and a counting signal source

operative with said first signal storage device and said

third signal storage device for supplying counting signals

to said first and third signal storage devices for effecting

said position difference signal.

to close (Mie of the energizing circuits cX. the next suc-

ceeding device in said sequence to energize the latter.

3,099,779
REMOTE CONTROL OF WARD LEONARD DRIVE

BY GENERATOR SPEED VARIATION
Arnold HaUfworth, SwidcrlaBd, Enflud, —Ignor to

Steels E^iM«fk« ProiMti LteH^, Sadcrfand,
Eocland

FUed June 3, I960, Scr. No. 33,762

Claims priority, applicatloii Great Biftaln Jane 5, 1959

1 Claim, (a. 31$—157)

3,099,778
SEQUENTIALLY ENERGIZED PLURAL MOTOR

CONTROL SYSTEM
Wilson R. Kennedy, Bethel Park, and Raymond E.

Spencer, PittslNirgh, Pa., asrignors to Westinghouae

Electric Corporatioa, East Pittslwrgh, Pa, a corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania

Filed Jan. 10, 1958, Scr. No. 708,112

14 Claims. (CI. 318—102)
3. A control means for effecting the automatic opera-

tion of a plurality of rotatablc electroresponsive devices

in a predetermined sequence comprising, a rotating mem-

ber on each of said devices, at least two interconnected

energization circuits for each of the devices for causing

operation of said devices in one direction and each circuit

having a plurality of contacts therein, each of said devices

always having at least one of said two energizing circuits

(^)en, cam devices operated by said rotating members,

respectively, and each connected to operate a predeter-

mined number of said contacU at a i»edetermined poaitioii

Means for driving and controlling the speed of an

output shaft comprising a mainly series wound com-

pound motor in driving connection with the shaft, a

variable speed shunt wound generator itx supplying

power to the compound wound motor, a reversing con-

tactor interposed between the generator and the nx>tor,

a prime nwver for (grating the generator, a control

member connected to the vptitA. control of the prime

mover, a reversible electric motor operatively connected

to the control member, a pair oi conucton each con-

trolling the directional supply of current to the reversible

electric motor, solenoids operating said contactors, con-

trol switches operating the solenoids so that the direc-

tional supply of current is controlled to the reversible

motors or the current suf^ly is cut off, and in which

said switches are so arranged and loaded that when left

they automaticaUy close the circuit to the reversible

elec ric motor to effect movement of the prime mover

speed control to the minimum position.
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3 099 7gf machine member, a signal difference device operable with

CONTROL AND GAUGING SYSTEM FOR said first actual positioning signal and one of said input

MILLING MACHINES signals for providing a positioning difference signal, a

Mark Moffan, Johnson City, N.Y., asaisnor to Inter- signal storage device responsive to said positioning dif-

national BnsiBcas Machines Corporation, New Yorli,
ference signal and at least one of said first and second ac-

^'^*'
"iSfj^^'^^^IJcJ'V]!^**!? An% n%K tual positioning signals for providing a positioning error

^*^inrfm. ra m—162)
"^nal, and machine member driving means responsive

^""' I*- • »
jjj Qjjg Qf 5^jj -^pm signals and said positioning error sig-

nal for driving scud machine member in accordance with

at least one of said ii^Hit signals.

3,099,782

AUTOMATIC BATTERY CHARGING CONTROL
WITH UPPER AND LOWER VOLTAGE LIMITS

Charica E. Smitii, Jr^ North Providence, RX, assigDor to

La Mardie Mfg. Co^ Schiller Park, DL, a corporation

of nUBois
Filed Dec 15, 1959, Ser. No. 859,671

6 aaima. (CL 320—39)

In a system for moving an instrumentality so that the

periphery of said instrumentality describes a continuous

closed loop in relation to a point removed from said

periphery, a first motive means for said instrumentality

operable to rotate the same to provide equal increments

of arc in equal increments <rf time, a scries of input

datum manifestations availaUe at successive periodic in-

tervals of tinie indicative of the distance n required be-

tween said point and the periphery of said instrumentality

at each increment of time, a second motive means for

moving said instrumentality radially a distance n. speed

control means for said second motive means responsive

to said input datum manifestation to provide a rate of

movement of said instrumentality n/N where N is the

maximum distance n which will be traveled between any

successive intervals of time whereby the locus of move-

ment of said instrumentality with respect to said poinl

is generated in equal increments of distance in equal in-

crements of time.

3,099,781

DIGITAL CONTROL FOR MACHINE
POSITIONING

Louis W. Herchcnrocdcr, PIttribvih, Pa., assignor to

Wcatkighowe Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh,

Pn., a corporation of Pcnn^t*'*'!"

FUad Nov. 15, 1961, Sot. No. 152^81
lOClainiB. (CL 318—162)

1. A battery charging control comprising a sensing

circuit, a contrcri circuit responsive to said sensing cir-

cuit, and a switching circuit responsive to said control

crcuit for controlling the power source to the battery

charger, said sensing circuit having a predetermined con-

stant reference voltage, a battery ventage opposed to

said reference voltage, and means starting flow of cur-

rent to said control circuit at a predetermined minimum
voltage of said battery and for stepping flow of curreM

at a predetermined maximum voltage of said battery,

said reference voltage being maintained at a constant

level by a zeoer diode, and said means comprising a

unijunction transistor.

3,099,783
VOLTAGE REGULATING SYSTEM

Cecil KImbleton, Utica, Mich., aasigDor to Curtiss-Wright
Corporation, Utica, Mich., a corporation of DeUware

FUed Mar. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 176,733
1 Oafan. (CL 32»—40)

.r

^ .',*-,r
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1. Apparatus for positioning a machine member in

accordance with at least one oi a desired rate input signal

and a desired position input signal and comprising in com-

bination, first and second signal producing means opera-

tive with said machine member for producing a first

actual positioning signal and a second actual positioning A voltage regulating system for storage battery pur-

signal in accordance with the actual positioning of said poses and odier ooocurreot uses, to be connected to an
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A.C. power source having an output winding provided

with a first and a second end terminal and with a center

tap, said system comprising:

(a) saturable reactor type magnetic amplifier means

having first and second control windings and re-

spectively associated first and second battery-charg-

ing-current-carrying gate windings,

{h\ a voltage sensitive relay having

(bl) a relay coil across which the battery is to

be shunted, one end of the relay coil being con-

nectable to said center tap, and

(hi) a movable contact responsive to said relay

coil to open and close,

(c) a first and a second charging-ourrent-carrying cir-

cuit path, each conncctablc at one end to the like-

numbered one of said tend terminals, the other ends

being commoned together and to the remaining end

of said relay coil, each circuit path including:

(cl ) the like-numbered one of said gate windings

and
(c-2) a diode rectifier, the diode rectifiers being

poled so that the current flowing to said relay

coil is unidirectional,

(J) a first and a second control current circuit path

connected in shunt with each other, with one set of

commoned ends connected to said first end terminal,

each such circuit path including:

(dl) the like-numbered control winding with wind-

ing sense relative to the associated like-num-

bered gate winding appropriate for battery volt-

age regulation, and
(J2) a rectifier diode that is poled opposite to

the rectifier diode included in the like-numbered

charging-current circuit path, and

(e) a resistor shunting said movable con>tact and in-

terconnecting said second terminal and the remain-

ing set of commoned ends of said control current

circuit paths.

3,099,784
FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER

Herbert E. Forsha, Sharon, and Sidney M. Kapcll, Pros-

pect Park, Pa., assignors to Westingbousc Electric Cor-

poration, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Penn-
sylvania

'

Filed Dec. 31, 1959, Scr. No. 863,248
6 Claims. (Cl. 321—7)

said source and said primary windings for limiting in-

rush currents when said primary windings are energized

from said source, three-phase circuit means for at least

partially compensating for the power factor of said tran»-

former and reactance means, said circuit means being

delta connected in phase-to-phase circuit relation be-

tween said source and said primary windings, the reso-

nant frequency of said circuit means being slightly less

than the fifth harmonic of said predetermined frequency,

each phase of said circuit means comprising a capacitor

and an inductive reactance connected in series circuit

relationship, and reactance means ccmnected in series cir-

cuit relation with each of the primary windings between
the circuit means and the primary windings.

•it feiTTwo

1. A static frequency multiplier for converting alter-

nating current having a predetermined frequency from

a three-phase source to single phase alternating current

having a frequency three times said predetermined fre-

quency comprising a transformer means having three pri-

mary phase windings connected in circuit relation with

said source and three secondary phase windings connected

in series circuit relation with one another to provide a

single phase alternating output current, inductive reactance

means associated with and connected in series circuit

relation wkh each of said primary windings between

3,099,785
MEANS FOR CONTROLLING VALVE-ACTION

RECTIFIERS
Claus Kesslcr and Gottfried Moltgen, Erlangen, Germany,

assignors to Siemens-Schuckertwerke Aktiengescllschaft,

Berlin, Germany, a corporation of Germany
Filed Nov. 3, 1959, Scr. No. 850,633

Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 4, 1958
6 Claims. (Cl. 321—18)

1. A rectifier system, comprising an alternating-cur-

rent feeder circuit, a direct<urrent load circuit, valve-

action rectifier means connecting said feeder circuit with

said load circuit and having firing control means for ini-

tiating rectifier firing at a point relative to the voltage

cycle of the alternating feeder current, first firing-pulse

means connected with said feeder circuit to be synchro-

nized therewith for issuing pulses during rectifying opera-

tion of said rectifying means, second firing-pulse means

connected with said feeder circuit to be synchronized

therewith for issuing pulses during inverting operations

of said rectifying means, said two firing-pulse means hav-

ing pulse output leads connected to said firing control

means, whereby said two firing-pulse means abruptly

switch the firing point between two phase positions in the

rectifier cycle ranges, condition-responsive and substan-

tially inertia-free electronic switching means connected

to one of said firing-pulse means and responsive to direc-

tional reversal of a given operating condition of said load

circuit for turning it on and off to thereby regulate laid

operating condition.

3,099,786
CONTROL FOR AN ELECTRIC POWER

TRANSLATION SYSTEM
Kevin F. Fricdrich and Francis D. Kaiser, Sharon, Pa., as-

signors to Westinghoose Electric Corporatloa, East Pitts-

burgh, Pa., a corporatloa of Pennsylvania
Filed Apr. 13, 1959, Scr. No. 805^61

6 Claims. (Cl. 321—20)
1 . An electrical control apparatus for varying the out-

put vcAugc of an electric power translation system in-

cluding a plurality of asymmetrioally-cooducting devices.

I
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comprising, alternating current power leads, direct-cur-

rent power leads, first transformer means having a .first

winding connected to said alternating current leads and

two additional windings diqxwed in inductive relation

with said first winding, second transformer means having

a primary winding and a seooofdary winding, said seoon-

dary winding being connected in series circuk relation

with the first of said additional windings, said devices

being connected between said direct-currait leads and tbc

series circuit which includes said first additional wiwUng
and said secondary winding, and saturaUe reactor means
having input terminals and a load winding, said reactor

transistor cnx?uit, bistable means coufried to the third

electrodes of said transistor pair for alternately switch-

ing the capability of current passage through the transis-

tors of said pair, and control means in circuit with said

standby transistor for impressing control signals to sub-

stantially reduce the standby current therethrough in cor-

respondence therewith and effect redirection of the stand-

by transistor circuit current into said transformer wind-

ings through the associated alternately operable transistw

of said pair, whereby the transistors of said pair effectively

share the load of the output control operation.

load winding being connectfOd in series circuit reiatioo

with the second of said additional windings, said primary

winding being connected in series circuit relation with

said reactor load winding and said second additional wind-

ing to carry all of the current in the load winding and

the second additional winding and be directly responsive

to the difference between the voltages across said second

additional winding and said reactor load winding, the

voltage across said saturable reactor load winding vary-

ing with a control signal applied to said input terminals

to thereby vary the voltage across said secondary wdnd-

ing and the output voltage at said direct-current power

leads.

3,099,787
SEQUENTIAL SWITCHING SYSTEM

Alexander Elovic, Elizabeth, NJ., assignor to Indiana

General Corporation, Valparaiso, Ind., a corporation of

Indiana
Filed May 10, 1961, Scr. No. 119,763

13 Claims. (Cl. 321—45)
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3,099,788
MONO- AND POLYPHASE ALTERNATING

CURRENT GENERATORS
Paalus PIcter Loesberg, Sassenheim, Netheriands, assignor

to N.V. Electrotechniache Industrie voorhecn Willem
Smit ft Co., Gemecntc Ridderfcerk, Netherlands, a

Dotch limited company
Filed Oct. 22, 1959, Scr. No. 848,093

Claims priority, application Netherlands July 17, 1959
6 Claims. (Cl. 322—25)
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4. An electrical switching system comprising a standby

transistOT circuit with a load impedance coimected to a

D.C. power supply source, said transistor circuit being

proportioned to normally conduct a predetermined current

through said impedance, a pair of control transistors,

output transformer means having two primary windings

each in circuit with like electrodes of said transistor pair,

a second like set of electrodes of said transistor pair being

coupled to said impedance for control signal actuation

thereby upon current reduction condition of said standby

792 O.O.—84

1. Electrical control apparatus for alternating current

generators having an excitation winding, ccxnprising; a

first source of direct current including a first rectifier cir-

cuit and means for applying to said rectifier circuit an al-

ternating Vintage proportional to an output current of

said generator and an alternating voltage proportional to

an output voltage of said generator; a second source of

direct current including a second rectifier circuit and

means for aw^ying to said second rectifier circuit an

alternating voltage proportional to said output current and

an alternating voltage proportional to said output voltage

of said generator; said first and second sources of direct

current being connected in parallel to said excitation wind-

ing; a correction circuit connected in series with said

second source of direct current; means for deriving a

control voltage which is a measure of the deviation of

said generator output voltage and applying same to said

correction circuit; said ccMrection circuit controlling the

api^ication of said second source of direct current to

said excitation winding in response to the magnitude of

said control voltage; said correction circuit being adapted

to supply continuously a voltage of less than one third of

the required voltage and a current less than one half of

the required current to said excitation winding at full

load under normal circumstances, so that the nominal

power of said correction circuit is less than one sixth

of the power corresponding to the largest admissible con-

tinuous heat generation in the excitation winding.

3,099,789

VOLTAGE SURGE PROTECTION NETWORK
Allen R. Perrins, Cheshire, Conn., aasignor to ^

Superior Electric Company, Bristol, Conn., a cotpora-

tion of Connecticut
Filed Feb. 26, I960, Scr. No. 11,374

2 Cbdms. (CL 323—9)
1. In an electric circuit having a pair of input ter-

minals connectjble to a source of electrical energy and
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, . ,„:„. u^ „ load current from the source, tbe rent in said series transistor for opening said driver cir

a load energized by a load current iro"\"^ *"" ,_ .^ ^ . «^Hitmn«i means resoonsive to excess leaka«
inrprovemcnt comprising an inductor and one-way valve

means connected in series between the load and the input

terminals to provide a path for unidireaional current flow-

ing in the inductor, said inductor and means forming a

substantially resistive impedance for vakies of load cur-

cuit and additional means responsive to excess leakage

rent less than the value of current in the inductor and

forming a substantially inductive impedance for values

of load current at least equal to the value of current in

the inductor and in which the load current is alternating

current and there are two inductors, each with one-way

valve means connected thereacross, said one-way valve

means being connected to conduct in opposite directions.

3,099,790
VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Thomas G. Marshall, Jr., Frmklin Pwrk, NJ., assignor to

Radio Corporation of America, a corporation of Dela-

wsirc
Filed Mar. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 725,163

11 Claims. (CI. 323—22)

1
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current in said series transistor for providing a low im-

pedance path for said series transistor base current.

3,099,792

HALL EFFECT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
Alton Leger, Jr., Hatboro, Pa., anifnor to MInneapolla.

Honeywell Reculator Company, Mtencapoiia, Minn.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed Nov. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 852,S40

3 CUims. (CL 323—94)

1. A regulating circuit for a source of unidirectional

unregulated voltage comprising a transistor having an

emitter, a base, and a collector, a pair of input terminals

between which said unregulated volUge can be applied,

a pair of output terminals for deriving a regulated um-

directional voltage therebetween, means connecting the

emitter-collector path of said transistor between one of

said input terminals and one of said output terminals,

means connecting the other of said input terminals to

the other of said output terminals, a constant current

device having two terminals only, and means connecting

said constant current device directly between said base

and said collector.

3,099,791
TRANSISTORIZED VOLTAGE REGULATOR WITH
AUTOMATIC COLLECTOR LEAKAGE COMPEN-
SATION MEANS c ,...*._

Loyce A. Turner, Smyrna, Ga., aarignor to Lockheed Air-

craft Corporation, Bariwnk, Calif.

FUed Aug. 22, 1960, Set. No. 51,208

6 Cteimi. (CL 323—22)
1 . A regulator of the voltage or current sensitive type

comprising a source of unregulated voltage, a load cir-

cuit, a transistor scries connected between said source

and load to provide a substantially cdnstant current, a

driver circuit including an element responsive to said

load current and a reference for providing a drive cur-

rent for said scries connected transistor, a load resistor

coupled to said driver circuit for providing drive to said

scries transistor, means responsive to excess leakage cur-

1 . A Hall-voluge generator comprising a semiconduc-

tor plate means, a first pair of electrodes on said plate

means for connecUon to a constant-current source, said

first pair of electrodes defining a current path through

said plate means, a second pair of electrodes on said plate

means, said second pair of electrodes being spaced on

said plate means to define an axis through said plate

means transverse to said current path, a magnetic-field

producing means, said magnetic-field producing means be-

ing arranged to provide a magnetic-field component trans-

verse to said path and to said axis within said plate means,

means for connecting said magnetic^eld producing means

to an input-signal source, a magnetic-field responsive

means arranged in a magneUc field associaiton with said

field producing means to derive from said magi»etic-field

producing means a magnetically induced responsive

means output signal representative of an input signal ap-

plied to said magnetic-field producing nneans, a pair of

output-signal terminals, means connecting said re^wn-

sive means between one of said output-signal terminals

and one of said second pair of electrodes, and means con-

necting the other of said output-signal terminals with the

other one of said second pair of electrodes.

3,099,793

RESONANCE SEEKING dRCUTT
ayd* W. PlBkley, Coimb—, Ohio, Mrfpor to Industrial

Nudeoiiics CorporatlMB. a cononrfioa of Ohio

Filed Oct 3, 1960, Ser. No. 60,039

7 Clafaiis. (O. 324—^
1. In nuclear magnetic resonance measunng aiH>aratus

having means generating a radio-frequency field, means

generating an otherwise steady magnetic field that is

amplitude modulated cycUcally by a superimposed mag-

netic field which revenes from one magnetic polarity to
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the other by passing throufh field strength null points

so that the condition for nuclear resonance is periodically

attained for a samj^e material under test to generate

thereby a periodic resonance absorption pulse signal, and

an absorption pulse signal readout circuit that is gated

by means generating a periodic gate pulse train whose

individual pulses coincide timewise with the field-strength

null poinu of each modulation cycle and in which each

gate pulse is of a time duration several times that of each

absorption pulse signal, the improvement comprising

means determining the time at which resonance- occurs

by comparing the time relationship of each resonance

absorption pulse relative a gate pulse and generating an

'"^r^ « lb

" 'd?^^-
V

Ut"

for radio frequency signals, a non-reciprocal circulator

whi<^ is connected to said first, second and third paths

and wbich is arranged to pass signals supplied thereto

over the first and second paiths mainly to the second and

third paths reflectively, variable impedance means con-

nected to the second path so as to present a variable im-

pedance to that path, and means automatically to coa-

trol the variable impedance means in dependence upon

the portion of the signal supplied over said first path diat

breaks through to the third path so as to cause a variable

portion of the signal supplied to the second path by the

circulator to be reflected back over that path and thereby

reduce the amplitude of the breakthrough signal on the

third path.

3,099,795

PHASE CODED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Robert L. Frank, Great Neck, N.Y., aasigiior to Spcnry

Rand Corporation, a corporation of Delawara

FUed Apr. 3, 1957, Ser. No. 650,534

13 Claims. (0.325—30)

error signal indicative of a deviation in said time rela-

tionship, means responsive to said error signal for vary-

ing the frequency ot the field generated by said radio-

frequency means to cause each resonance absorption

pulse and gate pulse in omncidence to assume a predeter-

mined time coincidence relationship relative one another

in which the absorption pulse is fixed timewise relative

tite times of rise and fall for each coinciding gate pulse

and means activated by an increase in said error signal

exceeding a predetermined nuximum value for causing

said radio-frequency field generating means to sweep

through a frequency range wherein said resonance ab-

sorption pulses will coincide timewise with said gate

pulses.

3,099,794
NON-RECIPROCAL COUPLING ARRANGEMENTS

FOR RADIO FREQUENCY SIGNALS
Roy Essam, Stanmorc, Arthw Stephen Walsh, Watford,

and Kenneth Brian Whiting, London, England, assign-

ors to The General Electric Company Limited, London,
England, a British company

Filed Mar. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 12,496
Clahns priority, application Great Britain Mar. 11, 1959

9 Claims. (CL 325—24)

[Tmi3MtntR|~>^iicu.*Toii|>^— -| 1
—^ i
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1. A non-reciprocal coupling arrangement for radio

frequency signals comprising first, second and third paths

1. A radio communication system iiKluding a trans-

mitter for producing carrier phase coded pulsed trans-

missions and a receiver adai^d to receive said trans-

missions and operative to |M-oduce a unique output in

response thereto as against all other received signals, said

transmitter including a first source of carrier signal, a

first source of pulses, a first phase coder connected to

both said first sources and adapted to receive said carrier

signal and said pulses to produce therefrom N first series

of carrier signals, each scries being comprised of N phase

modulated carrier signals where N is an integer greater

than 1, the carrier phase value of each signal of said first

series, relative to the phase value of an arbitrary con-

tinuous wave signal, being definable in terms of a matrix

of N rows and N columns, said matrix defining a total of

N» phase values over which total tije jAase values are

periodic and wherdn the phase values in each colunm of

said matrix follow a distinctive arithmetic progression,

each signal rq>resented by said matiix having a basic

phase value of 2wp/N when p is an integer relatively

prime toN so that

is a primitive Nt»» root of unity, pulse delay means

couided to the output of said first source of pulses, means

couided to said first phase coder and to said pulse delay

means for ami^tode modulating the signal output of said

first phase coder with the signal output of said pulse de-

lay means, and means connected to the modulating means

for transmitting the output of said modulating means;

said receiver including a second source of carrier signal,

a second source of pulses, a second phase coder con-

nected to both said second sources fw iMwlucing N sec-

ond series of phase coded carrier signals having substan-

tially the same carrier phase characteristic u said first
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series, a phase detector having first and seco«d inputs,

means for receiving said transmitted transmissions, means

for applying the received transmissions to said first input,

means for applying said second series of signals to said

second input, signal utilization means, and a low pass

filter connected between said phase detector and said

utilization means for coupling the output of said phase

detector to said utilization means.

3,099,796

PHASE CODED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Solomon Zadoff, Flushing, N.Y., assignor to Spcrry Rand

Corporation, Great Necli, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware *

Filed Nov. 27, 1957, Ser. No. 699,396
13 Claims. (CI. 325—30)
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baae, a first emitter and a first collector electrode; a sec-

ond semiconductor device of an opposite conductivity type
haviog a second base, a second emitter and a second
collector electrode; a third semiconductor device of said

one conductivity type having a third base, a third emitter

and a third collector electrode; a fourth semiconductor
device of said opposite conductivity type having a fourth

base, a fourth emitter and a fourth collector electrode; cir-

cuit means for applying a direct current voltage; a series

combination of a resistance means and a Zener diode con-
nected across said circuit means for providing a first point

of reference potential at the common junction between
said resistance n>eans and said Zener diode, a seccHid

point of reference potential at the opposite side of said

Zener diode, and a third point of reference potential at the

opposite side of said resistance means; said first collector

electrode being connected to said second base electrode,

said second collector electrode being connected to said

third base electrode, said third collector electrode being

connected to said fourth base electrode, said first and
said third emitter electrodes being connected to said first

point of reference potential, said second and said fourth

emitter electrode being connected to said second of refer-

ence potential; output means including a first output termi-

nal connected to said fourth collector electrode and a

second output terminal connected to said third point of
reference potnetial; a variable resistance connected be-

tween said third point of reference potential and said

third base electrode; and another variable resistance con-
nected between said second point of reference potential

and said first base electrode.

3,099,803
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL FOR

TUNABLE OSCILLATORS
Hans-Georg Unger, Llncroft, NJ., asrignor to Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a
corporation of New York

Filed July 2, 1959, Scr. No. 824,S75
6 Claims. (CI. 331—9)

pKit^nv^

1. An automatic^ frequency control system for tunable
oscillators comprising in combination with a tunable os-

cillator having a frequency controlling element and tuning
means for slowly varying the output frequency of said

tunable oscillator over a range of frequencies, a source of
modulated signals, means for modulating a portion of the
output from said oscillator with said modulating signal, an
adjustable reference frequency element tuned to a par-

ticular component of the modulated signal, means for ap-
plying the modulated signal to said reference element,
means for detecting the phase difference between any sig-

nal transmitted from said reference element and said mod-
ulating signal and producing a voltage proportionate there-
to, means responsive to slow variations in said voltage for

varying the resonant frequency of said reference element
in accordance with slow varij^tions in the output fre-

quency of said tunable oscillator, and means for apply-
ing said voltage to said frequency controlling element of
said tunable oscillator to compensate for any rapid varia-

tions in the output frequency of said tunable oscillator.

3,«99,8«4
HIGH FREQUENCY NEGATIVE RESISTANCE

CIRCUITS
Donald E. Naiaon, FJIiabrth, NJ^ Mrignor to Radio

Corporatioa of AnMrlca, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Auf. 23, 1960. Scr. No. 513^9

9 Clalini. (CL 331—107)

1. A high frequency circuit having a predetermined
mean operating frequency comprising in combination a
resonant reentrant transmission line including a pair of
annular conductors, said conductors having a mean cir-

cumference which is substantially equal to one wave-
length at the said predetermined mean operating fre-

quency, an active element comprising a voltage controlled

negative resistance device coupled to said transmission
line and a resistor coupled to said transmission line at a
spaced arcuate distance from said negative resistance de-

vice and adapted for receiving a bias voltage to bias said

device to exhibit a negative resistance.

3,099,M5
BIDIRECTIONAL COUPLING BETWEEN WAVE-
GUIDES VIA TWO NONRECIPROCAL GYRO-
MAGNETIC COUPLING RODS

AriatM D. Berk and Eik StmmwMwr, Lot Ai««lct,
Calif., aMtgnors to Hnghcs Aircraft Coaipaay, a cor-
poratloo of Delaware

FUcd Jan. 9, 1956, Scr. No. 557,917
2 Claims. (CI. 333—24.1)

1. An electromagnetic device comprising a main rec-

tangular waveguiding structure for propagating an elec-

tromagnetic wave; an auxiliary rectangular waveguiding

structure having a broad side disposed adjacent to and
at an angle with a broad side of sakl main waveguiding
structure; first and second thin elongated ferrite rods dis-

posed transversely through matdiing apertures of said

adjacent broad sides along a diagonal of the coextensive

areas thereof to extend into both of said waveguiding

structures, said first and second ferrite rods being spaced

on opposite sides of the mid-point of said diagonal; and
means for producing parallel magnetic fields in the same
direction lengthwise through said first and second ferrite

rods, thereby to effect bi-directional coupling between

said main and auxiliary waveguides at frequencies corre-

sponding to gyro-resonance in said first and second ferrite

rods.

3,099,S06
HIGH-POWER RESONANCE ABSORPTION ISOLA-
TOR HAVING FERRITE SLAB OFFSET PROM
POLEPIECES SO AS TO BE NON-UNIFORMLY
MAGNETIZED

Lawrence A. BfaMbcrg, Moorcstown, NJ^ and Leon J.

Ladcr, Los Angeles, and Raymond A. Yoong, Ingle-

wood, Callfn aisiinorB to Hngbcs Aircraft Company,
Culver City, Calif., a corporatkm of Delaware

Continaatlon of application Scr. No. 572,176, Mar. 15,

1956. This appUartion Jan. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 83,107
5ClainB8. (CL333—24J)

1 . A unidirectional microwave transmission device com-
prising:
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(a) a rectangular waveguide including a pair of opposite

broad walls and a pair of opposite narrow walls;

(b) a magnet having a different pole piece adjacent

each broad wall of said waveguide at a location dis-

tant from a first narrow wall of said waveguide be-

tween the center of the surfaces of the broad walls

and a second narrow waJl of said waveguide;

3,099,808
CHANNEL TUNING SYSTEM FOR SIGNAL RE-
CEIVERS IN WHICH TUNING COMPONENTS
ASSIGNED TO UNSELECTED CHANNELS FORM
PART OF ADJACENT CHANNEL TRAPS

Peter HoUey, Pointc Claire, Qnebcc, Canada, asslKnor to

Radio Corporation of America, a corporation of

Delaware
FOed Jan. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 84,669

14 Claims. (Q. 334—50)

(c ) and an elongated slab of gyroresonant material dis-

posed longitudinally within said waveguide substan-

tially parallel to said broad walls thereof, said slab

having a transverse width greater than the width of

the pole pieces adjacent said waveguide, said slab

extending transversely across the interior of said

waveguide toward said first narrow wall from a posi-

tion di^laced toward said first narrow wall from the

edges of the pole pieces closest to said second narrow

wall.

3,099307
HELICAL LINE ROTARY JOINT

Lois L. Ok, Scatdc, Wask., asiganr to The Boeing Com-
pany, Seattle, Wash., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 2, 1962, Scr. No. 184,050

4Cbilms. (CL333—98)

'i .CHAMMtut) ' CMAMMtLlH QHM^f^ti.iOi

ruBV

1. A channd tuning system for signal receivers com-

prising, a i^urality of tuning circuit elements, means for

selectively connecting each of said circuit elements for

effecting individual channel selection in a predetermined

frequency range, nieans for connecting at least one of

said circuit elements other than a selected circuit ele-

ment for adjacent channel rejection with respect to a se-

lected channel.

3,099,809
MULTTFURN ROTARY POTENTIOMETER

Victor G. Matfaison and Harold L. Knise, Riverskle,

Calif., assignors to Boorns, Inc.

Filed Jan. 11, 1963, Ser. No. 250,912
10 Claims. (CI. 338—143)

3. A high-frequency rotary joint comprising a cylin-

drical tubular conductive shell having a central longi-

tudinal axis and comprising two mutually comirfemental

portions interconnected to be relatively rotatable about

said axis, two coaxial transmission line fittinp, each hav-

ing an outer conductor joined to one of said portions at

a location spaced longitudinally of the shell from the

other outer conductor, and each having an inner conduc-

tor projecting in insulated relationship into the shell, two

helical lines comprising elongated conductive helices

of respectively different helix diameters, cX. subMantially

equal propagation velocity chracteristics and of relatively

opposite pitch, means supporting the helices in mutual

longitudinally overlapping relationship and coaxial with-

in the shell, the helix of smallest diameter being insula-

tively spaced within that of largest diameter and the latter

being insulatively spaced within the riiell, one end of

each helical line being electrically connected to the in-

wardly projecting end of one line fitting, and the op-

posiie end of each helical line forming substantially an

open-circuit termination thereof, said helical lines being

physically supported from the respective shell portions.

1. A variable resistor comprising:

first means, including rotary means comprising an elon-

gate rotor rotatable about a longitudinal axis, said

rotor having first and second longitudinally-extend-

ing groove guideways therein and said grooves being

spaced apart by a longitudinally extending interven-

ing portion; said first means comprising a longitu-

dinally-extending electrical return conductor mount-

ed on said intervening portion of said rotor between

said grooves, and terminating in a brush means at

one end of the rotor;

second means, including a helical resistance element

the axis of the helix of whidi is coincident with said

longitudinal axis and the next-adjacent convolutions

of which are longitudinally spaced apart, and includ-

ing means supporting said resistance element and

said rotor in coaxial relationship;

third means, comprising electrical terminal means for

said resistance element and terminal means includ-

ing a conductive ring around said axis and disposed

for contact by said brush means during rotation of

said rotor; and
fourth means, comprising a resilient generally arch-

shaped slider device disposed between said resistance

element and said rotor and having an arch-forming

body portion having at least one guide portion ex-

tending between adjacent convolutions of said ele-

ment and formed complementary thereto and said
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slider having at least one portion straddling an arcu-

ate portion of said resistance element and said slider

device further having first and second generally in-

wardly directed opposed end portions riding in re-

spective ones of said groove guidcways and in the

relaxed state of the slider device being closer together

than when disposed in said groove guideways, where-

by said end portions are caused to compressively

press against and embrace said intervening portion of

said rotor to eliminate lost motion therebetween, said

slider device carrying a contact means thereon having

portions disposed to brush on said return conductor

and on said resistance element.

the spring means normally holds the shaft at the limit of

the motion fixed by the stop means to exert the full force

3,099,810
MINIATURE POTENTIOMETER

Hans Habereder, Costa Mesa, Calif., assignor to Beck-

man Instruments, Inc., a corporation of California

Filed Mar. 18, 1960, S«r. No. 15,996

12 Claims. (CI. 338—162)

1 . A variable resistance comprising a housing, a resist-

ance element mounted within said housing, a contact

member engaging said resistance element, means for

rotatably mounting said contact member including a con-

tact mounting gear rotatably mounted with respect to

said housing and in fixed relationship with said contact

member, a worm gear mounted in said housing in en-

gagement with said gear, said worm gear having an an-

nular groove extending into a cavity formed within said

housing, and means formed of a resilient material such

as polychlorotrifluoroethylene resin retained in said cav-

ity and deformed by the face of said annular groove for

friction loading the worm gear.

3,099,811
POTENTIOMETER

Michael A. Ayoub, Necdham, Mass., assignor to Waters
Manufacturing, Inc., Wayland, Mass., a corporation of

Massachusetts
Filed Nov. 18, 1960, S«r. No. 70,314

8 Claims. (CI. 338—174)
1. In a potentiometer, a stationary portion comprising

an enclosure containing a resistance element and having

front and back walls, and a rotary portion comprising a

shaft extending through the front wall of the enclosure, a

movable contact, and means for mounting the contact on

the shaft, said mounting means including a spring portion

urging the contact in a first axial direction to contact with

the resistance element, stop means on the shaft and on

one of said walls of the enclosure limiting motion of the

shaft in said first axial direction, the shaft being free for

motion in the opposite axial direction, and spring means
of greater force than said spring portion acting between

the rotary portion and the stationary portion of the assem-

bly to urge the shaft in said first axial direction, whereby

** Si

of the spring portion of the contact-mounting means on

the contact.

3,099,812
VARIABLE RESISTOR DEVICE

WUbur T. Hardison, 4920 Lotiicr Si, Riverside, Calif.

FUcd Ang. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 133,656
14 Claims. (CI. 338—183)

1. A variable resistor comprising:

first means, including a resistance element, and re-

turn-conductor means;
second means, including a contact-carrier means and

contact-means carried thereby arranged for wiping

contact with said resistance element and said re-

turn-conductor means;
third means, comprising shafting means, said third

means being constructed and arranged for moving

said contact-carrier means to traverse said contact-

means along said resistance element and in contact

with said retum<onductor means, said shafting

means comprising driving means and driven means,

said driven means including a driven head, said driv-

ing means comprising a driver including a curve strip

of spring material of generally cylindrical configura-

tion frictionally engaging the driven head, to provide

a friction-clutch connection between the driver and

the driven means;
fourth means, comprising electrical-connection means

providing electrical access to end portions of said re-

sistance element and to said return-conductor means;

and fifth means, comprising housing and support means,

for housing and supporting said shafting means and

said resistance element and said return-conductor

means.

3,099,813
ELECTROLYTIC-IGNITION UNDERWATER

SOUND SOURCE
Edward P. Anderson, LivingstDn, NJ., aarignor, by mesne

assignments, to Engelhard Indostrict, Inc., Newark,
NJ., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Apr. 26, 1957, Ser. No. 655,390
1 Claim. (CI. 340—12)

In an underwater sound source, "an open-ended cham-

ber, means for supporting said chamber below water with

the open end facing downwardly when said chamber is

filled with gas, means for electrolytically decomposing

water into hydrogen and oxygen to automatically fill a
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portion but not all of said chamber with hydrogen and

oxygen, said last mentioned means including exposed

metal electrodes, at least one of which ternunates within

said chamber and adjacent the open end of said chamber,

whereby the electrolytic decomposition action ceases when

said one electrode is exposed to the gases in said chamber

and is out of contact with water, an igniter assembly m-

3,099,815

COORDINATION CONTROLS FOR REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEMS

Arthur P. Jackel, Pemi Hills Township, Allegheny

County, Pa., as^nor to Westingfaoasc AJr Brake Com-
pany. Wilmerdhig, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed Dec. 5, 1958, Ser. No. 778,490

10 Claims. (O. 340—163)

eluding at least one active ignition zone and a water

draining area contiguous with said active ignition zone

but below said zone, means for supplying current to

said electrodes, means for selectively suiH>lying power

to said igniter assembly, and means for tilting said cham-

ber to wash out the chamber and completely refill it with

water.

3,099,814

SEISMIC RECORDING TO EMPHASIZE
SELECTED CHARACTER

James E. White and Philip L. Lawrence, Dallas, Tex.,

assignors, by mesne asrignments, to Socony-Vacuum

Oil Company, iDCorporatcd, New York, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of New York
Filed Oct. 22, 1954, Ser. No. 464,018

16 Claims. (CI. 340—15.5)

ft
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1 . In a remote control system comprising a control of-

fice and a plurality of remote stations connected by a

communication channel, a control means at said office

operably connected to said channel for transmitting con-

trol functions to selected stations which are at times

adapted to receive such control functions, an indication

transmitting means at each station operably connected to

said channel for transmitting indication functions from

that station to said office which is adapted to receive such

indication functions, said stations being normally condi-

tioned for the immediate transmission of indication func-

tions, synchronizing means at said <^Boe having connec-

tions to said communication channel and controlled by

said control means when the transmission of a control

function is actuated for conditioning each station to only

receive control functions, said synchronizing means hav-

ing other connections for delaying the actuated control

function transmission imtil all stations arc conditioned

only to receive control functions.

3,099,816

REMOTE INDICATION SYSTEMS
Alfred B. MiUer, Edgewood, Pa., assignor to Westtag-

house Air Brake Company, Wilmerdhig, Pa., a corpo-

ration of Pennsylvania

FUed May 18, 1960, Ser. No. 29,906

18 Chdms. (CI. 340—163)

Ti u

1. In seismic exploration where detonation of an ex-

plosive charge produces motion of the earth at seismic

detecting stations spaced from the point of detonation the

method which comprises producing alternating electrical

voltages which vary in accordance with said motion at

said detecting stations, and recording on a time related

scale visual indications of said volUges in correlaticm with

the insunt of said detonation and characterized by highly

emphasizing zero incidence portions of said voltages rela-

tive to other portions thereof.

16. A method of obtaining geophysical daU compris-

ing the steps of creating seismic waves, detecting and con-

verting said seismic waves into'electrical signals, produc-

ing secondary signals comprising energy only at the qui-

escent points on said electrical signals, and recording said

secondary signals.

:s^:Sr^:SP:Ep

^:^^'^*-aj—V-V

1. A remote indication system, including a control lo-

cation and at least one remote location connected by a

communication channel ci^>able of conducting signals

7P2 ().(i.
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of various charateristics, comprising, a transmktmg means

having connections to said channel for transmitting sig-

nals alternately of a fiiBt and a second characteristic, suc-

cessive signals being spaced by similar periods of no

signal, a first receiving means at said control location and

a second icoeiving means at said remote location, each

receiving means having connections to said channel at

the correHwnding location and responsive to the succes-

sive signals transmitted by said transmitting means for

cyclically establishing in synchronism a plurality of suc-

cessive conditions, a plurality of two-position indicators

at said remote k)cation one corresponding to each condi-

tion of the associated receiving means, «^ transmitter at

aid remote location having connections to aaid channel

for transmitUng when actuated a «gnal of a third charac-

teristic, circuit means at said remote location controlled

by said second receiving means and by said indicators

and having connections for actuating said transmitter dur-

ing each successive condition of said receiving means when

the corresponding indicator occupies a preselected one oi

its positions, and a recording means at said control loca-

tion having connections to said channel and controlled

by said first receiving means and responsive to aignals

ot said third characteristic for individually recording the

positions of said indicators at the remote location in

accordance with the signals received from said transmitter.
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3,099317
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE MONITORING

SYSTEM
Hugh C. Kendall, Rochester, N.Y^ aoiKiior toGeneral

Signal CorporatkHi, a cocponitloo of New Yorfc

FUcd Dec. 19, 1958, Ser. No. 781,678

9 Claims. (O. 340—172.5)

3^99^18
SCAN ELEMENT FOR COMFUTER

Richard F. Muray, Rfchffcn*, N.Y^^ MJp nr to

mftfftf^i BosfaMas Machhaas CotpontMB, New Yon*
N.Y~ a conontloa of New Y«tk

FMJ^ 30. 19S9, Scr. No. 823,93<

4ClalBia. (CL 340—1723)

1. A system for monitoring the operation of a vehicle

having an odometer, comprising a recording medium for

receiving characteristic data, dau producing means effec-

tive when operated to record distinctive indications on said

recording medium, a plurality of data selection means

for selecting the distinctive indications of said data pro-

ducing means, circuit means electrically connecting each

of said plurality of data selection means to said data pro-

ducing means effective when activated selectively to op-

erate said data producing means to record indications in

accordance with a respective one of said data selecting

means, first activating means operable to activate nao-

mentarily one of said circuit means, a second activating

means effective when operated repetitively to activate

another of said circuit means at spaced intervals, and

means connecting operatively said odometer to said sec-

ond activating means after the operation of said first

activating means to cause the operation of said second

activating means upon the initial movement of the vdii-

cle and die repeated operation of said second activating

means to correspond to increments oi distance traveled by

said vehicle.

OK

iri WH aMti
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4. In a data processing device wherein a plurality of

input-output units may transfer data to or receive daU

from a central processor, the daU processing device hav-

ing a scan element disposed between the plurality of

input-output units and the central processor, the scan ele-

ment having at least first, second and third sUtus chan-

nels serially connected, a source of oscillator pulses con-

nected to the first sUtus channel, each input-output de-

vice having means to supply sUtus signals, means con-

veying the status signal of each input-output device to a

separate status channel with status signals from the fast-

est input-output unit being connected to the first status

channel and the stotus signals of succeeding slower input-

output units being connected to succeeding sUtus chan-

nels in the series, a counter, a contnri circuit connected

between said source of oscillator pulses and said serially

connected sUtus channels which normally passes oscilla-

tor pulses to the sUtus channels and said counter, each

status channel having an output conductor connected to

said control circuit which conveys a signal to the con-

trol circuit which operates the control circuit: (a) to in-

hibit the passage of oscillator pulses, {b) to set the

counter to a predetermined count, and (c) to supply a

control signal to the central processor when any one of

the sUtus channels is ready to transfer daU to or re-

ceive daU from the central processor, means coupled be-

tween the counter and said control circuit which inhibits

the occurrence of operative signals on said output con-

ductor oi each sUtus channel until said counter reaches

a given count which differs from said predetermined

count, said central processor including means for supply-

ing a signal to the control circuit which operates the con-

trol circuit to pass oscillator pulses when a transfer of

data to or from the central processor is oomfrieted, where-

by the first input-output unit is interrogated first by each

oscillator pulse from said oontnri circuit and is given

precedence over the second and subaequent input-output

units, the second input-output unit is intorogated second

by each oscillator pulse from said control circuit and is

given precedence over the third and any subaequent in-

put-output units, et cetera, and any input-ou^nit unit

which is ready to transfer or receive daU must wait untfl

sMd counter reaches said given count
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TRAFFIC MEAS
3^J19
lUREMENT APPARATUS

areas tbereof, said discrete areas of said slide being ar-

ranied to absorb light o< certain cokxv and to trammit

ivm-Im H BuBaa. MoutataMa. NJ., Mrinor to B«U theredirougfa light of aU other color*, a positioning shde,

^iISiJ^lSSiSSS!^^ SSmTfeSng light on «ud riides from «jd se-

a corporadoo of New York . ^ , „, iect«l color tpot on sakl screen, hght reyj^i^ devio^

Filed Ian. 11, I960, Sar. No. 1^602 ^ geoemting electrical manifestations of hght directed

29 Claims. (CL 34«—172.5) thereto, means for focusing light on said devices from said

scieeo through said slides, and means interconnecting said

oootrol meaiM and said light req?oo8ive device receiving

light through said positioning slide.

3,099,821

MAGNETIC CORE DEVICE
Fr^lerlck L. Post, FMMhka^Ma, NA^^aaslpw to IiiNr.

,««t«««i Business MM^Inss Corporatloa, New Yocfc,

N.Y., a corporatloo of New York
FUcdScpt 22, 1959, Ser. No. 841,487

18 Claims. (O. 34^—174)

1 In a traffic measurement apparatus, monitormg

means for randomly providing indications peculiarly iden-

tified with each of a pluralty of units of equipment to be

measured, temporary storage means connected to said

monitoring means and operative to receive said mdica-

tions at a first maadmum rate, said storage means com-

prising a plurality of tandemly arranged storage cells and

means for transferring each of said indications so re-

ceived to the last one of said storage cells, recordmg

means including a serial reader connected to said last

one of said storage cells for seriaUy recording each of

said indications directed through said storage means, said

recording means being operative at a second maximum

rate said second maximum rate being less than said first

maximum rate, and means connecting said serial reader

to said transferring means for providing that each of said

indications is directed to said last storage cell at said sec-

ond maximum rate.

1. A magnetic core device comprising means defining

a magnetic circuit having at least a pair of input flux

paths, an output flux path and a main flux path couplmg

said input flux paths to said output flux path; means for

magnetically biasing one of said input paths to saturation

in a first direction and the other oi said input paths to

saturation in a second direction; first drive means for

selectively driving said one input flux path to saturation

in said second direction to thereby establish a flux pat-

tern in Uie main flux path in said second direction and

for driving said other input flux path to saturation m
said first direction to thereby establish a flux pattern m
the main flux path in said first direction; output means

for detecting a change in the flux pattern m said output

flux path; and second selectively operable drive means for

driving said one input flux path to saturation m said sec-

ond direction independentiy of said first drive means, to

thereby establish a flux pattern in the main flux path m
said second direction.

3,099,820
OPTICAL STORAGE SYSTEM

Raymond W. Ketchledge, Wblppwiy, NJ^assl^ior to BeH

Telcphoac Laboratories, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.,

a corporatloo of New York
Filed Mar. 31, 1959, Ser. No. 803,239

7 Claims. (CI. 340—173)

3,099,822 ^^^
MAGNETIC DATA STORAGE DEVICES

Emrys John WUIIams, Stevenage. ElBglaiid, aaripMr to Ita-

^Snatlonal Computers and Talmlators Lbnlted., (for-

Serty The British Tabolattaf MachlBC Compmiy Urn-

""*^-
Filed Sept 22, W59S«.NOjMl,W

V&riUT»UT

|- I^<j:

MOC
I,3. A binary informatioo storage system comprising an

electron discharge device including a tricolor luminescent

screen, means for projecting M electron beam against said ^
screen, means for deflectmg said beam and means for coo-

«^.lide hwiii, biiKy inforiMlioo lUmd oo diwete lynclironBiii, swuk on a t™* o( rotor n»p»« «or
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age device comprising a disc mounted for rotaition in syn-

chronism with the storage device; a series of sensible in-

dicia equal in number to said predetermined number of

synchronising signals and spaced at substantially uniform

intervals around a circular track of the disc; sensing means

responsive to the passage of said indicia past the sensing

means during a revolution of the storage device to pro-

duce a train of first signals equal in number to said pre-

determined number; a first track of said storage device;

first recording means responsive to said first signals to

record said first signals at substantially equal spacing

in said first track; driving means operable to rotate the

storage device at a constant invariable speed; reading

means operative, during rotation of the storage device at

said constant speed, in response to said recorded first sig-

nals to generate a train of second signals at a substantially

constant frequency and equal in nunvber to said prede-

termined number; a second track on said storage device;

second rcording means operatively coupled to said sec-

ond track; circuit means including a filter network opera-

tive to attenuate, relative to signals of said constant fre-

quency, all other signals; and having an input circuit

connected to said reading means and an output circuit

connected to said second recording means.

pling between said primary and secondary windings in

response to a varying characteristic.

3,099,823
NONLINEAR ELECTROMAGNETIC MOTION

RESPONSIVE DEVICE
Louis A. Bobala and Kirk A. OpUnfcr, Pemi Towiidilp,

Allegheny County, Pa., assignon to Westinghmue Elec-

tric Corporation, East PittsburKl^ Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
Filed Apr. 30, 1957, Scr. No. 656,076

10 Claims. (CI. 340—199)

^-rr,

3.099,824
STATIC LOGIC ANNUNCIATOR

Leonard P. Vitt, Pittsbargh, and Jon J. McNeiU, WUkins-

burg. Pa., aidgnors to Westingbouae Electric Corpora-

tion, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Pennsyl-

vania
FUed May 26, 1958, Ser. No. 737,645

14 Claims. (Cl. 340—213)

^ "^r^^Ezh^

1. An annunciator comprising static element means

operating to change a normal indication signal to another

indication signal in response to the absence of a signal

from a condition-responsive signal means; acknowledge

means connected in circuit relation with said static ele-

ment means for providing an additional signal to said

static clement means in the absence of a signal from said

condition-responsive means, and additional static element

means connected in circuit relation with said acknowledge

means and said static element means for providing an

indication signal different from said normal indication

signal and said another indication signal in response to

the operation of the acknowledge means following the

said operation of the first mentioned static means and

to the presence of a signal from said condition-respon-

sive signal means after the operation of the acknowledge

means.

3,099,825

CONTROL UNITS FOR FIRE PROTECTIVE
SIGNALING SYSTEMS

Cy Hairlman, Wcatport, Coon.

Filed Sept. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 59,603

8 Claims. (Cl. 340—213)

1. An electromagnetic device comprising an annular

primary winding, a pair of annular secondary windings,

means for mounting said secondary windings adjacent

each side, respectively, of said primary winding and co-

axially therewith, a hollow cylindrical relatively station-

ary primary core member, a pair of hollow cylindrical

relatively stationary, secondary core members, means

for mounting said primary core member and said sec-

ondary core members substantially concentrically within

said primary and secondary windings, respectively, and

for spacing said secondary core members from said pri-

mary core member, means for supplying a fluctuating

potential to said primary winding, an armature of a length

greater than that of said primary core member and less

than the distance between said secondary core members,

and means for mounting said armature within said pri-

mary and secondary core members and for displacing said

armature so as to vary the magnetic reluctance between

said primary and secondary cores and the magnetic cou-

1. An electrically actuated alarm circuit comprising,

a plurality of alarm indicating means, said aiann indicat-

ing means being normally connected in a series circuit for

ease of electrical supervision, and trouble signal means to

warn of a fault in said series circuit, detecting means for
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sensing an alarm, and means responsive to said detecting

means for disconnecting said series circuit and connecting

said alarm indicating means in parallel when an alarm is

sensed.

3,099,826

STATIC LOGIC ANNUNCIATOR
Donald H. Norccn, Pittsburgh, and Walter F. Gncntbcr,

Fenn Townafalp, Alicgbcny County, Fa., asrignors to

Westinghousc Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh,

Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Jan. 2, 1958, Scr. No. 706,688

4 Claims. (CL 340—226)

ing connected across said resistor and providing a fixed

impedance tiiei«across causing said indicator element to

be supplied with steady state current at the lower end of

said current range when no signal is applied to the third

of said transistor elements, and means for feeding alter-

nating current voioe-reiKesenting signals from said record-

Si

r

4^

. t^

Vi>5-,

r^-S^
^3>- -;

4. In an annunciator: a static INHIBITED AND-NOT
element having an output connected to a plurality of

inputs including an alarm input, a first input of a three-

input AND amplifier, and the AND input of a first static

AND-NOT element; said static AND-NOT clement hav-

ing an output connected to the AND input and the IN-

HIBIT input of said INHIBITED AND-NOT element; a

second INHIBITED AND-NOT element having an out-

put connected to the NOT input of the first INHIBITED

AND-NOT element, the single input of a static AND
element, and the AND input of a second static AND-
NOT element, said second AND-NOT element having an

output connected to a second alarm; said single input

AND element having an output connected to the first and

second AND inputs of said three-input AND amplifier,

and to the AND input of the second INHIBITED AND-
NOT element; a flasher having an output connected to

second and third AND inputs of said three-input AND
amplifier; means for providing an abnormal signal and

having an output connected to the AND input of the

first INHIBITED AND-NOT element, to the INHIBIT

input of the second INHIBITED AND-NOT element, to

the NOT input of the second AND-NOT element, and

to the third AND input of the three-input AND amplifier;

and means for providing an acknowledge signal and hav-

ing an output connected to the NOT input of the first

AND-NOT element, and to the AND input and the NOT
input of the second INHIBITED AND-NOT element.

i'j'

ing equipment across said third transistor element and one

of said two elements for providing a varying reduction m
said impedance causing a fluotiating higher level current

to flow through said indicator element in proportion to

fluctuations in the level of the alternating current voice-

representing signals in said recording equipment.

3,099,828 ,^
PROTECnVE CIRCUFTRY AND INDICATING

MEANS FOR RECTIFIER SYSTEMS
Fred W. Kelley, Jr., Lynchburg, Va., assignor to 2f°«"'

Electric Company, a corporation o'^^'fr^*®**
FUed July 17, 1958, Ser. No. 749,176

14 Chdms. (CL 340—248)

3,099,827
TRANSISTOR INDICATOR dRCUFT

Bosco Wu, East Orange, NJ., aaslgnor to McGraw-Edlson
Company, Elgin, 111., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 14, 1958, Ser. No. 728,373

2 Claims. (Cl. 340—248)
1 . A dual function indicator for voice recording equip-

ment operable from a direct current source of current

and adapted to provide both a steady state on-off indica-

tion and a variable signal-level indication, conHHising an

electrically operaWe indicator element responsive in pro-

portion to energizing current within a given current range,

an on-off switch, a volUge cut-down resistor, an electrical

circuit serially including said on-off switch, indicator ele-

ment and resistor in the sequence here named for supply-

ing current to said indicator element when said on-off

switch is closed, a transistor having emitter, base and

c:>llector element connected in class B arrangement to

operate as a rectifier, two of said transistor elements be-

2. In combination with a rectifier leg having a plurality

of rectifier cells connected in series, means for detecting

the failure of at least one of said rectifier cells com-

prising: a transformer having a primary winding con-

nected across said rectifier leg and a plurality of secondary

windings, said secondary windings each being connected

across a corresponding rectifier cell; a blocking rectifier

in series with each of said secondary windings; impedance

means and impedance means including an indicating device

connected in series with said primary winding to form a

series circuit across said rectifier leg, said series arcuit

providing voltage drops across said primary winding and

said indicating means having a predetermined ratio dur-

ing normal operation of the rectifier leg; each of said

secondary windings being responsive to the failure of a

rectifier cell for changing the ratio of the voltage drops

across the said primary winding and said indicating means

to activate said indicating means.

3,099,829

YARN BREAK DETECTOR
LaszIo Namenyi-Katz, 66 Porcbester Gate,

London W2, England

Filed May 23, 1960, Ser. No. 31,138

Ctaims priority, application Great Brttah»J^y 25, 1959

15Chiims. (Cl. 340—259)
1 A yam break detector comprising a carnage mova-

ble to travel along a row of yarns in a textile machine.
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means to direct a light beam in turn upon eadi yarn, light

detecting means on the carriage responsive to light re-

flected from the yarn, an ami^er connected to the de-

tecting means to amplify the signal from the detecting

means, a device settable to two states, the first of which

will energize an alarm and the second oi which will in-

indudes a first portion lying in doae proximity to the

sdected one of said teeth and a second poition extending

from said first portion into cOTxeapoodingly doee prox-

imity with said main body poition of the sUtor so that

said yoke with said main body portion and with the

selected tooth forms a substantially doaed ferromagneUc

circuit enhancing the inductive oOupUng between the first

and second windings at said looth. said dectrical wind-

ings having terminal means to provide digital convovion

of the position of sakl yoke.

hibit such energization, automatic means to set the device

to its first state as the carriage approaches each yam, the

amplifier out|>ut being coiuiected to the device and oper-

aUe to set the device in said second state, and means

conditioned for operation when the carriage is moving

away from the yam and responsive only to the first state

of the device to produce an alarm signal.

3,099^1
ANALOGUE TO DIGFTAL CONVERTER

AND COUNTER
Max Evenon Jone^ Lm Angclca, Califs !!!*""' *°

Crane Co^ Chicago, Dl^ a corporation of Illinois

Filed May 5, 1959, Scr. No. 811,21S

SClalma. (0.340—347)

3,099,830

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING AN
INDICATION OF THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF
RELATIVELY MOVABLE MEANS

Cecil John Wayman, Stanmore, England, assignor to The

General Electric Company Limited, London, England

Filed Apr. 7, 1958, Ser. No. 726,863

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 5, 1957

11 Claims. (CI. 340—347)

2. Position-encoding apparatus comprising: a. ferro-

magnetic stator having a main body portion and a series

of teeth extending from the main body portion; a plurality

of first electrical windings each of which embraces suc-

cessive groups of said teeth in opposite senses in a pre-

determined pattern, each of which is fixedly mounted

with respect to the teeth of said group and each of which

is clectromagnctically coupled to each of the teeth of such

group, the grouping of the teeth by the differeiit first

windings being different; a second electrical winding on

said stator fixedly mounted with respect to said teeth

and clcctromagnetically coupled to all erf said teeth in

the same sense thereby to have different portions thereof

inductively coupled to said first windings by the different

teeth; and a U-shaped ferromagnetic yoke which is mount-

ed for movement selectively to any said too«h, and which

2. Means for detecting the position of a rotary member

comprising:

a first member and a second member mounted to rotate

relative to one another in synchronism with said

rotary member;
said first member having a plurality of circumferen-

tially equi-spaced indicia, and said second member

having a first index and a second index positioned

to register with said indicia and being mutually

phase-displaced 90* relative to the repetitive spacing

of said indicia;

fc^t sensing means coupled to said indicia of said first

member and to said first index of said second mem-

ber for producing a first periodic electrical signal;

first inverter means coupled to said first sensing means

for produdng a second periodic electrical signal in

phase opposition to said first signal;

second sensing means coupled to said indicia of said

first member and to said second index of said second

member for producing a third periodic electrical

signal phase disi^aoed 90* from said first periodic

electrical signal;

second inverter means coupled to said second sensmg

means for producing a fourth periodic electrical

signal in phase opposition to said third signal;

binary counter circuit means having a pair of input

terminals, a first for receiving forward counting

pulses to cause said counter to count up and a second

for receiving reverse counting pulses to cause said

coimter to coimt down;

first ccMitrol circuitry coupled to said first and second

sensing means and to said first and second inverter

means for produdng a first series of pulses only

when the relative roUtion of said first and second

members is in a forward direction and coupled to

said first input terminal of said binary counter cir-

cuit means for applying said first series of pulses

thereto; and
second control circuitry coupled to said first and second

sensing means and to said first and second inverter

means for producing a second series of pulses only

when the relative rotation <rf said first and second

members is in a reverse direction and coupled to

said second input terminal of said binary counter
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nir^nt me«ns for aoolvin« said second series of and fed with said local signal to modulate mcommg signals

«^. .^^ in said diannels respectivdy. phase-shift elements opera-
pulses tnereio.

^^^^^ oonneded with said channds and so co-relatmg the

^—^^^^-^^ rdative phases of the modulated signals therein as to deter-

3 099332 »""»« *« position of the beam of said receiver antenna

DOPPLER NAVIGATION SYSTEM array in relation to a reference axis thereof, said phase-

Panl D. Frelich, WcUcsky, Mmu^ MrigMr to Raytheon shift dements being responsive to vanation of said local

Company, Waltham, Mass., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Nov. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 850,960

8 Clainw. (0.343—0)

1 'I r \~ '

! ! kI-^-
:i_f:i

1. A Dopplcr navigation system for detecting craft

velocity relative to a surface comprising means on said

craft foj directing wave energy in two different direc-

tions toward said surface, means for detecting reflection

from each of said different directions, a source of ^ve
energy coupled to said energy directing means, receiver

means coupled to each of said energy detecting means^

first, sectMid and third motor means, means couphng said

source of wave energy to said first motor means,

means coupling said recdver means to said secwid

and third motor means whereby the rate of said first

motor means is representative of the frequency of di-

rected energy and the rate of each of said second and thu-d

motor means is representative of the frequency of de-

tected energy from a different of said directions, firrt

and second differential means driven by said first and

second and said first and third motor means respectivdy

producing output moUons representative of the sign and

magnitude of craft velodty in said different directioos.

signal, to vary differentially and in co-ordinated relation

the respective phase-shifts imparted to said modulated

signals and so deflect said beam in rdation to said retcr-

cnce axis, and means for repeatedly varying said local

signal within a time interval equal to that of said pulses,

to cause said beam to scan a sector at least once within

said time interval.

3,099,834 _^
SYSTEM FOR AIRFIELD GROUND TRAFFIC

CONTROL
Robert L SartMK*er, 2424 Maancknaetis Ave.,

WaAlngton, D.C.

FUed Oct 16, 1956, Ser. No. 616,254

19 Claims. (CI. 343—101)

3 099333
METHOD OF'radio SCANNING ^^^

David Gordon Tucker. Bamt Green, England, »d David

Evan Nannton Darke, WhHctarch, Cardiff, Wale^M-
signors to National Research Development Corporation,

London, England, a British corporation

Filed Mar. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 799.918

Claims priority, application Great Britafai Mar. 17, 1958^
23Tlafam. (0.343—16)

1. In a radar apparatus including a transmitter for

emitting a series of time-spaced radio pulses through a

target containing medium, a receiver having a beam-form-

ing antenna array incorporating spaced apart antenna ele-

ments connected with respective signal ctonnels, a dis-

play device having co-related time base means defining

co-ordinates of a sector of the medium to be explored, and

amplifier means wherein signals in said channds are com-

bined and fed to said display device; the provision of

scanning means for the beam of said receiver antenna

array comprising in combination, means for generating a

local electrical signal, modulator means in each of said

channds connected operativdy with said generating means

1. A system for airfield ground traffic control compos-

ing a plurality of radioactive markers along runways of

the airfield for guiding aircraft thcrealong, radioactivity

detecUng means positioned along said runways for sensing

the movement of aicraft, having radioactivity radiators,

over said runways, transmitting means for directing said
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aircraft to desired runways, and means for receiving in-

formation from said detecting means and transmitting

information to said transmitting means, thereby to pro-

vide for traffic control of aircraft.

3,099,835
PHASE CODED HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION

SYSTEM
Robert L. Frank, Great Neck, and Solomon Zadoff, Flush-

ing, N.Y., assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation, a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed May 31, 1956, Ser. No. 588,570

12 Claims. (CI. 343—103)

gate, and means responsive to the output of the filter

for controlling the frequency and phase <rf the oscillator

output, whereby the frequency is adjusted to reduce the

output of the phase detector to zero, means for generat-

ing pulses at substantially the repetition frequency of the

received pulses of electromagnetic energy waves, second

servo means for synchronizmg said pulse generating

means with the received pulses of electromagnetic energy

waves including a phase detector coupled respectively to

the output of the phase coding means and the received

electromagnetic waves, means for differentiating the out-

put of the phase detector, a sampling gate coupled to the

output of the differentiating means, a low-pass filter cou-

pled to the output of the sam[rfing gate, means responsive

to the output of the filter for controlling the phase of

the pulse generating means, and nneans for coupling the

output of the pulse generating nKans to the sampling

gates in the first and second servo means, whereby the

second servo means controls the pulse generating means

to open the gaites momentarily at a selected time during

the reception of an electromagnetic energy pulse, and

means for actuating the phase coding means in response

to the output of the pulse generating means to shift the

phase of the reference signal applied to the respective

phase detectors of the first and second servo means.

'^-} T;i,.L:ii^-L3
3,099,836

V-STRIP ANTENNA WITH ARTinCIAL
DIELECTRIC LENS

John W. Canr, Santa Clam, Calif., assisnor to Lockheed

Aircraft Corporatioa, Barbank, Calif.

Filed May 16, 1960, Scr. No. 29,530

7 Claims. (CL 343—753)

1. A pulsed carrier communication system comprising

transmitting means including a source of pulsed electro-

magnetic energy waves, and phase coding means for shift-

ing by a respective and discrete predetermined amount

the phase of each successive pulsed wave; and a receiver

including means for receiving the phase shifted waves

from the transmitting means, an oscillator having sub-

stantially the same output frequency as said electro-

magnetic energy waves, phase coding means for periodi-

cally shifting the phase of the oscillator output in discrete

predetermined amounts, said phase coding means intro-

ducing phase shifts of the same amount and in the same

sequence as the phase shifting means included in the

transmitting means, first servo means for synchronizing

the output of the phase coding means with the received

electromagnetic energy waves including a phase detector

coupled respectively to the output of the phase coding

means and the received electromagnetic waves, a sam-

pling gate coupled to the output of the phase detector,

a low-pass filter coupled to the output of the sampling

TOM
KMJMTIO

5. A unidirectional broad band antenna system com-

prising a generally V-shi^d antenna having angularly

disposed metal strips as radiating elements, the angle

between said metal strips being about 60 degrees, the flat

portions of said strips substantially facing one another,

the width of said strips being substantially constant

throughout their lengths and being sufficient to achieve

unidirectional operation, means exciting the V-shaped

antenna at its apex so that the currents developed in the

metal strips are concentrated on the inside surfaces there-

of and phase correction means operativeJy connected to

and disposed between said metal strips.

DESIGNS
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195,756
SIGN

Joseph O. Tally, Jr., Home Federal BIdg.,

Fayetteville, N.C.

FUed Mar. 1, 1963, Ser. No. 73,782

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. Dl—12)

195 759

COMBINED PANEL AND HaNDLE FOR A FOOD
WARMING CART OR THE LIKE

Delmar D. Rhoads, Fort Wayne, Ind.

FUed Oct. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 62,686

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL Dl<^—«)

195,757

SHOE SOLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
AUn Beveriey Lewis, Beaconsfield, Quebec, C«nad«.

assignor to The British Rubber Company Limited,

Lachine, Quebec, Canada
Filed Dec. 7, 1962, Ser. No. 72,757

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D7—5)

195,760
AMUSEMENT RIDE ARENA

^__, ^ ^

Wilson Martin, Tarxana, Califs assignor to Wed Enter-

prises, Inc., Burbank, Calif., a corporation of Cali-

""*'"
Filed June 29, 1961, Ser. No. 65,760

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D13—1)

195,758
SHOE ^^ .

Harry H. Goold, University City, Mo., assignor to Shuko

Shbe Corp., Me«lvllle, Pa. a corporation of Pennsyl-

vftnift

Filed Jan. 16, 1963, Ser. No. 73.205

Term of patent 14 yean
CCl. D7—7)

1287
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195,761
•- GRAIN STORAGE BUILDING
Thomas H. McVkar and Harry L. Vardiman, Inde-

pendence, Mo^ assignors to Butler Manufacturing Com-
pany, Kansas City, Mo., a corporation of Missouri

FUed Jan. 5, 1962, Scr. No. 68,201

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D13—1)

195,764
BUILDING

Virginia Bctii, Beaver Dam, Wis., assignor to Riciiard

Bcdi, Virginia Betli, Jolm Glavlcii, and Marie Giavicb.

Beaver Dam, Wis., a partnersiiip

Filed Dec. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 72,745
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D13—1)

195,765
DRIVE-IN RETAIL BUILDING

Dwight A. HarriMM, 1201 Central Ave.
Hampton, Iowa

FUed Dec. 13, 1962, Scr. No. 72,832

Tcnn of patent 14 years

(a. DIS—1)

195,762
MODULAR BUILDING

Robert P. Gersin, 28 E. 55tb St, New Yorli, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 68,282

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D13—1)

195,766
EXPANSIBLE VEHICLE

Carl W. Sondberg, BloomiMd HUli, Mich., assignor to

American Metal Products Company, Detroit, Mich., a

corporation of Michigan
FOcd Apr. 13, 1962, Scr. No. 69,704

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D14-^)

195,763
FILAGREE PANEL

WUUam Levy, 833 Chestnut St., Franklin Square,

Long IsUnd, N.Y.
FUed Sept. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 71,661

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D13—1)

195,767
GOLF CART

Strother C. MacMfam, Los Angeles, CaMf., assignor

WUHam H. loycc, Jr., Santa Barbara, Calif.

FUed Dec. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 72,772

Term of patent 14 ji

(CL D14—3)

to
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195^61
AUTOMOBILE WHEEL COVER

Eugene Bordlnat, Jr., BkMmilaM Hills, Mkh., asrfgnor to

The Ford Motor Compuy, DeMrbom, Mlch^ a corpo-

ratkw of Dchiwarc
FUed Dec. 19, 1961, Scr. No. 67,958

Term of patcat 7 years

(Q. D14-^)

195,771
HOUSEHOLD STILL FOR DRINKING WATER

AND THE LIKE
Dimitri Gregory SoussloS, Weston, Conn., assignor to

American Machine A Foundry Company, a corporation

of New Jersey ^^.
Filed Jan. 22, 1962, Scr. No. 68,395

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D16—2)

195,769
WHEEL COVER

Roger E. Httghct, Royal Oak, Mich., assignor to G«nwaJ

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mkh., a corporation of

Delaware _ ^, ,. „.

.

FUed Feb. 13, 1962, Scr. No. 68,806

Term of patent 7 years

(CL D14—30)

195,772

CARRYING CASE FOR A SHAVER
Norman Thomas Sanders, Mappleborough Green, Stndley,

England, assignor to Needle Industries Lfanited, Bir-

mingham, Engbmd, a company of Great Britatai

Filed July 25, 1962, Ser. No. 71,043

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D22—3)

195,770
CHAIR

Rkhard A. Isola, Royal Oak, MIA., •fS^^lJH^
assignments, to Stcekase, Imu, Grand Rapids, Mkh.

Filed Aug. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 71,465

Term oT patent 14 years

(CL D15—1)

195,773
DENTAL UNIT

Robert V. Turner, 10808 Stanford Atc., Lynwood, Calif.

Filed June 11, 1962, Ser. No. 70,491

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D24—1)
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195,774
ELECTRICAL OUTLET RECEPTACLE

Robert E. V. Ramsing, 15283 E. Saneto Drive,

Whitticr, Calif.

Filed July 2, 1962, Scr. No. 70,746
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D26—1)

195,778
TOY FISH

Emmctt White, FayettevUlc, N.C
Manufacturing Company, lac,
corporation of North Carolina

Filed Dec. 31, 1962, Scr. No. 73,023
Term of patent 3Vi yean

(CL D34—2)

,
assignor to Christy

Fayettevilic, N.C, a

195,775
CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENT OR

SIMILAR ARTICLE
Jack Burnbaum, Newton, Mass., assignor, by direct and

mesne assignments, to Novelty Co., Inc., Cambridge,

Mass., a corporation
Filed Aug. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 66,451

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D29—1)

195,779
GOLF PUTTING TARGET TROPHY

Marlln H. Fr^ericli, 14535 FootfaUI Blvd., and John G.
Erickson, 727 Hewitt St., both of San Fernando, Calif.

Filed Oct. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 72,211
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D34—5)

195,776
FISHING FLOAT

Christie L. Hansen, P.O. Box 12, Port Sulphur, La.

Filed Nov. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 72,385

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D31—4)

195,780
COMBINED TUBE BRUSHING AND

CLEANING MACHINE
Heinrich H. Frank, 508 Dcbby Lane, Eiyria, Ohio

FUed Jan. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 68,574
Term of patent 14 yean

(a. D37—1)

195,777
FISHING LURE

Elmer T. Hajek, 9 S. 731 Brookbank Road, Hinsdale, III.

Filed Mar. 11. 1963. Ser. No. 73,904

Term of patent 14 yean
(CI. D31—4)
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195,781

BOTTLE VENDING MACHINE, OR SIMILAR
ARTICLE

Rkhani T. Comclfais, MtamcapoUi, and James Robert

Rekbow, Edfaia, Mlnn^ SMignon to The Cornelius

Company, Anoka, Mhm., a corporation of Mhinesoto

FUed May 4, 1962, Str. No. 69,977

Term of patent 14 yMn
(CI. D52—3)

195,784
MONKEY WRENCH

Julian W. McManas, 3733 Dclmas Terrace,

Los Angelca, Calif.

FUed Dec. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 72,749

Term of patent 14 yean
(O. D54^16)

195,785
MINERALS CONCENTRATOR

Herbert C. Branchla, Fremont, and Paul Ruminsky.

Amherst, Ohio; said Rnmfaisky assignor to said

Branchla _ ^^,
FUed Dec. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 67,991

Term of patent 14 yean
(a. D55—1)

195,782
fVIVfl'I A.TE

John M. Drinkwater, 45 Marble HUl Ave., Bronx, N.Y.

and Norman Blau, 141 E. 33rd St., New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 72,996

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D52—6)

195,786
CLOTHESPIN BAG OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

James F. Foster, 14909 Lanark St^ Panorama City, CaUf

.

FUed Jan. 14, 1963, Ser. No. 73,172

Term of patent 14 yean
(O. 05t—l)

195,783
VEHICLE GAGE UNIT

Charies H. Woods, Jr., Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to

Accurate Products, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., a corpora-

tion of Indiana
Filed Dec. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 72,997

Ttnn of patent 7 yean
(CL D52—

O

f
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195,7M
CONTROL CONSOLE FOR A PHOTOCOPY

MACHINE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
195 787

COMBINED BOTTLE AND CLOSURE
Robert B. ThompMD, Orcrland Park, Kansn aMifnor ^ '^2Z:Xl'ri^^i^'l^^ eTRoMii*!. CU-

*****"
"fSSHS. M, 1W2. ST. No. 71,372 "S^ljfJlSSf^ '''"*'*^ Corportioo, .

^•^rS^DstiV" "'^laj^sSl^ ma, s«. n- 71,926

(a. iMi—1)

195,788
DISPLAY CASE FOR SAFETY RAZOR

AND BLADES
Ralph A. Muacatfello, Norwood, MaM^ aaslgnor to The

Gillette Company, Borton, Man., a corporatton of

""rued Dec. 20, 19«1, Ser. No. 67,988

Term of patent 14 years

(CL DS»—12)

195,791
PHOTOGRAPHIC FLASH UNIT

Fred Hodihi, Willlamflon, N.Y., aadgnor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey
Filed Oct. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 72,000

Term of patent 7 years

(CL D61—1)

195 789
PHOTOCOPY MACHINE

Jean O. Reinecke, Glenvlew, Raonl E. Rodriqnez, Chi-

cago, and Robert P. Meyer, Elmwood Park, III.,

assignors to internationai Photocopy Corporation, a

corporation of Illinois ^^_
Filed Sept. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 71,925

Term of patent 14 years^

(CL D61—1)

195,792
PUMP UNIT

Carl-Ame Breger, Stockhobn, Sweden, assignor to Jon-

kopings Mekaniska Werkstads Aktiebob«, Jonkoping,

Sweden
Filed Jan. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 68,407

Claims priority, application Sweden Sept. 18, 1961

Term of patent 14 years

(CL 1)65—1)
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195,793
BUNDSTTTCH PRESSER FOOT

195,796
INFLATABLE FLAG FOR DIVERS OR

Victor J. Slfoda,Gr«rt Neck, N.Y.,a«ltw>r to Man-Sew ^,._,^
^^^^'^^ ^^KS^^r^ «# ^ «

Corporation, New York. N.Y, a corporatkNi of New James S. Christiansen, Long Beach, CaMf., Mrifw towwr^w«, ^ ^ ,^
Heahhways, Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of CaB-

Filed Sept. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 71,573 fomia ,^ ^ ««^
Terai oi wmimt 14 years Filed May 7, 1962, Ser. No. 69,996

rCL D7t—2) Term of patent 14 years
ivi. 1//.—*i

^^1^ D71—1)

ff-^

195,794
CONVERTIPLANE

Paul J. Dancik, Broomall, awl WIeslaw Z. Stepniewski,

SpringfieM, Pa^ assignors to Bocfaig Abi»bne Com-
pany, Seattle, Wash., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 64,514

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D71—1)

195,797
OUTBOARD MOTOR

Cari Erik Sixten Andersson-Sason, Sofaia, Sweden,

to Aktiebobget Electrolnx, Stockhobn, Sweden, a cor^

poration of Sweden
Filed Sept 28, 1962, Ser. No. 71,919

Cbdms priority, application Sweden Apr. 13, 1962

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D71—1)

ft-^

195,795
AEROSPACE CRAFT

Lawrence B. Rellis, 9241 N. Olcott, Morton Grove, Dl.

Filed Feb. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 68,853

Term of pntcot 14 years

(Q. D71—1) 195,798
SUBMARINE

Philip A. Scoma, 6507 Vfaievale Ave., Bell, Calif.

FUed Jan. 18, 1963, Ser. No. 73,230

Term of patoit 14 yean
(CL D71—1)
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195,799
STAPLING MACHINE

George P. Heilman, Herrin, III., aasignor to IntematkHial

Staple and Machine Company, Herrin, III., a corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania
Filed Apr. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 64,740

Term of patent 14 yean
(CI. D74—1)

195,802
ELECTRONIC SIGNAL GENERATOR FOR

MUSCLE STIMULATION
Logan D. Gilman, St. Pant, Mimi., assignor to Ttacratron

Corporation, St. Paul, Minn., a corporatioa of Minne-
sota

Filed Sept. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 66,775
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D83—1)

*"—<

195,100
DISPLAY CASE

John H. Reese, Madison, Wis., assignor to The Electric

Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey

Filed Apr. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 69,824

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D80—11)

195,803
REGULATOR FOR UNDERWATER BREATHING

APPARATUS OR THE LIKE
Robert J. Elder, Sun Valley, Calif., aasignor to Health-

ways, Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of California

Filed Sept. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 71,725
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D83—1)

195,801
ELECTRIC GRILL

Herbert R. Carpenter, Chicago, III.,

Dominion Electric Corporation

Filed June 25, 1962, Ser. No. 70,665

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D81—10)

lor to

195,804
ASHTRAY

Calvin M. Dahl, 2537 Burr Oak Ave., Bloe Island, III.

Filed June 18, 1962, Ser. No. 70,575

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D85—2)

1
f
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195,805

COMBINED ASH TRAY AND PIPE REAMER
John Ward Blakcly, 3704 Mound View Ave.,

Studio City, Calif.

Filed Sept. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 71,699

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D85—2)

195 808
PLASTIC TABLECLOTH

William Z. Salcer, Rego Park, New York, N.Y.

to B. & S. Plastic Art, Inc., Jersey City, N J..

ration of New Jersey

Filed Aug. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 71,294

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D92—26)

1295

assignor

a corpo-

195,806
ASH TRAY

Irvfai Pine, 820 University Blvd. E., Silver Spring, Md.

Filed Nov. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 72,581

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D85—2)

195 807

TOILET TANK BALLCOCK
Charley L. GoMtrap, Evergreen, Colo., assignor to

Twentieth Century Products Corporation, Denver,

FUed Oct. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 67,109

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D91—3)

195,809
PLASTIC TABLECLOTH

William Z. Salcer, Rego Park, New York, NY., assignor

to B. & S. Plastic Art, Inc., Jersey City, NJ., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey ^, -, -„c
FUed Aug. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 71,295

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D92—26)

^^
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NOT! —Arnngta In accortanc* with the flrtt •imlflcant character or word of the name (In accordance with city and
telephone directory practice)

.

Coroz Corp. : See

—

Manaon, Morris. Re. 20,428.
Harklna Jack, to Profeaalonal Golf Co. Steel power-center

folfball. Be- 25.427, 7-30-63, CI. 373—230
Manaon, Morrla. to Corox Corp. Slide brackeU. Re. 25,428.

7-30-63, CI. 312—343.
Profeaalonal Golf Co. : See

—

Harkin«. Jack. Re. 2M27.^^
, . „ r » .„

Scheel Henry A., to A. Wlmpfhelmer ft Bro. Inc. Resin

molded fabric. Re. 25.429, /-30-63, CI. 28—80.

Schmerllng, Louis, to Universal Oil Products Co. Poly^alo-
octahydroalkanonaphthalenedlcarboxyllc *clds, anhydrtdw
and method of preparation thereof. Re. 25,430, 7-30-63,

CI. 260—346.3.

Universal Oil Products Co. : See—
Schmerllng, Louis. Re. 25,430.

Wlmpfhelmer. A., ft Bro. Inc. : See

—

Scheel, rienry A. Re. 26.429.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Boerner, Eugene S., to Jackaon ft Perkins Co. Chrysanthe-

mum plant. 2,270, 7-30-63, CI. 81.

Jackson ft Perkins Co. : See

—

Boerner, Eugene S. 2.270.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
Accurate Products, Inc. See—

Woods. Charles H., Jr. 195,783.

American Machine ft Foundry Co. : See—
Soussloff, Dlmltrl G. 196,791.

American Metal Products Co. : See

—

Outboard motor. 195,797, 7-30-63, CI. D71— 1.

B. ft S. PUstlc Art, Inc. : See—
Salcer. WUUam Z. 195,808.

Salcer, William Z. 195,809.

Beth Richard: See—

IWSbS 7-30-«3. CI. D85—2.

"""bSiwiKr.'JSto M., .nd Bl.«. 195.782.

to said Brauchla. Minerals concentrator. 195,785, 7-JU-

British Rubber Co. Ltd.. The : See—

-« Hv;».Sss>r7-3W3:r>' iju^r-

divers or similar article. 195,796, 7-JO-Od, ^.^i. l*' ^

Christy Mfg. Co.. Inc. : See—
White Emmett. 195.778.

Dominion Electr^ Corp. -See--

Drink^ra?l?,^*5oh«n"r fnd '^''^L. Template. 195,782,

7-30-63j CI. D52—

6

Eastman Kodak Co. : See—

El^^tri^Storage B.tterv Co The Se«^
Reese, John H. 195,800.

Electrolux, Aktlebolaget :
See—

Andersson-Sason, Carl L. 8. 195,797.

^"^^Fr^erick" Marlfn 'iT, and Erlckson. 195.779.

^"'VSrm|r,VoSert'^"-195,787.

^°''*B%na?.°Eu?lnrJr. 195.768.

Foster James F. Clothespin bag or similar article. 196,-

786 ' 7-30-63, CI. D68—2. ^ ,

Frank Helnrlch H. Combined tube brushing and cleaning

machine. 195,780, 7-30-63. CI. D37—1. ,
. , .

Frederick Marlln H., and J. G. Erlckson. Golf putting target

trophy. 195,779, 7-30-63. CI. D34—5.

General Motors Corp. : See

—

Gersln"'^o^rfr"" SoduUr 'building. 195,762, 7-30^3, CI.

DIS—1.

Gillette Co.. The: See— ,^. ,„„
Muscatlello, Ralph A. 195,788.

Oilman. Logan D., to Theratron Corp Electronic signal

fenerator for muscle stimulation. 195,802, 7-30-«J, Cl.

)83—1.

Glavlch. John: See—
Beth. Virginia. 195,764.

Glavlch. Marie: See-
Beth. Virginia. 196.764. „ .^ . o ,^

(Joldtrao Charley L. to Twentieth Centurv Products Corp.
"^

Tollet^'tank baScock. 195,807. 7-30;^, (5l. p91-3
Gould, Harr^ H., to Shuko ^hoe Corp. Shoe. 195,758,

Hajk?^toer ^T.^^Flshlng lure. 195,777, 7-30-63, CI.

Hanw^Christle L. Fishing float. 195,776. 7-30-63, CI.

Ha?ri8^' Dwlght A. Drive-m retail building. 196,765,

7_30_63, a. D13— 1.

Healthways : See—
Christiansen, James S. 195,796.

Hell.?ir-Gi%^e"p\tl''i^|rnatlonalSU^le and Machine

Hu'^het.^Ke'^r' B^'^t^o'^Senir^aVSl^otJr";?
^. 'V^hlll clover.

HuTlJ'Ve^''^^fea;t^in*-K%ak Co. Photographic flash

unit." 195,791, 7-30-63 CI. D«l—1-

International Photocopy Corp. : See— „«
Relnecke, Jean O., Rodrlquex, and Meyer 1»5.789.

Relnecke Jean O.. Rodrlquei, and Meyer^ 195.790.

International Staple and Machine Co. :
See—

Hellman. George P. 195,799. iQ^77n 7-10-
Isola. Richard A., to Steelcase, Inc. Chair. 195,. 70, .-JO-

Jonk'oplngs Mekanlska Werkstads Aktlebolag

Breger. Carl-Arne. 195,792.

Joyce. William H., Jr. : See—
' MacMlnn, Strother C. 195,767.

Levy, William. Filagree panel. 195,763,

Lewls^Un B.. to The Br,y,h R"^>- Co. Lt^ Shoe sole

or similar article. 196,757, 7-30-63, CI. iJ'77^^„^,
,(,.

MacMl^. Strother C, to W. H. Joyce, Jr. Golf cart. 195.-

767, 7-30-63, CI. D14—3.

Man-Sew Corp. : See—
Slgoda Victor J. 195,793.

Martin? Wilson, to Wed Enterprises, Inc.

arenk. 195.760, 7-30-C3. CI. D13— 1.

McManus, Julian W. Monkey wrench.

CI. D54— 16.

McVlcar Thomas H.. and H. L. Vardlman,

See

—

7-30-63. CI.

Amusement ride

195,784, 7-30-63,

to Butler Mfg. Co.
icvicar, xnomas n.. ouu ". -"•

_'„"i % on at pi m 1--1
Grain storage building. 195.761, 7-30-63, CI. m6 i

Mever Robert P. : See

—

, .,

'^Relnecke. Jean O., Rodriquez. and Meyer.

Relnecke! Jean O., Rodrlquei, and Meyer.
195,789.
195,790.



11 LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
Mii^catl.'lln Rali)h A . to Thf (Wllette ("". IMspliiy cast' for

salfty ra/...r and hladt's litfi.TJjH, 7 .'.<( ti3, CI. I CM 12
NVfillt' I iKliiMtnt's Ltd. Sff

Sanilfis, Norman T l!)."),?"^.

.N'dvelty Co , I lie See
Biirnbaum Jack. l'J5,775.

l"ine, IrvLn Ash tray. ly5.80«, 7-:<0-03, CI. I>H.'5--_>.

Hamslnjf I{(>l>«'rt K. V. Klectrical outlet r»'ceptaclp 19S.

77t 7 :?() f..<, CI IlL'ti 1.

KtH'se John H . to The Klectrlc Storage ISattery Co. Display
case. 1!)') SOO, 7-3<>-<l.'J, CI. D80— 11.

Keichow, James R. ; .See- -

Cornelius, Richard T.. and Relchow. 1!I."(,7H1.

Ueinecke, Jean O . K. K. Rodritjuez, and K. 1". Meyer, Jo
International Photocopy Corp. I'hotocopy machine. 19."),-

7K!t 7 -:io i;:? ci. DtJi i.

Relnecke, Jean O, R. K. Rodriquez, and R. I' Meyer, to

International I'hotocopy Corp. Control console for a photo-

copy machine or similar article. 1S>.">,790, 7-30 -(iT?, CI.

DiTl 1.

Kellis. !,awi..iice M Aerospace craft i;>.'i,75>5. 7 'U) fi3, CI

Rhoads Delmar I •. Combined {)anel and liandle for a foiwl

warmliiK cart or the like. 19...T.')!>. 7 30 tl.H, CI. 1>10 H.

Rodriiiuez. HaiMil K : .S'ee

Keiiifcke. Jean O, Rodriquez, and Meyer. 195 789.
Reiiifcke, Jean <>., Rodriquez, and Meyer. 19.'), 790.

Rumlusky. I'aul :
Srf

Mrauchlt* Herbert ('.. and Ruminsky. 19.'5 788.

Salcer William Z, to H. A S. Plastic Art, Inc. Plastic

tableclnth H».5.S()H. 7 3U-«3, CI. IWli 2fi.

Salcer Willuim Z . to H & S. Plastic Art, Inc. Plastic

tablecloth. iy.'5.809, 7-30-C3, CI. D92 - 2<i.

Sanders, Norman T , to Needle Industries Ltd. Carrying case
for a shaver. 19."), 772, 7 30-t!3, CI. 1>22— 3.

Scoma. Philip A. Submarine. 195,798, 7-30-t)3, CI. D71 -1.
Shuko Shoe Corp. : .See

(iould, Harry H. 19."), 7.58.

Slgoda, Victor J., to Man-Sew Corp. Mlindstitch presser
foot. 19."),793, 7-30-03, CI. D70—

2

Soussloff, Dlmltrl O., to American Machine & Foundry Co.
Household still for drinking water and the like. 195,771.
7-.iO-(;3, CI. I)l()— 2.

Steelcase, Inc, : iSee—
Isola, Richard A, 195,770.

Stepniewski, Wleslaw Z : .s'ee

-

Uanclk, Paul J., and Stepniewskl. 195.794.
Sundb«rg, ("arl W to American Metal Products Co K.\-

panslWe vehicle. 19."),7»;ti, 7-3()~tl3, CI. 1)14-3.
Tally, Joseph ()., Jr. Sign. 195,7.")ti, 7 30-B3, CI, 1)1 12.

Tlieratron Corp. . .s'ee

(;ilman, Logan D. 195 802.
Thompson, Robert P., to Faultless Starch Co. Combined

bottle and closure. 19.'), 787, 7 30-03, Cl. 1)58-8.
Turner RolMrt V. Dental unit. 195,773, 7-30-63, CI.

D2 1 1

.

Twentieth Century Products Corp. : .S'ee

Goldtrai) Charley L. 195,807.
Vardlman, Harry L. : .See —

McVicar, Thomas H, and VariUman. l!>5,7ril

\Ve<l Knterprises, Inc. : .See

Martin, WUson 195,7ti()

White, Kmiuett, to Christy Mfg. Co., Iik

778. 7-30-ti3. CI. D.il 2.

Woods. Charles H , Jr. to Accurate Products, Iiii

gage unit 19."), 783, 7 30-H3, CI. D52 -ti

Tov tish 195,

Vehicle

UST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 30th DAY OF JULY, 1963

NOT! -Arwnred In accordance with the llrst ignlflcant character or word of the name (in accordance wltlx cltj and
purim. .«..« • telephone dlrectoiy practice).

3,099,392.

3,099,165.

Pneumatic
-30-63, CI.

Electric Co.,

Aamot Olav C, to Independence Foundation, and Koppers

Co., 'inc. Metallic shell rotary reduction of iron-copper-

ilnc valuta from sulfide ores and slags. 3,099,553, 7-4U-

Abbott, Louis M. Color illuminating device. 3,099,397, 7 30

«3, CI. 240—3.1.

Acbeson Industries, Inc. : See—
Hunter, Frank M. 3,099,578.

Acme Steel Co. : See—
Burnett. Thomas H. 3.09»,35«.

, . ^v. . i r^^,^
Adam. Howard W.. to international Minerals t Chemical Corp.

Wet beneflclatlng of phosphate ores. 3,099,620. 7-.<o-6.i,

CI. 209—12.
Adams, Richard O. : See—

L.akritz Julian, and Adams. 3,099,2»3. ^ , ^ „ i

Adler Clarence E.,' and W. O. Morlng. Jr. to Toledo Scale

Corp. Ticket guide for prtntera. 3,099,214, 7-30-63. Cl.

101—407.
Advance Transformer Co. : See—

Feinberg, Albert E. 3,099,773.

AeroHex Laboratories Inc. : Bee—
Scott. Alec C. 3 099,503.

AeroU Products Co.. Incj^ See-
Wollner, Paul, and Walter.

""^"MSer.^HeT^ut. 3.099.623.

Klper, Oerd 3,099.197.

•"^"BUci,RoberfBr3,099.633.
Air Reduction Co., Inc. :««—..

Wexler, Herman. 3,099,645.

^J'°lTw2m^u«"''vurlo?Ttmuk1'Vagata. Terlshlma, Matsu^

nToto Onlshl, konlshi, Yoshimura, Yamamoto, and

Ikawa. 3.099,649

^'^"l]e"h.'8t?man^C,'Wllan. and Hoffm^^^^^^

^^""^^^d^r ?a"g?*^.'' 3%9T38l.
* ^°- '""

Albert Air Conveyor Corp. : See-
Albert. Douglas. 3,099,497. ^ „

strin wlndine apparatus. 3,099, iwo, <-ju o.-i, V •-,„„,,„

Allied Textile Printers
JlSSi,f^^^

Haber Hymau. 3,099,514.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg Co. : See--

AIllso«n°X"nras'r'' jSachl'e^'fXnlng doctor blades 3,099,-

111, 7-30-^3, CI. 51—3.
Alloys Cnllmlted Inc- :„Se^

QQ 383

•^'""l\'a'^n^d'o'oTrwS?em'"j':, af^'imlth

^""S,^ChaHesL'"3799.114
Hein.' Matthew E. 3,^370.
Honkanen Arvld. 3,099^5.
Metiler. Charles L. and Wark
ci<>hrneder Qeorge O. 3,099..i78.

wSlckH, Roland N and Weygnnt

American Cyanamld Co. : See—-
^ nlabul Michael M., ««>« S*'"^*/

Rauhut, Mlchae M., and |em»*'-

Rauhut, Michael M.. and Semsel.

American Drill Bushing Co. :S«-
Steln, Philip A. 3,099,079.

American Machine "<» ^^"""^^yo
Talbert, John B 3.0»»;»?*-

. »„_
^""^TiriamVmh'E^."'nd Snier^'3,099 484.

--rcSe^^ttr^^M?*
American Synihetlc R"bbe^r C°rp

Bover Thomaa W., atucKer, --

Amerl?ir^elephone and Telegraph Co

Fisher, Richard G. 3^099,7 1».

^™^a°o?!ares''E':''and*B?;:Tt, 3,099.314.

3,099,601.

3,099,095.

Ampex Corp. : See

—

Barry, Leonard D. 3,099,709.
Smith, Stewart L. 3,099,708.

Anchor Serum Co. : See

—

Davis, William T., Jr., and Murdock.
Andersen k Bruun's Fabrlkker A/S : See

—

Bruun, Otto J. 3,099,120.

Andersen, Willy J. : See--
FalUngborg, Ernst G., and Andersen

Anderson Co . The : See

—

Martens, Jack E. 3,099,168.

An.le^r::oT, Krd ^^t^E^^ngelhard l-^^-trles, Inc Electro-

ly tic-ignition underwater sound source. 3,099,81 J, (-.Ju-

\,!!ier*son**^(;era\d R., and J Boyce, to FMC Corp Fruit

laTvinK apPar.^tus. 3,099,303, 7-30-^3, CI. 146— 72.

.Vn.lers.m, John M.. to General Electric Co, Low noise elec-

tron beam plasma amplltier. 3,099,. t>8, .-30-03, CI. 3lo-

'•^'*
to Eastman Kodak Co. I'roceaa of

pharmaceutical vehicle. 3,l>99,ou^.

3,099,547.

3.099,377.

3,099,442.

3,099,684
3,099,690.
3.099,691.

See

See

—

See

—

and Ries 3,099,650.
See

—

Hair tapering clippers. 3,099,086,

Water treat

Aii.ierson, Lawrence \.,

preparinj: Kun acacia
7 30-63, CI. 10" 81.

Anderson, Russell W.

Uule'rsoni^'VernirA:' to Ford Motor Co. Full power brake

valve. 3.U9y,.-)00, 7 30-63, CI. 30.i--49

\n. rews Kay and F. M. Moore, to H. F. Drakenfeld & Co.,

im Silicone coate<l frit used in decorating glassware.

3 09y,.-)()9, 7-30-^3, CI. 106—49.
Anschutz & Co (J.m.b.H. : see—

Ehrich, Huns, and LAssig. 3,099,094.

Applied Developments, Inc.: See

—

StelUnn. Walter R., Jr. 3,099,118. ^ vv^h
^rbter Conrad and P. Sdiwendin^'er, to Splnnerel und Web-

.reien Zell Schonau Aktlengesellschaft. Manufacture of

ba^'llke structures. 3,099,234, 7-30^3 C. 11^—10
,,

Archer. Osborn R.. to The American Sl.lpBuljdlng ( o.

Clampln« ilevlce. :i,(,99.474, 7-30-63 <'l. 292—J.)6.5.

\nlito, William A., to WestinKhouse Electric Cor_p. Surface

treatint' appliance. 3,099,028. 7-30-63, CI. lo—oO.
\rensl>erK llans (J., to The Dow Chemical Co.

ment. 3,099,.')21. 7-30-t)3, CI. 21—2.7.

ArKUs Chemical <"orp. : .See--
, ,, ,, , .wion aor,

CaKllardl, Domenick D., and Pollock. 3,099,82d.

\rlo .Min Corp. : See
Lovrinch. Louis B. 3,099.20.).

.\riiiin. <;otz: .Sec
.j nn<i noo

S.nnewal.l, Kurt. Arinln, and Kallrath. 3,099,680.

Ascot <ias Wat.'-r Heaters Ltd. : See -

Uadley. Stewart A., and W olfenden. 3,099,312.

V>-o<iate<r Electrical Industries Ltd.; See

—

Warm. in, Bloomfield J. 3.099,7.»7.

\ssociated IMectrical Industries (Kuby) Ltd.: See

—

Morthxk, Joseph R., Wilkinson, and Richardson.

Vtols John S. Adjustable angle device and work

:!.(»9!».093. 7 .30 03. CI. .33 174.
-, aqq ..„>

\usburn, (Jeorge P., to FMC Corp. Line blind. 3,099.-9-,

7 30-63, CI. 138 94.3.

Avco Mfg. Corp. : See

—

Rosa Richard J. 3,099,131.
, . ,

Wen Walter Calendar reminder and dispensing device.

3.n'99,:i.-.2, 7-:'.0-«i3, CI. 20«i--78. on<«iiQi -Id
Sheep foot tamper. 3,099,191, <-J0

3,099,

holder.

to Waters Mfg.
CI. 338—174.
The : See

—

3,099,076.
3,099,434.

Inc. Potentiometer.

Mart. 3,099,07.5.

.V\erette, Thomas P
li:',. CI. 94- -4S.

.\voub. Michael A.,

3,0'>9,8I 1, 7-30-03
Habcock & Wilcox Co

.

De Mart, Le Roy S.

De Mart, Le Roy S.

(;odshalk, Russell L. 3,099,467.

McDanlels, John D., Jr., and I>e

''''''Kronig,'"walter' Bayer, Wahl, and Bacher. 3,099,538.

B-.hrs. «;eorge S.. D. W. M"rt'n-
.f^jl ^li,^'-,-^''',^'?"'"'"

„^'*
quency to voltage converter. 3,099,. 99, 7-30-^>3, < 1. 3^—
126.

Itain Corp. : See

—

Reld John P.. and Spence. 3,099,02b.

P.aker Perkins Inc.: .See
o ocio •)«„

Petersen Conrmi W , and Helde. .i,099,360.

Nuttall, John M. 3,099,34").

Maker. Robert K :
See

Li. John C, and Baker. 3.099, o2fi.

P.allash Clarence J., to The (^)oper-Besseuier Corp. Mark
Ing <levice. 3.099,186. 7-.30-63, CI 1^1—

'f ., „„„ „,„
Hank. Flemming. Swivel mount for windows. 3,099,0.J«,

7 30 03 CI D> 163. n nrijy

P.anke. Henry C.. to Clarin Mfg. Co. Chair structure. 3,099,-

P.anker.' I'tobert' 1), T'.'
w'. Grounds, and B. A Codj, to The

Procter k (Jamble (^o. Two phase ^"t breaking fo"nj P^.^-

surize<l hair waving composition. 3,099, t>03, i Aih-na. *-i

187—87.1.
iii



Xf LIST OF PATENTEES

Inc. App«-
conUlnera.

Co. Ltd.
8. CI.

. Steam
8.0W.el6, 7-8a-«8. CI.

_ Hlnp
3.09«,48S. 7-30-63.

B&rger. Alice J. : ««•—
. ,^^ „.„

Jon«i, Ljman U 8.0W.288. ^ _^ „
Barker, WUlIam B., Jr., to Poly Tecb Reaearch,

ratue for meaiurlng leTeli of materials Id

3.009,188, 7-30-63. Cl. 73—321.

Barlow, Benjamin W., to The De HaTlUaiuJ B
Unl-dlrectional drlrlng deTlcea. 8,009,

Barnea, uiraglae H., to Bell Telephone Laboratorlejr Inc.

TraiBc meaaurement apparatua. 8,090,810. 7-30-08. Ci.

Barry. Leonard D., to Ampez Corp. Tape recorder. 8.009.-

700. 7-80-68. Cl. 178—6.6. „ „ ^ -«i
Bartok. William, and P. J. Luccheel. to Keao Rejearch and

EnA*erlng (^0 Radlolytlc oxidation of hjdrocarbona.

3^090,613, 7-80-63, Cl. 204—162.
Baelc Atomic* Inc. : See—

Howling, Harold L. 3 000,527. „.^^^. . ooq o-il
Bast, Vincent K.. to B. T. Crump, Inc. HaMOcka. 8,009.231,

7-30-63, Cl. 108—9.
Battle. Norman : Bee— _ . _ _.„ ^, .

Bauer. Stefan O.. and Bettie. 8,000,ei«. ,...«„,
Bauer, Charlea. Mo'ld form for columne made of caetln*

material, 3.090.062. 7-30-63. Cl. 25—181.
Bauer. Stefan O., and N. Battle, to RolU-JRoree Ltd.

cooled reactor and fuel channel
204—108.2.

Bansch k Lomb Inc. : fiee

—

Maltier. Robert J. 3,000,186. ,„
Baveri Elliott, to StuflSng Equipment Coro. Apparatua for

•tufini dolli, or the Ilk" 3,0<fe.4O7. 7-30-4»8. Cl. 241-47.

Baxralner, Johann : See

—

Bctaata, Karl, and Baxralner. 8,000,800.

Baxter Laboratorlea, Inc. : See—-
Broman, Cyrue B. 3,000.429.

r. n— «i«nr-
Baxter Robert O., to International Paper Co. Bag cloture.

3.096^84. 7-30-63. Cl. 229—62.

®*^*K:ronlg!*WaUrr Bayer, Wahl. and Bacher. 8.099.638.

'^'^'Bor'nem^n! WlilfalbrBechtold. PhUlp.. Freeman. Loreta,

and Neuman 3,099.199. onaa^tn
Beckfleld Franklin H. Vacuum and air pumps. d,um.Ml,

7-30-63. Cl. 230—152.

Beckman Instruments, Inf-: Se»—
Habereder. Hans. 3.099 810.

Beecham Research Laboratories Ltd. : Bee—
Grossmlth. Frederick. 3,099 B24. ^ „ „ » «

BelerCh Walter. E. Helnl W. Strlen "d 8 Von Sas.. to

Stuttgarter Karosserlewerk Reutter k Co.^m.b H
unit for seat with adjustable back rest ' ~^ '*"*

a. 297—873.
Bell Aerospace Corp. : See—

Heubusch. Henry P. 3099,629
Slngelmann. Dietrich E. 3.099,188.

Bell k Howell Co. : See

—

Mueller. Arthur C. 3.099.198. _k—i.
Bell Joseph P. Illumination means for automotive wheels

3.'099.401. 7-30-63. Cl 240—8.12,
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. : See

—

Barnes, DouglaH H. 3,099.819.

(lerbore Alexander K., Plyer, and Steger.

(iotthanlt. Manfred R. 3.099.720.

Harr. John A., and Lowry, 3,099,717.

Jacquler. .lean H. 3.099.716
KetchledKe. Raymond W. 3,099,820.
Meacham Larned A, 3^099,712
Schwenifeger. Kdward E. 3,099,752.

Spltxer, Uiniam O., and Tancnbaum
niger, nHnH-<ie<)rg, 3.099.803.

BelUnl Robert. Router attachment for radial
298." 7-30-83. Cl. 144— 1.

BemU Bro. BaK Co. : See-
Currln, Elbert E.. and Davidson. 3.099,237.

Bendlx Corp., The : «ee- -

Pollseo, ioseph W. 3.099.222. „, . , ^ „ »,„
Bennett. Allan 1., Jr, to WestlnRhouse K'^tJ-^^ f^^P,,,]?-

mentary electrical wnttut apparatus. 3.099,7.^, 7-JO-tw.

C*\ 307 1 13
Bennett. Henry M. Method of peg bundling and straighten

Ing lumber, 3,099.301. 7-30-63. Cl. 144—321,
Bei^nbaum. Morri« B.. N, A Rosenthal, and H, 7. LN-her^ to

Thiokol Chemloil Corp, I'olysulflde rubber and method or

makC the same. 3.^,643.' 7-^0-63, O, 260-79 1,

Berg. William K,. R, A. Rlddell, B. « Spencer, and L R
T^mllnson, to North American Aviation. Inc. Vent and

relief valve 3.099.28.^, 7-30-63, CI. 137—220.
Bergendahl, Raymond L., to Cherrv-Burrell Corp Container

washing apparatus. 3,099,276, t-30-63. Cl. 134—107.

Berger Johannes, to C. Zeiss. Five lens objective. 3.090.-

702, 7-30-63, Cl. 88—57.

Bergman. Sune H.. to ABO Mustad ft Son. Musical Inatru-

nient. 3.009,70<i, 7-30-63. Cl. 8+—1.19.

Berk Arlstld D., and E. Strumwasser. to Hughes Aircraft

Co. Bidirectional coupling between wavejpjldea via two

nonreclprocal gyromagnetlc coupling rods. 3.099.800,

7-30-63, Cl. 333—24.1.

Berkloo, Freerk : See -
_ ^„ ,..

Allen, CheBter. Jr.. and Berkloo. 3.099.190.

Bemler Napoleon M.. to California Stucco Products of N.E,.

Inc
' Method of coloring stones and other mineral aggre-

gates. 3.099.574. 7-30-63. Cl. 117—100.

Bernrelter. Jaromir : S!ee~
„ .^^ „-«,

Kessler, Hugo, and Bernrelter. 8,000,278.

Berry Bros. Corp. : Bee--
Berr7, John C. 3.099.353.

Berry John C. to Berry Broa. Corp. Stocking package and

method. 3,000,368, 7^-30-88, CL 20ft—70.

3.099,719.

3.099.679.

saw. 3.099.

B«skow. Btlg. to Separator. Aktlebolafet. Teat cup for

milking machines. 3.099,246, 7-30-63, CT. 119-14.40.
Beaslere, Pierre E. Fuel Injection pumps having distribu-

tion pistons. 3,000,217, 7-30-63, Cl. 108—2.
Besslere, Pierre E. Self-regulating reciprocating piston
pumpa, In particular (or the Injection of fuel into inter-

nal combtMtlon englnea 3,000,2x0, 7-30-63, Cl. 108—41.
Btcber, PblUp. Simulated hedge for turf race track. 3,000,-

247, 7-30-63, Cl. 119—15.6.
BlglUno, Robert P., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Physiologic fluid pressure sensing bead. 3,099.262, 7-30-
63. a. 128—2.06.

Birkner, Lara O., and 8. T. H«nrlkaaoD. to Bolldens Gruvak-
tUbolag. Wood preacrraUve. 8.000.608. 7-80-63. Cl.

187—38.6.
Blrtwell, WlUlmm C. to Davol Rubber Co. Heart pump

apparatus. 3,000,260. 7-30-68, Q. 128—1.
Black, Robert B., to Agraabell. Inc. Uxtendar compositions,

adbatirt aolntlona containing same and proceai of prepa-
ration. 8,098.688. 7-30-63, a. 280—17.2.

BUicktone Corp. : Bet—
LaudensUger. Harry %, Jr. 8,000,000.

Blake. Frederick H.. and F. M. Thorburn, to Sunnec Brand
Meat Co., Inc. Mock chicken leg machine. 8,000,037,
7-30-63. Cl. 17-1.

Blasberf, Lawrence A., L. J. Lader, and R. A. Toang, to

Hughes Aircraft Co. High-power reaonance absorption
Isolator having ferrlte slab offset from polepleces so as

to be non-unlformly magnetised. 3,000,806. 7-80-68, Cl.

388—24.2.
BUtt. David H. : See—

Talbot. James B., and BUtt. 3,000,814.
Blondlau, Bdgard, to Sodete STOP. Deformable dia-
phragm apparatus. 3,009,189, 7-30-63. Cl. 187—784.

Bloom, Irederlck S. Temperature controlled forge furnace
or the like and method of operating same. 3,099.4:n,
7-30-63, Cl. 263—13.

Blueberry Ivqulpment, Inc. : See

—

McKlbben. Horace E., and Jones. 3.099,115.
Bluestone, Henry, to Diamond Alkali Co. Thlanaphthene

1,1 -dioxide compounds. 3,000,668. 7-30-63, Cl. 260—332.1.
Bobula, Louis A., and K. A. Opllnger. to Westlngbouse Mec-

trie Corp. Nonlinear electromagnetic motion responsive de-

vice. 3,099,823. 7-30-63, Cl. 340—190.
Bobby, Leonard, to KIng-Seeley Thermos Co. Electrical con-

trol apparatus. 3,000,731, 7-30-63, Q. 200—122.
Boeing Airplane Co. : See—

Doss. JoHepb H., and Graham.
Miller. Glen E. 3.099,798.

Boeing Co., The : See-
cook. Walter L. 3,099,057.
Gerstlne, Milton I. 3,099.421.
Oh. Lula. 3.099.807.

Bohnloflnk. John : See

—

Lerman, Frank, and Bohnloflnk.
Bolldens Gruvaktlebolag: See

—

Birkner. Lars G., and Henrlksaon. 3,099,508.
Bond, Elisabeth A.. H. N. Gold, and J. S. Marran, to Chart
Pak Inc. Transparent sheet provided with characters and
tnstrumentalltlea for using such characters. 3,099,089,
7-30-63, (1. 33—1.

Borchert, Peter J., to Miles Laboratories, Inc. Aqueous dis-

persion of perlodate oxidised polyaccharide-amlno triailne

reaction product and proceaa of preparing same. 3,099,573,
7-30-68, CL 117—62.2.

Bornemann, William, R. H. Bechtold. H. D. Philips, P. D. J.

Freeman, N. F. Lorets, and G. O. Neuman, to Eastman
Kodak Co. Apparatus for reproducing and recording Infor-

mation. 3,099.199. 7-30-63. Cl. 95—78.
BorHt. Lyle B,, to North American Philips Co., Inc. Tempera-

ture measuring method and apparatus. 3.099,740, 7-80-6S.
Cl. 250—83.1.

Bourns, Inc. : Bee—
Mathlson, Victor G., and Kruse. 3,009,809.

Bourquin, Pierre Eugene, and C.-B. Schlatter, to Selti ft Co.

Shock absorbing pivot bearing. 3,000.602. 7-30-63. Cl.

308—159.
Bowers, Albert : Bee—

Ringold, Howard J,, and Bowers.
Boyce. John : Bee— _ ^ _^,

Anderson. Gerald R.. and Boyce. 3.099,803.
Hover. Thomas W., R. O. Stucker, and E. L. Rles, to American

Synthetic Rubber Corp. Process for preparing liquid

iiolymers and copolymers with reduced modlfled levels.

.•l.()99.B50. 7-30-H3, Cl. 260—139. ^ ^ , ,

Boynton. Donald E., to Hercules Powder Co. Nitric acid

manufacture. 3.099,531, 7-30-63, Cl. 23—167.
Breazeale, Hershel T., and F. and G. May, to FMC Corn
Wheel lock for tire changing apparatus. 8,099,300.
7-30-63. Cl. 144—288. „ „ .^ . ... .r,

Breulng, Wllhelm, B. P. Franke, and B. Spolders, to \^. C.

Heraeus Omb.H. and Ruhrstahl AG. Apparatus for

degassing molten steel. 3,009,800, 7-80-83^. 266—34.
British Iron and Steel Reaearch Association. The : See—

Oarber. Sidney. 3,090.002.
British Tabulating Machine Co. Ltd.. The: Bee—

* WnilamK, Emrys J. 3,000,822. _ ,
Brockway, William R,. and D. L. Couraen. to B. I.

de Nemours and Co. Pressure reaponsive boostera.

216. 7-80-63. Cl. 102—16.
Brody, Aleta : Bee—

Brody. Ira and A. 3.000,668.

Brody, Ira and A. Confection package.
Cl. 99—180.

Broman, Cyrus R., to Baxter Laboratorlea^
for parenteral solution equipment.
261—6.

3,099,261.

3,009.007.

3,000,664.

du Pont
3,009.-

8.000.668. 7-80-63,

...>_, Inc. Roller clainp
8.0b0.420, 7-80-68, CT

Brooks, Donald H. : See

—

De Hart, Harold, and Brooka. 3,000,403.

LIST OF PATENTEES

^'*"'Lus?e*nader.^ Idtard L.. and Brown. 3,000,607.

Brown Ned C L., to General Signal Corp. Railway «*it^h

^iSt imirrngs. 3,099.427. 7-5o-63, C^. 246—43S.

"^"'ffy^i?!' Thdm'iri?.'* Z.O^Jse.

^'"°fSrg?3'amp''son7Moon, and Shaw. 3,099 447.

Hteirman Raymond V., and Gren. 3,0»l»,440.

Bniun Otto i to Andersen ft Bruuns Fabrlkker A/S. Appa

"Ttus for the "removal one by ""%"' ^"'V-^'(^63''V
stack and positioning them. 3,099,120. 7-30-6J. ci.

Bryt^^Urvard J., to Harvest Queen Mill ft Elev^or C^j.

Pipeline vehicle governing device. 3.099,227, 7-JU-Oii, i.i.

104—139.

"'^parker'! piul'-i-. B^an, Small, Pugh. and Buckn.ann.

BuchhoU***Afi1-t E., and R. R. Heck, to Outboard Marine

Corp Wrap sprlig adjustment lock for boat windshield.

3.099,023, 7-30-63, Cl. 9—1.

^"*'Xrker*'pa**ui'i-.f*B^an. Small. Pugh. and Bu.hmann.

Budxlch'^^rSffuM, to The Weatherhead Co ConsUnt hor«e-

M^at structure, 3,099,481, 7-30-63, Cl. 297 -loO.

Bunting Co., Inc The : Bee—-
Pearlstlne, Morton. 3,099,478.

Burkholder. Donald A. : See--
,,k .i^„- t n»Q ^H^

Holdenian. Eugene J., and Burkholder 3,099,283.

Burnett. Thomas H., to Acme Steel Co. Folding serving

cart. 3,099,356, 7-30-63, Cl. 211-132
BurrlB, William k. Support device. 3,099,101, .

•iO-f\A,

Burt^^r^d Fr*" Automatically operated «-th^
^^'llh'''

covering ground
•^.'^^RitteVTi^ J-nJ M^^iratu. for con-

BuraV^LouyV^-wS'ndi^Sni.V 3.099,220. 7-30^3.

Bu?ter^°Ot7o V. Irmscher. and R, KalH^-r. to G^-.-^e'l^h^^Viw

industrlene Technik m,b,H, I>etterlng machine for draw

iSS 3!o«»;3"- 7-80-63. Cl. 197-150.

Byrne Doors, Inc. : See—

Bvrne'S'o'lSih ^F*"'7o"we';tln|^oui2^Alr Brake Co. Digital

%'ow' cSmi;ute^empl..ying^« «oprtthmic^m^^^ of com-

putatlon. 3.099.742. 7-30-63. Cl. 235—150.

Cable Electric I^roductB Inc. : ^«^ -

CUeTnVr'^iir'l^^ ^Lair-V^pKhing devices. 3.099.

n1^^''^^nP H^r nyer and J, K. Pannill, Jr.. to

^*&.irK^d^ak ^Co.^- M^od for blooming filter tow.

(^aKf f'efer'lf^fd 5' J^'S^n'ca.ter, to The De Havi.land

fflne Co. Ltd. Combustion chambera 3,099.134, 7-30-63.

.. VI ®n"i^„^hn'^H and J C Martin, to Eastman Kodak Co.

^'K;ilnid"e^^am'iS^/yn^^lcje^ diketene and a

diamine. 3jt)99,641. 7-3(K-68. Cl. 280-65.

California R^farch Corv.:8ee^
Condit, Paul C. 3,099,182.

California Stucco Products of VB,. Inc.
.
Bee

Ca..eSrt,'^Z;.u^s ^G".""lprYng "cin'^^Ver. 3,099.363, 7-3(^63.

C\ 220—24.

^'""MVil?^k''^AndrewT"Munen. and Camettl. 3 099.771.

r^.™^ ia?,n \V A t^ Fird Motor Co. Clutch releaae mech

343—753.
Carrier Corp. See-- „ „«« 137
Carro^.n-^S'.rWtlsh^fMJch.neC^^^ Inc Headstock

for lathe. 3,099.179. 7-30-63. Cl. 82—zb.

"^-b'ahlquuVRo'b^^tL. 3.000.347.

^•^^."nowe^th.^iSb^J. 3.090.061.

''*^Vo'i's^?rtil!'*Hinn.. Cassens. Kolta^^h. and Plewa.

cedar ISpng givUion of^ontrol DaU Corp.: See-

^'Ilfn^d. EllsilStn.. Gold, and Marren 3.099.089.

Chaae Induatrlea. Inc. : «««^ ...
rrits, Rudolph A. 8,090.4W.

<'oni-
70-

K. ChristlanRen,
Mechanism for

3.099.117. 7-.3()-

3,099,167.
3,099,188.
and MendelKolin.
E. Newallltt

3,099,433.
to Monsanto Chemical

3.099, .')»7, 7-30-

Ohatham, George N.. and O O Shurtleff. to Chatleff ControlH.

In" diverting value. 3.009.290. 7-30-63. Cl. 137—6(t7.

Chatleff Controls. Inc. : Bee—
. - » /,oo -lo^

Chatham, George N., and Shurtleff. 3,099,290.

Chemetron Corp. : Bee—
Dann, Otto. 3,099,660.

Cherry-Hurrell Corp. : See

—

Bergendahl, Raymond L. 3,099,27t».

Perry, Joseph A., Jr. 3,099.156.
Chicago Carton Co. : See

—

Kedpath. John R., and Wysocici. 3,099,383.

Chirana Praha, narodnl podnlk : See -

Ke«2fler, Hugo, and Bernrelter. 3.099,2.8.

Check, Mathlas M.. to The Yale and Towne Mfg to

bination push button lock. 3,099,150, ^.-3U-*U. <

Chenoweth, Albert J., to Case-Jamb, In<-.„ <;"J"J"'L '"^j?^'.!*''^.*

and adjusting means for frames. 3,099,0<rl. <-30-«3. Cl,

Chernlak" Earl L. Foot balancing device. 3,099.2«7, 7-30-

63. Cl. 128—615. _
Choliet Raymond A. : See

—

Sourgens, Roger P., and Choliet. 3,099, lU.i.

Christiansen, Blanche K. : Kec—-
Christiansen, Milton J. 3,099,117.

Christiansen, Milton J., deceased (by M.

executrix), to Western Klectric Co., Inc

lifting and rotating reels of various sixes.

B3, Cl. 53—198.
Chrysler Corp. : See

—

Folkerts, Walter E.

F'olkerts, Walter E.

Wagner. Charles E.

Chupp. John P.. and P. j-. •- ---- --

Co Halophenyl arylphosphonothioates

63. Cl. 169—30.
Citroen, Andre. Societe Anonyme : See—

Merder, Pierre E. 3.099.223.

Clarin Mfg. Co. : See—
Baukl. Henry C. 3.099.479.

Clark Equipment Co. : See—
McAdams, Paul F. 3.099.327. ^... „

curk Frederick G., to Eastman Machine Lo.

'^machine 3 099,087. 7-30-^3. CI 3(^3«2.
Clark John D.. to International Harvecter to.

Bhlhlng the axis of boom means or the like.

7-30-63, Cl. 212—67.
CUrken Co., The : i>'ee—

Duenke, Kenneth L. 3,099,509.

Cleveland Pneumatic Industries, Inc. :
see

Hrusch. Louis C. 3.099,424.

Clevlte Corp. : See--
Mocanu. Timothy. 3,099.5 ««.

Close Frank A., to Wyong Minerals Ltd

Co stabilization of 1-olefln polymers. 3.099,639, 7-30-63.

Cl. 260—45.95.

*^'*^''iir^^J*RoterfD Grounds, and Cody. 3.099.603.

Coffey Daniel F J r^ to Marinette and .Meno...lnee Box t o.

Cogsdill Tool Products, Inc- ^^itT
Cogsdlll. Stuart A. 3,099.174

Morrison. Joseph T. 3,099.070.
^v^i^M R/^hort V to General Aniline ft Ulni i orp. :m»ei

fr^ ^r reproduction process and composition therefor.

3.099.559, 7-30-63, Cl. 96—48.
Colodny. Paul C. : See— ,^,. o/ioqmt

Hurley. Rupert B.. and Colodny. 3.0ft9,.jl7.

Combustion' Engineering, Inc • See -

Hlckox, Walter A. 3,099,511.

Commercial Solvents Corn : See-
Wilson, Louis A. 3,099,612.

Comollo. Frances M.. to Queen i^i« ,^«lff

•

garments. 3,099,265, 7-30-63, Cl. 128--1.J4,

''"'"'M^neyl mchaVfw: and Comstock. 3,099.627.

Conch International Methane L«d. :
See-^

Punching

Means for
3.099,338.

Spiral concentra-

Inc. Female

Bure of the tires of vehicle wheels

ConnoTi^Robert L.. to Van Raalte Co.. Inc.

3.099.144. 7-30-63, Cl. 66—147.
ContlnenUl Can Co . ^'^^.f^,.Manlzia. Guelfo A. 3.099,475.

Continental jEJektrolnduBtrte AG..
Frisch. Eberhard. 3.099.09O.

Cook, Richard W. : See—
t»erdval, Joaeph W.. and Cook.

Cook. Walter L.. to The Bo^iaK fo
3,009.057. 7-30-63. Cl. 24—141.

Cooper-Bessemer Corp.. The ^ee—
Ballash. Clarence J. 3,000,186.

Coooer Glenn D., and A. R. Gilbert to (ieneral ^'l«•»"c < «

Reduction of hilo«n-conUlnlug silicon compounds. 3,009.

672, 7-30-63, Cl. 260—448.2.

Coooer Joaeph. Slide assembly for extension tables. 3.0TO.

2S2 7-30-63, Cl. 108—83.

Selvage spreader.

AskanU-Werke : Bee—

3.090,714.

self-retaining fasteners.



Todd Frederick C. and II. F. Hodson. to BurrouRhs WHIcome

nemaiodeH. 3.099.599. 7-3<)- «3. C\ Ul 63.

Corn IToducts Cn. : See „^, ,^^,, .

(lofKllnK. Ch.-ster M. 3,0y«.5«4.

("ornlnK 01ai"'.W"'"l<H :
See n noa -^aq

n<)mi<t>ne.*J<)npph J., and Smith. 3.099.549.

Tottrell <'<).. The : See
Lu.-hrs. Hans J. 3.099.210.

'"'^"Tooiwav! Vvillhfn. R.. and Cour.en. 3.fK>9 215

rraw. Hoyt /. t" Kthyl Cor,,. ^^1-^-^^'^^
^"(f*,?'

'•??'?">'"
preparation of forman»ide«. 3.099.689. I AV oj. v i. - >

'

561.

LIST OF PATENTEES LIST OF PATENTEES Vll

Cr^iVe Harrv W., .Ir. Canj:.. for prlnt.'d «h.>^t reKl^t.-r

marks. 3.099.092. 7 30 -63. <^l. 33 "«174.
Stereophonic ayn

Crane Co. : See-
Jonea. Max E. 3.099,^31. nnoa-7is t 'tft-ft-i

Crane John J. Static diHiharue d»»vlce. 3,099.774. 7-ao^«J.

CI. 317 2.

Crescenzo. Francis : See .__ „_.
S.hopLM'e, Lawrence \V.. and Cre«cenio. 3.099.S75.

Crtrtnpton k KnowU'H Corp. : See
.Morrill. Frank B. 3,099.047. q r>oo «>h

Cr.iteau Monel. Combination tool box and stand. 3.099..WN,

7-30-03. a. 240-4.
Crunip. B. T.. Co.. Inc. : See

Method of niaklnu bara. 3.099, J37. . .30-«.l. < 1. li- -"-

CurtlsH-WriKht Corp.: S'-e _ _„
Kimbleton (>oll. 3.099.783.

CuHl. Kduardo L. : See -

Hitter. John VV.. ami Cusl. 3.099,4.51.

Cutler FlainnHT, Inc. : See
Turner BuhspII < . nod W iilker. 3,0»9,.J«8.

Cybrlvisky Alexan.L.r. and (5. \. Ilager, to Kevnold« Met. N
Co Method of inulti coloriuK anodized aluminum. 3.099.

I)ai.V.lulHt%!*;r? l'!1o f\. case Co. ^teana for mounting

si.rinu Angers. 3,099,347, 7-.30-63. Cl. 198 198.

DaUhin Seiki Kabushlkl Kalsha : Sj^—
Yaniawakl Shigeru. 3,099.146.

DamsehZl. r. Rudolph E.. and K. C Vackel to ^"'<t "•«".»>;'

dak Co Pr(K-eH.s of treating r.-sldual positive silver ha) de

iniHges'with organic Bulfur to render said Images oleophilic.

,{ oyl»,20», 7 .U) tJ3. Ci. 101 149.2.
., , r ,.

I > II II otto Synthesis of khelHn and iiiterme<liiites ili.-rer.ii

3 099.<5»U). 7 no U3, Cl. 260 345.2.

''"'Kl?;rl';k,'T>onald if.'and Darling. 3.099.66.'..

Data Preseiitationa Inc. : See onooiii
Foley. Daniel K.. and Skroblsch. .1,099,711.

Davidson, Paul J. : Sec
-, mju •>'J7

Currln. Elbert K., and Davidson. 3.099,2.17.

Davies. David E. N. : See -

Tucktr David G.. and Davies. 3,099,f*i»3.
,. . . ^ .

Davis Charles J. Crawler trencher with tlltable body.

3,("»99.098. 7-30 63. Cl. 37 86.

iniMS. Marvin A., to ^Vestingliou>^ Kle<trlc ( orp. DigUal

nosition control servosystem. 3,099,777, 7 30 63. 1 1. A\^

I>avi8. William I'.: See „,>„,. „o,.
Garfield Sidney V... and Davis. 3.099,020.

Davis Wllllan. T.. Jr., and F. M. Murdock. t.. Anchor

Serum Co Bacterln in aqueous poiyethvlene. mineral oil

emulsion. 3.099,601. 7 30-83, Cl. 167 78.

Davol Rubber Co. : See
Blrtwell. William C. 3.099,260.

,,>„,. ,.r 7o/v«T
Dean Reginald I. R. Torque recorders. 3.099, l.>.., 7 3()-«.5.

Cl 73 ^134
Deaner, Lelan'd D. I'osture Indicating device and hat. 3,099.

Ue'c^relsf.^WHiiani M., to Lord Mfg. Co. Adhesive ("omposi

tlona. 3,099.632. 7-30-63. Cl. 260-3.3
Deere k Co. : See -

McCollum, Jack W. 3,099.121.

Deering Milliken Research "'•rp- : ^«*

—

De u'iTria^^Id. and'CT'Xooks. to Indevo Ltd. Su^.^or-s

for aerating particulate materlaU. 3,099,493. 7-30-63, t I.

^02—29.

De Havllland F:nglne Co. Ltd.. The : See—
Barlow, Benlarain W. 3 099.339.

Calder. Peter H^ and Lancaater. 3.099.134.

I)e I>-o, Richard V. -See--
Werner. Frank D.. and !>' Leo. 3.099.160.

DerHonii.e. Daniel L. : See--
Kucera. Clement M.. and Derilomme. 3,099.324.

De Long, Herbert K., to The Dow Clieniical Co Method of

suppressing bimetallic couple corrosion of magnesium metal

articles. 3,099,083, 7 .SO-63. Cl. 29-527.

De Marc... Robert F., and IL W. Heiij. to The
"•"".'•^J'^JJ!?

Elevating ahelf for stock bin servicing truck. 3.099.332,

7-30-63. Cl. 182—14.

De Mart, Le Roy S. . See-
n nMk nf^

Mcbanlels, John D.. Jr.. and De Mart. 3.099.075.

De Mart L« Roy S.. to The Babcock k Wilcox Co. Stud

tenaloiier 3.(^9.078. 7-30-63. Cl. 29-252.

De Mart, I.e Roy S. to The Babcock 4 Wilcox Co. Power-

operated stud tensloner. 3.099,434, 7-30-63, Cl. 2.^4—^9.

De Podeata. Frank U., to Paragon Bridge and Steel Co. Col

umn and deck construction for vehlcfe ahlpplng apparatus.

3,099.230. 7-30-^63, Cl. 105 368.

Derler, Charles J., to Jackson Vibrators. In^.R*"*^^-!^^^
bed tamping and ballasting machine. 3,099,228, 7-30-63,

Cl. 104—12.

to Cornlnj
bodies. 3. (J

Glass
)9.549.

Boeing Airplane Co.
I

.10-63, Cl. 128 -1.

De Vac. Inc. : See
Hetman. Frank W. 3.099,050.

Diamond Alkali Co. : See—
BluMtone. Henry. 3,099,658.

IH Cerrlone. Lixlovlco A., and C. Ferraris, to Montecatlnl So-

Cleta Generale i»er I'lndustrla Mlnerarla e Chlmlca. Process

for the preparation of trimethylb4>rate. 3.099.678. 7-.30^ 63.

Cl. 260—462.
Dillon, John A.. Jr. : See—

lfa«<4t, .Melvln J., and Dillon 3.099. .'»29.

DIMartlno, John M. : See-
Peck, Kenneth L , an<l DiMartino. 3,m»9.313.

Distillers Co. Ltd.. The : See -

8terena. Kenneth. 3.099.611.
Dome. Robert B., to General Eh>otrlc Co.

tem. 3.m>9.707. 7-30-63. Cl. 178—8.6.
Donitcone. Joseph J., and W. C. Smith,

Works. .MethiKl of joining two glaaa
7^0-63. <!. 65—30.

Donaldson. Robert M. : Se«»—
Mahnstrom. Homer K., and Donaldson. 3,099,543.

DOnofrlo. Anthony. Tabulating apparatus for tyitewrltera
or like maihlnes. 3,(«»9,:U3, 7-:?0-63, Cl. lit" 127.

IK.sker. Cornelius D.. to Gamble Brothers, Inc. Woodeu bowl
iiig pins of spherical belly type and i.refabrlcati-*! segim iits

therefor. 3,099,449, 7-30-63. Cl. 2^3 82.
Doaa. Joseph H., and G. A. Graham, to

Full bcxlv restraint system. 3.099.261.
D<.w Chemical Co.. The: See

Arensberg, Hans G. 3,099,521.
De Long. Herbert K. 3.099.083.
Hatch. Melvln J^ and Dillon. 3,099,529.
Hurley, Rui)ert B.. and Colodny. 3,099.517.
Senkbeil. Herman O 3.099,675.
Teltel, Robert J. 3.099.558.
Zwelgle, Maurice L., and Tolkmlth. 3.099.668.

Downing. James H.. and B J. Wilson, to Inion Carbide Corp.
Process for producing metals. 3,099,554, 7-30-63. Cl. 75—
80.

Doyle. Frank J. : See -
Hllgoe. Vernon J . and Doyle. 3.099.211.

Drakenfeld. B F., k Co.. Inc. : See-
Andrews. Ray, and Moore. 3.099.569.

Dresser Operations, Inc. : See
Dunn, Rolwrt, and Go<'rss. 3.099,4.53.

Drobll. Francis W. : See -

Scblecht Charles H.. and Drobll. 3.0»»,291.
Dubeller. Morton A. Hair holders. 3.<I99.271. 7 30 63, Cl.

1 32- - 46
Ducatl Adrlano C.. to Plasniadyne Corp. .N^ethod of making

glass Hbers 3.09«,.548, 7 30-63, Cl. 6^-5.
Duddy. Joseph C. to The Electric Storage Battery Co. Storage

battery electn.des and method of making the same. 3.099.

586. 7 30-^3, Cl. 136-43. ^ .. . .

Duenke Kenneth L.. to The darken Co. Quick connector.

3.099,509, 7-30-63. Cl. 339—255.
Du Fault. Homer D.. to Heatbath Mfg. Co.. Inc. Steel space

heater construction. 3,099.257. 7-30-63, Cl. 126 90.

Dunn Robert, and F. A. Ooerss, to Dresser Operations, Inc

Shaft seal with positive automatic shut-down feature.

3.099.453. 7-30-63. Cl. 277—27.
Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Co. : See

—

Bigllano, Robert P. 3^099.262.
Brockway, William R., and Coursen. 3,099,218.

Krespan, Carl G. 3.099,688
Sheppard. William A. 3,099.685.
Skiles. Benjamin F. 3.099,646.
Tanner, David. 3.099,631.

Dur-O-wal National. Inc. : See

—

Spalght. Harold L. 3,099,110
I>yar Robert L. Adhesive coating apparatus. 3,099,580.

7— 'io—fl'i 01 11& 233
Dve Robert F.. to Phillips Petroleum Co. Rosin acid catalyst

inactivator 3.099.64fi. 7-30-63. Cl. 260-94.3.
Dye Sheet Metal Products. Inc. ;

See—
Williams. Conrad L. 3.099.119.

Dyer. Richard F : See—
, .,^... o aqq «q4

Calnes. James F., Dyer, and I'annUl. 3.099.594

Dylla Roy R. Refuse receptacle. 3.O99..390, 7 30-63. ci

232 43.2.
Eastern Co.. The: Bte—

„ ^- .__
Pastva, John V.. Jr 3.099.473.

Eastern Hotorcraft Corp. : See—
Huber. John R. 3.099.085.

Eastman Ko<lak Co. See—
Anderson Lawrence A. a.Uww.tJU^.

Bornemann, William, Bechtol<i, Philips, Freeman, Loreti,

and .Neuman 3,099.199. o noo koa
Calnes. James F.. Dyer, and *'"»}}'-.^f^®®*^®*-
Caldwell. John R., and Martin. ^3^9 641.

Damschroder, Rudolph B.. and t»S''*i„ 3.099.209.

Elam. Edward V.. and Martin. 3,099,679.

Haynes. Carl J. 3^099 064. ™„,.^ o ooB 208
Hodges, Howard T.. Hufhey, and Brnlsse. 3^099 208.

StraTey James M.. IHaher. and Harris 3.099.682.

3,099.750.
Straley. James M.. and Harris. 3,099,688

Swarthout, Richard J., and Klaass

Walsh. Robert 8. 3,009.584.

Eastman Machine Co. : See—
Clark. Frederick G. S.099,08T.

Eaton Mfg. Co. : See— _.
Zalar, Frank A . and Nelson. 3.099.459.

Eaton Stamping Co. : Bte—
Hamman. Lyle J. 8.099.255.

Eckenrod. Kathleen. Skirt guardlna attachment for armleas

chairs. 3.099,488. 7-30-63. Cl. 297—468.

Eddy. Charles L.. to American Can Co. Container and meth-

od of handling same. 3,099.114. 7-30-63. Cl. 53—41.

Oil
di-

and Ernlsse,
B. Whiting. to

3.O99.20S.
The (Jeneral

32.'> 24.

Edear Eric C. to Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. Treat-

ment of pi)tatoes with S-triaiine compound. 3,099,106.

EdwaK'-Mlies^'lT' Heart valve. 3.099,016, 7-3(^63. Cl.

3—1. _
Ehrenrelch A.. * Co. :

««—__ .-g

fSg the ofclllation of a measurinf member thereof. 3.099.-

Eirr- I>-a'ur'^.^ctr'i?To^?'re...tance drier. 3,099,540, 7-3(^

-Sv^lbl^ve^'^ ^:.^.4^f-i^c??r^SnSSiS^:
3.099,679, 7-30-63 Cl 260—464.

Electric Storage Battery Co The . See—
Duddy. Joseph C. 3.099.586.

Electronic Products Corp. : f'^..g
Elect^rLreXfs).hi"astrie'v"^oVh'eln WiUen. Smlt k Co.:

Bpp

formates. 3.099.665, 7-30-63. Cl. 260—410.6.

Engelhard I"dustrles. Inc. : ^e^—
Anderson. Edward P. 3 099,«13.

Hill. James S. 3.099.575.

Knglander Co., Inc., The :
Nee-

Wetxler. Justin J. 3.099.021.

Wet/ler! Justin J. 3,099.518.

Ernlsse. Robert J. : See—
Hodires, Howard T.. Hughey.

Ksmun Rov A S. Walsh, and K.

''Electric Co Ltd .No"->-^^»P';«f„*l~"'il'^nr?i
radio frequency signals 3.099,. 94 .-30-».3. « I

Esso Research and Engineering Co. . $ff-r^ -

Bartok, William, and Lucchesl. 3 099 613.

^l';ii\': i'iTT:''iryT\rnirPuk and Buchmann.

Pop'kln.' Alexander H. 3.099.682.

Ethvl Corp. : See

—

Cragg Hovt J. 3.099.689. ^^^
Gorflch. Richard D. 3.W9.666.

Gorslch. Richard D. 3.099,667.

(;rammer. iJeorge -N.. and Trotter.

w->na fvrii (i to Deering MUllken
heater -system. 3.099.06:f. 7-30-63. (1. 28-62.

•"^'^AndersorGerald R.. and Bovce. 3.099.303.

Ausburn. George I'. 3.099.OT-.
i oomoo

Breaieale. Hershel T.. and F. and G. May. 3.099..1W).

Helnie. Marvin C. :^.09«;494_^

Knlcht Houston VN . 3.099.297.

Todd, William L. S.099.317. , 70—24 5
Fabian. Louis. Shoe heel. 3 099.096. '^-^O-j^. Cl. •^^'"q^
?'aln. .\rthur B. Krult sectionizlng apparatus. 3,099,dO^.

Falk^nhbid Nils'T-'^and B. H. Hallstrom. to Sf.Pa'-ator Aktle-

borap>t Methmi and apparatus for sterillxlng heat ex

chahKers 3.099..-.19. 7-.30-63. Cl. 21—2.
FaniKrR. K.^st (;.. and W. J. Andersen. APpar«tus

use In tea.hlng and In carrying out psychotechnical

amlnatlons. 3!o99.095. 7-30-63. Cl 3.'?.--48.

Farbenfabrlken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft :
See—

Gehrke, Gunter. 3,099 513
Holtschmldt Hans, and MflHer. 3.099.642.

Kronlg Walter. Bayer. Wahl. and Bacher. 3.099.538.

KUhle. Engelbert. 3.099.673.

fva\"e^"KUno,'schwafbei Kkss. Gn.(lllch. and Kleiner.

3 099 63')

Farbwer'lce 'lioe'chst AktlengesellRchaft vormals Melster Lucius

k Brunlng :
See—

. ,,. . , xf»i.- •» ooq a*-.!
(Jroes. Richard. Hertel. Klrst. and Mohr. 3.099.6.>1.

Farr. Homer D : See

—

Thrap. John E.. and Farr. 3.099.284.

Fastener Corp. : See-
Wandel. Oscar A. 3.099,01 1

.

Wandel. Oscar A. 3.099.012.

Feinberg Albert E.. to Advance Transformer Co. Apparatus

for Igniting and operatlffg gaseous discharge devices.

3.099.773. 7-30-63, Cl. Sl.-S—257.

Pemlcola. John D. Combination container, practice golf ball

and tee 3,099,4.52. 7-30-63. Cl. 273-199.

remseh-G.m.b.H. : See

—

Moller, Rolf, and Tretner.

Ferraris. Carlo : See—
Dl Cerrlone. Ix)dovico A.

Ferris Dnvid R. : See

—

Welgel, Raymond A., and Ferris. 3.099.326

Ferro Corp. : See

—

Santhany. Leland W. 3,099,063.

Fleldcrest Mllli, Inc. : See—
Chambley. William B. 3.099,410.
Moberf . Ivar O. 3,090,296.

792 O. G. - »•

Fisher. John G. : See— ^ ^.„
Straley. James M.. Fisher, and Harris. 3.099.662.

Fisher k Ludlow Ltd. : .See

—

Lewlngton. Michael H.. and Scott. 3.099.342i..ewingion. .aiicnaei n.. nuu .^cvii. m.voo^-k^.

Fisher, Richard G., to American Telephone and Telegraph Co.

Universal line concentrator. 3.099.718. 7-30-63. Cl. 1(9—
18-

Fltzslmons. Alan R. Control circuits for money Issuing sys-

tem. 3,099,274. 7-30-63. Cl. 133 1.

Heischer, Thomas B. : See

—

Leech. John G.. and 1-nelscher. 3.099.570.

nesch Peter and J. Hader. to Rhenus Rhelnlsche Oetranke-

Industrle Blenz k Blenz G.m.b.H. Process for pickling

meat and pickling preparation therefor. 3.099.566. 7-30-

63. Cl. 99—159. ^ ^ , , . ._i
Flood. Eugene W.. deceased, by R. T. Flood administratrtx.

to R. Flood. Bowling ball return. 3,099.445, (-30-63.

Cl. 273—47.
Flood Rosalie : See—

Flood. Eugene W. 3.099.445.
Foley Daniel E.. and A. Skroblsch. to Data Presentations,

Inc. Printing device. 3,099.711. 7-30-63. Cl. 178—30.
Folkerts. Walter E.. to Chrysler Corp

3.099.167, 7-30-63. Cl. 74—388.
Folkerts. Walter E., to Chrysler Corp

3,099.188. 7-30-63. Cl. 91—374.
Ford Motor Co. : See—

Anderson, Vernal A. 3,099,500.

Camp, John W. A. 3,099.340.

Janla, Zblgnlew J., and WalthaU

Power steering gear.

Power steering gear.

3,099,172.

3.099.694.
Research <'orp. Yarn

for
ex-

3.099,710.

and Ferraris. 3.099.678.

Rosky, Frederick, and Weniel. 3,099,468
Formax Mfg. Corp. : See

—

Jeske. Bernard G. 3,099.113. „ .. », t^i^
Forsha. Herbert E.. and §. M. Kapell. to Westlnghouse Elec-

tric Corp. Frequency multiplier. 3.099.784, 7-30-63, Cl.

Fossa. Joseph, to United Shoe Machinery Corp. Apparatuii

for preparing baseball cover pieces for sewing. 3,099, 147,

7-30-63, Cl. 69—8. ^ „ .

Foster, Newton C. to Westlnghouse Electric Corp. Reflnous

glycidyl polyether compositions. 3.099,638, i-io-na, »-i.

Friii'ik Kpon. to Loewe Opta Aktiengesellschaft. Frequency
moii'ulatlon or amplitude modulation transmitting system.

3099,71."). 7-:!0-<)3, Cl. 179—15.
Frank, Robert L., to Sperry Rand Corp Phase coded com

munlcatlon system. S,096.795, 7-30-63. Cl. 325—30.
Frank, Robert L., and S. ZadofT. to SPe"y Rand Corp Ptiaw

coded hyperbolic navigation system. 3,099,835, 7-JU-Orf,

Cl. 343—103.

Franke. Ernst P. : See—- j « ,.i _ q noo aoq
Breuing. Wllhelm. Franke. and Spolders. 3.099.6W.

Franke k Heidecke. I^abrik Photographlscher PraxUions Ap-

pafte : See

—

n ntvn ^aA
Weiss Richard, and Prochnow. 3,099,194.

Free. A b^'rt H.. to Miles Laboratories. Inc Diagnostic com-

position. 3.0iB9.605. 7-30-63. Cl. 195—103.5.

^'"'Bo?r,eminn.'Wllliam"iechtold. Philips, Freeman. Loreta.

and Neumann. 3 099,199. _ , . ^, _.»„_
French Paul D.. to Raytheon Co. Doppler navigation system.

combined shutter and photo electric ceU. 3,099,193, 7-JU-

63, Cl. 9.-)— 10. „ wTT T

Fricke. Wllhelm. to Hambui|er Flogieugbau OmbH. Jet

nroniilsion svstem. 3.099,425, 7-30-63, Cl. ^it <».

Fr?^rich Kevin F and F. D. Kaiser, to Westlnghouse Elec-

ric Corp Control for an electric power translation tys-

teni 3 099.786. 7-30-63, Cl. 321—:W
, , , ^ ^ . . ^

Frsch Eberhard to Continental K»«»'7o"'^,'"*^«,„^,f;-
Askinia Werke. Method and apparatusfor d RltaMndlca-

tion of shaft position. 3.099.090. 7-30-63. CL 33---46.

Fritz, Rudolph A., to Chase Industries Inc Door control

api>aratus 3,099.438, 7-30-63. Cl. 268—68.
Frosst. Charles E.. and Co. _,See--

Wasson. Burton K.. and Parker. 3,099,6«.i.

''"^' Kin2ltV: ihu7uo. Samejima, FuJiU, and Kara. 3.099,-

604.

"'"'^K'l^kp^aVrlckVwimam J., and Funston. 3,099,532.

l-^jrnas Electric Co. : See—

GaglK-DoScrD-fffi-L^-. PoUock to Ar8j. Chemical

Gamble Bros.. Inc. : See—

t;and^r^be?hT^'s^>«i2?e«f^- U^^^^t^
^^l-^^-^S^

said tibe to a discharge spout. 8.099,878. 7-S0-«a. ci.

Garb^r Sidney, to The British Iron and Steel ReaearchAwo-

clatlon Proc««s of annealing low carbon steel. 3.099.892.

Ga'rdn« 'iloyd' E^and B. J. Hogau. to PhUllp. Petn»l«m

Co kvdrocracklng process for the conTersion of hydro^

carbons'^ u^iUxlng a Platlnum-cobalt-mo^ybdenum catalyst

composite. 3.099.618. 7-30-63. Cl. 208—112^

,;arfleld. Sidney R.. and W^ I?*^'^,^''***''*-*'*'"*"''' ^^^'

ratus. 3.099.020. 7-30-63, Cl. 5—SI.

Garrou. James E. and V. H . to Waldenaian HMieir MUU^

Inc Pattern drum for knitting machine. 3,099.145, 7-.JU-

63, Cl. 66— 154.

Garrou. Victor H. : See— _ ^pQ ...
Garrou. James E. and V. H. 3.*»»'l«-„

„,„ _ -..,
Garson. Stanley P. Smoker's ashtray. 3.009,270. 7-^0-63.

Cl. 131—240.
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of

<;urteii, HfTbert, and K. H. Scliaffer, to Cieneral Electric Co.
Shuft lor u««f In nuclear radiation environuient. 3,01>9,141,

T-,iO-0;j, (1. 04— 1.

tiet-n, Cory i*., to Industrial Device*. Inc. Collet aBsembly.
a.OV».4H, 7-30-03, CI. 242—4tt.o.

tiebrke, liuater, to Karbenfabrlkeo Ba/er Aktiengeaellscnaft.

iToceHN for the dyeing of polyester nbre materlalx. 3,099,-

ol3, 7-30-03, CI. »—39.
OelKer, ItuHd*-!! C, to The Hobart Mfg. Co. Eacapement

(irlvv. ;}.099,104. 7-30-03. CI. 74—125.
tjfnerul .Vnllln ft tlliu ('orp. ; 8ee—

ColeK. Uobert F. 3.099,559. #
LevlneH. Steven. 3.099,558.

(ienerul Uynauilcs Corp. : Hee—
Jorgenxen, Utto A. 3.099,801.

Cieneral Electric Co. : Hee—
Anderson, John M. 3.099,768.
Cooper. (;ienn D., and Gilbert. 3,099,672.
Dome, Uobert U. 3,099,707.
Uarten, Herbert, and Schaffer. 3,099,141.
George, i'hlllp D. 3,099,671.
Hay, Allan S. 3,099,640.
Kelley, Kred W.. Jr. 3.099,828. ^„.„.
Klrkpatrkk. WlUlnm J., and Funston. 3,099,532.

LandlK, ThomaH W., and Kletler. 3,099,552.
Lusteiiader, Edward L., and Brown. 3,099,607.
Lynch, Edward I. 3,099,769.
Newell, James K., Jr. 3.099,259.
Prober, Maurice. 3,099.670.
Howe, Raymond X. 3,099.504.
Schlee, Matthew. 3,099,508.
Scott, George A., and Williams. 3,099.471.

General Electric Co. Ltd., The : Hee—
E^siini, Uoy, WaUh, and Whiting. 3,099,794.
Wnyman, Cecil J. 3.099,830.

Geiiernl Koo<ls Corp. : See—
UuKers, William L 3,099.562.

General Motors Corp. : See

—

Mann, I^onard J., and Stewart. 3,099,139.
I'aiBliall, Millls V. 3.099.499.
Taylor, John R. 3,099,359.
Van Scoyk, Howard E. 3,099,542.

General Precision, Inc. : See

—

Kress. George H., and Menn. 3,099.413.
General Signal Corp. : See

—

Brown, Ned C. L. 3,099,427.
Kendall, Hugh C. 3,099,817.

General Time Corp. : See

—

Spetzler, August L. 3,099,129. ...._.
Gentry, CharlPH H. R., and R. C. Oldfleld, to North American

Philips Co., Inc. Cathode ray tube with slUca coated

phosphor Hcreen. 3,099,763, 7-30-63, CI. 313—92.
(ieorce, PhlUp I>., to General Electric Co. Preparation

orKHnosllanes. .1.0«9,«71, 7-.-i(>-63. CI 2«0—448.2.

(ierbore, Alexan<Ier E., K. A. IMyer, and W. C. Steger. Jr.,

to Bell Telephone I.4iboratoile8. Inc. Private branch
exchange telephone symem including conference facllltleK.

3.099,719. 7 30 «3, CI. 179- 27.02.
Gerstine, Milton I., to The Boeing Co. Automatic trim

actuator system. 3.099,421, 7-30-63. €1. 244—17.13.

Geschka, Hugo W., J. L. GllleHsen, and A, Heidenrelch, to

Peter Pfenningsberg Maschlnenfabrik, G.m.b.H. Method
of operating a washing machine. 3,099.022, 7-30-63, CI.

8—158.
GesellMchaft fdr industrielle Technik m.b.H. : See—

Butter, Otto, Irmscher, and Kaiser. 3,099.344.

Gilbert, Alfred R. : See—
CooiK^r, <;ienn D., and Gilbert. 3,099.672.

^, ^
OlIeH. John K., and E. W. Mlchener >j, to R A. Nash.
Methods of training horses. 3.099,248. 7-30-63, CI.

J jg 29
Gllfry Kenneth R. Guide attachment for a router. 3,099,299,

7-30-63, CI. 144—144.

^Geschka. Hugo W.. Glllessen, and Heidenrelch. 3,099,022.

Goard, llnward W. : See

—

K^oble, Kob«'rt A , iind Goard. 3.099,52.%.

Goddhalk, Ku.xh<>I1 L., to The Babcock & Wilcox Co. Ex]

slon pipe Joint for conveying soliilx laden gas
3.099,467. 7 30-63, CI. 28.->— 114.

Goersg. Fiederick A. : See
Dunn, Robert, and Goerss. 3,099,453.

OofT, Randall: S»e „ «„« ,a,
Gorgens. Joseph E., and Goff. 3,099,161.

Gofflnet, Bernard: See

—

„„«^~..
Joly, Robert, Warnant, and Gomnet. 3,099,654.

(;old, Howard N. : Se#— „ ^« «»«
Bond, Elizabeth A., Gold, and Marran. 3,099,089.

<;oodbur, Isnac. Camera with lenticulnted mask. 3,099,195,
7-30-03, Cl. 95—37.

Gooding Chester M., to Corn Products Co. Highly nutritious

fat c.'.mposltlon. 3.099,504, 7-30-63, Cl. 99^-118.

Ooodings. Eric P, W A O.Nelll, and G. W. Taylor, to

Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. Sillcan chloride treated

polyoletln articles and its production. 3,099,515, 7-30-63,

Cl. 8—82..
Oorgens Joseph E., and R. Goff, to Manning, Maxwell k
Moore Inc. Bimetal coll for use in temperature recorders.

3,099,161, 7-30-63, Cl 73-363.9.

Gorn Electric Co., Inc. : See—
Plorunneck. Helm. 3.099,510.

Oorslch, Richard D.. to Ethyl Corp. Bimetallic carbonyl

halide compositions. 3,099,666, 7-30-63, Cl. 260—429.

<;or8ich, Richard I)., to Ethyl Corp. Organo group IV-A
metal manganese carbonyl llgand compounds and process

for same. 3,099,667, 7-30-6J, Cl. 260—429.

Gorskl. Edward : See

—

„ ^^ „^^
Hlvely. Clair M.. and Gorskl. 3,099,296.

xpa
mil

n-
id.

Gottbardt, Manfred R., to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc.
Translator checking circuit for telephone switching system.
3,099,720, 7-30-63, Cl. 179—175.2.

Gottlieb. Leon. Mow-boostlng register for air ducts. 3,099,-
201. 7-30-03, Ci. 98— 101.

Gottschald, Rudolf, to A. Ebrenreicb * Co. Suspension Joint.

3,099,409, 7-30-63, Cl. 287—90.
Graham, Gary A. : See

—

Doss, Joseph H., and Graham. 3,099,261.
Grammer, George N., and P. W. Trotter, to Ethyl Corp.

Stable methylchloroform compositions. 3,099,694, 7-80-63,
Cl. 260—662.6.

See

—

Schwaebel. Kisa, Grattllch, and Kleiner.

Coin con-
1»4—9.

3.099,311.

Cody. 3,099,603.

3,099,826.

GruUllch, Wllhelm :

Wagner, KUno,
3,099,635.

Greenwald, H.. Co., Inc. : See

—

Greenwald, Harry. 3,099,341.
Greenwald. Harry, to U. Greenwald Co., Inc.

trolled timer system. 3,099,341, 7-30-68, Cl.

Gremlgnl, Giuseppe : See

—

Marchloli. Qlorglo. and Gremlgnl. 3,099,061.
Gren. William E. : See

—

Stegman. Raymond V., and Gren. 8,099,446.
Orenier, Alme J., to Texas Instniments Inc. Electromafnetlc

switching mechanism. 3,099,726, 7-30-63, Cl. 200—87.
Urenier, Afme J. : See

—

Perry. Frederick O., Grenler, and Wilson. 3,099,732.
Griffith, T. B. : See—

Ellison. James O. 8,099,490.
, ^ ^

Gross, Frans, to Siemens and Halske Aktlengescllschaft.
Delay line for traveling wave tubes. 3,099,767, 7-30-68,
Cl. 315—3.6.

Gross, Richard, H. Hertel, W. Klrst, and R. Mohr, to Farb-
werke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormals Melster Lucius
It Brunlng. Water-Insoluble mono- and dlsago-dyes pro-

duced from 2-anilnoaryl-ben«triatole-l-oxlde dlaio com-
ponents. 3,099,651, 7-30-03, Cl. 260—146.

<;roBsmith, Frederick, to Beecham Research Laboratories Ltd.
Antacid compositions. 3,099,524, 7-30-63. Cl. 23— 14.

Grotnes Machine Works. Inc. : See

—

Van Ler, Oscar J., and Ragettll.
Grounds, Preston W. : See

—

Banker, Robert D., Grounds, and
Guenther, Walter F. : See

—

Noreen, Donald H., and Guenther.
Ouentner, Robert L. : See

—

^ „,..,.„,.,
Thomas, Eugene P.. Guentner and \auKbn. 8.099,747.

(iutberlet. Tneodor, to Schunk A Ebe G.m.b.H. Brush holder
construction for dynamo electric machines. 3,099,761,
7-30-83, Cl. 310—246.

Gutsche, Helnrich : See

—

. »„„«.„,
Schweickert, Hans, Reuschel, and Gutsche. 8.099.534.

Haber Hymun, to Allied Textile Printers, Inc. Color-

printed rtocked fabrics. 3,099,514, 7-30-63, Cl. 8—66.

Ilabereder, Hans, to Beckman Instruments, Inc. Miniature

potentiometer. 3,099,810, 7-30-63, Cl. 338—162.
Hader, Josef: See

—

Flesch, Peter, and Hader. 3,099,566.
Hadzerlga. Pablo, to Standard Magnesium Corp.. Inc. Re-

covery of values from natural lake and sea brines.

3.099.528. 7-30-63, Cl. 23—89.

Hagendoorn, Willem J., and T. R. Smith, to American Air

Filter Co., Inc. Pocket-type fllters. 3,099,647, 7-30-63,

Cl. 56—341.
Hager, Gerald L. : See

—

„ ^^ „,„
Cybrlwsky, Alexander, and Hager. 3,099,610.

Uahn. Werner, and R. Noack, to VEB Kamera- und Klno-

werke Dresden. Differential gearing for setting light

values. 3,099,192, 7-30-63, Cl. 95—10.
w . .

Hahn Volker to Ed. Zublln, A.G. Device for anchoring ten-

sioning elements. 3,099,109, 7-30-63. Cl. 50—128.
Hall Richard C. and R. E. Wlen. to Westlnghouse tlectric

Corp. Rolling sUlcon-lron. 3.099.176, 7-30-63. Cl. 80—60.
Hallatrom. Bengt H. : See

—

«^^,,,.
Falkenblad, Nils T., and Hallstrom. 3,099,519.

Hallstrom, Bengt H., to Separator Aktlebolaget. Method
and apparatus for preventing infection of heat excliange

chambers. 3,099.520. 7-30-63. Cl. 21—

2

,. ^ . , . ,

Hallsworth. Arnold, to Steels Engineering Products Ltd.

Remote control of Ward Leonard drive by generator speed

varlaUon. 3,099,779, 7-30-63, Cl. 318—157.

"^''zderlJ.'jo'hfATHalpern. and Irlarte. 3.099,655-7
Halverson, Emmett H. Slingshot arrangement. 3,099,256.

7-30-63, Cl. 124—20.
Hamburger Flugseugbau GmbH : See

—

Frlcke. Wllhelm. 3,099.425.
Hamman, Lyle J., to Eaton Stamping Co.

3.099,255. 7-30-63. Cl. 123—179.
Haiiimond. iohn E.. to NaUonal DUtUlers and Chemical Corp.

Packaging films and package produced therefrom. 3.o»».-

350, 7-30-63, Cl. 206—48.
Hanawal Mfg. Co^ Ltd. : See

—

Lent. Ralph C. 3,099,393.
Lent, Ralph C. 3,099,462.

Hanson, J. T. Brush. 3,099,029, 7-30-63. Cl. 15—160.

Hanson, Victor G., to International Cigar Machinery Co.

Cigar machine paster. 3,099.881, 7-30-63. Cl. 118—243.

Hardlson, Wilbur T. Variable resistor device. 3.099.812,

7-30-63. CT. 338—183.
Harper, Ernest A., to Phillipe Petroleum Co. Low tempera-

ture absorption of gasoline constituents from natural gas.

3.099.619, 7-30-63, Cl. 208—341.
Harr. John A., and T. N. Lowry, BeU Telephone Laboratories,

Inc Line concentrator system. 3.097,717, 7-30-63. Cl.

179—18.
Harrlman. Cj. Control unit* for Are protective signaling

systems. 3.099.826, 7-30-6S. Cl. 340—213.

Spring starter.
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Harris, Raymond C. : fle»

—

^ „ . . ««« -.„
Sinltr. Jamea M.. Fisher, and Harrla 8,099,652.

Straley. James M.. and Harris. 3,099,M3.
HarrU Robert W., to William Meliata Harris AasoeUtes.
oShipSbU floor display stand. »,099,867, 'r-30-63, Cl.

211—188.
. ^ . „

Harrla, WillUm Mellah. AMoeUtM :
8«9—

Harrla^Bobert W. 8.099,357. . ««^ „««
HarrUoB, boarlee B. Alr-dlstrtbotlon system. S.099.200,

7-80-38. CL 98—40. ^ ^
Harroat Qqmd Mill ft Elevator Co. : See

—

Bryan. Harvard J. 3.099.227. „. ^ . ^ , ....
HaaaltoiCFrank W.. to Western Electric Co., Inc. Work
h^dw appvatns. 8,099.439. 7-30-63. Cl. 269—40.

afjiffinmm Mfg. Co. : See

—

Ladwlg, Arthur L. 8,099,081. „.. ^^ ^w . i

Hatdi, Memn J., and J. 1. Dillon. Jr.. to The Dow Chemical

C™ Beparatlon of nitric add iTrom its salts. 3.099,529,
*f %i\ ftji /^l oo 102

Hawkins. 'Floyd L. Prefabrtcated sUir. 3,099,336, 7-30-

63 Cl 189——43
Hay.* Allan 8.. to General Electric Co. Process for oxldlilng

hydrogen subatltuted organoslllcon compounds. 3,099,640,

7_30-«S, a. 260—46.5. .. ^ .. .,

Haynea. Carl J., to Eastman Kodak Co. Method and appara-

h« for raaklu rug yam. 8.099,0«4. 7-30-63, Cl. 28-4.
HaaeL Emeat, Jr.. Inc. : Bt^t—

BaMU Emeat. Jr. 8.099,4«6. . , , r.. .. k w
HaserUraeat. Jr. to Emeat Haiel. Jr.. Inc. Binder back.

3.0i9,4«a, 7-80-68. Cl. 281—36.
Heatbath Utm. Co.. lac. : «e^— „,,Dn Faul^ Homer D . 8,099.257.

^•**feJSSla. AlSrti.. and Heck, 8,099 023^
Heckethom. /ohn B.. and J. p. Walters. *<> Heckethorn Mfg.

ft Supply Co. Spring forming device. 3,099,310. 7-30-63,

Cl. 158—6«. . _ . ^ „Heckethom Mfg. ft Supply Co. : See

—

Heckethorn. John^., and Walters. 3,099.310.

°*'**P»e2?SS.C<;nSir^.. andHeide. 3.099,360.

^•*'o5S^hta.'^K'w!rGme..en. and Heidenrelch. 3,099.-

022.^^ '^l^H^nT. and Heln. 3.099.332.

^*'°b?lS?cJ'iobS^F., and Heln. 3.099.382
HelB, Matthew E.. to American Can Co. DUpenslng ron-

ta^er tot vlscoos prodneta. 8,099.370, 7-30-63, Cl. 222—
888.5.

^*^°kelert*ch. WaUer. Helnl. Strien, and Von Sass. 3.099,-
AftR

Heinic Marvin C. to FMC Corp. Feed device with fluid

acU^atldVffpllnk sheeU. 3,09tf;494. 7^(MJ3, Cl- 302--31

Heinae, Werne^'^o Prerisa A G^ftechenm-ach^euf.brik^n
key computinf machine. 3,099,391, 7-30-«3. Cl. ^^-^

Held' Edward C., Jr., PhllUpe I^troleum Co Method aiHl

apparattu for vacuum forming hollow articles. 3,099,043,

7-80-«3. CL 18—19. , ^^^ „ . ,, „^^
HeU. Dr.-ing. Rudolf. Kommaadltfe^ellachaft :

See—
HeU. Rudolf, Koll. and^Zejren. 3.099,706.

HeU. Rudolf. R. KoU, and F.-O. Zeyen, to Dr.-Ing. Rudolf

Hill. Koniiandltge^ellschaft. K|*€tronlc color coff**"^
in color copy reproduction. 3,099,706. 7-30-63, Cl. 178—
o

Henke, Robert L., to Mine Safety Appliances Co. Canister

He"nVerH^'iS!^''o*b?ei2;?'ft Hl^'tiT^Aktlengesell^^

Purl/ylng crystallltable semiconductor materials by tone

melting. 3,099.550. 7-30-63, CL 75— 10.

Henneke Harry L., to Texas Instruments Inc. Indium antl-

moSldi tranilstor. 3,099.776. 7-30-63, Cl. 91 7--23

7

Henrickson. Russell M., to Phllco Corp. Method of molding

a foam plasUc having aklns on selected surface portions.

Hel^Tslfntan^'j^ lUSi of making writing tip. for

ball ^int pens. 3,099,082, 7-30-63, Cl. 29—523.
Henrikaaon, fiten T. : Bee— „ .^ , ,^«o -q„

BUkner, Lara 0.. and Henriksion. 3,099,598.

Hen.?. Tfclo'. to Olyipl. Werke AG. High a^ prlnUng

apparatus with input control network. 3,099.20«, 7-30-

63. Cl. 101—93. ^ „ „
Heraeus, W. C, G.m.b.H^ See— _ ., „ «rwM«iM»

Breulng. Wllhelm, Pranke, and Bpolders. 3|099/699

HerchenroSa'er. Loula W. to W*««°f»><>"• ^t^,S^°,'^
Digital control for machine poeltlonlng. 3.099.781, 7-30-

63. a. 318—162.
Hercules Powder Co. : Sej---

Boynton, Donald E. 3,099,581. „ . u. ^
HergenLan, Albert R.. ^o.^o''* Pj^'ia^^-T-iS^^ri "a^J^!

feed means for paper cutters. 3,009,181, 7-30-60, tl. 83

—

349.

""*GrJi"RlchfrtrHertel. Klrst, and Mohr. 3,099.651.

Herts Michael. Erasing Inatrument. 3.099,251, 7-30-63, Cl.

120—38.
Herts. Michael. Cathode ray tube using replaceable cathode.

8.099,762. 7-80-68. Cl. 313—74.

Heth. Sherman C. 8. C. Akfullan, and K.
Jaeobacn Mfg. Co. Vehicle transmission.

68, Cl. 74—342.
Hetman, Frank W., to De Vac, Inc. Window sash construc-

tion. 3.099.050. 7-30-63. Cl. 20—52.2.

Hetman. Frank W. Thermal barrier and connector member
for inner and outer window frame*. 3,099,337. 7-30-63, a.
18»—T«.

ipply system for printing presses. 3.099,211,

H. Hoffmeyer. to
3,099.165, 7-30-

Heubnsch, Henry P.. to Bell Aerospace Corp. Polymeric salts

and preparation thereof. 3.099.629, 7-30-63. Cl. 260—2.
Heyer. Clair B. Folding uble or like structure. 3.099.428.

7-80-68. Cl. 248—166:
Heyman Mfg. Co. : See

—

Khimpp, Ferdinand, Jr., and Jemlson. 3,099,046.
Hlckox, Walter A., to Combustion EnglneerlUK. Inc. Indicat-

ing and recording instrument organisation. 8,099,511,
7^0-68, Cl. 346—17.

Hightower, John R.. and J. T. Reynolds. Continuous cooling
method and apparatus. 8,099.138, 7-30-63. Cl. 62—63.

High Voltage Engineering Corp. : See

—

Meader, Donald E. 3,099,371.
Hlldebrand, Robert. TreaUng veneers. 3,099,541, 7-30-«3.
CL 34 ifl

HUgoe. Vernon J., and F. J. Doyle, to Mlehle-Gose-Dexter,
Inc. Ink su ~

7-80-68, a
HUker. George D. : Be

Kerch, Ronald C. and HUker. 8,099,419.
Hill, James S., to Engelhard Industries, Inc. Thermocouple.

3.099,575, 7-30-68, CL 117—212.
Hlllson, Frank, and R. Krivisky. Sliding drawer conetructlon.

3,099,501, 7-30-63, CL 308—3.8.
Hlndall, Carey B. Chalk line Impregnator. 8,099,091, 7-80-

63, CI. 33—87.
HJertstrand, Svante L.. to International Standard Electric

Corp. Magnetic crossbar switch. 3,099,727, 7-30-63, Cl.

200—87.
Hoadley, Crraa E., to Manco Mfg. Co. Hydraullcally actuated

tool. 3,099.185, 7-80-68, Cl. 60—52.
Hobart Mfg. Co., The : See—

Oelger, Russell C. 8.009.164.
Hobley. Peter, to Radio Corp. of America. Channel tuning
syatem for signal receivers In which tuning components as-

signed to unselected channels form part of adjacent channel
traps. 3,099,808, 7-30-63. Cl. 334—50.

Hodges, Howaru T., C. J. Hughey. and R. J. Eralsse. to East-
man Kodak Co. Photographic copier. 8,099,208, 7-30-68,
Cl. 101—IQl.

Hodson, Harold F. : See

—

Copp, Frederick C. and Hodson. 3.099.699.
Hofberg. Robert. Automobile seat cover. 3.099,483, 7-30-63.
a. 2S7—219.

Hoffmann. Jack H., to AUis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. Stator core
ahlma on dynamoelectrlc machines. 3,099,760, 7-80-68, Cl.

810—217.
Hoffmeyer Knud H. : See

—

Heth, Sherman C, AkgulUn, and Hoffmeyer. 3,099,165.
Hogan, Robert J. : See

—

Gardner, Lloyd E., and Hogan. 8,099,618.
Hohwart, George, and P. Toth. to N. A. Woodworth Co.
Chuck. 3,099.457 7-30-63. Cl. 279—106.

Holdeman. Eugene J., and D. A. Burkholder. Water softener
for euw>ly lines. 3,099.283. 7-30-63, Cl. 137—111.

Hollaender, Peter R. Step structure. 3,099,333. 7-30-63,
Cl. 182—90.

Holley Carburetor Co. : See

—

Kerr. Fred S. 3,099.254.
Holmea, Lucas C. Dual headlights for motorcycles. 8,099,-

400. 7-3-63. Cl. 240—7.55.
Holtschmldt, Hans, and K. E. MQUer. ^ to Farbenfabriken
Bayer Aktlengesellschaft. and h^ to Mobay Chemical Co.
Rubber-like polyurethanes and storage stable Intermediates
for producing the same. 3.099.642, 7-SO-63, CL 260—75.

Holsbock, Werner G., to Vlckers Inc. Electro-hydraulic servo-
valve. 3.099,280, 7-30-63, Cl. 137—83.

Honegger, Rolf : See

—

Zollinger. Hans, and Honegger. 3.099.294.
Honkanen, Arvld, to American Can Co. Method and ap-

paratus for molding pre-expanded plastic beads. 3.099.045,
7-30-63, Cl. 18—30.

Hopp. Harold P. Thread forming sparkplug gaskets. 3.099,-
456, 7-30-6Q. Cl. 277—166.

Horner. Jimmy M. : See—
Jones. Martin L.. and Homer. 8,099,754.

Howling, Harold L., to Ba8lc Atomics Inc. Purification of
leach liquor containing lithium values. 8,099.527. 7-30-63,
^»i 00 go

Hosa, Martin D.. to Reed Roller Bit Co. Pneumatic tool.

8,099,187, 7-30-63, Cl. 91—232.
Hrusch, Louis C, to Cleveland Pneumatic Industries, Inc.

Aircraft steering system control. 3,099.424. 7-30-63. Cl.
244—50.

Hubbard. Raymond E. Disposable syrlnse
device therefor. 3,099,264, 7-30-63, Cl.

Huber. John R., to Eastein Rotocraft Corp.
device. 3.099,065. 7-30-63, Cl. 24—68

Huelster, Otto J., to Scovlll Mfg.
'

for Kipper fasteners. 8,0W.059
Huff. Ehrman P. : See

—

Kane. Gale L. 3.099,355.
Hughes Aircraft Co. : See

—

Berk. Aristid D.. and Strumwa
Blasberg. Lawrence A., Lader

Hughey, Carter J. : See

—

Hodges, Howard T., Hughey, and Eralsse

Hunke ft Jochhelm : See

—

Sorensen. Walter. 3.099.269.

Hunter. Prank M.. to Acheson Industries. Inc. Heat resistant
electrically conducting compositions, method of coating ar-
ticles therewith and articles produced thereby. 3.099.678.
7-30-63, Cl. 117—226.

Hunter. Don L.. to United States Borax ft Chemical Corp.
Preparation of metatrarate and polyborate esters. 3.099.-
677. 7-30-63. Cl. 260—462.

Hurcomb, William J., to Rolls-Royce Ltd. Clamp. 3,099,066,
7-30-63. CL 24—84.

and compression
128—215.
Strap tensioning

Co. Spring-locking slkler
7-30-68, Cl. 24—205.14.

3,009,805.
and Young. 3,099,806.

3.099.208.
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3,099,51.

^

I'ortable tern-
-30-63, CI. 73

:J,099.493.

Eviscerating method

Hurley, Rupert B., and P. C. Colodny, to The Dow Chemical
Co. I'rocesB of treating wet spun ucrylonltrlle fibers.
3,099,517. 7-30-63, CI. 18—48.

Husby, Donald E.. and M. K. Kvck, to Westlnghouae Electric
Corp. Lumlnalre. 3,099,40.'>, 7-30-63. CI. 240— 106.

Ichinokawu, Takeo. Combined electron probe mlcroanalyzer
and X ray diffraction Instrument. 3.099.743, 7-30-63, CI.
250—51.5.

Ikawa. .Sabro : See—
Kawamura, Yurlo, Tamukl, Nagata, Terlahlma, MatsD-

moto, Onlshl, Konlshi, YoHhTmura. Yamamoto, and
Ikawa. 3.090,649.

Illinois Tool Works Inc. : See—
Koeser, John O. 3,099,723.

lUo, John B. Golf ball washer. 3.099,027, 7-30-63, CL
15—21.

Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. : Bee—
Edgar, Eric C. 3,099,106.
Goodlnm, Eric P. O'Neill, and Taylor.
Leigh, Thomas. 3,099,669.
Muray, Jan. 3,099.695.
Owen, Edmund C. 3,099.692.

Imperial. Nicholas J., and P. J. McCannon
perature measuring device. 3t099,162,
376.

Independence Foundation : See—
Aamot, Olav C. 3,099,553.

Indevo Ltd. : See—
De Hart, Harold, and Brooks.

Indiana General Corp. : See—
Ek)vlc. Alexander. 3,099.787.

InduHtrlal Devicee, Inc. : See—
Geen, Cory P. 3.099.411.

Industrial Nucleonics Corp. : See^
Plnkley Clyde W. 3.099,793.

Ine, Frank H., to John Molir k Sons.
3.099.039. 7-30-03, CI. 17—15.

Iniititut L)r. Ing. Relnhard Htraumann A. (J, : &'«*e- -

Straumann, Reinbard. 3,099,128.
International Business Machines Corp. : See

Morgan, Mark. 3 099,780.
Murray, Richard F. 3,099,818.
Post. Frederick L. 3,099,821.
Radovsky, David A., and Ronkese. 3,099,608.
Schmookler. .Martin S. 3,099,753.

International Cigar Machinery Co. : See
Hanson, Victor G. 3,099,581.

International Computers and Tabulators Ltd. (formerly
The British Tabulating Machine Co.. Ltd) : See —

Williams Emrys J. 3,099,822.
International Harvester Co. : See—

Clark, John D. 3.099,358.
International Minerals k Chemical Corp. : See—

Adam, Howard W. 3.099,620.
Nlckerson, John D. 3,099,530.
Woerther, Clarence J. 3 099,022.

International Nickel Co., Inc.. The : See—
Worn, David K. 3,099,080.

International Paper Co. : See—
Baxter, Robert O. 3,099,384.

International Standard Electric Corp. : See—
HJertstrand, Svante L. 3,099,727.
Montchausse^ Andre J., and Lecomte. 3,099,085.

Inventex A.G. : See—
Kreldel, Hans Sr, and H. Kreidel, Jr. 3.099,466.

Ireland. Reginald E. ; See—
Penfold, Vincent H., and Ireland. 3,099,756.

Iriarte Jose : See—
Zderlc. John A., Halpern, and Iriarte. 3,099,«5.'i.

Zderic, John A., Halpern, and Iriarte. 3,099, «S5«.

Zderlc John A., Halpern, and Iriarte. 3,099,657.

Irmscher, Walter ; See—
Butter, Otto. Irmscher. and Kaiser. 3.(K»9.344.

Isenberg, Sampson. R. J. Moon, and A. E. Shaw, to Bruns-
wick Coru. Sonic pin detection means. 3,099.447. 7-30-
63, CI. 273 52.

Ivanchich, Peter. Automatic transmission. 3,099,171, i SO-
US, CI. 74—688.

Ivory, Chester S., Jr., to J. W. Ivory, Inc. I»ental matrix
retainer. 3 099.088. 7 30 (>3. CI. 32 <13.

Ivory. J W.. Inc. : See—
Ivory, Chester S., Jr. 3,099,088.

Jackel, Arthur P., to Westlnghouse Air Brake Co. Coordi-

nation controls for remot»> control systems. 3.099,815.
7-30-H3, CI. 340 1(13.

Jackson Vibrators. Inc. : See—
Derler, Charles J. 3,099.225.

Jacobsen Mfg. Co : See-
. ., . o/vw. ,/>r

Heth Sherman C, Akgullan. and Ilcffmeyer 3,099. 10,>.

Price'. Warren H. 3.099.123.
Strnsel. Raymond K. 3.099,124.

Jacohsen Rolf. Arrangement in regulating valves for heat-

ing units. 3 099,430. 7 30 •!:!, CI. 251- Un.
Jacquler. Jean H.. to Bell Teleph(me Laboratories, Inc.

Diversity communication system. 3.099,716, 7-30-63, CI.

Jahn, Earl W , to Shell Procvss Inc. Method and a|)pajat^u8

for manufacturing resin coated core sand.

7-.30-(13, CI. 302-53.
Jakl, Jindrich : See

Strnad. Josef, and Jakl.

Jakobsen, KJell, and T. K.
rock, ore and the like by .. „ . .„
aid method. 3,099,216. 7-30-63, CI. 102—22.

Jamison. Ralph E.. to Carrier Corj). 'rj"''"'".?';lnn^r^, *^"UR?

appari
3.()99.498.

3.()99.14«.
Senib. Method of excavating
blasting and means for use In

Jatczak, Chester F., to The Tlmken Roller Bearing Co.
Graphitic steel. 3,099,556, 7-30-63. Cl. 75—124.

Jauch, Robert J. : See—
Wright, George W., Jauch, and Kruckeberg. 3,099,367.

Jeniison, William H. : See—
Klumpp. Ferdinand, Jr. and Jemison. 3,099,046.

Jennings. Jo E., to Jennings Radio Mfg. Corp. Relay. 3,099.-
720. 7-30-t)3, Cl. 2tH>—«7

Jennings Radio Mfg. Corp. : See—
Jennings, Jo K. 3,099,726.

devices and method of making the same.

63, Cl 62—3.

Jania, Zbigniew J., and O. K. Walthall, to For,] M_oto_r Co.

Automatic transmlaalon control circuit.

63, Cl. 74—751.
3.099.172. 7-30-

Jeske, Bernard (J., to Formal Mfg. Corp. Work wheel.
3 099,113, 7-3(^-»;3, Cl. 51—193.5.

JezI, James L., H. M. Khelghatian and L. D. Hague, to Sun
Oil Co. Propylene polymerisation catalyst consisting of
aluminum sesqulhallde, TICU and trlethylene diamine.
3,099,647, 7-30-63, Cl. 260—98.7.

Johna-Mauville Corp. : See—
RIede, Raymond G. 3,099,626.

Johnson Bernard R. : See—
Sllliman. Sheldon D.. and Johnson. 3,099,724.

Johnson, Glenn D., to Shell Oil Co. Underwater wellhead ap-
paratus and method. 3.099.316, 7-30-63. Cl. 166—46.

Johnson, Richard S. Bufflng wheel. 3,099,546, 7-30-63, Cl.
51—298.

Johnson, Stanley R. Container with Interior rotary dispenser.
3,099,365, 7-30-63. Cl. 221—263.

Johnson, Velmo S., to Spencer Safford Loadcraft, Inc. Dump
vehicle. 3.099,489. 7-30-63, Cl. 298—14.

Johnston, James D., to Cbaa. PUier k Co., Inc. S-nltro-fur-
fural azlnes. 3.099,663, 7-S(M)8, Cl. 260—347.5.

Joly. Robert, J. Warnant, and B. Oofflnet. to Rousael-UCLAF,
s.A. Novel 9a-fluoro-^l-cortlcosterolas and preparation
thereof. 3,099.654. 7-30-63, Cl. 260—238.55.

Jones, Lyman L.. deceased; A. J. Barger, executrix. Can
body and method of tormlng the Mme. 3,099,238, 7-30-
63, Cl. 113—120.

Jones, Martin L., and J. M. Horner, to Westlnghouse Elec-
tric Corp Magnetic modulator with tliue Jitter compensa-
tion for generated pulses. 3,099,754, 7-30-63, Cl. 307
88.5.

Jones, Max E., to Crane Co. Analogue to digital converter
and counter. 3 099,831. 7-30-63. Cl. 340—347.

Jones, Paul F. : See—
McKlbben, Horace B., and Jones. 3.099.115.

Jurgensen, Otto A., to General Dynamics Corp. Circuitry
utilizing paranietrlcally excited harmonic oscillators.
3,099,801, f-30-63, Cl. 330— 10.

Junkers Maschlnen- and Metallbau G.m.b.H. : Bee—
Wagensell. Ludwlg. 3,099,157.

Kahn, iJeo M. Dishwashing machines and method. 3,099,-

585, 7-30-63, Cl. 134—6.
Kaiser, Francis D. : See—

Frledrich. Kevin F., and Kalaer. 3,099,786.
Kaiser, Lothar, to Maschlnenfabrik A.G. Lathe. 3,099,178.

7-30-«3. Cl. 82—2.

Kaiser, Rolf: See

—

Butter. Otto. Irmscher, and Kaiaer. 3,099,344.
Kalkbrenner. William F. Anchor for securing electrical fix-

tures and the like to concrete walls. 3,099,108, 7-30-63,
Cl. 50—71.

Kallrath, Goffrled : See—
Sennewald. Kurt. Armin, and Kallrath. 3,099,680.

Kane, Gale L.. 50% to B. P. Huff. Planter. 3,099,355,
7-30-63, Cl. 211—76.

Kapell, Sidney M. : See

—

Forsha, Herbert B., and Kapell. 3,099,784.

Kass, Wllhelm : Bee— ^ . ^. .

Wagner. KUn ), Schwaet>el. Kiss, Graullch. and Kleiner.

3.099,615.
Katayose. Klmlyoshl. Method of electroplating aluminum

or Its alloy with porous hard chromium. 3,099,609, 7-30-

63, Cl. 204—33.
KMufer, Helmut, to Agfa AG. Process and apparatus for

the separation of solid particles from developing solutions

for exposed films and the like. 3.099.623. 7-30-63. Cl. 210—

Kaufman. Jack, A. R. Lund, and M. W. Schwartz, to Mark-
stone Mfg. Co. Recessed lighting fixtures. 3,099,404. 7-30-

63. Cl. 240—78.
, .. .u ^ a

Kaufmann. Albert R.. to Nuclear Metals, Inc. Method and
apparatus for making powder. 3.099,041. 7-30-63. Cl.

la—2.6
Kauke and Co., Inc. : Bee—

Vinson. Billy H.. and Stefanov. 3,099.800.

Kautz. Harry P., to Mine and Smelter Supply Co Ore crush-

er. 3,099.406. 7-30-63. Cl. 241—32. „ ,^ . u.
Kawamura. Yurlo, T. Tamukl. A. Nagata, 8. Terlshlma, T.

Matsumoto, S (Inlshi, S. Konlshi, K. Yoshlmura. H. Yama-
moto. and S. Ikawa. to Ajlnomoto Kabushlkl Kalsha. Proc-

ess for refining of vegetable protein. 3,099.649, 7-30-63,

Cl 260—123.5. ....
Kayser Allan J. Pump for Imparting movement to dry

pulverulent material. 3,099,496, 7-30^-63. Cl. 320—50.

Keith, Willis C. J. A. Verdol. and R. P. Zmltrovls, to Sinclair

Research Inc Decarboxylation of aromatic acids. 3,099,-

686, 7-30-83, Cl. 260—521.
Kelley. Benjamin F. Transfer platform for drill pipe eleva-

tors. 3,099,323. 7-30 63, Cl. 175—86.
Kelley. Fred W.. Jr . to General Electric Co. Protective cir-

cuitry and Indicating means for rectifier systems. 3,099,-

828. 7-30-63. Cl. 340—248.
Kelsen. Arthur F. Rim lock set. 3,099,472, 7-30-63, Cl.

292—169
Kendall. Hugh C. to General Signal Corp. Vehicle perform-

ance inonltorlnK system. 3,099,817, 7-30-83, Cl. 340—
1725.

Kennedy, Buford K.. to Minneapolla-Honeywell Regulator Co.

Tape deeding device. 3,099,376, 7-30-63, Cl. 226—108.

LIST OF PATENTEES XI

Kennedy, Wilson R., and R. E. Spencer, to Westlnghouse Elec-

tric Corp. Sequentially energlied plural motor control

system. 3,099,778. 7-30-63, CI. 818—102.
Kerch Ronald C, and G. D. Hllker, to Phelps Dodae Copper

Products Corp. Magnet wire tenilonlng device. 3,099,419,

7-30-63, Cl. 242—147. ^ „ _.
Kerr, Fred S., to Holley Carburetor Co. Engine speed gov-

ernor. 3,099,254, 7-30-63. CL 128—102.

Kerstlng. Arno : Bee— _ „„„ _„„
Reuschel, Konrad, andKerstlng. 8,099,523.

Kessler Claus, and G. Moltgen, to Slemens-Schuckertwerke
Aktlengesellschaft. Means for controlling valve-actlon rec-

tifiers. 3,099,785. 7-30-68, Cl. 321—18.
Kessler, Hugo, and J. Bernrelter, to Chlrana Praha, narodnl

podnlk. Automatic resuscitating pressure apparatus.

8,099.278, 7-30-63, Cl. 187—64
r u . . r„»

Ketchledge. Raymond W., to Bell Telephone Laboratories^ Inc.

Optical storage system. 3,099,820, 7-30-68, Cl. 340—173.
Keystone Engineering Co. : Bee—

Olson. Lester A. 3,099,078.
Khelghatian. Habet M. : See—

Jezl James L., Khelghatian, and Hague. 3.09»,647.

Klang John C K. StencTl printer. 3,099,207, 7-30-63, Cl.

Klbby~Howard. Combination flaahllght and key holder.

3 099.399, 7-30-63, Cl. 240—6.4.
Klesler. Allan J. : See—

_, ^, . . „„q .,„
Landig Thomaa W., and Klesler. 8,099,562.

KllshllmerT John R., and H. H. Moorefleid, to Union Carbide

Coro 5-lower ac>lamlno l-naohthyl N-methylcarbamates.

8,099,681, 7-80-68, Cl. 260—479.
Kimberly-Clark Corp. : See—

.,..„„„ o noft ^41
Maimstrom. Homer E., and Donaldson. 8,099,543.

Klmbleton. Cecil, to Curtlss-Wrlght Co™_^Voltage regulat-

ing system 3,099,783. 7-80-68, Cl. 320—40.

KinclTred A., and k. J. Rlngold, to Syntex Corp. Steroldol

lactones 3,b99,659L_7-30-63, Cl. 260—343.2.
. , ,„

Klnjt Phillip W, to "The Sessions Clock Co. Repeat alarm

device. 3,099,127, 7-30-63, Cl. 68—16.
Klng-Seeley Thermos Co. : Se*—

Klno?hlu''steku"'*H.^6?ijlma, C. FuJlta. and T Nara. to

^^Kyowi-Hakko'^kogyo Co..' Lt«i Method of producin|^-

threonine by fermentation. 3,099.604. 7-30-63, Cl. 19»—

KiSr, Gerd, to Agfa AktiengeselUchaft. ^Central photographic

Sihutter. 3,099 197, 7-30-63. Cl. 96—68.
Klrkpatrlck, William J. : «««—... „ ^aa 0«flPuKh James O, and Klrkpatrlck. 8,099,iWM.

., t^,..

Klrkoatrlck William J., and E. 8. Funston, to General Elec-

tric Co Method making hlzh purltv, substantially

spheruil dlTcrete particles of VryTllum hydroxide or oxide.

3 099^532, 7-30-63, Cl. 23—188.

^'"(iroaV^BIchf^Hertel, KIrst. and Mohr. 8,099.661.

^'^''h^^r'^A^ kicttTi J., and Klau... 3.099.760.

"'*' w'a'gSli'^KVno^'s^waebel. D... Graullch, and Kleiner.

Klemm'-He'S G and
"^l^ ^i,'^^i^*,%^'rr\o^-T''

.Nlf^ Co. Mold for snap-in buahing. 3.01>9.046. 7-3it-tM,

if„9hnl?h~^Fdward M and E. J. Shoemaker, to La Z-Boy

Chair Co CJ rest fixture and supplemental holding media

nlsm. 3.099,4^7, 7-30-68. Cl. 297-429.

*'"'ySirtSu"*/rank,'Wnky. and Knaggs. 3,099,646.

^'"•^bemln. ^okn uTand Knapp. 3J099.672.

KnaP^ Ralph S., to Trl Tlx. Inc. Road markers. 3.099,244,

7-^63, Cl. 116—63
KnaMKck Grieahelm Aktlengesellschaft . S"^ „

^nnewald Kurt, Annln, and Kallrath. 3.099.680.

Knight Houston W.. to t^MC Corp. Muld handling appa

ratus 3(«)9.297, 7-30-63, O. 141-207
KoMe Robert a:., and H. W. Ooard. to Ph""P« P"^''." ^^"'.C"

Method of carbonate leaching uranium ore. ,*,()»9,.'i-..,

Koch^^EdwaVd f"simulated vehicle toy. 3.099,443. 7-30-

Komer^ ChaVl^V.. to Telecontrol Corp System forj|cord

ing registered data. 3,099,512, 7-30-63, Cl. 34»—J4.

Koitzacb, Richard : See

—

„ _j._ ,,,^

Von Schertel, Casaens, Koltiach, and P'e*»^ » ^.^'^^.X
Kokoras, Jamea N. Skin drying apparatus. 3,099.226, 7-30-

63. Cl. 104—91.
Koll. Roman : See— o noo toa

Hell Rudolf. Koll, and Zeyen. 3,099,706.

Kollaman, PauL KlectrodlalysU involving periodic current

reverwl. 3,099,616, 7-30-63, Cl. 204— ISO.

''^"'KaWamSS^'YuVll'^mukl. Naaata, Terlshlma. Matau^

moto, Onlshl, koniahl, Voshlmura, Yamamoto, and

Ikawa. 3,099,649.

Koppers Co., Inc. : See

—

Aamot, GUV C. 3.099.553
Spooner, Robert B. 3,099,744.

Korman, Samuel :
See—

, noo n,^
Sheer, Charles, and Korman. 3,099,614.

Kortlck Morris, to Monarch Tool Co Automatic finding

asiembly machine. 3.099.068. 7-30-63, Cl. 29—10.

Koatka Charles. Combined ratchet and direct drive hand

o^rited rota'ry tools. 3.009,177. 7-30-63, Cl. 81-«3.2.

Kourl, Joseph J, Self-sealing roll film. 3,099,500, 7-30-03.

Cl. 96—78,

Kreldel, Hans, Jr. : i>ee

—

Kreldel. Hana, Sr., and H. Kreidel, Jr. 3.099.466.
Kreldel, Hans, Sr., and H. Kreldel. Jr., to linentex AM.

Rotary pipe coupling. 3 099,466, 7-30-63, <'l. 285—98.

Kremen, Seymour S., and K. L. Southwood. to Leather Re-
search Corp. Apparatus for treating auluial hides. 3.099.-

149, 7-30-63, Cl. »>»—32.
Krespan. Carl G., to E. I. du I'ont de Nemours and Co.

,

1-luorlnated sulfenyl halldes and dlsulfur lialides. 3,099,-

088. 7-30-03, Cl. 260 543.
Kress. George H., and W. A. Menn, to General Precision, Inc.

Reel mounting assembly. 3,099,413, 7-30-63, Cl. 242—
68.3.

Krlvlsky, Rubin : See

—

Hlllson, Frank, and Krlvlsky. 3,099..501.
Kronlg, Walter, W. Bayer. H.-J. Wahl, and L. Baoher, to

Farbenfabrlken Bayer Aktlengesellschaft. Fittings for a
fluldised bed reactor. 3,099,538, 7-30-63, Cl. 23—288.

Kucketoerg, ChrUtlan W. : Bee—
Wrt(*t, George W Jauch, and Kruckeberg. 3,099,367.

Krueger, Stanley E., to I'.S. Industries, Inc. Stocking stretch
measuring machine. 3,099,152, 7-30-63, Cl. 73—95.

Kfuger, Ray H. : Sec

—

Merkley, Thurman G., and Kruger. 3.099,025.
Kruse, Harold L. : See—

Mathlson, Victor G., and Kruse. 3.099.809.
Kucera, Clement M., and D. L. DelHomme, to KeeU Roller

Bit Co. Circulation ports for drill bit. 3,099,324, 7-30-
63, Cl. 175-339.

Ktihle. Engelbert, to Farbenfabrlken Bayer -Vktlengesell-
schaft. Process for the production of organic l80cy»nates.
3 099^73. 7-30-63, Cl. 260—453.

Kulka, Tliomas .s. Tape reel having friction rt-duclnjf means.
3.099,414, 7 30-03, Cl. 242—71.8.

Kumler, William L. : .Sec

—

Miller, Montgomery K.. and Kumler. 3,099.318.
Kunkle, Ned T. : See-

Sorrow, UUly U., and Kunkle. 3,099,770.
Kuragano, Taketoi-hl : A'ee- -

Maezawa, Masanorl, and Kuragano. 3,099,535.
Kurz, Maurice C, to Soclete Callnter S.A. Catalytic heat-

ing apparatus. 3,099,258, 7-30-03 .Cl. 120—93.
Kyowa Jlakko Kogyo Co.. Ltd. : See—

Kinushita. Shukuo. Saniejinui, tXijlta. and Nara. 3,099.-
6D4.

Kysor Heater Co. : See—
Welgel. Raymond A., and Ferris. 3,099,320.

I.jider, Leon J. : See—
Bla.sberg, Lawrence A.. Lader. and Voun>c. 3,09y,80<>.

Lakrltz, Julian, and H. G. .\dams, to Esso Research anil

Engineering Co. Reinforced plastic from an open cui-e

technique with a graft polymer. 3,099,293, 7-30-63, Cl.

138—141.
Lalak, George .\., to Radio Corp. of America. Brazing jig.

3 099,081 7-30-63, Cl. 29—423.
La Slarche Mfg. Co. : See—

Smith. Charles E., Jr. 3,099,782.
Lancuster, Derek J. S. : See

—

Calder, Peter H., and Lancaster. 3,099,134.
Lance, tieorge M. : See—

Miller. William H., and Lance. 3.099,282.
Landig, Thomas W.. and A. J. Klesler. to General Electric

Co. Method of making low sulfur steel. 3.099,552. 7-30-
63, Cl. 75—51.

Lanham. William M., to Union Carbide Corp. Hydroxy-
aikyl polyphosphates. 3.099,676. 7-30-63, Cl. 260—461.

I>antz, Kurt D., to Turbln Aktlebolaget de Laval-Lyungstrom.
Mariilne fbr honing the flanks of gear teeth. 3,099.112.
7-30-63, Cl. 51—48.

Liisslg, Martin : See—
Ehrlch. Hana. and Lfisalg. 3.099,094.

Laszlo, TIbor : See

—

Thorpe, Shirley. 3,099,013.
Lnudenslager, Harry B., Jr., to Blackstone Corp. Solder

tluxes. 3.099,590, 7-30-63, Cl. 148—23.
Lauer, Frank : See—

Cahen, Herman S., and Lauer. 3,099,099.
Laurent, Howard : See—

Von Berg, Richard E.. and Laurent. 3.099.328.
Von Berg, Richard E.. Laurent, and Pfeifer. 3,099,829

Lauretl, Renio J., to Wall Rope Works. Inc. Yarn feeding
apparatus. 3.099,126, 7-30-63, Cl. 67—68.7.

Lauterbach. Norman E.. to Wilmot Castle Co. Sterilizer

control apparatus. 3,099,522. 7-30-63, Cl. 21—94.

Lavino, E. J., and Co. : See—
Vaughan, Chester D., Jr., and Vetter. 3,099,633.

Lawrence, Philip L. : Bee—
White. James E., and Lawrence. 3,099,814.

Lawson, Ivar S. Power control for presses. 3,099,175.
7-30-68, Cl. 78—39.

La-Z-Boy Chair Co. : See—
Knabusch, Edward M., and Shoemaker. 3,099,487.

Leather Research Corp. : See

—

Kremen, Seymour 8., and Southwood. 3,099,149.
Lecher, Hans Z. : See

—

^ ^ „„„ „^„
Berenbaum, Morris B., Rosenthal, and Lecher. 8,099,643.

Lecomte, Robert P. : See—
Montchausse, Andre J., and Lecomte. 8,099,085.

Leech, John O., and T. B. Fleischer, to West Virginia Pulp
and Paper Co. Filler for paper and method of making
the same. 3J399,570, 7-30-63, Cl. 106—288.

Leger, Alton, Jr., to Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co.

Hafl effect electrical apparatus. 3,099,792, 7-30-63, Cl.
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Leigh. Thomas, to Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. Ferro-

cene compounds. 8.099,669, 7-30-68, Cl. 260—439.

Lelmbach. John G., to Sporlan Valve Co. Refrigeration

system and control. 3,099,140, 7-30-63. Cl. 62—197.
Leland, Ragnvald G. Paint roller of the fountain type.

8,099,084. 7-30-68, Cl. 16—682.
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L«mmeni, Hendrlkua J., A. Venema, and P. Zalm, to North

American Pblllpa Co., Inc. Method ot manufacturing oxide
cathodes and cathodea manufactured by auch methoda.
3.09»,877, 7-30-«3, CI. 117—224.

Lemolgna, Pierre M. Parachute. 3,099,426, 7-^0-«3, CI.

244—14S.
Lennarti, Walter. Aaaembly folder. 3,099,463. 7-30-63,

CI. 281-19.
L«nt, Ralph C, to Hanawal Mfg. Co., Ltd. Irrigation unit.

3,099,393, 7-30-fl3, CI. 239—97.
Lent, Ralph C, to Hauuwal Mfg. Co., Ltd. Vehicle coupler

or hitch. 8,099.462, 7-30-63, CI. 280—478.
Leo, Nick F. Electrical relay». 3,099,729, 7-30-63, C\.

200—104.
L«iuian, Frank, and J. Bohnloflnk, to National DiatiUers and

Chemical Corp. Liquid redlHtributor for towera. 3,099,697,
7-30-63, Ci. 261—97.

Levinea, Hteven, to General Aniline 4 Film Corp. Photo-
polymerization of vinyl uionomera by meana of a radiation
abaorblng component In the preaence of a dlaionluni com-
pound. 8,099,588. 7-30-68, CI. 96—38.

Levlnua, Steven. Photopolymerlaatlon of vinyl monomem
by meanii of a radiation abaorblng
preaence of a dlazonlum compound.
Cl. 96—35.

Ltiwlngtun. Michael H., and A. T. Scott,
Ltd. Coin-operated vending machlnea.
CI. 194—10.

Lewla, Arnold 8. Folding boat. 3,099^024,

component In the
8,099,858, 7-80-63,

to Fiaher ft Ludlow
3,099,342, 7-30-63.

Ll.'jolin'c.Tand R? E"*Baker, to Wahfchang Corp. Recovery
of earth aclda from alag. 3,099,826,

Llbbey-Owena-Ford Qlaia Co. : Bee

7-30-63, Cl. 9—2.
ag Corp,
-80-63, Cl. 28—18.

8.099,769.

Htorage arrangement for
104—172.

7-80-68,

3,099.309.

McAuley, Jamea W.
Lily of France. Inc. : Set

Bpltxer Anne. 8,099,266.
Llngg, Gerhard. Tranaport and

carrlera. 3,099.228, 7-30-63, Cl.

Lite-Vent Induatrlee. Inc. : tiee—
Sklar Leo P. 3,099,338.

Lizeniia A.O. : See

—

Meek, George W. 3,099,696.
Locher, Uana, to Zellweger Ltd. Apparatus for automatically

controlling the drafting of elongate materials. 3,099,048,
7-30-63, Cl. 19—240.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. : See—
Carr, John W. 3,099.836.
Splro, Lloyd W. 3.099,064.
Turner, Loyce A. 3,099,791.

Loehr, Joaeph U. Heat exchanger. 3,099,318,

Cl. 186—144. ^ . ,. , .
Loeaberg, Paulua P.. to Klectrotechniache Induatrie voorbeen

Willem Smit ft Co. Mono- and polyphaae alternating
current generators. 3,099,788. 7-30-68. Cl. 322—20.

Loewe Opta Aktiengeaeiiachaf t : See

—

Frank, Egon. 3,099,715.
Lopez Garcia, Pedro : See—

Congoat Uorta. Lula, and Lopei Garcia.
Lord Mfg. Co. : Bee—

De Creaae. William M. 8,099.632.
Loretz. Norman F. : See

—

_^___ ^
Bornemann. William, Becbtold, Philipa, Freeman, Loretz.

and Neumann. 8,099,199. ^ . ,

Lovrinch. Louis B.. to Arlo Mfg. Corp. H/draullc door lock

for horizontal baler. 3.099.208. 7-30-68. C\. 100—288.
Lowe Paper Co. : See

—

Uercenhan. Albert R. 3,009.181.
Lowry, Terrell N. : Bee—

Harr. John A., and Lowry. 8.099,717.
Luccheai, Peter J. : See—

Bartok. William, and Luccheai. 8.099.613.
Ludwig. Arthur L.. to Hastings Mff. Co. Windshield wiper.

3,099,081. 7-30-63. Cl. 15—250.42. ^ ^,
Luehrs Hans J., to The Cottrell Co. Combination double

four color web printing press. 8.099,210. 7-30-63, Cl.

101—180.
Lund, Alvln R. : See

—

„ „^„ ^^^
kaufman, Jack. Lund, and Schwartz. 3,099.404.

Luatenader. Edward L., and D. H. Brown, to General Electric

Co Vapor recirculation diatlllatlon proceaa and apparatus.

8.099^07. 7-80-68. Cl. 202—64. ^ ,^ ^ , ^
Lynch tedward I., to General Blectrtc Co. Cathode ray tube

syat'em with an index control. S.099.769. 7-30-68. Cl.
ojK 22

Lynn, Alger M. Spraying derlcea. 3.099,894. 7-80-68, Cl.

289 142
Maai, RasMU B., to Screw ConTeyor Corp. Power trans

mission and conveying chain. 8,099,346, 7-30-fl8, Cl.

198—174.
Macco Chemical Co., The : See—

Syracuse, Felix L. 3,099,598. „
. ^ „ «

Macdonald, Alexander J., to National Steel Corp. Snuffing

blast furnaces. 8.099.551, 7-30-68. CT. T8—41.
MacFarlln Kenneth J. Exhaust gaa dissipating apparatus.

3,099,241 7-30-68, Cl. 115— .8.

Madelung, Oero : See— , , _ ^„„ ^-

.

Messerschmitt, Willy, and Madelung 8.099,420.

Madelung, Gero. to Messerschmitt A.G. Tlltable pod for Jet

power units on aircraft. 8,099.422, 7-80-63, CT. 244—28.

Maehans, Waino. to Aktiebolaget Separator. FlUBhlng ai

ratus for milking systems. 8.099.277. 7-30-63.

Maesawa Maaanori, and T. Kuranno. Method for recover-

ing sulphur. 8,0fe?,535, 7-80-68; CT. 28—228.
Maierson. Theodore, F*. C. Schiller and H. N. Voamer. to The

National Cash Register Co. Polyethylene terephthalate

coated with tranaferable minute specks of magnetic ink.

„.«S; yS;;?'k?.l.iVV. d,.um^ « Ki-^a-
CTark Corp. Rotary pressure vesMl. 3,0W,643, 7-80-6S,

Cl. 34—124.

^:

Manco Mfg. Co. : See

—

Hoadlcy. Cyrus K. 3,099.135.
Manlsza, Guelfo A., to Continental Can Co., Inc. Package

foruilug member. 3.099 475. 7-30-63, CL 294—87.2.
Mann. Leonard J., and D. U. Stewart, to General Motors

Corp. Refrigerating apparatus. 3.099,139, 7-30-63, Cl.
62—180.

.Manning, Maxwell ft Moore, Inc. : See

—

(iorjcenH, Joseph K., and Goff. 3^099,161.
Manor, Paul A., to Rockwell Mfg. Co. Power operation for

valves. 3.099,287, 7-30-63. Cl. 187—456.
.Marana, Mario P. : See

—

Cobb, Raymond L.. and Marana. 3,099,639.
Murchioll, Giorgio, and G. Gremlgnl. Apparatua for ahaplng
und coiupreaitlnf sheets of asbestos cement Into particles
of complex configuration. 3.099,061, 7^0-«3. Cl. 25—43.

.Marinette and Menominee Box Co. : See

—

Cotrey, Daniel F., Jr. 3.099,331.
.Mark. Victor, to Monsanto Obemlcal Co. Tetracyclic chloro-

carbons. 3.099^693, 7-30-63. CL 260—648.
Murkxtone Mfg. Co. .See—

Kaufutan. Jack. Lund, and Schwartz. 3.099,404.
.Marran, John 8. : See

—

Bond. Elisabeth A.. Gold, and Marran. 3.099.089.
Marshall. Thomas G.. Jr., to Radio Corp. of America. Voltage

regulators. 3,099,790. 7-30-63. Cl. 323—22.
.Martens. Jack E.. to The Anderson Co. MlON-transmittlng

device. 3,099,168, 7-30-63. CL 74—459.
Martin. Dalton W. : See

—

Bahra. George S.. Martin, and McWborter. 3.099,799.
.Martin. Uorst- Edgar, to Siemens ft Halske Aktlengesellschaft.
Communication cable having transposed conductors. 3,099,*
703. 7-30-63. Cl. 174—34.

.Martin, James C. : See

—

Caldwell. John R.. and Martin. 3,099,641.
Elam, Edward U., and Martin. 3.009,679.

Martinez. Fidel. Wheel toy. 3,000,106, 7-30-68, CI. 46—241.
Maitchlnenfabrik A.G. : See

—

Kaiser. Lothar. 3,000,178.
.Mason. Harold. J. R. Sanderson, and T. Mason, to The United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Process for tiie treat-
ment of an organic solvent containing uranium. 3,099,537,
7-30-63, Cl. 2^—230.

.Mason, Tony : See

—

Mason, Harold, Sanderson, and T. Mason. 3,000,587.
Maaaey-Ferguson (Au8tralls)'Ltd. : See

—

Williams. Alan F. 3,009.322.
Maaaey-Ferguaon Inc. : See—

Klemm. Herman G., and Wathen. 3,099,203.
Turner, Robert G. 3,000,125.

Massey, Lester G. : See

—

Urban, Peter, and Maasey. 3,099,536.
Matheeon. Robert M. : See

—

McDonie. Arthur F., and Matheson. 3,099,764.
Mathlson, Victor G., and U. L. Kruse. to Bourns. Inc. Multi-

turn rotary potentiometer. 3,000,806, 7-30-63, Cl. 338—
143.

Matiyak, Andrew J., J. H. Mullen, and O. M. CamettI, to
Weattnghouae Electric Corp. 'BUectrlc awlteb and control
syateni. 3^099,771, 7-30-63. Cl. 318—131.

Matsumoto, Talxi : See

—

Kawamura, Yurlo, Tamukl, Nagata, Terishlma, Matsu-
moto, Uniahi. Konlshi, Yoshlmara, Yamamoto, and
Ikawa 8 009 ^19

Matauoka, Jaines'T., to Stewart Boiling ft Co., Inc. Dlacharge
door mechanism for mixing machine. 3,(w9,040, 7-30-63,
Cl. 18—2.

Matsuura, Hiroahl. Reel for a film, Upe and the like. 3.009,-
415. 7-30-83, Cl. 242—74.2. _

Mattern, John, to Weatlngbouae Electric Corp. D.C. coupled
amplifier ualng complementary transistors. 3,000,802,
7-30-63, CL 330—17.

.May, Fred : See— _^ .^^
Breaxeale, Hershel T., and F. and O. May. 3,000,300.

May, George : Bee— „ _„^
Breawale, Hershel T., and F. and G. May. 3,000,300.

Mayfleld, George C. to McQuay-Norrls Mfc. Co. Piston ring
assembly. 3.090,455, 7-30-OT, Cl. 277—163.

McAdams, Paul F., to Clark Equipment Co. Two speed power
steering. 3,099.327, 7^0-63, Cl. 180—79.2.

Mc.Vuley. James W.. to Libber-Owens rord Glass Co. Sonic
treating apparatua. 3,099,789, 7-30-63, CT. 310—26.

McCauley. Herbert J.. Jr. Sheet metal screw. 3.090,184.
7-30-63, Cl. 85— 1.

McCay, Frank V.. Jr. : See

—

Nellaon, Jay C. and McCay. 3,000,280.
.Mc<'lure, Stanley R. Auxiliary dynamotor for the Ignition

system of an internal combastlon engine. 8,000,772, 7-30-
63. Cl. 315—218.

McCoilum. Jack W.. ^ to Deere ft Co. RoUry beater with
suction flails. 3,000,121, 7-30-6S, CL 86—121.44.

McDtnlels, John O., Jr., and L. S. De Mart, to The Babcock
ft Wlicox Co. Power operated stnd tensloner. 3,000,076,
7-30-«3. Cl. 29—240.

McDonie, Arthur F.. and R. M. Matheson, to Radio Corp. of
America. PhotomnlUpUer tube. 8,000,764, 7-80-68, CT.

313—05.
McGannon, Patrick J. : See

—

Imperial, Nicholas J., and McOaanon. 3,000,162.

.McGlvern, Robert J. : See

—

Willaon, James R., and McOlvern. 3,000.270.

.McGraw-Edison Co. : See

—

Wu, Bosco. 3,000,827.

ftcKlbbea, Horace E., and P. F. Jones, to Blueberry Eouip-
ment. Inc. Machine for packaging loose articles sucn aa
blueberries. 3,000,115, 7-30-63, CL 68—67.

McLean, George S., to The Pol/mer Corp. DeTlce for mask-
Ingand supporting an article. 8,O0O,5M. 7-30-63, CT.
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McNeill. Jon J. : See—
VItt, Leonard P., and McNellL 3.000,824.

McQuay-Norris Mfg. Co. : See—
Mayfleld, George C. 3.000,456.

McWhorter, Malcolm M. : Bee—
Bahrs. George S.. Martin, and McWborter. 3,000,799.

Meacham, Larned A., to Bell Telephone Laboratorlea, Inc.
Synchronizing circuit. 8,099,712, 7-30-63, Cl. 178—60.5.

Mead Corp., The : See

—

O'Day, George R. 3,000,354.
Rutledge, Wrman C. 3,000,153.
Stease, Ralph E. 3,099.379.

Meader. Donald E.. to High Voltaae EnKlneerlng Corp. Tacky
adhesives spreading machine. 8.099.371, 7-30-63, Cl. 222—
414.

Meek. George W.. to Lisensla A.O. Gas and liquid contact
apparatus. 3.099,696, 7-30-63. CL 261—24.

Meigs. Ardiibald V., to Ricco Products Coro., and Rlre-Chem
Soluplug, Inc. Epoxy resln-amlne rice oil composition and
niethod of making same. 8 099,634, 7-30-63, Cl. 260—18.

Meltser. Robert J., to Bausch ft Lomb Inc. Contour projector
with means for adjusting the viewing angle. 3,000,185,
7-30-63, Cl. 88—24.

Mendelsohn, Robert A. : See

—

Wagner, Charles E., and Mendelsohn. 3,000,433.
Menn. Walter A. : See

—

Kress, George H., snd Menn. 3,009,413.
Mercler, Pierre E., to Andre Citroen Societe Anonyme.
PumiM, more particularly volumetric pumps. 3,099,223,
7-80-63. CT. 108—161.

Merigold, Peter A., to Rank Precision Industries Ltd. Optical
objectives. 3 099,701, 7-80-413, CT. 88—57.

Merkley. Thnrman O., and R. H. Kruger. Water ski. 3,099,-
025, 7-80-63, Cl. 9—810.

Merrlam. Charles N., an<1 W. A. Miller, to Union Carbide Corp.
Plastic fibers. 3,000,067, 7-30-63. Cl. 28—82.

Messerschmitt AG : See

—

Madelung, Oero. 3.000,422.
Messerschmitt. Willy, snd Madelung. 3 099,420.

Messerschmitt, Will/, snd O. Madelung. to Messerschmitt AG.
Wing-tip monnted, pivotable Jet power units on an aircraft.

3,000 420. 7-30-63, CT. 244—12.
Metal Film Co., Inc. : See

—

Scharf. Walter 0. 3,000,066.
Metsler, Charles L., and J. D. W'ark, to American Can Co.

Dleh or the like. 3,009 877, 7-30-68, Cl. 229—2.6.
Meyerdick, Clarence F. : See

—

Meverdlck. Clarence E. 3,000,468.
Meyerdick, CTarence E., to C. F. Meyerdick. Structural con-

nector. 3.000.468. 7-80-68. Cl. 287—54.
Meyerer. Paul : See

—

Velth. Werner, and Meyerer. 8,009.766.
Meyerer. Paul, to Siemens ft Halake Aktlengesellschaft.
TraTelUng wave tube. 3,000.765. 7-30-63, Cl. 815—3.5.

Meyers, Harold S., to Waldorf Paper Products Co. Extra
panel cartons. 3,000,381. 7-30-63, Cl. 220—37.

MidUnd-Ross Corp. : See

—

Slddle, John K.. and Miller. 8,090.486.
Mlehle-Ooss-Dexter. Inc. : See

—

Hilgoe, Vernon J, and Doyle. 3,000,211.
Sites. Benjamin L. 8,000,667.

Miles Laboratories, Inc. : See

—

Free. Albert H. 3,000.606.
Borcbert, Peter J. 3.000,878.

Miller, Alfred B., to Westlnghonse Air Brake Co. Remote
Indication systenu. 3,009,816, 7-30-63. CT. 340—168.

Miller, Garrett H. Stone grapple. 3,090,476, 7-30-88, Cl.
204^—ll2.

Miller, Glen E.. to Boeing Airplane Co. Stabilised phase-
sensltlTe serro loop demodulators. 3.099.798. 7-80-63. CT.

820—124.
Miller. HaroM L. : See

—

Slddle, John K.. and Miller. 3.000,486.
Miller, Montgomery K., and W. L. Kumler. Well screening

device. 3,000,818, 7-80-68, CT. 16»—227.
Miller, Walter A. : See—

Merrlam, Charles N.. and Miller. 8,000,067.
Miller. Warren P. : See

—

Williams. Ralph E.. and Miller. 3 <099,484.

Miller, William R., and G. M. Lance. Pressure operated valve
means for controlling flow in a plurality of flow lines.

8.099.282. 7-80-68. CT. 187—87.
Mine Safety Appliances Co. : See

—

Henke. Robert L. 3.000,874.
Mine and Smelter Supply Co. : See—

Kauti, Harry P. 8|000,406.
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co. : See

—

Carlscn. William L., Jr. 8,000.186.
Kennedy. Boford K. 8.000,876.
LegerTAiton, Jr. 8.000.701
Watrous. Robert B., and Rohmann. 8,000,281.

Mlnnesots Mining ft Mfg. Co. : See

—

NeUessen, Alfred H. 3.009,637.
Mishcon, L>eeter, to Slncer-SuDreme Co., Inc. Fabric yield

computing derice. 8,000,142, 7-30-63, Cl. 66—1.

MlaoTC. Paul. Adjustable guide plate for fur machines.
8,(n»,285, 7-30^^ CT. 112—20.

Mitsuyasu, Robert U. Note and notebook holder. 8,000,102,
7-80-68. CL 46—82. ^ ^ ^ ^, ...^ w

Mlidek, BedMeh, to ZaTody potrarinarsk/ch a diladldch
stioJQ narodnl pqdnlk. Meat grinder harfnc floating cutter
member. 3.000^, 7-80-68, CT. 146—182.

Mobay Chemical Co. : See

—

Holtschmldt. Hana. snd MttUer. 8,000.642.
Renter, Frsnz O. 8,000,044.

Moberg, Irar O., to Fleldcrest Mills. Inc. Knock-off for terry

looms. 3,000,205, 7-80-68, CT. 130—368.

Mocanu, Timothy, <to CTevite Corp. Selective gold plating of
semiconductor contacts. 8,000i676, 7-80-63, CT. 117-212.

Mohr, John, ft Sons
Ine. Frank H. 3,009,089.

Mohr. Relnhard : See

—

Gross. Richard, Hertel, Klrst, and Mohr. 8,000,661.
Moller, Rolf, and W. Tretner, to Femseh-G.m.b.H. Method
and apparatus for recording and reproducing electrical sig-
nala. 8,099.710, 7-30-63. Cl. 178—6.6.

Moltgen. Gottfried : See

—

Kessler, Claus, and Moltgen. 3,009,785.
Monarch Tool Co. : See

—

Kortlck Morris. 3,099,068.
Monsanto Chemical Co. : See

—

CTrapp, John P., and Newallls. 3,099,697.
Mark. Victor. 3,099,693.
Ratts, Kenneth W. 3,099.661.
Wild! Bernard S.. and Tuemmler. 3,090.630.

Monaeee, Claude E., and H. P. Reinhart, to Unexcelled Chemi-
cal Corp. Apparatus for stacking and weighing sliced food
products. 8,099,304, 7-30-68, Cl. 146—94.

Montague, Charles A., Jr. Boat construction. 8,099,240,
7-80-68. CT. 114—66.8.

Montecatini Societa Generale per I'lndustria Mineraria e
Chimica : See

—

Dl Cerrione. Lodovico A., and Ferraris. 3,000,678.
Moon, Robert J. : See

—

Isenberg, Sampson, Moon, and Shaw. 8,099,447.
Montchauaae, Andre J., and R. P. Lecomte, to International

Standard Electric Corp. Relay-contact cutting tool.
3.099,085, 7-30-63, Cl 30—124.

Mooner, Richard W., and A. J. Comstock, to Sylvanla EHectrlc
Products Inc. Calcium phosphate for phosphors. 3,099.-
627, 7-30-63, Cl. 262^301.4.

Moore. Francis M. : Se-i—
Andrews, Ray, and Moore. 3,009,569.

Moore, Harrington. Tool for cutting grooves in the flanks of
screws. 3,099,071, 7-^0-63, Cl. 29—95.1.

Moorefleld, Herbert U. : See

—

Kilshelmer, John R., and Moorefleld. 3,099.681.
Morgan Hillen J. Meat scoring and trimming knife. 3,099.-

307, 7-30-63, Cl. 146—203.
Morgan, Mark, to International Business Machines Corp.

Control and gauging syatem for milling machines. 3,099.-
780, 7-30-63, Cl. 318—162.

Moring Walter O., Jr. : See—
Adler, Clarence £. and Moring. 3,009,214.

Morrill, Frank B., to Crompton ft Knowles Corp. Apparatux
for breaking fibrous masses. 3,099,047, 7-30-63, Cl. 19

—

81.
Morrison, Joseph T., to Cogsdill Tool Products, Inc. Metal-

working tool. 3,099,070, 7-30-63, Cl. 29—90.
Mortimer, Noel R. F., to Vokes L>td. Apparatus for feeding

tobacco to cigarette-making machines. 3,099,492, 7-30-63,
Cl. 302—28.

Mortlock, Joseph R., K. J. R. Wilkinson and P. Richardson,
to Associated Electrical Industries (Ruby) Ltd. Imped-
ance protective systems. 3,099,775, 7-30-«3, Cl. 317—36.

Mount Hope Machinery Co. : See

—

Robertaon, John D„ and Knapp. 3.099,072.
Mueller, Arthur C, to Bell ft Howell Co. Automatic exposure

control for photographic cameras. 3,009,198, 7-30-63, Cl.

05—64.
Mullen, John H. : Bee—

Matiyak, Andrew J., Mullen, and Cametti. 3,099,771.
MUller, Karl E. : See

—

Holtschmldt, Hans, and MttUer. 3,099,642.
Munscbaaer, Frederick E., Jr., 0. E. Munschauer. and L

Platou. to Niagara Machine ft Tool Works. Feed roll
lease means for power presses. 3,099,180, 7-30-63.
83—230.

Munschauer, George £. : See

—

Munschauer, Frederick E., Jr.. G. E. Munschauer, and
Platou. 3,099,180.

Munson, Whitney K. Hand stamp and type therefor. 3.099,-
213, 7-30-63, CL 101—380.

Mnns, Otto J. : See

—

Wallace, David H., ValUant, Williamson, and Mnnz.
8^90,567.

Muray, Jan, to Imi>erial Chemical Industries Ltd. Vap<>r
phase fluorlnatlon with CIF and ClFs. 8,099,698. 7-80-68,
Cl. 260—653.8.

Murdock, Fred M. : See

—

Da^, WUliam T., Jr., and Murdock. 3,099,601.
Murray, Frederick R. : See

—

Wilde, Geoffrey L., and Murray. 3,099,423.
Murray, Richard F., to International Business Machines Corp.

Scan element for computer. 3,099.818. 7-30-63. Cl. 340—
172.6,

Mustad. A B O ft Son : See-
Bergman, Sune H. 8,099,700.

Nagata, Alklchl : See—
Kawamura, Yurlo, Tamukl, Nagata, Terlshima, Matsu-

moto, Onlahi, Konlahl, Yoahlmura. Yamamoto, and
Ikawa. 3,099,649.

Nalmer, Hubert. Threaded plastic rod with mold burr for
locking function. 3,099,704, 7-30-63, Cl. 174—138.

Namenvl-Katt, Lasslo. Yarn break detector. 3,090,820, 7-30-
68, Cl. 340—250.

Napier, D.. ft Son Ltd. : See

—

Elford, Lionel H. 3,000,386.

Nara. Takashl : See—
KlnoshlU, Shukuo, Samejima, Fujita, and Nara. 3,009,-

604.

Nash. Robert A. : See

—

OUes, John K., and Mlchener. 3.099.248.

Nashville Electronics. Inc. : See

—

Pugh, James O.. and Kirkpatrick. 3,000,069.

Nathan, Irwin E. Separable compartmented container.
3,000,880, 7-80-68, CT. 220—27.

re-
el.
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Vodiuer.

3.U99.«y7.

3,U99,291.
: aee—

a,0tf9,071.
National Cash Register Co.. The :

<>'««

Maierttou, TUeudore, KiclilUer, and
National UiBtUlers and Chemical Corp.

Hammond, John E. a.099,35U.
Lerman, Frank, and BohuloUnk.

National Drying Machine Co. : Hee—
Schlecht, Charles il., and Urobll.

National Keaearch Development Corp.
Chambers, Hubert H., and Tantraui. 3,099,."i87.

Tucker, David U., and Davies. 3,U99,833.
National Steel Corp. ; Hee—

Macdonald, Alexander J. 3,U99,o51.
Naxon Irving, lustantaneoua electric water heaters. 3,099,-

737. 7-30-«3. Cl. 219—3».
Neilson, Jay C, and K. V. McC»y, Jr., to Zeno Hydraulic

Corp. I'reasure tluld control syattui and How coiiti'ul

means therefor. 3,099,289. 7-30-tt3. Cl. 137 022.
Nellessen, Alfred H., to Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. Iteflex

retlectorizlng composition. 3,099,637, 7-30-03, Cl. 200 40.
Nelion, Donald K., to Kadlo Corp. of America. High fre-

quency itegative resistance circuit*. 3.099,804. 7-30-63,
Cl. 331—107.

Nelson. Kobert K. : See—
Zalar, Frank A., and Nelson. 3,099,459.

Neubert, Willy Shutter with reciprocating shutter blades

for photographic cameras. 3,099,190, 7-30-«13, Cl. 9.'> 03.
Neuhauser, Roy L. Self-elevating drinking straw. ;j,09«,5t>.">.

7-30-«3, Cl. 99—138.
Neuman, George O. : 'See -

Uornemann, William, Uechtold. Philips, Fretinun, Loret/.,

and Neuuian. 3,099,199.
New, Thorndike C. T., and J. I'appas. to Westinghouse Klec

trie Corp. Korniatlon of seinicouductor transition rt-niiins

by alloy vapoli^ation and deposition. 3,099, .'(88, 7 3(» 03,

Cl. 148—1.5.
Newallia. Peter E. : Hee—

Chupp, John P., and New-allis. 3.099,J97.
Newell. James K., Jr.. to tieneral Klectric Co. tJuxketliij;

arrangement for oven door. 3,099,259, 7-30-03, <l. 120 -

190.
Newhouse, Elmer M. Solar space games. 3,09i»,451, 7-30-03,

Cl. 273—134.
Newhouse, Marlnus, Jr. Cattle holding chute. ;j,0»9.2-»9,

7-30-03, Cl. 119-99.
Niagara Machine k Tool Works : See

—

Munschuuer, Frederick K., Jr.. (J. F. MunM-hautr, mul
Platou. 3,099,180.

Nlckerson, John D., to International .Minerals .k ( ln-uilcul

Corp. Manufacture of defluorlnated phosphates. 3.099,530,
7-30-63, Cl. 23—108.

Nllsson, Ragnar H., to Svenska Aktiebolaget Bromsregulator.
Brake piston stroke reducing mechanism In vehicle brakes.

3,099,189, 7-30-03, Cl. 74—ol8.
NUon, Carl C. Bumper Jack pusher extension. 3,099,435,

7-30-63, Cl. 254—35.
Noack. Rolf : See—

Habn, Werner, and Noack. 3.099,192.
Noreen, Donald H.. and W. F. Guenther, to Westlnghouse Elec

trie Corp. Static logic annunciator. 3,099,820, 7-30-03.
Cl. 340—226.

North American Aviation, Inc. : See

—

Berg, William K., Rlddell, Spencer,
3 099 285

Roh'rberg. Roderick li. 3,099,740.
North American Philips Co.. Inc. : See

—

Borst. Lyle E. 3,099.745.
Gentry, Charles H. R., and Oldfleld.
Lemmens, Hendrlkus J., Venema, and

Nuclear Metals, Inc. : See

—

Kaufmann Albert R. 8,099.041.
Nuqulp Ltd. : See

—

Smallpelce. Cosby D. P. 3.099,646.
Nuttall, John M., to Baker Perkins Inc. Detinnlng bakery

goods. 3,099,345, 7-30-63, Cl. 198—145.
Nystrom, Axel C, to Western Electric Co., Inc. Strand con-

trol apparatus. 3,099,412. 7-80-«8. Cl. 242—47.01.

OConnell, William A. Floating swimming pool. 8,099,018,
7-30-83. Cl. 4—171.

O'Day, George R., to The Mead Corp. Display device. 3.099,-

354. 7-30-63. Cl. 211—49.
Oh, Luis, to The Boeing Co. Helical line rotary Joint. 3.099.-

807. 7-80-83. Cl. 333—98.
O'Herron, John E. Juvenile furniture.

Cl. 297—1.
Oil Base, Inc. : See

—

Wilson. Doyne L. 8,099.824.
Oldfleld, Reginald C. : See

—

Oentry, Charles H. R., and Oldfleld.

Olln Matbleson Chemical Corp. : Bee—
Kllot. Slgdon A. 8,099.008. „ ^ . ,

Olson, Letter A., to Keystone Englneerlnt Co. Method of

making antifriction bearing assembly. 8,099,078. 7-80-
88. Cl. 29—148.4.

OlympU Werke AG : See

—

Sense, Ttaeo. 8.009,20«.
O'Neill, William A. : See— ^„ .,.

Ooodlngs, Eric P. O'Neill, and Taylor. 8.099.B1S.
Ongatad, Harold, and W. P. SchoU. PorUble roofing appara-

tus. 8,099,582. 7-30-63, Cl. 118—805.
Onlshi. Sholchl : See—

Kawamura, Yurlo. Tamukl, Nagata. Terishima. Matso-
moto. Onisbi, Konlshl, Toatalmura, Tamamoto, and
Ikawa. 8.090.649.

Oplinier, Kirk A. : Bee—
BobuU. Louis A., and Oplinger. 8,099,828.

Ormonoterapla Rlcbter S.p.A. : See

—

Toccaceli. Nasiareno. 8.009,600.

O'Bbei. William E. : See—
Penfold. Vincent H., and Ireland. 8,099,7B6.

Otis Elevator Co. . See

—

Tucker, Benjamin W., Jr. 3,099,334.
Otto. WlUaid Q. ; See

—

Algatt, George E., and Otto. 3,099,348.
Outboard Marine Corp. : See

—

BucbhoU, Albert E., and Heck.
Owen. Edmund C, to Imperial

Recoverv of glycols. 3,099,692,
Package Machinery Co. : See

—

Schoppee. Lawrence W.. and

and Tomlinson.

3,099
ZaiMi.

703.
3.(»99,o7"

8.099.477, 7-30-68,

8,099,763.

3,099,023.
Chemical Indusrles Ltd.
7-30-63, Cl. 200—637.

C reseenso. 3,099.375.
Track press.

Cl.

Pahl, James H., to Rodgers Hydraulic Inc.
a,099,130, 7-30-03, Cl. j9—7.

Palazzolo, Ulrolama. Ear dewaxer. 3,099,283, 7-30-83,
128—184.

Palmer, Reed A., to Westlnghouse Electric Corp. Frankfurter
cooker. 3,099,202, 7-30-03, Cl. 99—337.

Pannlll, James K., Jr. : See—
Calnes, James F., Dyer, and Pannlll. 3,099,594.

Pappas, James : See

—

New, Thorndike, C. T., and Pappas. 3,099,588.
Paradls, Luclen, to Sopas Prufuml S.p.A. Cosmetic kit.

a.099,272, 7-30-63, Cl. 132^79.
Paragon Bridge and Steel C^ : See

—

De Podesta. Frank B. 3,099.230.
Parker, John M. : See

—

Wasson. Burton K.. and Parker. 3,099.662.
I'arker, Paul T.. J. L. Bryan Jr., A. B. Small, D. W. Pugh,
and F. J. Buchmann, to Esso Research and Engineering
Co. Continuous chlorlnatlon and bromlnatlon of butyl
rubber. 3,099,644, 7-30-63, Cl. 260—85.3.

Parsball. Mlllls V., to General Motors Corp. Antl-skld de-
vice. 3.099,499 7-30-63. Cl. 303—21.

I'astva, John V., Jr., to The Eastern Co. Door control mech-
anism. 3,099,473, 7-30-63, Cl. 292—240.

Pawlenko. Stefan : See

—

Roblffs, Gerhard, and Pawlenko. 3,099.687.
Pt-arlstlne. Morton, to The Bunting Co., Inc. Folding con-

tour chaise. 3,099.478, 7-30-63. Cl. 297—28.
Peck & Hale, Inc. : See

—

Peck, Kenneth L., and Dl Martino. 3,099,313.
Peck, Kenneth L, and J. M. Dl Martino, to Peck A Hale, Inc.

Shorln* system. 3,099,313. 7-30-68. Cl. 160—248.
IVIenc. \ves. Insulator construction for circuit breakers.

3,099,721, 7-30-63, Cl. 200—48.
Penfold, Vincent H., and R. E. Ireland, to W. E. O'Shel. Cur-

rent pulsing circuit which Is sensitive to current changes.
3,099,756, 7-30-63, Cl. 307 132.

Peras, Luclen, to Regie Natlonale des Uslnes Renault. Safety
device for the guiding wheel of a vehicle. 3,099,491. 7-30-
63, Cl. 301—126. .

Perclval, Joseph W.. and R. W. Cook, to Westlnghouse Elec-
tric Corp. Stereophonic receiving apparatus. 3,099,714,
7-30-68. Cl. 179—15.

Perfect Circle Corp. : See

—

Vanderbilt^Vern C, Jr. 8.099il54.
Perrins, Allen R.. to The Superior Bleetrte Co. Voltage surge

protection network. 3.099.789. 7-80-68. Cl. 823—9.

Perry, Frederick G., A. J. Orenler, and J. J. Wilson, III. to

Texas Instruments Inc. Electrical control device. 3,099,-

732, 7-80-63, Cl. 200—122.
Perry, Joseph A.. Jr., to Cherry-Burrell Corp. Temperature

error compensator. 8.099,156, T-80-68, Cl. 78—141.
Petersen, Conrad W., and H. A. Heide. to Baker Perkins Inc.

Depanninx apparatus. 8,099.860, 7-80-68. Cl. 214—309.
Peteraen, UarlTe O. Irrigation systema. 8,099.896, 7-80-

68. Cl. 289—662.
Pfelfer, Arthur A : See

—

Von Berg, Richard E., Laurent, and Pfeifer. 8^)99,829.
Von Berg. Richard E. and Pfelfer. 8.099.880.

Pfennlngaberg. Peter. Mascninenfabrtk, O.m.b.H. : Sea

—

Oeschka. Hugo W.. Gillessen, and Heldenreicb. 8.099,022.
Prtier. Chas.. & Co.. Inc. : See

—

Johnston, James D. 3,099,668.
Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corp. ; See

—

Kerch, Ronald C, and Hllker. 3,099,419.
Phllco Corp. : See

—

Henrlckson. Russell M. 8,099,516.
Philips. Harlow D. : See

—

Bornemann, William, Becbtold, Philips, Freeman, Loreti.
and Neuman. 3,099,199.

Phillips Petroleum Co. : See

—

Cobb, Raymond L., and Marana. 3,099,639.
Dye, Robert F. 3,099,648.
Gardner, Lloyd E.. and Hogan. 3.099,618.
Harper, Ernest A. 3,099.619.
Held, Edward C, Jr. 3,099.043.
Koble, Robert A., and Goard. 8,099.625.
RelUy, Robert C. 3.099,366.

Planowskl, Leon J., to The Udyllte Corp. Drain mechanism
for barrel type conveying apparatua. 3.099,276, 7-30-63,
Cl. 134—46.

Plccinlni, Amaldo. Radio receiving aet for motor ears.

3.099,797, 7-30-83, Cl. 326—312.
Piectynskl. Joseph W., to Electronic ProducU Corp. Self-

powered interval timer. 3,099,788, 7-80-68, CI. 307—
141.8.

Pieper, Howard B. Portable blower. 3,099,386, 7-30-63,
CT. i30—117.

Plnkley. Clyde W.. to Industrial Nucleonics Corp. Resonance
seeking circuit. 3.099,793, 7-S0-6S, Cl. 324—.6.

Piorunneck, Heins, to Gorn Electric Co.. Inc. Connector.
3.099,510, 7-30-63, Cl. 339—266.

Plasmadyne Corp. : See

—

Dueatl. Adrlano C. 3.099.648.

Platou, Leiv S. : See—
Munschauer, Frederick B.. Jr.. O.

Platou. 3,099.180.

Piatt, Ben E. Poultry glsiard skinner,

a. 17—11.

E. Munschauer, and

3.009,038, 7-30-63,
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Piatt, John D. : See—
^latt, Leland H., Jr.. and J. D. Piatt. 3,099,116.

Piatt, Leland H., Jr., and J. D. Piatt. Bag closing appa-
ratus. 3,099 116. 7-^0-83, Cl. 53—138.

Plewa, Gerhard : See

—

Von Schertel, Cassens, Koltssch, and Plewa. 3.099.239.
Plost, Herbert B. Wax applicator. 3,099,035. 7-30-63, Cl.

15—569.
Plyer, Roger A. : See

—

Gerbore. Alexander E.. Plyer, and Steger. 3,099.719.
PoUseo, Joseph W., to The Bendix Corp. Pump. 3.099.222,

7-30-63. Cl. 103—152.
Pollock. Mark W. : See—

Gagllardi, Domenick D.. and Pollock. 3.099.625.
Poly Tech Research. Inc. : See

—

Barker. William £.. Jr. 3.099,158.
Polymer Corp., The : See

—

McLean, George S. 3.099.583.
Polzella. Louis C, A. E. Snowdon. and W. P. Carpenter, to

The Superior Electric Co. Transformer coU construction.

3 099.074. 7-30-63, Cl. 29—155.58.
Ponndorf Maschlnenfabrik K.G. : See

—

Ponndorf Wilhelm. 3.099.495.
I'onndorf, Wilhelm, to Ponndorf Maschlnenfabrik KG. Con-

veying arrangement for pulpy materials, such as distiller's

grains and the like. 3,099,495, 7-30-03. Cl. 302—50.
Popkln Alexander H.. to Esso Research and Engineering Co.

Preparation, treatment and storage, under a nitrogen
blanket of the dlesters of dlcarboxyllc acids and oxo

alcohols. 3,099,682, 7-30-63, Cl. 260—485.

Portal, Pierre. Reinforced spool. 3,099,417, 7-30-63, Cl.

242—118.62.
Post, Frederick L.. to International Business Machines Corp.

Magnetic core device. 3,099,821, 7-30-03. Cl. 340—174.
Powers Milton A, to Skuttle Mfg. Co. Reversible valve clo-

sure member. 3.099.280, 7-30-03, Cl. 137—315.
Preclsa AG. Rechenmaschlnenfabrlk : See

—

Heinze. Werner. 3.099,391.
Preci.'sion Welder and Flexopress Corp. : See

—

Schueler, Arthur W. 3,099.739.
Press Accessories Co. : See

—

Crance. Harry W.. Jr. 3.099.092. ^ , ., w
Prew Thomas B.. to Stafford Tool and Die Co. Ltd. Ma-

chinerv for cutting, embossing or marking materials.

3.099 1^96. 7-30-63, Cl. 156—380.

Price. Warren H.. to Jacobsen Mfg. Co. Rotary lawn mower
hinged grass catching chute. 3,099.123, 7-30-63. Cl. 50—
202

Prober Maurice, to General Electric Co. Addition of silicon

hydrides to allphatically unsaturated organic compounds.
3,099 870 7-30-03, Cl. 280—448.2.

Prochnow, Claus : See

—

«„^„,„.
Weiss. Richard, and Prochnow. 3.099.194.

Procter k Gamble Co.. The : See

—

Banker, Robert D., Grounds, and Cody. 3,099,603.

Pugh, Duane W. : See—
. „ .. ^ « v.

Parker. Paul T.. Bryan. SmaU. Pugh, and Buchmann.
3 099 644

Pugh, James O., and W. J. Klrkpatrlck, to Nashville Elec-

tronics, Inc. Method of capacitor manufacture. 3,099.-

069 7-30-63. Cl. 29—25 41. _, . ^ .,, ^

Purlfdy. George R., to Westlnghouse E^trjc Corp^ Motor

fenerator set control system. 3.099,751. 7-30-6.J. Ll.

Purser. James A.. Sr. Drill bit. 3.099.325, 7-30-63, Cl.

Queen Delbert F. Flexible propeller shaft drive. 3.099,242,
^ 7-30-63, Cl. 115—42.

Queen 8i«e Clothes Inc. : Bee—
Comollo. Frances M. 3.099,285.

Rabl, Richard, to Varta Aktiengeeellechaft. Process «nd ao-

paratus for producing a porous reain plate. 3,099,04.-:,

7-30-63, Cl. 18—4.
Racine Hydraulics and Macblnery, Inc. : See-

Raymond. Robert E. 3,099,168.

Radio Corp. of America : See—
Hobley, Peter. 3,099,808
Lalak. George A. 3.099,081.
Marshall. Thomas G.. Jr. 3.090.790.

McDonle Arthur F.. and Matbeeon. 3,099,784.

Nelson, Donald E. 3.099.804.

Radley, Steward A., and H. C. L. Wolfenden. to Ascot Gas

Water Heiters Ltd. Gaseous fuel burners. 3,099,312,

7_30-63, Cl. 158—106.
RudnTskT David A . and B. J. Bonkese, to International

BSIlness Machln^' Corp. Method, of eiectroplatlng on a

dielectric base. 3.099.608, 7-30-63, C\. 204—15.

Ragettll. Christian : See— « aoq m
Van Ler. Oscar J., and- Ragettll. 3.099,311,

Ramaedotti, Aldo, to SodeU Flnanilaria Siderorgica Fln-

sldeV ner Azlonl-Instltuto Siderurglco. Method to Increase

the eflBclency of a furnace regenerator, particularly for

open-hearth furnaces, and to decreaae the piling tempera-

ture. 3.099,698. 7-36-03. Cl. 263—52.

Randall Brian P. Game projectiles for aerial flight. 3,099,-

450 /-30-63. Cl. 273—106.

Rank Precision Industries Ltd. : See

—

Merigold, Peter A. 3,099,701.

Ranky. William O. :
Bee— _ o aoq a^a

ScardlgUa, Frank, Ranky, and Knaggs. 3.099.646.

Ratts Kenneth W. to Monsanto Cbemleal Co. N-(2-tetra-

bydropyranyl) and N-(2-tetrahTdrofuranprl) 2-aminoaceta-

mldef 3.099,661. 7-30-63, C\. 260—345.7.

Rauhut. Michael M.. and A. M. Semeel. to American Qrana-

mld Co. Method of pret>arin« ttrt^''i°»»~P5i?V nT
using elemenUl pboaphoura. 8,0M,<84. 7-W-68, Cl.

260—485.

Rauhut. Michael M., and A. M. Semsel. to American Cyana-
mld Co. Preparation of organic phosphorus compounds
from phosphorus, an alkyl hallde and an organo-magne-
slum hallde. 3,099,690, 7-30-63. Cl. 260—60.5.

Rauhut. Michael M., and A. M. Semsel, to American Cyana-
mld Co. Preparation of organic phosphlnes from phos-
phorus, an alkvl hallde and an organic lithium or sodium
compound. 3,099,691, 7-30-63, Cl. 260—606.5.

Raymond. Robert E., to Racine Hydraulics and Machinery,
Inc. Hvdraullc function analyzer. 3.099.163. 7-30-63, Cl.

73—168.
Raytheon Co. : See—

French. Paul D. 3,099.832.
Red, Naomi P. Container for toothbrushes and related Items.

3,099,273, 7-30-63. Cl. 132—84.

Redpath. John R., and L. S. Wysockl. to Chicago Carton Co.
Carton. 3,099,383. 7-30-63, Cl. 229—52.

Reed Roller Bit Co. : See

—

Hoza, Martin D. 3.099,187.
Kucera, Clement M., and Del'Homme. 3.099.324.

Regie Natlonale des Usines Renault : See

—

Peras, Luclen. 3.099,491.
Reld, John B., and R. A. Spence. to Bain Corp. Method for

anplvlng adhesive materials to an insole. 3,099,026, 7-30-
6S, Ol. 12—142.

Rellly. Robert C, to Phillips Petroleum Co. Loading terminal
metering system. 3,099,366, 7-30-63. Cl. 222—20.

Relnhart. Henry P. : See—
Monsees, Claude E.. and Relnhart. 3,099,304.

Renehan, William J. Joint for Interconnecting tubular mem-
bers. 3.099.015. 7-30-63. Cl. 2—270.

Reuschel. Konrad : See—
Schwelckert, Hans, Reuschel. and Gutsohe. 3.099.534.

Reuschel. Konrad, and A. Kerstlng, to Siemens- Schuckert-
werke AktlenKesellschaft. Method of producing hyperpure
silicon, silicon carbide and germanium. 3.099,523. 7-30-
63. Cl. 23—1.

Renter. Franz G., to Mobay Chemical Co.
Ing articles of polyurethane plastics.
Cl. 18—26.

Reynoldp. James T. : See

—

Hlzhtower. John R.. and Reynolds.
Reynolas Metals Co. : See

—

Cybriwsky, Alexander, and Hager. 3,099,610.
ScardlgUa, Frank. Ranky, and Knaggs. 3,099,646.

Rheem Mfg. Co. : See—
Von Bfrg, Richard E , and Laurent. 3.099,328.
Von Berg. Richard E., Laurent, and Pfelfer. 3,099,329.
Von Berg, Richard E.. and Pfelfer. 3.099.330.

Rhenug Rhelnlscbe Getranke-Industrie Bienz & Bienz
G.m.b.H. : See

—

Flesch. Peter, and Hader. 3,099.566.
Rlcco Products Corp. : See

—

Meigs. Archibald V. 3,099,834.
Rlce-Chem Solnplug : See

—

Meigs. Archibald V. 3,099,634.
Richardson, Philip: See

—

Mortlock, Joseph R., Wilkinson, and Richardson. 3,099,-
775.

Ridings, James L., to Westlnghouse Electric Corp. Circuit
interrupter. 3.099.738. 7-30-63. Cl. 200—145.

Riede, Ra.vmond G., to Johns-ManvlUe Corp. Sweetener for
dry cleaners' solvents. 3.009.626, 7-30-63, Cl. 252^168.

Rlee, Edward L. : See

—

Boyer. Thomas W., Stucker, and Rles. 3 099.650.
Ries. Elmer F.. to The Rles Mfg. Co. Surgical device. 3,099,-

441, 7-30-63, Cl. 289—328.
Ries Mfg. Co., The : See—

~ ~' ~ 3.000.441.
See—
K., Rlddell. Spencer, and Tomlinson.

Apparatus for mak-
3.099,044, 7-30-63,

3,099,138.

Rles, Elmer F.
Rlddell. Robert A.

:

Berg. William
3,090.285.

Ringold, Howard J. See

—

Kind, Fred A., and Ringold. 3,090,859.
Ringold, Howard J., and A. Bowers, to Syntex Corp. 7-cyano

androstane compounds. 3.099,664, 7-30-63 Cl. 560—307.3.
Rlon. James H., R. W. Turnage, and B. R. Whaley, to Sonoco

Products Co. Method of treating polyethylene to promote
gluing. 3,099,572. 7-30-63, Cl. 117-^17.

Rltter Co.. Inc. : See—
Burzlaff, Karl H. 8,000,440.

Rltter, John W., and E. L. Cusl, to Sarco Co., Inc. Valve
with stern seal. 3,009,431. 7-30-63, Cl. 251—214.

Rlvely, Clair M., and E. Gorskl. to Weetinghouse Electric
Corp. Method of benching and setting elongated articles.
3.000206, 7-30-63. Cl. 14(F—71.6.

Robertshaw-Fnlton Controls Co. : See

—

Wlllson. James R., and McGlvem. 3,000,270.
Robertson John D., and O. P. Knapp, to Mount Hope Ma-

chinerv Co. Table roll with means for removing longitu-
dinal curvature. 3,000,072. 7-30-63. Cl. 20—116,

Rockwell Mfjf. Co. : See

—

Manor, Paul A. 3,000,287.
Rockwell-Standard Corp. : See

—

Schou. Carl E. 3,000.166.
Rodgers Hydraulic Inc. : See

—

Pahl. James H. 3.000,130.
Roeser. John O. Adjustable switch block asaembly. 3,000,-

735, 7-30-68. Cl. 200—166.
Roeeer, John O., to Illinois Tool Worlcs Inc. Snap switch.

8.()W,723. 7-80-63, Cl. 200—67.
Rogera, William I., to General Fooda Cora. Preparation of

heat-coagulable protein. 8,099,662, 7-30-68. Cl. 99—18.

Roblffs, Gerhard, and S. Pawlenko, to Schering A.O. Prep-
aration of aloha, alpha-dlalkyl-brancbed monocarboxrllc
acids from olefins, carbon monoxide, and water. 3,099,687.
7-80-63, Cl. 260—538.

Eobmann. Charles P.

:

Watrous, Robert
See

—

B., and Botanann. 8,099.281.
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3,U99,1U4,

i'aper utreustb

3,0»».738. 7-30-

3,090,1:^2,

Arm coutrol appliaura.

3.099,

Robrb«rg, Roderick O., to North American Aviation, Inc.
WelUeU Joint and wetbod for making aaw«. 3,099.740,
7-30-«3. CI. 219—125.

Roll* Koyce Ltd. : See—
Bauer, Stelan O., and Battle. 3,090,616.
Uurcomb, Willuim J. 3,088,056.
Wilde. Geoffrey L., and Murray. 3,099,428.

Uonkese, Bruno J. : tiee—
UadovHky, David A., and Ronkeae. 3,099,608.

Roaa. Kicliard J., to AVCO Mfg. Corp. Power generation
ystem for propulsion and method of operating name.
3.099,131, 7-30-63, CI. 60—35.3.

Rose, Clarence \V.. to Koiie Mfg. Co. iSafety and aupporting
t)elt construct lona. 3,009,331. 7-30-«3, CI. 182—3.

Roae Mfg. Co. : Hee—
Roae, Clarence W. 3,099,331.

Rosemount Engineering Co. : tiee—
Werner, ! rank D., and De Leo. 3,099,160.

Rosenthal. Norman A. : Hee—
Berenbaum, Morria B., Rosenthal, and Lecher. 3,099,643.

Rosky, Frederick, and C. P. Wensel, to Ford Motor Co. Vehi-
cle suspension system. 3.099,458, 7-30--U3, CI. 280—96.2.

Koussel-LCLAF. S.A. : 6ee

—

Joiy, Robert. Warnant, and Uoffinet. 3,099.664.
Rowe, Raymond N., to General Electric Co. Klectriclty di»

trtbutiUK conduit apparatus. 3,099,504, 7-30-08. CI. 339

—

22.
RuUolt, Paul, to O. Stirnemann. Mechanical toy.

7-30-<J3, CI. 46—240.
RueUt, Karl. Container with closing device.

7-30-63, CI. 216—73.
Ruhrstahl A.G. : nee—

Breuiug, Wllhelm, Franke, and tipolders. 3,099.698.
Rusch. llelmuth R. Water bags. 3,099,30ti 7^0-63, CI.

150—2.1.
Rutledge, Wyman C, to The Mead Corp.

tester. 3,099,153, 7-30-ti3, CI. 73— 100.
Sadowaki, John M. Saw repair apparatus.

03, CI. 2iy—85.
Sakataul, Uaruuii. Lawn mower catcher hood.

7-30-03, CI. 50—199.
tialvo, Louis : tiee—

Salvo, Raymond C, L., and N. L. 3,099,448.
Salvo, Norman L. ; Hee—

Salvo, Raymond C, L., and N. L. 3,099,448.
Salvo, Raymond C, L., and N. L.

3,0U9,448, .-30-03, CI. 273—54.
Samejlma. Hirotoshi : Hee—

Kiuoshita, Shukuo, Samejima, Fujita, and Naru.
004.

Sanderson, James R. : See -

Mason, Harold. Sanderson, and Musou. 3,099,537.
Santhany, Leland W.. to terro Corp. Sanitary w«re better,

3.099,003 7-30-03, CI. 25— 153.
Sarbacher, Robert 1. System for airfield ground tratHc con-

trol. 3,099,834, 7-30-03, CI. 343—101.
Sarco Co., Inc. : Hee—

Rltter, John W., and Cusl. 3,099,431.
Scardlglla, Frank, W. u. Ranky, and t:. A. Knaggs, to Rey

nolds Metals Co. Process tor ethoxylatlng polyvinyl al-
cohol. 3,099,646, 7-3U-63, CI. 200—91.3.

Schaffer, Robert H. : Hee—
Garten, Herbert, and Schafler. 3,099,141.

Scharf, Walter G., to Metal Film Co., Inc. Metallised Syn-
thetic spun yarn. 3,099,066, 7-30-63, CI. 28—72.

Schatz, Karl, and J. Baxrainer. Device for transporting
granular material. 3,099,309, 7-30-63, CI. 222—238.

Schelb, John, Jr., to Ward Leonard Klectric Co. Electrical
multlpole control relays. 3,099,728, 7-30-<J3. CI. 200—104.

Schelb, John, Jr., to Ward Leonard Electric Co. Electrical
reUy. 3,099,734, 7-3O-03, CI. 200—100.

Schering A.G. : fc'ec

—

Rohlffs, Gerhard, and Pawlenko. 3,099,087.
SchUler, ! rederick C. : Hee—

Malerson, Theodore, Schiller, and Vosmer. 3,099,571.
Scblage, Ernest L., to Schlage Lock Co. Pin tumbler cylin-

der key system. 3,099.151, 7-30-«3, CI. 70—363.
Schhige Lock Co. : Hee—

Schlage. Ernest L. 3,099,151.
Schlatter, Cnarles-Emile : See—

Bourguln, Pierre-Eugene, and Schlatter. 3,089,502.
Sctalecht. Charles H., and F. W. Drobll, to National Drying

Machine Co. Adjustable nozzle. 3.099,281. 7-30-63, C\.
138—45.

Schlee. Matthew, to General Electric Co. Cathode ray tube
socket. 3,099,308, 7-30-63, CI. 339—183.

Schlumberger, Etlenne M., to Conch International Methane
Ltd. Container for storing liuuefleld gases at very low
temperatures. 3,099,302, 7-30-63, CI. 220—9.

Scbmookler Martin S.. to International Business Macblnes
Corp. Three level logical circuits. 3,099,753, 7-30-63, CI.
307—88. u.

SchoU, Wilbur P. : See

—

Ongstaij, Harold, and Scholl. 3,099,582.
Schoppee, Lawrence W., and F. Crescenso, to Package Ma-

chinery Co. Gum breaking device. 3,099,375, 7-30-63. 01.
225—97.

Scbou, Carl E., to Rockwell-Standard Corp. Drive mecha-
nism. 3,099,166, 7-30-63, CI. 74—369.

Scbrader, Gerhard, to Farbenfabrtken Bayer Aktiengesell-
Bchaft. Thiopbosphonic acid eater amides. 3,099,674.
7-30-63. CI. 280—461.

Sehroeder, Oeorg« O., to American Can Co. Container.
3,099,378. 7-30-63, CI. 229—5.5.

Tide indicator.Sdiroflder. William F
CI. 73—822.

Scbueler, Arthur W., to

Corp. Maynctle force
219—86!

3.098,168, 7-3(M>3.

Precision Welder and Flezopreaa

weldAra. 8,089,788, 7-80-68, CL

Schunk k Ebe G.m.b.H. : Hee—
Gutberlet. Theodor. 3.099.761.

Schwaebel. Ulchard : Hee—
\>agner, KUno, Schwaebel. Kiss, GraUllch, and Kleiner.

3,099,635.
Schwartz, Martin W. : Hee—

Kaufman, Jack. Lund, and Schwartz. 3,099,404
Schustuck, Robert. Anti-backlash device for kuittinx ma-

chines. 3 099,418, 7-30-03, CI. 242—129.8
Schwartz, Frederick W., to Cable Electric Product*, Inc.

Electrical connector. 3,089,505, 7-30-63, CI. 339—95
Schwartz, Lester K., and \\'. F. Williams, Jr. Moving signal

Hccessory for bicycles. 3,009,243, 7-30-63 Cn 11^—28
Stliwelckert, Huns, K. Reuschel, and H. Gutsche, to Siemens-

Schuckertweike Aktieugesellschaft. .Method for produc-
tion of high-purity semiconductor materials for electrical
purposes. 3,099,534, 7-30-03, CI 23—208

Schwendinger, Paul : See

—

Arbter, Conrad, and Schwendinger. 3,099 234
S( hwenzfeger, Edward E.. to Bell Telephone Laboratories,

Inc. Matrix switch utilizing magnetic structures as cross-
points. 3.099,752, 7-30-63, Cl. 307—88.

Scott, Alan T. : tiee—
Lewington, Michael U., and Scott. 3.099 342

Scott. Alec C. to Aeroflex Laboratories Inc. Multi-circuit
rotary electrical connector. 3,099,503. 7-30-63, CI.
*5ov—^.

Scott, Charles E., to Bun Oil Co. PolrmertsaUon of epoxy
compounds. 3,090.628, 7-30-03, CI. 200—

2

Scott Edwin P. Safety car seat 3,099,480. 7-30-63, Cl.
207—388.

Scott. George A,, and M. 8. Williams, Jr., to General Elec-
tric Co. Door latch. 3.099,471, 7-30-83, Cl 292—7

Scott * Williams, Inc.: Bee—
Sinclair, George E. 3,099.143

Scovill Mfg. Co. : /See—
Huelster. Otto J. 3,099,059.

Screw Conveyor Corp. : See—
3tlaas, Russell H. 3,099,346.

Script©. Inc. : See—
Cofleld, Eujtene P., Jr. 3.088,252

Seltz k Co. : See—
Bourquln, Pierre Eugene, and Schlatter. 3.099,502

Semb, Tord K. : See—
Jakobsen. KJell, and Semb. 3,088,216

Senisel, Andrew M. : See—
Rauhut. .Michael M., and Semsel. 3.099.684
Rauhut. Michael M., and Semsel. 3,099,690
Rauhut, Michael M.. and Semael. 8,098,691.

Senkbeil. Herman O., to The Dow Chemical Co. O-alkyl
o-ethynylcycloalkyl pbospboramldates and phosphoramldo-
thioates. 3,099,675, 7-30-63, Cl. 260—461.

«"" «o

Sennewald, Kurt, G. Armln, and O. Kallrath. to Knapsack
Grtesheim AkUengesellschaft Proceea for the manufacture
of 1,2-dlcyano cyclobutane. 3,098,680, 7-30-63, Cl.
260—464.

Separator, Aktlebolaget : See—
Beskow, 8tl2. 3^99.246.
Falkenblad, Nils T., and Hallatrom. 8,099,619.
Hallstrom, Bengt H. 8,099,620.
Maehans, Walno. 3,099,277.

Sessions Clock Co., The : See

—

King. Phillip W. 3,099,127.
Shaw. Albert E. : Bee—

Isenberg, Sampson, Moon and Shaw. S.099,447.
Shaw, Stephen H to Cedar Engineering Division of Control
Data Corp. Coll winding apparatus. 3,099.409. 7-30-63,
CI. 242—1.1.

Sheehan, Robert G. Three-axle vehicle suspension Including
load stabilizing means. 8,099,460, 7-30-63, Cl. 280—104 5^

Sheer, Charles, and 8. Korman, to 8heer-Korman Asaoclatet
Inc. Process for reduction of multiple oxides. 3,099,614.
7-30-63. Cl. 204—164.

Sheer-Korman Associates Inc. : See

—

Sheer Charles and Korman. 3,099,614.
Sheealey, Beuford P. Method of decorating surfaces with a

viscous fluid. 3,099,544, 7-80-68, Q. 41—26.
Sheldon Machine Co., Inc. : Be*—

Carroll, Howard B. 8.099,178.
Shell Oil Co. : fie«—

Jobnson, Glenn D. 8,099.316.
Toombs. Alfred J. L. 8,098,683.

Shell Process Inc. : Bee—
Jaha, Eari W. 3,099^98.

Sheppard, William A., to Si. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
fi- and >-(polyfluoroalkoxy)alkTl flnoroscylates and their
preparation. 8,099,686, 7-80-68. Q. 260—487.

Shockley, William. Semiconductlve device. 8,009,691,
7-30-63, Cl. 148—33.

Shoemaker, Edwin J. : 8ee

—

Knabnsch, Edward M., and Shoemaker. 8,009,487.
Shurtlefl!, O. O. : See

—

Chatham, George N.. and Btaurtleff. 8,090,200.

Slco Mfg. Co., Inc. : See

—

Hue, Richard C. 3,098,481.

Slddle, John K., and H. L. MlUer. to Midland-Ross Corp.
Burner assembly for hydrocarbon fuel. 8,090,436. 7-80-63,
Cl. 268—19.

Siemens and Halske Aktiengesellscbaft : 8ee

—

Gross, Franz. 3,099.767.
Henker, Heins. 8,099.560.
Martin, Horst-Bdgar. 8.009,708.
Meyerer, Paul. 8,000,766.
Velth, Werner, and Meyerer. 3,009,766.

Slemcns-Setaockertwerke Aktlencesellsehaft : See

—

Kessler, Clans, and Moltgen. 8.000,786.
Reascbel. Koarad, and Karvtlaf. 8,000.528.
Sctawelckert, Hans, Reuschel, and Gutsche. 8.000.584.
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SllUman. Sheldon D.. and B. B. Johnson, to Westlnghouse
Electric Corp. Monitor system for circuit Interrupters.
3.090.724. 7-30-63. CI. 200—81.6.

Simmons, Richard O. Snow blower apparatus. 3,099,396,
7-80-63. CI. 239—690.

Simmons, Richard G. Snow blower apparatus. 3,098,097,
7-30-03, Cl. 37—19.

Slmpkins, William, to Tiffany Stand Co. Support construc-
tion. 3,099,233, 7-30-68, Cl. 108—156.

Slmshauser, Heibert U. Variable pitch boat propeller.

8,099,320, 7-30-68. Cl. 170—160.13.
Sincluir, George B., to Scott k N^UIlams. Inc. Elastic yarn

feeder for knitting machines. 8.099.143, 7-30-63, Cl.

66—132.
Sinclair Research, Inc. : Bee—

Keith, \villis C, Verdol. and Zmitrovls. 3,099 <686.

Slnden, Alfred D.. to Stephens-Adamson Mfg. Co. Eccentric
drive for vibrating conveyor. 3.099,348, 7-30-68, Cl.

198—220.
Slngelmann, Dietrich E.. to Bell Aerospace Corp. Water Jet

engine. 3,099,133, 7-30-68, Cl. 60—36.5.
Singer-Supreme Co., Inc. : See

—

Mishcou, Lester. 3,099,142.
Sites, Benjamin L., to Mlehle-Goss-Dexter, Inc. Optical

system and method for making corrected color separations.
3,099,567, 7-30-68, Cl. 96—80.

Skiles, Benjamin F., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
Polymeric acid salts of alkylaminoetbyl methacrylate.
8,099,636, 7-30^3. Cl. 260—29.6.

Sklar, Leo P., to Lite-Vent Indusaries, Inc. Structural beam.
3,099,335, 7-80-68, Cl. 189—87.

Skroblscb, Alfred : See—
Foley, Daniel B.. and Skroblscb. 3,099,711.

Skuttle Mfg. Co. : See-
Powers, Milton A. 3,099,286.

Slawin, Theodore J. Wheel puller. 3,099,077, 7-30-63, Cl.

29—261.
Small, Augustus B. : See

—

Parker, Paul T., Bryan, Small, Pugh, and Buchmann.
8,009.644. ^ ^

Smallpelce, Cosby D. P., to Nuqulp Ltd. Filters for fluids.

3.099,646, 7-30-63, Cl. 55—274.
Smith. A. O^ Corp. : See

—

Allen, Chester, Jr., and Berkloo. 3,099,190.
Smith, Charles E., Jr., to La Marche Mfg. Co. Automatic

battery charging control with upper and lower voltage
limits. 3,009,782. 7-30-63, a. 320—39.

Smith, Doaglas. Coupling for flanged pipe elements. 3,099,-

060, 7-30-63, Cl. 24—279.
Smith, Florence F. Maternity garment. 3,099,014, 7-30-63.

Cl 2—221
Smiih, Gene W. Plastic protectors for sheet material, book
and magazine covers, and the like. 8.099.464, 7-30-63,

Cl. 281—20.
^ ^ . . , ..

Smith, Gene W. Plastic protectors for sheet material and
the like. 3,099,268. 7-30-63, Ci. 129—1.

Smith. Paul L., to Union Carbide Corp. Process for producing
foam sUbllizer for beer. 3,099,668, 7-30-63. Cl. 99—48.

Smith, Stewart L., to Ampex Corp. Magne.lc tape reproduc-

ing system. 8.099,708, 7-80-63. Cl. 178—6.6.
Smith, Tom R. : See

—

^ ^ ,
I^agendoorn. Willem J., and Smith. 3,099,547.

Smith. WlllUm C. : See— »^„..„
D>mlcone, Joseph J., and Smith. 8,099,649.

Snowdon, Arthur E. : See

—

Polsella, Louis C. Snowdon, and Carpenter. 8,099,074.

SocieU Flnanziaria Slderurglea Flnslder per Azionl-Istltuto

Slderurgico : See

—

Ramacciottl, Aldo. 8,090,608.
Societe Calinter 8.A. : See—

Kurs. Maurice C. 3,009,268.
Societe STOP : Bee—

Blondlau, Edfard 8,099.189.
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : See

—

White. James E., and Lawrence. 8,099.814
Sohn Allen O. Variable length printer for labels and the

like. 8.099.212. 7-30-68, Cl. 101—226.

Soles Thomrs D.. Jr. Animal leaahes. 8,099,260. 7-30-
63.' Cl. 119—114.

Sonoco Products Co. : See

—

Rlon, James H., Turnage. and Whaley. 8.099,672.

Sopas Profuml S.p A. : See

—

ParadlR. Luclen. 8,099.272. ^^, ^
Sorenseh. Walter, to Hunke k Jochhelm. ^Flle for non-

punched papers. 8,099.269, 7-80-68, Cl. 129—87.

Borrow. Billy B., and N. T. Kunkle, to Westlnsbouse Electric

Corp. Lightning arresters. 8,099.770, 7-80-68, Cl. 816—
86.

Sonrgens, Roger P., and R. A. Cbollet. Electronic telenrinter

adapted for collation. 8,099,705. 7-80-68, Cl. 178—2.

Southeastern MeUls Co. : See

—

Alverson. Earl E. 8,099,182.

Southwood, Robert L. : Bee— » ^ ^ -«*«,..«
Kremen, Seymour S., and Southwood. 8,099,149.

Bpal|Ait, Elma: See

—

^Spalght, Harold L. 3,099,110.

Bpalght, Harold L., deceased ; B. Bpalght. executrix, to Dur-
^-wal National. Inc. Control joint. ft,099,110, 7-80-68,
CI. 50—846.

Speck. Josef. Flashlight. 8.099.402, 7-80-68. Cl. 240—10.66.

Bpenee, Robert A. : See

—

Reld, John B., and Spenoe. 8.099.026.

Spencer, Bucene G. : See

—

. ». .

Bert, William K.. RlddeU. Spencer, and Tomllnson.
8!099,286.

Spencer, Raymond B. : See

—

Kennedy, WUson R., utA Spencer. 8,000,778.

Spencer Safford Loadcraft. Inc. : See

—

Johnson, Velmo 8. 8,009,480.
Sperry Rand Corp. : See

—

Frank. Robert L. 3,099,795.
Frank, Robert L., and Zadoff. 8,099,835.
Zadofl, Soiomon. 3.099,796.

Sperry Rand Corp.. Ford Instrument Co. Division : See

—

Weiss, Marvin. 3,099.748.
Spetsler, August L., to General Time Corp. Automatic regula-

tion mechanism for timepieces. 3,099,129, 7-30-63, Cl.
58—70.

Splnnerel und Weberelen Zell-Scfaonau Aktiengesellscbaft :

See—
Arbter. Conrad, and Schwendinger. 8,099,284.

Spiro, Lloyd W., to Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Flexible multi-
purpose clamp. 3,099,054, 7-30-63, Cl. 24—16.

Spltzer, Anne, to Lily of France, Inc. Undergarment. 8,099,-
266, 7-30-03, CI. 128—541.

Spltzer, William O., and M. Tanenbaum, to Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc. Growing and determining epitaxial layer
thickness. 3.099,579, 7-30-63. Cl. 117—280.

Spolders, Rudolf : See

—

Breuing, Wllhelm, Franke, and Spolders. 3,099,699.
Spooner. Robert B., to Koppers Co., Inc. Apparatus for
measuring the height and contour of material. 3,099,744.
7-30-63. Cl. 250—71.5.

Sporlan Valve Co. : See

—

Lelmbach. John G. 3.099.140.
Standard Magnesium Corp., Inc. : See

—

Hadzerlga. Pablo. 3.099,528.
Sundard Oil Co., The : See

—

Emrlck, Donald D^ and Darling. 3,099,666.
Stafford Tool and Die Co Ltd : See—

Prew, Thomas B. 8,099,696.
Stease, Ralph E., to The Mead Corp. Reinforced shipping

carton. 3,099.379. 7-30-63. Cl. 229—23.
Steels Engineering Products Ltd. : See

—

Hallsworth. Arnold. 8.099,779.
Stefanov, Boris : See

—

Vinson, Billy U., and Stefanov. 8,099,800.
Steger, William C., Jr. : See

—

Gerbore, Alexander E., Plyer, and Steger. 3,099,719.
Stegman, Rsiymond V., and W. E. Gren, to Brunswick Corp.

Control system for bowling balls and the like. 3,099,446.
7-80-63, Cl. 278—49.

Stein, Philip A., to American Drill Bushlnc Co. Tool for
placement of bushings In a drill jig. 3,099.079, 7-30-68,
Cl 29—275.

Stelilng, Walter R., Jr., to Applied Developments, Inc. Ma-
chine for packaging. 3^99.118, 7-30-63, Cl. 53—209.

Stelser, James S., to The Weathernead Co. Suspension con-
trol valve. 3,099,461, 7-30-63. Cl. 280—124.

Stephens-Adamson Mfg. Co. : See—
Slnden. Alfred D. 3,099,349.

Stevens, Kenneth, to The Distillers Co. Ltd. Polyethylene Ir-

radiation process. 3,099.611, 7-30-63, Cl. 204—154.
Stevens. Lloyd L., to United States Steel Corp. Cam-follower

selector device, 3,099,170, 7-30-63, Cl. 74—669.
Stewart Boiling k Co., Inc. : See

—

Matsuoka. James T. 8,099,040.
Stewart, David O. ; See

—

Mann, Leonard J., and Stewart. 8,099,139.
Stirnemann. Gottlieb : See—

Rudolf. Paul. 3,099.104.
Straley, James M., J G. Fisher, and R. C. Harris, to Eastman
Kodak Co. Benzothlazoleazopyrazolone dye compounds.
3,099,652, 7-30-63, Cl. 260—147.

Straley, James M., and R. C. Harris, to Eastman Kodak Co.
Benzothlazole azo 2.3-hydroxynapntholc acid amide dyes.

3,099 653, 7-30-63. Cl. 260—158.
Strasel, Raymond K., to Jacobsen Mfg. Co. Lawn mower

roller adjustment. 3,099,124, 7-30-63. Cl. 56—249.
Straumann, Relnhard. to Institut Dr. Ing. Relnhard Strau-
mann A.G. Watchwork mechanisms. 3.099.128, 7-30-63.
CI. 58—i>9.

Strawick, Raymond L. Light fixture. 3,099,403, 7-30-63,
Cl. 240

—

if.
Strien. Werner : See

—

Belerbacb, Walter. Helnl. Strien, and Von Sass. 3,099,-

485. _
Strnad, Josef, and J. Jakl, to Strojosvlt, narodnl podnik. De-

vice for coating animal hides. 8,099,148, 7-80-68. Cl. 69—
28.

Strojosvlt. narodnl podnik : See

—

Strnad. Josef, and Jakl. 8,099.148.
Stromberg, Nils E. Bundle binding machine. 8,000,204,

7-30-63, Cl. 100—28.
Strumwasser. Eric : See

—

Berk, Arlstld D.. and Strumwasser. 8,099,806.
Stucker, Richard O. ; See

—

Boyer, Thomas W., Stucker, and Rlea. 3,099.650.

Stuffing Equipment Corp. : See

—

Bavers. Elliott. 3.099.407.

Stuttgarter Karossertewerk Rentter k Co. G.m.b.H. : See

—

Eelerbach, Walter, HeinI, Strien. and Von Sass. 3.099.-

486.

Snllivan, Lawrence J. Disposable, collapsible urinal. 3,099,-

017, 7-30-63, Cl. 4—110.

Sumitomo Klnsoku Kogyo Kabusbikl Kaisha : See

—

Suzuki. Kazuro. and Yamaoka. 3.099,052.

Sun Oil Co. : See

—

Jesl, James L., Khelghatian. and Hague. 3,099.647.
Scott, Charies E. 3,099,628.

Sonnee Brand Meat Co^ Inc. : See

—

Blake, Frederick H., and Thorburn. 3.009.037.

Superior Electric Co., The : See

—

Perrins. Allen R. 3,099.789.
Polsella, Louis C, Snowdon, and Carpenter. 3,099.074.
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Cassena, Koitzscb, and Plewa.

alloy

Nitri)
HCld.

Supramar Ltd. : i/ee-
Von SchertL-l, Hannx,

3,0U9,239
Suzuki, Kazuro, and H. Vainacka, tu Suuiltoiuu KInzoku
Kogyo Kabudbikl Kalsha. Procet>8 and apparatus for caHt-
Ing utilizing gaH stream. 3.099.052, 7-3U-e3, CI. 22 73.

Svenska Aktieoolaget Uromsregulatoi : See—
Mlsaon Kaguar H. 3.099.1(19.

SWarthout, Kichard J., and K. E. Klauss. to EaKtniun Kodak
Co. Housing fur photoelectric sensing unit. 3.()99,7.>0,

7-30-63. CI. 250—239.
Sylvanla Klectrlc Products Inc. : Wee

—

Mooney, Richard \V., and Comstock. 3.09».t}27.

Syntex Corp. : Hee—
Kind. Fred A., and Ringold. 3,099,659.
Uiuguld Howard J., and llowera. 3.099,664.
Zderic. John A., Halperu. and Irlane. 3,099,ti.'>r»-7.

Syracuse. Felix L.. to Trie Macco Chemical I'o. Ah-thod of

packaging and applying wall tile and wall panel adhesive.
3,099.593. 7-30-63. CI. 156—71.

Talbert. Jonn K., to American Machine and Foundry Co.

Cartons for elongated articles. 3.099.382. 7-30-<l3. Cl.

229—44.
Talbot, James E., and D. H. Blatt. to American Viscose

Corp. Closure foi car doors and the like. 3,099.314. 7-30
63. Cl. 160—368.

Tanaka. Yukio, to To-a Kako Kabushlkl Kalsha. .Method of

oeuieiitatiou in which rtrtuidized carbon power particU's

are employed. 3,099.589, 7-30-63, Cl. 148-20.3.
Tamukl, Teikichi : See—

Kawaniura. Yurio, Tamukl, Nagata. Terlnhimu. MiitMU-

uiuto. Unishl, KonlshI, Yoshimura, Yaiuaiiioto, uinl

Ikawa. 3.099.649.
Tanenbaum. Morris : .See-

Splt^er. \\llliam (>., and Tanenbauiu. 3,()99.57Si.

Tang. Hamburg, tu Alloys L'nlimlted Inc. (iold silicvin

3,099.o39. 7-30-63. Cl. 29^-183.5.
Tanner, David, to K. I du I'ont de NemoUfN and Co.

genuus condensation polymer containing grafted
3.099,631. 7-3tMJ3. Cl. 260—2.5.

Tuutram, Anthony D. S. : see
Chambers. Hubert H , and Tantram. 3.099,587.

Tatelshl, Kazuma. Magnetic switch. 3,099,730, 7-30-63, Cl.

200—104.
Taylor, Clarence K. KiJipeusing device having shifted top

portion. 3.099.372, 7-30-63, Cl. 222 490.
Taylor, Clarence K. Lead sharpening device 3.(»l»U.2,i3.

7-30-63. Cl. 120—94.
Taylor, Ueorge Vv . : See—

lioodings, Erie P., ONelll, and Taylor. 3,099,.) 1.").

Taylor John K. to General Motors <"orp. I'arts teediiiK

device. 3.099,359. 7-30-63, Cl. 214—8.
Taylor. Thomas D.. deceased (by O. Brueggenjohann, execu-

trix), to Lnion Special Machine Co. Thread control nifch

anlsm for cliainatltch blindstitcb machines. 3.099.236.

7-30-63, Cl. 112—176.
, „ .. .

Teltel. Kobert J., to The Dow Chemical Co. Reduction of

uranium oxide. 3.099.555. 7-30-63. Cl. 75—84.1.
Telecontrol Corp.: See -

Kohler. Charles F. 3.099,512.
Teller, Joseph D., to Wortniugtou Biochemical Corp. ITocess

for the determination of blood glucose. 3.099, ii06, 7-30-63,
Cl. 195—103.5.

TerUhlma. Shlro :
See - ^ , . . ...

Kawumura, Yurlo, Tamukl. Nagata. Terlshlma, Matsu-
moto Onlsbi, KonlshI, Yoshlmura. Yamamoto, and
Ikawa. 3,099,649.

Tesmer, Leonard M. Three-way double light bulb adapter.

3,099,507, 7-30-63, ON 339— 155.

Texas Instruments Inc. : See

—

Grenier. Aime J. 3.099,725.
Henneke. Harry L, 3.099,776.
Perry, Frederick G., Grenier, and Wilson.

Tblokol Chemical Corp. : See
Berenbaum, Morris B., Rosenthal, and

Thomas, Eugene I'., H. L. <;uentner. and E.

Westlnghuuse Electric Corp.
matic BDutter control means.
105.

TbompsoQ, Earl A. Centrifugal pump.
Cl. 103—108.

Thompson, John E. Separation process.

Cl. 09—7.
Tbompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. : Bee—

Thrap, John E.. and Farr. 3,099,284.
Thorburn, Frederick M. ; See

—

Blake, Frederick H., and Thorburn.

3.099.732.

Lecher. 3.09ii.

\V. Vaughn, to

X-ray apparatus with auto-
3.099.747. 7-30-63. Cl. 250

3,099,221. 7-30-63.

3.099,.'>(n, 7-30-63,

3,099.037
Thorpe ~shlrley~'Vj"o "f. Laszlo. Turnabout dickey. 3,09ii,

0l3, V-30-fl3, Cl. 2—103. ^ ^^ o ... ,

Thrap John E.. and H. D. Farr, to Thompson Ramo Wool-
dridge Inc. ii'low divider valve. 3,099,284, 7-30-63, Cl.

J37 jj'^

ThuUlier Marie C. A. Method of manufacturing bits for

•olderlng Irons. 3,099.084, 7-30-63. Cl. 29—528.
Tiffany Stand Co. : Bee—

BImpklna, WUUam. 3.099,233.
. „ , „ ..

TUler. James A., to American Radiator & Standard Sanitary

Corp Drain plug mechanlam. 3,099,019. 7-30-63. Cl.

4—200.
Tlmken Roller Bearing Co.. The : See

—

Jatcsak, Chester F. 5,099,556.

To-a Kako Kabushlkl Kalsha : Bee—
Tanaka, Yuklo. 3,099,589.

Toccacell, Naaiareno, to Ormonoterapla Rlchter S.p.A.

Chromatographic purification of heparin. 3,099,600. 7-30-

83. CT. 167—f4.

Todd, George W. Closure for ahlpplng container*. 3,099,364,
7-30-63, Cl. 220—24.8.

Todd, William L., to FMC Corp, Underwater well completion
assembly. 3,099,317, 7-30-63, Cl. 166—66.5.

Tokhelni Corp. : See

—

Wright, George W., Jauch. and Kruckeberg. 3.099,387,
Toledo hcale Corp. : See

Adler. Clarence E.. and Morlng. 3,099,214.
Tulkmlth, Henry : See—

Zweigle, Maurice L., and Tolkmlth. 3,099,668.
ronilinson, Lloyd E. : See

—

"•"i^ww^oL"'"" ^' **'<l<*ell. Spencer, and Tomllnson.

Toombs, Alfred J. L.. to Shell Oil Co. Trls malelc acid and
fumerlc acid half-esters of Cs to C^o saturated triols.
.•1.0»9.683, 7-30-63, Cl. 200—485.

Tuth Paul : See-
Hohwitrt, George, and Toth. 3,099,457.

Town, (.'linton D. Feathered paddle mechanism with eccen-
tric. 3,099,319. 7-30-63. Cl. 170— 151,

Tretner, NVeriier : See—
Moller, Rolf, and Tretner. 3.099,710.

Trimble, Floyd. Water conservation. 3,099.107. 7-30-63.
< 1. 47—OS.

Trl Tlx. Inc. : See—
Knapp. Ralph S. 3.099.244.

Trotter. Percy \v . : See

—

Grammer, George N., and Trotter. 3,099,694.
Tubuacope Co. : See

—

\» alters, William T. 3,099.746.
Tuchel. Ulrich. Shielded electrical coupler. 3.090.506. 7-30-

ti.l. Cl. 339—143.
Tucker, Benjamin W., Jr.. to Otis Elevator Co. Elevator

roller Kuldes. 3,099.334 7-30-63. Cl. 187—95.
liicker. David G.. and D. E. N. Davles, to National Research
Development Corp. Method of radio scanning. 3.099.833,
7 ,10-63. Cl. 343— 16.

Tueinmler, William B. : See

—

Wlliil. Bernard S.. and Tuemmler. 3.099.630.
Tuiieiiers. Anthony J., to Union Oil Co. of California. Pre-

treatment of latalyst employed In the hydrocracking of hv-
(Irocurbt)us. 3.099,617. 7-30-63. Cl. 20h— 109.

Turbin Aktiebolaiiet de Laval-Lyungstrom : See—
l^ntz. Kurt D. 3,099.112.

Turniige. Richard W. : See—

•

Rlon. James H.. Turnage, and Whaley. 3,099,572.
Turner. Loyce .V.. to Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Translstorlaed

voltage regulator with automatic collector leakage compen-
sation means. 3.099.791. 7-30-63. Cl. 323—22.

Turner. Robert Ci.. to Massey-Ferguson Inc. Mower blade
retainer. 3.099,125, 7-30-63, Cl. 56—305.

Turner, Russell C. and R. G. Walker, to Cutler-Hammer, Inc.
Dispensln;: apparatus having loss of weight hopper. 3,099,-
368. 7-30-63. Cl. 222—58.

T'dyllte Corp.. The : See—
Plonowskl. Leon J. 3.099.275.

Ullum. Pliny L. Latching devices. 3.099,078, 7-30-63, Cl.
29--267.

Unexcelled Chemical Corp. : See

—

MonseeM. Claude E.. and Relnhart. 3.099.304.
Unger, Hans-Georg, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.

Automatic frequency control for tunab)« oaclUators. 3,099,-
HO.l, 7-30-63, Cl. 331—9.

Union Carbide Corp. : See

—

DowninK. James H^ and Wilson. 3,099,554.
Kilshelmer, John R.. and Mooretleld. 3,099,681.
Lanham, William M. 3,099,676.
Merrlam. Charles N.. and Miller. 3,008,067.
Smith. Paul L. 3.099.563.

Union OH Co. of California : See

—

Tulleners. Anthony J. 3,009,617.
Union Special Machine Co. : Bee—

Taylor. Thomas D. 3.090,236.
I'nion Tank Car Co. : See

—

Wels. Frank G. 3.099.224.
Wels, Frank G. 3.099.288.

Inlted Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. The : Bee—
Mason. Harold. Sanderson, and Mason. 3.099,537.

United Shoe Machinery Corp. : See

—

Fossa, Joseph. 3,099.147.
United States Borax & Chemical Corp. : See

—

Hunter, Don L. 3,099,677,

U.S. Industries, Inc. : See

—

Krueger, Stanley E. 3,099,152.
United States Steel Corp. : See

—

Stevens. Lloyd L. 3.099.170.
Universal Oil Products Co. : Bee—

Urban. Peter, and Massey. 3.099,536.
, ^„ __ ^ ^ _

Urban. Peter, and L. G. Masaev. to Univeraal Oil Pf<?luct«.^o-

Process for the recovery of crystalline sulfur. 3.099.03B.

7-30-63. Cl. 23—226. ^ . t^
Urauhart. Thornton L.. to Byrne Doors, Inc. Door operator.

3.099.338. 7-30-63. Cl. 192—.004.

VEB Kamera- und Klnowerke Dreaden .Bee—
Hahn. Werner, and Xoack. 8.000.192.

Vackenhuber. Karl : See

—

Freudenschuss. Otto. 3.099.103.

Vadnal, Judith. Toy post offlce. 3,000.889. 7-30-68, Cl.

232—24.
ValUant, William E. : See

—

,„,,,, .. », .
Wallace. David H.. ValUant, Wllllamaon, and Manx.

3 090 507
Vanderb'llt. Vem C, Jr.. to Perfect Circle Corp. Syatem for

controlllnK a structure according to a predetermined pro-

gram of operation. 3,099,154, 7-80-68. Cl. 73—116.

Van Ler. Oscar J., and C. Ragettll, to Orotnea Machine Worka,

Inc Procedure and apparatna for making drums and the

like. 3.099.311, 7-30-63, CL 153—73.

Van Raalte Co., Inc. : Bee—-^
Connors, Robert L.. 8,0M,144.

LIST OF PATENTEES xiz

Van Scoyk. Howard K.. to General Motors Corp. Drying nir

heat ("ontriil and moisture removal apparatus. 3,099,542,
7-3(M}3. Cl. .H4— 48

Varta Aktiencesellschaft : See

—

Rahl. Kicliard 3.099,042.
Vauehan, Chester D.. Jr.. ond R. H. Vetter, to E. J. Lavlno
and Co MaKneslum oxide i)ellet8 and process of producing
the same for burning 3,099.533. 7-30-63. Cl. 23—201.

Vaughn. Everett W. : See—
Thomas. Eugene P.. Guentner. and Vaughn. 3.099.747.

Velth. Werner, and P Meyerer. to Siemens & Halske Aktlen-
gesellsrhnft. High rapacity travelling wave tube for ampll-

fving ultra hlKh frequencies. 3,099,766. 7-30-63. Cl. 31.)—
3.5.

Veneina. Albertus . See—
Lemmens. Hendrlkus J.. Venema. and Zalm. .S.099..K 7.

Verdol. .Toseph A. : See—
Keith. Willis C. Verdol. and Zmltrovls. 3.099.686.

Vetter. Richard H. : See -

Vanghan. Chester D.. Jr.. and Vetter. 3,099. .533.

Vlckers Inc. : ftee—
Hol7.bock, Werner G. 3 099.280.

Victor Mfir. A Casket Co. : See—
Wallnskl. Edward L. 3.099,454.

Vlernsteln, Lawrence J. : Bee—
Bush. George B., and Vlerntrteln. 3.099.741.

Vila G-acla L. Flonting sus'^ensfon Includlnir sw'trhinc meiuis

for friction rol'ers. 3.099,722. 7-^0-63. Cl. 200—61.41.
Vllladsen. Vagn H.. to AKtle8elRk'<b'»t Thomas Ths. Snbroe &

Co. Arrangement of the Inlet valves In piston compressors.
3.099 .IMS 7-30-63 Cl. 2.10—228.

Vinson. Billy H., and B. Stefanov. to Kauke and Co.. Inc.

Frefuencv to voltage converting circuit. 3.099.800. 7-30-
63. Cl. 320—128.

Vltt. I>eonard P.. and J. J. McNeill, to WestlnEhouse Electric
Corp. Static logic annunciator. 3.099.824. 7-30-63. Cl.

340—213.
Vokes Ltd. : See -

Mortimer. N<m>1 R. F. 3 099.492.
Von Berif. Richard E.. nnd H. Laurent, to Rheem Mfg. Co,

Hvdrnullc speed control device. 3.099,328. 7-30-63. Cl.

180—82.1.
Von Berg, Richard E.. H. I.jiurent. and A. A. Pfelfer, to Rheem

MfK. Co. Reclnrocafine hvdranllc speed control device.

3.099 329. 7-30 03. <'l. 180^2.1.
Von Bere, Richard E. and A. A. Pfelfer. to Rheem Mfe. Co.

Electrically oi>erated speed control device. 3.099,330. T-HO-
63. Cl. 180—82.1

Von Sa<«8 Sylvester : Bee—
Belerbach. Walter. Helnl. Strlen. Von Sass. 3.099.485.

Von Schertel. Hanns, J. Cassens. R. Koitzscli. and G. Plewa. to

Supramar Ltd. Retracthble hydrofoil system for water
craft. 3 099 2.39. 7-30-63. Cl. 114—66.5.

Vosmer. Harry N. : See -

Maierson. Theodore. Schiller, nnd Vosmer. 3.099..^)71.

Wniw>nsf'll, Li'dwlg, to Junkers Maschlnen und Metallhaii
G.m.b.H. Fuel sunoiv control for engine compressors.
3,099.157. 7-.'?0-«3. Cl. 73-213.

Wftirner. Charles E., and R. A. Mendelsohn, to Chrysler Corp.
Method and means for braking and reversing a pas turbine
rotor. 3.099,4,13. 7.10-63. Cl. 25.1— .">9.

Wagner. KOno. R. Schwaebel, W. Kliss W. Orailllch. and H.
Kleiner, to Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktlenpesellsohaft. Anil-
nonlnst-pigment composition and Its api>ll<-atlon to textiles.

3.0««.«.15. 7-30-63, Cl, 260—29.4.
Wah Chang Corp. : See—

Li. John C,, and Baker. 3,009,526.
Wahl. Hans-Joachlni : See—

KronlK. Walter, Bayer, Wahl. and Bather. 3,099,.'i38.

Waldensian Hosiery Mil's. Inc. : See—
Garrou. James E,, and V. H. 8,099.145.

Waldorf Paper Products Co. : See

—

Meyers. Harold S. 3.099,381.
Wallnskl. Edward L.. to Victor Mfg. k Gasket Co. Fluid senl.

3,099.454, 7-30-63, Cl. 277—47.
Walker. Raynion O. : See—

Turner. Russell C. and Walker. 3.099.368.
Wall Rojte Works. Inc, : See—

Laurefl. Remo J. 3.099.126.

Wallace. David H., W. E. ValUant. F. P. Willlnnison, and
O. J. Mun7 : aaid Wallace. Valliant and Williamson assors.

to said Mnnz Combination food package, shipping, displ.ij

and heat exchange container and serving tray, S.OOii.Sfn.

7-30-63. Cl. 99 171.

Walsh, Arthur S. : See—
Essam. Roy, Walsh, and Whiting. 3,099,794.

Walsh Robert S., to Eastman Kodak Co. Method for the
removal of magnetic sound track from movie film. 3,099.

584. 7-30-63, Cl, 134—1.

Walter Richard H., Jr. : See—
Wollner, Paul, and Walter. 3.099.392.

Walters. John D. : See
Heckethorn, John E.. and Walters.

Walters. William T., to Tuboscojie Co.

apparatus utilizing gamma radiation.

Cl. 250—83.3.
Walthall. Ocle K. : See—

Jania. Zblgnlew J., and Walthall. 3.099.172.

Wandel Oscar A., to Fastener Corp. Pneumatically operated
tacker. 3.099.011. 7-30-63. Cl. 1—44.4,

Wandel, Oscar A., to Fastener Corp. Pneumatically operated
tacker. 8 099,012. 7-30-63, Cl. 1—49.

Ward Leonard Electric Co. : See

—

Schelb. John. Jr. 3 099.728.
Schelb. John. Jr. 3,099.734.

Wark. John D. : See—
Metzler. Charles L., and Wark. 8,099,377.

3.099.310.

Thickness measurlns
3.099.746. 7-30-63.

and soap

7-30-63,

3,099.570.

Warman, Bloomflcld J., to .AssfKiated Electrical Industries
Ltd. Ratchet type selector switches, 3.099, 7.">7. 7-30-63,
Cl. 307—141.4.

Warnant, Julien : See—
Joly. Robert, Warnant, and Goffinet. 3,0<K».654,

Wasfion Burton K., and J. M. Parker, to Charles E. Frosst &
Co. Dioxaspiro derivatives. 3.099.662. 7-.";0-rt3. Cl, 260

—

345.9.
Waters Mfg.. Inc. : See—

Ayoub. Michael A. 3.099.811.
Watlien, William A. : See—

Klcmm. Herman G., and Wathen. 3.099.203.
Watrous. Robert B.. and C. P. Rohmann. to Minneapolis-

Honeywell Regulator Co. Air-pressure-operated controller,
3.099 281. 7-30-C,3. Cl. 137—86.

Watts. Hoyt W. Automatic variable pitch propeller, 3.099.-
321 .7-30-63. Cl. 170—160.16.

Wayman. Cecil J,, to The (Jenernl Electric Co. Ltd. Electri-
cal apparatus for providing an indication of the relative
positions of relatively movable means. .1.099.830, 7-30-63.
Cl. 340—347.

Weatherhead Co., The : See—
Budclch. Tadeusz. 3.099.218.
Stelzer, James S. 3.099.461.

Webb. Harr>. Combined wash sponge, back strap
holder. 3.099,032. 7-30-63. Cl. IJ^—509.

Webb. Robert L. Lift beam assembly, 3,099,049.
Cl. 20—16.

Welgel. Raymond A., and D. R. Ferris, tfl Kysor Heater C<i.
Powered vehicle. 3.099.326. 7-30-B3. Cl. 180—26.

Wels, Frank G.. to Union Tank Car Co. Nonclogglng check
valve. 3.099.288. 7-30-63. Cl. 137—.)25.

Weis, Frank G.. to Union Tank Car Co. Weighing control for
liquid handling apparatus. 3.099,224. 7-30-63. Cl. 103—
243.

Weiss. Marvin, to Sperry Rand Corp., Ford Instrument Co.
Division. Photosensitive device for measuring rotation
about a line of sight to the sun. 3,099.748. 7-30-63. Cl.
2.50—203.

Weiss. Richard, and C. Prochnow. to Frank.. & Heldp<ke, Fab-
rik PhotoKra|)hi8cher Prazlsions Apparte. Exposure regn
lating means for cameras. 3,099.194, 7-30-(;3, Cl. 9.">— lo,

Welch. Ruel E. Electro mechanical audio tcme generator.
3,099,713, 7-30-63, Cl. 179—2.

Wendricks. Roland N.. and R. .M. Weygant. to American <'an
Co. Method and apparatus for feeding sheet material
3.099.4t2. 7-30-63. Cl, 271-32.

Wenzel. Carl P. : See

—

Roskv. Frederick, and Wenzel. 3.099, 4.")8,

Werner, Frank D,, and R. V, De Leo, to Rosemount Engineer
ing Co. Moving surface temperature sensor. 3.099.160
7-30-63. CI. 7.1— .142.

West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co. : See—
Leech, John G., and F'leischer,

Western Electric Co,. Inc. : See—
Algatt. George E,, and Otto. 3.099.348.
Christiansen. Milton J. 3.099.117,
Haselton, Frank W, 3,099,439.
-Nystroin. Axel C. 3.099.412.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co. : See—
Byrne, Joseph F. 3.099,742.
Jacket. Arthur P. 3.099.815.
Miller. Alfred B, 3,099,816,

Westlnghouse Electric Corp, : See—
Ardito. William A, 3.099,028,
Bennett. Allan I,, Jr. 3 099,755.
Bobula. Louis A., and OpUnger,
Davis, Marvin A. 3.099,777.
F\)rBha. Herbert E , and Kapell.
Foster, Newton C. 3,099,638.
Friedrich. Kevin F.. and Kal.ser.
Hall, Richard C, and WIen. 3 0<.t9.176.

Herchenroeder, Louis W. 3,099,781. •
HuKby, Donald E.. and Keck. 3.099.405
Jones. Martin L,. and Horner, 3.099 754,
Kennedy, Wilson R . and Spencer. 3,099,778
Matlvak, Andrew J,. Mullen, and Cametti. 3.099.771.
Mattern. John, 3,099.802,
New, Thorndike C. T., and Pappas.
Noreen, Donald H,, and Onentner,
Palmer, Reed A, 3,099,202,
Percival, Joseph W,, and Cook,
Purlfoy, George K. 3.099,751,
Ridings, James L. 3.099,733,
Rively, Clair M,. and Gorskl.
Silliman. Sheldon D,. and Johnson, 3.099,724.
Sorrow, Billy B,, nnd Kunkle. 3,099,770,
Thomas. Eugeni' P,. Guentner. and Vaughn
Vltt, Leonard P,, and McNeill, 3.099,824,

Wethly. Frans. to Allied Chemical Corp. Coke
cars. 3.099.229, 7-.10-63, Cl. 10.5-254.

Wetzler. Justin J,, to The Englander Co.. Inc
mattress. 3,099,021, 7-30-63, Cl. 5-353,

Wetzler, Justin J., to The Englander Co,, Inc, Method of
making an Innersprlng foam mattress, 3,099,518, 7-30-63.
Cl. 18 59.

Wexler. Hennan. to Air Reduction Co.. Inc. Polymer process
for polyvlnvlncetate with aluminum trlalkyls as tne sole

catalyst. 3.099.645. 7-30-63, Cl. 260—89.1.

Weygnnt, Robert M. : See—
Wendrlcks. Roland N., and Weygant.

Whaley, Baynard R. : See—
Rlon, James H., Turnage. and Whaley.

White. James E,, and P. L. Lawrence,
Oil Co.. Inc. Seismic recording to
character. 3.099,814, 7-30-63, Cl. 340-

Whltlng, Kenneth B. : See—
Bssam. Roy. Walsh, and Whiting. 3,099.794.

3.099,823.

3,099.784.

3,099,786.

3.099, .588.

3,099.826.

3.099.714.

3,099,296,

3.099,747

quenchlng

Foam

3.099.442

3.099,572.

to Sooony-Vacuum
emphasize
-15.5.

selected



LIST OF PATENTEES
Wlen, Raymond E. : Bee—

Hall, Richard ('., and Wlen. 3.099,176.
\Mldi' Geoffrey L.. and V. R. Murray, to RoUs-Rovce Ltd.
VTOL alrcnift engine Inlet xtructure. 3,099,423, 7-30-63.
CI. 244—23.

Wlldl. Bernard 8., and W. B. Tuemmler, to Monsanto Chem-
polyraethlne salt*. 3.099,630.

and RichardBOD.

leal Co. Water-soluble
7-30-63. CI. 260—2.2.

Wilkinson, Kenneth J. R. : See—
Mortlock. Joseph R.. Wilkinson

3.099,775.
WlUlamB, Milton 8., Jr. : 8ee—

8cott. George A., and Williams. 3.099,471.
Williams Patent Crusher k Fulverlilng Co., Inc

Williams, Robert M. 3,099,408.
Williams. W»>bater F.. Jr. : See—

8chwartz. Lester R.. and Williams. 3.099.243.
: See—
, Valllant. Williamson, and

See—

Williamson, Fletcher P.
Wallace, David H.

3,099.567.
Willcox. Dale F.. to

Munx.

Furnas Electric Co. Cover reset
mechanism. 3,099.736. 7-30-63, CI. 200— 172.

Williams, Alan F., to Massey-Ferguson (Australia) Ltd.
Fold-up mid-mounting for agricultural Implements.
3.099,322. 7-30-63. CI. 172—307.

Williams, Alexander T. Photoelectric device for measure
ment of areas. 3.099. 740. 7-30-63. CI. 250—210.

Williams. Conrad L.. to Dye Sheet Metal Products. Inc. Cuji
lid capper and separator. 3.099.119. 7-80-63. CI. 53—296.

Williams. Emrys J., to International Computers and Tabu-
lators Ltd. (formerly The British Tabulating Machine Co.
Ltd.). Magnetic data storage devlcea. 3,099,822,7-30-63,
CI. 340—174.1,

Williams. Ralph E., and W. P. Miller, to American Play
ground Device Co. Mechanical contoured nursery swing
•eat const! uctlon. 3.099.484. 7-30-83. CI. 297—280.

Wmianis Robert M . to Williams Patent Crusher h Pulverlz
ing Co.. Inc. Hammer mill. 3.099.408. 7-30-63, CI.
241-187.

Wlllson, James R., and R. J. McOlvem, to Robertshaw-Fulton
Controls Co. Combination thermontat and safety vnlve.
3,099.279. 7-.^a-63. CI. 137—66.

Wilmot Castle Co. : See—
Lauterbach. Norman E. 3.099.522.

Wilson. Benjamin J. : See—
Downing. James H.. and Wilson. 3,099.554.

Wilson. Doyne L., to Oil Rase Inc. Oil base drilling fluid
and method of une. 3,099.624, 7-30-63. CI. 252— 8lS.

Wilson. Kermit H. Hinge means for folding table and seat
structure. 3,099.480. 7^0-63. CI. 297-159.

Wilaon, Louis A., to Commercial Solvents Corp. CTilorlna-
tion of nltroalkanes. 3,099,612. 7-30-63. CI. 204—158

Wiseman, Eirl R. Elasy flwh hook remover. 3,099,100, 7-30-
63. CI. 43-53.5.

Woerther, Clarence J., to International Minerals k i'hemlcal
Corp. Production of clarified acidic phosphatic solutionH.
3.099.022 7-.30-«3, CI. 210—49.

Wolfenden. Henry C I.,. : ^er —
Radley, Stewart A. and Wolfenden. 3,099.312

Wollner. Paul, and R. H. Walter. Jr.. to Aeroll Products Co.,
Inc. Temperature control systems. 3.099.392. 7-30-(W,
CI. 2M> -21.

Wolson, John J.. Ill :

Perry. Frederick
Woodruff. R. S , k Co.

Woodruff. ItHlph

O.. Grenier. and Wilson. 3.099,732.
: See-—
S.. Sr. 3,W)9,482.

Woodruff. Ralph S.. Sr., to R. S. Woodruff k Co. Combined
Ice chest. t»eat, life preserver, and reversible back. 3,()99.-
482. 7-.'?0-63. <'l. 297 193.

Woodworth. .\, A.. Co. : See—
Hohwart. (Jeorge. and Toth. 3.099.457.

Worn David K.. to The International Nickel Co.. Inc.
Method of converting metal powder Into flake. 3.099.
080. 7-30-63, CI. 29 420.

Worthlngton <'orp. : See-
Zumbusch. Peter C. 3.099.470.

Worthlngton Biochemical <'«rp. : See—
Teller. Joseph D. 3,099,606.

com-

Axl>>

Wright, Allen J. Ball Joint feet for ladders and the like.
3.TO9,103, 7-30-63, CI. 45—137.

Wright, George W., R. J. Jauch, and C. W. Kruckeberg, to
Tokhelm Corp. Liquid dispensing system. 3,099,367. 7-30-
03. CI. 222—26.

Wright. Newell B. Removable vehicle powered winch or
pulley. 3.099,416, 7-30-63. CI. 242—95

Wu, Boaco, to McOraw-Kdlson Co. Transistor indicator cir-
cuit. 3,099,827. 7-30-63. CI. 340—248.

Wyong Minerals Ltd. : See—
Close. l-Yank A. 3,099,621.

Wysockl, Lnwrence 8. : See—
Redpath, John R., and Wysockl. 3,099.383.

Yackel. Kdward C. : See—
Damschroder. Rudolph E., and Ynckel. 3.099.209,

Yale and Towne Mfg. Co., The : See—
Check. Matbias M. 3.099.150

Yamaoka. Hlroshi : See—
Suzuki, Kaiuro. and Yamaoka. 3.099,062.

xamamoto. Hlroshi: See

—

Kawamura. Yurlo Tamukl, Nagata, Terlshlma. Matsu-
moto. Onlshl. Konishi, Yoshimura. Yamamoto, and
Ikawa. 3.099.649.

Yamawaki, Shigeru. to Daishln Seikl Kabuidilki Kalsha.
Roller type continuous dyeing apparatus. 3.099.146. 7-30-
O.i. CI. 68—203.

Yoshimura, Kenkichl : See—
Kawamura. Yurio Tamukl. Nagata. Terlshlma. Matsu-

inoto, Onishi. Koniahi. Yoshimura. Yamamoto and
Ikawa. 3.099.649.

Younc. Raymond A. : See

—

Diasberg Lawrence A., Lader. and Young. 3.099.806
\ounclove. Ellen : See—

Ellison. James O. 3.099,490.
Zadoff. Solomon, to Sperry Rand Corp. Phase coded

munlcation system. 3,099,796. 7-30-03, CI 325—30
Zadoff. Solomon : See—

Kmnk, Robert L.. and ZadofT. 3,099.835
Zalar, Frank A. and R. K. Nelson, to Katon Mfg Co

mechanism. 3.099.459. 7-30-63, CI. 280—104 5
Zalm, Pleter : See

—

Lemmens. Hendrlkus J.. Venema. and Zalm. 3.099.577
Zavoiiy potravlnarskych a chladlcich stroju narodnl podnlk :

See

—

MUdek. BedMch. 3,099.306.
Zderic. John A.. O. Halpern. and J. Iriarte, to Svntex Corp.

A»»-pregnadiene derivatives. 3.090,656, 7-30-63. CI. 260-
239. .'5.

Zderlc. John A.. O, Halpern. and J. Iriarte, to Svntex Corp.
A* *-pregnadiene derivatives. 3,009,607, 7-30-fl3, C\ 260—
239.55.

/derlc. John A.. O. Halpern. and J. Iriarte. to Syntex Corp.
:i.'*-Pregnadlene derivatives. 3.099.665, 7-30-63, CI. 260

—

Zeiss Carl: See ~
BergjT. Johannes. 3.099.702.

Zeltlln. tklward J. Valve construction of the O-rinK ix»DDet
type. 3.099.432, 7-30-63. CI. 251—324

Zellweger Ltd. : Sff

—

I.K>cher, Hans. 3.099,048.
Zeno Hydraulic Corp. : See—

Nellson. Jay C, and McCay. 3,099,289
Zeyen, Kritx : See—

Hell, Rudolf. Koll. and Zeyen. 3.009.706.
Zmltrovls. Rol)ert P. : See—

Keith. Willis C. Verdol, and Zmltrovls. 3.099 686
/olllnger. Hans, and R. Honegger. Mechanism for selectlnn

--•jfUAa"
"*^ »>ft-bobbln» in multicolor looms. 3.099.294.

Zublin Kd!. A.G. : See -
'

Halm. Volker. 3.099,109.

''"S»:4'7o''*"7-3(F-6.r a" 287'^ir7
'""'^ ^^^^^U-table .lowel

''"t'"u";.'*'3U%.?o'%^.?l',^r''cF"l.'->^'2^5'^3''5"*'
•'"'••'"^ •^"'••

ZwelgK Maurice L. and H. Tolkmlth. to The Dow ChemI
fiik ^?..„ '•'Wnofin hydroxides 3.()09.668, 7-30-63 CI.
"-"l*—429.7.

Zysset. Karl. Food sllcer. 3,099,305, 7-30-63. Cl 146—103.

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS

Note.

ISSUED JULY 30, 1963
-First number=clau, second number= BabcIau, third number= patent number

1—

12-
Ifr-

16-
17—

18—

19-

20-

21-

22-

23-

44.4:

49:

103:

221:

270:

1:

110:

171:

200:
81:

363:

39:

66:

82:

168:

1:

2:

310:

142:

21:

60:

160:

260.36:
280.42:

500:

551:

562:

5«0:

163:

1:

11:

45:

2:

2.6:

4:

10:

26:

30:

42:

48:

60:

81:

240:
16:

62 2:

92:

2:

2.7:

04:

73:

200.1:

1:

14:

14 5:

18:

. 33:

102:

108:

157:

183:

201:

208:

225:

226:

230:

288:

16:

68:

84:

141:

152:

205.14:

279:

26- 43:

131:

163:

24-

28-

20-

1:

62:

72:

80:

82

10:

25.41:

00:

06.1:
116:

148.4:

165 58:

183.5:

240:
262:
aei:

267:

278:

8,000.011
3,000.012
3.000.013
3.000.014
8.090,015

000.016
000.017
000,018
000.010
000,020
000.021
000.513
000.514
000. 51.

^

000.022
000.023
000.024
000.026
000.020
000.027
000.028
000,020
000.030
000.031
000,032
000,033
000.034
000.035
000.036
090.037
000,038
000,030
000,040
000,041
000.042
090,043
000,044
000.045
on. 046
090.516
000.617
000.618
000.047
000.048
000.049
000.060
000.061
000,510
000,520
000.521
000,522
090.052
009,053
000.523
099.524
000.525
000.526
000.527
000. 52S
000.529
000,530
000.531
000.532
000.533
000.534
000.535
000,536
000,537
000.538
000.054
000.055
000.056
000,057
000,068
000.060
000.060
000.061
000.062
000.063

000,064
090.065
090.066

Re.25.420
000.067

000.068
000.060
000.070
090.071
000.072
000.078
000.074
000.630
000.075
000.076
000,077
000,078
009,070

30-

82-
88—

29- 420:

423:

623:

527:

528:

124:

212:

362:
63:

1:

46:

87:

174:

226:

1:

18:

48:

134:

48:

24.6:

10:

86:

26:

43- 26.2:
63.6:

46— 82:

86-
36-
87-

41—

46-

47—

50—

61

68-

187:

240:

241:

1:

58:

71:

138:

346:

3:

48:

108 6:

206:

41:

67:

138:

106:

200:

206:

313:

274:
341:

56-121.44:

190:

202:

240:

305:

58.7:

16:

60:

70:

50— 7:

60- 34.3:
35 4:

35 5:

30.65:
52:

66—

57—
68—

62- 3:

63:

180:

107:

1:

5:

30:

1:

132
147:

164:

203:

8:

28:

32:

313:

363:

05:

100:

116:

134:

141:

168:

218:

321:

322:

342:
363 0:

876:

74— 125:

M2:

64—
66—

66-

68-
60—

70—

73-

000.080
000.081
000.082
000.083
000.084
000.085
000.086
000.087
000.088
000.080
000.090
090.001
000.002
000.093
090.004
000.540
000.641
000.642
000.643
000,006
090,006
000,007
000.008
000.544
000.000
000.100
000.101
000.102
000.103
000.104
000.106
000.106
000.107
000,108
000.100
000.110
000.111
000.112
000.118
000.646
000.114
000,116
000,116
000.117
000.118
000.110
000.120
090.546
009.547
090.121
000.122
090.123
000.124
000.125
000.126
000.127
000.128
000.120
000,130
000.131
009.132
000.133
000.134
000.135
000.136

000,137
000.138
000.130
000.140

000.141
000.548
000,540

0V0.142
000,143
000,144
090,146
000,146

000.147
090.148
000.140

000.150
000.151

000.162
000.163
000.164
000.165
000.156
000.163

3.000.157
000,168
000,150

3.000.160
8.000.161
8.090,162

8,000,164
8,09»,1«6

74— 860:

388:

410:

.M8:

560:

688;

751:

75— 10:

41:

61:

63:

80:

84.1:

124:

77— 18:

73.5:
78- 80:

80— 80:

81— 63. 2:

82— 2-

28:

88- 280;

340:

383:

84— 1.10:

400:

86— 1:

24:

57;

01-

02—
03-

05—

227
232
374
23
80

48
10

06-

08—

90—

lOO-

101-

37:

63:

64:

73:

30:

35:

48:

78:

40:

101:

7:

18;

48;

118;

138;

l.W:

171:

1«0;

337;

10;

28:

25.S;

93:

124;

131;

140 2;

180;

207:

226;

380;

407;

16;

22;

2;

37:

41:

58;

108:

152;

161:

243:

12;

01:

130;

172:

105— 2S4:

368;

106- 40:

288:
0:

83:

156:

10:

20:

176:

102-

103—

104—

108—

112—

3,000,166
3,000,167
8,000,168
3.090.160
3.090.170
3.090.171
3.000.172
8.000.550
3. 090. 561
3. 000. 552
3. 090. .V53

3.000,554
8.090.555
3.000.656
8.000.173
3. 099, 174

3.090.175
8. 090. 176
3, 000. 177
8,000.178
», 000, 170
3.000,180
3,000,181
3, 000. 182
3.000.700
3. 090. 183
3.000.184
3. 000. 185
3.000,701
3. 090. 702
3.090.186
3.090.187
3,000.188
3.009.180
3. 090. 100
3. 090. 101

3,000.102
3. 090. 193
3.000.104
3. 009. 105
3.000.106
3. 000. 197
3.000.198
3,090.100
3. 009, 557
3.090.558
3. 099. S-W
3. 099. 560
3.000.200
3. 099. 201

.T 090. h(,\

3. 000. .S62

3.090.563
3.000.564
3.090.565
3.099.566
3. 099. !567

3.090.568
3.090.202
3.090.203
3,009.204
3. 000. 205
3.090.206
3.000.207
.3. 099. 208
3.090.209
3. 090. 210
3.009.211
3.099,212
3.099.213
3.090,214
3.099,215
3,090.216
3.090.217
3.000.218
3.090.210
3.000.220
3. 000. 221
3.000.222
3.000.223
3. 000. 224

3,000.225
3.000.226
3.000.227
3,009.228

3.099,229
3.000.280
3. 099, .'(69

3. 099. 670
3.090,231
8.000.232
3.000.233

3.000.234
3.000.235
3.000.236

8,000,287

113— 120:

114— 66. 5:

115—

116-

.5:

42:

28:

63:

67;

117— 36.1:
47:

62.2:

100:

212;

224;

226:
280;

lis— 283:

343:

305:

505;

110—14. 40;

15.5;

20;

00:

114:

130— 88:

42.4:
04:

123- 102:

179:

124—
126—

128—

20:

00;

03:

100:

1:

2.05;

184:

215:

454:

541:

615:
1:

37;

240;

46:

70:

84:

4;

1;

6:

46;

107;

166:

43:

86;

64;

66:

83:

86:

87:

HI;
117;

220;

315:

456:

525 3:

506;

607;

138— 45;

94 3:

141:

139— 232:

363:

140— 71.6-

129—

131-
132—

133—
134—

136—

137-

141—

146-

207:

1:

144:

288;

321:

3:

72:

94:

103:

182

203:

148— 1.5:

20.3:

23:

33;

144:

150- 2.1;
152— 416:
153— 66:

73:

3.090.238
8.099.239
3. 090. 240
3. 000. 241
8,000,242
3. 090. 243
3,099.244
3, 099, 24.'i

3, 090. 571

3. 099. 572
3. 099. 573
3, 099. 574
3. 099. 575
8. 099. 576
3. 090. 577
3. 090. 578
3.000.570
3.090.580
3. 000. 581

3.000.582
3.099.583
3.090.246
8.000,247
3.000,248
3, 090, 240
3. 000. 250
3.099.251
3. 099. 252
3.099.253
3,099.254
3. 099. 255
3.090.256
3. 000, 257
3. 090, 258
3. 000. 250
3.099,260
3,090.261
3.000.262
3.000.263
3.000.264
3.090,265
3.090,266
3. 000, 267
3.009.268
3.090.280
3. 090. 270
3,090.271
3. 099. 272
3.099.273
3. 090. 274
3.099.584
3. 099. ,S85

3, 099. 275
3. 090. 276
3. 000. 277
3.099, 58fi

3. 090. 587
3. 099. 278
3.099,279
3.099.280
3. 099. 281

3.099.282
3.099.283
3.090.284
3.099,285
3.099.286
3. 099. 287
3. 090.288
3, 000. 280
3.090.290
3,099,291
3.099.292
3. 090. 293
3.099.294
3.090.205
3.000.206
3, 090, 207

3,099.298
3.090,299
3.090.300
3. 000. 301

3.000,302
3.099,303
3.099,304
3.090.305
3.099.306
3,099.307

3,090.588
3.090.580
3. 000, 500
3,000,501

3. 090. 592

3.099.308
3.090.309
3. 090. 310

3,000,311

156-

158—
IflO-

16,S—
166—

167-

170—

71;

l.W;

172:

380:

106;

243
368:

144:

46;

66.5:
227;

80;

88.5;

53:

74;

78;

81:

87.1:

151:

160. 13:

180. 16:

172—
174—

176—

178-

307:
34:

188:

85:

339:

412:

2:

5.2:

.5.6:

6.6:

30
60.5

179- 2
15

18:

27:

175. 2:

180— 26:

79.2:

82.1:

182— 3:

14:

90:

05:

37;

43:

75;

192— .094;

37;

99:
9-

10;

29;

103. 5;

187—
189—

194—

105—

107— 127;

150;

145;

174:

108:

218:

220:

48;

61.41:

67;

81.6;

87:

104:

198—

200—

202-

304-

122:

145:

166:

172:

- 64;
- 15;

33:

35;

1.54;

158:

162;

164:

180:

198.2:

3. 000. 503
3, 000, .^04

3, 009. 50^

3,099,596
3.099.312
3. 099. 313
3.090,314
3,099,315
8.090.316
3.090.317
3 000.318
3. 099. 597
8. 090. 598
3. 000. 500
3.090.600
3.000.601
3. 099. 602
3. 099. 603
3.099.319
3. 090. 320
3. 099. 321

3,099.322
3. 090. 703
3. 090. 704

3. 099. 323
3, 099. 324
3.090,325
3, 000. 705

3, 000. 706
3. 090 707

3, 000. 708
3.000.700
3.000.710
3.000.711
3.000,712
3.099.713
3.000.714
3.090.715
3. 000. 716
3. 090. 717
3,000,718
3.099,719
3. 099. 720
3.099.326
3.090.327
3.099.328
3, 090. 329
3.090.330
3. 009. 331
3. 090. 332
3.090.333
3.090.334
3. 099. 335
3.099.336
3. 090. 337
3.099,338
3.000.339
3. 099. 340
3.099.341
3. 090. 342
3.090.604
3. 099. 605
3.099.606
3. 099. .143

3.099.344
3. 099. 345
3. 090. 346
3.000.347
3. 090, 348
3, 009. 340

3.090.721
3. 099. 722
3. 099, 723
3. 099. 724
3.090,725
3.000.726
3.090,727
3. 000, 728
3.099.729
3,090.730
3,000.731
3. 000. 732
3.000.733
3.090.734
3.000.735
3. 000. 736

3.099.607
3,099.608
3.099.609
3,090.610
3.090.611

3.000.612
3.090.613
3,090,614
3,000.615

3,000,616

206— 46:

208—

200—

210—

211—

212-
214—

216-
219-

320-

221-
222-

224—
225-
226-
230—

230-

232-

78;

70;

100;

112;

341:

12:

460:

40;

167;

40;

75;

182:

133:

67;

8:

800:

73:

38:

85:

86;

125:

0:

24;

24 5;

263;

20;

26;

56;

238:

386.5:
414;

400:

527;

5:

97:

108;

2.6;

5.5:

23:

27:

37:

44:

52;

62:

116:

117:

152:

228:

24;

43 2;

235—

236-
239-

240-

241-

242-

60:

61 6:

150;

21;

97;

142;

.562;

590;

3.1:

4;

6 4:

7.55:

8. 12;

10 66;

47;

78;

106

32
47;

187:

1.1;

35 5;

46 5:

47.01;

68 3:

71.8;

74.2;

05;

118.62;

120.8;

147;

244— 12;

17.13;

23:

50;

74;

145;

435;

166:

51 5:

71 6;

83 1;

83.8:

246-
248-
250—

3.000.350
3,090.351
3.000.862
8.090.353
3.099.617
3.090.618
3.000.610
3. 090. 620
S. 099. 621
3,090,622
3, 000, 628
3.000.354
3.000.366
3.000,366
3. 090. 357
3.000.358
tj, lAW, OvV
3.000.360
8.090,861
3,000.737
8, 000. 738
8,000.730
8.090.740
3.090.362
3.090.363
3,090.364
3.099.365
3.000.366
3. 000. 367
3,000,366
3.000.360
3.000,370
3,000.371
3. 000. 372
3, 099. 373
3,000,374
3. 000. 376
3,099,876
3. 099. 877
3,099.378
3,090,370
3,000,880
3. 000. 381
3.090.382
3.090.888
3.099.384
3.000.386
3.099.386
3. 090, 387
3.099.388
3.090.380
3,000,300

8.099.891
3, 099. 741

3, 090. 742

3.000.302
3.090.393
3.000,394
3,000.305
3.000,306

3.090,397
3,099,398
3.090,300
3.090,400
3,000,401
3,090,402
3.000.408
3,099.404
3. 099. 406

3.009.406
3. 090. 407
3.099,408
3.090.400
3, 000. 410

3.000.411
3.000,412
3.000.413
3.090.414
3.000.416
3, 000. 416
3,000.417
3. 000. 418
3.090.410
3.090,420
3. 000. 421

3,000.422
3,000.423
3,000,424
3. 000. 426
3.000.426
3.099,427

3.000.428
3,000,7a
3. 090. 744
3. 090. 745
3,000,746

XXI



XXll CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS

251-

262-

250- 105:

203:

210:

239:

6:

146:

214:

324:

8.5:

98:

163:

301.4:
253— 50:

254- 29.

35:

260- 2:

2.2:

2.5:

3.3:

17.2
18:

29.4:

29.6:
40:

45.5:

46. 95:

46.5:
65:

75;

79.1:

85.3:
89.1:

91.3:

93.7:

94.3:

123 5:

139:

146:

147:

158:

239.55:

3.099.747
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B«r. No. SM.04t (CYNTHIA OF HAYMAKER), David

Crystal, Inc., Ladlea' dresses, tktrts, tults, blouses ; Rec. No.

U4.224 (HAT JR.), Haymaker Sports, Inc., Ladles', misses'

and Juniors' dresses, suits, skirts, blouses, pedalpushers,

shorts: K^. No. U«,SU (HEY JR.), same B«c. No. 71ft.lM

(CHARLES OF HAYMAKER), David CrysUl, Inc., Ladies'

and misses' dresses, skirts, coats, dress and Jacket ensembles,

suits, blouses, slacks, coveralls, and Jumpers ; Rev. No.

71S.101 (HAYMAKER In script). Haymaker Sports, Inc.,

Women's outer shirts, skirts, blouses, outer shorts, Jackets,

dresses, suits, and slacks; Be*. No. 715,10t (HAYETTE),
same, Junior misses' and women's dresses, filed May 23, 1963,

D.C., 8.D.N.Y., Doc. 63/1488, Haymaker BporU, Inc. et ano.

V. Serbin, Inc.

B«r No. aot.SM (THE COVER BOARD), Spred-All, Inc.,

Plow attachment ; 2,7S8,e47, D. J. Bauer, same, aied Mar. 29,

1961, DC, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 61c543, Donald J. Bauer

V. International Harvetter Co. Stipulation and order dis-

missing complaint with prejudice ; counterclaim dismissed

without prejudice Apr. 3, 1963.

Ber- No. 617.1S1 (VOLKSWAGEN), Volkswacenwerk

OmbH, Vehicles—namely, automobiles and trucks, aircraft,

boats ; and liarts of and accessories for automobile*—namely,

radiators, direction Indicators, etc. ; B««r. No. U1.94* (VW
AND DESIGN, same; Beg. No. 6SS,«M (VW). same, filed

Mar. 29, 1963, D.C., N.D. Calif. (San Francisco), Doc. 41403,

Volkttoagenu>erk AktiengetelUchaft v. Herliert Ploch, doing

butineta a« Oerman Motort.

(See Reg. No. 617,131.)

(See Reg. No. 564,(M2.)

(See Reg. No. 054,042.)

(See Reg. No. 617,131.)

Beg. No. «81.8n (CORONATION), Coronation, Inc.. Finger

rings, filed Apr. 26, 1963. DC, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc.

63c715, Merchandiser'9 Catalog Aaiociation, Inc. v. J. C.

Penney Company.

Beg. No. M1.M9.

Beg. No. •M,n4.

Beg. No. «M,ns.

Beg. No. 6as,a»a.

Bog. No. 7M.917 (WINSTON), E. k L. Manufacturing Co.,

Baseball gloves, bats and balls, and boxing gloves, badminton

sets etc., filed Apr. 29, 1963, D.C., S.D.N. Y., Doc. 63/1223,
Larry EUenberg v. Winston Sporting Goods Corp. et al.

Beg. No. 7M.1M (FROSTIE JELLS), The P. S. Truesdell

Company, Candy, filed Apr. 26, 1968, DC, N.D. 111. (Chicago).

Doc. 63c726. The P. 8. Truesdell Company v. E. J. Brach d

8ons.

Beg. No. 71S,16«. (See Reg. No. 664,042.)

Beg. No. 71S.1«I. (See Reg. No. 664.042.)

Beg. No. 715,in. (See Reg. No. 564,042.)

Beg. No. 7ia,M7 (BUDGET RENTACAR), Rent-A-Car
Services Corporation, Rental and leasing of motor vehicles,

filed June 26, 1968, D.C. Mass. (Boston), Doc. 62-465-W,
Budget Rent-ACar Corporation of America v. ABC Lease

Company, Inc. fit al. Defendants enjoined (notice May 9,

1968).

Beg. No. 71M»S (BETTI BRENT, LTD. AND DESIGN),
Bettl Brent, Ltd., Ladles' coats and snlta, filed Jane 14, 1962,

DC, N.D. 111. (Chicago). Doe. e2oll»6, Buddy Bate Corp.

et al. V. Vrbanaire, Inc. Consent Judgment ; trademark held

valid and Infringed ; defendant enjoined May 16, 1968.

Beg. No. 7tl.S4« (CUISENAIRE), Culaenaire Company of

America, Inc., Materials for the teaching of mathematics com-

prising colored rods of various lengths and colored discs sold

as a package with one or more of the following printed Items

:

Instruction books, wall charts, etc., filed May 8, 1963, DC,
S.D.N.Y., I>oc. 68/1388, Cuisenaire Company of America, Inc.

V. American Book Co., Inc. et al.

Beg. No. 74S.SM (DESIGN OF FEMALE), Pantino. Inc.,

Female wearing apparel, iDCluding slacks, shirts, blouses and
shorts, filed Jan. 24, 1968, D.C. Mass. (Boston), Doc.

68-4&-W, Pantino, Inc. v. Bandy's Stores, Inc. Consent Judg-

ment ; defendants enjoined Feb. 21, 1968.

MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION
The following marks are published in compliance with section 12 (a) of the Trademark Act of 1946. Notice of oppo-

sition under section 13 nuiy be flled within thirty days of this publication. See Rules 2.101 to 2.105.

Aa provided by wctlon 81 of said act, a fee of twenty-flve dollars must accompany each notice of opposition.

fl^g, 1 ^ Raw or Parliv PrMiarMi MatArialc ^^ 159*027. UCB (Union Chlmlque-Chemlsche Bedrijven)%«»» I ItflW wr raruy rrvporVH m«««n«» Soclete Anonyme. Salnt-Gllleo-lei-Brussels, Belgium. Filed

SN 127,577. De Kalb Agricultural Association, Inc., De Kalb,

ni. Filed Sept. 11, 1961.

Nov. 1, 1962,

g^UDA
For BorgtauiD-SudangraBS Hybrid Seed.

First use in September 1968.

^—^-^-^ Owner of Belgian Reg. No. 94,064, dated Jan. 12, 1962.

SN 147,580. High Temperature Materials. Inc.. Brighton, ^f"
Resinous and Plastic Materials in Filaments. Sheets,

Mass Filed June 25 1962
. . •

• -pWrni, Rolls, Plates, Tubes, and Bars, Either Alone or In

Combination With Other Substances.

GRAFOIL
For Graphite in the Form of Flexible Webs, Cloths, Sheets, SN 169,755. Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Strips, Tapes, Ribbons, Strands, and Filaments for General Filed Dec. 26, 1962.
Use in the Industrial Arts.

First use on or about June 14, 1962.

SN 162,852. Vanghan's Seed Company, Chicago, 111. Filed

Sept. 10, 1962.

INSTANT GLAMOUR
For Flower Seeds, Vegetable Cteeda, and Bulbs.

First use on or about July 1, 1960.

SN 157,493. Greeny and Lourenco, Downey, Calif. Filed

Nov. 19, 1962.

MARBELZENE
For Plastic Materials Used for Panels, Counter Tops, Table

Tops, Floor and Wall Tile.

First use Oct. 24, 1962.

No claims is made to the word "Spandex" apart from the

mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 600,796, 741,667, and

others.

For Fiber and Filaments.

First use Nov. 6, 1962.

SN 157,494. Greeny and Lourenco, Downey, Calif. Filed

Nov. 19, 1962.

MARUCA
For Plastic Materials Used for Panels, Counter Tops. Table

Tops, Floor and Wall Tile.

First use Oct. 24, 1962.

SN 160,517. Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed Jan.

10, 1963.

SUNRON
For High Impact Thermoplastic Material Used in Injection

Molded Parts.

First use Oct. 12, 1962.

SN 160,940, Happy Pet Products, Inc., Cassopolis. Mich.

Filed Jan. 18, 1963.

SOPHISTICAT
SN 157,673. Bennett-Ireland, Inc., Norwich, NY. Filed

Nov. 21, 1962.

TINDER TABS
For Dry Cellulose Material. Impregnated With an Inflam-

mable SubsUnce for Lighting Fires.

First use Nov. 9, 1962.

SN 168,521. Ferro Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed

Dec. 5, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 64«,249. /
For Sanitary Cat Box Filler, Consisting of a Ground Clay, ^j/
First use Jan. 3, 1963.

Class 3 - Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketbooks

SN 122,719. Poster Brothers, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed June

FERRO 28, 1961.

For Glass Fibers in Bulk and Variously Assembled for Use

in Fabricating Molded and Other Products Wherein Such

Fibers Are Incorporated.

First UM in or about June 1968.

REVERE
Owner of Reg. No. 513,685.

For Luggage, Carrying Cases, and Briefcases.

Flr«t use on or about May 31, 1961.
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SN 150,636. SIBS AsBodates, Red Bank, N.J. Filed Aug. 6,

1962.

SEA-ALL
For Daffel Bags, Tote BagB, Beach Baga.

First use Apr. 27, 1962.

Qass 4 -Abrasives and Polishing Materials

SN 149,822. Collins Polish Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed July

SN 143,326. International Minerals k Chemical Corporation,

Skokle, 111., assignee of Arlsto Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 30, 1962.

STEELSET
For Resinous Binder for Sand Molds and Cores.

First use Jan. 31, 1962.

SN 148.628. General Aniline k Film Corporation, New York,

NY. Filed May 2, 1962.

26, 1962.

COLUNS KOLIMA
Owner of Reg. No. 413,746.

For Floor Wax, Floor polish, and Furniture Polish.

First use August 1929.

For Water Sensitive AdheslTes.

First use Mar. 29, 1962.

SN 182,889. Franklin Stores Corp., d.b.a. Barker's, Orange,

Conn. Filed Sept. 11, 1962.

SN 144,871. Mystlk Tape, Inc., Chicago, 111., assignee of

Mystik Adhesive Products, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed May
17, 1962.

BAR-VAL
SELF-STIK

For Furniture Polish ; Polish for Windows, Glass and

Metalware ; Floor Wax.
First use July 31, 1962.

For Pressure Sensitive Adhesive Tapes and Rubber and

Resin Adhesives.

First use in May 1946.

SN 165,451. Universal Shellac k Supply Co., Brooklyn, NY.

Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

UNI-SPEED
For Pads Impregnated With a Polishing Agent.

First use at least as early as 1940.

SN 154,094. Binney * Smith Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Sept. 28, 1962.

fima-grip

SN 156,047. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals

MeUter Lucius and BrUnlng, Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 296,868.

For Adhesive Paste.

First use Oct. 31, 1955.

SN 154,625. Rflhm 4 Haas Q.m.b.H., Darmstadt, Qermany.

Filed Oct. 5. 1962.

ACRIFIX
Owner of German Reg. No. 641,841, dated July 23. 1953

For Glues and Adhesives in Powdered or Liquid Form for

Fastening Plastic Materials and Qlasaes.

SN 156,048. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals

Meister Lucius and Briinlng. Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
Owner of German Reg. No. 633.916, dated Feb. 10, 1953 :

YWeO. Oct 18, 1962.

and us. Reg. Nos. 542,319, 746,155, and others.

For Abra-slves and Polishing Materials

—

I.e., Grinding

Agents ; Waxes ; Agents for Polishing and Preserving

Leather ; Dressing and Polishing Agents.

Qass 5 — Adhesives

SN 132,909. A. W. Faber-Castell, Stein, near Numberg, Ger

many, assignee of A. W. Faber-Castell Pencil Co., Inc.,

Newark, N.J. Filed Nov. 28, 1961. Owner of German Reg. No. 633,916, dated Feb. 10, 1953;

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 542,319, 746,155, and others.

For Adhesives.

SN 156,896. Mornlnggtar-PalBley, Inc., New York, NY.

Filed Nov. 8, 1962.

THE SCALES STAR SEAM
Owner of Reg. Nos. 579,161, 582.808, and 588,151. Applicant disclaims the exclusive use of the word "Seam"

For Adhesives— Namely. Mucilage, Glue, Rubber Cement, apart from the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. No. 697.307.

Paste. Adhesive Tape. For Back Seam Envelope Gum.

First use Nov. 29. 1952 ; In commerce Nov. 29, 1952. First use Apr. 2. 1962.
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SN 157.632. The Macco Chemical Company, WlcklifTe, Ohio. SN 152,803. Harwlck Stendard Chemical Co.. Akron. Ohio.

Filed Nov. 20, 1962. ^le* Aug. 31, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 628.501. 646,968. and 742..'J36.

For Plastic Wall Tile Adhesive, Ceramic Tile Adhesive,

Ceramic. Wall Tile Adhesive, Resin Base Wall Tile Adhesive,

Latex Ceramic Tile Adhesive.

First use Oct. 31, 1962.

Qass 6 -Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

SN 126,153. Crown Chemical Corporation, Providence, R.I.

Filed Aug. 17, 1961.

For Fatty Acids, Inorganic Adds, Alcohols, Aniline Oils,

Antl-Foamlng Agents, Antioxidants, Antistatic Agents.

Blowing Agents. Calcium Silicate. Casein. Polymerisation

Catalysts, Colors (Dry Form. Pastes. Rubber and Plastic

Master Batches), Dispersing Agents. Ethanolamlnes. Formal-

dehyde, Glycerine, Glycols, Hydraulic Fluids, Magnesium

Carbonate, Magnesium Oxides, Metallic Soaps, Pigments,

Pine Oil, Plastldiers, Peptizers, Rubber-Reclaiming Agents,

Solvents, Sulfur, Tacklflers, Triphenylguanldlne, Wax, Whit-

ing, and Zinc Oxides.

First use Nov. 30, 1959.

SN 154,090. Amylo Chemle N.V., Koog aan de Zaan, Nether

lands. Filed Sept. 28, 1962.

PRESS-MAID
Owner of Reg. Nos. 327.765. 748,053, and others.

For Chemical Compound Used on Cloth To Prevent Creas-

ing, Wrinkling, Shrinking and To Durably Enhance the Ap-

pearance of the Fabric.

First use July 26, 1981.

Owner of Dutch Reg. No. 142,463, dated Nov. 13, 1961.

For Starches for Industrial Use.

SN 135,224 Pennsylvania ReAnlng Company. Cleveland.

Ohio. Filed Jan. 4, 1962.

SN 154,836. Onyx Chemical Corporation. Jersey City. N.J.

Filed Oct. 9, 1962.

STABA SILKAND

For Surface Active Agents for Use on Fabrics and Textiles.

First use Feb. 8, 1961.

For Chemical Compound Sold In Bulk, Used as Fiber Lubri-

cant and Sizing Agent and Fiber Lubricant In the Finishing

of Blends of Dacron and Cotton Piece Goods.

First use Sept. 25, 1962.

SN 147,898. R. Thomas Davles, d.b.a. Qreentree Enterprises.

Santa Ana. Calif. Filed June 28, 1962.

ODOKILL
For Chemical Concentrate for Killing Odor-Producing Bac-

teria In Organic Waste Materials.

First use Feb 22. 1962.

SN 154.940. Spectra Biologlcals, Incorporated, East Bruns-

wick, N.J. Filed Oct. 1, 1962.

CONFIRMCELLS
For Diagnostic Blood Reagent for Laboratory Use.

First use Aug. 30, 1962.

SN 148,880. United State* Movldyn Corporation, Chicago,

m. Filed July 9, 1962.
SN 154,941. Spectra Biologlcals, Incorporated, East Bruns-

wick, N.J. Filed Oct. 1, 1962.

TWINK SPECTROGEN
For Chemical Composition for Addition to Water In Pools

and the Like To Combat Bacteria and Algae.

First use at least as early as Dec. 15, 1961.

For Diagnostic Blood Reagent for Laboratory Use.

First use Aug. 30. 1962.

SN 151.8«2. Acme Quality Paints. Inc., Detroit, Mich. Filed

Aug. 27. 1962.

PRO-KRIL

For Solvents, Retarders, and Thinners for Acrylic Enamels

and Lacquers.

First use Mar. 2, 1961.

SN 157,610. Ferro Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Nov.

20, 1962.

PREPAK
For Organic and Inorganic Colorants, Color Concentrates

Suspended in Plastic Resin Vehicles, and Pigments, for Use

in Plastics.

First use on or about Oct. 31, 1962.
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8N 157,870. Warner-Lambert PharmaceuUcal Company, 8N 158,081. P. LorUlard Company, New York, N.Y. Piled

MorrU Plains. N.J. Filed Nov. 23, 1982. Not. 28, 1»«2. g(

KENT

TransAc Owner of Re(. Not. 672,924, 580,870, and others.

For Matches.

First use May 1958.

For Transaminase Reagent System for Diagnostic Use In

the Laboratory.

First use Not 12, 1962. Q^^ \Q_ FertifizerS

8N 158,040. American Cyanamld Company. Wayne. N. J. SN 154.714. Oermaln's. Inc.. Los Angeles, Calif. Filed Oct

Filed Not. 28, 1962. 8, 1962.

SONAR PENTREX
For Insecticide.

First use Not. 16, 1962.

For Plant Food With Soil Penetrant.

First use Sept. 18, 1962.

8N 158.112. Union Carbide Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Not. 28. 1962.

STABILENE

SN 156.001. Farbwerke Hoe<^t Aktlenfesellschaft Tormals

Melster Lucius and Brttning, Frankfurt am Main, Oermany.

Filed Oct 18, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 207,894.

For Fly Repellent.

First use Not. 9, 1962.

SN 159,024. UCB (Union Chlmlque-Chemlsche Bedrljven)

Soclete Anonyme, Salnt-OlUes-lei-Brussels, Belgium. Filed

Not. 1, 1962.

Owner of Belgian Reg. No. 94,054, dated Jan. 12. 1962.

For Chemicals and Chemical Compositions for Use in In-

dustry, Science, Agriculture, and Horticulture.

Class 8 - Smokers' Articles, Not indudlng

Tobacco Products •

8N 164,318. The Central Tobacco Manufacturing Company,

Umlted, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Filed Mar. 11, 1968.

CENTURY
For Cigarette Tubes.

First use 1946 ; In commerce September 1961.

Owner of German Reg. No. 688,91«, dated FM>. 10, 1958

;

and U.S. Reg. Noa. 542,819, 746,160, and other*.

For Fertilisers.

Oass ll-lnks and Inking Matariab

SN 188,887. Relg Duplicator Company, d.b.a. Duplicator

Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 1, 1962.

YersaPrint
For Stendl Duplicating and Marking Inks.

First uae May 15, 1961.

Qass 12- Construction Materials

SN 146,589. Pacific Wood ProdueU Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed May 28, 1962.

3.w.Pm

SN 164.496. Achilles Corporation, Atlantic City. N.J. Filed

Mar. 13. 1963.

VENTIP
For Cigarette Holders.

First use January 1963.

PHILIPPINE

PA
MAHOGANY

Qass 9 -Explosives, Rrearms, Equipments,

and Projectiles

SN 122.474. Bernard J. Semel, Washington, DC. Filed

June 20, 1961.

CIVIL WAR
For Fireworks.

First use Mar. 23, 1961.

Applicant hereby disclaims the deacrlptlTe words "Philip-

pine Mahogany." and the grade symbol letters "PA."

For Plywood Panels.

First use Not. 1, 1961.

SN 146,063. Kaiser Aluminum k Chemical Corporation.

Oakland, Calif. Fll«4 Jane 4, 1M2.

CORLIX
For CulTert Drain Pipe.

First aae on or about Not. 24, 1961.
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SN 155,125. W. M. Arab Limited. VancouTer, British Co- SN 141.900. Bell k Oossett Company, Morton OroTe, III.,

lumbla. Canada. Filed Oct. 16. 1962. assignee of StOTer Co.. Freeport. 111. Filed Apr. 9, 1962

ARABPLY
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Canadian application

filed Apr. 16, 1962; Reg. No. 129,165. dated Dec. 21. 1962.

For Plywood.

SN 156.052. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft Tormals

Meister Lucius and Briinlng, Frankfort am Main. Oermany.

Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

The drawing Is lined for red. but the color forms no part

of the mark.

For Storage Water Heaters. Hot Water Storage. Hydro-

Pneumatic Tanks, Compression Tanks, Hot Water Service

Tanks. Condensate Receivers, and Pressure Vessels.

First use March 1931.

SN 142.100. Mack Johnston, Inc., Kallspell. Mont. Filed

Owner of German Reg. No. 688.916, dated Feb. 10, 1953 ; Apr. 12, 1962.

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 542,319. 746.156. and others.

For Artificial Stone, Building Materials. SIMPLE SIPHON
For Devices for Tapping Beer Kegs and the Like.

SN 156,711. Fetter Bros. Aluminum Manufacturing Com- First use Apr, 14, 1961.

pany. JefTersonTllle. Ind. Filed Not. 6, 1962. ^^^^_^^
ALUMIFRONT sN 143.755. Perma Vinyl Corp.. Miami. Fla. Filed May 3,

For Alnmlnnm Door Fronts and Aluminum Curtains for 1962.

Stores.

First use Oct. 22, 1962.

SN 167.632. The Macco Chemical Company. Wlcklllfe. Ohio.

Filed Not. 20, 1962.

For Insert Pipe Couplings. Insert Male Adapters for Pipes,

Insert Elbows for Pipes, and Insert T's for Pipes.

First use Feb. 1, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 628,501, 646,968, and 742,536.

For Building Materials. Particularly Mastic, Grout, Mortar.

and Sealing Strip Building Materials. Especially Various

Grades of Grout. Mortar Mastics, Thin-Bed MorUr, and Vinyl

Plastic Sealing Strips.

First use Oct. 31, 1962. ^_^

Qass 13 -Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Rtting Supplies

SN 136,683. Comanche Steel Products, Inc., San Antonio,

Tex. Filed Jan. 26, 1962.

SN 144,809. ContinenUl Screw Company, New Bedford.

Mass. Filed May 17, 1962.

msr
For Screws.

First use Apr. 19, 1962.

SN 151.098. Swepco Tube Corporation, Clifton. N.J. Filed

Aug. 13. 1962.

SYNCRO-WELD
The word "Weld" is disclaimed apart from the mark as a

whole.

For Welded Stainless Steel Pipe.

First use Oct. 9, 1961.

For MeUl Fencing, Including Qatea and Fence Fittings;

Tubular Products, Including Pipe, Conduits, and Tubing, Fit-

tings and Couplings Therefor; Garbage Can Holders; and

Clothes Poles.

Flrat as« Not. 28. 1951.

SN 161.172. Textron. Inc.. Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Aug. 14.

1962.

CONTURA
For Diaphragms for Gas Meters.

First ose July 27, 1962.
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SN 151,300 Crawford Door Company, Detroit, Mich. Filed SN 152,110. Bimetallic Cylinders, Inc., Bound Brook, N.J.

Aug. 16, 1962. Filed Aug. 29, 1962.

MARVEL-MATIC
For Garage Door Operators.

First use Nov, 21, 1961.

SN 151,351. New York Wire Cloth Company, York, Pa

Filed Aug 16, 1962.

NYCO
For Anodlzed Door OrlUeg.

First use Apr. 26, 1962.

SN 151,465. Automotive Spring Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 20, 1962.

For Metal Conduits.

First use July 30, 1962.

63-100
SN ir)2,306 Independent Nail Corporation, Brldgewater,

For High Tensile Hood Binge Quality Hard Drawn Spring Mass. Filed Aug. 31, 1962.
Wire.

First use on or about Aug. 31, 1959.

PLUS-HED
SN 151,716 Bethlehem Steel Company, Bethlehem, Pa.

Filed Aug. 23, 1962.

SILVER STAR

For Nails, Threaded Nalla, and Drive Screws.

First use Nov. 17, 1961.

SN 152,331 Puritan Cordage Mills. Louisville, Ky. Filed

Aug. 31, 1962.

ARLINGTON
Owner of Reg, No. 325.636.

For Stt^l Wire and Wire Products.

First use June 17, 1933.

For Winch Rope Hook» and Cables for Use With Water

Skis, Water Ski Belts, and Heavy Duty Boat Fenders.

First use Jan. 11, 1962.

SN 151,728. DAG Valve Mfg. Co., Inc., Stoneham, Mass.

Filed Aug. 23, 1962. SN 152,461. Talon, Inc.. Meadvllle. Pa. Filed Sept, 4, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 243,746 and 601,993.

GROSE-JET
For Valves and Parts Therefor.

First use Aug. 10, 1962.

SN 151,765 S, H, Leggltt Company, Marshall, Mich. Filed

Aug. 23, 1962.

TLN
FLEX-EASE

For Flexible Connectors for Connecting Gas Appliance* to

Gas Supply Lines.
,

First use in April 1952.

For Slide Fasteners.

First use on or about Aug. 30. 1962.

SN 151,876. Unlstrut Corporation, Wayne, Mich. Filed Aug.

27. 1962.

BENDLOK
For Structural Fittings and Support Elements—Namely,

Hangers for Pipes and the Like.

First use Feb. 20, 1961.

SN 156,151. Newman-Green, Inc., Addison, 111. Filed Oct.

29, 1962.

NEWMAN GREEN
For Valves and Parts of Valves for Pressurized Packages.

First use Feb. 17, 1955.

SN 152,073, Kay 4 Company (Engineers), Limited, Bolton,

England. Filed Aug. 28. 1962.

KONKAP
Owner of British Reg No 802,451, dated Mar. 1, 1960.

For Pipes and Tubes and Fittings and Couplings for Pipes

and Tubes.

SN 157,270. Vtscher Products Company, Chicago, 111. Filed

Nov. 14, 1962.

VISCHER
For Kitchen Equipment Including Pressure Cookers and

Parts Therefor, Steam Generators. Steam Separators. Pani,

and Pan Holders.

First use on or about Mar. 11, 19S7.
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SN 157 389 Montgomery Ward k Co. Incorporated, Chicago. SN 156.054. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft rormals

Meister Lucius and Briinlng, Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

Filed Oct. 18, 1962.
111. Filed Nov. 16, 1962.

RIVERSIDE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 400,109 and 607.990.

For Tire Chains.

First use July 15, 1960; Dec. 31, 1912, on pneumatic tires

and tubes. ^^^^_^_^^.^^^^^.^__^_^^^^^i«.^

QassU- Metals and Metal Castings and

ForaingS owner of German Reg. No. 633,916, dated Feb. 10, 1953 :

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 542,319, 746,155, and others.

SN 151 707 Speclalloy, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed Aug. 20, For Oils and Greases-i.e., Illumlnants, Industrial Oils

jgg2 aid Fats, Lubricants, Petrol.

MANGANINGOT
For Electrolytic Manganese.

First use July 25, 1962.

SN 157,786. Flske Brothers Refining Co., Newark, N.J.

Filed Nov. 23, 1962.

SN 155,622. Lukens Steel Company, CoatesvlUe, Pa. Filed

Oct. 22, 1962.

LUKENS DURACLAD-500
Owner of Reg. Nos. 605,018 and 683,135.

For Various Steel Products—Namely, Clad Steel, Stainless

Clad Steel, Carbon and Alloy Plate, and Steel Plate Shapes

First use Sept. 29, 1962.

Qass 15 — Oils and Greases

SN 146,099. The Pure Oil Company, Palatine. 111. Filed

F.Z
For Ingredient In Motor Oil Consisting of an Anti-Wear

Additive.

First use Mar. 20, 1962.

SN 158,365. Northwest Candles, Inc., Portland, Oreg. Filed

June 4, 1962.

Dec. 3. 1962.

TWINKLE
For Wax Candles.

First use July 1, 1952.

AMSCO SEAL
No claim la made to the word "Seal" apart from its use

in combination with the word "Amsco." Owner of Reg. No.

694,444.

For Petroleum Waxes.

First use on or about Apr. 24, 1961.

SN 158,373. Process Engineering Corporation, Crystal Lake,

111. Filed Dec. 3, 1962.

LUBRIFILM

SN 146,100. The Pure Oil Company, Palatine, 111. Filed

June 4, 1962.

AMSCO SEAL SUPER
No claim is made to the words "Seal Super" apart from

their use in combination with the word "Amsco." Owner of

Reg. No. 694,444.

For Petroleum Waxes.

First use on or about Apr. 6, 1961.

Owner of Reg. No. 405,267.

For Graphite Sticks.

First use July 31, 1962.

SN 160,849. Conley Corporation, Tulsa, Okla. Filed Jan.

17, 1963.

SN 153,540. The American Oil Company, Chicago, 111. Filed

Sept. 20, 1962.

DOC
For Motor Fuel Additive.

First use Oct. 1, 1961.

For Pipe Thread Lubricant and Sealant in Paste Form.

First use Dec. 7, 1962.

—^•''^—
gj. 160,926. Die Casting "ID" Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

SN 154,499. Lubri-Film Products Co., Minneapolis, Minn. pjjg^ j^n, 18, 1963.

Filed Oct. 4, 1962. , ^^ ^^
FILM X-21

LUBRI-FILM

For Motor Oil Additive.

First use on or about Aug. 1, 1958.

TM 792 O.G.—18

Owner of Reg. No. 743,270.

For Die Releasing Lubricants.

First use Nov. 29, 1957.
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8N 160 927 EM* Casting -ID" Corporation. Burb.nk. C.Uf. SN 182,887. WUhold Oluei. Inc.. I». Angele., Calif. Filed

Filed Jan. 18. 1963. **P* ^<*' ^®®2-

FILM X-28DTH
owner of Reg. No. 743,270.

For Die Releasing Lubricants.

First use Jan. 26. 1960.

mm
8n\61.630. Richfield Oil Corporation, Lo. Angeles. Calif. For Protective Rubber Coating for General Use.

\, .^r r.« loao Flrat use at least as early as March 1962.
Filed Jan. 29, 196d.

CIRCLE C SN 166,056. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellachaft rormals

For Motor Oil Lubricating Oil. and Other Petroleum Meiater Lucius and BrUnlng. Frankfurt am Main. Germany.

„ " ; Filed Oct. 18. 1962.
Products.

First use July 1949.

SN 161.631. Richfield Oir Corporation. Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed Jan. 29. 1963.

SUPER CIRCLE C
For Motor 011. Lubricating Oil, and Other Petroleum

Products.

First use July 1949.
'

Qass 16-Protective and Decorative Coatings

SN 129 304. W. R. Grace & Co.. New York. N.Y,. assignee

of Sun Chemical Corporation. New York, N.Y. Filed Oct.

5. 1961.

VULCAFLEX
For Paints.

First use 1958.

SN 140.776. Talens tc Son. Inc.. Union. N.J. Filed Mar. 26.

Owner of German Reg. No. 633.916. dated Feb. 10. 1953 ;

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 542.319. 746.155. and others.

For Protective and Decorative Coatings—i.e.. Chemically

Resistant Synthetic Resin Cements, Synthetic Emulsions for

Insulating Intermodlate Layers and Protective Coatings in

Acid-Proof Construction : Paints. Varnishes and Lacquers for

Leather. Wood and Textiles.

Qass 17— Tobacco Products

SN 181.578. Carlos Fuente, d.b.a. Arturo Fuente Cigar Fac-

tory. Tampa. Fla. Filed Aug. 21. 1962.

1962.

ETA
For Casein-Emulsion Colors for Interior and Exterior Ad-

vertising Painting. Wall and Theater Decoration. PalntlnR

and Design.

First use May 3, 1955.

Florde

SN 141.622. Kerr Chemicals. Inc., Des Plaines, 111. Filed
For Cigars.

First use June 1961.

Apr. 6, 1962.

KERPAINT SN 161.334. Wally Frank. Ltd.. New York, NY, Filed Jan.

For Protective and Decorative Coatings -Namely. Alkyd

Enamels and Cellulose Lacquers Packaged In A.-rosol Cans

for Touch-Up Painting and Domestic and Industrial Small

Projects.

First use Feb. 23, 1962.

24. 1963.

BRANDY CASK
For Tobacco Products—Namely, Pipe Tobacco.

First use on or about Oct. 1, 1938.

SN 146 794 Devoe * Raynolds Company, Inc., Louisville, SN 161.335. Wally Frank, Ltd.. New York. NY. Filed Jan.

Ky. Filed June 13. 1962.
24.1963.

p^rp TTTr;jr

WU.W MJCjSX'Kji. 1 Ei
p^^ Tobacco Products—Namely. Pipe Tobacco.

First use on or about Aug. 1, 1938.

For Drlpless Paints.

First use April 1962. —^^-^— SN 163,951. Liggett k Myers Tobacco Company, New York,

r^ » .* Mi^h FiiPd N.Y. Filed Mar. 6, 1963.

SN 151.863. Acme Quality Paints. Inc.. Detroit. Mich Hiea

Aug. 27. 1962.

*^*^
Owner of Reg. No. 564.870.

For Acrylic Lacquers. Prtmer Surfacers. Tinting Colors. Jll^'^Clgarettes.

First use Mar. 2. 1961.

CYCLE
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8N 164,198 Tobacco Blending Corporation, LoulsTllle, Ky. SN 139,639. Keimdiat O.m.b.H.. Augsburg. Germany. Filed

PlledMar. 7, 1968. Mar. 12, 1962.

MONEY BAG
For Tobacco Products—Namely. Pipe Tobacco.

First use on or about Mar. 29. 1954.

Qass 18 -Medicines adi Pharmaceutical

Preparations

SN 118.347. Grove Laboratortea Incorporated. St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Apr. 21, 1961.

DECONGEL
For Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparation—Namely,

a Decongestant and Anti-Allergic Gel for Symptomatic Relief

of Nasal and Sinus Congestion, Colda and Hay Fever.

First use Feb. 8. 1961.

^M
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SN 153,705. Or. A. Wander, S.A., Berne, Switzerland. Filed SN 158,469. Paekafed Products Corp., Brooklyn, N.T. Filed

Sept. 21, 1902. Dec. 4, 1962.

CYFRENYL SOLUVITE
Uwner of Swiss Reg. No. 192,235, dated June 12, 1962. For Multivitamin and Mineral Preparation for V»f att a

For Pharmaceutical Preparations—Namely, et Cyto«tatlc Dietary Supplement.
Product. First use Nov. 21, 1962.

SN 154,103. First Texas Pharmaceuticals. Inc. Dallas, Tex.

Filed Sept. 28, 1962.

TRI-AZO-MUL
Owner of Reg. No. 440,864.

For Emulsion of Sulfonamides.

First use 1948.

SN 154,600. Glmbel Brothers, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Oct. 5, 1962.

GIMBROVITE
For Vitamins.
First use Sept. 4, 1962.

SN 156,056. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellscbaft vormals
Melster LucIuh aud Brilnlng, Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

Owner of German Reg. No. 633.916. dated Feb. 10, 1953 ;

and US. Reg. No*. 542,319, 746.155, and others.

For Pharmaceuticals and Chemical Products for Healing

Purposes and for Health-Care and Veterinary Purposes

;

Pharmaceutical Drugs, Particularly Analgesics, Anesthetics,

Antimalarials, Antihistamines, Disinfectants, Sulfa Drugs,

Antibiotics, Vasoconstrictors and Dilators, Heart Stimulants,

Hormone Preparations, and Vaccines.

SN 157,676. Carter Products, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Nov. 21, 1962

BANACIDIN
For Pharmaceutical—Namely, a Headache Analgesic.

First use June 4, 1962.

SN 157,677. Carter Products, Inc., New York, NY. Filed

Nov. 21, 1962.

BANACIDIN
For Pharmaceutical—Namely, a Headache Analgesic.

First use Oct. 5, 1962.

SN 159,025. UCB (Union Chlmlque-Cbemlsche Bedrljven)
Soclete Anonyme, Salnt-GllIes-lez-Brussels, Belgium. Filed

Nov. 1, 1962.

Owner of Belgian Reg. No. 94,054, dated Jan. 12, 1962.

For Medicine* and Pharmaceutical Preparations.

SN 159,029. Alberto-Culver Company, Melrose Park, 111.

Filed Dec. 13, 1962.

VIGIL
For Medicated Room Vaporizer for Relief From Nasal Con-

gestion of Colds, Hay Fever Symptoms, Night Coughing, and

Croupy Coughs of Colds.

First use Dec. 3, 1962.

Class 19- Vehicles

SN 122,038. Survival Equipment Corporation, San Fran

Cisco, Calif. Filed June 14, 1961.

ELLIOT
For Inflatable Life Saving Equipment—Namely, Marine

Rafts, Aircraft Rafts, and Escape Chutes for Escape From

Airplanes.

First use In October 1957.

SN 138,036. Lonergan Corporation, Elkhart, Ind. Filed

Feb. 15, 1962.

For Travel Trailer Version of a House Trailer or Mobile

Home.
First use during the first week of January 1962.

SN 158 436 Mary Frasco, Denver, Colo. Filed Dec 4, 1962 SN 161,100. Carlos C. Skinner, Sberbrooke, Quebec, Canada.

Filed Jan. 21, 1963.

FATIMA'S VANTEL
For Medicinal Salve for Use In Treatment of Hemorrhoids.

Cuts, Scratches, Insect Bites. Bruises, and for the Relief of For Self-Propel led Vehicles That Can Be Used on a Tem

Pain of Rheumatism and Arthritis. porary Basis, as Living Quarters.

First use Oct. 26, 1962. Fint use June 15, 1961 ;
In commerce June 15, 1961.
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SN 154,686. Fisher Radio Corporation, Long Island City,

N.Y. Filed Oct. 5, 1962.

and Supplies GOLDEN SYNCHRODE
SN 141.554. Techomatlc Industries, Inc., Atlanta, Oa. Filed p^j. Radio Receiving and Sound Reproducing Equipment.

Apr. 4, 1962. First use July 31, 1962.

KUPPAMATIC
SN 155,583. Colorsound, Inc., Covlna, Calif. Filed Oct. 22,

1962
For Electrical Unit for Heating and Automatically Dis-

pensing Water Into a Cup Containing Beverage Ingredients.

First use Jan. 4, 1961.

SN 142,054. Raydata Corporation, Worthington, Ohio. Filed

Apr. 11, 1962.

For Electronic Apparatus for Converting Variable Fre-

quency Sounds Such as Music Into Correlated Physical

Effects.

First use on or about Mar. 2, 1960.

SN 157,435. American Micro Devices, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed Nov. 19, 1962.

The stippling in the drawing is for shading purposes only,

and does not indicate any particular color.

For Periodic Wave Signal Analyzers, Vibration Analyzers,

Vibration Transducers, Accelerometer Preamplifiers and Se-

lectors, Low Level Microphone Preamplifiers, Accelerometer

Amplifiers, Vibration Limit Alarms, Vibration Limit Monitors,

and Low Level Sound Analysis Accessories for Use With Peri-

odic Wave Signal Analyzers.

First use Jan. 26, 1961.

For Semiconductor Diodes.

First use Aug. 30, 1962.

SN 160,165. Fleetwood Corporation, Montreal, Quebec, Can-

ada. Filed July 31, 1962.

SN 167,436. American Micro Devices, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed Nov. 19, 1962.

AMD

^
For Semiconductor Diodes.

First use Aug. 30, 1962.

SN 160,857. Foley Control Corporation, Portland, Conn.

Filed Jan. 17, 1963.

Owner of Canadian Reg. No. 104 NS/26925, dated Feb. 21,

1948. „ „ ^

For Radios, Radlo-Phonograph Combinations, Stereo sets,

and Phonographs.

First use Jan. 9, 1946; In commerce Jan. 25, 1962.

SN 150,321. Raychem Corporation, Redwood City, Calif.,

assignee of Bentley-Harrls Manufacturing Company, Con-

shohocken. Pa. Filed Aug. 2, 1962.
The drawing Is lined for the color red, however, applicant

disclaims the color red as a material part of Its trademark.

For Solenoid Valves.

First use Dec. 6, 1962.

SN 162,977. Pek Labs, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif. Filed Feb.

18, 1963.

PEK
For Electrical Lamps and Tubes and Parts Therefor

—

Namely, Mercury Vapor Lamps, Gas-Filled Lamps, Corona

For Electrical Insulation Tubing and Sleeving, and Lacing Discharge Lamps, X-R.y Tubes, and Lamp and Tube

Envelopes.
"^'P** „ ,. .aa^ *^rst use January 1957 on mercury vapor lamps.

First use May IB, 1961.
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8N 165,5&1. Copymatlon, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 28,

1963.

/ nunjirr
Mu D PYMATlDNf MMM
Lui iu ul L

Applicant disclaims the words "Long Life" apart from

the mark as shown.

For Mercury Vapor Quartz Lamps for Use In Whlteprlnt

and Blueprint Apparatus.

First use on or about Mar. 4. 1963; Dec. 9, 1960. as to

"Long Life."

8N 1««,747. Petersmlth Controla, Inc., South San Franclaco,

Calif. Filed Apr. 15. 1988.

MODU-FLASH
For Printed Circuit Cards.

First use Aug. 31, 1961.

8N 166.754. San Fernando Blectrlc Mfg. Co., San Fernando,

Calif. Filed Apr. 15. 1963.

CORDWOOD
1

For Capacitors.

First use Mar. 8. 1968.

SN 165.595. A.P.M. Hexseal Corporation, Englewood. N.J.

Filed Mar. 28. 1963.

PEFLEX
For Electrical Attachment Plugs of the Grounding Typ«».

First use Feb. 1. 1963.

SN 166.823. Marathon Electric Manufacturing Corporation.

Wausau, Wis. Filed Apr. 16, 1968.

lyiAFtATMOrSI

SN 165.929. Leecraft Manufacturing Co., Inc., Long Island

City, N.Y. Filed Apr. 2, 1963.

TINEON
For Electric Indicator LlghU for Pilot and Signal Ught

Purposes.

First use Mar. 11. 1968.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 247,846 and 528,277.

For Terminal Blocks and Fuae Blocks.

Flrat use Oct. 13, 1962.

SN 166.860. Electric Regulator Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Apr. 11, 1963.

ACCUTIMER
For Time Delay Relay.

Flrat uae Mar. 11, 1968.

SN 166,436. Blonder-Tongue Laboratories, Inc.. Newark.

N.J. Filed Apr. 10. 1963.
SN 166.997. Hermetic Seal Corporation. BelleTllle, N.J.

Filed Apr. 18, 1963.

VAC-TITE

For Radio Frequency Converters Comprising Amplifiers,

Tuners, and Associated Electric Circuit*.

First use In or about July 1953.

For Electrical Multltermlnal Connectors and Headers.

First use June 1946.

SN 166.569 The Melcllp Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed

Apr. 11, 1963. '

MELCLIP
For Hanger for a String of Lights.

First use June 1, 1962.

SN 166,598. U.S. Engineering Company, Inc., Van Nuys.

Calif. Filed Apr. 11. 1963.

Qass 22- Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

SN 104,901. De Luxe Reading Corporation, Newark, N.J.

Filed Sept. 21, 1960.

g^/pPl.Y CATHy

POLY WELD
For Delia.

First uae May 9, 1960.

For Electrical Circuit Boards.

First use on or about Jan. 31, 1963.

SN 166.721. Dale M. Irons, d b.a. Irons Manufacturing,

Chicago. III. Filed Apr. 16, 1963.

KALEIDOTRON
For Electronically Operated Apparatus for Translating

Audible Sounds Into Luminous Effects. More Speclflca y.

Apparatus Adapted for Use With Stereo. HI-FI Assemblies

To Produce Harmonious. Compatible Three-Dlmenslonal Ani-

mated Sound-Induced Color Response. Through an Arrange-

ment of Translucent Screens.

Flrat use Sept. 16, I960.

SN 104,908. De Luxe Reading Corporation. Newark, N.J.

Filed Sept. 21, 1960.

For DoUa.

Flnt uae May 9, 1960.

SN 123.326. Charles F. Lehmann, Ann Arbor, Mich. Filed

July 3, 1961.

HURLY BUB
For Spinning Tops.

Flrat uae May 18, 1961.
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8N 146 906. Jawk. Inc., Topeka. Kana. Filed June 14, 1962. SN 154,947. Milton Bradley Company, Springfield. Mass.

Filed Oct. 11, 1962.

JAWK
For Protective Mouthpieces.

First use May 25, 1962.

DOGFIGHT
For Airplane Game.
First use Sept. 3, 1962.

SN 146,907. Jawk, Inc., Topeka, Kana. Filed June 14, 1962.

C/SviMr

SN 158,050. Rafael D. Bonnelly, d.b.a. Whlrlomatlc Toy Co..

New York, N.Y. Filed Nov. 28, 1962.

WHIRL- 0-MATIC

For Protective Mouthpieces.

First uae May 20, 1962.

For Whirling Ball Toy.

First use June 4. 1962.

SN 159.119. Sawyer's Inc., Portland, Oreg. Filed Dec. 13.

SN 151,796. Amerace Corporation, New York, NY. Filed

Aug. 24, 1962.

ACE For Toys—Namely. Picture Guns and Toy Projectors.

First use June 20. 1962.

Ja StOA
aass23-Cutiery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

SN 130,811. 8ocl*t« Oenevoise d'Instruments de Physique

(Soci«t« Anonyme), Geneva, Switierland. Filed Oct. 19,

Owner of Reg. Nos. 694,872 and 735.261.

For Hard Rubber Bowling Balls.

First use Aug. 9, 1962.

1961.

HYDRONIC

SN 151,925. Kenwood Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Aug.

27, 1962.

mKEUMOOD
For Camping and Sporting Equipment—Namely, Tents.

Tarps, and Sleeping Bags.

First use June 11, 1962.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Swiss Reg. No.

186,604. dated Apr. 20, 1961. Owner of U.S. Reg. No.

529,703.

For Precision. Milling, Boring and Drilling Machines De

signed for Use on Metals and Other Hard Materials.

SN 150,449. Patents Development Quorum. Inc., Minne-

apolis. Minn. Filed Aug. 3, 1962.

P.D.Q.
For Stamp Dispensing Machines and Accessories Therefor.

First use at least as early as November 1960.

SN 152,997. Ideal Toy Corporation, Hollis, NY. Filed Sept.

12, 1962.

NIRTZ
For Equipment Sold as a Unit for Playing a Board Game.

First uae Jan. 18. 1962.

SN 151.168. The A. J. Sackett k Sons Company. Baltimore.

Md. Filed Aug. 14, 1962.

DUSTAREST
For Dust Collector.

First uae Apr. 24, 1962.

SN 153,995. Steven Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Sept. 26, 1962.

CITADEL
For Equipment Sold aa a Unit for Playing a Board Game.

First uae Mar. 8. 1962.

SN 151,414. Lehigh, Inc., Easton, Pa. Filed Aug. 17, 1962.

LEHIGH
Owner of Reg. No. 642,556.

For Fluid Power Producto, Specifically Cylinders, Valves,

Hydraulic Checking UnlU and Boosters, and Other Power

Products.

Flrat uae June 18, 1962.
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SN 151,421. Mason MarklnR Systems Corporation, Norfolk, 8N 192,369. American Machine k Foundry Company, New
Va Filed Aug. 17, 1902. York. NY. Filed Sept. 4. 1962

CARTOMARKER
For Duplicating Devices. ^_^^^—
First use on or about Aug. 14, ltn52.

SN 151,429. Nylrom F^nterprlses, Inc., Spencer, Iowa. Filed

Aug. 17, 1962.

SLANTAPER
For Hair Cutting Shears.

First use Jan. IG, 1962.

SN 151,705.

Grove, 111.

Fred H. Schaub Engineering Co., Downers

Filed Aug. 20, 1962.

DUO-PAK
For Combined Surge and Deaerator Apparatus for Bollt-r

Feed Water Systems.

Firit use June 2:i, 1961.

SN 151,849,

1962.

Thermovac, Stockton, Calif. Filed Aug. 24,

MATiC

Owner of Reg. Nos. 168,740, 628,107, and others.

For Separators, Threshers, Stemmera, Leaf Tobacco Feed-

ers, Cutters ; Filter Mouthpiece Cifarette-Making Machines,

Steam Cylinders and ConveyorB for Processing Tobacco

;

.\utomatic Manufacturing Process Machinery; Dough Produc
ing and Developing Machines, Including Continuous Dough
I'roduclng Machines ; Cutting Machinery for Materials Such

as Metals, Plastics and Wood ; Cigar-Making, Treating and
Handling Machinery : Vises ; Wrenches ; Floor Sanding and

Finishing Machines ; Floor Dressing and Conditioning Ma
chines ; Ball Drilling Machines ; Roll-Making Machines,

Proofers, Conveyors and Molders ; Work-Holding Fixtures

;

Welding Machinery ; Button Stitching or Attaching Machines :

Water Treatment Equipment ; and Parts and Accessories for

the Machines. Equipment and Apparatus Specified Above.

First use at least as early as July 1, 1946.

SN 155,977. B. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wil-

mington, Del. Filed Oct. 26, 1962.

For Beer Keg Handling and Filling Apparatus—Namely,

Depalletlzing Conveyors, Pallet Unstackers, Depalletlzing

Units, Pallet Conveyors, Tap End Sensing Conveyors, Tap

End Sensing Units, Debunging Units, Washing Units, Inspec

tlon Units, Racker Conveyors, Racker Units, Palletizing Con-

veyors, Palletizing Units, and Cold Storage Conveyors.

First use Jan. 12, 1961.

DARVYL
Owner of Reg. No. 613,345.

For Parts of and Components for Machinery, Tools, and

Equipment Which Are Cast From Synthetic Resinous Mate

rial.

First use Sept. 27, 1962.

SN 152,038. Avery Adhesive Products, Inc., San Marino.

. Calif. Filed Aug. 28, 1962.
SN 155,983. Oraymllls Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed

Oct. 26. 1962.

APPLI-MATIC FLO-BAC
For Machines and Devices for Dispensing or Other Near-

End-Use Processing or Pressure-Sensitive Labels and Webs.

First use Mar. 17, 1961.

For Parts Washers.
First use Sept. 21, 1962.

SN 156,008. Millers Falls Company, Qreenfleld. Mass. Filed

SN 152,113. Continental Vending Machine Corp., Westbury.

N.Y. Filed Aug. 29, 1962.

AUTOTRONIC
For Coin Actuated Cigarette, Food and Beverage Vending

Machines.
First use May 15, 1962.

Oct. 26, 1962.

TUF-FLEX
Owner of Reg No. 344,436.

For Hack Saw Blades and Band Saw Blades.

First use Sept. 19, 1936, on hack saw blades.

SN 152,116. Dalgle and Associates, Lake Orion, Mich. Filed

Aug. 29, 1962.

MY-T-VEYOR
For Overhead Trolley Conveyors.

First use Aug. 17, 1962.

SN 156,419. John M. Macchlone and Margaret M. Mac-

cblone (Joint owners), d.b.a. Lamaco of Florida, Haines

City, Fla, Filed Nov. 1, 1962.

LAMATOR
For Machines for Stacking Laminations of Electrical Trans-

formers and the Like.

First use on or about Mar. 20, 1949.

SN 152,168 The Henry Q. Thompson k Son Company. New SN 156,651. Punch-Lok Company. Chicago, 111. Filed Nov.

Haven Conn Filed Aug. 29, 1962. ». 1»«2.

^.rp.44
,

TENSION-AIR
For Band Saw Blade.

' ^^r Power-Operated Hose Clamping Machines.

First use in or about July 1962. «"t use Jan. 80, 1968.
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SN 157 116 Link Belt Company, Chicago. 111. Filed Nov. SN 160,971. Redwood Enterprises, Incorporated, Redwood

ig 19Q2 Fa.\\». Minn. Filed Jan. 18, 1963.

CONTAC-PAC
For Complete Package Plants for the Treatment of Sewage

by a Contact Aeration Process.

First use Oct. 29, 1962.
ftSCH^t

SN 157,132. Pitman Manufacturing Company, Orandview,

Mo. Filed Nov. 13, 1962.

HI/LINER
For Derrick.

First use Oct. 25, 1962.

For Portable Air Compressors.

First use May 3, 1960.

SN 166,318. Lawrence E. Tate and James B. Perdue (Joint

owners), d.b.a. Tate-Perdue Enterprises, Browns, Ala

Filed Apr. 8, 1963.

SN 167,199. Cutting Room Appliances Corp., New York,

N.Y. Filed Nov. 14, 1962. DIRT HOG
PACEMAKER For Land Leveler Harrows.

First use Mar. 14, 1963.

For Cloth Laying and Spreading Machines.

First use June 15, 1962.
SN 166,507. Whltln Machine Works, Whltlnsvllle, Mass.

Filed Apr. 10, 1963.

SN 157,272. Wald Industries, Inc., Huntingdon, Pa. Filed

Nov. 14, 1962.
AUDOMAC

J^^CA
For Automatic Doffers and Cleaning Systems for Spinning

Frames and Spinning Mills.

First use October 1962.

For Automobile-Mounted Betractlble Mechanism for Road QaSS 24— LaUlldry AppllailCeS 3110 MaOlilieS

Stripe Painting.
^

SN 154.880. O. A. Braun. Inc.. Syracuse, NY. Filed Oct.

10. 1962.

BRAUN
First use June 1961.

SN 157,299 Oorham Corporation. Providence, R.I. Filed

Nov. 15, 1962.

REGATTA
For Stainless Steel Table Flatware and Table Cutlery.

First use Oct. 22. 1962.

For Laundry Appliances, Machines, and Dry Cleaning

Equipment—Namely, Clothes Washing Machines, Clothes

Dryers, Dry Cleaning Machines and Parts Thereof.

First use September 1955.

SN 157,375. Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, NY Filed

Nov. 16, 1982.

SN 158,824. Hoyt Mfg. Corp., Westport, Mass. Filed Dec.

10, 1962.

RAD VENMIST

For Rotary Alr-Operated Drills Which Are Automatically

Fed and Accessories Used With Such Drills.

First use about July 16, 1962.

For Dry Cleaning Vending Machines.

First use Mar. 20, 1962.

SN 157,447. Borg-Warner Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed

Nov. 19, 1962.

Qass 26 -Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

SN 104,806. Cargocalre Engineering Corporation, New York,

NY. Filed Sept. 20, 1960.

DEWPOINTAIRE
For Instrument Control Units for Use In Connection With

Dehumldlfying, Heating and Cooling Apparatus.

First use Dec. 17, 1958.

BORGHUMER
SN 186.678. Pro-Learn, Inc., Topsfleld, Mass. Filed Jan. 26,

1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 646,456, 649.611, and 658,803.

For Transmissions, Torque Converters, Clutches and Gears

for Industrial Machinery and Vehicles, and Parts Thereof

for Replacement and Repair.

First use on oi i-rlor to Mar. 21, 1962.

SBea/i/n
For Teaching Machines and Programs for the San>e.

First use Jan. 5. 1962.
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SN 148.603. Data Dynamics International, Birmingham. Ala. Computing Devices; Electric Apparatus for Punching and

Filed July 9, 1962. Processing of Punched Cards and Punched Tapes and Apper-

taining Transmitting, Receiving and Translating Devices

;

Y^i^nrp A T* A T^t? Electrically Operating Sorting and Claatlfying Machines.

For Portable Tape Pnnchlng Apparatus for Recording Data. g>^r jgg 057. Farbwerke Hoecbst Aktlengeaellschaft vormals

First use June 1, 1962. Melster Lucius and BrOnlng, Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

__^^^__ Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

Sn 148,604. Data Dynamics International, Birmingham, Ala.

Filed July 9, 1962.

DDI
For Portable Tape Punching Apparatus for Recording Data.

First use June 1. 1962.

8N 148.642. Moore Assodatea, San Carlos, Calif. Filed

July 9, 1962.

For Electronic Time Division Multiplex Systems and Com-

ponents for Remote Control, Monitoring and Data Transmis-

sion.

First use June 15, 1962.

Owner of German Reg. No. 633,916, dated Feb. 10, 1953:

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 542,319. 746,155, and othera.

For Measuring and Scientific Appliances—I.e., Physical,

Chemical, Optical and Electrotechnlcal Apparatus ; Survey-

ing, Nautical, Weighing, Signalling, Measuring and Supervis-

ing Apparatus.

SN 156,866. John Dusenbery Company, Inc., Clifton, N.J.

Filed Nov. 8, 1962.

AUTO-TENSIONEER
For Web Tension Controller.

Flrat use September 1961.

SN 153,331. Slgrlst-Pbotomete

Filed Sept. 17, 1962.

.,, ,, _. K Q 1* -.i„„H SN 158,262. Mitchell Camera Corporation, Glendale, Calif,
r AG.. Zurich. Swlt.erland.

p„^^'j,„^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 188,926, dated Dec. 13, 1960.

For Photometers. Turbidimeters, Colorimeters. Fluorescence

Meters. Reflection Meters, Monochromators, Recorders, Pumps,

Potentiometers and Accessories for the Foregoing Instru-

menta.

SN 154,447. Sundard Instrument Corporation, New York,

NY. Filed Oct. 3, 1962.

DATACHRON
For Monitoring Recorder for Business Machines and Fac-

tory Machines.

Flrat use Mar. 2, 1962.

SN 154,520. Siemens k Halske Aktlengesellschaft, Munich,

Germany. Filed Oct. 4, 1962.

SIEMAT
Owner of German Reg. No. 741.018. dated Oct 7, I960

:

and US. Reg. Nos. 599.591 and 621.779.

For Electric Machines and Devices for DaU Processing—

Namely DaU Memory Devices. Analog-Digital Convertera.

The drawing Is lined for blue and gold. Owner of Reg.

No. 598.736.

For Motion Picture Cameras.
First use on or about Sept 18, 1962.

SN 160,722. Seloh Corporation, Victoria, Tex. Filed Jan.

15, 1963.

For Natural Trigonometric Function Plndera.

Flrat nae Oct 10. 1962.
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*^«i*^;.*". c.f'^f^^o^Jr
'•*• =*"*^*"*'°' ^°*=' K^^'-^to"'

Class 29 -Brooms, Brushes, and Dusters
Md. Filed Feb. 6, 1963.

SN 159,324. American Flange k Manufacturing Co. Inc.,

New York, N.Y. Filed Dec. 18. 1962.

TRI-SURE
For Paint Brushes and Parts Thereof.

First use Nov. 21, 1962.

Qass 31 — RIters and Refrigerators

SN 135,369. Magna-Frame-Fllter Corp., Detroit, Mich. Filed

Jan. 8, 1962.

MAGNA-FRAME
For Filter for Heating and Air-Condltioning Systems.

First use Oct. 25, 1961.

For Test Paper Grading Apparatus and Accessories.

Firat use Dec. 28, 1962.
SN 141,822. The Dow Chemical Company, Midland. Mich.

Filed Apr. 9, 1962.

SN 162.434. Freeland Gauge Company, Detroit Mich. Filed

Feb. 11, 1963.

SURFPAC

VISUALAIRE
For Air Gauging Apparatus.

First use Sept. 25, 1962.

For Extended Surface ElemenU Made of Plastic Useful as

Contact Media In Apparatus and Installations Such as Bio-

logical Oxidation Installations, Fume Scrubbere, Water

Degaslflers, and the Like.

First use Feb. 20, 1962.

—^^^— SN 164,029. McCrory Corporation, New York, N.Y. Filed

SN 162,503. Telesight Inc.. Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed Feb. 11, ^ar. 6, 1963.

1963 MONTCLAIK

JalsL&lqM
For Refrigerators and Freezers.

First use Feb. 8, 1963.

For Magnifier Attachment for Spectacles.

First use February 1967.

Qass 32- Furniture and Upholstery

SN 137,954. The Shaw-Walker Company, Muskegon, Mich.

Filed Feb. 14, 1962.

SN 162,602. The Walman Optical Company, Minneajwlls,

Minn. Filed Feb. 12. 1968.

WALTEX
Owner of Reg. No. 28«,n6.

For Optical Lenses.

First use Mar. 1. 1981.

^^"^^"~~
For Metal Office Desks, MeUl Office Chairs for Use With

SN 162,939. Foster Grant Co., Inc., Leominster, Mass. office Desks, and MeUl Companion Pieces (Tables, Credenzas,

Filed Feb 18, 1963. and Bookcases) for the Business Office.

First use May 19, 1960.

SN 138,209. Infanseat Company, Eldora, Iowa, assignee of

Infanseat Company, Inc., Eldora, Iowa. Filed Feb 19,

1962.

INFANSEAT
Owner of Reg. No. 629,610.

For Baby Carrier.

Flrat use Mar. 9, 1939.

SN 148,646. No-Sag Spring Company, Detroit Mich. Filed

The word "Lens" la dlaelalmed apart from the mark as j^iy 9 1952.

ahown. Owner of Reg. No.. 718,847. 715.424. and othera. RTTNKTE
For Sunglass Lenses Sold as Component and Integral Parts iHJ i.^ x».ix-«

''nrafn"'^ct. 1. 19W. J^r'stTae'sept. 5. 1961.
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SN 149,900. Metropolitan Furniture Manufacturing Com SN 142.499. Co«n Company, San Francisco. Calif. Filed

pany, South San Francisco, Calif, Filed July 23. 1962. Apr. 18. 1962.

"A.C."
For Steam. Gas or Oil Fuel Control Valves.

Flr«t U8e Mar. 13, 1947.

The drawing U lined for brown.

For Upholstered Furniture and Occasional Table».

First use Apr. 21, 1960.

SN 157,439. Barricks Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed Nov. 19, 1962.

PRESS-0-MATIC
For Safety Latch Leg Locks for Folding Tables.

First use Nov. 2, 1962.

SN 159,262. Montgomery Ward k Co., Incorporated, Chicago,

111. Filed Dec. 17, 1962.

SN 168,754. Orr k Sembower, Inc., Reading, Pa, Filed May

13, 1963.

YANKEE CLIPPER
For UnlU for Generating Steam or Hot Water and Compo-

nent Parts Thereof.

First use Oct. 27, 1954.

Class 36— Musical Instraments and Supplies

SN 152,531. Schober Organ Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 5, 1962.

REVERBATAPE
For Electrical Apparatus for the Creation of Reverberation

Effects In Sound Systems.

First use at least as early as May 1, 1962.

TINY WORLD
Owner of Reg No. 732,772.

For Infant and Toddler Merchandise to wit : Cribs, Beds,

High Chairs, Play and Feed Tables, Rocking Chairs, Cradles,

Play Yards, Cradle Seats, Training Chairs, Training Seats,

Mattresses, Nursery Pads, Crib Bumper Pads, Crib and Bed

Safety Ralls, Dressing Tables, Pillows, Basket Pads, anil

Mobile Bassinets and Mobile Baby Jumpers.

First use July 15, 1958, on cribs.

SN 168,659. Aeolian Corporation, East Rochester. N.Y

Filed May 13. 1963

Duojirt
For Mechanical Player Pianos and Accessories Thereto

First use Mar. 26, 1963.

SN 164.020. Crawford Mfg. Co., Inc., Richmond, Va. Filed SN 188.770. Thomas H. Smith. Jr., San Francisco. Calif.

Mar. 6. 1063.
Filed May 13, 1963.

LAZ-E-REST VIRGO
For Seats for Home. Auto. Boats, Etc^ Stools, Chairs, Has-

socks, Benches, Floor Cushions, Outdoor Furniture Cushions

and Pillows.

First use Mar. 1, 1963, on adjustable hassocks.

For Grooved Phonograph Records.

First use Apr. 26, 1963.

Class 33 — Glassware

SN 168,747. Llbbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, Toledo,

Ohio. Filed May 13. 1963.

PARALLEL-0-BRONZE
owner of Reg Nos. 615,771, 616,209. and 662,579.

For Plate Glass.

First use Apr. 25, 1963, ^^^^^^^^____

Qass 37- Paper and Sutionery

SN 120,974. The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, d.b.a.

The American Crayon Company, Jersey City, N.J. Filed

May 29, 1961

KANTROLL
For Crayons.

First use on or about Aug. 15, 1847.

SN 138.351. Acme Marketa, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., by

change of name from American Stores Company. Phlladel

phla. Pa. Filed Feb. 21. 1962.

Qass 34- Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

SN 127.172. A.P.M. Corporation. Englewood, N.J. Filed

Sept. 5. 1961,

The drawing is lined for red, but no claim is made to color,

owner of Reg. No. 560.088.

For Napkins. Toilet Tissues, Facial TUsues, Envelopes.

Writing Paper and Paper Tablets, Paper Towels, and Waied

For Colored Boot, for Use Over Incandescent Miniature Paper^
^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^_ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^

""mrlt use November 1960. "Prln«M" on facial tissue.

J\ROME
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SN 140,301. Madalyn 0. Spencer, Malverne, N.Y. Filed SN 158.996. NorcroM, Inc., New York, NY. Filed Dec. 12,

Mar. 20, 1962 1962.

Re-MeM-O
For Calendar Cards and Appointment Cards.

First Qse Jan. 15, 1961.

PEACE ROSE
For Greeting Cards and Greeting Card Folders.

First use May 2, 1962.

Qass 39 -Clothing

SN 156,071. C. L. Barkley * Co.. Chicago. 111. Filed Oct.

29, 1962.

BARKLEY
For File Folders, File Ouidea, Index Cards, Report Folders.

Plastic Tabs, Fasteners, and Metal Tabs,

First use at least 1921.

SN 143,191. Western Auto Supply Company, Kansas City,

Mo. Filed Apr. 26, 1962.

REVELATION

SN 167.852. Bee Zee Originals, Chesterfield, Mo. Filed Nov.

16, 1962.

CARD-WRITES
For Postal Cards.

First use July 28, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 575,184 and 706,133.

For Hunting Clothing, Particularly Including Hunting

Coats, Hunting Pants, Hunting Caps and Hats, Sleeveless

Jackets, Hunting Vests, Insulated Innerwear, Insulated

Jackets, and Insulated Underwear.

First use May 15, 1959, on insulated underwear.

SN 146,204. Mr. Mclver, Inc., New Bedford, Mass. Filed

May 22, 1962.

MR. MCIVER

SN 157,449. W. J. Bradford Paper Company, Holland, Mich.

Filed Nov. 19, 1962.

ENSIGN
For File Folders.

First use on or about Sept. 24, 1962^ ^^^^^^

For Women's Wearing Apparel—Namely, Dresses.

First use January 1962.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 146,625.

SN 145,625. Commonwealth Clothing Company, Boston,

Mass. Filed May 28, 1962.

Qass 38-PrinU and Publications
MAC IVOR

For Topcoats, Overcoats, and Suburban Coats.

SN 143,774. Thompson-Hayward Chemical Company, Kansas ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ jg^^

City, Kans. Filed May 8, 1962. - .. ... ... ^,
SubJ. to Intf. with SN 145,204.

TOM KEM'S AG ADVISOR
For Farm Supply Dealer Bulletin.

First use Mar. 31. 1981.

SN 147,028. Phillips Petroleum Company, BartlesvUle, Okla.

Filed June 15, 1962.

SN 147,449. David B. Dlny, Chicago, III. Filed June 22,

1962.

OBSCURITY AND A PENNY
For Intercollegiate Poetry Quarterly.

Pint uae Oct. 20, 1961.

SN 157,613. Richard A. Friend, Boiling Hills, Calif. Filed

Nov. 20, 1962.

AITTO I-D '^^^ drawing is lined for red. Owner of Reg. No. 295.326
^^•^

For Wearing Apparel—Namely, Men's Shirts and Trousers,

For Expandable Automobile Identification Manual Showing overalls or One PUce Suits. Coats. Jackets, and Caps.

Bxterior Views of American and Foreign Made Automobiles i^lTtit use on or about Mar. 1, 1960.

and Trucks Plus an Index of Model Names Used by Automo- ^^__^^
bile Manufacturers.

First use Oct. 18, 1962 SN 148,964. Eton Sportswear, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

July 13, 1962.

SN 168 918. Metropolitan Lithograph k Publishing Com-

pany, Everett, Mass. Filed Dec. 11, 1962.

WISHING WELL
Owner of Beg. No. 441.901.

For Greeting Cards.

First use on or about June 20, 1945.

ETON ROYAL
The word "Eton" is hereby disclaimed apart from the

mark as shown.

For Women's Dresses, Skirts, Blouses, Slacks, Jackets,

Shirts, Shorts, Jumpers, and Two-Piece Dresses.

First use May 25, 1962.
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8N 151.077. Puritan Fashions Corporation. New York. N.Y. 8N 156,087. Continental Manufacturing Co., Otkalooaa,

Filed Aug. 13, 1962. Iowa. Filed Oct. 28, 1962.

PAK-IN-BAG

For Women's and Misses' Wearing Apparel—Namely,

Dresses, Blouses. Skirts, Jackets. Coats, Slacks. Slack Suits.

Shorts, Robes, Pajamas, and Bathing Suits.

rirat use July 16, 1962.

SN 152,793. Hymar, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 10,

1962.

LINDA LO

The trademark "Linda Lo" Is not the name or pseudonym

of a living Individual. Owner of Reg. No. 628,763.

For Children's Dresses.

First use Dec. 27, 1946.

SN 153,911. Charles Subln Shoe Corporation, New York,

N.Y. Filed Sept. 25, 1962.

Sulino
The mark is fanciful.

For Women's Shoes.

First use July 26, 1962.

SN 156.085. Continental Manufacturing Co., Oskaloosa,

Iowa. Filed Oct. 29, 1962.

13?99ie

Applicant disclaims the geographically descriptive words

"of Oskaloosa" apart from the mark as shown in the draw

Ing. Owner of Reg. No. 739,784.

For Slacks for Men and Boys Made From Various Fabrics,

Including Cotton, Dacron, Rayon, and Acetate.

First use Mar. 23. 1962.

SN 166,088. Continental Mannfacturtng Co., Oskaloosa.

Iowa. Filed Oct. 29, 1962.

Applicant disclaims the geographically descrtptive words

"of Oskaloosa" ai>art from the mark as shown In the draw-

ing. Owner of Reg. No. 739.784.

For Slacks for Men and Boys Made From Varions Fabrics.

Including Cotton, Dacron. Rayon, and Acetate.

First use Mar. 28, 1962.

SN 1S6,22S. Edmont Inc., Coshocton, Ohio. Filed Oct. 80,

Applicant disclaims the geographically descriptive words i»e2.

"of Oskaloosa " apart from the mark as shown in the draw TOUCH"N-GROW
Ing. Owner of Reg. No. 739,784.

For Slacks for Men and Boys Made From Various Fabrics,

Including Cotton. Dacron, Rayon, and Acetate. For Garden Gloves.

First use Mar. 23. 1962. «^"t »•« o" o^ »»>«»» »*»«• "• ^^^
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SN 159,628. Tucker Tlea, Inc., Baytlde, N.Y. Filed Dec. 21, SN 160,968. Peter Pan Foundations, Inc.. New York, N.Y

19^.' Filed Jan. 18, 1963.

CLASSIC TREASURE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 527,906, 670.957, and others.

For Brassieres.

First use Dec. 10, 1962.

Tucker
For Men's and Boys' Ties and Belts.

Flrtt uae Not. 24, 1954.

SN 159.686. J. H. Bonck Company. Inc.. New Orleans, La.

Filed Dec. 26. 1962.

T.M.T.

For Shirts and Pants.

First use Oct. 3, 1961.

SN 161,393. Allied Millinery Company, Inc., New York, NY
Filed Jan. 25, 1963.

Jean Guv
The name "Jean Guy" is fanciful.

For Women's and Misses' Hats.

Flnt use Jan. 1, 1963.

SN 159.800. Belk Stores Services. Inc., Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Dec. 27, 1962.

ito^e^
Owner of Beg. No. 651,782.

For Boys' Shirts, Bermuda Shorts, Slacks, Suits, Sport

Coats, and Suburban Coats.

First use Feb. 15, 1956, on shiris.

Class 40— Fancy Goods, Furnishings, and

Notions

SN 146,288. Gold Seal Company, Bismarck, N. Dak. Filed

June 6, 1962.

HERBARY GARDENS
For Handkerchief Bags.

First use May 1, 1941.

SN 158,115. Waldes Kohinoor, Inc., Long Island City, NY.
Filed Nov. 28, 1962.

SN 160,489. Kayser-Both Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 10, 1963.

PERMA-TONE

MAGNATES
For Hooks and Eyes and Hook and Eye Tape To Be Sold

Exclusively to Garment Manufacturers.

First use Nov. 15. 1962.

For Men's Hosiery.

First use Sept. 11. 1962.

SN 160.680. Vanity Fair Mills. Inc.. Reading, Pa. Filed

Jan. 14. 1963.

BRADICE
For Women's Lingerie—Namely, Girdles, Pantle Girdles,

and Brassieres.

First use Dec. 20, 1962.

Qass 42- Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

SN 122,397. Toyo Rayon Kabushiki Kaisha, d.b.a. Toyo

Rayon Co., Ltd., Chuo-ku. Tokyo-to, Japan. Filed June 19.

1961.

PYLEN

SN 160,682. Vanity Fair Billls. Inc.. Reading. Pa. Filed

Jan. 14, 1963.

FIGMENT
For Women's Lingerie—Namely, Girdles. Pantle Girdles,

and Brassieres.

First use Dec. 20, 1962.

Owner of Japanese Reg. Nos. 554,392, dated Aug. 16, 1960,

and 559,898, dated Oct. 27, 1960.

For Knitted, Woven and Non-Woven Cloth of Cotton, Wool,

Silk, Rayon and Synthetic Fibers, and Combinations Thereof.

SN 160,683. Vanity Fair MlUsj Inc., Reading. Pa. Filed

Jan. 14, 1963.

PROMPTER
For Women's Lingerie-^Namely. Girdles, Pantle Girdles,

and Brassieres. ^

First use Dec. 21, 1962.

SN 142,317. Greenwood Mills. Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Apr. 16, 1962.

40 *Nt> 8
For Piece Goods of Cotton or of Other Fibers and/or

Blends Thereof.

First use Dec. 7, 1961.
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8N 151,720. C. O. Trading Corp.. New York, N.Y. Filed
(Jg^j 43 — Thread aild YaiTI

Aug. 23. 1962

SN 143,724. W. R. Grace k Co., New York. N.Y., assignee of

^**^ Dawbarn Brothers. Incorporated, Waynesboro, Va. Filed

^'
'

^^^ May 3. 1962.

< 'minA-MAT>
BEAMETTE

^-.y^'* ^^'' For Packages of Textile Yam Having Multiple Parallel

^ ^ ^ ^
'

'

Ends Wound Parallel In the Package.

Flrat use Jan. 26, 1961

For Textile Fabrics Made of Jute BMberH and Used In Con

neetlon With Soli Erosion Control.

First use May 17, 1962.

SN 156.936. Emlle Bernat & Son* Co., Jamaica Plain, Mass

Filed Nov. 9, 1962.

MASTER DYED
Applicant disclaims the word "Dyed" apart from the mark

SN 155,442. Soclete Rhodlaceta, Paris, France. Filed ^^ shown.
Oct. 18, 1962.

DROPNYL
For Yam.
First use about 1947.

owner of French Reg. No. 488.385. dated May 25. 1960
^^^ ^^^ _^^^ M„nsanto

»aris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 145,162. l'ii>«i"h„„ •>« ia«9
For Textile Fabrics Ised for Making Dresses, Rob.-s, Suits, Hied Dec .6, 196J(Pa
Fv,.

Coats, Underwear, Shirts, and the Like, and Bed and Table

Covers.

Chemical Company, St. Louis. Mo.

SN 157,970. Cannon Mills Company, Kannapolls. N.C.

Filed Nov. 27, 1962.

SATINA
Owner of Reg. No 744,548.

For Sheets, Spreads, Blankets, Pillow Cases, and Wash

Cloths.

Flrat use Oct. 4, 1962.

SN 157,971. Cannon Mills Company, Kannapolls, N C.

Filed Nov. 27, 1962.

GRAND MANNER
Owner of Reg. No. 745.538.

For Sheets, Spreads, Blankets. Pillow Cases, and Wash

Cloth««
Flrat use Oct. 4. 1962.

No claim Is made to the word "Spandex" apart from the

mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 600.796. 741.667. and

others.

For Thread and Yarn Comprised In Whole or In Substan-

tial Part of Spandex.

First use Nov. 6, 1962.

SN 160.794 Midland-Rosa Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Jan. 16. 1963.

DRAPESPUN
SN 160.558 The Scranton Corporation, Scranton, Pa. Filed

Jan. 11, 1963.

LAMl-LACE
For Tablecloths.

First use May 25, 1962.

For Viscose Rayon Yarn and Thread.

First use on or about Jan. 4, 1963.

SN 160,829. Barclay Wooh>n Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 17, 1963.

ROSEUR

Qass 44 -Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

SN 104,557 Sananco Products, Inc., Bloomlngton, 111 ,
as-

signee of Buford Smith, Bloomlngton, 111. Filed Sept. 15,

1960.

SAN ANN

For Woolen Fabrics.

First use January 1963.

For Personal Hygiene Devices—Namely, Enema and Douche

Bags.

First use Jan. 7, 1960.

SN 160,919. Chlcopee Mills, Inc ,
New York, NY. Filed

^^, j^^ 227. B. Braun, Melsungen, Germany. Filed Mar. 20.

Jan. 18. 1963.

ANNISTON
1962.

BRUNAMID
For Cotton Fabrics.

First use Oct. 26, 1962.

Owner of German Reg. No. 739,318, dated Aug. 17, 1960.

For Material for Surgical Sutures.

I
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8N 157,488. Ganzonl k Cle. A.-O., St. Oallen, Switzerland. SN 164,796. Biometrics Instrument Corporation, Dallas,

Filed Nov. 19, 1962. Tex. Filed Mar. 18, 1963.

SIGVARIS
For Orthopedic and Therapeutic Stockings.

First use Mar. 23. 1961 ; In commerce Aug. 29, 1962.

SN 163,789. Barnes-Hind Laboratories, Inc., Sunnyvale,

Calif. Filed Mar. 4. 1963.

ACRICAL
For Dental Pulp Dressing Kit.

First use Dec. 13. 1962.

For Implantable Amplifiers, Transmitters and Power Sup-

plies, Physiological Sensers—Namely. Temperature Sensers.

Respiration Sensers for Measuring Depth and Rate of Re.^pl

ration. Encephalogram Sensers, Electro-Myogram Sensers,

Electro-Cardiogram Sensers and Blood Pressure Sensers

;

Hypodermic Needles Equipped With Physiological Sensers.

First use July 11. 1962.

SN 165,378. Remington Research, Inc., New York, NY.

SN 163,813. The H. C. Cook Company. Ansonla, Conn. Filed Filed Mar. 25, 1963.

Mar. 4, 1963.

PEDICLIP LADY CAROLINE
For Toe Nail Clippers.

First use on or before Dec. 15, 1935.

For Hair Driers.

First use Dec. 22. 1962.

SN 163 904 Union Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y. SN 165,384. Stephenson Corporation, Red Bank. N.J. Filed

Filed Mar. 4, 1963. ^l*"" ^' l®^^-

SCOUT
^.^^"'"^'''^^..^^ For Resuscltators.

First use June 28, 1962.

UNION
CARBIDE

Owner of Reg. No. 690,324.

For Suction and Inhalation Therapy Appliances—Namely,

Regulators, Fog Generators, Mobile Suction Units Compris-

ing a Cart, Regulators. Tubing and Bottles ;
Emergency Oxy-

gen Units Comprising a Cylinder of Oxygen. Regulator. Tubing

and Face Mask ; and Cryosurgical Apparatus.

First use on or about Dec. 23, 1958.

Class 45 -Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters

SN 151,313. General Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y".

Filed Aug. 16, 1962,

SN 164.102. AB. Vacuum-Extractor, Gothenburg, Sweden.

Filed Mar. 7, 1963.

VUC-INSTRUMENT
No registration rights are claimed herein for the word

"Instrument" apart from the mark as shown in the drawing.

For Medical Cannulae.

First use in 1961 ; in commerce In 1961.

For Powders for Making Soft Drinks.

SN 164.117. The Dentists' Supply Company of New York. pjrst use at least as early as 1956.

York, Pa. l^led Mar. 7, 1963. ^^^^___

BIOTONE
Owner of Reg. No. 374,045.

For Synthetic Resin Material for Use In Preparation of

Intraoral Custom Dental Restorations.

First use Jan. 24, 1963.

SN 153,269. Franklin Beverage Company, Elizabeth, N.J.

Filed Sept. 17, 1962.

SN 164,330. J. A. Deknatel and Son, Inc., Queens Village,

N.Y. Filed Mar. 11, 1963.

TEVDEK
For Surgical Sutures.

First use Feb. IB, 1963.

For Carbonated Soft Drinks.

First use Apr. 6, 1962.
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SN 128,604. Smalu International, Inc., Pralrte Ylllace, Kana.

Piled Sept. 25, 1961.

8N 85,943. Martin OlUet k Co., Inc., d.b.a. Woods Products

Co., Baltimore, Md. Filed Nov. 28. 1959.

TEA BREAK
Applicant claims no exclusive rlfbts In "Tea" as the name

of the goods Identified herein.

For Tea.

First use Nov. 13, 1959.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 149,083.

SN 104,300. Newport Carriage Trade, Inc., New York, N.Y,
^^^ Sandwiches. Milk Shakes, Malted MUk Shakes. French

Filed Sept. 12, 1960. Fries, Coffee, and Fluid Milk.

First as* Sept. 8, 1961.

ii'amaur diai^r

For Fancy Groceries— Namely, Syrup Used for Food Pur-

poses, Sugar, Chocolate Candles, Hard Candles, Coconut

Candles, Crystallized Licorice, Ginger, Honey, Soups, Rice.

Tea, Canned and Jarred Beef and Chicken, Canned Fish,

Puddings ; Cocktail Specialties—Namely. Shelled Nuts, Bacon

Rinds and Potato Chips, Canned and Jarred Baked Beans.

Salad Dressings. Ham Glaze, Sauces (Both Meatless and Meat

Containing), Vinegar. Mustard, Olives. Canned and Jarred

Vegetables ; Ice Cream Toppings—Namely. Claret Sauce and

Creme de Mentlie Sauce ; and Pancake Toppings—Namely,

Rum and Brandy Sauces.

First use on or about Oct. 8. 1958.

SN 106,856. Table Talk Pastry Company Incoriwrated,

Worcester, Mass. Filed Oct. 20. 1960. CONCURRENT
USE to be restricted to Massachusetts. New York, Con-

necticut, Rhode Island, Maine. New Hampshire, and Ver-

mont Concurrent use with Reg. No. 621,409.

lablelalk
For Pies, Cakes, and Pastries.

First use 1929.

SN 120,368.

19, 1961.

Armour and Company, Chicago, 111. Filed May

CONTINENTAL CUISINE
For Frozen Food Products—Namely, Prepared Dishes Con-

taining (Separately) Meat, Poultry and Shellfish ; and Cheese

Appetizers—Namely. Blends of Bleu, Cheddar, and Swiss

With Various SalU and Seasonings.

First use on or about June 25. 1960. on the prepared dishes

containing meat, poultry, and shellfish.

SN 126,814 Russell Stover Candies, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

Filed Aug. 28, 1961.

A MINT DREAM
The term "Mint" is disclaimed except as a part of the

mark as shown.

For Candy.
First use during 1947.

SN 130.740. Stark, Wetzel k Co., Inc.. Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Oct. 26. 1961.

MENU MAGIC
For Frozen Egg-and Ham Omelets ; and Dry Mixes for

Making Potato Pancakes. Corn Fritters, and Apple Fritters.

First use May 1, 1961.

SN 132,431. Harry Akin, Austin. Tex. Filed Nov. 21, 1961.

The representation of the goods Is disclaimed apart from

the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 894.010 and 641.617.

For Hamburger Sandwiches.

First'use Apr 6. 1934.

SN 135,403. Sunnyland Packing Company, Thomasvllle, Oa.

Filed Jan. 8, 1962.

SUNNYLAND
For Fresh Meat Cuts, Smoked Meats, Bacon. Welners and

Sausages. Lard, Rendered Pork Fat, Cooked Ham, Fresh

Dressed Fowl, Cooked Fowl, Frozen Fowl, Frozen Chicken

Parts, and Luncheon Meat Preparations In Whole Loaf Form
and in Sliced Loaf Form.

First use on or about Nov. 15, 1942, on cooked ham.

SN 137.735. The H. C. Fisher Company. Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed Feb. 12. 1962.

FISHER'S FRESH'NER
For Emulsifying Agent as a Component for Bakery Prod-

ucts.

First use 1953.

SN 189.841.

14, 1962.

Food Technology, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed Mar.

HYDROXY-LAC
For Emulslfler for Use in Making Bakery Products.

First use Jan. 18, 1901.
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SN 145,310. Bob White, d b.a. Bob White Organization.

Miami, Fla. Filed May 23, 1962.

HEMANA BRAND
The applicant disclaims the word "Brand" apart from the

mark as used. Owner of Reg. Nos. 661,655 and 580,585.

For Frozen Banana Regale, Frozen Banana-Chocolate

Coated Regale. Frozen Banana Orange Regale, Frozen

Regale-Tropic Fruit Coated, Each In Stick Bar Form
;
Fro

zen Mixture of Fruit Salad With Orange Additive. Canned

Chowder With Conch (Shellfish) Base. Canned Broth From

Cooking Conch. Powdered Chocolate Flavored Mix for Making

Frozen Stick Bar Confection. Canned and Cartoned Citrus

Fruit Beverage Bases Characterized by Citrus Juices With

Added Flavor and Color, Stabilizer for Frozen Stick Confec-

tions of High Water Content, and Canned Chill Having Conch

as an Ingredient.

First use 1952 on conch chowder.

SN 160,853. Codesa, Conservas y Derivados de Productos

Agrlcolas. S.A., Puig, Valencia. Spain. Filed Aug. 9. 1962.

.^OC

SN 145.587. Oldenburger Brotfabrik M.u.C. Brokat. Olden-

burg, Germany. Filed May 28. 1962.

4- *r?f •-<*--•
^-';:J^t\}

The wording "Feine Elersandtorte nur mit Frischen

HUhnerelern" (English translation: "Fine egg-containing

bakery goods made only with fresh chicken eggs") is dls

claimed apart from the mark as shown. Priority claimed

under Sec. 44(d) on German application filed Jan. 9, 196-2,

Reg. No. 758.262. dated Feb. 14. 1962.

For Bakery Goods—Namely. Bread and Cake.

SN 146.519. Siemer Milling Company,

Filed June 8, 1962.

DARIDINER
For Animal Premix and Feed.

First use during August 1960.

"^etWiV^^^

The wording "Cons.rvas y Derivados de Productos Agrl-

colas S.A. Puig (Valencia)" translated is "canned goods and

by-products of agricultural products, stock company, Puig

(Valencia) " and is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown. Owner of Spanish Beg. Nos. 261,749, dated Dec. 20,

1952, and 261,750, dated May 16, 1953.

For Canned VegeUbles, Pure Fruit Pulp, Dried Fruit,

Canned Olives. Consomm* Cubes (for Soup and Sauces).

Saffron and Spices. Marmalades. Preserved Fruit. Preserved

Quinces, Sirups. Fruit Juices, and Custards.

SN 162,087. Productos Del Prado, C.A., Turmero, Aragua,

Venezuela. Filed Aug. 28, 1962.

SIBONEY
The word "Siboney" is the name of a Cuban Indian tribe

wiped out in the 16th century in the Spanish Invasion of

Cuba.
For Canned Fruit Preserves, Canned Cocoanut Preserve,

and Solid Fruit Pastes Sold in Wrapped Blocks in Cartons.

First use 1961 ; in commerce January 1962.

SN 152,107. Williams k Woods Ltd.. Dublin. Ireland. Filed

Aug. 28. 1962.

Teutopolis, III.

8\ 148 536 Safe-T Pacific Company. Redwood City, Calif.,

by change of name from Safe-T Pacific Baking Company.

Redwood City. Calif. Filed July 6. 1962.

The shading in the drawing does not indicate color. The

words "Coffee." "Bar." and "Whiskey Flavoured" are dls

claimed apart from the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. No.

730 193

For Chocolate Bars Flavored With Coffee and Irish

Whiskey. „ ^ ,.._
First use Jan. 1, I960; In commerce September 1960.

CRAZY PACK

SN 152,154. Red Owl Stores, Inc., d.b.a. H. A. Marr Grocery

Company, Hopkins, Minn. Filed Aug. 29, 1962.

BRIMFULL
Applicant disclaims the word "Pack" except as used in

combination with "Crazy." Owner of Reg. No 680.877.

For Bakery Product-Namely, Ice Cream Cones.

First use June 12, 1957.

For Canned Asparagus, Green Beans, Peas, Corn, Tomatoes,

Spinach. Pineapple, Grapefruit. Boysenberries. Cherries

Applesauce. Grapefruit Juice. Orange Juice. Salmon, Pork

and Beans, and Catsup.

First use 1926.

SN 149.083. A. Hoolmeljer k Zonen N.V.. Barendrecht. Neth-

erlands. Filed July 16, 1962.

TEABREAK
For BfE-Rnsks and Toast.

First use 1949 ; In commerce February 1909.

SubJ. to Intf. with S.N. 88,948.

SN 152.970. Bayou Foods. Inc.. d.b.a. Nautical Foods Co.

Mobile, Ala. Filed Sept. 12. 1962.

CAJUN-JOE'S
Owner of Beg. No. 631,458.

For Frozen Stuffed Crab.

First use March 1960.
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SN 153.111. Petltjean, Gay k Cle, Le-Pre SalDt-Oervals. SN 154.078. Whitley Popcorn Company, d.b.a. Whitley Pop
Seine, France. Filed Sept. 13, 1962. Corn, Trenton, Mo. Filed Sept. 27, 1962.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

505,606, dated June 7, 1962 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 186,383.

For Infants' and Invalid FoodH ; Meat, Fish, Poultry,

Game ; Meat Extracts ; Preserved, Dried and Cooked Fruits

and Vegetables ; Jellies, Jams ; Eggs, Milk and Other Dairy

Products; Kdlble Oils and Fats; Preserves, Pickles; Coffee,

Tea, Cocoa, Su^ar, Rice, Tapioca ; Sago, Coffee Substitutes ;

Flour, and Preparations .Made From Cereals; Bread, Biscuits,

Cakes, Pastry and Confectionery, Ices; Honey, Treacle;

Yeast ; Mustard ; Pepper, Vinegar, Sauces ; and Spices.

SN 153,145. Armour and Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Sept.

14, 1962.

TEX 425 PLUS
Owner of Reg. No. 523.384.

For Shortening Prepared From Meat and Vegetable Fats.

First use on or about May 1. 1952.

SN 153.549. Comet Rice Mills. Inc. Houston. Tex.

Sept. 20, 1962.

Filed

COMET QUIK
No registration rights are claimed for the word "Qulk "

apart from the mark as shown ; however, applicant waives

none of Its common law rights in the mark aa shown or any

feature thereof. Owner of Reg. Nos. 77.427 and 693,582

For Rice.

First use July 18, 1962.

SN 153,550. Comet Rice Mills, Inc., Houston, Tex. Filed

Sept. 20. 1962.

COMET KWIK
No registration rights are claimed for the word "Kwlk "

apart from the mark as shown ; however, applicant waives

none of its common law rights In the mark aa shown or any

feature thereof. Owner of Reg. Nos. 77.427 and 693.582.

For Rice.

First use July 18, 1962.

SN 153,551. Comet Rice Mills, Inc., Houston, Tex. Filed

Sept. 20, 1962.

COMET QUICK
No registration rights are claimed for the word "Quick"

apart from the mark as shown ;
however, applicant waives

none of Its common law rights in the mark ai shown or any

feature thereof. Owner of Reg. Nos. 77,427 and 693,582.

For Rice.

First use July 18, 1962.

The drawing is lined for the color red. No claim of exclu-

sive right is made to the words "Pop Corn," as used on the

goods claimed.

For Popcorn In Its Natural State.

First use July 16. 1962.

SN 154,597. General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. Filed

Oct. 5, 1962.

G
For Breakfast Cereals.

First use at least as early as June 15, 1960.

SN 156,061. Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormals

Melster Lucius and Brttnlng, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Filed Oct. 18, 1962.

Owner of German Reg. No. 633,916, dated Feb. 10, 1953;

and IS. Reg. Nos 542,319, 746,155 and others.

For Food Preserving Agents.

SN 157.886. Coastal Valley Canning Co.. Umlted, Oxnard,

Calif. Filed Nov. 26, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 3H5.622 and 385,849.

For Canned Tomato Juice Food Drink Comprised of To-

matoes, Green Chiles, and Onions ; Canned Tomato-Chile

Sauce.

First use Nov. 20, 1930, on canned tomato Juice food drink.

PiledSN 161,802. Comet Rice MiUs, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Feb. 1, 1963.

COMET
Owner of Reg. Nos. 77,427, 693,582, and others.

For Rice. Rice Oil, Rice Flour and By-Products of Rice

Milling Sold as Poultry and Animal Feeds and aa Ingredients

for Poultry and Animal Feeds.

Plrst use Oct. 28, 1909, on rice.
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SN 161,890. Leaf Brands, Inc., Chicago, III.

1963.

CHICKEN FEED
For Bubble Gum.
First use Nov. 1, 1962.

Filed Feb. 1, The Jai>anese characters shown in the drawing constitute

the word "Kotobuki" which in English means "congratula-

tions" or "felicitations."

For Whisky.

SN 135,184. Fernando A. De Terry S.A., Puerto de Santa

Maria, Spain. Filed Jan. 16, 1963.

8N 161,949. Carnation Company, Los Angeles, Calif. Filed FERfCANDO A. DE TERRY
Feb. 4, 1963

OPTIMIL
For Prepared Modified Infant Formula.

First use Jan. 15, 1963.

"Fernando A. De Terry" is the president of applicant cor-

poration, whose consent to use his name Is of record.

For Brandy.

First use June 14, 1911 ; In commerce Aug. 1, 1941.

8N 161,950. Carnation Company, Los Angeles, Calif Filed

Feb. 4, 1963.

CEREAL-MATE
For Vegetable Fat Emulsion Product.

First use Jan. 15, 1963.

SN 161,200. Ed. Phillips & Sons Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Jan. 22, 1963.

ESPA^^^
SN 161,951. Carnation Company, Los Angeles, Calif. Filed

Feb. 4, 1963.

pTJ|7'1J^ "M^ ATF* The words "de Espay frCres" in French mean "from or of

V^IlEir -iTli^ X l-<
ggp^y Brothers." Owner of Reg. No. 402.038.

For Vegetable Fat Emulsion Product. For Brandy.

First use Jan. 15, 1963. First use Oct. 28, 1941.

Class 47 -Wines

SN 112,047. Kansas DUtributors, Inc., d.b.a. Anzio Wine Co.

Kansas City, Kans. Filed Jan. 1&, 1961.

For Wines.

First use July 14, 1954.

SN 154,139. Monsieur Henrt Wines, Ltd., Brooklyn, NY.

Filed Sept. 28, 1962.

PIERRE CARTIER
The name "Pierre Cartier" is fanciful and was coined by

applicant.

For Bordeaux Wine.

First use Nov. 20, 1953. ^^^^^^__^__

Qass 49- Distilled Alcoholic Liquors

8N 131,966. Kabushlki Kaisha Kotobukiya, Higashl-ku,

Osaka, Japan. Filed Nov. 14, 1961.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on J»P""«^ *PP"*=*"°''

filed Sept. 16, 1961 : Eeg. No. 605,985, dated Feb. 23, 1963.

SN 181,284. Schenley Distillers, Inc., d.b.a. The Dant Dis-

tillery Company, New York, N.Y. Filed Jan. 23, 1963.

JIM DANT
The name "Jim Dant" is not the name of any living

individual. Owner of Reg. Nos. 376,057, 320,981, and 606,814.

For Straight Bourbon Whiskey.

First use Oct. 25, 1955.

Oass 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Classified

SN 130,561. The Kiwi Polish Company Proprietary Limited,

Richmond, near Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. Filed Oct.

24, 1961.

KIWI
Shoe Server

Applicant disclaims any exclusive rights in the word "Shoe"

apart from the mark as shown. Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos.

294,323, 627,754, 723,378. and others.

For Wooden Shoe Groomer Serving as a Shoe Shine Stand

and Container for Shoe Polishing Equipment.

First use Aug. 10, 1961 ; In commerce Aug 10, 1961.

SN 133,514. The Yarder Manufacturing Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Filed Dec. 6, 1961.

SHOWCASE
For Frames for Advertising Signs for Use In Public Trans-

portation Vehicles.

First use July 23, 1959.
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SN 137 462 Rhoade* Rubber Corporation, Eastbampton,

Mass,' Filed S.R. Feb. 7. 1962; Am. P.R. Nov 28, 1962.

NEOGRENE
For Synthetic Rubber Laboratory Stoppers.

First use Apr. 15, 1959.

SN 132,976. Cerb«ru«, Beechhurst, N.Y. Filed Nov. 29,

1961.

BARHABY'S

BITTERS
SN 162 880 Elizabeth L. Collin., d.b.a. Collins Conntructart

'company. Woodland Hills. Calif. Filed Sept. 11, 1962.

CONSTRUCTART
For Picture Kit Containing Colored and Detailed Pap^-r

Patterns. Acetate Overlay Sheets, Paper Frame. Foundation

Cardboard, Scissors and Glue.

First use Aug. 23, 1962.

For Cologne.

First use June 1, 1960.

SN 156 062 Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormal.

"Sielster Lucius and BrUnlng. Frankfurt am Main, Germany,

Filed Oct. 18. 1962.

SN 139,705. OrvUle J Vert, d.b.a. Vert Cosmetic Co.. Boone.

Iowa. Filed Mar 12. 1962.

TFEV
For Hair OH. Brllllantlne, Waveset, Skin Cream, and

Brushless Shave Cream.

Flfit UM Feb. 4, 1941, on waveaet.

SN 144,730. International Equity Corporation, Bala-Cynwyd,

Pa. Filed May 16. 1962.

MARK II

For Xh^nTAfter-Shave Lotion. Cologne. Pre-Electrlc-Shave

Lotion. Deodorant. Face Powder; and Womena Perfume.

Cologne, and Bath Oil.

First use Mar. 18. 1957.

Owner of German Reg. No. 633,916. dated Feb. 10. 1953 ;

and US. Reg. Nos. 542,319, 746,155. and others.

For Health, Life-Saving and Flre-Extlngulshlng Apparatus

and Instruments-^.g., Syringes, Syringe Stands, Bandages,

Surgical Instruments. Surgical Filaments, Life Preservers,

Swim Vests. Fire Safety NeU, and Fire Hoses.

SN 146.289. Gold Seal Company, Bismarck. N. Dak. Filed

June 6, 1962.

HERBARY GARDENS
For Sachets for Lingerie, Handkerchiefs. Linens, and Other

Items of Clothing and Soft Goods.

First use May 1, 1941.

Qass 51 - Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations

SN 86,419. Richard Hudnut, Morris Plains, N.J. Filed

Dec. 1, 1959,

SN 146.457. Block Drug Company. Inc.. Jersey City. N.J.

Filed June 8, 1962.

NEOSEAL
N.L.2

For Nail Hardener.

First use Nov. 10. 1959.

For Ethylene Oxide Polymer, Incorporated as an Ingredient

In a Denture Adhesive,

First use on or about Apr, 1. 1962.

SN 101,217. Elisabeth Ungar-Skln Care, Inc, New York,

NY. Filed July 20, 1960,

SN 154,410. "42" Products Ltd.. Inc., Santa Monica. Calif.

Filed Oct. 8. 1962.

42

TONATRONE
For Cosmetic Preparatlons-Namely. ^iP-tlck. Eye Make-

up. Rouge. Astringents ; Skin Creams-Namely. Cold C^eam

Foundation and Cleansing Creams, and Skin and Face Lo

tlons and Body and Face Powders.

First use June 20. 1960.

SN 111,332. Richard Hudnut. Morris Plain", N.J. Filed

Jan. 6, 1961.

ROYAL RADIANCE

Owner of Reg. No. 398,161.

For Hair Oil. Hair Pomade. Hair Spray. Henna, and Creme

Rinse.

First use Nov. 19, 1935. ^^^^^___^_^^^__^

Qass 52- DetergMts and Soaps

SN 129 307 W. R. Grace h Co.. New York. NY., aaalgnee of

Sun Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y. Filed Oct. 5.

19«1.

MAINTENEX

For Face Rouge.

First use Dec. 1, 1960.

For Cleaner for Surfaces Such aa Floors. Walla, Wood-

work and Windows, and as a Wax Strtpper.

Pint ua* 1089.

iN
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8N 144.187. The Bon Ami Company, New York, NY. Filed SN 167,926. Radiator Specialty Company. Charlotte, N.C.

May 9, 1962. ^le<* ^°^- 26, 1962.

^̂ No claim is made to the term "Liquid" apart from the

mark In its entirety.

For Preparation for Opening and Cleaning Clogged Drains

and Grease Traps.

First use Oct. 16, 1962; June 1. 1940, on "Drain Pep."

Applicant disclaims any extensive rights in the words SN 168.800. The Drackett Company. Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed

"A Genuine" and "Product" apart from the mark as shown Dec. 10, 1962.

In the drawing. Owner of Beg. Nos. 60,848, 726.868. and

others. ^LC
For All-Purpose Cleaner. ^^
Pint uae Apr. 8. 1962. ^

8N 147,029. Phillips Petroleum Company, BartlesTlUe, Okla.

Filed June 15, 1962.

The drawing Is lined for blue and red.

For Toilet Bowl Cleaner for Institutional Use Having

Cleansing, Disinfecting, and Deodorising Properties.

First use July 29, 1987.

The drawing Is lined for red. Owner of Reg. No. 424,694,

For Glass Cleaner. Tire Cleaner, Cooling System Cleaner.

Radiator Flush, and Pre-Wax Cleaner.

First use on or about Aug. 1, 1960.

SN 158,859. Purex Corporation, Ltd., d.b.a. Turco Products,

Inc. Wilmington, Calif. Piled Dec. 10, 1962.

TURCO-CARB
Owner of Reg. No. 638,177.

For Paint. Carbon, and Soil Remover,

First use on or before Dec. 31, 1955.

SN 148,171. Cedl K. Garrison, d.b.a. Garrison Mfg. Co.

Longmont, Colo. Filed July 2, 1962.

SN 159,260. Meat Industry Suppliers, Inc., Northfleld, 111.

Filed Dec. 17, 1962.

CHEMTROL
For Disinfectant Detergent.

First use on or about Aug. 31, 1962,

For Defogger and Cleaner for Eye Olasaes. Windows, Mir-

rors, and Windshields.

First u»e May 1, 1962.

SN 159,971. The Dlversey Corporation, Chicago. Ill, Filed

Dec. 31. 1962.

PAN-O-MITE
For Granular Bake Pan Cleaner.

First use Dec. 7, 1962.

SN 164,409. "42" Products Ltd., Inc, SanU Monica, Calif.

Piled Oct. 3, 1962.

42
SN 160.101. Economics Laboratory, Inc., St. Paul. Minn.

Piled Jan. 3, 1963.

Owner of Reg. No. 398.161.

Por Oil Shampoo, Liquid Lotion Shampoo, Creme Shampoo,

Dry Hair Shampoo, and Egg Shampoo.

First use Nov. 19, 1936.

MIKRO-PHEN
Por Compound for Cleaning, Disinfecting, and DeodoHring,

First use Oct. 30, 1962,



Qass 100 — Miscellaneous

SERVICE MARKS
Qass 101 - Advertising and Business

SN 122 246. Allstate EnterprUe.. Inc.. Skokle. 111. Filed SN 100,643. The Reply-0 letter Co.. New York. N.Y. Filed

June 19, 1961. July 11, I960.

ALLSTATE
MOTOR CLUB

V^T"^"**

without waiver of applicant's common law rights with

respect to the combination of words constituting applicants

service mark, applicant disclaims any right to the words

"Motor Club" except as a part of the mark as shown. Appli-

cant's related company owns Reg. Nos. 226,693, 621.917, and

719.067.

For Services to Motorist Members, Including Assistance on

Planning Auto Trips, Emergency Road Service Benefits,

Legal Service Benettt In Event of Traffic Violation Charges,

AccldeM Insurance, and Arranging for World-Wide Tours.

First use on or about May 18, 1961.

'/CT IH

Owner of Reg. No. 698,216.

For Direct Mall Advertising Services. Including the Prep-

aration of the Text of Advertising Mailed, Scliedule of Mall

ing and Distribution of Mailings to Selected Lists of Cus-

tomer* and Prospective Customers.

First use May 1937.

SN 135,428. Cleveland Technical Center, Inc.

Ohio. Filed Jan. 9, 1962.

Cleveland,

SN 130.171. Bradfute Corporation. Eastchester, N.Y. Filed

Oct. 18. 1961.

FOUR AND EIGHT
For Promoting the Sales of Goods and Services of Others

by Means of Qames.

First use Sept. 21. 1961.

SN 135,920. Symons Mfg. Company. Des Plaines, 111. Filed

Jan. 16, 1962.

The temi "Spectra Checked ' is disclaimed apart from the

mark as shown.

For Services In Determining Conditions of Engines by

Analyses of Wear Metals in Used LubrlcanU From the En-

gines or in Exhaust Deposits From the Engines.

First use Mar. 1, 1961.

Totowa, N.J. FiledSN 145,154. Yardley of London. Inc.,

May 21, 1962.

BEAUTY BRAIN
For Beauty Analysis Service for Giving Individualized

Advice to Women on Skin Care and Make-Lp Procedure.

First use Feb. 19, 1962.

For Engineering Services Pertaining to the

Crete Forming Equipment and Performed for

First use Dec. 22, 1961.

Use of Con-

Others.

SN 138.588.

26. 1962.

Conlker Enterprises, Chicago, III. Filed Feb.

SN 155,847. Sheraton Corporation of America, Boston, Mass.

Filed Oct. 24. 1962.

For Advertising and Sales Promotion Services.

First use July 1, 1981.

m SHERWYIM SN 145,701 Mall Enterprises. Incorporated, d.b.a. Virginia

Photo, Virginia Dare Photo, The Lane Company, Picture

Pal of Atlanta. Oa., and Picture Pal of Boston, Mass..

Richmond. Va. Filed May 29. 1962.

The drawing is lined for the colors red and blue, but no

claim is made to said colors as an essential feature of the

mark.

For Hotel and Restaurant Services.

First use Sept. 17. 1962.

TM 232

STIX-PIX
For Lithographing Reproductions of Photographs of Others

on Gummed Paper Stock With Per»on*Ilied Printing.

First use Mar. 20. 1962.
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Class 102 - Insurance and Pinandal Class 103 - Construction and Repair

S.\ 99,679. Tfleplioiif Kmployees Insuraiiie Company. Bal- 8X120,28.5. Arcadia Lumber Company. Arcadia. Calif. Filed

tliuoie, .Md. FlKd June 24. 1900. -May 18, 1961.

CHIP
For Complete Home Improvement Services Including Plan

nlng. Architecture, Design, Financing, and Construction

First use Feb. 15, 1960.

SN 138,753. American Heritage Homes. Inc., Miami Beach,

Fla. Filed Feb. 28. 1962.

HOMES

For Insurance Services, More Especially the Underwriting

of Insurance.

First use .May 20, 196(».

SN 137.S(>;v Safeco Insurance Company of America, Seattle,

Wash. Filed Feb. 12, 1982.

sfeSSSS-ftfajgWc

For Underwriting of Insurance.

First use Nov. 19. 19»;i.

SN 146.9H7 Archie Slawsby Agency, Inc. d.b a Slawsby

Insurance, Nashua. .N.H. Filed June 14, 196:i.

For General Insurnn.e and Bonding Agency Services.

First use Nov. 1, 1959

The word "Homes' is disclaimed apart from the mark

as shown.

For Custom Construction of Homes.

First use Aug. 1, 1961.

SN 141,665. Whirlpool Corporation, Benton Harbor, Mich.

Filed Apr. 5, 1962.

POLY CLEAN
For Self-Service Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services.

First use Feb. 6, 1962.

SN 142.146. Watson-Rooter Corporation of America, Van

Nuys, Calif. Filed Apr. 12, 1962.

The drawing is lined for red.

For Cleaning of. and Removal of Blockage in. Sewer Lines.

First use Mar. 24, 1962.

S.N l.''»2.767. Delamater .Manufacturing Co, Rockford. 111.

Filed Sept 10. 1962.

SN 148.167. Financial Programs, Inc., Denver. Colo. Filed

July 2, 1962.

INVESTANCE
DYN4-(CL£EN 7

For Inventing Fund* for Others In a Financial ITogran. For I'ower Vacuum. Steam and Other Cleaning Services

Which Fmbraces Both Life Insurance and Stock Purchases. Rendered to In.lu.trlal and Residential Installations.

First use on or about Oct. 31, 1961. First use June i:,. 1962.

TM 792 O.G.—19
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Class 104- Communication Class 106- Material Treatment

SN ir.8,044. Amerk-nn Telephone and TeleKraph Company, SN i:{(),24«. Sohoolti.ld Finishers, Inc
.
New York. NY.

New York. NY. P'iled Nov 2M, 1962. ^'1I»'<1 <»t't 1^- 1"-**>1

TEISTAR CLARITIZED
For Treating' Jute Fabrics In the Piece of Other-;.

For Providing Coinmunloatlons Services via Satellite (Pur First use .Inly .n. !!*«!.

Muant to an KxfxTlmental License From the Federal Com

municatlons Commission).

Firnt use on or about Oct. 26. 1961. Q^^^ ^Qj _ Eclucation attd Entertainment

Class 105 -Transportation and Storage

SN 111,163. Compagnle Natlonale Air France, Paris, France.

Filed Jan. 3, 1961.

EPICUREAN OF THE
ATLANTIC

For Air Transportjition of I'asseiiKers.

First use Oct. 11, 196U ; in commerce .Nov. 1, 1960.

SN 129.187. American Library Color Slide Co., Inc.. New

York. N.Y. Filed Oct. 4, 1961.

SN 111,165. Compagnle Natlonale Air France. Paris, France.

Filed Jan. 3, 1961

L'EPICURIEN DE
L'ATLANTIQUE

For Air Transportation of Passengers.

First use Oct 11, 1960; In commerce Nov. 1, 1960.

For Rental of Slides, Lecture Notes, and Explanatory Mate

rials.

First use Feb. 15. 1961.

SN 139,,'>51 Tuberculosis A Health Association of California,

San Francisco, Calif. Filed Mar. 9. 1962.

SN 127,448 Avis. Inc., Boston, Mass. Filed Sept. 7, 1961.

AVIS INTERNATIONAL
Applicant disclaims service mark rights In the word "Inter-

national' when not associated with the word '•Avis." Owner

of Keg Nos. 615.013 and 703.700.

For Travel Seivlcs Comprising Arranging Car Rental Res-

ervations, Arranging Purchases of Cars, Procuring Driver's

Licenses, and Sponsoring I'nesc-orted Tours.

First use Jan. 29, 1957.

SNN 144,178. Norwalk Truck Lines, Inc., Norwalk. Ohio

Filed May 9. 1962

For Dissemination of Information Regarding the Preven

tlon and Treatment of Tuberculosis

First use July 12, 1961.

SN 148.172. General .Motors Institute. Flint. Mich. Filed

July 2. 1962

GMI
For Motor Truck Transportation of the Goods of Others.

First use on or about Mar 31. 1962. For Kducatlonal Services- Namely. Conducting Engineer

iug C..urses With Curricula Leading to the Bachelor's De

gree, Part-Time Courses in Management Training. Specialized

SN 146.620. Gold Bond Stamp Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
.p,.,,,;„ij.„, Courses, Adult Educational Courses and Evalua-

Filed June 11. 1962. tlon Services for Executive and Managerial Personnel.

First use Feb 23. 1962

For Travel Agency Services.

First use May 21, 1962.

SN 152.310 Jewel Box Revue. Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Aug. 31, 1962

JEWEL BOX REVUE
For Entertainment Services—Namely, a Revue.

First use In the year 1938.

*:
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SN 153,962. John A. Karas, d.b.a. Science House. Manches- SN 157,881. Dick Catan, North Miami Beach, Fla. Filed

ter, Mass. Filed Sept. 26. 1962. ^'o^ 26, 1962.

SCIMANTICS MIAMI BEACHCOMBERS
For Application of Creative Science and Engineering Skill

. .^ r „ „# „ m„.i^«i
to the Problems of Marketing, Mass Communications and For Entertainment Services in the Form of a Musical

Advertising. Quartet.

First use on or about Sept. 14, 1962. First use June 1, 1946.

COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARKS

Class 200

SN 153,974. The National Headquarters of the National

Society of Scabbard and Blade. Inc., West Lafayette, Ind.

Filed Sept. 26, 1962.

SCABBARD AND BLADE
For Indicating Membership In the Applicant Society.

First use on or about Jan. 1, 1906.



TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED

PRINCIPAL REGISTER

Qass 1 - Raw or Partly Prepared Materials

753,r.l4. MT PLUG. Magnet Cove Uarluiii Corporatlcm.

SN 132,:i49. Pub. ^-^4-63. Filed 11-20-61.

753,r)15. AEKOTEX. American Cyanaiiild Coiiiimiiy *^-'^

142,246. I'ub. 5 14 63. Filed 4-16-62.

753.516. KASY LIFE. National Tea Co. SN 142,342.

Pub. 5 14 »;;{. Filed 4-16 62

753.517. FIBKO CIRC. Paul Klatt, assignee of Kruf Mauu

facturlnj; Company, Inc. SN 143,145. Pub. 5-14-ti3.

Filed 4 •2t\ >2

753,olH. TKl" LINE. I nited Shoe Machinery Corporation,

d.b.H. BB Chemical C.> SN 14,5, 4HM. Pub. o 14 «3

Fll.-d :> 2r. H2

7.'(3, ,")!!». M1C.VGI.,<) The .Miuallen Company, Inc SN

145. ».')(). Pub :. 14-63 Filed 6-1-62.

753,r)2(). SC(»PE S. C Johnson & Son, Inc. SN 148,llMi.

Piih .'i 14 63. Filed 7 2 62

753.521 AVOKY. American N'lscose Corporation. SN

14.S,7(l2. I'uh 5 14 63. Filed 7 -1062.

7,-)3,.-.22. JIMPIN(J McIIutchlson & Co SN 149,309.

Pub..") 14 63. Filed 7-18 62.

7,')3,523 NYKAF. Apex Coated Fabrics Co. Inc SN 149,436

Pub 5 14 tl3. Filed 7-20-62.

7r>3.,"i24. P(»VVEK PAK AND DESIGN Great West Coal

Sales Company SN 149,065 Pub. 5 14 63. Filed

7-23-62.

753.525. FIGIRE OF AN INDIAN. Charles O Howe, d b a.

Port City Minerals Company. SN 149,650. Pub. 5-14-63.

t^led 7-24-62.

753.526. TERRA GEL. Wyo-Ben Products Company, d b a.

Wyotana Sales Company. SN 149.990. Pub 5 14 63

Filed 7 27 62

753, .'.27. FIRE DRI. (Ml-Drl Corporation of America. SN

l.-.:<,l()y. Pub. .".14 63. Filed 9 13 62

753,52.S. I><)MINI()N. Still Mouse Hollow Farm. SN

153,127. Pub. ."»-14-63. Filed 9 13 62

753.529. STERON The I) S Brown Company. SN 154. 39S.

Pub .'>-l* •>3 Filed 10 3 62.

753.530. DOLCE. B D. Elsendrath Tanning Co SN

154,57H Pub. ,'>-14-63. Filed 10 5 62.

753 531. BLACK PANTHER Black Panther Company, Inc

SN 154.tiH6 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed lU-M -62.

753,532 MATADOR Armour and Company. SN 158,677

Pub. 5 14 63. Fll. d 12 7 62.

753.533. BALBOA. Armour and ('(unpany SN 158,678

Pub 5-14 63. Filed 12 7-62.

753.534. FORTINA Armour and Company. SN 158,679

Pub 5 14 63. Filed 12 7-62

753.538. BEL-AIRE W. Bell k Company, Inc. SN 137,418.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 2-7-62.

753,539 SIR ARTHIR ORIGINALS AND DESKJN. Bet

tina, Inc SN 149.042. Pub 5-14-63 Filed 7 16^62.

753.540. CAGE IM. John A. Wolff. SN 154,315. Pub

5 14 63. Filed 10-1 62.

Qass 4 — Abrasives and Polishing Materials

753,541 TORCH AND OVAL DESIGN. The American OH
Company. SN 141,682 Pub 5-14-63 Filed 4-6-62.

753,542. TORCH AND OVAL DESIGN. The American Oil

Company SN 142.006. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4 6-62.

753.543 KIWI (KEEWEE) AND PICTl RE OF A BIRD.

The Kiwi Poli.sh Company Proprietary Limited. SN

142,040. Pub 5 14 63 Filed 4-11 62.

753.544. "CARRARA STONES ' William A. Leavell, Jr.

d.b.a Carrara Stone Company SN 142,044. Pub 5 14 63.

Filed 4 11 <12

75,3,545, LENZON Barton Mines Corporation SN 144,591

Pub. 5-14 63. Filed 5 15-62.

753,546 CINDERELLA. Cinderella International Com-

pany, Inc. SN 148.143 Pub. 5-14 63 Filed 7 2 62

753,547. PACE. Turtle Wax. Inc SN 15N,«76 Pub

5 14 63 Filed 12-10 62.

Qass 5 — Adhesives

Qass 2 — Receptacles

753,535. ENVOPAK AND DESIGN. Envopak Limited.

SN 133.239 Pub. 5 14-63. Filed 12 4 61.

753.53t>. IH International Harvester Company. SN

142,821 I'ub. 5-1 4-63. Filed 4 23 62.

Qass 3 — Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketbooks

753.537 BRENT. Mont«om.ry Ward k Co.. Incorporated.

SN 129,875. Pub. 5-14-«3. Filed 10-13-61.
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753,548. ASTRO. Penlck & Ford, Ltd., Incorporated. SN

154,433 Pull 5 14-63 Filed 10 3 62.

753.549 PAPER ZIPPER. Atlantic Gumm.d Paper Cor-

poration SN 154,679 Pub. 5-14-«'.3. Filed 10-8-02.

753.5.50. MELTITE .Mornlnnstar Paisley. Inc. SN 155,174.

Pub 5 14 63. Filed 10-15-62.

753.551 TRF (MT AND DESIGN. Trade Paper Co. inc

SN 155.669 Pub 5 14-63. Fll. d 10-22 62

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

753.552 FLl'OLITE. Imperial Chemical Industries Lim-

ited. SN 115,149. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 3 »-61.

753.553. BLINK The Miami Products k Chemical Com-

pany. SN 131,594. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 11-8-61.

753.554. PERMA Gl ARD. Phoenix Gems, Inc. SN 131.870.

Pub. .5-14-63. Filed 11-13-61.

753.555. DIRTGARD. FaultletiH Starch Company. SN

141,173 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 3-30-62

753.556. TORCH AND OVAL DESIGN. The American t)ll

Company. SN 141,679. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-6-62.

753.557. TORCH AND OVAL DESIGN The American Oil

Company. SN 141,683. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-6-62

753.558. KIWI (KEE WEE) AND PICTURE OF A BIRD.

The Kiwi Polish Company Proprietary Limited. SN

142,039. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-11-62.

753,559 FILTROS. Filtered Rosin Products Company.

SN 142,086 Pub. 5-14 63. Filed 4-12-62.

753 560. BABY SAFE AND DESIGN. American Antiseptic

Co, Inc. SN 142,245. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-23-62.
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753.561. TRAV'L-GARD. The Town Hill Company. Inc.,

assignee of Bernard THber. d.b a. The Town Hill Company
SN 143.061. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-25-62.

753.562. MIRA-KIL Chartres Co., Inc. SN 143,930. Pub

5-14-63. Filed 5-7-62.

753.563. SHIP BRAND. MacAndrews and Forben Company.

SN 144,621 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed .5-15-62.

753.564. COL-X. I'nlted States Borax k Chemical Corpora

tlon, assignee of Columbia Wax Company SN 145,046.

Pub 5-14-63. Filed 5-21 62

753.565. URI-CEL. Cambridge Chemical Products, Inc.

SN 145,325. Pub 5-14-63. Filed 5-24-62.

753.566. STRIKE AND DESIGN. Agricultural Specialties.

SN 145.501. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-28-62.

753.567. GRAND WAY. The Grand Union Company. SN

145.544. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-28-62.

753.568. AIR-CAKE. The Drackett Company. SN 148,798.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-11-62.

753.569. NUACTANT. Arkansas Company. Inc. SN 149,246.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-18-62.

753.570. H.D. The C. B. Dolge Company. SN 149.453.

Pub &-14-68. Filed 7-20-62.

753.571. VIRSET. Virginia Chemicals k Smelting Company.

SN 149.502. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-20-62.

753.572. ALDEFORM. Paul J. Mandabach, Inc. SN

149,856. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-26-62.

7B3.573. AQUAPOOL. Parker Laboratories. Inc. SN

150,693. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.574. DRY-CAL-8IZE. Caled Products Company, Inc.

SN 151.001. Pub 5-14-63. Filed 8-13-62.

753.575. STALEY AND DESIGN. A. E. Staley Manufac-

turing Company SN 151,092. Pub. 5-14-63 Filed

8-13-62.

753.576. STALEY AND DESIGN. A. E. Staley Manufac-

turing Company. SN 151.093. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

8-13-62.

753.577. END-DT. Olln Mathleson Chemical Corporation.

SN 151,430. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-17-62.

753 578. HAYNIE AND DESIGN. Reedvllle Oil A Guano

Company, Inc. SN 154,925. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-10-62.

753.579. U.S. ROYAL. United SUte« Rubber Company.

SN 154,933. Pub 5-14-63. Filed 10-10-62.

753 580 F AND STAR DESIGN. Faultless Starch Com-

pany. SN 155,142. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-1.V62

753.581. UNIFIL. Humble Oil k Refining Company. SN

155.248. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-16-62.

753.582. LOOK. De Mert A Dougherty, Inc. SN 156.479.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 11-2-62.

753,583 CIBACHROME. Clba Limited. SN 156,721. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 11-6-62.

753 584. TRONA. American Potash k Chemical Corpora-

tion. SN 156.852. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 11-8-62.

753,588. METROC. Atlantic Research Corporation. SN
154,459. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-4-62.

Class 10— Fertilizers

753,585. MEDALLION. Industrial Soap Company.

156.983. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 11-9-62.

SN

753.589. CRAB-BANE. Tennessee Corporation. SN 145,302.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed .5-23-62.

753.590. PATCo'S GRASS BILDER. Lee Patten St-ed Com-
pany. SN 145.726. Pub .5-14-63. Filed 5-29-62.

753.591. PATCO'S TURFGRO. Lee Patten Seed Company
SN 145,727. Pub .5-14-63. Filed 5-29-62.

753.592. PATCO'S SOD MAKER. Lee Patten Seed Com-
pany. SN 145,728. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-29-62.

753.593. MISS-LOU. Green k Reedy Fertilizer. Inc. SN
151,818. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-24-62.

Qass 11 — Inks and Inking Materials

753.594. "CAMEL BACK" AND DESIGN Embossograph

I'rocess Company Incorporated. SN 155,246. Pub. 5-14-63.

Filed 10-16-62.

Qass 12 — Construction Materials

753.595. DESIGN OF TORCH AND OVAL. The American

OH Company. SN 141,680. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-6-62

753.596. TORCH AND OVAL DESIGN. The American oH
Company. SN 141.684. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-6-62.

Qass 14— Metals and Metal Castings and

Forgings

753.597. STRATEGIC UDY AND DESIGN. Strategic Mate

rials Corporation. SN 128,689. Pub. 6-14-63. Filed

9-26-61.

753.598. CS 2700. R. Lavln k Sons, Inc. SN 142,517.

Pub. .5-14-63. Filed 4-18-62.

753.599. 4-E. Crucible Steel Company of America. 8X
152,285. Pub. 5-14 63. Filed 8-31-62.

Qass 15 — Oils and Greases

753.600. TORCH AND OVAL DESIGN. The American Oil

Company. SN 141,681. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-6-62.

753.601. TORCH AND OVAL DESIGN. The American Oil

Company. SN 141,685. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-6-62.

Qass 8- Smokers' Articles, Not Including

Tobacco Products

753 686 REPRESENTATION OF A FLAME. Zlppo Manu

facturlng Company. SN 143,780. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

5-3-62. ^^________^^^_^_^______^.^^

Qass 9- Explosives, Pirearms, Equip>nents,

and Projectiles

753 587 BO 103 AND DESIGN. Bftlkow-Apparatebau GmbH.

CONSOLIDATED CERTIFICATE. SN 137,686, pub.

2-26-63 filed 1-31-62. CI. 9; SN 117,446. pub. 4 30-63.

filed 4-10-61, CI. 19; SN 117.447, pub. 6-7-63. filed

4-10-61, CI. 26.

Qass 16-Protective and Decorative Coatings

753.602. AMWAY Amway Sales Corporation. SN 152.371

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 9-4-62.

753.603. ALMET. Ball Chemical Company. SN 152.670.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 9-7-62.

753.604. DECOR-EZE Sears, Roebuck and Co. SN 153,686.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 9-21-62.

753.605. NEPOLON. Bird k Son, Inc. SN 154,396. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 10-3-62.

753.606. NASCO AND DESIGN. National Solvent Corpora-

tion. SN 155,271 Pub 5-14-63 Filed 10-16-62.

753.607. WEATHBRGARD ETC AND DESIGN. Macmlllan

Ring-Free Oil Co., Inc. SN 159,251. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

12-17-62.
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Qass 17—Tobacco Products
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753,608. SHIP BRAND. MacAndrewi and Forbes Company.

SN 144,622. Pub 5-14-63. Filed 5-15-62.

Qass 18 -Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

753,609. OKA8TAT. The Upjohn Company. 8N 143,299.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-27-62.

758 610. BADIONAL. Farbenfabrlken Bayer Aktlengeaell-

Bchaft. SN 144.610. Pub. 5-14-«3. Filed 5-15-62.

753 811 STALEY AND DESIGN. A. E. Staley Manufac-

turing Company. 8N 151.094. Pub. 6-14-63. Filed

8-13-62.

753.612. EMLYD COMPOUND. J. E. Elchelberger. d.b.a.

Home Health Equipment Co. SN 152.055. Pub. 5-14-63.

Filed 8-28-62.

753 613. DESIGN OF HUMAN MALE COUGHING. Earl

W. Rahn. d.b.a. E. W. Rahn. SN 152.090. Pub. 5-14-63.

Filed 8-28-62.

753.614. ANTHRYL. Reed k Carnrlck. SN 154,153. Pub.

5^14-63. Filed 9-28-62.

753.615. SORBUTU8S. Dalln Pharmaceuticals, Inc. SN

154,213. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-1-62.

753.616. NORLANTHATE. Parke. Davis k Company. SN
' 154,279. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-1-62.

753.617. 8INQLVAX. Scherlng Corporation, assignee of

American Scientific Laboratories. Inc. SN 154.395. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 10-3-62.

753.618. MITHRACIN. Chas. Pfizer k Co.. Inc. SN 154.434.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-3-62.

753.619. SAVADERM. Savage Laboratories. Inc. SN

154.518. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-4-62.

763 620 FETINIC. Winston Pharmaceuticals, Incorpo-

rated. SN 154,659. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-5-62.

753 621 NIALENB. Winston Pharmaceuticals, Incorpo-

rated! SN 154,660. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-5-62.

763 622. EXOPIN. Winston Pharmaceuticals, Incorporated.

SN 154,661. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-6-62.

753 623 ANATENSOL. Olln Mathleson Chemical Corpora-

tion. SN 154,758. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-8-62.

753.624. TYCOLENE. The Pfelffer Co. SN 154.763. Pub.

y-14-63. Filed 10-8-62.

753 626 MYCRAS. Farbenfabrlken Bayer Aktlengesell-

schaft. SN 154.814. Pub. 6-14-63. Filed 10-9-62.

763.626. ARLEF. Parke. Davis k Company. SN 164.837.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-9-62.

753.627. ACUTUSS. Philips Roxane, Inc. SN 154.923.

Pub. 6-14-63. Filed 10-10-62.

753.628. OPALUX. Colorcon. Inc. SN 154.957. Pub.

b1i4-63. Filed 10-11-62.

763.629. HEXA-OLO. Chas. Pflier k Co., Inc. SN 154.991.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-11-62.

753.630. PICK-OLO. Chas. Pflser k Co., Inc. SN 154,996.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-11-62.*.

753.631. A-B-C. Chas. Pflier k Co., Inc. SN 164.999. Pub.

5^14-63. Filed 10-11-62.

753.632. CAI^D-MAG. Chas. Pflxer k Co.. Inc. SN 166,000.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-11-62.

753.633. CAMPHOIL. Chas. Pflxer * Co., Inc. SN 158,002.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-11-62.

753.634. OLO-STREP. Chas. Pflxer & Co., Inc. SN 166.006.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-11-62.

753 635. QLOBESTROL. Chas. Pflxer k Co.. Inc. SN

155.008. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-11-62.

753,636. VERAGEN. The Upjohn Company. SN 165,030.

Pub. 6-14-63. Filed 10-11-62.

763,637 REDISOI^H. Merck * Co.. Inc. SN 165.088.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-12-62.

Pub.

Pub.

SN

753.638. NOTOMYCIN. BrUtol-Myers Company.

155.133. Pub. 6-14-63. Filed 10-16-62.

763.639. ORA-ZONE. Ellison Laboratortea, Inc. 8N 156,140.

Pub. 6-14-63. Filed 10-15-62.

753.640. MAPO. Herald Pharmacal, Inc. SN 155,162.

Pub. 6-14-63. Filed 10-16-62.

753.641. ADENOVAX. Merck * Co., Inc. SN 166,170.

Pub. 6-14-63. Filed 10-15-62.

763.642. ZOPATB. Unlmed, Inc. 8N 166,212. Pub.

6-14-«3. Filed 10-16-62.

763.643. CHLORASEC. BleaslngB, Inc. 8N 165,230.

6-14-63. Filed 10-16-62.

763.644. DRICLOR. Blessings, Inc. SN 165,231.

5-14-63. Filed 10-16-62.

763,646. TIPPIES. VlUmlx Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

156.458. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-18-«2.

763.646. FILGANE. Endo Laboratories Inc. SN 166.698.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-22-62.

753.647. RENELATE. Fellows Medical Mfg. Co., Inc., as-

signee of Testagar * Co., Inc. SN 156.769. Pub. 6-14-68.

Filed 10-23-«2.

753.648. CONTRASOR. The CbatUnooga Medicine Com

pany, d.b.a. Chattem Laboratories. SN 165.780. Pub.

5-14^63. Filed 10-24-«2.

753.649. UNIPEN. American Home ProducU Corporation.

SN 165,876. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-25-62.

753.650. OMNIPEN. American Home Products Corpora-

tion. SN 155,877. Pub. 6-14-68. Filed 10-25-62.

753.651. PATHINOX. American Cyanamld Company. 8N

156,960. Pub. 5-14-«3. Filed 10-26-«2.

753.652. PROMONE. The Upjohn Company. SN 156.584.

Pub. 6-14-63. Filed 11-2-62.

763.653. LOCORTEN. Clba Limited. SN 156,722. Pub.

6^14-63. Filed 11-6-62.

763.654. IRCON-PLUS. Lakeside Laboratories, Inc. 8N

156.747. Pub. 6-14-63. Filed ll-«-«2.

753 655. 8PEDA. Byk-Oulden Lomberg Chemlsche Fabrik

GmbH. SN 156.937. ?ub. 6-14-68. Filed 11-9-62.

Qass 19- Vehicles

753.587. CONSOLIDATED CERTinCATB. See Claas 9.

753.666. GARDNER. The Stewart Coach Industries. Inc.

SN 123.044. Pub. 6-14-63. Filed 6-28-61.

763.657. STEWART. The Stewart Coach Industries. Inc.

SN 123.395. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 6-28-61.

768.668. CENTAUR AND DESIGN. American Motor

Scooter Corporation. SN 129.447. Pub. 6-14-68. Filed

10-9-61.

753,659. VICTOR. Victor Mobile Homes. Inc. SN 162,178.

Pub. 6-14-63. Filed 8-29-62.

Qass 20- UnoleuM and (Med doth

768,660. CROFTONITB. Crofton Plastlca, Inc. SN 144,940.

Pub. 6-14-68. Filed 5-18-62. ^^^^^^^^^^^^

Qass 21 - Electrical Apparatus, Maddnes,

and Supplies

753,661. LIP. Lip Soclete Anonyme d'Horlogerie. SN

126.459. Pub. 6-14-63. Filed 8-22-61.

763 662. DAYTON. Dayton Electric Manufacturing Com-

pany. SN 132.901. Pub. 6-14-68. Filed 11-28-61.

753 663. SA-FUSB. Electric Machinery Mfg. Company.

SN 144.156. Pub. 6-14-68. Fllad 6-9-62.

768 664 MULTIPLE DIAMOND DB8I0N. Allied Research

ProducU Incorporated. 8N 148.284. Pub. 6-14-63. Filed

7-8-62.
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Qass 22 - Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods Qass 24- Laundry Appliances and Machines

753.665. LANGCRAFT. Langfelder. Homnia k Carroll, Inc.

SN 121,107. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-31-61.

753.666. SKILLWAY. George D. Smith. SN 134,280. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 12-18-«1.

753.667. PLAYALOXG. Scientific Industries. Inc SN

137,804. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 2-12-62.

753.668. FIGURE. St. Lawrence Sales Incorporated. SN

138,233 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 2-19-62.

753.669. HOBBY HOOP AND DESIGN. JameK F Walsh,

Jr. SN 139.801 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 3-13-62

753.670. BOOB Tl'BE. Milton Bradley Company. S-N

144,043. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-8-62.

753.671. FREEGLIDE. Dlmco-Gray Company. SN 144,487.

Pub. 5-14-63 Filed .5-14-62.

753 672. WHICH LANE? CHICANE. The A. C. Gilbert

Company, SN 145.356. Pub. 5 14-63 Filed 5-24-fi2.

753.673. AMERICAN FLYER. The A. C. Gilbert Company.

SN 145,357. I'ub 5 14-63. Filed 5-24-62.

753.674. FUTURAMA. Richard L. Relnoehl. SN 147,150.

Pub. 5-14-63, Filed 6 18-62

763.675. SHOT MAKER, Wilson Sporting Goods Co, SN

149,234. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-17-62.

753.676 SPACE NEEDLE Space Needle Corporation. SN

149,882. Pub. 5-14-6.S. Filed 7-26-62.

753.677. BIG BRUISER, Louis Marx & Co., Inc. SN

149,941, Pub. 5-14-6.S. Filed 7-2T-82.

753.678. CLIMA/GARD. Wilson Sporting Goods Co. SN

150,902, Pub 5-14-63 Filed 8-9-62,

753.679. ARLINOTt)N. Puritan Cordage Mills. SN 151.252.

Pub. 5-14-63, Filed 8-15-62.

753.680. DINGAROO. Louis Marx & Co ,
Inc. SN 151,419.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-17-62.

753.681. MATTEL. Mattel, Inc. SN 151,977. Pub. 5-14-63.

Filed 8-27-62.

753.682. THE SWAN BY JOHN LETTERS AND DESIGN.

John Letters and Company Limited. SN 155,220. Pub.

6-14-63. Filed 12-11-61.

Qass 23 - Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

753 683 REPRESENTATION OF A WIDE G<»LI) BAND,

Reed Roller Bit Company. SN 114,045. Pub. 5-14 tia.

Filed 2-20-61.

753.684. LIP. Lip Soclete Anonyme d'Horlogerie. SN

126.460, rub. .V14-63, Filed 8-22 61,

753.685. SCOP, Hemphill Company, SN 1:10,457. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 10 23-61,

753 686 SUGAR BABE. Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing

Company SN l.i5,94». Pub 5-14-ti3. Filed 1 17-62.

753.687. AUBl RN. Auburn .Machine Woriis. Inc. SN

187.415. Pub. 5-14 63. Filed 2 7-62

753.688. MP ETC. AND DESIGN. MP Pumps. Inc. SN

139,311. Pub. 5-14-63, Filed 3-7 i\2

753 689 GLACEKAM Hoffman Brother* Drilling Com-

pany. SN 148.18r,. Pub. 5 14-«;< Filed 7 2 »!:>

753,690. METOKAM. Hoffman Brothers Drilling Company,

SN 148.187. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7 2 62.

753 691 KEFKACTORAM, Hoffman Brothers Drilling Com-

pkny. S.\ 14H.188. Pub, 5-14-6.{ Filed 7 2 62

753 092 THE PADLOCKER AND DESIGN. Atlantic

Gummed Paper Corporation. SN 148.288. Pub. 5-14-03.

Filed 7-3 6'J

753.693. 43, Swlugline Inc. SN 148,433. Pub, 5-14-63.

Filed 7-5-02,

753.694, AMWAY Aniway Sales Corporation. SN 152,372.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 9-4-62.

753 695 CROSS The Red Cross Manufacturing Corpora

tlon. SN 157,927, Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 11-26-62.

753,696, RELY ON GI AND DESIGN. The General In

dustrles Company, SN 152,297, Puh. 5-14^53 Filed

8-31-62.

MUL
Pub.

.Ml L-

Pub.

Qass 26— Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

753.587. CONSOLIDATED CERTIFICATE. See Class ft.

75:{,697. AI'ELC«». KHytlieun Company. S.N" 121,432. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed ti-5-«;i,

753.698. HOUSE-O-PKOTECTION. Tom Termohlen SN

126,27:v I'ub, 5-14 ti3. Filed 8 18-61.

753.699. DAYTON. Diiyton Electric Manufacturing Com-

pany. SN 132,903, Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 11-28-61.

753.700. COMBUSTI.METEU, Walter Heath, d.b a Walter

Heath Company SN 135,354. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

1-8-62.

753.701. RIDL AND DESIGN. Radiation Instrument De-

velopment Laboratory, Inc. SN 138,259. Pub. 5-14-63.

Filed 2-19-62,

753.702. OMNITRONICS. Borg-Warner Corporation,

TIPLE CLASS (Classes 26 and 36). SN 141,247.

5-14-6.S. Filed 4 2 62

753.703. OMNI DATA Borg-Warner Corporation.

TII'LE CLASS (Clas.ses 26 and 36 1. SN 141,248.

5-14-63. Filed 4-2-62,

753.704. DITTO BRAND AND DESIGN. Ditto, Incorpo

rated (Illinois corporation), assignee, by mesne assignment,

of Ditto. Incorporated (Delaware corporation i
.

SN

141,504. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-4-62.

753.705. BETASCOPE. Twin City Testing Corp,

141,997. Pub, 5-14-63. Filed 4-10-62.

753.706. BLEND-<^-MIXER. Continental Sales Co.

142,618. Pub .5-14-63. Filed 4-19-62.

753.707. ACCU-FLOW. B. C. Ames Co. SN 142,994

6-14-63. Filed 4-25-62.

753.708. OI AND DESIGN. Oceanic Instruments, Inc

143,753, Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-3-62,

7,')3,709 IS IN A FANCIFUL DESIGN. Frank Industries,

Inc. SN 148.507. Pub, 5-14-63. Filed 7-6-62

753,710. MULTI. RANGE RETICLE AND DESIGN. Wil-

liam R. Weaver, d b.a. W R. Weaver Co. SN 153,04»i

Pub. 5-14-63, Filed 9-12-62,

753 711, EDL Educational Developmental Laboratories.

Inc. SN 153.945 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed »-2(i-62,

753,712. MC .\NI> DESIG.N. .Metetelic Corporation. SN

1,55.319. Pub. 5 14-63, Filed 10-17 62.

SN

SN

Pub.

SN

Class 28- Jewelry and Predous-Metal Ware

753,713 CF DESIGN Charles Franlcel. d b.a Frankel

Company SN 152.3y:{ Pub ,-.-14-63 Filed tJ-4-62.

Class 29 -Brooms, Brushes, and Dusters

753.714. SENNO. Michael H. Onnes. d.h a. Fine Foods &.

Products Company, SN 152,326. Pub, 5-14-6:V File.l

h .{1 - ti2^ ^^^^^^^_^_^_^_^^_^_^

Class 30 -Crockery, Earthenware, and

Porcelain

753.715, NIKKO FINE CHINA AND DESIGN. Ariel.

China Company. SN 106,306, Pub 5-14-63 Filed

10-13-60.
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Class 31 - niters and Refrigerators

753.716. FILTRIX. The Wil Nes Corporation. SN 127,088.

Pub. 5-14-«;i. Filed 9-11-61.

753.717. FALL-X. Atchison Industrial Corporation. SN

134 180, Pub 5-14-63. Filed 12-18-61. ^^
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753.736. POLYPRIME. Ludlow Corporation. SN 153.581.

Pub. 5-14-63 Filed 9-20-62.

753.737. NEALAM. MUprlnt, Inc. SN 153.668. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 9-21-62.

753.738. BM (DESIGN) T. Kimberly-Clark Corporation.

SN 153,770. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed- 9-24-62. ^^

aass 32- Furniture and Upholstery a«» 38- Prints and Publications

753,718. DESgilRE. JameH Ruben.

5-14-63. Filed 2-19-62.

SN 138,265. Pub.

Qass 34- Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

753 719 MODU-FU) Sunbeam Lighting Co.. Inc.. assignee.

by mesne assignment, of Lighting Dynamics. Inc. SN

133.388. Pub. 5-14-63 Filed 12-5-61.

753.720. KEYU)CK. Ross-Tacony Crucible Company. SN

139,784. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 3-13-62.

Class 35 - Belting, Hose, Machinery Fad-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

753 721. REKSYN. E. F. Houghton 4 Co. SN 157,504.

Pub 5-14 63 Filed 11-19 62.

753 722. POWER CLRVE. The B. F. Goodrich Company.

SN 158,r)29. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 12-J-62.

Class 36- Musical Instruments and Supplies

753 723 PLEASANT PEASANT AND DESIGN. Clarence

B. Brown, d.b a. C B. 4 Co., and as Llngua-Muslca. SN

143,508 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-1-62.

753704 LODESTAR AND DESIGN. Clarence
^-^'^Jl'

d:b"a C.B. 4 CO. and as LlnguaMuslca. SN 143.509. Pub.

5-14-63 Filed 5-1-62.

753 725. BACH AND DESIGN. Vincent Bach Corporation.

SN 143,592, Pub. .'.-14-63. Filed 5-2 62.

753.726. PROMAUK. Irvln H. Brockstein. SN 156.715.

Pub. 4-30-«;J. Filed 11 6-02.

753.727. BISMARK. Bismark Records. SN 161,297. Pub.

5^14-63. Filed 1 24-63.

Qass 37 - Paper and Stationery

753 728 BEST LICK ON A STICK. The Sweets Company

f A„,erlca, Incorporated, d.b.a. The «--';,;'"''?"
"\:;

America. Inc. SN 100,657. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed .-11-60.

753,729. WAKCO AND DESIGN. «"" !;"7/"';"
''"'""

ration SN 141,43.-,. Pub. 5-14-6.3. Hied 4-3 62.

753,7.m EASY LIFE. National Tea Co. SN 142.341. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 4-16-62.

753,731 BACKGROUNO BEAITY BVBIRGE AND DE-

SIGN. The BIrge Company. Inc. SN 143.098

5-14-63. Filed 4-26-62.

7^3 73" SYMBEX Industrial Consulting 4 Design Serv-

ice SN 146.625. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 6 11-62.

753 733 TWINPAKT. Sperry Rand Corporation. SN

148.093. Pub. 5-14 63, Filed 6-29-62.

753 734 THOR COTE Bergstrom Paper Company. SN

150 508 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-ft-6:i,

733 735. LAWDEX. Ross A. Sussman. SN 151.097. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 8-13-62.

753,739. SHOW BISINESS. Leo Shull Publications, Inc.

SN 115,264. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 3-9-61.

753 740 COAST T-COA8T. Aires Photo Service, Inc..

db.a Coast T-Coast Photo. SN 130,164. Pub. 5-14-63,

Filed 10-18-61.

753 741. COW PALACE AND DESIGN. No. 1-A District

Agricultural Association of the State of California. SN

133.695 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 12-8-61.

753.742. EXEC-U-8C0PE. Cambridge Associates, Inc. SN

139,035. Pub 5-14-63. Filed 3-5-62.

753.743. MP. Breskin Publications, Inc. SN 139,820.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 3-14-62.

75< 744 BACK STAGE AND DESIGN. American Liberty

Foundation. SN 141,143. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 3-28-62,

753 745 USA 1 Hartford Publications. Inc., assignee of

USA 1 Incorporated. SN 142.665. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

4-19-62.

753 746 TWIS-CARDS. Gerardlne OgUby Evans, d.b.a.

Gae-8 Originals. SN 148,021. Pub. 5-14-63, Filed

6-29-62

753 747 BIORAMA. Wards Natural Science Establish-

ment, Inc, SN 149.(»28. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-13-62.

753.748, THERAPLAY, Stanley Abramovltz. SN 150.988,

Pub. 5-14-63, Filed 8-13-62.

753 749 COLLINS AND DESIGN. Collins Radio Company

SN 155,582. Pub, 5-14-63. Filed 10-22-62.

Class 40 -Fancy Goods, Furnishings, and

Notions

753 750 DE LUXE GOLDEN LINE. John Drltz k Sons,

Inc. SN 149,924, Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-27-62.

Qass 42 - Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

753,751. ACK-TION. Ack-Tl-Llnlng,

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-19-62.

Inc. SN 142.583

Qass 44 -Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

7V{ -V THERMOCAP AND DESIGN, Kaz Heating Prod

ucts.'lnc. SN 132,924. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 11-28-61.

7.-,.S,7.-,3. AERO SPA Aero Engineering Laboratories. Inc

SN 145,992. Pub. 5 14 63. Filed 6-4-62.

Qass 45 -Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters

7.->3 754. MUG DESIGN. ApollinarU Brunnen AG 8N

118,124. Pub, .V14 63. Filed 4-19-61.

7,-,3,755. HAPPIFIES THIRST. Blreley's Inc. SN 119.743.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-11-61.
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753.756. CARVEL COLA. Thomas Carvel. SN 136,882.

Pub. 5 14-63. Filed l-:<0-62.

753.757. COTTON CLUB AND DESIGN, The Miller-Becker

Company, d.b a. Cotton Club Bottling Company. SN

142,335. Pub. 5 14-6;i. Filed 4-16-62.

753.758. PUB WHITE FRESH AND DESIGN Herschl

N,V. SN 142,816. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-23-62.

753.759. CAWY AND DESIGN. Nestor Machado Rovira.

d!ba. Cawy Bottling Co. SN 151,071, I'ub, .-)-14-63.

Filed 8-13-62.

753.760. MONTE CRISTO, Virginia Dare Extract Co. Inc.

SN 1 55,455, Pub. 5-14-63, Filed 10-18-62.

Qass 46— Foods and Ingredients of Foods

753.761. LADY PENN. Penn Dairies, Inc. SN 117,422.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-6-61.

753.762. TENDER GOLD THE 'yiEEN" AND DESIGN.

Sherman Poultry Industries. SN 122,848. Pub 5-14-63.

Filed 6-26-61.

753.763. PINE-O-CHERI. Cerna Food Products Company,

SN 125.005. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-31-61.

753.764. KRIST-O. Stoelting Brothers Company. SN

125,252, Pub, 5-7-63. Filed 8-2-61.

753.765. BONANZA. Crown Imports Co. Inc, SN 13.".. 877.

Pub 5-14-63. Filed 1-16^62.

753 766 ACCETTE. International Minerals 4 Chemical

Corporation. SN 1.36.246. Pub .%-14-63, Filed 1-22-62.

753.767. COPPER KITCHEN. The R. T. French Company.

SN 136,365. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 1-2:4-62.

763 768 WILLOW BROOK FARMS. Willow Brook Com

pany. SN 137.587. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 2-8-62.

753 769 FRISCO AND DESIGN. Frisco Foods Corpora-

tion. SN 138.090. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 2-16-62.

753 770. MR CRISP AND DESIGN. Cal Zona Company.

d!ba. Cal-Zona, Inc. SN 139.467. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

3-9-62.

753.771. MISSION VALLEY AND DESIGN. Mission Val-

• ley Canning Co., Inc.. d.b.a. Mission Valley Canning Co.

SN 139,509. Pub, 5-14-63. Filed 3-9-62.

753.772. BISKALETS. Andomia Products Limited, SN

140,220. Pub. .')-14-63. Filed 3-20-62.

753.773. HONE-JEL. British Chemotheutic Products Lim-

ited. SN 140,233. Pub. .'i-14-63. Filed 3 20-62.

753.774. DELMARK. The Dietene Company. SN 141.271.

Pub. r)-14-63. Filed 4-2-62.

753.775. QUIKMIX. Hershey Chocolate Corporation. SN

142.319. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-16-62.

753,776 DUTCH GOLD AND DESIGN. W, Ralph Gaiiiber,

d'b.a. Lancaster County Dutch Gold Apiaries. SN 142,433.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-17-62.

753 777 VANITY. Robert H, Zwicky, d.b.a. Canned Foods

Forum. SN 143,195. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-26-62.

753.778. TASTY HOUSE. Royalty House Corporation,

SN 143.872. Pub. 5-14-63, Filed 5-4-62.

763.779. COFFEE CHUM. Wendt's Cream Top Dairy, Inc.

SN 144,119. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-8-62.

753 780 WESTERN ROYAL. Chip Steak Company, d.b a.

Western Royal Co. SN 144.319. Pub, 5-14-63. Filed

5-11-62.

753.781. SHIP BRAND. MacAndrews and Forbes Company.

SN 144,623. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-15 62.

753.782. VOGUE, Mission Valley Canning Co, Inc. SN

144,865 Pub. 5-14-63, Filed 5-17-62.

753 783 ACME FAKMDALE AND DESIGN Acme Mar-

kets Inc by change of name from American Stores Com-

pany. SN 145.233, Pub. 5-14-63. Filed .'>-23-62.

753.784. ELITE. Bowey's, Inc. SN 145,919 Pub. 5-14-63.

Filed 6-1-62.

753.785. SMASH. Frederick Joseph Carten. SN 145.925.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 6-1-62.

753.786. QUATROCAL. Packaged Products Corp. SN

147,016. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 6-15-62.
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753.787. CHUN KING. The Chun King Corporation. SN
148,141, Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-2-62.

753.788. TEXTURED EDI PRO. Ralston Purina Company
SN 148,226, Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-2-62,

753.789. TOM TOM. United Marketing Exchange. SN
148.339. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-3-62,

753.790. JONES DAIRY FARM • AND DESIGN. Jones

Dairy Farm. SN 148.394. Pub. .5-14-63. Filed 7-5-62

753.791. SMUCKERS. The J, M. Smucker Company. SN"

148,664. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-9-62.

753.792. BEACON AND DESIGN. Textron Inc. SN
148.674. Pub, 5-14-63, Filed 7-9-62.

753.793. REPRESENTATION OF HUMPTY DUMPTY.
Humpty Dunipty Potato Chip Co. SN 148,884, Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 7-12-62,

753.794. HUMPTY DUMPTY. Humpty Dumpty Potato

Chip Co, SN 148.895. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-12-62

753.795. GROTESQUE SEA CAPTAIN DESIGN. The

Quaker Oats Company. SN 149,321. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

7-18-62.

753.796. START, General Foods Corporation. SN 149,645

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-24-62.

753.797. TROPHY WINNER. Southern States Cooperative.

Incorporated. SN 149.779. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-25-62,

753.798. FIRST PLACE, Southern States Cooperative, In

corporated. SN 149.780. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-25-62.

753.799. SILVER STIRRUP. Southern States Cooperative.

Incorporated. SN 149,781. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-25-62.

753.800. C 4 S Standard Brands Incorporated. SN

149,970. I'ub. .")-14-63. Filed 7-27-62.

753.801. KALNZYME AND DESIGN. Makers of Kal. Inc

SN 150.265. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-1-62,

753.802. MAR TENN COUNTRY HAM AND DESIGN
Chambers-Godfrey Manufacturing Company, db.a. Martenn

Hams, SN 150.394, Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-3-62.

753.803. LA BELLE FRANCE. The Schratter Import Co.,

Inc, SN 151,086. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-13-^2.

753.804. STALEY AND DESIGN. A. E. Staley Manufac-

turing Company. SN 151.095. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

8-13-62.

753.805. MANCHESTER. Waterman Fruit Products, Inc.

SN 152,106. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-28-62.

753.806. PRINCE ERIC, Jerissa Nut Co., Inc. SN 152.58.'.

Pub 5 14-63. Filed 9-6-62.

753.807. BURGER-MATE. Bernardo H. Karraen, d.b.a.

Food Industry Flavors. SN 152.703. Pub, 5-14-83.

Filed 9-7-62.

753.808. WESPAC, Van Camp Sea Food Company, d.b.a

West Coast Packing Corp. SN 152,849. Pub. 5-14-63.

Filed 9-10-62.

75.", v'lii. ROYAL DISH. Van Camp Sea Food Company,

d i .i. West Coast Packing Corp. SN 152,850. Pub.

.".-14-63. Filed 9-10-62,

753.810. NIBLETS. Green Giant Company. SN 154.114.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 9-28-62.

753.811. MR. DEE-LISH. ABC Vending Corporation, d.b.a.

ABC Vending Corp. SN 1.54,456. Pub, 5-14-63. Filed

10-4-62.

753.812. HAYNIE AND DESIGN. Reedvllle Oil 4 Guano

Company, Inc. SN 154.514. Pub, 5-14-63, Filed 10-4-62.

753.813. REDWOOD INN. S and W Fine Foods Products

Company. SN 154,854. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-9-62.

753.814. FREDDIE THE FOX AND DESIGN. Fox Foods,

Inc. SN 154,966. Pub. ,5-14-63. Filed 10-11-62

7.13.815. KRUG'S. George A. Krug Baking Company, d b.a,

Krug Baking Co. SN l.'J4,978, Pub 5-14-63. Filed

10-11-62.

753.816. GOLDEN SAFF. General Mills, Inc. SN 155,065

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-12-62.

753.817. "TOPS" AND DESIGN. Summit Marketing Cor-

poration. SN 155.111. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10^12-62

753.818. CONTROL. Foremost Dairies, Inc. SN 155.308

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-17-62.
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753.819. Rl'BI RANCHO. Oregon Nut Shellfrs. Inc. SN
l.'5.634 I'ub 5~14--H3 Filed 10-22-62.

753.820. WISSAHICKON". O, D Huff, Jr., Grove^^, Inc

SN 15'). 801 Pub. 5-14-63 Filed 10-24-62.

753.821. ai'ZANNE MARIE. Davis Candy Corporation.

SX 157,3.-.7. Tub r)-14-«3. Filed 11-18-62.

753.822. BARB KRl'ST. Meat Industry Suppliers, Inc

SN ir)7,82r). Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 11 23-62.

753.823. BEARSKIN NECK. Milton R Swnnson. d b.a.

Wayside Industries. SN 157,862. Pub 5-14-63. Filed

ll-23-«2.

Class 47 -Wines

753,824. TERRY. Fernando A. de Terry S.A.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 14 62.

SN 135,186.

Class 48 -Malt Beverages and Liquors

753,82.-). HAMMS BEER AND DESIGN OF CROWN. Theo

Hamm Brewing Company. 8N 148,379. I'ub. 5-14-63

Filed 7-5-62.

Class 49 -Distilled Alcoholic Liquors

7,-13,826 TERRY. Fernando A. de Terry S.A. SN 135,187.

Pub 5 14-63. Filed 14 62

7.-)3,S27 I/)NE EAGLE. Barton DlstllllnK Company. SN

141, 48M. Pub r)-14 63 Filed 4-4-62.

753,828 GRAND SLAM. Barton DlxtllUng Company SN

141.489. Pub. 5 14-63. Filed 4-4-62.

753,829. MARGATE ABBEY. Barton DIstlUlnR Company

SN 141.491 Pub. 5-14-63 Filed 4-4-62.

753,830 CYPRESS GARDENS Continental BevernK'-s,

Inc SN 148.152. Pub. 5 14 63 Filed 7-2-62.

753 831. SEAGERS L()Nl>oN AND DESIGN. Seager.

Evans & Co. Ltd. SN 149,881. Pub. 5-14 63. Filed

7-26-62.

753,832. BILL BAILEY Olenmore Distilleries Company.

SN 155.068 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 10-12-62.

753.842. JUMBO'S. Schratz Products, Inc. SN 148,914.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-12-62.

753.843. RAVAIR. The Mltchum Company. SN 149,864

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-26-62.

753.844. DRY WINE. Dorothy Perklni Cosmetics. Inc. SN

151,516. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-20-62.

753.845. SEA TALK Dorothy Perkins Cosmetics, Inc. SN
151,521. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-20-62.

753,846 FILL SAIL. Dorothy Perkins Cosmetics, Inc.

SN 151,522. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 8-20-62.

753.847. TROPHI. Paula Payne ProductB Company. 8N

152.912. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 9-11-62.

753.848. SIGNAL. Lever Brothers Company. SN 154,039.

Pub 6-14-63. Filed 9-27-62.

Oass 52 — Detergents and Soaps

753.849. MAINTENOL. The Davtes-Young Soap Company.

SN 141,265. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-2-62.

753.850. KEE-PHOS. Pennsalt ChemlcaU Corporation.

SN 142,051 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-11-62.

753.851. ELMERS AND DESIGN OF BULL HEAD. The

Borden Company. SN 144,316. Pub. 6-14-63. Filed

5-11-62.

753.852. STAR BRIGHT. Walter M. Elfers, d.b.a. Star

Bright .Miinufacturing Company. SN 144,476. Pub.

5-14-63 Filed 5-14-62.

753.853. COOL SIDS. Fels and Company. SN 150,543.

Pub 5 14-63 Filed 8 6-62,

753.854. PAINTITE. Purex Corporation, Ltd., d.b.a. Turo
Products, Inc SN 153,320. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 9-17-62.

753.855. TARN-I SHIELD. Minnesota Mining and Manu

facturinif Company. SN 154.270. Pub 5-14-63. Filed

10-1-62.

753.856. REXONA. Rexona Proprietary Limited. SN

154.850. Pub. 5-14-83. Filed 10-9-62.

753.857. VITA-FLIFF AND DESIGN. Duon Inc SN

154,890. Pub. 5 14 63. Filed 10-10-62.

753,858 PIRGITOL. Harry Miller Corp. SN 155.090.

Pub. 5 14-63 Filed 10-12-62.

753,859. GERARDE. Purex Corporation, Ltd. SN 155,194.

Pub. 5 14-63. Filed 10-15-62.

aass 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Classified

753.833. MEDITERRANEE FLOWERS. Medlterranee

Flowers. Inc. SN 143,1150. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-2-62.

753.834. LAZY LODGER. Ben.son and Hulllnger Manufac

turln« Corporation. SN 149,528. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

7-23-62.

763.835. DOOR MATES. Globe Rubber Products Corp. SN

149,736 Pub. 5 14-63. Filed 7-25-62.

753.836. FLAIR. Le* Rowan Company. SN 150,569. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 8-6-62.

753.837. SKIL SLIDE. Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. SN

1!$2,515. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 9-5-62.

753.838. PENNY PAK Penny Pak Inc SN 153,421. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 9-18-62.

753.839. POLYGRAIN. Polychrome Corporation. SN

153,890. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 9-2.5-62.

Qass 51 - Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations

753 840 S.MOOTH 'N GLOW. Invincible Products Corpora-

tion. SN 140,354, Pub. .5-14-63. Filed 3-21-62.

753 841. TOUCHDOWN. Colgate-Palmolive Company. SN

145,335. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-24-62.

Service Marks

Qass 100— Miscellaneous

753.860 LITTLE PIGS OF AMERICA ETC. AND DE
SIGN. Little PIrs of America, Inc. SN 144.398. Pub.

5-14-63. Filed 5-11-82.

753,861. MULTIPLE DIAMOND DESIGN. Allied Research

Products Incorporated. SN 148,285. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

7-3-62.

753,8«12. CA DESIGN. Computer Associates, Inc. SN

155.047. Pub. .5-14-63. Filed 10-12-62.

Qass 101 -Advertising and Business

753.863. SHOP ACME AND DESIGN. Acme Markets, Inc..

by change of name from American Stores Company. 8N

142,010. Pub. 5-14-83. Filed 4-11-62.

753.864. AUTOCHARGE. Associated Lerner Shops of

America. Inc. SN 142.916. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-24-62.

753.865. JOHN WARD. Melville Shoe Corporation. SN

148.987. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-13-62.

753.866. TREASURE TRADER. Treasure Trader, Inc. 8N

149,498. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-20-62.

753.867. ATLAS. Atlas Uft Truck Rentals k Sales, Inc.

SN 152,267. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed &-81-62.
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Class 102- Insurance and Rnandal Class 105- Transportation and Storage

753.868. REPRESENTATION OF A LION. Harris Trust

and Savings Bank. SN 115,147. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

3-8-61.

753.869. HYPERBOLIC PARABOLID SYMBOL. Sy>tem

Development Corporation. 8N 129,702. Pub. .5-14-63.

Filed 10-11-61.

753.870. 2D. Integrated Data Processing, Inc. SN 133,275.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 12-4-61.

753.871. PROTECT-U-MATIC. Protective Life Insurance

Company. SN 142.857. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-23-62.

753 872 MONY The Mutual Life Insurance Company of

New York. SN 145,110. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-21-62.

753 873. MONY AND DESIGN. The Mutual Life Insurance

Company of New York. SN 148,111. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

5-21-62.

753.874. CREDICARD AND DESIGN. American Health

Credit Plan. Inc. SN 147,779. Pub. 5-14-63 Filed

_,' 6-27-62.

753 875. HANDI-CHARGE AND DESIGN. Plalnfleld Trust

State National Bank. SN 151,165. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed

8-14-62.

Gass 103 — Construction and Repair

753.882 NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES AND DESIGN.
North American Van Lines, Inc. SN 115,650. Pub

5-14-63. Filed 2-24-61.

753.883. TRAVCOA. Travel Corporation of America. SN
154,069. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 9-27-62.

Class 106— Material Treatment

753.884. COLORSTAN. Standard Dyeing and Finishing Co

SN 145,218. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-22-62.

753.885. VACUGAS. The GrifBth Laboratories. Inc. SN

150,169. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-31-62.

Class 107 -Education and Entertainment

753.886. HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOID SYMBOL System

Development Corporation. SN 129,701. Pub. 5-14-63.

Filed 10-11-61.

753.887. HOLLYWOOD MUSEUM ASSOCIATES AND DE
SIGN. Hollywood Museum Associates. SN 133,560. Pub.

5-14-83. Filed 12-7-61.

753.888. MTI. Massey Technical Institute. Inc. SN 141,968.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 4-10-62.

753 889. DEMAND RADIO AND DESIGN. Mars Broad

casting, Inc. SN 145,273. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-23-62.

753 876. MIDAS BRAKE SHOPS AND DESIGN. Midas.

Inc. SN 134,037. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 12-14-61.

753 877. SUPERWELD. Gervase F. Clifton, d.b a. Super-

weld of U.S.A. SN 135.766. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 1-15-62.

753.878. TIECRAFTERS. Tlecrafters, Inc. SN 136,172. Q\^^ 200
Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 1-19-62.

753.879. JEWELERS BY BIRTH. F J. Cooper. Inc. SN

143.723. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-3-62.

753.880. DESIGN OF TRIANGLE AND BAR. Kaufman

and Broad Building Company, Inc. SN 148.199. Pub

6-14-63. Filed 7-2-82.

Collective Membership Mark

753,890. SHIELD DESIGN. Phi Epsllon PI Fraternity,

Inc. SN 149,202 Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-17-62.

Certification Mark

Qass 104— Communication

753.881. TV AND REPRESENTATION OF TELEVISION-

SCREEN AND KEY. Teleprompter Corporation, SN

144,017. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 5-7-62.

Class A - Goods

753 891 GLOVE WORKERS UNION LABEL OF THE
AMALGAMATED CLOTHING WORKERS OF AMERICA.

Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, SN 149.433.

Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 7-20-62.

SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER
Thes« registrations are not subject to opposition.

Qass 4 -Abrasives and Polishing Materials Qass 15 -Oils and Greases

„ o^ ,-. --.-I BQ"* Rnrdnhl M 11 niifjict urlnjt Corporation, Seattle. Wash.

4-11-62 ; Am. 8.B. 5-22-63.

JUMBO RUBS l^^)
For Oil Additive for SUbilliing Lubricating Oil so an

For Grinding Stones Used in Grinding Terrazzo Floors To Reduce Excessive Consumption and for Freeing Sticky

^ ., ., Rings. Valves, and Valve Lifters,
and Marble. » •

First use Feb. 1, 1962. *^'"* "** ^""^ ^'
^''"*-
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Qass 34— Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating Qass 38— Prints and Publications

Apparatus 753,895. King Publications, San Francisco, Calif. SN
140,459. Plied PR. a-22-62 ; Am. S.R. 4-8-63.

WESTERN
MANUFACTURING

For Monthly Trade Magazine.

First use June 1961.

753,894. Charles W. Saxe, Worcester, Mass. SN 146,109.

Filed P.K 0-4-62 ; Am. S.R. 5-31-63.

FIREAID

For Blow Tube I'sed In Connection With a Fire Place.

First use Sept. 3, 1961.

Qass 39 -Clothing

753,896. Fern Shoe Company, Los Angeles, Calif. SN
134,966. Filed PR. 1-2-62 ; Am. S.R. 5-31-63.

SOFT 'N' SMART
For Ladles' Shoes.

First use Dec. 6, 1961.

165,148.

165,667.

Irt5,832.

160.9,")!.

166,214.

166.684.

166,841.

167,203.

167,379.

167,562.

167,646.

168,189.

169,059.

169.381.

169.484.

169,597.

169,671.

169,873.

170,476.

170,862.

171,380.

171,438.

171,509.

172,462.

173,423.

173,619.

173,733.

173,878.

174,207
174,809.

175,097.

175,184.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED
KANSAS EXPANSION AND DESIGN CI 46. 175,422.

3-6-23. 175.796.

RIDAX AND DESIGN. CI. 26. 3-20-23 175,964.

SODRI CI. 37. 3 20-23. 176,026

BREAKFAST BELL. CI. 46 3-27-23. 176.216.

1776 BROADCLOTH AND DESIGN. CI. 42. 176,217.

3-27 23. 400,328.

FLINT INKS AND DESIGN. CI. 11. 4-10-23.

POWER. CI. 14. 4-17-23. 401,524.

KANSAS W AND DESIGN CI. 46 4-24-23. 401,567.

ZIN-OX-PADS. CI. 18. 5-1-23. 401,620.

BALSAM-WOOL. CI. 12. 5-1-23 401,959.

THE ECLIPSE BRAND AND DESIGN. CI. 4 401,969.

5-8-23. 402,095.

K08MIC. CI. 14. 5-15-23. 402,418.

NORRISTOWN DAILY HERALD. CI. 38. 6-5-23. 402,503.

PARIS. CI. 39. 6-12-23. 402.575.

LIXNEW. CI. 16. 6-19-23. 402.692.

BLIE RIBBON CI. 48 6-26-23 402,731.

PENCO. CI. 42. 6-26-23. 402,778.

LUXOLIN. CI. 16. 7-3-23. 403,361.

HERO. CI 23 7-17-23.

HIM AND DESIGN. CI 46. 7-24-23. 403,362.

OLD HONESTY AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 8-7-23

THE ECLIPSE BRAND AND DESIGN. CI. 1 403,531.

8-7-23. 403,777.

BONDAKON. CI. 35. »-7-23. 403,855.

BANNER AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 8-28-23.

LIFETIME CI 37. 9-25-23. 403,923.

S CI 39. 10-2-23. 403,986.

BONDARON. CI. 23. 10-2-23. 403,987.

GOODNIGHT AND DESIGN. CI. 32. 10-2-23. 404,078.

SOFDOWN AND DESIGN. CI. 37. 10-9-23. 404.121.

KADOX. CI 6. 10 23-23. 404,135.

DESIGN OF GROTESQUE MAN. CI. 40. 404.137.

10-30-23. 404.290.

ARGUS. CI 39. 10-30-23 404,296.

CHLORETONE CI. 18. 11-6-23.

MERRIE-MAID. CI. 39 11-13-23.

BARBARA LEE. CI. 39. 11-13-2.3

THE CLUB. CI. 39. 11-13-23.

PHILLIPS. CHAS. H. CI. 18, 11-20-23

PHILLIPS. CI. 18. 11-20-23.

DESIGN OF HUMAN MALE FIGURE. CI. 47

3-2-43.
WALTHAM. CI. 26. 5-25-43.

TIP TOP CI. 37. ^-25-43.

STERNO-CLKAN8B. CI. 18. 5-25-43.

PACE.MAKER. CI. 21. 6-22-43.

SHIELD DESIGN. CI. 47. 6-22-43.

TWEETS. CI. 22. 6-29-43.

MAZEIN AND DESIGN. CI. 1. 7-30-43.

VERTIVENT. CI. 34. 7-27-43.

BRYLCO. CI. 81. 8-3-43.

BRYLFOAM. CI. 52. 8-10-43.

METCUT. CI. 23. 8-10-43.

.MIDLAND CI. 27. 8-10-43.

US APPROVED N.P LP AND DESIGN. CI. 46

9-21-43.

US. CERTIFIED N.P.I.P. AND DESIGN. CI. 46

9-21-43.

BATES. CI. 44. 9-28—43.

IMMUNITA8. CI. 6. 10-19-43.

.MAGNI-FOCU8ER AND DESIGN CI. 26.

10-19-43.

YORK CI. 34. 10-26-43.

STRONTATE AND DESIGN. CI. 18. 10-26-43

DILUEX. CI. 6. 10-26-43.

ARASAN. CI. 6 11-2-43.

TETRABEE. CI. 18. ll-2-i3.

SAXAT0NE8. CI 43 11-2-43.

PROFITUNITIES CI. 38. 11-2-43

E 4 8 AND DESIGN. CI. 48. 11-16-43

"SENOR." CI. 46. 11-16-43.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED

335,857.

342,671.

366.626

366,630.

Section 8

ROLLO B/^LA.NGA. CI. 46. 6-16-38.

SPATEN URMARZEN. CI 48. 1-26-37.

TECHNIHON. CI. 14. 4-25-39.

TECHNI . CI. 14. 4-25-39.

The following regintrationt iii»ued June 11, 1957

846,688 "ITS RELIABLE" AND DESIGN. CI. 3.

646!689. "CHIC .MISS." CI. 3.

646.690. DART. CI 4

646,693. PETAI^TINT AND DESIGN. CI. 6.

646.696. lOCIDE. CI. 6.

646.697. FLAK. CI. 6.

646.898. THRIDOL. CI. 6.

646.70.'>. FLA.ME OUT. CI. 8.

648.707. VU-LIGHTER. CI. 8.

646.708. F AND DESIGN. CI. 8.

648,711 SUM R-GARD. CI 10

646.713. WINSTON CI. 12.

646.716. HEALTH QUEEN. CI. 13.

64«,721. VIBRAFREE. CI. 13.

646,722. TRAFFIK TRIM. CI. 13.
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646,727.

646.735.

648.737.

646 739.

646.742.

646,753.

648.754.

646.758.

646,761.

646.7«2.

646,764.

648,765.

846,767.

646,788.

846,773.

646,775.

646,778.

848,779.

846,784.

646 793.

646,796

646,799.

646.805.

648.819.

646,823.

648,829.

646,830.

646,832.

646,835.

846,838.

646,841

848.843.

646,845.

646.846.

GM NI-CHEM R CI. 14.

WATER SKIPPER AND DESIGN CI 16

"BRITE-KOTE." CI 18.

ODIES PEEL AND DESIGN. CI 16

TUFF STIFF CI. 16.

SEAFURY AND DESIGN. CI. 19

TONNAGE MASTER. CI. 19.

FLEXO. CI. 19.

TRI-FI. CI. 21.

DE ODOR AIRE AND DESIGN CI 21.

STROK-A-PUTT. CI. 22.

ZOTZ. CI. 22.

MARMADUKE CI. 22.

TRI-JET. CI. 22.

SAMSON. CI. 23.

BINGO MATIC AND DESIGN. CI

POWER-PAK. CI. 23.

SOFTY AND DESIGN. CI. 23.

TERRATORQUE. CI. 23.

FOREMAN. CI. 2«.

TELE-GOG. CI. 26.

STEREO-CARD. CI. 26.

TRU-KAY. CI. 28.

CUP AND CHAUCER CI. 30.

COCORA PRODUCTS. CI. 31.

FEDCAL. CI. 31.

VEND A SNACK. CI. 32.

BIRKBOARD. CI. 32

MARGLO. CI. 34.

INSUL LYTE. CI. 34.

23.

E.MERSON
CI. 34.

SPANNER CI. 34.

B-B. CI. 37.

T.M. DESIGN. CI. 38.

ELECTRIC ETC AND DESIGN.

646.848.

648.850.

846.857.

648,860.

648,863.

646,8«V6.

646,868.

646,870.

646,871.

646.872.

646,875.

846,876.

648,878.

646,888.

846,889.

646,899.

648 900.

646,904.

648,909.

648,913.

646,915.

646.921.

846.923.

646.924.

646.925.

646.926.

646.932.

648,935.

648,936.

646.937.

646,943.

AND DESIGN

50.

RAIN-STOP. CI. 39.

PA AND DESIGN. CI. 39. *,

MOKETO. CI. 39.

COTILLION. CI. 39.

JANIS. CI. 39.

R AND DESIGN. CI. 40

WEAVE CRAFT CI. 42

SHANGRI-LA. CI. 42.

DUPLATONE. CI. 42.

CAL.\BRIA. CI. 42.

REPRESENTATION OF A GROTESQUE HUMAN
CI. 46.

WALNUT HUMPS. CI. 46

BAKED BY THE HELSMEN
CI. 46

DEC-0 GRAM AND DESIGN. CI.

SQUARE DEAL. CI. 50.

GO GAY. CI. 51.

JAMEIL AND DESIGN. CI. 51.

PRIZE HOUSE AND DESIGN. CI. 101.

YOU'VE GOT THE ANSWER. CI 101.

$$. CI. 102.

PHYDEAUX AND HIS
CI. 107.

ALUMINUM AWNING CO. OF AMERICA AND
DESIGN. CI 12.

LITE NET. CI. 22.

STOLLBERG. CI. 23.

ALBRECHT. CI. 23.

SUPER-KUT. CI. 23.

GOBSHOPS ETC. AND DESIGN. CI .39.

CUBANA. CI. 42.

PASSIONADE. CI. 46

PASSIONPUNCH. CI. 46.

SOLEIL DES ALPES. CI. 51.

FRIENDS AND DESIGN
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INDEX OF REGISTRANTS
JULY 30, 1963

(Begtatered . Renewed ; Canceled ; Amended. Disclaimed, Corrected, etc. ; New Certlflcatea ;
12c Publlcatlont.)

ABC Vending Corp., d.b.a. ABC Vending Corp.. Long Island

City, NY. 753,811, pub. 5-14-63. CI. 46.

Abramoviti. Stanley. New York. N.Y. 753.748, pub. 5-14-fa3.

CI 38
Ack-Ti-Llnlng, Inc., New York, N.Y. 753,751, pub. 5-14-63.

CI 42
Acme Markets, Inc., from American Stores Co.. Philadelphia,

Pa. 753,783. pub. 5-14-63. CI. 46.

Acme Markets, Inc.. from American Stores Co., Philadelphia.

Pa. 753.863, pub. 5-14-63. CI. 101.

Aero Engineering Laboratories, Inc., Bloomington, 111.

753,753, pub. 5-14-63. Cl. 44. . , ^ ^„
Agriculiural Specialties, Dallas. Tex. 753,566, pub. a-14-63.

Ol ft

Albrecht. Josef. Wurttemberg, Germany. 646,925, cane.

Cl 23
Allied Kesearch Products Inc., Baltimore, Md. 753,664, pub.

Allied Research Products Inc., Baltimore, Md. 753,861. pub.

Aliu^Chafiiiers Mfg.' Co., West AlUs. Wis. 753,686, pub.

6-14-63. Cl. 23.

Aluminum Awning Co. of America : 8ee

Kramer, Gerald.
Aluminum and Chemical Corp. : See—

Soil Builders International Corp.
. «», » h^i„

Alves Photo Service, Inc.. d.b.a. CoantT Coast Photo. Brain-

tree. Mass. 753,740. pub. 5-14-63. Cl. 38.

Amalgamated Clothing ^Vorkers of Anierica An t.nincorp«)

rated Labor Union, New York, N.Y. 753,891, pub. a-14-63.

Cl A
Anu'rican Antiseptic Co., Inc.. Brovldence. R I. 753.560. pub.

American Cyanamid Co., Wayne, N.J. 753,515, pub. 5-14-63.

Cl 1

American Cyanamid Co.. Wayne, N.J. 753,651, pub. 5-14-63.

AnVerlcan Health Credit Plan, Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

753 874, pub. 5-14-63. Cl. 102.
7^q «4Q_^n

American Home Products Corp., New York, N.Y. 753,64S>-50.

American Liberty Foundation (not Inc.), Winter Park, Fla.

753,744, pub. 5-14-63 CI. 38.
7-<i «^8 n..h

American kfotor Scooter Corp., New York, N.\. 753,658, pub.

"^—i A—ft^ CI 1ft

American Oil Co., The. Chicago. 111. 753,541, pub. 5-14-63.

Au^erican Oil Co., The, Chicago. 111. 753,556-7, pub. 5-14-63.

American Oil Co.. The, Chicago, 111. 7.-.3,595-6, pub. 5-14-63.

An'Terican Oil Co.. The. Chicago. III. 753.600-1. pub. 5-14-63.

American Potash & Chemical Corp.. Los Angeles, Calif.

753.584. pub. 5-14-63. Cl. 6.

American Scientific Laboratories, Inc. : t>fe

Schering Corp.
American Stores Co. : Sec-

Acme Markets, Inc. „,_ ,_ , , ata-raA ,.^ryn
American Tractor Corp., Churubusco, Ind. 646,784. cane.

CI 2^
Anieilcan Viscose Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. 753,521, pub.

Amei.^B.^C.'^Co^ Waltham, Mass. 753,707, pub. 5-14-63.

AmwarSttl<« Corp.. Ada, Mich. 753,602. pub. 5-14-63.

Amwav'^Sales Corp.. Ada. Mich. 7.')3.694. pub. 5-14-63.

An*'domia Products Ltd., Bradford, England. 753,772, pub.

Ai^x^c'c^^ted Kabrfcs Co. Inc., New York, N.Y. 753,523, pub.

Apollinarls Brunnen AG., Bad Neuenahr, Germany. 753,754.

Ar^den, Ell^^\ Salet^Corp., New York, NY. 646.943. cane

Arkan^^s' Co., Inc , Newark, N.J. 753.569, pub. 5-14-63

ArVen^Chlna Co.. New York, NY. 753,715. pub. 5-14-63.

ArmoiPr^and Co, Chicago. III. 753.532-4, pub. 5-14-63.

Associated Blue Lake Green Bean Canners. Inc., Portland,

Oreg. 646.875. cane. Cl. 46.

AssocHited Lerner Shops of America, Inc.. New York. NY.

753.864. pub. .')-14-63. Cl. lOL
Associated Merchandising Corp., The : Bee—

Associated Merchandising Corp.

Associated Merchandising Corp.,
^'^'^•J'^^'^J„J'''f.i>^r' \ewV Y to The Associated Merchandising Corp., ."New

York N Y 175,964, ren. 7-30-63. Cl. 39.

Atlantic Chemicals & Metals Co to Atlantic Chemicals k

Metals Co.. Chicago. 111. 403.777, ren. 7-30-63. Cl. 6.

Atlantic Gummed Paper Corp., Brooklyn. NY. 753,549. pub.

5-14-63. Cl. 5

pub.

pub

.Vtluntic Research Corp., Alexandria, Va. 753,588,
.-.-14-63. Cl. 9. ^ , , ,T ,.oTi7

Atchison Indjstrial Corp., Fairfax. \a. 75,3,717,

Atlantic Gummed Paper Corp., Brooklyn, NY. 753,692, pub

Atlas Lift Truck Rentals & Sales, Inc., Chicago, 111. 753,867.

Au^'rundale Co-operative ' Bank, Aubrundale. Newton, Mass

640,913, cane. Cl. 102. tuq rot nnh
Auburn Machine Works, Inc., Auburn. Nebr. 753,687, pub

AuVrtiiflc Corp.!'^Lake City, Fla. 646,758, cane. Cl. 19.

B.B. Chemical Co. : See—
United Shoe Machinery Corp

B B Pen Co., Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., to Streamer Pen Co

,

Inc., Culver City, Calif. 646,845, cane Cl. 37

Bach, Vincent, Corp., Mount Vernon, N.Y. i53J^5, puD

BaterVa^nt & Varnish Co., Jersey City, N.J. 169,484. ren

Bak;?^t^nt & vl^rnish Co.. Jer«.y City, N.J. 169,873, rer.

Balf^ChJm.ca^Co^: Glenrtiaw, Pa. 753.603. pub. 6-14-63.

Bardah?Mfg. Corp.. Seattle. Waah. 753 893 Cl- 15.
,

Barton Distfuing Co., Chicago, 111. 753,827-9. pub. 5-14-63.

Ba^lAines Corp., North Creek. N.Y. 7&3,545, pub. 5-14-

Ba^t^ c'j*' & Son, to C. J. Bates,* Son. Inc., Chester. Conn.

403,531. ren 7-30-63. Cl. 44.

Bates, C. J., 4 Son, Inc. : See—
Baye?-Sem•e8anco..^°nc., to B. I. du_Pont de Nemours and Co.,

Wilmington, Del. 404,078, ren. < -30-63. Cl. 6.

Beecham Products Inc. : See

—

County Perfumery Co., Inc., The. _^„ ,„„ i. k i^ «q
Bell, W. & Co. Inc., Washington, DC. 753,538, pub. 5-14-63.

^^•^- - Salt Lake City, UUh.Benson and HuUlnger Mfg. Corp.,

753,834, pub. .>-14-63. CT. 50.

Berendsen Silk Knitting Co., BangorJangor Pa., to Bosaong Hosiery

^Mlifsrinc.V Asheboro, N.C 175,796, ren 7-30-63. CL39.

Bergstrom Paper Co., Neenah, Wis. 753,(34. pub. 6-1+-6J.

BeUer^Drug Products, Inc., Tulsa, Okla. 646,900, cane. Cl.

Benina, Inc., Kansas City, Mo. 753,539, pub 5-14--63 CT. 8.

Bingham's, Saml. Son Mfg. Co.. Chicago. 111. 646.7.5, cane.

Cl "'3

Bird k Son, Inc., East Walpole, Mass. 753,605, pub. 5-14-63.

Bireiey^s Inc., BensenvUle, 111. I?3,755
pub 5-14-63 CL45.

Blrge Co., Inc.. Tiie, Buffalo, N.Y. 753,731. pub. 5-14-63.

BlrkenXald. S., Co., Portland. Oreg 646.832. cane CL 32.

Bismark Records. Denton, Tex. .53,727, pub. 0-14-63. Cl.

Black Panther Co., Inc., Sanford, N.C. 753,531, pub. 5-14-63.

Cl 1

Blessings, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. 753,643-4, pub. 5-14-63.

Cl 18
Bolkow-Apparatebau GmbH, Nabern/Teck, near Kircheim

Wurttemburg. Germany. 753,587. Pub. 2-26^-63, Cl. 9 :

pub 4-30-63. Cl 19; pub. 5-7-63, Cl. 26. (Consolidated

certificate CIS. 9, 19 and 26). ,„„^ _ t in^n
Bond, Charles. Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 171,509, ren. 7-30-63.

Cl 3"^

Bond, Charles, Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 173,733. ren. 7^0-63.
Cl 23

Borden Co , The, New York, N.Y. 753,851, pub. 5-14-63. Cl.

52.
Borg-Warner Corp. : See

—

York Ice Machinery Corp.
Borg-Warner Corp., Chicago, 111.

CI>. 26 and 36.
Bossong Hosiery Mills, Inc. : See

—

Berendsen Silk Knitting Co.
Bossong. Joseph C.

Boaaong, J. C., k Co. : See—
Bossong. Joseph C. ^ r.

Boaaong, Joseph C., d.h a. J. C. Bossong & Co., to BoMong
Hosiery Mills, Inc., Asheboro, N.C. 175,184, ren. 7-30-63.

Cl. 36.

Botany Industries, Inc. : See—
Botany Worsted Mills. ^ ^

Botany Worsted Mills, Passaic, N.J., to BoUny Industries.

Inc New York, NY. 404,135. ren. 7-30-63. CL 43.

Bowey's, Inc., Chicago, 111. 753,784, pub. 5-14-63. Cl. 46

Bowman, Lee, Co., St. Louie, Mo. 753,836, pub. 5-14-63.

Bradley,' Milton, Co., Sprtngfleld, Mass. 753,670, pub. 5-14-

63 Cl 2''

Breskln Publications, Inc. New York, N.Y. 753,748, pub
5-14-63. Cl. 38.

TM I

753,702-3, pub. 5-14-68,
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Bristipl My.Ts ('.... NVw York, NY. 7.'>3.038, iiiib 5 U-ti.l.

CI. 18.

British Chfiiioilifiiiic I'mducfs Ltd., Urudford. Knuland.
T.'.n.TT.'i. pull :. 14 •;;{. ci. ah.

liroi kstfiii, Irvin II., IlmiBton, Tex. 753,7Jt>, pub. 4-30-03.
CI. :jti.

Ilriiwn, CIhiiik. M.. d b n C. H. & Co.. and as Slnjfiia-.Muslca,
MiiilifiipiiliH .Minn. 7.'.:{,7i;.{-4, pub. T) 1 4 ti3. CI. 3<i.

Hrown, I». S C(... Tlif, .North Kulf inior*-. Ohio. 7.")3.51'y. pub.
,-) 14 ru'}. CI. 1.

Brown, MatthfW L, Sprlnstield Ohio «4rt.7«2, oanc. CI. 21.

H.vk-<;uld»'ii LonibtTK. Clifniisihe Fabrlk (;rnhn., Kon«tiuu,
"Oerinanv. 7r<3.ti."i'i, pub. r>-14 »>3. <'l. IH.

C.B. A Co. Srt -

Hrown. Clarencp H.
(all-*! I'roduits Co.. Int.. Hreiitwood. .Md. 7.")3.r)74, pub. .'> 14

63. Ci. fl.

Calunit-t Tonnatt' Mantfr, FabricatorH, Inc., Chicago, 111.

»i4fl,754, cane. (1. 19.

Cal Zona l"o.. d.b a. Cal Zona, Inc.. Glendale, Ariz. 7.^3,77(l,

pub. 5 14 ti3. CI. 4«.

Cal Zona, Inc. : Set—
Cal Zomi Co.

l'anibrl<l«' A.ssociitfs, Inc.. Boston, MasH. 753,7412, pub. R-14
«3. CI. 3S

Canibridgp Chj'inlcul I'roductH. Inc., LV'urborn, Mich. 753,."i«>5.

pub. ."^-14-63. 01. B.

Capehart Corp.: .S*-*"

—

Capthart Farn>worth Co., a Division of Inttrnationul
Tt'lephonp and Tclenraph Corp.

Cunn»Hl Foods Forum : See—
Zwicky. I{<ibert H.

Capehart-Farniworth Co., a Division of Intprnational Tcle-
phon»" and TfleKraph Corp., to Capehart Corp., New Y'ork.

N.V. 64«,7«1, cane. CI 21.

Captay Co.. Keno, Nev 64H,7U3. cane. CI. 26.

Carey n CheniicU Co., Klvcrdale, Md. H4«,742, cane. <'l. 1«.

Carrara Stone Co : Set-—
Leaveli, William A., Jr.

Carten, Frederick Joseph Westmount, Quebec, Canada. 753,-

78.1. pub. 5 14-rt3. CI. 4rt.

Carvel, ThomaM, Yonkera, N.Y. 7.">3.7r)«. pub. r>-14-ft3. CI.

45
Ca.stle & Cooke, Ltd , Honolulu, Hawaii. 646,936-7, enne.

CI. 46
Cawy Boftlinjc Co : See—

Rovira, .N'estor Maehado.
Cerna Food Troducts Co., ChicaRo, III. 7.%3,7«53. pub. 5 14

«3. CI. 46.
Chambers Godfrey Mfg. Co., d.b. a, Martenn Hams, .Martin,

Tenn. 7r)3.80J, pub. ') 14-63. CI 46.
Chartre8 Co., Inc., New Orleans, La. 753.562, pub. 5-14 ti3.

CI. 6.

Cbuttanooga Medicine Co., The, d.b. a. Chattem Laboratories.
Chattanooga. Tenn. 753.648, pub. 5-14-(l3. CI. 18.

Chattem Laboratories : Sic—
Chattanooga Medicine Co., The.

Chip Steak Co.. d b.a. \vestern Royal Co.. Oakland, Calif.

7.»3,78(», pub. 5-14-63. CI 4«.
Chun King Corp., The, Duluth, .Minn, 753,787. pub. 5-14-63.

CI 46.
Clba Ltd , Basel, .Switzerland. 753,583, pub ."> 14 63. CI. 6

Clb.i Ltd, Basel, Switzerland. 753 ti53, pub, 5-14-<i3. CI, 18.

Clnderell International Co . Inc , Chicago, III. 753, ."»46, pub.
5 14-63. CI. 4.

Clav Adams Inc , New York, .\.Y' t;4tl,«i)ti, cane. CI. 6.

Clif'ton, UeivaM- F., d.b a Superweld of I'.S .V,, Brownsboro,
Te.x. 753,M77. pub. 5-l4-ti3 I'l. 103.

Coast TCoast : See
Alves I'lioto Service, In<'.

Cold Corp of .\merlca. Chi<ago, III t>4ti,823. cane. CI. 31.

Colgate I'almidive Co.. .New York, N.Y. 7.">3.841, pub
5 14 63. CI. 51.

Collins Radio <'o , Cedar Rapids. Iowa. 7.''>3.749. pub
5-14-C.3 CI. 38

Colorcon. Inc, Ambler, I'a. 753,628, pub. 5-14-63. CI. 18.

Columbia Wax Co.: See
United States Borax A Chemical Cori).

Computer Associates, Inc.. Woburn, Mass. 753.862, pub.
5 14-«3 CI 100

Consoliilated I{en<Iering Co.. Boston, Mass. 172,462, ren.

7 30-H3. CI 4ti

Coniinintal Beverages Inc.. Winter Haven. Fla. 7."»3,830,

pub .-) 14 <i3 CI 49
Continental Sales Co., Nevada, Iowa. 7,">3,706, pub. 5-14-63.

CI. 26
Cooper F. J., Inc., I'iilladelphia, Pa. 753,879, pub. ."> 14-»i3.

CI. 103
Corn Products Co. : iSVe

Corn Products Refining Co.
Corn Prod uts Refining Co , to Corn Products Co., New York.
NY 402,418. ren. 7 30-63. <'l. 1.

Cotillion Formals, Inc., .New York. N.Y. 646.860, cane.

CI 3!».

Cotton Club Bottling Co. : .S'er

Miller Becker Co.. The.
County Perfumery Co., Inc., The, Bloomfleld, to Beeeham

Prod.icts Inc . Clifton. N.J 402,575 ren. 7-.30-63. CI. .'il.

Countv Perfumery Co.. Inc., The. Bloomfleld, to Beeeham
Products Inc . Clifton. N J. 402.692, ren. 7-30-63. CI. 52.

Crofton Pl.istlcs, Inc.. Byron Center, Mich. 753,660, pub

Crown Inijtorts Co. Inc., San Francisco. Calif. 753.765, pub.

Crucible Steel Co. of America, Pittsburgh, Pa. 753,599, pub.

Curtis, Helene. Industries. Inc.. Chicago. HI. 646,899, cane,

CI 51
Dalin PharmaceutlcalB, Inc.. Bayaide, N.Y. 753.615, pub.

5-14-63. CI. 18.

Oare, VIruliiiii, K.xtiaet Co. Iiii-., Brooklvn. .N' Y 7.')3.7ti<»

pub .'. 1 4 »i3. CI. 45
l>avid, Andie S., New York. NY. 646,8.17, cane. CI 3!i

l>a\ ie» Yotuig Sojip Co.. The, Itavfon, Ohio. 7.">3.849, pub
.'. 14 "i3. (1. .-.2.

Davis Candy Corp., Long Isl.ind Citv. .\.Y 7.'»3.821, pub
."> 14-63 ("1. 46.

DaytoM Kl.itijc .Mfg Co, Chicago, III. 7r»3.t!ti2. pub. .'i 14-113
CI. 21

Dayton Kl.-unc .Mfg Co . Chic.igo. HI. 7.'>3.6!»9. pub. .'> 14 O::
(^1 26

Deijitur Brewing Co.. iHMatiir. III., to Pabst Brewing (d.
.Milw.iiikee. Wi> !»!!», .•»97, len. 7 30 63. CI. 4H

Dei- n (;illle>. Inc.. Loiit Beach, .NY. ti4ti 88,S. r.inc. CI. 5tt.

De.Mert «t DouBliertv, Inc., Chicago. III. 753.582. pub
5 14 63 CI 6.

De Teny. Fernando A . S.A., Puerto de Santa Maria. Spain
7.13.824, pub, .. 14 U.t. CI. 47.

De Ti-riy. Fernando .\ ,
.s..\., Puerto de Santa Mnrla. Spain

7."i3,HL>t;, pub. .1 14-ti3. CI. 49
DIetene Co., Tile. .Minneapolis, Minn. 753,774. pub. .1-14 <i;!.

CI. 46.
Dille, John P., Co, Chicago, III. 64ti,767, cane. CI. 22
DImcoCJrav Co.. Davlon, Ohio. 753,ti71, pub. 5 14-63

CI 22
Ditto, In< , from Ditto, Inc, Chicago, III. 7.*>3,704. pub

5 14-»!3 CI 26.
Dodge & .Seymour, Ltd. : Srt

.Markt A ll.immaclier Co.
Dolge. C. B, The. W.-tpori. Conn. 7.'>3.570, pub. 5-14-63

CI. 6
Doiii.ir Buckle Mfi: Corp. .New York. NY. 646.8H6, cane

CI. 40
Draekett C>i . Tile, CineimiatI, (»liio. 753, .168. p\ib. 5 I4-»i3

CI. 6.

Dritz," John. A Son^. Inc , Spartanburg. S.C. 753,750, pub
.1 14 ti3 CI 40

Duon Inc., <'or;il (iiilil.s. Fla 7.13.857, pub. 5-14-63. CI .12

Du Pont de .Neiiit>iii s. K I., and Co. : See
Bayi'i Seiiiesan Co , Inc.

Kdrov Prod i(f> Co, fo K J Herbert, d b a. Edrov Product-
Co', Ne« York, NY. 403.855. ten 7 30 f,:! ("1. 26.

Kdticatlonal Developnii-ntal L;i bora lories. Inc., Huntington.
.NY 7.13.711, pub 5 14-63. CI. 26.

Kii helbeit'er. .1 K, d.b a. Home Health Kgulpment C<< .

Pekin, III 7.13,012. pub. .1-14-<53. CI. 18.

Kisendrath, B D, Tanning Co.. Chicago. III. 753,530, pub.
5 14 63 CI 1

Elect lie .Miiehineiv Mfu' Co.. Minneapolis, Minn. 713. 6ii."..

pub 1 14 63 CI 21.
Klfers, Walter .\L, d b a. Star Bright Mfg. Co., Fort Lauder

dale. Fla 753.852. pub. 5-14-63. CI. 52.

Ellison Laboratories. Inc. Westbury. N.Y. 753.639. pub.
5-14-63. CI. 18

Elmore and Stahl, Pliarr. Tex, 404.290. ren. 7-30-63. CI. 46
EmbesHograph Process Co. Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y'. 753,594, pub

5-14 63. CI 11
Emerson Electric Mfg Co., The, St. Louis, Mo. 646.841, cane

CI 34
Endo Laboratories, Inc : See-

EncIo Prod ids Inc.
Kndo Laboratories, Inc.. Richmond Hill. N.Y. 753,646, pub.

.1-14-63. CI. 18.

End* Products Inc.. N< w York, NY., to Endo Laboratories,

Inc., Richmond Hill, N.Y. 403 986. ren. 7 30 63. CI. 18.

Endo Products Inc.. New York, .N.Y., to En''o Laboratories,

In<-.. Richmond Hill, N.Y. 404,121. ren 7 .30-63, <'l. 18.

Envopak Ltd., London, England. 753.53.1. pub. .1-14-63.

CI. 2.

Evans. Geraldine Ogilbv, d b.a. Gae's Originals, BrlapellflT

.Manor. NY. 7.13. 74r,. pub. 5 1 4 63. CI. 38.

Farbenfabriken Beyer Aktiengesellsehaft, Leverkusen Bayer
werk, Oriiiany. 7.13.610, pub. 1 14-«>3. <"l. 18.

Farbenfabriken Bayer .\ktiengesellsehaf'. lyeverkusen-Bayer
werk, (iermany. 713,62.1. pub. 5 14 63. CI. 18.

Faultless Starch Co , Kansas Cltv, -Mo. 753,5.15, pub. 5-14-63.
CI. 6.

Faultless Starch Co.. Kansas City, Mo. 713,580, pub. .1-14-63.

CI. 6.

Fawcett Publications. Inc. : Bee—
McKesson & Bobbins. Inc.

Federal Employees' Distributing Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

646.829. cane" CI. 31.
Fellows Medical .Mfg. Co., Inc.. from Testngar A <'o,. Inc..

Detroit. .Mi(h. 753,647. pub. .1-14-63. Cl. 18.

Fels and Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. 753,853. pub. .1-14-63. <"1.

52.
Fern Shoe C.v, Los Angeles. Calif. 753.896. Cl. .39.

Filtered Rosin Products Co.. St. LouIb, .Mo. 753,559, pub.
.1 14-63. CI. t.

Fine Foods A Products Co. : See—
Onnes. Michael H.

Fisehl. Janet W., Plandome Manor. N.Y. 646.819. cane. Cl.

30.
Fisher. George Edward, and William Van Rush. Jr., Little

Rock, Ark 646,919. cane. Cl. 107.
Flint, Howard. Ink. Co.. to Flint Ink Corp.. Detroit, Mich.

166 684. ren. 7-30-63. Cl. 11.
Flint Ink Corp. : See—

Flint. Howard. Ink Co.
Floiidln Co.. Quiney. Fla. 403.987, ren. 7-30-83. Cl. 6.

Food Industry FUvors : See

—

Karmen, Bernardo H.

Foremost Dairies. Inc., San Francisco. Calif. 758.818, pub.
.1-14-63. Cl. 46.

Fort Howard Paper Co., Oreen Bay, Wis. 165.832, ren. 7-30-
63. CI. 37.

Fort Pierce Industries, Inc., Fort Pierce, Fla. 646,799, oanc.
01. 26.

Fox Foods. Inc.. Queen Anne. Md

Frank'*lndustrles. Inc., Van Noys, Calif. 753.709. pub. 5-14-

fil C*\ 26
Frankel Charles, d.b.a. Frankel Co., Brooklyn, NY. 753.713.

pub. .1-14-63. (T. 28.
Frankel Co. : Bee—
Frisco" oods Cofp.r Wilmington, Del. 753,769, pub. 6-14-63.

FuMer^V B., A Co.. Inc., New York. N.Y. 646.871. cane.

Fu"?Ier*^b. B.. A Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 646,935. cane.

01 42
Gabriel u Jos. Se^llmayr Spaten-Franrlskaner-Lelsttrau A.-G.

Munehen. Munich. Germany. 342.671. cane. 01. 48.

Gae's Originals : See

—

Evans Gerardine Ogilby.
. T^ . /- i^ *,.!

Gamber. W. Ralph, d.b.a. Lancaster Count.v Dutch Gold Api-

aries. Lancaster. Pa. 753.776, pub. 5-14-63 01, 46.

Gendis. Inc., New York. N.Y. 646.708 cane £18.
General Foods Corp.. White Plains, N.Y. 7.>3,796, pub. 5-14-

General Industries Co., The. Elyrla, Ohio. 753.696, pub.

General Mills, Inc.. Minneapolis. Minn. 753.818. pub. 5-14-

General Motors Corp.. Detroit. Mich. 646.727. cane. 01 14.

Gevaert Photo Produiten. Oude-God, near Antwerp. Belgium,

to Gevaert Photo-Pro<Uicten N.V.. Mortsel. Belglutn. 165.-

667. ren. 7-30-63. Cl. 26.

Gevaert T'hoto Produeten N.V. : See

—

Gevaert Photo Producten. >.„ a,o o u
Gilbert. A. C.. Co.. The, New Haven, Conn. 753,6.2-3. pub.

Glenmore Disfil'eries Co.. Owensboro. Ky. 753.832, pub.

Globe Rubber Products Ci)rp.. Philadelphia. Pa. 753.835. pub.

Goodrich, n. f!, Co., The, Akron, Ohio. 753,722, pub. 5-14-

(;obshopB of America. Inc., Pawtueket, R.I. 646.932. eanc.

Cl 39
Grand inlon C^*.. The, East Paterson, N.J. 753.567. pub.

Great West Coal' Sales Co.. New York. N.Y. 753.524. pub.

Gre^n Giant Co.,' I.# Sueur, Minn. 753.810. pub. .1-14-63.

Green A Reedy Fe; tlllzer. Inc.. Franklinton, La. 753.593. pub.

(Jreensboro Vending Machine Co., Greensboro, N.C. 646,830,

Grifflth Laboratories, Int., The, Chicago, 111. 753,885. pub.

5-14-63. 01. 106.
. . ^,. T w

Grocers Speciality Co. (Proprietary! Ltd., The. Johannesburg.
South Africa. 646,697. cane. Cl. 6.

Gsell. R.. A Co.. Inc., New York. N.Y. 402.778, ren. 7-30-83.

Cl 27
Gulf States Paper Corp., Tuscaloosa, Ala. 753,729, pub. 5-14-

63 Cl 37
Hamm. fheo,. Brewing Co., St. Paul, Minn. 753.825, pub.

Hammond Brass Works, Hammond, Ind. 646,737. eanc. CI.

1 ft

Harcourt. Brace A World. Inc., New York. N.Y. 753,837. pub.

,%_ 14-63. Cl. 50.
Harris Products Co.. Brooklyn. N.Y, 646.765, cane, 01. 22.

Harris Trust and Savings Bank, Chicago, HI. 753.868. pub.

5-14-63. 01. 102. ,. . ,^, „
Hartford Publications, Inc., from USA 1 Inc., New York, N.Y.

753.745. pub. 5-14-63. Cl. 38. ^ „
Hartmann Luggage Co., Racine, Wis. 646.689. cane. Cl. 3.

Heath, Walter, d.b.a. Walter Heath Co., Fair Haven, N.J.

753.700, pub. 5-14-63. 01. 26.

Heath, Walter. Co. : Bee—
Heath. Walter. ^, ^„

Helms Bakeries. Los Angeles, Calif. 646,878, cane. Cl. 46.

Hemphill Co.. Hop«-dnle, Mass. 753,685, pub, 5-14-63. 01. 23.

Herald Pharniacal. Inc.. Wake Forest. N.C. 753.640. pub.

I-,_]4_63. 01. 18.
Herbert, Edward J. : See

—

Edroy Products Co. ,.„ ,,« v
Herschi N.V.. Hoensbroek. Netherlands. 753.758. pub.

5-14-63. 01 45. ^ . .. ^«
Hershey Chocolate Corp.. Hershey. Pa. 753.7(5. pub. 5-14-63.

i^}
' 4ft

Hesse Albert R.. d.b.a. Square Deal Co., Willmar, Minn.

646.889 eanc. CT. 50.

Hoffmnn Brothers Drilling Co., Punxsutawney, Pa. 753.689-

Holland Food Corp.. New York. N.Y'.. to Konlnklijke Hollandla

Fnbrleken Van Melkproilukten en Voedingsmlddelen N.V.,

Vlaardlngen, Netherlands. 170.862. ren. 7-.30-63. ,fl- 46.

Ilollvwood Museum Associates, Beverly Hills. Calif. 753.887.

pub 5-14-63. 01. 107.
Home Health Equipment Co. : See

—

Eichelberger. J. E.
Hood. H. P.. A Sons. Inc. : See

—

Johnson-Apoleby Co.
Houghton. E. F., A Co

5-14-63. CI. 35.

Howe Charles O., d b.a. Port City Minerals Co.. Chicago. III.

75.3,525. pub. 5-14-63. CI. 1.

Hufr. O. D. Jr.. (iroves. Inc.. Mcintosh, Fla. 7;>3,820, pub.

Humble on A Refining Co.. Houston, Tex. 753.581. pub.
fr « 4__ft9 f1 ft

Humntv bumpty' Potato Chip Co., Scarborough, Maine.

753.793-4, pub. 5-14-68. Cl. 46.

753 814 pub 5-14-83, Integrated Data Processing, Inc., Orange, N.J. 753,870, pub.
5-14-63. Cl. 102.

Invincible Pr<)duets Corp., Chicago, 111. 753,840, pub.
5-14-63. Cl. 51.

International Minerals A Chemical Corp., Skokie. III. 753,766,
pub. 5-14-63. Cl. 46.

Industrial Consulting A Design Service, Scotch PlalOfl, N.J.
7.13,732, pub. .1-14-63. 01. 37.

Industrial Soap Co., St. Louis, Mo. 753.585. pub. 5-14-83.
Cl. 6.

Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., London, England. 753,552,
pub. .1-14-63. CI. 6.

International Harvester Co., Chicago. HI. 753,536, pub.
5-14-63. 01. 2.

Imperial Knife Co.. Inc.. Providence, R.I. 646.926. cane.

01. 23.
InsulLyte Corp.. River Rouge. Mich. 646,836. cane. Cl. 34.

International Housewares, Inc., Ushers, N.Y. 646.716. cane.

Cl. 13.
Jerlssa Nut Co., Inc.. Brooklyn, N.Y. 753,806, pub. 5-14-88.

Cl. 46.
Jones Dairy Farm, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 753,790, pub.

5-14-83. 01. 46.
Johnson. S. C, A Son, Inc., Racine. Wis. 753,520, pub.

5-14-63. 01. 1.

Johnson-Applebv Co.. to H. P. Hood A Sons, Inc., Boston,
Mass. 171,380, ren. 7-30-63. Ol. 46.

Karmen, Bernardo H., d.b.a. Food Industry Flavors. Glen
dale, Calif. 753.807, pub. 5-14-63, 01. 46.

Kaufman and Broad Building Co.. Inc.. Phoenix. Ariz.

753,880, pub. 5-14-63. 01. 103.
Kaz Healing Products, Inc., New York, NY. 753,752, pub.

5-14-63. 01. 44.

Philadelphia. Pa. 753,721, pub.

Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis. 753,738, pub. 5-14-63.

01 37
King Publications. San Francisco, Calif. 753.895. 01. 38.

Kiwi Polish Co. Proprietary Ltd.. The, Richmond, near Mel-

bourne, Victoria, Australia. 753,543. pub. 5-14-63. 01. 4.

Kiwi Polish Co. Proprietary Ltd , The, Richmond, near Mel-

bourne, Victoria, Australia. 753,558, pub. 5-14-63. 01. 6.

Klatt. Paul, from Kraf Mfg. Co., Inc.. Monahans. Tex.

753.517. pub. 5-14-63. Cl. 1.

Knothe Brothers Co.. Inc., New York, NY. 176.026. ren.

7-30-63. Ol 39. ., ,^ _. ,_^

Konlnklijke Hollandla Fabrleken Van Melkprodukten en

Voedingsmlddelen N.V. : See-
Holland Food Corp.

Kraf Mfg. Co.. Inc. : See—
Klatt, Paul. „ „ . .

Kramer Gerald, d.b.a. Aluminum Awning Co. of America,

Pittsburgh. Pa. 646.921, eanc. 01.12.
Kress. S. H., and Co.. New York, NY. 846,690. eanc. CT. 4.

Krug Baking Co.: See —
Krug. George A., Baking Co. ^ ,

Krug George A.. Baking Co . d.b.a. Krug Baking Co.. Jamaica.

N Y 753.815. pub. 5-14-63 CI. 46.

Lakeside Laboratories, Inc.. Milwaukee, \Ms. 753,654, puD.

5-14-63. 01. 18.
. . , o

Lancaster County Dutch Gold Apiaries : Bee—
(Jamber. W. Ralph. ^ ^ x- v tuq ««h

Langfelder. homma-A Carroll, Inc., New York, N.Y. 753.665,

Lawn, 'RT.^Atons.^Ine.^ Chicago, 111. 753,598, pub. 5-14-63.

LenveU* William A., Jr., d.b.a. Carrara Stone Co., CTearwater,

Fla 753 544. pub. 5-14-63. 01. 4. „ „ „ .

Leaveil William A.. Jr , d.b.a. Carrara Stone Co., Belleair,

Clearwater. Fla. 7.13.892 Cl 4. ,«•, a«2
Letters, John, and Co. Ltd.. Glasgow, Scotland. 753,682,

Le^er B^~ol hers Co'i',' New York, N.Y. 753.848, pub. 5-14-83.

Cl. 61.
Lighting Dynamics. Inc. : See

—

Lip loc^e'fe An^oKe"§'Horl'o°g^rie. Be«.ncon (Doubs). France.

Lip"o^fe\e Anonymtd'HortozeHe^ Be«mcon. Doubs. France.

Li'^^pVo'AVetrSln'c' Memphis. Tenn. 753.860. pub.

Ludiot Oorp^''N^ham Heights. Mass. 756.736. pub. 6-14-

MP^Pumps^^inc. Detroit, Mich. 753.688, pub. 5-14-68. Cl.

MacAndrews and Forb-s Co.. Camden, N.J. 753,781, pub.

M^^iiid^ws^and® Forbes Co., Camden, N.J. 753.608. pub.

MacAndrews and Forbes Co.. Camden. N.J. 753,563. pub.

Malca^n Co.!' fne.. The. New Market, N.H. 753.519. pub.

M^klnl^sh-Hemphlll Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 386.630. cane. Cl.

Mickintosh-HemphiU Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 366.826. cane. Cl.

MacMUlan Ring Free Oil Co.. Inc., New York. NY. 753.807.

pub. 5-14-83. a. 16. „ . ™, TKOK1A ,^1.
.Magnet Cove Barium Corp.. Houston, Tex. 758,614, pob.

5-14-63. Cl 1.

Magnolia Metal Co. Inc. : Bee—
Magn'^fifCta'f Co'.'New York. N.Y. to Magnolia Metal Co.

Inc Auburn. Nebr. 168,189. ren Y-3C^3. 01. 14.

Magnolia Metal Co.. Newjork N.V, to Marnolla Metal Co..

Inc Auburn Nebr. 188,189. ren. 7-30-63. Ol. 14.

Maker; of Kal Inc. Los Aigeles. Calif. 753.801, p^b. 5-14-

Ma^ndabTch**Paul J., Inc.. Chicago. 111. 753.572, pub. 5-14-

63. Cl. 6.
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Markt k Hammacher Co., to Dodge k Seymour. Ltd., New
York. N.Y. 17(),47fi, ren 7 3()-ti3. r\. 23.

Mars Uroadcastinj?, inc.. Stamford, tOnn 753,889, pub. 5-14-
63. CI. 107.

Martenn HamH : See-
Chambers Godfrey Mfg. Co.

Marvin Electric Mfj{ Co.. Loh Angeles. Calif. 646.835. cane.
CI. 34.

Marx, LouiH. k Co., Inc.. New York, N.Y. 753.680. pub. 5-14-
63. CI. 22.

Marx Louis, k Co., Inc., New York. N.Y. 753,677, pub. 5-14-
63. CI. 22.

Massey Technical Institute, Inc., Jacksonville, Ha. 7.'>3,888,

pub.' 5-14-6.^. ( 1 107.
Mattel, Inc.. Hawthorne. Calif. 7.'.3.681, pub. 5-14-63. CI.

22.
MayerH L. k C., Co.. Inc., New York, N.Y. 646.904, cane.

CI. 101.
McHrlde and Oxford Mfj:. Co., St'lmn, Ala. 646,768, cane.

CI. 22.
.McHutchlnson k <"o., Ridifeflfld, N.J. 753,522, pub. 5-14-63.

CI. 1.

McKesson k Robbins, Inc., to Fiwcett Publications, Inc., New-
York. N.Y. 404.137. ren. 7-30-<'.3. CI. 38.

McMurdo. Hew B.. Han Krancisco, Calif. 646,796, cane. 01.

26.
Meat Industry Suppliers, Inc., Northfleld, 111. 753.822, pub.

5-14-63. CI. 46.
.Mediterranee nowers. Inc., Cambria Heights, N.Y. 753,833,

pub. .'>-14-«3. CI. 50.

.Melville Shoe Corp., New York, N.Y. 753.865, pub. 5-14-63.
CI. 101. „ _

Merck k Co., Inc.. Rahway, N.J. 753.637. pub. 5-14-63. CI.

18.
Merck A Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J. 753,641, pub. 5-14-63. CI.

18.
Metal CuttlnK Tools Inc.. Rockford, 111. 402.731. ren. 7-30-

63. CI. 23. _
Metetellc Corp., MLford, Conn. 753,712. pab. 5-14-63. C\.

26.
Miami Products k Chemical Co.. The, Dayton, Ohio. 753,553.

pub. 5-14-63. CI. 6.

Midas, Inc.. Chlc.ijto. 111. 753.876, pub. 5-14-63. CI. 108.
Miller Be<kei Co.. The. d b.a. Cotton Club Mottling Co.. Cleve-

land. Ohio. 753.7-)7, pub. 5-14-63. CI. 45.
Milnrint. Inc.. .Milwaukee. Wis. 753.737, pub. 5-14-63. CI.

37.
Miller. Harry. Corp.. Philadelphia. Pa. 753.858. pub. 5-14-63.

CI. 52.
'

•

Miner, Clement P., Stamford, Conn. 646,764, cane. CI. 22.

Minnesota .Mining and MfK. Co.. St. Paul, Minn. 753.856,
pub. 5-14-63. CI. 52

Mission Valley Canning Co.. Inc., fl.b.ii. Mission Valley Can-
ning < o.. San Jose, fallf. 753,771. pub. 5-14-63. CI. 46.

Mission Valley Canning Co.. Inc., San Jose, Calif. 753,782,
pub. 5-14-63. CI. 46.

.Mission Valley Canning Co. : S^e—
Mission Valley Canning Co.. Inc.

Mifchum Co.. The. Paris. Tenn. 753,843, pub. 5-14-63. CI.

81.
Mohasco Induatrlea, Inc., Amsterdam, N.Y. 646,870, cane.

CI. 42.
Monsanto Chemical Co.. St. Louis. 'Mo. 646 698, cane. CI. 8.

MontKomery Ward k Co., Inc., Chicago, 111. 753,537, pub.
5-14-63. CI. 3.

Morningstar Paisley, Inc., New York, N.Y. 753,580, pub.
5-14-63. CI. 5.

Morris. Layton C. Arvat'-.H, Colo. 646,923, cane. CI. 22.
Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York, The, .New York, N.Y.

753.872-3, pub. 5-14-63. CI. 102.
National Rural Kleetrlc Cooperative Association. Washington,

D.C. 646.846. cenc. C1. 38.

National Solvent Corp., Clev.land. Ohio. 753.601. pub. 5-14-
83. CI. 16.

.VatUinal Tea Co.. <'hicago. III. 753 730. pub. 5-14-63. CI. 37.
National Tea Co.. Chicago. 111. 753.516, pub. 5-14-63. CI. 1.

New Jersey Zinc Co., The, New York, N.Y. 174,809, ren.
7-30-63. CI. 6.

New Zealand Refr'Kerating Co., Ltd.. The, ChriHtchurch, New
Zealand. 1(57,646, ren. 7 30 -63. CI. 4.

New Zealand Refrinerating Co., Ltd.. The, Chrlstchurch. New
Zealand. 171,438, ren. 7-30-63. CI. 1.

No. 1-A District Agricultural Association of The State of
California, San Francisco, Calif. 753,741. pub. 5-14-ft«
cn. 38.

North .Ameti<an Van Lines, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind. 753.882.
pub 5-14 63. a. 105.

Norrlstown IlcraWl. Inc., Norrlstown, Pa. 169,059, ren.
7-30-63. CI 38.

Oceanic Instruments, Inc., Houghton, Wash. 753,708, pub.
5-14-63. CI. 26.

Oderniatf, Albert C., d b.a. Odie's Distributing <'o., Pitts
burgh, Pa.» 646,7.39, cane CI. 16.

OdIt'H Distrihutlnc Co. : See
Odermatt. Albert C.

Oil Dii Corp. .of America, Chicago, 111. 753,527. pub. 5-14-63.
CI. 1.

Olln Mathieson Chemical Con)., New York, N.Y. 753,577,
pub 5-14-«S3 CI. 6.

Olln .Mathieson Chemical Corp., New York, N.Y. 753,623.
pub. 5 14-63. CI. IS.

Onnes. Michael H., d h a Fine P\M)ds k Products Co., Burbank,
Calif. 753,714. pub. 5 14-63. CI. 29.

\ Oregon Nut Shellers, Inc., HUlsboro, Oreg. 753,819. pub.
5-14-63. CI. 46.

Pabst Brewing Co. : See—
De<'a!ur Brewing Co.

Facitie Olive Co.. to PaciHc Olive Co., Vlsalla, Calif. 404,296,
i-en. 7-30-63. CI. 46.

Packaged Products Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 753.786, pub.
5-14-*l.{. CI. 46.

Parke. Davis k Co.. Detroit, Mich. 175.422, ren. 7-30-63.
CI. 18.

Parke, Davis k Co., Detroit, Mleh. 753.616, pub. 5-14-«3.
CI. 18.

Parke, Davis k Co, Detroit, Mich. 7.">3,626, pub. 5-14-63.
CI. 18.

Park-Kliteh Co.. Denver, Colo. 646,693, cane. CI. 6.
Parker Laboratories, Inc., Newark, N.J, 753,573, pub.

5-14-63. CI. 6.

PaikhaiHt, Alired S., d.b.a. Walker Mfg. Co., Portland. Oreg.
646.705. cane. CI. 8.

Pastene \» Ine k Spirits Co., Inc., Boston, Mass. 401.969. ren.
7-30-63. CI. 47.

Pusleue Wine k Spirits Co.. Inc.. Boston, Mass. 400,328.
ren. 7 30-63. CI. 47.

Patten, l.,ee, See<l Co., Jersey City, N.J. 753,590-2, pub.
5-14-63. CI. 10.

Payne. Paula, Pro<lucts Co.. Charlotte, N.C. 763,847. pub.
5-14-63. CI. 51.

Peerless Mfg. Co., The, Norrlstown, to The Peerless Paper
Mills. Inc., Oaks, Pa. 174,207, ren. 7-30-63. CI. 37.

Peerless Paper Mills, Inc., Tlie : See—
Peerless Mfg. Co , The.

Penlck k Fold. Ltd., Inc., New York, NY. 753.548, pub.
5-14-^i3. CI. 5.

Penn Dairies. Inc.. Lancaster. Pa. 753,761, pub. 6-14-63.
CI. 46.

Penney. J. C, Co.. Salt Lake City, UUh, and New York. N.Y.,
to J. C. Peuiiey Co., New York, .N.Y. 169.671, ren. 7-30-63.
CI. 42.

Penusuit Chemicals Corp., Philadelphia. Pa. 753,850. pub.
5-14-63. CI. 52.

Penny Pak Inc., Danville, III. 753,838, pub. 5-14-63. CI. 50.
Perkins, Dorothy, Cosiiietjca, Inc., St. Louis, Mo. 753,844-6,

pub. 5-14-<i3. CI. .•)1.

Pfelfter Co., The, St. Loula, Mo. 753,624. pub. 5-14-63.
CI. 18.V

Pflzer, cBas.. k Co.. Inc., New York, N.Y. 753,618, pub.
0-14-63. CI. 18.

Pflaer. Chas., k Co., Inc.. New York, N.Y. 753.629-35, pub.
5-14-63. CI. 18.

Phi E»>sllon PI Fraternity, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 753.890.
pub. 5-14-63. CI. 200.

Phillips, Charles H., Chemical Co„ The. Olenbrook, Conn.,
and New York. NY., to Sterling Drug Inc., New York, N.Y.
176,216-17, ren. 7-30-63. CI. 18.

Phlllii.s Jones Corp., to Phillips Van Heusen Corp., New York,
N.Y. 166,214, ren. 7-30-63. 01. 42.

Phillips-Van Heusen Corp. : See

—

Philllps-Jones Corp.
Phoenix Gems, Inc., Pnoenix, Arlx.

P

753,554, pub. 5-14-63.
01. 6.

Piedmont Mills, Inc., Lynchburg, Va. 165,851, ren. 7-30-63.
01. 46.

Plalntleld Trust State National Bank, Plainfleld, N.J.
753,875. pub. 5-14-63. 01. 102.

Polyehiome lorp.. Yonkers. N.Y. 753,839. pub. 5-14-63.
01. 50.

Port City Minerals Co. : See-
Howe. Charles O.

Products of Asia. Inc , New York, NY. 646.860 cane. 01. 39.
Propulsion Engine Corp.. South Milwaukee. Wis. 646,776,

cane. Ol. 23.
Protective Life Insurance Co., Birmingham, Ala. 763,871,

pub. 5-14-63 01. 102.
Purex Corp., Ltd., d b.a. Tureo Products, Inc., Wilmington,

Calif. 753,854, pub. 5-14-63. 01. 62.
Pure.\ Corp., Ltd , Lakewood, Calif. 753,859, pub. 5-14-63.

01. 52.
Puritan Cordage Mills, Louisville, Ky. 763.679, pub. 6-14-63.

01. 22.

Quaker Oats Co.. The. Chicago. 111. 763,796. pub. 5-14-63.
CI. 46.

R T. French Co., The. Rochester. NY. 753.767. pub. 6-14-63.
.01. 46.

Radiation Instrument Development Laboratory, Melrose Park,
/ 111. 753,701, pub. 5-14-63. 01. 26.
Kahn, Earl W.. d.b.a. E. W. Rahn, Cleveland, Ohio. 753,613,

pub. 5-14-63. CI. 18.

Rahn. E. W. : Nee—
Rahn, Earl W.

Ralston Purina Co.. St. Loula, Mo. 758.788. pub. 5-14-63.
01. 46.

Raytheon <'o., Waltham. Mass. 753.697. pub. 5-14-63.
01. 26.

Red Cross Mfg. Corp., The. Bluffton, Ind. 763.696, pub.
6-14-63. 01. 23.

Reed k Carnrlek, Kenllworth, N.J. 763.614, pub. 6-14-63.
01. 18.

Reed Roller Bit Co.. Houston. Tex. 753,683, pub. 6-14-63.
01. 23.

Reedvllle Oil k Guano Co.. Inc., Reedville, Va. 763,812, pub.
5-14-63 CI. 46.

Reedvllle Oil k (Juano «'o., Inc., Reedvllle. Va. 7."i3.578. pob.
.-)-14-63. 01. 6.

Reinoehl. Richard L.. Shilllngton. Pa. 768.674. pub. 5-14-63.
CI. 22.

Reliable Luggage. Inc.. West Pittsburg. Pa. 646.688. cane.
a. 3.

Reliable Textile Co.. Inc.. New York, N.Y. 646,872, cane.
01. 42.

Remington Rand Inc., Buffalo. N.Y., to Sperry Rand Corp.,
New York, NY. 401,567, ren. 7-30-68. O. 37.

Rexona Proprietary Ltd., Sydney, Aaatralla. 763.856, pub.
5-14-68. CI. 52.

Rovlra. Nestor Machado, d.b.a. Oawy Bottling Co.. Miami,
Fla. 753.759. pub. 5-14-68. 01.45.
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Ross Tacony Crucible Co., PhUadelphl*. Pa. 753.720, pnb.
r 1 4 .Aft C^\ *\A

Royalty House Corp.. Minneapolis, Minn. 753,778. pub. 5-14-

Roxane^ Philip.. Inc., New York, N.Y. 753,627, pub. 6-14-63.

Ru^n Jarne., Silver Spring. Md. 753.718. pub. 5-14-63.

CI. 82.
Rush. William Van. Jr. : See— o i. t

Fisher. George Edward, and William Van Rush, Jr

S and W Fine Fooda Producta Co.. Redwood City. Calif.

758.813, pub. 6-14-«3. 01.46. „« „,„ kk,^
Savage Laboratories, Inc.. Hooaton. Tex. 763.619. pub. .V14-

do r*\ ifi

Saxe! Chiirleii W., Worcester. Maaa. 758.894. 01. 34.

achering Corp.. Bloomfield. N.J^. from American »cl«'ntlflc

Laboratories. Inc., Madison. Wis. 758.617, pub. 5-14-63.

CT. 18.
SchoII Mfg. Co., Inc., The : See—

Scholl Mfg. Co.. The. „ , «wi
Scbnll Mfc. Co., The, to The Scholl Mfg Co.. Inc., Chicago,

III U87 379, ren. 7-30-68. CI. 18.

Schritter imi>ort Co., Inc.. The, New York, N.Y. 783.803, pub.

Bchrats Producta. inc., Detroit. Mich. 753,842. pub. 5-14-63.

CI 51
Schuler Chocolates. Inc.. Winona. Minn. 846.876. cane. 01.

Schulti * Hlrsch Co.. to Schultx k HIrsch Co., Chicago. 111.

173.878. ren. 7-30-63. CI. 32.

Sclentlflc Industries. Inc.. Ulendale. Calif. 753.667. pub.

5-14-63. OL 22. „ ^ ,.„„„,
Seager. Evans k Co. Ltd.. London, England. 758.831. pub.

n f A A^ fl ^O
Sears. Roebuck and Co.. Chicago, III. 753.604, pub. 6-14-63.

Selberliiig Rubber Co.. Barberton, Ohio. 178,619, ren. 7-80-

03- 01.39. , ,,«„„.
Sheaffer, W. A., Pen Co., Fort liadiaon, Iowa. 173,423. cane.

01 37
Sberinan Poultry Industries, Oardena, Calif. 758,762. pub.

5-14-63. 01. 48. „ ^ „ „ ,.« ,«„
Shull. Leo. Publications, Inc., New York, N.Y. 753,73», pnb.

5-14-63. a. 38.
Slngua-Mnsica : See

—

Brown. Clarence B. ^ .
Skyline Plastic Molding. Inc.. TKusrille, Pa. 646,718, cane.

Ol. 12.
Smith. George D.. New York, N.Y. 753,668, pub. 6-14-63.

01 22.
Snracker. J. M., Co., The, OrrrlUe, Ohio. 758.791, pub. 5-14-

63. CI. 46.
Softy Inc., Summit, 111. «46.779, cane. 01. 23.

Soil Builders International Corp.. to Aluminum and Chem-
ical Corp., Greenwich. Conn. 646,711. cane. C\. 10.

Southern States Cooperative, Inc.. Richmond, Va. 758.797-9.
pub. 6-14-68. 01. 46.

Space Needle Corp.. Seattle. Wash. 758.676. pub. 6-14-68.
CI 22

Spanner Boilers Ltd., London, England. 646,846, cane. 01.

34.
Sperrr Rand Corp. : See

—

Remington lUnd Inc. ^ ^.
Sperrr Rand Corp.. New York. N.Y. 753,733, pnb. 5-14-63.

CI. 37.
Sqoare Deal Co. : See

—

Hease. Albert R.
Staley, A. E.. Mtg. Co., Decatur. III. 753.611, pub. 5-14-63.

C\. 18.
SUley. A. E.. Mfg. Co.. Decatur, HI. 768,676-6, pub. 5-14-

68. CI. 6.

Standard Brands Inc., New York, N.Y. 753,800, pub. 5-14-
63. CI. 46.

Staley. A. B.. Mfg. Co., Decatur, HI. 758,804, pub. 5-14-63.

O 46
Standard Dyeing and Finishing Co., Paterson. N.J. 753,884,

pub. 5-14-63. 01. 106.
Star Bright Mfg. Co. : See

Elfers. Walter M.
Starr, Allan D.. Honolulu, Hawaii. 646,900, cane. a. 101.
Stein, A.. * Co.. Inc. : Bee—

Stein. A„ k Co.
Stein, A., k Co.. to A. Stein ft Co., Inc., Chicago. III. 169.881,

ren. 7-30-68. 01. 39.
8telnw«nder. Stoffreffen ft Co., Inc., New York, N.T. 885367,

cane. CI. 4u.
Sterling Drue Inc. : See

—

Phillips. Charles H.. Cbemical Co.. The.
Sterns, Ltd., London, England. 401.620, ren. 7-30-63. CI.

18.
Stewart Coach Industries, Inc.. The, Bristol. Ind. 753.656-7,

pub. 5-14-63. 01. 19.
Still House Hollow Farm, Hume, Va. 763,628, pub. 5-14-

63. Ol. 1.

St. Lawrence Sales Inc., Birmingham, Mlrti. 768,668, pub.
6-14-68. Ol. 22.

Stock, Roslyu, d.b.a. Tweets Novelty Co., New York. N.T.
402,096. ren. 7-30-63. 01. 22.

StoUberg, H. F., O.m.b.H.. Oqcnbaeh Main, Germany. 646,-
924, cauc. CI. 23.

Stoeltlng Brothers Co., Kiel, Wis. 758,764, pnb. 5-7-63.
CI. 46.

Stone, Lyman C. New York, N.T. 646,848. cane. CI. 89.

Stratefle Materials Corp-. New Tork. N.T. 768.597, pub.
6-14-68. CI. 14.

Streamer Pen Co., Inc. : See

—

B.B. Pen Co., Inc.

Summit Marketing Corp., Holtrtlle, Calif. 753,817, pab.
5-14-68. a. 44.

Sunbeam Lighting Co., Inc., Los Angeles, from Lighting
Dynamics, Inc., City of Industry, Calif. 753,719, pub.
6-14-63. 01. 34.

Superweld of U.S.A. : See—
Clifton, Gervase F.

Superba Cravats, Inc., Rochester, N.Y. 646,863, ennc. 01.39.
Supplee-Blddle-Stelti Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 646,773, cane.

CI. 23.
Susaman. Ross A., Minneapolis. Minn. 763,735, pub. 6-14-63.

01. 37.
Swanson, Milton R., d b.a. Wayside Industries, Marlboro,

Mass. 763,823, pub. 5-14-63. 01. 46.

Sweets Co. of America, Inc., The. d.b.a. The Sweets Co. of
America, Inc., Hoboken, N.J. 753,728, pub. 5-14-63.
01. 37.

Swingline Inc., Long Island City. NY. 753,693, pub. 5-14-63.
a. 23.

System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. 753,869,
pub. 6-14-63. 01. 102.

System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. 753,886,
pub. 5-14-63. CI. 107.

Teleprompter Corp., New York, N.Y. 763,881. pub. 6-14-63.
01. 104.

Tennessee Corp.. Evendale. Cincinnati. Ohio. 763.589, pub.
6-14-63. 01. 10.

Termohlen, Tom, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 753.698. pub. 5-14-68.
01. 26.

Testagar ft Co., Inc. : See

—

Fellows Medical Mfg. Co.. Inc. ^
Textile Adjuncts Corp.. Brooklyn. N.T. 646,735, cane. 01. 16.

Textron Inc.. Providence. R.I. 763.792. pub 5-14-63. H. 46.

Tiecrafters. Inc.. Queens Village. N.T. 753.878, pub. 5-14-63.
01. 103.

Town Hill Co.. Inc.. The, from B. Trlber, d.b.a. The Town
Hill Co.. Charlestown. Mass. 753.661. pub. 5-14-63. 01. 6.

Trade Paper Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 753.651. pub. 6-14-63.

OL 5.

Travel Corp. of America, Chicago, 111. 763,883, pub. 6-14-63.
01. 105. ,

Treasure Trader, Inc., St. Petersburg, Fla. 763,866, pub.

5-14-68. a. 101.
Trlber, Bernard : See

—

Town HIII Co., Inc., The. _. _„
Tru-Kay Mfg. Co., Prorldence, R.I. 646,805, cane. 01. 28.

Tureo Products, Inc. : See

—

Purex Corp., Ltd. ^ ,

Turtle Wax. Inc. Chicago. III. 768,647. pub. 5-14-68. Cl. 4.

Tweets Novelty Co. : See

—

Stock. Roslyn. ,, ^ „,„ „^,
Twin City Textlng Corp.. Tonawanda, NY. 753.705. pub.

5-14-68. CL 28.

USA 1 Inc. : See-
Hartford Publications. Inc. ^ ^ . „. «... -.„

U.S. Plasties of Florida, Inc., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 646.753,

Unlmed, Inc.. Morrlstown. N.J. 768,642, pub. 5-14-63.

a. 18.
United Lace ft Braid. Inc. : See

—

United Lace ft Braid Mfg. Co. „,..,-
United Lace ft Braid Mfg. Co^ Cranston, to United ^<^.^

Braid, Inc.. Providence. B.I. 175,097, ren. 7-30-68.

United Marketing Exchange, Delta, Colo. 753,789, pub.

6-14-63. Cl. 46. „ „ r^ . , ^
United Shoe Machinery Corp^ d.b.a. B.B. Chemical Co.,

Boston, Mass. 753,518. pub. 6-14-63. 01. 1.

United States Deijartment of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

403,361-2, ren. 7-30-63. Cl. 46.

United States Tackless, Inc.. Bronx. N.Y. 646,722, cane.

Cl 13
United States Borax ft Chemical Corp., from Columbia Wax

Co.. Glendale, Calif. 753,664. pub. 5-14-63 Cl. 6.

United States kubber Co.. New York. NT. 758.579. pub.

5-14-68. 01. 6.

Upjohn Co.. The. Kalamasoo. Mich. 753.609. pub. 6-14-63.

Cl 18
Upjohn Co.. The. Kalamasoo. Mich. 763.662. pub. 6-14-63.

Cl 18
UpVbn Co.. The. Kalamaioo. Mich. 753.636. pub. 6-14-63.

Van AUt Mills. Inc.. Long Island City. NT. 646.868. cane.

Va? Cwiip Sea Food Co., db.a. West Coast Packing Corp..

Long Beach. Calif. 7i3.80a-9, pub. 5^14-63 01. 46.

Victor Mobile Homes, Inc., Bonham, Tex. 763,659, pub.

Virginia Chemical's ft Smelting Co., West Norfolk, Va.

753,671, pub. 6-14-68. Cl. 6.

Vltamlx Pharmaceuticals, Inc., PhlUdelphla. Pa. 763.646.

pub. 6-14-63- 01. 18. ^ ^^^ ,^ _, -

Vu-Llghter Corp.. Atlanta. Ga. 64«,707. cane. 01. 8.

Walker Mfg. Co. : See—
Parkhurst. Alfred S. ,.«„-« ^ k ia jit

Walsh, James F.. Jr.. Maryd. Pa. 758.669. pub. 6-14-63.

Cl 22
Waltham Precision Instrument Co., Inc. : See

—

Waltham Watch Co. ,^ . . t . n
Waltham Watch Co.. to Waltham Precision Instrument Co.,

Inc. Waltham. Mass. 401,524, ren. 7-30-63. 01. 26.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

753,747, pub. 5-14-63. Cl. 38. ^ . , vv
Waterman Fruit Products, Inc., Ontario Center. NT.

753.805, pub. 6-14-68. Cl. 46.

Wayside Industries : See

—

Swanson. Milton R.
Weaver, W. R., Co. : See

—

Weaver. William R. _ „ « -, » -r—
Weaver, William E., d.b.a. W. R. Weaver Co.. El Paso, Tex.

753,710. pub. 6-14-63. CL 26.



r.M vi INDEX OF REGISTRANTS
\\(>ndt s Crt-ain Tou Dairy. Inc., Niagara Falls, NY 753,779,

put) 5 14 H'A C\. AH.
West ("oast I'acklnt; Corp. : iiee

\ an Camp Sea Food ("o.

WfHttTii Kdjal Fo. : Sn'
Cliip Steak C'd.

WfstinKliiiUNc F^lt'ctrlc Corp. : Sie
\\ I stiii|;lu) ISC Klcctilc & Mfn Co

\\c«tuiKlioU8e Klt'ctric & Mfn. Co . Ea.^t Fit tsbur^'h. to WVst
Intilin.isc KU'itric Coi p . Fi t tsliurgli, Fa. 4<lF!*5», rt-n.

7-3<l-tt3 CI. 21.
Wichlla Flour Mills, Inc : Sfc

Uldilra Flour MIUh Co.
Wichita Flour Mills Co , The.

Wichita Flour MIUh Co., The, to Wichita Flour .Mills, Inc,
W ichit.i, Kans. ltio,F48. ren. 7-30 »!3 CI 4i!.

Wichita Flour Mills Co., to W iclilta Flour Mills, Inc., Wichita,
Kan.s lii7,l'()3 . n 7 30-t!3 CI. 4ti

WIlllaniHon Co., The, Cincinnati, Ohio. i4»>.7i;i. cane. CI. 13
Willow Urook Co., Catasauqua, I'a. 7r)3,7t)8, pub o 14 fi3.

CI. 4ti.

Wll nc8 Corp., The, New York, NY 753,716. pub 5-14-H3.
CI. 31

Wilson SportlnK Goods Co
. River Grove, 111. 753,675, pub

5 14 ti3 CI 22
Wilson Sportintf Goods Co, River (Jrove, 111. 753,678. i)ub

5 14 63. CI. 22.
Winston I'harinnceuticals, Inr , Wlnston-Salein, N.C.

7.')3,»i2(>-2, pub 5 14 <i3 CI 18.
Wolff, John A . Minneapolis, Minn 753,540, pub 5-14-63

CI. 3.

Wood Conversion Co
, St I'aul, Minn. 167.562, ren. 7~30-rt3.

CI 12.

Wyo Ben Products Co, dba Wyotana Sales Co.. Bllllntrs.
Mont. 753, 52t), pub. 5-14-63. CI 1.

Wyotana Sales Co : See
Wyo-Uen Products Co.

York Ice Machinery Corp, York. Pa. to Horg Warner Corp,
ChlcaRo, III 40,1,923, ren 7 30-63 CI 34.

Younj: Radiator Co, Racine, Wis. 402,503, ren. 7-30-63.
CI 34.

Zippo MfK. Co., Bradford, Pa. 753.586, pub. 5-14-63. CI. 8
Zwicky, Rob»'rt H . dba Canned Foods Forum, Waukesha.

Wis. 753.777, pub. 5-14-«3 CI. 46.
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PATENTS
NOTICES

Board of Appeals Decisions Rendered in the Month of

June 1963

Examiner affirmed '•^^•'

Examiner affirmed In part ^^

Examiner reversed - ^^^

Total
^''"^

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Duties and Responsibilities

The following amendment to the order was Issued by the

Secretary of <'ommerce on June 21. 1963. The material

appearing at 27 PR 11244 of November 14. 1962 i« amended

as follows :

Department Order No. 177 (Revised) of October 25. 1962.

Is amended to make explicit reference to assinnment of the

Civilian Industrial Technology Program to the Assistant

Secretary of Commerce for Science and Teclinology.

• Section 4 of Department Order No. 177 (Revised) of Octo-

ber 25. 1962 is hereby amended to read as follows :

Sec 4. Dutieit and respongibilitiet. The Assistant Secre-

tary of Commerce for Science and Technology shall serve

as the principal advi«er to the Secretary on all scientific and

technological matters of concern to the Department, and

shall serve as adviser to all Departmental officials with

respect to matters of science and technoloKy. in which ca-

pacity he shall have cognizance of the research and develoji

ment activities carried out in the fields of science and

technolog>' by all organization units of the Department. His

particular duties and responsibilities shall include

:

1. The coordination and evaluation of existing programs

of the Department in the fields of science and technology I

2. The expansion of such programs where deemed desirable

to meet the national needs .

3. The development and implementation of new research

and development program; in furtherance of the Depart

ment's objectives ;

4. Administering the Civilian Industrial Technologj- I ro-

5 Representing the Department on top policy level scien-

tific committees and groups, including the Federal Council

for Science and Technolog>- ;
and

6 The coordination of the Departments scientific and

technological activities with other agencies of Government

Effective date : June 21, 1963.

HERBERT W. KLOTZ,

Assistant Secretary for Administration.

[ F.R. Doc. 63-7106 : Filed, July 5, 1963 ; 8 : 45 a.m. 1

Publitbed in 28 F.R. €921, Julv 6. 196S

New Applications Received During June 1963

„ . , 6.771
Patents --

^^-j
Designs

' '

Plant Patents..!
_. , OW
KelssueH

Total
^'234

Issue

Patents 464--No, 3.099.837 to No. 3.100.300, inci

Designs 12(^-No. 195,810 to No. 19,,.9.^ .
nc -

Plant Patents... 3^No. 2.271 to No. 2,2.3. inci.

Reissues l"No. 25,431

Total 59*
I



INTERVIEWS
On July 17. 1963. the memorandum reproduced below was

dlMtrlbuted to the Kxamlners In the Patent Offlc It 1h pre-

sented here for the Information of all applicants and their

representatives.

Optimum Examining Procedure
Interviews

-Memorandum ^2

ThlH Memorandum #2 of the Optimum Examining Pro-

cedure series Is devoted entirely to "Interviews and their U!*e

to the maximum l)eueflt of l)etter and swifter prosecution.

Proper Interviews frequently Jead to a better and earlier un-

.lerstandlng of the issues involved In a particular case, and

hence to an earlier conclusion of prosecution,

O n;» of the characteristics of the skilled, mature Examiner

Is the exercise of proper Judgment in borderline /^"ft'ons.

Circumstances will frequently arise where waiver of echn^a

reaulrements by the Primary Examiner, if permissible, will

be better than blind adherence to technicalities, particularly

where applicants are cooperating fully in moving to conclude

prosecution and the Examiner can pass on all remaining

Issues with no more than nominal reconsideration or search.

Subject to this broad policy, the following ft^temen s regard-

Ing situations which frequently arise specify practice which

should be followed throughout the Oflfce in the interest of

uniform interview policy.

1. Interviews for the discussion of the Patentability of

pending applications will not be had before the fi^t official

iction thereon (Rule 133). Interviews before the first re-

sDonse are discouraged ; but interviews after the first response

oMater which offer hoW of substantial progress are encour-

nffpd (See however. 12 and 13 l)elow ) , . -

2 Arrangements for interviews should be made in advance

ao that the Examiner can properly prepare for the Interview

? Rule 133a,. The Examfner should prepare for any pre-

arraMed interview to the extent that he understands the

cl^ the referents applied against It. and the attorney's

?e^onse Impromptu Interviews should never be Kran^^^

unless the Examiner has these details so well In mind that he

can discuss the case profitably without further review. Jnter-

v"ews on Fridays will no longer be prohibited as a matter of

Jo*S but all interviews should be set at a time mutually

""y An "/pVo1n'tmon'l"for"intervlew once arranged should be

keot Many applicants and attorneys plan trlns to Washing-

ton in reliance upon such appointments. When after an

apno ntment has b^n made, circumstances compel the absence

oF the Examiner or Examiners necessary to an effective Inter-

view the other party should be notified Immediately so that

substitute arrangenents may be made.

4 An Interview should not be granted If It Is clear tti aa

vance that the requesting party Is not properly prepared. If

It b^ones apoarent aftefthe discussion begins that the party

s not nrop^?h prepared, or that further discussion would ^
.nD?oducXe the ntervlew should be terminated Promptly^

? Interview' normallv should not be granted unless the

reques?ing party ha^ authority to bind the principal con-

*^B"*'An interview should be conducted only with the appll-

caSt ?r"hls legal representative of r^^..V„ 'VrsIocTat^: of
a oerson not of record, but known to be the local associate or

fhrattorney of record ordinarily will be permitted hereafter

onVwhen i written power authorl.lng such Interview Is pre-

sented prior thereto. Any exceptions to this procedure must

be approved by the (iroui. Supervisor.
<„t<.rvi..w

7 If at any time the Examiner considers an InterMew

would be helpful in disposing of a case, he Is authorized to

solicit same either by contacting applicant s local representa-

tive by phone or. where no such representative is available,

bv writing to counsel of record, or by collect long distance

phone when authorized by the attorney or agent of record^

8 Where the response to a first complete action Includes a

request for an interview or a telephone consultation to be

Initiated bv the Examiner, or where an out-of-town attorney

under similar circumstances requests that the Examiner defer

taking any further action on the case until the attorneys

next visit to Washington (provided such vis t is not beyond

the date when the Office action would nornially be given ). the

Examiner as soon as he has considered the effect of the re

sponse. should grant such request If it appears that the Inter^

view or consultation would result in expediting the case to a

''"»'
A^n'lSterview should not be used by either party as an

opportunity to "haggle." Once the Examiner cj early under-

stands the applicants position, the Interview should be con_

clud^'d Of course. If the Examiner can make a suggestion

which will advance the prosecution, he should do so

10 Where agreement is reached as a result of an intervievi.

applicants representative should be advised that an amend

ment pursuant to the agreement should be P'O^^PW.'jrn'li the
If the amendment prepares the case for flnal action, the

Examiner should take the case up as special. If not. the case

should^awalMts^tu^r^n^^
any mutually accentable conclusions

reached at an interview are understood by bot»> part es a

memorandum summarizing these conclusions and the signifi-

cance of anv exhibits considered or demonstrations made

should be prepared in duplicate and signed by both parties

to the interview, and a copy should be retained by each The

copy retained by the Examfner will be kept In the appl cation

fl'e until prosecution is completed. Such procedure will not.

however relieve applicant of his responsibility under the sec-

"°In''?hoLTaV/whe!e'an Interview is had but no agreement

is reached, the Examiner should place an informal memoran^

dum In the file to this effect. The memorandum should be

sufficiently eomnlete to make clear to others the Issues re-

solved and/or discussed In the Interview.
„«,,,., „„, „/

The memoranda discussed above are not an ofBcial part or

the record, and should be removed from the file if and when

*'l2'•'con^^rning^Vque;ts for interviews after Final Action^

it is essential tliat any applicant or his f;Pj;«%t.Utlv« b*

granted an opportunity to present briefly, either orally or in

writing, the Intended purpose and content of the Interview^

With the approval of the Primary Examiner '"^ther ""ne

mav be granted If the Examiner Is convinced that disposal or

^arlficaUon for appeal may be accomplished with only nomi-

nal further consideration. Interviews merely to restate argir

ments of record or to (^.iscuss new limitations which would

require more than nominal reconsideration or new search

'**'l3'*'Requesis'for interriews on cases already passed to Issue

should be grant.d only with specific approval of the Super-

visor upon a showing in writing of extraordinary circum-

''**°^''
H. B. WHITMORE.

July 17 196S Superintendent of the Examining Corp:
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS

H. B. WHITMORE, Superintendent

PATENT EXAMINING OPERATIONS AND GROUPS

Oldest Application

New Amended

Metallurgy; Metal

10-6-^1

2-2-62

Gaseous Compositions;

Acids; Carboxyllc Acid Esters;

Mixed 8>-nthetlo Resin Compositions; 8>-nthetlc

Reclaiming; Pore-Forming.

CHEMICAL EXAMINING OPERATION-P. E. MANGAN. Director.

nFVFRAL CHEMISTRY, GROUP 110-R. L. CAMPBELL, Supervisory Examiner...

l^or^anic Compll^d^ Inorganic Compositions; Organo-Metal and Organo-Metallold Chemistry;

Stock; Electro Chemistry; Batteries.

nFVFRAl ORQAVICCHEMISTRY.OROrP 120-1. MARCUS. Supervisory Examiner „,,,,;.;
Hetert^TAm^des; Alkaloids; Ate! Sulfur; Misc. Esters; Carbohydrates; Herbicides; Poisons; Medicines; Cosmetics;

Steroids.

PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY, GROUP 130-J. S, BAILEY, Supervisory Examiner --

Hydrocarbons; Halogenated Hydrocarbons; Mineral Oil Technology; Lubricating Compositions

Fuel and Igniting Devices; Orfanlc Chemistry (Part) e.g.: Oxo ai

Acid Anhydrides; Acid Halldes.
'

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY. GROUP 140-M.8TERMAN, Supervisory Examiner
_ . .

''-^'

S>-nthetlc Resins; Rubber; Proteins; Macromolecular Carbohydrates

Resins With Natural Polymers and Resins; Natural Resins

^^»,onaTTinv<5 AVD MOLDING GROUP 150-L. H. GASTON, Supervisory Examiner.
'°

ComZmons (Pari) e.rCoatirg^M^^^^ Adhesive Compositions; Abrading; Liauid Purification or Separation; Gas

Separation; Special UtiUty; Molding Processes.

f-rv*Tiva *\:n I AMINATING GROUP 180-J. REBOLD. Supervisory Examiner.... 'V'
"^

clatmg VrSei^s! ipparatus and Misc. Products; Laminating Methods and Apparatus; Stock Materials; Omamen-

tatlon; Adhesive Bonding; Special Manufactures.

..^.i » n-ra » vn I vt^T<?TRTFS GROUP 170—W B. KNIGHT. Supervisory Examiner ..

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL ARTS AND IN^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^„ ^^^^^^. ^^^^ ^^,

^tiS^trSU:^".o:^^^^^^^^^ Apparat^; Gas. Heating and Illuminating; Cleaning Proc

esses- Liquid Purification; Thermobllc Distillation; Preserving.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING. GROUP 180-Q. D. MITCHELL. Supervisory Examiner

Gas Liquid and SoUd Separation; Centrifugal Bowl Separators; Gas and Liquid Con

Doing ReTrlgeration; Concentratlve Evaporators; Mineral OiU Apparatus; Misc. Physical Processes

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING OPERATION-N. H. EVANS, Dlrwtor.

^14-^)1

2-iMi2

12-7-61
;

11-17-61

12-1-61

12-4-61

7-20-61

1-4-62

12-4-61

11-24-61 10-11-61

1-11-62 1-25-62

nact Apparatus; Distillation;

^°^^rJ?^ici:^-r:rL:r:;:ionand-Distrl^^^^^^^

B^tteri^,; Nuclear Reactors, Powder Metallurgy. Rocket Fuels; Radlo-Active Material.

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION. GROUP 23(^-8. W.CAPELLI. Supervisory Examiner... -

Communications; Multiplexing Techniques; Facsimile and Related Art.

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 240-W. W BURNS, Supervisory Examiner....

Data Processing, Computation and Conversion; Storage Devices and Related Art.

and Networks.

RADIATION AND INSTRUMENTS. GROUP 26a-r.M.STRADER, Supervisory Examiner

Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring.

ELEMENTS, GROUP 27(>-E. J. SAX. Supervisory ExanUner -- -

Conductors; Switches; Miscellaneous.

11-21-61



PATENT EXAMINING OPERATIONS AND GROUPS (CmUhmmI)

Oldest AppUatloD

New Amended

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING EXAMINING OPERATION-R. A. WAHL. Diractor.

MATERIAL OR ARTICLE HANTDLINO AMD DISPENSING, OROUP 310-A. BERLIN, Supervisory Examiner .

Material or Article Handling and Dispensing; Conveyors; HolsU; Elevators; Article Handling Implements; Store Service;

Sheet and Web Feeding; Fluid SprlnkUng and Fire Extinguishers; Coin Handling and Check Controlled Apparatus;

Classifying and Assorting Solids.

METAL AND PLASTICS WORKING. GROUP3aO-N. BEROER, Supervisory Examiner

MeUl Bending. Drawing. Extruding, Forging. RolUng; Sheet Metal Working; Chain, Staple. Horseshoe Making: MeUl

Founding; Wire Fabrics; Plastic Working Apparatus; Plastic Block, Earthenware Apparatus.

MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLING MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES. GROUP 330-A. M. NORTON.
' Supervisory Examiner... -

Special Article Making; Assembling, Tool and Implement Making; and Metal Working.

MACHINE TOOLS. MECHANISMS AND ELEMENTS, OROUP 340-F. H. BRONAUOH, Supervisory Examiner.

Machine Tools for'shaping or Dividing Involving Cutting or Breaking; Machine Elements Including Power Transmission

ComponenU. Work and Tool Holders.

HARDWARE. TOOLS AND JOINTS, GROUP 3aO-T. J. HICKEY. Supervisory Examiner

Miscellaneous Hardware; TooU; Joints; Cutlery; Locks; Fasteners; Rod Pipe and Electrical Connectors; Buckles; But-

tons, Clasps, Etc.; Pushing and Pulling.

FLUID HANDLING, OROUP 360— E. PAUL, Supervisory Examiner

Fluid Handling; Valves; Pipes and Tubular Conduits; Fluent Material Handling; Lubrication; Baths, ClowUand Sinks;

Joint Packing.

POWER PLANTS, MOTORS AND PUMPS, GROUP 370-C. F. GAREAU. Supervisory Examiner

Power Plants, Combustion Power Plants, Expansible Chamber Motors, Rotary Motors and Rotary Expansible Chamber

Motors, Expansible Chamber Devices and Internal Combustion Engines, Pumps and Pump Regulation.

HEATING. COOLING AND VENTILATING, GROUP 380-P. L. PATRICK. Supervisory Examiner

Furnaces. Liquid Heaters and Vaporiters, Burners, Heat Exchange, Automatic Temperature and Humidity Regulation,

Refrigeration, Ventilation, and Illumination.

GENERAL ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS EXAMINING OPERATION-J. A. MANIAN, DIreetor.

AGRICULTURE, GROUP 410-A. RUEGG, Supervisory Examiner

Animal Husbandry; Butchering; Fishing, Trapping and Vermin Destroying; Plant Husbandry; Tob*ooo, Earth

Working.

CIVIL ENGINEERING, GROUP 420— B. B EN DETT, Supervisory Examiner..

Building Structures; Bridges, Closures; Closure Operators; Safes; Earth Engineering; Drilling; Mining.

PHYSICS, GROUP 430— R. L. EVANS, Supervisory Examiner

Photography; Sound and Lighting; Indicators and Optica; Measuring and Testing; Geometrical InstrumenU.

TEXTILES AND APPAREL, GROUP 440— R. C. MAD ER, Supervisory Examiner

Textiles; Winding and ReeUng; Tying Strands; Apparel; Boot and Shoe Making; Sewing Machines.

TRANSPORTATION, OROUP 450-?. ARNOLD, Supervisory Examiner

Railways and Rolling Stock; Brakes; Land Vehicles; Aeronautics; Ships.

FURNITURE AND RECEPTACLES, GROUP 460—W. 8. COLE, Supervisory Examiner

Furniture; Supports; Cabinet Structures; Receptacles; Baggage.

PRINTING. STATIONERY AND MATERIAL TREATMENT, GROUP 470-L. W. VARNER. Supervisory

3-5-M

13-13-61

1-31-62

1-16-62

1-12-62

2-28-62

3-6-62

1-17-62

Examiner
Printing; Typewriters; Stationery; Material Treatment.

PERSONAL TREATMENT, ADORNMENT AND AMUSEMENTS, GROUP 480-L. R. PRINCE, Supervisory

Examiner - '

Surgery; DentUtry; Artificial Body Members; Toiletry; Amusement Devices; Jewelry; Mechanical Guns; Projectors.

DESIGNS, GROUP 490—J. A. MANIAN, Supervisory Examiner

Industrial Arts; Household. Personal and Fine Arts.

(CLASSIFICATION) GORECKI. Q. A.

CLASSIFICATION DIVISIONS.

-ARTS UNDERGOING RECLASSIFICATION AS LISTED UNDER

91. KENT. A. P. (acting)

92. OAUSS, H
03. PURDY, W. F. (acting), Wire Working.

94. BERLOWITZ, W
98. ANGEL, C. D .

(REZNEK. J., acting)..

8-35-82

1-19-62

2-«-«2

4-3-62

>-ia-62

4-18-03

l-16-«a

8-<Mt2

13-36-03

3-26-62

13-21-61

12-4-61

1-15-62

9-2»-61

3-12-«2

3-8-«2

1-8-62

7-3-62

1-9-62

3-^>-62

4-2-63

3-6-62

8-23-63

ia-13-61

3-8-02

13-18-62

6-8-62

8-6-62

6-1-02

10-16-62

DECISIONS IN PATENT AND TRADEMARK CASES

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

In BE Josef Fried

A'o. 68Ji8. Decided Fehruary 13, 196S

[50 CCPA — : 312 F.2d 930; 136 USPQ 429]

1. Res Judicata—Different Issues—Claims Differing in Scope.

•'• • • each of appealed claims 2. 6 and 12 are seen to be narrower in scope

than claims 15 and 16 of the parent application which were rejected as un-

supported bv the parent disclosure. The issue here is. therefore, a different

i.ssue than that decided by the Examiner. While claims as broad as claims

15 and 16 of the parent application might fail for lack of an ade^iuate dis-

closure the parent application might contain disclosures adequate to support

the narrower claims of the later filed application. Thus, res judicata cannot

properly be applied in this situation to preclude a decision on the merits of

the new issue here presented."

2 Same^-<:oixateral EsroppEL-^'LAiMEn Subject Matter Different.

"Even though the issues are different, any maticrx actually litigated in the

first adjudication be^^^me binding on the parties in the second adjudication.

• • • The Board does not state, and we find no evidence in the record, that

the question of support in the parent application for the specific compoundx

claimed in appealed claims 2, (! and 12 was passed upon in the proceedings

which led to the rejection of claims 15 and 16 of the parent application.

Therefore, we find no collateral estoppel which precludes applicant from

securing a decision on the merits of the new issue here raised."

3 Appucation—Prosecution—Appeal—Continuation.

•'It seems to us the clear totent of 35 U.S.C. 120 and of the present proce-

dures in the Patent Office relative thereto have established a practice under

which an applicant may (1) appeal an Examiner's adverse ruling or (2)

acquiesce in the ruling and file a continuation application with new claims

therein."

4 Res Judicata—Final Rejection of Claims in Parent Case for Lack of

Supporting DiscLOSURE-Latnn v. Pierotti and Whittier v. Borchardt

OVERRULED WHERE DIFFERENT CLAIMS ARE INVOLVED.

•In support of its deci.sion. the Board and Solicitor rely on the prior decisions

of this c-ourt in Lavin v. Pierotti, 29 CCPA 1235. 129 F 2d 883, 54 USPQ 400;

and Whittier v. H<yrchardt, 33 CCPA 1023. ir,4 F.2d 522, 69 USPQ 382. To

the extent that these decisions may support the proposition for which they

are here cited, i.e.. that a final rejection of claims in a parent application for

lack of supporting disclosure therein is res judicata upon the question of

whether different claims, rejected on a different basis in a continuation

application, are entitled under the conditions specified in 35 U.S.C. 120 to the

benefit of the earlier filing date of the parent application, they are expressly

overruled."

n Same-final Rejection in Parent Cabe-Ex parte Buc et aJ. Nor Followed^

••The Board and Solicitor also cite Ex parte Buc et al. (Bd. of Appls.) 114

rSPQ 552. to support their pc^sition. However, we do not agree with the

statement in the Buc et al. case that because the rejection of the parent case

had be<-ome final upon the dismissal of the appeal for appellant's failure t..

file a brief, the finality and conclusive nature of the Examiner's rejection

•prec-ludes anv further consideration' of the issues presented by the appeal

from the rejection of the continuation-in-part application and therefore decline

to apply it here."

6. Patentability—Antedating of Reference—Benefit of Earlib» Filing

Date-35 U.S.C. 120.
. , s ,

•'• • • the invention disclosed in the appealed application was not in tact

sufflcientlv disclosed in the parent application 'in the manner provided in the

first paragraph of section 112 of this title' to entitle appellant to rely on 3o

U.S.C. 120 to antedate the Colton et al. reference. For this reason, and thx^

reason only, we affirm the decision of the Board."

^Vppeal from the Patent Office. Serial No. 677,763.

AFFIRMED.
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M( rJr ./. Smith {liohrrt Alphcr and Lawrence S. Levinson of

counst'l) for ap[)ellant.

('Jan nee W. Mooir {Jack E. Arnwre of counsel) for the Commis-

sioiier of Patents.

Heforv WoRi.KY. ('hi< f Judge, and Kicii, Martin, and Smith. Asso-

c'nit, J\i<lq(s. iind Associate .lud^e .Ioskfh H. Jackson, retired

Smith. ./.. delivered the opinion of the court.

Appellant has appealed from a decision of the l^oard of Appeals

whicli athnued the Kxaniiner's lejection of claims 2, G and 12 of

appellant's cont inuat ion-in-i)art api)lication, Ser. No. 077,76.'^, Hied

August 12, 1057, based oik a parent application, Ser. No. 576,258,

liled April :., 1!>56. The claims were rejected as being fully met by

the Colton et al. T.S. Patent No. 2,81^,109, tiled June 4, 105G, which

is.sued November 12, l!>r>7. Tliere is no issue here as to whether the

reference anticipates the appealed claims. The .sole issue arises from

the refusal of the Board to «:ive the appealed claims the beneiit of the

tiling: date of the parent application under .'55 U.S.(\ I'iO ' which

woidd antedate the ( olton et al. patent as a reference. The Board

affirmed the rejection for two reasons: (1) The Examiner's unappealed

rejection of claims 15 and 10 as being unsupjmrted by the disclosures

ill appellant's parent application is res judicata on the issue here, and

(2) the appealed claims are not in fact supported by the disclosures in

the parent application.

We shall consider the two reasons separately. Before we pass

upon the Board's second reason for aflirmance, we will consider the

lirst rea.son since if there is a proper rejection on res judicata the

issue on the second I'eason becomes moot.

( 1 ) Rex Judicata

While the Board of Appeals affirmed the rejection of the appealed

claims on the basis of res judicata, we find no sound basis for this

iioldiii<r. The essential principles of res judicata are stated in I'o-m-

ini.ssioiK r of Internal Recenu-e v. Sunnen, :i33 U.S. 591, 597-598 as

follows

:

It is tirst necessary to understand .something of the rerognized meaning and

scoiH' of r> s jnilirutii. a d(Ktriiie judicial In origin. The general rule of ren

jmliciitu applies ti> rciK-titious suits involving the .same cause ()f action. It rests

u|M.n coiisideratioiis (»f e<'onomy of judicial time and publii- |>olicy favoring the

establishment of certainty in le^al relation.s. The rule jirovides that when a

cmirt ..f ( (iiiiiM'tt'iit jurisdiction has filtered a ttnal judgment on the merits of a

cause of action, the parties to the suit and their privies are thereafter bouml

"not only as to every matter which was ofTere<l and re<'eive<l to sustain or defeat

the claim or dfiiuind, but as to any other admissible matter which might

have been otTered for that purpose." ('romirdl v. County of tsac, 94 U.S. 351,

:?."c'. • *

But where the second action between the siime parties is upon a different

cause or demand, the iirinciple of re,'* judicata is applied much more narrowly.

In this situation, the judgment in the prior action oi)erates as an estoppel,

iiul as to matters which might have been litigated and determined, but "only

as to those matters in issue or points controverted, uixin the determination of

which the finding or verdict was rendered." Cromwrll v. County of Sac, supra.

•A->^i. * * •
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•ii lUO. ISeiii'fit of earlier tiling date in the United Statert

\ri uiiplication for patent for an Invention disclosed in the manner provided by the

first M.itMi-'r.ipli of s.-etion 112 of this title in an applicjition prevlmitsly filed in the I nited

St it.'s hv the same inventor shall have the same eftei-t. as to such invention, as though

tij.'.l on the ilate of the prior application, If tiled before tlie patenting; or abandonment

,.f or lerriiin.ition of proo'edinps on the first application or on an application similarly

.•Mtitl.'.l to the l)enent of the M\nit (late of the first apolication and if It contains or is

iiciicleil to ( oiitaln a specific reference to the earlier filed application.

The issue whicii requires decision in the present case is whether,

under -'55 T.S.U. 120, the invention claimed in claims 2, T) and 12 of

the appealed application is disclosed in the earlier filed parent applica-

tion in the manner provided by the first paragraph of H5 I .S.(\ 112.

The rejection in the parent case, wiiich the Board found to be res

judicata, was that claims 15 and 16 of the parent case were not sufh-

ciently supported by the disclosure. Since different claims are here

presented the issues decided in the parent application and those to be

here decided are not the same. A comparison of claims 15 and 16

of the i)arent application shows them to be significantly dilTerent in

scope from the ajipealed claims here in issue.

(Maims 15 and 16 of the parent application "are as follows:

1.-). A steroid selected from the class consisting of those of the general

formulae''^

o= o=*

X R" R'

R

R'

wherein R is hydrogen, R' is /^-hydroxy, and together R and R' is keto. R" is

seliHted from the group naisistiug of hydrogen, o-methyl and o-ethyl. R'" is

/3 liydn.xy, and together R" and R'" is keto, and X is an a-halogen of atomic

number less than 18.

16. A compound of the structural formula

halogen
I

: CH,

I

Goweralkyl)
CH

an

/\

Wherein Z is a member of the class consisting of carbinol and carbouyl groui>s.

Appealed claims 2, 6 and 12 are as follows:

2. ll>a-Halo-17o-metliyl-A*-androstene-l 1/3.1 7/3-diol-:5-one.

6. 12a-Halo-17a-methyl-A*-an(lrostene-lT^-ol-3.11-dione.
^

12 A steroid .seh^•te<l from the group consisting of 12a-halo-17a-methyl-A -

andr...stene-l 10.17^ (liol-3-oue and 12a-halo-17a-methyl-A«-amlrosteue-17/i-..l-3,ll-

dione.

To a i)ersoii skilled in this art it is readily apparent that claims 15

and 16 of the parent ai)plication are broader than the appealed claims.

Thus, the appealed claims all define a compound having only a tn^^fhy/

qroup in the 17a position while in claim 15 of the parent application.

H" and H'" include, in Markush form, constituents from a group

consisting of hydrogen, a-methyl, a-ethyl, ^-hydroxy and keto while

in claim 16 of Ihe parent application any lower aJkyl group may be

attached. In addition, claim 15 is broader than any of the appealed

claims since it includes two other formulae which again have the

.several variations of R" and R'" attached at the 17 position.

( 1 j Thu.s, each of appealed claims 2, 6 and 12 are seen to be narrower

in scope than claims 15 and 16 of the parent application which were

2('|.,i„, i.r, i^ shown as submitted to the Kxaminer by amendment on .\uKUst 2^. 19oT

It w'ml'l seem, however, th.-.t H" an<l R'" should be directly attached to a .. -aihon

lin^ rather tiian a »> carbon riuK as shown.

793 O.G.—

2
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rejected as unsupjx>rted by tlie parent disclosure. The issue here is,

therefore, a different issue than that decided by the Examiner.' While
claims as broad as claims 15 and 16 of the parent application might

fail for lack of an adexjuate disclosure, the parent application might

contain disclosures adequate to support the narrower claims of the

later Hied application. Thus, res judicata cannot properly be applied

in this situation to preclude a decision on the merits of the new issue

here presented.

[2] Even though the issues are different, any matters actually

litigated in the first adjudication become binding on the parties in the

second adjudication. ('o-mviisiiio7\er of Internal Revenue v. Sunnen^

(juoted supra. The Hoard does not state, and we Hnd no evidence

in the record, that the <iuestion of sup|X)rt in the parent application

for the K}>erifir compfniruls rldinu'd in appealed claims 2, 6 and 12 was

passed u[)on in the proceedings which led to the rejection of claims

15 and 16 of the [)arent application. Therefore, we find no collateral

estoppel which precludes applicant fixmi securing a decision on the

merits of the new issue here raised.

The Solicitor, citing Overland Motor Co. v. Packard Motor Co.,

274 r.S. 417, asserts that "final rejections may be considered res

judicata by the Patent Ofhce at its option." We cannot see that

this case supports the applicati<m of res judicata to the present appeal.

The Overland case, decided ."^7 years ago and 2() years prior to enact-

ment of the 1952 Act, involved the assert \ infringement of a claim

of a patent which had U'en granted on a d isional application of an

earlier application. This sanw claim, as indicated in the opinion,

had l)een finally rejected and thejj cancelled from the earlier applica-

tion. The court stated that the Patent Oftice, in allowing the claim

in the divisional ai)pli(ation, had waived any objection on the ground

that the allowed claim had l^een previously rejected. Thus, even if

this decision does indicate that a final rejection may be held to be res

judicata at the option of the Patent Office, it is not applicable here

where, as stated earlier, the appealed claims and claims 15 and 16

of the parent application are not the same. Therefore, res judicata

does not properly apply and the Patent Office has no option to apply it.

[3] It seems to us the clear intent of 35 U.S.C. 120 and of the

present procedures in the Patent Office relative thereto have estab-

lished a practice under which an applicant may (1) appeal an Ex-

aminer's advei-se ruling or (2) acquiesce in the ruling and file a

continuation application with new claims therein.

The Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), 2nd ed., in

pertinent part reads as follows:

20/07 Continuation

A c(nitinuatii)n is a sei'ond application for the same invention claimed in a

prior application and tiled before the original becomes abandoned. The applicant

in the continuing application must be the same as in the prior application,

unless the continuation is a sole converted from a Joint ai>plication. The dis-

closure presented in the continuation must be the same as that of the original

application, i.e., the continuation should not include anything which would

constitute new matter if inserted in the original application.

' The prj^t-nt rane providfs concnt support for tlip reqiilrein^Tit that the Issues must
be IdiTJflcal bf'forp rvs judioita is applicable. Kor purposes of illustration. 8upi><>HP that

tlif piiifut claim was to 'any wlif«'lt'd veliicl*'" anti was r»*je<'tetl as unsuppiirtcd by a

specification which disclosed "only examples of an airplane. I'lainis In a c»»ntinuatlon

uppUcntion. which ret-ite only "an airplane," are then presented. // the sole reason for

rejeitlon of the claims In tlit- parent application was that the claim to "any wheeled
vehicle ' was not supported In the parent, It is clear that the application of res Judicata

to deny tlie flling date of the parent to tlie appeale<l claim to an "airnlane" leads to an

incorre< t result. Thus, It can be seen that use of res judicata In a situation where the

prior adjudication was based on claims In the jwrent broader than the < lalms presented

in the continuation application may lead to an Incorrect and unjust result.
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Whnr an application ban tirni prosecuted to a final rejection an applicant

may lunu nrourne to filing a continuation in older to introduce into the case

a ncic xet of claims and to e/<iablish a right to further examination by the Primary

Examiner. [Emphasis added.]*•*•
This practice is expressly recognized in the following decisions

of the Hoard of ApiX'als : A> parte Davidson. 58 U8PQ 343, Ex parte

Smith. 88 rSPQ 121, and Hx parte Pfleger, 131 I'SPQ 439.

The Patent Office now recognizes the procedure here adopted by

appellant as being a proper response to the unfavorable action of the

Examiner.- Although MPEP, 2nd ed. was in effect at the time of

the Examiner's final rejection, it is noted that MPEP, 3rd ed., section

706.03 (w) states:

A prior adjudication against the Inventor on the same or similar claims con-

stitutes a proper ground of rejection as res judicata. Where a different question

of i>atentability is presented the rejection of res judicata does not apply.

The rejection should only he used uhen the earlier decision icas a final,

appellate one. such as a Board of Appeals decisioti irhcre the time limit for

further remedies has expired, or a decision by the Court of Customs and Patent

Appeals. But see 201.11, last paragraph, for a special situation. [Emphasis

added.] • • •

[4] In support of its decision, the Board and Solicitor rely on

the prior decisions of this court in Lavin v. Plerotti, 29 CCPA 1235,

129 F.2d 883, 54 TSPQ 400; and Whittier v. Borchardt, 33 CCPA
1023, 154 F.2d 522, 69 USPQ 382. To the extent that these decisions

may support the proposition for which they are here cited, i.e., that

a final rejection of claims in a parent application for lack of support-

ing disclosure therein is res judicata upon the question of whether

different claims, rejected on a different basis in a continuation applica-

tion, are entitled imder the conditions specified in 35 U.S.C. 120 to

the benefit of the earlier filing date of the parent application, they are

expressly overruled.

[5] The Board and Solicitor also cite Ex parte Bu/; et al. (Bd. of

Appls.),'114 USPQ 552, to support their position. However, we

do not agree with the statement in the Bite et al. case that because the

rejection of the parent case had become final upon the dismissal of

the appeal for appellant's failure to file a brief, the finality and

conclusive nature of the Examiner's rejection "precludes any further

consideration" of the issues presented by the appeal from the rejection

of the continuation-in-part application and therefore decline to apply

it here.

(2) The Appealed Claims Are Not Supported by the Disclosure

in the Paient Case

Since the Board and the Examiner also acted on the merits of

the appeal, in addition to finding the claims barred by res judicata,

we now pass to a consideration of whether the Board was correct in

affirming the Examiner's decision that appealed claims 2, 6 and 12

are not entitled to the benefit of the filing date of the parent applica-

fav.%msnr whTn 'h^.' « thrrepi^Wntative" of the Patent Office, exercises the re« Judicata

"option" In one way In one case and In another way In a different case.

11
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tioii. Ii i> therefore lu^essary to determine whether the parent

;i])})lic;iti()n so disclosed the invention here ch\imed that the present

• •opeiidiu": iippliration "' shall have the same etTect, insofar as ante-

dating the Colton et al. reference, as though it had been filed on the

date of the parent application.

The invention relates to chemical compounds classified as steroids.*

The compounds claimed in the appealed claims fall into two related

•groups. The tirst ^noui) is defined in claim '2 as "12a-halo-l7a-methyl-

A'-andro>tene-ll/y,l7/i-diol-.'5-one"" which appellant asserts has the

>tructural fornuda

(halo) OH

=

CH,

Tht
A'-andi

structu

ecoiid

o^tciie-

ral for

^M-oup

17/i-ol-

niula

\y\y
is defined in claim G as "l-ia-halo-na-methyl-

:').ll-dione"" which appellant asseits has the

(halo) OH
--CH,

Claim \-2 is in Markush form ami includes both the groups claimed

in claims-J and (i.

Whether appellant is entitled under 85 U.S.C. 120 to the benefit

of the filing (late of his parent application to support an allowance of

claims -2, (1 and 12 depends upon the sufficiency of disclosures in the

parent application.

The parent application states that

One (if tlie ohjects of this invention is the provision of an advantageous

l»r<Hess of prepjirinf; steroids of the androstaue (including androstene and

etioc-holaiie) scries liaviiig a 12a-halo substituent and an ll;i-hydruxy (orll-keto)

substitueiit.

Another olijert of this invention is the provision of certain compounds useful

for their own physiological activity.

and further

Among thr ivtHpaumlx of this inr(ntioH are those of the general formula:

•\\\' liiivc iidtftl apiK'Haiit's iiiipliiisiH on the fait that tlit^ appeiiled anplication was
filed btfiirc the i>arfiit insc was tinuUy n-jecttil We do not <i)ii>ider tins fa<'t t>i l)e

partlculai Iv sli.'iiiti(aiit e\c.>i>t that it establislies coruplianpe with the portion of .'^.'i I'.S.C

l_'o whirh requires that the set'ond application be "Hied before the patenting or abandon-
iiiiiir or termination of pro(ci'(liii>;s on the first aiiplication,"

"We have lieen greatly assisted in securlntj a better understandinR of tlie clnlins by

tlie vvrv helpful >;loss,ir.\ of terms and synil)ols contuJned in api>ellunt's brief and from
whiih we are ad\ ised tliat the terms and synilhds iise<i in the claims have the following'

meaiiiM),'s :

amlrosteiie refers to the basK polyiiudear -structure of tlie molecule (syintxilized by the

four fused riii^s in the formula iiicliidiiij: one double t)ond.

Iialo loftTs to one of the four halogen atoms chlorine, bromine, Iodine, fluorine,

methyl a methyl Kroup <'Ha
ol a hydroxy Kroup OH
diol two hyJlro.xy group**
one a keto group - () = C
dioiie two keto groups
l.J..'{,4, etc. -<lesignations of the location of carbon atoms in rtie ring, referred to as

•positions "

.i' designates a double bond linking the carbon atoms In positions 4 and .'>.

a./3- (lesigtiatt's the spatial position (ie. below or above the plane of the ring) of the

siilist itueiit group in the position indicated. In the formula tlie alpha configuration is

shown by a single dotted line ; the Inta configuration by a single solid line.
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():

wliereiii the 1.1' and 4..")-positioiis .Mre eitlier (iotilde-lxnuled or saturated ( pref-

er.'ilijy tiie 1 .Imposition is satnrat(>d, and the 4.r.-]iosition is doiitile-honded )
.
R is

hydrogen. \V is /S-hydroxy. or together R and R' is keto. and X is a-halo.

I
laniihasis added.]

The above serves as antecedent for tlie later disclosure:

Aside from tlieir use ;is .•iiidroceiis. thv mm iioii )i(t.f of tlii.'< inn iit ion are also

iiseftd iiiternieiliate in the iireparatioii of the 17a-niPthyl, ITa-ethyl and 1~ti-

hydroxy .indrostane derivatives. Thus tlie 12a-halo-17-keto steroids of this

iii\fiiiioii ran lie roin cited to ;',-et hylene ketals or eiianiiiie derivatives of a

sei-oiidaiy base (e.g. ji.x imlidiiie i in the usual manner, and the resulting deriva-

tives, witli the ."'.-keto grou]! laotecteil. can be reacted * • • with a (Irignard

it'.igent (e.g. methyl ma;:iiesiiiin iodide or ethyl maL'iiesinni bromide) to yield

tlie corresiioiiding 17a-siibstitiited-17/i-hydroxy (e.g. 17a-niethyM7^-hy<lroxy and

17a-etli.\ l-17;ihydro\y I . |Einiihasis tidded.]

Hoth tlie 17;i hydroxy and the 17a-methyl (or ethyl i-17/i-hydroxy derivatives

possess high androgenic and ;inabolic activity. *

It is ai)i)ellaiit's position that the "compounds of the invention"

ill the i)areiit case ditler from the claimed compounds only in that

the former compounds have a 17-keto group while the claimed com-

jtounds have substituted therefor l7a-methyl and l7/a-hydroxy

groups: that the al)ove (pioted portion of the parent api)lication states

that the 17-kelo steroids may be converted to the corresponding

l7a-niethyl-17/^-hy<lroxy steroids by protecting the 3-keto group as

indicated "in the usual manner": that the resulting derivatives can

be i-eacted with a (irignard reagent: and that this conversion was a

known j)rocedure at the time ai)i)ellant filed his parent application.

The articles by Kuzicka et al.. Heyl et al. and Dauben et al. and the

text by Fieser et al. aiv relied upon by appellant in .support of the

argument tiiat such conversion of 17-keto steroids to the correspond-

ing 17a-methylI7/^-liydroxy steroids was a known procedure at the

time the parent application was filed.

However, while appellant's parent application indicates that the

1 7-keto group of the steroid "compounds of the invention" therein may

be converted to the corresponding l7a-methyl-17^-hydroxy steroids.

It is clear, as pointed out by the Examiner, that there is no disclosure

of a specitied method of prei)aration of the specific compounds claimed

here and, as pointed out by the Board of Appeals, that there is no

disclosure of a specific working example for preparing one com-

pound here claimed. Since compounds here claimed are not named

or identified by formula in the parent application, they can find sup-

port only as choices are made i)etween the several variables involved.

The Hoard also indicated, with resjiect to the above-quoted para-

graph from the parent application, that a precise starting material is

not identified and noted the Examiner's comment that said paragraph

fails to disclose the unsaturation present in the starting material while

observing that the api)ealed claims require a double bond between

the 4 and T) positions. We think the Board was correct in finding a

lack of support for the appealed claims in the parent application.

The several articles and the text relied upon by the appellant do

not, in our opinion, overcome the insufficiency of the disclosure in

the parent case witn respect to the foregoing matters.
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[6] The foregoing considerations lead us to the conclusion that the

invention disclosed in the appealed application was not in fact suffi-

ciently disclosed in the parent application "in the manner provided

in the first paragraph of section U'i of this title" to entitle appellant

to rely on 35 T.S.C. 120 to antedate the Colton et al. reference. For

this rea.son, and thin reoj^on only, we affirm the decision of the Board.

AFFIRMED.

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

FN re LIMKSTONK PKODCCTS ( "OKl'OKATION OF ,\MF.RI(A

So. 6906. Decided February IS. 196S

[50 CCFA — ; 312 F.'Jd 825: 136 T'SPQ 4r,81

1. Trademark—I)e.sckiptivkness—"('ai.citf. Crystais."

The (Iwision of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Hoard, denying registration

of "f'ALf'ITF: CRYSTALS" on the ground it is a coniuion descriptive name for

appellant's goo<ls, is affirmed.

Appeal from the Patent Office. Serial No. 84,543.

AFFIRMED.
Samwl Srriverier, Jr. [Scrivetur <in(1 l^trkur of counsel) for

appellant.

Clarence W. Moore {(ieorge ('. Roeniing of counsel) for the

Commissioner of Patents.

Before W(.rlev. Chirf Judge, and Run, Martin. Smith, and

Almond, Jr., Assoeidte Judges

Almond, Jr., ./., delivered the opinion of the court.

This is an appeal l»y Limestone Products Corponition of America

from an adverse dec-ision of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board,

131 rSPQ ;5D;}, on appellant's application to regi.ster on the Principal

Register "CALCTTE (T<YSTALS" as a trademark for ''(iround

Limestone for use as a Poultry Fe^d Ingredient."

The Board, in sustaining the Examiner, denied registration on the

ground that the alleged mark is a conmion descriptive name for

appellant's g(xxls.

Appellant, relying on section •J(f) of the Trademark Act of 1946,

alleges that the mark has l)ecome, through long and extensive use,

distinctive of its goods in conunerce ami that it is not a common de-

scriptive name of its ground limestone product.

We nuist, therefore, determine whether the alleged mark "CAL-

CITE (TIYSTALS" is merely a c«mmon descriptive name of appel-

lant's goods or whether it properly serves the function of a trademark

to identify the gwds and distinguish them from like goods sold by

others.

In a well reasoned comprehensive opinion dispositive of the issues,

the Board found and held as follows

:

The rec-ord shows that applicant ha.s. since lt>23. manufactured and sold a

pou'try fee<l ingredient made of ground limestone in connection with which it

has continuously used the notation "f'ALriTE (MIYSTALS." During the period

from September 1923 to May ItMiO. applicant sold over three hundred thousand

tons of poultry feed supplement in containers bearing the notation "CALCITE

CRYSTALS," with a total value in excess of two millicm dollars. During this

same period, applicant extensively promote<l and advertised -LIME TREST

CALCITE CRYSTALS" feed supplement In farm, garden, and other trade Jour-

nals and by the distribution of booklets, pamphlets, and the like, at a cost in

excess of eight hundred thousand dol'ars.

The Poultry feed Ingredient in connection with which applicant uses the nota-

tion "CALCITE CRYSTALS" is crushed limestone in crystalline form. Lime-
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stone Is a well-known mineral identified as and referred to fn chemical textbooks

as calcium carbonate. According to Webster's New International Dictionary,

second edition (1947). "Calclte" is defined as calcium carbonate crystallized in

hexagonal form. "Calcite" is described in The Condensed Chemical Dictionary,

fifth edition, as

:

"The most common form of natural calcium carbonate. Dogtooth spar, Ice-

land spar, nallhead spar, and satin spar are varieties of ralrUe rrjistal. It is

the essential ingredient of limestone, marble and chalk." [Emphasis added.]

It is apparent from the foregoing and excerpt from the Industrial Arts Index for

the years 1931, 1939, and 1954 such as "Variations in the grating constant of cal-

clte crystals." "Quantitative measurement of the natural rate of growth of

calcite crystals in geodes," and "Experimental deformation of cakite crystals.
'

respectively, that the notation "CALCITE CRYSTALS" is not an unusual or

mere'y suggestive term as urged by applicant.

The Board also pointed out thajr the appellant's containers for the

goods bear the notation "100 Lbs. Net Shell-Producer Calcite Crystals"

and that in advertising api>ellant refers to itself as the "World's

Tvargest Producer of Crystalline Calcite (Vystals" from which "Lime

Crest Calcite Crystals" and "Lime Cre.st Barn Calcite" are its "two

Lime Crest quality products." These facts indicated to the Board

that "CALCITE CRYSTALS" is used merely as a name for the gomls.

The appellant contends that the name of the goods is "limestone"

or "calcium carbonate" and that "(WLCTTE CRYSTALS" may be

exclusively appropriated as a trademark for a poultry feed ingredient

sine© the mark is not descriptive of a poultry feed ingredient. To

show that the mark has acquired a secondary meaning, twenty-five

affidavits were submitted.

In considering the affidavits, the Board said :

Applicant has made of record twenty-five substantially identic-al affidavits

from dealers in and u.sers of applicant's poultry feed supplement, wherein each

affiant set forth how long he has been buying crushed limesfoae for use as a

poultry feed: that during all this time, applicant has markete<l a jKJultry feed

Ingredient made of limestone in bags bearing the words "CALCITE CRYSTALS";

that no other company selling crushed limestone, within his know'edge. has use<l

these words on its bags: and concludes that because of this long use he associates

the words "CALCITE <41YST.\LS." when used in conne<tlon with a poultry feed

ingredient, only with applicant. While these affiants have asserted that tliey

associate "CALCITE CRYSTALS" with applicant, this cannc^t overcome the fa.t

that "CALCITE CRYSTALS" is a name for applicant's go<^)ds. and that such a

name cannot be a trademark.

The Board concluded:

The record conclusively establishes that "calcite crystals" is calcium carbonate

or limestone In crystal form and that tliis notation is a common descriptive name

for ground limestone used as a ixmltry fee<l lngre<lient and is .so used by appli-

cant. As such, it falls within the category of words, symbols, and devices which

are not subject to exclusive appropriation as trademarks, and hence cannot

acquire a secondary meaning.

The record .supports these findings of the Board and we agree with

the conclusions stated.

In addition to the evidence pointed out by the Board in supix)rt

of its finding "that Calcite Oystals is calcium carbonate or limestone

in crystal form and that this notation is a common descriptive name

for ground limestone used as a poultry feed ingredient and is so used"

by appellant, the record abounds with other proof of similar purport

and effect.

Reference to Addition to Record discloses that appellant describes

and refers to the goods under consideration as follows:

Lime Crest Calclte Crystals are made from Franklin limestone, • • *.

Franklin limestone In the Lime Crest deposit Is a coarsely crystalline rock and
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consists cliietly of cakite, or nnstalliut' cjilriuin carboiuit*'. [Kinphasis supplier!. 1

• • * ealc'ite from which the Lime Crest Calcite Crystals are made.

The above is hut ilhistrative of re|)eate(l refeivnces indicative that

"Calcite ("rvstals" is not only descriptivi' of appellant's products hut

also is used hy appellant as the name for the product itself.

The decisions of this court in Ifi re Tlu Dri.stt r Cone* iitnitor Cum-

jHunj. /nr., 4S (CVX U'rl, i>H<) F.2d 4i>6, 1-25) TSI'Q Mi, and in/.ss

Xoo(i/>' Co. v. (ro/ffr,, Cnirkml d- Spena/fj/ Co.. 4S (XT*A 1004, 25)0

F.2d 845, 129 rSPQ 411, are apposite and controlling: heiv.

[Ij The decision of the Trademark Trial and Appeal licxird is

affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

PATENT SUITS
Notices under 35 U S.C. 290 : Patent Act of 1952

2,iOfl,771. .1 J iMiKas, Jr.. Operating valve for vacuum s> h

tcMi> fur ciiiitriillniK iiinriuf clutches; 'Z,i!it,\H, A. J. lIiK

Kill-., Kii».'iiif idiifrol for iiiiiriiie eiiui'ies ; 2,552,001, J. J.

lMiK':i>. I'uiil (oMirol for uiariin' uiotors, filed Apr. L'ti, UHW,

DC. K I) I.a (Ni'W Orleans). Doc. 13a»y, ./odfg/i ./ Duquh

it III V. K i( kliiti fi ICorporation

2,2.V1,144. iStH> IM'Wi.TTl.)

2,489.H93. S. M. Kasli, Kelease inechanisiii for articulated

li'Vtr wrriiclifs , 2,.114.130. H T Jones, I.ockiiik' wrench and

pli.T-, Hied .\pr, 2ti. lima. D.C. .Nclir. (Oniaha). Doc. t!l»> L.

Kdnli hiiliinti ti X. Inc. V. I'ltrrxin Maniijnrt uring Co.. Inc.

et III. Declaratory judKHient hohiliiK Tatent 2..''il4.i;{0 Invalid

( notice .\pr. 2(», llttl.'i I.

2,514,130. (Sec 'J. (slt.S'.C) )

2,.^.'52,0Ol. I Sec L',l.'(Mi,771.)

2..Vk).:<IH. K J. Wen«er. Tool, fll«Hi Apr. 15, 19«3. D.C ,

N.D. Ind. (Fort Wayne », Doe. 14MK .41//' Incorporatnl v.

r.Hncs U'lic Coi i)onition.

i,MiS.^i^i, Hickcs and Wood, Vitamin Bu: 2,708,302, Kanie,

N'itaiiiin Hi^i. active coiiiposit ion and proce.-is of prei>HrinK

same. Hied Apr. Iti, liHj;}, D.C, ED, NY (Krooklyn), Doc.

• >.{ ( 417. .Mock if Co . Inc v. (iotham I'harmactutical Co .

Inc <t III Same, filed same, Due.ti;{ C 41H, Mfrck A Co.. Inc.

V. I. mill n Mcihciil Sumilii. '"'' '' "' Same, filed same. D.C.

S D .N.V . Doc •;,'{/ loss, Mrrck A Co . Inc. v .Icrdan Chrmical

Corp I t III.

2..'i6«,401», I. M. Greene, Viliratory aircraft alarms of the

rotary ecientrir weight type; 2,!>«4.744, I. .M (ireene. Warn

uiK' >iKiial for aircraft. Hied Apr is. IIHW. IKC. S D. Calif.

(Los .\nk.'>le>i. Doc <!;</4.'il> CC. Kiifc Fliyht Corporutton v.

I.orkhiiil \iiiriift Coi point ion ct al

2,fl»4,:Cii). F I., Tyhaih. .Self propelled sprinklinjf irri^'at

inn appar,itii> , 2,!*41,*27, same, 3,001,721, same, filed .\pr. -•-,

lWt;:5, D,(' , S,D, Calif I Los An^'clcs). I>oc (;;!/4<)!) JWC,

Friink I. 'I iihnch it ill. v, I.iiyne A Boirler Pump Company

2,703.302. I See 'J,.')«i;{.7m,

)

2.711,193, I' (", Consoletti. Thread cutter for looms;

2,732. 9.V., same, filed Ai)r, 30, I'.HW, D ("„ \V,D,.\.l', (Char

lottel. Doc, 177ti, Draper Corporation v Shcrrill Manujactiir

ing Compnni). Inc.

2,752,9.%5. (See 2,711,103.)

2,798,779, S<hwartz and llamm, Reverse dish action piston

rin>r. filed CCA., (ith Cir., Doc. 14(14.'), iIunkf(/on I'inton King

Compiinii v Lrncut K OUen ct nl Order Kruntlnj; defend-

ants' motion til dismiss reversed .\ii|.'. 17, 19tl2.

2.846.267. J W. Fields, Tipping l)ody, filed CCA. Bth Cir.,

Doc 14S42, .inthony Company it nl. v The I'trfrction Steel

Hoily Company. Judnment of District Court ufflriued Mar.

27, 19t53.

2,911.727. (See 2.(J04,3.W )

2,964.7 44. ( See 2,5««,409.

)

3.001.721. (See 2,»M>1,3.')9 )

3.0(M,642, K. C. Hallock, (Jrllles, screens and the like; De».

l93!2lo! same. Grille; Ue». 193,250, same. Spacing unit for a

jrrill, filed Sept. 4, 1962, D.C., S.D. Calif. (Los AiiKelesl. 1

»i2 1217 S, ConKtruction Spccialtii m. Inc. v. iluminuiii sky

light A Specialty Corp. Order restralnin>,' defend.int- ;

liatents held valid and infringed (notice .Vpr, 9. 19t>.!i

3,004,647, AiKlrus anil Coon, Single stroke control s.\stem

and fluid control unit therefor, filed Apr. .''). HMl.'!. \KC
.
N D

Ohio (Cleveland), Doc C63-234, Textrol, hu v. ihi /> c

<> riatt Company

3,018,363, Gilison and Khoa<l. LiKhtinj? fixture, filed < »ct ».

19ti2, D.C .Ma>s (Boston), Doc. 02 750 F. Smithinift Cm
poration it al. v. (iihuon Mmnifacturinij Cu .

hu Patent

held valid and lufrinRed Apr. 3, 19(')3.

3,031,668, W. B. Bryson. Dielectric loaded colinear vertual

dipole antenna, filed Apr. 11, 1»«3, D.C. N.J. (Trenton). Doc

290-03, Phelpn Itoilge Electronic Product m Corponition \

Prodtlin. Inc

3,0.32.781. J. A Constanti, Safety side, filed .\pr L'. r.»*;.i.

DC, S D N Y,, Doc 03933, Lumex. Inc. v. Simmonx Com

party. Declaratory judgment; patent held valid i notice Apr.

3, 1903).

S.044,233, F. Altman, Jr., Handlintf of flexilile plastic lia>{s.

filed Apr. 10. 1903, DC, .N.D III. (Chicago). Doc i..".cr)90

Lagle-I'icher Co \. Chicago Paper Co.

3,048,964, A I Biorge, Twelve hour scatter correiii\e

mechanism for electric clock sy.stenis, filed .\\'T 3. I'.Hl.S. DC
Conn (New Haven), Doc. 9737. (icneral lime Coi point mn \.

I he Standard Electric I ime Company

3,0.'M),.S07, .M I Glass et al . (Jame, filed Apr 9. 1!H>.!. DC,
S.D NY., Doc 03 lOOH. Huhliy Mfg Co. et nno v stninlnril

I oykrajt Inc,

3,053,305, W. K. Lincourt, Automoliile frame st raiglilener.

file^l Apr. 2. 1903, D.C H.L (Providence), Doc 31ti7. William

R. Lincourt v Fiank \. Weelock A Sonii. Inc.

3,063,759, S C Moore et al.. Drill collar staldlizer. Hied

.Mar I,'). 1903. DC. S.D. I'allf. (Los Angeles). Doc 03 300

JWC, Drilco Oil Toolx. Inc. v. Grant Oil Tool Compmiy

.3.065,449, Matthysse and Uaila. Connector; 3.06.^..->03. Mai

lory and Briindage, I'lre curing jiress <arcass loader, filed

Apr. 22, 1903, D.C.. .NO, Ohio (Cleveland), Doc. Cti3 2s7,

Sational Rubber Machinery Company v The .\lc\eil ilnihin'

A Engineering Company.

3,065,503. ( Se«' 3.(MC),449.

)

3,081,463, R. J. Williams et al., .Motor operated liospilal

lied, filed Apr. .">. liHW. DC. S.D, Ind. (Indianapolis). Doc.

IP 6.3 C 174, SnnmonM Co. v. Hill-Rom Company. Ini

3,084,512, D .\ lluelskamp. Hydraulic moldiiik: mai liines.

filed Apr. 9, 1!«)3. D.C., S.D. Ind. (Indianapolis). 1 03 (

179, Koehnng Company v. \ational Automatic I vol Com

pany, Inc

De». 175,628, M P. Middlemark, Television antenna, filed

Apr. 3. 1963, DC, S.DN.Y., Doc. 63/934. Rembrandt Elec-

tronic*. Inc. et al v (Umbel Bros. Inc.

Dea. 193,210. ( .Sw 3,tX)4,042.)

Dm. 193.250. ( See 3,(K>J,042.)

REISSUES
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Matter enclosed In hea^ brackets £ 1 appears in the.origina, patent b"t
f-"-

no part of thi. reissue specification
;

tnatter

printed in itahcs ind)cates auditions made d> leissue

25,431
CHANGE-COMPUTING CASH REGISTER

Gerhard Becker, Bielefeld, Germany, assignor to Anker-

Werke Aktiengeseilschaft, Bielefeld, Germany, a cor-

poration of Germany « . „
Original No. 3,066,861, dated Dec. 4, 1962, Ser. No.

86,878. Feb. 3, 1961. Application for reissue Apr. 11,

1963, Ser. No. 272,828
Claims priority, application Germany Feb. 6, 1960

20 Claims. (CI. 235—2)

1. A change-computing business machine, comprising a

keyboard assembly having selectively actuable amount-

posting keys and selectively actuable machine-run con-

trol keys, said machine-run control keys including keys for

entering positive amounts and a payment-received key for

entering negative amounts, add-sub totalizer means selec-

tively operable in additive and subtraclive sense, differen-

tial means operably engageable by said amount-posting

keys for actuating said totalizer means and selectively con-

trollable by said control keys for entering respective addi-

tive and subtractive amounts posted by said amount-post-

ing keys, said totalizer means comprising change-com-

puting mechanisms for forming the amount of change as

the difference between entered additive amounts and an

entered subtractive amount, said machine-run control keys

including one and the same balance-drawing key for con-

trolling said totalizer means to perform a subtotalizing

operation and to perform a change-computing operation

respectively, and selecting control means operatively con-

necting said balance-drawing key with said totalizer means

for causing said computer means to selectively effect add-

ing and subtracting runs depending upon previous actu-

ation of a positive-entering and a negative-entering con-

trol key respectively.

12. A change-computing business machine, comprising

a keyboard assembly having amount-posting keys and

selectively actuable mode-of-operation control keys, said

control keys comprising one and the same main key for

entering posted amounts and for drawing subtotals and

ultimate totals, a computer assembly, differential means

operatively connected with said amount-posting keys for

transferring posted amounts to said totalizer assembly,

and sequence control means under control by said con-

trol keys and connected with said totalizer assembly for

controlling the latter to enter a posted amount and to

draw a subtotal and an ultimate total respectively in a

given sequence of actuation of said main key.

PLANT PATENTS
GRANTED AUGUST 6, 1963

IlluBtratlon. for plant patenta are usually In color and therefore it is not practicable to reproduce the drawing

2,271

VFRBEIS4 PERVyiAIS.4 PLANT
George Kubo, Anaheim, Calif., assignor to Samuel R.

Fujimoto and Raymond S. Fujimoto, both of Gardena,

Filed May 3, 1962, Ser. No. 192,298

1 Claim. (CI. Pit.—87)

A new and distinct variety of Verbena plant substan-

tially as illustrated and described, characterized by its

variegated individual flowers with the outer edge of the

corolla approximately Rose Pink, with bright red areas

surrounding the center that vary in size from flower to

flower, and with a lighter red zone in many of the flowers

between the bright red area surrounding the center and

the pink-edged corolla, said lighter red zone varying in

size from flower to flower, by its clusters of many flowers

borne on stiff erect stems, by its thick bright green leaves

that are opposite each other on the stems, and by its

vigorous growth.

2,272

ILEX (HOLLY) PLANT
Norman H. Cole, Sr., R.R. 2, North Tazewell, Va.

Filed Nov. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 153,769

1 Claim. (CI. Pit.—65)

A new and distinct variety of Ilex (holly) plant of the

evergreen class, substantially as herein showm and de-

scribed, characterized particularly as to novelty by a

naturally broad pyramidal form of the plant which re-

quires little or no trimming to maintain its shape, rela-

tively flat and slightly serrated leaves of deep, rich green

color, and exceptionally good resistance to cold and windy

weather.

2,273
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Eugene S. Boemer, Newark, N.Y., assignor to Jackson &
Perkins Company, Newark, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
Filed Aug. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 216,007

1 Claim. (CI. Pit.—82)

A new and distinct variety of chrysanthemum plant of

the incurved class, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, characterized particularly as to novelty by the

unique combination of a strong and vigorous habit of

growth, large flower size, an incurved and double form

of the flowers, with the tips of the flower petals being

slightly notched, and a distinctive and attractive general

color tonality of the flowers corresponding to Scarlet-

Red, with the edges of the petals lightly overcast with

Scarlet.

17



PATENTS
GRANTED AUGUST 6, 1963

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
, 3,099,837

PNEUMATIC DRIVER
George P. Heilman and Vincent A. ZIke, Herrin, III., «s-

signors to international Staple and Machine Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Sept. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 84<K613
4 Cbdnu. (CI. 1—44.4)

1. A pneumatic driver comprising, in combination, a

cylinder having a lower bore of one diameter and an

upper counterbore of larger diamc'.er, a double acting

piston reciprocable in both of said bores, an annular

flange extending between said piston and said counter-

bore, said larger diameter bore defining an annular cham-

ber exteriorly of said piston below said flange, the area of

said flange being smaller than the area of said bore,

said piston having a cylindrical wall defining an internal

recess in the top of said piston with unrestricted access

to the top of said cylinder and said counterbore above

said flange, said wall separating and preventing com-

munication between said recess and said annular cham-

ber at all limes, a feeder mechanism reciprocable sub-

stantially at right angles only to the axis of said lower

bore, a driving member connected to said piston, said

lower bore having means in the lower portion thereof to

vent the space below said piston, a port in said cylinder

above the uppermost position of said piston, a further

port substantially positioned in the lower part of said

annular chamber below the lowermost position of said

flange, movable means to admit pressure fluid to said

first-named port in one position of said means to move

said piston in a driving stroke and to exhaust pressure

fluid from said annular chamber through said second-

named port, means operatively associated with said valve

means to move said feeder mechanism in a non-feeding

direction during said driving stroke and in a feeding di-

rection upon return of said valve means to a normal

return position from said one position, a trigger adapted

to be pressed and operatively associated with said valve

means to move said valve means to said one position,

means for automatically returning said valve means to a

normal return position from said one ixwition when said

trigger is not pressed, said valve means in normal return

position operatively connecting the space above said pis-

ton to exhaust and said annular chamber to a source of

said pres,sure fluid.
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3,099,838

TOOL FOR FORMING AND CRIMPING AXIAL
LEAD COMPONENTS

Derrell A. Drake, 22527 Socia, St. Clair Shores, Mich.

Filed Nov. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 151,388

1 1 Claims. (CI. 1—322)

J 9, Jtf '-* SS .0A

1 . A portable tool to form and crimp a lead of an elec-

trical component, comprising a pair of members having

means operatively connecting the same for relative nwve-

ment, one of said members mounting in spaced relation

to one another a lead forming device and a lead cut-oflF

and crimping device, the other of said members having

an actuator to operate said devices upon relative move-

ment of the members, said lead forming device com-

prising means on said one of said members operatively

connected to the latter and automatically operated by

one p>art of said actuator in response to relative movement

of said members to bend a lead relative to said com-

ponent and position the component and bent lead with

the latter extending through a mounting panel between

said devices, said lead cut-off and crimping device com-

prising a blade member mounted on and movable rela-

tive to said one member in response to engagement by

another part of said actuator, upon said relative move-

ment of the members, to cut off and crimp the lead formed

by said first named device on the side of said panel oppo-

site the remainder of the component.

3,099,839
ARTIFICIAL BREAST BRASSIERE

Margaret K. Kester, 3021 E. 51st St., Kansas City, Mo.
Filed May 29, 1961, Ser. No. 113,266

3 Claims. (CI. 3—36)

1. In combination with an artificial breast form having

a fluid-retaining cell enclosed in a flexible envelope sub-

stantially of the size and shape of a human breast to be

simulated and having a rear wall of the envelope extend-
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ing outwardly and defining a flange, a brassiere compris-

ing a body porUon and wing porUons extending outwardly

therefrom and adapted to be secured whereby the brassiere

will extend around a person and retained in position there-

cm spaced breast sustaining pockets on said body portion

extending forwardly therefrom when the body portion is

engaged with a person, a fabric member having upper and

lower margins secured adjacent upper and lower margms

of the body portion in covering relauon to said body

portion between the pockets thereof, said fabric mem-

ber having a soft pUe rear face for engaging the body

of a person with a relatively noo-slip engagement, said

artificial breast being adapted to be removably positioned

in a corresponding pocket with the rear wall toward the

person, means securing the flange of the artificial breast

to said fabric member.

tion, a carriage carried by said booth and supporting said

tank against horizontal movement relative thereto, said

carriage being horizontally movable relative to said booth

for transporting said tank selectively to its extended or

retracted position, and means for securing said carriage

selectively in either of two positions representing re^^pec-

tively the extended positions and the retracted position of

said tank, said tank being disengageable from said car-

riage by lifting it vertically upwardly therefrom, the ver-

tical height of said window exceeding the height of said

tank by an amount greater than the distance said tank

must be lifted to disengage it from said carriage.

3,099,840
URINAL

Ernest K. Johnson, Rte. 1, Box 147, Springfield, Oreg.

Filed May 23, 1961, Ser. No. 112,034

5 Claims. (CI. 4—110)

1 . A urinal comprising a liquid container, an inlet tube

having its inner end at the volumetric center of the con-

tainer, and a vent tube having an inner end supporting the

inner end of said inlet tube and an outer end forming a

carrying handle for the urinal.

3,099,841

PORTABLE FIELD TOILET
Jerry L. O'Dell, 3109 Coronado Road, and Jimmy R.

©•Dell, 3208 Coronado Road, both of Kansas City,

Filed Jan. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 82,325

1 Claim. (CI. 4—116)

-H

A portable field toilet comprising a booth having a

window formed in a wall thereof, a waste tank carried by

said booth and movable from a retracted position sub-

suntially entirely enclosed within said booth to an ex-

tended position in which a portion thereof extends out-

wardly from said booth through said window, said tank

having a seat opening in the top wall thereof and dis-

posed within said booth when said tank is in either posi-

3,099,842
PATIENT HOIST

Lee Jensen, 1402 Manufacturers Road,
Chattanooga 5, Tenn.

Filed Feb. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 171,175

2 Claims. (CI. 5—84)

zy

I

27^
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3,099,843 with a plurality of parallel pleats each of which is located

DOUBLE HINGED INNER SPRING UNIT between a respective pair of rows of said springs, said

George Simon, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Kay Man- pleats being adapted to flatten out and thus to render

ufacturing Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y., a corporation of New ^.^jj insulator sheet extensible under loads applied nor-

^°'^
^., J . ,, -„^, c T»j ocA^i mally to said pad, whereby upon application of a load to
Filed Jan. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 85,063

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^p^.^^^ ^^^ effectively independent of one

another and those remote from the region of application2 Claims. (CI. 5—351)

%^-> V-» rt .
-,

, %-ft \. XI .
> -*;

1. In a spring unit, a pair of end sections each com-

prising a multiplicity of rows of upright coil springs

having identical top and bottom end coils and a first stiff-

ening border wire on each face of the section extending

around one end edge and both side edges of the section

and having transversely extending arms on the fourth

edge, an intermediate section in spaced relation to and

between the end sections and comprising a multiplicity

of rows of upright coil springs similar to the firsc men-

tior>ed coil springs and a second stiffening border wire

on each face of the intermediate section extending along

each side edge and having transversely extending arms

part way along the end edges of the section, and means

forming a double hinge connecting the end edges of the

intermediate section to the inner end edge of the adjacent

end section at both faces of the sections and comprising

a connecting row of upright coil springs similar to the

aforementioned springs and a pair of transverse helicals

for said connecting row at each face of the unit, one of

the pair of helicals passing around the arms of the first

border wire and around one side of the end coils of the

springs of the connecting row and around the end coils

of the row of springs adjacent said one side, and the

other of the pair of helicals passing around the arms

of the second border wire, around the opposite side of the

end coils of the row of springs of the connecting row

and around the end coils of the springs adjacent said op-

posite side, each of the four helicals between each end

section and the intermediate section constituting a hinge

between the sections permitting limited relative move-

ment of said sections.

3 099 844
SEAT CONSTRUCTIONS AND PROCESSES OF

PRODUCING THE SAME
Richard C. Bolesky, South Bend, Ind., assignor to United

States Rubber Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey

Filed Jan. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 80,594
9 Claims. (CI. 5—354)

1. A seat construction, comprising a resilient seating

pad, a plurality of coil springs arranged in spaced parallel

rows, a normally inextensible, flexible insulator sheet hav-

ing open interstices therein interposed between said pad

and said coil springs, said insulator sheet being provided

of said load are not deflected laterally toward said region,

said pad being formed from an elastomeric foam material

with said material extending through said interstices in

only the unpleated areas of the insulator sheet and sur-

rounding the adjacent ends of said springs to securely

bond the latter, said insulator sheet and said pad to one

another.

3,099,845

LINE HOLDER FOR RING BUOY
Clair J. Chamberlain, R.D. 4, Gascon Road,

Baldwinsville, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 144,164

6 Claims. (CI. 9—313)

1. In combination with a ring buoy adapted to be re-

movably supported on a wall and a retrieval line for said

buoy, a line holder comprising: a handle portion extend-

ing across the Lcnter of the ring and contacting tv\o di-

ametrically opposite portions on the outer side of the

ring remote from the wall; support members secured to

said handle portion adjacent either end and projecting

inwardly of the ring, said members being curved to en-

gage the inner surface of said ring at diametrically op-

posite sides thereof, at least one member being deform-

able for easy disengagement from the ring, and a hollow

drum secured to said handle portion between the support

members, said drum having its axis projecting inward

substantially at the center of the ring and having an

opening at its outer end affording a hand grip at the

center of the handle, the major portion of said line being

wound on the exterior surface of the drum and having

one end secured to the handle and the other end secured

to the ring buoy.
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3,099,846 may pivot upwardly and downwardly about the axis of

PULLING AND LASTING MACHINES said pivot means; wheeled suspension means for said

Harold Lane, John W. Pratt, and Robert C. Quarmby, ramp means engaging and movable along said track

Leicester, England, assignors to United Shoe Machinery ^^gans and connected to said outer tunnel; drive means

Corporation, Boston, Mass., a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed Mar. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 180,498

Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 22, 1961

7 Claims. (CI. 12—10.1)

for telescopically moving said outer tunnel relativc^to

said inner tunnel toward and away from said passageway;

and elevating means incorporated in said suspension

means for pivoting said ramp means upwardly and down-

wardly about the axis of said pivot means.

'/

3,099,848
ARTICLE WASHER

Paul A. Mountz, Menlo Park, Calif., assignor to Lathan

Manufacturing Company, Redwood City, Calif., a cor-

poration of California

Filed Oct. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 65,396

5 Claims. (CI. 15—3.14)

3. In a machine for lasting shoes, a pair of lasting units

adapted to operate at opposite sides of a shoe at the ball

region, each unit including grippers for pulling an upper

heightwise of a last at the ball region, a clamp arranged

to hold the upper against the last after pulling by said

grippers, first and second wipers arranged to wipe the

upper inwardly over the edge of the last bottom at the

ball region, a block carrying the clamps and wipers,

means mounting the block for bodily movement width-

wise of the last to an extent determined by engagement

of the clamps with the upper pulled by the griwjcrs, and

means effective after the clamps are engaged with the

upper for moving the wipers relatively to the block to

wipe the upper from the edge of the last bottom inwardly

over the bottom of the last.

t !' n
3,099,847

TRACK MOUNTED TELESCOPING LOADING AND
UNLOADING RAMP FOR AIRCRAFT

Carl L. Lodjic and Robert D. Lichti, Long Beach, Calif.,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to Stanray Corpora-

tion, Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware

Filed June 20, 1960, Ser. No. 37,174

7 Claims. (CL 14—71)

2. In a track mounted, telescoping loading and un-

loading ramp, the combination of: a supporting struc-

ture; overhead track means carried by said supporting

structure; a passageway suspended from said track means

and including a first doorway facing in the direction of

said track means, said passageway including a second

doorway adap;ed to register with a doorway in a terminal

building, or the like; telescoping ramp means below said

track means and including an inner tunnel and an outer

tunnel telescoped over said inner tunnel, said inner tun-

nel having an inner end in register with said first door-

way; horizontal pivot means extending transversely of said

track means adjacent the bot:om of said first doorway

and pivotally connecting said inner end of said inner

tunnel to said passageway, whereby said ramp means

4. In combination with apparatus for handling fragile

articles, such as eggs, which comprises first and second

conveyor sections for moving rows of said articles in side-

by-side spaced relationship through said apparatus, said

conveyor sections being spaced from each other whereby

a gap exists therebetween, means for supporting simul-

taneously a row of said articles as the articles are trans-

ferred from said first conveyor section to said second

conveyor section while maintaining the articles in said

row spaced from and out of contact with each other, said

means comprising a generally rigid mounting plate tra-

versing the gap between said convc>or sections and ex-

tending generally the full width thereof, said mounting

plate being located in close proximity to said first con-

veyor section, and a plurality of generally discrete con-

cavely contoured flexible supporting members arranged

side by side and projecting from said mounting plate to-

ward said second conveyor section, each of said mem-

bers including a projecting end which is free to bend in-

dependently of said mounting plate, the projecting end

of each of said members being engaged with said second

conveyor section and being movable in response to move-

ment thereof as said conveyor sections move relative to

each other, said supporting members being flexibly mov-

able independently of each other whereby each of said

members is capable of supporting one of said articles of

said row and precluding contact of such article with the
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other articles of said row as said row of articles is simul-

taneously transferred onto said second conveyor section,

and means adjustably mounting said mounting plate be-

tween said conveyor sections.

5. Apparatus for washing easily damaged articles, such

as eggs, comprising conveyor means for moving articles

to be washed past a washing station in side-by-side rows,

and structure at said washing station for scrubbing said

articles; said scrubbing structure comprising an elongated

carrier mounted for vertical reciprocation above said con-

veyor means, said carrier comprising plate structure hav-

ing a multiplicity of apertures extending therethrough

above said conveyor means, article scrubbing means de-

pending from the underside ofXaid plate structure of said

carrier so that said scrubbing means is repeatedly engaged

with said articles on said conveyor means at said station

as said carrier reciprocates vertically, means for effect-

ing vertical reciprocation of said carrier, and means for

supplying washing fluid to the upperside of said plate

structure for application by said depending scrubbing

means directly onto articles on said conveyor means be-

neath said plate structure; said scrubbing means compris-

ing a multiplicity of closely arranged flexible brush bristle

tufts depending from said plate structure, said bristle

tufts being generally aligned with apertures through said

plate structure so that washing fluid supplied to said plate

structure may pass through such apertures into contact

with said bristle tufts for direct application thereby to the

articles being scrubbed, said bristle tufts being arranged

in longitudinal series along said plate structure, the tufts

in each of said series being of varying lengths and being

arranged on said plate structure so that the depending

ends of the tufts of each series define a concave configura-

tion which generally conforms to the contour of the

articles being scrubbed by said apparatus.

3,099,849
POLISHING AND BUFFING APPARATUS

Ramsay M. Bell, Schoolcraft, Mich^ and Ivar Jepson,

Oak Park, HI., assignors to Hammond Machinery
Builders, Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich., a corporation of

Michigan
Filed Apr. 16, 1962, Scr. No. 187,810

11 Claims. (CI. 15—21)

1. An apparatus for working a contoured surface on a

workpiece comprising, in combination:

a first shaft and means supporting same for rotation

about a spinning axis positioned approximately j)er-

perklicular to the general plane of said surface;

a second shaft and means supporting said second shaft

from said first shaft for rotation about a cutting axis

positioned substantially transversely to said spinning

axis;

drive means for effecting rotation of said first and sec-

ond shafts, respectively;

a flexible wheel, said wheel being connected to said

second shaft for rotation with said second shaft

about the cutting axis and positioned so that said

spinning axis extended passes diametrically through

said flexible wheel and also through the peripheral

portion of said wheel contacting said workpiece.

whereby said wheel may be caused to rotate around

said cutting axis arvd simultaneously to rotate around

said spinning axis so that said wheel applies to the

workpiece a working action in an infinite number of

directions through a point therein pierced by said

spinning axis.

3,099,850
SHOE POLISHING MACHINE

Mitsngu Tamnra, 124 Banchi, Tokumam-cho,
Itabashi-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sept. 5, 1961, Scr. No. 136,422
3 Claims. (CI. 15—35)

3. In a shoe ix>lishing machine, a frame equipjied with

upright stanchions at the ends thereof, a pair of vertically

spaced-apart endless elements rotatably mounted on said

stanchions, an arcuate brush upstanding from the upper

of said elements and adapted to revolve planetarily around

said stanchions, means on said brush adapted to contact

said lower element to rotate said brush, shoe support

means on said stanchions, and means for rotating said

elements at different speeds.

3.099,851
APPARATUS FOR CLEANING AND APPLYING

DRESSING TO BOWLING LANES
Victor Unterbrink, Ottawa, Ohio, assignor to Pines Engi-

neering Co., Inc., Aurora, 111., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Mar. 21, 1962, Ser. No. 181,254
9 Claims. (CI. 15—50)

M M IJ yM

5. Apparatus for cleaning and dressing a floor surface

comprising, in combination, a frame structure, a dispos-

able web carried by said frame structure and arranged

for wiping engagement with the floor surface over which

the frame structure is moved, eccentric means to advance

said web step-by-step during operation of the apparatus,

a tank for fluid carried by said frame structure, capillary

means mounted firmly in said tank and projecting outward-

ly thereof for receiving fluid from said tank, a rotatable
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brush for spreading the fluid onto the floor surface over

which the frame structure is being moved, and means in

contact with said capillary means and brush for convey-

ing fluid from said capillary means to said brush.

3,099,852

POWER OPERATED BRUSH ATTACHMENT FOR
EARTH MOVING MACHINE

Louis A. Grant, 7886 SaHzburg Road, MonroeviUe, Pa.

nied Mar. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 183,793

4 Claims. (CI. 15—50)

base, a guide bar secured to said mounting plate and hav-

ing a longitudinal channel portion extending along the

length of one side thereof and a tongue portion extending

along the length of the opposite side, a reciprocating head

disposed in spaced relation over said mounting i^ate, a

substantially T-shaped bearing bar secured to said recipro-

cating head and a substantially U-shaped bearing chan-

nel also secured to said reciprocating head, said T-shaped

bearing bar and U-shaped bearing channel being disposed

in spaced relation to each other and in registry with said

1 . In combination with an earth moving vehicle having

a boom formed of telescoping elements of triangular cross-

section extending angularly upwardly from said vehicle,

and including means for rotating said boom about its axis

through an angle of about 90"; a framework including

means for clamping the framework against the end face

of the outermost of said telescoping elements and in a

plane at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the boom,

a cylindrical brush rotatably mounted on said framework

in substantially the same plane thereof and disposed at an

angle of about 45 ° with respect to the base of the triangu-

lar cross-section of said outermost telescoping element, a

hydraulic motor mounted on said framework, control

means mounted on said vehicle for controlling operation

of said hydraulic motor, sprocket and chain drive means

rotatably mounted on said framework in substantially the

same plane thereof and coupling said motor to said brush,

flexible hoses extending parallel to said boom and carry-

ing hydraulic fluid from said vehicle to said motor, the

base of the triangular cross-section of said outermost tele-

scoping element being at a neutral position parallel to

the roadway when axially rotated about 45° from either

extreme position, said framework being rotatable. by

axial rotation of said boom by said means through an

angle of about 45' from said neutral position in one direc-

tion to position the axis of said brush vertically so as to

enable it to wash vertical walls as the vehicle is driven

forwardly, said framework being rotatable through an

angle of 45" in an opposite direction from said neutral

position so that when the boom is tilted upwardly, the axis

of said brush will extend horizontally, parallel to the road-

way surface so as to enable it to wash ceilings as the ve-

hicle is driven forwardly, and when rotated to interme-

diate positions, said brush is enabled to wash differently

inclined surfaces while said vehicle is driven forwardly.

channel portion and said tongue portioo, respectively, of

said guide bar for securing said reciprocating head in slid-

ing engagemeitt, a pivot plate pivotally mounted in spring

biased spaced relation oo said reciprocating head, a re-

taining plate pivotally secured in spaced relation on said

pivot plate, a polishing member removably secured in

seating Migagement on said retaining plate, and means

connected to said reciprocating head for transforming

rotary motion to reciprocating motion to effect a move-

ment of said reciprocating head through a predetermined

amplitude in a predetermined plane.

3,099,854

MATERIAL ADAPTED FOR ABRASIVE EFFECT IN

USE AND SCOURING DEVICES, POT CLEANERS
AND THE LIKE PRODUCED THEREFROM

Alfred M. Goodloc, 105A Duncan Hill Apts.,

Westfield, NJ.
Filed July 25, 1962, Ser. No. 212,225

6 Cbiims. (CI. 15—209)

3,099,853
POLISHING APPARATUS

Floyd T. Bills, Vanderprift, Pa., assignor to Allegheny

Lodlum Steel Corporation, Brackenridge, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania

FUed Feb. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 172,625

9 Claims. (CI. 15—97)
1. In a polishing apparatus, the combination compris-

ing, a base, a mounting plate removably secured to said

1. Abrasive material from which scouring devices, pot

cleaners and the like can be produced, said material com-

prising thin sheet material composed of a hard relatively

rigid substance having rows of separated slits cut there-

through to divide the sheet into a multiplicity of parallel

ribbon-like strips having sharp side edges, said strips of al-

ternate rows thereof being bowed respectively upward and

downward perpendicularly to the face planes of the sheet

to form projecting portions whereby to expose the sharp

edges of the strips for cutting and abrasive action in use.

and said ribbon-like strips being each provided with a

plurality of transversely extending crimps disposed along

the lengths thereof, whereby to provide a multiplicity of

chisel-like cutting projections along the side edges of said

strips.

3,099,855
CLEANING IMPLEMENT

Lawrence M. Nash, East Bnmswlck, NJ., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Johnson & Johnson, New Bruns-

wick, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Feb. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 170,345

2 Claims. (CI. 15—231)

2. A cleaning implement comprising: a flat, elongated

head member; an elongated drapeable cleaning fabric

wrapped around said flat head member and covermg the

bottom surface of said flat head member; and fabric-hold-
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ing means adjacent the end surfaces of said flat head mem-
ber for attaching the ends of said drapeable cleaning

fabric to the top surface thereto, said top surface of said

flat head member having vertically extending openings

adjacent the ends thereof and said end surfaces of said

flat head member having horizontally extending slots

therein intersecting with and passing through said ver-

tically extending openings, said fabric-holding means com-

prising a relatively thin, flexible plate fitted into each slot

formed in said flat head member, each flexible plate hav-

tx

ing a plurality of slits therein passing through a common
point, thereby forming a plurality of resilient, substan-

tially triangular segments having apexes at said common
point, said plurality of, slits which pass through a com-

mon point and the substantially triangular segments

formed thereby being located in the opening formed in

the flat head member, with the ends of said drapeable

cleaning fabric being gripped and held in place on said

flat head member by the apexes of the resilient, substan-

tially triangular segments of said fabric-holding means.

3,099,856
WEB CLEANER APPARATUS

Roger H. Eicborn and John A. Strommer, Webster, N.Y.,

assignors to Xerox Corporation, Rochester, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
" Filed Dec. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 162,823

5 Claims. (CI. 15—256.52)

1. In a xerographic reproducing apparatus wherein a

xerographic drum is journaied in the frame of the appa-

ratus to be rotated through a series of xerographic proc-

essing stations, including a plate cleaning station wherein

residual powder remaining on the surface of the xero-

graphic drum is removed;

the improvement including a support secured to said

frame;

a torque tube rotatably mounted on said support,

arm means secured to said torque tube for rotation

therewith,

roller means rotatably mounted on said arm means,

a supply shaft mounted on said frame,

a take-up shaft journaied in said frame,

said torque tube, said roller means, said supply shaft

and said take-up shaft being positioned with their

axes substantially parallel to the axis of said xero-

graphic drum.

a first drive means connected to said roller means for

rotating said roller means at a predetermined speed

relative to the movement of said xerographic drum,

a second drive means connected to said take-up shaft

whereby a web of cleaner material which is ad-

vanced from said supply shaft by said roller means

is rewound on said take-up shaft,

and means connected to said torque tube whereby said

roller means is movable from a first position in which

it is in pressure contact with said xerographic drum

with the web of cleaning material sandwiched there-

between,

to a second position in which said roller means is out

of pressure contact with said xerographic drum.

3,099,857 -

APPARATIS FOR SEPARATING THE WINDPIPE
FROM THE F^OPHAGUS OF AN ANIMAL

KIwood E. Milbury, Coliingswood, NJ., and Eugene W.
Shuitz, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors, by mesne assign-

ments, to Humane Slaughtering Device Corporation,

Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed July 3, 1961, Ser. No. 121,446
3 Claims. (CI. 17—1)

»»', J*

1. Apparatus for separating the esophagus from the

windpipe of a slaughtered animal suspended by its hind

logs over the apparatus, a rigid base member, a fluid

motor including a cylinder affixed to said base member,

a piston working in said cylinder, and a piston rod ex-

tending through one end of said cylinder, membrane cut-

ting means in the form of a cylindrical part, a pair of

arms mounted on diametrically opjxjsite sides of said

piston rod and extending outwardly therefrom in later-

ally spaced relation to each other and in longitudinal

continuation of said piston rod to mount said cylindrical

part in axially spaced relation to said piston rod for

movement therewith, said cylindrical part having an axial-

ly tapered membrane cutting edge extending about the

outer terminal portion thereof, a fluid pressure system

for actuating said piston including a valve mounted

upon said base, and foot actuated means controlling the

flow of fluid through said valve thereby to deliver fluid

pressure selectively to opposite ends of said cylinder

for extending and retracting said piston rod, the latter

being operable for pushing said cylindrical part outwardly

between the esophagus and windpipe with said mem-
brane cutting edge leading.
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3,099,858
POULTRY BREAK-APART METHOD

Asa B. Segur, 1185 S. Ridgcland Ave., Oak Park, IlL

Filed May 5, 1960, Ser. No. 27,093

7 Claims. (CI. 17—45)

side of said adapter die and covering said common outlet,

said die plate having an extrusion opening on its outer

side of substantially the same size and shape as the cross

section of said composite tire tread; and a preforming die

member on the inner side of said die plate having end

portions extending inwardly into said adapter die for merg-

ing together and bonding the rubber in said side passages

with the rubber from said central passage.

3,099,860

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
TUBULAR PRODUCTS FROM PLASTIC MATE-
RIALS

Heinz Schippers, Remscheid-Lennep, Germany, assignor

to Banner Maschinenfabrik A.G., Wuppertal-Ober-

barmen, Germany
Filed June 26, 1961, Ser. No. 119,358

Claims priority, application Germany June 28, 1960

8 Claims. (CI. 18—14)

5. A method of dismembering a poultry carcass com-

prising the steps of supporting said carcass by applying

clamping pressure between the interior of said carcass

along and to each side of the backbone thereof and the

exterior of said carcass along and to each side of said

backbone, and then pulling the appendages and breast

from the back and vertebral ribs of said carcass.

3,099,859 i

APPARATUS FOR MAKING COMPOSITE
TREAD RUBBER

Jack E. Eilerscn, Alameda, Calif^ assignor to OUver ITre

& Rubber Company, Oakland, Calif., a corporatioD of

California
Filed June 6, 1961, Ser. No. 115,262

12 Claims. (CI. 18—12)

2. An axial nozzle head for producing tubular struc-

tures of thermoplastic material which comprises a man-

drel, an annular throughput passage surrounding said

mandrel, said passage being defined by said mandrel and

the casing of said nozzle head, and radially disposed fins

attached to said mandrel and said casing, said fins acting

as support members for said mandrel, said fins having the

shape of a rhomboid ship's hull whose bow and stern are

twisted oppositely with respect to the plane of symmetry of

the fin in its longitudinal direction.

3,099,861
LNJECTION MOULDING MACHINE

Emeric Gaspar, Michael George Munns, and Richard

Austin Butler, London, England, assignors to The Pro-

jectile & Engineering Company Limited, London, Eng-

land, a British company
Filed Nov. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 67,420

Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 10, 1959

3 Claims. (CI. 18—30)

1 . An apparatus for forming a solid, composite rubber

tire tread having a center portion of one rubber composi-

tion and attached side wing portions of a different rubber

composition, said apparatus comprising: an adapter die

block having front and rear sides and a main, central

passage extending inwardly from said rear side into said

die block and having converging side walls terminating

within said die block at an opening, side passages having

inlet openings in the ends of said die block, extending

substantially transversely toward and merging with said

central passage near its said outlet end and forming a

common outlet for said merged passageways along the

said front side of said adapter die block; a central tuber

means connected to said rear side of said adapter die block

for supplying rubber to said central passage to form said

center portion of said tire tread; side tuber means con-

nected to each end of said adapter die block for feeding

a different rubber material under pressure to said side

passageways; a die plate removably attached to said front

7
. 15

/r /J 'f // JJ t.^ /»

1. Injection moulding mechanism comprising in com-

bination a cylindrical plasticising chamber having an in-

let for granular material at one end and an outlet for

plasticised material at the other end, a feed screw mounted

within the chamber for rotation and reciprocation and

having thereon a screw thread which fits the interior of

the chamber, a piston head rigid with the feed screw

which head is located near the outlet end of the cham-

ber and is a sliding fit in the chamber, the chamber hav-

ing a tapered portion adjacent its outlet end, and the feed

screw between said piston head and the said outlet hav-

ing a similarly tapered nose, a passage ex ending through

the piston head from an inlet end on one axial side of the
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piston head in an inclined tangential direction to an outlet

end on the opposite axial side of such piston head and

near the base of said tapered portion, and a non-return

valve in said passage at the outlet end.

3,099,862
LAST FOR USE IN MAKING PLASTIC FOOTWEAR
George H. Bingham, Jr., Westminster, Md., assignor to

Cambridge Rubber Company, Taneytown, Md., a cor-

poration of Maryland
Filed Feb. 5, 1958, S«r. No. 713,433

7 Claims. (CI. 18—41)

1. A last for use in the manufacture of an article of

footwear such as a boot whose upper, at least, is of a syn-

thetic plastic and which includes a length of textile tape

adhesively bonded at the inner surface of the upper, the

peripheral surface of the leg portion of the last comprising

a cylindrically curved area which, at any transverse sec-

tion of the last, is rectilinear, said area being of substan-

tially the uniform width of said tape heightwisc of the last

and of a curvilinear length approximating the length of

the tape which is to be adhered to the boot upper, the

edges of said area merging smoothly with the adjacent

peripheral surface of the last proper at all points height-

wise of the last.

3,099,863
COMPOSITE PANEL ASSEMBLY

Gordon J. Pollock, Parma, and Gilbert L. Fowles, Lake-

wood, Ohio, assignors to The E. F. Hauserman Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Jan. 31. 1958, S«r. No. 712,520
5 Claims. (CL 20—4)

(h) said beam having laterally extending flanges to

engage and support a pair of horizontally spaccd-

apart sets of panel members, said panel members of

each set being vertically arranged,

(c) each set constituting a side of a partition and be-

ing separately and individually uspporlcd with respect

to the assembly only at a vertical end thereof and

in a manner spaced from the free of any contact

with the other set substantially throughout its ver-

tical extent,

{J) at least the bottom panel member of each set hav-

ing: side flanges extending inwardly substantially at

right angles to the face of the panel member, then

converging together, and finally diverging in a direc-

tion substantially parallel to the face of said bottom

panel member, the lower of such flanges thereby en-

gaging a laterally extending flange of said beam to

support that set, and

{e) at least one other panel member of each set hav-

ing side flanges extending inwardly substantially at

right angles to the face of said other panel member,

then diverging, and finally converging in a direction

substantially parallel to the face of said other panel

member,

(/) the lower flange of said other pand member there-

by nesting with the upper flange of said bottom panel

member to interengage the panel members.

3,099,864

RAILWAY CAR DOOR OPERATING LEVER
SAFETY STRUCTURE

Reuben F. Nelson, Roseville, Calif., assignor, by meme
assignments, to American Seal-Kap Corporation of

Delaware. New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Julv 1, I960. Ser. No. 40,335
2 Claims. (CI. 20—23)

2. In combination, a railway car door, an upright shaft

journaled thereon and having a horizontal cranlc arm at

its end provided with a pin substantially parallel to the

shaft and arranged to engage a fixed element on a car

side to limit movement of the door, a lever including a

handle with a horizontal pivot on said shaft and swing-

ing in a vertical plane between positions parallel to the

shaft and extending laterally from the shaft respectively

but fixed against movement relative to the shaft about

the shaft axis, and a securing device consisting of two

latch parts mounted on said lever handle and shaft re-

spectively, automatically holding the handle, when

1 In a composite panel assembly having horizontally dropped to vertical position and irrespective of the angu-

spaced vertical posts, 'ar position of the shaft, against movement upwardly by

(a) a substantially horizontally disposed beam ele- centrifugal force about its horizontal pivot on the shaft

vated with respect to the lower terminals of and upwardly and outwardly from said parallel posiUon when

interconnecting said posts. said cranlc engages said fixed element.
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3,099,865 3,099,867

WINDOW STRUCTURE CASTING MACHINES
.\lice W. Burnett, 1340 E. Fairvicw Ave., South Bend, Ind. Eric James Pouting, Sutton Coldfield, EnglMid, ass^or

Filed Apr. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 101,891
6 Claims. (CL 20—40)

to Ingot Casting Machines Limited, Birmhigham, Eng-

land
Filed Aug. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 129,464

Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 6, 1960

9 Claims. (CL 22—76)

-m

2. A window structure simulating a multi-pane win-

dow, comprising a casing, a panel of glass mounted in

and spaced inwardly from the interior edge of said cas-

ing, a vertical and a horizontal muntin connected rigidly

together to form a removable mullion unit, and a fixture

at each end of each muntin, each fixture consisting of a

permanent magnet part and a part of magnetic attractable

material, one of said parts being on the end of a muntin

and the other of said parts being in said casing adjacent

said one muntin.

3,099,866
WINDOW STRUCTURE

Joseph P. Matranga, P.O. Box 86, Ossining, N.Y.
Filed July 17, 1961, Ser. No. 124,526

1 Claim. (CI. 20—48)

1. A casting machine comprising an endless conveyor

arranged with one run disposed above the other and in-

cluding an endless trackway and endless drive means co-

extensive with said trackway, a plurality of arms extend-

ing transversely of said trackway, roller means journaled

on each of said arms and respectively mounted on said

trackway, said trackway including concentric runways

between which said roller means are trapped to support

said arms cantilever fashion, means connecting said end-

less drive means with said arms for advancir^ the latter

around said trackway on their roller means; a casing en-

closing said conveyor and having in one side wall an end-

less slot coextensive and in registry with said trackway,

said arms extending laterally of said trackway through

said slot and beyond said casing; and a mold carried by

each of said arms exteriorly of said casing, whereby said

conveyor is protected from splashing or other misdi-

rection of molten casting metal as it is poured into

the molds.

3,099,868

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING CAST
WELDING RODS

Gerald J. Grott, Warren, Mich., assignor, by mesne asdgn-

ments, to Howe Sound Company, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of Delaware
Filed Oct. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 61,548

3 Claims. (CL 22—194)

A window assembly comprising, in combination, a

frame having a pair of vertically disposed guideways in

each side thereof, a pair of rectangular sashes each slid-

able in one of the guideways, and each defining an open-

ing to be closed by a glass pane and a recess in one face

thereof encircling the opening, each sash being larger than

one half of the frame to provide overlying ends when the

sashes are moved away from each other to fully close

such frame, a pair of glass panes, a pair of panel frames

each encircling CMie of the glass panels and supported in

one of the recesses, one side of each panel frame form-

ing a hinge, with the adjacent side of the sash supporting

such panel frame, latch means releasably connecting the

side of each panel opposite the hinge to the adjacent sash

side, a pin vertically disposed through each hinge, a fit-

ting disposed in the bottom of each sash and having an

opening aligned with the hinge pin thereof, and a pair of

memben each threaded into the opening of one of the fit-

tings to retain the aligned pin in place.

1. In a method of forming a mold for casting elon-

gated rods of small diameter.
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the steps of positioning an elongated rod vertically

within a downward draft moid box,

in one step, charging sodium silicate coated sand from

the top down into the mold and over and around the

rod along its entire length to fill the mold and en-

tirely embed the rod,

in one step, compressing the sand from the top down in

the filled mold,

forcing carbon dioxide axially from the top through

the compressed sand to harden the same,

moving the hardened sand downv/ardly and out of

the mold box while carrying the rod along.

Mopping the movement of the hardened sand, and then

moving the elongated rod downwardly and out of

the hardened sand.

having a cap portion that is structurally continuously in-

tegral with a shaft portion, expansible spring means inter-

posed between the push button and the post cap portion,

lever means interposed between the push button and the

3.099.869

PROCESS OF BONDING METAI^
Glenn T. Piper, North Canton, Ohio, assignor to The

Hoover Company, North Canton, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio ,^, _„,
Original application Dec. 2, 1953, Ser. No. 395,782.

Divided and this application Dec. 19, 1958, Ser. No.

781,531
1 Claim. (CI. 22—204)

post cap portion and actuated by the push button for

causing the displacement of the post with respect to the

push button, and the housing means protectively substan-

tially inclosing the mechanism.

3 099 871
SEAM JUMPING APPARATUS FOR CLOTH

SHEARING MACHINES
Theodore A. Dourdeville, Holden, Mass., assignor to

David Gessner Company, Worcester, Mass., a corpora-

tion of Massachusetts
Filed Mar. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 99,080

7 Claims. (CI. 26—17)

A process of producing a laminated metallic article

having a cast aluminum metal body firmly united with a

ferrous metal body having high mechanical bond strength

and resistance to thermal shock which comprises the

steps of grit blasting the surface of the ferrous body to

which the cast aluminum metal is to bonded to roughen

said surface, spraying a thin film of ductile and corrosion

resistant metal selected from the group consisting of alu-

minum, rt^lybdenum and stainless steel onto the grit

blasted surface of the ferrous metal, heating the sprayed

film of metal to a temperature below the melting tem-

perature thereof sufficient to allow die cast metal to flow

into the interstices of the sprayed metal film before chill-

ing of the die cast metal, casting a body of aluminum

metal onto the heated sprayed metal film with sufficient

pressure to compact and densify the sprayed metal and to

force the same into intimate engagement with the irregu-

larities in the grit blasted surface of the ferrous metal

while forcing the cast metal into intimate engagement with

the irregular surface of the sprayed metal film, and chill-

ing the composite body below the melting temperature of

the aluminum metal before the formation of detectable

ferro aluminum alloys.

3,099,870
Ql ICK RELEASE MECHANISM

Henry W. Seeler, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Air Force
Filed Oct. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 142,444

8 Claims. (CI. 24—230)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A quick release mechanism comprising a push but-

ton positioned inwardly of a rigid housing means, a post

1 . Seam jumping mechanism for a cloth shear includ-

ing a frame, a rotary and ledger blade shearing means on

the frame in combination with a cloth rest, means mount-

ing the cloth rest for motion to and from the rotary and

ledger blades, and means maintaining the rotary blade

and ledger blade in fixed relation to each other and to

the frame, means for moving the cloth rest to provide a

gap in the shearing action as a scam approaches the shear-

ing area, said means embodying a seam detector posi-

tioned adjacent the cloth rest, the mounting means for

the cloth rest comprising an eccentric shaft, means to at

least partially rotate the same, means actuating said ro-

tating means under the control of the seam detector ac-

cording to the passage of a seam, the means for at least

partially rotating the eccentric shaft including a wrap-

around flexible device and means for moving the same

selectively in either direction.
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3,099,872
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR HEATING

AND DRAWING THREADS
Erhard Siggel, Landcnborg am Main, and Friti

Klccluunm, Obcmbarg am Main, Germany,
assignora to \trtloigtt Glanzstoff-Fabriken AG.,
Wnppertal-Elbcrfeld, Germany

Filed Jan. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 87,480
Claims priority, application Germany July 4, 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 28—71.3)

6-'

i-i-t

»;

1. An improved apparatus for heating and drawing

threads, which comprises: means to supply thread; means
for drawing off said thread at a more rapid rate than the

rate at which the thread is supplied by said supply means;

and a heating device positioned in the path of said thread

between said supply means and said drawing off means,

said heating device comprising an at least partially hollow,

elongated, heat-conducting tube adapted to receive said

thread at one end for thread travel in spiral winding con-

tact along the outer surface of said tube and to discharge

said thread at the opposite end, the longitudinal axis of

said tube coinciding approximately with the linear direc-

tion of said thread path and the annular cross-sectional

wall thickness of said tube in the hollow portion thei^of

diminishing progressively from said discharge end to said

receiving end, and means to heat said tube at said dis-

charge end for conductance of heat radially to the outer

thread-contacting surface of the tube and longitudinally

to said receiving end.

3,099,873
SHUTTLE OPERATED TAPE CONTROLLED

MACHINE TOOL
Wallace E. Brainard, Milwaokec, and Kenneth R. Memer,

Greendaie, Wis., assignors to Kearney & Treclier Cor-

poration, West Allis, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin
Filed Nov. 28, 1958, Ser. No. 777,122

24 Claims. (CL 29—26)

lively carried for movement in coordinated relation-

ship to each other;

power driven motion translators respcctivdy operative

to move said supports;

indicators connected to be activated by said supports

and being operative to supply information as to the

velocity and position of said supports;

a numerical control system responsive to coded input

information and being operative in response thereto

to activate said translators for effecting a predeter-

mined program of machining movements of said

supports;

feedback control means operative to correct said in-

dicators to said motion translators few modifying

the operation of said numerical control system;

a plurality of controllers respectively adapted to provide

coded input infonnation activating said numerical

control system for effecting a sequential program of

machine movements;

a switching mechanism actuatable to coimect a selected

one of said controllers for actuating said numerical

control system to operate said machfte through a

predetermined program of machine movements;

a plurality of work carrying pallets respectively posi-

tionable upon said work support;

a transfer mechanism including moving means and

guide means operatively associated with said work

support;

power operable means connected to actuate said trans-

fer mechanism for moving one of said pallets into

an operative position upon said work support and

to move another of said pallets from said work sup-

port to an unloading station; and,

selec.ively operable control means connected to activate

said power operable means and said switching mech-
anism for moving a selected pallet into position upon

said work support and simultaneously therewith

connecting an appropriate one of said controllers to

activate said numerical control system for effecting a

predetermined machining program of machine move-

ments.

3,099,874
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING MAGNETIC

CORE MATRICES
Sigfrid Schweizerhof, Baclmang, Wnrttemberg, Germany,

assignor to Telefunken G.m.b.H., Berlin, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 790,383
Claims priority, application Germany Feb. 6, 1958

7 Claims. (CI. 29—155.5)
1. A method of manufacturing a matrix for the mag-

netic storage or switching of electrical impulse informa-

tion, said method comprising the steps: of fabricating a

network of insulated signalling or switching wires in the

form required by the final matrix, and sputtering from a

gaseous phase a coating of magnetic material upon said

network for surrounding at least the points of intersec-

tion of said wires with said magnetic material, whereby

storing or switching elements are obtained at said points

of intersection.

1. In a machine tod;

a power driven tool support and a work support respec-

3,099,875
COMBINATION DISASSEMBLING, ASSEMBLING
AND WORK HOLDING DEVICE FOR MACHINE
SHOPS

John Lelis, 231 W. 6750 S., Bountiful, Utah
Filed Dec. 22, 1959, Ser. No. 861,379

2 Claims. (CI. 29—227)
1. A machine for assembling equipment including a

housing and at least one spring disposed therein which

must be compressed before the assembling of said equip-

ment can be completed, said machine including, in corn-

bination, table means for supporting said housing, said

table means having a central rod receiving aperture, a ver-
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tically disposed, vertically rcciprocabic rcxl centrally pass-

ing through said aperture, means affixed to said table

means for supporting the same and journaling said rod

for solely vertical, reciprocalive movement, means con-

nected to said rod and actuatabie by foot pressure for

depressing said rod selectively, return spring means oper-

ative! y coupled to said rod for returning said rod to its

uppermost position after selective foot depression thereof,

said rod adapted to pass through said bousing and said

one spring to extend thereabove, and work means releas-

ably affixed to said rod above said one spring for selec-

tively compressing said one spring upon the depression erf

said rod, preparatory to completing the assembling of said

equipment.

3,099,876
TOOL FOR REMOVING SPRING PINS

John W. Lawless, Shelburne Falls, Mass., assigiior to

iVIaybcw Steel Products, Inc., Shelburne Falls, Mass.,

a corporation of Massachusetts
Filed May 17, 1960, S«r. No. 29,760

1 Cbdm. (CI. 29—229)

An assembly comprising:

workpiece means having bore means of substantially

uniform diameter;

a spring pin comprising a resilient, generally cylindrical

member having a longitudinal slot, said spring pin

being radially compressed by and positioned within

said bore means; and

a spring pin removing tool consisting of a unitary

structure comprising:

a smooth surfaced, elongated, metal, and cylin-

drical shank having a constant diameter sub-

. stantially equal to the diameter of said bore

means and the outer diameter of said com-

pressed spring pin positioned therein,

said shank having a portion extending into said

bore means, said shank portion being slideably

supported by the wall of said bore means

throughout its length whereby said shank is sup-

ported by said wall adjacent said spring pin,

one end of said shank being provided with a short

pilot projection extending directly into one end

of said spring pin, which projection is of a gen-

erally upered configuration, said pilot projec-

tion extending cooxially from said one end of

the shank and having a maximum diameter sub-

stantially less than the diameter of said shank

and no greater than, but substantially equal to,

the inner clearance diameter of the compressed

spring pin, whereby said pilot projection centers

said one end of the shank relative to the pin

without spreading said pin during its removal,

said one end of the shank further being provided

with a continuous, flat, and annular shoulder

surrounding said pilot projection at the juncture

thereof with the shank and lying in a plane ex-

tending at right angles to the shank axis, said

flat, annular shoulder being in direct driving

engagement with said spring pin,

a chamfered shank portion surrounding said flat,

annular shoulder and extending between said

shoulder and the cylindrical periphery of said

shank, and

an integral, knurled, and hand engageable gripping

portion extending from the other end of the

shank, the end of said gripping portion opposite

the shank being provided with a surface engage-

able by an impact tool.

3,099,877

HINGED CASING PROTECTOR TRANSFER
SLEEVE

Raymond G. Taylor, Jr., Santa Moaka, Calif., asrignor to

Borg-Warner Corporation, Chicago, Dl^ a corporation

of Illinois „«,,
Orisinal application Feb. 1, 1957, Ser. No. 637,817, now

Patent No. 2,957,233, dated Oct. 25, I960. pi/W«»

and this application Dec. 18, 1959, Ser. No. 860,569

4Cbdiiis. (CL29—236)

W/////////A

4. A transfer sleeve of the class described for applying

resilient protectors to a casing or pipe, comprising an

axially extended hollow body, said body being composed

of a pair of semi-cylindrical half-sections having adjacent

terminal portions, means hingedly interconnecting said

terminal portions for pivotal movement of said sections on

a diametrical axis across said body, whereby said body

assumes a frusto-conical form upon relative pivotal move-
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ment of said sections in one direction and assumes a

cylindrical form upon relative pivotal movement of said

sections in the other direction, and means for releasably

retaining said sections in positions with said body in a

cylindrical form, said retaining means comprising a yoke

having ends pivotally connected to one of said body sec-

tions on a transverse axis displaced longitudinally towards

an end of said body from the diametrical axis aforesaid

and a portion intermediate said ends having a slot there-

through, a latching cam element disposed in said slot,

means pivotally mounting said latching cam element for

rotation on an axis extending longitudinally of said body,

and said cam having an eccentric portion engageable with

one of said body sections to hold said body in a cylin-

drical form.

3,099,878
METHOD OF ASSEMBLY AND CALIBRATION OF

THERMAL RESPONSIVE DEVICE
John E. Woods, Cohasset, Maas., Bflrisnor to Standard-
Thomson Corporation, Waltham, Mas., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Oct 16, 1958, Ser. No. 767,556

4CUiins. (CL29—405)

•Z]

1 . The, method of assembling and calibrating a thermal

responsive actuator, said actuator comprising a housing,

a deformable body within the housing having a recess, a

quantity of temperature sensitive expansible-contractible

material adjacent said body and an actuator member slid-

ably received in an opening in the bousing and extending

into said recess, comprising the steps of placing a meas-

ured quantity of said material in the housing, immersing

the housing in a liquid at a controlled temperature to

cause the housing to be filled with said liquid, placing

the deformable body within the housing to expel a por-

tion of said liquid and leave a remaining portion thereof

within the housing, and forcing said body firmly into the

housing with the actuator member inserted in said recess

while maintaining the liquid at said controlled tempera-

ture, forming a tight mechanical seal for the housing over

the deformable body and constraining the actuator mem-
ber in predetermined relation to the housing, whereby in

said last-mentioned step a part of said remaining portion

of said liquid is expelled from the housing leaving a fur-

ther part thereof filling the voids in the housing adjacent

said expansible-contractible material.

3,099,879
METHODS OF MANUFACTURING BALL JOINTS
AND UNIVERSAL COUPLINGS EMPLOYING
SUCH BALL JOINTS

Marcus Horovitz, Leicester, England, assignor to Metal-

astik Limited, Leicester, England, a British company
Filed May 1, 1961. Ser. No. 106,919

Claims priority, application Great Britain June 2, 1960
3 Oaims. (CI. 29—436)

1. A method of manufacturing a universal coupling of

the kind described OHnprising the steps of

(a) preforming four equally spaced cup-like portions

relatively close together in a circle and correspond-

ingly in each of two separate metal discs of appro-

priately heavy gauge,

(ft) uniting said discs face to face to constitute the

coui^g disc member and with corresponding cup-

like portions aligned in pairs to constitute four hous-

ings,

(c) supporting a ball-like part in a required position

and orientation within each such housing aixl spaced

all around therefrom.

(</) forcing unvulcanised rubber into the space be-

tween each bousing and ball-like part so as to fill the

space,

(e) curing the rubber in such spaces so as to cause

the moulded rubber layers to become bonded to the

housings and the ball-like parts, and

(/) reducing the size of the housings by deforming the

material of both cup-like portions of each housing

to a limited extent just sufficient to relieve the ten-

sion in the rubber layers due to the bonding and

to give the required precompression in the rubber

layers.

3,099,880

PROCESS OF FORMING A BULB ON A STRAIGHT
METAL TUBE

Andr^ Huet, 48 Ave. du President Wilson,

Paris 16, France
Original application June 28, 1956, Ser. No. 594,474. now

Patent No. 3,030,902, dated Apr. 24, 1962. Divided

and this application Sept 29, 1961, Ser. No. 141,845

Claims priority, application France Aug. 2, 1955
1 Claim. (CL 29—544)

A process of forming a bulb on a straight metal tube

which comprises radially confining first axially spaced

apart portions of said tube to prevent radial expansion of

said portions and freeing at least one surface area of a

Second portion of said tube intermediate said first space

-

apart portions from radial confinement to allow radial

expansion of said second portion, and applying axial pres-

sure to said tube directed inwardly toward said second

portion whereby to form the bulb in said second

portion while said first portions of said tube are held

against expansion by said pressure, different surface

areas of said second portion being freed from said radial
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confinement by varying amounts with one surface area

being entirely free of radial confinement and the remain-

ing surface areas being sufficiently free to prevent chill-

ing of the tube blank prior to application of said axial

pressure, and heating said tube blank between said first

portions with a flow of hot gases during application of

said axial pressure.

in tight mesh with both of said drive and master gears,

an arbor movable axially and transversely of said chute to

pick up a work gear engaging said stop, said arbor being

located in position such that axial movement thereof into

engagement with the work gear moves the work gear from

tight mesh into loose mesh with said driving gear, and

means for measuring movement of said master gear in-

cident to its roution by the work gear.

3,099,881
SUNDIAL

Paul E. Snider, 2616 Alanmede Road, and Hearl D. Jones
114 N. 29th St., both of Louisville, Ky.
Filed Sept, 19, 1960, Ser. No. 57.032

2 Claims. (CI. 33

—

62)

.x5

3,099,883

CUTTER CHECKING DEVICE AND METHOD
Weraer E. Bergemann, Rochester, and Donald L. Whlt-

more, Webster, N.Y., assignors to The Glcason Works,

Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed Dec. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 862,536

14 Claims. (CL 33—201)

\W

1 . A sundial comprising a hollow sphere of a material

or surface covering impervious to the passage of sun-

light, said sphere perforated with two sun slots, diametri-

cally opposed, in a plane containing the horizontal axis

of rotation of said sphere, one slot beginning near one

intersection of said axis with said sphere and extending

upward well beyond the transverse circumference of said

sphere, the other beginning near the other intersection of

said axis with said sphere and extending downward well

beyond said transverse circumference, a pair of trunnions,

one at each of said intersections, and a stand rotatably

supporting said sphere upon said trunnions for maintain-

ing the horizontal position of said axis whereon it re-

volves freely.

3 099 882
AUTOMATIC GEAR GAUGING APPARATUS

Thomas S. Gates, Grosse Pointe Woods, Mich., assignor

to National Broach & Machine Company, Detroit,

Mich., a corporation of Michigan
Filed Feh. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 795,005

4 Claims. (CI. 33—179.5)

1 A device for checking face mill gear cutters com-

prising a frame, a cutter spindle rotatable on the frame,

means effecUve between the cutter spmdle and the frame

for indexing the cutter spindle completely around its rota-

uon axis relative to the frame through angular incre-

ments corresponding to the blade pitch of the cutter being

checked to successively bring the several blades of the

cutter to gaging position, gage means and a earner there-

for movable in a definite path relative to the frame

toward and away from the cutter to carry the gage

means into and out of contact with a blade in gaging

position, means eflfecUve between the carrier and the

cutter spindle and operable independenUy of the indexing

means for adjusting the indexed position of the cutter

spindle angularly about its rotauon axis in respect to the

gage means, and stop means effective between the earner

and the frame for limiUng movement of the carrier toward

such blade, whereby the carrier may be brought to the

same position for checking every Wade of the cutter and

the gage means may be caused to contact each blade at

a selected distance back of its cutting edge.

2. An automatic gear checker comprising a chute for

advancing work gears, a rotary drive gear below said

chute mounted in fixed position to engage in tight mesh

with the underside of a work gear, means to rotate said

drive gear, a master gear above said chute opposite said

drive gear and in position to enter into tight mesh with

a work gear, means mounting said master gear for move-

ment toward and away from said drive gear, a retractable

stop engageable by a work gear upon movement thereof

into position intermediate said drive and master gears and

3,099,884
SHOES OR SANDALS

Frank C. Kixmiller and Demetre J. Petro, both of

410 Zorada St., St. Augnsdnc, Fta.

Filed Nov. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 152,889

1 CbUm. (CI. 36—2^)

A shoe comprising an elongated sole, and a detachable

flexible upper, said sole and upper having complementary
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fastener portions mounted thereon, said fastener portions

each being of synthetic resin woven material, one of

which fastener portions is provided with a plurality of

outwardly facing relatively stiff flexible pile hooks and

the other fastener portion of which is provided with a

plurality of outwardly facing flexible pile loops, said

pile hooks and loops being arranged one in the sole and

the other on the upper so that the hooks are adapted to

detachably and releasably engage in the loops of the other

fastener portion when said fastener portions are pressed

together to securely but detachably hold the upper on the

sole, the fastener portions being of disc-shaped formation

with the fastener portion of the sole countersunk in the

sole but exposed on the upper surface thereof with said

pile surface facing upwardly.

member being provided with an attaching member which

overiies said backing member in the direction of the roll

axis, and an elongated clip for afiixing said attaching

member to the backing member, said clip having end por-

tions having a manually operatable interlock with said

backing member.

3,099,887
AUTOMATIC GATE

Merle K. Kausche, 10 N. Wilbur, Walla Walla, Wash.

Filed Sept. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 225,997

6 Claims. (CI. 39—56)

3 099 885
ANTI-SUP DEVICE FOR BOOTS

Joseph J. Jordan, Box 251, Grant St., and Ralph Palermo,

205 Penn St., both of Point Marion, Pa.

Filed Apr. 9, 1963, Ser. No. 271,617

1 Claim. (CI. 36—59)

-kP VMOCD KUMC*

An anti-slip device for permanent attachment to the

walking surface of footwear, comprising a relatively thin

body of rubber having an untreated flat bottom surface

and a sanded upper surface, a layer of felt of a thickness

appreciably greater than the thickness of the rubber layer

and having a flat upper surface, cementitious means per-

manently connecting the flat upper surface of the layer

of felt to the flat untreated bottom surface of the rubber

body in face-to-face relation, the sanded surface of the

rubber body being adapted and intended for permanent

cementitious attachment to a walking surface of the foot-

wear to provide an anti-slipping walking surface of felt,

the two bodies being shaped to conform to a walking sur-

face of the footwear.

3,099,886
FASTENER FOR IRONER ROLL COVER

Bronislaw Warchol, Rochester, N.Y., assignor lo McGraw-

Edison Company, Elgin, III., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed June 19, 1962, Ser. No. 203,560

4 Claims. (CI. 38—66)

1. A gate operating mechanism comprising:

a gate;

a vertical gate post;

hinge means opcratively connected between said gate

post and said gate adapted to permit swinging motion

of said gate in a horizontal direction;

a first lever pivotally mounted on the face of said gate

post carrying said hinge means, said first lever being

pivouUy mounted about a horizontal axis parallel

to the closed position of said gate;

a bracket pivotally connected to said first lever about an

axis perpendicular to the pivotal axis of 'said first

lever on said gate post, the bracket being longitudi-

nally spaced along said lever from its pivotal axis on

said gate f>ost;

a tension spring connected between said bracket ad-

jacent its connection to said first lever, and said gate

and overlapping the outer end of said bracket so as

to be abutted thereby;

and fixed means on said post located in the path of

movement of said first lever adapted to limit pivotal

motion thereof.

3,099,888
ICE FISHING NET

Lawrence J. Jaster, 702 N. 2nd St., Bellevue, Iowa
FUed June 21, 1962, Ser. No. 204,187

3 CUdms. (CL 43—11)

1. An ice fishing net for fishing through a hole in the

ice. comprising an elongated vertically positioned im-

1 In combination ironing roll cover means and re- pervious hollow body, having a uniformly curved cross-

tainine means for the same including a backing member section to define a substantially semi-cylmdncal base por-

surroundinc and fixed to said roll, a padding member tion. said body being open throughout its length on one

perimpoid on said backing member, said padding side and tapering upwardly to define an apex, and a screen

793 O.G.—

3

SU
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bottom secured to said base portion and having upward-

ly disposed means disposed at the open side of said body

to retain a fish in the net as the net is withdrawn from

said hole.

3 099 889
FISHING LifsE GUIDE

Pierre J. V crneuil, 10 Carleton Ave., Mount Vernon, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 6,251

3 Claims. (CI. 43—24)

i^uAAA/

prising, a front wall having a central section and two side

sections integral with said central section and extending

rearwardly therefrom, said front wall being contoured

for surface to surface contact with said supporting mem-
ber, end walls integral with outer extremities of said

side sections, each said end wall being curved rearward-

ly upon itself to form a re-entrant end wall section ex-

tending in substantially spaced, parallel relationship to

the side section integral with said end wajl, a rear wall

extending in substantially spaced, parallel relationship to

said front wall and having a plurality of spaced retaining

means for contact with said supporting member disposed

along the inner surface thereof, said rear wall being

closely spaced to said front wall and including rearward-

1. A fishing rod tip line guide comprising a tip mem-
ber having a tapered internal self-cutting thread, a closed

ioi>p of wire extending forwardly from and to one side

of said tip member, and a helix of steep slope of spring

wire extending backward from said tip member and

adapted to be wrapped about a fishing rod in the same
direction as the internal threads in said tip member to

lightly grip a rod so that a torque tending to unscrew said

tip member from said rod will tighten said helix to grip

the rod.

3 099 890
SHRIMP TRAP WITH SNAP-ON FUNNELS

Elmore J. Madere, Rte. 1, Box 1194D, Reserve, La.
Filed Nov. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 155,278

4 Claims. (CI. 43—100)

1. A shrimp trap comprising an elongated tubular cage

made of substantially rigid hardware cloth and open at

both ends, a readily applicable and removable closure unit

for each end, each unit embodying a truncated conical

funnel projecting telescopingly into the trapping space of

said cage, a bait holding compartment encircling and

attached to a median portion of said funnel, and readily

accessible retainer means carried by the end portions of

said cage for securing said closure units in operative

position, each unit being provided with a second trun-

cated conical funnel shorter than and fitting telescopingly

into and within the encompassing confines of the first-

named funnel, and the truncated ends of said funnels

being cut at an angle oblique to the lengthwise axial cen-

ter of said funnels, the obliquity of the cut of one funnd

being disposed at an angle different from that of the other

funnel to minimize the chances of an entrapped shrimp

escaping by an exit route via the spaced truncated ends

and first and second-named funnels.

3,099,891
FLOOR PROTECTOR

Milton E. Handler, Evanston, III., assignor to S. A. Hirsh

Manufacturing Compaoy, Skolde, lU., a corporation of

Illinois

Filed Sept. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 59,538
2 Claims. (CI. 45—137)

1. A floor protector for attachment to the lower ex-

tremity of a supporting memt>er for a shelving unit com-

ly extending end sections integral with said re-entrant end
wall sections at the outer extremities thereof, said end
sections cooperating with said end walls to form en-

larged portions at the outer extremities of said protector

positioned rearwardly of the central section of said front

wall, and a bottom wall bearing stirface integral with

said front, rear and end walls and extending in a plane
substantially perpendicular thereto to form a unitary
enclosure, the peripheral configuration of said bottom
wall bearing surface being defined by the contour of

said front, side, and end walls, thereby providing a bear-

ing surface having enlarged, rearwardly disposed end
bearing sections at the outer extremities of an angularly

contoured central bearing section.

3,099,892
UPHOLSTERY PANEL

Irving Feinerman, Sao Mateo, Calif., assignor to
Jack Feinerman, New London, Conn.
Filed Mar. 29, 1962, Ser. No. 186,584

9 Claims. (CI. 45—138)

1. A stuffed upholstery panel comprising a backing of
relatively stiff material at least as large as said panel, a
preformed front panel formed of a relatively flexible

material including a series of longitudinally aligned indi-

vidual pillows, each pillow having a rectangular front
face and depending side walls interconnected at their

respective adjacent edges, adjacent pillows being inter-

connected at the lower edge of their respective adjacent
side walls, said side walls along the exterior edges of

said front panel having mounting borders, said front panel

being secured to said backing along said mounting bor-

ders, and stuffing material contained within said indi-

vidual pillows to form a completed upholstery panel of

adjacent individual rectangular pillows.

3,099,893

SOUND PRODUCING DEVICE FOR TOY VEHICLE
Walter P. Doe, East Aurora, N.Y., asiignor to Fisher-

Price Toys, Inc., East Aurora, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
FUcd Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,402

5 Claims. (CL 46—111)

aauating means disposed adjacent the back of said ani-

mal and affixed to said yoke means, the free end of said

crank members being pivotally attached to the adjacent

end of the spacing bar member of the yoke means, tongue

root means slidably contained within said animal's head

and affixed at one end to the rearmost portion of said

tongue and at the other end to said yoke means, whereby

sliding of said yoke means up and down said animal's

back raises and lowers said ears and rotates said eyes

and expels and retracts said tongue.

3,099,895

ARM AND LEG JOINT CONSTRUCTION FOR
TOY FIGURES

Hcrl)«rt R. Bcebc, Richmond Hill, N.Y., assignor to

American Doll & Toy Corp., New York, N.Y., a cor-

poration of New York
FUed Dec. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 157,674

3 Clainu. (CL 46—161)

1. An action toy comprising a base having a recess

formed therein, a diaphragm member positioned in said

recess, means rcsiliently urging said diaphragm member

toward the .open end of said recess, shaft means mounted

on said base and extending across said recess adjacent the

open end thereof, an actuating member mounted on said

shaft means overlying said recess and adapted to engage

said diaphragm member, said actuating member having a

non-circular cross section and being loosely mounted on

said shaft means for allowing limited relative rotation be-

tween said actuating member and said shaft means, rota-

tion of said shaft means causing said actuating means to

rotate therewith and move said diaphragm member against

said resilient means and subsequently release said dia-

phragm means for movement in the opposite direction

against said actuating member for producing a sound.

3,099,894

STUFFED ANIMATED TOY ANIMAL
David D. Carroll, P.O. Box 563, Bennettsville, S.C.

Filed Nov. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 69,733

11 Claims. (CI. 46—135)

3. In a toy figure, a body of resilient material having

oppositely disposed inwardly directed wall portions of

semi-spherical formation providing limb sockets, said

inwardly directed wall portions having aligned apertures

therein, limb members of resilient material having upper

ends of semi-spherical shaped formation in section fit-

tingly engaging said limb sockets respectively and having

apertures disposed in registry with the apertures in said

inwardly directed wall portions of the body, intcrfitting

first and second hollow parts connecting said limb mem-

bers together, said first hollow part having a shell por-

tion of semi-spherical shaped formation and a tubular

shank connected with said shell portion and provided with

circumferentially spaced fingers with outwardly extending

enlargements at the ends of said fingers, said second hol-

low part having a shell portion of semi-spherical shaped

formation and a tubular shank connected with said shell

portion and which tubular shank is relatively larger in

cross sectional formation than the tubular shank of said

first hollow part, said hollow parts having the semi-

spherical shell portions thereof disposed within the semi-

spherical upper ends of the limb nwmbcrs respectively

with the tubular shanks thereof protruding through said

apertures in the limb members and into the body through

said apertures therein to dispose said tubular shanks one

within the other within the body and with the enlargements

at the ends of the fingers engaged against the end of the

surrounding tubular shank for retaining said parts in

connected relation and securing the semi-spherical ends

of the limb members in said limb sockets of the body

for articulation with reference thereto.

1. An animated stuffed toy animal comprising a stuffed

body portion including a head affixed thereto, a pair of

limp ears depending from said head, a pair of eyes at the

face of said head, a pair of eye shafts each fixedly at-

tached to one of said eyes and rotaUbly housed within

said head from front to rear, a crank fixedly attached to

the rearmost end of each of said eye shafts, yoke means

adjacent the back of said animal and having a pair of

legs slidably disposed in said head at either rear side

thereof and thence into each of said ears respectively,

3,099,896

SOIL TREATING COMPOSITION AND METHOD
Herbert Kurth, OI)erursel, Taunus, Germany, assignor of

one-half to Robert E. Bums, New York, NY.
No Drawing. Filed May 9, 1961, Ser. No. 108,734

5 Claims. (CI. 47—1)
5. The method of conditioning soil for the growth of

plant life therein which comprises forming in the soil a

supporting layer of an alginate-pentaerythritol-sorbitol-

formaldehyde condensate.
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3 099 897
PROCESS FOR MULCHING WITH MICA

Henry A. Letteron, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to Gen-
eral Electric Company, a corporation of Mew York

No Drawing. Filed June 28, 1961, Ser. No. 120,172

2 Claims. (CI. 47—9)

1. The process of mulching plant growth which com-

prises applying to the soil about said plant growth a slurry

of surface-active mica in water, said mica constituting

from about 2 to 7 percent, by weight, of said slurry.

strands interconnecting the bonds and each four adjacent

ones of said bonds interconnected by four of said strands

defining a mesh opening, the metal strips being slanted

transversely in respect of a plane extending centrally

within the sheet, and each of said metal strips, in turn,

having bonds and strands defining additional and sub-

stantially smaller m^sh openings therebetween, said lat-

ter bonds and strands being slanted transversely in respect

of a plane extending centrally within the latter bonds

and strands of their respective strip.
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3 099 898
AGRICULTURAL PROCESS AND APPARATUS

FOR CARRYING OUT THE SAME
Marlin J. Harris, Jr., Mountain Creek, Ala.; Kate T.

Harris, administratrix of said Marlin J. Harris, Jr.,

deceased
Original application Mar. 29, 1955, Ser. No. 497,565, now

Patent No. 2,943,419, dated July 5, 1960. Divided

and this application May 5, 1960, Ser. No. 27,108

17 Claims. (CI. 47—58)

1. The process of aiding growth of plants growing in

the open air, said process including the steps of retriev-

ing exhaust gases from the engine of a tractor while said

tractor is delivering power for a conventional agricultural

use. retrieving such gases being done with holding the

back pressure in the engine down substantially to its free

exhaust pressure, continuously separating said exhaust

gases, as they are produced, into their constituents, and

utilizing at least one of such constituents, substantially

immediately after its separation, for application to the

plants.

3,099,899
EXPANDED METAL

Lutz Horn, Hagen, and Fritz Philipp, Hagen-Haspe, Ger-

many, assignors to Varta Aktiengesellschaft, Hagen,

Westphalia, Germany, a company of Germany
Filed Jan. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 3,914

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 24, 1959

3 Claims. (CI. 50—500)

4 , ^

3,099,900
METHOD OF INSTALLING AN AREAWAY WALL
Quentin S. Beck, Carnegie, Allegheny County, Pa., as-

signor of one-tenth to Lloyd F. Engle, Jr., Pittsburgh,

Pa.
Filed Feb. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 791,307

4 Claims. (CI. 50—533)

ing

1. A three-dimensional expanded metal sheet consist-

of metal strips constituting bonds and strands, the

1. The method of installing an areaway wall in a

foundation prior to the erection of structure thereon com-

prising the steps of providing a recessed vertical keyway

in each side of an opening in a foundation wall, provid-

ing an arcuate areaway wall having spaced sides substan-

tially the same width as the said opening in the founda-

tion wall and having a laterally outstanding flange on

each said side, inserting the said outstanding flanges of the

areaway wall into the said opening so that the said out-

standing flanges fit into the said vertical keyways, insert-

ing the side flanges of a sash frame into the said keyways

and adjacent the said outstanding flanges of the areaway

wall, forcing the outstanding flanges of the areaway wall

and the side flanges of the sash frame together against

the outward side of the recessed keyway, and filling the

remaining space of the said keyway with sealing material.

3,099,901

METHOD AND MACHINE FOR FINISHING OR
TESTING GEARS

Ernst J. Hunkeler, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to The
Gleason Works, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

Filed Aug. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 134,020
17 CUims. (CI. 51—26)

8. A machine for running pairs of gears together, com-

prising a frame supporting housings which journal spindles

for the gears, one housing being carried by a plate which

is movable on the frame angularly and translationally in

a plane parallel to both spindles, two sets of guide and

follower elements of which one element of each set in

carried by the frame and the other by the plate, said sets

guiding the portions of the plate that are respectively

adjacent to them in different directions in said plane to

thereby determine a pivot axis about which the plate is

movable on the frame, said guides being adjustable angu-

larly to vary the location of said pivot axis relative to the

plate and the frame, and means for moving the plate about

said pivot axis.

3,099,902

FLUID PRESSURE OPERATED OSCILLATORY
BUFFING HEAD

Glen A. Carlson, 1350 Country Club Drive,

Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Filed June 17, 1960, Ser. No. 36,963

5 Claims. (CI. 51—33)

edges defining the sides of said notch, said sharpener com-

prising a base having a bed thereon, a carriage, means

slidably mounting said carriage on said bed for guided

back and forth movement, a power operated rotary cut-

ting element mounted in fixed relation to said bed and

in proximity to said carriage during the carriage move-

ment, a holder for supporting a shear blade above said

carriage in position for operative engagement by said cut-

ting element, power-operated driving means connected to

said carriage for causing said back and forth movement,

means journaling said holder upon said carriage for ocsil-

lation about an axis which is perpendicular to the direc-

tion of movement of said carriage, means connected to

said holder for reversibly oscillating the latter about said

axis intermediate each stroke of said back and forth

movement of said carriage for alternately positioning said

blade cutting edges into position for alternate engagement

with said cutting element during said back and forth

movement.

3,099,904
MECHANICAL DEVICE

Ramsa\ M. Bell, Schoolcraft, Mich., assignor to Ham-
mond .Machinery Builders, Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich,, a

corporation of Michigan
Filed Oct. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 61,416

5 Claims. (CI. 51—141)

1. An oscillatory polishing or buflRng head, compris-

ing a rotary operating tool, a fixed support, a drive motor

operatively connected to said tool to drive the same, means

mounting said tool to oscillate relative to said support

about an axis spaced transversely of said tool, said means

extending radially of said axis and said buffing tool be-

ing mounted adjacent an outward end thereof for rota-

tion, said mounting means comprising an actuator mem-

ber pivotally mounted coaxially of said axis of oscilla-

tion and connected to said tool for pivotal movement of

the latter therewith about said axis, a fluid pressure unit

operatively connected to said member to swing the same

in one direction of said oscillation, a fluid pressure check

unit operatively connected to said member in transversely

offset relation to the axis thereof on one side of said axis

to oppose said motion of the member, and a further fluid

pressure check unit operatively connected to said member

in transversely offset relation to said axis of the member

on the opposite side of the last named axis, said further

unit opposing oscillatory motion of said member and tool

in the reverse oscillatory direction.

3,099,903
GRINDER FOR SHEAR BLADE

Vaughn L. Crile, 935 S. Main St., Washington, Pa.

Filed Apr. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 184,966

11 Claims. (CL 51—94)

lit

-^^^m
•Si^^L-rZHi^'rV^J

1. A grinding machine comprising: an endless, per-

forate abrasive belt and pulley means supporting same for

movement in a closed path; a stationary, rigid platen hav-

ing a surface adjacent the inner side of said belt and

extending along a portion of said path, said platen hav-

ing a perforate region between its ends which said belt

overlies, said perforate region being of substantial extent

and having a multiplicity of perforations which are spaced

apart both laterally and lengthwise with respect to the

belt; means including said region of said platen defining

a chamber communicating with the perforations in said

platen; a work support adjacent to the outer side of said

belt, said perforate region extending from adjacent said

work support to a point spaced a substantial distance

therefrom; means for moving a fluid into said chamber

under pressure so that said fluid flows through the per-

forations in said region of said platen and through the

perforations in the belt into contact with the work sup-

ported on said work support.

1. A sharpener for shear blades of the type including a

cutter blade having in one edge thereof an inwardly ex-

tending outwardly divergent V-shaped notch with cutting

3.099,905
PORTABLE TOOL

Peter G. Rebechini and Philip E. Larson, Aurora, lU., as-

signors to Thor Power Tool Company, Aurora, lU., «

corporation of Delaware
Filed Dec. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 79,328

5 Claims. (CI. 51—170)

4. In a portable tool provided with a working head

having a handle associated with said head for manually

positioning said working head and a source of driving

power for said working head, said working head having

a spindle mounted axially therein and operatively asso-

ciated with said source of driving power and having a
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surface contacting means mounted on one end of said

spindle, the improvement comprising; a spindle having

an axiai passage means therein, a fluid valve assembly

disposed within said working head and sealably engaging

one end of said axial passage means of said spindle, said

valve assembly having two sections in sealing slidable

engagement, one of said sections being rotatable with
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located above the hull close to the working platform and

successive positions between the first and second positions;

a plurality of double actini'; hydraulicaliy actuated rams

connected between the hull and each of the pontoons at the

fore end and at the aft end of the barge, and means for

controlling the rams.

3,099,913
INDKRWATER VEHICLE SYSTEM

Donald F. Melton and Harold E, Froehlich, Minneapolis,

Minn., assignors to General Mills, Inc., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Jan. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 3,664

10 Claims. (CI. 61—69)

!•• « to »f- A

2. Underwater apparatus for performing manipulations

at various submerged locations comprising a chassis,

means carried by the chassis for advancing said chassis

in a generally horizontal direction, a buoying tank, propel-

ler means carried by the tank for advancing said tank in

a generally horizontal direction, a plurality of elongated

struts, a universal joint at each end of each strut con-

necting the lower ends of said struts to said chassis and

the upper ends of said tank, means for sensing when said

struts have deviated a predetermined amount from a

vertical relationship, and means responsive to such devia-

tion for operating said respective advancing means in a

^ manner to restore said vertical relationship.

3,099.914

REFRIGERATING APPARATUS
Stuart L. I)e Witt, Villa Park, and Theodore F. Dymek,

Elmhurst, III., assignors to General Electric Company,
a corporation of New York

Filed Dec. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 163,192

7 Claims. (CI. 62—276)
6. An evaporator for the freezer compartment of a

refrigerator, comprising, in combination:

a plurality of elongated metal fins having a pointed

bottom edge,

said fms being disposed in an upright posture within

said compartment with the bottom edges thereof

facing the bottom of said compartment and the front

edges thereof facing the front of said compartment,

the apex of the pointed bottom of each said fin being

disposed substantially closer to the rear edge of said

fin than to the front edge thereof,

means for supporting the fins in relatively close parallel

relation to establish air flow passages therebetween,

said fins being arranged with the bottom edge of

every other fin extending below the bottom edge of

the immediately adjacent fin by an amount substan-

tially equal to the width of the fins,

said supporting means including a plurality of passes

of tubing extending transversely through said fins

relatively close to the front edge thereof, said passes

of tubing being serially interconnected,

means for introducing refrigerant into the lowermost

pass of tubing,

a refrigerant accumulator extending transversely of

said evaporator below and forwardly of said down-

wardly extending fin portions,

means for conducting refrigerant from the uppermost

pass of tubing into said accumulator,

and means for conducting refrigerant from said

accumulator to a refrigerant compression mecha-

nism.

3,099,915
DEVICES FOR COOLING THE CONDENSER OF A

COOLING PLANT
Bror Gustav Andersson, 25 Norrgatan, Varberg, Sweden

Filed Dec. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 160,449
2 Claims. (CI. 62—305)

1. A cooling plant comprising in combination a con-

denser, a spray header disposed above said condenser,

means disposed below said condenser for collecting the

water from said header, a pressure chan>ber disposed be-

low and spaced from said water collecting means, an air

compressor disposed in the space between said water

collecting means and said pressure chamber and having

its pressure side connected to said pressure chamber, a

vertically extending pipe having its upper end connected

to said spray header and its lower end positioned in the

lower jxjrtion of said pressure chamber, means for con-

ducting water from said water collecting means to said

If

I
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pressure chamber and including a check valve opening rollers containing a peripheral recess for receiving a first

owards said pressure chamber, an air outlet provided in corner of said kelly and engaging first and second per-

the upper portion of said pressure chamber, a valve con- pendicular sides of the kelly. a second of said rollers

nected to said air outlet for controlling the same and containing a peripheral recess for rece.vmg a second

adapted to close when the water level in said pressure

chamber exceeds an upper limit and to open when the

water level falls below a lower limit, a perforated hollow

element disposed at the bottom of said water collecting

means, and means for supplying air under pressure to

said hollow element.

3,099,916
WINDOW SHADE ROLLER

Charles H. Rosenbaum, Baltimore, Md., assignor to East-

em Products Corporation, Baltimore, Md., a corpora-

tion of Maryland ...^ ,««
Filed July 17, 1962, Ser. No. 210,427

4 Claims. (CI. 64—5)

* ~ »

corner of the kelly and engaging said second side thereof

and also a third side disposed parallel to said first side,

the third roller having a surface for^ engaging a fourth

side of the kelly disposed parallel to said second side

which is engaged by both of the first two rollers.

1. An adjustable window shade roller, comprising a hol-

low cvlmdrical roller open at one end. a generally cylin-

dricalaxially extending housing inserted in said open end

of said roller and having an outer annular portion at the

outer end thereof and a base at the inner end thereof,

said outer portion having a central opening confronting

said base, said outer portion having a wall extending ra-

dially of said opening and axially spaced from said base;

an escutcheon pin unit comprising a generally cylindrical

hollow body member open at one end and closed at the

other end, said body member being inserted in said open-

ing with said open end thereof facing said base, said body

member being arranged so that the walls of said opening

serve as a guideway for said body member to permit

axial sliding of said body member in said opening, a sup-

porting pin projecting axially outwardly of said closed end

of said body member, and means projecting radially out-

wardly from said body member and being arranged to

contact said radially extending wall thereby to limit axial

motion of said body member outwardly of said opening;

and a compression spring having one end thereof actmg

against said base and the other end thereof extending

within said body member and acting against the inner face

of said closed end of said body member thereby to urge

said body member to slide axially outwardly of said hous-

ing. ^^^^^^^__^
3,099,917

KELLY BUSHING
Wlllv H. Spirl, WhIttler, Calif., assignor to Abegg &

Reinhold Co., Los Angeles, CaUf., a corporation of

California ^ ^, ,..,,,0
Filed Oct. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 143,358

13 Claims. (CL 64—23.7)

1. A kelly bushing for driving a kelly of generally

square cross-section, having four sides meeting essentially

at four corners, said bushing including a bushing body

structure adapted to be removably mounted to a well

drilling rotary table and to be rotatively driven thereby

about a predetermined axis, three rollers for engaging

and driving said kelly. and means for mounting said

rollers to said body structure for rotation relative thereto

about three individual axes and at locations spaced cir-

cularly about said first mentioned axis, a first of said

793 o.Q —
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3,099,918

RESILIENT ROTARY DRIVE FLUID CONDUIT
William R. Garrett, Midland, Tex., assignor to Driico

Oil Tools, Inc., a corporation of Texas
Filed Aug. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 130,325

16 Claims. (CI. 64—27)

1. A rotary drive fluid conduit connection comprising

a pipe,

a rubber sleeve around the outside of the pipe,

a tube around the outside of the sleeve,

said sleeve being bonded to said pipe and tube,

said sleeve having a plurality of axially extending holes

therein,

a seal between said pipe and tube, and

clutch means comprising annularly disposed teeth

around said pipe and annularly disposed teeth

around said tube normally axially spaced apart but

cngageable by relative axial motion of pipe and
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tube after failure of said rubber sleeve to transmit

torsional forces between pipe and tube.

3,099,919
KNITTING MACHINE FOR PRODUCING

CARPETS AND THE LIKE
Marcel A. Vitek, Hameln (Weser), Germany, assignor to

Besmer Teppichfabrik G.in.bJl., Hameln (Weser), Ger-

many
Filed June 20, 1960, Scr. No. 37,455

Claims priority, application Germany July 17, 1959
2 Claims. (CI. 66—85)

MfiMtS ir

1. In a warp knitting machine including a set of nee-

dles, means for moving said needles, a set of plush points,

means for moving said plush points, a trick plate inter-

fwsed between the needles and the plush points, a sinker

comb, means for moving said sinker comb, an oscil-

laUbiy mounted member carrying relatively elongated

Vam guide bars having yam guide tubes mounted there-

on, and means operable to withdraw formed fabric over

said trick plate; the improvement comprising,' in combi-

nation, first cam operated means operable to oscillate

said member once forwardly and once rcarwardly during

each loop forming course of the machine; second cam
operated driving means operable to shog said guide bars

at each end of the oscillatory stroke thereof; means

mounting said needles and said plush points so that the

center line therebetween forms an acute angle of substan-

tially 40 to 80 degrees with the tangent to the arcuate

path of oscillations of said yarn tubes; and means inter-

connecting said first and second cam operated driving

means for synchronous operation; whereby the formed

loops will be drawn smothly over said needles and said

plush points by said fabric withdrawing means due to

such angular relation of the needles and the plush points

with the tangent to such arcuate path of oscillation.

supporting shaft, at least two aligned bar-guiding arms

rigidly secured to said supporting shaft, at least one sup-

port shaft connected to said guide bar, having a free end

traversing said bar-guiding arms and axially reciprocable

with respect there<o, the improvement comprising a plu-

rality of rolling members frictionally engaging central por-

tions of said support shafts, guide sleeves loosely sur-

rounding said central portions of the support shafts

within said guiding arms and having a plurality of aper-

tures, said rolling members being retained in 'said aper-

tures, and at least two holding brackets, one for operative

connection with each of said guiding arms, said brackets

being secured to said guide bar, on the one hand, and

to a portion of each of said support shafts opposite said

free ends and spaced apart from said central portions, on

the other hand, whereby relative axial movement between

said guide bar and said guiding arms is assured during

the knitting process, in addition to said axial reciproca-

tion with respect to and said rotational oscillation to-

gether with said supporting shaft, said support shafts repre-

senting releasable connections between said supporting

shaft and said guide bar, said support shafts being adapted

for sliding withdrawal from within said guiding arms, so

that said guide bar may be separated from said supporting

shaft together with all of said brackets and said support

shafts for repairs or adjustments.

3,099,920
BEARINGS FOR AXIALLY MOVABLE PARTS OF

TEXTILE MACHINES
Karl Liebrandt, Nalla-Oberklingenspom, and Amo Zwin-

genberger, Marxgrun, Germany; said Zwingenberger

assignor to said Liebrandt

Filed Apr. II, 1960, Ser. No. 21,278

Claims priority, application Germany May 16, 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 66—86)

1. In a knitting machine having a supporting shaft

journaled for rotational oscillation, a guide bar releasably

supported by and substantially parallel to said supporting

shaft, a plurality of thread holders attached to said guide

bar, the latter being adapted axially to reciprocate with

respect to and rotationally to oscillate together with said

3,099,921

WARP KNITTING MACHINE
Gunnar Liebrandt, Naila-Froschgnin, Bavaria, Germany,

assignor to Karl Liebrandt, Naila-Obcrklingenspom,

Germany
FUed Feb. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 86,363

Claims priority, application Germany Feb. 18, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 66—86)

1. A warp knitting machine comprising at least two

thread guide bars, each carrying a row of spaced thread

guides, a patterning mechanism for reciprocating the

thread guides of at least one thread guide bar in the direc-

tion of the longitudinal axis of said thread guides, and

thread deflecting means secured to the guide bar carrying

thread guides not influenced by the patterning mechanism,

said thread deflecting means extending alongside and be-

tween two of said rows of thread guides and being sub-

stantially coextensive and stationary with respect to said

non-influenced thread guides.

3,099,922
WAVE RING THERMOCOUPLE

WUliam G. Crocker, San Pedro, Calif., assignor to Union
Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York

FUed Sept. 18, 1959, Scr. No. 840,843
3 Claims. (CI. 73—341)

1. A device for sensing the temperature of a fluid mass

within high pressure apparatus that includes successive

inter-communicating pipe sections adapted to be spaced

apart by a flanged coupling interposed between adjacent

ends of the successive pipe sections as a continuation

thereof, said device comprising a flanged coupling having

a flange with a radial bore therein and fixed within said

bore in contact with the fluid mass a temperature respon-
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sivc means comprising a sheathed thermocouple fixed

firmly enough to resist the pressure within the apparatus

extending into said apparatus a distance equal to Vi^ to Vi

the inside diameter of said pipe sections.

the sleeve; torque receiving means on the sleeve, through

which rotation may be imparted to the driver; and a ring

nonroUtably seated on the sleeve to form a subassembly

therewith, said ring comprising a pair of annular coaxial

discs having ptripheries of equal diameter and spaced

apart flat owwsing faces which lie in planes normal to

the sleeve axis, the rear disc having a central hole of a

size to fit the reduced rear portion of the sleeve and bear-

ing against said shoulder thereon, and the front disc hav-

ing a hcAt siibstantially larger in diameter than that of

said front portion of the sleeve and encircling the latter

in radially spaced relation thereto, and circumferentially

3,099,923
THERMOPILE SWIFCHING SYSTEMS

Tbeodor H. Bcnzlngcr, HoUy Oaks, TUden Lane,

RockrUlc, Md.
FUed Ian. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 3,212

12 Claims. (CL 73—341)
(Granted andcr Title 35, UA Code (1952X ttc. 266)

I a--^

1 1 . In combination a first series of On thermojunctions,

a second scries of b^ thermojuncUons, a third scries of

Cb, thermojunctions, a fourth scries of d^ thermojuncUons,

a fifth series of e^ thermojunctions and a sixth series of

/_ thermojunctions, means for connecting the individual

thermojuncUons of these series in the following sequence

fli. bi, fla, bi . . . On. *n. Ci, du Cj. t/j . . . Cm. da,, ei,fi,

€2, ft . . . ^n. /n. with the voltages developed at successive

ju'ncUons of said sequence being oppositely polariz^,

means for maintaining the second series of frn and the

third scries of c^ thermojunctions at the same tempera-

ture, said means for maintaining the second series of b^

and the third series of c„ thermojuncUons at the same

temperature comprising first and second members made

of a material having a high specific heat, said second

series of b^ thermojunctions being in thermal contact with

said first member, said third series of c„ thermojuncUons

being in thermal contact with said second member and

means for establishing thermal contact between said first

and second members, means for maintaining the fourth

scries of d^ and the fifth series of e^ thermojuncUons at

the same temperature, and means for indicatmg the niag-

nitude of the voltage developed by said sequence of ther-

mojunctions when the first series of a^ thermojunctions

is exposed to an unknown temperature and the sixth series

of /n thermojunctions is exposed to a known and constant

temperature.

3,099.924

SPROCKET FOR CHAIN SAWS
Ctaarics E. Armstrong, Bclglam, Wis., assignor to Marine

Associates, Inc., Fort Lauderdale, Fla., a corporation

of Flori^^ ^^ j^ j^^j ^ ^^ j^ jj^j

12 Claims. (CI. 74—243)

5 A driver for a chain of the type having tic sUaps

that embrace and connect links which have spaced drive

tangs exposed at the inside of the chain, compnsmg: va

sleeve which provides a hub and has a reduced rear por-

tion providing a rcarwardly facing external shoulder on

spaced teeth on the ring in the space between said discs,

holding the latter in such axially spaced relation that the

peripheries of the discs provide endless cylindrical tracks

that are adapted to edgewise support the tie straps of a

chain U-ained over the ring while the space between the

discs and between adjacent teeth are adapted to receive

the drive tangs of the chain, and the spaces between teeth

tuning radially inwardly to said larger diameter front

portion of the sleeve and axially to the front of the nng

through the central hole in said front disc, to provide for

axial discharge of foreign material inUroduced into the

ring by a chain trained thereover.

3,099,925

VARIABLE SPEED TRANSMISSION
Maivaret S. Leonard, 330 W. Mcdlock Drive,

Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed Jan. 14, 1963, Scr. No. 251,428

6 Claims. (CL 74—372)

1. In a variable speed transmission, the combination

of: a casing; a pair of substantially parallel shafts rotat-

ably mounted in said casing; a plurality of gears fixed

to one of said shafts; and a second plurality of gears

rotatably mounted on the other of said shafts; gear pump

means in each of said second plurality of gears compris-

ing a pump gear fixed to the respective shaft; a second

pump gear in mesh with said first mentioned pump gear;

and recess structure in a respective one of said gears on

said respective shaft; port means ccxnmunicating with

the inlet and outlet of said gear pump means; said re-

spective shafts being hollow and having port means com-

municating with the inlet and outlet port means of said

gear pump means; and a control valve member slidable

internally of said respective shaft and disposed to shut

off flow of fluid through said pump means to thereby

lock the respective gear to the respective shaft and thus

drive a respective gear on the other of said shafts; said

control valve member movable longitudinally of said

shaft to shut off flow of oil through respective gear
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pumps in respective extern. il gears to thereby vary the

speed ratio between said shafts; a reverse idler disposed

between adjacent gears on said shafts and meshing there-

with to provide for reverse operation of said shafts with

respect to the normal relative rotational directions of

said shafts when any pair of the remaining gears are in

operative driving relationship.

3,099,926
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY

Walter H. Thorpe, 9403 Somerset Ave., Detroit 24, Mich.
Filed Oct. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,359

3 Claims. (CI. 74—752)

\t1 A"

1. A device for automatically gradually transferring

drive power from one member to another member com-
prising driving means, a sun gear driven by said driving

means, planet gears meshing with said sun gear, a planet

carrier rotatably supporting and positioning said planet

gears, driven means connected to said planet carrier, a

ring gear surrounding and meshing with said planet gears,

chamber forming members on either side of said ring

gear extending radially inwardly locating said ring gear

and meshing planet gears in the radially outer area of the

chamber formed by said members; said ring gear and said

chamber forming members being freely rolaUbly sup-

ported relative to said other parts; fluid sealing means be-

tween said driving means and one said chamber forming

member, sealing means between said driven means and

said other chamber forming member; said ring gear and

chamber forming members and seals forming a fluid

tight chamber enclosing said sun, ring, and planet gears;

and plastic fluid in said chamber impeding the free rota-

tion of said gears; said device transmitting drive from said

driving to said driven means via said sun gear, planet

gears, and planet carrier via ring gear reaction as variably

rotatably impeded by said fluid to permit relative rotation

between said driving and driven means resulting in grad-

ual application of drive upon initiation and subsequently

said fluid preventing gear rotation resulting in direct ap-

plication of drive by loading said gears in their teeth area

via centrifugal force generated by rotation.

3,099,927

INFINITELY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION
Arnold E. Anderson, Livonia, Mich., assignor to Ford

Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Sept. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 54,980

12 Claims. (CI. 74—796)
1. A driving disc, a driven disc, and means for rotatably

mounting said discs for rotation about parallel axes, th€

rim portion of one disc being engageable with the lateral

surface of the other disc with a film of lubricant therebe-

tween, said rim portion comprising a peripheral friction

surface, the radially inward and outward portions of said

friction surface being formed with sharp edges to retard

the rate of lubricant film formation in the surface engag-

ing region.

3,099,928
ANTI-SKID CHAIN OPERATING DEVICE
Lewis M. Showers, Jr., Delaware County, Pa.

(104 E. Essex Ave^ Lansdowne, Pa.)

Filed Feb. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 173,447
1 Claim. (CI. 81—15.8)

« T • •

A tire chain tool for connecting the ends of the inner

circumferential loop of a tire chain having snap latch

interlocking means at said ends and having also tool-

engaging tangs at said ends which extend parallel to said

chain and rearwardly from the ends thereof; said tool

comprising a pair of crossed pivotally and separably inter-

connected members, each of said .nembers having an

arcuate jaw portion at one side of the pivot and a handle

portion on the other side, said arcuate jaw portions having

their concave sides facing each other and having their

end portions provided with opposing tang-receiving sock-

ets, whereby the tangs on the end portions of the inner

circumferential loop of a draped tire chain may be in-

serted into the sockets of the separated tool members in

front of the tire, then moved behind the inner side of the

tire adjacent the road surface, the tool members may be

pivotally interconnected in front of the tire and the handle

portions may be actuated in front of the tire to guide the

ends of the tire chain on the inner side of the tire into

interlocking engagement.

3,099,929
BAR SCALPING MACHINE

Hans Lindemann, Bielefeld, Germany, assignor to

Th. Calow & Co^ Bielefeld, Germany
Filed Oct. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,590

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 30, 1959
7 Claims. (CI. 82—20)

1. Workpiecc treating apparatus comprising a hollow

shaft, a rotatable cutter head mounted at one end of said

shaft and including a tool extending radially inwardly, an

annular member mounted coaxialiy about said cutter

head and adapted to move axially with respect to said

shaft, a crosspiece provided with an aperture in align-

ment with the axis of said shaft and axially movable with

respect to said shaft, gauging means having one end fixedly

secured to said crosspiece and having adjacent the other

end thereof inclined outer surface portions, relatively sta-

tionary means including inclined surface portions com-
plementary to those of said gauging means, means rigidly
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interconnecting said crosspiece and said annular member,

and means connected to said annular member for vary-

offset portions and inwardly directed free ends appreciably

closing the end of said sleeve, said spring fingers flexing

inwardly to permit insertion of said offset portions through

the aligned openings to a position engaging the remote

surface of the element remote from said flange when said

shoulder abuts the near surface of the other element, and

a pin having an elongated shank of substantially greater

length than that of said sleeve and extending there-

through, said pin being axially movable relative to said

sleeve and having a head defined by a groove at one end

thereof passable through said sleeve to a point beyond

said free ends to receive the free ends in said groove and

ing the radial position of said tool in response to an axial

movement of said gauging means.

3,099,930

KEYBOARD CONSTRUCTION FOR ELECTRIC
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Lyman J. Havlland, Mundelein, III., assignor to Ham-

mond Organ Company, Chicago, III., a corporation of

Delaware ^, „ ,.,
Filed Feb. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 9,623

6 Claims. (CI. 84—433)

having at the other end thereof an enlarged head impassa-

ble through the sleeve so that said sleeve is constrained

on said pin for movement between the heads thereof, said

shank having a cross section adjacent said enlarged head

dimensioned to be snugly received within said sleeve when

the enlarged head is in substantial abutment with said

flange, said sleeve and pin being insertable and removable

through such openings in gripping relationship so as lo

hold these two parts together when said free ends are

located in said groove and said shank engaging and ex-

panding said free ends to maintain and lock said offset por-

tions in engagement with said remote surface when said

enlarged head is moved into abutment with said flange.

3,099,932

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STRANDLNG
AND BRAIDING

Sigmund Ege, Hastings on Hudson, and Martin David

Schnur, New York, N.Y., assignors to Anaconda Wire

and Cable Company
FUed Dec. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 159,671

6 Claims. (CL 87—1)

1 A keyboard of the piano type comprising, a sup-

porting member, a plurality of playing keys each having

a shank at its pivotal end. felt-like means above and below

the shanks, clamping means carried on said supportmg

member and having a portion spaced apart from said sup-

porting member, an irregularity on said portion and on

said key shanks with the irregularity on said portion m
alignment with the irregularity on one of said key shanks,

and a resilient means held under pressure by and between

said aligned irregularities whereby said keys are held

against movement along the longitudinal axis of said keys

while permitting limited pivotal movement of said keys

about an axis transverse to said longitudinal axis and

passing through said resilient means.

3,099,931

SHELF FASTENER ASSEMBLY
Irwin J. Ferdinand, Glencoc, Dl^ assignor to S. A. HIrsh

Manufacturing ComiMuiy, Skokic, Ul^ a corporation of

Illinois

FUed Aug. 26, 1955, Ser. No. 530,667

3 Claims. (CI. 85—40)

1. A releasable fastener for use in securing together a

pair of elements oriented in facing, contiguous relation

and having aligned openings therethrough, comprising a

sleeve equipped at one end with a flange defining shoul-

der and having a plurality of spring fingers extending ap-

proximately its full length and terminating in outward

1. Apparatus for twisting and braiding a fluid-tight

cable comprising at least one braider head, means for

advancing a pair of insulated conductors and a pair of

filler strands through said head, a rotating platform

mounted beneath said head, a pair of diametric insulated-

conductor supply reels mounted on said platform, means

for imparting planetary motion to said reels, a pair of
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diametric filler-strand supply coils mounted on said plat-

form, a forming die mounted centrally on said apparatus
beneath said head, and an extrusion head coaxial wilh

said die between said die and said braiding bead.

3,099,933
OPTICAL TOY

Hilman Weiner, Chicago, 111., assignor to

Marvin I. Glass, Chicago, III.

FUed May 9, 1960, Scr. No. 27,953
3 Claims. (Cl. 88—15)

1. A toy viewer comprising an open-ended opaque
housing with one end thereof being adapted for viewing

within said housing, a light transmitting element rotat-

ably mounted within said housing at the other end there-

of, said element including an outer generally circular

band, a fixed image member fixedly mounted within the

periphery of said band, at least one generally circular

chamber adjacent said fixed image member, and a float-

ing image member movably disposed within said cham-

ber, said floating member being proportioned to substan-

tially fill said chamber so as to slowly rotate relative to

said fixed image as said element is rotated, said housing

also having aperture means formed therein through which

said band can be rotated, and a planar reflector located

within said housing in transverse relation to the line of

sight between said opening and said rotatable element,

said reflector having one end terminating in adjacent re-

lation to said rotatable element along a line passing per-

pendicularly through the rotational axis of said element,

whereby various bilaterally symmetrical pictures can be

presented to view through said opening incident to rota-

tion of said element.

3,099,934
STABILIZER FOR THE OPTICAL PROJECTOR
CARRIAGE OF PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PROJEC-
TION INSTRUMENTS

Wallace Sidney Park, Standiford Field, Louisville 13, Ky.

FUed May 22, 1961, Ser. No. 111,521

4 Claims. (CI. 88—24)

1. In a pbotogrammetric projection instrument having

a frame structure, an optical projector carriage super-

posed on the frame structure, a group of three vertical

adjusting screws supporting the carriage on the frame,

two of said adjusting screws being disposed at one end

of the carriage and the third being disposed at the op-

posite end of the carriage, interconnected members fonn-

ing an unconstrained linkage, one end of the linkage be-

ing connected to the carriage and the other end connected

to the frame, said linkage having a ball and socket at

either end, a rod connecting the balls, one of the balls

being slidably engaged with the rod, and means for re-

leasibly securing the rod to the said ball with which it

is slidably engaged.

3,099,935
AUDIO-VISUAL DEVICE-PROJECTING

MACHINE
WUIiam Wagenaell, 844 Rincon Lane,

Palos Vcrdes Eitates, Calif.

FUed Jan. 23, 1961, Scr. No. 84,145
7 ClalBH. (CL 88—28)

1. A machine for successively projecting the image of

the transparencies and reproducing the sound of the

records of a series of hinge-connected audio-visual ele-

ments, said machine comprising, in combination, an index

drum having a plurality of flat sides, an axle mounting
said drum for free rotation thereof, a hinged member
mounted on a pivot at one end thereof and parallel to said

axle and having its other end disposed to have flatwise

engagement with a face of said dnmi to rest upon an

audio-visual element in operative position on said latter

face, said element being provided with the transparency,

pickup means carried by said hinged member in reproduc-

ing engagement with the record of said element during

the mentioned flatwise engagement of said member and

dnmi. means carried by said member to rotate said record,

means driven by the record-rotating means and carried

by said hinged member to index the drum to move the

next audio-visual element of said series to operative posi-

tion between the drum and the hinged member, and

means provided on the drum and engaged by the drum-
indexing means to raise said member on its pivot away
from the element in operative position during indexing

movement of the dnun.

3,099,936
SELF-ALIGNING LOADING RAIL

Arthur J. Gaborc, Baldwhi, and Mota Teumim, Middle-
town, N.Y., assigiiors, by mesne aaaignmcnte, to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy
FUed Feb. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 92,109

7 Claims. (Cl. 89—1.7)
1. In a launcher for a missile having fore and aft posi-

tioned lugs carried thereby, said launcher comprising

at least one arm member having movable rail means
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connected thereto, said rail means having fore and aft

lugs thereon for receiving and supporting said lugs;

a mechanism operable to move the rail means to a

missile loading position and from a missile loading

position to a missile launching position thereon, said

mechanism including fore and aft lift means opera-

tively connected to the arm member and the rail

means and having means operable when the rail

means is in said loading position to allow multi-

angular and/or lateral movement of the rail means

with respect to the longitudinal axis therefor;

linkage means pivotally connected to said lift means and

the arm member; • ,- i,

a connecting link pivoted at one end to said linkage

means;

slidably mounted compensating means for facihtaUng

disproportionate concurrent movement of both ends

of said rail moving mechanism and having the other

end of the connecting link pivotally connected there-

to;

inserted when the breech is open and the slider having

another cavity at the other end from which spent car-

tridges are ejected and through which the magazine can

be exchanged when the breech is open.

:^^
j r\\'J'^

3,099,938

ARMAMENT FOR JET AIRCRAFT
Edmund V. Marshall and WUI S. Davies, Dallas, Tex.,

a^ignors, by mesne assignments, to the United ^tes

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

FUed Apr. 30, 1957, Ser. No. 656,170

1 Claim. (CL 89—37.5)

fluid actuated means on the arm member movable m
response to a predetermined change in fluid pressure

and operably connected to said height compensating

means for actuating said lift means through said com-

pensating means, connecting link and the linkage

means to move the rail to and from said loading and

launching positions according to the movement of the

fluid actuated means, said compensating means fur-

ther including means carried by said fluid actuating

means and cooperating with the compensating means

for effecting independent movement of either of the

lift means thereby to independently move either end

of the rail means during missile loading movement;

and ^A
spring means carried by the compensating rneans and

cooperating with said means on the fluid actuated

means for effecting proportionate movement of said

lift means from missile loading to missile launching

position as the fluid actuated means is operated by

said predetermined change in fluid pressure; and

means establishing an external pressure connection to

the fluid actuated means.

3,099,937

GUN WTTH CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE OR
PROPELLANT CHARGE MAGAZINE

Erich BartcU, !*«««««» Germany, ^slgnortoFirma

RheinmetaU G.m.b.H., DusscWorf, Germany

Filed Sept. 26, 1960, Scr. No. 58,439

Claims priority, application Germany Sept. 26, 1959
P ^ ^J^j^^ ^^,, 89—24)

1 A gun with a cartridge magazine compnsmg a

breech block having a recess therein into^jj'^h *e X
tridge magazine may be inserted, an end block for the

breech block and in which the latter slides, and a slider

with a firing mechanism therein and slidably provided

in the end block to secure the magazine m place and to

resist firing pressure, one end of the slider being provided

with a loading cavity into which a projecUle is manually

The combination on an aircraft propelled by at least

one jet engine: an air intake scoop for said jet engine ex-

tending generally longitudinally of said aircraft; at least

one remotely-controlled gun enclosed within said air intake

scoop; a blast tube for said gun. said blast tube extending

generally longitudinally of said aircraft from the muzzle

of said gun to a projectile opening in the surface of said

air scoop located on, cm" in close proximity to, the periph-

ery of the jet engine air intake orifice; a generally trans-

verse passage in the body of said scoop extending from

the outer surface of the latter to communicate with the

said g^T^ blast tube, the rearward wall portion of such

transverse passage defining a surface which is generally

convex in the direction of aircraft flight; and a pair of

baffles lying within said transverse passage and secured

to the wall thereof, said baffles each being formed to de-

fine a surface which is also generally convex in the di-

rection of aircraft flight, such that a scavenging action is

brought about within said transverse passage with respec*

to the gases emerging from the muzzle of said gun into

said Wast tube when the former is fired to thereby pre-

clude the emergence of such gases in an appreciable

amount from said projectile opening into the vicinity o*

said jet engine air intake orifice.
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3,099,939
GEAR GENERATING MACHINE

Nelson K. Haase and Robert F. Pigage, Rochester, N.Y.,

assignors to The Gleason Works, Rochester, N.Y., a
corporation of New York

Filed June 17, 1960, Ser. No. 36,991

18 Claims. (CI. 90—3)

I. An intermittent indexing gear generator having a

rotatable cradle, a cutter spindle and a work spindle of

which one is carried by the cradle, a generating gear train

connectiing the cradle and work spindle for simultaneous

rotations about their respective axes at predetermined

velocity ratio, an indexing drive for said work spindle

conncctible to said gear train through a differential gear

set in said gear train, ratio-of-roU change gears in said

generating fain between the cradle and said differential

gear set, a first reversible motor drive adapted to drive

said train at a point therein between the cradle and said

change gears, and a second reversible motor drive adapted

to drive said train at a point therein between said differen-

tial gear set and said change gears.

3.099,940
STABLE HYDRAULIC SERVO DEVICE

Rene Leduc, 23 Rue Henri Cloppet, Le Vesinet, France
Filed July 26, 1960, Ser. No. 45,369

Claims priority, application France July 27, 1959
14 Claims. (CI. 91—49)

III* i » II

1. For controlling the feeding and exhausting of a hy-

draulic power-utilising system or device, referred to here-

in as an "actuator," a valve assembly comprising a body

having a pressure feed inlet, a service connection for

said actuator, and an exhaust outlet, a passage connect-

mg said inlet to said service connection, a valve adapted

to close said passage, a movable control member adapted

to actuate said valve, a tlow-restrictor downstream of

said valve for restricting flow through said service con-

nection, said flow-restrictor comprising at least one pas-

sage having a ratio of length to cross-sectional area which

is great enough to make flow therethrough laminar,

means for so applying the pressure subsisting between

said valve and said restrictor to said control member as

to oppose movement of the latter in the direction for

opening said valve, and valve means actuated by said

control member, when so moved as to have brought about

closure of said first mentioned valve, for establishing

communication between said service connection and said

exhaust outlet.

3,099,941
BRAKE BOOSTER UNIT

James O. Helvem, Lewisburg, and Clarence R. Wuellner,
Dayton, Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corpora-
tion, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

FUed July 29, 1960, Ser. No. 46,124
6 Claims. (CL 91—434)

1. In a brake booster unit having a power unit and a

power operated hydraulic fluid displacement means for

brake actuation connected with a power wall in said

power unit that divides the interior of said booster unit

into a generally constant pressure chamber and a variable

pressure chamber and operates said fluid displacement

means, said constant pressure chamber having a constant

pressure therein and said variable pressure chamber hav-

ing a variable pressure therein; a control valve for con-

trolling pressure in the variable pressure chamber of the

booster unit comprising, a valve housing, a hollow annu-

lar subatmospheric pressure control valve operating in

said valve housing and supported on its outer periphery

by a diaphragm, an annular atmosphere pressure control

vaJve formed on an inner peripheral portion of said valve

housing and disposed concentric with said first mentioned

annular vaJve, a valve seat member supported in said

housing on a second diaphragm and resiliently biased by

resilient means to a contacting position with said atmos-

phere pressure control valve, resilient means biasing said

subatmosphere pressure control valve into spaced rela-

tion to said valve seat member to place a subatmosphere

chamber in said valve housing formed by a wall of said

housing and said first mentioned diaphragm in commu-
nication with a variable pressure chamber in said valve

housing formed between said first and second mentioned
diaphragms and thereby in connection with the said vari-

able pressure chamber in said power unit, manually oper-

ated control means moving said subatmosphere pressure

control valve to a contacting position with said valve seat

member and moving said valve seat member m spaced

relation to said atmosphere pressure control valve to con-

nect thereby an atmospheric chamber formed between

said inner peripheral projection in said housing and said

second mentioned diaphragm with said variable pressure

chamber m said valve housing and therethrough with said

variable pressure chamber in said booster unit to provide

I

4

9

i

/

power operation of said booster unit, said variable pres-

sure in said variable pressure chamber in said valve hous-

ing acting on said first mentioned diaphragm to effect a

reaction force on said subatmosphere pressure control

valve transmitted thereby to said manually operated con-

trol means.

3,099,942

ROLLER FOR ROAD CONSTRUCTION
Gerhard Leister, Silixen, LIppe, Germany, assignor to

Flrma ABG-Werke Gescllschaft mit beschrankter Haf-

tung, Hameln (Weser), Germany
Filed Apr. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 23,806

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 25, 1959

1 Ctaim. (CI. 94—50)

rzT

an interposer means positioned adjacent said copy

drum for movement into a first position to effect

operation of said sheet gripper means and to a sec-

ond position in which it is in an inoperative relation

to said sheet gripper means,

sheet conveyor means positioned to advance sheet sup-

port material to said xerographic drum,

sheet feed means for seriatim feeding of sheet support

material to said sheet conveyor means,

drive means connected to said xerographic drum, said

copy drum and said sheet conveyor means to effect

synchronized movement of said xerographic drum,

said copy drum and said sheet conveyor means, said

xerographic drum being rotated at least one revolu-

tion to first effect a reproducing cycle and then ro-

tated at least a second revolution to effect a timing

out cycle,

A three-wheel power roller for street and road work

comprising a frame, a pair of rear rollers mounted on the

frame, a single front roller which is a steering roller, the

width of the steering roller being narrower than the dis-

tance between the outer edges of the rear rollers, a steering

bracket for the front roller and mounted on a pin, a lever

arm connected at one end to said pin so that said bracket

will swing with the front roller on the arm. said arm being

pivotally supported on a vertical axle in the frame and

between the ends of the arm. hydraulic means connected

to the other end of the lever arm to swing the latter

around. its vertical axle and the front roller around its

pivotal support as a unit to adjust the front roller laterally

to align flush with one of the edges of the rear rollers rela-

tive to the direction of movement of the power roller and

means are provided connected to the bracket and the

vertical axle to maintain the front roller parallel to the

rear" rollers relative to the rotary axes of the rollers, and

means to rotate the steering bracket on its lever arm

to steer the front roller relative to the frame, said means

connected to the bracket and the vertical axle including a

plurality of interconnected gear wheels mounted on the

pin, the vertical axle and the lever arm.

driven means connected to said drive means to actuate

said sheet feed means during said reproducing cycle,

means connected to said sheet feed means to prevent

feeding of sheet support material during said timing

out cycle, .

document controlled means connected to said drive

means to normally initiate operation of said drive

means and said driven means to effect a reproducing

cycle each time said document controlled means is

actuated upon the insertion of a document into said

xerographic reproducing apparatus,

and programmer means connected to said interposer

means to move said interposer means and to effect

repeated rotation of said xerographic drum through

said reproducing cycle when making multiple repro-

ductions of a single document inserted into said

x>^rographic reproducing apparatus.

3,099,943

XEROGRAPHIC REPRODUCING APPARATUS
Roger H. Elchom and Richard W. Morrill, Webster, Karl

A. Northrup, Rochester, and Robert F. Osborne, Web-

ster, N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Rochester,

N.Ym a corporation of New York
Filed Dec. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 162,779

5 Claims. (CI. 95—1.7)

1. In a xerographic reproducing apparatus,

a xerographic drum journaled for rotation,

a copy drum journaled for rotation,

sheet gripper means carried by said copy drum, said

sheet gripper means being adapted to cooperate with

said copy drum to engage a document to be repro-

duced,

a projection mechanism positioned adjacent said copy

drum to project a radiation image of a document, as

it is carried by said copy drum, onto said xero-

graphic drum to form an electrostatic latent image

thereon.

3,099,944

XEROGRAPHIC CONTROL APPARATUS
Roger H. Eichom and Robert F. Osborne, Webster, N.Y.,

assignors to Xerox Corporation, Rochester, N.Y., a

corporation of New York . „..
Filed Dec. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 162,837

4 Claims. (CI. 95—1.7)

1. In a xerographic reproducing apparatus having a xero-

graphic drum and a copy drum journaled for rotation, a

sheet gripper means carried by said copy drum, said sheet
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gripper means being adapted to cooperate with said drum
to engage a document to be reproduced, an interposcr

means positioned adjacent said copy drum for movement
into a first position to effect operation of said sheet gripper

means and to a second position in which it is in an inop-

erative relation to said sheet pripper means, drive means

connected to said xerographic drum and said copy drum
to effect synchronized movement of said xerographic drum
and said copy drum, chitch operated control means con-

nected to said drive means to effect operation of said xero-

graphic drum through at least one revolution to first effect

a reproducing cycle and then through at least a second

revolution to effect a timing out cycle;

the improvement comprising programmer means for ef-

fecting operation of said clutch operated control

means and for moving said interposcr means when a

predetermined number of reproductions have been

made,
said programmer means including a support,

a spring loaded shaft journaled in said support for both

rotational and axial movement therein,

a cam secured to said spring loaded shaft and operative-

ly connected to said interposcr means and to said

clutch operated control means,

a projection on said shaft,

detent means encircling said spring loaded shaft and

connected to said support for engagement with said

projection,

said detent means having an enlarged notch thereon to

allow said spring loaded shaft to move into a released

position when said projection is in line with said en-

larged notch,

a ratchet wheel fixed on said shaft and mounted con-

centrically with said detent means,

means for imparting a step-by-step rotation to said

ratchet wheel from the drive means,

and hand controlled means fixed to said spring loaded

shaft for rotating said spring loaded shaft to vary the

position of said projection angularly with respect to

said detent means so as to vary the number of re-

producing cycles affected before said clutch operated

control means is actuated to effect a timing out cycle

and before said interposcr means is positioned in op-

erative relation with said sheet gripper means.

3,099,945
PHOTOGRAPHIC TYPE COMPOSITION

Richard C. O'Brien, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Harris-

Intertype Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation

of Delaware
Filed June 30, 1960, S«r. No. 39,859

9 Claims. (CI. 95—4.5)

w^m
ĴO
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3,099,950
AIR DUCT ACCESSORY FOR HOUSE WINDOWS

Benjamin H. Christian, 355 Norton St.,

New Haven, Conn.
Filed June 14, 1961, Ser. No. 117,035

3 Claims. (CI. 98—99.5)

bers having the upper surface thereof substantially in

alignment with each other and each being of substantially

flat formation together forming a substantially even upper

surface on which food may be placed, each of the under-

sides of each of said respective transverse bar members
being formed in a tapered relation from the approximate

center portion thereof downwardly and outwardly to the

outer periphery of said longitudinal framework, whereby

the juices, fats, oils, greases and the like produced by

cooking food on said grill will be directed to the under-

side thereof and thence downwardly and outwardly along

said sloped bottom by gravity to the outer edge at which

point they drip from said grill away from the fire.

1. For use with a metallic triple-track combination

screen and window having a frame with three guide tracks,

a vertically adjustable sash in one track, a sash in a second

track and a vertically adjustable screen in the third track,

an air duct accessory comprising; a plurality of formed

sheet material parts in the form of a pair of spaced end

sections; means for assembling said end sections as an op-

erational unitary assembly and permitting selective lon-

gitudinal extension or contraction to adjust the overall

length of the assembly to conform to the width of the

frame; each of said end sections comprising a generally

triangularly shaped thin flat end member comprising an

upright inner edge, an upper edge inclined downwardly

and outwardly from the lop of said inner edge, and a

lower edge extending inwardly from the bottom of said

upper edge to the bottom of said inner edge; each of said

end sections including flat strip portions extending lateral-

ly from said upper edges toward the other end section of

a width substantially equal to that of the length of said

upper edge; each of said end members having a laterally

outwardly extending thin vertical flat flange arranged to

be seated in the guide track for the adjustable sash;

each of said end members having means for receiving

the upper edge of the usual horizontal sill of the frame

to aid in positioning and supporting said accessory on said

frame; and said strip portions together with said means

for assembling said end sections comprising air-dcflccling

surfaces having top edges that are aligned with each other

and arranged to be aligned with the guide track for the

adjustable sash whereby the latter may be adjusted to a>n-

tact said top edges and said air-deflecting surfaces extend

downwardly and outwardly relative to said frame when

the air duct accessory is operatively mounted in the frame.

3,099,951

COOKING GRILL
Charles H. Tidman, Columbus, Ga., assignor to Columbus

Iron Works Company, Columbus, Ga., a corporation

of Georgia
Filed June 21, 1961, Ser. No. 118,584

4 Claims. (CI. 99—446)

\̂^*n V>«0

3,099,952
COMPRESSION OF MATERIALS

Olaf George Dixon, Leamington Spa, and David Isaac

Morgan, Wyken, Coventry, England, assignors to

Courtaulds Limited, London, England, a British com-
pany

Filed July 19, 1961, Ser. No. 125,213

Claims priority, application Great BritaiiLjuly 27, 1960
8 Claims. (CI. 100—3)

XI'

1. In a cooking grill on which food is normally placed

on the top thereof to be cooked from a fire or heat located

therebelow, an integrally cast frame comprising spaced,

longitudinal members connected together by transverse

bar members rigid'y affixed thereto and integrally formed

therewith providing a rigid peripheral framework, there

being a plurality of said elongated, transverse bar mem-

bers extending in spaced relationship transversely across

said framework and spaced from one another, all of

said longitudinal members and said transverse bar mem-

1. A method of compressing material comprising the

steps of placing the material to be compressed on a

stand and within a bottomless first container also sup-

ported on the same stand, enclosing the first container

in a rigid second bottomless container having mechani-

cal strength sufficient to withstand lateral forces due to

subsequent compression of the material, removing the

first container but not the material from the second con-

tainer, and compressing the material in the second con-

tainer against the stand to form a bale.

3,099,953
TORQUE TUBE CONTROL DEVICE

Walter Brauer, P.O. Box 727, Ingleside, Tex.
Filed Dec. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 161,059

7 Claims. (CI. 100—258)

.^^b.

V I » t

1. In combination with a vertically reciprocal pressure

exerting apparatus, a control device comprising torque

means secured in juxtaposition to the pressure exerting

apparatus, said pressure exerting apparatus being elon-

gated and having means spaced therealong for reciproca-

tion thereof, means connecting the torque means with

the pressure exerting apparatus for transmitting slight
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twisting to the torque means, and counterweight means member when moved in the opposite direction, said de-

carried by the torque means so arranged to tend to pull pressible member including a forwardly extending chan-

the pressure exerting apparatus upwardly and for co- nel-shaped portion, said pawl comprising a spring mem-

operating with the twist transmitting means and torque

means to maintain a substantially even force for the

pressure exerting apparatus throughout the operation

thereof.

3,099,954

TILE MEASURING MACHINE
Frank M. Folk, New Lexington, Ohio, assignor to

Ludowici-Celadon Co., Chicago, HI., a corporation of

Illinois

Filed Dec. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 74,987

6 Claims. (CI. 101—43)

4-

-4*1

iifi* fe

1. A measuring device comprising a belt carrying the

articles to be measured, a pair of guide members, and

a measuring station subsequent to said guide members

and through which said belt passes, said measuring sta-

tion comprising guide wheels mounted on one side of said

belt, a sizing bar pivotally mounted intermediate its ends

on the other side of said belt opposite said guide wheels,

a spindle wheel mounted adjacent one end of said sizing

bar, said sizing bar being spring-biased toward said belt

so that the spindle wheel is contacted by said articles, a

plurality of switches mounted so that said sizing bar will

contact one or more of the switches when it is urged away

from the belt by contact with said articles, a plurality

of marker arms on the side of the belt opposite said

switches, each marker arm terminating in a marker ex-

tending over the articles, a coil for each marker arm con-

nected to one of said switches, an arm extending across

said belt, a bifurcated member on said arm, a timer wheel

supported by said bifurcated member, contact points on

said timer wheel, and a breaker switch electrically con-

nected to said sizing bar and adapted to be contacted by

said contact points as said timer wheel is turned by

movement of said articles on the belt.

3,099,955

TYPE BAND SETONG MEANS IN HAND STAMPS
Harold P. Keck, Crystal Lake, Dl., assignor of one-third

to Jack W. Robbins and one-third to Bernard Robbins,

both of Chicago, III.

FUed May 16, 1961, Ser. No. 110,392

5 Claims. (CL 101—105)
1. A printing unit for a hand stamp comprising a print-

ing supporting frame, a plurality of band supporting

wheels positioned adjacent one end of said printing frame,

a printing band on each of said wheels, a ratchet member

fixed to each said wheel, a depressible member engaging

each of said ratchet members, said depressible members

being supported on the same axis as said ratchet member,

said depressible members each including a pawl in engage-

ment with the ratchet member to rotate said wheel and

said band when depressed and to override said ratchet

ber secured within said channel-shaped portion and ex-

tending downwardly thereof for engagement with said

ratchet member.

3,099,956
ROTARY OFFSET GRAVURE PRINTING PRESS

Wallace A. Anderson, Wilber C. Brunner, Clarence L.

Homberger, and Edward W. Stanley, Lancaster, Pa.,

assignors to Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa.,

a corporation of Pennsylvania
Filed Aug. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 134,606

12 Claims. (CI. 101—154)

-•>;
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1. In a rotary printing press and system, a printing

stand including an engraved cylinder, an impression cylin-

der spaced therefrom, an offset cylinder interposed be-

tween said engraved and impression cylinders, means sup-

porting said offset cylinder which is operable to move

only said offset cylinder to selectively break contact with

said engraved and impression cylinders or establish con-

tact with them, said offset cylinder having its axis located

at an elevation higher than the axes of said engraved and

impression cylinders, said means for moving said offset

cylinder comprising a lever system positioned below the

upper surface of all of said cylinders, mounting means

for the shafts of said cylinders, including bearing assem-

blies therefor removably supported by fixed supports in

said press, removable cap members securing said assem-

blies in said supports, said cylinders being vertically re-

movable from said supports together with said bearing as-

semblies and cap members.
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3,099,957
DETONATOR SEAL

Frederick R. Scavey, Alton, 111., assignor to Olin Mathic-
son Chemical Corporation, East Alton, 111., a corpora-
tion of Virginia

Original application July 2, 1956, Ser. No. 595,120. Di-
vided and this application Aug. 10, 1960, Ser. No.
48,785

1 Claim. (CI. 102—28)

and entirely separated from said annular wall by said con-
tainer, and releasable closure means normally retaining
said shot and said shot container in said casing.

A/\i i / nrrrA

An electric detonator comprising a case containing an
explosive train and a thermoplastic bridge plug molded
about a pair of lead wires and sealing the mouth of the

case, said lead wires extending through said bridge plug
into said explosive train, said lead wires being provided
with plastic insulation terminating within the bridge plug
and a coating consisting of a reversible hydrophilic col-

loidal material coating the portion of said lead wires and
said plastic insulation extending through said bridge plug,

said reversible hydrophilic colloidal material being ca-

pable of expanding when contacted with water.

3,099,958
FIREARM CARTRIDGES

Benjamin K. Daubcnspcck, Stratford, Rex E. Dickey,
Sbclton, Donald S. Foote, Greens Farms, and Justin H.
Whipple, Milford, Conn., assignors to Remington Arms
Company, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., a "corporation of
Delaware

FUed Jan. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 1,941
17 Claims. (CI. 102—42)

1. In a firearm cartridge, a plastic casing including an
annular wall, a rigid head including an extractor rim
and a primer positioning battery cup, means fastening

said head to said casing, a plastic slot container within said

casing, said shot container comprising a transverse base
wall, an annular wall integral with said base wall includ-

ing a circumferentially continuous gas sealing skirt por-

tion extending rearwardly from said transverse wall and
an expandible portion extending forwardly therefrom and
having a plurality of circumferentially spaced longitudinal

slits extending from its forward end into contiguous rela-

tion to said transverse wall, shot within said shot container

3,099,959
ROCKET ENGINE

Charles F. Bowersett, BDrtonsrllic, Md., assignor to the
United States of America as represented by the Secre-
tary of the Navy

FUed Nov. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 1S0,843
10 Claims. (CI. 102—49)

(Granted nnder Thlc 35, U.S. Code (1952X mc 266)

4. A rocket motor for a subaqueously launched missile
and having a thin metal cylindrical shell, a bulkhead
carrying a plurality of exhaust nozzles and secured to one
end of said shell, a plastic liner bonded to the interior of
said shell and said bulkhead respectively for reinforcing

the shell against pressure externally applied thereto as

the missile is launched, a quantity of imperforate end
burning propellant explosive snugly fitted in said liner in

a manner to form a plenum chamber at one end thereof
opposite said nozzles, and a second bulkhead secured to

the opposite end of said shell in a manner to form a sec-

ond plenum chamber between a transverse wall thereof
and the opposite end of said propellant explosive, a plu-

rality of thrust reversal nozzles formed within said second
bulkhead in communication with said second plenum
chamber, and a pyrogen igniter in condmunication with

said second plenum chamber and carried by said second
bulkhead for igniting the opposite end of said propellant

explosive thereby to apply a reverse thrust to said engine.

3,099,960
METHOD OF THRUST VECTOR CONTROL

George J. Bryan, Cocoa Beach, FUl, aarignor to the
United States of America ai rcprcacnfed by the Secre-
tary of the Navy

FUed Aug. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 50^09
5 Claims. (CI. 102—50)

(Granted under TlUe 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A missile having a motor section and a control

device, said motor section providing the propulsive force
to the missile by exhausting high pressure gas through

a propulsive nozzle located on one end of said motor
section, said control device including a plurality of hous-
ing members mounted equi-angularly on the exterior

periphery of said one end of said motor section, a pair

of normally closed oppositely disposed adjustable venturi

nozzles in each of said plurality of housing members,
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each venturi nozzle having a fixed semi-circular section

and a complementary movable semi-circular section, a

chamber located in each of said plurality of housing

members for interconnecting said pair of adjustable ven-

turi nozzles, connector means for connecting said cham-

ber with the high pressure gas in said motor section,

control means for individually controlling the comple-

mentary movable semi-circular sections of the adjustable

nozzles that vent a portion of the high pressure gas there-

by changing the angle of the resultant propulsive force

to control the missile in flight.

3,099,961

MULTI-CHOICE FIRING MECHANISM
Albert M. Stott, Clifton Heights, Pa., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Army
FUed Feb. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 173,079

2 Claims. (CI. 102—70)
(Granted under Title 35, UJS. Code (1952), sec. 266)

'^:^

^^, ,;!—^ ^

b. A plurality of squib circuits comprising a diode

and squib, said squib circuits being connected in

parallel with said R-C timer circuit;

c. A capacitor discharge circuit comprising a resistor

and a silicon semiconductor grid-controlled rectifier,

said capacitor discharge circuit being connected in

n .

parallel with said R-C timer circuit and said squib

circuits; and

. A plurality of R-C circuits comprising a resistor

and capacitor, each of said R-C circuits being con-

nected between each of said squib circuits and said

capacitor discharge circuit

1. In a source of propellant pressure of the type hav-

ing a housing, a cartridge therein, a firing pin by means

of which said cartridge is fired, a lanyard pin, a ball lock

connecting said firing pin and lanyard pin, a coil spring

surrounding said lanyard pin cooperating at one end with

said firing pin and at its opposite end with a member

fixed with respect to said housing, and means for re-

leasing said ball lock after a predetermined travel of

said firing pin with said lanyard pin whereby upon re-

lease of said firing pin from said lanyard pin said spring

drives the firing pin to fire said cartridge, said housing

being provided with an outlet passageway for propellant

gas pressure from said cartridge, the combination there-

with of the improvement whereby said firing pin may be

actuated by either a lanyard attached to said lanyard pin

or by a separate source of gas pressure from that gen-

erated by said cartridge, said improvement including a

cylindrical member secured to said housing and compris-

ing external and internal radially spaced cylindrical por-

tions, a piston between said spaced cylindrical portions, a

control member connecting said piston and lanyard pin

longitudinally outside said internal cylindrical portion,

said internal cylindrical portion having an internal shoul-

der closing said cylindrical portion and forming an abut-

ment for an end of said coil spring remote from said

firing pin, said external cylindrical portion having an

inlet passageway for pas pressure for actuating said pis-

ton, and an eye attached to said control member to

which a lanyard may be attached for manually firing said

cartridge and whereby said cartridge may be fired either

by gas pressure or manually.

3,099,962

ELECTRIC TIMER AND SEQUENCING SYSTEM
FOR PYROTECHNIC FLASH ITEMS

Cheiter L. Smith, Wharton, NJ., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Army
FUed June 28, 1961, Ser. No. 120,447

3 CUilms. (CI. 102—70.2)

(Granted under Title 35, VS. Code (1952), sec. 266)

2. In combination:

a. An R-C timer circuit comprisirvg a power source,

switch, resistor and capacitor;

3,099,963

OUTWARD BURNING NEUTRAL GRANULATION
FOR CAST PROPELLANTS

Saze Dobrin, Union, and John F. KincaM, Moorestown,

NJ., assizors to the United States of America as rep-

resented by the Secretary of the Army
FUed Dec. 11, 1950, Ser. No. 200,256

13 Claims. (CI. 102—98)

1. An outward burning neutral granulation for cast

propellants consisting of a solid cylindrical grain having

top and bottom surfaces, a side wall and a length greater

than the radius of said grain, said grain also having a

longitudinal axis of symmetry and an axial perforation

coextensive with said depth, a restrictive coating covering

said side wall and said bottom surface, there being a

plurality of angularly related slots coextending radially

outwardly between said perforation and the outer curved

surface of said grain, said slots having an axial dimen-

sion smaller than said length and equal approximately to

said radius, said slots opening through said top surface.

3,099,964
VANES FOR ROTARY VANE MACHINE SUP-
PORTED IN BALANCE AND IN STABILITY AND
IN LESS FRICTION
Karl Eickmann, Tabnuhk, Krcis Calw, Germany

FUed Feb. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 792,001

Claims priority, application Japan Mar. 13, 1958

22 Clafans. (O. 105—136)
1. A rotary vane type engine comprising a casing hav-

ing an inner circumferential surface defining a working

chamber for receiving and discharging fluids, a rcKor in

said working chamber having an axis eccentric with re-

\\
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spect thereto and provided with radial slots, vanes sub-

stantially radially slidable in said rotor slots and form-
ing with said rotor and with said working chamber, ex-

parvding and contracting intervanc spaces in which said

fluid is received, said rotor extending in said casing axiaily

beyond the axial ends of said working chamber and said

rotor slots in said rotor extending axiaily beyond the ends
of said working cha'mber, a slide element rockingly mount-
ed longitudinally on each vane for rocking about a longi-

tudinal axis, said slide element having a radially outer

side adjacent yet spaced from the casing inner surface

and opposed edges extending substantially radially out-

wardly therefrom in said working chamber to said sur-

face and axiaily to the ends of said working chamber to

maintain sealing contact with said surface and to form
therewith and with said radially outer side of said slide

element a balance chamber for the reception of pressure

fluid, and a passage external to said vanes through the

portion of the rotor slot extending beyond the ends of

the working chamber to provide open communication at

all times between such balance chambers and the bottom

of said rotor slots for the passage of pressure fhiid from

the bottom of said rotor slots to said balance chambers.

3,099,965
JET CONVEYORS

Bruno Regenscheit, Aachen, Germany, assignor to

Firma H. Krantz, Aachen, Germany
Filed Jan. 2, 1958, Scr. No. 706,665

2 Claims. (CI. 103—263)

1. A jet conveyor for conveying fluids having an ex-

terior main cylindrical conveying outlet passageway of

circular cross section, a central interior concentric inlet

passageway positioned inside of and projecting partly into

the initial portion of said main circular cross section con-

veying passageway, the spacing between the end of the

interior passageway and the interior of the exterior con-

veying passageway constituting a circular peripheral out-

let slot serving to feed the conveying gas into the outlet

passageway around the periphery thereof of the same

width throughout over the entire circumference of the

concentric exterior passageway and interior inlet passage-

way and a transverse passageway to feed conveying gas

to said circular outlet slot and an encircling communica-

tion chamber encircling said concentric passageways and

feeding conveying gas from the transverse passageway to

the outlet slot having a maximum flow area into the slot at

the inlet of the chamber and decreasing to a minimum
flow area as it passes around the (.oncentric communica-

tion chamber.

3,099,966
ENTRANCE SWITCH MECHANISM FOR

OVERHEAD CONVEYOR
Leonard J. Bishop, Birmingham, Paul Klamp, St. Clair

Shores, and Robert Krammer, Detroit, Mich^ assignors
to Mechanical Handling Systems, Inc., Detroit, Mich.,
a corporation of Michigan

Filed Nov. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 70,808
24 Claims. (CI. 104—96)

1. A transfer control mechanism for a conveyor sys-

tem by which trolleys and load members suppcH'ted there-

by are transferred from one track to a further track in

convergent relation thereto at a transfer zone, said mem-
bers having abutment means thereon in predetermined
relation thereto and to trolleys supporting the respective

members, said mechanism comprising driven conveyors
having longitudinally spaced propelling members moving
continuously adjacent and along said respective tracks,

means to guide said conveyors for movement of the re-

spective propelling members thereof through said transfer

zone in position to engage the said propelling members of
each thereof with said trolleys in passing through said

zone, and control means toward which said trolleys and
load members are forwarded by one of said conveyors,
said control means acting to control transfer of trolleys

and load members from said one track to said further

track at said transfer zone, and comprising members en-

gaged and actuated respectively by said trolleys and by
the abutment means of the respective load members sup-
ported by the trolleys.

3,099,967
VEHICLE WHEEL SUSPENSIONS

Archie John Hh^, Leicester, England, and Glen Liver-
sage, Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand, assignors to
Metalastik Limited, Leicester, England, a British com-
pany

Filed May 29, 1961, Ser. No. 113,497
Claims priority, application Great Britain June 17, 1960

19 CUlms. (CI. 105—224.1)

1. A vehicle wheel suspension comprising controlling
means carrying the wheel and extending on one side of
the wheel axle, the controlling means being attached to
a frame of the vehicle so as to permit rising and falling

movement of the wheel with respect to the frame and
transverse movement of the controlling means, said con-
trolling means controlling the position of the wheel lon-
gitudinally of the vehicle, and a rubber spring means
acting between said controlling means and the frame,
which spring means is incUned with respect to the ver-

i
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tical and transverse directions so as to resist, in com-

bined shear and compression in the rubber, both rising

movement of the wheel with respect to the frame and

transverse movements of the controlling means with re-

spect to the frame.

3 099 968
DESK ATTACHMENT FOR BED

Rita R. Macklin, 3312.Parker Ave., Royal Oak, Mich.

FUed Jan. 25, 1962, Scr. No. 168,694

7 Claims. (CI. 10»—49)

top edge between them, one of the longitudinally-ex-

tending portions terminating at a distance above the

lower portion not greater than the thickness of the plat-

form and the other of said two longitudinally-extending

portions being longer than the first one and having a

tab bendable into a position parallel to the platform,

the first panel of the leg extending downwardly at an

obtuse angle to the undisplaced position of the leg, and

the leg in set-up position being located entirely under

a solid portion of the platform which is on the opposite

side of the hinge line from the area of the platform from

which the leg was displaced, said portion of the platform

having an opening therein extending parallel to the hinge

line but substantially shorter than the hinge line and in

position to receive one of the longitudinally extending

portions of the top edge of the leg. part of the solid

portion of the platform beyond the end of the opening

and intermediate the end limits of the hinge line being

in position to bear on the lower portion of said top edge

between said longitudinally extending portions.

3.099.969

LOAD BEARING INDUSTRIAL PALLET
Louis Davidson, 24 Waterview Road, Oceanside, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 862,138

7 Claims. (CI. 108—56)

3,099,970
GARMENT WORKING APPARATLS

Billy L. Hite, Jackson, Ala., assignor to Vanity Fair Mills,

Inc., Reading, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed June 28, 1960, Ser. No. 39,308
13 Claims. (CI. 112—2)

1 . A desk attachment for a bed comprising a horizontal

supporting frame having a pair of spaced rails extending

transversely beneath opposite sideboards of the bed and

provided at their opposite ends with flattened open return-

bent portions, a pair of connecting rails extending between

and secured to the upper portions of the flattened open

return-bent portions of said transversely extending rails,

means secured to said flattened open return-bent portions

for suspending said supporting frame from opposite side-

boards of said bed, a collapsible desk at one side of said

bed provided with two sets of pivotally connected support-

ing legs, and a connection between said collapsible desk

and said supporting frame including slides pivotally con-

nected to one set of said pivotally connected legs and

slidably connected to said transversely extending rails,

the desk when collapsed being movable on said slides

below one of said connecting rails to a position beneath

the bed and then being movable back slightly to enable the

free ends of the other set of legs to be positioned upon

and supported by the one connecting rail aforesaid.

1. An industrial pallet comprising a platform, a leg

supporting the platform and comprising two panels

formed of material of the platform and connected to-

gether at their lower ends along a hinge region that forms

a bottom portion of the leg for supporting the pallet from

an underiying supporting surface, a first panel of the

leg being connected at its upper end to the platform

along a hinge line about which the leg swings from an

undisplaced position into a downwardly extending set-up

position, a second of the leg panels having a top edge

with at least two longitudinally extending portions of

the top edge extending above a lower portion of the

i'Wt^
109 ite 01

1. A side seaming machine for sewing the opposite

side seams of garments comprising a sewing platform,

sewing heads positioned for travel relative to said plat-

form to form seams along the edges of a garment on

said platform, a pair of supply stations adjacent said

platform for retaining supplies of garment sections, trans-

fer means for transporting garment sections from said

supply stations to said platform and positioning said

garment sections in superimposed relation for sewing,

and drive means for said transfer means including cycling

control means for effecting the transfer of garment sec-

tions in a cycle such that the garment section from a first

supply station is on top of the garment section from a sec-

ond supply station during the sewing of a first garment

and below the garment section from said second supply

station during the sewing of a second and succeeding

garment section.

3,099,971

BUTTON HOLDER FOR SEWING MACHINT
Louis J. Schwartz, R.D. 1, Slatington, Pa.; Charies

Cangelosi, Green Pond Road, R.D. 1, Bethlehem, Pa.;

and Ignazio Cangelosi, 5201 William Penn Highway,
Easton, Pa.

Filed June 1, 1961, Ser. No. 114,096

2 Claims. (CI. 112—114)
1. A shank button holding attachment for a sewmg

machine comprising, a base plate, a first vertical plate

forming a needle shield rigidly secured to the base plate,
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said needle shield having a slot, whereby the button hold-

ing attachment may be adjustably mounted on a sewing
machine, a second vertical plate forming a needle guide

rigidly secured to the base plate and extending upwardly

from said base plate perpendicular to the needle shield,

the needle guide having an elongated rectangular-shaped

aperture communicating with a vertical edge of the guide

for receiving the shank of a button, a button retainer,

said button retainer including an arm having one end
portion pivotally secured to the base plate, the opposite

end portion of said arm being in alignment with the

needle guide aperture, said opposite end portion of the

arm having an elongated concave surface conforming to

the external surface of the head of a shank button, the

end of the arm adjacent the concave portion being out-

wardly curved to form a lip, whereby a button head may
be easily inserted between the retainer arm and the

needle guide, and a tension spring having one end con-

nected to the base plate and the other end connected to

the button retainer arm intermediate the ends thereof,

whereby the retainer arm is biased against the needle

guide.

3,099,972
BOBBIN THREAD REPLENISHING MECHANISM

FOR LOCK STITCH SEWING MACHINE
Ralph E. Johnson, Boonton, and Frank J. Bartosz, Cran-

ford, NJ., assignors to The Singer Company, a corpo-
ration of New Jersey

Filed Dec. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 158,451
8 Claims. (CI. 112—181)

'—^H

1. In a sewing machine having a work penetrating

thread carrying needle, a needle thread take-up member,
a rotary hook, a thread engaging beak on said rotary

hook, an annular internal raceway formed in said rotary

hook, a bobbin case, an annular bearing element on said

bobbin case journaled in said rotary hook raceway, means

for restraining said bobbin case from rotation with said

rotary hook, said rotary hook raceway and said bobbin
case bearing element each being formed with a gap, said

gaps being disposed in registry in the needle loop seizing

position of said thread engaging beak, a thread accom-
modating bobbin formed with axially spaced flanges and
journaled in said bobbin case, and actuating means for

operating said needle, rotary hook, and take-up mecha-
nism in timed relation for seizure of loops of needle
thread by said beak, manifnilation of said seized thread

loops through said registering raceway and bearing mem-
ber gaps and about said bobbin case by said rotary hook,

and shedding of said manipulated thread loop from said

beak by said take-up member as is required in the forma-
tion of lock stitches, means for winding thread carried by
said needle onto said bobbin comprising a thread deflect-

ing finger, means supporting said finger on said sewing
machine externally of said rotary hook, means for shifting

said thread deflecting finger into an effective position ex-

tending opposite the space between said flanges of the

bobbin journaled in said bobbin case to deflect onto said

bobbin thread loops shed from said beak, and means for

maintaining said thread deflecting finger in said effec-

tive position during a plurality of successive work pene-

trations of said needle.

3,099,973
LOOPER MECHANISM FOR SEWING MACHINES
Nathaniel P. Lees, Parkhall, Dalmnir, Glasgow, Scotland,

assignor to The Singer Company, a corporation of New
Jersey

FUcd Sept 19, 1961, Scr. No. 139,096
Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 19, 1961

1 Claim. (CI. 112—199)

In a sewing machine having a frame including a bed,

a bed shaft journaled for rotation in said bed, and stitch

forming mechanism comprising a needle bar mounted in

said frame and carrying a needle and a nodding type

looper cooperating with said needle in the formation of

single thread chain stitches, said looper comprising a

looper blade and a cam follower arm formed from a

single piece of sheet metal, means for mounting said

looper in said bed for pivotal movement about an axis

parallel to the axis of said bed shaft comprising a ful-

crum stud having an exposed end and a hub to which said

looper is secured and which is mounted upon the exposed

end of said fulcrum stud, and means for imparting os-

cillation to said looper comprising a cam, said bed shaft

having an exposed end, means for securing said cam
upon the exposed end of said bed shaft for rotation there-

with, said cam having a first cam surface engaged in

tracking relation by said looper blade for imparting
pivotal movement to said looper in one direction and
having a second cam surface disposed axially with re*

sped to said first cam surface and engaged in tracking

relation by said cam follower arm for imparting pivotal

movement to said looper in the other direction, said cam
follower arm being arranged to engage said second cam
surface at a point diametrically on the opposite side of

said bed shaft from the point of engagement of said

looper blade and said first cam surface, said cam sur-

faces being complemental and providing a positive drive

for said looper in each direction of pivotal movement.

*
I
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3,099,974

FEED MECHANISM FOR SEWING MACHINES
Joseph Chudncr, 2907 Brighton Beach 8 St.,

BrooUyn, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 94,120

11 Claims. (CI. 112—207)

3,099,976
SAIL RIGGING

Fred C. Schwancke, Chicago, and Edmund J. Sheehui,

WUmette, III.; said Sheehan assignor to Watson D.

Harbaugh, Evanston, III. ,, ^,,
FUed Apr. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 23,453

18 Claims. (CI. 114—91)

1. A sewing machine adapted for feeding and sewing

together at least two overlapping pieces of fabric com-

prising a work support, a movable feed dog operating

through said work support, means for effecting a four

motion feeding movement of said feed dog for transport-

ing the fabric from front to the rear of the machine, said

feed dog engaging from below the lowermost p ece of said

fabric, and a secondary feed attachment connected to

said machine, said attachment including a secondary feed

means mounted to overlie said feed dog and to engage the

upper piece of said overlying piece of fabric from above,

said secondary feed means including a bracket having

angularly disposed leg portions, a pair of angularly dis-

posed pivotally jointed lever arms, each of said pivotally

jointed arms having an elongated slot formed interme-

diate the ends thereof, guide means receivable in the re-

spective slots of said arms for slidably connecting each

of said pivotally jointed arms to a respective leg portion

of said bracket, an overlying feed dog mounted to the

free end of one of said pivotaUy jointed arms, and an

eccentric journaled in an opening in the free end of the

other of said pivotally jointed arms and means for rotat-

ing said eccentric whereby the roUtion thereof effects a

four-way motion of said overlying feed dog for cxertmg

uniform pull on both the upper and lower overlymg pieces

of fabric.

3,099,975

BAND RECEIVING DEVICE
Michael Kish, Jr., Hightstown, NJ^ Msignor to Atlantic

Products Corporation, Trenton, NJ^ • corporation of

New Jersey ^, ,,,-,«
FUed Aug. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 133,730

2 Claims. (CL 112—262)

e^fti. ^-v^'^.^'- .y^r^^?^^

1. In combination; a first material, a second material

and a flat elongated stitch protecting strip of flexible

material having a consunt thickness across the width

thereof, the edges of said strip having a normal tendency

to curl inwardly; said first material to be sewn to said

second material by a stitched line; said first material

overlying said second material; said elongated strip lying

on top of said first material; a first stitch line and a

second stitch line; said first stitch line extending in-

wardly and along one side of said elongated strip and

passing through said elongated strip and at least said

first material; said second stitch line extending inwardly

and along the other side of said elongated strip and ex-

tending through said elongated strip and a* least said

second material; the sides of said elongated stnp

curling inwardly to form a protective bead over said

first and second stitch lines.

1. In a sailboat having an upright mast movable fore

and aft at its top, the ccMnbination of a back stay, a jib

stay and a jib down haul, strain equalizing means between

said jib stay and jib down haul, means for tightening the

jib down haul, and means interconnecting the back stay

and strain equalizing means including a lever transmitting

the strain on the back stay to the eqiwlizing means and

means connected to the lever for moving the lever to

shift the top of the mast fore and aft through concurrent

movement of the stays by the lever.

3,099,977
AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLES

Frank W. McLarty, 1603 Tate St., Dallas 8, Tex.

FUed Feb. 21, 1957, Ser. No. 641,729

9 Claims. (CI. 115—1)

1. A buoyant craft comprising a substantially rec-

tangular and rather pliant single deck, parallel pontoons

horizontally spaced from each other and hingedly attached

by horizontal pivots to the said deck parallel to the sides

thereof, multiple transverse frames above the deck each

of whose ends extend at least substantially from points

directly above the longitudinal axis of one pontoon to

points directly above the longitudinal axis of the other

pontoon, the rear such transverse frame preferably being

a horizontal beam turned up on edge, near the rear end

of the deck, on which may be mounted a detachable out-

board motor for propelling the craft on water, multiple

longitudinal frames beneath the deck and extending at

least substantially from the front to the rear of said

deck, and suitable means in the midporlion of deck

whereby the transverse frames are held substantially

against the upper surface of the deck and the longitudinal
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frames are held against the lower surface of the deck,
a suitable means for holding such frames against the deck
being the equivalent of metallic angle frames bolted and
screwed through holes therein to the deck and to the

transverse and longitudinal frames above and below the

deck.

3 099 978
ANIMAL ENCLOSURE

James W. George, St. Thomas, Pa.
Filed May 4, 1962, Ser. No. 192,439

4 Claims. (CI. 119—19)

A *

1. An animal enclosure comprising upright comer
posts, a rectangular bottom frame disposed around and

secured to portions of the corner posts, a floor disposed

within and secured to said bottom frame, a rectangular

top frame disposed around and supported by upper por-

tions of the corner posts above and spaced from the

bottom frame, a roof secured to and disposed over said top

frame, and a rectangular intermediate frame section de-

tachably mounted on and supported by said bottom frame

and disposed around said corner posts and extending be-

tween the bottom frame and top frame.

3,099,979
WATER TROUGH AND CLEANING MEANS
Dennis IV. Byrnes, 4565 S. 6th St., Tucson, Ariz.

Original application Jan. 30, 1958, Ser. No. 712,118, now
Patent No. 3,045,612, dated July 24, 1962. Divided
and this application Sept. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 146,679

8 CUims. (CI. 119—22)

1. Apparatus for animal husbandry comprising: an end-
less conveyor; a plurality of horizontally-spaced animal

cages carried by said endless conveyor in an endless path,

each said cage having a water trough mounted on a side

thereof, said water troughs being mounted at about the

same vertical level; a water trough scraper mounting posi-

tioned stationarily adjacent said endless path; a water

trough scrai>er movably mounted on said scraper mount-
ing; means resiliently urging said water trough scraper

downwardly to a position occupied by the bottom of said

water troughs as said water troughs are carried past said

water trough scraper; a lifter mounted on the leading por-

tion of each cage for engaging and lifting said water

trough scraper from the preceding trough and maintain-

ing the scraper raised until the next water trough is be-

neath said scraper.

3,099,980
FEED DISPENSER

Charles Robert Merkle, R.R. 2, Claypool, Ind.

FUed Nov. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 156,038
18 Claims. (CI. 119—57)

1. A feed dispenser comprising a feed hopper, means
for supporting said hopper above a floor, said hopper de-

fining a bottom opening, a feed distributer mounted ad-

jacent said hopper opening, extending downwardly and
outwardly, beyond said hopper, and defining therewith a

discharge port, a gate, means mounting said gate adjacent

said port for movement toward and from engagement with

said distributer to close and open said port, a pan, means
for mounting said pan to receive feed flowing from said

port and distributer and for movement with said gate, a

first weight, means connecting said first weight to counter-

act a second weight comprising mainly the weight of the

gate, pan, and contents of the pan, means connecting said

first and second weights with said gate to move it in di-

rections to open and close it respectively, said first and
second weights being rendered effective to start to open
and start to close said gate respectively when the weight

of the contents is reduced and increased respectively, to

and beyond the point of equilibrium of the first and sec-

ond weights, and means for increasing the effect of the

effective weight relative to that of the other weight, during

the movement of the effective weight, to insure continuance

of the movement of said gate to completion and to estab-

lish a predetermined unbalance in favor of the effective

weight, thereby establishing the change in the weight of

the contents required to render the other weight effective.

3,099,981
FOWL WATERER

Elmer B. Carpenter, Springdale, Aril., assignor to Auto-
matic Poultry Feeder Company, Zeeland, Mich., a
corporation of Michigan

FUed July 19, 1961, Ser. No. 125,130
3 Chdms. (CI. 119—61)

1. A device for watering and feeding poultry compris-
ing: a trough and a support therefor; an anti-perch bar

and means suspending said anti-perch bar parallel to and
above said trough, said means being freely suspended from
above in the manner of a pendulum permitting said bar
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to swing to either side of said trough when a fowl attempts ly spaced radially extending fins extending rom sai^d thin

to^ght upon if said anti-perch bar being rotatably portion to said ring-shaped portion connecting said ring-

mounted to Sid means. shaped portion and said th.n porUon together and to pro-

3,099,982

ANIMAL CAPTURING DEVICE
Hugo Amdt, 2123 9tb Ave. S., Lethhridge,

Alberta, Canada
FUed Nov. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 70,622

3 Claims. (CI. 119—152)

1 . A device for catching and holding an animal's leg,

OMnprising in combination a frame comprising a pair of

spaced parallel J -shaped side members and a plurality of

spaced cross bars rigidly connecting the same together,

said side members including relatively long arm portions,

relatively short arm portions and connecting bight por-

tions, a handle secured to outer ends of the long arm por-

Uons of said side members, a fulcrum pin extending trans-

versely between outer ends of the short arm portions of

said side members, a swingablc lever mounted intermedi-

ate its ends on said fulcrum pin, said lever having first

and second limbs and being swingable from an open posi-

Uon wherein the first limb thereof projects substanUally

longitudinally outwardly from the outer ends of «ud

short arm portions to a closing position wherein said first

limb is received in and projects through the space be-

tween said long arm portions of the side members, re-

silient means connected to the second limb of said lever

and biasing the same to its open position, and a pair of

flexible leg engaging cords secured at one end thereof to

the respective long arm portions at points substantially

opposite tiie outer ends of the short arm portions of the

side members, tiie other end portions of said cords bemg

mutually convergent and anchored at a common point to

the free end portion of said first limb of said lever, where-

by the cords may be wrapped around an animal's leg by

swinging of the lever to its closing position against the

action of said resilient means.

vide cooling air passages through said ring-shaped por-

tion and between said fins, and means securing the cylinder

head to said engine.

3,099,984
ENGINE CONTROL

WiUiam Arthur Perry, Painted Post, N.Y., assignor to

Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey ^ ^^^
FUed Apr. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 21,940

15 Claims. (CI. 123—148)

I4« IK\ -—-TlB^fHaTum
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3,099,983

AIR-COOLED INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Lulei Enrico Oriando and CamUlo Corradi, Milan, Italy,

assignors to Alfa Romeo S.p.A., MUan, Italy, a com-

pany of^JJy ^^^ j^ j,gj ^^ j^o.
'''"I'^^^n

Chdms priority, application Italy Mar. 24, 1960

8ClalnM. (CI. 123—41.61)
1 Internal combustion engine having at least one

cylinder and having suction and exhaust valves and hav-

ing rocking levers to operate such valves and havmg

air cooling, in which the cooling air under fan pressure is

blown parallel to the axis of the cylinder from the head

downward, while the axes of the suction and exhaust

valves, the rocking levers controlling said valves and the

axes of the suction and exhaust valves lie substantially

above said cylinder in a common plane parallel to the

axis of the cylinder, characterized by a cylinder head

including a relatively thin portion closing the cylinder a

generally ring-shaped portion of a diameter substantially

5ie same as the diameter of the cylinder and surrounding

said valve axes and lying parallel to and al a distance from

said relatively thin portion, a plurality of circumferenUal-

1. A control for a spark ignited engine having a fuel

manifold, comprising a pressure actuated servomotor to

set the spark for the engine, a source of constant pres-

sure for said servomotor, a speed transmitter for provid-

ing a signal representing the speed of the engine, and

regulator means connecting said source to said servomotor

and being connected to said fuel manifold and transmitter

for providing modified consUnt pressure to actuate said

servomotor and set the spark for the engine in accord-

ance with fuel manifold pressure and engine speed.
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3,099,985

RESUSCITATOR
PoHer C. Wilson, 320 E. Elvira, and Maxwell R. Palmer,

2516 E. 4tli St., both of Tucson, Ariz.

FUed Dec. 21, 1960, Scr. No. 72,549

6 Claims. (CI. 128—29)

1. A resuscitator for rendering artificial respiration to

a victim at the normal breathing rate of an operator
comprising: a resuscitator cylinder having a main air ex-

change chamber of a volume of one tidal breath or ap-

proximately 550 cc; an operator mouthpiece opening
into said main air exchange chamber attached to one end
of said resuscitator cylinder; a face mask attached to

the other end of said resuscitator cylinder and adapted
to fit a victim; a victim inhalation passage in said resusci-

tator cylinder interconnecting said main air exchange
chamber and said face mask; a fresh air inlet passage in

said resuscitator cylinder opening into said main air

exchange chamber and externally of said resuscitator

cylinder; a victim exhalation passage extending through
said resuscitator cylinder and opening into said face mask
and externally of said resuscitator cylinder; a valve cham-
ber formed in said resuscitatcM* cylinder, said valve cham-
ber communicating with said fresh air passage and
said victim inhalation and exhalation passages; and a free-

ly mounted, reciprocable slide valve positioned in said

valve chamber adapted to be moved by pressure changes
in said resuscitator cylinder operating on said slide valve

induced by and at the normal rate of said operator
breathing into said mouthpiece, whereby upon inhalation

of said operator the air pressure in said main air exchange
chamber is lowered, causing said slide valve to move and
open said fresh air and victim exhalation passages while

closing said victim inhalation passage to fill said main air

exchange chamber with fresh air, said movement of said

slide valve upon inhalation of said operator being assisted

by the elasticity of the victim's lungs, and upon exhalation

of said operator said air pressure in said main air ex-

change chamber is increased to move said slide valve and
close said fresh air passage and said victim exhalation

passage and open said victim inhalation passage, forcing

tidal breaths of air from said main air exchange chamber
through said victim inhalation passage into said ntask at

the normal breathing rate of said operator, and stop

means for limiting the n^ovement of said slide valve.

3,099,986
PORTABLE WHIRLPOOL DEVICE

James V. Goclfi, 214 91st St., Brooklyn 9, N.Y.
FUcd June 19, 1962, Scr. No. 203,590

8 Clainu. (CI. 128—66)

1. A portable hydrotherapeutic device comprising a
housing of substantially cylindrical configuration defin-
ing a substantially annular passageway for conducting a
fluid, a plurality of fluid-ejection orifices distributed along
the surface of said housing, said orifices being to oriented
as to cause fluid to exit therefrom in a swirling motion
around the housing, and an inlet nozzle connected to
and merging substantially tangentially with the surface
of said housing for projecting fluid within the annular
passageway for ejection through said orifices, the width
of said inlet nozzle being greater than the width of the
annular passageway, said inlet nozzle being adapted to
direct fluid along the surface of said housins.

3,099,987
RESPIRATORY APPARATUS

RoKOc G. Bartlctt, Jr., Lillian, Ala.
FUed Mar. 7, 1961, Scr. No. 94,090

1 Claim, (a. 128—142)
(Granted nndcr TMc 35, U.S. Code (1952), tec. 266)

A respiratory apparatus for users of pressurized res-

pirant comprising:

a face mask adapted to sealingly cover the mouth and
nose of the user;

a first conduit leading from said mask for passing all

of the expired and inspired fluids from and to the
lungs and respiratory passages of the user;

a second conduit leading out of said first conduit;
a third conduit leading out of said first conduit;
a source of pressurized reapirant attached to said third

conduit:

a moisture transfer means wholly contained within said
first conduit, said moisture transfer means consisting
of a container adapted to be sealingly secured at

one end to said face mask and to form said first con-
duit, a quantity of granular materia] adapted to col-
lect condensed moisture on the surfaces thereof and
to allow said moisture to evaporate therefrom en-
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closed within said container, a screen at each end

of said container for retaining said granular material

therein, and a perforated valve plate on the other

end of said container, said valve plate affording

connection means from said first conduit to said

second and third conduits;

an inspiratory check valve supported by said perforated

valve plate in said third conduit foi controlling the

influx of said respirant to said first conduit and mask;

and
an expiratory check valve supported by said perforated

valve plate in said second conduit for allowing the

controlled escape of expired fluid to atmosphere,

said expiratory check valve consisting of an annu-

lar base ring having a circular knife edge extending

outwardly therefrom, said base ring forming said

second conduit, an annular support member spaced

outwardly from said base ring, a plurality of hollow

cylindrical distance pieces separating said base ring

and said support member, a cap portion mounted
concentrically and outwardly of said support mem-
ber, said base ring, distance pieces, support member
and cap portion being secured together with fasten-

ing means passing therethrough, a flexible gasket

mounted between said support member and said

can portion, a cup shaped valve support member
held by said flexible gasket, the cup portion thereof

extending inwardly toward said base ring, a valve

engaging said base ring knife edge, said valve having

an annular ring formed c«i its outward side, said

annular ring fitting telescopically in the cup portion

of said valve member whereby said valve is held in

sliding juxtaposition to said knife edge, a compres-

sion spring mounted between said valve and valve

support member for normally pressing said valve

adjacent said knife edge, and means for pressurizing

the outward side of said flexible gasket from said

third conduit whereby the operation of said expira-

tory valve is controlled by the fluid pressure of said

respirant.

3,099,988
HYPODERMIC NEEDLE

Abraham Ginsbarg, 4031 Sheffield Ave.,

Philadelphia 36, Pa.

FUed Dec. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 157,682

6 Claims. (CI. 128—221)

3,099,989
METHOD FOR SUPPLYING CONNECTOR
SHEETS TO GROUPS OF FILTER PLUGS
AND CIGARETTES

WUIy Rudszinat, Hamburg-Lohbrugge, and Herbert Ber-

lin, Hamburg, Germany, assignors to Hauni-Werke
Korber & Co., K.G., Hambui^g-Bcrgedorf, Gennan>

Filed Dec. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 75,772
Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 2, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 131—94)

1. A method for handling gummed connector sheets

employed for uniting transversely moving groups of axial-

ly aligned rod-like articles, such as cigarettes and filter

plugs, including the steps of feeding the connector sheets

by means of a suction conveyor to a transfer point where
they meet said groups moving in a circuitous path, reduc-

ing the suction action at said transfer point for facilitating

an adherence of said gummed connector sheets to said

groups so that said gummed connector sheets continue to

move with said groups in said circuitous path, and sub-

jecting those connector sheets which fail to meet a group

of axially aligned articles at said transfer point, owing to

the absence of said group, to an increased suction action

immediately beyond said transfer point so that said last

named connector sheets remain temporarily on said con-

veyor and then are removed from the same.

3,099,990
HAIR CURLER

WUIiam L. Chalfin and David Friedwald, BrooUyn, N.Y.,

assignors to Chaisea Products Co. Inc., a corporation

of New York
FUed July 15, 1960, Scr. No. 43,192

6 Claims. (CI. 132—39)

t JU f ^ ^ ^ f

1. A hypodermic needle having an elongated hollow

shank terminating in an insertion point at one end and

including an adapter at its other end for attachment to

a syringe or fluid source and means on said shank to lock-

ingly receive the skin after insertion of the needle point

into a vein, said means comprising a constricted portion

formed by reducing the outer diameter of said shank at

a pretermincd location to separate said shank into a first

portion leading to said insertion point and a second

portion leading to said adapter, said constriction provid-

ing a circumferential shoulder substantially normal to the

longitudinal axis of said first portion, said second portion

curving continuously upwardly from said shoulder and

gradually widening in diameter from said shoulder rear-

wardly whereby the skin will lock around said shoulder

and the needle will be restrained by said shoulder and the

curvature and widening of said second portion against

longitudinal to and from movement.

6. A resilient plastic hair curler adapted for use with

a bobby pin, said hair curler comprising a normally flat

strip of generally rectangular shape having slots confined

to one end thereof, lugs extending out from the other end

of and in the plane of said strip and arranged for engage-

ment with the said slots to form a generally cylindrical

body portion, and a plurality of elongated continuous

ribs extending lengthwise of the body portion and pro-

truding from the surface thereof confined to the other end

of the strip thereby to provide channels in whch a bobby

pin may be secured, said strip having a plurality of slits

between said ribs for flexibility of the curler and to pro-

vide access to the hair.
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3,099,991
OBJECT SUPPORTING BOX

Arthur L. Pion, New York, and Bronislaw Zapolski,
Hastings on Hudson, N.Y.; said Zapolski assignor to

said Pion
FUed Nov. 16, 1959, Set. No. 853,240

3 Claims. (CI. 134—143)

1. An object supporting box, comprising, in combina-

tion, a container having side wail means, a front wall, a

rear wall and a bottom wall defining a storage space for

holding a liquid in the bottom portion thereof; lid means

supported on said wall means for turning movement about

a substantially horizontal axis between a closing position

closing said storage space and an open position permitting

admittance to said storage space; and object supporting

means comprising angular bracket means having a first

object supporting portion fixedly secured at one end to

said lid means for turning movement therewith and ex-

tending from the said lid means for a distance substantially

equal to the distance between said bottom wall and the

said lid means in the said closing position of the said lid

means and located substantially horizontally in said open

position of said lid means and a second object supporting

portion having a free end and extending from the other

end of the said first object supporting portion for a dis-

tance substantially equal to the distance between said front

wall and said rear wall in the said closing position of the

said lid means and at such an angle as to be located

substantially horizontally in said closed position of said

lid means, said second object supporting portion being lo-

cated in the lower portion of said storage space and im-

mersed in the liquid held therein and said free end being

adjacent said front wall of said container when said lid

means is in storage space closing position, so that in said

closing position of said lid means an object may be sup-

ported on said second object supporting portion without

slipping from said free end and immersed in the liquid and

in said open position of said lid means may be supported

on said first object supporting portion and removed from

the liquid.

3,099,992
REVERSIBLE PUMP-MOTOR ASSEMBLY

FOR A DISHWASHER
Frank E. La Flame, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Nov. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 155,277

7 Claims. (CI. 134—182)
3. In combination, means forming a chamber having

a sump outlet, means for admitting water to said cham-

ber, means in said chamber for spraying water, and

pump means having a pump inlet remote from said sump
outlet, conduit means connecting said pump inlet to said

sump outlet, a first pump supply outlet connected to said

spray means and a second pump supply outlet connected

to a drain, said pump means including a pump body hav-

ing a spray pump volute cavity including said first pump

supply outlet, a pump cover fastened to said pump body
having a plate portion forming with said spray pump
volute cavity a spray water pump compartment and de-

fining a spray water return compartment including said

pump inlet, a waste impeller cover adjacent said pump
cover, said waste impeller cover having a waste volute

cavity facing said spray water return compartment and
including said second pump supply outlet, a baffle plate

means interposed be<ween said covers and forming with

said waste volute cavity a waste water pump compart-
ment, means defining supply passage means in said plate

portion and said baffle plate means for placing said spray

water return compartment in communication with said

spray water pump compartment and said waste water

pump compartment, a reversible rotatable power shaft

journaled in said pump body and extending through said

spray water pump compartment and terminating in said

waste water pump compartment, spray impeller means
connected to said power shaft in said spray water pump
compartment and having curved spray pump vanes op-

erative to pump through said first pump supply outlet

when said power shaft is rotated in one direction, and
waste impeller means connected to said shaft in said

waste water pump compartment and having curved waste

pump vanes operative to pump through said second {ximp

supply outlet when said power shaft is rotated in a re-

verse direction.

3,099,993
METHOD OF INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY

OF FLUID FLOW
Edward H. Smith, Silver Spring, Md., assignor of

fifty percent to Gordon B. Hanson
Filed July 22, 1960, Ser. No. 44,641

7 Claims. (CI. 137—13)

6. The method of reducing the drag force exerted upon

the boundary of an object being projjelled through a body

of fluid, which comprises independently of the propulsion

of said body generating an elastic self-propagating travel-

ling wave along said boundary in the direction of fluid flow

with respect to said boundary, the amplitude of said wave
being very small compared to the half wavelength thereof.

3,099,994
THERMOELECTRIC IGNITION SAFETY DEVICE
Hans Putz, Robert Lchnartz, and Ernst Feldman,

Renischeid, Germany, assignors to Joh. Vaillant K.G.,
Remacheid, Germany

FUed Feb. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 88,566
Claims priority, appUcation Germany Feb. 11, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 137—M)
1. In a gas valve including a body having a main gas

supply coimection, a pilot burner connection and a main

burner connection, and including a thermoelectric magnet

means, the improvement comprising: a pilot valve in-

cluding a first closure member in said body between the

main connection and the pilot connection; first operating

means operatively connected to the closure member and

the electromagnet means to hold the closure member open

when the magnet means is energized and the pilot valve

is otherwise opened, said operating means including a

manually operable member to permit the pilot valve to

in said tubular section, whereby to vary the proportion

of fluids flowing through said inlet holes, said equaliz-

ing valve also having second valve sections for varying

the effective circumferential dimensions of said inlet

holes proportionally as said equalizing valve is rotated in

said tubular section, whereby to vary the volume of fluids

discharged from said outlet holes, said equalizing valve

shaped to leave said outlet holes continually unblocked

as aaid equalizer valve is rotated in said tubular section.

be manually opened; a main burner valve including a

second closure member in said body between the pilot

connection and the main burner connection; second oper-

ating means operatively connected to the second closure

member and including a manually operable member to

open the main valve and hold it open; and means inter-

connecting the first and second operating means to pre-

vent the main valve from being closed and thereafter

reopened until after said magnet means has been de-

energized.

3,099,995

ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC TRANSDUCER
Franz Raufenbarth, Dusseldorf, Germany, assignor to

W. H. Joens & Co., G.m.b.H., Dusseldorf, Germany
Filed May 16, 1961, Ser. No. 110,521

Claims priority, application Germany May 19, 1960

12 Claims. (CI. 137—82)

means for subjecting the opposite ends of said equalizing

valve to the opposing pressures of said fluids whereby

changes in fluid pressure will cause it to move longitu-

dinally in a direction and by an amount sufficient to per-

mit said first valve sections to regulate the flow of fluids

so as to maintain substantially constant the temperature

of a mixture of said discharged fluids, and means for

selectively rotating said equalizing valve whereby to con-

trol the volume of fluids discharged from said outlet

holes.

1 P"~^>MH.
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said valve body communicating with said outlet port and
opening into said bore in spaced relation to said O-ring

to provide for reverse flow from said outlet port to said

inlet port when said piston is engaged with said O-ring,

a valve seat in said third passage, a ball check valve en-

gageable with said valve seat in said third passage for

normally closing said third passage, and a spring confined

between said ball check valve and the underside of said

piston for urging said check valve into engagement with

its valve seat.

3,099,998
FLUID RECTIFIER

John C. Fisher, Cambridge, Mass., assignor to

Am Dyne Trust, a trust of Massachusetts
Filed Apr. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 21,412

3 Claims. (CI. 137—525.3)

<» 61 66 00
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3,100,004 the vessels to position the submerged vessel below the sur-
WOVEN ARTICLE OF MANUFACTURE HAVING faced vessel, extending couplings from the vessels one of
RELATIVELY STIFF WEFT AND METHOD OF which is attached to a hose extending from one of the
MAKING SAME vessels, engaging and locking the couplings, retracting

Joseph Felix, New York, and Hugo Davis, Westbury, «» -- - o r •-.

N.Y., assignors to Woven Arts Corp., New York, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 159,920

2 Claims. (CI. 139—420)

2. New article of manufacture comprising tightly woven
material having relatively stiff longitudinal slat members
having substantially hard surfaces as weft, and strands

composed of flexible, relatively untwisted filaments as

warp, the filaments of each of said strands being spread on
said surfaces in substantially parallel flat condition and
maintained in said condition by virtue of said surfaces,

said strands being in side-by-side engagement continuously

longitudinally of said slat members and maintaining said

slat members in substantially close relationship.

3,100,005
WIRE GUIDE FOR GRID MAKING MACHINE

Otto H. Schade, Sr., West Caldwell, NJ., assignor to

Radio Corporation of America, a corporation of Dela-
ware

Filed Oct. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 844,932
3 Claims. (CI. 140—71.5)

1. A grid winding machine comprising means for sup-

porting an elongated cylindrical mandrel, means for mov-
ing said mandrel support means for axially advancing said

mandrel, side rod wire guide means having a bore there-

through for receiving said mandrel, said side rod wire guide

means including a tubular tip having a plurality of slots

therein for feeding side rod wires to said mandrel, said

slots being substantially wider than the diameter of said

rod wires along the entire length of said slots, and said

slots being circumferentially spaced around said tip and
extending from the end thereof back along said tip, the

axis of each slot being non-parallel and nonintersecting

with respect to the axis of said bore therein, means for

feeding side rod wires through said slots and along the

respective axes of said slots while said wires are in said

slots and for pulling said wires along said mandrel in a

direction parallel to the mandrel axis after said wires

have left said slots, and means for winding a lateral wire

around said mandrel and the side rods therealong, where-
by said side rod wires extend parallel to each other and
to said mandrel.

3,100,006
SUBMERGED FUELING METHODS AND

APPARATUS
Herman E. Sheets and James Vincent Harrington, Mystic,

Conn., assignors to General Dynamics Corporation,
New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Mar. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 12,601 v

9 Claims. (CI. 141—1)
5. A method of transferring fuel between submerged

and surface vessels comprising the steps of maneuvering

the locked couplings and the hose into the other of the

vessels to extend the hose between the vessels, connecting

the hose with a fuel system in the other vessel, and pump-
ing fuel through the hose between the submerged and

surface vessels.

3,100,007
DUAL LEVEL CONTROLLED AUTOMATIC

LIQUID DISPENSING NOZZLE
Charles S. Reasby, Worcester, Mass., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Army
FUed May 1, 1961, Ser. No. 106,987

6 Claims. (CI. 141—209)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

3. A dual level controlled automatic liquid dispensing

device including a spout adapted to be inserted into a

liquid receptacle, a manually openable valve for deliver-

ing liquid to said receptacle through said spout, operating

means for closing said valve, a flrst means on said spout

which is adapted to actuate said operating means to close

said valve as liquid reaches a first level in said receptacle,

a second means on said spout which is adapted to actuate

said operating means to close said valve as liquid reaches

a second and higher level in said receptacle, and means
for selectively activating or deactivating said second

means.
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3,100,008 ^,^
AXIALLY EXTENDING TOOL MOUNTING

COLUMN FOR DISC WHEELS .

Victor Duquesne, 42-44 Rue Quellln, Antwerp, Belgmm
Victor uuq

^ ^^ ^^^^ N«- 49,079

1 Claim. (CI. 144—288)

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,100,010

a corporation of North Carolma _.._--
FUed Feb. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 793,722

1 Claim. (CL153—39)

A device for mounting an ax.ally "^endmg tool rnoun

inR column upon disc wheels having only bo t holes ar

anged e^u.d.^nt apart around the center of the whe^

disc comprising a supporting plate '^"Pf^/^'^S ^^^^^^
disc and having tapped holes .^"^"^^^ ° ^^£fshat^
t»w. holt holes of the wheel disc, a shaft, a bcU-shapea

^mt hi?ng its convex side axially fixed at the end

of said shaft and having its circular edge m a Pl^n« «^"8h

angles to the axis of said shaft, laterally pro^^ctmg lugs

aMhe edge of said bell shaped member, the bottom side

of s^d lu'gs being co-planar with said circular edge sa d

lugs having holes extending therethrough and located to

reSster with the holes of the wheel disc and headed

^s^f^ws tri'ersing the hole, of said
J^^s

J- e^^^^^^^^^^^^

tapped holes of said supporting plate, the shanks of sa d

s^fe^s b^ing of uniform diameter throughout their length

^nd f eely passing through the holes of the lugs and the

wheel disc whereby to provide a full and continuous con-

tact of said circular edge with the wheel disc.

JUICE EXTRACTOR HAVING OVERRUNNING
SPINNER ^ ^ „ .

Secu^ of «lid Richard Edmund Drachenberg,

•*•"*"*
Filed Dec. 30, 1960, Ser. No 79,805

30 Claims. (CI. 146—76)

1 A iuicer having an upright rotatably driven shaft

memir' a cutter plale coupled with the shaft member o

"e "o^at'ably driv'en positively thereby a fora-n ^e^l

sninner member surrounding the cutter plate to collect

integrated material thrown off thereby, and means to

releasably couple said spinner member with the shaft

mimSr to be^otatably driven thereby positively at a

^f^d noTess than that of the shaft -ember and so cou

nled therewith as to permit the spinner member to rotat

ably overrun the shafT member when the rotation of the

cutter p!a[e is slowed up below the rotatable momentum of

the spinner member.

On a dial looping machine having a fixed portion and

an annular continuously rotatable dial havmg projecting

formally radially from the periphery thereof a Pl-ahty of

^ints which normally lie in the same horizontal plane the

^Ution of said dial moving said pomts along an annular

path ^n said horizontal plane; an attachment for straigh^n-

fng said points vertically and means for spreading ^d

points la^rally: said attachment comprising a support

mounted on said fixed portion of said l<x>pmg machine

Tnd projecting beyond said annular path, first and second

^fntTalght'ening elements mounted on s-d -pport^or

^rtical movement in opposing directions m
^^_^^

second vertical planes respectively, first and second el^-

meal detecting means mounted on said support for de-

tecting points which lie either above or below said normal

horizontal plane of said points as said points move trans-

ver dy through said first and second vertical planes rc-

IS' vely and first and second actuator means moun^

o^said support actuable in response to a signal from the

corre^S electrical detecting means for independendy

ve ical^ moving the corresponding one of said l^m-

Itraightening elements to contact and straighten a poim

detited as lying outside of said normal horizonta p ane

as s^^poTnt moves transversely through the vertical plane

of said'^bt-straighteninj element, said first and secc«d

eectrical detecting means-^including a first electrical y con-

ductive element mounted in said suport and fdjustaWy

n^s ioned in said first vertical plane just above said

Salhori^ntal plane of said point, and a second elec-

Sly c^Xtive element mounted in said support a^d

StIbW positioned in said second vertical plane just

be ow s id'^ofmal horizontal plane of said point, said

fifst and second actuator means fo-"de^n^ently ve -

tirailv moving the corresponding one of said pomi

raghteniTg elements comprising a first soleno.d and a

first e^"ronic trigger device in circuit with said first elec-

frically conductive element and a second solenoid and a

'sCS electronic trigger device in circuit -th said^^

?n? electrically conductive element said ^-^
^"f^^^^^

electronic circuit devices being adapted to be ^riggeicu

hi ^mals f om said first and second electrically conduc-

ii;'ei:m:m"" pectively as a result of -d e^^-^^^^
,

ing contact with points lymg above or below respectively

aid normal horizontal plane, said first and s^^
noids being adapted to be energized by said first and sec-
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ond trigger devices respectively to actuate said first and
second point-straightenmg elements, respectively; said

means for spreading said points laterally comprising an
oscillatable lever supported in fixed non-rotatable position
adjacent the points ahead of both of the vertical point-

straightening elements, said lever being wedge shaped and
adapted to penetrate between adjacent points to straighten

points which have been bent toward each other out of
their respective radial planes, thereby to straighten the

points laterally to assure that as the points move trans-

versely through the vertical planes of the said first and
second vertical point-straightening elements each point

lies successively entirely within the respective vertical

plane.

9,100,011
TIRE CHANGING TOOL

John E. Lydle, 455 Delaware Ave., Akron 3, Ohio
Filed Aug. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 50,506

4 CUinu. (CI. 157—1J2)
•"i «,

I . A tire tool as for mounting a pneumatic tire casing

on a wheel supported on a relatively fixed supporting

device to have at least one outwardly curving peripheral

fiange of the rim terminating in an axially outwardly

presented peripheral edge, comprising a tire bead-engaging
element having leading and trailing ends and axially op-

posed top artd bottom sides, said bottom side adapted to

be in sliding engagement with said pheripherai edge of the

rim, said top side having an axially outwardly pr&sented

guide face extending to a radially outwardly presented
outer portion which is substantially coextensive with the

engaged portion of said peripheral edge of the rim, said

element having on the top side thereof a wall providing a

radially outwardly presented bead-urging face generally

at a dihedral angle to said guide face of said element, said

bead-urging face being forwardly divergent with respect

to said outer portion from a point adjacent the trailing end
of the element to a leading portion of the same of sub-

stantial breadth, said element having a downtumed angu-

lar extension from said outer portion adapted to conform
to the radially outwardly presented peripheral portions of

the rim flange and tending to limit radially inward move-
ment of the element upon yielding engagement of the tire

bead with said bead-urging face, and turning means on
said element for sliding the same around said peripheral

edge of the rim, said downturned angular extension being

concavo-convex with the convex side as a smoothly
rounded continuation of said guide face, said concavo-
convex extension being adapted to conform radially in-

wardly to said curving peripheral flange and the extension

also including a rounded terminal end presented for-

wardly of said leading end of the element and to be
inturned to a substantial extent with respect to said periph-

eral edge of the rim flange.

3,100,012
SUPPORT FOR FLEXIBLE AWNING COVER

Harold S. Dunn, 163 Fiesta Way, Fort Lauderdale, Fbi.

FUed Apr. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 103,082
5 Claims. (CI. 160—89)

1. An awning or shelter device of the character de-

scribed for attachment to an exterior wall of a build-

ing to project forward at an incline, comprising a rigid

frame that mcludes an extruded metaUic bead lail that is

fixed to the building, a forward extruded metalhc rail

and extruded metallic end rails rigidly connecting the
head rail and the forward rail, the head rail and the

forward rail being also connected by spaced apart paral-

lel rafter-forming rails, the end rails and the forward
rail bemg L-shaped in cross-section and having a ver-

tical web, a lower right angle flange and a thickened
head, the head rail having a vertical web, a lower right

angle flange and an upper thickened head, and with the

last-named head being extended and upwardly flanged

that constitutes a mounting plate for connecting the head
rail to the building, the rafter rails being of inverted

T-shape having oppositely extending lower flanges car-

ried by a vertical web, the rafter rails also having thick-

ened heads, the several rails being co-extensive in height
and with the rails defining generally rectangular open-
ings, the several lower flanges extending peripherally of
the openings, each of the thickened beads upon their

tops being provided with spline grooves, the rails form-
ing peripheral channels for each of the openings, a plu-

rality of expanded polystyrene panels spanning each of
the openings and with the panels interlocking into the

channels of the end rails and the rafter rails and rest-

ing upon the lower flanges of the end rails and the
rafter rails, the panels being of such thickness that the

upper faces of the panels lie flush with the heads of the
several rails and fkxible cover strips disposed over the
panels and with their marginal edges overlapping the
several thickened heads and splined into the several spline
grooves.

3,100,013
VENETIAN BLIND MECHANISM

Eric E. Randmark, Stockholm, Sweden, ass^nor to
Victor J. Randmark, Rossford, Ohio

Filed Apr. 4, 1961, S«r. No. 100,575
7 Claims. (CI. 160—168)

1. A blind comprising a plurality of substantially hori-
zontal slats, a subsuntially horizontal head bar, a pair of
slat suppwns suspended below said head bar, a first and
a second flexible side element for each support extend-
ing generally vertically along opposite faces of said blind,
a plurality of vertically spaced cross supports for each
slat support extending between said side elements to sup-
port said slats, a flexible tape having a substantially
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greater width than thickness, a body secured to said head

bar adjacent one end thereof having a slot which is semi-

circular about a vertical axis and of a vertical depth to

accommodate the width of said tape, said tape being

trained through said slot and having first and second end

portions on opposite sides of said slot which extend along

said head bar and are essentially parallel to its longi-

tudinal axis, a connection between each of said first side

elements and said first end portion of the tape and be-

tween each of said second side elements and said second

end portion of the tape, a guide for each side element

intermediate said connection and said cross supports and

secured to said head bar, a cord cooneoted to each of said

end portions of said tape, a sto^) for engagement with each

end portion of said tape to limit its longitudinal move-

ment, a cord guide on each of said stops, a member piv-

oted on said head bar around a substantially vertical

pivot adjacent the end of said bar spaced from said body,

a vertical flange on said member adjacent an edge of said

head bar, and a plurality of cord guides on said flange,

said cords extending from said guides on said stops to said

guides on said flange.

by the use of a supporting means for the equipment, and

including the steps of: enclosing a portion of the support-

ing means and at least a portion of the equipment in an

elongated upright chamber which communicates with the

well; sealing the upper end of said chamber around said

supporting means; raising or lowering the supporting

means and the equipment relative to said chamber and

3,100,014

RESILIENT SECTOR PLATE FOR ROTARY
REGENERATIVE HEAT EXCHANGER

Glenn E. nnrschutz, Weilsvliie, N.Y., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Combustion Engineering, Inc., a stock

corporation of Delaware
FUed Sept. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 56,732

2 CUhns. (Ci. 165—9)

!. Rotary regenerative heat exchange apparatus in-

cluding a cylindrical rotor having sectorial compartments

that carry a mass of heat absorbent material alternately

between a heating fluid and a fluid to be heated; a cylin-

drical housing surrounding the rotor including end plates

at opposite ends thereof having apertures between imper-

forate sector-shaped portions that alternately direct the

heating fluid and the fluid to be heated through spaced

compartments of the rotor; and a resilient sealing sur-

face suspended from the imperforate portion of each end

plate into sealing relation with the adjacent end of the

rotor, said resilient surface comprising in combination

a series of mutually overlapping radial flanges that extend

between inner and outer edges of the rotor compartments;

a resilient web fixed to a radial edge of each flange and

extending toward said end plate; a second flange fixed

to a spaced radial edge of each resilient web and extend-

ing therefrom in a plane subsUntially parallel to the over-

lapping radial flanges; and means securing each of said

second flanges to the end plate to maintain the resilient

overiapping flanges in position as a composite sealing plate

confronting the adjacent end of the rotor.

3 100 015

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR RUNNING
EQUIPMENT INTO AND OUT OF WELLS

John Regm, Rolling Kills, Cidif., assignor to Regan

Forge and Engineering Company, San Pedro, Calif.,

a corporation of Califomia

Filed Oct. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 844,427

10 Claims. (CI. 166—46)

J'

X

the well; coupling or uncoupling a portion of the equip-

ment carried by the supporting means so as to increase

or decrease the weight of the equipment carried thereby;

and substituting larger-area or smaller-area supporting

means to increase or decrease the cross sectional area of

said supporting means with increases or decreases in the

weight of the equipment supported by said supporting

means.

3,100,016

ROD CENTRALIZER
James R. Solum, Los Angeles, and William C. Hempcl,

Manhattan Beach, Calif., assignors to B & W Incor-

porated, Torrance, Calif., a corporation of Califomia

Filed Oct. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,496

14 Claims. (CI. 166—241)

--2

1. In a device of the class described, adapted to be

mounted on the outer surface of a well pipe, the combina-

8 A method of mnning equipment which varies in tion of: a pair of axially aligned and spaced coll^ a

wcighV in^ or out of a weU under pressure, characterized plurality of generally axially extending and outwardly
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bowed rod segments, each said rod segment having angu-
larly offset ends, each rod segment positioned at an angle to

each adjacent rod segment, and a plurahty of circumferen-

tially spaced means on each said collar securing the ends
of said rod segments to said collars.

3,100,017
FIRE SPRINKLER CONTROL SYSTEM

Joseph E. Johnson, Mission Hills, Kans., assignor to

Viking Fire Protection Company, Kansas City, Kans., a

corporation of Missouri
Filed Sept. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 226,539

9 Claims. (CI. 169—17)

1. In a fire extinguishing system including a fluid actu-

ated main control valve having a body forming an inlet

passageway connected to a source of fluid under pressure

and an outlet passageway connected to a sprinkler net-

work and an operating portion, said main control valve

being responsive in ojjening and closing operation to ii

respective decrease and increase of fluid pressure in said

operating portion thereof;

(a) means for normally maintaining a pressure in said

operating portion sufficient to maintain said main
control valve closed,

(ft) a normally closed release flow line communicating

with said operating portion and adapted to reduce

the pressure in said operating portion to open said

main control valve in the event of flow through said

release flow line,

(c) single operation heat responsive release means as-

sociated with said release flow line for permitting flow

through said release flow line.

(d) means communicating with said release flow line

for sensing a pressure drop signifying the opening of

said main control valve,

(e) a normally open valve operatively connected in

series in said release flow line between said heat re-

sponsive release means and said operating portion

and adapted while closed to block flow past said

normally open valve,

(/) means operatively connecting said pressure sensing

means and said normally open valve and responsive

upon the sensing of a pressure drop by said pressure

sensing means to delay for a preset time period and

then cause the closing of said normally open valve,

(g) a normally closed valve operatively connected in

parallel to said release flow line between said nor-

mally open valve and said operating portion and be-

ing adapted while open to permit main control valve

opening flow from said release flow line upstream

from said normally open valve, and

(h) heat sensing means operatively connected to said

normally closed valve and adapted to open said nor-

mally closed valve above a predetermined tempera-

ture and close said normally closed valve below said

predetermined temperature,

(/) whereby after fire extinguishing flow caused by said

heat responsive release means said main control

valve is automatically reclosed after a predetermined

time period to limit fluid damage unless the tempera-
ture remains sufficiently high for actuating said heat

sensing means, and said main control valve is auto-

matically reopened after being reclosed in case of a

reignition after the temperature has been lowered.

3,100,018
TOOTHED HARROW ATTACHMENT

Henry J. Sokolowsid, R.F.D. 1, Picrson, Iowa
FUed No¥. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 69,499

7 Claims. (CL 172—160)

1. In combination with a displaceable plow frame hav-

ing a plow share mounted thereon, a harrow attachment

comprising, spaced bracket means defining a rotational

axis disposed above the frame and perpendicular to direc-

tion of movement of the frame, shaft means rotatably

mounted by said spaced bracket means for limited angu-

lar displacement about said rotational axis in both direc-

tions, said shaft means including a portion projecting

laterally of one of said spaced bracket means and de-

pending rearward and downward from the frame, a har-

row blade assembly, means adjustably connecting said

assembly to a lower end of said portion of the shaft

means in laterally adjustable rearwardly spaced relation

to the plowshare, an arm fixed to said shaft means ad-

jacent to said one bracket means projecting upwardly and

forwardly thereof, lever means pivotally mounted on said

one bracket means forwardly of the shaft means and

operatively connected to said arm and resilient means
mounted on said lever means for biasing the shaft means
in one rotational direction for engaging the harrow blade

assembly with the ground.

3,100,019
APPARATUS FOR BOTTOM HOLE ORIENTATION
Donald E. Tims, Morris E. Shrader, and Herman G.

Livingston, Liberty, Tex., assignors to Morris E.

Shrader and Herman G. Livingston, Liberty, Tex.
Filed Aug. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 51,055

6 Claims. (CI. 175—45)
6. Apparatus for orienting a device in a well bore

including,

(a) a body of nonmagnetic material for lowering into

the well bore,

(b) there being a longitudinal bore therethrough for

circulating through said body,

(c) there being a void in said body,

{d) a magnetic assembly for floating on a liquid in

said void, said assembly including, (1) means mov-
abiy positioned thereon for indicating on said assem-
bly the direction in which the device is to be oriented,

(e) means in said body for indicating the initial di-

rection in which the device is oriented when it is

lowered into the well bore.
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(/) and means for creating a signal when said body

is rotated to align said means indicating the initial

ciated with a vehicle throttle, a first electrical circuit op-

eratively connected to said speed maintaining device, a

second electrical circuit operatively connected to said

speed maintaining device, manually operable circuit ener-

gizing means in each of said circuits movable between

circuit energizing and de-energizing positions, a vehicle

operating condition actuated switch in said circuits oper-

able to an c^jen circuit de-energizing position during oc-

currence of the vehicle operating cotidition, first holding

means operably associated with said manual energizing

direction of the device with the direction indicated

on said assembly in which the device is to be oriented

as an indication that the device is oriented.

3,100,020
MOTOR SCOOTER HAVING REAR

CASTER WHEELS
George E. Sonntag, 10555 E. Spencer Ave,

Milwaukee 23, Wis.

Filed Mar. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 179,024

2 Claims. (CI. 180—25)

1. A vehicle which can be steered by the operator by

shifting his weight, comprising: a front wheel rotatively

associated with a platform, mechanical means associated

with said front wheel for rotatively driving said front

wheel, a bearing fixedly attached to the rearward end of

said platform and having fingers extending angularly

downward therefrom, said fingers being disposed an equal

distance on each side from the center of said platform and

perpendicularly with relation to an imaginary vertical plane

extending through the middle of said platform, said fingers

forming a slot therebetween, a yoke having sides that

are received by said bearing fingers, said yoke being pivot-

ally mounted on said bearing in an angularly castered

fashion, said sides of said yoke being adjacent to said

fingers, and an axle fixedly attached to said yoke, said

axle having rear wheels rotatively journalled at each end,

said axle being disposed perpendicular with respect to

said imaginary vertical plane.

\

means in said first circuit to maintain said manual means

in said circuit energizing position, means actuated by said

vehicle operating condition switch to render said first

holding means inoperative and thereby permit said manual

means in said first circuit to move to said de-energizing

position, and a second holding means operably associ-

ated with said manual energizing means in said second

circuit to maintain said manual energizing means in said

energizing position during occurrence of the vehicle op-

erating condition.

3,100,022
HYDRAULIC UNDERWATER SOUND

TRANSDUCER
Chester A. Clark, Waldorf, Md., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Navy
Filed May 22, 1959, Ser. No. 815,234

3 Claims. (CI. 181—.5)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

3,100,021

MANUAL.AUTOMATIC CRUISE CONTROL
CIRCUIT

Philip W. Maurer, Dearborn, and James Wishart, Jr.,

St. Clair Shores, Mich., assignors to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Mar. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 180,128

4 Claims. (CI. 18(^—82.1)
.

1. Speed control apparatus comprising an electrical

source and a speed maintaining device operatively asso-

793 O.G.—

6

1. An underwater sound transducer comprising, a sub-

stantially disc-shaped body having an axis of circular

symmetry, said body including a radial stem attached to

the outer edge thereof, first and second substantially disc-

shaped diaphragms axially aligned with said disc-shaped

body, said body being centered between said diaphragms,

said body having a first centrally located axial fluid pas-

sageway therein, each of said diaphragms having a cen-

trally located projection extending intot and closing oppo-

site ends of said passageway, a second fluid passageway

extending through said stem and said body intersecting

said first passageway between said projections, and air-

tight sealing means joining the peripheries of said dia-

phragms to said disc-shaped body.
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3,100,023 sound pattern is created by said channels that recurs aMEANS FOR DETERMINING THE FLUID LEVEL number of times each revolution that is less than the

IN A WELL
Roy J. Clements, Houston, Tex., assignor to Texaco Inc.,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Dec. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 860,870

5 Claims. (CI. 181—.5)

1 . In an acoustic apparatus for use in the determination

of the depth of the fluid level in a well having tubing and
casing therein and so defining an annular space there-

between, the combination of a first means for generating

predominantly low frequency sound pulses having com-
munication with said annular space, a second means
joined to said first means and receiving reflections from
said low frequency sound pulses from said fluid level and
converting said reflections into electrical impulses, and
having communication with said annular space also, and
a third means for recording said electrical impulses joined

to said second means and receiving reflections whereby the

magnitudes thereof are indicated from which the depth of

said fluid level is determined, said first means for generat-

ing predominantly low frequency sound pulses comprising

a barrel having a cylindrical cross section for receiving a

blank cartridge at one end thereof and having a choke at

the exit end thereof, said choke comprising an internal

annular rim for abruptly reducing the cross sectional area

of said barrel, and means for firing a cartridge seated in

said barrel joined in operative position thereto.

3,100,024
MULTIPLE SOUND CHANNEL TREMOLO DEVICE
Donald J. Leslie, % Electro Music, 313 S. Fair Oak Ave.,

Pasadena, Calif.

FUed Feb. 16, 1960, Scr. No. 9,128

9 Claims. (CI. 181—27)
1. In apparatus for producing vibrato: a support; means

mounting the support for rotation about an axis; three or

more sound channels mounted in spaced relationship about

the support for rotation of the sound pattern created by

each upon rotation of the support; means operatively asso-

ciated with the sound channels for acoustically driving

each sound channel from a common source so that a

number of channds; and means connected to the support
for rotating said support at a rate of about six or seven
revolutions per second divided by said first named number.

3,100,025
AERIAL LIFT DEVICE

John L. Shcnnum, Box 173, Circle, Mont
FUed Nov. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 149,283

8 Claimi. (CL 182—2)

1. A workman's aerial lift device comprising, base
means, foldable lifting means movably mounted on said
base means, power operated means mounted on said base
means and operatively connected to said foldable lifting

means for unfolding thereof, platform means movably
supported at an end of the foldable lifting means remote
from the power operated means, positioning means mount-
ed on the base means in spaced relation to the foldable
lifting means and operatively connected to the foldable
lifting means and platform means at said remote end
of the lifting means for constrained positioning of the
platform means in all positions of the foldable lifting

means, and separate power means mounted on said base
means and operatively connected to the positioning means
and operative to assist unfolding of the foldable lifting

means, said foldable lifting means comprising, lever means
pivotally mounted on the base means for movement from
a folded position on the base means adjacent to the posi-
tioning means to a vertical unfolded position away there-
from, non-extensible, elongated column means pivotally
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connected to the lever means for movement from said

folded position parallel to the lever means to said un-

folded position, and connecting means mounted on the

column means at said remote end for pivotal connection

thereof to the platform means and positioning means, said

power operated means comprising cylinder means pivot-

ally mounted on the base means, piston means actuated by

the cylinder means and foldable linkage means operative-

ly connecting the piston means to the lever means and

the column means for unfolding of the foldable lifting

means.

3,100,026
EXTENDIBLE LADDER TOP SUPPORT

Benjamin Sunshine, SO Maxwell Ave., Fords, NJ.

FUed June 27, 1960, Scr. No. 38,795

2 Claims. (CI. 182—214)

obstructed walls terminating in an opening in a fluid

reservoir at one end, said body forming a wall at the

other end of said cavity fw entrapping lubricating fluid

forced into said cavity through said opening by centrif-

ugal forces imparted to the fluid by rotation of said

pump in said reservoir of lubricating fluid, said body

having a passageway of sufficiently small diameter for

precluding the fluid entrapped in said cavity from freely

flowing out the passageway to centrifugally pressurize

the entrapped fluid, said passageway interconnecting a

discharge opening and said cavity for conducting said

pressurized entrapped fluid from said cavity to said dis-

charge opening where rotation of the gear imparts cen-

trifugal forces to the fluid to radially dispense the fluid

to lubricate said first and second gears.

1 . A ladder top support comprising a planar frame with

single-axis pivot means extending across the frame along

one edge region thereof, plate means pivotally mounted

with said pivot means along said edge region angularly

displaceable solely on the single axis, for coacting with

a vertical surface, extension plate means hinged to each

side of said plate means and arranged to pivot on the

said single axis when extended to coact with the vertical

surface to support the frame and an attached ladder

across a gap in the vertical surface, an individual fold-

able bracket connecting said frame and each of said ex-

tension plate means for extension and retraction thereof,

and slideable pivotal means coupling each of said fold-

able brackets and its associated extension plate means

whereby each extension plate means is angularly adjust-

able against the vertical surface for eflfective support

action.

3,100,027
ONE-PIECE OIL PUMP

Richard A. Harris, High Point, and Carroll D. Spain-

hour, Greensboro, N.C., assignors to Western Electric

Company, Incorporated, a corporation of New York
Filed Oct. 12, 1960, Scr. No. 62,294

2 CUims. (CI. 184—6)

xf
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3,100,028
LUBRICANT SUMP

Harvey J. Boofli, Grossc De, Robert P. Ernest, Detroit,

and James W. Fostey, Dearborn, Mich., assignors to

Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Mar. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 95,614

6 Claims. (CI. 184—106)

1. A lubricant sump for attachment to a mechanism

having a horizontally disposed lubricant return opening

including, a baffle covering at least a portion of said

opening and extending a substantial horizontal distance

away from said opening, a lubricant pan enclosing at least

the remaining portion of said opening, and means opera-

tively securing said baffle and said lubricant pan to said

mechanism whereby a lubricant-tight assembly is provided.

3,100,029
METHOD AND MEANS FOR LOCKING AND
RELEASING IN SUCCESSION A LOAD MOVING
INSIDE A CHANNEL

Bcrtrand Leo, Paris, France, assignor to Electridte de

France-Service National, Paris, France, a national

French organization

FUed Oct. 1, 1957, Ser. No. 687,422

Claims priority, application France Apr. 30, 1957
5 Claims. (CI. 187—76)

1. In a gear train a first gear, a second gear for driv-

ing said first gear, said second gear having a fluid pump

formed on and depending from said second gear for

lubricating said first and second gears, and means for

rotatively driving said second gear and pump, said pump
having a body with a cavity with inclined smooth un-

1. In combination with a vertically extending channel

through which a load is to be moved, means for alter-

nately locking said load in position in said channel and

releasing same, ccnnprising a load carrying support posi-

tioned in said channel capable of moving longitudinally

thereof and downwardly in said channel under the force

of gravity, means for shifting said support upwardly

longitudinally of said channel, at least one movable

member pivotally connected to said support for freely

pivoting about an axis extending transversely to the

axis of said channel, said movable member having a

plurality of arms extending radially from said member

axis, said channel being provided with at least one wall

having a plurality of spaced transverse grooves in the
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area in which the load is to be retained with each groove

of a depth for receiving one of said arms when said

member is in a position facing one of said grooves and

said movable member being positioned slidably con-

tacting said wall for having said arms enter said grooves

as said load support is shifted thereby for alternately

locking said load support in position and releasing

same.

3,100,030
BRAKE MECHANISM FOR WASHING MACHINE

Stephen L. McMillan, Whcaton, III., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Oct. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 148,616

6 Claims. (CI. 188—68)

withdraw said pawl from said ratchet, a spring extending

between the inside of said housing surrounding said open-

ing and a shoulder on said pin and acting through the pin

to press the toggle lever against the outside of the housing,

the spring pressure being effective to hold said lever against

rotation on its pivot while the pawl moves freely relative-

ly to the pin, and a second spring about said pin and said

1. A brake mechanism for a structure which includes

a stationary support and a rotor rotatable adjacent said

support, comprising:

a cylindrical brake housing and band circumposed about

said rotor,

a latching member pivotally secured to said support and

biased toward said rotor in a plane perpendicular to

the rotational axis of said rotor whereby said brake

housing arrests further pivotal motion of said mem-
ber and allows rotation of said rotor,

k recess of limited extent in said brake housing adjacent

the pivotal plane of said member for receiving said

member on pivoting thereof,

a cam surface spiralling about said housing from said

recess for conducting said member therealong on ro-

tation of said rotor following receipt of said member,

a contact shoulder spaced angularly and axially about

said rotor from said recess,

said contact shoulder extending radially from said brake

housing at the end of said cam surface for stopping

the conducted motion of said member and engaging

said member, means on said brake band responsive

to said engagement for actuating said brake band and

for latching to said member for stopping rotation of

said rotor.

3,100,031

PAWL ARRANGEMENT FOR HOIST
Frank J. Lock, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to The Yale

and Towne Manufacturing Company, Stamford, Conn.,

a corporation of Connecticut

Filed Nov. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 66,796

1 Claim. (CI. 188—82.7)
In a hoist having a housing, a ratchet mounted for ro-

tation in said housing, a pawl mounted in said housing

for movement into and out of engagement with said

ratchet, an opening through said housing, a bore extend-

ing through said pawl substantially in alignment with

said opening through said housing, a pin extending through

and freely slidable in said opening, said pin having an

outer end portion extending outwardly of said housing

and an inner end portion slidable through said bore in

said pawl, said inner end portion of said pin having a

head of larger diameter than said bore in said pawl and

providing a lost motion connection between the inner

end of said pin and said pawl so that said pawl while in

engagement with said ratchet may move freely relatively

to said pin, a toggle lever pivoted to the outer end of

said pin for rotation while engaged with the outside of

said housing so that pull may be applied to said pin to

first spring and pressing between the inside surface of

said housing surrounding said opening and said pawl to

urge said pawl toward the ratchet, the pressure of both

said springs opposing movement of the toggle lever to

withdraw said pawl and effective upon withdrawal of

the pawl for holding said toggle lever against rotation on
its pivot.

3,100,032

AIR BRAKE CYLINDER WITH A BUILT-IN
AUTOMATIC BRAKE SLACK ADJUSTER

Kari Bertil Larsson, Malmo, Sweden, assignor to Svenska
Aktiebolaget Bromsregulator, Malmo, Sweden, a cor-

poration of Sweden
Filed May 7, 1962, Ser. No. 192,687

Claims priority, application Germany May 19, 1961
3 Claims. (CI. 188—196)

I. An air brake cylinder with a built-in automatic
brake slack adjuster, comprising, in combination, a cylin-

der body, a cylinder front head divided into two parts

of which the first is rotatable about the axis of the cylin-

der in relation to the second which is non-rotatably se-

cured to said cylinder body, a brake piston movable in

said cylinder body, a tubular brake piston rod secured to

said brake piston and axially guided in said cylinder front

head and non-rotatably connected with said rotatable

first part of said cylinder front head, a screw-threaded
push rod disposed in said tubular brake piston rod in tele-

scoping relation thereto and adapted to be non-rotatably

connected with a brake rigging to be operated by the

brake cylinder, two nuts provided on said push rod and
rotatably engaged with the screw threads thereof, the

first of which nuts is housed in said tubular brake piston

rod so as to partake in the movements thereof and trans-

mit the brake power from said tubular piston rod onto

said push rod at braking, a control member movable
along said tubular brake piston rod and abuttable by the
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second nut for limiting axial movement thereof in rela-

tion to said cylinder front head to a distance equal to a

normal brake applying stroke of said brake piston and

for limiting return movement of said brake piston in the

rear end position thereof at released brake, and an abut-

ment provided in said tubular piston rod in front of said

second nut and engageable therewith for locking it on

said screw-threaded push rod.

3,100,033
JACK ROD SUPPORT

Donald Hanson, P.O. Box 5083, Tucson, Ariz.

Filed Mar. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 12,741

4 Claims. (CI. 189—36)

in response to the registration of one or more cycle credits

still remaining in said cycle unit, each of the three^units

including a toothed wheel and a pair of solenoids, one of

said pair of solenoids operating a lever for advancing the

corresponding wheel one tooth each time said one sole-

noid is energized, said accumulator switch being operated

by the wheel of the accumulator unit after it is advanced

a predetermined number of teeth corresponding to a multi-

ple of a basic value that said sufficient amount is set for,

and means for changing said predetermined number in

accordance with any desirable change in the price of one

cycle of services to be performed by said machine.

3,100,035

CREDIT ACCUMULATOR
Francis T. Murphy, Chicago, HI., assignor, by mesne

ass gnments, to Rock-Ola Manufacturing Corporation,

Chicago, 111., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Dec. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 75,693

18 Claims. (CL 194—48)

3 In a jack rod support a strap shaped intermediate

its ends to engage around a rod and having generally

parallel end portions dimensioned to lie on opposite sides

of a stud of rectangular cross section and project there-

from in combination with bridging means between said

strap projecting portions and spaced from the stud, and a

clamping support between the rod and stud including a

rod a base engageable against the stud and a rounded cap

engageable against the jack rod, said base having a pair

of projections below the strap and extendmg beyond the

position of said strap.

3,100,034

COIN CONTROLLED SERVICE VENDING
SYSTEMS

George V. Spohrer, 98 Dogwood Lane, Manhasset, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 61,573

5 Claims. (CI. 194—1)

1 In a coin controlled electrical control system for

service vending machines, such as automatic pin setting

machines, the combination of an accumulator umt for

closing a switch in response to the deposit of a sufficient

number of coins for one cycle of service operations to

be performed by the machine, a cycle register unit oper-

atedin response to each closure of said switch to register

one cycle of service operations by said machine a service

unit operated in response to the completion of "ch Pm

setting operation of said machine to count up to the total

number of services constituting one cycle and to then

close a cycle switch for operating said cycle unit m re-

ver^e direction to register one less cycle credits, and a

service switch for turning on the automatic operation of

sa d machine for successive cycles of service operations

2. In a device of the character described, a frame,

means for passing coins sequentially past said frame,

means rotatably mounted on said frame and responsively

driven by said passing coins and effective to assume suc-

cessive positions of rotation proportional to the accumu-

lated value of the passed coins, rectilineariy movable re-

ciprocating means on said frame having means selectively

engageable with plural means selectively presented thereto

according to said successive positions of said rotatably

mounted means thereby to assume a predetermined hnear

position corresponding to the rotated position of said ro-

tatably mounted means, and output shaft means carry-

ing plural means each selectively eJigageable with oppos-

ing means on said reciprocating means as determined by

the predetermined Unear position of said reciprocating

means.

3,100,036

APPARATUS FOR SELECTING AND TYPING THE
LETTER IN THE CHINESE LETTER PRINTING
TELEGRAPH, ELECTRICAL CHINESE LETTER
TYPEWRITER OR THE LIKE MACHINE

Noboru Toriumi, Chlba-shl, and Shimeo Ogawa, Shmji

Ogata, and Telji Yamura, Hanamaki-shi, Japan; said

Toriumi, said Ogawa, and said Ogata assignors to said

'"""
Filed Jan 16, 1961, Ser. No. 82,920

7 Claims. (CI. 197—1)

1. Apparatus for printing, comprising a type wheel

having a plurality of type members around the periphery

thereof, said type members being mounted in said type

wheel for radial sliding movement, a main frame on which
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said type wheel is mounted at least for rotation about

the axis of said type wheel, a striking hammer assembly

having a striking hammer within said type wheel and
having means for moving said striking hammer radially

for striking one of said type members at a predeter-

mined rotational position, said striking hammer assembly

being rotatably mounted on said main frame for rota-

tion around the axis of said type wheel, drive means
driving said type wheel at a constant speed, coupling

means on said striking hammer assembly for coupling said

striking hammer assembly to said drive means and re-

leasing said striking hammer assembly from said drive

lI

means when said striking hammer and type wheel reach

said predetermined rotational position, actuating means
positioned adjacent said coupling means for actuating

said coupling means for coupling said striking hammer
assembly to said drive means, and signal converting means
coupled to said actuating means for converting a signal

from a punched tape and operating said actuating means
at a selected time, whereby said striking hammer is

caused to rotate in alignment with one of said type mem-
bers until said predetermined position is reached, at which

time the striking hammer strikes the type member and

is adapted to cause it to print on a piece of paper at said

predetermined position.

3,100,037
LINE FINDING MECHANISM FOR CASH REG-

ISTERS AND ACCOUNTING MACHINES
Albert J. Green, Harold O. Randall, Paul H. Willbms,
and Frank R. Werner, Dayton, Ohio, assignors to The
National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio, a

corporation of Maryland
FUcd Sept. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 135,532

7 Claims. (CI. 197—127)
1 . In a machine of the class described, capable of per-

forming item-entering operations, in which items are

recorded in sequential order on a lined record card, the

combination of amount elements to set up the values of

items; control elements to initiate item-entering opera-

tions; type carriers positionable under control of the

amount elements; an item-printing hammer coacting with

the type carriers to print items in sequential order on the

lines of the record card; means to feed the card first in-

wardly between the type carriers and the hammer, and

then outwardly to align the first line on said card with

said type carriers and said hammer; means to form a line-

finding tab on the card each time an item is printed there-

on; means selectively controlled by the control elements

to render the hammer and the tab-forming means effective

in item-entering operations to record the item set up on
the amount elements on the first line of the record card,

and to form a corresponding tab on said card; means
including a hook-shaped member movable from a normal

ineffective position to an effective position, and return,

said member when in effective position engageablc by the

tab during outward feeding movement of the card in the

second item-entering operation to interrupt said outward
feeding movement to align the second line on the card

with the type carriers and the hammer, whereupon opera-

tion of said hammer and the tab-forming means records

the second item on the second line of the card and forms
a corresponding line-finding tab on said card; and means
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engaging the feeding means responsive to the operation

of the hammer and the tab-forming means to impart a

slight inward movement to said feeding means and the

card to disengage the tab from the hook-shaped member
prior to return of said member to ineffective position.

3,100,038
GROUPING AND LOADING APPARATUS FOR

BAKERY EQUIPMENT AND THE LIKE
Morris C. Jones, Jr., Saginaw, Mich^ assignor to Baker

Perkins Inc., Saginaw, Mich., a corporation of New
York

Filed Sept. 29, 1960, Scr. No. 59,219
11 Cbiims. (CI. 19»—30)

Bllllllllllll.lllllllllllllllllll

1. Loading apparatus for loading a product to a unit

such as a conveying tray in a baking oven comprising;

side-by-side, inner and outer longitudinally extending con-
veyor means leading alongside the unit; pusher means in-

cluding a first sweep member for one conveyor means and
a second sweep member for the other conveyor means
longitudinally displaced from said first sweep member; and
means for operating said sweep members in unison in a

loading stroke toward said unit so that each loads part

of the longitudinal length of the tray; said latter means
including means for maintaining one of said sweep mem-
bers in operative withdrawn position while the other is in

sweeping position during a portion of the loading stroke

to permit it to clear products on the outer conveyor means
and permitting its return to operative position during an-

other part of the loading stroke so that it sweeps from
only the inner conveyor means.
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3,100,039

TURNING APPARATUS FOR CONVEYER SYSTEM
Samuel Oderman, Whitticr, and Donald V. Weber, Santa

Ana, Calif., assignors to Sta-Hi Corporation, Whittier,

Calif., a corporation of Califombi
FUed Sept. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 135,666

4 Claims. (CI. 198—33)

travel along said tracks and rotatable between alternative

carrying and unloading positions about an axis extending

through said carrier and substantially transverse to the

direction of said travel, said unit including a carrying

member, a support member disposed between the tracks

and rigidly supporting said carrying member, track-fol-

lowers mounted on the support member and respectively

positioned for travel along the respective tracks, drive

means acting on the carrier unit to effect such travel, a

1. In a turning apparatus, the combination of: a driv-

ing platform including coplanar driving rollers, said

driving platform being pivotable about an upright axis;

means for rotating said driving rollers; means for pivoting

said driving platform about said upright axis; a second

platform substantially coextensive with said driving

platform, one of said platforms being movable relative

to the other along said upright axis between a position

wherein said driving rollers project above said second

platform and a position wherein said driving rollers

arc below the upper surface of said second platform; and

means for moving said one platform along said upright

axis from each of said positions to the other.

3,100,040
CONVEYOR SORTING

Robert A. Klelst, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to General

Precision, Inc., Binghamton, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware
, _„ _,„

Filed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,538

11 Claims. (CI. 198—38)

2. Sorting apparatus comprising a conveyor movable m
a forward direction and having a plurality of buckets

thereon, an input station for loading the buckeU, a plu-

rality of discharge locations along the conveyor, each

bucket adapted to receive an article and to discharge the

article at a selected one of the discharge locations, each

bucket having a memory device for selection of the dis-

charge location, said memory device including a magnetic

body shiftable with respect to the bucket along the direc-

tion of movement of the conveyor, said input station in-

cluding a controllable magnetic field generating means

positioned adjacent to the conveyor and m spaced rela-

tion to the path of the shiftable magnetic body, said mag-

netic field generating means being operable to selectively

hold the magnetic body and to cause said body to shift

rearwardly with respect to the conveyor movement.

control element mounted on the track follower and actu-

able to rotate said carrier unit about said axis, said track

follower including a plurality of wheels at least two of

which roll on a surface of the track, said surface acting

on said wheels to resist said rotation of the carrier unit,

means effective on said control element to induce desired

rotation of the carrier unit about said axis between said

positions, and said track being adapted to afford said

rotation.

3,100,042

ROPE SUPPORTED RESILIENT SIDEFRAME
CONVEYOR

Roy F. Lo Presti, Chicago, 111., assignor to Goodman
Manufacturing Company, Chicago, IIU a corporation

of Illinois

FUed May 5, 1960, Ser. No. 27,117

1 Claim. (CI. 198—192)

m. fl

3,100,041
ENDLESS CONVEYORS

Joseph E. Sbeehan, Sr., Flint, Mich., assignor to

Mary Ann Sheehan, Detroit, Mich.

Filed July 10, 1961, Ser. No. 122,783

10 Claims. (CI. 198—158)

1 In an endless conveyor, a pair of laterally spaced

parallel tracks, one or more carrier units adapted for

A flexible belt conveyor which is easily movable, with-

out disassembly, from place to place and in which, upon

slackening or breaking of the beJt only, the height may

be lowered to ground levei to enable passage of ground

supported apparatus thereacross,

said conveyor including, in combination, two skid wires,

an intermediate working length of said skid wires

being at the level of and in contact with the ground

throughout said intermediate working length,

said skid wires being generally parallel to one another

throughout said intermediate working length and be-

ing tensioned at all times,
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a spreader member disposed substantially transversely

with respect to the axes of the skid wires,

a pair of upstanding roller sissembly supporting mem-
bers, one from each end of the spreader member,

a wire clamping assembly for each skid wire, each wire

clamping assembly having a wire engaging portion

elongated in the direction of the skid wires for

stability,

each wire clamping assembly connecting an associated

skid wire to an associated end of the spreader

memh>er,

said wire clamping assemblies being secured to and

carried by the spreader member and brackets and

maintaining the skid wires in skidding contact with

the ground,

a roller assembly having its ends mounted from the

upper portions of the upstanding roller assembly

supporting members and capable of flexing in a direc-

tion to vary the spacing between the ends of the roller

assembly whereby the downward deflection of the

roller assembly absorbs impact without affecting the

skid wires.

3,100,043
VARIABLE-DELIVERY BLADE-TYPE CONVEYOR

Nat Cordis, Crown Farms, Silver Lake, Wis.

Filed Apr. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 20,325
10 Claims. (CI. 198—224)

1. In a scraper conveyor apparatus for use in animal

husbandry, which includes scraper blade means hingediy

supported within a slidable frame means and a flexible

towing means for towing said scraper-conveyor, the im-

provement which comprises blade-positioning linkage

means interposed said flexible towing means and said

scraper blade means, said linkage having a successively

variable effective length to selectively and step-wise posi-

tion the said blade relative to said frame means so as

to vary the bite which said blade takes in its forward tow-

ing and so as to place said blade in a wholly-inoperative

position for the rearward towing of said scraper-conveyor

apparatus, said blade-positioning linkage comprising a

bar hinged at one end to the said blade means, and a

progressively rotatable cam pivoted at the other end of

said bar and providing a variable extension thereof, said

cam taking the thrust of said bar when the blade is towed

forwardly.

3,100,044
THERMOMETER CARRYING CASE

George R. Gardner, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Bacharach
Industrial Instrument Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania
Filed Mar. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 99,111

1 Claim. (CI. 206—16.5)
In a shock protective industrial thermometer carrying

case having a rigid hollow thermometer receiving sheath

portion and resilient shock absorbing closures for each

end thereof, a rubber-like thermometer receiving and han-

dling member forming one of said end closures and com-
prising, an elliptical interrnediate portion engaging and
extending laterally of the adjacent end of the said sheath

portion, an inner extension on said intermediate portion

freely received within said sheath. taF>ering projections

spaced about the periphery of said inner extension adja-

cent said intermediate portion providing a wedging fit

,^ "7 I ^.r-Ji '---v -Ji-J
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within said sheath portion, said inner extension terminat-

ing in an inwardly tapering hollow portion having an in-

ternal dimension smaller than the outer diameter of an

end of a thermometer to be inserted therein, and an outer

extension on said elliptical intermediate portion having

a pair of flattened opposite surfaces for ready suspension

of the assembled member and thermometer in taking

temperature readings.

3,100,045
MIXING CONTAINERS

William F. Via, Jr., 450 Allard Road,
Grosse Pointe 36, Mich.

FUed June 12, 1961, Ser. No. 116,333
18 Claims. (CI. 206—47)

I . A container having a pair of compartments for con-

taining dissimilar materials separated by a rupturable dia-

phragm, said material requiring a kneading action when
mixed together, one of said compartments having a flexi-

ble wall to permit the insertion of a rod for breaking

the diaphragm and permitting relative movement be-

tween the rod and container to produce the complete

kneadini: and mixing of the materials with the container

remaining sealed.

3,100,046
PACKAGE AND PACKAGING METHOD

Arthur W. Wetmore, Antioch, and Emil G. Frederich,

Concord, Calif., assignors to Crown Zcllerbach Cor-
poration, San Francisco, Calif., a corporation of Nevada

Filed July 25, 1960, Ser. No. 45,142
5 Claims. (CI. 206—60)

1. A palletized package comprising a supporting pallet,

a mass which is generally rectangular in horizontal cross-

section positioned on and supported by said pallet, pro-

tective covering structure surrounding said mass on its

four sides and its top, and means maintaining said mass
on said pallet and said covering structure around said
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mass- said covering structure comprising a pair of sheets brace member slidably engaged substantially at one end

Sb^ndable material each of wl^ch has a plurality of thereof with the side of said securing plate and adapted to

generally parallel preformed fold lines extending be-

tween opposite edges thereof, each sheet including a

portion of generally U -shape comprising three sections

defined by a predetermined pair of said fold lines, two

of said sections extending generally normal to the third,

each of said sheets including a pair of slits which extend

inwardly from one of said edges along said predetermined

pair of fold lines a distance determined by the height

of said mass, said slits providing three bendable flaps in

each sheet adjacent such edge thereof, said sheets being

arranged around said mass in partially overlapping tele-

scopic relationship with the respective sections of said

sheets engaging and covering the four sides of smd mass

and with the respective flaps of said sheets overlying

and covering the top of said mass.

3,100,047

GREETING CARD PACKAGE
Warren D. Wallace, Webster Groves, Mo.

(7987 Big Bend Blvd., St. Louis 19, Mo.)

Filed June 8, 1962, Ser. No. 201,121

2 Claims. (CI. 206—63)

" i»

be also pivotally secured at the other end to said golf

cart standard.

3,100,049

OUTRIGGERS FOR VEHICLES
Edward V. Gamett, 3963 Walnut St., Denver, Colo.

Original application Apr. 28, 1958, Ser. No, 731,485, now
Patent No. 3,056,510, dated Oct. 2, 1962. Divided and

this application Aug. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 133,117

6 Claims. (CI. 212—145)

1 A package, comprising in combination: a folded

greeting card of substantially square configuration mclud-

ing a face panel and an inside panel whereon a certain

message appears; an unsealed envelope dimensioned

slightly larger than the greeting card for mailing the same;

a disposable information card whereon an exact repro-

duction of said certain message appears and whereon the

selling price of said greeting card and mailing envelope

also appears, said disposable card being dimensioned cor-

respondingly to said greeting card; and a rectangular sheet

of transparent plastic material encasing both said cards

and the envelope; the size of said sheet being predicated

on the dimensions of said envelope to include a recangular

central main body portion and four triangular flap seg-

ments integral therewith, each of said flap segments ex-

tending outwardly from one of four imaginary fold lines

that define the aforesaid central main body portion of the

sheet, the face panel of the greeting card being disposed

contiguously to said central main body portion of the

sheet, the envelope being superimposed on the greeting

card, the disposable information card being superimposed

on the envelope with the information side thereof upper-

most, the four flap segments aforesaid of the transparent

plastic sheet being folded over so as to overlie said in-

formation card, the resultant contiguously disposed edge

portions of the flap segments being secured to one another

by sealing means.

3,100,048

SPORTS EQUIPMENT CARRYING CART
Merlin L. Halverson, P.O. Box 306, Rte. 1, Mound, Minn.

FUed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 92,005

5 Claims. (CI. 211—2)
1. An attachment for a conventional golf cart having

a standard, said attachment comprising, a securing plate

having an upwardly directed free edge adapted for secur-

ing an outboard motor thereto, said securing plate also

having a rearwardly mounted holding means adapted

for securing a golf bag thereto, a support member fixedly

secured at one end thereof to the rear of said securing

plate and adapted to be pivotally mounted at the other end

to the upper end of a golf cart standard, and at least one

1. An outrigger for use with a vehicle mounted derrick

comprising an upper link pivotally connected at one end

to said vehicle; a lower link; first pivot means connectiiig

the opposite end of said upper link to one end of said

lower link; an arm pivotally connected at its inner end to

said vehicle; second pivot means connecting the other end

of said lower link to the outer end of said arm; and ex-

tensible and retractable hydraulic means operatively con-

nected between said vehicle and said first pivot means,

said hydraulic means thereby being adapted to move said

links to either raise or lower said arm.

3,100,050

CAR COUPLER
Kenneth L. De Penti, Mayfield Heights, and Donald

Willison, Lyndhurst, Ohio, assignors to National Cast-

ings Company, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Apr. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 105,667

4 Claims. (CI. 21J—21)

1. A centering mechanism for centering a car coupler

relative to an associated railway vehicle, said mechanism

comprising two resilient units disposed in opposed rela-

tion on opposite sides of said coupler, each of said units
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comprising a spacing member and two resilient cushions, tension, a two part collar connecting said discharge tube

a cap member and a bolt member mounted on said spac- to said discharge extension, each of said two parts having

ing member, one of said cushions mounted on said bolt a flange inclined relative to the longitudinal axis of the

member intermediate said spacing member and said cap collar, whereby rotation of one part relative to the other

varies the angular inclination of said discharge extension

relative to said discharge tube, bolts extended through

member, movable stop means mounted adjacent said spac-

ing member and engageable therewith, said cap member
engageable with said coupler to maintain said coupler in

a predetermined position.

Carl

3,100,051
UNIVERSAL AUTOMATIC WARE LOADING

MACHINE AND METHOD
W. Schreiber, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-
Illinois Glass Company, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Oct. 8, 1959, Scr. No. 845,262
10 Claims. (CI. 214—1)

1. Tlie method of transferring an article of the class

described having an upper, outwardly tapered moil por-

tion and which is traveling in upright position on a hori-

zontal conveyor, comprising moving the article to a ware

receiving station along said conveyor, bringing a pair of

gripping jaws to the receiving station, closing the jaws

in a horizontal plane about the upper axially tapered

moil portion of the article to engage the latter, continu-

ing to close the jaws in said plane and in engagement

with said taj)cred portion, whereby the article is moved
upwardly with respect to the jaws and thereby elevated

free of the conveyor for transfer, moving the article to

a remote ware delivery station that is horizontally spaced

from said ware receiving station, and opening the jaws

at the ware delivery station, thereby releasing the article

to a separate carrier for subsequent handling.

3,100,052
BULK FEED BIN BOTTOM

Howard Speicher Brembeck, 2808 Martin Manor Drive,

Goshen, Ind.

FUed Sept. 26, 1961, Scr. No. 140,707

2 Claims. (CI. 214—17)
1. In a bulk bin having a conical bottom with an out-

look therein, a boot depending beneath said outlet, said

boot having an upwardly inclined substantially U-shaped

bottom, a discharge auger extending along said inclined

bottom, an inclined discharjge tube for said boot at the

uppermost end of said inclined bottom, a discharge ex-

aligned openings in said flanges fixedly securing said parts

in a selected position of adjustment, a primary auger in

said discharge extension, a universal connection between

said discharge auger and said primary auger, and means
carried by said discharge extension for rotating said pri-

mary and hence said discharge augers.

3,100,053
CAR SHAKER

William V. Spurlin, Indiana, Pa., asrignor, by mesne
assignments, to Link-Belt Company, Chicago, III., a
corporation of Illinois

Filed Feb. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 11,246
16 Claims. (CI. 214—83.3)

1 . A car shaker consisting of an inverted L shaped
bracket hook carrying a vibratory motor means mounted
at the knee of said L shaped bracket hook and having a

weighted shank, said hook having a nose and a bight

therebetween to hook on the rim of a car, said shank ex-

tending downwardly and outwardly from the car rim, an
abutment extending inwardly from said shank and closely

adjacent to and under said bight to form a lock to prevent

the vibrations from accidentally dismounting said L
shaped bracket hook from the car rim, a reaction sur-

face on the outer end of said abutment to engage the

outer car surface under said bight, said nose and said

bight and said abutment shaped to form a recess open
through a mouth extending from said abutment reaction

surface to said nose, the plane of said mouth sloping up-

wardly when said L shaped bracket hook is in operating
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position with the car rim in said recess and said nose en-

gaging the inner surface of the car to provide a hook

reaction surface and said bight is resting on the rim of

the car and said abutment reaction surface is against the

outer car surface, said mouth clearing the car rim when

said shank is swung outwardly to permit said L shaped

bracket hook to be raised vertically off the rim of a car,

said shank being weighted to lock the car shaker against

outward movement between said reaction surface and the

outer car surface during the operation of said vibratory

motor means.

3,100,054
TILTABLE BOWL

George J. Rubens, 6460 Penfield Ave.,

Woodland Hills, Calif.

Filed Feb. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 87,672
5 Claims. (CI. 215—1)

common side whereby each of said posts except those

at the margin of the sheet is common to three of said

scats, said walls of the posts being provided with parallel

L_._ . .

corrugations of gently clamping fruits resting on said

seats, and a plurality of substantially flat-topped rest

members upstanding from said sheet to a lower height

than the posts and disposed between adjacent posts.

3,100,056
REUSABLE BOTTLE CASES

John A. Friday, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Dnquesne

Brewing Company of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania
FUed June 16, 1960, Ser. No. 36,669

5 Claims. (CI. 220—1)

1. A self-supportable bowl having a large mouthed

cavity from which food is normally dispensed by a spoon,

said bowl having a plurality of rigid outer planar support

surfaces each of which is adapted to act as a self-support-

ing base for the bowl, the planes defining said surfaces

intersecting whereby said bowl can be self-supported in

a plurality of selected positions to the vertical correspond-

ing to said surfaces, one of said outer surfaces represent-

ing a primary base for supporting the bowl with the cavity

in a normally upright position from which the food can

be dispensed by a tip of the food bearing portion of the

spoon, and another of said outer surfaces representing a

secondary base for supporting the bowl in a stable condi-

tion with the cavity in a tilted position offset from the

vertical from which a residual portion of the food in the

cavity can be dispensed by the spoon, a vertical line pass-

ing through the center of gravity of said bowl intersecting

the secondary base when the bowl is in a tilted position to

enable the bowl to be self-supportable in the tilted posi-

tion, the surface of the cavity on the same side of the

bowl as the secondary base conforming substantially to

the longitudinal curved edge of the food bearing portion

of the spoon wherein the surface of the cavity is sub-

stantially uniformly curved throughout and the amount

of the curved surface being substantially hemispherical in

extent, whereby the residual portion of any food present

in the bowl in the tilted position can be readily removed

by scraping the longitudinal edge of the spoon along the

corresponding curved surface portion of the cavity.

3,100,055
FRUrr-PACKING TRAYS

Gnido Martelli, Nerlo MartelH, and FrancMCO Martelll,

Bologna, Italy, assignors to Compagnia Italiana Nest-

pack S.p.A., Bologna, Italy

Original applicaHon Oct 24, 1957, Ser. No. 692,127.

Divided and this applicatioa Oct 31, I960, Scr. No.

36,252
Claims priority, application Italy July 15, 1957

5CWni!sr(Cr217-26.5)
1. A fruit-packing tray comprising a flat shoe* of

thermoplastic synthetic resin, a number of regularly

spaced fruit seats on said tray defined by walls of hollow

frusto-pyramidal posts upstanding from the sheet at the

apices of equilateral triangles of equal size lying in

the plane of the sheet, the adjacent triangles having a

1. A reusable case for bottles and the like comprising,

in combination, a unitary molded container having side

walls, end walls, a bottom wall, and opposed lockably

closable top flap elements, all of said elements and walls

being integrally formed complete as a single piece of

plastic material and a plurality of longitudinal and lateral

cell-forming partition members di^osed in said container,

said end walls having hand openings in the upper central

portions thereof, said container having proteaive bulges

formed at its comers in the side and end walls, said top

flap elements having hinge means comprising a thinned

flexible portion adjacent said side walls and lockable clos-

ing means comprising tab members integrally attached and

depending from the edges of said top flop elements adja-

cent and inward of said end walls, said tab members

having a catch portion projecting therefrom adapted to

engage an end wall in the hand opening thereof, said

bottom wall, bulges and top flap elements having rough-

ened outside surfaces whereby horizontal and vertical

slippage between stacked cases is lessened.

3,100,057
TOOL OR UTENSIL FASTENING MEANS
Kazuo Tannma, 236 Takano-maclii, Adachi-kn,

Tokyo-to, Japair
FUed Jan. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 169,721

1 Claim. (CI. 220—48)
In an opener for cans or the like including a body

plate, a cutting blade at one end of said body plate, an

engagement jaw on said one end of said body plate later-

ally spaced from said cutting blade, fastening means on

the opposite end of said body plate comprising flanges on

opposite side edges of said body plate and perpendicular
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thereto, said flanges extending from said body plate in

the same direction and being in aligned relation to each

other, a holding piece on said opposite end of the body

plate extending perpendicular thereto and longitudinally

spaced from said flanges, said holding piece extending

around and aflfixed to the upper periphery of the basket

and extending across and being affixed to said frame

n

.5

M
t

from said body plate in the same direction as said flanges

and together therewith defining a space to receive a can

bead, and a locking protrusion on said holding piece

extending into the space defined by the same and said

flanges.

3,100,058

ACCUMULATOR CHARGING STRUCTURE
William Harold Peet, 2115 Devonshire Road,

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Filed May 9, 1960, Ser. No. 27,830

15 Claims. (CI. 220—89)

1. In an accumulator having a casing, means for charg-

ing the interior space of said casing comprising a resilient,

unapertured, pierceable plug of self-sealing material, said

casing having an opening to said space receiving said plug,

said plug being adapted to be penetrated by a hypodermic

needle or the like for such charging, a removable rigid

disc secured to said casing outwardly of and over said

plug to hold the latter against outward distortion or dis-

placement under pressure, said disc having an aperture

to receive the needle for charging, and a removable closure

for said aperture having a part shaped to enter the aper-

ture and engage the plug, the inner surface of said plug

being flush with the irmer surface of said casing.

3,100,059
WIREWORK CARRIER

Egner L. Bloomquist, 1070 Pike Lake Road,
New Brighton, Minn.

Filed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,425
1 Claim. (CI. 220—117)

A wircwork carrier for milk bottles and the like, com-

prising a frame structure having a pair of speed and

substantially parallel frame rods to lie upon a floor and

having upturned ends with upper portions bent diag-

onally inwardly and upwardly and being formed integrally

with each other, a third frame rod lying midway between

and parallel to said pair of rods, said several rods defin-

ing unobstructed spaces therebetween, said third rod hav-

ing opposite ends turned upwardly and affixed to the ends

of said pair of rods and then being turned back upon itself

in a diagonally upward direction, a handle affixed between

the terminal ends of said third rod, a wirework open-

topped basket affixed on said frame rods and between

the upturned ends ihereof and maintained in spaced rela-

tion above the floor, and a top frame wire extending

rods at a position below said upper portions thereof,

whereby to confine and protect milk bottles and the like.

3,100,060
CIGARETTE DISPENSING MEANS
Antonio Calizto, Hempstead, N.Y.

(5414 NE. 2nd Ave., Miami 37, Fla.)

Filed Dec. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 160,980
3 Claims. (CI. 221—116)

»
J

1. Cigarette dispensing means comprising

a rotatably mounted case adapted to receive a plurality

of cigarettes,

a center partition in said case,

said case having a dispensing aperture on each side of

said partition.

a pusher member pivotally mounted in said case at

the other end of said cigarettes from said aperture,

said pusher member having a first extension at one

end adapted to push a cigarette out of one of said

apertures, said pusher member having a second ex-

tension at its other end adapted to push a cigarette

out of the other of said apertures, said pusher mem-
ber and one side of said case forming a track trans-

verse to the axis of rotation and a ball mounted in

said track and adapted to move said pusher to "in"

and "out" positions as said case is tilted from the

horizontal.

3,100,061
VENDING MACHINE

WUliam W. Carter and Charlie F. Carter, both of

Rte. 1, Brundidgc, Ala.

Filed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,586
9 Claims. (CL 221—131)

6. Apparatus for dispensing articles from a vending

machine comprising:

(a) means su[>porting the articles to be dispensed in a

plurality of vertically aligned columns with adjacent
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articles in superimposed relationship to each other

in each column,

(ft) a reciprocable member adapted for transverse

movement above said columns,

(f ) means to reciprocate said reciprocable member,

(d) an article engaging member for each of said

columns carried by said reciprocable member and

adapted for independent movement selectively from

a first position out of contact with the uppermost

article in a subjacent column to a second position

whereby it contacts said uppermost article upon

transverse movement of said reciprocable member,

(e) independent controls means operatively connected

visual indication which is a function of said dispensed

quantity, said indicating elements corresponding to lower

and higher order number digits of said dispensed quan-

tity, a motorized driving means in said indicating unit, slip

clutch means connecting said motorized driving means to

each of said indicating elements for energizing their

movement, disengageable clutch means connecting said

receiver motor to the lowest order of said indicating ele-

ments for actuating its movement as a function of said

dispensed quantity, said disengageable clutch means be-

ing arranged to override said slip clutch means for caus-

ing said receiver motor to superintend the movement of

said lowest order indicating element, disengageable escape-

ment means connecting said lower order to said higher

to each article engaging member and adapted to

move said article engaging member selectively from

said first position to said second position whereby

the uppermost article in the subjacent column is dis-

pensed upon transverse movement of said recifM-o-

cable member with said article engaging member in

said second position, and

(/) a plurality of latch release members representmg

the required coins for dispensing an article opera-

lively connected to actuating members which in turn

are mounted on individual selector bars whereby pre-

determined ones of the latch release members are

released upon operation of selected ones of said

selector bars.

3,100,062

INDICATING APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING
SYSTEM

Robert G. Spalding, Bracknell, England, assignor to

Symington Wayne Corporation, Salisbury, Md., a cor-

poration of Maryland .,.,*,^
Filed Feb. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 171,501

Claims priority, application Great Britain Feb. 8, 1961

8 Claims. (CL 222—35)
1. An indicating apparatus for a dispcnsmg system in-

cluding an indicating unit and a dispensing unit, said

apparatus comprising a meter connected to said dispens-

ing unit for providing an output which is a function of

the dispensed quantity, a signal generator connected to

said meter for providing a transmittable signal, a receiver

motor mounted upon said indicating unit, communication

means connecting said receiver motor to said signal gen-

erator for actuating its operation in accordance with

said dispensed quantity, a set of indicating elements mov-

ably mounted in said indicating unit for providing a

order indicating elements for intermittently allowing said

motorized driving means to move said higher order indi-

cating elements to indicate successive digits when said

lower order elements respectively are moved throughout

their fu'l cycle of movement, disengageable stop means

operatively connected to each of said indicating elements

for arresting their movement at*a zeroizing condition; and

reset control means connected to said disfengageable

clutch, said escapement means and said stop means for

disengaging said single clutch and said escapement means

from said indicating elements and for engaging said stop

means with said indicating elements to permit said driv-

ing means to reset all of said indicating elements to said

zeroizing conditions prior to a dispensing operation.

3,100,063

APPARATUS FOR ABSTRACT PAINTING
Henry Henriksen, 3136 Pillsbury Ave. S.,

Minneapolis, ^inn.
Filed Feb. 10, 1960, *r. No. 7,893

2 Claims. (CI. 222—94)

1. A paint applicator comprising a plurality of com-

pressible nozzled paint tubes grouped together in side-by-

side relationship whereby the entire group can be con-

veniently grasped in the hand of the user for simultane-

ous squeezing of all of said tubes, means for holding said

tubes together in said grouped relationship, the nozzles of

each of said tubes extending in the same direction, re-

movable caps for the nozzles of each of said tubes, one

of said nozzles extending beyond the rest of said nozzles

to enable said applicator to function as a paint pen.
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3,100,064
MORTAR-PLASTER MIXER

Jerome Kacena, Bcrwyn, III., assignor to Anchor Manu-
facturing Co., a corporation of Illinois

Filed June 3, 1960, Ser. No. 33,848
3 Claims. (CI. 222—166)

lever having a handle at its free swingable end and being
disposed, when in use, at an upwardly inclined oblique
angle, the upper end of said can having a valve tripping

button spaced vertically from the plane of said base, and

1. An apparatus for mixing mortar or plaster having,

in combination, a frame including a base member and a

pair of laterally spaced support members extending up-

wardly from said base member and carrying trunnion

means, a cylindrical mixing drum having a hopper formed

on a portion of its periphery and provided with an op)en-

ing for loading and discharging the drum and a di<^charge

lip, means affixed to the ends of said drum at the periph-

ery of the drum and engaging said trunnion means to

provide a swingable mounting for the drum, permitting

it to be swung from a lower position wherein the hopper

opening is in a generally horizontal plane to facilitate re-

ceiving material, to an upper position wherein the hopper

opening is in substantially a vertical plane to facilitate

discharging material wtih material discharging therefrom

over the discharge lip in moving from the lower position

to the upper position with the lip moving over a small

arc of movement, a hydraulic pi- ton and cylinder device

connected between said frame and said drum for swing-

ing the drum for the lower charge position to the upper

discharge position, a control for operating said hydraulic

piston and cylinder, aVotary mixing device including mix-

ing blades within said drum and means for continually

driving the mixing device in all positions of said drum
including a set of meshing gears with a gear movable with

the drum revolving about a gear not movable with the

drum.

3,100,065
HOLDER FOR PRESSURIZED TOOTHPASTE

DISPENSERS
Hilbert W. Gross, 1311 Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa.

Filed Aug. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 47,246
1 Claim. (CI. 222—180)

In combination, a vertically cylindrical receiver hav-

ing a flat circular horizontal base portion and a cylindri-

cal vertical wall, said wall having a vertical front slot, a

can of pressurized dental cream confined removably in

the receiver, said can standing upright on the base por-

tion and being partially encompassed by the wall and

exposed to view by way of said slot, said receiver being

the only means for maintaining said can in a stationary

upright position, and a vertically pivoted lever mounted
atop the wall of said receiver, said mounting including a

circular opening formed by rearwardly curling the upper

edge of said wall, a slot which is perpendicular to said

opening to receive the end of said pivoted lever to be

mounted, and a pin lodged in said circular opening and
passing through said mounted end of the lever for pivot-

ally retaining such end in relation to the receiver, said

^1^.

the medial portion of said lever having a button depresser
resting atop the button, an attaching and supporting
bracket carried by a rearward upper central portion of
said wall, and upper edge portions of said wall curved to

form toothbrush holders.

3,100,066
CABINET WITH AEROSOL SPRAYER

Ned Campbell, 1447 E. 18tli St., Los Angeles, Calif.
FUed Mar. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 181,628

9 Claims. (CI. 222—180)

1. A bathroom cabinet comprising a casing adapted to

contain various articles useful in a bathroom including a
raclc for toilet paper and having an opening for access to

said raclc, a door normally closing said access opening, the

casing having an outlet opening for an aerosol, means in

said casing for removably supporting an aerosol container,

an ejector operatively associated with said container for

effecting a discharge from said aerosol container through
said outlet opening, and means engageable with the ejec-

tor and connected to the door for operating the ejector

upon movement of the door.

3,100,067
COMPOSITE CLOSURE

Charics W. Heppcnstall, P.O. Box 2325,
Delray Beach, Fla.

Filed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 109391
2 Claims. (CI. 222—190)

1 . A composite closure comprising a thin-walled, metal-

lic, outer shell having a ceiling with a central opening and
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an annular wall depending from the ceiling, a liner of

resilient prcshrunk plastic material engaged within the

metal outer shell and having internal threads formed on

the inner wall thereof, said liner having an outside diam-

eter in the free state greater than the inside diameter of

the depending wall of the metal outer shell and being

press-fit in said metal outer shell, said inner wall of the

liner having an inner annular groove at the top thereof

and a dispensing member having a subsuntially flat periph-

eral portion and a central opening, the peripheral portion

seated in the annular groove of said liner.

3,100,068
DISPENSING DEVICE

Bruno W. Kersten, PhiUdelphia, Pa., assignor to

Marion S. Pump, Kalamazoo, Mich.

FUed Oct. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 61,952

2 Claims. (CI. 222—207)

said body member and resilient means urging said

valve element closed, said first valve means being

arranged so that it positively obstructs the flow of

liquid through said first body member away from said

chamber and yieldably resists the flow of liquid

through said first body member toward said cham-

ber; and
second valve means including a second elongated

body member having a central opening extending

therethrough, said second body member being snugly

disposed in said outlet opening, a valve clement dis-

posed within said second body member and resilient

means urging said valve element closed, said second

valve means being arranged so that it positively ob-

structs the flow of liquid through said second body

member toward said chamber and yieldably resists

the flow of liquid through said second body member
away from said chamber.

3,100,069

ADJUSTABLE WRAP WEB GUIDING APPARATUS
Howard R. Richards, Lakewood, and Alexander V.

Alexeff, Cleveland, Ohio, assignors to Industrial Ovens,

Incorporated, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Olilo

Filed Dec. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 77,041

10 Claims. (CL 226—17)

1 . A device for advancing, and controlling the flow of,

a liquid from one point to another, comprising:

an elongated, resilcntly flexible bulb having end walls

and side walls defining an elongated chamber therem,

the cross-sectional area of said chamber transverse

of its lengthwise extent being substantially smaller

near one end than near the other end thereof, the

cross-sectional shape of the central portion of said

bulb and said chamber transverse of their lengthwise

extents being substantially oval, and said central por-

tion of said bulb being comfortably engageable by

and receivable within an average, normal adult hand;

means defining an inlet opening through said one end

of said bulb communicating with the adjacent one

end of said chamber, the central axis of said inlet

opening being lengthwise of said bulb;

means defining an outlet opening through a side wall

of said bulb adjacent the other end thereof and com-

municating with said chamber near the other end

thereof, the central axis of said outlet opening being

substanUally parallel with the major axis of said

cross-sectional shape and substantially perpendicular

to the central axis of said inlet opening;

a first valve means including a first elongated body

member having a central opening extending there-

through, said first body member being snugly dis-

posed in said inlet opening, a valve element within

3. Web guiding apparatus comprising first and second

roll means for guidingly engaging a web traveling along

a given direction and extending under one of said first

and second roll means and over the other whereby the

degree of interference between the web engaging profiles

of said first and second roll means as viewed along said

direction of web travel determines the degree of wrap

of said web thereon, roll mounting means to progressively

adjust the profile relationship of said first and second roll

means relative to each other back and forth between a

first condition where, as between said first and second roll

means, there are relatively low degrees of (1) skewing

and (2) profile interference and a second condition

where, as between said first and second roll means, there

are relatively high degrees of (1) skewing and (2) profile

interference, said roll mounting means including means

to shift said first and second roll means back and forth

together transverse to the direction of web travel incident

to said progressive adjustment back and forth between

said first and second conditions.

3,100,070

APPARATUS FOR HANDLING HOT METAL RODS
Sheridan Smith, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada,

assignor, by mesne assignments, to Morgan Construc-

tion Company, Worcester, Mass.
FUed Nor. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 67,714

8 Claims. (CI. 226—171)
1. An apparatus for effecting a substantial change in

the direction of travel of a hot mcUl rod for delivery

thereof to a coiling reel comprising a pair of rotatable

pulleys, an endless flexible member passing around said

pulleys, a third rotatable pulley intermediate the said first

two pulleys with its periphery contacting the exterior side

of said flexible member, said periphery having a rod

receiving groove therein, the radius of curvature of which
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is slightly greater than the radius of the largest diameter

rod to be used and the depth of which is slightly less

than the diameter of the smallest diameter rod to be
used, the three pulleys lying in substantially the same
plane, means for directing a rod between the periphery

of the third pulley and the exterior side of the flexible

member, adjustable means for controlling the tension of

said flexible member and means for rotating at least said

third pulley whereby the peripheral speed of any point

on the periphery of the third pulley is equal to or slightly

greater than the linear speed of the rod to be delivered

to the coiling reel.

3,100,071
TAPE CLAMPING ROLLER ASSEMBLY

Joseph J. Neff, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to Ampex
Corporation, Redwood City, Calif., a corporation of

California

FUed Aug. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 833,481
4 Claims. (CI. 226—176)

*t '4/ ^57 ^S>^*8 ?/

1. A capstan roller assembly comprising: a clamping

roller; a yoke rotatably supporting said clamping roller;

a pivot shaft extending through said yoke parallel to the

axis of said roller and coupled to said yoke for turning

said yoke upon turning of said shaft; means for rotating

said shaft for clamping and unclamping said roller; and

means for adjusting the angular position of said yoke with

respect to said pivot shaft.

3,100,072
CORRUGATED PAPER CONTAINER

James J. Mason, 3107 W. 173rd St., Hazel Crest, III.

FUed July 31, 1961, Ser. No. 128,050
3 Claims. (CI. 229—16)

posed end walls, the improvement for increasing the stack-

ing strength of such containers comprising an inverted

V-shaped rigidifying scoring in each end wall, said rigidi-

fying scoring being non-folding therealong in normal
usage, with the apex of the V at the mid-point of the

top edge of the end wall, and with the lower ends of the

V-shaped scoring terminating at the lower corners of
the end wall.

3,100,073
CORNER HINGE CONSTRUCTION

Leo Theodore Roy, South Attlcboro, Mass., assignor to
Craft, Inc., South Attleboro, Mass., a corporation of
Massachusetts

FUed Feb. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 790,634
2 Cbdms. (CI. 229—44)

1. In a box constructed of a material having the flexi-

ble characteristics of cardboard, a body section, a cover

section adapted to overlie said body section, said body
and cover sections each having front, rear and side walls,

hinge means for hingedly attaching said sections to each

other with their walls in substantially edge-to-cdgc abut-

ting relation, said hinge means including a pair of hinge

elements that are positioned at the rear corners of said

box, each of said hinge elements including a first and
second plate, said plates being hingedly attached to each
other and each plate overlying the inner surface of the

rear wall of its associated section at the opposite end
portion thereof, each of said plates being in engagement
with said inner surface of the rear wall of its associated

section but otherwise disconnected therefrom, flanges in-

tegrally joined to said plates and extending perpendicular-

ly from the sides thereof, each of said flanges engaging
the inner surface of the adjacent side wall of the associ-

ated section and being in substantially the same plane, the

edge of each of said flanges that is adjacent the outer

edge of the associated plate being coextensive therewith,

the other edge of each of said flanges that is adjacent the

hinge axis of said hinge elements being foreshortened with
respect to the edge of said plate adjacent thereto, and
means for securing each of said flanges to its req>ective

side wall.

1. In a regular slotted rectangular container of the

type having a top, bottom, opposed side walls and op-

3,100,074
CARTON

Robert B. Beck, Lake Forest, 111^ assignor to The Kendall
Company, Boston, Mass., a corporation of Massa-
chusetts

FUed Oct. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 228,539
7 Claims. (CI. 229—44)

7. A carton, readily assemblable from a longitudinally
seamed flat sleeve, comprising an interlocking bottom of
the snap assembly type, walls upstanding from said bot-

tom constituting the front panel, opposing side panels
and the back panel of said carton, at least two of the

opposite walls of said carton making internal angles less

than 90* with said bottom and a quadrilaterally-shaped
cover integrally hinged to said back panel and having a
depending skirt on three sides extending to cover edge
portions of said front and side panels when said cover is

closed, a unitary U-shaped insert positioned within said
carton including a flat dispensing platform whose periph-
ery is closely adjacent the carton interior when the plat-
form is in operating position, and a planar support mem-
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ber having a bottom edge contacting said carton bottom
and projecting downwardly from each of two opposite

sides of said platform, the front and side panels of said

said side panels at areas adjacent either side of said rear

panels, and means for locking the free edge of said bot-

tom panel with said front panel, said skid Angers being of

carton having top edges in common with scored edges

of tabs which fold inwardly and are held in place by

projecting through slits in the edge of said platform.

3,100,075
EASY-OPEN TELESCOPING CARTON FOR

SAUSAGE CASINGS
Theodore H. Marshall, Oak Lawn, 111., assignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York
Filed Dec. 17, 1958, Ser. No. 781,080

4 Claims. (CI. 229—51)

4. A telescoping carton having a base box and a cover
box telescoping thereon, both the base box and the cover
box portions being formed from blanks having end flaps

and side flaps provided with side tabs, each box having

one end flap and the side flaps locked in assembled posi-

tion and the opposite end held in assembled position by
external means, the locked ends of each box comprise

a portion of the respective end flaps folded over the in-

turned tabs on the side flaps thereby holding same in

pxjsition. said folded over portion being held in place by

frictional engagement with the upturned side flaps with

the locked ends of each box being adjacent one another

when the cover box is telescoped over the base box and

wherein the external means for holding the opposite end
of the cover box in assembled position comprises strips of

adhesive material each extending from one side flap to

said opposite end flap, the external means for holding the

opposite end of the base box in assembled position being

the assembled opposite end of the cover box telescoping

thereover, and securing means for the carton comprising

a plurality of adhesive strips extending from the bottom
panel of the base box to the side flaps and end flaps of

the cover box.

3,100,076
PAPERBOARD SHOPPING BAG

Felix A. Russell, 713 S. Lincoln Ave., Alexandria, Va.
FUed Mar. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 96,520

3 Claims. (CI. 229—54)
1. A rectangular shopping bag formed from a single

blank of paperboard and comprising a front panel, a

rear panel, side panels interconnecling adjacent side edges

of said front and rear panels, a bottom panel integrally

hingedly connected to said lower portion of said rear

panel, a series of relatively narrow and widely spaced

skid Angers integrally formed on and extending down-
wardly from the lower edge of said front panel, an in-

tegral foot member extending downwardly from each of

A-

It

/»

^^'

substantially equal lengths and underlying substantially

the entire width of said bag, and the upper portion of

said front panel having an integral handle.

3,100,077
MULTIPLE SWITCH DEVICE FOR CONNECTION
WITH AN ELECTRICAL BUSINESS MACHINE

Hans Heuer, Wilhelmshaven, Germany, assignor to

Olympia Werke A.G., WUhelmshaven, Germany
FUed Oct. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 848,463

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 27, 1958
16 Claims. (CI. 235—60)

1. Signal transmitting means adapted to be mechani-
cally controlled by a calculating machine for producing
signals representing digital and/or other data furnished
by said calculating machine, the latter having individually

movable actuator members respectively associated with
said different data, comprising, in combination,

(a) multiple switch means comprising

( 1 ) first contact means including a first plate

member and a predetermined number of first

conCact strips extending parallel with each other
along one face of said first plate member and
an equal number of contact segments respec-

tively connected with said first contact strips

and mounted along a circular arc on said first

plate member;
(2) second contact means including a second plate

member arranged parallel with, and spaced
from, said first plate member, and a predeter-

mined number of second contact strips extend-

ing in a direction transverse of that of said first

contact strips on a face of said second plate

member facing said one face of said first plate

member, said second plate member being mov-
ably and resiliently supported for permitting

change of its distance from said first plate mem-
ber by movement from a normal first position

to a second position;

(3) a plurality of elongated interconnecting con-

tact carrier means extending parallel with said

first contact strips and respectively associated

therewith, said contact carrier means being ar-
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ranged between said first contact strips, respec-

tively, and said second contact strips and being

individually movable longitudinally along said

first contact strips, respectively, between a plu-

rality of selectable positions, each of said contact,

carrier means being insulated from the other

ones thereof and carrying a first contact mem-
ber in sliding contact with the associated first

contact strip, and a second contact member
conductively connected with said first contact

member and arranged to make contact with any

one of said second contact strips depending upon
the selected position to which the particular

contact carrier means has been moved, pro-

vided that said second plate member is moved
to said second position thereof;

{/>) guide means for said interconnecting contact car-

rier means comprising a box-like structure having

top and bottom walls in contact with and slidingly

guiding said contact carrier means along said walls,

and having side walls spaced from each other a dis-

tance substantially equal to the sum of the transverse

dimensions of said contact carrier means and just

sufficient to permit sliding movement of said con-

tact carrier means relative to each other;

(c) electromagnetic means for moving said second

plate member from said normal first position in

which said second contact strips arc out of engage-

ment with said second contact members of said con-

tact carrier means, and said second position in which

each of said second contact strips are in engagement
with a different one of said second contact members,

respectively, irrespective of the actual longitudinal

position of the individual contact carrier means;

(d) operating means comprising a plurality of oper-

ating members for mechanically moving said inter-

connecting contact means, respectively, individual-

ly and selectively from a normal position into any

one of said selectable positions, said operating means
comprising a plurality of linkage means adapted to

connect operatively each of said operating members,

respectively, with a different one of the movable
actuator members of the calculating machine in such

a manner that each of said selectable positions cor-

responds to a different position of said actuator

members, respectively;

ie) first control means for actuating said electromag-

netic means when said contact carrier means are in

said selectable position, respectively;

(/) signal transmitting means comprising rotary switch

means connected with one terminal of a source of

electric energy and arranged to contact sequentially,

when rotated, said contact segments of said first

\ plate member;
(g) drive means for rotating said rotary switch means;
(h) second control means cooperating with said first

control means for actuating said drive means after

said first control means have actuated said electro-

magnetic means and after said second plate member
has been moved to said second position thereof;

(/) a plurality of output means connected with said

second contact strips, respectively, and adapted to

transmit signals depending upon said selected posi-

tions of said contact carrier members in the sequence

of engagement of said rotary switch means with said

contact segments, respectively, to input terminals of

electrically operable devices connected at their re-

spective other terminals with the other terminal of

said source of energy; and
(k) comparatively shallow housing means surround-

ing all of said means and adapted to be attached from

underneath to the calculating machine so as to sup-

port the latter.

3,100,078
THERMOSTATIC CONTROL MECHANISM

Rkhard C. Dreibelbis, Fairiawn, NJ^ asiisiior to Carrier

CorponiHpn, Syracuse, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUed May 5, 1960, Scr. No. 27,007

11 Claims. (CL 236-^7)

rv^T

u
2. A dual-bleed thermostat for use in a control system

comprising a frame, a first nozzle on said frame having

a planar port, a second nozzle on said frame having a

planar port, a bracket pivotally mounted on said frame,

a first bimetallic element adjustably secured to said brack-

et, a second bimetaJlic element adjustably secured to said

bracket, first means operatively connected to said first

bimetallic element for closing the first port, second means
operatively connected to said second bimetallic element
for closing the second port, and means for moving the

bracket to simultaneously adjust the first means and the

second means.

3,100,079
PNEUMATIC THERMOSTAT WITH PRESSURE

COMPENSATED VALVING
Edward P. Stucka, Dccrfield, III., aflsignor to Minneapolis-

Honeywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis, Minn., a
corporation of Delaware

FUed Apr. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 101,456
12 Claims. (CI. 236—87)

1. A pneumatic non-bleed thermostat comprising: a

casing having a pressure chamber therein; inlet, exhaust
and branch line passages positioned within said casing;

nozzle means positioned in said inlet and exhaust passages
adjacent said chamber; flapper means associated with said

nozzle means; an operating shaft movably mounted within

said chamber of said casing, said shaft engaging said

flapper means and adapted to selectively pivot one or the

other of the flapper means relative to said nozzle to open
and close selectively said inlet and exhaust passages to

said chamber; a bimetal mounted on said casing; lever

means connected to and movable by said bimetal; means
connecting said lever means to said shaft to position said

shaft in accordance with movement of said bimetal; t>el-

lows feedback means positioned in part in said chamber
end engaging said lever means to apply a feedback force

to said lever means; second lever means positioned within

said chamber and pivotally connected to said casing; bias-

ing means being applied to each of said flapper means
to offset the force on said flapper means applied by the

pressure of said inlet, exhaust and branch passages to

produce a predetermined minimum force difference on

»

said flapper means, said biasing means being connected in

part to said second lever means and each of said flapper

means; and means connecting said bellows means to said

second lever means to vary the loading of said biasing

means on said flapper means with a variation in branch
line pressure within said chamber to maintain said pre-

determined force difference on said flapper means.

3,100,080
RAILWAY RAIL JOINT

Rene A. Fiechter, Dooglaston, N.Y., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to American Railroad Curvelining Corpo-
ration, a corporation of New York

Filed May 27, 1957, Scr. No. 661,921
11 Claims. (CL 238—151)

1. A railroad rail joint comprising rail end portions

and at least one additional metallic element having a sur-

face complementary to at least a substantial proporti<Mi

of the lateral surfaces of said rail end portions, said end
portions and said element being substantially rigidly

bonded together by the interposition throughout at least

a major proportion of said complementary surfaces of a

thermo-setting synthetic resin bonding agent.

3,100,081
RAIL ANCHOR

John J. Gallagher, Denver, Colo., assignor to Poor &
Company, Cnicago, III., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Sept 17, 1957, Ser. No. 684,542
1 Claim. (CI. 238—327)

A rail anchor comprising a steel bar having a ho<^ at

one end to provide upper and lower jaws adapted to be

expanded into gripping engagement with the top and bot-

tom surfaces respectively of a rail base flange at one side

of the rail,

a horizontal body portion for extending across beneath

the rail base and having a locking shoulder for en-

gaging an edge of the base flange at the other side of

the rail;

the said bar being T-shape in cross-section and having

a vertically disposed central rigidifying flange of

greater vertical width than the overall transverse

width of the bar and extending lengthwise thereof aiKi

around said hook with one edge of the central flange

being positioned adjacent the rail base but spaced

therefrom,

and a pair of diverging lateral flanges united with the

last mentioned edge of the central flange and inclined

upwardly and outwardly a sufficient distance from

their junction with said central flange to facilitate

ready flexing thereof relative to the central flange and

which terminate in flat marginal portions having fric-

tional gripping engagement at their lateral edges and
inwardly therefrom with the top and bottom surfaces

of the rail base when the anchor is applied thereto;

the vertical distance between the terminal portion of

the hook and said body, when the anchor is free of

the rail. b>eing less than the maximum thickness of

the portion of the rail base embraced thereby, where-
by said inclined lateral flanges are deflected vertically

of the rail base to minimize the expansion of said

bend of the hook during the application of the an-

chor to a rail, said locking shoulder also including a
pair of diverging flanges which incline upwardly and
outwardly from the central rigidifying flange and
bear resiliently at their outer edges against the bottom
surface of the rail to relieve the bend of the hook
of excessive strains during application of the anchor
to the rail.

3,100,082
BOILER ROOM FUEL TANK

Glenn L. Mullins, 360 Missouri St., San Francisco, Calif.
FUed Jan. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 170,010

2 Claims. (CI. 239—278)

1. In a watercraft having a hull with an engine room
area therein and a plurality of groups of liquid fuel

burners in said engine room area, where each of said

burners has a fuel containing portion mounted therein

for periodic removal and cleaning, the means for facili-

tating periodic cleaning of said burners which comprises
a tank mounted in said hull adjacent to said engine room
area, liquid fuel receiving means mounted in said engine

room area adjacent to each of said groups of burners,

conduit means containing valve means and connecting

each of said fluid receiving means to said tank for con-

veying fluid from said receiving means to said tank, a

source of compressed air in said engine room area, selec-

tively operable air delivery means connected to said

source and mounted adjacent to each of said fuel receiv-

ing means for facilitating the transfer of fuel from a

burner to said fuel receiving means and exhaust means
connected to said tank for periodically emptying said tank

comprising fluid discharge means extending from the bot-

tom of said tank to a point outside said hull and conduit

means containing a selectively operable valve and con-

necting said source to said tank.

3,100,083
X WATER SPRINKLER VALVE

WUUs W. Wardmp, 482 Mariposa Ave.,

Mountain View, Calif.

Filed May 15, 1961, Scr. No. 125,604
2 Claims. (CI. 239—452)

1. A device of the type described comprising a ver-

tical fluid conveying outlet pipe communicating with a

source of fluid supply under pressure, the outlet end of

the pipe lying in a horizontal plane and opening into
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the atmosphere; an air-controlled device; a support in-

terconnecting the air-controlled device with the pipe and

spacing it above the outlet end of the pipe; said air-

controlled device including a compartment for receiving

air from a source of air supply under pressure, one wall

of the compartment constituting a diaphragm that is

flexed according to the air pressure in the compartment;

a horizontally disposed disc valve having a central sup-

porting shank mounted for vertical movement in the

air control device and along the vertical axis of the pipe;

the diameter of the disc valve being larger than that of

the pipe so that when the fluid in the pipe lifts the

valve from a closed position of contacting with the dis-

charge end of the pipe to an open position, the disc valve

will function as a fluid spreader and will cause the fluid

to flow in an apron-like stream from the pipe and into

the atmosphere; and a valve for controlling the flow of

air under pressure into the compartment; whereby when

a flow of air under pressure into the compartment to

exert a force on the diaphragm and disc valve to close

the valve is greater than the fluid pressure in the pipe

to open the valve, the valve will close and will stop

the fluid flowing from the pipe; and when a lesser flow

of air into the compartment to exert a lesser force on

the diaphragm for closing the disc valve than is exerted

by said fluid pressure for opening the valve, the valve

will open and will act as a fluid spreader for the fluid

flowing from the pipe into the atmosphere; and in which

the cupport that interconnects the air-controlled device

with the fluid outlet pipe has a vertical portion which

is arcuate in horizontal cross section and will extend

part way around a circle and will act as a deflector

for any fluid striking it and will thus limit the angular

spread of the apron-like stream of fluid issuing into the

atmosphere from between the discharge end of the outlet

pipe and the undersurface of the disc valve.

3,100,084

CONSTANT FLOW RATE FUEL INJECTION
NOZZLE

Albert Biber, Penn Hills Township, Allegheny County,

Pa., assignor to Gulf Research & Development Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Aug. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 128,435

4 Claims. (CI. 239—463)

1. In a nozzle having a swirl chamber, said chamber
having a longitudinal axis, said chamber being bounded

by a wall curved around said longitudinal axis to define

a substantially conical swirl chamber surface concentric

with respect to said longitudinal axis the wider base of

which is rearward in the swirl chamber, liquid passage-

way opening means in the rear of said chamber in the

region of said conical surface and laterally remote from
said longitudinal axis adapted to impart a swirling motion
to a liquid along said conical surface, said passageway
opening means being the only means for supplying pres-

surized liquid to said swirl chamber, said chamber being
free of means tending to substantially disrupt the swirl-

ing motion imparted to said liquid, an orifice opening at

the front of said chamber concentric with said axis, the

improvement comprising at least one exposed indentation

in said conical surface bounding said swirl chamber,
said indentation being disposed forwardly in said cham-
ber with respect to said passageway opening means, said

indentation being spaced apart from said passageway
opening means and the region of the wall surface separat-

ing said passageway opening means and said indentation
being itself free of indentations thereby preventing surface
channeling between said passageway opening means and
said indentation, said indentation also being spaced apart

from said orifice to maintain the periphery of said orifice

opening free of indentations, said indentation adapted to

render liquid flow rate more independent of viscosity

without substantial disruption of the swirling flow pattern

of said liquid.

3,100,085
SIGNAL LAMP

Samuel M. Dover, Chicago, III., assignor to Doray Lamp
Co., Inc., Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Feb. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 173,565
1 Claim. (CI. 240—83)

A signal lamp comprising a rubber-like housing having
an encompassing side wall which is closed at one end
by an integral back wall and is open at the opposite end,

a lens closing the open opposite end of the encompassing
wall, said encompassing wall having mounting means at

said opposite end thereof around the periphery thereof

and extending radially outwardly thereof and integral

therewith, means forming an integral part of the rubber
housing and projecting axially forwardly of the foremost
part of the lens and extending around the periphery of the

lens and serving as a mechanical shield for the lens, a

socket holding and grounding bracket within the housing
and secured thereto and having a portion thereof extend-

ing along the encompassing wall, a light bulb socket se-

cured at one end to said portion and extending inwardly
from the encompassing wall towards the center of the

housing and having a light bulb at its other end, said

bracket having a portion thereof extending through the

encompassing side wall of the housing and bearing against

said mounting means, said mounting means having a hole

therethrough for receiving a mounting screw therethrough
and said bracket projecting part being in a position adja-

cent said hole for grounding through the action of the

sa-ew.
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3,100,086
FIXTURE REFLECTOR ALIGNER

Max M. ThomMD, Moandfrillc, W. Va., and Ernest G.
Johnson, St. Clairsvllle, Ohio, assignors to Sylvania
Electric Products Inc^ a corporation of Delaware

FUed Nov. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 238,846
6 Claims. (CI. 240—103)

1. An aligner for connecting to one another the lowcr^

longitudinal portions of a pair of lighting fixture reflect

tors arranged end-to-end in close proximity to one an-

other, the lower longitudinal portion of each of saidyre-

flectors being characterized by an outwardly extending

shelf, an inwardly turned flange and a substantially/ver-

tical leg connecting said shelf and said flange, said aligner

comprising a blank having a main body portion oyerlying

the vertical leg of said reflector; a pair of upi^r loops

spaced from one another and formed along^the upper
longitudinal portion of said blank, each of saia upper loops

being in firm frictional engagement with t^ outwardly ex-

tending shelf of each of said reflectors; a<id a pair of lower

loops spaced from one another and^formed along the

lower longitudinal portion of said t)lank, each of said

lower loops being in firm frictional Engagement with the

inside face of the vertical leg of each of said reflectors.

3,100,087
COMMINUnOP^EVICE

Lyle C. McDumtRtr-Bois^ Idaho, assignor to

H. e: Pcckham, Boise, Idaho
FUc#l(far. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,535

5 Claims. (CI. 241—79)

1. A comminution device comprising a stationary sub-

stantially inverted cup-shaped hood and a cutter disc dis-

posed proximately under and rotating on an axis coaxial

with said cup-shaped hood, said cutter disc having up-

wardly extending cutter elements projecting inside said

hood, said hood having an inlet opening for receiving

relatively large ore chunks into a comminuting chamber
defined by said hood and said disc, said hood having a
receiving chamber at the bottom portion thereof, said

hood having in its sidewall at least one slot extending in

a direction generally parallel to said axis, a spiral spring
mounted along said slot, cover means secured to said

sidewall and enclosing said spring, said cover means
having an open lower end in communication with said
receiving chamber, and means to vary the distance be-

tween adjacent convolutions of said spring, whereby com-
minuted material from said chamber entering said slot

is screened by said spring and discharged to said receiv-

ing chamber.

3,100,088
VIBRATION MILLS

Henry Leveson Podmore, WUdacres, Consal, near Wet-
leyrocks, and Denis Fahcy, Stoke-on-Trent, England,
assignors to W. Podmore and Sons Limited and
William Boulton Limited, Jointly

Filed Oct 20, 1961, Ser. No. 146,563
Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 19, 1960

11 Claims. (CI. 241—170)

3. A grinding, deburring and polishing mill or the
like, comprising a container adapted to receive material
to be ground, a plurality of independent and freely dis-

posed media for grinding, deburring, polishing or bur-
nishing in said container, means resiliently supporting
said container, means for imparting high frequency vibra-
tion to the container about a substantially vertical axis,

said vibration having a vertical component and a rota-

tional component, the interior of said container being
defined by a continuous outer wall and a continuous in-

ner wall spaced therefrom to aid in the transfer of vibra-
tional energy to the grinding media.

3,100,089
WINDING APPARATUS AND TENSIONING

MEANS THEREFOR
Paul H. Norrfaolm, 91 Midland Blvd.,

Lake Ronkonkoma, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 172,473

6 Claims. (CI. 242—6)

1. In a device of the character described, an annular
shuttle adapted to hold a supply of strip material which is

fed therefrom through the bottom thereof, a base, means
mounting said shuttle on said base for rotation, power
means operatively engaging said shuttle for rotating the
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same, a support carried by said base for rotatably mount-
ing a coil thereon in a plane in angular relation to the

plane of said shuttle and through the axial opening of
which coil the shuttle moves in its rotation for winding
the strip material in covering relation on the periphery

of the coil, a rotatably mounted tensioning means, biasing

means exerting a pressure on said tensioning means retain-

ing said tensioning means against too free rotation, said

tensioning means including spaced elements mounted
thereon for turning movement into and out of the path
of movement of said strip material as the same is fed

from said shuttle with the rotation thereof to thereby form
in said strip material loops extending about said elements
respectively between the shuttle and the attachment of

said strip material to said coil, means biasing said elements
to normally dispose the same in the path of movement of
said strip material whereby the loops formed about said

elements respectively function to rotate the tensioning

means a partial rotation and producing by said biasing of
said tensioning means against too free rotation a tautness

in the loops as the same are wound on said coil, and where-
by each loop rotates the element about which it engages
out of the path of movement of said strip material with
the movement of said element into adjacent relation with

the coil to thereby free the loop therefrom and discontinue
turning of said tensioning means until a subsequent loop
is formed in the strip material.

3,100,090
MAGNETIC TAPE MAGAZINE CHANGER

MECHANISM
John D. GoodcU, Greenwich, Barbara Ivfaig, MUford,

John C. Wistrand, Stamford, and Vasll Tail, Bridge-
port, Conn., assignors to Minnesota Mining St Manu-
facturing Company, St. Paul, Minn., a corporation of
Delaware

FUed Sept. 2, 1959, Scr. No. 837,716
13 Clahns. (CI. 242—55.13)

1. In tape recording-reproducing apparatus, the com-
bination of means forming a tape cartridge receiving well

capable of containing a stack of tape cartridges therein,

platform means slidably mounted in said well and capable

of supporting said stack of tape cartridges thereon, means
urging said platform means upwardly in said well, and

means operable to index tape cartridges in said stack on
said platform successively to and out of a reference posi-

tion, while said tape cartridges remain in said stack.

3,100,091
YARN TENSIONING DEVICE

Daniel J. MIndheim,. Glen Cove, and Howard C. Lhide-

mann, Westbury, N.Y., assignors to Lindley & Com-
pany, Incorporated, Mineola, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
Filed Mar. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 123,914

14 Claims. (CI. 242—150)
1. A yarn tensioning device comprising a cup-shaped

case comprising an outer peripheral wall and bottom wall

of magnetic material, an annular electromagnet coil re-

ceived in said case and having a central hole, a lower disk

element overlying said coil and having a central hole,

and an upper disk element overlying said lower disk ele-

ment, said upper disk element having a central stem por-

tion of magnetic material extending down through the

central bole of said lower disk element and into said

3,100,092
WINDING APPARATUS

Richard F. Herr, Cortbind, Ohio, asignor, by mesne
assignments, to Rio Algom Mines Limited, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, a corporation of Canada

Filed Aug. 18, 1959, Ser. No. 834,560
5 Claims. (CL 242—158.4)

»'< tt ^

1. For use with apparatus wherein tenuous material is

fed longitudinally to a rotating mandrel extending trans-

versely of the material and wherein such material is

adapted to be wound upon the mandrel in a predetermined
pattern to form a coil, the combination comprising a cam
rotatable with the mandrel and providing an elongated
continuous cam suiface of a predetermined width which
is inclined, as respects the cam axis, from side-to-side

whereby cam surface portions spaced axially of said cam
are of different peripheral lengths, means for varying the

relative rotational speeds of said cam and said mandrel,
a follower engaged with said cam and adapted to be
shifted from a normal position upon cam rotation, a fluid

control valve actuated by movement of said follower, and
a fluid cylinder connected with said valve and effecting

relative movement between said material and said mandrel
in a direction axially of the latter upon displacement of
said follower from its normal position to thus properly
position successive material convolutions longitudinally
of said mandrel and substantially simultaneously effecting
relative movement between said cam and said follower to

central hole of said coil whereby said upper disk ele-

ment is drawn magnetically toward said lower disk ele-

ment when said coil is energized to apply tension to a

yarn running between said disk elements, said upper
disk element and stem portion comprising a composite
structure whereby said upper disk element by said stem "•.

portion is kept centered with said lower disk element and
moves axially with said stem portion.
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return the latter to its normal position, said follower be-
ing adjustable from side-to-side of said cam surface for
selective engagement with axially spaced portions thereof
to provide for adjustment of the motion imparted to said
follower by said rotating cam and thus provide for ad-
justment of the relative movement between said material
and said mandrel.

3,10«,093
APPARATUS FOR TOWED AIRCRAFT

Edward J. McQuiUen, Honti^doa VaUey, and Francis X.
Murphy, Philadelphia, Pa., assiipiors to the United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of
the Nary

FUed Ang. 28, 1962, Scr. No. 220,099
10 Claims. {CI. 244—3)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

means and said plunger means in latching and obstructing
positions respectively; whereby positive securement of
the towed aircraft can be obtained irrespective of am-
bient turbulence, airspeed and altitude.

3,100,094
SWEPTWING JET FLOW CONTROL MEANS

Roger W. Griswold II, Old Lyme, Conn.
FUed Nov. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 70,833

5 Chums. (CI. 244—42)

1. A launching, retrieving and securing apparatus for
towing an aircraft, comprising: a fairing formed to be
fixed to the underside of a towing airplane, motorized
reel contained in said fairing adapted to be controlled
from a remote station, a towline connected at one end
thereof to said reel, swivel means connected to the other
end of said towline and formed to be pivotally connected
to the normally disposed topside of the towed aircraft,

saddle means formed on the bottom of said fairing to
nestle the topside of the towed aircraft when in a secured
position, a plurality of resilient means secured to the
lower surface of said saddle means for providing com-
pliance between said saddle means and the towed aircraft
in the secured position, said saddle means forming an
opening for admitting said towline and said swivel means
into said fairing, a support housing fixed within and to

said fairing adjacent to said opening for slidably receiv-
ing said swivel means, said support housing being formed
therein to constrain said swivel means against forward
and lateral motion when in the secured position, sheave
means rotatably connected to said support housing having
the sheave groove thereof tangentially abutting said swivel

means when in the secured position to constrain the latter

against aftward motion and to provide rolling contact for
said towline during launching and retrieving, a notch
formed in said swivel means, pawl means pivotally con-
nected within and to said support housing for normally
latching into said notch when said swivel means is in the
secured position, toggle means operatively connected be-

tween said pawl means and said support housing, cocking
plunger means retractably extending into said support
housing and pivotally connected at one end to said toggle

means for actuation thereof, the other end of said plunger
means normally obstructing the admission of said swivel
means into said housing, actuating means connected with-
in and to said fairing adapted to be controlled from the

remote station, lost-motion means operatively connected
between said actuating means and said toggle means, and
force-exerting means operatively connected between said
fairing and said toggle means for maintaining said pawl

1. An aircraft wing having a sweptback leading edge
surface relative to the freestream flow thereover, means
defining a series of rearwardly and outwardly directed
xvozzles adjacently disposed in said surface, power means
sclccUvely operable to provide pressurized fluid flow to
said nozzles and effective to discharge relatively high ve-
locity blowing jets therefrom flowing in semi-volute
streamline paths upwardly and over said surface and re-
maining effectively attached thereto in general alignment
with the contiguous local flow thereover and over said
wing, whereby the lift of said wing is increased and the
drag thereof concurrently reduced by said blowing jets.

3,100,095
TWIN ENGINE THROTTLE SYNCHRONIZER

Robert H. Jespersen, West Haven, Conn., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to the United States of America
as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

FUed Oct. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 146,386
4 Claims. (CI. 244—83)

jtf£te_

1. A throttle synchronizer for simultaneously control-
ling at least two engines having carburetor throttle arms
comprising: Mixing means for conneaion to said car-
buretor throttle arms of said engines, said mixing means
having a plurality of pivotal members each connected at
a first extremity to a different one of said carburetor
throttle arms, a member having two ends hinged at one
end for rotation thereabout, said pivoUl members being
pivotally attached at the midpoints thereof to said second
end of said hinge member; first control means pivotally
connected to said pivotal members at a second extremity
opposite said first pivotal member extremity to control
said mixing means by pivoting said pivotal members about
their midpoints thereby regulating said carburetor tlirottle
arms connected to said first extremity of said pivotal
members; second control means connected to said second
end of said hinge member for moving the same about
its first end thereby pivoting said pivotal members and
synchronously throttling said engines.
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3,100,096
STREAMLINED HOUSING FOR AIRCRAFT

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Robert D. Smith, 2742 E. Tremont Ave., Bronx 61, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 14, 1962. Ser. No. 237,631

3 Claims. (CI. 244—117)

1. In an airplane including a fuselage and airfoils for

providing lift, and further including safety equipment
requiring a plurality of transverse cords on the underside

of said fuselage, the combination of a plurality of par-

allel transverse cord housings, each of said housings com-
prising a transverse upward depression, a door, means
for movement of said door from a closed position to an
open position, said door in a closed position being with-

in said depression and flush with the outer side of said

fuselage and said door in an open position being re-

tracted inwardly within said fuselage.

3,100,097
METHOD FOR HOT BOX DETECTION

Friedricb W. Woltersdorf, Braunschweig, Germany,
assignor to Siemens & Halske, Aktiengesellschaft^ Ber-

lin and Munich, Germany, a corporation of Germany
FUcd Dec. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 858,307

Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 15, 1958
7 Claims. (CI. 246—169)

5. A hot box detecting system comprising a pair of heat

sensor means adapted to be mounted on opf)osite sides

of a railroad track and further adapted to produce first

and second electrical signals in response to incident radiant

energy emitted by passing journal boxes, electrical dif-

ference-determining means coupled to said first and second

signals to provide a third signal commensurate with the

difference in magnitude between said first and second

signals, electrical adding means coupled to said first and

second signals to provide a fourth signal commensurate

with the sum of said first and second signals, electrical

ratio forming means responsive to said third and fourth

signals and operative to provide a fifth signal commen-
surate with the ratio between said third and fourth signals,

and means responsive to said fifth signal to provide an

output indication whenever the magnitude of said fifth

signal exceeds a predetermined threshold magnitude.

3,100,098
AUTOMATIC RETARDER SYSTEM FOR A RAIL-

ROAD CLASSIFICATION YARD
Archibald M. Crawford, 6427 Kentucky Ave., Pitts-

burgh 6, Pa.; Kenneth M. Lockerby, 1900 Pennsylvania
Blvd., Philadelphia 3, Pa.; and Robert H. Brown,
30 Devonwood Road, Wayne, Pa.

FUed July 12, 1962, Ser. No. 212,179
4 Claims. (CI. 246—182)

1. In a railroad car retarder system having retarder

means disposed along a track and adapted to apply differ-

ent amounts of retarding force to a passing railroad car

according to the different control signals applied there-

to; voltage generator means connected across the track

at a control point located near to said retarder means,

said voltage generator means being characterized by hav-

ing poor voltage regulation; a plurality of voltage-sensi-

tive switching means connected in parallel across said

track at said control point for sensing the track voltage

at said point; a plurality of time-delay relays, one con-

trolled by each of said voltage-sensitive switching means,
each of said time-delay relays being set to operate at

the expiration of a different time period following de-

f .-«ijf--'^M-:|:
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energization, each of said voltage-sensitive switching

means being operative to de-energize its associated time-

delay relay at the low track-voltage level which exists at

said control point when a railroad car shunts the track

at said control point, each of said voltage-sensitive switch-

ing means being biased differently and operative to re-

energize its associated relay at a different track-voltage

level at said control point, whereby each time-delay oper-

ates only in the event said relay is not re-energized dur-

ing its time-delay period; and means for applying to said

retarder means a control signal controlled by that one of
the time-delay relays which has operated and which also

has the shortest time delay.

3,100,099
SUPPORT FOR DISPLAY RACK OR THE LIKE

Edward E. Schaefer, 1534 Park Ave., River Forest, III.

FUed Dec. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 77,212
4 Claims. (CI. 248—194)

1. In a support of the character described, the im-
provement which comprises a rigid base adapted to be sup-
ported in generally horizontal relation above a generally
horizontal supporting surface such as a floor, said base
having three triangularly spaced threaded bores adapted
to extend generally vertically relative to the supporting
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surface, adjustable screw members threadedly engaged
in said bores and projecting downwardly from said base,

said screw members having means at the lower ends there-

of for self-adjusting substantially rigid engagement with

rhe supporting surface and the upper ends of said screw

members being accessible from the upper side of said

base and the upper ends of said bores for effecting level-

ing of the base, and an anchor element extending down-
wardly and loosely through said base, said anchor element

having a threaded lower end portion engageable with a

cooperating threaded opening in said surface and an upper
end portion engageable in abutting relation with said

base and accessible from the upper side of said base,

whereby, after leveling of the base has been effected by
said adjustable screw members, said anchor element can
be tightened for clamping the leveled base to said sur-

face.

3,100,100
BRACKET FOR AN OUTBOARD STABILIZING
ELEMENT FOR A CANOE, ROWBOAT AND THE
LIKE
Edward W. Carpenter, 35318 Main St., Wayne, Mich.

FUed Aug. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 134,401
1 Claim. (CI. 248—214)

The combination with a boat having an itpright side

wall provided at its upper edge with a longitudinally ex-

tending rim, of a bracket having a substantially horizontal

base extending across and shiftable transversely upon
said rim, said base being provided with a plurality of lon-

gitudinally spaced holes, said base also having horizontal

endwise extensions respectively projecting laterally in-

wardly and laterally outwardly relative to said rim, said

outwardly projecting extension being provided at its outer

end with a downw^u-dly projecting loop-shai)ed member
having an end portion extending outwardly beneath and
secured in surface-to-surface relation with said outwardly

projecting extension whereby said loop-shaped member
may receive and constitute a holder for an inflated out-

board stabilizing element, said inwardly projecting ex-

tension having at its inner end a downwardly projecting

outwardly inclined spring arm engaging the inner sur-

face of the upright side wall of said boat and operable to

shift the base of said bracket transversely upon said rim

to move said loop-shaped member against the outer sur-

face of the upright side wall of said boat, and means for

detachably securing the shiftable base of said bracket to

the upper longitudinally extending rim of said boat, said

means consisting of a bolt extending upwardly through

an opening in said rim and through a selected hole in said

base, and a nut above said base and threadedly engaging

the upper end of said bolt.

3,100,101
VEHICLE SEAT SUSPENSION MEMBER

Henry WUliam Trevaskis, Pohit Pleasant, Blackdown,
near Leamington Spa, England, assignor to Dunlop
Rubber Company Limited, a British company

FUed July 26, 1960, Ser. No. 45,360
Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 8, 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 248—399)
1. A pneumatically supported seat for motor vehicles

which comprises a seat element, a supporting element for

said seat element comprising a bracket, a variable volume
793 O.O.—
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pneumatic member having one end mounted on said sup-

porting element and the opposite end free to move, a

lever member pivoted intermediate its ends on said brack-

et, one end of said lever being connected to the movable
end of said pneumatic member and the other end of

said lever being connected to said seat element, said pneu-

matic member being contractible by sub-atmospheric

pressure to draw said free end toward said end mounted
on said supporting element and to move said seat element

away from said supporting element, a control valve mount-
ed on one of said elements to open said valve to a source

of sub-atmospheric pressure w..en said elements move to-

ward each other and to open said valve to atmospheric

pressure when said elements move away from each other.

3,100,102
TUBE CLAMP FLOW CONTROL DEVICE

Rufus De Haan, 3110 W. Michigan Ave.,

Kalamazoo, Mich.
FUed July 19, 1960, Ser. No. 43,901

2 Claims. (CI. 251—9)

1. A flow control device comprising:

a resilient, compressible tube;

an elongated, tubular handle member through which
said tube extends, said handle member having a cut-

away portion defining an opening in said handle
member;

an elongated, plate-form member extending substan-

tially axially within said handle member and lying

adjacent the tube, said plate-form member being

mounted adjacent said cut-away portion for move-
ment in a direction transverse to said tube to open
and close said tube;

an L-shaped lever pivotally mounted on said handle

member adjacent said cut-away portion for move-
ment toward and away from said plate-form mem-
ber, said lever having first leg means movable
through said opening and engageable with said plate-

form member for moving same in said direction

transverse to said tube, said lever having manually
engageable, second leg means;

a slide member slidably mounted on said second leg

means and receivable into said opening in said handle

member when said first leg means is causing said

plate-form member to compress and thereby close

said tube, said slide member being slidable along

said second leg means between a first position where
it can move with said second leg means through said

opening and a second position wherein said slide
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member extends into the interior of said handle
member to a point spaced axially from said open-
ing, said slide member when in said second posi-

tion being urged against an inner wall of said handle
in response to the urging of said first leg by the com-
pressed resilient tube, whereby movement of said

slide member out of said handle member is posi-

tively opposed.

/
3,100,103

ELECTRO-MAGNETICALLY ACTUATED PILOT
AND MAIN VALVE

Robinson D. BuUard, Box 519, Springfield, Vt.

Filed June 19, 1959, Ser. No. 821,499
6 Claims. (CL 251—30)

1. A solenoid operated valve comprising in oombina-
tion, a body; an inlet to said body; an outlet from said

body; a valve seat between said inlet and outlet; a re-

ciprocabie main closure rrvade from magnetizable ma-
terial adapted to cooperate with said valve seat to in-

terrupt the flow of fluid through said valve; a solenoid

winding surrounding said main closure; means responsive

to fluid pressure acting within said inlet for causing said

main closure to seat; and means independent of, and
separate from said main closure and responsive to the

energizing of said solenoid winding for rendering inef-

fective said pressure responsive means, whereby the flux

generated between said coil and said main closure by the

energizing of said solenoid winding causes the movement
of said main closure away from said valve seat in said

body.

3,100,104
BUTTERFLY VALVE HAVING A SEALING SUR-

FACE MOUNTED FOR AXIAL MOVEMENT
Walter Lancelot Moore, Ceme Abbas, Dorset, England,

assignor to Boving and Co. Limited, London, England,
a British company

Filed Mar. 30, 1960, Scr. No. 18,716
Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 10, 1959

15 Claims. (CI. 251—175)
1. A butterfly valve com[>rising two main parts, name-

ly a cylindrical casing and a circular valve disc pivoted

in said casing about an axis transverse to the axis of

said casing, means for turning said valve disc about

its pivotal axis to closed and open positions respectively

in said casing, a first peripheral sealing surface member
on said casing, a second peripheral sealing surface mem-
ber on said valve disc, said sealing surface members
being mutually opposed in surface sealing contact in said

closed position of said valve disc, a circular flexible

diaphragm on one of said main parts and carrying one

of said sealing surface members, and means on said one

of said main parts supporting said diaphragm intermedi-

ately radially across a concentric circular line of rest

in deflection of said diaphragm and defining therein a
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circular node abopt which deflection of said diaphragm
effects axial movement of the sealing surface member
carried by said diaphragm.

3,100,105
DEGREASER

Max Randall, Spring Valley, N.Y., aaignor to Ramco
Equipment Corp., New York, N.Y., a corporation

FUcd Not. 18, 1959, Ser. No. 853,902
4 Claims. (CL 259—103)

r

1. For use in a parts cleaning machine comprising a

tank adapted to contain a cleaning fluid, said tank having
opposed side walls, means for agitating the fluid within
said tank during a cleaning operation, said means includ-
ing an impeller disposed within said tank adjacent each
of said side walls, a drive shaft connected to each of the

impellers, each of said shafts extending throu^ the adia-
cent side wall of said tank, a bearing sleeve connected to

the outer surface of said side walls, bearing means for

rotatably supporting said shafts in said respective bearing
sleeve, the improvement of sealing means disposed about
each o€ said shafts between the side wall and bearing
means thereof to prevent leakage of fluid from said tank
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to said bearing means, each of said sealing means includ-

ing a mechanical seal on the tank side df said bearing

means, means forming an air seal on the tank side of said

mechanical seal, and a flexible lip seal disposed about said

shaft between said air seal and said mechanical seal,

said lip seal functioning as a one way check to prevent

the back pressure of said respective air seals from acting

against the sealing effect of the mechanical seals and to

enhance the operation of said sealing means when the air

seals are rendered inoperative, and a second more feathery

Up seal disposed about said shaft between the tank and

said air seals to effect unifwrn distribution of air about

the entire circumference of said shaft and to prevent the

leakage of fluid from said tank to said air seal when the

latter are rendered inoperative.

3,100,106
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE DRYING

AND BURNING OF PELLETS
Waldemar Bielenberg, Cologne-Klettenberg, Franz Rodis

and Hans Werner Zieglcr, Knapsack, Gunter Dronsek,
Ambcrg, Oberpfalz, and Amolf Hinz, Knapsack, Ger-
many, assignors to Knapsack-Griesheim Aktiengesell-
schaft, Knapsack, near Cologne, Germany, a corpora-
tion of Germany

Filed Jan. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 82,091
Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 13, 1960

17 Claims. (CI. 26^—8)
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12. An apparatus for the contimious drying and burn-

ing of mineral pellets which comprises a drying cham-
ber, a following calcining chamber connected to said

drying chamber and provided with gas burners, a follow-

ing sojourn chamber connected with said calcining cham-
ber, a heat compensation chamber connected with said

sojourn chamber, a first traveling grate passing through

said drying, calcining and sojourn chambers in the order

stated, a cooling chamber, said chambers being walled

chambers, a second traveling grate running through said

cooling chamber at a lower level than said first grate,

the individual chambers being provided with gas inlet

means and gas outlet means extendirtg through said walls

in a manner such that said gas outlet means are dis-

posed below the first traveling grate, cooling gas inlA

means are disposed below the second traveling grate, and

suction means connected with said gas outlet means.

3,100,107
SOAKING PIT

George S. Mkan, Pittsburgh, Pa., and Clarence W. Sid-

well, FlosBmoor, in., a«igBon to United States Steel

Corporation, a corporation of New Jersey

Continaatioo of application Scr. No. 709,675, Jan. 17,

1958. Thte appUcation Not. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 71,212

9 Claims. (CI. 263—15)
1. A soaking pit for heating ingots comprising a heating

chamber for receiving ingots, vertical columns spaced

apart longitudinally and transversely of said heating cham-
ber, spaced horizontal beams supported by said columns
beneath said beating chamber for supporting the heating

chamber, the spacing of said columns and the distance

between the bottoms of said beams and the bottoms of
said columns being such as to permit free circulation of

air and ready accessibility to the bottom of said heating

chamber, a heat exchanger for beating air, a long general-

ly horizontal flue connecting said heat exchanger to said

chamber, means for delivering fuel into said flue at the

end adjacent said chamber, and means for supporting

said flue with an air space therearound, said last named
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means including vertical columns spaced apart longitu-

dinally and transversely of said flue, spaced horizontal

beams supported by said last named columns beneath
said flue for supporting said flue, the spacing of said last

named columns and the distance between the bottoms of
said last named beams and the bottoms of said last named
colimins being such as to permit free circulation of air

and ready accessibility to the bottom of said flue.

3,100,108
PURGING APPARATUS

Nathan ScUkwn, Sonland, Calif., assigiior to Mcnasco
Manufacturing Company, BurtNUik, Calif., a corpora-
tloa of California

FUcd Apr. 26, 1961, Scr. No. 105,597
6 Claims. (CI. 263—40)

1. Apparatus for preventing the introduction of con-
taminants into a tank containing an inert gas during heat
treatment of said tank in a furnace comprising: a pressure
relief valve adapted to be secured to the tank for selec-

tively releasing the gas contained in the tank, an en-

closure having openings therein, means supporting the en-
closure about the valve, and means for suj^lying an inert

gas to the enclosure under predetermined pressure ex-

ceeding the pressure within the furnace to provide a neu-
tral atmo^here about the relief valve.

3,100,109
PAPER GRIPPER MECHANISM

Roger H. Eichom, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Xerox
Corporation, a corporation of New York

Filed Dec. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 77,956
8 Claims. (O. 270—79)

1 . In a sheet feeding apparatus having conveyor chains
adapted to transport a sheet gripping device from a sheet

receiving station to a sheet delivery station, wherein the
sheet gripping device includes a gripper bar secured to

said conveyor diains transversely therebetween, a sheet
gripper jaw portion on said gripper bar serving as a com-
mon lower gripper jaw, a plurality of grippers pivotaWy
secured on said gripper bar, each of said grippers being
pivotally mounted on said gripper bar, each of said
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grippcrs having jaw portions thereon adapted to coop-
erate with said sheet gripper >aw portion to grip a sheet
therebetween, and cam follower portions on each of said

grippcrs adapted to be actuated by cams located adjacent
and between said conveyor chains at said sheet receiv-

ing station and said sheet delivery station, and springs

operatively connected to said gripper bar and to each of
said cam follower portions of said grippcrs to normally
bias said jaw portions of said grippcrs into cooperative

engagement with said sheet gripper jaw.

3,100,110
APPARATUS FOR REMOVING BLANKS OR SHEETS

FROM THE TOP OF A SUPPLY STACK
Richard Winkler, Rengsdorf, near Neuwicd, Rhlneland,
and Kurt Diinnebier, Wollendorf, near Neuwied, Rhine-
land, Germany, assignors to Berkley Machine Company,
Kansas City, Mo., a corporation of Mi^onri

Filed Nov. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 153,864
Claims priority, application Germany Feb. 1, 1961

9 Claims. (CI. 271—28)

'ife=rf

1. In combination with means for removing blanks
from the top of a supply stack, elevating means for sup-

porting the supply stack, a first means for holding down
a marginal face portion of a topmost blank in the stack,

means supporting said holding means for movement out

of and into holding contact with the marginal face portion

of the topmost blank in the stack, a second holding means,
means for supporting the second holding means for move-
ment into and out of holding contact with the marginal
face portion of the succeeding blank, means for alternately

actuating the respective holding means so that one is

bearing upon the marginal face portion of a blank when'
the other is out of holding position, means for actuating

the elevating means, and means responsive to said first

holding means for effecting operation of the elevating

means after removal of a few of the blanks to maintain

the blanks in the stack in position to be removed by said

blank removing means.

3,100,111
SHEET FEED MECHANISM

Roger H. Eichom and John W. MelvUlc, Webster, N.Y.,
assignors to Xeroi CorporatioD, Rochester, N.Y., a cor-
poratlon of New York

FUed Dec. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 162,760
4 Claims. (CI. 271—36)

1. In a sheet feeding apparatus,

the combination of a frame,

a supply tray mounted on said frame to support a pile

of sheets,

a torque tube journaled in said frame adjacent said sup-

ply tray,

arm means mounted on said torque tube so as to move
therewith and to extend over said supply tray,

paper feeding means mounted on said arm means
adapted by engagement with the top sheet of the pile

to move the top sheet edgewise from the pile,

means positioned on said frame and operatively con-

nected to said torque tube to thereby rotate said

torque tube from a first position in which said paper
feeding means are out of engagement with the top

sheet of the pile to a second position in which said

paper feeding means are in engagement with the

top sheet of the pile,

drive means connected to said paper feeding means to

actuate said paper feeding means when in contact

with the top sheet of the pile,

and stop means connected to said torque tube for move-
ment therewith, said stop means being adapted to

engage said drive means to limit the operation of said

pap>er feeding means in relation to the height of

the pile of sheets in said supply tray.

3,100,112
DOCUMENT FEED MECHANISM

Howard C. Davis, Columbus, Ohk>, Roger H. Eichom,
Webster, N.Y., Frazer D. Pumiett, Wortfaington, and
Harold E. Trumbull, Columbus, Ohio, and John W.
Wagner, Penficld, N.Y., assignors, by direct and mesne
ass^ments, to Xerox Corporation, a corporation of

New York
Filed Dec. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 77,953

8 Claims. (CI. 271—53)
1. A document feed mechanism for conveying a docu-

ment from a document feeding station through a copy-
ing staticMi, the document feed mechanism including

a rotary cylinder,

document gripper means carried by said cylinder, said

document gripper means including gripper fingers

adapted to cooperate with the peripheral surface of

said cylinder to engage the leading edge of a docu-

ment,

spring means attached to said cylinder and connected
to said document sheet gripper means for normally
biasing said gripper fingers into cooperating rela-

tionship with said cylinder.
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means for rotating said cylinder in a path past a docu-
ment feeding station and then a copying station,

means to hold and align a document tan^entially to

said cylinder, said means being located at said docu-

ment feeding station adjacent said cylinder,

said means to hold and align a document including

a rod positioned parallel to and adjacent said rotary

cylinder supporting retaining means pwsuioned to

rest against said cylinder to yieldingly hold a docu-
ment against said cylinder, and document stops, and
biasing means connected to said document stops and

along a third path the direction of which is substan-

tially opposite to the first and second paths;

means located adjacent the first and second paths sup-

porting said first and second feeding means, said

means being operable by the engaging of the sheet

by said first feeding means for automatically disabling

the second feeding means;
and means engaging said supporting means for oper-

ating said supporting means whereby said second feed-

ing means engages said sheet for feeding the sheet

along said third path upon the disengagement of the

sheet from said first feeding means.

3,100,114
TOY ROCKING DEVICE

Bernard Rimland, 5348 W. Falls View, San Diego, Calif.

Filed Apr. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 189,563
2 Claims. (CI. 272—56)

said rod to normally bias said document stops against

the peripheral surface of said cylinder;

and interposer means movably positioned adjacent said

cylinder for movement from a first j)osition in which
said interposer means is in operative relationship to

said document gripper means to actuate said docu-
ment gripper means as it is advanced adjacent said

means to hold and align a document during each
rotation of said cylinder, and to a second position

in which said interposer means is out of operative

relation to said sheet gripper means.

3,100,113
CHECK FEEDING AND ALINING MECHANISM

John W. Bennett, Bellbrook, and Franklin W. Perry,

Dayton, Ohio, assignors to The National Cash Register
Company, Dayton, Ohio, a corporation of Maryland

FUed Nov. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 66,599
7 Claims. (CI. 271—71)

1. In a sheet-feeding mechanism, the combination of

a first means for feeding a sheet along a first path;

means located in said first path for deflecting the leading

edge of the sheet along a second path;

second feeding means located along said second path

and within a sheet length from said first feeding

means, said second feeding means feeding the sheet

1. A toy rocking device comprising:

(A) A seat;

(B) and two elongated floor engaging rockers support-

ing the seat, said rockers being laterally spaced from
one another,

(a) at least part of the floor engageable surface

of one of the rockers having a curvature differ-

ent from that of the curvature of the floor en-

gageable surface of the other rocker at an ap-

proximate right angle with inspect to a direc-

tion which extends lengthwise of the said one
rocker.

3,100,115
PORTABLE BACKSTOP FOR ARROWS

James C. Breneman, Charleston Township, Kalamazoo
County, Mich. (10571 Miller Drive, Galesburg,
Mich.)

Filed May 11, 1961, Ser. No. 109,29<i

3 Claims. (CI. 273—102.4)

1. A backstop for a target, comprising: a frame struc-

ture and means for supporting said frame structure upon
a surface adjacent a target; reel means supported upon
said frame structure for rotation around a substantially

horizontal axis and actuating means for rotating said reel

means; a flexible curtain having one edge secured to said

reel means and extending lengthwise of the rotational axis

thereof, said curtain being capable of extending from said

reel to a point below said target; a plurality of elongated

elements supported upon said curtain and depending from
the lower side thereof when said curtain is extended; and
means for holding said curtain at an acute angle with re-

spect to said surface so that said elements depend from
said curtain in substantially parallel positions and at angles
which are substantially complements of said acute angle.
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3,100,116
SHUTTLECOCKS

Brian Edward Fagan, Sandwich, and Cecil Cuthbert,
Ramsgate, England, assignors to Nasli Plastics Limited,
Sandwich, Kent, England, a company of England

Filed Nov. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 67,745
Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 13, 1959

6 Cblms. (CI. 273—106)

1. A shuttlecock comprising a skirt which is formed
of plastic materia], a cap, and rotation producing means
between the cap and the skirt, including blades arranged

only internally of the outer surface of the rotation pro-

ducing means, said blades extending axially of the shuttle-

cock and being offset to the true radius thereof and ex-

posed to air passing thereover when the shuttlecock is

in flight to impart rotation to the shuttlecock.

3,100,117
FIX)AT1NG ARBOR

John A. Schneider, Lansing, and Theodore Pasch, North
Musltegon, Mich.j assignors to A. D. Schneider and
Company, Lansing, Mich., a partnership

FUed Nov. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 72,643
6 Claims. (CI. 279—66)

1. An arbor device comprising: a first member; a sec-

ond member axially moveable in respect to said first mem-
ber, said first and second members defining therebetween

an annular groove and said annular groove having a com-

mon axis with said first and second members; a plurality

of spaced apart freely rotatable balls retained in said

groove and radially moveable in accord with the selective

opening and closing of said groove; and means for selec-

tively urging said first and second members toward and

away from each other.

3,100,118
HOLDING SLEEVE FOR A ROCK DRILL

Masahisa Terao, 36 2-chomc, Magaike-cho, Showakn,
Nagoya, Japan

FUed May 22, 1961, Ser. No. 111,825

2 Claims. (CI. 279—103)

1. A holding sleeve for a rock drill and hammer, said

holding sleeve being relatively short in length and extend-

ing into the stock of a drill for about its entire length,

flat external faces on said sleeve adapted to fit a flat faced

recess in the stock of a drill, said sleeve having an inner

tapered seat formed therein, said seat extending from one

end of the sleeve and partly through said sleeve, a drill

bar, a tapered tip on one end of said drill bar, said tapered

tip fitting into said tapered seat and resting thereon in

the assembled position of the parts.

3,100,119
TIGHTENING DEVICE FOR SKI BINDINGS

Hannes Marker, Alpspitzstr. 37, Garmisch-
Partenldrchen, Germany

Filed May 4, 1961, Ser. No. 107,739
Claims priority, application Germany May 9, 1960

9 Claims. (CI. 280—11J5)

1. A tightening device for ski bindings, said device

being mountable on a ski and being engageabie with the

heel of a ski boot, comprising:

two, substantially rectilinear, coil springs arranged to

extend along the two longitudinal sides of the heel

from the front to the rearward end thereof;

a tightening lever having a long lever arm and a short

lever arm, the tightening lever being pivotally mov-

able in a plane which extends lengthwise of the ski,

the short lever arm being pivotally connected to the

rearward end of one spring;

a link pivotally connected at its respective ends to said

long lever arm and to the rearward end of the other

spring, said link being adapted to be disposed behind

the rear end of the heel and extend substantially

crosswise thereof;

a first roller connected to the rearward end of said

one spring for rotation about an axis perpendicular

to the plane of movement of the tightening lever;

a second roller connected to the rearward end of said

other spring for rotation about an axis perpendicular

to the plane of movement of the tightening lever;

said rollers being disposed between the rearward ends

of said springs and being of such size that they extend

inwardly a substantial distance beyond the inner-

most edges of said tightening lever and said link so

that the portion of the periphery of said rollers

closest to the heel will engage the heel and hold the

rearward ends of the H)rings out of engagement

with the heel.
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3,100,120
WAGON HANDLE

John R. Cleary, Lathnip Village, Mich., assignor to Cleary
Manufacturing Co., Warren, Mich., a corporation of
Michigan

Filed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,550
4 Claims. (CI. 280—87.01)

1. The combination with a wagon having steerable

front wheels and a projecting steering mechanism therefor

having an aperture, of a handle having a bifurcated end
portion OMitaining apertures aligned with the aperture
in the steering mechanism, and a bolt for securing said

bifurcated end portion to said mechanism for vertical

pivotal movement thereon, said handle having a tubular

body portion the pulling end of which is of downwardly
presenting substantially U-shape located in a plane normal
to a plane through the axis of the bolt to form a handgrip
which is spaced from but in position to be intersected

substantially medially of its ends by an extension of the

end of the body portion.

3,100,121
JOINT LOCK RING FOR THIN WALLED

CYLINDERS
WUly HUlmer, 405 Alpine St., Pasadena, Calif.

FUed Mar. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 802,272
7 Claims. (CI. 285—321)

(Granted under TiUc 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

7. In a pair of axially aligned cylindrical tubular mem-
bers adapted to be removably secured together, one of
said members having a male end portion adapted to tele-

scope within a female end portion of the other member,
the improvements, comprising; an outwardly facing rec-

tangular circumferential groove in said male portion, a
like inwardly facing groove in said female portion adapted
to be aligned with the first named ^oove, and a split lock

ring disposed in the mating grooves, said lock ring com-
prising two parts adapted to be rotated relatively in a

circumferential direction for varying the combined width

of same in a direction longitudinally of the tubular mem-
bers.

3,100,122
MECHANICAL DOOR STOP MEANS

William F. Knapp, Hai^ton, La.
(908 Wanda Drive, Bossier City, La.)
Filed Oct 7, 1960, Ser. No. 61,243

10 Oalms. (CI. 292—266)
7. A door stop comprising an elongated substantially

channel-shaped member having a main body portion in-

cluding a bight from the ends of which project a pair of
end walls, said main body portion being mounted on
said door with an end wall facing the door jamb from
which the door is suspended, a U-shaped guide member
having its ends fixedly secured to said end walls and dis-

posed in spaced relation relative to said bight, a bar
mounted for reciprocation within said U-shaped guide

member, means disposed between said U-shaped member
and said bar constantly biasing said bar for movement
away from said U-shaped member, lever means pivotally

supported on said main body portion and engaging said

bar to effect movement of said bar inwardly of said U-
shaped member when said lever means are pivoted in one
direction, said bar having teeth formed thereon facing
outwardly of said U-shaped member, a substantially rec-

tangular sliding block member slidably mounted on said

U-shaped member and engaging around said bar, said

block member having teeth formed thereon facing said

teeth formed on said bar and adapted to mesh therewith,

a lever pivotally connected to said block and said jamb,
and means connected with said lever and a door handle
for said door to effect disengagement of said teeth formed
on said bar and block.

3,100,123
TILTING ARC DEVICE

Edward C. Schmidt, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to
Edward L. Pucel

Filed May 31, 1961, Ser. No. 113,730
1 Claim. (CI. 294—103)

A tilting arc device comprising an arcuate rail, holding
means carried by the arcuate rail for holding a container
within the curve of the rail at an angle to the vertical

in accordance with the tilt of the rail relative to the verti-

cal, said rail having spaced arcuate portions and inter-

connecting portions connecting said arcuate portions at

intervals therealong and radially inward of the curve of
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the arcuate rail, a trolley earner movable along the arcu-

ate rail and operable to support the same upon suspen-

sion of the carrier in a vertical reference line, said car-

rier having rollers rollingly engaging and supporting the

said arcuate portions radially inwardly thereof for pro-

viding rolling support thereof, the carrier having a block

portion disposed radially outward of the arcuate rail and
tongue portions extending therefrom between said arcuate

portions of the rail and connected to said rollers for sup-

porting the same, a sprocket wheel journalled on said

block portion of the carrier, a sprocket-chain having its

ends anchored adjacent the opposite ends of said rail

and enmeshed with said sprocket wheel, said chain being

disposed to extend between said spaced arcuate portions

and limited in radial inward movement by said inter-

connecting portions, and a rotative member carried by

said block portions and operatively engaging said sprocket

wheel for rotating said sprocket wheel in selected alternate

directions, the rotation of the sprocket wheel pulling on

said chain to tilt the arcuate rail and a container held

by the holding means relative to the vertical in accord-

ance with the direction of rotation of the sprocket wheel.

3,100,124
DRIVE-AWAY METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
TRANSPORTING AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES

George Demos, Racine, Wis., assignor to

Nicholas Demos, Kenosha, Wis.

Filed July 18, 1961, Ser. No. 124,922

5 Claims. (CI. 296—1)

/FS

1. In a drive-away type automotive vehicle transport-

ing device; a truck having a driver's cab at its front por-

tion, a bodiless chassis portion behind the cab, and bump-

er attaching means at the extreme front of the chassis;

and dismountable superstructure on the front portion of

the truck for supporting an automotive vehicle in a trans-

sit position over the cab of the truck, said superstructure

comprising a pair of longitudinal beams extending rear-

wardly over and beyond the cab from the extreme front

of the truck and spaced laterally from one another a dis-

tance to have supporting engagement with the under-

carriage of an automotive vehicle on the superstructure,

upright front and rear frames detachably connected to

and supporting the fore and aft end portions, respectively,

of said longitudinal beams and including a lower trans-

verse beam on the front frame detachably connected to

said bumper attaching means, a lower transverse beam

on the rear frame resting upon and detachably secured

to the truck chassis at a location behind the driver's

cab. each of said frames further including a pair of up-

right posts having their lower ends adjacent to the op-

posite ends of said transverse beam of the frame, an upper

transverse beam having its opposite ends projecting be-

yond the longitudinal beams and adjacent to the tops of

said posts, and brackets rigidly joining the adjacent ends

of the posts and said transverse beams, each of said

brackets comprising a first bracket section shaped to em-

bracingly engage one end portion of one of said trans-

verse beams and to which the latter is detachably con-

nected, and a second bracket section fixed substantially at

a right angle to the first bracket section and shaped

to cmbracingly engage an end portion of the adjacent

post, and to which the latter is detachably connected.

3,100,125
SAfETY LOCK MECHANISM, NOTABLY FOR

CONVERTIBLE SEATS
Henri Crescent, 3 Rte. de Dieppe,

Arques-la-Bataiile, France
FUed Mar. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 95,676

Claims priority, application France Mar. 14, 1960
3 Claims. (CI. 297—26)

1. An automatic locking device notably for convertible
chairs of the type consisting of a seat, an X-shaped leg

system consisting of a pair of front legs and a pair of
rear legs pivoted adjacent to their middle, wherein the

upper ends of the rear legs are pivoted on the front por-
tion of the seat, and a back solid and co-extensive with the

front legs, notches formed on the rear faces of the upper
portions of said front legs, and a pair of pins rigid with the

rear portion of the seat proper and each adapted to be in-

troduced into one of said notches of one of said front legs

according to the desired height and inclination of the

chair, said device comprising horizontal trunnions
mounted on the rear part of said front legs, pawls piv-

otally supported by said horizontal trunnions and co-oper-
ating with said pins while operating by gravity only, said

pawls being dimensioned and positioned for automatically
locking said pins of the seat in said notches of said front

legs by substantially blocking the passage of said pins

through the notch ajxrtures when the chair is in its opera-
tive position, that is, when said front legs are inclined

backwards, and for automatically unblocking the passage

of said pins through said notch apertures to permit the

extraction of the pins therefrom when the front legs of

said chair are tilted forwardly.

3,100,126
RECLINING CHAIR AND CONTROL

ARRANGEMENT
Fridtjof F. Schliephacke, Berlin-Schmargendorf, Ger-
many, assignor to Anton Lorenz, Boynton Beach, Fla.

Filed Nov. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 66,500
4 Claims. (CI. 297—89)

;^^

1. A reclining chair comprising a support, body-
supporting means including a seat and back-rest, means
mounting said seat and back-rest for inclining and re-

clining movement respectively, and means for coordinat-

ing the inclining movement of said seat and the reclining

movement of said back-rest to establish a first movement
phase wherein said body-supporting means moves from a

sitting position to an intermediate, tilted sitting position
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with substantially no angular change between said seat

and back-rest and a second movement phase from said

intermediate, tilted sitting position to a reclining position

wherein the included angle between said seat and back-

rest increases, the coordinating means including a carrier

member, means pivotally mounting said carrier member
on said support at a carrier pivot, a first guiding Unk,

means pivotally mounting said first guiding link on said

support at a stationary first pivotal mount, a second guid-

ing link, means pivotally connecting said second guid-

ing link to said carrier member at a second pivotal mount,
an intermediate connecting link pivotally connected to

said first and second guiding links, connecting means be-

tween said back-rest and one of said guiding links, and

seat control means operatively connected to said seat and
to one of said guiding and intermediate links, said first

guiding link, said second guiding link and said intermedi-

ate connecting link serving as three movable links of a

four-bar linkage during said first movement phase wherein

said carrier member remains substantially stationary such

that the portion of the chair intermediate said first and

second pivotal mounts provides a stationary link for said

four-bar linkage, said first guiding link, said second guid-

ing link, said intermediate connecting link and said carrier

member serving as four movable links of a five-bar link-

age during said second movement phase wherein said

carrier member turns about said carrier pivot such that

the portion of the chair intermediate said first pivotal

mount and said carrier pivot serves as a stationary link of

said five-bar linkage.

3,100,127
TABLE AND BENCH ASSEMBLY

Ivan J. Barto, River Road, Madison, Ohio
FUed Sept. 26, I960, Ser. No. 58,353

1 Claim. (CI. 297—157)

An article of furniture comprising end members of sub-

stantially inverted U-shaped configuration, each of said

end members including upright members and an overhead

member, bench members and back rests removably at-

tadied to and extending horizontally between adjacent

upright members by easily detachable fastening means,

said bench members and back rests respectively being at-

tached to each upright member by at least two of said de-

tachable fastening means, a tie bar extending between and

removably attached to said overhead members, supporting

di>al-bar X members removably attached to and extend-

ing downwardly from said overhead members and remov-

ably attached at their lower ends to a table member,

said table member being positioned between said bench

members and being devoid of downwardly extending legs

the combination of attachment of the bench member and

back fest to each upright member by at least two fastening

means respectively together with the dual-bar X members

supporting the table member providing a self-supporting,

rigid table and bench assembly.

793 O.G.—

8

3,100,128
COMBINATION VALET AND SEAT

Harold Gleitsman, New Roctaelle, and Carl Fuerst,
Bronx, N.Y., assignors to Gleitsman's, Inc., Long Island
City, N.Y., a corporation of New York

FUed Dec. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 163^12
2 Claims. (CI. 297—190)

1 . A combination valet and seat comprising, a support-

ing frame having a pair of front legs and a pair of rear

legs, a seat mounted by said front and rear legs with tlie

rear edge of said seat being horizontally spaced from
said rear legs to define a clearance between said seat and
said rear legs, said frame also mounting a valet member
which includes at the upper part thereof jacket supporting

means, said clearance being adapted to receive the lower

front part of a jacket supported by said valet member to

prevent said jacket from becoming creased, said valet

member comprising a pair of uprights in supporting en-

gagement with and extending above said rear legs, respec-

tively, and a continuous formation in supporting engage-

ment with and extending above said uprights, said con-

tinuous formation defining said jacket supporting means,

said uprights being easily disengageable from said rear

legs whereby said frame in combination with said seat

defines an ottoman.

3,100,129
SURGICAL FURNITURE

Roy T. Adolphson, Webster Groves, Mo., SKignor to

Shampaine Industries, Inc., St. Louis, Mo., a corpora-

tion of Missouri
FUed Aug. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 132,659

7 Cbdms. (CI. 297—430)

1. A foot-support for physicans' examining chairs, op-

erating tables and the like; said support comprising a base

member having an elongated open-ended recess, a cen-

tral member rotatably mounted within the recess for ro-

tation about an axis which is in substantially perpendicu-

lar relation to the longitudinal axis of said recess, said

central member having an elongated slot substantially in

line with the recess, on elongated support-member shift-

ably mounted in the slot and projecting outwardly from
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the slot at one end, and a stirrup rockably mounted
the projecting end of the support-member.

on

3,100,130
SELF-ADJUSTING FLUID BEARING

Paul C. F. DcSrcnne, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to

Mecanorga S.A^ Geneva, Switzeriand, a corporation of
Switzcriand

FUcd Dec. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 75,981
6 Claims. (CL 308—122)

1. In an automatically self-adjusting fluid bearing,

the combination, comprising,

a shaft.

a stationary bearing rotatably suppmting said shaft

with operating clearance and having a fluid pressure

chamber in communication with said clearance by
the first leg and the second leg of an arcuate chan-

nel,

said bearing further having a fluid inlet passage and a

fluid outlet channel in ccHnmunication with an outer

port and an inner port,

rings in said bearing,

a tubular correcting member disposed in said rings to

slide radial to the axis of the shaft and located oppo-
site said fluid pressure chamber,

said member having its outer end communicating with

the said first leg of the arcuate channel,

a scanning head at the inner end of said member and
in communication with said clearance opposite said

chamber to regulate variable fluid pressures resulting

from displacement of the shaft from its normal po-
sition,

an external flange on the correcting member and spaced
from said scanning head,

and means forming an annular compartment communi-
cating with said fluid inlet and surrounding said

scanning head,

said flange cooperating with said means to serve as a

valve establishing communication with a connecting
chamber leading to said inner port and fluid inlet

while maintaining said member in communication
with the first leg of said arcuate channel.

CHEMICAL
3,100,131

PROCESS FOR DYEING FIBERS WITH
REACTIVE DYESTUFFS

Harlan B. Freyermuth, Easton, Pa.^ and Henry R.
Mautner, Lconia, NJ., assignors to General Aniline &
Film Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of
Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Jan. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 67
7 Claims. (CI. 8—1)

1. A process for dyeing fibers containing a reactive

hydrogen atom comprising treating the fibers with an
aqueous dispersion of a dyestuff containing two

HOCHaCHjSOaCHa-groups

substituted in the same nucleus of the dyestuif molecule,

and then drying and heat curing the treated fibers at a

temperature of at least about 250° F.

consisting of benzene and pyridine radicals as the essen-
tial color imparting substance.

3,100,133
METHOD FOR DYEING POLYPROPYLENE TEX-

TELE MATERIAL AND PRODUCT
Wolfgang Roscner, Erlenbach am Main, Germany,

assignor to Vereinigte Glanzstoff-Fabriken AG.,
Wuppertal-EIbcrfeld, Germany
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 92,728
Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 12, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 8—55)
1. A method for dyeing a polypropylene textile mate-

rial which comprises contacting said material at elevated
temperature with an inert organic solvent containing the
compound of the formula

3,100,132
PROCESS FOR DYEING OR PRINTING FIBROUS

MATERIALS OF AROMATIC POLYESTERS
Walter Jenny and Robert Wittwer, Basel, Switzerland,

assignors to Ciba Limited, Basel, Switzcriand, a com-
pany of Switzerland
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 84,522
Claims priority, application Switzerland Jan. 27, 1960

9 Claims. (CI. 8—39)
1. A process of dyeing and printing polyethylene ter-

ephtbalate which c<Mnprises applying to fibrous materials

of polye^ylene terephthalate an aqueous dispersion con-

taining a 5-acylamino-i90thiazoIe-anthrone of the formula

N 8

H
N

CN

c—c=c

c
H

and then applying steam to said material to fix said com-
pound as a dyestuf! thereon.

A—CO—NH

in which A represents a member selected from the group

'

3,100,134
DYEING AND PRINTING OF ARTICLES OF

LINEAR POLYAMIDES
Karl Maicr and Hans JBcrgcn NieislMii, Lndwigshafcn

(Rhine), Gennany, anigBon to Badiichc Anilin- A
Soda-Fabrik AktiengcscIlMkafl, Lodwisduifco (Rhine),
Germany
No Drawing. FUcd Mar. 27, IHl, Scr. No. 98,294
Clalaf priority, appUcatkM Gennany Apr. 5, 1960

10 aafaiM. (O. 8—5^
1. A process for dyeing and printing articles of linear

polyamides which comprises applying to said linear pdy-
amide the dyestuff ankm of the formula:
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NHi

SOi<-'

NH-R

in which R represents an alkyl radical containing from

7 to 12 carbon atoms.

3,100,135
METHODS FOR TREATING TEXTILE MATERIALS

AND RESULTING PRODUCTS
Fred H. Scxsmlth, Highland Park, NJ., assignor, by
mesne assignments, lo Johnson Jfc Johnson, New Bmns-
wick, NJ., a corporation of New Jcncy
No Drawtaig. FUcd Sept. 28, 1959, Scr. No. 842^96

16 Claims. (CL 8—116)
4. A method of treating textile materials containing

cellulosic fibers to render the textile materials dimen-

sionally stable after washing which comprises: aj^ying

to said textile materials from about 50% to about 200%
wet pick-up weight, based on the dry weight of the textile

materials, of an aqueous solution comprising from about

2% to about 25% by weight of a reaction product of

chloral, pentaerythritol and formaldehyde wherein the

molar proportions of the reactants are in the ratio of from

about '/4 to 6 mols of chloral:! mol of pentaerythri-

tol: about 6 to Va mols of formaldehyde; and drying said

treated textile materials whereby from about 1% to about

30%, dry weight, based on the dry weight of the textile

materiaJ, remains thereon.

3 100 136
METHOD OF MAKING POLYETHYLENE-

INSULATED POWER CABLES
Ralph Gregory D'Ascoli, Yonkcrs, and Lawrence Charles

Ebcl, Hastings on Hudson, N.Y., assignors to Anaconda
Wire and Cable Company, a corporation of Delaware

FUcd June 18, 1959, Scr. No. 821,074
6 Cbdms. (CI. 18—59)

1. A method for forming an intimate bond between an

electrostatic shield and polyethylene insulation surround-

ing an electrical conductor to protect the insulation

against the development of focal points at which conxia

discharge might occur which comprises coating a metal-

lic conductor with a continuous semiconductive film oqp-

sisting essentially of from 25 to 50 percent by weight of

methylated paraffin, from 20 to 60 percent by wei^t of

a polymer selected from the group consisting of polyvinyl

acetate and chlorinated paraffins, and from about 10 to

50 percent by weight of carbon-black particles imifcMinly

^spened throughout the film coating to impart thereto

semiconductive properties, extruding molten polyethylene

in an amorphous state about the coated conductor at a

temperature of at least 250* F. and at a pressure of 200

to 1200 pounds per square inch to force molteo poly-

ethylene into all of the surface irregularities in the semi-

conductive film, thereby intimately bonding said film to

the inner face of the polyethylene, and applying an outer

layer of the semiconductive film coating to the outer face

of the polyethylene while it is still in an amorphous, near-

molteo state to intimately bcHid the outer layer of the

semiconductive film to the outer face of the polyethylene.

3,100,137
PRODUCTION OF MANGANESE PENTA-

CARBONYL HYDRIDE
Walter Hicbcr, Munich, and Gerhard Wagner, BrngUr-

chcn (Alz), Germany, assignors to Badisciic Anilin- A
Soda-Fabrik Aktici«e9eUschaft, Lndwigshafcn (Rhine),

Germany
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 10, 1959, Scr. No. 798^36
Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 13, 1958

5 Claims. (CI. 23—14)
1. A process for the production of manganese penta-

carbonyl hydride which comprises interacting manganese
pentacarbonyl in the presence of an inert polar organic

solvent with an acid having a dissociation constant greater

than 5xlO~^ and with a metal reducing agent selected

from the grqpp consisting of magnesium and aluminum.

3,100,138
PRODUCTION OF HEAVY HYDROGEN

Gustav Schaurcr, Asscnhcim, and Albert Hclnzcl, Lnd-
wigshafcn (Rhine), Germany, assignors to Badiache
AniUn- ft Soda-Fabrik AkticngcaeUschaft, Lndwigs-
hafcn (Rhine), Germany
No Drawfaig. FUcd Nov. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 69,267
Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 18, 1959

4 CUims. (CI. 23—210)
1. A process for the recovery of heavy hydrogen in

the synthesis of ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen
gases which C(Mnprises reacting in a synthesis zone nitro-

gen gas and hydrogen gas containing a small amount of
heavy hydrogen to form ammonia, separating the am-
monia formed from unreacted, residual gases, said resid-

ual gases containing most of the heavy hydrogen of said

hydrogen gas, replenishing said residual gases with fresh

nitrogen and hydrogen gases containing small amounts
of heavy hydrogen, feeding said replenished residual gases

to an ammonia synthesis zone and reacting the nitrogen

gas and the hydrogen gas in said Stone to form ammonia,
repeating the last two steps until the amount of heavy
hydrogen in said residual hydrogen gas is at least about

0.06 volume percent, and thereafter separating heavy hy-

drogen gas from the remainder of the residual gases.

3,100,139
APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION

OFMELAMINE
Rolf Nenbner, Beriin-Zchlcndorf, and Franz Langehcnke,
Dortmund, Germany; said Lai^ehcnkc assignor to said

Ncubner
Origfaial applkation Jan. 16, 1957, Scr. No. 634,454, now

Patent No. 2,913,461, dated Nov. 17, 1959. Divided
and this application Mar. 17, 1959, Scr. No. 804,058
Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 15, 1956

8 CUhns. (CI. 23—260)

1 . An apparatus for the production of melamine con^s-
ing, in combination, a vertically supported reactor, re-
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actor feeding means for introducing dicyandiamide and
ammonia into said reactor, a vertically supported suspen-

sion washing tubetionnected at the bottom of said verti-

cally supported reactor, stirring means within said re-

actor and said suspension washing tube, a settling con-

tainer for the melamine connected below said vertically

supported suspension washing tube, a receiving container

for receiving the melajnine from said settling container

through an immersion tube equipped with a shutoff and

connecting said receiving container with said settling con-

tainer, circulating pumping means also connected to said

settling conlainer and said melamine receiving container

for withdrawing ammonia from said receiving container

and relaying it to said settling container to force the

melamine from said settling container through said im-

mersion tube and into said receiving container, an am-
monia pressure reservoir connected to said melamine re-

ceiving container by a feed line equipped with a shutoflf,

melamine product separation and drying means connected

by a conduit with the bottom of said melamine receiving

container for receiving the melamine therefrom when
ammonia is fed to the receiving container from said am-
monia reservoir with/ the shutoff closed in said immersion

tube, an ammonia discharge tube connected to the top

of said reactor, condensing means connected in series to

said ammonia discharge tube, a manometric tube at-

tached to said condensing means, a subsequent cooler

connected to said manometric tube, a dicyandiamide n>ash

receiving container connected to said subsequent cooler, a

heated discharge conduit connecting the bottom of said

dicyandiamide mash receiving container with said re-

actor by said reactor feeding means, and means for {jto-

ducing an ammonia-dicyandiamide mash feedaUy con-

nected to said dicyandiamide receiving container, the re-

sulting melamine product crystals descending through said

suspension washing tube to said settling container where-

upon ammonia is displaced from said washing tube and
flows into the reactor where excess ammonia is evaporated

overhead through said ammonia discharge tube into said

ammonia condensing means, the resulting liquid being

collected in said manometric tube and then passing

through said subsequent cooler into said dicyandiamide

mash receiving container to displace an equal volume of

ammonia-dicyandiamide mash and feed the same through

said discharge conduit and reactor feeding means to the

reactor.

3,100,140
CATALYTIC AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST

CONVERTER
Panl R. Ashley, Livonia, and David D. Laing, Detroit,

Mich., assignors to Calumet ft Hecla, Inc., Allen Parli,

Mich., a corporation of Michigan
FUed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,678

6 Claims. (CI. 23—288)

f^
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substantially the entire opening, means to drive said fan,

a secondary duot extending from the exterior of the pri-

mary duct across the bottom of the primary duct and

bending upwardly to terminate below said fan, a fuel

burner in said secondary duct, means to admit combus-

tion air to the interior of said secondary duct, means re-

sponsive to the temperature within the kiln to control the

fuel burner, means to admit external air to the duct,

damper means to exhaust air from the duct and means

responsive to the wet-bulb temperature of the air within

the kiln to control the damper means.

gas inlet, a liquid conduit connected to the feed gas con-

duit between the heat exchanging means and the feed gas

inlet and joining the feed gas conduit and a source of liq-

uid hydrocarbons, and flow-control means in the liquid

-icrn

3,100,146

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE CONDEN-
SATION, AGGLOMERATION, FILTRATION AND
ABSORPTION OF THE EXHAUST GASES FROM
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Morgan G. Huntington, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to

Huntington Chemical Corporation
FUed Sept. 20, 1960, Scr. No. 57,258

6 Claims. (CI. 55—9)

Vr^o

^^^^

I

1. A method of cleaning exhaust gases exiting from

internal combustion engines that comprises; cooling the

exhaust gases to a temperature low enough for condensing

most of the unbumed fuel and other vapors in the gases,

then confusing dispersoids in the exhaust gases by ag-

glomerating them by high potential alternating current

electric means without precipitation, passing the con-

fused coalesced and agglomerated dispersoids to a filter

means, filtering smog producing dispersoids from the

exhaust gases by renewable filter paper, and subsequently

absorbing nitrogen oxides by a disposable cartridge con-

taining an absorbent for nitrogen oxides.

3,100,147

APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR TREATMENT
OF NATURAL GAS

Raymond James Hull, Orange, Calif., assignor to Gas

ProcesilBg Inc., Fullerton, Calif., a corporation of

California
Filed Aug. 3, 1960, Scr. No. 47,221

3 Claims. (CI. 62—37)
2. In combination with a refrigerating rectifier for

treatment of a stream of natural gas and inoluding a feed

gas inlet and a treated gas outlet, a feed gas conduit con-

necting the feed gas inlet and a source of feed gas, a

treated gas conduit connecting the treated gas outlet and

a point of distribution, heat exchanging means exterior of

the refrigerating rectifier and adapted to the feed gas con-

duit and the treated gas conduit whereby the feed gas and

treated gas flow therethrough in indirect heat transfer rela-

tionship, temperature responsive means in the feed gas

conduit between the beat exchanging means and the feed

conduit, the temperature responsive means and fJow-con-

trol means adapted whereby the amount of liquid passing

through the liquid conduit and into the feed gas conduit

is responsive to the temperature of the feed gas.

I 3,100,148
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING DOUBLE SHEET

GLAZING UNITS
Gcorg Kilian and Franz Mafan, Whten (Ruhr), Germany,

asa^pion to Llbbcy-Owcaa-Ford Gbns Company,
Toledo, OUo, a coiporatioB of Ohio

Original application Julv 27, 1956, Scr. No. 600,533, now
Patent No. 2,968,895, dated Jan. 24, 1961. Divided
and this appUcation Dec. 15, 1959, Scr. No. 16,622

TClalmt. (CL65—152)

1. Apparatus for manufacturing double sheet glazing

units comprising a fiimace. upper and lower guide means
disposed within said furnace and operable to support two

glass sheets in paralielly spaced face-to-face relationsfadp

in an upright position for movement through said fur-

nace, first burner means disposed adjacent said guide

means to heat the upper and lower edges of the glass

sheets, first driven rolling presser means disposed adja-

cent said first burner means, a second burner means, a

second rolling presser means disposed adjacent said sec-

ond burner means, means mounting said second burner

and pressing means for vertical movement between said

upper and lower guide means, said first burner and

presser means serving to unite the upper and lower edges

of the glass sheets, and said second burner and presser

means serving to unite the vertical edges of the glass

sheets.

3 100 149
COMPOSITION AND PROnCESS FOR PROMOTING

THE GROWTH OF PLANTS
Ulrlch Rngc, Hambni, Germany, Jgimr to C. F.

Bochi1i«cr ft SochM GJB.bJL, Mankclm-Waldkof,
Germany, a corporation of Gcraunj
No4>rawing. Filed June 14, 1960, Scr. No. 35,895

Claims priority, application Gcrauny immt 16, 1959
5 Claims. (Q. 71—2J)

1. A process of promoting the growth of plants com-
prising treating plapts with the mixture of a gibberellin

compound selected from the group consisting of gibberel-

lic acid and its alkali metal salts, and the hydrolytic deg-

radation product of yeast nucleic acid obtained by acid
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hydrolysis and consisting of a mixture of adenine, guanine,

uridine monophosphate, and cytidine monophosphate, said

gibberellin compound and said degradation product being

present in said mixture in the proportion between about

1:1 and about 1:100.

3,100,150

STENCIL SCREEN COATING COMPRISING POLY-
VINYL ALCOHOL, POLYVINYL ACETATE, AND
A LIGHT SENSITIZING AGENT

Andrew B. Chismar and Elmer W. Kmetz, Streator, III.,

asrignors to Owens-DliBois Glass Company, a corpo-

ration of Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Nor. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 66,695

11 Claims. (O. 96—93)
1. A stencil screen coating for use in filling the voids

of a stencil screen and subsequently having portions

thereof removed according to photographic methods to

form a preselected pattern of voids on said screen, con-

sisting essentially of (a) an aqueous solution of a poly-

vinyl acetate homopolymer wherein from about 86% to

100% of the carboxyl groups are hydrolyzed to OH
groups, (6) a light-sensitizing agent to permit photograirfiic

method production of the desired pattern by rendering

water-insoluble that portion of said coating exposed to

light and (c) an emulsion of an unhydrolyzcd homo-

polymer of polyvinyl acetate as the film forming ingredi-

ents, the amount of (c) to (a) being from 1:1 to 1:1.25

parts by weight.

3,100,151
INSTANT COFFEE AND TEA

OrrOlc N. Breivik, Westport, Conn^ and William R.

Johnston, Wayzata, Miu., aMtgnors to Standard

Brands Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware
No DrawlM. FUcd Sept 25, 1962, Scr. No. 226,150

10 Claims. (CL99—71)
1. An instant beverage preparation of the group con-

sisting of instant coffee and instant tea ccmtaining a

small but effective amount of a monoglyceride of a higher

fatty acid to substantially reduce foaming when the

instant beverage preparation is dissolved in water.

under submerged aerobic conditions with Penicillium

roqueforti.

3,100,154
COATING COMPOSITION

Takcichl Oshima, 136 Idogaya-Nakamachi, Mfaiami-kn,

and YuUchi Uyemuv, 420 Otamachl 4-chome, both of

Yokohama, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 30, 1960, Scr. No. 18,518

Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 1, 1959
2 Claims. (CI. 106—57)

1. A refractory, s<^vent-proof and anti-corrosive coat-

ing composition consisting of 1.5 to 2.5% by weight of

a metal salt of a fatty acid dissolved in an aqueous solu-

tion of 15% by wei^t of sodium silicate, 10 to 15% by

weight c^ comminuted zirconium silicate, 5 to 10% by

weight of comminuted silica, and 15 to 30% by weight of

a metallic oxide admixed therewith.

3 100 152
METHOD FOR MAKING A GROUND MEAT

FOOD PRODUCT
Beverly E. Williams, La Grange Park, 111., assignor to

Hodges Research and DcTclm>mcnt Company, New
York, N.Y., a corporatloB of California

No Drawli«. FUed Ang. 16, 1960, Scr. No. 49,825

3 Cbims. (O. 99—108)
1. In a method for making a ground meat food product

the steps of grinding meat, dicing tendered meats selected

from the group consisting of muscle and organ meats

having approximately the same degree of tenderness as

the ground meat and mixing said ground and diced meats

with said diced meat being present in amounts of from

one-quarter to not more than one-half by weight, the

pieces of diced meat ranging in size from approximately

one-quarter inch to approximately one inch in any

dimension.

3,100,153

PROCESS FOR PREPARING FLAVORING
COMPOSITIONS

Stanley G. Knight, MadiMm, Wis., assignor to Wisconsin

Alnmal Rcacarch Fomdatioa, Madison, Wis., a corpo-

ratioB of WlMonsin
No Drawhif. Filed Not. 16, I960, Scr. No. 69,570

OChdms. (CL99—116)

1. A process of manufactiiring a composition adaptable

for use in the flavoring of foodstuffs which comprises fer-

menting pasteurized, homogenized milk containing milk fat

3,100,155
MINIATURE CERAMIC CRUCIBLES FOR BURNING
METAL SAMPLES, AND CERAMIC MATERIAL

Harold C. Wagner, St. Joseph, Mich., assignor to Labora-

tory Equipment Corporation, St. Joseph, Mich., a cor-

poration of Michigan
FUed Apr. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 21,255

4 Clahns. (Q. 106—62)
1. The method of manufacturing a porous filtering

laboratory crucible which comprises providing a mixtiu*

consisting essentially of coarse silica of from 60 to 1(X)

mesh in the amount of 50 to 60%, fine silica of under

100 mesh in the amount of to 7%, clay in the amount

of 20 to 45%, and bonding agents, the bonding agents

being compounds of elements in subgroup A of group

I and subgroup A of group II of the periodic table, said

compounds supplying .010 to .026 pound moles of oxides

of said elements per hundred pounds of total silica and

clay, the total of the fine material being insuflScient to

fill the voids within the coarse material, adding suffi-

cient liquid to the mixture to provide a plastic body,

shaping the plastic body to desired crucible form, and

drying and firing the article thus produced to substan-

tially cone 16.

3,100,156
THERMAL INSULATING PRODUCT AND

METHOD FOR MAKING SAME
George L. Kalousek, Newark, Ohio, and Arthur D.

Denny, Eriton, NJ., assignors to Owens-Coming Fibcr-

glas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Dela-

ware
No Drawfaig. FUed Nov. 3, 1959, Scr. No. 850,543

9 Claims. (Q. 106—120)
9. A molded thermal insulating product free of air

holes and pouring folds comprising crystalline hydrous

calcium silicate made by indurating an aqueous lime-silioa

slurry having a lime to silica molar ratio within the

range of from 0.6 to 1:1 and a water to soUds ratio of

from 0.75: 1 to 9:1, and containing from 0.0075 to 0.075%
by dry weight of the solids in said slurry of a sodium salt

of an approximately 50:50 mole ratio copolymer of maleic

anhydride with diisobutylene.

3,100,157
UQUID CONDENSATION PRODUCT OF A DRY-
ING OIL, A POLYALKANOL, AND A POLYOXY-
ETHYLENE POLYOL

Herbert M. Schroeder, WUUamsiillc, and Joseph A.
Pawlak, Buffalo, N.Y., assignors, by mesne assignments,
to Textron Inc., a corporanon of Rhode Island

No Drawfa«g. FUed Jui. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 81,694
22 Oafans. (CL 106—287)

1. A liquid, water-di^wrsible composition of matter

having a viscosity of up to about 100 poises which is

a coDdensale oi a mixture consisting essentially of about
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75 to 90 percent of a drying oil ester of an unsaturated
fatty acid of 14 to 20 carbon atoms and a polyhydric
alkanol of 3 to 6 carbon atoms and having 3 to 6 hydroxy!
groups, and about 10 to 25 percent of a polyoxyethylcne
polyol having a molecular weight of about 500 to 20oO,
said polyol having the formula

R-[0(C3H40)„H]„

where R is an m^alent hydrocarbon radical of 3 to 6
carbon atoms, n is 4 to 12, and m is 3 to 6.

3,100,158
METHODS FOR OBTAINING FILMS OF MAGNETIC

SPINEL CRYSTALS ON SUBSTRATES
Henry P. Lemalre and William J. Croft, Natick, Mass^

assignors to Radio Corporation of America, a corpora-
tion of Delaware

FUed Nov. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 66,826
12 Claims. (CI. 117—49)

1. A method for preparing a continuous film of crys-

tals having a spinel structure comprising preparing an
aqueous suspension containing bivalent ions of at least

one bivalent metal, wherein at least a major proportion

of said bivalent metal ions are ferrous ions, and a strong

base in an amount such that the molar ratio of hydroxyl
ions to bivalent metal ions is less than 2 to 1; adjusting

the temperature of said suspension to a temperature be-

tween about 50° and 100° C, bubbling air through said

suspension, and then circulating said suspension into

contact with the surface of a smooth, nonporous sub-

strate maintained at a temperature a few degrees centi-

grade higher than said suspension.

3,100,159
TEXTILE FABRIC PROCESSING

James Ullman, 40 E. 10th St., New York, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 82,863

8 Claims. (CI. 117—62)

J' '^

O'

3. A process of finishing textile knitted and woven resin

treated wash and wear clothing fabrics, said resin being

of the type of formaldehyde-urea and formaldehyde-

melamine resins to remove fishy odors therefrom com-
prising treating the fabrics with a mixture of gaseous

steam and ammonia at a pressure of about 60 to 90

pounds per square inch, the ammonia being used in a

percentage of about 1 to 5% of the steam and the steam

being in substantially dry condition at a temperature of

about 180 to 250° F.

3,100,160
TAPE EMPLOYING AN ADHESIVE COMPRISING
AN EPOXY RESIN AND A POLYMER HAVING
CARBOXYLIC GROUPS

Ralf Korpman, East Brunswick, NJ., assignor to John-
son Jk Johnson, a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Apr. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 809,709
6 Claimi. (CI. 117—122)

1. A normally tacky and pressure-sensitive adhesive
tape comprising a flexible backing having coated on at

least one major surface a normally tacky and pressure-

sensitive adhesive composition consisting essentially of:

(1) a liquid epoxy resin formed by the reaction of a

compound selected from the group consisting of a poly-

hydric alcohol and a polyhydric phenol with a halohydrin,
and (2) elastomeric components consisting of: {a) a
water-insoluble solid elastomeric polymer having car-

boxylic groups capable of reacting with said liquid epoxy
resin, said elastomeric polymer being selected from the
group consisting of carboxylic modified diene homopoly-
mer elastomers and carboxylic modified diene oopolymer
elastomers wherein a diene monomer is the jH'incipal com-
ponent, and (6) a modifying elastomer selected from
the group consisting of dieoe homopolymer elastomers
and diene copolymer elastomers wherein a diene monomer
is the principal component, said modifying elastomer
being in an amount of from to 90% by weight of the

total elastomeric components, the liquid epoxy resin

being in an amount from about 5 to 125 parts per 100
parts of total elastomeric components with the epoxy
resin being in an amount up to 20 parts when the elas-

tomeric polymer is other than a diene-nitrile copolymer,
and the adhesive composition including a tackifying com-
ponent which is an agent selected from the group con-
sisting of ( 1 ) the aforementioned liquid epoxy resin in

an amount of at least 40 parts per 1(X) parts of total

elastomeric components and used as the tackifier for an
elastomeric polymer of the diene-nitrile type and (2)
a combination of the aforementioned liquid epoxy resin

in an amount of at least 5 parts per 100 parts of total

elastomeric components and a tackifying resin compatible
with the elastomeric polymer in an amount from about
5 to 250 parts per 100 parts of total elastomeric com-
ponents.

3,100,161
COATING DISPENSER WHICH APPLIES A SHEET-

LIKE JET OF COATING MATERIAL
Bruce Arthur Fairbalra and Gerard Joacph Dcschambault,

Drummondvillc, Quebec, Canada, assignors to Cana-
dian Celanesc Limited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

FUed Jan. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 85,095
2 Clafans. (a. 118—325)

'27

1. An apparatus for applying a liquid treating sub-
stance to fabric comprising a tank for containing the
liquid substance, companion walls forming therebetween
an upwardly-extending liquid-containing passage having a
lower portion below the liquid level in the tank and an up-
per portion forming a continuation thereof, the lower por-
tion being wider than the upper portion, the upper por-
tion terminating in a pair of lips one at each side of the
passage providing therebetween a dispensing slot, an
elongated piston portion in said passage adapted to travel
from said lower portion through said upper portion to a
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point adjacent said lips, said lips being spaced above the

normal level of liquid in the tank and means for recipro-

cating said piston in upward and downward strokes from

a position below the upper portion of the passage where

it permits liquid to rise from the lower portion to the

upper portion thus filling the upper portion to an inter-

mediate position where it blocks the entrance from the

lower portion to the upper portion to further positions

where it continuously forces liquid from said upper por-

tion through said slot in a sheet-like jet.

cooling said lower oxide to a temperature below about

400° K., immersing said lower oxide in oxygen-transfer-

ring electrolyte and using it as an anode therein in co-

operation with an oxygen-supplying cathode to produce

electric current with resultant reoxidation to said higher

oxide, returning said higher oxide to said heating step,

and then repeating the process continuously in cycle, so

that the energy used to heat said higher oxide is con-

verted at high efficiency into electrical energy.

3,100,162

ACTIVE MATERIAL FOR STORAGE BATTERIES
AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Anthony Sabatino, Milwaukee, and Ernest J. Jackson,

Racine, Wis., assignors to Globe-Union Inc., Milwau--

kee. Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 857,566

13 Claims. (CI. 136—26)
1. The method of making battery paste comprising the

steps of:

mixing a slurry of lead oxide and water with small

amounts of a foam producing agent and a water

soluble foam stabilizing agent added thereto, said

slurry containing not more than about 30% water

by weight, less than about 1% foam producing agent

by weight, and less than about 1% foam stabilizing

agent by weight;

and redistributing the water in said slurry by aeration

with a gas, said gas comprising from about 10%

to 100% carbon dioxide with any gas used in a mix-

ture with carbon dioxide being substantially inert to

said slurry;

said foam producing agent adapted to depress the sur-

face tension of the water and thus facilitate the for-

mation of gas bubbles in the mixture, said foam sta-

bilizing agent adapted to modify the surfaces of the

lead oxide particles and cause them to adhere in a

uniform pattern to the gas bubbles in the mixture,

said foam stabilizing agent and foam producing

agent 'being compatible with each other and with

the sulfuric acid in a finished battery.

3,100,163

ENERGY CONVERSION PROCESS AND
APPARATUS

Ernest H. Lyons, Jr., Elsah, III.

FUed Sept. 15, 1959, Ser. No. 840,196

19 Claims. (CI. 136—86)
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3,100,164
DEFERRED-ACTION BATTERY

Frank Solomon, Lake Success, N.Y., and Robert F.

Enters, Hackensack, NJ., assignors to Yardney Inter-

national Corp., New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

Filed July 13, 1959, Ser. No. 826,589

1 Claim. (CI. 136—90)

An electrochemical battery of the deferred-action type

comprising a housing, a plurality of stacked dry charged

bipolar silver-zinc electrodes in series in said housing each

separated from an adjacent electrode by an electrolyte

absorbing separator, a plurality of vents in said housing

disposed adjacent said electrolyte absorbing separator, a

centrally disposed feed channel for the admission of liquid

electrolyte into electrolyte absorbing separators, said elec-

trolyte absorbent separators terminating at said feed chan-

nel and adapted to draw electrolyte from said feed chan-

nel, and electrolyte-repelling spacer means bounding said

feed channel between said electrolyte absorbing spacers

and encompassing said bipolar electrode whereby electro-

lyte is prevented from electrically connecting the com-

ponent electrodes of said bipolar electrode, a rupturable

liquid electrolyte-containing reservoir disposed adjacent

said suck of electrodes, cuting means disposed adjacent

said rupturable reservoir and adapted to rupture the same,

and means for applying gas pressure to said reservoir to

bring the same in cutting contact with said cutting meaiis

whereby the electrolyte is released from said reservoir

and is forced into said centrally disposed feed channel.

1. An energy conversion process, cMnprising the steps

of heating at a temperature in excess of 800° K., in the

absence of substanUal amounts of reducing agents, a me-

tallic higher oxide from the group consisting of CuO,

Coj04, MnOa, PbOj. PbaO*, and FejO,, and mixtures

thereof, to convert it to its related and correspondmg

lower metallic oxide from the group consisting of CujO,

CoO, Mn,04, PbO, and FejO* and mixtures thereof,

3,100,165
ELECTRIC BATTERIES

Christopher L. C. Chapman, Sutton, England, assignor to

Yardney International Corp., New York, N.Y., a cor-

poration of New York
FUed Sept 27, 1960, Scr. No. 58,807

8 Claims. (CI. 136—177)
1. An electrochemical cell comprising in combination

a casing, said casing divided into a first electrolyte-contain-

ing ccwnpartment and a second electrolyte-containing

compartment, said first compartment being subdivided

into upper and lower sections by a transverse member, a

trap vent in said lower section opening into a vertically

extending channel communicating with said upper section

and a trap vent in said upper section, communicating

with a second vertical channel opening externally of said

casing thereby permitting communication of said first

compartment externally of said casing, said second com-
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partment communicating with said first compartment
through an orifice located at a level below the external

opening of said first compartment, an electrode assembly
positioned in said second compartment and a sufficient

quantity of electrolyte in said first compartment to mask
said orifice and thereby provide a liquid seal between said

n 1 K t I ,, 4 a

compartments, said electrolyte in said first compartment
being in communication with electrolyte in said second
compartment through said orifice and subject to variation

in level in response to gas pressure developed in said

second compartment whereby there is movement of elec-

trolyte between the two compartments and irrigation of

said electrode assembly.

3,100,166
FORMATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

John C. Marinace, Yorktown Heights, and Richard F.

Ratz, Fishkill, N.Y^ assignors to International Business
Machines Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation
of New York

FUed June 13, 1960, Scr. No. 35,804

> ^

A process of fabricating a semiconductor junction de-

vice of the type known as an Esaki or tunnel diode by
vapor deposition comprising the steps of: decomposing

a gaseous semiconductor halide compound of one con-

ductivity type over a substrate of semiconductor material

of opposite conductivity type to produce an expitaxial

deposition on said substrate; and applying heat to the

P-N junction device thus formed for a time period of

approximately 20 seconds at a temperature of approxi-

mately 665° C, thereby to produce an optimum ratio of

capacitance to peak current for said device.

3,100,167
MAGNETIC MATERIAL

Richard B. Falk and George D. Hooper, Greenville,

Mich., assignors to General Electric Company, a cor-

poration of New York
No Drawing. FHcd Oct. 19, 1960, Scr. No. 63,487

4 Claims. (CI. 148—31.57)
1. Magnetic material comprising non-elongated fine

particles, each of said particles consisting essentially of

an alloy of from 5 to 25 percent nickel, the balance sub-

stantially all cobalt and impurities, the dimensions of

each of said particles being that oi a single magnetic

domain.

3,100,168

QUARTZ-TO-METAL SEALS
Eric John George Bccsod and Horace Edward Stanyon,

Leicester, and Leslie John Capp, Daventry, England,
assignors to Associated Electrical Industries Limited,
London, England, a Britisli company

Filed Jan. 10, 1962, Scr. No. 165363
Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 10, 1961

2 Claims. (CI. 154—2.4)

1. A quartz-to-metal seal comprising a planar foil of
refractory metal, conductors being attached to said foil at

diametrically oi^wsite points adjacent to the edge thereof,

said foil having a tapered cross-section tapering from a
maximum thickness at the center and a thickness of from
0.003" to 0.015", said foil being substanUally circular

in plan and being provided with an aperture placed sym-
metrically within its periphery, said foil together with at

least each end of the said conductors being embedded in

the said quartz so that said quartz extends through said

aperture to form a tie-bar between said quartz lying on
each side of said foil.

3,100,169

PICKLING OF MAGNESIUM AND MAGNESIUM-
BASE ALLOY ARTICLES

Donald Jack Lcvyi Olivette, Mo., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of
Delaware

No Drawfaig. Filed Jan. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 82

3 Claims. (CI. 156—20)
2. The method of treating a metar article composed by

weight of at least 75% magnesium, and less than 0.5%
by weight zinc, to improve the corrosion resistance there<rf

and impart a bright lustrous finish thereto which consists

of immersing the article in an aqueous bath of H]S04
having a normality of between 20 and 35 N at a tempera-
ture between about room temperature and 220" F. for a
period of time between about 0.1 and 20 minutes, re-

moving the article from the solution, and water-rinsing

the article thus treated.

3,100,170

FICKUNG MAGNESIUM ARTICLES
Donald Jack Levy, Olivette, Mo., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, MIcIim a corporation of
Delaware

No Drawhig. FUed Jan. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 83

11 CLihns. (CI. 156—20)
1. The method of pickling a magnesium article con-

taining at least about 75 percent magnesium and not
over 2 percent zinc to remove contaminating tarnish
and scale therefrom and to improve the corrosion resist-

ance thereof which consists of subjecting the article to

the action of an aqueous composition pickle composition
consisting essentially of H3SO4 having an acid normality
of at least 20 but not over 25 and having dissolved therein
a compound selected from the class consisting of soluble
nitrates, halides, oxyhalides, halogen-substituted organic
acids, and mixtures thereof, capable of yielding nitrate
and halogen-containing ions in solution, wherein the
halogen is chlorine or iodine, in sufficient amount to
provide between 5 and 250 grams of the nitrate and halo-
gen fractions of said compounds per liter of said aqueous
composition.
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3,100,171

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING A
PRE-STRESSED HOLLOW LINED PRESSURE
VESSEL

Ethridge E. Hardesty, Costa Mesa, Calif., assignor of

one-half to Ralph E. Lazarus, as trustee, Los Angeles,

Calif.

FUed May 29, 1958, Scr. No. 738,878

7 Claims. (CI. 156—165)

assembling said sections in mating relationship; healing

said exposed portions to soften the same and applyiiig

pressure thereto in a direction generally normal to said

faces to squeeze and flow material from the portions to

said interior side to at least substantially fill said recess

with the material in the recess bonding the sections,

whereby said exposed pcHtions may be removed without

destroying the bond between the sections.

3 100 173
APPARATUS FOR PRESSING GLASS-PLASTIC

SANDWICHES
James H. Boicey and Frederick E. Henning, Toledo, Ohio,

assignors to Libbcy-Owens-Ford Glass Company,
Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Oiiio

FUed Dec. 13, 1957, Scr. No. 702,707

5 Claims. (CI. 156—579)

1. The method of forming a pre-stressed hollow lined

pressure vessel that comprises applying to the outside of a

hollow thin walled fluid impervious metal liner an outer

layer of uncured thermosetting resinous plastic material

having filament form reinforcing material embedded

therein wound for many turns about the liner, heating said

resinous plastic material and thereby curing it to a hard-

ened polymerized state, applying to the interior of said

liner during said curing a fluid pressure in excess of any

external pressure thereon in an amount approaching that

which would stress said vessel to its maximum safe value,

thereby expanding said liner and said resinous plastic

material and said reinforcing material outwardly by said

pressure during said curing, and thereby prestressing said

filament form reinforcing n»aterial by maintaining it under

a high expansive force and tension during said curing of

the resinous plastic material, and supporting said vessel

at spaced points during said curing while permitting un-

restrained expansion thereof.

7. Apparatus for heating and pressurizing a hollow

pressure vessel comprising: a plurality of support means

for engaging and supporting spaced portions of said ves-

sel, said support means engaging only a minor fraction of

the surface of said vessel, leaving the remainder thereof

free of external restraint; one of said supports defining a

conduit for conducting fluid under pressure to the interior

of said vessel; means for supplying fluid under pressure

to the conduit defined by said support; and indicating

means having a motion responsive feeler, engageable with

an unrestrained portion of said vessel for indicating the

extent of expansion thereof by fluid pressure therein.

45 ^

1. An apparatus for pressing together the glass and

plastic sheets of glass-plastic sandwiches, comprising an

endless ring-type member of resilient material for sur-

rounding a glass-plastic sandwich, said ring-type member

having a body portion including a web portion, a pair of

substantially parallel legs extending inwardly from said

web portion to form a continuous channel for receiving

the peripheral margin of a glass-plastic sandwich, a con-

tinuous groove recessed into said web pcMtion between

said legs and in open communication with said channel,

means extending outwardly from said web portion re-

sponsive to pressure applied thereon to outwardly distort

said legs and open said channel, and means communicat-

ing with said groove for evacuating air from the space

defined by said groove and the marginal edge c/L a glass-

plastic sandwich when secured in the channel.

3,100,172

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURING OF
PLASTIC HOLLOW BODIES

Erich-Arthur NIer, BIcidcnstadt, Tannus, Germany,

assignor to Firm Hans Gnbcia, WuppcrUl-Barmen,

Germany^^
Sept. 15, 1959, Scr. No. 840.195

Claims priority, application Germany Sept. 16, 1958

5 Claims. (CL 156—228)

1. A process for the manufacture of a plastic body

having a hollow interior, said process comprising the

steps of: forming thermoplastic mating sections to define

said body with exposed portions of said bodies having

faces adapted to be juxtaposed and with a recess extend-

ing along the edge of the interior side of the portions;

3,100,174
PREPARATION OF WETTABLE POWDERS OF

2-HEPTADECYL.2-IM1DAZOLINE
Lewis F. Stevens, Haddonfidd, NJ., assignor to Pittsburgh

Plate Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
No Drawing. FUed July 29, 1960, Scr. No. 46,047

3 Claims. (CI. 167—33)
1. A method of forming a stable, finely divided wet-

table powder of 2-heptadecyl-2-imidazoline, the powder

being microground and being adapted to inhibit plant

pests when applied to an infected plant, which method

comprises blending and microgrinding on a fluid energy

vortex mill a mixture of:

(A) 2-hcptadecyl-2-imidazoline;

(B) about 3 to about 50 percent by weight based upon

the mixture of a pulverulent diluent consisting essen-

tially of a material selected from the class consisting

of calcium silicate and magnesium silicate, said pul-

verulent diluent being of a particle size of about 0.01

to about 2 microns and of a specific surface of about

50 to about 6(X) square meters per gram; and

(C) about 3 to about 20 percent by weight based upon

the mixture of a monoester of the formula:

R—coo—CHtCHi-^OCHiCH»-J-OCH|CHiOH

in which R is the hydrocarbon residue of a tugher

fatty acid and n is a number from about to about

60, the grinding being continued until said micro-

ground wettable powder is attained.
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3,100,175
ANTISEPTIC COMPOSITION

Jean-Pierre Bourquin, Basel, Arthur Brack, Riehen,
Erhard Schenker and Rudolf Griot, Basel, and Walter
Steifen, Manchenstein, Basel-Land, Switzerland, assign-
ors to Sandoz Ltd., Basel, Switzerland
No Drawing. Filed July 5, 1961, Ser. No. 121,838
Claims priority, application Switzerland July 15, 1960

7 Claims. (CI. 167—33)
1. An antifungal and antibacterial composition of mat-

ter comprising 5,7-dibromo-8-hydroxyquinoline and a
quinaldine derivative of the general Formula I as active

ingredients,

Ri

^>-^°
(1)

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of hy-
drogen and methyl and each of the two symbols Rj is

selected from the group consisting of chlorine and bro-
mine, there bemg present from 4 to 9 mols of said quin-

oline to 1 mol of said quinaldine derivative.

3,100,176
HYGROMYCIN AND METHOD OF

PRODUCING SAME
John Ehrlich, Groase Pointe Pack, Quentfai R. Bartz,

Detro.t, and Mildred Penncr Knudsen, Birmingham,
Mich., assignors to Parke, Davis & Company, Detroit,
Mich., a corporation of Michigan

FUcd Sept. 9, 1954, Ser. No. 455,012
8 Claims. (CI. 167—65)

8. Hygromycin, an antibiotic produced by cultivating

under aerobic conditions the Streptomyces strain NRRL
2429 in a culture medium containing mold-assimilable

carbon, nitrogen and inorganic salts, until substantial anti-

biotic activity is produced by said Streptomyces strain in

said culture medium, and recovering the hygromycin from
said culture medium.

3,100,177
PENICILLIN COMPOSITION FOR PERICARDIAL

INTRODUCTION
Lairy M. Wheeler, Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich., assignor

to Parke, Davis & Company, Detroit, Mich., a corpo-
ration of Michigan
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 80,954

8 Claims. (CI. 167—65)
1. A procaine penicillin composition in dosage form

for pericardial introduction which comprises a suspension

in a flowable vehicle of procaine penicillin crystals, each
dosage unit of said composition containing approximately

2 to 10 grams of procaine penicillin crystals exceeding
420 microns in length.

3,100,178
VACCINE PRODUCTS AND METHOD OF

PREPARING SAME
I. William McLean, Jr., Grosse Pointe, Mich., and Fred-

erick W. Trader, Jr., La Jolla, Calif., assignors to

Parke, Davis & Company, Detroit, Mich., a corporation
of Michigan
No Drawhig. FUed Aug. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 135,151

7 Claims. (CI. 167—78)
5. A biological composition comprising an emulsion of

an aqueous, non-viable, immunogenic agent in a mixture

of hydrocarbons composed of one substantially chemi-
cally pure, branched chain, saturated, non-cyclic hydro-
carbon containing 23 to 30 carbon atoms inclusive and
one substantialy chemically pure, branched chain, satu-
rated, non-cyclic hydrocarbon containing 16 to 17 carbon
atoms inclusive, said mixture of hydrocarbons and said
hydrocarbon containing 23 to 30 carbon atoms inclusive

both having a melting point not greater than 4' C, a vis-

cosity of not less than 2 and not greater than 30 centi-
poises at 22 to 24° C. and a guinea pig toxicity index not
greater than 0.3:!: 0.2 unit; said emulsion containing from
0.5 to 15% by volume of an antigen-compatible, phar-
maceutically-acceptable emulsifier and between 10 and
74.5% by volume of said mixture of hydrocarbons.

3,100,179

NON-ALCOHOLIC AEROSOL FILM FORMING
COMPOSITIONS

William M. Perry, Bethlehem, Pa., asrignor to General
Aniline A FUm CorponitioD, New York, N.Y., a cor-
poration of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Mar. 18, 1959, Ser. No. 800,097

5 Chiims. (CI. 167—87.1)
1. A non-alcoholic sprayable film forming prepara-

tion consisting essentially of a copolymer of 30-70%
by weight of N-vinylpyrrolidone and 7(X-30% by weight
of a vinyl ester in solution of trifluorethyl chloride
(CFsCHjCl), said ester selected from the class consist-
ing of vinyl acetate, vinyl glycolate. vinyl chloride, vinyl
formate, vinyl propionate, vinyl butyrate and vinyl
stearate.

3,100,180

DERMAL PROTECTIVE COMPOSITIONS
Gordon R. Smith and Ralph C. Wands, St Panl, Mfam.,

assignors to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company, St Paul, Minn., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,531

14 Claims. (CL 167—91)
I

.
A composition adapted for topicaJ application which

consists essentially of a water miscible pharmaceutical
extending medium having an aqueous base and contain-
ing a dispersed bodying agent and having homogeneously
dispersed therein a latex-like dispersion of an oleophobic
and hydrophobic physiologically inert stable fluorine-con-
taining elastomeric vinyl polymer in which from 10 to
about 75 percent of the hydrogen directly attached to
carbon has been replaced by fluorine and which elastomer
is characterized by a glass transition temperature below
about 40° C, in amount sufficient to provide from about
0.3 to 20% by weight of said elastomer in said composi-
tion, said extending medium being compatible with said
latex -like dispersion.

3,100,181

PREPARATION OF ORGANOBORANES
John W. Ryznar, La Grange, and John G. Premo, Western

Springs, III., assignors to Naico Chemical Company,
Chicago, m., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 89,882

4 Claims. (CI. }04—59)
1. A process for preparing organoboranes which com-

prises electrolyzing between a boron anode and a cathode,
a substantially anhydrous scriution of a Grignard reagent
of the formula RMgHalide in a substantially inert solvent
for the Grignard reagent, and recovering as an elec-
trolysis product an organoborane of the formula R,B
where R is an organic radical ccmtaining as its major
compooents the elements, carbon and hydrogen.
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3,100,182
IRRADIATION DESTRUCTION OF COMPLEXES

John G. Erdman, Allison Park, and James H. Wright,

Verona, Pa., assignors to Gulf Research A Develop-

ment Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Dela-

ware
No Drawing. FUed July 16, 1956, Ser. No. 597,850

11 Claims. (CI. 204—154)
1. A process for the destruction of porphyrin mctallo

complexes in solution which comprises subjecting said

complexes to high energy ionizing radiation with a dosage

suflicient to destroy said complexes.

3,100,183
FUEL COMPOSITION FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS
James C. Andersen, Niagara Falls, N.Y., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the United

States Atomic Energy Commission .

No Drawhig. Filed Feb. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 171,534

10 Claims. (Ci. 204—154.2)

1. As a new composition of matter, a refractory fuel

material for nuclear reactors composed of a mixture of

from 15 to 25% by weight of uranium trisilicide, nickel

aluminidc in a quantity to yield a content of about 15%
by weight of nickel and from 6 to 10% by weight of

aluminum, the balance being silicon carbide, said per-

centages referring to the amount of silicon carbide.

3,100,184

TRITIUM PRODUCTION BY NEUTRON-IRRADIA-
TION OF ALUMINUM-LmnUM ALLOYS

Bernard M. Abraham, Chicago, III., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the United

States Atomic Eneigy Commission
No Drawing. FUed Sept 24, 1951, Ser. No. 248,105

12 Claims. (CL 204—154J)
1. A method of preparing tritium in a relatively pure

state, which comprises irradiating an aluminum-lithium

alloy with neutrons, heating the irradiated alloy whereby

the tritium formed is released from the alloy and coUect-

ing the tritium emitted.

thereon, comminuting the dried synthetic fluorphlogopite

with a high speed cutting blade in a liquid medium selected

from the group consisting of pure anhydrous n-amyl alco-

hol, 2 ethyl hexanoi, isobutyl alcohol, and isopropyl alco-

hol, to form a mixture yielding particles substantially all

of which are of the order of about 5 to 25 microns in

their largest dimension and exhibit smooth surfaces and

edges, diluting the comminuted mixture to approximately

double its original volume with an additional amoimt of

said liquid medium, forming layers having particles of

different size ranges with respect to their largest dimen-

sion by allowing the diluted mixture to stand, one of said

layers containing said particles in the 5 to 25 micron

range, separating said one layer and further diluting same

with more of said liquid medium to form a suspension of

approximately 10 to 400 grams of fluorphlogopite parti-

cles per liter of said liquid medium, pouring said suspen-

sion into an electrof^oretic deposition cell, immersing a

cathode between the parallel surfaces of a U-shaped

anode, said anode and cathode being vertically disposed

and having opposed poraUel flat surfaces, agitating the sus-

pension to provide maximum non-turbulent flow parallel

to said flat surfaces, applying a voltage between said cath-

ode and said anode to yield a current density of 0.01 to 3

milliamperes per square inch of cathode surfaces for a

period of about 5 seconds to 1 hour until a deposit of fluor-

phlogopite particles is formed on said flat surfaces of said

cathode, slowly air drying said deposit and stripping the

dried deposit from said cathode by the application of heat

thereto.

3,100,187
REFLECTOR FOR NEUTRONIC REACTORS

Arthur P. Fraas, KnoxviUe, Tenn., assignor to the United
States of America as represented by the United States

Atomic Energy Comminion
FUed May 3, 1961, Ser. No. 107,603

7 Claims. (CI. 204—193J)

,,, ntinfrt

3,100,185

PROCESS OF IMPROVING THE WEAR PROPERTIES
OF A MINERAL AND FATTY OIL LUBRICANT
MIXTURE BY RADIATION

Henry A. Ambrose, Penn HiUs, and Charles E. Trautman,
Cheswick, Pa., assignors to Gulf Research & Develop-

ment Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Dela-

ware
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 862,043

3 Claims. (CI. 204—162)
1. A process of improving the wear characteristics of

a lubricating composition consisting essentiaUy of a mix-

ture of about 50 to about 90 percent by volume of a

mineral oil and about 10 to about 50 percent by volume of

a fatty oil having an iodine value below about 100, which

comprises subjecting said mixture to ionizing radiation for

a time suflicient for said mixture to absorb at least about

24 megarepfi of radiation.

3,100,186
METHOD OF MAKING LAMELLAR SHEETS OF

FLUORPHLOGOPITE MICA
WUIbm McNeUI and Joseph E. Chrostowski, PhUadel-

phia, and Thomas J. Mackus, Upper Darby, Pa.,

assignors to tlie United States of America as represented

by the Secretary of tlie Army
No Drawing. FUcd June 24, 1960, Ser. No. 38,673

3 Cbiims. (CI. 204—181)
(Granted under Title 35, UJS. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A process for reconstituting a crystalline, transpar-

ent, smooth lamellar fluorphlogopite mica from synthetic

fluorphlogopite which comprises the steps of heating the

synthetic fluorphlogopite to remove any moisture adsorbed

1. In a neutronic reactor having a core and a reflector

disposed adjacent to said core, the improved reflector

which comprises a multiplicity of closely packed graphite

rods disposed with their major axes substantially perpen-

dicular to the interface between said core and said reflec-

tor, each of said rods being substantially round in trans-

verse cross section at at least its end adjacent to said inter-

face and provided at said end with a coaxial, inwardly

tapering hole.

3,100,188
REACTOR MODERATOR STRUCTURE

Arthur P. Fraas, KnoxviUe, and John J. Tudor, Oak
Ridge, Tenn., assignors to ttie United States of America
as represented by the United States Atomic Energy

^ Commission
FUed May 19, 1961, Ser. No. 111,416

2 Claims. (CI. 204—193.2)
1. In a neutronic reactor comprising a pressure vessel

and a moderator structure disposed therein, an improved
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moderator structure comprising a multiplicity of mod-
erator blocks arranged in horizontal layers to form a mul-
tiplicity of vertically stacked columns of blocks, all of

said blocks in each vertical column of blocks being keyed

together, a plurality of ceramic grids being disposed be-

tween said horizontal layers of moderator blocks, said

ceramic grids providing horizontal restraint to said mod-
erator blocks; a multiplicity of pressure plates covering

the lateral surface of said moderator structure in abut-

ting relationship with the peripheral terminal lengths of

oooo
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said ceramic grids, tubular springs disposed between said

pressure vessel and said pressure plates, said springs hav-

ing their axes of revolution vertically disposed to facUitate

passage of coolant gas through said springs, said springs

being spaced apart by a selected distance such that at a

preselected point of spring deflection the sides of said

springs will contact adjacent springs, thereby causing a

large increase in resistance to further deflection of said

springs, and means for adjusting the individual spring

tension.

3,100,189
X.BRACE SCREEN

Francis B. Olender, Walllngton, and Albert Wilson, Gar-
field, NJ., assignors to Hewitt-Robins Incorporated,
Stamford, Conn.

FUed Feb. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 86,347
1 ChUm. (CI. 209—409)

In a vibrating screen, a pair of vertically disposed paral-

lel side plates, brace means interconnecting said plates,

said plates being adapted to have a means associated there-

with for moving said plates and said brace means in a

manner so as to have a selected motion to effect a selected

screening operation, which motion has vertical and hori-

zontal components, said brace means comprising a pair

of channel-shaped members, the web of each channel-

shaped member facing the web of the other member and
being in contact with and coimected to the web of the

other member along a relatively short length of the chan-

nel as compared to the total length thereof, the flanges of

one of said channel members extending outwardly in

opposite direction from the flanges of the other of said

channel members, the webs of said channel members being

vertically disposed, said channel members forming diverg-

ing leg portions extending outwardly from opposite sides of

the contacting length of said channel members in a plane

transverse to said webs, said leg portions forming substan-

tially an X-shaped brace of said connected channel mem-
bers, each leg portion of each channel to one side of the

connected portions of said webs being substantially in

alignment with a leg portion of the other channel on the

opposite side of said connected portions of said webs, said

X-shaped brace having abutment plates at the ends of said

leg portions securing said X-shaped brace to said side

plates with one leg portion of each channel member being
connected to one of said side plates and the other leg por-
tion being connected to the other of said side plates, said

leg portions of at least one of said channel members ex-

tending in a horizontal plane in directions which result

in transmission of the horizontal component of the forces

resulting from the screen motion, along the latter legs,

from substantially the center of said screen to said side

plates.

3,100,190
PRESSURE FILTER AND FILTER TUBE

THEREFOR
B. Hobaon, Jr., Moatdair, NJ., Ijnni to Per

Corporation, West Oranfc, NJ., a corporatioa of New
Jersey

FiUd Feb. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 86,447
7 CUms. (CI. 210—106)

1. A pressure Alter comprising a tank having a cham-
ber for the liquid to be filtered, an inlet for supplying
to said chamber under pressure a mixture of said liquid

and solid particles in suspension, an outlet for the filtrate

from said chamber, and a filter unit mounted in said

chamber including at least one filter tube having a wall
approximately circular in transverse cross-section with a
predetermined normal diameter comprising a plurality of
interlaced helically disposed non-stretchable and non-
contractible but flexible wires providing between them
filtering pores through which said liquid must flow frcMn
said inlet at one side of said wall to said outlet at the

other side of said wall upon production of a pressure dif-

ferential in the liquid at opposite sides of said wall and
during said flow deposit solid particles in said pores and
in a layer on the tube wall, certain of said wires running
helically of the tube side by side in one direction and
other wires running helically of the tube side by side in

another direc.ion with the helices diqKMed at angles to

a plane perpendicular to the axis of the tube other than
the neutrality angle, the first-mentioned wires crossing and
extending under some and over others of the second-men-
tioned wires, whereby said wires are movable relatively

to each other bo.h longitudinally and perimetrally of the

tube to expand and contract the tube wall in diameter
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and length and at the same time maintain said wall of

the same cross-sectional shape in response to variations

in said pressure differential and thereby dislodge said

layer of solid panicles from said pores and said wall, and

a member loosely mounted within said tube whose pe-

ripheral surface is normally spaced from but is abutted

by said wall and thereby limits inward movement or com-

pressibility of the wall under said pressure differential

and has passages for flow of liquid through the tube, at

least one end of the tube wall being open and there being

means moun.ing said tube in the tank for free flow of the

liquid through said open end to and from said outlet and

the other end of the tube being formed to provide for the

establishment of a pressure differential at opposite sides

of the tube wall upon flow of liquid under pressure from

one side of the wall to the oiher, said wires and their

helical relation to each other and said member providing

for automatic return of the tube to i.s original condition

upon release of the tube wall from said pressure differen-

tial.

3,100,191

AUTOMATIC DRY CLEANING MACHINE
Jaclt C. Smith, Edwin E. Etterman, and Roy T. Romine,

Bowling Green, Ky., assignors to Detrex Chemical

Industries, Inc., Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Micliiaan
FUed Feb. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 10,768

2 Claims. (CI. 210—138)

1. An automatic dry-cleaning machine for garments

comprising: a supply tank for solvent, said tank also serv-

ing as a base for said machine; a tub mounted on said

supply tank and having therein a rotatable perforated

work basket adapted to hcrfd a batch of soiled gannents to

be cleaned; a nvain filter mounted on said supply tank,

said filter having tubular septum elements; an automatic

filter powder dispenser mounted on said supply tank and

having a supjrfy hopper and a motor-driven rotatable feed

mechanism adapted to dispense a controlled amount of

filter powder from said hopper into said supply tank for

each rotation of said mechanism, said automatic filter

powder dispenser comprising an elongated cylindrical ver-

tically-disposed walled housing having an upper section

and a lower section separated by a slotted plate formmg

the floor of the upper section for supporting a supply of

diatomaceous earth filter powder the particles of which

tend to cling together to form a cohesive columnar mass,

a rotatable shaft extending axially through said upper

section and attached at its lower end to said slotted plate,

a pair of opposed upwardly^extending wiper arms secured

to said slotted plate and adapted to sweep along the lower

wall of said upper section when said shaft is rotated for

cutting the lower portion of said columnar mass free of

said lower wall, and at least one arm mounted to extend

into said lower portion of said columnar mass for break-

ing up said mass and causing particles thereof to drop

through the radial slots of said floor plate "d into Ae

lower section of said housing; filter powdsr feed unpulse

timer means connected to said filter powder dispenser mo-

tor for driving said motor intermittently during wash-

cycle periods; a secondary filter compnsmg a verticaUy-

disposed container having therein a rotatable perforated

basket and a filter bag. said secondary filter being adapted

to function as a stationary sub-filter and muck storage

container and also as a centrifuge extractor, said second-

ary filter being mounted on said supply tank; a motor con-

nected to said secondary filter for driving said filter ro-

tationally during centrifuge periods; conduit means cou-

pling each of said tub, main filter, and secondary filter

to said supply tank and intercoupling said tub to said main

filter and said main filter to said secondary filter, said

conduit means from said main filter to said secondary

filter entering said basket and filter bag upwardly through

the bottoms thereof and terminating inside said bag in a

perforated piping; pump means for forcing scrfvent through

said conduit means and through said machine; a plu-

rality of valves in said conduit means, including at least

one valve in the conduit coufrfing said suK>ly tank to

said tub, at least cme valve in the conduit coupling said

supply tank to said main filter, at least one valve in the

conduit coupling said suf^ly tank to said secondary filter,

at least one valve in the conduit coupling said tub to said

main filter, and at least one valve in the conduit coupling

said main filter to said secondary filter; electrically-opera-

ble valve operator means; mechanical linkages connect-

ing said valve operator means to said valves; wash-cycle

timer switch means coupled to said valve operator means

for operating said valve operator means for placing said

valves in such conditions during a period assigited to

the wash cycle that said pump forces solvent in a first

direction through said tub, work basket, and main filter

and then back into said tub. the filter septum elements

<rf said main filter having a total filter area of such size

as to adapt said elements to filter out soil from a single

batch of garments (but not from a plurality of batches)

without appreciably reducing the rate of flow of solvent

therethrough; said filter powder feed impulse timer means

being adapted during the period of ^^ *^^ ^y,'^^ ^
energize said filter powder dispenser motor intermittently

to route the feed mechanism of said dispenser intermk-

tently to add filter powder intermittently to the solvent in

the supirfy tank; backwash cyde timer switch means cou-

pled to said valve operator means and effective at the

end of each wash-cycle period and during each following

period assigned to a backwash cyde for actuating said

valve operators for changing said valves to place said

valves in such conditions that said pump during each

backwash-cycle period pumps solvent in a reverse direc-

tion through said main filter to backwash said main filter

and to pump the mixture of solvent and soiled filter pow-

der into said secondary filter, a consideraHe portion <^

said solvent returning from said secondary filter when

stationary through said conduit means to said supply tank;

pre-coat-cyde timer means coupled to said pump means

and to said motor-driven rotataWe filter powder feed

mechanism and effective at the end of each backwash-

cycle period and during each following period assigned

to a pre-coat feed period for shutting off said pump and

rotating the feed mechanism of said filter powder dis-

penser to add a controlled quantity of filter powder to

said supply tank following each backwash period accord-

ing to the duration of said feed period; said wash-cyde

timer switch means coupled to said valve operators being

effective at the end of each pre-coat-cycle feed penod

and during each following period assigned to a pre-

coat pump cycle for actuating said valve operators for

changing said valves so that said pump during said pre-

coat pump cycle pumps solvent having the controlled

quantity of added filter powder therein from said supply

tank through said main filter in said first direction to pre-

coat said filter septum elements; said wash-cycle timer

switch means coupled to said valve operators being ef-

fective at the end of each pre-coat pump cyde for chang-

ing said valves to place said valves in conditions corre-
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spending to the wash cycle, thereby to place said machine
in condition to repeat its cyclic sequence of operations;

motor means connected to the basket of said secondary

filter; and control means for said motor means for rotating

the basket of said secondary filter at selected intermittent

periods to recover the residual solvent from the mixture

contained therein and to return said recovered solvent to

said supply tank.

3,100,192
GROUNDWOOD DISCHARGER

John P. Rich, Nashua, N.H., assignor to Improved
Machinery Inc., Nashua, N.H., a corporation of
Maine

Filed Nov. 10, 1958, Ser. No. 772,966
1 Claim. (CI. 210—386)

Apparatus for discharging filter cake in the form of

a layer of wet, cohesive solids, from the drum of a con-

tinuous rotary drum filter comprising, in combination with

a rotary drum filter, a vaned discharge roll mounted im-

mediately adjacent and parallel to the face of said filter

drum on the descending side thereof, means for rotating

said discharge roll in the same direction as the rotation

of said drum, said discharge roll cooperating with the

descending side of said drum to cause said layer of solids

to accumulate in a roll between the descending side of said

drum and the ascending side of said discharge roll, and

means for removing discrete portions of the roll of solids

and discharging the same in a direction perpendicular to

the axis of rotation of said drum filter over said discharge

roll, said means including a smooth surfaced cylinder

mounted parallel to and adjacent the descending side of

said drum above said discharge roll and extending the

length of said drum, said smooth surfaced cylinder hav-

ing a lower coefficient of friction relative to said solids

than said discharge roll and means to drive said smooth

surfaced cylinder in the same direction and at substan-

tially the same peripheral speed as said discharge roll,

said smooth surfaced cylinder maintaining an accumula-

tion of solids in a roll between said discharge roll and

said drum while causing discrete portions thereof to be

extruded between said smooth surfaced cylinder and said

discharge roll for transfer over said discharge roll to a

suitable transport medium.

3,100,193
GREASE COMPOSITION

Reuben A. Swenmn and Stephen J. Zajac, Whiting, Ind.,

assignors to Standard Oil Company, Chicago, 111., a cor-

poration of Indiana

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 51,508

4 Claims. (CI. 252—40.5)

1. A lime soap lubricant grease composition compris-

ing a mineral oil lubricant base, from about one to about

twenty percent by weight of a calcium soap of a long

chain fatty acid, from about one to about ten percent by

weight of a calcium soap of a short chain fatty acid, and

a small amount, effective to inhibit age hardening, of a

member selected from the group consisting of an acetoxy

substituted long chain fatty acid, having from ten to

about thirty carbon atoms in the fatty acid chain in free

acid form, and triglycerides, methyl and ethyl esters of

such acetoxy substituted long chain fatty acids.

3,100,194
FERROMAGNETIC MATERIAL AND METHOD

OF MAKING THE SAME
Cornells Martinus van der Burgt and Ellas Put, Eind-

hoven, Netherlands, assignors to North American
Philips Company, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation
of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1958, Ser. No. 783,126
Claims priority, application Netherlands Jan. 15, 1958

16 CUims. (CI. 252—^2.5)
1. A ferromagnetic material having piezomagnetic

properties and consisting essentially of crystals having a

spinel structure and a composition corresponding to about

29 to 47 mol percent of NiO, about 3 to 20 mol percent

of CuO, about 0.5 to 2 mol percent CoO, and at least 50
to about 52 mol percent of FejOs, said material having

an electromechanical coupling coefficient substantially

exceeding 0.20.

3,100,195
BULK POLYMERIZATION OF STYRENE IN THE
PRESENCE OF A SATURATED FATTY ACID
AND A MINERAL OIL

Jack Zomlefer, Leominster, Mass., assignor to Solar
Chemical Corporation, Leominster, Mass., a corpora-
tion of Massachusetts
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 25, 1959, Ser. No. 855,264

5 Chims. (CI. 260—23)
1 . A process for the bulk polymerization of monomers

consisting of 85 to 100% of styrene and to 15% of an

ethylenic monomer co-polymerizable with styrene. com-
prising heating a mixture of 100 parts of said monomers,
catalyst, approximately 0.1 to 4.0 parts of a saturated

fatty acid having 12 to 20 carbon atoms and approxi-

mately 3.0 to 10 parts of a mineral oil of 40 to 250 cen-

tipoises in viscosity.

3,100,196
PETROLEUM WAX-POLYMERIC VINYL ESTER
COATING COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD FOR
PREPARING SAME

Roy T. Edwards, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y., assignor to

Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc., a corporation of
New York

FUcd Jan. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 789,325
3 Claims. (CI. 26(^—28.5)

wtL »o»-'"*«- <^ t 'a*iu«T« viMf
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1. A container coating composition of high tensik

strength comprising about 80 to about 99.5 percent by
weight of a semi-refined wax having a melting point of
about 120 to about 150* F. and containing about 0.5-3

percent by weight of entrained petroleum oil, and from
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about 0.5 to about 5 percent by weight of a solid polymer

obtained by polymerizing vinyl esters of faUy acids hav-

ing between 14 to 20 carbon atoms in the fatty acid chains,

said solid polymer being adapted to raise the tensile

strength of the semi-refined wax and having an average

molecular weight of about five to ninety thousand and

said coating composition being characterized by a tensile

strength in excess of 200 p.s.i.

3,100,197

MONOOLEFIN POLYMER STABILIZED WITH A
COMBINATION OF A PHENOLIC CONDENSATE
AND A PHOSPHORUS AMIDE, AND PROCESS
FOR PREPARING SAME

Claus Heuck, Hofheim, Taunns, Fritz Rochlitz and Otto

Mauz, Frankfurt am Main, Jakob Winter, Hofheim,

Taunus, and Felix Schulde, Nenenhain, Taunus, Ger-

many, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesell-

schaft vormals Meister Lucius & Briining, Frankfurt

am Mahi, Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 15, 1959, Ser. No. 859,558

Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 20, 1958

9 Claims. (CI. 260—43)

1. A mono-olefin polymer stabilized by 0.001 to 5%
by weight of a stabilizer system consisting essentially of

( 1 ) a condensation product of alkyl-phenol and a member

of the group consisting of an aldehyde, a ketone, sulfur

chloride, and a mixture of at least two of said members

and (2) as a co-«tabilizer a phosphorus amide containing

at least two nitrogen atoms which are bound directly to

a phosi*orus atom and each of which has at least one

hydrogen atom bound thereto, the ratio of (1) to (2)

being 1:5-5:1.

3,100,198

BLEND OF AN a-METHYLSTYRENE/ACRYLONI-
TRILE COPOLYMER WITH A COPOLYMER OF
a-METHYLSTYRENE AND A DIOLEFIN HAV-
ING STYRENE AND ACRYLONTTRILE GRAFTED
THEREON

Andri Foumet and Andri Rio, Lyon, France, assignors

to Societe des Usines Chimiques Rbone-Poulenc, Paris,

France, a body corporate of France

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 6,602

Claims priority, application France Feb. 20, 1959

8 Claims. (CI. 260—45.5)

1. Flexible homogeneous thermoplastic compositions

which contain, as sole polymeric constituents, a mixture

of (a) 10 to 50 parts of a resinous copolymer of 90 to 60

parts of a-methylstyrene and 10 to 40 parts of acrylonitrile

and (fc) 90 to 50 parts of a rubbery copolymer of 50 to 90

parts of a-mcthylstyrene and 50 to 10 parts of a conju-

gated diolefine, on to which rubbery copolymer there have

been grafted by polymerization 5 to 70 parts of mixtures

of styrene and acrylonitrile per 100 parts of said copoly-

mer, all the said parts being by weight.

ing out the hydrolysis in a refluxing anhydrous alkali

metal alcobolate solution, neutralizing the resultant poly-

vinyl alcohol and reacting it with an aldehyde in a slurry

using a solvent in which the desired acetal is insoluble,

in the presence of an esterification catalyst soluble in the

slurrying, at the reflux temperature of the reaction mix-

ture, using a stoichiometric excess of the aldehyde and

about 1%-10% by weight of a catalyst selected from

the group consisting of oxalic acid, concentrated sulfuric

acid, hydrochloric acid, p-toluene sulfonic acid.

3,100,200

PROCESS FOR POLYMERIZATION OF ACRYLIC
ESTERS WTTH CATALYSTS COMPRISING METAL
HALIDES AND GROUP D METALS

Lon T. Smith, Bartlcaville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Sept. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 839,581

15 Claims. (CI. 260—89.5)
1. A process for polymerizing acrylic esters which

comprises contacting under anhydrous polymerizing con-

ditions an acrylic ester selected from the group consisting

of methyl, ethyl, butyl, hexyl, decyl, and octadecyl acryl-

ates and methacrylates as the sole polymerization ma-

terial with a catalyst consisting essentially of an inorganic

halide of tin, said halide being selected from the group

consisting of chloride, iodide, and bromide, and a second

member selected from the group consisting of magnesium,

zinc, cadmium, and carbonates of these metals at a tem-

perature in the range of to 250° F. for a time in the

range of 1 to 500 hours, the mol ratio of tin halide to the

second catalyst member being in the range of 0.1 to 5.0,

and the total amount of catalyst being in the range of

0.01 to 10 mols per mol of monomer so as to form a

solid homopolymer of said ester; and recovering the

homoptrfymer product.

3,100,199

PREPARATION OF POLYACETALS FROM HALO-
GENATED UNSATURATED CARBOXYLIC ACID
ESTERS

James W. L. Fordham and G«orgc H. McCain, Pahies-

ville, Ohio, assignon to Diamond Alkali Company,

Cleveland, Ohio, a corporatioa of Dcbware
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 720,819

7 Claims. (CI. 260—73)
1. The method of preparing a polymer which comprises

the steps of polymerizing a polymerizablc material se-

lected from the group consisting of vinyl chloracetalc

monomer and vinyl trifluoracetate monomer and mixtures

of such monomers with no more than about 10% by

weight of vinyl acetate, hydrolyzing the resultant poly-

mer in the presence of a solvent for. the polymer inert

in basic solutions, the solvent being selected from the

group consisting ot tetrahydrofuran and dioxane, carry-

3,100,201

PROCESS FOR PURIFYING PROTEIN
HYDROLYSATE SOLUTIONS

William O. Pool, Glendale, Calif., assignor to McGaw
Laboratories, Inc., Glendale, Calif., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 22, 1959, Ser. No. 861,203

6 Claims. (CI. 260—112)
1. A process for removing sulfate ions from a sulfuric

acid hydrolyzed casein solution comprising: neutralizing

the sulfuric acid with sodium hydroxide to a pH of about

7.0; then adjusting the volume of the solution whereby

the sulfate ion concentration thereof is between about 1

and 20% ; then adjusting the solution temperature to be-

tween 20° and 30° C. and seeding the solution with a

crystal of sodium sulfate decahydrate; then slowly reduc-

ing the temperature of the solution to between minus 20°

and plus 10° C, whereby large individual crystals of

sodium sulfate decahydrate are formed; and removing

the supernatant solution of protein hydrcrfysate from the

crystals of sodium sulfate decahydrate.

3,100,202

PROCESS FOR PREPARING AN IRON HYDROXIDE
POLYISOMALTOSE COMPLEX AND THE RE-
SULTING PRODUCT

Arthur Miiller, St. Georgenstr. lOOB, and Theodor Bcrsin,

Ludwigstr. 19, both of Sankt Gallen, Switzerland

No Drawing. FUcd June 17, 1960, Ser. No. 36,734

10 Claims. (CI. 260—209)
1. A process of preparing an iron hydroxide poly-

isomaltose complex containing about 32% iron by weight

comprising heating an acidic aqueous solution of a water-

soluble dextran, having an intrinsic viscosity greater than

0.1 at 25* C. and, a water-soluble iron compound in re-

spective amounts of about 48 to about 141 weight parts
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of said iron compound per 100 weight parts of dcxtran
until the intrinsic viscosity of said solution is not more
than 0.1 at 25° C, reacting the resulting solution with an
alkali carbonate at an acid pH whereupon carbon dioxide
is evolved, alkalinizing the resulting solution with an
alkali metal hydroxide after completion of the carbon
dioxide evolution, and thereafter heating the resulting

solution to form said complex.
8. An iron hydroxide polyisomaltose complex contain-

ing about 32% iron by weight.

3,100^03
DIALDEHYDE POLYSACCHARIDE-UCRYLAMTOE

DERIVATIVES
Peter J. Borcbcrt, Elkhart, Ind^ anignor to Miles Labora-

tories, Inc., Elkhart, bid., a corporattoo of Indiana
No Drawing. FUcd May 6, 1960, Ser. No. 27,263

6Clahns. (CI. 260—211)
1. A dialdehyde polysaccharide derivative wherein at

least some of the aldehyde groups of the polymer units

of said dialdehyde polysaccharide have been replaced by
groups having the formula:

\

OH

o

aNH-C—CH=CHi
3,100,204

HALOETHISTERONE COMPOUNDS
Arthur E. Oberster, Canton, Ohio, Roger E. Bcyicr, Car-

bondale, HI., and Lewis H. Sarett, Princeton, NJ.,
assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ., a cor-
poration of New Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 23^93

5 Claims. (CI. 260—239.55)
1. Process for the preparation of 17a-ethynyl-5-andro-

s<ene-3/9,17^-diol-bis-tetrahydropyranyl ether which com-
prises reacting 17o-ethynyl-5-androstene-3^,17^-diol with

dihydropyran in the presence of an acidic reagent.

2. Process for the preparation of 17a-halocthynyI-5-

androstene-3^,17/3-diol-bis-tetrahydropyranyl ether which
comprises halogenating 17a-ethynyl-5-androstene-3/3,17^-

diol-bis-tetrahydropyranyl ether.

3,100,205
CYCLOHEXANE DERIVATIVES

Karl Schulte, Darmstadt, Helnrich Miiller, Pfungstadt,
near Darmstadt, and Hans-Giintber Kraft, Darmstadt,
Germany, assignors to E. Merck Aktiengesellscbaft,

Darmstadt, Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed May 11, 1961, Ser. No. 109,255

8 Claims. (CI. 260—247.2)
4. 2 - morpholinomethyl-4-phenyl-4-carboctoxy-cyclo-

hexanol-1 -acetate.

8. A compound selected from the group consisting of:

( 1 ) a compound having the formula

R. RiX
X
Ri R«

CHt-N
\
R«

(2) The pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts

thereof, and

(3) the quaternary ammonium compounds thereof

wherein the quaternizing moiety is a member of the

group consisting of alkylchloride and alkylbromide
each having a maximum of 8 carbon atoms; and

wherein:

R] designates a member of the group consisting of
phenyl, cyclohexyl, cyclohexenyl, and mono- and
di-substituted phenyl whereof the substituent is

a member of the group consisting of bromine,
hydroxy], alkyl having at most 4 carbon atoms,
alkoxy having a maximum of 3 carbon atoms,
and methylene dioxy;

R] designates a member of the group consisting of

-CN.
COORt,
CHiNHCOORr, and

Rk^

CH,N I

^r/
wherein

:

R7 designates an alkyl having a maximum of

8 carbon atoms;

Ra and R, designate a member of the group
consisting of hydrogen and alkyl having a

maximum of 4 carbon atoms;

R« and R^. when linked together, jointly with

the nitrogen atom, form a member selected

from the group consisting of piperidino,

morpholino. and piperazino;

R3 designates a member of the group consisting of
hydrogen, alkoxy having a maximum of 2 carbon
atoms, alkyl having a maximum of 4 carbon

atoms, and phenyl;

R4 designates a member of the group consisting of

hydrogen, hydroxy!; alkoxy having a maximum
of 4 carbon atoms and sjkanoyloxy having a

maximum of 10 carbon atoms;

Rj and R4 jointly designate a member of the

group consisting of ==0, =NOH, and ethylene-

dioxy;

R5 and Rg designate a member of the group con-

sisting of hydrogen, alkyl having a maximum of

6 carbon atoms, and hydroxyalkyl having a max-
imum of 3 carbon atoms; and when linked to-

gether, jointly constitute with the nitrogen atom
a member of the group consisting of pyrrolidino,

piperidino, morf^olino, and N'-methyl-pipera-

zino.

3,100,206
0-<l,6-DIHYDRO-6-OXO - 3 - PYRIDAZINYL) O - AL-
KYL : PHOSPHORAMIDATE AND PHOSPHOR-
AMIDOTHIOATE

Raymond H. RIgterink, MIdbnd, Mkh., asrignor to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mkh., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed May 5, 1961, Ser. No. 107,903

7 Claims. (CI. 260—250)
1. A compound corresponding to the formula

R' R"

C=C X O—

R

R"'

wherein X represents a member of the group coiuifting

of oxygen and sulfur, R represents lower alkyl, Y repre-

sents a member of the group coiisisting of amino and
lower alkylamino, R"'Tepreaents a member of the group
consisting of hydrogen, lower-alkyl, phenyl, bromophenyl,
chlorophenyl and nitrophenyl, and R' and R" each rep-

resent a member of the group consisting of hydrogen,

methyl, chlorine, bromine and when taken together R'
and R" represent the a,A-(l,3-butadienylene) radical.
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3,100,207
10-AMINOALKYLBENZOtb»flTH|EPIN AND

-DIBENZ(b,f]OXEPIN DERIVATIVES
Charies L. Zirklc, Haddon Heights, NJ., assignor to

Smith Kline A French Laboratories, PhihMlelphIa, Pa.,

a corporation of Pennsylvania

No Drawbg. Filed July 8, 1959, Ser. No. 825,670

11 Clafans. (CI. 260—268)
1. A chemical compound of the class consisting of a

free base and its nontoxic, pharmaceutically acceptable,

acid addition salts, the free base having the structural

formula:

3,100,209 _v
3-AMINO-l,3,5(10)-ESTRATRIENE-DERIVATIVE5
AND PROCESS FOR THEIR MANUFACTURE

Erwin Schwenk, Shrewsbury, Mass., and Allen M. Gold,

New York, N.Y., assignors to The Worcester FonMla-
tion for Experimental Biology, Shrewsbury, Mass., a

corporation of Massachusetts
No Drawhig. FUed Apr. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 24,915

19Chiims. (a. 260—397.3)
1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

aminoestratrienes of the following structural formulae

:

/\

in which Y is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of sulfur and oxygen; in which Ri and Rj are mem-

bers selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

halogen having an atomic weight of less than 80, trifluoro-

methyl, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy and lower alkylthio; A
is an alkylene chain having 2 to 4 carbon atoms, and Z

is a member selected from the group consisting of di-

lower a'kylamino, N-pyrrolidinyl,| C-(N-lower alkyl)

piperidinyl, N-pipcridinyl, N-piperazinyl, N'-formyl-N-

piperazinyl, N'-nethyl-N-piperazinyl, N'-hydroxyethyl-N-

piperazinyl. N'-acetoxyethyl-N-piperazinyl and N'-hy-

droxyethoxyethyl-N-piperazinyl.

6. 10 - [3 - (4" - methyl - 1" - piperazinyl) propyl ]-

dibenzo [ b.f ] thiepin.

7. A chemical compound of the class consisting of a

free base and iu nontoxic, pharmaceutically acceptable,

acid addition salu, the free base having the structural

formula:

Ri-

A—Z CHiOH

in which Y is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of sulfur and oxygen; Ri and Rj are members selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, halogen having

an atomic weight of less than 80, trifluoromcthyl, lower

alkyl, lower alkoxy and lower alkylthio; A is an alkylene

chain having 2 to 4 carbon atoms, separating the nitro-

gen atoms to which it is attached by at least 2 carbon

atoms; and Z is a member selected from the group con-

sisting of di-lower alkylamino, N-pyrrolidinyl, N-piperidin-

yl, C-(N-lower alkyl) piperidinyl, N-piperazinyl, N'-form-

yl-N-piperazinyl, N'-methyl-N-piperazinyl, N'-hydroxy

ethyl-N-piperazinyl, N'-acetoxyethyl-N-piperazinyl and

N'-hydroxy-ethoxyethyl-N-piperazinyl.

X\A/
Ri—

N

and

3 100*209

Ni-(P-TOLUENE SULFONYL>-Nr(«-TETRA-
HYDROFURYL METHYL) UREA

Erich Haack, Heidelberg, Adolf Hagedoni, Mannhcini.

WaUhof, Hefairlch Rvschig, BmI Sodcn, Tawns, and

Gerhard Korgcr, Fraokfwt am Main Hochst, Germany,
assignors to C. F. Boehringcr A Soefanc G.m.bJI.,

Mannhefan-Waidhor, Germany, a corporation of Ger-

many
No Drawfaig. Original appUcatkw Not. 23, 1956, Ser.

No. 623,618, BOW Patent No. 2,964,560, dated Dec. 13,

1960. DivMcd and this appttcation Dec. 12, 1960,

Ser. No. 75,090
Claims priority, appUcatlon Germany Not. 28, 1955

ICbdm. (CI. 260—347.2)
Nr(p-toluene 8u!fonyl)-Nr(«-ietrahydrofuryl methyl)

urea.

/\

/vV^
HtN

wherein Ri and Rj are members selected from the group

consisting of lower alkyl, benzyl, and an acid radical of

a hydrocarbon carboxylic acid having up to eight carbon

atoms; X is a member selected from the group ccMisisting

of O. (H, /30Z), (a-methyl, /30Z) and (a-«thinyl, /90Z)

wherein Z is a member selected from the group consisting

of H and an acid radical of a hydrocarbon carboxylic

acid having up to eight carbon atoms; and Y is a member

selected from the group consisting of («-mcthyl, /JQZ)

and (a-ethinyl, pOZ), wherein Z is as heretofore defined.

3,100,210
17a-ALKOXY-7a-ACETYLTHIO?ROGESTERONES

Burton G. Christensen, Rahway, NJ., assignor to

Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ., a corporation of

^cw Jersey

No Drawfaig. Filed Not. 18, I960, Ser. No. 70,118

18 Clahns. (CI. 260—397.4)
1. A compound of the formula:

wherein the dotted lines between carbon atoms 1 and 2

indicate that a double bond may be present in this posi-

tion, and where R is selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen and methyl, R' stands for a lower alkyl

radical, X is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and halogen, Y is selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen, keto and hydroxy, Rj is an alkanoyl

group having from 1 to 8 carbon atoms and Z is selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen and halogen.
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3,100,211
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF DIHYDRO-

PENTALENYL MANGANESE TRICARBONYL
Thomaj H. Coffieid, Heidelberg, Germany, assignor to

Etliyl Corporation, New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation of
Virginia
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 12, 1960, Scr. No. 1,851

5 Claims. (CI. 260—429)
5. A process for the preparation of dihydropentalenyl

manganese tricarbonyl, said process comprising contacting
acetylene with dimanganese decacarbonyl in the proportion
of from about 8 to about 50 moles of acetylene per mole
of manganese decacarbonyl, and conducting the contact-

ing in a non-reactive polar organic solvent at a tempera-
ture of from about 115° to about 180° C. and an ace-

tylene pressure sufficient to dissolve the acetylene in the

system, and cause it to react with the dimanganese de-

cacarbonyl.

3,100,212
PROCESS OF PREPARING DIHYDROPENTAL-

ENYL MANGANESE TRICARBONYL
Thomas H. Coffieid, Heidelberg, Germany, assignor to

Ethyl Corporation, New Yoric, N.Y., a corporation of
Virginia

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 1,852
15 Claims. (CI. 260—429)

1. Process comprising reacting acetylene with a man-
ganese carbonyl compound having the formula

[ZMn(CO)4]„

wherein n is an integer having a value of one to two and
Z is a ligand containing a group VB element, said ligand

being selected from the class consisting of trialkyi phos-

phine, trialkyi arsine, trialkyi stibine and trialkyi bis-

muthine radicals wherein the alkyl groups have one to

six carbon atoms and triphenylphosphine, triphenylarsine,

triphenylstibine and triphenylbismuthine radicals; and
recovering dihydropentalenyl manganese tricarbonyl from
the thereby produced reaction mixture.

3,100,213
HYDROPENTALENYL MANGANESE TRICAR-
BONYL COMPOUNDS AND PROCESSES FOR
SAME

Thomas H. Coffieid, Heidelberg, Germany, assignor to

Ethyl Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of
Virginia
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 1,853

10 Claims. (CI. 260—429)
1. Process comprising reacting acetylene with a

manganese carbonyl compound having the formula,

ZMn(C0)5, in which Z is a monovalent substituent group
selected from the class consisting of halides and organic

radicals having up to 16 carbon atoms, selected from the

class consisting of alkyl, aralkyl, aryl, alkaryl, acyl,

cycloalkyl, alkenyi and alkynyl radicals.

3,100,214
PENTALENYL MANGANESE TRICARBONYL AND

PROCESSES FOR SAME
Thomas H. Coffieid, Heidelberg, Germany, assignor to

Ethyl Corporation, New Yorit, N.Y., a corporation of
Virginia
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 1,854

9 Claims. (CI. 26(K—429)
1. Pentalenyl manganese tricarbonyl compounds hav-

ing the formula:

R
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cx>mposing a fluoro-sulfinic acid ester by heating said ester

to a temperature of from about 100 to about 300* C. and
recovering the organic fluorine-containing compound
thereby formed.

3,100^26
2,5 DICHLORO-3 ACYLAMINOBENZOIC ACIDS

Hiu^ey P. Ranum, Philadelphia, and Stanley R. McLane,
ProspccMIle, Pa., assignors to Amchcm Products, Inc.,

AmMcr, Pa., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 16, 1959, Scr. No. 846,816

6 Claims. (CI. 260—518)
1. A compound having the formula:

o

/
-OH CI

-NH—C—

R

X A

wherein R is a member of the class consisting of hydrogen,
alkyl, bromo and chloro substituted alkyl groups contain-
ing from 1 to 6 total carbon atoms, and phenyl, halogen
substituted phenyl, the halogen being selected from the

class consisting of bromo and chloro, 2-phenyl ethyl and
2-phenyl ethenyl groups.

3,100,227
PREPARATION OF CHLOROACROLEIN

Keith M. Taylor, Dickinson, Tex., assignor to Monnnto
Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of
Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 96,100

2 Claims. (Q. 260—601)
1. A process for the preparation of chloroacrolein

which comprises reacting acrolein and chlorine in mole
proportions from about 1:2 to about 2:1 in a reaction

zone heated to a temperature within the range from
about 100* C. to about 200* C, said gaseous mixture
of acrolein and chlorine being diluted with an inert gas
in proportions up to about 50% by volume and the resi-

dence time of the reacting gas mixture in the reaction
zone being maintained in the range from about 0.1 sec-

ond to about 3 seconds.

3,100,228
ORGANIC FLUORINE COMPOUNDS

Murray Hauptschein, Glenside, and Milton Braid, PhUa-
delphia. Pa., and Francis E. Lawlor, Wilmfaigton, Calif.,

assignors to Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation, Philadel-
phia, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 48,361

4 Claims. (CI. 260—608)
1 . Perfluorochloropolysulfides of the formula:

RfCFaCFCl—S,—CFClCFjR,
where R, represents a perfluorochloroalkyl radical and
where x is an integer ranging from 2 to about 5.

3,100,229
SULFUR BRIDGED CYCLOHEXYL PHENOLS

Harold D. OriolT, Oak Park, Mich., assignor to Ethyl
Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of
Yirginia
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 19,140

7 Clabns. (CI. 260—609)
1. A compound having the formula:

R R

HO OH

where R is an organic hydrocarbon radical selected from
the group consisting of alkyl, cyclobexyl and aralkyl and
having from 1 to about 18 carbon atoms, R' is selected

from the class consisting of hydrogen and an alkyl radi-

cal having from 1 to about 9 carbon atoms, and jr is an
integer and has a value of from 1-3 inclusive.

3,100,230
METHOD OF PREPARING DIALKYLPHENOL-
ETHYLENE OXIDE ADDUCTS WTTH RELA-
TIYELY NARROW MOLECULAR WEIGHT DIS-
TRIBUTION

Richard C. MansflcM, Haddonlicld, NJ., Msignor to

Rohm A Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corpora-
tion of Delaware

FOcd Dec IS, 1959, Scr. No. 859,812
3 Claims. (CL 260—613)

1. The method of preparing a composition consisting

of a mixture of compounds each having the general for-

mula

.^. (C«H40).H

wherein X is an alkyl group having at least three carbon
atoms and Y is an alkyl group having at least one carbon
atom, the sum of the carbon atoms in X and Y ranging
from 4 to 37, and n is an average number ranging from
2 to 25, said method consisting in the steps of reacting a

dialkylated phenol with ethylene oxide, the dialkylated

phenol having at least one, but no more than one, alkyl

group in the ortho-position, the size of the alkyl group be-

ing in the range of isopropyl to octadecyl, and the amounts
of the dialkylated phenol and ethylene oxide being present

in accordance with the above formula, the reaction taking

place in the presence of about 10 to about 80 mole peccent

of a catalyst, based on the alkylated phenol, from the

group consisting of the alkali metals and their hydroxides,

carbonates and alcoholates at temperatures between about
120* and about 200* C.

3,100,231
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING TELOMER

ALCOHOLS
Max E. Roha and Warren L. Bccars, BrccksriOe, Ohio,

assignors to Goodrich-Gulf Chemicals, Inc., Cleveland,
Ohio, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. FUed Mar. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 802,603

11 Claims, (a. 260—632)
1. In a method of manufacturing telomer alcohols di-

rectly from alpha-olefin by a aeries of coordinated steps,

all of which steps are carried out at substantially atmos-
pheric pressures, the method which comprises ( 1 ) bring-

ing mixed alkyl aluminum chlorides of the formula
R,—Al—Cl„ in which R represents an alkyl radical hav-
ing from 2 to 8 carbon atoms and x and y are numerical

values whoae sum totals 3, in inert circumambient media,

into intimate agitative contact with a gaseous alpha-

olefin having from 2 to 4 carbon atoms, at least partly

to presaturate the mixed alkyl aluminum chlorides with

the alpha-olefin gas; (2) then adding thereto with agita-

tion titanium tetrachloride to {H-oduce activated mixed
alkyl aluminum chlorides; (3) introducing into reactive

contact with said activated mixed alkyl aluminum chlo-

rides a gaseous alpha-olefin having from 2 to 4 carbon
atoms to increase by chain growth the number of carbon
atoms in the alkyl radicals of the said activated mixed
alkyl aluminum dik>rides to produce mixed alkyl aliuni-

num chloride telomers; (4) thereafter passing oxygen
into intimate contact with the said mixed alkyl aluminum
chloride telomers to produce oxidized mixed alkyl alumi-
num chloride telomers; and (5) finally adding a hy-
drdyzer selected from the dass c<xmiting of water and
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a dilute inorganic acid to convert the oxidized mixed alkyl

aluminum chloride telomers to telomer alcohols.

3,100,232
PREPARATION OF 2-PHENYL-ALLYL CHLORIDE
WUlk C. Keith, Lmd^, aad Robert P. Zmitrovis, Park

Fotcit, DL, asrignon to Stedair Research, Inc., WU-
mington, Del., a corporatloa of Delaware
No Diawhw. Filed Oct. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 145,506

4 Claims. (CL 260—650)
1 . The method which comprises reacting alpha-methyl-

styrene with about 0.1 to 0.8 mole of chlorine per mole

of alpha-methyl-styrene in the liquid i^ase at a tempera-

ture of about —50 to 75* C. to obtain a reaction product

containing 2-phenyl-allyl-chloride.

3,100,233
PURIFICATION OF ACETYLENE TETRACHLO-
RIDE CONTAINING CHLORINE IMPURITY

David S. Rosenberg, Niagara Falls, N.Y., assioior to

Hooker Chemical Corporation, Nfawara Falls, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
No Drawfaig. Filed Oct 5, 1960, Scr. No. 60,565

15 Claims. (O. 260—654)
1. The process of reducing the concentration of free

chlorine, hydrogen chloride, and iron-containing inv

purities in impure acetylene tetrachloride, containing be-

tween about 0. 1 and about 0.4 percent free chlorine, which

comprises admixing said impure acetylene tetrachloride

with between about 0.1 and about 5.0 percent by weight

of an unsaturated chlorinated hydrocarbon selected from

the group consisting of trichloroethylene, dichloroethyl-

ene, the low boiling fraction produced in the distillation

of impure trichloroethylene, and mixtures thereof, where-

by said unsaturated chlorinated hydrocarbon reacts with

chlorine to yield saturated chlorinated hydrocarbons se-

lected from the group containing acetylene tetrachloride,

pentachloroethane, and mixtures thereof, admixing the

resulting solution with water whereby hydrogen chloride

and iron containing impurities are extracted by the water,

and separating the resulting non-aqueous purified acety-

lene tetrachloride phase from the aqueous phase containing

dissolved impurities.

3,100,234
DEHYDROGENATION CATALYST

Emerson H. Lee, Texas City, Tex., assignor to Monsanto
Chemical Company, St Louis, Mo., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawfaig. FUed May 22, 1961, Scr. No. 111,428

ISCIafans. (CL260—^9)
1. A process for the dehydrogenation of cthylbcnzene

which comprises contacting ethylbenzene in the presence

of steam under dehydrogenatk>n conditions with a catalyst

comprising iron oxide as the active catalytic agent and a

composite promoter therefor c<Misisting of a mixture of

a compound of potassium and a compound of a metal

chosen from the group consisting of sodium, lithium, bari-

um, magnesium, and calcium wherein the amount of said

potassium compound in said composite promoter is at

least 1% by weight ol the total catalyst composition and

the weight ratio of said remaining metal compound to

said potassium compound is from about 1 : 1 to about 5:1.

3,100,235
PRESERYATION OF RUBBER LATEX

David J. Graham and Derek H. Taysum, Kuala Lumpur,
Federation of Malaya, assignors to The Natural Rub-
ber Producers' Research Association, London, England,

a British body corporate

No Drawfaig. FUed Sept 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,197

7 Clafans. (CI. 260—815)
6. A stabilized Hevea latex containing from 0.1% to

0.7% by weight of ammonia and from 0.001% to 0.3% by

weight of a phenolic preservative selected from the group

consisting of 2,2'-thiobis-(4,6-dichlorophenol) and the

ammonium and alkali metal salts thereof.

3,100,236
CARBURETOR

WUlkm F. Ott, Affton, John H. Krefai, Florissant Olfai J.

Eickmann, Normandy, and Harold A. Carlson, Brent-

wood, Mo., assignors to ACF Industries, Incorporated,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Mar. 24, 1960, Scr. No. 17,383
7 Clafans. (CI. 261—34)

1. A carburetor comprising an integral body casting

fwmed with a fuel and air mixture conduit adapted to

be normally positioned horizontally and a fuel bowl por-

tioned above said mixture conduit, a throttle valve mov-

ably mounted within said mixture conduit, a stem ex-

tending upwardly from the bottom of said fuel bowl and

integrally formed with said body casting, a plate fixed

over the top of said fuel bowl as a cover therefor, said

stem being spaced from the side walls of said fuel bowl

and said cover plate, a subassembly structure forming a

fuel system for said carburetor fixed to the top of said st«n

and spaced from said fuel bowl cover plate, said sub-

assembly structure having a plurality of portions thereof

depending and ^aced from said stem, said subassemMy

depending portions each having a different terminal end

adjacent to and spaced from the bottom of said fuel bowl,

said each subassembly depending portion having a dif-

ferent passage therein extending from said terminal end

thereof to the top of said stem, said body casting and

said stem having a plurality of passages therein with a

different CMie thereof connected to each <mic of said pas-

sages in said subassembly depending portions, said i^u-

rality of passages extending through said stem to said mix-

ture conduit
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3,100,237

LOW FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE
OF THE MELTING CHANNEL TYPE

IVfats Rydinger and Bcngt Fredriksson, botli of Vastcras,
Sweden, assignors to AUmanna Svenska Elektriska
Akdebolaget, Vasteras, Sweden, a Swedish corporation

Filed Apr. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 106,356
Claims priority, application Sweden May 21, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 13—26)

1. Low frequency induction furnace comprising a fur-

nace body for the melt having a metallic casing, a lining of
heat resistant material on the inside of the wall of the

casing, and at least one inductor unit replaceably attached

to the furnace body, said inductor unit comprising a metal-

lic casing, a lining of heat resistant material on the inside

of the wall of the inductor unit casing, an electric circuit,

and an iron core, the lining of the furnace body compris-

ing at least at and in the vicinity of the joint between the

furnace body and the inductor unit an inner sintered layer

of heat resistant material and an outer layer of material

in non-sintered state, reinforcing means secured in the

lining of the furnace body on its side facing the inductor

unit for takmg up the pressure force from the inductor

unit against the linmg of the furnace body, the reinforcing

means including cooling channel means engaging the outer

face of the non-sintered layer of the furnace body lining,

cooling means surrounding at least the upper part of the

metallic casing of the inductor unit.

3,100,238
RADAR SIMULATION

Edward E. Gray, Mountain View, and Keith E. McFar-
bnd, Palo Alto, Calif., assignors to General Precision,

Inc., Binghamton, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
Filed May 29, 1961, Ser. No. 113,196

8 Claims. (CI. 35—10.4)
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1. A method for simulating a radar display of terrain,

said method comprising the steps of: scanning a first map
to generate a video signal having radar reflectance in-

formation therein; scanning a second map to generate a

first analog signal corresponding to the elevation of the
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terrain; generating a second analog signal which is linear

with respect to time for each scan and which corresponds
to the horizontal distance from a simulated aircraft posi-

tion to the terrain area being scanned; establishing a third

analog signal corresponding to a simulated altitude of the

aircraft; computing the tangent function of an angle be-
tween a simulated radar line of sight between the simu-
lated aircraft to the terrain being scanned and the hori-

zontal from the first, second and third analog signals;

computing the tangent of an angle between the horizontal

and the slope terrain being scanned; computing the cosine

function of an angle between the terrain being scanned
and a perpendicular to the simulated radar line of sight

in accordance with an equation:

where cos 7 represents the cosine of the angle between
the terrain being scanned and the perpendicular to the

simulated radar line of sight, tan p represents the slope

of the terrain being scanned, and tan X represents the

tangent of the angle between the simulated radar line of
sight and the horizontal; multiplying the video signal with

the cosine function to obtain a modified video signal; and
impressing the modified video signal upon a display means
for generating the radar display of terrain.

3,100,239
OPTICAL FOCUS AND RESOLUTION TESTING

METHODS AND APPARATUS
Jeofry S. Courtney-Pratt, Springfield, NJ., assignor to

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York*
N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Dec. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 79,285
4 Claims. (CI. 88—56)

V
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1. The method of testing the focus and resolution of

an optical system which comprises, supporting the optical

system on a coounon central axis with a plane test pattern

and a plane photographic plate, the test pattern and plate

being situated substantially in conjugate planes on op-

posite sides of the optical system, interposing between

tfee plate and the optical system and closely adjacent to

the plate a mask of a material freely transmitting sub-

stantially the full frequency spectrum of visible light and
having a greater refractive index than that of the sur-

rounding medium, the mask comprising a plurality of

sectors of progressively increasing thickness, illuminating

the test pattern and exposing the plate to the image of

the test pattern formed by the optical system whereby

comparison of the sectors of the image corresponding to

the sectors of the mask provides an indication of the ac-

tual distance from optical system to plate at which the

focus and resolution of the optical system are optimum.
3. Apparatus for testing the focus and resolution of

an optical system comprising means for supporting the

optical system to be tested, means for supporting a plane

test pattern at an appropriate distance on one side of the

optical system and normal to the central axis of the syt-
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tern, means for illuminating the test pattern, means for necting means, a second bumper edge clasp pivoted on

supporung a photographic plate on the other side of the said axle means, and means for adjusting the effective

optical system substantially at the conjugate plane with

respect to the optical system to focus an image of the test

pattern on the plate, means for normally excluding light

from the plate, a mask of a material freely transmitting

substantially the full frequency spectrum of visible light

and having a refractive index greater than that of the

surrounding medium, the mask having a plurality of sec-

tions differing progressively in thickness by discrete steps,

the mask being placed between the optical system and the

plate and closely adjacent to the plate, and shutter means

adapted to appropriately expose the plate to the image of

the test pattern produced by the optical system, whereby

an image is obtained on the jAotographic plate having

a plurality of sections representing the focus and resolu-

tion of the opUcal system for a like plurality of slighUy

differing effective distances between the optical system

and the photographic plate, respectively, from which the

optimum distance for the clearest actual focus and resolu-

tion of the optical system can be deduced.

3,100,240

EXTENSIBLE ELECTRIC CONDUIT

Robert W. McKlrdy, Scarsdalc, N.Y., assignor, by mesne

assignments, of one-half to John W. Schmidt, Wood-

haven, N.Y., and one-half to Robert W. McKirdy and

Elizabeth C. McKirdy, Scarsdalc, N.Y., as johit tenants

FUed July 17, 1956, Ser. No. 598,395

1 Claim. (CI. 174—69)

*», *? r/

An extensible electric cable comprising a cylindrical

elastic core, a plurality of smaller clastic cores all ar-

ranged as interspersed and parallel helices on the first

said core, and a helix of conductive material on each of

said smaller cores, said smaller cores all being in concen-

tric relation and having a common diameter in both the

normal and stretched conditions of said cable, all of the

helices of conductive material having a common direc-

tion of turn which is opposite to that of said smaller

cores.

3,100,241

VEHICULAR ANTENNA BUMPER MOUNT
Sunoel E. Goldstein, 4125 W. Jeffermn Blvd.,

Los Angeles 16, CaUf.

FUed Aug. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 50,124

5 Claims. (CI. 174—138)

4. A universal bumper mounting for a vehicu'ar radio

antenna of the vertical mast type, comprising a U-shaped

mast supporting bracket, axle means pivoted in both side

flanges of said bracket, spaced chain terminal connecting

means pivoted on said axle means, a bumper edge clasp,

chain means connecting said clasp to said terminal con-

793 O.O.—
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distance between the clasping part of said second clasp

and the position of said axle means.

3,100,242
MULTIPLE LENS FACSIMILE SCANNER

Roland E. Herbert, Westlake, Ohio, assignor to Ncws-
paptr Enterprise Association Inc., a corporatioo of

Delaware
FUed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,480

4 Claims. (0.178—7.1)

1. A facsimile transmitter scanner comprising means

for advancing cylindrically bowed copy in a direction

parallel to its cylindrical axis, a rotary scanner bead
comprising a plurality of scanner tubes mounted at

equally spaced radial positions to swing across successive

transverse elements of such copy and about said cylin-

drical axis, a linear light source located adjacent the

copy and extending transversely therectf to illuminate a

complete transversely-extending region of such copy,

means defining a fixed aperture stop located near said

cylindrical axis and aligned with the central position of

each such tube relative to the scanned elements of the

copy during scanning traverses, and a single optical de-

flecting element disposed fixedly beyond said stop defining

means for directing light flux passing through said stop

from all of said tubes in succession into a photoelectric

sensor.
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3,100,243
TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEX COMMUNICATION

SYSTEMS
James Alfred Thomas French, Kentoo, England, assignor

to Her Majesty's Postmaster General, London, England
FUed July 18, 1960, Scr. No. 43,461

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 24, 1959
5 Claims. (CI. 179—15)
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1. In a time division multiplex communication sys-

tem, a plurality of lines, individual terminal equipments

for lines, a two-wire highway common to the plurality

of lines, individual two-way pulse gates connected to

one end of the common two-wire highway for selectively

establishing communication between said terminal equip-

ments and the common two-wire highway, means for

allotting each two-way pulse gate an individual time posi-

tion within a recurring cycle of time positions, a source of

channel pulses for supplying enabling channel pulses to

respective two-way pulse gates during their allotted time

positions, each channel pulse having a relatively short

initial portion and a relatively long subsequent portion,

an incoming two-wire highway connected to the other

end of the common two-wire highway, an outgoing two-

wire highway, first one-way pulse gating means connect-

ing the said other end of the conunon two-wire highway

and the outgoing two-wire highway, a source of first

gating pulses connected to the first one-way gating means,

the first gating pulses timed to coincide with the said

initial portions of respective channel pulses, voltage am-
plifying pulse lengthening means connected between the

incoming highway and 'the said other end of the common
two-wire highway, the pulse lengthening means providing

a delay at least equal to the duration of the said initial

portion of a channel pulse.

3 1(M1,244
INTER-COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Daniel Lawrence King, London, and Eric Gibbon Hitch,

Enfield, England, aaslgnon to Associated Electrical

Industries Limited, London, England, a British com-
pany

FUed Not. 17, 1960, Scr. No. 72,542

Claims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 26, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 179—17)

1. For an intercommunication system permitting any

one of a number of extensions at one end of a communi-

cation path to obtain access over said path to any one of

a number of extensions at the other end, apparatus for

one end of said path comprising in combination:

a plurality of first switching means pertaining to each

of the extensions at said end and each operable for

affording access of its extension to the comnmnica-

tion path to the exclusion of all other extensions at

the same end;

pulse generating means operable to apply a pulse train

to the communication path consequent upon opera-

tion of a first switching means pertaining to a calling

extension at this end;

a plurality of second switching means pertaining one

to each extension at the other end of the path;

calling means at each extension for contemporaneously

operating the first switching means pertaining to that

extension when calling and the particular second

switching means which pertains to the extension at

tlie other end which is being called;

pulse determining means controlled by an operated sec-

ond switching means for determining, according to

the particular called extension to which it relates,

the number of pulses in a pulse train applied to the

communication padi by the pulse generating means;

and selecting means for causing selective operation of a

particular first switching means independently of

said calling means in response to a pulse train re-

ceived over the communication path from the other

end, the number of pulses in such received pulse

train identifying a particular extension that is being

called by a calling extension at the other end, and the

particular first switching means which is caused to be

operated by the selecting means being that which

pertains to the extension thus identified.

3,100,245
KEYSENDER FREQUENCY SELECTOR

Nathan W. FcMnum, Long Bnmck, NJ., aarignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Army
FUed Not. 3, 1960, Scr. No. 67,144

4 Cbims. (CI. 179—90)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A keysending, frequency selecting system compris-

ing; a plurality of keys, a plurality of switching arms ac-

tuated by said keys, each of said switching arms making

contact with a first electrical contact in a first position,

each of said switching arms making contact with a second

electrical contact in a second position, a source of voltage

of one polarity with respect to ground connected to each

of said first electrical conUcts, a source of volUge of the

other polarity with respect to ground connected to each

of said second electrical contacts, a i^urality of sources

of oscillating electrical energy of different frequencies,

means for coupling said sources of oscillating electrical

energy to a common line, a plurality of diodes, each con-

necting one of said switching arms to one of said sources

of oscillating electrical energy which is actuated w*en said

switching arm is in said second position.

3,100,246
DISCONNECTOR

WUliam F. Rllcy, Bcrwyn, DL, amlgMir to Jodyn Mfg.

and Sappiy Co., Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Feb. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 90,325

7 ClaloM. (CI. 2M—115)

1. In a disconnector adapted for use with a lightning

arrester, an insulating shell having a portion with a rela-
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tively thin wall section, first terminal means within said

shell adapted to be connected to said arrester, second

terminal means extending into said shell and adapted to

be connected to a ground lead, an insulating spacer within

said shell and disposed between said first and second
terminal means, said first terminal means including a

portion extending through said spacer and separated from

said second terminal means to form a spark gap, ex-

plosive means contained in one of said terminal means

for rupturing said shell along said thin wall section and

for thus expelling said second terminal means upon an

abnormal flow of current across said spark gap for a

predetermined time, and said first and second terminal

means including members interlocked with said spacer

to join said spacer and both terminal members to form

a unitary torque transmitting assembly for transmitting

torque between the two terminal members independently

of the thin wall section of the shell.

3,100,247
IMPROVEMENT IN THERMOSTAT CASING

George Franklin Dales, 253 Castle Blvd., Akron, Ohio
FUed Mar. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 182,303

2 Claims. (CI. 200—138)
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oil at a point below the said upper wall so that the ex-

tinguishing chamber and a part of said housing in the

extinguisl^g chamber above the oil level form an annular

gas-filled pressure accumulating chamber; an opening in

the housing at a point above said oil level channel, a

stationary nozzle contact in said housing; said extinguish-

ing chamber having a bottom wall and an opening therein,

a pressure-generatmg chamber in the lower part of the

housing, a pin-shaped contact movable through such open-

ing in the bottom of the extinguishing chamber and such

pressure generating chamber to engage said stationary

1 . In a thermostat having an elongated casing of bend-

able material with an electrode protruding through one

end of the casing, said end being staked laterally and

the casing being flattened at that end, the improvement

in which opposite edges of said flattened end of the cas-

ing are tucked in so that each end is reversely folded with

the inner edge of the reverse fold alongside of and in

contact with the contents of the casing whereby lateral

displacement of the electrode within the casing is pn-

vented and the tucked-in edges of the casing reduce the

extent to which the lateral edges of the casing beyond the

stake are flattened about the contents of the casing.

3,100,248
OIL cmcurr breaker

Haakon Forwald, Ludvika, Sweden, assignor to AUmanna
Svenska Elektriska Akticbolaget, Vasteras, Sweden, a
SwedUi corporation

Filed Sept. 6, 1960, Scr. No. 54,107

Claims priority, appiicatioB Sweden Sept 9, 1959
3 Claims. (CL 200—150)

1. Oil circuit breaker comprising means forming an

extinguishing chamber immersed in oil, said chamber
having an upper wall, a tubular housing projecting down-
wardly from said upper wall, an oil level channel which

connects the extinguishing chamber with the surrounding

contact; means including said nozzle contact and said

housing opening connecting said pressure generating

chamber, when said contacts are disengaged, with the an-

nular pressure accumulating chamber, a back valve in

said connecting means allowing a flow of fluid only in a

direction away from said pressure-generating chamber,
and a slot around the path of the movable pin-shaped

contact, said slot being located between the lower part

of the housing and the bottom wall of the extinguishing

chamber and communicating with the oil in the lower part

of the aimular pressure accumulating chamber.

3,100,249
OIL CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPRISING AN EXTIN-
GUISHING CHAMBER FOR HIGH VOLTAGES

Walter Puchcr, Ekvagcn 3, Ludvika, Sweden
FUed Dec. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 73,128

Claims priority, applicatloa Sweden Dec. 16, 1959
2 Claims. (CI. 200—150)

1. Oil circuit breaker comprising an extinguishing

chamber for high voltages immersed in oil and having an

inner arcing chamber, said arcing chamber forming a

channel throu^ said extinguishing chamber, a stationary

contact arranged in one end of said arcing chamber and a

movable contact arranged to pass into the channel at its

other end to engage said stationary contact, means divid-

ing said extinguishing chamber into at least two constant

volume pressure accumulating chambers arranged suc-

cessively along the arcing chamber, said {M-essure accumu-
lating chambers each having an oil opening therein so

positioned that said chambers are filled with oil only to a

predetermined level thus providing a gas-filled and closed

space above said oil level, a connecting channel providing

communication between each accumulating chamber and
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the arcing channel, said arcing chamber having an open-

ing therein and at least one outlet channel connecting said

opening in the arcing chamber with the oil outside the

extinguishing chamber, said opening being uncovered by

the movable contact when the contacts separate, said out-

let channel being located Between two adjacent accumu-

lating chambers.

3,100,250
ZONE MELTING APPARATUS

Andrew Herczog, Painted Post, N.Y^ and Rolf R.

Haberecht, Indianapolis, Ind., assignors to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Air Force
Filed Apr. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 101,605

2 Claims. (CI. 219—10.49)

the bottom of said chamber for releasably securing said

heating element support in said chamber to permit said

support, upon release, to fall freely from said chamber.

1. In combination, an induction heating coil capable

of generating a concentrated field within said coil, and

a container of a size to allow it to pass through said coil,

said container comprising a pair of telescoped elongated

arcuate walls in intimate contact with each other, and

plates at the ends of said inner wall and said outer wall

of said telescoped walls, said inner wall and end plates

being of a material not amenable to induction heating

and said outer wall and end plates being of a material

amenable to induction heating, the thickness of said outer

wall b)eing less than twice the skin depth of the current

induced in the outer wall of said telescoped walls.

3,100,251
TIP-OFF OVEN

Frederic R. Johnson, Chittenango, N.Y., assignor to Gen-
eral Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Oct. 24, 1960, Scr. No. 64,559
10 Claims. (CI. 219—19)

3,1*0^52
RECORDER DRYING MECHANISM

David Shakr, WaMwkk, NJ., and Donald F. Clcary,

West Islip, and WlUiam L. Kadn, Beth Page, N.Y.,

asrignors to Hogan Fazimlic Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 16, 1960, Scr. No. 76,301

5 Claims. (CI. 219—19)

1. An electronic tube tubulation tip-<^ oven compris-

ing a body having a central chamber through which the

exhaust tubulation of a tube is adapted to extend, a heat-

ing element of annular coil form situated within said

chamber and dimensioned tu surround an exhaust tubula-

tion extending therethrough, a removable and replaceable

heating element support situated between the heating

element and the wall of said chamber, said support hav-

ing on the interior surface thereof a plurality of elec-

trically insulative outstanding portions respectively engag-

ing and continuously supporting in non-short-circuiting

relationship respective successive increments of said heat-

ing element, and retaining means at least partially closing

1. A drying mechanism for a facsimile recorder using

an electrolytic recording medium, the drying mecha-

nism comprising a frame, pivotable mounting means for

the frame, counterbalancing means for the weight of the

frame including a negator spring, heater means carried

by the frame, means to swing the frame about its mount-

ing, and means to urge the heater means into contact

and away from contact with the recording medium.

3,100,253
TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR

SPECIMEN TESTING
Walter J. O'Connor, Grove City, Pa., assignor to Satec

Corporation, a corporatiopi of Pennsylvania
FUed Oct. 7, 1958, Scr. No. 765,861

4 Cbdms. (O. 219—20)

^:: W^

1 . In a temperature control system for specimen testing,

apparatus comprising, in combination, a voltage selector,

a transformer circuit having a primary winding connected

to said selector and a secondary winding in said trans-

former, a flux path in said transformer, an electrically

conductive specimen connected in the circuit across both

said windings, and means to vary the permeability of said

flux path to control the current passing through said

spedmeo.
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3,100,254
WIRE FASTENING METHOD

Richard E. Perkins, Ipswkh, Mass., assignor to Sylvania

Electric Products Inc., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Mar. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 98,371

3 Claims. (CI. 219—58)

3,100,256
AUTOMATIC WELDING APPARATUS

Sane Edward Borg, Wcstwood, Mass., assignor to

Northroo Corporation, Beverly Hills, Calif., a corpora-

tion of California
FUed Mar. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 96,167

17 Claims. (CI. 219—124)

1. The method otf fastening to one another two

symmetrical metal members having different melting tem-

peratures, said method comprising: placing said members

in engagement with one another; heating said member
having the lower melting temperature sufficiently to effect

a softening thereof; and effecting relative movement

between said engaged members toward one another

whereby said member having the higher melting tempera-

ture is embedded in said softened membw having the

lower melting temperature without substantial distortion

of said member having the higher melting temperature.

3,100,255

METHOD FOR AIR CARBON-ARC CUTTING
OR GOUGING

Jack MUler, Clinton, Tenn., assignor to the United States

of America as represented by the United States Atomic

Energy Commission
FUed Oct. 9, 1961, Scr. No. 143,985

3 Claims. (O. 219—70)

1. Automatic apparatus for welding a circular seam

formed at the junction of two confronting elements, com-

prising, in combination, welding means, advancing means

operable when actuated to move one of a succession of

pairs of confronting elements into a welding position in

which a portion of the seam at the junction of the ele-

ments is in welding proximity to the welding means,

clamping means engaging each pair of elements in welding

position about their entire peripheries to hold the seam

in a fixed plane during welding, means for actuating the

welding means to weld the seam, and means controlled

by said actuating means after completion of each welding

to actuate said advancing means to move the welded ele-

ments out of welding position and to move the next

succeeding pair into welding position.

3,100,257

DECODERS
Marcel E. Mussard, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to

Raytheon Company, Lexington, Mass., a corporation

of Delaware

FUed Nov. 18, 1959, Scr. No. 853,821

7 Claims. (CL 235—154)

1. A device for the air carbon-arc cutting of a movable

metallic workpiece comprising a consumable carbon elec-

trode, means for establishing and maintaining a carbon

arc discharge between said electrode and said workpiece

during a cutting operation, said discharge forming a

molten metal puddle at the point on said workpiece where

said discharge is formed, means for continuously moving

said electrode toward said workpiece at a controlled

speed as a function of the rate said electrode is consumed

during said cutting operation, a source of air, a first

nozzle, means for feeding air from said air source

through said nozzle at a first controlled rate, said nozzle

being directed toward said molten metal puddle to facili-

Ute removal thereof, a source of water, a second nozzle,

means for feeding water from said water source through

said second nozzle in the form of a jet spray and at a

second controlled rate onto said electrode at a point

close to the tip of said electrode such that said jet spray

of water is completely vaporized by said electrode, said

vaporized water extending to said tip of said electrode,

said vaporized water serving as a means for substantially

completely eliminating the carbon dust, gases and furnes

formed by said consumable electrode during said cutting

operation.
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1. A device for decoding time-multiplexed cyclically

permutated digital code to yield encoded information

comprising means for detecting pulses with means coupled

thereto for separating said pulses into different groups of
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alternate pulses, means coupled to said separating means
for storing signals representative of the sum binary values

of pulses in each of said groups with subtracting means
coupled thereto and means coupled to said subtracting

means for indicating an analog value representative of

said encoded information.

high pressure seal at the well head to a point below the

zone of interest, a logging unit, means for moving the

3,100^58

SUBSURFACE EXPLORATION
Karl C. ten Brink, Houston, and Rkhard H. WIdmyer,

BcUalrc, Tex., aMlgnors to Texaco Inc^ a corporation of

Delaware

FUed July 21, 1958, Scr. No. 749,928

2 Claims. (CI. 250—43.3)

1. In a process of obtaining a permeability log of a

subsurface formation traversed by a borehole, wherein

a first hydrocarbon oil is introduced into the borehole

above said formation, a second hydrocarbon oil is simul-

taneously introduced into said borehole at a point below

said formation to establish an interface between said first

and second hydrocarbon oils in said borehole in the vicinity

of said formation, one of said oils containing a small

amount of a radioactive substance, the depth in the bore-

hole of said interface is determined by measuring the radio-

activity in the borehole in the vicinity of said formation,

the amounts of the two oils are varied so as to move the

interface to a new location while the sum of the two oils is

maintained constant, the depth of the interface is again de-

termined by measuring the radioactivity in the vicinity of

the formation, and these operations are repeated while

noting the ratios of the two oils beir^g introduced for each

measured depth of the interface in the borehole, the

method which comprises incorporating as the radioactive

substance in said one of said hydrocarbon oils a radioactive

organic compound which is soluble in said hydrocarbon

oil, substantially insoluble in water, and non-polar, and

which docs not seek an oil-water interface, and flushing

said formation with a hydrocarbon oil free from said ra-

dioactive substance, followed by making another radiation

log in said borehole within less than the half life of the

said radioactive organic compound employed.

3,100,259

RADIOACTIVE WELL LOGGING
JoMph C. Allen, BcUaire, and Hugh E. Hall, Jr., Houston,

Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., a corporation of Dela-

FUed May 7, 1959, Ser. No. 811,727

12 Claims. (CI. 250—43.5)

1. Apparatus for logging a zone of interest in a high

pressure well comprising means for providing a low pres-

sure passageway from the mouth of the well through a

logging unit through said passageway means and means
for recording signals derived from said logging unit.

3,100,2M
ELECTRON LENS FOR REDUCTION OF

SPHERICAL ABERRATION
Alvar P. WOska, Tncson, Arlz.^ aaalfDor to PhOlpc Elec-

tronics and Pharmaceutical Indnatrlcf Corp., New York,
N.Y., a corporation of Maryland

FUed Nov. IS, 1961, Scr. No. 152,531

15 Claims. (CI. 250-49J)

3. In an electron beam device in which the electron

beam travels along a beam axis, an electron lens on said

axis comprising: means for forming a substantially rota-

tionally symmetric magnetic field on uid axis; a cylin-

drical central electrode within said field and coaxial with

said beam axis; a first annular electrode concentrically

spaced from said central electrode and coaxial therewith

and negatively electrically polarized with respect to said

central electrode; and a second annular electrode com-
prising a first annular porti<Mi axiaUy q>aced from said

first annular electrode in one direction along said beam
axis and a second annular portion axially spaced from
said first annular electrode in the opposite direction along

said beam axis, said second annular electrode having

substantially the same electrical potential as said central

electrode and being coaxial therewith.

!
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MHMl 3,10000
X-RAY ANALYZING APPARATUS WHEREIN TWO CONTINUOUS ROTATION SCATTERING
COMPARATIVE DETECTOR CHANNELS HAVE CHAMBER , . .....

DIFFERENT ABSORPTION VERSUS FREQUENCY John W. Verba and Roman A. Hawrylak, RochartM-,

CHARACTERISTICS
John Edward Blgtlow, MUwankcc, Wls^ amlgnor to Gen-

eral Electric Company, a corporatioa of New York
FUed July 29, 1960, Sw. No. 46,277

19 Claims. (O. 250—51J)

1. X-ray analyzing apparatus comprising: a source of

polychromatic X-radiation; a sample to be analyzed dis-

posed in the path of said polychromatic X-radiation; first

and second X-radiation transmission channels each dis-

posed to receive characteristic fluorescent radiation from

said sample; said first and second channels each including

an X-ray filter and an ion chamber disposed in sequence;

said filters having different transmission vs. frequency

characteristics from each other; said ion chambers having

different absorption vs. frequency characteristics from

each other; and means for combining the outputs of said

ion chambers.

3,100,262

DOSIMETER OF THE RADIO PHOTOLUMI-
NESCENT GLASS TYPE

Benjamin Shenkcr, Brooklyn, and Barton P. Fabrfeand,

Dobbs Ferry, N.Y., assignors to Industrial Electronic

Hai^wvc CotPm New York, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
FUed Jnly 19, 1961, Scr. No. 125,168

10 Clabns. (CI. 250—83)

N.Y., aarignon to the United Statm of America as rtp-

rs«nt»d by the Unltad States Atomic Eoariy Com-
mlirion

FUed Feb. 21, 1962, Scr. No. 174,926

9 Claims. (Q. 250—83)

1. A scattering chamber for observing horizontal

nuclear reaction products produced therein by a hori-

zontal nuclear beam, comprising an evacuated first cyl-

inder having a fixed input tube ifx introducing said

nuclear beam into said cylinder, said first cylinder also

having a target therein against which said beam is

adapted to be directed throu^ said inpU tube to pro-

duce said reaction products, said first cylinder also form-

ing a horizontal slot transverse to the axis of said fint

cylinder in the plane of said input tube for removing

said reacticxi iH-oducts from said first cylinder, a con-

centric second cylinder around said first cylinder having

a helical second slot in which said input tube is adapted

to be translated, said second cylinder also having a longi-

tudinally extending third vertical slot which overlaps

said horizontal slot at right angles thereto, a cover

movable in said second cylinder over said third slot and

having an output tube therethrough which communi-

cates with said horizontal slot, sealing means between

said first and second cylinders and around said second

and third slots for preventing the fiow of air from the

atmosphere into said first cylinder through said horizontal

slot, said second cylinder being adapted to be rotated

relative to said first cylinder and the rotation of said

second cylinder adapted selectively to guide said ou^t
tube easily in line with said target over a broad range of

angles to said input tube in a horizontal plane.

3,100,264

STAR ENERGY IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM FOR
SPACE NAVIGATION

David Lawrence Jaffc, Great Neck, and Alan Rom and

Abraham Sonnenschcfai, Baysldc, N.Y., assignors to

Poland Electronics Corporation, Long Island City,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUed Jan. 28, I960, Scr. No. 5,271

17 Claims. (CL 250—203)

1. A dosimeter comprising an inner assembly and an

outer case therearound, said inner assembly including a

radio jAotoluminescent glass, said outer case comprising

a generally cylindrical body and a cover secured thereto,

eacfa of said paru being lined with a single integral dished

lead shield providing face and edge waUs, said shields

being substantially larger in diameter than the glass, said

edge walls being notched, said face walls having a cen-

tral aperture, and said face waUs also being cut away

adjacent the corner and outside the glass for almost the

entire periphery of the dished shield.

1. A system for the navigation of a vehicle in q;>ace

comprising means on said vehicle for receiving the

energies radiated by stars in space, means responsive to

said received radiated energies for identifying various

stars, and means responwve to the identification of vari-

ous stars to navigate said vehicle in a desired manner.
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3,100,265
STEREOSCOPIC MAP PLOTTING DEVICE FOR
TRANSFORMING A PHYSICAL THREE-DIMEN-
SIONAL MOVEMENT INTO TWO TWO-DIMEN-
SIONAL MOVEMENTS

Kurt Penning and Martin Ahrend, Aalcn, WurttembcrK,
Germany, assignors to Carl Zeiss, Optiiclie Werke,
Oberliocben, Wurttembcrg, Germany

Filed Jan. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 4,281
Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 31, 1959

6 CUims. (CI. 250—220)

1 . A photogranunetric stereoscopic map plotting device

comprising a stereoscopic optical system having two ray

paths, two aerial photograi^s and two reference marks;

one control system for each ray path, each of said control

systems having two carriages, said carriages oarryuig said

reference marks; driving spindles, said driving spindles

being operatively connected with said carriages for adjust-

ing said carriages in two directions perpendicular to each

other in one plane; two diaphragms, said diaphragms be-

ing arranged in the projection centers of the map plot-

ting device; a spotlight source, said spotlight source being

arranged on a spatially adjustable carriage below said

diaphragms; photoelectric elements rigidly connected with

said carriages carrying said reference marks and arranged

above said diaphragms; two relays and four servo-motors

connected with said photoelectric elements and the driv-

ing spindles of said carriages carrying said reference

marks.

3,100,266
TRANSISTOR DISCRIMINATING CIRCUIT WITH
DIODE BYPASS MEANS FOR THE EMITTER-
BASE CIRCUIT OF EACH TRANSISTOR

Owen J. McCabe, Bristol, Conn., assignor to The Superior

Electric Co^ Bristol, Conn., a corporation of Con-
necticut

FUed Feb. 11, 1957, Ser. No. 639,317
5 Claims. (CI. 307—88.5)

^-.>
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3,100,273
CATHODE SUPPORT

Mason W. Hum, Sudbury, Mass., assignor to Raytheon
Company, Lexington, Mass., a corporation of Delaware

Filed July 5, 1960, Ser. No. 40,646
9 Claims. (CI. 313—82)

1. A cathode assembly comprising a support cup, a

focusing electrode fixedly secured to said support cup in

substantially concentric alignment therewith, an electri-

cally conductive support disc secured between said sup-

port cup and said focusing electrode and having an in-

terior peripheral edge of an undulating contour, and a

cathode element supported by three spaced portions of

said interior peripheral edge of said support disc in axial

alignment with said support cup and said electrode.

3,100,274
ELECTRON TUBE WITH ELECTRODE HAVING
TITANIUM SURFACE SERVING AS GETTER

Alrin S. Loftman, Natlck, and Carlcton E. Sawyer, Acton,

Mass., assignors to Raytheon Company, Lexington,

Mass., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Dec. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 860,252

7 Claims. (CL 313—178)

1. In an electron storage device including an electron

gun, a decelerating electrode and a storage electrode

within a glass envelope, anode means disposed to collect

electron flow modulated by said storage electrode dur-

ing a read cycle producing an output signal and also

serving to capture gas ions within the envelope, said

anode means being composed of titanium and means

coupled to said anode means and said electrodes for

applying voltages during said read cycle suitable for

accelerating said gas ions to a velocity such that upon

striking said anode means, said gas ions are absorbed.

3,100,275
MAGNETIC TOOL HOLDER

Emmett J. Gantz, 1007 S. 14th St., Burlington, Iowa
FUed Dec. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 157,928

3 Claims. (CI. 317—159)
1. A magnetic, holding device comprising a block of

magnetic material having parallel end faces, and a poly-

gonal cross section with side faces perpendicular to said

end faces, said side faces having communicating central

grooves, and said block having a central bore, perpen-

dicular to said end faces, and an elongate, flat slab of

magnetic material, having an oblong, generally rectangular

cross section and having a section adjacent one end bent

away from the plane of the slab, said slab having central,

longitudinally disposed channels in its opposite faces,

bordered by marginal strips, one of said strips extending

beyond the other end of said slab opposite said bent-

away end section, and having a transversely extending

pin removably engaged in the bore in said block.

3,100,276
SEMICONDUCTOR SOLID CIRCUITS

Owen L. Meyer, Washington, D.C., ass^or to the United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of
the Army

FUed Apr. 18, I960, Ser. No. 23,106
1 Claim. (CI. 317—234)

(GrantMl under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

A solid circuit comprising a continuous semiconductor
substrate layer of a first conductivity type, an inner semi-

conductor layer of a second conductivity type on said sub-

strate layer, an outer semiconductor layer of said first

conductivity type on said inner layer, a plurality of grooves

originating in said outer layer arranged so that said

grooves isolate a discrete portion of said outer layer, said

grooves extending into and terminating within said sub-

strate layer and electrical contact means affixed to said

discrete portion for utilizing said discrete portion as a cir-

cuit component in said solid circuit.

3,100^77
SWITCHING SERVO SYSTEM WITH ANTI-HUNT

FEEDBACK
Stuart N. McCuUough, 18098 Karen Ave., Encino, CaUf.

Filed Sept. 8, 1958, Ser. No. 759,629
12 Claims. (CI. 318—28)

1. In a closed loop system for positioning a movable
instrumentality to correct an error of departure from a

desired condition, said error being an input to a suitable

error sensing element which has as an output an electrical

signal indicative of such error, said signal increasing in

magnitude with increase in said error, a circuit connect-

ing said output of said sensing element to an input to an
on-off power controlling device, said power controlling

device operating in response to said signal to effect on-off

energization and deenergization of an input of an actuator

with povfCT derived from a power-source of suitable char-

acteristics, said actuator being adapted to operate as a

result of such energization to position said movable in-

strumentality and thereby cause a reduction of said error,

the improvement comprising: means operable upon ener-
gization of said actuator input for effecting, substantially

throughout the acceleration transient of the actuator, and

)

I

as a function of time of continued energization of said for discharging the negative pulses of the slip-frequency

actuator, continuously diminishing gain of that portion current, a second semiconductor in one of said branches

of the system serving to transmit the error and signal conducting the positive pulses, a third semiconductor in

the other path and conducting the negative pulses and

zf^M

' K ->».

/neans associated with said third semiconductor and de-

pendent upon the slip frequency of said current for causing

said third semiconductor to actuate said first semicon-

ductor and to open said discharge circuit when the slip

frequency reaches a predetermined low value.

3,100,280

. . , . , , . ,. .. GYROMAGNETIC RESONANCE METHODS AND
mdicative of it from the mstrumentality to the power APPARATUS
controlling device, restoration of gain being postponed j,mes S. Hyde, MenIo Park, Calif., assignor to Varlan
until the actuator is de-energized or starts to decelerate.

3,100,278
ELECTROMAGNETIC PENDULUM DRIVE

Robert Walter Reich, RotackerstraMe 2,

Freiburg im Breiv^n, Germany
Filed Jan. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 785,197

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 10, 1958

9 Claims. (CI. 318—128)

Associates, Palo Alto, Calif., a corporation of Cali-

fornia

FUed Oct 25, 1960, Ser. No. 64,940
2 Cbdms. (CI. 324—.5)

'3^^&:r>^

mju. r^'^^^

1. Impelling system for a clock comprising in combi-

nation: a transistor oscillator including two coils disposed

for mutual inductive coupling; stationary means disposed

between said two coils for decoupling them; and a me-

chanical oscillator including a permanent magnet with one

pole thereof oscillating in the vicinity of said coils so

as to temporarily couple them thus overriding the effect

of said decoupling means.

3,100,279

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING THE
OPERATION OF SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

Thomas G. Robner, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to

Electric Machfaiery Mfg. Company, Minneapolis, Mtain.,

a corporation of Minnesota
Filed Jan. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 164,674

13 Cbiims. (O. 318—167)
4. A control device for synchronous motors having a

field-winding discharge circuit and a field-winding excita-

tion circuit, said control device including a semiconductor

in said excitation circuit and normally inoperative to main-

tain said exciution circuit open, said field-winding dis-

charge circuit including a branch for discharging positive

pulses of the slip-frequency current and another branch

2. A gyromagnetic resonance spectrometer apparatus

including: a microwave bridge network; said bridge net-

work including a measuring arm having a cavity resona-

tor disposed therein for containing therewithin a sample

of matter under investigation, a power arm for supplying

wave energy to said bridge network including a signal

oscillator for supplying high frequency wave energy, a

reference arm adapted to aid in controlling the frequency

of said signal oscillatcH*, means for selectively introduc-

ing or not high frequency wave energy local oscillator

power into said bridge, said wave energy from said local

oscillator being displaced an intermediate frequency away
from the frequency of said signal oscillator, a detecting

arm including a crystal detector means for detecting un-

balance of said bridge network and for deriving an inter-

mediate frequency signal in variable accordance with un-

balance of said bridge; means connected to said crystal

detector means for amplifying the detected intermediate
frequency signal; second detector means connected to

said intermediate frequency signal amplifying means for

deriving a low frequency signal in variable accordance
with the unbalance of said bridge; means for amplifying

and indicating said low frequency signal; and switching

means for connecting said amplifying and indicating

means to said crystal detector means for homodyne de-

tection of gyromagnetic resonance signals when no local
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oscillator power is introduced into said bridge network

and for connecting said amplifying and indicating means
to said second detecting means for superheterodyne de-

tection of gyromagnetic resonance signals when local oa-

cillator power is introduced into said bridge network.

3,100,281
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING ANNULAR OFFSET
BETWEEN A FIRST METAL TUBE AND A SEC-
OND METAL TUBE SPATIALLY DISPOSED
WITHIN THE FIRST TUBE

Jack C. Spanner, Richland, Wash., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the United States

Atomic Energy Commission
Filed Sept. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 141,552

7 Claims. (CI. 324—40)

1. An apparatus for measuring the amount of offset

from concentricity between a first metal tube mounted

within a second metal tube comprising a plurality of sens-

ing coils disposed within said first tube adjacent the

interior surface thereof, means for applying an A.-C.

signal having a predetermined frequency to said sensing

coi's, the frequency of said A.-C. signal being such that

the resultant electromagnetic energy from said sensing

coils passes through said first tube and is at least partially

attenuated by said second tube, and means for differen-

tially measuring the effective impedances of said sensing

coils, which differential measurements are a function

of the amount of offset between said first and second

tubes.

3,100,282
SHIELDING AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT

Taylor C. Fletcher, Fullerton, Calif., assignor to Beck-

man Instruments, Inc., a corporation of California

Filed Oct. 29, 1958, Ser. No. 770,386
6 Claims. (CI. 330—68)

^ T y ' * -T
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1. In a floating system for measuring direct current

voltages, the combination of: an ungrounded transducer

having signal leads; said transducer producing input sig-

nals; a feedback amplifier having an input and an output;

a filter network connected to the input of said feedback

amplifier for attenuating A.C. input signals; a voltage

dividing network connected to the output of said feed-

back amplifier for producing a feedback signal; means

connecting said transducer to said filter and to said volt-

age dividing network for providing a feedback loop,

whereby the feedback signal and transducer signal are

combined to form error voltages; an ungrounded shield-

ing means for shielding said amplifier from the influence

of external electrostatic and electromagnetic fields; and

a lead electrically connecting said shielding means to one

of the signal leads of said transducer.

3,100,283

PULSE GROUP GENERATING AND
SHAPING CIRCUIT

David Mark Makow, P.O. Box 458, R.R. 1,

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Filed Oct 2, 1959, Ser. No. 843,991

Claims priority, application Canada Nov. 22, 1958

8 Claims. (CI. 331—47)

' mu ••i-**.

1. A self-quenching, self-triggering blocking oscillator

for providing spaced trains of pulses of at least two

pulses each to be applied to a user circuit having a prin-

cipally resistive, and short time constant, input impedance

comprising:

(i) a blocking oscillator transformer having:

(a) an input winding,

(b) a feedback winding, and

(c) an output winding adapted to feed said user

circuit, each of said windings having first and

second ends, the said second ends being joined

together,

(ii) a transistor having;

(a) an emitter electrode,

(b) a collector electrode, and
(c) a base electrode, said collector electrode

being connected to the said first end of the said

input winding,

(iii) a blocking capacitor connected to said first end
of said feedback winding and to said base electrode,

( iv ) a first discharge resistor connected to said base

electrode and to said second ends of the said trans-

former windings,

(v) a pulse-shaping capacitor connected in series with

the first end of the said output winding and the

said input impedance of the user circuit,

(vi) a second discharge resistor having one end there-

of connected to the junction of said input imped-
ance and said pulse-shaping capacitor and the other

end thereof connected in a manner to discharge

said pulse-shaping capacitor rapidly when discharg-

ing current flows into said user circuit,

(vii) a voltage source, one pole of which is connected

to the said second ends of said transformer wind-
ings, and

(viii) a resistance choke connected between said tran-

sistor emitter electrode and the other pole of said

voltage source,

said blocking capacitor being such as to cause said oscU-
lator to block after generating a pulse train due to the

accumulated charge on said blocking capacitor; said first

discharge resistor being such as to provide a discharge

path for said blocking capacitor when said oscillator is

blocked by said accumulated charge, the values of said

blocking capacitor and said discharge resistor being such
that the time constant of said discharge path is long
compared to the time constant of the charging path of

said blocking capacitor when receiving said charge; said

pulse-shaping capacitor having such a value as to cause
said pulse-shaping capacitor to charge rapidly when a
charging current flows into said user circuit; said second
discharge resistor being such as to discharge said pulse-

shaping capacitor rapidly when discharging current flows

into said user circuit

I

3,1M,284
PULSE SYNTHESIZING GENERATOR

Qucntin A. Kcnis, Orinda, Calif., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the United States

Atomic Energy Commission
FUcd Aug. 31, 1960, Scr. No. 53,320

5 Claims. (CI. 331—55)

3 100,286
BRIDGE FEEDBACK MODULATOR

Clarence S. Jones, Los AHos, Calif., assignor to General

Precision, Inc., Binghamton, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Oct 18, 1961, Scr. No. 145,881

5 CUims. (CI. 332—37)

1. In a signal generating circuit, the ccwnbination com-

prising a plurality of oscillators each resonant at harmoni-

cally related frequencies and each having a control elec-

trode, an amplitude control in each of said oscillators,

a phase control in each of said oscillators, a bias means

selectively connectable with said control electrodes of

each of said oscillators for holding said oscillators in an

initially non-resonant sUte, a U-iggering means selectively

connectable with said control electrodes of each of said

oscillators for initiating oscillation in said oscillators with

precise synchronization, and a mixer having a composite

signal output terminal and having a plurality of inputs

each receiving the output of a separate one of said oscil-

lators.

3,100,285

LINEAR PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATOR
Manfred E. Clyncs, Orangcbarf, N.Y., assignor to

Mnemotron Corporation, a corporation of New York

FUed Nov. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 72,171

3 Claims. (O. 332—14)

1. A modulation system comprising a bridge network

having four impedance legs, one of said impedance legs

including a transistor for receiving audio input sigiwds,

an impedance branch coupled across the bridge including

a unidirectional conduction device, a means for generating

a carrier signal coupled to the unidirectional conduction

device, a means for passing a modulated carrier signal

from the unidirectional conduction device, an output cir-

cuit coupled to said means for passing the modulated

carrier signal, a de-modulation means coupled to the out-

put circuit, and a negative feedback path for passing audio

signals from de-modulation means to the transistor.

3,100,287

PHASE SHIFTER UTILIZING VARIABLE DELAY
IMPARTED TO CIRCULARLY POLARIZED
ELECTRIC WAVES BY VARIABLY MAGNE-
TIZED FERRITE MATERIAL

Howard Scharfman, Lexington, and Francis J. OUara,
Belmont Mass., assignors to Raytheon Company, Lex-

ington, Mass., a corporation of Delaware
FUed May 31, 1957, Scr. No. 662,843

9 Claims. (CI. 333—24.1)

1. A linear pulse frequency modulator comprising a

free-running astable multivibrator provided with a pair

of transistors having base electrodes and circuits therefor,

first and second capacitors cross-coupling said transistors

and having relative reactive values causing said multi-

vibrator to operate asymmetrically to produce a train

of pulses, and means to apply a modulating signal simul-

taneously to the base circuits of both transistors to vary

the repetition rate of said pulses as a Unear function of

the amplitude of said signal.

1 . A phase-shifting system for producing a i^iase shift

in substantially all of tlie electromagnetic wave energy

traveling through a waveguide transmission line compris-

ing a waveguide circular polarizer means for converting

linearly-polarized wave energy to circularly-polarized

wave energy, means for producing a predetermined phase

shift in said circularly-polarized wave energy passing

through said phase-shifting means in a first direction,

means reflecting substantially all said wave energy back-

ward through said magnetic-field i^ase-shifting means in

a direction opposite to said first direction, whereby an

additional phase shift is introduced in said wave energy,

means directing said phase-shifted magnetic wave energy

through said first recited waveguide means, thereby

p<Harizing said phase-shifted wave energy in an orthogonal

direction with respect to said wave energy traveling in

said first direction, and polarization-selective means in

the form of an orthogonal mode transducer for extract-
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ing substantially all of said orthogonally-polarized wave

energy from said system.

3,100^8
FERRITE ISOLATOR UTILIZING ALIGNED
CRYSTALS WITH A SPECIFIC ANISOTROFY
CONSTANT

Ernst F. R. A. Schlocmann, Weston, Mass^ assignor to

Raytheon Company, Lexington, Mass^ a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Jan. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 80,920

2 Claims. (01. 333—24J)

ductive terminal, a tubular resistive unit concentrically

arranged witliin said sleeve, each end of said unit being in

engagement with a respective terminal for exterior electri-

cal connection, said resistive unit being proportioned to

establish a predetermined impedance between each termi-

nal and said sleeve in the operating frequency range, and

an inductance coil connected between one terminal and its

connector, said coil presenting an impedance substantially

higher than said predetermined impedance in said fre-

quency range and a low resistance to direct current flow

thereacross.

3,100^90
COLUMNAR STRESS SENSING MEMBER

Eric Proppcr, WalUngford, Conn., asignor to Revere

Corporation of America, WalUngford, Conn., a corpo-

ration of New Jeraey
Filed Jan. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 80,685

9 Ciainw. (CL 33«-^

\'

<

1. In combination, a rectangular waveguide for prop-

agating energy in a direction along the longitudinal axis

of said waveguide, a ferrite material positioned within

said waveguide, means for applying a D.-C. magnetic

field in a selected direction perpendicular to the direction

of propagation, said material comprising a plurality of

cubic crystals having a positive anisotropy constant, the

axes of said crystals being substantially aligned with each

other within said material, said crystals being oriented

within said waveguide so that a [110] direction of said

crystals is substantially parallel to the direction of said

applied magnetic field and a [100] direction of said crys-

tals is substantially parallel to the direction of the longi-

tudinal axis of said waveguide.

3,100,289

MICROWAVE ATTENUATORS WITH LOW D.C.

RESISTANCE SHUNT PATH
Joseph Lorch, Albany, N.Y., assignor to Empfarc Devices

Products Corp., Amsterdam, N.Y.
FiM May 3, 1960, Ser. No. 26,653

9 Claims. (CI. 333—81)
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1. A microwave attenuator having a cylindrical conduc-

tive sleeve, a tubular conductive end connector secured to

each sleeve end and respectively containing an axial con-

1. A stress sensing member for a stress measuring de-

vice which comprises a strain element capable of resiliently

developing strain therein under stress applied thereto,

means for supporting said strain element to receive the

stress acting along a given line and for transmitting the

stress through said strain element concomitantly with

developing the strain therein, said strain element provid-

ing an exterior spherical surface and being disposed with

the center of the spherical contour positioned substan-

tially on said line of action of the stress, said strain ele-

ment being further defined by a cylindrical surface of less

diameter than the diameter of the sphere and disposed

within the spherical contour and extending about a cylin-

drical space with the axis of the cylinder substantially

extending tlirough the center of the sphere and trans-

versely of said line of action of the stress.

3,100,291
UNDERWATER LOUDSPEAKER

Frank R. Abbott, 3953 Wildwood, San DIcgo, Calif.

Filed Oct 25, 1960, Ser. No. 64,971
13 Claims. (CI. 340—10)

(Granted under Titie 35, U.S. Code (1952), icc. 266)
7. Means for broadcasting and receiving pressure

energy while being submerged within water comprising

in combination, a pair of hollow hemispherical shells

each of which is spatially disposed from the other along

an axis of geometrical revolution, a resilient means con-

nected to each of said shells in such manner as to allow

relative movement therebetween along said axis of ge-

ometrical revolution, a plurality of polarized piezoelec-

tric discs having silver electrodes attached to the faces

thereof, said discs being stacked along said axis of ge-

ometrical revolution for contact of the adjacent silver

dectrodes attached thereto, conductor means coupled to

said silver electrodes for effectively connecting said piezo-

electric discs in electrical parallel, means encapsulating

said piezoelectric discs, silver electrodes, and conductors
for supporting same as an insulated unitary elongatable
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column, means connected between the ends of said col-

umn and the aforesaid hemispherical shells respectively

for mounting same therein, a toroidal transformer sur-

rounding laid column, sponge rubber means interconnect-

ing said colunui and said transformer for resiliently sup-

porting same, means interconnecting said transformer

is directly proportional to the velocity of movement of the

object.

3,100,293
SIGNALING SYSTEM

Renato A. D'Antonio, Kingston, and Fred Gerrand,

Red Hook, N.Y., assignors to International Business

MacUnes Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation

of New York
Filed Nov. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 853,400

11 Chdms. (CI. 340—146.1)

and the aforesaid silver electrodes for supplying electrical

excitation power thereto, and means connected to said

transformer adapted for supplying electrical excitation

power thereto from a source external of said hemispher-

ical shells while same is insulatedly submerged within

said water.

3,100,292

VIBRATION PICKUP
Thomas C. Warner, Jr., West Haven, and John E. Judd,

Hamden, Conn., assignors to Textron Electronics, Inc.,

Providence, R.Im a corporation of Delaware

Filed Jan. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 1,370

10 Claims. (CL 340—17)
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1. A vibration pickup comprising a cylindrical coil

form with an axial bore, a pickup coil wound on said

coil form, a sleeve of paramagnetic material surround-

ing said pickup coil and centered between the ends thereof,

a bar magnet of lesser length than said coil form dis-

posed in said bore so as to be spring-coupled magnetically

to said sleeve with no structural connection therebetween

for axial movement within said bore, means for establish-

ing elecuical connection to said pickup coil, and means

for coupling said coil form to a vibrating object, said

pickup coil being arranged to generate a signal voltage

within given limits of frequency and displacement which

IS l«t- - - '
1

1. In a counter for registering the number of impulses

produced by a source, a series of groups of stages, each

of counting said groups consisting of a first stage and a

second stage, each of said stages having a bistable element

and an input comprising the complement input of said

bistable element, first carry means including a gate selec-

tively conditioned by said first stage bistoble element op-

erable for passing carry impulses from said first stage

input to said second stage input, second carry means in-

cluding another gate conditioned in parallel with said

first means gate and a gate selectively conditioned in ac-

cordance with the condition in which said second stage

bistable element has been placed for passing carry im-

pulses from said first stage input to said input of said first

stage within the next successive one of said groups of

stages.

3,100,294
TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLEXER

Hugh L. Dryden, deputy adminlitrator of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, with respect to

an invention of John F. Meyer
Fded Sept 29, 1961, Ser. No. 180,380

7 Claims. (CI. 340—147)

1. Apparatus for sequentially connecting a plurality of

signal source terminals to a single output terminal, said

apparatus comprising a plurality of latching relays, said

latching relays being arranged in a sequence, each said

latching relay having a first and second signal input ter-

minal and a signal output terminal, first coil means, exci-

tation of which connects only said first input terminal to

said signal output terminal, and second coil means, excita-

tion of which connects only said second signal input ter-

minal to said signal output terminal, means connecting

the first and second signal input terminals of a first of said

sequence of latching relays to a first and second of said

plurality of signal source terminals, means respectively

connecting a different one of said remaining signal source

terminals to the second signal input terminal of a different

one of said sequence of latching relays, means for connect-

ing the output terminal of each one of said relays in said

sequence to the first input terminal of a succeeding relay

in said sequence, means connecting the output terminal

of the last latching relay in said sequence to said single

output terminal, and means for applying exciution sue-
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cessively to said sequence of latching relays first to a sec- ment. further means for moving said elongated rod-like

ond coil means of one of said latching relays, then to a member past said readout means as it is being withdrawn

second coil means of the next latching relay in said sc-

•.

—
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195,S10
BEVERAGE DISPENSER

Clare E. Hodgman, Mamaroocck, N.Y^ assignor to The
Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga^ a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Sept. 4, 1M2, Ser. No. 71,557

Term of patent 14 years

(CLD2—3)

195,812
SHOULDER STRAP

Melvin R. James, 2647 S. DaUon Atc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed July 27, 1961, Ser. No. 66,090
Term of pirtent 14 years

(CI. D9—10)

195,811
BEVERAGE DISPENSER

Clare E. Hodgman, Mamaroneck, N.Y., assignor to The

Coca-Cola Company, Aflanta, Ga., a corporation of

Delaware
FUcd Sept. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 71,558

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D2—3)
195,813

NOVELTY HAT
John E. Bricse, Monterey Park, Calif.

FUcd Jnly 16, 1962, Ser. No. 70,940
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D3—13)
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195314
CHILiySHAT

WUliam Baltaks and Jnlins C. Baltaks, both of

110 Chatham Lane, Potait Pleasant, NJ.
FUed Dec. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 72,979

Term of patent 3Vt years

(CI. D3—13)

195,817
SAFETY SHOE

Roger Tronche, Cootras, France, assignor to

Baudou SA.R.L., Les Eglisottcs, France
FUed Apr. 15, 1963, Ser. No. 74,446

Claims priority, application France Oct 18, 1962
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D7—7)

195,815
SOAP HOLDER

John Louis Jaffe, Vincent Rodin, and Mort L. Rothenbcrg,

all of 255 5th Are., New York, N.Y.
FUed Feb. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 68,862

Term of patent 3Vt yean
(CI. D4—3)

195,818
WAX APPUCATOR

Moe Herman, 310 Beverly Road, Brooklyn, N.Y.,

Sam Herman, 41 Vista Road, Roslyn, N.Y.
FUed July 11, 1962, Ser. No. 70,873

Term of patent 3Vi years
(CLD9—2)

and

195,819
SHOE POLISH KTT

Robert V. Mathison, Box 730, AshevUlc, N.C.
Filed Sept. 21, 1962, Ser. No. 71,794

Term of patent 3Vi years

(CI. D9—2)

195,816
SHOE

Basil Huff and Paul S. Bhnbanm, WUkes Barrc, Pa., as-

signors to Faith Shoe Company, Wilkes Barre, Pa., a

corporation of Pennsylvanfai

FUed Jnly 25, 1962, Ser. No. 71,055

Term of patent 7 years

(CL D7—7)
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195,820
COMBINATION DETERGENT DISPENSER AND

CLEANING BRUSH
Walter O. Williams, 15740 Ashton Road, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 11, 1962, Ser. No. 72,070
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D9—2)

195,823
PULL FOR CABINET DOORS, DRAWERS

AND THE LIKE
La Verne E. Clayton, Rockford, 111^ anjgnor to Amerock

Corporation, RocUord, 111., a corporadon of Ulinois
FUed May 16, 1962, Ser. No. 70,156

Term oJF patent 14 yean
(CL Dlt—8)

195,821
VACUUM CLEANER FOR PARKING LOTS

OR THE LIKE
Roy Charics Rush, 6129 NE. SUdmorc St.,

Portland, Oreg.
FUed Jan. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 68,332

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D9—2)

-H <d

195,824
DRAWER KNOB

Norman D. Louis, 136 S. Potnsettia Place,
Los Aiigeles, Calif.

FUed Sept. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 71,546
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. DIO—8)

195,822
FURNITURE PULL OR THE LIKE

Nolan Kent Rboades, Beloit, Wis^ assignor to National

Lock Co., Rockford, III., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Feb. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 68,865

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. DIO—8)

r
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195,825
HANDLE FOR SLIDING OR ROLLING WINDOWS,

DOORS, AND THE LIKE
Harry M. Riegelman, RoUing HiUs, Calif., assignor to

Security Aluminum Corporation, Compton, Calif., a

corporation of Calilomia
Filed SepL 10, 1962, Ser. No. 71,607

Term of patent 14 years
(CL DIO—4)

195,828
CATTLE FEEDER

Mathew H. Stapleton, National Ave., Jefferson, Iowa
FUed July 6, 1962, Ser. No. 70,825

Term iA patent 14 years

(CL D12—2)

195,826
DOOR HANDLE

George W. Melcher, BaUy, Pa., assignor to Bally Case

and Cooler, Inc., Bally, Pa.

Filed Dec. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 72,864

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. DIO—8)

195 829
PORTABLE FOLDING SHELTER FOR USE AS A

CHAPEL OR THE LIKE
Irving D. Paster, 86 9th St, Providence, R.I.

FUed Dec. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 67,855

Term of patent 7 years

(CL D13—1)

195327
CLOSURE HINGE

George W. Melcher, Bally, Pa., assignor to Bally Case

and Cooler, Inc., Bally, Pa.

FUed Dec. 14, 1962. Ser. No. 72,863

Term of patent 14 years

(CL DIO—9)

195,830
BUILDING

Pearl L. Schluttig, P.O. Box 7544, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 72,390

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D13—1)
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195331 195^3
EXPANSION POST TRACTOR

Morton Waldman, 2550 Kemper Road, Cleveland, Ohio Robert L. Sheltoo, Hetaton, and Richanl E. Ten Eyck,
FUcd Apr. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 69,812 Wichita, Kans^ atsigiion to HcMtoa Manufactnring

Term of patent 3V^ years Co., Inc., Hesiton, Kjum., corporatloa of Kansas
(CI. D13—4) Filed Oct 22, 1962, Ser. No. 72^03

Term <k patent 14 yean
(a. D14—3)

195,834
BUILDING SCREEN WALL

Gordon J. Clauss, 2705 Katiierine St., Fort Myers, Fla.
FUed Feb. 11, 1963, Ser. No. 73,513

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D18—2)

195 832
AMPHIBIOUS ARMORED VEHICLE

Russell E. Bauer, Grosse Pointe Shores, and Gerald M.
Larson, St. Clair Shores, Mich., assignors to Cadillac
Gage Company, Roseville, Mich.

Filed Sept. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 71,641
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D14—3)

r
1
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195,841
CABINET FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Xvilliam F. Dalton, Hopewell Junction, and Arnold M.
Davis, Walter F. Kraus, and Clarence F. Grascr, Pough-
keepsie, N.Y^ aaignors to International Business Ma-
chines Corporation, New Yorl^ N.Y., a corporation of

New York
Filed Oct. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 67,034

Term off patent 14 years
(CI. D26—5)

195,843
FOOT OPERATED ELECTRIC SWITCH UNIT

Hairy J. Collins, Jr^ Bayskle, WIs^ assignor to Cutler-

Hanuner, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Del-

aware
FUcd July 19,-1961, Scr. No. 65,982

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D26—13)

195 844
FACADE OF A COMPARTMENTALIZED HOUSING

FOR ELECTRIC DEVICES
Ernest M. Bevilacqua, Springdale, and Andrew T. Kosta-

neclU and Eliot Noyes, New Canaan, Conn., assignors to

General Electric Company, a corporation of New York
FUed Nov. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 67,354

Term of patent 14 yews
(€1. D26—13)

II

195,842

INFORMATION PRINTER ANT) DISPENSER
Max M. Tamir, New York, N.Y., assignor to Directomat,

Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Mar. 14, 1963, Ser. No. 73,976

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D26—5)
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195345
GRAPHIC RECORDER

Edward W. Vopat, Redwood City, Calif., assignor to

Varian Associates, Palo Alto, Calif., a corporation of
California

Filed Sept. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 66,706
Term of patent 3V3 years

(CI. D26—14)
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195 846
TELEPHONE ANSWERING AND MESSAGE

RECORDING MACHINE
William B. Winterbottom, Palatine, III., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Antomatk Electric Laboratories,

Inc., Northlake, III., a corporation of Delaware

Continuation of design application Ser. No. 62,578, Oct.

24, 1960. Tliis application Sept. 19, 1962, Scr. No.

72,042
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D26—14)

195,848
BAPTISTRY

Martin F. Wiedemann, Jr., Box 776, Muscatine, Iowa

Filed Mar. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 69,093
Term of patent 14 years

(Ci. D29—23)

195 849
PRISMATIC RELIGIOUS DECORATION

Alex Sanchez, 9020 Diana Drive, El Paso, Tex.

FUed June 13, 1962, Ser. No. 70,529

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D29—23)

195,847
ARTIFICIAL CHRISTMAS TREE

Olga M. Greiser, 502 1st Ave. NE., Aberdeen, S. Dak.

FUed Feb. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 63,980

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D29—1)

195,850
AMMUNITION BELT

Leslie Contardi, 4346 N. 19tb Place, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed June 15, 1962, Ser. No. 70,563

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D30—1)
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198,851
ADJUSTABLE FURNITURE LEG OR SIMILAR

ARTICLE
Louis Maslow, Huntsrlllc Road, Dallas, Pa.

Filed Nor. 15, IWl, Scr. No. 67,523

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33— 1)

195,853
COMBINED FERRULE AND FOOT FOR

FURNITURE
Bruce R. Ogden, MarrickvUlc, near Sydney, New South

Wales, Australia, asstenor to Claude R. Ogden * Co.

Pty. Limited, MarrickvUlc, near Sydney, New South

Wales, Australhi, a company of New South Wales,

Australia
Filed Aug. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 71,376

Claims priority, application AnstraUa Feb. 20, 1962

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D33—1)

195,852

COMBINED FERRULE AND FOOT FOR
FURNITURE

Bruce R. Ogden, MarrlckviUe, near Sydney, New South

Wales, Australhi, assignor to Claude R. Ogden & Co.

Pty. Limited, Marrickvllle, near Sydney, New South

Wales, Australia, a company of New South Wales,

Australia
Filed Aug. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 71,375

Clahns priority, application Australhi Feb. 20, 1962

Term of patent 14 years
(CI, D33—1)

195,854
TABLE LEG

Richard Schwarz, Livfaigston, NJ., assignor to Bro-Dart

Industries, Inc., Newark, NJ., a corporation of New
York

FUed Oct. 10, 1962, Scr. No. 72,062

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D33—14)
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195,855
RECORD FILING CABINET

Leonard S. Schmitz, Croset, Va^ anlgnor to Acme Visible

Records, Inc^ Crozct, Va^ a corporation of Delaware
Filed Sept. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 66,588

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D33—19)

195357
GAME PIECE

AUn H. Ferber, 2264 La Granada, Hollywood, Calif.

FUed Feb. 5, 1963, Scr. No. 73,446

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D34—5)

V

195,858
COIN BANK

Marvin Hoffman, 22900 Recreation,

St. Chifa- Shores, Mich.
Filed June 18, 1962, Ser. No. 70,588

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D34—11)

195,856
GAME BOARD

Prosper J. Keagle, 1040 NE. 134th St., Mhwii, Fhi.

FUed Aug. 31, 1962, Scr. No. 71,515

Term of patent 3Vi years

(CL D34—5)

195359
TOY TRAIN

Robert G. Johnson, 22109 110th Ave. W., Edmonds,
Wash., and Truxton Bee Troxell, 108 N. 155th St.,

Seattle, Wash.
Filed Aug. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 66,153

Term of patent 14 years

(a. D34—15)

n
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195,860
SATELLITE LAUNCHING TOY

Dean R. Thorson, Broderick, Calif., assignor of one-
fourth to Ambrose IM. Bertsch, and one-fourth to

Everett W. Sharp, both of Broderick, Calif.

FUed Feb. 18, 1963, Ser. No. 73.598
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D34—15)

195 862
COMBINATION GRINDING AND POLISHING

MACHINE
John T. Armbmster, Niagara Falls, N.Y„ aasigDor to

American Optical Company, Soutlibridgc, Mass.
Filed Feb. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 68,951

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D37—1)

f

195,863
SWATH FLUFFER FOR HAY AND LIKE CROPS

Arie E. Breed and Blaine W. Gustafson, Ottumwa, Iowa,
assignors to Deere & Company, Moline, HI., a corpora-
tion of Delaware

Filed Mar. 4, 1963, Ser. No. 73,811
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D40—1)

195,861
FLOWER HOLDER

George M. Frybergh, New York, N.Y., assignor to Prime
Premiums, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

Filed Feb. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 68,937
Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D35—3)
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195365
TEA BAG TONG

Arvid M. Sundqalst, 617 N. State St., Elgin, III.

Filed Feb. 26, 1963, Ser. No. 73,721

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D44—4)

195368
CUTLERY CABINET OR THE LIKE

James G. Hicks, 2230 Hobart St^ Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Dec. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 72,975

Term ojf patent 14 years

(CI. D44—29)

195,866
PLATTER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Toni (Mca Muench, East Liverpool, Ohio, assignor to

Fisher, Bruce & Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corpo-

ration of Pennsylvania
Filed Apr. 3, 1963, Ser. No. 74,272

Term of patent 7 years
(CI. D44—10)

195,864
CLOCK

Gordon Florian, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to Sunbeam
Corporation, Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Jan. 30, 1963, Ser. No. 73,370
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D42—7)

195369
CANISTER STAND

Sidney Silverstein, Flushing, and Harry Schwartz, Brook-
lyn, N.Y., assignors to Ltocoln Metal Products Corpora-
tion, Brooklyn, N.Y., a corporation

Filed Feb. 12, 1963, Ser. No. 73,521
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44—29)

195,867
ICE BUCKET

William S. Miller, Ottawa, James O. Plankenhom, Utica,

and Frank Borkowsky, Ottawa, III., assignors to The

J. E. Porter Corporation, Chicago, III., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed May 1, 1961, Ser. No. 64,982

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44—15)
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195,870
HOLDER FOR COCKTAIL OLIVES AND THE LIKE

James H. Ogg, North Hollywood, Califs aMipior to
Zoo-PUu, North Hollywood, Callf^ a partncnhip

Filed Apr. 9, 1963, Ser. No. 74,361
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44—29)

195,873
JEWELED NECKLACE

Marlaoac Ostler, 40 Central Park S., New York, N.Y.
FUmI Mar. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 69,473

Term of patent 14 years
(Cl. D45—16)
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195,875
LIGHTING FIXTURE

Domlnk A. Saporito, Btamingfaam, and Norbert T.

Knypcrs, Warren, Mich^ awiinors to Wakefield Corpo*
ration, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Mkhisan

FUed Aug. 29, 1962, Ser. No. 71,485
Term of patent 14 years

(CLD4S—4)

195,878
COMBINED UGHTING AND HEATING FIXTURE
Edward C. Zimmerman, 2228 Central St., Evanston, HI.

FUed Dec. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 72,942
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D48—23)

SET
195,871

OF ORNAMENTAL INITIALS FOR JEWELRY
Felix P. Kinsley, 407 N. 8th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Continuatioii of design application Ser. No. 62,316, Sept.

30, 1960. This application June 29, 1961, Ser. No.
65,762

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D45—1)

195,876
FLOODLIGHT

Leonard Atkin, Springfield, and Richard Sangiamo,
Roselle Park, NJ., assignors, by mesne assignments, to

Stonco Electric Products Company, Kenllworth, NJ., a

corporation of New Jersey
FUed Apr. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 69|680

Term of patent 14 years
(D48—20)

195,874
FLUID FILTER OR THE LIKE

Nils O. Rosaen, Detroit, Mkh., assignor to The Rosaen
Filter Company, Hazel Park, Mkh., a corporation of
Michigan

FUed Mar. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 64,243
Term of patent 14 years

(Cl. D46—1)

195,872
LINK CHAIN FOR A BRACELET OR THE

Emit Rodriguez, New York, N.Y., assignor to

Bender, Inc., Woodskie, N.Y., a corporation

York
Filed Jan. 29, 1962, Ser. No. 68,561

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D45—4)

LIKE
Jacoby-
of New

195,879
LATCH HANDLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Peter P. Klepa, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Electronk
Enclosures, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of

CaUfomia
FUed Oct. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 72,264

Term <rf patent 14 years

(Cl. D50—5)

195377
LAMP BASE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

AUce Welpley, Leiand C. Wclpley, and Bruce W. Welpley,

aU of 1310 WhitnaU Highway, Burtwnk, Calif.

Filed June 21, 19627 Ser. No. 70,639
Term of patent 14 yean

(CLD48—20)

195 880
ROUTE INDICATOR

John E. Gallman, 3927 Sheridu Drive, Charlotte,

FUed July 12, 1962, Ser. No. 70,904

Term of patent 3V^ years

(a. D52—1)

N.C.
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195,881
NAPKIN DISPENSER

Henry Albert Holiwarth, Bayside, N.Y^ Charles Lewis

Metsler, Alpine, NJ^ and John Duncan Warii, Freeport,

N.Y., assignors to American Can Company, New York,

Jrf.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Dec. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 67,843

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D52—2)

195,884
FLIGHT CONTROLLER PANEL

Robert E. Claris Mfaincapolia, and Earl R. Stenafaard,

Stillwater, Mfain^ assignors to Mbmcapolis-Honeywell
Regulator Company, Minneapolis, Minn., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Aug. 8, 19^1, Ser. No. 66,259

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D52—6)

ir-

!!; ! I

iiiV J ^

C.

195 882
COMBINED CIGARETTE'package AND MATCH

BOOK DISPENSER
William H. Penney, 15 Putnam St., Revere, Mass.

Filed Feb. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 68,608
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D52—2)

195,885
BALANCE INDICATOR FOR A WEIGHING

MACHINE OR THE LIKE
Jean P. Marzendorfer, Rutland, Vt, assignor to Howe
Richardson Scale Company, a corporation of Delaware

FUed May 16, 1960, Ser. No. 60,608
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D52-.10)

195 883
PEANUT BUTTER DISPENSER

Saul R. Rosenberg, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Food

Corporation of America, Los Angeles, Calif., a corpora-

tion of California
Filed Oct. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 66,955

Term of patent 3Vi years

(CI. D52—3)

195,886
ADJUSTABLE MOUNTING BRACKET FOR A
WALL-MOUNTED HEATER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, OR THE LIKE

John Maynard Morrison, CarM Parit, near Sydney, New
South Wales, Australia, assignor to Centrlflo Pty. Lim-
ited, Brighton-le-Sands, near Sydney, New South Wales,

Australia

FUed Dec. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 67,900
Claims priority, application Australia Aug. 3, 1961

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D54—1)
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195,887
SPOON

Marianne Denzel, Bemdorf, Lower Austria, Austria, as-

signor to Veretaigte Metaflweriie Ranshofen-Bemdorf

Aktiengesellschaft, Brauna'u am Inn-Ranshofen, Upper

Austria, Austria, a corporation of Austria

Filed Oct. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 67,202

Claims priority, application Austria Apr. 22, 1961

Term of patent 3Vi years

(CI. D54—12)

195,889
FORK OR SIMILAR ARTICLE OF FLATWARE

Milton Gonshorek, Meriden, Conn., assignor to The In-

ternational Silver Company, Meriden, Conn., a corpo-

ration of Connecticut
Filed Jan. 16, 1963, Ser. No. 73,191

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D54—12)

sf n l5

195,888
FORK

Marianne Denzel, Bemdorf, Lower Austria, Austria, as-

signor to Verelnigte Metallwerke Ranshofen-Bemdorf

Aktiengesellschaft, Braunau am Inn-Ranshofen, Upper

Austria, Austria, a corporation of Austria

Filed Oct. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 67,203

Claims priority, application Austria Apr. 22, 1961

Term of patent 3V^ years

(CI. D54—12)

195,890
COMBINED ELECTRICAL FUSE PULLER

AND INSERTER
Douglas E. Maiden, 1206 78tti St., Newport News, Va.,

and Wayland H. Dickerman, 5241 W. Fond Du Lac
Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

FUed May 11, 1962, Ser. No. 70,082
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D54—13)

KS/

798 O.O.—11
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195 891
MACHINE FOR FLAME-HARDENING TRACTOR

ROLLER FLANGES
Cbdy J. Royer, 2645 NW. 26th St^ Okiabonu City, Okla.

Filed Mar. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 69,397
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D55—1)

195,894
SUNGLASS FRAME OR THE LIKE

Albert C. Petitto, Hudson, and Vitalino Marclil, Concord,
Mass., astignon to Foster Grant Co., Inc., Leominster,
Mass., a corporatioa of Delaware

Filed Dec. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 67,918
Term of patent 14 y«

(a. D57—1)

195,892
POWDER FEEDER FOR A FLAME SPRAY GUN

Walter A. Slebcin, Smitfatown, N.Y., assignor to Metco,
Inc., Long Island, N.Y., a corponitiOD of New Jersey

Filed Mar. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 69,463
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D55—1)

195,895
TRANSPARENT CASE FOR A FLAG OR THE LIKE

Wilmer E. Ehle, 609 E. Main St., Stonghton, Wis.
FUed May 14, 1962, Ser. No. 70,114

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D58—2)

195,893
SPECTACLE FRAME

Edith J. Pitts, Attleboro, Mass., assignor to Universal
Optical Compimy, Inc., Providence, R.I., a corporation
of Rhode Island

FUed July 25, 1961, Ser. No. 66,056
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D57—1)

5^-

195,896
JUG

Leo J. Garvey, 301 W. PaMdcna, Phocnfac, Ariz.
FUed Apr. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 69,810

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D58—5)
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195,897
BOTTLE

Donald M. Kitterman, Kansas City, Kans., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Pacffic Industries, Inc., San Fran-

cisco, Calif., a corporation of California

FUed Oct. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 72,019

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—6)

195,900
BOTTLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Alfred D. Stcrges, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Pnrex

Corporation, Ud., Lakewood, CaUf., a corporation of

California ^, ,, ,^-
FUed Aug. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 71,343

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D58—8)

195,898
BOTTLE

Bnice L. Roberts, Rossford, OWo, assignor to Owens-

Illinois Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of

Filed Nov. 14, 1*^62, Ser. No. 72,494

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D58—6)

195,901
BOTTLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Alfred D. Sterges, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Purex

Corporation, Ltd., Lakewood, Calif., a corporation of

California .. ,..
FUed Aug. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 71,344

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—8)

195,899

BOTTLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Victor Koenlgsberg, Franklin Square, N.Y^ ^^^V^Mta

Colgate-PalmoUve Company, New York, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of Detaware ^, ^„ ^,^
FUed Feb. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 68,636

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D58—8)
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195,902
BOTTLE

Albert J. Kocab, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., assignor to Mai
Kai, Inc., Fort Lauderdale, Fla., a corporation of
Florida

Filed Sept. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 71,821
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—9)

195 905
PACKAGING CONTAINER FOR FOOD

OR THE LIKE
Herbert Jourdan Wanderer, 606 Cedar Ave.,

Elmhurst, III.,

FUed Feb. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 68,900
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58--17)

195,903
ICE CREAM CARTON HOLDER

Robert E. Bogart, Toledo, Ohio, assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to Roll Dippers, Inc., Maumee, Ohio, a cor-
poration of Ohio

Filed June 19, 1961, Ser. No. 65,639
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—12)

195 906
COMBINED ADVERTISING DISPLAY AND

TRASH RECEPTACLE
Alva J. Hickerson, 354 Petroleum BIdg., Denver, Colo.

Filed June 11, 1962, Ser. No. 70,493
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D58—17)

195,904
WASTE CAN

Adj F. Fervler, Wellsburg, W. Va., assignor to Eagle
Manufacturing Company, Wellsburg, W. Va., a corpo-
ration of West Virginia

Filed June 5, 1961, Ser. No. 65,447
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—17)

195,907
JAR

Bruce L. Roberts, Roasford, Ohio, assignor to Owens-
Illinois Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of
Ohio

Filed Oct. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 72,256
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D58—25)
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195,908
CAMERA FOR USE WITH CHECK CASHING

OPERATION
David Sigmond, 13—11 Brightwatcr Ave., Broolilyn, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 67,683
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D61—1)

195,911 ^
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR '

Joel W. Bravo, Binghamton, N.Y., assignor to General
Aniline & Film Corporation, New Yorlc, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed Mar. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 69,383

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D61—1)

195,909
REEL COVERING RING OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Eugene Martinez, Irvington, and Marvin Kapilow, Rye,
N. Y., assignors, by direct and mesne assignments, to

Reeico Inc., Irvington, N.Y., a corporation of New
Yorl(

FUed Dec. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 67,951
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D61—1)

195,912
MOTION PICTURE FILM EDITOR OR

SIMILAR ARTICLE
Eugene Martinez, Irvington, N.Y., assignor of one-third

to Marvin Kapilow, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y., and one-
third to Robert A. Reibel, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 69,829
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D61—1)

195,910
COMBINED SLIDE PROJECTOR AND SLIDE TRAY
Richard J. Olson, Lima, and Franic A. Zagara, Rochester,

N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodali Company, Rochester,

N.Yh a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Dec. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 68,028
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D61--1)

195,913
ROTARY MICROFILM CAMERA

'

Carl W. Sundberg, Bioomfieid Hills, and Montgomery
Ferar, Huntington Woods, Mich., assignors to Sperry
Rand Corporation, New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed July 24, 1962, Ser. No. 71,036
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D61—1)
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195,914
HUMIDIFIER

Eugene R. Luedtke, Reedsburg, Wis., assignor to Hanks>
craft Company, Reedsburg, Wis., a corporation of Wis-
consin

Filed Apr. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 69,730
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D62—2)

195,917
TYPEWRITER

Carl W. Sundbcrg, Bloomfield HUls, and Montgomery
Ferar, Huntington Woods, Mich., assignon to Spcrry
Rand Corporatioa, New York, N.Y^ a corporation of

Delaware
Continuation of design applications Ser. No. 65,240, May

19, 1961 and Ser. No. 65,249, May 19, 1961. This
application Dec. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 72,740

Term of patent 14 years
(Ci. DM—11)

195,915
VENTILATOR COVER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Kenneth E. Moore, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to Williams-

Bermuda Corporation, Pasadena, Calif., a corporation

of California
Filed Nov. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 63,077

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D62—3)

195,918
DOOR OPERATING FOOT PEDAL

George W. Melcber, Bally, Pa., assignor to Bally Case
and Cooler, Inc^ Bally, Pa.

Filed Dec. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 72,865

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D67—3)

/ M IH w

...ii .- .1-..- -- il—

195,916
CALCULATOR

Carl W. Sundberg, Bloomfield Hills, and Montgomery
Ferar, Huntington Woods, Mich., assignors to Sperry

Rand Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed July 17, 1962, Ser. No. 70,962

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D64—11)

195,919
ROOFING TILE

Arthur Harold Harris, East Grinstcad, Suncx, and Alan
Harper Watson, Putney, London, England, assignors to

Rcdiand Tiles Limited, Surrey, EngbuMl, a British com-
pany

Filed May 7, 1962, Ser. No. 70,063
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D6S—1)

SSS |H
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195,925
DISPLAY STAND

Williain E. Stumpf, Ross Township, Allegheny County,
Pa., assignor to The Alan I W Frank Corporation,

Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania
Filed Sept. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 71,700

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D80—11)

195 928
COMBINED ROTISSERIE OVEN AND FOOD

WARMING CABINET
Robert G. Wilson, 643 E. Farls Foad, Grecneville, S.C.

FUed Apr. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 69,527
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D81->10)

195,926
COMBINED OVEN AND GRILL FOR

OUTDOOR USE
Edward J. Petrick, 1104 Aldine, Park Ridge, III.

Filed Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 64,611

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D81—10)

195,929
BRANDING IRON

Raphael Lyman, Nursery St, Norwalk, Conn.
Filed Dec. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 72,969

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D81—10)

195,927
SPACE HEATER

John J. Fannon, Jr., Grosse Pointe Park, and Charles W.
Sawyer, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignors to Hupp Corpora-

tion, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Virginia

Filed Dec. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 68,118

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D81— 10)

m

I M
I
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195 930
ADULT URINE SPECIMEN COLLECTOR

Edward J. Hill, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., assignor of one-

half to E. Doris Ansteth, Birmingham, Mich.
Filed May 11, 1962, Ser. No. 70,095

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D83—1)
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195,931
SURGICAL FORCEPS FOR ARTERIES, VEINS,

AND THE LIKE
Merrill S. Chernov, 71 Farragut Ave., Providence, R.I.

Filed Mar. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 69,306
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D83—12)

195,934
VEHICLE TIRE

Charles G. Wyman, Devon, and William B. Dunlap, Jr..

Blue Bell, Pa., assignors to Lee Rubber & Tire Corpo-
ration, Conshobocken, Pa., a corporation of New York

Filed Sept. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 71,634
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D90—20)

195 932
FOOD AND DRINK BLENDER

George H. Frost, Ashland, Ohio, assignor to Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Dec. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 72,970
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D89—1)

195,935
WATER CONDITIONER

Donald J. Dicktel, Brookfield, Wis., assignor to Bruner
Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Wis-
consin

Filed Feb. 18, 1963, Ser. No. 73,591
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D91—1)

195,933
FOOD CHOPPER FOR ONIONS OR THE LIKE

Efrem M. Ostrowsky, Highland Park, III., assignor to

Nibot Corporation, Chicago, 111., a corpoiation of

lUhiois

Filed Jan. 16, 1963, Ser. No. 73,195

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D89—1)

^^^

V>>



LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHO>f

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 6th DAY OF AUGUST, 1963
Note.—Arranged in accordance with the first sitrniflcant character or word of the name (In accordance with city and

telephone directory practice).

Anker-Werke AktlengeselUchaft : See—
Becker, Gerhard. Re. 25,431.

Becker, Gerhard, to Anker-Werke Aktlengesellschaft. Change-
computing cash register, Re. 25,431, 8-6-63. CI. 235—2.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Boerner, Eugene S., to Jackson & Perkins Co. Chrysanthe- Frijimoto, Samuel R. : See —
mum plant. 2.273, 8-6-63, CI. 82. Kubo, George. 2,271.

Cole, Norman H., Sr. Ilex (holly) plant. 2,272, 8-6-63, Jackson & Perkins Co. : *Ve—
CI. 65. Boerner, Kugene S. 2,273.

Frijimoto, Raymond S. : See— Kubo, George, to S. R. and R. S. Frijimoto.
Kubo, George. 2,271. viana plant. 2,271, 8-6-63, CI. 87.

Verbena peru-

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES

and Wark. 195,881.

Combination
8-6-03, CI.

Acme Visible Records, Inc. : See—
Schmltz. Leonard S. 195,855.

American Can Co. : See—
Holzwartb, Henry A.. Metsler

American Optical Co. : See—
Armbruster, John T. 195,862.

Amerock Corp. : See—
Clayton La Verne E. 195,823.

Ansteth, Doris E. : St —
Hill, Edward J. 195 930.

Armbruster, John T., to American Optical Co.
grinding and polishing machine. 195,862,
1)37—1.

Arrison, Robert A. Jr.. and C. G. J. M. van der Velden to

Laboratory For Electronics, Inc. X-ray image intenslner.
195.839, 8-C-63, CI. D2(5—5.

Atkln, Leonard, and R. Sanglamo, to Stonco Electric Prod-
ucts Co. Floodlight. 195,876. 8-6-63, CI. D48—20.

Automatic Electric Laboratories, Inc. : See—
Winterbottom, William B. 195,846.

Bally Case and Cooler, Inc. : See—
Melcher, George W. 195,826.
Melcher, George W. 195,827.
Melcher, George Vf. 195,918.

Baltaks, Julius C. : See—
Baltaks, William and J. C. 195,814.

BalUks William and J. C. Child's hat. 195,814, 8-6-63.
CI D3— 13

Baudou S.A.R,L. : See

—

Tronche, Roger. 195.817.
Bauer Russell E., and G. M. Larson to Cadillac Ga

Amphibious armored vehicle. 195,832. 8-6-63. CI. D
Bertach. Ambrose M, : See—

Thorson^ Dean R. 195,860.
BevUacqua. Ernest M., A. T. Kostanecki, and E. Noyes, to

General Electric Co. Facade of a compartmentalized hous-

ing for electric devices. 195.844, 8-6-63. CI. D26—13.

Birnbaum. Paul S. : See

—

HufT Basil and Birnbaum. 195.816.
Bogart Robert E.. to Roll Dippers, Inc. Ice cream carton

holder. 195.903. 8-6-63. Cl. D58—12.

Borkowsky Frank: See

—

,„, o^-
Miller William S., Plakenhorn. and Borkowsky. 195,86 «.

F. Water sled. 195,922. 8-6-63, Cl.

Co.
—3.

Boucher, Charles
D71—1. „

Branch. Harold, and R. H. Horton,
Associates, Inc. Air cushion Iwat.

D71— 1.

Bravo, Joel W., to (Jeneral Aniline k
projector. 195,911. 8-6-63 Cl. D«l

to National Research
195,921, 8-6-63. Cl.

Film Corp.
-1.

Overhead

Breed Arie E, and ri. W. Gustafson, to Deere & Co. Swath
fluffer for hay and like crops. 195,863. 8 -6-63, Cl. D40— 1.

Brlese, John E. Novelty hat. 195,813, 8-6-63, Cl. D3—13.

Bro-Dart Industries, Inc. : See

—

Schwari, Richard. 195.854.
Brunner Corp. : See

—

Dicktel, Donald J. 195,935.
Cadillac Gage Co. : See— ,„. „o«

Bauer Russell E., and Larson. 195,832.

Centrlflo Pty Ltd. : See—
Morrison John M. 195,886.

Cchernov, Merrill S. Surgical forceps for

and the like. 195.931. 8-6-63. Cl. D83— 12.

Clark. Robert E.. and E. R. Stensgaard,
Honeywell Regulator Co.

884 8-6-63. (fl. D52—6.

Clauss, Gordon J.

Cl. D18—2.

Clauss, (Jordon
Cl. D18— 2.

Clauss, Gordon
Cl. D18—2.

arteries, veins.

to Minneapolis-
Flight controller panel. 195.-

BuTiding screen wall. 195,834. 8-«-fl3.

J. Building screen wall. 195.835. 8-6-63.

J. Building screen wail. 195.836. 8-6-63,

Clayton. La Verne E.. to Amerock Corp. Pull for cabinet
doors, drawers and the like. 195,823. 8-6-63, Cl, DIO—8.

Coca-Cola Co., The : See—
Hodgman, Clare E. 195 810.
Hodgman Clare E. 195,811.

Colgate-Palmolive Co. : See—
Koenigsberg Victor, 195,899,

Collins, Harry J,, Jr. to Cutler, Hammer. Inc. Foot op-
erated electric switch unit. 195 843, 8-<>-63, Cl. D26—13.

Contardi, Leslie. Ammunition belt. 195,850, 8-6-63. Cl.

D30— 1.

Cutler, Hammer, Inc. : See

—

Collins, Harry J., Jr. li»,843,
Dalton, William F., A. M. Davis, W. F. Kraus, and C, F

Graser, to International Business Machines Corp. Cabinet
for electronic equipment. 19.').841, 8-6-()3, Cl, D26—5,

Davis, Arnold M. : See

—

Dalton, William F,, Davis, Kraus, and Graser. 195.841,
Deere A Co. : See

—

Breed, Arie E., and Gustafson. 195,863.
Denzel, Marianne, to Verelnigte Metallwerke Ranshofen

Berndorf Aktiengesellschaft. Knife. 195,838. 8-6-63, CT
D22—3.

Denzel, Marianne, to Verelnigte Metallwerke Ranshofen-
Berndorf Aktiengesellschaft. Spoon. 195.887. 8-6-63. Cl.

D54— 12.
Denzel. Marianne, to Verelnigte Metallwerke Ranshofen-

Berndorf Aktiengesellschaft. Fork. 195,888. 8-6-63, CI.

D54— 12.
Dickerman, Wayland H. : See

—

Maiden, Douglas E.. and Dickerman, 195,890.
Dicktel, Donald J. to Brunner Corp Water conditioner

195.935, 8-6-63. Cl. D91— 1.

Dlrectomat, Inc. : See

—

Tamir. Max M. 195.842.
Dunlap, WUliam B., Jr. : See—

Wyman, Charles G.. and Dunlap.
Eagle Xlfg. Co. : See—

Fervler. Adj F. 195.904.
Eastman Kodak Co. : See

—

Olson. Richard J., and Zagara. 195,910.
Ehle. Wilmer E. Transparent case for a flag or the like.

195,895, 8-6-63, Cl. D58—2.

Electronic Enclosures Inc. : See—
Klepa, Peter P. 195,879.

Equipto Electronics Corp. : See

—

Fay, Lawrence J. 195,840.
Faith Shoe Co. : See—

Huflr, Basil, and Birnbaum. 195.816.
Fannon. John J.. Jr., and C. W. Sawyer, to Hupp Corp. Space

heater. 195,927, 8-6-63, Cl. D81—1().

Fay, Lawrence J., to Equipto Electronics Corp. Electronic

cabinet. 195.840, 8-6-63, Cl. D26—5.

Ferar. Montgomery : See—
Sundberg, Carl W.. and Ferar. 195.913.
Sundberg. Carl W.. and Ferar. 195,916. -

Sundberg. Carl W.. and Ferar. 1»5,917.
Ferber. Alan H. Game piece. 195.857, 8-6-63, Cl. D34—5.

Fervler, AdJ F., to Eagle Mfg. Co. Waste can. 195,904, 8-6-
63, Cl. D58—17.

Fisher. Bruce & Co. : See—
Muench, Tonl O. 195.8f <^.

Florlan. Gordon, to Sunbeam Corp. Clock. 195,864, 8-6-68.
Cl. D42—7.

Food Corp. of America : See

—

Rosenberg, Sanl R. 195,888.

Frank, Alan I W, Corp., The : See—
Stumpf. William E. 195.925.

Frost. George H., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Food and
drink blender. 195,932. 8-6-68. Cl. D89—1.

195,934.



n LIST OF DESIGN PATEXTEES
Frjbt-r^li. (Jcornf M., ti> T'rinie Preiiiiiims. Inc. F'liiwcr hoMt-r.

i!».".,st)i, H >; ti;{. ci. ita'i ;{

Galliiiaii. John K. Route indicator. 1!»5.HH(). H-t; (la. C\.
I >.^J 1

.

Garvey. L.-o J Ju^'. 19r),S9ti. 8 6 63, CI. D.")8 5.

Oent-ral Anilini' «Si Kilni Corp : Srr
Mravd, Jofl W 19."..in 1.

(it'iiiTal Klfctric Co.: .Set'

Itf\ ilaioua. ICriit'Ht M., KoHtanecki. and Nojcs. l»r),844.
(^m.-ihon-k. Alilton. to 'I'lif International Si1\<t Co. Fork or

.-iniilar article of tiatwure. r,»r),h8», 8 (i- ti;}. CI. I •r>4— 12.
< iraiit, Foster, Co,. Inc : Sir

Fetitto. Alliert ('., and .\Iarclil. iy.'i,H!»4.

(iraser, Clarence F. : tiee—
Dalton, William F,, Kavi.s. Kraus, and Graser, 19,"),841.

Grei.ser, (il>;a .M. Artiticnil ChriMtmas tree. !»."». 847, 8 f. ti;{.

CI, I>.'9 I.

Cinstat.son. HIaine W, : Sn
Itreed, Arie K , and ( Ju.stiifson, 195,8«;j.

Hankwcraft Co : See
Dueiltke, Kimene I{. 19."),914.

Harris, .\rtliur II . and A II. Wat.son, to Redland Tiles l.fil.

Kootin« tile, l!l."),919. M <i tl.'i, CI. I m!,H 1.

Herman .\I.pe, and .S, Wax n|>plicat.<ir. 19."),818 8'»J-();{ <1.
1)9 L'

Flerman. .Sam : See
Herman. .Moe. and S. 19."), 818,

He.sstoii .Ml'c, Co., Inc. : .S'cc-

.Slielfoii. HolH-rf L., and Ten K.vck. 19.'),8;?.{.

llickerson. .\l\a J. Comlimed advertiHlti); display and trasli
receptacle. 19,"). 90(1. H ti HA. CI. D.'tH IT.

Hicks. James (i CuHery cabinet or the like. 19."). 808, 8-fl-
ti;{. CI. I»44 29.

Hill, Fdward J,, 'j to I). K. .Ansteth, Adult urine Hpecimen
coll. (•tor. 19."),9;{(), 8 (l-Ha. CI. D83 1.

HodKinan, Clare i;., to The Coca Cola Co. Meveraite dispenser
1 '.».'). s 10. H-i; ca, CI, i»L' :i.

HodKinan. Clare K., U) The Coca-Cola <'o, Heverajr*' ilisDenser.
19,"), 81 1. H »)»),{. CI. 1)2 3.

HofTinaii, Marvin. Coin hank. 19."),8.'>8, 8-li tia, CI, 1)34- II,
Holzwarth, Henry A,, C. L. Metsler, and J, I). Wark, to Amer

lean Can Co, .Napkin dUi«>nser, 19r),881 H «~«3. CI.
l>.".2 2,

Hortoii, Kichard H, : See
ISraiuh. Harold, and Horton. 19."),921.

Howe Uichardson .Scale Co. : .sec
.Mar/endorter. Je.iii I*. 19."), 88.').

Huff, Masil. and V. S, Mirnhaiim, to Faith Shoi- Co. Shoe.
I9."..Mltl. H <i ().•{. CI. D7 7

Hupp Corp. . .Sec

Fannon, John J,, Jr,, and Sawyer, 195,927.
Internati4)nal Husiness .Machine.s < 'orp, : .See

Dalton, William F., Davin. Kraus, and t;raser. 19.'),841,
International Silver Co,, The: .Si e

Gonshorek. .Milton. 19.^,889,
Jacohy 15ender, Inc.: .Se«

Kodri>;uez, Emil. 19,"), 872.
Jaffe, John L

, V. Kodin, and .M, I,,, I{.othent)ere. .Soap holder
19.').81.-), H tS-t)3, CI. 1)4 3.

James, .Melvin K, Shoulder strap. 19,"),S12 M-tl »!3 CI
1)3—10

Johnson, Robert (J., and T. M, Troxell. Toy train 19.") H.".9
M ) ii,{, CI. I>.{4 I.").

Kapilow, Marvin: ,See

Martinez. Eu>:eiie, 19.^,912.
Martin. •/., I^i^.-ne, and Kapilow, 19."), 9(19,

Keaiil.'. I'rosper J, Giine hoard, 19.">.8.")t;, .S-t5 03 CI. 1)34 .">

Kinsley, Felix V. Set of ornamental Initials for jew.-lrv
]'.»."). M71. s ti ti,{. ci. 1)4. 1 1.

J J-

KItterman. Donald .M.. to Facitic Industries, Inc IU)ttl.'
.19.")..S97, H ti »13, CI, D.".M »;.

Kl.-p.i. I'.'ter I'., to i;iectronlc lOnclosures. Inc. Latch handle
or similar arr;«le. I9.">.S79. 8 (i tl3, CI, D.'.O- .").

Ko.'al), Albert J, Mai Kai, Inc. Mottle. 19r),9(>2, 8 tl -t)3,
CI. D.'iiH 9

Koeni^'sb.TK. Victor, to Co|«at.' I'almolive Co. Uotfle or sim
ll.ir articl.'. 19."., 899, 8 f, (i3, CI, D.")8 8.

Kostanecki, .Vndrew T. : See -

Mevilaniun, Krnest .M., Ko.stanei-ki, and Noyes 19.") 844
Kraus. W'alt.T h . : See

Dalton. Williim F,. Davis, Kraus, and Graser. 19") 841
Kuy|)ers, .Norb.'it T, : .See

Saporito, Dominic A., and Kuypers, 195 87.5
Laboratory For Fleet ronics. Inc. : .See

Arrison. Robert A., Jr., and van der Velden ig.") 839
Larson, G.'rald .M. : See

Haiier, Russell F., and Larson. 195 832
Lee Rubber & Tire Corp. : .Sce-

Wyman. Charles G., aiwl Dunlap. 19." 934
Lincoln .Metal I'rodiicts Corp. : .Se.

Silversteln. Sidney, and Schwartz. 195 869
I»uls, Norman D, Drawer nob. 19."),824, 8 (^^dS ci Did s
Luedtke, EuKene R., to Hankscraft Co. Humidifter ' 19.") 9148— (>-t>,J, CI. D02— 2.
Lyinan, Raphael. Branding iron. 195,929, 8-M-03, CI. DXi

Mai Kai, Inc. : See—
Kocab, Albert J. 19,'),902.

Maiden, Douglas K.. and W. H. Dickerinan. Combined dec
trlcal fuse puller and inserter. 195,890, 8 0^ 63, Ci. 1 1.")4

MarchI, Vltalino : See—
Fetltto, Albert C, and .MarchI. 195,894.

•Martinez, FuRene, if, to .M. Kapilow, and if, to R. H Relb«'l
Motion picture film editor or similar article 195 91'
8-«-03, CI. D61— 1.

•

-Martinez, Eugene, and .M. Kapilow to Reelco Inc Reel cov
ering ring or similar article. 195,909, 8-G-U3, CI. DOl 1.

Marzendorfer, Jean 1', to Howe Richardson Scale Co Hal
ance indicator for a weighing machine or the like, 19.">,

Hf,'K h ti^tKi, CI, I>r)2~ 10,
Maslow, Louis. Adjustable furniture leg or similar artlde.

195,851, 8-«-»;3, CI. D33— 1.

Mathlson, Robert V. Shoe polish kit. 195,819 8-t}-tJ3, CI.
D9 2,

.Mekher, George W,, to Bally Case and Cooler Inc. Door
handle. l9o,826, 8-6-63, CI, DIO— 8.

Melcher, George W,, to Bally Cas»' and Cooler. Inc, Closure
hinge. 195,827, 8-t)-03, V\. DIO—9,

Melcher, George W., to Bally Ca.se and Cooler Inc Door
operating foot petlal. 195,918. 8-«-<>3, CI, I)ii7 3,

.Met Co. Inc. : .see

Slebein, \\alter A. 195,892.
Metsler, Charles L, : .see-

Holzwarth, Henry A,, .Metsler. and Wark 195, N81
.Miller, William S., J. (). I'lakedhorn, and F. Borkowsky, to
The J. F. I'orter Corp. Ice bucket. 195.8t>7 H < t)3 CI
D44~-15.

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co. : .See
Clark. Robert E., and Stensgaard. 195,884

.Moore, Herman F. Casket handle bracket 195,837 8-(M!3
CI. D19- 2.

.Moore, Kenneth K., to WlUlams-Berinuda Corp. Ventilator
cover or slinllar article. 195915 8-6-63, CI 1)62- 3

.Morrison, John .M., to Centriflo I'ty.Ltd. Adjustable mount-
ing bracket for a wall mounted heater, air conditioner or
the like, 195,88tl. 8 ()-(k3, CI, 1)54— 1,

Mueiich, Tonl (>.. to Fisher, Bruce & Co, Platter or similar
article, 195.800, K-t)-63, CI. LM4 -10.

.National Lock Co. : See-
Rhoades. Nolan K. 195,822.

National Research Associates. Inc. : See—
Branch, Harold, and Horton. 195,921,

NIbot Corp. : See —
Ostrowsky. Ffreni M. 195,933,

.Noyes. Fliot : See -

Bevilac<|ua, Ernest .M,, Kostanecki, and .Noyes 19."i'<41.
Ogden, Bruce R,, to Claude R. Ogden & Co. I'ty, Ltd, Com

blued ferrule and foot for furniture. 1!)5,852, 8-<)-<)3,
CI. 1)33 1.

Ogden, Bruce R,, to Claude R. Ogden & Co. I'ty. Ltd, Coin
blned ferrule and foot for furniture. 195,853 8 t^},

CI. D33-1,
Ogden Claude R,, & Co. I'ty Ltd, : See -

Ogden, Bruce R, 195,852.
Ogden, Bruce R. 195,853.

Ogg, James H., to Zoo-I'iks. Holder for cocktail olives and
the like 19,5 870, h-6-63. CI, 1)44 29.

OLson, Richard J,, and t' A. Zagara, to Fustman Kodak Co.
Combined slide projector and slide tray. 195.910 8-6-63,
CI, 1)61-1,

Ostier, Marianne. Jeweled necklace. 195,873 8 6^ t;3 CI
D45— 16.

Ostrowsky, Kfrem M., to Nibot Corp. Food chopper for -

onions or tlie like. 195.933, 8-6-63, CI. D89—

1

Owens Illinois Glass Go. : See—
lioberts. Bruce L. 195,898.
Roberts. Bruce L. 195,907.

I'acltic Inilustrles, Inc. : See—
Kitterman, Donald .M. 195,897.

Faster, Irving D Portable folding shelter for use as a
chapel or the like. 195,829. 8-«i-r)3 CI, D13 -1.

F'enney, William H. Combined cigarette package and match
book dispeus<>r, 195,882, 8-t)-«K3 CI. 1)52-2

Perlmutter, Robert Ball-point pen or similar article 195,-
924, 8^H-63, CI. D74--17.

Petitto, Albert C, and V. .MarchI, to Foster Grant Co Inc
Sunglass frame or the like. 195,894, 8-6-63, (T, I>5"7— 1.

Petrick, Edward J, Combined oven and grill for outdoor use
195,926, 8 (>-63, CI. 1)81—10.

Pitts, Edith J., to I'niversal Optical Co., Inc. Spectacle
frame. 195,893, 8-6-««, CI. 1)57—1.

I'lakenhorn, James O. : See-
.Miller, William S., Plakenhorn, and Borkowsky

867
195

I'orter, J. E . Corp . The : Sec-
Miller, William S., Plakenhorn, and Borkowsky. 195,

867.
Prime Premiums, Inc. : See—

Frybergh, (;eorge .M. 195,861
Puent. George J. Memo pad holder. 195,923 8-6-63 CI
D74— 1.

Purei <"orp., Ltd. : See—
Sterges, Alfretl D, 195,900.
Sterges, Alfred D. 195,901.

Redland Tiles Ltd. : See—
Harris. Arthur H., and Watson. 195,919.

Reelco Inc. : See—
Martinez, Eugene, and Kapilow. 195.909

Reibel, Robert II. : .See—
.Martinez, Eugene, 195,912

Rhoades, .Nolan K. to National Lock Co, F^irnlture pull

Handle
195,

195,

195,

or the like 195,822, H-6-(i3, CI Dia 8
Riegelman, Harry .M.. to Security Aluminum Corp

for sliding or rolling windows, doors, and the like
825. 8-ti-63, CI. DlT)- 8,

Roberts, Bruce I..., to Owens-IlllnolH (;ias8 Co Bottle
898, 8-6-(;3, CI. D58—6.

Roberts, Bruc« L., to Owens-Illlnols Glass Co. Jar
„ 907, 8-6-63, CI. DOS—25.
Rodin, Vincent : See—

Jaffe, John L., Rodin, and Rothenberg. 195,815.
Rodriguez, Emll. to JaCf)by. Bender, Inc, Link chain for n

bracelet or the like. 195,872, 8-6-63, CI. 1)45—4.
Roll Dippers, Inc, : See—

Bogart, Robert E. 195,903.
Rosaen Filter Co. The: See—

RoBaen, NUa 0. 195,874,

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES 111

Fluid filter or the

Peanut butter

Rosean, .Nils 0., to The Rosaen Filter Co
like, 195,874, 8-6-63. CI. D46- 1.

Rosenberg, Saul R., to Food Corp, of America.
dispenser. 195,883, 8-«)-63, CI, D52—3,

Rothenberg, Mort L. : .S'ee

—

Jaffe John L., Rodin, and Rothenberg. 195,815,
Rough, Charles L. Combination luggage carrier and folding

boat, 195,920, 8-6-63, CI, D71- 1,
Rover, Clady J. Machine for flame-hardening tractor roller

flanges, 195,891, 8-6-63, CI. D65— 1.
Rush. Roy C. Vacuum cleaner for parking lots or the like

195,821, 8-6-63 CI. D9—2.
Sanchez, Alex, Prismatic religious decoration. 195,849,

8-6-63, 01. D29—23.
Sanglamo, Richard : See

—

Atkin. lyeonard. and Slangiamo. 195,876.
Saporito, Dominic A,, and .N. T. Kuypers, to Wakefleld Corp.

195,875, 8-6-63, CI. D48—4.

See

—

. Jr., and Sawver. 195,927.
Building. 195,830. 8-6-63, CI.

, to Acme Visible Records, Inc.
195,855, 8-<i-63, CI. D33— 19.
See

Lighting flxture.
Sawyer, Charles W

Fannon, John J
Schluttlg, Pearl L.
Scbmitz, Leonard S

filing cabinet.
Schwartz, Harry

D13—1.

Record

Silversteln. Sidney and Schwartz. 195,869
Schwarz, Richard, to Bro-Dart Industries, Inc. Table leg

195,854. 8-6-63. CI. D3.S— 14.
Security Aluminum Corp. : See

—

Riegelman. Harry M. 195,825.
Sharp, Everett W. : See

Thorson, Dean R. 195,860,
Shelton, Robert L.. and R. E. Ten Evck. to Hesston Mfg.
Co

,
Inc Tractor, 195,833, 8-6-63, CI. D14— 3,

Siebeln. Walter A., to Metco, Inc. Powder feeder for a flame
spray gun. 195.892. 8-6-63, CI. I>55— 1.

Slgmond, David. Camera for use with check cashing oper-
ation. 195!I08. 8-6-63, CI. D61 -1.

Silversteln. Sidney, and H. Schwartz, to Lincoln Metal Prod
nets Corp. Canister stand. 195,869, 8-6-63, CI. D44—29,

Sperrv Rand Cori) : .See

—

Sundberg. Carl W,, and Ferar. 195,913.
Sundberg. Carl W,, and Ferar. 195 916.
Sundberg, Carl W., and Ferar. 195,917.

Stapleton. Mathew H, Cattle feeder, 195,828, 8-6-63, CI.
D12— 2,

Stensgaard. Earl R : See

—

Clark. Robert E , and Stensgaard. 195,884.
Sterges, Alfred D.. to Purex Corn., Ltd. Bottle or similar

article 195 900. 8-6-63. CI. 058—8.
Sterges. Alfred D,, to Purex Corn., Ltd. Bottle or similar

article. 195.901. 8-6-63. CT D58— 8,

Stonco Electric Products Co, : See

—

Atkin, L.'onard, and Sanglamo. 195.876.
Stumpf. Willinm E,. to The Alan I W Frank Corp. Display

stand, 19.". 925. 8-6-63, CI. D80— 11.
Sunbeam Corp : .See—

P'lorian. Gordon. 195.864.
Sundberg, Carl W,, and M. Ferar. to Si)errv Rand Corp.
Rotary microfilm camera. 195.913. 8-6-63. CI. D61— 1.

Sundberg, Carl W.. and M. Ferar, to S|)erry Rand Corp.
Cnlcilator. 195,916. 8-6-63 CI. D64— 11.

Sundberg. Carl W., and M, Ferar, to Sperry Rand Corp.
Typewriter. 195,917. 8-6-83, CI. D64— 11.

Sundqulst, Arvid M. Tea bag toug 195.865 8-6-63 CI
D44

—

i

Tamir, Max M., to Directomat. Inc, Information printer and
dispenser. 195,842, 8-6-63, C\. D26— 5.

Ten Eyck, Richard E, : See—
Shelton, Robert L., and Ten Evck, 195.833,

Thorson, Dean R,. M to A, M, Bertsch and V4 to E W Sharp
Satellite launching toy. 195.860, 8-6-63, Ci, 1)34—15

Tronche, Roger, to Baudou S.A.R.L. Safety shoe. 195,817.
8-6-63, CI. D7—7.

Troxell Truxton B. : See

—

Johnson, Robert G., and Troxell. 195,859,
Universal Ontical Co., Inc. : See

—

Pitts. Edith J, 195,893.
Van der Velden. Cornelius G. J. M. : See—

Arrison. Robert A,, Jr.. and van der Velden, 195.839.
Varian Associates : See

—

Vopat, Edward W. 195,845.
Vereinigte Metallwerke Ranshofen-Berndorf Aktlengesell-

schaft : See

—

Denzel, Marianne, 195 838.
Denzel, Marianne. 195,887.
Denzel, Marianne. 195,888,

Vopat, Edward W., to Varian Associates, Graphic recorder.
195.845, 8-6-63, Ci. D26— 14.

Wakefield Corp. : See—
Saporito, Dominic A., and Kuypers. 195.875.

Waldman, Morton, Expansion post. 195,831, 8-6-63, CI,
D13—4.

Wanderer. Herbert J. Packaging container for food or the
like. 195,905. 8-6-63. CI. D58— 17.

Wark. John I). : See—
Holzwarth. Henry A., Metsler, and Wark. 195,881.

Watson. Alan H. : See—
Harris. Arthur H., and Watson. 195,919.

Welpley, Alice. L. C. and B. W. Lamp base or similar
article 195,877, 8-6-63, CI. D48—20.

Welpley, Bruce W. : See—
Welpley Alice, L. C, and B. W. 195,877.

Welpley, Leland C. : See

—

Welpley. Alice, L. C, and B. W. 195,877.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. : See—

Frost. George H. 195,932.
Wiedemann. Martin F., Jr. Baptistry. 195,848, 8-6-63.

CI. D29— 23.
Williams-Bermuda Corp. : See

—

Moore. Kenneth E. 195.915,
Williams. Walter O, Combination detergent dispenser and

cleaning brush. 195,820, 8-6-63, CI. D9— 2.
Wilson, Robert G Combined rotisserie oven and food warm-

ing cabinet, 195 928 8-6-63, CI. D81— 10.
Wlnterbottom, William B., to Automatic Electric Laboratories

Inc. Telephone answering and message recording machine
195.846. 8-6-63. CI, D26— 14.

Wyman. Chnrles G,. and W, B, D"nlan. Jr,. to Lee Rubbe*
& Tire Corp, Vehicle tire. 195,934, 8-6-63, 01. D90—20.

Zagara, Frank A. : .See

—

Olson, Richard J,, and Zagara. 195,910.
Zimmerman, Edward C, Combined lighting and heating

flxture. 195,878. 8-6-63, CI. D48—23.

Zoo-Plks : See—
Ogg, James H. 195,870.
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3,100,226.

See—
See—

AB(;-\Verke Geeellachaft mlt beachrankter Haftung, rirma :

See-
LelMter, (;erhard. 3,099.942.

ACF InduHtrlfH, Inc. : tSee—
Ott, William F., Kreln. Elckmann. and Carlson. 3,100.-

236.
Abbott, Frank R. Underwater loudspeaker. 3.100,291. &-6-

63. CI. 340— 10
Abegg & Kelnhold Co. : See—

Splri, VMUy H. 3,099.917.
Abraham, Hernard -M., to United States of America. Atomic

KnerRy Comml.snion. Tritium production by neutron-lrradl-
atlon of alumlnum-lllhlum alloys. 3,100,184, 8-6-63. CI.

204 1.54 •-'.

„ , ,

AdolpbMon, Roy T., to Sbampaine Industries. Inc. Surgical

furniture. 3,100,129, H-6^3, CI. 297—430.
Ahrend, .Martin : See—

I'ennln,'. Kurt, and Ahrend. 3,100,265.
Alrmatlr valve. Inc. : See

Kroffke. Kenneth K 3,099.997.
Alexeff. \lei;inder V. ; See—

Richards. Howard R., and Alexeff. 3,100.069.
.Mleuheny I.udlum Steel Corp. : See-

HIllH, Floyd T. 3.09».8h3. „ ^
Allen, Joseph C, and H. K. Hall. Jr., to The Texas Co. Radio-

active well logging. .•{,100.2r)9, 8-6-03, CI. 250—43.5.

AUmanna Svenska Klektrleka .Vktlenbolaget : See—
Forwnld, Haakon. 3,100,001.
Forwald. Haakon. 3,100.248.
Rvdlnjcer. Mats, and FredrlkHson. 3,100.237.

.\lpert Norman. J. .M Caffrey. Jr., H. J. Watson, and H. E.

Vermillion to Tetnoo Inc. Alkylatlon of ferrm-ene. 3,100,

216. 8-6-63. CI. 260—4,39.
.Vluinlnum Laboratories, Ltd. : See—

EngllHli, ChrlHtopher J., and Van Duln. 3.100,142.
Ambro«e, Henry .V.. and C. K. Trautman, to Oulf Research A

I)evelopment Co Proces.s of Imorovlng the wear prooertles
of a mineral and fatty oil lubricant mixture by radiation.
3 lOO.lS.I. 8 «-«3. Cl 204— 162.

.\inchem FroductH Inc. : See—
Raman. Harvey P., and McLane.

.\m Dvne TruMf : See
Fisher. John C. 3.099.998.

American Doll & Tov Corp. : See—
Heebe. Herbert R. .1.099,895.

American Railroad Curvellnlng Corp.
Flechter, Rene \. 3,100.080.

.\merlcfln Seal Kip Corp. of Delaware
NelHon. Reuben F 3,099,864.

Ampex Corp. : See-
Sett Joseph J. 3 100.071.

.\naconi1a Wire and Cable Co. : See

—

D'AhcoH. Italph C.., and Ebel. 3.100.136.
Eae. Slpmund. and Schnur. 3,099,932.

.\nchor Mfg. Co. : See-
Kacena, Jerome. 3.100.064.

Andersen. James C, t» I'nited States of .America, Atomic En
erty Commission. Fuel composition for nuclear reactors.

3.100,183 8-«l-63 Cl 204— 1.')4.2.

Anderson. Arnold E.. to Ford Motor Co. Infinitely variable
trnnsmlsston .3.099.927. 8-6 63. Cl. 74— 796.

.\nderson Wallace A.. W C. Brunner, C L. HornberRer, and
E. W. Stanley, to .Armstrone Cork Co. Rotary offset gra-
vure prlntlnu press. 3.099,956. 8-6-63. Cl. 101—154.

.Anderwson Bror <!. Devices for coollnir the condenser of a
coollnjf plant. 3.090.915. 8-6-63, Cl. 62—305.

-Armstrone. Charles E.. to Marine Xssoclates. Inc. Sprocket
for chain saws 3.009.924, 8-6-63, Cl. 74—243,

.Armstrong Cork Co. • .See

—

.Anderson. Wallace .A., Brunner, HomberKer. and Stanley.
3 090.956,

Arndt Hugo. Animal capturing device. 3.099.982. 8-6-63,
Cl. 119— 1.-.2.

Ashley Taul R , and D. D. Lalng. to Calumet it Hecla. Inc.
Catalytic automotive exhaust converter 3,100,140, 8-6-63,
Cl. 2.3—288.

.Vssoc'ated Elef-frlcal Industries Ltd. : See

—

Beeson Eric J. C, Rtanvon. and Capo. 3.100,168.
Klnc, Daniel L. and Hitch. 3,100,244.

Atlantic Products Corp. : See--
Klsh. Michael. Jr. 3.099,975.

Automatic Poultry Feeder Co. : See—
Carpenter. Elmer B, 3,099,981.

B 4 W Inc. : See -
Solum. James R., and Hempel, 3,100,016.

Bacharach Industrial Instrument Co. : See-—
Gardner, George R. 3.100 044.

Badlsche Anilln A Soda-Pabrlk Aktlensresellschaft : See

—

HIebnr. Walter, and Wagner 3 100 137.
Maler. Karl, and N'enbTK. 3,100 134.
Schaurer. Gustav, and Helniel. 3,100,138.

Baker I'erklns Inc. : See—
Jones, Morris C. Jr. 3.100,038.

iv

Barmer Maschlnenfabrik AG : See

—

Schippers. Helm. H.099,860.
Barry. I>aTid T.. to United States of America. Navv. Quick

acting gate for voltage or current dlacbarge. S. 100,269,
8-6-63, Cl. 307—88,5.

Bartels. Erich, to RhelnmeUlI. G.m.b.H., Flrma. Gun with
cartridge niagasine or propellant charge magaxlne. 3.099.-
937 H—6—63 Cl 89 24

Bartle'tt. Rosc'oe G., Jr. Respiratory apparatus. 3.099.987,
8 6-63, Cl. 128— 142.

Barto. Ivan J. Table and bench aaaembly. 3,100.127, 8-6-63,
CI. 297—157.

Bartocha, Bodo K. W. New vinyl compounds and methods
for their preparation. 3.100,217, 8-6-63, Cl. 260—448.

Bartosx, Frank J. : See -

Johnson. Ralph E., and Bartoas. 3.099,972.
Bartt, Quentln R. : See

—

Ehrllch. John. Harts, and Knudsen. 3,100,176.
Beaver. David J,, and P. J. Stoffel, to Monsanto Chemical Co.

Alkoxyalkyl 3,4 dlchlorocarbanllates. 3,100,222. 8-6-63. Cl.
260—471.

Beck, Quentln S., Ho to L. F. Engle, Jr. Method of insUIIlng
an areaway wall. 3,099.900. 8-6-63, Cl. 50—533.

Beck, Robert B., to The Kendall Co. Carton. 3.100,074, 8-6-
63, Cl. 229—44.

Beckman Instruments, Inc. ; See-
Fletcher, Taylor C. 3,100,282.

Beears, Warren L. : See—
Roha, Max E., and Beears. 3,100.231.

Beebe, Herbert R., to American Doll & Toy Corp. Arm and
leg joint construction for toy figures. 3,099,895. 8-6-63.
Cl. 46—161.

Beeson, Eric J. G., H. E. Stanyon, and L. J. Capp, to Associ-
ated Electrical Industries Ltd. Quarts-to-metal seals.

3,100,168. 8-6-63. Cl. 154—2.4.

Bell, Ramsay M., to Hammond Machinery Builders, Inc.

Mechanical device. 3,099,904. 8-6-63. Cl. 51—141.
Bell. Ramsay M., and I. Jepson. to Hammond Machinery

Builders. Inc. Polishing and bufllng apparatus. 3.099.849.
8-6-63. Cl. 15—21.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. : Bee—
Courtney-Pratt, Jeofry 8. 3,100.239.

Bennett, John W.. and F W. Perry, to The National Caah
Register Co. Check feeding and aiming mechanism. 3.100,-

118, 8-6-63. Cl. 271—71.
Benilnger, Tbeodor H. Thermopile switching systems. 3.099.-

923, 8-6-63. Cl. 73—341.
Berenbaum. Arthur, E. Vanderslice. and W. T. Yoast, to Phllco

Corp. Dryer and method of operation. 3.100.144. 8-6-63.
Cl. 34—45.

Bergemann. Werner E.. and D. L. Whitmore, to The Oleason
Works. Cutter checking device and method. 3.099,883,
8-6-63, Cl. 33—201,

Berkley Machine Co. : See

—

Winkler, Richard, and Dunnebier. 3,100,110.
Berlin, Herbert : See—

Rudsxlnat, Willy, and Berlin. 3,099,989.
Bersin, Tbeodor : See—

MUller, Arthur, and Bersin. 3,100,202.
Besmer Tepplchfabrlk G.m.b.H. : See

—

Vltek, Marcel A. 3,099,919.
Bey ler. Roger E. : See

—

^ ^„ „„.
oberster, Arthur E., Beyler, and Sarett. 3,100.204.

Blber, Albert, to Gulf Research 4 Development Co. Constant
viscosity fuel Injection noixle. 3,100,084, 8-6-63. Cl. 239—

Blelenberg. Waldemar, F. Rodls, H. W. Zle«ler, O. Dronsek.
and A HiMx, to Knapaack-Orleshelm Aktiengesellschaft.

Process and apparatus for the drying and burning of pellets.

3,100,106. 8-6-63, Cl. 263—8.

Blgelow, John E., to General Electric Co. X-ray analyilng

apparatus wherein two comparative detector channels have
dHrerent absorption versus frequency characteristics. 3,100,-

261, 8-6-63. Cl. 250—61.5. „ , ^ t^ ,. v.
Bills Floyd f.. to Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp. Polishing

apoaratus. 3,099,853, 8-6-63. Cl. 15—97
Bingham, George H., Jr , to Cambridge Rubber Co La«t for

use in making plastic footwear. 3,099.862, 8-6-63. Cl. 18—

Bishop, Leonard J., P. Klamp, and R. Krammer, to Mechanical
HandllnK Svstems, Inc. Entrance switch mechanism for

overhead conveyor. 3,099.966, 8-6-63, Cl. 104—96.

Bloomqulst. Egner L. Wirework carrier. 8,100,059, 8-6-63,

Cl. 220—117.
Boehrlnger, C P., 4 Soehne G.m.b.H. : 8e&— ,«rt„«o

Haack, Erich, Hagedorn, Ruschig. and Korger. 3.100.208.

Ruge. Ulrich. 3,100.149

Bolcey, James H., and F. E. Henning. to Libbey-Owens-Ford
Glass Co Apparatus for pressing glaaa-plaatlc sandwiches.

3,100,173, 8-6-63, Cl. 156—679.

Bolesky, Richard C . to United SUtea Rubber Co. Seat con-

structions and processes of producing the same. 3,099.844,

8-6-68, CL 5—364.'

N.

LIST OF PATENTEES
Booth. Harvey J.. R. P. Erneat, and J. W. Fostey, to Ford

Motor Co. Lubricant sump. 8,100,026, 8-6-63. Cl. 184

—

106.
Borchert, Peter J., to Miles Laboratories, Inc. Dialdehyde

polysaccharide-acrylamlde derivatives. 3,100,203, 8-6-63,
Cl. 260—211.

Borg, 8. Edward, to Northrop Corp. Automatic welding ap-
paratus. 3.100,256. 8-6-63. CL 219—124.

Borg-Warner Corp. : See

—

Taylor. Raymond G.. Jr. 3.099,877.
Boulton, William. Ltd. : See

—

Podmore, Henry L., and Fabey. 3,100,088.
Bonrquin. Jean-Pierre, A. Brack, E. Schenker, R. Oriot, and
W. Steffen, to Sandox Ltd. Antlaeptic composition. 8,100.-
175, 8-6-63, Cl. 167—33.

Boving and Co. Ltd. : See

—

Moore. Walter L. 8.100,104.
Bowersett, Charles F., to United States of America, Navy.

Rocket engine. 3,099,969. 8-6-68. CI. 102—49.
Brack, Arthur : See

—

Bourquin, Jean-Pierre. Brack, Schenker, Grlot. and Stef-
fen. 3,100,175.

Braid, Milton : See

—

Hauptschein. Murray, Braid, and Lawlor. 3,100,228.
Brainard, Wallace E., and K. R. Merner, to Kearney 4 Trecker

Corp. Shuttle operated tape controlled machine tool.

8.099 873, 8-6-63, Cl. 29-28.
Brauer. Walter. Torque tube control device. 3.099.953, 8-6-

63, Cl. 100—258.
Breivik, Orville N., and W. R. Jobnaton, to Standard Brands

Inc. Instant coffee and tea. 8,099,161, 8-6-63. CL 99

—

71.
Brembeck, Howard 8. Bulk feed bin bottom. 8,100,052, 8-6-

63, Cl. 214—17.
Breneman, James C. Portable backstop for arrows. 3,100,-

115, 8-6-63, Cl 273—102 4.

Brown. Boverl 4 Cle, Aktiengesellschaft : See

—

Darrleus, Georges, and Mflllner. 8,100,271.
Brown, Robert H. : See

—

_ ^_„
Crawford, Archibald M., Lockerby, and Brown. 3,100,098.

Brunner. Wllber C. . See

—

Anderson, Wallace A.. Brunner, Hornberger, and Stanley.
3 099 956

Bryan, George J., to United States of America, Navy. Meth-
od of thrust vector control. 8 099.960, 8-6-63, Cl. 102—60

Bullard, Robinson D, Electro-magnetically actuated pilot ant*

main valve, 3.100 103. 8-6-63, Cl. 261—30 _
Burnett, Alice W. Window structure. 8,099,866, 8-6-63. CT

20—40.

Burns. Robert E. : See

—

Kurth. Herbert. 3,099 896.
Burton, John W., and V. A. Hoyt, to United States of America,

Navy. Panoramic camera. 8.099,946. 8-6-63, Cl. 95—16.

Butler, Richard A. : See

—

Gasper. Emerlc. Munns, and Butler. 3,099,861.
Byrnes. Dennis W. Water trough and cleaning means.

3.099.979, 8-6-63. Cl. 119—22.
Oaffrev James M., Jr. : See

—

„ ,„„
Alpert. Norman, Caffrey. Watson, and Vermillion. 3,100,-

Callxto, Antonio. Cigarette dispensing means. 3,100,060,
8-6-A3. Cl. 221—116.

Calow, Th., A Co. : See— _
Llndemann. Hana. 3,099,920.

Calumet 4 Hecla. Inc. : See— „,„„,,„
Ashley, Paul R . and Laing. 3.100.140.

Cambridge Rubber Co. : See

—

Bingham. George H. Jr. 3.099.862. „,^^n
Campbell. Ned. Cabinet with aerosol sprayer. 3.100.066.

8-6-63. Cl. 222—180.
Canadian Celanese Ltd. : See

—

_.„„,„,
Fairbairn. Bruce H.. and Deschambault. 3,100.161.

Cangelosi. Charles : See

—

, „ ^„ „„
thwart*. Louis J., and C. and I. Cangelosi. 3,099.971.

Cange'o"'. Iirnaxlo : See

—

^,^„^^.
Bchwartx, Louis J,, and C. and I. Cangelosi. 3.099.971.

Capp. Leslie J. : See

—

^ ,,„„,-«
Beeaon, Eric J G.. Stanyon. and Capp. 3100,168.

Carlson. Glen A. Fluid preesure operated oscillatory bnfflng

hea-l. 3.099.902. 8-8-63. Cl. 61—33.
Carlaon. Harold A. : See— _ ^ , « ,.»«

Ott William F. Kreln. Elckmann. and Carlson. 3,100.-

236.
Carpenter, Edward W. Bracket for an outboard stabllls'ng

element for a canoe, rowboat «nd the like. 3,100,100,

8-6-63. Cl. 248—214. . „ „ .

Carpenter, Elmer B.. to Automatic Ponltry Feeder Co. Fowl
waterer. 3,099,981. 8-6-63. Q. 119—61.

Carrier Corp. : See

—

^ „„-
Drelbelbls. Richard C. 3.100,078. « ««» ««..

Carroll David D. Stuffed animated toy animal. 3.099,894,

8-6-ft3, CT 46—135.
Carter, Chariie F. : See— , ,^ «^,

Carter William W. and C. F. 3,100.061. „,^^,
Carter William W. and C. F. Vending machine. 3,100.061.
8-6-^. n. 221—131.

Case Noel L.. and W. E. Rexford, to Louis Marx 4 Co., Inc.

SabminUtnra electric motor. 3.100,270. 8-6-63, Cl. 310—
154.

Celaneae Corp. of America : See

—

Smith, Albert L. 3.100 220.

Chalfln William L.. and D. Friedwald. to Chalsea Products

Co Inc. Hair ciirler. 3.099.990. 8-6-63. Cl. 132—39.

Chalaea Products Co. Inc. : See— ,«„«„„«
Chalfln. William L.. and Friedwald. 3,099.990.

Chamberlain Clair J. Une holder for ring buoy. 3.099.846,
8-6-63, Cl. 9—313.

Chapman, Christopher L. C, to Yardner International Corp.

Blwtrii batteries. 3,100.165, S-6-6S. Cl. 136—177.

Chlmlquea Rhone-Poulenc, Sodete dee Uslnes : See

—

I'oumet, Anure, and Rio. 3,100,198.
Chlsmar, Andrew B. and E. W. Kmets, to Owens-Illinois

Ulasa Co. Stencil screen coating comprising polyvinyl
alcohol polyvinyl acetate and a light sensitising agent.
3,100,150. 8-6-63, Cl. 96—93.

Christensen, Burton G., to Merck 4 Co., Inc. 17a-alkoxy-7a-
acetylthioprogesterones. 3,100,210. 8-6-63, Cl. 260—397.4.

Christian, Benjamin H. Air duct accessory for bouse win-
dows. 3,099.950, 8-6-63, Cl. 98—99.5.

Chrostowaki, Joseph E. : See

—

McNeill, William, Chrostowski. and Mackus. 3.100,186.
Chudner, Joaeph. Feed mechanism for sewing machines.

3,099,674, 8-6-63, Cl. 112—207.
Clba Ltd. : See-

Jenny, Walter, and Wittwer. 3,100.132.
Clark. Chester A., to United States of America, Navy. Hy-

draulic underwater sound transducer. 3,100.022, 8-6-63.
Cl. 181— .5.

Cleary. Donald F. : See—
Shaler, David, Cleary. and Kacin. 3.100.252.

Cleary. John R.. to Cleary Mfg. Co. Wagon handle. 3,100.-
120, 8-6-63, Cl. 280—87.01.

Clesiry Mfg. Co. : See

—

Cleary John R. 3.10,120.
Clements, Roy J., to Texaco Inc. Means for determining

the fluid level In a well. 3.100,023. 8-6-63, Cl. 181—5.
Clynea, Manfred E., to Mnemotron Corp. Linear pulse fre

qnency modnlator. 3,100,285, 8-6-63. C\. 332—14.
CotHeld. Thomas H., to Ethyl Corp. Process for the prepa-

ration of dihydropentalenyl manganese trlcarbonyl. 3,100,-
211, 8-6-63, CL 260—429.

Coffleld. Thomas H., to Ethyl Corp. Process of preparing
dihydropentalenyl manganese tricarbonyl. 3,100.212, 8-6-
63. Cl. 260—429.

Coffleld. Thomas H., to Ethyl Corp. Hydropentalenyl man-
ganese tricarbonyl compounds and proceeaes for same.
3,100.213. 8-6-63. Cl. 260—429.

Coflield. Thomas H., to Ethyl Corp. Pentalenyl manganese
tricarbonyl and procesees for same. 3.100.214. 8-6-63.
Cl. 260—429.

Columbus Iron Works Co. : See

—

Tldman, Charles H. 3 099,951.
Combustion Engineering. Inc. : See

—

Flnrschutx, Glenn E. 3.100.014.
ComiNignla Itallana Nestpack S.p.A. : See

—

Martelll. Guido. N., and F. 3.100,055.
Congdon, Theodore W., to United States of America. Navy.
Analog to digital code converter. 3.100.299. 8-6-63, Cl,
340—347.

Cook. James A. Proportional measuring and mixing tank.
3.100.000, 8-6-63, Cl. 137—571.

Cordis, Nat. Variable-delivery blade-type conveyor. 3.100,-
043. 8-6-63 Cl. 198—224.

Courtaulda Ltd. : See

—

Dixon. Olaf G.. and Morgan. 3,099 952.
Courtney-Pratt, Jeofry S. to Bell Telephone Laboratories.

Inc. Optical focus and resolution testing methods and
apparatus. 3,100.239. 8-6-63. Q. 88—56.

Craft, Inc. : See

—

Boy. Leo T. 3,100,073.
Crawford. Archibald M.. K. M. Lockerby, and R. H. Brown.

Automatic ret«irder system for a railroad classification
yard. 3,100.098. 8-6-63. Cl. 246—182.

Creamery Package Mfg. Co., The : See

—

McCabe, John B.. and S<*mld. 3.099.906.
Crescent, Henri. Safety lock mechanism, notably for con-

vertible seats. 3,100,125, 8-6-63, Cl. 297—26
Crile, VauKhn L. Grinder for shear blade. 3.099.903. 8-6-

63, CT. 51—94.
Crocker. William G., to Union Carbide Corp. Wave ring

thermocouple. 3,099,922, »-6-63, Cl. 373—341.
Croft. William J. : See—

Lemalra, Henry P., and Croft. 3.100,158.
Crowe, James W., to International Business Machines Corp.

Superconductive gating devices. 3,100,267. 8-6-63. O.
307—88.6.

Crown Zellerbach Corp. : See

—

Wetmore, Arthur W., and Frederich. 3.100.046.
Cuthbert, Cecil : See—

Faran, Brian E.. and Cuthbert. 3.100.116.
Dales, George F. Improvement in thermostat casing. 3.100.-

247. 8—6—63, Cl. 200—138.
D'Antonlo. Renato A., and F. Gerrand. to International Busi-

ness Machines Corp. Signaling system. 3,100.293, 8-6-
63 Cl. 340—146.1.

Darrleus, Georges, and F. MQlIner, to Brown, Boveri 4 Cle,
Aktiengesellschaft. Alternating current machine with mag-
netic shield enclosing end tube of stator wlnda. 3.100,271,
8-6-63. Cl. 310—256.

ITAscoli Ralph G., and L. C. Ebel, to Anaconda Wire and
Cable Co. Method of making polyethylene-insulated power
cables. 3,100,136, 8-6-63, Cl. 18—69.

Daubenspeck, Benjamin K.. R. E. Dickey D. S. Foote. and
J. H. Whipple, to Remington Arms Co., Inc. Firearm
cartridges. S 099,968, 8-6-63, Cl. 102—42.

Davidson. Charles A., to Thermotank, Inc. Air distributor
valve. 3.099.949, 8-6-63, Cl. 98—40.

Davidson, Louis. Load bearing Indnatrial pallet. 3,009.069,
8-6-63. CL 108—66.

Davles. WiU S. : See

—

Manball, Edmund V., and Davles. 3,099,938.

Davis, Howard C. R. H. Elchorn. F. D. Punnett, H. E.
Trumbull, and J. W. Wagner, to Xerox Corp. Document
feed mechanism. 3,100,112, 8-6-63. CT. 271—53.

Davis, Hugo : See—
Felix, Joseph, and Davis. 3.100,004.

Deffrenne. Paul C. F., to Mecanorga S.A. Self-adjoatlng
fluid bearing. 3,100,130, 8-6-63, Cl. 308—122.
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3,100.-

3,100.1»tt.

D«' Ilaun, Rufus. Tube clamp flow control device.
loj. H-i>-ti;i, CI. 2:>i— y.

Demos, (;eorge to N. DenKm. Urive-away methoil and appa-
ratus for transporting automotive vehicles. 3,100,124,
8-0-«i3. CI. 296— 1.

l)emos, Mchol.iK ; Ncc-
Demos, (Jeorge. 3,100,124.

Denny, Arthur D. : Hee—
Kalousek, tJeorge L., and Denny. 3,100,156.

De Pentl, Kenin-th L., uiid D. Willlson, to National Castings
Co. Car coupler. ;{,lUO,0."tO, 8-6-t)3, CI. 213—21.

Descliambault. (ierard J.: tit-e -
Falrbairn, Brui-e A., and I>escliambault. 3,100,161.

Detrex Cheniiral Iiida»<trles, Inc. : fe'ee

—

Smith, Jack C, Ktterman, and Romlne. 3,100,191.

I>e Witt Stuart L., and T. F. Dynij'k, to Ueneral Klectric

Co. Refrigerating apparatus. 3,099,914, 8-6-«3, CI. 62

—

276.
Diamond Alkali Co. : See—

Fordham, James W. L., and McCain.
Dickey, Rex K. : See— ^ ,,.^, ,

Daubenspeck, Benjamin K., Dickey, I-oote, and Whipple.
3,099,U.")8. ..... ^

Dixon Olaf (i., and D. I. Morgan, to Courtaulds Ltd. Com-
pression of materials. 3,099,952, 8-<>-63. CI. 100—3.

Dobrin Saxe, and J. F. Klncald, to United States of America,
Army Dutward burning neutral granulation for cast pro-

pellants. 3,099,it63, 8-»>-63, CI. 102—98.

Dw Walter I'., to Fisher-Frlce Toys, Inc. Sound producing

device for toy vehicle. 3.099,893, 8-6-63. CI. 46—111.
Doggett, Roger H., L. R. B. Hervey, and C. E. Lanyon, to

John A. Manning Paper Co., Inc. Process of drying
mucilaginous plant materials. 3,100,143. 8-6-ti3, CI. 34—9.

Donovan, Roy L., to Sun OH Co. Fixed bed apparatus for

the catalytic conversion of hydrocarbons. 3,100,141, »-t>-

63, CI. 23—288.
Doray Lamp Co., Inc. : See—

r)over, Samuel M. 3.100,08.-).

Dourdeville, Theodore A., to David tJessner Co. Seam Jump-
ing apparatus for cloth shearing machines. 3,0»t»,»7l,

8-6 6.1 Cl. 26 17.
. .. , ,

Dover Samuel M., to Doray Lamp Co., Inc. Signal lamp.

3 l()0,08.->, 8-<;-<i3, Cl. 240—8.3.

Dow Chemical Co., The : See—
Levy, Donald J. ,$,100,189.

Li'vy, Donald J. 3 100,170.
Rigterink, Raymond H. 3,100,206.

Drachenberg, Richard E., deceased; R. P. Drachenberg, execu-

trix of said R. E. Drachenberg. Juice extractor having

overrunning spinner. 3.100,009, 8-6-63, Cl. 140—76.
Drachenberg, Ruth i'. : See—

Drachenberg, Richard E. 3,100,009.

Drake Derrell A. Tool for forming and crimping axial lead

components. 3,099,838, 8-*5-63, Cl. 1—322
Dreibelbis, Richard C . to Carrier Corp. Thermostatic con-

trol mechanism. 3.100.078, 8-t>-63. Cl. 236—-17.

Drilco Oil Tools, Inc. : See—
tiarrett. William R. 3.099.918.

'''""Bielenberrw/Udemar, Rodis, Ziegler, Dronsek, and Hinz.

Drvden^''nu'Kh"'L.. Deputy Administrator to the National

Veroniutics and Space A.lmlnlstratU.n, with respect to

the invention of •'. F. Meyer. Tlme-dlvlslon multiplexer.

.i 100,291. H-6 63, Cl. 340

—

147.

Durilop Rubber Co. Ltd.: ''^'*;«'--^
, „,

Trevaskis, Henry W. 3,1()0,101.

Dunn Harold S. Support for flexible awning cover. 3,100,

Oij. 8-6-63. Cl. 160- 89.

Dunnebler. Kurt: See- vKwinn
Winkler, Richard, and Dunnebler. 3.100.110.

Duquesne Brewing Co. of Pittsburgh «ee—
Friday John A Jr. 3 100,0.)t).

Duquesne H-lctor. Ax.allv extending tc."l mouriting column

for disc wheels. 3,100,608, 8-6-63, Cl. 144—288.

Dymek, Tbeodi>re F. : See—
De Witt Stuart L , and Dymek. 3.099,914.

Eastern Products Corp : .^.'"'''Z .^^. ^,.^
Rosenbaum. Charles H. 3,099,91b.

Ebel, Lawrence C. : See—
Tf.\iir<nii Hslnh (J and El)el. 3,100,loo.

Edwards Roy T^ to sJcony Mobil OH Co., Inc. Petroleum

''wax polymeric vinyl ester coating
^;''",R<'VV''."«

»^''
"|f

^'''^'^

for Drenaring same. 3,100,19t), 8-6-t.3, Cl. 2(jO—-28.5.

E»e Sl^mSnd and M. D Schnur, to Anaconda VV Ire ami

'cable Co Method and apparatus for stranding and braid

FhHfch'-JohV'u- V-Bart^! aliifM. P. Knudsen, to Parke,

Davis & Co' liygromycln and method of producing same.

3.100,176 8-6-63. Cl, 167-^6.-).

Elchorn. Roger H., to Xerox Corp.

3 100,109, 8-6-63, Cl. 70—79.

''''^'^'[,'iVls""^ow"ard''c"E.chorn,

Elchorn^r//r "'.rdTw MelvH^ ^H^^S^-
,,/r« "'I'^'lVr'n ^-T' MorrufK A No^Ihrup, and R. F.

^''2rrae""S^LVox^^Jp. ''Ipraph.c reproducing appara-

E.rrn^-Kii.%*lrdV^.V^4i^

cleaner apparatus. 3,099.8o6, 8-0-«J, ^i- iJ "-^

8-6-63. Cl. 103^ 136.

Paper gripper mechanism.

Punnett. Trumbull, and

Sheet

ElckmannMMln J.:,S«-^^^
Elckmann. and Carlaon.

236.

3.100.-

3,100.191.

Ellersen. Jack K., to Oliver Tire k Rubber Co. Apparatua
for making composite tread rubber. 3.099,859, 8-6-63. Cl.

18-12.
Electric Machinery Mfg. Co. : See—

Rohner, Thomas (i. 3.100.279.
Klectrltlte de France-Service National : See—

Leo. Bertrand. 3.100,029.
Empire Devices~'Product« Corp. : 8e«—

Lorch, Joseph. 3.100,289.
KnKle. Llovd F.. Jr. : See—

ISeik, fjucntin S. 3,099,900.
En;;llsli, Christopher J., and 8. Van Duln, to Aluminum Lab-

oratories. Ltd. Metal Ingots. 3,100,142. 8-6-63, Cl. 2»

—

187.
i:nters, Robert F. : See—

Solomon, Frank, and Enters. 3.100,164.
Erdnian. John (i., and J. H. Wright, to Uulf Reaearch k
De\elopment Co. Irradiation destruction of complexes.
3,100,182, 8-6-63. Cl. 204—154.

Ernest, Robert P. : See—
Booth, Harvey J., Ernest, and Postey. 3.100,028.

i:thyl Corp. : See—
Coffleld, Thomas H. 3.100,211.
Cotheld, Thomas H. 3,100,212.
Ooffle^ld, Thomas H. 3,100,213.
Coiheld, Thomas H. 3,100.214.
Orloff, Ilarold D. 3,100,229.

Etterman, Edwin E. : See

—

Smith, Jack C., Etterman, and Romlne.
Fabrlcand, Burton I'. : See—

Shenker, Benjamin, and Fabrlcand. 3,100,262.
FaKan, Brian E., and C. Cuthbert, to Nash Plastics Ltd. Shut-

tlecocks. 3,100,116, 8-6-63, CI. 273—106.
Fahey, Denis : See—

[•odmore. Henry L.. and Fahey. 3,100,088.
Falrbairn, Bnice A., and (J. J. Descliambault, to Canadian

Celanese Ltd. Coating dispenser which applies a sheet-like
Jet of coat.ng material .1,100,161, 8-6-63, CI. 118—325.

Falk, Richard H.. and i;. D. Hooper, to General Electric Co.
Magnetic material. 3.100,167, 8-6-63, Cl. 148—31.57.

Fari»enfabriken Bayer .Vktlengesellnchaft : See—
Zappel, Albrecht, and Jonas. 3,100,225.

Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormals MeUter Lucius
k Brunlng : See—

<Jelbert, Helm. 3,100.215.
Heuck, Claus, Rochlltz, Maui. Winter, and Schulde.

3,100 197.
Fauquenol, Gerard : See

—

Masurel. .Michel, Fauquenol, and Vivien. 3,099,907.
Felnerman, Irving, to J. Felnerman. Upholstery panel.

3,099,892, 8-6-63. Cl. 45—138.
Felnerman, Jack : See—

Felnerman, Ir>lng. 3,099,892.
Feldman. Ernst : See—

Puts. Hans, Lehnarta, and Feldman. 3.099.994.
Feldman, Nathan W., to United States of America,
Keysender frequency selector. 3,100,245, 8-6-63, Cl.
90.

Fellks, Joseph, to Woven Arts Corp. Machine for weaving
web having relatively stiff weft. 3,100,003. 8-6-63. Cl.

139 128
Felix, Joseph, and H. Davis, to Woven Arts Corp. Woven

article of manufacture having relatively stiff weft and
metho<l of iiiaklnK same. 3,100,004, 8-ft-63. Cl. 139—420.

Ferdinand, Irwin J., to S. A. Hlrsh Mfg. Co. Shelf fastener
assembl.v. :{,099,931. 8-6-63, Cl. 85—40.

Hechter, Rene A. to American Railroad Curvellnlng Corp.
Railway rail Joint. 3.100.080. 8-6-63. Cl. 238—UH.

Fisher, John ('., to .\m Dyne Trust. Fluid rectifier. 3,099,-

998, 8-6-<l3. Cl. 137—525.3.
l-lsher Price Toys. Inc. : See—

Doe, Walter P. 3.099,893, ^ ,^,
Fletcher Taylor C, to Beckman Instruments, Inc. Shielding

aiiipllHer circuit. 3,100,282, 8-6-63. Cl. 330—68.
Fluhr I->ederlck R -Vnalog-to-dlgttal Instantaneous convert-

er.
'

3.100,298, 8-0-63, Cl. 340— 347.

Flurschutz, (Jlenn E.. to Combustion Engineering. Inc. ResJl-

lent sector plate for rotary regenerative heat exchanger.

3.10(),l»14. 8 6-63, Cl. 165—9.

Folk Frank M., to Ludowid-Celadon Co. TUe measuring ma-
chine. 3,()9fl,9.')4. 8-6-63, Cl. 101—43.

Foote, Donald S. :
See ~

, „ . ,, . j ti-ki^r.i>
Daubenspeck, Benjamin K., Dickey, Foote, and Whipple.

Foote Lawrence R., to General Electric Co. Sympathetic sili-

con controlled rectifier circuit. 3.100.268. 8-6-83. Cl. 307—
88 r>

Fordham, James W. U, and G. H. McCain, to Diamond Alkali

Co Preparation of polyacetala from halogenated nnsatu-

rate<l7arboxyllc acid esters. 3.100,199, 8-6-63, Cl. 260—
73.

Ford .Motor Co. : See--
Anderson, Arnold E. 3.099,927. o^nnnoa
Booth, Harvey J., Ernest, and Fostey. 3,100,028.

Foremost Dairies, Inc. : See—
.McCabe. John B., and Schmld. 3,099,906. ..».»_,.

Forwald, Haakon, to Allmanna Svenska ^;"ktrtf» ^loO 001
get Pneumatically operated air blast valve. 3,100,001,

Fo^w-Snaakon. to'Alhrianna Svensk. EWUriska Ak«rt.ol.-

get. OH circuit breaker. 3,100,248, 8-6-63. Cl. 200 too.

Fostey, James W. :
Sec

—

.. „ .. « m^ noa
Booth. Harvey J.. Ernest, and Fostey. 3,100,028.

Fournet. Andre, and A. Bio, to Chimlques Rhone-Poulenc.

Soclete des Uslnes. Blend of an "methyl styre^ne/acrylo-

nltrile copolymer with a copolymer o' »:™*t'>yl
'^J''"!*"''

a dlolefln having a styrene and acrylonltrlle grafted thereon.

3 100,198, 8-6-63, Cl. 260—45.5.

Army.
179—

LIST OF PATENTEES Vll

8,100,049. 8-6-

Reslllent rotary
64—27.

Fowles Gilbert L. : See—
Pollock, Gordon J., and Fowles. 3,099,863.

Fraas, Arthur P., to United States of .Vmerlca, Atomic Energy
Commission. Reflector for neutronlc reactors. 3,100,18",
8-6-63, Cl. 204—193.2.

Fraas, .Xrthur P., and J. J. Tudor, to United States of Amer-
ica, Atomic F^nergy Commission. Reactor moderator struc-
ture. 3 100,188, 8-6-63, Cl. 204—193.2.

Frederlch, Emll G. : See—
Wetmore, Arthur W.. and Frederlch. 3.100,046.

Fredrlksson. Bengyt : See—
Rydln-'er. Mats, and Fredriksson. 3.100.237.

French, James A. T.. to Her Majesty's Postmaster General.
Time dlvl«*on multlolex commnnlcatlon systems. 3.100,243,
8-6-63 n. 179-15.

Freyermuth. Harlan B., and H. R. Mautner, to General Ani-
line k Film Corp. Process for d.velng fibers with reactive
dveshiffs. 3,100.181. 8-6-63, Cl. 8—1.

Friday, John A., Jr., to Danueane Brewing Co. of Pittsburgh.
ReMsable bottle caaes. 3,100,056, 8-6-63, Cl. 220—1.

Frle^wnld David : See—
Chalfln. Wl'llam L., and Frledwald. 3,099.990.

Froehllch, Harold E : See

—

Melton, Donald F., and Froehllch. 3.099,918.
Fuerjit, Carl . See—

Gleitsmnn, Harold, and Fuerst. 3,100,128.
Gaborc. Arthur J., and M. Teumim, to United States of

America. Navy. Self-allgnlng loading rail. 3,099,936. 8-6-
63. a. 89—1.7.

Gallagher, John J., to Poor k Co. Rail anchor. 3,100,081.
8-6-68, Cl. 23a—327.

Qant*. Emmett J. Magnetic tool holder. 3,100,275, 8-6-63,
Cl. 317-1.59.

Gardner. George R., to Bacharach Industrial Instrument Co.
Thermometer carrying case. 3,100,044, 8-6-68, Cl. 206

—

16.5.
Garnett. Edward V. Outriggers for vehicles.

63. CL 212—145.
Garrett. WllMam R. to DrPco OH Tools Inc.

drive fluid conduit. 3,099,918, 8-6-63, Cl,
Gas Processing Inc. : See—

Hull, Raymond J. 3.100,147.
Oasner. Emerlc, M. G Munns. and R. A. Butler to The Pro-

jectile * Engfneerlne (o Ltd. Injection moulding machine
3 099 861. 8-6-63. Cl. 18—GO.

Gates, Thomas S., to National Broach k Machine Co. Anto-
m-'tlc gear gauging apparatus. 3,099,882, 8-6-63 Cl. 33

—

179.5.
Oelbert, Helnt, to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vor-

mals Melster I^udus k Bmnlng. Process for nrenarlng
Mould hexaalkyl-dlBtannoxane«. 3.100,215, 8-6-63, cf
260—429.7.

o, V. .

General Aniline k Film Corp. : See

—

Freyermu»h Harlan B.. and Mautner. 8.100,181.
Perrv William M. 8.100 179.

General Dynamics Corn. : See—
Sheets. Herman E.. and Harrington. 3,100,006.

General Electric Co. : See—
Bieelow John E. 3 100,261.
De Witt. S'uart L., and Dymek, 3,099 914.
Falk. Richard B., and Hooner. 8,100,167
Foote. I^awrence R. 3 100 268.
Johnson. Fre-'erlc R. 3 100.251.
I^'t'eron. Henrv A. 3,099,897.
McMM'an. Stephen L. 3,100,0S0.

General Mills. Inc. : See—
Melton. Donald F., snd FroehUch.
Wehner. Gottfried K. 3,100,272.

General Motors Corp. : See—
Helvem James O. and WueRner.
La Flame Fr<»nk E. 3,099.992.
M-turer, Philip W., and Wlshart.

General Precision, Inc. : See

—

Gray. Edward E., and McFarland.
Jones, Clarence 8. 8.100.286.
Klelst. Robert A. 8.100.040.

George. James W. Animal enclosure.
119—19.

Gerrand, Fred : See—
D'AntonLo, Renato A., and Oerrand.

Oessner. David, Co. : See—
Dourdeville. Theo'^ore A. 8.099.8T1.

Ginsbure. Abraham. Hypodermic needle.
Cl. 128—221.

Glass. Marvin I. : Bee—
Weiner. Hilman. 3.009.983.

Gleason Works. The : See

—

Bergemann. Werner E., and Whitmore. 8,099,883.
Haase, Nel«on K., and Plnge. 3,099,939.
Hankeler. Ernst J. 3.099,901.

Gleitsman. Harold, and C. Fuerst, to Oleltsman's. Inc. Com-
bination valet and seat. 3,100,128, 8-6-63, Cl. 297—190.

Gleitsman's. Inc. : See—
Gleitsman, Harold, and Fuerst. 3,100,128.

Globe-Union Inc. : See—
Sabatlno. Ai.tbony, and Jackaon. 8,100,162.

Gold. Allen M. : See—
Sohwenk Erwln. and Gold. 8,100.209.

Goldstein, Samnel B. Vehicular antenna bnmi>er mount.
3,100.241. 8-6-68 Cl. 174—138.

Goo<^eU. John D.. B. Irins. J. C. Wl»trand. and V. Tasi, to

Minnesota Mining k Mfg. Co. Magnetic tape mansine
changer mechanism. 8,100.090, 8-6-68. Cl. 242—55.13.

Goodloe. Alfred M. Material adapted for abrasive effect In

use and sconrlng devices, pot cleaners and the like produced
therefrom. 3,099,854, 8-6—63, CL 15—209.

Goodman Mfg. Co. : Bee—
Lo Pi«atT. Roy F. 3.100,042.

3,099,918.

3.099.941.

3.100,021.

3,100,238.

8,099.978. 8-6-63, Cl.

8,100,293.

3,099,988, 8-6-63,

Goodrich-Gulf Chemicals, Inc. : 8ee^
Roha. Max E., and Beears. 3.100,231.

Graham. David J., and D. H. Tavsum, to The Natural Rubber
Producers' Research Association. Preservation of rubber
latex. 3,100,235, 8-6-63, Cl. 260—815.

Grant, Louis A. Power operated brush attachment for earth
moving machine. 3,099,852, 8-6-63, Cl. 1.")—50.

Gray. Edward E., and K. E. McFarland, to General Precision.
Inc. Radar simulation. 3,100,238, 8-6-63, Cl. 85— 10.4.

Green, Albert J., H. O. Randall, P. H. Williams, and F. R.
Werner, to The National Cash Register Co. Line finding
mechanism for cash registers ana accounting machines.
3,100,037. S-6-63, Cl. 197—127.

Griot. Rudolf : See

—

Bourquln, Jean-Pierre. Brack, Scbenker, Griot, and Stef-
fen. 3,100,17b.

Griswold, Roger W., II. Sweptwlng Jet flow control means.
3.100 094, 8-6-63. Cl. 244—-42.

Gross. Hubert W. Holder for pressurized toothpaste dis-
pensers.. 3,100,065. 8-6-63. Cl. 222—180.

Grott. Gerald J., to Howe Sound Co. Method for manufac-
turing cast welding rods. 3,099,868, 8-6-63, Cl. 22—194.

Gut>ela, Hans : See—
Nler Erich-Arthur. 3,100,172.

Guelfl, James V. Portable whirlpool device. 8,099,986,
8-6-63, Cl. 128—68.

Gulf Research ft Development Co. : See—
Ambrose, Henry A., and Trautman. 8,100,186.
Blber, Albert. 3,100,084.
Eidman John G., and Wright. 3,100,182.

Haack, Erich, A. Hagedorn. H. Ruschlg. and G. Korger to
C. F. Boehrlnger k Soehne G.m.b.H. Ni-(p-toluene sulfonyl)-
Ni-(a-tetrahydrofuryl methyl) urea. 3,100,208, 8-6-63, Cl.
260—347.2.

Haase. Nelson K., and R. F. Plgage. to The Gleason Works.
Gear generating machine. 3,099,939, 8-6-83, Cl. 90—3.

Haberecht, Rolf R. : See—
Herczog, Andrew, and Haberecht. 3,100,250.

Hagedorn. Adolf : See—
Haack, Erich, Hagedorn, Ruschlg, and Korger. 3,100,208.

Hall, Hugh E., Jr. : See—
Allen, Joseph C, and Hall. 3,100,259.

Halverson, Merlin L. Sports equipment carrying cart. 8,100,-
048, 8-6-63, Cl. 211—2.

Hammond Machlnerv Builders, Inc. : See—
Bell, Ramsay M. 3,099,904.
Bell, Ramsay M., and Jepson. 3,099,849.

Hammond Organ Co. : See—
Havlland, Lvman J. 3 099.930.

Handler. Milton E.. to 8. A. Hlrsh Mfg. Co. Floor protector.
3.099 891, 8-6-63, Cl. 45—137.

Hanes Hosiery Mills Co : See—
Slxemore. Walter R. 3,100,010.

Hanson, Donald. Jack rod support.
189—38.

Hanson. Gordon B. : See—
Smith, Edward H. 3,099,993.

Harbaugh, Watson D. : See—
Sctpwaneke, Fred C. and Sheehan.

Hardesty. Ethrldge E., V- to R. B.
Method and apparatus for forming
lined pressure vessel. 3,100,171, 8-6-63,

Harrington, James V. : See

—

Sheets, Herman E., and Harrington. 3,100,006.
Harrls-Intertyrw Com. : See—

O'Brien, Richard C. 3,099,945.
Harris, Kate T. : See—

Harris. Marlln J.. Jr. 8.099.898.
Harris. Marlln J., Jr., deceased : K. T. Harris, administratrix.

Agricultural process and anparatus for carrying out the
same. 3.099.898. 8-6-83. C\. 47—58.

Harris, Richard A., and C. D. Spalnhour. to Western Electric
Co., Inc. One-piece oil pump. 8,100,027, 8-6-63, Cl.

184—8.

Haunl-Werke Korber * Co. K.G. : See—
Rudsclnat, Willy, and Berlin. 8 099.989.

Hauptscliein. Murray, M. Braid, and F. E. Lawlor, to Penn-
salt Chemicals Corp. Organic fiuorine compounds. 3,100,-

228, 8-6-63, Cl. 260—608.
Hauserman, E F.. Co., The : See—

Pollock. Gordon J., and Fowles. 8,099.863.
Havlland L'-man J., to Hammond Organ Co. Kovboard con-

struction for electric musical instrument. 8,099,980, 8-6-68,
Cl. 84—483.

Hawrvlak, Roman A. : Bee—
Verba. John W., and Hawrylak. 8,100.263.

Hellman. George P.. and V. A. Zike, to International Staple
and Machine Co. Pneumatic driver. 8,099,887, »-6-68,
Cl. 1—44.4.

Helnsel. Albert : See—
Schaurer, Gustav, and Hetnsel. 3,100,138.

Helvern, James O., and C. R. Wnellner, to General Motors
Corp. Brake booster unit. 3,099,941. 8-6-63. Cl. 91—434.

Hempel William C. : Bee—
Solum. James R.. and Hempel. 3,100,016.

Hennlng, Frederick B. : See—
Bolcey. James H., and Hennlng. 3,100,173.

Henriksen. Henrv. Aoparatus for abstract painting. 8,100,-

063 8-6-63, Cl. 222—94,
Heopenstall, Charles W. Composite closure. 8.100,067,

8-6-63, Cl. 222—190.
Herbert, Roland B., to Newspaper Enterprise Association

Inc. Multiple lens facsimile scanner. 8.100,242, 8-6-63,
CT. 178—7.1.

Hercxog, Andrew and R. R. Haberecht, to United States of

America. Air Force. Zone melting apparatus. 3,100,250,
8-6-63, Cl. 219—10.49.

Herr, Richard F . to Rio Algom Mines Ltd. Winding appa-
ratus. 3.100.092, 8-6-63, Cl. 242—158.4.

3,100.033, 8-6-68, CI.

3,099,976.
Lazarus, as trustee,
a pre-stressed hollow

Cl. 156—166.

7»8 O.G.—12
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Hervey, Laurence R. B. ; See—

DogKett, Koger H., Uervey, and Lanyon. 3,100,143.
Ueuck, Ciaui, F. uocbiltz, O. Mauz, J. \> inter, and F. Scbulde,

to Farbwerke Uoecbiit AktiengeielUcbaft vorinalH Melater
Luciait Ac Uruning. Munuuienn poiymer stabilized with
combination of a pbenullc condeuMate and a pboaphorouii
amid, and pruc«a« for preparing tne oaine. 3,iU0,lU7,
*-«-«3, CI. 280—43.

Heuer, lianti, to Olympla Werke A.G. Multiple awltch device
for connection witb an elecirlcal bunlneas machine.
3.100,077, »-ti-63, C». 235—60.

Hewiti-Uobinit Inc. : Hee—
OlenUer, Francis B., and Wilson. 3,100,18».

Hlebur, \> alter, and O. \Nagner, to Badittcbe Anilln- k Soda-
Fab, ik AkiienKeseilBcbait. Productluu of manganese
p»-utacarb(.nyi hydride. 3.100.137, 8-ft-63, CI. 23—14.

Hillmer. \«llly. Joint lock ring for thin walled cylinders.
3,100.121. 8-6-63. CI. 285-321.

Uinz, Arnuif : Hee—
Uieienbeig. Waldemar, Kodls, Ziegler, Dronsek, and Hlnz.

3,100,108.
Hlrsh, 8. A.. Mfg. Co. : iJee—

Ferdinand, liwln J. 3.099.931.
Handler. Milton E. 3,099,891.

Hirst, Arcbie J., and U. Llversuge, to Metalattlk Ltd. Vehicle
wueel susL^eusions. 3.099,9o7, 8-6-63. CI. 105—224.1.

Hlicb, Eric O. : Het—
king. Daniel L.. and Ultcb. 3,100,244.

Hlte, Ulliy L.. to Vuulty Fair Mills, Inc. Garment working
apparatus. 3,099,970. 8-8-«8, U. 112—2.

Uobson, Rasaell B., Jr., to Per Corp. Pressure filter and
niter tube therefor. 3,100,190. 8-6-63. CI. 210—106.

Hodges Heaearch and Development Co. : See—
vtilllams, Beverly E. 3.100,152.

Hogan Faxiuille Corp. : See—
Shaler David, Cleary. and Kacin. 3,100,252.

Holley Carburetor Co. : See—
Visuiaru, John F. 3.099.999.

Hooker Chemical Corp. : See—
Uosenbe.g, David ». 3,100,233.

.

Hooper, George D. : See—
Falk, Richard B., and Hooper. 3,100,167.

Hoover Co., The : See—
Piper, Glenn T. 3.099.869.

Hopkins. Tboinas R., J. U. Rea, and A. P. Roazkowskl, to

Spencer Chemlcdl Co. Ammoniumallpbatlc esters of car-

bamic acids. 3,100,223. 8-6-63, CI. 260—472.
Horn, Lutz, and F. Philipp, to \ arta Aktiengesellschaft. Ex-

panded metal. 3,099,899. 8-6-63. CI. 50—500.
Horovltz, Marcus, to Metalastik Ltd. Methods of manufactur-

ing ball joints and universal couplings employing such ball

Joints. 3.099.879. 8-6-63. CI. 29—438.
Howe Sound Co. : See—

Orott. Gerald J 3,099,868.
Hoyt. Donald A. : Bee—

Burton. John W.. and Hoyt. 3,099,946.
Huet, Andre. Process of forming a bulb on a straight metal

tube. 3,099.880. 8-6-63. CI. 29—544.

Hull, Raymond J., to Gas Processing Inc. Apparatus and
methoas for treatment of natural gas. 3,100,147, 8-0-63,

CI. 62—67.
Humane Slaughtering Device Corp. : Bee—-

Milbury. Elwood E.. and Sbulti. 3.099,857.
Hunkeler, Ernst J., to The Gleason Works. Method and
machine for finishing or testing gears. 3.099,901, 8-6-63,

CI. 51—26
Huntington Chemical Corp. : Bee—

Huntington. Morgan O. 3,100,146.
Huntington, Morgan O.. to Huntington Chemical Corp. Meth-

od and apparatus for the condensation, agglomeration, filtra-

tion ana absorption of the exhaust gases from internal

combustion engines. 3,100,146, 8-6-63, Cl. 55—9.
Huse, Mason W., to Raytheon Co. Cathode support. 3,100.-

273, 8-6-83. Cl. 313—82.

Hyde James S.. to Varlan Associates. Gyromagnetlc reso-

nance methoas and apparatus. 3,100,280, 8-6-63, Cl.

824—.5

Improved Machinery Inc. : Bee—
Rich, John P. 3,100,192.

Industrial Electronic Hardware Corp. : See—
Shenker. Benjamin, and Fabricand. 3,100.262.

Industrial Ovens. Inc. ; See

—

Richards. Howaru R and Alezeff.

Industrlelle k Commerdale Parls-Nord
Masurel. Michel. Pauquenoi, and

Ingersoll-Rand Co. : Bee—
Perry. William A. 3,099,984.

Ingot Casting Machines Ltd. : £««

—

Pouting. Eric J. 8.099,867.
International Business Machines Corp.

Crowe. James W. 8.100,267.
^ „,«„„«„

D'Antonlo, Renato A., and Gerrand. 3,100,298.

Marinace, John C. and Rutz. 3,100,166.
Reines. Jose. 3.100.297.

International Staple and Machine Co. : Bee—-
Hellman. George P. and Zlke. 8,099.837.

Ivlns, Barbara : See

—

_ ^ .. „ .

Ooodell, John D., Ivlns. Wlstrand, and TmI.
Jackson, Ernest J. : Bee— „.„.„,.„

Sabatlno, Anthony, and Jackson. 3.100.162.

Jaffe David L.. A. Ross, and A. Sonnenschein.
Electronics Corp. Star energy^ Identification

space navigation.

Jaster. Lawrence J.
48—11.

Jenny. Walter, and R. Wlttwer. to Clba Ltd. Procesa for dye-

ing or printing fibrous materials of liromatle polyesters.

8.100.132. 8-6-63. Cl. 8—39.
Jensen, Lee. Patient hoist. 8,099,842, 8-6-68, Cl. 8—84.

3,100,069.
: see—
Vivien. 8,099,907.

Bee

8,100,090.

to Polarad
system for

3,100,2*4. ft-6-63. Cl. 260—203.
Ice fishing net. 8,099,888, 8-6-68, Cl.

Bridge feedback

Grouping and
and the like.

Antl-sllp device for boots.

Jepson. Ivar : Bee—
Beil, Hamsay M., and Jepson. 8,099.849.

Jespersen. Robert H., to United Sutes of America, Navy.
Twin engine throttle synchroniser. 3,100,095, 8-6-63. Cl.
244—83.

Joens, W. H., 4 Co., G.m.b.H. : Bee—
Raufenbarth. Frans. 8,009,995.

Johnson, Ernest G. : Bee—
Tbomsen, Max M., and Johnson. 3,100,086.

Johnson, Ernest K. Urinal. 8,099,840, 8-*-63, Cl. 4—110.
Johnson, Frederic R., to General Electric Co. Tip-off oven.

3,100,251. »-6-63, Cl. 219—19.
Johnson ft Johnson: Bee—

Korpman, Ra'f. 3.100,100.
Nash, Lawrence M.' 3,099,855.
Sexsmlth. Fred H. 3,100,135.

Johnson, Joseph E., to Viking Fire Protection Co. Fire
sprinkler control syvtem. 3.100,017, 8-6-63. Cl. 169—17.

Johnson. Ralph E., and F. J. Bartosz. to The Singer Co.
Bobbin thread replenishing mechanism for lock stitch sew-
ing machine. 3.099,972, 8-6-63, Cl. 112—181.

Johnston, William R. : Bee—
Brelvtk, Orvilte N., and Johnston. 3,099,151.

Jonas, Heinz : Bee—
Zappel, Albrecht. and Jonas. 3,100,225.

Jones, Clarence S.. to General Precision, Inc.
modulator. 3,100,286, 8-6-68. Cl. 382—87.

Jones. Morris C.. Jr., to Baker Perkins Inc.
loading apparatus for bakery equipment
3,100,038, 8-6-63, Cl. 198—80.

Jonker, Frederick. Superlmposable card search and d«tJt stor-
age system 3.100,266, 8-6-63, Cl. 340—174.1.

Jordan, Joseph J., and R. Palermo.
3,099,885, 8-6-63, Cl. 36—59.

Joslyn Mfg. and Supply Co. : Bee—
Riley, William P. 8,100,248.

Judd, John E. : Bee—
Warner, Thomas C, Jr., and Judd. S.100,292.

Kacena, Jerome, to Anoior Blfg. Co. Mortar-plaster mixer.

3.100J)64, 8-6-63, Cl. 222—186.
Kacin, William L. : See—

Shaler, David. Cleary. and Kacin. 3.100,252.
Kalousek. George L.. and A. D. Denny, to Owens-Coming

Fiberglas Corp. Thermal Insulating product and method for
making same. 3.100,156, 8-6-63, Cl. 106—120.

Kausche, Merle K. Automatic gate. 3,009,887, 8-6-68, CI.

39—56.
Kay, Edward L., and E. C. Knowles, to Texaco Inc. Amine

salts of boron acids. 3,100,221, 8-6-63, Cl. 260—462.
Kay Mfg. Corp. : See—

Simon. George. 3.099,848.
Kearney k Trecker Corp. : See

—

Bralnard, Wallace E., and Merner. 3,099,878.
Keck, Harold P., % to J. W. Bobbins, and % to B. Robblns
Type band setting means in band stamp*. 8.009,965. 8-6-
63, Cl. 101—105.

Keith, Willis C, and R. P. Zmltrovis,
Inc. Preparation of 2-ptienyl-allyl

8-6-63, Cl. 260—650.
Kendall Co^ The : See-

Beck, Robert B. 3,100,074.
Kerns, Quentln A., to United States of America, Atomic
Energy Commission. Pulse synthestslng generator. 3,100.-

284, 8-6-63, Cl. 331—56.

Kerr-McGee Oil Industries Inc. : See

—

Wolff. Paul A. 3,009.012.
Kertten, Bruno W., to M. S. Pump. Dispensing device.

3.100.068. 8-6-63, Cl. 222—207.
Artificial breast brassiere. 3,009.839.

to Sinclair Research,
chloride. 3,100.232.

Kester, Margaret K.
8-6-63. Cl. a—36.

Kiiian, Georg. and F. Mains, to Llbbey-Owens-Pord UUhh Co
Apparatus for producing double sheet glaxing units.

3,100.148. 8-6-63, Cl. 66—162.
Klncald. John F. : See—

Dobrin. Saxe. and Klncald. 3.000,963.
King. Daniel L.. and E. G. Hitch, to Associated Electrical

Industries Ltd. Intercommunication systems. 3,100.244.
8-6-68, CT. 170—17.

Klsh, Michael. Jr.. to Atlantic ProdncU Corp. Band re
celvlng device. 3,000,076. 8-6-63, Cl. 112—262.

Klzmlller, Frank C, and D. J. Petro. Sbo«e or sandalH.
3,000,8d4, 8-6-63, Cl. 36—2.8.

Klamp. Paul : See

—

BLshop, Leonard J.. Klamp. and Krammer. 3,000,966.
Kleekamm. Frits : See

—

Slgsel, Erhard, and Kleekamm. 3,090.872.
Klelat, Robert A., to General Precision. Inc. Conveyor sort-

ing. 3,100,040, 8-6-63, a. 108—38.
Kmcta. Elmer W. : See

—

Cblsmar, Andrew B.. and Kmetx. 3,100.150.
Knapp. WUlUun P. Mechanical door stop means. 3.100.122,

8-*-63. Cl. 202—266.
Knapmek-Grlesbelm Aktleoaesellschaft : See

—

Blelenberg, Waldemar, Rodis. Ziegler, Dronsek. and Hins.
3,100.106.

Knight, Stanley O.. to Wisconsin Alomnl Research Founda-
tion. Procesa for preparing flavoring compositions. 3.100.-

153, 8-6-63, CT. 90—116.
Knowles, Edwin C. : See

—

Kay. Edward L.. and Knowlea. 3,100,221.

Knudsen, Mildred P. : Bee—
Bbrllch, John, Bartz, and Knudaen. 3,100,176.

Kobn. Erwln : See

—

May. Paul D., and Kohn. 3,100,218.
Korger, Gerhard : Bee—

Haack, Erich, Hagedorn. Adolf, Ruschlg, and Korger.
3.100,208.

Korpman, Ralf, to Johnson 4 Johnson. Tape employing nn
adhesive comprising an epoxy realn aad a polymer having
carboxyllc groups. 8,100,160. »-6-68, Cl. 117

—

122.
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, . type and production there-
260—448.

Koater, Roland, and W. Larbig. to Studtengesellschaft Kohle
m.b.H. Organo aluminum compounds containing cyclo-

alkyl groups of the neopentyl
of. 3.100.210. 8-6-63. Cl. idC

Kraft. Hans-Ounther : See

—

Schnlte. Karl. Muller. and Kraft. 3.100,205.
Krammer, Robert : Bee—

Bishop, Leonard J., Klamp, and Krammer. 3,009,966.
Kranty, H., Flrma : See—

Regenscheit, Bruno. 3.099.066.
Kreln, John H. : Bee— „ ^

Ott. William F., Kreln. Elckmann. and Carlson. 3.100.-
236.

Kroffke, Kenneth K., to Airmatlc valve. Inc. Preesure relief

Talve. 3,099.997. 8-6-63, CI. 137—403.8.
Kurth, Herbert, H *» R- ^- Bums. Soil treating composi-

tion and method. 3 000.896, 8-6-63. Cl. 47—1.
LatMratory Equipment Corp. : See

—

Wagner^Harold C. 3,100,155.
La Flame, Frank E., to General Motors Corp. Reversible

pump-motor assembly for a dishwasher. 3,099.992. 8-6-
63. Cl. 134—182.

Lalng. David D. : See

—

Ashley. Paul R^ and Lalng. 3J00.140. „, ^
Lane, Harold. J. W. Pratt, and R. C. Quarmby. to United

Shoe Machlnerv Corp. Pulling and lasting machlnee.
3,099,846, 8-6-63, Cl. 12—10.1.

Langehenke, Frans : See

—

Neabner, Rolf, and Langehenke. 3,100,139.
Lanyon. Charles E. : See

—

„,..„..„
Doggett, Roger H., Herrey, and Lanyon. 3,100.143.

L«rblg. \^ olfeang : Bee—
K6ster, Roland, and Larbig. 3,100.210.

Larson. Philip E. : See

—

„ ,v^ „^
Rebecblni, Peter G., and Larson. 3.090.905.

Larsson, Karl B.. to Svenska Aktlebolaget Bromsregulator.
Air brake cylinder with a built-in automatic brake slack

adjuster. 3,100,032. 8-6-63, Cl. 188—106.
Latham Mfg. Co. : See

—

Mounts, Paul A. 3,000,848. ^ ^ „ ,

Lawleaa. John W.. to Mayhew Steel Products. Inc. Tool

for removing spring pins. 3,099,876. 8-6-63. Cl. 29—229.
Lawlor, FrancTs B. : Bee—

Hauptscbein, Murptay. Braid, and Lawlor. 3.100.228.
Laiams Italph E. : See

—

Hardesty. Ethrldge E. 3.100,171< „ ^^
Lednc, Ren«. Stable hydraulic servo device. 3,099.940,

8-6-63. Cl. 91—49.
. _ ^ ,

Lee. Emerson H.. to Monsanto Chemical Co. Dehydrogena-
tlon catalyst. 3.100.234. 8-6-63. Cl. 260—6f9.

Lees, Nathaniel P.. to The Singer Co. Looper mechanism
for sewing machines. 3.099,973, 8-6-63. Cl. 112—199.

Lehnarts, Robert : Bee— „ ^_ ^„
Putz, Hans^ Lehnartz, and Feldman. 3,099.994.

Leister, Gerhard, to ABG-Werke Gesellschaft mit beschrank-
ter Haftung, Flrma. Roller for road construction. 3,099.-

942. 8-6-63. Cl. 94—50.
Lells. John. Combination disassemblinK.
work holding device for machine abops.
63. Cl. 29—227.

Lemalre. Henry P., and W. J. Croft, to Radio Corp. of

America. Methods for obtalnlne films of m<«gnetlc spinel

crystals on substrates. 3.100.158, 8-6-63. CT. 117—19.

Leo, Bertrand. to Electrlcite de France-Service National.

Method and means for locking and rele-^slng in succossion

a load moving inside a channel. 3,100,0^. 8-6-63. H.
187—76.

, .
' ^^

Leonard, Margaret S. Variable speed transmission. 3 099,-

925. fi-6-63. n. 74—372.
Leslie, Donald J. Multiple sound channel tremolo device.

3.100.024. 8-6-63. Cl. 181—27.
Letteron. Henrv A . to Onerxl Electric Co Process for

mulching with mica. 3.000.807. 8-6-63. Cl. 47—0.
Levy, Donald J., to The Dow Chemical Co. Plckllne of

magnesium and magneeium-base alloy articles. 3.100,160.
8-6-63. Cl. 156—20 „ , ,,

Levy. Donald J., to The Dow Chemical Co. Pickling mag-
nesium articles. 3.100.170. 8-6-63. Cl. 156—20.

Llbbev-Owens-Ford Glass Co : See

—

Boicey, James H . and Hennlng. 3,100,173.
Kiiian, Georg, and Mains. 3,100.148.

LIchtl. Robert D. : Bee—
Lodjic. Cari L.. and LIchtl. 3.099.847.

LlebrHndt. Gunnar to K. Liebrandt. Warp knitting machine.
3.090.921. 8-6-63, Cl. 66—88.

Liebrandt. Karl : Bee—
Liebrandt. Gunnar. 3.000,021.

Liebrandt. Kari. and A. Zwlngenberger : said Zw ngenberger
assor. to said Liebrandt. Bearinga for axlally movable
parts of textile machines. 3.000 920. 8-6-63. Cl. 66—86.

LIndemann. Hans, to Th. Calow. k Co. Bar scalping machine.
8.099.929. 8-6-68. Cl. 82—20.

LIndemann. Howard C. : Bee-—
Mlndhelm. Daniel J., and LIndemann.

LIndley * Co.. Inc. : See— ^ , , ,
Mindbelm. Daniel J., and LIndemann.

Link Belt Co. : See—
Spuriln. William V. 3.100.068.

Llvemage, Glen : See- onaanA-r
Hirst. Archie J., and Livereage. 3,099.067.

Livingston. Herman G. : See— . .
, , .

Tims. Donald E.. Shrader, and Livingston.

Lock Frank J., to The Yale and Towne Mfg.
rangement tor hoist. 8,100,081, 8-6-63, t^l.

Lockerby. Kenneth M. : 8«e—
, ^ . . „ „ „ .-w.

Crawford. Archibald M.. Lockerby, and Brown. 3,100.-

008

LodJlc. Cart L.. and R. D. LIchtl, to Stanray Corp. Track

mounted teleecooing loading and unloading ramp for air-

craft. 3,000,847, 8-6-68. CL 14—71.

assembMng and
3.000 875, 8-6-

3,100,091.

3,100.001.

3.100.019.
Co. Pawl ar-
188—82.7.

Lo PresH. Roy F.. to Goodman Mfg. Co. Rope supported resil-

ient sideframe conveyor. 3.100>42 8-6-63. Cl. 198—192.
Lorch. Joseph, to Empire Devices Products Corp. Microwave

attenuators with low D.C. resistance shunt path. 3.100.289.
8-6-63 Cl. 333—81.

Lorenz. Anton : See— »

Schliephacke. Fridtjof F. 8.100.126.
Ludowlci-CfeladoD Co. : Bee—

Folk, Frank M. 3.099.954.
Luftman. Alvln S., an& C. E. Sawyer, to Raytheon Co. Elec-

tron tube with electrode having titanium surface serving as
getter. 3.100.274. 8-6-63. Cl. 313—178.

Lydle. John E. Tire changing tool. 3.100,011. 8-6-63. Cl.
157—1.22.

Lyons. Ernest H.. Jr. Energy conversion process and appara-
8-6-63. Cl. 136—86.
Desk attachment for bed. 3,099.968, 8-6-

tus. 3.100,163
Macklin. Rita R.

63. Cl. 108—49
Mackus. Thomas J. : See

—

McNeill. William. Cbrostowski. and Mackus. 3.100.186.
Madere. Elmore J. Shrimp trap with snap-on funnels. 3.099.-

890, 8-6-63. Cl. 43—100.
Maier. Karl, and H. J. Nienburg, to Badische Anilln- k Soda-

Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Dyeing and printing of articles
of linear polyamldes. 3.100.134, 8-6-63, Cl. 8—55.

Mainz. Franz : See

—

Kiiian. Georg. and Mainz. 3.100.148.
Makow, David M. Pulse group generating and shaping circuit.

3,100.283, 8-6-63. Cl. 331—47.
Manning, John A. Paper Co., Inc. : See

—

Doggett. Roger H.. Her^-ey. and Lanyon. 3.100.143.
Mansfield, Richard C, to Rohm k Haas Co. Method of pre-

paring dlalkylphenol-ethylene oxide adducts with relatively
narrow molecular weight distribution. 3.100.230. 8-6-63.
Cl. 260—613.

Marinace, John C, and R. F. Rutz, to International Business
Machines Corp. Formation of semiconductor devices.
3.100,166, 8-6-63. Cl. 148—1.5.

Marine Associates, Inc. : See—
Armstrong. Charles E. 3,099.924.

Marker. Hannee. Tightening device for ski bindings. 3.100.-
119. 8-6-63. Ol. 280—11.35.

Marshall. Edmund V and W. S. Davles, to United States of
America. Navy. Armament for let aircraft. 3.009.938.
8-6-63. Cl. 89—37.5.

Marshall. Theodore H.. to Union Carbide Corp. Easy-open
telescoping carton for sausage casings. 3,100,075. 8-6-63.
Cl. 229—51.

Martelli. Francesco : See

—

Martelll, Guldo, N.. and F. 3,100 055.
Martelli. Guldo. N.. and F.. to Compagnla Itallana Neetpack

a.p.A. Fruit-packing trays. 3.1OO.055. 8-6-63. Cl. 217—
26.5.

Martelli. Nerlo : See—
Martelli. Guldo. N.. and F. 3.100.065.

Marx Louis, k Co.. Inc. : See—
Case. Noel L.. and Rexford. 3.100.270.

Mason. James J. Corrugated paper container. 3.100.072.
8-6-63. Cl. 220—16.

Masurel. Michel. G. Fauouenoi. and M. Vivien to Industrlelle
k Commerclale Parls-Nord. Process for obtaining textile
end products using discontinuous fibers. 3.099.907. 8-6-
63. Cl. 57—156.

Matranga. Joseph P. Window structure. 3,099.866, 8-6-63,
Cl. 20—48.

Maurer. Philip W.. and J. Wlshart. Jr.. to General Motors
Corp. Manual-automatic cruise control circuit. 3.100.021.
8-6-63. CI. 180—82.1.

Mautner, Henry R. : See—
Freyermutti, Harlan B., and Mautner. 3,100,131.

Mauz, Otto : See—
Heuck, Claus, Rochlitz, Mauz. Winter, and Schulde.

3.100.197.
May. Paul D.. and E. Kohn. to Monsanto Chemical Co. Purifi-

cation of diethylaluminum chloride with crystalline titani-
um trichloride. 3.100.218. 8-6-63, a. 260—448.

Mayhew Steel Products, Inc. : See

—

Lawless, John W. 3.099.876,
McCabe. John B. and U. J. Schmid ; said McCabe assor. to

The Creamery Package Mfg. Co.. and said Schmid. assor. to
Foremost Dairies. Inc. Case filling mechanism. 3.099,906.
8-6-63, Cl. 53—59.

McCabe. Owen J., to The Superior Electric Co. Transistor dis-

criminating circuit with diode bypass means for the emitter-
base circuit of each transistor. 8.100,266, 8-6-63. Cl. 307

—

88 5.

McCain, George H. : See—
Fordham. James W. L.. and McCain. 3.100.199.

McCuUough. Stuart N. Switching servo system with anti-
hunt feedback. 3.100,277. 8-6-63. Cl. 318—28.

McDermott, Lylt C, to H. G. Peckham. Comminution device.

8,100,087, 8-663, a. 241—79.
McFarland, Keith E. : See

—

Gray, Edward E.. and McFarland. 3.100.238.

McOaw Laboratories. Inc. : Bee—
Pool, William O. 3.100.201.

McGraw-Edlson Co. : See

—

Warchol, Bronlslaw. 3.099.886.

McKlrdy, Elizabeth C. : See

—

McKlrdy, Robert W. 3,100,240.

McKlrdy, Robert W., >^ to J. W. Schmidt. Mi to R. W.
McKlrdy. and E. C. McKlrdy, as Joint tenants. Extensible
electric conduit. 3,100.240, 86-68, Cl. 174—60.

McLane, Stanley R. : See

—

Raman, Harvey P., and McLane. 3.100.226.

McLarty. Frank W. Amphibious vehiclea. 3,000,077, 8-6-63,
Cl. 115—1.



LIST OF PATENTEES
McLean, William, Jr., and F. W. Trader, Jr., to Parke. DaTis

ft Co. Vaccine producis and method of preparinK ume.
3,100,178, tMJ-«3, Ci. 167—78.

McMillan. Stephen L., to General Klectric Co. Brake mecha-
nisui tor washing machine. 3,iU0,U30, 8-6-63, C'l. 18S

—

68.
McNeill. William, J. E. Cbrostowski, and T. J. Mackoa, to

United iStates of America, Army. Method of making lamel-
lar Hheeta of fluorphlogopite mica. 3,100,186, 8-41-63. CI.
204—I8l.

Mcguilleu, Edward J., and F. X. Murphjr, to United StateR
ot America. .>avy. Apparatux for towed aircraft. a.lOO.UU:^.
8-6-03. CI. 244—3.

Mecauorga S.A. : See

—

Ueffieune, Paul C. P. 3,100,130.
Mechanical Handling Systema. Inc. : See—

Buhup, Leonard J., Kiamjp, and Krammer. 3,099.966.
Melton, Donaid F., and H. E. Froehlich, to General MUIh, Inc.

Underwater vehicle system. 3.0tf9,»13, 8-tt-«3, CI. 61—69.
Melville, John \v . : See

—

Eichorn, Roger H.. and MelrlUe. 3.100,111.
Menaaco Mfg. Co. : See

—

SelikMon. Nathan. 3.100,108.
Merck ft Co., Inc. : 8ee-

-

Christensen. Burton G. 3,100,210.
Obeisier. Arthur E.. Beyler. and Sarett. 3.100.204.

Merck. E., AktiengeHelischaft : tiee--
Schulte, Karl. MUiler, and Kraft. 3.100,206.

Merkle, Charu-s K. Feed dUpenaer. 3.099,980, 8-6-83, CI.
119—57.

Merner. Kenneth R. : See

—

Biaiua.d. Wallace £.. and Merner. 3,099,873.
Metaiaatik Ltd. : See

—

Uirgt, Archie J., and Lireraaee. 3,099,967.
Hoiovltz Marcus. 3,099,879.

Meyer, John F. : See

—

Oryden. Hugh L. 3.100.294.
Meyer. Owen L., to United Mtaies of America. Army. Semi-

conductor solid circdlts. 3.100.276, 8-6-63, CI. 317—234.
Mlcan. «.eoige S.. and C. W. Sldwell, to United States Steel

Corp. Soaking pit. 3.100.107, 8-6-63. CI. 263—15.
Mllbjry. Elwoud E.. and E. \\ . Shultz. to Humane Slaughter

lag Uevice Corp. Apparutus for tteparatlng the windpipe
from the esophagua of an animal. 3,099.807. 8-6-(i3, CI.
17—1.

Mllea Laboratorlea. Inc. : See

—

Borchert. Peter J. 3.100,203.
Miller, Jack, to United States of America, Atomic Energy
Commissiun. Method for air carbon-arc cutting or gouging.
3,100 255 8-0-6^, CI. 219—70.

Mlndbelm, Daniel J., and H. C. Llndemann, to Lindley ft

Co., Inc. Yam tenaionlng device. 3,100.091, 8-ft-63. CI.
242—150.

Minneapoiia-Honeyweil Regulator Co. : See-

—

Stucka. Edward P. 3^100.079.
Minnesota Mining ft Mfg. Co. : See

—

Goodell. John D.. Ivina, Wiatrand, and Taal. 3,100,0^.
Smith. Gordon R.. and Wanda. 3.100,180.

Mnemotron Corp. : See

—

Clynea. Manfred E. 3.100,286.
Monsanto Chemical Co. : See

—

Beaver. David J., and Stoffel. 3,100.222.
Lee. Emerson H. 3.100.234.
May. Paul D.. and Kohn. 3,100,218.
Taylor, Keith M. 3.100.227.

Moore. Jesse C. Valve structure. 3,100.002, 8-6-fl3, CI.
137—609.

Moore, John F. Tobacco curing system. 3,100,145, 8-6-63,
CI. 34—48.

Moore \Salter L., to Bovlng and Co. Ltd. Butterfly valve
having a sealing surface mounted for axial movement.
3,100,104. 8-6-63. CI. 251-175.

Morgan Construction Co. : See

—

Smith. Sheridan. 3.100.070.
Morgan, David I. : See—

Dixon, Olaf 0.. and Morgan. 3.099.852.
Morrill. Richard W. : See—

Eichorn. Roger H.. Morrill. Northrup. and Osborne.
3.099.943.

Mountz. Paul A., to Latham Mfg. Co. Article washer.
3.099.848, 8-6-63. CI. 15—3.14.

Muller, Arthur, and T. Bersln. Process for preparing an
iron hydroxide polylsomaltose complex and the resulting
product. 3 100.202. 8-6-63, CI. 260—209.

Mflller, Heinrlch : See

—

Schulte, Karl, MUller, and Kraft. 3,100,205.
MulUns. Glenn L. Boiler room fuel tank. 3.100,082. 8-6-«3,

CI. 239—278.
MUUner. Frledrlch : See

—

Darrieus. Georges, and MUUner. 8,100,271.
Munns, Michael O. : See

—

Gasper, Emerlc, Munns, and Butler. 8.099,861.

Murphy, Francis T,, to Rock-Ola Mfg. Corp. Credit accu-
mulator. 3,100,035, 8-6-63, CI. 194—48.

Murphy, Francis X. : See

—

McQulllen, Edward J., and Murphy. 3,100,098.

Musaard, Marcel E.. to Raytheon Co. Decoders. 3.100.2S7,
8-6-63. CI. 235—154.

Nalco Chemical Co. : See

—

Ryznar. John W.. and Premo. 8,100,181.

Nash, Lawrence M., to Johnson ft Johnson. Cleaning Imple-
ment. 3.099.855, 8-6-63, CI. IJV—281.

Nash Plasties Ltd. : See

—

Fagan, Brian E.. and Cuthbert. 3.100.116.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration : See

—

Dryden. Hugh L. 3.100,294.

National Broach ft Machine Co. : Bee—
Gates, Thomas S. 3,099,882.

National Cash Register Co., The : See

—

Bennett, John W. and Perry. 8,100,113.
Green, Albert J., Randall, HiUlams, and Werner.

3,100,037.
.National Castings Co. : See

—

L>e Pentl, Kenneth L., and WUIison. 3,100,060.
Natural Kubt>er Producers" Research Asaociatlon, The : See

—

Graham, David J., and Taysum. 8,100,236.
Nefr, Joseph J., to Ampex Corp. Tape clamping roller

assembly. 3.100.071. 8-«-«8. CI. 226—178.
Nelson. Reuben F.. to American Seai-Kap Corp. of Delaware.

Railway car door . operating lever safety structure.
3.0»tf.»04. 8-6-63. CI. 20—23.

Neubner Kolf. and F. Langebcnke ; aaid Langenbenke assor.
to said .Neubner. Apparatus for the production of melamlne
3.100.139. 8-6-83, CI. 23—260.

Newcomb, Philip P., to United Aircraft Corp. Noule con
struction. 3,099,909, 8-6-63, CI. 60—86.8.

Newspaper Enterprise Assn. Inc. : See

—

Herbert, Roland E. 3,100,242.
.Nienburg, Hans j . : See

—

Maier, Karl, and Nienburg.
"^

3,100,134.
.Nler, Erich-Arthur, to H. Gubela. Process for the manufac-

turing of plastic hollow bodies. 3,100,172, 8-«-«3. CI.
156—228.

Norrholm. Paul H. Winding apparatus and tenaionlng means
therefor. 3.100,089, 8-(>-«3. Ci. 242—«i.

North American PniUps Co.. inc. : See

—

Van der Burgt, Cornells M., and Put. 3,100.194.
Northrop Corp. : See

—

Botg, S. Edward. 3,100.288.
Northrup, Karl A. : See

—

Eichorn. Roger H.. Morrill, Northrup, and Oaborne.
3,099,943.

Oberster, Arthur E., R. E. Beyler. and L. H. Sarett. to Merck
ft Co.. Inc. Haloethlsterone compounds. 3,100,204, 8-6-
63, Ci. 2l>0—239.53.

O'Hrien. Richard C. to Harrls-Intertype Corp. Photographic
type composition. 3.099.945. 8-«-«3, CI. 95—4.5.

OLotinor, Walter J., to Satec Corp. Temperature control sys
tern for specimen testing. 3.100 253. 8-8-63, CI. 219—20.

O'Dell. Jerry L. and J. R. Portable field toilet. 3.099.841.
«-«-«3, CI. 4— 116.

O'Dell, Jimmy R. : See

—

o'Dell. Jerry L. and J. R. 3,099,841.
Uderman. Samuel, and D. V. Weber, to 8ta-Hi Corp. Turn-

ing apparatus for conveyer system. 3,100,039. 8-6-83.
Ci. 198—33.

Ogawa. ShUneo : See

—

Toriuml, Noboru, Ugawa, Ogata, and Yamura. 3,100,-
036.

Ugata. Shlnji : See

—

Toriuml. Notwru, Ogawa, Ogata, and Yamura. 3.100,-
036.

O'Hara, Francis J. : See

—

Scharfman Howard, and O'Hara.
Olender, Francis B.. and A. Wilson, .- ........ „„

X-brace screen. 3,100.189. 8-8-83, CI. 209—409.
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. : Se«

—

Seavey. Frederick R. 3,099,957.
Oliver Tire ft Rubber Co. : See—

Eilersen, Jack E. 3.099,859.
OlympU Werke A.G. : See

—

Heuer. Hans. 3,100,077.
Orlando, Lulgi E., and C. Corradl, to Alfa Romeo, S.p.A.

Air-cooled internal combustion engine. 3,099,983, 8-8-63.
CI. 123—41.61.

Orloff. Harold D., to Ethyl Corp. Sulfur bridged cyclo-
hexyl phenols. 3.100.229, 8-8-83, CI. 260—609.

Osborne. Robert F. : See

—

Eichorn, Roger H., Morrill, Northmp, and Otborne.
3 099 943

Eichorn, Roger H.. and Osborne. 3,099,944.
Oshima, Takeichi, and Y. Uyemura. Coating com[>osltl»n.

3,100,154, 8-*-63, a. 108—«7.
Ott^ William F.,J. H. Krein, 0. J. Elekmann, and H. A.

Carlson, to ACF Industrtea, Inc. Carburetor. 3,100,238,
8-8-63. CI. 281—34.

Owens-Corning Fit>erglas Corp. : See

—

Kalousek. George L., and Denny. 3,100,168.
Owens-IlUnols Glaas Co. : See

—

Chlsmar, Andrew B., and Kmett. 3,100,150.
Schrelber, Carl W. 3,100,051.

Palermo, Ralph : See

—

Jordan, Joseph J., and Palermo. 3,099,886.
Palmer, Maxwell R. : See

—

Wilson, Porter C. and Palmer.
Panliil, Loiffi, and A. Vercellone,

Italia. Process, for making
3,100^24, 8-8-83. CI. 280—473.

Park, Wallace S. Stabiliser for the optical projector car-
riage of photogrammetric projection instruments. 3,099,-
934, 8-8-83, C~. 88—24.

Parke, Davis ft Co. : See

—

Ehrllcb, John, Barts, and Knudsen. 3,100,176.
McLean. William, Jr., and Trader. 3,100,178.
Wheeler. Larry M. 3,100,177.

Pasch, Theodore : See-
Schneider. John A

Pawlak, Joseph A. : See

—

Scbroeder, Herbert M., and PtwUk. 3,100,157.

Peckbam H. G. : See

—

McDermott, Lyle C. 3,100,087.

Peet, William H. Accumulator charging structure. 3,100,-
058, 8-6-83. CI. 220—89.

Penning. Kurt, and M. Abrend. to Carl Zeiss Optlscbe Werke.
Stereoscopic map plotting device for traiuformlDf a physi-
cal three-dimensional movement Into two two-dimenaional
movements. 3.100,285, 8-8-83. CI. 2S0—220.

3,100.287.
to Hewitt- Robins Inc.

3,009,986.
to Societa Farmaceutld
1,4-dlcaffeylquinic acid.

and Paach. 3,100,117.

LIST OF PATENTEES XI

Pennaalt Chemicals Corp. : See

—

Hauptachein, Murray, Braid, and Lawlor. 3,100,228.
Per Corp. : See

—

Hobson, Ruasell B., Jr. 3,100,190.
Perkins, Ricnard E., to Sylvanla Bleetrlc Producta Inc. Wire

faatenlng method. 3.100,254, 8-8-83, CI. 219—58.
Perry. Franklin W. : See

—

Bennett. John W.. and Perry. 3,100,113.
Perry, William A., to Inceraoll-Rand Co. Engine control.

3,669^84. 8-6-63, CI. 123—148.
Perry. William IL, to General Aniline ft Film Corp. Non-

alcoholic aerosol film forming compositloiu. 3,100,179,
8-8-63, CI. 167—87.1.

Petro, Demetre J. : See

—

^ „^ ^

Kixmiller. Frank C, and Petro. 3,099,884.
Phllco Corp. : See

—

„ „,^,„^
Berenbaum, Arthur, Vandersllce, and Yoast. 3,100,144.

Phillpp, Frltx : See

—

Horn, Luts, and PhUlpp. 8,099,899.
Philips Electronics and Pnarmaceutical Industries Corp. :

See

—

Wilrka. Alvar P. 3,100,260.
Phllllpa Petroleum Co. : See

—

Schirmer. Robert M. 3,000,910.
Smith, Lon T. 3,100,200.

Plgaie, Robert P. : See

—

„ ^^ ^,^
Hiaae, Nelson K., and Plfage. 3,000,930.

Plnea Bngineerlng Co.. Inc. : S«^,
Unterbrink, Victor. 3.099,851.

Pion, Arthur L., and B. ZapoUki, »»d ZaDolsklassor. to

said Pion. Object supporting box. 3,099,991, 8-8-63, CI.

Pii^^^tenn T. to The Hoover Ca Process of bonding

^?^eial..T099;860, S-^3, CI. 22-204.
Pittsburgh Plate GUss Co. : See—

3,100,088. 8-8-83, CI. 241-170.

Podmore, W., and Sena Ltd. :
See— ,,_-»--

Podmore, Henry L., and Fahey. 8,100,088.

**°**';'.1f/*n.*^*d*L' bI)?s" 'aid*Fonnen«:heln^ 3,100,264.

Pool, WUliam O., to McOaw Laboratories, Inc^ 201^5-^
purifying protein hydrolyaate wlutloiia. 3,100.201, 8-fl-«3,

a. 260—112.
Poor ft Co. : See—- - mn nai

Gallagher, John J. 3.100.081.

Postmaster General, Her Majerty s. See-

PottS"reVeS?'L.^T5peVo?''"mi>o.in, for lithographing.

3,099,947, 8-8-83, CI. 95—88.

^"Vn? Hr«,W 'Pr.tt. and Q«mby. 3,000,848.

^""RVn?r°J?hnwtTnd Premo. 8 100.181^

^"kcgSiWt"*Mwa?d*5: 3,100,128.

Puciier, Walter. OU circuit breaker
,«g»Pi^''£«(uS3' a°5o^

tag chamber for high voltages. 3,100,240, 8-8-oj, ci. -<w—

150. „ „

^"fee^teli" B^uio*WT 3,100,088.

''"°
DaVla^Howa^ a,'El^honi, Punnett, Trumbull, and Wag-

ner.' 8,100,112.

^°*-
;i!r'der'|W cogens M.a^ Put 3 100 104

^"i'b«"T"he^<J^e%r'il|S?io"n SSeT"rfev7ce. 3.000.004,

8-6^, CI. 137—68.

^""Sl^Je. Ha'?old!^PrSt'!Tnd Quarmby. 3,000,848.

Radio Corp. of America : Be»— « mn 1H8
Lemalre, Henry P., and Croft. 3.100,168.

8-6-83. a. 260—618.

«*'"^R"anWl!' mTx. '^STo^.m—
""^

G"eeS AlSr? J- ,^Rt^all, WUliams, and Werner. 3.100,-

037

Randall. Max^ to Ramco Eouipment Corp. Degreaaer. 3.100.-

105. 8-«-8i CI. 259—108.

R«ndmark Eric B.. to V. J. Randmark. Venetian blind

m^anlnn 3.100.012. 8-8-83. CI. 180-188.

Randmark. Victor J. = fi«^,^^,„
Randmark, Eric E. 3,100.012.

Raufenbarth. Frani, to W. H^oena * Co. G.m^b.R Elwtro-

pneumatlc transducer. 3,000,006. 8-6-83. CT. 137—8^.

Raytheon Co. : See—
Huse. Mason W. 3,100,278. - ,«« «,.
Luftnian, Alvln 8y and Sawyer. 3,100.274.

Musaard, Marcel ± 3,100 287.

Scharfman. Howard and Hara. 3 100,287.

Schloemann, Ernst F. R. A. 3,100,.^»H.

Rea. James H. : See

—

Hopkins, Thomas R., Rea, and Eosikowskl. 3,100,223.
Reasby, Charles S., to United States of America, Army. Dual

level controlled automatic liquid dispensing noxsle. 3,100,-
007, 8-8-83, CI. 141—200.

Rebechini, Peter G., and P. E. Larson, to Thor Power Tool Co.
Portable tool. 3,099,905 8-8-83, CI. 61—170.

Regan Forge and Engineering Co. : See

—

Regan, John. 3,100,016.
Regan, John, to Regan Forge and Engineering Co. Method

of and apparatus for running equipment into and out of
wells. 3,100,015, 8-6-63, CI. 188—46.

Regenschelt, Bruno, to H. Kranty, Firma. Jet conveyors.
3.099.965, 8-8-83, CI. 103—263.

Reich, Robert W. Electromagnetic pendulum drive. 3,100.-
278. 8-8-63. CL 318—128.

Reines. Jose, to International Business Machines Corp. Func-
tion generators. 3,100,207, 8-8-63, CI. 340—174.1.

Remington Arms Co., Inc. : See

—

Daubenspeck. Benjamin K.. Dickey, Foote, and Whipple.
8.099,058.

Revere Corp. of America : See

—

Propper, Eric. 3.100,290.
Rexford. Willis E. : See

—

Case, Noel L., and Rexford. 3,100,270.
Rheinmetall, G.m.b.H., Firma : fiee

—

Bartels, Erich. 3,099.037.
Rich, John P., to Improved Machinery Inc. Groundwood dls-

chsrger. 3,100.192. 8-8-63. CI. 210—388.
Richarda, Howard R.. and A. V. Alexeff. to Industrial Ovens.

Inc. Adjustable wrap web guiding apparatus. 3,100,060,
8-8-63, CI. 226—17.

Rigterink, Raymond H., to The Dow Chemical Co. 0-(l,8-di-
hydro-8-oxo-3-pyridaslnyl) O-alkyl phosphoramldate and
phosphoramldothioate. 3.100.206. 8-8-83, CI. 280—250.

Riley, William F., to Joslyn Mfg. and Supply Co. Diacon-
nector. 3.100.248, 8-8-83, O. 200—115.

Rimland. Bernard. Toy rocking device. 8,100,114, 8-8-88, CI.

272—56.
Rlo .\lgom Mines Ltd. : See

—

Herr. Richard F. 3,100,092.
Rlo, Andrs : See

—

Fonmet. Andre, and Rio. 3,100.198.
Robbins, Bernard : See

—

Keck, Harold P. 3,090.055.
Robbins, Jack W. : See

—

Keck, Harold P. 3,099,056.
RocbllU, Frits : See

—

Heuck, Claus, Eochllts. Maus, Winter, and Schulde.
3.100,197.

Rock-Ola Mfg. Corp. : See-
Murphy, I rancis T. 8,100,085.

Rodi ft Wlenenberger Aktlengesellschaft : See

—

Wolflnger, Kurt. 8,000,008.
Rodls, Franx : See

—

Bielenberg. Waldemar, Rodls. Ziegler. Dronsek. and Hins.
8,100.108.

Roha, Max B.. and W. L. Beears, to Goodrlch-Oulf Chemicals,
Inc. Process for producing telomer alcohola. 8.100,231,
8-6-68, CI. 260—682.

Rohm ft Haas Co. : Bet—
Mansfield. Richard C. 8,100,280.

Rohner, Thomas O., to Electric Machinery Mfg. Co. Con-
trol system for controlling the operation of synchronous
motora. 8,100,279, 8-6-68, CI. 818—167.

Romeo, Alfa, S.p.A. : Bet—
Orlando, Lulgi E., and Corradl. 8,000,088.

Romlns. Boy T. : See

—

Smith. Jack C, Etterman, and Romlne. 8,100^91.
Roaenbaum, Charles H., to Eastern Products Corp. Window

shade roller. 8,000,016, 8-6-68. CL 64—6.

Rosenberg. David S., to Hooker Chemical Corp. Purification
of acetylene tetrachloride containing ^lortne impurity.
8,100,288. 8-8-ea. CI. 280—864. « „ ._,^

ROsener, Wolfgang, t. \ernlnlgte Olanistoff-Fabriken AG.
Method for dyeing polypropylene textile material and prod-

uct. 8,100,188. 8-8-88, CI. 8—65.
Ross, Alan : See—

Jaffe, David L., Ross, and Sonnenschein. 8,100,264.

^""HoVkSis^ThSma^s- kf^RTa. and Eosxkowskl. 3,100,228.

Roy Leo T., to Craft, Inc. Comer hinge construction. 8,100,-

RuUlsf^Jie^J.* TUUble bowl. 8,100,064, 8-8-88, CI.

Rudsxlnat, Willy, and H. Berlin, to Hauni-Werke Korber ft

Co K O. Method for supplying connector sheets to groups

of filter plugs and cigarettes. 8,000,080, 8-6-88, CI. 181—^
04

Ruge. Ulrich, to C. F. Boehringer ft Boehne G.m.b.H. Com-
position and process for promoting the growth of plants.

3,100,140, 8-6-68. CI. 71—2.8.
Ruschig. Heinrtch : See

—

_ ^

.

.. _
Haack, Erich, Hagedom. Adolf. Ruschig, and Korger.

8.100,208.
Ruasell, Felix A. Paperboard ahopping bag. 8,100,076, 6-6-

83. CI. 220—64.
Ruts, Richard F. : See

—

Martnace, John C, and Ruts. 8.100,166.
Rydlnger, Mats, and B. Fredriksson, to AUmanna Svenska

Elektriska Aktiebolaget. Low frequency induction furnace
of the meltlLg channel type. 8,100,237, 8-6-83, CI. 18—26.

Ryxnar, John W., and J. G. Premo, to Nalco Chemical Co.
Preparation of organoboranea. 8,100,181, 8-8-88, CL 204

—

59.

Sabatino, Anthony, and B. J. Jackson, to Globe-Union Inc.

Active material for storage batteries and method of mak-
ing same. 8,100,182, 8-6-^, CL 188—26.
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Brack, Setaenker, Oiiot, and
Sandoz Ltd. : See—

BourqulD, Jean-Plem,
Steffen. 3,10U 175.

Sarett, L.wis H. : See—
Oberater, Arthur E.. Beylcr, and Sarett. 8,100,204.

Satec Cory. : See

—

O'Connor, Walter J. 3,100,258.
Sawyer, Carleton E. : See

—

Luftman, Alvln S., and Sawver. 8,100,274.
Scbade, Utto U., Sr., tu Radio Corp. of America. Wire rulde

for grid maklnK machine. 3,100,006, »-e-63, CI. 140—71.5.
Scbaefer, Edward E Support for dlaplay rack or the like.

3,100,099. 8-6-63. CI. 248—194.
Scharfman, Howard, and V. J. O'Hara, to Raytheon Co.

Electrical shifters utilizing variable delay imparted to cir-

cularly polarised electric waves by variably magnetised
ferrlte material. 3,100,287, 8-6-«3. CI. 383—24.1.

Schaurer, Oustav, and A. Uelnzel, to Badlsche Anllin- k Soda-
Fabrlk Aktiengeseilschaft. Production of heavy hydrogen.
8.100.188, 8-6-63, CI. 23—210.

Schenker, Erbard : S'te

—

Bourquin, Jean-Pierre, Brack, Schenker, Qrlot, and
Steffen. 3,100,175.

Scbippers, Heinz, to Barmer Mascblnenfabrik AO. Process
and apparatub for producing tubular products from plastic
materials. 3,099.860. 8-6-63. CI. 18—14.

Scblrmer. Robert M., to Phillips Petroleum Co. Apparatus
for burning fuel at shear Interface between coaxial streams
of fuel and air. 3.099,910, 8-6-63, CI. 60—39.74.

Scbllepbacke, Fridtjof F., to A. Lorenz. Reclining chair
and control arrang<>ment. 3J00,126. 8-6-63. CI. 297—89.

Schloemann, Ernst FT R. A., to Raytheon Co. Ferrlte isolator
utilizing aligned crystals with a specitlc anisotropy con-
stant. 3,100,288, 8-6-63, CI. 833—24.2.

Schmid, L'lrich J. : See—
McCabe, John B., and Schmid. 3,099,906.

Schmidt. Edward C. to E. L. Pucel. Tilting arc device.
3.100,123, 8-6-63, CI. 294—103.

Schmidt, John W. : See

—

McKlrdy. Robert W. 3,100,240.
Schneider. A. D.. and Co. : See—

Schneider, John A., and Pasch. 3.100.117.
Schneider, John A., and T Pasch, to A. D. Schneider and Co.

Floating arbor. 3,100,117. 8-6-63, CI. 279—66.

Schnur, Martin D. : See—
Ege. Slgmund. and Schnur. 3,099,932.

Schrelber, Carl W.. lo Owens-Illinois Glass Co.
automatic ware loading machine and method.
8-6-63. CL 214—1.

Schroeder, Herbert M., and J. A. Pawlak, to Textron Inc.

Liauid coqdensation pioduct of a drying oil, a polyalkandl,
and a polyoxyethylene polyol. 3.100.157, 8-6-68, CI. 106—
287.

Schulde. Felix: See

—

Heuck. Claus, Rochlltz. Maus, Winter, and Schulde.
3,100,197.

Schulte, Karl. H. MQller, and H.-O. Kraft, to E. Merck Aktien-
geseilschaft. Cyclohexane derivatives. 3,100,205, 8-6-63,
CI, 280—247.2.

Schwaneke, Fred C, and E. J. Sheehan ; said Sheehan assor.

to W. D. Harbaugh. Sail rigging. 8,099.976. 8-6-68, CI.

114—91.
Schwartz, Louis J., C. and I. Cangelosi. Button holder for

sewing machine 8.099.971, 8-6-63. CI. 112—114.
Schwelzerhof. Slgfrid. to Telefunken O.m.b.H. Method of

manufacturing magnetic core matrices. 8,099,874, 8-6-63,
pi 29—155 5

Schwelzerhof. Slgfrid, to Telefunken O.m.b.H. Method of
making magnetic matrices and resulting article. 8,100,295,
8-6-63, CI 340—174.

Schwenk, Erwin, and A. M. Gold, to The Worcester Founda-
tion for Experimental Biology. 3-amino-1.3.5(10)-estratrl-
ene-derivative* and process for their manufacture. 8,100,-

209. 8-6-68, CI. 260—897.8.
Seavey, Frederick R.. to Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp.

Detonator seal. 3.099.957. 8-6-68. CI. 102—28.
Seeler. Henry W., to United States of America. Air Force.

Quick release mechanism. 8.099,870. 8-6-63 CI 24—280.
Segur, Asa B. Poultry break-apart method. 8,099,858, 8-*-

63. CI. 17—45.
Sellkson. Nathan, to Menasco Mfg. Co. Purging apparatus.

8.100 108. 8-0-68, CI. 263—40.
Sexsmith. Fred H.. to Johnson k Johnson. Methods for treat-

ing textile materlaU and resulting products. 3,100.135.
8-6-63. CI 8—116

Shaler. David. D. F. Cleary. and W. L. Kadn
Faxlmlle Corn. Recorder drying mechanism.
8-6-63. CI. 219—19.

Shampatne Industries, Inc. : See—
Adolphson. Roy T. 8.100,129.

Sheehan. Edmund J. : See

—

Schwaneke, Fred C, and Sheehan. 3.099.976

Universal
3.100,051.

to Hogan
3.100,252,

Sheehan. Joseph E., Sr., to
veyors. 3 100.041, 8-6-63

Sheehan. Mary A. : See—
She<>han. Joseph E., Sr.

Sheets. He'-man E.. and J.

namtcs Corp. Submerged
3.100.006. 8-6-63. CI. 141

M
CI.

A. Sheehan.
198—158.

Kndleaa con-

3,100.041.
V. Harrington, to General Dy-
fnellng methods and apparatus.
1.

Shenker. Benjamin, and B. P. Fabrlcand. to Industrial Elec-

tronic Hardware Corp Dosimeter of the radio photoluml-
nescent glass tvpe. 3.100 262. 8-6-63. H 2.^0—83.

Shennum. John L. Aerial lift device. 3,100,025. 8-6-63,
CI. 182—2.

Showers. Lewis M., Jr. Anti-skid chain operating device.

3,099,928, 8-6-63, CI. 81—15.8.

Shrader, .Morris E. : See— „„ „.„
Tims, Donald E.. Shrader. and Llvingaton. 3,100.019.

Shnlts. Eugene W. : See—
Mllbury, Elwood E., and Shultz. 3,099,857.

Sldwell, Clarence W. : See

—

Mlcan, Ueorge S., and Sldwell. 3,100,107.
Siemens k Halske, Aktlengeaellschaft : See

—

Woltersdorf. Frledrich W. 3,100,097.
Slggel, Krhard, and F. Kleekamm, to Vereinigte Glansstoff-

i-abriken A.G. Method and apparatus for beating and
drawing threads. 3,099.872, 8-6-63, CI. 28—71.3.

Simon. (Jeorge, to Kay Mfg. Corp. Double hinged inner
spring anlt. 3,099,843, 8-6-«3. CL 6—351.

Sinclair Keaearch, Inc. : See

—

Keith, WUlis C, and Zmltrovla. 3,100.232.
Singer Co., The : See

—

Johnson. Ralph E., and Bartosi. 3,009,972.
Lees, Nathaniel P. 3,099,973.

Slxemore, Walter R., to Hanes Hoalery Mills Co. Device for
straightening and aligning the points of knitwear looping
machines. 3,100,010. 8-^-68. CI. 153—39.

Sletten, Carlyle J., to United States of America, Air Force.
Antenna array syntheaia method. 3,100,300, 8-6-63, CI.
343—771.

Smith, Albert L., to Celaneee Corp. of America. Improve-
ment in process for making haloallpbatlc phosphate esters.
3.100,220, 8-6-63, CI. 260—161.

Smith, Chester L., to United States of America. Army. Elec-
tric timer and sequencing system for pyrotechnic flash
items. 3,099,962, 8-6-63, Cl. 102—70.2.

Smith, Edward H., 50% to O. B. Hanson. Method of in-
creasing the etticlency of fluid tlow. 3,009,9«3, 8-6-63. Cl.
137—13.

Smith, Gordon B^ and R. C. Wanda, to MlnneaoU Mining
and Mfg. Co. Dermal protective comi>osltiona. 3,100,180,
8—6—63 Cl 167 91

Smith, Jack C, £. E. Etterman, and R. T. Romine, to
Detrex Chemical Industries, Inc. Automatic dry cleaning
machine. 3,100.191. 8-6-83, Cl. 210—138.

Smith Kline k French Laboratories : See

—

Zirkle, Charles L. 3,100.207.
Smith, Lon T., to Phillips Petroleum Co. Process for polym-

erliation of acrylic esters with catalysts comprising metal
halldes and group II meUls. 3,100.200, 8-6-63, Cl. 260—
89.5.

Smith, Robert D. Streamlined housing for aircraft safety
equipment. 3.100 096, 8-6-63. Cl. 244—117.

Smith, Sheridan, to Morgan Construction Co. Apparatus for
handling hot metol rods. 3,100.070. 8-6-63, Cl. 226—171.

Snider, Paul E., and H. D. Jones. Sundial. 3,099.881, 8-6-
63. Cl. 33—62.

SocieU Karmaceutlcl Italia : See

—

Panlssl, Lulgl, and Vercellone. 3,100,224.
Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc. : See

—

Edwards, Roy T. 3.100.196.
Sokolowski, Henry J. Toothed harrow attachment. 3,100,-

018, 8-6-63. Cl. 172—160.
Solar Chemical Corp. : See—

Zomlefer, Jack. 3,100,195.
Solomon, Frank, and R. F. Enters, to Yardney International

Corp. Deferred-action battery. 3,100,164. 8-6-63. Cl.

136—90.
Solum, James R., and W. C. Hempel, to B A W Inc. Rod

centralixer. 3,100.016. 8-6-63, Cl. 166—241.
Sounenscheln, Abraham : See

—

JafTe, David L., Ross, and Sounenscheln. 3,100,264.
Sonntag, George E. Motor scooter having rear caster wheels.

3,100,020, 8-6-63, Cl. 180—26.
Spalnhour, Carroll D. : See

—

Harris, Richard A., and Spalnhour. 3,100,027.
Spalding, Robert U., to Symington Wayne Corp. Indicating

apparatus for dispensing system. 3,100.062. 8-4-63. Cf
222 35

Spanner, Jack C, to United SUtea of America, Atomic Energy
Commission. Apparatus for measuring annular ofTset be-

tween a first metal tube and a second metal tube spatially
disposed within the first tube. 3,100,281, 8-6-63. Cl. 324

—

40.
Spencer Chemical Co. : See—

Hopkins, Thomas R., Rea, and Rosskowskl. 3.100.223.
Spiri, Willy H.. to Abegg k Relnhold Co. Kelly bushing.

3,099,917, 8-6-63, Cl. 64—23.7.
Sponrer, George V. Coin controlled service vending systems.

3,100,034, 8-6-63, Cl. 194— 1. ^ ^ „„ „.„
Spurlln, William V.. to Link-Belt Co. Car shaker. 3,100,053,

8-*-63, Cl. 214—83.3.
Sta-Hi Corp. : See

—

Oderman, Samuel, and Weber. 3.100.039.
Standard Brands Inc. : See

—

Breivlk, Orvllle N.. and Johnston. 3,099,151.

SUndard Oil Co. (Indiana) : See—
Swenson, Reuben A., and Zajac. 3.100.193.

Standard-Thomson Corp. : See

—

Woods, John E. 3,099,878.
Stanray Corp. : See

—

Lodjic, Carl L., and Lichtl. 3.099,847.
SUnyon, Horace E. : See

—

Beeson. Eric J. G.. Stanyon, and Capp. 3,100.168.

Steffen, Walter : See

—

^ ,

Bourquin, Jean-Pierre, Brack, Schenker, Griot, and
Steffen. 3.100,175.

Stevens, Lewis F., to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. Prepara-
tion of wettable powders of 2-heptadecyI-2-lmidaxollne.
3,100,174. 8-6-63. Cl. 167—33.

Stoffel, Paul J. : See— ^
Beaver, David J., and Stoffel. 3,100,222.

Stott, Albert M.. to United SUtes of America. Army. Mnlt<-
cbolce firing mechanism. 3.099,961, 8-6-63. Cl. 102—7C.

Strommer, John A. : See

—

Eichorn, Roger H., and Strommer. 3,099,856.

Stucka. Edward P.. to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regnlator Co.
Pneumatic thermostat with pressure compensated valvlng.

3,100,079. 8-6-63, Cl. 236—87.
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Studlengesellschaft Kohle m.b.H. : See

—

Koster. Roland, and Larblg. 8,100,219.

Sun Oil Co. : See-
Donovan, Roy L. 3,100,141. „ ,^„

Sunshine. Benjamin. Extendible ladder top support. 3.100,-

026 8-6-63, Cl. 182—214.
Superior Electric Co.. The : See—

McCabe. Owen J. 3,100.266.
Svenska Aktlebolaget Bromsregulator : See

—

Larsson. Kari B. 3.100 032.
. «» ^ -^ rwn r«

Swenson, Reuben A., and 6. J- Zajac. to SUndard Oil Co.

Grease composition. 3.100.193, 8-6-63, Cl. 252—40.5.

Sylvanla Electric Products Inc. : See

—

Perkins, Richard E. 3.100.254. „,^„„„
Tbomaen. Max M.. and Johnson. 3,100,086.

Symington Wayne Corp. : See—
Spalding. Robert 0. 3,100,062. , » ,s^ ,^^ o a

Symmbns, Paul C. Non-scald mixing valve. 3.099.996. 8-6-
OQ PI 137 08

Tamiira, MlUugu. Shoe polishing machine. 3,099,850,8-6-
flO PI 1g Qg

Tanuma! Kaiuo! Tool or utensil fastening means. 3.100.-

057 8-6-63. Cl. 220—48.

^*Go"eli. 5oh^ D.. Ivlns. WUtrand. and Tasi. 3.100,090

Taylor Keith M., to Monsanto Chemical Co. Preparation of

chloroacroleln.' 3.100,227, 8-6-63. Cl. 260-601.
Taylor, Raymond O.. Jr .

to Borg-^V"^' -^o'Sj^H.'^^^^
casing protector transfer sleeve. 3,099,877. 8-6-^, Cl.

29—Z86.
Taysum Derek H. : See

—

Graham, David J., and Taysum. 3,100.235.

Telefunken O.m.b.H. : See—
Schwelierhof. Slgfrid. 8.099.874.
Schweiierhof. Slgfrid. 3.100.295.

Ten Brink Karl C. and B. H. \Mdmyer. to Texaco Inc.

SulSurface exploration. 3.100.258. 8-6-63 Ch ,250-43 5.

Terao Masahlaa. Holding sleeve for a rock drill. S.ioo,-

118' 8-6-63. CT. 279—103.
Teamim Mota : See

—

Gaborc. Arthur J., and Teumlm. 3.099.936.

Alpert!
' Norman. Caffrey. Watson, and Vermillion.

8.100 216. ^
Clementi, Roy J. 3.100.023. _ ^^ „„,
Kay. Edward L.. and Knowles. 3,100 221

Ten Brink, Kari C, and Widmyer. 3,100,258.

'''"iSn.^otiph'c'rand Hall. 3.100,r59.

''"''^S™irTttVs'°c':^J?'^d Judd. 3.100.292.

'^"*sSi/<5.der,*HVbert M., and Pawlak. 3,100.1 .7.

Thermotank. Inc. : See

—

Davidson, Charles A. 3,099,949. !:.,„„»,,„
Thomsen. Max M., and E. Johnson, to ^^^T,';^%J^^^^

Products. Inc. Fixture reflector aligner. 3.100.086. 8-6-

63, n. 240—103.
Thor Power Tool Co. : See

—

_ „_^ „„,
Bebechlnl, Peter G., and Larson. 3.099.905. _„^^,,

Thorpe Walter H. Automatic transmission assembly.

3 099,9?8, 8-6-88. Q. 74—782. „, ^ r- /- „w„»
Tldman Chariet H.. to Columbus Iron Works Co. Cooking

grill. 3.099.951. 8-6-63, Cl 99—446. ^ , . . __,
TlmV, Donald K., M. E. sbrader. and H. O. LivinRSton to

M. K. Shrader and H. O. Livingston. Apparatus for bot-

tom hole orlenUtlon. 3.100,019, 8-6-83, Cl. 175—45.
Torluml. Noboro. 8. Oaawa, 8. Ogata, and T Y-mura

;
sMd

Torlumi 0«awa, and Ogata assors. to said Yamura Ap-

oara^ua for selecting and typing the letter in the Chinese

feVtef prtnVS telejranh. ereet^<^j, CMnese letter type-

writer or the like machine. 8.100.086. 8-6-63. Cl. 197—1.

Trader. Frederick W., Jr. :
Bee— , , on i tb

McLean, William, Jr.. and Trader. 3.100.178.

Trum^ullj^Ha^rold^B. :
^ee^^^^^^

p^^.^, Trumbull, and

Wagner. 3.100,112.

Tudor. John J. :
See;— . __. aiAniea

Fraas. Arthur P.. and Tudor. 3,100.188.

TnnUlo, Lee A. Means of grouting or concreting. 3,099,-

911 8-6-63, Cl. 61—35.

Dllman Jamea. Textile fabric proceailng. 3.100.159, 8-6-

63, Cl. 117—62.

Union Carbide Corp. : Bee—
Crocker. William 0. 3,099.922^
Marshall, Theodore H. 3.100.075.

United Aircraft Corp. •Bee---
Newcomb. Philip P. 3.099,909.

United Shoe Machinery Corp. : Bee—^
Lane. Harold, Pratt, and Quarmby. 3,099.846.

United SUtes of America
'^^

He^r«".' itXiw. and Haberecht. 3,100.250.

sWler,1ken''7,^-T ^^^®^no
Sletten. Carlyle J. 3,100,300.

^'DoVrlS'sTxe. and Klncald 3 099.963.

Feldman, Nathan W\ 3,100245.
^.,.,„,. , ,00

-

McNeill. William. Chrostowskl, and Mackus. d.iuu.-

186
Merer. Owen L. „8.100j27§^
Beasby. Charles 8. 3 iqO.WT.
Silth. Chester L.. 3jW».»62.
Stott. Albert M. 8.009.961.

3,100,263.

Atomic Energy Commission : See—
Abraham, Bernard M. 3.100.184.
Andersen, James C. 3.100.183.
Fraas. Arthur P. 3,100.187.
Fraas, Arthur P.. and Tudor. 3.100.188.
Kerns. Quentln A. 3.100.284.
Miller. Jack. 3.100.255.
Spanner, Jack C. 3.100.281.
Verba. John W., and Hawrylak

United States of America
' Navy : See

—

Barry, David T. 3,100,269.
Bowersett, Charles F. 3,099.959.
Bryan. George J. 3,099,960,
Burton, John W., and Hoyt. 3,099,946.
Clark, Chester A. 3.100.022.
Congdon. Theodore W. 3.100,299.
(Jaborc. Arthur J., and Teumlm. 3,099,936.
.Marshall. Edmund V., and Davles. 3.099.938.
Mcyulllen. Edward J., and Murphy. 3.100,093.
Jespersen, Robert H. 8,100,096.

United States Rubber Co. : See—
Bolesky, Richard C. 3,099,844.

United States Steel Corp. : See

—

Mlcan, George S.. and Sldwell. 3,100.107.
Unterbrlnk. Victor, to Pines Engineering Co., Inc. Apparatus

for cleaning and applying dressing to bowling lanes.

3.099.851. 8-8-63, Cl. 15—50.
Uyemura, Yukichi : See—

Oshima, Takelchl, and Uyemura. 3,100.154.
Valllant. Job.. KG. : See—

Putz,^Hans. Lehnartz. and Feldman. 3,099,994.
Van der Burgt. Cornells M.. and E. Put. to North American

Philips Co., Inc. Ferromagnetic material and method of

making same. 3.100.194. 8-6-63. Cl. 252—62.5.
VandeiKlTce, Elmer: Se«'

—

Berenbaum. Arthur. Vanderslice, and Y^oast. 3,100,144.
Van Duln. Stepbanus : See

—

^^ ^^
English. Christopher J., and Van Duln. 3,100,142.

Vanity Fair Mills. Inc. : See—
Hlte. Billy L. 3.099.970.

Van Leeuwen, Cornells J. Device for contacting sheets carry-

ing sensitive layers with at least two liquids. 3.099.948.
8-6-63. Cl. 95—94.

Varlan Associates : See—
Hyde. James S. 8.100,280.

Varta Aktiengeseilschaft : See

—

Horn. Lutz, and Phllipp. 3.099,899.
Verba. John W.. and R. A. Hawrylak, to United States of

America, Atomic Energy Commission. Continuous rota-

tion scattering chamber. 3,100.263, 8-6-63, Cl. 250—83.
Vercellone, Alberto : See— _ „„ „„.

Panizzi. Luigl. nnd Vercellone. 8,100,224.
Verinigte Glanzstoff-Fabriken A.O. : See

—

Uosener Wolfganjj. 3.100.133.
Siggel Erhard. and Kleekamm. 3,099.872.

Vermiirion, Herbert E. : See—
Alpert, Norman. Caffrey. Watson

3,100,216." ~ J. Fishing line guide.

and Vermillion.

3,099.889. 8-6-68,

Jr. Mixing containers, 3,100,045, 8-6-63.

VerneuU. Pierre
Cl. 43—24.

Via. William F.

Cl. 206—47.

Viking Fire Protection Co. : See—
Johnson. Joseph E. 3.100.017. „ „^ , ,

Vismara John F.. to Holley Carburetor Co. Check valve.

3.099 999. 8-6-63. Cl. 137—543 23.

Vitek. Marcel A., to Besmer Tepplchfabrlk G.m b.H. Knitting

machine for producing carpets and the like. 3,099,91».
8-6-63, Cl. 68—85.

Vivien. Maurice : Bee— „ ^^„ ^^_
Masirel Michel. Fanquenol. and Vivien. 3 099.907.

Wageneeil. William. Audio-visual device-projecting machine.

3:099.935. 8-8-63. Cl. 88—28.

Wagner. Gerhard : See— „,«„.„«
Hlebar. Walter, and Wagner. 3.100.137.

Wagner. Harold C, to Laboratory Equipment Corp. Miniature

ceramic crucibles for burning metal samples, and ceramic
material. 3 100,155. 8-6-63, Cl. 106—62.

Wagner, John W. : See— ,^ w n .•

Davis. Howard C. Eichorn. Punnett, Trumbull, and
Wagner. 3.100,112. ^ „,ft«n4^

Wallace. Warren D. Greeting card package. 3.100.047.
8-6-63. Cl. 206—83.

Wands. Ralph C. : See— „ , „^ , o^
Smith. Gordon R.. and Wands. 3,100 180.

Warchol Bronislaw, to McGraw Edison Co. Fastener for

Ironer roll cover. .•i,099.88e. 8-8-63. Cl.

Wardrup. Willis W. Water sprinkler
8-6-63. Cl. 239—452.

Warner, Thomas C. Jr.. and J. E. Judd,

38—66.
valve. 3.100,083.

to Textron Elec-

Inc. vibration pickup.' 3.106.292, 8-6-63. Cltronlcs.
340—17

Watson. Harold J. : See—
Alpert. Norman, Caffrey,

3.100.216.

Weber. Donald V. : See— „ ^^ ^„„
Oderman, Samuel, and Weber. 3.100.039

Wehner. Gottfried K.. to General Miljs, Inc
mercury plasma discharge
313—7.

Weiner, Hllman, to M.
8-6-63. Cl. 88—15.

Werner. Frank R. : See

—

Green. Albert J.,

3,100,037.

Weatern Electric Co., Inc

Watson, and Vermillion.

tube.
Low pressure

3,100,272, 8-6-63, Cl.

I. Glass. Optical toy. 3,099,933,

Randall, Williams, and Werner.

See

—

Harris, Richard A., and Spalnhour. 8,100,027.
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Wetmore, Arthur \V., and E. G. Frederlch, to Crown Zellerbach

Corp. Fackiug and packaging method. 3,100,046, 8-6-03,
CI 206—bO.

Wheeler, Larry M., to Parke, Davis & Co. Penicillin com-
position for pericardial introduction. 3,100,177, 8-6-63.
CI. 167—65.

Whipple, Justin H. : See

—

Daabenspeck, Benjamin K., Dickey, Foote, and Whipple.
3.099,058.

Whitmore, Donald L. : See

—

Bergemann, Werner E.. and Whitmore. 3.099,883.
Widmyer, Richard H. : See

—

Ten Brink. Karl C. and Widmyer. 3,100.258.
Williams, Beverly E., to Hodges Research and Development

Co. Method for making a ground meat food product.
3,100,152, 8-6-«3, CI. 99—108.

Williams, Paul H. : See

—

Oieen. Albert J., Randall, Williams, and Werner.
3,100,037.

Willlson. Donald : See

—

De Pentl. Kenneth L., and Willlson. 3,100,060.
Wilska. Alvar P.. to Philips Electronics and Pharmaceutical

Industries Corp. Electron lens for reduction of spherical
aberration. 3,100,260, 8-6-63, CI. 250—49.5.

Wilson, Albert : See

—

Olender, Francis B.. and Wilion. 3,100,189.
Wilson, Porter C, and M. R. Palmer. Resuscltator. 3,099,-
985 8—^—63 CI 128 29

Winkler, Richard, and K. Dunnebler. to Berkley Machine Co.
Apparatus for removing blanks or sheets from the top
of^a supply stack. 3,100,110, 8-6-63, CI. 271—28.

Winter, Jakob : See—
Ueuck, ClauB, Rochllti, Mauz, Winter, and Schulde.

3,100.197.
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation : See

—

Knight. Stanley G. 3.100,153.
Wishart, James, Jr. : See

—

Maurer. Philip W., and Wishart. 3,100,021.
Wistrand, John C. : See

—

Goodell, John D., Ivins. Wistrand, and Tasl. 3,100,090.
Wittwer. Robert : See

—

Jenny, Walter, and Wittwer. 3,100,132.
Wolff, Paul A., to Kerr-McGee Oil Industries Inc. Submersi-

ble barge for submarine operations. 3,099,912. 8-6-63.
CI. 61—46.5.

Wolflnger Kurt, to Rodl & Wlenenberger Aktlengesellschaft.
Expansible linkage having connectors with integral preten-
tlonlng means. 3,099,908. 8-6-63, CI 59—79.

Woltersdorf, Frledrich W., to Siemens k Halske. Aktlengesell-
schaft. Method for hot box detection. 3,10t),097. 8-6-63,
CI. 246—160.

W^oods, John E., to Standard-Thomson Corp. Method of

assembly and calibration of thermal responsive device.

3.099,878, 8-6-63. CI. 29—405.

Worcester Foundation For Experimental Biology, The : See

—

Schwenk, Erwln, and Gold. 3,100,209.
Woven Arts Corp. : See

—

Feliks, Joseph. 3,100.003.
Felix, Josepn. and Davis. 3,100,004.

Wright. James H. : See

—

Krdman. John G., and Wright. 3,100,182.
Wuellner. Clarence R. : See

—

Helvern. James O., and Wuellner. 3.099,941.
Xerox Corp. : See

—

DavlB, Howard C. Elchorn, Punnett, TrumbuU, and
Wagner. 3,100,112.

Eichorn. Roger H. 3,100,109.
Elchorn, Roger H. and Melville. S.100,111.
Eichorn. Roger H., Morrill, Nortnrup, and Osborne.

3 099 943
Eiciiorn, Roger H., and Osborne. 3,009.944.
Elchorn, Roger H.. and Strommer. 3,099.806.

Yale and Towne Mfg. Co., The : See

—

Lock. Frank J. 3,100,031.
Yamura, Teljl : See

—

Toriumi, Noboru, Ogawa, Ogata, and Yamara. 3,100,-
036.

Yardner International Corp. : See

—

Chapman. Christopher L. C. 3,100,165.
Solomon, Frank, and Enters. 3,100,164.

Yoast, Warner T. : See

—

Berenbaum, Arthur. Yandersllce, and Yoaat. 3,100,144.
Zajac. Stephen J. : See

—

Swenson, Reuben A., and ZaJac. 3,100,193.
Zapolski, Bronlslaw : See

—

Plon Arthur L., and Zapolski. 3,099.901.
Zappel, Albrecht. and H. Jonas, to Farbenfabriken Bayer

AKtiengesellschaft. Process for the production of fluorine-
containing organic compounds. 3,100,225, 8-6-63, CI.

260—487.
ZelBi, Carl, OptUche Werke : Bee—

Penning, Kurt, and Ahrend. 3,100,265.
Zlegler, Hans : See

—

Blelenberg. W^aldemar. Rodis, Zlegler, Dronsek, and Him.
3.100,106.

Zlke. Vincent A. : See—
Heilman. George P., and Zlke. 3.099,837.

ZLrkle, Charles L., to Smith Kline ft French Laboratories.
10-amlnoalkylbenzo [B.F] tlepln and -dibcnx [B,F] oxepln
derivatives. 3.100,207, 8-fl-«3, CI. 260—268.

Zmltrovis, Robert P. : See

—

Keith, Willis C, and Zmltrovis. 3,100,232.

Zomlefer. Jack, to Solar Chemical Corp. Bulk polymerisa-
tion of styrene in the presence of a saturated fatty acid
and a mineral oil. 3,100,195, 8-6-63, CI. 260—23.

Zwingenberger, Arno : See

—

Liebrandt. Karl, and Zwlng«nb«rf«r. 3,000,020.
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IfOTB. Flrat number=claBB, second number=Bubcla88, third number=patent number

I

1— 44 4:

322:
3— 36:

4— 110:

110:

5— 84:

351:

3M:
8— 1:

39:

56:

116:

9— 313:

12— 10.1:

13— 26:

14— 71:

15— 3.14:

21:

35:

50:

97:

209:

231:

256.52:

1:

45:

12:

14:

30:

41:

59:

17—

18—

3.099.

3.000.

3.090.

3. COB.

3.009.
3.099.

3.099.

3.099.
3.100.
3.100.

3.100.
3.100.
3.100.

3.099.

3.099.

3.100.

3.009.
3,099.
3.099.

3.099.

3.000.

3.000.
3.009.

3.099.
3.009.

3.009.

3.000.
3.009.

3.009.
3.000.

3,000.

3.000,
3.100.

20—

22-

23—

4:

23:

40:

48:

76:

194:

204:

14:

210:

260:

288:

24— 230:

26- 17:

28- 71.3:

20- 26:

155.5:

187:

227:

229:

236:

405:

436:

544:

33— 62:

170.5:

201:

34-

35—
36—

88-
30-
43-

45—

46—

9:

45:

48:

10.4:

2.5:

59:

06:

50:

11:

24:

100:

137:

138:

111:

135:

101:

1:

9:

837
836
830
840
841
842
843
844
131

132

133
134
135
845
840
237
847
848
849
850
851

852
853
854
855
856
857
858
V>9
860
801
802
136

3.099.863
3.000.864
3.000,865
3.000.866
3. 000. 867
3.009.808
3.000.800
3. 100. 137

3. 100. 138

3. 100. 130

3. 100. 140

3. 100. 141

3.000,870
3. 000, 871

3.000,872
3. 009. 873

3, 099. 874

3. 100. 142

3.099.875
3. 099. 876
3. 099, 877
3.099.878
3.000,870
3,000.880

3. 009. 881

3,000.882
3.000.883
3. 100. 143

3. 100. 144

3. 100. 145

3. 100. 238
A, lArv. ocn
3,090,885
3.000,880
3.000.887
3,000.888
3.009.889
3.000,800
3.000.891
3.000.802
3.099,803
3.000.894
3.000.805

3,000,800
3.000.807

47—
SO-

61—

58:

600:

633:

26:

33:

04:

141:

170:

53— 50:

55— 0:

67- 150:

50— 70:

60— 35.0:

30.74:

35:

40.5:

00:

37:

276:

305:

5:

23.7:

27:

152:

85:

86:

61-

62-

64—

65—
66—

71—
73—

74—

81—
82—
84—
85—
87—
88—

80—

90-
91—

2.3:

341:

243:

372:

752:

706:

15.8:

20:

433:

40:

1:

15:

24:

28:

50:

1.7:

24:

37.6:

3:

40:

434:

60:

1.7:

06—
98-

06-

1.5:

16:

85:

04:

03:

40:

00.5:
71:

108:

110:

440:

3:

258:

101— 43:

106:

164

100—

3.000.808
3.000.800
3.000,000
3.000.001
3.000.002
3.000.003
3.000.004
3.000.005
3.000.000
3. 100. 140

3. 000. 007
3.000.006
3.000.000
3. 000. 010
3.000,011
3.000.012
3.000.013
3. 100. 147
3.000.014
3.000.016
3. OOO. 010
3,000.017
3.000,018
3. 100. 148
3.000.010
3.000.020
3.000.921
3. 100. 149

3,099.922
3.099.923
3.099.024
3,000.026
3.000.026
3.000.027

3.000.028
3.000.020
3.000.030
3. 000. 031
3.000.032
3.000.033
3.000.034
3.000.035
3. 100. 230
3.009.030
3.000,937
3.000.038

3.000.030
3.000.040
3,000.041
3, 000. 042
3.000.043

3.000.045
3.000,046
3. 000. 047
3. 000. 048

3. 100. l.V)

3.000.040
3.000.050
3. 100. 151

3. 100. 152

3. 100. 153

3.000,061
3. 000. 052
3, 000. 063
3.000.064
3.00(^065
3.000.050

102—

103—

104—

28:

42:

40:

50:

70:

70 2:

08:

130:

203:

00:

3. 000. 057
3,000.068
3. 000. 060
3.000.000
3.000.001
3.000.002
3.099.963
3,099.964
3.009,965
3.099.966

105—224.1:
100— 67:

62:

120:

287:

49:

60:

2:

114:

181:

199:

207:

202:

91:

1:

49:

62:

122:

325:

19:

22:

57:

61:

152:

123—41.61:
148:

108-

112—

114—
115—
in-

ns—
119—

29:

66:

142:

221:

94:

39:

143:

182:

28:

86:

00:

177:

- 13:

60:

82:

08:

403.8:
525.3;

543.23:
571:

506.1:
600:

128:

420:

140- 71.5:

128—

131—
132—
134—

136—

137-

139—

141-^

140-
148—

1:

200:

288:

70:

1.5:

3. 000, 067
3. 100. 154

3. 100. 155

3. 100. 156

3. 100. 157

3.009.968
3.000.060
3.000.070
3. 000. 071
3. 000. 072
3.000.073
3. 000. 074
3, 099, 975
3, 009, 976
3.099.977
3. 100. 158

3. 100. 150

3. 100. 160
3. 100. 161

3. 099. 978
3,099.970
3.000.080
3.000.081
3.00e.0K2

3.000.983
O, vnWt WJ4
3,000.086
3.009,986
3. 099. 087
3.009.988
3.099,989
3.000,990
3. 000. 001

3.000.002
3. 100 162

3. 100. 163

3. 100. 164

3. 100. 165

3. Ovv, vvo
3.000.004
d, Uvv, VVO

3, (Wtf. Wu
3, 000, 007
3.000.008
3, OW, vW
3. 100. 000
3. 100. 001

3. 100. 002
3.100,003

100.004
100.005
100.006
100.007

172—
174—

160: 3,100,018
60: 3.100,240
138: 3,100.241

175— 46:

178— 7.1:

170— 16:

17:

00:

180— 25:

82.1:

181— .5:

31.67:

163— 30:

154— 2.4:

156— 20:

165:

228:

670:

157— 1.22:

160—

165—
166-

167—

SB:

168:

0:

46:

241:

33:

65:

78:

87.1:
01:

160— 17:

3.

3.

3.

3.

3. 100. 008
3. 100. 000
3. 100. 100

3. 100. 107

3. 100. 010
3. 100. 108
3, 100, 160

3. 100. 170

3. 100. 171

3. 100. 172

3. 100. 173
3.100.011
3. 100, 012
3,100.013

3. 100, 014

3,100.015
3.100.010
3. 100. 174

3. 100. 176

3, 100. 170

3. 100. 177

3. 100. 178
3. 100, 170

3. 100. 180
3. 100. 017

27:

2:

214:

6:

106:

76:

68:

82,7:

106:

.%:

1:

48:

1:

127:

30:

33:

38:

IM:
192:

224:

115:

138:

150

59
154

154.2

162
181

103.2

206— 16.5:

47:

60:

63:

409:

106:

138:

386:

182—

184—

187—
188—

180-
194—

197—

198—

200—

204—

200-
210—

211—
212—
213—
214—

215—
217—
219—10

2:

145:

21:

1:

17:

83.3:

1:

26.5:

220—

221—

222—

49:

10:

20:

.S8:

70:

124:
1-

48:

SO:

117:

116:

131:

35:

04:

166:

180:

3,100,019
3. 100, 242
3.100,243
3. 100, 244

100.245
100,020
100,021

100.022
3,100.023
3.100,024
3,100,025
3,100.026
3,100,027
3. 100. 028

3. 100. 029
3, 100, 030

3. 100, 031

3, 100, 032

3,100,033
3. 100, 034

3, 100, 035
3. 100. 036
3. 100, 037

3, 100. 038
3. 100, 030

3. 100, 040
3, 100, 041

3, 100, 042
3, 100. 043

3. 100, 246
3, 100, 247

3, 100. 248

3, 100, 249

3. 100. 181

3. 100. 182

3. 100. 183

3. ion, 184

3, 100, la's

3. 100. 186
3. 100. 187
3,100,188

3, 100. 044

3. 100, 045

3, 100, 046
3, 100. 047
3. 100, 180

3. 100. 190

3. 100. 191

3. 100. 192

3, 100, 048
3. 100. 049
3.100,050
3, 100, 051

3. 100. 052
3. 100. 053

3.100,054
3, 100, 055
3, 100, 2.V)

3, 100, 251

3, 100, 252
3. 100. 253
3, 100. 254

3. 100, 255

3, 100. 266

3. 100. 056
3. 100. 057
3. 100. 058
3. 100. 059

3, 100. 060
3. 100, 061

3, 100, 062
3.100,063
3, 100. 064
3. 100. 065

222— 180:

190:

207:

17:

171:

176:

16:

44:

226—

229—

23^-

236-

51:

54:

2:

60:

154:

47:

87:

238— 151:

327:

239— 278:

4.W:

463:

240— 8.3:

103:

241— 79:

170:

242— 6:

55.13:
150:

158.4:

244— 3:

42:

83:

117;

246- 169:

182:

248— 104;

214:

300:

2.50— 43 5:

49.5
51.5

83

261-

252—

250—
280—

203:

220:

9:

30;

175:

40.5;

62.5;

103:

23;

28.5;

43:

45.5;

73;

89.5:

112;

209;

211;

239. .55:

247.2;
2.50;

268;

347.2;

397. 3:

397 4:

420:

429.7
439
448

3, 100, 066
3.100,067
3.100.068

3. 100. 069

3. 100. 070
3,100.071
3. 100. 072
3. 100. 073
3. 100, 074
3, 100. 075
3. 100. 076

Re.25,431
3. 100. 077
3, 100, 257

3, 100, 078
3, 100, 079

3.100.080
3, 100, 081
3. 100, 082
3, 100, 083
3,100.084

3.100,085
3,100,086
3. 100, 087
3, 100,088

3. 100, 089

3, 100, 090
3.100.091
3, 100, 002

3,100,003
3,100.004
3, 100. 006
3, 100, 006

3, 100, 007
3, 100, 008

3, 100, 009

3, 100, 100

3. 100, 101

3, 100. 258
3. 100. 259

3. 100, 260

3, 100. 261

3. 100, 262

3, 100. 263
3,100.264
3,100,265

3,100,102
: 3. 100. lOT

: 3. 100. 104

; 3.100,193
: 3.100.104

: 3, 100. 105
3. 100. 195

3, 100. 196

3. 100. 197

3. 100. 198

3, 100, 109
3,100.200
3,100,201
3. 100, 202
3. 100, 203

3, 100, 204

3, 100, 205
3,100,206
3, 100. 207
3. 100, 208
3, 100, 200

3, 100. 210

3,100,211
3,100,212
3. 100. 213

3, 100, 214

3,100.215
3.100.216
3. 100. 217

3. 100. 218
3. 100. 219

260—

261—
263—

270-
271-

461:

462:

471:

472;

473;

487;

518;

601:

608;

609;

613;

632;

650;

654;

669;

815;

34;

8;

15:

40:

79:

28:

36;

53:

71:

56:

102.4:

106;

279— 66;

103:

280—11.35;
87.01;

285— 321;

292— 266:

204— 103;

296— 1;

297— 26:

89:

157:

190:

430
307— 88. 5:

308— 122;

310- 154;

256:

7;

82;

178:

272
273

313—

Jl/—
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BIT'S HEAD), same. Sled Nov. 28, 1962. DC, E.D. Wash.
(Spokane). Doc. 2323, HMH PublUhitiff Co. Inc. et al. v.

Rohert Shaw et al. Decree and Injunction entered enjolnInK

defendant Vern E. Lambert Apr. 5, 1963. Order of dlMmlsnal

entered dismissing without prejudice defendants Robert Show

and Joe Close Apr 12, 1963.

Rer. No. flOO.SSS. ( Se«' Rcr N<> 339,321) )

Re». No. 610.6M. ( S.-e ReK No 339..329 )

R«r. No. «4S.»2«. (See ReK No. 600.018.)

Hfg. No. ft48,MS (TRANS CURE). Kapro Corporation.

Automotive trariKiiiis.sion fluid additive; Rer. No. 74«,1I8

(MOTOR CURE), same, flied Jan 7, 1963, DC. N.I> 111.

(Chicago), Doc. ti3c39, Yale Hnginerring Co. v Kapro Corpo-

ration TradeniarkK held valid and Infringed by plaintiff;

complaint dismissed with prejudice May 9, 1963.

R«r. No. «90.0S5 (PI,AY I>oH), Raint><>w OaftH, Inc.

riastio type niodelin« compound for children's use, filed

Feb 8, 1961, J/.V . El) .Missouri (St. Louis). Doc. 61c.'):)(3),

Hainbow Crajtit. Inc. v. Ab»orene Manufacturing Company,

Inc. Stipulation filed and approved ; cause dismissed with

prejudice.

Rer. No. e79.»5«. (See Reg. No. 339.329 )

Rer. No. •7».»67. (See Reg. No. 339.329.)

Rer. No. 710.«70 (31 AND DESIGN), Huntington Ice

Cream Co.. doing Ijusineas as Baskln-Robhlns Ice Cream,

Ice cream ; Reg. No. 71«,570 same. Confections—namely. Ice

cream, filed Apr 23, 1963, DC, N.D. Ill (Chicago). Doc.

63c667. Bagkin Kobbina. Inc. ei al. v. Bretler Ice Cream Co.

Reg. No. 718,115 (LIOHTOMATIC), Camera Specialty

Company. Inc. Cameras, filed June 4. 1963, DC. S.D.N.Y.,

Doc. 63/1638. Camera Specialtt) Company, Inc. v Kinf

Camrra Company, Inc.

Reg. No. 718,570. (See Reg. No. 710.670.)

Rec, No. 71«,»M (501 CARPET NYLON AND DESIGN).
H. I. du I'ont de Nemours and Company. Carpeting, filed

June 5, 1963. DC. E.D. Pa. (Philadelphia), Doc. 335B5.

H. I du Pont de Semourt and Company v. Albert A. CurrinQa.

Reg. No. 74S.118. (See Reg. No. 648,083.)

MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION
The followlnc marks are published In compliance with section 12(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946. Notice of oppo

sltion under section 13 may be filed within thirty days of this publication. See Rules 2.101 to 2.105.

As prorlded by section 81 of said act, a fee of twenty-five dollars m«st accompany each notice of opposition.

Class 1 - Raw or Partly Prepared Materials ^''fu^S'C 5 mr°*°
^*'*'"'**' company, st. loui.. mo.

SN 147,019. PhUllps Petroleum Company, BartlesTllle,

Okla. Piled June IS, 19«2.

(HMSTRAM)
No claim is made to the word "Nylon" apart from the mark

as sbown. Owner of Ref. Nos. 600,796, 73S,S17, and others.

For Fiber and Filaments.
First use Oct. 17, 1962.

The drawing is lined for red. Owner of Reg. No. 079,894.
For Synthetic Rubber.
First use on or about Oct. 1, 1959.

SN 156,641. Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Nov. 5, 1962.

8N 108,077. Ernst Benary Sameniucht OmbH, Hannoverscb-
Munden, Oermany. Filed Sept. 18, 1962.

TAUSENDSCHOEN
CI

"Tanwndeehoen" Is a German word meaning "thoasan'd

wonders."
For Flower Seeds.

First use December 1908 ; in commerce 1904.

SN 100,140. Four Winds Growers, Mission San Jose, Calif. No claim Is made to the word "Polyester" apart from the

Filed Oct. 10, 1962. mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 600,796, 731.600, and

SEVEN SEAS **or Fiber and Filaments.

For Growing Trees and Shrubs. ^"^ °"* ^"^ ^^' 1»«2.

First use Apr. 27. 1962. ^_^„^.^_

SN 107,148. Fred Rueplng Leather Company, Fond du Lac,

SN 105,146. Four Winds Growers, Mission San Jose, Calif. ^'- ^"*^ ^*"- ^^' ^•**-

Filed Oct. 16, IMl. p J fTVO
TRADE WINDS

For Growing Trees and Shrubs.

First use July 10, 1992.

Owner of Reg. No. 740,010.

For Leathers.

First use Oct. 19, 1962.

SN 10fl.«89. Monsanto Che.leal Company. St. Louis, Mo. ^Vf®"^ ,^"'" * Company, Inc., Newark. N.J. Filed

Filed Nov. 5, 1962. "**' *• ^**^

ANGORA CALF
The word "Cair' is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.
For Bulk Leather for Shoes.

First use Aug. 16, 1900.

SN 160,591. American Cyanamid Company. Wayne, N.J.

Filed Jan. 14, 1963.

No claim Is made to the word "Nylon". apart from the mark
as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 189,470, 781,688, and others.

For Fiber and Filaments.

lint hm Oct. 17, 1962.

CRESLOFT
Owner of Reg. Nos. 509,401 and 652,884.

For Synthetic Fiber.

First use Dec. 21, 1962.

TM3
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SV 161 033 Flberfl), Inc . War.aw, Ind. Filed Jan. 21. SN 125,359. Coated Abra.lveH, Inc.. Detroit, Mich. Filed

1963.' Aug. 4, 1961.

NYLAGLAS CA
For Helnrorcd S.vnt.etle Re.lnou. Injectlon-Moldln. Mate- ^ -^ --- -l-r^ted'Ta;? a^ aTZl

^'"^;rrrrr;'No:.T"l962. Orlndln«andFlnl.ln.operatlon.
First use Feb. Id, IWoi.

QUIC-KROP
For Seed Corn and Field Seeds.

First use at li-nst as early as Apr 24, 1961.

SN 164,637. Lynk Bros. A Balrd, Marshalltown, Iowa.

Filed Mar 14, 1963.

For Corn Seeds.

First use about Jnn 15. 19.")6.

The drawing Is lined for r^A. Owner of Reg. Nos. 308,989

""Jw'omblnatlon Auto Cleaner and Polish, Auto Polish.

Combination Clean.-r and Wax (Liquid and Paste), Comblna

tion Metal ('leaner and Polish.

First use on or about Aug. 1, 1960.

SN 164,934. Edtiewood Farms, Inc., Marysvllle. Ohio Filed

Mar. 18. 1963

HIGHLANDER
SN 156.01.-.. Nu Foam of Nevada. Ltd., North Las Vegas,

Nev. Filed Oct. 26, 1962.

For Grass Seed.

First use January 1942.

TALLY
For Scouring Pad.

First use Oct 2. 1962

Qass 2 — Receptades
SN 15S..<S4 Konieo PacklnR Company, Half Moon Bay, Calif

SN 13r>093 Cnntop Incorpornt.-d. Bala-Cynwyd, Pa., by
'

'merger from Can Top Machinery Corporation. Bala

Cynwyd. Pa. Filed .Ian :{, liHi'J.

Filed Dec. .{, 1962

ROMEO

CANTOP
For (Jliiss Cleaner and Polish.

First use Sept. 1. 1SM52.

For Kasy Op''"'"'^ Caii>

First use May l'.t.'')0. SN 161. 43H. Coijrate Palmollve Company, New York, N.'i

Filed Jan. 25. 196.^.

Qass 3 - Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, 3nd Pocketbooks

SN 160,070. Paxton Originals, Ltd .
Brooklyn. NY. Filed

SPREE
tiwner of H.g Nos ;{S9,695 and 681,255.

For Furniture Wax.

First use Sept I'-i. 1962.

Jan. 2. 19r.;<

RACQUET CLUB
F-or I.eather Wallets and Billfolds.

First use Mar 1. 1962

Qass 4- Abrasives and Polishing Materials

SN 124.415. Cardinal Engineering Corporation, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed July 21, 1961.

NON-BRAK
For Abrasive Cutting Wheels or Blades.

First use Apr. 6, 1953.

SN 164..-.04. Cabot Corj-oratlon. Boston, Mass. Filed Mar.

13. 1963.

CAB-O-BRADE
Fo^arnet Material In Granular Form for Use In Abrasive

and Skid Resistant Applications.

First use Jan. 24. 1963.

SN 164,846 Industrial Finishing Products. Inc., Brooklyn,

N.Y. Filed -Mar. 18. 1963

DULL-GUARD
For Furniture Polish.

First use Nov. 10, 1962.

August 6, 1963 U. S. PATENT OFFICE TM 5

Qass 5 — Adhesives

SN 131,651 Bloomlngdale Rubber Company, Aberdeen, Md.
Filed Nov. 9, 1961.

FM

SN 146,695. The Western Management Corporation, d.b a

Northwest Processing Company. Tacoma, Wash. Filed

June 11. 1962.

NORPROFIL
For Extender for Adhesives.

First use Nov. 10, 1961.

For Adhesives of the Type Including Synthetic Resin Ad-
hesives, Rubber Based Adhesives and Vinyl Adhesives In

Liquid, Powdered and Adhesive Film (and/or Sheet) Form. ^N 147,022. Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesvllle.

First use Jan. 30, 1948. okla. Filed June 1.5, 1962.

SN 139.687. Standard Chemical Products, Inc., Hoboken.

N.J. Filed Mar. 12, 1962.

STANFIX
For Synthetic Resin Adhesives.

First use Feb. 2, 1962.

SN 140,215. Adhesion Engineering Co., Inc., Brldgevllle, Pa.

Filed Mar. 20, 1962.

AD-E-BOND
For Adhesives and Diluents Therefor for I'se In Contact

Bonding of Most Materials Including Wood. Metal, Plastic,

Canvas, Rubber, Glass. Pai)er, Cardboard.
First use on or about Feb. T>. 1962.

PHILLIPS
r.
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SN 147.922. Gold St-al Company, Bismarck, N. Dak. Filed

August 6, 1968

June 28. 1962.

HERBARY GARDENS
For Aerosol Room Spray.

First use May 1. 1941.

SN 149.296 Ketona Chemical Corporation. BlrminKtiam,

Ala. Filed July 18, 1962.

KETONA
For Anhy<lrous Ammonia.
First u.se Mar. 2, 1956

SN 15."). 203 Spectra Blologlcals, Incorporated, East Bruns-

wick. N.J Filed Oct. 15, 1962.

SPECTRAZYME
For Proteolytic Enzyme I'roduct for Laboratory Fse.

First use Oct. 2, 1962.

SN 162,157. Oelgy Chemical Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 6, 1963.

OMNEX
For Chemical Compound Used as an Ingredient of Insecti-

cides.

First use Dec. 3. 1962.

Qass 7 — Cordage

SN 149.215 Schermerhorn Broa., Inc., Portland, Oreg. Filed

July 17, 1962.

CONTINENTAL
For Cordage and Twine Including Baler Twine.

First use April 1962.

SN 160.653. New England Yarn h Textile Company, Paw-

tucket, R.I. Filed Jan. 14, 1963.

SN 161,491. Fulbrlght Laboratories, Inc.. Charlotte, N.C

Filed Jan. 28, 1963.

FUL-0-GARD
For Chemical Preparation for Preventing the Formation of

Algae In Water Systems and for Control of Mineral Deposits

or Scale.

First use Oct. 10, 1962

tiesit
For Twine,
First use Dec. 26, 1962.

SN 161,604 The Goodyear Tire k Rubber Company, Akron.

Ohio. Filed Jan. 29, 1963,

Curox
For Accelerators for the Vulcanization of Rubber.

First use Dec 14, 1962.

Class 9 -Explosives, Firearms, Equipments,

and Projectiles

SN 158,546. L. W. Loyd Company. Inc.. South Plttaburg,

Tenn, Filed Dec, 5, 1962

8N 161,834. I'nlversal oil Products Company. Des I'lalnes,

111 Filed Jan 31, 1963

UNICAT
F'or Solid Catalyst.

First use Oct 24, 1962.

SN 161,960 Continental Oil Company, Ponca City, Okla.

Filed Feb 4, 1963.

CONOCO H-25
Owner of Reg Nos. 682.730. 698,370. and 743.991.

For Plastlclzer.

First use Feb. 20, 1962.

For Firecrackers.

First use Aug. 26, 1962.

Subj. to Intf. with 8N 158,634.

SN 158,634. LI k Fung Ltd.. Hong Kong. Filed Dec. 6.

1962.

SN 162.063. American Cyanamld Company, Wayne, N J

Filed Feb. 5, 1963.

NEDAC
For Accelerator for the Vulcanization of Rubber.

First use Oct 25, 1962.

8N 162,121. Trojan Powder Company, Allentown, Pa. Filed

Feb, 5, 1963.

DMPA
For Dlmethylol Propionic Acid,

rirat use Sept 11, 1962.

For Firecrackers and Firework*.

First use Feb 23, 1952 ; In commerce Feb. 23, 1952.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 158,546.

August 6, 1963

Qass 10— Fertilizers

U. S. PATENT OFFICE

Qass 12— Construction Materials

TM 7

SN 147,024. Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesvllle, SN 133,392. Modular Molding Corporation. West Trenton.

Okla. Filed June 15, 1962. SJ. Filed Dec. 5, 1961.

MODULITE
For Fiber Glass Embedment Panels Which Are Used for

Electronic Instrument Control Panels, Vending Machine
Faces, Schematic Diagrams, Decorative Product Components
and. Exterior and Interior Marker Designs.

First use Oct. 20, 1958.

SN 13.'),690 The Maco Corporation, Huntington, Ind. Filed

Jan 12, 1962.

FACIA-WAL
For Decorative Grid System for Covering or Facing Build-

ings.

First use Nov. 22. 1961.

The drawing Is lined for red. Owner of Reg. Nos. 568,987

and 618,062.

For Fertilizer.

First use February 1960.

SN 150.918. The Bennett Chemical Company, Denver. Colo.

Filed Aug 10. 1962.

Mglt-El-izer

SN 147.417. Wall Tile Corp., New York, NY. Filed June

21. 1962.

ADDA-MIRROR
For Mirrored Glass Squares and Panels for Covering Walls

and Ceilings.

First use June 12, 1962.

SN 147.571 Gotaverkens Ffinster AB, Kallered, near

Gothenburg. Sweden. Filed June 25, 1962.

For Fertilizer.

First use Feb. 12, 1962.

SN 155,862. Virginia-Carolina Chemical Corporation, Rich-

mond, Va. Filed Oct. 24, 1962.

V-C VIGILANTE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 235,994. 347,634. and others.

For Fertilizers.

First use Mar. 2, 1961

SN 155,863 Virginia Carolina Chemical Corporation. Rich

mond, Va Filed Oct. 24, 1962

V-C VITANITE
(wner of Reg, Nos 235,994, 347,634, and others.

For Organic Nitrogen Fertilizer.

First use Feb. 12, 1962.

Owner of Swedish Reg. No. 76.985, dated May 14, 1954.

For Construction Elements for Shipbuilding and House

Building Made of Metal. Wood, Stone. Cement, Concrete,

Gypsum, Fiber, Chip, Straw, and Glass Comprising Construe

tlon Details for the Goods Mentioned—Namely, Windows,

Doors, Prefabricated Celling Panels and Wall Partition Panels

and Prefabricated Houses.

SN 159,588. International Minerals k Chemical Corporation.

Skokle, III. Filed Dec. 21, 1982.

SUPER Q
For Fertilizer.

First use Nov 8, 1962.

SN 157,088. Elgin Glass and MIrrior Company, Elgin, 111.

Filed Nov. 13, 1962,

COUNTRY SQUIRE
For Doors and Windows Made of Metal, Wood and/or

Plastic for the Home.
First use Oct. 10, 1962.

Qass 11 - Inks and Inking Materials
SN 158,624. Harbison-Walker Refractories Company, Pitts-

burgh. Pa Filed Dec 6, 1962

H-W HARMIX ALSN 150.175. Lawter Chemicals, Inc. Chicago, III. Filed

July 81, 1962.

rp-pjl^T^rif The letters "AL" are disclaimed apart from the mark as

1 iVlV/i'^ yJLi ^^^^^ ^^^^^ „, J^^g Nob. 310,762, 707,973, and others

For Oleoreslnous Vehicle for Printing Inks. For Unconsolidated Refractory Mixes,

nrat use November 1961. ^^"' ""^ ^"^ », 1962.
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SN 161,117 Unlstrut Corporation, Wayne. Mich. Filed

Jan 21. 19«3.

SN 141.81."?. Carpt-ntiT Valves Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Apr 9. 19«2.

UNISPAR
For Metallic Construction .Members, Telescoping and I'er-

forated Tiihlnj?, and Fittings and Connections Therefor,

Adapted To Serve as Framing and Supporting .Means for

TemiKirary and Permanent Construction of BuUdUiKs and

Other Structures—Namely, Celling, Wall and Rooting Panels,

Hacks, Scaffolding, Ladders, Ralls, Shelving. Benches. Signs,

and Billboards, Awnings. Fences and the Like.

First use Jan. 8, 1963.

S.\ 161.118. I ulstrut Corporation. Wayne. Mich Filed

Jan. 21. 19«J3.

PERFOSPAR

For Various Plumbing Articles Including Ball Valves.

Needle Valves. Check Valves. Hydraulic F'umps and Hydraulic

Accumulators
First use on or about Sept. 1, 194.'>,

For .Metallic Construction Members. Telescoping iiiid Per

forated Tubing, and Fittings and Connections Therefor.

Adapted To Serve as Framing and Supporting Means for

Temporary and Permanent Construction of Buildings and

Other Structures Namely. Celling. Wall and Rooting Pan<'N,

Hacks. Scaffolding. Ladders, Rails, Shelving, Benches, Signs,

and Billboards. Awnings. Fences and the Like..

First use Jan. 8, 1963,

SN 142. o:..") P. L. Robertson Mfg. Co. Limited. Milton, On

tario, Canada Filed Apr 11, 1962.

KWIXIN
Owner of Canadian Reg. No. N.S. 17.') 44.60.'). dated P>h. 7.

19.'.3

For Double Thread Screws.

SN 161,628 Pascagoula Veneer Company, Pascagoula, .Miss

Filed Jan. 29, 1963.

V
SN 143.90»'>. Stephen A Young Corporation. Flora. Ind.

Filed Mav 4, 19i;2.

STOP-N-FLOW
For Wood Paneling and Plywood.

First use May 1. 1961 For F'aucets. \alves and PartB Thereof.

First use In or about January 1962.

SN 161.7,'^9. Alura-A-Fold Corporation, Rockford. Ill Filed

Jan. 31. 1963.

wum-fi-roLD
For Metal Aw^nlngs.

First use on or about Apr. 1.'). 1958.

SN 150.485 The William L. Bonnell Company, Inc ,
Nei

nan. Ga Filed July 30. li>62.

HANG'N HOOKS
^^1r Slldable Hook Hanger Assemblies.

First use June 25, 1962.

SN 162,180. .Moloney Products. Inc.. Albla. Iowa Filed
SN 150, .Ml Ogden W. Boden, d.b.a. Progresco Co.. Alta

dena. Calif. Filed Aug. 6. 1962.

Feb. 6, 1963

PICTURE-VUE B-LOK
For Sliding Glass Doors.

First use at least as early as the spring of 1957. For Fastening I)«'vlceK for Clothing.

First use .Mar. 19, 1962

SN 162,268 F: J I.,avlno and Company, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Feb. 7. 1963.

OLIKROM
SN l.")0,524 (N.ats & Clark Inc., New York. N.Y Filed

Aug, 6, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 398.636.

For Refractory Shapes or Bricks.

First use Dec 17, 1962.

Qass 13 — Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Rtting Supplies

SN 132,600. Sidney A Wharram, Jr., d b.a. Sprlng-Tlte Pole

Retainer Manufacturing Co . Flint. Mich Filed Nov. 22.

1961.

SPRING-TITE
For Structural Members In the Nature of Sleeves Adapted

To Retain a Pole-Like Supporting Structure Between Two
Spaced Surfaces.

First use June 28, 1961.

For Separable Slide Fasteners Known as Zippers.

First use on or about Nov. 29. 1960.

U. S. PATENT OFFICE TM 9August 6, 1963

SN 150 547 Fold-A-Fence Corp., Lake Grove. Oreg. Filed SN 153,098. Mobile Pipe Corporation. San Francisco. Calif,

Aug. 6, 1962 Filed Sept. 1.3, 1962.

SNAPPY
For Ornamental Wire Lawn Fences.

First use Dec, 16, 1960.

SN 150,752. Bradley Washfountaln Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Aug. 8, 1962.

WALL SAVER
For Showers.

First use July 2. 1962.

8N 150,825. Van Huffel Tube Corporation, Warren, Ohio.

Filed Aug. 8, 1962.

For Welded Pipe.

First use Dec. 6, 1961

WHERE )DEA5TAKE 5MAPE:

SN 156.285. Engineer's Investment Company, Inc, Kansas

City. Mo. Filed Oct. 31. 1962.

SHEWER TAP
For Pipe Couplings, and Apparatus for Making Circular

Holes In Pipe.

First use October 1960 on pipe couplings.

For Metal Tubing.

First use In or about November 1952.

SN 156,291. The B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Oct. 31, 1962.

SHELTERSEAL
For Inflatable Baps for Temporarily Closing Pipes,

8N 151,544. B C. Ventilating Ltd.. Vancouver, British
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ g ^ggj,

Columbia, Canada. Filed Aug. 20, 1962.

SPIR-L-OK SN 156,362. Bateson's, Inc., Wilmington, Del. Filed Nov. 1,

1962.

For Ventilation, Culvert and Drainage Pipe : and Machines

for Making This Pipe

First use November 1960 ; in commerc»> Dec 20, 1960. For Vehicle Traction Devices.

First use November 1961.

SNO-DRIVES

8N 151,801. Besly-Welles Corporation. South Belolt. 111.

Filed Airg. 24. 1962.

X-PRESS
Owner of Reg. No. 650,878.

For Self-Tapping Screws.

First use Aug. 15, 1962.

SN 156,371. Cas de Leon, Inc., University City, Mo Filed

Nov;l, 1962.

MELANIE MAID
*For Zippers.

First use Oct. 16. 1961.

SN 151,847. Standard Elsmere Granite Company, Chicago, p^ YW^A Nov. 5, 1962.
SN 156.690 United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh.

111. Filed Aug. 24, 1962.

MOPCEPTOR
AMBRIDGE

For Terrazzo Mop Service Basins

First use July 14. 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 620,660, 711,711, and 711,723

For Metal Pipe.

First use Apr. 17, 1961.

SN 157 513 Javbee Manufacturing Corporation. Los An
SN 151,888. Consolidated Pipe Company of America. Stow, ' ^^^ •^^,„ pyed Nov 19,1962.

Ohio. Filed Aug. 27, 1962.

CON-COR
EYE-N-BUY

For Plastic Pipe and Plastic Fittings for the Same.

First use Oct. 26, 1961.

TM 793 CO.—

2

For Carded Hardware, Such as for Buildings and Re-

modelers.

First use December 1961.
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SN 157,751 Ball-Hed Marine rroductH Co, Inc.. Glen Mar
I'ark, Md. VWt-d Nov. 7, 1962

SN 158.487. United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh,
Pa. Filed r>ec 4, 1902.

BALL-HED PERFECTION
For .Marine Tolleto.

First use .Iiilv 2. 1961

Qass 14- MeUls and Metal Castings and

Forgings

SN 129.20;<. Kle<troljtlc Zinc Company of Auntralasla

Limited. Melbudrne. Victoria. Australia. Filed Jan 14,

19fi.{

Owner of Re(f. Nos 1,'<(),456 and 651.375.
For Spring Wire.

First use Aug. 10, 1962.

SN 159,375. Zlv Steel k Wire Co., Chicago, III. Filed Dec.
IS. 1962.

MAXTUFF S-1
For Bar Steel.

First use June 18. 1962

^mK^
TIMLA tn

Qass 15 — Oils and Greases

SN l.-)l,852 United States Avlex Company, Niles. Mich
Filed Aug 24, 1962.

Owner of Australian Reg No A22,738, dated Feb. 27, 1918.

For Zinc Ingots

First use 191M
; In commerce ,Iune ,?(), 195,S.

8N 136.748 The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich
Filed Jan 29. 1062.

Owner of Reg. No .S60,760.

For Lubricating Oil. TuneUp Oil. Crankcase Oil Additive,

Detergent OH Supplement, Oil VlBCOslty Improver, Starting
Fluid for Knglnes. Penetrating Oil. Carburetor Control
Cleaner, and Windshield Ice Remover.

First use Apr. 20, 1936

DOWr SN 1.')H.1H6 The Standard Oil Company. Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed Nov 29. 1962

PARAFILM
Owner of Reg. Nos. 140.588. 722.373, and others

For .Metals, Especially Aluminum and Magnesium, and
Their Alloys. In the Form of Ingots, Billets, Pigs. Sticks.

Turnings, Filings. Shavings. Pellets. Powder and Atomized
Particles; Metal Castings; Wrought Metals; Metal Extru-
sions. Such as Slabs. Rods, Bars, Tubes. Wire, Pipe Brazing
Filler Metal. Welding Hods and Electrodes, and Structural

and Special Shapes ; Rolled Metal Products. Such as Plate.

Flat Sheet. Colled Sheet. Circles, and Special Rolled Products
Including Resldlentlal Siding Sheet. Tooling Plate. Tread
Plate, Foundry Pattern Plate, Phototemplat>s and I>flyout

Sheet. Special Bending Sheet. Electrochfiiilcal Sheet. Me
chanlcal Engraving Plate. Mill Primed Panel Stock, and
Photoengraving Sheet and Plate ; and Seinl-Fabrlcated, and
Drawn Metal Products for a Wide Variety of Non-.\ssoclated

Uses Such as In Aircraft, Missiles. Electronics. Graphic Arts.

Materials Handling Equipment. Business Machines, and
Transportation Kiiuipment.

First use at least as early as June 1. 1929.

For Paraffin Wax Containing a Minor Proportion of Syn-

thetic Polymers and Which is Suitable for Coating Paper and
Laminating I'aper and Other Sheet Material.

First use Oct 16. 1962.

SN 158.280 Southwest Products Corp. Phoenix. Arii.

Filed Nov :iO. 1962.

For Film F'orming Metallic Lubricant.

First use May 20, 19r)8.

SN 139,638 Globe Mining Company, Montreal, Quebec,

Canada Filed Mar. 12, 1962

ORTAN
Owner of Canadian Reg No 122, ."^10. dated May 26. 1961

For Ferric Titanium Metal.

SN 160.191. Herbert Kates, d.b.a. Kaco Tool Company, and
Kaco Tool Co . Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Jan. 4, 1063.

KAKUT No. 7
SN 145.688 FuJIkoshl Kozal Kogyo Kabushlkl Kalsha.

d b.a F"ujlkoshl Steel Industry Co Ltd.. Toyama-shl.

Japan. Filed May 29. 1982.

For Metal Working Lubricant.

First use on or about Nov. 14. I960.

NACHI
SN 160,934. Gllhanco Lubricants Company, Inc. Grand

Rapids. Minn. Filed Jan. 18. 1963.

Owner of US. Reg. Nos. 706.944. 721.859. and 724.185

For Special Steels, Special Steel Colls. Drill Rods. Steel for

Cutting Tools. Special Steel Plates, and Iron and Steel

Castings.

First use Dec. 10. 1928 ; In commerce Mar. 20, 1953.

ITASCA
For Lubricants, Especially 'or Chain and Guide Bars of

Chain Saws.

First use Nov. 20. 1962.

I

SN 161.443 Imperial Auto-Craft Products, Inc., Chicago, SN 158,468. Matnal Merchandising Cooperative, Inc.. New
111. Filed Jan. 25, 1983. York, N.Y. Filed Dec. 4. 1962. COLLECTIVB MARK.

LIQUID GOLD
For Motor Oil Additive.

First use September 1962.

Qass 16—Protective and Decorative Coatings

SN 149,447. Bro-Dart Industrtes, Inc., d.b.a. Bro-Dart In-

dustries, Newark, N.J. Filed July 20. 1962.

PLASTI-LAC
For Cigars.

First use Nov. 21, 1962.

For Solution of Resinous Material To Be Sprayed onto

Books, Art Work. Posters, Maps, and Other Articles, To Form gjj 158,464. Mutual Merchandlalnf Cooperative, Inc., Nei

a Transparent Flexible Protective Coating Thereon. York, N.Y. Filed Dec. 4, 1962. COLLECTIVE MARK.
First use 1950.

SN 155,964. Behr Process Corporation, d.b.a. Paul Bunyan
Paint Co.. Santa Ana. Calif. Filed Oct. 26. 1962

PAUL BUNYAN
"Paul Bunyan" refers to the legendary character.

For Stain for Redwood and Cedar.

First use Apr. 18, 1958.

8N 156,776. The Tremco Manufacturing Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio. Filed Nov. 6, 1962.

TREMSHIELD
For Protective Liquid Coating for Concrete.

First use Aug. 22. 1062.

For Cigars.

First use Nov. 21, 1962.

8N 157,326. Reliance Varnlab Company, Louisville, Ky.

Filed Nov. 15, 1962.

REL-PLAZ

Qass 18 -Medicines and Pliarmaceutical

Preparations

SN 119,271. Edward W. Clasen, d.b.a. Clasen Pharmacal

Co., St. Louis, Mo. Filed May 4, 1961.

For Industrial Paints for Wood, Paper Board and Fiber

Board.

Flrat use Nov. 8. 1962.

Qass 17-Tobacco Products

SN 152,304. John C. Herman & Co., New Cumberland, Pa.

Filed Aug. 81. 1962.

JACO
Owner of Reg. No. 394,828.

For Chewing and Smoking Tobacco.

First uae February 1943.

CETODYNE
For Gargle and Mouthwash Preparation.

First use January 1961.

SN 146,885. The Emenel Company, Loma Linda, Calif.

Filed June 14, 1962.

AIDIGEST
For Pharmaceutical Preparation in Tablet Form for Treat-

ment of Indigestion and Assist Digestion.

First use May 1^. 1959.

SN 146,898. Hammer Bros.. Fostorla. Ohio. Filed June 14.

1962.

SN 156.941. Robertson- Nettles Tobacco Co.. Wakefield, Va.

Filed Oct. 25, 1992.

DATE
For Cigarettes.

Flrat use Sept. 24, 1962.

OLD DAD5

SN 1B6,861. Brown A WUUamaon Tobacco Corporation,

LoulavlUe, Ky. Filed Nov. 8. 1962.

VALIANT
For Cigarettes.

Flrat uae July 20. 1961.

For Salve for the Treatment of Acne, Boils, Ringworm and

Other Skin Irregularities.

First use May 31, 1962.
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SN 149,375. El Ar Enterprises, Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed SN 159.598. Merck & Co., Inc.. Rahway. N.J. Filed De*.

July 19, 1962. 21, 1962.

MUVEZE INDOCIN
For Medicinal Preparation Used as a Laxative.

First use July 9, 1962.

For Analgesic and Anti-Inflammatory Agent.

First use Dec. 6, 19fi2.

SN 149,475. Kaz Manufacturing Co., Inc., New York, NY.
Filed July 20, 1962.

The term ".Mist" Is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown. Owner of Reg. No. 431,009.

For Aerosol Inhalant for Relief of Symptoms of Nasal

Congestion and the Like.

First use May 29, 1962.

SN 159,842. Olln Mathieson Chemical Corporation, New
York, NY. Filed Dec. 27, 1962.

VETURETIC
For Veterinary Diuretic Preparations.

First use July 26, 1962.

SN 160.307. Mead Johnson k Company, EvansvlUe, Ind.

Filed Jan. 7, 1963.

VI-SOL

SN 155,538. United Whelan Corporation, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 19, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 531,808, 737,627, and others.

For Vitamins.

First use Feb. 28, 1958.

For CafTelne-Contalnlng Stimulant In Tablet Form.

First use Oct. 1, 1962.

SN 161,065. Key Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Miami, Fla. Filed

Jan. 21, 1963.

FORMULA NO. 313

Applicant makes no claim to exclusive right to use the

notation "Formula No, ' apart from the mark as shown.

For Multivitamin and Mineral Dietary Supplement.

First use Jan. 15, 1963.

SN 156,729. Dr Madaus A Co., Cologne Merhelm, Germany.

Filed Nov. 6, 1962.

SN 162,229. Colgate-Palmolive Company, New York. NY.

Filed Feb. 7, 1963.

REPARIL ANTIQUE
Owner of German Reg. No. 503.768, dated July 12. 1938.

For Medicines and Pharmactutical Preparations— .Namely.

Preparations for the Treatment of Brain Oedema, Glaucoma,

Local Oedema.

For Dietary Supplement Containing Vitamins and Minerals

First use Aug 16, 1962

SN 163,481. Herald Pharmacal, Inc.. Wake Foregt, N.C.

Filed Feb. 26, 1963.

SN 159,317. The Warren Teed Products Company, Colum-

bus. Ohio. Filed Dec. 17. 1962

pHola ANSEL
For Antlseborrhelc Lotion for the Treatment of DandrufT

and Other Seborrheic Conditions.

First use Feb. 9, 1963.

For Medicines and Pharmaceuticals -Namely, a Drug

Product for Antacid Dietary Supplement.

First use Nov 15, 1962.

SN l.')9,512. .Merck ft Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J. Filed Dec

20, 1962.

FLUAD
For Antigenic Preparation for Use as an Iniiiuinologlc

Agent.
First use Nov. 3. 1962

SN 163,597. Atomic Basic Chemicals Corporation, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Filed Feb. 28, 1963.

FEEN-ITE
Owner of Reg. No. 650,009.

For Anthelmintic for Removing Internal Parasites From

Cattle and Sh.'ep Comprising Flavored Phenothlazlne.

First use Nov. 7. 1962.

~^~"^^"^~~
SN 165,481. Alberto-Culver Company, Melrose Park, III.

SN 159,595. Merck & Co.. Inc., Rahway, N J. Filed Dec. pjied Mar. 27, 1963.

21, 1962

TRIAVIL DIRECT
For Medicinal Preparation for Use as a Psychotherapeutic For Preparation for the Relief of Headaches, Colds and

Minor Pains and Neuralgia.

r?r.t use Dec. 10, 1962. f"'"* -* M" « 1»«^

U. S. PATENT OFFICEAugust 6, 1963

Class 19- Vehicles

SN 132,318. European Motor Products, Inc., Riverside,

Calif. Filed Nov. 20, 1961.

EMPI
For Stablllzer-Bar Assemblies for the Rear Wheels of

Swing-Axle Automobiles, Anti-Sway Bars for the Front

Wheels of Automobiles, Bumper Stlffeners, Accessories in the

Kature of Removable Running Boards or Steps, Rear-View

Mirrors, Arm Rests, Floor Mats, Oil Radiators, Sun Visors,

Parcel Trays, Handle Shields, Door Pulls, Ventilator Appara-

tus for Vehicle Passenger Compartments, Safety Belts, Fan

Belts, and Speedonieter Cables.

First use October 1956.

SN 160,019 Three G Corporation, Akron, Ohio Filed Dec.

TM 13

SN 141,819. Cory Corporation, Chicago. Ill Filed Apr. 9.

1962.

MITCHELL
t)wner of Reg. Nos 5«6,838. 639,277. and 701,821.

For Electric Room Heaters.

First use January 1961.

SN 146,424 Slgnetics Corporation, Sunnyvale, Calif. Filed

June 7, 1962.

\3i
31, 1962. z For Integrated Solid State Mlcroclrcults- Namely. Inte-

grated Solid State Logic Elements.

First use May 4, 1962.

SN 146,82.S. International Electronics Corporation, New

York, NY. Filed June 13, 1962.

lEC
For Safety Belts and Parts Thereof.

First use Nov. 25, 1962.

For Electron Tubes.

First use Oct. 1, 1955.

SN 147,025. Phillips Petroleum Company. BartlesviUe,

SN 164,296. Adam Opel Aktiengesellschaft, Russelshelm am q^,^ yu,,^ jynp j.^, 1^2.

Main. Germany. Filed Mar. 11, 1963.

KADETT
For Passenger Automobiles.

First use 1936 ; In commerce on or before July 30, 1962.

SN 164,340. Francis Metal Products Corporation. Palmyra,

NY. Filed Mar. 11, 1963.

AUTOCADDIE
For Golf Carts.

First use May 1961.

Class 20- Linoleum and Oiled Cloth

8N 148,331. Sandura Company. Jenklntown, Pa. Filed July

3. 1962.

SANTONA
Owner of Reg. Nos. 191,145, 439,993, and 534,334.

For Flexible Hard Surface Wall, Floor and Table Top

Covering.

First use June 14, 1962.

Qass 21 - Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

SN 72,054. Fred Meyer, Inc., Portland, Oreg. Filed Apr.

The drawing Is lined for red. Owner of Reg. No. 424,841

For Storage Batteries, Battery Cables, Battery Holddown

Clamps, Booster Cables, Battery Chargers.

First use on or about July 1. I960. (^

SN 147,831. Leesona Corporation, Warwick, R.I Filed June

27, 1962.

22. 19.59.

CERTIFIED

lEESONA
MOOS

Applicant claims use for the territory comprising the

States of Oregon, Washington. Hawaii and Alaska.
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^24,460.

For Electric Blankets.
^^^ Electrical Devices—Namely, Nuclear Batteries and

IZ Zl'JZL „« proved,.. „>. N,r..,r. E,-e.H.
^XT^JoT^'S^t^T^ ,^r'^^^ d.v,<...

Company,
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S.V 151,411. J k S. Enjineers Limited, Crayford, Kent, SN 163,938. Eneruy Converglon SystemB Corporation, Oraf-

England. Filed Aug. 17, 1962. ton, WU. Filed Mar. 5, 1963.

JASTAC
Owner of BrltUh Reg. No. 813,669, dated Nov. 22, 1960
For Electrical Connection)* Contact and Inserts for I'ae In

E:iectrlc Circuits, and EHpeclally In Printed Circuits.

ENERCON
For Ottclllatory Electric Motors.

First use Nov. 2.'), 1962.

SN 155.930. Maschlnenfabrtk Uerkhelm AQ., Uerkhelni.

Switzerland. Filed Oct. 25, 1962.

ganiBtyf-
For Machine Tools for Working Metals by Electrolytic

FrocesseH ; Orlndlng Spindles and Orlnding Wheels, All Being

Part of Such Machine Tools ; anil Direct Current Power Sup-

ply L'nlts.

First use 1961 ; In commerce May 1962.

SN 165,225. General Battery and Ceramic Corp., Reading,

Pa. Filed Mar 22. 1963.

TITAN
For Spark Plugs.

First use Mar. 14. 1963.

SN 166,805. ITA Electronics Corporation, Lansdowne, Pa.

Filed Apr. 16, 1963.

SN 1.^6,180. Superior Outdoor Display, Inc., Long Beach,

Calif. Filed Oct. 29, 1962.

ITA
Owner of Reg No 728,210.

For Antennas. Radio Tranamlttera, Exciters, Generators.

Mixers, Mutes, Amplifiers, Radio Kecelvers, Filters and Com-
ponents Thereof.

First use May 1, 1957.

Qass 22 - Gaines, Toys, and Sporting Goods

SN 141.734. Lakeside Toys. Inc., Minneapolis. Minn. Filed

Apr. 6, 1962.

For Outdoor Displays—Namely. Signs Incorporating Elec-

trical Lights

First use Jan. 1, 1960.

SN 158,613. The Euclid Electric & Manufacturing Company. For Kite Kit.

Madison, Ohio. Filed Dec. 6. 1962. First use Dec. 22, 1961.

GROUNDSAFE
For Electrical Fused and Non-Fused Pluga, Receptacles,

Receptacle Covers, and Connectors.

First use November 1928. ..

SN 141,829. Raymond L. Eddy, Muncle. Ind. Filed Apr. 9,

1962.

8N 159,864 Adtomatlc Electric Company, Northlake, 111.

Filed Dec. 28. 1962.

E-A-X
For Communication Switching Equipment.
First use Oct. 22, 1962.

Tiddl^iLinks

For Equipment Sold as a Unit for Playing a Table-Golf
SN 160,192. Kenbert Arpag Company, Bronx, N.Y. Filed Game.
Jan 4, 1963. First use Nov. 25, 1961.

SubJ. to Intf with 8N 146.182.

SN 146,182. Halaam Products Company, Chicago, 111. Filed

June 5, 1862.

TlIWllNKS

The term "Co." and the repreaentatlon of the goods are For Playing Equipment, Sold as a Unit, for Playing a

disclaimed apart from the mark as shown. Oolf-Type Board Game.
For Fluorescent Lifbtiog Fixtures. Fint use Mar. 2, 1962.

Firat uae Auf . 9, 1958. Sabj. to Intf. with 8N 141.829.
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8N 149,319. Plas-Steel Products, Inc., Walkerton, Ind. SN 159,063. Hassenfeid Bros., Inc., Central Falls, R.I. Filed

Filed July 18, 1962. Dec. 13, 1962.

INVENTOR CLASSICS
For Toy Kit. the Contents of Which When Assembled Pro

' vide Working Model of a Weil-Known Invention.

First use on or about Apr. 30. 1962.-LOCK
For Line Guides for Fishing Rods.

First use July 11, 1962.

SN 159,701. Diamond King Inc., El Segundo, Calif. Filed

Dec. 28. 1962.

SN 149,420. Beulah Harris Stolpen. d.b.a. The Rolling

Reader Co.. Westport. Conn. Filed July 19, 1962.

ROLLING PHONICS
For Equipment Sold as Units for Playing Educational

Word Games.
First use May 17, 1960.

//im^

SN 149,669. Paragon Art and Linen Co. Incorporated, Ne^
York, N.Y. Filed July 24, 1962.

PARAGON
For Needlecraft Toys.

First use Jan. 10, 1955.

SN 150,605. Beh Housewares Corp., New York, N.Y Filed

Aug. 6, 1962.

For Baseball Pitching and Fielding Practice Machine
First use Feb. 7. 1961.

Qass 23 — Gitlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

SN 131,410. Jackson C. Sheridan, d.b.a. S.J. Tool k Machine

Co., Whittier, Calif Filed Nov. 6, 1961

DIAMACRON
For Abrading Tools.

First use September 1961.

SN 132,318. European Motor Products. Inc., Riverside,

Calif. Filed Nov. 20. 1961.

EMPI

Applicant disclaims the term "Cycle" apart from the mark

as shown.
For Pedal Toy Having a Crankshaft Operable by a Stand-

ing Occupant.

First use Oct. 11, 1961.

For Valves and Guides and Springs Therefor, Tool Kits for

Installing Valve Guides, Crank Shafts, Cylinders, Pistons,

Cylinder Heads, Tap and Die Sets for Auotomotlve Repair,

Clutches, Sound-Prooflng Kits for Vehicle Engines, Drill Jig

Kits for Flywheels, and Camshafts.

First use October 1956.

SN 132,749. Sears. Roebuck and Co., Chicago. Ill Filed

Nov. 24, 1961.

CENTURION
8N 161,420. Louis Marx and Co. Inc., New York, NY. Filed

Aug. 17, 1962

MARX MASTERBUILDER
KIT

Without waiving its common law rights herein, no claim

Is made to the word "Kit" apart from the mark as shown.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 366,664, 703,193, and 706,930.

For Toy Construction Sets and Kits.

First use July 16, 1962.

For Typewriters.

First use on or about Dec. 21, 1960.

8N 132,828. Garrett Enumclaw Co., Enumclaw, Wash. Filed

Nov. 27, 1961.

YARD BIRD
For Mobile Cranes,

Ftrst use on or about Sept. 1, 1961.

SN 165,075. Ideal Toy Corporation, Hollls, NY. Filed Oct.

12, 1962.

BOP THE BEETLE
No claim of exclusive right is made to the word "Beetle"

for the goods recited, apart from the mark as shown.

For Mechanical Action Toy.

First use June 29, 1962.

SN 137.51.''). Farm Mart. Inc., East Peoria, II

8, 1962.

Filed Feb.

SN 156,070. Bachmann Bros., Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Oct. 29. 1962.

KIDDYPLIANCE
For Plastic Toys.

First use Oct. 16, 1962.

For Parts for Mowing and Harvesting Machinery Namely,

Sickle Bar Cutters. Mower Knives, Guards, Guard Plates,

Knife Clips, Knlve Guides, Shoes. Pltmans, Grass Boards and

the Like.

First use Dec. 29, 1961.
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8N 137.516. Farm Mart, Inc.. East IVorla, 111. Filed Feb. SN 141,701 The Broyhlll Company. Dakota City. Nebr.

8, 1981.'. Filed Apr. «. 19<i2

FARMART
For Parts for Mowing and Marvestlnif Machinery Namely.

Sickle Bar Cutters, .Mower Knives, (iuards. (iiiard I'lates,

Knife Clips. Knlve Guides, Staues, rituians, Grass Boards and
the Like.

First use I>ec. 29. 1961.

33^_^igA^
SN 141.085. Hans Llebberr. d b.a. Flrma Hans Mehherr

Maschlnenfabrlk, BIberach an der Rlss. Germany Filed

Mar. 29, 1962.

The (Irawliit: in lined for red.

For Spruy Kqulptiu-nt niul Wagon Moists.

First use Oct. 1. 19.')»>.

SN 142,306. L S Fiirnrr k Co., New Kensington. I'a Filed

Apr. 16. 1962

FARNCO
For Conveyors and Belt Stretchers and Bottle Breakers

First use Feb. 1, 1947.

Owner of German Reg. No. 744,996. dated Jan. 24. 1961.

For Heavy Industrial Machinery Namely, Cranes, Kxca-

vators. Concrete Ml.xers, Concrete Mixing: Towers, Mixing and
nistrlbutlnjc Apparatus and Gear-(ieneratlnK Machines.

SN 141.423. Faull A Son. Tool and Die Company. Nlles.

Ohio. Filed Apr. 3, 1»62.

SN 142.756 Waterous Company, St. Paul. Minn. Filed

Apr. 20, 1962.

WATEROUS

dCeciro-MatLc
Owner of Kei?. Nos 629.M97 and 629,898.

For Fire Pumps atid Fire Pump Accessories.

First use Apr. l.'>. 1955.

SN 142,763. Etudes Nouvelles SA , Geneva, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 5, 1962.

ROTOPARK
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Swiss Reg. No

188.262. dated Sept. 14, 1961.

For Mechanized Garage .\pparatus.

The design of a tool Is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown on the drawing.

For Machine Tools for Producing Holes In Tubing.
First use ,Ian 11, 1960.

SN 143,9.50. Galland Hennlng Manufacturing Company, Mil

waukee. Wis. Filed May 7. 1982.

PanLtrol
For Appliance Having a I're-Arranged Sequence of Pilot

SN 141.479 Western Auto Supply Company. Kansas City. Valves Actuated In Ord.-r and In a Prescribed Time To Give a
Mo Filed Apr. :{. 1962 Required Movement to Cylinders or other Fluid Operated

REVELATION
Devices.

First use Apr. 16. 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 575,184 and 705,133.

For Razor Blades.

First use Sept. 25, 1961.

SN 143,991 C. O. Oberg A Co :s Aktlebolag, Eskllstuna.

Sweden. Filed May 7. 1962.

SN 141.555. Thomas Collator Europe, Soclete Anonyme.
Brussels. Belgium. Filed Apr. 4, 1962.

CARBOMATIC
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Belgian Reg. No.

95.184. dated Mar. 22. 1962 Owner of Swedish Reg No. 49.131, dated Nov. 15. 1937.

For Apparatus for Interleaving: Stationery and Carbon For Files and Rasps of All Types, Including Rotary Files

Sheets To Be I'sed In Typewriters. and Rasps.
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SN 144,379. The Harrlman Manufacturing Company, Chat- SN 148,587. Cannon Electric Company. Los Angeles, Calif,

tanooga, Tenn. Filed May 11, 1962.
.

Filed July 9, 1962.

CAN-NU-MATIC
For Pneumatically Operated Crimping Tool.

First use May 21, 1962.

For Agricultural Implements—Namely, Cultivators, Plows,

Plow Repair Parts, Plow Stocks, Plow and Cultivator

Handles, Fertilizer Distributors, HarrowB, Trees and Plow
Shares.

First use during 1917.

8N 148,588. Cannon Electric Company. Los Angeles, Calif

Filed July 9, 1962.

CRIMP-0-MATIC
For Hand Crimping Tool.

First use May 21. 1962.

SN 144,380 The Harrlman Manufacturing Company, Chat-

tanooga, Tenn. Filed May 11, 1962.

CHnTTflNQQGH
For Seed Bed Preparation Devices Embodying* a Plurality

of Ground Engaging Components Plvotably Supported Upon

a Wheel Transported Frame, Spring Tooth Harrows, Disc

Harrows, Lev»»e Harrows, Pulverizers, Seeders. Rotary Hoes.

Disc Tillers, Gang Discs, Rotary Cultivators, Plows, Planters,

Cultivators, Stalk Cutters, and Spring Tooth Cultivators.

First use Sept 15, 1941.

SN 144,751. Mlehle Go88-Dexter, Ihcorporated. Chicago, 111.

Filed May 16, 1962.

MERCURY
For Machinery and More Particularly Rotogravure Print-

ing Presses, Flexographlc Printing Presses, Cutting and

Creasing Machinery, Stripping and Delivery Devices, Lami-

nating Apparatus, Web Roll Feeding Devices and Web Roll

Rewinding Devices.

First use Jan. 1, 1947.

SN 148,916. Mighty Mite Inc., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Filed June 14, 1962.

MIGHTY-MITE
For Hydraulic Hoist.

First use February 1957.

8N 147,026. Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesvllle, Okla.

Filed June 15, 1962.

SN 148,955. Chrlstensen Diamond Products Company, Salt

Lake City, Utah. Filed July 13, 1982.

For Drilling and Cutting Equipment—Namely, Drill Bits,

Core Bits, Core Barrels. Reamers and Washover Shoes, Used

In Subsurface Mining and Well Drilling Operations. Concrete

and Masonry Cutting Saws and Bits, Bit Sharpening Appara-

tus, Parts Thereof, and Accessories Therefor.

First use In or about June 1947.

SN 150,407. Falrvlew Pipe & Supply, Inc.. Fatrvlew, Okla.^

Filed Aug. 3, 1962.

For Truck Beds, Double Implement Drawbars, Bulldozers,

Pickup Tables, Pickup Stock Racks, Truck Stock Racks,

Hay and Grain Feeders, Creep Feeders and Self Feeders.

First use June 1, 1962, on truck beds.

SN 150,450. Peppy Industries, Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif

Filed Aug. 3, 1962.

PEPPY
For Hand Marking Device.

First use Nov. 8, 1959.

SN 150,484. West Chemical Products, Inc., Long Island City,

N.Y. Filed Aug. 3, 1962.

ASTROJET
For Insecticide Sprayers.

First use July 10, 1962.

SN 150,562. H. D. Hudson Manufacturing Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed Aug. 6, 1962.

PROFI-MATIC
The drawing Is lined for red.

For Tubeless Tire Vulcanlxlng Clamp, Tubeless Tire Filler

Gun.
First use In or about March 1981.

Owner of Reg, Nos. 802,823, 651,948, and 706,406.

For Gutter Cleaners for Dairy Barns.

First use May 31, 1982.
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SN 150,579. McKee Bros. Limited. Elmlra. Ontario, Canada. 8N 151,170. Sprague k Henwood, Inc.. Scranton, Pa. Filed

Filed Aug. 6, 1962 Aug. 14, 1962.

SNOLANDER
Owner of Canadian Reg. No. 127.058. dated June 29, 1962.

For Snow Blowera.

SN 150.618. Red Devil Tools, Union. N.J. Filed Aug. 6,

1962.

LI'L JIMMIE
For Molding Chisel and Pry Bar.

First use In April 1956. For Diamond Core Bits.

First use Mar. 12, 1940.

SN 150,730 Trabon Engineering Corporation, Solon, Ohio.

Filed Aug. 7, 1962.

METERFLO
Owner of Reg .No. 617,007.

For Oil Circulating Systems.

First use Mar. 4, 1953.

SN 151.535. Sperry Rand Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 20, 1962.

LEKTRAFILE
For Mechanized Filing Units.

Fint uae Aug. 2, 1961.

SN 150,731. Union Bag-Camp Paper Corporation, New York,

NY Filed Aug 7, 1962.

SN 151.545. Vlber Company. Burbank, Calif. Filed Aug. 20,

1962.

RANDOMATIC VIBERAIR
For Carton Closing and Sealing Machine.

First use Nov. 1, 1959.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 297,997, 717,851, and others.

For Unbalanced Weight Vibratory Machinea for Insertion

In Inset Concrete.

First use on or about June 1, 1902.

SN 150,766. E 4 M Industries. Inc.. Matthews. N.C. Filed

Aug. 8, 1962.

MOR-EZE
SN 151.678. H. D. Hudson Manufacturing Company. Chi-

cago, III. Filed Aug. 22, 1962.

For Can Openers.

First use June 26, 1962. RANGER

SN 150,808. Multl-Purpose Drum Company. Detroit. Mich.

Filed Aug. 8, 1962.

MULTI

Owner of Reg. No. 586.036.

For Portable Sprayers for Use in Extinguishing Fires and

for Spraying Pesticides. Insecticides and Other Liquids.

First use June 1. 1932.

For Brake Drums.
First use Apr. 17, 1962. SN 152,697. R. Hoe k Co. Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed Sept.

7, 1962

SN 150.821. Starkey Machinery. Inc.. Gallon, Ohio. Filed
CARB-LOCK

Aug. 8, 1962.

PULSI-PUSH
For Metal Cutting Carbide Saws.
First use May 2. 1962.

For Pug Mills. Pug Mill Conversion Attachments and Con-

trols, and Parts Therefor.

First use Dec 4. 1961.

SN 152,712. F. S. Payne Co., Cambridge. Mass. Filed Sept.

7, 1962.

PAYNE
S.N 150.922. Coates Smith (Zurich) AG, Zurich, Switzer-

land. Filed Aug. 10, 1962.

DOWN-STREAM
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Swiss Reg. No

191,925, dated May 21. 1962.

For Textile Machinea for the Hosiery Industry.

For Electric Elevators and Controls Therefor.

First use by at least the year 1929.

a.V 153,340. Turner Corporation. Sycamore. 111. Filed Sept

17. 1962

QUICK-START

SN 151,089. Selectlvend Corjwratlon, Kansas City. Kans.

Filed Aug. 13, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 648,701 and 707.702.

For Internal Combustion Engine Starting Aids.

First use Dec. 23. 1955.

SN 153.429. Studebaker Corporation. South Bend. Ind.

Filed Sept. 18. 1962.

GRAVELY
For Coin Operated Vending Machines.

First uae January 1959.

For Tractors and Parta Thereof and Tractor AtUchments

Including Lawn Mowers.

Pint uae 1922.
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8N 153,895. Royal McBee Corporation. New York, NY. SN 160,010. Royal McBee Corporation, New York, NY.
Filed Sept. 25, 1962. Filed Dec. 31, 1962

LARK ELECTRESS
For Typewriting Machines and Parts Thereof.

First use Sept. 13, 1962.

For Typewriting Machines and Parts Thereof.

First use Oct. 3, 1962.

SN 154,005. Ace Fastener Corporation, Chicago, III. Filed SN 160,035. Frank C. Austin, d.b.a. Miniature Drill Machine

Sept 27 1962 Company. Beverly Farms, Mass. Filed Jan. 2, 1963.

CADET MICROHOLES
For Devices for Application of Strapping to Packages.

First use Jan. 16, 1934, on stapling machines.

For Precision Drilling Machines.

First use May 1. 1961.

SN 106,358. Balderson Inc., Wamego, Kans. Filed Nov. 1,

1962.

DIG'R-DOZER

SN 160,211. Oneida Ltd.. Oneida, NY. Filed Jan. 4. 1963

MIDSUMMER

For Earthmoving Equipment.

First use July 1, 1961.

For Stainless Steel Flat Tableware.

First use Nov. 30, 1962.

Class 24— Laundry Appfiances and Machines
SN 157,016. SCM Corporation, New York, N.Y., by change

of name from Smith Corona Marchant Inc., New York, NY. gjj 158,516. Duro Tech Mfg. Corp., Newark, N.J. Filed
Filed Nov. 9, 1962. d^c 5 1962.

GASMASTERCORSAIR
For Typewriters.

First use Sept. 5, 1962.

SN 159.703. Dille k McOuire Manufacturing Company, Rich-

mond, Ind. Filed Dec. 26, 1962.

lURFMASTER
^f,

Owner of Reg. Nos. 373,680 and 601,850.

For Garden Tillers, Snow Throwers, Power Trimmers and

Edgers.

First use Nov. 9, 1960, on garden tillers.

SN 189,872. Cherry-Burrell Corporation, Cedar Rapids,

Iowa. Filed Dec. 28, 1962.

For Heat Regenerating System for Clothes Dryers.

First use July 14, 1962.

Class 25 -Udcs and Safes

SN 159,034. The American Hardware Corporation. New
Britain, Conn. Filed Dec. 13, 1962.

PROTECTOKEY
For Locksets, Lock Cylinders and Keys Therefor.

First use Nov. 27, 1962.

Cass 26— Measuring and Scientific

Appli

STELLAR-FLO
For Sanitary High Preaaure Pumps.

First use Sept. 14, 1956.

SN 159,951. Borg-Warner Corporation. Chicago, 111. Filed

Dec 31, 1962.

TIMBER CHIEF
For Saw Chains, Parts Thereof and Accessories.

First use May 26, 1962.

SN 110,076. Nordberg Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee,

Wis. Filed Dec. 12, 1960.

NORDTRONICS
For Temperature and Pressure Monitoring and Speed and

Power Control Systems for Engines and Their Driven Equip-

ment. Specifically Engines Used for Electric Power Genera-

tion, Pumping and Pipeline Installations and Oil Installa-

tions.

First use Nov. 15, 1960.

SN 132,318. European Motor Products, Inc., Riverside,

Calif. Filed Nov. 20, 1961.

SN 159,981. Flexoveyor Manufacturing Company, Denver,

Colo. Filed Dec. 31, 1962.

FLEX OVE YOR

EMPI
For Temperature Oauges, Tachometers, and Fuel Gauges.

First use October 1956.

SN 134,195. Cooke Engineering Company. Alexandria. Va.

Filed Dec 18. 1961.

CECO

For Flexible. Spring Belt Conveyors. ,,

Flrat uae Nov. 10. 1941.

For Titration Apparatus for Virologlcal. Serological, and

Immunological Laboratory and Field Use, Components There-

of, and Acceasorles Thereto.

Fint use Aug. 17, IMl.
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SX 150,667. American Machine ft Foundry Company, New
York, NY, Filed Aug 7, 1962.

SN 145,769. Castleton China, Inc., New Castle, Pa. Filed

May 31, 1962.

MINI MANIP NANTUCKET
For Master Slave Manipulator for Handling Items at a

PoHltlon Remote From the Operator and Through the Inter-

mediary of the Manipulator.

First use Apr. 16, 1962.

For China Dlnnerware.
FlrBt use Feb. 12, 1962.

SN 15:i,7r)0. Fabrlque de Machines* Mlkron S.A., Blenne,

Switzerland. Filed Sept. 24, 1962.

Goulder AJikron
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Swiss Heg. No.

192.788. dated July 5. 1962. (twner of U.S. Reg No 1(»2,.S97.

For Measuring and Checking Instruments for Gears and

Toothed Wheels of Any Kind.

Class 30— Crockery, Earthenware, and
Porcelain

8N 117,755 Kabushlkl Kalsha Matsuzakaya, Naka-ku.

Nagoya, Japan. Filed Apr. 5, 1961.

Oass 31 — RIters and Refrigerators

SN 132,318. European Motor Products. Inc.. Riverside,

Calif. Filed Nov. 20, 1961.

EMPI
For Fuel Filters and OH Filters.

First use October 1956.

SN 143.537. Jet Spray Cooler, Inc., Waltham, Mass. Filed

May 1, 1962.

JET-CARBO-SPRAY
Owner of Reg. No. 622,708.

For Refrigerated Beverage Dlsin-nsers.

First use Apr. 12. 1962.

Qass 32 — Furniture and Upholstery

SN 140.862. Frank E. Potts and Theodore Sobel (joint

owners), Akron. Ohio Filed Mar. 27, 1962.

CENAK
For Book Storage Racks Used In Combination With a

Quick Visual Inventory System for the Books In the Racks.

First use Nov. 1. 1961.

The mark consists of a device usually called "Igeta" In

Japanese used to express the letter "I," and a Chinese char-

acter called "Kanjl" pronounced "To." When combined, as

In the subject mark, the characters express the family name
"Ito," the founder of applicant company. The present presi-

dent of applicant company is the descendant of the founder

"Ito." The mark also contains a circle device, usually called

"Maru" which serN-es as a border surrounding the mark.

Owner of Japanese Reg. No. 172.333. dated June 22, 1925.

For Ceramic Tableware and Dlnnerwear ; and Ceramic

Vases and Figures.

SN 146.316. Podiatry Specialties. Incorporated, Ne\

N.Y. Filed June 6, 1962.

York,

PLASTEX
For Podiatrlc Plastic Foam Cushion.

First use Apr. 25, 1961

SN 147.020. Phillips Petroleum Company. BartlesvlUe. Okla.

Filed June 15. 1962.

SN 145,765. Castleton China, Inc.. New Castle, Pa. Filed

May 31, 1962

DAUPHINE
For China Dlnnerware
First use May 11. 1962.

SN 145,766. Castleton China, Inc., New Castle, Pa. Filed

May 31. 1962.

SCANDIA
For China Dlnnerware.
First use May 11, 1962.

SN 145,768. Castleton China, Inc., New Castle, Pa. Filed

May 31. 1962.

GOLDEN MEDALLION
Owner of Reg No. 637.159.

For China Dlnnerware.

First use May 11, 1962.

1!

The drawing Is lined for red

For Display and Storage Racks and Cabinets for Batteries.

Tires. Oil Cans. Etc.

First use on or about Oct. 1. 1959.
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SN 147,724. Fisher Products Company, Chester, Pa. Filed SN 158,002. The I>ane Company, Inc., AlUvlsta, Va. Filed

June 26, 1962. Nov. 27, 1962.

r DURATEX
For Cushioning Pads for Use in Making Mattresses.

First use Feb. 23, 1962.

COMPONENTS

SN 151,158. Novo Industrial Corporation, New York. NY.
Filed Aug. 14. 1962.

SWING-N-STEP
For Combination Chair and Stepstool.

First use Dec. 27, 1961.

For Dining Room, Living Room, and Bedroom Furniture

—

Namely, Buffets. Tables. Hutches, China Closets. Chairs. Bar-

Carts. Bookcases, Desks. Chests, Dressers, Mirrors. Beds, and

Night Stands.

First use May 1962.

SN 152,348. The Sterlingrworth Corporation, Jamestown,

NY. Filed Aug. 31, 1962.

The words "Maple ft Cherry Collections" are disclaimed

apart from the mark as shown in the drawing

For Dining Room and Bedroom Furniture.

First use April 1962.

SN 164,268. St. Charles Manufacturing Co.. St. Charles, 111.

Filed Mar. 8, 1963.

Jt,(jra/r/es

For Kitchen Cabinet Assemblies. Including Cabinet Tops
;

Commercial and Institutional Storage Cabinets. Dressers.

Wardrobes, Laboratory Casework, and Furniture ; School

Storage Furniture for Laboratory Uses With Foods, Clothing,

Science, and Arts and Crafts ; and, Dormitory Storage Furni-

ture.

First use 1939.

Class 33 — Glassware

SN 145.300. Technicolor, Inc.. Hollywood. Calif. Filed

May 23. 1962.

GAY NINETIES
For Table and Beverage Glassware.

First use Feb. 19, 1962.

SN 152.349. The Sterllngworth Corporation. Jamestown.

N.Y. Filed Aug. 31. 1962,

STERLING HOUSE
For Dining Room and Bedroom Furniture.

First use May 28. 1952.

SN 145.301. Technicolor, Inc.. Hollywood. Calif, Filed

May 23. 1962.

BLUE SPRUCE
For Table and Beverage Glassware. <;

First use Feb. 19. 1962.

SN 152.762. Century Industries. Inc.. Chicago, 111. Filed

Sept. 10. 1962.

For Mirrors.

First use Oct. 1. 1961

Qass 34- Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

SN 110.111 Thomas Industries Inc., Louisville. Ky. Filed

Dec. 12. 1960,

MOE
Owner of Keg. Nos. 517.557. 748.883. and others.

For Lighting Equipment. Particularly. Troffers, Reflectors.

Baffles. L»>nses. Louvers. Diffusers. Housings. Mounting

Brackets and Hangers. Shades. Lampholders, Guards, and

Parts Thereof.

First use on or about July 7, 1947.

SN 155,731. Luxco Company, Muscatine, Iowa Filed Oct.

23, 1962.

SN 150,105. Robertshaw-Fulton Controls Company, Rich-

mond. Va. Filed July 30. 1962.

LUXCO CINTARG
For Office Furniture and Equipment—Namely, Desks.

Chairs. Filing Cabinets. Stools. Stands and Stand Accessories.

First use on or about Nov. 3, 1952.

For Gaseous Fuel Pilot Burner.

First use Apr. 12, 1961.
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SN 151.795. John Zlnk Company. TuUa. Okla. Filed Aug.
Qajj 35 — BoKilig, HoSe, Madllliery RkK"

23, 1962

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

JOHN ZINK
The mark 1h the name of the president of the applicant cor-

poration and he cdnsents to the use of the mark and the

rt-Klxtratloii of his name as a trademark.

For GawPouK Fuel Burners and Liquid Fuel Burners and

Associated I'arts and Component Parts of Such Burners.

F\T»t use 1929

SN 147,027. Phllllpi Petroleum Company, Bartleivllle,

Okla. Filed June 15, 1962.

SN 152,578. Hall-Neal Furnace Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Filed

Sept. 6, 1962

The drawing Is lined for red. Owner of Reg. No. 427,059.

..^ For Repair Kits for Tires and Tubes, Vulcanlxlng Patches,

The drawing Is lined f.-r blue but no claim Is made to color. ^^^ Self-Vulcanlilng Tire Repair Unit.

For Warm Air Furnaces and Parts Thereof Including Air
^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ j j^^q

Conditioning Units, Air Circulating and Humidity Controls.

First use on or about Sept. 1, 1927.

SN 156,368. Buxbaum Products Company. Canton, Ohio.

SN 152,579. Hall-Neal Furnace Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Filed
Filed Nov. 1, 1962.

Sept. 6, 1962

TTTTTrrTTTTTTTTT""!inimn:!M:r::-":TTT:rrT7'

The drawing Is lined for red but no claim Is made to color

For Warm Air Furnaces and Parts Thereof Including Air

Conditioning Units, Air Circulating and Humidity Controls.

First use on or about Jan. 1, 1901.

MR. OUTSIDE-IN
MR. INSIDE-OUT

For Tubeless Tire Repair Kit and Tire Repair Plugs.

First use Sept. 20, 1962.

SN 163,775. United States Rubber Company New York. N.Y.

Filed Mar 1. 1963.

POWERGRIP

SN 156,809. Flamegas Detroit Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov 7, 1962.

For PorUble Heating Units and Controls Therefor.

First use Aug. 15, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 742,232.

For Toothed Transmission Belta and Pulleys Therefor.

First use 1954 or earlier on belts.

SN 163,963. Geo. Rahmann * Co., Inc., New York, N.Y

Filed Mar. 5, 1963.

RAHMBELT
For Industrial Belting.

First use Feb. 15 1963.

SN 158,339. Hammon Precision Equipment Company, Oak-

land, Calif. Filed Dec. 3, 1962 SN 164,087. The General Tire ft Rubber Company, Akron,

Ohio. Filed Mar 6, 1968.

HAMMON JET CARGO

For Gas Pressure Regulators and Cutting and Welding

Torches.

First use Mar. 19, 1962, on cutting and welding torches.

owner of Reg. Nos. 715,078 and 728.821.

For Pneumatic Tires.

First use Feb 12, 1963.

SN 164.038. The General Tire k Rubber Company. Akron.

Ohio. Filed Mar. 6, 1983.

8N 158,425. Bernz O Matlc Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 4, 1962.

GOLD CREST
DUALlGISUPBH

For Gas Torches.

Flrat use Nov 9. 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 644,474.

For Pneumatic Tires.

First use Feb. 12. 1968
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SN 158.638. G. & C. Merrlam Company, Springfield, Mass.

Filed Dec. 6, 1962.

SN 111.484. ContlnenUl Merchandise Co., Inc., New York,

NY. Filed Jan. 9, 1981.

CONTINENTAL
Owner of Reg. No. 576,818.

For Transistor Operated Magnetic Tape Recorders.

First use June 1960.

SN 145,307 Webcor, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed May 23, 1962

SIERRA
For Phonographs.

First use A pr. 10, 1962.

Qass 37 — Paper and Stationery

Applicant makes no claim to exclusive use of the word

"Dictionary" apart from the complete mark shown In the

drawing. Owner of Reg, Nos. 26,273, 401,785, and others.

For Dictionaries.

First use Aug. 31, 1961.

SN 146,168. Cartler. Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed June 5. g^. ^^g jOS Carey Publications. Inc., New York, NY. Filed

CARTIER ^jjg SEVENTH ART
Owner of Reg. No. 414,604.

For Lead-Pencils, Magazine Lead-Pencils and Pen-Holders. For Periodical Magazine.

First use 1859. First use Nov. 7, 1962.

SN 156,417. Klmberly Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wis.

Filed Nov. 1, 1962.

MARVALINER
Owner of Reg. Nos. 444,050 and 873,537.

For Plastic Coated Paper Suitable for Shelves. Drawer

Liners, and Decorative Purposes.

First use Sept. 13, 1962.

Gass 39- Clothing

SN 100,592. Freeman Shoe Corporation, Belolt, Wis. Filed

July 11, 1960.

CONTOUR CUSHION
For Men's and Boys' Shoes

First use Mar. 4, 1960.

SN 156.818. The Martin Cantine Company, Saugertles, NY.
Filed Nov. 7, 1962.

THERMOCQTE

SN 128,103. Joseph Stafford, d.b.a. Curtis Eddy-Form Co.

New York, NY. Filed Sept. 18, 1961.

SEA JETS
For Letterpress Paper.

First use May 8. 1962.
Owner of Reg. No. 539,529.

For Swim Suits.

First use Jan. 15. 1961.

SN 157,444 Blnney k Smith Inc.. New York, NY. Filed

Nov. 19, 1962

CRAYOLA
SN 130.108. Reldboard Company. Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed

Oct. 17, 1961.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 248.611. 660,615, and others.

For Paper Used In Connection With Finger Painting.

First use Nov. 13. 1956.

SN 168.853. Sture Cederroth. d.b.a. Cederroths Teknlska

Fabrlk AB, Stockholm-ValUngby. Sweden. Filed Nov. 16.

AQUEDUCT
1962.

SAVETT
For Clothing. Particularly Men's Trousers.

First use Oct. 2. 1961.

Owner of Swedish Reg No. 90.653. dated Oct 28. 1960.

For Wash-and-Dry Paper Cloth for Toilet Use.

Qass 38 -Prints and Publications

SN 147.542. Bell Aerospace Corporation. Wheatfield. N.Y.

Filed June 25. 1962

rendezvous
For Company Publication.

First use on or about Apr. 18. 1962.

SN 140,528. Robert E. Beriu, Mahopac. N.Y Filed Mar 23.

1962.

:^«ETON

—--*

For Blazer Jackets for All Sexes.

First use Sept. 22. 1941.
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SN 141,192. Lambert Hosiery Mills, Inc., New York, N.Y. SN 148,726. The Goodyear Tire k Rubber Company, AJtron,

Filed Mar. 30, 1962. Ohio. Filed July 10, 1962.

MARY LEE
Owner of Reg. No. 682,952.

For Women's Hoxlery and Lingerie.

First use Sept. 2, 1949.

SN 143,807. Desdee Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif. Filed

May 4, 1962.

TOPSY TURBAN
Applicant dl!<clalms the word "Turban" apart from the

mark as shown.
For Hair Covering Cap.

First use Sept. 9. 1961

SN 144,997. Soclete Parlslenne des Applications Moderneu
de la Maine, I'arls, France. Filed May 18, 1962.

MoTrtalyss
For Ladles', Men's and Children's Clothing— Namely,

Jumpers, Sweaters, Dresses, Skirts, Slacks, Suits and Coats.

First use since 1956; In commerce June 25, 1960.

SN 145.578. John Meyer of Norwich, Inc., Norwich, Conn
Filed May 28, 1962.

The drawing Is lined for gold and bin*'. The words "of

Norwich " are disclaimed apart from the mark as shown.

For Ladles' Slacks, Skirts, Walk Shorts, Dressmaker Suits,

Raincoats and Car Coats : Men's Slacks, Walk Shorts, Rain-

coats and Car (^)ats.

First use March 1960.

SN 146,543, Arts Gloves, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed May
21, 1962

ZEFAIR
For Ladles' Gloves Made of Leather or Fabric.

First use Apr. 3. 1962.

SN 147,079 Blue Bell, Inc., Greensboro, N.C. Filed June

18, 1962

eanie

VULCABOND
For Soles and Heels.

First use May 1, 1062.

SN 151,872. Arls Gloves, Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed Aug.

27, 1962

SIL-SUEDE
For Ladles' Gloves Made of Leather or Fabric.

First use Aug. 7, 1962.

S.N 151,927. Kellwood Company, Chicago. 111. Filed Aug.

27, 1962.

^KELLWOOD
For Wearing Apparel—Namely. Children's Coats, Snow

Suits, and Jackets ; Insulated Underwear ; Women's and Girls'

Conts, Jackets and Sweaters ; Women's Dresses, Blouses,

Skirts, Slacks, and Robes ; Hosiery and 1.^'otards ; Girls' and

Women's Lingerie, Bras and Corsetry : Men's and Boys' Sur-

coats. Sweaters and Jackets ; Men's Work Pants and Sport

Shirts and Swim Wear ; and Boys' Pants and Shorts.

First use June 12, 1962.

SN 152,673 Block-Southland Sportswear, Inc., Wilmington,

N C. Filed Sept. 7, 1962

[hapelHill

For Men's, Women's. Boys'. Girls' and Children's Outer

Shirts. Pajamas. Undershirts, Undershorts, Jackets, Slacks.

Night Shirts, Sport Shirts, Dress Shirts, Sweaters, Knit

Shirts and Bathrobes.

First use July 1, 1962

SN 153,025.

12. 1962

Soclete Rhodlaceta, Paris, France. Filed Sept.

ERTEL
Owner of French Reg. No. 498.204, dated Aug. 3. 1961

(Paris) ; Natl Inst No. 169,194.

For Clothing for Men, Women and Children—Namely,

Dresses, Robes, Two Piece Suits, Coats, Underwear, Hosiery,

Cardigans, Shirts. Vests and Waist-Coats, Boots, Shoes and

Slippers.

SN 153,845. Wembley, Inc.. New Orleans. La. Filed Sept.

24. 1962

!ESILIO
THE RESIUEMTCKAVATJ

Owner of Reg. Nos. 544,681, 548,417, 548,418, and others.

For Rainwear. Skirts and Sweaters.

First use September 1960

Without waiving any rights based on secondary meaning

the words "The Resilient Cravat" are disclaimed apart from

the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. No. 163,575.

For Neckties.

First use in 1023.
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SN 155 664. John B. Stetson Company. Philadelphia. Pa. SN 159.805. Belk Stores Services, Inc., Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Oct. 22. 1962. ^'^^ ^'^ 27. 1962.

STETSON

Owner of Reg No. 51.990.

For Men's and Boys' Hats and Caps.

First use Sept. 11. 1962

Owner of Reg. No. 640.736.

For Ladles' Hosiery, Slips, Panties. Pajamas, Gowns and

Dusters,

First use Apr. 2, 1935. on ladles' hosiery.

SN 156,224. Edmont Inc.. Coshocton, Ohio. Filed Oct. 30, SN 159.808. Belk Stores Services, Inc. Charlotte, N.C

1962.

PETAL PUSHERS
Filed Dec. 27, 1962.

For Garden Gloves.

First use on or about Sept. 24, 1962

8N 166,283. Eloesser-Heynemann Company, San Francisco,

Calif. Filed Oct. 31, 1962.

meu-
Owner of Reg. Nos. 360,131 and 675,617.

For Ladles' Hosiery, Slips, Gloves, Robes, Dusters, Panties,

Gowns, Pajamas, Footlets, Casual Shoes, Bed Jackets and

Bouffants.

First use Sept. 27, 1937, on ladles' hosiery

Owner of Reg. Nos 706,040 and 706,062.

For Jeans and Utility Trousers.

First use Aug. 8, 1961.

SN 150,707. Belk Stores Services, Inc.. Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Dec. 27, 1962

Owner of Reg. Nos. 870,734, 679.328. and others

For Ladles' Blouses.

First use Mar. 25. 1060.

SN 159,809. Belk Stores Services, Inc., Charlotte, N C,

Filed Dec. 27. 1962.

MAN STYLE
Owner of Reg. No. 540,580.

For Men's Suits, Topcoats, Leather and Cotton Jackets,

Coats, Sweaters, Lounging and Bath Robes, Trousers, Hats.

Walk Shorts, Caps, Raincoats; and Ladles' Raincoats.

First ues Apr. 12, 1947, on men's suits, topcoats, leather

and cotton Jackets, coats, sweaters, lounging and bath robes,

and trousers.

SN 180.361. Burlington Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y

Filed Jan. 8, 1963.

SN 169.801. Belk Stores Services. Inc., Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Dec. 27, 1062.

Owner of Reg. No. 443,210 and 506,143.

For Men's, Women's, and Children's Socks.

First use Dec. 20, 1046.

SN 160,611 S. k. J. Pajama Corp., New York. NY. Filed

Jan. 10. 1963.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 624,092 and 706.056. -p a -DlinR
For Boys' Wear—Namely. Polo Shirts. Trousers, Sweaters, IVrinXlVfAV

and suits.
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SN 160,661. Raleigh Haberdasher. Inc., Waahlngton, D.C.

Piled Jan. 14, 1963.

RALEIGH
Owner of Reg. Nos. 209,832, 641,423, and otherfl.

For Men's Apparel—Namely, Dreaa Sbirta, Undershirts,

NMght Shirts, Leather and Fabric OlOTes, Hats, Caps, Shoes,

Woven and Knit Sport Sbirta, Bulla, Coats, Sport Coats.

Slacks. Belts. Suspenders, Suburban Coats, Outer Jackets,

Robes, Smoking Jackets, Rainwear, Sweaters, Pajamas, Neck-

w«r. Under Shorts, and Bermuda Shorts ; Ladles' Apparel

—

Namely, Dresses, Evening Dresses, Junior Dresses, Sweaters.

Slacks. Bermuda Shorts, Coats, Suits, Belts, Leather and

Fabric Gloves, Raincoats, Suburban Coats, Sport Shirts,

Beachwear, Hosiery, Panties, Slips, Gowns, and Robes.

First use in or about the year 1912.

Gass40— FaiKy Goods, Furaishiiigs, and

Notioiis

SN 159,184. Advance Brands, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed Dec.

17, 1962.

lEOO
For Hair Rollers.

First use Dec. 10. 1962.

SN 159,752. Merrlwlg International, Inc., Miami Beach, Fla.

SN 160,684. B. H. Wragge, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed ^"^ ^<^- 26. 1»62

Jan. 14, 1963.

SUNHOPPER
4

For Women's Dresses,

First use Nov. 7, 1962.

SN 161.164. Exquisite Form Industries, Inc., New York,

NY. Filed Jan. 22, 1983.

PRETTY UP
For Brassieres.

First use Jan. 10, 1963.

^A^

For Wigs and Wig Blocks.

First use Aug. 24. 1962. on wig blocks.

SN 161,345. Jayvee Brand, Inc.. Lake Oswego. Oreg. Filed

Jan. 24, 1963.

Ds^dlciIlncB

Owner of Reg. No. 703,578

For Infants' Bibs and Pants

First use 1959

T1c^nr>T\7-<T»TTo

Qass 42 - Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrio, and Substitutes Therefor

SN 141,756 Rosewood Fabrica, Inc., New York. NY. Filed

Apr. 6, 1962.

"THE FABRIC THAT
PRESSES ITSELF'

Owner of Reg. No. 638,219.

For Woven Piece Goods of One or More Synthetic Fibers

With or Without Vegetable Fibers Such as Cotton, and Ani-

mal Fibers Such as Mohair.

First use June 6, 1955.

SN 161,400. Eagle Knitting Mills, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Jan. 25, 1963.

TRIPLE HEADER
For Hats and Caps for Men, Women and Children.

First use Dec. 18, 1962.

SN 161,679 Catallna, Inc.. Los Angeles, Calif Filed Jan.

30. 1963

SURFERS

SN 152.765. Crown Tuft, Incorporated. Dalton. Qa. Filed

Sept. 10. 1962.

Croon JufU ^tnc.

Owner of Rt-g. No. 647,901.

For Men's, Women's, and Children's Swimsuits.

First use Nov. 1. 1962.

For Textile Carpeting.

First use Aug. 1. 1961

SN 153,024. Societe RhodlaceU, Paris, France. Filed Sept

12, 1962.

SN 161,831. Tex Manufacturing Co., Inc., El Paso, Tex.

Filed Jan. 31, 1963.

ERTEL

CUT OFFS
For Trousers.

First use on or about Oct. 1, 1962.

Owner of French Reg. No. 498,204, dated Aug. 8, 1961

(Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 169,194.

For Synthetic Textile Fabrics for Making Into Bed. Table

and Wall Covers, Slipcovers, Draperies, Rugs and Carpets and

Articles of Haberdashery.
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SN 166,746. Raxon Fabrics Corp., New York, N.Y. Filed SN 161,366. Normandle Bedspread Co., New York, N.Y.

Not. 6, 1962. Filed Jan. 24, 1963.

PERMA-SOFT
For Synthetic Neckwear Fabrics.

First use Sept. 24, 1962.

MONA LISA
For Bedspreads.

First use Jan. 18, 1963.

SN 160,956. M. Lowensteln k Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 18, 1963.

LUSTERLUXE
SN 161,466. Best Coat & Apron Mfg. Co. Inc., New York.

NY. Filed Jan. 28, 1963.

For BlankeU.
First use Apr. 10, 1962.

SN 161,158. Collins * Alkman Conwratlon, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 22, 1963.

clQup
POUFF

For Acrylic Fabric for Robes.

First use Feb. 15, 1962.

8N 101,288. Cabin Crafts. Inc., Dalton, Ga. Filed Jan. 23,

1968.

OKBIN CRAFTS OARPET

For Linens—Namely, Sheets, Pillow Cases, Bath Towels,

race Towels, Hand Towels, Dlah Towels, Bath Mats, Wash
Cloths, Bedspreads, Blankets, and Aprons.

First use Sept. 25, 1962.

Qass 43 - Thread and Yam

SN 153,026. Societe Rhodiaceta. Parts, France. Filed Sept.

12, 1962.

The word "Carpet" Is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown. Owner of Reg. No. 396,168.

For Rugs and Carpets.

First use Jan. 4, 1»«8.

ERTEL
Owner of French Beg. No. 498,204, dated Aug. 8, 1961

(Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 169,194.

For Threads and Yarns of Synthetic Fibres.

BN 161,240. Crompton Company, New York, N.Y. Filed

Jan. 28, 1»«8.

FLYING CLOUD
For Textile Fabrics In the Piece Composed of Cotton and

Synthetic Fabrics.

First nse June 28, 1962.

SN 163,627. Courtaulds, Limited, London, England. Filed

Sept. 21, 1962.

COVELLE

SN 161,241. Crompton Company, New York, N.Y. Filed

Jan. 28, 1968.

X.15
For Textile Fabrics In the Piece Composed of Cotton and

Synthetic Fabrics.

First nse Jnne 26, 1962.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on British Reg. No.

B832.607. dated Mar. 28, 1962.

For Yams and Threads.

BN 166,689. Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis. Mo

Filed Not. 5, 1962.

8N 161,248. Crompton Company, New York, NY. Filed

Jan. 28, 1968.

CHINA CLIPPER
For Textile Fabrics In the Piece Compoaed of Cotton and

Synthetic Fabrics.

First nse June 29, 1962.

SN 161.248. Fabrics by Joyce. Inc., New York. NY. Filed

Jan. 23. 1968.

<zyAX&U(^

For Synthetic Fabrics.

First use June 1, 1961.

No claim is made to the word "Nylon" apart from the mark

as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 189.470. 731,683, and others.

For Thread and Yarn Comprised In Whole or in SubsUn-

tlal Part of Nylon.

First use Oct. 17, 1962.
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SN 156.640. Monsanto Cbemlcal Company, St. Louis, Mo. SN 150,889. Hemattaennatrol Corporation, IndianapoUs,

Filed Nov 5, 1962 Ind. Filed Aug 2, 1962.

For Console Type Medical Apparatus Used In Connection
With the Human Body for Controlling the Temperature of

the Muman Blood Stream.

First use Mar. 27, 1962.

8S 153,773. Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wis.

Filed Sept. 24, 1962.

CrtMSTRAND
LONGLINE

No claim U made to the word "Nylon" apart from the mark
an shown. Owner of Keg. Non. 600,796, 735, .')17, and others.

For Thread and Yarn Comprised In Whole or In Substan-

tial Part of Nylon.

First use Oct. 17, 1962.

For Sanitary Napkins, Sanitary Tampons, and Holders for

Sanitary Napkins.
First use Aug 14, 1962.

S.V 156,641. Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Nov. 5, 1962.

SN 155,626. Alexander Kelly Miller and Modrell Beaty

Howard, d.b.a. Mllhow, Lubbock. Tex. Filed Oct 22, 1962

Office Aid
For Box-Shaped Packafces of Aspirin, Ointment, Bandaging

Materials, Spirits of Ammonia and Related Items.

First use Sept. 6, 1962.

SN 164,466. Revlon, Inc., New York. N.T. Filed Mar. 12.

1963.

SCIZ-TWIZ

No claim Is made to the word "Polyester" apart from the

mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 600,796, 731,605, and
731,683.

For Thread and Yarn Comprised In Whole or In Substan-
tial Part of Polyester.

First use Oct, 15, 1962.

For Manicure Implements, Specifically Tweeiers.

First use Feb. 2(f, 1963

SN 160,500. National Spinning Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan 10, 1963

SPUN DOLA
For Yarns of Synthetic Fibers.

First use Dec. 21, 1962

Qass 44— Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

SN 143,251. Mays Equipment Development Corporation,

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Apr. 27. 1962.

SN 164,901. Scott Aviation Corporation, Lancaster, N.Y
Filed Mar. 18, 1963

SCOTTORAMIC
For Face Masks for Breathing Equipment.
First use In or about October 1957. '

Class 46— Foods and Ingredients of Foods

SN 136,271. Nodaway Valley Foods, Inc.. Corning, Iowa.

Filed Jan. 22, 1962.

NUTRA-GOLD
For Fruit Flavored Food Beverages and Dairy Products

—

Namely, Egg Nog, Chocolate Dairy Drink, Cream, Concen-

trated Milk, Evaporated Milk, and Flavored Milk and Skim

Milk Drinks In Canned, Sterilized Form.

First use Dec. 8, 1961.

MAYSCO
For Medical and Surgical Equipment—Namely, Charting

IJesks, Anesthesia Gas Exhaust I'nlt, Sterile-Tread Unit,

Overhead Recovery Room Unit, Linen Inspection Unit, Glid-

ing Door Unit. Overhead Cardiovascular Operating Room
Unit.

First use .Mar. 27, 1961.

SN 141,967. Maryland and Virginia Milk Producers Asso

elation. Inc., Arlington, Va. Filed Apr. 10. 1962.

MARVA MAID
For Homogenized Fluid Milk, Fluid Buttermilk, Fluid

Cream, Fluid Chocolate -Milk Product, Cottage Cheese, Butter

and Powdered Milk.

First use Apr. 21. 1961.

SN 145,704. Mercury .Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg,

Calif. Filed May 29, 1962.

SANI-TOUCH
For Disposable Plastic Gloves for Sanitary, Hospital, or

Therapeutic Use.

First use Jan. 2, 1959.

SN 142,432. Kay's Ice Cream, Inc., Chattanooga, Tenn.

Filed Apr. 17, 1962.

PIC-A-PAK-O-PINTS
For Ice Cream.
First use Feb. 20. 1962
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SN 149,258. Central Soya Company. Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind. SN 149,261. Central Soya Company, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed July 18, 1962. Filed July 18, 1962.

For Soy Protein, Soy Flour, and Soy Grits.

First use July 2, 1962.

For Soy Protein, Soy Flour, and Lecithin for Food Pur-

poses.

First use July 2, 1962.

SN 149,259. Central Soya Company, Inc., Fort Wayne. Ind.

Filed July 18. 1962.

SN 149,262. Central Soya Company, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed July 18, 1962.

For Soy Protein, Soy Flour, and Lecithin for Food Pur-

For Soy Protein. Soy Flour, and Lecithin for Food Pur-
p^^^g

poses. First use July 2, 1962.

First use July 2, 1962.

SN 149,263. Central Soya Company, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

SN 149,260. Central Soya Company, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind. p„p^j j^jy jg iggg.

Filed July 18, 1962.

For Soy Protein, Soy Flour, and Lecithin for Food Pur- For Soy Protein, Soy Flour, and Lecithin for Food Pur-

poses.

First use July 2, 1962.

poses.

First use July 2. 1962.
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SN 149,089. Western Oroweni Dlitrlbutora. Inc., Phoenix, SN 156,593. Olumarra Farms, Inc., Bakenfleld, Calif. Piled

AHi. FtledJulj- 24, 1962. Nov. 6, 1962.

GRAPE KING
Applicant clalma no exclaslre rlchta in "Orape" ai the

name of the goods Identified herein.

For Table Orapes.
First use July 7, 1962.

SN 156,822. Nallej'i, Inc., Tacoma, Wash. Filed Not. 7,

1962.

SPUD POPS
Applicant disclaims the exclusive right to the word "Spud"

except when used as part of the marli.

For Potato Flakes Used as a Snack Item.

First use during May 1962.

For Fresh Fruits and VeKetablps*.

First use June 16, 1962.

SN 190.1SS. Bordo Products Company, Chicago, III. Filed

July 31, 1962.

TEXAS GOLD

SN 156,914. Valle's Steak House, Portland, Maine Filed

Nov. 8, 1962.

"AlleysSTBAK HOUSB
For Orange Juice, Grapefruit Juice, Combination of Orange

and Grapefruit Juices, Orange Sections, Grapefruit Sections Owner of Reg. No. 649,480.

and Combination of OranKe and Grapefruit Sections, All Sold For Food Products—Namely. French Dressing. Thousand

in Cans, and Packaged Dates. I«'»°«l Dressing. Roquefort Dreaalng. Ruaalan Dressing, and

First use May 18, 1962. on orange juice Seafood Cocktail Sauce

First use Nov. 15. 1956.

SN 150,514. The Broaster Co.. Rockton, 111. Filed Aug. 6,

1962.

BROAST-AIRE
SN 157,200. Douglas Food Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed

Nov. 14, 1962.

For Food Seasoning of a Spice Nature.

First use July 24. 1961.

FLAVOR GEM

SN 150,828. Wilson k Co., Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed Aug. 8.

For Beef, Onion. Mushroom, Tomato and Chicken InsUnt
Mixes. Used for Seasoning Sonpa and Flavoring Foods.

First use Oct. 31, 1962.

1962.

PRO-WHIP
For Gelatin Whipping Agent for Candy and Cake Icings.

Flrat aae July 23, 1962

SN 151,219. Flavor Corporation of America, Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 15. 1962.

AROX
For Flavored Preservative for Fats and Fatty Components

of Animal Feeds.

First use Sept. 26. 1966.

SN 160,924. Corn Products Company, New York, N.Y. Filed

Jan. 18, 1963.

DOUBLE GOLD
For Margarine.

First use at least as early as Oct. 3, 1962.

SN 156,132. Ell Lilly and Company, Indianapolis. Ind.

„..FlledOct..29. 1962.

TECTA

SN 161,114. Thornton Canning Company, d.b.a. Thornton

Canning Co.. Lodl. Calif. Filed Jan. 21, 1968.

THORNTON
For Canned Fruits and Canned Vefet«blea.

Flrat use Jan. 18, 1964.

For Tylosin Lactate for Uae as a Food Processing Adjuvant

for the Control of Microbial Population In Foods.

First use Sept. 26. 1962.
8N 161,178. Growers Exchange, Inc., Sallnaa, Calif. Filed

Jan. 22, 1963.

SN 156.526. Paala Schrag, d.b.a. Panla's Pantry. Heber

Springs, Ark. Piled Nov. 2. 1962.

PACHETTI
For Frosen Precooked Alimentary Paste Food Preparation

Consisting of Chicken. Spaghetti and Dressing.

First use on or about Dec. 1, 1961.

For Fresh Vegetables.

First use Jan. 12, 1968.
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SN 161,367. Great Northern Juice Corp., Grand Island. N.Y. SN 166,671. Soclete St. RaphaCl, 8ocl*t« Anonyme, Paris,

Filed Jan. 24. 1963. France. Filed Nov 5, 1962

ISLE DEW
For Fresh Orange Juice.

First use Aug. 22, 1962.

SN 161.697. The Prank Tea A Spice Company. Cincinnati.

Ohio. Filed Jan. 30. 1968.

mister -,

mustard
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

504.675, dated May 4, 1962 (Paris) : Natl. Inst. No. 184.100.

Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 365.074. The drawing is lined for

red and this coloring is an essential feature of the mark.

For Aperitif Wines.
Flrat nae January 1962 ; in commerce Aug. 1, 1962.

No claim of exclualve right la made to "Mustard," as used

on the goods claimed. Owner of Reg. Nos. 392,973, 696,520.

and others.

For Prepared Mustard.
First use Nov. 19, 1*62: Dec. 28, 1941, as to "Mister

MusUrd."

SN 161,829. Sterling Drug Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed Jan.

81, 1963.

PLUSH
For Bird Foods.

First use Oct. 5, 1962.

SN 162.163. Robert A. Johnston Company, Milwaukee. Wis.

Piled Feb. 6. 1963.

MOOKAY
For Chocolate Flavored Dairy Drink.

First use Jan. 8. 1968.

SN 162.648 Marschall Dairy Laboratory. Inc.. Madison.

Wis. Filed Feb. 13. 1963.

SN 157.084. Dl Giorgio Fruit Corporation, d.b.a. Dl Giorgio

Wine Company, San Francisco. Calif. Filed Nov. 13, 1962.

Jacques Bonet & C?

The name "Jacques Bonet" Is fletltloas.

For Wines.

First use Apr. 4. 1956.

Class 49- Distifled Alcoholic Liquors

SN 186,293. T. W. Samuels Distillery. Inc.. Deatsville, Ky.

Filed Jan. 22, 1962.

FOUR GENERATIONS
For Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey.

First use July 7, 1961.

RENZYME
For Additive for Curdling Milk for Cheese Making.

First uae Nov. 21, 1962.

8N 162.750. Halben Food Manufacturing Co., Inc., St. Lonls,

Mo. Filed Feb. 14. 1968.

TEMTOR

SN 148.727. Wm. Greer k Co. Limited, Glasgow, Scotland.

Piled July 10. 1962.

WILLIAM GREER'S
For Scotch Whisky.
First use Apr. 3, 1962 ; In commerce Apr. 3. 1962.

Owner of Beg. No. 172,258.

For Barbecue Sauce, Roasted and Salted Nut Meats, Mara-

schino Cherries, and Fruit Jelllea and Preserrea.

Flrat DM Aug. 28, 1928, on fruit Jellies and preaerrea.

SN 153,649. John Gross * Co., Baltimore, Md. Filed Sept.

21, 1962.

ROYAL MAC

Clati47-WinH
For Scotch Whisky.

First uae Aug. 15, 1949.

SN 187,884. H. Slchel Sons, Inc., New York, NT., assignee

of H. Slchel 4k Bona, Ltd., London, England. Filed Feb. 6,

1962.

BONNE TERRE
The translation of the French phraae "Bonne Terre" is

"good earth."

For Wines.

First uae Nov. 7, 1984 ; in commerce Nov. 7, 1984.

SN 168,660. John Gross k Company, d.b.a. The Carlton Com
pany, Baltimore, Md. Filed Sept. 21, 1962.

BANBURY
For Scotch Whisky.

First use Nov. 16, 1960.
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Class 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise ^V^'IT A'1Zo°'
"'"'^"•^"^- ^'^^- ^°« ^"^''•^''- ^•^"'-

riiea rsov. 14, ivoz.

Classified

SN 148,537 "Safe-T Pacific Company," Redwood City, Calif.,

by change of name from Safe-T raclflc Baklnjt Company,
Redwood City, Calif. Filed July 6, 1962

SCOOPY'S

Owner of Reg. No. 686,443.

For Drinking Straws.

First use Feb. 4. 1957.

^m p« < .. I V • . « .• ^^^ word "Shave" U disclaimed apart from the mark as

Uass 51 — Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations ^hown
For Shaving Cream. *

SN 110,365. Helena Rubinstein, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed '^''"''^ "*'*' ^^^- ^- ^^^^

Dec. 16, 1960. .. -

BODY SMOOTH
SN 157,787. Robert Alan Franklyn, d.b.a. Robalre Alain.

Los Angeles, Calif. Filed Nov. 23, 1962.

For Hand and Body Lotion.

F'lrst use Nov 1, 1950.

COTE D'OR
The English translation of "Cote d'Or" is "gold coast.'

For Perfume and Toilet Water.
First use Nov 1, 1962.

SN 151,515. Dorothy Perkins Cosmetics, Inc., St. Louis. Mo
Filed Aug. 20, 1962.

RAIN DROPS
SN 159,388. Lilly Dache Cosmetics Incorporated, Union,

N.J. Filed Dec. 19, 1962.

DACHELLE
For Foundation Cream
First use Aug 3, 1962.

For Perfume.
First use Nov. 14, 1962.

SN 151,517. Dorothy Perkins Cosmetics. Inc.

Filed Aug. 20, 1962.

St. Louis. Mo.
SN 159,409. Maradel Products, Inc., New York, NY. Filed

Dec. 19, 1962.

PATIO
DOUBLE TAKE

For Cologne

First use Aug. ,S, 1962.

SN 151,518. Dorothy Perkins Cosmetics, Inc.

Filed Aug. 20, 1962.

For Eye Pencils.

First use Apr. 30, 1962.

SN 159,462. Basics for Beauty, Inc., Birmingham, Mich.

St Louis. Mo. ^^l«'<^ D^c 20, 1962.

QTICLE TIME
CURTSY For Cuticle Softener and Remover.

First use Nov. 27, 1962.

For Cologne.

First use Aug. 3, 1962.

SN 151, .519. Dorothy Perkins Cosmetics, Inc.,

Filed Aug. 20, 1962.

St. Louis, Mo.

IDENTITY

SN 159.829. Lander Co. Inc., d.b.a. Lander, New York. NY
Filed Dec. 27, 1962.

BLACK PANTHER
For Perfume, Toilet Water, Skin Lotions.

First use 1942.

For Cologne.

First use Aug. 3, 1962.

SN 184,602. L. & C. Hardtmuth, Inc , Bloomsbury, N.J.

Filed Oct. 5, 1962.

DREAM

SN 160,004. David O. Pollock, Rockhill Furnace. Pa. Filed

Dec. 31, 1962.

RUTHI
For Cosmetic Pencils.

First use Sept. 19, 1962.

For Lotion for the Relief of Oily Skin.

First use May 31, 1962.
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SN 160,318. Purex Corporation, Ltd., Lakewood. Calif. SN 157,141. Quality Chemists. Inc., St. Louis, Mo. Filed

Filed Jan. 7, 1963. Nov. 13, 1962.

HOB NAIL
For Bubble Bath and Cologne.

First use August 1937.

DOUBLE BATH
No claim is made to the word "Bath" apart from the mark

as shown.
For Bubble Bath Oil.

First use Oct. 31, 1962.

SN 162.170. Maradel Products, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Feb. 6, 1963.

VELVET GLOVES
For Hand Lotion.

First use Jan. 17, 1963.

Qass 52— Detergents and Soaps

SN 145,507. Amodex Products Inc., Bridgeport, Conn. Filed

May 28. 1962.

AMODEX
For Hand Cleaner, Particularly Adapted To Remove Ink

and Dye Stains From Hands.

Flrat use Mar. 5, 19S8.

SN 160,371. Economics Laboratory, Inc., St Paul, Minn.

Filed Jan. 8, 1963.

WARHEAD
For Compound for Industrial Machine Washing.

First use Aug. 22, 1962.

SN 160,498. John N. McMath, d.b.a. John N. McMath Co .

Larchmont, N.Y. Filed Jan. 10, 1963.

HOUSE OF LORDS
Owner of Reg. No. 733,528.

For Soaps, Shampoos, Shaving Cream and Soaps, Liquid

and Powdered Soaps

First use Dec. 10, 1960.

SN 1S6,247. Purex Corporation, Ltd., d.b.a. Tupco Products,

Inc.. Wilmington, Calif. Filed Oct. 30, 1962.

8N 160,553. Purex Corporation, Ltd., d.b.a. Turco Products,

Inc., Wilmington, Calif. Filed Jan. 11. 1963.

ACRYL
SUPER-CARB

Owner of Reg. No. 401.814.

For Ingredient Used as an Inhibitor in Acid Solutions in

Metal Pickling and Hard Water Scale Removal Operations.

First use on or about Apr. 28, 1937.

For Two-Layer Paint, Carbon and Soil Remover.

First use on or before Dec. 31, 1953.

SN 160,572. Alberto-Culver Company, Melrose Park, 111.

Filed Jan. 14, 1963.

SN 156,740. R. O. Hull & Company, Inc.. Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Nov. 6, 1962.

SUBDUE

ROKLEEN
For Medicated Dandruff Shampoo.
First use Aug. 3, 1962.

For Industrial Metal Cleaning Compositions.

First use Aug. 1, 1962.

SN 161,669. Acme Chemical Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Jan. 30. 1963.

ACCO-TERGE
SN 156.882. Ipco Hospital Supply Corporation, New York,

N.Y. Filed Nov, 8, 1962.

DetergiCllene

For Concentrated Hospital Detergent and Rinsing Agent.

First use Aug. 17, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 411,032 and 412,305.

For Liquid Dishwashing Compound.
First use Jan. 23, 1953.

SN 161,670. Acme Chemical Company, Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed Jan. 30, 1963.

ACME
For Rust and Scale Removing Compound for Heating, Cool

ing and Processing Equipment.

First use Sept. 28, 1954.
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SERVICE MARKS
Qass 100 — Miscellaneous Qass 102 — insurance and Financial

PLAN BULLDOZER

8N 150,313. The AMOctated General Contractors of America, 8N 151,117. American Manufacturers Mutual Insurance

Inc., Washington, D.C. Filed Aug. 2. 1962. Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Aug. 14. 1962.

AMERICAN
MANUFACTURERS MUTUAL
INSURANCE COMPANY

For Underwriting of Insurance and Fidelity and Surety

Bond!.

Flrat use July 1, 19B2.

Applicant dlBClaims the detcrtptlve word "Plan."

For Aiding Construction Contractors In Making Their
«* ^ • j n •

Equipment and Personnel ATallable to the OoTernment for (I^JJ 103 ^ COHStniCtiOn MM RepSir
Disaster Relief.

First use May 1959.
^^ 148.929. Wander k Co. Inc.. New York. N.Y. Filed July^ 12, 1962.

CORALIFE8N 156,212. Arkansas Louisiana Gas Company, Shreveport

La. Filed Oct. 30, 1962

Arkla

Owner of Reg. Nos. 705,460, 749,913, and others.

For Retail Distribution of Natural Gas.

First use Aug. 1, 1960

TM 34

For Service of Reflnlshlng, Cleaning and Polishing Jewelry,

Especially Coral Jewelry.

First use October 1961.

Class 105 -Transportation and Storage

SN 159.448. Withers Van Line* of Miami, Inc.. Miami. Fla.

Filed Dec. 19. 1962.

WITHERS
For Moving, Trucking and Hauling Houaehold Goods and

Personal Effects,

i^nrst uae in 1909.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

Qass 1 - Raw or Partly Prepared Materials Qass 4- Abrasives and Polishing Materials

788.897. PYROFOAM. High Temperature Materials. Inc.

8N 147.879. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-28-62.

Qass 2 — Receptacles

753.898. DESIGN OF THREE TRIANGLES,
eral Corporation. SN
6-12-61.

753.899. SHOE SHAGS.
Filed 1-19-62.

753.900. BEAUTY-BIN.
139.643. Pub. 5-21-«3.

753.901. LITTERETTE.
139.722. Pub. 5-21-63.

753.902. TREETAINER.
140,171. Pub. 5-21-63.

Aerojet-Oen-

121,780. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

CVT. SN 138,108. Pub 5-21-fl3.

SNLincoln Metal Products Corp.

Filed 3-12-62.

D. J. Alexander Corporation.
Filed 3-13-62.

Nursery Metal Pots, Inc.

Filed 3-19-62.

753,903. 8TERI-CANTEEN. David Harold Qulnn.
142.861. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 4-23-62.

SN

SN

SN

753.904. SUPERMARKET. Consumer Bag and Packaging
Corporation. SN 143,105. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 4-26-62.

753.905. SERVICE. Consumer Bag and Packaging Corpo-
ration. SN 143,107. Pub. 8-21-63. Filed 4-26-62.

753.906. ACCESSORIES AMERICANA AND DESIGN.
Bum-Strauss, Inc., d.b.a. Woodpecker Woodware. SN
147,051. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-16-62.

753.907. SPIRO-PAC. Sonoco Products Company. SN
149,219. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-17-62.

753.908. CUTLASS. Brookpark. Inc. SN 149.359. Pub.
5-21-«3. Filed 7-19-62.

753.909. PAPERCAN. West Virginia Pulp and Paper Com-
pany. SN 150,901. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-9-62.

753.910. FLORAFOAM. George Koch Sons, Inc. SN
151,142. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-14-62.

753,911. PORTA-TUBS. Geo. J. Ball. Inc.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-28--62.

SN 152.039.

753.912. OVAL-TAINER. Diamond National Corporation.

SN 162,053. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 8-28-«2.

763.913. SUN VALLEY. Stetson Corporation. SN 152.098.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-28-62.

753.914. PIERCENE. Franklin P. Wlnesett, d.b.a. Winesett
Bag Company. SN 152.259. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-30-62. -

768.915. KEN RIP AND DESIGN. Kennedy Car Liner and
Bag Company. Incorporated. SN 152.312. Pub. 5-21-63.

Filed 8-31-62.

753.916. BABYLON GARDEN Edward E. Pauer, d.b.a.

Babylon Products Company. SN 152.328. Pub. 5-21-63.

Filed 8-31-62.

753.917. DIXIE. American Can Company. SN 152.556.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-6-62.

768.918. MIRA-GLAZB. American Can Company. SN
162,557. Pub .'i-21-63. Filed 9-«-62.

753.920. WOOD CREAM. Gold Seal Company. SN 116.123.
Pub. 4-10-62. Filed 3-21-61.

753.921. BAL-FOIL. Bausch & Lomb Incorporated. SN
156,263. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-31-62.

753.922. MEDALLION. Industrial Soap Company. SN
156.984. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-9-62.

763.923. DIPLOMAT. Industrial Soap Company. SN
156.986. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-9-62.

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

753.924. PURETTE. Luther B Arnold, Jr., d.b.a. Vlkon

Chemical Company. SN 118,639. Pub. 3-13-62. Filed

4-26-61.

753.925. KEPHOS. Imperial Chemical Industries Limited.

SN 127,112. Pub. 7-24-62. Filed 9-1-61.

753.926. WATER BUOY. Chemlco Corporation. SN 146,360.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed ft-7-62.

753.927. D.E.H. The Dow Chemical Company. SN 14«,695.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-ll-«2.

753.928. GENCLOR. Imperial Chemical Industries Limited

SN 146,820. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-13-62.

753.929. KEMEX. Chem Lab Products, Incorporated. SN
146,978. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-15-62.

763.930. CASORON. N.V. Philips-Duphar. SN 155,734

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-23-62.

753.931. FLEXIMET. Swift ft Company. SN 155,947.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-25-62.

753.932. CONTROL E-B. Mud Control Laboratories, Inc.

SN 156,139. Pub. 5-21-^ar^ Filed 10-29-62.

753.933. ETCHON. Hercules Packing Corporation. SN
156.602. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11^-62.

753.934. DIPLOMAT. Industrial Soap Company. SN
166.987. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-9-62.

Class 8— Smokers' Articles, Not Including

Tobacco Products

753,935. FEUDOR. Etablissements Oenoud & Cle 8N
148,963. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-13-62.

Class 9— Explosives, Rrearms, Equipments,

and Projectiles

753.936. WEAVER CHOKE AND DESIGN. William R.

Weaver, d.b.a. W. R. Weaver Co. SN 153.043. Pub
5-21-63. Filed 9-12-62.

Qass 3 * Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketbooks Class 10— Fertilizers

753,919. BAG-O-TRICKS. Outman Lann Glove Company, 763,937. SOHIO AND DESIGN. The Standard Oil Com
Inc. SN 147,198. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-19-62. pany. SN 145.000. Pub. 4-9-63. Filed 5-18-62.
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Qass 11 — Inks and Inking Materials

August 6, 1963

753,938. nVE O'CLOCK. The Carter's Ink Company. 8N
156,370. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-1-62.

753,938. ELECTRIQUEST. Quest Manufacturing Company.
8N 156,656. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-5-62.

Qass 12 — Gmstniction Materials

753.940. TRI-8TEEL. Inland Steel Company. 8N 140,455.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 3-22-62.

753.941. SUNPRUF AND DESIGN. Spurlock and Carter

Company, Inc. SN 145,416. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 5-24-62.

753.942. CHORE-EASE. Farwell, Ozmun. Kirk & Company.

SN 148.166. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-2-62.

753.943. HILITE AND DESIGN. Security Aluminum Cor-

poration. SN 150,629. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed &-6-62.

753.944. OA AND FIGURE OF A WORKMAN. General

Aluminum Corporation. SN 151,581. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

8-21-62.

753.945. NEWCO PIVOT CONTROL. Newco Aluminum
Products Co, Inc. SN 156,431. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

11-1-62.

753.946. TRADE WINDS. United States Plywood Corpo-

ration. SN 156,841. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-7-62. •

753.947. OCT-O QUAD. McGraw-Edlson Company, d.b a.

Alrectlc Division. SN 156,999. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

11-9-62.

753.948. TWINKLEBORD Edward Hlnes Lumber Co. SN
157,221. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-14-62.

753.949. BITUMAGIC. Koppers Company. Inc. SN 157.225.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-14-62.

753.950. SAFETTONE. The Celotex Corporation. SN
157.458. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-19-62.

753.951. VENTSULATION. Johns-Manvllle Corporation.

SN 157.705. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-21-62.

753.952. ALMACO, Aluminum Manufacturing Corporation.

SN 157.876. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-26-62.

Gass 13 — Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Rtting Supplies

753.953. INSULrSHIELD. Insul-Coustlc Corporation. SN
110,614. Pub. 8-8-61. Filed 12-21-60.

753.954. SPLIT-LESS. W. H. Maze Company. SN 134,655.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 12-26-61.

753.955. G. Grlnnell Corporation. SN 137.625. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 2-9-62.

753.956. PORTOMODE. Calco Products. Inc. 8N 145.324.

Pub. 5-21-63. nied 5-24-62.

753.957. BRU-CEX. Bruner Corporation. SN 147.999.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-29-62.

753.958. SCHLAGE AND CROWN DESIGN. Schlage Lock

Company. SN 149.602. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-23-62.

753.959. COUSINE CONSOLE. Elkay Manufacturing Com-

pany. SN 150,034. Pub. .5-21-63. Filed 7-30-62.

753.960. COl SINE CONSOLE AND DESIGN. Elkay Manu

facturing Company. SN 150,035. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

7-30-62.

753.961. SUPERING. The W. L. Jenkins Company. 8N
151.059. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-13-62.

753.962. REITONE. The W. L. Jenkins Company. SN
151.060. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-13-62.

753.964. ECONO-FLEX. Continental Steel Corporation.

8N 152,377. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-4-62.

753.965. VL 55. Metallgesellschaft Aktlengesellschaft. 8N

152.546. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-5-62.

Qass 15 — Oils and Greases

758.966. MICHELDYNB. The Alben Daniel Chemical Cor-

poration. SN 143,498. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 6-1-62.

753.967. ROCKWELL. Rockwell Manufacturing Company.

SN 147.313. Pub 5-21-63. Filed 6-20-62.

Qass 17— Tobacco Products

753.968. WINDSOR PALMA8 AND DESIGN. W. H. Snyder

and SonB, Incorporated. SN 118.109. Pub. 5-21-63.

Filed 4-18-61.

753.969. BEAUMONT. Philip Morris Incorporated. SN

140.971. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 3-28-62.

753,970 TOPIC. Reglna Cigar Company, Inc. SN 143,268

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 4-27-62.

753.971. ARIEL. Cope k Lloyd (Oyerseas) Limited. SN

150,678. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-7-62.

753.972. CHESTER. Liggett k Myers Tobacco Company.

SN 154.608. Pub 5-21-63. Filed 10-5-62.

753.973. TRIDENT. The Universal Tobacco Company Lim-

ited. SN 156,779. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 11-6-62

753.974. DANBURY. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company.

SN 158.566. Pub 5-21-63 Filed 12-5-62.

Qass 18 — Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

753.975. RP AND DESIGN. Sodete des Uslnes Chimlques

Rhone-Poulenc. SN 109.527. Pub. 6-19-62. Filed

12-2-60.

753.976. DAB. McKesson k Robblns. Incorporated, d.b.a.

Norcllff Laboratories. SN 141,196. Pub. &-21-62. Filed

3-30-62.

753.977. CANEX. The Dow Chemical Company. 8N

146.596. Pub 5-21-63. Filed 6-11-62.

753.978. LONAVAR. G. D. Searle A Co. 8N 152.342. Pub

4-9-63. Filed 8-31-62.

753.979. PRO SUPERIMPOSED OVER THE WORD PEN

STREP. Merck k Co. Inc. 8N 165.426. Pub. 5-21-63.

Filed 10-18-62.

753.980. TROLPAYN. Vltamlx Pharmaceuticals. Inc. SN

1!S5.457. Pub. 5-21-63 Filed 10-18-fl2.

753.981. I8ATA8E. Lakeside Laboratories. Inc. SN 155,726.

Pub. ."5-21-63. Filed 10-23-62.

753.982. FEVOKINE. The Wellcome Foundation, Ltd. SN

155,764. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-23-62.

753 983. DESIGN OF DOG PAW PRINT. Husky Labora

tory. Inc. SN 155,921. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 10-26-62

753.984. RHULITOL. American Cyanamld Company. SN

1!S6,257. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-31-62.

753.985. ACUTUSS-AS Philips Roxane. Inc. SN 157,400.

Pub. .5-21-63. Fll.'d 11-16^2.

Qass 14 — Metals and Metal Castings and

Forgings

763,963. HUNTER ALUMINUM AND DESIGN American

Metal Climax, Inc., aHsignee of Hunter Engineering C(i.

8N 146.052. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-4-62.

— Class 19- Vehicles

753.986. KITTY KAT. Flote-AIre Marine Corporation. SN

119.199. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-3-61.

753.987. ROOSTER AND DESIGN. Keystone Railway

Equipment Co. SN 121.831. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-12-61.

753.988. ATLAS. Arlo Industries,

5-21-63. Filed 12-5-61.

Inc. SN 133.365. Pub.
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763.989. TULARELOFT. Tulareloft, Inc. SN 133.719.

Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 12-8-61.

753.990. HORIZON. Sud-Aviation Sodete National de Con-

structions Aeronautlquea. SN 137.670. Pub. 5-21-63.

FHed 2-9-62.

753.991. BILT-RITE AND DESIGN. Bllt-Rlte Baby Car-

riage Co.. Inc. SN 141.244. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 4-2-62.

753.992. REMBRANDT. Rembrandt Mobile Homes, Inc.

SN 152,155. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-29-«2.

753.993. 76. Union Oil Company of California. SN 153,436.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-18-62.

753.994. GOAT. Craig Systems, Inc. SN 154,333. Pub.

6-21-63. Filed 10-2-62.

753.995. PERM-A-JUST. Vander Wilt Manufacturing Com-
pany. Srfi 158.585. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 12-5-62.

753.996. GOTE. Bonham Corporation. SN 158.781. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 12-10-62.

753.997. LOAD-ADJUSTERS. Armstrong Hydraulics, Inc.

SN 159,190. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 12-17-62.

753.998. JIFF-LIFT CADDY. Grand Specialties Company.

8N 159.579. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 12-21-62.

753.999. COMMANDER. Pioneer Aerodynamic Systems,

Inc. SN 159,605. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 12-21-62.

754,000. PARA-COMMANDER. Pioneer Aerodynamic Sys-

tems, Inc. SN 159,606. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 12-21-62.

Oass 20- Linoleum and Oiled Cloth

754,001. 8ABRINA. Armstrong Cork Company. SN 158,127.

Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 11-29-62.

Oass 21 — Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

754.002. NATIONAL AND DESIGN. Matsushita Electric

Industrial Co., Ltd. SN 93,697. Pub. 7-31-62. Filed

S-25-60.

754.003. SELECTRON. Noble Company. SN 98,81JL Pub.

3-21-61. Filed 6-10-60.

754.004. ATI. Applied Technology, Inc. SN 123,262. Pub.

7-31-62. Filed 7-3-61.

754.006. ATI AND DESIGN. Applied Technology, Inc. SN
123,263. Pub. 7-31-62. Filed 7-3-61.

754.006. RANDOMATIC. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator

Company. SN 132,698. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 11-24-61.

754.007. FLEX-HEAT. Process Heating Company. SN
135,869. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 1-15-62.

754.008. STATESMAN. Fisher Radio Corporation. SN
137,061. Pub. 10-9-62. Filed 2-1-62.

754.009. ANDY AND DESIGN. Anderson Electric Corpora-

tion. SN 138,456. Pub. 11-13-62. Filed 2-23-62.

784.010. SHOVELITE. Rambuscb Decorating Company,
Inc. SN 143,267. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 4-27-62.

754.011. E-Z-HOOK. Robert N. Youger, d.b.a. E-Z-Hook

Test Products. 8N 144,032. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-7-62.

754.012. TANN ANT) DESIGN. The Tann Corporation. SN
144,425. Pub. .5-21-63. Filed .5-11-62.

754.013. NOR/MATIC. Square D Company. SN 144,775.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-16-62.

754.014. AMC AND DESIGN. The AnKOClated Merchandis-

ing Corporation. SN 145.024. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

5-21-62.

754.015. PARKMASTER. The Pyle-Natlonal Company. SN
146.155. Pub. .5-21-63. Filed 5-21-62.

754.016. ELIRATOR. AEG-Elotherm G.m.b.H. SN 147,174.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-19-62.

754.017. REPRESENTATION OF CROWN. Brunswick Cor-

poration. SN 147,436. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-22-62.

754.018. WM ETTC. AND DESIGN. Waukesha Motor Com-

pany. 8N 148,112. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 6-29-62.

754.019. MUSIC FLAME AND DESIGN. Lowell Manufac-

turing Company. SN 149,101. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

7-16-62.

754.020. 2 IN TRIANGLE. Sprague Electric Company.

SN 150.112. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-30-62.

754.021. HOLIDAY. The Emerson Electric Manufacturing

Company, assignee of Day-Brite Lighting. Inc SN 150.533.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-6-62.

754.022. EI AND DESIGN. Elasco. Incorporated. SN
151,216. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-15-62.

754.023. DRAGSPARK. Precision Specialties. Inc. SN
153,115. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-13-62.

754.024. NORBATROL. Norbatrol Electronics Corporation.

SN 153,590. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-20-62.

754.025. MOTOMOUNT. The Emerson Electric Manufac-

turing Company. SN 157,202. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

11-14-62

754.026. TRI 55 CLAD INTERNATIONAL AND DESIGN.
General Electric Company. SN 157,614. Pub. 5-21-63.

Filed 11-20-62.

754.027. WESTAR. Litton Systems, Inc. SN 157,629.

Pub. .5-21-63. Filed 11-20-62.

754.028. ELECTRONIC SERVANT. John R Wiegand.

d.b.a. Wiegand Mfg. Co. SN 158.488. Pub. .'V-21-63.

Filed 12-4-62.

754.029. WELLSTAR. Wells Television, Inc. SN 158,755.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 12-7-62.

754.030. KURVABOLIC. Hawley Products Company. 8N
159,064. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 12-13-62.

754.031. FULL FORCE. Parisian Novelty Company. SN
159,112. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 12-13-62.

754.032. PYGMY SEACBL. Yardney Electric Corporation.

SN 159,181. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 12-14-62.

754.033. ALWAYS BEAUTY CLEAN. Interstate Engineer

ing Corporation. SN 159,241. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

12-17-62.

Qass 22 — Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

754.034. REVELATION AND DESIGN. Wallace N. Lee,

d.b.a. Master Toy Company. SN 110,690. Pub. 2-13-62.

FHed 12-32-60.

754.035. BILT-RITE AND DESIGN. Bilt-Rlte Baby Car-

riage Co., Inc. SN 141,245. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 4-2-62.

754.036. STYROBIRD. Styro Toy Corporation. SN 146,523.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-8-62.

754.037. TWIST-MASTER. Seneca Tackle Co., Inc. 8N
146,670. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-11-62.

754.038. BEN SOAKER. Horace Benton. SN 146,966.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-15-fl2.

754.039. C DESIGN. The Emporium Capwell Company.

SN 155,902. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-25-62.

Qass 23 — Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

754.040. ZILK-FLOMATIC. Carl S. Zllk, d b.a. Carbonic

Beverage Equipment Co. SN 100.205. Pub. 4-25-61

Filed 7-1-60.

754.041. ST AND DESIGN. Service Tool Die k Mfg. Co

SN 106,348. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-13-60.

754.042. UNICHECK. Deschner Co. SN 114,940. Pub

9_26-61. Filed 3-6-61.

754.043. GREENWOOD. Samuel M. Lanpston Co., Inc., as-

signee of Greenwood Engineering Company. Inc. SN

129.145. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-3-61.

754.044. PALLET MULE AND DESIGN. Atlanta Equip-

ment Manufacturing Company. SN 134,782. Pub. .5-21-6.3

Filed 12-28-61.

754.045. BRUSHOMATIC. The Grover Company. SN

136,760. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 1-29-62.
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Gottlieb Theodor Stoll, d.b.a. Festo-

SN 144,895. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

764.046. MAGNEMATIC. The OroTer Company. 8N
186,761. Pub. J^-21-63. Filed l-2«-62.

754.047. DIALAMATIC. The Orover Company. 8N 136,762.
Pub. a-21-«3. Filed 1-29-62

754.048. LINGK ETC. AND DBSION. Llngk Water Condi-
tioning Equipment, Inc. 8N 136,782. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed
1-29-62

754.049. FULLERS. Fuller Tool Company. Inc. SN
188.491. Pub. 2-5-63 Filed 2-23-62.

754,060. ACCENT. Sunbeam Corporation. SN 138.897.
Pub 5-21-63. Filed .3-1-62

754,081. SWECO. Stanley Ooldwyn Slddall, d.b.a. Slddall's

Welding and Equipment Co. SN 138,987. Pub. 11-27-62.
Filed 3-2-«2.

7.'i4,062. VUELINE. Canada Stamp and Stencil Company
Limited, d.b.a. Vuellne Marking Products. SN 140,63.')

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 3-26-62.

754.053. SUPER-CUT. American Saw A Mfg. Compan>.
SN 142,399. Pub. 5-21-«3. Filed 4-17-62.

754.054. FLO-LIFT StokvU Multlton Corp. SN 142,659
Pub. 11-27-62. Filed 4-19-62.

7.'^4,055. J.W A S. J. Wlss & Sons Co. SN 143,075. Pub.
5-21-63 Filed 4-2.^-62.

754,056. FESTO.
MaHchlnenfabrlk.
4-17-62.

7.54.057. DBSION OF CIRCULAR ARROW AND TRI
ANGLE. Anderson Corporation. SN 144.919. Pub.
.^-21-63. Filed 5-18-fl2.

754.058. VAN GARD. Cobe Sales. Inc., d.b.a. Van Gard.
SN 145,445. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-25-62.

754,0.59. WASA. C. O. Oberg A Co : b Aktlebolag. SN
148,069 Pub. &-21-«3 Filed 6-29-«2.

7.54,060. WM ETC. AND DESIGN. Waukesha Motor Com-
pany. SN 148,113. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-29-62.

7.^4.061. SHAW LINE AND DESIGN. The H. C. Shaw
Company SN 148,660. Pub 5-21-63. Filed 7-9-62.

754.062. "DUO LIFE." Jag. H. Matthews A Co. SN
148,826. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-H-62.

754.063. ISO-AIR. Savalr Products Company SN 149,133.

Pub. .V21-63. Filed 7-16-62.

754.064. RE CARB. ACF Industries, Incorporated. SN
149.801. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-26-62.

754.065. WEB FORM. Midwest Foil A Packaging. Inc. SN
150,584. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-6-62

754.066. MOUNT HOPE AND DESIGN. Mount Hope Ma-
chinery Company. SN 150,589. Pub. ."4-21-63. Filed

8-6-62.

754.067. DISPENS-O-PUNCH. Mask-O-Matlc. Inc. SN
150,704. Pub. .^-21-63. Filed 8-7-«2.

754.068. VAU)R. Goerllch's, Inc. SN 150,867. Pub.
5-21-63. Filed 8 9-62.

754.069. ROYALETTTE. United States Rubber Company.
SN 1.50,984. Pub .5-21-63. Filed 8-10-62.

754.070. MARGE'S. Marge's Mufflers, Inc. SN 151,145.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-14-62.

754.071. ADSERT. Midland-Ross Corporation. SN 151,246.

Pub. .5-21-6.3. Filed 8-1.5-62.

7r)4,072. TURN NADO AND DESIGN. .South Bend Lathe,

Inc. SN 151.268. Pub. 5 21-63. Filed 8 15-82.

754.073. DURA-FLUTE. Borg-Warner Corporation SN
152,561. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-6-62.

754.074. ABBEY-MATIC AND DESIGN. Abbey Automation
Systems, Inc. SN 153.364 Pub. 5-21-83. Filled 9-18-62.

754.075. GRAPHALLAST AND DESIGN. Graphite Metal-

lizing Corporation. SN 156,404. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

11-1-62.

754,078. K-MILL. The Servco Company. SN 157,412.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-18-82.

754.077. DYMO. Dymo Industries, Inc. SN 157,890. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 11-26-62.

754.078. MEDART. Blaw Knox Company. SN 158,049.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-28-62.

754.079. TROJAN. Parker Manufacturing Company. SN
158,366. Pub. 5-21-83. Filed 12-3-62.

Qass 24— Laundry Appliances and Machines

754.080. ADJU8TA-FORM. WlchlU Predalon Tool Com-
pany. SN 152,481. Pub 5-21-63. Filed 9-4-62.

754.081. BARONET. Detrex Chemical Industries. Inc. 8N
152,568. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-6-62.

Class 26— Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

754.082. CONTAREX. Zeiss Ikon AG. 8N 40,640. Pub.
8-19-58. Filed 11-13-57.

754.083. D-PAK. Daystrom, Incorpor^^tNl (Texas corpora-

tion), assignee of Daystrom, Incorporated (New Jersey

corporation). SN 83,207. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-14-S9.

754.084. PENTAMATIC. Kabushlkl Kalsha Tasblca. 8N
90.843. Pub. 4-2-«3. Filed 2-li-60.

754.085. AUTOPENTA Kabushlkl Kalsha Yashlca. 8N
90.844. Pub. 4-2-63. Piled 2-12-«0.

754.086. G088EN AND DESIGN. Photoptlc Import Corp.,

assignee of P. Gossen A Co. Gesellscbaft mlt t>eschraenkter

Haftung. 8N 111,098. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 12-80-60.

754.087. MICROTITER Cooke Engineering Company SN
128.338 Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-21-61.

754.088. THERMO-REF. Oenlstron, Incorporated. 8N
130,064. Pub. 5-21 63. Filed 10-17-61.

754.089. MARKER MAKER. Automatic Marker Photo
Corp. SN 133,200. Pub S^21-63. Filed 12-4-61.

754.090. 8KIL-8CORER. Electromatlon Co. SN 184,959.

Pub. .5-21-63, Filed 1-2-62.

754.091. SPRITE. Robertson Photo-Mechanlx. Inc. SN
185,230. Pub. 5-21-63 Filed 1-4-62.

7.-)4,092 SWEEP SYNC Chadwlck-Helmuth Company. 8N
136,345. Pub .V21-63. Filed 1 23-62.

7.')4,(>93. ASTRA AND DESIGN. Debs Company. SN
140.651. Pub, 5-21-63. Filed 3-2«-62.

754.094. SOLID-TROL. Deady Chemical Company. 8N
140,927. Pub. 5 21-63 Filed 3-2&-82.

754.095. THERMOTRAC. Beckman Instruments. Inc. SN
141.153. Pub. 5-21-63 Filed 3-30-62.

754.096. TOUCH OMATIC Value Devices Company SN
141.232, Pub 5-21 63. Filed 3-30-62.

7.-.4,097 INTERTECH. Intertech. Inc. SN 141,728. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 4-6-82.

754.098. B AND DESIGN. Burmac Electronics Co., Inc.

SN 141.810. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 4-9-62.

754.099. ACCOUNT-OPUNCH. Clary Corporation. 8N
142,017. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 4 11-62.

7.54,100. G/C. Grass Instrument Company. 8N 142,186.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 4-13 62.

754.101. 8 AND DESIGN. Drexel Enterprises, Inc. SN
143,812. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-4-62.

754.102. SAFETY ISLAND. The Gabriel Company. SN
143,818. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-4-62.

754.103. FORMAGAGE Monroe L. Wexler, d.b.a. Penn

Industries. SN 144,788. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed .5-16-62.

754.104. GEOMETRIC DESIGN. N.V. Optlsche Industrie

"De Oude Delft " SN 145,206. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

5-22-62.

754.105. OLD DELFT AND DESIGN. N.V. Optlsche In-

dustrie "De Oude Delft." 8N 145,207. Pub. 5-21-63.

Filed 5-22-62

754.106. GALA. Botany Industries, Inc., d.b.a. Renauld of

France. 8N 145,441. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-25-62.

754.107. OHIO AND DESIGN. The Ohio Thermometer
Company 8N 145,586 Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-28-62.

754.108. E8M WITH MANDREL SUPERIMPOSED, Man-

drel Industries, Inc. SN 146,083. Pub. 5-21-63, Filed

6-4-62.

754.109. ART FLEX. Art Craft Optical Company. Inc.

SN 147,678 Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-26-62.
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754.110. HALLEFEX. Beckman Inatmrnents, Inc. SN
148,862. Pub. 5-21-68. Filed 7-6-62.

754.111. MIX-N-8T0R. Rezall Drug and Chemical Com-
pany, d.b.a. Tupperware. 8N 161.268. Pub. .5-21-63.

Filed 8-16-62.

754.112. AQUA-CAM. Einar B. Peteraen. 8N 161,998.
Pub. 5-21 -«3. Filed 8-27-62.

764.113. WEAVER AND DESIGN. William R. Weaver,
d.b.a. W. R. Wearer Co. 8N 188,037. Pub. 5-21-63.

Filed 9-12-62.

764.114. WEAVER SCOPE AND DESIGN. William R
Weaver, d.b.a. W. R. Weaver Co. SN 163,088. Pub.
6-21-«8. Filed 9-12-62.

754.115. WEAVER PIVOT MOUNT AND DESIGN. Wll
11am R. Weaver, d.b.a. W. R. Weaver Co. 8N 163,041.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-1^-62.

754.116. TIP-OFF IN OVAL DESIGN. William R. Weaver,
d.b.a. W. R. Weaver Co. SN 153,042. Pub 6-21-«3
Filed 9-12-62.

754.117. V8. William R. Weaver, d.b.a. W. R. Weaver Co.

SN 153,044. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-12-62.

754.118. V8 AND DESIGN. William R. Weaver, d.b a. W. R.

Weaver Co. SN 163,045. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-12-62,

754.119. RANGE FINDER RETICULE AND DESIGN. Wil-

liam R, Weaver, d.b.a. W. R. Weaver Co. SN 183,047.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-12-62.

764.120. SPECTACULARS. Botany Industries, Inc., d.b.a.

Renauld of France. SN 168,878. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed

9-18-62.

754.121. VARIOMATOR. Agfa Aktlengeaellschaft. SN
153,442. Pub, 5-21-63 Filed 9-19-62.

764.122. TUNE-ALINE. Lee Hunter, d.b.a. Hunter Engi-

neering Company. SN 153,658. Pub, 5-21-63. Filed

9-21-62.

754.123. IQ-218. Monroe Calculating Machine Company.
SN 154.984. Pub .5-21-63. Filed 10-11-62.

764.124. FIGURE OF A MAN. Mitchell Industries, Inc.

SN 156,627. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-22-62.

764,126. T. Tokheim Corporation. 8N 155,668. Pub.
5-21-63. Filed 10-22-62.

754.126. COMET. Jnstua Roe A Sons, Inc. SN 156,843.

Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 10-24-62.

754.127, AQUA SET. General Aniline A Film Corporation.

8N 155.913. Pub. .5-21-63. Filed 10-26-62.

Qass 27 — Horological Instruments

764.128. ORLAINE. Benrus Watch Company, Inc. SN
111,474. Pub. 7-11-61. Filed 1-9-61.

764.129. BIGGS HAMILTON. Hamilton Watch Company.

SN 128,035. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-18-61.

764.130. JPE AND DESIGN. Pe Jay Jewelers, Inc. SN
146.747. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-12-62.

Qass 28- Jewelry and Predous-Metal Ware

754.131. ETERNAL TROTH. Kay Jewelry Stores, Inc

,

assignee of Sidney Graboyes. SN 122,626. Pub. 1-9-62.

Filed 6-21-61.

764.132. CK. Charles Koppel Ring Co. Inc. SN 135,446.

Pub. 9-26-62. Filed 1-9-62.

754.133. WONDER-LOK. Kurt Wayne, Inc. SN 139,250.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 3-6-62.

764.134. P IN DIAMOND DESIGN. Bracelets by Princess,

Inc. SN 139,819. Pub. 5-21-68. Filed 3-14-62.

764.135. BOBBINS. The Bobbins Company. SN 142,454.

Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 4-17-62.

754.186. B A L AND DESIGN. Beckerman A L^rner, Inc.

SN 143,922. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 6-7-62.

764.187. 8C A L CO. Shreve, Crump and Low Company.

SN 147,964. Pub. 6-21-68. Filed 6-2&-62.

754,188. F.L. Frank Levy. SN 146,816. Pub. 5-21-68.
Filed 7-3-62.

754.139. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN, Max Kraft. SN
151.493. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-20-82.

Qass 29— Brooms, Brushes, and Dusters

754.140. FACUTE. Horat Aaaodates, Inc SN 185,976.

Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 1-17-62.

754.141. PRO-MITT. B Z Palntr Corporation SN 152,388.

Pub 6-21-63. Filed 9-4-62.

764.142. BRU8H-EEZ. Sea Wide Industries, Inc. SN
152,447. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-4-62.

764.143. DENTALUX. The SUndard Oil Company, as-

signee of Pro-phy-lac-tlc Brush Company. SN 1.54,057.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-27-62.

Qass 30— Crockery, Earthenware, and

Porcelain

754.144. JOAN OF ARC. Ben 8. Loeb, Inc. SN 152,808.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-10-62.

Qass 31 — RIters and Refrigerators

754.145. ELECTRO-PAK. American Air Filter Company,
Inc. SN 141,566. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 4-6-62.

754,148. HYDRO SUL. Kisco Boiler A Engineering Co. SN
149,.^73, Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-23-62.

754.147. REPRESENTATION OF MERCURY. Hummel
Technical Products, Inc. SN 161,056. Pub. 6-21-63.

Filed 8-13-62.

Qass 32— Furniture and Upholstery

754.148. HALO-CEILING. Blair EMsplays, Incorporated.

SN 128,952. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-2-61.

754.149. SQUEAKPROOF. Kay Manufacturing Corp. SN
139,862. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 3-14-62.

754.150. BILT-RITE AND DESIGN. Bllt-Rlte Baby Car-

riage Co., Inc. SN 141,246. Pub. 5-21-63 Filed 4-2-62.

754.151. PUN'KIN-SEAT. Welsh Co. SN 143,190. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 4-28-62.

764.152. MERIT FRAMES AND DESIGN. Cecil G. Allen.

SN 144,433. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-14-62.

754.153. STOCK-CRAFT. Rand Associates Inc. SN 146,213,

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-22-62.

764.154. CONTOURA. Contour Chair-Lounge Co., Inc.

SN 160,854. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-9-62.

764.155. STOWAWAY. Novo Industrial Corporation. SN
155,095. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-12-62.

764.166. DESIGN FOB LIVING. Drexel Enterprises, Inc.

SN 155,896. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-25-62.

764.167. C DESIGN. The Emporium Capwell Company.

SN 155.903. Pub. .5-21-63. Filed 10-2.5-62.

764.158. AET.NASTAK. Aetna Steel Products Corporation.

SN 155,958. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 10-26-62.

754.159. WOODCARV. Woodcarv, Inc. SN 167,181. Pub

6-21-63. Filed 11-13-62.

Qass 33 -Glassware

754 160. SOLARBRONZE. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Com

piioy. SN 163,489. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 2-26-63.
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Qass 34- Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

784,lfll- DAYTON. Dayton Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany. 8N 132,904. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-28-61.

754.162. SAM DUR. John Wood Company. 8N 136,412.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 1-23-62.

754.163. SAM SUR. John Wood Company. SN 136,413.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 1-25-62.

754.164. WABASH POWER AND DESIGN. Wabash Power
Equipment Co. SN 136,854. Pub. fr-21-63. Filed 1-29-62.

754.165. TIN-ALUM. Vsevold Michael Fredertcksx. SN
144,211. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 5-9-62.

754.166. ARC AND DESIGN. Chemetron Corporation. SN
144,688. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-16-62.

754.167. HI-VIS. Arcos Corporation. SN 144.920. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 5-18-62.

754,188. ARVIN. Arvln Industries, Inc. SN 145,437. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 5-25-62.

754.169. CU-VERLAY. Speclalloy, Inc. SN 148,116. Pub.

5-21-83. Filed 6-4-62.

754.170. ELIRATOR. AEO-Elotherm O.m.b.H. SN 147,173.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-19-62.

754.171. VARIMATIC. Ruud Manufacturing Company. SN
149,410. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-19-62.

754.172. HYDROSHADE. General Hydronlcs Corporation.

SN 149,562. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-23-62.

754.173. MISTER SMOKESTACK. Goodwin, Dannenbaum,
Uttman & Wlngfleld Incorporated. SN 149,738. Pub.

&-21-63. Filed 7-25-62.

754.174. A AND DESIGN. Arrow Louver and Damper Corp.

SN 149,752. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-25-62.

754,176. NEW-VENT. Dover Corporation. SN 149,923.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-27-62.

754.176. HI-FIRE. Walter Vallett Company. SN 149,974.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-27-62.

754.177. TEM-TROL. Geo. D. Roper Corporation. SN
150,186. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-31-62.

754.178. FABULOUS 400. The Tappan Company. SN
150,467. Pub. 5-21-83. Filed 8-3-62.

aass 35 - Belting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

754.179. DURALON. Mid-States Distributing Company,
Inc. SN 138,473. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 1-24-82.

764.180. USFLEX AND DESIGN. United States Rubber

Company. SN 141,134. Pub. 12-18-62. Filed 3-29-62.

754.181. DURA-DRY. The Albany Felt Company. SN
148,444. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-8-82.

754.182. 8INBAD. Johns-ManTlUe Corporation. SN 154,035.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-27-62.

754.183. LOSANT. Thor Power Tool Company. SN 1M.178.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-28-62.

754.184. FOREMOST. J. C. Penney Company. SN 158,885.

Pub. 5-21-83. Filed 12-10-62.

Qass 36— Musical Instraments and Supplies

754.188. AUDIO Rx WITHIN AN OVAL. Wlnea J. Simp-

son. SN 117,141. Pub. 10-2-82. Filed 4-4-61.

764.186. TRIUMPH RECORDS AND DESIGN. Warren K.

Taylor, d.b.a. Triumph Records. SN 136,085. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 1-18-82.

754.187. RADIOETTES. Namrah Records, Inc. SN 142,961.

Pub. 5-21-83. Filed 4-24-82.

754.188. TAPBTTE. Sarkes Tarxlan, Inc. SN 143,764.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-3-62.

754.189. KAREN. EBS Record Corporation. SN 146,715.

Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 6-12-62.

764.190. TAHITI AND DESIGN. Tahiti Mnaiqae. 8N
150.980. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 8-10-62.

754.191. FAR-GO AND DESIGN. Bue O. Barclay, d.b.a.

Rue Publishing. SN 167,046. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed

11-13-62.

754.192. R REXFORD RECORDS AND DESIGN. Gus

Kahn Music Company, d.b.a. Rexford Records. SN 160,190.

Pub. 6-21-68. Filed 1-4-68.

754.193. QABD-A-MATIC. Share Brothen Incorporated.

SN 160,670. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 1-14-68.

764.194. SILVER PLATTER SERVICE. Capitol Records,

Inc. SN 162.335. Pub. ^-21-68. Filed 2-8-63.

754,196. SHADOWEIGHT. V-M Corporation. SN 162,608.

Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 2-11-63.

784.196. CON80LETTE. The Seeburg Corporation. SN
162,692. Pub. 5-21-68. Filed 2-12-68.

764.197. IMF. Lectronlcs of City Line Center, Inc. SN
162.647. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 2-18-68.

764.198. SILHOUETTE OF MAN BLOWING A HORN.
United Artists Records, Inc. SN 183,186. Pub. 5-21-63.

Filed 2-20-63.

754.199. DACOTAH VOICES. South Dakota Alumnae

Chapter of Zeta Phi Eta. SN 163,886. Pub. 6-21-63.

Filed 3-4-63.

Qass 37— Paper and Stationery

764,200. GROTESQUE BIRD DESIGN. Whltlng-Plorer

Paper Company. SN 148,697. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

6-11-62.

Qass 38- Prints and Publications

784.201. NATIONAL FARM STORE MERCHANDISING
DEALER PANEL AND DESIGN. The Miller Publishing

Company. SN 147,387. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 6-21-62.

784.202. TELEFICTION AND DESIGN. Hugo Gernsback.

SN 147,731. Pub. 5-21-68. Filed 6-26-62.

764.203. SPORTS ILLUSTRATED. Time, Incorporated.

SN 156,841. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 10-81-62.

aass39-aotiiing

754,204. SUN VALLEY. Sun Valley Mannfacturlng Co.

SN 39,918. Pub. 3-31-59. Filed 10-81-87.

764.208. DRIZZLE BONNET. Prtndple Plastica, Inc. SN
68,964. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 12-9-58.

784.208. HAGUE SUEDE. Marshall Bay Coriwratlon. SN
100,033. Pub. 2-28-61. Filed 6-80-60.

754.207. JAG-KNIT. Kayser Roth Corporation. SN 107,180.

Pub. 8-22-81. Filed 10-25-60.

754.208. WINKY JRS. AND DESIGN. Wtnky Jrs., Inc.

SN 118.464. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 2-10-61.

754,200. GLENEAGLES GOLF MASTERS. Saxone, Lilley

k Skinner (Holdings) Limited, assignee of Saxone Shoe

Company Limited. SN 118,108. Pnb. 2-18-62. Filed

4-18-61.

764.210. STOCKTON. Stockton Manufacturing Company.

Inc. SN 128,045. Pub. 5-21-68. Filed 6-28-61.

764.211. SNOOPY JUNIORS. Gertrude M. Dreyfus. SN
128,017. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-81-61.

754.212. FAMOUS MILLS BRAND. L C. Herman k Com-

pany, Inc. SN 125.596. Pub. 6-21-68. Filed 8-8-61.

784.213. ABBY MICHAEL LTD. Bobble Brooks, Incori>o-

rated, assignee of Abby Michael, Ltd. SN 126,994. Pub.

6-21-68. Filed 8-16-61.

754.214. ANKLE ACTION. Moran Shoe Company. 8N
127,346. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-«-61.

764,216. HABANERA. Maldenform, Inc. 8N 129,954.

Pub. IV-21-63. Filed 10-16-61.
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754.216. STRICTLY JR. AND DESIGN. College Town of

Boston. SN 130,045. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-17-61.

754,2J.7. ASTROLYTE. Robert Hall Clothes. Inc., d.b.a.

Robert Hall Clothes. SN 130,453. Pub. 7-31-62. Filed

10-23-61.

754.218. STRATO-LITE. Modem Shoe Company. SN

133,294. Pub. 7-31-62. Filed 12-4-61.

754.219. GOVERNOR. Kayser-Roth Corporation. SN

133,677. Pub. 7-17-62. Filed 12-8-61.

754.220. DOOZIES. Liberty Hosiery Mills, Inc. SN 134,393.

Pub. 7-17-62. Filed 12-20-81.

754.221. MISSY ARNOLD. Mr. Arnold, Inc.. assignee of

Mr. Arnold Actuallte. Inc. SN 137,355. Pub. 5-21-63.

Filed 2-6-82.

754.222. DELORES. Ross of Florida, Inc. SN 138,231.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 2-19-82.

754.223. TRIDENT. W. W. Haffenden Ltd. SN 139,212.

Pub. .5-21-63. Filed 3-8-62.

754.224. SLIMFIT. B. Altman k Co. SN 140,898. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 3-28-62.

754.225. WONDER S-P-A-N. Sears, Roebuck and Co. SN

140,992. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 3-28-62.

754.226. MR. H ESQ. Huntingdon Mills, Inc SN 141,181.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 3-30-62.

754.227. 8HEERL0C. Hanes Hosiery Mills Company. 8N

141,618. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 4-5-62.

754.228. 8PANTR0L. The Crown Corset Company. SS

142,282. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 4-16-62.

754.229. STAND MOLD. Henry B. Harrison SN 142,635.

Pub. 5-21-63 Filed 4-19-62.

754.230. BARN8VILLE U.S.A. AND DESIGN. Puritan

Fashions Corporation. SN 142.965. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

4-24-62.

754.231. SO BIG AND DESIGN. Danny Dare, Inc. SN

143.353. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 4-30-82.

754.232. EVEREADY. Savada Bros., Inc. SN 144,193.

Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 5-9-62.

754 233. FOXCROFT ETC. AND DESIGN The Euro Shirt

Company, Inc. SN 145,648. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed ^-14-82.

754 234. PIMA SUPREME AND DESIGN. Silver Knit

Hosiery Mills, Inc. SN 146,737. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

6-29-62.

754.235. RIB-EYE. P. H. Hanes Knitting Company. SN

146.186. Pub 5-21-63. Filed 8-5-82.

754.236. NANA. North American Nutria Assoclatew. SN

146,207. COLLECTIVE MARK. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

8-5-62.

754.237. POZZATTI KNIT. Harry 8. Epstein, Inc. SN

146,603. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-11-62.

764.238. LEE. John B. Stetson Company. SN 147,238.

Pub. 5-21-63 Filed 6-19-62.

754.239. TOTE COTE. Climatic Inc. SN 147.354. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 6-21-62.

754.240. TRUELOC. Acme-McCrary Corporation. SN

148,117. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-2-62.

754.241. PONTI ROMA. Pontl Roma, Inc. SN 148.6.50.

I>ub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-9-62.

754.242. PRESENTATIONS. Edison Brothern Storen, Inc

SN 149,062. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-16-62

754.243. PREDICTIONS. Edison Brothers Stores, Inc

SN 149,063. Pub. 5-21-83. Filed 7-18-62.

764.244. THREADLOCK. Bear Brand Hosiery Co. SN

149.356. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-19-62.

754 245 VOLK'S COMMODORE AND DESIGN. Volk Bros.

Company. SN 149,896. Pub. 5-21-83. Filed 7-26-62.

764.246. SWAN STRETCH. White Swan UnlformB, Inc.

SN 151,451. Pub. 5-21-8;i. Filed 8-17-62.

754.247. JEAN. 8. 8. Kresge Company SN 153,571. Pub.

5^21-83. Filed 9-20-62.

784.248. AQUALURA. The Puritan Sportswear Corp. SN

153,812. Pub. 5-21-83. Filed 9-24-62

754.249. VAL8HIRE. O'Shaughnessy, Dewes k Klein. Inc.

8N 164.062. Pub. 8-21-68. Filed 9-27-62.

764.250. CABAS. CBS Imports Corp. SN 154,556. Pub.

6^21-63. Filed 10-5-62.

754.251. DOLLENET. Dolly Voice. SN 154,785. Pub.

5^21-63. Filed 10-8-62.

754.252. SMITTEN. Florida Atlas Corporation. SN 155,057.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-12-62.

754.253. MILL OF THE WEST. The Parsons k Baker Co.

SN 155,098. Pub. 5-21-83. Filed 10-12-82.

754.254. DROPNYL. Soclete Rhodlaceta. SN 155,441.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-18-62.

754.255. DROPOAL. Soclete Rhodlaceta. SN 155,444.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-18-62.

754.256. RANDSHEEN. Rand Rubber Company. Inc. SN

155.849. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-22-62.

754.257. C DESIGN. The Emporium Capwell Company.

SN 155.904. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-25-62.

754.258. TRAVELQUEEN. Stephen-Rajkl, Inc. SN 155,946.

Pub. 5-2 1-63. Filed 10-25-62.

Class 40— Fancy Goods, Furnishings, and

Notions

754.259. C DESIGN. The Emporium Capwell Company.

SN 155 ,905. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-25-62.

Class 41 - Canes, Parasols, and Umbrellas

754.260. SUN 'N SURF. Louis Weiss Umbrellas Inc. SN

150,659. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 8-6-62.

Qass 42- Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

754.261. TRAFALGAR TWIST. Howse. Mead 4 Sons, Inc.

SN 127,479. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-8-61.

754.262. MARION MFG. Co. Marlon Manufacturing Com-

pany. SN 131,970. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-14-61.

754.263. BALMORAL. Broadloom Imports, Inc. SN 138,153

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 2-19-62.

754.264. FABRIC WITH THE CHARACTER OF QUALITY

BY GREENWOOD AND DESIGN. Greenwood Mills, Inc

SN 143,954. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-7-62.

754 265. TEB-X-CEL. Tootal Brpadhurst Lee Company

Limited. SN 149,680. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-24-62.

754.266. DROPSAN. Soclete Rhodlaceta. SN 148,782.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-10-82.

754.267. LINTON TWEEDS. Linton Tweeds Limited. SN

151,345. Pub. 5-21-83. Filed 8-16-62.

754.268. DURASEAL. The B. F. Goodrich Company. SN

153,646. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 9-21-62.

754.269. IMPERIAL COLLECTION. Fieldcrest Mills, Inc

SN 154,020. Pub. .5-21-63. Filed 9-27-62.

754.270. LANCELOT. Ooldlng Bros. Company, Inc. SN

154.492. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-4-62.

754.271. STRONG-HEWAT. Strong Hewat k Co., Inc. SN

154,646. Pub. 5-21-6.^. Filed 10-5-62.

754.272. TILOWEB Mosse. Incorporated. SN 154,743

Pub. .5-21-63. Filed 10-8-62.

754.273. STKVETEX. J. P. Stevens k Co.. Inc. SN 154,864.

Pub. 5-21-63 Filed 10-9-62.

754.274. TOPSAIL. Wellington Sears Company. SN

154.93.-). Pub. .5-21-63. Filed 10-10-62.

754.275. THUNDERCORD. OranltevUle Company. SN

155.607. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-22-62.

754.276. LEAN ON KLOPMAN. Klopman Mills. Inc. SN

155,618. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-22-62.

754.277. RANDSHEEN. Rand Rubber Company, Inc. 8N

166,650. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-22-62.
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754.278. PIMALON. L'nlted Merchants and ManufacturtTs.

Inc. 8N 155,670 Pub 5-21 63. Filed 10-22-62.

754.279. C DESIGN. The Emporium Capwell Company

SN 155,906. Pub. .") 21 63. Filed 10-25-62.

Qass 43 — Thread and Yarn

754,280. N. National Plastic Product* Company, Inc. SN

146,308. Pub 5-21-63. Filed 6-ft-62.

754.281 BEL-WAXED Beldlng Hemlnway Company, Inc.

SN 151,192. Pub. 5-21-63 Filed 8-t5-62.

754,282. DROPNYL. Soclete Rhodlaceta. SN 155,443.

Pub. 5 21-63. Filed la 18 62.

754,283 DROPOAL. Soclete Rhodlaceta. SN 155.446.

Pub. 5-21-63 Filed 10-18-62.

754,284. FLAMED. Carlton Yarn Mills, Incorporated. SN

155,686. Pub. 5 21-63. Filed 10-23 62.

Qass 44 -Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

SN 139,002. Pub.754.285. A. The Akwell Corporation

5-21-63. Filed 3-5-62.

754.286. ELECTRODYNE. Electrodyne Company, Inc. SN

139,052. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 3-5-62.

754.287. CURVLITE. CurvUte Surgical Products. SN

139,388. Pub. .')-21-63. FiU^ 3-8-«2.

754 288. EXHILARATOR. Continental Research, Inc.,

d.b.a. Diatomic Oxygen Research. SN 139,599. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 3-12-62.

754.289. UNIMED. Lnlmed, Inc., by assignment and change

of name from United Medical Products Company. Incor-

porated. SN 139,698. Pub. 5-21-63 Filed 3-12-62.

754.290. SLUMBER TONE. Unlmed, Inc., by aaslgnment

and change of name from United Medical Products Com-

pany. Incorporated. SN 139,699. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed

3-12-62.

754.291. NUSAUNA. Battle Creek Equipment Co. SN

144.444. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-14-82.

754.292. 4 POINT STAR WITHIN DOUBLE CIRCLE.

Beavers Dental Products Limited. 8N 149,251. Pub

5-21-63. Filed 7-18-62.

754.293. WIS8 AND DESIGN. J. Wlss k Sons Co. 8N

149,795 Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 7-25-62.

754.294. WI8S. J. Wlss k Sons Co. 8N 149,797. Pub.

5-21-63. Filed 7-25-62

754.295. THE PRINCESS. Revlon, Inc. SN 152,251. Pub.

5^21-63. Filed 8-30-62.

754,302 43 BEANS IN EVERY CUP. The Nestl* Company.

Inc. SN 147,843. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-27-62.

754,303. FIGURE OF GIANT. Green Giant Company SN

1{S4,112. Pub 5-21-63. Filed 9-28-«2.

754 304. COLOSSUS Nebraska Consolidated Mills Com-

pany. SN 155.432. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-18-62.

754.305. FELINE FANCY. Peter Pan Seafoods. Inc. SN

155,434. Pub. 5-21-«3. Filed 10-l»-«2.

754.306. HY-TOP. Red k White Corporation, d.b.a. Hy-Top

Products, Inc. SN 155,43«. Pub. 6-21-68. Filed 10-18-62

754.307. REGIMENTAL. Spice Islands Company. SN

158.527. Pub. 5-21-68 Filed 10-l»-62.

754.308. INDIA BRIGADE. Spice Islands Company. SN

155,528 Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-19-62.

754.309. SEVEN UP. The 8eyen-Up Company. SN 155,943.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-25-62.

754.310. GOLDEN-Y. Ventura Processors. SN 186,199.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 10-29-62,

754 311 DAIRY BROOK. Cooperative Quality Marketing,

Inc. SN 156,477. COLLECTIVE MARK. Pub. 5-21-«3

Filed 11-2-62.

754.312. LIQUASORB. Meat Industry Suppliers, Inc. SN

156,508. Pub. 5-21-63 Filed 11-2-62.

754 313 MR DEE LISH ABC AND REPRESENTATION
OF AN USHER HOLDING A PIECE OF POPCORN. ABC
Vending Corporation, d.b a. ABC Vending Corp. SN

156,705. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 11-6-62.

754 314. MR. DEE-LISH. ABC Vending Corporation, d b.a.

ABC Vending Corp. SN 166,706. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed

11-6-62.

754 315 FANCIFUL REPRESENTATION OF A STAND
ING USHER WEARING A FANCIFUL CAP WITH LET-

TERS ABC ABC Vending Corporation, d.b.a ABC Vend

Ing Corp. SN 156,707. Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 11-6-62.

aass45-Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters

Qass 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Qassified
•

764 316 ATLAS AND DESIGN. The Atlas Ladder and

Supply Co., Inc. SN 146.157. Pub. 5-21-68. Filed

6-8-62.

754.317. MAGNA-MA8TER. Chrlstenaen * Cook. 8N

147.560. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-26-62.

Qass 51 - Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations

784.318. GOODY. H. Goodman k Sons, Inc. 8N 146,043

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-4-62.

754 319. ROYAL CROWN PERSONALITY LIPSTICK AND

DESIGN. J. Strickland k Co. SN 146.826. Pub. 6-21-63.

Filed 6-6-62.

754,320. COMBO. Bristol-Myers Company. SN 151.865.

Pub. 4-16-63. Filed 8-21-62.

754.296. RIO RICKEY. Robert D. Pike. Jr. SN 147.305.

Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-20-62.

Qass 46 -Foods and Ingredients of Foods

754.297. MENU MAGIC. Stark. Wetzel k Co. Inc. SN

116,931. Pub. 3-26-63. Filed 3-31-61.

754.298. JOLLY ROGER. Jolly Roger Dairy Products, Inc.

SN 120,804. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 5-28-61.

754.299. GOLD CREST. Brundldge Foods. Inc. SN 132,444.

Pub. 3-12-63 Filed 11-21-61.

754.300. GOULD'S VITA-RICH. Gould Novelties. Inc. 8N

147,000. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-15-62

754 301 COUNTRY KITCHEN. Robert A. Johnston Com-

pany. SN 147,829. Pub. 5-21-68. Filed 6-27-62.

Qass 52 -Detergents and Soaps

754.321. SUNIL. Lever Brothers, Port Sunlight, Limited.

SN 104,284. Pub. 8-18-61. Filed 9-12-60.

754.322. SCRUBBY. Scrubbee Products Corp., assignee of

Positive Products Laboratories, Inc. SN 116.823. Pub.

9-11-62. Filed 3-14-61.

764.323. "GLO-ALL." Gloria Allen. Inc. SN 188.117.

Pub. 10-9-62 Filed 12-1-61.

784.324. GOODY. H. Goodman k Sons, Inc. SN 146.044.

Pub. 6-21-63. Filed 6-4-62.

754.326. VIV. Gabe B. Well. SN 148.844. Pub. 1-29-63.

Filed 7-3-62.

764.326. MEDALLION. Industrial Soap Company. SN

156,986. Pub. 6-21-68. Filed ll-»-62.
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Service Marks Class 102 — Insurance and Financial

Qass 100 -Miscellaneous

784,827. CRIB. Crib. Tidy Dl-Dy Diaper Service. Inc. 8N

146,470. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-8-62.

784.829. B AND DESIGN. Brink's. Incorporated. SN

147,083. Pub. 5-21-63. Filed 6-18-62.

Qass 105 -Transportation and Storage

754 830 NATI0NALEA8B. National Truck Leasing Asso-

ciation. SN 134,504. COLLECTIVE MARK. Pub. 9-25-62.

Filed 12-18-61.

754.331. N, NATIONALEASE AND DESIGN. National

764.328. PDT TAB Engineers, Inc. SN 147,241 Pub. Truck Leasing Association SN 134^506 COLLECTIVE

5^21-63. Filed 6-19-62. MARK. Pub. 9-25-62. Filed 12-18-61.

Qass 101 -Advertising and Business

SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER
These registrations are not subject to opposition.

Qass 4- Abrasives and Polishing Materials Class 9- Explosives, Firearms, Equipments,

and Projectiles
754,332. The Bon Ami Company. New York, NY. SN

140,910. Filed P.R. 3-28-62; Am. 8.R. 6-16-63.

DUST 'N WAX

For Furniture Polish.

First use June 17. 1959.

754.334. Bernard J. Semel, Washington, D.C. SN 122.476.

Filed P.R. 6-20-61 ; Am. 8.R. 3-27-63.

764,338. The Bon Ami Company. New York. N.Y. SN

142.266. Filed P.R. 4-16-62; Am. S.R. 5-23-63.

! H >i ) t 1 i ; li «Q^

DUSTr
WAX

For Packaged Fireworks.

First use May 18, 1961.

Qass 11 -Inks and Inking Materials

754,335. Eaton Allen Corp.. Brooklyn, NY. SN 126,155.

Filed P.R. 8-17-61 ; Am. S.R. 5-7-63

For Paper Containing a Coating of White Transfer or

The representation of the lady on the mark is a photograph Similar Transfer Substance, for Use In
^p^;);*;^. ^/^^^^^^^

of a mo«tel Penny D. Peterson. who«. consent Is of record. Typed Impressions so as To Prepare the Paper for Receiving

For FunUture Polish. » Different Impression^

nrtt OM MM. ». 1»«2. ^»"* «•« ^P"" «• ^^^
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Qass 12— Construction Materials
784,341. Clyserol Laboratories, Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla.

8N 118,41."). Filed 4-24-61.

754,336. Flakebord Corporation, Falconer, N.Y. 8N 138,953.

Filed P.R. 3-2-62 ; Am. S.R. 5-2»-flar.

FLAKEBORD
For Mat-Formed Wood Parttcleboard for Interior Use.

First uw Feb 2, 1962,

7.'>4,337. Old Colony I'alnt A Chemical Co., Los Angelen,

Calif. S.N 140,858. Filed I'.R 3-27-62; Am. S.R. 1-2-63

PAVE COAT
For Coating for Ise in Protecting and Beautifying Asphalt

Black Top and Concrete Surfaces, Including Driveways, Bad

minton Courts, Parking Areas, and the Like.

First use Oct .1, 1957.

754,338. Steel-.N-Foam Docks, Inc., Kansas City, Kans. 8N
160,901 Filed 1-17-63.

For Boat Docks.

First use June 1961.

Class 16—Protective and Decorative Coatings

7.54,339. Speed-^) Laq Products Co., Inc ,
St. Paul. Minn

SN 148,092. Filed P.R. rt-29-62 ;
Am. S R. 5-29-63.

SPARKLE-BRITE

For Epoxy Polyamlde Type Protective Coating for Appli-

cation by Brush. Roller or as a Spray on Wood. Metal, Tile,

Concrete, Brick and Masonry Surfaces Such as Walls,

Counters, Laundry Tubs, Shower Stalls, Ceramic Wash

Basins, Washing .Machines, Dishwashers, Refrigerators, Etc.

First use Apr. 25, 1962. '

Qass 18 -Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

754 340. Warner-I.*mbert Pharmaceutical Company, .Morris

Plains, N.J. SN 112,095. Filed PR. 1-18-61; Am. S.R.

ft-e-e.*?.

ACNE-MASQUE

For Preparation for the Relief of Acne.

First use Dec. 22, 1960.

The mark consists of the design of a container.

For Enema Solution.

First use during August 1952.

754,342. Junior Prescriptions, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif, as-

signee of Jay D Wiener, d.b.a. Junior Prescriptions, Los

Angeles, Calif. SN 122,407. Filed P.R. 6-19-61 Am.

S.R. 10-24-62.

3r-
The prescription symbol R Is disclaimed apart from the

mark as shown.

For Special Pharmaceutical and NutrltWe Preparations,

viz.. Vitamins, Minerals, Cod Uver Oil, Primary Dried Yeast

and Combinations of the Same ; Preparations Which Include

Specially Prepared Milk, Skim Milk and Milk Formulas Pro-

viding a Diet or Formula, for the Prevention or Management

of Intestinal Disturbances, for Infants, Children, Invalids or

Young Adults; Special Nutrients. Protein Derivatives and

Other Products Designed for Dietary Treatment of Physical

and Mental Deficiencies and Disorders, and for the Replace-

ment of Fluid Electrolytes, and for Weight Control ;
Hypo-

allergenlc Products ; Preparations for the Prevention, Treat-

ment and Management of Constipation ;
Laxatives ;

Stool

Softeners ; Oastro-Intestinal Absorbents, and Adsorbents

;

Adrenergics; Allergeni; Alteratives and Tonics; Analeptics;

Analgesics (Aspirin, Etc.); Antacids; Anthelmintics; Antl

Allergens ; Antl Anemia Preparations ; Antl-Arthritlcs ;
Antl

bacterials; Antibiotics; Antichollnerglce ; Anticoagulants;

Antidepressants ; Anticonvulsants : Antldlabetes Agents ;

Antlduretlcs ; Antidiarrbeals ; Antidotes ; Antigens ;
Antl

hemorrhagica ; Antihistamines ; Antlhypoprothromblnemics :

Anti-Inflammatory Agents; Antihypertensives; Antileu-

kemics; Antiluetlcs; Antimalarials; Antlmycotlcs ;
Antl-

nauseants; Antineoplastic Drugs; Antioxidants; Antlpara-

sympathomlmetics; Antipruritics; Antipyretics; Antirachl-

tics; Antlrhus Poisonings; Antiseptics; Antlsera :
Antl

slalogogues ; Antl Snake-Bite Serum ; Antispasmodics :
Anti-

sympathomimetics : Antlthromblns ; Antithyroids; Anti-

toxins ; Antituberculosis Preparations ; Antitussives ;
Antl-

xerotics ; Appetite Depressants : Appetite Stimulants ;
Astrln

gents; Ataraxics ; Carminatives; Cardiotonics: Cathartics;

Cell Prollferants ; Cholagogues ; Choleretics; Cholinergic

Drugs ; Coronary Vasodilators ; Creams ; Cyclopleglc Drugs ;

Decongestants ; Debrlding Agents ; Demulcents ;
Dietary Sup-

plements ; Digestants; Disinfectants: Diuretics; Douches;

Ear Drops : Electrolytic Replacements ;
Emollients ;

Enemas ;

Enzymes ; Estrogenic Preparations ; Eye Drops ;
Eye Lotions ;

Fat Digestants ; Fungicides ;
Fungistatics ; Ganglion Block-

ing Agents ; Gargles ; Germicides ; Growth Stimulants ;
Hema-

tlnlcs ; Hemostatics ; Hydrocholeretics ;
Hypnotics ;

Hypo-

glycemic Agents; Hormones; Hypotensives; Immunizing

Agents ; Intravenous Feedings ; Keratolytlcs ;
Laxatives

;

Liniments ; Lipotropic Agents ; Lotions ; Lubricants ;
Mineral

Nutrients ; Mineral Oil ; Miotics ; Mouthwashes :
Mucolytic
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Agents ; Muscle Relaxants ; Narcotics ; Narcotic Antagonists :

Nasal Sprays; Jellies and Drops; Oxytocics; Parasiticides;

Parasympatholytics ;
Parasympathomimetics ;

Pedlculicldes ;

Peristaltic Inhibitors or Restoratives; Plasmas; Pressor

Drugs; Protein Preparations; Proteolytic Preparations;

Rubefacients; Scablddes ; Sclerosing Agents; Sedatives;

Serums; Shampoos: Sitosterols; Soporifics; Sterilizing

Agents • Stimulants ; Sulfonamides ;
Sympathomimetics ;

Sun

Protectant Agents; Tonics; Toxins; Toxoids; Vaccines;

Vaginal Creams; Jellies and Ointments; Vaginal PH Sta-

bilizers • Vaginal Powders. Solutions. Suppositories and Tab-

lets :
Vasoconstrictors ; Vasodilators ;

Vasopressors :
Vehicles ;

Vermifuges ; Vesicants ; Wound Irrigations.

First use Apr. 12, 1961, on flavored aaplrln.

754,348. Milton Bradley Company. Springfield, Mass. SN

147,433. Filed 6-22-62.

U-STIKUM
For Paper Cut-Outs for Making Composite Pictures.

First use Mar. 10, 1941. ^^^^^^^_^^_^^_^__

Qass 23 - Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

SN

754 343 Grove Laboratories Incorporated, St Louis, Mo

SN 130,283. Filed P.R. 10-19-61 ; Am. S.R. 5-29-63.

NO-NAP
For Stay Awake Tablets.

First use Aug. 1, I960.

Class 19- Vehicles

754 344 Applied Power Industries. Inc.. West AlUs, Wis.

SN 144.224. Filed PR. 5-10-62; Am. S.R. 5-15-63.

FASTER-FIT

For Vehicle Body Repair and Replacement Parts.

First use May 1, 1962, on vehicle body repair panels.

754 345. Service Spring Company, Indianapolis, Ind. SN

147,153. Filed P.R. 6-18-62: Am. S.R. 6-10-63.

MORE BOUND TO THE
POUND WITH GENUINE

SERVICE SPRINGS

For Springs and Spring Components.

First use May 15, 1961.

Qass 21 - Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

754 346 F. R. Hannon k Sons, Inc., Canton. Ohio.

1!23,541. Filed PR. 7-7-61 ;
Am. S.R. 6-7-63.

SN

754 349. Mason Envelope Co. Inc.. New York NY
145,274 Filed P.R. 5-23-62 ; Am. S.R. 5-31-63.

SECURESTACK
For Device for Stacking Flat Polyethylene Bags for Suc^

cesslve Removal of the Bags One by One for Insertion of

Articles Such as Men's Shirts in the Bags for Packaging

First use abou t Apr. 2, 1962.

Qass 32- Furniture and Upholstery

754,350. Kenlln Enterprises, Inc., Highland Park^ 111. SN

128,565. Filed P.R. 9-25-61; Am. S.R. 5-23-63.

NO-SLAT
For Brackets for Adjustably Interconnecting Bed Ralls

With Bed Head and Foot Boards.

First use Sept. 15. 1961.

Qass 34- Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

754,351. Adelta Manufacturing Co. Inc., P^'>»^*>P^'*- ^^

SN 146,864. Filed P.R. 6-14-62 ; Am. S.R. 6-13-63.

locK^eal
For Takeoff Connection, for Sheet Metal Ducts.

First use Apr. 20, 1962.

Qass 37- Paper and Stationery

754,352 Tru-Mark Paper Corporation, Lo°«
J«;"%f!^'

N.Y. SN 134,907. Filed P.R. 12-29-61 ; Am. S.R. 5-27-63.

FLUX POWER
For Electrically Heated Screen Power Supply and Sup

porting Equipment.

First use Jan. 9. 1961.

Qass 22- Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

754,347. Brunswick Corporation. Chicago, 111. SN 119,269.

Filed PR. 5-4-61 ; Am. S.R. *-4-«3.

SWIM-N-SKI

For Buoyant Water Sports Safety Device To Be Worn by

Men. Women, and Children.

First use in September 1956.

For Pattern Marking Paper.

First use Dec. 11, 1961.

754,353. Curtis 1000. Incorporated, West H«;««'<1;^ ^°"

SN 143,940. Filed P.R. 5-7-«2 ; Am. S.R. 5-24-63.

KOR-O-GATED MAILERS
For Mailing Envelopes of Paper.

First use Feb. 19, 1967.
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754,354. Hammermill Paper Companj. Erie, Pa. 8N 754,368. O. k C. Merrlam Company, Sprlnifleld. Maw. SN
145.359. Filed P.R 6-24-62 ; Am. 8.R. 6-23-63. 168,637. Filed 12-6-62.

For Safety Paper for Business Forms Such as Checks,
Tickets, Certificates, and the Like.

Flrat use 1914.

Qass 38 - Prints and Publications

784,355. Bowling America, Inc., Chicago, III., assignee of

Jack Olasser. Chicago, 111. SN 127.220. Filed P.R.
9-5-61

; Am. 8.R. 9-25-62.

For Dictionaries.

First use Aug. 31, 1961.

tj&MlDWJB aa«39-a.thi«,

BOWUNG -U, AMERICA 754,359. Exquisite Form Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

SN 141,600. Filed P.R. 4-8-62; Am. 8.R. 6-11-63.

For Magazine.
First use February 1961

OH-SO-BRIEF

754.866. M.B.C. Publications, Inc., Broniville, NT. SN
135.209. Filed PR. 1-4-62 ; Am. S.R. 5-22-63.

For Girdles.

First use May 1961.

754.360. Superba Crarats. Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

146,426. Filed PR. 6-7-62
; Am. S.R. 6-27-4W.

SN

THE NEAT 'N SLIM

PRESS

For Weekly Newspaper Devoted Solely to Advertlsementa-
Flrst use Aug. 26, 1961

For Neckwear and More Specifically, Neckties.

First UM May 21, 1962.

Qass 46— Foods and Ingredionts of Foods

754,361. The Isaly Dairy Company, d.b.a. Italy's, Toungs-

town, Ohio. SN 103.789. Filed P.R. 9-1-60; Am. S.R.

.^-20-63.

754,857. Editions Culturell

Maritime), France. S.'

S.R. 1-4-63.
NinfoT^J^rerp^^Ve^fli'^m" ISALY'S CHIPPED CHOPPED

EUROPEA
For Thin, Sliced Ready-To-Serre, Pressed Ham.
First use Dec. 16, 1946.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No. 754.362. Pursweet, Inc., St. Louis, Mo. SN 132,723. Filed

7,145, dated Dec. 6, 1961 (Le Havre) ; Natl. Inst. No. 175,904.
For Method Adapted to the Teaching or Study of Living

Languages ; Material for the Instruction or Teaching of Lan-
guages (to the Exclusion of Furniture) ; Educational Publi-
cations, Educational Newspapers, Educational Magaiines,
Educational Periodicals, Educational Books ; Films, Records
and Toys of Educational Nature ; Scientific and Teaching
(nstrumentB and Apparatus.

P.R. 11-24-61 ; Am. S.R. 5-23-68.

PURSWEET
For Saccharin Type Sweetener.

First UB* Nov. 10, 1961.
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754,868. Alfredo Dl Lello. d.b.a. Alfredo Dl Lello "Rlstorante 754,867. Flndlater, Mackie, Todd & Co. Limited, London.

Alfredo," Rome, Italy. SN 142,020. Filed PR. 4-11-62 ;
England. SN 148,377. Filed 7-5-62.

Am. S.R. 6-17-63. ^„

L'ORIGINALE

ALL'AUGUSTtO -,

^"Ot^E ALf^^

Mtitu tt tm <Wft

Owner of Britlah Beg. No. 806.878. dated May 25, 1960.

For Scotch Whisky.

754,868. John Walker k Sons Limited. London, England.

SN 165,866. Filed P.R. 10-24-62 : Am. S.R. 6-4-63.

The English translation of applicant's mark is "the origi-

nal Alfredo, near Augusteo, the king of noodles, Alfredo, Jr.,

manager." Owner of Italian Beg. No. 148,646, dated Apr. 21.

1960.

For Seasoned and Non-Seasoned, Dry and Uncooked and

Cooked Noodles and Spaghetti.

754,364. Jim Smith, Colnmbns, Ohio. SN 153.900. Filed

P.R. 9-25-62 ; Am. S.R. 6-7-63.

tt

iUij ^grup %o (feocJi
f9

Owner of BritlBh Beg. No. 829,756. dated Jan. 19, 1962.

and U.S. Reg Nos. 265,416 and 329,525.

For Scotch Whisky.

754,369. John Walker * Sons Umited. London, England.

SN 155,866. Filed P.E. 10-24-62; Am. S.R. 6-4-63.

For Table Syrup.

First use at least as early as July 22, 1957.

Qass 49 -Distilled Alcoholic Liquors

7.%4,365 Marie Briiard et Boger, Bordeaux, Glronde, France

SN 128,707. Filed PR. 9-27-61 : Am S.R. 7-31-63.

BRIZARD

Owner of French Reg. No. 61.222. dated Mar. 20. 1961

(Bordeaux) ; Natl. Inst. No. 162.668 and U.S. Reg Nos.

541,981, 697.176, and other*.

For Liqueurs and Brandies.

W^ilkcr

Owner of British Reg. No. 829.756. dated Jan. 19, 1962,

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 255,415 and 329.624.

For Scotch Whisky. ^^^^^^^^

754,866. Medley Distilling Company, Owensboro, Ky. SN

139,769. Filed P.R. 8-18-62 ; Am. S.R. 6-21-63

BOURBON USA
For Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiakey

Flrat use Feb. 1, 1962.

Qass 52- Detergents and Soaps

754 370 Warren F Emerson, d.b.a. Emerson Enterprises.

Daly City, Calif. SN 126,324. FUed P.R. 8-21-61 ;
Am.

S.R. 6-8-68.

GUM-GONE
For Compound for Removing Gum and Other Materials

From Automobile Carburetors, Fuel and Lubricating Systems.

First use December 1950.
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754,871. Elmer H. Soalne, d.b.a. E. H. Soslne Company,
Seattle, Wash. SN 126,059. Filed P.R. 8-30-61 ; Am. 8.R.

6-11-63.

CRYSTAL CLEAR
For Eyeglass Cleaner.

First use on or about July 15, 1961.

754,372. The Bon Ami Company, New York, N.Y. 8N
141,803 Filed P.R 4-9-62 ; Am. 8.R. 3-21-63

^:m
The repreBcnution of the lady on the mark 1b a photograph

of a model, "Penny D. Peterson," whose consent is of record.

For Household Cleaner.

First use Mar. 14, 1962.

754,878. The Bon Ami Company, New York, N.Y. SN
144,134. Filed PR. 5-9-62 ; Am. 8.B. 5-28-63.

Service Marks

f

I

Qass 100— Miscellaneous

754,374. Cleveland Technical Center, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.

8N 125,006. Filed P.R. 7-31-61 ; Am. 8.R. 6-4-63.

SPECTRA CHECKED
For Services In Determining Conditions of Engines by

Analyses of Wear Metals In Used Lubricants From the En-

gines or In Exhaust Deposits From the Engines.

First use Mar. 1, 1961.

754,375. Cleveland Technical Center, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

8N 134,722. Filed P.R. 12-27-61 : Am. 8.R. 6-4-63.

SPECTRA-CHECK

For Services In Determining Conditions of Engines by

Analyses of Wear Metals In Used Lubricants From the En-

gines or In Exhaust Deposits From the Engines.

First use Aug. 7, 1961.

Qass 103 — Construction and Repair

754,876. Elster's. Los Angeles, Calif. SN 141,279. Filed

PR. 4-2-62 ; Am. 8.B. 6-20-«8.
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ELSTER'S

For Building, Installing, and Remodeling Food Service

Equipment for Restaurants, Cafeterias, Food Markets, Liquor

Stores, Industrial, Retailing, or Other Commercial Installa-

tions.

First use 1920.

Class 105 — Transportation and Storage

754,377. Fort Worth Warehouse & Storage Co.. Incorpo-

rated, Fort Worth, Tex. SN 138,088. Filed P.R. 2-16-62.;

Am. S.R. 8-3-63

tif'^
The representation of the woman on the mark Is a photo-

graph of a model. Penny D. Peterson, whose consent Is of

record.

^or Household Oermlcldal Cleanser.

First use Apr. 3, 1962.

For Transporting Property by Track as a Carrier.

First use during the year 1920.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED
166,677.

169,173.

169,364.

169.665.

169,966.

170,220.

OILEX. CI. 15. 4-10-23. . 170.461.

1776 BROADCLOTH AND DESIGN. CI. 89. 170,784.

6-12-23. 170,792.

REPRESENTATION OF MAN AND DRAOON. 171.164.

CI. 37. 6-12-23. 171,188.

OROSSMITHS OLD COTTAGE AND DESIGN. CI. 171,359.

51. 6-26-23. 171.487.

WE8IX. CI. 21. 7-10-23. 172,061.

OLD DUTCH MILL AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 172,092.

7-10-23. 172,228.

80LITE. CI. 16. 7-17-28.

AMERICO. Cl. 16. 7-24-28.

OLD DUTCH MILL. C\. 46. 7-24-23.

NATIONAL CUP. Cl. 46. 7-81-23.

UTAH VALLEY. Cl. 46. 7-81-28. *

GLA SEPTIC. Cl. 44. 8-7-28.

PERKO AND DESIGN. CT. 84. 8-7-23.

CREAM OF VEGETABLE OIL. Cl. 46. 8-21-23.

THE N0RRI8T0WN TIMB8. Cl. 88. ft-21-28.

BOROL. Cl. 18. 8-28-28.

172,348.

172.534.

175,372.

176.11.5

17«,274

176,435.

400,8.5.1.

401.037.

401,359.

401,738.

401,813.

401,872.

401,906.

402,028.

402,318.

402.427.

402,563.

402,576

402,839.

402,854.

402.962.

ACE AND DESIGN. Cl. 40. 8-28-23. 403,307.

E Z -VND DESIGN. Cl. 46. 9-4-23 403,406.

S.ANKA Cl. 48. 11-6-23. 403,650.

SINSIDE. Cl. 46. 11-20-23. 403.726.

NATURAL BRIDGE ARCH SAVER AND DESIGN. 403.727.

Cl. 39. 11 20-23.

SNOWFLAKE WADDING. Cl 37. 11-27-23. 403,954.

DEMING. Cl. 23. 4-6-43. 403 955.

AIRLOC Cl. 13. 4-20-43. 403,956.

E-TOPLEX. Cl. 18. 5-11-43. 403,959.

ADAM. Cl. 23. 6-8-43. 404,151.

VBOEMATO. Cl. 46. 6-8-43. 404,261.

DESIGN HAND HOLDING PAPER. Cl. 37. 404,277.

6-15^3. 404,312

STRONGHOLD. Cl. 28. 6-l.'>-43 404,369.

HY JIMP. Cl. 46 6-22-43 404,408.

ISODRAULIC AND DESIGN. Cl. 13. 7-13-43. 404,422.

COLONY CRYSTAL AND DESIGN. Cl. 33 404,423.

7-20-43. 404,425.

WAXINE. Cl. 6. 8-3-43. 404,426.

BURROUGHS WELLCOME k CO. (U.S.A.) INC. 404,435.

Cl. 18 8-3-43. 404 447
'WELLCOME.' Cl. 18. 8-17^3.
TRANSPORT. Cl. 37. 8-17 43.

4U4.407.

COUGH MASTER AND DESIGN. Cl. 18 8-24-43. 404,462.

RIO RICCO. Cl. 46. 9-14-43.

MISSION. Cl. 45. 9-21-43.

CLEARTEX. Cl. 15. 10-5-43.

ARCHITEXTS Cl. 38 10-19-43

MADAM BELVAS HAIR—REPRESENTATION.
Cl. 51. 10-19-43.

PEPSAMAR. Cl. 18. 10-26-43.

REPODRAL. Cl 18. 10-26-43. »

RICOLON. Cl. 18 10-26-43.

SOUTH SEAS. Cl. 16. 10-26-43.

"CHUBBIES." Cl. 46. 11-2^3.
TITAN. Cl. 21. 11-16-43.

GALE Cl. 39. 11-16-43.

NUBBINS. Cl. 46. 11-16-43.

PAL-O-PAK. Cl. 12. 11-23-43.

TETLEY. Cl. 46. 11-23-43.

CORTULINA. Cl. 18. 11-23-43.

METOQUINA. Cl. 18. 11-23-43.

NOSYLAN. Cl. 18, 11-23-43.

SUPACIDYL. Cl. 18. 11-23-43.

SYNEPHRICOL. Cl. 18. 11-23-43.

EMBASSY. Cl. 39. 11-23-43.

HEADLINE RED. Cl. 51. 11-23-43

ANTIPHLOGISTINE. Cl. 6. 11-23-43.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED
Scctk» 7(d)

687,806.
690,790.

,144.050.

.148,963.

BREEZE. Cl. 17

DOVER. Cl. 17.

11-10-69
1-5-60.

Section 8

PENGUIN Cl. 39. 8-^37.
WHITE CROSS INC. AND DESIGN.

8-17-37.

Cl. 32.

The foUoxcing regittrationt: isaued June IH, 1957

646,946.

646,949

646,962.

646,963.

646,966.

646.972.

646,973.

646.978
646,983.

646 989.

ti46,992.

646,998.

647,012.

647,020.

647,024.

647,025.

647,026

647,027.

647,032.

647,035.

647,038.

647,042
647,044.

647,046.

647,047.

647,053.

647,054.

647,060.

647,065.

647.072.

647.073.

647,074.

647,076.

647,077.

647,081.

647,082.

647.084.

CO AND DESIGN.

DURA IZED. Cl. 1.

MOLAN Cl 1

THERMA-A KOOLER Cl. 2

POC-O-MOR Cl. 2.

DESIGN OF MOUNTAIN GOAT. Cl

EASTONAIR AND DESIGN. Cl. 6

CWA AND DESIGN. Cl. 6.

("ACTUS CARBINE. Cl. 9.

GRAN-FORM. Cl. 10.

SWIVELSEAL. Cl. 12.

HKP LACLEDE CHRISTY
Cl. 12

CSP. Cl. 14.

AORICASTROL. Cl. 15.

8TENDR0GEN. Cl. 18.

LIVAGAN Cl. 18.

NEBU CILLIN. Cl. 18.

NEBU MYCIN. Cl. 18.

NEBU EPHRIN. Cl. 18

CUSHION EZE. Cl. 20.

ELECTRONICAM. CI. 21.

THE FRED GOAT CO., INC.. 1893 AND DESIGN.

Cl 21.

CABLE THEATRE. Cl. 21.

EVANS AND DESIGN. Cl. 21.

TINT M-TOTS AND DESIGN. Cl. 22.

THE SURPRISE DOLL ETC. Cl. 22

BRAHMA AND DESIGN. Cl. 22.

INVISO-CAST. Cl. 22.

"BIG NICK." Cl. 28.

DESIGN OF BURNER AND LIGHTNING FLASH
Cl 26.

KOKURA WARE AND TTK WITHIN DESIGN.

Cl. 30.

8ERVETTE. Cl. 32.

DUROLIFE VITAL THIRD. Cl. 32.

CARNIVALS. Cl. 32

SEWING MATE. Cl. 32.

WESTAIRE. Cl. 34.

CLIMAX. Cl. 34.

"BIO NICK." Cl. 34.

647.090.

647,094.

647,100.

647.104.

647,107.

647,110.

647,111.

647,120.

647.122.

647,128.

647,133.

647.134.

647,139.

647.142
647,143.

647.145.

647.147.

647,150.

647.151.

647.152.
H47,159.

647,166.

647,170.

647,171.

647,173.

647,178.

647,188.

647.197.

647.198.

647.203.

647,207.

647.208.

647.212.

647,219

647,227.

647,228.

647,230.

647,233
647,2.51.

647,253.

647,258.

647.261.

647,265.

647,266.

647,267.

647,268.

647.269.

QD DIARY Cl. 37.

FOTO-FINDER. Cl. 37.

TILT-O-MATIC. Cl. 37.

TABVELOPE. Cl. 37.

EASTERN AUTO ADS. Cl. 38

OF SINCERITY S AND DESIGN

Cl. 39.

Cl. 39.

39

DESIGN.
39.

Cl 39.

39.

GLOVE AND DESIGN

42
Cl. 42

THE SIGN
Cl. 38.

HOLIDAY. Cl. 38.

SHAMPOO SUEDE.
THE BUTTONETTE.
WOODLANDER. Cl,

CHICHI. Cl. 39.

WADEHAM ETC. AND
PARAKEE TONES. Cl.

GLENROY. Cl. 39.

NILE. Cl. 39.

FETHRKORK. Cl. 39.

STORY BOOK Cl. 39.

THE STRAW LOOK Cl.

PENNY POCKET AND
Cl. 39.

STRYDE AROUND. Cl. 39.

ROBINTEX AND DESIGN. Cl.

DAN RIVER TWIN WONDER.
VERSIL. Cl. 42.

VERSKIN. Cl. 42.

LITTLE BROWN JUG AND DESIGN
ETHANITE. Cl. 46.

HILLCRE8T. Cl. 46.

FRENCH LICK. Cl. 46.

DESIGN OF GROTESQUE FISH. Cl.

SAY BON. Cl 46

PINTAIL AND DESIGN. Cl. 47.

TV. Cl. 48.

KUSTOM KWIK Cl. 50.

ERMA'S. Cl. 51.

RIP VAN WINKLE'S ETC. AND DESIGN

100.

COFFEE-ETTE OF AMERICA INC. AND DESIGN.

Cl. 100.

MAGNELOO. Cl. 100.

LET'S MEET OUR TOWN AND DESIGN Cl 101

FULVUE. Cl. 12.

PRESSURE-LINE. Cl. 13.

DRI WALL. Cl. 23

FIX O FLAT AND DESIGN. Cl 35

HELLI BELS. Cl. 46.

PEEBLES' SWINEBLOC. CU 46.

•TRU SOUR " Cl. 46.

PEEBLES' HOGBLOC AND DESIGN Cl 46.

"THE GREEN PEA THAT STAYS FRESH ALL

HIS LIFE" AND DESIGN. Cl. 46.

Cl 45.

46.

Cl

TM 798 O.G.-



TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS AMENDED,
DISCLAIMED, CORRECTED, ETC.

135.920. BOSTITCH. CI. 23. 10-26-20. Boston Wire
Stitcher Company. Botitltch, Inc., East Greenwich. R.I.

Amended to appear

:

BOSTITCH
159.264. FRE FLO AND DESIGN. CI. 14. 9-26-22. The

Atlas Foundry Company. Atlas Foundry, Inc.. Cleveland,
Ohio. Amended to appear :

712, 22«. FISHER'S. Cl. 46. 3-7-61. Fisher Flouring
Mills Company, Seattle, Wash. Corrected : In the state-

ment, column 2, line 1, after "flours" , at followt: plain and
enriched icheat floura for bakery and home u»e and includ-
ing cracker, cake, and pastry floura and export flour ; dark
flour» namely, urhole icheat flour, graham flour, entire

irheat flour, rye flour, and Kheat flour fortifled Kith tcheat

fjerm ; prepared flours—namely, pancake flour, biacuit mix,
muffin mix, ncone mix and self-rising flour; and specialty

flour—namely, dusting flour; for cereal*, as follows: farina,

cracked wheat, u-hole wheat, ground wheat, instant cooking
flaked cereal, and wheat germ; for grain products, as fol-

lows: white and yellow cornmeal, buckwheat flour; par-

tially prepared wheat products—namely, bulgur wheat ; for

poultry feeds, as follows: chicken feeds—namely, starting

feeds, developer feeds, finisher fe^ds, egg feeds, breeder

feeds, and scratch feeds in mash, pellet and/or crumble
form, and cracked, ground and whole grains ; turkey feeds—
namely, breeder feeds, starter feeds, developer feeds, fin-

isher feeds, and scratch ftitids, in mash, pellet and/or

crumble form; and for livestock feeds, as follows: dairy

feeds—namely, calf meals, dairy mash feeds, dairy pellet

feeds, wheat mixed feeds, ground grains, and bran, shorts,

middlings, and wheat red dog; and mixed feeds—namely,
rabbit, hog, horse, mink, and dog feeds ahonld be Inserted.

743.757. SNIFF-0-MI8ER. Cl. 24. 1-UMJ3. Hoyt Mfg.

Corp., Westport, Mass. Corrected : In the statement,

column 2, line 1, "absorber" should be deleted and adsorber

should be Inserted.

747,563. HALCO. Cl 23. 4-2-68. Halifax Tool Company
Limited. Southowram, Halifax, England. Corrected : In the

statement, column 1, line 1, "company" second occurrence

should be deleted and corporation should be Inaerted.

748,575. HANE8 AND DESIGN. Cl. 89. 4-28-03. Hanea
Hosiery Mills Company, Wlnston-Salem, N.C. Corrected :

In the statement, column 2, line 3 ibould be deleted and
The stippling effect shotcn in the drawing represents shad-

ing only. The trademark comprises a rectangular label

shaded as indicated in the drauHng, with the word "Hanes"
in script form printed diagonally of the lower right hand

comer, should be Inserted.

748,739. FLAVOR CHEF. Cl. 23. 4-30-63. Quality Manu-
facturers, Inc., Waco. Tex. Corrected : In the statement,

column 1, line 1, "Manufacturing" should be deleted and

Manufacturers should be Inserted.

750,038. NORLESTRIN. Cl. 18. 5-28-68. Parke, Davis
II Company, Detroit, Mich. Corrected : In the statement,

column 2, line 1, "esterogenlc" should be deleted and
estrogenic should be Inserted.

750,681. MANNEQUIN. Cl. 51. 6-4-68. The Medco Com-
pany, Inc.. doln(t business as Mannequin Beauty Aids, New
Orleans, La. Corrected In the statement, column 1, line 1,

"Medico" should be deleted and Medco should be Inserted.

7.'^1.066. MTS ETC. AND DESIGN. Cl B. 6-11-63. Motor
Travel Services, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. Corrected : In

the statement, column 1, line 1, "Maaaachusetts" should be

deleted and Minnesota should be Inserted.

REGISTRATIONS PUBLISHED UNDER SEC. 12(c)
The following marks registered under the act of 1905, or the act of 1881, are published under the prorlslona of section

IJ(t) of the Trademark Act of 1946. These registrations are not subject to opposition but are subject to cancellation

under section 14 of the act of 1946.

Qass 1 — Raw or Partly Prepared Materials

.S46.103 May 18, 1937. Shawlnigan Products Corporation.
.New York, N.Y. Pub. by Shawlnigan Resins Corporation,

Sprlnsfleld, .Mass.

^
OW^'1'4/^

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

posltioiis

391,149. Oct. 28, 1941. Dr. C. ScbleuBsner, d.b.a. Dr. C.

Scbleussner Fotowerke G.m.b.H., Frankfort-on-the-MaIn,

Germany. Pub. by Adoz Photowerke, Dr. C. Scbleussner,

G.m.b.H., Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

For Synthetic Resinous Material.

Qass 4— Abrasives and Polishing Materials

168,938. May 29. 1923. Brlllo Manufacturing Company.
Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. Pub. by registrant.

BRICO
For Steel Wool for Cleansing and Polishing Purposes.

TM 50

fUi^
For Chemical Products for Photographic Purposes, Eqaalli-

Ing Developers, and Chemical Developers for X-Ray Pictures.
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402.628. Aug. 3. 1943. Warwick Chemical Company, West Q 23 — CutlerV, MachinerV, and ToolS,
Warwick, R.I. Pub. by Sun Chemical Corporation, New ^"** "•' ""•" f t'

^''"' NY ami Parts Thereof

WAROOPUL
For Water Repellent Compounds for Textiles and Other

Fibrous Materials.

Qass 12— Construction Materials

46.947. Oct. 17, 1905. Warren Brothers Company, Cam
bridge, Mass. Pub. by registrant.

BITlJLITHin
For Bituminous Cement or Cement Composition.

401,893. June 15, 1943. Edward Week A Company. Inc.,

Long Island City, NY. Pub. by registrant.

WECR
For Cutlery—Namely, Pocket Knives, Kitchen Knives,

Table Knives of Base Metal, Scissors, Razors, and Razor

Blades.

Qass 26 -Measuring and Scientific

47,476. Nov 7, 1905. Warren Brothers Company, Cam- AnnJisnCeS
bridge, Mass. Pub. by registrant.

gg^^BH^^ 400,534. Mar. 16, 1943. Fisher Scientific Company. Pitts-

gfl I I Vlll'* burgh, Pa. Pub. by registrant.

For Bituminous Pavements.

78,559. June 21, 1910. Warren Brothers Company. Cam-

bridge, Mass. Pub by registrant.

VVARRKNITK
For Pavements and Paving Material Containing Bituminous

Matter.

ISOTEMP
For Electrically Operated Laboratory Oven.

Class 30 -Crockery, Earthenware, and

Porcelain

402,600. Aug. 3, 1943. Ignaz Strauss Co , Inc. New York,

N.Y. Pub by registrant.

400,932. Apr. 13, 1943. The Flintkote Company, New York,

NY. Pub. by registrant

COl-PLV
For Bituminous Roofing Cement. ISCO

For Pottery Candy Boxes, Pottery Fern Dishes. Pottery

Qass 13 — Hardware and Plumbing and Flower BowIs, pottery nower Holders, and Pottery Flower

Pots, Pottery Cookie Jars, Pottery Vases, Potterj- Ginger

Steam-Fitting Supplies .lars.' and pottery bowis.
^

488,622. May 4. 1948. WIreway Looms Company, Charles
j if •! •

River, Mass. Pub by Bradford c Riley, dba wir.way Qass 34— Hoatlng, Lighting, and Ventilating
Company, Falmouth, Mass.

Apparatus

WIREWAY
For Woven Metal Ornamental Grille Work and Wire Cloth

Netting.

Qass 22 — Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

171,121. July 31, 1923. The Bevin Wilcox Line Company.

East Hampton, Conn. Pub. by registrant.

192.859. Deo. 16, 1924. Hoyt Heater Company. Orange,

Calif. Pub. by registrant.

Pl\S>'^
For Flab Llaea. For Water Heaters.
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402,276. July 13, 1»48. General Properties Company, Inc.,
Toledo. Ohio. Pub. by Midland-Ross Corporation, Toledo,
Ohio.

RX
173,4&S Sept. 29, 1923. United SUtes Rubber Company.
New York, N.Y. Pub. by registrant.

Warmster
"Vor Coats.

For Atmosphere Correcting Oas Converters for Heat Treat
Idk Furnaces.

Qass 35 - Belting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

4(K),372. Mar 2, 1943. J. B. Kennlngton, d.b.a. Textile
Apron Company, Inc., East Point, Oa. Pub by Textile

Apron Company, Inc., East Point, Oa.

KENTEX J
\APRON

For Long Draft Leather Aprons Used In Textile Machinery.

Qass 37 — Paper and Stationery

187,088. Apr. 24. 1923. Aktlebolaget Oalco, Stockholm,
Sweden. Pub. by registrant.

Gass 43 — Thread and Yam

401,201. Apr. 27, 1943. Bemhard Ulmann Co. Inc., New
York, N.Y. Pub. by Indian Head Mills. Inc., New York.

CASA-LAINE
For Art Needlework Yarn Made of Wool.

Qass 46— Foods and Ingredients of Foods

146,733. Sept. 20. 1921. EscotSer Limited, London. Eng-
land. Pub. by registrant.

ESCOFFIER
For Table Sauces, Essence for Flavoring Food, Canned

Meats. Potted Meats—Chicken, Turkey. Wild Duck, Ham.
Tongue. Fish. Lobster. Piccalilli, Canned or Bottled Frultn
and Vegetables, Pickles and Tomato Catsup.

372,072. Oct. 24, 1939. The Quaker Oats Company, Chi-
cago, 111. Pub. by registrant.

LIFE
For Breakfast Cereals.

Qass 47 -Wines

For Loose-Leaf Binders. Punches. Letter Books. Blank 300.796. Feb. 7. 1933. John Harvey k Sons, Limited,
Books. Loose-Leaf Sheets, Indexes. Notebooks. Envelopes, Box Bristol, England. Pub. by registrant.
Files. Card Cablnt-ts. Folders, Guide Cards and Fasteners ».«. .^-..^b .^..__ ._

BRISTOL CREAM
aaM39-aothing

For Sherry Wine.

163,903. Feb. 6, 1923. Bernhard Ulmann Co
.

Inc.. New Qjjj ^\ _ CoSmOtia and Tollot PrOParationS
>rk.

^^York, N.Y. Pub. by Indian Head Mills. Inc.. New Yor
NY.

BEAR
For Bootees. Dresses. Suits. Coats and Hats for Fpmales,

Sweaters, Wraps. Jackets. Shawls. Scarfs and Mufflers. All of
the Above Either Completed or Partly Complettd. Stamped,
Cut, or Otherwise Prepared for Completion by the Customer

165.0O8. Feb. 27. 1923. Plough Chemical Company, d.b.a.

Pluko Manufacturing Company, Memphis. Tenn. Pub. by

Plough, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.

For Hair Dressing.
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ABC Vending Corp., d.b.a. ABC Vending Corp"~ 754,313-15, pub. 5-21-63. "' '

^^.t,., Long Island
Cl. 46.

754.064, pub. 5-21-63.

Uoll Co., Inc., New York, NY.

, Remscheld-Hasten,
Cl. 21.

Remscheld-Hasten,
Cl. 34.

Germany.

Germany.

754,074,

City, NY. . ,
ACF Industries, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

Cl. 23.
AEG Elotberm G.m.b.H

754,018. pub. 5-21-63.
AEG Elotherm G.m.b.H

7.'i4.170, pub. 5-21-63.
Abbey Automation Systems, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.

pub. 5-21-6.3. Cl. 23.
Acme-McCrary Corp., Asheboro, N.C. 754,240, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl. 39.
Adel Precision Products Corp.. Burbank, to General Metals

Corp., San Francisco, Calif. 402.318. ren. 8-6-63. Cl. 13.

AdelU Mfg. Co. Inc.. Philadelphia. Pa. 754^3,51. Cl. 34.

Ailox Photowerke, Dr. C. Schleussner. G.m.b.H. : See—
Schleussner, Dr. C.

Aerojet-General Corp.. Asusa. Calif. 753.898. pub. 5-21-63.
n. 2.

Aetna Steel Products Corp.. New York, N.Y. 754,158, pub:
5-21-63. Cl. 32

Agfa Aktlengeeellschaft, Leverkusen-Bayerwerk. Germany.
754.121. pul). 5-21-63. Cl. 26.

Aktlebolaget Galco. by Aktlebolaget Galco, Stockholm, Sweden.
167.088. 12(c) pub. 8-6-63. Cl. 37.

Aktlebolaget Molnbacka Trysil, Forshaga, Sweden. 169,364.
ren 8-6-63. Cl. 37.

Akwell Corp., The, New York. NY. 754.285
Cl. 44.

Albany Felt Co., The. Albany, NY. 754.181
Cl. 35.

Alexander, D. J., Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.
5-21-63 Cl 2.

Allen. Cecil (i.. Brownsville. Tex.
Cl. 32.

Allen. Eaton. Corp., Brooklyn. N.Y.
Allen, Gloria, Inc , Philadelphia, Pa

Cl. 52.
Alrectic Division : See—

McGraw Edison Co.
Altman. B., & Co., New York. N.Y.

Cl. 39.
Aluminum Mfg. Corp.. Irving, Tex.

Cl. 12.
Amerace Corp. : Bee—

American Hard Rubber Co.
American Air Filter Co., Inc.. Louisville, Ky.

5-21-63. Cl. 31.
American Can Co., Easton, Pa. 753,917-18,

CT. 2.

American Cotton Oil Co., The : See—
N K. Fairbank Co.. The

647.047, cane.

754,174.

754,152,

754,335.
754.323,

pub. 5-21-63.

pub. 5-21-63.

7.'53,901, pub.

pub. 5-21-63.

Cl. 11.
pub. 10-9-62.

7.'54,224,

753.952.

pub.

pub.

5-21-63.

5-21-63.

754,136, pub.

754,095, pub.

754,110, pub

754,145, pub.

pub 5-21-63.

American Cyanamld k Chemical Corp., New Y
American Cyanamld Co., Wayne, N.J. 402.563

York, NY., to
ren. 8-6-63.

Cl. 6
American Cyanamld Co See

American Cyanamld k Chemical Corp.
.Vmerican Cyanamld Co.. Wayne. N.J. 753.984. pub. ."^-21-63

Cl 18
American Hard Rubber Co.. Hempstead and New York. NY..

to Amerace Corp., New York, NY. 172,348. ren. 8-6-63
Cl. 40. , „, ,

American Lace Paper Co., to American Paper k Plastic

Products, Inc. Milwaukee, Wis. 176,435, ren. 8-6-63.

Cl. 37.
American Marine Paint Co. : Bee—

American Marine Paint Co., Inc.
American Marine Paint Co., Inc., New York, NY., to American

Marine Paint Co., San Francisco, Calif. 170.784, ren.

8-6-63. Cl 16
American Metal Climax. Inc.. New York. NY

Engineering Co., Riverside. Calif. 753,963,
Cl. 14.

American Paper k Plastic Products, Inc. : See-
American Lace Paper Co.

American Saw k Mfg Co., Springfield, Mass.
5-21-63 Cl 23.

Anderson Corp.. Worcester. Mass. 754,057,
Cl 23

Anderson Electric Corp.. Leeds. Ala. 754,009, pub. 11-13-62
Cl. 21.

ApDlied Power Industries, Inc., West Allls

a. 19.
Applied Technology. Inc., Palo Alto. Calif.

7-31-62. Cl. 21.

Arcos Corp., Philadelphia. Pa. 754.167,

<M. 34.

Arlo Industries, Inc.. Mount Vernon. N.Y.
5-21-63. Cl. 19.

Armstrong Cork Co.. Lancaster. Pa. 647.032

Armstrong Cork Co.. Lancaster. Pa. 754.001
Cl. 20.

Armstrong Hydraulics, Inc., Chicago, 111.

5-21-63 a. 19.

Arnold Luther B., Jr., d.b.a. Vlkon Chemical Co.. Elon College

N.C. 753,924, pub. 3-13-62. Cl. 8.

from Hunter
pub. 5-21-63.

754,053, pub

pub. 5-21-63.

Wis. 754,344.

754,004-5, pub

pub. 5-21-63.

7."»3.988. pub.

cane. Cl. 20
pub 5-21-63.

753.997. pub.

Arranbee
Cl. 22.

Arrow Louver and Damper Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y
pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 34.

Art Craft Optical Co., Inc.. Rochester. NY. 754.109, pub.
5-21-63. Cl. 26.

Arvin Industries, Inc., Columbus, Ind. 754,168, pub. 5-21-63.
Cl. 34.

Associated Merchandising Corp.. The. New York. NY
754,014, pub. .5-21-63. Cl. 21.

Astra Merchandise Co.. Los Angeles. Calif. 847,265, cane.

Cl. 46.
Atlanta Equipment Mfg. Co., Atlanta, Ga. 754,044. pub

5-21-63. Cl. 23.
Atlas Foundry Co., The. Atlas Foundry Inc., Cleveland. Ohio.

159.264. Am. 7(d). Cl. 14.

Atlas Foundry Inc. : See—
Atlas Foundry Co., The,

Atlas Ladder and Supply Co., Inc.. The, Baltimore. Md.
754,316, pub. .5-21-63 Cl. 50.

Automatic Marker Photo Corp.. New York. N /i . .54,089. pub.

5-21-63. Cl. 26. ^, „.,
Babcock Phillips Corp.. Richmond, Va. 647,0* 7, cane. Cl. 32.

Babylon Products Co. : See-
Pauer. Edward E. , „, „„

Ball, Geo J., Inc., West Chicago. 111. 758.911. pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 2
Barclay, Rue G., d.b a. Rue Publishing. Van Nuys, Calif.

754.191, pub. 5-21-«3. CI. 36. ^ ^, „,
Battista. Orlando A . Drexel Hill, Pa. 647,090 cane. Cl. 37.

Battle Creek Equipment Co., Battle Creek, Mich. 754,291,

pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 44. , „, ^„
Bausch k Lomb Inc.. Rochester, N.Y. 753.921, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 4
Bear Brand Hosiery Co.. Chicago, 111. 754,244, pub. 5-21-63

Cl 39
Beavers Dental Products Ltd., Morrisburg, Ontario, Canada.

754,292, pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 44.

Beckerman k Lemer. Inc., New \ork, N.Y.
5-21-63. Cl. 28.

Beckman Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, Calif
5-21-63. Cl. 26. ^ „^

Beckman Instruments, Inc., Fullerton. Calif

5-21-68. Cl. 26.

Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc. : See

—

Tetley, Joseph, 4 Co., Inc. „ , », „ ,... oo-. k
Belding llemlnway Co., inc.. New York, NY. 754,281, pub

5-21-63. Cl. 43.

Belva Mfg. Co.. Inc. : Bee—
Dou^as. Harry G.

BenruB Watch Co., Inc., New York. N.i.

61 Cl. 27.
, .^. ^ , V V

Benson-Nuen Laboratories. Inc.. New York, N.Y

Benton, Horace, Phoenix. Ariz. 754,038, pub. 5-21-63. Cl.

22
Berliner Murray W., d.b.a. Squirt Bottling Co.. Plalnfleld,

N.J. 647,173, cane C145. ,7,101
Bevin Wilcox Line Co., The, East Hampton, Conn. 171.1^1,

Blfiei'*FSundtXn? Ini^^New York, NY. 647,152, cane.

Cl 39
Bilt Rite Baby Carriage Co., Inc., Brooklyn, NY.
pub 5-21-63. Cl. 19.

v, „ w
BIlt-Rlte Baby Carriage Co.. Inc.. Brooklyn. NY.

pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 22.
u, „ «v

Bift-Rlte Baby Carriage Co., Inc.. Brooklyn, NY.

Blair Displays, Inc , St. Louis, Mo. 754,148, pub

Blaw-lnoi Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 754.078, pub. 5-21-63.

Bon^Aml Co., The. New York. N.Y. JS* 832-8. Cl 4.

Bon Ami Co . The. New York NY 754 372 Cr 52

Bon Ami Co., The, New York N.Y. 754.373. C15.i.

Bonham Corp ,
Provo, Utah.

J53,996.
pub. 5-21-«3 -^1

Borg-Warner Corp., Chicago, 111. 754,078. pub 5-21-63.

Bostltch. Inc. : Bee—
Bostor^'?re'''st*itX*r'c'o'^°Bost.tch, Inc., East Greenwich

Bo^al^y \fd?s?ries^Tncl''d^b a^Ren'auld of France, Reno. Nev

Botan;?n/u"s?ries'\^c',- d^'b.a'lienauld of France, Reno, Nev

Bow-lnV A.Se"Hc'a:K'from J«k Glasser. Chicago. 111. 7.54.

Bri^let^'bf Princess. Inc., New York. NY. 754.134. pub

Br^"n'lteel''co?p.. New York N.Y. ^7.100 cane Cl 37

Bradley, Milton, Co., Springfield, Mass. 754,348. Cl. 22.

Brahma Bow Co. : See—
Harman, Ervin G.. Jr.

. v- v aa7 i^fi cane Cl 39.
Brlarlee Modes, Inc..„New York N.Y. 647^39. cane ci^
Brillo Mfg. Co., Inc., Brooklyn, NY. 168,»ib, i^(C) puu. o-r

63. Cl. 4. ^, .TM I

754,128, pub. 7-11-

847,025-7,

753,991.

754,035.

754,150.

5-21-63

Cl.

19
Cl.
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Brlnk'8. Inc., Chicago. 111. 754,329, pub. 5-21-63. CI. 102.
Bristol-Myers Co., New York, N.Y. 754,320. pub. 4-1&-63.

CI. 51.
Brizard, Marie, et Roger, Bordeaux, Olronde. France. 754,365.

CI. 49.
Broadloom Imports. Inc., New York, N.Y. 754,263, pub. 5-21-

63. CI. 42.
Brookpark, Inc.. Cleveland, Ohio. 753,908, pub. 5-21-63.

CI 2.

Brookn, Bobbie. Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, from Abby Michael, Ltd..
New York, N.Y. 7r)4,213. pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 39.

Brown & WllUamHon Tobacco Con>-. Louisville. Ky. 687.806,
cane. Cl. 17

Brown k Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky 690,790,
cane. Cl. 17.

Brundidge Foods, Inc.. Brundldge. Ala. 754.299, pub 3-12-
63. Cl. 46.

Bruner Corp., Milwaukee. Wis. 753.957. pub. 5-21-63. Cl.

13.
Brunswick Corp., Chicago, 111. 754,017, pub. 5-21-63 Cl. 21
Brunswick Corp.. Chicago. 111. 7.'')4,347. Cl. 22.

Burinac Electronics Co.. Inc.. Rockvllle Centre. NY. 754,098.
pub. .") 21-63. Cl 26,

Burn-Strauss. Inc.. d.b.a. Woodpecker Woodware, Los Angeles.
Calif 753,906. pub. .'.-21-63. Cl. 2.

Burroughs Wellcome A. Co. (I'.S.A.) Inc.. New York. NY.
402.H;19. ren. H- « 63 Cl. IH.

Burroughs Wellcome & Co. (U.S.A.). Inc., New York, NY.
402. 576. ren K J-63. Cl. 18

CBS Imports Corp.. New York, NY. 7.">4,250, pub. 5-21-63
Cl. 3».

CVT Glen RldKf. N J. 753.899, pub, 5-21-63. Cl. 2
Caico Products. Inc. Elkhart. Ind. 753,956. pub. .5-21 ti.T

Cl 13.
California Olive Packers. Inc. Corning. Calif, 403.307. ren.

8-6-63. Cl. 46.
(^anada Stamp and Stencil Co. Ltd.. d.b.a. Vuellne Marking

Products Toronto. Ontario. Canada. 754.052. pub. 5-21-6.1.

Cl. 23.
Capitol Records. Inc.. Los Angeles. ChIU. 754.194. pub

.5-21 63. Cl. 3ti.

Carbonic Bt'vpriijte Eiiuipiin'nt Co. ; Sef
Zilk. Carl S.

Carlton Yarn Mills. Inc., Ch.'rryvUle. N.C. 754.284, pub
.) 21 63 Cl. 43.

Cart.r's Ink Co.. Ttie. Cambridge. Mass 753.938. piil.

5 21 >yA. Cl. 1 1

Cascade F'rozen Fomls, Inc.. Burlington. Wash. 647.269.
caniv Cl 4ti

Celotcx Corp.. The. Chicago. 111. 753.950. pub. 5-21-63.
Cl. 12.

Chndwlck Ilelmuth Co. Monrovia. Calif. 754.092. pub.
.'» 21 ti3. Cl 2t>.

Charter Seed Co.. Twin Falls. Idaho 646.946. cane. Cl. 1

Chnm Lnb Prc)dii(ts. Inc. Downry, Calif. 753,929. pub
r> 21 63. <1. 6

CtuMiHo Ci>n) . Hiiltiiiiori'. .Mil 753.i»2t>. pub ."> _' 1 »>:!. <
"1 •;

Clitiiwtidn Coip . CliicaKo. 111. 7.">4.1<!ti. pub. .5-21 *i3. Cl 34
Clitc,i>;o Foiini rrodiiits Corp.. Chicago. 111. 646.949. cniic

Cl. 1.

Christcns.ii \ Cook. I.odl. Calif 7.">4,317. pub. 5 21-63.
Cl .5l»

Clarv Corp. San Gabri.l. Calif 7.54.099. pub. 5 21 63.

i'\ 26.
Cb'Vt'land Tfclinlcal Center, Inc ,

ClfVfland. Ohio. 75*.374 5.

Cl. 100
Climatic Inc. Yonkers. NY 7.'.4,2,39. nub. 5-21-63. Cl. 39.

Cluett. Penbodv & Co. Inc.. Troy. N.Y. 647.142 3. cane
Cl. 39.

Clvserol Laboratories. Inc. Oklahoma City, Okla. 7.54,341.

"Cl. 18 ^
Cobe Sales. Inc. d b.a. Van Oard. Kearney. N..I. 754.05(18,

pub 5 21 t;3 Cl. 23 ''

Coff.-e Ette of America, Inc . Pittsburgh, Pa. ti47,228. cane
Cl. 100.

{-%>llege Inn FoikI I'roducts Corp. : See—
La Chov Foo<l Produi'ts. Inc. ,_

College Town of Boston. Boston. Mass. 7.54.216, pub. 5-21-63 ^^g
Cl. .'.9. S.

Colorado Builders' Supply Co , The. Denver, Colo 646.998.
cane Cl 14

Coltoii Razor Kladt- Co.. Bosttin, Mass. 401.738, ren. M-6-63
Cl 2:1.

Columbia Wax Vn.. Glendale. Calif. 646.966, <-anc. Cl. 4

Community Hiislnrss BulldtTs, to Community Business
Bull(l»'rs. Salt Lake City. lUah, 647.233. cane. Cl 101.

ConBiim»>r Bag .ind Packaging (^)rp.. Richmond. Va. 753.904-.5.

pub 5 21 i'i3 Cl 2
Continental R»SHarch. Inc . d ha. Diatomic Oxygen Research.

Minneapolis. Minn 754.288. pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 44.

Continental Steel Corp.. Kokomo. Ind. 7.53.964. pub. 5 21-63.
CI 1

4

Contour Chair Lounue Co.. Inc . St. Louis. Mo. 754.154. pub.

5 21 tl.H Cl. .<2.

Cookf EnginetTlng Co. .\le\andrla. Va. 754.087. pub
.5 21-63. Cl. 2ti ^

Cooperative gualltv Marketing. Inc.. Washlngtrm. DC
7.54.311. pub. 5 21 63. Cl. 46. , „ „,

Co|». A Llov<l ((>vfrs»'.is) Ltd. London, England. 753,971,
pub. 5 21" t>3. Cl 17

Corn Products R.-flning Co.. N.-w York. NY 647.203. <anc.

Cortland Line Co. Inc . Cortland. NY 647.054. cane Cl 22
Cotra Corp., N»'w York. N.Y ti47,128. cane. Cl. 39
Coughmaster Co.. Inc.. to Dryden & Palmer. Inc . Long Island

City. .V Y 402.962. ren 8 «-r>3. Cl. l^i

Cradiiock Terrv Co , to Craddock-Terry Shoe Corp .
Lynch

burg. Va. 176,274, ren. K 6-63. C\ .39.

Craddock Terry Shoe Corp : Sre—
Craddock-Terry Co

Craig Systems, Inc.. Lawrence. Mass. 753.994. pub. 5 21-63.

CI 19.

Crane Co : See-
Deming Co.. The.

, ^,
Crib. Tidy Di Dy Diaper Service. Inc., Washington, D.( .

754.327, pub. .5 21-63. Cl. 100.
Crown Corstt Co.. The. Bridgeport. Conn. 754.228. pub.

Curtfg ItJtio. Inc , West Hartford. Conn. 754,353. Cl. 37.

Curvlite Suiglial Prodmts. Jamaica. N.Y. 7.54,287, pub.

5-21-ti3. Cl. 44.
, ,,

Dallman Co, San Francisco, Calif. 647,082, cane. (1. .{4.

Kan RivtT Mills, Inc., Danville. Va. 647. Hit), cane. Cl. 42.

Daniel. Alb»n. Chemical Corp.. The. Washington. D.C.

7.53, 96ti. pub, 5 21-63. Cl. 15. , ,,, ^„
Dare, Danny. Inc.. Kansas City, Mo. 754.231, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl. 39.
Day Brlte Lighting, Inc.: See-

Kiiifjsoii Klfctric Mfg. Co., The.
Davstiom. Inc., from Daystrom, Inc., Murray Hill, .\..i

7.54. Mh.{. pull .5 21 63. Cl. 26.

Dayton Klectric Mfg Co., Chicago, III. 754,161. pub. 5-21-83.

Deady Chemical Co, Kansas City, Kans. 754.094, pub.

5 21-63. Cl. 26.
Debow & Co.. .Wwark. N.J. 647,188, cane. ( 1. 46.

D.bs Co., <anoga Park, Calif. 7.54,093, pub. 5-21-6;i. Cl. 2ti.

Deco Grilles, Inc.. Long B.-ach, N.Y. 647,212, cane. Cl. 50.

Deming Co., The, Salem, Ohio, to Crane Co., Chicago, III.

400,H,53, ren. 8 6 63 Cl. 23.
IH-nver Chemical Mfg Co, The, d.b.a Wampole Caboratorles.

Stamford. Conn. 4(»4.4t>2, ren. 8-t) ti3. Cl. 6.

De I'letro, Ida M., d b a. Lifetime Products, Castro \ alley.

Calif ti47,()24, cane. Cl. I«. „ . .. „ ,.„ ^,
l>eschuer Co., Lob Angeles, Calif. 7o4,042, pub. 9 26-61.

Cl 2.i

Detrcx"Chemical Industries, Inc., Detroit, Mich. 754,081,

Devoe L Ray'nolds Co. Inc., New York, N.Y. 403,9.59. ren.

Diamond NatlonalCorp , New York, N.Y. 783.912, pub. 5-21-

63. Cl. 2.

Diatomic Oxygen Research : See-—
Continental Research, Inc.

, ,, j ..

Dl Lello Alfred, d.b.a. A.fredo dl Lello "Rlstorante Alfredo,

Rome, Italy. 7.54,363. Cl. 46
Dl Lello, Alfredo, "Rlstorante Alfredo : See—

Dl Lello. Alfred.
, ^, „,,,., -^, .,q

Dodge, Katharine E., New York. N.Y. 647,151, cane. Cl. 39.

Domlnator Co. : See
Soares, George. ^ . . »,

Donlger David D . A Co. Inc., to McGregor-Donlgrer, Inc., New
York, NY. 647.120, cane. Cl. 39.

Dottl driglnal Inc., N'ew York, NY. 647,122 cane. Cl. 39.

Douglas, Ilarry G., d b.a. Belva Mfg. Co, to Belva Mfg. to.,

Iiic, St. Louis. Mo 403.727, ren 8-6-63 CL 51.

Dover Corp, Louisville. Ky. 754,17.), pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 34.

Dow Chemical Co ,
The. .Midland, Mich. 753,927, pub. 5-21

Dow'Chemlcal Co., The, Midland, Mich. 753.977, pub. 5-21-

Drexel Enterprises, Inc., Drexel, N.C. 754,156, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 32
Drexel Enterprises, Inc., Hickory, N.C. 754,101, pub. 5-21-

Dreyfus, Gertrude M., Tenafly. N.J. 754.211, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl. 39.
Drl-Wall Tool Co : See^

Tucker, Jo W.
Dryden A Palmer, Inc. : See

—

Coughmaster Co., Inc.

Du Mont. Allen B., Laboratories, Inc., Clifton, N.J. 647,035,

Dymo industries. Inc . Berkeley, Calif. 754,077, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 23
EBS' Record Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. 754,189, pub. 5-21-63.

Eagle Tea 4 Coffee Co. Inc., The, New York, NY to 8 ^
Ichonbrunn A Co. Inc., Palisades Park, N.J. 171,164, ren.

Ea'st^,%. S.', Corp , Brooklyn N.Y. «*6.»". cane CL 6.

Edison Brothers Stores. Inc.. St. Louis. Mo. 754.232-3, pub.

Editions Culturelles Europeennes, a soclete a responsablllte

llmltee, I>- Havre, (Seine-Maritime), France. 754,357. 1 1.

Kglv Register Co., The. Dayton, Ohio «4J.ip4 P"*"-
,^J ^J-

Ela.sco, fnc . Roxbury. Mass. 754.022, Pub„5-21-63. C
.
21.

Electrodyne Co., Inc., Norwood, Mass. 754,286, pub. 5-21-«.<.

Electromatlon Co, Venice, Calif. 7.54,090, pub 5-21-63,

Ol 2ft

Elkay Mfg. Co .
Broadview. 111. 753.959-60, pub. 5-21-63.

Elst'erV^ Los Angeles. Calif. 754.376. Cl. 103.

Embassy Men's Apjiarel, Inc.: See
Excelsior Varsity T'nderwear Corp „ .^ , . ... . „

Emerson Electric Mfg. Co . The. from Day Brlte Lighting, Inc..

St I^.uls. Mo 7.54.021. pub 5 21 63. CI21 ,.. „„.
Emerson Electric Mfg Co.. The, l^)s Angeles, Calif 754,025,

pub. .5-21-63. Cl. 21.

i:merson Enterprises : See
Emerson, Warren F.

Emerson Industries, Inc., Hempstead, NY. 646.989. cane.

Cl 12.

Emerson Warren F . d.b.a Emerson Enterprises. Daly City.

Calif. 754,370 Cl. 52.

Emporium Capwell Co.. The. San Francisco, Calif. 754.039,

pub 5-21-63. Cl. 22
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Emporium Capwell Co., The, San Francisco, Calif. 754,157,

En?porlum Capwell Co., The, San Francisco, Calif. 754,257,

pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 39.
„ „ . „ ,„ -.. o^q

Emporium Capwell Co., The, San Francisco, Calif .54,259,

Emporium Capwell Co., The, San Francisco, Calif. 754,279,

pub 5-21-63. Cl. 42. „.„„„ w k o,
Enro Shirt Co., Inc., The, Louisville, Ky. 754,233, pub. 5-21-

Epstein, Harry S., Inc , New York, N.Y. 754,237-8, pub. 5-21-

EscoiBer Ltd.! London, England 146,733, 12(c) pub. 8-6-63.

Etabllsseiiients Felix Verce^l ft Cle., Paris, France. 647,170-1,

cane. Cl. 42, „ . . du
Etabllssements Oenoud A Cle, Pressense. \enlssleux. Rhone.

France. 753.935, pub .5-21-63. Cl. 8.

Evans Products Co . Plymouth. Mich. 647.044, cane. Cl 21

E.xcelslor Varsltv I'nderwear Corp.. to Embassy Men s Apparel.

Inc.. New Yo'rk. NY. 404,447. ren. 8-6-63 Cl. 39
Exquisite Form Industries, Inc., New York, N.^. 754,3.59.

C\ 39
E-Z-Hook Test Products : See—

Youger, Robert N. . , „, _„
EZ Palntr Corp., Milwaukee, Wis. 754,141, pub. .5-21-63.

Cl 29
Farwell, Ozmun, Kirk ft Co., St. Paul, Minn 753,942, pub.

Feed Service Corp ! Crete, Nebr, 647,178, cane Cl. 46.

Festomaschlnenfabrik Essllngen am Neckar : See-
Stoll, Gottlieb T. ^ ot «o

Fleldcrest Mills, Inc., Spray, N.C. 754.269. pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 42
Flndiater. Mackle, Todd ft Co. Ltd., London, England 7,54,-

Fisher Flouring Mills Co.. Seattle, Wash. 712.226 cor^Cl. 46.

Fisher Radio Corii , Long Island City, N.Y. 754.008, pub.

10—9-62 Cl 21
Fisher Scientific Co . Pittsburgh, Pa 400,534, 12(c) pub.

Q ii^flO f^l Oft

Flakebord Corp., Falconer, NY. 754 336 Cl 12.

Fllntkote Co. The. New York. NY. 400.932, 12(c) pub
R o (SO 1^1 1 •>

FloHda Atlas Corp., Windermere, Fla 754,252, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl .^9

Flote Alie Marine Corp . Middlebury, Ind 753,986, pub

KoV.rnost Dairies. Ini- . San Francisco. Calif R47,26H. cane.

Foremost Dairies. Inc.. San Francisco, Calif 647.268, cane.

Fort Worth Warehouse ft Storage Co. Inc. Fort Worth. Tex

FiilierTool Co . Inc . Whltestone. N Y. 754.049. pub. 2 -.5-63.

Cl 23
Gabriel Co. The. Cleveland. Ohio 754.102. pub. 5-21-63

Cl "'H

C,aul>"Savrl S Highland Park. HI «47.07fi. cane Cl 32

General ."vhiininum Corp.. Carrollton. Te\. 75.'^.944. pub

5-21 63 Cl 12 „ ... ,.,_
General Aniline A Film Corp.. New York. N.5. ...4. 12.. pub.

(Jeneral Electrl" Co.. Schenectady. .NY 754,026. pub

5 'Jl 63. Cl 21.

Le Sueur. Minn 754,303. pub 5-21-63

(Seneral Foods Corp : See-
,. . ,. j /-.»,._i

Soclete Anonvme Fabrlqiies de Prodiiits de Chlmie

Organiqne de Lalre. ,.„ ,.,0 i.

General Hydronlcs Corp. Oakland. Calif 754.172, pub

General Lend Batteries Co. Reading. Pa 404,261. ren.

8 6 63 Cl 21.
(Jeneral Metnis <'ori) ;

Ser
Adel Precision Products C.irp ^, ^ ^ ^, ,j, , ^

General Proi.erties Co . Inc . bv Midland Ross ( orp.. Toledo

Ohio 402 276 12M-1 pub «-6 «3 Cl. 34

Genistron. Inc. Los Angeles. Calif. 7.54.088. pub .5-21-63

Gernsha^ck. Hugo. New York. NY 754.202. pub. .5-21 63

Cl ^8
G.-odiuan H . ft Sons. Inc . New York. NY 7.54.324. pub,

*^~21 —ft^ 01 i^'J

GoVxImnn! H . A s"ons. Inc.. .Vew York. N Y 754.318. pub
5-21-63. Cl 51

.^ ,
., .

Gossen. P,. A Co, Gesellschnft mit heschraenkter Haftung .

See
Photoptic Imnort Corp

(;ould Novelties. In. .
Elmont. NY 754.300, pub 5 21-63

Cl 4<i

Glasser, Jack : See

Glon"'Mat"thew"Vs<in LuL. Perth. Sofland 647.207. cane.

Oo*^t Fred. C. . Inc. "'"""klyn. NY 647^0.18 cane. Cl. 21

(Joerllch's Inc . Tole.l... Ohio 754 0.,« ,.''b 1 -.^. .«^-,, ^'^-^
Golding Bros Co. Inc.. New Y'ork. N."i 7.54,2.0. pub

G..1d"s.-H"r Co. Bismarck. N. Dak. 7.53.920. pub 4-10-62

Cl. 4.

(ioodrlch. B. F.. Co.. The. Akron. Ohio 754. 2«8. pub .>-21-6.1

Cl. 42'

(;o..dwin Dannenhaum. Littman ft Wingfleld Inc. Houston,

Tex. 754.173. pub. 5-21-63 Cl. 34.

Graboves. Sidney : See
kay Jewelry Stores. Inc.

Grand SiM^claltles Co. Chicago. Ill 7.53.99H. pub .5 21-63.

Cl. 19.

Granltevllle Co. Granltevllle. S.C 754.275. pub. 5 21-63.

Cl. 42.

Graphite Metallizing Corp. Yonkers, NY. 754,075, pub.

5 21-63. Cl. 23. '

^ , „, „^
Grass Instrument Co., (Julncy. Mass. 754.100, pub. 0-21-6.-5.

(."1. 2ti.

(iri-en Giant C
CI. 46.

(Jreeliw.Mid Engineering Co , Inc. : See -
Laiigslon. Samuel M., Co.. Inc.

Gi-eenwood Mills, Inc. New York. NY. 754.264. pub
5-21 63. Cl. 42. ^, ^„

(;ro Cord Rubber Co.. Lima. Ohio t>47.145. cane. Cl .19.

(iriunell Ci>rp. Providence, R.I. 753.955. pub 5-21-63. Cl. 13.

(Jrossmith. J., ft Son. Ltd.. London. England. 169.665. ren

(Jrove Laboratories Inc.. St. Louis. Mo. 754.343. Cl. 18.

Grover Co.. The. Detroit. Mich 754.045-.. pub. 5 21-63.

Cl 23
(IiitmanL.uin (Jlove Co.. Inc., New York. NY. 753.919. pub

Hiiffeiiden.' W. \V.'. Ltd . Sandwich. England. 754.223. pub.

5 21-ti3. CI 39. ., , , ^ , ,

Halifax Tool Co. Ltd.. Southowram. Halifax. England

Hall R.'.'bert' Clothes'. ' Inc.. d.b a. Robert Hall Clothes. New
York, N.Y.' 7.54.217. pub. 7-31 62. Cl 39.

Hall. Robert . Clothes : .S'l c

Hall. Robert. <'lothes. Inc. -^,,.,0 , ., -^-y ai
Hamilton Watch Co. Lancaster. Pa .54.129. pub. 5-1-^3

Hainmerinill Papi-r Co.. Erie. Pa 401.872. ren. 8-6-63.

Cl 37
Hainiiiermll! Paper Co.. Erie Pa. 754.354. <"•;•*'.;,„-,.

Haues Hosiery Mills Co.. W inston Salem, N,( ,
748,57r>,

Haii'es H.'isie'rv Mills Co., Winston-Salem, N.C. 754,227.

pub. 5-21- 6.'L Cl. 39. -.^40^^
Haiies, V. H. Knitting Co.. U inston Salem, N.C. .54,-3.->.

pub. 5-21 •'>3 Cl. 39. ,^, „,
Hi niinn F. R.. & Sons. Inc.. Canton Ohio. 754.346. (1. Z\.

anson.' J L .
Co.. The. Chl.-ago III. «47.094. cane. CL 37.

Haiinan. Ervin G.. Jr.. d.b.a. Brahma Bow Co.. Elklns. \N
.

Va.

HamSll^y l/^'lirooklyn, NY. 754.229. pub. 5-21-63.

lhFrveJ':*John. A Sons, Ltd.. BrL^tnl. England. 300.796. 12(c.

Hawh;/pro,lucts Co ."^St. Charles. 111. 754.030. pub. 5 21-63

He^rcufel Packing Corp.. Alden. NY. 753.933. pub. 5-21-63.

Heman. I. C_. ft Co.. inc.. New York. N.Y. 754.212. pub

Hleks^ W^Wesle'v^to Weslx Electric Heater Co., San Fran

Cisco Calif. 169.966. ren. 8-6-63. CL 21.

Higgltfs, Warren W ,
Havertown, Pa 647,107 cane. Cl. 3b.

High T.-mperature Materials. Inc.. Boston, Mass. 753,897,

nines,- Edwa'rd* Lumber Co., Chicago, 111. 753,948. pub. 5-21

Ho^lldaj^'siWes, Inc., New York N^^.
^IJ^.U^i,

'^»°^'
gS^'Ji

Holophane Co, Inc, New \ork, N.\. 403. .26, ren. 8-t} t>d.

H,frst dissociates. Inc.. Miami. Fla. 754.140, pub. .5-21-63

Howse^^Mead ft Sons, Inc, New York, N.Y. 754,261, pub

.5-21 63. Cl. 42.

Hon Heater Co., Vernon, f«'i' bvHoyt Heater Co., Orange,

Calif. 192 859, 12(c) pub. 8-6-63 Cl 34

Hoyt Mfg. Corp., Westport, Mass. 743.7.57, cor. Cl 24

Huirolibora tones, Austin, Tex. 646,973, cane. Cl. 6.

Humble OH A Refining Co. :
See-

Standard Oil Co. (Inc In New J^.r^ey),

Hummel Technical Products, Inc, New ^ ork, N ;i . .
04,14 C

pub. .5-21-63. CL 31.

Hunter Engineering Co. ; See-—
American Metal Climax, Inc.

HuntVr""l^''e ^.b a. Hunter Engineering Co ,
St. Louis. Mo

H J.;^t1n^|d'on^">?ilfs:Vnf,'hhfl'adXhla. Pa 754,226, pub. 5-21-

Htfi^kv Sibo^atory, Inc. Pullman. Wash. 753,983. pub 5-21-

63." Cl. IH.

Ily-Top Products, Inc. : See—

ImpeK f^h^tlJiraSistrtes Ltd , Mll.bank, London, England.

lm;^^"a?'ch';tciTVnd'!.'stH*elLtd., Mlllbank, London, England

753 925. pub. 7 24 fi2 Cl 6.

Indian Head Mills. Inc. See--

Indu;;'rTarSoaTc5!lt.'^°LouYs! Mo. 754,326, pub 5-21-63

IndistHal Soap Co , St. Louis, Mo. 753,922-3, pub. 5-21-«3

Industrial Soap Co., St. Louis. Mo. 753,934, pub 5 21-63

mra'nd'steel Co.. Chicago. Ill 753 ?40, nub V21-63 Cr 12.

Insul-Ctmstic Corp., Maspeth. N."i. 7D.-i.».).i. Pun

InfeVna'ional Milling Co ,
Minneapolis. Minn. 402.028. ren

Infefsta^e F!n'.ineering Corp., Anaheim, Calif. 754,033, pub.

IntVr'tl^h^' in^.' North Haven, Conn. 754,097, pub. 5-21-63.

loSl winning CO Vinton Iowa. toTendersweet Sales Corp .

Isa^^'^^D^l^r^^'ct' i^d bTls^aly rVoSnStown, Ohio. 754,-

361. Cl. 46. ,
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—

iMly £>airy Co., The.
Jenkins, W. L.. Co.. The, Canton. Ohio. 753.901-2, pub.

5-21-63. CI. 13.
Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. 647,042. cane.

CI. 21.
Johns Manvllle Corp.. New York. N.Y. 753.951. pub. 5-21-

63. CI. 12.
Johns-Manvllle Corp.. New York. N.Y. 754.182. pub. 5-21-

63. CI. 85.
JobnHton. Robert A., Co., Milwaukee. Wis. 754.301. pub. 5-21-

63. Cl. 48.
Jolly Roger Dairy Products. Inc.. Johnsvllle. Pa. 754.298.

pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 46.
Junior Prescriptions, Inc.. from Jay D. Wiener, d.b.a. Junior

FreHcrlptlonB, Los Angeles, Calif. 754,342. Cl. 18.
Junior Prescriptions : See

—

Junior PreMcriptlons, Inc.
Kabushtkl Kalsba Yashlca. Chuo-ku, Tokyo. Japan. 764,-

084-5, pub. 4-2 ^3. Cl. 26.
Kahn, Ous, Music Co., d.b.a. Rexford Records. Los Angeles,

Calif. 754.192, pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 86.
Kay Jewelry Stores, Inc , WashlDgton, D.C., from Sidney

Oraboyes, Philadelphia, Pa. 754,131, pub. 1-9-62. Cl. 28.

Kay Mfg. Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 754,149, pub. 5-21-63. Cl.

32.
Kayser Roth Corp , New York, N.Y. 754.207, pub 8-22-61.

Cl. 39.
Kayser-Roth Corp., New York. N.Y. 754.219. pub. 7-17-62.

Cl. 39.
Kenlln EnterprlseM, Inc., Highland Park, 111. 754.360. Cl.

32
Kennedy Car Liner and Bag Co.. Shelbyvllle. Ind. 753.915.

pub 5 Zl-e."?. Cl 2.

Kennlngton. J. B.. d.b.a. Textile Apron Co.. by Textile Apron
Co.. Inc., East Point, Oa 400.3^2. 12(c) pub. 8-6-63. Cl,

35.
Keystone Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, 111. 753,987, pub.

5-21-63. Cl. 19.
KlHCo Boiler k Engineering Co.. St. Louis. Mo. 754,146. pub.

5-21-63. Cl. 31.
Klopman Mills, Inc., New York, NY. 764,276, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl. 42.
Knapp-Monarch Co.. St. Louis, Mo. 646,962. cane. Cl. 2.

Knickerbocker I'roducts Co.: 8ee^ -

Master Vibrator Co.
Koch, George, Sons, Inc., Evansvllle, Ind. 753,910, pub. 5-21-

63. Cl. 2.

Koppel, Charles, Ring Co. Inc.. New York. NY. 754.132, pub.
9-25-62. Cl. 28.

Koppers Co., Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa. 753,949. pub. 5-21-63.
Cl. 12.

Kraft, Max.. Brooklyn, NY. 754,139, pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 28.

Kresge, S. S., Co., I>etrolt, Mich. 7.^4,247, pub. 5-21-63.
Cl. 39.

Kretchman Materials Co. : See—
Kretchman. Stanley A.

Kretchman, Stanley A., d.b.a. Kretchman Materials Co.,

ChicaKo, III. 647.267, cane. Cl. 46.

Kyle. Mabel H., d.b.a. Poc-() Mor, Berkeley, Calif. 646,963.
ranc. Cl. 2.

Ia Choy Food Products, Inc., Arrhbold, Ohio, to College Inn
Food Products Corp., Chicago. Ill 401,813, ren. 8-6 63.

Cl. 46.
Laclede Christy Co., St. Louis, Mo. 64H.992. cane. Cl. 12.

Lakeside Liiboratorles, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. 753.981, pub.
.•)-21 63, Cl. 18.

I.«ncHHter Colony Corp. : See

—

Pitman Dreltzer and ("o.. Inc.

Lane WellH Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 647.230, cane. Cl. 100.
Langston. Samuel M . Co . Inc., Camden, N J., from Green
wood Engineering Co., Inc., Baltimore, Md. 754,043, pub.
5-21-63. Cl. 23.

I.#bow, Harvey J., North Andover. Mass. 647,046, cane.

Cl. 22.
I.*»etronics of City Line Center, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

754,197. pub. .-(-21-63. Cl. 36.

l.#e Wallace .N" , d.b.a. Master Toy Co., Bloomlngton. Minn.
754,034. pub 2 13 62 Cl. 22.

Lehn & Kink Prod.icts Corp., Hloomfleld, N.J. 404,457, ren.

8-6-63. Cl. 51 . „^ ...

I..ever Brothers, Port Sunlight, Ltd., Port Sunlight, Cheshire,
England. 754.321. pub 8-15 61 Cl 52.

I.#vy. Frank, New York, NY. 754,138. pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 28.

Liberty Hosiery Mills, Inc., Oibsonville. N.C. 754,220. pub.
7-17-62. Cl. 39.

Lifetime Products: See
De Pletro, Ida M.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York, N.Y. 753.972. pub.
5—21-63 Cl 17

Lincoln Metal i'roducts Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 753,900, pub.

.5-21-63. Cl. 2.
, .^ , T.w .

Llngk Water Conditioning Equipment. Inc.. north of Liberty

vllle. 111. 754.048, pub. 5 21-63 Cl. 23 ,..„„,
Linton Tweeds Ltd.. Carlisle, Cumberland, England. 754,267,

pub. 5 21-63. CI. 42 „,_
Litton Systems, Inc., Beverly Hills. Calif. 754,027, pub.

5-21-63. Cl. 21.
I-ever Brothers Co. : See -

N.K. Falrbnnk Co., The. _ _ ..,„,„..
Loeb Ben S , Inc., New York, N.Y. 754,144. pub. 5-21-6.1.

Cl. 30.

Lowell Mfg. Co.. St. Louis, Mo. 754,019, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl. 21.

.M.B.C. Publications, Inc , Bronxville. N.Y. 7.->4,.356. Cl. 38.

Maldenform, Inc, New York, NY. 754,215, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl. 39.

Mandrel Industries. Inc., Houston. Tex. 754.108. pub.

5-21-63 Cl 26

754.070, pub. 6-21-68.

Mannequin Beaaty Aids : See

—

Medco Co., Inc., The.
Marge's Mufflers. Inc.. Omaha. Nebr.

Cl. 23.
Marion Mfg. Co.. Marlon. N.C. 7&4.2«2, pub. 5-21-68.

Cl 42
Mask O Matlc. Inc.. Hawthorne. N.J. 754.067. pub. 6-21-68.

Cl 23
Mason Envelope Co Inc.. New York. NY. 764.349. Cl. 23.

Master Toy Co. : See

—

Lee, \>sllace N.
. „ ^

Master Vibrator Co., d.b.a. Knickerbocker Products Co., Day-
ton, Ohio. 647,084, cane. Cl. 34. ^ ^

Master Vibrator Co., d.b.a. Knlckeibocker Producta Co., Day-
ton, Ohio. 647,060, cane. Cl. 23.

Mauushlta Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.. Kadomacho.
KlUkawacbl-gun. Osaka, Japan. 764,002, pub. 7-31-62.

Cl 21
Matthews, Jas. H.. k Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa. 754.062, pub.

sr o< JO y-^l OO

Maie. W. H.. Co.. Peru. 111. 753.954. pub. 6-21-63. Cl. 13.

McGregor-Donlger. Inc. : See

—

Doniger, David D.. k Co. Inc.

McGraw Edison Co.. d.b.a. Alrectic DlTlslon. Elgin. III.

753.947. pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 12.

McKesson k Kobblns. Inc.. d.b.a. Norcllff Laboratories. New
York N Y. 753.976, pub. 8-21-62. Cl. 18.

Meat Industry Supplies, Inc.. Northfleld, 111. 754,312. pub.

5-21-63. Cl. 46.
. „ i.j K!

Medco Co.. Inc., The. d.b.a. Mannequin Beauty Aids. New
Orleans. La. 750,681, cor. Cl. 51.

.Medley Distilling Co^ Owensboro. Ky. 764.866. Cl-o,
^.o

Merck k Co. Inc.. Aahway. N.J. 753.979. pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 1

8

Merrlam, G. k C. Co.. Springfield. Mass. 754.388. Cl 38.

Mftnllgesellwhaft Aktiengewerinchaft, Frankfurt am Main,

Germany. 753,965, pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 14.

MldUnd-Uoss Corp. ; See
General Properties Co., Inc.

.. - o< «o
.Midland Ross Corp., Cleveland, Ohio. 754,071, pub. 6-Zl-fl».

Cl 23
Mid 'stlites Distributing Co., Inc.. St. Paul. Minn. 754.179.

pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 35.

Michael, Abby. Ltd. : See -

Brooks, Bobbie, Inc. „ „ , ... t-A naK
Midwest Foil k Packaging, Inc.. St. Paul. Minn. 754.068.

pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 23.
, ,,, ,..„/>, w

Miller Publishing Co., The. Minneapolis. Minn. 754.201. pub.

5-21-63. C1.38. ^ ... ,, „. „
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Minneapolis. Minn.

754.006. pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 21. „. , „ „, ooi.
Mission DrX- Corp.. Los Angeles. Calif., to Mission ofCall

fornia Inc.. New Haven. Copn. 403.406. ren. 8-6-63.

Cl. 45.
Mission of California, Inc. : See—

Mltchiu'lndustrles^Tnc, Mineral Wells, Tex. 754,124. pub.

Modlrn'^Shoe^Co.* St Louis. Mo. 754.218. pub. 7-31-62.

Monroe Calculating Machine Co.. Orange, N.J. 764,128, pub

Mo^a""^h^(;e Co.,^Carlyle, 111. 7.54,214, Dub. 5-21-63 Cl. 39.

Morganton Full Fashioned Uoalery Co., Morganton. N.C.

MorMs!*P(.mrinc.! New York. N.Y. 753,969, pub. 5-21-63.

Mo^s'se.^lnc. New York. NY. 754.272 pub^ 5-21-63. Cl. 42.

Motor Travel Services. Inc.. Minneapolis, Minn. 761,066, cor.

Mount Hope Machinery Co., Taunton. Mass. 754.066. pub.

5-21-63. Cl. 23.

Mr. Arnold Actuallte, Inc. : See-

Mr ^rnold^Inc., fr*om Mr. Arnold Actuallte, Inc., New York.

Mu^^CoJt'rt\"lib^o"rStoVlL\-rnc..''(!>k?a\oma City. Okla. 768.-

N TJ^a"rb^"cf The" to The Anerlcan Cotton Oil Co of

Alon Township:' near' Outtenberg. N J^to Lever Brothers

Co New York, N.Y. 172,051, ren. 8-6-68. Cl 46.

N V Optt^he Industrie "De Oucie Delft." Delft. Netherlands.

754,104-6, pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 26. tra Mn_i
National Truck Leasing Association. Chicago, "l- la*,"*)-!.

NeCsk^C^ns^olld^ated Mills Co.. Omaha. Nebr. 754.304. pub,

Nl^te Ca. In^c.". The. White Plains. N.Y. 764,802, pub. 6-21-

63. Cl. 46.
Norcllff Laboratories : See

—

McKesson 4 Bobbins Inc. ,ka tK.K. ^™k r_91_
Novo Industrial Corp., N'ew York, NY. 764,155. pub. 6-21-

Namrah^Rewrds. Inc .
Evanston, III. 754,187. pub. 6-21-68.

NaUona^l Plastic Products Co.. Inc.. Odenton. Md. 754.280.

NeJ^ra'^hlm^'lcal "cosine.. Neper. Park, NY to Warner-

Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.. Morris Plains. N.J. 647,020.

New^ Alumi^fum Products Co.. Inc.. Maiden. Mass.

>ub. 6-21-63. Cl. 12.

758,945,

No^leC^.t'Oakland. 'Calif. 764,008. pub 8-21-61. Cl. 21,

Norbatro"rElectron7cs'corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. 754,024, pub.

5-21-63 Cl, 21.

Norrlstown Herald, Inc.. Norristown. Pa. 172,092, ren. 8-6-

«3. Cl. 88. _ ,_^ „.
North American Nutria Aasociatea, AtlanU. Tex. 764,286.

pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 39.
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Nonerr MeUI Posts. Inc., Ban Frandaco, Calif. 768,902,

pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 2. „ ^ ,...
ObSsrt C. O.. k Co. : Aktlebolag. Bskllatuna. Sweden. 764.-

059, pub. 6-21-63. Cl. 23. ...,,»»
Ohio thennometer Co., The. Bpringfleld. Ohio. 754.107, pub.

Old Colony Paint * Chemical Co., Los Angeles. Calif. 764,887.

Old'lHitbh Mills. Inc.. New York NY. to 8 A. Schonbrunn
k Co. Inc. I^allsadea Park. N.J. 170,220, ren. 8-6-63.

Cl 46
Old Dutch Mills, Inc., New York, N.Y., to S. A. Schonbrunn
k Co. Inc., I*allsades Park, N.J. 170,792, ren. 8-6-63.

PI 4A
Old Reading Brewery, Inc., The, Reading, Pa. 647,208, cane.

0'8hau|hnessy. Dewes k Klein. Inc.. New York. NY. 254.249.

Dub 6-21-63. Cl. 39. „, .,
Orerby. Erma D.. Philadelphia. Pa. 647.219. cane. Cl 61.

Palm Beach Co., Portland, Maine. 647,150i cane Cl. 89.

Pal-0-Pak Insulation Co., Inc.. Hartland. Wis. 404,369, ren.

Q A.. flO c*\ 12
Parisian Novelty' Co., Chicago, 111. 754,031. pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 21
Parke, Davis k Co., Detroit, Mich. 171.869, ren. 8-6-63.

Pa^ke,**i)avls It Co., Detroit. Mich. 172.228. ren. 8-6-63.

Parte.^avlB k Co_y^ Detroit. Mich. 750 038. cor Cl. 18^
Parker Mfg. Co.. Worcester. Mass. 754.079. pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 23
Parsons A Baker Co.. The. Phoenlirille. Pa. 754.263. pub.

Pauer Edward E.. db.a. Babylon Products Co.. Waukesha.
Wis. 753 916, pub. 5-21-63. C1.2 „, ,,^ k -i oi

Pe Jay Jewelers. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 754.130, pub. 5-21-

Penney,*^J.^C:, Co., New York, NY. 754,184, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 36
Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co.. The. Philadelphia. Pa. 646,983.

t*M.Ttf r*i 10
Perklni Marine Lamp Corp.. New York and Brooklyn N.Y..

to Perkins Marine Lamp * Hardware Corp., Miami, Fla.

171.487, ren 8-6-63. Cl. 34.

Perkins Marine Lamp k Hardware Corp- :
See

—

Perkins Marine Lamp Corp. „___..„ . _ „,
Peter Pan Seafoods, Inc., Seattle, Wash. 764,306, pub. 5-21-

63 Cl 46
Petersen. Eln'ar E., Long Beach. Calif. 764,112, pub 5-21-

Philips Duphar, N.V., Amsterdam, Netherlands. 753.930, pub.

A_v1 —ft^ PI ft

PhllllDB-Jones Corp.. to Phillips Van Heusen Corp.. New York.

N.Y: 169.173, ren 8-6-63. Cl. 39.

Phinins-Van Heusen Corp. : See—
Phllllps-Jones Corp. „ . „ « .

Photoptic Import Corp, New York. NY. from P. OoM" k
Co Oese'lsehaft mlt beschraenkter Haftung. Erlangen.

Bai-ern. Germany. 754,086. pub 5-21-63-. Cl. 26.

Pike. Robert D., Jr.. Sierra Madre, Calif. 754,296, pub. 5-21-

Pioneer Aerodynamic Systems. Inc.. Manchester, Conn. 753.-

999-4 000. pub .5-21-63 Cl. 19 , ^ », „ , , ^ „,
Pltman-Dreltzer and Co.. Inc.. New York NY., to Lancaster

Colony Corp.. Columbus, Ohio. 402.427. ren. 8-6-63. Cl.

33
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa. 754,160, pub.

5-21-63. Cl. 38. „ „.. w » T14, K
Pleasant Grove Canning Co,. PlMi"«nt Grove Ctah to Utah

Packers Inc.. Ogden. Utah. 171.186, ren. 8-6-63. Cl. 46.

Plough Chemical Co.. db.a. Pluko Mfg. Co. by Plough. Inc..

Memphis. Tenn. 165,008, 12(c) pnh. 8-6-63. Cl. 61.

Plousrh. Inc. : See

—

PlmiKh Chemical Co,

Pluko Mfg, Co, : See-
Plough Chemical Co,

Poe-O Mor : See—
Kvle. MBt)el H. .. _ _-. «,,, u wt ni at

Pontl Roma. Inc.. New York. NY. 754.241. pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 30,
Positive Products I.4iboratorles, Inc. : See-

Scrubbee Products Corp. ,.,noQ r.„h
Precision Specialties. Inc., Pitman, N.J 754,023. pub.

ft oi _ftQ ri 21

I'rest'on Rider Packing Co., Inc.. Campbellsburg, Ind. 647.197,

I-r^ncfnle Plastics. Inc.. Gardena. Calif. 754.205, pub,

Pr^snileatrng C^o., Seattle, Wash. 754.007, pub, 5-21-63.

Cl 21
Pro-phy lac-tic Brush Co. : See

—

Standard Oil Co .
The. ,... oan r..,K

Puritan Fashions Corp., New York, NY. 754,230, pub.

Puritan Sportswear Corp., The. Altoona. Pa 754,248, pub.

Pursweet! Inc . St Lonls. Mo. 754 362 CK 46 ._„,_-
Pylp Nstlonal Co . The, Chicago. III. 754.015. pub. 5-21-63.

Qu^ke?^bats Co. The. Chicago, III. 372,072, 12(e) pub.

OuakVstre^herVo.. Kenosha ^Is. 647 07.T cane Cl 32

Quality Mfgrs, Inc., Waco, XSJo.I^^^k^W o7 «,^' r?^i i

Quest Mfg. Co.. Chicago. 111. 758 989. "ub 5-21-63. Oil
Qulnn. David H., Washington. DC. 768.903. pub. 5-21-63

Cl 2
Rambiach Decorating Co.. Inc.. New York. NY. 754.010. pub

5-21-63. Cl. 21.

Rand Asaoclatea Inc., Boston. Mass. 754.153, pub. 5-21-63

a. 82.

754.266, pub. 6-21-68.

754.277, pub. 5-21-63.

pub. 2-28-61

Rand Rubber Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y
Cl. 39.

Rand Rubber Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y
Cl. 42.

Ray^ Marshall, Corp., Troy. N.Y. 754,206

Red A White Corp., d.b.a. Hy-Top Products, Inc., Chicago,
III. 754,306, pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 46.

Reglna Cigar Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 753,970. pub.
5-21-63. Cl. 17. „„ ^„

Rembrandt Mobile Homes, Inc., Chambersburg, Pa. 768,992.
pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 19.

Renauld of France : See

—

Botany Industries. Inc. „. ..
Revlon, Inc., New York. NY. 754.296. pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 44.

Rexall Drug and Chemical Co., d.b.a. Tupperware. Los Angeles.

Calif. 754,111, pub. 5-21-63. gl^ 26.

Rexford Records : See

—

Kahn, Gus, Music Co.
Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N.C. 753,974,

pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 17.
Riley. Bradford C. : See -

Wlreway Looms Co.
Rip Van Winkle : See

—

Ripley, Glenn Q.. Jr. „ „ ,

Ripley Glenn Q., Jr., d.b.a. Rip Van Winkle, East Spring

field'. Pa. 647.227. cane. Cl 100.
k r o, «,

Bobbins Co.. The. Attleboro, Mass. 754.135, pub, 5-21-63.

Cl 28
Robertson Photo Meehanix, Inc. Chicago. 111. 754.091. pub.

5-21-63. Cl. 26. ^ ^ „ . «., ,.Q
Robinson. Charles E.. Westmount. Quebec. Canada. 647,159.

RoVkwell Mfg."Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa. 753.967, pub. 5-21-63.

Roe! Justus. & Sons, Inc., Patchogue. N.Y. 754.126, pub.

Ronian' Benecti MatUla. Valencia. Spain. 647,133, cane.

RoS-r,^Geo. D.. Corp., Kanakakee, III. 754,177, pub. 5-21-63.

Ross o^f^Florlda, Inc., Lakeland, ^la. 754.222, pub. 5-.21-63.

RoTanf^ Philips, Inc., New York, N.Y. 753,985, pub 5-21-63.

Cl. 18.
Hue Publishing : See

—

Russen."F*''<\"V?.', The, Oeveland. Ohio. 647,251, cane

Ru^T.d Mfg Co.. Kalamazoo. Mich. 754.171. pub. 5-21-63.

Santa ^Paula Citrus Fruit Association, Santa Paula, Calif.

17H.115, ren 8-6-6.r CJ 46^ t-^irb nub
Sarkes Tarzlan. Inc.. Bloomlngton. Ind. 754,188, puD.

Sa'vada"Bn.s.^'in^e^, New York. NY. 754.232. pub. 5-21-63.

Savair"^ Products Co.. Warren. Mich. 754,063. pub. 5-21-63.

Saxon^Lilley k Skinner (Holdings) Ltd. from SaxoneSh.^

Co Ltd., Kilmarnock. Scotland. 754.209. pub. 2-iA-^i

Cl. 39. >»

Saxone Shoe Co. Ltd. : See— ,„ ,^, ,
. . .

Saxone, Llllev h Skinner (Ho dings) Ltd.

Schlage Lock Co., San Francisco, Calif. 753.958. pub.

SchTe^uVsn^er Dr^"''c d.b.a. Dr. C. Sehleussner Fotowerke

C. m h II bv Dr C Sehleussner Adox Photowerke Om-b H-.

frTnkfurt am Main, Germany. 391.149. 12(e) pub. 8^-63.

Sehleussner. I)r, C. Fotowerke O.m.b.H. : See—
Sehleussner. Dr. C.

Schonbrunn, S. A,, k Co. Inc. : See

—

Scru?t:^^p"r^^'ue^i'l:"orl°.^Newark.N.J from Positive Pro^^^

Laboratories, Inc., Long Island City, NY. 754,322, pun.

Sealy Inc.! Chicago. III. 647.074, cane Cl. 32.

S^arTe. G. D.. A Co^ Skokle 111. 763 978. pub 4-t^3. a^|
Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago, 111. 404,277, ren. »-0-Otf

Sea« ^Roebuck and Co., Chicago, 111. M6.878 <*n;j
^][x%%

Sears, Roebuck and Co.. Chicago. 111. 754,22S, pub 6-21-63

Sea wfde Industries, Inc.. Philadelphia. Pa. 764,142. pub

Se^rity^^Alumin'ifm Corp.. Compton. Calif. 753.943. pub

Se^Jg-^Cor?'.- The. Chicago. 111. 754.196, pub. 6-21-63

Semel.^ Bernard J., Washington, DC. 754 884 O ».

Seneca Tackle Co., Inc., New York. N.Y. 764,087, puD. o-^i

Se?^eo Co."fhe, Long Beach, Calif. 754.076. pub. 6-21-63.

l:Sil'?S^%f^BA^^o^«arin.^^?^l.?utJV21-

8eyen-l> Co.. The. St. Louis. Mo. 754,809. pub. 6-21-68

lif^% ^^0 .«T"hr8't2tton«'?a\??- ?«To6? p5!: 6-21-

ShfwlnS-n 'products Corn.. New York N.gY-.Jy
Shawlnl^

Reains Corp., Sprtngfleld, Mass. 840, iu». i^ici puu.

«3- Cl. 1. ^ _.^^
Shawlnlgan Resins Corp. : See

—

^^^^^^'T. L^C^'^or Madison. Iowa. 402.854. ren.

8-6-63. Cl. 87.
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Shreve, Crump and Low Co.. Boston, Mass. 754,137, pub.

5-21-63. cT. 28.
Shure Brothers Inc., Evanston, 111. 754,193, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl. 36.
Siddall, Stanley O , d b.a. Slddall's Welding and Equipment

Co., Orangevllle, Ontario, Canada. 754,051, 'pub. 11-27-
62. Cl. 23.

SiddallB Welding and Equipment Co. : See

—

Siddall, Stanley G
Sliver Knit Hosiery Mills, Inc., High Point, N.C. 754,234,

pub 5-21-63 Cl. 39.
Simpson, Wlnea J., Loma Linda, Calif. 754,185, pub. 10-2

62. Cl. 36.
Skyline Plastic Pipe, Inc., Tltusvllle, Pa. 647.253, cane.

Cl. 13.
Smith, Jim. Columbus, Ohio. 754^64. Cl. 46.
Snyder, W. H., and Sons, Inc.. Windsor. Pa. 753,968. pub.

5-21-63. Cl. 17.
Soares. George, d b.a. Uomlnator Co., San Diego, Calif. 647.-

198, cane. Cl. 46.
Soclete Anonyme Fabrlquos de Prodults de Chlmie Organlque

de Lalre, Iswy. France, to General Foods Corp., White
Plains, N V 175. .J72. ren. H -6 63 Cl. 46.

So<-lete des rNliien Chlniques Khone-Poulenc. Paris, France.
753.975. pub « 19-62 Cl. is.

Soclete Khodlaceta. Paris, France. 754,254-6, pub. 5-21-63.
Cl. 39.

Soclete Rhodlaceta, Paris, France. 754,266, pub. 5-21-63.
Cl 42.

Soclete Khodlaceta, Paris. France 754.282-3. pub 5-21-63.
Cl. 43.

Sonoco Products Co. Hartsvtlle, S.C 753,907. pub. 5-21-63.
Cl. 2.

Soslne. E. H. Co. : See
Soslne. Elmer H.

SoBlne. Elmer H. d.b a E. H. Soslne Co.. Seattle. Wash.
754,371. Cl. 52

South Bend Lathe. Inc.. South Bend. Ind. 754.072, pub.
5-21-63. Cl. 23.

South Dakota Alumnae Chapter of Zeta Phi Eta, Vermillion,
S Dak. 754.199, pub. 5-21-63, Cl 36.

Speclalloy. Inc. ChlcaKo, 111 754.169. pub 5 21 63. Cl.

34.
Speed-O-Laq Products Co., Inc.. St. Paul. Minn. 754.339.

Cl. 16.
Spice Islands Co.. South San Francisco. Calif. 754,307 8,

pub. 5 21-63 Cl. 46.
Sprague Electric Co., .North Adams, Mass. 754,020, pub.

5-21-63. Cl. 21.
Spurlock and Carter Co.. Inc.. Nashville. Tenn. 753.941. pub.

5 21-63 Cl. 12.
Square D Co.. Park Ridge. III. 754.013, pub. 5 21-63. Cl. 21.

Squirt Bottling Co : See-
Berliner. Murray W.

Standard Oil Co.. Chicago. 111. 170.461. ren. 8-6-63. Cl. 18.
Standard OH Co. (Inc. In New Jersey). Bayonne, N J., to
Humble Oil & Reflnln^j Co.. Houston. Tex. 166.677. ren
8-6-63. Cl. 15

Standard Oil Co.. The. Cleveland. Ohio. 753.937, pub. 4-9-63.
Cl. 10.

Standard Oil Co., The. Cleveland. Ohio, from Pro phy lactic
Brush Cn. Florence. Mass 754.143. pub 5-21 63. Cl 29.

Stanley Greetings, inc. Dayton, Ohio. 647,110, cane. Cl. 38.
Stark, Wetzel 4 Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. 754,297. pub.

3-26-63 Cl. 46.
Hteel-.V Foam Docks. Inc., Kansas City. Kans, 754,338.

Cl. 12.
Stephen-Rajkl. Inc.. Cleveland. Ohio. 754.258. pub. 5-21-63.

Cl. 39.
Sterling Drug Inc. ; See

—

Sterns. Frederick, k Co.
WInthrop Products Inc

Sterns, Frederick II Co.. Detroit, Mich., to Sterling Drug Inc
,

New York, NY 404,435. ren. 8-6-63. Cl. 18.

Stetson Corp.. Lincoln. 111. 753.913, pub 5-21-63. Cl. 2.

Stevens. J. P . 4 Co , Inc., New York, NY. 754,273, pub.
5-21-63. Cl. 42.

Stockton MfK Co., Inc.. Dallas, Tex. 754,210, pub. 5-21-63.
Cl. 39.

Stokvls Multlton Corp , Port Washington, NY. 754.054. pub.
11-27 62 Cl. 23

StoU. Gottlieb T.. d.b. a Festomaschlnenfabrlk Essllngen am
Neckar. I'lmer Strasse, Germany. 754,056, pub. 5-21-63.
Cl. 23.

Strauss, Ignaz, Co. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 402.600. 12(o)
pub 8-6 63. Cl. 30

Strickland. J., * Co , Memphis, Tenn. 754,319, pub. 5-21 63.

Cl. 51
Strong Hewat & Co.. Inr ,

.North Adams. Mass. 754.271. pub.

5-21 63 Cl. 42
Stronghold Jfwelry Co.. New York. NY. -J01,90«, ren

8~<^-63. CI. 28.
Styro Toy Orp.. McAllpn. Tf\. 754.n.S«, pub, 5 21-6.3.

Cl. 22.
Slid Aviation Societe Nntlonal de Constructions Aero-

nautiques, Paris, France. 753,990, pub. 5 21 63, Cl, 19
Sun Chemical Corp. : See

Warwick Ohenilcal Co.
Sun Valley MfH. Co., Boston, Mass. 754.204, pub, .3-31-59

Cl. 39.
Sunbeam Corp . ChicHKo. 111. 754.050. pub. 5 21 63, Cl 23,

Superba Cravats. Inc .
Rochester. .V Y. 754.360. CI. 39

Swift A Co, rhlcattn. Ill 753,931. pub .% 21 63 f'l 6.

TAB EnKlne.'rs, Inc.. ChlcaK", HI 754.328. pub. 5 21-63.

Cl. 101.
Tahiti Musique I>os Ant'elt^s. Calif. 754.190. pub. 5 21 Ci

CI 36.
Tann Corp.. Th.\ I>etrr)lt, Mich. 754.012. pub. 5-21 63.

Cl 21
Tappan Co The. Mangfleld. Ohio. 754.178, pub. 5-21 63.

Cl 34

Taylor, Warren E , d b.a. Triumph Records, Westwofid, Mass.
754,186, pub. ,5 21-63 Cl. 36

Tendersweet Sales Corp. : See-
Iowa Canning Co.

Tetley, Joseph, St Co., Inc., New York, to Beech Nut Life
Savers, Inc. Canajoharie. NY. 404.408, ren. 8-6-63.
CI. 46.

Texaco Inc. : Sei
Texas Co , The.

Texas Co., The, to Texaco Inc., .New York, N.Y. 403,WO. ren
8-6 63. Cl. 15.

Textile Apron Co. : See —
Kennington, J. B.

Textile Apron Co., Inc. : See
Kennington, J, B,

Thermalectric EntflnferlnK Co,, to Walter KIdde Pacific, Van
Nuys, Calif. 647,065, cane. Cl. 26.

Thor Power Tool Co., Aurora, III. 754,183, pub. 5-21-63
Cl. 35.

Time, Inc., Rockefeller Center, New York, NY 754,203, pub.
5 21 63. n 38.

Tokhelm Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind. 754,125, pub. 5-21 63.

Cl. 26.
Tootal Broadhurat I^ee Co., Ltd . Manchester. England

754,26.'i, pub. 5-21 63. Cl. 42.
Toyo Ti>kl Co.. Ltd., The, Kokura, Japan. 647.072, cane.

Cl. 30.
Triumph Records : See—

Taylor, Warren E.
Tru Mark Paper Corp . Long Island City, NY. 754,352.

Cl. 37.
Tucker, Jo \V

, (I. b.a. Dri Wall Tool Co., El Paso, Tex.

647,258, cane. Cl 23.
Tulareloft, Inc., Tulare, Calif. 753,989. pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 19.

Tiipp«'rware : Sfe
Rp.xail Drug and Chemical Co.

Tyron Corp.. Knglewood, Colo. 647,261, cane. Cl. 35.

Ilmann, Bernhaid. Co, Inc., by Indian Head Mills, Inc.,

New York. NY. 163,903, 12(c) i)ub 8-6 63 <'l. 39.

rimann, Hernliard, Co, Lu., bv Indian Head .Mills, Inc.,

New York. NY. 401.201. 12(c) pub. 8-6-63. Cl. 43.
Cnimed, Inc., Madison. -N J., from United Medical Products

Co., Inc.. Hopkins, Minn. 754,289-90, pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 44
I'nion Oil Co. of California. Los Angeles, Calif. 753,993.

pub. 5 21-63. Cl 19.

rmted Artists Records, Inc, New York, N.Y. 754,198, puh
5 21 f.,r Cl. 36.

Cnlted Carr Fastener (^orp , Cambridge, to I'nited Carr
Fastener Corp , Boston, Mass. 401.037, ren. 8-6-63. CI. 13.

I'nited Medical Products Co , Inc. : See
I'nimed, Inc.

CiiitiNl Merchants and Manufacturers. Inc. New York. N ^

754.278 pub. 5 21 t)3 Cl. 42.

United States Rubber Co., New York, N.Y. 754,069, pub
5 21-63 Cl 23.

United Sf.ites Rubber Co. New York, NY. 754,180, pub
1L>-18 62. Cl. 35.

United States Plywood Corp., New York, N.Y. 753,946. pub
5 21-63. Cl. 12.

United States Rubber Co.. New York, NY. 173.495. 12(c)
pub 8 6-63 Cl. 3!t

United States Rubber Products, Inc., New York, N.Y. 344,050.
cane. Cl. 39.

U.S. Vitamin & Pharmaceutical Corp. : See

—

US Vitamin Corp.
U S Vitamin Corp , to US Vitamin k Pharmaceutical Corp .

New York, NY. 401,359, ren 8-6-63. C\. 18.

Universal Tobacco Co. Ltd , The, London, England. 753,973,

pub 5-21-63. Cl. 17.

Utah Packers, Inc. : See

-

Pleasant Grove Canning Co.
V M Corp., Benton Harbor, Mich. 754,195, pub. 5-21-63.

CI. 36.
Valoe I>evic-»'s Co. Dallas, Tex. 754,096, pub. 5-21-63.

Cl. 26.
Van Gard : See

Cobe Sales. Inc
Vander Wilt Mfg. Co , Mospers, Iowa. 753,995, pub. 5 21-63.

Cl. 19.

Ventura Processors, Ventura, Calif. 754,310, pub. 5-21-63
(M. 46.

Vikon Chemical Co. : See
Arnold, Luther B , Jr.

\ltaniix Pharmaceuticals. Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa 753.980.

pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 18.
, ^ .„,

Voice Dollv. Wvncote, Pa. 754.251, pub. 5-21 63 Cl. .W».

Volk Bros. Co., Dallas, Tex. 754,245, pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 39.

Vsevold Michael Fredericks?,. Houghton, Johannesb.irg Repuh
lie of South Africa. 754,165, pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 34.

Vueline Marking Products ; Sie
Canada Stamp and Stencil Co. Ltd. -..,«. »,

Wabash Power Equipment Co., Chicago, HI. 754,164, pub.

5—21—63 Cl 34
Wakefield, C. C , A Co Ltd., London, England. 647,012,

c&nc Cl lo.

Walker John, A Sons Ltd., London, England. 754,36&-9

Cl. 49.

Walter Kldde Pacific : See—
Thermalectric Engineering Co.

Walter Vallett Co, Detroit, Mich. 754,176, pub. 5-21-63.

CI. 34.

Wampole Laboratories : See—
Denver Chemical Mfg. Co., The.

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. : See— .

'

Nepera Chemical Co.. Inc

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., Morris Plains, N.J.

754,340 Cl. 18

Warren Brothers Co., Cambrldfe, Mass. 46,947, 12(c) pub.
8-6-63. Cl. 12.
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Warren Brothers Co., Cambrldje, Mass. 47,476, 12(c) pub.

Warren Brothers Co.. Cambridge, Mass. 78,589, 12(c) pub.

8-6-63. Cl. 12. „ . ,_ „ T .. a /^v . 1

Warwick Chemical Co., West Warwick. R.L, by Sun Chemical

Corp., New York. N.V. 402,628. 12(c) pub. 8-6-63. Cl 6.

Waukesiia Motor Co., Waukesha, Wis. 784,018. pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 21
Waukesha Motor Co.. Waukesha, Wis. 754,060, pub. :^-21-63.

Cl 23
Wayne, Kurt, Inc.. New York, N.Y. 764,138, pub. 8-21-63.

Cl. 28.
Weaver. W. R^Co. : See

—

Weaver, William R. „ „ ,„
Weaver, William R., d b.a. W. R. Weaver Co., Kl Paso, Tex.

753,936, pub. 5-21-63. Cl. » ,„ „ „, „ ^
Weaver, William R., d b.a. W. R. Wearer Co., El Paso, Tex.

754.113-9. pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 26. „ . „, . „• ..

Week, Edward, k Co., Inc., Brooklyn. N.Y.. by Edward Week
k to., Inc, Long Island City. N.Y. 46l,893, 12(c) pub.

Well, Gabe B., Dallas, Tex. 754.828, pub. 1-29-63. CI. 52.

Weiss, Louis, Umbrellas Inc., New York, N.Y. 754,260, pub.

Wellcome Foundation, Ltd.. The. London. England. 763.982.
pub. 8-21 63. CI. 18. , „, .„

Wellington Sears Co.. New York, NY. 784.274. pub. 5-21-63.

Cl 42.
Wells Television. Inc.. New York. NY. 754,029. pub. 5-21-

fl3 Cl 21
Welsh Co., St. Louis, Mo. 784,161, pub. 8-21-63. CT. 32.

Weslx Electric Heater Co. : Bee—
Hicks, W. Wesley. „ ^ „ „ ,-„ «««

West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co., New York, N.Y. 763.909.

Wexler. Monroe L..'d.b.a. Penn Industries. Philadelphia, Pa.

754,103, pub. 5-21-63. CI. 26. _, „„
White Cross Inc., Perth Amboy. N.J. 348,963. cane. Cl. 32.

White Swan Uniforms. Inc., New York. N.Y. 784.246. pub.

Whltlng-Piover' Paper Co.. Stevens Point. Wis. 754.200. pub.
r 01_ftQ f 1 ^T

Wichita Precision Tool Co., WlchlU, Kans. 754.080. pub.

5—21—63 Cl 24
Wiegand. John R.. d.b. a. Wiegand Mfg. Co., Valley Stream.

N.Y. 754.028. pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 21.

Wiegand Mfg. Co. : See

—

Wiegand. John R.

Wiener. Jay D. : See

—

Junior Prescriptions, Inc. :

Wlnesett Bag Co. : See

—

Wlnesett, Franklin P. „ ^ ^ ^, ., ^ ,.,
Wlnesett, Franklin P.. d.b.a. Wlnesett Bag Co.. Oakland. Calif.

Win's' J*rs.^"lnc^'N^wYSrk.'- NY. 784.208. pub. 8-21^.
Cl 39

Winters Mfg. Co., Winters. Tex 647 081. <»?c £K S*-

„

Winthrop Products Inc.. New York. NY. 403.955-6. ren.

Wl^^p Predicts Inc.. New York. N.Y. 404,422-3. ren. 8-6-

Winthrop Products Inc.. New York. N.Y. 404.425-6. ren. 8-6-
an cfi 1g

Winthrop Products Inc.. to Sterling Drug Inc., New York, N.Y.

403.954. ren. 8-6-63. Cl. 18.

Wlreway Co. : See—
Wireway Looms Co. n..^#«-,« r

Wlreway Looms Co.. Charles Rl^". Mass »>y Bradford C
Riley, d.b.a. Wlreway Co.. Falmouth. Mass. 438.622. l.i(c)

wffj^^^lons^Co.^ Newark, N.J. 754.065. pub. 5-21-^J3.

WlM. ¥. k Sons Co.. Newark. N.J. 784.293-94. pub. 5-21-

Wold. Soh*n. Co.. Chicago. 111. 754.162-3. pub. 5-21-63.

wSdMiT Inc.. Cincinnati. Ohio. 754,159. pub. ^-21-63.

Cl. 82.
Woodoecker Woodware : See

—

Bum-Strauss. Inc. o_ji_««
Wrigley. Wm., Jr. Co., Chicago, HI. 404.812. ren. fr-6-6S.

Yardney' Electric Corp.. New York. N.Y. 754.032. pub. 5-21-

63. CI. 21.

Youger Robert N.. d.b.a. E Z-Hook Test Products, Covington.

Kt. 754.011, pub. 5-21-63. Cl. 21.

Zeiss, Ikon. A.G.. Stuttgart 8., Germany. 754,082, pub. 8-19-

58. Cl. 26. „ „ .
Zllk Carl S d.b.a Carbonic Beverage Equipment Co., Port-

land. Oreg. 754,040. pub. 4-25-61. Cl. 23.

Zuercher C. E.. k Co.. to C. E. Zuercher k Co. Inc.. Chicago,

111. 172,534, ren. 8-6-63. Cl. 46.

Zuercher. C. E., A Co. Inc. :
See

—

Zuercher, C. E.. A Co.
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PATENTS
NOTICES

Board of Appeak DedsioiH Rendered in the Month off

June 1963

Examiner affirmed 3^5

Examiner affirmed In part 51

Examiner reversed 1^1

ToUl *5'^

Errata

In the "Index of Patents." vol. 1962, p. 180, under

"ChemeUls Corp." strike out "Baer, Robert A., Slattery,

and Tripp. 3,030,494." and "Bevarly, Henry W. 3,019,110.,"

and insert the same under "Chemetron Corp.," same p. 180.

This erratum will also appear in the "Index of Patents" for

1903.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Duties and ReaponsibiUties

The following amendment to the order was Issued by the

SecreUry of Commerce on June 21, 1963. The material

appearing at 27 F.R. 11244 of November 14, 1962 la amended

as follows :

Department Order No. 177 (Eeviaed) of October 28, 1962.

is amended to make explicit reference to assignment of the

Civilian Industrial Technology Program to the Assistant

SecreUry of Commerce for Science and Technology.

Section 4 of Department Order No. 177 (Revised) of Octo-

ber 25. 1962 is hereby amended to read as follows

:

Sbc. 4. Dutiea and reapoiuibilitie: The Assistant Secre-

Ury of Commerce for Science and Technology shall serve

as the principal adviser to the SecreUry on all scientific and

te<^nological matters of concern to the Department, and

shall serve as adviser to all DepartmenUl officials with

respect to matters of science and technology, in which ca-

pacity he shall have cognisance of the research and develop-

ment activities carried out in the fields of science and

technology by all organization units of the Department. His

particular duties and responsibilities shall include:

1 The coordination and evaluation of existing programs

of the Department In the fields of science and technology;

2. The expansion of such programs where deemed desirable

to meet the national needs ;

3 The development and ImplemenUtlon of new research

and development programs in furtherance of the Depart-

ment's objectives

;

._ , „
4. Administering the Civilian Industrial Technology Pro-

gram

;

.

5 Representing the Department on top policy level scien-

tific committees and groups, including the Federal Council

for Science and Technology ; and

6 The coordination of the Departments scientific and

technological activities with other agencies of Government.

EfTectlve date : June 21. 1963.

HERBERT W. KLOTZ,

A$$iitant Secretary for AdminiMtration.

[P.R. Doc. 63-7106 ; Filed. July 5. 1963 : 8 : 45 a.m.]

Puhlithed in tS F.R. *9tl. July t. 19«S

In the "Index of Patents," vol. 1962, p. 784, under "P-M

Associates" strike out "Castel, Jacques H., and Edwards.

8.068.400.." and "Janssen, Hermann. 3,068,401." and Insert

the same under "POAC Development Co.," same p. 784. This

erratum will also appear in the "Index of Patents" for 1963.

Disclaimers

2.934.610.—A'orman H. Dieter, Jr.. Pleasantville. N.Y.

Sound-Record Transdijcing Device for Stereophonic

AND Like Rbcordino Systems. Patent dated Apr. 26.

1960. Disclaimer filed May 17, 1963. by the assignee,

Bonotone Corporation.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1. 2. 4. 5. 6. 7, 12,

13, 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19, 20, 21. 22. 23. 24. 25 and 27 of said

patent.

2 943 248.—Orrol W. Ritchey, Seattle. Wash. Digital to

Analogue Servosystem. Patent dated June 28, 1960.

Disclaimer filed May 9, 1963. by the inventor, the as

signee The Boeing Company assentftg.

Hereby enter this disclaimer to claims 1, 2 and 3 of said

patent.

Patents Available for Licensing or Sale

2,791.960. Design Cookie Making Appliance^ Anna M.

De Carlo Pletroplnto, 15 Sheridan Square. New York 14, NY.

^ 057 401 Combination Screen and Pliable Film Closure.

Nanette A GomS^y and Paul L. Gomory. Jr.. 5609 Ogden

Road. Bethesda. Md.

3 085 258. Holder for Invalid Walker. Max A. Wolferts.

2710 Lincoln St., Hollywood, Fla.

3 089 869. Organic Add Esters of Adenosine Phosphates

Roland" Yves Mafvernay.Rlom, France. Correspondence to .

Michael S. Striker. 360 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.l.

/

General Electric Company Is prepared to grant noD-"clu-

slve licenses under the following 12 patents upon reasonable

terms to domestic manufacturers.

ADDllcatlons for licenses under the following 8 patents mav

be aKs^ to : General Electric Company, Patent Counsel,

New Applications Received Dnring June 1963

6,771
Patents

~

^23
Designs "

jq
Plant Patents g^

Reissues

ToUl
''^^'

Issue

Patents 595—No. 3,100,301 to No. 3,100,895. incl.

Designs! 96—No. 195,936 to No. 196,031, Incl.

Plant Patents--- 1— No. 2,274 „. ^,, . „,

Reissues *-No. 25.432 to No. 25,435, Incl.

ToUl 696
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Cbemlcal and Metallurgical Dlrlalon, 1 Rlrer Road, Schenec-
tady 5. NY.
2,843,615. Or^nophospborua-Slllcon Compoaitlona.

2,979.479. Silicone Rubber of Improyed Tear Strenrth.

2.985.544. Method of Rendering Celluloslc Material Non-
Adherent and Article Produced Thereby.

2.985.545. Method of Rendering Celluloaic Material Non-
Adherent and Article Produced Thereby.

2.985.546. Method of Rendering Celluloaic Material Non-
Adherent and Article Produced Thereby.

3.024.146. Silicone Rubber Adhealve ConUlnlng Treated
Filler.

'3.069,378. CoTulcanizate of Fluorlnated Polyacrylate Elaato-
mer and Urganopolyalloxane Qum.

3,062,181. OrganopolyBlloxane Elastomers Containing a
Filler and a Carboxyllc Acid Salt of Iron or
Manganese.

Applications for licenses under the following 3 patents mar
be addressed to : Oeneral Electric Company. Component Prod-
ucts DlTlsioa. 1635 Broadway, Fort Wayne, Ind. Attn

:

Patent Counsel.

2,968,860. Method of Obtaining Selective Directional Criti-
cal Elongation In Sheet Magnetic Material.

3.074,149. Method of Making a Hermetically Sealed Cable
Entry.

3,079,814. Self Regulating Oear Reduction Mechanism.

Application for licenses under the following patent may
be addressed to : Patent Counsel, Chemical & Metallurgical
Division, General Electric Company, 1285 Boston Ave., Bridge-
port 2, Conn.

3,005,179. Multiple Electrical OuUet.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE—PATENT OFFICE

Roles of Practice in Patent Cases
*

[37 CFR Part 1]

Fumiahinff by Applicant of Information Pertinent to Claimed

Invention

Notice is hereby given that the United States Patent Office

proposes to amend one of its rules relating to patents. The
amendment Is proposed pursuant to the authority contained

in Title 35 US C. section 6.

All persons who desire to present their views, objections,

recommendations or suggestions in connection with the pro-

posed amendment are invited to do so on or before October 1,

1963, on which day a bearing will be held at 10 : 00 a.m., in

Room 3886B of the Department of Commerce Building. All

persons wishing to be heard orally are requested to notify
th« Commissioner of Patents of their intended appearance.
The proposed amendment will permit the Office to require

of applicants for patent the furnishing of information con-

cerning the published art, Icnown to them and believed by
them to be significantly pertinent to their Inventions. The
purpose Is to make available to examiners In the Patent
Office the results o^a search made by applicant or his repre-
sentative. If such search was made. It Is believed that the
examiner's Job of making an investigation of the available

prior art can be more thorough if such Information Is avail-

able. It Is also believed that the presumption of validity

attaching to patents will be more meaningful and stronger.

The text of the proposed amendment Is as follows

—

Section 1.104 (Patent Rule 104) Is proposed to be amended
by adding the paragraph (c) to read as follows:

I 1.104 Nature of esamination ; ewaminer'e action.

(c) The applicant must list In a separate statement accom-
panying the application, the published art (Including patents,

foreign and domestic) known to him at the time of the appli-

cation, and believed by the applicant to be significantly

pertinent to the claimed invention. If no such art Is known
to the applicant, this should be expressly asserted. This
statement shall not be considered to be a representation that

a search has been made, or that no better art than that listed

exists. The applicant may at his option, state whether or

not a search has been made. If such statement does not

accompany the application, the examiner may require the

filing of such statement before action Is made.
The time and manner of taking effect la as follows : The

amendment shall take effect thirty days after publication in

the Federal Register, and shall apply only to applicatiooa

filed after that date. In all other applications pending on
the effective date, a similar statement may be placed in the

record, at the applicant's option.

Dated: July 11, 1968.

[L] DAVID L. LADD,
Commi»»ioner of Patenta.

Approved :

J. HERBERT HOLLOMON,
Ataiatant Secretary of Commerce

for Science and Technoloffy.

[P.R. Doc. 6S-7773 ; Filed, July 23, 1963 : 8 : S2 a.m.]

Putliahed in CS F.R. ItlS, July »4. 19SS

r

INTERVIEWS
On July 17, 1963, the memorandum reproduced below was

distributed to the Examiners In the Patent Office. It Is pre-

sented here for the Information of all applicants and their

representatives.

Optimnm Examining Procednrc—Memorandum #2
Interricws

This Memorandum #2 of the Optimum Examining Pro-
cedure series is devoted entirely to "Interviews" and their use
to the maximum twneflt of better and swifter prosecution.
Proper Interviews frequently lead to a better and earlier un-
derstanding of the issues involved In a particular case, and
hence to an earlier conclusion of prosecution.
One of the characteristics of the skilled, mature Examiner

Is the exercise of proper Judgment in borderline situations.
Circumstances will frequently arise where waiver of technical
requirements by the Primary Examiner, If permissible, will

be better than blind adherence to technicalities, particularly
where applicants are cooperating fully In moving to conclude

f

prosecution and the Examiner can pass on all remaining
BBues with no more than nominal reconsideration or search.
Subject to this broad policy, the following statements regard-
ing situations which frequently arise specify practice which
should be followed throughout the Office In the interest of
uniform interview policy.

1. Interviews for the discussion of the patentability of
pending applications will not be had before the flrst official

action thereon (Rule 133). Interviews before the first re-

sponse are discouraged ; but interviews after the first response
or later which offer hone of substantial progress are encour-
aged. (See however. 12 and 13 below.)

2. Arrangements for Interviews should be made In advance
so that the Examiner can properly prepare for the interview
(Rule 133a ». The Examiner should prepare for any pre-
arranged Interview to the extent that be understands the
case, the references applied against It. and the attorney's
resDonse Impromntu interviews should never be granted
nnlesa the Examiner has these details so well in mind that he
can discuss the case orofitably without further review. Inter-

views on Fridays will no longer be prohibited as a matter of
policy ; but all Interviews should be set at a time mutually
satisfactory to both parties.

3. An appointment for interview once arranged should be
keot. Many applicants and attorneys plan trlns to Washing-
ton in reliance upon such aopointments. When, after an
anpointment has been made, circumstances compel the absence
of the Examiner or Exsinlnprs necessary to an effective inter-
view, the other osrtv should l>e notified immediately so that
substitute arrangenents may be made.

4. An interview should not be granted If It Is clear in ad-

vance that the requesting nartv Is not prdperly nrepared. If

it becomes annarent after the discussion bearlns that the party
is not nro|>erly prepared, or that further discussion would be
unoroductive. the interview should be terminated promptly.

5. Interviews normally should not be granted unless the
requesting party has authority to bind the principal con-
cerned.

6. An Interview should be conducted only with the appli-

cant or his legal representative of record. An interview with

a person not of record, but known to be the local associate of

the attorney of record, ordinarily will be permitted hereafter

only when a written power authorising such interview Is pre-

sented prior thereto. Any exceptions to this procedure must
be approved by the Group Supervisor.

7. If, at any time, the Examiner considers an interview
would be helpful In disposing of a case, he Is authorised to
solicit same either bv contacting applicant's local representa-
tive by phone or, where no such representative is available,
by writing to counsel of record, or by collect long distance
phone when authorised by the attorney or agent of record.

8. Where the response to a first complete action Includes a
request for an interview or a telephone consultation to be
initiated bv the Examiner, or where an out-of-town attorney
under similar circumstances requests that the Examiner defer
taking any further action on the case until the attorney's
next visit to Washington (provided such visit Is not beyond
the date when the Office action would normally be given), the
Examiner, as soon as he has considered the effect of the re-

sponse, should grant sucfi request If It appears that the inter-
view or consultation would result In expediting the case to a
final action.

9. An interview should not be used by either party as an
opportunity to "haggle." Once the Examiner clearly under-
stands the applicant's position, the Interview should be con-
cluded. Of course. If the Examiner can make a suggestion
which will advance the prosecution, be should do so.

10. Where agreement is reached as a result of an interview,
applicant's representative should be advised that an amend-
ment pursuant to the agreement should be promptly submitted.
If the amendment prepares the case for final action, the
Examiner should take the case up as special. If not, the case
should await its turn.

11. To Insure that any mutually acceptable conclusions
reached at an Interview are understood by both parties, a
memorandum summarizing these conclusions and the signifi-

cance of any exhibits considered or demonstrations made
should be prepared In duplicate and signed by both parties
to the interview, and a copv should be retained by each. The
copy retained by the Examiner will be kept In the application
file until prosecution Is completed. Such procedure will not,

however, relieve applicant of his responsibility under the sec-

ond paragraph of Rule 133.
In those cases wbe>e an Interview Is had but no agreement

is reached, the Examiner should nlace an Informal memoran-
dum in the file to this effect. The memorandum should be
sufficiently complete to make clear to others the Issues re-

solved and/or discussed In the Interview.
The memoranda discussed above are not an official part of

the record, and should be removed from the file if and when
the case Is passed to Issue.

12 Concerning requests for Interviews after Final Action,
it is psnential that any applicant or his representative be
granted an opportunity to present brlefiy, either orally or in

writing, the Intended purpose and content of the Interview.
With the aonroval of the Primary Examiner, further time
may be granted If the Examiner is convinced that disnosal or
clarification for appeal may be accomplished with only nomi-
nal further consideration. Interviews merely to restate argu-
ments of record or to (discuss new limitations which would
require more than nominal reconsideration or new search
should be denied.

13 Requests for interviews on cases already paased to Issue
should be grant<-d only with snedflc approval of the Super-
visor upon a showing in writing of extraordinary circum-
stances.

H. B. WHITMORB.
July 17, 196&. Superintendent of the Bmamining Corpa.
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
H. B. WHITMORE. Superintendent

CHEMICAL EXAMINING OPEBATION-P. E. MANGAN. Director

GENERAL CHEMISTRY, GROUP llO-R. L. CAMPBELL, Supervisory Examiner. .

Inorganic Compounds; Inorganic Compositions; Organ o-Metal and Organo-Metalloid Chemistry; Metallurgy. Metal

Stock; Electro Chemistry; Batteries.

OEMERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, GROUP 120-1. MARCUS, Supervisory Examiner..

Heterocyclic; Amides; Alkaloids; Aio; Sulfur; Misc. Esters; Carlwhydrates; Herbicides; Poisons; Medicines; Cosmetics;

Steroids.

PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY, GROUP 130-J. S. BAILEY, Supervisory Examiner.

Hydrocarbons- Halogenated Hydrocarbons; Mineral Oil Technology; Lubricating Compositions; Oa.<*ous Compositions;

Fuel and Igniting Devices; Organic Chemistry (Part) e.g.: Oio and Oxy; Qulnones; Acids; Carboxylic Acid Esters:

Acid Anhydrides; Acid Halldes.

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY, GROUP 140-M. 8TERMAN, Supervisory Examiner

Synthetic Resins; Rubber; Proteins; Macromolecular Carbohydrates; Mixed Synthetic Resin Compositions; Synthetic

Resins With Natural Pol>-mers and Resins; Natural Resins: Reclaiming; Pore-Forming.

COMPOSITIONS AND MOLDING, GROUP 150-L. n. GASTON, Supervisory Examiner

Compositions (Part) e.g.: Coating; Molding; Adhesive Compositions; Abrading; Liquid Purification or Separation; Gas

Separation; Special UtlUty; Molding Processes.

COATING AND LAMINATING, GROUP 160-J. REBOLD, Supervisory Examiner

Coating: Processes, Apparatus and Misc. Products; Laminating Methods and Apparatus; Stock Materials; Omamen-

Utlon; Adhesive Bonding; Special Manufactures.

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL ARTS AND INDUSTRIES, GROUP 170-W. B. KNIGHT, Supcryisory Examiner

Bleaching and Dyeing; FertlUwrs; Foods; Fermentation; Photography; Analytical Chemistry; Reactors; Sugar and

Starch; Paper Making; Glass Manufacture; Metallurgical Apparatus; Gas, Heating an.l Illumlnatmg; Cleanmg Proc-

esses; Liquid Purification; Thermolytlc Distillation; Preserving.

CHEMICALENGINEERING, GROUP 180-Q.D. MITCHELL, Supervisory Examiner

Gas Liquid and SoUd Separation; Centrifugal Bowl Separators; Gas and Liquid Contact Apparatus; Distillation;

Drying- Refrigeration; Concentratlve Evaporators; Mineral Oils Apparatus; Misc. Physical Processes.

11-17-^.1 11-1.3-61

3-12-62 ;<-h fi2

2-13-fi2 10-2-61

-l+-fil

12-18-^1

12-4-6!

-21-61

1-4-62

1 -2-62

12-1-2-fil lO-afM-.!

1-12-62 1 12-62

KLECTEICAL EXAMINING OPEBATION-N. H. EVANS. DIrMtor.

POWER, GROUP 210-M. L. LEVY, Supervisory Examiner.

.

, „ , ;, , ^
Generation and UtlUtatlon; General Applications; Conversion and Distribution; Heating and Related Art.

SECURITY. GROUP 220—8. BOYD, Supervisory Examiner. „\, .'„

Ordnance. Firearms and Ammunition; Radar, Sonar, Directional Radio, Torpedoes, Seismic Exploring, Radio-Actlve

Batteries; Nuclear Reactors, Powder Metallurgy, Rocket Fuels; Radio-Actlve Material.

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION, GROUP 230-S. W. CAPELLI, Supervisory Examiner..

Communications; Multiplexing Techniques; Facsimile and Related Art.

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 240-W. W. BURNS, Supervisory Examiner.

DaU Processing, Computation and Conversion; Storage Devices and Related Art.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SYSTEMS AND DEVICES, GROUP 250-B. G. MILLER, Supervisory Examiner..

8eml-Conductor and Space Discharge Systems and Devices; Electronic Component Circuits; Wave Transmission Lines

and Networks.

RADLATION AND INSTRUMENTS, GROUP 260-F.M.8TRADER, Supervisory Examiner

Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring.

ELEMENTS, GROUP270-E. J. SAX, Supervisory Examiner -

Conductors; Switches; Miscellaneous.

11-21-61

12-2^-61

1-2-62

10-24-61

12-11-61

11-21-61

11-28-61

8-31-61

1-3-62

1-10-62

10-26-61

12-1*-«1

11-6-61

11-14-61

CONDITION OF PATENT APPLICATIONS AS OF JUNE 30. 1963

20 1 171
Total number of pending applications (excluding Designs) g> ^^^
Total number of Design applications pending.

.

.....----------
n?' 610

Total number of applications awaiting action (excluding Designs)
.^ g^g

Total number of Design applications awaiting action
j^j^ j^ ^ggj

Date of oldest new application awaiting action. . j^,- 21' 196I
Date of oldest amended application awaitmg action

The patents within the range of numbers

EXPIRATION OF PATENTS

indicated below expire during August 1963, except those which may have been extended under th,

provisions of the Veterans Patent Extension Act (54 Stat. 316 as amended by 66 Stat. 321) and those which may have expired
^^^^/j^^^f.^provisions 01 ine '^e'«[*^

* list of Veterans' patents which have l>een extended appears in the Annual Inda of PaUnU-1965
terms under the provisions of PubUc Law (WO. a usi 01 v eteroius

j
i«

Numbers 2,405.107 to 2,406,732, Incluslv*

PatenU " '
' Number 709

Plant Patent

V
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PATENT EXAMINING OPERATIONS AND GBOUPS (CoaUoMd)

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING EXAMINING OPERATION-R. A. WAHL. Dkvctor.

MATERIAL OK ARTICLE HAVDLIN'O AND DISPEVSING, GROl'P 310-A. BERLIN', Supervisory Examiner .

Matfrtal or Articli' Handling and l)lst>ensinK: Conveyors; Moists; Elevators; Article KandllnK Implements; Store Service;

Sheet and Web Feeding; Fluid Sprinkling and Fire Extinguishers; Coin Handling and Check Controlknl Apparatus;

Classifving and Assorting Solids.

METAL ANT) PLASTICS WORKING. GROUP 320— N. BERGER, Supervisory Examiner

Metal Bending, Drawing, Extruding, Forging, Rolling; Sheet Metal Working; Chain, Staple, Horseshoe Making: Metal

Founding; Wire Fabrics; Plastic Working Apparatus; Plastic Block, Earthenware Apparatus.

MAM'FACTURING AND ASSEMBLING MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES, GROUP 330-A. M. HORTON,
Supervisory Examiner... . -

Special Article Making; Assembling, Tool and Implement Making; and Metal Working.

.MACHINE TOOLS, MECHANI8.MS AND ELEMENTS, GROUP 340-F. H. BRONAUGH, Supervisory Examiner

Machine Tools for Shaping or Dividing Involving Cutting or Breaking; Machine Elements Including Power Transmission

Components, Work and Tool Holders.

HARDWARE, TOOLS AND JOINTS, GROl'P 340—T. J. IIICKEY, Supervisory Examiner

Miscellaneous Hardware; Tools; Joints, Cutlery; Locks; Fasteners; Rod Pipe and Electrical Connectors; Buckles; But-

tons, Clasps, Etc.; Pushing and Pulling.

FLUID HANDLING, GROUP 3f)0—E. PAUL, Supervisory Examiner ..

Fluid Handling; Valves; Pipes and Tubular Conduits; Fluent Material Handling; Lubrication; Baths, Cloaets and Sinks;

Joint Packing.

POWER PLANTS, MOTORS AND PU.MPS, GROUP 370—C. F. GAREAU, Supervisory Examiner

Power Plants, Combustion Power Plants, Expansible Chamber Motors, Rotary Motors and Rotary Expansible Chamber
.Motors, Expansible Chamlier Devices and Internal Combustion Engines, Pumps and Pump Regulation.

HEATING, COOLING AND VENTILATING, GROUP 380— P. L. PATRICK, Supervisory Examiner

Furnaces, Liquid Heaters and Vaporisers, Burhers, Heat Exchange, Automatic Temperature and Humidity Regulation,

Refrigeration, Ventilation, and Illumination.

GENERAL ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS EXAMINING OPERATION-J. A. MANIAN. Diractar.

AGRICULTURE, GROUP 410— A. RUEGO, Supervisory Examiner .-

Animal Husbandry; Butchering; Fishing, Trapping and Vermin Destroying; Plant Husbandry; Tobacco, Earth

Working.

CIVIL ENGINEERING, GROUP 420— B. BENDETT, Supervisory Examiner

Building Structures; Bridges, Closures; Closure Operators; Safe«; Earth Engineering; Drilling; Mining.

PHYSICS, GROUP 430-R. L. EVANS, Supervisory Examiner

Photography; Sound and Lighting; Indicators and Optics; Measuring and Testing; Geometrical Instruments.

TEXTILES AND APPAREL, GROUP 440— R. C. -MADER, Supervisory Examiner . .

Textiles; Winding and Reeling, Tying Strands; Apparel; Boot and Shoe Making; Sewing Machines.

TRANSPORTATIO.N, GROUP 450— P. ARNOLD, Supervisory Examiner.

Railways and Rolling Stock; Brakes, Land Vehicles; Aeronautics; Ships.

FURNITURE AND RECEPTACLES, GROUP 4fiO—W. 8. COLE, Supervisory Examiner .. .-

Furniture; Supports; Cabinet Structures; Receptacles; Baggage.

PRINTI.VG, STATIONERY A.ND MATERIAL TREATMENT, GROUP 470— L. W. VARNER, Supervisory

Examiner . ^ - - -

Printing; Typewriters; Stationery; .Material Treatment.

PERSONAL TREATMENT, ADORNMENT AND AMUSEMENTS, GROUP 480-L. R. PRINCE, Supervisory

Examiner - .
-.

Surgery; Dentistry; Artificial Body Meral)ers, Toiletry; Amusement Devices; Jewelry; Mechanical Guns; Projectors.

DESIGNS, GROl'P 490-J. A. .MANIAN, Supervisory Examiner -

Industrial Arts; HousehoW, Personal and Fine Arts.

Oldest Application

New Amended

3-15-62

1-24-62

3-15-62

2-7-62

2-»-62

J-15-62

»-23-e2

2-9-62

6-14-«2

4-2-62

4-»-62

2-6-63

3-13-62

1-2^-62

2-15-62

2-7-62

2-7-62

4-2-62

4-13-62

1-17-62

7-13-62

1-12-62
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This is an appeal from a decision of the Hoard of Appeals rejecting

claims 20 through 23 and 25 of appellant's patent application Ser. No.

466,389, filed November 2, 1954.

The application discloses a Venetian blind having vertical slats

suspended at their upper ends from runner elements slidable in a

horizontal track. Swivel connections are interposed between the upper

ends of the slats and the runner elements to permit each slat to turn

on its vertical axis in unison by pulling a draw cord to change the

angle that the slats make with the plane of the window. The slats

are made in sections connected together with overlapping ends on

the same side thereof.

The use of multiple sections for each slat allows easy adjustment

as to length of a slat using standard parts. In addition, the connected

slat sections may slightly tilt with respect to each other about an axis

defined by a line connecting the hooks attaching adjacent sections to

permit self-alignment in a vertical plane. It is also stated that multi-

ple sections provide "a distinct vibration damping both as to sound

and movement."

The sections of the slat members are rectangular pieces with each

section having a pair of oval openings in one end with a pair of hooks

at the other end for connecting the slats together.

The connecting means may be modified by providing a pair of key-

hole slots in one end of the slat section and a pair of stud-like elements

on the other end. Sheet metal is preferred as the material used for

the slat sections.

The Board affirmed the Examiner's final rejection of claims 20 to 23

as unpatentable over Moore and claim 25 as unpatentable over Mc-

Lennan taken in view of Moore.

The references relied on are:

Moore, 162,260, April 20, 1875.

McLennan, 2,188,575, January 30, 1940.

The Moore patent discloses a fire shield designed to suspend from

the roof of a building to provide heat protection against adjacent

burning buildings. The shield comprises a plurality of vertical rows

of rectangular sheet-metal plates. The connecting means are formed

by bending each end of the plate, thus providing a channel and a lip

at opposite ends of the plate. Each lip portion is provided with a lug

to protrude through a square opening of the adjoining plate. The

ends of each plate are overlapped on opposite sides. Moore also shows

a modified form of connection means comprising a pair of laterally

spaced hooks on one end of the plate and a pair of laterally spaced

holes on the other end.

The Mclennan patent discloses a Venetian-type blind of the vertical

slat type with slats suspended by their upper ends from runner ele-

ments which are slidable in a horizontal track. Swivel connections

are interposed between the upper ends of the slats and the runner

elements to permit each slat to turn about its vertical axis, to change

the angle that the slats make with the plane of the window. The slat

members may be made in one piece or in sections connected by means

of a swivel pin which permits turning of the respective sections in-

dependently to be set at different angles. The lower slat sections,

similar to the upper slat section^, are linked together by chains.

Claims 20 through 23 are directed to the sectional slat. Claim 25

is directed to a blind having an elongated horizontal guide with the
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sectional slat members being slidably suspended from the guide. Claim

24 was allowed.

We quote claims 20 and 25 as representative of the appealed claims:

20 For use In a blind, in combination, a plurality of slat sections made from

thin elastically resilient material and being arranRe<l in a row extending in one

direction and substantially in one plane: connecting means connecting said sec-

tions to each other tiltable about respective axes located in said plane and sub-

stantially normal to said direction so that said connected slat sections form an

elongated slat member; and suspension means for suspending said slat member

at the upper end thereof so that said sections align each other in a vertical

plane under the action of the force of gravity.

25 A blind comprising. In combination, elongated horizontal guide means; a

plurality of elongated slat members, each of the slat members comprising a plu-

rality of slat sections made from thin, elastlcally resilient material and being

arranged In a row extending In one direction and substantial'y In one plane,

and connecting means connecting said sections to each other tiltable about respec-

tive axes located In said plane and substantially normal to said direction;

suspension means slidably arranged in said guide means and attached to the

upper ends of said slat members, respectively ; and moving means connected to

said suspension means for moving said plurality of elongated slat members

between a first position In which they are allgne<l adjacent to each other In a

vertical plane extending In longitudinal direction of said guide means and a

second position In which said slat members are arrange<l In substantially paral-

lel vertical planes Inclined to the longitudinal direction of said guide means.

Claim 21, like claim 20, is drawn to the sectional slat, but in addi-

tion it recites that the sections overlap, with the overlap of each sec-

tion with its adjacent sections being on the same side thereof.

Claim 22 further defines the sectional slat by reciting that the con-

necting means comprises "a pair of engaging members" which are

received in "a pair of cutouts."

Claim 23, in a recitation similar to that of claim 22, discloses the

connecting means as comprised of "a pair of hook members" which

are received in "a pair of cutouts."

It is apparent that claims 20 through 23 specify a slat member vnth

a plurality of slat sections connected together forming a row of plates

extending vertically in one plane. Novelty of this general structure

is dispelled by the Moore patent disclosing, as it does, a plurality of

sheet-metal plates connected together to form a row of plates extend-

ing vertically in one plane. ^ Ul

The question for resolution is whether the instant claims patentably

distinguish over the references.

[1] The limitation that the claimed slat member is for use in a

blind," making no reference to a "window" blind, does not, in our

judgment, exclude the fire shield of Moore. The Moore shield is a

cover or screen designed for the purposes indicated. Webster s New

International Dictionary, second edition, unabridged, defines blind as

:

"1 Something to hinder sight or keep out light; a screen; a cover.

It would therefore seem that the term "blind" including screen or

cover would serve synonymously with Moore's fire shield.
^

Appellant contends that Moore discloses nothing even in vague

resemblance to a slat as that word is commonly understood and as

defined in Webster, supra. The argument is advanced on the basis

of the relative dimensions of the slat and Moore's sheet-metal plates.

Appellant's quotation from Webster attributes to slat as meanmg a

"thin, narrow bar especially of wood or metal." Referrmg again to

Webster,^ supra, the definition clearly depicts the relativity of the

r. 7~~.
• • 1 Hnvini? or beine of relatively little depth or extent from one surfHrp

to iJ« Sip^c^^ite ; not .l.ic"ro?1- Hoh^SSlyVthree JimensionH, n.ea«unnR little In the th.rd

S.X:"ad>"'-"-"* V:'0f"liuie"UiiTth.^S: in ccnparlBon with the length
;
not wide or

broad ;'a8, a narrou) board.

793 0.0—14
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adjactives "thin" and "narrow." This renders apt and logical the
consideration of the len^li and width of a vertiail row of Moore's
phites. It seems obvious that size does not impress itself as a char-

acteristic of slats. The requirements of varying situations of adapta-
tion would have essential impact on the matter of size relating to

Venetian blind slats.

[2] Appellant, placing emphasis upon the limitation "thin, elasti-

cally resilient material," contends that Moore's plates are devoid of

such material. Moore does not refer to the material composition of
his "sheet-metal plates." It may be safely assumed that the plates

are composed of a commonly used material. Sheet-metal structures

are commonly comjwsed of sheet steel reduced to elastic resiliency.

We agree with the Board that a sheet-metal plate is an elastioally

resilient material as well as being thin and that the adjective "thin"

is of relative import lacking the bjisis for patentable distinction. In
re Lerhene, 47 CCPA 923, 277 F.2d 173, 125 ITSPQ 396; In re

Fahmi, 41 CCPA 768, 210 F.2d 302, 100 USPQ 388.

It is pointed out that Moore shows a plurality of slat sections with

hooks for connecting the sections to each other tiltable about respec-

tive axes located in tlie plane of the slats in the same manner as

claimed by appellant.

As heretofore pointed out, claims 21 through 23 add to claim 20
certain structural features not found in Moore. We must therefore

determine whether these features would have been obvious to one
having ordinary skill in the art.

Claim 21 adds to claim 20 the feature of end overlaps on the same
side of the slat sections and thus distinguishes over Moore's plate

overlaps on opposite sides.

[3] We agree with the Board that, where desired, conversion of

overlap from opposite sides of the plate to the same side would be a

simple expedient of choice. This would be no more than an obvious

reversal of arrangement and not patentable. In re Oiizdn, 42 CCPA
770, 219 F.2d 449, 104 USPQ 400.'^

In disposing of the limitation which claim 22 adds to claim 21

relating to a pair of engaging members and a pair of cutouts as the

connecting means, the Board agreed with the Examiner, as we do,

that this does not distinguish over the hooks and receiving openings
shown in Moore, stating further with respect to claims 22 and 23:
• • • the two fastening means at the ends of each section shown in the modifica-

tion of FIG. 5 of that patent would suggest to one skilled In the art as an obvious

expedient to duplicate the single fastening means at each end in the modificatlcMi

of FIGS. 3 and 4 of the same patent.

We now focus our attention on claim 25, which stands rejected as

unpatentable over McLennan in view of Moore. This claim defines

a blind with elongated horizontal guide means, a plurality of elon-

gated slat members, suspension means and moving means for turning

the slat members in unison. All of these elements are disclosed by
Mcl^ennan. Claim 25, however, distinguishes structurally over Mc-
lennan in specifying slat members comprising a plurality of sections

connected to each other by means permitting them to tilt about axes

in the plane of the slat member and normal to its longitudinal axis.

Moore teaches a sectional slat structure. The Examiner held that to

substitute the Mcljennan slat members would be obvious in the light

of Moore's tejiching. The Board of Appeals affirmed the Examiner's

rejection of this claim but in so doing made specific reference only to

McLennan 's teaching of swivel connected members with the sugges-
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tion of obviousness to substitute the connecting means of Moore for

the swivel connection of McLennan.

[4] This apparent divergence of views between the Board and the

Examiner poses no problem to our consideration of McLennan's dis-

closure of a one-piece slat member. The decision of the Board gave

no indication of error in the Examiner's broader holding. In re

Launder et ah, 42 CCPA 886, 222 F.2d 371, 105 USPQ 446; In re

Hall, 41 CCPA 759, 208 F.2d 370, 100 USPQ 46; In re Lloyd, 36

CCPA 817, 172 F.2d 583, 80 USPQ 499.

In contesting the rejection of claim 25 appellant asserts that "the

Moore patent does not disclose a blind composed of large metal sheet

plates" consequently representing nonanalogous art. Broadly, ap-

pellant's position is that the art of blinds is foreign to the art of fire

shields to the extent that one working in the field of blinds would not

look to the field of fire shields.

[5] Appellant's argument is unpersuasive. We are here concerned

with vertically suspended slat members and not novelty in the blind

per se. The art involved is not that of the composite structure but

the art of an essential compK)nent means, i.e., vertically suspended

slat members. The claimed slat members are not patentably distinct

whether they are used in a blind or a fire shield. It is obvious that

one seeking to eflFect improvement in the vertically suspended slat

members of McLennan would find suggestion for such improvement

in Moore whether it to be to damp swinging motion or alignment in

a vertical plane. If a sectional slat member were desired to dampen

swinging with more facility than a one-piece member, McLennan

affords the suggestion to use a multiple-piece member.

We do not find sufficient substance in the appealed claims to render

them patentable over the prior art.

[6] We affirm the decision of the Board of Appeals.

AFFIRMED.

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

Repubuc Stcel Corporation v. M.P.H. Man otactubing Corporation, Inc.

Ho. 6869. Decided February IS, 1965

[80 CCPA — ; 312 F.2d 940; 136 USPQ 447]

Trademark—Opposition—Evidence—Documents Attached to Notice of Op-

position—Rule 2.126.

"• • • appellant-oppoeer seeks to rely on certain documentary material at-

tached to the notice of opposition. The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board.

InToklng Rule 2.126 which provides that '• • exhibits attached to pleadings

• • • [are notl considered as evidence • • • unless identified and introduced

in evidMice as other exhibits,' declined to consider the docum«itary material.

Accordingly, we will not consider these exhibits."

Same—Confusing Similarity—"Truss-Skin" and "Tbuscon."

"Appellant contends that the marks TRUSCON' and 'TRUSS-SKIN' are

confusingly similar in sound, appearance, and meaning. Both marks have in

common *TRUS' and 'TRUSS,' but we cannot conclude that this reeemblance is

determinative of the issue here. Looking at the marks in their entirety, as we

must do, they are strikingly dissimilar in appearance. They simply do not loc*

alike. TRUSCON' Is one word, while 'TRUSS-SKIN' consists of two hyphen-

ated words conveying an impressionable distinction in appearance. 'TRUSS'

and 'SKIN' are commonly used words of the English language with definite

meanings. "TRUSCON' is not identified with the English language and is

devoid of meaning. It would strain credulity to endeavor to merge the two

marks together In sound. It appears to us that normal or casual pronuncia-

tion would distinctly emphasize a difference in sound."
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3. Same—Same—Same.

"In our opinion the marks 'THT'SS-SKIN' and 'TRl'SrON' are readily dis-

tinguisliable by reason of their dissimilarity in api>earan<'e, sound, nieaning

and (•(nnotation. It is our Judnnient that the conc-urrent use of the marks on

the products with which they are identitied would not he likely to cause eon-

fusion or mistake or to de<'eive i)urcha.sers as to the source or origin of the

goods."

Appeal from the Patent Office?. Opposition No. 39,080.

AFFIRMED.
Emor]i J.. Graffs Ernonj L. Groif, Jr., for iii)pellant.

MarznlU '7ohmto7\, Cook d- Root, Lloyd C. Root for appellee.

Before Worley. Chief Judge, and Run, Martin, Smith, and

Almond, .Jr., Associate Judges

Almond, Jr., ./., delivered the opinion of the court..

Tliis is an appeal from the decision of the Trademark Trial and

Ai)peal Hoard (I'M) I'SPQ liGO), dismissing appellant's opposition to

an ai)plication for registration of the trademark "TRUSS-SKIN,"
for sheet metal structural meml)ers for prefabric^ated buildings. Ap-

pellant took no testimony, relying only upon its Registration No.

r)57,04(), granted April 22, 11>52, to its predecessor Truscon Steel

Company for the trade mark "TRTSCON." Appellee took testimony

[Ij In tiiis connection we point out, however, that appellant-opposer

seeks to rely on certain documentary material attached to the notice

of opposition. The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, invoking

Rule -2. 126 which provider that ''* * * exhibits att<iciied to pleadings

* * * [are not] considered as evidence * * * unless identified and

introduced in evidence as other exhibits," declined to consider the

documentary material. Accordingly, we will not consider these

exhibits.

The record discloses that appellee's mark "TRUSS-SKIN" is ap-

plied to elongated metal meml)ers which are deep-t roughed and arched

longitudinally. The elements may be joinetl together to form an arch

to provide a building or roof system of any desired leiigth. The arches

are self-supporting and their use displaces the function of internal

braces, trusses, or posts. These members are the only items to which

the mark is applied.

Appellant's trademark "TRUSCON," registered April 22, 1952, is

applied to products made of st^el and other materials, described by

the Board as including:
• • * plain deformed and sheared steel bars as reinforcing elements for con-

crete: sheet steel forms of longitudinally arche<l formation to be laid side by side

to provide continuous long span construction and individual units of both lon-

gritudinally and transversely arched formation to be used as elements of concrete

floor construction ; column-hooping for reinforcing concrete columns : pressed-

steel beams, joists, studs, plates, and channels for use in walls, ceilings, or floors

of all types of building; windows and parts thereof; doors, panels, and parti-

tions; joist and wall hangers; trusses; columns, and girders; steel rooting and

steel flooring: panels of insulation externally covered by steel sheets for use in

walls, ceilings and roofs ; and stairs and treads.

There is no issue of prior use. Appellant's use of "TRUSCON"
antedates appellee's use of "TRUSS-SKIN" by many years.

The basic issue is: Whether the concurrent use by appellee of its

mark on the goods described, would be likely to cause cxjnfusion or

mistake or to deceive purchasei-s in view of the use by appellant of its

mark on the products listed in its registration.

In dismissing the opposition, the Board found and held that:

Applicants "TKUSS-SKIN" arched metal i>anels and the various steel prod-
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ucts identified in opposer's registration ordinarily would be promoted and ad-

vertised to architects, builders, contractors, and other members of the construc-

tion industry: applicant's panels and many of opposer's "TRUSCON" steel

products are competitive in character to the extent that the use of applicant's

product would eliminate the need for such products as steel trusses: columns and

girders; steel roofing: stee! joists and wall hangers; and panels of insulation

externally covered by steel sheets for use in walls, ceilings, and roofs: and ap-

plicant's panels and opposer's "TRUSrON" windows, doors, partitions, rein-

forcing rods, and like poods could be used in the same structure. Under these

circumstances, applicant's panels and opposer's steel products are likely to be

attributed to a common source if they were to be sold under the same or similar

marks.

"TRUSS-SKIN" and "TRUSCON," however, do not look alike, and while they

are somewhat similar in sound, they are readily distinguishable in this respect.

Moreover, if any suggested meaning could be attribute<i to each of these marks.

It is apparent that one would not suggest the other. Considering, therefore, the

differences between the marks "TRUSS-SKIN" and "TRUSC^ON" and that goods

of the type marketed thereunder usually are purchased with care and by tech-

nically trained and/or informed persons, it is concluded that confusion, mistake or

deception of purchasers is not reasonably likely to occur.

[2] Appellant contends that the marks "TRUSCON" and

"TRUSS-SKIN" are confusingly similar in sound, appearance, and

meaning. Both marks have in common "TRUS" and "TRUSS," but

we cannot conclude that this resemblance is determinative of the issue

here. I.x)oking at the marks in their entirety, as we must do, they are

strikingly dissimilar in appearance. They simply do not look alike.

"TRUSCON" is one word, while "TRUSS-SKIN" consists of two

hyphenated words conveying an impressionable distinction in appear-

ance. "TRUSS" and "SKIN" are commonly used words of the Eng-

lish language with definite meanings. "TRUSCON" is not identified

with the English language and is devoid of meaning. It would stram

credulity to endeavor to merge the two marks together in sound.

It appears to us that normal or casual pronunciation would distinctly

emphasize a difference in sound.

Appellant urges that when the two marks are applied to competitive

goods in the field of construction materials, they convey similar mental

and commercial impressions of a trussed construction.

It is our view that "TRUSCON" of itself carries no connotation

so as to stimulate any image or suggestion when looked upon by the

average viewer. Appellee's goods are advertised as being "trussless"

since they are self-supporting arched structural members. Appellee

produced testimony of record that "the actual derivation of the expres-

sion originally came from the field, exactly where I don't know, but

it was around the time of one of our first roof systems and in the

expression itself, 'TRUSS-SKIN,' we connote a skin with a truss

built in." It would be difficult, indeed, to conclude that a member

advertised as trussless would convey an impression, even to the most

unwary, of a trussed construction. If, as appellant contends, "TRUS-

CON" conveys an impression of a trussed construction, both the

record and logic negates such an attribute to "TRUSS-SKIN."

The decision of this court in GoodalJ-Sanford, In^. v. Tropical

Garment Manufacturing Co., 47 CCPA 821, 275 F.2d 736, 125 USPQ

189, carries much persuasion. The court said :

• • • "ROYAL PALM" does not look or sound like "PALM BEACH"
;
and the

two marks do not stimulate similar associations. These facts lead to a con-

clusion that there is no likelihood of confusion or mistake of purchasers.

The use of the mark on appellee's goods began in January 1957.

Appellee's trade in goods bearing the mark has been nationwide with

considerable foreign distribution aggregating a value in excess of a
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million dollars annually. Advertising costs have exceeded two-
hundred thousand dollars. The record discloses that no instance of
actual confusion among purchasers as to the sources of the goods
bearing their respective marks has ever come to the attention of the
appellee. In addition to this circumstance, the goods are of a char-

acter usually purchased with care and discernment by technically

trained persons.

Appellant urges that all doubts should be resolved in its favor on
the theory of prior use and the good will which attaches to "TRUS-
CON," citing the case of SkeUy OU Co. v. The Foxoerine Co., 24 CCPA
790, 86 F.2d 752, 32 USPQ 51. As we have pointed out, we perceive

no doubt that the two marks are distinctively different in spjelling

and appearance as well as in sound of pronunciation. Dissimilarity is

again punctuated in consideration of the origin and connotation of

appellee's mark when compared with the absence of connotation of
appellant's mark.

Appellant cites Bordo Products Co. v. B. A. Railton Co., 36 CCPA
1059, 173 F.2d 981, 81 USPQ 378, and Wincharger Corp. v. Rinco,
Inc., 49 CCPA 849, 297 F.2d 261, 1.32 USPQ 289. An examination
of these cases discloses that they are not in point when measured in

the light of the facts and circumstances of the instant case. Bordo
presents an obvious distinction as to the class of purchasers. In the

Wincharger Corp. case the marks "WINCO" and "RINCO" are so

similar in appearance, spelling and sound as to smother distinction

when pronounced. When two marks are so nearly identical, they
might well produce confusion even among a discriminating group of
purchasers.

We agree with the Board that the goods of the type to which the

marks "TRUSS-SKIN" and "TRUSCON" attach are usually pur-

chased with care by technically trained and/or informed persons;
even though they are competitive in character to the extent that the

use of appellee's product would eliminate the need for some of the

products of the appellant and appellee's panels and some of the ap-
pellant's goods could be used in the same structure.

[3] In our opinion the marks "TRUSS-SKIN" and "TRUSCON"
are readily distinguishable by reason of their dissimilarity in appear-
ance, sound, meaning and connotation. It is our judgment that the

concurrent use of the marks on the products with which they are
identified would not be likely to cause confusion or mistake or to

deceive purchasers as to the source or origin of the goods.

We therefore affirm the decision of the Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board.

AFFIRMED.

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

The Weixa Cobpokation v. La Mauk, Inc.

No. 6884. Decided February IS, 196S

[50 CCPA — ; 312 F.2d 831; 136 USPQ 453]

1. Tbademabk—Confusing Similabity—"Style-Tex" and "Style" fob Haib
Settino Lotion.

Upon review of the decision of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board In

a proceeding in which the appel'ee. La Maur, sought cancellation of appellant's,

Wella'8. trademark "Style-Tex" for use on a hair setting lotion, alleging prior

and continuous use of "Style" on similar goods, hair setting and holding spray
products. Held that "It is c'ear. as the Board observed in sustaining La Maur's
petition, that 'Style' is the whole of La Maur's mark and the prominent, If
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not the dominant, feature of Wella's mark" ; and that "We think it equally

clear that when those marks are used on the instant products, confusion,

mistake or deception of purchasers would be quite likely to occur."

2. Same—Same—Same—Evidence—Third Pabty Registrations.

In connection with the citation by Wella of eleven third party registrations,

designed to prove that La Maur's mark is so descriptive or suggestive of La

Maur's product as to preclude cancellation of Wella's mark. Held that "Style"

cannot fairly be considered descriptive of La Maur's product; that "While it

may be suggestive in a sense, we do not think it sufficiently so. under the facts

here, to negate the likelihood of confusion contemplated by Section 2(d)"
;
and

that "After all. the contest here is between 'Style' and 'Style-Tex' on similar

products—not between those marks and others which have been, whether

properly or improperly, registered by others not parties to this suit."

Appe.vl from the Patent Office. Cancellation No. 7,266.

AFFIRMED.
Eric Y. Munson for appellant.

Arthur S. Codne^ Whiteley and Caine for appellee.

Before WoRLEY, Chief Judge^ and Rich, Martin, Smith, and

Almond, Jr., Associate Judges

WoRLEY, Chief Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.

La Maur seeks cancellation of Wella's trademark "Style-Tex" for

use on a hair setting lotion, alleging prior and continuous use of

"Style" on similar goods.

La Maur submitted various documents, testimony of two of its offi-

cers, and that of three wholesale beauty supply concerns. Wella took

no testimony, relying on its own registration and eleven third party

registrations which contain the word "Style" in various forms.

It is not disputed that La Maur has used the word "Style" since

1945 as its trademark on hair setting and holding spray products,

marketed in substantial volume throughout the country to beauty

salons and the general public.

Since La Maur's priority of use is not questioned, and the goods are

similar, the sole issue is one of likelihood of confusion within the

meaning of Section 2 ( d ) of the Lanham Act.

[1] It is clear, as the Board observed in sustaining Ija Maur's

petition, that "Style" is the whole of La Maur's mark and the promi-

nent, if not the dominant, feature of Wella's mark. We think it

equally clear that when those marks are used on the instant products,

confusion, mistake or deception of puchasers would be quite likely

to occur.

Appellant attempts to bolster its arguments that the Board com-

mitted reversible error by citing prior decisions and eleven third

party registrations, the latter designed to prove that La Maur's mark

is so descriptive or suggestive of La Maur's product as to preclude

cancellation of Wella's mark.

[2] We find nothing in the decisions cited to support a reversal

of the Board's holding, nor do we think "Style" can fairly be con-

sidered descriptive of La Maur's product. WTiile it may be sugges-

tive in a sense, we do not think it sufficiently so, under the facts here,

to negate the likelihood of confusion contemplated by Section 2(d).

After all, the contest here is between "Style" and "Style-Tex" on

similar products—not between those marks and others which have

been, whether properly or improperly, registered by others not parties

to this suit.

The decision is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.
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U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

In be Ralph W. Yocum

No. 6867. Decided March IS, 196S

[50 CCPA — ; 314 F.2d 548; 136 USPQ 641]

1. Claims—Constkuction of Claims—Efkect or Use of Tebm in Specifica-

tion—Words and Phbabes—"Stud."

"Apperant directs attention to definitions found In several technical dic-

tionaries and handbooks in support of the contention that term 'stud' has a

definite and fired meaning which he sets out as a 'headless threaded solid

cylinder.' He also refers to the fact that the specification uses the word 'stud'

approximately fifty times without a single reference to a screw, bolt, or other

fastener. The definitions indicate clearly that the art recognizes a definition

of 'stud' which does not include the headed screw of Flogaus. It seems to us

that the word is used in that restricted sense In the application and we think

it should be so interpreted in the claims."

2. Patentability—Pabticulab Subject Matteb—"Tapered End Stud."

Certain claims In an application entitled "Tapered End Stud" Held unpatent-

able over the prior art; but certain other claims Held patentable.

Appeal from the Patent Office. Serial No. 456,570.

MODIFIED.
C?ias. M. Fryer^ James W. Dent and Donald J. Rich for appellant.

Clarence W. Moore {Jere W. Sears of counsel) for the Commissioner

of Patents.

Before Worley, Chief Judge, and Rich, Martin, Smith, and

Almond, Jr., Associate Judges

WoRLEY, Chief Judge, delivered the opinion of the court.

This appeal is from the decision of the Board of Appeals of the

United States Patent Office affirming the Primary Examiner's rejec-

tion of claims 1 through 10, all of the claims in appellant's application

for a patent for Tapered End Stud.^

Claims 1 and 8 are representative and read

:

1. A straight-threaded stud having uninterrupted threads for use in a tapped

hole In which the innermost threads are formed by a tap with a tapered lead

end, said stud having its end threads tapered to mate with said innermost threads.

8. The combination which comprises a member of solid substantially non-

expandable structure having a tapped hole therein, a second member to be secured

to the first member and having a plain through hole for alignment with said

tapped hole, a solid stud-like member threaded on both ends with the threads

on a first end being uninterrupted and fitting said tapped hole, a nut to fit the

opposite end of said stud-like member to secure the second meml>er tightly against

the first member, the threads in said tapped hole being straight throughout the

greater part of the length and tapered only adjacent its inner end where the

roots of the threads fo'low the contour of a truncated cone, the stud-like member
having straight threads throughout most of its length on its said first end and

being tapered only adjacent its end providing the crests of the threads with

a complementary frusto-conical contour, and the angle of said tapers being such

as to provide a wedging action which limits the depth to which the stud-like

member can be threaded into the tapped hole.

The references of record are:

Thatcher et al., 2,0'21,704, November 19, 1935.

Janata, 2,094,491, September 28, 1937.

Batchelder, 2,421,181, May 27, 1947.

Flogaus, 2,470,924, May 24, 1949.

The claims relate to a threaded stud having a tapered lead end,

and to the combination of the stud, defined as having a nut on the

other end, with two members, one of which has a tapped hole, secured

together thereby.
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> Serial No. 466,570, filed September 16, 19IK.
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Appellant states that commercially available taps used in tapping

or threading holes are provided with a conventional chamfer or taper

at the lead or entry end. That construction results in the bottom of

the tapped hole having imperfect threads which correspond to the

taper of the tap. According to his invention, the lead end of the

stud to be threaded into the tapped hole is provided with a taper,

formed either before or after the threads are formed. The taper on

the stud has the sanie angle as the taper of the tap, resulting in the

incomplete threads on the stud mating with the flat root portions

of the threads at the inner portion of the tapped hole when the stud

is fully seated to provide a wedging action. Such construction is said

to result in high torque being required to break the fully seated stud

loose from the tapered portion of the tapped hole while little turning

effort is subsequently required to complete removal of the stud.

Appellant discloses an assembly wherein the stud extends through

an oversized unthreaded hole in a second member into the tapped first

or base member and has a nut threaded on its projecting untapered

end to secure the two members together.

The Flogaus patent discloses a construction wherein a metallic

anchor nut is embedded in a hole in a panel of wood, soft metal mem-

ber or the like. The nut is adapted to receive an expander screw or

bolt which is passed through an oversize hole in a second member to

secure the two members together. The screw, which has an integral

head at one end, has straight uniform threads along the shaft except

at its lead end where the threads are flattened to produce a tapered

extremity. The anchor nut is in the form of an internally threaded

shank of soft metal slotted at the inner or lead end to provide expan-

sible prongs having external barbs. The tapered end of the expander

screw has a shape similar to that of the lead end of the tap used for

cutting the internal threads on the anchor nut. The threads on the

screw are designed to match the internal threads of the anchor nut.

When the screw is threaded into fully seated position in the anchor

nut, the final turns force the end of the screw into a tapered and un-

threaded inner portion of the nut, cutting threads therethrough, as

well as causing the external barbs on the nut to bite into the panel

member, thereby securing the nut in place. The screw is held against

dislodgment due to vibration by reason of the engagement resulting

between the threaded lead end of the expander screw and the sur-

rounding imperfect threads. However, the screw may be "withdrawn

and re-applied to the anchor nut repeatedly without impairing ite

effectiveness."

The Batchelder patent discloses a stud bolt which has tapered

threads on its stud end. The tapered end is received in a similarly

shaped and threaded recess in a stud receiving element. An assembly

is shown wherein the stud bolt passes through an oversized hole in a

second element and a nut serves to secure the two elements together.

The Janata patent relates to screw threaded joints for pipes and

rods. One disclosed structure includes a male member having a

straight thread portion extending to the end of the structure at which

location that portion is tapered. Threads on the opposite side of the

straight portion from the end depart from a regular straight thread

construction.

The Thatcher et al. patent discloses a self-tapping screw which cuts

its own threads in unthreaded holes in sheet metal and like materials.

Each of approximately three threads at the lead end are flattened at

an acute angle to the axis of the screw but each of the threads is of
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the same size tCs the other two. The end thus is of reduced diameter

relative to the main threads but is not itself tapered.

The Examiner rejected all claims as unpatentable over Flogaus,

holding that the term "stud" does not distinguish patent&bly over that

reference for two reasons. First, he concluded, on the basis of a dic-

tionary definition,* that the term "stud" is not limited to a headless

member having threads on both ends and that the screw in Flogaus

"could be used in a manner to be termed a 'stud.' " Additionally, he

took the position that forming the screw in Flogaus as a headless

member and applying a nut thereto would involve merely a standard

mechanical organization. Other limitations in the claims were not

regarded by the Examiner as defining over Flogaus.

The Examiner also rejected claims 1 through 10 on Batchelder in

view of Flogaus or Janata, and claims 7 through 10 on Thatcher et al.

In affirming the Examiner's action, the Board specifically discussed

only the rejections on Flogaus and on Batchelder in view of Flogaus.

With reference to claims 1 through 7, the Board regarded the term

"stud" as broader than "stud bolt" and as applicable to the bolt or

screw of Flogaus. It noted that claims 8 through 10 specify that a

separate nut is threaded on the end of the stud but took the position

that use of a separate end nut, as shown in Batchelder, instead of the

bolt head of Flogaus, amounts only to a matter of unpatentable choice.

In connection with the rejection on Batchelder in view of Flogaus, the

Board held it would be obvious to one skilled in the art to replace the

tapered threads on one end of the stud bolt of Batchelder with the

tapered threads used on the screw of Flogaus, observing that the

threads on the stud receiving element would necessarily be modified to

accommodate the modified threads.

[1] Appellant directs attention to definitions found in several tech-

nical dictionaries and handbooks in sup|>ort of the contention that

the term "stud" has a definite and fixed meaning which he sets out as

a "headless threaded solid cylinder." He also refers to the fact that

the specification uses the word "stud" approximately fifty times with-

out a single reference to a screw, bolt, or other fastener. The defini-

tions indicate clearly that the art recognizes a definition of "stud"

which does not include the headed screw of Flogaus. It seems to us

that the word is used in that restricted sense in the application and

we think it should be so interpreted in the claims.

However, the rejection on Flogaus is not disposed of by acceptance

of appellant's definition of "stud." There still remains the question

whether it would be obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to

eliminate the head of the Flogaus screw and substitute therefor a

threaded end and a nut.

Appellant takes the position that Flogaus does not provide the

results attained by the recited structure, urging that the reference

structure fails to provide "a wedging action which gives rise to a

high quality force fit." According to appellant, the effectiveness of the

Flogaus construction is dependent on the existence of the screw head.

We are unable to agree with appellant that the modification in ques-

tion is unobvious. Although threads are cut in the anchor nut of

Flogaus when the screw is first threaded to its fully seated position,

that reference discloses that the prongs of the nut exert a force which,

> Webster's New International Dictionary, Second Edition, includes, the following deflnl-

tlons of the noun "stud."
2 A projecting knob, rod, pin or t*Je like ; e«p., a kind of a nail with a large head • • •.

11 Mach a. A short rod or pin, fixed In ana projecting from something, and sometimeB
forminf! a Journal : also, a short live spindle or mandrel, as in the change gear for a screw
cutting lathe, b. A stud bolt

together with the engagement provided between the screw and the

surrounding imperfect threads, causes the screw to be gripped firmly

as it is threaded into the anchor nut. It is further disclosed that the

screw "is thus held against dislogment due to vibration, but it may

nevertheless be withdrawn and reapplied to the anchor nut repeatedly

without impairing its effectiveness." Thus, Flogaus does not indicate

that engagement of the screw head with the held member is necessary

for retention of his screw. The description fully supports the con-

clusion reached by the Board that, upon reapplication of the screw

after withdrawal, there will be a wedging action between the mated

tapered thread portions. Under the circumstances, we are convinced

that it would be obvious to a mechanic of ordinary skill to employ a

nut and threaded extension on the Flogaus screw for the purpose of

utilizing the well-known inherent advantage of being able to adjust

the position of the nut independently of the threads that engage the

base member. Such feature would obviously be desirable to permit

obtaining a tight assembly where the thickness of members which it

is desired to secure to tapped base members might be subject to varia-

tion in the thickness or where it might become necessary to replace the

held plate with a replacement of slightly different thickness. Since

we think claims 1 through 7 and 10 would cover the Flogaus structure

modified in that obvious manner, the rejection of those claims on

Flogaus will be sustained.

Another issue arises with respect to claims 8 and 9, however. Both

define the member having the tapped hole as of "solid substantially

non-expandable structure." We are unable to agree with the Board

that the quoted term "has fair response in" the panel and anchor nut

of Flogaus when the nut is in seated position. The prongs of the

anchor nut are designated as "expansible" and the screw is referred

to as an "expander" for that nut. Even though the Flogaus drawing

shows the barbs on the outer side of the prongs embedded deeply in

the surrounding panel portion after the screw is seated, there is no

assurance that the structure even then is "substantially non-expand-

able." Although the tapered positions of the male and female threads

provide a wedging action in Flogaus, it seems to us that Flogaus does

not suggest that use of a non-expandable female member with his

thread configuration will result in the superior holding properties at-

tained by appellant. The rejection of claims 8 and 9 on Flogaus will,

therefore, not be sustained.

We also consider the rejection of claims 8 and 9 on Batchelder in

view of Flogaus or Janata to be in error. Batchelder uses full tapered

threads on the mating surfaces rather than straight threads with the

crests tapered. We find no suggestion in Flogaus of any reason why

the thread structure which he employs with an expandable anchor nut

assembly might be substituted in the Batchelder assembly with its

tapped hole formed in non-expandable material. Further, it is not

seen that Janata, which relates to the solution of a problem associated

with pipe or rod joints and includes a thread portion which is not

straight, would provide any suggestion that Batchelder be modified

to provide the claimed structure.

The rejection of claims 8 and 9 on Thatcher et al. likewise cannot

be sustained. As pointed out by appellant, the self-tapping screw of

that patent includes straight end threads as a major feature. Al-

though the patent shows the end threads, approximately three in num-

berj to be of smaller diameter than the remainder of the screw, those

I
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rtireads are all of the same diameter with the result that the fnisto-

conical contour recited in the claims is lacking. Further, there is no

indication that the hole to which the screw is applied will have the

same configuration as the end of the screw.

^ [2] For the reasons given, the decision of the Board is affirmed as

to claims 1 through 7 and 10, but reversed as to claims 8 and 9.

MODIFIED.

PATENT SUITS
Noticea under 35 U.S.C. 290 ; Patent Act of 1982

2,487,097, T A. TeOrotenhuls, Polymeric composition and

method of' making same, ill«d Apr. 18, 1963. DC, N.D. Ohio

(Cleveland), Doc. C-63/266, Heterochemical Corporation v.

The B. F Goodrich Company. game, Bled same. Doc.

C-63/267 Heterochemical Corporation v. U. iluehlatein d

Co.. Inc.
'

same, filed same. Doc. C-63/268, Heterochemical

Corporation v The Firestone Tire d Rubber Company. Same,

filed same, Doc. C-63/269, Heterochemical Corporation v.

(ioodnch Gulf Chemicals, Inc. Same, filed same. Doc.

C-63 270, Htttrochemical Corporation v. The B F. Goodrich

Chemical Company. Same, filed same. Doc. 63/271, Hetero-

chemical Corpo>ation v. The Goodyear Tire d Rubber Com-

pany. Same, filed same. Doc. C-63/272, //eteroc/iemicoj Cor

poralion v. I'hiUips Chemical Company. Same, filed same.

Doc. C-«3/273, Heterochemical Corporation v. Shell Chemi-

cal, Inc.

2,467,094, D. T. Peden, Abrasive article ; 2.9S2.yS2, R. C.

Stanhope, Abrasive element, filed Apr. 16. 1963, D.C., E.D.

Mich. (Detroit I, Doc. 5. Alicromatic Hone Corporation v.

Midu:e»t \bra»ic€ Company.

2 501 789 Bankauf and Harrington, Hopper car discharge

apparatus,' filed July 20. 1962. D.C.. N.D. Ohio (Toledo). Doc.

C-62/148, Hewitt-Robins Incorporated v. Webster Manufac-

turing, Inc. Consent d.cree ; patent held valid and Infringed

(notice Apr. 22, 1963).

S 540 497 A Stlegler, Continuous extruding and vulcanizing

apparatus,' filed May 10, 1963, D.C., M.D. Fla. (Jacksonville).

Doc. 4(594, Turner Hall Corporation v. Stylor's, Inc. Stipula-

tion and order of dismissal without prejudice Apr. 18. 1963.

2 MS 143 C H. Wells et al.. Truck partition. Suit for

Declaratory Judgment filed Apr. 17, 1963, D.C.. S.D. Calif.

(Los Angeles), Doc. 63/453--CC. Preco Incorporated v. Evans

Products Company.

2 8«7 24a N Sperber et al, Oryl-(2pyrldyl)-amlno alkanes

and their production, filed Apr. 24, 1963. D.C.. B.D.N.Y.

(Brooklyn), Doc. 63-C-448, Schering Corporation v. Henry

Interdonati, Inc.

2 6SS808 J C. Webber, Well swab, filed Mar. 10, 1955.

DC., S.D Tex. (Houston). Doc. 8809. Jack C. Webber et al.

V. The Ouiberson Corporation. Judgment for plaintiffs Apr.

19 1963

8 654.129 Lohr and Carver, Ball control game apparatus.

filed Apr. 23, 1963. DC. 8.D.N.Y.. Doc. 68/1169. Louis Marx

d Co., Inc. V. Hassenjeld Brothers. Inc.

2 670.3«9 W. M. Helna, Eye for mannequins and dolls, filed

Nov 6 1901, DC, S.D. Calif. (Loi Angeles), Doc. 1427/61.

William M. Heina v. Pensick d Gordon et al. Dismissed by

stipulation with prejudice as to all parties Apr. 6, 1963.

2 689 450 K E Stlegele. Expansible bracelet, filed July 24,

1962 Dc' SD.N.Y., Doc. 62/2585, Karl E. Stiegele et al. v.

Jacques Kreisler Manufacturing Corporation. Consent judg

ment ; defendants enjoined Apr. 26, 1963.

2 711316 C H Mosebach, Spring iuspengion and shock

absorbing 'devices for automobiles, filed Sept. 19. 1961. D.C..

ED Pa (Philadelphia), Doc. 30254, Carl H. Mosebach ^r.

City of Philadelphia. Order dismissing case with prejudice

Apr. 3, 1963.

2 720 309 F H. Kimball, Twine package, filed Apr. 22. 1963.

D.C., E.D. Pa (Philadelphia), Doc. 33302, Bhuford MilU, Inc.

V. Walter Guthrie et al.

8 725 S14 L E Lancy, In line treatment of toxic carry-over

of "ork ple^s. filed /pr. 17. 1963. D.C.. E.D. Pa. (PhUadel-

phla). Doc. 33281, Lancy Laboratories, Inc. v. Keystone Lamp

Manufacturing Corporation.

2,790.718, A. L. Nugey, Process of manufacturing fermented

beverages. 'filed Apr. 16, 1963, DC, N.D. Ga. (Atlanta), Doc.

8349, Patents Management Corporation v. Charles Pfizer d

Co., Inc.

2,797.461, B. B. Osher, Clip device; 2,828,790, same. Wing

assembly for wallets, pass cases and the like ; 2.926.714. same.

Wing assembly for wallets, pass cases and the like ;
2.926,741,

same Wing assembly for billfolds, wallets, pass cases and the

like, 'filed Dec. 11, 1961, D.C., S.D.N.Y.. Doc. 61/4390. Ameri-

can KleerVu Plastics, Inc. v. Skyvieio Plastics, Inc. Order

dismissing action for lack of prosecution Apr. 23, 1963.

2.80«,24S, A. F. A. Bartels, Device for skinning flsh fillets,

filed Oct. 5, 1962, DC. Mass. (Boston), Doc. 62/754-J,

Sordischer Maschinenbau Rud. Baader et al.. Inc. v. General

Fish Beatings Machine Co.. Inc. et al.

2,815,846, C. H. Stevenson III, Feeding and orienting device,

filed Nov.' 8. 1958, D.C., N.D. Calif. (San Francisco), Doc

37800, Clarence H. Stevenson III et al. v. Lamson Corpora-

tion et al. Judgment entered ;
patent held infringed ;

injunc

tlon granted Apr. 12, 1963.

2328,194, Hopkins and Easley, Etching, filed Apr. 18, 1963,

D.C.N. J. (Newark), Doc. 298/63, The Dov> Chemical Company

V. Bill Photo Engraving Company.

2,828,790. (See 2.797,461.)

2,868,822, J. B. Smith, Oil and gas treater, filed Apr. 23,

1963, D.C.N.M. (Albuquerque). Doc. 6322, Olman Heath

Company v. James Bernard Smith.

2,888,797, J. A, Van Horn et al.. Electric watch
;
2.9M,664,

Biemiller and Reese, Magnetic circuit for an electric wrist

watch; 2,972.745, same. Electric wrist watch, filed Apr, 17.

1963 DC. Md. (Baltimore), Doc. 14586, Hamilton Watch

Company v. The Read Drug d Chemical Company of Balti-

more City.

2398,149 Reece and Paul. Artificial tree; 8,008,628. same.

Artificial tree package, filed Oct. 13, 1961. DC, N.D. Calif.

(San Francisco), Doc. 40253, Mard Continental. Inc. v. Peer

lite Manufacturing d Supply Co. Diamlaaed without preju-

dice Jan. 25, 1962.

2,M6,714. (See 2,797,461.)

2,»6S.M2. (See 2.467.094.)

2,9M.664. (See 2,888,797.)

2362,848. Seglin and Winnicke, Method for preparing dense

sodium carbonate from crude trona, filed Apr. 18. 1963,

D.C. Del. (Wilmington), Doc. 2656, Btaulfer Chemical Com

pany v. F.M.C. Corporation. Same, filed same. D.C. Wyo.

(Cheyenne). Doc. 4704. F.M.C. Corporation v. Btauffer Chem

ical Company et al. Siune, filed Apr. 19, 1963, DC. Del.

(Wilmington). Doc. 2659. Btauffer Chemical Company et al.

V. FMC Corporation.

2,972,745. (See 2,888.797.)

2,978,156. W. Draheim. Tape recorder, filed Oct. 23. 1961.

D.C. S.D.N.Y., Doc. 61/3768, Dr. Werner Windhaus v. Roger

Douglas Associates, Inc. Order of dUmiaMd for lack of prose-

cution Apr. 23, 1963.

2,981,666, 8. Ludwig. Shaped knitted collars and methods of

manufacture thereof, filed June 15. 1962, DC, E.D. Pa.

(Philadelphia), Doc. 31584. Colnet, Inc. . Clot Trims. Inc.

Stipulation of discontinuance Apr. 28. 1968.
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2.984.036, J. I. Adler. Garland construction, filed Oct. 17,

1963, DC, N.D, ill. (Chicago), Doc. 61cl744, .Adler Enter-

prises, Inc. v. Carson Pirie Scott d Co. Patent held valid

and infringed : defendant enjoined Apr. 17, 1963 Same. Doc.

6101743, Adler Enterprises, Inc. v. Sational Potteries. Decree

as above.

2.985,874, O, 1. Wllllama, Self-contained panel signal and

control, filed Apr. 18, 1963, DC Mass. (Boston), Doc.

63-361-F, Transistor Electronics Corporation v. C d K Com-

ponents. Inc. et al.

2.995.236, J. P. Berger, Lumber elevator, filed Aug. 16,

1962, D.C, S.D. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. 62-1142-K,

Berger's Portable Lumber Elevator v. Mi*e Boyd. Patent

held Infringed; defendant enjoined (notice Apr. 1. 1963.)

2 997 820 H. O. Skoog, Organic bond abrasive wheel, filed

Apr. 23, 1963, D.C. Mass. (Boston). Doc. 63-375-J. American

Emery Wheel Works v. Bay State Abrasive Products Com

pany.

8,063.628. (See 2,893,149.)

8,011.174, T. H. Schatrer. Preset pleating strip and method

of pleating, filed Apr. 17, 1963. DC, S.D.N.Y., Doc. 63/1094,

John Dritz of Sons. Inc. v. E-Z Buckle. Inc.

3,078.365. Atkins and Holmgreen, Continuous combustion

signal lamp, filed Mar. 4. 1963, D.C, N.D. Tex. (San Antonio),

Doc. 3252, Warning Lites Company. Inc. v. 8. //. Leggitt et al.

Consent decree and judgment ; Injunction granted Apr. 24,

1963.

Be. 24.954, H. Church, Apparatus for filtering solids from

gas-solids suspensions, filed Jan. 18, 1963. DC Md. (Balti-

more), Doc. 14355, The Slick Corporation v. United States

Gypsum Company.

Des. 182,759, B. Berger, Bathroom cabinet, filed Dec. 14,

1959, DC, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 59cl991, Sational Steel

Cabinet Co. v. General Bathroom Products Corp. Dismissed

without prejudice Apr 15, 1963. Same, filed Apr. 11, 1963,

same. Doc. 63c606, National Steel Cabinet Co. v. General

Bathroom Products Corp.

Des. 190,789 I. I. Levis, Hand mirror, filed Oct. 4. 1962,

D.C. E.D. Mo. (St. Louis), Doc. 62c348(2), Irene I. Levis v.

Saks Fifth Avenue. Cause dismissed with prejudice (notice

April 1963).
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25,432

UFT TRUCK
Brown E. Bancs, Portlaad, Orec^ itmii to Hjalcr

Company, a corporatioa of Ncrada

Original No. 2,595,120, dated Apr. 29, 1952, Scr. No.
177,942, Aug. 5, 1959. Applkatfon for rikm t Nor.
14, 1961, S«r. No. 152,973

M Clafav. (CL 187^9)

1. In a lift truck, a load hoisting mechanism compris-

ing, in combination, a load lifting frame having station-

ary and movable sections with parallel sides in telescopic

engagement with one another, the stationary frame sec-

tion being anchored to the lift truck and supported in an

upright position, said sections being normally nested to-

gether to determine the minimum height of the frame,

and one of said movable sections of the frame having

a cross-piece secured thereto at the top, an hydraulic

hoist of a normal height less than the minimum height

of the frame and having its lower end anchored to the

lift truck at a position such that it extends upwardly be-

tween said parallel sides of the frame, a guide bar secured

to said cross-piece at the top of the frame and having a

sliding connection to the hoist for guiding the hoist dur-

ing movements to and from engagement with said crow-

piece, a load lifting apron movable aloM the sections of

the lifting frame as they are extended upwardly by the

hoist, the hoist and one of the movable sections of said

frame having sheaves thereon, a chain having one end

anchored to the lift truck and the other end connected

to said apron, said chain normally being taut and extend-

ing in a sinuous path over certain of said sheaves and
under at least one of said sheaves, whereby during move-

ment of the hoist from its retracted position to a position

into contact with said cross-piece the hoist lifts the apron

along the stationary frame section and continued move-
ment of the hoist moves the apron and movable frame

sections.
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25,433
ELECTROMECHANICAL TRANSDUCER SYSTEM

R. Rich, Wcat Hartford, Con., mtkftnw, by
to Acoostica Awotitttitt, lac^

Beverly HiUi, Calif., a corporathwi of New York
Oririnl No. 2,947,989, dated Aag. 2, 19M, Scr. No.
MMTS, Aag. 27, 1954. Applicatioa for rdMc May
28, 1942, Scr. No. 2«4,827

17 OafaM. (CL 31t—20

18. An electromechanical transducer system compris-

ing electromechanical transducer means muidwiched be-

tween two pieces of solid material which have relatively

dissimilar densities and constituting with said pieces a

mechanical vibrator, said system being dimensioned to

vibrate as a half-wave vibrator in the direction of a line

through said pieces and said transducer means, the piece

having the greater density also being of such greater mass
than the piece of lesser density that the ratio of the mass

of the piece of greater density with respect to the mass of

the piece of lesser density is not less than 3, said pieces

being dimensioned along said line so as each to have at

vibration the same^number of approximately quarter-

wave lengths along said line.

25,434
ABRASIYE CUTTING DEYICES

Frank L. CteMtMca, Salt Ldw dty, Utah, sirfganr to

Chriattawn DiaaMMd Prodacti Coaipaay, SaH Lake
aty, Utah, a corporatioa of Utah

Orlgtaai No. 3,849,843, dated Aag. 21, 19i2, Scr. No.
887,M9, Apr. 28, 1959. AppHcatioa for rdnac Oct
8, 19i2, Scr. No. 238,789

29 OaiaH. (CL 51—284)

< J*

'M
". *

'///'////..T^znd^*

27. In an abrasive cutting device: a preformed metallic

supporting disc having recesses in its opposite parallel
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sides at its peripheral portion; diamond abrasive members

of finite form in said recesses bonded to all of the walls

of said recesses and extending radially of said disc (M least

to its periphery: the outer tide surfaces of said members

on opposite sides of said disc being parallel to each other.

25,435

LINT TYPE PARTICLE ADHESIVE REMOVAL
DEVICE

FnacM P. Noma, 184 N. Vkgfl Ave.,

Lof AmIm 4, Calif

.

. ^ ^,
Original No. 3,829,453r&Mi Apr. 17, 1H2, Ser. No.

7M,1M, Oct. 28, 1958. ApfMcaHna for reiawc Apr. 3,

1943, Scr. No. 278,482
1 n^hii (CL15—184)

2. A device for picking up lint, hair, dust and other

small particles from a surface to which they may be

lightly adhered, said device comprising

a first flexible sheet, said sheet having two sides, one

side of which is coated with a tacky composition

and the other side of which is tacky-free, said com-

position being of such character that when the said

coated side is placed in contact with said surface,

the said particles on the latter are transferred to the

said coated side of the sheet; and

a covering sheet, said covering sheet being placed

releasably upon said tacky-coated side of the first

sheet so as to be peelable therefrom, and being

adapted to be so peeled therefrom without destroying

the tacky character of said side of the first flexible

sheet;

said covering sheet being secured to the tacky side of

said first flexible sheet by adhering a narrow strip

adjacent one edge of said covering Aeet to an

exposed edge of said tacky side of said first flexible

sheet, said covering sheet being doubled back over

its said adhered strip and laid upon the remaining

exposed area of said tacky side of said first flexible

sheet, thereby to prevent said covering sheet from

being completely peeled off by peeling in a direction

terminating at said one adhered strip of said cover-

ing sheet.

PLANT PATENTS
GRANTED AUGUST 13, 1963

mutratlMa for plant patenta are nsnally in color and tl««fore it 1. not practicable to reproduce the drawlna.

1,274
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Orvillc O. DwhaM, NOca, Mkh, •'•^t^ *".^J2!*£
'*

Ban, lac Wcat Chicago, DL, a corpoiationjrf miaola

Filed Apr. 2, 1942, Scr. No. 184,(16

IClataa. (CLPIt^78)
A new and distinct variety of chrysanthemum plant

sobatantially as herein disclosed, characterized as to nov-

elty by stror« greenish yeilofw to briMiant greenidi yel-

low color of its blooms, the large very double in-cuived

form thereof, the upright taU wide-spread shape of the

plant, the str<»g stiff stems, and its better foliage and

habit with continuous bloom.
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3 10#«3#1

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PREFABRICAT-
ING PRESTRES8ED MONOPLANAR TRUSSES

William H. Blad^ 468 Dnblin Atc^ Colmnbiu 15, Oiiio

FUcd Sept 12, 1960, Scr. No. 55,446

8 Clafaw. (CL 1—60)

3 100,303

MULTI-PURPOSE BED PAN CUSfflON
Anne M. Coulter, DeoTer, Colo.

Filed Sept 19, 1961, Scr. No. 139,143

3 ClaiBU. (CL 4—113)

5. The method of prefabricating wooden trusses which

comprises first arranging framing members so as to form

upper and lower chords and struts extending between the

chords, rigidly positioning the lower chord members,

uniformly and simultaneously urging the upper chord

members toward the lower chord members to engage and

position the upper chord members relative to each other

and to the lower chord members and to prestress the

chords and struts interconnecting the chords, and joining

the chords and struts at all points of engagement between

the chords and the struts while the truss assembly is pre-

stressed as aforesaid.

3,100,302
GOLF GLOVE

PameO Samoel BilUnss, 74 W. Plymouth St.,

North Long Beach, Calif.

FUcd Dec. 6, 1961, Scr. No. 157,335
6 Claims. (CI. 2—160)

V ^ \ ^,

1. In a glove to be worn on the player's hand for aiding

in the proper gripping of a golf club handle and including

finger portions therein, the combination of a band of

elastic material secured at one end to the finger portion for

the middle finger and at the other end to the finger

portion for the little finger, and being freely disposed sub-

stantially along the base of said finger portions on the

palm side of the glove, with said band so attached at the

ends to lie fiat against the base of said finger portions and

forming a loop at the base of the said finger portions so

that insertion of a club handle under said band and the

assumption of a grip on the club handle will cause twist-

ing of said band to encourage pressure on said handle by

the last three fingers of the player's hand.
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3. A readily apfriicaUe and removabk sanitary water-

proof washable cushion for use in conjunction with a

conventional-type bed pan having the usual type over-

banging tumed^n marginal rim comprising a body sub-

stantially crescent-shaped in pkm embodying opposed

upper and lower walls having inner and outer lengthwise

longitudinally curved marginal edges thereof j<»ned to-

gether and sealed, a complemental cresccnt-riiaped cush-

ion-positioning and retaining flap designed and adapted

to assume a coc^jerating body retaining position and hav-

ing a curvate lengthwise marginal edge overlapping the

curvate cooperating marginal edge of said body and in-

tegrally joined and sealed thereto, said flap also having

an outwardly disposed curvate lengthwise edge which

is free of attachment to said body, said flap being hollow

and of a cross-sectional dimension less than the corre-

sponding cross-sectional dimension of said body and con-

formingly underlying the overlying porticm of die bottom

of said body and defining and providing a limited space

for rec^>tion and retention of the intended lip portion

of said rim, the walls of said body and also of said flap

being made of clavaWe soup resistant material, and rein-

forcing, shaping and shape-sustaining means confined in

the hollow portion of said flap and imparting the desired

crescent-shape to said flap, said means comprising a longi-

tudinally bowed plastic tube which functions to distend

and also urge said flap toward the lower wall of the body

in a manner to assist in retaining same and said flap in

position atop said rim, said tube being of a length com-

mensurate witii the length of the flap, of a curvature cot-

responding to the normal opo^ting and cushion-retaining

curvuture of said flap, said tube being kmgitudiDally

bowed, <rf a cross-section less than the cross-section of

the flap and the inherent resiliency of said tube function-

ing to not only seat but to maintain the tube in its in-

tended seated and flap^aping position.

3 100J04
ADJUSTABLE AND FOLDABLE BED FRAME

John M. Brandlb^ La Canada, Nlctob laqnhita, Montc-

bcUo, and Joseph F. Inco, La Canada, Calif., assignori

to The Inco Company, Los Angeles, Calif., a copartner-

ship
FUcd Feb. 7, 1961, Scr. No. 87,703

1 Chdm. (a. 5—202)
In a bed franw: a pair of side rails, each having a

iKxizontal flange; a pair of spaced transverse rests de-

tachably joining tbc said side rails; each rest comprising

a pair o£ suppcxt members respectively carried by the
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rails, the support memfeers of each rest being separate

from each other; a pivotal connection between each sup-

port member and the horizontal flange of a oorrespond-

ing rail to permit folding angular movement between the

rail and its two associated members; and a leg structure

carried by each support member; said leg stnictiire hav-

ing a socket forming means and a horizontal {vojection

through which the pivotal ctxmection extends, said socket

farming means being integral with tbe projection; said

3 100,306
UQUID APFUCATION TO RUNNING LENGTHS

OF FIBERS IN SUPERIMPOSED BATHS
Charks F. Oldcrshaw, Concord, Calif., assignor to The

Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corpora-

tkm of Delaware
FUcd May 28, 1958, Scr. No. 738,547

6 Oafans. (CL 8—151J)

\ /
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frame; a horizontaUy extending washer pick-i^) disc ro-

tatably mounted on said frame, with a portion of said

washer pick-up disc overlying said transfer disc and the

periphery of said pick-up disc being formed with a plu-

rality of washer-receiving dements; means on said frame
defining a passageway overlying the upper surface of said

transfer disc whereby said washers arc directed into sfiid

washer-receiving elements; a spindle rotaitafaly mounted
on said frame on the axis of rotation of said pick-up disc;

power-operated means on said frame for rotating said

discs and spindle; a plurality of vertically movable trans-

port plungers on said spindle, with each of said i^ungen
being in vertical aUgnment with one of said washer-

receiving dements so as to receive a washer therefrom
adjacent ihe periphery of said pick-up disc; means inter-

posed between said tran^x>rt plungers and said frame to

control the elevation of said plungers said means mov-
ing said plungers upwardly alter they have received a

washer; means on said spindle for aligning said screws

with the u[H>eT end of said tran^K>rt plungers after said

plungers have received a washer whereby a washer re-

ceived by a plunger will thereafter be urged upwardly
upon the shank of a screw by the upward nK>vement of

said plunger; and parts stripping means on said frame
disposed in the patfi of said tranqxHl plungers between
said last-mentioned means and said transfer disc to strip

the assembled washers and screws from said transport

plungers.

3,100,308
COMBINATION FLEXIBLE HOSE CONNECTION

AND BALL PIG LAUNCHER-RECEIVER
Vincent A. De Sena, Fanwood, NJ^ assignor to Eao

Research and Engiiiecring Company, a corporation of
Delaware

FUed July 17, 1962, Ser. No. 210,413
3 Claims. (CI. 15—104.96)

2. A device for launching a ball pig into a pipeline and
receiving a ball pig passed through a pipeline by pro-

pelling fluid, comprising a bell-shaped housing having a
relatively narrow billow cylindrioal neck portion wall at

an end that removably attaches to the open end of a pipe-

line and flared outer wall containing a fluid outlet tube,

and which removaUy attacks at the wider end ot the

housing to a base plate having a central bole inlet for

the propelling fluid, secured to said base plate is a bowl-
shaped part having an inner concave wall side into whidi
the ball pig fits with spaced holes through said wall to

an outer convex side over said central bole so that fluid

passed through said central hole passes in separate streams

through the si>aced holes, a cylindrical sleeve extending

from said bowl-shaped part and having a side vent hole,

said cylindrical sleeve being spaced concentrically from
flared outer wall of the housing and positioned to guide

a ball pig moved by propelling fluid into the open end
of the pipeline when the base plate is attached to the

wider end of the housing.

3,1M,309
TOOTHBRUSH

•9—25
N.Y.

Filed Aug. 27, 1959, Ssr. No. 836,535
5ClafaiH. (Q. 15—167)

f*-^

Atc,

1. A toothbrush particularly adapted for brushing the

teeth in vertical strokes, comprising: a substantially rec-

tangular-shaped t>ase*having a face and a back, said face

carrying tufts arranged in three longitudinal parallel rows

of tufts having their inner ends thereof secured in said

base and extending outwardly from said face; the outer

ends of said tufts in the outer of said parallel rows being

bent upwardly toward the innier parallel row of tufts with

the tips of said parallel outer rows of bent tufts being

spaced apart; the tufts in the inner of said parallel rows
being straight and extending noiiiial to said face; and a

handle extending outwardly from one side of said base

normal to said three parallel rows of tufts and being bent

at an acute angle to the plane of said base in a direction

away from that of said tufts, said tips of said outer rows

of bent tufts providing a massaging action on the gums and

a scraping action on the teeth.

3,10i,310

SIMPLIFIED BRUSH CONSTRUCTION
James K. Polk, LintUcun HdtMs, and CarroD L. Woody,

Baltimore, Md. to PlttslMith Plate Glass

Company, a corporation of PenasylTaBia
FUed Oct 26, 1959, Scr. No. 848,608

« 5 Clafcns. (CL 15—193)

It-

5. A brush oomprising a knot of bristles and a handle,

the butt portion of the knot and the distal end of the handle

being ot substantially the same sectional dimensions, and

the distal end of the handle being axially bored and being

provided with a diametrically transversely disposed slot

wherein the side walls are parallel to each other and are

paralld to the axis of the brush, the butt portions of the

bristles in the knot being embedded in cement, the cement

further adhering directly to the distal end of the handle

and filling and adhering to the sides of the bore and the

slot to provide an integral stem portion having fins pro-

jecting into the slot whereby firmly to anchor the knot

on the handle, the butt portions of the bristles being in

substantial contact with the distal end of the handle.

3,1N,311
CLEANING PAD HOLDER

Domlnkk 1. Tntino, 26 Kaywin Ave., Hawthorne, NJ.
FUed ScpC 25, 1962, Scr. No. 226,073

8 ClalBH. (CL 15—209)
1. A cleaning pad holder comprising a fenerally cylin-

drical body having an axial bore Ifaerein open at its bot-

tom end, a plunger siidable in said ban and having a

lower end projectable from said open end, guide means

cooperating with said body and plunger and restnumng

the latter to rectilinear travel in said bore, said lower cod

having a tramversely extending slot therein, a reslient

hook mounted in said slot and having opposed terminal
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daws projecting laterally from and retrievaUe into said

plunger and slot and extending axiaUy beyond said lower

end. actuating means engsyahle with said hook upon
retractive movement of said plunger into said body for

effecting movement oi said claws towards each other

whereby they may be embedded and retained in a cleaning

pad for securing the latter to the bottom end of said body,

said bore having an annular radially inwardly projecting

to be mounted in a paint pan adjacent to but below the

surface of paint therein, said platform including an np-

standing member on one end having vertically spaced slots

therein, said platform further including an upwardly bent

free end portion providing a depth indicating gauge for

said i^atform, a clip adapted to be removably mounted

astraddle a wall of the pan, and a member on the clip

selectively engageable in the slots for vertically adjustably

supporting the platform in the pan.

rib thereon, said plunger having its lower portion guidably

and sKdaUy received in said rib and having an annular

flange on its upper portion ilidable in said bore and en-

gageable with said rib for limiting downward sliding of

said phmser in said bore, said actuating means com-

prising a cam surface on said rib engaging said terminal

portions and resiliently and radially con^iressing the latter

into said slot vpoa upward movcotent ol said plunger

into said bore.

3,100»312
CLEAT CLEANER

William H. WHliaw. 704 Hobbs Drive,

Silver SprW Md.
Filed Mar. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 182,066

2 Clains. (CL 15—215)

IS

1. A cleat cleaner compriaiog a mat having an upper

and a lower surface, a plurality (rf projections fixed to

said upper surface, each projection having a central

axis, a top in a plane remote from said nut and

a bottom adjacent the upper seurface <^ said mat, said

projections being spaced on said mat in staggered rela-

ticMuhip to eadi other, the central axis of each projection

beiiv perpendicular to said mat and each of said pro-

jections having a plurality of outwardly directed flexible

vane members evenly spaced around said central axis.

3,100,3U
PAINT ROLLER GAUGE

Iota J. ErMi, TJO, Box 72, Apa, Oida.

^FDed Apr. 19, IHl, Ssr. No. 104,118
4 Clalnw. (CL 15—257.06)

3,100314
APPUCATOR FOR PASTY MATEIUAL

Gosta Smith, Halsii«borB, Sweden, assignor to United

Shoe Maddncry Corporation, Boston, Mass., a corpo-

ration of New Jersey

FUed May 8, 1961, Ser. No. 108,599

Claims priority, application Sweden Ang. 9, 1960
4 Claims. (CL 15—511)

1. A spreader for pasty materials including a volatile

solvent comprising a resilient closed cell cellular pad of

rubbery material formed with a centrally disposed sup-

ply passage for pasty material extending completely

through said pad for communication with an c^iening

of a container for said pasty material, said cellular pad

having a distributing end surface formed with incisions

extending into said pad and subdividing said pad into

separate resiliently flexible elements, said elemoits form-

ing a plurality of contiguous rows on the surface of said

pad, the surface areas of the incision-formed walls of

said elements constituting a major portion ot the total

side wall area of said elements and constituting the entire

side wall area of at least one of said elements, said sepa-

rate elements when subjected to wiping pressure bending

to expose said indsion-formed walls of said elements to

provide spreading surfaces and enabling said applicator

surface to adapt itself to a surface to be treated, and

said elements resiliently returning to their initial relation

with the incision-fonned walls of adjacent elements in

dose engagement when said pressure is released.

3,100315
POWDER BRUSH

Joyce N. Laxalt, 650 Cardinal Way, Reno, Ncv.
FUed Mar. 9, 1962, Scr. No. 178,657

3 Clahns. (CL 15—558)

1. A paint roller gauge comprising an elongated hori-

zontal roUer-receiving and supporting platform adapted

1. A powder allying means comprising an dongated

hollow cylindrical container, a tubular means, a trans-

verse iriate in said tubular means dividing it into for-

wardly and learwardly opening sections, the rearwardly

opening section formed so as to telescopically and rotat-

ably receive a first end of said container, said first end

being open, applicator means positioned within the for-

f<
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ward section, means for selectively positioning said tubular

means relative to said container in a plurality of rotated

positions, an annular series of openings through said trans*

verse plate, an internally threaded rearwardly opening

socket projecting rearwardly from said transverse i^ate

centrally thereof, said means for selectively positioning

the tubular means relative to the container consists of a

plurahty of circumfcrcntially spaced outwardly opening

recesses formed in said first end of the container and a

plurality of mating inwardly extending projections formed

in the rear section of the tubular means, an annular

groove formed about said first end of the container and

a mating annular rib formed in the rear section of the

tubular means so as to retain said tubular means on said

cylindrical container and guide said tubular ooeans during

the rotation thereof, a removable closure sealing the

second end of said container, a removable cap enclosing

said applicator means when not in use, a removable

powder containing cartridge located within said container,

a bottom wall secured to and sealing the rear end of said

cartridge, a top wall secured to the forward end of said

cartridge, an annular series of holes through said top wall,

said holes being located so as to correspond to the loca-

tion of the openings in the transverse plate of the tubular

means, said openings simultaneously being rotatable into

and out of alignment with said holes upon a rotation of

the tubular means, an elongated threaded rod extending

longitudinally through said cartridge, the rear end of said

rod being rotatably mounted in said bottom wall, the

forward end of said rod being threaded within the rear-

wardly opening socket for rotation with said tubular

means, the top wall at the forward end of the cartridge

being provided with a centrally located aperture there-

through of a size so as to receive the projecting socket

for engagement with the forward end of the rod, and a

circular plate threaded on said rod within said cartridge

for longitudinal movement upon a rotation of said rod

so as to effect a forward movement of the powder within

the cartridge while simultaneously bringing the openings

and holes in alignment so as to enable the passage of the

powder therethrough and into the applicator means.

in said slot in response to adjustment of said eccentric

cam.

3,100,316
ADJUSTABLE DOOR HANGER

Rudolph R«i Boin, Glendora, Calif.

(339 S. Irwindalc Avc^ Azua, Calif.)

FUcd Feb. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 88,379
6 Claima. (CL 16—105)

1. An adjustable door hanger comprising a bracket

adapted to be affixed to a sliding door, an arm, a friction

pivot connecting an intermediate point of said arm to the

bracket, said pivot embodying a dot therein whereby the

arm is adapted to move longitudinally during pivotal

movement thereof with respect to said bracket, a roller

carried by one end of said arm and adapted to be mounted
to support the door for sliding movement, and eccentric

cam means adjustably carried by the bracket and engaged
with the other end of the arm to move the latter around
its pivot to, thereby, adjust the spaced relationship of the

door and the roller by movement of laid friction pivot

3,100,317

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MOLDING
HOLLOW PLASTIC ARTICLES

Dan E. Perry, BartlcsvUlc, Okla., aasigaor to PhllUpa

Petrolenm Company, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Jan. 22, 1962, Scr. No. 167,684

6 Claims. (Q. 18—5)

1 . A method for forming hollow plastic articles having

a multiplicity of openings therein which comprises down-

wardly extruding a tubular body into the confines of an

open m(rid, raising and horizontally extending within said

tubular body first and second core members so as to ex-

tend said tubular body at its lower end, closing the mold

around said extended tubular body and core members,

thereby closing both upper and lower ends of the tubular

body and forming its lower end around said core mem-
bers, blowing the tubular body to the shape of the mold,

cooling the blown article, opening the mold and removing

the cooled formed article from same.

4. Apparatus for forming hollow plastic articles hav-

ing a plurality of openings in same comprising, in com-

bination, parison extrusion means, an article moid formed
of two separable halves, means for moving said two arti-

cle m<rid halves together into a closed position in face-to-

face engagement, opening fonning means having a plu-

rality of core members, gear means to move said core

members so as to raise and lower same, means to actu-

ate said gear means, means to move said core members
horizontally so as to position same in said mold at a point

where said openings are to be formed, and blowing means
to introduce blowing pressure into the parison.

3,1N,318
MOLD IDENTIFICATION PLUG

Harold W. Knox, Akron, Ohio, aasigDor to The
Tire Jk Robber Compony, Akroo, Ohio, a
off Ohio

FiM Apr. 7, 1959, Scr. No. 8t4,636
1 Claim. (CL 18-^44)

In a molding device, tlie combinati<Hi of a mold hav-

ing a surface forming a cavity for shaf>ing a moldable

article and an iodicia'bearing ^ug for providing a mark-
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ing on said article, said mold having a rikallow recess in a

wall of said mcrid cavity surface providing a chamber in

said surface to receive said plug, said {dug being of such

size and configuration as to mate with the walls of said

recess with a lig^t press fit, depending, substantial, rigid,

spaced apart pcMtioos ol said plug bottoming in said

recess, an outer w<all portion of said plug having an

indicia-bearing surface complementary to said mold sur-

face connecting said depending portions and thereby

fonning a bellow space in oommimjcation with said

chamber, said outer wall portion being between said

depending portions relatively thin and of a material eas-

ily penetrable by a prying instnmient but substantially

undeformable by nwlding forces, whereby said prying in-

strument may be forced through said outer wall into said

hollow space and pivoted to remove said plug from said

obamb^.

3,100,319
CEILING STRUCTURE AND TILE THEREFOR

Loricn A. Carison, Cloqact, Mlmi., assignor to Wood
Coovcnlon Company, St. Panl, Minn., a corporation of

Ddawars
Filed May 16, 1960, Scr. No. 29,535

10 Claims, (a. 20-^)

wall, is slightly greater than said given slope, the top face

of the stop member associated with said lintel member

and the outer side faces of the stop members associated

with said jamb members lying in planes normal to said

1. A rectangular ceiling tile to be hung on horizontal

runners in an assembly of a plurality of such tiles, said

tile having a kerf lying in a first plane in a first edge and

having a kerf in each of the two adjacent edges and in

a common second plane, said planes being parallel to

that face of the tile to be exposed when mounted in

a ceiling, each of said kerfs in said second plane having

at least a p(xtion thereof located between the kerf in said

first plane and said exposable ceiling face of the tile.

face plane, a saw-cut extending partly into said bottom face

between said lower front edge and said lower rear edgfi

and extending along the length of said stool, and weather-

strip received in said saw-cut and protruding below said

bottom face.

3,100,321

PROCESS AND DEVICE FOR PRODUCING
FOUNDRYXORES

Jean-Jacques Gerardln, Clos-Jean, Pont-a-Mousson,

France, assignor to Compagnie de Pont-a-Mousson,

Nancy, Meurtbe-et-Moselle, France, a corporation of

Fiance
FUed Nov. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 153,588

Claims priority, application France Dec. 3, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 22—10)

3 100320
INTERIOR TRIM FOR WINDOWS

Albert W. Frederick, % The Lnmberman's Door A Trim

Co., P.O. Box 107, Bedford, Ohio
Filed Mar. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 96,916

2 Clafanf. (CI. 20—11)
1 . One-piece window interior trim for a window frame

having a sill extending outwardly downwardly at a given

slope with respect to a horizontal plane normal to the

face plane of the wall through which said window opens,

said one-piece interior trim comprising facing trim mem-
bers including two jamb members joined at their tt^s

by a lintel member and at their bottoms by an apron,

the reverse sides of said facing trim members lying in

a plane which in the mounted condition is the face plane

of the mounting wall, each of said facing trim members

having its own stop member, each of said stop members

extending along the reverse side of its associated facing

trim member adjacent the inner edge thereof, the stop

member associated with said apron comprising a stool hav-

ing a bottom face which lies in a plane which inclines

downwardly from the lower front edge to the lower rear

edge of said stool at a slope which, with respect to a hori-

zontal plane normal to the face plane of the mounting

1. Process of producing a foundry core which has at

least one reinforcement comprising the steps of placing

the reinforcement in the core-box on top of support

means combined with the core-box but movable relative

to the latter, filling the core-box witii the sand intended

to constitute the core, moving said support means rela-

tive to the core-box and from under the reinforcement

without removing tiie reinforcement from the core-box

and thereafter compressing said sand in the core-box.

3,100,322

MACHINE FOR AND METHOD OF
CASTING INGOT

Koichi Watanabe, OUtsn-machi, Ihara-gnn, Shizooka-

ken, and Kosuke Asano and Shoichiro Hara, Nligate-

shi, Japan, ass^ors to Nippon li^t Metal Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan, a company of JaiMui

FUed Sept. 4, 1958, Ser. No. 758,939

Claims priority, appUcatlon Japan Oct 7, 1957

4CUims. (CI. 22—«2)
1. The method of casting ingots comprising the steps

of continuoxisly moving ingot molds along a horizontal
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path of movement, continuously passing the bottom and
side portions of the molds into, through and out of a
coolant bath without deviating from their horizontal

path of movement, filling the continuously moving molds
while continuously traveling in the coolant bath, con-

tinuously flowing the coolant past and in uniform con-

tact with the bottom and sides of the molds entering

and leaving the bath to cool the same, traveling the mold
with the poured ingot therein to an inverted position to

dump the molds, and returning the molds in their un-

deviating horizontal path into the bath.

3,1M323
CABLE COUPLER

Charles J. Baker, Dallas, Oreg., assigiior to The Skookmn
Company, Inc^ Portlaiid, Orcg^ a corponitioB of
Oregon

Filed Apr. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 103,834
SCialma. (Q. 24—123)

1. A coupler for joining femiled cable ends which
comprises an elongated body having a central longitudinal

chamber therein and opposite longitudinal end openings

communicating therewith, the central chamber being di-

mensioned to receive two femiled cable ends arranged

end to end, the end openings being dimensioned to receive

the cables but not the ferruled ends thereof, the ends of

the chamber forming abutments for the cable ferrules,

the body having a pair of diametrically opposed transverse

slots therein forming a central transverse opening through
the body communicating with the chamber and a pair

of transverse end openings one communicating with each
of the longitudinal end openings, the central transverse

opening being dimensioned to pass the cable ferrules there-

through and to terminate at its longitudinal ends inward

of the abutment ends of the chamber, the transverse end
openings being dimensioned to pass the cables there-

through but not the femiled ends thereof and to terminate

inward of the abutment ends of the chamber, whereby the

outer end portions of the chamber form sockets which
confine the corresponding end portions of the cable fer-

rules substantially throughout their circumferential dimen-
sions.

3,1M324
CLOTHESPIN WTTH IMPROVED SELF-

STORING MEANS
Dominick J. TotlM and Anita L. Tntino, both of

2€ Kaywln Ave., Hawthorne, NJ.
FOed Dec. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 159,120

12 Clafans. (CL 24—137)
1 . A clothespin comprising a vertically elongated body

consisting of a one-piece unitary element having a solid

central part togetho* with a lower resilieitt bifurcated

clothesline gripping portion and an upper slotted selfstor-

ing portion, said lower portion comprising a pair of legs de-

fining at their inner sides a downwardly divergent and

smooth-surfaced opening slot therebetween, said legs being

sufficiently spaced and having sufficient inherent resiliency

for wedgingly and yieldingly clamping a clothesline there-

between, a reriliency regulating member embracing the up-

per portion of said leg and limiting outward flexing of the

leg upper portions, means retaining said member in mova-'

bly adjusted positions upon said leg upper portion for vary-

ing the limits ot outward Ikxing of said leg upper portions

and thereby varying the resilient gripping action of said

legs, said upptT portion comprising a pair of jaws defining

an opening at their inward extremiCieB for looady receiv-

ing and retaining a second clothesline therein, said jaws

having smooth-surfaced inner sides which extend from
said opening to the outside of said body and are out-

wardly divergent to provide a guide passage for move-
ment of a clothesline into and out of said opening.

3,1M,32S
ONE-SIDED SEPARABLE FASTENER

Louis H. Morfa, Bran, N.Y.
(125 Bcechwood Avcn New RochcOc, N.Y.)

FUcd Apr. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 1*4,739
12 Clafans. (CL 24—205.1)

V ,**

1. A one-sided separable fastener comprising a pair

of stringer tapes, each stringer having bead means pro-

jecting on one surface thereof, looops fixed to said for-

faoe of the stringers, the sco<^ of one stringer having
a projecting coupling end portion including a hook-shaped
coupling member, sco<^m of a companion stringer having

at its coupling end portion a socket generally conforming
to the contour of and adapted to receive the hook-
riiaped coupling member of scoops on said first named
stringer, the bead means of said stringers being disposed

inwardly of adjacent edges of oauficd stringers to form
on the tapes ot the stringers proiecting shelves, over which
the coupling end portions of fbc scoops of both stringers

overlie when said stringers are coupled together, and the

coupling end pcMtions of the scoops of both stringers

also overlie part of the bead means on opposed stringers.

3,1M,326
POSITIVE RELEASE FILM CUP

Afthnr W. BKfc, S7t9 Xognph Ave, St. Lonls, Mo.
FUcd Ai«. 3«, I960, Scr. No. 52^62

ICIafan. (CL24—252)
A positive release film clip comprising a subetantially

flat thin generally rectangular base member having si(k

flanges intermediate the ends of said base member ex-

tending upwardly from opposite side edges thereof and

defining a channel therebetween, each of said flanges
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comprising a main section integral with said base mem-
ber and a forwardly extending {H-ojecting finger having

a lower surface tapered downwardly in the direction of

said main section, said lower surfaces extending verti-

cally parallel to and in spaced relation above said op-

posite side edges respectively, an elongated generally rec-

tangular clip member, said clip member having flanges

extending downwardly from opposite side edges thereof

and disposed in juxtaposition to said side flanges on said,

base member, a pivot pin extending through aligned aper-

tures in all said flanges to pivotally mount said clip mem-
ber in the clumnel between said side flanges on said base

member, said clip member having a rcarwardly extend-

ing finger engaging portion and a forwardly extending

portion terminating in a downwardly extending film en-

gaging jaw, a downwardly extending film piercing prong

integrally fixed on said jaw, said base member having

an aperture for receiving said prong when said clip mem-
ber is in film clamping position, said base member and

said clip member having lengths substantially exceeding

their widths, spring means disposed between said clip

member and said base member for ur^ng said jaw toward

said base member, said lower surface of each of ^d
fingers being aligned with the lower surface of the other

of said fingers to provide aligned tapered throats ex-

tending under said dip member oh opposite sides of said

base member whereby upon operation of said clip mem-
ber to move said jaw away from said base member, said

lower surfaces will engage film within said throats and

strip the same from said prong, the forward end of said

base member extending forwardly past said film engaging

jaw and being curved away fron\ said clip member im-

mediately in advance of the forward end of said throats

to provide a guide into said throats.

of shoulders defining an annular groove, said housing also

having an open bottom including a first bottom part open

in a directi<Mi radially toward the band and between the

end ot the housing adjacent to the screw head and the

place of socurcment of the housing to the band and a

second bottom part open in a direction radially toward

the band between the walled end thereof and the place of

securemeiH of the housing to the band, said screw being

insertable in the housing after mounting of said hous-

ing to said band by insertion of the tip end of the screw

through the open end of the housing and axial move-

ment of the screw witfiin the housing to cause the tip

of the screw to distend said distendable end wall of the

housing within elastic limits and thereby increase the

width of the opening in said distendable end wall an

amount sufficient to permit the tip of the screw to pass

throu^ said distendable end wall of the housing and

thereafter allow said distcndaWe end wall to contact to

substantially its initial position and lie within said an-

nular groove defined by said pair of shoulders formed

in the tip of the screw to prevent retraction of the screw

from the housing, said walled end being the only sup-

port tor the screw in the housing, said screw head being

outward of said housing adjacent the open end of the

bousing, said walled end and the should^ of said groove,

located in the housing, cooperating with the screw head

and open end of said housing to limit axial thrust of said

screw in said housing during rotation of said screw there-

by to distribute said thrust to said housing, and said hous-

ing being sized to receive said slotted end of the band

and to permit said slotted end to project through said

bousing in overlapped relation with said other end of

said band and with threads on said ^ank projecting into

said, slots.

3,100,328

BULKED NON-WOVENS
WUUam T. Allman, Jr., Charics W. Joseph, and Ralph G.

Higgfais, Jr., Rock Hill, S.C., assignors to Cclanese

Corporation of America, New Yoit, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
Ffled Dec. 4, 1958, Ser. No. 778,248

lOChdms. (a. 28—76)

3,1M327
ADJUSTABLE CLAMP

Morris Specter, HgUaBd Paifc, ID., MrigMir to SterUng

AntomotiTC Mannfactnring Con Elk Grove Village,

IlL, a corporation of mhois
FOed Sent 12, 1960, Scr. No. 55,382

2ClainM. (CL 24—274)

1. An adjustable hose damp comprising a band hav-

ing a plurality of longjtudini^y spaced slots adjacent

to one end thereof, an integral housing mounted on the

band adjacent to tlie other end thereof having a body

substantially longitudinally aligned with the longitudinal

axis of the end of the band to which the housing is mount-

ed, said housing having also an entirdy open end and

an opposite distendable end wall extending transversely to

the longitudinal axis ot the body and having a screw tip

receiving opening therein, and a screw in the housing

having a bead, a threaded shank in the housing and a

screw tip opposite said head mounted for rotation in the

walled end of the housing, said screw tip having a pair

6. The process which comprises moving substantially

continuous cellulose acetate filaments while they are in

adhesive condition to cause them to become substantially

randomly directed and bonded to one another at spaced

points so as to form a non-woven sheet-like article, and

contacting said article with steam at a temperature rang-

ing frcMn about 95 to 180" C. tor at least about one

minute.

3,100,329
SOLID CAPACITORS

Edward J. Sherman, Somcrrillc, NJ., assignor to Radio

Corporation of America, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 24, 1960, Scr. No. 17,321

4 Claims. (CL 29—25J1)
1. The method of forming a solid electroyltic capadtor

comprising the following steps: pressing a powdered

anodizable metal into a porous pellet; vacuum sintering

said pellet; electrolytically treating said pellet in a con-

centrated aqueous solution ot a compound capable of

pyrolytic conversion into a semiconductive metal oxide so

as to simultaneously anodize said pellet and impregnate

the pellet pores with said compound; heating said wafer
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so as to convert said compound, which has been thus being in at least a partially dried and hardened sUte and

electrolytically introduced, in said pellet pores into a

semiconductive metal oxide; repeating at least once the

fy/ju fmaerer *0»»u*m£ mrnu, rat ruatnr nuimi/H,Mirt

mtma fturr

adhered to the wires, which method comprises stretching

the wires to reduce the diameter therectf along their

length to thereby release the bodies therefrom, discon-

necting at least certain of adjacent bodies from each

other and sliding the bodies past the ends of the wires

to remove the bodies therefrom, separating the disoon-

mciM/tt Jwrtf mt frfssfi' ^ru^

eifCTreirncjiuT rttAT vaer nmunnaMtiman or irtuummn
nf n,4—nr iMuimwMr Mrmtnr, mat* a C4fiisn ormime

ntlir 'arts n iMttMUM m** *r Hunttt nutr 4»*»r

I

itfrtsrg Mivrtm^ 4Mfi rrjrmj ntuiut crtfvtJrrwt rut *

i 4M>fi* fmerm fMirrr MtM^iMiNJS unrr/in jffiimtm _]

\pt> ^ecL^r 0y Me4rtMig /V 4/if if M*mn^£J ST /t0'C.

I

re^t-Vr COMPuCT'Vf CO^rf^0 ff^git ^fllMT

steps of anodizing said pellet and pyrolytically convert-

ing the in^regnated compound within said pores into

said senMconductive metal oxide; and dqxMiting a con-

ductive coating iq>on said pellet

CAPACITOR SEALING METHOD
UvingstoD L. Rkc« WilUamatown, and Walter J. Rohanc,

Adams, Mass^ assignon to Spngnc Electric Compuiy,

North Adams, Mass^ a corporation of MaM^uetts
OrMnal appUcatloD Ian. 12, 1959, Scr. No. 7M,277.

Divided and this applkation Nov. 21, 19M, Scr. No.

7938S
2 Claims. (0.29^—155.55)

nected bodies, inserting terminal wires into the holes of

each body formed by the wires from which the bodies

have been removed, the terminal wires having substan-

tially the same diameter as the first mentioned wires

before reduction in diameter, and firing the bodies to

shrink and bond the same onto the terminal wires, said

method steps being carried out in the sequence set forth

herein.

3,1M^2
METHOD OF MAKING A HEAT EXCHANGER

CROSS TIED PIN ASSEMBLY
John R. Gkr, Jr., Hlnss HUl Road, Hndson, Ohio

FUcd Feb. 23, 19M, Ssr. No. If,442
4Cla^ (CL 29^157.3)

1. The method of scaling an electrical compooMit

casing, said method comprising compressing a portion of

a close-fitting tinned tabulation of an end seal onto a

tinned lead-wire extending from an cijcased electrical

component throu^ the tubulation, heating said tubula-

tion and said lead-wire at the compressed portion to melt

the tinned coats, displacing said tinned coats by further

compression of said portion of the tubulation to produce

a base-metal-to-base-metal contact between the tubula-

tion and the lead-wire by squeezing the tinned coats out

of the base-metal-to-base-metal contact.

3,100,331

METHOD OF MAKING ARTICLES COMPOSED
OF RESISTANCE MATERIAL

John C. Zcnobia, Jr., Bcncvillc, NJ., assignor to Special-

ties Development Corpontion, Bclkvilk, NJ., a cor-

poration of New Jersey
Filed Feb. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 5,750

4 Claims. (O. 29—155.71)

1. The method of making electrical resistors having a

resistance value responsive to a condition from a string

of bead-Uke bodies partially connected to each other and

formed of a heat shrinkable and bondable composition

including resistance material, the bodies being extruded

onto spaced apart parallel ductile metallic wires and

1. The method of making pin fin mats including the

steps of forming an assemblage of pins by welding a irfu-

rality of relatively rigid pins in parallel closely spaced side

by side relation to each other in a row to a first cross tie

member at one face of the row near one edge of the row
and extending lengthwise of the row and outwardly from

the plane of said one face, the qxadng of the pins and

cross section of the cross tie member being preselected

so that the cross tie member is highly resistant to flexure

about axes parallel to the axes of the pins when it is

welded to the pins, supporting a second cross tie member
into position for resistance welding to the pins of the

assemblage, di^xMing the assemblage with iU other face

toward the second cross tie member, with the first cross

tie member extending generally parallel to the second

cross tie member, and with its pins free near their free

ends and in position for welding to the second cross tie

member, effecting relative passage of the assemblage and

cross tie members concurrently endwise of the row of

inns through a resistance welding station and, at said sU-

tion, applying welding current to the pins and the second

cross tie member and pressing the pins progressively, suc-

cessively along the row as they pass said sUtion, toward

and embedding them near their free ends into the second

cross tie members, causing accompanying torsional flex-

ure of the first cross tie member, at that portion at and

adjacent the welding sUtioo, about its longitudinal axis

relative to that portion which has not yet reached the

welding sUtion until the surface of the assemblage facing

toward the second cross tie member is generally parallel

to the [riane of the surface defined by the pins which have

already been welded to both of the cross tie members.
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3 100333
METHOD OF MAKING COMPOUND GEAR

C Friend, Baltimore, Md., asrignor to TW
Corporation, a conorathm off Delaware

Filed Apr. 22, 1959, S«r. No. 808,229
ICbhn. (CL 29—159J)

lever means to cause pivoting movement of said lever

means to advance the latter through said slot for engage-

ment by said recess with a traveller, said plate mem-
bers serving to guide said traveller during movement

through said slot

3,100335
TIRE VALVE REMOVING TOOL

Stanley T. Lea, Milan, Minn.
Filed Mar. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 96,861

3 Clafaiw. (CL 29^2213)

The method of fabricating a compound gear assembly

which consists in performing the following operations:

forming a first gear body with substantially axial teeth

and an axial diametrically reduced projection at one

end theretrf;

forming a second gear body with a smooth axial bore,

the diameter of n^iich is substantially equal to the

diameter of said projection and the axial dimension

of which is substantially greater than the axial dimen-

sion of said projection;

forming an annular recess at the base of said projection

where the teeth of said first gear terminate, leaving

an annular guide portion at the outer end of said

projection;

and joining said gear bodies one to the other by insert-

ing the axial projection of said first gear into the bore

of the second gear and applying sufficient axially-

directed pressure to cause the teeth of said first gear

to cut a splineway in the metal surrounding the bore

of said second gear and at the same time displace

metal which in part passes into the said recess and

in part substantially merges with the teeth which

have been driven into the second gear, said pressure

being- maintained until the outer end surface of said

projection moves into substantially flush relation to

the outer surface of said spur gear.

3,100334
DEVICE FOR SEPARATING AND APPLYING
STACKED TRAVELLERS IN SPINNING AND
TWISTING MACHINES

Panl Ramseicr, Pfaflkon, Znrich, Switzerland, aasignor

to Bnckcr A.G., Pfafikon, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 8, 1961, Scr. No. 87^25
Claims priority, application Germany Feb. 13, 1960

7 Clafans. (CI. 29—207)

1 . In a device for individually separating stadied trav-

ellers and for applying the separated travellers onto a

traveller ring of spinning machines and the like; the com-

bination of a housing, a pair of plate members carried

by said housing and having free end portions normaUy

spaced from one another to define a slot adapted to

clampingly engage at least one traveller, lever means

mounted for pivotaWe movement within said slot, said

lever means being provided with a recess defined by wall

portions contoured to grip a traveller from between said

I^ate members and adapted to apply such traveller (»to

a traveller ring, actuating means cooperable with said

T9S O.O.—IB

1. A valve-core-removing tool having in oombinatiwi

an dongate flexible shaft,

a flexible tubular casing ooaxially surrounding said

shaft and being operatively interrelated therewith to

permit relative rotative and longitudinal movement of

said shaft with respect to said casing,

a slide handle member aflSxcd to the outer end of said

shaft and mounted on the outn* portion of said casing

iix longitudinal and rotative movement relative

thereto,

a forked valve-corc-engaging member aflSxed to the

working aid of said shaft fa- snug engagement voth

Che upstanding lug provided by a conventional tire-

valvc-COTC whereby said casing and shaft may be

appropriately curved to effect substantial axial dis-

position of said forked engaging niembq with said

valve ocxe,

a rigid sleeve meniber afifixed to the outer end of said

flexible conduit and being of a size for loosely slid-

ing over the valve stem of a tire, said flexible shaft

being extensible through said sleeve,

said sleeve membe*- having an internal diameter and

having a length substantially greater than the cross-

sectional area and length of said valve-oore-gripping

member to thereby permit retractable and extensible

movement of said valvc-oore-engaging member into

and out of said sleeve member w^reby said sleeve

member provides a means for finger-wise aligning

the working end of the tool vrith the stem of a tire

valve.

3,100,336

DENT REPAIR METHOD FOR AUTOMOBILE
BODIES

John D. Fannin, Mare Creek, Ky.
(P.O. Box 185, North Mandicstcr, Ind.)

Contfamation of apiMkation Ser. No. 661,100, May 23,

1957. Ihta application Mar. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 12,648

3 Clafans. (CL 29—401)
1. The method <rf repairing damaged areas in auto-

mobile body panels which oompriaes forming a series

<rf openings in Che panel within the confines <rf the dam-

aged area there<^, utJJi'Jng said openings to permit access
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to t^ inner surface of the panel within the confines of m6tal member to a tempenrture above the melting point
the damaged area thereof and progressively inwardly of aluminum, contacting the surface of said hard metal

refraccory member while at said preheating temperature
with a molten flux consisting essentially ot the flu<Mrides

of sodium, aluminum and lithium and sodium chloride,

contacting said refractory hard metal member with

"X____4/-^^—-,___'* J^ " molten aluminimi, and then cooling said refractory hard
metal member and molten ahuninum, th««by forming
a joint.

lifting out the damaged areas of the panel inwardly from
the marginal edges thereof.

3,100^37
SPUCING ALUMINUM FOIL

James A. Dunbar, Lower Barrcll, and Selmcr G. Von
Stockcr, Ptttsbor^ Pa^ aasifDors to Ahuninum Com-
puiy of AflMrica, Uttslmigh, Pa^ a contontioB of
Pennsylvania

Filed Inly 12, 19M, Scr. No. 42,42«
7 aaims. (a. 29—470^)

3,1M,339
METHOD OF MAKING COMPOSITE BODIES

Ralph J. Boodlcy, Scotia, N.Y^ assignor to General
Electric Company, a corporatioa of New York

FUed June 11, 1958, Scr. No. 741,713
6 Claims. (CL 29^-473.1)

1. A method of ultrasonic weld-splicing ends of webs
of aluminum foil in pack relationship consisting of first

and second superposed webs, to obtain both webs in con-
tinuous and co-extensive lengths, comprising lapping two
ends of the first web to be spliced, subjecting at least a
portion of the resulting lapped zone to ultrasonic weld-
ing energy to effect a welded ^ice, placing a strip-like

stop-off material over said spliced first web, lapping the
ends of the second web to be sliced in such a manner
as to interpose said stop-off material between said first

spliced web and at least a portion of the lapped ends of
said second web, and subjecting at least a portion of the
resulting lapped zone of said second web over said stop-
off material to ultrasonic welding energy to effect a
welded splice, said stop-off material permitting welding
of said second web splice without effecting a weld be-
tween the two said spliced webs.

3.1M,338
METHOD OF JOINING

Jack L. Henry, Loa Ahoc, CaUf., wifni to Kabcr
Ataminom St Chemical Corporatioa, Oakland, CaUf.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed Apr. 21, 1958, Scr. No. 729,621

28 ClaiiiM. (CL 29—473.1)

!
1

1. The method of forming a hermetic bond capable of
withstanding hi^ temperatures between a quartz mem-
ber and a metal member «^ch comprises applying a thin
layer of a powdered metal hydride and a low-melting-
point ductile solder to the surface of the quartz member
to be b<mded. the metal of the hydride being selected
from the group consisting of zirconium, titanium and
mixtures thereof, the low melting point ductile solder

being selected from the group consisting of indium, thal-

lium, tin, cadmium, zinc and gallium and the metal mem-
ber being selected from the group consisting of silver,

gold and copper, the combinations of thallium with gold
and copper and cadmium with copper being excluded,
heating the coated member in a nonreactive atmosphere to

(Associate the hydride and aUoy the liberated metal of
the hydride and the solder and bond the coating to the
quartz member, placing the quartz member with the
coated area in juxtaposition to the metal member, heating
the members to alloy the structural member with low-
melting-point ductile solder. limiting the thickness of the
ductible solder sufSoiently to provide only a small amount
of free ductile solder relative to the structural member
available for alloying therewith to insure the formation
during the second heating step of only an alpha-phase
alloy to provide a bond capable of withstanding tempera-
tures substantially higher than the melting point of the
ductile solder.

'^^fv

1. A method of obtaining a joint between a refrac-
tory hard metal member and an aluminum member
comprising the steps of cleaning the portion of the
surface of said hard metal refractory member where
the' joint is to be made, preheating said refractory hard

3,1N,348
BRAKE SHOE AND METHOD OP MAKING SAME
Rndolph A. GocplHck, Soirth Bead, Ind^ Ifni to The

Bcndlx CorporatioB, a corponlkn of Delaware
AppUcatfton Jafy 18, 1958, Scr. No. 748,565, bow Patcat
No. 2,964,142, dated Dae 13, 1968, which b a coatiw-
atioa of Scr. No. 197,933, Not. 28, 1958. Divided aad
this applicatloa Feb. 15, 1968, Scr. No. 8,599

8 ClalaM. (a. 29-^28)
I. The method of manufacturing a brake shoe which

comprises: providing a web having an arcuate outer edge
from which a plurality of projections extend; providing
a flat rim having a plurality of depressions so located as
to align themselves with the web projectioos after the
rim has been formed to an arcuate shape, each of said de-
pressions having a slot therein, the sides <^ which are sub-
stantially perpendicular to the flat surfaces of the rim;
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mounting the web on a first roller; feeding the rim be-

tween the first roller and a second roller to bring the first

web projection into engagement with the first rim slot,

with the depressed edges of the sides of the rim slot in

engagement with the first roller; and rolling the rim and

3,188,342
HAIRCLIPPER

Rdncr Konig, SoUngcB, Rhiaelaad, Germany,
toGcrhaid Schmidt, SoUafca, Rhineland, C

Filed Oct 13, 1968, Scr. No. 62,469

11 CfaiiBis. (CL 38—288)

web between the first and second rollers to simultaneously

form the rim to arcuate shape and press the body of the

rim against the first rc^er, thereby substantially realigning

the depressed portions with the surfaces of the rim and

forcing them into tight engagement with the sides of the

web projecticMi.

3,188341
AUTOMATIC PUNCH CAN OPENER

Robert J. Scfanaslcr, 42 Amherst Ave., Colooia, NJ.

Filad May 1, 1962, Scr. No. 191,479

2 Clafans. (CL 3^-A)

1. In a hair clipper, in combination, lower comb means

and uK«r cutter means adapted to slidably reciprocate

with respect to said lower comb means, both of said

means having front edge portions formed with teeth, the

teeth of said cutter means being adapted to reciprocate

with respect to the teeth of said comb means for cutting

hair located in the gaps between the teeth thereof, said

lower comb means having at its front edge portion a

plurality of projections respectively extending downwardly

from free end portions of said teeth at said front edge

portion of said lower means, at least the free ends of said

projections being located beneath said comb means.

3,188,343

FRUTT CUPPERS
John H. Weasel, 3679 Fairview DHve, Vista, Calif.

Filed S^t. 25, 1961, Scr. No. 148,485

10 ClafaiM. (CL 3*—231)

1. In an automatic punch can opener of the character

described, a source of rotary power, means for reducing

the speed of said rotary power said means terminating in a

double ended rotary shaft, a cam attached to one end of

said rotary shaft, a drive rod connected at one end through

intermediate linkage to said cam for vertical reciprocating

movement and connected at the other end to a punch hold-

er carrying punches, said punch holder held from horizon-

tal movement by a guide slot, a second cam attached to

the opposite end of said rotary shaft, a feed carriage at-

tached to and operated by linkage means, said linkage

means being in engagement with said second named cam

to convert the rotary movement to a horizontal movement

oi the arm of said feed carriage toward said punches and

feed gripping means mounted on said feed carriage, the

cam surface on said seccmd named cam «^uch causes the

horizontal movement of said feed carriage toward said

punches being axially aligned with the cam surface on said

first named cam which causes the upward movement of

said punches whereby a can placed m front of said feed

gripping means is moved to a position under said punches

when said punches are at the top of their vertical move-

ment.

1. A hand held device for clipping fruit comprising a

pair of pivotal members and a pair of cutting blades

extending therefrom at an angle to said members, one

of said members having a portion for engagement by the

pahn of the hand, the other oi said members having a

descending portion and means connected to said descend-

ing portion for engagement by the fourth and fifth fingers,

the thumb and the index finger thus being free to grasp

the fruit while clipping the stem thereof.

3,1M344
CONTOUR DUPUCATING APPARATUS

Martin Sharp, 7906 Chaadkr Road, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Feb. 8, 1968, Scr. No. 7^78
18ClafaM. (CL32—67)

1. Contour duplicating apparatus comprising a stand,

a carriage mounted aa said stand and translationally shift-

able relative to the latter, a pantograi^ having arms piv-

otally mounted to said carriage for translation therewith

and rotation relative thereto, a catting tool, a sensing ele-

ment, first means carried by said pantograph arms ro-

talably securing thereto said cutting tool and said sensing

elemem in spaced relationship, and second means so inter-
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coupling the cutting tool and sensing element that rota-

tional motions of the sensing element relative to said

pantograph produce corresponding rotational motions of

the cutting tool.

3,100,345
DEVICES FOR ADJUSTING AND MEASURING

LENGTHS AND ANGLES
Hont Borkhardt, Attemiarkt, near TrwiMtftn, Upper

Bavaria, Germany, aarignor to Fa. Wcnczlcr A Heiden-
hain, Trannrent, near Traonstein, Upper Bavaria, Ger-
many, a corporation of Germany

Filed Nov. 12, 1958, Scr. No. 773,365
18 Claims. (CI. 33—1)

1. A device for the adjustment and measuring of

lengths, comprising two scale bodies, each of said bodies

having a scale consisting of a plurality of scale indica-

tions at substantially constant intervals from each other,

each of said scale indications of one of said scale bodies

co-operating with one of said scale indications of the

other oi said scale bodies, said scale indictions of one

of said scale bodies having a periodically repeating error

curve and the other of said scale bodies having a plu-

rality of scale indications identical in number with that

of each period of said one of said scale bodies, and means
determining the average value of the squares of the devia-

tions of the individual opposite pairs of correspcmding

scale indications from the error-free positions.

3,100346
SCRIBE

Robert K. Cannon, 2115 Sycamore St SW.*
Hnntsville, Ala.

FIlMl Mar. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 797^15
1 Claim, (a. 33—21)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
A scribe comprising in combination:

(a) a straight circular column;

(b) a base perpendicularly secured to one end of said

column;
(c) a cylindrical support mounted on said column and

being axially and rotatably adjustable with respect

to said column;
(d) a cylindrical mount havong the same outer diameter

as said support and having one end rotatably ad-

justable upon and coaxially secured to one end of

said support the longitudinal axis of said support be-

ing normal to the longitudinal axis of said column;

(e) a circular rod carried by said mount and extend-

ing therethrough and having a lon|gitudinal axis

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of said mount;

(/) said rod being rot&taUy and axially adjustable

with respect to said mount;

(g) a cylindrical head rigidly secured over one end of

said rod;

(A) a style slidably engaged with said head so that

the longitudinal axis of said style and said rod main-

tain a parallel relationship with respect to each other

when said rod is rotated about its longitudinal axis;

(i) said support having a cylindrical opening extending

therethrough for engagement with sasd column;
(/') a set screw extending from the other end of said

support to said column to provide adjustable lodg-

ing engagement with said column;

(k) said mount having a pair of openings parallel to the

longitudinal axis of said mount and radially displaced

tlierefrom;

(/) a circular T-slot radially disposed about said one-

rad of said support;

(m) a pair of T-bolts mounted within said pair of

openings and adapted for engagement with said cir-

cular T-slot of said support for securing said support

to said mount;
(n) a bolt and spring extending from the other end of

said mount to said rod to provide adjustable locking

enga^meat with said rod;

(o) said head having its outer face inclined at an

acute angle with respect to the longitudinal axis of

said rod;

(p) said outer face having a recess extending along its

major diameter; and

(q) a slide secured to said style and disposed for slid-

able engagement within said recess.

3,100,347
MEANS FOR INDICATING OR RECORDING THE
UQUID LEVEL IN NARROW, LONG MEASUR-
ING VESSELS

Ulfkh FritEC, LcTcrknaen, G«inany, aMignor to Farbcn-

fabriken Bayer AkticngcaeUMhaft, Levcrfcaaen, Ger-

many, a corporation of Geranny
FUed Dec. 23, 1959, Scr. No. 861,593

Claims priority, applkatioa Gerauuy Dec 27, 1958
1 Claim. (CL 3^—126.6)

A li(}uid ?evel indicator for measuring vessels com-

prising an electric conductor element insertaUe into such
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measuring vessel above the liquid level, an electric servo- mfas^NT DEVICE
motor to lower said element to contact the upper surface

„, ^ _, „ ^H£L i i^^S-K ni i^Ltomir to tiie

of «ch liquid, a ..lay. ^ ele^c circuit indudir^ a '^^J^^J^^^'^^^uT^ t^
source <rf current and said element, the liquid and said

J^J- „} 2ie Navy
relay, a time switch in said circuit adapted to interrupt ^^^ p^j,^ JS, 1961, Ser. No. 9^287

9 Claims. (CL 33—178)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

said circuit periodically, said relay having a shunt cir-

cuit about said element and liquid to maintain normally

energized the servo-nvotor circuit control of said relay,

aod means operaUe by said servo«iotor to indicate the

positioQ of said conductor elem^it.

3 100,348
COMPENSATED MICROMETER HEAD
Henry O. E|^ Riverside Drive, Sidney, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 21,218

9 Claims. (CI. 33—164)

9. An indicating device for use in determining whether

or not the diameter of a bore in an object is within the

maximum and minimum permissible values which com-

prises; an elongated rod member having an enlarged por-

tion of known diameter and length inserted in the bore

and having an end pbrtion extending beyond one end of

the bore, said end portion having a groove formed therein

at a known distance from the center of said enlarged

portion, movement indicating means having a knife edge

adapted to seat within said groove at a selected point and

means to retain said knife edge within said groove, where-

by, upon rocking movement of said enlarged portion

within the bore, the amount of linear movement of said

selected point is indicated by the indicating means thereby

indicating whether or not the diameter of the bore is

within the permissible maximum and minimum values.

3,100,350

MAGNETIC DIRECTION AND INCLINATION
INDICATING DEVICE

Clifford K. Brown, Rte. 6, Box 241, Dnlotfa 4, Minn.

FUed Jnly 18, 1960, Scr. No. 43,482

18 Claims. (CL 33—205.5)

1. In a micrometer, a head mechanism comprising a

body member and a spindle having a threaded connection

therewith and having rotative and reciprocal movement

with respect thereto, an anvil actuated by said spindle and

positioned by nwvement of said spindle, a scale carrying

element carried by said body member and being mounted

for relative rotative movement with respect to said spindle

and said body member, said scale being calibrated to in-

dicate traverse of said anvil, a drum cam having a cam

surface and being integrally secured to said spindle and

movable rototively and reciprocally therewith, said cam

surface comprising a ocKitinuous thread, a cam follower

means disposed and arranged to engage said cam sur-

face and ccmnected with said scale carrying element for

effecting movement of said element corresponding to rise

and fall of said cam surface as said spindle is rotated,

said cam surface having varying rise and fall to com-

pensate for inaccuracies <rf the thread connection inter-

mediate said spindle and said body member whereby to

oompensatingly positioo said scale carrying element so

as to minimize error.

1. A magnetic indicating device comprising a spherical

shell of tran^arent material having a smooth interior, a

magnet fixedly disposed within said shell, gravity re-

sponsive means also within said shell and freely mov-

able relative to said magnet, and means for buoyingjy

supporting said shell in a liquid medium so that said shell
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can orient itself in accordance with the field forces to

which said magnet is subjected.

3,100,351

KEYBOARD TRAINLNG DEVICE
Voldcmars Pricdnicks and Kurt Werner, Detroit, Mkh^

assignors to Burroughs Corporation, Detroit, Mlch^ a

corporation ot Micliigan

FUed Mar. 7, 1960, Scr. No. 13,320

6 CUims. (CL 35—6)

'^-^<ti^

4. An operator training device comprising a training

film with a plurality of frames, each frame including an

image and a plural code representation equivalent to said

image, means for step-wise moving each frame into a

sensing position for a predetermined time period, com-

parator means for receiving a first and a second signal

pattern, said comparator means including a first and a

second bank of relay means whose contacts provide a

completed electrical path or an open circuited electrical

path depending upon the results of such comparison,

a timing control circuit having means for initially

clearing said comparator means and for sensing dur-

ing the terminal portion of each said period the

equality or inequality of respective signal patterns

applied to said comparator means by virtue of said com-
pleted or said open circuited electrical path, circuit means
responsive to said plural coded values on each said

frame to provide a first a signal pattern, keyboard means
for providing a second signal pattern, said keyboard

entered pattern being provided by an operator who in-

dexes plural keys corresponding to said first signal pat-

tern within each said predetermined time period, both

said first and said second signal patterns providing re-

spective energizations to said first and second banks of

relay means, and a first indicator means enabled at the

terminal portion of each said respective time period to

permit a determination to be made regarding the equality

or inequality of said keyboard entered pattern.

incorrect sequential switch means to connect the groups

of terminals successively to the wrong answer indicator,

card operated switch means in the housing associated

with each group of tenninals, the switch operating por-

tions of the teaching card being correlated with the prob-

lems on the card to operate selectively the switch means
to connect each of the terminals associated with the

displayed problems to a preselected one of the correct

and incorrect sequential switch means, means to apply a

potential between the probe and the correct and incorrect

answer circuits, means to connect the probe conductively

3,100352
EDUCATIONAL DEVICE

IVfattlil^ G. J. BotaMvata, North Stonfaigtoii, Coon.,
anignor to Astra CorporatioB, New London, Conn., a
corporation of Conncctioit

Filed Sept. 27, 1960, Scr. No. 58,721
8 Clafans. (CL 35—9)

1. An educational device comprising a plurality of

groups of electric circuit terminals in a bousing, a mov-
able probe adapted to be conductively connected to se-

lected ones of said terminals to complete electrical cir-

cuits therethrough, a teaching card formed with switch

operating portions, the card being removably positioned

in the housing with one side substantially exposed to

view and displaying a plurality of discrete problems each

of which is associated with one of the groups of terminals,

correct answer circuits including operating means and

correct sequential switch means to connect the groups of

terminals successively to the operating means, incorrect

answer circuits including a wrong answer indicator and

to a selected one of the terminals in answer to the asso-

ciated problem to close and energize one of the correct

and incorrect answer circuits, the selected terminal being

in the particular group of terminals then connected by

the correct and incorrect sequential switch means to the

operating means and the wrong answer indicator, respec-

tively, and the operating means being responsive to ener-

gization by the probe to advance the correct and incorrect

sequential switch means to connect the group of tenninals

associated with the next problem to the operating means

and the wrong answer indicator.

3,1M,353
GLOBE SUPPORT AND MEASURING DEVICE

Wellman ChambcrUn, Watoford, Va^ aarignor to

National Geographic Sockty, Washhigton, D.C., a cor-

poration of the District of Cotaunbia

Filed Mar. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 96,442

5ClafaBM. (CL35—46)

1. An educational globe assembly comprising, a glo4)e

having a map of the earth on its surface, a support for

said globe having a projection adapted to engage and

freely rotaUbly support said globe in removable relation,

and a measuring device formed as a spherical segment
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not greater than a hemi^pbere oi transparent sheet ma-

terial having a radius of curvature for its inner surface

substantially the same as the radius of curvatore of said

globe whereby said device may be removably positi<»ed

over a desii«d area of the globe's surface with a selected

portion of the earth's map visible therethrough, said

device having a stating aperture for aligning the device

in predetermined relation to the sdected portion of the

map on the globe's surface, said aperture being adapted

to receive said projection whereby said device may be

stor«d in nested relation between said support and said

g}obe.

3,1M,354
RESILIENT SHOE SOLE

Herman Lombwd, 1272 BcDmorc Rond, and Jn^ln H.

Strmwgate, 2552 Townc Howe Circle, both of North

BcUmorc N.Y.
FUcd Dec. 13, 1962, Scr. No. 244,426

4 Claintf. (CL 36—25)

(d) means for discharging earth material collected in

said bowl.

3,100,356
STRIP STORAGE ENVELOPE

Glen W. Offcnsend and Walter D. Vogt, Rocbcrter,

N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Ro<^-
cflter, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

FUcd Mar. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 94,926

4 Clafans. (CI. 4»—17)

1. A shoe sole having a heel section and a toe section,

and comprising opposed side rims connected by a central

floor section, the upper surfaces of said side rims and

floor section being at substantially the same level, the

floor section being about one third the thickness of said

side rims and having its underside elevated relative to

the underside of said side rims so as to form with said

side rims an elongated longitudinal bottom channel along

the bottom surface of said sole which is defined at the

sides by said side rims, said channel extending without

interruption from at least the heel section up to and

completely through the toe aectioiL

3,100355
EARTH SCRAPING AND MOVING MACHINE

Jamca H. Hope, Oaklaiid, CaUffn amlgmtr of forty percent

to Theodore S. KIncy, Seattle, Wash.
Filed Mar. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 182,390

24 Clafans. (CL 37—126)

1. A device for slidably receiving and storing a jrfural-

ity of discrete strips, each having an opening which is

spaced from the edges of the strip adjacent to one end

thereof, comprising:

(a) a member having a plurality of channels for re-

ceiving said plurality of sbips respectively therein,

said member being formed of three laminated plies;

(1) the inner one of which is provided with said

plurality of channels which are open on at least

one end to receive said strips, and

(2) the outer plies substantially enclosing said

diannels to protect the strips when positioned

for storage in the channels, and

(6) a plurality of detents formed in at least one of the

outer i^ies to extend into the jJurality of channclr

req)ectively, said detents being disposed adjacent to

the end of said channels which is remote from said

one open end and having an elevation sufficient to

extend through the openings in said strips, when posi-

tioned for storage in said channels, to therrty pre-

vent acddental sliding displacemmt of the strips

from such position.

3,100357
FOLDABLE BUTT FOR PORTABLE SMALL ARMS
Paul Tcllic, Safait-Etlcnnc, France, anigiior to Mannfac-

tnic Natlonalc d'Armes dc Safait-Eticnnc, Saint-EtlcnMC

France, a corporation of France
FUcd May 12, 1961, Scr. No. 109,532

Cfadms priority, application France Jnly 20, 1960

3 Cfadms. (CI. 42—72)

2. An earth scraping and moving machine, comprising:

(a) a bowl structure having forward supporting frame

means adapted to be hitched to a prime mover

and having rear supporting frame means including

wheels, said forward frame means including first oon-

tixA means for raising and lowering the front of said

bowl and said rear frame means including second

control means for raising and lowering the rear of

said bowl;

ib) a pair of scraper blade means located at the bot-

tom of said bowl for directing earth material into

said bowl, said pair of scraper blade means being

spaced from each other and positioned transversely

of the direction of movement of said bowl;

(c) ejector means located between and hingedly secured

in close proximity to the forwardmost of said pair of

scraper blade means; and

1. In combinadon with the body of a portable small-

arm, a receiver having in opposite sides of the rear end
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thereof an elongated V-shaped longitudinal groove and a
fnisto-conical recess respectively, an elongated butt in-

cFuding at the front end thereof a head for engaging snugly

said V-shaped groove, a nu< for engaging snugly said

frusto-conical recess and a screw threadedly engaging said

nut, said screw including a bead for engaging the surface

of said butt remote from said V-shaped groove to hold

selectively the bead o( said butt in said V-aiu^wd groove
with the butt directed away from and substantially parallel

to the small-arm body and in a released condition in

which said butt is collapsible over the small-arm body.

3,100^58
RIFLED GUN BARREL

Thomas R. Robinson, Jr^ New Haven, Conn., assignor to
The Mariln Fireaims Company, New Haven, Conn., a
corporation of Conncctiait

Continuation of appUcation Ser. No. 354,712, May 13,

1953. This application Nov. 27, 1959, Scr. No. 856,331
2 Claims. (CI. 42—78)

1. A gun barrel provided with a {riurality of helically

di^KMed rifling grooves in the bore thereof wkh lands

between the grooves, there being at least 5 of such grooves

for every Ko inch of bore diameter, and the driving side

of each of said lands being disposed substantially tangen-

tially to a circle having a center at the bore axis and a

radius equal to the radius of gyration of a cylindrical sec-

tion of the bore.

3,100359
EXPANDABLE MULTIPLE HOOK ASSEMBLY

FOR FISHING LURES
George Laba, 1370 Kfa« St W., Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Filed Feb. 5, 1960, Scr. No. 7,030
1 Claim. (CI. 43—35)

r-^

A fishing lure assembly having a generally fish shaped
support body and comprising in combination: a cylindri-

cal piston of length substantially greater than the width

thereof; a plurality of hook members having bights and
elongate inherently springable shank portions; the ends

of said shank portions being rigidly secured to said piston

to dispose said shank portions in outwardly flared rela-

tion thereto; a tube located within said support body hav-

ing an open end substantially co-terminus with the trail-

ing end of said body to retain said piston in slidable rela-

tion therewithin and said shank portions in biased mutual
proximity; a bait gripping spur disposed inwardly from
each said bight for co-operative bait gripping action with
corre^Kmding spurs on adjacent bights when said shanks

are retracted within said tube; and an inwardly turned

flange portion on the open end of said tube to arrest the

movement of said piston and said shank portions and re-

tain said piston and the ends of said shank portions with-

in said tube; said piston and said shank portions being

reciprocably movaUe outwardly relative to said tube and
support body by the pull of a strilung fish and said hooks
being expandable outwardly when said shank portions are

extended through the flanged end of said tube and said

spurs releasing the bait when said hooks are so expanded
outwardly.

3,100,360
FRECOILED ARTIFICIAL LURE

Michael M. Cremc, 1219 Big Falls Ave., Akron, Ohio
FDcd Aoff. 2, 1962, Scr. No. 214,399

4 Claims. (CI. 43-^2.02)

1 . An artificial lure of the character described, compris-
ing;

(A) a solid, flexible, elongate body of rubbery mate-
rial,

(1) having a modicum of rigidity and normally
assimiing the position of an earthworm that is

positioned in coiled position on a flat surftice;

(2) having an innermost coiled end and an out-

ermost coiled end that overlaps said innermost
end to define a complete ooil;

(3) one said coiled end portion being adi4>ted to

be secured to a fishing line;

(4) said lure rotating, in spiral-like fashion,

around an axis that is gener^y coextensive with

the axis of the couiecting end <^ said fishing

line during movement of said lure and said line

through the water, and with the coiled configur-

ation of said lure being extended along said

axis during movement of said lure and said line

through the water.

3,100,361
ANIMAL TRAP

Earl S. Wanleas and Garnet C. WanicsB, both of
247 5th AvCm Vlroqna, Wis.

Filed Oct 30, 1961, Scr. Nb. 148,447
2 CUtaM. (CL 43—81)

1 . An animal trap comprising an dongated base, a pair

of jaws, means pivotally mounting said jawi about an
axis spaced from the ends of the base, located crosswise

of the base and disposed thereabove, spring means en-

gaging said jaws and urging the jaws to swing downwardly
and outwardly away from one another and against the

u{^)er side of the base, a pan having end portions dis-

posed above and adjacent the ends of the baae and an

upstanding intermediate portion, means engaged by said

intermediate portion for supporting and pivotally mount-
ing the pan about an axis disposed subatantiaUy above
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and substantially ptuallel to the means pivotally mounting positioned in any orientation in the crotch of adjacent

said jaws, a trigger member having one end pivotally fingers of a hand without spreading said fingers to an un-

connected to one of said jaws, said pan having a detent

carried by and spaced from the intermediate p6rtion of

the pan and engaging the other free end of said trigger

for heading the trap set with the jaws in substantially

upright positions with said trigger engaging across a part

of the other jaw, and said jaws having portions strad<Uing

and bearing against the means supporting the pan, in a

set position of the tn^ to prevent swaying of the jaws.

3,100362
POWDER DISmUBUTORS

Chester W. RoMnctte, 9t Lmds Cmmty, Mo., assfgnor to

Gets EztcrminatorB, Inc., St LovIb, Mc, a corporation

of MtaKwri
Filed Inly 7, 1961, Scr. No. 122,530

SCIafans. (a. 43—146)

comfortable degree and a head carried by the upper end

of said stem.

/ 3 100,364
CONVERTIBLE PULL*AND ROCKING TOY BASE

Alex May, 176—10 69tfa Ave, Fhishing, N.Y.
FUed Mar. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 98,462

1 Claim. (CI. 46—103)

1. A distributor of the character described comprising

top and bottom members each having an intumed sleeve

section thereon, a collapsible wall member telescoped

with the sleeve sections and connected thereto, a discharge

spout extending radially outward from the bottom mem-
ber with its inner end projecting substantially diametri-

cally across the latter and having a discharge opening

therein, a hook-shaped handle connected with the bottom

member and extending laterally therefrom, said handle in-

cluding an inner portion overlapping the inner end of the

discharge spout and secured to the bottom member, and an

outer portion turned upward along the outer surface of

the distributor and outwardly spaced therefrom and form-

ing an outwardly projecting hook for suqxnding the

distributiM'.

/ 3,1M,363
CAKE OF MATERIAL AND HANDLE

Robert B. Stavcr, 583 SahmtlciTa, Stanford, Calif.

FDcd Apr. 6, 1959, Scr. No. 804,283
16ClaiM. (a. 45—28)

1. In combination, a body of erodable material of a

size to be grasped in a hand and manipulated thereby,

said body having an upper surface portion; and holding

means having a horizontally extending base portion and

attached to said upper surface portion, a slender substan-

tially symmetrical stem extending upwardly from said

base portion, said stem being sufficiently slender to be

798 O.O.—16

In combination, a r(dlaMe and rockable chassis, a toy

figure, means f<M- releasably fastening the toy figure on

the chassis, .said chassis comprising a rectangular skeleton

frame, axles supported on the sides of the frame adjacent

the ends of the frame, the ends of the axles protruding

outwardly of the frame, wheels on the protruding ends of

the axles adapted to engage a supporting surface for roll-

ing the frame over the surface, the sides of the frame being

curved and extending beyond the peripheries of the wheels

thereby constituting rockers for engaging a supporting

surface for rocking the frame upon inversion of the frame,

a pair of bars crisscrossed between the sides and ends of

the frame and fastened at their ends to the ends of the

frame for (M^icing the frame, said bars being countersunk

at their point of crossing, and an elongated fiat tape at-

tached at one end to one end of the frame for rolling

the chassis over a supporting surface, the means for fas-

tening the toy figure on the chassis including short tapes

secured to the toy figure midway the ends thereof, the

remainder of the tapes being unattached, the unattached

portions encircling the axles, a female snap button on

one end of each tape and a male snap button on the other

end of each tape for fastening the ends of the tapes to

each other.

3,100,365
MOVABLE FIGURE TOY

Jakob Stalder, Bergstrasse 110, Geroldswfl, Switzerland

FUed Aug. 8, 1961, Scr. No. 130,132

8 Claims. (0.46—140)

7. A toy comprising a housing, a fulcrum pin jour-

naled in a wall of the bousing, a figure body secured to
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the fulcrum pin exteriorly of the housing, a fulcrum

member joumaled in the housing, a drive connection

between the fulcrum menlber and fulcrimi pin, a swing
body of elongated form attached at one end to the ful-

crum member and adapted when the housing is tilted to

swing around the fulcrum member and by such move-
ments constitute the sole power source for operating the

figure body.

SCREW CAP ASSEMBLING HEAD
James Henry Gordon, West Orange, NJ^ asdgnor to

American Can Company, New York, N.Y^ a corpon-
tkm of New Jersey

FUed June 16, 1961, Scr. No. 117,729
SClaioH. (CL53—317)

'O

1 . A device for applying and tightening screw caps on
containers, said device comprising rotatable cap gripping

means, driving means for rotating said gripping means,
clutch means interposed between said gripping means and

said driving means for disconnecting said driving and

gripping means, said clutch means including a drive clutch

having a trip pin extending axially from a drive element

thereof, a control clutch driven by said drive clutch and

having a second pin extending axially from a control

element thereof and disposed in the path of said trip pin,

said control clutch being adapted to slip when said cap

gripping means is subjected to a predetemvined torque

whereupon said control element is stopped and said sec-

ond pin thereon stops said trip pin and its drive element

to disconnect said driving means from said gripping

means, and means for resetting said control element

whereby said pins are again separated and said driving

and gripping means are reconnected so that said drive

means, operating through said clutch means, again ro-

tates said cap gripping means.

3,100,367
HAY CONDITIONER

Lawrence M. Halla, New Holland, and Leonard M.
Bumm, Blue Ball, Pa., aflrisnon to Spcrry Rand Corpo-
ration, New Holland, Pa., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Aug. 30, 1960, Scr. No. 52,969
5 Claims. (CI. 56—1)

1. A hay conditioner comprising a mobile frame
adapted to be towed over the ground in a forward di-

rectkn, a pair of laterally ^>aced roll supports mounted
on said frame, a transvenely diapoaed crop treating roil

joumaUed in aaid roH supports and extending therebe-

tween, a crop deflecting ^eld mounted oo said frame
rearwardly of said roll and having a forward edge spaced

from and extending parallel to said tcA\, a blade support-

ing vacmtXT extending transversely between aaid roU sup-

ports and having its ends joumalled thereon, a scraping

Made disposed in the space between said roH and the for-

ward edge of aaid shield and extending parallel to said

roll and the forward edge oi said shield, means resiliently

mounting said Made on said blade supporting member,
a handle on said Uade supporting member whereby said

member may be pivoted from a first position whetein aaid

blade is in scraping engagement with said roM to a sec-

ond position wherein said blade is clear ci said roU and
in engagement with tibe forward edge of said shield, and
latch means carried by said handle and engageaUe with

one of said roll supports to lock said menvber selectively

in aaid first or second position.

3,100,3m
APPARATUS FOR RECOVERING COTTON

FROM THE GROUND
Robert D. Logan, Rte. I, Box 49, Blythc, CaUf.

Filed May 3, 1961, Scr. No. 107,573
27 Cfayms. (CL 56—12)

-4

U4

1. Apparatus for gathering cotton bolls from the

ground comprising a main franoe adapted to be moved
over the ground parallel to rows of cotton plants, power-

driven means carried thereon for picking up cotton bolls

from the ground including air flow producing means for

sweeping the ground substantiidly dear of loose cotton

from at least two adjacent rows thereof and for elevating

the same off the ground, said power-driven means includ-

ing separator means for separating cotton from leaves,

stems, and debris, and means for tranrferring substan-

tially clean cotton b<^ into a storage bin therefor, and

means for discharging separated stems and debris to a

place other than said cotton storage bin.
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3,100,369
FORAGE HARVESTER

EdwaH C. Procter, New Holland, Pa., assignor to Spcrry

Rand Corporation, New Holland, Pa., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed May 24, 1961, Scr. No. 112,256

7 Claims. (CI. 56—16)

in front oi said opening and cooperative to feed material

rearwardly and over said shear bar, a cutter mounted on

said frame adjacent the ground and spcKcd fcwrwardly of

said infeed rolls, a support traversing said space and in-

clined downwardly and forwardly frwn said infeed roHs

to said cutter and over which crop material may slide

rearwardly, rotatable auger means mounted over a rear-

ward portion of said sappori in front of said infeed rolls

and rearwardly of said cutter for consolidating aiul rear-

wardly discharging material directly to the infeed r(rfls,

and a r«el mooted on said frame directly over said

cutter and operable to sweep cut nuiterial directly to said

rotatable auger means and over a forward portion of

said support, said support rearward portion being arcuate

and generally concentric to said auger means, and said

forward portion of said support being arcuate and gen-

erally concentric to said reel.

1. A row crop harvester comprising, in combination,

a frame adapted to travel forwardly, a pair of dividers

mounted on said frame in laterally spaced relation and

defining an inlet passage for standing crop material such

as com, endless gathering means on said dividers, crop

severing means supported on said frame and extending

across a lower portion of said inlet passage, an infeed

roll on said frame extending across said inlet passage

and having a transverse axis spaced vertically and rear-

wardly from said severing means, said gathering means

being operative to engage and convey cr<v material rear-

wardly and beneath said infeed roll, means rotating said

infeed roll to feed said crop material downwardly and

into said harvester, a U-shaped guide mounted on said

frame above said infeed roll, said guide having a trans-

verse bight extending in a horizontal plane and located

rearwanUy of a portion at least of said infeed nil and a

pair erf legs extending forwardly from said bight portion,

one leg over each divider, said inlet passage directly in

front of said infeed roll being unobstructed except for

said gathering means and the portion of the inlet passage

directly in front of said bi^t portion erf said U-shaped

guide and in said horizontal plane being wholly unob-

structed to facilitate movement of crop material to and

beneath said infeed roll.

3,100370
FORAGE HARVESTER

Allison W. Blanshinc, LItitz, Pa., assignor to Spcrry Rand
Corporation, New Hoifauid, Pa., corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed July 25, 1961, Scr. No. 126,722

3 ClainM. (CL 56—21)

3,100,371

DISPENSER FOR LAWN TREATING MATERIALS
Paul C. Redmon, OUahoma City, Olda., assignor of two-

thirds to Novel Ideas Incorporated, a corporatioB of

Oklahoma
FUed Feb. 12, 1962, Scr. No. 172,396

2 Claims. (CL 56—^25.4)

1. In combination with a conventional lawn mower

having a cutting blade and supporting wheels, the inven-

tion comprising,

(1) a body member mounted on said mower over said

cutting blade,

(2) a hopper member mounted on said body member,

(3) said body member having a passageway extend-

ing therethrough in communication at one end with

said hopper member,

(4) a shaft extending throu^ at least one wall of said

body member and rotatable therein,

(5) a disc-like feeder member located within said body

and mounted on said shaft,

(6) said feeder member having at least one notch

formed in the periphery thereof,

(7) a baffle plate extending across said passageway and

surrounding a portion of said feeder member thereby

preventing the upward movement of materials there-

by while permitting rotation of said feeder member,

(8) a flexible coupling member mounted on one end

portion of said shaft,

(9) a drive shaft member connected to said flexible

coupling member,

(10) a wheel mounted on the other end of said drive

shaft member, and

(11) resilient means adapted to maintain said wheel in

frictional engagement with one of said mower sup-

porting wheels.

1. A low-line forage harvester comprising, in combi-

nation, a frame adapted to travel forwardly, a bousing

mounted on said frame and having a forwardly direc^

feed opening, a shear bar mounted across a lower portion

of said opening, a chopper roUtaUe in said housing and

having a jrfurality of knives successively cooperative with

said rfiear bar to sever nsalerial fed through said opening,

a pair of infeed nrils mounted one above the other directly

3,100372
REEL TYPE LAWN MOWER WITH CATCHER

John W. Barth, Cndahy, Wis., assignn i to Jaco^ Manii.

f«ct«fc« Co., Riidne, Wis., a coqwration of WIscMMta

OriglMl application Jnnc 12, 1961, Scr. No. 116,450.

DiTided and tlais appUcatkia May 16, 1962. Ser. No.

1W328 ^^^
6 daims. (CL 56—199)

1 . In a reel type lawn mower including a rotatable reel

and a bed plate disposed in cutting relation with said red.
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said bed plate being provided with a first top surface dis-

posed at one angle to said mower, with respect to the

horizontal, at only one end of said bed plate and with a

second top surface disposed at a second angle to said

mower at only the other end of said bed plate and with

said second angle being with respect to the horizontal

and different from said one angle.

3,100,373

CONTROL DEVICE FOR ADJUSTING A
HARVESTER PLATFORM

Allisoo W. Blanshine, Lititz, Pa^ assignor to Spciry Rand
Corporation, New Holland, Pa., a corporatioo of Dela-

ware
FU«d May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 109,899

5 Claims. (CL 56—214)

i^j-u^I-^-"^

3,10«374
TRAVELER RING ASSEMBLIES

Arthur E. Bacfau, 1023 Thomdak Arc., CUcago, m.
Flkd Joly 11, 1962, Ser. No. 209,010

16 ClainM. (a. 57—122)

1. A traveler ring assembly comprising a base ring,

means securing said ring to a rail frame, a plurality of

circumferentially disposed upwaixlly inclined cam sur-

faces on a top surface of said base ring, a lower traveler

guiding ring clamped between the rail frame and the base

ring and overlying the inner peiipheral wall of said base

ring, an upper traveler guiding ring seated on said base

ring, a plurality of circumferentially disposed upwardly

inclined cam surfaces on the bottom surface of the upper

traveler guiding ring, said upper traveler guidiag ring cam
surfaces seating on the base ring cam surfaces and being

rotatable relative to the base ring to vary the effective

highth of the upper traveler guiding ring, and means to

lock the upper traveler ring in positions of relative adjust-

ment

3,100,375
SPINDLE-HOLDER

Pierre Bourgcai, 110 Ave. Mawke Pave,
Valence, Prance

FUed Sept 18, 1962, Ser. No. 224,428
Claims priority, application Lnembowg Sept 23, 1961

8 Claims. (CL 57—134)

1. A device for adjusting a ground engageable im-

plement relative to a wheel supported frame on which it is

mounted and about a transverse axis relative to the direc-

tion of travel of the frame whereby a forward portion of

the implement may be raised and lowered relative to the

ground and relative to a forward projecting tongue of the

frame, comprising a transverse rodt-shaft on said frame to

which said implement is fixedly connected whereby when
the rock-shaft is pivoted in one direction said impienteal

forward end is raised and when pivoted in an opposite di-

rection the implement forward end is lowered, a counter-

balance spring connected between said frame and rock-

shaft and operating to assist pivotal movement of the

rock-shaft in said one direction, a lever having one end

fixedly connected to said shaft and extending forwardly

thereof alongside said tongue to an opposite end, a sup-

port pulley on said tongue and above said lever offoate

end, a flexible control element connected to said lever

and extending upwardly therefrom, over said pulley mem-
ber and then forwardly, mechanism on said tongue to

operate said control element, means connecting said mech-

anism to said control element including a tension sfM-ing,

said contr<^ element being adapted to be pulled far-

wardly through said tension ipcing to lift said lever and

thereby pivot said rock-shaft in said one direction and

released to allow the rock-shaft to pivot in the opposite

direction, and a stop carried on said frame and engageable

with said lever to limit upward movement of the lever

and thus pivotal movement of said rock-shaft in said one

direction.

l.^A spindle-holder for supporting a rotatable spindle

which terminates in a pivot at its lower end, the spindle-

holder comprising: a foot at its lower end, closed at the

bottom, the foot being formed with a concentric cavity in

its upper portion and with a axial duct communicating

with this cavity, a bush lodged in this cavity and serving

as a foot-step bearing in which the pivot of the spindle

revolves and is supported, a washer interposed between the

under side of the bush and the bottom of the cavity in the

foot, and a cup adapted to contain lubricating oil, enclos-

ing the lower end of the spindle-holder, the washer being

formed with a radial slit and the ^indle-hoIder being

formed with at least one radial duct in the region of the

pivot but above the level of the bush, so that when the
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spindle is revolving, oil will flow outwards through the

radial duct in the spindle-holder down between the foot

<rf the spindle-holder and the sides of the cup, and

up again from the bottom of the cup through the axial

duct in the foot, the slit in the washer, and the clearance

space between the bush and the sides of the cavity in the

foot.

3,100,376

METHOD OF CLEANING ENGINE EXHAUST
GASES

Barric V. Potter, Westficid, NJ^ assignor to Esse Re-

search and Engineering Company, a corporation of Dcl-

FUed Oct 10, 1960, Ser. No. 61,591

5 Claims. (CI. 60—30)

fixed vanes being mounted as a cascade in horizontal and

vertical spaced relation at the aft end of said duct with the

blunt edges thereof having a downstream relation with

respect to exhaust gases flowing through said duct; a

plurality of individual movable vanes; said movable vanes

being wedge-shaped in cross-section; a nwvable vane be-

ing attached to each of said fixed vanes with the blunt

edges of said movable vanes being in contacting relation

with the blunt edges of said fixed vanes; and means adapt-

ed to simultaneously pivotally move said movable vanes

in the same direction at differential speeds through an

angular range between initial and final positions in which

the latter vanes cooperate with said fixed vanes to define

convergent-divergent nozzles at such time as said niov-

able vanes are located in said initial and final positions

and positions immediately adjacent thereto and conver-

gent nozzles at such time as said movable vanes arc lo-

cated in other positions throughout said angular range.

3,100^78
AUXILIARY POWER DRIVE MECHANISM FOR A

GAS TURBINE ENGINE
Kenneth A. Austin, Bridgeport, and William O'Connor,

Wes^KHl, Conn., assignors to Avcn Corporation, Strat-

ford, Conn., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Nov. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 69,063

4 Claims. (CL 60—39.16)

1. The method of removing incompletely burned ele-

ments from exhaust gases of an internal combustion en-

gine which comprises subdividing a liquid hydrocarbon

fuel of dicsel type into small particles to increase its sur-

face area, sweeping said exhaust gases with said subdi-

vided fuel to pick up said elements, collecting said sub-

divided fuel and said elements, and feeding said fuel and

elemenu to said engine whereby the energy values in said

fuel are more fully utilized.

3,100,377

DEFLECTING MEANS FOR JET AIRCRAFT
AND THE LIKE

E. Kosin, Pales Verdes Estates, and Don M.
Heinsx, Los Angeles, CaUfn asBignoRs to Northrop Cor-

poration, Bevoty HiUs, Calif., a corporation of Cali-

fonla
Filed Nov. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 69,211

2 ClainM. (a. 60—3534)

1. A deflector assembly for controlling and deflecting

the exhaust gases from an aircraft jet engine comprising:

an elongated duct adapted to convey the exhaust gases

from said engine; said duct having fore and aft ends pro-

viding means for the ingress and egress, respectively, of

the exhaust gases and an axis extending parallel to the

longitudinal extent of said duct; a plurality of fixed vanes

that are generally wedge-shaped in cross-section; said

1. In an accessory drive fcH- a gas turbine engine of

the type employing a power turt>ine and a gas producer

turbine mounted for rotation independently of each other

with a power turbine shaft driven by said power tiui)ine

and a separate gas producer turbine shaft driven by said

gas producer turbine,

gas directing means fcM* impelling said turbines and

affording a range of rotative speeds at varying power

ou^Nits downward from a design maximum rotative

speed for each of said turbines,

the combination therewith of an accessory drive means

coo:4>rising:

cm accessory drive shaft;

a first rotatable connection from said power

turbine shaft to said accessory drive shaft,

inchiding a first rotative speed reducing gear

train and a first one-way drive connection;

a second rotatable drive connection from said

gas producer turbine shaft aiso to said accessory

drive shaft and including a second rotative speed

reducing gear train, and a second one-way drive

connection between said second gear train and

said accessory drive shaft;

each of said first and second one-way drive con-

nections being positioned between its respective

gear train and said accessory drive shaft where-

by the grenter speed of rotation imposed on said

accessory shaft by either said first or second

one-way drive connection will in^Nut rotation

to said accessory shaft;
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said first gear train and second gear train having
designed relative speed reducing ratios produc-

ing substantially greater speed of rotation at

said first one-day drive connection over said

second one-way drive connection when said

power turbine and said gas producer turbine

are rotating at their said respective maximum de-

signed speeds of rotation;

thereby to assure drive of said accessory shaft by
said power turbine when said power turbine

speed exceeds the speed of said gas producer
by a predetermined amount and only shifting

drive to said gas producer turbine when speed
of rotation of said power turbine is reduced
below said predetermined amount relative to

the ^>eed of rotation of said gas producer
turbine and shifting said drive to said gas pro-

ducer turbine in the lower portion of the speed

range of said power turbine when speed of

rotation of said power turbine is not substan-

tially higher than that of said gas producer
turbine.

POWER ACTUATED MASTER CYUNDER
Eari R. Price, Somtb Bead, Ind^ Mrignor to The Bcndiz

CoqMratioii, Soolli Bend, Ind^ a cofporatton of DcUh

Filed Oct 24, 1960, Scr. No. 64,459
2 Claiois. (CL 60—54.6)

1 . A power operated master cylinder construction com-
prising: a ouster cylinder bousing having an axially ex-
tending fluid pressurizing chafnber opening into an outer
end surface of said housing, a longitudinally extending
piston positioned in said chamber, said piston having
peripheral surfaces adjacent its opposite ends which slid-

ing!y abut the sidewalls of said chamber, said piston
also having an axially extending opening communicating
with the outer end of said piston and the sidewalls of
said cqwning being cylindrical adjacent ttie outer end of
said opening, a servomotor having a housing which is

axially aligned and fastened to said outer end of said

master cylinder housing, a force transmitting rod having
an inner end in abutment with the inner end of said
opening in said piston and a spaced cylindrical peripheral
surface engaging said cylindrical surface of said open-
ing adjacent said outer end of said opening, and a flex-

ible movable wall in said servomotor supported relative

to said fluid pressure motor housing by said force trans-
mitting rod, whereby said fluid pressure motor can be re-

moved from said master cylinder housing without break-
ing the seal of said piston in said fluid pressurizing
chamber.

3,1M3M
DUAL INPUT DIVIDER CONTROLLER WITH LIM-
ITER UTILIZING A SERVO ACTUATED PRES-
SURE RATIO SENSOR

Thomas P. Farkai, BloomAcid, Coob^ aoicMir to Uaited
AJrcraft Corporatioa, East Hartfoid, Coan^ a corpora-
tion of Delaware

ContinaatioB of application Scr. No. 663,491, June 4,
1957. This application Nov. 16, 1960, Scr. No. 70,103

2 Claims. (CL 60—97)

^3^-.

2. A control system comfMTsing a firat means including
a duct defining a gas passage, a fixed area restriction in

said gas passage, a variable area restriction in said gu
passage and located upstream of said fixed area restric-

tion, means to pass gas through said duct thereby estab-

lishing a first pressure upstream of said restrictions and
a reference pressure which is a function of said first pres-

sure between said restrictions and to establish choked flow

through said fixed area restriction, a double-chamber dia-

phr&gm unit comprising a first diamber comnumicating
with said reference pressure, a second pnetimatic pressure

in communication with a second chamber of said dia-

phragm unit w^ioh second chamber is independent of said

duct and coacting with said reference pressure to posi-

tion said diaphragm as a funoti(Mi of the pressure ratio

between said first and second pressures, and servo means
responsive to diaphrapn movement to produce a first

linear parameter output proportional to said pressure

ratio, a second servo actuated means to produce a second

linear parameter output, and means including a divider

to conrbine said first and second ou^uts proportionately

and position said first means variable area restriction to

maintain a selected proportion between said first and
second outputs proportional to said pressure ratio, and
means to maintain said proportion above a presdected
limit.

3,1003S1
METHODS OF PRODUCING CAISSONS

Stanford E. Case, Glen EUyn, and James P. Walton,
Baitlett, ni., aMigDort to Caw Fonadation Company,
RoscUc, ni., a corporation of CaUforaia

FUcd Mar. 22, 1960. Ser. No. 16,722
12 Claims. (O. 61—35)

1. The method of producing a caisson comprising the

steps of mixing a column of earth in situ and in the

presence of water, adding thixotropic compound to the

mixed earth and water to produce a suspension that will

remain in suspension a substantial periord of time and
wiuch is of sufBcient density to support surrounding

earth, said suspension being extended to impervious mate-

rial, placing a casing into the suspension lo the im-
pervious material, removing the suspension from with-

*
#
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in the casii«, digging a shaft downwardly in the im-

pervious material below the casing to bearing earth

3,100,383

CONTROL FOR REFRIGERATORS INCLUDING
ALARM MEANS

Lawrance H. Foster, ScarMlalc, and Harold E. Bwh,
Hndaon, N.Y., asrisnors to Foster Refrigerator Corp.,

Hndaon, N.Y., a corporatioa of New Yort
FUcd May 23, 1961, Ser. No. 112,005

5 Claims. (CL 62—126)

material, placing a form in said casing extending to said

shaft, and placing concrete in said shaft and form.

3 100,382
COUPLER FOR COUPLING A PILE MEMBER TO

A PILE DRIVER
Ludwig MiiUer, Heinrlcfa-Heinc-Strassc 41,

Marburg (Lahn), Germany
Filed Mar. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 17,087

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 26, 1959

9Clafan8. (a. 61—53.5)

r
1

ri
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1. In a refrigerator of the type having a mechanically

operated refrigeration system for cooling the refrigerator,

a control for indicating operating conditions in the refrig-

erator comprising, a body in the refrigerator having a

specific heat substantially greater than air to generally

simulate a temperature trend of a composite of materials

to be refrigerated, at least one thermostatically operated

switch in thermal contact with said body and curable in

response to a particular temperature of said body, a source

of electric current comprising a power line, a main elec-

tric circuit connected across said electric power line and

having a signaling device in the form of a lamp, said

thermostatically operated switch connecting the lamp to

the electric power line, an auxiliary circuit having a lot-

tery, an audible alarm and a relay switch for connecting

the audible alarm to the battery, a relay coil in said main

circuit for closing the relay switch in the auxiliary cir-

cuit for initiating operation of the alarm, and a manually

operable switch in the auxiliary circuit to shut off the

alarm.

3,100,384

TRAILER REFRIGERATION APPARATUS
Ralph S. LowcnMiha, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Flex-

temp Corporation, Indianapolis, Ind^ a corporation off

iiM»niin

FVed Not. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 72,664
12 Clatam. (O. 62—156)

1. A driving device for drivirig and lifting respectively

a pile member, said driving device comprising an oscilla-

tory driving means for applying a longitudinally directed

force to said pile member, and a releasable coupling

device including a support means movable into and out

of pressure engagement with the driving means for trans-

mission of the oscillations theretrf to the support means,

a pair of coacting clan4>ing jaws mounted oo said support

means and displaceable relative to each other and to the

support means between a daminng position dampiiig

said pile meniber and a release position releasing said

pile member, spring means biasing the clamping jaws

toward the release position, and an actuating means ex-

tending between said jaws and said support means mov-

able in reference to the jaws and the support means and

being operable for simultaneously moving said jaws

into and out of damping engagement with the pile mem-

ber, into and out of pressure engagement with the sup-

port means and said support means into and out of

pressure engagement with said driving means.

11. Temperature-conditioning apparatus for a semi-

trailer or the like, having a walled body, comprwing an

evaporator unit having a frame adapted to be inserted

through a close-fitting opening in a wall of said body

and to be secured therein in a position projecting inwardly

of the wall, means closing the sides of said unit and defin-

ing a discharge opening and a blower opening, a blower

assembly including means removably mounted in said

blower opening from inside said frame to close said

Mower opening and induding blower means projecting

outward from said evaporator unit into the body space,

said blower assembly comprising a blower and blower

motor for blowing air from outside said unit through the
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same and out the discbarge opening thereof, heat exchange nest of tubes extending through said first and second

means in the path of air through the heat exchange unit, casings for circulating a fluid to be cooled, at least one

and a power unit adapted to be carried by the semi-trailer charge of absorbent material embedding said nest of

for energizing said heat exchange means and motor.

LOW TEMPERATURE UNITS WITH STOPPER
INSULATION

Rndoif Becker, Mnnkli-Sollii, and Ernst Wittmann, Lod-
wigshafen (Rhfaic), Gcnnany, assignors to Gesellscfanft

fur Linde's Eismascfalncn Akticngcscilsciiaft, HoU-
rlcgelskreath, near Munich, Germany, a German com*

FUed July 25, 19M, Scr. No. 45,028
Claims priority, appikatioo Germany Mar. 31, 196d

1 Claim. (CI. 62—447)

t -

re

m
ik A

i^,;>^ .^..V. .., y, '//,/////'////.

A system for separating gas mixtures by cooling aod
firactionalion at low temperatures, wfaicii oonsiBtB of a
ooid box oomprising heat exchangers, separators, counter-

flow subcxx>lors, adsorbers and rectifying ookanos, said

cold box having a plirality of chambers individuBiIly in-

sulated, which tmulatioa consists of an outer jacket sur-

rounding all parts of the system which have a tempera-

ture of beiow about 230* K. to 273' K., which further

consists of si^Mrate inner jackets, each of said inner

jackets surrounding parts of the system which must be

accessible for repair purposes and which have between
,
each other a maximum temperalure differeiioe of no more
than about SO* C; one of said inner jacketa sunrounding

the warm end of the first heat exchanger, further inner

jackets surroundiog the cold end of each heat exchanger

together with the warm end of each following heat ex-

changer, a further inner jacke(( surrounding tfae cold end
of the laat heat exchanger, a sqwrator, a oounter-Oow

subcooler and a rectifying column; in which the space

between the outer jacbat end said inner jackets is filled

with bulk insulating matenal thereby embedding Ifae

heat exchangers which have betweeo their warm atkd

oold ends a coosideraUe temperature differeooe paiticu-

tarly a tenHwrature difference of more than 50* C. and
further embedding the adsorbers which are inacoessibk.

3,10038<
EVAPORATION HEAT EXCHANGER

Andr6 Chansson, Asnlcres, France, asrifnor to Sodctc
Anonsrme des Usincs CliansBon, Asnicrcs, France, a
company of France

FUed July 28, 1960, Scr. No. 45,961
Claims priority, application France Jnnc 29, 1959'

5 Claims. (0.61-^467)
4. An evaporation heat exchanger comprising a first

casing of impervious material, a nozzle in said casing in

communication with the atmosphere surrounding the

casing, a second casing of porous but rigid material

located inside said first casing, members interposed be-

tween said first and second casings to define a narrow
peripheral recess completely about said second casing, a

tubes and within said second casing, said absorbent mate-

rial extending in directions to compel a volatile liquid

impregnating said charge toward said tubes for heating

exchange with the fluid to be cooled.

3,1M,387
LAUNDRY APPARATUS HAVING AUTOMATIC

CLUTCH CONTROL
Jamas R. Hnbiiatd and Staalcy V. Horscky, Moerestown,
NJn Bssignnii. 1^ oscanc sasitn Is, to Philco Corpo-
ratfoB, PUIadclpnia, Pa., a cotyoradon of Delaware

Filed Dec. It, 1958, Scr. No. 779,351
7ClahM. (CL68—12)

2. In laundry apparatus of the type including a rotat-

able clothes basket, a motor, a driving connection be-

tween said basket and said motor including clutch means
operative selectively to engage and disengage said con-

nection, and means for operating said clutch means alter-

nately to engage and disengage the same in correspond-

ence with rotational speeds of said basket

3,1M3M
DOOR LATCH AND LOCK

Gcoife WaitiaB, East Detroit, Mkh. (% Wirtfan Lock
Co., 2f525 E. Nine MOc Road, St. Cfadr Shores, Mich.)

Filed Innc 12, 1961, Scr. No. 116,480
ICUbn. (a. 78—158)

A door lateh comprising a casing adi4>ted to be mounted
on one side of a door, a latch bolt pivoted in said casing

and adapted to swing into and out of said casing between

latohed and unlatched positions, said lateh bolt having an

integral lug on one face thereof and a cam surface on

said lug, an actuating lever pivoted in said casing on

an axis parallel to the pivotal axis of said latch bolt,

said lever having a handle portion projecting from said

casing and an inner end portion engageable with said cam
surface on said lug for rotating said latch bolt to un-
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latehcd position, spring means reacting between said cas-

ing and said latch bolt and urging the latter toward its

latched position, a manually depressible plunger adapted

to be slidably mounted on the opposite side of the door and

engageable with said inner end of said lever for rotating

said lever in a direction to cause the latter to rotate said

lateh bolt to unlatched position, an integral locking pro-

jection formed on the opposite face of said lateh bolt, a

locking element pivotally mounted on said casing and

having an operating member accessible from the exterior

of said casing, said locking element having a first lug

movable into and out of the path of movement of said

locking projection on said lateh bolt and a locking lug

movable into and out of the path of movement of said

lever, when said lateh bolt is in its latebed position, said

lever' having a part thereof engaging said locking lug on

said locking element when the latter is in its locking

position to prevent engagement of said lateh bolt by said

lever, said locking element being pivotable from its lock-

ing to its unlocking position through the engagement

of said locking projection and said first lug by a force

applied to said latch bolt tending to move the later to its

unlatehed position.

adapted to be connected to the enclosure, vibratory

means, said means including two flexible rods, said rods

supported by the housing intermediate the ends of said

rods, a single paddle secured to one end of each of saad

3,100389
SECURITY BOOTH

Maurice J. Noregaard, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to

Card Key System, Inc., Burbank, Calif., a corporation

off California ^, ^. ^„
FUed June 30, 1960, Ser. No. 39,931

nClafans. (0.70—278)

flexible rods and positioned for contact with the matenal,

means in the housing for transrversely vibrating one of

said rods thereby vibraUng the paddle and the second

rod, and means in the housing for measuring the ampli-

tude of vibration of the second rod.
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3,100,391
^ ,

AUTOMOTIVE COOLING SYSTEM TEOTER
Ralph Manslicld, Chicago, DI., assignor to AotpTA!^

Incofporated, Chicago, DI., a corporatioii of nitoois

FUed Dec. 26, 1957, Ser. No. 705,436

9 Chdms. (Cl. 73—40)

" ibX "^it

1. In combination with lock means movable between

locking and unlocking positions, electrical actuator means

for said lock means, and electrical operating means for

the actuator means and having an electric circuit mcluj-

ing adjustable code setting switch means and code match-

ing switch means, the operating means being operable

upon matching of the said code setting and matchmg

switch means to complete the dectric circuit, whereby to

effect actuation of the lock means to unlocking position.

3,100,390

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR DETERMIN-
ING PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

William B. Banks, Houston, Tex., assignor to Automation

Products, Inc Houston, Tex., a corporation of Texas

Filed Dec. 26, 1957, Scr. No. 705,417

15CUinis. (Cl. 73—32)

1. An apparatus for determining physical properties

of materials in an enclosure comprising, a housing

9 In a cooling system tester for an internal combustion

engine employing liquid coolant and having a radiator

and a thermostat, a housing having a chamber therem.

said chamber having an opening therefrom, said housing

including means at said opening for securing said housing

to the filler neck of the radiator of said engine, a second

opening therefrom, said housing including means at said

second opening for securing the usual radiator cap for

said radiator at said second opening, means operaiively

connected to said chamber for measuring the pressure

within said chamber and said cooling system, and means

operatively conneaed to said chamber for measuring the

temperature of the coolant at said filler neck including a

vapor bulb extending in the coolant at said filler neck, said

radiator cap being adapted to be secured to said second

opening when the dynamic condition of said radiator cap.

said radiator, and said thermosUt are being tested and

said housing is secured to said filler neck at its said first

opening.
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3,100,392
VALVE TESTING APPAIJATUS

Robert L. Skinner, South Bend, Ind., assignor to The
Bendix Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 15, 1958, Ser. No. 761,014
3 CUims. (CI. 73—46)

36 ,p »f V

116

>'V

1. A valve testing apparatus comprising, in combina-
tion, a housing unit adapted to house a valve to be tested,

said valve having a plurality of p>orts in its casing, said

FKJfts including first and second inlet ports, first and sec-

ond outlet ports in series flow relationship with said first

and second inlet ports, respectively, and an exhaust port

adapted to communicate with said first and second outlet

ports, a plurality of conduits adapted to be connected to

said ports, power operated means including a pluraJity

of single acting pressure differential operated motors for

coupling the conduits to the valve ports, first manually
operated means for locking a valve in place in the hous-
ing, second manually operated means for bodily moving
the valve to any one of its operative positions when posi-

tioned in the housing unit, said single acting pressure dif-

ferential operated motors being simultaneously operated
independently of said second manually operated means,
a fluid pressure indicitor unit connected with the con-

duits and operative, during a test of the valve, to indicate

the pressure exerted by a power fluid flowing within one
or more of the conduits; together with a source of fluid

pressure operably connected with one of said conduits,

said conduit being connected to the said first and second
intake ports of the valve being tested.

3,100,393
RANDOM VIBRATION TESTING SYSTEM

Raymond Mack Bell, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to Lock-
heed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

Filed Jan. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 148
5 Claims. (CI. 73—71.6)
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1. A vibration testing system comprising in combina-
tion: a shaker, means on said shaker to which a test

specimen can be mounted for vibration, energizing means
for said shaker constructed and arranged so as to permit

an adjustment of the overall frequency response of a sig-

nal applied thereto and the frequency response of the ap-

plied signal in each of a plurality of frequency bands, an

accelerometer mounted so as to provide a signal corre-

sponding to the acceleration produced by said shaker,

amplification means connected to said .accelerometer, a

visual reading sonic analyzer to which the output of said

amplification means is fed, means for periodically sweep-

ing said sonic analyzer through a band of sonic frequen-

cies at a rate sufficient to provide a continuous visible dis-

play thereon, a signal source having a predetermined

power spectral density, and means for selectively applying

the output of said means for sweeping and the output of

said signal source to said energization means.

3,100394
PIEZOELECTRIC GAGE MOUNT

C Walton Musser, Beverly, Mas., and Matthew Mol-
dofsky, PhUadelphia, Pa., assignors to the United SUtes
of America as represented by the Secretary of the Army

Filed Mar. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 12,881

1 Claim. (CI. 73—167)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

A gun barrel having a bore and having in combination

therewith a mount for a piezoelectric gage, said mount
comprising a pear shaped yoke having substantially uni-

form thickness for over half its extent and provided with

a threaded opening through the neck of the pear shaped

yoke, said neck being thicker than the yoke portion which

is opposite thereto, a piezoelectric gage being threaded

into said neck, said yoke fitting around said barrel and

having its threaded opening aligned with a barrel open-

ing normal to the bore, a piston in said barrel opening
which is normal to said bore and extending into said

yoke opening in contact with said gauge, a flat portion

on said barrel concentric with said openings and piston,

a retainer threaded into the threaded yoke neck opening

and bearing tightly against said flat portion on the barrel

to initially preload said yoke in tension and to assure

concentricity of the piston with said yoke and its opening,

whereby said yoke may be preloaded in the direction

of pressure application to the barrel and yoke to reduce

the effects of mount vibration, and means including a

synthetic rubber wafer at an inner end of said piston

within the barrel opening which is normal to the bore

for reducing erosion at an inner end of said piston due

to hot gases.

3,100,395

STEAM QUALITY INDICATOR
Thomas J. Moriey, 12710 Turkey Branch Parkway,

Rockvillc, Md.
nied Feb. 25, 1959, Ser. No. 795,567

13 CUims. (a. 73—192)
(Granted under TMe 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
I. A steam condition indicator comprising radiation

transmitting means and receiving means responsive to said

radiation for measuring the density of a given volume of
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steam, pressure transducing means for measuring the pres-

sure of said steam, and computinf means connected to

^
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said pressure transducing means and to said receiving

means for calculating the steam quality.

3,100,396
LIQUID VOLUME COMPENSATOR

Norman A. Nelson, South Houston, Tex., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Jersey Production Research

Company, Tulsa, Okla., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 859,966

1 CUim. (CI. 73—223)
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Apparatus for correcting the volimie of liquid meas-

ured in a metering tank to compensate for volume differ-

ences of the liquid resulting from changes in factors that

affect measurement of the liquid comprising:

a rotatable shaft; *

a plate arranged on said shaft for rotation therewith;

a sweep arm connected to said i^ate;

a linearly movable arm connected to said plate adapted

to rotate said plate;

first stop means adapted to prevent movement of said

sweep arm upon movement of said sweep arm a

selected distance in one circumferential direction;

second stop means adapted to prevent further move-

ment of said sweep arm upon movement of said

sweep arm a sufficient distance in an opposite cir-

cumferential direction;

means responsive to changes in one of said factors

adapted to move said first stop means to increase or

decrease travel of said sweep arm;

means responsive to changes in another factor adapted

to move said second stop means to increase or de-

crease travel of said sweep arm;

a rotation counter adapted to measure the amount of

rotation of said shaft between said first and second

stop means;

a cylinder;

a piston arranged to reciprocate in said cylinder and

connected to said linearly movable arm;

a source of fluid pressure;

means connecting said source of fluid pressure to said

cylinder to effect reciprocation of said pistCHi and

said linearly movable arm;

means releasably engaging said rotation counter and

said shaft; and
means connected to said shaft adapted to move said

shaft into and out of engagement with said counter.

3,100,397
PYROMETER APPARATUS

Veikko K. Peltola, Chicago, III., assignor to Illinois Test-

hig Laboratories, Inc., Chicago, HI., a corporalkw of

Illinois

Filed Mar. 5, 1958, Ser. No. 719,247

16 Claims. (CI. 7i—359)

'.
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15. A pyrometer apparatus comprising a thermocouple

of low impedance, a moving coil galvanometer having a

high critical damping resistance, and an active semi-

conductor device acting as an impedance converter and

amplifier connected between the thermocouple and gal-

vanometer, the input circuit of the semi-conductor device

having a resistance element and said thermocouple con-

nected in series therein, with the resistance element hav-

ing an impedance substantially higher than the impedance

of the thcrmooouiJe whereby changes in the impedance

of the input circuit will have negligible effect upon the

response of the galvanometer.

3,100,398
DEVICE FOR THE REMOTE RECORDING OF

CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES
Werner R. Munk, 630 W. Ranch Drive, Chesterland, Ohio

Filed Oct. 27, 1960. Ser. No. 65,312

10 Claims. (CI. 73—368.4)

AM*

1. In a device of the character described, an elongated

tubular housing, a metallic bulb mounted in one end

of said housing in sealed relation to said housing, a

sensing conduit extending from said bulb and through

said housing, a second conduit extending through said

housing in spaced substantially parallel relation with

said first conduit for introducing a gas under pressure
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into said bulb, the space between said conduits and the

walls of said housing being evacuated.

3,100,399
PNEUMATIC SERVO-POSmONER UNIT

John W. Robins, Westwood, Mass^ assignor to Wortfaing-
ton Corporadon, Harrison, NJ., a corporatioD of Dela-
ware

FUed Jaiy 21, 1961, Scr. No. 125,859
23 Claims. (CI. 73—391)
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16. In a pneumatically-powered recorder system; a

marker supported and disposed for movement in either of

two substantially opposite directions, means for having

recorded thereon by said marker a graph and supported

and disposed for movement in a direction angular with

respect to the direction of said movement of said marker,

and a pneumatic actuator and servo-positioner unit for

imparting said movement to said marker and provided

end-to-end thereof with an opening; said unit comprising

an element disposed in said opening for movement in

either direction along its axis to any given axial position

and so disposed with its said uxis substantially coaxial with

respect to said opening, a diaphragm fixed with respect to

said element, differential-pressure means responsive to

input-signal pressure applied to said unit, valve means
engaged with respect to and controlled by said differential-

pressure means and as so controlled functional to derive

from substantially constant positioner-supply pressure ap-

plied to said unit derivative values of such pressure, said

unit being provided with a passage for the application

to said diaphragm of said derivative values of said posi-

tioner-supply pressure, and a coil spring disposed about

said element between said diaphragm and said differential-

pressure means; and means connecting said element and

said marker for said movement of the latter in a direction

and to an extent corresponding to the direction and extent

of movement of said element, said spring being com-
pressed between said diaphragm and said differential

-

pressure means and functional in accordance with the

extent of its compression to give to said unit a servo-

positioning characteristic with respect to said element
thus to hold the latter and said marker in repose at their

respective given positions for the particular derivative

value of positioner-supply pressure being supplied to said

diaphragm.

3,100,400
DOUBLY INTEGRATING ACCELEROMETER

Nadiaiiicl B. Wales, Jr., Sharon, Conn., assignor to The
Metrodynamics Corporatioii, a corporatton of New
Jersey

FUed Aug. 11, 1961, Scr. No. 130,849
7 Claims. (CI. 73—490)

7. In an integrating accelerometer, the combination
comprising: an integrating flywheel; a mass pendulous
about an axis; a torque source rotor; a torquing rotCM-

member; differential gear means to distribute the torques

applied to said torquing member between said integrat-

ing flywheel and said pendulous mass; modulatable torque

coupling means for applying torque from said torque

source rotor to said torquing member; means responsive

to the angular displacement of said pendulous mass about
its axis to modulate said coupling means in a direction

tending to angulate said pendulous means toward a pre-

determined angular position; said torque source rotor

being a fuse restrained energy storage flywheel, and said

means to rotate said torque source being a spring.

3,100,401
PRESSURE RETAINING MEANS FOR DOUBLE-

ACTING PISTON ENGINES
Alfred M. Caddcll, 1318 W. Hunting Park Ave.,

Philadelphia 40, Pa.
FUed May 2, 1960, Scr. No. 26,212

3 CUims. (CI. 74—36)
1. The combination with a rotatable crank assembly

and a reciprocating crosshead, of a rod and associated

construction movably connecting said crosshead with the

crank assembly for permitting halts for a period of time

in the movements of said crosshead, said assembly estab-

lishing a first and a second crankthrow cycle having a top

and a bottom center respectively, said crank assembly in-

cluding a crankpin having a center and a rounded surface

and a cam having a base and an apex projecting radially

therefrom, a cam follower mounted in the rod at the end

opposite said crosshead and having an apex for normally

contacting said rounded surface, an enveloping structure

forming part of said construction mounted on said crank-

pin and carrying radial bearings positioned on each side

of the crankpin cam for permitting, relative to said struc-

ture, uninterrupted rotation of the crankpin, said rod ter-

minating in an appendage having sides and a base and

carrying bearings for permitting simultaneously with said

rotation reciprocal movement of said structure, a second
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cam follower mounted in the base of said appendage, said

second cam follower having an apex for normally contact-

ing the rounded surface of said crankpin, the base of said

crankpin cam during the first crankthrow cycle contacting

the apex of the rod cam follower at said top center and

subsequently lending its radial length thereto for halting

said crosshead at said top center until the apex of said

crankpin cam passes the apex of said rod cam follower at

a location in the cycle past top center, the base of said

crankpin cam during said second cycle thereafter contact-

ing the apex of said second follower cam follower at

bottom center and subsequently lending its radial length

thereto for halting the crosshead at said bottom center

until the apex of said crankpin cam passes the apex of

said second follower at a location in the cycle past bottom

center.

3,100.4t2

PRESSURE FLUID CONTROL DEVICE FOR A PRO-
PULSION PLANT, PARTICULARLY FOR MARINE
PROPULSION

Marhu CorMlis Plctenc, 126 Rijndijk,

VoonchoCen, Ncdwriands
FUed Not. 21, 1960, Scr. No. 70,866

6Clafans. (O. 74—472)

(b) a hydraulically operated control member for re-

versible movement transmitting means;

(c) an actuating member common to both control mem-

bers and mechanically coupled to said transmitting

means control member;

(d) a. source of pressure fluid;

(e) valve means including drain means and in com-

munication with said pressure fluid source and hay-

ing a number of control positions, one position di-

recting pressure fluid to said energy supply control

member aiKl another position shutting off this flow,

said valve means being connected to said actuating

member and being positively closed thereby with re-

spect to said pressure fluid source during the time

said transmitting means are reversing and being open

during the time the energy supirfy is being c<Mitr<^ed;

(/) variable volume hydraulic retarding means having

a di^lacement member movable therein between ex-

treme positions, a variable volume chamber defined

on each side of said displacement member, one cham-

ber being connected to the valve means portion for

actuating said energy supply control member, the

other chamber being connected to said valve means;

and

ig) said drain means being connected to said other

chamber and disconnected from said one chamber

when the valve means supply pressure fluid to said

energy supply control member, arid connected to said

one chamber and disconnected from said other cham-

ber when the valve means prevent supply of pressure

fluid to said energy supply control member.

3,100,403
PUSH-BUTTON MECHANISMS

Alfred Dottlinger, Kirchdorf an der Krems, Austria, as-

signor to Jacob Ritter K.G., Brensbach, Odenwaid, Ger-

many, a firm of Germany
Filed June 16, 1959, Ser. No. 820,764

Claims priority, appUcation Germany June 26, 1958

3 Claims. (CI. 74—503)

-fxzi^-
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1. A pressure fluid control device for a propulsion

plant, comprising in combination

:

(a) a hydraulically operated control member for an

energy supply;

1. A push-button mechanism comprising: a stotionary

sleeve means for enclosing and supportmg the rest of

the mechanism; a one piece push-button means longitu-

dinally slidable in said sleeve means between axielly

spaced positions for alternating actuation therebetween;

opposing control grooves defined on said sleeve and push-

button means, said grooves being shaped and positioned

relative to each other to cross in an intersection that moves

repetitively in a closed cycle as said push-button means
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is slidabJy actuated in said sleeve means between said

axially spaced positions; a ball means adapted to fit be-

tween said opposing control grooves in said interaecticMi

and carried therein as said intersection moves in said

closed cycle, said control grooves defining lock positions

for said ball means corresponding to said axially spaced
' positions, and said ball means cooperating with said

grooves for restricting said longitudinally slidaUe push-

button means to alternate actuation between said locking

positions; and a baU-means insertion groove for initially

inserting said ball means in the intersection o< said two
control grooves, said insertion groove being defined and
extending axially in said push-button means, said insertion

groove having two oppositely disposed ends, one said end
opening axially outwardly and there forming witli said

control groove of the sleeve means an intersection into

which said ball is initially placed, and the other said end
tapering radiaUy outward to form a oonstricted inner end
opening into the contrcri groove on said push-button, said

constriction requiring an application of axially directed

force to said ball means to push it past said constriction

and into the intersection of said control grooves, said

axiaUy directed force being applied by the initial actua-

tion of said push-button means.

RETRACTABLE KNOB DEVICE
WUliam T. Bocddekcr, Cincinnati, and Harold L. Frick,
HamiKon, Ohio, ass^ors to Whirlpool Corporation, a
corporation of Delaware

Filed Jnly 13, 1961, Scr. No. 123,681
7 Clatans. (CI. 74—553)

1. A retractable device for selectively rotating a rota-

table member comprising: a connector shaft; means for

securing said shaft to said rc^atable member; a knob;
means connecting said shaft and knob for non-rotative,

axial movement therebetween; means urging said knob
axially to an extended position; means for releasably se-

curing said knob in an axially retractdd position; and
means effectively covering said securing means as a result

of movement of said knob to a release position beyond
said retracted position and permitting movement of said

knob by said urging means from said release position to

said extended position.

3,IM,4«5
MULTI-SPEED SPLIT-POWER REDUCTION GEAR
Edward A. Unas, Norwalk, Conn., assignor to Atco Cor-

poration, Stratford, Conn., a corporatloa of Delaware
FUcd Apr. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 189,63S

3 Ciafans. (a. 74—764)
1. In combination with a split-power gear set reduc-

tion between an input and output shaft of the type em-
ploying a primary and a secondary gear set stage each
with a central gear, intermediate gears, a carrier, and a
ring gear, the primary gear set carrier being planetary and
rotating with the output shaft and the secondary gear set

stage having a fixed carrier, such two gear set stage si^t-
power arrangement employing a drive connection be-

tween the input shaft and the primary stage central gear,

and a second drive coimection between the primary stage

ring gear and the secondary stage central gear, and a ro-

tative connection between the secondary stage ring gear

and the ouQnit low speed shaft, the combination there-

with of:

at least one additional gear set stage in axial align-

ment with said input and output shaft and with said

primary and secondary gear set stages, said addi-

tional gear set stage comprising a central gear inter-

mediate gears, and a ring gear;

with a carrier for said intermediate gears;

a positive connection between said second stage cen-

tral gear and said additional stage central gear;

and a positive connection between said output low

speed shaft and said additioital stage ring gear;

a brake selectively actuable to hold said additional

gear set stage carrier from rotation or to allow free

rotation thereof;

said rotative connection onnprising a one-way drive

connection between said second stage ring gear and

said first stage carrier effecting rotative ccmnection

of said second stage ring gear to said first stage car-

rier and said ou^t shaft only when drive is in di-

rection effected when said additional gear set carrier

is allo'wed freedom of rotation.

3,li9,4#6

AUTOMATIC CONTROL APPARATUS FOR
SPINDLES

Robert N. Knosp, Ludlow, Ky., and Dould L. Geeks,

Clncfamati, Ohio, aarignors to TIm FouiUk Macfafaic

Tool Company, Cincinnad, Oiiio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Aug. 22, 196«, Scr. No. 51,023

14 Ciafans. (a. 77—4)

1. A contrcrf a]H)aratus for regulating the axial motion

of a tool spindle, said spindle having power means for

advancing and retracting the same axially, said control

apparatus comprising, a group of diiftable gauging ele-

ments adapted to control the extent of spindle motion

from a retracted position, means for shifting said gauging

elements to a selected spindle measuring position, a con-

trol element connected to said spindle and movable axially

in unison therewith relative to said gauging elements,

said control element adapted to translate the gauging

elements upmi axial advancement of the spindle to an

extent determined by said gauging elements, said control
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element adapted to delay the operation of said spindle

power means upon translating said gauging elements,

thereby to stop the spindle at a predetermined axial posi-

tion, tool length compensating means interooiuecting the

spindle with said control element, and power means con-

nected to the tool length compensating means for shift-

ing said control element axially relative to the spindle

in an automatic manner, said compensating means adi^ted

to vary the position at which the spuulle is stopped by

operation of the gauging elements in accordance with

the length of the to<^ which is carried by the spindle.

ported from one of said i^atcs and engaged with the

other plate and operative to positively adjust the position

3,lM,4t7
MULTIPLE SPINDLE ATTACHMENT

Michael Cherandolo and John B. Wandcl, Scranton, Pa^
assignors to Daystrom, Incorporated, Muiray Hill, NJ.,

a corporation of Texas
Filed Mar. 30, 1962, Scr. No. 183,896

2 Ciafans. (0.77—22)

1. A machine tool attachment conunising:

a hcrflow, cylindrical-shaped dumk having a major

axis, one end of said ri>ank having an enlarged, cup-

shaped flange,

a drive spindle rotatably mounted in the hoUow shank

and having an enlarged cup-shaped flange at one

end adapted to seat in the cup-shaped flange of said

diank,

an internal ring gear fixedly mounted in the cup-shaped

flange of said drive spindle,

drive connecting means mounted on the other end of

said drive spindle opposite said one end,

a cylindrical-shaped spindle housing having an en-

larged flange at one end, said spindle hou»ng being

concentrically attached to said shank flanges,

at least a first and a second spindle each rotatably

mounted in a bore in said spindle housing and being

adapted to carry an operating tool,

on each of said first and second spindles having a spur

gear rigidly mounted on one end so as to mesh with

said internal ring gear, whereby torque transmitted

to said drive spindle is simultaneously transmitted

to each of said first and second spindles.

3,100,408
PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILL PRESS

luUns P. Pnfahl, 654 Wdbatcr St, Ottawa, fll.

FUcd June 15, 1962, Scr. No. 202,767
9 Cfadms. (CL 77—55)

8. A portaUe electric drill attachment comprising elon-

gated guide means adapted to have an electric drill guid-

ingly mounted thereon for movement longitudinally of

said guide means and with the axis of rotation of the

chuck of the drill generally paralleling said guide means,

a transversely extending mounting {date secured to one

end of said guide means, a workpieoe-contacting plate

hingedly mounted from and for swinging movement rela-

tive to said mounting plate, and adjustable means sup-

to which said workpieoe-contacting plate may be swung

relative to said mounting plate.

3,100,409
FORGING AND UPSETTING MACHINES WITH

IMPROVED CLAMPING JAWS
Hefairidi Esser ai^ Werner Strotmann, both of Leverkn-

sen, Gcnnany, assignors to Enmuco Aictiengesellscliaft

fiir MMchincnbau, Lcvcrlmscn, Germany, a firm

FDed Aug. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 130,540

Cfadms priority, application Germany Ang. 12, 1960

7 Ciafans. (CI. 78—17)

1. A forging and upsetting machine comprising a ma-

chine bed, a jaw-yoke having pivot means pivotally con-

necting the same to said machine bed, divided clamping

dies carried by said machine bed and said jaw-yoke, an

upsetting puiKh positioned between said jaw-yoke and said

machine bed for cooperation with said clamping dies,

drive means connected to said upsetting punch and said

jaw-yoke for reciprocating said upsetting punch and

opening and closing said clamping dies in timed relation,

and means for locking said jaw-yoke to said machine bed

intermediate said clamping dies and said jaw-yoke pivot

means against movement in the direction of movement

of said upsetting punch to thereby shorten the length of

said jaw-yoke subject to elongation by the force exerted

thereon through the associated one of said clamping dies

during the operation of said upsetting punch.

3,100,410
CONTROL SYSTEMS

Leonard R. Hulls, Fort Washfaigton, Pa., and BJanic P.

Jacobsen, Westport, Conn., aasignon to Canadian
WcstinglMMisc Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ontario,

Canada
Filed June 23, 1960, Scr. No. 38,357

Ciafans priority, application Canada Jnne 27, 1959

7 Cbifans. (CI. 80—56)
1. In apparatus for controlling the operation of a ma-

chine device, the combination of error signal means op-

erative with said machine device for producing an error

signal containing a periodic disturbance in accordance with

the operation of said machine device, signal sampling

means operative with said error signal means for sampling

said error signal at predetermined periods of time, signal

averaging means operative with said signal sampling means

to average each sample of said error signal for deriving

from each of the latter samples a control signal substan-
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tially free of said periodic disturbance, and a control mem-
ber operative with said machine device and responsive

yrv'

to said control signal for controlling the operation of said

machine device.

3,100,411
PRESS TOOLS

John Airlic, Glasgow, Scotland, assignor to Carrick Pre-

cision Tools Limited, a company of Great Britain

Filed Feb. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 7,419

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 22, 1959
9 CUims. (CI. 83—138)
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1 . For a press tool capable of forming in a component
a plurality of apertures arranged generally in at least one

row a part comprising first and second body portions,

upper, lower and side faces on each body portion, the

said body portions being arranged with their side faces

registering with one another, means to maintain said side

faces in opposed relationship, a corresponding series of
grooves formed in the side face of each body portion from
the upper to the lower faces thereof, a base for each

groove, ribs separating the grooves, outer end faces of

the ribs and a plurality of accurately formed spacer ele-

ments each extending between the bases of corresponding

grooves on each body portion to define with the outer end
faces of said ribs a plurality of slots extending through said

press tool part from the top to the bottom thereof.

3,10«,412
VERTICAL FEED CUT-OFF SAW

Robert J. Myottc, Euclid, Ohio, aarignor to National

Copper and SmdtiDg Compaay, ClcTclaad, Ohio, a cor-

poration of Ohio
Filed Inly 8, 1959, Ser. No. 825,730

6 Oafana. (a. 83—163)

2. In a gravity feed cut-off saw for tube and bar stocic

having a stock indexing drum rotatabk substantially about

a vertical axis, and saw means to cut stock into prede-

termined lengths, the improvement comprising: upper

and lower belt means circumferentially engaging said

drum, said lower belt means coming into engagement with

said drum at a circumferential position beyond said

position at which said upper belt no^ans makes engage-

ment; gravity feed slots longitudinally aligned about the

periphery of said drum; a stock supporting platform be-

neath said drum and overlapped by that drum portion not

belt engaged; and said saw means including a saw blade

vertically positioned between said platform and said low-

er belt and overlai^d by the belt engaged portion of said

drum; an elongated cylindrical stock supporting rack se-

cured to the top side of said drum in axial alignment

therewith; and adapted to support a substantial length of

stock; said rack having a plurality ot radially projecting

partitions spaced about its periphery to define stock re-

ceiving compartments in communication with said drum
and gravity feed slots; said drum and rack being inclined

to the vertical sufficiently to maintain stock in top side

compartments; and belt means in drciunferential engage-

ment with all but said tc^ side compartments including

a pair of pulleys position^ on opposite sides of said top

side compartments and a belt threaded on said pulleys

to pass from one pulley around the underside of said

rack, around the other pulley and returned to said first

mentioned pulley, said belt and said rack moving in uni-

son to retain workstock therein whereby said top side

compartments are freely accessible for side loading of

stock in said rack, and whereby stock placed in said top

side compartments is gravity fed into said drum slots on-

to said platform when said stock is indexed to the belt

free portion of said drum, said stock thereafter being in-

dexed between said belts and said drum into engagement
with said saw blade, the random length tail ends of said

stock, of lengths equal to or less than the distance of

said platform to the lower edge of said upper belt, drop-

ping free from said drum between said drum engaging
positions of said upper and lower belt means.

3,100,413
DUCT-PIERCING MACHINE

Joseph J. Varga, Fafa4eld, Conn., assignor to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Jaly 29, 1959, Scr. No. 830;S3<
4Ciafaii8. (CI. 83—180)

1. A duct-f>iercing machine comprising a base, a punch
mounted on said base, said punch having reciprocating

movement with respect to said base, an elongated duot-

mounting arm having a movable end positioned between

said base and said punch and an anchored end extend-

ing away from said punch, a die positioned to make mat-
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tng engagement with said punch mounted on the movaUe

end of said arm, a damp mounted on said base, a por-

tion of said clamp having reciprocal movement parallel

to the reciprocal movement of said punch, said portion

being sprii* biased to a release position and having

beveled undersurfaces spaced with respect to said punch

and ball means on said lever arm means for applying pres*

sure to said movable blade, means for adjusting the ten-

sion of said pressure applying means, a spool support

aligned with said cutter means for mounting the spocrf

for vertical and horizontal movement relatively to said

cutter means, said support including a rack, means for

raising and lowering the rack to vertically move the spool

support relatively to the cutter to effect severing of the

work and a holder mounted on the rack and shaped to

center said spool laterally with respect to the cutter and

longitudinally of which holder said spool may be manually

adjusted lengthwise relatively to the cutter means, and

said rack means being vertically aligned with the cutter

means.

3,1M,415
PIANO CASE

aifford W. Andcrwn, Dc Kalb, IIL, aarigMM- to The
Wnrlitzcr Company, Chicago, DL, a corporation of Ohio

Origfaial application Oct 14, 1955, Scr. No. 540,530.

Divided and this application Sept 27, 1960, Scr. No.

58,662
6 Clafans. (O. 84—177)

for makkig contact with a duct to center a section of ^Kt

with respect to said punch, and a die-positioning device

mounted on said arm near said die, said dde-positioning

device being adapted to fit inside a duot and having con-

trollable expansiOT elemenU aiiapted to engB«B Ae sides

o€ the Ulterior surface of a duct to position said die with

respect to said duot and align said die with said punch.

3,10t«414

OSCILLATING WIRE CUTTER
EOwood WatkfaM, RaadaD Stanley WatUns, and John

Halden WatUns, an of Glca Road, Sandy Hook, Conn.

Filed Jnnc 26, 1961, Scr. No. 119,729

8 Claims. {Ci. 83—437)

'mi i*

-
1 In a machine for removing wire from a spool having

end flanges, a motor and support therefor, a back plats

extending from said support, lever arm means pivoted to

said plate, means for swinging said lever arm means back

and forth including an eccentric rod means connected to

said lever arm means and driven by said motor, wire

shearing cutter means on said back irfate including a fixed

blade having vertical side edges and a movable blade both

blades having parallel horizontally disposed serrated

matched cutting edges, slide means operated by said lever

arm means for oscillating said movable blade in a strai^t

line, means for applying pressure to said lever arm means

for urging tiie latter toward said back plate, bearing pin

1. In a portable piano, the combination comprising:

a piano case of suitcase-like configuration having a key-

board and having a fall cover movable relative to the

remainder of said case, said case including said fall cover

being relatively wide and deep side-to-side and front-to-

back and relatively low from top to bottom when in hori-

zontal playing position, said case comprising similar sub-

stantially rectangular top and bottom walls having a

maJOT dimension along the width of said case and a minor

dimension from front-to-back of said case, said case fur-

ther having a peripheral wall having a predetermined

height less tlian either dimensitm of the top and bottom

walls; said fall cover covering said keyboard with the

upper portion of said fall cover substantially cc^lanar

with the top surface of the remainder of the case and with

the under surface of said upper portions spaced above

said keyboard, said fall cover including a top panel form-

ing a part of said top wall, a front panel forming a part of

said peripheral wall, and a pair of opposite end panels

interconnecting said top and front panels and forming

parts of said peripheral wall; fastener means detachably

securing said fall cover to the remainder of said case; a

plurality of legs the axial dimension of which is less than

the major dimension of said fall cover; tiireaded fasten-

ing means at one end of each of said legs; complementary

threaded fastening means on said case bottom wall for

detachably mounting said legs in depending relationship

to said case for supporting said case; threaded fastening

means at opposite ends of said fall cover on the mside

of said end panels for securing some of said legs at one

end of said fall cover and the remainder of said legs at

the other end of said fall cover in partially overlapping

relationship witii tiic first mentioned legs; means mter-

mediate the ends of said fall cover for securing the over-

lapping portions of said legs; and a handle secured to

said peripheral wall and of a size to be grasped by the

hand for carrying of said case in depending position from

said handle.
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3,100,416
PIANO ACTION

Phillip J. Rociirig, De Kalb, III., assignor to The Wnr-
litzer Company, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Ohio

Filed Apr. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 22,919
12 Claims. (CI. 84—240)

1. An action for a piano with striivgs disposed sub-

stantiaUy vertically; and comprising a key having inner

and outer ends, a depending sticker disposed inwardly

of ithe inner end of the key, an auxiliary whip, fixed

frame means, means pivotally mounting said auxiliary

whip on said fixed frame means at a position spaced in-

wardly from the inner end of the key with said auxiliary

wtUp extending toward said inner end of said key, said

auxiliary whip supporting the upper end of said sticker

with the outer end of said auxiliary whip disposed closely

ad>acem the inner end of said key, mutually interengag-

ing means on the auxiliary whip and key for aotuaiting

the sticker in response to key depression, a main whip
pivotally mounted on a fixed frame member and pivotally

connectM to tl!e lower end of said sticker, a pivoted

hammer and arm assembly including a knuckle, a jack

pivotally connected to said whip and engageable with

said knuckle for impelling the hammer toward striking

position, jack spring means mounted on said fixed frame
means and bearing on said jack above its pivotal connec-

tion with said main whip for positioning the jack for en-

gagement with the knuckle during return of the action

toward a position of rest, a depending stop button car-

ried by said fixed frame means and engageable with an

aibutment portion on said jack for disengaging the free

end of the jack from said knuckle and against the action

of said jack spring means during movement of the ac-

tion towards striking position, a catcher associated with

the hammer and arm assembly, a backoheck carried by

said whip for cooperation with said catcher, and hammer
^ring means urging the pivoted hammer and arm as-

sembly toward a position of rest.

3,100,417
ACCORDIONS

Anthony De John, 1314 S. 13th St^ Philadelphia 47, Pa.

Filed June 6, 1961, Scr. No. 115,121
5 Clafans. (CI. 84—376)

1. In combination with a portable accordion having

two reed carrying heads and an interposed bellows, one of

said heads having the rear thereof for engagement with

the body of the player during playing of the accordion

and the other head being movable with respect to said one

head, apparatus for controlling the relative movement of

said other head with respect to said one head comprising

a first vertically elongated unitary bracket member
mounted on the rear of said one of said heads; said first

bracket member having a plate portion disposed at an

angle to the rear of said one of said heads to space the

bellows from the body of the player, a second vertically

elongated unitary bracket member nKHinted on the rear

of said other of said hetkds, a vertical rod carried by each

of said bracket members, and a plurality of pivotally con-

nected links having portions pivotally connected to said

rods and portions slidably and pivotally connected to said

rods and providing a parallel motion connection between

said heads retaining the heads at the same level and per-

mitting relative movement of said beads toward and away
from each other and swinging of said other head about

the vertical pivotal axis provided by the vertical rod of

its bracket member.

3,100,418
OPTICAL APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING

CHANGING DESIGNS
Woolf Posner, 27 Buckingham Palace Mansioiis, BacUng-

ham Palace Road, London SW. 1, Eaglaod
FUed Apr. 20, 1959, Scr. No. 807,397

4 Claims. (CI. 88—15)
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2. An optical apparatus for producing ever dianging

designs comprising a body in the form of a hollow tube

of uniform circular cross-section to provide a light path,

an inlet end of the body through which light rays may
enter the body, an outlet end of the body through which

light rays may leave the body, a rotatably mounted pat-

tern producing cell adjacent the inlet end of the body,

light polarizing discs in the cell through which light rays

may be passed, loose pieces of interleaving material in

random arrangement within the cell arranged so that they

can slide over one another as the cell is rotated, a multi-

vision lens with an irregular surface adjacent to the outlet

end of the body, and elongated mirrors arranged within

the tube to form a light passage of triangular cross-sec-

tion extending along the length oi the body from the

pattern producing cell to the multi-vision lens whereby

designs giving a three-dimensional effect including partly

superimposed elements may be produced.

3,100,419
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTER

Roj A. CUpp, Minneapolis, MIbb., asdgnor to Pako Cor-

poratioo, Minneapolis, Minn., a corpontfon of Dela-

ware
Filed Jan. 30, 1959, Scr. No. 790^26

11 Cbims. (CI. 8»—24)
1. A photographic printer for color printing compris-

ing a holder for an image bearing support, means for

supporting multiple sensitized photographic material in

spaced relation to said support, illuminating means form-

ing a composite light stream containing a plurality of

II

I:i

light-components of different wave lengths for illuminat-

ing said suf^wrt, an objective lens system gathering light

from said support and focusing the same to form a print-

ing beam and transmitting the said beam to the sensitized

material to form a projected image thereon, a sin^e photo

cell, a beam splitter disposed in the path of the projected

light stream and diverting a sample beam of the same to

said photo cell, a plurality of analyzing filtc.: supported

for successive movement into and out of the path of said

sample beam, individual cut-off means for individually

cutting off each of said light-components, a shutter dis-

posed between said beam splitter and said image bearing

said projection chamber, an end member engaging the

opposite end of said projection chamber from said lens

unit and the adjacent end of said battery chamber, a

second Z-shaped conductor carried by said end member,

said second Z-shaped conductor having a depending arm

extending across the opposite end of said battery chamber

from said first Z-shaped member, and an upstanding arm

disposed for engagement with the end of said bulb.

support, means for opening said shutter to start a printing

cycle, switches corresponding with said analyzing filters

and functioning while said filters are in the path of said

sample beam, a plurality of photo cell circuits each con-

nected to one of said switches and receiving signals from

said photo cell, summing means connected to said photo

cell circuits and storing the energy derived therefrom,

separate trigger circuits individually actuated by the en-

ergy from said summing means and each actuating erne of

said cut-off means, and shutter operating means operable

upon the operation of all of said cut-off means and closing

said shutter.

3,100,420
TOY SLIDE PROJECTOR

James O. Knhn, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Kcnncr Products Company, a corporation

of Delaware
Filed Apr. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 100,424

4 Clainu. (CI. 88—26)

1. A toy projector comprising a molded plastic body

member configurated to form a tubular projection cham-

ber including a slide receiving slot and a tubular battery

chamber, said projection chamber being superposed upon

said battery chamber, a first Z-shaped conductive strip

including an arm depending into said battery chamber

at one end thereof and another arm extending upwardly

into said projection chamber, an electric lamp bulb, means

mounting said electric lamp bulb within said projection

chamber in contact with the upwardly extending arm of

said first Z-shaped conductor, a lens unit, means tele-

scopically mounting said lens unit at the forward end of

3,100,421

POST-LAUNCH FLOODING CONTROL
APPARATUS

Tsoy K. Moy, Santa Clara, Califs assignor, by mesne as-

s^mmcnts, to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Navy
Filed Jan. 8, 1962, Scr. No. 165,050

2 Claims. (CI. 89—1.7)

So-
oo
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1. A submergible missile launching system comprising

in combination

a vertically oriented missile launching tube, and

a post launch flooding control valve assembly compris-

ing annular abutment means secured in said tube

adjacent the top thereof and di^x)sed in the path of

travel of said valve assembly,

partitioning means slidably mounted in said tube and

normally recijKXJcable between the bottom of said

tube and said abutment means, said partitioning

means having a fluid inlet opening therein, a fluid

actuated check valve normally sealing said opening

slidably mounted within said partitioning means for

contixriling the flow of fluid through the opening ac-

cording to the position of the partitioning means in

the tube and the position of the check valve in the

partitioning means, a plurality of stud bolts carried

by and di^XMed within the partitioning means for

slidably mounting the check valve, seaUng means

carried by said bolts, seat means carried by the check

valve and cooperating with said sealing means on

the bolts for providing a fluid tight connection there-

between, stop devices carried by said stud bolts at

one end thereof and normally spaced from the check

valve for contKrfling the movement of the check valve

as said opening is unsealed,

a plurality of circumferentially and longibidioally

spaced one-way locking devices carried by said tube

to permit upward movement oi said partitioning

means as a missile is being launched and selectively

operable between effective and ineffective conditions

wherein downward return movement of said partition-

ing means is prevented and permitted respectively

whereby the amount of inundation of said tube by

ambient water after missile launching may be cot-

trolled, and annular flange means on the partitioning

means engageable with said abutment means for

limiting the upward movement of the partitioning

means.

3,100,422

HYDRAULIC ENGINE GOVERNOR
Richard B. Clark and Helmut P. Meyer, Sidney, N.Y..

assignors to The Bendix Corporation, a corporation of

Delaware
Filed July 17, 1959, Scr. No. 827,822

7 Claims. (CI. 91—19)
1. In apparatus including a controllable prime mover

and a servo-mechanism for controlling the prime mover,

the improved servo-mechanism comprising a casing having
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a bore therein, a valve includwg a valve element re-

ciprocable in said bore, nieanTresponsive to the tpted
of the prime mover for shifting the valve element, an
inlet port in said casing adapted to be connected to a

source of fluid pnsssure, the inlet port being opened to

varying degrees in accordance with the position of the

valve element, a piston in a bore in the casing, one side

of the piston being subjected to the fluid admitted through
the valve, a leakage port of a predetermined effective area
through the piston, and means adapted to connect the

piston to a controllable element of the prime nwver.

3,100,423
WINDSHIELD WIPER

Anthony R. D'Alba, WUliamsviUc, N.Y^ assignor to

Trice Products Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 23, 1961, Scr. No. 97,838

8 Claims. (CI. 91—283)

^
3
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1. An hydraulic windshield wiper motor comprising a

housing, a piston mounted for reversible movement in

said housing, said piston dividing a portion of said hous-

ing into first and second chambers, first conductor means
in communication with said first chamber and second con-

duit means in communication with said second chamber,
a fluid inlet conduit in said housing, a shuttle valve for

alternately placing said first and second chambers in com-
munication with said fluid inlet conduit through said first

and second conduit means, respectively, while permitting

the fluid in the other of said chambers to be exhausted,
pilot valve means operable in synchronism with move-
ment of said piston for causing said shuttle valve to move
back and forth to effect said alternate communication of

said fluid inlet conduit with said first and second cham-
bers, control means for setting the speed of said motor.

and variable pressure regulating means responsive to said

control means and to excessive motor pressure for caus-

ing the magnitude of the hydraulic pressure in said fluid

inlet conduit to vary directly with the speed setting of
said motor.

3,100,424
FLUID CONNECTION FOR A ROTATING

CYLINDER HYDRAULIC MOTOR
Andri Paul Musy, CouTct, Ncochatci, Switzerhmd, as-

sisnor to Edouard Dnbicd et Cie (9ocictc Anonymc),
CouTct, Neochatei, Switzerland

FUcd Sept 7, 1960, Scr. No. 54,395
Claims priority, application SwitzerUmd Sept. 10, 1959

2 Claims. (CI. 92—106)

••iK

1. A rotary fluid coyplin^ device comprising a rotatable
hollow shaft having a pair of fluid conduits extending
longitudinally thereof, a cylinder integral with said shaft

into which said conduits open at different locations, a

supporting bush for said shaft having a bore through
which said shaft passes, a casing surrounding said bush,
ring-like spacing elements mounted securely in said bore
about the outer surface of said shaft, said spacing elements
having lateral portions extending parallel with the axis

of said bush and serving to position the elements securely

in said bore, and said spacing elements having radially

directed portions extending from said lateral portions to-

ward said shaft, groups of ring-like sealing elements
mounted with play on said shaft and disposed generally
to lie concentrically within the lateral portions of a cor-

responding group of spacing elements, a spacing element
between each group of said spacing elements in which a

ring-like sealing element lies having a fluid passage in its

lateral portion, said* casing and said bush having aligned
fluid conduits respectively communicating with each said

fluid passage and through which hydraulic ftuid under
pressure may be introduced into annular passages deflned

by the respective last-named lateral poctions of said last-

named spacing elements and the outermost surface of said

shaft and which annular passageways also communicate
respectively with the fluid conduits in said hollow shaft,

said ring-like sealing elements being movable axially on
said shaft whereby under action of fluid under pressure

introduced into said annular passages, lateral surfaces of

said sealing rings are movable into sealing positions adja-

cent adjoining surfaces of radially directed portions of

the spacing elements in which they lie.

3,100,425
ROAD MAINTENANCE DEVICE
Horace A. Cartwright, Lexington, Ky.
(4106 S. Rockford, Tulsa 9, OUa.)

Filed Dec. 11, 1959, Scr. No. 858,913
15 Claims, (d. 94—44)

3. A roadway surfacing and aggregate distributing ap-

paratus adapted to be hauled by truck, said apparatus

comprising, in combination, a wheeled supporting frame,

a bitumen spraying assembly carried thereon, an aggre-

gate material spreading assembly on the frame adjacent

to the spraying assembly, means operatively connected

with said spraying assembly for effecting the distribution

of bitumen over an underlying surface, means operatively
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connected with the aggregate assemUy for effecting the 3,100,427

distribution of material from the aggregate spreading PROJECTION DEVICE
assembly onto the sprayed bitumen, mechanism common Ernest Henry Lchmann and _^ugn^isW. Griswold,

to said assemblies id operatively connected thereto for
^^^'^f^j^^^;; ?^S"*"

*° ^*"" Corporation, a cor-

controlling the operation thereof and the distribution of »^^
Filed Nov. 3 1960 Ser. No. 67,049

7 Claims. (CI. 95—1.7)
'

material therefrom, and means carried on said wheeled

supporting frame for movement relative to and into and

out of operative engagement with an underlying roadway

and operatively coupled with said mechanism for alterna-

tively putting the said means of said assemblies into and

out of operation.

3,100,426
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTERS
Edward K. Kaprelian, Red Bank, NJ.

(Rte. 3, Box 14, Joppa, Md.)
Filed Apr. 26, 1960, Scr. No. 24,804

8 Claims. (CI. 95—1.7)

1. A device for producing color dectrophotographs

comprising a first non-photoconductive electrode trans-

parent to the colors of the visible spectrum, a second non-

photoconductive electrode parallel to, spaced apart from

and coextensive with said first electrode, said second elec-

trode being provided with perforations over its entire

extent and being electrically insulated from said flrst elec-

trode, said two electrodes forming therebetween a develop-

ment chamber, a developer housing terminating at the face

of said second electrode opposite from that adjacent said

first electrode, means for projecting through said first elec-

trode and into the space between said first electrode and

said secoixl electrode a colored light-image, means for es-

tablishing a potential difference between said first and sec-

ond electrode, motion imparting means within said devel-

oper houMng for passing fluid suspended photoconductive

developer particles through said second electrode into said

development chamber, whereby selected developer parti-

cles migrate onto the surface of said first electrode to form

thereon a pattern corresponding to the projected image, a

web of black colored image receiving material and means

for transferring said pattern of particles to said receiving

material.

1. Apparatus to process and project individual flat

xerographic plates comprising, in combination, a cabinet

to support and enclose elements of the apparatus, a verti-

cally inclined chute adapted to retain a plurality of flat

xerographic plates gravitationally descended one behind

the other, an escapement mechanism supported below said

chute adapted to arrest the lowermost of the plates on

said chute and release one plate at a time therefrom, first

drive means adapted to receive a plate released by said

escapement mechanism and to advance the plate at a uni-

form speed for a predetermined distance and thereafter

release the plate, a stationary corona discharge electrode

supported overlying the plate path effected by said first

drive means and adapted to electrostatically charge a plate

surface while being advanced by said drive means, ro-

tatable first plate support means adapted to receive and

retain a plate released by said drive means, exposure

means positioned and adapted to exf>ose a pattern of light

and shadow to a plate on said support means, developing

means disposed above said support means and adapted to

flow electroscopic developer powder over a plate on said

support means, second plate support means vertically in-

clined and arranged in the rotatable path of said first

recited support means, means operable to rotate said first

support means whereby a plate after development thereof

descends gravitationally from said first support means to

said second support means, projection means positioned

to project the developed image from a plate supported on

said second support means onto a receiving member,

means associated with said second support means to ar-

rest a plate descending thereon at its projection position

and operative after projection to permit the plate to de-

scend therefrom, and conveying means disposed beneath

said second support means to discharge from said appara-

tus a plate descended from said second support means.

3,100,428

KNOB FOR SETTING DIAPHRAGM APERTURE ON
CAMERA EQUIPPED WITH EXPOSURE METER

Johannes G. Padelt, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Graflex,

Inc., Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Nov. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 69,071

9 Claims. (CI. 95—10)

1. In a camera having an exposure meter and a dia-

phragm, said exposure meter including a rotatable galva-

nometer and a points for indicating the galvanometer

reading, a manually-rotatablc setting knob, means con-

necting said kaoto with the diaphragm to adjust the dia-
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phrag^ aperture upon rotation of said knob, means for

rotating said galvanometer to bring the pointer into a
predetermined position, means oouiriing the last-named

means with said knob to rotate said galvanometer iqxm
rotation of said knob, and means for disconnecting said

coupling means to permit said last-named means to be

actuated independently of said knob to change the rela-

tive positions of the exposure meter and said knob to

compensate for change in speed of the photosensitive

medium used in the camera.

3,100,429
PHOTOELECTRIC EXPOSURE METERING DEVICE
FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC DARKSLIDE CAMERAS
Cari Koch, Vordersteig 2, Sduffhaasen, Swttzeriand

Filed July 19, 1961, Scr. No. 126,851
Clahns priority, application Aastria July 29, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 95—10)

1. Photoelectric exposure metering device for dark-

slide cameras adai>ted for controlling the image by means
of a groundglass plate, comprising at least one lij^t pro-

tecting slide to prevent light from entering the back of the

camera, a photoelectric cell arranged adjacent and behind

the slide, an indicating instrument connected to the cell,

and a housing for the cell and slide as a structural unit

to be applied to the camera.

3,100,430
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVICE

Jolcs Louis Engine Morellc, Paris, France, assignor to

Optiqne A Precision dc Lcvallois, Seine, France, a com-
pany of France

Filed Sept. 3, 1959, Ser. No. 897,833
Claims priority, application France Sept. 9, 1958

^ 4 Oaims. (CI. 95—42)
1. In a photographic device, in combination, an ob-

jective for directing to a focal plane an image of a sub-

ject to be photographed; a semi-transparent reflector lo-

cated between said objective and focal plane and crossing

the optical axis of said objective for directing an image

of the subject to one side of the optical axis; reflecting

means located at said one side of said optical axis for re-

ceiving the'image from said semi-transparent reflector and

for directing the image back through said semi-trans-

parent reflector across the optical axis to the other side

thereof; and means located at said other side of said op-

tical axis for rendering the image visible to the operator,

said reflecting means including a concave reflecting sur-

face directed toward said semi-transparent reflector, and

a transparent window surrounded by said concave reflect-

ing surface, and a separate reflector located behind said

window and extending angularly with respect to said con-

>»•"«*

cave reflecting surface so that said separate reflector and
concave reflecting surface will provide different image
portions whose position with respect to each other will

change during focusing of the objective to indicate to the

operator that the objective is properly focused when said

image portions are aligned, said reflecting means including

a plano-convex lens having a plane surface directed to-

ward said semi-transparent reflector and having a convex

surface carrying a metallic coating which forms said con-

cave reflecting surface, said metallic surface surrounding

a portion of the convex surface of the lens which is not

covered with said coating so as to form said window.

3,100,431
CARD PROCESSING APPARATL^S

Robert M. Hayes, Sherman Oaks, and Alfred M. Nelson,

Redondo Beach, Calif., assignon to Magnavoz Com-
pany, Los Angeles, Caltf., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Jan. 12, 1959, Scr. No. 786,214
26 Claims. (O. 95—73)

1. Apparatus for processing information storage cards

having identifying data to transfer photographic images

from a medium to the cards in accordance with the

identifying data, said apparatus including in combination,

an exposure station for pbotographicdUy transferring

document images from the medium to different ones of

the information storage cards, a first relatively km speed
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rotatable transport drum constructed to carry the cards

past the exposure station, means disposed relative to the

dnmi for providing an intermittent nnovement of the

cards to arrest the cards for a particular interval at the

exposure station, a feed station disposed relative to the

drum for holding the information storage cards in a

stacked condition, means including a second continuous-

ly driven relatively high speed rotatable transport drum
positioned relative to said first drum for receiving cards

in succession from the feed station, means operative upon

the cards on the first drum for transferring cards from

the second drum to the first drum, said first drum having

a plurality of axial ribs spaced about the periphery there-

of for individually receiving each card transferred from

the seccmd drum and to hold such card against the rota-

tion of the second drum until the transfer of the card to

the first drum is completed, means at the exposure sta-

tion for exposing respective ones of the document images

from the first-named medium on respective ones of the

cards when the same are arrested at the exposure station,

a stack station diqwsed relative to the second drum for

h<riding the processed information cards in a stacked con-

dition, and means operative upon the cards on the second

drum for obtaining a sequential transfer of cards from
the second drum to the stack station upon the exposure

of the photographic images on the cards.

sheet dispensing means and said inlet to said second proc-

essing means for guiding one of said second sheets of

copy paper dispensed by said first sheet dispensing means

to said inlet of said second processing means, second sheet

dispensing means arranged on said housing adapted to

receive a stack of said first sheets of copy paper, first feed

means for removing one of said first sheets of copy paper

out of said second sheet dispensing means, second feed

means arranged within said first sheet dispensing means

for feeding one of said second sheets of copy paper to

said second guide means, said first and said second feed

means being drivingly interconnected so that upon re-

moval of one of said first sheets of copy paper out of said

second sheet dispensing means one of said second sheets

of copy paper will be removed out of said first sheet dis-

pensing means and fed to said second guide means, com-

mon actuating means for said first and second feed means

extending out of said housing, and guide means in one

of said sheet dispensing means for guiding said actuat-

ing means for reciprocating movement.

3,100,432
APPARATUS FOR MAKING COPIES

Walter Limbergcr, Hamburg'Poppcnbottel, Germany, as-

signor to Lamoprint ZIndler K.Gn Hamburg, Ger-
many

FUcd Nov. 7, 1960, Scr. No. 67,831
Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 13, 1959

10 Claims. (CI. 95—75)

1 . An apparatus for making copies by using a first and

a second sheet of copying paper, said first sheet of copy-

ing paper being initially passed through first processing

means and then together with the other sheet of copying

paper through second processing means, said apparatus

comprising a housing, first processing means arranged

within said housing, fir^ inlet means within said housing

through whicii said first copying paper together with an

original to be copied are fed to the inlet of said first proc-

essing means, fk«t outlet means arranged on said hous-

ing through which said original after having passed said

first processing means is moved out of said housing, a

second processing means arranged within said housing,

first guide means extending from said first processing

means to said second processing means for passing said

first copy paper from said first processing means to said

inlet nteans of said second processing means, second out-

let means arranged within said housing for moving said

first and said second copy papers out of said housing, a

first sheet dispensing means arranged on said housing

adapted to receive a stack of said second sheets of copy

paper, second guide means extending between said first

3,100,433
SMOKE PIPE TOP

Edward Francis Woodland, 26 Steel St.,

Youngstown, Ohio

FUed Jan. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 82,217

2 Claims. (CI. 98—76)

I . A smoke pipe tc^ comprising a vertically positioned

first pipe having the upper end thereof cut diagonally

thereacross and a second pipe of the same diameter as

said first pipe attached thereto at its lowermost end and

extending therefrom at an angle thereto and communi-

cating therewith, the upper end of said second pipe de-

fining a vertically disposed curved opening, a vertically

positioned third pipe having an opening in one side mid-

way between its ends, attached to said second pipe with

said opening in registry with said upper end of said sec-

ond pipe, said third pipe of the same diameter as said

first pipe having an inturned flange across the upper por-

tion of said opening intermediate the ends thereof, said

second pipe having integral outturned tabs on its upper

end radially spaced thereabout and fasteners posi-

tioned through said tabs engaging said third pipe, said

first pipe being adapted to receive products of combus-

tion at its lowermost end and said third pipe adapted to

vent said products of combustion at its uppermost end.

3 100 434
COFFEE MAKING MACHINE

Geoi^e R. Bunn, 927 E. Adams St., Springfield, III.

FUcd Jan. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 1,200

9 Claims. (0.99—282)
1. A coffee making machine comprising, in combina-

tion, a main water tank, a supply valve, means connect-

ing said main water tank through said supply valve to

a source of water under pressure, means for continu-

ously heating water in said main tank to maintain it

\
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at a relatively low temperature above normal room tem-

perature, an auxiliary water tank connected in fluid tight

relation to said main water tank, means for selectively

heating water in said auxiliary tank to a relatively high

temperature below 212° F.. ground coffee receiving

means, means placing said ground coflFee receiving means
in communication with said auxiliary tank whereby hot

water therefrom flows through ground coflFee in said re-

4» r mo crCAj A c ^au^cM

cciving means, means for receiving liquid coffee from

said ground coffee receiving means, and means for si-

multaneously opening said supply valve to cause water

to flow through said main and auxiliary tanks and for

energizing said heating means in said auxiliary tank

whereby water at a relatively high temperature below
212° F. flows through said ground coffee and hot liquid

coffee flows into said liquid coffee receiving means.

3,100,435
ROTISSERIE RACK HAVING MEANS FOR DIS-

ENGAGING THE DRIVE MOTOR
Ray Alven Mobley, Jr., Hamilton, Ohio, assignor to

Whirlpool Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 94,321

8 Claims. (CI. 99—421)

,1

1. Food supporting apparatus for cooking, comprising:

means defining a chamber having an access opening for

insertion and withdrawal of food relative to the cham-
ber; a frame in said chamber; a rotatable food engaging
member supported on said frame; driving means normal-

ly adjacent said frame for rotating said food engaging

member, the food engaging member being movable rela-

tive to said frame into and out of engagement with said

driving means; and movable means mounted on said

frame for movement transversely to said opening and en-

gaging said food engaging member for moving said food

engaging member into and out of engagement with said

driving means upon movement of said movable means,

said movable means having an operating portion acces-

sible at said opening.

3,100,436
MEANS FOR REDUCING THERMAL GRADIENTS
IN THE HOT-PRESSING OF SYNTHETIC MICA

William McNeill, and JoMph E. Chrostowdd, Philadel-

phia, Pa., a«%nors to the United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Army
Filed May 5, 1961, Ser. No. 108,206

1 Claim. (CI. 100—93)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

f "^^.-^

Apparatus for use in inductively hot-pressing a lamellar

polycrystalline sheet of synthetic mica comprising a pair

of discs made of a metal selected from the group consist-

ing of molybdenum, platinum and palladium for receiv-

ing said mica therebetween, a graphite block disposed ver-

tically outwardly of each disc and axially aligned there-

with, said graphite blocks being of sufficient dimensions to

overlap said mica therearound by at least about 1 inch,

inductor coils surrounding said graphite blocks, and means
to transmit pressure to the mica to be pressed.

3,100,437
HAY BALER

Edwin B. Nolt and James W. McDolBe, New Holland,

Pa^ assignors to Speny Rand Corporation, New Hol-

land, Pa., a corporation of Delaware
Original application Oct. 29, 1958, Ser. No. 770,499, now

Patent No. 3,040,508, dated June 26, 1962. Divided

and this application Oct. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 66,288
3 Claims. (CI. 100—179)

1. In a hay baler, a bale case having a forward end

and a rear end, a plunger redprocable in said bale case

toward and away from said rear end, and means mounted

on said forward end for reciprocating said plunger, said

reciprocating means comprising, in combination, a first

rotatable shaft having an axis transverse to said bale

case, a gear mounted on said shaft extending in a plane

perpendicular to the axis of said shaft and parallel to
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the reciprocations of said plunger, said gear having an

inner face and an outer face spaced axially, a connecting

rod, means pivolally connecting one end of said rod to

said plunger, means pivotally connecting an opposite end

of said rod to said inner face and radially spaced from

said transverse axis whereby when said gear is rotated

said rod is reciprocated, a second rotatable shaft having

an axis extending normal to said transverse axis, a pinion

mounted on said second shaft, said gear having angularly

spaced gear teeth on said inner face and said pinion hav-

ing peripheral teeth meshing therewith, said gear and

pinion teeth being elongated and located in a common
plane parallel to said axis of said second shaft whereby

the pinion may be in various axial positions without

changing the radial mesh of the pinion teeth with the

gear teeth.

3,100^8
UNIVERSAL PRESS

Alfred H. Meriier, 978 Acalanccs Road, Lafayette, Calif.

FUcd Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,761

17 Claims. (CL 100—214)

1. In a drill or arbor press for machine shops, the com-

bination of a base member and a top member, a base

member-provided supporting means spacing the top mem-

ber above said base nKsmbcr, an intermediate vertically

slidable worit-supporting member between said base and

top members and carried by said top member-supporting

means, adjustable means supporting said intermediate

member in predetermined positions between said base and

top members, said top and intermediate m6n>bcrs having

aligned openings therein, a carrier for a work engaging ele-

ment supported by said lop member and providing a bear-

ing for a vertically shifuble worlc-engaging member, said

bearing being alignable with said top and intermediate

member-provided openings, and said intermediate member
being movable into said top member opening to cooperate

with the top member in the provision of a work table.

bossing roll corresponding to said first spaced indices

and registrable therewith when there is proper aligned

registration between said first indices on said sheet

structure and said embossing indices;

(c) embossing a test portion of said sheet structure

having at least two of said first indices thereon

with said embossing roll to provide on said test por-

tion of said sheet structure as embossed, second

spaced indices formed by and corresponding to said

embossing indices;

(</) measuring the displacement between corresponding

of said first and second indices on said test portion

of said sheet structure as embossed; and

{e) adjusting the temperature of said embossing roll

in accordance with the measured displacement be-

tween corresponding of said first and second indices

to change the length of said embossing roll by an
amount sufficient to cause exact aligned registration

between corresponding of said first and embossing

indices on other portions of said sheet structure.

3,100,440
LINE PRINTER

Nathaniel B. Wales, Jr., Sharon, Conn., assignor to The
Metrodynamics Corporation, a corporation of New
Jersey

FUed Apr. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 126,358
10 Claims. (CI. 101—93)

3.100,439

EMBOSSING APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR AD-
JUSTING THE LENGTH OF AN EMBOSSDVG
ROLL

Sam L. Leach, Oweuboro, Ky., awlgnni to PID Corpo-

ratkm, Bcvcriy Hills, Calif., a corporation of CaUfomia
Filed Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,351

5 Claims. (CL 101-^2)
1. A method of adjusting the length of an embossing

roll, having a known coefficient of thermal expansion, to

provide aligned registration between the embossing face

of said roll and an image carried on an embossable sheet

structure to be embossed thereby, said method comprising

the steps of :

(o) providing first spaced marginal indices on at least

a portion of said stieet structure;

(b) providing spaced embossing indices on said em-

798 O.O.—17

1. In a line printer, the combination comprising: a

plurality of parallel coaxial rotors bearing type faces on

their peripheries; torque means to urge said rotors onto

angular rotation about said axis in a character selec-

tive direction; a character scanning rotor; means to return

said rotors to a home position; at least one decoding disk;
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means to rotate each said decoding disk in synchroniza-

tion with said character scanning rotor during its selective

direction of rotation; at least one arcuate binary decod-

ing channel on each said decoding disk, each said channel

having alternate wiiidow sectors and opaque sectors; a

group of gas discharge tubes corresponding to each of

said type face rotors, each lube being located adjacent

to a code channel in said decoding disk; means to elcc-

irically ignite selected ones of said gas discharge tube

groups in accordance with a coded line of character in-

formation to be printed; means to sustain the discharge

of said tubes after said coded ignition whereby to main-

tain a corresponding pattern of light signals from each

of said groups of tubes during selective rotation of said

character scanning rotor; a photoelectric cell correspond-

ing to each said group of gas discharge tubes; optical

means to convey the light passing from any discharge tube

within a group through a window in said decoding disk

channel to the photocell corresponding to the said group; a

separate electromechanical means to stop the selective rota-

tional advance of each rotor in response to an electric

stop signal; and means corresponding to each said photo-

cell responsive to the intervention of an opaque sector of

said decoding channel between each energized tube within

the corresponding group and said corresponding photo-

cell for generating an electric stop signal whereby to actu-

ate said electromechanical stop means.

3,1M,441
INK DISTRIBUTING DEVICE OF OFFSET

PRINTING PRESS
Katsuji Akiyama, 996 Nishiani, Adachl-ku,

Tokyo, Japan
FUed Jan. 31, 1961, Scr. No. 86,020

2 Claims. (CI. 101—350)

,- u-^pS -,
/•- -^_v^ •

1 . In a printing press having a plate cylinder for mount-

ing a printing plate thereon, the improvement which com-

prises, means for inking said printing plate comprising

two inking roils for inking said plate and disposed radially

of said plate cylinder in contact therewith and extending

parallel thereto, one of said inking rolls being larger in

diameter than the other of said inking rolls and having

a circumference of sufficient length to completely ink said

plate during one revolution of said one inking roll, said

inking roll having a larger diameter comprising a resilient

inking roll and being disposed to ink said plate after the

other inking roll has made contact therewith, two longi-

tudinally rcciprocably driven metal rolls for transferring

ink to said inking rolls while rotating and reciprocably

driven, one of said rcciprocably driven metal rolls being

disposed in contact with and parallel to said inking rolls,

the other of said rcciprocably driven metal rolls being dis-

posed parallel to the inking roller having a lesser diame-

ter and in contact therewith two other metal rolls disposed

parallel to said inking roller having the larger diameter

and in contact therewith, and other rolls disposed for sup-

plying and transferring ink to said reciprocably driven

metal rolls, and to said other two metal rolls.

3,1M,442
ROTARY TYPE HOLDER

Joseph C. Lame Pittsburgh, Pa., assicBor to Jas. H.
Matthews A Co., Pittsborgh, Pa., a corporatkM of Penn-

sylvania

FUed Oct. 9, 1961, Scr. No. 143,631

8 Clahns. (CI. 101—377)

1. A rotary type holder for segmental type having bead-

receiving notches in the sides thereof comprising an end

ring having an annular bead on one face thereof, a type

holder disc of the shape of a segmented annulus of more

than 180" with spaced ends, said type holder disc being in

face-to-face contact with said one face of the end ring

and having a groove in the ring-confronting face thereof

into which the bead of the end ring is received, the space

between the ends of the holder disc forming a type-re-

ceiving space, the bead on the ring being received into

the notches of type inserted in the space, a locking ring

confined against the other face of the type holder disc

and supported for relative concentric rotation thereagainst,

the locking ring being segmented for alignment of an open-

ing with the type-receiving space of the holder disc when

rotated whereby type may be freed from the bead of the

end ring, means confining the locking ring against end-

wise movement relative to the type holder disc, and an end

member on the end ring having a hub portion with ra-

dnally-movable locating keys therein for removably pod-

tiooins the holder on a shaft

3,1M,443
SHAPED CHARGE APPARATUS

Eogcac M. PoMrlica, Hovston, Tcz., anigwir l»

better Well Surreyfa^ Corporalioii, Howton, Tcl, a

corporatioB of Texas
FUed lone 3, I960, Scr. No. 33,8M

12 Claims. (CI. 102—20)
1. A perfcMrating assembly for use in a cased well bore

including: a plurality of shaped charge capsules wherein

each capsule has oppositely disposed first and second,

longitudinally extending connecting portions, said firrt

connecting portion of each capsule having a bifurcated

end thereby forming a first slot defined by surfaces be-

tween lug portions, said second connecting portion ci

each capsule having a bifurcated end thereby forming a

second slot defined by surfaces between lug portions, said

first and second connecting portions of each capsule be-

ing disposed relative to a first longitudinal plane passing

iherethrxHigh so that said first and second slots lie to

either side of said first plane with a surface of each slot

substantially coextensive with said first plane, said slots

being sized relative to lug portions of said connecting

portions for close fitting coupling of coonecting portions

of said capsules to maintain alignment of said slot sur-

faces; and means pivotally coupling connecting portions

of said capsules to one another for forming an articu-

lated assembly of interconnected capsules; and magnetic

orienting apparatus coupled to said articulated assembly

and having a resultant force of magnetic attraction akmg
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a second plane extending lengthwise of said assembly,

said second plane having a fixed alignment relative to

path for slowly discharging said capacitor after disconnec-

tion of said capacitor from the electrical source; and

means, including clectroacoustic transducer means at- sub-

stantially said given depth in the borehole, electrically

coupled to said mput stage to supply an actuating signal

to said input stage responsive to detection of acoustic

waves of predetermined minimum amplitude by said clec-

troacoustic transducer means.

3 100 445
SHAPED CHARGE AND METHOD OF

FIRING THE SAME
nmmas C. Ponlter, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor of ooe-half

to Botg-Wamer Corporatioo, Chicago, m., a corpora-

tion of nilDols, and onetelf to HalUbafton Company, a

corporation of Delaware
FUed Jan. 14, 1959, Scr. No. 786,888

16 daloM. (CL 102—24)

said first plane so that said articulated assembly may be

oriented in a cased well bore.

3 100,444
DETONATION OF SEISMIC CHARGES

John D. Ball, Charks J. CharAc, and Whitman D.

MooBce, Honstoa, Tex., assigMn, by mesne ad^n-
mcnts, to Jersey Prodwrtioa Research Company, Ttaba,

Okla., a corporatioB of Delaware
Filed Dec. 4, 1959, Scr. No. 857,454

9 Claims. (CL 101^21.6)

1. Apparatus for energizing an electrically actuable

firing cap positioned at a given depth in a borehole re-

sponsive to detection thereby of acoustic waves of pre-

determined minimum amplitude generated by detonating

an explosive charge in the borehole above said given

depth, comprising: first and second terminals at substan-

tially said given depth in the borehole to which said firing

cap is to be connected, and a third terminal; a storage

capacitor in the borehole; means connecting said storage

capacitor between said first and third terminals so that

said storage capacitor can be electrically charged through

the cap by an electrical source at the earth's surface con-

nected to said first and third terminals through electrical

leads severable by said explosive charge positioned above

said given depth; monostable multivibrator means includ-

ing a normally conductive input sUge and a normally non-

conductive output stoge adapted to switch conduction

states when an actuating signal is applied to said input

stage, said output sUge being in circuit relationship with

said storage capacitor and said first and second terminals

so as to effectively connect said storage capacitor directly

across said first and second terminals when an actuating

signal is applied to said input stage; said monosUble mul-

tivibrator means including a high impedance discharge

,Tfa- J^

1. A shaped explosive charge device c<miprising: a

charge of (ktonating explosive material capable of sus-

taining high-order detonation and low-order detonation

therein, said charge having a front end and a rear end

opposite said front end and being symmetrical about a

longitudinal axis extending between said ends, said charge

providing a cavity in its front end symmetrical about said

axis, said cavity having sidewalls ccmverging to the rear;

a liner of inert material lining said cavity; means for

initiating high-order detonation in said diarge at the rear

end thereof and symmetrically of said axis; and a barrier

synunetrical about said axis embedded in said charge, all

portions of said barrier being positioned rearwanHy of

said cavity and spaced forwardly from said initiating

means and inwardly from the outer surface of said charge,

said barrier having a substantially greater width than its

axial thickness and having the characteristics throughout

at least an axially symmetrical central portion of substan-

tial lateral extent of blocking transmission of high-order

detonation-initiating energy forwardly therethrough and

transmitting low-order detonation-initiating energy for-

wardly therethrough to initiate a low-order detonation in

the exfJosive material on the forward side of said barrier

in response to high-order detonation of the explosive ma-

terial at the rear of said barrier, said low-order detonation

and the high-order detonation that travels forwardly

around the periphery of said barrier merging in the ex-

plosive material between said barrier and the rear end

of said liner to form a composite detonation wave that at-

tacks said liner.

3,100,446
GAS OPERATED DEVICES

Hairy Cbak Foster, East Alton, ID., assignor to Olin

Mathicson Chemical CorporatkNi, East Alton, HI., a

corpondioa of Vbginla
Filed Dec. 9, 1960, Scr. No. 75,033

10 Claims. (0.102—25)
5. A gas operated device comprising a cartri<%e having

a main chamber and a secondary control chamber, gas

inlet means at one end of the main chamber and lateral

discharge outlets in the side walls of the main chamber,

said contrcrf chamber positioned adjacent the other end of

said main dumber, a main valve slidably mounted in the
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cartridge between the main and secondary chambers and

normally positioned to span and seal said discharge out-

lets, the end of the main valve remote from the gas inlet

means having a greater cross sectional area exposed to the

pressure in the chambers than the (H>posite end of said

valve, this differential area being effective to urge the main

valve into sealing engagenwnt with the discharge outlets

during charging of the cartridge, a pressure equalizing

vent extending from the main chamber to the control

chamber, a pressure responsive control piston slidably

mounted in the control chamber, the end of the control

piston adjacent the main valve having a greater cross

sectional area exposed to the pressure in the chamber

than the cross sectional area at the opposite end of said

firing circuit and said housing, inside said housing without

danger of igniting said pyrotechnic material.

, . > „ 1 i», •" ,. ji

piston exposed to the same pressure, this differential area

being effective to move the piston in a direction away from

the main valve during charging of the cylinder, a spring

positioned in the secondary chamber and urging the pis-

ton toward the main valve, means defining a passageway

from said control chamber to the outside of said cartridge,

a vent in said piston opening at one end to the control

chamber and at the other end opening to said passageway,

a ball valve and valve seat positioned in said passageway,

spring means urging said ball valve onto the valve seat

and sealing said pxassageway, and means positioned in the

control chamber adapted to unseat the ball valve upon a

predetermined movement of the piston in the control

chamber and vent said control chamber to the outside.

3,100,447
IGNITER SQUnt

Robert E. Bctts, HnntiTUIc, Ala^ asignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Army
FUed Aug. 31, I960, Scr. No. 53^14

10 Clatans. (CI. 102—28)
(Granted under TlUe 35, VS. Code (1952), sec. 2M)

1. An igniter squib comprising: a housing; a pyro-

technic material disposed in said housing; a sealed metal

container completely enclosing said pyrotechnic material

for shielding said material from static charges; a bridge

plug partially enclosed by said housing and spaced from

said metal container; a non-explosive dielectric between

said plug and said metal container; a firing circuit disposed

within said housing and extending outwardly thereof

through said bridge plug, said firing circuit provided with

a bridge wire disposed in said dielectric; means for per-

mitting the discharge of static electricity, between said

3,100,448
SABOT RETAINER

Charies E. Hablntzel, Alboqnerqac, N. Mez., assignor to

tbe United States of America as represented by the Sec-

retary of the Navy
Original application May 7, 1953, Scr. No. 353,462, now

Patent No. 2,998,778, dated Sept 5, 1961. Divided

and this application June 26, 1956, Ser. No. 596,380
1 Clafan. (CI. 102—93)

In a projectile having a sub-caliber core and a sabot

thereon having a taper on the rearward surface thereof,

a threaded appendage on said projectile extending loosely

through said sabot and a collar threaded upon said ap-

pendage adapted to cooperate with said taper on said

rearward sabot surface to fix said sabot to said projectile,

said collar being composed of a fusible material and
adapted to melt upon contact with the powder gases

formed in firing said projectile, whereby said sabot is re-

leased from said core.

3,100,449
FUEL INJECTION PUMP

Einar S. Dahl, Decatur, III., assignor to Borg-Warner Cor-
poration, Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Feb. 4, 1959, Scr. No. 791,081
5 Clahns. (CI. 103—2)

1. In a fuel injection pump for an internal combus-
tion engine, the combination of a casing formed with a

longitudinal bore and a plurality of fuel delivery ports

opening into said bore, a combined pumping and distribut-

ing plunger disposed within said bore, fill valve means
for supplying fuel to said bore, means for reciprocating

said plunger to compress fuel within said bore and rotat-

ing said plunger to distribute fuel through said ports,

metering means comprising a spring loaded piston in di-

rect communication with said bore and adapted to be dis-

placed a limited amount by fluid pressure developed in

said bore with each stroke of said plunger and including

control means for limiting the strotce of said piston in ac-

cordance with engine demand, whereby metered diarges

of fuel are formed and distributed by said plunger through

each of said p<xts.
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3,100,450

HYDRAULICALLY ACTUATED MACHINE TOOL
Ernest J. Svenson, Rocltford, 111., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, of onc-lialf to Odin Corporation, Rochford,

111., a corporation of lUfaMris, and one-half to W. F. and

lohn Barnes Company, Rockford, 111., a corporation of

nifaiois

Original application June 16, 1954, Scr. No. 437,067, now
Patent No. 2,921,437, dated Jan. 19, 1960. Divided

and this application Mar. 19, 1959, Scr. No. 800,426

1 Clafan. (CL 103—4)

a hydraulic passageway therethrough, flexible diaphragms

covering the ends of said body and having openings

aligned with said passageway, rigid cover plates cover-

ing the ends of said body and the said diaphragms

and having recessed portions on the interior faces thereof

communicating with said passageway and having at least

one exterior opening for energization, through bolts pass-

ing between said cover plates and through said body and

Ptunping means comprising a pump body formed in

three pancake sections separably secured together; said

sections including an inner section, an outer section, and

an intervening section; said intervening section of the

pump body defining a mounting surface adapted to fit

against supporting structure therefor, said intervening

pump body section defining a cavity therein confronting

said inner body section and ooacting with said inner

body section to define therewith a first pumping cfaana-

ber, said outer body section defining a cavity therein

confronting said intervening body section and coacting

therewith to define a second pumping chamber alined

with said first pumping chamber, a drive shaft extending

into both said chambers, bearing means joumalling said

drive shaft in each of said body sections, a second shaft

extending into both said chambers, bearing means jour-

nalling said second shaft in each <rf said body sectkxis,

first and second pairs of pumping gears disposed within

said respective pumping chambers, the gears of each pair

being supported on said respective shafts for rotati(Hi by

power from said drive shaft, means forming a non-ro-

tatable driving connection between said drive shaft and

each of said gears supported thereon, means forming

between one of the two gears supported on said second

shaft a non-rotatable driving connection, the other of the

two gears supported on said second sH^ft being rotatable

with respect to said second shaft, said intervening body

section defining internal passages communicating with

the inlet and outlet sides of said pumping chambers end

opening throu^ said noounting surface, said outer body

section defining an internal pressure relief passage extend-

ing between the inlet and outlet ot said second pumping

chamber and including a bore, said bore being counter-

bored from the pump chamber inlet end thereof to de-

fine a valve seat exposed toward the pump chamber inlet

end of said pressure relief passage, a movable valve noem-

ber disposed in said counterbore in confronting relation

to said valve seat and being riidably supported by the

body structure defining said counterbore for movement

toward and away from said seat, a q>ring urging said

valve member against said seat to sustain a predeter-

mined differential pressure oo said valve member urging

tiie valve member away from said seat, and said drive

sbaft having one end thereof pr(^c>cting from said body

and defining a shaft driving connection.

sadd diaphragms for securing them rigidly together, an

inlet and an outlet valve chamber, located one in each

ol said apertures, a valve freely movaUe in each said

valve chamber, and a toroidal washer of resilient material

on each said valve, and resilient compressible means lo-

cated between said diaphragms for applying dilating pres-

sure thereto and comprising a pair of recessed cylindrical

and diaphragm contacting cheek pieces and a compres-

sion spring located therebetween and in the recesses.

3,100,452
WELL TOOLS

George G. Grimmer, Dallas, Tcx^ and Harry B.

Schramm, deceased, littc of DaUas, Tex., by Josephine

Schramm, executrix, Dallas, Tex., assignors, by mesne
assiffsments, to Otis Engineering Corporation, Dallas,

Tex., a C(»rporation of Delaware
FUed June 23, 1958, Ser. No. 743,646

20 Clafans. (CI. 103—232)

PROPORTIONING PUMP
S. Limpcrt a^ RoMi 1. Umpctt, both of

121 S. CIlBlM Avcn Bay Shore, N.Y.
FUed Jam. 24, IMl, Scr. No. S4,735

4 ClataM. (CL lt»—150) . . -^ ^
1. In a feeder pump for hydraulic pulsing, an aper- 1. A well tool including: a landmg nipple provided

tared cylindrical body of relatively rigid material having with a lateral port; a gas lift valve removably installed
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in said nipple, said gas lift valve having a flow passage

therethrough with a lateral opening intermediate tb: ends

of said valve, and external seal means thereon spaced

longitudinally on opposite sides of said lateral opening,

said seal means being disposed to engage said landing

nipple; and means on said housing and said gas lift valve

co-engageable to position said gas lift valve in said nip-

ple at a first position in which said seal means on said

gas lift valve arc positioned on opposite sides of said

port in said nipple for directing flow from said port into

said nipple through said valve, and a second position in

which said seal means arc disposed on the same side of

said port in said nipple opening said port to permit flow

of fluids directly into said nipple without passing through

said flow passage of said valve.

relation thereto and to impart guidance forces to the ve-

hicle.

3,100,453
FRAMELESS TRACK AUTOMATIC CONVEYING

APPARATUS
John V. Davis, Grosse Pointc, Mkh^ assignor to The

Udyiite Corporatioo, Detroit, Mich., a corporatioa of

Delaware
FUcd Dec. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 75^77

28 Claims. (CI. 104

—

12S)

3,100,455
LATCHING DEVICE FOR RAILWAY HOPPER

CAR DOORS
George B. Dorey, Westmoont, Quebec, Canada, aiiigBor

to Enterprise Railway Equipment Company, Chicago,
111., a corporation of Illinob

Filed Apr. 22, 1959, Ser. No. M8,126
2 Claims. (CI. 105—253)

*^ f' ^--o /

1. In a conveying machine for conveying workpieces

through a series of treating stations, the combination

comprising an elongated frame extending along the treat-

ing stations, track means on said frame for supporting a

work carrier movably mounted thereon, a section of said

track means movable to and from a lowered position in

alignment with said track means and a raised position

above said track means for raising and lowering a work

carrier thereon, lift means for moving said section to

and from said lowered position and said raised position,

a first pusher means disposed below said track means for

advancing the work carrier along said track means, and a

second pusher means on said section below said track

means thereon for advancing the work carrier along said

section when in said raised position.

3,100,454

HIGH SPEED GROUND TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM

David H. Dennis, 3 Thaclteray Drive, Short Hills, NJ.
Filed Sept. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 143,005

18 CUims. (CI. 104—138)

1. In combination, a hopper having a discharge open-
ing and a door for closing the opening,

{a) said door being pivotally mounted on said hoppei
adjacent one side of the opening to assume an optn
pendant position and swingable to an inclined closed

position;

{b) means for retaining the door in partially closed

position and in fully closed position and including:

(c) a keeper carried by the hopper having stepped
shoulders including a primary shoulder for holding

the door in partially closed position and a secondary
shoulder for holding the door in fully closed posi-

tion, and
(d) a latch element on the door adjacent said keeper
and movable to and away from tbe pivotal axis of

the door and biased away from said pivotal axis and
toward the distal end of said door to normally gravi-

tate to a biased latching position; and
{e) means for automatically displacing the latch ele-

ment from its biased latching position including:

(/) an inclined runway on said keeper leading to the

primary shoulder adapted to engage with the latch

element and displace the said element from its biased

latching position by movement of the door toward
closed position, and

(g) a locking dog pivotally mounted on die hopper and
in locking engagement with the latch element only
when the said element is in engagement with the sec-

ondary shoulder.

1. An aerodynamic transport system comprising, in

combination, continuous guidance and supporting track

means defined by walls having horizontal and vertical

components, a vehicle for operation on the track, means

to propel the vehicle on the track axially thereof, and

airfoil means carried by the vehicle and disposed, in op-

eration, proximate the horizontal and vertical wall com-

ponents but spaced therefrom, said airfoil means and

walls generating, cooperatively, ground effect lift forces

with vertical and horizontal components derived from the

vdiicle motion through the air mass, thereby to support

the moving vehicle aerodynamically on the track in spaced

3,100,456
HOPPER DISCHARGE OUTLET SEALING

SLIDING CLOSURE ASSEMBLY
Geotgc B. Dorey, Westmomrt, Quebec, Canada,

to Enterprise Railway Eqnipmeot Company, Chicago,
ni., a corporation of Illinois

Original application Nov. 10, 1958, Ser. No. 772,837.
DivUed and this application Jnne 20, 1962, Ser. No.
203,769

8 Claims. (CL 105—253)
1. In combination,

(a) a four-sided hopper including wall means defining

a discharge opening,

{b) a gate movable on said hopper between two of said

wall means for closing said discharge opening,

(c) said gate having the trailing end extending beyond
another of the walls and including upstanding flange
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walls at each side thereof extending in the general for applying force to the shell near each end, the said

direction of movement of the gate, and shell being composed of two trough-shaped mouldmgs

id) hood means extending inwardly from said hopper constituting the parts of the said shell lymg on opposite

wall means forming chambers overlying the side sides of a longitudinal plane and joined to one another

flanges of the gate, along both pairs of adjacent longitudinal edges at the

said longitudinal plane, each of the said two mouldings

{e) said side flanges of the gate tapering in depth from

the trailing end of the gate and said chambers having

corresponding inclined roof portions presenting un-

dersurfaces adapted to register thcrealong with the

upper edges of the side flanges in wedging relation

when the gate is in closed position.

3,1M^57
SLIDING CLOSURE HOPPER CLOSURE OUTLET

A4SHVIBLY
George B. Dorey, Westmrnnt, Quebec, Canada, anignor

to Enterprise RaUway Eqnipment Company, Chicago,

m., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Mar. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 96,244

6 Claims. (CI. 105—282)

comprising inner and outer skins of resin-bonded fibrous

material connected by rigid cell-fomiing membranes,

the said mouldings having separate metal reinforcement

embedded in them near the ends of the shell, the ve-

hicle having fastenings near each end passing through

the said metal reinforcement and securing to the shell

the means for applying force to the shell.

3,100,459

NESTED TRAY STAND
Jules Liss, Queens, and Martin Liss, Brooklyn, N.Y.

(Both of 1671 McDonald St., Brooldyn, N.Y.)

Filed Aug. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 214^7
4 Claims. (CI. 108—91)

1. In combination:

(a) an outlet assembly for a hopper having a discharge

opening and a movable gate for said opening,

(b) means mounUng said gate on said outlet assembly

for transla'iory nwvement from and to closed posi-

tion,

(c) means for moving said gate in a closing direcUon

and an opening direction including a rfiaft rotatably

mounted on said outlet assembly in lateral spaced

relation to said gate when dosed and below its path

of movement and having radially extending arm

means and linkage i»vo:ally connected at one end to

said arm means and at the opposite end to said gate,

(d) said linkage being foldable to seat on said shaft

and rotatable therewith to lift the end connected to

said gate over and beyond said shaft upon rotation

of said shaft to optn said gate, and

(«) means for retaining said linkage in folded rclauon

on said shaft during rotatiwi of said shaft to move

said gate from open position toward closed position •

comprising trackway means on said outlet assembly

concentrically disposed with respect to the axis of

roution of said shaft for reacting against said link-

age at the end of said gate to which said linkage is

connected.

3,100,458

MOLDED RAILWAY VEHICLE BODIES
WOliam Andrew Baker, Alan William Thompson, Francis

Murray Lane, and Jack Poslett, Bristol, England,

att^ors, by mesne assignments, to Bristol Aeroplane

Plastics Lhnlted, Bristol, England

FUed Dec. 29, 1958, Ser. No. 783,346

Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 3, 1958•^
4 Claims. (CI. 105—397)

1. A chassisless railway vehicle comprising a shell,

two bogies near opposite ends of the said shell, and means

1. A stackable tray stand unit comprising:

a stand portion and a tray portion;

said stand portidh comprising a plurality of ground-

engaging leg members mounted upon a central sup-

port member, said leg members each having a

radially extending horizontal portion proximate to

said central member and a downwardly and out-

wardly extending portion adapted to engage the

ground at the terminal portion of said members;

said tray portion comprising an integrally molded

plastic member having an upper surface and a bottom

surface;

said bottom surface having formed thereon a first

plurality of downwardly depending spacing mem-

bers adapted to register with said horizontal portion

of each of said leg members respectively, said first

spacing members being disposed on cither side of

each of said horizontal portions in the assembled

condition to prevent angular displacement of said

tray relative to said stand;

said bottom surface having formed thereon a second

plurality of downwardly depending spacing members

adapted to register with said horizontal portion of

said leg members, said second set of spacing mem-

bers adapted to abut and rest upon said horizontal

portions of said leg members to thereby maintain
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said tray in a plane generally normal to the axis of

said stand portion;

an axial bore formed in said central support member
of said stand portion, and a downwardly depending
hollow cylinder formed axially on the said bottom
surface of said tray portion;

a tapered screw adapted to be introduced into the

bottom opening of said axial bore and to register with

the bore of said hollow cylinder and said tray por-

tion in the assembled relation and to threadedly

engage said cylinder to thereby urge said tray portion

and said stand portion in close abutment, whereby
said tray portion is maintained in spaced relation-

ship to said stand portion by means of said first and
said second set of spacing members; and

a plurality of radially extending slots formed on said

tray portion equal in number to and substantially

parallel with the horizontal portion of said leg mem-
bers respectively, in the assembled condition,

whereby a plurality of said tray stand units are

adapted to be vertically stacked together with the

downward extending portion of said leg member of

one unit adapted to register with and pass through

one of said slots of a tray stand unit disposed directly

underneath, in stacking relationship.

3,100,460
SHELVING STRUCTURE

Robert H. McElroy, Aurora, DL, asdfnor to Lyon Metal

Products, Incorporated, Aurora, DL, a corporation of

lUinois

FUed Not. 17, 1960, Scr. No. 70,055

7 Claims. (CI. 108—109)

1. A shelving construction comprising an upstanding

enclosing back member, an upstanding enclosing side

member disposed at each of the opposite ends of said

back member, said side members extending in the same

direction from said back member and substantially par-

allel to each other, said back member having at least

one elongated opening therein adjacent to each side edge

thereof, at least one tongue integral on each of said

side members, said tongues being disposed in said open-

ings for interconnecting said back member and said

side members, said tongues each including abutting

means engaging said back member for preventing separa-

tion between said side members and said back members
in a direction perpendicular to said back member, a

shelf member extending between said side members and

having downturned side flanges thereon, and at least

one tang integral on each of said side members inter-

mediate the vertical ed^ thereof and extending out-

wardly therefrom toward the other a{ said side mem-
bers, said downturned side flanges each having a slot

in each end thereof and receiving one of said tangs

therein for supporting said shelf member on said side

members and for preventing movement of said side

members away from each other and for fixing the angu-
lar relation between said back member and said side

members whereby said integral tongues and openings
and said integral tangs and slots serve rigidly to inter-

connect said back member and said side members and
said shelf member and serve firmly to mount said shelf

member on said side members all without the use of addi-
tional detachable fasteners and the like.

3 100,461
ADJUSTABLE MOUNTING FOR ADJUSTABLE

POWDERED FUEL BURNER
Tage Werner, Clevelaud, Ohio, tgnor, by mene anign-

mcnts, to Inland Steel Company, Chicago, HI., a corpc
ratioa of Delaware

FUed Apr. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 24,822
7 Claimi. (CL 110—28)

6. A furnace chamber having a wall with an opening
therein, a supporting structure for adjustably mounting
a burner in said wall opening comprising an elongated

tubular support member havfng at one end thereof a

substantially spherical bearing portion, a complementary
seat f<x- said bearing portion on said furnace wall and
having an axial passage extending therethrough in registry

with said furnace wall opening, said bearing portion of

said tubular support member being in angularly and seal-

ably adjustable engagement with said complementary seat,

flange means adjacent the other end of said support mem-
ber extending radially from said support member and
having a diameter at least equal to said bearing portion,

said flange means having connected therewith at least three

substantially equally spaced, elongated ties adapted for

detachable interconnection with spaced retainer means
fixed to said wall, and adjustment means on said ties for

varying the effective lengths of said ties, and said flange

means interposed between said support member and said

adjustment means to prevent radiant heating of said ad-

justment means; whereby an angular position of said sup-

port member relative to its seat can be readily adjusted.

3,100,462
SEED PLANTING APPARATUS

Clarence R. Stcck and Frank B. Price, Denver, Colo.,

assignorB to Silver Corporation, Denver, Colo., a corpo-
ration of Colorado

FUed Mar. 11, 1959, Ser. No. 798,658
8 Claims. (CI. 111—77)

1. In a mobile seed planter for row planting, the com-
bination of an upper source of seed supply, a lower seed

discharge mechanism and an intermediate seed transport

system, a suction pickup member having a series of out-

wardly extending pneumatic pickup nozzles spaced at uni-

form intervals and movable through a passage in the seed
supply, each nozzle having a tapering end and a passage
therein of less diameter than a single seed, whereby only
a single seed is attached during movement through said

seed supply, means for moving said nozzles at a uniform
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rate through the seed suf^ly passage and intermediate sys-

tem for discharge in the row at approximately ground

level, said intermediate transport system including shield-

ing means forwardly of and at the sides of said nozzles,

with the nozzles extending close to the bottom of the

shielding means for preventing wind scattering of attached

bar and said first mentioned shaft and inclined to the

vertical plane containing said first mentioned shaft, a

spreader secured to said shaft, and means for oscillating

said other shaft.

3,100,464

AUTOMATIC LOOPER OPERATOR AND METHOD
Edward J. Wick and Harry W. Day, PhUadelphIa, Pa.,

assignors to FUlmore C. Rosen, Lcvittown, Pa., trading

as Ardmore Hosiery MUls
FUed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,759

6 Claims. (CI. 112—27)

and discharging seeds, and a discharge control associated

with said nozzles for terminating suction and directing dis-

charge forces through each nozzle at its nearest point to

ground contact, whereby the released seeds are discharged

vertically and deposited singly at uniform intervals in the

row.

3,100,463

SEWING MACHINE FOR EFFECTING THE
TWO-THREAD CHAIN STITCH

Nerino Marforio, MUan, Italy, assignor to S.p.A. Virginio

Rimoldi & C, MUan, Italy, a company of Italy

FUed Nov. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 68,781

3CUIms. (CI. 112—16)

1 . Apparatus for applying a pair of facing layers of

fabric to a rotary-looper-machine dial having radial points

with the points engaged in a loose course of each fabric

layer, said apparatus comprising conveyor means for con-

veying a pair of facing fabric layers in the direction tan-

gential to said dial with said loose courses on a line in

alignment with said points for engagement thereon, a pair

of sensing elements on the nonfacing side of each fabric

layer spaced apart in the direction normal to and on oppo-

site sides of said line for detecting movement of the ad-

jacent loose course from between said sensing elements,

and positioning means engageable with respective layers

of fabric and responsive to said sensing elements to move

the fabric layers in said normal direction for proper posi-

tioning with respect to said points.

3,100,465

APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF WAVE
LINE CONSTANT HEIGHT ROWS OF TUFTS

Ed B. Broadrick, Tiger, Ga., assignor to James L^m*"
Sons Company, Bridgeport, Pa., a corporation of Deta-

'^"*
FUed Mar, 27, 1961, Ser. No. 98,364

7 Claims. (CI. 112—79)

1. In a sewing machine for effecting a two-thread

chain stitch and having a machine, the combination com-

prising, a pair of feed cups counter-rotauble and between

which the work is clamped for forward feed, a needle bar

for carrying a needle and slidably mounted in the machine

frame for reciprocating said needle over a path extend-

ing tlH-ough the axes of the cups and perpendicular there-

to, means for reciprocating said needle bar, a shaft oscil-

lataWe about an axis arranged above said needle bar, a

thread-carrying loopcr clamped to an end of said shaft

lying above the needle, said thread-carrying looper hav-

ing a hole for the thread which together with the needle

thread forms a stitch, a cross-head for rotatably support-

ing said shaft, said cross-head being angularly adjustable

about an axis perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of

said shaft, means for angularly adjusUng and. secunng

the angular position of said cross-head with respect to

the machine frame, means for oscillating said shaft carry-

ing the looper about its own axis, another shaft having

its axis arranged in a plane perpendicular to said needle

798 0.0.-18

1. A pile fabric tufting machine comprising a throat

plate, a series of vertically oscillating needles for introduc-

ing pile yarns into and through a backing fabric carried

over the throat plate, means for transversely shifting the

backing fabric across the throat plate, and means for

selectively accelerating and decelerating the rate of feed
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of pile yams to the needles in timed relation with the shift-

ing means.

3,100,466
CONTROL MEANS FOR THE BACKING FABRIC

FEED IN A PILE TUITING MACHINE
Glenn J. Lcdford, Clayton, and Herbert S. McDowell,
Mountain City, Ga^ assignors to James Lees and Sons
Company, Bridgeport, Pa., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 103,875
4 Claims. (CL 112—79)

1. In a pile fabric tufting machine having a housing,

a vertically reciprocating needle bar mounted in said

housing, a throat defining a tufting zone over which a

backing fabric is fed underneath the needle bar, a pin

feed roll for the backing fabric, a pin take-up roll for

the backing fabric, a shaft journaled on the tufting ma-
chine at righ4 angles to the said rolls, a pair of cranks

on said shaft, a connecting rod between one of said

cranks and the pin feed roll, a connecting rod between

the other of said cranks and the pin take-up roll, drive

means for the shaft, a secondary shaft in said drive means,

a high speed clutch on said secondary shaft, a low speed

clutch on said secondary shaft, and pattern means for

selectively actuating each of said clutches in accordance

with a pre-determined pattern to intermingle a fast lateral

oscillation of the backing fabric across the throat, a

slow lateral oscillation of the backing fabric across the

throat, and a straight travel of backing fabric across the

throat.

3,100,467
MACHINE FOR MAKING TUFTED FABRIC WITH

CUT AND UNCUT PILE LOOPS
Walter A. Rice, Amsterdam, N.Y., assignor to Mohasco

Industries, Inc., Amsterdam, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
Filed May 19, 1961, Scr. No. 111,272

2 Claims. (CI. 112—79)
1. In a machine having means for advancing a back-

ing sheet over a support, a plurality of vertically recipro-

cable needles disposed in a row extending transversely of

the direction of movement of the sheet and operable to

insert successive rows of loops of pile yams through

the sheet, the loops being of uniform height, a row of

loopers beneath the support movable in the direction of

advance \of the backing sheet to enter and retain the

inserted loops when the needles are rising and retractable

to release the loops, and means for withdrawing yam
from last-inserted loops selected in accordance with a

pattern to shorten such loops, the combination of a plu-

rality of stationary cutting elements aligned with respec-

tive needles below the level of the support and having

pointed ends adapted to enter loops of more than a

selected height only, the ends of the elements being

spaced from their associated needles in the direction of

movement of the backing sheet a distance at least equal

to the spacing between adjacent transverse rows of loops,

a plurality of movable cutting elements co-operating with

respective stationary elements to sever loops entered by

the pointed ends of the latter, a pusher plate extending

the length of the row of needles, a mounting for the

plate movable to cause the plate to travel bodily along

a path which lies between the upper ends of the loopers

and the under side of the support and extends along the

line of travel of the backing sheet from one side of the

plane of movement of the needles to the other, and means

independent of the needles for reciprocating the mounting
to cause the plate to move beneath the rising needles and
engage inserted loops and move with them as the backing

sheet advances to prevent the loops from twisting and to

move back from beneath the needles to avoid contact

therewith as they descend.

3,100,468
BLINDSTTTCH SEWING MACHINE WITH ECCEN-

TRIC MOUNTING FOR WORK SUPPORT
Thomas D. Taylor, deceased, late of Hcmann, Mo., by

Gcoisia Bmcggenjohann, execntrlx, Hermann, Mo.,
ass^or to Union Special MacUoc Company, Chicago,

III., a corporation of lUinob
FUcd Mar. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 95,441

17 Claims. (CI. 112—178)

1. In a blindstitch sewing machine having a frame, a

rotary drive shaft journaled in said frame, and means for

advancing work from the front toward the rear of said

frame, the combination which con>prises a work suf>-

porting member along which the work to be stitched is

advanced, said work support being pivotally connected

with said frame for rocking movements about an axis ex-

tending transversely of the direction of feed of the work,

said axis being disposed adjacent the rearward end of said

work support as viewed in the direction of feed of the
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work, cylindrical means cooperating with said work sup-

port to provide said axis, pivot means on said frame of

the machine cooperating with said cylindrical means ec-

centrically of said axis, a node former rockably mounted

on an axis which is in fixed relation to said work sup-

port and positioned forwardly of the axis about which

said work support is rocked, connections from said drive

shaft to said work support for rocking the latter about

said first-mentioned axis to produce skip stitches and a

single means operable at wfll for turning said cylindrical

means about said pivot means to cause lowering of said

first mentioned axis and for rocking said work support

about said first mentioned axis to thereby facilitate the

introduction and removal of work.

3,1H,469
THROAT PLATE FOR OVEREDGE SEWING

MACHINE
John M. WashbaiB, Hartford, Coon., assignor to The
Mcrrow MachlM Company, Hartford, Conn., a corpo-

ration of CooDccticnt
Flkd Sept 6, IHl, Scr. No. 136,265

5 Claims. (CL 112—26«)

1. For use in an overedge sewing machine; a throat

pla:e having a first stitch finger thereon defining an elon-

gate needle receiving slot having spaced longitudinal side

edges and a transverse edge defining the inner end of said

slot, said plate having an upwardly opening groove there-

in extending from said transverse edge across the uj^wr

side of said plate, an elongate plate-like second stitch

finger member having a stitch finger portion at one end

and an elongate tang, said tang being adapted to be re-

ceived within said groove with the opposed sides of said

tang engaged with the side surfaces of said groove to lo-

cate said finger portion in a central longitudinally extend-

ing position within said slot, the lower surface of said

groove having an intermediate portion thereof depressed

relative to the exposed lower surface of said tang, a

shoulder on said member engageable with said transverse

edge, and wedge means engageable between said i^ate and

the upper surface of said tang at a location above said

depressed portion of said groove for flexing said tang

portion downwardly within said groove to resiliently lock

said second stitch finger member to said plate.

moving spaced can body blanks longitudinally along said

said flat upper surface from the rear end toward the front

end thereof; a cylindrical forming horn connected to the

front end of said frame and extending forwardly there-

from; a pair of frame extensions extending parallel to the

axis of said forming horn adjacent the upper surface there-

of; a first pair of stop members fixed one to each of said

frame extension members and extending inwardly thereof,

the forward edge of the forwardmost body blank being

adapted to strike said stop members and be arrested there-

in
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by on a forward stroke of said feed mechanism; a second

pair of stop members one pivotally mounted on each said

frame extension members, said second stop members being

spring biased to a position out of line with the line of

movement by said feed mechanism of said body blanks;

and cam means on said feed mechanism for moving said

second stop members into said line of movement after

the forwardmost blank has moved therepast whereby said

second stop members will be struck by the forward edge

of the next adjacent blank to arrest the forward move-

ment thereof.

3,100,471
MASS STREAM SOLDERING MACHINE

Ernst A. Gntbier, Danvcrs, Mass., assignor to Western

Electric Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
FUed Jnly 1, 1959, Ser. No. 824^26

7 Clahns. (CL 113—126)

3,IH,47f
CAN BODY MAKING MACHINE

Wayne F. Wolfe, Castro Valley, Calif., assigvor to United

Can and Glaa Company, Hayward, Caltf., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
FUcd Aug. 30, 1957, Scr. No. 681,227

8 Cfadms. (CL 113—11)
1. In a can body making machine; a frame having a

flat upper surface; a reciprocating feed mechanism for

1. In a solder coating apparatus,

a cradle having means for holding an article to be

solder coated,

a channel for receiving a flow of molten solder,

means for moving the cradle toward and away from

said container to solder coat the article,

adjustable nKans for supporting the cradk and chan-

nel at a pfedetermined angle which may be varied
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., to vary the flow of solder through the channel while

maintaining constant the path of movement of the

cradle with respect to the channel,

a cam follower mounted on said cradle,

a pair of cams for engaging said cam follower to guide

the movement of the cradle,

means for pivotally mounting a first of said cams,

means for latching the first cam in a position remote

from said follower whereupon advance of the fol-

lower and cradle is controlled by the second cam,

means operated by the advance of the cradle to posi-

tion the article in the solder for releasing said latch,

and
means for pivoting said released first cam into posi-

tion to engage the cam follower during movement
of the cradle away from the solder.

erably associated with said circular member and said sup-

port means and sensitive to engagement therebetween for

recording the extent of such engagement, said cage means

being of such configuration and dimensions relative to an

3,100,472
ATHLETIC FOUL AUTOMATIC INDICATOR

Earl R. Jackson, 1851 Lomita Ave., Stockton, Calif.

Filed Aug. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 134,807
10 Claims. (CL 116—114)

1. An automatic foul line indicator for designating the

violation of a foul line comprising a take-off board hav-

ing an upper surface and having an edge substantially coin-

cident with said foul line, a foul board having two ends,

an upper surface, a lower surface and an edge substan-

tially flush with said edge of said take-off board, means

normally urging said foul board in an upward direction

to raise said upper surface of said foul board slightly above

said upper surface of said take-off board, a pair of in-

dicator wings fixed at right angles to each other adjacent

at least one end of said foul board, rod and sleeve means
pivotally supporting said pair of wings about the vertex of

said right angle, trigger means normally maintaining one

of said indicator wings in a substantially horizontal plane

while the other of said wings extends upwardly in a sub-

stantially vertical plane coincident with said foul line,

lever means responsive to a depression of said foul board

to release said trigger means and spring-tensioned means
to pivot said indicator wings about said rod and sleeve

means when said trigger means is released so that said

other wing is in a substantially horizontal plane and said

one wing extends upwardly in a substantially vertical

plane.

3,100,473
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING ANIMAL

ACTIVITY
John W. Kissel, Evansville, Ind., assignor to Mead John*

son & Company, Evansville, lod., a corporation of
Indiana

FUed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,523
5 Claims. (CI. 119—1)

1. In an apparatus for measuring animal activity, the

combination of a circular member connected to a central

generally vertical support shaft, said shaft being universal-

ly tiltably movable; support means disposed beneath an

outer peripheral portion of said circular member, said

outer peripheral portion rotatably engaging said support

means in the normal course of shaft tilting movement;
animal-confining, closed-circuit passageway cage means
disposed concentrically with said circular member and
including a floor supported on said shaft; and means op-

animal to be confined therein that such animal is un-

able to sec the extent of the limits thereof and is unable

to proceed in a path other than substantially normal to

radii extending from the extended central axis of said

circular member.

3,100,474
COMMODE FOR PETS

Leonard Gabriel Schneider, 532 Bethlehem Pike,

Whitemarsh, Pa.

FUed Sept 27, 1961, Ser. No. 141,191

4 Clahns. (CI. 119—1)

1. A commode for pets comprising an enclosure hav-

ing an open top and upstanding sides, one of said sides

having an opening therein, said one side having a hori-

zontal slot therein of a length greater than the width of

said opening extending across and defining an upper edge

of said opening, a slideable imperforate plate removably

mounted in said slot and having a top surface in scraping

contact with said upper edge of said opening, a screening

member removably mounted in said opening and spaced

below said plate, said screening member having holes

therein permitting litter to pass therethrough, and a tray

movably mounted below said screening member for re-

ceiving litter which passes through said screen.

3,100,475

ADAPTERS FOR MILKING SYSTEMS
Thomas B. Edge, Evansville, Wis.

(7483 N. 107th St., MUwankce, Wis.)

Filed Oct. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 143,083

14 Claims. (CI. 119—14.11)
1. An adapter for a liquid distribution system com-

prising in combination, an adapter hose having an exten-

sion end and an outlet end, said hose having a transmis-

sion section and a yoke section extending the length of

said hose and being adapted to support said hose, a track

adapted to support said yoke section in slidable relation.
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reel means engaging said adapter hose outlet end in wind-

able relation such that as said adapter hose is wound on
of the cartridge slidable in the corresponding opening, a

filler neck on the other end of the cartridge, a plunger

mounted for sliding adjustment in the other opening, re-

silient means in the barrel for sliding the cartridge toward

the plunger, and a ctMitrol valve for the filler neck mounted

therein and engageable with the plunger for actuation

thereby to closed position in response to actuation at the

aaid reel means said yoke section is pulled along said

track.

3,100,476
ANIMAL TIE-OUT STAKE

Betsey A. Peak, 540 E. Chestnut, Gencseo, Dl.

Filed Mar. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 180,220

1 Claim, (a. 119—121)

:hS^
I

^T
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An animal tie-out stake, comprising: a rod having a

lower ground-penetrating end and an ui^>er end adapted

to project above the ground; a stop washer on the rod in

downwardly spaced relation to said upper end for engage-

ment with the ground to limit ground penetration of said

rod; upper and lower stop pins carried by the rod re-

spectively closely above and below the stop washer to

confine said washer against shifting lengthwise of the rod;

a bearing washer on the rod next above and resting on the

upper stop pin; a sleeve coaxially loosely received on the

rod for turning thereon and having a lower end bearing on

the bearing washer and an upper end terminatiitg axially

short of the upper end of the rod, said sleeve having an

outside diameter less than that oi said bearing washer; a

top washer on the rod and engageable with the upper end

of the sleeve and having a diameter greater than the outside

diameter of the sleeve; a lock pin carried by the rod above

and engageable with the top washer; and means on the

sleeve for connection to an animal-restraining element, in-

cluding the hook having an eye embracing the sleeve be-

tween the top and bearing washers and confined by said

washers against axial removal from said sleeve, and said

lock pin being removable from the rod to enable removal

of said top washer.

3 100 477
FOUNTAIN PEN FILIJER CONSTRUCTION

Thoaias M. Enad, Kingston, Pa.

(44 Virginia Tcrmce, Forty Fort, Pa.)

Filed June 13, 1961, Ser. No. 116,838

5 CUfans. (CL 120—42.4)

1. A fountain pen comprising a barrel having open-

ing in its ends, a tubular liquid ink cartridge mounted for

reciprocation in the barrel, a writing point on one end

cartridge by said resilient means, said valve including a

bar operable longitudinally in the filler neck, and balls

of a diameter exceeding that of the filler neck, fixed on the

ends of said bar, one of said balls being seatable in the

outer end portion of the filler neck for closing same, to-

gether with means in the cartridge for preventing the other

ball from seating in the inner end portion of the filler

neck.

3,100,478
FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINES
William R. Crooks, Momit Vernon, Ohio, assignor to The

Cooper-Bessemer Corporation, Mount Vernon, Ohio, a

corporation of Ohio
FUed Oct 27, 1961, Ser. No. 148,187

10 Claims. (CL 123—21)

1. In an internal combustion engine having a fAu-

rality of cylinders in which fuel is burned, a piston for

each cylinder, a crankshaft to which the pistons are

rotatably connected, a fuel line for each cylinder to

supply fuel thereto, a fuel valve in each of said fuel

lines for controlling the flow of fuel therethrough, the

improvement comjMising a fuel control system for reduc-

ing fuel consumption when the engine is operating at

less than full load, said system including control valve

means for each of said fuel valves for opening said fuel
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valves, said control valve means induding push rod

means synchronized with movement of its corresponding

piston, means having a first position responsive to said

push rod means and a second position independent of

said push rod means, means for opening the fuel valve

when said two-position means is in the second position

and the piston is in a predetermined position, and means

responsive to fuel flow to said cylinders for moving said

two-position means from its first position to its second

position when the fuel flow exceeds a predetermined

amount.

3,1M,479
IGNITION SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE
Cari L. Wood, Los Altos, Califs assigiior to Henry J.

Kaiser Company, Oakland, Callf^ a corporation of

Nevada
FUed Aug. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 48,450

14 Claims. (CI. 123—148)

of projecting to the outside of raid cylinder head, an air

filter comprising a metallic casing formed by the combina-

tion of a bell-shaped member having a flat flange at its

base and a cover member dctachably fixed to the outer

edge of said flange, said two members defining a filter

chamber between them, said members being provided

with at least one inlet and at least one outlet bole for
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the flow of air through said chamber connected to the

engine cylinder, and filtering means carried by at least

one of said members across the path of travel of air

from said inlet to said outlet hole, said members surround-

ing said spark plug portion so as to form a shield around

it. a metal element rigid with said cylinder head, and

means securing said two members to said metal element

for grounding said two members.

1 , An ignition system for an internal combustion engine

having at least one cylinder, said system comprising a

source of potential, a spark plug for said cylinder, means

including an electronic valve and a transformer for sup-

plying a high potential to said spark plug, the secondary

winding of said transformer being directly connected to

said spark plug and the primary winding of said trans-

former being directly connected to said electronic valve,

pressure sensitive means electricaUy connected to said

source of potential and electrically connected directly to

said electronic valve for controlling said electronic valve,

and engine operated means for transmitting pressure to

said pressure sensitive means so as to actuate said elec-

tronic valve and produce a flow of current in the secondary

winding of the transformer and a high potential to said

spark plug, said pressure sensitive means being the only

engine operated means employed to actuate said electronic

valve.

3,100,480

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES PROTECTED
AGAINST TRANSMISSION OF RADIO INTER-
FERENCES, IN PARTICULAR FOR LIGHT
WEIGHT VEHICLES

Bernard Ren^ McimcflKHi, NculIly-sar-Sciiic Fraacc, ai-

sigiior to Sodete d*Appareils dc Controle ct d'Eqnipc-

mcBt dcs Motcors (SA.CJ:.M.), Neollly-w-Seliie,

France, a society of France
FUcd Oct. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 142,115

Ciainu priority, appUcation France Nov. 10, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 123—148)

1. An intenul combustion engine which comprises, in

combination, a cylinder head, a spark plug mounted in

said cylinder head, said spark plug having a portion there-

3,100,481
STONECUTTER

William F. Stcfankk, Kennedy Road, RJL 1,

Millikcn, Ontario, Canada
Filed Ang. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 48,046

4Clainia. (CL 125—23)

1. In a device for splitting stone a frame, a lower

splitting blade housing, a lower splitting blade in said

lower splitting blade housing, an upper splitting blade

housing, an upper splitting blade in said upper sfriit-

ting blade housing, said lower splitting blade housing

being mounted in said frame, means for reciprocating

said upper splitting blade bousing within said frame to

carry said upper splitting blade into splitting co-opera-

tion with said lower splitting blade, a feed table for

advancing stone between said blades, said feed table

having a forward edge in close parallel relationship to

said lower splitting blade, said feed Uble being mov-

able in said frame between a first normal position in

which at least the forward edges thereof are at a higher

level than said lower blade to a second position in which

the forward edge of said feed table is lower than said

lower blade, and means responsive to the reciprocation

of said upper blade housing as said upper blade hous-

ing is moved toward said lower blade for lowering said

feed table from said first position to said second posi-

tion to permit a piece of stone to engage with said

lower blade prior to engagement therewith <rf said naov-
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able blade in use, said feed Uble being spring urged

to said first position, and said means for cyclically low-

ering said table from said first position to said second

position being carried by said upper splitting blade

housing.

3,100,482

FLEXIBLE OPTICAL SURGICAL INSTRUMENT
lohn H. Hett, CressUll, NJ., assignor to American

Cystoscopc Makers, Inc., Pclham Manor, N.Y., a cor-

poration of New York
FUed Apr. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 103,003

3 Claims. (CL 128—6)

(c) said mat having a thickened central portion raised

above the remainder of the mat and blending gradu-

ally into the surface of the remainder of the mat, and

(</) there being provided along one side of the mat be-

tween one edge and the raised central portion, double

the number of protuberances as elsewhere on the

mat, the added protuberances being aligned longi-

tudinally, laterally and diagonally and interspaced

with the other protuberances.

3,100,484
QUICK, DETACHABLE SAFETY SUPPORT

OR BELT
John E. Berl, 5312 Kenilworth Ave., BalHmore, Md.
Continnatlon of appUcatimi Scr. No. 28,962, May 13,

1960. This application July 27, 1962, Ser. No.
214,790

1 Claim. (CI. 128—134)

3. A flexible optical instrument particularly for inser-

tion into and for examining the entire interior of the

large intestine in the body of a patient, comprising elon-

gated flexible means including an elongated flexible

bundle of a very large number of extremely fine light

conducting fibers mutually oriented at the opposite end

faces of said bundle so that an image presented to the

distal end of said bundle is conducted to the proximal

end face thereof, objective lens means including a lens

means and an objective lens for forming an image of a

field and focusing the same on the distal end face of

said bundle, means including a lamp mounted on the

distal side of said lens means for illuminating the field

presented to said lens means, elongated resilient means

connected at one end thereof to the distal end of said

flexible means and connected at its opposite end to said

lens means, said elongated resilient means being adapted

to pass the left and right colic flexures, inflatable means

surrounding said resilient means, means supporting said

objective lens within said resilient means intermediate

said lens means and the distal end of said bundle, means

extending along said flexible means and communicating

With said inflatable means for infl^ing the latter, and

means connected to the flexible means for viewing an

image of said field on the proximal end of said bimdle.

3,100,483
FOOT EXERCISER MAT

Edward G. Altmeyer and DonaM C. Andreasson, both of

7364 W. Grand River, Brighton, Mich.

Fflcd Apr. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 190,662

5 Claims. (O. 128—25)

A hospital retaining belt, comprising, a support strap

consisting of an inner layer of woven cotton flannel, an

outer layer of soft fabric material arranged on each side

of said inner layer coextensive therewith, said inner layer

and each said outer layer being elongated shaped and

having coextcnsively arranged with each other a pair

of ends and substantially parallel longitudinal edges, said

inner layer and each said outer layer being secured to

each other to form an assembly <rf layers by a plurality

of spaced rows of stitching arranged transversely of said

strap and a plurality of spaced rows of stitching arranged

centered and lengthwise ql said strap, the woven cotton

flannel of said inner layer having its strong warp threads

arranged lengthwise of said strap and its relatively weaker

woof threads arranged transversely of said strap, and

rough twill binding tape arranged along the ends and

edges of said assembly of layers and folded onto each

side thereof, said binding tape being stitched to said as-

sembly of layers adjacent the ends and edges thereof,

thereby securing the ends and edges of said assembly of

layers together and forming said strap, and a friction

buckle consisting of a pair of parallel spaced side legs and

an intermediate leg located therebetween and arranged

parallel therewith but displaced laterally from the common
plane of said side legs, the ends of said strap being in-

serted oppositely between said side legs and the iitter-

mediate leg of said buckle, said rough twill binding tape

being in frictional engagement with said legs of said

buckle and itself at the overlay o( said strap within said

buckle to obtain a locking effect between said strap aiKl

•aid buckle for any desired adjustment of said strap,

whereby rotational movement by a j)atient retained by

said belt is permitted to avoid bed sores and yet to main-

tain a safety support for said patient, said ends of said

strap being free of engagement with said friction buckle,

whereby said friction buckle is removable to enable said

support strap to be laundered tberewithout.

1 . A mat for relaxing and massaging of the feet com-

prising:

(a) a base of flexible material,

lb) a i^urality of upstanding protuberances arranged

on said mat, said protuberances being spaced and

aligned longitudinally, laterally and diagonally.

3,100,485
RESPIRATORY APPARATUS

Roscoc G. Bardctt, Ir., Lillian, AU.
FHcd Mar. 7, 1961, Scr. No. 94,091

5 Claims. (CI. 128—142)
(Grantnl raider Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A respiratory apparatus for users of pressurized res-

pirant comprising:
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a valveless mask adapted to hermetically cover the

mouth and nose of a user;

a first flexible tubular connection leading outwardly from

said mask, said first connection constituting an added

anatomical dead space and a moisture collector from

the expired breath of said user;

a source of dry pressurized respirant;

a second flexible tubular connection leading from said

source of dry pressurized respirant;

a respiratory member interposed between said first and

second connections and connected thereto, said res-

piratory member defining a first chamber open only

to said first connection for the trapping of the first

portion of the expired breath and the collection of

ible body and a flange, said body being located on the in-

side of the container, said flange being located outside

of the container and having a larger diameter than said

body; an annular, inwardly extending, connector groove

between the body and the flange; an annular portion of

the rigid container wall around the opening extending

into the connector groove; a longitudinal passage through

the connector body and flange; a flexible administration

« u *.

moisture therefrom, and a second chamber open

to both first and second connections, said second

chamber having an expiratory check valve leading

to ambient atmosphere and an inspiratory check

valve between said second chamber and said second

connection to said source of respirant, said second

chamber constituting a channel for conducting a por-

tion of said expired breath to atmosphere and for

conducting said dry pressurized respiran* to said first

connection incident to the controlled opening of said

valves, and said respiratory member having a mois-

ture transfer membrane separating said first and sec-

ond chambers whereby the miosture collected in said

first chamber is transferred to the dry respirant pass-

ing through said second chamber.

3,100,4M
PARENTERAL SET ASSEMBLY AND CLAMP FOR

USE THEREIN
John R. Nehrlng, Linden, NJ^ urignor to Bccton, Dick-

inson and Company, Rutherford, NJ^ a corporation of

New Jersey

FUcd Ang. 22, 1960, Scr. No. 51,113

2 Claims. (CI. 12ft—214)

Srj- -Tip-^

m II

tube, an end portion of which telescopes into at least a

portion of the passage through the connector body an^ is

attached to said body, and a portion of the adminis-

tration tube adjacent said end portion telescoped through

the connector flange, but being free of attachment to said

flange, whereby pulling on the administration tube ex-

pands the flexible connector body against the inner sur-

face of the rigid container wall.

3,100,488
ENTEROSTOMY APPLIANCE

Egon Orowan, 44 Payson Terrace, Belmont, Mass.
Filed Dec. 1, 1959, Ser. No. 856,446

15 Claims. (CI. 128—283)

1. In a parenteral set in combination a flexible tube

and sleeve, the latter having a single bore open at both

ends and formed with an opening through its side wall at

a point intermediate its ends, said opening presenting an

area substantially equal to the diameter of said tube, said

tube extending through one end of the sleeve bore and

such opening and being axiaily shifublc with re^)ect to

said sleeve. •

3,100,487

APPARATUS FOR ADMINISTERING LIQUIDS
Louis N. Bathisfa, Glendale, Calif., assignor to Pbarmascal

Laboratories, Glendale, Calif., a corporation of Call-

fomia
Filed Oct. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 62,989

5 Claims. (CI. 128—227)
4. An apparatus for administering liquids compris-

ing: a molded plastic container having a rigid side wall,

an open end and a closed end; an opening passing through

and defined by said side wall; a flexible, deformable con-

nector passing through said opening and having a flex-

1 . An apfrftance for ileostomy, ureterostomy, colostomy

and other fistulas, comprising a disc with an opening for

the stonta, a receptacle with a stiffening ring around its re-

ceiving orifice, and means releasably locking the stiffen-

ing ring to the disc, said means incorporating a springy

contponent elastically yieldably pressing the stiffening ring

to the face of the disc, thereby establishing a seal between

the disc and the receptacle.

RnsaeU W.
tronic. Inc.,

3,100,489

CAUTERY DEVICE
Minncapoik, Mian., assignor to Mcd-

Minncapoiia, Mian., a corporation of Mln-

FOcd Sept. 30, 1957, Scr. No. 687,150
6 Chdms. (CI. 128—303.17)

1. A control unit for a radio frequency cautery in-

strument, said control unit comprising a forceps com-
prising a pair of opposed elongated forceps arms secured

together at one end and adapted to be brought together

at their free ends by slight pressure on the opposite arms.
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a pair of electrical switch contact elements positioned on

the respective inside surfaces of said forceps arms inter-

mediate of their free and secured ends, said switch ele-

ments being positioned to come into contact with each

other upon application of pressure to the outside sur-

faces of said forceps arms, one of said switch contact

elements being in direct electrical contact with the body

of said forceps, the second of said switch contacts being

electrically insulated from said forceps body, a first

electrical conductor secured in electrical contact with said

forceps body and first switch contact element, a second

electrical conductor secured in electrical contact with said

second switch contact elen>cnt but electrically insulated

from said fwceps body and an insulating coating cover-

ing all of said ftwceps except the free end tips and said

switch contact elements, means for connecting the first

conductor secured in electrical contact with said forceps

comprises a length of flexible resilient tubing having a

catheter adapter at one end, means for interrupting the

fluid path of liquids passing through said tubing, said

means comprising a transparent chamber positioned in-

termediate the length of said tubing, said chamber having

an inlet and an outlet communicating with said tubing,

the inlet being provided with an inlet tube which is conr

nected to and communicates with the resilient flexible

tubing, said inlet tube projecting partially into and ter-

minating within said chamber, said chamber being so

constructed that a sufficiently large internal diameter is

formed and maintained within said chamber at the point

at which the inlet tube terminates so that the inlet tube

does not contact the sides of said chamber, and means

associated with said chamber for suspending and fas-

tening said chamber in a substantially vertical position.

3,100,491
SNAPPING ROLLS FOR CORN PICKING

APPARATUS
Robert M. Dillon, CooksHllc, Ontario, Canada, assignor

to Masscy-Fcrguson Limited, Toronto, Ontario, Can-

ada, a corporation of Canada
FUed Sept. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 140,076

3 Claims. (CI. 130—5)

body and first switch contact element to the radio fre-

quency output terminal of said cautery instrument, a

relay having an operating coil and cooperating movable

and fixed contacts, said contacts being normally disen-

gaged when said coil is deenergized and normally en-

gaging one another when said coil is energized, means

for connecting said relay contacts in the <H>erating circuit

of said cautery instrument to govern the operation there-

of, a transformer having a primary and secondary, a

power circuit adapted for connection to an alternating

current power supply and including said primary, the

secondary being connected in series with one of said

forceps conductors and the operating coil of said relay,

the operaUng coil of the relay also being connected to

the other of said forceps conductors, and a low pass

filter unit in the circuit between said forceps conductors

and said relay.

3,100,490
SURGICAL DRAINAGE TUBE

Robert Eugene Dcsautcb, Necdham, Mass, i _

mesne assignments, to Baxter Laboratories,

Morton Grove, HI., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Nov. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 66,566

2 Claims. (CI. 128—350)

by
IncM

1 . For use in a com picking apparatus, the combination

comprising a pair of adjacent snapping rolls joumalled

for rotation, each of said rolls including substantially

rigid, elongated plates bent longitudinally into substan-

tially L-shaped cross section and disposed with their outer

surfaces in abutment to define a hollow body with spaced

longitudinal flanges constituting peripheral extensions of

the sides of said body, means coupling said rolls for uni-

form and opposite rotation, said rolls being phased so

that said flanges on the rolls are received within the inner

surfaces of the plates forming the opposite roll as the

rolls are rotated.

1. In a surgical drainage system for conducting fluids

from the body of a patient to a collection receptacle

which system comprises a catheter, a surgical drainage

tube communicating with said catheter, and a fluid col-

lection vessel, the improved surgical drainage tube which

3,100,492

CORNCOB MATERIAL CIGARETTE
WUlfaun C. Schmidt, Quarters 1040C, Fort Beniamin

Harrison, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Apr. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 189,553

12 Claims. (CI. 131—2)
1. A cigarette comprising corncob, and a combustible
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sheet of material surroundiag said corncob, said corn- clip and a pair of extensions disposed at right angles
to said tongue and folded over the opposite side of said

clip, said extensions being bifurcated to provide spring

holders for coins with the space between the bifurcations

permitting removal of the coin by finger pressure, and a
plate struck from said base and positioned between said

r-2

cob being the material that is smoked.

3 100 493
COMBINATION CIGARETTE MOUTHPIECE

AND SHIELD
George W. Randle, 14603 S. Vermont Ave.,

Gardcna, Calif.

Filed Oct. 26, 1961, Scr. No. 147,813
1 Claim. (CI. 131—175)

The combination with a cigarette mouthpiece having

an outer end terminating in a tubular cigarette receiving

and holding extension, said mouthpiece having a draft

passage leading longitudinally therethrough opening at

said outer end interiorly of said extension, of

a tubular shield having

a cylindrical side wall with

an inner end and an outer end and
having a passage extending longitudinally therethrough,

said shield being adapted to encompass a cigarette held

in said extension and projecting from outer end of

said mouthpiece,

a reticulated wall on the outer end of said shield extend-

ing over the passage therein,

the side wall of said shield comprising a pair of spaced

concentric cylindrical walls having a continuous air

space therebetween extending substantially through-

out the length of said shield,

a wall on the outer end of said shield closing the outer

end of said air space,

said mouthpiece having a radially extending flange on

its outer end against which the inner end of said

shield abuts, said flange having openings extending

therethrough leading to said air space for the passage

of atmosphere to and from said air space to effect

a cooling action on said shield when heated by the

burning of a cigarette surrounded by said shield, and

a plurality of studs projecting from the outer end of

said mouthpiece, the inner wall of said shield slidably

engaging said studs and the outer surface of said

tubular extension.

3,100,494
COMBINATION MONEY CLIP AND

CHANGE HOLDER
William Israel Littman, MD 14, New Windsor,

Newburgh, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 142,568

1 Claim. (CI. 133—6)

A combination money clip and change holder com-

prised of a single blank of resilient material comprising

a base, a spring tongue extending from one end of said

base and reverted to overlie said base to form a money

extensions forming a divider, the attached end of said

tongue being offset to underlie the end opening of one of

said extensions, a flange formed on the end of said base

overlying and closing the end opening of the other of said

extensions, and spring indentations formed at the end of

said bifurcations to prevent accidental removal of coins

from tlie open side of said extension.

3,100,495
VIBRATION RESISTANT ACCELERATION

ACTIVATED VALVE
Leonard J. Bolcr and Howard L. McClelland, Mishaw'aka,

Ind., assignors to The Bendix Corporation, Mlshawaka,
Ind., a corporation of Delaware

Piled Nov. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 70,774
4 Claims. (CI. 137—3S)

>t^'-«

I. A vibration resistant acceleration activated valve

comprising a housing having a bore therein, first and sec-

ond passages communicating with said bore, one of said

passages communicating with a high pressure source and

the other of said passages communicating with a low

pressure source, a valve scat formed at one end of one

of said passages, a valve member seatable on said valve

seat and having a rod extending therefrom with a stop

at the end thereof, means for urging said valve member
against said valve seat, an acceleration weight operatively

connected to said valve member and movable in said

bore for unseating said valve member from said valve

seat after contacting said stop to thereby permit communi-
cation between said first and second passages, said accel-

eration weight being positioned so that contact with said

stop will occur only after predetermined sustained accel-

eration forces cause said weight to move a predetermined

distance, and means for resisting movement of said weight.

3,100,496
METERING CONTROL DEVICE FOR SUPPLYING

ADDITIVES TO FLUIDS
Sidney J. Reiser, 61—45 98tii St., Rcgo Park, N.Y.

FUed Not. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 152,282
1 Claim. (CL 137—111)

A fluid distribution system, comprising a main oil sup-

ply line, a pump having a low pressure inlet and a high

pressure outlet, said main oil- supply line being connected

to the low pressure inlet, an oil feed line connected to the
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high pressure outlet, a control valve having an inlet at

one end, an outlet at the other end, and a passage be-

tween the valve inlet and outlet, fluid pressure responsive

control means in said valve normally closing the passage

between the valve inlet and valve outlet, a fluid additive

feed line section connected to the valve inlet, and another

fluid additive feed line section connected between the

valve outlet and said main oil supply line at said low

pressure inlet, said fluid pressure responsive control means

being connected to said feed line at the high pressure out-

let, said fluid pressure control means including a flexible

diaphragm isolating said passage from the feed line, and

a piston in said passage connected to the diaphragm and

movable thereby against spring bias to open said passage,

a storage tank containing said fluid additive, a variable

area, fluid flow regulating device having an inlet and an
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with a rounded edge forming a ball nose, said mouth
being in axial al.gnmcnt with said first port when said ball

is turned to fully open said first port; said housing having

a valve seat adjacent and concentric with said first port;

and a flexible annular seat seal ring disposed in said seat

and having a rear face arranged to contact said seat and
a front face arranged to contact said ball, said front face

having first and second radially and axially spaced annular
load bearing areas each arranged to contact said ball un-

der predetermined load conditions, the radially inner one

of said load bearing areas being arranged to be in fluid-

tight sealing contact with said ball when said ball is in

' n:. I

said other rotational position thereof, said front face hav-

ing a pair of circumferentially spaced pads each forming

a part of said radially outer load bearing area and each

providing said radially outer load bearing area with a

substantially greater radial length in the region of said

pads than in the remainder of said radially outer load

bearing area, the circumferential location of said pads and

the circumferential length thereof corresponding to the

respective circumferential portions of said radially inner

load bearing area located adjacent said ball nose as said

ball is rotated through an arc in which said first port is

partially open to said passage.

3,100,500
DISC VALVE WITH REMOVABLE SEAT AND UNI-
TARY STEM AND DISC, AND SEAT AND STEM
BUSHING UNIT THEREFOR

Crawford K. StUlwagon, 5325 Klrby Drive,

Houstoo 5, Tex.
FUcd Oct. 1, 1958, S«r. No. 764,621

12 Claims. (137—375)

k2

1. In a disc valve of the type having a tubular body

with annular undercut surfaces about its inner periphery

at its ends, flange members having engagement with the

ends of the body and providing fittings for securing the

valve within a conduit, means of securing the flange mem-
bers in engagement with the body ends, a disc valve mem-
ber rotatably mounted within the body for controlling

flow therethrough, and an annular resilient seat having
end portions disposed between said undercut surfaces and
said flange members and being so proportioned as to be

under compression between the undercut surfaces and the

flange members, respectively, and between the body and
disc when the disc is in closed position, and having a cir-

cular stem-opening through one wall on an axis trans-

verse to the axis of said annular seat and of a diameter

smaller than the inner diameter of said annular seat, the

improvement which comprises a stem integrally joined

to said disc to form a unit and having its axis in sub-

stantially the central plane of the disc and extending

laterally from one edge of the disc along an extended

diameter thereof and extending radially through said stem-

opening in said seat and body and rotatably mounted in

said body for supporting and rotating said disc, said disc

and stem unit having a continuous outer surface free from

cracks and crevices within the body, said seat being suffi-

ciently flexible to clear the portion of the disc valve mem-
ber opposite the stem when the seat is out of the body

and permit the integral stem and disc valve member to

be inserted into and removed from the seat, and said body
being in two ]>arts separably joined together along a sur-

face coincident with the axis of a tubular portion of said

seat whereby said body may be placed around and re-

moved from said seat while said disc valve member and

stem are in place therein.

3,100,501
REMOVABLE HEAD AND SEAT BALL VALVE

CONSTRUCTION
George E. Hansen, Elmwood Park, and Carl R. Stone,

Lombard, III., assignors to Crane Co., Chkago, III.,

a corporation of Illinois

Filed Dec. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 77,901

5 Claims. (CI. 137—454.6)

1. A valve comprising a casing with an inlet and outlet

and a substantially frusto-conical valve chamber there-

between having inner end surface limit defined by a

curved surface of spheroidal configuration;

(a) a one-piece hollow flexible ported frusto-conical

scat member with an inner rounded imperforate

wall portion of the same configuration as the said

valve chamber inner surface limit and being non-

rotatably mounted in said casing to substantially

cover the wall surfaces defining the said valve

chamber;
(b) a spheroidal ported valve closure member fitted

closely within said seat member and being rotatable

thereto in opening and closing the valve;

(c) the said imperforated wall portion being of uni-

form thickness to fill a uniform space between the

said spheroidal closure member and the curved sur-

face end portion of the valve chamber whereby to

effect uniform distribution of the compression load
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between the curved surface end limit of the casing

chamber and th: said spheroidal closure member;

id) and means cooperating with an upper portion of

the casing to bear against an upper outer surface por-

tion of the said flexible seat member to effect in-

creased compression load by the said scat number

applied respectively between the said closure mem-

ber;

{e) the inner rounded imperforate wall portion of the

said seat member and the said frusto-conical wall

surfaces defining the said valve chamber.

3,100,502
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

Gcoife E. Ford, Rochester, and Charles R. King, East

Rochester, N.Y., assignors to Qnaiitrol Corporation,

East Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Jan. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 789,947

4 Claims. (CI. 137—491)

from said first and second valve seats to enable escape

of pressure through said escape orifice, and means for

lowering pressure in said chamber upon slow rise therTOf

to a predetermined value, to create a pressure differential

on opposite sides of said valve member so that such pres-

sure differential may move said valve member away from

said first and second valve seats, the construction further

including a first resilient gasket at said first valve seat and

a second resilient gasket at said second valve seat, and

said cup-shaped valve member being of such siTie that

upon movement of said valve member in an opening di-

rection against the force of said ^ring, the seal between

said valve member and said second gasket will crack

open before the seal between said valve member and said

first gasket opens, thus allowing fast escape of gas pres-

sure from said second portion of^the space within said

valve body through a large escape area around the cir-

cumference of said second valve seat, thereby quickly

lowering the pressure within said second portion of said

space and accelerating the movement of said valve mem-
ber to fully open position.

3,100,503
PILOT OPERATED PRESSURE AND VACUUM

RELIEF VALVE
Francis H. Tennis, MUwaukec, Wis., assignor to Hydraulic

Unit Specialties Company, Pcwaukcc,' Wis., a corpora-

tion of Wisconsin
FUed Nov. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 153,415

24 Claims. (CI. 137--491)

1. A pressure relief valve for relief of gas fluid pres-

sure slowly rising to a first predetermined value and for

relief of gas fluid pressure rapidly rising to a second pre-

determined value substantially lower than said first pre-

determined value, said relief valve comprising a tubular

valve body having a substantially greater internal diam-

eter than its axial length and an inlet orifice of large area

at a first end and having a lateral escape orifice of large

area throughout the major part of the circumference of

said tubular body intermediate said first end and a sec-

ond end, a first valve seat in surrounding relation to said

inlet orifice and located between said escape orifice and

the first end of said tubular body, a second valve scat sur-

rounding a larger area than said first valve seat and lo-

cated in sealed relaUon to side walls of said tubular valve

body in a position between said escape orifice and said

second end of said valve body, a relatively light low-

inertia cup-shaped movable valve member of sheet metal

of uniform thickness having a bottom wall normally rest-

ing upon and making sealing contact with said first valve

seat and having a side wall rising axially from said bottom

wall and having an outwardly extending marginal flange

extending from said side wall into normally sealing con-

tact with said second valve seat, a restricted bleed port

extending through said bottom wall of said valve member,

said valve member when in its normal sealing position

serving to subdivide the space within said tubular valve

body into a first portion communicating freely with said

inlet orifice and sealed to the outside atmosphere and

a second portion constituting a chamber sealed from

said first portion except through said bleed port, so that

during slow rise of fluid pressure at said inlet orifice, pres-

sure within said chamber will rise correspondingly and

will act on said valve member at the diameter of said sec-

ond valve seat to tend -to keep said valve member in

closed and sealed position, a light spring also tending to

hold said valve member in closed and sealed position, said

valve member being relatively thin and light so as to have

relatively low inertia so that a rapid rise in pressure at

said inlet orifice can readily move said valve member away

23. In a relief valve of the type having a body and nor-

mally closed poppet mechanism having a front portion

which is adapted to block transfer of pressure fluid be-

tween a high pressure fluid supply line and a low pressure

fluid return line in said normally closed position thereof,

and wherein pressure fluid at supply line pressure is nor-

mally maintained in a chamber in the body, into which

the poppet mechanism projects, so that such pressure fluid

normally exerts force on a rear portion of the poppet

mechanism to hold the same in said closed position thereof,

said relief valve being characterized by:

(A) means defining a pair of passages connecting with

said chamber and through either of which fluid in

the chamber may be substantially freely exhausted to

allow the poppet mechanism to be opened under fluid

pressure forces exerted upon its front portion, one

of said passages providing a control passage that is

communicable with the fluid supply line and through

which supply line fluid normally flows into said cham-

ber;

(B) a pilot poppet in the body biased to a closed posi-

tion blocking the other of said passages but movable

to a chamber exhausting position in consequence of

the force which supply Une fluid exerts thereon at

times when its pressure rises to a predetermined relief

value;

(C) and means providing a throttling valve for said

control passage, that is ineffective as long as the pilot

poppet is closed, but is rendered operative to sub-

stantially restrict the control passage in response to

the drop in pressure that takes place in the chamber

at times when the pilot poppet opens.
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3400,5«4
VALVED APPARATUS OF THE FLUID-PRESSURE

RESPONSIVE TYPE
George C. Kaner, Jr., Springfield, NJ., assignor to Jcinis

Teclinical Prodocts Corporation, New Hyde Parli, N.Y.,

a corporation of New York
Filed Sept. 28, IMl, Ser. No. 141,438

5 Claims. (CI. 137—494)

balancing spring arranged intermediate said non-retum
valve and said regulating valve and acting on said regu-

lating valve, said stem and said diaphragm, and biasing

said regulating valve in closed direction and said stem

against said diaphragm, said non-retum valve being in-

dependent of said regulating valve so that both said valves

may be in closed position at the same tinne.

3 100 505
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM* PUMP AND PRESSURE

CONTROL MEANS
Odd Fredhcim Johnscn, Reinhardts Verft,

Kristiattsand S., Norway
Filed May 14, 1959, Ser. No. 813,129

Claims priority, application Norway Feb. 25, 1959
1 Claim. (CI. 137—565)

A water supply system comprising a motor pump and
having a discharge line connected to a non-retum valve

provided in the feed line from said motor pump, said

system including a relatively small pressure bell and a

pressure operated switch for the motor of said motor
pump actuated by the water pressure in said discharge

line, a regulating valve intermediate said feed line and
said discharge line for regulating the water supply from
said pump, said regulating valve having a valve stem, and
said bell having a diaphragm operatively connected to

said stem, a by-pass around said regulating valve between
said feed line and said discharge line and a counter-

3,100,506
APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

PLASTICS
Karl Brccr, Coiognc-Fltttard, Germany, amignor to Far-
bcnfabriken Bayer Aktiengcaellacliaft, LcTerknsen, Ger-
many, a corporation of Geiuumy

Filed Jan. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 168,191
Claims priority, application GcrmanT Feb. 3, 1961

1 CUm. (CL 137—567)

1. Valved apparatus of the fluid-pressure responsive*

type, comprising

:

(a) a valve having an inlet and pressure responsive

nKans for controlling the opening and closing of

said inlet,

(b) another valve having an outlet and pressure respon-

sive means for controlling the opening and closing

of said outlet,

(c) means interconnecting said pressure responsive

means of said valves in fluid flow communication
with each other so that operation of said pressure

responsive means of said other valve for opening

said outlet results in a reduction of pressure on said

pressure responsive means of said first mentioned

valve and the opening of said inlet,

(d) means interconnecting said pressure responsive

means of said other valve with said inlet in fluid

flow communication with each other for equalizing

the pressure therebetween to dose said outlet, and

(e) means for delaying the equalization of said pres-

sure to delay the closing of said outlet.

»^ "

Apparatus for the manufacture of plastics, e.g. of foam
substances containing urethane groups, from separate

components, which comprises high pressure pumps con-

nected through conveyor pipes to injection nozzles open-

ing into a common mixing chamber wherein, to at least

one pipe 4 there is connected a liquid reservoir which

consists of a piston 21 arranged to be freely movable in

the bore of a housing and which has a spring attached

at one end, and wherein a stop bolt 24 is provided in the

longitudinal axis of said piston at the end near the spring

23 and disposed at some ditsance from the end of the

piston.

3,100^7
COMBINED VENT AND DRAIN ASSEMBLY

Martin A. Price, Rcdondo Beach, Calif., amignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Army
Filed Jnly 23, 1962, Ser. No. 211,923

4 Claims. (CL 137—588)

1. A combined vent and drain assembly comprising a

liquid holding tank, a substantially vertkal vent pipe,

open at both ends, extending from a point within said

tank near the bottom of said tank to a point within said

tank above the maximum level to which the tank is nor-

mally filled; a drain tube communicating with said vent

inpe near <he bottom thereof; a valve received in said
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vent pipe for longitudinal movement therein between a

first normal position below the juncture of said vent pipe

and said drain tube and a second position above that

juncture; operating means for selectively moving said

valve to said first and second positions.

3,100,508
CONTROL VALVES

Jean Mercler, 1185 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.

FUed May 31, 1961, Ser. No. 113,833

10 Claims. (CL 137—625.66)

1. A valve comprising a casing having pressure inlet,

pressure control and pilot passageways, a main piston slid-

ably mounted in said casing and controlling said pressure

inlet and control passageways, said main piston being

movable between a first position in which communication

is cut oflf between said pressure inlet and control passage-

ways and a second position in which communication is

afforded between said pressure inkt and control passage-

ways, a valve head slidably mounted in said caang on one

side of said piston, resUicnt means normally retaining aaid

valve head in position to define a restricted passageway in

said casing in communication with said pilot passageway,

said casing having a chamber in communication with said

restricted passageway, said valve head and said main

piston being t^ratively exposed in said chamber for

movement thereof when fluid under pressure flows into

said chamber through said pilot passageway thereby re-

spectively to increase the size of said restricted passageway

and to provide communication between said pressure

inlet and control passageways.

and said rod being of a material which has a coefficient

of linear expansion different from that of the material of

said tubular casing, a chamber in the body open to said

casing, means for communicating operating fluid of a fluid

power system into said chamber and into said casing so

that said fluid contacts said rod, a movable member mount-

ed in said body for movement into and out of said cham-

ber to vary the vdume of fluid within said chamber, and

a lever in said chamber pivotally connected to said mov-

able volume-varying member and also pivotally connected

to said body and engageable with said rod, said lever be-

ing movable pivotally in response to a relative lengthwise

displacement of said rod in said casing commensurately

with a temperature change of said fluid communicated to

said rod to effect a corresponding displacement of said

movable member and thereby minimize pressure varia-

tions of said fluid resulting from thermal cxpansitm of

said fluid.

3,100,510

METHOD OF WEAVING JACQUARD PILE FABRIC
Thomas T. Janney, Buena Vista, Va., assignor to James

Lees and Sons Company, Bridgeport, Pa., a corporation

of Delaware
Filed June 3, 1960, Ser. No. 33,759

14 Claims. (CI. 139—39)

1. The method of weaving on a two index per weaving

cycle jacquard loom, a Wilton fabric having ground warps,

filling shots, and a series of pile yarns which comprises

the steps of selecting each pile yarn to one of three shed

positions on the first jacquard index, inserting a filling shot,

selecting each of said pile yarns to one of two positions on

the second jacquard index, and inserting a filling shot.

3,100,509

ACCUMULATOR FOR FLUID POWER SYSTEMS
Ludwik Scwcryn BialkowsU, Troy, Ohio, assignor to The

B. F. Goodrich Company, New Yorli, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
FUed Mv. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 183,794

4 dahns. (CI. 138—31)

1. Mechanism for regulating fluid power systems to

compensate for pressure variations in the system fluid

caused by thermal expansion of the fluid, said mechanism

comprising a body having a tubular casing projectmg from

the body, a compensating rod in said casing, said rod bemg

fastened to a portion of the casing remote from the body

3,100,511
SPEED REGULATED LET-OFF
Willy Grob, Burstwiescnstrassc 45,

Zurich 55, Switzerland

Filed Nov. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 71,290

Claims priority, application Switzerland Nov. 24, 1959

2 CUims. (CI. 139—107)
1 . In a loom, in combination, a roUry warp beam for

supporting and for paying out a supply of convoluted

warp yams; at least one brake drum coaxially fixed to and

rotatable with said warp beam; a brake band at least

partially surrounding said drum and having a first end

portion and a spaced second end portion; first and second

holding means respectively connected with the first and

second end portions of said brake band, said holding

means and said brake band being angularly movable about

said brake drum in clockwise and anticlockwise directions;

first and second resilient means operatively connected

with said first holding means for respectively resisting

clockwise and anticlockwise angular movements of said

holding means and of said brake band; third resilient

means for biasing said first and second holding means

toward each other and for thereby pressing the brake

band against said brake dmm; and means for regulating

the bias of said third resilient means, said regulating means

cwnprising movaWe feeler means engaging the convoluted

warp yams on said warp beam, motion transmitting means

movably supporting said feeler means so that the latter

may change its position to remain in engagement with the
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warp yarns when the warp yarns are paid out and the

diameter of the supply of convoluted yarns on said warp

beam decreases, and a Bowdcn wire including a tubular

outer casing having a fixed first end and a second end

connected with one of said holding means, and an inner

means for causing said loop pulling means to engage

said bent portion of said strand; and

means for moving said loop pulling means in a direc-

tion parallel to the portion of strand extending from

the source to said looping means, said means for

moving said loop pulling means thereby exerting a

pulling force on said strand while said end of said

strand remains gripped, so as to pull said bent back

portion of said strand into an extended loop.

MULTIPLE UNE-FILLER
Joseph M. Cozzoli, North PbUnficId, and Harold F.

Sciihncr, WcstficM, NJ^ assigiion to Cozzoli Machine
Company, Phdnfield, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

FUcd July 25, 1960, Scr. No. 45,089
SChdnif. (CL 141—102)

^W
alia ^ fliln

1 nil, alia, -^ aiia ui-ii" , ,

ft'^ '"•-^^i-^i:_--T

cable slidable in said casing, said inner cable having a

first end operatively connected with said motion transmit-

Ung means and a second end operatively connected with

said third resUient means for changing the bias of said

third resilient means proportionally with changes in tbe

diameter of the supply of warp yams on said warp beam.

xi^^im

3,100,512

LOOPING DEVICE
Richard N. Sage, Endlcott, N.Y., assignor *o International

Business Machines Corporation, New York, rN.Y., a

corporation of New Yorli

FUed May 28, 1958, Ser. No. 738,473

7 Claims- (CI. 140—102)

1 A device for forming an extended loop from a

source of a long or continuous strand or filament, com-

^"looping means including movable gripping means for

gripping the end of said strand and means for mov-

Jig said gripping means to bend an end portion of

said strand back upon itself;

movable loop pulling means adapted to engage said

strand;

1. A filling machine comprising a main frame, a con-

veyor structure means mounted to one side of the frame

for supporting containers arranged in a file for filling and

for moving them in the direction of the file during the

filling operation, a plurality of filling units mounted to the

frame opposite the conveyor, each of said filling units

comprising a piston and a relatively reciprocable co-

operating cylinder and valve means operative to direct

fluid to be dispensed alternately to and from the cylinder,

a series of filling needles mounted in single file spaced

relation over the conveyor for movement vertically and

laterally in relation to the conveyor, flexible tubing connec-

tions between the valve means of the filling units and the

needles of a length sufficient to permit the needles to move

laterally and vertically on each operating cycle, means

for actuating each of said filling units to cause a measured

quantity of liquid medium to be dispensed on each operat-

ing cycle, means for driving the conveyor continuously at a

rate such that it travels a constant unit distance during

each operating cycle of the filling units, and means for

moving the filling needles vertically and laterally in a

rectangular path in time with the movement of the con-

veyor and in time with the operation of the filling units

so as to cause the filling needles to descend and move

laterally with the conveyor for a fraction of the unit dis-

tance the conveyor travels per filling cycle so that con-

tainers are filled as they move in the direction of the

file and to elevate and retract to their starting point dur-

ing the remaining fraction of said unit distance that the

conveyor travels per filling cycle, the relative distances

that the filling needles move forward and the conveyor

travels per filling cycle being on the order of 2 to 3, re-

spectively, so that the filling needles will have returned

to their starting points in time for a repeat filling cycle on

a next succeeding group of containers carried on the

conveyor.
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3,1M^14
LOG DEBARKER FEED APPARATUS
Edward I>ech«^ Jr^ Waynesboro, Ga.

(Boxl02,MidTillc,Ga.)
FOcd Jn. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 84,540

lOdaliiM. (0.144—208)

ting edge of the skinning blade in a plane substantially

tangential to the perii*ery of said feed roller, and having

a further position where the skinning blade together, with

its holder is released to be withdrawn from the machine.

3,100,516

THREADED MEMBERS LOCKED BY EXPANDED
TUBULAR LOCKING PIN

Jnltas Naab, Easton, Pa^ Mrignor to IngersoD-Rand Com-
rany, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New Jeney

Filed Feb. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 791,755

2 dafans. (0. 151—8)

1. A log debarking madnne comprising frame means,

rossing means operatively mounted upon the frame means

centrally thereof for engagement with a log at circum-

ferentially spaced locations thereabout to remove bark

therefrom as the log passes therethrou^. infeed means

and outfeed means mounted on the frame means for-

wardly of and rearwardly of the rossing means respec-

tively for engaging, guiding and propelling logs forwardly

to and from the rossing means in response to drive of

the infeed and outfeed means, and drive means drivingly

connected to the infeed and outfeed means and opera-

tive to drive portions of the infeed means at different

speeds simultaneously to thereby loosen bark from logs

fed therethrough toward the rossing means and uniformly

drive the outfeed means for delivery of debarked logs.

3,100,515 _^_
MACHINE FOR SKINNING AND CUTTING MEAT

AND BACON SIDES
Hennani ScUll, GoidKhwifr, mem OScBbnrg,

1958
Filed Sept. 2, 1959, Scr. No. 837,736

Claims priority, appUcatioa Gcnnaay ScpC 3,

17 CiidiiM. (CL 140—130)

1. In combination with a member having a threaded

opening and a plug disposed in the opening threadedly en-

gaging said member, locking means comprising a wall de-

fining a cylindrical opening partly in said member and

partly in said plug, said wall having an annular groove

partly in said plug and partly in said member, and a thin

walled tube disposed in said cylindrical opening havmg

an annular portion intermediate its ends radially expand-

ed into said annular groove for fixing said tube in said

cylindrical opening thereby locking said plug in said

member.

3,100,517

FASTENING DEVICES FOR SECURING ACCES-
SORIES TO CONCRETE AND THE LIKE
Gcoivc T. Phillips, Box 283, Bedford, N.Y.

Oricinal application Jan. 13, 1956, Ser. No. 565,005, now

Patent No. 2,909,054, dated Oct 20, 1959. ^DWded
and this application Jnly 14, 1959, Scr. No. 827,112

3 Claims. (CL 151—<8)

1. A mar**'"*' for nkinning and cutting meat and bacon

sides, comprising a roUtoble feed roller provioed on its

surface with a plurality of teeth engaging in the rind or

skin of the object to be skinned carried along by the en-

gagement of the teeth, a skinning blade with a cutting

edge arranged to point toward the apex of the feed

roUer, a holder carrying the skinning blade and having

bores, said skinning blade together with its h<rfder being

arranged so as to be releasable from the machine, means

for adjusting the skinning blade together with its holder

toward or away from the feed roller, said means com-

prising an adjusting lever, a supporting shaft connected

to said lever, and a h<rflow shaft noounted in said bores

of said holder and having an eccentric bearing bore re-

ceiving said supporting shaft and having a radial slot for

detachment of said hoUow shaft from said supportmg

shaft, said adjusting lever being movable through an

adjustment path serving to adjust the position of the cut-

1. A fastening device for securing accessories to a

building structure comprising a member having an elon-

gated shank and a head at one end thereof, said head

being shaped substantiaUy Uke a wedge of greater length

than and a width substantially the same as the greatest

cross-sectional dimension of said shank and having long

head surfaces inclined and meeting to form a strai^t

sharp edge iubsUntially at right angles to the shank axis,

the ends of said edge and bead extending laterally on

opposite sides of said shank, said shank having means

thereon for connecting it to said accessory and a neck

portion of rectangular cross section adjacent to said

head and within the periphery ot said shank, said neck

portion being of smaller cross section than the portions

of said head and said shank adjacent thereto.
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3,1M,518
PNEUMATIC SAFETY TIRE CONSTRUCTION

Richard Dresser, P.O. Box 245, Moran, Tex.

Filed Feb. 7, 1962, Scr. No. 171,631

3 Claims. (Ci. 152—347)

straightened extending through said cage in a direction

substantially corresponding to the axis of rotation of said

cage; a plurality of wire-engaging and deflecting members
in said cage; a minimum of three sets of carrying members
for said wire-engaging and deflecting members each dis-

placed circumferentially 120 degrees, each set including a

plurality of longitudinally aligned and spaced elements

secured to said cage; means connecting each of said carry-

ing members with one of said wire-engaging and deflecting

members whereby the latter are displaced circiunferentially

1. In combination with a wheel assembly having an

outer rim portion defining a pair of interconnected axially

spaced cylindrical tire seating flanges terminating at their

remote ends in a pair of radially outwardly directed an-

nular abutment flanges, a pneumatic tire construction

comprising a tire casing including a pair of laterally

spaced generally annular side wall portions interconnected

at their outer marginal edge portions by means of an

integral crown tread portion, the inner marginal edge por-

tions of said sidewall portions including annular seating

bead portions removably positionable for seated engage-

ment with said seating and abutment flanges, an annular

inner tire substantially U-shaped in cross-section, con-

structed of foam-like elastic and deformable material

and including a pair of annular sides interconnected at

their outer ends by means of a circumferentially extend-

ing bight portion, said sides being tapered and gradually

increasing in thickness from their inner marginal edge

portions toward the bight portion at which point the sides

and bight portion are on the order of two to three inches

thick, said bight portion being considerably thicker than

the crown tread portion, said inner tire being removably

disposed within and includiog outer surfaces conforming

to the inner surfaces of said casing and disposed in sur-

face to surface contacting relation with said inner sur-

faces, the inner marginal edge portions of said inner tire

sides being tapered toward their edges and terminating

adjacent the innermost portions of said side wall portions,

and a flexible inner annular shield tube substantially U-

shaped in cross-section and removably disposed within

said inner tire, said shield tube including a pjir of spaced

annular leg portions interconnected at their outer mar-

ginal edge portions by means of an integral bight, the

inner marginal edge portions of said leg portions includ-

ing laterally and oppositely directed cylindrical flanges

which terminate outwardly in anular abutment flanges,

said shield tube cylindrical and abutment flanges be-

ing disposed between said annular seating bead portions

and said wheel assembly abutment and seating flanges

whereby pressure within said tire construction will urge

said bead portions outwardly to clampingly engage said

abutment flanges of said shield tube between said bead

portions and said wheel assembly abutment flanges and

thereby seal said shield tube cylindrical and abutment

flanges with said cylindrical and abutment flanges of said

rim portion and corresponding portions of said casing an-

nular seating bead portions.

3,100,519

WIRE STRAIGHTENING APPARATUS
Archibald P. Johnston, 1845 E. 57di St.,

Los Angeles 5, Calif.

FUcd June 23, 1958, Ser. No. 743,799

8 Claims. (CI. 153—94)
1. Wire straightening apparatus, comprising: a cage ro-

tatable about its longitudinal axis with a wire to be

_ J

-J

and longitudinally consecutively relative to the axis of ro-

tation of said cage and define a spiral path about said axis,

the radially inner extremities of said wire-engaging and

deflecting members exerting compressive pressure upon

said wire so as to deflect said wire out of a line corre-

sponding to the axis of rotation of said cage as such cage

is rotated; and adjustment means interposed between each

of said wire-engaging and deflecting members and said

cage to adjust the distance between the wire-engaging sur-

faces of said members and the axis of rotation of said

cage along a radially extending path relative to said cage.

3,100,520
TIRE CHANGING MACHINE

Fred May and George May, Wyandotte, Midi., assignors,

by mesne assignments, to FMC Corporatk«, San Jose,

Calif., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Feb. 2, 1959, Scr. No. 790,558

3 Claims. (CI. 157—1J4)

1. In a tire removing and replacing device of the type

utilizing opposed discs to act on the side walls of a tire

and the flange of a rim, vertical columns for supporting

said discs, brackets vertically slidable in said columns,

means in said columns for slidably mounting said brack-

ets, power means for forcing said brackets downwardly

in said columns and return means for moving said brack-

ets upwardly, said brackets each having a horizontal pas-

sage therein extending to its respective column, disc

supporting means comprising a horizontal bar slidable in

said passage and adjustable for various posiflbns therein,

an L-shaped disc support rod comprising a vertical por-

tion mounted in and extending downwardly from said bar

and a means extending upwardly at an angle from the

bottom of said downwardly extending portion having a

bearing area, and a disc on said bearing area rotatable

and slidable thereon.
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3,100,521

COMBINED VALVE AND RELAY STRUCTURE
IN BURNER CONTROL SYSTEM

Justin A. Deabcl, Milwaokec, Wis., assignor to General

Controls Co^ Glcndalc, Calif., a corporation of Cali-

fornia
FUcd Feb. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 712,853 ?

7 Claims. (Q. 158—125)

ing element, a rug on top of said rug supporting element

and in contact with it, a first recess in said margin having

the edge of said rug supporting element embraced within

it, a second recess of smaller perimeter having the edge

of said rug embraced within it, said second recess being

defined by the upper surface of said rug supporting ele-

ment and an upper element of said closed margin, and

fastening means passing through the lowest element of

said margin upwardly through said first recess to engage

said rug suppcM-ting element whereby a unitary movable

floor covering with invisible fastening means is formed.

3,100,523

HEAT EXCHANGER
Fernando G. Mamijo, Montebello, Calif., assignor to

Borg-Wamer Corporation, Chicago, HI., a corporation

of nUnois

FUcd May 29, 1959, Scr. No. 816,909

5 Claims. (CL 165—160)

1. A control system for a gas-burning appliance, a main

burner, a spark igniter for the main burner, a valve con-

trolling the flow of gas to said burner, an electromag-

netically operated switching mechanism and an electro-

magnetic operator which operates said valve and said

switching mechanism, a flame responsive switch mecha-

nism having a first switch closed only in the absence of

flame at said burner and a second switch closed only od

the presence of flame at said burner, a safety switch hav-

ing a thermal operator adapted to move said safety switch

from closed to open position a predetermined time after

energizaUon of the thermal <verator. a circuit network

comprising said safety switch and said first switch con-

nected in scries with each other and with two parallel cir-

cuit branches, one of said branches connecting in series

the thermal operator for said safety switch and the op-

erator for said valve, the other branch including said spark

igniter, control switch means connecting said circuit net-

work across a source of power, said second switch serving

to deenergize said thermal operator when a flame appears

at the burner before said predetermined time has elapsed,

said network being adapted upon closure of said control

switch to initially energize said valve (jperator, the spark

igniter, and said safety switch operator and. upon the

appearance of flame at said burner, to deenergize said

igniter and to retain said valve operator energized, and

circuit means including said first switch for prevenUng said

main valve from re-opening upon momentary de-energiza-

tion of said valve operator while said flame responsive

switching mechanism remains in hot condition, said circuit

means including a normally closed switch of said electro-

magncticaUy operated switching mechanism which con-

trols energization erf said valve operator and a normally

open switch of said elcctromagnetically operated switch

mechanism shunting said first switch and said last named

normally closed switch.

3,100,522
RUG HOLDER

Alva B. Mclntyre, P.O. Box 735, Eranston, 10.

FUcd Dec. 22, I960, Scr. No. 77,600

2 Claims. (CL 160—90)

1. A heat exchanger comprising: a base, a housing re-

movably disposed upon said base, said base having a

tubular support extending into said housing, a heat ex-

changer coil having a section extending through said base

within said tubular support, a plurality of coils disposed

about the tubular support in engagement with said support

and a section extending through said base externally of

said tubular support, a sleeve surrounding said coils in

engagement therewith so as to form with said tubular

support a helical cooling fluid flow path leading between

said coils, said base having an inlet leading to the space

between said tubular support and said sleeve, and an out-

let leading from said housing.

1. A unitary floor covering comprising a continuous

closed margin of rigid material a flat, rigid rug support-

3,100,524

RECOVERY OF OIL FROM PARTIALLY DEPLETED
RESERVOIRS

Donald M. Bccson, Garwood, NJ., assignor to Jersey

Production Research Company, a corporation of Dela-

ware

No Drawing. FUcd Sept 9, t959, Scr. No. 838,828

6 Claims. (O. 166—9)

1. A process for recovering crude oil from a water-

wet oil-bearing reservoir penetrated by an injeaion well

and a production well which comprises:

(a) establishing a bank of aqueous solution in said

reservoir about said injection well, said aqueous solu-

tion containing a surface active agent which will

readily be absorbed on subsurface strata in said
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reservoir and will transform said reservoir from a

water-wet to an oil-wet state;

(b) displacing said bank of aqueous solution contain-

ing said surface active agent from about said injec-

tion well by introducing a bank of low molecular

weight liquefied, normally gaseous hydrocarbons
into said reservoir through said injection well;

(c) displacing said bank of liquefied hydrocarbons

from about said injection well by introducing a non-

condensing gas into said reservoir through said in-

jection well; and

(d) recovering crude oil displaced by said aqueous

solution and said liquefied hydrocarbons from said

reservoir through said production well.

ing of 100 parts of an hydraulic cement selected from
the class consisting of aluminous, Portland, and pozzo-

lanic cements, between 0.025 and 1.0 part of a polyhy-

droxy aliphatic compound selected from the class con-

sisting of glucoheptonic acid and soluble salts thereof,

and sufficient water to make a pumpable slurry which
sets to a high strength monolithic solid in sku.

3,100,525

CEMENTING
Arthur W. Smith and Ray A. Plummer, Houston, Tex.,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to Big Three Welding
Equipment Company, Houston, Tex^ a corporation of

Texas
FUed Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,208

7 Claims. (CI. 166—21)

1. Method for cementing in wells wherein the zone of

the well to be cemented is filled with a weighted fluid,

comprising, at the well site, pumping a stream of liquified

inert gas to increase its pressure, heating the pumped
liquified gas to vaporize the gas to form high pressure

inert gas, gasifying a stream of said weighted fluid drawn

from a supply thereof at the surface with said high pres-

sure inert gas prepared at the well site, circulating the

gasified fluid into the well to displace said weighted fluid

therefrom, circulating a volume of cement slurry into

the well to the zone of the well to be cemented, and

permitting the cement slurry to set in the well.

3,100,526

METHOD OF CEMENTING WELLS
Robert C. Martin, Tulsa, Okla., awignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Nov. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 68,606

6 Claims. (CI. 166—31)

1. The method of cementing a well which comprises

emplacing in the well an aqueous composition consist-

3,100,527

SAND CONSOLIDATION
Albert R. Hilton, Jr., Richardson, and Horace H. Spain,

Houston, Tex., assignors to Jersey Production Research
Company, Tulsa, Okla., a corponitioa of Delaware

FUed Aug. 22, 1960, Scr. No. 51,033

5 Claims. (CI. 166—33)

1. A method of consolidating loose or unconsolidated

sand particles in an earth formation penetrated by a bore-

hole, comprising: pumping through the boiehole into the

earth formation a first solution having a viscosity greater

than 3 centipoises and comprising a bisphenol "A" type

epoxy resin in a solvent therefor in the range of 50 to

100 percent by volume of epoxy resin, said solvent coo»-

prising between 60 to 90 percent by volunae of denatured

ethyl alcohol and between 40 and 10 percent by vcriume

of kerosene containing aromatic hydrocarbons suflBcient

in amount to give a clear homogenous scrfution; di^acing

said first solution with a second s(riution immiacible with

said first solution and comprising a hardening and curing

agent for said epoxy resin in an aromatic-free and olefin-

free aliphatic hydrocarbon solvent, at least the portico

of said second solution in contact with said first solution

being of substantially equal or greater viscosity than said

first solution; the percentage of resin in said solvent there-

for being sufficient to permit the resin to extract harden-

ing and curing agent from said second solution; leaving

said second solution in said earth formation for an in>

terval sufficient for the portion of said epoxy resin adher-

ing to the sand particles to extract at least a portion of

said hardening and curing agent from said second solu-

tion, and to harden; and producing connate earth fluids

from said earth formation to remove the liquid portions

of said first and second solutions remaining therein.

3,100,528

METHODS FOR USING INERT GAS
Ray A. Pinmmcr and Aithor W. Smith, Hovtoo, Tex.,

madg^on, by mesne asrignmcats, to Big Three Weldfaig

Eqnipnicnt Company, Houston, Tex-, a corporation of

Texas
Filed Feb. 6, 1961, Scr. No. 87,291

16 Oalms. (CI. 166—42)

1. Method for performing well operations, comprising

at the well site, pumping a stream of liquified inert gas

to increase its pressure, heating the pumped liquified gas

to vaporize the gas to form high pressure inert gas, gasi-

fying a reagent in liquid form with said high pressure

inert gas prepared at the well site, passing the gasified

reagent into the well under pressure to contact desired

portions of the well and formations through which the
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well extends therewith, maintaining said contact under

said pressure for a desired period of time, and venting

said pressure to cause retiun of spent gasified reagent

from the well.

3,100^29
APPARATUS FOR POSmONING WELL PIPE

Peter R. McStnvick, Tomball, and William C. Undscy

and Gariand C. Tcrrcl, Houston, Tcx^ assignors, by

mesne assignments, to Jersey Production Research

Company, Tulsa, Okla., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Jane 6, 1960, Scr. No. 34,170

2 Claims. (0.166—52)

pipe strings in a manner such that angular clearance

relative to said two other pipe strings is provided;

each of said spacer means having a selected cross sec-

tion, the extent of which determines a degree of angu-

lar clearance provided by said spacer means; and

each of said ^»cer means being of circular configura-

tion and being tapered on the upper side downwardly
away from said one pipe string to which it is attached

and on the imderside upwardly away from said one

pipe string to which it is attached.

3,100,530
APPARATUS FOR TREATING OR SERVICING

A WELL
Joe D. Coleman, Barticsvfllc, and Charles L. Boyd.

Duncan, Okla., as^piors to Halliburton Company, a

corporation of Delaware
FUed Jan. 19, 1959, Scr. No. 787,441

12 Claims. (O. 166—53)

1 . Multiple well completion apparatus adapted to space

a plurality of pipe strings in a well bore to insure that the

pipe strings through which subsurface hydrocarbon-con-

taining formations are produced may be perforated with-

out damage to other pipe strings arranged in said well bore

comprising:

a plurality of vertically spaced-apart, vertically aligned

spacer means connected to one of said pipe strings

and positioned relative to at least two other of said

8. Apparatus for treating or servicing a well, compris-

ing in combination : a flexible conduit spooled upon a first

reel and having a portion extending into the well, a flexi-

ble cable spooled upon a second reel and having a por-

tion extending into the well, clamp means spaced at in-

tervals along said portions of the conduit and the cable

within the well and connecting the conduit and the cable

for movement as a unit within the well, means whereby

material may be introduced into the well through said

first reel and said flexible conduit, and means for effect-

ing controlled turning movement of said reels.

3,100,531

WELL APPARATUS AND METHODS OF RUNNING
A PLURALITY OF TUBING STRINGS IN A WELL
BORE OR PIPE ^,

Cicero C. Brown, Houston, Tex., assignor to Brown Oil

Tools, Inc., Houston, Tex., a corporation of Texas

Filed June 29, 1955, Scr. No. 518,725

3 Claims. (CI. 166—114)
1. In combination with a well packer disposed within

a well bore in a set position to separate two producing

zones wherein said packer has a passage extending there-

through, a tubing string support assembly including, a body

having a pair of passages extending therethrough, a first

tubing string extending entirely through one of the pas-

sages and connected to the body, the lower portion of said

first tubing string projecting downwardly from the body

and having its lower end extending through the passage
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in the well packer to communicate with the producing

zone below said packer, a gripping slip assembly includ-

ing gripping slips slidably mounted on the downwardly

projecting portion of the tubing string whereby when the

assembly moves upwardly relative to the body the slips

encircle said body, expander means on the body to co-act

with said slips for exptanding the slips into gripping posi-

tion when the slip assembly and the body are nnoved rela-

tive to each other, said shps supporting said body when

the slips are in expanded position, coveting latching

means on the downwardly extending portion of said first

tubing string and on said gripping slip assembly for latch-

ing said assembly against relative movement with respect

to the body, means on said first tubing string engageable

with a portion of the latching means for releasing said

latching means upon reciprocating moventKnt of the first

tubing string relative to the assembly, whereby after re-

lease of said latching means the body secured to said first

tubing string and having the expander means thereon n>ay

be moved in a direction relative to the assembly to expand

the gripping slips, and a second tubing string having its

lower portion landed in the second passage in the body and

having its lower end terminating above the well packer

to communicate with the zone above said packer.

mandrel and said locking means for moving said locking
means to said expanded position upon upward movement
of said inner mandrel from said lower position toward
said upper position, said means on said inner mandrel
moving upwardly with said inner mandrel as said inner

mandrel moves from said lower position toward said

upper position; and means on said inner mandrel movable
wkh said inner mandrel and engageable with said lock-

ing means for holding said locking means in expanded
position when said inner mandrel is in said upper posi-

tion, said locking means having means engageable with

an upwvdly facing shoulder of a well flow conductor at

each recess for moving said locking means to retracted

position upon downward longitudinal movement of the

main mandrel in the well flow conductor when said inner

mandrel is in said lower position.

ANCHORING AND SEALING DEVICE
John V. Fredd, Dallas, Tez., asignor to Otis Engineering

Corporation, Dallas, Tex., a corponitioo of Delaware
Filed Aug. 27, 1959, Scr. No. 836,512

21 Claims. (CL IM—125)

3,100,532
WELL TOOLS FOR PLUGGING A WELL

FLOW CONDUCTOR
Jack W. Tamplen, Celina, Tex., assignor to Otb Eoginccr-

ing CorporatioD, Dallas, Tex., a corporatioB of Dela-

ware
Filed Ang. 19, 1959, Scr. No. 834^29

12 Claims. (CI. 164—125)
1 . A well tool for use in a well flow conductor having a

plurality of longitudinally spaced annular recesses each

providing an upper downwardly facing shoulder and a

lower upwardly facing shoulder including: a main tubular

mandrel having means for securing a well device which

is to be supported by the well tool in a well flow con-

ductor; locking means carried by said main mandrel and

movable relative to said main mandrel between a retracted

position wherein said locking means^ does not prevent

longitudinal movement of the main mandrel through the

well flow conductor and an expanded position wherein said

locking means extends into a recess of the well flow con-

ductor to prevent longitudinal movement of the main

mandrel in the well flow conductor; an inner mandrel

mounted in said main mandrel for limited longitudinal

movement relative thereto between an upper position and

a lower position, said well tool being lowerable through a

well flow conductor by means detachably securable to

said inner mandrel; coengageable means on said inner

|.

1. An anchoring and sealing device for use in a well

flow conductor having an internal recess including: a tu-
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bular mandrel; anchoring means mounted on the mandrel

and movable outwardly to expanded position in the in-

ternal recess of the well flow conductor, said anchonng

means being mounted on the mandrel for limited longi-

tudinal movement thereon; lock means mounted on the

mandrel for limited longitudinal movement thereon and

movable with the mandrel upon upward movement of the

mandrel relative to the anchoring means mto lockmg en-

gagement with the anchoring means when the anchoring

means is in its expanded posiUon to lock the anchormg

means in the internal recess of the well flow conductor; a

control member mounted in the mandrel for limited on-

gitudinal movement relative to the mandrel extending lon-

gitudinally of the mandrel and having an upper end por-

tion engageable by running and pulling tools whereby lon-

gitudinal movement may be imparted to the control mem-

ber relative to the anchoring means when the anchoring

means is received in the annular recess of the well flow

conductor; seal means carried by the mandrel for sealing

between the mandrel and the well flow conductor; ex-

pander means carried by the control member and movable

into engagement with the seal means to expand the seal

means into sealing engagement with the well flow con-

ductor after the anchoring means has been locked into ex-

panded position, said control member being movable by

The application of a continuous constant upward force

thereto to move the mandrel and the control member up-

wardly relaUve to the anchoring means to cause the locK

means to move into engagement with the anchoring means

to lock the anchoring means in its expanded position and

subsequently to move the control member "P;^^/dly to

move the expander means into engagement with the seal

means, said mandrel and said control member having co-

operable pin and slot means operatively connecting said

mwKircl and said control member for limited movemen

relative to each other longitudinally and rotatively about

their longitudinal axes, said pin and slot means having

means thereon coacting to position said mandrel and said

control member in a plurality of predetermined longi-

tudinally spaced and rotaUvely displaced positions with

respect to each other; means biasing said mandrel and

said control member for roUtable movement about their

longitudinal axes relative to each other; said cooperable

pin and slot means being engageable upon rotation of the

STntrol member in one direction through a Predetermined

anRle relative to the mandrel to prevent downward move-S of the control member and the expander means rela-

te
to the seal means after the expander means has moved

the seal means into expanded seahng positions, the man-

dJel the Control member end the expander means havmg

a Sow passage affording communication with the wdl flow

conductor above and below the seahng means; and plug

nianTfor closing said passage when the "Pander means is

hTscal expanding position, the control member being op-

^Uv ly c'onnectld'to the plug means for moving ^e plug

means upwardly to open position upon
^J^^^J^^^;*^^"

being imparted to the control member after the «pandcr

meaSs has been moved to its seal expandmg position

Xreby Jhe pressure above and below the seal means may

be equalized. ^^^^^^^^__

3,100,534 _
PLUG FOR USE IN CONDUITS

pany, a corporation of Delaware
., ^„*^''

FuSl May 31, 1960, S«r. N*. 32,657

4 Claims. (CL 166—153)

1 A plug for use in segregating adjacent bodies of

fluids in a conduit, said plug comprising an elongate re-

silient body having:

a Buide portion; .. ._, ..

a seal porUon axially spaced from said guide portion

and adapted to be positioned above said guide por-

tion when said plug is positioned withm a conduit;

265

and a connecting portion di^xjsed intermediate of and

joining said guide and seal portions;

said guide portion including continuous, cylindrically

configured, peripheral surface means coaxial with

the axis of said plug and having a diameter adapted

to provide an interference fit with interior waU means

of said conduit;
.

said seal portion including a substantially spherical

segment coaxial with said plug axis and defining a

closed end of said plug, said spherical segment being

of substantially greater diameter than the dianaetcr

of said conduit interior wall, and peripherally en-

gageable with said wall;

said spherical segment being axially elongatable where-

by, in being radially constricted by peripheral en-

gagement with said conduit interior wall means, said

segment may resUiently expand axially of said plug;

and said connecting portion being resilient, coaxial with

said plug axis, integral with said seal and guide por-

tions, and of less width than the diameter of said

spherical segment.

3,100,535
WIRE LINE CEMENTING TOOL

Walter J. Biclstein, Corpus Christi, Tex., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Jersey Prodnctioii Research Com-
pany, Tulsa, Okla., a corpontioii of Delaware

FUed Dec. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 73,819

5 Claims. (CI. 166—162)

"tfl

1 . Apparatus for squeeze cementing in a well including

a production pipe string cemented to the sides of a bore-

hole and perforated to open up fluid communication with

a productive earth formation, said apparatus comprising:

a tubular mandrel; first and second packer means con-

nected to said mandrel and longitudinally spaced apart
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thereon, adapted to seal against the inner wall of the pipe

string, said first and second packer means and the mandrel

being connected together to permit movement of one of

the packer means toward the other packer means to a

close-spaced position thereof; means, including a frangible

annular member, connected between said first and second

packer means and surrounding said mandrel to define with

said mandrel a closed container for a cementitious fluid,

said frangible member being adapted to be shattered when

said packer means are moved toward each other; and

means connected to said mandrel, adapted to conncc< said

mandrel to a wire line for lowering said mandrel to the

depth of the perforations of the pipe string; the distance

between said first and second packer means being greater

than the total interval perforated in the pipe string so

that said first and second packer means and said mandrel

straddle the perforated interval when the packers are in

the close-spaced position thereof.

3,100^37
FORMATION TESTING APPARATUS

Talmadge L. Crowe, Zulia, Venezuela, assignor to Baker
Oil Tools, IiKm Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of

California
Filed Sept. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 53,470

13 Claims. (CI. 166—226)

3,100,536
ANCHORING AND SEALING DEVICE

Jack W. Tamplen, Celina, Tex^ assignor to Otis Engineer-

ing Corporation, Dallas, Tez^ a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Apr. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 20,480

12 Claims. (CI. 166—185)

1. A well tool assembly positionablc in a well flow

conductor having a lateral port, including: a well tool;

and a pair of anchoring and sealing devices connected to

said well tool at opposite ends of said well tool, said well

tool assembly being positionable in the well flow conductor

with said anchoring and sealing devices disposed on op-

posite sides of said lateral port, each of said anchoring

and sealing devices having a tubular expandable means

and an expander telescopable inwardly relative to the

expandable means and engageable therewith for expanding

said expandable means into anchoring and sealing engage-

ment with the well flow conductor, said expanders of said

anchoring and sealing devices being longitudinally movable

in opposite directions toward expanding engagement with

their associated expandable means; and fluid pressure

piston and cylinder means on said anchoring and sealing

devices and having communication with the exterior of said

devices for conducting fluid pressure to said piston and

cylinder means for moving said expanders longitudinally

into expanding engagement with their associated expand-

able means.

1 . In a tester valve adapted to be disposed in a well bore

on a tubular spring: relatively rotatable inner and outer

tubular members haivng a passage therethrough, one of

said members being connectible to the tubular string;

barrier means in at least a first of said members closing

said passage and proportioned to be movable out of said

first member; releasable holding means releasably en-

gageable with said barrier means and retaining said barrier

means in said first member; and means responsive to

relative rotation between said tubular members for re-

leasing said holding means from said barrier means, where-

by said barrier means can move upwa'-dly out of said

first member and upwardly through the tubular string.

3,100438
TUBING ROTARY SWIVEL ASSEMBLY

Wilfred E. Sanders, Houston, Tex., assignor to Houston

Oil Field Material Company, Inc., Houston, Tex., a cor-

poration of Delaware
FUed Dec. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 158,677

3 Claims. (CI. 166—237)
1. In a well tubing in a well bore in which the upper

end of the tubing is adapted to be rotated and the lower

end of the tubing is adapted to be threadably secured in

the well bore, the improvement in a rotary swivel joint

comprising,

first and second pipe joints axially aligned, the first of

which is secured to the lower end of the tubing and

the second of which is secured to the upper end of the

tubing,

clutch means connected to adjacent ends of said pipe

joints and adapted to transmit rotational movement

between said joints in a direction to release the lower

end of the well tubing,

said joints having an annular recess at said adjacent

ends,

a tubular mandrel positioned in said annular recess

and having an internal diameter no greater than the

internal diameter of the tubing thereby providing

unrestricted flow through the interior of said joints,

said mandrel being attached to the first of said joints

and longitudinally and rotatably slidable with re-

spect to the second joint,
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a stop shoulder on each of said mandrel and second

joint adapted to coact thereby preventing discon-

nection of said mandrel from the second joint.

and lowering the fork between stone gathering and dump-

ing positions, and further including a bucket pivotally

mounted in the frame to tilt rearward for dumping stones

from the bucket, the improvement which consists in hav-

ing forward and rear shafts transversely mounted to turn

axially in the frame and to which the fork and bucket are

respectively fixed to be moved thereby between stone re-

sealing means between said mandrel and the second

joint for providing a fluid tight joint, and

spring means between said mandrel and said second

joint yieldably urging said clutch means into engage-

ment.

3,100,539

HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADE
John K. Hulbert, Grind island, N.Y^ ^f^^ ^ **"

Aerospace Corporation, Wheatfield, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 131,340

3 Claims. (CI. 170—172)

ceiving and dumping positions, and means by which the

bucket mounting shaft may be connected to the fork

mounting shaft for dumping the bucket, said means com-

prising a link fixed to the f<M-k mounting shaft, a lever

arm fixed to the bucket mounting shaft, a dump bar

pivotally attached at cme end to the lever arm, and means

pivotally attaching the other end of the dump bar to the

link on the fork mounting shaft detachable therefrom.

3,100,541
PIT FLOW

Ferdinand P. King, Rte. C, Box 180, Lamea^ Tex.

FUed May 12, 1961, Ser. No. 109,538

6 Claims. (CL 172—86)

--.^' «;=:—,-<'.

1. In a helicopter, an elongate rotor blade having an

outer skin of airfoil section presenting a hollow member

along its length, said blade being adapted for rotation

about a transverse axis adjacent the inner end thereof and

being closed adjacent such end while bemg open at its

opposite, outer end, whereby rotation of the Wade as

aforesaid will create a negative pressure gradient from its

inner to its outer end, and said skin having openings

therein increasing the available lift of said blade to permit

increase in forward flight speed of a craft with which »t

is associated and to minimize retreating blade buffeting,

said skin openings being of decreasing total area from

the outer end of the blade toward said inner end thereof.

3,100,540

STONE PICKING IMPLEMENT
Lloyd Calvin Deaver and Charies George Deaver, both of

Kenaston, Saskatchewan, Canada

FUed Oct 9, 1961, Ser. No. 143,698

2 Claims. (CI. 171—63)

1. In a stone picking machine including a wheel sup-

ported frame and a stone gathering fork and a hydraulic

element anchored in the frame and connected for raising

793 O.G.—1»

1. A pit plow comprising a longitudinally extending

frame, ground-engaging wheels, means on said frame

journaling said wheels for rotation about axes extending

transversely of said frame, at least one pair of trans-

versely spaced digging means, mounting means carried by

said frame mounting said digging means for movement

between raised retracted positions and lowered ground-

engaging positions relative to said frame, said mounting

means including means connecting one of said digging

means to the other for inverse movement relative thereto,

and lock means movably mounted on said frame for

movement between extended and retracted positions in

response to rotation of said ground engaging wheels and

into and out of positions respectively engageable with por-

tions of said mounting means for automatically alter-

nately retaining said digging means stationary in the

lowered ground-engaging positions, manually releasable

means connecting said journaling means and said lock

means for varying the timed sequence of retention of

said digging mcsM^s in lowered ground-engaging positions

independently of rotation of said wheels.
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3,1M,542
JET SHOT HOLE DEVICE

WUIUm J. Stark, Talsa, OkU^ asignor to Jcncy Pro-

duction Research Company, a corporation of Delaware

Filed May 1, 1959, Ser. No. 810,455

, 9 Claims. (CI. 175—1)

V

tent than any of said faces with one such facet be-

tween and joining successive ones of said reaming

faces and lying wholly within the cylindrical surface

generated by said reaming faces,

said body having a coaxial core-receiving opening in

communication with the hollow of said shank, and

abrading elements set in said reaming faces and in the

inner, lower and outer surfaces of said annular body.

3,lt#,S44
DRILLING DEVICE

Charics R. Oreriy, New OrtenH, La., and George E.

Cannon, Houston, Tex., —Ignoffs, by mesne asrign- r
mcnts, to Jersey ProdMdoa Research Company, Tolsaj^^'

Okla., a corpontion of Delaware
Original application May 31, 1H$, Ser. No. 32,815, now

Patent No. 3,075,592, dated Jan. 29, IH3. Divided

and tUs application Feb. 2, 19<2, Ser. No. 170,628

7 ClalBM. (CL 175—333)

1 . An apparatus for use in drilling or cleaning seismic

shot holes in the earth's surface, which comprises: a flexi-

ble conduit; concentric cylinders with an annular space

formed between the inner wall of the outer cylinder and

the outer wall of the inner cylinder; cap means closing

the upper ends of said inner cylinder and at least partially

closing the upper end of the annular space formed be-

tween the inner wall of the outer cylinder and the outer

wall of the inner cylinder and attachable to said conduit,

said cap means having a passage means establishing fluid

communication between the interior of said conduit and

said annular space; an annular plate enclosing the lower

end of said annular space; downwardly projectmg jet

nozzles on the bottom side of said annular plate, said

nozzles being in fluid communication with said annular

space.

3,100,543

DRILL BIT FOR CLnTING CORES
Lot William Short, Dalfau, Tex., assignor to

Tri-Dia, Inc., a corporation of Texas

Orig nal appUcation Mar. 8, 1957, Ser. No. 644,893.

Divided and this application Oct. 31, I960, Ser. No.

66,312
3 Claims. (CI. 175—330)

1. A drill bit which comprises a hollow body member

provided with a plurality of separate, circumferential pe-

ripherally spaced-apart blades on a free end and adapted

to be connected to a hollow drill string on its other end,

each of said blades having a flat leading face and a trail-

ing edge defining a curvilinear surface extending from said

face to said body member ahead of the next foUowing

blade, conical drilling means attoched within said hollow

body member for roUtion relative thereto, means adapted

to deliver drilling fluid separately to each of said blades

ahead of its leading face and to a point above said drilling

means, said hollow body member fonniag a shroud en-

closing said drilling means and having a window in its

wall adjacent said drilling means for discharge of cuttings

from said drilling means to the outside of said shroud.

3,1M,545
DRILL BIT

Robert D. Zfanmcrman, Andovcr, NJ., assignor to Inger-

soU-Rand Compnny, New York, N.Y., a corporatton of

New Jcncy _ _. ^^^ .,

^

Flkd Apr. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 102,164

6 Claims. (CI. 175-^19)

1. A core bit adapted to be att|iched to a drill stem for

the cutting of cores in earth formations, said core bit com-

prising

a hollow shank,
t. • •

an annular body carried by said shank and having m
bottom plan view a generally triangular outer con-

figuration defined by three coaxial segmental substan-

tially cylindrical lateral reaming faces and by three

non-reaming facets,

each of said facets being of greater circumferential ex-

1. A detachable drill bit comprising a body with a

forward end having cutting edges, a hollow rearward

drill steel receiving socket of decreasing cross-sectional

area in the direction of the cutting edges, for at least part

of its leng.h and stress distributing means disposed at

*
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the one end of said drill steel receiving socket for dis-

tributing the stress on said drill bit, said stress distributing

means being an undercut groove.

ERRATUM
For Class 177—37 sec:

Patent No. 3,100.720

3 100 546

CIRCUIT WITH COMPENSATED TRANSFORMER
Johannes F. Cramwinckel, Voofburg, Netherlands, as-

signor to Maatschappii van *«rkers Patent N.V., Rot-

tcidam, Netherlands, a company of tlic Netherlands

FUed Jnly 17, 1961, Ser. No. 124,436

Claims priority, appllcatton Germany July 15, I960

3 Chdms. (CL 177—211)

having first and second pairs of adjustable frame mem-

bers, said first pair of adjustable frame members being

adapted to mountably receive said first support means on

one member thereof and to mountably receive said sec-

ond support means on the other member thereof, said

first pair of frame members when attached to said wheel

chair being disposed within the space defined by the

planes of rotation of said wheels and adjacent thereto to

place said drive drums in these planes of rotation for en-

gagement with the driving wheels, said second pair of

adjustable frame members being disposed across said first

pair of members and being connected thereto to serve as

* "^^

. Y--10

3 A measuring device comprising a load cell and a

compensation bridge connected in series, a pair of trans-

formers, one with the load cell and the other with the

compensaton bridge, each transformer having primary,

secondary and tertiary coils, means supplying a constant

current to the primary coils of said transformers, means

connecting said tertiary coils in parallel, means connect-

ing said secondary coils to said load cell and compensaUon

bridge respectively, means for balancing said compensa-

tion bridge, means reading the weight applied to said

load cell, and means connecUng said load cell and com-

pensation bridge in series to said reading means.

crossbar means for adjustably spacing said first pair of

members one from another, said second pair of frame

members being in turn adjustably spaced one from an-

other by said first pair of frame members, bracket means

mounted on the rear of the wheel chair frame structure to

receive said frame assembly thereon, fastening means to

provide removable attachment of said frame assemWy to

said bracket means, battery means for supplying current

to said motors, and trailer means adjustably attached to

said frame assembly for carrying said battery means

whereby said electrical driving apparatus may be remov-

ably mounted in a predetermined spatial relationship on

the rear of wheel chairs.

3,100,548

STEERING CONTROLLER FOR INDUSTRIAL
TRUCK

Bronlslaus I. Ulinski, Flossmoor, HI., assignor to The

Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, Stamford,

Conn., a corporation of Connecticut

FUed July 11, I960, Ser. No. 41,923

4 Claims. (CI. 180—6.5)

3,100,547

ELECTRIC DRIVING APPARATUS FOR A
WHEEL CHAIR

Harry Rosenthal, 6540 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago, 111.

FUed June 30, 1960, Ser. No. 40,074

10 Clatans. (CI. 180—6.5)

! . Electrical driving apparatus for a wheel chair of the

type having a frame structure for supporting a person, a

plurality of wheels at least two of which are disposed

on opposite sides of the frame to constitute driving wheels,

and control means including a joy-stick type control mem-

ber for actuating leaf switches which are connected to the

electrical driving apparatus tc control both the driving and

steering of the wheel chair by the relative rotation of the

driving wheels, the electrical driving apparatus for such

a chair including in combination, a pair of reversible

electric motor means each having an associated drive drum

rotauble thereby, first and second support means adapted

to individually carry said pair of motor means and associ-

ated driving drums thereon, an adjustable frame assembly

I,**

1. In a truck of the class having a pair of motorized

steering and traction units each equipped with a trac-

tion motor and a traction wheel driven by the motor,

and a controller equipped with a universal handle which,

when moved to the right or left from a central position,

excites opposed directional circuits for both said motors,

and which when moved forwardly excites forward di-

rectional circuits for both motors and when moved rear-
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wardly excites rearward directional circuits for both mo-

tors, that improvement for ensuring simultaneous ex-

citation of both of the motor circuits for forward direc-

tional motion when said universally movable handle is

moved substantially forwardly, comprising a first con-

tact actuated by the handle for each forward directional

motor circuit, a second contact for each forward direc-

tional circuit against which its first contact is moved when

actuated by said universal controller handle, means elec-

trically connecting said second contacts, and a third con-

tact for each forward directional circuit connected to a

source of power and against which each second contact

is moved by continued forward motion of said universal

handle, whereby the engagement of but one second con-

tact of one forward circuit with its third contact will

actuate both motors in the event the first and second

contacts of both forward circuits have been brought into

engagement by said universal handle.

and a valve for controlling the operation of said power
cylinder, a valve actuating mechanism comprising a steer-

ing shaft, a driven shaft coaxial with said steering shaft

and opcralivciy connected to said steering means, means
for permitting limited relative rotary motion between said

shafts, a member axially movable with respect to said

shafts, said member being operatively connected to one

of said shafts and to said valve for actuation thereof, a

steering collar concentric with said driven shaft and op-

eratively connected to said steering shaft, a bell crank

lever for causing axial movement of said member in one

direction upon clockwise rotation of said steering shaft

and in the opposite direction upon counterclockwise rota-

tion of said steering shaft, said bell crank lever being

pivotally connected to said driven shaft and having two

arms extending from said pivotal connection, one of said

arms being operatively connected to said member and

^—

»

,(> 3,100,549

VEHICLE WHEEL SLSPENSION AND DRIVE
Louis Demas, Oak Park, Mich., assignor to American

Motors Corporation, Kenosiia, Wis., a corporation of

Maryland
Filed Feb. 21, 1962, Ser. No. 174,750

6 Claims. (CI. 180—73)

6. In a suspension system for a vehicle: a vehicle body

having a tloor panel and a hollow beam rigid therewith

and projecting upwardly therefrom and extending longi-

tudinally thereof; said body also having a side wall dis-

posed outwardly from the beam and projecting upwardly

from the floor panel to provide a pocket area in the

body; aligned bearing members in the beam and side wall;

an arm having one end rotatively carried by some of the

bearing members; a wheel carrying backing plate anchored

to the arm at the end remote from the end carried by the

bearing members; a wheel rotatively carried on the wheel

carrying backing plate; a torsion bar extending through

the side wall and through the beam and having one of its

ends non-rotatively connected to the arm and its other end

rotatively supported by one of the bearing members in

the beam; said floor panel having an opening therein and

forming in conjunction with the hollow beam a second

pocket area; means in the second pocket area and having

connection to the torsion bar for rotating same to adjust

the height of the vehicle body relative to the wheel; a

driven shaft spaced from the torsion bar and extending

through the beam in the interior of the vehicle body

and being drivingly connected to the wheel; drive mecha-

nism carried on the vehicle body for driving the driven

shaft.

3,100,550

POWER STEERING MECHANISM
Farlow B. Burt and James L. Vickers, South Bend, Ind.,

assignors to The Bendix Corporation, South Bend, Ind.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed Dec. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 75,626

3 Claims. (CI. 180—79.2)

I. In a power steering mechanism having steering

means, a power cylinder connected to said steering means.

the other of said arms being operatively connected to said

steering collar, a tubular member enveloping said bell

crank lever and fixedly connected to said steering collar,

and first and second resilient bushings for torsionally op-

posing relative rotation between said steering and driven

shafts and for withstanding axial and radial bearing loads,

said first bushing being located above said bell crank

lever and including a first sleeve fixedly connected to said

steering collar, a second sleeve fixedly connected to said

driven shaft and a rubber-like material located between

and bonded to said sleeves so as to be in tension under

all steering conditions, said second bushing being located

below said bell crank lever and including a first sleeve

fixedly connected to said tubular member, a second sleeve

fixedly connected to said driven shaft, and a rubber-like

material located between and bonded to said sleeves so

as to be in tension under all steering conditions.

3,100,551
POWER STEERING APPARATUS

James R. Van Dien, South Bend, Ind., assizor to The
Bendix Corporation, South Bend, Ind., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,966

5 Claims. (CI. 180—79.2)

I . In a power steering apparatus for a vehicle provided

with steering means, steered means, and two tie rods hav-

ing spaced inner ends and having outer ends respectively

connected to said steered means, the combination of: a
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cross link extending between and pivotally connected to

said inner ends of said tie rods, a fluid pressure source,

motor means operable by fluid pressure transmitted from

said source and operatively connected to said steered

means and a fixed part of said vehicle for moving said

steered means, means for transmitting said fluid pressure

from said source to said motor means, a pitman arm

operatively connected to said steering means, said pitman

arm having a substantially tubular member integrally

formed on the end thereof, valve means carried by said

pitman arm and located in said means for transmitung

fluid pressure from said source to said motor means, said

valve means including a two part housing and a spool

valve element movable relative to each other, said tubular

member having an opening therein and serving as one part

of said two part housing, a ball stud operatively connected

to said cross link and to said spool valve element for

causing relative movement between said spool valve ele-

ment and said housing in response to movement of said

pitman arm and tubular member, said ball stud extendmg

through the opening in said tubular member and being

arranged so that the walls surrounding said opening wi

contact said ball stud and cause movement of said ball

stud, cross link and steered means when the tubular mem-

ber has been shifted to the limit of its movement.

3,100,552
CONVERTIBLE LADDER

Henry Hopfeld, 732 A St, Sm R»J[««I'
^a"'*

FUed Feb. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 90,690

2 Claims. (CL 181—22)

(/i) a r«st flange extended from said base plate spaced

from said guide at an incline corresponding to the

relative incline of said upper ladder in said step-

ladder attitude and at such a distance from the lower

edge of said retainer guide that the upper edge of the

rail of said upper ladder engages the lower edge of

said retainer guide when the lower edge of said rail

of said upper ladder rests on said rest flange.

(/) a first abutment projecting from the lower edge of

the rail of said upper ladder,

(y) and a second abutment projecting from the upper

edge of the rail of said npper ladder,

{k) said abutments being spaced longitudinally of said

rail of said upper ladder at a distance equal to the

distance between the upper edge of said rest flange

and the lower edge of said retainer guide so as to

fix said upper rail against longitudinal movement

relatively to said retainer guide in said step-ladder

attitude. .

(/) the thickness of each abutment together with ttie

width of its rail being less than the distance between

the lower edge of said inclined rest flange and the

lower edge of said guide to that the upper end por-

tion of said rail of said upper ladder is movable be-

tween said guide and said flange in either direction

respectively for extension and separation of said lad-

ders when said ladders are in substantially parallel

position and the rails of said uM>er ladder ride on the

rungs of the lower ladder.

(m) and releasable means to hold said ladders to-

gether in selected extended relation.

3,100,553

DISC BRAKES FOR VEHICLES
Henry James Butler, Sutton Coldfield, England, assignor

to Dunlop Rubber Company Limited, a British com-

^^
FUed Mar. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 92,880

Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 5, 19W
6 Claims. (CL 188—73)

1 . In a convertible ladder structure

(a) a lower individual ladder,

( fc ) an upper individual ladder,

c) the rails of the upper ladder slidably fitting be-

tween and along the respective rails of the lower

(d) an*d' separate connecting means on said individual

ladders to connect said ladders selectively m step-

ladder attitude and extension-ladder attitude com-

(^ra"!Jacket on the top of each rail of said lower

ladder, each bracket including

(/) a base plate secured to a face of the adjacent rail,

(V) an end of said bracket projecting toward the upper

ladder and beyond the edge of the adjacent rail and

being formed into a retainer guide conforming to the

contour of the adjacent rail of the "Plf^ ladder so as

to embrace the latter in said extension-ladder atutude,

6. A disc brake comprising a rotatable disc, housings,

one on each side of said disc, friction pads, one between

each said housing and, the adjacent side of said disc,

fluid operated means in each said housing to move said

fricUon pads into frictional engagement with said disc,

means on each side of said disc to support said housings

sUdably to move under the frictional drag of said ro-

tating disc chordwise of said disc, and means actuated
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by said sliding housings to pressurize a brake fluid when

said housings arc displaced by said drag of said disc.

3,100,554
DECELERATING CIRCUIT

Edward R. Doubck, Jr^ BrookficM, 111., assignor to West-

em Electric Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.,

a corporation of New York
FUed Sept. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 140,097

4 Claims. (CL 18S—161)

3,100^56
INTERLOCKING METALUC STRUCTURAL

MEMBERS
Ernst J. Dc Ridder, Richmond, Va^ assignor to Reynolds

Metals Company, Richmond, Va^ a corporation of Del-

aware
FUed Joly 30, 1959, Ser. No. 830,586

21 Claims. (CI. 189—34)

3. A decelerating circuit for operating a brake which

comprises a brake winding for operating the brake when

energized; decelerating means for energizing the brake

winding for a prescribed period of time; means for condi-

tioning the decelerating means for a decelerating operation;

means for selectively associating the decelerating means

with either the brake winding or the conditioning means;

and stopping means for energizing the brake winding for

an indefinite period of time through continuous association

with the conditioning means.

3,100,555
PLASTIC TOWER

Albert A. Ashton, Dallas, Tex., assignor to The Youngs-

town Sheet and Tube Company, Youngstown, Ohio, a

corporation of Ohio
FUed Oct. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 145,337

7 Claims. (CI. 189—19)

T
1. A set comprising at least two panel-like extruded

metal sections adapted to be assembled into snug intw-

locking engagement along their side edges to form at

least a portion of a floor, a wall, or the like, a first of said

sections having along one side edge an integral rib pro-

jecting from one face of said section, a lip along said edge

overhanging the outer side of said rib and having a curved

inner surface, a flange-like extension along the free edge

of said rib at the outer side of the lattei" and having a

curved inner surface opposed to said lip inner surface,

said inner surfaces having a substantially common center

of curvature, a second of said sections havinjg along one

side edge an integral rib provided with a pair of curved

surfaces facing oppositely and outwardly of the two

faces of said second section, one adjacent the base of

said last-mentioned rib, and one adjacent its free edge,

said pair of curved surfaces being complementary and con-

forming respectively to said curved inner surfaces on said

first section for snug interfitting engagement therewith

when said sections are interlocked, the arrangement be-

ing such that <Mic of said outwardly-facing curved sur-

faces on said second section can be partially engaged with

its complementary inner curved surface on said first sec-

tion with said sections tilted relative to each other, and

then said sections relatively rotated about the engaged

surfaces into the same planar disposition to assemble

said sect ons into interlocking cngagemeiu with all of

said conforming surfaces in snug engagement.

3,100,557
AIR FILTER LATCH ARRANGEMENT

Allan R. Getzin, Jcffersontown, Ky^ assignor to American
Ahr Filter Company, Inc., Lonisville, Ky., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Not. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 156,047

4 Claims. (CI. 189—35)

1 . A plastic tower comprising, a plurality of upwardly

converging plastic legs, a plurality of plastic leg connec-

tors glued to said legs at spaced points therealong, each

leg connector having at least one section projecting sub-

stantially transversely of the leg to which it is attached,

a plurality of plastic braces extending between said leg

connectors, plastic end fittings on said braces, said leg

connector sections and end fittings having mating parts

provided by a pin on one of said leg connector sections

and end fittings and a socket on the other of said leg con-

nector sections and end fittings, the central axis of each

pair of said mating pin and socket extending perpendicular

to the longitudinal axis of the brace on which the end fit-

ting is carried, and an adhesive between said pins and

sockets integrally connecting them together.

1. In an open-ended unit filter cell support frame hav-

ing a marginal sealing flange disposed therein:

(a) an improved latching arrangement for releasably

retaining a unit filter cell within said support frame

and against said marginal sealing flange comprising:

(b) a longitudinally extending latch member pivotally

mounted in cantilever fashion at one end to said sup-

port frame;

(c) said latch member including along its length bear-

ing means, tongue means and grip means; and.
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(d) keeper means associated with said support frame

to receive said tongue means of said latch member;

(e) said bearing means of said latch member bemg

offset from said tongue means to engage firmly

against a filter cell dispoKd within said support frame

when said tongue means is inserted into said keeper

means.

3,100,558

IMPACT TOOL
HaniM Homschnch, Eastoii, Pa, aarignor to IngcnoU-

Rand Compuy, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

^'^
'*fSw Jane 22, 1961, Ser. No. 118,891

10 Clahns. (a. 192—30.5)

one by one, adapted to react against said other flat side on

rotation of said shaft in one direction relative to said mem-

ber to prevent further rotaUon in the same direcUoo, and

adapted to ratchet past said ridges on roUtion of said sh^
in the opposite direction relative to said member; said

second portion having an annular slot communicatmg with

said transversely extending slot, and spring means m said

annular slot biasing said pawl endwise of said transversely

extending slot and said edge portioo-of said pawl mto op-

erative engagemMit with a ridge of said knurled section.

3 100,560

INK-RIBBON CONTROL MECHANISM
NicholaaKondur,Jr^ Garden City, Mich., assignor to 1

itMghs Corpontioo, Detroit, Mich^ a corporation of

FUed Aug. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 50^48
15 Claims. (Q. 197—157)

\

L
tE

D

1. An impact wrench comprising a rotatable hammer,

dogs carried by said hammer, an anvil adapted to receive

a working tool, a stem carried by said anvil, a member

periodically engaged by said hammer and keyed to said

stem to actuate said dogs to impact said anvil, and

centrifugal means cooperative with said stem and said

hammer to inter-engage said hammer and stem fnction-

ally immediately prior to each impact of said dogs with

said anvil and to release said stem and hammer from

fricUonal engagement immediately after each of said im-

pacts.

3,100,559

ONE WAY CLUTCH
Alfred W. Gardes, WUmctte, and io^P^ ^SSri?''

cago, ni., assignors to Intcrmrtional Register Company,

ChicMO, nU « corporttlon of n>too»«,,. ,^^^FUed Sept. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 139,290

SClataM. (CL 192—43J)

1 In a cyclically operable typewriter having a bi-

chromc inking ribbon and a frame supporting said rib-

bon and being shiftable to two color posiuons, opcratmg

means coupled to said frame, drive means actuated dur-

ing each cycle of operation of said typewriter operable

to actuate said operating means, manipulative means mov-

able between two positions for selecting a color position,

and means mounted on said drive means for coupling said

drive means to said operating means to transmit addi-

tional movement thereto, said manipulative means being

operable to disable said coupling means in one color

selective position and to enable said coupling means in

its other color selective position.

3,100,561

METHOD FOR FEEDING INTO A MACHINE
ARTICLES DEUVERED BY MORE MACHINES
Arfosto SeragnoU, Via Pomponia 10, Bologna, Italy

Filed Not. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 855,718

Claims priority, application Italy Dec. 3, 1958

1 Claim. (CL 198—21)

1 A one way clutdi mechanism comprising, in oom-

binition. a shaft having a longitudinally knuried section,

a member having a first portion freely rotatably mount^

on said shaft and a second portion overlying said knurlwl

section, said second portion having a transversely extend-

ing slot opening lateraUy away from said first portion,

said slot having one flat side extending generally t«n8en-

tiaUy to said ^^^J!^J^J^^. ^'l^^^ A mechanism for feeding articles from a first and a

«di.Uy ^'^y^'^^^l'^^'^on^i se^d machine to a third machine comprising common
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conneoting said first and said second machines to said

transfer station means, and additional conveyor means

connecting said third n^achine to said transfer station

means, said transfer station means comprising a pair

of elevators normally positioned below said additional

conveyor means in a position to receive articles from

said first and said second conveyor means, means for

rhythmic&lly reciprocating said elevators to a posi-

tion adjacent said additional conveyor means, pusher

means and means for reciprocating said pusher means in

phase with said elevators whereby said pusher means

pushes said articles from said elevators to said additional

conveyor means, said first and said second conveyor

means each comprising a continuous belt-type conveyor

mounted on two pulleys located at the inlet and outlet

ends thereof, respectively, the pulley located at said inlet

end having a lug wheel integrally mounted thereon for

pushing said articles onto said continuous belt-type con-

veyor, the axis of rotatitm of said lug wheel being par-

allel to the plane of said conveyor, said additional con-

veyor means including speed control means connected to

said third machine and positioned in the path of articles

moving on said additional conveyor means to reduce

the speed of said third machine when there arc no

articles adjacent said speed control means, said addi-

tional conveyor means including further control means

adjacent said additional conveyor means and said transfer

station means, said further control means being con-

nected to said speed control means to deactivate said

speed control means when articles are adjacent said further

control means.

3,100,562
CONTAINER HANDLING APPARATUS

lames P. Wbelan, Quincy, Mass., assignor to Pneumatic

Scale Corporation, Limited, Quincy, Mass^ a corpora-

tion of Massachusetts
FUed Oct. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 65,191

20 Claims. (CI. 198—33)

1. Article handling aw»ratus comprising means for

guiding articles longitudinally end to end with their ends

facing indiscriminately in either a leading or a trailing di-

rection, means for medially gripping and laterally with-

drawing successive articles from said guide means to

present the articles in longitudinal aligrunent with their

corresponding ends all facing in the same direction.

3,100,563
ARTICULATED CONVEYOR

Anthony R. Bledess, Chicago, Dl., aastgnor to Goodman
Manafactoring Company, Chicago, DI., a corporation of

Illinois

Original application Mar. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 803,134, now
Patent No. 3,008,566, dated Nov. 14, 1961. Divided

and this application Oct. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 143,376

7 CUims. (CI. 198—124)
2. In an articulated conveyor,

(1) two aligned trough sections, one of which is lat-

erally swingable with respect to the other,

(2) an endless chain and flight conveyor movable along

said trough sections,

(3) mounting means for the laterally swingable trough

section mainuining the length of travel of said end-

less chain and flight conveyor uniform during lateral

swinging movement of the laterally swingable trough

section,

(4) and means cooperating with said mounting means

for laterally moving the laterally swingable trough

section comprising,

(a) a single hydraulic actuator vertically pivoted

to the stationary of said trough sections to one

side thereof,

(b) a rocking member pivoted for movement

^^--'^

about a vertical axis spaced to one side of the

stationary of said trough sections and adjacent

said hydraulic actuator,

(c) a lever arm extending inwardly of said rocking

member and pivotally connected with said hy-

draulic actuator,

(d) a second lever arm extending from said rock-

ing member along the laterally swingable trough

section a substantial distance rearwardly of the

mounting means for said laterally swingable

trough section,

(e) and a drive link connecting said second lever

arm with the laterally swingable trough section

adjacent the longitudinal center thereof.

3,100,564
CONVEYORS

Maurice M. Levy, 208 Clcnow Ave.,

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Filed Nov. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 153,127

3 Claims. (CI. 198—165)

1. The combination of

(a) a main conveyor for flat articles, said conveyor

having a portion at which the direction of travel of

the conveyor is turned through a semi-circular arc,

and said conveyor having means for conveying said

articles in such a manner that said articles project
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tangentially from the convex side of said conveyor

while travelling around said portion,

(b) and an auxiliary conveyor having a substantially

semi-circularly extending span described about a com-

mon centre with the arcuate portion of the main con-

veyor, whereby to extend adjacent to and equidistant

from said portion on the convex side thereof, said

auxiliary conveyor including

(i) a plurality of sets of article-supportmg fingers

projecting from the surface of said auxUiary

conveyor into engagement with a said article on

the main conveyor to support the same agamst

displacement due to centrifugal forces, the

fingers of each said set being graded in length m
the longitudinal direction of the auxUiary con-

veyor so as to supply substantially equal support

over the length of a said article whUc projecting

tangentially as aforesaid,

(u) and means for coordinating the travel of said

conveyors to bring a said set of fingers into sup-

porting engagement with an article as it enters

the arcuate portion and to cause said set to travel

synchronously with said article throughout the

full extent of said portion.

3,100,565 .„r„^,
ENDLESS BELT FOR A CONVEYOR-BELT TURN

Charles L. Fry, 3933 Adams St., D*"/^' Colo.

Filed Oct. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 844,263

4 Claims. (CL 198—182)

an upwardly extending curved rib portion formed m-

tcgrally with said base portion, said curved rib por-

tion having a concavely curved front face in the di-

rection of motion of said belt, and a convexly curved

rear face, substantially parallel to said front face;

a T-shaped horizontal rib extending parallel to said

base portion across the top of said upwardly extend-

ing rib portion, said horizontal rib portion being

formed integrally with said upwardly extending

curved rib whereby said curved rib is strengthened

in the horizontal plane and the forward portion of

the T-shaped rib extending in the direction of mo-

tion of said conveyor belt beyond the concave face

of said curved rib functions as a lip to prevent

articles being conveyed from falling off said cleat;

support means depending angularly downwardly from

1 An endless belt for a conveyor belt^tam formed as

an arcuate sector when lying flat and comprising at least

three substantially uniform layers formed of breads, all

layers formed of threads and within saKl belt be*ng of at

least substantially uniform cloth-like materwl and being

bonded together as a pliable, flexible non^esilieot unrt,

each of said layers being shaped as said arcuate sector

with at least one of said layers comprising a plurality ot

sections shaped as partial arcuate sector, said sections

abutting end to end to oompositely form the slwpe of said

arcuate sector, the threads constituting the warp and

woof of the abutting sections shaped as partial annate

sectors being substantially in common respective dsrec-

tions, the warp and woof of the cloth-Uke matenal in ea^

layer being angularly offset with respea to the warpand

woof of the cloth-like material in each layer adjacent

thereto. ^^^^^^^^___

3 100«566
CONVEYOR BELT CLEATS

cUlle, administntriz of nid TTieodoc* H. fflnchclMIe,

****"^Filed Sept. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 58,684

3 Claims. (CL 198—199)

1. A detachable elevator cleat of resilient material lor

conveyor belts comprising, in combination:

a horizonul base portion adapted for installaUon ad-

jacent the surface of said belt, said base portion

having a lower part in the form of an inverted ogive

with its apex adjacent to but separated from the

surface of the conveyor belt to which the cleat is

deUchably secured;

793 O.O.—20

said rear face to the surface of said belt in the rear

of said cleat for maintaining said cleat substantially

perpendicular to the surface of said belt under load

conditions, said support means comprising a plu-

rality of cleat material projections integrally formed

with said curved rib portion, at least two of said

projections being disposed near the ends of said

cleat;

vertical abutment means formed in said base portion,

said abutment means extending dowoiwardly from

said base portion;

a belt surface gripping base on the bottom of each of

said abutment means adapted to grip the upper

surface of said belt and form a seal therewith; arid

means associated with said abutment means and said

belt for removably securing said cleat to the upper

surface of said belt.

3,100,567
COBS HOLDERS

Milton Levy, 664 Zola St., Woodmere, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 181,574

1 Claim. (CI. 206—82)

A coin holder comprising a pair of complementary sub-

stantially square-shaped plastic irfates hingedly connected

to each other, said plates having aligned central circular

windows, said plates when closed providing a space there-

between, a transparent envelope in said space, the trans-

parent envelope containing a coin for exhibition through

the windows, coacting ridges and notches on the [dates
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for interlocking with each other to hold the plates juxta-

posed, and inwardly extending opposed flanges on the

side edges of the plates, mounting said ridges, for center-

ing the envelope betwen the plates whereby the coin con-

tained in the envelope is exposed through the windows,

said plates having fingernail depressions on the outer sur-

faces thereof on the sides thereof opposite the hinged sides,

said depressions facilitating separation of the plates, said

hinge connection including ball and socket joints between

the plates on one side thereof adjacent the perpendicular-

ly disposed sides ihereof.

3,100,568
PROTECTIVE COVER

Alien A. Harkins, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The United

States Stoneware Company, Tallmadge, Ohio, a cor-

poration of Ohio
Filed Apr. 19, 1962, S«r. No. 188,637

6 Claims. (CI. 206—2)

i i>\

back wall of each bag having an upper end portion ex-

tending beyond the front wall at the mouth of the bag,

said upper end portion of the back wall having an up-

per edge extending straight across the bag and the front

wall of each bag having an upper edge extending straight

across the bag for the full width of the bag below and
I>arallel to the upper edge of said upper end portion of

the back wall, each bag having a pair of openings in

said upper end portion of its back wall adjacent the up-

per corners thereof and above the upper edge of the

front wall, said bags being stacked with their edges sub-

stantially in register and with said openings substantially

in register, a relatively rigid backing member backing

the back wall of the last bag ot the stack and having a

width greater than the distance between said openings,

a pair of fasteners extending from said backing mem-
ber through said openings and having heads at their for-

ward ends larger than said openings for holding the bags

in packeted assembly on said fasteners and on the back-

ing member, the frtxit wall of each bag being free of

the fasteners and each bag in the packet being free of

the other bags in the packet apart from said fasteners,

and each bag having lines o( weakness between the open-

ings in its back wall and the upper edge of said upper

end portion of its back wall.

1. In combination with a tank with a vertical wall hav-

ing a horizontal channel supported at substantially its

middle on the wall with each edge of the channel pro-

vided with a downwardly pointed projecti<Mi, an extruded

plastic protective cover on each side of the wall, each

cover with an upper and lower expanse against the upper

and lower surfaces of the channel extending in opposite

direc.ions from the wall, the upper expanse of the cover

extended outwardly beyond its lower expanse with the

outer edges thereof connected respectively to the upper

ends of a V which covers said projection at that edge of

the channel, and each with a downwardly directed flange

at the inner edge of its lower expanse adhered to the wall,

with flanges on the inner edges of the upper expanses ad-

hered to one another.

3,100^9
BAG PACKAGE

James White, Fr^voot, Calif., aasigiior to Bcmis Bro. Bag

Company, St Louis, Mo., a corporation of Missouri

Filed Aug. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 49,188

1 Claim. (CI. 206—57)

A packet comprising a stack of open-mouth plastic

bags, each bag having a front wall and a back wall, the

3,1M,570
APPARATUS FOR GAUGING CONTAINER

OPENINGS
Joseph C. White, 317 5th Ave, Roycnford, Pa.

FUed May 22, 1961, Ser. No. 111,624
11 Claims. (CI. 209—82)

1. Apparatus for gauging the neck opening of a con-

tainer moving continuously in a predetermined path, com-
prising a gauge element having axially aligned gauge por-

tions of different diameter corresponding respectively to

the minimum and maximum diameters specified for the

container opening, actuating mechanism curable to cause

the gauge element to traverse a predetermined arcuate

path from a retracted position through a lower gauging

zone and return, said gauge element in the lower gaugiing

zone thereof being disposed for insertion into the neck

opening of the moving coDtainer, means biasing the gauge

element to a lower limit position with respect to said

actuating mechanism and yieldingly mounting said ele-

ment for displacement upwardly by the container to an

upper position in the event that the smaller diameter por-

tion of the gauge element fails to enter the neck opening

and to an intermediate position in the event that said

smaller diameter portion only enters the neck opening,

and detector means actuatable by the container operable

to effect operation of said actuating mechanian in timed

relation with said moving container for gauging said con-

tainer by the gauge element
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3 100 571

FEEDING, ARRANGING AND GRADING
APPARATUS FOR EGGS

Herbert J. Reck and Htbert W. Reck, both of

567 River Road, Elgin, 111.

FUed Jan. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 327

16 Claims. (CI. 209—121)

_=jr- ^^--

the end of said lip portion and bracket together for re-

inforcing the shelf, and a partial corner bracket having

a central groove portion shaped to fit contiguous with

and form a continuation of said V-shaped notch and

which is secured to said shelf beneath said first-mentioned

corner bracket, said partial corner bracket comprising

a top flange having an integral upturned flange which is

adapted to be bent over and secured in fixed engagement

with said turned-under lip portions of said shelf.

1 A feeding, arranging an<L candling apparatus for

eg^s «>niris.ng a plurality of /rollers arranged adjacent

e^ S^with their axes paraUel. means for advanc-

ing the rollers along a p«*h and rotating the ^an^e feed-

ing means for feeding eggs onto the «dv^^'"8
roller

taUng rollers, said eggs being advanced by the /oilers

^d Lun thereby about their long axes substantially par-

XlTthe axes of ihe rollers and bemg d-^f^Jged

smaU ends first off of the ends of the rollers toward which

the small ends of the eggs are pointing conveyor means

oci each side of the advancing path of the roUers and

movable parallel thereto and in the same duecuon f^

receiving and conveying the eggs discharged from the

ends of the rollers, said conveyor means receiving and

tuning the eggs small end forwardly as they are dis-

h^S SereS! a single conveyor beyond the a^cin^

path of the rollers and between said pair of conveyor

means, means for transferring the eggs from the con-

veyor means onto the single «mveyor m smgle file wid

ISall end forwardly to be conveyed thereby a phu-ahty

of spools arranged adjacent each other with their axes

oaraUcl means for advancing the spools along a path

and otatfng the same, means for transferring the eggs

from the single conveyor onto the advancing and rotat-

ing s^o^l and including means for turning the eggs

^VuTtheir long axes to be parallel to the «es <rf Ui".

spools and their small ends extending in the same direc-

tor said eggs being advanced and spun about their long

^s W t^e^s^ls candling means arranged adjacent

to the advanc^path of the spools, and means for tilt-

ing t^e spools i\hey pass the candling "jeans to c^
Sf advandng and spinning eggs to be Ulted large end

upwardly as they pass the candhng means.

3,100,573
EXHIBIT STAND ,, ^ ^

George R. Cox, Bellport, N.Y., as^or to *« United

States of America as represented by the United States

Atomic Energy Commission
FUed May 24, 1961, Ser. No. 112,477

4 Claims. (CI. 211—177)

3 100.572

ADJUSTABLE SuVpORTTNGSURFACES
CA E. GlDgber and Carl E. Glngher, Jr. both of

312-324 Depot St, Scwnton 9, P«.

FUed Oct. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 62,765

3CUims. (CI. 211—153)

1 In a supporting shelf structure, a rectangular AtU

with corner ^ions. said shelf comprising edge porUons

:hich extend downwardly and inwardly
--JB^^^^^^^^^^

nel with turned-under lip portions, a ^-shaped notch in

each of said corner sections, a corner bracket shaped to

fittugly tn said V-shaped notch and secured to «i.d she^

said bracket comprising a pair of arms which arc of sub-

runtial" the same width a, said shelf ed^e pomons ami

extend outwardly in engagement with said jhelf ed^
^

tions. each of said bracket arms havmg a flange which is

^i^d to the shelf at said under-Up portion and unitmg

1 A portable exhibit stand comprising, in combiM-

tion'. a pair of spaced upright units, each of said umts

consisting of a relaUvely thin, structuraUy strong con-

tinuous element bent substantiaUy in a flat plane to form

a lower portion, an intermediate display portion, and an

upper, forwardly extending light supporting portion stru

means in the display portion of each unit attached at

the ends thereof to said unit, display board means extend-

ing between said units supported by said strut meanc

and having at least one forwardly extending display sur-

face and a back surface, and brace means pivoted on said

back surface having a pair of arms extendmg out each

for lockable engagement with one of said upright units

for forming therewith a rigid, display structure and for

swinging flat against said back surface for convenient

storage when said stand is disassembled.

3,100,574
RACK

Wniiam R. Buechler, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to

Thompson Industries, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., a corpo-

ration of Massachusetts <,- ,^«
Filed Aug. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 133,162

6 Claims. (CI. 211—177)
3 A demountable rack comprising, in combinaUon, a

pair of horizontally spaced support members having fac-

ing flanges and coplanar flanges extending therefrom, a

transverse member extending between said support mem-

bers and having at its ends angle shaped members the
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flanges of which overlie the flanges of said support mem-

bers, each angle member having a support section ex-

tending laterally and downwardly from each flange there-

of each facing flange of each support member having

a downwardly inclined slot extending from its junction

with its coplanar flange, each coplanar flange havmg a
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parallel spaced relation to each other, and in the front

end of the said crane boom guard each one of the last

mentioned porcelain insulators having a rubber shock

absorbing mount at each end thereof the said porcelain

insulators providing means of mounting the said crane

boom guard on the uppermost end of a crane boom.

^

clearance slot extcndii*g from the respective junction and

defining with the respective slot an upstanding nose

portion having downwardly inclined sides for receiving

said support sections on said angle members whereby

said transverse member is dctachably mounted at its

ends on said support members.

3,100,575
CRANE BOOM LIFE GUARD

Stuart A. Coffey, 1006 Main St^ Little Rock, Ark.

Filed Sept. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 221,532

,1 Claim. (CI. 212—1)

3,100,576
CONVERTIBLE CONTAINER

Robert E. Frank, 1360 Dennis Place, Dcs Plaincs, III.

FUcd Aug. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 217,411

4 Claims. (CI. 215—1)

A crane boom guard of the character described, com-

prising a plurality of longitudinally disposed heavy steel

tubes in parallel spaced relation to each other and a

plurality of inverted U-shaped members of heavy steel

tubes at right angle to the first mentioned heavy steel

tubes, the lowermost ends of that inverted U-shaped

member that forms the left end member of the said

crane boom guard having their ends terminate in an

upturned hook and a third upturned hook centrally lo-

cated laterally on the uppermost portion of the said left

end member, the said third upturned hook facing front-

ward and the front end of the upper two of the said

longitudinally disposed steel tubes being curved down-

ward and backward and having their ends terminate in

a frontwardly facing hook, the lower portion of each

one of the last mentioned steel tubes being braced by a

diagonally disposed heavy steel brace tube that has its

rear end secured to the lowermost portion of the front

intermediate member that is elliptical when viewed from

the front and a second pair of diagonal brace members

of heavy steel tubing, each one of which extends from

the intersection of the last mentioned heavy steel brace

tubes with the lower portion of downwardly and back-

wardiy curved portions of the two said longitudinally

disposed tubes of heavy steel and the last mentioned

hook shaped ends of the same heavy steel tubes, and a

pair of porcelain insulators having insulating top sup-

ports, the said pair of porcelain insulators being hung

vertically in parallel spaced relation to each other from

a laterally disposed cross tube secured within one of the

said inverted U-shaped members of heavy steel tubing,

and a Micarta sheave rotatably mounted to the lower-

most end of each of the said porcelain insulators arid

a pair of porcelain insulators horizontally mounted in

1. A convertible container of readily cuttable plastic

material initially in the form of a bottle and comprising

a bottom, sidewalls extending circumferentially up from

said bottom and terminating in an inwardly Upering, con-

verging upper portion, circumferential ribs means on sadd

side walls immediately beneath said tapering upper por-

tion serving as a cutting guide for cutting said sidewalls,

and also as reinforcement means for said sidewalls, a

bail, and means for pivotally attaching said bail to said

sidewalls immediately below and closely adjacent said rib

means, said bail attaching means being closely adjacent to

and only a little above the longitudinal center of the

container.

3,100,577
LINERLESS VENTING CLOSURE

Charies M. Miller, Jr., East Lampeter Township, Lan-

caster County, and Gerald L. Roy, Lancaster Township,

Lancaster County, Pa., assignors to Armstrong Cork

Company, Lancaster, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUcd Mar. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 179,671

3 Claims. (CI. 215—56)

1. In a package comprising a container and cap in

liquid-tight sealing relationship, the elements comprising

a resilient plastic container having a flat sealing surface

on a plane substantially normal to the longitudinal axis

of the container, a cap adapted to fit in sealing relation-

ship with said container, said cap being provided with a

spiral groove on the underside in the area lying in juxta-

position to said sealing surface of the container, said

spiral groove being of a pitch to provide at least one

full 360* turn in engagement with the sealing surface

of the container.

3,100,578
RIVET GUNS

Milton A. Halverson, 1947 FUndran, and Glenn V. Olson,

1220 Bradley, both of St Paal Minn.
Filed Apr. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 104,880

5 Claims. (CI. 21»-42)
1 . In a tool of the class described, a hollow body hav-

ing an enlarged bore therein, a nozzle secured to one end
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^ t.
• -.»,;,.f.H Kr^r.. aTiallv aliened perimeter of the box and having generally parallel o^-y^

to recrivc the headless end of a mandrel having an en-

larged head at its opposite end for engaging the headless

end of a hollow rivet supported on said mandrel, means

in the enlarged bore in said body for gripping the mandrel,

a handle member having a tubular extension extending

into said enlarged bore and engaged with said mandrel

gripping means, and a second handle member pivoted to

said first handle member, and a cam element on said sec-

ond handle member engageable with said hollow body for

causing relauve axial movement of said tubular element

on the base plate and having a peripheral portion co(i-

tinuously abutting one of the edges of the strap to

close a side of the box; means securing said first face

plate to the strap; a second metal face plate having an

edge seated upon the base plate and having a peripheral

portion continuously abutting the other edge of the strap

to close the other side of the box; and means detachably

securing both ends of said second face plate to opposite

portions of the strap, said means including spring clip

means at one of said ends, whereby said one of said

face plates is quickly removable for ready access to the

interior of the box.

3,100,580
REFUSE RECEPTACLE

William R. Smith, Baltimore, Md.
FUed Sept. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 141,052

2 Claims. (CI. 220—34)

in said enlarged bore, when said ha"fl":„"^*^"^^*"
*"

actuated, thereby to draw the mandrel '"^o^hc "o^e

to cause the head on said mandrel to expand the walls

of the hollow rivet into firm engagement with a work-

piece and continued operaUon of the handle members

when the rivet has been completely expanded and upset

will cause the head of the mandrel to be snapped off

Thereby to free the tool from the work, and a longitudinal

channel through said hallow body and within said tubular

extension through which the headless portion of the man^

drcl may pass to the atmosphere upon completion of the

riveting cycle. ^^^^^^^^__

3 100 579

RECESSED LIGHTING FIXTURE SUPPORT WITH
RECESSED LKf»^„£p JUNCTION BOX
Jaok Kaufman Chicago, and Alvin Lund, Carpentersville,

ni.fSi^"« to MLrkstone Manufacturing Company,

a corporation of Illinois ,«. ^oi
FUed Nov. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 151,692

7 Claims. (CI. 220—3.94)

1. A waste can and cover therefor having an outwardly

flaring depending skirt overlapping the can sides, hinge

means connected to the can and cover and on which the

cover may be swung to the top of the can to can closed

position and against the back of the can to can open

position, the hinge means including an angled '•n*' o^^

length corresponding substantially to the depth of the

cover skirt and providing at one end a fulcrum spaced

from the can back and being there connected to the edge

of the cover overlapping skirt, stop means on the hinge

means to limit pivotal movement of the angled link to

substantially a right angle in relation to the can back, to

position the top of the cover flush against the can back

when the cover is swung open, tension springs on opposite

sides of the can and cover affixed at one end to the sides

of the can spaced from the top thereof, and at the other

end to the edges of the cover, spaced from the hinge

means thereon, the line of action of the springs under ten-

sion retaining the cover when on the top of the can and

also retaining the cover, when swung open on its hmgc

means, against the back of the can.

^«^
1 Apparatus of the character described, comprising:

a mounting base plate of substantial area having an open-

L^tlll^ounded by a depending flange; means associated

^th said opening to secure a recessed l.ghung fi^t"«
"^

r^openinTa onc-picce metal strap tbc ends of v^ch

are fixedly secured to tl»e base plate, said strap cooper-

Sfng^th said base plate to completely enclose the

3,100,581

DUPLEX ALUMINOUS METAL ARTICLE

David G. Vandenbnrgh, Lower Burrell, Pa., assignor to

Alnmhinm Company of America, Pittsburgh, Pa., a

corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Apr. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 807,893

6 Claims. (CI. 220-64)

5 An aluminous metal hot water tank, the walls of

which are composed of a duplex metal product compris-

ing a base portion composed of an alloy consisting essen-

tially of aluminum, 2 to 4% magnesium and 0.5 to 1%

manganese, and a coating bonded to said base portion on

the side forming the inner surface of the tank wall, said

coating providing electrolytic protection to the said base

portion in the presence of hot water and consisUng of an
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alloy of aluminum, 1 to 4% magnesium, 0.5 to 2% zinc said outer walls of said slots angling upwardly outwardly

and containing not more than 0.15% of all impurities, so that the edge of the lid will move upwardly thereon

i

i

said tank wall being characterized by a resistance to cor-

rosion by the hot water contents in said tank.

-N —-^ (

3,100,582
TIERABLE AND NESTABLE RECEPTACLE

Warren H. Lockwood, Downey, Calif.

(1329 Granvia Altamira, Palos Verdcs Estates, Calif.)

Filed Jan. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 365
8 Claims. (CI. 220—97)

>/^

1. A receptacle adapted for tiering and nesting with

other like receptacles and having a bottom portion, means

defining upper edges lying generally in a plane parallel

to and spaced above said bottom portion, side wall por-

tions rigidly connecting said bottom portion and upper

edge defining means, a plurality of upper tiering support

portions rigid with said upper edge defining means and

extending inwardly from said edge defining means, said

upper edge defining means being dimensioned to permit

the passing of the bottom portion of a like receptacle

downwardly therethrough in vertical alignment save for

interference of said upper tiering support portions, there

being recesses in said bottom portion out of vertical line

beneath said upper tiering support portions of a width

and length to pass said upper tiering support portions

when the bottom portion of an upper receptacle is moved
out of vertical alignment over a lower like receptacle

while maintaining the bottom portion of the upper recep-

tacle parallel to the bottom portion of the lower receptacle,

there being clearways to so pass the bottom of an upper

receptacle down to a nesting position in a lower like

receptacle with shifting of said two receptacles into vertical

aligiunent, said side wall portions being so constructed and

arranged that two like receptacles will nest one within

another, and the above named parts permitting nesting

and tiering of two like receptacles with their like parts in

vertical registration one above the other.

to cause the lower surface of the lid to be convex and
the upper surface thereof to be concave.

3,100,584
DISPENSING MACHINE OPERATING ON

VOLUMETRIC PRINCIPLE
Ulrich Bander, Stuttgart-Wcit, Germany, assignor to

Firma Fr. Hesser Mascliincnfaiiriii-Altticngcscllscliaft,

Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, Germany, a corporation of

Germany
Filed Oct. 7, 1960, Scr. No. 61,131

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 7, 1959
13 Claims. (CL 222—55)

3,100,583
LID-DISPENSER

Uonard A. Erickson, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Big

Drum, Inc., Columbus, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Aug. 2, 1962, Scr. No. 214,365

10 Claims. (CI. 221—36)

1. A lid-dispenser comprising a magazine in which a

stack of the lids are disposed, a stripper for feeding the

lowermost lid horizontally from the magazine to a se-

lected location, a pair of jaws at the selected location

between which the lid is fed, said jaws having horizonUl,

lid-edge receiving slots into which the lid is fed, the outer

walls of said slots converging relatively so that as the lid

is moved therebetween, it is gripped at diametrically op-

posed points and is bowed into concavo-convex form.

I. A dispensing machine operating on volumetric prin-

ciple and having measuring chambers being adapted to

be adjusted automatically by a control measuring device

in accordance with the varying poured weight of filling

material passing into said machine, and distributor plate

means supplying said measuring chambers with said fill-

ing material, said control measuring device being sepa-

rate from but arranged in the plane of said distributor

plate means beyond the periphery thereof and comprising

an adjustable control measuring chamber, an associated

signal-emitting weigher, and a conveyor device taking said

filling material from said distributor plate and filling it

into said control measuring chamber.
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3,1M,585 ^^,^„
CREAM DISPENSING APPARATUS FOR COFFEE

VENDING MACHINE
BOlie G. Nail, Kanaas City, Mo., awl Engenc R- &ibin,

Prairie Village, Kaws^ avifBon to The Vendo Com-

oany. Kansas City, Mo^ a corporation of Missouri*^ FlK Oct. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 65,649

18 Claims. (0.222—63)

J
Rtfriatration Unit

a threaded sealing nut coaxially posiUoned on the ex-

terior of said outer mandrel intermediate said ends;

locking dogs between said cutUng blade and said nut

mounted interiorly of said outer mandrel and adapted

for movement from the interior to the exterior of

said outer mandrel, said dogs having a diagonal taper

portion facing said forward end and a portion sub-

stantially perpendicular to the axis of said outCT

mandrel facing said rearward end;

a U-shaped spring positioned interiorly of said outer

mandrel to normally bias said dogs exteriorly, the

closed portion of said spring positioned rearwardly

of said dogs;

a tubular inner mandrel telescopically movable mte-

riorly of said outer mandrel, said tubular inner man-

drel having interior surfaces conUguous to said

spring, said tubular mandrel having means to co-

operate with said peripheral slots to retract said dogs

interiorly in said one position and to permit said bias

in said second position;

sealing means between said inner and outM tubular

mandrels; and

means forming a part of said inner mandrel to control

the flow of fluids from said container.

1 In liquid dispensing mechanism, a plurality of

sources of liquid to be dispensed; liquid conveying means

extending from each of said sources to a delivery station,

each of said liquid conveying means having a portion

capable of transmitting light energy therethrough; inde-

pendently operable pump means in each of said liquid

conveying means for causing liquid to be drawn from a

respective source and directed to said delivery staUon

through a corresponding conveying means upon actuation

of a selected pump means; means operably connected to

each of said pump means for selectively actuaung Uie lat-

ter- light source means adapted to be disposed adjacent

said portion of one of the conveying means for directing

light rays therethrough; light sensing means adapted to

be positioned adjacent said light source means for sensing

passage of light through said portion of the respective

conveying means and thereby sense cessation of passage

of liquid therethrough upon depletion of the liquid at a

corresponding source; and means responsive to said sens-

ing means for deactivating said selected pump means

connected to said depleted source and for activaung an-

other one of said pump means.

3,100,587

POURING TYPE FLUID CONTAINER
Herbert F. Cox, Jr., Syracuse, N.Y., assto>or to Inland

Container Corporation, IndiuapoUs, Ind., a corpo-

FOcd May 19, 1960, Ser. No. 30,341

9 Claims. (CI. 222—105)

3,100386 „^
VALVED OPENER FOR SEALED CONTAINEI^

John R. Haynes and ^"a^Z'^^^;^^'^^^
James W. Haynes asaignor to "^^"S.?! ^^

FUcd Mar. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 14,834

1 Claim. (CI. 222—90)

1. A container for storage or transport of fluid and

adapted to have fluid poured therefrom, said container

comprising a relatively rigid, tubular outer shell, said

shell being generally rectangular in cross-section and hav-

ing end flaps and longitudinal side flaps at its upper end

for closing thereof, a fluid-Ught plasUc bag accommodated

within said shell and sized so as to be supported by the

walls of said shell when filled with fluid, a semi-rigid

pouring tube extending from said bag at one comer

thereof, a wire binding the tube-bag junction and having

a porUon extending outwardly therefrom, the shell end

flap adjacent said tube being slit to provide two parallel

flap secuons, one flap section being foreshortened and

aperturcd to receive the extending portion of said binding

wire to retain the tube-bag junction at said flap section

although a portion of the bag contents has been emptied

therefrom, said apertured flap section when moved to

extend exteriorly of the container serving to position said

bag-tube junction and tube so as to facilitate pouring of

the bag contents.

3 100388
TOY LIQUID DISPENSING DEVICE

A valved opener for containers comprising. Charies Pearson, Jr. 396 Himti^on Lanj Elmhurst, UI.

i, op^n end^d outer tubular mandrel having a forward ^"^^l^ ^'.g' fS^l^?'"''
end to receive a cutting blade and a rearward end

portable to^thecha"cl^ deiribed including

having first and second pos.Uon peripheral slots ad-
^
hji

^"Ti^lSporK on said base, said upright sujv

jacent thereto;
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port forming a central housing with said housing posi-

tioned adjacent the rear of said base, a conuiner sup-

ported on said upright support, said container having a

transparent portion, a pump supported below the bottom

of said container and within said housing, a tubular mem-

ber extending upwardly into said container and com-

municating with said pump, said tubular member extend-

ing a substantial portion of the height of said container

with the top of said tubular member being visible ex-

teriorly of said conuiner, a motor for operating said

pump, said motor being secured in said housing, a dry

cell battery secured in said housing and electrically con-

and registering with said discharge opening, said depres-

sion and rotor base walls being provided with a center

pivotal connection, said base walls being formed to pro-

vide full annular matched bearing surfaces retained in full

and continuous engagement upon movement of said rotor

to and between all said positions, said side walls having a

plurality of equally circumferentially spaced interfitting

projection and recess portions simultaneously indexing

saia positions to provide a plurality of indexed rotor posi-

tions and maintaining radially balanced forces on said

pivotal connection during movement of said rotor between

said positions, and said rotor side wall being formed as an

upstanding wall of rcsiliently flexible material and with

the upstanding end thereof laterally unsupported in an

inward direction permitting inward flexing of said rotor

side wall, the latter thereby functioning to resiliently dis-

tort upon rotational movement of said rotor between said

positions and to provide snap acti(xi internesting of said

projection and recess portions at said positions.

3,100,589

CONTAINER CLOSURE AND DISPENSER
William D. Love, Jr^ Orinda, Calif.

(2002 Davis St., San Leandro, Calif.)

Filed Mar. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 15,621

2 Claims. (CI. 222—480)

3,10«^9t
HAMMER HOLSTER .«

Albert J. Bohlsen, 2017 S. Alboin, Fairmont, Mimi.

FUed Aug. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 49,938

5 Claims. (CL 224—5)

nected to said motor, a switch member pivotally sup-

ported by said base and extending forwardly of said base

for manual engagement, said switch member connected

in circuit with said motor and battery, said contamer

having a discharge outlet forwardly of said upright and

means for opening and closing said discharge outlet^ said

discharge outlet comprising a depending funnel sbapeU

member having a reduced neck, a tubular shaped ouUet

rotatably supported on said reduced neck and having a

handle with said handle extending forwardly thereof for

rotating same, and a pair of horizontal walls, one of said

walls being secured to said reduced neck and the other

to said rotatable member with openings m each said waU.

1. A hammer holster for carrying a hammer with its

handle in an upstanding position with relation to the head

thereof, said holster comprising a generally vertically dis-

posed back plate having front and rear faces, an upwardly

opening elongated pocket secured to the front face of the

lower portion of said back piate, said pocket being of a

length generally approximating the length of said hanv

mcr head and adapted to receive the head of said hammer

so that the handle thereof is disposed adjacent said back

plate, hammer bead retaining means at one end of said

pocket adapted to retain one end of said hammer head and

limiting upward movement thereof, and hammer handle

retaining means connected to said back plate and adapted

to limit transverse movement of said hammer handle

when said hammer head is received within said pocket,

said hammer handle retaining means comprising a lug

secured to said backing plate and mounted for pivotal

movements into and out of engagement with the hammer

handle when the hammer is carried by said holster.

1 A closure and selectable dispenser for a container

comprising, a closure member formed for sealed engage-

ment in a container opening and havmg a cuxular depres-

sion defined by a base wall and a surrounding angularly

disposed side wall, said base wall being formed to provide

an eccentric discharge opening for the contents of sa.d

container, a rotor mounted for rotation m sa.d depression

and having a base wall and a surrounding angularly dis-

posed side wall formed and dimensioned for ful fitted

engagement with said depression base and s«de wall said

rotor base wall having circumferentially spaced solid and

open portions selectively movable into positions covcrmg

3,100,591

RECORD MEDIA HANDLING APPARATUS
Cebeni B. Trimble, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The Na-

tional Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio, a corpo-

ration of Maryland
FUed Jan. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 83,812

15 Claims. (CL 226—39)
9. In a record media handling apparatus for control-

ling the movement of record media, the combination com-

prising first continuously operating driving means nor-

mally engaging one side of the record media; second con-
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Unuously operating driving means engagcaWe with the

other side of the record media and including an elemen

permanently magneUzed in a given polarity; and conUX)l

DKans adjacent the first continuously operating driving

means and selectively magneUzable in either of two po-

larities to attract or repel said second driving means,

whereby said control means is effective to terminate driv-

inc of the record media when said control means is mag-

neUzed in one polarity, and whereby said control means

is effective to initiate driving of the record media when

said control means is magnetized in a second polarity.
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cracking, said body having continuous side and top walls

defining a chamber for receiving therein the powdered

material to be dispensed and having an open bottom end

portion defined by a continuous lip edge about the side

wall, said walls and said lip edge having a thickness of

about %6 of an inch and having a density of less than

about 3 pounds per cubic foot, said body being directiy

steam expansion-formed from expanded polystyrene beads

in a mold; a flexible disc-shaped bottom closure member

having a circumferential edge wall thereabout, the inside

of said side wall having a circumferenUal groove portion

extending inwardly along said side wall from said lip edge

to a position adjacent thereto, said circumferential edge

wall of said lid having a secure indented-latching engage-

ment within and pressure fit with said groove portion that

provides a vapor-tight pressure seal with the side wall to

retain the powdered material witffin the chamber of said

body, and said top wall of said body being of outwardly-

rounded shape and constructed for dispensmg the pow-

dered material from the chamber thereof.

3,100,593

EGG CARTON WITH PRESSURE RELEASE
LOCKING FLAP

Eugene M. Alsman, 5104 SE. Long St, Portland, Oreg.

FUed Sept. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 136,112

1 Claim. (CI. 229—2.5)

10 In a record media handling apparatus for control-

ling the movement of record media, the combination com-

prising magnetic breaking means including a flcxiWy

mounted armature permanentiy magnetized »n a Sr^^ i^

larity. said armature having a surface engagcable with

one side of said record media, said magnetic brakmg

means also including a complementary element Positioned

adjacem said armature, and spaced therefrom suffic^ntly

to permit the record media to pass between said arma.

turfand said element, said element having a ^u^ace

engageable with the other side of said record media, brake

SStrol means associated with said armature and selec-

tively magnetizable in a first or second polarity to repel

or attract the armature; and operating means for selec-

Svely reversing the polarity of the brake control means

to shift the armature of the magnetic braking means be-

tween a first position in which it is effective to halt move-

ment of the record media and a second position in which

it is ineffective to halt such movement.

5. -"^ ''

\

3,100,592

DISPENSING CONTAINER
John B. Orr, R.F.D. 3, Great "J^^J'

J*"**'

Filed June 18, 1959, Ser. No. 821,299

2 Claims. (CI. 229—2.5)

An egg carton comprising a bottom section provided

with egg cups and with an upsUnding locking flap hinged

to its front edge, the locking flap bieng provided with

at least one outwardly projecting locking tab, a dished

top section hinged along its back edge to the back edge

of the bottom section for opening and closing on the

bottom section, the top section including a front panel

adapted to overlie the locking flap in adjacent relat«)n

in the closed position of the top section, the front panel

being provided with one tab-receiving opening for each

locking tab, and with a digit opening extending inward

from the edge thereof and dimensioned to expose the

locking flap to the external application of digital pressure

for rotating the locking flap away from the overlying

front panel when in closed position for releasing the tabs

from locking engagement with the tab-receivmg opening

in the front panel of the cover, the bottom section and

cover section each having a flange extending outward

from tiie peripheral edge thereof, the flange on the cover

section extending around the edge of the digit opening

for engagement by a digit for moving the cover section

to open position, the locking tab having a surface facing

the flanged edge of the cover section when in closed posi-

tion, which surface extends angularly outward away

from said flanged edge of the cover section, whereby

digital pressure applied under the flange around the digit

opening in the opening direction of the cover section

effects withdrawal of the locking tab from its tab-receiv-

ing opening.

1 In a dispensing container of expanded rcsin bead

material that is suitable for storing and dispensing a

S>w<kred material, a unitary self-supporting hghtweight

SSit bJJy of somewhat bell-shape that can be dropped

on r flc^r with the powdered material therem without

3,100,594
SHIPPING CARTON

William B. GHe, Marion, lU., assignor to »«^-7"™«'
Corporation, Chicago, HI., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 83,034

2 Claims. (CL 229—16)

L A shipping container for appliances and the like

comprising a tubular portion of corrugated board and hav-
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ing a substantially rectangular cross section; closure means
at one end of said tube and adapted to form the bottom
thereof, said closure means comprising bottom flaps

formed from said corrugated board folded inwardly in

overlapping relation and secured each to the other whereby
to seal the bottom of said tube, a base frame of reinforced

wooden boards joined to form a rectangular base adapted
to fit within the closure formed by the tube and base of

the container, said base frame having positioning recesses

adapted to receive and position the feet of an appliance

and having holes adapted to receive the securing means
retaining said appliances to said base frame, corner braces

in each corner of the tubular means extending longitudi-

nally of the tube member and adapted to furnish vertical

support and reinforcement thereto and position the ap-

pliance and base means within the said container; a clo-

sure member laterally positioned adjacent the top end of

said tube, a first and second pair of opposed foldable tube

flaps extending from said top end of said tube and a first

and second pair of foldable closure flaps extending lateral-

ly from opposite sides of said closures, said first pair of
said closure flaps being adapted to be secured to the in-

side of said tube respectively adjacent flaps of said first

pair of said tube flaps, said flrst pair of tube flaps being
adapted to be folded and secured to the outside of said

closure member, said second pair of foldable closure flaps

extending laterally from opposite sides of said closure

member and adapted to fold around respective flaps of
said second pair of tube flaps for securing the closure

member to said tube to seal the other end of said tube

end to provide an external strengthening member.

3,100,595
CANTALOUPE CONTAINERS

Floyd P. Curtiss, Temple City, and Edward F. Reltfa,

Downey, Calif., assignors to Continental Can Company,
Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,867
8 Claims. (CI. 229—27)

I. A one-piece container for cantaloupe and the like

comprising a pair of container sections disposed in side-

by-side relation, each container seotion including a bot-

tom wall, an inner side wall, an outer side wall, and flaps

connected to opposite ends of each side wall, a full width

end flap secured to each end of each of aaid bottom walls,

each inner side wall being formed from abutting free end

panels and having adjacent upper free edges, a cover
panel overlying said container sections at said upper free

edges and being integrally connected to upper edges of
said outer side walls, and end flaps at opposite ends of
said cover panel and extending the full width thereof,

said cover panel end flaps, said side wall end flaps and
said bottom wall end flaps being permanently secured
together, the container being a combined shipping and
display container, and said cover panel having a pair of
article passing openings with each of said openings being
aligned with a respective one of said container sections,

each article passing opening being of an extent corre-

sponding to a major portion of the area of the respective

container section and being of a width less than the re-

spective container section with each opening having side

edges spaced from said inner and outer side walls of the
respective container section, and each article passing open-
ing resulting in the formation of two depending panels
extending generally the full length of the respective article

passing opening with said depending panels being wider
than the heights of said inner and outer side walls and
sloping into abutting contact with comers deflned by re-

spective ones of said bottom wall and said inner and outer
side walls to provide resilient cushions for cantaloupe
and the like contained in said container.

3,100^96
BAGS

RutMll J. Winiams, Clayton, and Angvst F. Ottinger, St.

Loais, IVfc, assigiiors to Bcmis Bro. Bag Company, St
Loois, Mo., a corporatioii of MbMNiil

FUcd July 10, 1961, Scr. No. 122^21
8 Claims. (CI. 229—M)

1. A multiwall paper bag having at least one end clos-

ure constituted by a paper tape folded around the respec-
tive end of the bag. a line of stitching driven through the

tape and through the walls of the bag and securing to-

gether the walls adjacent said end of the bag, the length

of said tape being greater than the width of the bag and
end portions of the tape extending past the side edges
of the bag, the stitching extending completely through-
out the length of the tape, the stitching being of a single

thread readily unravelable chain stitch type which has
loops extending from one side of the tape through needle

holes to the other side of the tape, each loop being laid

over or. the said other side of the tape, said thread being
readily unravelable by pulling one end of the thread from
one end of the tape, a tab releasably secured to said one
side of the tape over said one end of the thread by adhe-
sive and adapted to be grasped and pulled away from the
tape, said adhesive also anchoring the thread against un-

raveling until it is desired to open the bag and securing

the thread to the tab at a point from which unraveling
of the thread may be started, whereby, upon grasping
and pulling the tab away from the said one end of the

tape, the thread is pulled away with the tab and unraveled,
and a localized application of adhesive applied over the

loops of the thread on the other side of the tape at said

one end of the tape, said localized application of adhesive

securing the loops of the thread at said one end of the

tape against coming loose due to rubbing, while permitting
the loops of the thread at said one end of the tape readily
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.0 CO.. .oosc whe„ .h. *«», U de,ib.a.,v puUcd .0 ^^^X"tVe'n ^0^/^^ ^i^d^rX^utl
unravel it.

3,100,597

BACON CARTON
WUIiam R. Saidel and Joseph M. Helgl, Park Forest, lU.,

assignors to Swift & Company, Chicago, ni., a corpora-

tion of Illinois -^. ^^A
FUed June 25, 1958, Ser. No. 744,440

7 Claims. (CI. 229—87)

'4^ ,o' ^

MM

to detachment of said corners at the initial opening of a

package formed from said blank.

6 A paperboard package blank for wrappmg sliced and

shingled food material, said blank being scored trans-

versely to form a bottom portion and a top portion adapt-

ed to be folded thercacross. one of said portions having a

closure margin adapted to be folded about an edge of said

opposite portion, a thermo-responsive adhesive disposed

across at least part of the surface of said margin and the

opposing surface of said other portion when folded there-

about, for iniually sealing said package, a relatively thin

coaUng of wax covering all surfaces of said blank, said

coaUng being of substantially less thickness across the sur-

faces to which said adhesive has been applied whereby

to permit bonding between said surfaces and said ad-

hesive and separate reclosure means forming parts of

said top portion and said bottom portion for releasably

securing said package blank in the closed posiUon with

said top folded across said bottom after the adhesive bond

has been broken.

3,100,598

BACON CARTON „ „ . ,

William R. Saidel, Park Forest, and Joseph M. Heig

,

Glen Ellyn, Ul., assignors to Swift & Company, Chi-

cage. Mm a corporation of Dlinois

FUcd Nov. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 851,602

11 Claims. (CI. 229—87)

1 An improved package blank cut and scored frotn

relaUvely stiff packaging material for enwrapping sliced

and shingled food product, said blank comprising: a

bottom panel; a top panel divided from said bottom

panel by a score line; a closure margin extendmg across

said top panel oppositely disposed from said bottcwn

panel, said closure margin being adapted to be folded

under an edge of said bottom panel opposite said score

line- a pair of detachable comers included in said top

pan^l said comers including the ends of said dosure

margin; a refoldable flap comprising the remainder of

said margin between said detachable comers; and an

engaging member connected to said bottom panel at said

edge thereof, said engaging member adapted to overlie

3,100,599

DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Donald G. Hebert, South Windsor, Conn., assignor to

Royal McBee Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York ,,»--«
FUed Mar. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 178,779

2 Claims. (CI. 234—115)

1. In a punch unit for a data processing machine, the

combination of,

drive means,

means for oscillating said drive means between prede-

termined limits.

a pawl rotatably mounted on said drive means and

rockable between rest and driving positions,

means including an overcentering spring normally hold-

ing said pawl in rest position,

control means operative at one limit of motion of said

drive means to rotate said pawl against the bias of

said spring as said drive means moves toward its

other limit of motion thereby causing said spring to

overcenter and continue the rotation of said pawl and

hold it in driving position,

and punch means associated with said pawl, said punch

means being engageable with said pawl and respon-

sive to the motion of said drive means for perfo-

rating a record.
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3,100,600
CHART READING MECHANISM

Lawrence S. Williams, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Toledo
Scale Corporation, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Continuation of application Ser. No. 616,517, Oct. 17,

1956. This application Nov. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 155,239

6 Claims. (CI. 235—1)

3,100,601
AIRCRAFT TRAFFIC PATTERN AND RUNWAY

COMPUTER
Herman G. Shapiro, 721 Femmere Ave., Interiaken, NJ.

FUed Dec. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 77,325
5 Claims. (CI. 235—61)

"^ '^-^^

1. A chart reading device comprising, in combination,

a positionable chart having raised surfaces representing

coded indicia, a plurality of sensing pins adapted to sense

the chart, a plurality of movable permutation members

individually connected to the pins, each of the members

having a smooth peripheral section and a first and sec-

ond notch spaced in the direction of movement of the

member, a frame movable along the periphery of the

members, friction means individually connecting each

member to the frame whereby movement of the frame in

a first direction moves the pins toward the chart, a pawl

operatively connected to the frame and adapted to en-

gage the notches to oppose movement of the members in

a direction to engage the pins with the chart, and means

for moving the frame in said first direction until the pawl

is disengaged from the notches and engaged with the

smooth peripheral section of at least one member as its

pin engages the chart indicia and arrests the movement

of the member and for moving the frame in a return di-

rection during which the pawl leaves the smooth section

and selectively engages the notches according to the ar-

rested position of the respective members to move the

members to retracted positions that vary according to the

arrested positions.

4. A chart reading device comprising, in combination,

a positionable coded indicia-bearing chart, four sensing

pins adapted to engage the indicia, a first and second pair

of positionable permutation members individually con-

nected to the pins, the first pair having a series of notches

according to a first pattern and the second pair having

a series of notches according to a second and different

pattern, means for driving the members to positions fixed

by engagement of the pins with the chart, whereby each

of the permutation members occupies one of two posi-

tions, said means retracting the permutation members
without disturbing their positions relative to each other,

and pawl means for scanning the relative positions of the

retracted permutation members, said pawl means includ-

ing a pair of fingers offset from each other along the

periphery of the permutation members and each finger

being arranged to cooperate respectively with the notches

of the pair of members of the first pattern and with the

notches of the pair of members of the second pattern.

5. A computer for providing flight path magnetic land-

ing courses for aircraft and the like comprising: a pair of

concentrically rotatable opaque discs, the first disc in-

cluding: first 360* scale means concentrically disposed

thereon for indicating runways, a plurality of additional

concentric 360° scale means for indicating courses for

an aircraft to be flown in preparation for landing; the

second disc including alignment indicia, lines on said sec-

ond disc designating flight path landing course legs, and

a plurality of cooperatively positioned windows through

said second disc along said lines and corresponding to

said additional scale means to provide a view of those

portions of said additional scale means designating land-

ing pattern courses for the aircraft to be flown for land-

ing the aircraft on the selected runway on said first scale

means aligned with said alignment indicia.

3,100,602
CALCULATING MACHINE

Shu K. Lear Voo, 298 Laiiewood Blvd., Parle Forest, III.

Filed Feb. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 6,758
5 Claims. (CI. 235—63)

1. In a ten-key keyboard calculating machine having a

register comprising a plurality of demon! national orders

of numeral wheels and a keyboard of ten selectively de-

pressible keys, each identifiable from the other by an in-

dicium thereon of one of a sequence of ten digits of from
zero to nine, both inclusive, in combination, a rotary shaft

means, a principal actuator mounted on the shaft for

movement thereon and to rotate therewith, detachable

coupling means to couple said principal actuator selective-

ly to said numeral wheels for actuation thereof; a trans-

porter means for transporting said principal actuator from
the one position thereof in engagement with one of said

numeral wheels axially to another position in engagement
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with a succeeding numeral wheel of next lower denomina-

tional order in succession in descending denommationa

order; spring means responsive to motion of the prmcipal

actuator in the descendiiig direction to store energy; re-

lease means to be engaged by the principal actuator after

actuation of the last numeral wheel to release said spring

means for transporting said principal actuator from he

position in engagement with the numeral wheel of the

lowest denominational order back to its starting position,

a member actuatable by said. keys and movable by the

respective keys in differing amounts; and motion modify-

ing means to convert movement of the member in the

one direction into a rotary motion of said rotary shatt

means. ^^^^^^^__^^

3,100,603

MULTIPLIER-QUOTIENT REGISTER CONTROL
MECHANISMS

William S. Gubelmann, deceased, late of Convent, NJ.,

by Walter S. Gubelmann, executor. Oyster Bay, N^ -,

aLipior to Realty & Industrial Corporation, Moms-

town, NJ., a corporation of Delaware

Original application Nov. 6, 1950, S«r. No. 1^94,273, mm
pient No. 2,969,177, dated Jan. 24, 1961. Dmded

a^ this application Dec. 20, I960, Ser. No. 77,245

11 Claims. (CI. 235—63)
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able by said first lever and engageable with said numeral

wheel for effecting said rotation of said numeral wheel

upon movement of said first lever from rest position and

differential stop means connected to said first lever for

movement therewith and for differentially limiting the

movement of said first lever in accordance with different

related number values and under control of said com-

puting machine, said second lever comprising lug means

movable therewith and extending into the paths of said

first lever and said motivating member for normally fol-

lowingly contacting said first lever and said motivating

member as said motivating member moves to operated po-

sition, a first spring connected with said first and second

levers for biasing said second lever to rotate together with

said first lever from rest position, and an anchored sec-

ond spring connected with said first lever for moving said

first and second levers followingly together with said

motivating member when said motivating member is ro-

tated to operated position, whereby breakage is substan-

tially minimized by said second spring, when said moti-

vating member is rotated to operated position, and by said

first spring when said motivating member is rotated back

to rest position.

3,100,604

WEB SPLICING APPARATUS
Anthony C. Degutis, Basking Ridge, and Albert L. Peter-

son. Westfield, NJ., assignors to Wood Newspaper Ma-

chinery Corporation, Plainfield, N J., a corporation of

Vbginia^^^^
June 29, 1959, Ser. No. 823,555

11 Ctaims. (CI. 242—58J)

1 A register operating mechanism for a numeral wheel

of a register of a cylically operable computing machine,

comprising a motivating member pivoted for a fixed ex^

tenTo angular movement from rest position to operated

I^itron and back again to rest P«*>»'°" .'1"""^,"'=,'

^Ic of operations of said computing machine, a differ-

emial actuator means normally engaging said motivating

member and being res.liently biased to move fo 'owing^y

together with said motivating member from rest position

Sent extents corresponding to different numbers or

?Sg sa'd numeral wheel accordingly, said actuator

means comprising first and second levers mounted co-

TxlaUyS said motivating member, said actuator means

^mpri^ng wheel rotating means connected to and mov-

1 A web splicing apparatus for splicing a web from

a web reserve roll onto a moving web. running from a web

supply roll comprising a movable support for rotatably

supporting a web supply roll and a web reserve roll; sup-

port driving means for moving said support, a roll ac-

celerating arm pivotally supported above the path of

movement of said roll support; a paster arm pivotally sup-

ported above said web supply roll; a paster brush

mounted on said paster arm for pasting said moving web

running from said web supply roll onto the web of said

web reserve roll; a severing knife mounted on said pas er

arm for severing the web from said web supply ro"/»"
said moving web has been pasted to the web of said web

reserve roll; pneumatic roll braking means for maintain-

ing substantially constant tension on said moving web

running from said web supply roll comprising a floating

roller contacting said moving web; a tension belt contact-

ing said web supply roll, a pneumatically operated tension

piston for controlling tension in said tension belt and a

variable pressure control vaJve connected to a source of

pneumatic pressure and operated by movement of said

#
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floating roller for controlling pneumatic pressure exerted

on said piston; a roll accelerating belt mounted on said

roll accelerating arm adapted to engage a substantial por-

tion of the outer periphery of said reserve roll; roll ac-

celerating belt drive means for driving said belt; pneu-

matic drive brake means connected to saM roll accelerat-

ing belt drive means; splicing valve means for connecting

said pneumatic drive brake means to said variable pres-

sure control valve after said web has been severed by said

severing knife; shutte valve means for connecting said

pneumatically operated tension piston direct to said

source of pneumatic pressure after said web has been

severed by said severing knife; support positioning means

contacting said web reserve roll to position the outer pe-

riphery of said web reserve roll at a predetermined dis-

tance from said paster brush regardless of the diameter

of said web reserve roll; and severing timer means re-

sponsive to the speed of the moving web controlling

movement of said severing knife to maintain a constant

length of web from the point the web is severed to the

point where said moving web running from said web
Supply roll is pasted to the web of said web reserve roll.

3,100,605
STRIP COILER

Harry Laurence Fred Bond, Hathersage, Sheffield, Eng-
land, assignor to Davy and United Engineering Com-
pany Limited, Slieffield, England

Filed Oct. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 63,436
Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 20, 1959

14 Claims. (CI. 242—80)

1. A coiler for metal strip comprising a mandrel about

which the strip may be coiled, a wrapper assembly for

inducing wrapping of the leading end of the strip about

the mandrel, a roller table passing over the mandrel to

a further coiler position, and a gate for optionally di-

recting strip on the roller table to the coiler or to the

further coiler, the wrapper assembly being mounted in-

dependently of said mandrel and the roller table and

removable relative to both said mandrel and said roller

table in the direction of the axis of said mandrel.

3,100,606
WATER SKI ROPE REEL

Clifton L. Nicholson, R.R. 4, Scottsburg, Ind. /^

Filed Jan. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 80,945
4 Claims. (CI. 242—86.5)

3. A water skiing arrangement comprising a base, a

plurality of reel mounting elements mounted on said base,

a plurality of reels rotatably mounted on said reel mount-

ing elements, drive means mounted on said base for ro-

tating said reels, means for selectively connecting any

number of said reels to said drive means, a rope con-

nected to each of said reels, said selective connecting

means providing rotation of particular reels so said ropes

may be unwound to unequal lengths thereby providing

means for accomplishing criss-cross water skiing, an en-

larged member secured to each rope adjacent its distal

end, and means for automatically disconnecting said selec-

tive connecting means, said disconnecting means being

operated when engaged by said enlarged member upon
winding a particular rope.

3,100,607
BARBED WIRE REEL HOLDER

Barney F. Wiggins, Rte. 1, Box 174, Livfaigston, Tex.
FUed Aug. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 833,343

1 Claim. (CI. 242—86.64)

A barbed wire reel holder including a pair of wheels

each having an opening therethrough, a continuous axle

extending through the opening in each of said wheels, the

diameter of the openings in said wheels being larger than

the external diameter of said axle, the external diameter

of said axle being smaller than the internal diameter of

the reel of barbed wire whereby the reel may be received

thereon, adjustable means on said axle for retaining said

wheels on said axle and for varying the distance between

said wheels thereby permitting said reel holder to receive

reels of various widths, a handle releasably connected to

said axle for moving the holder and barbed wire reel sup-

ported thereon, said releasable connection including

means on said handle for connecting said handle to said

axle, a rod extending longitudinally on said handle,

brackets on said handle for supporting said rod whereby

said rod may be moved longitudinally along said handle,

said rod having a tapered end thereon whereby said

tapered end may be engaged with the barbed wire of the

barbed wire reel to inhibit rotation of the reel on said

axle, a rest arm attached to said handle for supporting

said handle at a predetermined height, said rest arm being

hingedly connected to the underside of said handle and

positioned nonperpendicularly with the ground when in

use, and clamp means for locking said rest arm adjacent

said handle when not in use.

3,100,608
BUCKLE KEY CHAIN

Adolph E. Goidfarb. 7427 Vania St,

North Hollywood, Calif.

Filed July 24, 1961, Ser. No. 126,311
1 Claim. (CI. 242—96)

In combination, means comprising a belt buckle of a

generally rectangular shape and having a circular hous-

ing formed therein spaced from the ends of the buckle

and from the plane of the rear thereof; a rotatable reel

mounted in said housing, spring means for rotating the

reel in one direction, a cord mounted on the reel and

having an end extending from the housing through an

aperture therein and having a key ring attached thereto

whereby the cord may be withdrawn from the housing by
rotating the said reel in a manner to wind up the said
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spring, pawl and ratchet means including a manually
actuated pawl for stopping the winding up operation of
said reel in any desired position, and said manually actu-

ated pawl having a lever part mounted on the lower part

of said buckle adjacent to the position in which the said

cord extends from the housing, said housing presenting

a circular conformation at the front of the buckle adapted
to receive a circular cover.

3,100,609
SAFETY HARNESS DEVICE

Robert J. Wrighton, Newport Beach, Calif., assignor to
Pacific Scientific Compuqr, San Franciaco, Calif., a cor-
poration of California

FUcd Not. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 854,869
5Claiiiii. (CL 242—107.4)

1. An inertia-operated safety device for mounting in a
vehicle to restrain the movement of a body within the

vehicle when the body is subjected to accelerated move-
ments relative to the vehicle comprising a tension member
for coupling to the body, a reel on which said tension

member is wound, yieldable resilient means coupled to

said reel tensioned so as to urge said reel in the direction

to wind up said tension member thereon, said reel being
rotatable against the tension of the resilient means in a

direction to unwind the tension member from the reel

responsive to movements of the body, a flywheel rotatably
mounted in axial alignment with said reel, yieldable means
coupling said flywheel to said reel to rotate said flywheel
in unison with said reel during rotation thereof in the

unwind direction below a certain acceleration, said yield-

able means yielding during rotation of said reel at said

certain acceleration whereby said reel rotates relative to

said flywheel, locking means operated in response to the

yielding of said yieldable means for locking said reel

against further rotation in the unwind direction, said lock-

ing means having a normal position it assumes when the

reel is in an unlocked condition and a lock position when
the reel has been locked against further unwind of the

tension member, manually operated means for moving
said locking means from said lock position to said normal
position, and means operating to prevent relative rotation

between said flywheel and said reel during that short

period of time when said locking means is first moved
from its lock position and being returned to its normal
position.

3,100,61f
STABILIZING SYSTEM FOR A HELICOPTER

Victor O. Armstrong, 13303 Dcbeil St., Pacoima, Calif.

Filed Apr. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 184,842
UCIaliM. (CL 244—17.25)

1. A helicopter comprising:

(a) a fuselage;

(b) a. rotor rotatably supported on and above said

fuselage;

(c) a power plant disposed between said rotor and

said fuselage for driving said rotor; and

(<f) means for universally mounting said power plant

to said rotor and to said fuselage to permit relative

displacement of said fuselage with respect to said

rotor.

3,100,611
AIRCRAFT PROPULSION SYSTEM

Gero Madelung, Munich, Germany, assignor to

Messerschmitt A.G., a corporation of Germany
FUed Mar. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 96,527

7 Claims. (CL 244—23)

4. An aircraft having a jet propulsion system mounted
in the tail of the fuselage thereof, said jet propulsion

system including means operative to produce a jet thrust

directed rearwardly of the aircraft for normal flight and
means adapted for deflection of at least some of said

thrust in a downward direction to produce a downward
thrust for use during take-off and landing operations, a

turbine mounted rearwardly of the aircraft center of

gravity within the aircraft fuselage and disposed in the

path of the downwardly deflected thrust, a lift fan mount-
ed towards the front of the aircraft fuselage and dis-

posed within said fuselage forwardly of the centre of
gravity of the aircraft, a positive drive connection be-

tween said turbine and said lift fan, said drive connec-
tion being located within said aircraft fuselage, fuel in-

jection nozzles on the output side of the lift fan, and
fuel ignition means adjacent said nozzles.

3,100,612
ANGLE OF ATTACK CONTROL

lohn C. Owen, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Lear Siegler, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.,

a corporation of Delaware
Original application July 24, 1957, Ser. No. 673,808, now

Patent No. 2,967,679. Divided and this application
June 28, 1960, Ser. No. 66,393

6 Claims. (CL 244—77)
1. In an angle of attack control system for aircraft

having an elevator and a signal operated actuator there-

for, the combination comprising:

a desired absolute angle of attack electrical signal set-

ting means for providing a desired absolute angle of
attack signal.
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a sensor responsive to instantaneous airflow changes

in advance of the aircraft and providing an instan-

taneously changeable sensor signal,

means merging said signals into an angle of attack error

signal.

ATTACK AII«LC

a pitch gyroscope having a pitch axis and a pitch axis

torquer biased by said modified angle of attack sig-

nal to precess said gyroscope about said pitch axis,

said gyroscope providing a control signal dependent

upon the precessing of said pitch gyroscope and

thereby controlling said actuator to obtain said ab-

solute angle of attack.

3,100,613
AIRCRAFT RESTRAINING DEVICE

Per Borje Fonden, Gotgatan 23, and Karl Ove Torgny
Walander, Vasavagen 49, both of Linkoping, Sweden

FUed Dec. 12, 1960, Sen No. 75,149
11 Claims. (CI. 244—110)

1. An apparatus for raising and lowering the masts

of an aircraft-restraining device comprising, a mast to

which aircraft-restraining wires are connected, the mast

having a pivot at its lower end, a stay having its upper

end attached to the mast and having a pivot at its lower

end, the pivot at the lower end of the mast being capable

of bodily movement in a direction substantially parallel

to the surface of the ground on which the structure is

mounted said pivot being movable in a direction away

from the restraining wires upon the descending move-

ment of the mast.

3,100,614
INFLIGHT REFUELING SYSTEM

David Morrow, Silver Spring, Md., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Navy
FUed June 14, 1962, Scr. No. 202,636

8 Claims. (CL 244—135)

1. In a system for transferring fuel from a supply air-

craft to a receiving aircraft, the combination comprising:

a receiving tank located on the receiving aircraft for

receiving fuel from the supply aircraft;

fuel transferring means connected to said supply air-

craft for transferring fuel from a tank on said supply

aircraft to said receiving tank on said receiving air-

craft, said fuel transferring means having a hose

with a nozzle, a stabilizer and a connecting means
to connect said hose and nozzle to said stabilizer;

receiving means connected to said receiving tank for

transferring fuel from said fuel transferring means
to said receiving tank, said receiving means having

a coupler movably attached to said receiving aircraft

and a grapnel extendable from said coupler engage-

able with the hose and nozzle and connecting the

nozzle to the coupler in a fluid tight relationship

whereby fuel is transferred from the supply aircraft

to the receiving aircraft; and
extension means connected to said grapnel for raising

and lowering the grapnel so that the grapnel may be

lowered to engage the connecting means and raised

to make a fluid tight connection with the coupler.

ERRATUM
For Class 244— 153 see:

Patent No. 3.100,895

3,100,615
KITE CONTROL

Henry J. Dwick, 238 Evan Ave., Sanset Valley, Irwin, Pa.

FUed July 10, 1962, Scr. No. 208,771
9Cbims. (CI. 244—155)

1. In kite apparatus including a kite that has a bridle

and is flown by a single ground line, a flight control sys-

tem comprising: an elongated yoke member having a pair

of rearwardly-inclined outwardly-extending arms that pro-

vide a longitudinally-extending surface portion, said sur-

face portion including a centrally-located socket portion,

control line means connecting opposed ends of said yoke

member respectively to laterally-spaced points on the

kite, riser line means connecting a central portion of said

yoke member with the bridle, a selectively-positionable

lever having an enlarged end portion for engaging said

surface portion in a force transmitting relationship there-

with, resilient means connected to said yoke member and

said enlarged end portion of said lever for resiliently urg-

ing the enlarged end portion away from said surface por-

tion, and rearwardly-outwardly-facing inclined-surface

means positioned adjacent a central portion of said yoke

member for aiding in the selective-positioning of said

lever.

3,100,616
WIRE CLOTH

James WUliam De Poy, Oakland, Calif., assignor to The
Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation, Denver, Colo., a
corporation of Colorado

FUed May 12, 1959, Scr. No. 812,759
1 Claim. (CL 245—10)

An improved wire cloth formed of round warp wires

and round fill wires which comprises a selvage formed

of three warp wires and the fill wires, the two innermost

warp wires being interwoven with the fill wires and the

outer warp wire being under the fill wires, said warp

wires which form the selvage being welded to the fill wires
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and the warp wires and fill wires being flattened at the being pivotally connected to the other member through

points where the wires are welded together, said fill wires yieldable resilient means.

being sheared off at the edge of the outside selvage warp

wire.

3,100,617

VEHICLE SEAT FORE AND AFT SHOCK ISOLATOR
Arthur O. Radke, Wauwatosa, and Harvey N. Tengler,

West Allis, Wis., assignors to Bostrom Manufacturing

Company, MUwaukec, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

Filed July 22, 1960, Scr. No. 44,791

7 Claims. (CI. 248—430)

3,100,619

GAS CONNECTION TAP WITH HOSE
CONNECTION PART

Hans Bcrgbofer, Alte Landstrassc 274, Hambuig-Poppcn-
buttel, Germany, and Herbert Griebcl, EUbcker

Weg 79a, Hamburg-Eilbck, Germany

Filed May 13, 1960, Scr. No. 28,931

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 2, 1960

3 Claims. (CL 251—149.9)

1. A vehicle seat support comprising a lower rail

adapted for connection to a vehicle, an upper rail slidably

mounted with respect to the lower rail and defining a

central space between the upper and lower rails, load

bearing anti-friction means between the upper and lower

rails located in said central space, resilient means in the

space between the rails for yieldably resisting relative

longitudinal movement between the rails, and adjusting

means for selectively positioning the upper rail longitudi-

nally with respect to the lower rail without affecting the

resilient means.

3,100,618

FORE AND AFT SHOCK ABSORBER
Harvey N. Tengler, West AUis, and Arthur O. Radke,

Wauwatosa, Wis., assignors to Bostrom Manufacturing

Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

FUed Aug. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 46,987

2 Clahns. (CI. 248—430)

1. A vehicle seat support comprising, a stationary mem-

ber fixed to the vehicle, a carriage member mounted on

the stationary member and movable longitudinally with

respect to the stationary member, anti-friction means be-

tween the stationary member and-^ carriage member, a

shock absorber including a rod having a transversely

extending end and a longitudinally extending end, the

transversely extending end being pivotally connected to

one of the members, the longitudinally extending end

1 . Combined hose coupling and cock operating mech-

anism comprising, in combination, a housing formed with

an axial bore having an open and a closed end and a

transverse bore communicating with said axial bore ad-

jacent said closed end thereof, said housing being also

formed in the region of said open end of said axial bore

with at least one axial groove; a cock member fitted in

said axial bore of said housing and being formed with

a first passage therethrough coaxial with said axial bore

and a second passage communicating with the first pas-

sage, said cock member being tumable in said housing

about the axis of said axial bore between a closed posi-

tion, an intermediate coupling position and an open posi-

tion and said second passage communicating with the

transverse bore only in said open position of said cock

member; hose means having an attaching end insertable

through said open end of said axial bore of said housing

in said first passage of said cock member when the latter

is in said closed position; first coupling means in said open

end of said axial bore of said housing and connected to

said cock member for rotation therewith, said first cou-

pling means including a ball cage connected to said cock

for rotation therewith and at least one ball held in said

ball cage for rotation therewith and movable in radial

direction between a coupling position in which a portion

of said ball protrudes beyond an inner surface of said

ball cage and an uncoupling position, said ball cage

being connected to said cock so that said ball is aligned

with said axial groove when said cock is in said closed

position thereof permitting said ball to move radially out-

wardly to said uncoupling position thereof; and second

coupling means fixed to said attaching end of said hose

means and cooperating with said first coupling means
upon insertion of said attaching end of said hose means

into said cock for connecting said cock to said hose means

for turning movement therewith, said second coupling

means being formed with a cavity aligned with said ball

when said attaching end of said hose means is inserted

into said cock, whereby upon turning of said cock mem-
ber by said hose means from said closed to said coupling

position said ball will be moved out of said groove to

the coupling position thereof into said cavity of said

second coupling means so as to prevent separation of

said hose means from said cock member ui>on turning

of said cock by said hose means from said closed to

and beyond said coupling position.
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3,100,620 being arranged between said body and bonnet and said

ADJUSTABLE ORIFICE FOR USE IN DIFFEREN- disc supporting said diaphragm providing means for main-
TIAL PRESSURE APPARATUS

WUIard A. Kates, Dccrficid, 111^ assignor to The W. A.

Kates Company, a corporation of Illinois

FUed Aug. 3, 1960, Scr. No. 47,327
5 Claims. (CI. 251—208)

1. In a differential pressure apparatus, means defining

an adjustable orifice comprising: a cylindrical member
having an axial flow passage opening through an end

portion thereof, and an arcuate slot extending circum-

ferentially approximately 160° about said cylindrical

member and communicating inwardly with said flow

passage; an assembly including a first annular member
rotatable coaxially about said cylindrical member and

having a planar transaxial end surface aligned with said

slot, a second annular member rotatable coaxially about

said cylindrical member and having a planar transaxial

end surface juxtaposed to and confronting said first an-

nular member end surface, an arcuate, flat spacer be-

tween said surfaces extending circumferentially approxi-

mately 200* and having an accurately predetermined

axial width, and means retaining said annular member
end surfaces in engagement with the opposite surfaces of

said spacer to define between said end surfaces an arcuate

slit extending approximately 160° from the opposite ends

of the arcuate spacer in alignment with said cylindrical

member slot; and means for rotatably adjusting said as-

sembly relative to said cylindrical member to vary the

amount of circumferential alignment of said slit with

said slot.

3,100,621
VALVE WITH PARTICULARLY PACKED

VALVE STEM
Edward J. Zeitlin, Purdy, N.Y., assignor to Heat Timer

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
FUed Jan. 15, 1962, Scr. No. 166,253

1 Claim. (CI. 251—214)
In a valve, the combination of a valve body having a

valve seat, a valve arranged within said body, a stem for

actuating said valve, a bonnet through which said stem

projects, said bonnet having an annular groove on its

lower surface, and a first O ring seal mounted in said

groove and surrounding said stem, said bonnet cutout

on its lower surface to form a chamber, said stem hav-

ing an annular collar to abut with said first O ring, a

second O ring arranged to surround said stem and abut

said collar on the opposite side of said collar, a di-

aphragm engaging said second O ring, and an annular

disc mounted about said stem, the periphery of said disc

taining said second O ring in engagement with said an-

nular collar and said stem.

3,100,622
TURBINE GOVERNOR

John Pedcrsen, Chicago, Dl^ asaignor to Oninid
Machfaic Works, Inc., Niks, Dl.

Fifed Apr. 7, 1959, Scr. No. 004,673
ICUimM. (CL253—^)

1. A turbine having a housing and a rotor, said rotor

having V-shaped impeller blades radially disposed in the

peripheral portion thereof, a source of fluid under pressure

and return means therefor, a jet in said housing positioned

to direct said source of fluid under pressOTe to impinge the

blades on the upper side of said rotor and discharged

therethrough to the lower side thereof, valve means dis-

posed in said housing operable to regulate the flow of

fluid under pressure from said source to said jet, an

actuator member disposed adjacent the lower side of said

rotor, said actuator member being positioned and pivotally

supported on one side by said bousing for free swinging

arcuate movement transversely with respect to the axis of

said rotor, said member having a first projection positioned

to urge transverse movement thereof in one direction

responsive to impingment of said discharge fluid moving

substantially in the direction of said rotor, said actuator

member having a second projection positioned to urge

transverse movement thereof in the other direction re-

sponsive to impingement of said discharge fluid moving
substantially c^posite to the direction of said rotor, an

arm pivotally mounted on one end portion thereof to said

housing and positioned for arcuate movement transversely

with respect to the axis of said rotor, means mounted on
said actuator member for operativdy engaging the other

end portion of said arm for moving said arm concurrently

with movement of said actuator member, said valve means
being positioned in operative relation with said arm for

closing said valve means when said actuator member is

moved in one direction responsive to impingement of dis-

charge fluid moving in substantially the same direction of

said rotor and alternately opening said valve means when
said actuator member is moved in the other direction re-

sponsive to impingement of discharge fluid moving in the

said substantially opposite direction thereby governing

the flow of fluid under pressure in said jet.
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3,100,623

MOLD POSITIONING JACK FOR HORIZONTAL
INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

Clarence S. Pedcrsen, Trumbull, Conn., assignor to Duras-

plastics. Inc., Bridgeport, Coon^ a corporation of Con-
necticut

FUed Apr. 4, 1961, Scr. No. 100,647

3 Claims. (CI. 254—98)

ber mounted thereon, said upright member having a

threaded portion, a nut threaded on said pedestal member,

a pedestal head, said head adapted to contact and support

the flooring and having a recess opening downwardly to

receive the portion of said pedestal member above said nut,

the lower end of said pedestal head being curved and in

contact with said nut so that said head can be in inclined

relationship relative to the axis of said pedestal member,

1. A mold positioning jack, for removable assembly

with a horizontal injection molding machine or the like,

having longitudinally spaced transversely disposed verti-

cal plates for the mounting of a mold thereon, and a pair

of transversely spaced horizontal tie-rods extending longi-

tudinally across the space between said plates, said jack

comprising:

(a) a frame including

(a-1) a horizontal transfer platform at one end

for transverse engagement with the upper side

of one tie-rod and of a length to extend trans-

versely outwardly therefrOm,

(a-2) a horizontal top wall at the other end for

transverse engagement with the upper side of

the other tie-rod,

(o-3) a first end wall joined to and extending

downwardly from the inner end of said transfer

platform for disposition inwardly adjacent said

one tie-rod,

(a-4) a second end wall joined to and extending

downwardly from the inner end of said top wall

for disposition inwardly adjacent said other tie-

rod,

(fl-5) a base wall joined to and extending be-

tween said end walls in downwardly offset rela-

tion to said transfer platform, and

(a-6) a bottom wall for disposition at the lower

side of said other tie-rod joined to and extend-

ing outwardly from said second end wall in ver-

tically opposed spaced relation to said top wall

and defining therewith a tie-rod receiving space

open at its outer end for the passage of said

other tie-rod into and out of said space;

(b) a horizontal elevating platform disposed between

said end walls in vertically opposed relation to said

base wall and normally horizontally aligned with

said transfer platform for receiving a mold from

said transfer platform and supporting it between

said plates; and

(c) elevating means carried by said base wall and en-

gaged with said elevating platform for vertically

raising and lowering said elevating platform rela-

tively to its said position of horizontal alignment

with said transfer platform to bring a mold supported

thereon to selected positions of vertical adjustment

in the space between said plates.

3,100,624
ADJUSTABLE PEDESTAL FOR ELEVATED

SECTIONAL FLOORS
Joseph W. Spisclman, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to Float-

faig Floors Inc New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

FUed Oct 18, 1960, Scr. No. 63,406

3aafaiis. (a. 254—101)
1. An ad;ustable pedesUl for elevated flooring, said ped-

estal comprising a base member, an upright pedestal mem-

said recess having an elongate shape in transverse cross

section, with the surface at one end being similar in size

and contour to a corresponding portion of said pedestal

member above said nut, said surface extending substantial-

ly over the length of said recess, and means for urging at

least part of the corresponding portion of said pedestal

member against at least part of said surface to hold said

pedestal member and said pedestal head in fixed relation-

ship.

3,100,625
EXTENSIBLE MAST DERRICK

Carl F. Back, R.R. 1, Somcrville, Ohio
FUed Apr. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 106,311

4 Claims. (CI. 254—143)

1 . A hoist apparatus comprising a telescopic mast hav-

ing an upper and a lower section, means to support said

mast in an upright position, a linear actuator device

mounted on said lower section and engageable with said

upper section to elevate said upper section, means to latch

said upper section in an elevated position, said actuator

device being thereby free to operate independently, a

pulley supported on said upper section, a cable drum
fixedo' attached with respect to said support means, cable
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n)cans wrapped on said drum and passing over said pulley

for engaging a load, and means responsive to said actuator

device to rotate said drum.
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3,100,626
WINDLASS

Fred C. Good, 521 W. Glenwood Ave.

Philadelphia 40, Pa.

Filed Oct. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 65,490

8 Claims. (CI. 254— 175.5)

tubes receiving at their radially outer ends said com-

pressed air and having outlets at their radially inner ends,

the tubes in the bank projecting into the duct to different

radial extents.

3,100,628
DISPERSING APPARATUS

Robert W. Norris, Jr., Salem, Oreg.

Filed Mar. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 177,437

3 Claims. (CI. 259—107)

1 An anchor line windlass, comprising in combination:

a housing; means defining line entry and exit ports in said

housing; a shaft within said housing; a winding drum;

means mounting said drum on said shaft, permitting ro-

tation on said shaft in a first direction only; a clutch mem-

ber mounted on said shaft for positive rotation therewith

and for axial movement with respect thereto between pre-

determined limits; clutch means on said drum for en-

gagement by said clutch member only when said member

is at one end of its axial movement; means carried by said

clutch and housing members causing said clutch member

to move to clutch engaging position when said shaft is

rotated counter to said first direction and for disengaging

said clutch when said>t)aft is rotated in said first direc-

tion; and means affordinkconnection of a posiUve drive

to said shaft. J
^^ —
3,100,627

BY-PASS GAS-TURBINE ENGINE
Geoffrey Light Wilde, Shottlegate, Eogland, assignor to

Rolls-Royce Limited, Derby, England, a British com-

^"^
Filed Mar. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 725,326

Claims priority, application Great Britam Apr. 3, 1957

6 Claims. (CI. 259—4)

1. An apparatus for disseminating solid material in a

liquid comprising a chamber, a rotatable impeller in

said chamber having a pair of annular planar surfaces

located on opposite sides of the impeller in the center

thereof and a plurality of alternating ridges and open

grooves in each of the opposing sides of the impeller,

each of said open grooves having an inlet end located

at the outer edge of the adjacent annular planar surface

and an outlet end located at the outer edge of the impeller,

said grooves becoming progressively narrower as they

approach the peripheral edge of the impeller, the total

area of the surfaces of said ridges being greater than the

total area of the surfaces of said grooves.

3,100,629

CONTINUOUS MINING MACHINE HAVING
LATERAL LEVELLING MEANS

Sterling C. Moon, deceased, late of Dublin, Ohio, by

Katharyne M. Moon, administnitiiK, Dublin, Ohio, as-

signor, by mesne assignments, to Jeffrey Gallon Manu-
facturing Company, a corporation of Ohio

Original application June 13, 1957, Ser. No. 665,379, now
Patent No. 3,074,701, dated Jan. 22, 1963. Divided

and this application July 28, 1961, Ser. No. 130,221

1 Claim. (CI. 262—9)

1 Apparatus to admix compressed air with exhaust

gases comprising a tubular wall defining a duct having

an upstream end disposed to receive the exhaust gases,

a series of angularly-spaced hollow struts projecting ra-

dially inwards from the tubular wall into the said duct,

the hollow spaces of said struts being opened at their

radially outer ends to receive ,said compressed air and

having at least at their inner ends outlets opening into

the said duct so that the compressed air flowing into the

hollow struts is delivered into said duct and mixed with

the exhaust gases passing through the same, each strut

comprising a bank of axially spaced delivery tubes, pro-

jecting radially into the duct, each said tube having a

radially outer end and a radially inner end, the dchvcry

In a continuous mining machine having a mining

mechanism for removing material from the face of a mine

and means for propelling the mining machine, said

propelling means comprising an endless traction tread dis-

posed at each side of the mcahine and supporting the

machine on the mine floor, a sprocket in driving engage-

ment with the traction tread, said traction tread being

trained about the sprocket, a shoe disposed at the inner

side of the traction tread adjacent the sprocket with a

floor engaging portion of the traction tread bearing against

the shoe, pivot means adjacent the sprocket pivotally sup-

porting the shoe, said shoe extending away from the

sprocket and the pivot means and terminating in a heel

portion normally spaced from the traction tread, means

for individually adjusting said shoe on the pivot means to

bring the heel portion of the shoe into engagenrient with

the traction tread to depress the traction tread on one

side of the mining machine to laterally adjust the mining

mechanism.
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3,100,630
IMPACT TYPE ROCK BREAKER

Fritz Kiimmel, Esslingen, Germany, assignor to

Delmag-Maschinenfabrik Rehihold Domfeld, Ess-

lingen (Neckar), Germany
Filed Dec. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 74,870

Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 24, 1959

3CUims. (CI. 262—15)

and ejected outwardly therefrom via said conduit, thereby

cooling substantially half of said body, and an imperfo-

rate elongated heat shield substantially extending coaxi-

ally along said body and spacedly surrounding a lower

part of said load-supporting portion.

ei^r:]

1. In a rock breaker: a frame, rock breaking chisel

means reciprocably sup>ported by said frame, ram means

likewise supported by said frame and opwrable to exert

an impact upon said chisel means, first guiding means

mounted on said frame for guiding said chisel means,

said guiding means including a bushing guidingly sur-

rounding a portion of said chisel means, and laterally

resilient means interposed between said bushing and the

adjacent portion of said frame and resilient in a direc-

tion transverse to the longitudinal axis of said bushing,

and second guiding means supported by said frame but

separate from said first guiding means for guiding said

ram means independently of said chisel means.

3,100,632
ARRANGEMENT FOR HEATING MACHINES FOR
THE DRYING AND HEAT TREATMENT OF TEX-
TILES AND THE LIKE

Gustav Miihring, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to Fama-
tex G.m.b.H., Stuttgart-Komwestheim, Germany, a firm

Filed May 11, 1960, Ser. No. 28,277

Claims priority, application Germany May 16, 1959

9 Claims. (CI. 263—19)

3,100,631

COOLED FURNACE TRANSPORT ROLLERS
Theodor Schmidt, Essen, Germany, assignor to Firma

Indugas, Gesellschaft fiir IndustricUe Gasverwendung

m.b.H., Essen, Germany, a corporation of Germany
FUcd Oct. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 60^94

Claims priority, appUcation Germany Oct. 5, 1959

2 Claims. (CL 243—6)

1. In a drying and heat treatment machine for textiles

and the like, a treatment chamber, a separate blower

chamber adjacent to and communicating with said treat-

ment chamber, blower means extending between said

chambers including means for conducting hot gases from

said blower chamber to said treatment chamber down-

stream of the communication between said chambers, at

least one pressure-fed fuel burner within said blower

chamber up'tream of said blower means, said fuel burner

having a burner jet nozzle with a flame tube adapted for

fully enclosing the flame in said burner, said flame tube

being in the form of a heating coil with at least one

winding extending substantially transversely of the blower

chamber upstream of said blower means.

3,100,633
SHAFT KILN

Charles L. Norton, Jr., New York, N.Y., assignor to The
Babcock & Wilcox Company, New York, N.Y., a cor-

poration of New Jersey

FUed Feb. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 791,399
13 Claims. (CI. 263—29)

k/v:^

1. A furnace roller comprising a generally cylindrical

tubular body having a central load-supporting portion, and

two bearing extremities on opposite ends thereof, at least

one cooling-fluid conduit extending into body at said one.

extremity thereof and opening into said body at subsUn-

tially the center of said load-supporting portion while

terminating at a lateral location substantially at the mid-

point between the ends of the external periphery of said

central load-supporting portion, said conduit being spaced

with substantially all-around clearance from said body,

said clearance communicating at said one extremity with

a source of cooling fluid to be drawn from said source

through said clearance into said load-supporting portion

1. Apparatus for the heat treatment of a fluent mass of

solid material comprising walls defining an elongated
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shaft kiln having an upper heating chamber and a lower

cooling chamber with a cross-sectional flow area at least

equal to the upper chamber, said shaft kiln having an

upper inlet and a lower outlet for said fluent solid mate-

rial and having a spent heating gas outlet in the upper

portion thereof, means for causing a substantially con

tinuous movement of said material through said kiln,

walls defining a combustion chamber positioned within

said kiln and between said heating and cooling' chambers,

said combustion chamber walls forming a tube open at

the top and bottom and having a cross-sectional area less

than the adjacent portion of said shaft kiln, means for

passing said solid material downwardly through restricted

flow paths between said kiln walls and the walls of said

combustion chamber into said cooling chamber, and

means for introducing combustion constituents into said

combustion chamber to produce high temperature heating

gases for passage upwardly from said combustion cham-

ber and through said heating chamber to heat treat the

solid materials therein including means for introducing

a fluid combustion constituent into the lower part of said

cooling chamber.

3,100,634

COIL SUPPORT FOR ANNEALING FURNACE
Charles J. Rubrecht, Allison Park, and Albert J. Minnotte,

Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to Metaline Corporation,
Bridgevilie, Pa.

Filed Sept. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 58,002

2 Claims. (CI. 263—47)

1. A support and diffuscr for supporting coils to be

annealed in a bell-type furnace, comprising a base plate

having a central opening adapted to accommodate a fan

portion, a plurality of substantially radially extending,

spaced metal ribs supported on and welded to said base

plate, the inner end portions of said ribs having trans-

versely extending slots formed only in the upper surface

portions of said ribs, said slots defining a circular path,

a metal ring supported in said slots and integrally welded

to the top end portions of said ribs so as to tie the ribs

together, the top surface of said ring being flush with

the top surfaces of said ribs, an outer ring engaging the

outer ends of said ribs, and a top plate of smaller di-

ameter than said outer ring and directly supported on

said ribs and said inner ring to form « platform for sup-

porting the coils to be annealed, said top plate having

a central opening, whereby an air space is provided be-

tween the perimeter of said top plate and the inner sur-

face of said outer ring to allow air flowing between said

ribs to communicate with the space exterior of the outer

periphery uf said coils.

3,100,635
PNEUMATIC DEVICE CONSTITUTING SUSPEN-

SION AND DAMPING MEANS
Arthur Bougeard, 25 Boalcvard Pierre Landais,

Vitre, France
Continuation of application Ser. No. 666,711, June 19,

1957. This application Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,760
Claims priority, application France June 27, 1956

5 Claims. (CI. 267—65)

1

:':'l"3"

1 . A pneumatic shock absorbing device adapted to inter-

connect a pair of members movable with respect to each
other, comprising, in combination, a working cylinder

adapted to be connected to one of said members and
having a cylindrical wall with closed ends; a one-way air

supply connection for supplying compressed air from its

source to the interior of the cylinder in the region of

one end thereof while preventing reverse flow therefrom;

a one-way flow bypass means for said cylinder having

one end portion communicating with an intermediate por-

tion of the interior of the cylinder spaced from both ends

thereof and another opposite end portion communicating

with said interior in the region of the opposite end of

the cylinder permitting comi>ressed air to bypass from
said one end portion to said another opposite end portion

of the bypass means only; vent opening means arranged

in said cylindrical wall, between the end portions of the

by-pass means, for venting compressed air from said inter-

mediate portion of said cylinder; and a worlung piston

reciprocable in said cylinder and having a piston rod

adapted to be connected to the other of said members
and extending through one end of the cylinder in sealing

relationship therewith.

3,100,636
TABLE LOCKING CONSTRUCTION FOR A

MACfflNE TOOL
Bernard F. Froehlich, Colerain Township, Hamilton

County, Ohio (% Troykc Mfg. Co., 11294 Orchard St.,

Sharonville, Ohio)
FUcd Mar. 12, 1962, Scr. No. 178,859

3 Claims. (CI. 269—«3)

1. A rotary work table which comprises a base, a

table member rotatably mounted on the base, there being

a circular flange on the table, there being a cylindrical

opening in the base adjacent the table flange and ex-

tending parallel to the axis of rotation of the table mem-
ber, a lock member having a shank received in said cylin-

drical opening, and a head at one end of the shank hav-

ing a head flange overlying the flange of the table, there

being a stop portion on the base, there being a stop

shoulder on the head engageable with the stop portion of

the base to limit swinging of the lock member about its

axis, resilient means urging the lock member in a direction

to cause the stop shoulder to engage the stop portion of
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the base, the shank having a threaded portion remote

from the head, a nut mounted on the threaded portion of

the shank and engageable with the base, and means for

turning the nut to draw the head flange of the lock mem -

ber against the circular flange of the table to lock the table

in selected position.

3,100,637
SHEET CONVEYING MECHANISM

Gaylord W. Brown, Bcaverton, Mich., assignor to Brown
Machhie Co., Bcaverton, Mich., a corporation of

Michigan
FUed June 26, 1961, Ser. No. 119,545

5 Claims. (CL 271—79)

1. Conveying mechanism comprising an endless driven

member having an opening therein; a driving member
around which said driven member is trained, said driv-

ing member including a part adapted to extend therefrom

through said opening; a body mounted on said driven

member adjacent said opening; a pair of jaws mounted

on said body for relative movement toward and away

from one another; yieldable means urging said jaws to-

ward one another; and actuating means adjacent said

opening engageable with said part of said driving means

incorporated with at least one of said jaws for effecting

relative movement of said jaws away from one another

upon engagement of said part and said actuating means.

3,100,63S
BABY ROCKER

Dictmar M. Schocffcl, 355 HUlsdalc Ave., Hillsdale, NJ.

FUed Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 96,992
4Cbams. (a. 272—33)

1. A baby cbair for operation in a circular path tmder

force provided by an operator comprising

(a) a frame,

(b) an uninterrupted axle mounted within said frame

and freely rotatable with respect thereto,

(c) an axle interrupted in the center thereof mounted

to said frame,

(d) a first pair of wheels mounted at the ends of said

interrupted axle,

(«) a seat mounted on said uninterrupted axle so as to

be pivotally movable in a direction trans>^rse to that

<^ said uninterrupted axle and so as to apply rota-

tional force thereto,

(/) a second pair of wheels mounted at the ends of

said uninterrupted axle,

(g) rotation control means mount'd t)etween each of

said second pair of wheels and said uninterrupted axle

such that the rotation of said second pair of wheels

is unidirectional regardless of the direction of the ro-

tational force applied to said iminterrupted axle,

(h) means for limiting the pivotal movement of said

seat.

3,100,639
EXERCISER

Everett D. Boncwitz, 416 S. Davista Drive,
Whitticr, Calif.

FUed Apr. 26, 1961, Scr. No. 105,581
2 Claims. (CI. 272—57)

I. In an exerciser for twisting the spine and loosening

the joints between adjacent vertebrae, the combination of:

a horizontal platform of appropriate size to allow a per-

son to stand uprightly thereon; base means for pivotally

supporting said platform for free rotation of the latter

about a centrally located vertical axis; a diametral bar se-

cured to the upper face of said platform, said bar being

provided with tapped holes at varying distances from
said axis of rotation of said platform; a pair of weights;

and screw means adapted to engage said tapped holes to

secure said weights to said bar with the centers of mass
of said weights located at varying radii from said axis of

rotation.

3,100,640
ROTARY EXERCISER APPARATUS

John P. Wcitzel, 3310 W. Central, Wichita, Kans.
FUed Oct. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 148,627

IClaim.^ (CL272—73)

A limb„exerciser comprising:

a stand which includes a flat base secured to an upward-
ly projecting base supported member which is gen-

erally planar and is held by the base in a plane nor-

mal thereto;

a bearing support rigidly secured to the upper end of the

base supported member, said support having a pair

of laterally spaced upwardly projecting arms pro-

vided with transversely aligned bearing receiving

apertures;

transversely aligned bearings, one in the aperture in each

of said arms;

a stub shaft having an enlarged diameter portion inter-

mediate its ends, the ends of said shaft being
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joumaled in said aligned bearings with the enlarged

diameter portion of the shaft located between the

bearings;

a one piece brake block split centrally from one end to

a point adjacent its other end and encompassing and

frictionally engaging the enlarged diameter portion of

said stub shaft between the bearings journaling it.

said block being supported by said stub shaft in-

dependent of any connection to the bearing support

or base supported member;
a threaded laterally disposed aperture in one free end of

the split brake block, and an aligned larger diameter

laterally disposed aperture in the other free end

thereof;

an eongated brake adjusting rod having a threaded end

freely rotatable in the larger diameter aperture in

the said other free end of the brake block, and thread-

edly engaged in the threaded aperture in the brake

block, the other end of the brake adjusting rod ex-

tending outward from the brake block adjacent the

base supported member;
means fixed to the base supported member journaling

the brake adjusting rod near its outer end;

a reaction member fixed on said rod adjacent the brake

block to cooperate with the threadedly engaged end

of the rod to force the two free ends of the brake

block toward each other to apply increased frictional

pressure against the stub shaft when the rod is rotat-

ed in one direction;

a pair of hollow dished wheels, one secured non-rotat-

ably on each end of said stub shaft, the two wheels

cooperating to complementally house the stub shaft,

its bearing support, the brake block, and major por-

tions of the base supported member and the brake

adjusting rod, in their concavities;

and a pair of pedal journaling pins, one projecting

laterally outward from and carried by each of said

wheels and located 180° from each other about the

axis of the stub shaft

3,1M,641
INFLATABLE ARTICLE AND METHOD

OF MAKING
Bryan F. Nicholb, Northampton, England, and

Lloyd R. Whittingtoii, Ashlmnd, Ohio
FUed July 11, 1958, Ser. No. 748,066

9 Claims. (CI. 273—65)

1. A hollow inflatable article of flexible elastic mate-

rial having integrally affixed to the wall thereof an in-

wardly presented, body of elastic plastic material pro-

vided with an inflation passage inwardly therethrough,

and an elongated rigid closure member received in said

passage, the contacting surfaces of the body passage and

said closure member having the structural characteristics

resulting from the closure member having been inserted

in the body passage while the body was in a heat-softened

condition and the body having been subsequently cooled

and contracted about the closure member to seal the pas-

sage against escape of inflation medium between the clo-

sure memt)er and the body.

3,100,642
MULTI-PURPOSE CARTON AND GAME

Daniel Goldstein, New York, N.Y., aMignor to Scbcnlcy
Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y., corporation of
Delaware

FUed Feb. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 5,680
15 Claims. (CI. 273—105)

3. An improved dual-purpose carton and game com-
prising an outer casing having a top opening formed there-

in, a plurality of substantially vertical longitudinally and
transversely extending partitions removably located in

said casing and. dividing said casing into a plurality of open
topped longitudinally and transversely spaced compart-
ments, at least one of said partitions having lines of weak-
ness formed therein delineating game-forming disc shaped

projectiles separable from said partition, and sized for

entry through the open tcps of said compartments, and
score designating indicia being in registry with at least

one of said longitudinally and transversely spaced com-
partments.

3,1M,643
EDUCATIONAL GAME APPARATUS

George Almaahy, Brigliton, Midi.
FUed July 28, 1961, Ser. No. 127,602

2 Claims. (CI. 273—119)

L

1 . A game comprising a plurality of identical size balls;

a circular, horizontally arranged base having an upstand-

ing continuous annular rim along its upper peripheral edge
to form a circular, continuous outer wall; the upper sur-

face of the base forming a playing surface which is uni-

formly sloped upwardly in all radial directions from its

center up to the outer wall; a circular inner wall formed
on and extending upwardly from the playing surface and
arranged within the circumference o( and parallel to the

outer wall and being uniformly spaced from the outer wall

a distance which is only slightly greater than the diameter

of a ball so that a ball may roll between the walls on a
circumferential path relative to the center of the base and
will come to rest in one of the depressions in its rolling

path; an outer series of equally spaced apart faemispheri-

cally riiaped depressions formed in the playing surface,

each depression being equally spaced between the two
walls, the depressions together forming a complete circle

composed of regulariy radially spaced apart receptacles

for receiving balls; an inner series of hemispherically
shaped depressions formed in the playing surface closely

adjacent to but within the circiunferenoe of the inner wall

and together forming a complete circle of regularly radi-

ally spaced apart baU receiving receptacles parallel to the
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outer series circle and the inner wall, with each of the

depressions of the inner series being located on a radius

which is cquidistantly spaced between the two radii on

which are located two adjacent depressions <rf the outer

series depressions, there being the same number of de-

pressions in each series; the inner wall being formed with

radially directed gaps forming openings which extend ui>-

wardly from the plane of the irfaying surface to the upper

edge of the inner waH, each gap being radially aligned

with an outer scries depression and being of a width which

is only slightly greater than the diameter of a ball so

that a radially directed ball may roll therethrough; a nnan-

ually rotatable spinner, having a series of spaced upright

edges, arranged for manually actuated roution at the

depressed center of the playing surface for striking the

balls and directing them to roll into various of the de-

pressions, there being less balls than there are depressions;

identification means identifying the depressions into

groups, and including indicia indicating a mathematical

value and mathematical function for each of the depres-

sions in each group, for computing the mathematical

values of the depressions which receive a bail in any one

game into a game score.

noid connected with said locking means and said arm to

unlock said arm and swing the latter to the retracted

position thereof, and means for moving said arm to the

extended locked position thereof.

3,100,644
BACKGROUND MUSIC PHONOGRAPH

Fi«d H. Osborne, Snyder, and Robert S. Tuttle, Eggerts-

TiUc, N.Y., assignors to The WnrUtzcr Company, Chi-

cago, m., a corporation of Ohio
FUed June 29, 1960, Ser. No. 39,649

10 Claims. (CL 274—10)

3,100,645
SPREADER FOR FERTILIZER AND THE LIKE

Anthony Mascaro, Gem's Grasslan Farms,
West Point, Pa.

Filed May 23, 1961, Scr. No. 112,080

9 Claims. (CI. 275—8)

1. For supplying different programs of background

music selectively from records, an automatic phonograph

comprising, in combination, means for holding a plurality

of records in different program categories, rotary record

selecting means for selecting records for playing from

said record holding means in accordance with the rotary

position of the record selecting means, rotatable stepping

means coacting with said record selecting means to de-

termine a continuous series of record selecting positions

of said record selecting means corresponding to a cate-

gory of records in said record holding means, program

selecting means for locating said stepping means selec-

tively in any one of a plurality of programming positions

rotatably spaced from each other and corresponding re-

spectively to different categories of records in said hold-

ing means, said program selecting means including an

arm assembly swingable between a retracted program

selecting position in which said stepping means is free

to rotate between different program positions and an

extended program determining position in which the

arm assembly coacts with said stepping means to hold the

latter in a selected program position, means for locking

said arm assembly automatically in the extended program

determining position thereof, a program selecting sole-

793 O.G.—21

1. A mobile spreading unit comprising a receptacle

for granular, pulverulent material, at least one wheel

supporting the receptacle, means defining a discharge

outlet in said receptacle including a valve element for

selectively varying flow of material through said dis-

charge outlet, said valve element actuatable between a

first limit position affording flow of material throu^

said discharge outlet and a second limit position clos-

ing said discharge outlet, a spreader element underly-

ing said discharge outlet operable to disperse said gran-

ular material, actuation of said valve element between

said limit positions operable to vary the size of said dis-

charge outlet and maintain the center of said discharge

outlet in a substantially fixed position relative to said

spreader element thereby to provide a uniform spread-

ing pattern throughout the range of adjustment of the

size of said discharge outlet, means mounting said spread-

er element for rotation in an (H)erative position to be

driven concurrently with the wheel upon advance of said

unit to disperse said material and a non-rotatable in-

operative position independent of the wheel and a com-

mon operator for said valve and spreader elements for

positioning said spreader element in said operative posi-

tion when said valve element is in said first position for

selectively actuating said valve element to provide a dis-

charge outlet of predetermined size and for positioning

said spreader element in said inoperative position when

said valve element is in said second position.

3,100,646

WIRE LINE STRIPPING APPARATUS
Edward C. Saunders, 8229 S. California, Whitticr, Calif.

FUed June 23, 1960, Scr. No. 38,184

4 Claims. (CI. 277—27)
2. In line stripping apparatus: housing means having a

passage therethrough, an upper portion of said passage be-

ing cylindrical; a tubular piston operably disposed in the

cylindrical portion of said passage; upper and lower re-

silient cylindrical sealing means in said upper portion of
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the housing, each sealing means comprising a pair of seal-

irrg elements semi-cylindrical in shape, each sealing means

having an axial opening from top to bottom thereof round

in cross section; caps on the ends of said sealing elements,

said caps being formed to provide fluid flow passages at

the abutting ends of sealing elements for fluid flow between

said elements from the axial openings to the outer sides

thereof; internal shoulder means at tlie upper end of the

housing passage against which the upper caps of the upper

sealing means abuts, said housing means having fluid

escape openings in the side walls thereof at the abutting

ends of the sealing means; means for applying pressure

fluid to said piston; and a valve having open and closed

surface, an internal surface, a planar sealing surface ex-

tending radially between said ring external and internal

surfaces and a planar fluid contacting surface, said seal

ring being positioned within said first member annular

recess with said ring cylindrical external surface in fric-

tional, nonrotating and sealing engagement with said sec-

ond member cylindrical internal surface, said ring sealing

surface being in sliding sealing relation with said second

member annular recess planar end wall, and means in-

cluding radial recesses in said planar fluid contacting sur-

face to admit fluid for lubrication to said ring sealing

surface from said ring cylindrical external surface.

,^^

positions included in said fluid pressure applying means,

pressure being transmitted to said piston when said valve is

in closed position; fixture means having a check-valve,

connected with said valve and adapted to have fluid pres-

sure producing means connected thereto, pressure fluid

applied to said piston forcing said piston against one end

of one of said sealing means to longitudinally compress

both said sealing means and reduce the diameter of the

axial openings therethrough for stripping engagement with

a line extending through said openings and for engagement

with the adjacent walls of said housing, pressure fluid

acting on said piston being released when said valve is

opened.

3,100,647
FLUID SEAL

Arthur L. Lee and Arthur B. Coval, Columbus, Ohio, as-

signors to ConsolWatton Coal Compaoy, Pittsburgh,

Pa^ a corporation of Pennsylvania
FUed Nov. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 70,021

6 Claims. (CI. 277—59)

3,100,648
FLUID SEAL

Arthur L. Lee and Arthur B. Coval, Columbus, Ohio, as-

signors to Consolidation Coal Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania
FUed Nov. 17, 1960, Scr. No. 70,022

5 Claims. (CL 277—^9)

.^.Hfex.

1. A rotary fluid seal for impeding the passage of fluid

between first and second relatively rotatable members,

said first member having a cylindrical external surface

and being positioned coaxially within a cylindrical in-

ternal surface formed in said second member, said seal

comprising an annular recess formed in said first member

cylindrical external surface, said annular recess having a

planar end wall, a seal ring having a cylindrical external

1. A rotary fluid seal for preventing the passage of

fluid between first and second relatively rotatable mem-

bers and to conduct fluid under pressure from a passage

formed in said first member to a passage formed in said

second member without substantial loss of fluid pressure

therebetween, said first member having an external sur-

face with said first member passage communicating there-

with, said first member being positioned coaxially within

a cylindrical internal surface formed in said second mem-

ber, said second member passage communicating with said

second member cylindrical surface and said first member

passage, said seal comprising a pair of annular radially

extending planar sealing surfaces on said first member,

said planar sealing surfaces each positioned axially out-

wardly from said first member passage, first and second

deformable ring members each having a cylindrical ex-

ternal surface, a radially extending planar sealing surface,

a radially extending planar fluid engaging surface dis-

posed in parallel spaced relation to said sealing surface,

and an internal surface formed with an annular recess

therein so that said ring member has a substantially U

shaped radial cross section, first and second radially ex-

pandable rings positioned respectively within said first

and second deformable ring member annular recess, said

first and second deformable ring members and said first

and second radially expandable rings being positioned

within said first member first and second annular recesses

respectively with said deformable ring member cylindri-

cal external surfaces in frictional, nonrouting and scal-

ing engagement with said second member cylindrical

internal surface, said first and second radially expandable

rings tending to expand radially outwardly to maintain

said respective first and second deformable ring mem-

bers in engagement with said second member cylindrical

internal surface, said first and second deformable ring

members being urged axially away from each other by

fluid pressure between said first and second members so

that said first and second deformable ring member planar

sealing surfaces are in sliding sealing relation with said

first member first and second recess sealing surfaces re*

spcctively.
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3,100,649
MANDREL FOR CUTTING METAL SHADE

ROLLERS
Albert K. Cast, Jr., St. Joseph, Mich., assignor to Star

Shade Cutter Company, St. Joseph, Mich., a partner-

ship

Filed Mar. 30, 1962, Scr. No. 183,814

10 Claims. (CI. 279— 1)

_Z #
1. A mandrel for use in the cutting of tubular mem-

bers wherein the tubular members are mounted in a rotat-

ably diiven chuck and a cutting element is positioned

adjacent the chuck and adapted to swing against a tubular

member held thereby, said mandrel comprising a backup

member adapted to be arranged within said tubular mem-

ber and aligned with said chuck, a roller adapted to be

arranged within said tubular member and aligned with

said cutting element, and means for inserting and remov-

ing the backup member and roller, from said tubular

member.

3,100,650
PERCUSSION DRILL CHUCK

Walter Bell, Monroe, N.Y., assignor to Star Expanskm
Industries Corporation, Monntainville, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
FUed Mar. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 92,507

2 Claims. (CL 279—103)

wardly of and adjacent the forward ends of the side frame

members and having an end portion projecting outwardly

of each of the side frame members, a rear axle extending

transversely through and supported in the side frame

members inwardly of and adjacent the rearward ends of

the side frame members and having an end portion pro-

jecting outwardly of each of the side frame "members, a

front ground-engaging wheel rotatably mounted on each

of the projecting end portions of said front axle, a rear

ground-engaging wheel rotatably mounted on each of the

projecting end portions of said rear axle, a pair of inverted

U-shaped supports each including a bight and a pair of

legs projecting from the bight, each support being dis-

posed so that it extends from each of the end portions

of the front axle to each of the end portions of the rear

axle with the bight parallel to and on the outer side of

the adjacent side frame member and having the legs con-

nected to the adjacent end portions of the front and rear

axles, a forward crossbar spaced above and extending

along said front axle and having its ends attached to the

adjacent legs of said support intermediate their ends

thereof, a rearward crossbar spaced above and extending

along said rear axle and having its ends attached to the

1 . A percussion drill securing means comprising a per-

cussion drill, a chuck provided with an axial member

engageable with an impact tool to receive an axial impact

therefrom, an aperture within said chuck in aligned posi-

tion with respect to said axial member, the said axial

impact being transmitted to said percussion drill when

it is disposed within said aperture, the said chuck being

provided with pivotablc means for rotating said drill

during its receipt of said axial impact, the said pivotable

means comprising a pair of arms swingably receivable

within a pair of oppositely disposed apertures formed

in the said chuck, the said arms being received in an

elongated handle, the said chuck being rotatable upon

rotation of the handle with respect to the axis of said

chuck, said chuck being axially imperforate betweeri said

oppositely disposed apertures and said first-mentioned

aperture.

3,100,651

STROLLER CHASSIS CHILD'S SUPPORT
STRUCTURE

Frank P. Reese, Salt Lake CKy, Utah, assignor of one-

half to George Lynn Garff, Salt Lake CHy, Utah

Filed Sept 29, 1961, Ser. No. 141,749

SCIafans. (CL280—30)
1. In a child's convertible article of manufacture, a

stroller-type chassis comprising a pair of laterally-spaced

side frame members, a front axle extending transversely

through and supported in the side frame members in-

adjacent legs of said support intermediate their ends

thereof, a bed frame fixedly supported upon said forward

and rearward crossbars, said bed frame including a pair

of side pieces extending from said forward crossbar to

said rearward crossbar and having their ends secured

to said crossbars, and a forward and a rearward cross-

piece inwardly of and adjacent the forward and rearward

crossbars and attached to said side pieces, and a releas-

able latch means operatively connected to the forward

and rearward crosspieces of said bed frame for releasably

holding the support structure of a child's convertible fur-

niture article when mounted on said bed, said latch means

including an elongated bar having a tongue inwardly of

and adjacent the front end thereof and having an arcuate-

ly-shaped finger at the rear end, the tongue and finger fac-

ing in the same direction, said bar being disposed so that

it extends between the side pieces of said bed frame with

the tongue at the inner side of the forward crosspiece

and the finger at the outer side of the rearward cross-

piece, and means connecting said bar to said forward

and rearward crosspieces for limited movement of the

finger and tongue toward and away from said rearward

and forward crosspieces respectively.

3,100,652
FOLDABLE BABY STROLLER

Libby Schenkman, 2426 9tfa Ave., Greeley, Colo.

FUed Dec. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 77,383
6 Claims. (CI. 280—41)

1. A foldable stroller comprising a seat frame, a for-

wardly extended leg frame and a rearwardly extended leg

frame, said leg frames being pivoted to each other, one

leg frame bein? pivoted to said seat frame at a re atively

fixed pivot, and said other leg frame being pivoted to

said seat frame by a slidable pivot, said frames being
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dimensioned so as to be relatively nestable and being including front and rear U-shaped channel members hav-

foldablc by pivoting and sliding said forwardly extended ing upper and lower leg portion projecting toward the

leg frame with respect to said seat frame, including a first coupling member, a locking strap secured adjacent

handle frame pivotally connected to said seat frame; bar

means pivotally connected between said handle frame the U-shaped channel members to hold the first coupling

and said rearwardly extended leg frame and pivotal link member within the U-shaped channel members, and

means connected between the upper ends of said leg threaded means for releasably securing one end of the

frames. locking strap to said second coupling member.

3,100,653
RUNNING GEAR

Harry C. Ibaugb, Honey Brook, Bruce D. Schwalm,

Leola, and Robert E. Wallin, New Holland, Pa., as-

signors to Sperry Rand Corporation, New Holland, Pa.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed July 22, 1960, Scr. No. 44,771

5 Claims. (CI. 280—106)

3,100,655
BAYONET TYPE COUPLING WITH PIVOTED

SEGMENT RELEASE MEANS
Ralph O. Work, Albaquerqnc, N. Mez., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to tlic United States of America as

represented by the United States Atomic Energy Com-
mission

FUed Mar. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 96,626
4 Claims. (CL 285—33)

1. In a vehicle running gear, a front axle, a rear axle,

a first sill member and a second sill member, means con-

necting one end of each sill member to one of said axles

respectively, the other ends of said sill members being

overlapped at a point intermediate said front and rear

axles, and means interconnecting said other ends of said

sill members, each sill member comprising a vertical web

portion having top and bottom flanges thereon, said

flanges being of subsUntially the same width at said one

end of the members, one of said flanges becoming pro-

gressively wider along the length of the member, the

other flange becoming progressively narrower along the

length of the member and terminating at a point inter-

mediate the ends thereof whereby said one end of each

of said sill members is channel-shaped in cross section

and said other end is generally L-shaped in cross section.

3,100,654
TRACTOR CULTIVATOR MOUNTING

George D. Hunter, Des Moines, Iowa, assignor to Deere

& Company, Moline, HI., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Mar. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 180,454

5 Claims. (CI. 280—412)
1. In the combination of a tractor and implement nor-

mally mounted on the side of the tractor, and adaptable

to swing about a vertically disposed axis from a working

position sideward of the tractor to a transport position

forwardly of the tractor, the improvement of means to

hold the implement in its working position comprising:

first and second coupling members, one of said coupling

members being secured to the tractor and the other of

said coupling members being secured to the implement,

the first coupling member including a horizontally dis-

posed cylindrical element, the second coupling member

"PJ -^«

1. A device of the character described comprising the

combination of first mating means including a pair of

coaxially arranged and relatively movable annular por-

tions, means for normally yieldably maintaining said

portions in predetermined reationship with respect to each

other, a member intermediate said pair of portions in-

cluding a sloping projection-receiving-and-guiding groove

extending from a position adjacent one end of the member
to a location removed therefrom and including an axially

extending projection-discharging slot having a depth at

least equal to said groove providing open communication

between the said one cod and the groove adjacent said

removed location thereof, latching means swingably

mounted adjacent one end thereof on said member and

having a section with an inwardly disposed camming sur-

face thereon communicating with and normally extending

into the axial slot and normally retained therein by one of

said pair of portions, and second mating means including

a projection extending therefrom for reception in said

groove and retention in abutting and operative relationship

with said camming surface, said one of said pair of por-

tions being axially movable with respect to the other of

said pair of portions and with respect to said member for

compressing said yieldable means to release the retention

of said latching means and cause the projection to exert a

repeling force upon the said inwardly disposed camming
surface of said section to swing the latter outwardly and

facilitate unrestricted axial passage of said projection

through the axial slot
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3,100,656

SYNTHETIC RESIN SEAL RING IN TUBING JOINT
FOR PLASTIC COATED TUBING

Mclvin D. MacArthur, Glendalc, Calif., assignor to

Hydril Company, Los Angeles, Calif^ a corporation of

Ohio
FUed May 11, 1959, Scr. No. 812,238

7 Claims. (CI. 285—55)

greater length than depth, and spaced the proper distance

from the extremity facing the other tubular member to

provide portions of greater thickness on both sides of

said portion of reduced thickness, and a one-piece cylin-

drical outside coupling joining the tubular members and

being sufficiently long to encompass both circular grooves,

said one-piece cylindrical outside coupKng tending to bow

\ t a « m iM,

1. A joint interconneoting a pair of pipes, comprising

coaxial pin and box members respectively including in-

terengaged external and internal threads holdmg the

pipes against separation, said pin member being screwed

about said axis longitudinally forwardly into said box

member, said box member having an annular recess

opening radially inwardly and extending about the free

terminal forward end of said pin member, and said box

member having an annular shoulder at the forward end

of the recess and spaced forwardly of and facing said

forward end of the pin member, and an annOlarly con-

tinuous ring having substantially the physical character-

isUcs of tetrafluoroethylene received in the recess and

in the space between the forward end of the pin mem-

ber and said box shoulder, said ring being compressed

by and between said pin forward end and the box shoulder,

the forwardmost extent of the pin member penetrating the

body of the ring material to anchor the ring in active

sealing position against displacement therefrom by ap-

plication of fluid pressure, said pin and box members

having interengaged stop shoulders limiting penetration

of said pin member into said ring, the recess being

axially longer than the axial dimensions of the ring and

the rearwardmost portion of the recess being hollow,

said seal ring being in radially compressed condition be-

fore and after the pin member is in compressive engage-

ment therewith, the compressed outer portion of the nng

being stressed and extruded over the pin member and

into said hollow when the stop shoulders interengage,

whereby writhing of the ring during penetration of the

pin member into the rin« is prevented, the locus of said

ring radial compression being generally outward and for-

ward of the locus of the pin member forwardmost ex-

tent when the joint is fully made up, and the box recess

having an interior wall against which the radially com-

pressed ring outer periphery forcibly seals.

outwardly when subjected to high internal pressure, and

said grooves in said spaced apart tubular members having

length-to-depth ratios such that the portions of greater

thickness remain relatively rigid and the portion of re-

duced thickness bows outwardly when the cylindrical out-

side coupling bows outwardly so that the tubular mem-

bers maintain a tight seal with the cylindrical outside

coupling.

3,100,658

PIPE JOINT SEALING WRAPPER
H Paul MUler, Manton, Mich., and William A. Soper,

Akron, Ohio, assignors to The B. F. Goodrich Com-

pany, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York

FUed Jan. 27, 1958, Ser. No. 711,358

4 Claims. (CI. 285—230)

(f ^ ^^^

3,100,657

PIPE COUPLING HAVING HOLDING MEANS RE-

^foNSIVETO HIGH INTERNAL FLUID PRES-

nSJ^Pistole, Houston, »id Peter <>• W«»"f'' CoJlS!
StatkMi, Tex., assignors, by mesne

»«»>"»«2f' *°i*!!!f
Prodnctioo Research Company, Tulsa, Okla., a cor-

poration of Delaware ..«,,«^^
FUed Oct. 28, 1959, Scr. No. 849,230

1 Claim. (CI. 285—107)

For use in tubing to be placed in a borehole and sub-

jected to high internal pressure; a pair of spaced apart

tubular members coaxially arranged in tandem, each

tubular member being provided with external threads ad-

jacent its extremity and having an internal circular groove

formed therein spaced from the extremity facing the other

tubular member to provide a portion of reduced Sickness

said internal circular grooves having been formed without

any corresponding increases in the external diameters of

the tubular members, said circular grooves havmg a

1. A pipe joint wrapper for buried pipes, said wrapper

being entirely of flexible elastic rubber-like material and

including a body in the form of a strip adapted to circum-

ferentially embrace both opposing pipe ends of the joint

with the ends of the strip overlapping one another, said

body having on the pipe-embracing side thereof a pair

of laterally spaced ridges along each circumferential mar-

gin of the body, and at least one intra-marginal ridge be-

tween said pairs of marginal ridges, a masUc sealing com-

position covering the pipe-embracing side of said body

between said ridges, said ridges being adapted to circum-

ferentially engage the pipe ends resiliently and defining

with the body portion a series of annular channels for

cu-cumferentially encircUng the pipe ends to contain mastic

scaling material about said pipe ends against flow axially

of the pipe.

3,100,659

HEAVY DUTY DISCHARGE HOSE SPUCE
Godfrey J. Rittenhouse, FeastervUle, Pa^ i^signor to

H. K. Porter Company, Inc., PhUadclphia, Pa., a cor-

poration of Delaware ,,« -„
FUed Nov. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 151,721

3 Claims. (CI. 285—260) .

1. A spliced discharge hose comprising spaced axiauy

aligned tubular portions each having an elastomenc
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cover, an inner tube and between the tube and cover

internal reinforcements including a plurality of plies of

elastomer impregnated fabric in opposed relation, the

ends of the plies in each portion being spaced axially

from the ends of the corresponding ones in the other

portion at distances increasing progressively from ply to

ply as the outer surface of the hose is approached, a mass
of unreinforced elastomeric material overlying the ends

of all said plies and continuous with the inner tubes and
covers and a plurality of superposed elastomer impreg-
nated fabric strips embedded in and enclosed by said

mass, one of said strips substantially overlying and spaced
from the opposed ends of the plies in the tubular portions

and the other strips extending progressively shorter dis-

tances axially of the hose, said strips and said mass
substantially filling the space between said portions.

3,100,660
PIPE CONNECTION, ESPECIALLY FOR UNI-
VERSAL JOINT SHAFTS AND THE LIKE
Willi Kempf, Essen, Germany, assignor to
Geienkweiienbau G.m.b.H., Essen, Gemiany

Filed Jan. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 4,265
Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 27, 1959

2 Claims. (CI. 287—53)

I. In combination with a universal joint fc«-k having a
flange: a tubular shaft having a conically shaped end
tapered loward said universal joint fork, said universal

joint fork being provided with a conical recess for re-

ceiving said conically shaped end, a pressure member
having a conical portion engaging the inside of said

conically shaped end and being provided with a threaded

stud extending through the flange of said universal joint

fork, and nut means engaging said threaded stud from
that side of the flange of said universal joint fork which
is remo:e from said conical recess for firmly securing

said tubular shaft to said universal joint fork.

3,100,661
QUICK RELEASE CATCHES

Peter David Knight, Woking, England, assignor to Ken-
wood Manufacturing (Woking) Limited, Woking, Eng-
land

Filed Dec. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 76,887
Claims priority, application Great Britain Dec. 29, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 287—1 19)

1. In a drive coupling having two coupling members
rotatable about a common axis, a quick release catch com-
prising means defining an annular groove on one of said

members, a fulcrum pin jcarried by said other member, a

length of spring wire looped around said fulcrum pin and

having a free end and anchored at a position remote from
said free end on the other of said members so that such

free end is pivotally movable about said fulcrum pin in a

plane perpendicular to said common axis and passing

through said annular groove, said spring wire normally

engaging in said annular groove to prevent relative axial

movement of said members; a release ring mounted co-
axially with said members so as to be rotatable about
said common axis, and means on said release ring engage-

able with said spring catch and acting to disengage said

spring wire from said annular groove on rotation of said

release ring to permit relative axial separation of said

members.

3,100,662
SUCKER ROD SAFETY JOINT

Robert G. Howard, 16288 Hunter St, Fontana, Calif.
Filed Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,184

8 Claims. (CI. 287—119)

.r"

•^ *'

«-r

1. A sucker rod safety joint adapted to be mounted
between a sucker rod and the reciprocating element of a
pump, comprising a head, said head having a threaded

box in one end thereof to receive the threaded pin of a
sucker rod, a threaded shaft depending from said head,
a sleeve, said sleeve having a bore extending longitudi-

nally therethrough, said bore being threaded to receive

the threaded shaft, a threaded box in one end of said
sleeve to receive the threaded end of a reciprocating ele-

ment of a pump, a piston rod reciprocally and nonrotat-

ably mounted in the bore of the sleeve, said shaft having
a recess in the bottom thereof, and a key on the piston
rod fitting into said recess in one position of the parts.

3,100,663
MAGNETIC CATCHES

Morris Lo«b, 697 West End Ave., New York, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 183,089

5 Claims. (CI. 292—251.5)
1. In a magnetic catch, the combination of a housing

having outwardly extending flanges with openings therein
to receive fastening means, a U-shaped intermediate sec-
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tion, and outwardly flaring sides between said intermediate

section and said flanges having faces to serve as cams and

spacing legs, a magnet unit including two pole plates and

a magnet disposed between said plates, said U-shaped sec-

tion having an upper intermediate portion, said pole plates

having central indentations forming inwardly extending

projecting portions, said magnet having a central opening

the sides of said slot and said retaining member bemg

relatively yieldable in a resilient manner and to a sufficenl

to receive the projecting portions of the indentations of

said pole plates, there being openings in the side walls of

said U-shaped intermediate section, and second projec-

tions at the ends of said pole plates fitting into the open-

injzs in said side walls to cooperate with said mdentations

and said projecting portions to anchor said pole plates extent to permit axial displacement of said retaining

and magnet in place. member along said slot in response to impact.

3,100,664

COMBINED DOOR STOP AND HOLDER
Jules L. Duval, 5248 N. Flora, Kansas City 18, Mo.

Filed June 13, 1962, Ser. No. 202,136

5 Claims. (CL 292—251.5)

3,100,666
SELF-DUMPING BOX

Norman R. Henne, Mount OUver Borough, Pa., _

to United States Steel CorporatioD, a corporation of

New Jersey
FUed Sept. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 226,550

3 Claims. (CI. 294—73)

1 A combined door stop and holder comprising:

(a) a shank adapted to be affixed to a building structure

adjacent a door, •• u b

(fc) a bumper affixed to the outer end of said shank

so as to be engaged by said door as said door reaches

its open position,

(c) a magnet carrier mounted on said shank for move-

ment longitudinally with respect thereto,

(d) a magnet mounted in said carrier and adapted by

said movement of said carrier to be moved from a

normal position disposed outwardly from said

bumper so as to be engaged by said door before said

door engages said bumper to a retracted position dis-

posed inwardly from said bumper, and

(f ) a ferrous metal plate adapted to be affixed to said

door to engage said magnet.

3,100,665

SOIL-WORKING IMPLEMENT
Karl Angnst Diippengiesser, Unter der Charlottenburg 1,

Gera-Langenberg, Thuringia, Germany

Filed Mar. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 13,943

11 Claims. (CI. 294—57)
1. A soil-working implement comprising a blade, a

socket rigid with said blade, a handle received in said

socket, and a retaining member secured to said handle,

said socket being provided with a slot extending in longi-

tudinal direction of the handle, said slot being formed

along its major sides with pairs of aligned recesses en-

gaged by said retaining member in a plurality of axially

shifted relative positions of said handle and said socket

1. Material handling appartus comprising a box hav-

ing vertical side walls and end walls, a horizontal bot-

tom, and an open top, a lift bar affixed diagonally on the

outer surface of each of said side walls in spaced rela-

tion thereto, each of said bars having an upper end dis-

posed subjacent the top longitudinal edge of its respective

side wall intermediate the ends thereof and a lower end

disposed on its respective side wall adjacent the lower end

of one of said end walls, each of said lift bars having a

recess therein adjacent its upper end and a recess therein

adjacent its lower end, elongated flexible suspension

means loosely attached by one end to each of said bars,

said one end of each of said suspension means being

adapted to be selectively engaged in the recesses of said

bars, and common hoisting means attached to the other

ends of said suspension nieans.
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3 100 667
SLIDING DOOR FOR*MOTOR VEHICLES

Kurt Schwenk, Wolfsburg, Hannover, Germany, assignor

to Volkswagenwerk AG., Wolfsburg, Hannover, Ger-

many, a German company
Filed Jan. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 84,966

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 26, 1960
5 Claims. (CI. 296—47)

movement of said linkage from either of said retracted

or extended positions.

1. In a vehicle having a wall with an opening closed

by a sliding door, the improvement comprising a pair

of rails mounted on said wall above and below said open-

ing respectively in parallel relationship to one another,

rollers pivotally mounted to the front end of the door

at the top and bottom to run on said rails, a third rail

parallel to the pair of rails and extending in said vehicle

wall to one side of said opening in sunk-in relationship,

carriage means having rollers mounted thereon for move-

ment along said third rail, U-shaped link means having

vertical legs secured to the door at its rear end and to

said carriage, respectively, for pivotal movement about

vertical axes formed by said legs to permit the door to

swing flush with the vehicle wall when the door is closed,

and upon opening of the door to effect a swinging of the

rear end of the door out of alignment with the vehicle

wall, protecting strips mounted on said door to cover said

carriage, the rail for said tarriage, and the shank of said

U-shaped link means, and means for manipulating the

door to open and close k.

3,100,668
RECLINING CHAIR

Walter Clark Rogers and Ned W. Mlzelle, High Pohit,

N.C., assignors, by mesne assignments, to General Steel

Products, Inc., High Point, N.C., a corporation of

North Carolfaia

FUcd Feb. 17, 1960, Scr. No. 9,277

5 Claims. (CI. 297—89)

1. In a reclining chair having a seat mounted for re-

clining movement on a base, a footrest fixture comprising

a linkage including a first pair of links pivotally mounted

at longitudinally spaced points on said seat, an actuating

link connected between said base and one of said first

pair of links for manipulating said linkage between a

retracted position and an extended position upon move-

ment of said seat relative to said base, a footrest, a second

pair of links of said linkage being connected at spaced

points to said footrest and to said first pair of links to

manipulate said footrest between a downwardly facing

retracted position beneath said base and an upwardly fac-

ing extended position forwardly of said seat, and a tension

spring coupled between said seat and one of said first pair

of links at a location wherein said spring is shifted across

the point of pivotal support of said one of said links upon

movement of said linkage between said retracted position

and said extended position to thereby resiliently resist

3,100,669
RETRACTABLE BELT

Benjamin F. Monroe, 1734 Benedict, Canyon Drive,

Bcveriy HUls, Calif.

FUed Sept. 25, 1961, Scr. No. 140,600
17 Claims. (CI. 297—388)

2. A retractable belt comprising, a reel, inner and outer

straps coiled on said reel, locking means mounted adja-

cent said reel for movement into locking engagement
with said reel to prevent rotation of said reel, and a

member carried by said locking means and over which

said outer strap is trained to move said locking means

into engagement with said reel in response to tension on
said outer strap.

3,100,670
MOP MAKING APPARATUS

Earnest L. Bennett and Donald F. Bums, Indianapolis,

Ind., assignors to J. I. Holcomb Mannfacturing Com-
pany, Inc., Indhinapolis, Ind., a corporation of Indiana

Filed Sept. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 139,763
9 CUdms. (CI. 300—16)

8. Swab making apparatus comprising a plurality of

ciitters, a plurality of handle receiving seats each posi-

tioned between a pair of said cutters, a yam supply lo-

cated adjacent one end of said plurality of seats, means
for drawing yam from said supply through said seats,

means for ejecting handles from said seats, and control

means for actuating in order for sequential operation

said yam drawing means, said cutters and said handle

ejecting means.

3,100,671
RECORD STORAGE HOLDER AND RACK

Joseph C. Atkins, 407 Bbckman Road, Naihvillc, Tenn.
Filed May 22, 1961, Scr. No. 111,833

SChiims. (CI. 312—14)
1. A record storage device comprising a rack embody-

ing a support including a base frame having parallel front

and rear cross members and a back frame for said base

frame including a top cross member parallel to and spaced
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above said rear cross member in fixed relation, a plurality

of holders each comprising a frame for receiving a record

therein, pivot means on each frame pivotally connected to

said top and rear cross members and supportmg said

record holders in side-by-side position in vertical planes

for horizontally swinging each about a vertical axis

Hirough its pivot means whereby to afford access to each

tide of a record jacket when held in its holder, each frame
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comprising a cable-receiving member and a pusher mem-

ber, said cablc-irceiving member having a symmctncal

axially coextensive groove sunk into the same from a sur-

face defining the entrance plane to the groove, the trai»-

versc surface of the groove being defined throughout its

length by a bottom arc and lateral side arcs smoothly

blended therewith to provide a concave curvQinear cable-

engaging surface, the bottom arc being struck from a

radius centered on the axis of symmetry of the groove

below the plane of entrance thereto and each lateral side

arc being struck from a radius centered on a side of the

axis of symmetry of the groove remote to the arcuate sur-

face defined thereby, said groove having a maximum

embodying a vertical back wall, a bottom wall and a front

wall, said walls being U-shaped in cross-secUon and thus

adapted to embrace the edges of a record jacket therein,

said bottom wall being rigidly connected at its opposite

ends to said back and front walls, said front wall being

shorter vertically than the back wall in a manner to m-»

crease visibility of a record jacket in said holder and to

facUitate its passage into and out of said holder.

3,100,672
CABLE ACCESSORIES

Robert R. Myen, Port \mt, McKecsport, P^ aasigiior to

Ahmiinnm Compuy of America, Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania
^, ^ .- ,.-

FUcd Feb. 26, 1957, Scr. No. 642,547

5 Claims. (CI. 339—265)

3 A cable accessory for clamping attachment m sur-

face engagement with a deformable cable, said accessory

transverse dimension in the plane of entrance thereto and

the depth of the groove from its plane of entrance bemg

less than its maximum transverse entrance dimension,

the pusher member having a transverse concave curvilinear

cable-engaging surface in oppositely disposed relationship

to the concave curvilinear cable-engaging surface <A

the groove in the cable-receiving member, the transverse

width of the concave curvilinear cable-engaging surface

of the pusher member being less than the transverse

entrance dimension to the groove in the cable-receiving

member, and means associated with the caWe-receiving

and pusher members for adjustably moving said members

relatively to each other.

CHEMICAL
3 too 673

DYEINGS AND PRINTS POSSETING FASTNESS

TO WET PROCESSING AND THEIR MANUFAC-
TURE ON CELLULOSE MATERIALS AND PRO-

TEFN FIBERS
Hans Ulmcr, Paul K«4c«myi, Knrt ^^'^^^l>

and Edwin Baicr, Fnmkfwt am Mate, Gc™«"y;

Mrignors to Farbwcritc Hocchst AkHcngescllschaft

vormalf Mcbtcr Lochia * Briining, Frankfurt am Main,

Germany, a corporatloB of Germany
lSD«VHng!FTBed Jrfy 26, 196t, Scr. No- 45 272

Clafans priority, anpHcatioB Germany A«g. 8, 1959

9 ClafaBB. (CI. 8—22)

1 A prxKcss for producing wet-fast dyeings and prints

on shaped articles of a material selected from the group

consisting of cellulose, wool, half-wool and silk which

comprises treating said shaped articles with a sulfur-con-

taining compound selected from the group consistmg

of thioaceumide. alkali-alkyl-xanthogenates. thiourea,

N-monoalkyl- and N,N'-dialkyl thioureas, the alkyl groups

of which contain from one to six carbon atoms, 2-mcr-

capto-benzthiazole. the 2anc salt of 2-mercapto-benzthia-

rote, N-cyclohexylethyl ammonium cyclohexyl ethyl di-

thiocarbamate and dialkyl diphenyi thiuram disulfides,

and a water soluble organic dyestuff of the group con-

sisting of phthalocyanine dyes, copper phthalocyanme

dyes, nickel phthalocyanine dyes, pyrazolone dyes and

azo dyes, which contain at least one thiosulfunc aad

group bound to a carbon atom of an aromatic nucleus

of said dycstuffs through a member of the group con-

gjgting of —CHr-. —SOr—NH-lower alkylene and

and permancnUy fixing the resulting dyeings and prints

at an eJevated temperature.

—SOt -N-k>w«r klkjlwe
I

r alkyl

3,100,674

PROCESS FOR SHRINK-PROOFING PROTEINACE^
OUSTCXmE M^ AND THE PRODUCT
THEREFROM ^ „ ^ ., „„ .

Fred H. Stcigcr, Philadelphia, and Hugo A. Alps, Hont-

faiedon VaUey, Pa., assignors to Rohm & Haas Com-

pany, Phlladclphfai, Pa., a «>iTK«tlon »'
»«'«^5J_

No Drawfaig. Filed Dec. 8, 1959, Scr. No. 858,028

5 Claims. (CI. 8—127.6)

5 A process for treating proteinaceous woven and

knitted textile materials to reduce the shrinkage thereof

comprising treating such a material with an aqueous dis-

persion of a water-insoluble linear addiUon polymer ex-

clusively of monocthylenically unsaturated molecules com-

prising from 1 to 20% by weight of a water-insoluble

linear addiUon copolymer of 0.5 to 6% by weight of an

N-methylolamide of an acid of the formula

HiC=C—(CHi)^iU

COOH

and at least one ester of the formula

HiC=C-(CHi).-iH

COOR

in which formulas « is an integer having a value of 1

to 2, and R is an alkyl group having 1 to 18 carbon atoms

when n is 1 and 4 to 18 carbon atoms when n is 2, and

then drying and heating the textile at a temperature of at

leaat 212* F.

T98 O.O.—22
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3,100,675

PROCESS FOR MELT SPINNING POLYETHYLENE
TEREPHTHALATE

Eggo Westerhuis, Arnhcm, and Karel Herman Kok,

Docsburg, Netherlands, assignors, by mesne assign-

ments, to N. V. Onderzockingsinstituut Research,

Amhem, Netherlands, a corporation of the Nether-

lands
Filed June 21, 1960, Scr. No. 37,714

Claims priority, application Netherlands July 28, 1959

3 CUims. (CI. 18—54)
1. A process for the production of polyethylene tcrei*-

thalate filamentary material comprising the steps of ex-

truding molten solvent free polyethylene terephthalate at

a temperature of at least 268" C. through a spinning

plate containing a plurality of orifices, said spinning plate

being maintained at a temperature of at least 268' C,
forming said molten polyethylene terephthalate into a plu-

rality of filaments, arranging said filaments in a plurality

of parallel rows wherein the disUnces between orifices in

one row are about 5.5 to 10 mm., said filaments within

each row being equally spaced, said rows being so spaced

that the distance between each row is less than the dis-

tance between said equally spaced filam'^nts, insulating

said filaments from the ambient atmosphere for a dis-

tance of from 7 to 14 centimeters and thereafter passing

a cooling gaseous medium transversely across said fila-

ments, said medium having a velocity of at least 25 cen-

timeters per second and being directed parallel to said

plurality of parallel rows of filaments.

the solidified resin mixture by breaking it into pieces to

uncover the desired highly regular and smooth cylindrical

surface.

3,100,677
METHOD OF MAKING |tEFRACTORY BRICK

Joseph M. Frank, Neil E. Boyer, and James A. Crookston,

Mexico, Mo., assignors to A. P. Green Ffarc Brick Com-
pany, Mexico, Mo., a corporation of Missouri

FUed July 24, 1959, Ser. No. 829,342

5 Cbihns. (CI. 18—59)

3,100,676

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING A
PRINTING ROLL

Clowes M. Christie, Rolling Hills, Calif., assignor to

American Latex Products Corporation, Hawthorne,

CaUf., a corporation of California

Filed Aug. 26, 1957, Ser. No. 680,201

1 Claim. (CI. 18—58)

r

1. A method of making a metal cased refractory brick

adapted to resist the destructive effects of heat consist-

ing of the steps of forming a tubular geometrical shape

having a single longitudinal seam, open ends, continuous

sides and an established perimeter from a flat sheet of

oxidizable metal, temporarily closing one end of the tubu-

lar shape to effectively prevent loss of refractory material

during the subsequent filling operation, filling the tubular

geometrical shape with a basic refractory mix through

an open end thereof, vibrating said metal shape along its

length to partially compact the refractory mix within the

shape to a sufficient extent to cause it to be self-support-

ing therein, placing the filled tube into a mold housing

side and end walls of the final desired form and in a

single compression step applying pressure to the outer

surface of said metal shape along its length in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the direction of vibration and

forming the refractory filled geometrical shape into a

metal cased refractory brick having only one fabrication

seam in the casing and having uncased ends, said brick

being of susbtantially the same perimeter as and of a

smaller cross-sectional area and smaller volume than the

original geometric shape, said refractory brick having un-

cased ends and a tightly packea body with a smooth con-

tinuous metal casing integrally associated therewith.

'tbB

3,100,678

METHODS OF MAKING LIGHTWEIGHT HEELS
Edgv E. Jofaicr, Andovcr, and John P. Szumskl, Marbie-

head, MasBM assignors to Fred W. Mean Heel Com-

pany, Inc., Lawrence, Mass.^ a corporation of Maasa-

chnsetts
Filed Jan. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 81301

4 Ciaimi. (Cl< 18—59)

The method o€ making a printing roll having a shaft

with an elastomeric material molded thereon which pre-

sents an outer highly regular and smooth cylindrical sur-

face and which utilizes as a mold a frangible glass tube

with a highly regular and smooth internal surface and

a wall capable of withstanding the molding operation and

capable of being cleanly shattered without blemishing the

desired cylindrical surface of the roll, comprising the

steps of positioning the frangible glass tube between a

pair of end members, positioning the shaft centrally and

axiaHy within said tube, introducing a reactive polyure-

thane resin mixture into the tube to surround said shaft,

solidifying the polyurethane resin mixture within the

tube, and removing the glass tube from the surface of

1 . The method of making a heel for a shoe comprising

the steps of molding a hollow shell of thin, tough flexible

thermoplastic resin sheet material to present an exterior

surface in the shape of a heel, supporting the flexible

walls of said diell to prevent distortion of the shell, de-

positing in said supported shell a quantity of a fluid resin

mixture comprising a liquid thermosetting resin and par-

ticles of a thermoplastic resin expandable to cellular form,

\

said mixture being adhesive in expanded form to the wa.ls

of said shell, disposing a molding surface on the top ot

said shell to define with said shell a closed chamber m-

cluding edge portions of thin cross section mto wh.cn

expanded thermoplastic particles cannot penetrate, in-

creasing the temperature to cause said resin mixture to

increase in volume and cure to form a mass of cellular

bodies surrounded by and embedded in cured thermo-

setung resin, the expansion of said thernioplastic par-

Ucles pushing the mixture outward to fill the shell com-

pletely to conform and adhere to the walls of the shell,

said expansion squeezing said thermosetting resin into thin

cross sections which the expanded thermoplastic particles

cannot penetrate, the portions of said mass in thin cross

sections of said heel shell comprising cured thermosetting

resin subsuntially free from said cellular bodies.

3,100,680

METHOD OF INHIBITING FOAMING OF DJETH-

ANOLAMINE SOLUTIONS IN TREATING GASES

John R. Shaw and Henry L. Vomkahl, P<>rt Arth»r, Tex^

assignors to Gulf OU Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., a

corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,729

8 Clahns. (CI. 23—3)

»^^i>4D *Tg9MflMff

3,100,679 ^^
APPARATUS FOR PURIFYING AIR IN INHABITA-
BLE^R>RoSijCT.CONFINING ENCLOSURES

Richard W. Kritzer, 1355 N. Astor St^ Chlca«o 10, DI.

FUed Jan. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 84,554

1 Claim. (CL 21—74)

1 In a process for separating acidic gases from a mix-

ture of acidic gases and hydrocarbons by contacUng said

mixture with an aqueous diethanolamine soluUon under

contacling conditions normally tending to induce foann-

ine the improvement which comprises contacting said

mixture of acidic gases and hydrocarbons with an aqueous

diethanolamine solution containing a small amount, sui-

ficient to inhibit the normal foaming tendency of an

antifoam composition comprising about 20 to about W
percent by weight of a light mineral <>" ^avmg a vis-

Ssity of about 30 to about 50 SSU at 100' F. and about

80 to about 10 percent by weight of cottonseed oU.

3,100,681

PURIFICATION OF URANIUM ORE
CONCENTRATES

Robert V. Townend, Morris Township, Morris County,

Nj; Horace Q. Trout, BnH>Uyn, N^T, «Vh"emiii
WUkalis, Newark, NJ., assignors to Allied Chein^
Corporation, New YoriL, N.Y., a corporation of New

York
FUed Feb. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 7,918

8 Claims. (CL 23—14.5)

In an air purification and conditioning system of the

character described, the combination with an enclosure

having a floor, a ceiling, and vertical side walls, a

vertically extending, duct-forming air punfication con-

duit having its upper end in fluid communicaUon with

the enclosure adjacent to said ceiling and having its lower

end in fluid communication with the enclosure adjacent

to said floor, said duot being generally rectangu ar m
horizontal cross section and having four vertical side

walls, a heat exchange device within the duct, a genm"<»al

lamp within the duct at a region spaced from and below

said heat exchange device, said lamp being of elongated

design and extending horizontally across the duct m
close proximity to and in substantially coextensive rela-

tion with one of said side walls and positioned to radia e

a curtain of ultraviolet rays substantially completely

across the duct ti-ansversely thereof in all directions a

reflector having a polished surface Pos'^'O"*^*! °° he

wall which opposes said one wall and disposed at the

level of and in coextensive register with the curtain of

ulti^aviolet rays radiated by said lamp and means for

selectively supplying a heating and a coolmg medium

to said heat exchange device.

1 In a process for recovering uranium values from

pulverulent uranium ore concentrates which have been

prepared by soda leaching of uranium ore and contain

undesired vanadium, the steps comprising adding to the

concentrate an aqueous nitric acid solution !"
?"<fi^i."»

amount to maintain the resulting slurry at its >nitial mini-

mum pH up to about 0.5 pH unit ihereabove. thereby dis-

solving uranium and leaving a residue containing vana-

dium, and separating said residue from the uranium-

containing solution.
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3,100,682

PRODUCTION OF LOW SULFATE
URANIUM OXIDE

Andrew D. Kelmen, Warwick, N.Y^ assisnor to Union

Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 15, I960, Ser. No. 22,408

2 Claims. (CI. 23—14.5)

1. In the proces of producing oxides of uranium from

uranium ore comprising leaching uranium values from ore

to form a pregnant leach liquor, contacting said leach

liquor with a solvent extractant to transfer said uranium

values from said pregnant leach liquor to said solvent

extractant thereby forming a loaded solvent extractant,

removing said loaded solvent extractant from contact with

said leach liquor, contacting said loaded solvent extractant

with a sodium carbonate stripping solution thereby causing

the uranium values to transfer from said loaded solvent

extractant to said sodium carbonate stripping solution to

form a sodium carbonate secondary liquor, adding sul-

furic acid to said sodium carbonate secondary liquor until

said sodium carbonate secondary liquor is converted to

an acidic secondary sulphate liquor having a pH of about

2, heating said acidic secondary sulphate liquor to a tem-

perature sufficient to decompose the carbonate component

and maintaining said temperature until said carbonate

component is substantially decomposed, and adding an

ammonia compound to said acidic secondary sulphate

liquor until said acidic secondary sulphate liquor has been

converted to a basic secondary sulphate liquor havmg a

pH of about 7 to 8 and thereby causing precipitation of

the uranium values from the basic secondary sulphate

liquor as an oxidic uranium precipitate, the improvement

comprising removing said precipitate from said basic sec-

ondary sulphate liquor before said precipitate has been in

contact with said basic secondary sulphate liquor for a

period of greater than about 1 hour; and washing said

precipitate to form a final oxide of uranium containing

less than about 1.0 weight percent sulphate.

said mixture at a temperature of from about 300* F. to

800° F. for a time sufficient to react »aid nietakaolin with

said NaOH, mixing a small amount of water with the

reaction product to form a nruxturc of moldablc consist-

I
"" *"" 1^^ X—'T^

ZJ

IwwTia sur»ic«ir' to

t:
MOl.D>*M. MUriCLI^

Of 4* ZEOL'TI

ency, molding said mixture irvto particles, and aging said

molded particles without dissolving constituents thereof

under at least autogenous pressure, so as to prevent de-

hydration of said particles, until said particles crystallize.

3,100,685

METHOD OF RECOVERING CARBON DIOXIDE
Joseph G. Duffey, Tooawanda, N.Y., asaipior to

Arnold Equipment Corporation, Boffalo, N.Y.

FUed Oct. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 849,805

10 Claims. (CL 23—150)

et i:^^ i 1

3,100,683

ADSORPTION OF CERIUM VALUES FROM
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS

Francis P. Roberts, Richland, Wash., asrignor to the

United States of America as represented by the United

States Atomic Energy Commission -,«.^^
No Drawtog. Filed July 18, 1962, Ser. No. 210,864

5 Claims. (CI. 23—23)

1. A process of recovering cerium values from an

aqueous solution, comprising mixing from 10 to 200

grams of lead peroxide with each liter of a strong-base

anion exchange resin; passing an about 8 M nitric acid

over said resin to convert the latter to the nitrate form;

providing a nitric acid concentration of between 2 and

13 M in a cerium (HD-containing feed solution, whereby

a cerium-nitrate complex is formed; contacting the resin

with said feed solution whereby the cerium values are

preferentially taken up by said resin; separating the rcsin

from the cerium-depleted aqueous solution; and elutiiig

the cerium values from the resin with mineral acid

selected from the group consisting of 3 to 5 M hydro-

chloric acid and 0.5 to 1.5 M nitric acid.

1. A method of recovering substantially pure COa

which comprises burning a hydrocarbon fuel, cooling

the combustion gases produced thereby to about 100' P.,

passing the same through a body of syntheUc zeolite

capable of adsorbing COj and passing unadsorbed com-

ponents, and subsequently desorbing the COj from said

body and passing the same from one end of said body

by diverting a portion thereof for delivery from the sys-

tem, passing the remainder in heat exchange relation with

the combustion gases prior to cooling of the latter to heat

such remainder to substantially above 600* F., and direct-

ing the same back to the other end of said body to flow

thcrcthroiigh and heat the same to about 600* F. and

thus promote desorption and maintain a flow from said

body of COj desorbed by the heating.

3,100,684

METHOD FOR PRODUCING SYNTHETIC
CRYSTALLINE ZEOLITE AGGREGATES

Waher L. Haden, Jr., Metuchcn, and Frank J. Dzierxa-

nowskl. Bound Brook, NJ., assignors to Mhierab *
Chemicals Phiiipp Corporation, Menlo Park, NJ., a

corporation of Maryland
^, »^ , .^

Filed Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76,146

10 Claims. (CI. 23—112)

1. A method for forming a synthetic crysUUine zeolite

which comprises forming a subsUntially dry apparenUy

homogeneous mixture of metakaoUn and NaOH, heating

3,100,686

METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF SINTERABLE
BERYLLIUM OXIDE

Bernard J. Storm, Oak Ridge, Tenn., aadgnor to the

Ujiitcd States of America as represented by the United

States Atomic Energy Commtasioa
No Drawfaig. Piled Apr. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 187,440

4 Cbdms. (CI. 23—183)
1. The method of separating impurity values in the

group consisting of silicon, magnesium, calcium, alumi-
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num and iron values from beryllium values in an aqueous

beryllium oxalate solution containing the same which com-

prises heating said solution to a temperature of about

70° C, whereby a silicon-enriched p-c:ipitate is formed,

separating said precipitate from said solution at a tem-

perature of at least about 70* C. boiling said solution,

whereby beryllium oxalate monoh>dr^te is precipitated,

and separating the resulting precipitate from the remain-

ing mother liquor at a temperature of at least 50" C.

chamber, whereby a portion of the hydrocarbon is burned

in the lower portion of the chamber and there is estatv

lishcd in the furnace chamber above said zone of combus-

tion a lazy, substantially non-oxidizing, upwardly rising

atmosphere of hot furnace gases at a temperature above

the decomposition temperature of the remaining hydro-

carbons, the improvement which comprises injecting *c

oil into the furnace chamber as a cluster of closely spaced.

3,100,687

PREPARATION OF CARBONYLS OF GROUP
VIb METALS

John H. Wotir, Mentor, Ohio, assignor to Diamond

Alkali Company, Clevetand, Ohio, a corporation of

"N^DSTwhig. FUed Jan. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 5,103

nCUIms. (CI. 23—203)
1 A process for preparing a carbonyl of a metal se-

lected from the group consisting of chromium, tungsten

and molybdenum which comprises introducing into a

pressure reactor a metal source selected from the group

consisting of the metal per sc, trivalent chromium com-

pounds, divalent chromium compounds, tungsten hexa-

chloride, and molybdenum pentachloride; a substance se-

lected from the group consisting of iodine and iodine con-

taining compounds; and a nitrile of the formula R(CN)„,

wherein n is a number from 1 to 2 ,«»^1"'''7'
f"^

R is

selected from the group consisting of lower alkyl, phenyl

and lower alkylene; in the absence of any reducmg metal;

pressurizing the reactor with carbon monoxide to a pres-

sure in the range of about 1000 to 10.000 p.s.i.g, the ratios

of reactants being at least 0.1 mole of iodine. 3 moles o

nitrile and 6 moles of carbon monoxide per mole of metal

source; heating the reactor to a temperature of about 150

to 325* C and maintaining the temperature until the re-

action is completed as evidenced by a pressure drop corre-

sponding to the utilization of carbon monoxide; and sepa-

rS the thus formed carbonyl of said selected metal by

filtration and steam distillation.

gas-atomized spray streams having substantially parallel

axes of symmetry arranged about a central zone substan-

tially coaxially with the vertical axis of the furnace cham-

ber the number of the spray streams in the cluster being

in excess of three, the spray streams being sufficiently close

to form a protective barrier to the entrance of air later-

ally into said central zone, and shielding said central zone

against passage of air upwardly thereinto.

3,100,688

FOAMED SILICON CARBIDE
Howard M. Dess, Niagara Falls, N.Y., •^«g»" *?

;i'"«"
Carbide Corporation, a coqwration of New York

No Drawfag. FUed Oct. 4, ^^^^. ^"- ^*^'^^'

2 Clahns. (CI. 23—208)

1 A process for the production of foamed sdicon car-

bide which comprises providing a finely divided mixture

of carbon and elemental silicon powder; inumatcly con-

tacting said mixture with aqueous hydrofluonc acid to

form a stable foam said hydrofluonc acid being in an

amount substantially less than stoichiometric for reaction

with the silicon in the mixture; drying said
f^f"!;

heat^

ing said foam in a non-oxidizmg atmosphere to initiate

the silicon carbide-forming reaction without substantial

melting of unreacted silicon and conunuing heaUng said

foam until substantial completion of the carbiding reac-

tion. ^^^^^^^___
3 100 689

CARBON BLACK MANUFACTURE
jMie. Lawrence Ma«»«, Jr. '^•»P!»f»^^>"fS;v

by mesne a-lgmnenlMo CotomWaii Carbon Company,

N«w York. N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
^•^

FlWAu;. 21jK8rS.r. No. 75M50
7 Clahns. (0.23—209.6)

1 In the process for producing furnace cartwn blacks

by the partial combustion of hydrocarbon oils wbercbya

gently-flowing, relatively uniform current of airis P^
Tpwardly through the lower portion of an un<*»t™cted

vcrticaUy-elongatcd furnace chamber and the hydrocarbon

oU is injected upwardly into the chainber as a high veloc-

ity gas-atomized spray initiated m the lower end of the

3,100,690

STABILIZED LIQUID OZONE
James S. Logan, Niagara Falls, and Arthur

R««!!JJ;J^:
caster, N.Y., assignors to Olin Mathieson Chemical

Corporation, a corporation of yi^inla _,,-,„
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 30, 1958, Ser. No. 712,278

2 Clahns. (CI. 23—222)

1 A liquid ozone composition consisting of liquid

ozone and about 0.5 to 25 weight percent based on the

ozone of hydrochloric acid.

3,100,691

LIQUID INDICATOR WITH MOISTURE
INDICATION MEANS

Evan Jones, Evanston, 01., assignor to Henry Va^ve Com-

pany, Melrose Park, Dl., a corporaUon of lUhiois

FUed Mar. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 798,981

7 Claims. (CI. 23—253)

^'-^-^ -^^^>^^-

1. In a liquid indicator for use in refrigerant flow lines,

said indicator including a tubular transparent window por-

tion which is radially offset relative to an axially extend-

ing liquid refrigerant flow passage and in communication

therewith, the provision of refrigerant moisture indica-

tion means in said tubular portion and comprising a re-

tainer having a material carrying portion held m obscrv-
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able association with the inner surface of a removable
window member mounted in said tubular portion, said

retainer comprising a generally flat central portion sup-

ported by leg means formed from resilient material and
engaged with an annular support surface forming a part

of said tubular portion, said leg means being integrally

formed with said central portion and being radially di-

rected therefrom and in tension to hold the outer surface

of said central portion in engagement with the inner sur-

face of said window member, said central portion having

mounted thereon superimposed layers of moisture sensi-

tive material and moisture insensitive material, the outer-

most of said layers having formed therein in stencil-like

manner a word instruction which is observable based on

the moisture content of the liquid refrigerant in contact

with said layer of moisture sensitive material, said layer

of moisture insensitive material being of a fixed color

while said layer of moisture sensitive material is of change-

able color to provide for instruction appearance upon the

attaining of a predetermined moisture content in said re-

frigerant, said central portion of said retainer being aper-

tured for liquid refrigerant contact with said layers, said

retainer being resiliently held between said window mem-
ber and said annular support surface by said leg means
and fully contained in said tubular portion for ready

removal therefrom ui>pn removal of said window member.

3,100,692
DETECTOR TUBE

Karl-August Wiichter, Lubeck, Germany, assignor to

Otto Heinrich Drager, Lubeck, Germany
FUed Feb. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 89,743

5 Claims. (CI. 23—254)

1 . A detector tube for testing gases comprising an open

ended middle sec. ion adapted to bold reagent material, a

pair of tip end sections each having a closed tip end and

an open end, the open end of each tip end section being

joined, respectively, to the open end of said middle

section, knob means formed in one piece with the closed

end of each tip end section for twisting and breaking off

the closed tips, and each section being composed of a

synthetic plastic material.

3,100,693

APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING PHOSPHORIC
ACID ANHYDRIDE

George I. Klein, Park Forest, Ralpb E. Newby, Steger,

and Leo B. Post, Chicago, III., assignors to Stauffer

Chemical Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed June 17, 1960, Scr. No. 36,846

4 Claims. (CI. 23—262)
1. An a|>paratus for condensing gaseous phosphoric

acid anhydride which comprises in combination:

(A) A vessel divided into upper and lower compart-
ments by a horizontal gas distributing partition, said

upper compartment serving to house a dense fluidized

bed of cooled PjOs particles and said lower com-
partment serving as the fluidization windbox;

(B) Conduit means for furnishing a gaseous feed of

PjOj directly to the dense fluidized bed and connect-
ed through the wall of said vessel below the upper
level of said dense fluidized bed and at a position

where said gaseous feed will enter said dense fluidized

bed at least six inches above the horizontal gas dis-

tributing partition;

(C) Valved conduit means for discharging condensed
particles of P3O5 under fluostatic pressure from said

dense fluidized bed and connected through the wall

of said vessel at a position within said upper com-
partment below the upper level of said dense fluidized

bed;

COMtUtTION

(D) A recirculating and conditioning system for ex-

hausted gases from said dense fluidized bed com-
prising conduit means connected to said vessel near

the top and bottom thereof furnishing an endless

flow path outside of said vessel in which a sufficient

quantity of said exhausted gases to support fluidiza-

tion may be recycled from said dense fluidized bed

to said windbox, and dust separating means com-
prising a wet scrut>ber for separating suspended par-

ticles of P3O5 contained in said exhausted gases por-
tioned within said endless flow path;

(E) Heat transfer means for removing heat from said

dense fluidized bed of PjOs particles to maintain the

required condensing temperature therein and posi-

tioned within said upper compartment with substan-

tially all of the heat transfer surfaces below the up-

per level of said dense fluidized bed; and

(F) Valved conduit means for bleeding off excess

gases from said apparatus.

3,100,694
TREATMENT OF SOLIDS WITH LIQUIDS

Franz Schaob, OI>crfaaii8cn-Holten, Helmut Kolling,

Duisburg-Hambom, Tbcodor NoMhoff and Ewald
Stiebling, Oberhauscn-Sterkradc, and Heinz Rudolf
Ruggebcrg, Obcrliauscn-Holten, Germany, assignors to

Ruhrchcmic AktlcngcseUachaft, Oberfaauscn-Holtcn,

Germany
FUed July 13, 1956, Scr. No. 597,656

Claims priority, application Germany July 28, 1955
3 Cbims. (CI. 23—270)

I. A device for the single-step treatment with liquids

of comminuted and powdered solids of substantially uni-
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form specific gravity which is lower than that of said

liquids, which comprises, in combination, a substantially

horizontal treating chamber, an inlet for said liquids on

the top of one end of said chamber, an outlet in the form

of a syphon for the removal of liquid at the opposing

end of said chamber, safd syphon being disposed in a

manner as to produce a drop in the level ^om «ud inlc

toward said outlet, an inlet for said sohds on the top of

partially to ambient temperature, coolmg said warmed

Second part of the gas mixture by heat exchange with

at least part of a separation product withdrawri from the

rectifying device, wanning said separaUon product tncre-

the end where said outlet for said liquids « situated agi-

tator paddles disposed in said chamber and f
daptcd fw

adjustable inclination with respect to the long^^dmal

axis of said chamber and moving said sohds counUrcur-

rently to said liquids, an outlet for said solids at the end

of said chamber'where said inlet for said bqu.ds is tot^
and discharge blades disposed m said outlet to remove

said solids after treatment.

3,100,695 _^
MIDDLE DISTILLATE POUR POINT

DEPRESSANTS ^ „ „
Roman S. Slysh, Scotch PUdns, and WilH-m C HoUy^

day, Jr. Plainfield, NJ., assignors to Es*o ^^^^
Md Engineering Company, a corporation of D|"«™
No Drawing. FUed Oct. 18, 1*60, S«r. No. 63,245

6 Claims. (CI. 44—62)

1 A petroleum distillate fuel composition having an

improved pour which consists essentially «f
^^^j^^JfJ^^S'

distillate fuel boiling in the range between about 250 F.

and about 750- F. which has been improved with respect

to pour point by the incorporation therem of a pour

depVessinreffective amount in the range from abo^

001 to 5% by weight of a pour depressant selected

from Sie class consisting of alkylated Po^y^^c^J^^
S>^lymers of ethylene and .vinyl acetate in combmaUon

wiS^ a surface active agent present m a concentration m

Jhe range from about .005 to .25% by weight selected

Som ^e cl^s consisting of petroleum «ilfonicac^s

and salts of petroleum sulfonic acids, said copoly"ier ^
ina characterized by having a molecular weight m the

JaJ/e f"om a^t 1.000 to 3.000 and being further char-

laerized by containing from about 1% to 40% by^-f
of vinyl aceute in the copolymer, said alkylated poiy

stvrene beirTg characterized by having a molecular weight

Ke raS^e from about 700 to 3.000 and being further

Si^ite?^ by having about one alkyl group contam-

ing from about 14 to 18 carbon atoms per rmg.

by to ambient temperature, passing said second part of

the gas mixture into the rectifying device, withdrawing

other separation products from the rectifying device and

warming them in further reversing regenerators.

3,100,697

APPARATUS FOR TREATMENT OF
NATURAL GAS

Raymond James HuU, Orange, Calif., ««8^L.A°„ !?
Processing Inc., FuHerton, Calif., a corporation of

California ^^^ ^ ., .^a.^
FUed Aug. 1, I960, Ser. No. 46,816

5 Claims. (CI. 62—42)

X lAA 696

MirrHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING

Dnrfnif Becker. Munich-SoUn, Germany, assignor to

Khaft, Munich, Germany, «»°?f"y S'-S?"*^^^
FUed June 8, 1959, Ser. No. 818,806

Claims priority, appUcatlon Germany June 11, 1958

21 Claims. (CI. 62—13)
.

3 In a process for the separaUon of a gas mixture

into a higher boiling point fraction and at least one frac-

tion of lower boUing point, the method which com-

pri«s compressing the gas mixture, cooling and purifying

Si compressed ^s mixture in at least one re»=nerato

of a reversing regenerator system, feeding a fir^J Pfrt of

2e cooled compressed gas mixture mto
f
;«^^^fV"^^!^^ oassing a second part of the cooled compressed

'g^'mUtre'in the opposite
^-^f-^^'^ZtJ.TTJi

Jegcnerator. warming this second part thereby at least

5 In a rectifier for tirating natural gas to remove con-

densable components, the rectifier having an elongated

vertical shell including at l«sast two tubular sections joined

together at flanged ends to form a fluid-Ught enclosure a

refrigeraung unit comprising a first plurabty of verUcally

disposed outer heat exchanger tubes, a second plurality of

inner heat exchanger tubes, each of the inner tubes bemg

concentrically disposed within an outer tube, means closing

one end of the outer tubes, the end of the inner tubes ad-

jacent thereto being open, a refrigerating fluid distnbu-
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tion header having an outer annular portion sealably sup-

ported between the flanged ends of the two tubular sections

of the shell and including both an intake chamber with

which the other end of one plurality of tubes is in flow

communication and a discharge chamber with which the

other end of the other plurality of tubes is in flow com-

munication, said other ends being sealed from each other,

means connecting the intake chamber and a source of

refrigerating fluid, and means connected to the discharge

chamber for removing refrigerating fluid.

3,100,698

UREA^ULFUR FERTILIZER COMPOSITION AND
METHOD FOR ITS PRODUCTION

Franz A. Horsley, DanTille, and Paul A. Gray, Jr^ Corte

Madera, Califs assignors to Shell Oil Company, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 23, 1960, S«r. No. 58,074

8 Claims. (CI. 71—28)
1. A fertilizer composition consisting essentially of

co-melted and prilled urea and elemental sulfur.

5. Process for the nrkanufacture of a fertilizer com-

position comprising separately melting urea and elemental

sulfur, mixing the melted urea with the melted sulfur,

and solid.fying the resulting product into discrete particles.

3,100,699

CONTROL SYSTEM AND PROCESS FOR
REFINING METALS

Ludwig von Bogdandy, Essen-Frintrop, and Heinz-Dieter

Fantke, Oberhausen, Rhineland, Germany, assignors to

Huttenwerk Oberhausen AG., Oberhausen, Rhineland,

Germany, a corporation of Germany
Filed Sept. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,347

Claims priority, application Germany Sept. 1 1, 1959

13 Claims. (CI. 75—59)

4. A method of operating a rotary refining furnace

comprising the steps of introducing a gas below the level

of a melt in said furnace to produce an exhaust gas of a

composition which constitutes an output variable sub-

ject to periodic fluctuations, said output variable respond-

ing with a predetermined time lag to changes in an input

variable defining the depth at which said gas is intro-

duced into said melt, measuring said output variable dur-

ing a first fluctuation period with said input variable

maintained constant, storing the so measured values of

said output variable for an interval equal to one whole

fluctuation period less than a time equal to said lag,

producing at the end of said interval a delayed control

signal from the values so stored, changing said input

variable in step with said control signal and in a sense

counteracting said fluctuations during a second fluctua-

tion period, storing during said second period a feedback

signal representative of the changed values of said input

variable while continuing to measure said output variable.

Storing the values thereof for said interval and producing

the delayed control signal therefrom, combining during

a third fluctuation period the delayed control signal with

the feedback signal stored for a whole period, changing
said input variable during said third period in step with

the combined signals and concurrently storing the

changed values of said input variable for another whole
period, continuing during said third period to measure
said output variable, storing the values thereof for said

interval and producing the delayed control signal there-

from, and proceeding in like manner during subsequent
periods, thereby eliminating the effect of said lag.

3,100,700
RECOVERY OF NICKEL AND COBALT BY

REDUCTION AND LEACHING
Robert C. Hills, New York, N.Y., assignor to Frecport

Sulphur Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of
Delaware
No Drawhig. Filed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,240

5 Claims. (O. 75—63)
1. A process for the recovery of nickel and cobalt from

iron-bearing cobalt-containing nickeliferous oxygenated

ores and concentrated ores derived therefrom which com-
prises, mixing with the ore in finely divided form a hydro-

carbon which is a liquid at some temperature J)elow about
600° F. and does not volatilize appreciably below this

temperature, heating the resulting mixture in a non-

oxidiung atmosphere to a temperature above 6(X)'' F.

thereby liquefying said hydrocarbon and reducing the

nickel and cobalt to a form selectively leachable from the

iron content in the solvent to be subsequently employed,

the amount of hydrocarbon employed being sufficient to

reduce the nickel content and any cobalt present but not

the iron to said leachable form, cocriing the still finely

divided ore and selectively leaching the reduced nickel

and any cobalt present, in a substantially iron-free condi-

tion, from the cooled ore.

3,100,701
CONTINUOUS PROCESS MINERAL SEPARATION
Lanraiicc W. Hontiiigtoa, Groveport, Ohio, asrignor to

Reno Enginecrhig A Mining Co^ a corporatfon of
Nevada

FUcd Aug. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 48,872
3 Claims. (CL 75—101)

3. A continuous process of treating material contain-

ing metallic components with sulphur dioxide gas pre-

paratory to subsequent further treatment, comprising the

steps of, providing a plurality of deep reaction chambers
having agitation means therein supplying a flowable form
of material to be treated to one said chamber, applying

sulphur dioxide gas into said one chamber below the

surface of the material to be treated and causing an agi-

tation of said material as the gas is supplied, monitoring

said contents to determine the pH value at all times and
altering the rate of sulphiur dioxide flow to maintain a
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controlled pH condition selected to dissolve part of the

metallic components in said material, transferring some

of the material from the said one chamber to the next

chamber and continuously replacing the amount removed

with fresh source material, recirculating the material

from the bottom to the top of the chamber as well as

agitating and circulating the material at the bottom of

the chamber, and treating the material transferred with

gas in like manner to the treatment in the prior chamber

while monitoring to prevent an acidic condition.

posure to suitable radiation, said composition consisting

essentially of: a photol^tically acUve organic halogen

containing compound selected from the group consisUng

of alkyl and aralykyl compounds in which at least three

halogen atoms are attached to a single carbon atom,

said halogens being selected from the group consisUng

of CI, Br, and 1; and a cyanine dye base selected from

the group represented by general Formulas I, 11, and

III below.

3,100,702

DRY PROCESSED PHOTOTHERMOGRAPHIC
PRINTING PLATE AND PROCESS

Frederick J. Rauncr, Isadore F. RosatI, and Earl M.

Robertson, Rochester, N.Y., assignors to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey ^ ^, .o..^*
FUed Mar. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 18,745

20 Cbdms. (CI. 96—33)

^l)

'Q-- R'
I

-Z-

R_N-(cn=cn)d-r-C=(CH-CH).-,=C-C=(CH-CH).-,=N

wherein d and e each represents a positive integer of from

1 to 2; n represents a positive integer of from 1 to 4;

R represents an organic radical selected from the group

consisting of alkyl, aralkyl and aryl groups; R' represents

a member selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen, —CN and a radical characterized by the general

formula.

^ Uilil

' -̂^ ^

12 A method of preparing a copy of a graphic orig-

inal comprising exposing a heat-sensitive, hght-sensitive,

infra-red transparent, matrix sheet to said graphic orig-

inal by means of actinic radiation, said matnx sheet com-

prising a light-sensiuve polyvinyl resin containing at 'cast

one of the following: (a) aromatic azide groups and (6)

a /3-unsaturated carboxylic acid ester groups, said a,^-

unsaturated carboxylic ester groups being directly at-

tached to the polyvinyl chain of said polyvinyl light-sensi-

tive resin through the

O

4-0-
radical of said a,/3-unsaturated carboxylic acid, and a

waxy polyethylene glycol compound having a melting

point between about 60° C. and 250" C. and being se-

lected from those represented by the following general

formula:

R_OCH2CHjO(CHjCHjO)nCHaCHaORi

wherein R and Ri each represents a member selected

from the class consUting of a hydrogen atom, an alkyl

radical and a carboxylic acyl radical and n represents a

positive integer of at least 7, thereby causmg hardening o.

said light-sensitive resin in the exposed areas, heating

said matrix sheet to a temperature sufficient to cause soft-

ening of said light-sensitive resin in the unexposed areas,

but substantially no softening in the acUnic light-exposed

areas, and transferring said softened resin to a receivmg

sheet.

3,100,703

PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS UTILIZING
CYANINE DYE BASES

Robert H. Spragnc, Chagrin Fall^ Harry L. Fi^teisJr.,

Lakcwood, and WiUlam P. Hamilton, Cleveland, Ohio,

aadgnors to Horiiona Incorporated, a corporation of

No Drawing. Ffled Mar. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 95,031

15 Claims. (CI. 96—33)

1. A non-silver photosensitive composition which prmts

out a visible image directly and solely as a result of ex-

—i=(CH-CH)ri=N

and g is a positive integer from 1 to 2, Q, Z and Z' earfi

represents the nonmetallic atoms selected from the group

consisting of C, S, Se, O and N necessary to complete

a heterocyclic organic nucleus containing from 5 to 6

atoms in the ring;

ai)
Q^

!

^
1

R-N-(CH=CH)d-i-C=(L-L)^,=L-C=(CH-CH).-i=N

wherein d, e, n, R. R', Q and Z each has the same mean-

ing as in general Formula I above, and each L represents

a member selected from the group consisUng of CH and

N and may be the same or different, at least one L being a

nitrogen atom;
^

aw
N='(CH-CH)d-i=C=(L-L') .-i^^

wherein R" and R'" represent alkyl or benzyl and may

be the same or different from one another, d represents

either 1 or 2, n represents a positive integer from 1 to

4, L and L' each represents a membtr selected from the

group consisting of —CH= ,

c=
CN

and —N= and at least one of L and L' being a nitrogen

atom, and Q represents the nonmetallic atoms necessary

to complete a heterocyclic nucleus containing from 5

to 6 atoms in the ring said halogen containing compound

being present in an amount sufficient to sensitize said

dye base. . .

15. A process for producing a litho master, comprising

preparing the composition of claim 1; coating a casein-

filled paper therewith; exposing the composition to light

through a suitable negative, thereby producing a posi-

tive image in color; swabbing the exposed sheet with

water to render the background ink-repellent, the image

area then being ink-receptive.
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3,100,704
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS CONTAINING

CARBOOnMIDES
Robert F. Coles, North St. Paul, Mlnn^ and Harold

Levine, Vestal, N.Y., assignors to General Aniline &
Film Corporation, New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Jnly 24, 1958, Scr. No. 750,590

17 Claims. (CI. 96—111)
1 . A silver halide emulsion adapted to form a hardened

layer comprising a gelatin silver halide photographic

emulsion containing (a) a member selected from the

group consisting of:

maintain the yeast cells in suspension throughout until

fermentation of the sugar to alcohol is substantially com-

plete, distilling the resulting fermented natural honey

liquor, and collecting the distillate for use as a beverage.

[

A-N=Q=N-B
/

:}
and

[R, Ri-j

N-B-N=C=N-B,-N (RiX).

wherein A represents members selected from the group

consisting of methyl, ethyl, propyl, isopropyl, n-butyl, iso-

butyl, tert.-butyl, allyl, crotyl, betahydroxyethyl, methoxy-

methyl-beta-bromoallyl, phenyl, tolyl, xylyl, naphthyl,

chlorophenyl, bromophenyl, iodophenyl, cyclohexyl, bor-

nyl, menthyl, pyridyl and quinolyl; Ri and Rj represent

lower alkyls; B and Bi represent members selected from

the group consisting of propylene, phenylene, tolylene

and propylphenylene, X is an anion selected from the

group consisting of chloride, bromide, iodide, methosul-

fate, ethosulfate, p-toluene sulfonate and n is a positive

integer not greater than 2, and (ft) an organic hardener

selected from the group consisting of formaldehyde,

glyoxal, glycol aldehydes, diketones, mucochloric acid,

mucobromic acid, formylacrylic acid, glyoxylic acid,

chloroacetone, dichloroacetone, dibromoacetone, dihy-

droxyacetone, amino aldehydes, nitro aldehydes and nitro

alcohols.

3,100,705

HONEY BEVERAGE AND PROCESS
FOR MAKING IT

Stuart L. Adams, Anchorage, and George V. Niescn,

Louisville, Ky., assignors to Joseph E. Seagram & Sons,

Inc., New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation of Indiana

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 59,795

10 Claims. (CI. 99—29)
1. The process of producing a potable alcoholic bev-

erage which comprises diluting natural honey with water

to form a solution containing about 12 to 18 percent

sugar, adding to said solution an amount of corn distiller's

dried solubles equal to about 3 to 5 percent by weight

of the honey before dilution with water, adding yeast

to the mixture, holding the mixture for not more than

about 10 days until fermentation of the sugar to alcohol

is substantially complete, distilling the resulting fer-

mented natural honey liquor, and collecting the distillate

for use as a beverage.

3,100,707
ADDITION OF DRY HECTORITE TO BEER

Richard G. Shaler and Raymond L. McAdam, San
Ansclmo, and Richard G. Shaler, Jr., San Rafael,

Calif., assignors to American Tansul Company, San

Francisco, Calif., a corporation of Califomb
FUed Mar. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 97,254

7 Claims. (CI. 99—48)

3,100,706
BEVERAGE FROM HONEY AND PROCESS

FOR MAKING IT

Stuart L. Adams, Anchorage, and George V. Niesen,

Louisville, Ky., assignors to Joseph E. Seagram & Sons,

Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Indiana

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 59,796

5 Claims. (CI. 99—29)

1. The process of producing a potable alcoholic bever-

age which comprises adding water to natural honey to

form a solution of about 12 to 18 percent sugar in water,

adding yeast ceils and yeast nutrient to the solution, non-

vigorously agitating the resulting mixture sufficient to
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and commercial calcined gypsum, said expanded perlite 3,100,720

characterized by a particle size range such that 100% WEIGHING SCALE
by volume passes through a number 30 standard sieve; ^I^f^ ^- Carroll, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Toledo

70% by volume passes through a number 50 sieve; 40%
by volume passes through a number 100 sieve, said com-

mercial gypsum being plaster of Paris with added retarder;

the quantity of said expanded perlite is in the range of

2.0 to 4.0 cu. ft. for each 100 lbs. of said gypsum.

3,100,716

ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT STABILIZED CELLULOSE
ESTER PLASTIC COMPOSITION |

Charles J. Kibler and John W. Tamblyn, Klngsport,

Tenn., a^ignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-
ester, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. FUed Aug. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 128,380

3 Claims. (CI. 106—187)

2. A cellulose ester plastic composition consisting essen-

tially of ( 1 ) a cellulose organic acid ester selected from

the group consisting of cellulose acetate, cellulose pro-

pionate, cellulose butyrate, cellulose acetate-propionate,

and cellulose acetate-butyrate. and (2) an ultraviolet

light stabilizing quantity of the manganous complex of a

2-hydroxybenzophenone selected from the group consist-

ing of 2-hydroxybenzophenone, 2,4-dihydroxybenzophe-

none, 2,2'-dihydroxybenzophenone, 2,4'-dihydroxybenzo-

phenone, 2,2',4-trihydroxybenzophenone and 2,2',4,4'-

tetrahydroxybenzophenone.

3,100,717

ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT STABILIZED CELLULOSE
ESTER PLASTIC COMPOSITION

Selnu H. Long and John W. Tamblyn, Kingsport, Tenn.,

assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 128,379

3 Claims. (CI. 106—194)

1. A cellulose ester plastic composition consisting es-

sentially of (1 ) a cellulose organic acid ester selected

from the group consisting of cellulose acetate, cellulose

propionate, cellulose butyrate, cellulose acetate-propionate

and cellulose acetate-butyrate, and (2) manganous salicy-

late at an ultraviolet light stabilizing concentration.

3,100,718

COPPER BORATE ANTIFOULING PIGMENT
Edward J. Dunn, Jr., Port Washhigton, and Martin

Kushner, Long Island City, N.Y., assignors to National

Lead Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey

No Drawing. FUed June 30, 1961, Scr. No. 120,934

4 Claims. (CI. 106—308)

1. A composite pigment particle consisting essentially

of a silica core and a coating of copper borate, said silica

analytically present within the range of from 23% to

75%.

3,100,719

ANTIFOULING PIGMENT
Edward J. Dunn, Jr., Port Washington, and Martin

Kushner, Long Island City, N.Y., assignors to National
Lead Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of
New Jersey

No Drawing. FUed June 30, 1961, Ser. No. 120,935

7 Claims. (CI. 106—308)
1. A composite pigment particle consisting essentially

of a silica core and a coating of copper oxide, said silica

analytically present within the range of from 25% to

75%.

Scale Corporation, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Oct. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 142,844

6 Claims. (CI. 177—37)

I. A vweighing scale comprising, in combination, load

measuring means, indicating means having a portion op-

erativcly connected to the load measuring means, the in-

dicating means including a first part for indicating load

measured by the load measuring means and a second part,

separable from the first part and readily replaceable in

the scale, for indicating values computed in accordance
with load measured by the load measuring means and pre-

determined factors, and means for so adjusting the scale

relative to said first part that the scale weighs correctly.

3,100,721
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING MICROPOROUS FILMS

AND COATINGS
Ellsworth Kissam Holdcn, Ncwburgh, N.Y., assignor to

E. I. du Pont dc Nemours and Company, Wilmington,
Del., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Feb. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 90,815
9 Claims. (CI. 117—135.5)
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1. An improved process for porducing microporous

films and coatings which comprises

(1) forming a polymeric solution having as essential

constituents a polymeric component and solvent for

said polymeric component, said polymeric compo-
nent having a maximum elastic deformation strength,

under the drying conditions of step (5) below, of at

least 100;
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(2) adding to said polymeric solution, at a tempera-

ture at which a colloidal dispersion will form, an

inert liquid, which is a non-solvent for said polymer

but which is miscible with said solvent, until about

the point at which a substantially co'loidal polymeric

dispersion is formed, said substantially colloidal dis-

persion having a viscosity greater than about 1 poise

and a polymer concentration of greater than about

7% by weight;

(3) coating said dispersion onto a substrate;

(4) directly bathing the resultant coating, at about

the temperature at which the colloidal dispersion

was formed, with a liquid which is a non-solvent

for said polymeric component and miscible with

said solvent to remove the solvent; and

(5 ) drying the resulting product

conductive thin film onto a substrate, depositing an insula-

tive thin film over said first thin film, depositing a second

electrically conductive thin film over said insuiative film,

and applying a potential between said first and said sec-

ond electrically conductive thin films during the deposition

of said second electrically conductive thin film.

3 100 722

LINEAR POLYESTER 'films HAVING SURFACES
SUITABLE FOR WRITING THEREON

Otto Herrmann and Hermann Miillcr, Wiesbaden, and

Markus Sclbcl, Mabiz, Germany, assignors, by mesne

asrignments, to Kenffcl A Encr Co., Hoboken, NJ.

No Drawing. FUed Mar. 1, I960, Scr. No. * 1,957

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 3, 1959

11 CUhns. (CI. 117—138.8)

9. The process of making a surface of a biaxially

stretched and heat-set film of polyethylene terephthalate

receptive to pencil-markings which process comprises:

coating said surface with a solution of a polyester made

by estcrification and polycondensation of a mixture of terc-

phthalic acid, a dicarboxylic acid, and a dihydroxy alcohol

having up to 10 carbon atoms, in an organic solvent, and

drying said coating, said solution having suspended in it-

self an inorganic abrasive material including essentially

such substance selected from the group consisting of sili-

con dioxide, aluminum oxide, titanium oxide, silicon car-

bide, talcum, chalk and glass, said abrasive material hav-

ing an average particle size below 30 n.

3,100,723

PROCESS OF MAKING MULTI-LAYER DEVICES
Donald S. Weed, Huricy, N.Y., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
FUed Aug. 29, 1960, Scr. No. 52,452

3 Claims. (CL 117—217)

3,100,724

DEVICE FOR TREATING THE SURFACE OF
A WORKPIECE

Charles F. RochevUle, Torrance, Calif., assignor to

Microseal Products, Inc.

FUed Sept. 22, 1958, Ser. No. 762,481

9 Clahns. (CI. 118—308)

6. A device for treating the surface of a workpiece

comprising a nozzle, said nozzle having a convergent-

divergent contour terminating in an open exit aperture

for discharging directly therefrom against an adjacent

object, means for supporting a workpiece adjacent said

exit aperture of said nozzle, a source of compressed air,

conduit means connecting said source of compressed air

to said nozzle for discharge from said nozzle, said air

being under pressure sufficient to create a supersonic

velocity upon such discharge, a source of air and finely

divided coating material, said last-mentioned source of

air being at a relatively lower pressure than said first-

mentioned source of air, said source of air and coating

material being connected to said nozzle for mixing there-

in with said first-mentioned source of air, whereby when

said nozzle exit aperture is directed toward the surface

of a workpiece, said finely divided coating material is

caused to strike said workpiece at a supersonic velocity

and a quantity of said material adheres to said surface

and form* a coating thereon.

1. A process of producing thin film electrical device

which comprises the steps of depositing a first electrically

3,100,725

EXTRACTION OF SUGAR JUICE WITH
SCREW PRESS

Stanley Gordon Smart, London, England, auignor to

Roae, Downs A Thompson, Limited, HuU, Yorkslitav,

Eagland

FUed Oct. 13, 1959, Scr. No. 846,117

Clafans priority, application Great Britafai Oct. 15, 1958

5 Clafans. (O. 127—43)

1. A process for the extraction of sugar juice from

sugar cane comprising, cutting the sugar cane into appro-

priate lengths, crushing the cut lengths of cane to nip-
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ture a substantial propwrtion of the cells containing sugar drate to provide a regenerated solution, reheating said

and, passing the prepared cane through at least one screw regenerated solution, and recycling the reheated regen-

erated solution into said bath.

*Mc<it4/nn MMCT
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press whereby to extract sugar juice from the crushed

cane.

3,100,726

PROCESS FOR THE REMOVAL OF UNFIXED
DEVELOPER POWDER FROM POWDERED
ELECTRO-PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTION
COATINGS

Martha Tomanek and Wilhelm Neugebauer, Wiesbaden-

Biebrich, Germany, assignors, by mesne assignments,

to Azopiate Corporation, Murray Hill, NJ., a corpo-

ration of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed June 16, 1960, Ser. No. 36,688

2 Claims. (CI. 134—7)
1. A process for the removal of unfixed powder de-

veloper from powdered electrophotographic reproduction

coatings which comprises treating the coating with a mix-

ture of finely divided kieselguhr and finely divided etheri-

fied cellulose.

3,100,727
METHOD AND APPARATUS OF AUTOMATICALLY
CONTROLLING A SULFURIC ACID TREAT-
MENT PLANT FOR FERROUS MATERIALS
Jean Loub Albert Labergire, Montreuil-sous-Bois,

France, assignor to Socicte O'FaUer & Cic,

Montreuil-sous-Bois, France, a company of France

Filed June 24, 1960, Ser. No. 38,611

Claims priority, application France June 26, 1959

11 Claims. (CI. 134—13)

••J

i7 ,.
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1. Method of controlling a sulfuric acid treatment plant

for ferrous materials, which comprises passing said fer-

rous materials through a bath of sulfuric acid solution,

withdrawing a portion of said solution, and precipitating

ferrous sulfate monohydrate therefrom, separating the

monohydrate precipitate and recycling the clarified solu-

tion into said bath, withdrawing a further portion of the

solution from said bath and dissolving at least part of

the separated monohydrate therein to increase the ferrous

content of said further portion of the solution, thereby

generating heat, exposing said further portion of the so-

lution to crystallizing conditions for precipitating iron sul-

fate heptahydrate therefrom, separating said heptahy-

3,100,728
PROCESS AND COMPOSITION FOR

PHOSPHATIZING METALS
William J. Vullo, Tonawanda, N.Y., and Donald H.

Campbell, Niagara-on-tbe-Lake, Ontario, Canada,
assignors to Hooker Cbemical Corporation, Niagara
Falls, N.Y., a corporation of New York
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 16,126

20 Claims. (CI. 148—6.15)
1. A substantially water-free composition of matter

suitable for phosphatlzing metals consisting essentially

of a chlorinated hydrocarbon containing a minor pro-

portion of a monohydroxy alcohol selected from the

group consisting of aliphatic monohydroxy alcohols, ali-

cyclic monohydroxy alcohols, and mixtures thereof, a

phosphatizing proportion of orthophosphoric acid, and
an inhibiting proportion of glacial acetic acid equivalent

to between about 0.1 and about 0.5 percent by weight

of said composition.

3,100,729
STAINLESS STEEL PRODUCT AND METHOD

George N. Goller, Towson, Md., assignor to Armco Steel

Corporation, Middletown, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 105,878

15 Claims. (CI. 14ft—12J)
1. In the production of stainless steel of good fatigue

resistance, the art which comprises providing steel not

exceeding '/i" thickness and essentially consisting of

about 16% to 26% chromium, about 6% to 22% nickel,

carbon up to about .25% maximum, with remainder

substantially all iron; cold-reducing the same, without

benefit of intermediate anneal in an amount exceeding

about 80% and giving a tensile strength of about 250,000

p.s.i. or more; and then tempering the same at a tem-

perature of about 1200° F. to 1750' F. for about Mo to

30 minutes to give an elongation of about 20% to 40%
with a tensile strength of about 110,000 to 140,000 p.s.i.

and fine equi-axed grain structure.

3,100,730
METHOD FOR REDUCING THE IMPURITY

RESISTIVITY OF SODIUM
Richard F. Post, Wahiut Creek, and Clyde E. Taylor,

Livennore, Calif., assignors to the United States of

America as represented by the United States Atomic
Energy Commission

FUed Dec. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 79,477

3 Claims. (CI. 148—13)
3. A method for enhancing the conductivity of sodium

comprising placing said sodium in a heat bath, maintain-

ing said heat bath at a controlled temperature slightly

below the melting point of sodium, maintaining the sodium

within said bath for a period of at least two days, cool-

ing said sodium to temperatures approaching 0° K., and

passing an electric current through said sodium to realize

said enhanced conductivity.

3.100,731
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR JOINING

SHEET MATERIAL
Wilhelm Brey, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, assignor to The

Firestone Tire A Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, a

corporation of Ohio
FUed Mar. 15, 1957, Ser. No. 646,459

26 CUims. (O. 156—157)
14. The method of butt splicing the edges of two

lengths of rubberized fabric comprising, positively clamp-

ing one edge along spaced segments, positively clamping
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the other along spaced segments, and bringing the two

edges, while thus clamped, forcibly together with the posi-

3 100 734
FURNACE COMBUSTION CHAMBER

John P. Rex, Jr., Birmingham, Thomas B. Arrington,

Detroit, and Donald J. Pellegrino, Royal Oak, Mich.,

assignors to Rex Roto Corporation, Walled Lake,

Mich., a corporation of Michigan
FUed Sept 23, 1960, Ser. No. 58,087

4 Claims. (CI. 162—152)

tively clamped segments of one edge engaging the un-

damped segments of the other edge.

3,100,732

PROCESS OF BLEACHING WOOD PULP BY COM-
BINED TREATMENT WITH PEROXIDE AND AN
ALKALI METAL BOROHYDRIDE

George E. Smedbcrg, Wiimingtoa, DeL, assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Dei.,

a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 844,182

6 Claims. (CI. 162—78)
1. A method of bleaching wood pulp comprismg sub-

jecting the pulp to the combined and simultaneous action

of peroxide and an alkali metal borohydride.

3,100,733

POLYMERIC SHEET MATERIAL AND METHOD
OF MAKING SAME

Robert Wendel Bundy, WUmington, Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, WUmington, Del.,

a corporation of Delaware
FUed Jan. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 787,537

10 Claims. (O. 162—108)
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1. A combination chamber, said chamber contprising a

fibrous refractory material, said material being formed

into an enclosure, said enclosure having a substantially

uniform wall thickness, said wall thickness being a frac-

tional part of an inch, said enclosure having a burner

opening, said enclosure having a burned gas outlet, said

fibrous material as formed into said enclosure being held

in a stable self supporting structural furnace combustion

chamber form by an inorganic refractory colloidal binder.

3,100,735

BISORGANOPHOSPHORUS ESTERS AND
THEIR PREPARATION

Karoly Szabo, Yonkers, N.Y., and John G. Brady, Camp-

bcU, Calif., assignors to Stauffer Chemical Company,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Nov. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 150,625

8 Claims. (CI. 167—22)

5. A method of killing pests which comprises applying

to a pest habitat a small but effective amount of a bisor-

ganophosphorus ester having the foUowing general

formula:

s
I

R-P-S-(CHi).-8-(CHi).-S-P-R

Ar. <JRi

wherein R and Ri represent lower alkyl radicals and n

is an integer of from 1 to 2.

I. A leather-like, ftexible, moisture-permeable poly-

meric sheet material comprising

(fl) a layer which contains fibrids in intimately inter-

laced matted form, said layer having a fibrid con-

tent of 50-100 weight percent and a complemenUry

non-adhesive staple fiber content of up to about 50

weight percent;

(6) an exposed surface of said layer being microporous

and relatively smooth and dense, the fibrids therem

being integrally joined to one another, and at least

51 weight percent of the fibrids therein being com-

posed of a polymer having an initial modulus below

0.9 gram per denier;

(c) the other surface of said layer being substantially

less smooth and dense than said exposed surface, and

the fibrids therein being substantially discrete.

3,100,736

METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF HIGHLY
PURIFIED CALLICREIN PREPARATIONS

Ensen Werte and Ivar Trautschold, Munich, Germany,

^issigiiors to Farbenfabriken Bayer AkticngeseUschaft,

Leverkusen, Germany, a corporation of Germany

No Drawing. FUed Mar. 16, 1961, Ser. ^o. 96,087

Clahns priority, application Germany Mar. 25, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 167—74)

1. Method for the production of highly purified calli-

crcin preparations characterized by adsorbing callicrem

from its solutions on a basically substituted cellulose

selected from the group consisting of d ethyl ammoethyl

cellulose, triethyl aminoethyl cellulose, and p-aminobenzyl

cellulose, washing the adsorbate with a highly dilute

buffered electrolyte solution wherein said electrolyte is

selected from the group consisting of sodium ch'oride,

potassium chloride and ammon um chloride until a nearly

protein-free filtrate is obtained extracting the active sub-

stance from the adsorbate with a buffered solution con-

taining at least 1% of a member selected from the group

consisting of sodium chloride, potassium chloride and am-

monium chloride electrolyte.
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3,1MJ37
METHOD OF PREPARING A PLASMA PROTEIN
SOLUTION FREE OF ACTIVE HEPATITIS VIRUS
AND PRODUCT PRODUCED THEREBY

WUhclm Ancnwald, W«clirliigerstr»«e 22, Vlemui K,
Austria, and Johann EIM, WebUcbcncaMC 1, Vicima IV,

Austria
FUed Nov. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 149,663

Claims priority, application Austria Feb. 5, 1958

5 Claims. (CI. 167—74)
1. A method of preparing a heat-stable plasma pro-

tein solution free of active hepatitis virus from human

plasma comprising adding to the plasma a soluble in-

organic neutral salt and a monobasic fatty acid selected

from fatty acids having 12 to 18 carbon atoms, heating

the mixture to a temperature of about 55* C. at a pH

value of about 5.2. precipitating thereby all protein

fractions being unstable at said temperature, removing

the precipitate, separating the heat-stable proteins from

the inorganic neutral salt conUined in the remaining

solution, treating the separated heat-stable proteins to

obtain a solution having a content of 2 to 10 percent

of proteins, adjusting the pH value of this solution to

7.0 to 7.2, and treating the heat-stable protein fractions

contained in the resulting solution in the presence of

a stabilizer at a temperature of about 60* C. during

a period of about 10 hours.

3 IM 740
INTERRUPTED STARCH HYDROLYSIS

Robert W. Bond, Daricn, Cowl^ assignor to Com Prod-

ucts Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware
No Drawfaig. FUed Joly 17, 1961, Ser. No. 124,345

1 Claim. (CI. 195—31)
A process for preparing dextrose liquors high in dex-

trose content which comprises mixing an enzyoie prepa-

ration having giucamylase activity and a starch hydroly-

zate having a density within the range of 39" to about

45.5* Baum6 and a D.E. value within the range of about

9 to about 70%, whereby the enzyme remains in a sub-

stantially dormant state; and thereafter, when it is de-

sired to use the mixture, diluting said mixture to a con-

centration substantially less tlian 39' Baumi and allowing

the enzyme to convert the high molecular weight mate-

rial present in said hydrolyzate to dextrose.

3,160,738

UNIFORM RELEASE PROCESS
Chester John Carallito, Decatur, lU., assignor to Nelsler

Laboratories, Inc., Decatur, 01., a corporation of Dela-

ware
, , a MJ

No Drawing. ContinnatioB of application Ser. No.

396,751, Dec. 7, 1953. This application Aug. 9, 1961,

Ser. No. 130,261
1 Claim. (CI. 167—82)

The process which comiMiscs: orally administermg a

therapeutically active agent in the form of a tannic acid

salt thereof in combination with a non-toxic, polyanionic,

high-molccular-weight, polycarboxylic acid-containing

material of which the carboxylic acid radicals compete

with the materials of the gastrointestinal tract for the

active ingredient, wheicby a substantially uniform re-

lease-rate of the active ingredient into the system is

achieved.

3,100,739

PROCESS FOR DYEING HUMAN HAIR WITH
WATER SOLUBLE, QUATERNARY AMMONIUM
CONTAINING DYES

Wilhelm Jakob Kaiser and Peter Berth, Dusseldorf-Holt-

hausen, Germany, assignors to Therachcmie chemiscb

thenipcvtiadie Gesellschaft m.bJL, DusscMorf, Ger-

many
No Drawing. FUed Feb. 18, 1959, Ser. No. 793,986

Claims priority, application Germany Feb. 25, 1958

1 Claim. (CI. 167—«8)
A process for the dyeing of human hair, which com-

prises applying to said hair for approximately 15 to 30

minutes at a temperature of substantially 35° C. an aque-

ous solution of water-soluble dyestuflFs containing quater-

nary ammonium groups, being free from acidic groups

and having a cation which imparts dyestuff characteristics;

said quaternary ammonium groups containing a homocy-

dic aromatic radical, an amino group thereon, in ortho-

position to said amino group a nitro group, and in para-

position to said amino group the quaternary radical which

is bound to said aromatic radical by a member selected

from the group consisting of —NH—CO(CHa)n and

NH CH2(CHj)n» wherein n denotes a whole number

ranging from 1 to 20; said dycstuffs being selected from

the group consisting of monoazo dyes, thiazine dyes, and

dyes derived from nitrophenylene diamine.

3,100,741

ALCOHOL DEHYDRATION PROCESS
Archie Edward RogUUo, Baker, La^ anifiior to Ecso

Research and Engineering Company, a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Aug. 7, 1957, Ser. No. 676,790

5 Claims. (CI. 202—42)

1. In a method for dehydrating isopropanol wherein

crude aqueous isopropanol is fractionally distilled in a

fractionation zone at elevated temperatures and pressures

and in the presence of large amounts of ether and wherein

a gaseous ether-water mixture is recovered overhead, con-

densed and separated into ether and aqueous phases and

wherein the ether phase is separated in a separation zone

from said aqueous phase and recycled to the fractionation

zone as cither reflux, the improvenjent which comprises

adding to said ether reflux anhydrous ether, said an-

hydrous ether being in addition to said recycled ether

phase and constituting an amount of from 0.05 to 5.0

volume percent based on said recycled ether phase to

permit a substantially constant high crude isopropanol

feed rate.

3,100,742
FUEL ELEMENT FOR A NEUTRONIC REACTOR

Robert K. McGeary and Filz R. Wfaisiow, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to the United States of

America as represented by tiic United States Atomic
Energy Commission

FUed Mar. 17, 1958, Ser. No. 721,776

1 Claim. (CL 204—154J)

A method for producing a fuel element for a neutronic

reactor, said method comprising the steps of inserting a

plurality of UOj fuel pellets within an elongated stainless
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steel cladding tube, attaching an end plug to each end of

said tube, the length of said tube and the manner of at-

taching said end plugs being such that no void space ap-

pears between either of said end plugs and its adjacent

fuel peUet nor between adjacent fuel pellets, longitudinally

stretching said cladding tube by pulling in opposite direc-

tions on each end plug to separate each of said end plugs

from its adjacent fuel pellet and each of said fuel pellets

from adjacent fuel pellets, further stretching the wall of

said cladding tube to cause necking of the cladding tube

so that the localized necking portion of the wall of the

cladding tube engages each of said fuel peUets mde-

peodently to maintain said separation, and continuing

said stretching until said separation is equivalent to the

amount of differential thermal expansion between said

fuel pellets and said cladding tube at the temperature of

operation of said fuel element

regenerating said cresylate phase by steam distillation,

and extracting mercaptans from hydrocarbon mixture,

and wherein the viscosity at 100" F. of said cresylate

phase after aging by use increases to greater than about

700 SUS at 100" F. and the xylenol concentration in the

neutralizable organic material in the aged cresylate phase

increases to more than 15 percent by weight, the improve-

ment which comprises diluting said cresylate phase with

3,1N,743 _^,
SYSTEM FOR SUPPORTING NUCLEAR FUEL

IN ATOMIC REACTORS
Michel Aubert, Paris, Sebastlen Foglfa, VerrierM-le-

Bnisson, and Roland Roche, Clamart, France, asrignors

to Commissariat a PEnetgle Atomlque, Paris, France

FUed Not. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 854,155

Clafans priority, apirficatioa France Nov. 22, 1958

5 Claims. (Q. 204—If3J)

^,

at least one phenol having a concentration of xylenols

less than that of the aforesaid aged cresylate phase to

provide a modified treating agent the cresylate phase of

which has a viscosity at 100° F. not greater than about

600 SUS when in equilibrium with 50" Baum6 alkali

metal hydroxide and a xylenol content not in excess of

15 percent by weight of the neutralizable organic ma-

terial.

3,100,745
TREATMENT OF DEHYDROGENATION

VAPOR EFFLUENT
Bent Busdi-Petersen, Secane, Pa., and Robert G. Craig,

WUmington, Del., assignors to Air Products and Chem-

icals, Inc., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Sept. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 837,750

8 Clahns. (CL 208-^10)

1 In a support for fuel elements in a heterogeneous

atomic pile having a solid moderator stiucture with verti-

cal ducts therein, a hollow tubular armature section with-

in a duct, a fissionable fuel element spaced from and

within said armature section, a cylindrical piece withm

and spaced from said armature section adjacent the lower

end thereof, wire elements extending from said piece to

said armature section, said fuel element rcsUng on said

piece, said flexible wire elements being the sole support

for the weight of said fuel elements and of said piece, and

means for centering said fuel element in said armature

section.

3,100 744

MAINTAINING THE VBCOSFTY OF SOLUTIZER
SALT SOLUTIONS

Bmce C. Phenlx, Ir, Dorriss H. Merchant, and Owen R.

Mitchell, Beaumont, Tex., aadgnors to Socony Mobil

OU Company, Inc., a corporation of New York

FUed June 2, 1961, Ser. No. 114,493

7 Claims. (CI. 208—234)
1 In the treatment of hydrocarbon mixtures contam-

ing mercaptans wherein a hydrocarbon mixture contam-

ing mercaptans is contacted with a treating agent having

the capabilities of extracting mercaptans and comprising

a cresylate phase having a viscosity at 100* F. of about

300 to about 400 SUS to obtain a fouled treating agent.

1 . The method of recovering unsaturated C3-C5 hydro-

carbons from a dehydrogenator vapor effluent having a

low discharge pressure, below about 20 p.s.i.g., and con-

sisting predominantly of a mixture of saturated and un-

saturated C3-C5 hydrocarbons contaminated by relatively

small amounts of hydrogen and Cj-Ca hydrocarbons.
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which method compriseu the steps of: quenching said

vapor effluent to a temperature in the range of about

100-500° F.; contacting said quenched vapor effluent with

a compact mass of granular adsorbent material to thereby

selectively adsorb a fraction of said effluent containing

the substantial major ptirtion of said unsaturated hydro-

carbons as well as some of said saturated hydrocarboas,

said quenching and adsorbing treatments being carried

out at pressures slightly below said discharge pressure

and without intermediate pressuring; withdrawing from

said mass of adsorbent material the unadsorbed fraction

of said effluent, comprising a fuel gas mixture consisting

predominantly of said hydrogen and Ci-Cj hydrocarbons

together with the remaining saturated hydrocarbons;

compressing said unadsorbed fraction to the extent neces-

sary to render it available as fuel gas; passing a hot inert

gaseous material through said compact mass to strip

said granular material of the selectively adsorbed hydro-

carbons; withdrawing the total vapor effluent of said

stripping ?tep and separately compressing the same to a

pressure above about 65 p.s.i.g. sufficient to condense the

heavier hydrocarbon coitiponents; and recovering the de-

sired unsaturated C3-C5 hydrocarbons from the liquefied

product of such condensation.

central support for said lower article support surface, said

central support being adapted to be turned for rotating

said basket whereby due to centrifugal force material

loaded within the basket with its rotation is moved out-

wardly and through the space between adjacent rods with

the removed particle size increasing as articles are ejected

between the rods in a direction toward the ring-like

member.

9,100,747
FILTERING SYSTEMS

William R. Hall, 2416 Coicord St^ Waco, Tex.

FUcd Jan. 6, 1958, Scr. No. 707,178
8 Claims. (CI. 210—167)

3,100,746
SCREENING APPARATUS

Michael O. Holowaty, Gary, lad., assignor to Inland

Steel Company, Chicago, III., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Apr. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 23,467

18 CUims. (CI. 209—304)

I. Centrifugal screening apparatus comprising an in-

verted frusto-conical rotatable basket having a lower arti-

cle support surface, an upper ring-like member having rod-

locating and guiding means circumferentially spaced there-

on at substantially uniform circumferential distances, said

lower article support surface having a plurality of cir-

cularly located and substantially uniformly spaced rod-

receiving recesses, a plurality of spaced support rods each

anchored at one end in said recesses and at the other

end to said ring-like member for maintaining fixed spacing

between said lower article support surface and said ring-

like member, said article support surface also having addi-

tional rod-receiving recesses substantially uniformly spaced

and each located along a circular path thereon, a screen-

ing rod loosely supported at one end in each of the last-

named rod-receiving recesses and at the other end in

the ring-like member so as to bfe freely movable therein

for each of lateral, radial, and longitudinal movement, a

2. A filter system for a frying kettle comprising: a

closed chamber having an inlet at its upper end and an

outlet at its lower end; means for connecting the inlet

to the lower portion of the kettle, said inlet being disposed

above the upper level of the liquid in the kettle; pump
means connected to the outlet of the chamber for re-

ducing the pressure within the container whereby liquid

may be drawn from the kettle through the inlet into the

chamber, said pump means being adapted to discharge

fluids from the chamber back into the kettle; filter means

in the chamber interi>osed between the inlet and the

outlet; a receptacle disposed in said container; and means

in said chamber below said inlet and between said inlet

and said filter means for separating large particles of

foreign matter from the liquids drawn through the inlet

and depositing said foreign matter in said receptacle out

of contact with liquids being circulated through the con-

tainer from the inlet to the outlet thereof, said separating

means including a perforate receiving plate on which the

fluids from the inlet are discharged and a wiper blade

movable over said receiving plate to brush the particles

of foreign matter into the receptacle, said receiving plate

being perforated and having outer edges extending over

said receptacle, said liquids draining through said perfora-

tions, said food particles dropping over the edge of

the receiving plate into the receptacle.

3 100 748
LUBRICATING COMPOSITIONS

Harry F. Richards, Concord, and Stephen A. Herbert, Jr.,

Martinez, Calif., assignors to Shell Oil Company, a

corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 851,978

7 Claims. (CI. 252—46.7)
1. An improved mineral oil composition comprising a

major amount of mineral oil and from about 0.1% to 10%
by weight of a copolymer of an acrylate ester of an acrylic

acid and a C8_ig alkanol and a sulfur-containing acrylate

ester having the formula

R"'

CHf=C-COOR'-S-R"-Y

wherein R' and R" are Ca_i8 alkyl radicals, R'" is selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen and a methyl radical

and Y is selected from the group consisting of —OH,
GOGH, —C=N and —SH radicals, in the mol ratio of

from 1:10 to 10:1 respectively, said copolymer having a

molecular weight of from about 5000 to about 1,000,000.
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3,100,749
LUBRICATING COMPOSITIONS

Eugene Wittner, Florissant, Mo., and Irving Roiaisky,

East Alton, III., assignora to Shell Oil Company, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed May 16, 1960, Ser. No. 29,127

8 Claims. (CI. 252—49.9)
1. An improved corrosion resistant and detergent hy-

drocarbon lubricating oil composition comprising a major

amount of hydrocarbon lubricating oil and from 27c to

10% by weight total of a copolymer mixture of (A) and

(B) of which copolymer (A) comprises 10-25^'c by

weight and copolymer (B) comprises 90-75% by weight

of the total polymer mixture and copolymer (A) is a

copolymer of a mixture of 20-30% by weight of a vinyl-

pyridine and 80-70% by weight of a Cio 20 alky! meth-

acrylate having a molecular weight of 50,000 to 300.000

and a nitrogen content of from 2.5% to 3.5% and (B)

is a copolymer of a vinylpyridine and a mixture of two

dissimilar acrylates one being a Cio_jo alkyl methacrylate

and the other being a Ci_4 alkyl methacrylate which

constitutes 10-30% by weight of the total acrylate mix-

ture, the copolymer having a molecular weight of from

400,000 to 800,000 and a nitrogen content of from 0.3

to 1%.

3,100,750

PROCESS FOR POLYMERIZATION OF
VICINAL EPOXIDES

Frederick E. Bailey, Jr., Charleston, Fred N. Hill, South

Charleston, and John T. Fitzpatrick, Charleston,

W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide Corporation, a

corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 26, 1958, Ser. No. 776,408

15 Clahns. (CI. 260—2)
1. A process which comprises conUcting a 1,2-alkylene

oxide having the following formula:

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and an

alkali metal.

12. The process of making novel polymers which com-

prises refluxing in aqueous solution and at a pH between

about 7.0 and about 11. a mixture of formaldehyde, an

imidodisulfamide of structure

K, -N-SOj-N-.^Oi-.N-Ri
I !

'

1{ M H

where Ri is a member selected from the group of hydro-

gen, lower primary alkyl and lower secondary alkyl

radicals and M is an alkali metal, and a 1,3,5-triazine

of structure

/X
N N

HiN-l J-NHi

wherein R is selected from the group of lower alkyl,

aryl, and

—

N

\

R'

R'

Ki
\ /

Ri

/ \ / \.r
II O H

wherein each Ri. individually, is selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, haloaryl, a hydrocarbon radical

free from ethylenic and acetylenic unsaturation, and a por-

tion of a saturated cycloaliphatic hydrocarbon nucleus

which nucleus contains from 4 to 10 carbon atoms includ-

ing both epoxy carbon atoms shown in the above formula;

with from 0.01 to 5 weight percent, based on the weight

of 1,2-aIkylene oxide, of a catalyst selected from the

group consisting of metal alcoholates and metal lAcno-

latcs, the metal portion of both being of the group con-

sisting of calcium, strontium, and barium; at a tempera-

ture in the range of from about 70* to 150° C; and for a

period of time sufficient to produce a polymer.

3,100,751

POLYMERS FROM CONDENSATIONS OF FORMAL-
DEHYDE WITH SULFAMIDES

Herbert Q. Smith, Trenton, NJ^ "nd Francis L. Scott,

EUdns Park, Pa., assignors to Pennsalt Chemicals Cor-

poration, PhiUdelphia, Pa., a corporation of Pennsyl-

'^No Drawhig. Filed Feb. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 7,750

19 Claims. (CI. 260—2.2)

1. A polymer obtained by refluxing at a pH between

about pH 7 and pH 1 1 an aqueous solution comprising

at least a stoichiometric amount of formaldehyde with

an imidodisulfamide having the structure

H—N—SOt—N—SOt—N'—

H

Ri M Ri

where Ri is a radical selected from the group of (a) hydro-

gen and (b) primary and secondary alkyl radicals

conuining from one to eighteen carbon atoms and M is

radicals, R' and R" are selected from the group of

hydrogen and lower alkyl radicals, the amount of form-

aldehyde taken being between 2 and 25 moles per mole

of triazine.

3,100,752

FLEXIBLE URETHANE FOAMS AND A PROCESS
FOR PRODUCING SAME

Bernard A. Dombrow, Teaneck, NJ., assignor to Nopco

Chemical Company, Harrison, NJ., a corporation of

New Jersey ^^„ „,^
No Drawing. FUed Nov. 26, 1957, Ser. No. 698,936

23 Claims. (CI. 260—2.5)
1. A flexible urethane foam produced by mixing a

polyester prepolymer with water and an activator therefor

in the presence of from about 0.1% to about 3.0% based

upon the weight of said prepolymer. of at least one com-

pound selected from the group consisting of trialkyl phos-

phates, trialkyl borates, and trialkyl phosphites in which

said alkyl substituent contains from about 2 to 12 carbon

atoms, said polyester prepolymer being the reaction prod-

uct of an organic polyisocyanate and a polyester which

is the reaction product of a mixture of at least one dihy-

dric alcohol, at least one dicarboxylic acid and up to

minor quantities of at least one polyhydric alcohol con-

taining at least three hydroxyl groups, said polyester hav-

ing a hydroxyl number between about 40 to 80 and a

relatively low acid number, said polyisocyanate and poly-

ester being present in such quantities to provide the poly-

isocyana'-i-polyester reaction product with a ratio of iso-

cyanate groups to hydroxyl groups of 1.05 (NCO):l(OH)

to6(NCO):UOH).

3,100,753

COMPOSITION COMPRISING A MIXTURE OF
POLYETHYLENE AND AN ALKYLALKOXY-
SILANE

Framrozc J. Spencer, Dickinson, Tex., assignor to Mon-

santo Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mc a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawhig. Filed Aug. 21, 1958, Ser. No. 756,290

8 Claims. (CI. 260-^29.1)

1. A plastic composition comprising polyethylene and

from about 0.05% to about 5% by wci^t of said poly-

ethylene of a silane of the fonnula

fR,_0—Si-Ri

i.
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wherein Ri and Rj are alkyl radicals ccxitaining from 1

to 8 carbon atoms and Rs and R4 arc chosen from the

group consisting of alkyl and alkoxy radicals containing

from 1 to 8 carbon atoms.

3,100,754

POTENTIALLY REACTIVE UREA-FORMALDE-
HYDE ADHESIVE SYSTEM

Clifford C. Booth and Robert B. Dean, Bainbrldge, N.Y.,

assignors to The Borden Company, a corporation of

New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed May 23, 1958, Ser. No. 737,224

2 Claims. (CI. 260—29.4)

1. An adhesive composition for bonding wood under

heat and pressure comprising a thermosetting water solu-

ble aminoplast resin, which is a condensation product of

1.6-2.5 moles of formaldehyde with a material selected

from the group consisting of (1) 1 mole of urea, (2)

0.1 mole of melamine, and (3) mixtures thereof, a

hardener therefor in the proportion of about 7-23 parts

for 100 parts dry weight of the resin, the hardener con-

sisting essentially of approximately 10% -50% of urea.

2.57o-ll% of ammonia in aqueous solution and am-

monium nitrate in amount to make the total 100%, and

water, the total water content being adequate to dissolve

the said resin and hardener.

3,100,755

COATING COMPOSITION COMPRISING A VINYL
ACETATE UNSATURATED CARBOXYLIC ACID
COPOLYMER AND AN ORGANIC BASE DIS-

SOLVED IN AN ORGANIC SOLVENT AND
ARTICLE THEREWITH

Joseph R. Ehriich, 1793 Riverside Di+re, New Yorii, N.Y.

No Drawhig. Filed Apr. 13, 1959, Ser. No. 805,703

23 Claims. (CI. 260—29.6)
13. A liquid coating composition which is a lacquer

characterized in that the film provided thereby upon

evaporation of the solvent thereof is insoluble in water

and after contact with water is strippable by mechanical

action from a surface protected thereby, said composition

comprising, as the lacquer solvent, a volatile organic

solvent containing less than 5% water, a resin dissolved

in said solvent and an organic nitrogen base dissolved

in said solvent, said resin being a co-polymer of vinyl-

acetate and an unsaturated carboxylic acid containing a

tot^l of four carbon atoms and selected from the group

consisting of maleic, fumaric, crotonic. and isocrotonic

acid, and being non-hydrolyzable in water, said resin con-

taining from 95% to 99.5% vinylacetate groups and

from 0.5 to 5% of the carboxylic acid groups, said nitro-

gen base being 0.5 part to 10 parts by weight to 100 parts

by weight of said co-polymer, said organic nitrogen base

being substantially non-volatile at 20° C. to 30° C. under

normal atmospheric pressure of 760 millimeters of mer-

cury, and being soluble in said solvent in amount of at

le>ast 1 part of nitrogen base in 100 parts of solvent.

wherein n is a number from 2 to 6 and jc is a number

from 1 to 3, and said polyglycidyl ether having an cpoxy

equivalency of greater than 2; and a liquid diepoxide

having a viscosity not exceeding about 10,000 centipoises

at 25* C, said liquid diepoxide being present in an

amount of about 12 percent by weight to about 50 per-

cent by weight, based on the weight of the said poly-

glycidyl ether.

3,100,757
POLYMERIZATION OF ALIPHATIC MONOMERS
IN PRESENCE OF AROMATIC-OLEFIN COPOLY-
MER AND RESULTING PRODUCT

William H. Smyers, 229 Sylvania Place, Westfield, NJ.,

and David W. Young, 18508 Clyde Ave., Home-
wood, ni.

No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.

309,378, Sept. 12, 1952. This appUcatioa June 3,

1959, Ser. No. 817,729
13 Claims. (CI. 260—45^)

5. Process which comprises dissolving about 5 to 50%

by weight of a copolymer of about 10-60% by weight of

a polymerizable mono-olefinic aromatic compound se-

lected from the group consisting of hydrocarbons and

chlorostyrenes. and about 90-40% of a mono-olefin of

2 to 8 carbon atoms, having an intrinsic viscosity above

0.5 and having an iodine number less than 10, in 50 to

95% by weight of a compatible heat polymerizable mono-

mer comprising at lea't 74% by weight of an unsaturated

aliphatic compound selected from the group consisting

then heating the resultant mixture at about 20°-125' C.

to effect polymerization of said heat-polymerizable

monomer in situ in the presence of said aromatic-olefin

copolymer.

3,100,758
VINYL HALIDE COPOLYMERS WITH OXIRANE-
CONTAINING SIDE GROUPS HAVING IM-
PROVED HEAT STABILITY

Abraham Rawe, Chicago, and Joseph T. KhamIs, Brook-

6eld, III., asslgnora to Continental Can Company, Inc.,

New York, N.Y., a corporatioa of New York
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 31, 1959, Ser. No. 863,099

16 Claims. (CL 260—45.5)

1. The method of forming vinyl halide copolymers

with oxirane-containing side groups which comprises

heating an organic solvent solution containing a vinyl

halide polymer, an oxirane-containing component se-

lected from the class consisting of glycidyl acrylate.

glycidyi methacrylate, glycidyl vinyl ether, buudiene

monoxide, and dipentene monoxide, and a free radical po-

lymerization catalyst, at a temperature oi 60 to 100 de-

grees C, thereby effecting bonding of the said compo-
nent as grafted branches upon the vinyl halide polymer

as a backbone, and effecting polymerization of the said

component in extension of the grafted branches.

3,100,756
COMPOSITION CONSISTING ESSENTIALLY OF A
POLYGLYCIDYL ETHER AND A LIQUID DI-

EPOXIDE AND CURED PRODUCT
John S. Fry, Wayne, NJ., assignor to Union Carbide

Corporation, a corporation of New York
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 15, 1958, Ser. No. 728,509

17 Claims. (CI. 260—30.4)
1. A composition consisting essentially of a polygly-

cidyl ether of a polyphenylol, said phenylol having 2x+l
polyphenylol groups in its molecule which are linked to-

gether by X number of unsaturated aldehyde residues hav-

ing the general formula

-jt-CbHi*-^ CH

3,100,759

METHODS OF PREPARING ELAffTDMERS OF
THE POLYURETHANE TYPE

Gabriel Xavier Roger Boosan* Chamallcrca, and Lonii

Pierre Francois Andre Ncavillc and Jean-Marie

Maasoubre, Clcrmont-FerTand, France, assignon to

MIcbelhi A Clc, acrmont-Ferrand, Franc*

No Drawing. FUed Jane 23, 1960, Ser. No. 38,128

Claims priority, application France June 26, 1959

10 Claims. (CL 260—77.5)

1 . The process for the preparation of a stable di-termi-

nally unsaturated branched chain pdyurethane elastomer

which oom{Mises the steps of (1) mixing and heating at

a temperature from about 70* C. to about 90' C. for

from about 10 to about 60 minutes (a) a sattirated pc^y-

meric dihydroxy compound having a molecular weight

of 750 to 10,000, {b) an organic diiaocyanate, and (c) a
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saturated bifunctional compound having a molecular

weight below about 250 selected from the group consist-

ing of water, diols, diamines, amino-alcohols and dicar-

boxylic acids thereby forming a homogenized liquid mix-

ture of (fl), (fc) and (c) and further heating said homog-

enized liquid mixture at a temperature of about 120' C.

for from about 5 to about 10 hours thereby forming (d)

a branched chain polyurethanc elastomer having from 1

to 17 branched chains and having at substantially all

terminal portions thereof free isocyanate groups, and (2)

reacting by thoroughly mixing at a temperature from

about 50° C. to about 60° C. said (d) branched chain

polyurethane elastomer with an equivalent amount of {e)

a di-ethylenically unsaturated compound which is mono-

functional with respect to isocyanate having the formula

\
/

Zi

Q-H

where Q is a saturated trivalent radical having the single

terminal hydrogen atom H reactive with isocyanate and

Zi and Zj are monovalent mooo-ethylenically unsaturated

aliphaUc hydrocarbon radicals having up to 10 carbon

atoms with the unsaturation being furnished by groups

selected from the group consisting of vinyl and allyl to

block the free isocyanate groups and thereby form (/)

a Stable di-terminal unsaturated branched chain poly-

urethane elastomer.

trifluoride, beryllium chloride, beryllium bromide, beryl-

lium iodide, magnesium chloride, magnesium bromide,

magnesium iodide, calcium chloride, calcium bromide,

calcium iodide, strontium chloride, strontium bromide,

strontium iodide, barium chloride, barium bromide, bar-

ium iodide, zinc chloride, zinc bromide, zinc iodide, cad-

mium chloride, cadmium bromide, cadmium iodide, alu-

minum chloride, aluminum bromide, and aluminum io-

dide, the said member being mixed in a proportion of 0.5

to 2.0 moles thereof per mole of said monomer, whereby

a preformed complex is formed from said member in said

monomer, and. then bringing together under substantially

anhydrous and 'anaerobic conditions at a temperature

from —90° C. to 50° C. and in admixture with an organic

solvent inert to organo-magnesium compounds the mon-

omer containing said preformed complex and 0.001 to 0.1

mole of an organo-magnesium compound per mole of

said monomer, said organo-magnesium compound being

of the formula
R_Mg—

Y

wherein R is one of the class consisting of alkyl. cyclo-

alkyl, aralkyl, aryl, alkoxyaryl. alkenyl, aralkenyl. and

alkynyl groups of at least two carbon atoms and Y is a

member of the class consisting of chlorine, bromine, io-

dine, and a substituent defined by R, whereby monomer is

converted to polymer.

3,100,760

POLYMERIC ADHESIVES AND METHOD
OF PREPARATION

Harold P. Brown, Maxie R. Walters, and John F. Ander-

son, Akron, Ohio, assignors to The B. F. Goodrich

Company, New York, N.Y., a cp»Por«tion of New York

No Drawing. FOed Oct 10, 1960, Ser. No. 61,393

15 Claims. (CL 260—86.1)
1. The adhesive composition which is a copolymer

formed by polymerizing a monomeric mixture composed

of two esters of acrylic acid, said monomeric mixture se-

lected from the group consisting of:

(a) 40 to 60 weight percent of n-butyl acrylate and

40 to 60 weight percent of t-butyl acrylate,

(ft) 20 to 50 weight percent of n-butyl acrylate and

50 to 80 weight percent of t-amyl acrylate,

(c) 70 to 80 weight percent of n-butyl acrylate and

20 to 30 weight percent of alpha-naphthyl acrylate.

(d) 70 to 80 weight percent of n-butyl acrylate and

20 to 30 weight percent of beta-naphthyl acrylate,

(e) 50 to 60 weight percent of n-butyl acrylate and

40 to 50 weight percent of phenyl acrylate. and

(/) 30 to 50 weight percent of 2-ethylhexyl acrylate

and 50 to 70 weight percent of t-butyl acrylate.

3 100 761

POLYMERIZATION PROCESS WTTH A CATALYST
SYSTEM OF METAL HALIDE AND ORGANO-
MAGNESIUM COMPOUND ^ . ^ _.

Robert P. Fellman, Lcvlttown, WOIiam E. Goode, Yard-

ley, and Frederick H. Owens, Croydon, Pa., assignors

to Rohm A Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a cor-

poration of Delaware ^^ ^^^ ,^,
No Drawing. FUed Jnly 24, 1958, Ser. No. 750,563

15 Claims. (O. 26»—88.7)
1. A process for preparing a polymer from at least one

monomer from the class consisting of acrylonitrile, meth-

acrylonitrile, and esters of acrylic acid and of methacryhc

acid and an alcohol, the non-hydroxyl portion of which

is free of groups having reactive hydrogen as determined

by the Zcrewitinoff test, which comprises first mixing to-

gether under substantially anhydrous conditions and be-

fore organo-ma«mesium compound is introduced a said

monomer and a member of the class consisting of boron

3,100.762

POST-HALOGENATION OF HALOGEN
CONTAINING RESINS

Joseph C. Shockney, Oeveland, Ohio, assignor to The

B. F. Goodrich Company, New York, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of New York
No Drawfaig. Filed Apr. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 101,654

9aaims. (CI. 260—92.8)
1. A non-catalytic process for producing chlonnated

polyvinyl chloride resin having a density within the range

of from about 1.43 to 1.65 grams/cc. at 25* C. compris-

ing passing chlorine gas into an agitated suspension of

a minor proportion of a macro-granular polyvinyl chlo-

ride resin having substantially all its particles above 10

microns in diameter, said particles containing between

about 5 and about 50% by volume of pore space, m
a major proportion of an aqueous medium containing

about 5% to about 25% by volume, based on the total

liquid pontent of said medium, of a chloromethane as a

swelling agent while maintaining said suspension at a

temperature of from 60 to 100° C. and a pressure of

from 20 to 80 p.s.i.g. in the substantial absence of oxygen

and photo-illumination, said polyvinyl chloride resin hav-

ing a molecular weight at least equivalent to that of a

polyvinyl chloride of specific viscosity 0.40, separating the

solid, macro-granular product from said suspension and

neutralizing said solid product, said product characterized

by having a heat distortion temperature measured by

ASTM Test Method D648 which is at least 20° C. higher

than that of the unchlorinated polyvinyl chloride resm.

3,100,763

CONTROLLED SUSPENSION POLYMERIZATION
Paul D. Meek, Joseph R. Snyder, Birt Allison, and George

Grimes, Big Spring, Tex., assignors to Cosden Petro-

leum Corporation, Big Spring, Tex., a corporation of

Delaware „^. .,.
FUed Aug. 3, 1959, Ser. No. 831,269

3 Claims. (CL 260—93.5)
1. In the suspension polymerization of styrene mono-

mer catalyzed with ^ peroxy catalyst by agitation of a

suspension of the styrene catalyzed monomer in water to

form an agitated suspension of small liquid droplets which

sometimes tend to coalesce into a large partially polym-

erized mass at an intermediate stage of the suspension

polymerization, said tendency to coalesce being indicated
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further by an abnormal rise in pH of the suspension po-

lymerization system, the step of adjusting the pH of the

suspension system to a condition approximately normal

for this suspension polymerization system when com-

pared to an average pH-time profile curve having the

OH

OH

H

V
)--

and

form illustrated in FIG. 1, said adjustment of the pH

being effected by adding to the suspension system a quan-

tity sufficient to effect the necessary pH reduction of a

substance selected from the group consisting of an acid, a

peroxy catalyst and both an acid and a peroxy catalyst.

NHi

3,100,764

CONTROL OF PENTANE-SOLUBLE POLYMERS IN

THE POLYMERIZATION OF PROPYLENE
James L. Jezl, Swarlhmore, Habet M. Khclghattan,

Springfield, and Louise D. Hague, Vlllanova, Fa.,

assignors to Sun OU Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a cor-

poration of New Jersey ^, .- ,«
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 47,353

10 Claims. (CI. 260—93.7)

6. A process for polymerizing propylene which com-

prises contacting propylene at a temperature of from

30° C. to 200° C. with a catalyst system consisting essen-

tially of a halide selected from the group consisting of

titanium trichloride and titanium tetrachloride, an organo-

aluminum compound selected from the group consisting

of aluminum alkyls and aluminum alkyl halides, and an

N-substituted pyrrolidone, the substituent being selected

from the group consisting of alkyls and alkenyl radicals,

wherein the atomic ratio of aluminum to titanium is from

1 1 to 10- 1 and the atomic ratio of aluminum to pyrroli-

done is from 30: 1 to 3 : 2. and recovering a solid, predomi-

nantly isouctic, polymer of propylene.

wherein Y is a member selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl; Z is a member se-

lected from the group consisting of hydrogen, sulfamyl,

sulfo. halo and lower alkyl; and the metal has an atomic

number greater than 23 and less than 30.

3,100,767
WATER-SOLUBLE DISAZO DYESTUFFS

Raymond Gunst, Binningen, Switzerland, assignor to

Ciba Company, Inc., Fair Lawn, NJ.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 832,167

Claims priority, application Switzerland Aug. 1 1, 1958

5 Claims. (CI. 260—153)

1. Water-soluble disazo-dyestuffs of the formula

R_N=N- -0.-iC.-iHi,-

3,100,765 ,_^
REACTION PRODUCTS OF A SULFUR CHLORIDE

aSdn,n'-dialkylphenylenediamines
Harry E. Albert, Lafayette HIII, Pa.,

"f.'*"**' Au. !
Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, a

corporation of Ohio oAa'yyA
NoDrawtaig. Filed Sept. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 840,224

1 Claim. (CI. 260—132)

The reaction product of 0.5 to 2.0 moles of a sulfur

chloride from the class consisUng of sulfur monochloride

and sulfur dichloride and 1.0 mole of a para-N,N -dialkyl-

phenylenediamine in which each alkyl group contains 1

to 12 carbon atoms, said reactants being reacted at sub-

stantially atmospheric pressure without substantial ex-

ternal heating, in the presence of an inert solvent with

substantially simultaneous neutralization of the hydrogen

chloride formed.

3 100 766
metallized AZO dyes FROM 2-AMINO-

PYRIDINE-l-OXIDE
Charies E. Lewis, Someryllle, NJ^ assignor to American

Cyanamid Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation

No D*rawtag. Filed May 19, 1961, Ser. No. 111,134

3 Claims. (CI. 260-146)

1. A metal complex of a 2-(R-azo)-monazine-N-oxide

wherein the monazine radical contains less than three

six-membered rings and R is a radical selected from the

group consisting of

wherein R is a member selected from the group consisting

of monosulfophenyl, disulfophenyl, monosulfonaphthyl

and disulfonaphthyl; n is a posiUve whole number of at

most 2; Ri is ortho-sulfophenyl; and one of the X's and

one of the Y's each represents a sulfonic acid group, the

other X and the other Y being a hydrogen atom.

3,100,768

AZO DYESTUFFS
Raymond Gunst, Bimdngen, Switzerlaiid, aarignor to Clba

Limited, Basel, Swtaerland, a compuy «* Switeerlwid

No Drawing. FUed July 17, IWl, S«. No. 124,361

Claims priority, appUcatioa SwUzcriaad July 17, 1959

7 Clafans. (CI. 260—153)

1 . A watersoluble moooazo dyestuff which corresponds

to the formula
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X

R—N=N—r > / ^
N .\

-N'H-r C-NH-i^N
\ ^

.N

x/
/

(SO.lDp-

{SOiH)„-i NH

SOiH

R4-5-pyridyl-l-Ri-3-R3-3H-l,4-benzodiazepin-2(lH) -one

4-oxide, and medicinally acceptable acid-addition salts

thereof, wherein Ri, Rj and R3 are selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl; and R4 is selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, halogen, and nitro.

4. 7-bromo-5- ( 4-pyridyl ) -3H- 1 ,4-bcnzodiazepin - 2( IH)-

one.

wherein n and p each is a whole positive number up to

2 and R represents a member selected from the group

consisting of the sulfobenzene and sulfonaphthalene radi-

cals and X a member selected from the group consisting

of a bromine and a chlorine atom.

3,100,769
DISAZO DYES

Ermanno Gaetani, Milan, Italy, assignor to Aziende

Colori Nazionall AffinI ACNA S.p.A., MUan, Italy, a

corporation of Italy

No Drawing. FUed Apr. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 22,125

Claims priority, application Italy Dec. 15, 1959

5 Claims. (CL 260—186)
1. A disazo dye, insoluble in water, selected from the

group consisting of dyes of the formulae

:

DC Hi OCHi CH,

<:
-N=N

<!>''=•"'

OCHi

<i
-N=N

and

OCHi

3,100,771
ANDROSTANOI34-cl-5'-HYDROXY-A»'-ISOXAZO.
LINES AND THE PREPARATION THEREOF

Andrew John Manson, North Greenbush, N.Y., assignor

to Sterling Drug Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 216,076

6 Clahns. (CI. 260—239.55)
1. A compound of the formula

OR'

wherein R and R" are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen and carboxylic acyl radicals having from

one to ten carbon atoms and a molecular weight less than

200; and R' is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen, lower-alky 1 and lower-alkynyl.

3,100,772
METHOD FOR PREPARING PHENOTHIAZINE

DERIVATIVES
Martin L. Kantor, Downingtown, and Samuel Tubis, Ore-

land, Pa., assizors to American Home Products Cor-
poration, New Yoric, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Sept. 28, 1956, Ser. No. 612,881

8 Claims. (CI. 260—243)
1. The process comprising reacting a phenothiazine

compound having the formula

H

where X stands for a member of the group consisting

of hydrogen, halogen, lower alkyl, —O- lower alkyl and
—CO -lower alkyl with a halogenated alkylamine having

the formula

Hal-alk-Ni
\
Rt

wherein "Hal" stands for a halogen atom of the group

consisting of chlorine and bromine, "alk" represent a

divalent lower alkylene radical having 2 to 4 carbon

atoms and

3,100,770
5-PYRIDYL-l,4-BENZODIAZEPINE

COMPOUNDS
Rodney Ian Fryer, West Orange, Robert Angnst Schmidt,

Walllngton, and Leo Henryk Stembach, Upper Mont-
clair, NJ., assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc^
Nntlcy, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawhig. FUed Aug. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 130,757

8 Claims. (CI. 260—239J)
1. A compound selected frmn the group consisting of

7-R4-5-pyridyl-l-Ri-3-R3-3H-l,4 - benzodiazepin - 2( IH)-

one, medicinally acceptable acid-addition salts thereof, 7-

/
\

Ri

N

Ri

Stands for a member of the group consisting of di-(lower-

alkyl ) -amino, pyrrolidino and piperidino, the reaction

being carried out at a temperature in the range of about
25* C. to about 80° C, in the presence of sodium hy-

dride as a condensing agent and in a solvent medium of

the group consisting of dimethyl formamide and a low-

boiling aromatic hydrocarbon solvent containing at least

about 10% by volume of dimethyl formamide.
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3,100,773

METHOD OF PREPARING AMINOAZOLEDI-
SULFIDES

George D. Louth, Doylestown, and Marlyn J. Brock,

Akron, Ohio, assignors to The Ffrestone Th-e & Rub-

ber Company, Akron, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

No Drawing. Filed May 20, 1959, Ser. No. 814,389

8 Claims. (CI. 260—247.1)

I. The method of preparing an amino azoic disulfide

which comprises reacting (a) an amine disulfide of the

general formula:

B B
\ /
^f_s,_N

in which the nitrogen substituents, R's, are selected from

the class consisting of aliphatic radicals, cycloaliphatic

radicals, aralkyl radicals and cycloaliphaUc rings formed

by the joining together of the pair of R's on a nitrogen

atom with (fc) a mercapto azole selected from the class

consisting of mercaptothiazoles, mercaptoimidazoles. and

mercaptooxazoles, said amine sulfide being reacted in the

ratio of one mole of said amine sulfide to from one to

two moles of said mercapto azole.

5. The method of preparing 2-(4-morphohnyldUhJo)

benzothiazole which comprises reacting N,N'-dithio-bis-

3 100 775
a-PHENYIXPYRTOYL OR PIPERroYL)ALKYL
ESTERS OF (CHLORO OR LOWER ALKOXY)-
BENZOIC ACIDS AND CONGENERS

Kurt J. Rorig, Glcnrlcw, Dl., aarignor to G. D. Searle &
Co., Chicago, Dl., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawfaig. FUed Apr. 1, 1959, Ser. No. 803^71
16 Clafans. (CI. 260—295)

I. A compound of the formula

V 1
Ph'-CH-Alk.-O-C-Alk.-Ph"

wherein Pyr is selected from the group consisting of radi-

cals of the formulas

morpholine with 2-mcrcaptobenzothiazole.

3,100,774

PHOSPHORUS BORON COMPOUNDS
Theodor Reetz, Webster Groves, Mo., assignor to Mon-

santo Chemical Company, St. Lools, Mo., a corporation

No'DrawtoJ. Filed July 29, 1959, Ser. No. 830,197

20 Claims. (CI. 260—293)
.

18. N,N',N"-(pentamethylene) phosphorous triamide

borane.

19. A compound of the formula

X
/

HiBP—X'

lower nlkyl

I

where X, X' and X" each represent a member of the
p^^, .^ selected from the group consisting of radicals of

group consisting of the formulas

/
R

-N
/

i

\

-N
\
R'

CHt—CHi

CHi—CHi

X\

loirer alkyl

A
and

CHt-CHi

\

V
CH»-CHi

wherein R and R' are each selected from the group con-

sisUng of hydrogen, alkyl and mono and dihaloalkyl of

from 1 to 12 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl and mono and

dihalocycloalkyl of from 5 to 6 carbon atoms, mono-

cyclic aromatic hydrocarbon of up to 8 carbon atoms

and mono and dihalomonocyclic aromaUc hydrocarbon

of up to 8 carbon atoms, benzyl and mono and diahalo-

benzyl and naphthyl and mono and dihalonaphthyl. the

halogen atoms of said mono and dihalo groups bemg se-

lected from the group consisting of chlorine and bromme,

provided that at least one of R and R' must be other than

hydrogen.

CI

A

Alk„ and Alk„ are each selected from the group con-

sisting of radicals of the formulas

—CH=CH— —C«H»—

separating the radicals attached thereto by fewer than 5

cajbon atoms, x being represenUUve of a po«Uve inteier

leM than 6; n and m are selected from the group conust-
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ing of and the positive integer 1; and Ph" is selected

from the group consisting of radicals of the formulas

/x

SX

O -lower klkyl

0-k>wer alkyl

O -lower tlkyl

-O -lower alkyl

O -tower alkyl

3 100 777
6-METHYL.9«-FLUOr6.1iJ-HYDROXY - 4,6 - PREG-
NADIENE-3,20-DIONE AND THE 11-KETO ANA-
LOGUE THEREOF, THEIR CORRESPONDING
16a-METHYL DERTVATTVES AND THE 1-DEHY-
DRO COUNTERPARTS OF THE FOREGOING

George B. Spcro, Kalamazoo, Mkfa., assignor to The
Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich., a corporation of

Dcteware
No Drawing. FUed May 31, 1962, Ser. No. 198,748

9 Clafans. (CI. 260—397.3)
1. A 6-methyl-9a-fluoro- 11 -oxygenated compound of

the formula

CHi
CHi

i=0

3,10«,776

JOVEL 2-Rr3n,4,7a.TETRAHYDRO-4,7^i,RrY)-R4-
ISOINDOLINES AND THE CORRESPONDING
3a,4,5,6,7,7a-HEXAHYDRO COMPOUNDS

:;eoi|c iRbnd Poos, AmUer, Pa^ aKigDor to McNefl

Laboratories, Incoiporated, a corporatioa tA Pennsyl-

vanla
No Drawfaig. Filed Imm 2, 1961, Ser. No. 114,287

nOafam. (a.260—296)
1. A member selected from the group consisting of

2 - R,a,4.7,7a-tetrahydro-4,7-(R,,RrY)-R4 - isoindolines,

the cMTCsponding 3a,4,5,6,7,7a-hexahydro compounds,

their N-oxides, therapeutically active acid addition salts

and quaternary ammonium compounds selected from the

group consisting of lower alkyl halides, lower alkenyl

haiides. di-lower alkyl sulfates, lower alkyl to'yl sulfo-

nates and the corresponding hydroxides, wherein each of

Ri, R,, R, and Ri is, interchangeably, a member selected

from the group consisting of unsubstituted phenyl, tolyl

and naphthyl and substituted with a member of the group

consisting of hydroxy, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, lower

alkenyloxy, oxa-lower-alkoxy, halo, di-lower alkylamino

and amino-lower alkoxy; lower alkyl; hydroxy lower

alkyl, amino-lower alkyl; pyrrolidyl; piperidyl; morpholyl;

thiamorpholyl; pyridyl; thienyl; furyl; piperazinyl; benzyl;

phenethyl; each of R, and Rt is further, interchangeably,

a member of the group consisting of hydrogen, carbox-

amide and styryl; R* is further, a member of the group

consisting of hydroxy, amino and an oxygen atom joined

through single bonds to each of two adjacent carbon

atoms; Y is a member of the group consisting of hydroxy

lower alkyl and epoxy lower alkyl chain from two to

seven carbon atoms attached to the isoindoline nucleus

at the 4,7-positions through a single carbon atom.

7. 8-phenyl pyridylmethylene-2-lower alkyl-3a,4,7,7a-

tetrahydrO-4,7-lower alkanoisoindoline.

798 O.Q.—28

CHi

-R

Hi

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of the

^-hydroxymethylene radical

(0H\

and the carbonyl radical (>C=0), R is selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen and methyl and the

linkage between carbon atoms 1 and 2 is selected from

those consisting of single and double bonds.

3 190 778
DERIVATIVES OF 1,3^ TRIMETHYL-SPIRO

(2H-l'.BENZOPYRAN-2,2'-INDOLENE)
Elliot Berman, East Brafaitree, Mass., assignor to The

National Cash Register Company, Dayton, OUo, a
corporation of Maryland
No Drawfaig. FUed May 9, 1961, Ser. No. 108,710

6 Clafans. (Q. 260—319)
1. A compound of the formula

H|C CHi

/^y3\

CHi

wherein Ri is at least two members independently selected

from the class consisting of —NGj, —OCHj, —CI, —Br,

—I. and —F; said independently selected members con-

sisting of:

(a) at least one but no mwe than two —NOj groups

and,

(6) at least one member from said class other than

the—NOj group,

said members being so selected that the compound, when

dissolved in ethanol, satisfies the exfM'ession:

3.10992 < 3.41 X) «r(ftt, 9)<5.19343
5'<«<8'

wherein Ri represents the selected class members, q stands

for the ring positions to which such members are attached,

and

»'<f<8'

represents the sum of the substituent constant sigma values

of said selected members when attached at independently
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selected 5', 6', 7', and 8' ring positions, and wherein said 6. D - (— ) - thrco - 1 - (p-nitrophenyl) - 2 - dichloro-

values are as follows: acetamido-3-aminoacetoxy- 1 -propanol ascorbate.

Ri
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3,100,791
2-BORABENZOXAZOLOBORAZINES AND A

METHOD FOR THEIR PREPARATION
Bernard Rudner, Pittsburgh, and James J. Harris, Oalt-

mont, Pa^ assignors to Koppers Company, Inc., a cor-

poration of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dee. 17, 1959, Scr. No. 860,072

7 Claims. (CI. 260—462)
1. 3,5-di-(2-anisyl) - 4,6 - dichloro-l-2-(2-boraben20x-

azolo- ( 3,2-a 1 - ) borazinc.

3. Method of making a borazinc having from one to

three aroxazolo ring systems fused to the borazinc nucleus

comprising reacting at a temperature between 25' C. and

the boiling point of the reaction mixture a compound of

the formula:

R-O-Ar-Y.

NHf

wherein R is lower alkyl, Ar is an aryl nucleus selected

from the group consisting of benzene and naphthalene,

Y is a substituent selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen, halo, nitro, cyano, lower alkanoylamino sulfo,

phenylazo, lower alkyl, and lower alkoxy, and n is an

integer having a value of no greater than 4, the remaining

substitutable positions on the aryl nucleus being occupied

by hydrogen atoms when Y is other than hydrogen and

n is less than 4, with a boron halide and recovering said

borazine from the reaction mixture.

3,100,792
PROCESS FOR PREPARING HIGHER HOMO-
LOGUES OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS HAV-
ING A LABILE HYDROGEN ATOM

Donald D. Emrick, Shaker Heights, Ohio, assignor to The
Standard Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
FUed May 4, 1960, Scr. No. 26,775

17 Claims. (CI. 260—462)

y M^ypMi.
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initiator capaMe of initiating the telomerization at a tem-

perature below the boiling point of the telogen and at

which an evolution of free radicals from the initiator is

obtained.

T

1. A process for producing higher hocndogues of or-

ganic telogcns containing only atoms selected from the

group consisting of carbon, hydrogen, boron, halogen and

oxygen and having a labile hydrogen atom, which com-

prises addition-telomeriziag the telogen with from about

one to about two mcHes per mole of an unsatured taxo-

gen having the formula CRiR2=CHa, wherein Ri and Rj

are selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, and

aliphatic, aromatic, and cycloaliphatic radicals having

from about one to about sixteen carbon atoms in a molar

proportion of organic telogen :taxogen of from about

100:1 to about 1000:1 in the presence of a free radical

3,100,793

STABILIZED CYANOETHOXY ALCOHOLS
Robert E. Leech and William F. Goldsmith, Sooth

Charieston, W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide Cor-
ponitioa, a corporation of New York
No Drawbig. Filed Apr. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 21,857

8 Claims. (CI. 26«—465^
1. A composition consisting essentially of pbenothiazine

and a reaction mixture containing an alcohol selected

from the group consisting o( a cyanoethoxy alkanol and a

cyanoethoxy oxyalkanol, each of said alkanols containing

from 5 to about 15 carbon atoms, said pbenothiazine

being present in an amount of at least 10 parts per million

parts of said alcohol; and said reaction mixture having a

pH adjusted to within the range of about 6 to 1 1 prior to

addition of said pbenothiazine.

5. In a process for the production of an alcohol selected

from the group consisting of cyanoethoxy alkancd and
cyanoethoxy oxyalkanol, each of ^d alkanols containing

from 5 to about 15 carbon atoms and prepared by the re-

action of an a,^-olefinically unsaturated nitrile and a

member selected from the group consisting of an alkylene

glycol and a oxyalkylene glycol respectively in the pres-

ence of an alkaline catalyst; the steps of adjusting the pH
of the reaction mixture wherein said alcohol is formed to

within the range of from 6 to 11 and thereafter incor-

porating in said reaction mixture, pbenothiazine in an
amount by weight of at least 10 parts thereof per million

parts of said alcohol.

3,100,794

ESTERS OF ACETYLENIC ACIDS
Lcc A. Miller, Dayton, Ohio, aarignor to Moonnto
Chemical Company, St. Loaia, Mo., a cofponition of

No Drawing. Ffled Apr. 5, 1961, Scr. No. 100,813

6 Claims. (0.260—486)
1. A compound having the formula

I—OC-C=CH

wherein R is an alkyl radical having from 8 to 30 carbon
atoms.

3,100,795

PREPARATION OF METHYL METHACRYLATE
RnsscU K. Frantz, Gillette, and Jamci F. VMcha, New

Provklcncc, NJ., asaisnon to Ak Redaction Company,
Incorporated, New YoriK, N.Y~ a cofporation of New
York
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 26, 1961, Scr. No. 162,225

9 Claims. (CL 260—486)
1. A process which comprises preparing a vapor phase

mixture of methanol, propionic acid, and formaldehyde;
passing said vapor phase mixture over a catalyst selected

from the group consisting of alkali metal aluminosilicates,

alkaline earth metal aluminosilicates, alkali metal hydrox-
ides on aluminosilicates, alkaline earth metal hydroxides

on aluminosilicates, alkali metal hydroxides on silica gel,

alkaline earth metal hydroxides on silica gel, sodium sili-

cate on silica gel, potassium silicate on silica gel, molyb-
denum oxide on silica gel, manganese aluminosilicate, co-

balt aluminosilicate, and zinc aluminosilicate; and re-

covering methyl methacrylate from the reaction products.
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3 100 796

METHOD FOR MAKING AR.POLY(HYDROXY-
METHYL)DIPHENYL ETHERS

Walter B. Tnpp and James D. Docdens, Midland, Mich.,

anignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Mklland,

Mich., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawtaig. FUed Apr. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 19,507

5 Claims. (CL 260-—488)

2. Method for making ar-poly(hydroxymethyl)diphenyl

ethers having up to 4 hydroxymethyl groups per^mole

by hydrolysis at a temperature between about 75* and

110* C. of ar-poly(acetoxymethyI)diphenyl ethers having

up to 4 acetoxy groups per mole, up to 2 of which are

on one benzene nucleus with a stoichiometric excess of

an alkali metal hydroxide for a time sufficient to displace

acetoxymethyl groups and to replace them with hydroxyl

groups and separating the ar-poly(hydroxymethyl )di-

phenyl ether product from the reaction medium.

reacting the resulting reaction product with an aldehyde

of the formula R'CHO, and hydrolyzing the reaction

product of the second step, thus producing alpha-hydrory-

substituted tertiary phoephine oxide of the fonnula

o /OH \

R-P-(-CHR' I

3,100,797

PRODUCTION AND CRYSTALLIZATION OF 3,5-

DINITRO^TOLUIC ACID FROM NITRIC AND
SULFURIC ACID ^ _ . ^^ _

Guy Hendrickson Harris, Coacord, aad BryantCharics

Ftachback, Walnut Creek, Calif., assignors to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midluid, Mich., a corporation of

No Drawfaig. Fned Jan. 23, 1958, Scr. No. 710,614

6Clateis. (CL 260—515)
1 The process for producing 3,5-dinitro-o-toluic aad

consisting cssenUally of reacUng by conucting o-toluac

acid with a mixture of about 2 to 2.5 moles of nitric acid

and about 10 to 25 moles of sulfuric acid per mole of

o-toluic acid at a temperature of about 25 to 110" C,

said nitric and sulfuric acids being.t)f such concentrations

that the mixture thereof contams not more than about

15% by weight of water, until substantial reaction has

occurred, adjusting the temperature of the reaction mix-

ture to about to 30* C. and separating from the mix-

ture the thus formed crystals of 3,5-dinitro-o-toluic acid.

R in the above formulae representing a member selected

from the group consisting of alkyl having from 1 to 12

carbon atoms, fiuoro-substituted alkyl having from 1 to

12 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl, aryl, and substituted aryl,

said substituents for aryl being selected from the group

consisting of trifluoromethyl, fluoro, diloro, lower alkyl,

and lower alkoxy; R' is a member selected from the group

consisting of phenyl, substituted phenyl, and alkyl hav-

ing from 1 to 11 carbon atoms, said substituents for phenyl

being selected from the group consisting of naiogen and

lower alkoxy; M represents a member selected from the

group consisting of lithium, magnesium and sodium; X
is halogen; and n is selected from and 1.

3,100,800

IMPROVED CALCIUM SALTS OF BRIDGED PHE-

NOL SULFIDES AND METHOD OF PREPARING
SAME

Elmer B. Cyphers, Cranford, NJ., assignor to Esso

Research and Engineering Company, a corporation of

Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 172,760

7 Claims. (CI. 260—609)

5. The method of reducing the corrosivity of a calcium

salt of a bridged pmhenol toward metals, including silver

and copper, which consists in contacting said calcium

salt with from 0.25 to 12.5 weight percent of PbO for from

0.1 to 10 hours at a temperature in the range of 300* to

500' P., said bridged phenol being defined as a compound

having the ai^roximate formula:

3,100,798

PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF
SUCCINIC ACID

MUton S. Konecky, South Flakifield, NJ., assignor to

Esso Research and Enfiaccriag Company, a corpora-

tion of Delaware * ^, -a *»n
No Drawtag. FUed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,259^^^^4

Claims. (0.260-530)
1 The process for preparins succinic acid which

comprises reacting 3.4.dihydro-l,2-pyran-2-carboxaldc-

hyde with a strong oxidizing agent chosen from the group

consisting of 20 to 70 wt percent aqueous nitric. acid,

2 to 10 vkrt. percent aqueous potassium permanganate and

chromic acid at temperatures in the range of to 150

C the amount of oxidizing agent expressed as weight

ratio of the nitric acid, potassium permanganate, and

chromic acid to 3,4-dihydro-l,2-pyran-2-carboxaldehyde

being 2/1 to 15/1. 5/1 to 10/1, and 3/1 to 5/1, re-

spectively.

3,100,799

PROCESS FOR PREPARING l-HYDROXYALKYL-
PHOSPHINE OXIDES

Michael M. Ranhut, Norwalk, aad Andrew M. Semsel,

Stamfoctl, Conn., asaigaot* to ^^^J^l^^^
Company, Stamford, Coaa., a corporatioB of Maine

N?DraSring. Filed July 20, 1962, Scr. No. 211,411

2 Claims. (CI. 260 606.5)

1 A method which comprises bringing into reactive

contact, in the presence of an inert organic solvent, ele-

mental phosphorus and an organometaUic compound of

the formula

RMXb

OH r OH -1 OH

I il

R. Jb

where R is a nwnovalent substituent selected from the

group consisting of halogen atoms and hydrocarbon

groups having from 1 to 30 carbon atoms, a is a digit from

to 2, ft is an integer from to 10, and X is a divalent

bridging group having at least one sulfur atom.

7. The product obtained by the process of cdaim 5.

3,100,801

a,n-HALOPOLYTHIOETHERS
Walter Relfschncidcr, Midbind, Mich., assignor to The

Dow Chemical Company, Midhmd, Mich., a corpora-

tion of Delaware

No Diawfaig. FUed Jnne 27, 1962, Ser. No. 205,499

6 Clafans. (CI. 260—609)

1 . A compound corresponding to the formula

<^i^<Z 3.
J.

wherein n represents an integer from 1 to 7. inclusive,

and G is a halogen of atomic weight from 10 to 100,

inclusive.
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3,100,802
ARALKYL POLYTHIOETHERS

Walter Reifschneider, Midland, Mkh^ assignor to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed June 27, 1962, Scr. No. 205,518

4 Claims. (CI. 260—609)
1. A compound corresponding to the formula

//

(S-R).

s/
wherein R represents an alkyl group containing from \

to 5, inclusive, carbon atoms and n is an integer

from 3 to 6, inclusive.

3,100,803
PREPARATION OF PERFLUORODIMETHYL

PEROXIDE
Roger S. Porter, Orinda, Calif., and George H. Cady,

battle. Wash., assignors, by mesne assignments, to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 8, 1959, Ser. No. 838,389

1 Claim. (CI. 260—610)
A process for producing pcrfluorodimethyl peroxide

which comprises contacting carbonyl fluoride and trifluoro-

methyl hypofluorite within the temperature range 225° C.

to 325 ° C.

3,100,804
VINYL AROMATIC OXYMETHYL OXY

COMPOUNDS
John G. Abramo, Springfield, Mass., assignor to Mon-

santo Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed July 11, 1958, Scr. No. 747,832

7 Claims. (CI. 260—611)
1. A class of vinyl aromatic oxymethyl compounds

having the structure:

R-C=CUi
I

Ar

(CHt— O—Ri—O— Ri).

wherein Ar is an aromatic hydrocarbon radical se-

lected from the group consisting of benzene, naphthalene

and anthracene radicals, R is selected from the class con-

sisting of hydrogen and alkyl radicals, Ri is selected from

the class consisting of alkylene and oxyalkylene radicals,

R2 is selected from the class consisting of hydrogen, alkyl

and aryl radicals and n is an integer of 1-3.

3,100,805

PROCESS FOR MAKING NITROCYCLOPROPANE
Paul G. Bay, Skokie, III., assignor to Abbott Laboratories,

North Chicago, 111., a corporation of Illinois

No Drawhig. FUed June 4, 1962, Scr. No. 199,661

5 Claims. (CL 260—644)

1. The process of preparing nitrocyclopropanc consist-

ing essentially in

reacting a l-halo-3-nitropropane which comprises a

major proportion of l-iodo-3-nitropropane with an

alkali metal amide in liquid ammonia.

3 100 806
PROCESS FOR MAKING NITROCYCLOPROFANE
Paul G. Bay, SkoUc, 111^ asrignor to Abbott Labora-

tories, North Chicago, nU a corporatioa of Illinoli

No Drawhig. FUed June 4, 1962, Scr. No. 199,662

8 Claims. (0.260—644)
1. The process of preparing nitrocyclopropanc consist-

ing essentially in

reacting a l-halo-3-nitropropane which comprises a

major proportion of l-iodo-3-nitropropanc with an
inorganic compound selected from the group con-

sisting of alkali metal hydroxides, carbonates and
bicarbonates at a temperature between 100° and
150° C. in a reaction medium selected from the

group consisting of water and an inert hydrocarbon

solvent boihng above 80° C.

3,100,807
DEHYDROGENATION OF ALKYLATED

AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS
CarroU G. Hatfield and Gordon H. LoTctt, Texas City,

Tex., assignors to Monsanto Chemical Company, St.

Louis, Mo., a corporatioa of Delaware
No Drawhig. FUed Feb. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 9,445

5 Chdms. (CI. 260—669)
1. In the dehydrogenation of an alkylated aromatic

hydrocarbon wherein the alkylated aromatic hydrocar-

bon and steam mixture is passed through a dehydrogena-

tion catalyst bed at a temperature in ttie range of about

500° C. to about 700° C., the improvement compris-

ing addition of heat energy to said mixture by indirect

heat transfer means into the said catalyst bed to con-

tinuously raise the temperature of the alkylated aromatic

hydrocarbon and steam mixture from about 10° C. to

about 10U° C. throughout the time the mixture passes

through said catalyst bed.

3,100,808
HYDROGENATION OF SATURATED

ISOBUTYLENE POLYMER
Robert H. Dyer, Big Spring, Tex., assignor to Cosden

Petroleum Corporation, Big Spring, Tex., a corporation
of Delaware
No Drawhig. Filed Aug. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 132,297

5 Claims. (CI. 260—683.9)
1. A method of purifying a substanbally saturated liquid

polyisobutylene polymer having a bromine number be-

tween about 2 and 30, said polymer being unstable in stor-

age and tending to disccrfor and develop a pungent odor,

said polymer having a molecular weight in the range of

about 400 to about 20,000 and an SSU viscosity at 210° C.

above 200 to convert the same to a water white substan-

tially odorless liquid polymer, comprising lightly hydro-

genating the polymer under catalytic hydrogenating con-

ditions.

3,100,809
EXHAUST HOOD

Isaac M. Baker, Jr., 1323 Wfaidaor Pofait Road,
NorfoUK, Va.

FUed Aug. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 133,102
3 Cbdmi. (CL 261—16)

1. An exhaust hood comprising an enclosure having

an open bottom and a bottom edge, a stack having an
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elongated opening communicating with the interiw of

said enclosure through the top thereof, a liquid spray

pipe in the stack adjacent the juncture of the enclosure

and the stack, a trough supported on the enclosure spaced

adjacent to a portion of the bo.tom edge, a plurality of

removably mounted collection pans disposed in side by

side relation supported on the enclosure directly beneath

the stack opening along the length thereof and above

the level of said trough, said pans each having a length

at least equal to the width of said stack opening to catch

the liquid discharged from the spray pipe, said pans de-

clining toward the trough and having their lower edges

overlying at least a por.ion of said trough to perinit the

pans to drain into the trough and a liquid drain line

from the trough.

3,1N,810
DISSOLVING GAS IN LIQUID

Fritx O. W. G. Meyer, Stockholm, Sweden, asrignor to

E. D. Jones Corponitlom PIttsficId, Mass^ a corpora-

tion <rf Dcbiware ^_^
FUed July 29, I960, Scr. No. 46»282

2Claiiiii. (CL 261—115)

area of the lower end of the baffle and inwardly of the

walls of the unk so that the incoming liquid strikes the

baffle and then the surface of said body obliquely along

a circle around said base, whereby a toroid of swirls ap-

proximately concentric with said axis is created by intro-

ducing liquid through said inlet at high velocity.

3,100,811

METAL HEATING FURNACE
Frederick S. Bloom, Mount LcbanoB Township, Allegheny

County, Pa. (% Bloom Engineering Co. Inc., 857 W.
North Ave., N.S., Pittsburg 33, Pa.)

FUed May 31, 1960, Scr. No. 32,934

3 Claims. (CL 266—5)

Is^a^.r

-Jr»-id

1. For continuously dissolving gas in a liquid, appara-

tus comprising a tank having a substantially vertical axis,

the tank having an inlet at the top, means for introducing

liquid through the inlet at a high velocity and a restricted

outlet at the bottom so that liquid may be fed continu-

ously through the tank at a rate to mainuin a body of

liquid at a predetermined level in the Unk and a space

above the body, means for introducing a gas above the

body and a conical baffle disposed between said inlet and

said body substantially coaxially with the inlet and spaced

from the inlet a disunce at least as great as one-half the

diameter of the inlet, the apex of the baffle being directed

toward said inlet and the base of the baffle being disposed

just above said level with the line of projection of the

baffle surface meeting the level of the liquid beyond the

1. In a direct-fired metal heating furnace, apparatus

comprising, in combination, a heating section having lon-

gitudinally extending parallel cooled skid rail supports

therein, a soaking section following said heating section,

a refractory hearth in said soaking section, a roof in said

section substantially parallel to said hearth and relatively

close thereto, a plurality of direct firing radiant burners

in said roof with circular flaring port block radiant heat-

ing surfaces having axes normal to said hearth, said burn-

ers being arranged in longitudinal columns with one such

column being in alignment with but longitudinally dis-

placed relation to each said skid rail support respectively,

said axes in each column being in a vertical plane pass-

ing through its respective skid rail support, said burners

further being arranged in longitudinally successive trans-

verse rows, said radiant burner being operable at selec-

tive thermal input levels to provide heating to a material

extent by radiation in and adjacent their respective

planes, whereby heating by said burners in said columns

in alignment with said skid rail supports supplies radiant

heat downwardly and more intensively in longitudinal

stripes to remove skid marks directly under said stripes

on the underside of workpieces on said hearth by con-

duction through said workpieces, and, said transverse

rows of burner supply heat in cross alignment further to

provide a selected input for workpieces exposed to said

rows respectively for temperature control of said work-

pieces in said soaking section.

ELECTRICAL
3,100312

COAXIAL CABLE AND TEMPORARY TENSILE
MEMBER THEREFOR

Raymond C. MUdncr, 3703 HUlgroTc Court,

Midland, Mich.

FUed Sept 5, 1961, Ser. No. 135,950

8aahii8. (CI. 174—10)

1. A method of manufacturing a coaxial caWc capaMe

of transmitting frequencies of at least about 100 kilo-

cycles per second, comprising the steps of providing a

hcrilow inner conductor, providing inside the hollow inner

conductor a tensile element of substantial strength to-

getho- with means for temporarily locking the said ele-

ment to the inner surface of said inner conductor, tem-

porarily locking the said element to the surface of said

axial with said inner conductor, providing at least one

electrically insulating member holding said inner and

porariiy iot».in» luc »aiu c»^.n^.» «, «.- - outer conductors in spaced coaxial relationship, tiiereby

inner conductor, providing a hollow outer conductor co- to form the finished coaxial cable unlocking said clement
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from the inner surface of the inner conductor, and re-

moving said temporary locking means.

7 A coaxial cable capable of transmitting frequencies

of at least about 100 kilocycles per second, comprising a

hollow inner conductor in the form of a thin walled tube

having helical corrugations, a hollow ouier conductor, at

least one member of electrically insulating material hold-

ing the inner and outer conductors in spaced coaxial re-

lationship, a tensile element of substantial strength with-

in the inner hollow conductor, and locking means lo-

cated be.ween the tensile element and the interior of the

inner hollow conductor, temporarily locking the tensUe

clement to the interior hollow conductor.

J
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3,100,813

CAPACITOR SEALING MEANS
Livingston L. Rice, Wllli-mstown, ud Walter J Roiune,

Adams, Mass., assignors to Spragnc Electric Company,

North Adams, Maw., a corporation of Mawachusetts

FUcd Jan. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 7M^77
2 Claims. (0.174—52)

for producing an order on a punched tape identifying each

commodity ordered and the quantity thereof desired,

means in each of said stores for receiving the punched

tape and converting the information contained thereon

into electrical pulses and transmitting the same over said

first named electrical circuit means to the communications

center, means at the communications center for receiv-

ing the pulses and converting them into a punched tape,

means at the communications center for receiving the

punched tape and converting the information on the

punched tape into electrical pulses, means at the com-

munications center for selecting predetermined ware-

houses and transmitting the last named electrical pulses

over the second named electrical circuit means to selected

warehouses, and means at each of the warehouses fw
receiving the pulses sent to each warehouse and for

producing a typed list of the commodities ordered with

the quantity desired of each commodity.

3,100315
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING COLOR SEPARA-

TION NEGATIVES AND THE LIKE
Herbert E. Drake, WUIowick, and Leonard Krai, Colum-

bia Station, Ohio, assignors to Newspaper Enterprise

AsMciation, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of

Delaware ,._
FUcd Apr. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 809,817

8 aaims. (CL 178—5^)

1 . An electrical device comprising a container, an end-

plug closing said container, said end-plug having a nrietal

tubulation extending therethrough and being provided

throughout with a tinned inner surface, an electrical com-

ponent having a lead-wire tin coated throughout the length

thereof extending therefrom, said component being posi-

tioned within said container with said lead-wire extend-

ing through said tubulation, a substantial portion of said

tubulation being deformed into intimate contact with said

lead-wire such that the base-metal of said tubulation is

in metal-to-metal conUct with the base metal of said lead-

wire whereby the tin of said tinned inner surface and the

tin coat of said lead-wire are displaced from said substan-

tial portion. ^>

3,100,814

OTORE ORDERING SYSTEM AND APPARATUS
Robert Goldwater, OaUand, and Frank B. CaUioun,

Fremont, Calif., assignors to Safeway Stores, Incor-

porated, Oakland, Calif., a corporation of Marytand

OrMnal application Apr. 19, 1957, Ser. No. 653,898, now

^tent No. 2,980,758, dated Apr. 18, 1»«1_»»\W«<'

and this application Feb. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 90,507

2CUims. (CI. 178—3)

^^{=}^

1. In a store ordering system, a plurality of stores, a

communications center, electrical circuit means connect-

ing each of said stores to said communications center, a

plurality of warehouses, electrical circuit means connect-

ing each of said warehouses to said communications

center, commodity ordering means in each of said stores

t
'\'

1. Apparatus for resolution of an original multicolored

image into a plurality of corresponding monocolor photo-

graphic images, each of said monocolor images being rep-

resentative of the distribution of one complemcnUry color

required to produce in combination with the other mono-

color images the multicolors of the original image, which

apparatus comprises means for illuminating and optically

scanning an original multicolored image element by ele-

ment and for resolving the light received from the original

image into the primary colors of which each element of

the original image is composed, photoelectric means for

developing a separate signal potential proportional to the

intensity of each of the primary colors into which the

light from each element of the original image is resolved,

which photoelectric means for each color comprises a

photoelectron multiplier tube having a light sensitive

photo-cathode, a plurality of electron emitting dynodes

and an anode, a source of reference potential, means for

energizing said photo-cathode at a negative potential with

respect to said reference potential, means for energizing

said anode at a positive potential with respect to the po-

tential of said photo-cathode, means for energizing said

dynodes at progressively greater potentials within the

range between the potential of said photo-cathode and

the reference potential, said dynodes being arranged such

that that dynodc at the lowest potential receives electrons

emitted by said photo-cathode and emits one or more

secondary electrons in response to the received electron

I
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and, further, such that a dynode at a higher potential

receives electrons emitted by the dynodc at the next lower

potential and emits at least one secondary electron in

response to each received electron, an individual comput-

ing channel for the signal potential developed by each of

said photoelectric means, each of said channels further

comprising means responsive to the signal potential de-

veloped by the photoelectric means, which responsive

means comprises a vacuum tube having an anode, a grid

and a cathode, said cathode being connected to said source

of reference potential, said anode being energized at a

potential positive with respect to said reference potential,

and said grid being connected to one of said dynodes

having a potential such that the cathode-grid current of

said vacuum tube is logarithmically proportional to the

potential of the dynode connected to the grid of the vac-

uum tube, means for developing a signal potential in-

versely related to the signal potential proportional to

optical density of said original image, an electro-lumi-

nescent transducer energized by said signal potential in-

versely related to optical density, means for directing

along a predetermined path the light emanating from the

electro-luminescent means of each channel, and means

for mounting a photosensitive surface such that there is

relative motion, synchronized with said image scanning

means, between said surface and the light emanating

from said electro-luminescent means, whereby the plate-

cathode current in said vacuum tube is logarithmically

proportional to said signal potential and is therefore

directly proportional to optical density of the primary

color of the original image to which the photoelectric

means associated with the particular channel is responsive.

signal, switching means responsive to the reference signal

for selecting alternate ones of the phase-representative

pulses as sampling pulses, and means for comparing the

phase relation of the reference wave and the sampling

pulses to generate an error signal, and means for adjusting

the phase of the complex signal in response to the error

signal.

3,100,817
IMAGE CONVERTER AND AMPLIFIER

Gottxried R. Rosendahl, Boulder, Colo., asrignor to Ball

Brothers Research Corporation, Boulder, Colo., a cor-

poration of Colorado
FUcd June 9, 1960, Ser. No. 35,079

14 Claims. (CI. 178—7.87)

3,100^16

TIMING CONTROL FOR SIGNAL REPRODUCING
SYSTEMS

Charles H. Coleman, Jr., Bdmoat, and Peter W. Jensen,

Fremont, CaHf^ amifBon to Ampex Corporation, Red-

wood City, CaHTn a wn poratkiu of Califomia
FUed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 163,817

8 Claims. (CL 178—5.4)

1. In a signal reproducing system providing a comiriex

signal containing phase-related components of a subcar-

rier having a selected nominal frequency, a system for

limiting the phase deviation of the complex signal includ-

ing meant re^Nmsive to the lubcarrier for providing phaac-

representative pulses, means providing a stable reference

signal at the selected nominal frequency, means respon-

aw to the reference signal for providing a time-varying

lefeicnoe wave having a period twice that of the reference

7»8 O.O.—24

1. An image converter and amplifier comprising an

electroelastic membrane adapted to form a relief corre-

sponding to an excitation image; means for directing an

image producing beam against one side of said mem-

brane to form a corresponding relief thereon; a screen;

a source of light rays; means for splitting said light rays

and directing one portion of said light rays against the

opposite side of said membrane, where said one portion

is reflected, and directing another portion against said

screen; means for directing said reflected portion against

said screen; and means for combining said portions at said

screen so that said relief causes interference between said

portions to produce an amplitude modulated image on

said screen.

3,100,818
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Thomas F. Carter, 6762 GreenvUlc Ave., DaUas, Tex.

FUcd Not. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 851^67
1 Clafan. (CI. 179—1)

An interconnecting device including: a pickup cofl

disposable adjacent a speaker coil energized by an audio

modulated current, the audio modulated current of the

speaker coil producing a potential in said pickup coil

which varies in accordance with said audio modulated

current; first means for amplifying the potential pro-

duced in said pickup coil and transmitting H to a trans-

mitter for broadcast thereby; and means responsive to

the output of said amplifying means for placing said

transmitter on ti»e air, said last mentioned means com-

prising a second amplifier means connected to said first

amplifier means, relay means, switch means for ener-

^zing said relay means to place said transmitter on the

air, said switch means being energized by said second

amplifier means; and time delay means connected be-
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tween said second ampUfier means and said switch means the termination means is transmitted through the anode

to permit energization of said switch means only after the circuit and to the transmitter means.

LOW-PASS FILTER FOR PULSE AMPLITUDE MOD-
ULATED SIGNAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

Carl Gwnar Svala aad Eim Aro, AIt^ and Gorao Lcn-
luut KJcUboi, JohaiMcsbOT, Sweden, ignnri to Tclc-

foukticboli«ct L M Ericaon, Storkhoini, Sweden, a
corporation of Sweden

Filed June 15, 1959, Ser. No. SIO^O
Clainn priority, application Sweden Innc 18, 1958

2 ClaioH. (CI. 179—15)

ll^cP^'

voltage produced in said pick-up coil persists for a pre-

determined period of time.

3,100,819
ELECTRONIC SELECTING SYSTEMS

Searcy F. Griffin, Gariand, and Samoei D. Turner, Jr.,

Dallas, Tex., assignors to Varo, Inc., a Texas corpora-

tion
FUed Ang. 5, 1957, Ser. No. 676,091

6 Claims. (CI. 179—15)

fa—d "

J^

_^

2. In a device of the type described: a transmitting

means; a receiving means; a termination means; and a

selecting and channeling means operably connected to

said transmitting means, said receiving means and said

termination means, said selecting and channeling means

comprising an electric valve means, said electric valve

means having an anode circuit connected through a cou-

pling transformer to the transmitting means, a suppressor

grid circuit and a control grid circuit (^rably connected

to the receiving means, a screen grid circuit connected by

means of a coupling transformer to a termination means

and a cathode circuit connected through a coupling trans-

former to a termina.ion means, said transformers being

reversely connected so that signals received through the

receiver and applied to said control grid and said sup-

pressor grid circuits cancel out in the anode circuit and

will be transmitted through said cathode and screen grid

circuits and the reversely connected transformers in phase'

to the termination means, and whereby a signal applied at

1. A terminal circuit system for a pulse cooununica-

tion system of the kind in which intelligence signals are

transmitted in the form of modulated pulses from one

station to another by means of a common transmissitHi

medium, each station being connected to the common
transmission medium through a terminal circuit system,

said terminal circuit system comprising a periodically

closing switch contact means for connecting each station

to said transmission medium, a delay line having a delay

time substantially equal to half the closing time of said

switoh contact means, and a low pass filter network hav-

ing a cutoff frequency of less than half the frequency of

said pulses, the switdi contact means, the delay line and
the filter network being connected in series, said filter

network including a linking network connected to said

delay line and formed by a series inductance and a capaci-

tance means, the latter being shunted across said delay

line by shunt branches on each side of said series induct-

ance, said linking network having a resonance frequency

of less than half the pulse frequency, the capacitance cMf

one of said shunt branches being formed at least partly

by the capacitance of the delay line, and said filter net-

work further including a series branch connected between
the delay line and the respective station and including a
resonance network formed by an inductance and a capaci-

tance connected in parallel, said series branch having a

resonance frequency equal to half the pulse frequency.

3,100,821
HIGH SENSmVITY PIEZOELECTRIC

MICROPHONE
Frank Swinchart and Robert Janca DoMai, Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, aasignon to The Turner Company, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, a corpomtlon of Iowa

Filed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,754
1 Claim, (a. 179—110)

A piezoelectric type microphone comprising a housing,

a support means in said housing, said support means in-

cluding a recess on one surface thereof, a diaphragm
closing one end of said housing, an elongated piezo-

electric element having one end portion snugly received

within said recess and its opposite end portion coupled

to said diaphragm, a gronunet extending through said

support means and securing said support means within
said housing, a pressure applying arm engaging the end
portion of said piezoelectric element which is received

in said recess, a bolt arranged to apply clamping preanire

to said arm and extending through said gronunet, and a

nut threaded on said bolt to provide an adjustable pres-

sure on said arm.

3 100 822

PUSHBUTTON SWITCH WITH DOUBLE
THROW ACTION

William Vermeulen, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York

FUed Dec. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 858,677

6 Claims. (CI. 200—5)

ing the spring, said timing mechanism having means for

operaUng the switch-cocking means during winding of the

spring and for opearting the trigger elements after suc-

cessive intervals timed by said escapement, said last means

being adjustable for simultaneously changing the time of

operation of each of said switches.

3,100,824
LIMIT SWITCH

Allan P. Charbonneau, Wauwatosa, and Roy A. Mukai,

Milwaukee, Wis., assignors to Cutler-Hammer, Inc^

MUwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Delaware

FUed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,989

9 Claims. (CI. 200—47)

1. A bushbutton switch comiM-ising a hollow insulating

base having at least one open side, actuating means for

said switch an insulating cover for closing said open side

of said base, at least one fixed contact mounted within

said base, at least one movable conUct mounted within

said base between said fixed conUct and said cover thereby

to provide a first pair of cooperating contacts for said

switch, and a flexible contact one end of which is attached

to said cover, a portion adjacent the other end of said

flexible contact being arranged for engagement by said

movable contact thereby to provide a second pau- of co-

operating contacts for said switch, and means including

the cover and said flexible contact for limiting the move-

ment of said flexible contact toward said movable contact

to maintain a predetermined distance between said flexible

contact and said movable contact when said first pair of

conucts are in the closed position.

3,100,823

TIMING DEVICE
Kari T. Waaner, Thomaston, Conn., assignor to General

Time Conwration, New Yori^ N.Y., a corporation of

'^'^""Fiied Dec. 15, 1953, Ser. No. 398,342

8 Claims. (CL 200—39)

1 . A limit switch comprising a housing having a cavity

therein, a reciprocably movable operating plunger extend-

ing through an opening in a wall of said housing into

said cavity, means biasing said plunger to an outer ex-

treme position, a self-contained electric switch mounted

in the cavity of said housing, said switch having an actu-

ator extending through its casing and a snap action oper-

ating mechanism biased to one operating condition when

the force applied on its actuator is less than a given

amount and operable to another operating condition when

such force exceeds said given amount, a bell crank lever

pivotally mounted in said cavity and comprising one arm

in engagement with the actuator of said switch and an-

other arm disposed in the path of said plunger, and means

mounted on said plunger providing a resilient drivirig

connection between the latter and said other arm of said

lever to progressively increase the force applied on said

lever as said plunger moves toward its outer extreme posi-

tion to pivot said lever to operate said switch to said

other operating condition, said last mentioned means upon

movement of said plunger inwardly of said housing pro-

gressively decreasing the force applied to said other arm

of said lever and permitting unrestricted pivotal move-

ment of said lever under the bias exerted through the

actuator of said switch.

^^S
1 In a Uming device, the combination comprising a

plurality of electric switches, each haying operating

means and cocking means for releasably holding the switch

in one position and each having a tngger element for

tripping said cocking means to cause operation of said

switch to a second posiUon, a spring driven tuning mecha-

nism having an escapement and having means for wmd-

3,100,825

MAGNETIC RELEASE STRUCTURE
Nathaniel B. Wales, Jr., Sharon, Conn., assignor jo The

MetTodynamics Corporation, a corporation of New

*^^
FUed Nov. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 66,462

3 Claims. (CI. 20<>—93)

1. In a circuit breaker for protecting an electrical load

from its power source the combination composing a move-

able armature having a first pole and a second pole, a

first source of magnetomotive force acting m said arma-

ture, a magnetic shunt across said armature, a first sta-

tionary pole, a second staUooary pole, means to electncaUy

insulate said first armature pole from said first staaonary

pole when they are not in physical contact, a suUonary

magnetic circuit coupling said first staUonary pole to

said second stationary pole, means for urging the first pole

of said armature to move away from the said first sta-

tionary pole, restoring means to bring the poles of said

armature into magneUc holding relation to said stotionary

poles and to bring said first armature pole into electrical

contact wath said first stationary pole, circuit means for

connecting said elecUncal load, the said power source for

said load and the switch formed by said first armature
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pole and said first stationary pole in series relation, and by a pair of relatively thin conductive strips, said strips

means responsive to the magnitude of electrical current each having a recess therein thereby to form a switch

cavity, fixed contact means positioned on the inner

surface of one of said strips within said cavity, a support

secured to said housing betwween said strips and extend-

ing into said switch cavity, a snap acting disc supported

in cantilever fashion by said support between a free inner

end of said support and said housing and disposed in

said cavity, said disc having a substantially annular con-

figuration and constructed of bimetallic material, a mov-

able contact means positioned on a free peripheral por-

tion of said annular bimetal disc for cooperation with

said fixed contact means, a screw in threaded engagement

with one of said strips, extending through said annular

disc, and acting upon the free inner end of said support

for selectively varying a predeterminable temperature at

which said disc will actuate said switch contacts, first

lk)wing in said circuit means for generating a second

magnetomotive force opposing said stationary magnetic

circuit.

3,100,826

SNAP SWITCH HAVING PRESETTING MEANS
RESPONSIVE TO CURRENT FLOW

Thomas K. Kjellman, Timonium, Md^ assignor to The
Bendix Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 11, 1'^®' f^'
No. 21,334 insulating means electrically separating said strips from

9 Claims. (CI. 200 113)
^^^j^ q^;^^ gajj first insulating means comprising a thin

layer of bendable insulating material, a plurality of clamp-

ing tabs formed on the outer periphery of one of said

strips, the other strip having a generally uninterrupted

flange formed on the outer periphery thereof, said clamp-

ing tabs of the one strip being folded over against the

flange of the other strip with doubled over folds of the

bendable insulating material interposed between and

clamped by the tabs of the one strip and the flange of the

other strip, said strips being securely sandwiched together

about said insulating layer by engagement of said tabs of

said one strip with said flange of said other strip, thereby

to form a wafer-thin switch of compact configuration,

low thermal mass, and high thermal conductivity, and a

second insulating means substantially surrounding the

switch housing to insulate the switch from its external

environment.

3,100,828

SOURCE OF RADIATION FOR INFRARED
SPECTROPHOTOMETERS

Gerhard Jacobs, 37 Fricdhofrtranc, Ueberiingen (Boden-

see), Germany, and Albert Melcher, 4 Goldbach, ubcr

UeberUii«en (Bodensec), Germany
FUed Sept. 7, 1960, Scr. No. 54,539

Claims priority, application Gennaay Sept. 8, 1959
6 Claims. (CI. 219—34)

nn
8. In a switch for controlling an electrical circuit as a

function of changes in the condition of the ambient air, a

housing, a pair of spaced contacts supported by said hous-

ing, a resilient switch blade anchored at its one extremity

to said housing and having a pair of contacts on its op-

posite extremity interposed between and coacting with said

spaced contacts, said blade being formed with an integral

prestressed bowed spring tongue having one end projecting

free, an abutment member coacting with said tongue and

providing a fixed thrust point for the free end of the latter

approximately on the dead-center throw line of the blade

to bias the contact extremity of the blade toward one or

the other of its alternate contact positions, an actuator

having its one extremity connected directed to an ir»terme-

diate portion of said blade between said thrust point and

the anchored extremity of the blade, an elongated flexible

humidity-responsive element supported at its opposite ex-

tremities from said housing and at an intermediate point

having a connection with the opposite extremity of said

actuator, and means accessible exteriorly of said housing

for adjusting the tension of said humidity element.

3,100,827

THERMALLY RESPONSIVE SWITCH
Charles Grimshaw, Fnlton, III., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, a corporation of New Yorii

FUed June 3, 1960, Ser. No. 33,817

3 Claims. (CL 200—113)
1. A thermally responsive snap acting electric switch

comprising a housing of wafer-like configuration formed

1. An infrared radiation source which comprises a

heated electrical conductor; a radiation impermeable cas-

ing surrounding said conductor, said casing defining an

opening for the passage therethrough of radiation from

said conductor and a conduit for the passage of a cooling

gas along said casing; and means for injecting a cooling

gas into said conduit.
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3,100329
SUBMERGED-MELT WELDING AND

COMPOSITION THEREFOR
Robert A. KuWi, Scotch Plaint, wid WUIiam B. Sharav,

Siiort Hills, NJ., assignors to Union Carbide Corpora-

tion, a corporation of New Yorli « ^..
FUed Jan. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 80,221

7 Claims. (CL 219—73)

on said carrier for releasably retaining said electrodes in

the retracted positions, means at a welding station elec-

trically connected to the source of potential for support-

ing an article in the path of movement of said component,

and means at said welding station for releasing said

latching means to effect the movement of said electrodes

from the retracted position toward the advanced position

and the welding of the component to the article.

1 A fused submerged-melt welding composition for

submerged-arc welding high-impact steels to produce high

impact low temperature welds; said composition bcmg

composed mainly of CaO. SiO^ with le««r amounts of

MnO- 2%-8% fluoride; and a trace to 10% TiOj; said

CaO ranging between 33% and 55%, the SiO, ^tween

30% and 45% and the MnO between 2% and 6%.

^%^^J.

3,100,831

MAGNETIC FORCE WELDER
William M. Wakeiey, MUwanliee, Wis., assignor to Aero

Welder Mfg. Co., MUwaukec, Wis^ a corporation of

Wisconsin
FUed Mar. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,582

28 Claims. (CI. 219—86)

3,100330
APPARATUS FOR PERCUSSIVELY WELDC^IG
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS TO CIRCUIT
BOARDS

Lawrence R. Hagner, Cicero, lU., assignor to Wertern

Electric Company, Incorporated, a corporation of New

^***
FUed Nov. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 151^77

5 Claims. (CL 219—79)

1 In a welding apparatus, a carrier mounted for rota-

tion about an axis, a plurality of electrodes electrically

connected individuaUy to a source of weldmg potenUal

for releasably supporting electrical components, means

for mounting said electrodes on said earner for rotary

movement therewith and for movement relative thereto

to and from retracted and advanced positions, resdicnt

means on said carrier for moving said electrodes to said

advanced positions, means for indexing said earner to

guccessively advance the electrodes to a plurahty of sta-

tions, means at a first sUtion for loading components

onto said electrodes, means at » second sUtKm for mov-

ing said electrodes to the retracted powtions, latch means

1. A welding machine comprising, a frame including a

stationary electrode, a spindle mounted in \be frame for

movement toward and away from the stotionary electrode,

an electrode carrier positioned at one end of the spindle

for supporting a movable electrode. electromagneUc

means supported by the frame for biasing the spindle

toward the stationary electrode with a predetermined i^cs-

surc to clamp a workpiece Uiercbetween, and means for

passing an electrode current through the electi-odes after

a predetermined pressure has been established on the elec-

trodes, said electromagnetic means including means for

exerting a lifting force on the spindle after the welding

operation to release the workpiece from between the

electrodes. ^^^^^^^^_
3,100332
WELDING ^^

John R. Sosoka, Glendora, and Joseph V. Robinson,

Arcadia, Calif., assignon to Unitek Corporation, Mon-

rovia. Calif., a corporation of California

FUfd Feb. n, 1962, Ser. No. 172,992

2 Claims. (CL 219—86)

T
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cd to be secured to an arm of a spot welder, a holder
adapted to fit with the body, first aligning means on the

body, second aligning means on the holder, so when the

body and holder are fitted together they are located in a

fixed position with respect to each other, and an electrode

tip secured to the holder.

said master record to a distributed field of force capable
of rendering the unmasked spots non-sensible.

3,100,833
STUD WELDING DEVICES

Ralph K. Ritter, Moorestown, and Lawrence P. English,
Haddon Heights, NJ., assignors to, SKSM Products,
Inc., Moorestown, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Jan. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 80,084
6 Claims. (CI. 219—98)

2. Welding apparatus comprising first means for sep-

arating two parts to be welded with respect to each other,

second means for generating a direct current electrical arc

between said two parts, said second means including a con-

ductor for supplying direct current flow to said arc, third

means for shunting a portion of said conductor to provide

an electrical voltage representing said current flow, fourth

means responsive to said electical voltagp to indicate the

time at which the quantity of energy transferred by said

direct current flow has reached a predetermined value,

^aid fourth means including a resistor-capacitor network

across which a predetermined charge is generated within

said time by said voltage, fifth means including a switch

in series with said conductor responsive to said fourth

means for interrupting said current flow substantially at

the end of said time, and sixth means for resiliently direct-

ing said parts into contact with each other substantially

at the end of said time.

3,100,834
MAGNETIC DATA PROCESSING

Frederick M. Demer, Johnson City, and Martin J. Kelly,

Endwell, N.Y., assignors to International Business Ma-
chines Corporation, New Yorit, N.Y., a corporation of
New York

FUed June 30, 1959, Ser. No. 823,903
12 Claims. (CI. 235—61.12)

1. The method of making a statistical record card

which comprises preparing on the surface of a unit of

card stock a matrix of sensible discrete spots, covering

said unit with 'ft master record having means to mask
selected ones of said spots in accordance with a data-

representing code pattern, and exposing said unit through

3,100,835
SELECTING ADDER

Orest J. Bedrij, Poughkeepsie, N.Y., assignor to Interna-
tional Business Machines Corporation, New York, N.Y.,
a corporation of New York

FUed Jan. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 839
4 Claims. (CI. 235—175)

1. In a logical adder the combination of input means
for supplying voltage signals representative of augend
and addend digits, output means the voltage states of
which represent sum digits, said input and output means
being divided into a plurality of first level groups, each
of said first level groups in turn being divided into a plu-

rality of second level groups, each of the second level

groups thereby having input means for supplying voltage
signals representative of a subaugend and a corresponding
subaddend. and output means the voltage state of which
represents true subsum digits; first means associated with
each of said second level groups responsive to said sub-
augend and subaddend input means for producing voltage
signals representative of a first subsum and a first group
carry output, said first group carry output being gen-
erated simultaneously for all groups; second means as-

sociated with each of said second level groups responsive
to said subaugend and subaddend input means for pro-
ducing simultaneously with said first means voltage sig-

nals representative of a second subsum higher by one
than said first subsum and for producing voltage signals

representative of a second group carry output, said second
group carry output being generated simulUneously for all

groups; means associated with each of said first level

groups responsive to the group carry output signals from
second level groups having digital positions of lower
digital order for producing a respective carry input signal

into each first level digital group; and means within each
of said first level groups respectively responsive to said

carry input signals and to the group carry outputs from
second level groups within the respective first level group
which have digital positions of lower digital order to se-

lect the subsum for each second level group correspond-
ing to the true subsimi.

3,100»836
ADD ONE ADDER

Gerard T. Paul and Orest J. Bedrij, PougiikccpBie, N.Y.,
aadgnors to IntematioDal BuiiBcai Machiacf Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y., a corporatioa of New York

Filed Feb. 24, 1960, Scr. No. 10,615
5 Claims. (CI. 235—175)

2. An adder wherein the digital positions of die augend,
addend and sum are successively subdivided a plurality of
times thereby forming groups within groups in a plurality

of size levels, the groups of all but the lowest size level

having a relationship of higher level in respect to groups
of next lower level, each group of digital positioiu thereby
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having a subaugend, a sutMddend, and true subsum, com-
prising in combination; digital input means in each of the

lowest level groups for supplying signals coded to re{>-

resent the respective subaugend and subaddend, carry in-

put means for the least significant digital position of each

of said lowest level groups, carry propagate means in each

of said lowest level groups, responsive to the respective

digit input means for producing a carry prc^agate signal

when the subaugend and subaddend values are such that

during their addition a carry into the carry input means of

the least significant digital position of said lowest level

group would propagate through the entire respective group

ol digital positions, carry generate means in each of said

lowest level groups, responsive to the respective digit input

means for producing a carry generate signal when the re-

spective subaugend and subaddend values are such that

during their addition a carry would propagate out of the

respective group of digital positions irrespective of whether

there was a carry into the respective group, higher level

group carry propagate means within each higher level

group adapted to be rendered operative when each lower

level group within said higher level group produces a carry

propagate signal, higher level group carry generate means

within each higher level groi>p adapted to be rendered

operative in response to any of the following conditions:

(1) a carry generate signal from the lowest order,

lower level group within said higher level group i^us

a carry propagate signal from each next higher order

group of said lower level groups.

addend input means, and add one adder means in each of

the smallest groups, responsive to the summing means and

to the respective group carry input means for producing

signals coded to represent the true subsums of the re^)ec-

tive groups.

n n n n r 1 [ 1 f^
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(2) a carry generate signal from the next to lowest

(wder group of said lower level groups plus a carry

propagate signal from each next higher order group

of said lower level groups,

(3) a carry generate signal from the next to highest

order group of said lower level groups plus a carry

propagate signal from the highest order group of

said lower level groups, or

(4) a carry generate signal from the highest order

group of said lower level groups,

group carry input means within each higher level group

for supplying carry signals to

(1) the least significant position of the lowest order

group within the next higher order group of said

higher level groups,

(2) the group carry propagate means of the next higher

order, higher level group, and

(3) the group carry generate means of the next higher

order, higher levd group,

said group carry input means adapted to be rendered oper-

ative in response to any of the following conditions:

(1) a cMTy generate signal from the carry generate

means within said higher level group, or

(2) a carry propagate signal from the carry propagate

means within said hi^r level group plus a carry

signal from the next lower order group of said higher

level groups,

summing means in each <rf the smallest groups responsive

to said digital input means for generating signals represent-

ing a provisional subsum of the respective subaugend and

subaddend, said means respectively responsive to the re-

spective subaugend input means and to the respective sub-

3,100,837
ADDER-SUBTRACTER

WUIiam J. Gcsck, Jr., Linden, NJ., assignor to Radio Cor-
poration of America, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Aug. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 50,945
9 Claims. (CI. 23S—175)

^tmr 4'jnm^

^'BBs/'

2. A binary adder-subtracter comprising, a flexible logic

network made up of four "none" gates for deriving from

input signals indicative of binary digits X, X, Y and T
a signal indicative of the binary digit Z in response to

certain control voltages appUed to said network and a

signal indicative of the binary digit Z in response to

other control voltages ai^Iied to the network, where Z
is defined by the Boolean equation Z=XY+'TT; and a

network receptive of the Z signal and a carry signal 13

for deriving therefrom sum S and carry Co output signals

defined by the Boolean equations

S=ZC+'ZV and Co=XZ+CZ

and receptive of the ^ signal and a borrow signal C for

deriving therefrom difference S and borrow Uo output

signals defined by the Boolean equations S='Zr-\-ZC and

Vo=z:u+T2.

3,100,838 *
BINARY FULL ADDER UTILIZING INTEGRATED

UNIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
Michael E. Szekely, BcUc Mead, NJ., assignor to Radio

Corporation of America, a corporation oJF Delaware
FUed June 22, 1960, Ser. No. 37,940

14 Claims. (O. 235—176)

1 . In combination, a first terminal to which an operating

voltage may be applied and a second terminal at a point

of reference potential; a first circuit extending between
said terminals comprising first, second and third unipolar

transistors connected in series source electrode to drain
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electrode, each said transistor having a gate electrode to

which a control signal may be applied, and said second

and third transistor receiving the same control signal; a

second circuit extending between said terminals compris-

ing said first unipob.r transistor and fourth and fifth uni-

polar transistors connected in series source electrode to

drain electrode, each said first fourth and fifth transistor

each having a gate electrode to which a different con-

trol may be applied; and a third circuit extending between

said terminals comprising sixth and seventh unipolar tran-

sistors in parallel and said third unipolar transistor in

series with the parallel combination, the drain electrode

of said third unipolar transistor being connected to the

common source electrode connection of said parallel con-

nected transistors, said sixth and seventh unipolar tran-

sistors each having a gate electrode to which a differ-

ent control signal may be applied whereby an output signal

appears at said first terminal when said first and second

and third unipolar transistors conduct, or when first, third

and fourth unipolar transistors conduct, or when said fifth

(H* sixth and seventh unipolar transistors conduct.

3,1M,839
GENERAL PURPOSE COMPENSATED DIODE

FUNCTION GENERATOR
Amos Nathan, Haifa, and Jacob Katzcnclson, Tel-Aviv,

Israel, assig^iors to Technion Research and Develop-
ment Foandatioa Ltd^ Haifa, Israel

FUcd Sept 2, 1959, Scr. No. 837,614
12 CUims. (CI. 235—197)

T- J

1. A generator for the production of a compensated

triangle function A(jc— jti), approximating the triangle

function

A'(jc—Xi)=Min{Max[x—jc,— Ax, — (x—x,)— Ax], 0}

for the instantaneous value of x, where Ax is a suitable

constant, comprising first and second input means for

generating first and second output signals which are suit-

able linear functions of x; first and second diode means
with a first common output connection responsive to said

first and second signals for producing therefrom a third

signal; constant signal means; third and fourth diode

means with common output connection responsive to said

third signal and said suitable constant signal to produce

a fourth signal; and a'^phirality of suitable compensating

resistance means connected in series with said diode

means, for compensating the rounding off of the apex

and the comers of said compensated triangle function

such as to improve the approximation of

A'(x-x,_i)+A'(x-x,)+A'(x-x,+ i)

to a constant in the interval

where
Xi_i<X<Xi+i

and Xo and Ax are suitable constants.

3,100,840
METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING

AND TESTING
Kennard H. Morganstcm, Flower Hill, Roslyn, N.Y.,

assignor to Nuclear Corporation of America, Inc., Dcn>
villc, NJ., a corporation of Delaware

FUcd Apr. 14, 1958, Ser. No. 728,202

11 Claims. (CI. 250—43.5)
1. A method of locating a particular area in a material

having a relatively low thermal neutron absorption cross-

section comprising, mixing with the material only in the

particular area to be subsequently located, a small amount
of a substance having a high thermal neutron absorption

cross-sectioo to confine said substance to said area, passing

the material and substance between a source of thermal

neutrons and a detector of sub-atomic radiation and de-

tecting changes in the rate at which sub-atomic particles

fall upon the detector.

3,100,841
RADIOACTIVE MEASURING SYSTEM FOR BLAST

FURNACE CHARGE LOCATION
James E. Reidcr, Cdambw, Ohio, aarignor to Industrial

Nucleonics Corporation, a corporation of Oiiio

FUcd Sept. 25, 1959, Scr. No. 842,494
7 Claims. (CL 250—43.5)

1 . Apparatus for locating the charge in a blast furnace

comprising means for directing a horizontal beam of

radiation into said blast furnace at eadh of a plurality (rf

downwardly spiraling points located at different levels

above the base of said furnace, means for quantitatively

detecting the amount of radiation transmitted through said

furnace at each of said different levels, and means for

registering an indication whenever said detected radiation

at any of said levels exceeds a predetermined value.

3,100,842

TOOTH BRUSH HOLDER AND STERILIZER
Walter Goodwin Tellefscn, PaMak, NJ., aaignor of onc-

foarth to Gerald Leon Rittcr, BcrKcnicid, NJ., one-

fourth to John Cliarics Kopf, BrooUyB, N.Y., and one-

fourth to Pasqnale Carmtac Tratta, NuUcy, NJ.

FUed June 15, 1961, Scr. No. 117,374
11 Clabns. (CI. 250—51)

1 . A tooth brush holder comprising a housing open at

the bottom, a member open at the top and having an

upper edge with the same configuration as the lower edge

of said housing, and means for supporting said member
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below said housing, the overall width of the upper edge

of said member being less than the overall width of the

lower edge of said housing, such that the horizontal

component of the distance between the two edges at all

points is less than the overall dimension of the tooth-

brush at the bristle end, measured lengthwise of the

bristles, while the space between the edges is greater

3 100 845
IMAGE INTENSIFICATION TUBE SYSTEM

Nathan Sclar, Glen Rodi, NJ., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Fab^Jiild Camera and Instrument Corpora-

tion, a corporation of Delaware
Filed June 10, 1960, Scr. No. 35^53

2 CUims. (CI. 250—^213)

'-\
^
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than the width of said toothbrush at the bristle end, meas-

ured transversely of the bristles, so that the space be-

tween said edges is sufficient to permit the insertion of

the bristle end of said tooth brush, whereby said tooth

brush may be inserted into said space between said mem-

ber and said housing and suspended so that the bristles

of said brush rest upon the edge of said member.

1. A system for intenafyii^ an image of incident radia-

tion including in combination photo-emissive means

responsive to said incident radiation for producing elec-

trons, an assembly comprising a layer of electro-lumines-

cent material and a layer of electron bombardment con-

ductive material over said layer of electro-luminescent

material, means for applying a voltage across said as-

sembly and means for accelerating said electrons and

for directing said electrons onto the surface of said

layer of electron bombardment conductive material.

3 100343
RADIATION'dosage UMTTER

George B. Foster, WortUngtoi^ Ohio, assignor tofafiua-

trial Nucleonics Corporation, a corporation of Ohio

FUcd Nov. 23, 1959, Scr. No. 854,622

11 Claims. (CI. 250—52)

3,100,846

PHOTOELECTRIC PROCESS FOR MEASURING
AND ADJUSTING THE POSITION OF OBJECTS,
PARTICULARLY OF SCALE LINES

Horst Burlthardt, Altenmarket, near Traunstein, Upper

Bavaria, Germany, assignor to Fa. Wenczler & Heidcn-

hain, Traunreut, near Traunstein, Upper Bavaria, Ger-

many, a corporation of Germany
FUed Nov. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 773,431

6 Clahns. (CI. 250—219)

-<v

-1^
I''.

1. The method of limiting the radiation dosage re-

ceived by material moving through a field of radiaUon of

known intensity comprising the steps of esUblishing an

excessive value for said radiation dosage, measuring the

rate of said material movement through said field, com-

puung the integrated dosage received by said material in

accordance with said rate measurement relative to said

field intensity, comparing said computed dosage with said

excessive value, and substantially reducing the intensity

of said radiation field whenever said computed dosage

exceeds said excessive value.

3 100 844

FLUID FLOW INDICATING PROCESS
Marcel J. Vogel, San Jose, Calif., assignor to International

Business Machhies Corporation, New Yorli, N.Y., a

corporation of New Yorit

No Drawfaig. FUcd Dec. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 77,832

5 Clahns. (O. 250—71)
5. A process for measuring the frictional forces ansmg

from the impact of a fluid stream striking a ligjit trans-

mitting surface, comprising:
v « m

incorporating triboluminescent particles in the fluid;

causing the fluid stream with the particles incorporated

therein to strike the surface, thereby inducing li^t

emission from the tribtrfuminescent particles; and

recording the emitted Ught patterns through the light

transmitiing surface.

1. A lAotoelectric process for measuring and adjust-

ing the position of objects, particularly of scale lines

by means of symmetry adjustments, wherein a scale line

or an image thereof oscillates about a zero position rela-

tive to a diaphragm, to an image of the latter or to a

light source, the latter emanating a light beam through

the diaphragm onto a photoelectric cell, comprising the

steps of

oscillating said scale line and an image of the latter,

respectively, about a symmetry line by means of a

light beam to form shading areas for an amplitude

such that at the greatest oscillation said shading

areas amounts to a fraction of the maximum pos-

sible shading by said oscillation, during an oscilla-

tion disposed symmetrically to said scale line and

an image of the latter, respectively, and

measuring the amplitude deviations of said light beam

impinging on said photoelectric cell.
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3,100,847

UGHT CURTAIN APPARATUS FOR PHOTO-
SENSITIVE DETECTOR

Gerhard von Hacht, Frankfurt am Main, Germany,
assignor to Lkcntia Patent - Verwahnngs - G.m.b.H^
Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Filed Jan. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 83,397
Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 19, 1960

6 Claims. (CL 250—237)

1. An arrangement for producing a protective light

curtain, the combination comprising: a first casing having

a straight slot; a cylindrical lens in front of said slot; a
second cylindrical casing inside said first casing and
having at least one helical shaped slot; an elongated

light source axially and centrally disposed in said second
casing and aligned with said cylinder lens and said

straight slot and defining therewith the plane of ex-

tension of the light curtain; means for rotating said

second casing; a third casing disposed spatially apart

from said first casing and having a straight slot aligned

with said curtain; a photoelectric receiver in said third

casing; an optical system in said third casing optically

aligned with the slot thereof and including a cylindrical

lens and a collimator mirror curved in two planes and
reflecting any light beam entering said third casing from
said light source onto said photoelectric receiver.

3,100,848
HIGH SPEED MULTIVIBRATOR HAVING CROSS

COUPLING CIRCUITRY
John W. Skerritt, Kingston, N.Y., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, New York, N.Y., a cor-

poration of New York
FUed June 25, 1959, Ser. No. 822,793

6 Claims. (CI. 307—88.5)

niMiffim

1. A high-speed bistable multivibrator comprising two
similar circuits each including an input terminal, an

output terminal and an amplifying device having a sub-

stantially conducting condition and a substantially non-

conducting condition, said multivibrator having two stable

states with one of said devices being in conducting con-

dition in one of said stable states and the second device

being in conducting condition in the other of said stable

states, means for applying an input signal to one of said

input terminals for switching said multivibrator from
one stable state to the other and cross-coupling means
connected between the input terminal of each circuit and

the output terminal of the other circuit, each said cross-

coupling means including a signal source connected to

said input terminal so that a junction is defined there-

between, a control device having asymmetric character-

istics connected between the coupled output terminal and

said junction for applying a clamp signal as a function

of the signal at the coupled output terminal to said junc-

tion, said control device isolating the effect of the coupled

output terminal from said input signal when that signal

is being applied to the coupled input terminal for chang-
ing the conducting condition of the associated amplifying
device but permitting a resulting signal transition at the

coupled output terminal to produce a corresponding signal

transition at said junction for changing the conducting
condition of the associated amplifying device.

3,100,849
ACTIVE SOLID-STATE DEVICES USING ANISO-

TROPIC SINGLE CRYSTAL RUTILE
Lewis E. Hollander, Jr., Los AHos Hills, Calif., assignor to

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Borbank, Calif.

FUed June 29, 1960, Ser. No. 39,584
15 Claims. (CL 307—883)

5. A solid-state electronic device comprising an ele-

ment of single crystal rutile having an oxygen vacancy
density chosen so that an anisotropy in conduction exists

in at least two different mutually perpendicular directions

in said element, means adapted to act on said element so

as to perturb the conduction in said element in a pre-

determined direction, and means connected to said ele-

ment for obtaining an electrical signal corresponding to

the perturbance in conductance occurring in said element
in said predetermined direction.

3,100,850
BROKEN RING COUNTER CIRCUIT WITH

INTERNAL PULSE RESET MEANS
Lonnie S. McMillian, Jr., and WilUam T. Eddins, Mel-

boorne, Fla., assignon to Radiatioa Incorporated, Mel-
bourne, FUIm a corporation of Florida

Filed Oct 25, 1960, Ser. No. 64,921
14 Claims, (a. 307—883)

1. A broken ring counter comprising a plurality (rf

counter stages connected in cascade, an input cifcuit

adapted to receive input pulses, means responsive to dis-

continuance of energization of a preceding stage for ener-

gizing the next succeeding stage of the aeoood througii last
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stages of the counter, and means responsive to an input

pulse and lack of energization of all of the second through

last stages of the counter for energizing the first stage of

the counter.

3,100,851

HIGH POWER SYNTHETIC WAVEFORM
GENERATOR

James A. Ross, Orange, and Joseph W. Harter 3rd,

Venice, Calif., assignors to LingTemco-Vought, Inc.,

Dallas, Tex., a corporatioo of Delaware

Filed Nov. 3, 1959, Ser. No. 850,595

24 Claims. (CI. 307—107)

form width, length and thickness and which are oom-

pactly stacked in internesting relationship; each of said

similar laminates having a concavo-convex cross-section

whose curvature is not more than sixty degrees and where-

by compact internesJng of adjacent stacked laminates can

be achieved with substantially no gap- between the ad-

jacent surfaces of the stacked laminates; the dimensional

thickness of each laminate being sufficiently thin to in-

sure penetration of ihe magnetic flux, as generated by the

surrounding high frequency alternating magnetic field.

1. A static device for forming alternating electrical

energy from a source of series-connected elements adapted

to simultaneously and continuously supply electrical

energy at a plurality of fixed specific voltages comprising

a controlled rectifier connected to one said voltage supply

of said source, and to an output circuit, another con-

trolled rectifier connected from a lower voltage supply

of said source to said output circuit, pulse means to selec-

tively initiate conduction of said controlled rectifiers, and

inductive means to terminate said conduction by providing

a voltage increment to back bias the controlled rectifier

connected to the higher of the voltage supplies of said

source.

3,100,852 _
VARIABLE RELUCTANCE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT

Johannes Josephns Alphoosns Peek, Herre Rhila, and

Simon Duinker, aU of Eindhoven, Netheriands, assign-

ors to North American PhUlps Company, Inc., New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUed June 24, 1957, Ser. No. 667,619

Claims priority, application Netheriands July 28, 1956

10 Claims. (CI. 310—15)

„ JO

through a major part of the thickness of the laminate; said

stacked concavo-convex laminates having a length which

corres^ponds to one-half wavelength of sound or an integral

multiple number thereof iraveling longitudinally through

the stacked laminates at the frequency of vibraUon in-

duced by the surrounding alternating magnetic field; and

a connecting body composed of vibration transmitting ma-

terial having one end face thereof rigidly bonded to one

of the respective adjacent ends of each of said stacked

concavo-convex laminates.

3,100,854

REPEATING CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER
Richani E. Riebs, Hales Corners, Wis., assignor to

McGraw-Edison Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a corpo-

ration of Delaware ,,^,,<,
FUed Sept. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 136,352

12 CUims. (CI. 317—22)

5. An electromechanical transducer comprising a plu-

rality of magnetic circuits, means for esUblishing flux flow

in said circuits, and common to said plurality of circuite a

rotatable magnetic member having a magnetic portion

constituted substantially of soft magneUc matenal and

possessing substantially different magnetic permeabihUes,

at right angles to its axis of rotation, in mutually-perpen-

dicular directions.

3,100,853

MAGNETOSTRICnVE VIBRATORY APPARATUS
Cbns Klecsattel, Forest HUls, Lewis Balamnth, New

York, and Arthur Knris, Rivcrdalc, N.Y., asrignon to

Cavltron Ultrasonics toe, a corporation of New York

Original appUcatioa Nor. 2, 1959, Ser.JSo. 850,406, now

Patent ^0/3,056,698, dated Oct 2, 1962. Divided

and this appUcation Ang. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 131,667

lOCIaims. (0.310-26)
1 A vibrator unit having a magnctostrictivc transducer

section designed to be longitudinally vibrated when en-

ergized by a surrounding high frequency alternating mag-

netic field, said transducer section being composed of a

multiplicHy of similar magnetoslrictive laminates of uni-

2. A repeating circuit interrupter including main switch

means in circuit with an electrical system, operating means

for selectively performing switch opening and switch re-

closing operations, control means for said operating means

including mounting means, overload sensing means oper-

able upon the occurrence of an overload in said system to

actuate operating means in the execution of a series of

switch opening and reclosing operations, a plurality of

time delay circuit means for delaying certain of said oper-

ations and each being secured to individual base means, a
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plurality of socket means in said mounting means, discon-

nect plug means secured to each of said base means and
engageabie with one of said socket means for supporting

each of said time delay means on said mounting means
and electrically connecting the same to said control means,

means operable after each opening operation of said main
switch means to couple one of said plurality of time de-

lay means to said operating means so that the time delay of

each succeeding delayed operation may be controlled, said

disconnect plug means allowing said time delay means to

be selectively removed from said circuit interrupter and

replaced by time delay circuit means having different time

delay characteristics.

said cylinder so that said piston electrode is moved longi-

tudinally through said cylinder when said shank is ro-

tated, and adjustable means carried by said means for
preventing rotation of said piston electrode extending
longitudinally through the bore of said piston electrode

and engaging said terminal portion of said shank for de-
forming said terminal portion of said shank so that said

terminal portion of said shank is maintained in tight fric-

tional engagement with said piston electrode in said in-

ternally-threaded bore.

I

3,100,855
TRIMMING CAPACITOR

Harry Hotelling, Erie, Pa., asignor to Eric Resistor Cor-
poration, Erie, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed Nov. 24, 1958, Scr. No. 775,828
4 Claims. (CL 317—249)

3,100.857
CAPACITOR TERMINAL CONNECTION

Livingston L. Rice, WilUamstown, and Donato F. Dagnoli,
Nortli Adams, Mass., aadgnon to Sprague Electric
Company, Nortii Adams, Mass^ a corporation of Mas-
sachusetts

FUed July 22, 1958, Scr. No. 750,139
2 Claims. (CI. 317—260)

I. In combination, a support and a plurality of capac-

itors, said support comprising a fiat plate like member,
integral hub members formed on each side of said plate

like member, said support and said hub members being

made of dielectric material, each said hub member on
one side of said support being disposed opposite a said

hub member on the opposite side of said support, a hole

through each said hub member concentric thereto and

extending through a said hub member on the opposite

side thereof, a first electrode on each said hub member
on one side of said support, a second electrode on each
said hub member on the o|^;>osite side of said support,

and a metallic member extending through each said

hole and electrically connected to one said electrode and
movable toward another said electrode with the dielectric

material of said hub member between said metallic mem-
ber and one said electrode to vary the capacitance thereof.

3,100,856
VARIABLE ELECTRICAL TRIMMER CAPACITOR
Llewellyn T. Barnes, 155 Atlantic Ave, Frccport, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 95,191
5 Claims. (CL 317—249)

1. A capacitor comprising a convolute winding of a
plurality erf elearodes with dielectric material therebe-
tween, a lateral edge of one electrode of said plurality

extending beyond an end of said winding, a lead-wire
having a first end and a second end and an intermediate
portion formed into a loop substantially normal to said
first end, said lead-wire secured to said winding with said
first end within said dielectric material and with said
loop in electrical contact with said extending edge, where-
by a force applied to said second end will uncoil said
loop before disengaging said lead-wire from said wiitd-

ing.

3,100,858
PRESSURE REBALANCING AND MEASURING

SERVOSYCTEM
William J. Topazio, Lcvittown, and John D. Weir, Hunt-

ington, N.Y., assignors to Sperry Rand Coqporation,
Great Nccit, N.Y., a corporation of Dcbwarc

FUed Aug. 12, 1960, Scr. No. 49,365
11 Claims. (CI. 318—28)

MA«*tOUC'-<»

1. A trimmer capacitor comprising a hollow cylinder

formed of a material having a high dielectric constant, an

adjusting member rotatably mounted in said cylinder and
including a shank extending axially into the interior of

said cylinder, an externally-threaded terminal portion at

the end of said shank and having a slot therein for defor-

mation oi ihe external threading thereof, a piston elec-

trode slidable in said cylinder, said piston electrode having
an internally-threaded, longitudinal through bore receiv-

ing the threaded terminal poriion of said shank, means
for preventing rotation of said piston electrode within

10. Apparatus responsive to variations in pressure
comprising a torsion bar, a barometric device movable
in response to pressure changes, support means connected
to said torsion bar, means rotataUe about the longitu-
dinal axis of said torsion bar, pick-off means having a
stationary and movable member producing a signal pro-
portional to the angular misalignment between its mem-
bers, said movable member being connected to said sup-
port means and said means rotatable about the longitu-

dinal axis of said torsion bar, means responsive to tem-
perature changes to rotate said rotatable means relative

to said support means, means maintained under tension
connecting said barometric device to said support means
applying a torque about the longitudinal axis of said
torsion bar to rotate said pick-off means movable mem-

ber, said rotatable means, and said support means about

said torsion bar longitudinal axis when said barometric

device moves, said means under tension being stiff to lon-

gitudinal forces and resilient to bending forces, and means

responsive to said pick-off means signal operable with

said torsion bar to apply a torque to the bar and thereby

cancel substantially any angular misalignment between

the pick-off means members.

3,100,859

FINE AND COARSE SIGNAL MIXING CIRCUIT
Jerome Bcntkowslcy, CliarlottesvUlc, Va., assignor to

Sperry Rand Corporation, Great Necli, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
FUed May 29, 1961, Scr. No. 113,418

5 Claims. (CI. 318-^30)
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with one leaf on one side thereof and at least two leaves

on the other side thereof, with the leaves being engaged

in sequence by movement of said intermediate leaf there-

of to cause current flow in the associated circuit in one

direction to provide rotation of the corresponding motor

and wheel in the forward direction, the second switch of

each pair also having a plurality of flexible leaves with

an intermediate leaf being movable to cause current flow

in the associated circuit in the opposite direction to

provide rotation of the corresponding motor and wheel in

the reverse direction, said first switches of said pairs

being oppositely disposed from said second switches there-

of, and said switches of one pair being positioned at

right angles with respect to said switches of the other

pair, a joy-stick control member pivotally mounted in-

termediate said first and second switches of both pairs

for selectively moving said intermediate leaves thei^eof

to operate said switches, whereby only one switch of

each pair may be operated at a given time, and re-

sistor means connected to said leaves on said other side

of each of said first switches to introduce resistance into

said circuit in one position of said first switches to con-

trol the current flow in said circuits and thereby control

the forward speed of the motors.

1. In a control system having a controlled object and

a controlling object, high speed and low speed transmit-

ters operated from said controlling object, high speed

and low speed receivers electrically connected to said

high and low speed transmitters respectively and me-

chanically connected to said controlled object for provid-

ing high and low speed signals respectively, a first circuit

responsive to said low speed signal, said first circuit in-

cluding blocking means for blocking the voluge sup-

plied thereto below a predetermined value, and a second

circuit responsive to said high speed signal, said first cir-

cuit forming a feedback loop of said second circuit when

said low speed signal is above said predetermined value

whereby for low speed signals below said predetermined

value said blocking means is effectively an open circuit

and for low speed signals above said predetermined value

said blocking circuit is effectively closed, in the latter case

said high speed signal is effectively attenuated due to the

high gain of said low speed signal in the feedback path of

the high speed signal circuit and thus the transition from

one speed signal to another is accomplished smoothly.

3,100,861

FAIL-SAFE CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT
Stephen S. Osder, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Sperry Rand

Corporation, Great Necli, N.Y., a corporation of Del-

aware
FUed Dec. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 77,939

8 Claims. (CI. 318—489)
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3,100,860

MOTOR DRIVE CONTROL FOR WHEELCHAIR
Hury Rosenthal, 6540 N. Campbell Ave., Chicago, 111.

FUed Oct. 9, 1958, Ser. No. 766,294

4 Claims. (CI. 318—55)

1. Apparatus for controlling the attitude of an aircraft

comprising means producing a signal representing the craft

displacement from a reference attitude, means producing

a signal representing the rate that said craft changes its

attitude, first and second servo means adapted to receive

respectively said displacement and attitude rate signals,

means connected to"both said servo means responsive to

vary a contrc^ member on said craft in accordance with

the sum of the respective outputs of said servo means, and

means responsive to malfunctions of said second servo

means to apply said attitude rate signal to said first servo

means instead of said displacement signal.

1 Electrical control n»cans for a vehicle having on

each of two sides thereof a supporting wheel and a

reversible electric motor for driving the same, with the

wheel and motor on one side operaung independently

of the wheel and motor on the other side, said control

means including in combination, first and second cir-

cuits individually connected to the motors for energizing

the same, a pair of leaf switches electrically connected

in each circuit, the first switch of each pair havmg a

plurality of flexible leaves including an mtermediate leaf

3,100,862
SEALED STORAGE CELLS AND CHARGING

CIRCUITS THEREFOR
Donald W. Collier, Pines Lake, Wayne, NJ., aasigMH-, by

mesne assignments, to The Electric Storage Battery

Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of New
Jersey

FUed Nov. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 854,718

6 Claims. (0.320—46)

3. A storage battery including a plurality of separeU

hermetically scaled cells of the type which evolves a

gas when overcharged and overdischarged; a pressure

switch mounted on each of said cells and operable by

internal cell pressure from a normal position when the

internal pressure rises to an above normal value; a

latch associated with each of said pressure switches for

latching the switch when the same is operated from

normal position; a pair of terminals for said battery

connected to said cells through said pressure switches
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only when the switches are in said normal position;

and a single reset control on said battery opcratively

1
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voltages can be derived representing values of a func-

tion for a series of equi-spaced values of a variable of said

function, a series of contacts respectively representing

said spaced values of the variable and connected to the

respective reference points, a selector movable to derive

voltage selectively from said contacts, means for deriv-

ing a further voltage variable in proportion to a variable
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coupled to each of said latches for releasing the latches

when the reset control is operated.

3,100,863
CURRENT LIMITED TRANSISTOR VOLTAGE

REG LJLATOR
William R. McCullough, Menio Park, Calif., assignor to

Hewiett-Pacluird Company, Palo Alto, Calif., a corpo-

ration of California

FUed Aug. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 129,096

7 Claims. (CI. 323—22)

1. In a power supply having a series regulator which

is responsive to the voltage appearing across a load cir-

cuit, a resistor in series with said load circuit to produce

a first voltage that is related to the current in said load

circuit, means connected to said regulator for producing a

second voltage that is related to the voltage appearing

across said series regulator, a gain element connected to

control the impedance of said regulator and connected to

receive the first voluge. said gain element becoming ef-

fective to increase continually the impedance of said reg-

ulator when the first voltage exceeds a predetermined

value, and normally non-conductive means connected to

said gain element for applying thereto said second voltage,

said non-conductive means becoming conductive for ren-

dering said gain element effective further to increase con-

tinually the impedance of said regulator when the second

voltage exceeds a predetermined value.

3,100,864
INTERPOLATING DEVICES, ESPECIALLY FOR
THE CONTROL OF AUTOMATIC MACHINE
TOOLS

Rolf Edmund Spencer, West Ealing, London, and

Geoffrey Huson Stephenson, Ealing, London, England,

assignors to Electric & Musical Industries Limited,

MlddlcMx, England, a company of Great Britain

Filed Jan. 26, 1955, Ser. No. 484^02
Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 27, 1954

14 Cbims. (CI. 323—43.5)

1. An interpolating device comprising a signal source

having a series of reference points from which alternating
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fraction of the difference between equi-spaced values of

the variable, and means for injecting an incremental volt-

age, responsive to said variable ventage, at a point prior

to a selected contact to increment the ventage derived

from said selected contact, to produce interpolation be-

tween the function values which can be derived from said

reference points.

3,100,865
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR TAP CHANGING

REGULATOR
Charies W. Nielsen, Ei«lc, Wis^ assignor to Allis-

Chalmcrs Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
FUed Nov. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 69,984

8 Claims. (CL 323—43^

1. A wide range fine step v<rftage regulator comprising

a coarse step tap changing unit and a fine step tap chang-

ing unit mechanically independent of each other, eadh

said unit having a winding with a plurality of taps with

circular arranged stationary contacts connected thereto

and a pair of movable contacts driven by a motor for

successively engaging said stationary contacts, said noov-

able contacts of said coarse unit being connected to the

tapped winding of said fine unit, and an electrical contrcd

system for synchronizing eadi said motor and said mov-

able contacts in each said unit comprising current limit-

ing means responsive to the positions of said movable

contacts relative to their respective stationary contacts

whereby load current in said regulator is maintained

throughout cycling of said movable contacts by each said

motor.
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3,100,866

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
IN THIN FILMS

John R. Zimmerman, Jr., Dallas, Tex^ and I"']"* Wein-

bcif, WoodlNiry, NJn aaslgBors to Socony MobU OU
Company, Inc., a corporation of New York

FUed July 27, 1959, Ser. No. 829,927

7 Claims. (CI. 324—.5)

-iuWu

circuit relay to permit the passage of a first predeter-

mined power from the power supply to the tubes to place

the tubes in the arc condition, a relay having contacts m
the holding circuit and connected in series with the power

supply and in parallel with the tube group, said tube

group relay operable upon a voltage in excess of the volt-

age across the tubes when all the tubes are in an arc

condition to indicate a tube has passed from the arc to

the glow condition, and means responsive to the opera-

tion of said tube group relay for de-cnergizing the hold-

ing circuit relay to cut off the power supply to the test-

ing circuit.

3,100,868

UGHT GAS DETECTOR USING THIN WALLED
GLASS TUBES FOR DIFFUSION

Kenneth B. McAfee, Jr., Sommit, NJ., assignor toB«ll

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.,

a corporation of New York
Filed Aug. 20, 1958, Ser. No. 756,115

6 Claims. (CI. 324—33)

1. A nuclear magnetic resonance system comprising

means for establishing a substantially uniform polarizing

magnetic field, inner and outer capiUaries supported m
said magnetic field with the axes thereof perpendicular

to the direction of said magnetic field and adapted to

receive test materials in a first zone inside the inner capil-

lary and in zones formed by the annulus between said

inner and outer capillaries, means for applying a mov-

ing magnetic field perpendicular to said polarizmg mag-

netic field in the region of said capillaries, and means for

detecting signals produced in at least one of said zones

formed by said annulus.

3,100367
GAS TUBE LIFE TESTER

Stephen A. MysUnski, Rcadi^ Pa., assignor to We^era

Elcctrk Company, incofporated, a cocporatioo of New
York

Fllcd May 4, 1961, Ser. No. 107,717

4 Claims. (CL 324—24)
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1 A gas detecting device comprising a sensing clement

having a multiplicity of thin walled glass tubes having an

outside diameter varying from one mU to fifty mils and

a wall thickness varying from 0.2 mil to ten mils through

which a gas to be detected diffuses and a delecting element

sensitive to the gas diffusing Uirough the glass tubes.

1 An arrangement for testing the lifetime of a gas

tube wherein the tube passes from an arc to a glow con-

dition which comprises a test circuit having a power sup-

ply a group of tube sockets connected in series m said

circuit for receiving tubes therein, a resistor connected

across each tube socltct, a switch for removing each re-

sistor from the series circuit upon the insertion of a tube

into its corresponding socket, a holding circuit, a relay

in said holding circuit, means for energizing Uie holdmg

3,100,869

PULSE REGENERATOR SYSTEM WITH FAULT
LOCATION FACILITIES

Stanley B. Disson, Broomall, Albert J. Meyerhoff, Wynne-

wood, and Paul Winsor HI, PaoU, Pa., assignors to

Burroughs Corporation, Detroit, Mkh., a corporation

of Michigan
FUed Not. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 149,898

16 Claims. (CI. 325—38)
1. In a cable system for communication by trams of

"on" and "off" pulses,

(a) a west-to-east repeater for reshaping inconung

pulses comprising a pulse quantizer including

(6) a magnetic core having a set and a reset stable

condition,

(c) an input, load, and reset winding coupled to said

core,

(d) an output circuit coupled to said quantizer,

(e) a transistor having an emitter, collector and base

electrode,

(/) first means connecting said load windmg m the

emitter-coUectOT circuit of said transistor.
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(g) second means connecting said input winding in

the base circuit of said transistor,

(h) an input line and an output line.

(i) coupling means for providing an input signal pat-

tern of *'on" and "off' pulses to the base electrode

of said transistor causing said transistor to saturate

and by virtue of a regeneration between said load
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and input windings to cause said core to change to

its set condition in response to "on" pulses,

(/) reset circuit means connected to said reset wind-

ing causing said core to reset intermediate the pulses

of said signal pattern whereby a regenerated signal

pattern is developed along said output circuit to said

output line.

3,100,870
ROOMS FOR TESTING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Chester L. Smith, Bedford, Mass^ assignor to Raytheon
Company, Lexington, Mass., a corporation of Delaware

FUed May 4, 1959, Scr. No. 810,604
5 CUims. (Ci. 325—67)

1 . A microwave darlcroom for testing electronic equip-

ment by the transmission of radiant energy between

transmitting and receiving antennae spaced apart in said

room which comprises, a pair of toothed side wall sur-

faces spaced equally to either side of a line between

the transmitting and receiving antenna, ceiling and floor

surfaces having spaced, facing inwardly, oflfset sections

located at a predetermined position intermediate the spac-

ing between the transmitting and receiving antennae, and

front and rear wall surfaces for said room, all said room
defining surfaces being so geometrically arranged rela-

tive to the transmitting antenna as to reflect any energy

received from the transmitting antenna away from the

receiving antenna and toward another room surface lo-

cated on a different wall.

3,1M,S71
SINGLE SIDEBAND RECEIVER HAVING SQUELCH

AND PHASE-LOCKED DETECTION MEANS
Roy A. RiciMrdsDn, Skokk« awl OnrOlc M. Emm, Chi-

caco. 111., assignors to Motorola, Inc., Chicago, DL, a
corporatioa of Illinois

FUed Jan. 3, 1961, Scr. No. ••,493
9 Claims. (CI. 325—33«)
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1. A detector for an incoming signal having a carrier

of given frequency, including in combination, input cir-

cuit means for translating the idcoming signal, a first

phase detector coupled to said input circuit means, a low
pass sub-audio frequency filter connected to said first

phase detector, reactance control means coupled to said

low pass filter, oscillator circuit means including a first

oscillator adapted to be controlled by said reactance con-

trol means, a second oscillator, and mixing means con-

nected to said first and second oscillators to produce a
reference signal of the given frequency, circuit means
for applying the reference signal to said first phase de-

tector for comparison therein with the carrier of the in-

coming signal and for loclcing the reference signal and
the carrier in 90* phase relation, a second phase detector

coupled to said input circuit means and to said oscillator

circuit means for comparison of the carrier and the ref-

erence signal, and output circuit means connected to said

second phase detector and adapted to derive therefrom
information of the incoming signal.

3,lt0,872
PULSE FORMER WITH CAPACITOR DISCHARG-
ING PROVIDING RAPID RISE-TIME AND THY-
RATRON SHORTING OUTPUT PROVIDING RAP-
ID FALL-TIME

John J. Hickey and George L. Clark, Hawthomc, Calif.,

assignors to Space Technology Laboratories, Inc., Los
Angeles, Calif., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Aug. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 132,795
13 Claims. (CL 328—67)

1. A pulse generating circuit comprising a first low
impedance switching means connected in series with a volt-

age clipping means, said first switching means being trig-

gered by an input signal, said clin>ing means clipping

said output signal to a desired voltage level, a first energy
storage means having a substantially short time constant
and connected in circuit with said first switching means
for sustaining a first portion of said output signal at said

clipped value, a second energy storage means having a

substantially long time constant and connected in circuit

with said first switching means for sustaining a second
portion of said output signal at said clipped value, a delay
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generator connected in circuit with said first switching

means for determining the pulse length of said clipped out-

put signal, said delay generator comprising energy stor-

age means for sustaining said output signal, and a second

low impedance switching circuit connected in circuit with

said delay generator for short-circuiting said clipping

means thereby terminating said output signal.

rreriirr FOR AUTOMATICALLY MAINTAINING
™%PUnjDE VARYING PEAKS WITHIN
SSErJoUSIG RANGE OF A SIGNAL OF A VAC
UUM TUBE __ „ __,__ . AJ-.i™l

Meyer Marks, Clarendoo Illlls, ID, S5»«T *» AtoW
Coiporation, Chicago, DL, a corr«tk« of Delaware

Filed Jane 1, IW9, Ser. No. 817,41i

3 Claims. (CL 328—165)

in combination means for generating control pulses at a

frequency proportional to but at least twice as high as

the dominant frequency in said complex signal; a plurality

of sampling devices sequentially responsive to said control

pulses, each of sampling devices including means for hold-

ing each voltage sample until the next succeeding voltage

sample is taken; means for passing said complex signal

throu^ said sampling devices in sequence; means for

recovering output signals from said sampling devices;

means for weighting said output signals in accordance

with a predetermined filter network response; and means

for mixing said weighted output signals.

^^^
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smaller than the value of the other of said pair of

resistors;

means for supplying collector current to said transis-

tors, the collector current in the first transistor being

higher than the collector current in the second tran-

sistor;

means connected to the base of said second transistor

for conducting base current therein and for applying

input signal thereto;

means connecting the emitter of the second transistor

and the base of the first transistor; and

means connected to the emitter of the first transistor

for providing an output signal from the signal ap-

pearing thereon.

3,100,877
TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER WITH CONSTANT

INPUT IMPEDANCE
Joseph T. Maupin, DcephaTcn, Minn^ assignor to Minne-

apolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis,

Minn., a corporation of Debware
FUed Dec. 27, 1960, Scr. No. 78,368

5 Claims. (CI. 330—28)

1. An amplifier circuit having a constant input im-

pedance comprising: a transistor having a semiconductive

body and a plurality of electrodes including a base elec-

trode, an emitter electrode and a collector electrode,

said base electrode having an internal resistance r^ and

said emitter electrode having an internal resistance r,;

an emitter resistor Re connecting said emitter electrode to

a reference potential point; a base resistor Rb coimect-

ing said base electrode to a source of signal to be ampli-

fied; impedance load means Rl; a source of potential,

said load means connecting said source of potential to

said collector electrode; a feedback resistor Rf connected

between said collector electrode and said base resistor;

said components being proportioned in accordance with

the equation

to cause the input impedance of the amplifier to be a

constant value.

3,100,878

BOOT STRAP ELECTRONIC AMPLIFIER
HAVING IN-PHASE GRIDS

William F. Griffith, 120 W. Seminary Ave.,

LuthcrvUle, Md.
FUed Dec. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 858,384

10 Claims. (CI. 330—81)

1. An electronic amplifying circuit comprising the

combination of a first electronic valve having at least a

first anode, a first cathode, and a first control grid; a

second electronic valve having at least a second anode,

a second cathode, and a second control grid; means cou-

pling an input signal source between said first control

grid and said first cathode; means coupling said first cath-

ode to a reference point; means for placing an input sig-

nal on said second control grid; a load having at least

two terminals; means coupling the first and second an-

odes together and to one terminal of said load, the po-

tentials with respect to said reference point of said first

and second anodes and said one terminal of said load

being at least substantially equal to one another, where-

by said valves supply signal currents through said load

in the same direction when the input signals to said first

and second grids are of the same polarity with respect to

said first and second cathodes respectively; and imped-
ance means electrically coupled to said reference point

and electrically coupling said second cathode with the

other terminal of said load to maintain the A.C. signal

voltage between said second cathode and said reference

point correlated in magnitude and at least substantially

equal in phase to the A.C. signal voltage between said oth-

er terminal of said load and said reference point, said cir-

cuit including an impedance between said first and second

cathodes.

3,100,879
CAPACITANCE SENSING CfRCUTT

Onrille V. Greimkc, Westport, Coon^ aarignor to United
Aircraft Corporation, Eait Hartford, Coon^ a corpora-
tioa of Delaware

Filed May 8, 1959, Scr. No. 811,859
1 Claim, (a. 331—135)

A capacitance sensing circuit including in combination

a first capacitor having a first nominal capacitance value,

a second capacitor having a second nominal capacitance

value, at least one of the capacitors being variable from
its nominal capacitance value, an amplifier having an
input and providing an output, a transformer having a

primary winding and a secondary winding, the primary
winding having a first and a second terminal and a tap

somewhere intermediate said terminals, means connecting
the output of the amplifier to the tap, a source of fixed

potential, means connecting the first capacitor between
the first terminal and the source, means connecting the

second capacitor between the second terminal and the

source, and means connecting the secondary winding
between the input of the amplifier and the source, the

capacitors having such nominal capacitance values that

the voltages at the primary winding terminals are equal

and the secondary winding voltage is zero irrespective

of the output voltage of the amplifier.

3,100,880
TRANSISTORIZED PLATE MODULATOR SYSTEM
La Verne WinUc, Cincinnati, Ohio, amignor to Avco Cor-
poration, Cindnnati, Olilo, a corporatioa of Delaware

Filed Dec. 4, 1961, Scr. No. 156,716
11 Claims. (CI. 331—22)

1. In a signal sensitive modulator system, the comlMna-
tion comprising :

a high power current-flow control device;

a direct current source of energy;

a source of intelligence signals;

means responsive to said intelligence signals for gating

the energy from said direct current source through
said device for periods when said signals exceed a
predetermined level, said means including a plurality

of parallel-connected transiston each having a base
electrode, an emitter electrode, and a collector elec-
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trode. said collector electrodes being reversed biased

and said emitter electrodes being forward biased

from said direct current source;

a source of base-biasing potential for back-biasing said

transistors beyond cut-off, said source of'base-biasing

potential including a second direct current source,

first and second impedances connected across said

source, each of said bases being connected to the

junction of said impedances, at least one of said im-

3,100,882

ENCAPSULATED VARIABLE INDUCTOR
Norman Bumell, Scarsdale, N.Y., assignor to Bumell &

Co., Inc., Pelham Manor, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

FUed Feb. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 11,323

2 Claims. (CI. 336—96)
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pedances having impedaiKe characteristics which vary

with applied currents;

means coupling said intelligence signals to said bases,

whereby said back bias on said bases is opposed and

current flows through said emitter and collector junc-

tion when said back bias is overcome;

means responsive to said flow of current for gener-

ating a voltage;

and means coupling said voltage across said device

to produce conduction through said device.

3,100,881

WAVEGUIDE SYSTEM HAVING MODE CONVERT-
ER FOR CHANGING RECTANGULAR TE,o MODE
INTO CIRCULAR TEo, AT LOCUS OF WAVE-
GUIDE WINDOW ^ _ ,

William A. Edson, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation off New York

FUed Oct 19, 1960, Ser. No. 63,552

3 Claims. (CI. 333—21)

1. A variable toroidal coil inductor consisting essen-

tially of a first housing having side walls and a base, a

magnet centrally positioned in said housing, extending

substantially across the width thereof, a potting com-

pound encapsulating said magnet and filling said housing

and thus maintaining said magnet centrally positioned

relative to said housing and hermetically sealed within

said housing, a double headed rivet having one head cen-

trally disposed relative to said base, extending through an

opening in said base and positioned in the portion of said

potting compound adjacent said base for pivotal move-

ment of said first housing relative to said rivet, a second

housing having side walls and a top immediately adjacent

the first housing, with the said top positioned contiguous to

the said base and held in said position by the other head of

said double headed rivet, which rivet passes through a

central opening in said top and has the other head thereof

positioned to securely hold the said tc^ and said base in

subsuntially abutting relationship, a toroidal coil disposed

in said second housing immediately adjacent said top, a

second magnet positioned adjacent said toroidal coil and

extending substantially across the width of said second

housing, potting compound in said second housing en-

capsulating the second-mentioned magnet, said tCHXjidal

coil and said second-mentioned magnet being hermetical-

ly sealed within said second housing by the potting com-

pound therein, and lead wires from said coil extending

throu^ the potting compound in said second housing ex-

ternally of said second housing.

1, A waveguide window section including in combina-

tion a window supporting section and a mode launching

means connected to said window supporting section; said

window supporting section including a cylindrical wave-

guide of circular cross section and a dielectric barrier sup-

ported wiUiin said window supporting section and sealed

therein to provide a vacuum tight barrier, and circular

conductive end closing members for closing the opposite

ends of said cylindrical waveguide, each of said end clos-

ing members being provided with a pair of rectangular

apertures symmetrically disposed on opposite sides of the

center thereof with their major axes on a common diam-

eter said mode launching means comprising waveguides

of rectangular cross section defining a folded E plane T

with the ends of the rectangular waveguide which forms

the cross bar of the T inserted in the rectangular aper-

tures of one conductive end plate thereby to launch the

circular TEoi mode in said window supporting section.

3,100,883

PHASABLE GANGED POTENTIOMETER
Elias Bbmco, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor, by m«me

assignments, to Daystrom Incorporated, Mnrray Hill,

NJ., a corporation of Texas
FUed Nov. 21, 1960, Scr. No. 70,844

3 Claims. (CI. 338—148)

1. A potentiometer comprising,

a casing having an opening therein,

a ring-shaped resistance element in said casing,

a rotataWe shaft in said casing extending axially of

said resistance element.
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a two-part support carried by said shaft including a

first part affixed to the shaft rotation therewith, and

a second part movably supported on said first part

for angularly variable positions of adjustment about

the shaft axis,

said second part including a rack gear,

a slider contact carried by said second part and iTKyv-

able therewith over said resistance element,

and a rotatabJe member including a i>inion drive gear

having a central axis which intersects the central axis

of said resistance element removably insertable

through said casing opening,

said pinion drive gear having teeth adapted to mesh
with the teeth of said rack gear, whereby the rela-

tive position of said slider contact on said resistance

element may be adjusted independently of its move-
ment through rotation of said shaft.

3,100,884
HIGH TEMPERATURE PRESSURE SENSITIVE
SOLID STATE MATERIAL AND DEVICE

James W. Ballard, Dayton, Ohio, asrignor to Systems Re-
search Laboratories, Inc., Dayton, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
Filed Dec. 20, 1960, Scr. No. 77,131

1 Claim. (CI. 338—224)

density, and means for indicating the value of said varia-

ble comprising divider means responsive to said informa-

r^fQj I aS—::~c .'iRf?'

K Man ]

1 *-M-

9-^

tion and correction signals for providing an indication of

the ratio of the magnitudes of said signals.

3,100,886
COMPRESSIONAL WAVE TRANSMITTER

Meyer Mariu, Clarendon Hills, Dl^ assignor to Admbul
Corporation, Chicago, Hi., a corporatioa of Delaware

FUcd Apr. 27, 1959, Scr. No. 809,052
3 Claims. (CI. 340—15)

A pressure and temperature sensing transducer device

comprising spaced electrode means, flexible envelop meani
defining an enclosed space within which said electrode

means are disposed and a dry, solid state resistant mate-

rial combined within said envelop means having variable

electrical resistivity values which are predictable functions

of temperature and pressure to which the material is ex-

posed, said material consisting of a heat treated, non-
sintered powder mixture of a relatively non-conductive

component and a conductive component, said components

having compatible thermal coefficients of linear expan-

sion and wherein the mixture exhibits electrical resistiv-

ity properties which are a substantially reproducible func-

tion of pressure applied thereto, the non-conductive com-

ponent being approximately 70% powdered alumina and

the conductive component being approximately 30%
powdered molybdenum.

3,100,885
ULTRASONIC LIQUID LEVEL GAUGE

Walter Welliowitz, Nixon, NJ., and Hugo E. Dahiiie,

Jeniuntown, Pa., assignors to Gulton Industries, Inc.,

Metuchen, N J., a corporation of New Jersey
FUed Aug. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 131,261

8 Claims. (CI. 340—3)

1. An ultrasonic measuring system for measuring a

variable in a medium which is to be independent of the

density thereof, said system including an information

measuring section including first ultrasonic wave trans-

mitting and receiving means which provide an information

signal which is a measure of said variable and the density

of said medium, and a correction measuring section in-

cluding second ultrasonic wave transmitting and receiving

means which provide a correction signal of the same kind

as said information signal and which is substantially in-

dependent of said variable but dependent on said medium

-y /»

1. A portable transmitter for generating and transmit-

ting ultrasonic compressional waves of predetermined

frequency contprising; a transistor having a base, an emit-

ter and a collector; a tank circuit coupled in the emitter-

collector circuit of said transistor, said tank circuit being
resonant at said predetermined frequency and including

an inductive element and a capactive piezoelectric trans-

ducer element; a battery source for said transistor; a volt-

age divider; means, including a portion of said inductor

for coupling said voltage divider to said battery source

so as to supply voltage to said divider and to the collector-

emitter circuit of said transistor; said base being con-

nected to a point on said voltage divider, and being sup-

plied both a direct current potential from said battery
source and a feedback potential from said tank circuit,

whereby said transistor oscillates at the frequency of res-

onance of said tank circuit and said piezoelectric trans-

ducer element transmits said ultrasonic compressional
waves.

3,100,887
FERROELECTRIC SHIFT REGISTER

Robert M. Woife, Colonia, NJ., aasignor to Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a
corporation of New York

Filed Apr. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 19,640
14 Claims. (CI. 340—173.2)

1. A shift register circuit comprising a plurality of
normal ferroelectric capacitors connected directly to each
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other in a continuous series circuit, means for initially

polarizing adjacent ones of said capacitors in opposite

directions of polarization, means for introducing binary

information into said register comprising means for polar-

izing a pair of adjacent ones of said capacitors in the

same direction of polarization, and means for shifting

said information along said register, said last-named

means comprising means for reversing the direction of

polarization of said pair of capacitors and means for suc-

cessively reversing the direction of polarization of each

succeeding two adjacent capacitors of said serially con-

nected capacitors in succession where each said succeed-

ing two adjacent capacitors includes one capacitor of the

immediately preceding pair.

3,100,888
CHECKING SYSTEM

Robert E. Oleksiak, BrooUine, Mass., assignor to Inter-

lutional Business Maciiincs Corporation, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUed Dec. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 75,560

1 Claim. (CI. 340—174)

.; #^«f ^s^ >m

Iz}-

If trxr

A device for verifying the operation of a plurality of

first write drivers, a plurality of second write drivers, a

plurality of first read drivers and a plurality of second

read drivers, said drivers being associated with a coin-

cident-current magnetic core memory and operating in a

two-part cycle, the first part of said cycle including the

coincident activation of all of said first and said second

write drivers to write information into said niemory,

said first write drivers being concurrently pulsed as said

second write drivers are sequentially pulsed, the second

part of said cycle including the coincident activation of all

of said first and said second read drivers to read informa-

tion out of said memory, different combinations of said

read drivers being sequentially pulsed, each of said com-

binations being made up of one of said first read drivers

and one of said second read drivers, said device com-

prising:

a plurality of first drive lines connected at least two

each to the different first write drivers, each of said

drive lines being energized with a current pulse upon

activation of its associated driver;

a plurality of second drive pulse lines connected one

each to the different second write drivers, each of said

second drive lines being energized with a current

pulse upon activation of its associated driver;

a plurality of third drive lines connected one each to

the different first read drivers, each of said third

drive lines being energized with a current pulse upon

activation of its associated driver;

a plurality of fourth drive lines connected one each to

the different second read drivers, each of said fourth

drive lines being energized with a current pulse upon

activation of its associated driver;

a plurality of bistable magnetic cores, each of said cores

being linked by one of said first, second, third, and
fourth drive lines, each of said cores being adapted to

switch to a first magnetic state in response to current

pulses appearing coincidently on the respective first

and second drive lines linking it and further being

adapted to switch to a second magnetic state in

response to current pulses appearing coincidently

on the respective third and fourth drive lines link-

ing it, said cores being arranged in a plurality of

groups, said groups in turn being arranged in a plu-

rality of sets, the number of groups being equal to

the number of first drive lines, each group being

linked by a different one of said first drive lines

and each set being linked by a different one of said

second drive lines, whereby execution of the first part

of said cycle of operation of said drivers switches,

progressively by sets, all of said cores to said first

magnetic state; the number of cores in each group

of cores being equal to the total number of different

combinations of two of said third and said fourth

drive lines, each of said combinations being made up
of one of said third drive lines and one of said

fourth drive lines, each core in a group of cores

being linked by a different one of said combinations,

corresponding cores in different groups being linked

by the same combination, whereby execution of said

second part of said cycle of operation of said drivers

switches all of said cores to said second magnetic
state;

a plurality of sense lines equal in number to the num-
ber of said groups of cores, each of said sense lines

linking a different one of said groups and being

adapted to conduct an output current pulse in re-

sponse to the switching from said first to said second

magnetic state of one of the cores associated with it

so that each sense line conducts an output pulse each

time a different combination of read drivers is acti-

vated; and,

a detecting device connected to each of said sense lines,

each of said detecting devices being adapted to pro-

duce a signal in response to the absence of an output

pulse on the associated sense line, thereby giving an

indication of incorrect driver operation and identify-

ing, by virtue of the number of said devices produc-

ing said signals, a particular class of driver as the

one which produced said incorrect operation.

3,100,889
APPARATUS FOR SENSING VARIATIONS

Maxwell R. Camion, Endicott, N.Y., assignor to Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Apr. 17, 1958, Scr. No. 729,148
3 Claims. (CI. 340—259)

1. In a web width sensing system, in combination, a

source of alternating waves, a pair of differentially con-

nected linearly variable differential transfcM-mers connected

to said source, each said transformer having a movable

magnetic core normally located in a null position such that

no output is produced by either transformer while the cores

are in the null positions, bearing members rigidly attached

respectively to said movable cores, means for passing a

moving web between said bearing members, means sup-
porting said bearing members with said bearing members
free to follow the edges of said web, means for deriving

an output from said transformers having an amplitude
which is a function of a change in the width of said web
from a predetermined value with said output substantially

independent of lateral motion of said web, means cou-
pled to said source for providing a steady reference volt-

age, means for comparing said output and said reference
voltage and for providing therefrom periodic pulses rep-
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resentative only of any excess of said output over said

reference voltage, means for integrating groups of said

*t^
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3,100,890
DATA TRANSMISSION

Harley A. Henning, Short Hills, NJ^ assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York,
N.Y^ a corporation of New York

FUed Oct. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 61,862
10 Claims. (CI. 340—345)

idStct
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195,936
ILLUMINABLE DISPLAY SIGN

Conrad J. Escalante, Lo« Alamhos, Calif.

(1251 W. Gaylord St., Long Beach 13, Calif.)

FUed Oct. 29, 1962, Scr. No. 72,302
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. Dl—12)

195,938
NECKTIE

Tsoneo Horii, 1081 8-chonic, Koyama, Shinagawa-ku,
Tokyo, JaMW

FUed May 15, 1962, Ser. No. 70,146
Claims priority, appUcation Japan Feb. 24, 1962

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D3—16)

195,937
HAIR DRYER BONNET OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Sally J. Victor, New York, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Aug. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 71,154

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D3—13)

195,939
LADY'S ONE PIECE GARMENT

Daricnc M. Bartholomew, 5731 Karen Ave.
Cypress, Calif

.

Filed Jan. 4, 1963, Scr. No. 73,049
Term of patent 14 years

(a. D3—17)

c
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195,940
MOP SQUEEZER PLATE

Norman B. Woleen, Parma Heights, Ohio, assignor to

Erie Mop and Wringer Company, Girard, Pa., a corpo-
ration o\ Pennsylvania

FUed Nov. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 67,458
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D9—2)

195,943
TRACTOR CAB

Robert W. Dodge, 40 Pleasant St., Wenham, Mass.
Filed Mar. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 69,374

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D14—3)

^•^

195,941
ELECTRIC SHOE POLISHER CASE

William C. Badnanik, Elverson, Pa., and Ira W. Schwartz,
Great Neck, N.Y., assignors to Schick Incorporated,

Lancaster, Pa., a corporation of Delaware
Filed July 2, 1962, Ser. No. 70,749

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D9—2)

195,944
MOBILE ADJUSTABLE STAND FOR FANS

Viktor Schreckengost, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, assignor

to The Murray Ohio Manufacturing Company, Nash-
ville, Tenn., a corporation of Ohio

FUed Mar. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 69,471

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D14—3)

l^s

195,942
PANELLING MATERIAL OR THE LIKE

Colman Zola, 58 Tamarack Way, Pleasantville, N.Y.

FUed May 7, 1962, Ser. No. 69,997
Term of patent 7 years

(CL D13—1)

195,945
TRIM RING FOR AUTOMOBILE WHEEL

OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Herbert Buerger, Walton, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 69,872

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D14—30)

^V

798 O.O.—26
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195,946
SWIVEL CHAIR

Henry Kronluius, % State Pipe & Nipple Corp.
81 N. 4th St., BrooUyn, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 1, 1962, Scr. No. 72,336
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D15—1)

195,949
HOLDER FOR A GOLF BALL MARKER

Morris Kortick, Cranston, RJ., a»igBor to Troy,
Providence, R.I., a corporation of Rhode

Filed Oct. 17, 1962, Scr. No. 72,147
Term of patent 3V^ years

(CL D17—3)

Inc.

^
195,950

WALL BLOCK
Philip E. Kopp, Minerva, Ohio, assignor to Malvern Fhie

Lining, Inc., Malvern, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed May 6, 1960, Ser. No. 60,485

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D18—2)

195,947
COMBINED CABINET AND WORK TABLE FOR

PACKAGING SURGICAL GLOVES
William J. HannoD, Jr., Dorchester, Mass., assignor to

The Macbicit Company, Cambridge, Mass., a corpora-
tion of Massachusetts

FUed July 23, 1962, Ser. No. 71,018
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D16—2)

195,951
KNIFE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Leo F. Wildgen, Minneapolis, Minn., maaignor to Arthnr
Salm Inc^ Chicago, III., a corporation of Illlnob

Filed Feb. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 68,905
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D22—3)

195,948
COMBINED SAFETY CLAMP AND CAP FOR

GAS JETS AND THE LIKE
Norman A. Rosentreter, 1415 Federal Road,

Houston, Tex.
Filed Sept 25, 1962, Ser. No. 71,841

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D16—2)

\

•, \
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195,952
SHAVER

Norman Thomas Sanders, Mappleborongh Green, Stndley,

Engbuid, assignor to Needle Indutrics LImtted, Bfa^

mingham, England, a British company
Filed July 25, 1962, Ser. No. 71,042

Term of patent 14 yean
(CLD22—3)

195,956
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spilman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The Astatic
Corporation, Conneant, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed May 28, 1962, Ser. No. 70,294
Term of patent 7 years

(CL D26—14)

195,953
ELECTRIC SHAVER

Melvfai H. BoMt, Glcnview, HI., assignor to Schicli In-

corporated, Lancaster, Pa., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 27, 1963, Ser. No. 74,155

Term of patent 14 years

(a. D22—3)

195 957
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spilman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The Astatic
Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporatioD of Ohio

Filed May 28, 1962, Ser. No. 70,295
Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D26—14)

195,954
HAIR TRIMMER

Norman V. Christenscn, 325Vi S. New Hampshire Ave.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 66,512
Term of pat^ 14 years

(CL D22—5)

195,958
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spilman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The Astatic

Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed May 28, 1962, Ser. No. 70,296

Term of patent 7 years

(CL D26—14)

195,955
DUPLEX ELECTRICAL ADAPTER

Ernest R. Carbon, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to Harvey
HnbbelL Incorporated, Bridgeport, Coon., a corpora-

tion of Connecticut
Filed Aug. 21, 1962, Scr. No. 71,400

Term of patent 14 years

(CLD26—1)

195 959
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spilman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The Astatic

Corporation, Conneant, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed May 28, 1962, Ser. No. 70,297

Term of patent 7 years
(CL D26—14)
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195,960
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The
Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation
of Ohio

Filed May 28, 1962, Ser. No. 70,298
Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D26— 14)

195,963
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The
Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation
of Ohio

Filed May 28, 1962, Ser. No. 70,301
Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D26—14)

195,961
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The
Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
Filed May 28, 1962, Ser. No. 70,299

Term of patent 7 years
(CI. D26—14)

195,964
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The
Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation
of Ohio

Filed May 28, 1962, Ser. No. 70,302
Term of patent 7 years *>

(CI. D2fr—14)

195,962 195,965
MICROPHONE MICROPHONE

Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The
Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation
of Ohio of Ohio

Filed May 28, 1962, Ser, No. 70,300 Filed May 28, 1962, Ser. No. 70,303
Term of patent 7 years Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D26— 14) (CI. D26—14)
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195,966 195,970

MICROPHONE MICROPHONE
Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to IHe

Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio of Ohio
Filed May 28, 1962, Ser. No. 70,304 Filed June 6, 1962, Ser. No. 70,448

Term of patent 7 years Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D26-14) (CI. D26-14)

195,967
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The

Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
Filed June 6, 1962, Ser. No. 70,442

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D26—14)

195,971
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The
Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
Filed June 6, 1962, Ser. No. 70,449

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D26—14)

195,968
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The

Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
Filed June 6, 1962, Ser. No. 70,444

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D26—14)

195,972
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The

Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
Filed June 6, 1962, Ser. No. 70,450

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D26—14)

195,969
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Comi., assignor to The

Astatic Corporation, Cooncaut, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
FUed June 6, 1962, Ser. No. 70,447

Term of patent 7 years

(€1. D26—14)

195 973
MICROPHQKE

Raymond Spiiman, Darien, Conn., assignor to The
Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
Filed June 6, 1962, Ser. No. 70,451

Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D26—14)
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195,974
MICROPHONE

Raymond Spilman, Darien, Conn^ assignor to The
Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Oliio, a corporation
of Ohio

FUed June 6, 1962, Scr. No. 70,452
Term of patent 7 yean

(CI. D26—14)

195,977
SPRAYER FOR INSECTICIDES OR THE LIKE
Samuel A. Halaby, Rochester, N.Y^ assigiior to

Samoel Halaby, Inc., Rochester, N.Y.
FUed Apr. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 69,718

Term oif patent 14 years
(CI. D31—3)

195,975
ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMER

Ernest E. Bianco, North Adams, Mass., and Leon C.
Leoni, deceased, late of Pittsfield, Mass., by Beverly B.

Leoni, executrix, Pittsfield, Mass., assignors to General
Electric Company, a corporation of New York

FUed Aug. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 66,556
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D26—15)

195,978
DRAFTING TABLE

James D. Floria, New Canaan, Conn., assignor to Hamil-
ton Manufacturing Company, Two Rivers, Wis., a cor-

" poration of Wisconsin
Filed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 68,136

Term of patent 3V6 years
(CL D33—14)

195,976
CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENT OR SIMILAR

ARTICLE
Arnold Janowitz, New York, N.Y., assignor to Allied

Display Materials, Inc., New York, N.Y.
FUed July 20, 1962, Ser. No. 70,993

Term of patent 7 yean
(CL D29—1)

195,979
GAME BOARD

Edward T. McNancy, 101 S. Hilltop Road,
CatonsriUc, Md.

FUed May 16, 1962, Scr. No. 70,163
Term of patent 14 years

(a. D34—5)
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195,9M
TOY RAILROAD STATION

Robert L Gcnki, New Rochdlc, and Leon S. Whrh,
Forest Hills, N.Y., aarigMtn to Child Guidance Toy,

Inc., Bronx, N.Y., a corporatton of New York
FUed Mar. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 69,171

Tcnn of patcat 7 yean
(CL D34—15)

195,983
FHY PAN COVER

Leo J. Cooper, 151 Josfaih St^ San Francisco, CaHf.

FUed Mar. 8, 1963, Ser. No. 73,881

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44—1)

195,984
TRAY

William L. White, Jr., 525 West End Ave.
New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct 23, 1962, Ser. No. 72,239

Term of patent 3V^ years

(CI. D44—10)

195,981
TUMBLER

Arnold I. Lorenzen, Toledo, Ohio, aarignor to Ow««»s-

Dlinob Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
FUed Apr. 5, 1963, Ser. No. 74,312

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D36—8)

195 985
DETACHABLE HANDLE FOR DRINKING CUPS

OR THE LIKE
Kenneth W. Schcrrer and Roy A. Schenrer, both of

321 Rother Ave., BolEalo, N.Y.

FUed Oct 9, 1962, Ser. No. 72,047

Term of patent 3Vi yean
(CI. D44—29)

195,982

COMBINED TROPHY AND CLOCK
Brice G. Hadley, 262 Newton St, Denver, Colo.

FUed Apr. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 69,608

Tcnn off patent 3Vi yean
(a. D42—7)

195 986
STIRRING ROD

James H. Ogg, North HoUywood, Calif., assignor to Zoo-

Piks, North Hollywood, CaBf., a partnership

Filed Apr. 30, 1963, Ser. No. 74,681

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44—29)
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195 987
WALL HANGING LAMP

Philip D. HofFmann and Barbara J. Hoffmann, both of
11335 Sunset, Livonia, Mich.

Filed Sept. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 71,702
Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D48—4)

195,990
LUMINAIRE

Myron F. Pettengill, Hendersonville, N.C., assignor to
General Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Apr. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 69,781
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D48—31)

195,991
LUMINAIRE

Myron F. Pettengill, Hendersonville, N.C., assignor to
General Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Apr. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 69,798
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D48—31)

195 988
COMBINED DF^K LAMPAND PEN HOLDER BASE
Robert James Cooke, 50^27 213th St., Bayside, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 18, 1963, Ser. No. 73,226
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D48—20)

195,992
PAN AND UTENSIL WASHER

Robert K. Nolte, Chatham, NJ., assignor to Metalwash
Machinery Company, Elizabeth, NJ., a copartnership

Filed June 8, 1962, Ser. No. 70,480
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D49—1)

195,989
LUMINAIRE

Myron F. Pettengill, Hendersonville, N.C., assignor to

General Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Feb. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 68,638

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D48—31)

195,993
LUGGAGE LOCK OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Charles S. Gehric, Montclair, NJ., assignor to Presto
Lock Co., Garfield, NJ., a limited partnership

Filed Jan. 21, 1963, Ser. No. 73,146
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D50^7)
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195,994
GAUGE UNIT FOR MEASURING AND REGULAT-
ING GASES UNDER HIGH PRESSURE OR SIMI-

LAR ARTICLE
William Sandler, 63—33 98th Ave., Forest Hills, N.Y.

Filed July 27, 1959, Ser. No. 56,940

Tenn of patent 14 years

(CL D52r-6)

195,997
CLAMP FOR THE FLANGES OF MICROWAVE

PLUMBING
Alex Reithoffer, 7106 Tunney Ave., Reseda, Calif.

Filed Dec. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 72,780

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D54—13)

1-H

195,995
KNURLED WIRE

Isin Ivanier, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignor to Sivaco

Wire and Nail Company, Maiievillc, Quebec, Canada

Filed July 24, 1961, Ser. No. 66,035

Claims priority, application Canada May 11, 1961

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D54—2)

195,998
MICROSCOPE STAND

Kari Aubock, Vienna, Austria, assignor to C. Reichert

Optische Werke Aktiengesellschaft, Vienna, Austria

Filed Dec. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 68,077
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D57—1)

195.996 _
TOOL FOR REPLACING AUTOMOBILE HUB CAPS

Cart F. CaramelU, 905 Soperba Ave., Venice, Calif.

FUed Nov. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 72,401

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D54—13)

195,999
EXTENSION VIEWFINDER EYEPIECE

Walter H. Bach, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Bach

Auricon, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of

CaUfomia
FUed Apr. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 69,862

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D57—1)

793 O.O.—2e
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19<,0<M
PAIR OF SPECTACLES

Albert G. IVIcNeill, Maple Glen, Pa., asaiciior to Bach-
mann Bros., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of
Pennsylvania

Filed Oct. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 72,151
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D57—1)

1M,M3
A PACKAGING TRAY FOR FOOD PRODUCTS

WilUam M. Miller, Jr., and Beaton Ncal Harris, Balti-
morc, Md., asrignon to Gulf States Paper Corporation,
Tuscaloosa, Ab., a corporation of Dctawarc

Filed Mar. 7, 19«, Ser. No. 73,«77
Term of patent 14 y<

(CL D58—12.()

1M#94
COMBINED SHOE POLISH BOTTLE

HOLDER AND TRAY
Irrhig J. Bottncr, New York, N.Y., aMignor to Knonlarl^

Inc., BrooUyn, N.Y., a corpontioa of New York
Filed Jnly 28, 19M, Ser. No. 61,551

Term of patent 7 years
(CU D58—26)

196,009
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

Clare E. Hodgman, Mamaroneck, N.Y., assignor to Gen-
eral AniUne & Film Corporation, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of Delaware
FUed May 5, 1961, Ser. No. 65,033

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D61—1)

196,001
JUG

Walter Zaieski, Freeliold, NJ., assignor to Hyspec Con-
tainer Corponitiaa, Keyport, NJ., a corporation of
New Jersey

Filed Aug. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 71,338
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D58—5)

196,004
CONTAINER FOR DAIRY PRODUCTS

OR THE LIKE
Clara Virginia Eicholtz, Midland, Mich., assignor to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midbmd, Mich., a corpora-
tioo of Delaware

Filed Sept. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 71,777
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D58—17)

196,007
PRESSURIZED SPRAY DISPENSER HEAD

James M. Berry, 202 Fisher Park Circle, Greensboro, N.C.

Filed Jan. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 68,376

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D58—26)

196,010
HAND GRIP FOR A MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Norman R. Knbnick, Wheeling, Dl., assignor to Bell &

Howell Company, Chicago, Dl., a corporation of

Illinois

FUed Oct. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 67,183

Term of patent 14 yean
(CI. D61—1)

I

I

^ y

'T
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196,9 T 2
RAILWAY FREIGHT CAR BODY

FranUin P. Adier, Michigan City, Ind^ assignor to
Pullman Incorporated, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Sept. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 66,721
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D66—1)

196,016
HELICOPTER

Alb C. Ballauer and Paul L. Shultz, Menominee, Mich.,
assignors to R. J. Enstrom Corporation, Menominee,
Mich., a corporation of Michigan

Filed Mar. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 69,296
Term of patent 14 years

CL D71—1)

196,013
SUBMARINE

Thomas P. Higgins, Jr., Northridge, Calif., assignor to
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbanli, Calif.

FUed May 29, 1961, Ser. No. 65,381
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. DTI—1)

196,019
BARBECUE GRILL

Alan H. Mayer, 86 Indian Tree, Highland Paili, III.

FUed Oct. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 71,932

Term of iMtent 14 years
(CI. D81—10)

196,022
NAIL POLISH APPLICATOR

Vernon D. Griffith, 1639 Lexington, Wichita, Kans.

Filed Aug. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 71,453

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D86—10)

196,017
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Leo J. Lechtenberg, Elm Grove, Wis-, assignor to Briggs
Stratton Corporation, Milwaukee, Wisi, a corporation
of Wisconsin

FUed June 4, 1962, Ser. No. 70,409
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D77—1)

I

196,014
PADDLE WHEEL BOAT

Willis L. Wells, 4375 Duncan Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
FUed Dec. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 68,005

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D71—1)

196,018
PORTABLE STOVE

Landon L. Palmer and Stephen Morgenstem, Toledo,
Ohio; said Morgenstem assignor to said Palmer

FUed Oct. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 71,929
Term of patent 14 years

tCI. D81—10)

196,020
HYDROTHERAPY BATH UNIT

Moigan K. WUson, 1020 N. Broadway, Munde, Ind.

FUed Oct. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 67,285

Term of patent 3Vi years

(CL D83—1)

196,023
COIN HOLDER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Albert Rothgart, Brooklyn, and Theodore Mehrer, Scars-

dale, N.Y., assignors to Visionade Manufacturing Co.,

Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed May 18, 1962, Ser. No. 70,1*8

Term of patent 7 yean
(CI. D87—3)

I

196,024
POLE HOLDER

Julian W. McManus, 3733 Debnas Tnrace,
Los Angeles, Calif.

FUed May 14, 1962, Ser. No. 70,100
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D88—3)

19M1S
HYDROAEROPLANE

Robert W. Jenny, 10441 SE. 24th Ptace, and Robert O.
Lewis, Jr., 6007 Hazelwood Lane, both of Bellevue,
Wash.

Filed Mar. 7, 1962, Ser. No. 69,136
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D71—1)

^y>

196,621
EPILATOR

Robert Tapper, 7621 Hampton Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 19, 1W2, Ser. No. 69,318

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D83—12)
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196,025
LAWN SPRINKLER

Charies H. Miner, Denver, Colo^ iMigDor of onc-fonrtli
to Edwin L. Spanglcr, Jr^ Denver, Colo.

Filed Mar. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 69,153
Term of patent 7 years

(CI. D91—1)

196,028
TABLECLOTH

Ricfaaid A. Fees, Ardsley, Pa., assignor to
Quaker Lace Company, PUladclpiiia, Pa.

FUed Apr. 5, 1963, Ser. No. 74,308
Term of patcot 7 years

(CL D92-~26)

196,026
CARPET UNDERLAY

Donald G. Rowland, Woodbridge, and William F. Con-
way, Huntington, Conn., assignors to The B. F. Good-
rich Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

FUed June 27, 1961, Ser. No. 65,726
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D92—4)

0tti0§t§n

196,029
TABLECLOTH

Richard A. Fees, Ardsley, Pa., assignor to

Quaker Lace Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
FUed Apr. 5, 1963, Ser. No. 74,309

Term of patent 7 yaan
(CI. D92—26)

196,027
TABLECLOTH

Richard A. Fees, Ardsley, Pa., assignor to Quaker Lace
Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Penn-
sylvania

FUed Feb. 26, 1963, Ser. No. 73,717
Term olF patent 14 years

(CL D92^26)
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196,030
TABLECLOTH

Richard A. Fees, Ardsley, Pa., assignor to

Quaker Lace Company, PhUadelphia, Pa.

Filed Apr. 5, 1963, Ser. No. 74,310

Term of patent 7 yean
(CL D92—26)

196,031
TABLECLOTH

Richard A. Fees, Ardsley, Pa., assignor to

Quaker Lace Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

FUed Apr. 5, 1963, Ser. No. 74,316

Term of patent 7 yean
(CL D92—26)

•¥
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LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 13th DAY OF AUGUST, 1963

NOT*.—Arranged in accordance with the Orst aignificant character or word of the name (In accordance with city and
telephone directory jM^ctlce).

Acouatica Associatea, Inc. : See—
Rich, Stanley K. Re. 25,433.

Barnes, Brown E., to Hyster Co. Lift truck. Re. 25,432,
8-13-63, CI. 187—9.

ChristeDsen Diamond Products Co. : See—
Cbristenaen, Frank L. Re. 25,434.

Cbristensen Frank L.. to Chriatenaen Diamond Producta Co.
Atoraaive cutting devices. Ke. 25,434, 8-13-63, CT. 51—206.

Hyster Co. : See—
Barnes, Brown H

Norman, Frances P
device

Re. 25,432.

Lint type particle
Re. 25,435, 8-13-6.3, CI. 15^104.

adhesive removal

Rich. Stanley R.. to Acoustica Associates, Inc. Klectrome-
chanlcal transducer system. Re. 25.433, 8-13-63, CI.

310—26.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Ball, George J.. Inc. : See—

Dunham, OrviUe O. 2,274.
Dunham, Orville C, to George J. Ball,
mum plant. 2,274, 8-13-63, CI. 78.

Inc. Chryaanthe-

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
Adler, Franklin P., to Pullman Inc.

body. 196,012. 8-13-63, CI. D66— 1.

Allied Display Materials. Inc. : See

—

Janowitz, Arnold. 195,976.
Astatic Corp., The : See-

Spilman, Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond
Spilman. Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond.

Raymond.
Raymond.
Raymond.

Railway freight car

Spilman.
Spilman.
Spilman,
Spilman, Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond.
Spilman. Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond.
Spilman, Raymond.

195,956.
195,957.
195,958.
195 959.
195,960.
195,961.
195,962.
195,963.
195 964.
195,965.
195,966.
195,967.
195,968.
195 969.
196,970.
195,971.
195.972.
195,973.

De Forreat. Henry. Rocker pump. 196,011, 8-13-63, CI.

D65—1.

Dix, Inc. : See—
Peters, Richard M., and Wlpson. 196.008.

Dodge, Robert W. Tractor cab. 195,943. 8-13-63, CI.

D14—3.

Dow Chemical Co., The : See—
ElcholU. Clara V. 196.004.

Klcholtz. Clara V., to The Dow Chemical Co. Container for
- .... 196,004, 8-13-63, CI. 1)58— 17.

195,

196,

Leoni,

195 974
AubOck. Karl, to C. Reichert Optlsche Werke Aktiengesell-

sehaft. Mlrroecope stand. 195.998. 8-13-63. CI. D57—

1

Bach Auricon. Inc. : Sec

—

Bach. Walter H. 195,999.
Bach. Walter H., to Bach Auricon. Inc. Extension view-

finder eyepiece. 195,999. 8-13-63, CI. D57— 1.

Bachman Bros., Inc. : See—
McNeill. Albert G. 196,000.

Badnaruk William C, and I. W. Schwartz, to Schick Inc.

Electric ahoe polisher case. 195 941. 8-13-<)3. CI. 1)9—2.
Ballauer. Alb C. and P. L. Shults. to R. J. Enatrom Corp.

Helicopter. 196,016. 8-13-63, CI. D71— 1.

Bartholomew. Darlene M. Lady'a one piece garment.

939. 8-13-«3, CI. D3— 17.

Bell & Howell Co. : See—
Kubnick Norman R. 196,010.

Berry Jamea M. Preasurlzed apray dlapenaer head.

007", 8-13-63, CI. D58—26. ^ ^
Blanco, Ernest E.. and L. C. Leoni, deceased (B. B.

executrix) to General Electric Co. Electrical transformer.

195,975 8^13-63. CI. D26—15. „, ^ ^ ,„« „,.o
Boldt Melvln H.. to Schick Inc. Blectrlc shaver. 195,953,

8-l'3-63, CI. Di2—3.
, ^ ^. ^ ^

Bottner Irving J., to Knomark, Inc. Combined shoe polish

bottle holde" and tray. 196,006, 8-13^3, CI. 1)58—26.
Brigga Stratton Corp. : See—

Lechtenberg, Leo J. 196,017.
Buereer Herbert. Trim ring for automobile wheel or similar

article. 195,945, 8-13-63, CI. D14—30.

Caramelll Carl F. Tool for replacing automobile hub caps.

195.996 8-13-63. CI. D54—13.

Carlson, fcrneat R., to Harvev Hubbell, Inc Duplex elec

trical adapter. 1^5,955. 8-13-63. CI. D26— 1.

Child Guidance Toy, Inc. «««— ,„, „„„
Oenln. Robert I, and Wlrch. 195,980.

b ,,«,
Chriatenaen Norman V. Hair trimmer. 195,954, 8-lrf-«J,

CI. D22—^.
Colgate-Palmolive Co. : See—

Koenlgaberg, Victor. 196,002.

Conway. William F. : See—
, ,va no«

Rowland. Donald G.. and Conway. 196 026.

Cooke Robert J Combined desk lamp and pen holder base.

195.988, 8-13-63, CI. D48—20.

Cooper, Leo J. Fry pan cover. 195.983. 8-13-63. CI. D44—1.

196,016.

Tablecloth. 196,027.

196.028.

196,029.

Co. Tablecloth. 196,030,

Tablecloth. 196.031.

Laggage lock or aiml-

196,975.

dairy products or the like.

Enatrom. R. J., Corp. : See—
Ballauer, Alb C. and Shultz.

Erie Mop and Wringer Co. : See—
Woleen, Norman B. 195,940.

Eacalante, Conrad J. lUumlnable display sign. 195,936
8-13-G3, CI. Dl— 12.

Fees, Richard A., to Quaker Lace Co
8-13-«3, CI. D92—26.

Fees Richard A., to Quaker Lace Co. Tablecloth
8-13-63, CI. D92—26.

Fees, Richard A., to Quaker Lace Co. Tablecloth
8-13-63, CI. D92—20.

Fees, Richard A., to Quaker Lace
8-13-63, CI. D92—26.

Fees, Richard A., to Quaker Lace Co
8-13-63, CI. D«2—26.

Floria, James D., to Hamilton Mfg. Co. Drafting table

195,978, 8-13-63, CI. D33— 14.

(iehrie, Charles 8., to Preato Lock Co.
lar article. 195,993, 8-13-63, CI. D50—

7

Oneral Aniline k Film Corp. : See

—

Hodgman, Clare E. 196,009.
General Klectric Co. : See—

Blanco, Ernest E., and Leoni.
Pettengill, Myron F. 195,989.
Pettengill, Myron F. 195,990.
PettensUl. Myron F. 195.991.
Victor. Sally J. 195.937.

<;fnin. Robert I., and L. S Wlrch. to Child Guidance Toy. Inc.

Toy railroad station. 195.980. 8-13-«3, CI. D34—15.

(Joodrlch. B. F.. Co., The : See—
Rowland, Donald G.. and Conway. 196,026.

Griffith. Vernon D. Nail polish applicator. 196,022. 8-13-63,
CI. 1)86-10.

(Julf States Paper Corp. : See—
MilltT. William M., Jr.. and Harris. 196,003.

Hadley. Brice G. Combined trophy and clock. 195.982. 8-13-
63. CI. D42 7.

Malaby. Samuel A., to Samuel Halaby. Inc.

secticldes or the like. 195,977. 8-13-63.
Halaby. Samuel. Inc. : See—

Halaby. Samuel A. 195,977.
Hamilton Mfg. Co. : See

—

Floria. James D. 195.978.
Hannon. William J., Jr., to The Macbick Co.

net and work table for packaging surgical gloves.

8-13-63, CI. 1)16—2.
Harris Benton N. : See

—

Miller. William M., Jr.. and Harris. 196,003
HigKlns. Thomas P., Jr.. to Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Sub-

marine. 196.013. 8-13-63. CI. D71— 1.

HodKman. Clare E., to General Aniline & Film Coorp. Motion
picture camera. 196,009, 8-13-63. CI. D61— 1.

Hoffmann. Barbara J. : See—
Hoffmann. Philip D. and B. J. 195.987.

Hoffmann. Phllln D. and B. J. Wall hanging lamp. 196.987.
8-i:?-63. CI. D48—4.

Horn, Tsuneo. Necktie. 195,938. 8-13-63. CI. D3—16.

Sprayer for In-

Cl. D31—3.

Combined cabl-
195,947,



11 LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
11uIjIh"I1. Hurvey, Inc. : 8ce

Curlsou, e<iuf«t it. lya.ys.'i.

llywpvc C'outaiiier < orp. ; tiet

Zule«ki, Walter. lyti.OOl.

Ivann-r, IhUj, to Sivaco \.lre and Nail Co. Knurled wire.

iDfJ.aa:.. 8 13 oj, ci. o:>4 -2.
Janowiiz, Arnold, to Allied Dltti>lay MaterlaU. Inc. ChrUtmaH

tfft' iirnaiiieut or hlui.lar article. 195,tfro, 8-13-<>3, CI.

L>2i) 1.

Jenny. RoUrt W., and K. O. Lewla, Jr. Hydroaeroplane.
196.015. 8-i;i-«.l. CI. D71--I.

Knoiiiurk, Inc. : Hte—
Botiner. Irving J. 196.006.

Ko»*uij{HlifrK, Victor, to Colgate-Palmolive Co. Jug or almllar
article. l»6,o02. o-i3-63, CI. D5H-^.

Kopp, I'liillp K , to Malvern Hue Lining, Inc. Wall block.

i9r.,yrjo. h i.i-tys, ci. ui8— 2.

Kortuk, MorrlH, to Troy, inc. Holder for a golf ball marker.
19&.949. 8-13-<i3, CI. U17—3.

Kronliaus. Ih-ury Swivel chair. 195,946, 8-13-83. CI. 15—1.
Kubnich. Norman R., to Bell & Howell Co. Hand grip for a

motion picture camera or Hlmllar article. 190,010. !»-13-63,

(1. D«jO 1.

Leclitenberi;, Leo J., to Urlggs Stratton Corp. Internal com-
bustion engine. 196,017. 8-13-63, CI. D77— 1.

heoiil, l^eon (
'. ; 4>te

lUauco. Krnest K., and Leonl. 195,97.').

Lewis. Robert l>., Jr. : See—
Jenny, Kobert \V., and Lewis. 196.015.

Lockheed Aircratt Corp. : fc'ee

—

Hlggins, Thomas I'., Jr. 196,013.
Loreuieu, Arnold 1., to Uwena-IllinolH Glaaa Co. Tumbler.

195,981, » 13-63, CI. D36—«.

.Macbuk Co., 1 he : See
Hannon, William J., Jr. 195,947.

.Malvern Flue Lining. Inc. : See

—

Kopi.. IMillip E. 195,900.
.Mayer. Alan H. Barbecue grill. 196,019. 8-13-83. CI.

D81 10.
McMaiius. Julian W. I'ole holder. 196,024, 8-13-63. CI.

DHH 3.

.Mc.Naney, Edward T. (Jame board. 195.979. 8-13-63. CI.

1)34 .')

McNeill. Albert O., to Bachmann BroB., Inc. Pair of Hpecta-

cie^. 19C.0OU, »-13-ti3, Ci. 1>67— 1.

.Mehrer, Theodore ; See-
Roth^art, Albert, and .Mehrer. 196,023.

.Metulwash .Machinery Co. : See
Nolle. Robert K. 195,992.

Miller. \«^llllani M., Jr.. and B. N. Harris, to Gulf States
Paper Corp Packaging tray for food products. 196,003,
H 13 6.!, ('l. I)5H- 12. H.

.Miner. CharleH H., % to K. L. Spangler. Lawn sprinkler.

196,025. H 13-03, CI. 1)01 -1.

.Mornensterii. Stephen : See -
Palmer, Landon L.. and Morganstern. 196.018.

.Murrav dhlo Mfg. Co , The : See^^
SchreckenuoMt Viktor. 195.944.

.Needle IndustrieH l>td. : See—
Sanilers. Norman T. 195.962.

Nolte Robert K.. to Metalwash Machlnerr Co. Pan and
utensil waHher. 195,992, 8-13-63, Cn. L>4fl— 1.„ „ „„

OKg. JuiiieH H.. to Zoo-Plks. Stirring rod. 195,986, 8-13-63,
CI. 1)44-29.

(iweiis-llllnols (ilasH Co. : ^'ee

I>)renzen. Arnold I. 195,981.
Palmer, Landon L., and S. MorKenstern • said Morganstern to

Mai<l Palmer. Portable stove. 196,018, 8-13-63. CI. D81—
10

Peters, Richard M., and B. T. Wipson. to Dlx, Inc. Cylinder
carrier or similar article. 196.008, 8-i:i-63, C\. D58—26.

PettenKlIl. .Myron F., to (Jeneral Electric Co. Lumlnalre.
195.989. S 13 <13. CI. I)4M -31.

Petteiiglll. Myron F.. to General Electric Co. Lumlnalre.
195.990. 8 13 63. CI. 1>4H—31.

Pettentilll. Mvron F,. to General Electric Co. Lumlnalre.
195.991. 8 13-63. CI, D48—31.

Presto Lix'k Co. : >S"ee

—

<

Gehrle. Charles S. 195,993.
Pullman Inc. : See

—

.\(ller Krtnklin P. 196.012.
Quaker Lace Co. : See—

Fees, Richard A. 196,027-31.
R«lchert, C. Optlsche Werke Aktiengesellschaft : See -

Aubttck. Karl. 195.998.
RelthofTer, Alex. Clamp for the flanges of microwave plumb-

ing. 1^5,997, 8-13-63. CI. D64— 13.

Rosentreter, Norman A. Combined safety clamp and cap for

gas Jets and the like, 195,948. 8-13-63, CI. 1>16- 2.

Rothgart. Albert, and T. Mehrer, to Vlslonade Mfg. Co.. Inc.

Coin holder or almllar article. 196,023, 8-13-63, CI.

D87—3.

Rowland. Donald (J., and W. F. Conway, to The B. F. Good
rich Co. Caipet uuderlay. 1»«,026, 8-13-63, CI. 1)92—4.

Salui, Artnur, inc : see—
v«llugen, Leo F. 196,951.

Sanders, Norman T., to Ne«dle Industries Ltd. Shaver.
19o.9o2. 8-13-63, CI. D22—3.

Sandler, Vvllllam. Gauge unit for measuring and regulating
gai>es under high piessure or similar article. 195.994,
8-13-63. CI. Lt52—6.

Scberrer, Kenneth W. and K. A. Detachable handle for
drinking cups or the lUe. 195,985, 8-i3-63, CI. D44—29.

Scherrer, rtoy A. : See—
Scberrer, Kenneth W. and K. A. 185.980.

Schick inc. : See—
Badnaruk, Vv'UIlam C, and Schwarts. 195,941.
Bolat, Meivln H. 196,953.

Schreckengost, Viktor, to The Murray Ohio Mfg. Co. Mobile
adJuaUule sund tor fans. 195,»44, 8-13-63, CI. Di4—3.

Shultx. Paul L. : See—
Baliauer, Aib C. and Shulta. 186.018.

Schwartz. Ira W. : See—
Badnaruk. WlUUm C, and ScbwarU. 196,941.

Sivaco «• ire and Nail Co. : Bee—
Ivanler, Iain. 180,995.

Spangler, Kdwin L. : See

—

Miner, Charles H. 196.020.
Spllman, Raymond, to The Astatic Corp. Microphone.

8u6, 8-13-63. Cl. D-6— 14.
Spllman. Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.

95 1, 8-13-63. cl. D26— 14. » .

Spllman, Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
958. 8-13-63. Cl. D2t)— 14.

Spllman. Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
959. 8-13-63, Cl. D26—14.

Spllman. Raymond, to l^e Astatic Corp.
960. 8-i3-63. Cl. D26—14.

Spllman. Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
961. &-13-63. Cl. D26— 14.

Spllman, Raymond, to The Astatic Corp,
96^, »-i3-«3, Cl. D26— 14.

Spllman, Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
923. 8-13-63. Cl. D26—14.

Spllman, Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
964. 8-13-63. Cl. D26—14.

Spllman, Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
905. 8-13-63. Cl, D20— 14.

Spllman. Raymond, to The Aatatlc Corp.
966. 8-13-63. Cl. D26— 14.

Spllman. Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
907, 8-13-63. Cl. D26— 14.

Spllman. Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
968, 8-13-63. Cl. D26— 14.

Spllman. Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
989. 8-13-63. Cl, D26— 14.

Spllman. Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
970. 8-13-03. ci. D26— 14.

Spllman, Raymond, to The Astatic Corp,
971. 8-13-63. Cl. D26—.14.

Spllman, Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
972. 8-13-63. Cl. D26—14.

Spllman, Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
973. 8-13-63, Cl. D26—14.

Spllman, Raymond, to The Astatic Corp.
974. 8-13-63, Cl. D20— 14.

Stone, Samuel A. Dispensing tube. 186,005. 8-13-63. Cl.
D08—17.

Tapper, Robert. Epllator. 196,021, 8-13-63. a. D83— 12.
Troy, Inc. : See—

Kortlck, Morris. 195,949.
Victor, Sally J., to General Electric Co. Hair dryer bonnet

or slmUar arUcle. 195,937, 8-13-63, Cl. D3—13.
Vlslonade Mfg. Co.. Inc. : See—

Rothgart. Albert, and Mehrer. 196.023.
Wells, Wlllli L. Paddle wheel boat. 196,014. 8-13-63. Cl.
D7i— 1.

White. William L.. Jr. Tray. 195,984. 8-13-63. Cl. D44—
10.

Wlldgen. Leo F., to Arthur Salm. Inc. Knife or similar
article. 195,951. 8-13-63. Cl. D22—3.

Wilson, Morgan K. Hydrotherapy bath unit. 196.020. 8-13-
63. 6. DSS— 1.

Wipson, Richard T. : See

—

Peters. Richard M.. and Wipson. 196,008
Wlrch. Leon S. : See

—

Genln. Robert I., and Wlrch. 180,980.
Woleen, Norman B. to Erie Mop and Wringer Co. Mop

squeezer olate. 190,940, 8-13-63, Cl. D9-—2.
Zaleski, Walter, to Hyspec Container Corp. Jug

8-13-63, Cl. D08-^
Zola. Colman. I*anelllng material or the like

8-13-63, Cl. D13— 1.

/x)o-Plk8: See—
Ogg. Jamea H. 180,868.

195.-

Mlcrophone. 190.

Microphone. 195,

Microphone. 195.-

Micropbone. 195,

Microphone. 195,-

Microphone. 195,

Microphone. 195,-

Microphone. 195.-

Microphone. 195,-

Mlcrophone. 195,-

Mlcroptaone. 195.-

Mlcrophone.

Microphone.

195.-

195,-

Microphone. 195,

Microphone. 195,

Microphone. 195,

Microphone. 195,-

Mlcrophone. 195,

196,001,

195,942,

UST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 13th DAY OF AUGUST, 1963

MOTi.—Arranged in accordance with the llrst slgnlflcant character or word of the name (In accordance with city and
telephone directory practice).

Abbott Laboratories : See

—

Bay, Paul O. 3,100.800.
Bay, Paul Q. 3.100.806.

Abramo, John G., to Monsanto Chemical Co. Vinyl aromatic
oxymethyl oxy compounds. 3,100,804, 8-13-«3, Cl. 260—611.

Adams. Stuart L^ and G. V. Niesen, to Joseph E. Seagram
A Sons, Inc. Honey beverage and process for making It.

3.100.705, 8-13-63, Cl. 99—29.
Adams, Stuart L., and Q. V. Nlesen, to Joseph E. Seagram
& Sons. Inc. Beverage from honey and process for making
it. 3,100.706, 8-13-63, Cl, 98—29,

Admiral Corp. : See

—

Marks, Meyer. 3,100,873.
Marks, Meyer. 3.100,888.

Aero Welder Mfg. Co. : See

—

Wakeley, \UllIam M, 3 100,831.
Air Products and Chemicals. Inc. : See

—

Butch Petersen, Bent, and Craig. 3,100,740.

Air Reduction Co., Inc, : See

—

Frantz. Russell K.. and Vltcha. 3,100.790.
Alrlle, John, to Carrick Precision Tools Ltd. Press tools.

8,100,411, 8-13-63. Cl. 83—138.
^ ^

Aklyama Katsujl. Ink dlstributins device of offset printing

press. 3,100,441, 8-13-83, Cl. 101—350.
Albert Harry E., to The Firestone Tire k Rubber Co.

Reaction prodjcts of a sulfur chloride and N,N'-dlalkyl-
pbenylenedUmlnes. 3,100,760, 8-13-63, Cl. 260—132.

Allied Chemical Corp. : See

—

. „„ „„.
Townend, Robert V., Trout, and Wilkalis. 3,100,681.

Alllt-Chalmers Mfg. Co. : See

—

Nielsen. Charles W. 3.100.865.
Allison. Blrt: See— o,/^/^.Too

Meek Paul D. Snyder. Allison, and Grimes. 3,100,763.

Allman, William T.. Jr., C. W. Joseph, and R. G. HIgglns, Jr.,

to Celanese Corp. of America. Bulked non-wovens. 3,100,-

328. 8-13-83, Cl. 28—76. o,ftn«^o
Almashy, George. Educational game apparatus. 3.100,«43,

8-13-63. a. 273—119.
Alps, Hugo A. : See

—

Stelger, Fred H., and Alps. 3,100,674.

Alsman Kjgene M. Egg carton with pressure release lock-

ing flap. 3,100,093. 8-13-63. Cl. 229— 2.5.

Altmeyer Edward G., and D. C. Andreasaon. Foot exerciser

mat. 3.100.483. 8-13-63. Cl. 128—26.
Aluminum Co of America : See

—

Dunbar James A., and Von Stocker. 3,100.337.

Myers. Robert R. 3,100,672.
Vandenburgh, David O. 3.100,581.

American Air Filter Co,, Inc. : See

—

Getzin, Allan R. 3,100,057.
American Can Co. : See

—

Gordon, James H. 3.100.866.
American Cvanamld Co. : See

—

Lewis. Charies B. 3,100.766. „ ,„„ ,^
Rauhut. Michael M.. and Semsel. 3.100.799.

American Cystoscope Makers. Inc. : Bee—
Rett. John H. 3,100 482.

American Home Prodicts Corp. : See—
Kantor. Martin L.. and Tubis. 3,100,772.

American Latex Products Corn. : Bee-
Christie. Oowes M. 3.100,676.

American Motors Corp. : See

—

Demas. Louis 3,100,048.
American Tansul Co. : See

—

Shaler Richard Q.. McAdam, and
3.100,707.

Ampex Corp. : See

—

Coleman Charles H., Jr.. and Jensen.

Andersen, Cliffo'-d W.. to The Wurlltzer
3,100.410. 8-13-63 Cl. 84—177.

Anderson, John F. : See-—
^ . • o mn-ran

Brown. Harold P., Walters, and Anderson. 3.100.760.

AndreasBon. Donald C. : Sec

—

Altmeyer. Edward G , and Andreattson. 3.100,483.

Archer-DanleU-Midland Co. : See

—

Paulsen. Twlla M. 3.100,708.
Ardmore Hosiery Mills : See

—

Wick. Edward J., and Day. 8.100,464.

Armco Steel Corp. : See

—

Goller. George N. 3,100,728.
Armstrong Cork Co. : See

—

„.„„.„
Miller. Charles M., Jr.. and Roy. 3,100,077.

Armstrong Victor O. Stabilizing system for a helicopter.

3,100.610, 8-13-63, Cl. 244—17.20.
Arnold Equipment Corp. : See

—

Duffey, Joseph G. 3.100,686.

Aro. Enn. : See

—

Svala. Cari G., Iro, and KJellberg. 3.100,820,

^"'K"jo?nT"jr: ifri^on, and Pellegrino. 3,100,734.

^""v^aUnaK Kolchl. Asano, and Kara. 3,100.322.

Astaton. Albert A., to The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co
Plastic tower. 3,100,000. 8-13-83, Cl. 188—18.

R. G. Shaler, Jr.

3.100,816.
Co. Piano catte.

Astra Corp. : See

—

Boissevain, Matthljs G. J. 3,100,352.
Atkins, Joseph C. Record storage holder and rack. 3,100,-

671, 8-13-63, Cl. 312—14.
. .

Aubert, Michel, S. Foglla, and R. Roche, to Commissariat
a I'Energie Atomique. System for supporting nuclear fuel

In atomic reactors. 3.100,743, 8-13^5. Cl. 204—193.2.
Auerswald, Wllhelm, and J. Eibl. Method of preparing a

plasma protein solution free of active hepatitis virus ami

product produced thereby. 3,100,737. 8-13-63 Cl. 167—74.
Austin. Kenneth A., and W. O'Connor, to Avco Corp. Auxll

iary power drive mechanism for a gas turbine engine.

3,100,378, 8-13-63, Cl. 60—39.16.
Automation Products. Inc. : See—

Banks. William B. 3.100,390.
Auto-Tewt, Inc. : See—

Mansfleld Ratpfa. 3,100,391.

Austin. Kenneth A., and O'Connor. 3,100,378.

Bras*, Edward A. 3.100.405.
Winkle, La Verne. 3.100.880.

Aziende Colon Nazionali Afllni Acna S.p.A. ; See—
Gaetani. Ermanno. 3,100,760.

Azoplate Corp. ; See— , ». ^ q w»n ?•>«
Tomanek, Martha, and Neugebauer. 3,100,726.

Babi-ook k Wilcox Co., The : S'ee

—

Norton, Charles L.. Jr. 3,100^33 ,,^„.,, ^ i ^_ii^
Back. Carl F. Extensible mast derrick. 3,100,62.), 8-13-«3,

01*204 143 *

Backus, Arthur E. Traveler ring assemblies. 3,100,374,
Q « q ao /'I 5*7 122

ItaKley Russell W., to Medtronic, Inc. Cautery device.

3,106,4«9. 8-13-63, Cl. 128-303.17.
Baler, Edwin: Sw—

-

^ ,. i u •.
Ulmer, Hans, Karacxonyi, Schimmelschmldt, and Baier.

Bailey, Frederick E., Jr., F. N. Hill, and J. T. Fitzpatrick to

Union Carbide Corp. Process for polymerization of vicinal

epoxides. 3,100,750, 8-13-63, Cl. 260— 2.

BakM Charles J., to The Skookum Co., Inc. Cable coupler.

BaLrw'ci.!'jt'ShittV'LL 3,100,809, 8-13^3, Cl.

261-16.
Haker Oil Tools. Inc. : See—

Crowe, Talmadge L. 3,100,537.
^, »,,_.„,, j

Baker William A., A. W. Thompson, F. M. Lane and J.

P^ietV, to Bristol Aeroplane Plastics Ltd Molded railway

vehicle bodies. 3,100,458, 8-13-63, Ol. 105—397.
Halamuth. Lewis: Se«v— j i.- _j o ^nnaKt

Kleesattel, Claus, Balamutti, and Kuris. 3,100,853.

Itall Brothers Research Corp. : See—
Rosendahl, Gottfried R. 3,100.81 <.

Ball John D ('. J. Charske. and W. D. Mounce. to Jersey

Production Research Co. Detonation of seismic charges.

3 100 444 8-13-63. Ol. 102—21.6.

Baliard.' James W., to Systems Research ,I^^x>™;°15^,
Jj?*'.

High temperature pressure sensitive solid state material

anfd^Mcf 3.100.884, 8-13-63, Cl 338-224^
Banks William B., to AutomaUon Products, Inc. Method

of and apparatus for determining physical properties of

materials 3,100,300, 8-13-63. Cl. 7S—-32
lUrnes Llewellyn 't. Variable electrical trimmer capacitor.

3 100,856, 8-13-63, Cl. 317—249.
Barnes. W. F. : Seif^-

Svenson Ernest J. 3.100.450.

Barth, John W., to Jacobsen Mfg. Co. Re;el t.vpe lawn mower

with catcher. 3.100,372. 8-1 S-63. CT. 56 -199.

Bartlett. Roscoe O., Jr. Respiratory apparatus. 3,100.48.),

8-13-63, Cl. 128—142.
, ,, ., . .„ „ ,^

Bass. Harold E.. to General Dynamics Corp. Valve. 3.100.-

BalmV-Lo^s'-N^, to^'l^a^a^l Laboratories. Apparatus

for adnVinTsteriilg liquids. 3,100,487, 8-13-63. Ci. 128-

Bauder Ulrich to Flrma Hesser Fr. Maschlnenfabrik Akteln-

wsellschaf^ Dispensing machine operating on volumetric

principle. 3,100.584. 8-13-63. Cl. 222- 55.

Baxter Laboratories. Inc. : See—
Deaautels. Robert E. 3,100.490. „„!,,„..

Hay, Paul G., to Abbott Laboratories. „»'«;ocess for making

nitrocyclopfopane. 3.100,805. 8-1.3-63 Cl. 260-644
Bay Paul G., to Abbott Laboratories. Process for niaklng

nitrocyclopropane. 3,100.806. 8-13-63, C. 260—644

Becker RuXir to Ge^ellschaft fur Linde's Elsmast hinen

Aktl^ngesellsc^aft. Method and apparatus for separaUng

imses 3 100 696 8-13-63. Cl. 62—13.
, . .. •

Be^kef Rudolf and E. Wlttmann, 0.>sellschaft fur Llnde s

''^T.ma^hln"n Aktiengesellscjiaft l^w t^>Perature^ls

with stopper Insulation. 3.100,385. 8-13-63. Cl. 62 M7

Becton, Dickinson and Co. : See-
Nehring. John R. 3,100,4«6.

''•"'l^aul'G^erird TVnd Hedrij. 3.100.836.

BedriJ Or*st"j to International BiiMness M«clUnes Corp.

Selwjting adder. 3,100,835, 8-13-63. Cl. 285—175.

iii
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IVn-usslori

to J. I. Holromb Mfjf.

3.100,670. 8-13-63. n.

lU-.-Hoii iXinald M. f" .I»TN»»y I'nxlucth.n K.-msihIi r„ K.-

ci.vfry of <iil fnmi pHrtially <l»'letwl n-w»>rv(iirs. .•{,MK»...:>4.

H i.'i fia. n. \m ».

lU'U AtTonpaev (''i>rp. : .s'p*"

MultxTt. John K. :<.10<).S:«>

Hell RaymoniJ M., to Lixk.K-Ml Aircraft ( orp.

bnition tPKtlnK syKtem. .•?,l()(),:m. R-13 fi:?. CI.

Bell Telf-phonp I,al)oratorUt», Inc. NVc
<\ifl.'r. CiiHHluB C. a.lOO.SUJ.
HpniUnK, Harl»-y A. 3.100.890.
McAfee. kpnn«>th 1». Jr. 3 100.868
Wolfe, Kobert M. 3.100.887.

Boll Walter, to Star Kxpannlon Industries t.orp.

drill chuck. S.lOO.fWO. 8-KV-fl3. n. 1'79 103.

Beinls Brii. BaK Co. Nee
White, JameH. .3,100.5«9.

.. ,,w. r.^t
Williams Russell J., and OttinRer. 3,100,.>9«».

"*'"'li:.irn^.Ia;d ?"and Mc<^le.l«nd. 3.100,4»r,.

Brockway, Arthur L. Jr 3,100,891.

Burt Farlow B , and Vlckers. 3,1(X).550.

Clark. Richard B.. and Mever. 3,100.422.

Friend. Und^ay C 3 100 333
Oilier Morris, and Neuberth. 3.100,894.

Coepfrlch, Rudolph A. 3,100.340.

Kjellman. Thomas K, 3.100.826.

Price, Earl R. 3.100,379
Skinner, Robert h. 3.100,392.

Van IMen James R. 3.100^51.
Woodruff Frank. 3,010 4«7.

Bennett, Karnest L.. and 1). F. Burna.

<'o.. Inc. Mop making apparatus.

B^ITtLwsly, Jerome, to SP^rO- R«nrt Corp Fine andcoarse

sUnal mixlDK drcutt. 3,100,859. 8-13-63. CI 318—30.
BerKhofer liana, and 11. Grlebel. <'*« <'"""*:';*'"" /^P.^otj"

hose connection part. 3,100,619, 8-13-63, CI. 251 149.9.

Berl John T Qtiick, detachable safety support or belt.

3 i 00 484 8-13-63. CI. 128 1.34.

Berman Klliot, to The National Cash Reglfrter Co. IWUa-
tlves of 1.3 3 trimethyl-splro (2'H 1' 1)en«opyran-2.2' in

dolene). 3.100.778. 8-13-63. CI. 260—319.

Kaiser. Wllhelm J., and Berth. 3.100,739.

Belts Robert E., to United States of America. Army. Igniter

squib. 3.100.447, 8-1.3 63, CI. 102 28
Blalkowskl, Ludwik S., t« The B f^OofK^'''':^.^o

^ Ap^™l"38^
tor for fluid power systems. 3.10()..509. 8-13-fM. CI. 1J»—
31

Bledess Anthony R.. to Goodman Mfg. Co. Articulated con

veyor. 3.100,563. 8-13-63, CI. 198 124.

Blelstein Walter J., to Jersey Production Research i <>.

Wire line cementing tool. 3.100.535. 8-13 63. CI. 16ft 162.

Big Drum. Inc. : See—
Erlckson, Leonard A. 3,100,583.

Big Three Welding Equipment <'o. : See^
riummer, Ray A., and Smith. 3.100.528.
Smith, Arthur W., and I'lummer. 3,100.525.

Billings. Parnell S. Golf glove. 3,100.302, 8-13-63, CI. 2—
180. , , V. . ..

Black. William H. Method and apparatus for prefabricating

frestresaed monoplanar trusses. 3,100,301, 8-13-«3. (~.

—IQO.
, ^ . ».

Blanco, Ellas, to Daystrom Inc. Phasable ganged potentiom-

eter. 3,100,883. 8-13-63. CI. 338 148.

Blanshlne. Allison W., to Sperry Rand Corp. Forage harves

ter. 3,100.370, 8-13-63, Cl. 56- 21.

Blanshlne, Allison W.. to Sperry Rand Corj'- Control device

for adjusting a harvester platform. 3,100,373, 8-13-63.

Ql >5g ,21 4.

Blooin, Frederick S. Metal heating furnace. 3,100,811,8-13-
63, CI. 266—5.

Boeddeker William T., and H. L. Frlck, to Whirlpool Corp.

Retractable kiob device. 3,100.404. 8-13-63, CI. 74 5r)3.

BohlBen, Albert J. Hammer holster. 3,100,590, 8-13-63,
rn 224 5

Boissevain. Matthils G. J., to Astra Corp. Educational de
vice. 3,100,352. 8-13-63, CI. 35 9.

Bolu, Rudolph R. Adjustable door hanger. 3,100,316, 8-13

63. CI. 16— 105.
Boler, Leonard J., and H. L. McClelland, to The B«'ndii Corp.

Vibration resistant acceleration activated valve. 3.100,49.'),

8-13 63. CI 137 38.
Bond, Harry L. F., to Davy and United Engineering Co. Ltd.

Strip coiler. 3,100,605, 8-13-63, CI. 242-80.
Bond, Robert W., to Corn Products Co. Interrupted starch

hydrolysis. 3,100.740, 8-13-63, CI. 195-31.
Bondley, Ralph J., to General Electric Co. Me'hod of mak

ing composite bodies. 3,100,339, 8-13-63, CI. 29 473.1.
Bonewltz, Everett D. Exerciser. 3,100,639, 8-13-63, CI.

273—57.
Booth, Clifford C, and R. B. Dean, to The Borden Co. Poten

tlally reactive urea formaldehyde adhesive system. 3,100,-

754, 8-13-63, <'l. 260^ 29.4.

Borden Co.. The : See—
Booth. CUITord C, and r>ean. 3,100,754.

Borg Warner Corp. : 8ee—
Dahl. Elnar S. 3.100.449.
Olle, William B. 3,100,594.
Marrujo, Fernando G. 3,100,523.
Poulter, Thomas C. 3,100.445.

Bostrom Mfg. Co. : Sec

—

Radke. Arthur O., and Tengler. 3,100 617.
Tengler, Harvey N., and Radke. 3,100,618.

Bougeard, Arthur. Pneumatic device constituting suspension
and damping means. 3,100.635. 8-13-63. Cl. 267—65.

Bourgeas, Pierre. Spindle holder. 3,100.375, 8-13-63. Cl.

'

57—134.

Bous.su, «;abrlel X K.. L. P.
soubre, to .Ml<'helin k Cle.
of the polyurethane typi
77.5.

Uoyd, Charles L. : See
Coleman, Joe D., and Boyd. 3,100,530.

Boyer, Neil E. : See—
Frank, Joseph M., Boyer, and Crookston.

Bracker A. O. : aee
Ram.seler, Paul. 3,100,334.

Brady, John <J. : See—
Szabo, Karoly, and Brady. 3,100,735."

,
N. laqulnta, and J. F.

and foldable bed frame

F. A. Neuvllle, and J. M. C. Mas
Metho<is of preparing elastomers
3,100,759, 8-13-63, Cl. 260

3,100,677.

Brandlin, John M
Co. Adjustable
63, Cl. .V 202.

Brass, Edward A
reduction gear.

Inco, to The Inco
3,100,304, 8 13-

to Avco Corp. Multi-speed split-power
3,100,405, 8-13-«3, Cl. 74—764.

Breer. Karl, to Farbenfabrlken Bayer Aktlengesellschaft. Ap
paratUB for the manufacture of plasties. 3,100,506, 8-13-
63, Cl. 137 ^567.

Brey, Wllhelm, to The Flresrtone Tire & Rubber Co. Method
and apparatus for joining sheet material. 3,100,731 8-13-
63, Cl 156-157.

Bristol Aeroplane Plastics Ltd. : See—
Baker, William A., Thompson, Lane, and Poslett. 3,100,-

458.
Broadrlck. Ed B., to James I>ee«, and Sons Co. Apparatus for

the production of wave line constant height rows of tufts.
3,100 485, 8-13 63, Cl. 112 79.

Brock, Marlyn J. : See
I>outh, George D,. and Brock. 3,100,773.

Bn)ckway, Arthur L., Ji., to The Bendix Corp. Ground con-
trolled approach indicator system. 3,100,891, 8-13-63 Cl.
343-11.

Bromer, Heinz, and N. Meinert, to Ernst I^eltx, (i.m.b.H Op-
tical crown glasses. 3,100,714^ 8-13-63, Cl. 106--54.

Brown, <'lcero C., to Brown Oil Tools. Inc. Well apparatus
and methods of running a plurality of tubing strings In a
well bore or pipe. 3,100,531. 8-13-63, CI. left— ll4.

Brown. (TifTord K. Magnetic direction and Inclination Indi-
cating device. 3,100,350. 8-13-63. Cl. 33—205.5.

Urown. Uaylord W., to Brown Machine Co. Sheet conveying
mechanism. 3,100,»i37, 8-^13-63, CI. 271—79.

Brown^ Harold P.. M. R. Walters, and J. F. Anderson, to The
B. I«. (Goodrich Co. Polymeric adheslves and method of
preparation. 3,100,760, 8-13-63, Cl. 260—86.1

Brown .Machine Co. ; See
Brown Gay lord W. 3,100,637.

Brown Oil Toois, Inc. : Set—
Brown, Cicero C. 3,100,531.

Brueckmann, Helmut, to I nited States of America. Army.
Broad band vertical antenna with adjustable Impedance
matching network. 3,100.893. 8-13-63, Cl. 343—713

Brueggenjoliann. Georgia : See
Taylor. Thomas D. 3,100,468.

Buck, Arthur W. Positive releaae film dip. 3,100,326, 8-13-
63, Cl. 24—252.

Bucourt, Rottert : Bee—
Joly, Robert, and Bucourt. 3,100,782.

Buechler, William K , to Thompson Industries, Inc Rack
3,100,.574, 8-13-63, Cl. 211—177.

Bumm, Leonard M. : See—
Halls, Lawrence M., and Bumm. 3,100,367.

Bundy. Robert W., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
Polymeric sheet material and method of making same.
3.100,733, 8-13-63. Cl. 162-^108.

Bunn. George R. Coffie making machine. 3,100.434 8-13-63.
(jl gg 282 • I

.
-"-i

Burkhardt, Horst, to Fa. Wencsler * Heldenhaln. Devices
for adjusting and measuring lengths and ancles. 3,100,345.
8-13-63. Cl. 33 1

Burkhardt, Horst. to Fa. Wenczler A Heldenhaln. Photo-
electric process for measuring and adjusting the position of
objects, particularly of scale lines. 3,100,846, 8-13-63,
Cl. 250—219.

Burnell k Co., Inc. : See- -

Burnell. Norman. 3,100,882.
Burnell, Norman, to Burnell & Co., Inc. Encapsulated vari-

able Inductor. 3,100,882, 8-13-63, Cl. 336—96.
Burns, Donald F. : See—

Bennett. Earnest L , and Burns. 3,100,670.
Burroughs Corp. : See —

Dlsslon, Stanley B., Meyerhotf, and Wlnsor.
Kondur, Nicholas Jr. 3,100,560.
Prlendnleks, Voldemars, and Werner. 3,100,351.

Burt, Farlow B., and J. L. Vlckers, to The Bendtx Corp.
Power steering mechanism. 3,100.550, 8-13-63, CI. 180

—

792.
Busch-Petersen, Bent, and R. G. Craig, to Air Products and

Chemicals, Inc. Treatment of dehydrogenatlon vapor
effluent. 3,100,745, 8-13-63. Cl. 208—310.

Bush Harold E. : fe'cc -

Foster, Lawrence H., and Bush. 3,100.383.
Butler, Henry J., to Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd. Disc brakes

for vehicles. 3,100.553, 8-13-63, Cl. 188—73.
Caddell, Alfred M. Pressure retaining means for double-act-

ing piston engines. 3,100.401, 8-13-63. CI. 74—36.
Cady, George H. : See

—

Porter, Roger S.. and Cady. 3.100.803.

Calhoun. Frank B. : See—
Goldwater. Robert, and Calhoun. 3,100.814.

Campbell, Donald H. : See
Vullo, William J., and Campbell. 3.100.728.

Canadian Westlnghouse Co.. Ltd. : See—
Hulls. Leonard R., and Jacobsen. 3.100.410.

Cannon, George E. : See
Overlv Charles R., and Cannon. 3,100.544.

Cannon. Maxwell R., to International Business Machines
Corp. Apparatus for senslns varlatlona. 3,100,880, 8-13-
63, Cl. 340—269.

3,100.869.

LIST OF PATENTEES
Cannon. Robert K. Scribe. 3,100,346. 8 i;i-63, Cl. 33—21.
Card Key System, Inc. : See—

Noregaard, Maurice J. 3,100,389.
Carlln, George T.. to Swift & Co. Meat product and meth-

od for producing said product. 3,100,710, 8-13-63, Cl.

99— 107.
Carlson Lorlen A , to Wood Conversion Co. Celling struc-

ture and tile therefor. 3.100,319, 8-13-63, Cl. 20-^.
Carrlck Precision Too s Ltd. : See—

Alrlle, John. 3,100,411. „, . ^. ,

Carroll Frederick C, to Toledo Scale Corp. Weighing scale.

3,100,720, 8-13-63, Cl. 177—37.
Carter, Thomas F. Communication systems. 3,100,818. 8-l.i

Cartwrlght Horace A. Road maintenance device. 3,100,425.

8-13-63.'Cl. 94—44.
Case Foundation Co. : See— „ ..„« 00,

Case. Stanford E.. and Walton. 3.100,381.

Case. Stanford E.. and J. P. Walton, to Case Founda«on Co.

Methods of producing caissons. 3,100..181. 8-l.J-o.i. ci.

ft-J QK

CavalUto. Chester J., to Nelsler V;*>2r/'"^*^«-„^°%9
^'°*'*"""

release process. 3,100,738. 8-13-63, Cl. 167—82.

Cavltron Ultrasonics Inc. : See-- oionRS-^
Kleesattel, Claus, Balamuth, and Kurls. 3,100.85^1.

Celanese Corp. of America : See—
^ „. , q inn •<•>«

Allman William T.. Jr.. Joseph, and Hjgglns. 3,100,328.

Chamberlln. Wellman, to N«t«onal Geographic Society Globe

support and measuring device. 3,100,363, 8-li4-6d. ci. rfo

46.
Charske. Charles J. : See oiru\Ad.i

Ball John D., Charske, and Mounce. 3,100.444.

Charbonneau. Allan P.. and R. A. Mukal, to Cutler^llammer,

Inc Limit switch. 3,100.824, 8-13-63 Cl 200-47^
Chausson, Andi;e. to Soclete Anonyme des Lsines ( hausson

Evaporation heat exchanger. 3,100,38b, 8-13-6vJ. Cl. oz

Chtrundolo, Michael, and »• B. Wandel to !>%«*'•«'?• '"i
Multiple spindle attachment. 3,100,407, 8-13-63, Cl. 77

Christie, Clowes M., to Amerlran Latex Products Corp Meth-

od for manufacturing a printing roll. 3,100,676, 8-l.i-tW,

Cl. 18—58. ^ „
Chrostowskl. Joseph E. :

See— mn^^ft
McNeill, William, and Chrostowskl. 3.100.4iJB.

Clba Co.. Inc. : See—
Gunst. Raymond. 3,100,767.

Clba Ltd.: See— „,„»,«„
Gunst Raymond. 3,101).7d».

, * _ q ti\n

Clapp Roy A. to Pako 6orp. Photographic printer. 3,100.-

419. 8-13 63. Cl. 88—24.
Clark. George L. See—

Hydraulic engine governor. 3,100,422, 8-ld-Od, ci.

42
Clearfield Cheese Co.. Inc. :

«««— „
Meeker. Jess, and Tate. S.iw.iii- « ,no ktr (l_i*_

Coffey Stuirt A. Crane boom life guard. 3,100,575. 8-1*-

862, 8-13-63, Cl 320-^-46.

Colorado Fuel and Iron Corp^^ The See<-

I>e Poy James W. 3,100.616.

Columbian Carbon Co.
;
»««— ^^

Mason, James L.. Jr. 3.100,689.

Commissariat a 1 Knerzle Atomloue .
Sef ,00 743

781 8-13 63. Cl. 260—343.7.
Consolidation Coal Co. : See-— - ,^ „,-

Lee. Arthur L.. and Coval. 3 100.647.

Lee! Arthur L.. and Coval. 3.100.048.

Continental Can Co Inc. ;
See—

Ourtiss, Floyd P.. an*' R^l**^,
'VinnT'-.S

Ravve Abraham, and Khamls. 3.100.7.)8.

Cooper Bessemer Corp.. The : fipe—

brooks, William R. 3,100,478.

Corn Products Co. : Sfe--
Bond Robert W. 3.100.740.

Vl-;;;;
K^I)"snv;?e?-\mson. and Grimes. 3.100.76.S.

CoulterAnne M. Multl purpose bed pan cushion. 3.100.30.<.

8-13-63. Cl. 4-^ 113.

^•'^»l:e^l^V^u^l-..^rnd coval. 3 100.647.

1^, Arthur L.. and CovaL3,10<^b48 ^^^^^^

^^r^iron^- ^%\b°rs1a^'d*'^"3.ll>0^73. 8-i3^>3. Cl. 211-

Coi^'ilerbert E, .Jr.. to Inland C f^ner Cor^ IW^^^
type fluid container. 3,100.587, 8-i*-oJ. »-» "

Cozzoli Machine Co. ^^*'^,, ,i,„„, -t inOM.*?
Cozzoll, Joseph M^.andScrlbner.lM^^^^

^^

^To""MSle llne-m.er." 3M6'l3, 8-13^3, Cl. 141-102.

^^"'^uKeteVsen,Vnt. and Craig. 3.100.745-

3,100,300,

Fuel con
3,100.478,

Laboratories. Inc.

3,100,892, 8-13-<".3,

3,100,824.

Cramwinckel, Ji)hanne8 F., to Maatechappij van Iterkels

Patent .N.V. Circuit with compensated transformer.
3.100.r.lf). H 13 <;3, Cl, 177—211.

Crane Co. : Sce-
Han.sen, George E.. and .Stone. 3.1OO..501.

Creiiie. .Mithael M. Precoiled artitirial lure.

h-i:j-(;3. Cl, 43—42.02.
Crooks, William R., to The Cooper-Bessemer Corp

trol .system for Internal combustion engines.

8-13-(i3. C\. 123—21.
(Vookston. Janies A. : See—

Frank Joseph M.. Boyer and Crookston. 3,100,677.
Crowe, Taimatlge L.. to Baker Oil Tools, Inc. Formation

testing apparatus. .•{.100,.537. H-1.3-(;3, Cl. 166—226.

Curtiss Floyd P., and E. F. Relth, to Continental Can Co.,

Inc. Cantaloupe containers. :i.](X).595, 8-13-63, Cl. 229

—

27.
Cutler, CassluB C, to Bell Telephone
Antenna for active satellite repeaters.

Cl. ;{4;{—100.
Cutler-Hammer, Inc. : See

—

Charbonneau Allan P., and Mukai.
Cyphers F.lmer P. , to Ksso Research and Kng neering < o.

Improved calcium salts of bridged phenol sulfides and
method of preparlnj; same. 3,10o,800, H-l3-fi3, Cl. 260
<!09.

Diignoli, Donato F. : See
Rice, Livingston L., and Dagnoli. 3,100.857.

Dahl Einar S., to Borg Warner Corp. Fuel Injection pump.
3,100,449 8-13-63, Cl. 103—2.

Dahlke, Hugo E. : See—
Welkowitz, Walter, and Dahlke. 3.100 885.

DAIha Anthony R., to Trlco Products Corp. Windshield
wlpe'r. .1.100 423^8-13-C.;{. Cl. 91- 28.{.

Davis John V., to The Udylite Orp. Frameless track auto

matic conveying apparatus. .{,100,453, 8-13-^.3, Cl. 104

128.
I>avy and I'nited Engineering Co. Ltd. : See

Bond, Harry L. F. 3,100,605.

Day Harry W. : See
Wick, Edward J., and Day. 3,100,464.

Daystrom Inc. : See- '

Blanco, Elias. 3,100,883.
Cherundolo, Michael, and Wandel. 3.100.40i.

Dean, Robert H. : See- ,.„_„.
fiooth, Clifford C, and Dean. 3,100,754.

Deaver, Charles C. : See

—

„„,.„
Deaver, Lloyd C. and C. O. 8,100.540.

Deaver Lloyd C. and C. C. Stone picking implement
540, 8-13-(i3. Cl. 171 -63.

, , ^
Dechau Edward, Jr. Log debarker feed apparatus

514. 8-13-63. Cl. 144—208.
Deere & Co. : See

—

Hunter, George D. 3,100,<i54.

Degutta. Anthony C, and A. L. Peterson, to Wood New;8D«»er

Machlnerv Corp. Web splicing apparatus. 3,100,604,

8-13-03, Cl. 242—^.3.

3,100,-

3.100,

Accordions. 3,100,417, 8-13-63, Cl.

See—
De John Anthony.
84—376.

. ,. .^ ,. . ,^
Delmag-Ma-schlnenfabrik Reinhold Darnield :

Kummel, Fritz. 3,100,630.

Iiemas Louis to American Motors Corn. Vehicle wheel

sus^nslon ind drive. 3.100,549.^ 8-13^3 Cl. 180-73.
Demef Frederick M., and M. J. Kelly, to International Busi-

ness Machines Corp. Magnetic data processing. d,100,-

834 8-13-63. Cl. 23.">

—

iil.Vi.

Dennis David H. High si)eed ground transportation system.

3106454 8-i;{-63. Cl. 104 -138.
, ^

De 'Poy' James W. to The Colorado Fuel and Iron Corp.

Wire cloth 3.100.616, 8-1 3-fi.i, Cl. 24.'>— 10. ,
^ , .

,

I^ Bidder. Ernst J., to Reynolds Metals Co. Interlocking

metallic structural members. 3.100.o56, 8-l3-«)J, ci.

Desautels Robert E.. to Ba^te!; Lf^ratories, Inc Surgical

drainage tube. 3,100.490. 8-13-63, Cl. 128—350.

De Sena Vincent A., to Ess<. Research and Engineering Co

Combination flexible hose connection and ball pig launcher-

receiver 3 100.308, 8-13-63, Cl. 15—104.06.

Dess Howard M.^ to' Union darbide Con). Foamed silicon

carbide 3 100.688 8-13-<;3, Cl. 23—208.

Deubel Justin^:, to General Controls Co. Combined valve

and relay structure In burner control system. 3,100..>21,

ft_i i_it^ PI 1 'iR 125
De Wilde Pieter C, and M. P. Rappoldt. to North .\merlcaD

'^hiUoI' Co^'lnc. Method of HtabUizing ."j.«'a»'-e com-

pounds against oxidation. 3.100, < 83, 8-13^.3, Cl. i!t>u—

397.2.
Diamond Alkali Co.: See

Wotiz, John H. 3.100,687.

Dillon, Robert M., to Ma88ey-Fereu-,on Ltd^
-ri^^'^^f^""

for corn picking apparatus. 3,l0u 491, H-1.M.3, Cl. l,JO— 3.

Olsson Stanlev B., A. J. Meyerhoff, and P. Wlnsor III, to

BiirrouEhs Corp Pulse regenerator system with fault lo-

?ation facilffi 3.100.869^ 8-13-63, t\. 325-38.

Dobias. Robert J. : See— ^ ,^ .

.

„ ,„-, „„,
Swlnehart. Frank, and Dobias. 3,100,821.

Doeden*, James D. .See o ,nn tot
Trapp Walter B . and Doedens. 3.100,79b.

Dombrow,
'

Bernard A , to Nopco Chemical Ca Flexible

urethane foams and a process for producing same. 3.100.

752, 8-i:<-63 Cl. 2C.0—2.5.

Dorey. George B., to Enterprise Railway ^^"'P^tfl^ AiJ
Latching device for railway hopper car doors. 3,100,455.

8-13-63. Cl. 105—253.

Dorey George B.. to Enterprise Railway Equipment Co.

Hopper dlschar^ outlet sealing sliding closure assembly

3.1007456, 8-13-63, CL 105—253.
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Dorey, George B., to Enterprise Railway Kquipnient Co.

Sliding c-lobure iiopper closure outiet astiembiy. 3,100,457,
8-i;i-o3, CI. 105-282.

Dottllnger, Alfred to Jacob Hitter KG. Tush button mecha
uihuiR. 3,100.403, 8- 13-«3, Cl. 74—503.

Doubek, Edward K., Jr., to vvestern Klectric Co., Inr. L>e-

celerating circuit. 3,100,554, 8-13-63, Cl. 188— MM.
Dow Chemical Co., The : Hee

—

Dunbar, J oiteph E. 3,100,785.
HarriH, Guy H., and FUchback. 3,100,797.
Martin, Kobert C. 3,100,5;:0.
OlderaOaw, Charles F. 3,100,30<i.
Relfgchneider, vvalter. 3,100,801.
KelfscbDeider, Walter. 3.100,802.
Trapp. vvalter B., and Doedena. 3,100,796.

Drager, otto U. : «e«

—

Wichter, Karl-August. 3.100,602.
Drake. Herbert E., and L. Krai, to Newspaper Enterprise

Association. Inc. Apparatus for producing color separa-
tion uegaUves and the like. 3,100,815, 8-i3-63, Cl. 178—
8.2.

Dresser, Richard. Pneumatic safety tire construction.
3.^00.518. 8-13-63. Cl. 152—347.

Dubied, Kdouard. et Cle (Soclete Anonyme) : Hee—
Musy. Andre P. 3,100,424.

Duffey, Joseph G., to Arnold Equipment Corp. Method of
recovering carbon dioxide. 3, 1 00,686, 8-13-«>3, Cl. 23

—

150.
Duinker, Simon : Bee—

Peck. Johannes J. A.. Klnia, and Duinker. 3,100,852.
Dunbar, James A., and S. G. Von Stocker, to Aluminum Co.

of America. Splicing aluminum foil. 3,100,337, 8-i3-<>3,
Cl. 29—470.9.

Dunbar, Josepn E.. to The Dow Chemical Co. Dlalkyl tin
cnloride diaikylphosphlte. 3,100,786, 8-13-63, Cl. 260

—

429.7.
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd. : Bee—

tiut.er, Henry J. 3,100.553.
Dunn, Edward J., Jr., and M. Kushner, to National Lead Co.

Copper borate antlfouling pigment. 3,100,718. 8-13-63,
Cl. 106—308.

Dunn, Edward J., Jr., and M. Kusbner, to National Lead Co.
Antifoullng pigment. 3,100.719, 8-13-63, Cl. 106—308.

Du Pont de .Nemours, E. I., and Co. : Bee—
Bundy. Robert VV. 3, 1 00.733.
Uolden. Eilvwurth K. 3.100.721.
Smedberg, George E. 3.100.732.

Duppengieaser. Karl A. Soil-working implement. 3,100,665,
8-13-63. Cl. 294—57.

Durasplastics, Inc. : Bee—
Pedersen. Clarence S. 3.100.623.

Durlck, Henry J. Kite control. 3,100,615, 8-13-63, Cl.
244—155.

Duval, Jules L. Combined door stop and holder. 3,100,664,
8-13-63, Cl. 292—251.5.

Dyer, Robert H., to Cosden Petroleum Corp. H/drogena
tlon of saturated Isobutylene polymer. 3.100.808. 8-i3-
63. Cl. 260—683.9.

Dilenanowskl, Prank J. : Bee—
Haden, Walter L.. Jr.. and Dilenanowskl. 3,100,6»4.

Eastman Kodak Co. : Bee—
Klbler, Charles J., and Tamblyn. 3,100.716.
Long, Selma H.. and Tamblyn. 3.100,717.
Offensend, Glen W.. and Vogt. 3,100.356.
Banner, Frederick J.. Rosati. and Robertson. 3.100.-

702.
Bddlns. >> 1111am T. : Bee—

McMllllan. Lonnle S.. Jr.. and Eddlns. 3.100.850.
Eklge, Thomas B. Adapters for milking systems. 3.100,475,
^i3-63. Cl. 119—14.11.

Edson. William A., to General Electric Co. Waveguide STS
tem having mode converter for changing rectangular TEit
mode Into circular TEoi at locus of waveguide window.
3,100.881. 8-13-63. Cl. 333—21.

Bgli, Henry O. Compensated micrometer head. 3,100.348.
8-13-63. Cl. 33— 164.

Bhrllch, Joseph R. Coating composition comprising a vinyl
acetate unsaturated carbozyllc acid copolymer and an or
ganlc base dissolved in an organic solvent and article
therewith. 3,100.755. 8-13-63. d. 260—29.6.

Blbl. Johann : Bee—
Auerswald. Wllhelm. and Klbl. 3.100,737

Eisler, Paul. Food package. 3,100,711, 8-13-63. Cl. 99—
171.

Electric k Musical Industries Ltd. : Bee—
Spencer, Rolf E., and Stephenson. 3,100,864.

Electric Storage Battery Co., The : Bee
Collier Donald W. 3,100,862.

Emerson, Alfred. Jr. Method of processing wheat to pro-
vide a stabllixed whole wheat flour. 3.100,708, 8-13-63,
Cl. 99—94.

Emery Industries, Inc. : Bee—
Ooebel, Charles O. 3.100.784.

Emrlck. Donald D.. to The Standard Oil Co. Process for
preparing higher homologues of organic compounds hav-
ing a labile hydrogen atom. 3,100.792. 8-13-63. Cl. 260

—

Bness, OrvlUe M. : Bee—
Richardson. Roy A., and Bness. 3,100,871.

English, Lawrence P. : Bee—
Rltter, Ralph K.. and English. 3.100.833.

Bnterprlse Railway Equipment Co. : Bee—
Dorey. George B. 3.100.455.
Dorey. George B. 3.100.456.
Dorey. George B. 3,100,457.

Brlckson. Leonard A., to Big Drum, Inc.
3.100.583 8-13-63. Cl. 221—36.

Brie Resistor Corp. : See

—

Hotelllng. Harry. 3.100,855.

Lid-dispenser.

Ermel. Thomas M. FounUln pen filler constmctioo. 3.100.-
477, 8-ia-63, a. 120—42.4.

Bmst, John J. Paint roller gauge. 3,100,313, 8-13-63, CI.
15—25 (.06.

Ksser, Heinricb. and W. Strotmann. to Eumuco Aktlengesell-
schaft lur Maschinenbau. h'orglng and upsetting machines
with improved clamping Jaws. 3,100.409. 8-13-63, Cl. 78^

Emo Research and Engineering Co. : See

—

Ciphers, Elmer B. J.lUU.oOU.
ICmho Keaearch and BnKlneerlng Co. : Bee—

De Sena, Vincent A. 3,i00,308.
Konecky. Milton S. 3,100,798.
Potter, Uarrle V. 3,100.376.
RogllUo. Arcbie E. 3.100,741.
Slysh. Uouian S.. and Hollyday. 3,100,606.

Eumuco Aktiengesellschaft tur Maachlnenbaa : Bm—
Esaer. Helnrich. and Strotmann. 3.100.400.

Evans. George W. : Bee—
„.- Herndon. Luther J.. Jr.. Evans, and Land. 3,100,B34.FMC Corp. : Bee—

May, fmi and G. 3,100,520.
Falrchlld Camera and Instrument Corp. : Bee—

Mclar. Nathan. 3.100,845.
Famatez G.m.b.H. : See

—

MAbring. GusUv. 3,100.682.
Fannin. Joun D. Dent repair method for automobile bodies.

;«. 100.336, 8-13-63. Cl. 29—401.
««"«».

t^rbenfabriken Bayer .\ktlengesell8cfaaft

:

Breer, Karl. 3,100.506.
Vitae, Ulrich. 3,100,347.
Oertel. Gunter. and Uoltschmldt. 8,100,700
Werle, Kugen, and Trautscbold. 3,ldo,736.

Farbwerke Uoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Ladus
& Brunlng : Bee—

Dlmer, Hans, Karacxonyl, Schlmmelsehmldt, and Baler.
3.100.673.

I*arkas. Thomas P.. to United Aircraft Corp. Dual input
divider controller with llmlter utilising servo actuated oree-
Hure ratio sensor. 3 100,380. 8-13-63, CL 90—07

I- ellman Robert P.. W. fe. Goode, and F. k. Owens, toEohm kHaas Co Polymeriiatlon process with a caUIyat system

76r8^*i:t^3 Cl "«)^38
7**"'°**°*'*"° eo™Poan<»- 8.100.-

Fernaid. Herbert B.. to Good'rich-Gnlf Chemicals, Inc. Acti-
vation of aluminum and preparation of aluminum hydro-

LM''Sr*'''„**'"*r"^ 3 100.786, 8-13-63, CL 260—448.
Hchter, Harry L.. Jr. : See

—

Sprague. Robert H.. Fichter. and Hamilton. 3,100.703.
Firestone Tire * Rubber Co.. The :

" ••*"«,.w.
Albert. Harry E. 3.100.765.
Brey. Wllhelm. 8,100,7^1.
Knox. Harold W. S.lOO.SlS.
Louth. George D.. and Brock.

FiHrhback, Bryant C. : See

—

Harris, (iuy H., and Flschback.
I-Mtspatrlck. John T. : See

—

Ballev, Frederick B.. Jr., Hill, and Fltqiatrlck.

Flextemp Corp. : See

—

Lowensohn. Ralph 8. 3.100.384
Hosting Floors Inc. : See

—

Kplselman, Joseph W. 3.100.624.
FoKlla, Sebastien : See

—

Aubert. Michel. Foglla, and Roche. 3,100.743.
tonden. Per B^ and K. O. T. Walander. Aircraft restraining

device. 3,100,613, 8-13-63, Cl. 244—110
-^r^uuia

Ford (jeorjte E and C R King, to Qualitrol Corp. Preasure
n-iief valve. 3.I00..502. 8-13-63. Cl. 137—491

''"""
FoMdiclj Machine Tool Co.. The : See

—

Knosp. Robert N.. and Geeks. 3 100,406.
Foster. (Jeorge B., to Industrial Nucleonics Corp. Radiation

iloMHjre llmlter. 3.100.843. 8-13-63, Cl. 250—52
FoHter. Harry C. to oiln Mattaleson Chemical Corp Gas

oijerntH:! devieeH .1. 100.446, 8-13-63. Cl. 102—25
I'l.^ter. Lawrence H.. and H. E. Bush, to Poster Refrigerator

( orp. Control for refrigerators including alarm means.
3.100,38.3. 8-13-63 Cl. 62— 126.

ru, r«a .

Foster Refrigerator Corp. : Bee—
FoHter. Lawrence IL and Bush. 3.100,383

I'rank. JoMeph M.. N. E. Boyer, and J. A. Crookston to A P
Green Fire Brlvk Co. Method of making refractory brick
3.100.«77, 8-13-63. Cl. 18—59. ' " ^

''><>nk,^ Robert E. Convertible conUlner. 3,100.576. 8-13-63,

Frantz. RuKsell K.. and J. F. Vltcha. to Air Reduction Co . Inc
Preparation of methyl methacrylate. 3.100.795. 8-13-63,
Cl. 2(!0 486.

Fredd, John V., to Otis Engineering Corp. Anchoring and
sealing device. 3.100,533, 8-i:t-63, Cl. 166—125

8^r^3 '^*'*>* ^ Interior trim for windows. 3,100.320.

Freeport Sulphur Co. : See

—

Hills. Robert C. 3.100.700.
Frelghtliner Corp. : See

—

iCaye. Michael C. 3,100.306.
hVick, Harold L. : See—

Boeddeker, William T., and Frick. 3,100,404
Friend. Llndaay C.. to The Bendlx Corp. Method of making
compound gear. 3.100,333. 8-13-83, Cl. 20—150 2

l-rlfxe, Ulrich. to Farbenfabrlken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.
Means for indicating or recording the lianid level In narrow.
long mesHuring vessels. 3.100.347. 8-13-63. Cl. 33—126 6

Froehllch, Bernard F. Table locking construction for a ma-
chine tool. 3.100.636. 8-13-63. Cl. 260—88.

Fry. Charles L. Endless belt for a conveyor-belt turn 3.100 -

..6.-.. 8-13-63. Cl. 198— 182.
Fry. John S.. to Union Carbide Corp. Composition consisting

eHsentlally of a polyglycldyl ether and a liquid dlepoxlde
and cured product. 3.100,756. 8-13-63. O. 26O--30 4/

8.100,778.

8.100,707.

3,100.-
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3.100.668.

Fryer Rodney I.. R. A. Schmidt, and L. H. Sternbach. to

Hoff.uann La Roche Inc. 5-pyridvl-1.4-beniodla»eplne com
p<.und8. 3.100.770, 8-13-63. a. 26a-;239 3. .....

<Jaetani. Ermanno. to Ailende Color! N">«>nall Afflnl Acna
S.|...\. IMsaio dyes. 3.100.769. H^^K^^ i^^.Vi^' r•^

(Janibino, James C. Toothbrush. 3.100.309. 8-13-63. CL

(ianlles. Alfred W.. and J. F. Gluth to Inte™«t'onal Register

Co. One way clutch. 3.100.559. 8-13-63. Cl. 192—43.2.

Garff, Georse L. : See

—

Reese. Frank P. 3.100.661.
(ias Processing Inc. : See

—

Hull, Raymond J. 3,100,697. ., j , #
«:aKt. Albert K.. Jr.. to ktar SJ?«de Cutter Co Mandrel for

cutting metel shade rollers. 3.100.649, 8-1^3, Cl. 279—1.
<;avlin, Gilbert, and K. Hattort. to The Richardson Ca Proc-

ess for making fl-amlno alkyl sulfate ester, 3.100,78», »-iiJ-

03, Cl. 260—458.
(Jecks, Donald L. : See

—

»,„„.„«
KnoHD, Robert N.. and Geeks. 3.100.406.

(Jelenkwellenbau G.m.b.H. : See

—

Kempf Willi 3,100.660.
General Aniline * Film Corp. : See -

Coles, Robert F., and Levine. 3.100.704.

General Controls Co. : See

—

Deubel. Justin A. 3.100.521.
General Dynamics Corp. : See

—

Baas. Harold B. 3.100.499.
General Electric Co. : See

—

Bondley, Ralph J. 3,100,339.
Bdson, William A. 3,100,881.
Orimshaw. Charles. 3.100.827.
Varga. Joseph J. 3.100.413.
Vermeulen. William. 3.100.822.

General Steel Products. Inc. : See-
Rogers. Walter C. and Mlselle.

General Time Corp. ; See

—

Wagner. Karl T. 3.100,823. . „ . . «
Qerardln, Jean Jacques, to Compagnle de Pont A^Mousson.

Process and device for producing foundry cores. 3,nn),AZi,

8-13-63. Cl. 22—10. ^ , . . ^aa^,
Oesek William J.. Jr.. to Radio Corp. of America. Adder-

subtractor. 3.100.837. 8-13-63. Cl. 235— 175.

Gesellschaft fur Linde's Bismaschlnen Aktiengesellschaft

See

—

Becker. Rudolf. 3.100.696. „,^.-,,
Becker, Rudolf, and Wittmann. 3.100.385.

Gets Exterminators, Inc. : See—
Roblnette, Chester W. 3,100 362. .„-,.„,

(;etiln, Allan R., to American Air Filter Co Inc Air filter

latcl, arrangement. 3.100.557, 8-137«3. O- 189-35
Gibson James E , Jr. Valve means for Inflatable articles.

3 100 408, 8-13-63. Cl. 137—223.
Glef John R Jr. Method of making a heat exchanger cross

1[;d p" assembly. 3.100.332, 8-13-63, Cl 29^-157.3^

Oile William B., to Bore Warner Corp. Shipping carton.

Dual frequency feed horn. 3, 100.8*4. 8-13-63, Cl. 343—7ao.

Oingher. Carl B.. Jr. : See— „.-,.,. ^ ^,nnKT>
Olngher. Carl E.. and C. E Olngher Jr. 3,100.572.

Glngher Carl E., and C E. Olngher, J'- Adjustable sup

Kng "urfac^H 3.100,572, 8-13-63. Cl. 211-153.

°'"^'G.WAUred'w7.nd Gluth 3.100.559

Goebel. Charles O. to Emery /"•'"ftrtes Jnc Method of

producing nolymers of linolenic acid. 3.100,784. 8-1 ^-6d,

Gc^pfricK.dolph A., to The Bendlx Corr, Brake sh^and
m.-thod of making same__ 3 100,340 8-1 3-M. a. 2»—520.

Goidfarb Adolph E. Buckle key chain. 3.100,608. »-l.*-«J.

Cl. 242—96. „ „
Goldsmith, William F. B'e—

l.f*rh Robert E , and Go dsmlth. 3 100.793.

o-^jp^Sii" ^r&ztti'i!^: 'aS^^Vor-^

Goner^'So^Je^N^fo Armco Steel Corp. Stainless steel

^''pro'duc^'^n^ method. 3.10pj;2» 8-13-63 C, 148^2 3

Good. Fred C. Windlass. 3.100.626. 8-13-63. Cl. 254— na.o-

Goode. William E. : See— ««„„.
Fellman. Robert P.. Goode. and Owens

Goodman Mfg. Co. : 8e^ «-„«.«,
Bledens. Anthony R. 3.100.563.

Goodrich, B. F., Co.. The Bee—
Bialicowskl. Ludwlk S. 3.100.509.

Brown. Harold P.. Walters. "« Anderson

Miller. H. Paul, and Soper 3 100.658.

Shockney. Joseph C. 3,100.762.

Goodrich Gulf Chemicals. I"*" : See—
Fernald. Herbert B. 3.100.786.

Gordon, James H.. to American Can
bllng head. 3,100,366. 8-13-63. Cl

Oraflex. Inc. : See

—

,nnAoa
Pndelt. Johannes G. 3,100.428.

Grant Maro E. Method of preparing

8-13-63, Cl. 99—194.

°'*^kl"nleyyV^n*^lUn6 Gray. 3.100.608.

**"*|.V?nk^ JolSf M.' SoyenVd Crookston.

*^le"n"s'l;•g^\;il]ft.''^.MTr8-ia^^
Griebel. Herbert: See— . _ .^. , omnnio

BerghOfer, Hans, and Griebel. 3. 100.6 1».

3,100,761.

3.100.760.

(irifBn. Searcy F.. and S. D. Turner, Jr.. to Varo. Inc.

Electronic selecting systems. 3,100.819, 8-13-63. CT.

179—15. „^ ^ .

Gilttlth. William F. Boot strap electronic amplifier having
In-phase grids. 3.100.878, 8-13-63. Cl. 330—81.

Grimes. George : See

—

_ „^ _^„
Meek, Paul D., Snyder, Allison, and Grimes. 3.100.768.

Grimmer, George G., and H. B. Schramm, deceased (by J.

Schramm, executrix), to Otis Engineering Corp. Well tools.

3,100,452, 8-13-63, Cl. 103—232.
Grimshaw, Charles, to General Electric Co. Thermally

responsive switch. 3,100,827, 8-13-63, Cl. 200—113.

GrlRwold, Augustus W. : See

—

„„ .„„
Lehmann, Ernest H, and Grlswold. 3,100,427. „ ,„ ^„

Grob, Willy. Speed regulated let-ofT. 3,100.511. 8-13-63. ;

Cl. 139—107.
(lubelmann. Walter S. : See

—

Gubelmann, William S. 3,100.603. ^ ^ .

(;ubelmann, William S., deceased, bv Walter S. Gubelmann
executor, to Realty * Industrial Goro. Multipller-ouotiMit

register control mechanisms. 3,100,603, 8-18-63. Cl.

236—63.
Gulf Oil Corp. : See— „ ^ ^„„

Shaw, John R., and Vornkahl. 3.100.680.

Gulton Industries, Inc. : See

—

Welkowlti. Walter, and Dahlke. 3 100.885.

Gunat Raymond, to Clba Co., Inc. Water-soluble diaaso

dyestuffs. 3,100.767, 8-13-63. Cl. 260—153 „,^,-«
Gunst, Raymond, to Clba Ltd. Aio dyeatuffs. 3,100,768,

8-13-63. Cl. 260—153. ^ t - « *_«—

.

Gutbler. Ernst A., to Western Electric Co.. Inc. Mass stream

soldering machine. 3.100,471. 8-13-63, Cl 113—126.
Hablutiel. Charles E.. to United States of America, Navy.

Sabot retainer. 3,100.448. 8-13-63. Cl. 102--93 ^.._
Haden, Walter L.. ir.. and F. J. Dilerianowskl to Miners s

4 Chemicals Phlllpp Corp. Method for groducine synthetic

crystalline xeollte aggregates. 3,100.684, 8-13-63, ci.

Hagner, I^wrence R.. to Western Electric Co.. Inc. Appara-

tus ^r percusslvely welding electrical components to cir-

cuit boards. 3.100.830. 8-13-63, Cl. 219—79.
Hague, Louise D. : See

—

« inn t«^
^Jeil. James L.. Khelghatlan. and Hwe^ 3,100/r64^

Hall William R. FUtering systems. 3,100,747, 8-15-6S,

Cl! 210—167.
Halliburton Co.: See-- „,-..._

Poulter, Thomas C. 3.100.445
Coleman, Joe D.. and Boyd. 3.100.530.

Herndon. Luther J.. Jr.. Evans, and Land. _3.100,,o34

Halls Lawrence M., and L. M. Bumm, to Sperry Rand Corp.

Hay ^ndlti^ner. 3.100.367, 8-13-63, Cl. 56-L
Halverson, Milton A., and G. V. Olson. Rivet guns. 3,100.-

578. 8-13-63, Cl. 218—42.
Hamilton. William P.: See

—

.w _ oinnTnq
Sprakue. Robert H.. Fichter. and Hamilton 3.100J03.

HanMn. George B.. and C. R. Stone, to Crane Co Remov-

able head and seat ball valve construction. 3.100.501. 8-13-

63, Cl. 137—454.6.

^'"VSunlbe'^kolchT Asano. and Hara. 3,100,822.

H.rtilnB AHen A to the United States Stoneware Co. Pro-

tJ^t?"; cover. lioO.568, 8-13^3. Cl. 206-2. p^,„,^
Hsnris Guv H and t. C. Flschback, to The Dow Chemical
"
Co

• Pr<^ucaon and' crysUlll«ation of 8,5-«nUro-0^toluUr

add from nltflc and aulfnric acid. 3,100,797, 8-18-68, ti.

260—615.
Harris. James J. :

See— _....„ » .^n 701
Rudner. Bernard, and Harris. 3,iOO,T»l.

Barter. Joseph W .
3rd : See— , .^^ oai

307. 8^13-63. a. 10—166.
Hattorl. Klyoshi Bee-— a lOO 789

proi^sslng apparatus. 8.100.431. 8-13-63, Cl. 9:^—7a.

Haynes, James W. :
See—

« ^*^n,f R^and" W ^«iid J^me. assor. to said John.

"Va°W.;d'oiSnfr for^ Ll^ 'cS^nilners. 3.100.686. 8-18^8.

Cl. 222—90.

Heat Timer Corp. Bee—
Keitlln. Edward J. 3.100.B21.

Hebert Donald G. to Royal McBee Corp.
,
Data processing

l^uipment 3.100.599. 8-13-63. Cl. 234-116.

Helgl. Joseph M. :
See— „ ..,, o inn kot

^aldel Wimam R. and Helgl. 3.100.597.

Co.
. 53-

Screw
317.

cap assem-

SaldeL William R
Heince. Don M. : See—

Kosln. Ruedlger E
Self-dump-

meat. 3.100.713.

8.100.677.

Capacitance
-135.

andHeinxe. 3,100,877

Henry Valve Co. : See—
Jones. Evan. 3.100.691.

"nUiSiS-lf^-i F'.Vf5V.rb.r.. S,100748.

8-18-63. Cl. 166—163.
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Herrmann, Otto. H. MQUer, and M. Seibel, to Keuffel A Esser

Co. Linear polyeater flliuH having surfaces suitable (or

wrltlDK thereon. 3.100,722, 8^ 13^-63. CI. 117—138.8.
HeMHer, Fr., MaHchinenfabrik-AktiengesellHchaft, Firma

:

See
Bauder, Ulrlch. 3,100.584.

Hett, John H., to American CystOBCope Makers, Inc. Flexible
optical surgical instrument. 3,100,482, 8-13-83, CI. 128

—

6.

Hewlett-Packard Co. : See—
McCuilough, WlUlani R. 3,100,863.
Schulz, Donald F. 3,100,876.

Hlckey, John J., and O. L, Clark, to Space Technology Labora
turies. Inc. Pulse former capacitor discharging providing
rapid rise-time and thyratron shorting output brovldlng
rapid fall-time. 3,100.872, 8-13-63, CI. 328—ef7.

Hlgglns, Ralph O., Jr. : See—
Allman, William T., Jr., Joseph, and Hlgglns. 3,100,-

328
Hill, Fred N. : See- ^ „ ,„„

Bailey. Frederick E., Jr., Hill, and Fltzpatrlck. 3,100,-

750.
Hills, Robert C, to Freeport Sulphur Co. Recovery of nickel

and cobalt by reduction and leaching. 3,100.700, 8-13-63,

CI. 75—63.
, „ ^ ..

Hilton, Albert R., Jr., and H. H. Spain, to Jersey Production
Research Co. Sand consolidation. 3,100,527, 8-13-63,
CI. 166—33.

Hlnchllffe, Emily ; See—
HlnchclifTe, Theooore H. 3,100,666.

Uincbcliffe, Theodore H., deceased ; E. Hinchcliffe, administra-

trix. Conveyor belt cleats. 3,100.566, 8-13-63. CI. 198—
199

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.: See— „,««-,„
Fryer Rodney I., Schmidt and Sternbach. 3,100,770.

Holcomb. J. I., Mfg. Co., Inc. : See—
Bennett, Earnest L.. and Burns. 3,100,670.

Holden Ellsworth K , to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Process for producing microporous films and coatings.

3,100,721, 8-13 63, CI. 117—135.5.
Hollander, Lewis E., Jr., to Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Active

solid-state devices using anisotropic single crystal rutlle.

3.100,849 H-13-63. CI. 307—88.5.
Hollyday, William C. Jr. : See—

Slysh, Roman S.. and Hollyday. 3.100,695.

Holowaty Michael ()., to Inland Steel Co. Screening appara

tus. 3.100.746. 8 13-63, CI. 209—304.
Holtsehmldt, Hans : See— n-ir^ntafi

Oertel, GUnter, and Holtschmldt. 3,100,790.

Hooker Chemical Corp. : See—
, ,nn tob

Vullo, William J. and Campbell. 3,100,728.

Janifcs H , 40% to T. S Kinney Earth scraping and

iovlng machine. 3,100,355, 8-13-63. ^^^37-156
Hopfeld Henry. Convertible ladder. 3,100,652, 8-13-63,

CI. 182—22.
Horecky. Stanley V.: See

—

^mn^tn
Hubbard, James R.. and Horecky. 3,100,387.

Horizons Inc. : See

—

o inn Tnq
Sprague. Robert H . Fichter, and Hamilton. 3,100 703 _

Horns^huch, Hanns, to Ingersoll-Rand Co. Impact tool.

3.100,.-)58. 8 13-63. Cl. 192—30 5.

Horslev Franz A., and P. A. Gray. Jr.. to Shell Oil Co.

Irea sulfur fertilizer composition and method for its produc-

tion 3,100.698, 8-13-63, Cl. 71—28. „ , . ,

HoteMinK Harry, to Erie Resistor Corp. Trimming capaci-

tor 3.10: 8.->5, 8-13-63. Cl. 317^249.
Houston (HI Field Material Co . Inc. : See-

Sanders. Wilfred E. 3.100.538.
., inn«<-.

Howard. Robert «. Sucker rod safety Joint. 3.100,6f)-.

H-13-r,3. Cl 287— 119. „ „
Hubbard, James R.. and S. V. Horecky,

Laundry npnaratus having automatic
3,100 .-$87. 8-1.3-63. Cl. 68—12.

Hulbert. John K, to B^H Aerospace Cojp.

Inc.

Hope,

blade. 3.100..'>39. 8-13-63, Cl. 170—1"

Hull, Raymond J., to Cas Processinf

to PhUco Corp.
clutch control.

Helicopter rotor

treatment of natural gas. 3,100 697.

Apparatus for

8-13-63, Cl. 62—42.

Hulls. Leonard R.. and B. P. •'««'"»>««":, »<'^;"«'"^",.fSV'f^
house Co.. Ltd. Control systems, 3.100.410. 8-13-63. (.1.

Tractor
-412.

cultivator
80— 56. 4

Hunter, C.eorge I), to Deere A Co
mounting. .?,10O.f;54, 8-13-«ra. Cl. 280-

Huntington. Laiiranre W., to Reno ^"Kl"'^'''"? *
^J'i°"5f ri"

Continuous process mineral separation. ,{,10O.7Ol. n-i.i

63 Cl. 75-101.
Huttenwerk Ol)erhausen AC. Nee--

Von Bogdandy. Luwdlg. and Pantke.

Hydrrtullc Unit SpecUlties Co See-
Tennis. Francis H .{,100,503.

3.100.699.

Hydril Co. : See- -

MacArthur, Melvln D. 3.100.6^6

laquinta Nicola : See
Brandlln, John M.. laquinta. and Ineo. 3,100,304.

Ibaugh. Harry C. B. D. «^hwalm and R I.^ Wallin. to SjK.^ry

Rand Corp. Running gear. .1,100.6.>3. 8-13-«>a, t 1. ^8U^

106.

Illinois Testing Laboratories Inc: See—
Peltola. Velkko K. 3,100,397.

Inco Co., The: See— mn -mj
Hrahdlln. John M.. laquinta. and Imo. 3.100 304.

Indugiis, (Jeseilschaft fur Industrlelle Gasverwendung m.b.H..

Firma : Nee
Schmidt. Theodor. 3.100.631.

Industrial Nucleonics (-'orp: See-
Foster, (;eorge B. 3.100 84J.

Reider, James E. 3.100.841.

8ee-

3,100.834.
: See—

Ingersoll-Rand Co. : See—
Horn-schuch. Hanns. 3,100.558.
.Vaab, Julius. 3,100,516.
Zimmerman, Robert I). 3.100,54.').

Inland Container Corp. : See

—

Cox, Herbert F., Jr. 3,100.587.
Inland Steel Co. : See

—

Holowaty Michael O. 3.100.746.
Werner, Tage. 3,100,461.

International Business Machines Corp. :

BedriJ, Orest J. 3,100,835.
Cannon, Maxwell R 3,100,889.
Demer. Frederick .M.. and Kelly.

International Business Machines Corp.
Olekslak. Robert E. 3,100,888.
Paul, Gerard T., and BedrlJ. 3.100.836.
Sage, Richard N. 3,100.512.
SkerrltfAJohn W. 3.100,848.
Vogel, Mfarcel J. 3.100 844.
Weed. Donald S. 3.100,723.

International Register Co. : See
Gardes, Alfred W.. and Gluth. 3,100,559.

Jackson, Earl R. Athletic foul automatic indicator. 3,100,-
472. 8-13-63. Cl. 116—114.

Jacobs Gerhard, and A. Melcher. Source of radiation for

infrared spectrophotometers. 3.100,828, 8-13-63, Cl.

219—34.
Jacobsen, BJarne P. : See

—

Hulls Leonard R.. and Jacobsen. 3,100.410.
Jacobaen Mfg. Co. : See

Itarth, John W
Janney. Thomas T

3.100.372.
to James Lees and Sons Co. Method of

Preparation of slli-

8-13-63. Cl. 260

—

3.100.816.

3.100,444.

weaving jacquard pile fabric. 3,100,510, 8-13-63, Cl
13g 39

Jeffrey Gallon Mfg. Co., The : See—
.Moon, Sterling C. 3,100,629.

Jelrus Technical Products Corp. : See

—

Kauer. (Jeorge C. Jr. 3,100.504.
Jenkner, Herbert, to Kali-Chemle A.G.

con-hydrogen compounds. 3,100,788,
448.2.

Jensen, Peter W. : See

—

Coleman, Charles H., Jr and Jensen
Jersey Pniduction Research Co. : See

—

Ball, John D., Charske and Mi>unce.
Beeson, Donald M. 3,100.624.
Blelstein, Walter J. 3.100,536.
Hilton, Albert R.. Jr.. and Spain. 3,100,527.
McStravick, Peter R., Lindaey, and Terrel. 3,100,529.

Nelson, Norman A. 3,100,396.
Overly, Charles R., and Cannon. 3,100.544.
I'istole, Harry, and Werner. 3,100,057.
Soland, Duane E. 3,100,874.
Stark, William J. 3,100,542.

Jezl James L.. H. M. Kheighatian, and L. D. Hague, to Sun
oil Co. Control of peutane-soluble polymers in the po-

lymerization of propylene. 3,100,764, 8-13-«3, Cl. 260

—

93.7.
John Co. : See

—

Svenson, Ernest J. 3,100.4.'>0.

Jolinsen, odd F. Water supply system pumu and pressure

control means. 3,100,505, 8-13-63, Cl. 137—565.
Johnston, Archibald P. Wire straightening apparatus.

3,100,519. 8-13-t>3. Cl. 153—94. „ , „ .. „ ,

Joiner Edgar E. anu J. P. Szumskl, to Fred W. Mears Heel

Co., Inc. Methods of making lightweight heels. 3.100,678.

8-13-03, Cl. IS—5y. .,^ u , .

Joly, Robert, and R. Bucourt, to Rouasel-UCLAF Sodete
Anonyme. Process for preparing a-metbylchromone.
3,100,782, 8-13-63, Cl. 260—3-45.2.

Jones, E. D., Corp. : See

—

Meyer, krlti O. W. G. 3.100.810.
Jonet* Kvan. to Henry Valve Co. Liquid Indicator with mois-

ture indication means. 3.100.691, 8-13-<l3, Cl. 23—253.
Joseph, C.iarles W. : See-

Allman, William T.. Jr., Joseph, and Hlgglns.

Kaiser Aluminum Ik Cliemlcal Corp. : Se«s

—

Henry. Jack L. 3.100.338.
Kaiser, Henry J., Co. : See-

Wood. Carl L. 3.100.479.
Kaiser, Wilhelm J., and P. Berth, to Therachem
Therapeutische Gesellschaft m.b.H. Proceea
human hair with water soluble quaternary ammonium con-

taining dyes. 3.1O0.739. 8-13-63. Cl. 167—88.
Kall-Chemle AG. : See—

Jenkner, Herbert. 3,100,788. ,....•
Kantor, Martin L., and S. Tubis. to American Home Pnwlucts

Corp .Method for preparing plienothlazlne derivatives.

3,100,772, 8-13-63, Cl. 260—243.
^. ^ ,

Kaprellan. Edward K. Electropiiotographic printers. 3,100,

426, 8-13-63. Cl. 95—1.7.
Kuracxonyi. Paul : See

—

, „ ,

Ulmer. Hans. Karacxonyl. Schlmmelschmldt. and Baler.

3,100,673.
Kate WUlard A., to The W. A. Kate* Co. Adjustable orifice

for use In differential pressure apparatus. 3.100.620. 8-13-

63, Cl. 251— 208.
Kates, W. A., Co.. The: See

Kate. WUlard A. 3.100.«20.

Katienelson, Jacob : See— „„„.,.,
Nathan Amos, and Katzenelson. 3,100.839.

Kauer, George ('.. Jr., to Jelrus Technical Products Corp.
Valved apparatus of the fluid-pressure responsive tyi>e.

3,100.504, 8-13-63. Cl. 137 -4»4.

Kaufman, Jack, and A. Lund, to Markstone Mfg. Co. Re-

cessed lighting fixture support with attached Junction box.

3.100.579. 8-13-«3. C\. 220—3.W.
Kaye Michael C, to Frelghtllner Corp. Mattrea*. 3.100,305,

8-13-63. CL 6—345.

3.100,328.

e Ohemisch
for dyeing
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Kelmers. Andrew D., to Unifm Carbide Corp. PriHluction of

low sulfate uranium oxide. .H,100,tl82 h-13-«i:<. <'l. S.i

14 5.

K.-liv, .Martin J. ; Svi
ivmer, Frederick M., and Kelly. 3.100,8;U.

Kenipf. Willi, to (ielenkwelienbuu <!. m.b.H. Pipe <unne<lion,

especially for universal joint shafts and the like. :{.I(K).»;i>().

8-13-63. (T 287—53.
Kenner Products Co. ; See

Kuhn. James (). 3,100.420.
Kenwood .MfK. (Woking) Ltd. : See—

Knight, Peter D. 3,100.661.
Keuffel k Essei Co. : See— , „ .^ , „ ,„.^ -.,.,

Herrmann. Otto, MUller, and Seibel. 3.100. <2J.

Khamis. Noseph T. : See- _
Ravve, Abraham, and Khamis. 3.1(M).(.>8.

Kheighatian, Habet M. : See -
.,,.„.-,.,

Jezl, James L.. Kheighatian, and Hague. .{.1(H),<<.4

Klbler Charles J., and J. W. Tamblyn. to Eastman Kodak < i>

I'ltravlolet light stabilized cellulose ester [ilnxtic coiiiim.si

tlon. 3,100.716, 8-13-63. Cl. 106—187.
King. Charles R. : See—

Ford. George E.. and King. 3,100.502.

Kin^. Ferdinand P. Pit plow. 3,100,541. 8-13 ti3. (1. l.J

Kinney. Theodore S. : See—
Hop*-, James H. 3,100,355.

Kissel John W.. to Mead Johnson & Co. .\ppiira iis l.ir

measuring animal activity. 3,100,473. 8-13 ti3, Cl. llii 1.

Kjellberg, iJfiran : Se^
Svala Cari G., Aro. and Kjellberg. 3.1<)0,K20,

Kjellman.' Thomas K. to The Bendlx Corp. Snap ^w>U;"

having presetting means respwosive to current tlow. .s.Hiu.-

826. 8-13-<i3. Cl. 200 -113.
, ,

Klass. Donald L., to The Pure Oil ('« Proc.-ss for prepariiin

cyclic lower alkylene sulfates. ;{.1()()..N0. 8 l.i-«>.i. t 1.

Kleesattel 'V'laus. L. Balamuth, and A. Kuris. to Ciivitron

Ultrasonics Inc. Magnetostrictlve vibratory appjiratus.

3 100 853, 8-13-«>3, Cl. 310 26.

Klein. George I., R. K. Newbv, and L. B. Post, to ^taiiffer

Chemical Cc Apparatus for orocesslng phosphoric a< i<i

anhydride. S.lOO.Git.l. 8-13-63 O. 23- 262

Knieht IVt.-r D., to Kenwood .Mfg. (Woklngi Ltd. Quick

rrfea'se catches. 3, 100,6«51, 8-13-«i3, O. 287 1 1!)

Kn.«p. Rob^^rt N.. and D. L. Gt>cks. to Tl.e Fosdick .M;|<1; "-•

Tool ( o. Automatic control apparatus for wpindles. .{.lOO.-

Kntlx!" HarSid' W*, to' The Firestone J're & Rubber Co. M"1<1

id.M.tificatlon plug. 3.100.318. 8-1.3-63, Cl 18 -*4.

Koch. Cari. Photorfectric exp.i8ure nieterniK dev <c for p.u.t -

giTiplilc darksllde cameras. 3.100.429, h l.S-.;3. Cl 95 - 10

Kok, Karel H. : See- ,,„.«•?-
Westerhuis, Eggo, and Kok. 3,100 »w.).

''''''schaub'TranrKollinK. Notthoff. Stlebling. and Ru««e-

Kondur'!^ Nicholas!'' J?.!' to Burroughs Corp. Ink rihlHUi con-

trol mechanism. 3.100,560, 8-13-63, Cl. 197-15..

Konecky, Milton S., to Ksso Research and KnginejTing to.

PrtK-esH for preparation of succinic acid. 3,100,7.t«, ^-i.i

Ko*LV^Reiner,^^to G. Schmidt. Hair clipi»er. 3.100,3 42.

8-13-63. Cl. 30—200.
Kopf, John C. : See—

Tellefsen, Walter C. 3,100,842.

Kopi)ers Co.. Inc. : See- _
Kudner. Bernard, and Hams. .i.lOO. .i»l.

Kosln. R..edig."r. E.. and D M. j'^'in'-''- t<^>J'f»''r"{' ."rU-

Detlectlng means for jet aircraft and the like. .{,100,.{...

8-13-63. Cl. 60- -35,54.

Krai Leonard • See— ^ _. , „ ,nn a-iK
Drake, Herbert E, and Krai. 3,100.815.

Kritzer. Richard W. Apnaratus for P"'-'^';'"^ ^k 'n In

habitable or product-confining enclosures. 3.100,fi«!». k i.<

Kifbl'l.^Rob^rTA*: and W. B. Sharav. »«• /'"'«"
i^/.^j'^^Soo'

Submerged-melt welding and composition therefor. 3,100.

KuS- yam;:^V' to' K7ti'n\r Products C... Toy slide pro-

k"<tor 3 100 420. 8-13-<>3. Cl. 88— 26. „..,.,,.
Kummel. Fritz," to r>elmag-Maschinenfabrlk Reinhold l.arn-

feld Impact type ro<-k breaker. 3.100,630. 8-l.<-»>.<. <
i

262—15.
Kuris. Arthur: See— . ir i iiAno-.'i

Kleetwttel. Claus, Balamuth. and Kuris. 3,100,8.».l.

Kushner, Martin: See—
^ ^ u . iif»n7i«

Dunn, Edward J., Jr., and Kushner, 3.100,718.

l>unn. Edward J.. Jr,, and Kuwhner 3,100,719,

l„ab« George. Expandable multiple hook as.sembly for tish

Ing lures. 3,100,350,8-13-63 Ol 43--35. ..... ,

Labergere Jean L. A., to Societe O-Faklei; A Cle. Method and

apiNiratUH for automatically ''"ntr^BinK' (i HoKurlr acid

treatment plant for ferrous materials. 3.100,(2(. 8 l.-i-O-i.

r\. 134—13.
I.rfind, John R. :

See

—

i„„. q mn i-.^j

Hemdon. Luther J.. Jr., Evan*, and I^nd. 3.lOO„>34.

Land, Francis M : See _ .^ r, „, .. o mn
Baker, William A., Thompson, I.jine, and Poslett. .i.iuu.

458*

Lang J08ep«i C, to Jas. H. Matthews k Co. Rotary type

holder 3 100 442 8-13-6.3 Cl. 101^ 377 «_,„«« ^
liBxalt Joyce N. Powder brush. 3.100.315, 8-13-«3, Cl.

16—i>68.

Lea Stanley T. Tire valve removing tool. 3,100.335, 8-13-

(A, CL 29—221.5.

Leach. Sam L., to Pld Corp. Embossing apparatus and

method for adjusting the length of an emboMlng roll.

8.100.43*. 8-ia-63, a. 101—32.

Lear Slegler, Inc. : See—
Owen, John C. 3,100,612.

Ledford, Glenn J., and H. S. McDowell, to James Lees and
Sons Co. Control means for the backing fabric feed In a

pile tufting machine. 3,100,466, 8-13-63, Cl. 112—79.
Lee, Arthur L., and A. B. Coval. to Consolidation Coal Co,

Fluid seal. 3,100,647. 8-13-63, Cl. 277—59.

Lee, Arthur L., and A. B. Coval, to Consolidation Coal Co.

Fluid seal. 3.100,648, 8-13-<i3. Cl. 277—59.
I..eech, Robert E.. and W. F. Goldsmith, to inion Carbide

Corp. Stabilized cyanoethoxy alcohols. 3,100.793, 8-13-
63, Cl. 260—465.6.

Lees, James, and Sons Co. : See

—

Broadrick, Ed B .3,100,465.
Janney, Thomas T. 3,100 510.
Ledford. Glenn J., and McDowell. 3.]00.46»>.

I>ehmann, Ernest H., and A. W. (Jrlswold. to Xerox Corp,
Projection device. 3,100,427. H-13-63. Cl. 95— 17.'

Leltz, Ernst. G.m.b.H. : See

—

Bromer. Heinz and Meinert. 3.100.714.
Leonard, Richard J. Patching plaster compositions. 3.100.-

715, 8-13-63, Cl. 106—110.

Leslie, Charles F. : See—
Hatherell, George A., and Leslie. 3,100.307.

Ijevlne. Harold : See— -
Coles. Robert F.. and Levlne. 3.100.704.

I^vy. Maurice M. Conveyors. 3.100.564. 8-13-63. Cl. 198—

Levy. Milton. Coin holders, 3.100.567. 8-13-63. Cl. 206—
.82.

Lewis, Charles E., to American Cyanamid Co. Metallized azo
dves from 2-anilnopyridine-l-oxlde. 3,100,766, 8-13-6.3.

Cl. 260—146.
Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-G.mb.H. : See

—

Von Hacht. (Jerhard. 3,100.847.
Llmberger Waltfir, to Lumoprlnt Zlndler KG. AppHratus

for making copies. 3.100.432. 8-13-63. Cl. 95—75.
LImpert, Alexander S. and R. J. Proportioning pump.

3.100.451. 8-13-63. Cl. 103—150.
LImpert. Robin J. : See—

LImpert. Alexander S. and R. J. 3,100.451.
Lindsey. William C. : Sec— „ „„ ..^

McStravick, Peter R.. Lindsey, and Tierrel. 3.100.529.
Llng-Temco-V ought. Inc. : See

—

Ross. James A., and Harter. 3.100.851.
Llss. Jules and M. Nested tray stand. 3.1(K>,459. 8-13-63.

Cl. 108—91.
Llss. Martin : See

—

Llss, Jules and M. 3 100.459.
Littraan William I. Combination money clip and change

holder. 3.100.494. 8-13-63. Cl. 133—6,

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. : See

—

Bell. Raymond M. 3,100.393.
Hollander, I^wls E., Jr. 3,100,849.

Lockwood, Warren H. Tlerable and nestable rec^'ptable,

3 100 582. 8-13-63, Cl. 220—97.
Loeb, Morris. Magnetic catches. 3.100.663. 8-13-63, CI,

292—251.5. _
Logan, James S., and A. Roaldl. to Olln Mathieson Chemic-al

Corp. Stabilized liquid ozone. 3,100,690, 8-13-63, Cl.

23—222.
Logan Robert D. Apparatus for recovering cotton from the

ground. 3.100 368, 8-1.3-63. Cl 56—12.
Lombard, Herman, and J. H. Strawgate. Resilient shoe sole.

3,100.354, 8-13-63, Cl. 36—25.
Long. Selma H., and J. W. Tamblyn, to Bastman Kodak Co.

Ultraviolet llKht stabilized cellulose ester plastic composi-
tion. 3,100.717, 8-13-63, Cl. 106—194.

Louth George D.. and M. J. Brock, to The Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co. Method of preparing aminoazoledlsulfld«M4,

3,100 773, 8-13-63. Cl, 260—247.1.
Love, William D.. Jr. Container closure and dispenser.

3,100.589. 8-13-63. Cl. 222—4«0.
Lovett, Gordon H. : See

—

Hatfield, Carroll G., and Lovett. 3.100 807.
I>iwensohn, Ralph S., to Flextemp Corp. Trailer refrlg

eratlon apparatus. 3.100,384, 8-13-63, Cl. 62—166.
Lumonrlnt Zlndler KG : See

—

Llmberger, Walter. 3,100,432.
Lund, .Alvln : See—

Kaufman, Jack and Lund. 3.100,579.
Lyon Metal Products, Inc. : See

—

McEIrov, Robert H. 3.100.460.

Maatechaonlj van Berkels Patent N.V. : See—
Cmmwlnckel. Johannes F. 3.100.546.

MacArthur. Melvln D.. to Hvdrll Co. Synthetic resin seal

rine In tubing Joint for plastic coated tubing. 3.100.656.

8-13-63. Cl. 285—55.
Madelung Gero. to Messerschmltt S.G. Aircraft propulsion

system. 3,100,611. 8-13-63. Cl. 244—23.

Magnavox Co. : See— „,„„ „,
Hayes. Robert M.. and Nelson. 3.100,431.

Mannhelmer, Hans S. Novel products and methods for pre-

paring them. 3.100,779, 8-13-63, Cl. 2f>0— 327.

Mansfield Ralph, to Auto-Test, Inc. Automotive cooling

system tester. 3,100,391. 8-1^-63. Cl. 73—40.

Manson. Andrew J., to Sterling Drug Inc, Androstane
[3 2 - Cl-5' - hydroxy - A* - isoxarolines and the preparation

thereof. 3,100,771, 8-13-63, Cl. 260—239.55.

Manufacture Nationale d'Armes de Salnt-Etlenne : See

Tellle, Paul. 3,100.357.

Marforlo. Nerino. to VirRlnlo Rlmoldl 4 C. S p .\ ^J'^'J'K
machine for effecting the two-thread chain stitch. 3.HM).-

463, 8-13-63. Cl. 112—16.
Marks, Meyer, to Admiral Corp. Circuit for automatically

maintaining the amplitude varying peaks w;lthjn operating

range of a signal of a vacuum tul>e. 3,100.8(3. 8-ij-«m.

CT. 328—166.
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Marks* Meyer to Admiral Corp. CompreBBlonal wave traoa

mltter 3,ioO.M8fi. 8-13-63. CI. 340-15.
Markstone MfK. Co. :

Nee—
-, .^r^o

Kaufman. Jack, and Lund. 3.100.579.

Marlln TlrearmB Co.. The : ^^^ee-

RoblnHon. Thomas K.. Jr. 3.100j35«.
.Marrulo, tVrnando G.. to Botk Warner

ctanK^r. 3 1 00.523, 8- 1 3-«3, <'l. 1 05-

MarMn Robert C.. to The Dow Chemical Co Method

(4mentlnrwell« 3,100.52«. 8 13-63. CI. 160 31.

Ma^o^r" Anthony. Spreader for fertlU.er and the like.

Ma««n"-^an-,e^\*^r '"to'c^niblan Carbon Co. (^rbon

black manufacture'
• 3.100.689. 8-13-63. (1. 23^-209.6.

See
3.100,41H.

: Ser
R., Neuvllle

.Maasey FVrKUson Ltd. :

inilon, Robert M.
MaR«oubre, Jean M«rM>

BouHMu, Gabriel X.
759.

Matthews. Jas. H.. A Co.

I.4in|;, JoHeph C. 3,

and MasBOubre. 3,100.-

Current
8-13-63.

SbelvInK

See

MauDin JoBeph T, to Minneapolis Honeywell Rejralator ( «.

TranslBtor' amplifier with conBtant input impedance.

3.UM).H77, 8 13-63. CI. 330-28. o,nn-i«4
May, Alex. <*i>nvprtible pull and rocklnR toy ba«e. 3,100,364.

MaV'Kred.'and'V^to FMC (\.rp. Tire chanKlnR machine.

3.100.520. 8-13 63, CI. ir>7 1.24.

Mav Oeoree : See -

May. Fred, and G. 3.100.520.

.McAdnm. Raymond L. : See j d n sh.ior Jr
Shaler. Richard O.. McAdam. and R. O. Shaler. Jr

McVfe^'^'Kne^h B.. Jr.. to Bell Telephone Laboratorien. Inc.

LlKht ga« detector ub.uk thin wall^l Rlaas tube* for dilTu

8lon §,100.868, 8-13-<V3, CI. 324 33.

.McClelland, Howard L. : N^*^ „, „ . q nwi 40-1
Boler, Leonard J., and McClelland 3,100.495

McColloUKh. William K to »«-*>"•" ''ackard (<k

limited transistor voltaije reRulator. 3.100,»HJ.

CI. 323-22.
.McDowell. Herbert S. : ^'fr,^. ,, „ ,inn4«fl

I^edford. GU-nn J., and McDowell. 3.100.466.

.McDurtie, Jameh W. : Sre^

.Nolt, I<>lwin H., and Mclhiffle. 3,100 437.

McKlroy. Robert H., to Lyon Metal
•''""''"Vlfo "

Btmcture. 3,100,460, 8-1.T 63, CI. 108 109 ^ ^,. , ,

McijJ^ry Robert K.. and F. R. Wlnslow. to I'nited States of

America Atomic Enerey Commission ^U''' ^'''n*"^/"'^ "

neutronlc reactor. 3.l6o.742. 8-13 6.3, <M. 204 154.2.

McGraw-Edlson Co. : See—
Riebs. Rlch.-rd K. 3.100,8.>4. .^ ,...„, oio_«q n

Mclntyre. Alva B. Rug holder. 3.100,622. 8-13-63. CI.

McMinian Lonnle 8.. Jr.. and W. T. Eddlns. to Radiation Inc.

I^oken rinK count^ circuit with Internal puUe reset means.

3 100.850. 8-13-«3. CI. 307-88.5.
McNeil Lab4iratorle8. Inc. : Sec—

McNiir^^lIm. 'and-j'^Pi' ChroBtowskl. to United State, of

America. Army. Means for reducing thoj-mal gradients In

the hot pressing of syBthetlc mica. 3.100.436, 8-lJ-OJ.

McStravick. Peter R.. W. C. Llndsey. and O. C Terrel to Je^r-

Bey Production Research Co. Apparatus for positioning

well plp<\ 3.100.529. 8-13-63. CI. 166—52.
Mead Johnson & Co. : See

—

KlBsel. John W. 3.100.473.
Mears. Fred W.. Heel Co.. Inc. : Nee—

,An«7«
, Joiner, Edgar E.. and Szumakl. 3,100.678.

Medtronic. Inc. ; See
Bagley. Russell W. 3,100,489.

. ., ^ . _ »

Meek Paul D J R. Snyder, B. AllisoH, and (J. Orlme« to

<'osden Petroleum Corp. Controlled suspension polymerlxa

tU.n. 3,100,763, 8-13 63, CI. 260 93.5.

Meeker Je«8, and W. 11. Tate, to Clearfield Cheese Co Inc.

I'rocesH and apparatus for making and shipping cheese.

3 100.712. 8-1.3-63. CI. 99—178.
Melnert, Norbert : See- „,^>,,.

Bromer. Heini. and Melnert. 3.100.714.
Melcher. Albert: See- „ ,„« 000

Jacobs. Gerhard, and .Melcher. 3.100 828. .,._..
MennesBon. Bernard R., to The Societe d'Appareils de Controle

et d'Equipment des Moteurs (S.A.C.E.M. ). Internal com
bUBtlon engines protected agJiinwt transmission of radio

Interferences. In particular for llghtwelftht vehicles. 3.1(X>,-

480. 8-13-63. CI. 123^ 148.

Merchint, HorrisB H. :
See

., „.» k n •> inn 7.1.4
PhenU Bruce C, Jr.. Merchant, and Mitchell. 3.100 744.

Mercler Jean. Control valves. 3.1(k)..J08. 8-13-63. CI. l37

625.66.
Merker, Alfre<l H. Cniversal press.

100— 214.
Merrow .Machine Co.. The : See

Washburn. John M. 3,100.469.
Messerschmltt S. G. : See

MadelunK. Qero. 3.100.611.
.Metallne Corp. : See

—

Rubrecht. Charles J., and Minnotte.

Melrodynaniics Corp.. The : 8ee-
Wales, Nathaniel B.. Jr. 3.100,400.
Wales. Nathaniel B.. Jr. 3.100.440.
Walea. .Nathaniel B.. Jr. 3.10O.825.

Meyer Fritz O. W. O.. to E. D. Jones Corp.

In liquid 3.100.810. 8-13-63. CI. 261— 115.

Meyer, Helmut P. : See
Clark, Richard B.. and Meyer. 3.100,422.

Meyerhoff. Albert J. : See

—

« ,„v« aon
Dlsson, Stanley B., Meyerhoff. and Wlnaor. 3,100,889.

3.100.438, 8-13-63. CI.

3,100,634.

Dissolving gas

3.100.

3.100.807.

Mlchelin k Cle : See-
Bonssu. Gabriel X. R.. .Neuvllle, and Massoubre.

7.59.

.Mlcroseal Products. Inc. : See
Rochevllle. Charles F. 3,100.724.

.Mlldner. Raymond C. (\>asial cable and temporary tensile
member therefor. 3.10O.812, 8-13-63. CI. 174—10.

Miller, Charles M.. Jr.. and O. L. Roy, to Annstronij Cork <'o.

LlnerlesB venting cl(.sure. 3.100,577, 8-13-63, CL 21.'>—56.
Miller. li. Paul, and W. A. .Soper. to The B. F. Goodrich Co.

Pipe Joint sealing wrapper. 3,100,658. 8-13-63. CI. 255 —
230.

Miller. Ii<>e A., (o Monsanto Chemical Co. Esters of acetylenic
aHds. 3,100,794, 8-13 63. CI. 260—486.

Minerals & Chemicals Philipp Corp. : See

—

Haden. Walter L.. Jr.. and Uilerxanowskl. 3,100.684.
MinneapoIlB-Honeywell Regulator Co. : See

—

Maupln. Joseph T. 3.100,877.
Minnotte. Albert J. : See—

Rubrecht, Charles J., and Minnotte. 8.100.634.
.Mitchell, Owen R. : See

—

Phenix. Bruce C. Jr.. .Merchant, and Mitchell. 3,100,744.
Mizelle. Ned W. : See-

Rogers. Walter C. and Mizelle. 3,100.668.
Mobley. Ray A.. Jr.. to Whirlpool Corp. Rotlsserle rack hav-

ing means for dls<-ngaglng the drive motor. 3.100,435.
8-13-63, CI. 99—421.

Mohasco Industries. Inc. : See

—

Rice. Waller A. 3,100.467.
MAhrlng. (iustav. to Famates G.m.b.H. Arrangement for

heating machines for the drying and beat treatment of tei-
tiles and the like. 3.100,632. 8-13-63. CI. 263— 19.

Moldofsky. Matthew : See-
MuBser. C Walton, and Moldofsky. 3,100.394.

Monroe, Benjamin F. Retractable belt. 3,100,669. 8-13-63,
CI. 297—388.

Monsanto Chemical Co. : See

—

Abramo. John G. 3,100.804.
Hatfield. Carrol G., and Lovett.

Monsanto Chemical Co. : 8ee~-
Mlller, Lee A. 3.100.794.
ReeU, Theodor. 3,1C)0,774.
Spencer. Framroze J. 3,100,753.

Moon. Katharyne M. : See

—

Moon, Sterling C. 3,100.629.
Moon. Sterling C. dect>ased. by K. M. Moon, administratrix,

to The Jeffrey Gallon Mfg. Co. Continuous mining machine
having lateral levelling means. 3.100,629, 8-13-63, CI.
202—9.

Morelle. Jules L. E.. to Uptlque it Precision de LevalloU.
Photographic d.-vice. 3.100,430. 8-13-63, CI. 95—42.

Morganstern, Kennard H., to Nuclear Corp. of America, Inc.
Methods and apparatus for measuring and testing. 3,100.-
840. 8 13-63. CI. 250—43.5.

Morin, Louis H. One-Bided separable fastener. 3.100,325.
&-13-63, CI. 24—205.1.

Morley, Thomas J. Steam quality Indicator. 3,100.395.
8-13-63, Cl. 73— 192.

Morrow, David, to I'nlted States of America, Navy. Inflight

refuelluE system. 3,100,614, 8-13-63. Cl. 244—138.
Motorola, Inc. : See

—

Richardson. Roy A., and Bness. 3,100,871.
Mounce, Whitman D. : See

—

Ball, John D.. Charske, and Mounce. 3,100,444.
Moy. TBoy K., to United States of America, Navy. Post-

launch flooding control apparatus. 3,100,421, 8-13-63,
Cl. 89—1.7.

Mukal, Roy A. : See

—

Charbonneau. Allan P.. and Mukal. 3,100.824.
Mailer, Hermann : See

—

Herrmann, Otto, MQller. and Selbel. 3,100,722.
Muller, Ludwig. Coupler for coupling a pile member to a

pile driver. 3.100.382. 8-13-«3, Cl. 61—53.5.
Munk, Werner R. Device for the remote recording of

cryogenic temperatures. 3.100,398, 8-13-63, Cl. 73—388.4.

Musser. C Walton, and M. Moldofsky, to United States of

America, Army. Piezoelectric gage mount. 3,100,394,
8-13-63j Cl. 73-167.

Musy. Andre P.. to Edouard Dubled et Cle (Societe Anonyme).
Fluid connection for a rotating cylinder hydraulic motor.
3.100.424, 8-13-63. Ol. 92— 106.

Myers, Robert R., to Aluminum Co. of America. Cable acceB-

Borleg. 3,100,672, 8-13-63, Cl. 339—268.
Myotte. Robert J., to National Copper and Smelting Co.

Vertical feed cut off saw. 3.100.412 8-13-«3. Cl. 83—163.
Myallnski. Stephen A., to Weatern Electric Co.. Inc. (ias

tube ll^e test.r. 3.100.867, 8-13-63, Cl. 324—24.
Naab JuIIub, to Ingersoll Rand Co. Threaded members

locked by expanded tubular locking pin. 3.100,518, 8-13-413,

Cl. 181—8.
.Nail, Blllle O., and E. R. Sabln, to The Vendo Co. Cream

dispensing apparatus for coffee vending machine. 3,100.-

585, 8-13-^3. Cl. 222 63.

Nathan Amos, and J. Katzenelson,

and Development Foundation Ltd.

pensated diode function generator.
235—197. „ .^ „

National Cash Register Co.. The : See—
Berman, Elliot. 3.100.778.

Trimble. Cebern B. 3,100 891.

National Copp«'r and Smelting Co. : See—
Myotte. Robert J. 3.100.412.

.National (;e<)graphlc Society : See

—

Chamberlln. Wellman. 3.100.353.

National Lead Co. : See «,ftft,,o
Dunn Edward J., Jr., and Kushner. 3,100.718.

Dunn, Edward J.. Jr., and Kushner. 3,100,719.

National Screw k Mfg. Co., The : See—
„ ,^ ,„,

Ilatherell, George A., and Leslie. 3.100.307.

to Tecbnlon Research
General purpose coni-

3,100,8.39, 8-13-63. Cl.

LIST OF PATENTEES XI

Nehrtng, John R.. to Becton, Dickinson «°«l,;^o, P"!fi!i|'
set asiembly and clamp for use therein. 3,100.486, &-1S-63,

•Cl. 128—214.
Nelsler Laboratories, Inc. : See—

Cavallito. Chester J. 3,100,738.

Nelson, Alfred M. : See—
Hayes, Robert M.. and Nelson

Nelson Norman A., to Jersey

Liquid volume compensator.
TO 223.

Neuberth, John G. ; See—
Glller. Morris, and Neuberth

3.100.431.
Production
3,100,396,

Research
8-1.3-63,

Co.
Cl.

ler.

R.. Neuvllle, and

3.100,726.

Massoubre.

3,100.606,

Control
8-13-63,

Corp.

Security

3,100,628.

^ ^ 3,100.894

Neugebauer."wiihelm S«»—„ . „
\omanek. Martha, and Neugebau

Neuvllle, Louis P. F. A. -See--
Boussu, Gabriel X. K

3,100,759.

'''^"'^ief^'Seofge L^NTwhy. and Post. 3,100.693.

Newspaper Enterprise Association, Inc^See—

Nl£.Br'^g.ron"'""^Wa^ter-S5Srpi^4-.

Nll^JLr'dh^Vle'B*'v^^'Vo Allls-Chalmers Mf^ Co.

system for tap changing regulator. 3.100,865,

Cl. 323--«3.8.

^'**''\°da^s"l*tu'ar/l!nndNleBen. 3 1^^^^
Adams, Stuart L., and Nle^n. 3,100,70O.

Nopco Chemical Co.
:
See— .-n^-.o

8-ii-«3. Cl. 259— lor
North American Philips Co. Inc. : oe*—

''^''"KkuWa^, Kolllng. Notthoff, Stlebllng, and Rugge-

berg.' 3,100,694.

Novel Ideas Inc. = S««—_ ,^ -,,
Bedmon. Paul C. 3.\*J";°^l;-_

^"'='S?o%&efn^Se?n^^i"H. 'z^MO.

^^Tu".Vln^KenTetbi'.!Tnd O'Connor

Odin Corp. : See

—

oinnARO «
Svenson. «'-«»*«VHoUKhmldt to Farbenfabrlken Bayer

Oertel, Gunter, and H. Holtschmmi to
^^ phosphonlc,

p\^Vp"hfntf^"^XboBir^^^^^^^
thlophosphinlc adds,

strip .tor«e ',»"'»'» ,„'lJS?'T5;Wci«ml»l Co. LUnW

Checking 8>Btem. 3.100.888, »-^^^' '-'

Oim Mathlenon Chemical Corp. .
See-

E^n': JimS I a'AVldl. 3.100,690.

«"*«"H.fcn.MmorA.. and Olson 3,100^78

OhderxoeklngBlnstituut Re»e"^h, NjV^- ««
WeBterhulB, Emo, and Kok. J.iw.oo-

Onsnid Machine ^>«fk»-.\°^g^f""'
PederBen, John. S^^OO.e^^

0^ow\n"'l'|i^."''KnHefoBt'o^filSiance. 3,100,488, 8-13-63.

Or^'jiS-B.^^DlBpenslng conUlner. 3.100,592, 8-13^3, Cl.

Os^^ri;;,'ired H., and R S. Tuttle to The W^rlU^^r Co.

Background music pnonograpn. o.ivrw.u-.-.,

274— 10. ^ _ . anorrr Rand Corp Fail-safe control

n%'te»;rai?cVaVt.^^5a.8%°Vin3. Cl. 31^89.
Oti" Kn«*nohn^ V."''S:foS'5M.

Grimmer, Geoj-geO. and Schramm
Tamplen, JackV. 3,100,532.

Tamplen. Jack W 3.100.536.

Ottlneer. .\uguBt F. :
See

—

Til lams. BusBell J., and Ottlnger.

Overly. Charles R.. and O. E. Cannon

3.100,378.

3,100,452.

3,100,596.
to Jersey Production

Co. brUllng device. 3,100,544, 8-13-63. Cl.

Angle of atuck control.

3.100.761.

Research

oJJn John C. to Lear Slegler^ Inc.

3.100.612. 8-i:{-63. Cl. 244—77.

Owens. Frederick H. : See-— rk—«.
Fellman. Robert P.. Goode, and Owens.

Pacific Scientific Co. :
Bee—

Wrlghton. Robert J. 3,100,8O».

5 100.428,^13-63. CL 95—10.

Pako Corp. : See

—

Clapp. Roy A. 3,100,419.
Pantke, Ilelni Dieter : Sec

—

„,,vnof>«
Von Bogdandy, Ludwig, and Pantke. 3,100.699.

I'aul. Gerard T.. and O. J BedrlJ, to International Buslnew
Machines Corp. Add one adder. 3,100,836, 8-13-63. Cl.

Paulsen. TwUa M.. to Archer-IHnlels-Mldland Co. Process

for Improving particles of prote;n containing vegetable P«;pd-

uctB and products thereof. 3,100,709, 8-13-53. Cl. 99-
98

Peak. Betsey A. Animal tie-out stake. 3,100,476, 8-13-63.

Cl ' J j9 121. 1

Pearson. Charles, Jr. Toy liquid dispensing device. 3,100,588.

8-13-63. Cl. 222— 1.")6.
, ,. ,^ ...

Pertersen. Clarence S.. to Duraplastlcs. Inc. Mold positioning

Jack for horizontal injection molding machine. 3,100,623.

8-13-63. Cl. 254—98. „ , ^ ^.
Pedersen John, to Onsrud Machine Works, Inc. Turbine

governor. 3 100.622. 8-13-63. Cl. 253—59.

Peek Johannes J. A., H. Rlnla, and S. Dulnker. to North
American Philips Co.. Inc. Variable relucUnce magnetic
circuit. 3.100.882. 8-13-63. Cl. 310—15.

Pellegrlno. Donald J. :
See— ,nnTflA

Rex John P.. Jr.. Arrlngton, and Pellegrlno. 3,100,734.

IVltola. Velkko K., to Illinois Testing Laboratories, Inc. Py-

rometer apparatus. 3.100.397, 8-13-63, a. 73—359.

Pennsalt Chemicals Corp. : See

—

Smith. Herbert Q . and Scott. 3,100,751.

Perry Dan E.. to Phillips Petroleum Co. Method and api»-
t.itU8 for molding hollow plaBtlc articles. 3,100,317, 8-13-

63. Cl. 18— .">.

Peterson. Albert L. : See—
DeputlH. .\nthony C. and Peterson. 3.100.604.

Peterson Herbert L. Time base A.M. detector. 3.100,876,

8-13-63. (1. a29— 145.

Pharmaseal Laboratories : See—
HathiRh, Louis N. 3.100 487.

^ ^ „ w k n .
Phenix Bruce C Jr.. D. H. Merchant, and O. B. Mitchell, to

Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc. Maintaining the vlBCoslty of

Bolutlzer salt Bolutlons. 3,100.744, 8-13-63, Cl. 208—234.
Phllco Corp. : See— „,,w^oo.»

Hubbard. James R.. and Horecky. 3.100,387.
Phillips. George T. Fastening devices for securing acceworJes

to concrete and the like. 3.100,517, 8-13-63. Cl. 151—68.
Phillips Petroleum Co. : See

—

Perry. Dan E. 3,100,317.
Pld Corp. : See—

Leach. Sam L. 3,100,439.
Pleterse, Marius C. Pressure fluid control device 'or a propQl-

slon plant, particularly for marine propulsion. 3.100.40^.

8-13-63, n. 74—472. „ _^ *• o^
Pistole Harry, and P. D. Welner. to Jersey Production R«-

search Co. Pipe coupling having holding means responsive

to high Internal fluid preasure. 3,100,657, 8-13-03, 1 1-

285—107. 4
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. : See— „ ,^ „,„

Polk. James K.. and Woody. 3,100,310.
I'luinmer. Ray A. : See

—

Smith. Arthur W.. and Plnmmer. 3,100,52^
Plummer. Ray A., and A. W. Smith, to Big Three Welding

Equipment Co. Methods for using Inert gas. 3,100,5^8,

8-1.V63. Cl. 166—42.
Pneumatic Scale Corp. : See

—

Whelan. James P. 3.100,562. ^ . „ . ^
Pohorlles. Eugene M.. to Schlumberger Well Surveying Corn.

Shaped chaPse apparatus. 3,100.443, 8-13-63 Cl^ 102-26.
Polk. James K. and C. L. Woody, to P*"8bnrgh Plate GlMS

<"o. Simplified brush construction. 3,100,310, 8-13-63, Cl.

15—193. ^ „ ,
Pont-A Mousson, Compagnle de : See

—

Gerardln, Jean-Jacques. 3,100,321. „„„„--
P008 George I., to McNeil LaboratorleB, Inc. 2-R 3a.4.7,7a-

tetrahydro-4,7- ( R„RrT ) -R^-lsolndollnes "? «'e/<>"'«?e«"^-
iuK Ha 4 5,6.7.7a-hexahydro cMnpounds. 3,100,776, H-lrf-od.

Cl. 260—296.
Porter. H. K., Co., Inc. : See— ,^„,„

Rlttenhouse, Godfrey J. 3,100,659.

Porter, Roger S., and G. H. Cady, to United States of AineriM,

Navy Preparation of perfluorodlmethyl peroxide. 3,10O,-

803. 8-13-63. Cl. 260—610.
PoMlett. Jack : See— ^ »> , » o tnn

Baker. William A., Thompson, Lane, and Poslett. 3.100,-

4.')8

Posner. Woolf . Optical apparatus for producing changing de-

signs. 3.100.418, 8-13-63, CL 88—15.

^""^KieUj. GfOTKe^l.. Newby, and Klein. 3.100,693.

PoBt. Richard F., and C. E. Taylor, to United States of Amer-

ica. Atomic Energy Commission. Method for reducing the

Impurity resistivity of sodium. 3,100,730. 8-13-63, Cl.

Potter. Barrle V., to Esso Research and Englneerin* Co.

Method of cleaning engine exhaust gases. 3.100.J76. »-i*-

63. Cl. 60—30. _ ^ ,, 1/ „
Poulter, Thomas C, % to Borg-Warner Corp. and Vi to

Halliburton Co. Shaped charge and method of firing the

same. 3 100.445. 8-13-63, C\ 102—24.
„..f^p

Price Earl R., to The Bendlx Corp. Power actuated master

cylinder. 3,100,379, 8-13-63, O. 60—54.6.

Price, Frank B. :
See—

o ,nn aao
Steele, Clarence B., and Price. 3 100,462.

Price, Martin A., to United States of America. Arm/^Com
blned vent and drain assembly. 3,100.507. S-i3-fS3. Ci.

137—588. ^ ^
PrtendnlekB Voldemars. and K Weraer. 19.^^'>''M^\^
Keyboard training device. 3,100,351, 8-13-63, Cl. JO—o.

Procter, Edward C. to Sperry Band Corp.

3,100.360, 8-13-63, Cl. 56—16.
Forage harreater.



xn LIST OF PATENTEES
I'ortalilf flfctri<- drill preHS. 3,1(K),40M.IMifahl. Julius I"

H i.H (;:{. CI 77
I'lin- Oil ('..., Tin- : Srr

KlHHs Ii..nal.l h. 3,100,7H(t

(Jualitri)l I'orp. : Src
. Ki.rd. Ki'orKc K.. and KliiR. 3,100,50:.'.

Kadlatl<in Inc. . St-f

.Mc.Milliaii, Lnniiie .S.. Jr., aud Kddin.s. :<,1()(),H.)0.

Radio Corp. "f Anifrica : Sfe
OeHek, William J., Jr. 3,100,837.
.Sherman. Kdward J. 3,l(K).:i2!».

Szfkely, .Michael K. 3,100.H.{«.

Radke. .\rthiir n. Ste
TeiiK'.er llarvey .N., and Kadke. 3 100, luH.

Kadke, .Vrthiir (>., and II. .\. lVnj;ler, to ISo.stroni Mfg. < ".

Vehicle seat fore anil aft »hi>«k Isolator :<.100,('.l i ,
8-13-

tl3, CI. JiH 430.
. ^ .. ,

Uaniseier Taul, to Hracker .\.<; Kevice for .separating and

applylnif stacked travellers In spinning and twisting ma
chines. 3,100,334, 8-l.{-r,3, CI. 21t 207.

Kappoldt. Menso I'.: Set-
., ,,„. _u..

De Wilde, I'ieter C., and Kappoldt. 3,100, 1 83.

Kauhut .Michael .M., and A. .M. Senisel, to Anierican Cyana

mid Co Process for preparinK 1 hydroxyalkylphosphlue

oxides. 3,100.7U1», 8 i;< ti3, CI. 2i\0 f)(M)..->.

Kauner Frederick J., I F. Ko.sali, and K. M. Uol>ertson to

Kastnian Kodak Co. I My proces.sed pliototlierinoprapliic

printinK plate and pro.ess. .1,100 702, H 13 <.3. ( 1. iM, 33.

Kavve Abraham, and .\. T Kliaiiils. to Continental tan Co,

Inc' Vinyl halide copolymers with oxlrane containing sde
groups having improved heat stability. 3,100, .58. 8-13-ti3,

CI 2t>() 45.5.

Kaviheon Co. : See—
" Smith Chester I.. 3,100,8i0.

Healty & Ind istrlal Corp. :
Ser

• lubelinann, William S. 3. KM), ('.03.

Keck. Herbert J. an.l 11. W. Feeding, arranging ami Bnjd'iK

apparatus for eggs. 3,l(M>..-.7 1 , 8 1.3-63, CI. 20l> 121.

Keck UiUHTt W. See
., ,,w,n7i

Keck, Herbert J. and M. W. .?.100,571.

Kedmon, l-aul C. •'-•-^^ t.. Novel Ideas nc I s,>.Ml.ser for

lawn treating materials. 3,100.371. 8 13 •!.$, * 1. •>••

J--^.
Reese Frank 1'., ^. to ii. L. (iarff ^ /"''"./jhas.sis chUd s

suDDort structure, .t, 100.1(51. M 13 ti3. CI. 280 30.

Reetz Theo<lor. to Monsanto Chemical Co. Phosphorus boron

conip.Minds 3,100,77 t. 8 13-^;;j. CI. 2«0 2!».3

Rpider James K.. to Industrial Nucleonics torp. Radio

active measuring svsteiii for blast furnace charge location.

3,100,XU. 8-13-tl3, CI. 2.-)0 43.:.. ^^ . , „ o h.i,.
Relfschneider Walter, to The )ow Chem,ca Co a,n-halo

polvthioethers. 3,100.801 8-13-(i3 CI. 21.0^ .0».

Re fschnei.ler. Walter, to The l...w ('hemlcal (.>k Aralk.M

ix.lythloethers. 3.100.801.'. 8 13 f,3 CI. 2t.O (.()».

Ke ser. Si.lnev J. Metering .ontrol .levice for supplying ad

ditives to fluids. 3.100,4!»t;. 8-13-<i3. CI. 13. -111.

""'";\i'Jfi::^Fl.!vd r':'and Rel.h. 3.100.5»5.

Reno Kng neering & Mining Co. :
.SV|'

Huntington, I.auran<-e \\ •'• '""! '

'.-, wo«i u i •< ni r'l

Kesnlck, Arthur. Folding kite. 3.100.8U5, 8-13-(>3. (.1.

Rex^'*John"V. Jr., T. B. Arrington. an.l 1). J '""'M"'!; ..V
Rex Rot.. Corp Furnace c..inbustlon chaml).>r. 3.100.. 34.

8-13 t>3. CI. Iti2 l.'iJ.

"''
Kjoifn P,''jr, Arrington, and Felh-grino. 3.100.734.

Reynolds Metals Co.: '^'f'
„ ,,„, ..,..

I»e Rulder, Krnst J, 3.100,55*..

Richunlson <'o.. The: .sv«;
. ., ,„,, -oa

Cavlin (;ill»Tt. and Hattori. ,M00,.8S». ,m «»,-i..

Rice. LMngs.on L.. and W. J «;'han.>. to S^.ra^ue !• ectr^

Co. Cipacitor sealing method. 3, 100. .530. « i.i ^•••>.

Ri?rLivi;.ist..n I... and W. J. «'>''«'"^, »''
=^;P™H«'{V6\''''cr

C... Capacitor sealing means. 3,100,813, M n n-^,

Rl<U.^.ivingst(.n L., and I. F. I>agnoll.
V' ^J/.'^^''^''! Vfi'f

<',,. Capacitor terminal connection. .{.100 85.. 8 1.5n.<,

Rice wIlter''A.. to Mohasco Industries. Itjc. Machine for

making tufted fabric with cut and uncut pile lo..i«.. 3,100.

RlS.^:'ila';ry*F:.V,i;. s'a Her^.r^ Jt-:, to Sh.dl -m Co.

Lubricating compositK.ns. 3. 100.. 48. 8 1.5 »..{. » i. ->-

ai^t^ A ,r, Rav a and O M Eness. to Motorola. Inc

^'sS- ^d.'i^"-> -'"^ ""-^ SMuelch ami ,^,«se l..cke.l

let.-ction means. 3 100.871, 8 13 "13, CI. .»25 330.

Kiebs 'A'icSa'rd'V:.. to >lH;raw- Kdis.m C.. Ke,>eating clr.u.t

interrupter. 3.100.854. 8 13-<.3, < 1. 317 --

"'""pe'ek*""/oha'nneH J A.. Rlnla. and Dulnker. 3.100.852.

Kittenlumse^'r.Krfrey' J . to H K rorter C... nc^ Heavy

duty disciiarge hose splice. 3.100.t...l». 8 13 1.3, t 1. -.«•>

2»')0.

Ritter (;erald L. : See
Tellefsin, Walter (1. 3.100,842.

Ritter, Jacob K(;. : .S'ce '^

stud welding devices. 3,100,833, 8-l.l-h.J, i i. £iv w".

Roaldl, Arthur: See
<> inn coo

HoJr'ir'^-rir^irv: T' P^'^ sfal^s^'Vr America, Atomic

"Ifn^V^gy'^O.mmlssi.^n ..dso^^^^^
'-"'

aqueous solutions. .t.1()0,tWS3, 8 l.{ t>.5. » 1. _.i -v

'''''^Rauner'' Fiederlcfj.. Rosati, and RolM-rtson. 3.100,702.

Roblnette. Chester W. to <^tz Kxtermlna^ra Inc. I'owder

distributors. 3,100,3(.2, 8-13-<>3. LI. 4,5 no.

K Pneumatic servo-
73-391.

bins, John W , t.> Worthlnglon Corp.
positioner unit. 3. 100,309, 8-13-<Ki, CI

Robinson, Joseph V. : See
Sosoka. John R.. and Robinson. 3.100.832.

Robinson. Thi.mas R.. Jr.. to The Marlin Firearms Co.
gun barrel. 3.1()0.3.'>8. 8-13-<i3. CI. 42^78.

Roche. Roland : See
Aubert. Michel. Foglia. aud K.Khe. 3.100.74.3.

Rdcheville, Charles F., to .Microseal Products, Inc.
for treating the surface of a workplece. ,3,100,724
• 13. CI. IIH 30N.

Itoebrlg, Phillip J., to The Wurlltier Co. Piano
3,. 00,416, N-13-63, CI. 84—240.

Rogers, Walter C., and N. U . Mizelle, to (Jeneral Steel Prod
ucts. Inc. Reclining chair. 3,10<).(MJ8, 8-13-G3, CI. 2<»7

89.
RogllUo. Archie K., to Ksso Research and

Rifled

Device
8-13-

actlon.

3,1(H),741, 8
Engineering Co.
l3-«a, CI. 2112—

3,100.330.
3.100,813.

Image
178

wheel

Alcohol dehydration pr.K-ess
42.

Kohane, Walter J. : /See

—

Ulce, Livingston L., and Hohane
Rice, Livingston L., and Kohane.

Kohm k Ilaas Co. : See
Kelliuan. Robert P., lioode, and Owens. 3,100,701.
Stelger, Fred H., and Alps. 3,100,074.

Rolls-Royce Ltd. : See—
WUde. lieoffrey L. 3,100,027.

Korlg, Kurt J., to (J. D. Searle & Co. a phenyl (pyrllyl or
plj.erldyl) aikyl esters of (chloro or lower alkoxy) benzoic
acids and congeners. 3.100,775. 8-l3-(>3, CI. 200 2»5.

Rosati, Isftdore r. : See -

Kauner, Frederick J., Rosati, and Robertson. 3,100.702.
Rose. Downs & Thompson. Ltd. : See-

Smart, Stanley ti. 3.100,725.
Rosen, t lllmore C. : 6'ee

—

Wick, Kdward J., and Day. 3,100,404.
Rosendahl, Gottfried K., to Hall Kros, Research Corp.

converter and ampllfler. 3.100,817. 8-13-03, ci.

7.87.
Rosenthal, Harry. Electric driving apparatus for a

chair. 3,100,547, K 13-03, CI. 180-6.5.
Rosenthal, Harry. .Motor drive control for wheelchair.

3,i00,860, 8-1.3-03. (T. 318-55.
Ross. James A., and J. W. Harter III. to Llng-Temco Vought.

Inc. High power synthetic waveform generator. 3.100,-

851. 8-13-63, CI. 307—107.
Roussel-l'CLiVF. Soclete Anonyuie : See-

Joly. Kobeit. and Bucourt. 3,100,782.
Roy, (Jerald L. : See-

Miller, Charles M.. Jr., and Roy. 3,100.577.
Royal McBee Corp. : fe'ee—

Hebert, Honald (J. 3,100,599.
Kozalsky, Irving : *«ee

—

Wlttner, Kugene, and Kozalsky. 3,100,749.
Rubrecht, Charles J., and A. J. Mlnnotte, to Metallne Corp.

Coll aupport for annealing furnace. 3,100.634. 8 l3-tW.

CI. 203—47.
Rudner. Bernard, and J. J. Harris, to Koppers Co., Inc.

2-borabenzoxazoloborallnes and a method for their prepa-
ration. 3,100,791. 8-13-63. CI. 260—462.

Kuggeberg. Heinz H. : See—
Schaub. Franz. Kolllng, Notthoff, Stiebllng, and Rugge

berg. 3.100,094.
Ruhrchemie Aktlengesellschaft : See-

Scbaub. Franz. Kolllng, Notthoff, Stlebllng, and Rugge
berg. 3,100,694.

Rundle, George W. Combination cigarette mouthpiece and
shield. 3,100,493, 8-13-03. CI. 131—175.

SKSM Products, Inc. : fe'ee

—

•

Ritter. Ralph K., and English. 3.100.833.
Sabin. Eugene K. : See—

Nail, Hlllle ii.. and Sjihln. 3,100,585.
Safeway Stores, Inc. : See—

Goldwater, Robert, and Calhoun. 3,100.814 .

Sage. Richard N.. to International Business Machines Corp.
Lioplng devUv. 3 100,512. 8-13-(i3. CI. 140 102.

Saldel. William R.. and J. M. Helgl. to Swift k Co. Bacon
carton. 3.100.597. 8^ 13-63. CI. 229-87.

Saldel. William R.. and J. M. Helgl. Bacon carton. 3.100.-

598. 8-1.3-63. <M. 229—87.
Sanders. Wilfred E., to Houston Oil J-leld Material Co..

Inc. Tubing rotary swivel assembly. 3.100.538. 8-13-»a.
CI. 166—237.

Saunders. Edward C. Wlrv line stripping apparatus. 3.100.-

646. 8-13-63. CI. 277 27.

Schaub, Franz. H. Kolllng. T. Notthoff, E. Stlebllng. and
H. R. Ruggeberg, to Ruhrchemie Aktlengesellschaft. TreHt
ment of solids with Ihiuids. 3,100,694. 8-13-63. CI. 23
270.

Schenkman, Libby. Foldable baby stroller. 3,100,652. 8 13-
03. CI. 28a -41.

Schenley Industries. Inc. : See
tioldstein. Daniel. 3.100.042.

Schlll Hermann. Machine for skinning and cutting meat
and' bacon sides. 3.100.515. 8-13-<!3. CI. 146- 130.

Schlmmelschmidt. Kurt : Nee-
Ulmer, Hans. Karacxonyi. Schlmmelschmidt.

3.100,673.
Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp. : See—

Pohorlles, Eugene .M. 3,100,443

Schmidt. Gerhard : «ee

—

Konlg, Reiner. 3,100,342.

: .S'ee

—

I., Schmidt, and Sternbach.

In<lugHs, (leaellschaft fur
Cooled furnace
263—0.

3,100,492

and Baler.

to

Schmidt. Robert A.
Fryer, Rodney

Schmidt, Theodor.
Oasverwendiing in b.H., FIrma.
rollers. 3.100.631. 8-13-63. O.

Schmidt,. William C. Corncob material cigarette.
8-13-63, 01. 131—2.

3.100.770

InduHtrlelle
transport
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Commode for pets. 3.1tX).474. 8-13-

Baby rocker. 3.100.038. 8-13-63.

for

Schneider, Leonard G.

03, CI. 119-1.
Schoeffel, Dietmur M

CI. 272—33.
Schramm, Harry B. : Nee -

. ^ ^ ., ,,,,, ,-.,

Grimmer. George «.. and Schramm. 3.1on.4..-.

Schulz. Donald l-.. to Hewle-tt-Packard Co Iransist.-r am
pllfier having low output noise. 3.UH).8.(>. h i.i iM, ii

Schussler, Robert J. Automatic punch can opener. 3,10<>.

341. 8 13 ti3. CI .30-4.
Schwalm. Brutv D. : See ~

•Ji/ui«-.i
Ibaugh, Harry C.. Sehwalm. and Wallln. 3.1OO.0..3.

Schwenk. kurt. to Volkswagenwerk A(; Miding door

motor \eiilc.es. 3.100.667. 8-i3-63. (1. 29t.^ 4..

Sclar. Natlian. to Falrchild Camera and ^''^trument (
orp

Image intensitication tub,- system. 3.100.84... h Li •>.*, li.

250—213.
Scott, t rands L. : See—

,..,, -r ,

Smith. Herbert y.. and Scott. 3.100...>1.

Scribner. Harold F. : «ee— ,^,u^\^^i
Cozzoil. Joseph -M.. and Scrlbner. 3.100..J13.

Seagram. Josei.h »•. . i Sous. Inc. : See -

Adams. Stuart L.. and Niesen. 3.100.^00.

Adams. Stuart L.. and Nlcsen. 3.1<M>..0<>.

Searle. (i. D.. & Co. : Nee—
Rorig. Kurt J. 3.iO0,77B.

Selbel, Markus : see— ^ „ ,, , -ji.wi -•.»•>

Herrmann, Otto. MuUer, and Selbel. 3,100, .22.

Semsel, Andrew .M. : .See
-i m,, -u..

Kauhut, Michael -M., and bemsel. 3,100, .99.

Seraguoll, Anosto. Method for lecing .'"t" « '>'^";»'l
'.^ ^J

tides delivered by more machines. .{,100,..t.l, 8 i.s <m,

CI. 198-21.
Shaier, Richard O., Jr. : .See-

^ u n «i,„i„r Ir
Shaler, Richard G., McAdam, and R. G. Shaler, Jr.

Shaler^'KVchard G., R. L. McAdam, and R. G. Shaler Jr.,

to American Taniu! Co. Addition of dry bectorlte to beer.

3 100 707 8 13-»>3. CI. 99-48.
Shapiro', Herman G. Aircraft traffic pattern and runwaj

com.>uter. 3,100,601, h-13-«3, CI. 23.>—61.

Sharav. William B : «'«-.
., i,uik9«

Kubll. Robert A., and Sharav. 3.100,829.

Sliarp. Martin. Contour duplicating apparatus. 3,100,344,

Shaw^Joh'nSt "^aud'Vl' L. Vornkahl, to Gulf Oil Corp. Meth

od of inhlbitfng f..aming of diethanolamlne solutions In

treating gases. 3,100,680, 8-13-63, CI. 23—3.

Shell on Co. : See-
, ,^ ,. ,,.„ rqb

Horsley. Franz A., and Gray <»;100,698._

Richards, Harry F., and Herbert. ./.1*><^_.;4»

Wlttner, Eugene, and Rozalsky. 3,100,749

Sherman, E(iward J., to Radio Corp of America

pacltors. 3,100.329. 8-13-63 CI. 29-2o^31

Shockney. Joseuh C. to The B. F. Goodrich Co

Solid ca-

Post-halo-

'^natYon'or^alog^u^conTalnlng- resins. 3.100.762. 8-13-

Short ^Lrw::'*fo\rl-Dla. Inc. Drill bit for cutting cores.

3.160.543. 8-13-63. Ci. 175—330.
Silver Corp. :

See— ^ -a ,^ 1 inn aa9
Steele. Clarence R.. and Price. 3,100,462.

Skookum Co.. Inc.. The : See—

«, h^*HoJn«S, S W C iffiiyday Jr.. to Esso Research and

*'&lne°edng Co. Middle" dffilkte pour point depressants.

3.100.695. 1-13-63. CI. 44—62.

^^''aub.^Fr'anz^^kTlllng, Notthoff. Stlebllng. and Rugge-

Skerrltt"/ohn^W."'?o*ir.ternatlonal Business Machines Corp.

High sp^ed nVuitlvlbrator having cross coupling drcultrj.

S^^'^^t'i; MJnlf|% valve testing appara-

Sm^"r\ ll^^'C}'-^^^^^ ^^-n°00-7^r-8-f3--
traction of sugar juice with screw press. 3.100.725. 8-lJ

with peroxide and un alkali metal borohydrlde. 3,100.732.

8-13-63. CI 162—78.
Smith. Arthur W. :

See—

Equipment Co.- Cementing. 3.100.525. 8 la oa, v.i.

Smldes' 3.100.751,8-13-63.01 260-2^2

Smith William R. Refuse receptacle. 3.100.580. 8-13-63.

and resulting product. 3.10O.757. »-ia oa, «-i. ^"o

S^y^'-./rfaul'l): Snv^er. Allison, and Grimes. 3.100.763.

Soclete d'Anpareiis d? Controle et dEqulpment des Moteurs

(S.A.CEM ). The: See—
.j^

Me'inesson. Bernard R. 3.100,4»o.

Soclete OFakler 4 Ole : See—
Labergere Jean L. A. 3.100,7^ «.

Soland. Duane K.. to Jersey Production Research Co Auto
matic frequency-tracking filter. 3.100.874. 8—13-63, CT.

328 -1(35

Soper. William A : See—
.Miller. H Paul, and Soi>er. 3,100.658.

Sosoka. John K . and J V. Robinson, to Unltek Corp. Weld-
ing :;.100.H32. s i:<-63. CI. 219—86.

•Space Te<-hnologv Laboratories. Inc. : See—
Hlckey. Johii J., and Clark. 3.100.872.

Spain. Horace H. : See

—

Hilton. Albert K.. Jr.. and Spain. 3.100.527.
Specialties LK-velopinent Corp.: See -

Zenobia. John <\. Jr. 3,100.331.
Spector Morris, to Sterling' Automotive Mfg. Co. Adjustable

clamp. 3.100.327. 8 13-63. CI. 24— 274.

Spencer. Fraiuroze J., to Monsanto Chemical Co. Coinposl

tlon comprising a mixture of polyethylene and an alkyl-

alkoxvsilane. 3.100.753. 8-13-63. CI. 260—29.1.
Spencer" Kolf K.. and G. H. Stephenson, to Electric 4 Musical

Indu.stries Ltd. Interpolating devices, especially for the

control of automatic machine tools. 3.100.864. 8-13—63.

Spero George B.. to The Cpjohn Co. 6-methyl-9o fluoro-llfl-

hydroxy 4-6 pregnadlene 3.20 dlone and the 11 keto analogue

thereof", their corresponding 16a-methyl derivatives and 1-

dehydro counterparts of the foregoing. 3.100.777. 8-13-63,

CI. 260—397.3.
Sperrv Rand Corp. : See

—

Bentkowsky. Jerome. 3.100.859.
Blanshine. Allison W. 3.100.370.
Blanshlne. Allison W. 3,100.373.
Halls. Lawrence M.. and Bumm. 3.100.367.

Ibaugh Harry C. Sehwalm. and Wallln. 3.100. tiO.<.

Nolt Edwin B . and McDufBe. 3.100.437.

Osder. Stephen S. 3.100,861.
Procter. Edward 0. 3.100.369.
Topazlo. William J. and Weir. 34OO.808

Splselman. Joseph W., to Floating Floo";? Jn«'i„/^J"'*table

l>edestal for elevated sectional floors. 3.100.624. 8-13-63.

CI. 254—101.
Sprague Electric Co. : See—

Rice. Livingston L.. and Rohane. 3.100,330.

Rice Livingston L.. and Rohane. 3.100.813.

Rice' Livingston L.. and Dagnoll. 3.x0q.857.

Surague Robert H.. H. L. Flchter. Jr.. and W. P. Hamilton,

to Horizons Inc Photographic process utilizing cyanlne

dve bases 3.100.703. 8 13-63, Cl. 96—-33 „_,..„
Stalb. Ludwig A.. Jr. Basic aluminum sa t s »' "<;ftylHallcylate

add and a non-toxic water soluble add. 3.100.787. »-iA-

Stafde^'jlToT^^Movable tlgure toy. 3.100.365. ^13-63. Cl.

40—140. _^ ^,

Standard Oil Co. (Ohio). The :
.s'ee-

Emrlck. Donald D. 3.100.792.

Star Expansion Industries Corp. ; See

—

Bell, Walter. 3.100.650.
Star Shade Cutter Co. :

See-
Gast. Albert K.. Jr. 3.100 649

Stark William J.. to Jersey Production Re.search Co. Jet

shot hole devic^. 3,100.542. 8-13-63. Cl. 175-1
Stauflfer Chemical Co.: S>''--

, ,, . •< mn R«^
Klein George I.. Newby. and Post. 3.100.6»ii.

Szabo Karoly. and Brady. 3.100.7.35.
., ,,,0 W<

Staver. R.lbert B Cake of material and handle, 3.100..i63.

St.tll"' Cbireilpe'^^R "and F. B. Price, to Sliver Corp Seed

"^^SntPng apparatus. 3.100,462. 8-1.3-63. n 111-77
Stefanick. William F, Stone cutter. 3.100.481. 8-13-63.

StHger^'Vred H.. and H. A. Alps, to Rohm 4 Haas Co

Process for shrlnk-proofine P'-"t'-lnaceous^t«tlle materials

and the product therefrom. 3.100,6.4. 8-13-63. < 1.

8 127.0.
Stephens..n. Geoffrey H. :

See—
^fumaA

Spencer. Rolf E.. and Stephenson. 3,1()0,864.

Sterling Automotive Mfg. Co. : See—
Spector, Morris. 3.100.327.

Sterling Drug Inc.: See
,,,,,_,,

Mansoii, Andrew J. 3.100. ..1.

""'""FrTe'r Ko.lney Li'schmldt, and St.-rnbach. 3.100,770.

^^'•'SiurFrlnz!' Rolling, Notthoff, Stlebllng, and Rugge-

StillwaS' Crawford K. Disc valve with removable seat

nd unri'ary stem and disc, and seat and stem bushing unit

therefor. 3.100..500. 8-1.3-63, Cl. 13.-375.

Stone, Carl K. :
See

if„, r/n
Hansen. George E.. and Stone 3.100.501.

Strawgate. Justin H. See
. q loninj

Lombard. Heiman, and Strawgate 3.100..i54

Stresau. Richard H K
.

^'' ,l-^^^J'TU%^Z''f^^- ul'
Bore measuring device. 3.100.34H. «-l.^ «>.^. « 1. •»•>

Strotmann, Werner: .See
o ,no joq

Fsser Heinrich and Strotmann. 3,100,40».

Sturm Uernani J to Cnited States of America .^lo". c

Et^"; grCo lu^ Method for preparation o slnterable

b.'rvllium oxide. 3,100,086, 8-13-63, 01. 23-183

^""
.Szi"^ Ja.m-7 L.. Khelghatian. and Hagu;>, 3.100.764.

Svala. Carl G., E. Aro. and <;. L KJellberK. to Telefor.

aktlebolaget L M Ericsson. I>.w pass fllt.T f'"" pulse

amnlitude modulated signal transmission systems. .i.itR".

820. 8 13 63. Cl. 179—15. ^ , , w P ..nd
Svenson Ernest J.. '- to Odin Corp. and '*j to W F. and

John Barnes Co HvdraMllcally actuated machine tool.

3.100.450. 8-13-f53. Cl. 103 4.

Swift & Co. : See
Carlln, George T. 3.100 71f>.

Saidel, William R., and Helgl. 3,100,59..
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3.100.838,

.1.100,678.

. 3,100,718.
3.100.717.

Swlnehart, Frank, and R. J DoblaH. to The Turner Co.

High enHitlvlty plezoeh>ctrlr microphone. 3,100,821,

8-13 «3, CI. 17» 110.
SyHteiiiH Kesearch Laboratories, Inr. : See—

Ballard, JameH W. 3,100,884. .,^ . , „
Szabo Karoly, and J. O. Brady to Stauff«'r Chemical to.

BiHorKanopnoHphoruB esters and their preparation. 3.10<),

735, 8^1.3 «3, CI. 167 22.

Sxekely, MU-hael E., to Radio Corp. of America,
adder utili/.lnt; Integrated unipolar tranBlMtom.

8-13-63. CI. 235— 176.
Szumakl, John P. : Bee—

Joiner. Edgar E., and Szumakl.
Tamblyn. John W. : See—

Kibler, Charles J., and Tamblyn.
Long, Selma H., and Tamblyn. .--.

Tamplen, Jack W., to Otis Enstlneerlng Corp >V ell tools

for plugging a well flow conductor. 3,100,53J, »-i.l-0.i,

Tamplen, "^Jack W.. to Otis Engln^e^lng <;«''P-„ Anchoring

and sealing device. 3,100,536, 8-1.3-63, CI. 166-185.
Tate, William H. . See _ „

Meeker, Jess, and Tate. 3.100,712.

Taylor, Clyde E. : See—
Post, Richard F., and Taylor.

Taylor, Thomas P., deceased, by O.

to Union Sp«'clal Machine Co.

with ecci-ntrlc mounting for

Techn'lon'^tfHearih and i)evelopment Foundation Ltd. :
See

—

Nathan, Amos, and Katienelson. 3,100,839.

Telefonaktlebolaget L M Ericsson : See -

avala, Carl C... Aro, and KJellberg. 3,100,820.

Tellefsen, Walter G., \4 to O. L. Rltter, \4 to J. C. Kopf,

and Vi to P C Trotta. Tooth brush holder and sterilizer.

3,100 842, 8^13-63, CI. 2.')0- 51.

Tellie Paul, to Manufacture Natlonale d Armes de Salnt-

Etienne Foldable but t for portable small arms. 3,lUO,J0f,

^13 63, CI. 42—72.
Tengler, Harvey .N. -See ,nrt«i7

Radke. Arthur (J., and Tengler. 3,100,617

Tengler, Harvey N and A. «^ R«<»Hf-, *"
»^»TJ3=^i|- ^

Fore and aft shock absorN'r. 3,100.618, 8-13-6J, ci.

Tennis, Francis H., to Hydraulic Unit Specialties

operated pri-ssure and vacuum relief valve.

8-l3-«J3, CI. 137-491.
Terrel, Garland C. : See ^ m i

McStravlck, I'eter R., Llndsey, and Terrel

Tezza, Antonio: See^-
i ^nmA^

dondllo. Carlo T., and Tezza. 3,100 781.

Therachemle Chemlsch Therapeutische Gesellschaft

3,100,730.
Brueggenjohann, exj'cutrix,

Blindstitch sewing machine
work support. 3,100,468,

Co. Pilot
3,100.503,

3,100,529.

m.b.H.

3,100,739.

Thompson, Lane,

See—
3,100,574.

and Poslett.

Off
Kaisfr, Wllhelm J., and Berth

ThonipHon, Alan \V. : See
Baker, William A,

3,100,4.'>8.

Thontpson Industries, Inc
Buechler, William R.

Toledo Scale Corp. :
See

^ ,^ ,„,«
Carroll, Fred.>rlck C 3,100,720.

Williams, Lawrence S. 3 100.600.
a,„„i..„ rnm

Tomanek Martha and W. Neugebauer, to Azoplate ( orp.

Proves; for the removal of unffxed developer powder rom

powdered electrophotographic reproduction coatings.

To=:^^^^i.rraln^1'- a'^il^'* n.%Velr, to Sperry Rand (;or^.

Pressure rebalancing and measuring servosystem. 3.10<),

Toi'nVd-'lXVt''V.''n. Q- Trout, and J. E. Wilkalls, to

AlMed CheXal Corp. I^.rlflcatlon of uranium ore concen

TrLpp " Waf.-e?h""?.n.r].' ifb^^e'n^ lo'^The How Chemical

Co' Me h'!d for making arj)oly(hydroxymethyl)dlphenyl

ethers. 3,100.7»«, 8-13 63, Cl. 260-488.
Traulschold Ivar :

See
qift«71rt

Werle, Eugen, and Trautschold. 3,l()0,7dn.

Trio Products Corp. : See -
IVAlba, Anthony R. 3.100,423.

Trl nia. Inc. : See-
Short. Lot W. 3,100.543.

Trtmble, Cebern B., to The National

Record media handling apparatus.

Cl. 226—39

Cash Register Co.

3,100.591. 8-13-63.

Trotta. Pasquale C. : See
Tellefsen. Walter G

Trout, Horace O. : See
Townend, Robert V.

Tubls Samu.-l : See
Kantor. Martin L., and Tubls.

Turner Co.. The : See
Swlnehart. Frank, and Ewblas

Turner. Samuel O., Jr. : See
Grlffln, Searcy F., and Turner

Tntlno, Anita L. : See-
Tutlno, Oomlnlck J., and A. L

3,100,842.

Trout, and Wilkalls. 3,100,681.

3,100,772.

3,100,821.

3,100,819.

3.100,324.

J. Cleaning pad holder. 3,100,311, 8-13-

wlth Improved
24—137.

Tutlno, Domlnlck
63, (M. 15—209.

Tutlno, Domlnlck J., and A. L. Clothespin

self-storing means. 3,100,.324, 8-13-63. Cl

Tiittle. Robert S. :
See— »,^o,.

Osborne, Fred H.. and Tuttle. 3,100,644.

Udyllte Corp.. The: See-
Davis. John V. 3,100,453.

Ullnskl, BronlslauK I., to The Yale * T'.wne Mfg. Co Steer

Ing controller for industrial truck. 3.100.548, 8-l*-63. Cl

18l>—6.5.

Ulmer, Hans, P. Karacxonyi, K. ScblmnielBchmldt, and E.

Bal«r, to Farbwerke Hoe<^st Aktienceaellscbaft vormals
Melster Lucius h Brunlng. Dvelngs and prints possessing
fastness to wet processing and their manufacture on cellu
lose materials and protein fibers. 3,100,678. 8-13-63, Cl.
8-22.

Union (^rblde Corp. : See

—

Bailey, Fretlerkk E.. Jr.. Hill, and Pltspatrlck. 3.100.
750.

Dms, Howard M. 3.100,688.
Fry. John S. 3.100.756.
Kelmers, Andrew D. 3,100,682.
Kubll. Robert A., and Sharav. 3,100,829.
Le«cb. Robert E.. and Goldsmith. 8.100.793.

Union Special Machine Co. : See—
Taylor, Thomas D. 3,100,468.

United Aircraft Corp. : See-
Farkas. Thomas P. 3,10O,38U.
tJreunke. OrvlUe V. 3,100,879.

United Can and Glass Co. : See-
Wolfe, Wayne F. 3 100,470.

United Shoe Machinery Corp. : See--
Smith, Oosta. 3,100,314.

United States of America
Army : See—

Bett.s, Robert K. 3,100,447.
Brueckmann, Helmut. 3,100,893.
McNeill, William, and Chrostowskl. 3.100,486.
MusM>r, C Walton, ami Moldofsky. 3.100,394.
Price. Martin A. 3,100,507.

Atomic Finergy Commission : See—
Cox, Geiorge R. 3,100,573.
McOeary, Robert K., and Winslow. 3,100,742.
Post. Richard F.. and Ta/lor. 3.100,730.
Rotoerts, Francis P. 3,100,688.
Sturm, Bernard J. 3,100,«86.
Work Ralph O. 3,100,655.

.Navy : See

—

Hablutsel, Charles E. 8,100,448.
Morrow, David. 3,100,614.
Moy. Tsoy K. 3,100,421.
Porter, Roger S., and Cady. 3,100.803.
Stresau, Richard H. F". 3,100,849.

United States Steel Corp. : See—
Henne. Norman R. 3.100,666.

United States Stoneware Co., The : See

—

Harkins, Alien A. 3,100,568.
Unltek Corp. : See—

Sosoka, John R.. and Robinson. 3.100.832.
Upjohn Co.. The: See

—

Spero. George B. 3.100.777.
Usines Cbausson. Societe Anonyme des : See

—

Chausson. Andre. 3,100,386.
Vandenburgh, David O.. to Aluminum Co. of America. Duplex

aluminous metal article. 3,100,581, 8-13-63, Cl. 22a—64.
Van Dien, James R.. to The Bendix Corp. Power steering

apparatus. 3,100,551, 8-13-63, Cl. 180—79.2.
Varga. Joseph J., to General Electric Co. Duct-piercing ma-

chine. 3,100,413, 8-13-63, Cl. 83—180.
Varo, Inc. : See—

Griffin. Sesrcy F., and Turner. 3,100,819.
Vendo Co., The: See --\

Nail. Blllle C.., and Sabin. 3,100,585.
Vermeulen. William, to (ieneral Electric Co. Pushbutton

switch with double throw aTtlon. 3,100,822, 8-13-63, Cl.
200—5.

Vlckers, James L. : See
Burt, Farlow B., and Vlckers. S.IOO.SSO.

Vlrginlo Rlmolril k C, S.d.A. : See—
Marforio, Nerlno. 3,100,463.

Vltcha, Jemes F. : See

—

Frantz, Russell K., and Vltcha. 3,100,795.
Vogel, Marcel J., to International Business Machines Corp.

Fluid flow Indicating process. 3,100,844, 8-13-68, n. 25(V-
71.

Vogt, Walter D. : See
OfTensend, Glen W., and Vogt. 3,100,366.

Volkswagenwerk AG. : See—
Schwenk, Kurt. 3.100.667.

Von Bogdandy. lyudwlg. and H.-D. Pantke, to Huttenwerk
Ot>erbausen AG. <'ontrol system and process for refining
metals. 3,100,699, 8-13-63, Cl. 75—59.

Von Hacht, Gerhard, to LIcentia Patent-Verwaltungs-0. m.b.H.
Light curtain apparatus for photosensitive detector. 3.100.
847. 8-13-63. Cl. 250—237.

Von Stocker. Selmer (J. : See—
Dunbar, James A., and Von Stocker. 3,100,337.

Voo, Shu K. L. Calculating machine. 3.100.602. 8-13-03,
Cl. 235-83.

Vornkahl, Henry L. : See—
Shaw, John R.. and Vornkahl. 3,100,680.

Vullo. William J., and D. H. Campbell, to Hooker Chemical
Corp. Process and composlti4>n for phosphatizing metals.
3,100,728, 8-13-63, Cl. 148—6.15.

WSchter. Karl-August, to O. H. Drager. Detector tube.
3.100.692. 8-13-63. Cl. 28—254.

Wagner. Karl T.. to General Time Corp. Timing device.
3.100.823. 8-13-68. Cl. 200—39.

Wakeley, William M.. to Aero Welder Mfg. Co. Magnetic force
welder. 3.100.831. 8-13-63. Cl. 219—86.

Walander. Karl O. T. : See—
FV)nden, Per B.. and WaUnder. 3.100.618.

Wales. Nathaniel B.. Jr.. to The Metrodynamlcs Corp. Doubly
integrating accelerometer. 3.100,400, 8-13-63, Cl. 73—490.

Wales, Nathaniel B., Jr., to The Metrodynamlcs Corp. Line
printer. 3,100.446. 8-13-83. Cl. 101—93.

Wales. .Nathaniel B., J'r.. to The Metrodynamlcs Corp. Mag-
netic release structure. 3,100,S2S, 8-13-63, Cl. 200—«8.
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3.100.653.
Wallin. Robert E. : See—

Ibaugb. Harry C. Schwalm. and Wallin

Walters. Maxie R. : See

—

.. . j o in/» trh
Brown, Harold P., Walters, and Anderson. 3,100,760.

Walton, James P : See--
Case, Stanford E., and Walton. 3,100,381.

Wandel, John B. : See- , ,n« ./vr
Cherundolo, Michael, and Wandel. 3^^-^^..^. „ , .,

Wanless, I-:«rl S. and G. C. Animal trap. 3.100..ibl. 8-13

83. Cl. 43-^1.
WanlesB. (;arnct C. : See— „ ,^ »«.,

Wanless. Earl S. and G C. 3.100.361.

Wartian. George. Door latca and lock. 3.100.388. 8-l.i-«J.

W^i.bu'^.'john M.. to The Merrow Maehtne Co. Throat

plate for overedge sewing machine. 3.100,469, 8-iJ-OJ,

3,100,414, 8-13-63, Cl. 83—437.
Watkins. John H. : See- .,11 't inrtJi4

Watkins, Ellwood, R. S. and J. H. 3,100,4H.

Watkins, Randall S. : See -
-jinnAiJ

Prwss of making multi-layer devices. 3.100.723. 8-l.i «w.

'"''^^l&^li'if ^JohnR.. Jr.. and Weinberg. 3.100.866.

Weiner. Peter D. : See
« inn «"i7

Pistole. Harry, and Weiner. 3.100.65 1.

Weir, Join D. :
See— ^ «, ,, o irwis'iS

'^)pazio. William J., and Weir. 3.IOO.808. „ ,,^«,o
Weitzel John P. RoUry exerciser apparatus. 3,lOO,»40,

WeVo'wUx: WaUe'rrs'na II. E. Dahlke, to Gulton Industri^.

Inc Ultrasonic liquid level gauge. 3,100.»Na, »-ij-<>o.

Cl. 340—3.

Wenczler k Heldenhain. ^a : See—
Burkhardt. Horst 3.100^345.

Werl^^FugVn 'and""' Trau^h^d. to Farbenfabrlken Bayer

''7kVn^'«7li«chaft' Method for the groductum of h.gh^

purified callicreln preparations. 3.100. iJh, » i.i-o.i.

167—74.

adiustable powdered fuel burner. 3.100.401. 8-13-<,3. Cl.

wist^J^ohn H. Fruit clippers. 3,100,343, 8-13^3, Cl.

30—232. „j u- H iCnk to Onderzoekingslnstltuut

terephthalate. 3,100,675 8-13-83. Cl. 18 m.

Western Electric Co Inc : See—
Doubek. Edward V.. Jt 3.100.554.

Gutbier. Ernst A. 3.100,471.

Hagner, Lawrence R. S-lOg,!*".

handling apparatus. 3,100,582. a-ia-^A. «-i

^^''^deWWfllU T and Prick. 3.100,404.

Whit'e'«;.^Vo^B^U B'rm?Co. Bag package

569. S-'-'^^V^A^ntratus for gauging container openings.
White. Joseph C Apparatus lor gau^M r.

3 100.570. »-13-«3. Cl. 209—82.

'^'''X.^r^ ^^^^-^T'b. R^orrrldlng as

''\%'JTnoi^e^''^SiU^J^^^ looper operator and

method. 3,100.464, 8-13-63, C\. 112—27.

3,100,

3,100,869.

Lubrlcat-
49.9.

Wiggins, Barney F. Barbed wire reel holder. 3.100,607,

8-13-03, Cl. 242—86.64.
. . „ » ,Ki««.

WlWe Goeffrey L., to Rolls-Royce Ltd. Bypass gas-turbine

engine. 3,100,627, 8-13-63, Cl. 259—4.

Wilkalls, John E. : See— , mn rki
Townend, Robert V., Trout, and Wilkalls. 3,100.681.

Williams Lawrence S., to Toledo Scale Corp. Chart reading

mechanism. 3,100,600, 8-13-63. Ol. 235—1
WiHlams Russell J., and A. F. Ottinger, to Bemis Bro. Bag

Co. Bags. 3.100,596. 8-13-63. CT. 229--66 „ ,0^0
Williams. William k. Cleat cleaner. 3.100.312. 8-13-63.

wfnkle^La Verne, to Avco Corp. Transistorized plate modu
tator system. 3,100,880, 8-13-63, Cl. 332—22.

Winslow. ntz R.: fcee— o inn 7.19
.McGeary, Robert K., and Winslow. 3,100,742.

Wlnsor, Paul, III : See— «,„-«,
Disson Stanley B., MeyerhofT, and Wlnsor

Wittmann, Ernst : See— „ ,«^ oor
Becker Rudolf, and Wittmann. 3,100.38o

Wlttner, Eugene, and I. Rozalsky. to Shell Oil Co.

Ing cimp<^ition8. 3,100,749 8-13-63, Cl. 252- ^_
Wolfe, Robert M., to Bell Telephone Lah^J^""^"- i^/n-wT^

electric shift register. 3,100,887, 8-13-63. CL -"O— 173^^
Wolfe Wayne F., to United Can and Glass ( o. Can txxiy

making machine. 3,100,470, 8-13-63, Cl. 113—11^
wrd cirri., to Hetiry i. Kaiser Co ^^n t'on sy^em for

internal combustion engine. 3,100.479, 8-1.1-6J, <J1. i^a

14«.
Wood Conversion Co. : See—-

Carlson, Lorlen A. 3,100,319. ^^nnsi-i 8_1H-6H
Woodland, fcdward. Smoke pipe top. 3,100,433, 8-13-6.S,

Wood Newspaper Machinery Corp. : See— „.
IVinitis Anthony C. and Peterson. 3,100,604.

Woodru^ff, Frank, to^ The Bendix Corp. Two way valve.

3 100,497. 8-1.3^3, C\. 137—119.
Woody, Carroll L. : See— , inn 710

Work'*^i.l'lpW%oUnrt'ed\"a1'es ofkme'rlc'a. Atomic Eneno^
"^
CotiiKion^

• B^J^-t type coupling with pivoted segment

release means. 3,100,655, 8-1.1-63, Cl. /85 aa.

Worthington Corp. : See—
Wotl^iohn' h" "?« iVa'JSi'n^d'- Alkali .^o. Prepar_ation of

3,100.687, 8-13-63. Cl.

Safety harness
carbonyls of group VIb metals.

W?ilht^n^Robert J., to Pacific Scientific Co.

devl^ 3,1M659, 8-13-63. Cl. 242-107.4.

Wurlltzer Co., The : See

—

„ __ ^

Andersen' Clifford W 3^100,415

Osborne, Wed H., and Tuttle 3.100.644.

Roetorig. Phillip J. 3.100,416.

''"'^LhmLnf'E;^*^ H.. and Griswold. 3.100.427.

Yale k Towne Mfg Co.. The See—
Ulinski. Bronislaus I. 3.100.S4».

*''""lmye«!*'w[illam'H.. and Young. 3.100.757,

Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co.. The : Se«-

Ashton. Albert A. 3.100.566.

^"™am?ilCcafroi^. and Tezza. 3.100,781.

-etd-f^^ak^ngirilc[^ c^ffof ^:^X^.S^.
'3 100,331, 8-13-63. Cl. 29—155.71.

3.100.545. 8-13-«3. Cl. 175-^19.



CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED AUGUST 13, 1963

j^oxK. First number= class, second number= sabcla8B, third numbers patent number

1—
2-
4—
b—

60:

160;

113:

202:

345:

8— 22:

127.6:

161 2:

10- 165:

16- 104:

104.06:
167:

193:

200:

215:

267.06:
611:

658:

105:

5:

44:

64:

58:

59:

16-
18—

20—

21—
22-

23-

4:

11:

74:

10:

62:

3

14.5

24—

U

23:

112:

150:

183:

203:
208:

209 6:

222:

253
254:

262:
270:

123:

137:

206 1:

252:
274:

28- 76:

29—25 31:

166 65:

165.71:

167 3
169 2
207

221.6
401

470.9
473.1

80-

32-

520:

4:

200:

232:

67:

1

21

126.6
164

178
205.5

35- 6
9
46

36-
37-
40-
42-

43-

25:

126:

17:

72:

78:

36:

42.02:
81:

146:

62:

46- 28:

46- 103:

140

51- 206
63- 317
66— 1

12

3,100,301
3, 100, 302
3,100,303
3,100,304
3, 100, 306
3, 100, 673
3, 100, 674
3,100,306
3, 100, 307
Re .25, 435
3, 100, 308
3, 100. 309
3,100.310
3,100,311
3. 100. 312
3. 100. 313
3,100,314
3.100,315
3, 100, 316
3,100,317
3, 100, 318

3, 100, 675

3, 100, 676

3, 100, 677

3, 100, 678

3,100,319

3, 100, 320

3, 100, 679

3.100,321
3,100,322
3,100,680

100,681
100,682
100,683
100.684
100,685

3. 100. 686

3. 100. 687

3,100,688
3,100,689
3,100,690

3, 100, 691

3,100,692
3, 100, 693
3.100.694
3.100.323

3, 100. 324

3. 100. 326
3.100.326
3. 100. 327
3. 100. 328

3, 100, 329

3,100.330

3. 100. 331

3. 100. 332
3.100.333

3, 100, 334

3, 100, 336

8. 100. 336

3. 100. 337
3,100,338
8,100,339
3, 100, 840
3. 100. 341

3. 100. 342

3,100,343

3,100,344
3, 100, 345
3,100,346
3, 100. 347

3,100,348

3, 100, 349
3, 100. 350
3,100,351
3, 100, 352
3,100,353

3, 100, 354
3,100,366
3,100.366

: 3.100.367
: 3.100.368

: 3,100,369
• 3,100,360

: 3,100,361
: 3,100,362

3, 100, 695

3, 100, 363

3. 100. 364

3.100.366

Re.25, 434

3. 100, 366

3, 100, 367

3,100,968

66—

67-

60—

61-

62-

68—
70—

71—
73-

74

75—

16
21

25 4

199
214
122
134
30

35.54
39.16
64.6

97
35

63 6
13

42
126
166

447
467
12

150
278
28
32
40
46

71.6
167
192
223
359

368.4
391
490
36

472
503
563
764
69
63

101

77-
22
65
17

66
138
163
180
437
177

240
376
15
24

26
1.7

19
283

92— 106
94- 44
95- 1.7

10:

42:

73:

76:

96- 33:

HI:
98— 76:

99- ?9:

78-
80-
83—

84-

88—

89-
91-

48:

94:

96:

107:

171:

178:

194:

282:

421:

93:

179:

214:

32
98

350
377

102- 20

100—

101-

3, 100, 369
3. 100. 370
3. 100. 371

3. 100. 372
3,100.373
3.100.374
3.100,376
3.100.376
3.100.377
3.100.378
3. 100. 379

3. 100. 380
3,100,381

3, 100, 382
3,100,696
3, 100, 697
3, 100. 383
3,100,384
3,100,386
3. 100. 386
3. 100. 387

3. 100. 388
3.100,389
3,100,698
3.100,390
3. 100. 391

3. 100. 392

3. 100. 393
3.100,394
3. 100. 395

3. 100. 396

3,100,397
3. 100. 398
3. 100. 399
3,100.400
3,100,401
3.100.402
3.100.403
3.100.404
3. 100. 405
3.100,699
3,100,700

3, 100, 701

3,100,406
3. 100. 407
3.100.408
3,100.409
3.100.410
3,100.411
3.100.412
3.100,413
3,100,414
3,100,415
3,100.416
3.100.417
3,100.418
3,100,419
3,100,420
3. 100, 421

3,100,422
3,100,423

3, 100, 424

3,100,426
3,100,426
3. 100, 427

3,100,428
3. 100. 429

3. 100. 430

3. 100. 431

3. 100. 432

3, 100, 702

3. 100. 703

3,100,704

3,100,433
3. 100. 706
3,100,706
3. 100. 707

3. 100, 708

3, 100, 709

3. 100, 710
3,100,711
3,100.712
3.100,713
8,100.434

: 3,100,436

: 3,100,436
: 3,100.437
: 3,100,438

: 3,100.439
3.100.440

: 3,100,441
: 3,100,442

3, 100, 443

102— 21.6:
24:

26:

28:

93:

2:

4:

150:

232:

128:

138:

253:

103-

104-

106—

106—

108—

110-
111—
112-

282:

397:

54:

110:

187:

194:

308:

91:

109:

28:

77:

16:

27:

79:

113-

178:

260:

11:

126:

116— 114;

117— 135 5

138.8
217

118— 308
119— 1

14.11

121

120— 42 4

123— 21

148

126—
127—
128-

23:

43:

6:

25:

134:

142;

214;

227:

283:

303.17:

350:

130— 5

131— 2
175

133—
134—

137-

6:

7:

13;

38:

111:

119;

223:

246. 22;

375:

464.6:
491;

494;

565:

567:

588;

625.66;

3, 100, 444

3,100,445
3,100,446
3, 100, 447

3, 100, 448

3,100,449
3, 100, 450
3, 100, 451

3,100,452
3,100,453
3. 100, 464

3. 100, 455

3. 100. 456

3. 100. 457

3. 100. 468
3. 100. 714

3, 100. 715
3.100.716
3.100.717
3.100.718
3.100.719
3. 100. 459

3. 100. 460

3. 100. 461

3. 100. 462

3, 100. 463
3, 100. 464

3, 100. 465

3, 100. 466
3. 100, 467
3. 100. 468

3, 100. 469

3. 100. 470

3. 100. 471

3. 100. 472

3. 100. 721

3. 100. 722

3. 100. 723

3. 100. 724
3. 100. 473
3, 100, 474

3, 100. 475

3. 100. 476
3. 100. 477
3,100,478
3,100,479

3. 100. 480

: 3,100.481
: 3.100.725
; 3.100.482
: 3.100.483
: 3.100.484

; 3.100.485
; 3,100.486

3, 100. 487
3.100.488
3. 100. 489

3. 100. 490
3.100.491
3. 100. 492

3. 100. 493

3. 100. 494
3. 100. 726

3, 100, 727

3. 100. 495

3. 100, 496
3, 100, 497

3. 100. 498

3, 100. 499

3.100.500
3. 100, 501

3. 100, 502

3, 100, 503

3. 100, 504

3. 100, 505

3, 100. 506

3. 100. 507

3, 100. 508

156— 157:

157— 1.24:

158—
160—
162—

165—
166—

167-

170-
171—
172—
174—

125:

90:

78:

108:

152:

160;

9:

21:

31:

33:

42:

52:

53:

114:

125:

153:

162:

185;

226:

237:

22:

74:

82:

88:

172:

63:

86;

10:

52;

1:

330;

333;

419
37:

211:

3

5.2
5.4

7.87
1

16

110:

180— 6.5:

73:

79.2;

22;

9:

73:

161:

19:

34:

35:

192— 30.5:

43.2:

31:

157:

21:

33:

124;

165:

182;

199:

175-

177-

178—

182—
187—
188—

189—

195—
197—
198-

200— 5:

39:

47:

93
113

138—
139-

31:

39:

107:

102:

102:

208:

130:

140-
141—
144—
146—
148— 6. 15

12.3
13

161- 8
68

152- 347

16»- 94:

3. 100. 509

3. 100. 510

3. 100. 511

3. 100. 512

3.100.513
3. 100. 514
3,100.515
3. 100. 728
3.100.729

3. 100. 730

3.100.516
3,100.517

3. 100. 518

3, 100, 519

202— 42:

204—154.2:
193.2:

206— .82:

2:

57;

208— 234
310

209- 82
121

304
210— 167

211- 153

177

3, 100, 731

3, 100, 520

3, 100. 521

3, 100, 522

3, 100, 732
3.100.733
3. 100, 734

3, 100. 523

3. 100. 524

3. 100. ,')25

3. 100. 526

3. 100. 527

3. 100, 528

3, 100, 529
3.100.530
3, 100. 531

3. 100. 532
3, 100. 633

3.100.534
3. 100. 535

3. 100. 636
3. 100, 537

3. 100. 538

3, 100. 735
3.100.736
3. 100. 737

3, 100, 738

3, 100, 739

3, 100, 539
3, 100. 540
3.100,541

3,100,812
3.100.813
3. 100, 542

3. 100. 543

3. 100. 544

3. 100. 545

3. 100. 720

3. 100, 546

3,100.814
3.100,815
3, 100, 816

3. 100. 817

3. 100, 818
3.100.819
3. 100. 820

3,100.821

3.100.547
3. 100. 548

:
3.100.549

; 3. 100. 550

3. 100. 551

3, 100. 552

Re.25,432
3. 100, 553

3. 100. 554

3. 100. 555

3. 100, 556

3. 100. 557

3. 100. 558

3. 100. 559

3. 100. 740

3. 100. 560

3. 100. 561

3. 100. 562

3. 100. 563

3. 100. 564

3. 100. 565

.

3. 100. 566

3. 100. 822

3, 100, 823

3. 100. 824

3. 100, 825

3. 100. 826
3. 100. 827
3.100.741
3. 100. 742

3. 100. 743

3. 100. 567

3. 100. 568
3. 100. 569

3. 100, 744

3. 100, 745

215-
218—
219—

56:

42:

34;

73:

79:

86:

98;

220— 3.94:

34:

64;

97:

36;

55:

63:

90;

105:

156:

480;

224— 5:

226— 39;

229— 2.5:

16

27
66
87

221—
222—

234—
235—

212—
215—

3. 100, 570
3. 100. .S71

3. 100. 746

3. 100. 747

3. 100. 572

3. 100. 573

3. 100. 574

3. 100, 575

3, 100, 576

242-

244-

115
1

61

61.12
63

175;

176;

197;
- 58.3:

80:

86.5:

86.64:

96:

107. 4:

-17.25:

23:

77:

110:

135:

153:

155:

245- 10:

248— 430;

250— 43. 5:

51:

52;

71;

213:

219:

237:

149.9:

208:

214;

252— 46 7;

49. 9;

253— 59:

254— 98:

101;

143:

175.5;

2.59— 4;

107;

251-

260- 2;

2.2;

2. 5:

29.1:

29.4:

29.6:

30.4:

45.5:

77.5:

86.1:

88.7;

92.8:

93.5:

93 7:

132
146

3, 100, 5
3, 100. 578
3. 100. 828
3. 100. 829

3. 100, 830

3,100,831
3, 100, 832
3,100.833
3, 100, 579
3,100.580
3. 100, 581

3,100,582
3, 100, 583

3,100,584
3, 100. 585
3, 100, 586
3, 100. 587
3.100.588
3, 100. .589

100.590
100. 591
100.592
100. 593
100.594

3. 100. 595

3. 100, 596

3. 100. 597

3, 100. 598

3. 100. 599
3.100.600
3.100,601

3. 100. 834

3.100,602
3.100.603
3. 100, 835

3, 100, 836

3, 100. 837

3, 100, 838
3. 100, 839
3.100.604
3.100.605
3. 100. 606

3.100.607
3. 100. 608
3.100.609

3.100.610
3.100.611

3,100,612
3.100.613
3.100.614
3. 100. 895
3.100.615

3.100.616
3,100.617
3.100.618
3. 100. 840
3.100.841

3. 100. 842

3. 100. 843
3. 100. 844

3. 100. 845
3. 100. 846
3. 100. 847

3.100.619
3, 100. 620

3. 100. 621

3.100.748
3. 100. 749

3. 100. 622

3. 100, 623
3,100.624
3. 100. 625
3,100.626
3. 100. 627

3, 100, 628

3. 100. 750
3.100.751
3. 100. 752

3. 100. 753
3. 100. 754

3. 100. 755
3. 100. 756

3. 100. 7.57

3.100.758
3. 100, 7.59

3.100.760
3. 100, 761

3, 100, 762

3, 100. 763
3. 100. 764
3. 100. 765
3,100,766

77 260- 153;

186:

239 3:

239. 55;

243:

247 1:

293:

295:

296;

319:

327:

343 7:

345.2:

397. 2:

397 3;

407:

429. 7:

448:

448. 2:

458;

461:

462:

465 6;

486:

488:

515

530
606.5

609

610
611

644

669
683.9

261- 16

115
262— 9

15

263-

266—
267—
269—
271—
272—

273—

274—
275—
277—

279—

280—

28.5-

287—

6:

19:

29:

47;

5:

65:

83:

79:

33c
57;

73:

65:

105:

119;

10:

8;

27;

59;

1;

103:

30:

41:

106;

412:

33
,55:

107:

230
260

53

119

292—251 5

294-

296—
297—

300-
307—

57

73

47
89

388

16

88.5

107

3, 100, 767
3. 100. 768
3. 100, 769
3. 100. 770

3. 100. 771

3. 100. 772
3, 100. 773
3. 100. 774

3.100.775
3. 100. 776
3. 100. 778
3. 100. 779
3.100,780
3. 100. 781

3, 100. 782
3. 100. 788
3. 100. 777
3. 100. 784

3. 100. 786
3. 100. 786

3. 100, 787
3. 100. 788
3. 100, 789
3. 100. 790

3. 100. 791

3. 100. 792

3. 100. 793
3, 100. 794

3, 100, 795
3. 100. 796
3. 100. 797

3,100.798
3, 100. 799

3. 100. 800
3.100.901
3.100.802
3. 100, 803

3. 100, 804

3. 100. 805
3. 100. 806
3. 100. 807

3. 100. 808

3,100.809
3. 100, 810
3, 100. 629
3. 100. 630

3.100.631
3.100,632
3.100.633
3.100.634

3.100.811
3.100.635
3.100.636

3. 100. 637
3.100.638
3. 100. 639
3.100.640

3.100.641
3. 100. 642
3.100.643

3.100.644
3. 100, 645
3, 100. 646
3,100,647
3,100,648

3, 100. 649
3. 100. 650

3.100.651
3, 100. 652
3.100,653

100.654

100.655
100.656
100.657
100.658
100. 659

100.660
3.100.661
3. 100. 662
3.100.663
3.100.664

100.665
100,666

100.667
100.668
100,669

100. 670
100.848

3. 100. 849
3.100.850
3.100.851

xvu
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310—

312—
317-

IS:

26;

14

22
24tt

260:

3. 100. 852

Rp. 25,433

3, 100, 853
3,100,671
3, 100, 854

3, 100, H55

3, 100, H56

3, 100. 857

I) 1-
I) 3—

I) 9—

D13—
1)1

D15—
ni6-

D17-
D18—
D22—

12

13

16

17

2

30
1

195,

195,

195.

195.

195.

195,

1: 195.

3; 195.

195.

195,

195.

195,

195,

195,

195.

195,

««>
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947
948
949
950
951

78; 2.274

318—

320—
3'23—

28:

30;

55;

489;

46;

22;

43 5;

3. 100, 858
3,100.859

3, 100. 860

3, 100. 861

3, 100, 862
3,100.863
3, 100, 864

3, 100, 865

D22-

D26—

324—

325—

328—

.5:

24;

33:

38:

67;

330;

67;

165:

3, 100, 8«6
3. 100. 867

3. 100. 868
3. 100. 800
3. 100, 870
3. 100. 871

3. 100. 872

3, 100, 873

32»—
32fr-
330—

331—
332—
333-

165:

145;

17;

28:

81;

135;

22;

21;

3. 100. 874
3. 100. 875

3. 100. 876
3. 100. 877
3. 100. 878
3. 100. 879
3. 100. 880
3. 100. 881

336—
338—

339—
340—

M:
148:

224;

265;

3:

15:

173.2;

3, 100, 882
3. 100, 883
3. 100. 884

3, 100. 672

3. 100. 885

3, 100. 886
3. 100. 887

340—

343-

174:

250:

345:

11:

100:

713;

756;

3, 100, 888
3, 100, 880
3. 100. 890

3. 100, SOI

3, 100. 802

3. 100, 803
3. 100, 894

Classification of Designs

6;

1:

14:

195.952
195.953
195,954
195.055
195,966
196,967
195,968
196.060
196,060
195, 961

195,962
196,963

196,064
106.965
196,066
106,967

Dafr-

D20-
D31-
D33—
D34—

D36-
D42—
D44—

14: 196,

195,

196.

196.

196,

106.

195.

IS: 105.

1: 105,

3: 106,

14; 105.

6: 195.

15: 195.

8: 195.

7: 196.

1: 195.

068
069
070
071
972
073
974
076
076
077
978
079
980
981

982
983

D4t—

D48—

D4»-
DflO-
DS2—
D54—

10:

20:

4
20
31

1

7

«
2
13

D57-

105.064
195.985
195.986
106.087
106.068
196.060
106. OSO
106,001
106,002
106,003
105,004
105,005
195.006
106.097
105,998
196.999

D67—
1)68—

D«l-

D66—
1)66-
D71-

1:

5:

12. «:

17:

26:

196.000
196.001
196.002
106.003
106.004
106.005
106,006
106.007
196.008
106.000
106, 010
106,011
106.012

106.013
106.014
106.016

D71—
D77—
D81—

D83—

D86—
D87—
D88—
DOl-
D02—

Classification of Plants

1

1

10

1

12
10
3
3

1

4

26

106,016
106,017
106,018
106.010
106.020
106.021
106.022
106.023
106.024
106.025
106,026
106,027
106.028
106,020
106.030
196.031
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TRADEMARKS
NOTICES

Tradcmmrk Classification and Searcii Division

Permanent wave kits for home use, formerly classified In

Class 44, Dental, Medical and Surgical Appliances, have been

transferred to Class 51, Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations.

Classea 44 and 51 should be searched until the necessary

cross-references can be made.
HORACE B FAY. Jr.,

July 8, 1988. Ai$i»tant Commi»$ioner of Patentt.

Trademark Salts

Notices under 15 U.S.C. 1116; Trademark Act of July 5, 1946

R«r No. 8M.M7 (CHEVRON), Standard Oil Company of

California. Cleaning solvents for general, household, profes-

sional and comuierctal cleaning : Beg. No. S«4,S83. same.

Lubricating oils, flushing oils ; Beg. No. 41«.1SS. same. Fuels

for use in Internal combustion engines : Rec No. S21,7»8.

same. Insecticides, etc. ; B*r. No. 5M.7M (CHEVRON DE
SIGN), same. Services rendered at automotive service stations

generally ; Beg. No. «40.sn, same. Garden hose sprayers for

applications of insecticides, fungicides, etc. : fertilizer spread-

ers, etc. ; Beg. No. •49.519. same, Small boxes for holding

invoices ; metal containers for chemical compounds of high

volatility and flberboard cartons ; Be». No. •4«,»22. same.

Floor waxes; Be». No. •40,5X6. same. Adhesive binders used

In the manufacture of paper and flberboard products; Beg.

No. •4«,576. same. Asphaltlc roofing compositions ;
roofing oils

and stains ; floor oils. "tc. ; Beg. No. 640,M1. same. Embossing

and printing machines, etc ; Beg. No. M0,678. same, Instru-

ment for measuring odor in gas : Beg. No. «4«,883. same.

Chemicals and chemical intermediates for general use in the

industrial arts— namely, naphtheiitc acids and their deriva-

tives, etc. ; Ber- No. 640.93S. same. Chemical preparation for

use as an antiseptic and germicide ; Bej. No. 641,284, same.

Chemicals used to prevent the freezing of moisture in storage

tanks and fuel systems of heating units and internal combus-

tion engines, etc. ; Beg. No. 641,248, same. Fertilizers, soil

conditioners, soil amendments and soil correctives ;
Beg. No.

641,258. same. Bituminous construction and surfacing compo-

sitions, asphalt, etc. ; Be». No. 641,270, same, Petroleum wax.s

and petrolatums. Icerosenes. fuel and heating oils; Internal

combustion engine fuels ; lubricating oils and greases
;
Ber-

No. 641,295, same. Waterproofing and protective coatings for

concrete, steel, wood, plaster, masonry and surfaces In gen-

eral, and i^aint driers ; Be». No. 641,421. same, Periodic publi-

cations ; Ber. No. 641,586. same. Cleaning compounds for

general, household, professional, industrial and commercial

cleaning ; Be». No. 642,226. same. Chemical preparations and

compounds used in the manufacture of lubricating oil addi-

tives, etc. ; Beg. No. 642.481, same. Detergents ;
Beg. No.

642.817. same, Rust preventing and filter coating petroleum

compounds applied as films on metal and other surfaces;

Beg. No. 686.650 (CHEVRON), same, Floor waxes; Beg. No,

CONDITION OF TRADEMARK APPLICATIONS AS OF JUNE 30, 1963

Total number of applications awaiting action [excluding renewals and Sec. 12 (c)] - - - - - - ^^^ 22^ 1962
Date of oldest new application

Date of oldest amended application
Oct. 16, 1962

i. H. MEBCHANT, DIroclor, Tradssaark Esamiaing OyonttoB

TBADEMAB. EXAMINING DmSIONS. «^MI^N«8 AND THADEMABK CLASSES

Oldest Applicatioo

rn C M WENDT Classes «. «. 13. 14. 16. 17. 19. ». 21, 23. 24. 25. 26, 27. 28. 29.30, 31, 32. 33, 34. 85. 36. 39, <'. «• «. 44.

, . H R KA8CHUB CuL^ 1 2. 3 i. 5. 6. 7.9. 10. 11. 18. 18. 22. 27,37. 38, 40. 45. 46. 47. 48. 49. 50. 61. 52; Service Mark

' '

ClLJf!.^ m.!i2^!S:To;: 106 loi. ;07; doUecUv. Membership Marks, CI... 200; Certlflcation Marks- C,asses A

and B

Rcnewab (All Classes)

See. 12 (c) Publications (All Classes)

Nsw

10-23-62

12-3-62

6-S-63

6-13-63

Amsndod

10-10-63

11-13-63

6-26-63

5-20-63

Applications filed during the month of June 1963—2,026

Re,i.tr.tion. luued 436_No. 754.378 to No. 754.813

Renewals Issued ^^

Tb. TRADEMARK SECTION of -be^IC^.AL GAZETTE i^edw^kj^i.m.^^^^^^^

PRINTED COPIES OF TRADEMARK^EC|^TBA^NS^^fJ^^^^ ^.tT/c^"^
'^ " ""' •"" "'"^
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•58,429, Hiiiiie, Ink oIIh for use a« carrying agent for p)lKmfnt

and wax used In the inHnufacture of Inks and carbon paper;

Heg. No. 658,620, same, Cleaning compounds for general,

household, professional. Industrial and <'onimerclal cleaning,

flushing oils and detergents ; Keif. No. 658.682, same. Petro-

leum waxes, white greases, etc. ; Heg. No. 6.'i9,A89, same,

Insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, etc ; Rrg. No. 660,010,

same, Kust preventing and filter coating petroleum compounds

applied as tilms on metal and other surfaces, wax for coating

containers, etc ; R^r. No. 661,819. «ame. Bituminous construc-
tion and surfacing composition namely, asphalt mastic roof

surfacing and underlayinent compositions; Hfg- No. 687,775,

same, Asphaltic construction and surfacing compositions ;

Rfg. No. 69.M48, same. Fertilizers ; Reg. No. 701,175. same.
Chemicals ami chemical intermediates for general use In the

industrial arts and In agriculture, etc., died May 17, 1963,
DC, S.l). Calif. (Los .\ngeles), I>oc. 6:{/565-WM, Standard
Oil Company o/ California v. Chevron Truck Company.

MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION
Tb. followlB, mark, are imbU.h«l In compUance with .ectlon 12(.) of the Trademark A<j of 1946. Notice of oppo-

Itlon oBder MCiioa IS may be filed within thirty daya of this publication. See Rulei 2.101 to 2.108.

As proTid«l bf Mctloa 81 of Mid act. a fee of twenty-five dollars iwist accompany each notice of oppo.ltlon.

#1 « D n _,|_ D-.«m—J UafrAHsIc 8N 169.764. Monsanto Chemical Company. St LouU. Mo.

Oats 1 ' Raw or Partly Preparoa Materials ^^^ ^^ ^e. i962.

8N 182,284. General Aniline k Film Corporation, New York,

N.T. Filed Not. IT, l»ei.

DUOX
For BeaetlTe Diluent Incorporated

Manufacture of Epoxy Reslna.

First oae Not. », 1961.

as an Ingredient In the

SN 144,838. Pellon Corporation, New York, NY. Filed

May 16, 1962.

PELLONAIRE
Owner of Beg. No«. 692,888. 694,678, and 699,211.

For Raw or Partly Finished MaterUls for Insertion in.

Laminating With. Strengthening. SupporUng. Lining or the

Uke ol Other Materials Inclnding Textiles. Upholstery.

Leather, PUsUcs and SlmUar Materials and Made by Bond-

ing a MUture of Natural Fiber SUples, or a Mixture of

Synthetic Fiber Staples, or a Mixture of Natural and Syn-

thetic Fiber SUples.

First use Dec. 15. 1961.

SN 151,644. American Knka Corporation, Bnka, N.C. FUed

Aug. 22, 1962.

FIBER H M
No claim is made for the word "Fiber" apart from the

mark as shown.

For Regenerated Cellulose Staple Fiber.

First use Apr. 27. 1962.

BN 166.698. Ferro Corporation, ClcTeland, Ohio. Filed Oct.

22, 1962.

UNISTRAND
Owner of Reg. Nos. 684,184, 729,007, and others.

For Glass Fiber RoTlngs.

First use on or about Sept. 14, IIKH.

For Polypropylene Olefin Fibers.

First use Oct. 28, 1962.

QtMSTRAND
No claim is made to the word "Spandex" apart from the

mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 600,796. 741,667, and

others. , « ^
For Fiber and Filaments Comprised in Whole or In Sub-

sUntial Part of Spandex.

First use Not. fl, 1962.

SN 161.288. Sommers Plastic Products Co., Inc., New

York. N.Y. Filed Jan. 28, 1963.

"HYKAF'
For Vinyl Plastic Piece Goods Sold In Rolls and Used In

Making Handbags, WaUets, PortloUos, BelU, and the Like.

First use Jan. 2, 1968.

SN 161.818. Fiberfll, Inc., Warsaw, Ind. FUed Jan. 24. 1968.

FORMALDAGLAS
For Reinforced Synthetic Resinous InJection-MoMing Ma-

terials In Pellet or Granular Form.

First use on or about Jan. 11, 1968.

SN 161,319. Fiberfll, Inc.. Warsaw, Ind. FUed Jan. 24, 1968.

ACRYLAGLAS
For Reinforced Synthetic Resinous Injection-Molding Mate-

rials in Pellet or Granular Form.

First use Jan. 16, 1968.

SN 158.447. Hercules Powder Company, WUmington. Del.

Filed Dec. 4. 1962. SN 161.389. GraTette SheUing Company, Inc.. GraTette, Ark.

FUed Jan. 24, 1963.

PRECISION-PROP
For Rounded BUck Walnut Shells Used in Oil Well Frac-

turing.

First use Dec. 28, 1961.

SN 161,869. Out Door Products. Inc. Clearfield. Pa. FUed

Jan. 24, 1968.

HANDI HEAT
For Self-Igniting Fire Kindlers.

First use May 21, 1»«2.

TM 55
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8N 161.430. R. T. Vanderbllt Company, Inc.. New York, NY.
Filed Jan. 25, 1963.

VANYL
For Vinyl Foam.
First UM Jan. 8, 1963.

SN 161.468. The J. E. Baker Company, York. Pa. Filed

Jan. 28, 1963

JEBCOLITE
For Dead Burned Dolomite Uaod To Make a Refractory

Liner for Metal Snieltlng Paraace*.

First use on or about Apr. 12, 1958.

Class 3 - Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, Md Podcetbooks

8N 149,081. Br«ctaer Brothen, Inc.. d.b.a. Shamrock, New
York. N.T. Filed May 21, IMS.

HYDETEX
F^r Tiny! Coated Composition Manafaetnred Into Goods,

Such as Luggare. Brief-Bags, Portfolios, Ring Binders, Sam-
ple Cases, Utility Kits, KlU, Card Cases, Bowling Bags, Club
Bags. Business Cases. Handbag, Attacb« Cases, Dressing
Cases, Fitted Cases, Liquor Cases, Qame Sets, Etc.

First use about May 1961.

Qass 2— Receptacles SN 146,166. Cartier, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed Jane 5,

1962.

SN 152,332. Rexall Drug and Chemical Company, d.b.a. Top-

perware, Los Angeles, Calif. Filed Aug. 31, 1962.
CARTIER

FLORALIER
Owner of Reg. Nos. 413.802 and 414.435.
For Purses and Pocketbooks.

First use In 1859.

For Flower Container With Reticulated Lids In Which
Flowers Are Arranged In a Symmetrical Distribution.

First use July 9, 1962.

SN 157,619. Greater New York Box Company Inc., Clifton,

N.J. FUed Not. 20, 1968.

TUK-LOK
For Corrugated Cardboard Containers.

First use Oct. 25, 196Z

SN 147,494. Pallssio, Inc., New York, ^.Y. Filed June 22,

1962.

For Hand Bags.

First use July 24, 1961.

SN 158,028. Riegel Paper Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 27, 1962.

TRU-SHADE
For Package for Hosiery.

First use Oct. 26, 1962.

SN 168,024. Riegel Paper Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Not. 27, 1962.

PROFIT-PAK
For Package for Hosiery.

First use Oct. 26, 1962.

SN 158,069. Harleyarts, New York, NY. Filed Not. 28,

1962.

glORIOn
For Paper Cartons, Boxes and Like Container*.

First use Oct. 15, 1962.

SN 160,723. Louis P. Shannon, d.b.a. Script-Master, Newark,
Del. Filed Jan. 16. 1963.

SCRIPT-MASTER
For Speech Portfolios.

First ase as early as Aug. 80, 1962.

Qass 4 -Abrasives and Polishing Materials

SN 161,527. Lee Drug Co., d.b.a. Tendene DiTlslon, Lee Drug
Co., Omaha, Nebr. Filed Jan. 28, 1863.

LEATHER-ENE-
For Foam Leather Cleaner and Polish.

First use on or about Dec. 7, 1962.

SN 161,641. Leon M. Walker, d.b.a. Walker Pump Company,
Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed Jan. 29, 1968.

PEENIMPAC

SN 158.094. Packaging Frontiers, Inc., Waltham, Mass.

Filed Not. 28, 1962.

For Cleaning or AbraslTe Medium Used for So-Called "Sand
Blasting" Purposes, and Comprising Small Steel Shot and
Grit, or Mixtures Thereof.

First use on or about Oct. 11, 1956 ; on or about May 25,

1954, in another display.

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

SN 121,891. Humble Oil ft Refining Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed June S. 1961.

ESCANE
For Flexible Containers for Liquids, Powders, or Other For Alkylates for Use in the Manufacture of Surface-AetlTe

Fluent SubsUnces. Agents.

First uM August 1961. First use Mar. 8, 1961.

August 18, 1968 U. S. PATENT OFFICE TM 57

8N 127 949. Parachlor Chemical Corporation, Long Island SN 157,990. Flrmenich Incorporated, New York. NY. Filed

City. NY. Filed Sept. 16, 1961. Not. 27, 1962.
a tst AINVARIA

SANhMAT_
BACTOL SPRAY/

For Essential Oils.

First use Jan. 20, 1928.

SN 157.991. Flrmenich Incorporated. New York, NY. Filed

Not. 27, 1962.

POLYONE
For Essential Oils.

Applicant does not claim a trademark upon the word Flrat use Jan. 20, 1928.

"Spray" apart from the use of the word in the entire mark, _^^^_^
"Sanl-Mat Bactol Spray" and in its distinctlTe design.

r.i»„ k j

For ChemT^l Preparation in Uquld Form for Use as a SN 158,471. Lee Patten Seed Company, Jersey City. NJ.

Sanltliing and Deodorant Spray, Containing a Combination Filed Dec. 4. 1962.

of Bactericidal and BacterioaUtlc Agents.

First use on or about Feb. 21, 1961.

SN 181,680. SUuffer Chemical Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Not. 8, 1961.

IMIDAN

PATOO'S
LAWN MUD I

For Insectlclde-Mlticide.

First use Oct. 20, 1961.

—"^""^ Owner of Reg. Nos. 680,987. 736.220, and 748,936.

8N «3,.T.^ 8...n..' E,«.«. P..« C, «.«.. .... F.„d
j:j;J-^-»^-.;5'*„,

UvCt X| X IFwX •

STEARNS' ELECTRIC BRAND
SN 158,875. Thnron Industries, Inc., Dallas, Tex. Filed Dec.

ADpUcant disclaims excluslTe right to the word "Brand" lo, 1962.
.^.^.^.^^^t

^^ntZ the mark a. ahown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 60,395, THURON
144,063. and 804.350. ^^^ Insecticides.
For Rat and Roach Paste.

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ 28, 1962.
First use 1898.

»!.- Ynrt N T Filed Apr 24. SN 161,840. Spectra Blologlcals, Incorporated, Bast Bruns-

8N 142,954. Henry P. Korn, New York, N.Y. FUed Apr. ^«.
^^^'^ j ^jj^^ j^^ 29. 1963.

1962.

NUTRAN COATAGEN
For Chemical Preparations for Preparing and/or Retouch-

ing Printing Plates.

First use June 6, 1940

For Diagnostic Blood Reagent for Laboratory Use.

First use Jan. 21. 1963.

SN 164,880. SUndard Chemical Products. Inc.. Hoboken.

N.J. Filed Oct. 2, 1962.

SN 162.005. Mineral Industries, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed

Feb. 4. 1963.

STANDAPON
PEAK

owner of Reg. Nos. 400.110 and 558^79.

For Softeners, Dyeing AsslsUnta, Dispersing Agents, Wet

ting Agents, and Scouring Agent*.

First use Jan. 7, 1964,

Owner of Reg. Nos. 889,040, 665,242, and others.

For Anti-Freexe Solutions.

First use Jan. 16, 1941.

8N 154,886. Sandura Compwiy. Jenklntown. Pa. Filed Oct.

8N 162,898. American Cyanamid Company, Wayne. N.J.

Filed Feb. 11, 1968.

9, 1962.

VINYLWELD
CYANALOC

For SolTent for Fusing the Seam, and "fP'^j'"* ^^^ ^"'

face of Vinyl Wall. Floor and Table Top Corering Material.

Flrit use Sept. 25, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 687,090. 679,831, and others.

For Chemical Grout.

First use Oct. 1. 1962.

SN 167.080. Crystal Research Laboratoriea. Inc.. Hartford.

Conn. Filed Not. IS, 1»6».

CRYSTAL-AIRE
For Odor Abaorben.

Flrat use July 81. 1»«2.

SN 162,688. Oeigy Chemical Corporation. Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 4. 1968.

TINOXON
Owner of Beg. Noa. 401.697 and 481.874.

For Antioxidant.

First nae Jan. 9, 1968.
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8N 162,913. The Denver Chemical Mannfactnrlns Company, 8N 167,028. Union Bag-Camp Paper Corporation. New York,

d.b a. Wampole Laboratories. SUmford, Conn. Filed Feb. N.Y. Filed Nov. B, 1962.

18, 1963.

UCG-TEST
For Diagnostic Reagent for Laboratory Use.

First ase Oct. 10, 1962. OCTA-VOID
8N 164,244. Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Mar. 8, 1968.

HERBAN
For Herbicides.

First use Feb. 28, 1968.

Qass 10— Fertilizers

8N 188,157. Walter Jost, Metalldnnger O.m.b.H., Iserlohn.

Qermany. Filed Dec. 1, 1961.

Owner of Reg. Noh. 659,563 and 659,564.

For CorruRated I'aperboard Forms for Creating Voldn In

Precast Concrete Beams and Blabs for Construction of

BrldKeH. Buildln)0< and Like HtructureK.

First use Apr. 28. 1962.

The word "MeUlleglerungsdunger" Is hereby disclaimed

apart from the mark as shown. The translation of

"MeUlletlerungsdunger" Is "meUl alloy fertlllier." Owner

of Oerman Beg. No. 753,870, dated Oct. 18, 1961.

For Metal Alloy FertUlxer.

Qass 11-inks and laiuiig Materials

8N 158.661. Kyros Corporation, Madison, Wis. Filed Sept.

20, 1962.

KY-READ
For Uauid Ink for Marking Message Areas of Recording

Media.

First use Aug. 18, 1962. ^^

Qass 12- Coostructioii Materials

8N 118,047. BoUdens OniTaktiebolag, Stockholm, Sweden.

Filed Apr. 18, 1961.

BOLIDENTREATED
For Wood and Wood Products Which Have Been Treated

With Wood Preservatives. Insecticides, and Fungicides.

First use 1948 ; In commerce Dec. 15, 1948.

SN 157,026. Union Bag-Camp Paper Corporation, New York.

N.Y. Filed Nov. 9. 1962.

OCTA-VOID
For Corrugated Paperboard Forms for Creating Voids In

Precast Concrete Beams and Slabs for Construction of

Bridges, Buildings and Like Structures.

First use Apr. 28, 1962.

SN 162,616. Werner A- Wulf, d.b.a. Cranco Industries, De-

troit, Mich. Filed Feb. 11. 1968.

BRAK-BOND
For Building Materials—Namely, Masonry Control Joint

Elements, Relieving Joint ElemenU, Weatherproof Expansion-

Contraction Seals and OaskeU, Made Prom Compressible

Materials Such as Corrugated Paper Sections Adapted for

Insertion Between Rigid Structural Members and Between

Such Materials and Mortar Keys.

First use Oct. 10, 1958.

SN 162,517. Werner A. Wulf, d.b.a. Cranco Industries, De-

troit, Mich. Filed Feb. 11, 1968.

CORRU-CELL
SN 141,492. Big Horn Oypsum Company, Salt Lake City, ^^^ Building Materials—Namely, Masonry Control Joint

Utah. Filed Apr. 4, 1962. Elements, Relieving Joint Elements. Weatherproof Bxpansion-

ContracUon Seals and QaskeU, Made From Compressible

**CUSHION EDGE Materials Such as Corrugated Papw Sections Adapted for

Insertion Between Rigid Structural Members and Between

For Qypsum Wallboard Having Beveled Edges. Such Materials and Mortar Keys.

First use Feb. 12, 1962. Flrrt use Aug. 19, I960.

8N 147 477 Lewis Manufacturing Company, Bay City, Mich. gN 162,556. Jamison Cold Storage Door Company, Hagers-

Flled June 22, 1962. town, Md. Filed Feb. 12. 1968.

LIBERTY MANUAL MARK II

Owner of Reg. No. 218,081.

For Manufactured Homes and Buildings.

First use on July 8, 1924.

For Cold Storage Doors.

First use Nov. 1, 1962.
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SN 162 664 Overhead Door Corporation, Hartford City, Ind. SN 163,135. Doughboy Industries, Inc.. New Richmond. Wl8.

Filed' Feb. 13, 1963. \ ^^'^ Feb. 20, 1963.

TODCO
For Upward-Acting Doors and Door Sections. Hardware

Fixtures, Parts. Mechanisms and Equipment for Embodiment

In Such Doors or Use In Connection Therewith. Including

Electrical and Other Automatic Devices (Known as Door

Operators) for Operating Such Doors.

First use Sept. 21, 1962.

^onmadt^
For Swimming Pools.

First use Feb. 1, 1962.

SN 162,664. Richmond Screw Anchor Co., Inc., Brooklyn.
^^^ 163,480. Hasche Engineering Company, Johnson City.

NY. Filed Feb. 13. 1963. Tenn. Filed Feb. 26. 1963.

SCREW ANCHOR CO.MC

MKT ON KHMOMD
...«HB H lUMI

Owner of Reg. Nos. 594,423 and 371,282.

For Engineered Tying Devices, Anchorages, Inserts. Acces-

sories and Supports for Concrete Constructions.

First use on or about Jan. 13, 1954.

8N 162,794. Superior Sales Co., Fort Worth, Tex.

Feb. 14, 1963.

Filed

^

-L^.'

-^Ii1
1

^it^i.'-trA

*HtTj.!+-rt-,4

tLr'xru-Lrau'

' ' -
~ r ' I

' " '

'

SN 163,133. Doughboy Industries, Inc., New Richmond, Wis.

Filed Feb. 20, 1963.

For Swimming Pools.

First use Feb. 1, 1962.

SN
Filed Feb. 20, 1963.

/4^uaijUute
For Swimming Pools.

First use Aug. 2, 1961.

HASCHE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 608,497 and 643,403.

For Heat Regenerative Tiles or Bricks.

First use July 20, 1955.

SN 163,531. Clopay Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed

Feb. 27, 1963.

The drawing is lined for red, blue, and gold.

For Tier Windows and Doors Having Metal Frames Includ

ing Windows and Doors Having MeUl Frames for House

Trailers.

First use in June 1957.

^LOPAV
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SN 142,881. Western Brasa Works, Lob Angeles, Calif. Filed 8N 156,112 General Panel Corporation, Fort Myers, Fla.

Apr. 23, 1962.

RAIN TROL
Filed Oct. 29, 1962.

For Agricultural Irrigators or Sprlnkler«.

First UH« on or about May 25, 1855.

KLEEN-JON
For Portable Cabana Tolletu.

First use Oct. 1, 1982.

SN 146,338. United Co-Operatlves, Inc.. Alliance, Ohio.

Filed June 6, 1962.

CASCADE
SN 156,830. Speakman Company, Wilmington, Del. Filed

Not. 7, 1962.

For Animal Water Bowls for Attaching to a Water Line.

First use at least as early as on or about Nov. 28, 1960.
SHOWERPAC

SN 146,624. Donald A. Henrlkson, d.b.a. Beeco Products,

Warren, Mich. Filed June 11, 1962.

BEECO

For Unitary Shower Installation Including Soap Dish,

Mixing Valve and Showerhead, and a Unitary Shower Instal-

lation Including Mixing Valve and Shower Head.
First use prior to Oct. 4, 1962.

For Hangerb for Tools and the Like.

First use July 6, 1961.

SN 156,867. Eaton Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Nov. 8, 1962.

TORQTITE
For Fasteners.

First use May 9, 1962.

SN 148,198. Johnstons & Associates, Inc., Kalamaxoo, Mich.

Filed July 2, 1962.

VVONDERSPAN
For Arched Supports Anchored at Each End for Display

Advertising.

First use on or about Apr. 6, 1960.

SN 156,903 Rud Kettenfabrik Rieger A Dietx. Unterkochen,
Wuerttemberg, Germany. Filed Nov. 8, 1962.

RUD

SN 151,635. Stephen A. Young Corporation, Flora, Ind.

Filed Aug. 21, 1962.

LEO-LINE
For Plumbing Fixtures—Namely, Tub Fillers Including

Valve Body Units, Handles, Escutcheons. Spouts, Dlverter

Bath and Shower Valves, Dlverter Tub and Shower Spouts,

Shower Heads, Over-Klin Spouts, Plain Shower Valves, Sink

Faucets, Lavatory Drains, Lavatory Faucets, Bath Faucets,

Trip-Lever Drains, Bibbs and Stops, and Parts Therefor

Namely. Handles. Flanges. Stems. Bonnets, Renewable Seats,

Nipples, Lift Rods, Waste T's, Slip Nuts, Canopies. Shower

Arms and Sink Faucet Spouts.

First use In or about August 1962.

("or Chains, Especially Nonskld Chalna, Including Cater-

pillar Chains. Conveyer Chtfins. Towing Chains. Scaffolding

Chains, Block Chains, and Anchor Chains ; Parts of Metal
Molds, Chain Hooks, Shortening Claws, Chain Tensioning
Devices, Chain Locks, and Chain Couplings, Threaded Spindle

Tensioning Devices, Yokes and Ropes for Attaching Nonskld
Chains, Sprockets for Chain Drives ; Proof-Coil Chains,

A-Llnk Chains.

First use in or about March 1943 ; in commerce in or al>out

December 1966.

„ ^ , .. » . o„-,.^,.l-^., ««,.th «»iin SN 156,930. American Brake Shoe Company, New York, N.Y.
SN 153,774. Klmbro Manufacturing Corporation, South San

p,,-^ jj^ 9 ,9^9
Gabriel, Calif. Filed Sept. 24, 1962.

-
.

FAUCEHASTBi Jet Pipe
For Self Adjusting Faucet Stems and Faucet Seating Tools.

First use Aug. 81, 1962. For Valves.

First use May 25, 1962.

SN 164,201. Benu O Matlc Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 1, 1962. SN 157,140. Punch-Lok Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Nov.

BERNZ O MATIC 4
Owner of Reg. Noa. 587,281 and 898,884.

For Lawn Sprinklers.

First use November 1951.

For Clamp* for Air-Brake and Air-Signal Hoaea.

Pint uae Mar. 16, 1955.

I
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8N 157,214. General Pnmp Corporation, Miami, FU. Filed 8N 158,885. E. B. Wiggins Oil Tool Company. Inc., Los

Nor. 14, 1962. Angeles, Calif. Piled Dec. 10, 1962.

RESITONE
For Water Pumps and Water Pump Fittings.

First use Sept. 12, 1962.

DL
For Tubing Connectors.

First use Apr. 20, 1962.

SN 158,939. Seaton-Wilson Manufacturing Company, Bur-

8N 157,293. Leonard Dl Napoll, New Hyde Park, NY. FUed ^^^ q^^^^ ^n^ Dec. 11, 1962.

Nov. 15, 1962.

"STOPPO" ZERO-AIRE
For Emergency Stopper for Showers and Faucets.

First use August 1966. For Couplings for Fluid Lines.

First use in June 1959.

SN 157,898. National ManufactnrtBg Co.. Sterling, 111. Filed

Nov. 16, 1962.

OF
STERLING
ILLINOIS

Qass 15— Oils and Greases

SN 135.872. California Texas Oil Corporation, New York,

N.Y., assignee of Caltex Oil Products Company, Dover, Del.

Filed Jan. 16, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 816,086. 818.727, and 818,728.

For Builders' Hardware—Namely, Shelf Sundards and

Sliding Door Hardware SeU.

First use Nov. 7, 1962.

SN 157,754. The American Well Works, Aurora, 111. Filed

Nov. 28, 1962.

MULTI-FLO
For Sewage Discharge Noxiles.

First use December 1961.

SN 158.756. Western Newell Mfg. Co., Freeport, 111. Filed

Dec. 7, 1962.

/^^(S<^
For Wall Screw Anchora, Sheet Metal Screws, and Drapery

Hardware and Accessories—Namely, Pole Rings, Clip Rings,

Cord Pulleys, and Drapery Hooka.

First use in or about September 1961.

SN 158.761. Adams Pipe Repair Products, South El Monte.

Calif. Filed Dec. 10, 1962.

FULL SEAL
For Pipe Clamps.

First use November 1958.

SN 158,836. M. k 3. Valve Company, Houston, Tex. Filed

Dec. 10, 1962.

For Valves for Oases and Uqulda and Parts Thereof.

Firat use Oct. 19. 1962.

TM 798 O.Q.—

6

The drawing is lined for red. Owner of Reg. No. 889,874.

For Jet Fuel, Gasoline, Diesel Fuel, and Fuel Oil.

First use at least as early as June 21, 1948.

SN 135,873. California Texas Oil Corporation, New York,

N.Y., assignee of Caltex Oil Products Company, Dover, Del.

Filed Jan. 16, 1962.

CALTEX
Owner of Reg. No. 389.374.

For Jet Fuel, Gasoline, Diesel Fuel, and Fuel Oil.

First use at least as early as June 21, 1948.

Qass 16-Protective and Decorative Coatings

SN 114,057. George E. Fines, Inc., Detroit, Mich. Filed

Mar. 1, 1961.

The color lining la to indicate ahadlng and does not appear

for the purpose of Indicatlnc color. The word "Uquld" is

disclaimed apart from the mark as shown.

For Multl-Purpose, Corrosion Resistant, Protective and

Decorative Coatings for Concrete, Metallic, Masonry, Wood,

and Other Surfaces.

Flrtt use Sept 14, I960.
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SN 120,144. Robert Mathew Stephenson, d.b.a. Stephenson SN 153,489. Kristlnua Kommandltsresellschaft, Manicb, Oer-

Alr Brush Paint Co , Oakland, Calif. Filed May 16, 1961. many. Filed Sept. 19, 1962.

DECO SHIELD KRISTINUS GLORIA
„,,«.,„, ^ , ,. M « Q , o Owner of German Reg. No. 748,658, dated May 12, 1961 ;

For Llqueflable Waterproof Coatings for Spraying on Sur- ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^
"
rrrst u«e Aufc^ust 1959. ^,

^°'
^"Z ,?"""'?• 1"""°* '^°'""*^- C***""*'' Cl^rlHo^.

Cigars, and Cigarette Paper.

SN 138,85r». Geigy Chemical Corporation, Ardsley, NY.
Filed Mar. 1, 1962.

BUXI
SN 161,544. PhlUp Morris Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 28, 1963.

For Paint.

First use Nov. 15, 1961.

CHARCRON

SN 140,429. Devoe & Raynolds Company, Inc., Louisville,

Ky. Filed Mar. 22, 1962.

DRIVEWAY MAGIC

For Filters for Cigarettes Sold Incorporated as Part of the^

Cigarettes.

First use Jan. 23, 1963.

Qass 18— Medicines and Pharmaceutical

PreparatkNisThe word "Driveway" is disclaimed apart from the mark
as shown.

For Plastic Liquid Coating for Outdoor Asphalt Surfaces. sN 134,467. La Lanne Incorporated, Hollywood, Calif Filed

First use March 1961. Dec. 21, 1961.

SN 147,553. Con-Lux Paint Corporation, Metuchen, N.J

Filed June 25, 1962.

CON-LUX
For Paint, Enamel, and Varnish for Industrial Mainte-

nance Purposes.

First use Dec. 1, 1947, on paint.

Filed Oct.SN 154,613. Lewis M. McQllncy, Lancaster, Pa

6, 1962.

LEWMAC
For Finishes for Wood and Metal—Namely, Paints, Var

nlshes, and Lacquers.

First use Apr. 20, 1960.

Class 17— Tobacco Products

SN 148, .'ieS. Petri Cigar Company, Clarksvllle, Tenn., as

signee, by mesne assignments, of Altamore Brothers, Inc .

Long Island City, NY. Filed July 9. 1962.

ASTORIA
For Cigars.

First uae October 194«.

Applicant disclaims the phrase "Symbol of Quality" apart
from the trademark "La Lanne." Owner of Reg. Nos.

704,521, 740,993, and others.

For Food Supplement Products—Namely, a Mineral and
Vitamin Food Supplement, a Liver, Iron and Vitamin Bu Sup-

plement, Protein Wafers, High Protein Food Supplement,
Vitamin C Tablets, and a Food Supplement Sold in the Form
of Desiccated and De-Fatted Whole Liver Tablets.

First uae on about Apr. 10, 1961.

SN 137,476. Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Company,
Morris Plains, N.J. Filed Feb. 7, 1962.

TGTR
For Thromboplastin Oeneratlon Test Reagents.

First use May 1958.

SN 148,564. Petri Cigar Company, Clarksvllle, Tenn., as- SN 138,110. Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc.. New York, NY. Piled

signee. by mesne assignments, of Altamore Brothers, Inc., *'**» 1^. 1**2.

Long Island City, NY. Filed July 9. 1962. SEREQUIN

ITTO]?/^

For Psycho-Therapeutic Agent.

First uae Nov. 2. 1961

The EngUafr translation of "Vlttorla" is "victory."

For Cigars.

First uae January 1930.

SN 141,326. Manna Vita Food Products Corp., Sherman
Oaks, Calif. Filed Apr. 2, 1962.

For Dietary Food Supplementa—Namely, Vitamins and
Minerals.

First use Jan. 27. 1962.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 157,24«.
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SN 140,192. Kleen Chemical Mjuiafacturlng Company, Cbl- SN 157,776. Helene Curtis Industries, Inc., d.b.a. Curtis

caf0, 111 Filed May 22, 1JMJ2. Pharmtcals, Chicago, lU. Filed Not. 28, 19«2.

ENZIT
For Tablet ConUinlng Add Neutralixlng and Ensyme In-

Sredients RellCTlnff Indigestion.

First use on or about Oct. 18, 1962.HAZEWCE
For JeUed Medicated BUn Lotion.

First use Dec. 15, 1961.

SN 157,904. Hefa 0.m.b.H., Chemisch-Pharmaientische

Fabrik, Weme an der Uppe, Germany. Filed Nov. 26,

1962.

SN 161,125. Clay-Adams, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed Aug.

14, 1962.

HEPADERM
Owner of German Reg. No. 767,872, dated Jan. 28, 1962.

For Medicine—Namely, Dermatologic Preparations for

Skin and Wound Treatment.

ADAMS

lSPRAYSIL

SN 160,036. Bates Laboratories, Inc., Cbicago, 111. Filed

Jan. 2, 1968.

OSKI
For Pharmaceutical and Vitamin Preparations.

First use on or about Aug. 2, 1902.

SN 160,087. Bates Laboratories, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed

Jan. 2, 1963.

For BacteriosUtic, Silicone Spray Ointment Used To Pro-

tect, Soothe, and Lubricate the Skin.

First use on or about Aug. 10, 1942.

JARUS
For Pharmaceutical and Vitamin Preparations.

First use July 1956.

SN 168,977. Ormonoterapia Riehter S.p.A., Milan, Italy.

Filed Sept. 26, 1962.

SN 160,109. Geigy Chemical Corporation, Ardsley, NY.

Filed Jan. 8, 1963.

AMBEZIM SEFLENYL
Owner of lUlian Beg. No. 188.948, dated Dec. 7, 1957.

For Medical Preparations for Internal Use, Containing

Trypsin or Chymotrypsln.

For Hypnotic.

First use Dec. 17, 1962.

SN 160,110. Geigy Chemical Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 8. 1968.

SN 166,826. Palmedlco, Inc., Colombia, S.C. Filed Oct. 17,

1962.
GISPITOL

MEDITUSSIN For Antidepressant Preparation.

First use Dec. 17, 1962.

For Antitussive Antihistaminie BSxpectorant.

First use Sept. 4, 1969. SN 160,208. Olln Mathieson Chemical Corporation, New
York, N.Y. Filed Jan. 4, 1968.

SN 155,808. KeUogg Company. Battle Creek, Mich. Filed

Oct. 24, 1962.

KEL-AID
For Medicated Feed Supplement for the Prevention and

Control of Bacterial Diarrheas and Enteritis in Fur Bearing

Animals.
First use July 81, 1962.

NITREDIXIN
For Cardiovascular Antihypertensive.

First use Dec. 17, 1962.

SN 160,277. Drug Development Corporation, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 7, 1»«3.

COUGH-EX
SN 166,697. The Warren-Teed Products Company, Columbus,

Ohio. Filed Nov. 6, 1962.
For Cough Medicine.

First use Apr. 1, 1955.

GASTONASE
For Preparation for Human Use To Combat Excess Gas.

First use Oct. 22, 1962.

SN 166,974. The G. F. Hanrey Company, Inc, Yonkers, NY.

Filed Nov. 9, 1962.

OZETTES
For Pharmaceutical Preparation for Vaginal Use.

First oae June 10. 1941.

SN 160,809. Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation, New
York, N.Y. FUed Jan. 7, 1968.®—
Owner of Reg. Nos. 129,544, 782,800, and others.

For Drugs, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations for

Human and Veterinary Use.

First use as early as August 1961.
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8N 1«0,815. ProTldent Pharmaceutic*!*. Incorporated, Chat- 8N 160,960. The Pardne Frederick Company, New York.

tano<ifa. Tenn. FUed Jan. 7, 1968. N.Y. Filed Jan. 18, 1»«8.

NAUTROL GLYCYL
For Antl-InflamBatory PharmacMitlcal Preparation

For Ethical Pharmaceutical Preparation In Rectal InMrt ^^^^ ^^ jj^ ^^ ^^^
Form Combining Antlblatamlnlc and Sedative Action for Pre- '

Tentlon and Control of Nausea and/or Vomltlnf. i

First uae Nov. 27, 1962.

8N 160.881. Samuel Skory. Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed Jan. 7,

1968.

SN 161.064. Key Pharmaceuticals. Inc.. Miami, Fla. Filed

Jan. 21, 1968.

KEOXIN
For Cardiotonic Afent—Namely, Dl«oxln TableU.

First use December 1962.

SN 162,060. American CyaaaBld Company, Wayne. N.J.

FUed Feb. 6. 1968.

MELMYCIN
For Antibiotic

First use Jan. 28, 1968.

SN 162,«12. Amertean Drugvlsts Syndicate. Inc., Elisabeth.

N.J. Filed Feb. IS, 1968.

DENT-EZE

For Salve for Relief of Pain of Arthritis and Rheumatism.

First use Apr. 8, 1962.

For Teething and Toothache Ointment.

First use 1954.

SN 160,481. Manos Pharmaceuticals. Inc., d.b.a. Manos

Pharmaceuticals, Seattle, Wash. Filed Jan. 9. 1968.

SN 168,006. Wayne-Ferrell Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Iowa City.

Iowa. Filed Feb. 18, 1968.

TRIIiAK
SIL-OPHTHO

For Medical Preparation—Namely, Antacid Tablets.

First use Aug. 21, 1962.

For Special Vlscoalty Sterile SUleoM (Ml Used as a Lubri-

cant for Prosthesis.

First use Jan. 10, 1961.

SN 160.678. Alberto-CulTcr Company, Melroee Park. III.

Filed Jan. 14, 1968.

MIST AWAY
For Medicated Room Vaporiser.

First use Dec. 18, 1962.

SN 168.268. Pharmex Incorporated, Chlcafo, Dl. Filed

Feb. 21, 1968.

BEFOR
For Dlffeatlre Bnsyme Tablets.

First use Feb. 12, 196S.

SN 160,677. Alberto-Culver Company, Melrose Park. 111.

Filed Jan. 14, 1968.

R. D.-l

For Medicated Room Vaporiser.

First use Dec. 18, 1962.

SN 168,87B. Lambert-Kay, Incorporated. Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Feb. 25, 1968.

CORTISYNTH
For Cortisone Ointment for Animal Skin Problems for

Dogs and Cats.

First use May 18, 1962.

SN 160,879. Alberto-Culver Company, Melrose Park, 111.

Filed Jan. 14, 1963.

M.D.-12

For Medicated Room Vaporiser.

First use Dec. 18. 1962.

SN 168.487. Novocol Chemical Mfg. Co., Inc., Brooklyn, NY.

Filed Feb. 26, 1968.

MICRO-CIDE
For Bacterioclde for Use In Dental Root Canal Therapy

and Periodontal Disease.

First use Btar. 26, 1959.

SN 160,814. The Upjohn Company, Kalamasoo, Mich. Filed

Jan. 16, 1963.

MEDROLATE
Owner of Reg. Noe. 657,022, 707,725. and 789.932.

For TranquUlser-Sterold Compound To Reduce Inflamma-

tion and To Relax the Muscles at the Site of the Inflamma-

tion.

First use Nov. 16, 1962.

SN 164,543. Merck * Co., Inc.. Rahway, N.J. Filed Mar. 13,

1968.

COSMEGEN
Owner of Reg. No. 604,749.

For Medicinal Preparation for Use as an Antineoplastic

Agent.

First use Feb. 20. 1968.
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SN 164,815. Heleae Curtis Indastrics. Inc., d.b.a. Curtis flacc 21 — BeCtllCal AoMfltOTj MmUmS,
Pharmacals. Chicago, ni. Filed Mar. 18. 1968.

"^"^

and SuppliesREGS
For Laxative Preparation for Relief of Constipation.

First use on or about Jan. 28, 1963.

SN 106,259. Hogan Faxlmlle Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 12, 1960.

aass19-VeUdM

SN 120,011. The Ryan Aeronautieal Co., San Diego, Calif.

Fllwl May 15, 1961.

RYAN FLEX WING
Exclusive property In the words "TUx" and "Wing," apart

from the mark. Is disclaimed. Owner rt Reg. No. 568,415.

For Aircraft, Partlc«Urly lUgM Vehicles With Wing

Structure Combining Parachute aad Glider Characteristics.

First use on or about Feb. 19, 1961.

FiledSN 126,075. Berg Mfg. 4 Sales Co., Chicago, HI.

Aug. 16, 1961.

YOUR ASSURANCE OF
THE BEST IS BERG

For Equipment for the Transportation Industry—Namely,

AutomoUve Brake Operating Cylinders, Automotive Brake

Controls, Automotive Brake Pressure Systems and Parts and

Accessories Therefor. Such as Pressure CondutU, Conduit

Supports. Clamps, Valves, Reserroinf, Brake Slack Adjusters,

and Control Levers.

First use 1947.

SN 188,482. Falrchlld Stratos Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.

FUed Feb. 23, 1962.

FAIRCHILD STRATOS
Owner of Reg. Nos. 265,601. 624.419, and 682,249.

For Aircraft and Parts Therefor.

First use Nov. 4, 1961, on aircraft

Owner at B««. No. 702, 890.

For TIMAI Read Out R«e»rdera and AeosMory A|U>aratns

TherefM"—Namely, Facsimile Tnuiaalttera and Becorders,

Graphic Eecordiac Instruments Aetnatad by an Kleetrte Input

Signal, Densitometen as for Rapidly Scanning Microfilm for

Determining the Absolute Density of Both Background and

Fine Lines, and Recording Paper To Be Deed With Said

Recorders.

First use in December 1909.

SN 118,681. Torel Kogyo Co. Ltd., OhU-Ward, Tokyo, Japan.

Filed Apr. 4. 1961.

PIXY
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Japanese application

filed Oct. 18, 1960, Reg. No. 591.114. dated June 28, 1962.

For Electrically Driven Beverage Shaker.

SN 118,796. Mallory Electric Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 27, 1961.

JAidJ^

SN 149,279. General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed July 18, 1962.

HOVAIR For Ignition Coils for Internal Combustion Bncines.

First use Mar. 22. 1961.

For Air Support Devices for Wheelless Transportation.

First use Jan. 8, 1963.

SN 164.558. Plaseckl Aircraft Corporation. PhiladelphU. Pa.

Filed Mar. 18, 1968.

RING-TAIL
For Aircraft.

First use Biar. 1. 1962.

SN 119.149. Radio Shack Corporatioa, Boston, Mass. FUed

May 2, 1961.

ELECTROSTAT
Owner of Reg. Nos. 700,068 and 700,069.

For Loud Speakers, ParticuUrly for Hl-Fl Sets.

First use Aug. 1, 1958.

._w u o- SN 121,449. Wabash Magnetics, Inc., Wabash, Ind. Filed

SN 164.582. United SUtes Steel Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pa.
^^^ ^ ^^^

FUed liar. 18, 1968.

THERM-0-TEMP
For Railway Tank Cars.

First use Feb. 14, 1968.

SN 164.610. Frederick D. Culp,
^^'l^-J'Tf'''^,^^^'''"

ing Company. Fort Worth, Tex. Filed M»r. 14, 1963.

AIR-FLO
For Pick-Dp Coaches, Travel Trailer., «d Mobile Homes.

First use during April 1961.

For Electrical C<Hls.

First use May 6, 1961.
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SN 125.075. Montgomery Ward * Co.. Incorporated. Chicago, 8N 147,247. BllMbeth Wendt. d.b.a. Robotronlc Reaearch

111. Filed July SI. l»ei.

SIGNATURE
For Electrical Appliances, to wit : Coffeemakers. Toaaters.

Mixers. Blenders, Grills, Waffle Irons, Fryers, Rotlsaerles,

Corn Poppers, Broilers, Floor Polishers, Prying and Cooking

Pans, Irons, Dishwashers and Dlshdriers.

First use Jan. 1, 1»58, on electric coffeemakers.

and Development Company, Los Angeles, Calif. Filed June

19, 1962.

ROBOTROL
For Electrically Operated Traffic Signals.

First use Sept. 18. 1961.

8N 131,825. Allied Precision Induatrles, Inc., Geneva, 111.

E'lled Nov. 6, 1961.

SN 147.867. Texas Instruments Incorporated. Dallas, Tex.

Filed June 27, 1962.

For Electric Room Heaters of the Baseboard Type, Electric

Room Heaters of the Wall Mounted Type, and Electric Room

Heaters UtiUilng Glass Heat Radiating Panels.

First use Ckt. 25. 1961 ; 1949 as to the letters API.

SN 139.647. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company Limited.

London, England. Filed Mar. 12. 1962.

No registration rights are claimed for the word "Line"

apart from the mark as shown.

For ThermoaUtlc Electrical Bwitctaes. Electrical Switches

for Motor Protection, and Kits for Thermostatic Electrical

Switches an<J for Electrical Switches for Motor Protection.

First use on or before May 1, 1962.

MARCONI SN 150,666. Knapp Monarch Co., St. Louis, Mo. Filed Aug.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 626,852 and 665.325.

For Television Receivers, Radio Broadcast Receivers. Com-

bination Radio Receivers-Record Players. Combination Radio

Receivers-Television Receivers-Record Players, and Parts of

the Aforesaid Goods.

First use July 14, 1961 ; in commerce July 14, 1961.

6. 1962.

VOLTRONIC
For Electronic Air Purifiers.

First uae Aug. 1, 1961.

„ ^ r, — ¥— n.n.. Toi SN 151,075. Phelps Dodge Copper Productt Corporation,

SN 143,777. Vltalic Battery Company, Inc., Dallas, Tex
j,^^ ^ ^ FUed Aug. 13. 1962.

Filed May 8, 1962.

POCKET PLATE
The word "Plate" ta disclaimed apart from the mark

For Storage Batteries.

Flrat uae Apr. 17, 1962.

TITEBILT
For Electric Wire and Cable.

First use June 11, 1940.

SN 144,314. Berko Electric Manufacturing Corp., Jamaica,

N.Y. Filed May 11, 1962.

SN 152,374. California Magnetic Control Corporation, North

Hollywood. Calif. Filed Sept. 4. 1962.

JAMAICA
For Electric Heating Devices—Namely, Strips, Heat Bands,

Cables, Grids and the Like.

First use August 1961.

CALMAG

SN 145.369. JFD Electronics Corporation. Brooklyn. N.Y.

Filed May 24, 1962.

AAA**" GOLD BOND
No claim Is made to the notation "AAA*" apart from the

mark as shown.

For Television Antennas.

First use May 7, 1962.

For Components of Electrical and Electronic Systems

—

Namely, Transformers, Reactors, Magnetic Amplifiers, Power

Supplies, Discriminators, and Filters.

Flrat uae Oct. 16, 1952.

SN 158,015. Numerical Control Corporation, San Diego,

Calif. Filed Sept. 12, 1962.

SN 147,194. Blox Corporation of Michigan, Troy, Mich.

Filed June 19, 1962.

ECON-0-TRONIC
For Machine Tools for Machining Conductive Metal Work-

pieces by the Process of Spark Erosion.

First use on or about Jan. 17, 1962.

The drawing is lined for red.

For Industrial Power Electric Switch.

First uae Jan. 23, 1962.
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SN 154 683 Basic Products Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis. SN 135,542. J. Swedlin, Inc., d.b.a, Gund Mfg. Co.. New

Filed Oct. 8, 1962. York, N.Y. Filed Jan. 10, 1962.

SOLATRON
Owner of Reg. Noa. 547.029 and 728.209.

For Electric Line VolUge Regulators.

First use Apr. 26. 1962.

SN 155,500. Gro-Wel Fiah-Ade Co., Inc., New York. NY.

Filed Oct. 19. 1962

SWIRL-AWAY
Owner of Keg. Nos. 392,882 and 441,879.

For Stuffed Toys in Simulation of Animals.

First use Feb. 18, 1957.

For Electrical Vacuum Aquarium Cleaners and Disposable

Filter Bags Therefor.

First use Oct. 4, 1962. SN 139,686. Erwln J. Schosser and Diana May Schosser,

d.b.a. Diana Import Co. and also d.b.a. Diana of San Fran-

cisco, San Francisco, Calif. Filed Mar. 12, 1962.

SN 167,426. Trygon Electronics, Inc., Roosevelt, N.Y. Filed

Apr. 23. 1968.

Owner of Reg. No. 745,094.

For Electrical Equipment—Namely, Power Supplies.

First use on or about Mar. 15, 1963.

Qass 22- Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

SN 132,628. Berkley & Company. Inc.. Spirit Lake. Iowa.

Filed Nov. 24, 1961.

DIAIVA
For Doll Furniture. Miniature Equipment for Doll Houses,

and Doll Houses.

First use Nov. 16, 1960.

t^^^A
\

For Monofilament Nylon Line.

First use November 1960.

SN 140,273. Mag-Powr Games, Inc., Sausalito, Calif. Filed

Mar. 20, 1962.

CATTLE ROUND UP
For Game Board With Magnetic Player Pieces and Control

Wands.
First use Feb. 28, 1962.

SN 135,541. J. Swedlin, Inc., d.b.a. Gund Mfg. Co
.

Nei

York, NY. Filed Jan. 10, 1962.

SN 141,725. Grayle Howlett, d.b.a. Grayand Sports Enter-

prises, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Apr. 6, 1962.

PREDICT-A-PLAY
For Equipment Sold as a Unit for Playing Baseball and/or

Football Games Along With Actual Games Broadcast on Tele-

vision and Radio.

First use Apr. 3, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 392,882 and 441,879.

For Stuffed Toys in Simulation of Animals.

First use Dec. 5, 1957.

SN 144,877. Pescador, Inc.. Miami, Fla. Filed May 17, 1962.

TROL-A-WAY
For Outrigger Fishing Float.

First use May 4, 1962.
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8N 152 987 The Dayton Company, Minneapolis. Minn. 8N 1S9.297. Oeorge Artbnr Strader. d.b.a. Dreamart. Sacra-

Filed Sept. 12. 1962. «»»«nto. Calif. Filed Dec. 17. 1962.

GOPHER
For Outdoor Sleeping Bags.

First use June 27, 1954.

SN 155,120 Horrocks-Ibbotson Company, Utlca, NT. Filed

Sept. 18, 1962.

For Picture Palntlnf Kits and Replacement Parts, Such as

Cans of Paint and Sheets of Paper.

First use Not. 19, 19«2.

The representation of the male figure Is fanciful. Owner

of Reg. No. 438,913.

For Fishing Rods and Poles, Fishing Reels, Fishing Lines.

Hooks. Sinkers. Artificial Fish Bait. Floats. Files. Bait Boxes.

Leaders. Fish Nets. Spinners. Fishing Spears, and Fishing

Files.

First use Jan. 1, 1948.

SN 160.069. Parway Mfg. Co., Inc., Chicago, III. Filed Jan.

2, 1963.

For Oolf Equipment, to-wlt. Accessory Holder for AtUch-

ment to a Golf Cart Handle for Holding Oolf Balls, Tees.

Score Card. Pencil, and Cigarettes.

First use Feb. 21. 1955.

SN 160.250. Sears. Roebuck and Co.. Chicago, III. Filed

Dec. 10, 1962

SPORTFLITE

SN 156.287. Cadaco-Ellls. Inc., Chicago. 111. Filed Oct. 31.

1962.

For Water Skis.

First use Dec. 5. 1961.

Caaaco

Class 23- Cirtlery, MaduMry, and Tools,

and Parts Theraof

SN 183.765. Clark Equipment Company. Buchanan, Mich.

Filed Dec. 11, 1961.

LOAD GLIDE
For Air Film Material Handling Apparatus.

First use Nov. 8, 1961.

Owner of Reg. No. 716.799.

For Apparatus for Playing Parlor Games.

First use Oct. 15. 1962.

SN 157.642. Playtime Products, Inc.. Warsaw. Ind. Filed

Nov. 20. 1962.

PLAYTIME

SN 137.633. J. k O. Industries, Berkeley, Calif. Filed Feb. 9,

1962.

AGRIHOE
For Hydraullcally Operated Back-Hoe Attachment for

Crawler Type Tractors.

First use Feb. 14. 1955.

Owner of Reg. No. 723.535.

For Tents.

First use Nov. 1. 1962.

SN 159.132. Dneeda Doll Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed

Dec. 13, 1962.

YUMMY-KISS
For Dolls.

First use In March 1962.

SN 138,007. Ruben Farro, d-b.*. Diamond Art, New York,

N.Y. Filed Feb. 15, 1902.

DIAMOND ART
No claim Is made to the word "Diamond" apart from the

mark as shown.

For Hobby Diamond Engntvinc Tool.

First use Jan. 29, 1962.
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Ti-^i- M^- miMl SN 144.502 Imperial Knife AaaocUted Cwnpanlea, Inc.,

SN lSS,*tl.T^. Brunln, Company. Uncoln. Nebr. Piled 8N^JJ^^ rx ^ May 14. 1962.
Feb. 23, 1962.

AMERICAN LOOK
For Stainless Steel Flatware, Tableware, and Kitchen Cut-

lery, Utensils, and Tools.

First use May 2. 1962.UMINB
8N 148.789. Howard J. Blonde, d.b.a. Con-De Manufactur-

ing Company, BtargU, Mich. Filed July 11, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 561.716 and 698.149.
, ^ . ..

For Hydraulic and Pneumatic Valves. Cylinders and Qulck-

Dlsconnect Couplers.

First use July 8, 1958; Feb. 8. 1948. in another display.

CON-DE
For Device for Repairing a Seal, Sn<*

Seal, in an Automotive Engine.

First use Apr. 12, 1961.

as a Crankshaft.

SN 188,511. Ulllston ImplMoent Company, Albany, Ga.

Filed Feb. 28, 1962.

/lytn'CXIFPBR

Owner of Reg. No. 628,658.

For BoUry Cutters.

First use on or about I>ec. 12. 1961.

/
iiuitTes

SN 148,800. E-Z Rake. Inc.. Acton. Ind. FUed July 11. 19^2.

E-Z RAKE
The word "Bake" is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.
For Power Bake for Lawn Use.

First oae May 8, 1962.

SN 141.974. Norton Company, Wor«.ter, Mass. FUed Apr. July 11. 1W2
SN 148,809. OraymlUs Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed

10, 1»«2.

HOBLIQUE CLEAN-0-MATIC

For Oear Bobbing Machines.

First use Sept. 6, 1955.

For Parts Washers.

First use Sept. 1. 1957,

BN 142,227. Sprayon Products, Inc.. Bedford Heights, Ohio.

Filed Apr. 13. 1962.

SPRAYON
For Uquid Spraying Devices.

First use Mar. 18, 1959.

SN 149,142. United Conveyor Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed July 16, 1962.

NUVA FEEDER
No claim is made to the use of the word "Feeder" alone.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 408,161, 738,218. and others.

For Air Lock for Pneumatic Systems To Handle Commi-

nuted Materials.

First use Oct. 23, 1959.

SN 143.296. John W. Tho«p«.n, «»>•»,.^J'^P*''" ^jij"
ment Machine Company. York. Pa. Filed Apr. 27. 1962.

TEMCO-VEYOR
For Conveyors.

First use Oct. 80. 1961.

SN 150,444. Outboard Marine Corporation, Waukegan. 111.

Filed Aug. 8, 1962.

MAGNALITE
For Material Made Into Lawn Mower Housings.

First use Aug. 31, 1961.

SN 143,362. Henry Field Seed and Nursery Company, Shen-

andoah. Iowa. Filed Apr. 80, 1962. SN 152,281. Chemetron Corporation, Chicago. lU. Filed

POSY LANE
Aug. 31. 1962.

VOTATOR
For Garden Tools Including Bakes. Hoes. Trowels, Shears

anf Cutt^. Manually-Operated Garden Sprayers, Spray

Quns and AtUchmenU and Diggers.
^ ». ^

First use Blar. 15, 1962. on trowels and cutters.

8N 148.418. Mlrade Kngineerlnf * Mf*-. Inc.. Denver. Colo.

FUed Apr. 30, 1962.

>*p̂J*'
For Built-in Vacuum CTaanlng Systems.

Flrat use on or about Jan. 1. 1*M-

Owner of Reg. No. 266,936.

For Machinery for Procewiing and Handling Materials In

Fluid, Plastic, or Particulate Form Including Food Products

Such as Ice Cream and lees; VegetableOll Compounds and

Lard Snbetitutes ;
Manufacturing of Oleomargarine ;

™»'»«

of Fruit Juices and Purees ; Heating and/or Cooling of Chewe

Products. SUrches, Bggm. Marshmallow. Meat ProducU.

Peanut Butter, Pie Fillings, Soups, Strained Foods, Syrups,

Condensed Milk Products, Wines and Vinegars; and Al«>

Including -the Crystallising. Polymerising. Heating and/or

Cooling of Chemical and Industrial Products Such as Cos-

metics, Drying Oils, OeUtlni and Glues. Starche.. PMtrt«^

Oieases. Paper Coatings. Printing Inks. Eeslns. Shaving

Creams. Soaps. Oums, and Waxes ; Conducting Chemical Reac-

tions, Generally; Deodorising. Bleaching, Hydrogenatlng.

Winterising and Eeantaf OlU; and Further Including Pump-

ing, Filling. Capplag. Molding and Wrapping Equipment for

the Previously Referred to Products.

First UM June 14. 1929.
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SN 152,581. Hugh Howard, Jr., d.b.a. Jet-Air Sprayers, Inc., SN 166,600. Imperial Knife Auociated Companies, Inc.,

Oklaboma City, Okla. Piled Sept. 6, 1962. Providence, R.I. Filed Not. S, 1862.

JET-AIR
For Pressure Operated Spraying Apparatus.

First use Apr. 15, 1962.

OLD KENTUCKY HOME
For Stainless Steel Flatware, Tableware and Kltcben Cut-

lery, Utensils and Tools.

First use Oct. 8, l»ea.

SN 152,637. Standar(^ Precision Division of A-A Engineering gjj 156,814. Hyde Manufacturing Company. Soutbbridge,
Corp., South Gate, Calif. Filed Sept. 6. 1962. M^gg Filed Not. 7, 1962.

ACCURIDE
For Precision Ball Bearing Slides.

First use July 19, 1962.

SN 158,263. Essick Manufacturing Company, Los Angeles,

Calif. Filed Sept. 17, 1962.

For Putty Knives, Joint Knives, and Scrapers.

First use Aug. 1, 1962.

Owner of Keg. No. 528,557.

For Concrete Mixers, Mortar and Plaster Mixers, Road

Rollers, Vibrating Rollers, Portable and Stationary Air Com-

pressors, Material Spreaders, Self-Prlmlng (Centrifugal Pumps,

Weed and Pest Control Spray Units, Emulsion Sprayers,

Hoists, Plaster Pumps, Cement Finishers, Asphalt Surface j^^ Utensils and Tools.

Heaters and Dredge Pumps. First use Oct. 8, 1962.

First use Aug. 15, 1962 ; 1922 as to "Eulck."

SN 156,880. Imperial Knife Associated Companies, Inc.,

Providence, R.I. Filed Nov. 8, 1962.

KENTUCKY MANSION
For Stainless Steel Flatware, Tableware and Kltcben Cut-

SN 153,302. Mlehle-Qoss-Dexter, Incorporated, Chicago, HI.

Filed Sept. 17, 1962.

SN 156,888. Kovoetav Narodni Podnlk, Uatl nad Orllci.

Czechoslovakia. Filed Nov. 8, 1962.

GD^ ARACHNE

CUCLM ITf^
Owner of Reg. No. 708,719.

For Printing Presses and Parts Thereof.

First use July 5, 1962.

Owner of Csechoslovakian Reg. No. 158,282, dated Jan. 81,

1958.

For Textile Machinery Including Knitting Machines and

Parts Thereof.

SN 153,950. Oebr. Claas, Haraewlnkel, Westphalia, Oer

many. Filed Sept. 26, 1962.

SN 157.154. SelbsttXtlge Feuerlfischanlagen Oeaellschaft

Rud. Otto Meyer, Hamburg-Wandabek, Germany. Filed

Nov. 13, 1962.

S F H-DECOR
Owner of Qerman Reg. No. 795,868, dated Sept. 13, 1962

For Mouth-Pieces for the Extinguishing Substance of Auto-

matic Fire Extinguishing Installations, Nossles for Sprinklers,

and Spray Flow Installations.

SN 157,280. J. Brooksbank Limited, Sklpton, Yorkshire.

England. Filed Nov. 15, 1962.

Owner of German Reg. No. 600,841, dated Aug. 23. 1950.

For Agricultural Machinery—Namely, Binders; Presses;

Fertilizer Spreaders ; Reapers ; Threshers ; Combines ; Sowing

Machines ; and Parts of Said Machinery.

TWINCHECK

SN 164,201. Bemx O Matic Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 1, 1962.

BERNZ O MATIC
Owner of Reg. Nos. 687,281 and 693,884.

For Tool Kits Containing Torches and Hand Toola Such as

Tube Cutters and Scrapers.

First use November 1951. -"

For Check Straps of Leather or Other Suitable Materials

in Single or Laminated Form for Looms for Weaving, and

Pieces or Sheets of Material for Fabricating Into Said Check

Straps.

First use Sept. 26, 1962; in commerce Oct. 1, 1962.

SN 157,828. Rockwell Manufaetartng Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Filed Nov. 16, 1962.

UNIGUARD
For Guards for Machine Tools and Parts Thereof.

First use May 18, 1962.
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SN 167.960. VolthOetrtebe K.G., HeWenhetai (Br«M). Ger- Q^j^ 26— Measuring aud ScleHtlflC
manv Filed Nov. 26, 1962.

Appliaiices

BN 122,017. Multimatic Machines, Inc., La Jolla, Calif.

many. Filed Nov. 26, 1962.

DIWAMATIC
owner of German Beg. No. 761,029, dated July 19, 1961. Filed June 14, 1961.

For Transmissions, Especially Fluid Flow Transmissions TTTTOR-MATIC
and Hydromechanical Compound Transmissions. 1 U 1 V/XV iTAA ± XV^

For Teaching Madtines Wherein Spedflc Problems Dis^"""^
played by the Machine Are Solved, the Machine Indicating

SN 167,961. Volth Getrtebe K.G., Heidenhelm (Brens), Ger- ^^^ Recording the Resnlta.

many. Filed Nov. 26, 1»«2. Flrat use June 8, 19«1.

DIWABUS SN 132.219. Burrell Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Nov.

Owner of German Reg. No. 627,809, dated Sept. 27, 1962. 17,
1961.

^ ^ . '.

JrVower'^TransmTSom^Namely Motor Vehl^e Tran. J H E R M O " B AT H
missions • Fluid Flow Power Tranttnlaaions—Namely. Fluid U t-§ Wm ^ mtm^ m^

Flow Transmissions. Hydromechanical Compound Transmit

JJ* Jj^^^J; "^^
^-^'^^ . ^,, ,„ conUining a U.uid

ion.. ^^^^_^ g^^j^ ^^ ^^j„ on ^r Liquid gait, in Which a Test Tube

. K n..^ Containing a Plastic Uquid Is Inserted and Held at a Con

SN 168.160. Jessie Edith Foley, d.b.a. The Amsbary com-
^^^^ Temperature To Measure the Time of Set.

p»ny. Aiken. S.C. Filed Nov. 29, 1962.
stant Temperature To Measure the Time of Set.

First use July 19, 1961.

Si waa zia
For Lemon Slice Squeeier.

First uae Oct. 16. 1961.

SN 189.461. Bell fc Howell Company. Chicago. HI. Filed

Mar. 9. 1962.

TEMPO
For Photographic Film.

First use Feb. 14, 1962.

~~^^^~~^
SN 147,722. Federal Padflc Electric Company, Newark, N.J.

SN 168,888. Wettem Machlnerj Company. San Francisco, Flled'june 26, 1962.

Calif. Filed Dec. 10, 1962.

AGG-PREP
For Scrubbing and Washing UniU.

Flrat use Feb. 6, 1962.

PISTOLMETER
For Portable Electrical Measuring and Testing Apparatus—

Namely, Clamp-On Alternating-Current Ammeters Having

Means for Other Electrical Measurements.

First use July 28, 1961.

York. NY. Filed Jan. 7. 1968.
L,^X. Filed Sept. 14, 1962.

v^

Owner of Reg. Noa. 687.281 and 698.884.

For Leak Detectors.

First use June 1962; Nov. 7. 1951, in a different display.

WARNER
SN 157,343. Warner Instrument and Sales Co., Chicago, 111.

Filed Nov. 16, 1962.

JrcUar^SlSi IS'SIndling Machinery and Acce«K,ries

Th^^for For Narlr^tional Plotters. Plotter-Computers, and Corn-

First use at leaatM early m Oct. 1». !»«»•
puters.

^^^^^_„__ First uae February 1942.

SN 165,926. Imperil Knife A-ocUted Companies, Inc..

Providence, R.I. Filed Apr. 2, 1968.

STAGLON
For Pocket Knives and Hunting Knives.

Flrat ate April 1961.

SN 158.920. WlUett C. Munsil, Phoenix. Arix. Filed Dec. 11,

1962. ,^
PERSPECTO-BOARD

For Drawing Board.

First use July 80, 1962.
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SN 15»,148. AUaUr Antomotive Corporation, New Hyde 8N 157.M8. Plata Prodaets. Inc., Johaatoa. R.I. Piled

Park, NT Filed Dee. 14, 1962. Nor. 19, 1M2.

<?

^ODo

For Jewelry.

Flrat nae on or about Oct 34, IMS.

The drawing Is lined for red.

For Automobile KnUne Heat Indicator Oaagea and Compo- ^^ 157.749. o«»r Bbenr. New York. N.Y. Filed Not. 6.
nent Parte Thereof. 1962

Flrat oee June 14. IMl.

SN 160,848. Clay-Adama, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed Jan.

17, 1968.

For Jewelry (Uke Braeeleta, Plaa, Sarrlngs, Rlnfa, Dtc).
First use Oct 20, 1962.

Owner of Beg. Nos. 632,280 and 667.724.
gj^ 158,348. Harry Klltsner Co., Inc., Providence, R.I. Filed

For Line of Laboratory and Diagnostic Instruments and ^^^ ^ ^^^
Products.

First use on or about Not. 27, 1957.

Class 27— Horological InstniMeiits

8N 146,163. Cartler, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed June 8,

1962.

CARTIER
Owner of Reg. No. 411,976.

For Watches and Clocks.

First use In 1859.
For Jewelry.

Flrat use on or about July t, 1991.

Qass 28— Jewelry aad Predous-Metal Ware sn i«2.258. hmh Pubiiahing co., lac, aneago, m. Fued
Feb. 7, 1998.

SN 146,164. Cartler, Inc. New York, N.Y. Filed June 5,

1962.

CARTIER
Owner of Reg. No. 411,240.

For Articles of Jewelry for Personal Wear, not Including

Watches ; and the Following Goods of Solid or Plated SlWer-

^ar«—Namely, Table Flatware and Hollowware, Toilet

Articles, Candelabra, Bonbon-Cases. Jewelry Cases, Crosses,

Roaarles, and Buckles.

First use in 1859.

SN 154,722. Bdwln A. HooTer, Ardmore. Pa. Filed Oct 8.

^••*-
T^ A T¥ Owner of Reg. Nos. 648.9W and 747.S80.

IllAH. ^or Cuff Unks. Tie Tacks. Earrtnga. Neeklaeea. Kay Chains.

For Jewelry.
Bracelets, and Pins.

First uaa July 80. 1962. 'l^ "• ^ October 1950 on cuff llnkik

I

\
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Class 29-Broons, BtvsIms, and Dusters
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8N 161,468. Bankers Box Company, Franklin Park, HI.

Filed Jan. 28, 1963.

SN 162,851. E Z Palntr Corporation, BUlwaukee, Wis. Filed

Feb. 8, 1963.

MR. PAINTR
For Paint Roller CoTers.

First use Not. 4, 1960.

Subj. to Intf. with SN 139,606.

^Y^TiMATIC
For Cardboard and Corrugated-Board Storage Filing Boxes.

First use Jan. lU, 1968.

Cass 31-Filters aad Refrigerators

SN 144,580. Peterson FUters ft Bnglneering Company. Salt

Lake City, Utah. Filed May 14, 1962.

SN 164,512. Dura Corporation, Oak Park, Mi«*. Filed Mar.

IS, 1963.

No dalm is made to "Filters" apart from its use In the

present mark.

For Filters.

First use on or about Apr. 12, 1904.

For Beds and Lounges HsTlng Electrically Operated Means

for Adjusting the Position Thereof.

First use Feb. 1, 1961.

SN 165,140. Loma Industries, Fort Worth, Tex. Filed Mar.

21, 1968.

8N 107,108. Henry ValT« Company, Melroae Park, lU. FUed

Not. 18, 1962.

LOMA-LON

JET-FLO
For Metal and Plastic JuTcnlle Furniture.

First use on or about Jan. 2, 1963.

For Refrigerant Filter-Driers.

First use Feb. 12. 1962. __ SN 165,158. Restonlc Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar.

21, 1968.

Class 32- Funtare and Upholstery

SN 105,431. Futorlan-Stratford Furniture Company, Chi

cago. 111. Filed Sept. 29, 1960.

RCLAXtLOUNGER

MR. SLEEP
For Mattresses and Box Springs.

First use Mar. 5, 1963.

8N 165,340. Lu Van, Inc., Beldlng, Mich. Filed Mar. 25.

1963.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 710,896 and 714,146.

For Reclining Chairs.

First use July 15. 1960.

HUE VIEW
For Furniture, Particularly Storage SUnds and Cabinets.

First use Jan. 8, 1962.

SN 157,875. Airflow Mattreaa, Inc. Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed

Not. 26, 1962.
SN 165,375. Quaker Industries, Inc., Antloch, 111. Filed

Mar. 25. 1963.

CONVERTA-CART
For Tray Tables and Combined Serrlng Cart and Storage

Rack Therefor.——^—^— First use July I960.

8N 159,170. Nur«»rytynie ProdneU. Inc.. Brooklyn. NY.

Filed Dec 14. 1962
Qass 34- Hoating, UgiitiiHI, a«l Vertflatiiig

For Mattresses.

First use June 1929.

Apparatus

For Furniture Pads.

Flrtt UN Mar. 10, 1961.

SN 186,536. Spencer C. Schanti, Olassboro, N.J. Filed Jan.

10, 1962.

SNUFF A QUE
For DeTlce—Na^ly, a Fire Snuffer for Outdoor Grllla.

First use Dw:. 18, 1961.
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SN 141,878. 8pun«trand, Inc., Seattle, Waih. Filed Apr. 2, 8N 16fl.8W. Maine Indmtrlal Rabber Product! Co., Weat
1**2. brook, Maine. Piled Not. 8, IftM.

SPUNSTRAND
CHALLENCFR

For Flberilasa-Relnforced Plastic Duct for Heating, Light-
ing, and Ventilating Systems. «„_ o n^ » w.. r j ^-^ , ^.

vi,^, ,..- !Lf-„ o iQfli ^°^ Solid Rubber Industrial Tires.
First use May 9, 1961. mi * . „ .^^^First use Aug. 8, 1002.

SN 153,150. Berns O Matic Corporation, Rochester, N.Y . av i«.4 iok u 1.1.10 „, , ^^, ™, ^
J. w . , ^^^ = ^ . ,i _ °'* 164,135. Hercules Tool Company, Tulsa. Okla. Piledby change of name from Otto Bema Company, Inc., Roches- „.. _ -o--

t~w. .•.lu-., v»..m.

ter,N.Y. Filed Sept. 14. 1»62.
Mar. 7. 1968.

Owner of Reg. Noa. 687,281 and B9S,884.
For Devices Which Operate by Burning Liquefied Propane- p„ Packing Rings for Stufflng Boxes and the Like in Oil

Namely, Torches, Heaters. StoTea and Orilllng Devices, Lan- p,^,^ Production Equipment
terns, and Refrigerators. P,„t ^^ q^j ^ j^gg

First use June 1962 ; Nov. 7, 1951, in a dilTerent display.

SN 154,201. Bemz O Matic Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 1, 1962.

BERNZ MATIC
Owner of Reg. Nos. 587,281 and 593,884.

For Plumbers' Fire-Pots. Soldering Tips for Torches, Spark

Ignltors for Qas Appliances, Stoves. Lanterns, and Orills.

First use November 1951.

SN 158,004. The Lincoln Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Nov. 27, 1962.

MANGJET

SN 164,905. W. S. Shamban k Co., Culver City. Calif. Filed
Mar. 18, 1963.

DOUBLE DELTA
For Fluid Sealing Elements in the Form of Annular Mem-

bers of Moldable or Machinable Realna.

First use Jan. 8, 1963.

Qass 36— Musical Instmnents and Supplies

SN 189,647. Marconi's Wircleaa Telegraph Company Limited,
London, England. FUed Mar. 12. 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 298.762 and 590,581.

For Welding Electrodes.

First use in October 19S8.

MARCONI
Owner of Reg. Nor 626.802 and 666,825.

For Portable Phonographs and Parts Thereof.

First nsa July 14, 1961 ; In commerce July 14, 1961.

SN 164.755. Tblokol Chemical Corporation, Bristol. Pa.

Filed Mar. 15, 1963.
SN 189,776. Ormston Burns Limited, Bnekhorst HiU. Eaaex,

England. Filed Mar. 18, 1962.

BLACK BISON
Owner of British Reg. No. 824,526. dated Aug. 28, 1961.

For Ouitars, Electric Guitars, and Amplifiers Therefor.

The words "Steam Oenerator" apart from the mark are

disclaimed. The drawing is lined for the colors yellow and

orange.

For Steam Oeneratora.

First use Oct. 26, 1962.

Qass 35- Beltiiig, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

SN 145,899. United States Rubber Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 81, 1962.

SN 147,946. Bllae Rath Moennig. d.b.a. Moennlg Music Com-
pany, Temple City, Calif. Filed June 28. 1962.

MARCEL DELEAU
"Marcel Delean" la a flctltioaa name, and does not repre-

sent any known person living or dead.

For Woodwind Inatmmenta.
First use at leaat as early as Dec 81, 1980.

SN 150,957. Don Konka, Dayton, Ohio, llled Ang. 10, 1962.

OZEX STARBURST
For Hose Covers Sold aa a Component of Hose Used for

Transmitting Air Under Pressure and the Like.

First use Feb. 16, 1962.

For Phonograph Recorda.

Flrat oae Jan. 11, 1962.

II
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SN 163,999. Victor Company of Japan, Limited, Kana- SN 140,426. Champion Papers Inc., Hamilton, Ohio. FUed

gawa-ku, Yokohama City, Japan. Filed Mar. 4, 1963. Mar. 22, 1962.

M-lOO
For Special Check Paper.

First use at least as early as Mar. 5, 1962.

For Magnetic Tape Recorder-Reproducers, Video Tape Re-

corder-Reproducers, Magnetic Disc and Rolled-Sheet Recorder-

Reproducers, Magnetic Tapes, Electric Phonographs, Stereo

Electric Phonographs, Phonograph Records, Phonograph-

Needles, Record- Players. Plck-Ups, Stringed Musical Instru-

ments, Wood Wind and Metal Wind Instruments With or

Without Reeds, Organs, All Types of Accessory Orchestral

and Band Instruments—Namely, Percussion Instruments,

Xylophones, All Electric and Electronic Musical Instruments

for the Foregoing and Parts for All the Foregoing and Acces-

sories—Namely, Stringed Instrument Bows, Picks, Musical

SUnds, Pitch Pipes, Tuning Forks, Megaphones.

First use In or about February 1959 ; in commerce In or

about December 1959.
,

Qass 37 - Paper and Stationery

SN 69.729. Dri Mark Products Inc., Mount Vernon, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 17, 1959.

SN 145.381. Lindy Pen Co.. Inc., Culver City. Calif. Filed

May 24, 1962.

TANKFUL OF INK
For Ball Point Pen Refills.

First use Mar. 31, 1961.

SN 150,998. Bradfute Corporation, Eastchester, N.Y. Filed

Aug. 13, 1962.

MAGIC TICKET
No claim of exclusive right is made to 'Ticket" for printed

contest cards.

For Printed Contest Cards for Promotional Use by Others

To Encourage, Facilitate, and Stimulate the Sale of Their

Goods.
First use July 12, 1962.

Filed

DRI MARK
For Felt Tip Markers.

First use Dec. 15, 195&

SN 153,857. Binney k Smith Inc., New York, NY.

Sept 25, 1962.

BINNEY & SMITH BRAND
No claim Is made to the exclusive right to the word

"Brand" apart from the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos.

643,831, 645,768, and 650,515.

For Chalk.

First use Sept. 1, 1957.

SN 90,045. Fawn Producta Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 1. I960.

SN 154,548. American Thermoform Corporati<Mi, Los .Angeles,

Calif. Filed Oct. 5, 1962.

BRAILON
For Paperlike Plastic Sheet Material Used for Reproducing

and Embossing Braille, Maps, Math Diagrams, and Other

Illustrations.

First use June 4, 1962.

For Toilet Tissues and Cleansing Tissues ; Shelf and Lining

Papers and Christmas and Other Gift Wrapping Papers.

First use July 80, 1941.

SN 112,647. Spalding Publishers, Inc., Chicago, 111.

Jan. 27, 1961.

Filed

SN 154,616. MinnesoU and Ontario Paper Company, Minne-

apolis, Minn. Filed Oct. 5, 1962.

WEB-SET
For Printing Paper.

First use Jane 1958.

SN 156.073. C. L. Barkley k Co.. Chicago, 111. Filed Oct.

29, 1962.

FINDIT
For Combination Guides and File Folders With Tabs.

First use at least 1948.

SN 157.548. The Parker Pen Company, Janesvllle. Wis

Without waiver of its common law rights, applicant makes
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ j^^j.

, claim to exclusive right to use the words "The Do-It-Yonr- .^jyno claim to exclusive right

self Notepaper" apart from the mark as shown

For Novelty Note Sheets and Envelopes That Are Adapt

able as a Party Game.

First use Jan. 18. 1961.

VP
For FounUln Pens and Mechanical Penclla.

First use Sept. 29, 1960.
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SN 157.738. Sterling Pulp & Paper Company, Ban Claire, BN 139,008. The Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation, New
Wl8. Filed Nov. 21, 1962. York, N.T., asslfnee of American Aviation PubllcatlonR,

Inc., Washlnston, DC. Filed Mar. 12, 1962.

GAYETY
For Paper Towels, Paper Napkins, and Paper Toilet Tissue.

First use Nov. 8. 1962.

8N 163,072 The Parker Pen Company, JanesTlIle, Wis.

Piled Feb. 19. 1963.

QUICK
REFERENCE
EDITION

The worda "Quick Reference Edition" are disclaimed apart

from the mark as shown.
For Periodical Publication Containing Information Regard-

ing Airline Schedules.

First uae Feb. 20, 1908.

For FounUln Pens, Mechanical Pencils, Ballpoint Pens and

Refills Therefor, and Desk Sets.

First use Sept. 28. 1966.

Qass 38-PriiiU and PuUicatioiis

SN 104,256. Warner Press, Inc., Anderson, Ind., by change

of name from Gospel Trumpet Company, Anderson, Ind.

Filed Sept. 12, 1960.

"CHRISTIAN WITNESS"
For Bible Verse Stamps In Book Form.

First use Jan. Ifi, 1941.

SN 142.792. aio Press, SanU Barbara, Calif. FUed Apr
28, 1962.

Vivi7
CLIO FR€SS

For Books and Periodical Publlcmtlons Such as Bibliog-

raphies, Abstracts, and Bulletins.

First use July 20, 1961.

SN 122.783. The Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation (Dela-

ware corporation), Chicago, 111., assignee of The Reuben H.

Donnelley Corporation (Illinois corporation). New York.

N.Y. Filed June 26, 1961. '

MODERN DRUG
ENCYCLOPEDIA AND
THERAPEUTIC INDEX

For Reference Quide.

First use Jan. 15. 1934.

SN 146,167. Ceramic PubUeatlona, Inc., CleTeland, Ohio.

Filed June 5, 1962.

CERAMIC AGE
For Publication Published From Time to Time.

First use In or about May 1956.

SN 148.043. International Paper Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 29, 1962.

POCKET PAL

SN 122,784. The Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation (Dela-

ware corporation), Chicago, 111., asalgnee of The Reuben H.

Donnelley Corporation (Illinois corporation), New York,

N.Y. FUed June 26. 1961.

VETERINARY DRUG
ENCYCLOPEDIA AND
THERAPEUTIC INDEX

For Reference Guide.

First use June 15, 194S.

For Booklet Published From Time to Time Containing In-

formation for Use In the Printing Trade.

First UM October 1934.

SN 148,788. American ArtlsU Gronp, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed July 11. 1962.

TF»A([^TBAWwmry
For Greeting Carda, Christmas Cards, and Greeting and

Christmas Card Box Assortments.

First use Mar. 1, 1960.
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SN 153.274. The Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation, New SN 130.228. Mr. John, Inc.. New York. NY. Filed Oct. 18.

York, NY., assignee of The Goodyear Tire ft Robber Com- 1961.

pany, Akron, Ohio. Filed Sept. 17, 1962.

Business

PROGRESS
BOl/77(^

For Trade Magazines.

First use Mar. 29, 1961.

"Mr. John" is the name of a well known designer whose

consent Is of record. Applicant disclaims "Boutique" apart

from the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 549,819,

678,564, and others.

For Women's Hats.

First use June 1956.

SN 164,357. The Law List Publishing Company, Inc., New
York, N.Y. Filed Oct. 2, 1962.

The LAWYERS' LIST
For Directory of Lawyers Published Annually.

First use Apr. 1. 1904.

SN 180,229. Mr. John, Inc.. New York, N.Y. Filed Oct. 18,

1961.

SN 158,062. The Rochester Visitor, Rochester, Minn. Filed

Nov. 28, 1962.

THE ROCHESTER

soph/sttcatt;

"Mr. John" is the name of a well known designer whose

consent is of record. Owner of Beg. Nos. 549.819. 632,315,

673,564, and others.

For Women's Hats.

First use September 1961.

THIS WItK IN ROCNItTIR SN 130,672. Mr. John, Inc., New York, N.Y. FUed Oct. 24,

1961.

For Weekly Magacine.

First use July 29. 1940.

Qass 39- Qothing

SN 97.076. Oxford Industries, In^.. Atlanta. Ga., assignee of

Marcus Loeb * Company, Inc.. AUanU. Ga. Filed May 13,

SUNSET
1960.

For Men's and Boys' Slacks and Sport Shirts.

First use on or about Oct. 16, 1989.

SN 129,679. IntersUte Mfg. Co.. Inc., Hudson. Mass. Filed First use Sept. 1. 1961.

"Mr. John" is the name of a well known designer whose

consent Is of record. Applicant disclaims "Emperor of Fash-

Ion" and "New York-Paris," apart from the mark as shown.

Owner of Beg. Nos. 549,819, 678,564, and others.

For Women's Hats.

Oct. 11, 1961.

SNOW-DRY
For Children's Snow PanU.
First uae on or about Sept. 22, 1961.

SN 134,265. Walter W. Moyer Company, Inc., KphraU, Pa.

Filed Dec. 18, 1961.

SN 180,227. Mr. J<rtin, Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed Oct. 18.

1961.

CLASSIC

"Mr John" Is the name of a well known designer whose

^r^m^.n* ! of record Appllcaut disclaims "Classic" apart

^^ Jhe mirk as rtowS Owner of Beg. Nos. 549,819, For Men's. Women's, Children'., and Infants' Undergar-
from the mark as snown. wwne «^

ments—Namely, Men's and Boys' Undershirts and ShorU.
673,564, and others

Women's and Girls' Panties, and Infanta' Shlrta.
For Women sHat^ ^^^ ^^ j^ ^^^
First use September 19ol.
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8N 141 692 Amour Fathion.. Inc.. New York. NT. PUM 8N 144.2M. Ml» L.A. of CUfornU. Lo. Angelea. Calif.

Apr 6 1962.
FU«I May 10. 19«2.

wrutfl OF CRUFORNIQ

teio^

The worda "of CallfomU" are dladalmed apart from the

mark aa ahown.
For Ladles' Dreaaes.

First oae Apr. 8, 1962.

8N 166,611. Joaeph W. Henadiel, d.b.a. Henschel Manufac-

tarlnc Company, St. Loala. Mo. Filed Oct. 22, 1962.

For Dreaaea for Women and Qlrla.

Flrat use Mar. 6, 1962.

8N 142 966. Regulated Cottons Inc., d.b.a. Zecron Interna-

tional, New York, N.Y. Filed Apr. 24, 1962.

e^re

ZECRON
For Men'a and Boys' Hata and Capa.

Flrat uaa Oct 6, 1962.

For Men's and Boys' RalncoaU and Oyercoato.

, First use July 1961. SN 167.262. Seara. Roebuck and Co., Chlcaco, lU. Filed

Nor. 14. 1962.

SN 142.967. Reliance Manufacturtng Company. New York,

N.Y. Filed Apr. 24, 1962.

LI'L JEEPS

JOtiiA,

Owner of Reg. No. 880,848.

For Children's Footwear.

Flrat uae on or about Mar. 29, 1962.

No claim Is made to the word "Knits " except as part of

the mark as shown. The lUllan word "Domanl" translated

means "tomorrow. " It Is not the name, surname or paeudo-

nym of any person or designer, living or dead. Owner of

Reg. No. 703.996. ^ „ ,

For Mens. Women's, and ChUdren's Clothing—Namely.

Dresses, Suits. Skirts. Blouses, Slacks. Sweaters JackeU

Pants and Bowling Costumes Consisting of Sport Shirts and

Blouses With Matching Slacks. Shirts, and Shorta.

First use on and prior to Sept. 6, 1960.

SN 1«1,811. Darld Crystal, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Jan. 24, 1968.

611

For Ladles' and Mlsses'*Dresses and Dress Ensembles. Con-

sisting of a Dress and Coat, Blouses, Suits, Coats, Slacks,

and Playsults.

First use Sept. 15, 1942.

SN 162,106. Usle MlUs, Inc., Allentown, Pa. Filed Feb. 6.

1968.

SN 143,342. Calxaturlflclo Dl Varese S.p.A.. Vareae, lUly.

Filed Apr. 30, 1962.

GRO-TARDS

XL VARESE
For LeoUrda and Tights.

First use on or about Jan. SO, 1968.

For Shoes.

First use 1899; In commerce January 1»0».

SN 143.822. The Qrore Company, St. Louis, Mo. Filed May

TUMBLE BUMS
For Outer Oarments and Particularly Women's Knitted

Cotton Flannel Shirts. •

First uae Apr 18,1962.

Class 40 -Fancy Goods, Furaishiiigs, and

Notions

SN 161,696. Tapemaker, Inc., Peorta, 111. Filed Aug. 22,

1962.

SN 143 830. ArnaT Shoe Corporation, Little Ferry, N^., by

chaie of name from IntercontlnenUl Development Corp<v

ration, Uttle Ferry, N.J. FUed May 4, 1962.

wm
INVISIBLE

ARNAVITE
For Shoe Soles.

Flrat uae Apr. 18, 1962.

No claim Is made to the exduslTe right to the use of the

word "Invisible." separate and apart from the mark as shown.

For Venetian Blind Tape.

Flrat nae July 19, 1962.
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8N 152.464. Walter Spom Co.. Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed SN 145.201. J. B. Martin Company. Norwich, Conn. Filed

Sept. 4. 1962. May 22. 1962.

SPORNETTE PRELUDE
Owner of Reg. No. 664,404.

For Combs.
Flrat nae on or about June 16, 1968.

For Fabrics In the Piece Made of Velvet.

First use January 1954.

SN 164,033. Jiffy Enterprlaea Inc., Harrlsonville, Mo. Filed

Sept. 27, 1962.

SN 153.779. Linens By Vera, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Sept. 24, 1962.

VERAMAT

IRON POCKET
For Place Mats and Napkins Made of Linen and Other

Textile Fabrics.

First use June 1. 1960.

Applicant dlsclaUna the word "Po<*et" apart from the —^^m^—

"VoVnJirB'ndable Pocket Repair Patching Material. SN 161,384. SUron Inc.. New York, N.Y. Filed Jan. 24.

First use on or about June 22, 1962. ^••*-

MACHICOULIS
SN 1M,034. ,«t, KnterpH.. I.e. H.rr..o..m.. Mo. Filed For l-'««0»°- «'"»<". <='"" S'"' «'••'«" >"'""'

IRON PATCH
SN 161,567. J. P. Stevens A Co., Inc., Ne* York. N.Y. Filed

Applicant disclaims the word "Patch" apart from the mark Jan. 28. 1963.

as shown.
For Heat Bondable Repair Componentu for Fabrics.

First use on or about June 22. 1962. MALAMUTE
SN 154,042. Lord and Lady Windsor Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Sept. 27. 1962.

m
M^WINDSOR

Owner of Reg. Noa. 784.975 and 784,976.

For Wigs, Chignons, and Halrplecea.

First use Sept. 5, 1961.

For Cotton Piece Oooda.

First use Oct. 26, 1962.

SN 161.634. J. P. Stevens k Co., Inc., New York, NY. Filed

Jan. 29, 1963.

HOPE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 86.061. 89,753, and 162,777.

For Sheets and Pillow Cases.

First use January 1958.

Class 42 -Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrks, and Snbstitiitos Therefor

SN 188 863. Acme Markets, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., by

Change of name from American Stores Company. Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed Feb. 21, 1962.

SN 161,691. Fleldcrest Mills, Inc., Spray. N.C. Filed Jan.

80, 1968.

d^-
For Textile Rugs and Carpeting.

First use Jan. 3, 1963.

PRINCESS

SN 161.698. Fleldcrest Mills, Inc., Spray, N.C. Filed Jan.

30, 1963.

TILGXei
For Pot Holdera. Dlah CTotha, and AU-Pnrpoae Clotha.

First use February 1960.

For Textile Rugs and Carpeting.

Flrat uae Jan. 7, 1963.

SN 146,200. J. B. Martin Company, NorwKA, Conn. FUed gj^ i8l,877. Fleldcrest MUls, Inc., Spray. N.C. Filed Feb. 1,

lisT 22 1962. 19iii.

BAGATELLE ASHLEY GROVE
For FabrlcB In the Piece Mad* of Velvet.

Flrat nae January 1964.

For Textile Ruga and Carpeting.

First oae Jan. 17, 1968.
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SN 161,923. United Merchants and Manufacturers, Inc., New SN 149,140. Travenol Laboratorie*. Inc., Morton Orove, 111.

York, .V.Y. Filed Feb. 1, 1963. IPlled July 16, 1962.

"FASHIONS FOR FOREVER"
For BedHpreads, Draperies, and Pillowa.

First use on or about Jan. 11, 1963. F)>r

MEASUR-GARD

Qass 43 — Thread and Yarn

Protector Cover for the Tip of Tubing That It Uaed in

Association With the Disposable Plastic Pharmaceutical Con-

tainers for Use in the Storing and Dispensing of Fluids.

First use June 7, 1962.

SN 152,619 .National Plastic Products Company, Inc., Oden- gjj 152.612. Fred M. MedwedeflT k William H. Knox, d.b.a.

ton. .Md. Filed Sept. 6. 1962. Precision X-Ray Company, Nashville, Tenn. Filed Sept. 6.

1962.

PRECISION
For Dental X-Ray Film Holding and Shield Instruments.

First use May 1. 1962.

For Synthetic Polymeric Yarn for Use In the Manufacture gff 168,890. Allied Latex Salfa Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

of Textiles. Webbing. Rope, Cari)etB and the Like.

First use July 30. 1962.
Filed Nov. 26, 1962.

GENTRY
SN 159,754. Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Dec. 26. 1962. For Prophylactic Rubber Articles for the Prevention of

Contagious Diseases.

First us« Oct. 16, 1962.

SN 160,915. Bowen k Company, Inc., RockvUle, Md. Filed

Jan. 18, 1908.

TURBO-JET

OEMSTRAI^
Owner of Reg. No. 639,070.

For Water Operated Dental Drtll Unit.

First use September 1957.

No claim is made to the word "Spandex" apart from the

mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 600,796, 741,667, and

others.

For Thread and Yarn Comprised in Whole or in Substantia)

Part of Spandex.

First use Nov. 6, 1962.

Qass 46— Foods and Ingrodients of Foods

SN 108,887. Filler Products, Inc., AtlanU, Oa., aaalgnee of

Bacon Products Corporation, Addison. 111. Filed Aug. 2S,

1»«0.

SN 161,449. Synthetic Thread Company, Inc., Bethlehem, Pa.

Filed Jan. 25, 1963.

BAKON FRY

SEW KLEER
For Tranalucent Sewing Thread.

First use Jan. 7, 1963.

Owner of Beg. Nos. 584,235, 719,724, and others.

For Shortening for Cooking, of Animal and Vegetable

Origin.

First use July 9, I960.

SN 162,177. Melrose Yarn Co.. Inc., Brooklyn, NY. Filed

Feb. 6, 1963.

SN 118,494. S.p.A. Pattlfldo F.O.F.lll Bertagnl, Bologna,

Italy. Filed Apr. 24, 1961.

MER^
For Wool Yam.
First use Mar. 10, 1948.

Qass 44 -Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appli TRE PUNTE
SN 119,948 Espe Fabrlk Pharmaieutlscher Priparate

GmbH., Seefeld, Upper Bavaria, Germany. Filed May 15.

jggj Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on lUUan application

EQ P IT '*'** ^''*- *• ^®®^
• **• ^^- ^^*'^^' •****<* ***' ^^' *•**• ^®

Jj mT Mli claim of exclusive right is made to the design feature of the

Owner of German Reg No. 642.977, dated Aug. 21, 1953. mark as a showing of the shape of the goods herein. The

For Insulating Material for Plaster Casts and Material for words "Tre Punte" may be translated as "three peaks.

Denul Impressions and Provisional DenUI FUllng Material. For Stuffed Alimentary Paste.
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SN 118,881. General Grocer Company, Brentwood, Mo. Filed SN 144,454. Cafes Solubles Monterrey, S.A., Monterrey,

Apr. 28, 1961. Mexico. Filed May 14, 1962.

Applicant makes no claim to the words "Triple Checked,"

apart from the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. No. 672,683.

For Fresh Meats.

First use Mar. 17, 1960.

The drawing is lined for the color gold.

For Instant Coffee.

First uae Nov. 14, 1961 ; in commerce Nov. 14, 1961.

SN 180.340. M. H. Greenebaum, Inc., New York, N.Y. FlPfO

Oct. 20, 1961.

SN 145,911. Riva Distributing Company, San Francisco,

Calif. Filed May 31, 1962.

GREEN TREE VIVA RIVA!

Owner of Reg. Nos. 251,436 and 372,748.

For Canned, Fresh, Smoked and Prepared Meats, Canned

Fowl, Cheese, Animal-Derived Lard, and VegeUble-Derived

Shortenings.

First use in January 1928.

The words "Viva Blva" mean 'long live the river" or.

"hurrah for the river." Owner of Reg. No. 689.605.

For Concentrated Fruit Bases, and Nonalcoholic Egg Nog

Mix and Nonalcoholic Tom and Jerry and Bum Butter Bev-

erage Mixes.

First use In or about October 19S9.

SN 133,654. Florida Seed and Feed Company, Inc., Ocala, ^^ ^^^^^^ Pikle-Blte Company, Inc., Pulaski, Wis. Filed
Fla. Filed Dec. 8, 1961

June 7, 1962.

NA-ZDROWIE
The words "Na-Zdrowle" translated means "for your

health."

For Pickles.

First oae Apr. 2, 1961.

SN 147,284. International Minerals k Chemical Corporation,

d.b.a. Ac'cent International, Skokle, 111. Filed June 20,

1962.

The drawing is lined for the colors red and green, but no

claim is made to the colors so named. The map represenU-

tlon of the Southeastern United States Is disclaimed apart

from the mark as shown.

For Wild Bird Seed, Parakeet Seed, Sunflower Seed for

Blrda.

First use Oct. 2, 1969.

SN 196,040. Continental Baking Company, Bye, N.Y. Filed

Jan. 25. 1962.

SOFT WHIRLED
For Bread.

First uae Jan. 2, 1962. For Dehydrated Vegetables.

Flmt use May 16, 1962.

SN 188.411. Mlefatgan Bakertea, Ibc, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Feb. 21, 1962.

PECAN SWIRLS
The word "Pecan" U dlMlalmed apart from the mark

shown.
For Froxen Baked Goods—Namely, Sweet Bolls.

First uae on or about Mar. 8, I960.

BnbJ. to Intf. with BN 151,288.

SN 147,288. International Minerals * Chemical Corporation.

d.b.a. Ac'cent International, Skokle, 111. Filed June 20,

1962.

INDESA-INTERNACIONAL
For Dehydrated Vegetables.

Flrat uae May 16, 1962.
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8N 148.246. TlUle LewU Foods, Inc., Stockton, Calif. Filed 8N 140,601. 8*ffacol, Inc., Northfleld, Ul. Filed July 28,

July 2, 1962. U>«2

SAFFIZ
For Safflower Seed OIL
Flnt uae Apr. 8, 1M2.

TILLIE LEWIS
TASTI DIET ^

The picture and name "Tlllle LewU" U that of Mrs. L.

Lewis, an officer In applicant corporation, whose consent Is

of record. Owner of Reg. Nos. 607,456, 617,561, and others.

For Dietetic Food Products—Namely, Fruit Jelly, Pre-

Herves and Jam ; an Artificially Sweetened Maple Flavored

Preparation In the Nature of a Syrup for Use on Pancakes

and Waffles ; Salad Dressinss ; Fruit and Otherwise Flavored

Preparations In the Nature of Syrups for Usf^as Desaert

Toppings ; Canned Fruit Juices ; Canned Fruits ; Canned Vege-

tables ; Liquid Sweetener ; Oelatln Desserts ; Pudding Des-

serts ; Pudding and Pie Fillings.

First use Mar. 10, 1984; Mar. 6, 1952, as to "Tastl-Dlet"

SN 148,247. Tlllle Lewis Foods. Inc., Stockton, Calif. Filed

July 2, 1962.

•'Tlllle Lewis" and picture Identify Mrs. Meyer L. Lewis,

whose aonsent Is of record. Applicant disclaims the word

"Brand/- Owner of Reg. Nos. 588,478, 612,268, and 617,561.

For Dietetic Food Products—Namely, Fruit Jellies, Pre-

serves and Jam ; Pudding Desserts ; Pudding and Pie Fillings ;

Gelatin Desserts ; Fruit and Otherwise Flavored Preparations

in the Nature of Syrups for Use as Dessert Toppings ;
Salad

Dressings; Canned Fruit Juices; Canned Fmlts ;
Canned

Vegetables; an Artiflcially Sweetened Maple Flavored Prep-

aration In the Nature of a Syrup for Use on Pancakes and

Waffles ; Liquid Sweetener ; Salt Substitute ; Sugar Substitute.

First use Mar. 10, 1954.

PiledSN 148,248. Tlllle Lewis Foods, Inc., Stockton, Calif.

July 2. 1962.

"Tlllle Lewis" identifies Mrs. Meyer L. L«wls, whose con-

sent Is of record. Owner of Reg. Nos. 583.478. 612.288, and

For Dietetic Food Products—Namely, Prult Jellies, Pr.

serves and Jam ; Pudding Desserts ; Pudding and Pie Fillings :

Oelatln Desserts ; Fruit and Otherwise Flavored Preparations

in the Nature of Sjrups for Use as Dessert Toppings: Salad

Dressings; Canned Fruit Juices; Canned Fruits; Canned

Vegetables; an Artificially Sweetened Maple Flavored Prep-

aration In the Nature of a Syrup for Use on Pancakes and

Waffles : Liquid Sweetener ; Salt Substitute ; Sugar Substitute.

First use Mar. 10, 1954.

SN 160.072. King Knllen Grocery Co. Inc.. Westbury, N.Y.

Filed July 30. 1962.

riino
Owner of Reg. Noa. 688,547 and 742.868.

For Alimentary Pastes.

First use October 1960.

SN 151,288. Aunt Fanny's Baking Co., AtlanU, Qa. Piled

Aug. 16. 1962.

PECAN TWIRLS
No claim is made to the word "Pecan" apart from the mark.

For Sweet Rolls, Either Frosen or Unfroxen.

First use on or ab.ut Dec. 20, 1959.

SobJ. to Intf. « ' N 138,411.

SN 151,560. B«»ar Brand Confectionery Limited, Leicester.

England. Filed Aug. 21. 1962.

BEAR BRAND
The word "Brand" is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown. Owner of British Reg. No. 718,888, dated Dec. 22,

1952.

For Sugar Candles and Bating Chocolate.

SN 158,448. Barricini, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y. Filed

Sept. 19, 1962.

JEANNE LORRAINE
The name "Jeanne Lorraine" is fanciful.

For Candy.
First use Sept. 11, 1962.

SN 154,008. Armour and Company, Chicago, HI. Piled

Sept. 27, 1962.

SAINT PAUL CAPITAL CUT
Applicant disclaims exclusive use of the word "Cot," sep-

arate and apart from the mark as shown on the drawing.

Owner of Reg. No. 557,800.

For Fresh or Frozen Beef Steak.

First use Sept. 22, 1961.

SN 164,972. Indiran, Inc , Parslppany, N.J. FUed Oct. 11,

1962.

SN 148,479. Comet Rice Mills, Inc., Houston. Tex. Filed

July 8. 1962.

COMET GIANT GRAIN
No registration rights are claimed for the words "Oiant

Grain" apart from the mark as shown. Applicant waives

none of its common law rights in the mark as "kown or any

feature thereof. Owner of Reg. Nos. 77,427 and 686.241.

For Rice.

First use Jan. 28, 1962.

For UnsheUed PisUcchlo Nats.

First use Mar. 20, 1962.
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SN 156,408 General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. Filed SN 158,179. Sun-Ray Feed Mills. Inc.. Lexington, Ky. Filed

Oct. 18. 1962. Oct. 29. 1982.

LUCKY CHARMS
For Breakfast Cereals.

First use Sept. 17, 1962.

SN 155,409. General Mills, Inc.. Minneapolis, Minn. Filed

Oct. 18, 1962.

LUCKY BITS

STAm
For Nutritional Food Supplements for Horse Feeds.

First use Feb. 19. 1964.

The word "Bits" is disclaimed apart from the mark as
^^^ 166.871. Frozen Potato Products, Inc.. Grand Forks,

shown. V. Dak. Filed Nov. 8. 1962.
For Breakfast Cereals.

,

First use Sept. 17. 1962. TATERLAN
SN 155.470. Beatrice Foods Co., Chicago, 111. Filed Oct. 15, p^j. Frozen Processed Potatoes.

1962. Plrst use Aug. 14, 1962.

PLAID
For Caramel Candles.

First use Mar. 28, 1962.

SN 157,004. Prudence Foods, Inc., Everett, Mass. Filed

Nov. 9, 1962.

SN 166,647. Pulaski Canning Co.. Pulaski. Wis. Piled Oct.

22, 1962.

Applicant disclaims any exclusive rights in the word

•Wisconsin" apart from the mark as shown in the drawing.
^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^

For Canned Vegetables.
^^^ Canned Corned Beef Hash, Canned Roast Beef Hash,

First use Aug. 23, 1982.
Canned Bacon Hash, and Canned Pepper Beef Hash.

I First use Apr. 9, 1920, on corned beef hash and roast beef

SN 155,763. Vita-Pakt Citrus Products Co., Covins, Calif.

Filed Oct. 23. 1982.
SN 157,122. Manna VIU Food Products Corp., Sherman

Oaks, Calif. Filed Nov. 13, 1962.

For Concentrated Protein Products for Use as a Dietary

Food Supplement and Consisting of Soya Proteins, Milk Pro-

teins. Casein, Lactalbumin. B-Lactoglobulln Fusion. Soya

Lecithin, Defatted Wheat Germ. Vanilla and Vanillin Flavor-

ing, and Calcium Cyclamate as a Sweetener.

First use Jan. 27, 1982.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 157,246.

n- i» SN 157.134. Popped-Blght Com Company, Marlon, Ohio.

For Fresh Orange, Lemon, and Grapefruit Juice, Fruit
^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^

Juice Concentrates, and Frozen Frnlt Juice Bars.

First use July 15. 1959.

SN 155,940. Louis Rich Foods, Inc., West Uberty, Iowa.

Filed Oct. 26, 1962.

RICHBROOK
Owner of Reg. Nos. 866,556 and 666,567.

For Frozen Dressed Turkeys.

Plrst use June 1959.

Owner of Reg. No. 657.218.

For Popped and Unpopped Popcorn.

First use on or about May 28, 1966.
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SN 157,426. Zlel & Co. Inc., Ban FranclHCO. Calif. Filed 8N 161.145. B«rcut-Rlchard8 Packing Co., Sacramento, Calif.

Nov. 16, 1962. Filed Jan. 22, 1963.

wmifff
For Canned Fruits.

First use 1958.

SN 157,860. F. M Stamper Company, d.b.a. Banquet Can-
ning Company, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Nov. 23, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 411,202, 680,882, and 691,375.

For Dressed and Froxen Poultry, Canned Poultry Prod-

ucts— Namely, Chicken and Turkey and Parts Thereof and

Chicken Fricassee ; Frozen Prepared Food Products— Namely,

Dinners Containing as Their Main Ingredient Chicken or

Turkey or Beef or Fish in Combination With a Vegetable,

Chicken and Turkey Plea and Beef Pies ; Froxen Prepared

Boll-ln-the Bag Products— Namely,' Sliced Turkt-y, Sliced

Beef, Chicken and Noodle*, and Beef Stew, Frozen Turkey

Sandwiches, and Frozen Dessert Pies.

First use In July 1960.

8N 158,022. Louis Rich Foods, Inc., Rock Island, 111. Filed

Nov. 27, 1962.

CLEAN AS A WHISTLE!
Owner of Reg No. 654,584.

For Frozen Dressed Poultry.

First use September 1954.

SN 159,207. Joe W. Chapman, d.b.a. Chapman Products

Co., La Habra, Calif. Filed Dec. 17. 1982.

PEP-E-MARY
For Tomato Drink Cocktail.

First use June 18, 1962.

BubJ. to Intf. with SN 161,145.

SN 159,284. Rod's Food Products, Inc., Loi Angelet, Calif.

Filed Dec. 17, 1962.

li^lDl
Owner of Reg. Nos. 646,188. 671,027, and 687,806.

For Vegetable Derlred Aerated Topping Used for Decorat-

ing or Topping Desserts,

rirat uae Sept. 19. 1962.

The portrait design is fandfnl and is not intended to rep-

resent any actual individual.

For Canned Tomato Juice CockUll.
First use Noveniber 1961.

Subj. to Intf. with SN 1B0,207.

SN 161.373. Redlum Research Corporation, Redlands, Calif.

Filed Jan. 24, 1963. ^

REDLUM
For Protein Supplement for Animal and Poultry Feed.

First use Dec. 14, 1960.

SN 162.366. The Supreme Rice Mill, Inc., Crowley, La. Filed

Feb. 8, 1968.

For Rice.

First use on or about Aug. IS, 19S8.

SN 162,950. Oeo. A.

Filed Feb. 18, 1968.

Hormel k Company, Austin. Minn.

BRAM
For Chopped, Cured, Cooked Ham Strips.

First use Jan. 24, 1963.

SN 163,007. Ventura Processors, Ventura, Calif. Filed Feb.

18, 1963.

GOLDEN-Y
Owner of Reg. No. 650.992.

For Fresh Grapefruit.

First use on or about Nov. 1, 1959.

SN 163,083. Ross Industries, Inc., Wichita, Kans. Filed

Feb. 19. 1963.

SEA HORSE
For Flour.

First use Apr. 15. 1961.

SN 163,273. Pleasant Valley Vegetable Cooperative, d.b.a.

Pleasant Valley Veg. Co^p., Oznard, Calif. Filed Feb. 21.

1963.

P V
For Preah VegeUblea.
rint use Feb. B, 1962.
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Oass 47 -Wines

SN 111,434. H. Sichel Sona. Inc., New York, N.Y., assignee

of Sichel k Flls Frtrea, Stuttenberg, Bordeaux, France.

Filed Jan. 6, 1961.

SN 134,608. Pacific Realm k Chemicals, Inc., Seattle. Wash.,

assignee of Martin Marietta Corporation, Seattle, Waah.
Filed Dec. 26, 1961.

LITE-LANE
For TralBc Oalde System, Conalatlng of the Following Cam-

ponents To Permit Complete Installation of Said System Sold

as a Unit : Traffic Markers, Heating Units To Preheat the

Highway Surface, Heating UniU To Preheat the Traffic

Btarkers, Heating Fluid, Adhesive and Adhesive Catalyst To
Bind the Markers to the Highway Surface, Mixing Units To
Prepare the Adhesive, and Cleaning Solvent.

First use on or about June 9, 1961.

SN 134,654. Pacific Resins * Chemicals, Inc., Seattle. Wash.,

aasignee of Martin MarietU Corporation, Seattle, Waah.

Piled Dec. 26, 1961,

•^•mffvrrmtvimi
ss;

»^—pwi^»»—n—i»» I I 1 1 j i iy

For Wines.
First use June 30, 1928 ; in commerce July 31, 1934.

SN 137,383. H. Sichel Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y., assignee

of H. Sichel k Sons, Ltd., London, England. Piled Feb. 6,

1962.

GRANDE TERRASSE
The translation of the French phrase "Grande Terrasse"

is "big terrace."

For Wines.

First use Nov. 7, 1934 ; in commerce Nov. 7, 1934.

Oass 49- Distilled Alcoholic Liquors

SN 86,247. Ricard, MaraeUie-Salnte-Marthe, Bouches du

Rhone, France, by change of name from Ricard S.A.F.,

Marseille-Salnte-Marthe, Bouches du Rhone, Prance. Piled

Apr. 16, 1968.

RICARD
Owner of French Reg. No. 44.187, dated June 24, 1959

(Marseille) ; Natl. Inst. No. 129,222.

For Distilled Anise Aperitif.

First use 1932 ; in commerce Sept. 2, 1954.

Oass 50- Merchandise Not Otherwise

Classified

SN 181,825. Allied Precision Indastrlea, Inc., Geneva, lU.

Plied Nov. 6, 1961.

Lite^iane

For Decorative MeUl Trim for Household Applianeea.

First aae Oct. 25, 1961 : 1949 aa to the letter. APL

^ TM 798 CO.—

7

For Traffic Guide System, Consisting of the Following Com-
ponents To Permit Complete Installation of Said System Sold

as a Unit: Traffic Markers, Heating Units To Preheat the

Highway Surface, Heating Units To Preheat the Traffic

Markers, Heating Fluid. Adhesive and Adhesive Catalyst To
Bind the Markers to the Highway Surface, Mixing Units To
Prepare the Adhesive, and Cleaning Solvent.

First use on or about June 9, 1961.

SN 140,369. Magellan Sounds Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 21. 1962.

WINDOW OF KNOWLEDGE
For Educational Mita Comprising Recording*, Audio-Vis-

ual Aids, Visual Aids, and Instructional Material.

First use Dec. 27, 1961.

SN 142.167. Joseph M. Auricchlo, Farmingdale. N.Y. Filed

Apr. 13, 1962.

The word "Rock" la disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.
For Monuments and Memoriala.

First use Nov. 19, 1961.
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SN 142,562. Rubbermaid Incorporated, Wooster, Ohio. Filed SN 121.184. Luclenne Felix born Lafltte, d.b.a. Laboratolres

Apr. 18, 1962. Luclenne Merle, Paris (Seine), France. Filed June 1, 1»61.

Owner of Reg. Noa. 728,892 and 735,038.

For Articles Made of Rubber Composition or Plastic Com-

position—Namely, Floor, Automobile and Marine Mats and

Pads, Marine Engine Battery Box Holders, and Martne Gas

Tank Anchor Straps.

First use Oct. 28, 1960.

SN 142,734. Hugh C. Pryor, d.b.a. Hugh Pryor Products, Los

Angeles, Calif. Filed Apr. 20, 1962.

d®(A)<aJ(?®)

The word "Cream" Is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown In the drawing. The mark comprlaei the letter "F"

and "Cream 001." The drawing 1> lined for red and stippled

for gold.

For Beauty Cream.

First use Feb. IB, 1961 ; In commerce Feb. IB, 1981.

For DecoratlTe Table Accessories—Namely. Scales, Candle

Holders, Compotes, Candy Dishes, Centerpieces, and Bowls,

and Decorative Items To Be Mounted on a Wall.

First use July 6, 1961.

SN 146,659. Ray's N Kane Enterprise. Muskegon Heights,

Mich. Filed June 11, 1962.

I DON'T KNOW
For Novelty Items of the Trinket and Souvenir Type.

First uae Mar. 12, 1968.

SN 180,858. House of Lacan N.V.. WlUemsUd. Curacao,

Netherlands Antilles. Filed Oct. 20. 1961.

BEAUTEE BLUE
No claim Is made for the word "Blue" apart from the mark

as shown.
For Hand and Body Lotion.

First use November 1958 ; In commerce November 1958.

SN 148.078. Quad Decor. Inc., Ardmore. Okla. Filed June

SN 138.865. House of Westmore. Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed

Mar. 1. 1962.

CLEO'S KISS
For Lipsticks.

First use Feb. 23, 1962.

Subj. to Intf. with SN 146,748.

29, 1962.

SPRINGLES SN 142,892. De Mert k Dougherty, Inc., Chicago, 111. FUed

For Christmas Tree Ornaments.

First use Feb. 9, 1980.

Apr. 23, 1982.

SN 158,181. Sales Promotion Products, Inc., Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Nov. 29, 1962. 'BwuiK
The word "Beaut*" means "beauty" In the French language.

For Pressurised Hair Spray.

First use on or about Mar. 12, 1982.

SN 152,834. Sales Plus Inc., d.b.a. Charles R. Co., MUIbrae,

Calif. Filed Aug. 31, 1962.

PRO-TAN 3
For Advertising Banners.

First use Mar. 9, 1980.
For Suntan Lotion.

First UM July 18, 1962.

ria«« 51 — Gismetio and Toilet Preparations sn 157.235. Phuip Morru incorporated. New York, n y.

^*^*
Filed Not. 14, 1982.

SN 113.888. Associated Brands, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. Piled

EVER-READY
SET 'N TREAT

For Hair Waving Preparation.

First use Feb. 1. 1961.

Owner of Beg. Noa, 180,008, 689,082, and others.

For Share Lather, After Shave Lotion, and Waterless Skin

Cleanacr.

First nae Get. 5, 1966.
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SN 160.675. Alberto-Culver Company.
Filed Jan. 14, 1983.

EDIT
For Antl-Persplrant and Deodorant.
First use Dec. 18, 1962.
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Melrose Park, 111. and Lotions, Finger Enamel and Preparation—Namely, Base

and Top Coatings, Cuticle Softening Preparations, Perfumes.

Toilet Water, and Astringents.

First use Apr. 1. 1962.

SN 160,576. Alberto-Culver Company,
Filed Jan. 14, 1983.

Melrose Park. 111.

ALLY
For Antlpersplrant and Deodorant.

First use Dec. 18. 1962.

SN 160,769. Robert Alan Franklyn, d.b.a. Robalre Alain,

Los Angeles, Calif. Filed Jan. 16. 1963.

POUPEE DE PARIS
A translation of the mark Is "doll of Paris" or "Paris doll."

For Bath Oil.

First use Dec. 1. 1982.

SN 180.578. Alberto-Culver Company. Melrose Park. 111. Qj|5S 52 ~ DoterQentS MNI SodpS
Filed Jan. 14, 1983.

RESERVE
For Antlperaplrant and Deodorant.

First use Dec. 18, 1962.

SN 153,321. Purex Corporation, Ltd., d.b.a. Turco Products,

Inc., Division, Wilmington, Calif. Filed Sept. 17, 1962.

TRANSPO
SN 180.691. Hattle Carnegie, Inc., d.b.a. Battle Carnegie,

New York, NY. Filed Jan. 15, 1988.

For Engine and Motor Parts Cleaner.

First use Feb. 18, 1947.

(3/k wm/
SN 154,288. The Procter k Gamble Company. Cincinnati,

Ohio. Filed Oct. 1, 1982.

BIG MIKE
For Cosmetics—Namely, Lipsticks, Rouge, Face Powder, ' , „ , .

Eyelash and Eyebrow Mascara, and Creams for the Hands For All Purpose Liquid Detergent Intended Primarily for

and Face, Hair Setting Lotions, Hair Sprays. Permanent Wave Household Use.

Solutions, Hair Conditioning Creams and Lotions, Creams First use Aug. 30, 1962.

SERVICE MARKS
Qass 100- Miscellaneous

SN 116.238. Jahns Since 1897, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed

Mar. 22. 1981.

SN 142,711. Hotel Corporation of America, Boston, Mass.

Filed Apr. 20, 1962.

HOTEL CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

For Hotel, Motor Hotel, ResUurant and Bar Services.

First use Feb 21. 1958.

SINCE 1897

Owner of ReK No 642.ir>4

For UeKtHuraii'. S>'rv.fi't

First use 1897.

SN 150.364 Reminder Service, Inc., Medina, Ohio. Filed

Aug. 2. 1962.

i^^^T^y^

SN 122.247. Allgtate Enterprises. Inc . Skokie, 111. Filed

June 19, 1961.

ALLSTATE MOTOR CLUB

Without waiver of applicant's common law rights with

respect to the combination of words constituting applicant's

service mark, applicant disclaims any right to the words

"Motor Club," except as a part of the mark as shown.

For Services to Motorist Members. Including Assistance on

Plannlna Auto Trips. Emergency Road Service Benefits. Legal
„ ,^ ^ . ^ ^

Service Benefit In Event of Traffic Violation Charges, Accl- For Reminding Subscribers of Significant Dates and Occa

dent Insurance, and Arranging for World-Wide Tours. sions.
,, ,o«9

First uw on or about May 18. 1981. ^"t Mue June 13, 1962.
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SN 158 867 Stanley Engineering Company Muscatine. Iowa. 8N 144.240. Shepard W. Davla. d.b.a. PubUcaUon. Unllm-

FUedDec. 10. 1962. Ited, Coral Oablea. Fla. Filed Majr 10, 1962.

b J

^VANLEY

PUBLICATIONS
UNLIMITED

For Service ConaUtlng of the SoUdUtlon of SubBcrtptlonB

for Magaxlnea Published by Others.

First use June IB, 1960.

For Engineering and Architectural Services.

First use Sept. 1, 1962.

8N 149,632. Nancy R. Barrett, d.b.a. Barrett Office Person-

nel Service, Baltimore, Md. Filed July 24, 1962.

SN 169,473. Dlglnamlcs Corporation, Minneapolis. Minn.

Filed Dec. 20, 1962.

DIGINAMICS
For Consulting and Design Services Relating to Digital

Control Logic Systems and Circuits Therefor.

First use Dec. 8, 1961.

SN 189,474. Dlglnamlcs Corporation. Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Dec. 20, 1962.

4>

The "World Globe" is disclaimed apart from the mark aa

shown In the drawing.

For Services of Providing Temporary Office Personnel.

First ate 1901.

For Consulting and Design Services Relating to Digital

Control Logic Systems and Circuits Therefor.

First use Feb. 23, 1962.

FUfdSN 159,704. Dresser Industries, Inc.. Dallas, Tex.

Dec. 26, 1962.

MINIFOCUSEDLOG
For Electrical Logging of Earth Boreholes and in the Sup

plying of Logs so Produced

First use on or about Feb. 15, 1960.

Qass 101 - Advertising and Business

S\ 142 320 International Beauty Congress, Inc.. Long SN 125,796. The Bank for Savings In the City of New York,

'

Beach: Calif. Filed Apr. 16. 1962. New York. N.Y. Filed Aug. 11. 1961.

SN l&O.&M. Guest Pac Corporation. New York. N.Y. Filed

Aug. 6. 1962.

SDPEKM
For Advertising and Promotion of Goods of Others Through

the Packaging, Imprinting and Distribution of Various

Manufacturers' Samples Enclosed in a Single Package.

First use Nov. 10. I960.

Qass 102- InsuraKe and Rnandal

BANK
FOR

SAVINGS

?rr"prl!?ng'';he'^.le of Goods and Services of Others The word. "The Bank for Baring." are disclaimed apart

Through the Medium of a Beauty Contest Conducted on an '^;^—^^ -^-Services.

^-rsrr on"\rtToi'iri«ei.

1
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SN 141.236. Airway Underwriters, Ann Arbor, Mich. Filed Q^jj \Q2 — GmStniCtion and ReOair
Apr. ^, iv\j^.

SN 138,934. Bendlx Field Engineering Corporation. Owlngs

Mills, Md. Filed Mar. 2, 1962.

KJ
For Underwriting of General Liability Insurance In the

Field of Aviation.

First UM Nov. 11, 1961.

SN 148,»68. DaU Service Corporation. Seattle, Wash. Filed

July 12, 1962.
For Furnishing Engineering Service and Maintenance for

Satellite Stations.

First use Jan. 17, 1962.

SN 145,581. Nyloncraft, Inc., Mlshawaka, Ind. Filed May
no ^ ftA9

The words "Check System" are diaclalmed apart from the

mark as shown. '

For Investigating and E.Ubll.hlng Credit Rating.. Guaran-

teeing Checks, and Furnishlnc Protection Against Losses Due

to Bad Checks.

First UM on or abont Jan. 10, 1961.

SnbJ. to Intf. with SN 188,411. «.
'

SN 161.187. Akron-Dime Bank, Akron, Ohio. Filed Aug.

16, 1962.

A The drawing is lined for red. Owner of Reg. Nos. 712.465

and 730,365.

For Custom Casting and Molding of Plastic Industrial

Parts.

First use October 1956.

For Financial and Banking Services.

First use Oct. 6. 1960.

SN 158,768. American Repuhlle Insurance Company. Des

Moines, Iowa. Filed Dec. 10, 1962.

SN 149,060. The Dow Chemical Company, Midland. Mich.

Filed July 16, 1962.

MELOGRAF

TAILORED
For HydrosUtlc PreMure Testing Services.

First use Apr. 6, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 733,562.

For Underwriting and Writing Hospital, Surgical, Medical,

and Life Insurance.

First use during December 1960.

SN 169,676. AllsUte Insurance Company. Skokie, 111. FUed

Dec. 26. 1962.

Class 105— Transportation and Storage

SN 110,001. TranscontlnenUl Bus System, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Dec. 9. 1960.

Applicant disclaims the words "Package Express" apart

Without waiver of applicant's common law rights, appll- from the mark. The drawing is lined to show the color red.

cant disclaims any right to the words "Sick Pay" except as but color Is not claimed as a feature of the mark.
cant disclaims *°' "V" For Transportation of Parcels, Packets and the Uke by
a part of the mark as shown. *~

%. T n^A^.^^ttfnv Motor Vehicles.
For Insurance Underwriting. ™. ., w » t i laan„,* .K/.„* rw/. 17 1BA2 First use on or about July 1960.
First UM on or about Dec. 17. iwo.*.
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SN 121,273. Contluental Air LlneH, Inc , Denver, Colo. SN 158,972. Hertz System. Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed Deo.

Filed June 2, 1961. 12, 1962.

HERTZ PUTS YOU IN THE
DRIVER'S SEAT

Owner of Reg. Noh. 614.123, 714,254, and others.

For Rental of Automobiles.

First use Sept. 2, 1959.

No claim Is made to "Jet" apart from Its use In the present

mark and no claim 1h made to the representation of an air-

plane wingtlp. The drawing Is lined for gold and blue. Owner

of Reg No8. 691,817, 562,047, and 553,242.

For Air Transportation of PersooB, Goods. Mall, and

Freight.

First use on or about Apr. 1, 1959.

SN 168 973. Hertz System, Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed Dec.

12. 1862.

HIGHWAY HOLIDAYS

Owner of Reg. Nos. 614,123, 714,254, and others.

For Rental of Automobiles.

First use Mar. 1, 1962.

SN 157,385 Mall Delivery Service Co ,
Inc., San Francisco,

Calif. Filed Nov. 16, 1962.

miE>

SN 158,975. Hertz System, Inc.. New York. NY. Filed Dec.

12, 1962.

LET HERTZ PUT YOU IN
THE DRIVER'S SEAT

Owner of Reg. Nos. 614,123. 714,254, and others.

For Rental of Automobiles.

First use Oct. 16, 1959.

For Mall Delivery Service.

First use August 1958.

SN; 158.498. Allstate Enterprises. Inc.. Skokle, 111. Filed

Dec. 5, 1962.

Without waiver of applicant's common law rights with

respect to the combination of word.s constituting applicants

service mark, applicant disclaims any right to the word

"Tours," except as a part of the mark as shown. Owner of

Reg. No. 226.693.

For Travel Agency Services.

First use on or about Jan. 1, 1962.

Class 106— Material Treatment

SN 155,489. Chromium Corporation of America, Waterbury,

Conn. Filed Oct. 19, 1962

OPTICHROME
For Chromium Plating of Metallic Articles Furnished by

Others.

First use Mar. 1, 1962.

Class 107 - Eikicatioii and Entertainment

SN 156,014. Northwestern College. Minneapolis, Minn. Filed

Oct. 26, 1962.

MID-AMERICA'S
INSPIRATIONAL NETWORK

For Radio Broadcasting Services.

First use Apr 1, 1969.

Filed
SN 158,499 Allstate Enterprises. Inc., Skokle. Ill

Dec 5, 1962.

ALLSTATE TOURS

without waiver of applicants common law rights with

respect to the combination of words
--"^""''f 'PJ»*=;°;;

service mark, applicant disclaims any right to the word

"Tours," except as a part of the mark as shown. Owner of

Reg. No. 226,693.

For Travel Agency Services.

First use on or about Jan. 1, 1962.

SN 157,955. The American Public Health Association, Inc.,

New York. NY. Filed Nov. 8, 1962.

WELLBEE

For Educational SerTlces In the Form of a Program To

Develop Awareness of Personal Health Problema Among the

General Public.

First use Sept. 14, 1962.

COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARKS

Class 200
SN 154.674. American Massage and Therapy Association,

Wilmington, Del. Filed Oct. 8, 1962.

SN 106,728. Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated,

Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Oct. 19, 1960.

The Greek words on the emblem or medallion mean "Naught

Without Labor."

For ; l^ntlficatlon of Members of the Lambda Chi Alpha

Frate-. ic\ Who Have Distinguished Themselves by Outstand-

ing Success in the Fields of Business, Industry, the Arts,

Science or the Professions and Thereby Have Brought Honor

and Respect to the Fraternity.

First use Aug. 22, 1960.

For Indicating Membership In Applicant Association.

First use on or about Aug. 12, 1958.
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TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

Qass 1 — Raw or Partly Prepared Materials

754.378. DESIGNED FOR THE ENGINEER ENGINEERED
FOR THE DESIGNER. Celanese Corporation of America.

SN 120.774. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 5-25-61.

754.379. CAMEL-BLACK. Harry T. Campbell Sons' Corpo-

ration. SN 146.358. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 6-7-62.

754.380. PINPOLY. International Foam Corporation. SN

147,283. Pub. S-28-63. FUed 6-20-62.

754.381. AQl'A POL. Conaolldated Thermoplastics Com-

pany. SN 147.443. Pub, 5-28-63. Filed 6-22-62.

764.382. CERCOR. Corning Glass Works. 8N 151.201.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-15-62.

754.383. GENFLO. The General Tire k Rubber Company.

SN 153.169. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 9-14-62.

754.384. MAC-PAK. McHutchlson 4 Co. SN 163,498.

Pub. 5-28^63. Filed 9-19-62.

754.385. LEXEL. The Dow Chemical Company. SN

154,959 Pub 5-28-63. Filed 10-11-62.

754.386. SHAWVAN'S. Gerald W. Epstein, d.b.a. John W.

Shawvan Co. SN 155,306. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-17-62.

754.387. UP GRADE. The Charles C Hart Seed Company.

SN 157,500. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-19-62. ^

754.405. SHOE COSMETIC. Cameo Inc. SN 161,004. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 8-13-62.

754.406. CARNAUBRITE. United States Borax k Chemical

Corporation, assignee of Columbia Wax Company. SN
151.887. Pub. 5-28-63. FUed 8-27-62.

Qass 2— Receptades

Qass 5 — Adhesives

754 388. COGEGAL. Compagnle Generale dos Gaz Liquefies

Cogegal. SN 125,971. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-14-61.

754,389. ZlP'EK-N-DIPPER. Dalrypak Inc. SN 150,399.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 8-3-62.

754 390. BARZAN AND DESIGN. The C. W. Zumblel Com

pkny. SN 152.027. Pub. 5-28^63. Filed 8-27-62.

764.391. COCKTAIL TIME American Can Company. SN

152,555. Pub. 5 28-63 Filed 9-6-62.

754,392 COMMANDO. Weyerhaeuser Company. SN

152.856. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-10-62.

754,393. VELVET Sonoco Products Company. SN 153,428.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-18-62.

754 394 AQUAMATIC. Premiums Infinite, Incorporated.

d.b.a Rutland Nurseries. SN 153.512. Pub. 5-2^-63.

Filed 9-19-62.

754.395. TITEN. Tee-Pak, Inc. SN 153,523. Pub. 5-28-68.

Filed 9-19-62.

754.396. ALUMACASK. American Can Company. SN

153.539. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9 20-62.

754 397 DELCAN. Delaware Barrel and Drum Company.

Inc. SN 153.630. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-21-62.

754.398. SOPHISTIGIFT. Harry and David SN 163.878.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-25-62.

754.399. ARGOS. Argos Products Company. SN 153,923.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-26-62.

754 400. DEALrAR-PAK. Malllnckrodt Chemical Works.

SN 1 53.966. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-26-62.

Qass 4- Abrasives and Polishing Materials

754 401 VELVET. The Bell Company, d.b.a. Westley In

dustrles. SN 120,947. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 5-29-61.

754 402 CORDOBA, Solitaire A Saponlte Reunls. SN

137.390. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 2-6-62.

754.403. STAMPEDE. Teilie Chemicals, Inc. SN 142,142.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 4-12-62

754 404 TROFFY AND DESIGN United States Pumice

Supply Co. SN 146.637. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 6-2^2.
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754.407. AHS AND DESIGN. American Heat-Seal. Inc

SN 119.911. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 5-15-61.

754.408. LADCO. L. A. Dreyfus Company. SN 125,816.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-11-61.

Gass 6 -Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

754.409. 8ANT0SET. Monsanto Chemical Company. SN

128,076. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-18-61.

764.410. SAN O PIL. Allied Block Chepilcal Co. SN

128.239. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-20-61.

754.411. COLMAT. Frlti Schenker-Wlnkler. d.b.a. Kaspar

Winkler * Co. SN 135,461. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 1-9-62.

764.412. FABBI DYE. Meyer Maffld, d.b.a. The Magi-Dyes

Co. SN 142,835. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 4-23-62.

754 413. HEMOTROL AND DESIGN. Innovators. Inc..

d b.a. Clinton Laboratories. SN 143.630. Pub. 5-28-63.

Filed 6-2-62.

764.414. TOUCH N-TRIM. Robert 8. Wise Company, Inc

SN 146,906. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 5-31-62.

754.415. 80L-U-COP. Tennessee Corporation. SN 146.529.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 6-8-62.

754.416. MAYSPERSE. Otto B. May, Inc. SN 147,752.

Pub. 12-4-62. Filed 6-26-62.

754.417. MANOX. Hardman k Holden Limited SN

149.081. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-16-62.

764.418. U-D-TEK. Robert Graham Carson. SN 152.279.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8^31-62.

754.419. LANOFLO AND DESIGN. Royal Bond, Inc. SN

lis2,441. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-4-62.

754.420. 76. Union Oil Company of California. SN 153,435

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-18-62.

764.421. MIAVAL Soclete des Usines Chlmlques Rhone

Poulenc. SN 153.519 Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-19-62.

754.422. GELTROL. The B. F. Goodrich Company. SN

157,490. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-19-62.

Class 8- Smokers' Articles, Not Including

Tobacco Products

754,423. STA-PUT. Park Sherman Inc.

5-28-63. Filed 11-19-62.

8N 167,571. Pub.

Class 9- Explosives, Rreamis, Equipments,

and Projectiles

754 424. DESIGN MYTHOLOGICAL FIGURE. Hercules

Powder Company. SN 158.449. Fab. 6-28-63. Filed

12-4-62.
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Qass 10— Fertilizers
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764.425. GREEN GARDE. Nelsen Steel and Wire Co. SN
153.107. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 9-13-62.

754.426. AGRI-VITA. The American Agricultural Chemical

Company. SN 188.551. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 10-22-62.

Qass 11 - Inks and Inking Materials

754.427. FR-CARBON PAPBB-(FULL RELEASE). Bell

IntercontinenUl Corporation. SN 143.366. Pub. 5-28-63.

Filed 4-30-62.

Qass 12- ConstnictKNi Materiak

764.428. SLOPE BEAM AND DESIGN. Inland Steel Prod-

ucts Company. SN 109.330. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

11-30-60.

764.429. HILINEWALL. Elwln O. Smith * Co., Inc. SN

128.869. Pub. 4-9-63. Filed 9-28-61.

764 430. ALUMA-FORM. Utility Products Manufacturing

Company. SN 132.403. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-20-61.

754.431. CIRCLE SQUARE. The Ohio Clay Company. SN

147.952 Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 6-28-62.

754.432. TYSULITE. Tyler RefHgeration Corporation. SN

151,542. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-20-62.

764 433 CCM AND CROWN DESIGN. Crown Chemicals

of Michigan. SN 151.636. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-2-62.

754 434 "CR0WN-0-LA8TIC." Crown Chemicals of Michi-

gan. 8N 151,727 Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-23-62.

764.436. "MULTI-SEAL." Crown Chemicals of Michigan.

8N 152.116. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 8-29-62

764 436 ECON A FRAME. Automatic Poultry Feeder Com

pky, d.b.a. Big Dutchman. SN 162.968. Pub. 6-28-63.

Filed 9-12-62.

Qass 13 -Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Rtting Supplies

754.437. ELECTRO QUEEN. Electro-Way Corporation.

SN 137,056. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 2-1-62.

754 438 PENBERTHY AND DESIGN. Buffalo Eclipse

Corporation. CONSOLIDATED CERTIFICATE. SN

188 279 pub. 5-21-63. filed 2-20-62. CI. 13 ; SN 138.280.

pub. 5-^21-63. filed 2-20-62. CI. 23; SN 138,281, pub.

6-21-63, filed 2-20-62, CI. 26.

754,439. BAKENAMEL. National Manufacturing Co. SN

140,678. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 3-23-62.

764 440 DESIGN OF HOUSE. ETC. IN SQUARE. Owens-

Corning FIberglas Corporation. SN 142.349. Pub.

6-28-63. Filed 4-16-62.

754.441. SNAP-FAST. Elkay Manufacturing Company. SN

160,036. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-30-62.

754.442. FED. Federal Chain Company. SN 150,040. Pub.

6^28-63. Filed 7-30-62.

754.443. HIJOHN. Finlof Bros. 8N 161.218. Pub.

5^28-63. Filed 8-15-62.

754 444 WEAR-EVER PRBFBBBBD. Wear-Byer Alumi-

num. Inc. SN 163.137. Pub. 8-28^3. Filed 9-13-62.

764.445. ROTO-BALL. Hoke Incorporated. SN 153.172.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-14-62.

764.446. FLO-MITB. Hoke Incorporated. SN 163,173.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-14-62.

754 447. GEOMETRIC DESIGN. Link-Age Corporation.

SN 163.780. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 9-24-62.

754 448. 8ANILAV. Carpenter-Hetiler Co. SN 153.986.

Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 9-26-62.

754,449. CHBMEX. Chemex Corporation. SN 164.492.

Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 3-13-63.
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Qass 14- Metak and Metal Castings and

Forgings

754.450. UNIONCLAD. Henry Racamler. SN 129,040.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-2-61.

754.451. C-SENTRY AND DESIGN. Consolidated Zinc

Corporation (Sales) Limited. SN 133,934. Pub. 5-28-63.

Filed 12-13-61.

754.452. LAKE COPPER AND DESIGN. Copper Range

Company. SN 135,490. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 1 10-62.

754.453. PRESTEEL. Worcester Pressed Steel Company

SN 137.831. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 2-12-62.

754.454. LENOX MASTER DRILL. American Saw k Mfg.

Company. SN 142,397. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 4-17-62.

764.455. QUEEN BRAND AND DESIGN. The Titan Indus-

trial Corporation. SN 149,493. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

7-20-62.

754.456. MXI. United States Steel Corporation. SN

149,501. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-20-62.

754.457. SAVOMATIC. Jones k Laughlln Steel Corpora-

tion. SN 152,702. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-7-62.

754.458. VIKING. Cerro Corporation. SN 153.621. Pub.

5^28-63. Filed 9-21-62.

754.459. AUDIOLOY. Crucible Steel Ccynpany of America.

SN 153,743. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-24-62.

754.460. FLEXOMATIC. Keystone Steel k Wire Company.

SN 153.769. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-24-62.

754.461. CORROSTAN. National-Standard Company. S.N

153,975. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-26-62.

Qass 15— Oils and Greases

754 462 TENNECON Tf-nneco Corporation, assignee of

Tenneco Oil Company. SN 137,671. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

2-9-62.

754 463 IN8ULUBE. Archie W. Knudson. d.b.a. Insulube

Products. SN 140,732. Pub. .V28-63. Filed 3-26-62.

754.464. DURASUN. Sun Oil Company. SN 142,370. Pub.

5^28-63. Filed 4-16-62.

754.465. ECONODYNE. The Alben Daniel Chemical Corpo-

ration. SN 143.497. Pub. 5-28-63 Filed 5-1-62.

754.466. FUEL-MATE. Dearborn Chemical Company. SN

153.259. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-17-62.

754.467. TOPPER. Imperial Refineries Corporation. SN

154.250. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-1-6Z ^^^

Class 16-Protective and Decorative Coatings

754,468. PUMP LIFE. Hanson Equipment Company. SN

152.514. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-5-62.

754 469 VIT-GRIT. International Minerals k Chemical

Corporation. SN 152,700. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-7-62.

764 470 VIT-OOBE. International Minerals k Chemical

Corporation. SN 153,484. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-19-62.

754,471. WEATHER-CHEK. Monsey Products Co SN

154,274. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-1-62.

764 472 REALCOAT. Interstate Enamel and Varnish Com

pany. SN 154,900. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 10-10-62.

Qass 17— Tobacco Products

SN 126,231. Pub.
764,478. YORK. P. Lorillard Company.

5-28-63. Filed 8-2-61.

754,474. YORK AND DESIGN. P. Lorillard Company. SN

126,241. Pub. 5-28-63 Filed 8-18-61.

754 475. LA PRIMADORA FALCON. La Primadora Cigar

Corporation. SN 129,506. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-9-61.

754,476. EL TRELLES. DWG Cigar Corporation. SN

139,045. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 3-5-02.
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704,477. SCHERMERHORN'S FLAKE MIXTURE AND DE-

SIGN. Sohermerhorn Cigar Storos, Inc. 8N 144.986.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 5-18-62.

754 478, SCHERMERHORN'S AND DESIGN. Schermer-

horn Cigar StoreB. Inc. SN 144.987. Pub. 5-2S-63. Filed

5-18-62.

754.479. SCHERMERHORN'S. Schermerhorn Cigar Stores,

Inc. SN 144.988. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 5-18-62.

754.480. A DOGGONE GOOD CHEW. Brown k William-

son Tobacco Corporation. SN 148,358. Pub. 5-28-63.

Filed 7-5-62.

Velasques Nederland N.V. SN
Filed 7-19-62.

Brown k Williamson Tobacco Cor-

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-5-62.

754.483. DESIGN OF A POST HORN WITH CROWN. N.V.

Konlnklljke Tabakfabrlek, KofflebranderlJ en Theehandel

J. k A. C. Van Rossem. SN 156,751. Pub. 5-28-63.

Filed 11-6-62.
,

754.481. VELASQUES.
149.425. Pub. 5-28-63.

754.482. PIPE MAJOR,
poratlon. SN 156.556.

Qass 18 -Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

754.484. TRAN-Q. Chas. Pflier k Co., Inc. SN 49.512.

Pub. 3-29-60. Filed 4-11-58.

754 485 ALLPYRAL. Miles Laboratories, Inc., assignee of

Margaret B. Strauss. SN 111,932. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

1-16-61.

764.486. B FAMILY AND DESIGN. Modern Products. Inc.

SN 122.344. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 6-19-61.

754 487. AQUA SOLVA. Peter Hand Brewery Company.

SN 151.050. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-13-62.

754.488. CARI-TAB. Atlas Chemical Industries. Inc. SN

151.118. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 8-14-62.

754 489 ARROW DESIGN. American Home Products Cor-

poration. SN 151.645. Pub 5-28^3. Filed 8-22-62.

754 490 SERVAL AND DESIGN. Serial Pharmaceuticals,

Inc. SN 152.006. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-27-62.

754.491. ALNORE. All Debeh, d.b.a. Fourche Valley CUnlc.

SN 152,382. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-4-62.

764.492. B-NUTRON. Nlon Corporation. SN 164,794.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-28-62.

754 493. BED COMB AND DESIGN. Hales k Hunter Co.

SN 155,501. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed a0-lg-g2. ^__

Oass 19- Vehicles

754,494. PICNIC. General Boats Corporation. SN 124,852.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-20-61.

754 495. POINTER. Parma Motors, Inc. 8N 151,251.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-15-62. ^^^___

754.503. RUBEROID The Ruberold Co. SN 162,292.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 2-7-63.

754.504. ADORN. StU Products. Inc. SN 162,501. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 2-11-63.

754.505. VINYLBE8T. Congoleum-Nalrn Inc. SN 163,823.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 2-25-63.

Qass 21 - Dectrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

754.506. 4J. Jamea Myron Pnlkeraon, d.b.a. Fourjay In

dustrles. SN 92,246. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 3-7-flO.

754.507. INTEN80 QUARTZLITE 500. Appleton Electric

Company. SN 99,271. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 6-20-60.

754.508. MEDALLION. Arrln IndustriM, Inc. SN 107.903.

Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 11-7-60.

754.509. GLIDE AWAY. Rbeinstatal Hamburg Statalbau

Eggera k Priedrlcb Kebrbatan G.m.b.H. SN 118,927. Pub.

5-2»-63. Filed 4-28-61.

754.510. 8PRAY-A-MATIC SYSTEM. Universal Research

Corporatloy. SN 122,675. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed «V-21-«1.

754.511. PBODUCTOGBAPH. Siemens k Halske Aktienge-

sellKhaft. 8N 126,688. Pub. 5-28-«3. Filed ft-28-fll.

764.512. JEWEL. Manley, Inc. 8N 182.848. Pub. 5-28-68.

tiled 11-27-61.

754,518. 8TKAM8TIR. Steamttlr Corp. 8N 184.409. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 12-20-61.

764,614. 8TBAMSTIR DESIGN. Steamstir Corp. 8N
134,410. Pub. 5-28-68. FUed 12-20-61.

754.515. BRIMAR. Thorn AEI Radio Valves and Tubes

Limited. 8N 184.678. Pub. 5-28-«8. Filed 12-22-61.

^754,518. OOLDPOINT ETC. AND DESIGN. Goldpoint In-

dustries. Inc. SN 184.888. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 12-29-61.

754,617. THBBMASOL AND DESIGN. Thermasol Ltd.

SN 186,848. Pub. 5-28-68. Filed 1-29-62.

754.518. WELDBLOC. General Precision. Inc. SN 189,291.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 3-7-62.

754.519. MODUVAC. The Oamewell Company. SN 143,820.

Pub. &-28-«8. Filed 5 4^?.

754.520. FANCIFUL LETTER T. Teletype Corporation.

SN 146.828. Pub. 5-28-68. Filed ft-«-62.

754.621. ALPABT8. Wonstop Automotive Warehouse Co.

SN 147.169. Pub. 5-2ft-63. Filed 6-18-62.

754.522. IF IBVAN AND DESIGN. Irvan Ferromagnetics

Corporation. SN 160.663. Pub. 5-28-«8. Filed 8-e-62.

754.528. LBC ON A GLOBAL DESIGN WITH LIGHTNING
BOLT. Logan Electronic Corporation. 8N 151.416. Pub.

6-28-68. Filed 8-17-«2.

754.524. VANGUARD. Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc. SN

161.766. Pub. 5-28-«3. Filed 8-23-62.

754 526 8NAPLITE AND DESIGN. Leecraft Manufactur-

Ing Co.. Inc. SN 153.418. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-18-62.

764 626. VAPOR. Vapor Corporation. MULTIPLE CLASS
(Classes 21 and 23). SN 168,588. Pub. 6-28-68. Filed

9-10-62.

764.627. ELECTRA CURL. SUndard Products Corpora-

tion. SN 154,644. Pub. 5-2»-63. Filed 10-6-62.

754.628. HUSTLER. New-Tronics Corporation. SN

l«k).438. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed l-»-63.

754.529. HALF-PINT. Hl-G Incorporated. SN 160,486.

Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 1-10-68.

754,580. VACULATOR. Hill-Shaw Company. SN 160.639.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed l-14-«8.

754.531. DESIGN MONOGRAM. The Mercoid Corporation.

SN 161.361. Pub. 5-28-63. FUed 1-24-68.

Oass 20- Lindeum and Oiled Cloth

754 496 POLYFLOR. Carthage Mills Incorporated. SN

irS7.602. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-20-62.

754 497. VISTELLE. Armstrong Cork Company. SN

168.128. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-29-62.

754 498. ROCHELLE. Armstrong Cork Company. SN

158.129. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-29-62.

754 499 ROBBINETTE. Robbins Floor Products. Inc. SN

158.380. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 12-3-62.

754 500. ESTEEM. Congoleum-Nalrn Inc. SN 159,960.

Pub. 5-2»-63. Filed 12-31-62.

7^4 BOl AMTICO PROMENADE AND DESIGN. American

Biitrite Rubber Co.. Inc. SN 161.137. Pub. ^-2^3. Q^ 22 - Gamos, Tofs, and Sporting Goods
Filed 1-22-63.

764.502. AMTICO CARTOON AND DESIGN. Adrian

Biitrite Rubber Co., Inc. SN 161.140. Pub. 6-2fr-63.

Filed 1-22-68.

764,532. WOB-L^RITB. Seneca Tackle Co.. Inc. SN

121,827. Pub. 6-28-68. Filed 6-2-61.
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764.588. BENDY AND DESIGN. Newfeld Limited. SN
127,869. Pub. 5-2»-63. Filed 9-14-61.

754.684. LADY BELL. Joseph R. Loprinii. d.b.a. Joe Lo

Prlnil Enterprises. 8N 151.601. Pub. 5-28-68. FUed

8-21-62.

764.586. ACE AND DESIGN. Amerace Corporation. SN
151.797. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-24-62.

764,536. HAUNTED HOUSE. Ideal Toy Corporation. SN

162.066. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 8-28-62.

754.637. SPRING-GO. Sprinc-<X>, Inc. SN 162,841. Pub.

5-28-«8. Filed 9-10-62.

764.588. OPERATION MOON BASE. Louis M»rx k Co.,

Inc. SN 162.908. Pub. 5-28-68. FUed 9-11-62.

764.589. HOPKINS' NO-BQL LURES AND DESIGN.

Tirsah U. Hopkins, d.b.a. Hopkins Fishing Company. SN

162,995. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 9-12-62.

764.540. EP. Evans Products Company. 8N 153,393.

Pub. 6-28-«8. Piled 9-18-«2.

754.641. TRACERS. BervU B. Morris. SN 163,419. Pub.

6^28-63. FUed 9-18-62.

Qass 23 - Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

P*ny.

754.573.

tion.

764,674.

764.488. CONSOLIDATED CERTIFICATE. See Class 13.

764.542. MARSHALL * HUSCHART MACHINERY CO.

ETC. AND DESIGN. Marshall k Huschart Machinery Co.

SN 125,677. Pub. 5-28-68. Filed 8-9-61.

764,548. LINCOLN LOGOS AND DESIGN PENNANT
WITH LETTER L. MUlard B. Beaver, d.b.a. Lincoln Logo-

type Company. SN 180.411. Pub. 6-28-«3. Filed

10-28-61.

754 644 UNICASTER. The United Steel Companies Um-

Ited. SN 132.401. Pub. 6-28-68. Filed 11-20-61.

754,646. FLEX-SET. The Navarre Corporation. SN

188.302. Pub. 5-28-68. Filed 12-4-61.

754,84«. 8ELECTOB1ATIC. The Grover Company. SN

186,661. Pub. 5-28-68. Filed l-26-«2.

764 647 CATBRPULLBE. BntwlsUe Manufacturing Cor-

pi>ration. SN 187,219. Pub. 5-28-68. Filed 2-&-«2.

754 648 SATELLITE. J. B. Bowden, d.b.a. Hobbs Auto-

matic Tool Co. SN U8,989. Pub. 5-28-68. Filed S-2-«2.

764 649. TOPS POWER AND DESIGN. Power Tools Inc.

SN 139,674. Pub. 5-2»-63. FUed 8-12-«2.

754.650. RETRACTO-GLIDB. Power Tools Inc. SN

189.675. Pub. 5-28-68. Filed 8-12-«2.

754.661. MOBATRONIK. Frani Morat 0.m.b.H. SN

1*40.159. Pub. 5-28-«3. FUed 8-19-«2.

764 662 A GOOD NAME IN INDUSTRY. The Falk Corpo-

ration. SN 142,937. Pub. 6-28-68. Filed 4-24-62.

764 668 LANCASTER. Lancaster Machine Knife Works.

lie. SN 146.669. Pub. 4-i-«8. FUed 5-28-62.

764.654. MOORE. Worthington Corporation. SN 146.848.

Pub. 5-28-63. FUed 6-6-62.

764.565. 2 C.A. Empire Tool Company. SN 146,868. Pub.

6^28-«8. Filed 6-7-62.

764,666. B.V. Empire Tool Company. SN 146,369. Pub.

6^28-68. Filed (^-7-62.

754 557. PNBUMAFILTER. Pneumafll Corporation. SN

149,208. Pub. 5-28-«8. FUed 7-17-62.

764,668. FASTBOL. Bakrank, Inc. SN 149,856. Pub.

6^28-68. Filed 7-19-62.

754 669 KBW AND DESIGN. Korody Marine Corporation.

SN 149.477. Pub. 5-28-68. FUed 7-20-62.

764 660. 8YNCB0/L0C. Hnrat-Campbell, Inc. 8N 149,748.

p'ob. 6-28-68. FUed 7-26-62.

764 661 HAM WHIRL4MJAT. Ted J. HamUton. 8N

150,052. Pub. 5-28-68. FUed 7-80-62.

754 662 IMPERIAL TRJPLB CROWN. Imperial Knife As-

I^Sated companies. Inc. BN 160,061. Pub. 5-28^.

FUed 7-80-62.

754.563. 3 CROWN DESIGN. Imperial Knife Associated

Companies, Inc. SN 150.062. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

7-30-62.

754.564. AUTO-CYCLE. Blnks Manufacturing Company.

SN 1S0,149. Pub. 6-28-68. Filed 7-31-62.

754.565. TIP-O-MATIC. Southern Machinery Company. SN
160.193. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 7-31-62.

754.566. REPCO. United Shoe Repairing Machine Com-

pany. SN 150.202. Pub. 5-28-63. FUed 7-31-62.

754.567. 23. Swingllne Inc. SN 150.290. Pub. 5-28-63.

Filed 8-1-62.

754,668. TRIM-A-WATE. Lee Hunter, d.b.a. Hunter Engl

n'eering Company. SN 150,343. Pub. 5-28-63. FUed

8-4-62.

754 669 MIKE MICROBE AND DESIGN. Union Tank Car

Company. SN 150,662. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-6-62.

754.670. AIM AND DESIGN. AIM Pump Corporation. SN

151.865. Pub. 5-28-68. Filed 8-27-62.

754.571. POWERSTAGE. American Powerstage Company.

SN 151,869. Pub. 5-28-63. FUed 8-27-62.

764 672. RAPIDRES8. BAB Tooling * Machining Com-

SN 161,877. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-27-62.

THBRMOCON-DBVELVO. Chris-Craft Corpora

SN 161.884. Pub. 5-28-63. FUed 8-27-62.

HAWK BILT. Hawk Bilt Mfg. Corp. SN 151,909.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-27-62.

764.575. HERCO. Hercules Powder Company. SN 151,912.

Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 8-27-62.

764.576. SWEET MAK'R. Joe Lowe Corporation.

152,319. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-31-62.

754.677. CHAIN-A-MATIC. Morse Chain Company.

162,817. Pub. 6-28-68. FUed 9-10-62.

754.678. E8CAL-AIRB. Otis Elevator Company.

162.910. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-11-62.

754.679. WEDGEBAK. Page Engineering Company.

162.911. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-11-62.

754 680. ELECTRO-MAGIC. Electronics Incorporated.

l'53.075. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed »-18-62.

754.581. J.C.I. Jorgensen Conveyors, Inc. SN 153,087.

Pub. &-28-63. Filed 9-13-62.

754,682. CENTRI-LIFT. Schmleg Industries. Inc. SN

168.122. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled »-13-62.

754.583. HYDRA-VIBE. Casalbi Company. 8N 163.164.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-14-62.

754 584. PAYL08TATIC. The Frank G. Hough Co. SN

153,174. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-14-62.

754 586. STATIONAIBB. The Conway Clutch Company.

SN 153.741. Pub. 5-28-63. FUed 9-24-62.

764 586. DOUBLELIFE. Philip Morris Incorporated. SN

168,088. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 11-28-62.

SN

SN

SN

SN

SN

Qass 24- Laundry AppTiances and Machines

754 687 NATIONAL AND DESIGN. MatsushlU Electric

lidustrial Co.. Ltd. 6n 140.704. Pub. 6-28^. Filed

8-26-62.

764,588. UTILATWIN. E. L. Mustee k Sons. Inc. SN

149,948. Pub. 5-28-63. FUed 7-27-62.

754.689. ACE-0-TRONIC. McGraw-Edlson Company. SN

168.497. Pub. 5-28-68. Filed »-19-62.

Qass 26 -Measuring and Scientific

754,488. CONSOLIDATED CERTIFICATE. See Class 13.

754.690. FI8KE. Piske Associates, Inc. SN 116,011. Pub.

5^28-63. Filed 3-20-61.

754 691 DUAL STAT. Montgomery Ward k Co., Incorpo-

rated. BN 180,817. Pub. 5-28-68. FUed 10-27-61.
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754.592. NUCERITE. Pfaudler Permutit Inc. SN 137,939.

Pub. 5 28-63. Filed 2-14-62.

754.593. FP. Fischer & I'orter Company. SN 153.168.

Pub 4-23-63. Filed 9-14-62.

754.594. METRAMATIC. Scale Specialties Inc. SN 154.296.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-1-62.

754.59.5. MEDIA. The Magnavox Company. SN 154.737.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-8-62.

754.596. GRAPHICORDER. Lab-Line Instruments, Inc.

SN 154,825. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-9^2.

754.597. IX)CUMAT. Documat, Inc. SN 155,395. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 10-18-62.

754.598. PLASTUF. Ametek. Inc. SN 186,961. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 10-26-62.

Class 27-Horological Instruments

754.615. DOCTOR JACK'S HAPPY BACK. BRS Producti

Company. SN 142.073. Pub. 5-28-68. Piled 4-12-62.

754.616. TRENDAIRE. Waynllne, Inc. 8N 142,907. Pub.

6-28-68. Filed 4-8-62.

754.617. DESION GUILD AND DESIGN. Olobe-Wernlcke

Induatrin, Inc.. aaalgnee of The Globe-Wernlcke Company.

SN 147.103. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 6-18-62.

754.618. ABBOPORM. Baatern Steel Rack Co. 8N 168,688.

Pub. 8-28-63. Piled 9-21-62.

764.619. AMANA. Amana Society. SN 1&«,209. Pub.

6-28-63. Filed 10-30-62.

Qass 34 -Heating,

Apparatus

, and Ventilating

754.599. NATIONAL AND DESION. MatauablU Electric

Industrial Co. Ltd. SN 140,706. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled

3-26-62.

764.620. COGEOAL. Compafnle Oenerale doa Oaa Liquefies

Cogegal. SN 125,973. Pub. 5-28-68. Piled 8-14-61.

754.621. COMMANDO. Rheem Manufacturing Company.

SN 188,116. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 2-16-62.

764.622. TECTROL. Whirlpool Corporation. SN 149,846.

Pub. 6-28-63. Piled 7-18-62.

lUf 764,628. CIRC-U-LATIC AND DESIGN. Vapor Corpora-

Class 28— Jewelry and Predous-Metal Ware tion. sn 151,106. Pub. 6-28-6S. pued 8-13^2.

764.624. DEMAND-O-MATIC. Rheem Manufacturing Com-

pany. SN 161,366. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 8-16-62.

754.625. STOW-PAC. Stewart-Warner Corporation. SN
151,439. Pub. 8-28-63. Piled 8-17-62.

764.626. SLYDE-OUT. Ametek, Inc. SN 161,647. Pub.

5-28-63. Piled 8-22-62.

754.600. PB14K. Ferrara Bros. SN 151,088. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 8-13-62.

754.601. EH. Egon Uolzman, d.b.a. Holsman A Bradford.

SN 151.491. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-20-62.

754,802. 4-A AND DESION. Four Aces Jewelry Corp. BN

151,746. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-23-62.

754.603. D.14KT. Duet Jewelry Co. Inc. SN 152,669.

Pub. .'V-28-63. Filed 9-6-62.

754.604. M-J-B. M. Blau. SN 153,930. Pub. 6-28-63.

Filed 9-26-62.

754.608. WK AND DESIGN. Wladek Klang. SN 154,037.

Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 9-27-62.

Class 30 -Crockery, Earthenware, and

Porcelain

754,606. BLUE RIDGE CHINA U.S.A. AND DESIGN.

Technical Porcelain and Chlnaware Co. SN 161.216. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 1-22-63.

Qass 31 - Filters and Refrigerators

754 607 JET COiLD SHOT. General Dynamics Corpora-

tion. SN 135,791. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 1-15-62.

754.608. CERCOR. Corning Glass Works. SN 161,204.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-15-62.

754.609. ICE-A-CUP. Rudd-Mellklan, Inc. SN 161,616.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-21-62.

754.610. CHEMEX. Chemex Corporation. SN 164,493.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 3-13-41.

Qass 32- Furniture and Upholstery

754.611. DELUXE AND DESIGN. Royalnietal Corporation,

assignee of Deluie Metal Products Company. SN 99.847.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 6-28-60.

754.612. COLONIAL CHARM. Schnadlg Corporation. SN

113,947. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 2-17-61.

754 613 ULTRA REST. Illinois Upholsterer's Supply Com-

pany, Inc., d.ba. Bur-Lar M'g. Co. SN 132.556. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 11-22-61.

754,614. CRIB A-LOUNOE. The Babee-Tenda Corporation.

SN 141.242. Pub. 6-28-68. FUed 4-2-62.

Qass 35 -Belting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and NonnMtallic Tires

764.627. SUPER MILEAGE. The B. P. Goodrich Company.

SN 121.659. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 6-7-61.

754.628. JETREAD THE PENN-CRAPT SYSTEM P AND
DESIGN KEYSTONE. The Mansfield Tire k Rubber Com-

pany, assignee of PennsylTanla Tire Company. 8N
122,216. Pub. 6-28-68. PUed 6-16-61.

764.629. 76. Union Oil Company of California. SN 168,484.

Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 9-18-62.

754.630. ZEPHYR. Carlisle Corporation. SN 169.871.

Pub. 6-28-63. Piled 12-28-62.

Qass 36— Musical Instruments and Supplies

754.681. MEOMB. MBOMB Hope Recordings. SN 128,667.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-10-61.

754,632. BRIMAR. Thom-ABI Radio Valyes and Tubes

Umlted. SN 134,677. Pub. 6-28-63. Piled 12-22-61.

764,683. DAWN. Dawn Recorda, Inc. 8N 188,690. Pub.

6-28-68. Piled 2-26-62.

754.634. PLATTER-PAK AND DESION. Amberg Pile and

Index Company. SN 162,221. Pub. 6-28-68. Piled 2-7-68.

754.635. SELF MOTIVATION. Prank V. Mavec, d.b.a.

Stanford Institute. SN 162,849. Pub. 6-28-63. Piled

2-16-63.

754.636. CENTURY 21 BY ESTEEM. Esteem Associates

Incorporated. SN 163,346. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 2-26-63.

754.637. DYNAGROOVE. Radio Corjwratlon of America.

SN 163,491. Pub 5-28-63. Piled 2-26-63.

764.638. CAPRI. Sonola Accordion Company, Inc. SN
164,668. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 8-18-68.

Qass 37— Paper and StatuMery

754,689. AUTOGRAPHIC BUSINESS FORMS. Auto-

graphic Businesa Forma, Inc. SN 120,611. Pub. 5-28-63.

Filed 6-23-61.
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754.640. QUICK. The Blrge Company, Inc. SN 124,798.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-27-61.

764.641. PETL-PAC. Daree Company. SN 141,820. Pub.

6-28-63. Filed 4-9-62.

764.642. SKYTEX. Llndenmeyr Paper Corporation. SN
146,494. Pub. 6-28-68. Filed 6-8-62.

764.643. DUPLI-NOTE8. Joan W. Prank. SN 151,135.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-14-62.

754.644. ST. JOSEPH. Plough, Inc., d.b.a. St. Joseph Pencil

Co. SN 153,889. Pub. 5-28-68. PUed 9-25-62.

Qass 38-PrinU and PuUicatkNis

764.645. THE NEW WONDER WORLD ENCYCLOPEDLA.
The Parents' Magazine's Bklucation Press, Inc. SN 99,464.

Pub. 6-28-63. Piled 6-21-60.

754.646. VIDEOTRONICS. Norwood Studios, Inc. SN

122,636. Pub. 12-12-61. Piled 6-22-61.

754.647. DU BARRY BEAUTY PLAN. Richard Hudnut.

SN 128,276. Pub. 6-28-63. Piled 9-20-61.

764.648. DAWN OF AGES. Vernal M. Elliott, d.b.a. Peer-

lesa Tombs of America. SN 129,080. Pub. 6-28-63. Piled

9-27-61.

754 649 THE OFFICIAL GUIDE. National Railway Pub-

lication Company. SN 129.689. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

10-11-61.

754 650 OFFICIAL RAILWAY GUIDE. National Railway

Publication Company. SN 129,690. Pub. 8-28-63. Filed

10-11-61.

754.661. THE OFFICIAL GUIDE OP THE RAILWAYS
ETC. AND DESIGN. National Railway Publication Com-

pany. SN 130,294. Pub. 6-28-68. Piled 10-19-61.

754.652. THE OFFICIAL GUIDE OF THE RAILWAYS.

National Railway Publication Company. SN 130,293.

Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 10-19-61.

754.653. THE CHEMICAL RECORD AND DESIGN. Colum-

bus Section of the American Chemical Society. SN 138,946.

Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 3-2-62.

754 654 WFR AND DESIGN. Washington Financial Re-

ports, Inc. SN 151,182. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-14-62.

754,655. THE GUIDER. The Gulder, Inc. SN 154,493.

Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 10-4-62.

764 666 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS. Meredith

Publishing Company. SN 154,742. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed

10-8-62.

764.657. METRO MONITOR. Metro-Monitor, Inc. SN

155,089. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 10-12-62.

764.658. PADDY O'MALLABD. Kent Norman Olson. SN

155,179. Pub. 6-28-63. Piled 10-16-62.

754 659 VISTAS OF SCIENCE. National Science Teachers

Aaaoclatlon. Inc. SN 155.429. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled

10-18-62.

764,660. ILFOCOLOR. Ilford, Limited. SN 166,721. Pub.

5^28-63. Filed 10-23-62.

764 661 DESIGN CONSISTING OP JESTERS HEAD
ATOP A PENCIL. Fun Books, Inc. SN 155,798. Pub.

6-28-63. Piled 10-24-62.

754 662 KOMPAK. Howard E. Hall, d.b.a. Hall and Mail-

ing. SN 166,800. Pub. 5-28-68. Filed 10-24-62.

754 663 PENETRATION. The Klein Institute for Aptitude

Testing, Inc. SN 155,809. Pub. 5-2^63. Filed 10-24-62.

764 664 SPORT MAGAZINE UBRABY AND DESIGN.

Macfadden Bartell CorporaUon. SN 156,814. Pub.

5-2S-63. Piled 10-24-62^ ^^^^^^_^^^__

Class39-aotking

764 666 ALPINB-PRIMA. St. Lawrence Sales Incorpo-

rated. SN 105,771. Pub. 1-29-68. Piled 10-4-60.

764 666 SNUG-LINED BsKX Maater Mold Company, Inc.

SN 130.194. Pub. 8-28-68. PUed 10-18-61.

754.667. WESTERFIELD. Robert Hall Clothes, Inc., d.b.a.

Robert Hall Clothes. SN 130,551. Pub. 6-28-63. Piled

10-24-61.

754.668. MERRIMI88. P. H. Hanes Knitting Company.

SN 135.351. Pub. 4-2-63. Filed 1-8-62.

754.669. JERKS LD. SOCKS. Jerks Socks. Inc. SN

137,138. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 2-2-62.

754.670. QUEEN CASUALS AND DESIGN. Queen Knitting

Mills, Inc. SN 138,320. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 2-20-62.

764.671. PATTY PETITE. Patty Petite Inc. SN 139,129.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 3-6-62.

754.672. PLEKTWAY. Stadium Manufacturing Co., Inc.

SN 140,772. Pub. 8-28-63. FUed 3-26-62.

754.673. TINY TREASURES. E-Z Mills, Inc. SN 144,947.

Pub.»-28-63. Filed 5-18-62.

754,6'W BUN AWAY. Kayser-Roth Corporation. SN

140(»4. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 7-18-62.

754.675. CHARLEVOIX. Bear Brand Hosiery Co. SN

149,357. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-19-62.

754.676. BITEXA. Nino Gesellschaft mlt beschrankter

Haftung k Co. SN 149,403. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-19-62.

754.677. LONGLASTIC. Exquisite Form Industries, Inc.

SN 149,550. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-23-62.

764.678. MAGIQUB. Munslngwear, Inc. SN 149,583. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 7-23-62.

784.679. LORD NEWTON. Jack Schult*. Inc. SN 180,625.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-6-62.

754.680. UNALITE. Admiral Shoe Corporation, d.b.a.

Mutual Shoe Sales Co. SN 150,742. Pub. 8-28-63. Filed

8-8-62.

754.681. SHIRTMASTER BY SIRO. Slro Paahlons, Inc.

SN 151,369. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 8-16-62.

754.682. AIR SWING. Blue Bell, Inc. SN 151,392. Pub.

5^28-63. Filed 8-17-62.

754.683. CASINO. Sunshine Originals of Miami. Inc. SN

151,538. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-20-62.

754.684. LOUNGE-ALIKES. The House of Perfection, Inc.

SN 151,588. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-21-62.

754.685. THE SHOW-OFF. Beldoch-Popper, Inc. SN

151,651. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-22-62.

754.686. SECRET HELPER. Blair Fashiona, Inc. SN

151,653. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-22-62.

754.687. STOWAWAY. Blair Fashions, Inc. SN 151,665.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-22-62.

754.688. REPRESENTATION OF THE HEAD OF A

LITTLE GIRL. Republic Mills Corporation. SN 151,778.

Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 8-23-62.

754 689 SHEASE BY RUTH WALTER. PuriUn Fashions

Corporation. SN 152,089. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 8-28-62.

754 690. TOP DOLLAR STORES AND DESIGN. Walker

Dry Goods Company, Inc. SN 162,256. Pub. 5-28-68.

Piled 8-30-62.

764 691 BABRTON HALL. The May Department Stores

Company. SN 152.812. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-10-62.

754.692. SNIP. Melville Shoe Corporation. SN 152,904.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-11-62.

754.693. TENDER CARE. Ortho-Vent Shoe Company, Inc.

SN 152,909. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 9-11-62.

764 694 MILES CENTURY PUMP. Melville Shoe Corpora-

tion. SN 153,583. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 9-20-62.

754.695. TOPKICK. Hayes Garment Company. SN 153,963.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-26-62.

764.696. MODENA AND DESIGN. Natrlc Salea Co.. Inc.

SN 164,049. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 9-27-62.

754.697. THOROBRED. Cooper'a Incorporated. SN 164,401.

Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 10-3-62.

754 698 INTERVALE AND DESIGN. Pranconia Ski Wear,

Inc. SN 154,490. Pub. 6-28-63. Piled 10-4-62.

764.699. TOWN DOLUS. The Botsong Hoaiery MiUa, Inc

SN 154,879. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled 10-10-62.

764.700. TRICODA.
pany. SN 164,903

The Lackawanna Pants Mfg. Com-

Pub. 6-28-63. Piled 10-10-62.

764,701. THE DRUMMOND. John B. Steteon Company.

SN 156,946. Pub. 5-28-63. PUed 10-25-62.
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754,702. AMWAT. Amway Sales Corporation. SN 186,547.

Pub. &-28-«3. Filed 11-5-62.

^ Qass 40— FaiKy Goods, Furnishings, and

Notions

754.703. HIDE-A CURL. O A V ABSodateB. SN 138,042.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 2-15-62.

754.704. WRIST WAND. Paul T. Collins. SN 145,524.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 5-28-62.

754,706. BEAN BAG MENAOERIE. Allied Felt Corpora

tlon. SN 148.936. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-13-62.

754.706. CHBRUBOOTIES. Allied Felt Corporation. SN

148,937. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-13-62.

754.707. LKS PARISIKNNES. R A R Import Company. SN
153,021. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-12-62.

754.708. DON-EX. Omas Co., Inc. SN 153.312. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 9-17-62.

754.709. DURLON. Vulcanised Rubber and Plastic* Com-

pany, Incorporated. SN 153,438. Pub. &-28-63. Filed

9-18-62. ^^^__^^_^_^^_^_«_«^__

Qass 42- Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabria, and Sulistitutes Therefor

754.710. ILLUSION. Collins & Alkman Corporation. SN
138,389. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 2-21-62.

754.711. CORDTEX. Dominion Trading Limited. SN

146,174. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 6-5-62.

754.712. BITEXA. Nino Gesellschaft mlt beschrankter

Haftung k Co. SN 149.404. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-19-62.

754.713. VYNDURA Durawall, Inc. SN 151,027. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 8-13-62.

754.714. KELLWOOD AND DESIGN. Kellwood Company.

SN 151,926. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-27-62.

754.715. BALLERINA BATISTE. Levlne k Co. Inc. SN

151,933. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-27-62.

754.716. FABRICLASS. Curtain Corporation of America.

SN 152,051. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-28-62.

754.717. FOREVER FABRICS. Tower Fabrics Company,

Inc. SN 152,466. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-4-62.

754.718. AMANA. Amana Society. SN 156,210. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 10-30-62.

784.719. PLASTI-TICK. Will Robb, Inc. SN 156,250.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-30-62.

754.720. SPAN SEAS'N. Concord Textile Co., Inc. SN
156.273. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-31-62.

Class 43 — Thread and Yam

754.721. 8PINLON. Roflelon Tarns, Inc. SN 147,228. Pub.

5-^8-63. Filed 6-19-62.

754.722. CARLSPUN. Carlton Yarn Mills. Incorporated.

SN 155,885. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10^23-62.

754.723. FLAMBSPUN. Carlton Yarn Mills, Incorporated.

SN 155,687. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-23-62.

754.724. KLBBNSPUN. Carlton Yarn Mills, Incorporated.

SN 155.688. Pub. 5-2»-63. Filed 10-23-62.

754.725. CARO-VBL. Caron Spinning Company. SN

156,369. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-1-^2.

Qass 44 -Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

754 726 NATIONAL AND DESIGN. Matsushita Electric

Industrial Co., Ltd. 8N 140,709. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

3-26-62.

784.727. ORIPTIGHT. Lewis Woolf Orlptight Umlted. SN
147,878. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 6-27-62.

754.728. CERCOR. Coming Glass Works. SN 181,206.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-15-62.

754.729. HYDRO CAST. Kay-See DenUl Manufacturing
Company. SN 152,799. Pub. 5-28-63. Piled ^10-62.

784.730. PAN-AIE. The R. D. Grant Company. SN
157,793. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-23-62.

754.731. DENTAFIL. Rower DenUl Mfg. Corp. SN
167.848. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed ll-23-«2.

754.732. TEMPOFIL. Rower Dental Mfg. Corp. SN
167.849. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed ll-23-«2.

754.733. TEMPODENT. Rower DenUl Mfg. Corp. 8N
157.850. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-23-62.

754.734. POWERCLAVE. Wllmot Castle Company. SN
157.872. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-23-62.

754.735. RTA. Bard Parker Company, Inc. SN 157,878.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-26-62.

754.736. GENT L^PULSB. RoUry Hoapltal E<]ulpment

Corporation. SN 157,929. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-26-62.

754.737. BALL-O FOOT. The Scholl Blfg. Co., Inc. SN
158,102. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed ll-28-«2.

754.738. IMPACT AND DESIGN. Acralite Co., Inc. SN
158,207. Pub. 5-2a-63. Filed 11-30-62.

754.739. PEROCATH. Abbott Laboratories. SN 188,298.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 12-3-62.

754.740. AEROTROL. Abbott Laboratories. SN 158,299.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 12-3-62.

754.741. PEROSBT. Abbott Laboratorlea. SN 158,300.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 12-3-62.

754.742. AT AND DESIGN. Amelia Trsnadel, d.b.a. AT
Surgical Co. SN 158,401. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 12-3-62.

Qass 46— Foods and ingredients of Foods

754.743. MAMA BURGER. Burger Family. Inc. SN
99.488. Pub. :^-28-63. Filed 6-22-60.

754.744. PAPA BURGER. Burger Family, Inc. SN
99.489. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 6-22-60.

754.745. BABY BURGER. Burger Family, Inc. SN
99.490. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 6-22-«0.

754.746. DELSEA. Susy Bell Canning Co., Inc. SN
102,806. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-16-60.

764.747. CALORA. Fairfield Laboratories, Inc., assignee of

Rawson Drug k Sundry Company, Inc., d.b.a. Raphll Co.

SN 111,551. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 1-9-61.

754.748. ALL^PURPOSE. All-Purpose Gelatin Products.

SN 111,952. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 1-17-61.

754.749. TAC. Mallluckrodt Chemical Works. SN 112,283.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 1-23-61.

754.750. PAPAYOLA. Barth Levitt Products. Inc., d.b a.

Barth Levitt Products. SN 114.010. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

2-20-61.

764.751. E AND DESIGN. Ralph Ettllnger, d.b.a. Ralph

Bttllnger k Sons. SN 116,595. Pub. 8-28-63. Filed

3-14-61.

784.752. PANTRY PRIDE. The Robb-Ross Company. SN
127,268. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-5-61.

754.753. RED BALLOON. John R. Thompson Co., d.b.a.

The Red Balloon Coffee House. SN 130,313. Pub. 5-28-63.

Filed 10-19-61.

764.754. CLASSIQUE. M. H. Greenebaum, Inc. SN
130,341. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-20-61.

754,756. KIRBY AND DESIGN. Klrby Foods, Inc. SN
131,140. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-1-61.

754.756. LECITRBMB. Beatrice Foods Co. SN 139,868.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 3-12-62.

754.757. HITRATB. C. J. Martin * Bona, Inc. 8N 143.248.

Pub. 8-28-63. Filed 4-27-62.

784,758^ 8NOBOY AND DESIGN. Fine Foods, Inc. SN
143.816. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-4-62.

754,759. HEEBBBCUBT. Frederick Joteph Garten. SN
180.393. Pub. &-2»-e8. Filed 8-3-62.
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784.760. WHIP DBELITB. Hanan Products Co., Inc. SN
152,892. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-11-62.

754.761. WHEAT KRISPIE8. Kellogg Company. SN
153,003. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed fr-12-62.

764.762. KAL KAN BURGER ROUNDS. Kal Kan Foods,

Inc. SN 153.179. Pub. 5-28-«3. Filed 9-14-62.

784.763. POUR-PAK. General Foods Corporation. SN
163.477. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 9-19-62.

754.764. EL 80BRANTB. Victoria Avenue Citrus Associa-

tion. SN 153,843. Pub. 5-28-413. Filed 9-24-62.

764.765. JBO. Duncan Coifee Company, assignee of J. B.

Osgood Coffee Company, d.b.a. Osgood Coffee Company. SN

154.607. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 10-4-62.

754.766. RED COMB AND DESIGN. Hales k Hunter Co.

SN 155.502. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-19-62.

754.767. LUCKY AND DESIGN. Hales k Hunter Co. SN

155,505. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-19-62.

754.768. DESIGN OF RED IMP. Paul F. Belch Co. SN
155,856. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-22-62.

784.769. AMANA. Amana Society. 8N 156,211. Pub.

5-28-63. Filed 10-30-62.

754.770. HOLIDAY AND DESIGN. Holiday Foods, Inc.

SN 158,342. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 12-3-62.

754.771. DESIGN MYTHOLOGICAL FIGURE. Hercules

Powder Company. SN 188,482. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

12-4-62.

Qass 52— Detergents and Soaps

784,785. PINK PEARLS. Merle Norman Cosmetics, Inc.

SN 154,748. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-8-62.

Qass 48- MaK Beverages and Liquors

754,772. HORNELL. Hornell Brewing Co., Inc. SN

143,025. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 4-25-62^

Class 49 -Distilled Alcoholic Liquors

754,773. GOLDEN STILL. Mr. Boston Distiller Inc. SN

144,081. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 5-8-62. ^^^

Class 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Classified

754 774 PLAN-IT-KIT AND DESIGN. Plan-It-KIt Com-

piiny. SN 122,556. Pub. &-28-«3. Filed 6-21-61.

754.775. KORKBR. Gasket Bnglneering Co., Inc. SN

136,225. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed l-22-«2.

764.776. FIBER KING. Koffler Sales Corp. SN 151,061.

Pub. ^-28-63. Filed a-13-62.

754.777. V.I.P. Braco Engraving Company. SN 153,151.

Plib. 8-28-63. FUed 9-14-62.

Qass 51- and Toilet Preparations

Service Marks

Qass 100 -Miscellaneous

754.786. FRIENDSHIP HOMES, INC. AND DESIGN.

Friendship Homes. Inc. SN 89,150. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

1-18-60.

754.787. MEDIAMETRICS. C-E-I-R, Inc. SN 114,429.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 2-27-61.

754.788. NATIONAL. Thomas Earl Allgood, d b.a. National

Honor System. SN 126,553. Pub. 5-2&-63. Filed 8-24-61.

754.789. UNI-LAB SYSTEM. Universal Medical Labora-

tory Service, Inc. SN 133,428. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

12-5-61.

Qass 101 — Advertising and

754.790. S.T.T. AND DESIGN. Independent Retailers Syn-

dicate, Inc. SN 62,931. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 11-21-58.

754.791. NORSTAN. Norstan Research k Development

Company. SN 122.108. Pub. 8-28-63. Filed 6-15-61.

754.792. COW PALACE WITHIN OVAL DESIGN. No. 1-A

District Agricultural Association of the State- of California.

SN 130,099. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-17-61.

754.793. TOP DOG. Tele-Sound Productions, Inc. SN

131,775. Pub. 5-2&-63. Filed 11-10-«1.

754.794. OM OPTICS AND METROLOGY AND DESIGN.

Keuffel k Esser Company. SN 142,103. Pub. 5-28-63.

Filed 4-12-62.

754 795 MANPLAN. George S. Swope, d.b.a. MPA Man-

plan Associates. SN 144,558. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

5-14-62.

754 796. JEWEL FOOD STORES AND DESIGN. Jewel Tea

Co., Inc. SN 151,331. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-16-62.

754 778. JENESEB THE BIRTH OF BEAUTY. Jenese*,

Inc. SN 87,764. Pub. 1-23-62. Filed 11-27-59.

754.779. ICILMA. Icllma Company Limited. SN 149,291.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 7-18-62.

764.780. SUN/STOP. Shulton, Inc. 8N 153,599. Pub.

5^28-63. Filed 9-20-62.

754 781. TEA FOR TWO. Funel 8oci«t« Anonyme. SN

153.875. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 9-28-62.

784 782 B POSITIVE. Columbia Research Corp. SN

154,013. Pub. 5-2a-63. Filed 9-27-62.

754 783. WHITE PEARLS. Merle Norman Cosmetics, Inc.

SN 154,758. Pub. 8-28-63. Filed 10-8-62.

754 784 BRIGHT IDEA. Helene Curtis Industries. Inc.

SN 154,669. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 10-5-62.

Qass 102- Insurance and Financial

754.797. TOWER INSURANCE AND DESIGN REPRESEN-

TATION OF TOWER BUILDING. Wolverine Insurance

Company, Federal Life and Casualty Company, Secured

Insurance Company, and Riverside Insurance Company of

America, d.b.a. Tower Group. SN 122,409. Pub. 5-28-63.

Filed 6-19-61.

754.798. THRIFTY MCBIP. Hoosier Farm Bureau Life In-

surance Company. d.b.a. Farm Bureau Insurance. SN

125,919. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 8-14-61.

754.799. INSUROTBONIC AND DESIGN. The United

s'utes Life Insurance Company in the City of New York.

SN 153,631. Pub. 6-28-63. Filed 9-19-62.

764.800. MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF BURLING
TON AND DESIGN. Mutual Insurance Company of Bur-

lington. SN 168,972. Pub. 5-14-63. Filed 9-26-62.

Qass 105-TnMsportation and Storage

Aerovlas

5-28-63.
754,801. THE ROUTE OF THE RED RUANAS

Nadonales de Colombia. SN 115,283. Pub.

Filed 3-10-61.

764 802 DOUBLE CIRCLE DESIGN. Texas Eastern Trans

mission Corporation. SN 121,681. Pub. 5-28-63. Filed

6-8-91.
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Class 107- Educatioa md Entertaimeiit Certification Mark

704.80S. REPRESENTATION OP A TROPHY CUP. The QsSS B~ SorvlCSS
Profegsiooal Oolfera' Asaodatlon of America. 8N 87,907.

Pub. 5-28-63. Filed 12-23-89.
784,808. PROFESSIONAL INSURANCE BROKERS REP-

754,804. THE VIVA TONES. Steven Lawrence Mallen, RESENT YOU AND DESIGN. The National Aaaoclatlon

d.b.a. The Viva Tones. 8N 114,976. Pub. 8-28-63. Filed of Insurance Brokers, Inc. 8N 182,617. Pub. 8-28-63.

3-6-61. FUed 9-<-«a.

SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER
These registrations are not subject to opposition.

Qass 12 -Construction Materials Class 26 -Measuring and Scientific

784,806. Edward Hlnes Lumber Co., Chicago, 111. SN AppHaOCeS
140,890. Filed P.R. 3-26-62 ; Am. S.R. 8-16-68.

LOUVERBOARD
784,811. Dansen Company, Inc., St. Clond, Minn. SN

147,446. Filed PR. 6-22-62 ; Am. S.B. e-lS-«8.

For Hardboard.
First use Sept. 16, 1989.

^t^C.HW6 AIDS
FOff

784,807. Edward Hlnes Lumber Co., Chlcafo. 111. SN
140,691. Piled PR. 3-26-62 ; Am. S.B. 5-16-63.

WICKERBORD
^^^OURo^ws ^^^^

For Hardboard.
First use Jan. 19, 1961.

For Teaching Aids.

First use Aug 30, 1961

Class 19- Vehicles

784,808. Alrheart Products, Inc., Van Nuys, Calif. SN

147,529. Filed PR. 6-25-62; Am. S.R. 6-18-63.

AIRHEART
For Fluid Actuated Brake Units and Parts Therefor.

First use May 21, 1989.

Qass 32— Furniture and Upholstery

754,812. The Bunting Company, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

SN 188,814. Filed PR. 12-8-62; Am. S.R. 6-10-63.

Qass 23 -Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

754,809. McCulloch Corporation. Minneapolis, Minn. SN

132,178. FUed PR. 11-16-61 ; Am. SB. 12-4-62.

SHALLOWATER DRIVE
For Tilt Locking Mechanism for Outboard Motors.

First use Sept. 29, 1961.

For Porch Furniture Including Settee, Chair and Swing.

First use November 1990.

Qass 34- Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

784,813. Alriloor Company of California, Inc., Santa Fe

Springs, Calif. SN 144,033. Filed P.K. 5-7-62
; Am. S.R.

8-7-68.

754 810. Dwlght J. Coldwell, d.b.a. Coldwell Carbide Com-

pkny. Salem, N.Y. SN 146,980. Filed P.R. 6-18-62 ;
Am.

S.R. 6-6-68.

c
-OLDWELL
. S^LEM N.Y

For Swiss Automatic Guide Bushings, Tools and Acces- For Ughtweight Sheet Metal Forms Used To Define Hot

^ Air and Cool Air Ducts in Ponred Concrete Floors.

First use Mar. 1. 1988. »^t «»•• J"* 2». 1»»0-

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED
23.873.

165,824.

166,482.

166,858.

167,829.

167,616.

168,137.

168,690.

169,299.

169,480.

170,208.

170,806.

172,012.

173,016.

173,862.

174,211.

174,882.

174.821.

174,599.

175,063.

178,095.

178,826.

178,912.

176.327.

176,329.

176,447.

176,482.

176.469.

176.608.

176,674.

176,681.

CONTROL WHEEL

WHITE ROCK AND DESIGN. CI. 48. 11-28-1893

MESSENGER BOYS AND DESIGN. CI. 46.

3-20-23.

LA NAPOLETANA. CI. 46. 4-3-23.

JONES. CI 23. 4-17-23.

DESIGN RED COLORED
FOR A STOVE. CI. 34. 5-1-23.

DORIS BLAKE. CI. 38. 5-1-28.

8EALOL. CI. 6. 5-18-23.

SOUTHERN STAR AND DESIGN. CI. 1. 5-29-23.

VISKALT. CI. 12. 6-12-28.

FIFI. CI. 52. 6-19-28.

IDEAL. CI. 23. 7-10-23.

JOSIE. CI. 46. 7-24-23.

TRAFICON. CI. 21. 8-21-28.

BAM. CI. 46. 9-11-28.

GABDAN. CI. 18. 10-2-28.

UNCLE FULLER. CI. 89. 10-9-23.

GLEN-SPRAY. CI. 89. 10-16-23.

SIREN. CI. 46. 10-16-23.

CRL AND DESIGN. CI. 21. 10-23-23.

DEFIANCE. CI. 26. 10-30-23.

BUTESIN. CI. 18. 10-80-23.

MEMOKRAFT. CI. 50. 11-13-23.

8EALD8WEBT. CI. 46. 11-18-28.

QALVANNEALED. CU 13. 11-20-28.

GALVANNEALED. CI. 14. 11-20-28.

DESIGN REPRESENTATION OF TRIANGLE
AND SCROLL. CI. 46. 11-27-23.

TIDEWATER. CI. 46. 11-27-23.

GOLDEN ROD. Ci. 28. 11-27-28.

NUJOY. CI. 46. 11-27-28.

HUMPHREY. CI. 28. 11-27-23.

WHITE BEAUTY AND DESIGN. CI. 46.

11-27-28.

176,732.

400,877.

401,714.

401,856.

401,862.

401,876.

401,878.

401,889.

401,970.

402.088.

402,346.

402,850.

402,475.

402.682.

402,881.

402,612.

402,897.

403,081.

403,067.

403,066.

403,380.

403,400.

403,497.

403,839.

403,922.

403,951.

404,104.

404,385.

404,420.

404,460.

404,490.

RED BALL. CI. 46. 11-27-23.

FOUNDRITE. CI. 50. 4-6-43.

COLONIAL. CI. 15. 6-1-43.

CRISP-AIR. CI. 42. 6-15-43.

OCTAGON DESIGN. CI. 21. 6-18-43.

BUN-RIPE COLORS. CI. 42. 6-15-43.

RANGER. CI. 51. 6-15-43.

AMERI-CRAFT. CI. 42. 6-15-43.

DESIGN OF DIAMOND. CI. 62. 8-22-43.

BASE BALL AND DESIGN. CI. 19. 6-29-43.

CURVIC. CI. 23. 7-13-43.

DIAMOND DESIGN. CI. 52. 7-18-48.

AA AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 7-27-43.

8ULFLUID AND DESIGN. CI. 18. 8-3-43.

HERITAGE AND DESIGN. CI. 30. 8-3-43.

80RBETTA. CI. 46. 8-3-43.

MIST-KIST. CI. 46. 8-24-43.

XLO AND DESIGN. CI. 13. 8-31-43.

DESIGN WITCH ON BROOM. CI. 6. 8-31-43.

INSULATION. CI. 18. 8-31-43.

LAMINEX ARCH SUPPORTS. CI. 44. 9-21-43.

ROYAL GARDEN. CI. 47. 9-21-43.

SAY-LAC. CI. 46. 9-28-43.

PYCAL. CI. 6. 10-19-43.

LADY IN WHITE BY SANDLER. CI. 39.

10-26-43.

NEO-SINEFRINA. CI. 18. 10-26-43.

ANCHOR. CI. 43. 11-2-43.

NUO-SYNEPHRINE SULFATHLAZOLATE. CI.

18. 11-23-43.

MEDIGUM. CI. 18. 11-23-43.

SUN CROWN. CI. 46. 11-23-43.

SKY-BOUND. CI. 37. 11-30-48.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED

841.877.

347,158.

861.482.

480,787.

488.975.

626.005.

688,575.

CI. 19.

SMtkMi 8

MICAMAB. CT. 21. 12-8-86.

MOVIE STICKS. CI. 22. 6-1^-37.

VISION CONTROL AND DESIGN.
11-2-87.

BUBS. CI. 4. 6-24-47.

TABACO AND DESIGN. CI. 6. 5-26-48.

DEB. CI. 52. 4-24-56.

MAONATONB AND DESIGN. CI. 21. ft-18-89.

The following reffUtrationt Uaued June tS, 1957

647,274. NORTHWEST FIBRELUG NO. 2T. CI. 2.

647!276. ROUND SQUARES. CI. 2.

647277. PANDORAS BOX. CI. 2.

647!278. HY-WAY. CI. 8.

647.288. ROWAQ. CI. 6.

647,302. CHOICE CHOKE AND DESIGN. CI. 9.

M7;3?o: SJSn "Laurie products ant> design.

ttliW: ^G^AfSlL^ioN DOLLAR BONDED HOMES.

CI 12.

647.820. DESIGN OF TWO GOLD STRIPES. CI. 12.

647.328. PORCELO. CI. 12.

647,826. CORSON AIRCRAFT DESIGN. CI. 12.

647'828. KLEVER KLIP. CI. 18.

647,881. TOUCH-FLO. CI. 13.

647,837. FLOOROLEUM. CI. 16.

647 342. KIPLAKOTE. CI. 16.

647 367. CANILEPTO. CI. 18.

647,364. MOTION-AID. CI. 18.

647,866. TURNPIKE CRUISER. CI. 19.

•47,367. VALMOBILE. CI. 19.

647,871. BELAIR. CI. 19.

647,379.

647.380.

647.384.

647,885.

647,387.

647.392.

647.399.

647,397.

647.400.

647,401.

647,402.

647,403.

647.405.

647.406.

647,415.

647,417.

647.420.

647.422.

647.434.

647,443.

647.450.

647,462.

647,464.

647.470.

647.474.

647,482.

647.484.

647,602.

647,804.

647.606.

647,611.

647,514.

647.516.

647.517.

647.819.

647,820.

IM AND DESIGN. CI. 21.

MONITROL TELLER VUB. CI. 21.

DIRECT-AIRE. CI. 21.

TERRA TREATER. CI. 21.

ELECTRO-QUEEN. CI. 21.

VIBRO. CI. 21.

REEVESOUND. CI. 21.

MUSICHRON. CI. 21.

DESIGN OF ELF. CI. 21.

CRIBBEN AND DESIGN. CI. 21.

REX FLASH. CI. 22.

MOKO. CI. 22.

DESIGN OFFAN. CI. 2af.

FANCIFUL INSIGNIA. CI. 23.

FALLING LEAVES. CI. 23.

HYDRA-CYCLE. CI. 23.

REDDI WIP. CI. 23.

CARROTTO. CI. 23.

CRIBBEN AND DESIGN CI. 24.

LOCKAY CI. 25.

MAGNAVISA. CI. 26.

HI R. CI. 26.

COLLO AND DESIGN. CI. 29.

ARTKRAFT. CI. 31

TILT-TITE. CI. 32.

DUROFRAME. CI. 32.

LIFETIME. CI. 34.

TELL-A-STAIN AND DESIGN. CI. 38.

P0STERATING8. CI. 38.

TODAY'S TEENS. CI. 38.

SOPHIE HODGE. CI. 39.

PHANTOMTRIM. CI. 39.

SURREY. CI. 39.

MICHELLE AND DESIGN
GREYSOLITE. CI. 39.

WORLD WARNER'S FAMOUS.

CI. 39.

CI. 40.
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TMii INDEX OF REGISTRANTS
CoatM & Clark Inc. . 8t

Clark Thread Co., The.
Cohn-Hall-.Marx Cu., to United Merchants and Manufacturerit,

Inc , New York, N.Y. 401.876. ren. h-i;U63. 11. 41'.

Cohn-Hall .Marx Co., to United Merc-hants and .Manufac-turera,
Inc., -New York. .N.Y. 401,889, ren. 8-i;i-«53. CI. 42.

Coldwell Carbide : Hee—
Coldwell. UwlKht J.

Coldwell. Dw.ght J., d.b.a, Coldwell Carbide. Salem, N.Y.
754.810. CI. 23.

Colgate k Co.. Jersey City, N.J., to Colgate-Palmolive Co..
New York, NY. 169,480, ren. 8-l»-«3. CI. 52.

<'olKate-l'alnioUve Co. : Hee—
Colgate & Co.

Collins & Alkman Corp., New York, NY. 754.710. pub 5-28-
«3. CI. 42.

Collins, Paul T., Pasadena, Calif. 754,704, pub. 5-28-63.
CI. 40.

Colonial Beacon OH Co., IJoston, .MasH., to Humble Oil i. Ke-
flnlng Co., Houston, Tex. 401,714, ren. 8-13-H3. CI. 15.

Columbia Uesearch Corp.. New York, N.Y. 7W,782, pub. 5-28-
63. CI. 51.

Columbia Wax Co. : See

—

United States Borax & Chemical Corp.
Columbus Section of The American Chemical Society, Colum-

bus. Ohio. 754.653. pub. 5-28-63. CI. 38.
Comet Rice Mills. Inc. : See—

Oreen. Monroe D.
Compagnle Oenerale dos Oaz Liquefies Cogegal, Paris. France.

764,388. pub, 5-28-63. CI. 2.
Compagnle Oenerale dos Oaz Liquefies Cogesal, Paris, France.

754,620. pub. 5-28-63. CI. 34.
Concord Textile Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 764,720, pub.

&-28-fl3. CI. 42.
Congoleum-Nalrn Inc., Kearny, N.J. 754,500. pub. 5-28-63.
Cf 20.

Congoleum-Nalrn Inc., Kearny, N.J. 764,606, pub. 5-28-68.
CI. 20.

Consolidated Thermoplastics Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 764,881,
pub. 5-28-63. CI. 1.

Consolidated Zinc Corp. (Sales) Ltd., London, England. 754,-
451. pub. 5-28-63. CI. 14.

Container Corp. of America. Chicago, 111. 647,274, cane.
CI. 2.

Conway Clutch Co., The. Cincinnati, Ohio. 754,588, pub.
5-28-63. CI. 23.

Cooper's Inc.. Kenosha. Wis. 754,697, pub. 5-28-63. CI. 39.
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. 401,862, ren. 8-13-63.

CI. 21,
Corning Glass Works. Corning, N.Y. 754,382. pub. 6-28-63.

CI. 1.

Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. 754,608. pub. 5-28-63.
CI. 31.

Corning Olass Works. Corning, N.Y. 754,728, pub. 5-28-63.
CI. 44.

Corson, Ben. Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa. 647.326. cane.
CI. 12.

Copper Range Co.. New York, NY. 754,452, pub. 5-28-68.

Crlbben and Sexton Co.. Chicago. 111. 647,401. cane. CI. 21.

Crlbben and Sexton Co.. Chicago, 111. 647,434, cane. CI. 24.
Crown Chemicals of Michigan, Lincoln Park, Mich. 764,-

433-5, pib. 5-28-63. CI. 12. "*

Crucible Steel Co. of America, Pittsburgh, Pa. 754,459, pub.
5-28-63. CI. 14.

Curtain Corp. of America, New York. N.Y. 754,716, pub.
5-28-63. CI. 42.

Curtis, Helene. Industries, Inc., Chicago, 111. 764,784, pub.
5-28-63. CI 51.

D.A.K, Meat Packers Ltd. (Danske Andelsslagterlers Kon-
serves-Fabrik A.M.B.A.), Roskilde, Denmark. 647,667,
cane. CI. 46.

Dalrypak, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. 754,889, pub. 4-80-63.
CI. 2.

Daniel, Alben, Chemical Corp., The. Washington. D.C. 764.-
465j pub. 5-28-63. CI. 15

Dan River Mills, Inc.. Danville, Va. 647.530, cane. CI. 42.

Dansen Co, Inc, St. Cloud, Minn. 754,811. CI 26.
Davee Co., New York. N.Y 754,641. pub. 6-28-63. CI. 87.
Dawn Records, luc. Bradley. III. 754,633, pub. 5-28-63.

CI. 36.
Dearborn Chemical Co., Chicago. III. 754.466. pub. 5-28-

63. CI 15.
Deb Chemical Proprietaries Ltd.. Helper. Derbyshire. England.

626,006, cane. CI. 62
Debeh. Ali, d b.a. Fnurche Valley Clinic, Plainview. Ark.

754.491, Dub. 5-28-63 CI 18.

Delaware Barrel and Drum Co.. Inc., Wilmington. Del. 754.-

897, pub. 5-2S-e3. CI. 2.

Deltex Industries Inc.. New York. N.Y. 647.612. cane. CI.
52.

Deluxe Metal Products Co, : See

—

Rovalmetal Corp,
De-Raef Corp. : Bee—

Pear, Ernest D.
Diamond Alkali Co , Cleveland, Ohio. 401.970, ren. 8-18-63.

CI. 62.

Diamond Alkali Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 402,350, ren. 8-18-63.
CT. 62.

Dixie Portland Flour Mills, Inc. : See

—

Longmont Farmers Milling k Elevator Co., The.

Docnmat, Inc., Waltbam, Mass. 754,597, pub. 5-28-63. CI.
26.

Dominion Trading Ltd., Wlllemstad, Curacao, Netherlands
Antilles. 754,711. pub. 5-28-63. CI. 42.

Douglas Hom'>8 Co., East Springfield, 111.

CI. 12.

Dow Chemical Co., The, Midland, Mich. 764,386, pub 5-28-
68. a. 1.

647.818, cane.

Dreyfus. L. A.. Co.. South Platnfleld. N.J. 754.408, pub.
6-28-63. CI. 5, , „„

Duet Jewelry Co. Inc.. New York, N.Y. 754.603. pub. 5-28-

Duncan toffee Co.. Houston. Tex., from J. B. Osgood Coffee

Co., Kansas City, Mo 754,765, pub. 5-2^-63. CI. 46.

Duplex Electric Co., Inc., to Mosler Research Products, Inc.,

New York, N.Y. 647,380, cane. Cl. 21. _ ^„ ^„
Durawall, inc., New York, N.Y. 754,713, pub. 5-28-63.

Cl. 42.
Dutton-Lalnson Co. : See

—

DWG*Clgar Corp., Detroit. Mich. 764.476, pub. 5-28-68.

E-?Mm8, Inc.. New York. N.Y. 754,678. pub. 5-28-63.

Cl 89
Eastern Steel Rack Co., Boston, Mass. 764,618. pub. 5-28-

fiS Ol 32
Electronics Inc., Vermillion, 8. Dak. 764,680, pub. 5-28-63.

Cl 23
Electro-Wav Corp.. Lot Angeles. Calif. 754.437. pub. 5-28-

ElSy Mfg. Co., Broadview. 111. 754,441, pub. 5-28-63. Cl.

13
Elliott Vernal M.. d.b.a. Peerless Tombs of America, Water-

loo, ill. 734,648, pub 5-28-63. Cl. 88
Empire Tool Co., Memphis. Mich. 764,55^-6. pob. 5-2a-63.

Pi 23
EntWistle Mfg. Corp., Providence. R.I. 764,547, pub. 5-28-

Ep*^teln^\;erAld W.. d.b.a. John W. Shawvan Co.. Forest Park.

Ill 754.3H6, pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 1. „ ^ ^ „ __„
Escaion Packing C'orP.. to Sun Croun Food Corp.. San Fran-

cisco, Calif, 404.4*0, ren. 8-13-63. Cl. 46.

Essex Master Mold Co.. Inc.. Essex. Conn. 754,666. pub.

E«?^^i^Assoc^ite^s®inc.. Stillwater. Okla. 754,636, pub. 6-28-

Ettllnger." Ralph, d.ba. Ralph Ettlinger * Sons. Chicago, III.

754.751, pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 46.

Ettlinger, Ralph, k Sons : See -

Evan?pJSSuct.*Co*'!* Plymouth. Mich. 754.540, pub. 5-28-63.

Exquisite Form Industries. Inc., New York, N.Y. 754,677,

pub. .')-2.S-«r.. Cl. 39. „ „„ . „
Fairfield Laboratories, Inc., Paaadena, Calif., from K^w^ou

Drug k Sundry Co., Inc., d.b.a. Raphil Co., Oakland, Calif.

76*,i47, pub, .>-28-«3. Cl. 46 _..,,., „..k ^oaat
Falk Corp.; The. Milwaukee, Wis. 754,582, pub. 5-28-63.

Cl 23
Farbwerke vonu. .Melster Lucius k Brunlng Hochst-on-the-

Maln Germany, to Wlnthrop Products Inc., New York, N.Y.

173,862, ren, 8-13-63. Cl, 18.

Farm Bureau Insurance : See

—

Hoosier Farm Bureau Life Insurance Co.

Farre, Roberto A., llabana, Cuba. 438.975, cane U. 6.

Farrlnpton Mfg. Co.. Needham Heights, Mass. 647,482, eanc.

CL 32
Fear. Ernest I)., to De-Raef Corp., Kansas City, Mo. 402.612.

Fear. Ernest D.", to i)e Raef Corp., Kansas City, Mo. 403.497.

Federal Choln Co.. Providence, R.I. 754.442, pub. 5-28-63.

a. 13.
Federal Life and Casualty Co. : See—

Wolverine Insurance Co.
Ferrara Bros . New York. NY. 754.600, pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 28.

Fine Foods, Inc., Seattle, Wash. 754,758, pub. 5-28-63.

Finlof Bros.. Burlingame, Calif. 754,448, pub. 6-28-68. Cl.

13
Fisclier k Porter Co., Warminster, Pa. 754,593, pub. 4-23-63.

Cl. 26.
I^ske Associates. Inc.. Bethel, Conn. 7r)4,.'iB0. pub. 5-28-63.

Cl. 26.
FUntkote Co., The : See

Richardson Co., The. „ „
Florida Citrus Exchange. Tampa, Fla. 175,912, ren. 8-13-63.

Cl. 46.
Kord .Motor Co.. IH-arborn, Mlrh. 647,36« cane. CI. 18.

Four Aces Jewelry I'orp., New York, S.Y. 734,602, pub.

5-28-63. Cl. 28.
Fourche Valley Clinic : See -

Debeh, All.
Franconia Ski Wear, Inc.. Boston. Mass. 754.698, pub. 5-28-

63 Cl 39
Frank. Joan W.. Chicago. III. 754.643. pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 37.
Frank Tea k Spice Co . The. Cincinnati. Ohio. 647,585. cane.

Cl. 46.
Frani Morat (J.m.b.H., Stuttgart-Vaihingen, Germany. 754.-

551, pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 23.
Friendship Homes. Inc.. National City. Calif. 754,786, pub.

5-28-63. Cl. 100.
Fulkerson. James M., d.b.a. Fourjay Industries. Dayton. Ohio.

754.506, pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 21.
Fuller. I). B., k Co., Inc., New York, N.Y, 647,529, cane.

Cl. 42.
Fuller, D. B., k Co., Inc. 647.531. cane. Cl. 42.
Fun Books. Inc.. New York, N.Y. 754,661, pub. 5-28-63.

Cl. 38.
Funel Societe Anunyme. Le Gannet. .Vlpes-Maritimei, France.

754,781. pub. 5-28^3. CI. 51.
Uamewell Co.. The. Newton Upper Falls, Maas. 754.519.

pub, 6-28-63, Cl. 21.

Garden Vlnevards Winery k Dtatlllery Co., Fowler, Calif., to
Schenley Industries. Inc., New York. N.Y. 403,400. ren.
8-13-63. CI. 47.

Garrison Sportswear, Inc.. New York, N.Y. 760,917, cor.
Cl. 39.
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Gasket Engineering Co., Inc., Kanaas City, Mo. 754,775, pnb.
5—28—63 Cl. 50

General Boats Corp.. Irvlngton, N.Y. 754,494. poto. 5-28-63.

Cl 19
General Dynamics Corp., Chicago, 111. 754,607, pub. 5-28-63.

Cl 31
General Foods Corp., White PUlna. N.Y. 754,763, pub. 5-2S-

General Precision. Inc.. Uttle Falls, N.J. 754,518, pub. 6-28-

63. Cl. 21
General Textile Mills, Inc., to Gentex Corp., New York. NY.

402.088, ren- 8-13-63. CI. 19. ^ ,, „„„
General Tire k Rubber Co., The, Akron, Ohio. 754,383, pub.

5-28-63. CI. 1.

Gentex Corp. : See

—

General Tei. tile MUla, Inc. „ .„ »„
Gleason works. The, Rochester, N.Y. 402,346, ren. 8-13-63.

a. 23.
Globe-Union Inc. : See

—

Central Radio Laboratories.
Globe-Wemlcke Co., The : See—

Globe-Wernicke Industries, Inc.

Globe- v.ernlcke InduBtrles, Inc., Toledo, Ohio, from The Globe-
Wernicke Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 7'54,617, pub. 5-28-63.
Cl. 32.

Goldpolnt Industries. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 754,516, pub.
5-28-63. CI. 21.

Good-All Electric Mfg. Co., Ogallala, Nebr. 647,885. cane.

CI. 21.
Qoodrtch, B. F.. Co., The, Akron, Ohio. 764,422, pub. 5-28-63.

Cl. 6.
Goodrich, B. F., Co., The, Akron, Ohio. 754,627, pub. 5-28-63.

Cl. 36.
Gould-National Batteries : See-

National Lead Battery Co.
Grant, R. D., Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio. 754,730, pob. 5-28-

63. Cl. 44.
Grayland Cranberry Growers Association, Inc.. Grayland.

Wash., to Ocean Soray Cranberries. Inc.. Hanson. Mass.
402.897, ren 8-13-63. Cl. 46.

Green, Monroe D.. San Francisco, Calif., to Comet Rice Mills.

Inc., Houston, Tex 402.475. ren. 8-13-63. Cl. 46.

Oreenebaum, M. H.. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 754.754. pub. 5-28-
63. Cl. 46.

Oreyshaw of Georgia. Inc.. Atlanta, Ga. 647,619, cane. Cl.

89.
Qrlmm, C. L., Co^ Sonoma, Calif. 647,371, cane. Cl. 19.

Gross, Floyd H., Richmond. Ind. 647,568, cane. Cl. 46.

Grover Co., The. Detroit, Mich. 754,546, pub. 5-28-63. CI.

28.
Gulder, Inc., The, Albany, N.Y. 754,656, pub. 5-28-63. Cl.

88
Gump, B. F.. Co.. to B F. Gump Co., Chicago, lU. 170,208,

ren. 8-13-63. Cl. 23.
H and L Venetian Blind Service Co.. Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

647,474, cane. Cl. 32.
Hales * Hunter Co., Chicago, III. 754,493, pub. 5-28-63.

Cl. 18.
Hales k Hunter Co., Chicago, III. 754,766-7, pub. 6-28-63.

Cl. 46.
Hall, Howard E , d.b.a. Hall and Mailing, Grand Rapids.

Mich. 754.662, pub. 5-28-68. C\. 88.

Hall and Mailing : See

—

Hall, Howard E. , „„ „„
Hamilton, Ted J.. Van Nuys, Calif. 754.561, pub. 5-28-68.

Cl 28
Hanan Products Co.. Inc.. HlcksvIUe. NY. 754,760, pub.

Hanes, P." H., Knitting Co., Wlnston-Salem, N.C 764,668,

pub. 4-2-68. Cl. 89. , „„
Hanson Equipment Co., South Beloit, 111. 754,468, pub. 5-28-

AS Ol 10
Hardman ft Holden Ltd.. Manchester, England. 754,417, pub.

_no it Q f I A
Harry and Davie. Medford, Oreg. 754.398. pub. 5-28-63.

Cl 2
Hart, Charles C. Seed Co.. The, Wethersfleld. Conn. 754.-

887, pub. 5-28-68. Cl. 1.

Hawk BUt Mfg. Corp.. Vinton. Iowa. 754,574. pub. 5-28-

AS Gl 23
Hayes Garment Co.. Nashville. Tenn. 754,695. pub. 5-2»-63.

Cl SO
Hercules Powder Co.. Wilmington. Del. 754.424. pub. 5-28-

68 Cl 9
Hercules Powder Co.. Wilmington, Del. 754,575, pub. 5-28-

AS Cl 28
Hercules Powder Co., Wilmington. Del. 754,771, pnb. 5-28-

Hlckey-FreJian Co.. Rochester. N.Y. 174,352. ren. 8-13-63.

Cl 89
Hl-d Inc Windsor Locks. Conn. 764,529. pub. 5-28-63.

Cl. 21

Hopkins Fishing Co. : See

—

Hopkins. Tirxah U. _ ^. ^ ^, _- ,w »j-
Hopklns. Tlrwih U.. d.b.a. Hopkins Fishing Co.. Norfolk, Va.

754.539, pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 22. ,„„ ^,„ o rn-n
Hopp Press Inc., New York, NY. 403,051, ren. ft-18-63.

Honien^Brewlng Co., Inc. Homell. N.Y. 754.772, pub. 5-28-

63. Cl. 48.
HoudAlUe Industries, Inc. : Bee—
Hough!°mnk'^..^C'o.T'The, Llbertyvllle. 111. 754,684. pub.

» QQ |»Q i^l OO

House of Perfection. Inc., The, New York, NY. 754,684. pub.

Hudnut, Richard. New York, N.Y. 403,066, ren. 8-13-63.

Hudnuf," Richard, Morris Plains, N.J. 764,647, pub. 5-28-

63. Cl. 88. ^ c
Humble Oil k Refining Co. : See

—

Standard OU Co., Inc. In New Jersey.

Colonial Beacon Oil Co. ,,««t.4 ^„ a_ia
Humphrey Elevator Co.. Falrbault, Minn. 176,674. ren. 8-13-

63. Cl. 23.

Hunter Engineering Co. : See

—

Hnnter.°Si,^b.a. Hunter Engineering Co.. St. Louis. Mo.

Hj^t&a.'^Int*GleSid^e^ Pa. 754.560. pub. 5-28^-

IcUma^ Co. Ltd.. London. England. 754,779. pub. 5-28-68.

Cl. 51.

&^L'td^^?forrEngland: ^54:660. g- ^28-63. C13|.

Illinois Upholsterers Supply Co.. Inc., Chicago, 111. 754,«ld,

H^Vl-Shaw CO., Chi«,o. 111. ^TM^W0,^pub.,6^28^8. Cl. 21

Tool Co. : See

—

Bowden, J. B

Hlnes, Edward. Lumber Co.. Chicago,

Hobbs Automatic Tool Co. : See

—

754,806-7. Cl. 12.

Hod^r Sophie. Inc., Sarasota Fla 647.511 «ncCl. 89

Hoke inc., CTeaaklli. N.J. 754,445-6, P«b. 6-28-6«. O. 18.

Holiday I^oods. Inc., Waterloo, Iowa. 754.770. pub. 6-28-

68. Cl. 46.

Holopbane Co., Inc. : See

—

TralBe Control, Inc.

Holsman k Bradford : See

—

Holsman. Egun. „ ^ .^ -^

Holsman Bgon. d.b.a. Holxman * Bradford. New York, N.Y.

764,601, pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 28.

floosler Farm Bureau Life lB»«rance Co (Tb.a. l^rmBnntn
Insurance, Indianapolis. Ind. 754,798. pub, 5-28-63. Cl.

102.

Idiii.TpyCor^^.. Horns, N,Y. T54.536, pub. 5-2|-63. Cl. 22

,.._.,... Jpholst

Im^irial K^^Se AsiocUted ComDanles. Inc.. Providence, R.I.

Imfe^^6n^e"r''ies^c'o%*,'st."i:o|.. Mo. 754.467, pub. 5-2^

Indei»en^den\'^Retailer8 Syndicate, Inc., New York, NY. 754.-

Inffi'sfeerp'rU'ets^cio.^'^hlcago. 111. 754.428, pub. 5-28-

InSoVat*'ors."inc. d.b.a Clinton Laboratories. Los Angeles.

Calif. 754,413, pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 6.

Insulube Products : See

—

InterWorr A'am^Corp., Chicago, 111. 754,380, pub. 5-28-

63. Cl. 1. ^ „
International Milling Co. : See—

interna^t'lofa! I'^/rl'V^.nuc.l Corp.. Skokie, 111. 754-

ln?e™u?e CatSlft^d' Va^ilsh Co.. Indianapolis. Ind. 754.-

472. pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 16. . ,.,„ .

Irvan Kerromagnetic. Corp.».Van Nuys. Calif. .54,o22. puD.

5-28-63. Cl. 21.

Jaden. F.. Mfg. Co. : See

—

JadeJl^FrAl^^'b.a. F. Jaden Mfg. ^o^^. »« Dutton-Lalnson

Co.. Hastings, Nebr. 176,469 ren. »-1^3a^1- ^, gi
Jenesi*, Inc.. ulen Ridge. N.J.

A^t'^MT«fifl o^ 5-28^'
Jerks Socks. Inc.. Cincinnati. Ohio. 7o4.669, pub. &--:b-o*.

Jewel Tm Co.. Inc.. Melrose Park. 111. 754.796. pub. 5-28^63.

Johns-Mltnvllle Corp., New York, N.Y. 400.877, ren. 8-13^.
^

Jones^i Laughlin Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. 754,467, pub.
'

Jo^s.^® M..^Co.! The. Toledo. Ohio to Houdallle Industries,

Inc., Buffalo, N.Y. ie«8>8. '«
t-i"^S?.. V-^^S

Jorgensen Conveyors, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. 754,581, pub.

KaMt^Foods. lie Los Angeles, Calif. 754,762, pub. 5-28-

63. Cl. 46.
Kalamazoo Furniture Co. : See

—

Kalamatoo Sled Co. «-„ p
Kalamaioo Sled Co., also d.b.a. Kalamaaoo Furniture Co.. E.

Kalamasoo. Mich. 647.328, eanc. Cl. 13 _,, ,oo ^k
Ka%ee Dental Mfg. Co.. Kansas City. Mo. 754,729, pub.

Kam?^oth *cbr^; New York. N.Y. 754.674, pub. 5-28-«3.

Cl 39
Kaysons International Corp.. New York. N.Y. 647,443, cane.

Cl 25
Kelley, Hen^, Importing k Distributing Co. Inc., New York,

KeUogg cl%att"'cl^k, wSch. 754.761, pub. 6-28-63. Cl.

KelfWood Co., Chicago. 111. 754.714, P">, 5-28-«3. C142.
Keuffel k Esser Co.. Hoboken, N.J. 754.794, pub. 5-28-63.

Keystone Steel k Wire Co.. Bartonvllle, Peoria. Ill, to Key-

stone Steel k Wire Co.. Peoria, lU. 176,327, ren. 8-13-63.

Cl 13
Keystone Steel k Wire Co^ Bartonvllle. Peoria. 111., to Key-

stone Steel 4 Wire Co., Peoria. IlL 176.829. ren. 8-18-68.

Cl 14
Keystone Steel k Wire Co., Peoria. IlL 754,460, pub. 5-28-83.

Cl 14
Klrby Foods. Inc.. Miami, Fla. 754.756, pub. 5-28-63. O. 46.

7(d). Cl. 39.

Klrby Foods, Inc.. Miami, Fla. 754.756, pub. 5-28-63. 0.40.
King, L. C, Mfg. Co., The, Bristol, Tenn. 562,583. Am.

7(d). Cl. 39.

Klsh Industries. Inc., Lansing, Mich. 647,342, cane. Cl. 16.

Klang, Wladek, New York, NY. 754,605, pub. 5-28-63. Cl.

28.

Klein Institute for Aptitude Testing, Inc., New York, N.Y.

754,663, pub. 5-28-63. CL 38.
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KiiudHOD, Arohlt" W., (lb. a. IiiMulube I'roductH, Minneapolis,

Minn. 7.>4,4t)3, pub. o .i8-0;{. CI. 15.

Kofller Salen Corp., CliicaKO, 111. 754.7T«, pub. 5-28-63. CI.

{>0.

KohuHtain, J., Ltd., London. England. «>47,403, cane. CI. 22.
Kohorii. Henry V.. New Vork, N.Y. «47,5.-)». cane. CI. 4«.
Kordy Marin« CortJ.. Nuwthorne, Calif. 754,559, pub. 5-28-

»•,.{. CI. _'3.

Kotklns. Henry L., Seattle, WuhIi. t>47,278, cunc. CI. 3.

La I'riinadoru ( Inar Corp.. New York, N.Y. 754,475, pub.
.->-28-63. CI. 17.

Lab-Line InstrumentH, Inc., (^niicaKo, 111. 754.596. pub. 5-28-
63. CI. 20.

Lackawanna I'antH MfK. Co.. The. Scranton. Pa. 754,700,
pub. 5-28-03. CI. 3«.

Lancaster Machine Knife Workx. Inc.. Lancaster. N.Y. 7.54,-
5,">3. pub. 4-;J-«a. tl. 23

Laurie. Stephen, .Mfg. i'orp . rhlladeii)hia. I'a. 647.310, cane.
CI. 12.

L«»ecra.t Mfjj. Co., Inc.. Lour Island City, N. Y. 754,525, pub.
.'> 28-03. CI. 21.

Levine & Co. Inc., New York. N.Y. 754,715. pub. 5-28-63.
CI. 42.

Lfvitt. Hnrth. I'roiluctH : ;S'ee-

Levitt, Kartli, Products, Inc.
Levitt, Uarth, I'roducta, Inc., d.b.a. Uarth Levitt ProductB,

Valley Stream. .n.Y. 7.'>4.750. pub ..-2(s-<)3. CI. 46.
Lincoln Logotype Co. : »Sec-

Beaver, Millard B.
Llndeuineyr Paper Corp., Long Island City, N.Y. 754,642, pub.

.5-28-63. CI. 37.
Llng-'i'euico-\ ought. Inc., (>arland, Tex 7.'>4.524, pub. .V-28-

63. CI. 21.
Link-Age Corp, West Nyack. NY. 764,447. pub. 5-28-63.

CI. iJ.
Logan Electronic Corp.. Boston, Mass. 764,523, pub. 5-28-63.

CI. 21.
Longniont Farmers Milling & Klevator Co., The, Longmont,

Colo., to Dixie Portland Klour .Mills. Inc.. Memphis, Tenn.
170,681, ren. 8^-i;i-6,J. CI. 46.

Loprlnsi. Joe. Kuterprises : Set
Loprlnxl. Joseph K.

Loprlnzl. Joseph K.. d.b.a. Joe Lo Prinxl Knterprlseg, I'ort
land. Oreg. 7.54.534. pub. .5 28-03. CI. 22.

LoriUard, 1'., Co.. New York. N.Y. 754,473-4, pub. 5-28-63.
CI. 17.

Lowe, Joe, Corp.. .New York. N.Y. 7.")4,576, pub. .5-28-63.

MPA Manplan Associatet- : See—
Swope, George 8.

Maciaauen iJai tell Corp., .New York, NY. 7.54,664, pub. 5-28-
63. CI 38.

•
•

»'

Magic Chef, Inc. : See-
American Stove Co.

Magi-Dyes Co.. The : See—
.Meyer Magid.

Magna Klectronlcs Co.. Inc. : See
.Magna Electronics, Inc.

Magna Electronics. Inc., from Magna Electronics Co.. Inc.,
Inglewood. Calif. 083.575, cane. CI 21.

Magnavox Co., The, Fort Wayne, Ind. 754.595, pub 5-28-
63. CI. 26.

Mallen, Steven L.. d.b.a. The Viva Tones, CbattaoooKa, Tenn.
764,804. pub. .5-28-63 CI. 107.

Malllnckrodt Chemical Works, St. Louis, Mo. 754,400, pub.
5-28-63. CI 2.

Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, St. Louis. Mo. 754,749, pub.
5-28 63. CI. 46.

Manh.Httaa Soap Co , Inc . New York. N Y. 430,787, cane.
CI 4

Manlpy Inc, Kansas City Mo. 754.512. pub. 5-28-63. 01.
21

Manstleld Tire & Kiil>b'r C • '. he. from Pennsylvania Tire Co.,
Mansfield. Ohio. 7r.4 02^, i>iin ., 2H- 03 CI. 35.

Mariolle CJaslou L., Lulayctle, Ciml j4" 502, cane CI. 38.
.Vlarkel Elt-ctrlc Products. Inc., li fTii' \V '.47.3M. cane.

CI. 21.
Marshall &. Hiixhart .Marlilnery Co. Chlcag.v III :'«4.'4'?

pub. 5-28-63. i] 23.
Martin, C. J , & Sons. Inc .\ustln. Te*" 754.757. pub. 5 2H

63. CI 46
Marx, Louis. & Co , Inc. New Vork, NY. 754, ."iSh, pub. 5-28-

63. CI. 22
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Kitakawaclii-gui<,

Osaka. Japan. 7.54,587. pub. 5-28-63. CI. 24
.Matsushita Ele<'trlc Industrial Co., Ltd., Kltnkawachl-guu,

(Isaka. Japan 754, .599, pub 5-28 63. CI. 27
.Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Kitakawachl-gun,

Osaka. Japan. 754.726, pub. 5-2H-63 CI 14.

Mavec. Frank \'
. d.b.a Stanford Institute, Cleveland, Ohio.

754,035. pub. 5-28^ 63 CI. 36
May Department Stores Co.. The. St. Louis. Mo. 754,691.

pub. 5-28-0.\ CI. 39
May. Otto B., Inc.. Newark. N.J. 754.416. pub. 12-4-62.

f^l ft

McCall Corp , New York. N.Y. 647.506, cane. CI. 38.
.McCulloch Corp , Minneapolis, Minn. 7.54.809. CI. 23.
.McUougall-ButlPr C«;.. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y. 647,337. cane.

CI. 16.
MeOraw-Edlson Co.. Elgin. 111. 754,089, pub. 5-28-63. 01.

24.

.McHutchlson & Co.. Rldgefleld. N.J. 754.384. pub. 5-2^-63
CI. 1.

.McKelvy. .Mfred D. Co, to Clicspbrough-Pond's Inc., New
York, N.Y 401.878. ren. 8-13-63. CI. 51.

MEGMB Hope Recordings. Altoonn. Pa. 754,631, pub. 5-28-
63 CI. 36

Melville Shoe Corp.. New York, N.Y. 754,692, pub. 5-28-83.
01. 39.

INDEX OF REGISTRANTS TM V
Melville Shoe Corp.. New York. N.Y. 754,694, pub. 6-28-«3.

V'l. Oil.

Merck * Co., Inc., Rabway, N.J. 647,357, cane. 01. 18.
Mereoid Corp., The, Chicago, 111. 754,531, pub. 5-28-«3.

CI. 21.
Meredith Publishing Co., Des Moinea, Iowa. 764,656. pub.

5-28-63. CI. 38.
Metro-Monitor, Inc., Port Washington, N.Y. 754,657, pub.
5-28-«3. 01. 38.

Meyer Magld. d.b.a. The Magi-Dyes Oo., Palo Alto, Oallf.
7j4,412. pub. 5-28-63. CI. 6.

.Mlcalac Co.. The : See—
Miller. Norman.

Midwest Pole & Equipment Corp., Chicago, 111. 750,437, cor.
01. 21.

Miles Laboratories. Inc., Elkhart. Ind.. from Margaret B.
Strauss, New York, N.Y. 754,486, pub. 5-28-63. CI. 18.

Miller, .\orman. d.b.a. The Mlcalac Co., Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
England. 341,377, cane. 01. 21.

Mlno tiesellschaft mit Bescbrankter Haftung A Oo., Nord-
horn, Germany. 754,712, pub. 5-28-«3. 01. 42.

Mr. Boston DUtiller Inc., Boston, Maas. 764,773, pub. 6-28-
63. 01. 49

Mitchell-Bradford Chemical Oo., Bridgeport, Oonn., to The
Mitchell-Bradford Chemical Co., MUford, Conn. 403,057.
ren. 8-13-63. 01. 6.

Mitchell-Bradford Chemical Co., The : See—
Mitchell-Bradford Chemical Oo.

Modern Products, Inc.. Milwaukee, Wis. 754,486, pub. 5-28-
63. 01. 18.

Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. 754,409, pub. 5-28-
63. a. 6.

Mousey Products Co.. Philadelphia, Pa. 754,471. pub. 5-28-
63. 01. 16.

Montgomery Ward & Co., Inc., Chicago, 111. 754,591. pub.
5-28-63. 01. 2 J.

Morris, Bervil E., Fresno, Calif. 754,541, pub. 5-28-63. CI.

22.
Morris, Philip, Inc., New York, N.Y. 754,586. pub. 5-28-«3.

01 23.
Morse Chain Co.. Ithaca, NY. 754,677, pub. 5-28-63. 01.

23.
Mosler Research Products Ii>c. : See—

Duplex Electric Co., Inc.

Munsey Trust Co., The, Washington, D.O. 647,617, cane.

01 102
Mun'slngwear, Inc.. Minneapolis. Minn. 754,678, pub. 5-28-

63. 01. 39. „. „.
Musichron Corp., Obicago. 111. 647,397, cane. 01. 21.

.Mustee. E. L.. k Sons. Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. 754,588, pub.

5_28—63. 01 24.

Miitual Insurance Co. of Burlington. South Burlington. Vt.

754,800, pub. 5-14-63. Ol. 102.
Mutual Shoe Sales Co. : See-

Admiral Shoe Corp. „ , ,. ^ ^
N V Blseult-en Ohoeoladefabrlek "Victoria, Dordrecht.

Netherlands. 647,564, cane. 01. 46. .„......,
N V Konlnklljke Tabakfabrlek. Kofflebranderll en Theehandel

J 4 A. C. Van Kossem. Uotterdam, Netnerlands. 754.48.*.

pilb. 5 _'s 03. CI. 17.

National .Association of Insurance Brokers, Inc., The, -New

Vork, NY. 754.805. pub. 5-28-63. 01. B. _ , ,

National (;ypsum Co.. Buffalo, NY. 647.320. cane. H. 12.

.National Honor System : ^'ee

—

Ailgoo<l, Thomas E.
. „ . .

.National Lead llattery Co. Gould-National Batteries Inc..

St. Paul. Minn. 242,106. Am. 7(d) CI. 21.

National Mfg. Co., Sterling, 111. 764,439, pub. 5-28-63. ( 1.

.National Railway Publication Co.. New York. N.Y. 754,649
52. pub. .-.-28-03. CI. 38. ...... r^ „

N'Htional .S<iencp Teachers Association. Inc., \> ashliigton, D.l .

754.0.59. pub. .'>-28-63. CI. 38. ^ „„
National-Standard Co.. Nlles. Mich. 7.54.461, pub. 0-28-63.

Ol. 14. . ,„ „.
Niitri Sales Co . Inc., New York, N.Y. 754,«»«. puh. .»-28-63.

CI 39
.N.ivjirre »'or)» , The Cliattanooga. Tenn. 754,.545, pub .5-28

63 CI. 23.
Ne; ..ti Sftcl arul Wire lo.. Prauklln Park. 111. 754. 425. pub.

!,-ZH-i,[>. CI. 10.

.Nehtie Co. !nc. TheiSef

—

Siren Sl.W-* <'.>r|,.

•.Vut-.'ld L(.l . .VM ' r' '! 'ilesex. England 7.54. .533. pub.
:>- 28-03. CI. 22.

.New-Tronks Corp., Cleveland. Otuo. r<4,i-"<, pub. .5 28-63.
Ct. 21.

.Nin.) liisellscbaft mit besehriinkter Haftung .V Co.. .Nordbora,
Germany 754,07i), pub .5 L',s-<i3. CI. 33

Ninon Corp.. Los Angeles, Calif 754.492, pub. .V28-63. CI.

18.
'•Nordsee" Deutsche Hochseeflscherei Aktiengesellschaft,

IJrenierhaven (i, Germany. 647,565, cane. 01. 46.
.Norman. .Merle, Cosmetics. Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. 754,783,

pub. 5-28-63. 01. 51 ^>-
Norman. Merle, Cosmetics, Inc., Los irngeles, Calif. 754.785,

pub. .5-28-63. Ol. 52.
Norstan Research & I>evelopment Co.. Minneapolis, Minn.

7.54,791. pub. .5-28-63. CI. 101.
Norwoo<l Studios, Inc.. Washinsgton, DC. 754,640, pub.

'let Agricultural .Vssociation of The State of
Sun Fandsco, Calif. 754,792. pub. .5-28-63.

754,703, pub. 5-28-63. 01.

California
CI. 101.

O & V Associates, Toledo, Ohio
40.

Oberfell, George G., BartlesvlUe, Okla. 647,302, cane. 01. 9
Ocean Spray Cranberries, Inc. : See—

Gra>land Cranberry Growers Association, Inc.

Ohio Qay Co., The, Cleveland. Ohio. 764,431, Pub. 5-28-«3.

OlPneat Institute of Waahington, The. SeatUe, Wash. 647,

Olson
•

Ken't N?Mlller, S. Dak. 754,658 pub. »-28-6a^„ CI 38^

Omas Co, Inc., Milwaukee. Wis. 754,^08, pub. 5-28-63. CL

OrtJdio Industries, Inc., Ogflika, AU.
«JJ.-*«>. "°VSJs

Ortho-Vent Shoe Co., Inc., Salem, Va. 754,693, pub. a-z»-«.4.

CL 39. « „ o
Osgood, J. B., Coffee Co. : See-

Otis ^ev'S'o^'co*! STew York, N.Y. 754,578, pub. 5-28^3.

OiJ^i^Cornlng Flberglas Corp., Toledo, Ohio. 754,440, pub.

PM In''ustrles,' Inc., SUmford, Conn. 647.379. Cl. 21

Paie Engineering do.. Chicago, III. 754,579. pub. 5-28-63.

^ni 23
Parents'' Magailnes Education Preas, Inc., The, New York,

NT 754 646. pub. 5-28-63. 0. 38.
. . „ ,

Parker Brotheri, Inc., Salem, Mass., and Portland, Maine.

347,158, cane. CL 22. k oh_«i
Parmi Motors. Inc., Parma. Ohio. 754.495. pub. 5-28-63.

Cl. 19.
Pastene * Co., Inc. : Bee—

Pastene P**'* to. Inc., Boston, Mass., to Pastene & Co., Inc.,

New toril, NT 168 452, ren. 8-lS^S^ CL 46.

Patty Petite Inc., New York, N.Y. 754.671, pub. 5-28-63.

Cl. 3»-
. _. „

Peerless Tomba of America : Bee—
Penn^VvinlZ*sTu Mfg. Co.. The. Philadelphia, Pa. 647,303.

cane. CT. 10.
Pennsylvania Tire Co. : See

—

Mansfield Tire * Rubber Co., The.
Pet Milk Co. : See-

Whitman, Stephen P., * Son, Inc. ^^^ ^„, w ^ oo «o
Peter Hand Brewery Co., Chicago, HI. 754,487, pub. 5-28-63.

CT 18 '^

Pfan'dler Permutit Inc., Rochester, N.Y. 754,592, pub. 5-28-

PiUeV, Chas. * Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. 754,484, pub. 3-29-

60. CT. 18.
Pharmaco, Inc. : See

—

White Laboratories, Inc. ,,,.,,«
Phillips A Slack. Inc.. to Bjck of Ages Corp.. Barre. Vt. 175.-

826. ren. 8-13-63. CT. 60. „ ^ „.,

Pioneer Mfg. Co^Los Angeles. Calif. 647,484, cane. Cl. 34.

Plan It-kir Co., VlTeatport. Conn. 754.774, pub. 5-28-63. CT.

Plougb. Inc., d.b.a. fit. Joseph Pencil Co., Memphis, Tenn.
754,«i44, pub. 5-28-63. CT. 37. ^. „,

Pnenmafil Corp., Charlotte, N.C. 754,557, pub. 5-28-63. Cl.

23
Pollack Sigmnnd, New York, N.Y. 402,552, ren. 8-13-63.

Cl 18
Power Tools Inc., Chicago, 111. 754,649-60, pub. 5-28-63.

CI 23
Premiums Infinite, Inc., d.b.a. Rutland Nunertea, Rutland, Vt.

764.394, pub. 5-28-63. CT. 2. ^^^ ,_„ ^ ^^
Preta-L Products Corp., Reading, Pa. 647.678, cane. CT. 46.

Profeaalonal Qolfers' Aasodatlon of America, Dunedin, Fla.

754,803, pub. 5-28-63. CI. 107.
, _ „ ^

Prudentul Paper Producta Co.. to PnidentUl Paper Prod-

ucts Co., Inc., New York, N.T. 404.490, ren. 8-18-68.
CT. 87.

Prudential Paper Prodneta Co., Inc.
Prudential Paper Producta Co. _ „, »„„ ... „o

PuriUn Fashions Corp., New York, N.T. 764,689, pub. 5-28-

Queen Knitting MiUa, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 754,670. pub.

Qnincy Syrian Baking Co., Inc.. Qaincy. Maaa. 647,580, cane.

B ^B*Import Co., Elmira, N.T. 764,707, pub. 6-28-68. CT.

Baaunler, Henry, Paria, Prance. 764,460. pnb. 6-28-68. CT.

Radio Corp. of America. New York, N.T. 764,687, pnb, 6-28-

Radio Steel k Mfg. Co., Chieago, 111. 647.402, cane. CT. 22.

Raphil Co. : See

—

Fairfield Laboratories, Inc. .^_ ... „^ -m
Rarin and Rarin, Denrer. Colo. 647.864. cane. Cl. 18.

Rawson Dmg * Sundry Co.. Inc. : See

—

Fairfield Laboratories, Inc.

Red Balloon Coffee House The : See

—

Red,«':VTp!^"c..';i5S^Aifee.<^if 647 420. «- ^^
Reeresonnd Co., Inc., Long laland CTty, N.Y. 647,8V«, cane.

Beolib?lc Mills Corp., New York. N.T. 754,688. pub. 6-28-

Bhwm SilJ.* Co., New Tork. N.T. 754.621, pub. 6-28-68.

Bb^m^Mfg. Co., New Tork. NT. 764,624. pnb. 6-28-«8.

iu!?in!tahl Hamburg Stahlban Bggera *
JWedrich Kehri^

0.mb.H.. Hamburg. Germany. 764,609. pub. 6-28-68.

Bld^ai&on Co.,_The. Lockland. Ohio to The Plintkots Co..

NewTork,N.V. 1*9,299, ren.„8-18-68. CL 12.

Blddle gpringa Poultry Farm : See

—

SUbertoerg, Jacob.

BlTeralde Insnranee Co. of America :
8e»

—

WolTerine Insurance Co. tra aoo nnh
Bobbins Floor Prodneta. Inc. ToMnmbU. Al*. 764,499. pub.

6-28-68. CLIO.

Robb-Ross Co., The, Sioux CTty, Iowa. 764.752. pub. 6-28-63.

01. 46.
Robert Hall Clothes : See—

Robert Hall Clothes, Inc. „ ^ _^ „ „ ^ .v^ xi—
Robert Hall Clothes, Inc., d.b.a. Robert Hall CTotbes, New

York, NY. 764,667, pub. 5-28-63. 01. 39.

Robins, Samuel, d.b.a. Cavell Candy Co.. Detroit, Mich. 647,-

R(*lSwn-WagSir*Co., Inc., New York. N.Y. 647.283. cnne.

Cl. 6.

Rock of Ages Corp. : See—
Phillips k Slack, Inc.

Romlc. Burger Jim : See

—

Romlg, "jainesi^dJb.a. Burger Jim Romig, Centralia. Wash.

BcS^kin^YkrarinS Phiudelphia. Pa. 754.721, pub. 5-28-63.

R<S/will, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. 754,719, pub. 5-28-63.

Rou'ry Hospital Equipment Corp., Buffalo. N.Y. 764,736.

Ro^^e^r D^^ mS. Corp., Boston, Mass. 764.731-8. pub.

Roy;fSnd,^InJ* St. Louis. Mo. 754.419, pub. 5-28-63.

Royilmetal Corp.. New York NY from Delwe Metid Prod-

ucto Co.^ Warren, Pa. 754,611. pub. 5-28-63^ CTL 82.

Ruberoid to.. New York, NY. 754,603. pub. 5-28-68. CL

RuM Mellkian, Inc.. Hatboro. Pa. 764,609, pnb. ^-2*-68.

01. 81.
Rutland Nuraerien : See

—

Premiums Infinite, Inc. ^atkia —«» n an
Sagner's, A.. Son. Baltimore. Md. 647,514, cane. Cl. 89.

St. Joseph Pencil Co. : See

—

St. SwrlSw'siles Inc.. Birmingham. Mich. 754.665. pub.

SaidI?^*A:. Co'.. iLdham Heights. Mass. 403.922. ren. 8-13-

Bc^e sScuStles. Inc.. Boonton. N.J. 754.694. pub. 5-2»-63.

Schenker-Winkler. Frits, d.b.a. Kaaper Winkler k Co. 754.-

411, pub. 5-28-63. 01. 6.

Schenley Industries. Inc. : See--
Garden Vineyards WlneiT*I^«tt»erj Co. ,

Schenley Industries. Inc.. New York, NY. 647.277. cane

ScSrk; Walter. NeulUy-sur-Seine. France. 647.606. cane.

Schl™erhorn Claar Stores. Inc., Chicago, 111. 764,477-9, pnb.

BehTleS^^Cart: Taubenstrasse. Bemseheld-Hasten. Germany.

Scffi^'lnrs'trie^ln'c.. Detroit. Mich. 754,582. pub. 5-28-

68. Cl. 28.

rM^o..^^-^^'^^^!^^''^oti&''-..^ft

Schoil Mfg*Co., Inc., The, Chicago, 111. 754,737, pub. 6-28-

ScSit.'^Ja*, Inc.. St. Louis, Mo. 754.879, pub. 6-2^.
Ol so>

Secured "ln»urance Co. : Bee—
SeneS'^tVSl'e CoTi-TnJw York. NY. 754.532, pub. 5-28-

SeSiton (New Jersey). Inc. New York. NY. 647.406. cane

SefiafPharmaceuticals. Inc. Fort Worth. Tex. 754.490. pub.

5-28-63. CT. 18.

Shawvan. John W Co^ :
See—

SherSrn^PiS"- Boseland. N.J. 754,423, pub. 5-2^3.

itt-??^js'&s^^iii^att»^r^--^^
SilUke^S: 5i'erd.b^^ Ilddle Borings Poultry Farm. Man-

JoTa^hrons, /Je*:"Nlw^"ort^N"?' ^1.-. PUb. -2^-

Sm?Awln G.. k Co.. Inc.. Pittsburgh. Pa. 754.429. pub.

So^?^CTTll?dmude des Motocydes Valmobile, Paris, France.

SoaVtfd^Tslnes'^'chlmiQues Rhone-Poulene, Paris. France.

So?i?ll^"iCpo^'e^unl?-4vallols-Perret (Seine), France.

Soro^o*?%o§"u5ts"-C^'r^artSilfe. SO. 754,383. pub. 5-28-63.

So?ola^ Accordion Co.. Inc. Hoboken. N.J. 7.54.638. pub.

5-28-63. CT. 36. ^ ,
Southern Coal k Coke Co Inc. :

See—

Sout?e°rc\^°li°«e^Co; ?be,;c?l|clnnaa Ohio, to |ou^n.
Coal * Coke Oo. Inc., Tasewell, Va. 168,690, ren. »-i»-o.i.

So^tiie^ Machinery Co., Greer, SO. 754.665, pub. 5-28-63.

8priii?Go.. Inc, Roseburg. Oreg. 764.537. pub. 5-2^3. CT.

St^inm Mf|. Co.. Inc., New Tork, N.T. 754,672. pub. &-28-

StSdartofidy Co., NashrUle. Tenn. 176,608. ren. 8-13^.

CL 46.
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754,464, pub. 5-2»-«3. CI. 15.

754,683, pub.

Standard OU Co., Inc., In New Jersey, to Humble OH * R«-
flnlng Co., HouHton, Tex. 1«8.137, ren. 8-13-63. CI. 6.

Standard I'ro<lu<'ts Corp., Brockton, MaMS. 754,327, pub.
5-28-63. CI 21.

Stanford Institute : See

—

Mavec, Frank V.
Stanley Vvorks, The. New Britain. Conn. 175.063. ren. 8-13-

63. CI. 26. „ „„
Steauistlr Corp.. San Mateo, Calif. 754,513-14, pub. 5-28-63.

CI. 21.
StearnH, Frederick, * Co., Detroit. Mich., to Sterling Drug Inc.,

New York, N.Y. 403,951. ren. 8-13-63. CI. 18.

Stearns, Frederick, & Co.. Detroit, Mich., to Sterling Drug
Inc.. New York. N.Y. 404,385. ren. 8-13-63. CI. 18.

Sterling Braaii Co.. The, Cleveland, Ohio. 647,331, cane. CI.

13.
Sterling Drug Inc. : See

—

Stearns, I'rederlck, A Co.
Stern, Samuel C, Dallas, Tex. 647,553. cane. CI. 44.
Stetson Cnlna Co., L-ncoln, 111. 402,581, ren. 8-1.1-63. CI.

30.
Stetson, John B., Co.. Philadelphia, Pa. 754,701, pub. 5-28-

63 CI 39
Stewart-VVarner Corp., Chicago, 111. 754,625, 5-28-63. CI. 34.

Stix Products, Inc., New York, NY. 764,504, pub. 5-28-63.
CI. 20.

Strauss, Margaret B. : See

—

Miles Laaboratories, Inc.
Sun Crown Food Corp. : See—

Escalon Packing Corp.
Sun Oil Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Sunkist Growers. Inc. : See

—

California Fruit Growers Exchange.
Sunshine OriKlnals of Miami. Inc., Miami, Pla.

5-28-63. CI. 39.
Susy Bell Canning Co., Inc., Port Elisabeth, N.J. 754,746,

pub. 5-28-63. CI. 46.
Swlngline Inc., Long Island City, N.Y. 754,567, pub. 5-i28-63.

CI. 23.
'^

Swope, George 8., d.b.a. MPA Manplan Associates, Chicago,
III. 754.795. pub. 5-28-63. CI. 101.

Taylor h Sledd Inc., Richmond, Va. 176.447, ren. 8-13-63.
CI. 46.

Taylor U Sledd Inc., Richmond. Va.
CI. 46.

Techkote Co. Inc.. Inj^lewood. Calif.
Technical Porcelain and Chinaware Co.

754,606, pub. 5-28-63. CI. 30.
Tee-Pak, Inc., Chicago, III. 734.39.-.. pub. .'>-28-63 CI. 2.
Tele-Sound Pro<luctionM, Inc., Washington, D.C. 754,793, pub.

.'V-28-63. C'l. 101.
Teletype Corp., Skokie. III. 754.520, pub. 5-28-63. CI. 21.
Tenneco Corp.. from Tenneco Oil Co.. Houston. Tex. 754,462,

pub. 5-28-63. CI. 15.
Tennessee Corp., New York, N.Y. 754.415, pub. &-28-6S.

CI. 6.

Texas Eastern Transmission Corp., Shreveport, La! 754,802,
pub. 5-28-63. CL 105.

Texlse Chemicals, Inc., (Jreenville. S.C. 754,403, pub 5-28-
63. CI. 4.

Thermasol Ltd., New York, NY. 754,517, pub. 5-28-fl3. Ci.
21.

Thompson, John R., Co., d.b.a. The Red Balloon Coffee House,
Chicago. 111. 7.54.753. pub. .5-28-63. CI. 46.

Thorn-A.E.I. Radio Valves and Tubes Ltd., London, England.
7.')4.:).:.. uub. 5-28-63. CI. 21.

Thorn-A.E.I. Radio Valves and Tubes Ltd., London, England.
754. 0J2, pub. ..-28-63. CI. 36.

Titan Industrial Corp.. The. .New York,
5-28-ti3. CI. 14.

Tower Fabrics Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
63. CI 42.

Tower Group : See

—

Wolverine Insurance Co.
Traffic Control. Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., to Holophane Co.
New York. NY. 172.012, ren. 8-13-63. CI. 21.

Trans-American Management Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 647,-
504, cane. CI. 38.

Trlbolet Bros. : See

—

Tribolet. Edward, Jr.
Trlbolet, Edward, Jr., d.b.a. Tribolet Bros., Los Angeles, Calif.

647,596, cane. CI. 46
Tribune Co., The, Chicago, 111. 167,616, ren, 8-13-63. CI.

38.
Trznadel, Amelia, d.b.a. A-T Surgical Co., Holyoke. Mass.

754,742, pub. 5-28-63. CI 44.
Tupper Corp., North Smithfleld, R.I. 647,276, cane. CI. 2.

Tyler Refrigeration Corp.. Nlles. Mich. 764,432, pub. 5-28-
63. CT. 12.

Union Oil Co. of California, Los Angeles, Calif. 754,420,
pub. 5-28-63. CI. 8.

Union Oil Co. of California, Los Angeles, Calif. 764.929, pub.
6-28-63. Cl. 33.

176,452, ren. 8-13-63.

647,311, cane. Cl. 12.
El Cerrlto, Calif.

NY. 754,455, pub.

754,717, pub. 5-28-

Inc.,

Union Tank Car Co., Ctaica«o, 111. 764.6M, pub. 6-28-63.
Cl. 23.

United Merchants and Manufacturers, Inc. : See

—

Cohn Hall-Marx Co.
United Shoe Repairing Blachine Co.. Boston, Mass. 764,666,

pub. 6-28-63. Cl. 23.
United BUtes Borax A Chemical Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.,
from Columbia Wax Co., Qlendale, Calif. 764,406. pub.
6-28-63. Cl. 4.

United Sutes Life Insurance Co. in The City of New York,
The, New York, NY. 754,799. pub. 5-28-^. Cl. 102.

United sutes Pumice Supply Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 764,-

404^ pub. 6-28-63. Cl. 4.

United States Steel Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. 764,456, pub.
6-28-63. Ci. 14.

United Steel Companies Ltd., The, The Mount. Broomtalll,
Sheffield, Ehgiand. 754.644. pub. 6-28-6S. CI. 23.

Universal Medical Laboratory Service, Inc., Chicago, III.

764,789, pub. 6-28-63. Cl. 100.
Universal Research Corp.. PhUadelphla. Pa. 764,610. pub.

6-28-63. Cl. 21.
Utility Products Mfg. Co.. Memphis. Tenn. 764.480. pub.

6-28-63. CI. 12.
Vapor Corp.. Chicago, 111. 764.626, pub. 6-28-68. Classes

23 and 21.
Vapor Corp., Chicago. III. 764,628, pub. 6-28-68. CI. 84.

Velasaues Nederland N.V. Meerveldhoven, Veldhoven. Nether-
lauds. 764.481. pub. 6-28-63. CL 17. ^ ^ _,^

Victoria Avenue Citrus Association, RiTcrside, Calif. 764,-

704, pub. 6-28-«8. Cl. 46.

Viva Tones, Tht : See

—

Mallen Steven L. .... ... ^
Vulcanized Rubber and Plastics Co., Inc., MorrlsriUe. Pa.

754.709, pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 40.
, . ^ ,

Wabasha Roller Mill Co., Wabasha, Minn., to International

Milling Co., Minneapolis. Minn. 170,806, ren. 8-18-«3.

Wafllns. Inc., Dayton, Ohio. 647,657, cane. Cl. 46.

Wagner^s, W. T., Sons Co., The, Cincinnati. Ohio. 876.676.

Walker Dry' Goods Co., Inc., Jasper. Ala. 754.690, pub. 6-28-
68 Cl 39

Wallace Silversmiths, Inc., Wallingford. Conn. 647,416, cane.

Ci 23
Warner Brothers Co., The, Bridgeport. Conn. 647.620. cane.

Washington Financial Reports. Inc.. Washington. D.C. 754,

864, pub. 5-28-63. Cl. 88. „ ,„ ^„
Washii^ton Mfg. Co.. Nashville, Tenn. 174.211. ren. 8-18-83.

Wawak Co. Inc.. Chicago. III. 401.866. ren. 8-18-«8. Cl.

42
Waynllne. Inc.. Chlcopee Palls. Mass. 764.616, pub. 5-28-

Wear-Ever Aluminum. Inc.. New Kentinfton, Pa. 754.444,

pub. 6-28-68. ex. 18.

Westley InduFtrles : See

—

Weyerhaeuser Co.. Tacoma, Wash. 764.892. pub. 6-28-68.

Whirlpool Corp.. 8t Joaeph. Midi. 754.622. pub. 5-2*-«8.

Cl 84
White Laboratortes. Inc.. Newark. N.J., to Pharmaco. Inc..

Kenllworth, N.J. 404,420, ren. 8-18-«8. CI. 18.

White Rock Corp. : See—
White Bock Mineral Sprinc Co. wvi.*

White Bock Mineral Spring Co., Waukesha. ^}\^^° ^^t
Rock Corn Brooklyn, N\Y. 28.873, ren. 6-18-«8. Cl. 46.

Whlman, Slilphln F.. k Son, Inc., Ptuadelohia, Pa., to Pet

Milk Co., 8?. Louis', Mo. 1«£,824. ijn. £^18-<8. CL46.
Wilmot Castle Co.. Rochester. N.T. 764.784. pub. 6-28-68.

Cl 44.
Winkler,' Kaspar, k Co. :

«••—
Schenker-Winkler. Frits.

Wlnthrop Products Inc. : See— , . „
Farbwerke vorm. Meister Lucius k. Brunlng.

Wise' Robert S., Co.. Inc.. WlchlU, Kans. 764,414. pub.

wSveK In^lirlnce Co.. Federal Ufe and Casualty Co .Se-

cured Insurance Co., Riverside Insurance Co of Amertca,

ibV Tower Group. Battle Creek, Mich. 764.797. pub.

wSiJtV AutoioUve Warehouse Co.. Denver. Colo. 754.621.

pub. i-28-63. Cl. 21. „ . .. ,-.
Woolf. Lewis, Ortptlght Ltd., Birmingham. England. 764.-

727. pub. 6-28-«8. CI. 44. „. .«.
Worcester Pressed Steel Co., Worcester, Mass. 784,458. pub.

5-28-63. Cl. 14.

Worthington Corp., Harrison, N.J. 764.654. pub. 5-28-63.

Cl 23
Zumblel. C W., Co., The, Cincinnati. Ohio. 764.890. pub.

5-28-68. Ci. 2.
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PATENTS
NOTICES

Board of Appcab DccWoiis Rendered fan the Month of
July 1963

Examiner affirmed 344
Examiner affirmed In part 73
Examiner reversed 93

Total 510

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE—PATENT OFFICE

Rales of Practice in Patent Cases

[87 CPB Part 1]

VyLmi»}ii%Q by AppKcant o/ Injormation Pertinent to Claimed
Invention

Notice is hereby given that the United SUtes Patent Office

proposes to amend one of its rules relating to patents. The
amendment is proposed pursuant to the authority contained
in Title 36 U.S.C. section 6.

All persons who desire to present their views, objections,

recommendations or suggestions in connection with the pro-

posed amendment are invited to do so on or before October 1,

1968, on which day a hearing will be held at 10 : 00 a.m., in

Room 8886B of the Department of Commerce Building. All

persons wishing to be heard orally are requested to notify

the Commissioner of Patents of their intended appearance.
The proposed amendment will permit the Office to require

of applicants for i>atent the furnishing of information con-

cerning the published art, known to them and believed by

them to be slgnlflcantly pertinent to their inventions. The
purpose is to make available to ezamlnera in the Patent
Office the results of a search made by applicant or his repre-

sentative. If such search was made. It Is believed that the

examiner's Job of making an investigation of the available

prior art can be more thorough If such Information Is avail-

able. It Is also believed that the presumption of validity

attaching to patents will be more meaningful and stronger.

The text of the proposed amendment Is as follows

—

Section 1.104 (Patent Rule 104) Is proposed to be amended
by adding the paragraph (c) to read as follows:

I 1.1(M yature of examination; eraminer'B action.

• ••••••
(c) The applicant must list In a separate statement accom-

panying the application, the published art (including patents,

foreign and domestic) known to blm at the time of the appli-

cation, and believed by the applicant to be significantly

pertinent to the claimed Invention. If no such art Is known
to the applicant, this should be expressly asserted. This

statement shall not be considered to be a representation that

a search has been made, or that no better art than that listed

exists. The applicant may at his option, state whether or

not a search has been made. If such statement does not
accompany the application, the examiner may require the

filing of such statement before action is made.
The time and manner of taking effect Is as follows : The

amendment shall take effect thirty days after publication In

the Federal Register, and shall apply only to applications

filed after that date. In all other applications pending on
the effective date, a similar statement may be placed in the

record, at the applicant's option.

Dated : July 11, 1963.

[•SAL] DAVID L. LADD,
CommiBtioner of Patenta.

Approved

:

J. HERBERT HOLLOMON.
At»i$tant Secretary of Commerce

for Science and Technologv.

[F.R. Doc. 63-7778 ; Filed, July 23, 1963 ; 8 : 52 a.m.]

Pitblithed in ta F.R. 7S1S, July H, 19«a

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE—PATENT OFFICE

Rules of Practice in Patent Cases

[87 CFR Part 1]

Pumithing by Applicant of Information m to Atiittance

Received in Preparation and/or Prosecution of Application,

When no Attorney or Agent i» of Record

Notice is hereby given that the United States Patent Office

proposes to amend one of Its rules relating to patents. The

amendments are proposed pursuant to the authority con-

tained in Title 36 CSC. section 6.

All persons who desire to submit written data, views, argu-

ments or suggestions for consideration in connection with the

proposed amendment, are Invited to forward the same to

the Commissioner of Patents. Washington 26, D.C. on or

before October 16, 1963. An oral hearing will not be

scheduled.

The purpose of the amendment to | 1.33 (Rule 88) Is to

aid the Commissioner in performing the duty. Inherent In

the authority granted by 86 U.S.C. 81, of ensuring that appli-

cants have proper assistance In the preparation and prose-

cution of their applications. Experience has shown that

applicants often seek assisUnce from persons who are not

registered to practice before the Patent Office, without

knowing that such person cannot sign amendments or other

papers to be presented to the Office during the prosecution

of the application. Frequently abandonment of the applica-

tion has resulted because of the time lag Involved In having

papers prepared by such persons for the applicant's signa-

ture, both because the applicant does not always understand

the absolute necessity for prompt action, and because he may

be unavailable at that time. Hence, It seems desirable for

New ApplicatioiH Received DvlBg June 1963

Patents flJTl

Designs 428

Plant Patents 10

Reissues 80

ToUl 7.284

Issue

Patents 580—No. 8,100,896 to No. 8,101,475, Incl.

Designs 64—No. 196,082 to No. 196,096, incl.

ToUI M4

379



380

the protection of ttowe appHcnti who may hare been In-

daced to employ non-regl.tered perwn. to require <"««>o"««

of that information. •© that they may be adrlaed of the

risks inrolved and of the powlble lota of Taluable rl«hta.

The text of the proposed amendment Is as follows:

Section 1.83 of Title 87 CFB (Patent Rule 88) Is amended

by deslgnatlnj the present paragraph as paragraph (a) and

by adding thereto the following new paragraph (b) :

I 1.83 Oorre^ondtnce vhen no attorney or agent.

(b) An applicant who Is not represented by a registered

attorney or agent may be required to sUte whether he

recelred assistance In the preparation or prosecution of his

application, for which any compensation or consideration

was glTen. and If so. to disclose the name or names of the

person or persons providing assistance.

,...., DAVID L. LADD.
^ '

CommUtioner of PatentB.

Approved : July 2B. 1968.

J. H. HOLLOMON,
Aatittant Secretory of Commerce •

for Science and Technology-

(F R Doc 6»-8041 ; Filed. July 80, 1»«8 ; 8 : 88 a.m.]

Published at C8 F.R. T788, Julv 31. 19»3
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Patent No. a.»2«.648. J. W. Holdeman aad B. Dablch,

Transmission controls, decided June B, 1»«3. Interference No.

•l,»ie, claims 1, 2 and «.

Patent No. 2.982.450. L. Knight aod A. TruaaeU. fflectronlc

calealatlng apparatus, decided Apr. 29. 19«8. Interference No.

01,992, claims 7 and 8.

Patent No. 2.989.922. R. OOrtke, DlrectlonaJ microphone

haTlnfl a low maceptlblllty to ahock and wind, deddad Feb.

2T. 19es, Interference No. 91.824. claims 1. 8. 4, B, 9 and 10.

Patent No. 2,989.691. T. Petrallka, A. Frey, A. HoCmann^

H Otto, H. Sehenk and F. Troxler, Reaerplne-llke ••*•"»'

pivallc add. decided Apr. 12. 19«S, Interference No. 91.W8.

claim 2.

Patent No. 8.088.000. B. W. Fulmer. Condensation products

of an epoxldlied fatty oil and an alkylene polyamlne, decided

Apr 2fi. 19«a, Interference No. 98,204. daims 1, 2, 8. 4 and 6.

Patenti ATsilabfe for or Side

Patent OflHcc Academy

The Patent Office Academy Is now ready to accept applica-

tions from non-government employees for training at the next

session, which will begin on or about '""^/J^**^ ^j!
curriculum comprise, about 100 hours of lecture tlr« and

about 250 hours of seminar-type classroom work. The 'e^

tures and dassroom work together provide ^^'P^J""';*
coverage of examining practice and procedure. Applications

Should be submitted not later than 60 days prior to January 1.

^*?he following schedule of fees for the training course ha.

been established.

(1) Lectunaonly-.-- ---

f2) Lectures plus classroom in-

struction

Non-Patent
Ofllce Govern-

ment Employees

1100.00

tsflaoo

Non-Govern-
ment Employees

tl29. 00

t42«.00

EDWIN L. REYNOLDS.
Firtt Assistant Commiaeioner.

Dteclaimer

2 828 046.^Ao*n M. Herbert. Horton. and Anthony W. Bimp-
'

Bon RadcUffe-on-Trent, England. PaODUCTiOM or Mao-

N.TIC MATERIAL Foa US. i« CoMPCxaa. OE Maomk.c

MKMOBT SvBTMS. Patent dated Fd). 28. 1958. Dis-

claimer filed July 1. 1963. by the aaaigne*. The Pleeeey

Company Limited.

Hereby enters this disdalmer to claim 1 of said patent.

Adverse DecWom I" laterferencea

In the designated interferences inrolTing the indicated

claims of the following patents final dedslons have been ren-

dered that the respective patentees were not the first inventors

with respect to the claims listed.

Patent No. 2.900.402. W. K. Johnson, P'*P*"«°° ??
*'"

mlnum alkyls. dedded Sept. 8. 19«1. Interference No. 90.91B.

claims 2. 3. 4. 5. 8, 7 and 8.

Patent No. 2,900.577, A. E. Fdnberg. Ballast and lighting

system for fluorescent lamp., decided Apr. 29. 19«8. Interfer-

ence No. 91.862. claims 1. 2 and 8.

Patent No. 2,908,787. J. B. Brennan, Method of producing

•trip materials, dedded June 12, 1968, Interference No.

91,294, claima 1 and 9.

Patent No 2.925.582. 8. Larach, Polydiromatic dectro-

lumlne««nt meana, decided Sept. 27, 1962, Interference No.

91.820, claims 4, 6 and 7.

Oeneral Electric Company is prepared to grant non-exclu-

sive fl^sJaVnder the Kllowing'^4rpatents upon reasonable

terms to domestic manufacturers. ^ .. * . „..
Applications for license under tlje ^°^S^%^^J^^^^^

be addressed to : Patent Counsel. Lamp Dlddon. uenerai

Electric Company. Nela Park. Cleveland 12. Ohio.

2.667,596. Ribbon Lead Construction.

2,670.640. Apparatus for Foliating Wire Ribbon Leads.

2.748.937. Tube and Bod Gauging Apparatus.

2 818 827. Apparatus for and Method of Forming and Mount-
'•"*"•

*i'ig Supports on Colled Fllamenta.

2.818.998. Electric Lamp or Similar Device.

2.880.217. Filament Connection for Electric Lamps.

2.882,661. Method and Apparatus for Treating Lamp Flla-

menta.

2.841,690. Contact Pin and Method for Fluore«»nt Lamps.

2.845.657. Arc Tube Mounting.

2.849,682. Arc Tube Seal and Monnt.

2.849.686. Switch-SUrt Discharge Lamp Circuit

2.888.688. Sequence Boost Circuit for Discharge Lamps.

2.856.265. Lamp Sealing Method and Apparatus.

2.864.028. Infrared Ray Generating Device.

2.868.609. Method of SeaUng and Gas Filling Electric

Lampa

2.888,586. Arc Tube Mount.

2.888,592. Cathode Strudnre.

2.892,440. Fluorescent Lamp Coating Machine.

2,892,928. Lamp Base Terminal Welding.

2900 771. Electric Lamp Oaa Filling and Sealing Method
' and Apparatus.

2,901,875. Fluorescent Lamp Coating Proceaa.

2,901.648. Refledor Mercury Lamp.

2,(K>4.710. Reflector Mercury Lamp Mount.

2.904.715. Modulable Discharge Lamp.

2.910,605. Radiant Bnergy Device.

2,924,748. Lighting Unit.

2 945,978. Tubular Incandescent Lamp Device.

2,950,417. Series Blertrtc Lamp.

2.961.564. Pulsating Electric Dlsdiarge.

2,971,088. Low BrightneM Louver.

2.971.166. Transistor Power Inverter.

2.997.616. Multiple Filament Incandescent Lamp.

2.997.617. Blertrtc Incandescent Lamp.

8.001.096. Terminal Strurture for Double-Bnded Lamps.

8 001.097. Lamp Base and Terminal Strurture.

8,016,654. Scoring and Breaking Apparatus for Vitreous

Tubing.

S 024,906. Tube End Inspection Apparatus.

8.028.712. Apparatus for Gas Filling lectric Lamps.

8.084,016. Controlled Rectlfler Inverter Circuit

8.047,766. Base Assembly for Electric lAmps.

8,064,018. Ught Sources.

8.078,986. Blertric Incandeeeent lAmp.

8.080,497. Bent Bnd Ineandeecent lABp.

INTERVIEWS
On July 17. 1968, the memorandum reproduced below was

distributed to the Examiners In the Patent Office. It Is pre-

sented here for the Information of all applicants and their

representatives.

Opdmum Examining Procedure—Memorandum #2
Inten;icwi

This Memorandum #2 of the Optimum Examining Pro-

cedure series is devoted entirely to "Interviews' and their use

to the maximum benefit of better and swifter prosecution.

Proper Interviews frequently lead to a better and earlier un-

derstanding of the issues Involved In a particular case, and
hence to an earlier conclusion of prosecution.
One of the characteristics of the skilled, mature Examiner

is the exercise of prdper Judgment In borderline situations

ClrcumsUnces will frequently arise where waiver of technical

requirements by the Primary Examiner, If permissible, will

be better than blind adherence to technicalities, particularly

where applicants are cooperating fully in moving to conclude

prosecution and the Examiner can pass on all remaining
iHfiues with no more than nominal reconsideration or search.

Subject to this broad policy, the following statements regard-

ing BltuatloHR which frequently arise specify practice which
should be followed throughout the Office in the Interest of

uniform Interview policy.

1. Int«»rvlews for the discussion of the patentability of

pending applications will not be had before the first o/Bdal

nctlon thereon (Rule 133). Interviews before the first re-

sponse are discouraged ; but interviews after the first response

or later which offer hope of substantial progress are encour-

aged. (See, however. 12 and 13 below.)
2. Arrangements for Interviews should be made In advance

so that the Examiner can properly prepare for the Interview
(Rule 133a). The Examiner should prepare for any pre-

arranged Interview to the extent that he understands the

rase, the references applied against It. and the attorney,
response Impromptu interviews should never be granted

unless the Examiner has these details so well In mind that he
can discuss the case profitably without further review. Inter-

views on Fridays will no longer be prohibited as a matter of

policy ; but all Interviews should be set at a time mutually
satisfactory to both parties.

3. An appointment for interview once arranged should be

kept. Many applicants and attorneys plan trios to Washing-
ton In reliance upon such appointments. When, after an
annointment has been made, circumstances compel the absence

of the Examiner or Examiners necessary to an effective Inter-

view, the other party should be notified Immediately so that

substitute arrangenents may be made. . . . , , .

4 An Interview should not be granted If It Is clear In ad-

vance that the requesting narty Is not properly prepared. If

It becomes apnarent after the discussion begins that the psrty

Is not nroperly prepared, or that further discussion would be

iinorodiictlve "the Interview should be terminated promptly.
ft. Interviews normallv should not be granted unless the

requesting party has authority to bind the principal con-

6. An Interview should be conducted only with the appli-

cant or his legal representative of record. An Interview with
a person not of record, but known to be the local associate of

the attorney of record, ordinarily will be permitted hereafter

only when a written power authorising such Interview is pre-

sented prior thereto. Any exceptions to this procedure must
be approved by the Group Supervisor. •^.^ifl—

7. If, at any time, the Examiner considers *«» Interview

would ke helpful In disposing of a case, he Is authorised to

solldt same either by contacting applicant s local reprefen"-
tlve by phone or. where no such representative Is *»»!"'•-

by writing to counsel of record, or by <^"*«*^^o?^^1.^''**

phone when authorised by the attorney or agent of record

8 Where the response to a first complete action Includes a

request for an Interview or a telephone con«ulUtlon to be

Initiated by the Examiner, or where an out-of-town attorney

under similar circumstances requests that the Examiner defer

Uklng any further action on the case until the sttc^neys

next visit to Washington (provided such visit Is not beyond

the date when the Office action would ^OTTM.\\y\>^ ti^tn),Jb*
Examiner." as soon as he has considered the effect of the re-

sponse, should grant such request If It »PPef" J»l**,">«J°**V
view or consultation would result in expediting the case to a

"°9.^ A ""iStervlew should not be used by either party as an

opportunity to "haggle." Once the Examiner dearW under-

stands the appllcant% position, the Interview should be con-

cluded. Of course, If Ihe Examiner can make a suggestion

which win advance the prosecution, he should do so

10 Where agreement Is reached as a result of an interview,

aptllcanft rep?eientatlve should be advised that "n amend-

ment pursuant to the agreement should be PrompVy submltt^.

If the amendment prepares the case for ««»! ""on- J^
Examiner should take the case up as special. If not. the case

should^awalUJs^tun.^^
any mutually^

*?*f*"^^^h'^rrS« "S
reached at an Interview are understood by ^oUj parties a

memorandum summarizing these conclusions and the <«»Knlfl;

canw of any exhibits considered or demonstrations made

shoSTd be prepared In duplicate and signed by both parties

to the interview and a copy should be retained by each. The

copy retain7d ^y ?he Examfner will be kept In the application

file until prosecution Is completed. Such procedure vrill not

however relieve applicant of his responsibility under the sec-

""MS5e"c'aV. white'fn Interview Is had but no agreement

is reached, the Examiner should place an Informal memoran^

dum In the file to this effect. The memorandum should be

sufficiently complete to make clear to others the Issues re-

solved and/or discussed In the Interview.
„-,^,,, _,. of

The memoranda discussed above are
""V

«" °"j'*l,P"l "^

the record and should be removed from the file If and when

**''ll*'^o'n"«5"rntVVques% for Interviews after Final Action^

it is essential that\ny aPP»"n; «>• -*''^[;P;r*«iw or ?^
granted an opportunity to Present briefly, either orally or In

writing the Intended purpose and content of the Interview.

With the approval of the Primary Examiner, further time

may be granWrf the Examiner Is convinced that disposal or

^arification for appeal may be accomplished with only nom -

nal further consldel^tlon. Interviews merely to restate srgu^

ments of record or to discuss new limitations which would

"f^ulre more than nominal reconsideration or new search

"''^s'Ve'quesis^for Interviews on cases already passed to l.s.,e

shou d be grant.d only with spedflc approval of t»>e Super-

visor upon a showing In writing of extraordinary drcum-

stances.
jj ^ WHITMORB.

Julv 17 1963 Superintendent of the Examining Corp:
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL NON-PROPRIETARY NAMES '

In accordance with paragraph 8 of the Procedure for the

Selection of Recommended International Non-Proprietary

Namet for Pharmaceutical Preparations,' notice ii hereby

given that the following names are under consideration by the

World Health Organization as Proposed International Non-

Proprietary Names.

Comments on, or formal objections to the proposed names
may be forwarded by any person to the Pharmaceuticals Unit
of the World Health Organization within four months of the

date of their publication in WHO Chronicle.

The inclusion of a name in the lists of proposed interna-

tional non-proprietary names does not imply any recommen-
dation for the use of the substance in medicine or pharmacy.

N

PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NGN PROPRIETARY NAME

{Latin. Enolith)

aceclldinum
acecUndlne
acetiamlnum
acetlamine
acetryptlnum
acetryptine

acetylcystelnum
acetylcysteine

acldum clofenamlcum
clofenamlc acid

acldum flufenamlcum
flufenamlc acid

acldum fusldlcum
fusidic acid

acldum fytlcum
fytic acid

acldum iotalamlcum
lotalifmlc add
acldum kalnlcum
kainlc acid

Rcidum mefpnamiouni
iiiefenamlo arid

acldum nalldlxicum
nalidixic acid

acrlsorclnum
acrlsorcln

alazanl triclofenao
alazanlne trlclofpnate

albutolnum
albutoln

aloxlprtnum
aloxlprln
altizidum
altlside

ambomycinum
ambomycin
arafepramonum
amfepjymone
amplcllllnum
amplcillln

ampyrimlnum
ampyrimine
anazolenum natricum
sodium anasolene
anilamatum
anllamate

argipressinum
arglpressln

argiprestocinum
arglprestocin

azotomyclnuin
azotomycin
batllolum
batllol

benfotiaminuni
benfotlamlne

bentiaminum
bentiamlne
benzaronum
benzarone

bentbromaronum
l>enzbromarone
benzilonii bromlduui
benzilonium bromide
benzodepum
bensodepa
benzquinamlduni
benzquinamide
betahistinum
betahlstine

CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

8-qulnuclidinol acetate

.V-[(4-amino-2-methyl-5-pyrlmidlnyl) methyl] -A'- (4-hydroxy-2-mercapto - 1 - methyl-1-
butenyl) formamide 0,S-diacetate

3-(2-aminoethyl)indol-S-yl methyl ketone

^-acetylcysteine

y-(2,3-dichlorophenyl)anthranilic acid

^-(a,a,a-trlfluoro-m-tolyl)anthranllic acid

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of ftiiidium. or the same substance
produced by any other means

phytic acid

5-acetamldo-2,4,6-trllodo-^-metHyli8ophthalamlc acid

2-carboxy-4-isopropenyl-3-pyrrolidineacetlc acid

A^-2,S-xylylanthranlIic acid

l-ethyl-l,4-dlhydro-7-methyl-4-oxo-1^8-naphthyridine-3-carboxyllc acid

9-anilnoacridlne compound with 4;hexylresorclnol *

8-ethyl-2-[3-(8-ethyl-2-benzothlazo llnylldene)propenyl]benzothlazollum 2,4,5-trlchlo-
rophenozlde compound with 2,4,5-trlchlorophenol

3-allyl-5-lsobutyl-2-thlohydantoin

basic aluminium acetylsalicylate complex

8-[(allylthio)methyl]-6-cbloro-3,4-dibydro-2J7-l,2,4-benzothladiazine - 7 - sulfonamide,
1.1-dloxlde

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of ttreptomycet amhofaoieng, or the
same substance produced by any other means

2- ( diethylamlno) propiophenone

(
— )-6-(2 - amino - 2 - phenylacetamido)-3,3-dlmethyl-7-oxo-4-thia-l-azablcyclo[3.2.0]
beptane-2-carboxyllc acid

2,4,7-triamino-B-phenylpyrimido [ 4,5-d ] pyrimldine

4-[ (4-anllino-5-aalfo-l-Daphthyl)azo]-5-hydroxy-2,7-naphthalenedisulfonic acid, trlso-
dlum salt

methylcarbamate of salicylanillde

8-arglnlDeTasopr«Mln

8-arglnineoxytocin

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of ttreptomyces ambofacient, or the
same substance produced by any other means

3- ( octadecyloxy ) -1 ,2-propanedlol

A'-[(r-amlno-2-methyl-8-pyrimidinyl)methyl)-A'-(4-hydroxy-2-mercapto - 1 - methyl-1-
butenyl ) formamide fi-benzoate 0-pbosphate

.V-[(4-amino-2-methTl - 6 - pyrimldlnyl)methyl]-A'-(4-hydroxy-2-mercapto-l-methyl-l
butenyl) formamide 0,S-dlbensoate

2-ethyl-8-bensofuranyl p-bydroxypbenyl ketone

3,5-dibromo-4-b7droxyphen7l-2-ethyl-8-b«nzofuraoyl ketone

l,l-dietbyl-8-hydroxypyrroIldinium bromide benzllate

beniyl [bis ( 1-aslridlnyl ) pbosphinyl ] carbamate

JV,A?-dletbyl-l,8,4,fl,7,llb - hexahydro-2-hydroxy - 9,10 - dlmethoxy-2H-benzo[o]qulno-
lisine-8-carboxamlde acetate

2- ( ( 2-methylamlno ) etbyl ] pyridine

» Other lints of proposed international nonproprietary names can be found in Chron. Wld Hlth Org. 1953, 7, 299 : 1954.
«, 216, 313 : 1956, 10, 28 ; 1957, It, 231 ; 1958. It. 102 ; 1959, IS. 105, 152 ; 1960, U. 168, 244 ; 1961. J5, 314, 320 ; 1962. It,
385.

Lists of recommended international non-proprietary names were published in Chron. Wld Hlth Org. 1955, 9, 185 ; 1969.
/3. 106; 1962. i«. 101, 111.

• Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 90, 8 and 55 (resolution EB16.R7).
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

(Latin, Englith)

betanldinum
betantdlne
betoxycalnuni
betoxyralne

blHacodylum
blmacodyl

binbentlaminum
blHb^ntlainlDe

bolasteronunj
bolantprone
bromacrylldum
bromarrylldp

biifpnadriniim
bufpnadrine
butaperazlnnm
biitaperazlne

butaverlnuni
butaverlne

butizidum
butlzlde

butoplprlniim
butoplprlne

rarbaiorronii natrlrum sulfnnas
(arbazocroine sodium sulfonate

carsalainuin
carHalam
clefamiduiii
riffamide
clobenztroplnum
clobenztroplnf

clodaralnum
rlodacalnp

clodantolnum
rlodantoln

clofenamldum
dofenamlde
cloflbratum
cloflbratp

rlnpamidum
dopamlde
rioralum b<>talnntu

cloral betalne

clonltratum
clonltrate

cloramfenicoU pantott-nas
oloramfenicol pantotenate

clorlndlonum
rlorlndlone

cloxacillinuiii
rlozacUlin

colecalclferolum
colecalctferol

coumetaroluni
roumetarol
ryaihemazinum
ryamemazlne
cyrlarbamatum
cyclarbamate
rycloKuanlll embonaa
cycloRuanll pmbonate
cyclomenolum
cyclomenol
cyclovalonuni
pyclovalone

deatpramlnum
deaipramine
dpxoxadrolum
dexoxadrol
dlclofenamldum
dlclofenamldp

dietroxlnum
dietroxlne

difenidolum
dlfenldol

dlmefadanum
dimefadane
dimetlndenum
dlmetindene
dioxadrolum
dloxadrol

dipyridauiolum
dipyridamole
dnxapramum -

doxapram
droHtanolunum
droatanolone
duazomyclnum
duacomycin
pfloxatum
efloxate

epitlzldum
epitizlde

CHEMICAL NAME OR DBJSCRIPTION

l-beinyl-2,3-dlinethylguanidlne

2-[2-(dlethylamlno)ethoxy]ethyl 3-amlno-4 butoxybenzoate

4,4'
- ( 2-pyrldylin*thylene ) dlphenol dlaceta te

2V,JV'-(dlthlobJi[2-(2-hydroxyethTl) - 1 - methylvlnylene]]blBlA^[ (4-amlno-2-methyl-5-

'pyrlmldlnyl ) methyl IformamJdel

7o,17-dimethylte§toBterone

.V[ (3-bromopropionamldo) methyl ]acrylamtde

2- ( o-tertbutyl-a-phenylbeniyloxy ) -A^,2V-dlmethylethylamlne

1 -
[ 10- 1 3- ( 4-methy 1 1 piperazlnyl ) propyl ] phenothlazin-2-yl] -1-butanone

butyl-3-(3-phenyl-l-plp*rldyl) propionate

3 l8obutyl-6-chloro-3,4-dlhydro2H-1.2.4-benzothladlailne-7-Bulfonamlde. 1.1-dloxlde

2-butoxyethyl-o-phenyl-2-plperldlneaoetate

sodium 5.6-dlhydro-l-methyl-5,6-dloxolndoline 3-8ulfonate-5-iemlcarb«ione

2//-l,3-benzoxazlne-2,4(8ff)-dlone

2.2-dlchloro-\-2-hydroxyethyl-.V-[p-(p-nltrophenoxy) benzyl] acetamide

3-(p-chloro-a-phenylbenxyloiy)-tropane

2 ' -chloro-2- [ ( 2-dlethylamlnoethyl ) ethylamlno ] acetanllld

5-(l-ethylpentyl)-3-(trlohloromethylthlo)hydantoln

4-chloro-m-benzenedl«ulfonamlde «

ethyl 2-(p-chlorophenoxy)-2-methylproplonate

4 ohioro .V (c<« 2,6 dlmethylp!perldlno)-3 Kulfamoylbeniamlde

chloral hydrate compound with betalne

8-chloro-l,2-propaDedlol dlnltrate

chloramphenicol complex with calcium pantothenate

2-(p-chlorophenyl)l,3 Indandlone

6-[3-(o-chlorophenyl)!imethyl-4-lBOxa«olecarboxamldo]-3.3-dlmethyl - 7 - oxo-4-thU-

1-axabicyclo [3.2.0] hept*ne-2-carboxyllc acid

cboleealdferol

4,4'-dlhydroxy-3.3'-(2-methoxyethylldene) dlcoumarln

10 [3 (dlmethylamlno)-2-inethylpropyl]phenothlazlne2 carbonltrlle

1,1-cyclopentanedlmethanol dlcarbanllate

4 6-dlamlno 1 (p chlorophenyl) 1,2 dihydro - 2.2 dimethyl* trlailne compound (2 :1)

'

with 4,4'-methylenebl«[3 hydroxy 2 naphthoic add]

2 cyclohexyl 8,5-xylenol

2,6-dlvanlllyUdenecyclohexanone

10,11 -dlhydro-5- ( 3-methylamlnopropyl ) -SH-dibenz [bj] azeplne

( -I-
)-2-(2,2-dlphenyl-1.3-dloxoUn-4-yl)plp«rldlne

4,5-dlchloro-m-benzenedl8ulfonamlde

5,6-dlethyldlhydro-2H-1.3 oxatlne-2.4(8H) dlone

a,a-diphenyl-l-plperldinebutanol

.V,y-dimethyl-3-phenyl-l-lndanamlne

2-{l-[2-(2-dlmethylamlnoethyl)lnden-8 yl]ethyl)pyrldlne

2-(2,2-dlphenyl-l,3-dloxolan-4-yl)plperidlne

2.2',2",2'"-[(4.8 - diplperldlnopyrimldo[5.4-<l]pyHmldlne - 2,6 - dlyl)dlnltrilo]tetr«-

ethanol
1 -ethyl-4- ( 2 morphoUnoethyl ) -8,8-dlpheiiyl-2-pyrrolldlnone

17/J-hydroxy-2a-methyl-Bo-androitan-3-on«

an antibiotic subaUnce obtained from cultures of ttreptomyce* ambofaeiens. or the

same substance produced by any other means

ethyl [(4-oxo-2-phenyl-4l/-l-bensopyran-7yl)oxy]acetate

6chloro-8.4-dlhydro-3-[((2 2,2 - trlfluoroethyDthlo] methyl )-2ir-l^,4-beniothiadU«lne

7-Bulfonaml4e, 1,1 -dioxide
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON-PROPRIETABT NAME

ilAttin. BnfflUh)

ethyleBtrenolum
ethyleBtrenol

erltrltyll tetranltrax
erltrltyl tetranltrate

etoxasenum
etoxaiene
etymemazlnum
etymemazine
etynodloll acetas
etynodlol acetate

felypreBslnum
felypressln

fenbenlcUllnum
fenbenldllln

fencarbamldum
fencarbamlde
fenyrlpolum
fenyrlpol

fluanlBonum
fluanlsone

flumetasonum
flumetasone

flnorouracllnm
fluorouracll

fluperolonum
fluperolone

fluprednlsolonum
fluprednlsolone

flurotylum
flurotyl

furalaslnum
furalazlne

furazoUdonum
furazolidone

galantamlnum
galantamine
Klucaloxum
glucalox

glypinamldura
glypinamlde
hexadlllnum
hexadlllne

hexamldinum
hexamidine
hezopyrronil bromldum
hexopyrronlum bromide
indometaclnum
Indometacln
Iproclozldum
iproclozide

Isoetarlnum
Isoetarlne

Itramlnl tOByias
Itramln tosylate

lelopyrrolum
lelopyrrole

levoglutamidum
levoglutamide
levozadrolum
levoxadrol

lincomyclnum
llncomycln

lucimyclnum
ludmycln
lynestrenolum

* lynestrenol

lypresainum
lypressln

mecloxamlnum
mecloxamlne
mecyitelnom
mecystelne
megestrolum
megestrol

melengestrolum
meleavestrol

menotrophlnum
menotrophln
meralelnum natricum
sodium meraleln

metacyclinum
metacycline

meturedepum
meturedepa
metyrapoDum
metyrapone
molloaxonam
moUnasone

CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

17a-ethyl-19-nor-prepi-4-en-17-ol

erythrltol tetranltrate

4- [ ( p-ethoxyphenyl ) aio ] -<»-phenylenedlamlne

10-(8-dlmethylamlno-2-methylpropyl)-2-ethylphenothlazlne

19 nor-17tt-pregii-4-en-20-yne-8/J,17-dlol, dlacetate

2- ( phenylalanine )-8-ly8ineTa8opre88ln

8,8-dtmethyl-7-oxo-6-(2-phenoxy-2-phenylacetamldo)-4 thla-l-azablcyclo[3.2.0]heptane-

2-carboxylic acid

8-2-dlethylamlnoetbyl dlptaenylthtocarbamate

a-(2-pyrlmldlnylamlnomethyl)bensyI alcohol

4'-flaoro-4-[4-(o-inethoxyphenyl)-l-plpera«lnyl]bntyrophenone

•a,9-dlfluoro-ll/J,17.21-trlhydroxy-ieo-methylpret:na-l,4-dlene-3,20-dlone

B-flnoroaracil

»-fluoro-lltf.l7.21-trthydroxy-21-m«thylpregna-l,4-dlene-3,20-dlon€ 21 acetate

«a-fluoro-lltf,17,21-trlhydroxypregna-l,4-dlene-3,20-dlone

bl8(2,2,2-trtflaoroethyl) ether

3-amlno-6- [ 2 ( 5-nl tro-2-furyl ) vinyl ] -as-trlaxlne

3 [ ( 5-nltrofurfurylldene) amino] -2-oxazolldlnone

1.2.S,4,6,7.7a,llc-octahydro-9-methoxy-2-methylbenxofuro[4,8,2-erp][2]benza«ocln-6-ol

glycerol complex with aluminium hydroxide

1 -
( p-chloropbenylsulfonyl ) -3- ( hexahydro-lH-azepln-1 -yl ) urea

2- ( 2,2-dlcyclohexyl yinyl ) piperldlue

4,4' - ( hexamethylenedloxy ) dibenzamidine

1,1-dimethylpyrroUdinlnm bromlde-a-phenylcyclohexane glycolate

1-
( p-chlorol)enzoyl ) -5-methoxy-2-methylindole-3-acetlc add

p-chlorophenoxyacetle acid 2-lsopropylhydrazlde

a- ( 1 -isopropylaminopropyl ) protocatechuyl alcohol

2-amlnoethanol nitrate ( ester )p-tolueDe8ulfonate

1 - [ o- [ 2- ( dlethylamlno )ethoxy ) phenyl ] -2-methyl-5-phenylpyrrole

glutamlne

( — )-2-(2,2-diphenyl-l,3-dloxolan-4-yl)piperldlne

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of «trepfomi/ce« linoolnentis, or the

name substance produced by any other meann
an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of ttreptomycet lucenait, or the same

substance produced by any other means
19-nor-17a-pregTi-4-en-20-yn-17-ol

S-lyslncTasopressln

2-[ (p-chloro-o-methyl-«-phenylben«yl)oxy]-2V,A?-dimethylpropylamlne

cysteine, methyl ester

17-hydroxy-6-methylpregna-4,«-diene-3,20-dlone

17-hydroxy-6-methyl-16-methylenepregna-4,6-dlene 3,20-dlone

human menopausal gonadotrophln

o-[»-hydroxy-5-(hydroxymercurl)-2,7-dllodo-3-oxo-3H-xanthen - 9 - yllbenzenesulfonic
acid, sodium jSalt

4-dlmethylamin6-l,4.4a,5.6a,6,ll,12a-ocUhydro-8,5,10.12,l2a - pentahydroxy-6-methyl-
ene-1 , 1 1 -dloxo-2-napbtnacenecarboxamlde

(blB(2,2-dlmetbyl-l-aiiridinyl)phoBphlnyl]carbamlc acid ethyl eater

2-methyl-l,2-di-3-pyrldyl-l-propanone

3-morptaolino-l,2,3-bensotrlazin-4(3f )-one

• Itramln Is the proposed International Non-proprietary Name for the substance having the chemical name "aminoethyl
nitrate" (prop. I.N.N, list 1).
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON-PROPRIETARY NAME

(Latin, English)

morlnamldum
morlnamldt"
nafcllllmiin
nafdllln

naloxoniiin
naloxone

natrll bitlonolas
sodium bltlonolate

natrll estaRulfas
Hodlutn eta«ulfate

natrll metrlzoas
Hodlum metrlzoatP

natrll radio lodldum (i^I)

Hodlum radio Iodide C*"!)

natrll tlmerfonas
Rodlum timerfonatp

nlclosamldum
nlcloBamlde
nonapyrlmlnum
nonapyrlmlne
noretynodreliim
noretynodrel

oototlamlnuin
octotlamlne
ortetamlnum
ortetainlne

oxazepamum
oxazepam
oxetacalnum
oietacaine

oxomemazlnum
oxomemazlne
oxonazlnum
oxonazlne

oxybutynlnum
oxybutynln
oxycUplnum
oxycUplne
oxyfenamatum
oxyfenamate
oxymetazoUnum
oxymetazoline

oxypendylum
oxypendyl
oxypyrronil bromlduni
oxypyrrontum bromide
oxytoclnum
oxytocin

parcyltnum
par^yllne

paxamatum
|)axamate

pentabamatum
pentabamate "^

pentalamldum
pentalamide
perlclazlnum
periciazine

plcloxydlnum
plcloxydlne
plmetlnum
plmetlne

poldlnl methylaulfas
poldlne methylsulfate
prednlBolamatum
prednlHolamate
prednylldenum
prednylidene

prop«*tandrolum
propetandrol
propldlllnum
propicillin

proHultianiiniitu
prosultlamlne
pyrrocalnum
pyrrocalne
quinKestronum
qulngeBtrone

radlo-aurum (»"Au)-colloidale
radlo-Kold ('"Au) colloidal

radiocyanocobalamlnum (•Co)
radlocyanocobalamln ("Co)

radlotolpovldonuni
radlotolpovldone

renytollnum
renytoline

rlfamyclnuni
rlfaniycln

Hparsomycinuiit
sparsomycln
apartelnum
apartelne
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CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

N- ( morphollnomethyl) pyrailnecarboxamlde

6-(2-e<hoxy-l-naphthamldo)-3.3-dlmethyl-7-oxo 4 thla 1 - azablcyclo[3.2.0]heptane-2
carboxyllc acid

12-allyl 7,7a,8,9 - tetrahydro-3,7a-dlhydroxy 4af/ 8.9c lmlnoethanophenanthro(4,5-bc<f ]

furan 5(6F)-one

dlsodlum 2,2'-thiobU(4.6-dlchlorophenoxlde)

2-etbylhexyl sodium sulfate

sodium 3-acetamido-2,4,6-trilodo-5-jV-methylacetamldobenzoate

ethyl[(p-8ulfophenyl)thloJmercury, sodium salt

2',5-dichloro-4'-nltroullcylanllide

4-nonylamlno-7/f-pyrrolo[2,8-d]pyrlmldine

17-hydroxy-17a-pregn-5(10)-en-20-yn-3-one

8-[[2-[.V-[ (4-amino-2-methyI - 5 - pyrlmidlnyl)methyl]formamldo] l-(2-hydroiyethyl)
propenyl)dlthlo] 6-mercaptooctanolc acid, methyl ester acetate

o.a-dimethylphenethylamine

7-chloro-l,3-dihydro-3-hydroxy-6-phenyl-2W-1.4 benzodiazepln 2 one

2,2'-(2-hydroxyethyllmlno)bl8(^-(a,a-dlmethylphenethyl)-\ methylacetamlde]

10-[3-(dlmethylamino)-2-methylpropyllphenothiazine,5,5-dloxidp

Af«,2V»-dlanylmel«mlne Ar«-oxlde

4-diethylamino-2-butyDyl a-phenylcyclohexaneKlycolate

1 -methyl-3-plperldyl o-phenylcyclohexaneKlycolate

/S-€thyl-fl-hydroxyphenethyl carbamate

6 tert butyI-3-(2-lmldaiolln-2 ylmethyl) 2.4 dlmethylphenol

4-[3-(10H-pyrldo[8,2-b] [l,4)benzothlailn 10 yDpropyl] 1-plperazlneethanol

2(2 hydroxyethyl)-l,l-dlmethylpyrrolldlnluni bromide a-phenylcyclohexaneRlycolate

oxytocin

^^-methyl-y-2-propynylbeniylainine

4-bipbenylyl methylcarbamate

3-methyl-2,4-pentanediol dlcarbamate

o- ( pentyloxy ) bensamlde

10-[3-(4-hydroxyplperldlno) propyl) phenothlazlne 2 carbonltrlle

l,l'-[l,4-plperaxlnedlylbl«{lmldocarbonyl) ]bl8l3 (p chlorophenyDguanidlne]

4-beniyl-l-(2-dlmethylamlnoethyl)plperldlne

l-methyl-2-pyrrolldlnemethanol benillate

lip,17,21-trlhydroxypregna 1.4-diene-3,20-dlone 21A',A' dlethylttlycine ester

lip,l7.21-trlhydroxy-16-methylenepregna-l,4-dlene-3.20 dlone

l»-nor-17a-pregn-4-ene-8^.17-diol 3-proplonate

3.3-dlmethyl-7-oxo - 6 - (2 - phenoxybutyramido) -4 thla-l-azablcyclo[3.2.0]heptane-2-

,

carboxyllc acid

N- [
(4-amlno-2-methyl-5-pyrimldinyl ) methyl ] \ [ 4 hydroxy-1 methyl 2 ( propyldlthlo

)

1 -bu tenyl ] formamide
l-pyrrolldlneacetanllide

3-(cyclopentyloxy)pregna-3,5-dien-20-one

w- (
p-iodoJ»I-b«nByi ) -2- ( 2-oxo-l -pyrroJidlnyl ) ethamer

a-fluoren-9-ylldene-p-toluamldine

antibiotic aubstane obtained from cultures of itreptomyce* meditetranei or' the same
substance produced by any other means

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of ttreptomycet tparBogenet. or the

same substance produced by any other means

sparteine
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

(Latin, Enfflith)

spectlnomycinum
Hpectinomycln

stilbazil lodidum
stllbazlum Iodide

streptonlazldum
streptonlazld

Nucraloxum
Hucralox

sultiamum
sultlame

teclozanum
teclozan

tlabendazolum
tiabendazole

tlemondil iodldum
fiemonlum Iodide

fifenamllum
ttfenamll

tolpropaminum
tolpropamine

tolpyrramldum
tolpyrramlde
trlclofosum
trlclofoH

trimetamidum
trlmetamide

triml|>ramlnum
trimlpramlne
trometamolum
trometamol ,"*

truxonll tosylas
troxonlum tosylate

troxypyrrolU tosylas
troxypyrrollum tonylate

tyloxapolum
tyloxapol

tiramustinum
iiramustlne

uredepum
u redepa
vlncristlnuni
vincristine

vlnleuroslnum
vinleurosine

vlnrosidlnum
vinrosidlne

virgimyclnum
vlrglmycln

NoTB :

nminophenazonum
aminopbenazone

ergocalciferolum ,

ergocaldferol

CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of ttreptomycet »pectahilit. or the same

substance produced by any other means
l-ethyl-2,6-bl8(p-l-pyrrolldinylstyryl)pyrldinlum iodide

Isonlcotlnlc acid hydrazlde. hydrazone with streptomycin

sucrose complex with aluminium hydroxide

benzene8ulfonamide,p-(tetrahydTo-2//-l,2-thiazln-2yl)-S,S-dioxlde

.V,iV'-(p-phenylenedlmethylene)bl8(2,2 dichloro .V-(2-ethoxyethyl)acetamide]

2- ( 4-thlazolyl ) beniimldazole

4 ( 3hydroxy-3-phenyl-3-(2-thlenyl )
propyl ] -4 methylmorphollnlum Iodide

8 ( 2-dlethylamlno ) ethyl diphenylthioacetate

A'.,V-dlmethyl3-phenyl-3-(p-tolyl) propylamine

.V-p-tolylsulfonyl-l-pyrroUdlnecarboxamide
e

2,2.2-trichloroethyl dlhydrogen phosphate

\'-(2-amino-6-methyl-3-pyrldylmethyl)-3,4,5-trimethoxybenzamlde

10.11-dlhydro5-(3-dlmethyiamlno2-methylpropyl)-SH-dlbenz[b.na2epine

2amlno-2- ( hydroiymethyl ) -1 ,3-propanediol

triethyl(2-hydroxyethyl) ammonium p-toluenesulfonate 3,4,5-trimethoxybenzoate ,

1 -ethyl-l - ( 2-hydroxyethyl ) pyrrolldinium p-toluenesulfonate 3,4,5-trimethoxybenzoate

polymer of p-(l,1.3.3-tetramethylbutyl)phenol with ethylene Klycol and formaldehyde

5- [bis (2-chloroethyl) amino) uracil

ethyUbls ( 1 -azirldlnyl ) phosphinyl ) carbamate

an alkaloid obtained from iinca rotea

an alkaloid obtained from vinca rotea

an alkaloid obtained from vinca rotea

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of ttreptomycet virginiae. or the same

substance produced by any other means

amidopyrinum
replaces amidopyrlne,

(Chron. Wld Hlth Org. 1956. 10, 28)
calclferolum

replaces calciferol ^^„ ^ „ov
(Chron. Wld Illth Org. 1956, 10, 28)
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Dean Milk Company, appellee-opposer, filed Notice of Opposition

alleging prior and continuous use of "COUNTRY CHARM" as a

trademark for its dairy products; and projecting the issue that ap-

pellant's mark so resembles the mark of appellee as to be likely,

when applied to the goods of appellant, to cause confusion or mistake

or to deceive the purchasing public as to the origin of appellant's

products.

The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board refused registration and
sustained the opposition ' on the grounds that appellant's mark so

resembles opposer's mark "COUNTRY CHARM," as to be likely

to cause confusion or mistake or deceive purchasers when applied to

the goods in connection with which appellant's mark is used.

The parties have stipulated the testimony.

Appellee's business is that of marketing a wide variety of dairy

produ(^ including milk, buttermilk, ice cream and ic© milk. Its

area o|f service embraces eight States with its products disseminated

through local and interstate commerce. Since at least as early as

1950, it has marketed its dairy products in cartons bearing the desig-

nation "COUNTRY CHARM" advertised extensively through all

available media at an annual cost in excess of $1,000,000.

Appellee's mark "COUNTRY CHARM" is currently registered in

eleven States, such r^stration having been obtained prior to app>el-

lant's date of first use. However, the mark is not registered to ap-

pellee in the U.S. Patent Office. The Fisher Dairy and- Cheese

Company, a third party, is registrant of the mark "COUNTRY
CHARM" for cheddar cheese food. According to appellant's un-

challenged statement, appellee's registered trademark for the goods

in question consists of a bird on a mail box.

Appellant's composite mark is currently registered in five States

and has been publicized in the trade and in a number of publications.

The products of both parties are sold at retail on delivery routes

and through stores to consumers as well as at wholesale to stores and
restaurants.

While the goods designated in appellant's application are limited

to butter, the record discloses that appellant's mark is also used on

a line of dairy products. There is no issue relating to prior use, nor

is there any doubt that the products of the respective parties are

substantially the game and that they are distributed to the same classes

of purchasers through similar means. The sole issue is whether the

appellant's mark so resembles that of appellee when applied to dairy

products as to be likely to cause confusion or mistake or to deceive

purchasers.

Appellant properly argues that the marks should be considered in

their entireties. The mark applied for, it is urged, is a composite

mark consisting of the words "DAIRY CHARM" in combination

with a design and a slogan. It is stated that no reqeust has been made
to register the words alone and no claim is made to the words as a

trademark separate from the design and slogan.

Appellee's opposition is based on an alleged use of "COUNTRY
CHARM" as a trademark, and that "DAIRY CHARM" is substan-

tially similar to "COUNTRY CHARM" since the word "CHARM,"
common to both marks, is the dominant portion of the marks.

The Board was of the opinion that "COUNTRY CHARM," per se,

was used by the opposer as a trademark. It said

:

« 132 USPQ 214.
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The coDtalners for opposer's products do show that opposer uses the three ^

elements "DEAN'S" within an oval, a bird on a mailbox and "COUNTRY
CHARM" but they do not show that all three elements are always used as a

single Integrated mark. Opposer's containers show use of "DEAN'S," not In an

OTal, separable from the other matter and on some sides of the containers the

term "COUNTRY CHARM" does not appear or even the word "DEAN'S." Cer-

tainly, In the sale of Ice milk, opposer has used "COUNTRY CHARM "
separa-

bly from the other two elements. Opposer, In Its advertising, Idwitifles Its

products as "COUNTRY CHARM DAIRY PRODUCTS" and in other ways em-

phasizes the term "COUNTRY CHARM." It Is so well established, as not to

require citation of precedwits, that two or more marks may be used on the same

goods and It Is concluded that opposer uses "COUNTRY CHARM," per se, as

a trademark.

It should be pointed out that the term "COUNTRY CHARM" is

used "separably from the other two elements" in the ice milk carton

only when the carton is unfolded and lying flat. In use, the two end

flaps, one bearing the word "DEAN'S" and the registered trade-

mark of a bird on a mailbox, and the other flap bearing the words

^'COUNTRY CHARM" are joined together to form the end of the

carton. Thus, all three elements appear together on each end and

on each side of the ice milk carton. In no instance are the words

"COUNTRY CHARM" used separately as a trademark on the cartons.

[1] Aside from this factual misconception, it would appear that

the mark "COUNTRY CHARM," per se, is weak. A third party,

Fisher Dairy and Cheese Company, is the owner of Registration

No. 526,942 for "COUNTRY CHARM" for Cheddar Cheese Food. •

This registration was introduced by appellant along with 16 other

third party registrations for "CHARM," or some variation thereof,

for food products. The Board found that the registrations were "in-

sufficient to prove that that term is suggestive of dairy products."

While the registrations alone may not prove suggestiveness as to any

specific food products, we feel that the registrations are some evidence

entitled to consideration that "COUNTRY CHARM" is a weak mark.

Shoe Corporation of America v. Th^ Juvenile Shoe Corporatism of

America, 46 CCPA 868, 266 F.2d 793, 121 USPQ 510.

[2] Appellee's argument that "CHARM" is the dominant portion

of the marks of both appellant and appellee is not persuasive in view

of the fact that the same word is used in at least eight of the third

party registrations for food products. That only two of the regis-

trations are for dairy products is a factor to be weighed in appellee's

behalf. Nevertheless, the word "CHARM" for condensed milk and

evaporated milk is also registered to a third party.* The facts here

are analogous to those presented in Goodall-Sanford, Inc. v. Tropical

Garment ManufactuHng Co., 47 CCPA 821, 275 F.2d 736, 125 USPQ
189, where it was found

:

* • • that the word "palm" Is lacking In distinctiveness as a part of tradwnarks

In the textile flrtd and as such has only weak trademark significance. This is

shown in the record here by 10 registrations of third parties in which the word

"palm" appears as a part of these marks for clothing and related goods.

[3] The Board appeared to be influenced by the fact that appellant

refers to its products as "DAIRY CHARM." Whether or not appel-

lant is entitled to register "DAIRY CHARM" by itself is a question

not before us. A composite mark consisting of the head of a cow in

an inverted triangle, a representation of city buildings, and a slogan,

as well as the words "DAIRY CHARM," is sought to be registered.

• June 27, 1950, Sec. 8 and 15 affldariti aceevted Jnly 6, 1965.
« Reg. No. 335,015 to Franklin McVeasb and Co.
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It is axiomatic that a trademark is to be considered in its entirety

in determining the question of confusing similarity. It would seem

^ that tlie total appearance of the mark, including the design features,

would be relied on in purchasing butter, the goods ior which regis-

tration is sought.

[4] In comparing the composite mark of the application with the

mark '^COUNTRY CHARM" of appellee, the conclusion seems in-

escapable that the marks are not likely to cause confusion or mistake

or to deceive purchasers.

For the foregoing reasons the decision of the Trademark Trial and

Appeal Board is reversed.

REVERSED.
WoRLEY, Chief Judge, concurs in result only.

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

In be Guntheb Wilki and Webneb Pfohi-

So. 685i. Decided February IS, 196S. DeoMon corrected March 19, 196S

[50 CCPA — ; 314 F.2d 558; 136 USPQ 435]

1. Rejection—Grounds—35 U.S.C. 132.

Held "to be the clear Intent of 35 U.S.C. 132 that the Examiner should bo

state the rejection that there is no ambiguity as to the grounds therefor."

2. Application—DiscLOsuKE—Utility—Process and Pboduct—35 U.S.C. 112.

"35 U.S.C. 112 requires that the specification shall contain not only a written

description of 'the invention' but also 'of the manner and process of making and

using it.' This requires appellants, because their Invention relates to both

process and product, to describe in writing not only the manner of using the

process but also to disclose the manner of using the product before the statu-

tory prerequisites to patentability ar« met. That is to say. where 'the inven-

tion' claimed is a process, the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 112 may be met by

a written description of the manner of using the claimed process. However,

such a description of the manner of using the process may not be a sufficient

compliance with 35 U.S.C. 112 where 'the invention' claimed Is a product.

3. Same—Same—Same—Product—Mabkush Gbow.

On consideration of product claim 36. directed to "a member" selected from

a Markush group of four separate structural formulae. Held that "we must

look to the specification to determine whether or not it contains the written

description required by 35 U.S.C. 112 with regard to the product defined by

each member of the group called for by the claim."

4. Sami!>—Same—Same—Same—Same.
"• • * we are unable to find any description of how to use two^^hejftur

addition products grouped In claim 36. We therefore . affirm the rSjecUon of

claim .36 under 35 U.S.C. 112 as being based on an Insufficient description of

how to use the claimed products."

5. Same—Same—Same—PBOCE88-35 U.S.C. 112—/n re Bremner et al.

Held that the standard of 35 U.S.C. 112. as interpreted In In re John A.

Nelson and Anthmy C. Shahica, 47 CCPA 1033. 1045 and 104&-49. with refer-

ence to In re Bremner et al., 37 CCPA 1032. "is a factual standard and as

such requires us to consider what may be the expected knowledge of a person

skilled m the pertinent art at the time the Invention was made"
;
that "This

necessarily requires us to consider the constantly Increasing body of technical

and scientific knowledge which such a person may be expected to have
;
and

that "Thus, this standard now may well be different from that applied by

this court in 1950. the date of the Bremner decision."

6. Same—Same—Same—Same—Same—Same. ^ ^ _. ,

"It Is our opinion. • • *, that claims 18-27, Inclusive, define the steps of

the process disclosed in the specification and that such steps are disclosed

m the specification sufficiently to teach one of ordinary skill in this art how

to carry out the claimed process. This Is a sufficient compliance with 36

use 112 We decline to apply to these process claims the statement in the

'
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Bremner case from which the Patent Office has extracted the so-called 'rule

of Bremner.' i.e., that the specification must teach a use for the product of

a claimed process. Had this been the intent of Congress, we are certain that

it would have been so stated in 35 U.S.C. 112. Instead, the language of 35

U.S.C. 112 where applied to a process requires no more than has been here

disclosed."

Appeal from the Patent Office. Serial No. 780,921.

MODIFIED.
Burgess, Dinklage d- Sprung {Arnold Sprung of counsel) for

appellants.

Clarence W. Moore {Joseph Srhimmel of counsel) for the Com-
missioner of Patents.

Before Worley, Chief Judge, and Rich, Martin, and Smith, Asso-

ciate Judges, and Associate Judge Joseph R. Jackson, Retired

Smith, J., delivered the opinion of the court.

The Patent Office Board of Appeals affirmed the Examiner's rejec-

tion of twelve claims, numbered 18 through 27, inclusive, 36 and 37,^

of appellants' patent application * entitled "Carboxylic Acid Anhy-

drides, Carboxylic Acids and Carboxylic Acid Esters of the Cyclo-

dodecane Series, and A Process For Their Production."

Of the remaining claims on appeal, the invention is claimed in

claims numbered 18 through 27, inclusive, in terms of a process for

producing novel reaction products from maleic acid anhydride and

the specified cyclohydrocarbon. Claim 18, considered illustrative by

the Board, is the generic claim upon which the other claims in this

series depend. Claim 36 claims the invention in terms of a product

embodying any one of four carboxylic acid anhydrides defined by

structural formulae which are placed in a Markush group.

Appealed claims 18 and 36 are as follows

:

18. A process comprising reacting at an elevated temperature from 1—4 mole-

cules of maleic acid anhydride with one molecule of a triolefine which is a mem-

ber selected from the group consisting of cyclododeca-tri-(l,,5,9)-ene and trivlnyl

cyclohexane and recovering the reaction product thereby formed.

36. A member selected from the group of carlwxylic acid anhydrides having

the following general formulae :

(1) Hi
C

/ \
HC OH

HiC

HC
/
\
HiC

HC CHi
^ /
C
H

CHi
CH
\
CH

CHi \ /
C

Z C=0
-4 i

(2)

O

^ / \ ^
c c

c' CH C Hi

HC
1 ^ \
C HC CH

/ \ / ^
/ CH—HC CH

\ CHi HiC CHi

\/ ^c ci

6 C CH CHi
" i A

^ Appellants' attorney stated at oral argument that no appeal was tairen from the rejec-

tion of claim 87.
• Serial No. 780,921, filed December 17. 1958.
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The specification states that the novel compounds, carboxylic acid

anhydrides, carboxylic acids and\|he carboxylic acid esters of the

cyclododecane series ("whose structure is not known with certainty),

are obtained when a cyclo(lodecatri-( 1,5,9) -ene or a trivinyl cyclo-

hexane are reacted with maleic acid anhydride. The reaction prod-

ucts so obtained are in the form of the anhydrides which are con-

vertible into carboxylic acids by saponification, or into esters by

esterification. The properties of the products are said to depend upon

the number of aoid groups present, which can vary from 2 to 6 or 8

and on the constitution of the alcohols used for est^rification. As

indicated by claim 36, the reaction products can vary from a 1 :1 addi-

tion product to a 1 :4 addition product of a cyclododecatri-( 1,5,9) -ene

or a trivinyl cyclohexane and a maleic acid anhydride.

In carrying out the disclosed process for making such a product,

temperatures of from 150° C. to 250° C. may be used, with or without

an inert solvent. Variation in reaction time produces different reac-

tion products. Seven specific examples are described, in which the

reaction products are said to be resinous or viscous liquids. Despite

this fact, appellants here claim the invention in terms of both product

and process.

The issue here has been unnecessarily confused by the statement

of the grounds of rejection in the Examiner's answer and the afl&rm-

ance of this rejection by the Board without clarification as to the

precise reason for the rejection. The rejection as stated in the Ex-

aminer's answer is as follows

:

All of the claims stand finally rejected aa being based on an inauglcimt dit-

cloture uHth respect to utility and failing to complp with 35 U.8.C. 112.

[Bmphasifl added.]

The Board in its opinion treats the rejection

:

• • • as based upon an Insufficient disclosure of utility, I.e., a disclosure of how

to use the products as required by 35 U.S.C. 112.

App)ellants, in their brief, apparently agree with the Board that:

The claims before this Ck)urt were finally rejected by the Primary Examiner

as being based upon an Insufficient disclosure of utility, I.e. a disclosure of how

to use the products as required by 35 U.S.C. 112 and this rejection was affirmed

by the Board of Appeals. * * *
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The sole issue Invrtved herein Is, therefore, whether the specification as filed

contains a written description Indicating a use for the Invention sufficiMit to

meet the requiremraits of 35 U.S.C. 112.

The solicitor, however, here takes a different view as to the mean-

ing of the Examiner's rejection and the issues presented by it. This

view as stated in the solicitor's brief is as follows

:

Though the decision of the Board of AM)e«l8 paraphrases this rejection as one

based upon an insufficient "disclosure of how to use the products as required

by 35 U.S.C. 112" • • •, it is Implicit in the Board's affirmance of the decision

of the Examiner and the reliance upon the quotation frmn In re Bremner et al..

37 CCPA 1082, 182 F.2d 216 • • •, that the Examiner's rejection raises a ques-

tion involving 35 U.S.C. 101 as well as 35 U.S.C. 112. Hence, appellants' state-

ment that "no rejection under 35 U.S.C. 101 has been entered so that there is

no question of usefulness Involved herein" * • • is believed to be Incorrect.

It is submitted that the reasonable construction of the sentence quoted above

from the Examiner's answer is that the use of the conjunction "and" between

the phrases "an insufficient disclosure with respect to utility" and "failing to

comply with 36 U.S.C. 112" is that two distinct reasons are set forth, one being

based upon seotian 101 .{by implication) and the other, upon section 112 (ex-

pressly). * • * [Emphasis added.]

A reasonable compliance with 35 U.S.C. 132 and Patent Office Rule

104 should have resulted in such a statement of the ground of rejection

that no basis could here exist for such a divergence of views. This

divergence presents a separate ancillary issue which requires us to

initially interpret the rejection before determining the principal issue

presented for decision. [1] We do this despite what seems to us to

be the clear intent of 35 IT.S.C. 132 that the Examiner should so state

the rejection that there is no ambiguity as to the grounds therefor.

Confusion as to the precise statutory ground of rejection such as is

here present was also present in In re John A. Nelson and Anthony C.

Shabira, 47 CCPA 1033, 280 F.2d 172, 126 USPQ 242. Here, as there,

the confusion appears to have arisen from a failure of the Examiner

to separate the so-called "utility" requirement of 35 U.S.C. 101 from

the "how to use" requirement of 35 U.S.C. 112. Despite the present

effort of the solicitor to bring 35 U.S.C. 101 into this appeal, we

agree with the Board that the rejection of the appealed claims is

based solely on appellants' failure to disclose their invention as re-

quired by 35 U.S.C. 112.

Before a determination can be made as to the sufficiency of a dis-

closure under 35 U.S.C. 112, it is necessary to determine what is

claimed as the invention in the rejected claims.

As previously stated, the rejected claims are of two types. Claim

36 is directed to allegedly novel products while claims 18-27, inclu-

sive, are drawn to "a process." [2] 35 U.S.C. 112 requires that the

specification shall contain not only a written description of "the in-

vention" but also "of the manner and process of making and using it."

This requires appellants, because their invention relates to both process

and product, to describe in writing not only the manner of using the

process but also to disclose the manner of using the product before

the statutory pi^erequisites to patentability are met. That is to say,

where "the invention" claimed is a process, the requirements of 35

U.S.C. 112 may be met by a written description of the manner of

using the claimed process. However, such a description of the man-

ner of using the process may not be a sufficient compliance with 35

U.S.C. 112 where "the invention" claimed is a product.

We shall now proceed to a consideration of the written description

found in appellants' specification, and analyze the appealed claims to
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determine, in the light of the foregoing observations, to what extent

appellants have complied with 35 U.S.C. 112.

Appellants rely upon two statements in their specification to pro-

vide the disclosures required by 35 U.S.C. 112. These statements are

as follows:
• • • The addition products with more than 1 molecule of maleic acid anhydride,

and more especially those with 3 molecules of maleic acid anhydride, have an

interesting spider-like structure and, on esteriflcaUon, give polycarboxylic acid

esters which have very valuable properties as plasticlsers. • • •

• •••••
• • This can be particularly advantageous if the products produced according

to the process of the invention are reacted with other suitable substances, for

example for the purpose of manufacturing synthetic resins, because in that event

additional opportunities for varying the properties of the synthetic resin arise

from the presence of the double bonds. • • •

In determining the sufficiency of these disclosures, we shall take up

and discuss separately (1) the product claim, 36, and (2) the process

claims 18-27, inclusive.

(/) Product Claim 36

We observe that this claim is directed to a Markush grouping of

four carboxylic acid anhydrides, each of which is represented by a

structural formula. The claim appears to set out "the subject matter

which the applicant regards as his invention" as required by the

second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112. The issue presented, however,

is whether the claim as drawn is supported by a "written description

of the invention," which tells the "manner and process of * * * using

it" and which sets forth "the best mode contemplated by the inventor

of carrying out his invention." Appellants to support their position

have pointed to portions of the specification which disclose reactions

to produce "synthetic resins" as well as use of the reaction products in

the formation of "plasticizers." They point particularly to Example

7 in the specification which discloses how to esterify the triple addi-

tion product of maleic acid anhydride with cyclododecatri-( 1,5,9) -ene.

Appellants' position as to the written description of their invention

to support claim 36 is not sound upon analysis. The claim presents

four structural formulae, numbered 1 to 4, inclusive. The claim is

directed to "a member" selected from this group of four separate

structural formulae. [3] Under these circumstances, we must look to

the specification to determine whether or not it contains the written

description required by 35 U.S.C. 112 with regard to the product

defined by each member of the group called for by the claim. Appel-

lants, in urging the sufficiency of their specification under 35 U.S.C.

112, have directed our attention to the above-quoted portions of the

specification wherein it is asserted that the art is taught "how to use"

the products covered by claim 36.

As above indicated, one reference in the specification concerns use

of these products in reactions for the production of "synthetic resins."

The specification states further in this connection:

As has already been stated above, all products obtained by the process sUll

contain double bonds as weU as the acid anhydride, groupings. This can be par-

ticularly advantageous If the product* produced aocording to the process of the

Invention are reacted with other suitable substencee, for example for the purpose

of manufacturing synthetic resins, because In that event additional opportunities

for varying the properties of the synthetic resin arise from the presence of the

double bonds. The double bonds can of course also be hydrogenated, and in this

case saturated dicarboxyllc or higher polycarboxylic add anhydrides are ob-

tained, and there [sic] may be hydrolysed to the corresponding dicarboxyllc or
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bifher polycarboxylic adds, which anhydrides and acids are distinguished by a

particularly high resistance to secondary modifications, such as oxidation, be-

cause of the absence of the double bonds.

This description does not constitute a compliance with 35 U.S.C.

112 for it fails entirely to set forth a manner and process of using

the product for manufacturing synthetic resins or of reacting the

product for other puri>oses with "suitable substances." We do not

think any person skilled in the arts encompassed by the foregoing

quoted portion of the specification would be enabled by such a descrip-

tion to use all the products falling within claim 36. The broad

description of the product as containing "double bonds as well as

the acid anhydride groupings" does not supply such information that

any person billed in this art would be able from such a description

in the specification to carry out the general uses of the claimed prod-

uct within the broad language of the above-quoted portion of the

specification.

The other description in the specification which appellants assert

constitutes a teaching of how to use the product is again quoted

:

• • • The addition products with more than 1 molecule of maleic acid an-

hydride, and more especially those with 5 mo'ecules of maleic acid anhydrides,

have an Interesting spider-like structure and, on esterlfloation, give polycar-

boxylic acid esters which have very valuable properties as plasticlsers. • • •

[Emphasis added.]

Example 7 in the specification teaches how to esterify certain of

the claimed products to form the polycarboxylic acid esters which are

said to "have very valuable properties as plasticlsers."

It is to be noted, however, that this description is limited to the

esterification of addition products of wore than 1 molecule of maleic

acid anhydride and that Example 7 specifically discloses the use of

a product falling within the second structural formula contained in

claim 36. This formula shows 3 m/)lecules of maleic acid anhydride.

The specific limitation to addition products of more than 1 molecule

of maleic acid anhydride in the above-quoted portion of the specifica-

tion at the most would teach a person skilled in this art that the addi-

tion products of structural Formulae 2 and 4 of claim 36 would on

esterification give polycarboxylic acid esters for which utility is as-

serted by reason of their alleged "very valuable properties as plas-

ticizers." To the extent that any person skilled in this art is taught

how to use the products of claim 36, as required by 35 U.S.C. 112,

the actual description in Example 7 of how to esterify the addition

products is limited to products falling within the second structural

formula of claim 36.

We have been unable to find any description in the specification of

how to use the addition products of structural Formulae 1 and 3 of

claim 36, having but 1 molecule of maleic acid anhydride, to form

the esters which are asserted to have "valuable properties as plas-

ticizers." In fact, it seems to us that the effect of the limitations

stated with respect to the addition compounds which are to be so

esterified would be interpreted by a person skilled in this art as

limiting this description of how to use the product to the addition

products of Formulae 2 and 4 of claim 36. We think a person skilled

in this art would be aware of important differences as well as the

similarities of the addition products having the structural formulae

of claim 36. This awareness of the differences when combined with

the specific limitations in appellants' description as to which of the

products may be esterified to form plasticizers would in our opinion

{
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indicate to a person skilled in this art that he should not attempt

esterification of the products of Formulae 1 and 3 of claim 36 to form

plasticizers.

[4] Thus, we are unable to find any description of how to use two

of the four addition products grouped in claim 36. We therefore

affirm the rejection of claim 36 under 35 U.S.C. 112 as being based on

an insufficient description of how to use the claimed products.

(«) Process Claims 18-^7

In its affirmance of the rejection of the process claims, the Board

relied upon In re Brenmer et al, 37 CCPA 1032, 182 F.2d 216, 86

USPQ 74, wherein the court stated

:

It was never Intended that a patent be granted upon a product, or a prooeta

of producing a product, unleaa such product be useful. [Emphasis added.]

As we stated in In re John. A. Nelson and Anthony C. Shabica,

supra:
The descriptions In patents are not addressed to the public generally, to

lawyers or to judges, but. as section 112 says, to those skilled In the art to

which the invenOon pertains or with which It Is most nearly connected. The

sufficiency of a specification must be tested in the light of this fact and Judged

by what It conveys to those who are skilled in the art. The judge's task Is to

decide whether from the disclosure the man skilled in the art can make the

Invention and use It. If he can. this part of the statute is complied with,

subject to the one further requirement that the Inventor describe the beat mode

contemplated by him of carrying out his Invention. (47 CCPA at 1046).

Lat«r in adhering to In re Brertmer et ah, supra, we stated

:

• • • In adhering to the Bremner rule we wish to make It clear, however, that

the test Is what the application as a whole communicatee to one skilled in the art.

In some cases an applicant may. merely by naming his new Instrument or mate-

rial. Indicate what its use is. as. for example, by saying he has Invented a

"match.- "hammer." "paint," "adhesive." or "detergent." He may or may not

have to go further In order to enable others to use the Invention, depending on

Its nature and on how much those of ordinary skill in the art know. In other

words, compliance with the law does not necessarily require spedflc recitation*

of use but may be Inherent in descrlpUon or may result from disclosure of a

sufficient number of properties to make a use obvious ; and where those of ordi-

nary skin in the art will know how to use. the applicant has a right to rely on

such knowledge. If it will not be sufficient to enable them to use his invention,

he must supply the know-how. As this court has often said before, each case

must be Judged on its own facts. (47 CX^PA at 1048-49).

[5] We here add to this observation, that the standard of 35 U.S.C.

112 when so int©rprete<f is a factual standard and as such requires us

to consider what may be the expected knowledge of a person skilled in

the pertinent art at the time the invention was made. This necessarily

requires us to consider the constantly increasing body of technical and

scientific knowledge which such a person may be expected to have.

Thus, this standard now may well be different from that applied by

this court in 1950, the date of the Brenmer decision.

We pass now to an analysis of process claims 18-27, inclusive, to

ascertain whether they are in fact directed to an invention which is

adequately supported in the specification to meet the requirements

of 35 U.S.C. 112. These claims are each process claims directed to

certain process steps disclosed in the specification to produce the

products disclosed therein. Accordingly what we are here concerned

with is whether the claims are adequately supported by disclosures

meeting the specific requirement of 35 U.S.C. 112 that the inventor

shall include in his specification "a written description of the inven-

^
tion, and of the manner and process of making and using it" which
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also set forth "the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carry-

ing out his invention."

When so considered, we find that claims 18-27, inclusive, are suffi-

ciently supported by the specification. Referring to these claims it

will be seen claim 18 recites the conditions for a process which involves

a reaction using from "1-4 molecules of maleic acid anhydride." The

process produces a product which is described as being an intermediate

in the production of a plasticizer. Claims 19 and 20, both dependent

upon claim 18, specify preferred reaction temperatures and are simi-

larly supported. Claims 21, 22 and 23 specify various inert solvents

to be used in the process of claim 18 and are similarly supported.

Claim 24 specifies a process in which the reaction product is a prod-

uct in which one molecule of maleic acid anhydride has been added to

one molecule of triolefine. It differs from claim 18 and the other

claims in employing an excess of the triolefine in order to produce

a product having a particular chemical configuration. Claim 25 is

dependent on claim 18 but specifies that the reaction is so conducted

that the product shall be a product in which three molecules of maleic

acid anhydride have been added to one molecule of triolefine. Claim

26 adds to the process of claim 18 the step of hydrolizing the inter-

mediate products of claim 18 to form the corresponding carboxylic

acid. Claim 27 adds to the process of claim 18 the step of esterifying

the products formed therein.

[6] It is our opinion, therefore, that claims 18-27, inclusive, define

the steps of the process disclosed in the specification and that such

steps are disclosed in the specification sufficiently to teach one of

ordinary skill in this art how to carry out the claimed process. This

is a sufficient compliance with 35 U.S.C. 112. We decline to apply to

these process claims the statement in the Bremner case from which the

Patent Office has extracted the so-called "rule of Bremner," i.e., that

the specification must teach a use for the product of a claimed process.

Had this been the intent of Congress, we are certain that it would have

been so stated in 35 U.S.C. 112. Instead, the language of 35 U.S.C.

112 where applied to a process requires no more than has been here

disclosed.

For the above reasons, we affirm the rejection of claim 36 but reverse

the rejection of claims 18-27, inclusive.

MODIFIED.

WoELEY, Chief Jitdge {diBBentmg):

It seems to me that the reasons and conclusion of the Examiner and

the Board are sound, consistent with precedents laid down by this

court, and should, therefore, be affirmed.

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

Timothy G. Meulbnbebq awd Robebt L. Redmond v. Robebt'E. Scott

?fo. 6832. Decided March IS, 196S

[50 OCPA — ; 314 F.2d 588; 136 USPQ 633]

1. iNTBBrEBEHCE—CoNSTBUCTION OF C0U5T—MEA5INQ OF "SUBBOUKD."

"We do not think that the verb 'surround.' in its normal usage, requires that

the surrounded object be enclosed in all planes as required by the Board. In

interpreting this count as broadly as lU language will reas<mably permit • •
*

we think a reasonable InterpreUUon of the verb 'surround' here is that of

encompassing the resilient body within a given plane. In the same sense Custer
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was 'Borrounded' by Indiana or that a moat 'surrounds* a castle. While we

agree with the Board that express limitations In the counts cannot be Ignored,

we think that the Board has unduly limited the common meaning of the verb

'surround.'

"

2. Same—Evidence—Date Established.

"We • • • conclude that the Board was correct • • • In finding that the

Junior party's proofs do establish, by a preponderance of the evidence, a reduc-

tion to practice of the clip (Meulenberg and Redmond's Exhibits 1 and 4),

pHor to the senior party's filing date. We think such a dip meets the require-

ments of count 5. While It may be argued that the 'winter In 1949' does not

necessarily Include March of 1950, we think the Board correctly found that

a reduction to practice did occur sometime In March 1950. We hold, therefore,

that the legal efTect of the testimony Is to establish a reduction to practice

as of March 31, 1950 of a clip satisfying couttt 6. Cf. Connor v. WilliamB,

1878 CD. 187."

3. Same—Reduction to Pkactice—Actual.
" • • • count 5 defines the rubber base as 'a resilient body of soft deformable

material.' While It may be said any rubber Is a 'soft deformable material'

relative to metal. It is common knowledge that rubber has many degrees of

hardness and thus many different degrees of resistance to deformation. We
think, therefore, that In order to establish satisfactorily an actual reduction to

practice of a clip satisfying the requirements of count 5, this requirement

means that the rubber must not only be sufficiently soft and deformable to

enter the hole but that it must also be capable of maintaining tealing engage-

ment with 'the marginal edges of the opening through which the shank is

adapted to project.'

"

4. Same—Pbiobttt.

"In summary, we find and hold that counts 1 to 4 do not read upon Meulen-

berg and Redmond's Exhibits 1 and 4 and affirm the Board in awarding

priority of these counts to the senior party Scott. We find and hold that

count 5 reads upon Meulenberg and Redmond Exhibits 1 and 4 and therefore

reverse the Board in holding that it does not. We find further that the junior

party's proofs establish a reduction to practice as of March 31, 1950 of a device

meeting the terms of count 5 and that the senior party has failed to esUbllsh

an actual reduction to practice of the Invention claimed in count 6 prior to

March 31, 1950. We therefore reverse the Board In its award of priority of

count 6 to Scott."

Appeal from the Patent Office. Interference No. 88,641.

MODIFIED.
Barnes, Kissell, Raisch & Choate {John M. Kunell and Rasil C.

Foussianea of counsel) for appellants.

Strauch, Nolan c£- Neale (James E. Nolan of counsel) for appellee.

Before Worley, Chuf Judge, and Rich, and Smith, Associate

Judges, and Associate Judge Joseph R. Jackson, Retired, and

Judge William H. Kirkpatrick, United States Senior District

Judge for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

Smith, «/., delivered the opinion of the court.

Appellants, the junior party, have appealed from a decision of the

Board of Patent Interferences, adhered to on reconsideration, which

awarded priority of invention to the senior party, Scott, on all five

counts in interference. Appellants' application' for patent was

declared to be in interference with a Scott patent * from which ap-

pellants had copied the claims which became counts 1^ of this inter-

ference. Later the interference was reformed to include Scott's

application » for reissue of his patent and a claim which became

count 5, was copied from the application for reissue, and added to

the interference.

' Spr. No. 185,2M. filed Sept. 16, 1960.
* No. 2.943,483. iMiued June 30, 1958.
• Ser No. 515,570. filed June 14, 1955.
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The invention in issue relates to improvements in snap fasteners

which are used, inter alia, to detachably secure trim strips to auto-

mobile bodies. In this use, the projecting resilient legs of the fastener

project through holes provided in a portion of the automobile body

and exert a clamping action between the trim strip, which is engaged

by the head portion of the fastener, and the contacting surfaces of

the automobile body and the trim strip. The particular improve-

ment here in issue relates to a resilient sealing element on the snap

fastener which is effective to provide a water tight plug in the holes

in the automobile body when the fastener legs are inserted therein.

- Count 1 describes the subject matter of the interference as follows:

1. A fastening device for removably attaching members together, comprising

a snap fastener having a head shaped to provide an open border frame engage-

able with one member and having a shank joined to and projecting transversely

from said head, said shank being positioned substantially centrally of the head

for projection through an opening in another member, a resilient body of thermo-

plastic material having a base surrounded and confined in Its entirety by the

inner side of said border frame and having the outer side of said base bonded

to the inner side of the border frame, said border frame having exposed surfaces

projecting laterally outwardly beyond said base for direct engagement with said

one member to securely olarap the latter to the other member, said body of

thermoplastic material having a portion projecting from said base in the direc-

tion of said shank for sealing engagement with the marginal edges of the open-

ing through which the shank Is adapted to project and said portion completely

enclosing and bonded to the portion of the shank joined to said head.

The invention, as indicated by the above-quoted count, requires

that the snap fastener have a head shaped to provide an open border

frame engageable with a first member (the trim strip, for example)

to be fastened to a second member (the automobile body in the

example described) and a flexible shank joined to and projecting

transversely from the head (the resilient legs) for projection through

an opening formed in said second member. The resilient sealing

member as called for by count 1, comprises a resilient body of thermo-

plastic material which has a base surrounded and confined in its

entirety by the inner side of the border frame and has, in addition,

a portion which encloses and is bonded to the portion of the shank

where it joins the head. The resilient sealing member projects from

the base in the direction of the shank to provide a portion which

enters into and plugs the opening in the said second member through

which the shank projects.

The fastener, without the sealing material, was admittedly known

before either party claims to have conceived the invention covered

by the counts of the interference. It is therefore the resilient seal-

ing element or plug which is the particular feature of the device

here in issue. The problem which the device sought to solve is that

of the water leakage through the holes in the automobile body which

caused rust and corrosion to form rapidly at and adjacent to the fas-

tening holes and permitted water seepage inside the body panels.

One attempted prior solution was to have a sealing compound

("dumdum") placed on the spring clips by the production line assem-

blers before insertion of the clip into the retaining hole. This and

other attempted solutions were not satisfactory due to the difficulties

in assuring proper application of the sealing material under condi-

tions which prevail on the automobile body assembly lines. The

invention defined by the counts herein proposes the use of a pre-

formed thermoplastic body which is bonded to the clip so that it could

simply and effectively plug the body holes to effect a water-tight
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seal and thus obviate the unreliable "dumdum" application on the

assembly line.

Three issues are presented to us by this appeal

:

(1) Was the Board correct In holding that none of the counts read on Meulen-

berg and Redmond's Exhibits 1 and 4?

(2) If we find that any of the five counts do read upon these Exhibits 1 and 4,

was the Board correct In holding that the Junior party's testimony established a

reduction to practice prior to the senior party's filing date?

(3) If the second Issue Is answered affirmatively, was the Board correct In

Its decision on reconsideration that the senior party's proofs failed to show a

reduction to practice of a clip satisfying the counts prior to Its filing date, or

prior to the Junior party's proven reduction to practice?

Both parties took testimony. The testimony on behalf of the junior

party, Meulenberg and Redmond, chiefly concerned the development

of a satisfactory clip having a soft rubber base. The various wit-

nesses testified that a molding clip of the type shown in FIG. 6 of

the junior party's application was successfully produced "in the win-

ter of 1949." These witnesses specifically referred to a clip identical

to Meulenberg and RedWnd's Exhibits 1 and 4. Exhibit 1 was a

sample clip and Exhibit 4, a production drawing, was related to

Exhibit 1 by witness Donald Koza as follows:

Q42. How does Exhibit 1 compare with the drawing, Exhibit 4? A. Well, to

my knowledge, I would say this Is the 5050 part number, but now without mlc-lng

fsic] or laying It out, I would say It Is the style of button and It Is the style

of clip that was set up. In my opinion, as this 5060 clip, and the sponge pad,

or sponge button Is Identical with this drawing (Indicating).

A major difficulty to overcome in perfecting the resilient base of

thermoplastic material was to develop a sponge rubber of such prop-

erties that it would effectively seal the hole in the fender and at the

same time not interfere with the gripping action of the prongs. This

problem was described by witness Paul Funkhouser who testified for

the junior party as follows

:

Q25. Speaking of the harder rubber, you say you made tests on this harder

rubber.

A. Yes.

Q26. And It did not work.

A. No, it wasn't satisfactory from the standpoint that In some cases the rubber

would not seal the hole, and In other cases It held the molding away from the

body.

Q27. Were those tests on the harder rubber quite extensive?

A. I would say so, yes. They submitted samples I would say weekly reducing

the hardness of the rubber, and we also were experimenting with some sort of

sponge rubber that could be applied.

The Board of Patent Interferences held that although the testi-

mony of the junior party was sufficient to show by a preponderance

of evidence that it had successfully reduced to practice a clip of the

type of Exhibits 1 and 4 prior to the senior party Scott's filing date,

the Board was of the opinion that none of the five counts was read-

able on a clip of this type and therefore it awarded priority to the

senior party Scott. In its decision, the Board stated:

We are of the opinion that the testimony of Funkhouser and Ko*a prove con-

ception and reduction to practice of the dip of Meulenberg et al. Exhibits 1

and 4 in the winter of 1949 which period the witnesses Intended to Include

March 1950. However, we are of the view that none of the counts of the inter-

ference is readable on said Meulenberg et al. Exhibits 1 and 4. These exhibits

do not satisfy "the language of the counts" quoted hereinabove from the Ei-

amlner's decision on the motions with respect to counts 1 to 4, and count 5 which

Is the broadest of the five counts. Is not satisfied, because these exhibits do not

satisfy the limitation of the count "having a base gurrounded by said border
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frame." To surround, requires enclosing completely, encircling, or encompass'

ing. Partially doing so is not "surrounding."

In its decision on reconsideration, the Board adhered to its decision

and also stated that it was of the opinion that the testimony of the

senior party Scott did not establish a reduction to practice of a clip

satisfying the counts prior to his ovoi constructive reduction to prac-

tice, the filing date of April 13, 1950.

With the foregoing as background, we shall now consider separately

each of the three issues here presented in the order previously stated.

(/) Was the Board Correct in Holding That None of the Counts

Read on Meulenberg and Redmoncfs Exhibits 1 and if

The Board held that the counts were not readable on Meulenberg

and Redmond's Exhibits 1 and 4 as follows

:

• • • These exhibits do not satisfy "the language of the counts" quoted herein-

above from the Examiner's decision on the motions with respect to counts 1 to 4,

and count 5 which Is the broadest of the five counts, is not satisfied, because

these exhibits do not satisfy the llmltaUon of the count "having a base tur-

rounded by said border frame." To surround, requires enclosing comi^etely,

encircling, or encompassing. Partially doing so Is not "surrounding."

The Primary Examiner's decision on the motions referred to by the

Board was a decision denying a motion by the jwruor party to dis-

solve the interference on the grounds that counts 1 to 4 did not read

on the junior party's disclosure.

Exhibit 4, which is a production drawing of the sample clip of Ex-

hibit 1, shows three views of a clip similar to that shown in FIG. 6

of Meulenberg and Redmond's application. The plan view from

Exhibit 4 and FIG. 6 of the application are reproduced below.

The portions of counts 1 through 4 which seem to be the most

pertinent to a determination of this issue, and count 5 in its entirety

are as follows: *

CouHt$ 1 and t:

• • • a reelliMit body of thermoplastic material having a base surrounded and

confined In Its entirety by the Inner side of said border frame and having the

outer tide of fitid hate bonded to the inner tide of the border frame, • • •

[Emphaais added.]

Count S:

• • • a body of resilient material having a base and a portion projecting from

the central portion of the base in the direction of said shank, said base being

surrounded and confined In its entirety by the Inner side of said border frame

and halving the outer tide of taid hate bonded to the inner tide of the border

frame, • • • [Emphasis added.]
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Count 4:

• • • a body of resilient material having a base confined between the Inner sldea

of said frame parts and having the outer sides of said base bonded to the inner

tides of said frame porta, • • • [Emphasis added.]

Count 5:

A fastening device for removably attaching members together comprising a

snap fastener having a head shaped to provide an open border frame engageable

with one member and having a shank Joined to and projecting transversely from

said head, said shank being positioned for projection through an opening in

another member, a resilient body of soft deformable piastic material having a

boJtr surrounded by said border frame, said border frame having exposed sur-

fa<^es laterally outwardly of said base for direct engagement with said one

member to securely clamp the latter to the other member, said body of plastic

material having a portion projecting from said base in the direction of said

shank for sealing engagement with the marginal edges of the opening through

which the shank is adapted to project, and said portion completely encloslDg

and bonded to the portion of the shank Joined to said head. [Emphasis added.]

We think the Board was correct in holding that counts 1 through 4

do not claim a clip of the type illustrated and shown by Exhibits

1 and 4. Each of the four counts requires the outer side of the base

of the body of resilient material (i.e., the base of the sponge rubber

plug), to be "bonded to the inner side of the border frame." As is

apparent from the above-reproduced drawings, it cannot be reason-

ably said that the out^r side of base 82 is bonded to the inner side

of the frame 70 in FIG. 6 of the application. The outer side of the

base touches the inner side of the border frame at only two points.

There is no "bond" specifically at these points sine© the base of the

resilient member is molded around the bent up portions 78, 78 of

the border frame and is not bonded to the inner sides of the border

frame. The language of the counts, reasonably interpreted, requires

that the outer side of the base be bonded to the inner side of the

lx)rder frame throughout or substantially throughout its periphery,

not just touching at two points. We hold, therefore, tjiat counts

1 through 4 are not supported by Meulenberg and Redmond's exhibits

1 and 4.*

The Board correctly held that the evidence of the junior party did

not establish a reduction to practice of a clip of the type of Meulen-

berg and Redmond's Exhibit 10, which type of clip would meet the

limitations of counts 1-4, inclusive, as well as the broader count 5.

Count 5 is the broadest of the counts and has no such limitation

as we have found in counts 1 to 4, inclusive. However, in its decision

on reconsideration, the Board said

:

%
• • • In count 5, it is recited that the base is "surrounded by the border frame."

This may be said to be substantially true of a structure such as Meulenberg et al.

Exhibit 10, wherein the border and the base are In substantially the same plane,

but It is not true of a structure such as Meulenberg et al. Exhibits 1 and 4

wherein the base and the border have only a portion thereof in the same plane

and wherein on one side the base extends substantially beyond the "border"

and the opposite side of the border is substantially above the base (when the

fastening device shank is held vertically and projecting downwardly). As a

result only about half of the base is encloeed by the border. We do not believe

that this satisfies the requirement of the verb "surround," which we believe

requires to encircle, enclose around, encompass, or shut in on all sides.

It is the position of the Board, therefore, that the frame must "sur-

round" the base in all planes, as a sphere surrounds its center. We
do not agree with this interpretation. As shown in the plan view

« In the decision of the Primary Examiner on the motion to dlaaolve, the Examiner
stated that the clip shown in FIG. 7 of the Meulenberg and Redmond application aatisflea

the limitations of the counts. Since the embodiment of FIG. 7 is unlike that of Exhibits

1 and 4 in that the base of the,A)Pmer contacts its frame at four points, our decision is

not Inconsistent with that of the Primary Examiner.
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of Exhibit 4 reproduced above, the round base lies entirely ' inside

the border frame in the plane of this page. [1] We do not think

that the verb "surround," in its normal usage,« requires that the

surrounded object be enclosed in all planes as required by the Board.

In interpreting this count as broadly as its language will reasonably

permit, In re Hollman, 41 CCPA 937, 213 F.2d 323, 102 USPQ 87,

we think a reasonable interpretation of the verb "surround" here is

that of encompassing the resilient body within a given plane,' in the

same sense Cust«r was "surrounded" by Indians or that a moat "sur-

rounds" a castle. While we agree with the Board that express limita-

tions in the counts cannot be ignored, we think that the Board has

unduly limited the common meaning of the verb "surround." We
hold, therefore, that count 6, construed as broadly as the language

therein will reasonably permit is supported by Exhibits 1 and 4 of

Meulenberg and Redmond.

{2) Does the Testimony of Meulenberg and Redmond Establish a

Reduction to Practice of a Device Defined by Count 5 Prior to

Scotfs FUing DaU of Apnl 13, 1960?

The junior party's evidence consists of the testimony of six wit-

nesses and a number of documentary exhibits. All the testimony, with

the exception of rebuttal testimony, concerned proof of a reduction

to practice of a clip of the type of Exhibits 1 and 4.

The evidence purporting to show a reduction to practice of a clip

of the type of Exhibits 1 and 4 indicates that the major problem in

developing a satisfactory clip was to develop a rubber member having

certain required properties. The testimony of all witnesses indicates

that a number of varieties of rubber were used which were unsatis-

factory before a satisfactory sponge rubber "member was developed.

The Board, after detailed analysis of the testimony, stated

:

We are of the opinion that the testimony establishes that the clip of the type

represented by Meulenberg et al. Exhibits 1 and 4 was conceived and was found

to be satisfactory enough, so that tlie Automotive Rubber Co. assisted by Chrysler

felt Justified in spending time and money for the development of an automatic

machine to make this clip. This happened In the winter of 1949, at the time

of the Chrysler strike, which started In January 1950 and lasted 106 or 108 days.

The strike was still going on in March 1950. The events testified to. took place in

Detroit We take judicial notice of the fact that in Detroit it is still wintry in

March. • • •

and the Board held:

We are of the opinion that the testimony of Funkhouser and Koza prove con-

ception and reduction to practice of the dip of Meulenberg et al. Exhibits 1 and 4

in the winter of 1949 which period the witnesses Intended to Include March

19f50. • • •

This holding was adhered to without further comment on recon-

sideration.

[2] We have carefully studied the evidence presented by the junior

party and conclude that the Board was correct, for the reasons stated

in its opinion, in finding that the junior party's proofs do establish,

A small bottom portion of the baae protrodes rti»htlv below the frame members as they

turn inwardly. ThTBoard did not reffird this protrusion as significant and we do not so

r^»rd it A line Mtended along the itimlgbt rides of the bottom of the border frame in

[Mai view o?Exhlbtt 4 aboyi would co^lete the '^surrounding' of thisj«n.ll portion^

• Surround: 1 To enclose on all aides ; encompass. 2. To encircle ; as a wall '^rroundx

the (^trSMii. To enclose as a body of troops, so as to cut off communication or retreat

to InvMt as a city. (Webster's New CoUegUte Dictionary. 1961. p. «S5 )„ , ^. , „^
'Couni 2 4qu& the body of tHennoolistlc material to »* """bst^^tt-Hy

'^i^^*
P^"^

of the borderframe.' Count 8 Is broa^r and does not mention the ^>la°f «' ^he bo^^^f

frame. We do not think, as did the Board, that "surround" requires this limitation of

count 2 to be read into count 5.
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by a preponderance of the evidence, a reduction to practice of the clip

(Meulenberg and Redmond's Exhibits 1 and 4), prior to the senior

party's filing date. We think such a clip meets the requirements of

count 5. While it may be argued that the "winter in 1949" does not

necessarily include March of 1950, we think the Board correctly found

that a reduction to practice did occur sometime in March 1950. We
hold, therefore, that the legal effect of the testimony is to esteblish

a reduction to practice as of March 31, 1950 of a clip satisfying

count 5. Cf. Connor v. WUliams, 1878 CD. 137.

(3) Does the Testimony of Scott Establish a Reduction to Practice

of a Clip Satisfying the Requirements of Count 6 Pnor to March

31, 19609

In its decision on reconsideration, the Board found that Scott's

testimony did not prove a reduction to practice prior to his filing

date of April 13, 1950. Since diligence is not here an issue, the sole

question on this issue is whether the proofs on behalf of Scott satis-

factorily establish a reduction to practice prior to March 31, 1950,

the effective date of reduction to practice for the junior party.

The testimony on behalf of the senior party indicates that Scott,

a Product Engineer for the Gagnier Products Company, conceived

the invention at least as early as February 1950. An experimental

mold, Scott Exhibit A, was made by the Detroit Development Com-

pany for Scott prior to February 1950. This mold, a "test pan"

(Scott Exhibit C) and a molded clip (Scott Exhibit CA) were given

to personnel at the Armada Rubber Company who were to give

Gagnier Products Company an estimate for molding rubber on a

Gagnier clip #994 using the mold, Scott Exhibit A. The testimony

of witnesses Weymouth and Konyha indicates that the clips and the

mold were received from Soott prior to February 1950. Konyha

testified that he actually molded rubber on a Gagnier clip as follows

:

Q25. Did you personally make any clips with sealing bodies attached to them

In that particular mold of Exhibit A? A. Yes. I did.

Q26. Do you recall about what time you did that? A. In January of 1960.

I don't recall the exact date.

Scott's Exhibit D is a letter from the Armada Rubber Co. to Scott,

dated February 2, 1950, giving a quotation for production costs of

producing a molded clip.. Witness Weymouth stated that the work

referred to in this letter would produce clips similar to the clip of

Scott Exhibit CA. This testimony was as follows

:

Q23. Now, I show you a device marked for purposes of identification Scott

Exhibit C. Could you tell me where that came from? A. Well, Mr. Scott gave

it to me, and, of course, to ^how me what he was attempting to do and what It

was for.

• ••••••
Q28. I show you a letter marked for purposes of Identification Scott Exhibit D.

Could you Identify that letter? A. Yes, It has my signature on It, and, of

course, was the quoUtlon which I gave Mr. Scott, following some of this pre-

liminary work, on producing actual production parts of the same nature.

Q29. What is the date of that letter? A. February 2, 1960.

• ••••••
Q82. Would that be the manner in which the rubber is molded as shown in

Exhibit C?* A. Yes, it would be.

It is the senior party's position that this molded clip of Exhibit CA,

made by Scott and given to Armada Rubber Company personnel

• At an early ata>re on the Scott tewttanonr. Exhibit C coniHted oT *••*«>""*
molded clip Inserted In a hole in the pan. •rtia c«p was later rwnoved from «i* pan ana

separately dealffnated aa Scott Extilblt CA.
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prior to February 2, 1950, is a reduction to practice of a clip satisfy-

ing the requirements of count 5. This position is stated in Scott's

brief as follows:

This sealing fastener of Exhibit CA is a clear reduction to practice of the

invention which was made by Scott prior to January. 1950 as corroborated by

both Weymouth and Konya, [sic] and which has been out of the possessicm of

Scott In storage at Armada Rubber Company at least since January, 1950.

• ••••••
Armada furnished their samples of the complete clip and seal assembly to

Scott • • *, and these were satisfactory for the purpose • * *, which is why

the quotation of Exhibit D was made, and which is proof of reduction to practice

of the fastener of Exhibit CA,

The Board, in its opinion on reconsideration, stated that the molded

clip of Exhibit CA was not a satisfactory reduction to practice since

there was no proof offered by the party Scott that this molded clip

was ever satisfactorily water tested in the test pan, Exhibit C. The

testimony of Scott and Konyha concerning the water tests is as

follows

:

Q21. Did you ever test any of the fasteners with the attached sealing bodies

made in this mold? A. Oh, yes. Yes, we tested any number of them.

Q22. What kind of tests would you do? A. Well, that was something that

was left more or less to us, in that we were the originator of the seal, and

the test, to our saOsfactlon. at least, in our plant involved the making of test

plates and test pans which would simulate the use of the fastener within the

scope of industry.

• ••••••
Q24. Do you recall the approximate dates of these tests which you made on

devices made with this mold?

• ••••••
A. Wdl, they would have to fall between December of 1948 and March of

1949. It continued on actually as a demonstration to an indefinite period

thereafter.

• ••••••
XQ41- Did you ever perswially see any water put In the pan, Exhibit C?

A. Yea, I did.

XQ42. In what way? A. The metal clip was placed in the hole, water was

placed in there, and then It was checked on the opposite side to see if any could

leak throogfa.

XQ43. You would have two metal dips, I presume? A. Yes, that's right

XQ44. And the Mily pressure would be the pressure of the water In the pan?

A. That is correct

The Board noted that neither witness was asked on direct or cross-

examination about the results of the water test. Witness Weymouth

testified about these tests as follows

:

XQ81. Yoa yoonrif never Inserted any of these clips Into a hole like shown

In Exhibit CT A. Oh, I probably put It In and out several times, yes, but I

mean that wasn't my Job.

XQ82. When yon did put thwn in and out several times, did you notice

whether or not the dip was always flush with the surface of the metal? A. No,

I cooldn't say whether I . As a molding, they would have to be flush with

the top of the metal in the particular molds.

XQ83. Did you yourself make any tests In any way similar to Exhibit C to

see about the leakage? A. No. We might have put them In that particular

piece of meUl and tried them out, but I mean it wasn't our job, as such.

It is to be particularly noted the above-quoted testimony of three

witnesses for Scott gives us no indication of the results of the water

tests applied to Scott's molded clip Exhibit CA. This omission be-

comes of critical significance in view of the junior party's rebuttal

testimony which seems to indicate clearly that the clip CA having

a sealing portion of relatively hard rubber was not satisfactory.
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Witness Sturtevant, a "body enpneer" with the Chrysler Corpora-

tion, testified as follows

:

Q18. Would you say Exhibit CA would be satisfactory and soft enough to use

as a molding clip? A. No, sir, it would not, I am certain It would never func-

tion properly. It looks like it has been Installed and removed.

Witness Brauburger, another Chrysler engineer, testified as follows:

Q18. Have you tested clips of the type Exhibit 10 and Exhibit CA of a hard

rubber? A. Yes.

Q19. And what results did you find? A. They didn't seal. They are too hard.

Q20. How did you know they didn't seal? A. Well, the way we tested them,

we put them in the molding, put the molding on the body of the car, then get

inside the car and put the car In the water test and sit in there with a flashlight

and watch for leaks, and that was the method.

Q21. Then would you say whether or not Exhibits CA or 10 were soft enough

to act as a satisfactory molding clip? A. In my opinion, they would not be.

In view of the above-quoted testimony, it seems clear to us that

the Board was correct in its conclusion that a mold clip of rubber

with specifications of "506 AP,'' which the testimony indicates is

considerably harder than sponge rubber, is not a satisfactory clip

from the standpoint of completely sealing the holes through which

the clip legs are inserted. As noted above, the proofs of Scott are

silent on this matter of water tests while the rebuttal testimony of

Meulenberg and Redmond quoted above indicates to us that the hard

rubl>er clip of Soott Exhibit CA was not satisfactory. The only re-

futation of this rebuttal testimony is found in counsel's argument in

his brief on behalf of Scott that

:

Exhibit CA satisfies every element of count 5 herein, and there Is no doubt

that the rubber body molded to the juncture of the shank and the head of the

Gagnler #994 fastener here is soft and deformable enough for sealing. The

unit is now at least ten years old and In spite of some possible hardening by

aging it is almost as soft to the touch as the Meulenberg et al. Exhibit 1. The

pan of Exhibit C with fastener CA in place will hold water today. This is the

type of exhibit that needs no exhaustive tests to prove a reduction to practice.

It either seals the hole or It does not. and this can be ascertained by inspectltm

of the test pan. • * •

Such an argument of counsel is not sufficient to overcome the testi-

mony given by the two Chrysler engineers nor to explain away the

unsatisfactory water test results to which they referred in their

testimony.

[3] We note that count 5 defines the rubber base as "a resilient body

of soft deformable material." While it may be said any rubber is

a "soft deformable material" relative to metal, it is common knowl-

edge that rubber has many degrees of hardness and thus many differ-

ent degrees of resistance to deformation. We think, therefore, that

in order to establish satisfactorily an actual reduction to practice of

a clip satisfying the requirements of count 5, this requirement means

that the rubber must not only be sufficiently soft and deformable to

enter the hole but that it must also be capable of maintaining sealing

engagement with "the marginal edges of the opening through which

the shank is adapted to project." The importance of providing a

leakproof sealing engagement is stressed in the specification of Scott's

patent as follows:

In this connection, however, a severe problem has been encountered In that a

bad leak is created by the presence of the hole whereby water can reach interior

appointments aa well as Interior metal surfaces which have not been protected

against external corrosive influence. Attempts have been made to atop Buch

leaks by the use of soft rubber gaskets, but dlfllculty has been experienced in

fitting gaskets properly to the odd shapes which are characteristic of thla type

of fastener. • • •
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It is therefw* an object of this Invention to provide a fastener of the type

described which has the Inherent characteristic of preventing leaks at polnte

where it is installed.

It seems strange in view of the rebuttal testimony for Meulenberg

and Redmond and with the knowledge of the sealing requirements

that the testimony on behalf of Scott indicates no more than that the

rubber used in Scott's clip of Exhibit CA permitted insertion of the

clip in the test pan. Beyond that we are left entirely to conjecture as

to whether the rubber in Exhibit CA was sufficiently soft and deform-

able to make a satisfactory seal as required by count 5. We find,

therefore, that the Board was correct in finding that the testimony

on behalf of Scott does not prove a reduction to practice of the clip

satisfying count 5 prior to his filing date.

[4] In summary, we find and hold that counts 1 to 4 do not read

upon Meulenberg and Redmond's Exhibits 1 and 4 and affirm the

Board in awarding priority of these counts to the senior party Scott.

We find and hold that count 5 reads upon Meulenberg and Redmond

Exhibits 1 and 4 and therefore reverse the Board in holding that it

does not. We find further that the junior party's proofs establish a

reduction to practice as of March 31, 1950 of a device meeting the

terms of count 5 and that the senior party has failed to establish an

actual reduction to practice of the invention claimed in count 5 prior

to March 31, 1950. We therefore reverse the Board in its award of

priority of count 5 to Scott.

We find that the additional matter certified to the court as part of

the record by appellee was necessary to a proper determination of

this api>eal. Therefore, the costs of printing this material are taxed

against appellant.

MODIFIED.
Martin, /., did not sit or participate in decision.

WoRLEY, Chief Judge (dissenting)

:

I agree with the majority regarding counts 1 through 4, but do not

agree that count 5 reads on the Meulenberg and Redmond Exhibits

1 and 4.

Count 5 requires "* * * a resilient body of soft deformable plastic

material having a base surrotmded by said border frame * * *."

( Italics supplied.)

The Board interpreted that language as follows

:

• • • These exhibits do not satisfy "the language of the counts" • • • because

these exhibits do not satisfy the limitation of the count "having a base »ur-

rounded by said border frame." To surround, requires enclosing completely,

encircling, or encMnpassing. Partially doing so is not "surrounding."

I can find no error in that reasoning or conclusion.

PATENT SUITS
Notices under 30 U.8.C. 200 ; Patent Act of 19S2

t.S08,S6l. K. E. Fearon, Well \ostflQg method and device

;

2.5M.S44, L. M. Swift, Caslns collar locator ; t.7ll.0M. R. A.

B«r?an ; Refrigeration nystem for well logging Instrumentti

;

t.810,076, E. S. Mardock, Process for making a well log with

radioactive tracers ; t,»SS.0W, R. G. Norellus, Radioactivity

well surveying ; S.MS.llt, D. P. Beam, Multiple well logging

system ; t,Mfi.lM, Swift and Barkalow, Calibrator for radio-

activity well logging Instruments ; t,M7,M4, L. B. Lusted,

x-ray InlUatlng system, filed Apr. 23, 19«8, DC, W.D. Tex.

793 O.O.—29

(Pecos)

pany.

2,4M,lft2,

1963. DC.
poration v.

Z.5M344.

Doc. 3711, Well Burveyt, Inc. v. Prairie Service Com-

H. B. Miller, Fruit picker's crane, filed Apr. 80,

Conn. (New Haven), Doc. 9795, Hunt-Pierce Cor-

FMC Corporation.

(See 2,3^,361.)

of chemical nickelt,as8.8W, Talmey and Crehan, Process

plating; 2.6SM41, Qutielt and Krleg, Process of chemical
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nickel plating and bath therefor; l.«0M4t. Oatirtt and

Ramlrei. ttame ; 2.e»4.on, ReHchan and Krleg. Proceaa of nickel

platlnjt of aluminum and ltn alloys and baths therefor:

tflM.OlV O Gutzelt, ProceHjM'H of nickel plating and bathn

therefor t 717.218, Talmey and Crehan, Chemical nickel plat-

ing methodH and apparatuH ; 2.76t.7tS. Talmey and Gutielt,

ProceHseH of ch»>mlcal nickel plating and baths therefor;

2 7M.1S8 P Talmey, ProceHHes of chemical nickel plating

;

2'«19.187! O Outzelt et al,. Chemical nickel plating procenrfes

and baths therefor ; 2,8tt.t»8. same ; t.8M.»4. aame
;
1.887.440,

Talmey and Metheny, Continuous processes of chemical nickel

plating 2,847.827, Talmey and Outielt, Processes of chemical

nickel plating and baths therefor: 2.872.808, D. B. Metheny,

processes of continuous chemical nickel plating; 2.872.804

W G L«H- same; i.874.078, Metheny and Browar. Methods of

chemical nickel plating; 2,»80.42fl. G. Gutxelt et al.. Chemical

nickel platlnK and baths therefor; t.»W.770. G. Gutielt,

Processes of chemical nickel plating and baths therefor, «Ied

Apr. 24, 1963, D.C., S.II. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc.

fi3_4ft3WB. Chemplate Corporation et al. v. MorreWa Electro

Hlating. Inc et al

2,858,841, (aee2,858,83«.)

2,«58.842. (See 2,658,839.)

2.«M,017. (See 2.688.839.)

2,6»4.019. (»ee 2,658,839.)

2.711.084. (See 2,306.361.)

2.717.218. (See 2,658,839.)

2,782,728. (See 2,658,839.)

2.788.188. (See 2,658,839.)

2.810.078. (See 2,808.361.)

2 814.871 Adler and Marks. Noise pulse Interruption of syn

chronlzlng signal separator; 2.817.020, R. Adler, Control

system • 2 821.»ft4. same, Ultrasonic transmitter ;
2.821.000,

Ehlers 'and Wandrey, same ; 2.821.008, O. E. Wold, deceased.

by L R Wold I'ltrasonlc generator. Sled Apr. 15, 1959, D.C.,

ND 111 (Chicago), Doc. 59c597, Zenith Radio Corporation

V Motorola. Inc. Order dismissing complaint and counter-

claim without prejudice May 13, 1963.

2,817.025. (See 2,814,671.)

2,819.187. (See 2.688.339.)

2.821.904. (See 2,814,671.)

2.821.900. (See 2,814,671.)

2.«tl.98«. (See 2.814,671.)

2.822.298. (See 2,658,839.)

2.822,294. (See 2,668,839.)

AD0U8T 20, 196S

Mn.44S. (See 2,688,839.)

2347.8*7. (See 2,«68,83©.)

2348.870, KelUng and Peaslee, Automatic programming

servomotor control system, fllttd Apr. 30. 1963, DC ,
S.D N.Y.

Doc. 63/1283, Leroy U. C. Kelling et al. v. Inductotvn Corpo

ration rt ano.

2.800.778, J. L. Wallace, Dual bore valve, flled Nov. 3, 1959,

DC, S.D. Tex. (Houston). Doc. 12/877, McEvory Company v.

ACF Indtutriee, Inc. et al. Consent decree; defendants en-

Joined Apr. 29, 1963.

2.872.808. (See 2.688,839.)

2.872,804. (See 2,658.839.)

2374.078. (See 2.688.839.)

2.881.806. W. H. St. Germain. Aerosol valve, aied Sept. 1.

1961, 'v.C. ND. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 61cl477, Aerosol Re-

search Company v. Bcoville Mfg. Co Decree granting Injunc-

tion against defendant Apr. 11, 1968.

2388.797, J. A. VanHorn et al., Electric watch ;
2,904.084,

Blemlller and Reese, Magnetic circuit for an electric wrist

watch : 2.972.740, same. Electric wrist watch. Hied Apr. 29,

1968, DC. Conn. (New Haven), Doc. 9794. The United State*

Time Corporation v. Hamilton Watch Co.

2 008.008 Barnes and Fisher, Fence structure, filed Apr. 30.

1988. D.c! S.D. Fla. (Miami). Doc. 68-28gBD, John L. Barnet

et al. V. Cementcra/t, Inc.

2.98S.O0O. (See 2,306,861.)

2.980.420. (See 2,668,839.)

t.»4C.nt. (See 2,806,861.)

2340.1X0. (See 2,808,861.)

8.004.084. (See 2.888,797.)

2.987.044. (See 2.308.361.)

2.972.740. (See 2.888.797.)

2 978,407 C B. Watts. Radio frequency networks. Bled Apr.

30,' 1963. DC, K.D.N.Y. (Brooklyn). Doc. 63c-497. Andrew

Alford V. Boffart Manufacturing Corp.

2 909,270 W. 8. Blume. Jr., Mechanical orientation of mag-

netically anisotropic partldea, Ued Apr. 18. 1963, DC, W.D.

Ohio (Cincinnati), Doc. 8321. Leyman Corporation v. The

B. F. Ooodrich Company.

X399.770. (See 2,668,830.)

S,i6S,««, 0. B. Harmes et al.. Cleaning apparatus, Ued

Apr 26 1963, DC Minn. (Mlnneapolla), Doc. 4-6S/176,

Britt Tech Corporation y. L A A Product; Inc. et al.

PATENTS
GRANTED AUGUST 20, 1963

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,100,8M

HOOD OVER-ALL
Harry N. Ktaanbcgten, Booton, Mmb^ matgaor to the

United States of America m repreoented by the Secre-

tary of the Army
FUed July 18, 1961, Scr. No. 125,017

1 Claim. (CI. 2^-5)

(Granted under THle 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

The combination with a protective helmet including a

helmet shell having a headband therein in radially inward-

ly spaced relation thereto to provide a substantially annu-

lar air space therebetween; of a protective hood for said

helmet, said hood comprising a portion adapted to engage

the outer surface of a helmet shell engaging portion, a

flexible curtain depending therefrom below said shell,

said curtain having a lower edge normally disposed in the

region of a wearer's shoulders, an annular adjustable

means encircling said curtain immediately below said shell

to provide a close fit with a wearer's head whereby to close

said annular air space between said headband and shell,

a face opening in said curtain between said annular ad-

jusuble means and said lower edge, said face opening in-

cluding an upper edge defined by a portion of said annular

adjustable means, said face opening having opposed side

edges connected by a lower edge to provide a substantially

U-shaped edge, a substantially U-shaped adjustable means

included in said U-shaped edge to provide a close fit with

the face of a wearer, curtain straps secured to said annular

adjustable means inwardly thereof, said curUin straps be-

ing adapted to extend upwardly within said helmet aiid

over a wearer's head for supporting said hood thereon, said

curtain straps being operative to draw said annular ad-

justable means into engagement with a wearer's head just

below said headband.

ricated of a waterproof synthetic material, said body

panels each including front and rear sections folded

about an outer edge and di^wscd in superposed relation

and having coextensive inner edges, each of said inner

edges including a leg segment and a body segment, the

portion of each of said sections between the leg seg-

ment and the coextensive portion of the outer edge being

wider than the portion of each of said sections between

the body segment and the coextensive portion of the

outer edge, stitching joining the respective leg segments

of tiie inner edges of the front and rear sections of said

first body panel to each other to form a first leg for

said coverall having a leg opening, stitching joining the

respective leg segments of the inner edges of the front

and r«ar sections of said second body panel to each other

to f<MTn a second leg for said coverall having a leg <H>en-

ing, stitching joining the body segment of the inner edge

of the rear section of said first body panel to tiie body

segment of tht inner edge of one rear section of said

second body panel to form a back for said coverall,

separable fastening means releasably joining the body

segment of tiie inner edge of the front section of said

first body panel to tiie body segment of the inner edge

of tiie front section of said second body panel to com-

plete tiie body fw said coverall, said body having op-

posed sleeve opening and a neck t^wning, means for

forming the irspective sleeve panels into first and second

sleeves each terminating at one end in an armpit open-

ing and at the other end in a hand opening, stitching

bounding each of said armpit openings and an adjacent

sleeve opening for joining the re^)ective sleeves to said

body, means for forming said hood panel into a hood

havipg a face opening, and stitching for joining said

hood to said body at said neck opening.

3,100,898
SHAMPOO APPARATUS
Edsel F. Wade, Atlanta, Ga.

(1909 Manvlilc Drhre NE^ Chamblcc, Ga.)

Filed Dec. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 158,258

3 Claims. (CI. 4—159)

3,100,897
COVERALL

Sd Langcr, Wcstfldd, NJ.

FUed Not. 21, 1962, Scr. No. 239,170

4 Claims. (O. 2—80)

1. A barber shop shampoo apparatus for mounting

about tiie neck and head whilst in an erect position, and

comprising, a semi-circular conical wall adapted to ex-

tend in a spaced manner about tiie rear of the head, a

ring shaped base secured to tiie lower edge of the wall,

end walls extending radially inwardly towacfls each otiier

from the conical wall ends and terminating with a water

proofing sleeve for abutment with opposite sides of tiie

1 A waterproof and windproof coveraU for use over head, said conical wall combining wiUi tiic end walls and

chidren'T^Tei^^ompri^a first body panel, a the base to provide a container to collect water runmng

SS^jivir^^a &S^Jl JaS a secoiSde^ve from the head during a shampoo, a pipe communicat-

^^l£S 'piiel e^of JSr panels being fab- ing tiirough the base for conveying liquids from the con-
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-n-t

,.„„ ana a nee. band "P-nt^onH lerra" t^lS ^i^^^^ZLr.^'SlS^i ^ aiTS I^.
Of the base and extending therebeyond to terminate witn sa.a a

_^^^ ^^.^ ^.^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ elements

a fastener for engaging about the chm. ^^ « *- »

't lAA 899

HOSPITAL BEDRAIL COUNTERBALANCE UNIT

Frederick D. Wright, 1229 Maddox St.,

Long Beach 10, Calif.

Filed Nov. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 152,988

8 Claims. (CI. 5—92)

arranged in said^ir duct and impeller means for draw-

ing air into said air duct and displacing it over said heat-

ing elements and into the sleeping space.

3,100,901
INFANTS SHOE TREE

James R. Moore, P.O. Box 384, Manjowoc, Wb.

Filed Dec. 5, I960, Ser. No. 73,852

5 Claims. (CI. 12—114.2)

1 A counterbalance unit for balancing the weight of a

bedrail pivotally supported in a l**"^"*^'"^"^
"'"fj^^

position along one side of a hospital bed
'^^/^^'^'f'^^^

^^n the headboard and footboard thereof. *aid bcdrad

including at least one longitudinally extending rigid mem-

Ur and'being capable of occupying a first "Pwardly ex-

tending protective position and m any one of a numb«

of second non-protecUve positions in which it is dis^
outwardly from said bed a greater distance than when m

said first position, said unit comprising: a rigid arm hav-

^g first aSd second end portions; means for pivotally oon-

nesting said first end portion of said arm to said ng^d

member; means for removably holding said bedrainn«^f

first position; a housing; means for '"PP^^^^^^^Cv
ing from said headboard; an elongate cam m«mber hav

ing firet and second end portions and a bore f^^"^^!^'

in that extends transversely through said ca'^^member

adjacent said second end portion; a shaft supported from

sai^d housing that extends through said transverse bore

and pivotally supports said cam member; means support-

ing said second end portion of said arm from a side of

said cam member and normal to said shaft; a^ble hav-

ing first and second end portions; means for affixing said

first end portion of said cable to said cam member, with

a part of said cable adjacent said first end porUon extend-

ing over said first end portion of said cam, with ^'^^^"^

end portion of said cam being upwardly disposed when

said bedrail is in said first position; and sprmg meaiis in

said housing connected to said second end portion of said

cable for exerting a force of constantly increasing mag-

nitude on said cable as said cam member pivots due to

movement of said bedrail from said first to one of said

second positions, with said cam being of such shape tha

as it pivots to increase said force on said spring only that

portion of said force required to counterbalance said bed-

J^il in the particular one of said second positions m which

said bedrail may be disposed is transferred to said arm.

/• t 19 17

1 A shoe tree adapted for use with an infant's shoe

comprising a toe-piece generally shaped to «» the .nter^r

of the toe portion of the shoe, and an elongated member

pivotally secured to said toe-piece, said member normally

disposed in upright position and having a sole engapng

portion for shifting said toe-piece into and out of nterfit-

^g engagement with said toe portion upon pivotal move^

ment of slid member in an appropriate direction saud ^le

engaging portion being located to engage the inner sole

o" the sh^at a point spaced from the toe and from the

heel of the shoe, said toe-piece having an exterior surface

tending to grip the shoe to maintain the toe-piece in an

engaged position in said toe portion.

MANUFACTURING PREFORMED COUNTERS

Henry G. Scammon, Auburn, Maine, assignor to GouW &

iammon, Inc., Auburn, Maine, a cofporarton of Maine

Filed Oct. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 143,480

SCIalnu. (CI. 12—146)

3,100,900
BEDS

Ernest WUllam Sldebotham, 42 Botrdman St.,

Ecdes, Manchester, England

Filed Apr. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 190,947

Claims priority, application Great Brit^ May 2, 1961

1 Claim. (CI. 5—284)

A bed structure comprising, a bed frame, an apertured

canopy fitting over said bed frame and defining thereover

a sleeping space for accommodating a recumbent per-

son a thermally insulating lining to said canopy, an

aperture in said canopy, and a unitary air-condiUomng

unit removably fitting in the aperture of said canopy to

3K'

1 The method of making a formed counter having a

smooth convex shoulder at the junction of its wall with

the heel seat flange comprising, subjecting a preformed

counter having an abrupt shoulder at the )un<f'on of Us

wall with the heel seat flange to reforming by ""P^^^JP
plied to the outer side of the shoulder while the inner side

is rigidly backed by a surface of the desired contour.
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3,100,903
FLOOR MACHINES

Dewey I. Doyle, Sr., Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to

Doyle Vacuum Cleaner Company, Grand Rapids,

Mich., a corporation of Michigan
FUed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,431

4 Claims. (CI. 15—49)

gitudinal compression applied to the opposite ends thereof

by said rod member and said compression members.

1, A floor machine comprising a body portion having

a outwardly projecting platform thereon, and including a

floor working member, a shaft extending through said

platform, and a pair of wheels mounted on said shaft

in position to support said body portion, said platform

having an opening therethrough inwardly of said shaft

and of such size as to receive the fingers of a human hand

therethrou^ in position to afford a handle for carrying

said body portion, an elongated handle, a mounting mem-
ber attached to one end of said elongated handle, said

nK>unting member being disposed on said platform in

covering relation to said opening, and means releasaWy

attaching said mounting mcniber to said body portion.

3,100,904

GUN BARREL CLEANING DEVICE
Hobart L. Siatidng, Dccphaven, MImi., assignor to Min-

nesota Rubber Company, Mluieapolis, Minn., a corpo-

ration of Minnesota
FUed Apr. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 105,042

5 Claims. (CI. 15—104.19)

3,100,905
POLISHING DISC AND METHOD OF

MAKING SAME
Ralph A. Salicli, Rte. 1, Box 264, Merton, Wis.

Filed Apr. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 19,902

6 CUims. (CL 15—235)

S
2. A buffing pad for a mop head comprising a fabric of

predetermined shape, and a crease line spaced from one or

more edges of said fabric serving to create a permanent

transversely disposed fold of fabric designed to provide

a bumper edge face operative while the mop head is in

use to fully engage objects and prevent damage thereto.

3,100,906

WINDSHIELD WASHING PUMP WITH SWITCH
FOR WINDSHIELD WIPER MOTOR FOR MOTOR
VEHICLES

Willy Bock and Erich Mutschler, Bietighelm, Wurttem-

berg, and Franz Schreiber, Kirchheim (Neckar), Wurt-

temberg, Germany, assignors to SWF-Sperialfabrik fiir

Autozubebor Gustav Ran G.m.b.H., Bietighelm, Wurt-

temberg, Germany
FUed June 29, 1959, Ser. No. 823,604

Claims priority, application Germany June 27, 1958

6 Claims. (CI. 15—250.02)

1 . A gun cleaning device comprising an elongated com-

pression member having a threaded end portion, a head

element carried by said member at its opposite end por-

tion, a tubular member made of rubber having at least

one hcmisphcrically shaped recess formed therein, said

tubular member being mounted on said compression mem-
ber in surrounding relation and having one end portion

transmitting pressure against said head element, a rotat-

able member threadedly connected to said threaded end

portion of said compression member and abutting against

and adapted to apply pressure against the opposite end

portion of said tubular member when turned relative to

said compression member in a predetermined direction to

cause said compression member to expand generally in

a circumferentially manner but produce a more pro-

nounced expansion about said hemispherically shaped re-

cess, and a circumferentially elastic metal sleeve having

opposite open ends and being formed of a plurality of

interwoven loops formed from strands of metal softer

than steel and being removably mounted on said tubular

member in snug encircling relation whereby said sleeve

will become firmly affixed to said tubular member when

the latter is expanded circumferentially as a result of lon-

1. In the combination of the pump for the windshield

washing apparatus of a motor vehicle and an electric

switch means for controlling the operation of the wind-

shield wiping motor of said vehicle, said pump and said

switch means being combined to form a single unit, the

improvement comprising common means for operating

said pump and said switch independently of each other

as well as simultaneously with each other, said common

means comprising a housing secured to said pump, a con-

trol rod with a control knob thereon for operating said

pump rotatably and slideably supported by said housing,

at least one contact secured to said control rod within said

housing, and at least one contact bar extending parallel to

said control rod within said housing, said contact on said

control rod engaging with said contact bar when said con-

trol knob and the control rod thereon are rotated to oiie

position and disengaging from said contact bar when said

control knob and the control rod thereon are rotated to

another position, said contact on said control rod when in

said first position being arranged so as to remain in cri-

gagement with said contact bar in any axially shifted posi-

tion of said control rod and be disengaged from said con-

tact bar by rotation of said control knob in any axially

shifted position of said control rod.

3,100,907

SCRAPING AND POLISHING APPARATUS
Otto SchwertI, Pechdellerstrasse 11, Mnnich, Germany

FUed Sept. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,278

Claims priority, aopUcation Germany Sept 25, 1959

7 Claims. (0.15—377)
1. A surface treating apparatus comprising, in combi-

nation, supporting means adapted for manual guidance
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over a surface to be treated and including a housing; drive

means mounted on said supporting means; a rotary mem-
ber operativdy connected to said drive means to be ro-

tated by the same and being mounted on said housing,

said rotary member having a face portion adapted to

treat a surface; a pair of covering means pivotally

mounted on said supporting means and located on op-

posite sides of said rotary member, said pair of covering

means having bottom edges; spacing means associated

with said pair of covering means so as to prevent said

bottom edges of said covering means from moving into

contact with each other when said surface treating ap-

of said roller with respect to the interior surfaces of the

walls of said opening.

paratus is lifted entirely off the surface to be treated,

said spacing means being adapted to engage the surface

to be treated and space the axis of said rotary member
therefrom at a distance corresponding in a limited range

to the angular position of said pair of pivotally mounted

covering means; and adjustable limiting means between

said pair of covering means for limiting pivotal move-

ment thereof in said range and determining the extent

of contact of said face portion of said rotary member
with said surface to be treated, said bottom edges of said

covering means being located in any position of said

limiting means adjacent to the surface to be treated.

3,100,908
CONTAINER COVER WITH A ROLLER

APPLICATOR
Paul Engle, R.D. 1, Clarendon, Warren County, Fa.

FUcd Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,360

2 Claims. (CI. 15—574)

3,100,909
AGGLOMERATED FOOD PRODUCT AND

METHOD FOR MAKING THE SAME
Abraham Schapiro, Kcntfield, Calif., assignor, by mesne
ass^ments, to Roto-Dry Corporation, a corporation

of California

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,512

17 Claims. (CI. 99—78)
1 . The process of preparing a composite food product

which is characterized by being granular, dry-surfaced,

friable, readily re-dispersible in water, and non-hygro-

scopic, which comprises the steps of blending together

(1 ) a substantial proportion of a normally dry food pow-

der which is^ characterized by becoming a thickening ad-

hesive agent when moistened; (2) a substantial propor-

tion of a different food material which is liquid dispers-

ible; and (3) a dispersing liquid for said different liquid-

dispersible food material; the weight ratio of solids in

ingredients (1) plus (2) to the liquid ingredient (3) be-

ing selected in the range from 24:1 to 1:1 to produce

when Mended together a mass of granules and agglom-

erated particles having surface moisture; and subjecting

the moist surfaces of said granules and agglomerated

particles to radiant heat while continuously tumbling and

breaking up the mass and removing the water vapor until

the said surfaces become non-tacky, the total moisture

content of the mass is reduced to a value not in excess of

about 10 percent based upon the whole weight of the

mass, the temperature of the product during the drying

being limited to the range from 75' to 180" F.

3,100,910
APPARATUS FOR THE EXPLOSION TREATMENT

OF A PLASTIC CONTAINER
Lawrence L. Martin, Kansas City, Mo., anipior to Con-

solidated Thcmioplaatkfl Company, Stamford, Conn., a

corporation of Delaware
Filed Apr. 10, 1958, Ser. No. 727,693

2 CUima. (CI. 18—1)

2. A cover for a receptacle adapted to contain a dis-

pensable fluid, said cover including integral side and top

walls, the top wall having an elongated opening therein of

prescribed dimensions, a roller in said cover projecting

into said opening from the cover interior, said roller being

proportioned to be movable into fluid sealing engagement

with the interior surfaces of the walls of said opening, a

member extending transversely beneath said roller and

supporting it in said opening, said member being resilient,

the ends of said member being supported by opposite sides

of said cover in a manner to permit sflight median distor-

tion, at least one depressed area in said member between

said ends serving to cradle said roller in position of align-

ment with said opening, and means accessible from the

exterior of said cover manually operable to selectively

actuate said member to effect engagement or withdrawal

1. Apparatus for the simultaneous explosion treatment

of the internal and external surfaces of a c<Mitainer com-

prising means for at least partly and relatively closely

confining the exterior surface of the container, means

for providing an explosive acetylene containing mixture

of gases in the container, means for providing an explo-

sive mixture of gases in the confining means external of

the container and means for detonating at least one of

said explosive mixtures.

3,100,911

MODEL MAKING DEVICE
Niels M. Stillli«, 595 E. 62nd Ave.,

Vancoover 15, British CohimMa, Canada
Filed Feb. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 176,002

5 Claims. (CI. 18—5.7)
1. A model malung device comprising a base adapted

to support an object to be modelled, spaced uprights on

the base, said uprighu defining a first groove and a second

groove, a strip of soft, resilient material, one end of said
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strip being inserUble into the first groove to be clamped prior to the re-introduction thereof into said fi"* »ta^o°'

bS^nTmTof the uprighU. said strip encircling the and selective valve means coopcratmg wKh said tumtaWe

-9339999

object on the base and being insertable mto the second

groove to be damped by other of the uprights.

p-tJK-

3„^C *^
,I,I ,

l
.
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.

Am, '^Wm

3,10«,912

DUAL-WEDGE HGH-PRESSURE APPARATUS
Edward C. Lloyd, Hyattsvilic, Daniel P. Johnson, SUver

Spring, and Ufaic O. Hntton, Brinklow, Md., assignors

to the United States of Amorica as represented by the

Secretary of Commerce
Filed Sept 29, 1961, Ser. No. 143,015

4 Claims. (CL 18—16)

to supply air solely to those sets of pins stationed at said

blow-up, ejection stations and testing stations.

3,100,914

PNEUMATIC STRIPPING OF CARDING ENGINES
Alfred HaUett Mlfaws, Boildwas, near Ironbridge, Eng-

land, assignor to Cookt Si Company, Manchester, Lim-

ited, Manchester, Lancashire, England

Filed Dec 5, 1960, Ser. No. 73,622

Claims priority, application Great Britafai Dec. 12, 1959

4 Claims. (CL 19—109)

1. In a press for a three-dimensional charge, a first and

second ring, each having at least one inner, conically-

tapered surface, a first group of anvils, each having a

conical end located on the surface of said first ring, a

second group of anvils, each having a conical end located

on the surface of said second ring, each anvil of said

first and second group presenting its contact face toward

said charge, said first and second ring being positioned so

that when urged together said first and second group of

anvils tend to slide downward along the surface of said

first and second ring, respectively, and means for urging

said first and second ring together.

3,100,913

MULTIPLE INJECTION MOLDING APPARATUS
Adolph J. De Matteo, Berkeley Heights, NJ., assignor to

Farrcl-Blrmfaigham Company, Inc., Ansonh^ Conn., a

corporation of Connectlcnt
Filed Mar. 13, 1957, Ser. No. 645,745

6 Claims. (O. 18—20)
1. An injection molding machine for automatically

forming hollow articles of plastic material comprising a

tunHable provided with a turret from which project dis-

tinct sets of parison pins, said turret having separate air

ducts formed therein communicating with respective sets of

said pins, operating stations surrounding said turntable,

means to index said turntable to cause each set of pins

to occupy successive stations, means at one station to

mold parisons on said pins, means at a second station

to blow up said parisons to a desired shape, means at a

third station to eject the finished parisons, means at a

fourth station to test said pins for the presence of articles

4. A textile carding installation having a bank of card-

ing engines, each engine comprising a carding cylinder

and a doffing cylinder and pneumatic card stripping ap-

paratus including a suction nozzle arrangement travers-

able over its respective carding and doffing cylinders to

apply suction thereto, a respective suction nozzle for each

of said cylinders, a roUtable double helical screw for

each carding engine, said screw, on rotation, causing its

respective nozzle arrangement to traverse its respective

carding and doffing cylinders, a solenoid operated dog

clutch, said screw being rotated through said solenoid

operated dog clutch from the drive of its respective card-

ing cylinder, there being control means for controlUng the

traverse of each of said suction nozzle arrangements and

the application of suction to the respective carding and

doffing cylinders, a common vacuum pipe, said control

means including a respective two position valye for con-

necting each of said nozzle arrangements to said common

vacuum pipe, said valves each being mounted for traverse

with its respective nozzle arrangement, an abutment at

each end of traverse of each respective valve, each of

said valves being actuated on contact with its respective

abutments, an energizing circuit, contact of each of said

valves with a respective abutment at the end of its traverse

in one direction serving to complete said circuit to ener-

gize said dog clutch solenoid of the next of said carding

engines to initiate the traverse of the nozzle arrangement

thereof, said control means operating in such manner that

each suction nozzle arrangement, in turn, applies suction

to its respective carding and doffing cylinders only in one

direction of the traverse of said nozzle arrangement, so

that the stripping of the carding and doffing cylinders is

effected evenly and a substantially constant output of

sliver is obtained from the bank carding engines, and

a respective piecing-up device for each of said carding

engines, each of said devices comprising a nozzle arranged

to blow compressed air at a web of carded fibers as said

web leaves the doffing cylinder so as to piece-up said web

broken because of the stripping of the re^)ective cylinders.
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3,100,915

WALK-IN STAIRWELL CLOSET „ ^ ^ ^
Kermlt M. Pennington, 5811 Luce Ro«l, "nj Ro»»«rt »•

Swanson, 313 Maple, both of Alma, Mkh.
Filed Sept. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 59,379

5 Claims. (CI. 20—.5)

tion on the lower surface of said header, a pair of doors,

rollers mounted on said doors and extending above said

doors, said rollers of each of said doors rotatably posi-

tioned in said tracks placing one door behind the other,

a door knob mounted on said one door adjacent to an edge

portion furthest removed from said pocket and said

frame, an elongated bracket mounted on the inner sur-

face adjacent to a bottom edge of said other door, said

elongated bracket having a flange portion positioned in

spaced relation to the surface of said other door, a

bracket mounted on said one door adjacent said other

edge portion, said bracket having a finger portion engag-

ing said flange portion for permitting relative slidable

movement of said doors, stop members mounted on

1. In a building construction including upper and lower

levels with a floor on each of the levels,

a ceiling structure over the upper level,

an operiing in the floor of the upper level,

a stairway connected at its top end to the floor of the

upper level at one end of the opening,

the stairway extending down through the opening to

the floor of the lower level,

a short vertical wall extending down from the ceiling

structure direcUy above the top end of the stairway,

the short vertical wall terminating at its lower end a

substantial distance above the top end of the stairway,

a long vertical wall extending between the ceiling struc-

ture and the floor of the upper level direcUy above

the bottom end of the stairway,

an incUned panel secured to the lower ends of the

vertical walls and being generally parallel to the

stairway and positioned directly above the stairway,

vertical sidewalk above the sides of the stairway and

extending downwardly from the ceiling structure at

least to the inclined panel,

the vertical walls, inclined panel and that porUon of

the ceiling structure within the vertical walls deamng

an enclosed space,

the improvement of,
, • u u

a rectangular opening in the inclined panel with the

lower ends of the inclined edges of said rectangular

opening terminating at the lower end of the long

vertical wall,

said inclined edges being substantially as long as the

horizontal distance between the short and long verti-

cal walls,

a ramp in said opening,

said ramp having the lower end hinged to the lower end

of the long vertical wall,

releasable latch means holding said ramp m said

opening,

and said ramp being adapted to pivot from a powtiion

within said opening to a horizontal position wherein

the upper end of said ramp engages the top end of

the stairway and provides walk-in access from the

floor of the upper level to the enclosed space.

4 aj :»

an upper portion of each of said sliding doors in align

ment with each other, one stop member being mounted

at said other edge of said one door while said other stop

member being mounted at an edge porUon furthest re-

moved from said pocket whereby upon the engagement

of said stop members, sliding movement of said one slid-

ing door in one direction will cause a sliding movement

of said other of said doors, and a bumper member mount-

ed on the upper portion of the other of said sliding doors

for engagement by said one of said sliding doors where-

by upon the sliding of said one of said sliding doors in

the opposite of said one direction, said bumper becomes

engaged by said one of said sliding doors then said other

of said sliding doors is made to slide in the direction of

said pocket.

3,100,917

PLASTIC FRAME CONSTRUCTION
Robert C. Wagner, R.R. 4, Believue Ohio

FUed May 9, 1961, Ser. No. 108,871

2 Claims. (CI. 20—16)

3,100,916

COMBINATION WALL STORAGE SUDING DOORS
AND FRAME

Michael J. McKlnney, 14635 NE. 5th Ave.,

North Miami, Fla.

Filed July 5, 1962, Ser. No. 207,526

3 Claims. (CI. 20—19)
1 . A combination wall storage sliding doors and frame

comprising a frame having a header, a sill and a pocket

at one end, a pair of tracks mounted in parallel rela-

1 A frame structure comprising a unitary main frame,

complete in and of itself, of extruded tubular side. top.

and bottom frame members of identical cross section

throughout their lengths and of set organic plastic niate-

rial having mitered joints fusion bonded together in fixed

position relative to each other at the comers, respectively,

of the frame, each of said main frame members having at

its outer edge a pair of integral flanges in spaced face to
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face relation to each other and extending lengthwise of said

outer edge the full length thereof and defining with said

outer edge a channel which opens outwardly edgewise of

the main frame, the channels of said members defining a

continuous channel extending completely about the outer

peripheral edge of the main frame and opening outwardly

edgewise of the main frame, a reinforcing frame complete

in and of itself of stiff metal side, top, and bottom rein-

forcing members, respectively, said reinforcing frame be-

ing disposed in said channel and juxtaposed against the

edges erf the main frame therebetween and filling the space

between the flanges and having mitered joints at the

comers, respectively, the comers of the reinforcing frame

being disposed for access exteriorly of the main frame

for connection of the reinforcing members together at the

comers in firm embracing relation to the main frame, con-

necting means at the comers of the reinforcing frame,

respectively, each of said connecting means including at

least one screw assembly, at its associated comer, for

operation from the exterior of the reinforcing frame, each

connecting means securing its associated reinforcing mem-
bers together at the associated mitered comer of the rein-

forcing frame independently of the main frame and head-

ing the mitered surfaces of the associated reinforcing

members in firm stressed juxtaposition with each other

under pressure applied by the screw.

a central farme, a irfurality of wall elements which to-

gether form a WMitinuous wall inside the permanent mould

suppcMled by said central frame, sealing means at the

lower edge of the wall elements of the form including a

flange projecting outwardly towards the mould wall, arms

supported by the mould and supporting said central frame

thereby suspending the form in the permanent mould, an

admission system for supplying a hardening medium
through the wall elements o( the form to the exothermic

lining, one supporting bar for each wall element movably

connected to said frame and rigidly carrying the wall

element, the bars being disposed at an angle to the respcc-

3,100,918
SEAL FOR SLIDING DOOR

Harold E. Covericy, Rcdboanie, England, assigDor to

General Moton Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corpora-
tion of Delaware

Filed July 21, 1961, Ser. No. 125,768
Claims prtortty, application Great Britain Aug. 16, 1960

1 Clahn. (CI. 20—19)

i-/y//. :-77J&
A V 153

The comtHnation comprising, a door frame having an

opening therein and an abutting surface located generally

normal to the plane of said opening, a door movable be-

tween opened and closed positiMis with respect to said

opening in a plane located generally parallel to the i^ane
tk said opening and intersecting said abutting surface, a

hollow tubular sealing strip mounted on said door frame

adjacent said opening and located intermediate the plane

of said opening and the plane of door movement and com-
pletely surrounding said opening, said door being located

in overlapping relationship to said opening in the closed

position thereof, an elongated hollow fluid containing

compressible reservoir mounted on said abutting surface

and including means engaged by the leading edge portion

of said door upon movement' thereof to said closed posi-

tion, and means communicating said reservoir with said

strip, engagement of the leading edge portion of said

door with said reservoir compressing said reservoir and
forcing the fluid contained therein into said strip to ex-

pand said strip transversely of the plane of said opening
and into engagement with a portion of said door overlap-

ping said opening to provide a seal between said door
frame and said door.

3,100,919
PERMANENT MOULDS

Alexandre Vayda, Paris, France, assignor to Fonderite
Sodete a ResponsabiUtc Umltec, Paris, France

FUed July 6, 1960, Ser. No. 41,102
Claims priority, appUcatloB France July 7, 1959

2 Claims. (CI. 22—9)
1. A form for providing the interior of a permanent

steel casting mould with an exothermic lining, comprising

793 o.G —30

tive mould walls and curable to position said wall ele-

ments few the lining operation and, respectively, to re-

tract them for withdrawing the f<MTn from the set Jining,

control means connected to said frame and operable for

moving said supporting bars to position and to retract the

wall elements, said admission system comprising said wall

elements defining adjacent the wall chambers having per-

forations, a central pipe operative to be connected to a

source of carbon dioxide, and branch pipes extending

from the central pipe to the several chambers of the wall

elements for supplying carbon dioxide to the chambers to

be expelled through the perforations thereof.

3,100,920
MACHINE FOR HANDLING FOUNDRY MOULDS
Jean-Jacques Gerardin, Clo»Jean, Pont^-Mousson,

France, assignor to Compagnie Dc Pont-a-MousMn,
Nancy, Meortlic-et-Moselle, France, a corporatton of

France
FUed Nov. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 153,587

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 22, 1960
4 Claims. (CL 22—10)

1 . A machine for handung metal moulds in two halves

separable along a vertical joint plane, said machine com-

prising in combination: a stand; on said stand, a rotata-

ble pivot adapted to stop at each one of a series of sta-

tions; a plurality of mould siipport means carried by said

pivot, for su^>ending the mould halves on said pivot, the

number bf said support nteans being equal to the number
of said stations; hoeing means provided on each mould
for hookingly engaging the support means corresponding

to the mould whereby the latter is supported by the sup-

port means; a mould (^)ening and closing mechanism

mounted on said stand and di^>osed at a fixed station and

having two devices adapted to firmly grab respectively

said mould halves, each device comprising a transverse

element located above the corresponding portion of Ae
mould and mounted on said stand; a stirrup member dis-

posed astride said transverse element and movable rda-

tive to the transverse element; each mould half having

lugs and each stirrup memb«- having hooks capable of

engaging imder said layer; and a double-acting jack con-
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nccting the transverse element to said stirrup member to

shift the stirrup member vertically relative to said trans-

verse element, whereby the stirrup member, in rising, ap-

plies the hooks thereof under the lugs of the correspond-

ing portion of the mould and applies said portion against

the under face of the corresponding transverse element

and, in descending, returns said corresponding portion of

the mould to the position in which the hooiung elements

are hooked on the corresponding mould support means;

and reciprocating means connected to one of said devices

for selectively moving the last-named device away from

and toward the other of said devices for opening and clos-

ing said moulds.

3,100,921

HOT TOPS FOR INGOT MOLDS
Claude Marie and Ren^ Thierry, Corbcil-Essonnes,

France, assignors to Soeicte a Responsabilite Limitec

Doittau Produits Metallnrgie, Corbcil-Essonnes, France,

a corporation of France
FUcd Mar. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 93,102

Clainu priority, application Friuice Mar. 7, 1960
3 Claims. (CI. 22—147)

provided with a transverse bend at an acute angle to the

axis of the bends forming said anchoring elements where-

by said half-end portions arc adapted to be bent toward

each other in angularly oflf-set, by-passing relation to

form a closed loop, and a uniform coating of a flexible

plastic insulating compound on said tie-dip.

1. A hot top for operation with an ingot mold, com-

prising a metal frame provided with an outer peripheral

flange at its lower end, the cross-section of which corre-

sponds with a clearance to the size required for it to

engage the opening of the ingot mold, a hoop surround-

ing the frame and shiftablc vertically over the latter down

to a position leaving a small gap between its lower edge

and the flange on the frame, and a bead in the gap between

said lower edge of the hoop and the flange and adapted

to be crushed and driven outwardly by the lowering of

said hoop over the frame to form a packing between the

latter and the opening of the ingot mold.

3,100,922
UNITARY SHEET METAL TIE-CLIP

Raymond J. Bumiston, Madison Township, Old Bridge,

NJ., assignor to The Thomas & Bctts Co., Elizabeth,

NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

FUcd Apr. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 102,978

2 Claims. (CI. 24—73)

1. A unitary tie-clip comprising a sheet metal blank

in strip form bent upon itself centrally of its length form-

ing superposed half-end portions, said end-portions being

each reversely bent upon itself adjacent said first named
bend, said reverse bends each terminating in an arcuate

outward bend extending said half-end portions in oppo-

site directions at an angle less than at right angles to

said bent portions of said strip, the said bent portions

of said strip forming superposed anchoring elements

adapted to be partially separated angularly in opposite

directions in response to movement of said half-end por-

tions toward each other to partially closed position, said

half-end portions adjacent said arcuate bends being each

3,100,923
CUFFLINK

Stephen R. Loughman, % Nicoad Mfg. Co.
3220 W. Grand Arc, Chicago, IlL

Filed Feb. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 90^72
2Clainis. (CL 24—1003)

2. A cuff link comprising a head, a shank projecting

from the head, a collar at the end of the shank extending

transversely thereto symmetrically across the end of the

shank and of a length substantially equal to its diameter,

a reUiner bar slidable through the collar, a spring pressed

locking pin slidable in the shank and resiliently urged

radially into the collar, the retainer bar having a trans-

verse groove defined by substantially square sides across

one side only thereof to receive the end of the locking

pin thereby to lock the bar in the coUar, one end of the

retainer bar having a longitudinally tapered wedging sur-

face leading from the end of the bar to the groove to

slide over the locking pin and cam it out of the collar

when the retainer bar is slid into the collar, the side

portions of the groove camming the locking pin from the

groove when the retainer bar is turned about its axis so

that the retainer bar can slide out of the collar.

3,100,924
WIRE ROPE FrmNGS

Raymond T. Trier and Charics J. Matiwy, Canton, Ohio,

Msignors, by mesne anignnicntB, to The Union Metal

Manufacturing Company, Canton, Ohio, a corporation

off Ohio
FUcd Jan. 19, 1961, Scr. No. S3,702

tChdm. (CL 24—122.6)

A wire rope fitting of the character described compris-

ing a socket member having an internally threaded bore

open through one end thereof and terminating in a coni-

cal end wall spaced from the other end thereof, an ex-

ternally threaded sleeve for screwing into said bore, said

sleeve having a bore tapered from its inner end toward

its outer end for insertion of a wire rope with the strands

thereof separated and fanned out through its inner end.

and a tapered plug for insertion between the separated

strands of the wire rope, the larger end of said tapered

plug being completely conical and of a greater taper than

said conical end wall of the bore in the socket member so

that it is adapted to have only point contact with the coni-

cal end wall of the bore in the socket member for driving

the plug into the separated fanned-out strands of the wire

rope and clamping them within the tapered bore of the

sleeve by the screwing action.
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3,100,925
APPARATUS FOR COMPRESSIONAL FINISHING

OF FABRICS
Lester Hubert Messfaiger, Ncwarii, Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.,

a corporation of Delaware
FOed Dec. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 73,433

3Chdm8. (CL 26—18.6)

material comprises a mixture of thermoplastic resin and

a thermally activatablc blowing agent, said blowing agent

requiring heating to a temperature above Hhe minimimi

softening temperature of the resin for activation, said

method comprising the steps of: forming said thread mate-

rial in unexpanded condition into a fabric having contact-

1. An improved apparatus for treatment of a faiMric

to increase its resistance to shrinkage, its cover, and its

fullness, conaprisii^ in combination, a first means for

continuously moving a fabric having a given width and

a given thickness from a first location to a second location,

a secmd means positioned between the first and second

locations engaging the fabric evenly throughout its thick-

ness at a substantially uniformly distributed irfurality of

points in a first zone, a third means cooperating with said

second means to apply a sufficient force through said

second means to said fabric at each of said points in said

first zone and evenly throughout the thickness of the fabric

in a direction in the plane of the fabric such that the spac-

ing between said points is reduced and the thickness of the

fabric is increased without pleating to produce a comix-es-

sion and compaction of the fabric in at least one direction,

a fourth means for maintaining elevated conditions of

temperature and humidity in said zone during application

of said force to said fabric, a fifth means cooperatigg with

said third means to terminate application of said force

to said fabric, a sixth means for releasing engagement of

said second means with said fabric, in which said second

means comprises an endless belt, said belt provided with an

operative surface in which are secured a plurality of even-

ly distributed flexibly-mounted projecting fabric-penetrat-

ing elements, each having a fabric penetrating end and

supported to move in a path which converges with the

path of movement of said fabric in said first zone and

causes engagement of said elements with said fabric at

said plurality of points, in which said third means com-

prises an element with a cylindrical surface in engagement

with said endless belt to change the direction of move-

ment thereof in a curved path such that the flexibly-

mounted elements converge to move the fabric-penetrating

ends towaixls eadi other and compress the fabric surround-

ing said flexibly-mounted elements, in which said fourth

means comprises a steam chamber located in said element

with the cylindrical surface and « irfurality of steam escape

passages connecting said chamber with said cylindrical

surface.

3,100,926

METHOD OF PRODUCING EXPANDED
FABRIC-LIKE MATERIAL

Eml B. RichBMMid, West CAvftna, Calif., aaigiior to The

Electric Storage Battery Conpwiy, a corporation of

New Jctwy _, _«, ^•^
Origtani application Apr. 3, 1958, Scr. No. 726,190.

DirMcd and thk application June 28, 1960, Scr. No.

39364
10 Clahns. (CI. 2»->-75)

1. The method of producing a fabric-like material in-

corporating expansible thread material, wberein the thiead

ing thread junctures; and subsequently heating said fabric

to activating temperature of the blowing agent, thereby

softening said resin while the blowing agent expands the

same and increases contact jM-essure at said junctures and

said thread material form welded areas along conucting

surfaces at said junctures.

3,100,927
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE

John P. Stelmak, Grecnsimrg, P"., assignor to Westfaig-

housc Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania
FUcd Dec. 30, 1957, Scr. No. 706,039

5 Claims. (CI. 29—25.3)

r"^m .

1 . In a method of making a semiconductor device, the

steps of: placing a connector member of a metallic mate-

rial in the form of a flat ribbon having a surface of large

area in contact with a fused alloy on a semiconductor

member by slightly deflecting said connector member so

that said connector member is under stress and a portion

ot said large area surface exerts pressure against said

fused alloy; applying heat to said fused alloy so that aaid

fused alloy wets at least said portion of the large area

surface of said connector member; and cooling said fused

alloy so that said connectw member is joined to said fused

alloy.

3 100 928
honeycomb'openwork

Edward T. Bryand, South Portland, Maine, assignor to

Mctal-Tcch, Inc., Sooth Wtaidham, Mafaw, a corpora-

tion of Maine
FDcd Sept. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 56,192

llClafans. (CI. 29—121)

1 . An elongated, cylindrical roll for paper making ma-

chines, said roll comprising a pair^f oppositely disposed,

longitudinally spaced, circular heads, each head having a

plurality of spaced, longitudinally extending, radial slots

in the peripheral portion thereof; a hollow cylindrical
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honeycomb type, openwork extending longitudinaUy be-

tween said heads, said openwork including a plurality of

pairs of longitudinally extending strips of thin, wide, flex-

ible material angularly bent, full width, into alternate flat

faced ridges and hollows, the strips of each pair being

back to back and forming radially extending conduits of

hexagonal outline; the longitudinally extending flat, meet-

ing faces of all of said strips being secured flatwise to

each other and certain of said pairs of strips being of

greater length than the adjacent strips with the opposite

ends thereof adhesively anchored in the radial slots of

said roll heads for supporting said covering therein.
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locking metal-to-metal heat transfer bond between said

tubes for maintaining the tubes in intimate heat transfer

oontaa under varying temperature conditions.

3,100,929

LOCK JOEST SEALING RING
Kenneth J. Nbper, Mnskcgoo, Mkh., asrignor to Moske-

gon Piston Ring Company, Mudtcgon, Mich., a cor>

poration of Michigan ^, ^,«, ««,
Original application July 3, 1957, Ser. No. 669,893.

Divided and this application May 1, 1959, Scr. No.

810,511
2 Claims. (CI. 29—156.6)

1. In the method of making a parted locking sealing

ring, the steps which include: providing an annular blank;

cutting said blank in an axial direction to form a first

recess extending from one side face to the other and

opening through the inner radial face of the blank, said

recess extending axially of said blank; at a point cir-

cumferentially spaced from said first recess cutting said

blank in an axial direction to form a second recess ex-

tending from one side face to the other and opening

through the outer radial face of said blank, removing

the portion of said blank between said recesses to space

the ends of said sealing ring from each other.

3,100,931

REMOVAL TOOL-PIN AND SOCKET ELECTRICAL
CONNECTORS

U Mar P. Barnes, Box 309, RJJ>. 4, Ogdcn, Utah

FUed Jane 27, 1961, Scr. No. 120,095

1 Claim. (CI. 29—203)
(Granted under Title 35, VS. Code (1952), sec. 266)

3,100,930

HEAT EXCHANGER TUBING MANUFACTURE
Arvld C. K. Nihlen and Robert M. Wallace, Massillon,

Ohio, assipH>rs, by mesne assignments, to Baldwin-

Lima-Hamilton Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania

Original application Dec. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 862,997.

Divided and this application Nov. 30, 1960, Ser. No.

72,599
5 Claims. (CI. 29—157.3)

1. The method of forming sheathed tubing including

the steps of forming groo^^e means in a surface of a first

metal tube with said groove means extending inwardly

of the tube metal from said tube surface and opening out-

wardly at said tube surface, extruding a substantially con-

tinuous metal sheathing tube telescoped with the first

tube surface with said sheathing tube tightly abutting

the first tube surface, and during the extruding of the

sheathing tube telescoped with the first tube surface

forming and envbedding portions erf the sheathing tutie

inwardly into and interlocking the sheathing metal with

the first tube groove means thereby providing an inter-

V (^
^f '̂
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A tool for removing pins and sockets from electrical

connector plugs and the like comprising; a pair of holding

jaws pivotally mounted between link rails, threaded slid-

ing means guided between and supported by said link

rails, threaded actuating screw engaging said threaded

sliding means and terminating in turning means on one

end and a collet at the other end, said collet being bored

to receive the heads of interchangeable punches fitting

various size pins and sockets, said punches being retained

in said collet by locking means.

3,100,932

PAPER CLIP DISPENSER
Royacc Hal Pipkin, 2123 WoodTicw Drive,

Raleigh, N.C.

Filed Nov. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 152^51

8 Claims. (O. 29—212)

7. A paper clip dispenser for elongated p^»er clips

having a rear inner and a forward outer loop, said loop

opening rearwardly, said dispenser comprising a housing

for receiving a stack of said dips, said housing including

abutment means adapted for engagement with one of the

endmost clips of said stack, means adapted to normaUy

resiliently urge said stack toward said abutment naeans, a

discharge opening in said housing opening akmg a plime

aligned with said abutment means, ejecting means oarned

by said housing and mounted for movement in throu^ a

path adapted to engage said one dip and longitudinaUy

slide the latter forwardly and laterally of said stack otU-

wardly of said opening, standard means disposed in said

housing adapted to have said clips stacked thereabout with

said standard received in said forward loops just for-

wardly of said rear loops and to retain aU of raid dips

except said one clip in stacked relation against rotation

about their longitudinal axes, said standard having a

cross-sectional shape adapted to conform to the plan Aape

of the forward end of said rear loops, said standard means

having a slot formed therein disposed in said plane and

adapted to receive therethrough the inner loop of the dip

being dispensed, said slot opening laterally outwardly of

one side of said standard.
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3,100,933

METHOD OF COLD WELDING ALUMINUM
MEMBERS

James L. Hancock, Fairbom, and Lcc J. Lakes, Middle-

town, Ohio, aslgnors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mkh., a corporation^of Delaware

Filed Oct. 15, 1956, Ser. No. 615,968

3 culms. (CI. 29—470.1)

(a) a handle of elongated f<xin.

(b) a shank carried by said handle and extending

longitudinally and forwardly from one end of said

handle and terminating in a point at its forward end.

(c) a ^ur on said shank extending rearwardly from

said point and obliqudy towards said handle, and

defining in combination with said shank a rearward-

ly presented crook-shaped boundry at its inner side.

3. In cold pressure welding of a first and second alu-

minum member to one another wherein each member

has a coextensive, extremely thin, natural aluminum oxide

film on the surfaces thereof, the art which includes form-

ing a friable, adherent, oxide film superimposed upon said

thin natural oxide film on one of said members, superim-

posing said members with the friable, adherent oxide film

on said one member in face-to-face contact with the

natural oxide film on the other member, and then cold

forming said members by applying pressure across said

members and films until shattering of said films occurs

and plastic flow and bonding of the adjacent portions of

said members is promoted.

3,100,934
PIPE CUTTER

Axel V. Jonasson, Erie, Pa., assignor to Reed Manufac-

turing Company, Erie, Pa., a corporation of Pennsyl-

vania
FUed July 3, 1962, Ser. No. 207,222

8 Claims. (CI. 30—102)

ID * 18

(d) a concave sharp cutting edge formed on said shank

in the vicinity of said point and extending along that

side of said shank remote from said spur,

(e) a sharp ripping edge formed partly on said shank

and partly on said spur along said crook-shaped

boundary,

(/) said spur at its outer side having a blunt edge face

terminating in a blunt point at the rearward end of

said spur.

3 100 936

ECCENTRIC EYEPIECE FOR A FIREARM
REAR SIGHT

Nicholas J. Angelica, ThompsonvUle, Conn., assignor to

the United States of America as represented by the

Secretary of the Army
Filed May 23, 1961, Ser. No. 112,126

1 Claim. (CI. 33—58)
(Granted under Title 35, US. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1 . A pipe cutter having a frame with means for guid-

ing the cutter for relative rotation with respect to the

pipe in a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of

the pipe, a wheel having a cutting edge in said plane, a

slide guided in said frame for movement toward and

away from the pipe and carrying the wheel on the end

adjacent the pipe, a pressure screw joumaled in and in

thrust relation to said slide, a pawl, a pivot for the pawl

on the frame on an axis intermediate the ends of the

pressure screw and crosswise of the pressure screw, said

pawl having a threaded end extending forward of its

pivot, said slide having a longitudinal slot receiving the

threaded end of the pawl and exposing a segment of the

thread of the pressure screw, means urging the threaded

end of the pawl into engagement with the pressure screw,

and provisions for pivoting the threaded end of the pawl

away from the pressure screw.

3,100,935

TOOL FOR THE RIPPING OF SEAMS AND
UKE PURPOSES

Percy Seymour Hargravc Leafc, Ealing, England, assignor

to Needle Industries Limited, Stndlcy, England, a com-

pany of Great Britain

FUed June 27, 1962, Scr. No. 205,731

1 Clahn. (a. 30—294)
A ripping tool for ripping seams in garments compris-

ing:

1

In a rear sight for a firearm with a receiver, the com-

bination comprising an aperture member disposed for

elcvational displacement and including an arcuate rack

and a lug extending upwardly from one end thereof, a

shaft extending through the receiver and journaled therein

for rotaUon, a pinion fixed to said shaft for meshing en-

gagement with said rack for elcvational actuation thereof,

an adjustment knob mounted on said shaft outside of the

receiver to provide manual means for rotating said shaft,

a detent disposed on said adjustment knob for resilient

engagement with one of a plurality of grooves formed in

the receiver around said shaft, said grooves being spaced

and the radius of said aperture member being designed

so that said lug is displaced clevationally a predetermined

unit of elcvational displacement when said adjustment

knob is rotated to move said detent from one of said

grooves to an adjacent one thereof, an eyepiece journaled

in said lug for rotation around the longitudinal axis of

said eyepiece, said eyepiece including a sighting tube lo-

cated therein so that the longitudinal axis of said sighting

tube is spaced from the longitudinal axis of the eyepiece

a distance which is one-fourth the predetermined umt

of elcvational displacement, a sighting aperture located

concentrically in said sighting tube and intermediate the

ends thereof, a hood formed on the rear end of said eye-

piece to shade the rear end of said sighting tube, and

means for indexing said eyepiece in two sighting posi-

tions 180* apart so that said sighting aperture is selec-

tively positionable above and below Uie longitudinal axis

of said eyejMeoe for changing the elevation of said sight-
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ing aperture one-half the predetermined unit of elevaUonal the other of said legs adjacent to and spaced from the

displacement when said eyepiece is rotated 180'. head thereof, and a straight edge element having a »1(H

therethrough adjustably mounted on said other leg witn
^~^~^^^^~~~~~

said pin received in said slot, a portion of said element

overlying said scale means, said slot being of a length

to permit shifting of said element relative to said scale

means a disUnce at least equal to the overall thickness of

said pointer member free ends.

3,100,937

TAPE MEASURE
Archie E. Burch, 1428 Park St., Alameda, Calif.

FUed Aug. 8, 1961, Scr. No. 130,128

1 Claim. (CI. 33—137)

3,1M.939
GAGE FOR COUFUNG MEMBERS

William John Blaiklock* Tnckaway, N.Y^ and Charles S.

Reasby, Worcester, Mass^ asrignon to the United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Army
FUed Apr. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 108,973

3 Claims. (CI. 33—174)
(Granted under Title 35, U^ Code (1952), sec. 266)

In a device of the character described, a case includ-

ing a magnetically attractive end wall provide with a

slot therein, a calibrated tape arranged for extensile and

retractile movement through said slot and said tape hav-

ing a portion thereof coiled inside of said case, a sup-

port unit having a lip affixed to said tape, and said sup-

port unit further including spaced apart magnetized

shoulders arranged on opposite sides of said lips and

engagcablc with the portions of said wall on opposite

sides of said slot when said tape is in the retracted posi-

tion, a magnetic horseshoe shaped body member having

a portion thereof swivclly connected to said support unit,

said body member including legs, and projections on

the free ends of said legs, said projections facing to-

ward said case and being spaced from the adjacent one

of said shoulders so as to magnetically engage the por-

tion of said end wall at a point spaced from said one

shoulder when said tape is in retracted position, the

space between said projections and said one shoulder

providing an access opening for the fingers of a hand of

the user.

3,100,938
CALCULATING DIVIDER

William Meyer, 640 Wasliington St.,

Daytona Beach, Fla.

FUed May 24, 1962, Ser. No. 197,347

1 Claim. (CI. 33—149)

In a calculating divider including a pair of legs each

terminating at one end in a flat head, said heads being

arranged in face to face relation and being connected to-

gether for movement of said legs toward and away from

each other, and a pointer extension member arranged in

end to end angular relation with respect to the free end

of each leg. each of said members being detachably se-

cured to the adjacent leg, the head of one of said legs

being provided with scale means, a pin projecting from

1. In a gage for gaging the diameter of a circum-

ferential groove in a worltpiece and the axial position

of the groove in relation to one end surface of the work-

piece, a body member, a pair of go-no-go anvils rigidly

supported by the body in exposed fixed positions to

operatively receive the grooved portion of the workpiece

between them for gaging the diameter of the groove in

the workpiece. a second gage movably supported by the

body in spaced relation to the anvils to engage an end

surface of the workpiece when such workpiece is dis-

posed in gaging position between the anvils, said second

gage l>eing movable in the direction of the axis of the

workpiece and the axis of symmetry of the fixed anvils,

and resilient means urging the second gage toward the

fixed anvils to maintain the second gage in contact with

the end of the workpiece while the workpiece is re-

strained against axial movement by engagement of the

fixed anvils with the walls of the groove in the work-

piece.

3,100,94«
GEAR TOOTH GAUGING APPARATUS

Rudolph Vyncs, Ogdcn, Utah, asrigMir to the United

States of America as rcpreMntcd by the Secretary of

the Ahr Force
FUed Auf . 21, 1959, Scr. No. 835,378

1 CWm. (a. 33—179.5)
(Granted under TMc 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

Apparatus for gauging gear teeth and the like compris-

ing a base plate, a base block attached to said base plate,

a main support column extending vertically upward from

said base block, a carriage slidably attached to said main

support column, said carriage having a horizontal open-

ing in the forward end thereof, a shank member adapted

to slide in the opening in said carriage, said shank mem-

ber having a vertically oriented apertiire in the forward

portion thereof, a hub member juxtapositioned beneath

said shank member and having a threaded extension pass-

ing through the verticaHy oriented aperture therein, said

hub member being provided with an inside clearance hole,

an indicator shaft dimensioned to sh'de vertically in the

clearance hole in said hub member, a nut member engag-

ing the threaded extension of said hub member above said

shank member, the tightening of said nut member operat-
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ing to lock said indicator shaft in a jM^determined angu- each of said frames having a portioo ccmtainingi^HXO-

lar position, and measuring means attoched to the lower gative data and another portion containing a c«r?^ i*"

cnd of said indicator shaft including a dial indicator hav- sponse thereto, an optical system for projecting said &]^i*^

ing a contact arm extending therefrom to engage a first of said microfilm strip, means for moving said card to

that the frames in one row are sequentially scanned m

work surface, and a pivotally mounted finger member in

lateral spaced relation to said contact arm for engaging

a corresponding second work surface, the reading on said

dial indicator being the distance between said first and

second work surfaces.

3,100,941
MEASURING TAPE TENSION HOLDER

Don A. Taylor, 216 MUl St., Box 4, Wadsworth, Ohio
Filed July 28, 1961, Scr. No. 127,550

11 Claims. (CL33—189)

the path of said optical system and dwn shifting said card

so that the frames in an adjacent row can be scanned in

the same manner, a shutter few obscuring from view the

response on the exposed frame, and means for retracting

said shutter to bring the response into view before said

moving means is actuated to expose another frame.

3,100,943
COMPUTING DEVICE

Glenn W. Preston, Oreland, Pa., assignor to

Atronks Corporation, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa., a corporatfon

of Pennsylvania
FUed Oct 28, 1958, Scr. No. 770,051

17 Claims. (CI. 35—30)

1. An attachment for a measuring tape of the type

including a casing and a q>ring returned cculed firing

steel measuring tape therein and adapted to be drawn

endwise out of an opening in the casing, said attachment

comprising a tape securing device, and attaching means

for detachably mounting the device on the exterior of the

casing at one edge face of the casing and adjacent the

tape (q;)ening for movement along said edge to and from

operating position, and said device, when moved to op-

erating position, releasably being operative to, frictional-

ly engaging the lateral edges of the tape exteriorty of the

casing with force capable of securing the device in fixed

relation to the tape and to hold the tape in sdected ex-

tended positions.

1. A con:y)uting device comprising a signal input ter-

minal and a signal output terminal, a manual switching

means having an open position and a closed position for

controlling the delivery of a signal to said output terminal,

a light bulb for indicating the presence of a signal at said

input terminal, said light bulb being connected to said

input terminal by permanent electrical connections devoid

of switching means, and means inhibiting the radiation

of light from said bulb only when said manual switching

means is in its said open position.

3,100,942
TEACHING MACHINE

Charles A. Godcharics, John W. BIyth, and John H.
lacobKMi, Jr., CUnton, and George H. GabriclMm, New
Hartfoid, N.Y., awlgniwri to HamUton Research Asso-

ciates, Inc., a coipoiiiiuB of New York
FUed Jmc 27, I960, Scr. No. 38,872

5ClaiBH. (CL35—<)
5. In a vbual teaching system designed to present data

of an interrogative nature so that a response can be made
thereto, and to then present a correct response to said

data, the structure comprising a transparent, laminated

card including a microfilm strip, said microfilm strip

having a series of frames arranged in a plurality of rows.

3 100 944
RACK FOR DISPLAYING SAMPLES OF CARPET
AND THE COLORS IN WHICH CARPETS REPRE-
SENTED BY THE SAMPLE ARE AVAILABLE

Edward liebcrman, 109—22 71st Road,
Forest HUs 75, N.Y.

FUed May 11, 1961, Scr. No. 109,422

4 Claims. (0.35—49)
1. A holder for exhibiting samples of carpets and the

colors in which the carpets represented by the samites

are available, comprising th^ combination of a stand

having means for supporting carpet samples in over-

lapping relation exposing a width of each sample, slides
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mounted on said stand in back of the overlapping samples ing slightly past the plane of the terminal^ ^^J*^
and in line with the exposed widths of said samples and skirt element, said p.vot element bemg a rod member

color swatches on said slides, said slides being shiftaWc

to expose the different color swatches thereon.

3,100,945
SCRAPER BOWL

Ralph J. BeraotM, South Euclid, Ohio, assignor to Gen-

eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mfch^ a corporation

of Delaware ^ ^, „,^ „,„
Original application Sept 14, 1959, Ser. No. 839,820, now

Patent No. 3,073,044, dated Jan. 15, 1963. Divided

and this application Aug. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 219,510

6 Claims. (CI. 37—129)

" .

having a free and unsupported lower end of length at

least ten times longer than the diameter thereof.

4. A scraper bowl comprising a transportable bowl

frame including transversely spaced longitudinally ex-

tending side walls, a cutting edge extending transversely

between lower floor portions of said side walls to form

a bowl mouth, a drawbar including pull arms pivolally

connected to said bowl frame, bowl control means

mounted on said drawbar and connected to said bowl

frame to control pivotal movemnet of the latter about

said pull arms between a lowered digging position and

a raised load-carrying position, an apron pivotally con-

nected to said bowl frame for adjustment between a low-

ered positon closing said bowl mouth and a raised posi-

tion, and a fluid-operated extensible and contractable

apron jack opcratively pivotally connected between a

pull arm and said apron, said jack being operable to

pivot said apron in closing and raising directions inde-

pendently of operation of said bowl control means and,

when extended to a fixed length to dispose said apron

in said raised position while said bowl means disposes

said bowl frame in its digging position, being automati-

cally operable to pivot said apron to its lowered posi-

tion closing said bowl mouth in response to operation of

said bowl control means to raise said bowl from said

digging position.

3,100,946
TUMBLING DEVICE

Harry W. Swanberg and Edward W. Swanbcrg, Denver,

Colo.; said Edward W. Swanbcrg aarignor of one-fourth

to Charles B. Messenger, Edgewatcr, Colo.

FUed Sept. 21, 1959, Ser. No. 841,225

10 Claims. (CI. 46—1)
I . A tumbling device useful on an inclined surface to

simulate erratic walking movements comprising a gen-

erally hollow structure, a downwardly depending skirt

elemeivt on said structure having a lower terminal edge

substantially defining a plane, and a pivot element dis-

posed within the confines of said skirt element in posi-

tion spaced from and independent of said skirt element

fcB- relative movement with respect thereto and depend-

3,100,947

TOY FOR FORMING A CONTINUOUS STREAM
OF BUBBLES

Werner F. HeUman, 4417 N. Maiden Ave., Chicago, Dl.

Filed Dec. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 79,345

1 Claim. (CL44—8)

A portable toy bubble forming device comprising a

housing having a cylindrical shaped handle portion at

the rear and an enlarged portion forwardly of said

handle portion, said handle portion having a diameter

as to be grasped and held by the hand of a child, a

blower and a rotatable bubWe forming member siip-

ported within said enlarged portion of said housing with

said rotatable bubble forming member positioned for-

wardly of said blower and in line with the discharge of

air from said blower, a dry cell battery positioned within

the handle portion of said casing, a small battery oper-

ated motor positioned in said housing between said blower

and said battery, means forwardly of said nwtor and

(grated by said motor for rotating said rotaUWe bub-

ble forming member, said blower adapted to be operated

by said motor, a switch supported by said housing and

in electrical circuit with said motOT and battery so that

when the circuit is closed by said switch the motor will

operate said blower and simultaneously operate said

means to rotate said rotatable bubble forming member

and cause a stream of air to be ejected from said Wowcr

against said rotatable bubble forming member, means for

containing a bubble forming solution inside said enlarged

portion of the housing and in the path of said rotatable

bubble forming member so that said roUtable bubble

forming member picks up the bubble forming solution

and moves it in the path of the discharged air so that a

continuous stream of bubbles is produced and ejected

from said toy.

3,100,94t

WILD FOWL CALL
Edward J. Taa, 4525 SinpMM St, Skokk, DL

Filed Anf. 21, 1961, Ser. No. U2,774
IClakB. (CL46—189)

A fowl call comprising an upwardly open, elongated

sound box having a pair of side walls, an elongated actu-

ator arm pivotally mounted at one end on top of the rear

end wall of the box, said arm being swingable about its

pivot over the upper edges of said side walls of the box,

and an elongated bar of slate carried on the under side

of and disposed transversely of said arm and seated di-

rectly upon the upper marginal edges of the side walls of
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m~r third portion, a fifth portion providing a cross member

-~,Jl'_ ^ ^ connecting the other ends of said fourth portions together,

and a roller mounted on each axle and rollably engagmg

the adjacent rail, a U-shaped draw bar having the legs

>i-^

depending flanges for frictionally embracmg the side edges

of the bar of slate and a second pair of upwardly extend-

ing flanges for frictionally embracing the opposite edges

of the actuator arm.

3,100,949

ANIMATED FIGURE TOY
Clifford D. Brenneman, 1k>x 93, Graegle, Calif

.

Filed Oct. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 143,365

6 Claims. (CI. 46—241)

thereof swivelly connected to the parts of said first por-

tions exteriorly of said rollers, and a flexible cover ex-

tending between said rails and having the edges thereof

secured to the bights of said draw bars, > whereby said

cover may be drawn along between said rails to shield

plants therebetween or withdrawn to a nested and folded

position adjacent one or the other adjacent ends of said

rails.

3,100,951

COMBINATION WATER DAM AND GRAVEL STOP
William P. Hiclunan, 1360 E. Maple Road,

Birmingham, Mich.

FUed Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 82,911

5 Claims. (CI. 50—66)

1. An animated figure toy comprisinf a body con-

structed to represent a given figure and having a hollow

chamber and at least one limb with a free terminal end

portion provided with bearing means, a prime mover tixed

and confined in said chamber, a flexible motion trans-

mitting shaft operatively connected at one end with said

prime mover, a movable attention-attracting object

Tdapted to move relative to said limb, the end of said

shaft opposite said one end embodying a driven socket

member of magnetizable metal, said object comprising a

baton, said baton embodying a handling staff provided

intermediate its ends with a laterally projecting permanent

magnet constituting a coupling and keying shank, said

shank being adapted to be slidingly keyed in said socket

member.

3,100,950

PORTABLE PLANT PROTECTOR
Hans H. A. Heuer, General Delivery, Miami, Fla.

Filed Sept. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 136,267

1 Claim. (CI. 50—51)

In a plant protector assembly including a pair ot hori-

zontally disposed spaced parallel rails supported above

a ground surface, a plurality of riders mounted on each

rail each of said riders including a pair of opposed hrst

portions defining axles, second portions each arranged

at a right angle with respect to each of said first portions

and having one end formed integrally with one end of

said first portion, third portions each arranged at

a right angle with respect to each of said second

1. A combination water dam, gravel stop and facia

for the edge of a roof deck, comprising a cant secured

to the edge of the roof deck and having an inclined sur-

face sloping upwardly and outwardly from the roof deck,

roofing material laid over said roof deck having a mar-

ginal portion overlying said inclined surface of said cant,

a generally upright facia member extending along the

edge of the roof deck, said facia member having a down-

wardly opening channel above said cant, and means for

sealing the marginal portion of said roofing material and

for holding said facia member in position including an

elongated flexible, resilient rocker flashing strip extending

along said inclined surface of said cant in overlying rela-

tion to the marginal portion of said roofing material, said

flashing strip having a longitudinally extending section

which is concavo-convex in cross-section with the convex

side facing toward the marginal portion of said roofing

material, the intermediate longitudinal portion of said

concavo-convex section engaging the marginal portion of

said roofing material, said flashing strip engagmg with-

in the channel of said facia member with an upward

pressure along the edge of said flashing strip at one side

of the intermediate portion thereof, and clamping means

engaging said flashing strip at the opposite side of said

intermediate portion and pressing the same toward the

marginal portion of said roofing material tending to
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straighten the cross-sectional outline of said concavo-

convex section and to tension the same, thereby to in-

crease the pressure of engagement of said edge of said

flashing strip within said channel and of the intermediate

portion of said concavo-convex section with the marginal

portion of said roofing material.

3,100,952

PRECAST PANEL CONSTRUCTION
Trevor W. Hall, Royal Oak, Mich., assignor to Panel

Engineering Corporation, Royal Oak, Mich., a corpora-

tion of Michigan
Filed May 23, 1960, Scr. No. 31,140

12 Claims. ,(CI. 50-^13)

«•« «*

11. A prefabricated panel for use in construction of a

curtain wall comprising:

an open center frame of a relatively light weight, rela-

tively high expansion co-efficient material,

said frame including two end members secured to two

side members and having a front and a rear,

each of siiid members having an interior surface which

faces said open center of said frame,

each of said side members having adjacent its front

edge portion a rearwardly disposed groove,

a retainer disposed adjacent said interior surface of

each side member,
each retainer having a front edge portion with a groove

interengaged with the groove in the side member

adjacent thereto,

said interengaged grooves forming joints between the

front edge portions of said retainers and side mem-
bers by which said retainers are frontally held within

said frame,

said members having adjacent their rearward portions

flanges which project inwardly toward said open

center of said frame,

a closure for the rear of said frame which includes a

back plate retained within said frame by said flanges,

said retainers having rearward edge portions engaged

against said closure and thereby holding "-aid closure

against said flanges,

said retainers having adjacent their said front edge

portions flanges which project inwardly toward said

open center of said frame,

a block of relatively low expansion co-efficient material

having edge portions in intimate contact with said

retainers and the region of contact including the

rearward faces of said flanges on said retainers,

said block having a rearwardly disposed portion en-

gaged against said closure,

interengaged portions of said grooves being disposed

at an oblique angle to the side-member-to-side-mem-

ber direction of said frame so that said joints are

expansible in said direction responsive to differential

expansion of said frame and block.

tions being disposed with their respective centers of cur-

vature at the center of said base and lying along a diago-

nal of said base with adjacent sides of the respective pro-

jections defining a right angle, a projection disposed at

the corners of said base containing said diagonal with the

centers of curvature at said corners, and a projection posi-

'- 3,100,953
PRECAST BLOCK AND WALL CONSTRUCTION
Delbert H. Johnson, 4344 Rose Lane, Concord, Calif.

Filed Feb. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 8,742

3 Claims. (CI. 50—424)
I. A building block including a substantially rectangu-

lar planar base having a length in excess of the width

thereof, a plurality of projections extending generally nor-

mal to said base, each of said projections constituting a

one-quarter segment of a cylinder, a pair of said projec-

'-..<^-

~-^

tioned at each edge of said base at the center thereof with

the center of curvature being disposed at the respective

edge, said latter central edge projections each being

oriented relative to said base substantially identically to

the corner projection disposed along the same edge as

the respective central edge projection.

3,100,954
GRINDING MACHINE

Paul Di Leila, 61 Hardwicke Drive, Solvay, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 20, 1962, Scr. No. 181,012

3 Claims. {CI. 51—165)

1. A grinder comprising a table having clamping means

for clamping a work piece in fixed position thereon, means

operable to effect reciprocation of said table over a path

in a direction lengthwise of the work piece, a carriage

mounted for horizontal movement toward and from said

table in a direction transver-'cly of said path, a vcrticalh

disponed column structure on said carriage, a support

slidably mounted on said column structure for vertical

movement toward and from the plane of said table, a

grinding mount carried by said support above said tabic

and including an arbor journalled for rotation and a grind-

ing wheel mounted on said arbor, a motor operativeh

connected to said arbor for effecting rotation thereof, said

mount having limited vertical movement relative to said

support, means yieldingly urging said mount downwardl>,

a reversible motor connected to said support and operable

in forward direction to move said support downwardly

for engagement of said grinding wheel with a work piece

clamped on said table, and said reversible motor being

operable in reverse direction to move said support up-

wardly, said mount assuming a predetermined position

relative to said support upon the pressure between .said

grinding wheel and work piece reaching a predetermined

value, control means connected to said mount for actua-

tion thereby upon the pressure between said wheel and

uork piece exceeding said predetermined v.ilue to ener-

gize a power circuit for operation of said reversible motor
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in reverse direction and, upon said pressure falling below

said predetermined value, to energize said power circuit

for forward operation of said reversible motor.

3,100,955

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING CONTACT LENSES
Henry J. Kratt, Chicago, IIU assignor to The Plastic Con-

tact Lens Company, Chicago, III^ a corporaUon of

Illinois

Filed Apr. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 24,473

V 10 Claims. (CL51—217)

inclined to said operative portion of said grinding surface

at an angle equal to the cuttng angle of the drill tips and

with the tips of said driUs in the vicinity of a line joining

the axes of said pivot members and offset from said Ime,

whereby, with a cutting lip and associated heel surface of

said several driUs held in contact with said operaUve

portion of said grinding surface, swinging movement of

said frame about said support and pivo< means will pro-

duce sharpening of said cutting lip and grinding of said

heel surface of each of said several drills.

3 100 957

MACHINE FOR EMBOSSING CONTAINER LIDS

AND PLACING THEM ON CONTAINERS
William R. Ktog, Blackrklge, and John S. Ayers, Scott

Township, Allegheny Coonty, Pa, assignors to Jas. H.

Matthews & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania ^ ^, ^- ._-
Filed July 1, i960, Ser. No. 40,456

14CUims. (CL53—67)

3. Apparatus for producing contact lenses comprising

a lens blank holding tool having a rotor that has the edge

of its end rounded to contact a spherical base curve of a

lens blank with a true circle of contact, an orienting ele-

ment axially movable relative to said rotor and having

means normal to the axis thereof to engage one surface of

an orienting flange of the lens blank, said rotor end and

said means cooperating to hold the lens blank axis true to

the axis of rotation of said rotor while a spherical power

curve is formed on said blank opposite said base curve.

3,100,956

DRILL GRINDING APPARATUS
Samael Nlquet, 172 Bates St., New Bedford, Mass.

FUed Jan. 21, 1963, Ser. No. 252,750

6 Claims. (CL 51—219)

1 Multiple drill grinding apparatus comprising rotat-

able abrasive means having a grinding surface Presenting

a substantially flat transverse operative portion, and driU

holding means associated with said abrasive means, said

holding means comprising spaced support and pivot means

disposed at the level of said operative portion of said grind-

ing surface and on each side thereof, the line connecting

said spaced support and pivot means being substantially

parallel to said operative portion, a U-shaped support

frame including a transverse member, spaced parallel legs

and spaced axially aligned pivot members depending from

said legs at an angle thereto, said pivot members engaging

said support and pivot means for swinging movement with

respect to said support and pivot means, a bar carried by

said frame and disposed between said legs and longitudi-

nally thereof, multiple drill support means carried by said

bar to hold a plurality of drills side by side and in con-

tiguous relationship with the longitudinal axes of said drills

1. Apparatus for embossing container lids and position-

ing them on containers comprising a magazine for con-

tainer lids, a pusher movable back and forth under the

magazine for removing lids from the bottom of the maga-

zine, an inclined chute having an open center area down

which the pusher moves each lid which it removes from

the magazine, cooperating rotary embossing die rollers

in the open central area of the chute between which each

lid is moved by the pusher and between which the pusher

moves in pushing the lids down the chute, the die rollers

having mating embossing dies projecting from the periph-

ery thereof at one location about the periphery, said

rollers being geared to rotate together to bring the mating

dies into confronting relation during rotation, a rack con-

nected with the pusher for driving the rollers alternately

in one direction and then the other as the pusher moves

one direction or the other, the die elements being posi-

tioned to be out of confronting relation at all times the

pusher is moving between the die rollers, a conveyor for

moving containers in succession under the lower end of

the chute in the same direction as the can lids are moved

by the pusher, a trip for engaging the leading edge of

each lid and arresting the motion of the lid at the lower

end of the chute, and means controlled by the travel of

the container under the chute for moving the trip from

such engagement with the leading edge of the lid when

the leading top edge of a container is in a position to

receive the corresponding edge of the lid whereupon the

lid and container move together and the trailing edge of

the lid is moved clear of the chute.

3,100,958
LAWN MOWER

Chester Williams, 5651 Carpenter Road, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Filed July 3, 1961, Ser. No. 121,497

3 Claims. (CI. 56—7)
1. The combination with a mower, having a reel, cutting

bar, wheels, rollers, spaced lie rods and means for moving
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said mower of a plate member having depending bosses

for receiving said tie rods to prevent lateral displacement

of said plate from said mower, means securing said plate

to said tic rods, a channel formed on the top face of said

plate, a bolt extending through the webs of said channel, a

U-shaped member pivoted at one end on said bolt, and

pivoted at the other end to said means for moving said
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3,100,960
TEXTILE SPINDLES

Paul G. Pavlovich, Jr., Euclid, Ohio, assignor to Curtiss-

Wright Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Oct. 10, 1961, S«r. No. 144,269

2 Claims. (CI. 57—130)

ti t It It

mower, said channel having a rearward extension over-

hanging said plate, linkage connecting: the rear end of said

extension to a lever, which is pivoted on said means for

moving said mower, said linkage and said lever being ar-

ranged to pivot said plate and channel member whereby to

rock said cutting bar and said rollers upwardly about the

longitudinal axis of said mower.

3,100,959
TREE SHAKER

Morton E. Phelps, % Phelps Mfg. Co. Inc.,

715 Thomas St., Little Rock, Ark.

FUed Mar. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 99,921

15 Claims. (CI. 56—328)

1. A tree shaker comprising a mounting frame, a boom

having a pair of arms swingably mounted on a horizon-

tal axis on said frame, and a single arm adjustably posi-

tionable lengthwise of said boom, said boom having a lift

cable and drive means on said frame, including a winch

on the frame, operatively connected to said cable, a clutch

operatively connected to said winch, and a brake oper-

atively connected to said winch and operable at the off

position of said clutch, and idle at the on position and an

intermediate position of said clutch, an oscillating ram on

the forward end of said single arm. comprising a quadri-

lateral linkage having a fixed arm secured to said single

arm, forwardly thereof and in the general plane of said

boom a movable arm having a tree-engaging head, a pair

of links of unequal effective lengths pivotally connecting

said movable arm to said fixed arm. one of said links hav-

ing an extension on the side of said fixed arm opposite

from said movable arm, a cable connected to said exten-

sion a lever pivoted on said boom and engaging said

cable, spring means urging said lever rearwardly, said

drive means including an eccentric, and means, including

a lost motion coupling, connecting said eccentric to said

lever.

2. A textile spindle comprising a rigid mounting base

adapted to be so disposed as to have an upright portion

and vertically spaced apart arm portions terminating in

generally semi-cylindrical coplanar cavities open in a di-

rection away from the upright portion, a blade assembly

including an elongated blade member having two axially

spaced apart, self contained and sealed antifriction bearing

units thereon, each having a circular rigid outer race and

a resilient non-metallic flanged collar radially and axially

embracing the race, said collars fitting respective said co-

planar cavities, and rigid caps having similar cavities

matching the base cavities and adapted to cooperate there-

with snugly to embrace the collars radially, the caps hav-

ing rigid arm portions snugly embracing respective collars

axially and radially of the blade assembly, said blade

assembly further including a driving whorl on the blade

member disposed between the arm portions of the base,

the arm portions of the caps being bifwcated to form

slots open toward the base, loosely embracing the associat-

ed portions of the blade member and extending there-

beyond toward the base member.

3,100,961

CLOCK OPERATED ELECTRIC SWITCH AND
ALARM BUZZER CONTROL DEVICE

Ronald M. Bassett, Chicago, III., assignor to International

Register Company, Chicago, lU., a corporation of

Illinois „^^ ^,,
Filed Oct. 15, 1959, Ser. No. 846,632

12 Claims. (CI. 58—38)
1. A clock controlled switch mechanism for use be-

tween an electrical power source and apparatus to be

energized thereby comprising:

(a) a time driven rotatable member driven by a clock

mechanism.

(6) a manually time setlable rotatable member co-

operating with said time driven member,

(c) one of said members being capable of shifting

movement,
{d) cooperating cam surfaces on said members opera-

tive to effect a gradual shift of said shiftable member

at the preset time which has been set up on said

time settable member,
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(?) a time responsive tripping lever adapted to have

pivotal movement imparted thereto by the gradual

shifting movement of said shiftabler otatable member,

(/) flipper latch means carried by said tripping lever,

{g) a rotatable switch control member operative in

different positions to close and open an electric switch,

(/i) a pivot post on which said switch control member

is mounted for rotary movement,

(j) biasing spring means normally tending to rotate

said switch control member in one direction of rota-

tion about said pivot post,

(/) a manualy rotatable indexing knob operatively con-

nected to rotate said switch control member in either

direction of rotation about said pivot post,

(it) and latching shoulder means comprising a plurality

of latching shoulders carried by said switch control

(orr)

member with which the flipper latch means on said

tripping lever is adapted to have releasable latching

engagement,

(/) said latching shoulders rotating with said switch

control member in a plurality of circular paths con-

Centric with said pivot post and at different radii

therefrom, .

(m) said flipper latch means extending substantially

radially with respect to said pivot post so as to be

capable of having latching engagement with said

latching shoulders on said switch control member,

(n) certain of said latching shoulders projecting to

different latching heights whereby they are released

by said flipper latch means at different times as said

tripping lever is gradually raised to progressively

higher unlatching levels by the gradual shift of said

shiftable member.

(c) a rocket propellant reaction chamber constructed

to deliver products of combustion generated therein

to the turbine in such manner that the turbine ex-

haust is a substantially annular stream surrounding

the axis of rotation of the turbine,

i,d) means for delivering rocket propellant to said re-

action chamber for reaction therein and delivery to

the turbine,

{e) a mixing and ignition chamber disposed rearward-

ly and adjacent the turbine having an annular zone

in which ignition and mixing are initiated.

(/) an annular channel surrounding the reaction cham-

ber adapted to deliver the compressed air to an an-

nular outer portion of said zone and thence radially

inwardly,

{g) means for delivering fuel to said mixing and igni-

tion chamber at angularly spaced points therearound

for impinging into the direction of discharge of the

compressed air into said rone, said annular exhaust

stream from said turbine also being directed into said

annular zone, whereby fuel and air are mixed and

maintained ignited in said zone by the turbine ex-

haust to provide initial combustion,

(/«) a combustion chamber disposed rearwardly of the

mixing chamber in which the combustion aforesaid is

completed,

(0 and a thrust nozzle forming a rearwardly directed

continuation of the combustion chamber for produc-

ing thrust.

• 3,100,963
CONTROL APPARATUS

Raymond E. Michel, Golden Valley, Minn., assignor to

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Minne-
apolis, Minn., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Nov. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 153,866

10 Claims. (CI. 60—35.6)

3,100,962
TURBO-AIR.ROCKET ENGINE

Wolfgang C. Noeggeiath, 4625 N. Rio Hondo Parkway,

El Monte, Calif.

Filed Oct. 21, 1952, Ser. No. 316,111

2 Claims. (CI. 60—35.6)

(Granted under TItie 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A jet propulsion device, comprising:

(a) an air compressor adapted to receive and compress

ambient air,

(fc) a gas turbine drivingly connected to the air com-

pressor for operating the latter,

7. A digital reaction control system comprising: a deto-

nation chamber; a plurality of passages each supplying a

hypergolic chemical to said chamber; control means posi-

tioned within each of said passages, said control means

comprising first valve means operable in response to a

control signal to allow the chemicals to enter said cham-

ber, and second valve means operable in response to a

pressure produced by a detonation of said chemicals to

prevent said chemical from entering said chamber; sensing

means producing a feedback signal indicative of the opera-

tion of said second valve; and means combining an input

signal and said feedback signal so as to produce said

control signal.

3,100,964

WATER INJECTION SYSTEM FOR A MULTISTAGE
COMPRESSOR

Eugene J. Bevers and Robert J. Wente, Indianapolis, Ind.,

assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Mich., a corporation of Delaware
Piled Nov. 25, 1959, Ser. No. 855,353

7 Claims. (CI. 60—39.3)

1. A system for injecting a cooling fluid into a multi-

stage compressor comprising, in combination, a closed

tank for the fluid, a duct connecting the tank to a stage of

the compressor for delivering the fluid thereto, a com-

pressed air delivery conduit connected to the tank for

forcing the fluid from the tank, a compressed air supply
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conduit connected to a higher pressure stage of the com-

pressor than the said duct, a pressure regulating valve

connecting the said conduits, and means responsive to
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pressure in the first-mentioned stage connected to the reg-

ulating valve operaUvc to maintain a predetermined pres-

sure differential between the air in the delivery con.|uit

and the first-mentioned stage.

fluid in said second chamber, a gas switching circuit, a

switch included in said circuit and disposed within said

first chamber and actuated by the disc-shaped piston there-

in, a solenoid included in said gas switching circuit for

operating said gas switching valve as the switch in said

first chamber is actuated by the disc-shaped piston therein,

an electrically operated fluid switching valve having a

pair of conduits respectively connected to said second

chambers of said cylinders, a load pressure line connected

to said fluid switching valve, a load drain line connected

to said fluid switching valve, said fluid switching valve

being arranged to interchange connections from said con-

duits from said second chambers of said cylinders with

said load pressure line and said load drain line so as to

maintain said load pressure line connected to the one of

said second chambers delivering pressure fluid as the fluid

switching valve is operated, a fluid switch circuit, an addi-

tional switch included in said fluid switching circuit and

disposed within said second chamber and actuated by the

disc-shaped piston therein, and an additional solenoid in-

cluded in said fluid switching circuit for operating the

fluid switching valve as the additional switch is actuated

by the disc-shaped piston in the second chamber.

3,100,965

HYDRAULIC POWER SUPPLY
Charles M. Blackburn, Sliver Spring, Md., aMignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

"^ ""
FUrf^'S. W. »". S". N.. .4J.3M

5 Claims. (CI. 60—51)

3,100,966
FLUID DRIVE

Richard M. Nelden, Binninfham, Mich., assignor to

American Radiator A Standard Sanitary Corporation,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUed June 23, 1960, Scr. No. 38,160

8 Claims. (CI. 60—54)

1, A hydraulic power supply for a guided missile, com-

prising a source of gas under pressure, an electrically

operated gas switching valve connected to said source,

at least a pair of fluid pressure generating cylinders con-

nected to said gas switching valve, said gas switching valve

supplying alternately gas under pressure from said source

to one of said cylinders and exhausting alternately gas

from the other of said cylinders as the switching valve is

operated, said one cylinder receiving gas under pressure

being arranged to discharge fluid, said other cylinder ex-

hausting gas being arranged to receive fluid, a disc-shaped

displacement piston dividing each of said cylinders into a

pair of expansible chambers and slidably disposed thcrem,

the first of said" chambers being supplied with gas. the sec-

ond of said chj^mbers containing fluid, said disc-shaped

displacement pistons being subjected alternately to gas

under pressure in said first chamber for pressurizing the

6. In a fluid coupling,

a toroidal work chamber defined by opposed impeller

and runner shells,

means for continuously supplying liquid to said work

chamber,
casing means connected to said impeller shell and

enclosing said runner shell in spaced relation to

form a roUtable chamber to hold a rotating ring of

liquid,
.

, .
. . .

said rotatable chamber being coaxial to said work

chamber and in free liquid communication therewith

whereby the level of liquid in said rotatable cham-

ber determines the amount of liquid in said work

chamber and the slip in said coupling,

adjustable regulating means for regulating the quantity

of liquid in said rotatable ring and thereby the

amount of liquid in said work chamber,

declutch passage means extending from an inlet mouth

at the peripheral level of said runner to an exhaust

opening positioned between said coupling axis and

said inlet mouth,

and said exhaust opening being oriented to discharge

liquid out of said work chamber and back to said

supply means.
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3 100,967 tions of said thermocouple assembly, an evaporator, said

STEAM POWER PLANT condenser and evaporator formed by different portioni

Alfred Brunner, Winterthur, Switzerland, assignor to of a hermetically sealed system partly filled with a vol-

Sulzcr Freres, Societe Anonyme, Winterthur, Swltzer- ajjig liqujd, said system including first and second plates

land, a Swiss company
Filed Oct. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 62,035

Claims priority, application Switzerland Oct. 15, 1959

8 Claims. (CI. 60—73)

^
' 47

"LL-.^-^b-Q-

1. A steam power plant comprising an evaporator, a

superheater, a steam consuming machine, conduit means

to conduct steam from the evaporator through the super-

heater to said machine, a bypass line connected into said

conduit means between the superheater and machine, a

valve in said bypass line, means to develop a signal rep-

resentative of the rate of steam flow at a location in said

conduit means between the evaporator and the connec-

tion of the bypass line into said conduit means, and means

re^onsive to said signal to open said valve upon decline

in said rate of steam flow below a specified level.

joined directly to one another at distributed contact areas

to form a multitude of passages, the condenser portion

of said system disposed above the evaporator portion,

and means for applying electric energy to said thermo-

couple assembly.

3,100,968
MARINE DOCK

Thomas E. Bourdon, 2533 Cumberland St.,

Muskegon, Mkh.
FUed June 22, 1960, Ser. No. 37,988

3 Claims. (CI. 61—48)

3,100,970

THERMOELECTRICALLY REFRIGERATED
APPARATUS

'

Thore M. Elfving, 433 Fairfax Ave., San Mateo, Calif.

FUed Mar. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 95,599

24 Claims. (CI. 62—3)

1. A support for a boat dock and the like, comprising:

a base member having a substantial cross sectional area;

said base section shaped to include depending flanges ex-

tending downwardly therefrom to form a cavity at the

underside thereof; a vent in the top of said base member

communicating with said cavity; a pair of spaced sup-

porting poles secured to said top of said base member

and extending upwardly therefrom; and a bracket re-

movably secured to and extending between said poles a

spaced distance from the tops thereof.

3,100,969

THERMOELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
Thore M. Elfving, 433 Fairfax Ave., San Mateo, Calif.

Filed Aug. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 47,161

11 Claims. (CI. 62—3)
11. A thermoelectric heat pump comprising a thermo-

couple assembly having hot and cold junctions, a con-

denser in heat exchange relationship with the cold junc-

1. A refrigerator comprising a first refrigerating cham-

ber, a second refrigerating chamber of a higher tempera-

ture than said first refrigerating chamber, at least a first

and at least a second thermocouple assembly, each having

hot and cold junctions, a one-way heat transfer system

comprising, a double-walled member partly filled with a

refrigerant, said double walled member having a heat ab-

sorbing evaporator portion and a heat dissipating con-

denser portion at a higher level than the evaporator por-

tion, said condenser portion being in direct thermal con-

tact with the cold junctions of said second thermocouple

assembly, said evaporator being in heat exchange rela-

tion to said second refrigerating chamber, the hot junc-

tions of said first thermocouple assembly being in direct

thermal contact with said double walled member, the
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cnld iunction side of said first thermocouple assembly lion winding whereby said space switch means upon clos-

SL in heat exchange relation with said first refrigerating ing said first switch is adapted to energize a motor com-

chLr^ber for cooling the same, means for dissipating heat pressor, circuit means connecting the energ^t.on w.nd-

fTom Vte hot junction side of said second thermocouple mg of said second reed relay in parallel with said second

assembly, and means for supplying said first and second

thermocouple assembly with electric energy.

3,100,971

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STORING AND
SHIPPING PERISHABLE MATERIAL

Willard L. Morrison, L«ke Forest, ill., assignor to

Reliquefier Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York .».„.,,
FUed Apr. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 101,823

4 Claims. (CI. 62—64)

I laon

T^

—

I

winding whereby upon said abnormal condition switch

means opening said motor compressor is de-energized

until the circuit of said temperature responsive switch

means is opened.

1. The method of storing food which consists in plac-

ing a body of frozen food in a frozen food zone, shower-

ing such food with liquid nitrogen at atmospheric pressure

until the water erf composition of the frozen food has

reached a predetermined low point, then closing the zone,

placing fresh food at temperature in the order of 29 to

35 degrees F. in a fresh food zone, closing that zone,

conducting cold gas from the frozen food zone into heat

radiating relationship with the fresh food zone, while pre-

venting entrance of the gas into the fresh food zone.

3,100,973

SYSTEM FOR COOUNG AIR BY
SUBTERRANEAN MEANS

Hans W. Spoerl, 2015 5tb Ave. S., Great Falls, Mont.

FUed Apr. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 189.895

4 Claims. (CL 62—260)

3,100,972
CONTROL APPARATUS

John W. Mobarry, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Minne-

apolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis,

Minn., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 179,693

5 Claims. (CI. 62—161)

1. In a refrigeration motor compressor control appara-

tus having an abnormal condition shut down circuit

which can be remo.ely reset for normal operation, space

temperature responsive switch means for providing closed

circuit when the space temperature reaches a predeter-

mined temperature, a source of power, a reed relay having

a first and a second energization winding and a first

switch which closes when said first winding is energized

and opens when both of said windings arc energized, a

second reed relay having an energization winding and a

second switch which is opened when said last n-.en.ioned

energization winding is energized, said second switch

being biased normally closed, abnormal operating con-

dition responsive switch means having an open circuit

upon the presence of an abnormal condition, circuit

means including said temperature responsive switch means

for connecting a parallel circuit of said first and second

windings to said source, shunt circuit means connecting a

circuit of said second switch and said abnormal condi-

tion switch means in parallel with said second energiza-

1. In a cooling system for buildings and the like,

(a) means to circulate air therein having a forcing

chamber through which air is delivered,

{b) a cooHng air duct communicating with said

chamber,

(c) means to supply water about the exterior of said

cocHing duct to cool air passing therethrough,

(</) s^d duct having a plurality of sections,

(e) each section having an outwardly extending hook

flange,

(/) straps having hook flanges interengaged with said

hook flanges,

{g) said sections having staggered containers open to

the passage of water therethrough,

(/i) moisture retaining means in said containers,

(/) perforated piping to supply water over the exterior

of said sections,

(y) screen means on said duct sections, to receive water

from said piping, and

{k) absorbent water-spreading material about said

cooling duct and adjacent piping.
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3,100,974
CLUTCH

Raymond W. Wilson, Washington, and Bruno Brilts,

Royal Oak, Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company,

Deariwm, Mich., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Apr. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 106,352

9 Claims. (CI. 64—30)

1. An overrunning, torque limiting clutch comprising:

a driving shaft, a driving clutch irfate fixed thereto, a

coaxial driven shaft, a driven clutch plate fixed thereto, a

pressure plate, the driving plate being interposed between

the pressure plate and the driven plate and the pressure

plate being capable of limited rotation about the driven

shaft and adapted to press the clutdi plates into frictional

engagement, means responsive to torque from the driving

shaft in one direction for angularly displacing the pres-

sure plate due to frictional drag between the pressure

plate and driving plate, means responsive to displacement

of the pressure plate for pressing the driving plate, driven

plate and pressure i^ate together, and means for limitmg

the pressure between the pressure plate, driving plate

and driven plate caused by said displacement of the pres-

sure plate.

3,100,975

STRAIGHT BAR KNIITING
Leonard Brown, Nottingham, and Alan Edw«™

HincUieff, Eppcrstone, England, assignors to Wil-

liam Cotton Limited „.„«„,
FUed Oct. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 849,091

Claims priority, application Great Britafai Oct. 28, 195»
^

5 Claims. (CI. 66-96)

transfer unit, each of said transfer means being movable

toward and away from said needles, and said transfer unit

being movable with said first and second transfer means

along said row of needles; first operating means for mov-

ing said transfer unit from said normal position to a

shifted position in which said first group of transfer ele-

ments registers with said second group of needles, and

back to said normal position; second operating means iar

moving said first transfer means towards and away from

said needles for picking up by said first group of transfer

elements a group of loops from said first group of needles

and for depositing the loops on said second group of

needles after a movement of said transfer unit; third

operating means for moving said second transfer means

toward and away from said needles for picking up by

said second group of transfer elements a group of loops

from said second group of needles and depositing the loops

on said first group of needles after an opposite movement

of said transfer unit; and control means operatively con-

necting said first, second and third operating means fof

effecting shifting of said transfer unit and loop transfer

movements of said transfer means in a timed sequence.

3,100,976

YARN SEVERING DEVICE FOR A CIRCULAR
KNITTING MACHINE

Giorgio BUli, Viale Torricelll 23, and Vtalcio LuchI,

Via Lavilla 179, Galceti-Prato, both of Florence, Italy

FUed Feb. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 89,501

Claims priority, application Italy Feb. 16, 1960

6 Claims. (CI. 66—145)

1. In a straight bar knitting machine, in combination,

a cable stitch forming apparatus comprising a row of

needles; a transfer unit including a supporting means, a

first transfer means including a first group of tranrfer

elements, and second transfer means including a seoood

group of transfer elements, said first group of transfer

elements registering with a first group of said needles and

said second group of transfer elements registering with a

second group of said needles in a normal position of said

1. In a circular knitting machine having a rotatable

i»eedle cylinder carrying needles to which yam is fed and

means for withdrawing yam from the needles, a device

for severing yam withdravra from the needles, compris-

ing: a stationary cutting edge, a driven wheel having a

non-circular cutting edge cooperating with said station-

ary cutting edge to cut the yam withdrawn from the

needles, and means resiliently lu-ging the wheel axially

towards the axis of said cylinder to press the non-circular

cutting edge into engagement with the stationary cutting

edge.

3,100,977

YARN SEVERING DEVICE FOR CIRCULAR
KNTFTING MACHINES

Giorgio BUll, Viale Torricelll 23, and Vhiido Luchi,

Via LavUU 179, Galceti-Prato, both of Rorence, Italy

FUed Feb. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 89,503

Claims priority, application Italy Feb. 15, 1960

3 Chifans. (CI. 66—145)
1. A yam severing device for a circular knitting ma-

chine including a rotatable needle cylinder carrying a plu-

rality of needles and raisable guides for yam fed to the

needles, comprising: first and second rotary elements hav-

ing cooperating circular edges engaging one another to

sever yarn extending between a raised yam guide and the

needles, said elements being rotatable in intersecting

planes, the second one of said rotary elements including

a sli^tly cuKJed disc, the plane of rotation of the second
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rotary element being substantially normal to the plane of develop sufficient liquid pressure within the beam that

rotation of the first of said rotary elements, a part of the said dye Uquor is forced through said beam perforations

cutting edge on one side of the axis of rotation of the

second rotary element extending beyond the cutting edge

of the first element to ensure contact between the two

cutting edges.

3,100,978
WASHING MACHINES

Edward John Hewlett, Loadon, England, madg/tot to

Ismme Braithwaite A Son Engineers Limited

FUcd Aug. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 131,975

Chdms priority, application Great Britain Aug. 16, 1960

5 CUinu. (CI. 6»—140)

J
I

-^ —

and the cloth back into the tanlc for recirculation by the

rotor without leaving the tank.

3,100,980

LUGGAGE LATCH
JohD B. Hnmpiirlef, Stamford, Conn., anigDor to The

Excelsior Hardware Compaay, Stamford, Cou.
Filed Oct. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 145,857

5 Claimi. (O. 70^71)

1. A washing machine comprising a liquid container

having parallel end walls, each wall having a large open-

ing therein, a hinged door carried by each end wall to

provide fluid-tight closures for said openings, a perforated

rotatable drum with open ends positioned in said con-

Uiner in axial alignment with said openings, two endless

flexible elements in the form of closed loops supporting

said drum wholly within the areas defined by said loops

and means including pulleys for carrying and driving the

flexible elements with the drum supported by said ele-

ments.

3 100 979
BEAM DYEING MACHINES

Edward Stanway, Ringatcs, Andrew Grove,

MacclcsBcld, England
Filed Mar. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 98,232

Claims priority, application Great Britain Mar. 29, 1960

14 CUinu. (CI. 61^150)
2. In a beam dyeing machine characterized by a tank

adapted to contain dye liquor and a hollow perforated

beam adapted to have cloth to be dyed wound on its

periphery and rotatably mounted in said tank, said beam

having one end closed by an end wall and its otiier end

closed by a housing having an inlet open to receive liquor

directly from said tank and an outlet adapted to direct

dye liquor longitudinally into said beam, and a motor

driven rotor within said housing adapted when rotated

to draw dye liquor from the tank through the housing

inlet and discharge said liquor into said beam whereby to

i u

1. A latch for luggage or like containers having a

lid and a bottom, said latch comprising, in combination, a

bolt, a keeper secured to said lid and adapted to engage

said bolt to hold said luggage closed, said keeper having

a cavity formed with a protruding shelf, said bolt having

a notched prong adapted to fit in said cavity and engage

said shelf, a housing secured to said bottom and having

a recess in which said bolt is retained with said prong

extending from said recess through a first aperture in said

housing, said housing having a cam extending there-

from toward said keeper, said cam being positioned to

align said keeper cavity with said prong during the clos-

ure of said latch, said bolt being movable with respect

to said housing to disengage said prong from said shelf, a

first spring retained in said cavity and bearing against said

cam when said latch is closed to urge said prong of said

bolt out of said cavity so that when said prong is disen-

gaged from said shelf, said container automatically opens.
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3,1N,981 ^^
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR EVALUATING

THE RELATIVE ABRASIVENESS OF INKS
Lot S. Englc, Harrington P«rk, and Hngh I. Dunn, Pines

Lake, NJ., and Kenneth A. Bowncs, Queens VUtage,

N.Y., avignon to Intarhcmlcal Corporation, New
Yorii, N.Y., a corporation of Ohio

Filed Oct. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 844,660

4 Clatans. (CL 73—7)

3,100,983

DROPABLE SHOCK TESTER
Valmore F. De Vost, SUver String, Md., assignor totte

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy
FUed Oct 9, 1961, Ser. No. 143,989

9 Claims. (CI. 73—12)
(Granted under Title 35, UA Code (1952), sec. 266)

2. Apparatus for testing the abrasiveness of inks com-

prising a reservoir for holding the ink to be tested, a

glass plate mounted within said reacrvoir having a thm

uniform coating of high vacuum evaporated chromium

deposited on one surface thereof, a rubbing member re-

ciprocatably mounted within said reservoir, said member

having one planar surface covered with a non-abrasive

resilient fabric in frictional contact with said chromium

coating and hieans for reciprocating said rubbing mem-

ber over said chromium coating.

3,100,982

CONTROLLED SHOCK OR IMPACT TESTING
FIXTURE

Clarence W. Cutler, Riverside, Califs assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Nary
Filed Dec. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 79,08?

5 Clafans. (CI. 73—12)

(Gnutcd under Title 35, UA Code (1952), tec. 266)

^r'

1. A drop shock tester comprising an anvil, a hollow

cylindrical stabilizing member secured to the^ower sur-

face of said anvil with the axis thereof normal thereto, a

pair of guide members secured to said anvil and having

stop members on the upper end portions thereof, a car-

riage slideably carried by said guide members and move-

able from engagement with said stop members into contact

with said anvil as the tester is dropped and the anvil

strikes a target area, means for supporting a load on said

carriage, and means including a bridle secured to said

carriage for raising the carriage and anvil to an elevated

position prior to a dropping operation.

3 100 984

VAPOR FRACTION ANALYZER
Sterlhig T. Martin, Charleston, W. Va., awignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York

FUed Sept. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 842,921

9 Claims. (CI. 73—23)

1. Shock testing apparatus for producmg shock pat-

tern with separate conU^ol of rise time with respect to

dwell time for use with a drop tower having a carriage

on which a test specimen is mounted for shock testing and

guide means for guiding said carriage in free fall when

allowed to fall from said tower oompnsmg, a fixed blade

extending downward from the underside of said carriage,

said blade being tapered at its lower end and having a

friction rubbing surface thereabout, a tighUy fitting fric-

tion scabbard into which said blade enters as said carriage

approaches the ej>d of a free faU, said scabbard mounted

at the base of said drop tower and a pressure sensmg

means between said scabbard and the base of said drop

tower for recording the shock pattern of impart at the end

(rf a free fall of carriage and test specimen.

1. In a vapor phase chromatographic analyzer which

includes sampling means interposed between a earner gas

passage means and a multi-component fluid sample pas-

sage means for transporting a precise volume of a sample

fluid from the latter passage means to the former passage

means for injection of aaid volume of sample fluid mto a

carrier gas stream, the improvement which comprises

means for injecting all or a selected amount of said precise

volume of sample fluid into the carrier gas stream, which

last named means comprises a variable volume chamber

containing said precise volume of sample fluid at a first

volume setting and means for reducing said volume by a

predetermined amount when it is desired to inject sample

fluid into the carrier gas stream, the amount of volume

reduction equaling the volume of sample fluid injected

into the carrier gas stream.

3,100,985

APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING FLUID
CHARACTERISTICS

Arthur N. Wells, P.O. Box 696, Belmont, Calif

.

FUed June 27, 1960, Ser. No. 38,869

8 CUhns. (CI. 73—27) . .

1. Apparatus for determining fluid characterisUcs

comprising a body means including first and second por-
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tions. said first and second portions being formed of

metallic and non-metallic portions respectively which

provide boundary layer films of different characteristics

when in the presence of a body of fluid, a first tempera-

ture-sensitive impedance means operatively associated

with said first body portion and a second temperature-

sensitive impedance means operatively connected with

said second body portion, and measuring means con-

nected with said impedance means for measuring the

relative impedance thereof.

3,100,986
LEAKAGE INDICATOR

Louis Starr, Oak Park, Allan L. Kaplan, Detroit, Myron
L. Greenberg, Pontiac, and Lewis J. Cox, Drayton

Plains, Mich., assignors to Starr-Kap Engineering Com-
pany, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

FUcd July 8, 1960, Scr. No. 41,595

13 Claim*. (CL 73—40)

orrcnotTiM i^tA

11. In a leakage detection system,

a fluid pressure differential indicator having two sides,

a source of pressurized fluid,

conduit means connected to supply pressurized fluid

from said source to each side of said indicator,

a conduit connected to one side of said indicator to

admit pressurized fluid to worl^ to be tested,

check valve means in said conduit means preventing

reverse flow from each side of said indicator and

from the work back to said means to said source,

and a separate valved conduit connected directly across

the two sides of said differential indicator.

3,100,987
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR ULTRA-

SONICALLY TESTING BUTT WELDS
Hans Bincer, Renfrew, Scotland, assignor to Babcock &

Wilcox Limited, London, England, a British company
Filed Sept. 15, 1959, Scr. No. 840,119

Claims priority, application Great Britain Sept. 19, 1958

10 Claims. (CI. 73—67.7)
5. A device for ultrasonically testing a butt weld in a

workpiece comj^ising a probe head which includes a

vibration transmitting body, a vibration receiving body
secured to said transmitting body, means for acoustically

insulating one body from the other, each of said bodies

having a workpiece contacting face surface and an oppo-

sitely disposed top surface, said top surface of each of

said bodies being disposed at an angle to the plane of its

respective contact surface, a plurality of contact testing

transducers disposed on each of said top surfaces, each
of said bodies at one end thereof being formed with a

>-^i^

rebate, the rebate of each body having a base defined by

a plurality of mutually angularly disposed facets, and a

fault finding transducer disposed on each of said facets,

said fault finding transducers being arranged to direct and
receive ultrasonic vibrations through various areas of the

workpiece surface, said contact testing transducers being

arranged to direct and receive ultrasonic vibrations to and
from the same said areas of the workpiece surface to test

the contact between said workpiece contacting face sur-

face and said workpiece.

3,100,988
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING COMPRESSION OF

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Ralph Mansfield, Chicago, III., assignor to Auto-Test,

Incorporated, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Illinois

Filed July 9, 1956, Scr. No. 596,761
8 Claims. (CI. 73—116)

1 . Apparatus of the class described for simultaneously

cranking an internal combustion engine and measuring

tlie compression in a chamber thereof, said apparatus

comprising in combination: measuring means including a

pressure sensitive gauge, a tube connecting said gauge

with an engine combustion chamber, a resilient bushing

supported at one end of said tube for effecting a seal

against the escape of gases from a combustion diamber
when the gauge is in communication therewith, a manu-
ally releaseably valve disposed in said tube for trapping

pressurized gases within said tube and gauge, a handle

extending angularly from said tube and forming a means
of guiding the same, switch means supported by said

handle and including a housing having a pair of electrical

leads extending therefrom for {facing an engine starter

in circuit with a source of electrical power, a switdi actu-

ator for closing said switch means, said switch actuator

being actuated by movement of said handle relative to said

tube, whereby when said measuring means is operatively

positioned in relation to a combustion chamber (H>ening,

and said bushing effects a seal therewith, said switch

actuator simultaneously actuates said switch means to

close a circuit to crank an engine for a length of time

sufficient to obtain a reading on the gan^e.
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3,100,989
BEARING PRELOAD TESTER

William A. Jones, Hingham, Mass., assignor to Northrop

Corporation, Beverly Hills, Calif., a corporation of

Caliiomia
FUed July 19, 1960, Ser. No. 43,777

7 Claims. (CI. 73—140)

element lying in planes at each of its ends substantially

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the force trans-

mitting element and connecting said force transmitting

element and said restraining elements, said planes being

the planes in which applied forces are measured; force

sensing means on said flexure means; and a ground sup-

port member supported concentrically of said hollow

force transmitting element out of contact therewith and

securely attached to each of said restraining elements,

said ground support member constructed for attachment

to a support; whereby as a result of said construction in

which all flexure elements through which applied forces

are measured are located in two parallel planfes at either

end of the force transmitting member substantially per-

pendicular to the mutual longitudinal axis of the force

transmitting member and the concentrically arranged,

fixed ground support member and serve as connections

between these members, axial expansion and contraction

due to temperature changes can be readily compensated.

3,100,991
REVERSIBLE HYDRAULIC TORQUE APPLIER

Eugene E. Shipley, Middleton, Mass., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
FUed Oct. 30, 1961, Scr. No. 148,415

2 Claims. (CI. 73—162)

1. A testing device adapted for determining the axial

preload of bearing assemblies of the kind comprising a

shaft member I'otaUbly mounted in bearings supported by

a housing member, said testing device comprising, in com-

bination; means for supporting the bearing assembly,

means for applying an axial displacing load to a first

member of the bearing assembly, means including a linear

motion transducer having a movable element for measur-

ing the relative axial disfJacement of the members of the

bearing assembly, and elongated connecting means extend-

ing along the axis of said first member for transmitting

the axial disi^acement of the bearing assemWy to said

transducer, said connecting means including at least one

transversely flexible portion of relatively short length and

being relatively stiff over the remaining length thereof,

said connecting means being secured to said movable ele-

ment at one end thereof and adapted for connection to

said first member of the bearing assembly at the other

end thereof.

3,100,990
TWO-PLANE BALANCE

John Dimeff, San Joae, Calif., assignor to tiie United

States of America as represented by the Administrator

of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

FUed Ang. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 47,122

12 Claims. (CI. 73—147)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

^ ^

•s>

t« N

1. A temperature compensated force measuring device

in which substantially all contraction and expansion of

elements due to temperature changes is along the longi-

tudinal axis of the device, comprising, in combination, a

hollow force transmitting element; a restraining element

at each end of said force transmitting element; a pluraUty

of flexure means at either end of said force transmitting

1. In a rotatable hydraulic torque-applier for applying

torque to the gear members of a locked gear train while

the gear members are rotating, the combination of:

a rotor defining a bore hole along the axis thereof and

having a plurality of circumferentially spaced radially

extending paddle members,

a rotatable housing disposed around said rotor and hav-

ing a plurality of circumferentially spaced paddle

members defining together with said rotor paddle

members first and second series of alternating cir-

cumferentially spaced chambers between said re-

spective rotor and housing paddle members,

a source of fluid under pressure connected to said rotor

bore hole,

first conduit means connected between each of said first

series of chambers and the bore hole and terminating

on the radially inner end at ports defined at two

axially spaced locations in the bore hoic,

second conduit means of the same radial length as said

first conduit means and connected between each of

said second series of (Aambers, and the bore hole and

terminating on the radially inner end at ports defined

by the bore hole betwewi said first axiaUy spaced

conduit ports,

axially %lidable reversing valve means di^xwed in the

bore hole and defining two axially spaced sets of ports

co<H>erating with said first and second conduit ports,

said reversing valve ^ing movable to first and second

positions for selectively connecting either said first

or sectMid series of chambers to said fluid pressure
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source while draining the other series of chambers

through the bore hole,

and means for axially shifting the position of said re-

versing valve means while the members rotate, where-

by torque may be applied between rotor and housing

in either direction.

3,lt0,994
PULSE-ECHO GAUGING SYSTEM

Miguel C. Jongcr, Cambridge, MaM^ aalgnor to Acous-

tka AaMxriates, Inc., Los Aagelcs, Calif., a corporation

of New Yorit

FUcd Aog. 5, 19M, Scr. No. 47,877
4 Claims. (CI. 73—290)

3,100,992

MEANS FOR PREPARING MATTRESS
PROFILE CHART

Perry J. Davis, RJl. 2, near NoblcsvOlc, Ind.

FUcd Sept. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 56,274

11 Claims. (O. 73—172)

-^liq

1. In a device for indicating weight distribution of a

person for determining a mattress construction; a plural-

ity of parallel, aligned horizontally disposed tubes; resil-

ient means supporting said tubes; a rod longitudinally slid-

ably carried in each of said tubes; a vertical back-up wall

across common ends of said rods; means engaging said

rods for shifting them in said tubes toward said back-up

wall; and means carried by said back-up wall engaging

said rods when said rods are shifted toward the back-up

wall for recording positions of said tubes.

toTtl

K 0.^

3,100,993
WATER METER

Russell W. Wctlcn, Buffalo, N.Y., assignor to Buffalo

Meter Company, Incorporated, Buffalo, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of New YoriK
Filed May 3, 1960, Scr. No. 26,488

2 Claims. (CI. 73—258)

1. In a nutating piston water meter, a measuring cham-

ber having upper and lower parts, a nuUting disc piston

in the chamber, a radially extending thrust roller carried

by said disc and having a head extending beyond the edge

oi the disc, said upper and lower parts having aligned

arcuate slots receiving the head of the roller with sides

of the slots on opposite sides of the head, a straight hole

drilled in each of the upper and lower parts with the

hole in the lower part adjacent one side of the slot in

the lower part and with the hole in the upper part ad-

jacent the corresponding side of the slot in the upper

part, the major portion of the hcrfes being outside said

slots and each of said holes having an intersection with

the side of the slot to which it is adjacent, said intersec-

tions being of width less than the diameter of the holes,

and cylindrical inserts of non-metallic bearing material in

aaid holes with surfaces projecting into the slots through

the intersections of the holes with the sides of the slots

to provide thrust bearing surfaces for the head of the

roller.

1. In a system for echo ranging from a reference

region to a liquid surface, first and second elongated

tubular conductors of elastic wave energy disposed to

extend from said reference region through said surface,

means acoustically coupled to said first conductor to es-

tablish elastic wave vibrations therein in a radial mode
having axial symmetry and propagating axially along

said conductor between said reference point and said sur-

face, and electromechanical transducer means acousti-

cally coupled to said second conductor adapted to re-

spond to similar vibrations propagating in said second

conductor, the ratio t/D between the maximum wall

thickness "/" and the mean diameter "D" of each con-

ductor being of the order of 5 percent.

3. In combination, a container for a liqind. said con-

tainer having a horizontal cross section which is non-

uniform with respect to vertical position in said container,

an elongated tubular conductor of elastic wave energy dis-

posed to extend from a reference point substantially ver-

tically to a region near the bottom of said container, and

means acoustically coupled to said conductor to establish

elastic wave vibrations therein in a radial mode having

axial symmetry and propagating axially along said con-

ductor between said reference point and said region, the

ratio t/D between the maximum wall thickness "f and

the mean diameter "D" of said conductor being of the

order of 5 percent, the wall thickness "r" of said conduc-

tor being varied with respect to axial position therein

to provide thinner conductor wall sections in regions of

larger horizontal cross section of said container so that

equal times of propagation of said waves therein will

correspond to equal cross-sectional volumes of said con-

tainer.

3,100,995

TEMPERATURE SENSER ASSEMBLY
Gary F. Woodward, Ami Arbor, Mich., assignor to King-

Scclcy Thermos Co., Ann Arbor, Mick., a corporation

of Midiigan
FUcd Jan. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 169,066

7 Claims. (O. 73—343)
7. A temperatxu* senser assembly for sensing the tem-

perature of a utensil in heat transfer relationship with a

surface heater, a spider for supporting said utensil having

a plurality of circumferentially qMoed arms defining a

central opening, senser means having outwardly project-

ing conduit means adapted to be inserted through said

central opening and locate said senser means conoen-

I
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trically with respect to said central opening for intimate

heat transfer conUct with the underside of said utensil,

termiiial means on said conduit means adapted to elec-

trically connect with a releasable plug-in action to termi-

nal means associated with oeans affected by said senser

adapted in one position of said movable screen to oc dis-

posed in positions different from the positions of the

opaque areas of the other screen so as completely to cover

the transparent areas of the other screen, while in an-

other position of said movable screen said opaque areas

of both screens are disposed in corresponding positions so

as to permit a maximum amount of light to pass through

said screens, a glass cover secured to said base and com-

^^

means to temperature control means, and hanger means

comprising a looped unKr portion adapted to slidingly

engage one of said spider arms and an outwardly project-

ing arm carrying said conduit for positively but re-

movably supporting said senser means relative to said

surface heater.

3,100,996
TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENT

Lcland H. S. Roblcc, Jr., MefMhcn, NJ., assignor to Esm
Rcscardi ud EnginccriBg Company, a corporation of

Dclawve
FUcd Oct 21, 1960, Scr. No. 64,129

2 Claims. (CL 73—362)

TtMVwruai

eShtt

pletely enclosing said screens and forming an evacuated

chamber, a constant light source and optical means mount-

ed in a fixed position outside of said glass cover and

adapted to project light beams through said cover and

throu^ said transparent areas of said screens, and means

also mounted outside of said cover for measuring the

Ught intensity of said beams passing through said screens

and then again through said cover.

1. An instrument for measuring rapidly fluctuating tem-

peratures comprising, in combination, a temperature sens-

ing means ccMisisting of a single electrical conductor ex-

posed to the fluctuating temperature medium, the electrical

resistance of said conductor changing with temperature, a

high frequency electrical current generator supplying an

alternating current connected in series with said conducts,

wherein the frequency of said alternating current supplied

to said conductor is in the range of 10 to 10,000 mega-

cycles per second, the path of travel of said current over

said conductor being substantially confined to the surface

of said conductor, and a means re^wnsive to measure the

changes in electrical resistance of said temperature sensing

means.

3,100,997

DIAPHRAGM VACUUM GAUGE
Albert Lorcnz, Hanau am Main, Germany, assignor to

W. C. Hcraeos G.mJbJI., Hanau am Main, Germany,

a corporation of Germany
FUcd Aug. 7, 1961, Scr. No. 129,895

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 18, 1960

2 Claims. (CL 73—388)
1. A diaphragm vacuum gauge comprising a cujvshaped

supporting base having an aperture and adapted to be con-

nected to a vessel the pressure in which^ to J>e measured,

a diaphragm secured to the rim of said 'fase and with said

base enclosing a chamber adapted to communicate through

said aperture with the inside of said vessel, a supporting

member mounted on said base outside of said chamber, a

screen mounted in a fixed position on said supporting

member, a second screen rigidly connected to said dia-

l^ragm so as to be movable therewith and extending

vertically to said diaphragm and parallel to said fixed

screen so as to be movable parallel thereto, each of said

screens having a plurality of alternating opaque and trans-

parent areas, said opaque areas of one of said screens

3,100,998

INDICATOR FOR PRESSURE WAVE
AMPLITUDES

Lndvfk WanialK, Knnraticc, near Prague, and Karel Klima

and JiH Van^ Prague, Czechoslovakia, assignors to

£:esl(osloTcnsldi akadcmic tM, Prague, Czecboslovalda

FUcd Jan. 2, 1962, Scr. No. 163,731

4 Claims. (CI. 73—388)

' 5 r

1. An indicator of amplitudes of pressure waves com-

prising in combination two plate-shaped members con-

tacting each other substantially along their borders and

light-tightly enclosing a chamber; at least one of said

plate-shaped members being resiliently responsive to

changes of pressure arising outside said chamber; means

detachably securing said plate-shaped members in con-

tacting position; a sheet-like member covered with photo-

graphic emulsion and extending within said chamber in-

termediate said plate-shaped members; a projection ex-

tending substantially centrally from at least the resilient

plate-shaped member, said projection holding the center

portion of the sheetlike member in contact with this other

plate-shaped member and adapted to exert pressure upon

said center portion when the resilient plate-shi4)ed mem-
ber is bulged by an outside pressure wave inwardly into

the chamber; whereby after removing the sheetlike mem-
ber from the chamber and developing and fixing the

photographic emulsion the arising contrast of opacity cm
the compressed central portion and on the remaining

portion of the emulsion measurably indicates the ampli-

tude of the received pressure wave.
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3,100,999

RAPID RESPONSE PRESSURE INSTRUMENT
John H. Andmen, Jr^ «««»''»«*J^«'Nyr!"'S?'

to Kollsnum Instnuncnt Corporation, Elmhnnt, N.Y^

a corporation of New York „..«-^
Filed May 22, 1959, Ser. No. 815,224

llClafani. (a. 73—407)

3,101,001
DIGITAL FORCE TRANSDUCER

Norman J. Appleton, Plainvicw, N.Y., asrignor to General

FrccUon, Inc., a corporation of Delaware

Filed May 4, 1959, Ser. No. 810,830
13 Claims. (CI. 73—503)

1. A pressure instrument of the character described

for pressure measurement in excess of that surrounding

said instrument, comprising an instrument housing, a

diaphragm capsule means, a case surrounding said cap-

sule means, a tube arranged to apply a gas pressure source

to the case interior, a member extending from said cap-

sule means through an aperture in said case to transmit

displacements of said capsule means in response to pres-

sure variations of said source, means exterior of said case

coupled to said member for translating its displacements,

and orifice means at said case aperture about said mem-

ber permitting ready motion of the member through said

case; said case, capsule, member and translating means

being contained within said instrument housing; said in-

strument housing being pneumatically connected to the

interior of said case through said cwifice means; the volume

of said case being substantially smaller than the volume of

said instrument housing, said instrument housing being

sufficiently scaled to serve as a res«^oir for gas from said

source under static conditions.

3,101,1..

INTEGRATING LINEAR ACCELEROMETER
Sidney Lees, Newton, Mass.

(16 Eliot St, Cambridge, Mam.)
FUcd Nov. 7, 1958, Ser. No. 772,582

4 Claims. (CI. 73—503)

ill: it* -1 1— //» * "
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1. A transducer of the character described for deter-

nuning forces applied thereto along a sensing axis, com-

prising a housing, torsional oscillation means supported in

said housing and energized for continuous torsional oscil-

lation about said sensing axis, a mass supported within

said housing for response to a force along said sensing

axis, and means coupling said mass to said torsional oscil-

lation means to restrain displacement of said mass and

to convert said forces into corresponding changes in the

frequency of the said torsional oscillations, a second tor-

sional oscillation means supported in coaxial relation with

the first of said torsional oscillation means, and a second

mass means coupled to said second torsional oscillation

means subject to oscillation about the sensing axis.

3,101,002
DECELEROMETER

Bernard van Zyl, Orlando, Fla., and Philip A. Stndcr,

Silver Sprii«, Md., assiciMMn* by mesne assignments, to

tlM United States of America as represented by the

Secretary of die Navy
Filed Nov. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 152,109

4 CUfans. (CL 73-^14)

1. An integrating accelerometer for measuring changes

in linear velocity comprising a closed and continuous pas-

sage, a duct interconnecting two separated points of the

passage, said duct having a portion which is of substan-

tially greater cross sectional area than the passage, a pair

of thin and flexible diaphragms isolating at least a part

of the enlarged portion of the duct from the other part

of the duct and the passage, a Newtonian liquid filling

the passage and the portion of the duct in communica-

tion with it, a second Newtonian liquid of different

dMisity filling the isolated portion of the duct, and a sig-

nal generator oporatively connected to the enlarged por-

tion of the duct and producing a signal which is a func-

tion of the displacement of the second Newtoman bquid

in response to a change in velocity of the caie.

1 . In a force sensing and timing apparatus,

a base,

a pair of supports carried by said base,

a mass slidably mounted on each of said supports,

a spring carried by each support <rf said pair of supports

in engagement with said mass and the base for yield-

ably maintaining the mass in an initial suspended

position,

a first toothed member mounted on the base,

a second toothed member movably mounted on the mass

and cooperating with said first toothed member,

a clock mechanism mounted on the mass and windable

by movement of the second toothed member during

movement of the mass from said initial position in

response to the force sensed thereby,

said clock mechanism including an escapement device,

and
means operatively connected to said escapement device

for selectively starting and stopping the escapement

device.

^
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3,101,003
POLAR ACCELEROMETER

Sidney Lees, 544 Wahrat St., Newton, Mass.

FUed Jan. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 4,497

11 CUims. (CI. 73—517)

3,101,005
BELT-ALIGNING STRUCTURE

Walter Mittag, Heidenbeim (Brenz), Germany, assignor

to J. M. Voith Gesellschaft mit bescbrankter Haftung,

Heidenbeim (Brenz), Germany
Filed Mar. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,525

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 26, 1960

11 Claims. (CI. 74—241)

10. In a polar accelerometer, field establishing tncans

including an armature and another member defining a

gap of prcdetermihed width throughout its length, a

flexible support for the armature enabling said armature

to move in response to acceleration of the accelerometer

toward said another member to effect variation in the

width along the length of the gap, said flexible support

returning said armature to a predetermined reference

position in the absence of acceleration, means responsive

to the field established in said gap for providing a signal

which is a function of said variations in gap width, and

means for measuring the magnitude of the latter signal.

3,101,004

UNIDIRECTIONAL DRIVE MECHANISM
George E. Valentfaie and Joseph H. Eubanks, Schuylkill

Haven, Pa., assignors to Thermo Dynamics Corpora-

tion, SchuylkiU Haven, Pa., a corporation of Pennsyl-

vania
Origfaial application Sept. 1, 1955, Ser. No. 532,078, now

Patent No. 2,932,166, dated Apr. 12, 1960. Divided

and this application Aug. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 834,822

6 Clahns. (CI. 74—148)

1 . An arrangement for correcting the lateral deviation

of an endless belt and comprising a frame, a guide roller

for said belt, means for pivotally journaJing one end of

said guide roller, an upright arm whose lower end is piv-

otally mounted on said frame and having a bearing hous-

ing at its upper end joumaling the other end of said guide

roller, a pair of fluid pressure motors pivotally mounted

on said frame and symmetrically jHJsitioned on c^yposite

sides of said arm with respect to the directi<Mi of the belt

over said guide roller, each of said motors having a rec-

tilinearly moveable actuating rod pivotally connected to

said arm near the upper end thereof and actuated by the

fluid pressure to push said arm about its pivot, said rods

forming an angle of from 30° to less than 90° with said

arm when said arm is in its normal vertical position, and

means for selectively actuating said fluid pressure moKws
in response to the lateral deviation of said belt.

3,101,006
DRILL MOUNTING

Ewald H. Kurt, Phillipsburg, NJ., assignor to Ingersoll-

Rand Company, New Yorit, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey
FUed Oct. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 62,361

2 Claims. (CL 74—424.8)

Y- i^,-^.^

1. Mechanism for converting reciprocatory movement

to unidirectional rotary movement comprising: a support;

a wheel with an annular axially projecting flange jour-

nalled on said support; a clutch member joumalled on said

support coaxial with said wheel; a clutch dog having a

lateral recess at one end with upper and lower gripping

jaws fitted over the wheel flange and carried by said clutch

member; means on said clutch member adapted to coact

with said dog when said clutch member is moved in one

direction to tilt said dog so the dog jaws grip said wheel

flange and to coact with said dog when said clutch member

is moved in the other direction to maintain said dog in

a position wherein said jaws cannot grip the wheel flange;

adjustable means carried by said dog movable to a posi-

tion whereby said dog will not tilt and grip said flange

when moved in said one direction; and means operatively

coimected to oscillate said clutch member.

798 O.Q.—81

1. A mounting for a rock drill of the percussive type

having a drill rod extending therefrom, comprising a

guide shell slidingly supporting said drill, a cen-tralizer

for the drill rod slidingly supported by the guide shell,

and means cooperative with said guide shell to advance

said drill and said centralizer simultaneously at different

rates of speed with respect to each other and the guide

including a feed screw having two threads of different

pitch one long and the other short engaging the drill and

the centralizer respectively, and means to rotate said feed

screw.

3,101,007
KNOB ARRANGEMENT, PARTICULARLY FOR

MOTOR VEHICLES
Friedrich K. H. Nallhiger, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to

Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellscbaft, Stuttgart-Unterturk-

heim, Germany
FUed Jan. 13, 1958, Ser. No. 708,676

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 19, 1957

5 Claims. (CI. 74—553)
1. An arrangement in a motor vehicle for actuating a

shiftable change speed transmission especially the range

selector for automatic transmissions of motor vehicles,

comprising an essentially circular shifting knob means ro-

tatable about a predetermined axis of rotation and pro-
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vided with unilateral peripheral mark means which may

be manually sensed by the driver of the vehicle to indi-

cate the adjusted angular position of said knob means, a

noriH-otatablc and rigid supporting sleeve coaxial with

said knob means, means for supporting said knob means

on and at one end of said sleeve and for restricting move-

ment of the knob means relative to said sleeve exclu ively

to rotation about said axis, said knob means having pe-

ripheral grasping surface portions on all sides of said

axis and at substantially the same distance therefrom ex-

cept at said mark means and extending outwardly there-

from radially beyond the outer surface of said sleeve and

a substantial disunce axially of said knob means to be

firmly grajpable by one hand of the driver for rotating

said knob means, rcsiliently biased detent means con-

drivingly connected to said first rack means, second gear

means coaxially connected to said first gear means and

rotatable therewith, third gear means coaxial with said

resolvcr wheel and having a hub threadingly connected

to said support member, second rack means drivingly

connected at one end to said second gear means and

coaxially inserted at the other end thereof in one end of

said hub for sliding and rotating relative thereto, adjust-

ing means coaxially and threadingly inserted in the other

end of said hub for limiting the insertion of said second

rack means, magnitude input means drivingly connected

to said third gear means for rotating said third gear

means thereby axially moving said third gear means

along the threaded connection thereof in accordance with

the vector length, and force-exerting means operatively

connected between said output means and said resolver

wheel for slidably urging the insertion end of said second

rack means against the insertion end of said adjusting

means; whereby the distances of said output means from

any two normal axes passing through the resolver wheel

axis is proportional to the rectangular components <rf

the vector input signals.

3,101,008

COMPUTING APPARATUS
Zavan Narzakian, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy
Filed Nov. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 155,510

3 Claims. (CI. 74—600)
(Granted under TiUc 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

'1^'

nected to said knob means and movable therewith, said

detent means and said sleeve being so constructed and ar-

ranged and relatively cooperating to hold the shifting knob

means in predetermined different positions about said

axis, connecting means connected to said shifting knob

means and extending through said sleeve and including a

mechanical structure movable to different positions cor-

responding to said predetermined angular positions of the

knob means for operating the change speed traiismission

to select a speed range thereof corresponding to a se-

lected position of said shifting knob means, the axis of

rotation of the knob means extending generally in the

longitudinal direction of the vehicle, said knob means

presenting a generally smooth essentially circular outer

surface transversely of said axis and facing the position

normally occupied by a vehicle driver.

3,101,009
DIFFERENTIAL CONTROL

C. Walton Musser, Palos Vcrdes Estates, Calif., assignor

to United Shoe Machinery Corporation, Boston, Mass.,

coqmration of New Jersey

Filed Nov. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 149,455
14 Claims. (CI. 74—640)

1 . In a differential control, a first member having a set

of circular teeth, a second member telescoping with the

first member and having a set of teeth, said second mem-
ber being deflectable and having its teeth in contact with

the teeth on the first member at a plurality of circum-

ferentially spaced points with intermediate points at which

the teeth are out of contact and out of mesh, a first race

on the surface of the second member remote from the

first member and deflectable to conform to the second

member, planetary balls engaging in the first race on the

side remote from the second member at spaced points

corresponding to the points at which the teeth arc in con-

tact, a second race of circular form engaging the balls

on the side remote from the first race, said second race

having a plurality of separate race portions which engage

different portions of said balls, respectively, and means

for independently driving one of said second race por-

tions with respect to another second race portion.

1. A computing apparatus for resolving a vector into

rectangular components, comprising: a rigid support mem-

ber, a resolver wheel axially connected to said support

member for rotation relative thereto, output means op-

eratively connected to said resolver wheel for sliding

along a rectilinear slot radially disposed in said wheel,

stop means fixed to said wheel for limiting the travel of

said output means along said slot, bearing input means

operatively connected to said resolver wheel for rotating

said Wheel in accordance with the vector direction, first

rack means fixed to said output means and positioned

along the length of said slot, first gear means axially

connected to said wheel for rotation relative thereto and

3,101,010
DRIVE ASSEMBLY

Gcorvc Poporlch, Binningham, Mich., assignor to Gen-
eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation

of Delaware
FUcd Oct. 1, 1959, Ser. No. 843,681

20 Claims. (CI. 74—700)
1. In a transmission and differential assembly, a hous-

ing structure having a differential chamber and a trans-

mission chamber and a dividing wall, a drive shaft extend-

ing through said dividing wall, bearing means mounted

on said dividing wall and rotatably supporting said drive

shaft, an oil port in said dividing wall at the normal

common oil level in said differential and transmission

chambers connecting said chambers, a gear in one of said

chambers operating partially submerged in oil and throw-
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ing oil directly against said dividing wall, a passage in

said dividing wall located to receive oil thrown by said

said third position to control the supply of fluid to said

third fluid operated means to engage said third drive.

/-^
t*

3,101,012
TRANSMISSION

Howard W. Christenson and William G. Livezcy, Indian-

apolis, and William E. Schilke, Brownsbnrg, Ind.,

assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Midi., a corporation of Delaware
Ffled May 27, 1957, Ser. No. 661,781

20 Claims. (O. 74—752)

gear and extending to the other chamber to deliver oil

from said one to said other chamber to circulate the oil

in said chambers.

3,101,011
TRANSMISSION

Robert M. Tuck and lamci J. Mo<Mcy, Jr., Indianapolis,

and Mark E. FIdier, Carmd, iod^ aasignors to Gen-

eral Motors CorporatioB, Detroit, Mfeh., a corporation

0^ Delaware
Filed Nov. 25, 1957, Ser. No. 698,620

30 Claims. (O. 74—732) -"^"^^^t^y^

1. In an automatic transmission; an input member; an

output member; drive means including a first drive pro-

viding two-way torque transmission having first fluid

operated means operative for engaging said first drive,

a second drive providing only one-way torque transmis-

sion having second fluid operated means operative for

engaging said second drive, and a third drive providing

tcM-que transmission having fluid operated means op:ra-

tive for engaging said third drive; each of said drives con-

necting said input member to said output member to

drive said output member in the same direction; said first

and second drives having the same speed ratio and said

third drive having a higher speed ratio; a source of fluid

under pressure; valve means for connecting said source

to said first and second fluid operated means to engage

and disengage said first and second drives and being

operative in a first position for controlling the supply of

fluid to said first and second fluid operated means for

disengaging said first and second drives and being oper-

ative in a second position for controlling the supply of

fluid to said first and second fluid operated means for

engaging said first drive and including time delay means

operative for controlling the supply of fluid to said sec-

ond fluid operated means for engaging said second drive

a predetermined time after engagement of said first drive

and being operative in a third position for controlling

the supply of fluid to said first and second fluid acmated

means to disengage said first drive and to engage said

second drive; and means for controlling the suppy of

fluid to said third drive for engaging and disengaging said

third drive operative only when said valve means is in

1. In a transmission assembly, a first gear unit providing

a plurality of ratio drives, a second gear unit providiiig

a plurality of ratio drives, connected in series with said

first unit, control means to selectively engage a ratio

drive in said first imit and a ratio drive in said second unit

to provide a plurality of combination ratio drives nor-

mally transmitting the full power applied to said first unit,

means responsive to a predetermined value of torque

being transmitted by said units operatively connected to

said control means to partially disengage the drive ratio

engaged in said first unit to continue to transmit torque

and to limit the torque transmitted to a predetermined

maximum safe value to prevent damage to the trans-

mission assembly.

2. In a transmission assembly, multiratio transmission

drive train means having multiratio gearing and a plu-

rality of groups of fluid actuated ratio friction engaging

devices each having a plurality of said devices operative

for providing each of a plurality of drive train ratios on

the engagement of at least two of said ratio engaging de-

vices one in each group, a source of fluid under pressure,

means to control the pressure of the fluid from said source

to provide a low and a high fluid pressure, valve means to

control the supply of fluid from said source in each ratio

position to engage two of said fluid actuated ratio engaging '

devices to provide each drive ratio, control means effective

only during the engaging movement of one of said ratio

engaging devices to insure disengagement of another of

said ratio engaging devices operative in each drive train

ratio, said control means being effective when said one

ratio engaging device is engaged to engage said other ratio

engaging device, and means to modify the action of said

control means to effect disengagement and engagement of

said other ratio engaging device when the engaging pres-

sure at said one ratio engaging device is changed between

said low pressure and said high pressure of said source.

3,101,013

INDEXING APPARATUS FOR MARKING DEVICES
AND THE LIKE

John S. Ayers, Scott Township, Allegheny County, and

Alvin M. Brown, Penn Township, Allegheny County,

Pa., ass^ors to Jas. H. Matthews & Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa., a corporation of PennsyNania
Filed Oct. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 848,740

SCIafans. (CI. 74—818)
1. An indexing apparatus comprising an mdexing gear,

a pawl mechanism movable between two positions en-
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gaging the indexing gear in one direction of movement

only to rotate the gear incrementally, a fluid motor mclud-

fng a reCprocatmg piston and a rod the rod extendmg

Uyond the motor and connected to the pawl mechanism

Sr imparting rectilinear motion thereto, a fluid shdc

valve having a reciprocating slide element therein ai-

matures connected to the slide clement for movemen

therewith and extending beyond the valve at opposUc en^

of the slide clement, conduits flow-connccUng ^^^}^
slide valve with the motor for introducmg fluid from the

valve to operate the motor piston selecUvely from one

position to another whereby the motor P's^on rod is re-

ciprocated, solenoid coils connected in parallel and cou-

pled magnetically to each of the armatures, a source of

current connected to each of the solenoid coils a switch

connected in series with each of the solenoid coils and the

source of current, both switches being normally open and

positioned for tripping alternately by travel of the pawl

mechanism such that the coUs are energized alternately to

move the slide element of the valve for controlled move-

ment of the motor piston by fluid ported from the vdve

selectively on both sides of the piston, a relay with a

contactor connected in series between the current source

and the switches and with a coil for operatmg the con-

AUGUST 20, 1968

fluid against said turbine, one of said fluid inlets direOiBg

the fluid against the turbine to rotate the same and at

least another of said plurality of fluid inlets directing the

fluid against the turbine to move the same in another di-

rection and a fluid ouUet defined in said chamber and

communicating with the fluid of said fluid inlets to simul-

taneously exhaust the fluid from said plurality of inlets.

tactor to close the circuit from the source to the switches

in one position and to open the circuit in another posi-

tion, a manually adjustable switch with a plurality of

contacts and a contactor selectively movable to any one

of the contacts, a rotary switch with a contactor opera-

tively connected to the indexing gear for rotation and

including a plurality of contacts corresponding to the

contacts of the selector switch, the corresponding con-

tacts of the rotary switch and the selector switch being

electrically connected, the electrical source being con-

nected serially to both the contactor of the selector switch

and the contactor of the rotary switch whereby a closed

circuit is formed joining the source to the selector switch

contactor and one of its contacts to a corresponding con-

tact of the rotary switch and its contactor back to the

source, and the relay coil being in series connection with

the source and the selector switch contactor whereby the

coil is energized when corresponding contacts of the

selector switch and the rotary switch are contacted by the

contactors of such switches to move the relay contactor

to the other position to open the circuit from the source

to the switches connected to the solenoid coils for stop-

ping the action of the valve and motor and the rotaUon

of the indexing gear.

3,101,015
MANDREL BAR STEADIER

James W. Schuetz, Pittsburgh, P«m mut^or to B»«''-Kf°»

ComiMUiy, Pittsburgh, P«m corporation of Delaware

FUed Dec. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 74,265

2 Claims. (CI. 80—11)

3,101,014

ULTRAHIGH-SPEED PNEUMATICALLY DRIVEN
MACHINE TOOLS, SUCH AS DRILLS AND THE
LIKE

Henry H. G. Rowe. 4 Southard St., Baldwin, N.Y.,

and Ulrich M. Geissler, 211 Sportsman Are., Free-

'^ ^
Filed Od. 2. 1961, Ser. No. 142341

21 Claims. (CI. 77—33J)
12 In a motor having a chamber connected with a

source of fluid, a turbine movable in said chamber a

pluraUty of fluid inlets in said chamber each directing the

1 Apparatus for supporting an elongated generally

cylindrical member having an axis so its axis substan-

tially coincides with a pass line of a metal working

machine, said apparatus comprising a frame which is sta-

tionary relatively to said pass line; at least three rollers

which are rotatable about axes which are essentially equi-

angularly spaced about essenUally equidistantly spaced

from, and essenUally parallel to said pass line when said

apparatus operates to support the elongated member;

a separate supporting member rotatably supporting each

of said rollers independently of the other rollers, each of

said supporting members being pivotally mounted on said

frame about an individual pivot axis which is essentially

parallel to said pass line and separate from the pivot axes

about which are pivotally mounted supporting members

for the other rollers, said pivot axes being essentially

equiangularly spaced about and essentially equidi.tantly

spaced from said pass line and fixed relative to each other,

and the distance between the pivot axis and the axis of

rotation of the roller on each supporting member being

essentially equal to that on all other supporting members.
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and linkage means connecting all of said supporting mem-

bers to pivotally move them in the same angular direction

essentially in unison and essentially the same angular

amount so all said rollers move to various positions toward

said pass line while their axes are essentially equiangularly

spaced about and essentially equidistantly spaced from

said pass line, one of said supporting members being con-

nected to said linkage means by means permitting move-

ment of said supporting member relatively to said linkage

means in one direction independently of the other sup-

porting members so that said independently movable sup-

porting member and the roller supported thereby can be

pivotally moved away from said pass line independently

of said other supporting members to permit an elongated

member to be laterally inserted into or removed from the

space between the other rollers.

closed to an open position with respect to the other jaw; a

rotating cam assembly coupled to said jaws to cause said

movable jaw to approach said other jaw when said cam

assembly is rotated; means to bias said movable jaw m
the open position; and damping means to dampen the ro-

taUon of said cam assembly when said movable jaw

moves from the closed to opened posiuon.

3,101,018

CLAW-LEVER ACTUATED SLIDABLE
SIDE JAW WRENCH

Alfred F. Andersen, Box 181, Rte. 1, Glen MUls, Fa.

Filed Nov. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 71,022

3 Claims. (CI. 81—127)

3,101,016
ROLLING MILLS

Hedley Gill, Sheffield, England, assignor to The British

Iron and Steel Research Association

FUed Feb. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 10,977

Claims priority, application Great Britain Feb. 26, 1959

2 Claims. (CL 80—35)

^3^
1. A multi-stand rolling mill comprising a plurality of

stands, each stand having a pair of opposing rolls ar-

ranged to receive a sU-ip of material at the nip there-

between and in contact therewith, driving means con-

nected to each pair of said rolls for driving each of said

rolls in opposite directions from one another, a gauge

control system controlling the roll setting of at least one

stand preceding a last stand of said plurality of stands

to maintain the thickness of a strip of material leaving

said one stand at substantially a constant value, a speed

conu-ol system connected to said driving means for con-

U-olling the speed of the rolls of said one stand and respon-

sive to the speed of the strip of material leaving said one

stand for maintaining a constant speed of the material

leaving said one stand.

3,101,017

MULTIPLE STROKE TOOL
Bruce M. MalUn, Stamford, Walter Reischer, South Nor-

walk, and Lloyd A. Bnchalter, RidgeBeld, Conn.,

assignors to Bumdy Corporatton, a corporation of New
York

FUed Dec. 29, 1959, Ser. No. 862,652

6 Claims. (CI. 81—15)

1. An adjustable wrench comprising a handle, a jaw

member pivotally mounted on said handle having a grip-

ping face, a second jaw member slidably mounted on said

pivotal member having a gripping face opposed to the

other member face, means including tooth extensions on

the handle and on the second member for moving one

member face relative to the other face to receive a nut,

spring means for moving said faces into gripping relation,

serrations coacting between said pivotal member and said

second member which serrations are forced together dur-

ing engagement and forced apart during adjustment, the

tooth extensions on the handle progressively increasing in

radial length and the tooth extensions on the second jaw

member progressively decreasing in radial length for con-

Unuity of operation at all nut sizes within the range of

the wrench.

3,101,019
LATHE TAILSTOCK DEVICE

Armand Marcel Le Lan, Vanves, France, assignor to

H. Emault-BatignoUes S.A., Paris, France, a company

of France
Filed May 19, 1958, Ser. No. 736,224

Claims priority, application France May 20, 1957

3 Claims. (CI. 82—2.5)

6. A compression tool comprising a jaw assembly in-

cluding a pair of jaws one of which is movable from a

1. In a machine tool having a head stock provided with

a rotary chuck for holding a work piece and a tod slide

sUTicture, a tail stock including a rotary and axially mov-

able hollow spindle a'dapted to receive said work piece, a

gripping device carried by said spindle and including"

radially movable work-engaging members, and means for

operating said grilling device into and out of operative

position, the improvement comprising fluid-operated means

to move said spindle lengthwise toward and away from

said chuck, a valve mechanism including a movable valve

actuating element for controlling the flow of fluid toward

and from said fluid operated means, a stop member
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mounted on said spindle, a rotatablc and axially movable

shaft opcratively connected with said valve actuating ele-

ment for axial movement therewith, a plurality of axially

and circumfcrentially ^aced abutment members on said

shaft, and means to rotate said shaft so as to move said

abutmsnt members into successive alignment with said

stop member to thereby establish predetermined limits of

advance movement of said spindle and consequently of

said gripping device toward said chuck.

3,101,020

GirmNG TOOL ADJUSTMENT ASSEMBLY
Edwin D. Ditto, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware ,. „.,
FUcd Aog. 30, 1960, Scr. No. 52,817

3 Claims. (CI. 82—36)

apart relationship within »aid frame, a valve means, flex-

ible conduit means connecting said valve means to each

said cutter unit, and conduit means connecting said valve

means to a source of suction, whereby said frame may be

manipulated, with said units moved to abutting relation-

ship, to press said cutter units into a sheet of dough to

cut dough portions with a minimum of waste dough there-

between, and then said valve means, actuated to connect

said units to the source of suction, effects a holding suc-

tion on the cut dough portions in the cutter units while

the frame is being moved to a desired location, the end-

most cutter unit handles being manipulated to spread the

units to their maximum spaced apart relationship, and

at the desired location, the valve means, actuated to cut

off the source of suction, exposes the cut dough portions

to non-holding pressure and releases the cut dough por-

tions from the cutter units to the desired location in max-

imum spaced apart relationship.

#

1. A tool block and assembly comprising a base plate,

a cutting tool cavity provided in said base plate, a cover

plate, an adjusting screw cavity provided in said cover

plate, a clamping block cavity provided in said cover

plate and aligned with said cutting tool cavity and said

adjusting screw cavity, a cutting tool slidably supported

in said cutting tool cavity, thread means provided on said

cutting tool, an adjusting screw rotatably supported ad-

jacent said cutting tool and extending into said adjust-

ing screw cavity, thread means provided on said adjust-

ing screw and being cooperably engaged with said thread

means on said cutting tool, a plurality of circumferential

grooves provided on said adjusting screw, a clamping

block slidably supported in said clamping block cavity,

lug means provided on said clamping block and engage-

able with said grooves, first clamping means to force said

clamping block downwardly into locking engagement

with said adjusting screw and said 9Utting tool, and a

second clamping means forcing said clamping block in

engagement with one wall of said clamping block cavity.

3,101,021
DOUGHNUT CUTTERS

Kirby R. Johnson, Monroe, La., assignor to

Gustave Miller, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 26, 1960, Scr. No. 31,894

1 Claim. (CI. 83—99)

3,101,022

COMPOUND MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Fraofok Pierre Maurice Baschct, 11 Rne J. dc Beauvais,

Paris 5, France
FUed Mar. 11, 1958, Ser. No. 720,685

Claims priority, application France Mar. 12, 1957

4 CUims. (CI. 84—404)

A dough cutter device comprising an elongate generally

rectangular frame, said frame comprising two elongate

parallel sides provided with longitudinal channels facing

toward each other and end members securing the ends of

said elongate sides together, a single row of dough cutter

units, each cutter unit having two opposite edge portions

slidably retained within said channels, flexible tether

means securing said units together for slidable movement

within said channels of said frame between abutting rela-

tionship and maximum spaced apart relationship, handle

means on the opposite endmost units for moving all said

units between abutting relationship and maximum spaced

1. A musical instrunient comprising a metal carrier

bar, a plurality of generators of tuned vibrations com-

posed of metallic rods one end of which is rigidly con-

nected to said carrier bar so as to have a node of vibration

at the connecting point thereof, said generators when set

in vibratory motion imparting into said carrier bar vibra-

tions corresponding to the tuned frequency thereof, non-

tuned vibratory means rigidly connected to said carrier

bar, said non-tuned vibratory means being set in vibratory

motion by the tuned vibrations being transmitted along the

carrier bar from the tuned generators so that the vibra-

tions of the non-tuned vibratory means are imparted into

said carrier bar to produce additional vibrations of the

tuned frequency, said carrier bar having a mass such that

it is incapable of undergoing any substantial shifting in

space under the action of the vibrations being imparted

thereto by said generators, radiating means engaging said

carrier bar for transforming the vibrations into sound and

radiating same into the atmosphere, and means for im-

parting vibrations to said generators of tuned vibrations.

3,101,023
MUSIC CHORD FINDER

Andrew J. Wels, 137 Summit Ave., Mount Vernon, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 157,662

1 Claim. (CI. 84—482)

Apparatus for teaching piano playing comprising a

flat, rigid, rectangular sheet marked on the top surface

thereof with a series of differently colored areas re-

presenting positions of keys of a piano keyboard, said
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beet having a closed guide slot at each end thereof

rearwardly of the colored areas, a tray device supported

on and removably fixed lo the top surface of the sheet

behind said marked areas, said device consisting of an

elongated vertically di^>osed rail having a groove along

the top surface thereof for receiving and supporting a

slide releasably, a box-like member integral with said

rail at the rear thereof and centrally thereof, said mem-

ber having end walls and a rear wall, the rail constituting

the front wall thereof, said member being open at the top

to receive and removably store slides for selective and

^ individual display in the groove of the rail, the \ap groove

eluding guide tracks mounted on said frame, a carriage

mounted on said frame and guided for vertical movement

on said track, and cooperating parts on at least one of said

holders and said carriage for removably mounting said

one holder on said frame.

of said rail adapted to suiH>ort a single slide, the front

surface of said rail being divided into a series of differ-

ently colored areas representing positions of keys on

the keyboard, said slides each bearing spaced indicators

corresponding in position to notes of chords, said indi-

cators being spaced so as to locate notes of major, minor,

augmented and diminished chords, chord inversions and

chord extensions on the keyboard on the sheet, and

projections depending from the bottom of said rail and

extending through the slots in the sheet for removably

interlocking said tray device in operative position on

the sheet

3,101,024

ALL-PURPOSE PHOTOGRAPHIC MECHANICAL
REPRODUCTION CAMERA

William C. Hnebncr, Mamaroneck, N.Y., assignor to

Lanston Industries, Incorporated, Philadelphia, Pa., a

corporation of Virginia

Filed Oct 5, 1959, Ser. No. 844,514

10 CUims. (CI. 88—24)

3,101,025

COMBINED OPTICAL REPRODUCER AND
PROJECTOR

Alexander Rosenfeld, 3345 BUir Drive,

Hollywood 28, Calif.

FUed Dec. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 74,840

1 Claim. (CI. 88—24)

A combined image reproducer, tracer, and projector

comprising a housing having front aperture means

adapted to receive rays from an object to be reproduced

and having image reproducing means therein, said hous-

ing having a transparent panel at the back in a position

to have reproduced thereon an image transmitted through

said image producing means, means for attaching paper

or the like to said panel whereby said image may be

traced on the paper, said housing being provided with

first illumination means in back of said panel whereby the

image on said panel may be reprojected through said

image producing means onto a screen or the like, said

housing, including a telescoping front part carrying said

image producing means, and second illumination meaiis,

said housing being configurated to provide space therein

to have three dimensional objects placed therein, said

telescoping front part and said second illumination means

providing for focusing of said image producing means and

adjusting said illumination means whereby an image <rf

such three dimensional object can be projected, said first

and second illumination means being selectively operable,

said second illumination means comprising at least one

lamp, said transparent panel having at least one cutout

aligned with the second illumination means to prevent

reflection from said transparent means of illumination

from said lamp directed onto said image producing means.

3,101,026

RETRACTABLE SPANNING RAIL AND BLAST
DOOR ARRANGEMENT

Meivln O. Jacobson, Coon Rapids, and Bertram J. Mat-

son and Palmer G. Wermager, Minneapolis, Minn.,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to tiie United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy
FUed June 21, 1961, Ser. No. 119,259

7 Claims. (CL 89—1.7)

1. A camera including an upright frame having a

middle portion, a copyholder and a film holder mounted

oo the opposite sides of said frame, a lens carrier mounted

on said middle portion of said frame and having parts

extending over said holders, means on said lens carrier

for conducting light in horizontal and vertical direction

from one holder to another, means for guiding said holders

tat movement toward and from said lens carrier and in-

1. In a missile launcher system of the type having a

spaced loader and launcher equipped with alignable missile

supporting rails, a retractable spanning rail and blast door
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arrangement comprising an elongated spanning rail for

spanning the space between said loader and launcher rails,

means to slidingly support the spanning rail, a mounting

frame, a pair of blast doors pivotally mounted in said

frame for safeguarding a missile on said loader from

said launcher, a hydraulic piston having a piston rod.

a link pivotally connected to one end of the spanning rail

and to said piston rod. connecting means joining the other

end of t|ie spanning rail and the blast doors, and control

means, said control ^means including a fluid metermg

valve, a servo valve in fluid communication with the

metering valve and the hydraulic piston, a cam track

carried by and movable with said piston rod, piston means

disposed within said servo valve for controlling the flow

of fluid to and from the hydraulic piston as the piston

means moves from an open position to a closed posi-

tion, a roller carried by said piston means engageable with

the cam track for moving the piston means to and from

said positions, said servo and metering valves cooperating

to control the flow of fluid into the hydraulic pi ton

thereby to control the rate of speed at which the hydraulic

piston moves the spanning rail through its support.

of said barrels when said belt is wrapped around said clus-

ter to complete said clamp.

3,101,028

DEVICE FOR GUNS ON COMBAT VEHICLES
Sven Erik Bcrge, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to Aktic-

iwiaget Bofora, Bofors, Sweden, a Swedish company
Filed July 6, 1961, Scr. No. 122,206

2 Clalnu. (CI. 89—14)

3,101,027

QUICKRELEASE, LCSK-TVPE CLAMP FOR
MULTIPLE SHAFT CLUSTERS

John E. Brogan, Lenox, Mass^ assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to the United States of America as represented

hy the S«:retary of the Army
FUed Aug. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 128,906

7 Claims. (CI. 89—12)

1. A self-propelled weapon carrier comprising a gun

mounted on the carrier and having a gun barrel protrud-

ing from and beyond the body of the carrier, and a rigid

frame structure secured to the carrier body extending

parallel to the protruding portion of the gun barrel spaced

apart therefrom, said frame structure having its terminal

portion curved upwardly in front of the muzzle of the

barrel, said upwardly turned portion including a circular

aperture aligned with the center axis of the bore of the

barrel and having a diameter greater than the caliber of

the gun, said frame structure protecting the gun barrel

against damage by collision with external obstructions

and said upwardly turned portion of the frame structure

deflecting the gases propelled from the barrel upon firing

of the gun so as to neutralize at least partly the recoil

movement of the carrier and to increase visibility in the

environment of the gun barrel after firing thereof.

1. A clamp for holding a plurality of tubes rigidly to-

gether in a circular cluster, the clamp including a plurality

of links equal to the number of the tubes, each of said links

being provided with a jaw having a tang and a tail section,

means for joining said links to form an articulate belt

wrappable around the cluster and for joining the termmal

ones of said links in said belt to complete the clamp, and

a plurality of vises formed by the operational cooperation

of said tang on each of said jaws with said tail section of

said jaw in an adjacent one of said links in said belt, said

vises being arranged to open for respectively receiving the

tubes when »id belt is linearly disposed and to close

around the respective ones of the tubes when said belt is

wrapped around the cluster.

3. In a gun, a plurality of barrels mounted at the breech

ends to a rotary mount to form a circular cluster, a clamp

mountable on said barrels from the side center of said

cluster for rigidly holding said barrels 'against relative

movement during rotation of said cluster, said clamp in-

cluding a plurality of links equal to the number of said

barrels, each of said links being provided with a jaw hav-

ing a tang and a tail section, means for joming said links

to form an articulate belt wrappable around the cluster

and for joining the terminal ones of said links in said bilt

to complete said clamp, and a plurality of vises formed by

the operational cooperation of said tang on each of said

jaws with said tail section of said jaw in an adjacent one of

said links in said belt, said vises being arranged to open

for respectively receiving said barrels when said belt is

linearly disposed and to close around the respective ones

3,101,029

FEEDING MECHANISM FOR DRUM-TYPE
FIREARM

Joseph L. Johnston, Hartland, Wb^ and Anders G. Petter-

90n, Eraser, Mich., assignors, by mesne assignments, to

the United States of America ai represented by the

Secretary of the Army
Filed Nov. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 67,445

5 Claims. (CI. 89—33)

1. In a machine gun including a rotatable drum pro-

vided with a plurality of chambers successively indexable

at positions relative to the central vertical plane of the

gun. the positions including a six o'clock position which

coincides with the central vertical plane of the gun at the

lower inner section therewith and a one o'clock and an

eleven o'clock position disposed above the six o'clock

position cquidistantly from and on opposite sides of such

plane, a feeding mechanism including a housing which

is symmetrical in transversal cross-section with an opening

in the top to provide easy access to the interior thereof, a

cover removably mounted to said housing for covering

the opening, sprocket means rotatingly disposed in said

housing and coupled to said drum for rotation therewith,

said sprocket means being adapted to draw a cartridge
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belt into said housing and to index the cartridges in the

belt in alignment with the chambers indexed at the one

o'clock and eleven o'clock positions, and a rammer slid-

ingly disposed in said cover for contact with the bases of

the cartridges indexed by said means at the one o'clock

and eleven o'clock positions for a stepped transfer from

the cartridge belt into said chambers in such positions.

3,101,030
VALVE FOR PNEUMATIC MOTORS

PhiUp L. Hyatt, Bryan, and WUhert G. Kautz, West Unity,

Ohio, assignors to The Aro Corporation, a corporation

of Ohio
FUed Sept. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 135,577

7 Clalmi. (CI. 91—28)

means within said housing defining a magnetic field, a

coil carried by said beam and positioned in said mag-

netic field, means for supplying a direct current input

signal to said coil so as to exert a force on said beam

corresponding to said input signal, a control valve posi-

tioned within said housing and having a movable element

connected to said beam for controlling fluid flow from a

valve inlet to a valve outlet, a source of fluid for supply-

ing fluid to said valve inlet at relatively high pressure, a

cylinder positioned within said housing, a piston slidably

mounted in said cylinder and connected to an output mem-

ber, means connecting said valve outlet and said cylinder.

*1. In a valve for reciprocating pneumatic motors, a

hoad for the motor, a pressure chamber therein, a single

valve cylinder in said head, a valve plunger entering said

cylinder and having a head thereon within said cylmdcr

of greater area than said valve plunger to provide dif-

ferential areas for operaUng said valve plunger, a lost

moUon connection from the pneumaUc motor to said

valve plunger, a ported valve plate within said pressure

chamber having main ports communicating with op-

posite ends of the pneumatic motor and an exhaust port

said valve plate having a pilot port communicating with

said valve cylinder and a pilot exhaust port, a main valve

and a pilot valve slidable on said valve plate, said valve

plunger being operativcly connected with said valves for

shifting them over the surface of said valve plate, the

operative connection being such that both said main

valve and said pilot valve may move laterally relative to

said surface, the operaUve connection for said main valve

including a lost motion connection, and biasing means

operable to retain both of said valves adjacent said sur-

face of said valve plate when there is no pressure m s%>d

pressure chamber.

a proportional band adjusting plate conneaed to the upper

end of said piston and having a cam surface adjustably

positionable with respect to the line of motion of said

piston, connecting link means including a cam follower

which is biased into engagement with said cam surface,

dashpot means connecting said link means and said mov-

able element of said control valve, thereby to apply a force

to said beam in opposition to said input signal, said feed-

back force being variable by adjustment of the position

of said proportional band plate with re^^pect ta said piston

and said dashpot means controlling the rate at which the

output member is reset in response to an abrupt change

in said input signal.

3,101,032

BOOSTER-TYPE SERVOMOTOR FOR
BRAKE SYSTEMS

Glenn T. Randol, 2nd Ave. Iind Paull St., Box 275,

Mountain Lake Park, Md.
Filed Sept. 19, 1957, Ser. No. 684,946

23 Claims. (CI. 91—378)

3,101,031

ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR SYSTEM

Hairy E. Crossley, Jr., Topsfield, Mass. assignor to

Robertshaw-Fulton Controls Company, Richmond, va.,

a corporation of Delaware

Conttaiuatlon of aopllcatlon Ser. No. 554,896, »fc- ",

1955. This application Sept. 8, I960, Ser. No. 56,628

11 Claims. (CI. 91—364)
1 An electro-hydraulic actuator system comprising a

housing, a pivouUy supported beam in said housing,

798 O.Q.—82

1. A pressure fluid operated servomotor including a

casing in which a movable power assembly is actualable

by a pressure differential on opposite sides thereof, said

power assembly dividing the interior of said casing into

a constant pressure chamber and a variable pressure

chamber, a source of pressure different from atmosphere,

and an operator-operated member having a normally re-

leased position, the improvement which comprises: an

element movable to perform work under mfluence in
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part of power-actuation, movement of said element being

opposed by a normally preloaded spring; a control valve

having at least two principal cooperating elements adapted

to have operative follow-up association with said power

assembly to control the same, said valve elements being

relatively displaceablc from normal "ofT" position where-

in said servomotor chambers arc interconnected to

balance pressures therein to inattivate said servomotor,

to operating "on" position wherein said servomotor

chambers are isolated to enable establishment of differen-

tial pressures therein to activate said servomotor as a

function of the reaction from said work-performing ele-

ment; a fluid connection between said control valve and

said variable pressure chamber via said power assembly;

spring means inchiding a normally preloaded spring op-

erably disposed in said variable pressure chamber to

react between said casing and one of said valve elements

actuated directly by said operator member, said last-men-

tioned spring being characterized by progressively in-

creasing reaction on said operator member in accordance

with the distance said power assembly moves; operat-

ing mechanism mounted in part on said power assembly

to interconnect said spring means and one valve element

for movement as a unit; and normally spaced engageablc

portions disposed respectively on said one valve clement

and said power assembly to define the said relative dis-

placement of said valve elements, said poruons being cn-

gageable to effect "straight-through" operation of said

power assembly and work-performing element from said

operator member in cooperation with or independently of

an energized status of said servomotor.

3,101,033

APPARATUS FOR MAKING CARRIER BAGS
David V. Bonsor, Llttk Stocks, Aldbory. new Tring, Eng-

^
land, assignor to Interstate Bag Company, Inc^ Waiden,

N.Y^ a corporation of Virginia

Filed Mar. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 116,900

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain Mar. 7, 1960

7 CUinu. (CI. 93—8)

.J^tlJl
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3,101,034
APPARATUS FOR PRINTING AN ORIGINAL

ON TO A COPYING PAPER
Werner Salger, Hamburg, Germany, assignor to

Lumoprint Zindicr KG, HamlNirg, Germany
Filed Sept. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 53,539

Claims priority, appUcation Germany Sept 23, 1959

3 Claims. (CL 95—77.5)

1. An apparatus for printing an original on to copy-

ing paper comprising a housing, a printing device arranged

in the housinig, inlet means in a housing wall for fee<kng

the original to the printing device, outlet means in a

housing wall for discharging the original and the copy-

ing paper from the printing device, the latter being pro-

vided with an exposure light source which is arranged

in the housing, a feeding mechanism comprising a roller

arranged at a clearance in front of the light source be-

tween the inlet and outlet means and adapted to convey

the original and the copying paper from the inlet means

to the outlet meaitt, a printing plate arranged between

the light source and the feeding mechanism in the hous-

ing having a curved section complementarily conforminig

to and adjacent to said roller and in which the feeding

mechanism is guided in order to lead the original and the

copying paper past the printing plate, one end of said

plate being pivotally mounted to said housing and means

biasing the other end of the plate to urge the plate against

the roller, said printing plate being provided with aper-

tures formed in said curved section which, in relation

to the direction of feed of the original and the printing

paper are so arranged that eadi point of the papers is

subjected to the influence of the light source over an

equally long period and/or to an equal extent, a driving

means driving the feeding mechanism roller and coonect-

ii^ means to conneU at least one lig^t source.

3,101,035
CAMERA ATTACHMENT

John B. Williams, 1420 4th Ave, Seattle, Wash.
FUcd Sept. 16, 1960, Scr. No. 56,384

1 Claim. (CI. 95—«6)

1. In an apparatus for making handled bags, means

providing for a traveling paper web destined to form the

body of the bags and upon which handles and securing

patches arc to be deposited and adhesively secured there-

to at spaced intervals, a revoluble, handle forming drum

opcratively disposed with respect to the traveling web, a

patch receiving station on said drum, means for feeding

thereto cut patches which may bear thereon glue for

subsequent engagement with the handle legs, and means

for retaining them thereon, a handle cord receiving sta-

tion upon said drum axially removed from said patch re-

ceiving station and operativcly^ disposed with respect there-

to, means for feeding cut lengths of cord to said cord

receiving station and for retaining same in place opposite

said patch receiving station, a handle forming die on said

drum, means for actuating same to form the cord lengths

into handles with the legs of each handle projected over

upon a patch whereby, upon continued rotation of said

drum, said handle and patch are deposited as a unit upon

said web with the handle legs betweeq the web and the

patch.

A holding and a starting mechanism for a camera of

the character described having a starting button at the

back side thereof and having an internally threaded socket

directed upwardly into its bottom surface for reception

of a camera mounting screw; said mechanism comprising

a handle of pistol grip formation, having a bead portion

with a flat top surface, a camera mounting plate secured

flatly on said top surface and extending rearwardly from
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the handle and terminating at that end in a downturncd

flange, a spring biased push rod extending slidably through

the handle adjacent its head portion for limited endwise

movement with its rear end portion extending slidably

through the downturned flange of said camera mounting

plate and its fwward end portion extending from the

handle for finger actuation of said rod, a stub shaft rig-

idly mounted in and extending rearwardly from said

flange at a point above the push rod, a lever pivotally

supported at a point between its ends by said stub shaft

with its lower end pivoUlly connected with the rear end

of said push rod and having its upper end disposed in

position to act against said starting button for camera

operation; said camera mounting plate having an opening

therein in its forward portion and formed at one side edge

with an upturned ear for engaging the camera at one side,

and at its opposite side edge pivotally mounts a releasable

latch for engaging the camera opposite said upturned ear

to coact therewith for retaining the position of the camera

on the mounting plate, and a handle attaching screw rotat-

ably fixed in the head portion of the handle and extended

upwardly therefrom through said plate opening and

threaded into said threaded socket of the bottom surface

of the camera for fixed securement of the holding and

starting mechanism to the bottom of the camera.

from the outboard edge of the crown portion in the in-

board direction for the major portion of the length of the

crown portion, said hood having a top wall in overlying

spaced relation to the top wall of the crown portion and

having front and rear walls depending from the front and

rear of the hood top wall and connected at their lower

margins to the crown portion for supporting the hood

on the top edge of the seat back when the cover is in-

stalled on a seat back, said top wall of the crown portion

having passage means connected with the interior of

the hood for admitting air from the hood to the rear

face of the front wall of the crown portion at locations

along the length of the hood, ventilating cushion means

at the rear face of the front wall of the crown portion

3,101,036

DISPOSABLE CARTRIDGE FOR USE IN A
PHOTOCOPY MACHINE

John W. Carlson, Chicago, Dl., assignor to Speed-O-Print

BusincM Machines Corporation, a corporation of

niinoia
Filed Jane 8, 1960, Scr. No. 34,752

5 Clatans. (CL 95—89)

providing downwardly directed air conducting passage

means for receiving and conducting air from the passage

means of the top wall of the crown, said front wall having

air discharge passage means therein for discharging air

from said air conducting passage means at the forward

face of the front wall of the crown portion, said hood

being open at its outboard end and obstructed at its in-

board end, an air scoop connected to the hood and having

an open inner end discharging into the outboard end there-

of and having an outer portion extending in the outboard

direction from, and beyond, the outboard end of the hood,

and said outer portion having a forward face for deflect-

ing air striking said face in the inboard direction along

the scoop into the hood.

-H:^

1 A disposable cartridge construction for containmg

a fluid for use in a photocopy machine, which comprises

an outer carton having an elongated opening in one side

thereof extending along the major portion of the length

of said side, a removable tab spanning said opening traas-

versely thereof, an inner flexible container disposed within

said carton and adapted to contain a fluid, and a tubular

extension on said flexible container normally disposed in

juxtaposition to said tab in parallel, subsunually coex-

tensive, adjacent relation to said opening and held within

said container by said tab, but adapted to pass throu^

said opening upon removal of said tab, and through which

the fluid is adapted to flow from said container.

3,101,038

AIR AND LIGHT DISTRIBUTOR UNIT
Lee A. Archer, Whcaton, 111., assignor to The Pyle-

National Company, Chicago, III., a corporation of New
Jersey

FUed Aug. 3, 1959, Scr. No. 831,282

8 Claims. (CI. 98—40)

DETACHABLE VENTILATING SEAT COVER
FOR AUTOMOBILE SEATS

Don A. Taylor, 216 MID St., Boi 4, Wadsworth, Ohio

FUcd May 29, 1961, Scr. No. 113,535

13 Claimc (O. 98—2)
1 A seat cover of flexible material having an upright

crown portion with a top wall and front and rear wdls

depending from the front and rear, respectively, of the

top wall said crown portion being open at the bottom

and adapted for detachably snugly accommodating in-

teriorly the top portion of a cushioned seat back of an

automobUe seat with the top wall of the crown portion

overlying the top edge of the seat back, a relatively stiff

elongated hood, disposed on top of the top wall of the

crown portion, said hood extending endwise of the hood

1. In combination with a ceiling of a space to be illumi-

nated and ventilated, a false ceiling spaced below said

ceiling, an air and light distributor unit in said false ceil-

ing comprising a troffer light housing having upwardly

and inwardly extending inner side wall portions forming

a light trough above the level of said false ceiling, a re-

flector extending along said housing along the upper rnar-

gins of said inner wall portions and having edge portions
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qwced inwardly from said inner wall portions to form

downwardly opening air passageways, elongated rtuo-

rescent tubes extending along said housing beneath said

reflector, a plenum chamber above said reflector, an air

inlet leading into said plenum chamber from the top

thereof at substantially the transverse center of said

plenum chamber, a plurality of vertically extending vaiMS

extending across said air passageways, the vanes on op-

posite sides of the transverse center of said plenum cham-

ber being inclined in opposite directions towards the op-

posite ends of said plenum chamber and reducing the

endwise velocity components of the air and directing the

air for discharge downwardly through said air passage-

ways in a generally straight downwardly direction, and

parallel baffles extending vertically along the inner sides

of the central vanes of said oppositely inclined vanes and

deflecting the stream of air entering said plenum cham-

ber and restricting the stream of air bouncing from the

bottom of said plenum chamber, to prevent the conver-

sion of the static head of air into a velocity head.

3,101,039

FLUE CAPS FOR CHIMNEYS AND THE LIKE
WilUam R. Duchcne, Hlxon, Tcnn^ and Hal C. Shook,

Kcnsiiigton, Ga^ assignors to Research, Incorporated,

Chattanooga, Tenn., a corporation of Tennessee

FUcd Dec. 19, 1960, Scr. No. 76,589

5 Claims. (CI. 98—59)

9 -

bers in a predetermined position such as in turn to center

the guide means and center post with respect to the flue.

3,101,040
APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING STABLE

PELLETED FOODS
George T. Lanz, Kiritwood, Mo., assignor to Ralston

Purina Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of

Missouri
Original application July 15, 1957, Scr. No. 671,782.

Divided and this application June 26, 1958, Scr. No.

744,736
13 Claims. (CI. 99—235)

1. A flue cap and adjustable damper for chimneys and

the like comprising, in combination, a cap member of

size and configuration corresponding substantially to that

of a flue opening and being adapted normally to scat

against the top edge of the flue and provide a closure cap

therefor, means mounting said cap member for limited

elevating movement from a flue-capping position to vari-

ous fluc-dampering positions comprising a center post

depending from the central portion of the cap member,

spaced attaching brackets adapted to be engaged with the

top edge of the flue lining at opposite sides thereof, paral-

klly disposed telescoping members interconnecting said

brackets and adapted when extended to secure said

brackets to said lining edge, means securing said telescop-

ing members in such extended position, cross head means

extending transversely between said telesct^ing members

and being supported thereby, a vertically disposed center-

post guide means affixed to and depending downwardly

from said cross head means in which said center post has

hiding bearing, means carried by said guide means for

releasably securing the center post to the guide means in

any desired position of elevation with respect thereto, and

means for centering said guide means and center post and

thereby the flue cap with respect to said flue including

oversize holes in the cross head means through which said

telescoping members extend whereby said cross head

means is movable longitudinally along said telescoping

members and is also shiftable a limited amount trans-

versely thereof, and means carried by said cross head

means for securing said means to said telescoping mem-

12. Food preparing iy;)paratus comprising means

adapted to form pellets from the food and including heat-

ing means for said pellets, means for dropping said pellets

in the form of a relatively thin curtain, an enclosing

chamber surrounding said curtain, spray nozzles con-

nected with said chamber for spraying liquid fat on the

curtain as the pellets fall through said chamber, and

means for receiving said pellets from the chamber after

their fall through the chamber.

3,101,041
APPARATUS FOR HEAT TREATMENT OF
LIQUIDS, SUCH AS MILK, FRUIT JUICES
AND THE LIKE

Bcngt H. Hallstrom, Lund, Sweden, assignor to Alttie-

boiagct Separator, Stocidiolm, Sweden, a corporation

of Sweden
FUed Mar. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 14,438

Claims priority, application Sweden Mar. 17, 1959
2 Claims. (CI. 99—251)

1. In an apparatus for beat treating a liquid, the com-

bination of a closed tank for deaerating and deodorizing

the liquid, a liquid supply pipe leading to the tank, a

pre-beater through which the liquid is fed to said supply

pipe, the tank having an evacuation outlet for maintain-
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ing subatmospheric pressure in the tank, a steam-admix-

ing device, a pump for delivering liquid from the tank to

said device for direct heating of the liquid, a pipe line

leading from said device for conveying the heated liquid

to further processing, a three-way valve in said pipe line,

a return pipe connecting the valve to the tank, whereby

said valve is operable in a first position to direct liquid

through said pipe line from the steam-admixing device

and in a second position to direct liquid from said device

back to the tank, a pressure-reducing throtUe device in

the return flow path formed by said valve and return

pipe and operable to effect a sudden reduction in the

pressure on said liquid and thereby release steam there-

from whereby said steam is removed through said evacu-

ation' outlet of the closed tank, a receiving vat for the

liquid to be treated, said pre-heater forming a heated path

through which the vat is connected to said liquid supply

pipe leading to the tank, a second three-way valve located

in said liquid supply pipe, and a return pipe leading from

said second valve to the vat. whereby said second valve is

operable in a first position to direct liquid from the pre-

heater to the tank and in a second position to direct liquid

from the pre-heater back to the vat, and an operative

connection between said two valves whereby they arc

movable simultaneously from their first to theu- second

positions.

3,101,042
PROPORTIONING DEVICE

Paul F. Good, LathcrvUIe, Md., assignor to Speedco, Inc.,

Baltimore, Md., a corporation of MwTlMd
FUed Mar. 15, 1962, Scr. No. 179,972

5 Claims. (CI. 99—256)

455

ing a vertically extending guideway carried by the base

member, a box comprising a unit independent of and re-

movably supported on the base member, power operated

means carried by said box and including an electric

motor and a member disposed to slide vertically on the

guideway for lifting the basket, an electric heating umt

carried by the box in position extending downwardly into
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(fl) an elongated receptacle open at both ends and hav-

ing a bottom wall, a pair of opposed upright side

walls longitudinally adjoining said bottom wall and

a top opening between the upper edges of said side

walls;

(fr) a reciprocable ram entering said receptacle

through one of its open ends and pushing material

out of said receptacle through the other open end

into said operating machijie;

(c) a pair of cooperating compacting jaws adapted to

operate on metal scarp; each jaw extending longitu-

dinally substantially the full length of said recep-

tacle outside thereof and hinged to the upper edge of

one of said side walls for a swinging movement be-

tween a first or receiving position adapted to support

scrap exceeding in size the width of the opening and

a second or final operating position;

sition relative to one line of a plate when the plate is

disposed in said printing position, means urging each

pad toward said plate and into operative jjosition to effect

printing of the associated line of said plate, a rotatable

shaft, a series of identical cams secured on said shaft in

angularly shifted positions relative to one another, each

of said cams being operatively connected to one of said

pads, said cams being operative upon rotation of said shaft

to successively move operative pads away from said plate

and out of operative positions at predetermined angular

positions of said shaft.

(d) a working face on each jaw; said -working faces

in said first position diverging away from said top

opening to form a support for scrap exceeding in size

the width of said opening and to be compacted by

the jaws when the same swing towards each other

into said second position, and in said second or

final operating position converging away from said

top opening to confine at any level a clearance

smaller than the width of said opening to compact

the scrap to a size smaller than that of said open-

ing; thereby permitting the operated on metal scrap

to fall freely and unaided into the receptacle when

released by the jaws and to have clearance with said

side walls for movement by said ram along said

receptacle.

(e) an actuating means for said reciprocable ram and

and for said swingable jaws.

3,101,046

MACHINE FOR PRINTING ADDRESSES INCLUD-
ING MEANS FOR SELECTING THE LINES TO
BE STAMPED OFF DIFFERENT PRINTING
PLATES

Ito Spiazzi, Milail, Italy, assignor to Fabbrka Italiana

Macchine Aziendali, Milan, Italy, a company of Italy

Filed Aug. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 47,028

Claimi priority, application Italy Aug. 4, 1959

11 Claimi. (CI. 101—57)

3,101,047
STAMPING DEVICE

Samoel M. Weissman, Chicago, III., assignor to Bankers

& Merchants, Inc., Chicago, 111., a corporation of

Illinois

FUcd Apr. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 103,076

5 Claims. (CI. 101—103)

1. In a marking device having a frame means, recipro-

cally movable holder means movable between a position

of use and a non-operative position guided in the course

of movement thereof by said frame means, marking means

supportably mounted in said holder means, manually op-

erable actuating means connected to said holder means

for moving said marking means into an operative posi-

.ion of use, means connected to said actuating means for

biasing said marking means into a non-operative posi-

tion, the improvement comprising inking means pivotally

mounted on said frame means, cam surface means mount-

ed on said inking means and disposed in the path of said

holder means when said marking means is moving into

an operative position of use whereby said holder means

engages said cam surface means, pivotally moving said

inking means from the path of said holder and marking

means during a portion of said holder means movement;

projecting ;ongue means connected to said inking means

adapted to engage a parallel surface portion of said holder

means in face-to-face, frictional engagement whereby said

inking means may pivotally move relative to said holder

means upon initial movement of said holder means and

prior to engagement of said holder means with said cam
surface means of said inking means.

3,101,048
HAND STAMPS

Cari E. Carlsen, 867 Srd Ave, New York, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 30, 1960, Scr. No. 72,667
1 Claim. (CI. 101—125)

6. In an address-printing machine operating with

printing plates which are successively movable into a

printing position, and each of which carries a plurality

of lines, a plurality of separate pads, each of which is

aligned with and is selectively movable into operative po-

* H «•

An invention comprising two semi-cylindrical members,

the inner member being formed with openings adapted

to receive studs integral with the outer member for se-
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curing said members together, a handle attached to a

bridge fixedly connected to said inner member, a stencil,

the inner member having each side extended, whereby to

prevent said stencil from being shifted, the inner member

being at one end formed with reduced edges, a rubber

band connected to a stencil and passing over said reduced

edges, and a hook formed on said bridge and adcpted

to engage said rubber band, the outer member being

formed with perforations and an ink storage pad se-

cured tjctween said inner and outer members, a printing

pad attached upon the outside of the outer perforated

member and being folded over the latter, said pad ex-

tending outside of the outer cylinder to prevent the lat-

ter from touching the stencil, said outer member being

formed with two arms, a removable pin received by said

arms and engaging the stencil at one end of these, a thin

metal strip secured to the other end of said stencil, said

metal su^ip being formed with eyelets adapted to receive

said stretched rubber band and holding the stencil under

a carriage mounted upon said table for movement there-

along, carriage-positioning means for releasably connect-

ing said carriage to a selected one of said first and second

carriage register means, a shafted printing roll removably

mounted upon said carriage and having an axle projecting

from each end thereof, means for selectively lifting and

lowering said roll with respect to said table and including

cradles mounted in said carriage and supporting the re-

spective axle portions of said roil, roll-indexing means

tension.

3,101,049

PRINTING DEVICE FOR PRINTING STICKERS
ON A CONTINUOUS ROLL

Charies B. Huppert, 1336 W. Birchwood Ave.,

CUc^o, m.
FUed Nor. 6, 1961, Scr. No. 150,332

3 Claims. (CI. 101—292)

JH . ^

1. A printing machine for imprinting labels adhesively

and removably secured on a continuous roll of tape, said

machine comprising a base, a guide member secured on

said base and through which said tape is advanced, a

reciprocating unit supported on said base, said recipro-

cating unit comprising an upper frame member and a

pair of front legs and a pair of rear legs secured to said

upper frame member for supporting same, with the lower

ends of said legs pivotally supported on said base, a

printing unit removably supported at the forward end of

said upper frame member, crank means connected to said

reciprocating unit and adapted when routed to recipro-

cate said unit, a finger secured adjacent the rear end of

said reciprocating unit and adapted to extend into said

guide member and engage the upe when said reciprocat-

ing member is moved forwardly to advance said tape

through said guide member, a stationary inking member

supported on said base above said guide member and

engaged by said printing unit on the return movement of

said reciprocating unit.

carried by one of said cradles and adapted to connect said

roll rigidly to said carriage while in a first position and to

permit said roll to rotate with respect to said carriage

while in a second and disconnecting position, said roll-

indexing means while in said first position serving to

establish an initial register line lengthwise of said roll

and in correlation to the initial register lines of said plate

and said article, and means for moving said roll-indexmg

means to said disconnecting position thereof, thereby to

permit said roll to rotate with respect to said carriage dur-

ing the printing movement of said carriage along said

plate and said article.

3,101,051

APPARATUS FOR INITIATING FRACTURES IN

EARTH FORMATIONS
Bruce Gilbert, Dallas, Tex., assignor to The We?t«™

Company of North America, a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed July 31, 1957, Ser. No. 675,424

6 CUims. (CI. 102—20)

3 101|050

FLAT PLATE PRINTING APPARATUS HAVING
ACCURATE REGISTER

John J. Schacfer and High B. Patrick, Loolsvllle, Ky.,

amiffton to Reynolds Meteh Company, Richmond,

Va., a corporatkm of Dclaiwwc
FUcd Nov. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 71,002

8 Claims. (CL 101—252)

1. A printing apparatus comprising in combinaUon, a

flat table having a first portion adapted to support a flat

inked plate and a second portion adapted to support a

flat article to be printed, a plate registering means and an

article registering means for establishing initial register

lines transversely of said plate and of said arUcle respcc-

uvely, first and second carriage register "j^n^ s"P^„
3 a fracture initiaUon gun assembly adapted to be
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a charge container and a plurality of shaped explosive

charges, said charge container being provided with two

charge blocks each containing three charge chambers, said

charge blocks being disposed back to back in said charge

container with the charge chambers of said blocks facing

in opposite directions, the axes of the terminal charge

chambers in each of said charge blocks making an angle

of 8° with the axis of the central charge chamber in said

block, said shaped explosive charges being disposed in

said charge chambers with the shaped charges in one

charge block faced to fire in one direction and the charges

in the other charge block faced to fire in the opposite di-

rection and a stand-off space between the shaped charges

and the perimeter of the main charge container.

said forward closure with said parachute, gas generating

means for producing pressure within said pressure cham-

ber to axially force the piston forwardly against said

parachute and said sleeve and force the latter against said

forward closure to break said frangible connector means

and expel thj sleeve and fold.d parachute and forward

closure through the forward end of said cylindrical

chamber, and a lanyard interconnecting said piston with

said fixed closure for limiting expulsion movement of said

piston to a limit position near the forward end of said

parachute section and having a length to accommodate
movement of said piston to said limit position.

3,101,052
ROCKET

Roland C. Webster, Annandale, Walter Cameron Roberts,

Jr., Alexandria, and Millard Lee Rice, Annandale, Va.,

assignors to Atlantic Research Corporation, Fairfax

County, Va., a corporation of Virginia

Filed Aug. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 5Z,989

. 10 Claims. (CI. 102—49)

3,101,053

COMBINATION FRAGMENTATIOI^J STRUCTURAL
INCENDIARY DAMAGE PROJECTILE

Thomas Stevenson, Huntingdon Valley, and James J.

Caven, Philatlelphia, Pa., assignors to the United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Army
Filed June 8, 1960, Ser. No. 34,846

2 Claims. (CI. 102—57)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

l'!-^.:r.\*'

» n n

1. A rocket vehicle for transporting a payload to high

altitude and expelling the payload from the rocket vehicle,

comprising an elongated tubular case having a rocket

motor section in the trailing end thereof and a parachute

section adjacent the leading end thereof, a nose cone

having a rearwardly opening payload housing chamber

therein bounded at the rear of the nose cone by an axially

elongated annular outer wall portion of the nose cone

and a transverse payload base plate forming a rear closure

for the payload housing chamber, means interconnectmg

the outer wall portion of the nose cone with said base

plate, said rocket motor section including an outer cyhn-

drical shell and a rocket motor housed therein having

an elongated end-burning propellant grain and a trans-

verse head closure at the forward end of the rocket motor

section fixed to said shell, said parachute section includ-

ing an outer cylindrical tubular wall conforming to the

diameter of said shell and aligned therewith definmg

with said head closure a forwardly opening cylindrical

chamber, a forward closure for said parachute section

normally secured to said outer cylindrical wall by frangible

connector means and a folded parachute and a surround-

ing inner cylindrical sleeve formed of axially split sections

slidably fitted with said outer cylindrical wall, an axially

movable piston member slidably interfitted with the inner

surface of said outer cylindrical wall between said sleeve

and said head closure spaced from the latter to define a

pressure chamber therebetween, coupling means connect-

ing said payload base plate with said forward closure and

1. In a projectile of the type for firing incendiary mate-

rial and metal slugs in as narrow a cone of dispersion as

about 19° and including a projectile body, an impact re-

sponsive nose and fuze in said projectile, an incendiary

material, solid slugs to be fired with said incendiary ma-

terial in said projectile body, said nose fuze firing said

incendiary material after said nose fuze has been blown

off, the combination therewith of the improvement for

enhancing the probability of bringing down an enemy

aircraft with body fragments having a narrowed cone of

dispersion thereof while retaining the aforesaid slugs and

incendiary material in a narrow cone of dispersion, said

improvement including a base detonating charge, a body

bursting charge in front of said base detonating charge

and in back of said slugs and incendiary material, an axial

imperforate hollow metal tube extending from adjacent

said nose fuze through said slugs, incendiary material

and said body bursting charge for firing said base detonat-

ing charge by a long flame from said nose fuze, said tube

having an enlarged rear end fitting within said projectile

body and enclosing said base detonating charge, the pro-

jectile body enclosing the enlarged rear end of said

tube fitted therein and a substantial length of said projec-

tile body being thicker than the portion of the body around

said slugs, incendiary material and a substantial length

of said body bursting charge whereby said enlarged rear

end of said tube and the thick body wall portion reinforce

said base detonator against radial outward rupture, flame

passageways inclined radially outward and forward from

said base detonator, through said enlarged rear end of

said tube to a rear face of said body bursting charge, the

projectile body thickness tapering gradually from an inter-

mediate portion of said body bursting charge in front of

said enlarged end of said tube to a substantially uniform

reduced thickness throughout substantially all of said in-

cendiary material, most of the length occupied by said

slugs, and a substantial length of said body bursting

charge, whereby on actuation of said nose fuze a flame

passes through said tube to ignite said base detonator in

advance of igniting said body bursting charge and incendi-

ary material, the rear face of said body bursting charge

being ignited and a shock wave and pressure flame front

will propel said slugs, incendiary material, and body frag-

ments in a controlled forward direction.

I
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3,101,054

ELECTRICALLY INITIATED SPOTTER
TRACER BULLET

Thomas Stevenson, Huntingdon Valley, and Winston W.
Cavell, Philadelphia, Pa., and William A. Dischert,

Merchantvillc, NJ., assignors to the United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Army
FUed Oct. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 60,758

7 Claims. (CI. 102—60)
(Granted onder Tttle 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

3,101,056
RECIPROCATING PUMPS

Bertram Anthony Peaster, Codsall, England, assignor to

Integral Limited, Wolverhampton, SUffordshire, Eng-

land, a British company
Filed July 7, 1961, Ser. No. 122,480

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 18, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. lOS—37)

7. A projectile having a piezoelectric crystal in the -

rear portion thereof, a rear wall of said projectile being

permeable to heat and pressure from a propelling charge,

said piezoelectric crystal surrounding an opening into

which such heat and pressure may enter, means for se-

curing said crystal adjacent said rear wall, an electric

condenser charged by said crystal, electrical connections

between said crystal and condenser, a spotter composition

in front of said condenser, means for firing said spotter

composition on discharge of said condenser, said means

including a switch wherein one contact thereof is closed

on reduction in velocity of said projectile, and means in

the connections between the crystal and condenser to

allow current to flow for charging the condenser and for

precluding the condenser being discharged through the

crystal in response to a forward movement of the con-

denser bodily.

3,101,055

DISPOSABLE BOMB ARMING DEVICE
William K. Kuntz and George E. Souvlner, Indianapolis,

Ind., assignors to the United States of America as rep-

resented by the Secretary of the Navy

FUed Feb. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 176,461

5 Clafms. (CI. 102—70.2)

(Granted under TW* 35, VS. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1. A hydraulic pump having variable liquid delivery,

comprising, in combination, a plurality of parallel-

connected pump cylinders having inlet and outlet open-

ings for said liquid and plungers reciprocable in said

cylinders, servo means for controlling the liquid delivery

of the pump, a first conduit connecting one side of said

servo means to the delivery pressure of the pump, a second

conduit connecting the other side of said servo means

to restricted flow of said liquid, thus producing a hydrau-

lic pressure difference across said servo means, means for

biasing said servo means in aiding relationship to said

restricted flow, a control valve operatively connected to

said second conduit, means for biasing said control valve

against said restricted flow, the pump outlet being con-

trolled by movements of said control valve in proporticm

to the hydraulic pressure of said restricted flow, and valve

means controlled by movements of said servo means for

throttling the effective area of said pump cylinder inlets

in inverse proportion to said pressure difference, whereby

said liquid delivery is regulated in response to the flow

requirements of the system supplied by the pump, one

of said cylinders having a bleed hole communicating with

the liquid inlet of the pump, whereby said servo means

is adapted to operate when the pump is off-loaded.

1. A disposable bomb arming unit compirsing:

(fl) a casing having a cavity in one end and a circular

channel in the other end,

(fc) an electrically insulated base plate closing said

cavity,

(c) a first electrical conductor attached to said t>ase

plate, .

(d) a second electrical conductor slidably mounted

within said cavity,

(e) a flexible arming cable having one end connected

to said second electrical conductor and having a por-

tion of its length stowable in said circular channel,

and
, , ,

(/) means engaging said flexible arming cable for sepa-

rating said first electrical conductor from said second

electrical conductor when said flexible arming cable

is stowed in said circular channel.

3,101,057
INJECTION PUMP

Joachim Heiser, Bemhausen, Kreis Esslingen, Wurttem-

berg, Germany, assignor to Robert Bosch G.m.b.H.,

Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Dec. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 157,081

Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 10, 1960

7 Claims. (CI. 103—37)
1 . In an injection pump, in combination, a cylinder hav-

ing a pumping chamber therein, piston mearjs in said

cylinder adapted to reciprocate therein along pressure and

suction strokes, inlet passage means leading to said pump-

ing chamber,; discharge passage means leading from said

pumping chamber; control means connected to said pis-

ton means for movement therewith and cooperating with

said inlet and discharge passage means for opening said

inlet passage means during each suction stroke of said

piston means and for closing said inlet passage means

during each pressure stroke of said piston means, said

control means opening said discharge passage means dur-

ing each pressure stroke of said piston means and clos-

ing said discharge passage means during each suction

stroke of said piston means, said control means being ca-

pable of preventing leakage of fuel back to said inlet pas-

sage means during the pressure strokes of said piston

means when the pump operates at relatively high speeds

but under certain operating conditions, as when the pump

is used with a relatively light fuel or when the parts be-
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come worn, being incapable of preventing leakage of fuel

back to said inlet passage means during pressure strokes

o< said piston means when the pump operates at rela-

tively slow speeds; aixl valve means carried by said con-

trol means for movement therewith and located in the

path of flow of fuel from said inlet passage means to

said pumping chamber for preventing fuel from leaking

back to said inlet passage means during pressure strokes

of said second pump bead to one side of the diaphragm

of said first pump head; a reciprocating pump bydrau-

lically coupled to the o.her side of the diaphragm of said

second pum head, said reciprocating pump having a vari-

able displacemem, the normal displacement of said pump

being equal to and the maximum displacement being

greater than the volume of said cavity of said first pump

head; flow detection means adap.ed to monitor the rate

of flow output from said diaphragm; means responsive

to said flow detection means to tenyporarily increase the

displacement of said reciprocating pump from its normal

displacement to a greater displacement whenever the flow

ou.put from said punH>ing diaphragm falls below its full

capacity; a fluid reservoir; a conduit communicating with

said reservoir and said intermediate coupling system;

and a one-way valve located in said conduit allowing fluid

flow only in the direction toward said intermediate cou-

pling system.

3,101,059
FLUID PUMP OR MOTOR

Elmer W. Easter, 827 Sammit St^ Coraopolls, P«.

FUed Jane 30, 1959, Scr. No. 824,104

14 Claims. (CL 103—142)

of said piston means at relatively slow speeds of op-

eraUon of the pump, said valve means, because of its in-

ertia, being incapable of maintaining the pumping cham-

ber closed off from said inlet passage means during the

entire pressure strokes of said piston means when the

pump operates at relatively high speeds, whereby said con-

trol means and said valve means cooperate to prevent

leakage back to said inlet passage means during all speeds

of operation of the pump.

3,101,058
DIAPHRAGM PUMPING SYSTTEM

WUliam H. Carr, Jr., Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Edward R.

Dobyns, Coco. Beach, Fla., assignors *»
'l"*^^""***

States of America as represented by the United States

Atomic Energy Commission
, ., -^a

Filed June 16, 1961, Ser. No. 117,760

3 Claims. (CI. 103—38)

1 In a diaphragm pumping system, the combination

of a first pump head defining an internal cavi.y; a pump-

ing diaphragm adapted to oscillate within said cavity; a

second pump head defining a cavity having a volume

greater than the volume of ihe cavity in said first punrip

head- a driving diaphragm adapted to oscillate with the

cavity of said second pump head; an intermediate cou-

pling system provided with a pressure relief valve and

adapted to hydrauUcally couple one side of the diaphragm

1. In a rotary fluid flow device comprising an inner

casing with a spherical inner working surface; an outer

casing embracing the inner working surface and bearing

opposed interior side walls; a spherical wall rotatable

about the axis of an annular pumping volume and bear-

ing a spherical outer working surface spaced from and

opposed to the inner working surface, said outer working

surface being radially outside said inner working surface,

said annular pumping volume being defined by the inner

and outer working surfaces and the side walls; an annular

flange in the pumping volume spanning the space between

the spherical working surfaces and thereby dividing the

pumping volume into first and second pumping spaces;

opposed gripper surfaces defining vane gaps in the flange;

at least three transverse vanes extending between the

flange and the side walls, thereby dividing the first and

second pumping spaces into charge chambers, each vane

having upper and lower faces conforming respectively to

the outer working surface and the inner working surface,

at least one vane connected in driving relation to the

peripheral waU; means for routing the flange about its

axis together with the vanes and peripheral wall, with the

axes of the pumping volume and the flange diverging

from the center of the spherical inner working surface,

thereby changing the volume of each charge chamber,

and duct means for introducing fluid from a fluid supply

into the charge chambers during the increase in volume

thereof and for removing fluid to a fluid discharge from

the charge chambers during the decrease in volume there-

of, the improvement comprising non-roUting interior side

walls; vanes rotatable during the roUtion of the flange,

said vanes rotating about an instantaneous vane axis ex-

tending through the center of the spherical inner working

surface, and said vanes having spherical upper and lower

faces of the radius of curvature respectively of the outer

working surface and the inner working surface, and side
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faces adapted to make sliding surface contact with the

side walls whereby rotary motion of the vane relative to

the side walls about the vane axis is substantially pre-

vented.

3,101,060

VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT PISTON MACHINE
Gnstaf Erik Biorkload, Svedenboragatan 2,

Stockholm, Sweden
FUed Jan. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 86,051

Claims priority, application Sweden Feb. 4, 1960

9 Claims. (Cl. 103—161)

plank when reversed and placed on its ade edge abutting

said adjacent plank having oblique bores registering with

the bores in the adjacent plank, and bolt means for the

bores to releasably retain the first mentioned top plank

as a bench back with strip forming a tool rack in the

bench form.

3,101,062

FOLDING TABLE AND BENCH CONSTRUCHONS
Claude G. Kanzelberger, Two Rivers, Wis., assignwr to

Hamilton Manufacturing Company, Two Rivers, Wis.,

corporation of Wisconsin
Filed Sept. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 138,750

12 Claims. (Cl. 108—37)

1. Machine adapted to operate as a pump, compres-

sor or motor comprising a casing having a plurality of

units disposed therein; each unit including a centrally

disposed pintle valve having a pressure side and a suc-

tion side, a cylinder block surrounding said pintle valve

and rotatable with respect thereto, reciprocable piston

means mounted in said cylinder block providing work-

ing chambers in said cylinder block during rotation

thereof, a ring surrounding said cylinder block and being

engaged by said piston means, said ring being adapted to

rotate about an axis disposed eccentrically with respect

to the axis of said pintle valve for reciprocation of the

piston means with respect to said cylinder block through

the pressure and exhaust positions; means provided in

said casing for supporting said pintle valve and ririg of

each unit, and means to operatively connect said units to

drive said ring and cylinder block thereof in rotation

through said piston means so that said ring is the driv-

ing or driven member, the pintle valves of said units

being disposed parallel to each other, the rings of said

units being in operative engagement with each other at

their high pressure positions to balance the pressure

forces of the piston means thereon.

1. A foldable table-top assembly comprising two top

members, hinge means pivotally interconnecting one eiid

of each of said top members for holding said members in

horizontal end-to-end relation when the assembly is open

and in vertical parallel relation when the assembly is

closed, a wall pocket to receive said top members when

the assembly is closed, means carried at the other end of

one of said top members for pivotally connecting said

other end in said wall pocket, means for raising said top

members a certain distance upwardly attendant to the

folding thereof into said wall pocket, and locking means

mounted in said wall pocket in the upper part thereof and

positioned to receive said hinge means when said top

members are raised said distance and thereby retain said

top members in the closed pooition in said wall pocket.

3,101,061

PICNIC TABLE AND WORKBENCH
CONVERSION

Donald F. Amend, 18645 Pleasant St., Brookfield, Wis.

Filed Jan. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 80,658

1 Claim. (Cl. 108—11)

A^ M I
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3,101,063
CUSHIONED SKID

Thomas P. Wharton, Washington, D.C., assignor, by

mesne assignmaits, to Packaging Consultants, Inc., a

corporation of the District of Columbia
Filed Nov. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 68,174

2 Claims. (Cl. 108—55)

In a picnic Uble adapted for conversion to a work

bench, a plurality of longitudinally extending planks

forming the top of the table, a longitudinal strip under-

lying and fastened to a top plank adjacent one side of the

top of the table and in spaced relation to said top plank,

the top plank adjacent to said first mentioned top plank

having a pair of oblique bores, the first mentioned top

1. A cushioned cargo device including a container in

which goods may be placed, a plurality of cushioning

skids attached to the container to absorb shock and pre-

vent damage to lading disposed therein, each skid includ-

ing a substantially U-shaped main frame having a central

portion attached to the c<Mitainer and two slotted side

portions extending substantially perpendicular to the cen-

tral portion, a foot member having bolt-like members at-

tadied thereto and extending therefrom, said foot mem-

ber being disposed vvilh the space lying between said side

portions of said U-sh<.ped main frame, said bolt-like mem-

bers extending through the dots of said side portions of

said U-shaped main frame, a piece of resilient material

disposed under compression between the central portion

of said U-shaped main frame and said foot member, and

a pair of end plates attached to the U-shaped main frame

a: the ends thereof whereby said piece of resilient material

is encased within the space defined by the U-shaped main

frame and the foot member.
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3,101,064
FOLDING TABLE CONSTRUCTION

Claude G. Kanzelbcrger and Roy E. Kanitz, both of Two
Rivers, Wis^ assignors to Hamilton Manufacturing

~ Company, Two Rivers, Wis., a corporation of Wis-

consin
Filed July 31, 1961, Scr. No. 128,034

14 Claims. (CI. 108—113)

m —^ n 1) nr
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a lamellar overlay of filled hardened resin bonded to said

impregnated fiber glass cloth layer opposite said plastic

layer.

3,101,066

SUBMARLNE HYDRODYNAMIC CONTROL
SYSTEM

Frederick R. Hasclton, 9110 Ewing Drive, Bcthesda, Md.
FUcd July 14, 1961, Scr. No. 124,236

6 Claims. (CL 114—16)
(Granted under TlUc 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

H..
1. A transversely folding table movable between open

and closed positions and comprising a unitary supporting

structure comprising a pair of table top supports adapted

to extend horizontally in end-to-end relation when the

table is in its open position, a center leg frame pivotally

connected at its top to the adjacent ends of said table

top supports, a pair of end leg frames pivotally con-

nected at their tops to the respective table top supports

adjacent their remote ends, a pair of stretcher bars each

pivotally connected to said center leg frame and to one

<rf said end leg frames at points equally spaced from

said table top supports, and means for equalizing the

movement of said leg frames relative to said table top

supports on movement between open and closed positions,

and a pair of table top section removably secured to the

respective table top supports.

3,101,065
1-^ REINFORCED PLASTIC DIE

Edward R. Kalis, Dearliom, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware _.« ,^«
FUed June 16, 1958, Ser. No. 742,362

6 Claims. (Ci. 113—49)

1. A submarine vehicle for operation in a fluid medium

comprising, a neutrally buoyant cylindrical body for said

vehicle, a pair of spaced peripheral propulsion units

mounted for rotation around said body, pitch adjust-

able blades radially and pivotally mounted on said propul-

sion units, and means operatively connected to said

blades for collectively and cyclically adjusting the pitch

of said blades for maneuvering said vehicle in six degrees

of freedom.

3,101,067
ANCHOR SECURING DEVICE

Edward W. Brydon, 1341 Steavebank Road N.,

Port Credit, Toronto, Canada
Filed July 21, 1961, Scr. No. 125,726

Claims priority, application Canada July 11, 1961

12 Claims. (CI. 114—210)

>i^'
;a\

6. A reinforced plastic die for stamping sheet metal

panels, said die comprising a substantially flat metal base

member, a quantity of a hardened filled resin having

gravel dispersed therethrough bonded to said base mem-

ber, a plurality of spaced anchor members extending from

said base member into said resin, said filled resin con-

taining approximately 25% to 40% by weight of harden-

able resin, 10% to 20% by weight of a metal powder,

40% to 60% by weight of hydraulic cement and suflScicnt

hardener for said resin, a thin layer of fiber glass cloth

adhering to the surface of said hardened filled resin-stone

mixture opposite said base member, said fiber glass cloth

being impregnated with a hardened mixture containing

about 50% to 75% by weight of epoxy resin, 10% to

30% by weight of silica flour and sufficient hardener for

said resin, a plurality of spaced bridge chaplets located

at the interface of said die body and said laminate, and

1 . A device for securing an anchor of the type having

an elongated shank, attaching means adjacent one end of

said shank, and a crown and a pair of flukes rigidly se-

cured together and rotatable about an axis adjacent the

other end of said shank and transverse thereto, the crown

having a bearing surface portion, said device comprising:

first means engageable with the bearing surface portion of

the crx>wn of such an anchor and adapted to constitute a

fuLlcrum therefor; second means adapted to be spaced

apart a predetermined distance from said first means, for

engaging the attaching means of such an anchor and ap-

plying a turning moment thereto whereby the crown is

adapted to move from a first free position to a second

locking position; and third means having a predeter-

mined height adapted to be positioned intermediate said

first and second means and adapted to limit the move-

ment of the flukes of such an anchor.

3,101,068
LOW GAS PRESSURE ALARM

Nathan Kenneth Jensen, Mhincapolis, Mfain., assignor Xo

Medic-Made, Inc., Mhmcapolis, Mfam^ a corporation

of Minnesota
Filed June 16, 1961, Scr. No. 117,611

9 Claims. (CI. 116—70)
1. A device for detecting and indicating decrease of gas

pressure in a gas supply below a desired level, said device
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comprising a housing having forward and rear ends and

having a gas outlet in said rear end, said housing includ-

ing a forward end wall with a gas inlet therethrough and

means adapted for attaching said inlet to the gas supply,

. a partition structure between said outlet and said forward

end wall and spaced from said forward end wall to define

an internal chamber therebetween, said partition structure

being disposed at the rear side of said chamber and hav-

ing a recess in the center thereof, said partition structure

defining a forwardly facing and generally annular disc-

supporting surface having an inner periphery adjacent said

recess and having an outer periphery, said outer periphery

lying in a common plane and said inner periphery being

disposed slightly rearwardly of said outer periphery, a for-

wardly facing valve seat element in the recess and being

slidable forwardly and rearwardly therein, a stop in the

recess limiting forward movement of said element, spring

means continuously urging said element forwardly to-

ward said stop and toward said chamber, said partition

attached to said reeds in graduated sequence such that the

products of the reed length and the mass weight are equal

for each combination of reed and mass, whereby the

resonant frequencies of the resultant reed and mass com-

binations are made different while the minimum accelera-

tions along said axis for which said reeds break are made

substantially the same.

structure having an aperture therein communicating be-

tween said chamber and said gas outlet, a resilient disc in

said chamber and having an outer periphery lying against

the outer periphery of said disc-supporting surface and

said disc also having a central portion in spaced relation

with said forward wall and with said partition structure,

the spacing between the central portion of the disc and

said disc-supporting surface being sufficiently small as to

permit resilient flexing of the disc into engagement with

said surface without exceeding the elastic limits of the disc,

the outer periphery of the disc being sealed to the housing

to prevent gas flow past the disc outer periphery, the disc

having a central aperture aligned with said valve seat ele-

ment, said valve seat element and said disc having aligned

seating portions around the periphery of said central aper-

ture and engageable with each other in gas-sealing relation

when the disc is flexed under the influence of high gas

pressure at the inlet, and gas flow detecting and indicating

means in said outlet.

3,101,070

POULTRY FEEDER HAVING A BAND TYPE
CONVEYOR

Nat Cordis, Crown Farms, Silver Lake, Wis.

Filed Apr. 6, 1960, Scr. No. 20,312

12 Chihns. (CI. 119—52)
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1. In a poultry feeding apparatus, the combination of

an open-topped trough means and corners providing an

endless circuit, said trough means having bottom and

side walls, flexible endless conveyor means extending

along said circuit, means for introducing feed into said

trough means, said conveyor means being flat and rela-

tively thin and running adjacent one of said walls, feed

engaging portions on said conveyor arranged in planes

transverse to the path of travel of said conveyor, a hold-

down mounted in said trough means substantially co-

extensive with said corner and colinear with a segment of

said conveyor passing through said corner, said holddown

including an arcuate flange member arranged in a plane

parallel to the normal plane of travel of said conveyor

in traversing the corner and entering an adjacent flight

of trough, said member being engageable by said feed

engaging portions when said conveyor rises in said trough.

3,101,069
SHOCK SENSOR

Wfllbm J. Reich, Jr., St. Albans, and Charles Ward,

Weitbary, N.Y., assignors to American Bosch Arma

Corporation, a corporation of New York

Conthination of abandoned appUcation Ser. No. 47,167,

Aug. 3, 1960. This application Apr. 25, 1962, Scr. No.

193,037
^j,,^j„^ (CL 116—114)

3,101,071
ANIMAL WATERER

Norman V. Frye, Rte. 4, Davenport, Iowa

FUed Mar. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 179,396

11 CUhns. (CI. 119—78)

1. In a device of the character described for indicating

that excessive shock along a given axis has been expe-

rienced, a base, a plurality of frangible reeds extending

perpendicularly to said axis, made of similar material

and section but unequal in length, and each secured at one

end to said base, a plurality of unequal masses attached

to the free ends of said reeds, said reeds being disposed

so as to be frangible by said masses in response to accel-

eration of said base along said axis, said masses being

1. An animal waterer, comprising: a horizontal shaft

having front and rear ends and including means at its

rear end for the mounting thereof on and to project

forwardly from a support; a container carried by the shaft

for forward axial removal therefrom and for rocking to

dump and release positions at opposite sides of a central

position, said container having front and rear walls re-

spectively adjacent to the front and rear ends of the shaft

and radial to the shaft axis and having major portions

thereof below said axis, and said container having a hot-
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torn joined to and generally coextensive with said major

portions to define first and second container parts re-

flectively at diametrically opposite sides of the shaft, said

first part having an open top for anin\al access to water

therein in the central position of the container and said

bottom being so shaped in said first part that when the

container is rocked in the direction causing the first part

to move down and the second part up it achieves said

dump position and water is discharged therefrom, said

rear wall having an upper marginal edge bordering said

second part and said container having roof means over-

lying said second part and spaced both above and for-

wardly of said rear wall edge to provide respectively a

rear opening and an upper slot radial to the shaft; means

for connecting the container to a source of water supply,

including a conduit entering the second part via said

opening and closely adjacent to the shaft, a float within

the second part and dimensioned to pass through said

opening, and means connecting the float to the inlet to

normally maintain a water level in the container below

said marginal edge, said slot being dimensioned to ac-

commodate the conduit when the container is rocked to

its dump position and said float, in the central position

of the container, being normally downwardly out of regis-

ter with said rear opening; stop means engaging the con-

tainer and normally confining rocking thereof between

its central and dump position, said stop means being dis-

engageable from the container upon forward movement
thereof on the shaft to enable rocking of said container

in the opposite direction to its release position for achiev-

ing register between the float and said rear opening where-

by the container is completely forwardly removable from

the shaft relative to the shaft, conduit and float; means
releasably holding the container against forward move-

ment on the shaft; means biasing the container to its

central position and into engagement with the stop; and

means on the container for receiving a rocking force for

movement thereof to said dump position.

3,1«1,072
HOG OILER

Looii A. Smith, R.R. 1, Denver, Ind.

FUcd Apr. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 101,952
4 Claims. (CI. 119—157)

3,101,073
MECHANICAL PENCIL

Ciiarlcs E. Baird, 500 CorouMlo Court, Paducah, Kj.
Filed Dec. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 161,605

5 Claims. (CI. 120—11)
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1. A mechanical pencil comprising a tubular barrel

having lower and upper ends, said barrel having a main

axial bore extending to said lower end and a reduced diam-

eter axial bore extending from said upper end to the main

bore, a tubular tip threaded into the lower end of the main

bore, said tip having an axial bore smaller in diameter

than said main bore, a tubular split spring lead holder

sliding in the tip bore and having a lateral annular flange

on its upper end, a coil spring circumposed on the lead

holder and compressed between said lateral flange and

the tip, a pusher block engaged non-rotatably and slidably

in the main barrel bore and engaged with the upiser €>nd

of the lead holder, a push rod engaged slidably and ro-

tatably in the main barrel bore, a feeding and retracting

screw supported within said push rod and threaded

through said pusher block, said push rod having a reduced

diameter knob on its upper end extending through said

reduced diameter barrel bore and reaching beyond the

upper end of the barrel, the upper end of main portion

of the push rod and said knob defining a shoulder, and

laterally inwardly spring-pressed catch means adapted to

engage behind said shoulder in a downwardly extended

position of die push rod wherein a lead engaged in the

lead holder is extended out of the tip to uae position.

1. Animal rubbing apparatus comprising a horizontally

extending base, a support extending upwardly from said

base and acting as an oil reservoir, means for maintain-

ing the oil within said reservoir at a constant level, a

chain secured adjacent one end to said base, a weight

secured to the other end of said chain and hanging thereon

in said reservoir, said chain being sufficiently long that

its other end is submerged within the oil in said reser-

voir whereby an animal rubbing or forcing against said

chain tends to draw tlie other end of the chain upwardly

and to cause the oil about the other end of the chain to

run down the chain toward the base, said support hav-

ing slots formed therein through which said chains ex-

tend, said slots terminating at tlieir lower ends in tliick-

ened bearing portions upon which said chains bear, and

a helical element secured to the outside of said support,

the adjacent convolutions of said helical element being

spaced from one another to spread oil over the surface

of said support

3,101,074
MARKING PENCIL

Walter B. Spatz, 11182 Smact Bird.,

Los Angeles 49, Calif.

FUed Apr. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 23,173
13 Claims. (CL 120—20)

10. In a marking pencil: a barrel; means for supporting

a pencil core in said barrel against subsuntial roUtion

relative to said barrel while permitting the core to move
axially of said barrel; a cap; means mounting said cap

on said barrel for rotation and for longitudinal movement

on said barrel without rotation between a forward posi-

tion and a maximum rearward position thereon; sharpen-

ing means positioned within and rotatable with said cap

relative to said barrel to sharpen the core when said cap

is in said rearward position; means within said barrel

for feeding the core forwardly of said barrel to locate

the forward end portion of the pencil core externally of

the barrel and in said sharpening means; releasable latch

means for preventing said feeding means from moving

said core forwardly in said barrel; said cap being shiftable

by manual force to said maximum rearward position and

against said latch means to release the same; said mount-

ing means embodying means permitting said" cap to be

shifted by said feeding means from said maximum rear-

ward position to said forward position to allow reengage-
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ment of said latch means when said manual force on said

cap is removed.

3,101,075

CLIP FOR WRITING INSTRUMENTS
AND THE LIKE

Frank T. Johmann, 49 Hampton Drive,

Beriwlcy Heights, NJ.
Filed June 16, 1960, Ser. No. 36,658

5 Claims. (CL 120—42.03)

3,101,076

ROTARY VANE-TYPE INTERNAL
COMBUSTION MOTOR

Rodolfo Stephens-Castancda, At. del Taller 92-8,

Mexico City, Mexico
FUcd Apr. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 105,010

3 Claims. (CI. 123—16)

1. A writing instrument having a tip-actuated retract-

able writing point and a pushbutton actuated retractable

dip comprising in combination, a tubular barrel having

upper and lower ends, a longitudinally movable hood

projecting through the lower end of said barrel, a car-

tridge unit including a ballpoint, said unit being longi-

tudinally movable within said barrel between a point pro-

tracted position wherein said ballpoint extends through

said hood and a point retracted position wherein said

ballpoint is concealed within said hood, said barrel prox-

imate said upper end being formed with a longitudinally

extending recess, a pocket clip imit carried by said barrel

including a do»T«wardly extending clip portion, a trans-

versely extending intermediate portion integral with said

clip portion, and an upwardly extending pushbutton por-

tion integral with said intermediate portion, guide means

carried within said barrel engageable with said pocket

clip unit, a helical coil compression spring disposed be-

tween said clip unit and said cartridge unit, said spring

urging said pushbutton portion to an extended position

projecting throu^ said upper end of said barrel while

urging said clip portion to a retracted position wherein

said clip portion is within said recess whereby said clip

portion is substantially flush with said barrel, said spring

also urging said cartridge unit towards said point pro-

tracted position, and a retraction-protraction mechanism

operable to obtain said cartridge unit in a point retracted

position against the pressure of said^pring upon pressing

said hood and ballpoint into contact with a rigid surface

and then releasing from said contact, said retraction-pro-

traction mechanism being operable to allow said cartridge

unit to be urged to its point protracted position by said

spring upon a subsequent pressing of said hood and ball-

point into contact with a rigid surface and then releasing

from said contact, said pushbutton portion being longi-

tudinally movable against the urging of said spring into

sliding contact with said gude means upon the applica-

tion of downward force to said pushbutton portion where-

by said clip portion is urged to a protracted position where-

in said clip portion is projected from said recess, said

pushbutton portion being moved to said extended position

and said clip portion being moved to said retracted posi-

tion by said firing upon the release of said downward

force.

1. A radial vane-type internal combustion motor com-

prising a main ring housing, end plates connected to the

sides of the main housing, a vane rotor having an axial

shaft journalled in said end plates and eccentrically dis-

posed in said main housing, said rotor having longitudinal-

ly-extending cylindrical socket recesses, angularly adjus-

table vane sockets operable in said socket recesses, radTally

adjustable vanes in said angularly adjustable vane sockets

of the rotor having wiping contact with the inner sur-

face of the housing, slot means provided in the inner sur-

face of the main housing and in the end plates at the

opposite sides thereof to provide an explosion chamber

within the housing surface, said cylindrical vane socket

rotor having vane spaces in which the vanes are adjusted,

passageway means in one end plate for supplying gas

mixture to the inner end of the vane spaces whereby the

gas mixture will be acted upon by the vanes, passage way

means in the opposite end plate for delivering the gas

mixture by the inward movement of the vanes from the

vane spaces to the opposite side of the rotor and to the

housing removed from the explosion chamber, said rotor

having slots in its periphery into which the gaseous mix-

ture from the main ring housing chamber is compressed,

means within the explosion chamber of the chamber for

igniting the compressed gas mixture as it is delivered

from the rotor slots thereto, and spaced pin and slot means

extending between the vanes and the end plates for work-

ing the vanes radially in their spaces in the cylindrical

vane sockets toward and from the inner periphery of

the main housing.

3,101,077

ROLLER TAPPET CONSTRAINING DEVICE
John H. Engle, 1044 Maple St., Santa Monica, Calif.

FUcd Jane 21, 1962, Scr. No. 204,268

6 Claims. (CI. 123—90)

4. In an internal combustion engine including a cam

shaft having cam surfaces, a plurality of roller tappets

riding on said cam surfaces operating push rods, and an

engine block having bores receiving and guiding vertical
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movement of said roller tappets, constraining devices for

preventing rotation of said roller tappets in said bores

during vertical movements of said roller tappets, each of

said constraining devices comprising: a single integral

curved strip of resilient material having elongated sloHs

extending inwardly from opposite ends and terminating

short of the mid-point of said strip to define pairs of legs

at each end of said strip, each leg terminating in a

laterally outwardly directed pin, said roller tappets having

open upper cylindrical ends from which said push rods

extend, each cylindrical end including diametrically op-

posite transverse openings adapted to receive oppositely

directed pins in a loose fit from one of said pairs of legs,

the next adjacent roller tappet receiving the pins of the

other pair of said pairs of legs in a loose fit so that said

cvu^ed strip is arched between two adjacent roller tappets,

the push rods associated therewith passing upwardly

through said slots in said curved strip, successive adjacent

pairs of roller tappets being similarly provided with inte-

gral curved strips so that each curved strip constrains two

roller tappets from rotational movement within their bores.

tween, and acting on, said piston and said valve member,

a supply passage through which fuel from said feed means

is admissible to the narrower end of said chamber for act-

ing on said valve member, and a second passage which

communicates at its opposite ends respectively with the

wider end of said chamber and the outer end of the last

mentioned port, and through which liquid under pressure

is admissible to, and dischargeable from, the wider end

of said chamber under the control of said valve member,

the latter having associated therewith a third passage from

which liquid under pressure can flow through said second

passage to the wider end of said chamber when said valve

member is moved in one direction by a rise in the liquid

fuel pressure in said supply passage, and said piston being

movable towards the narrower part of said chamber by the

liquid under pressure admitted to the wider end of said

chamber, and having formed therein a fourth passage

through which liquid under pressure can flow from said

second passage when said valve member is returned to its

initial position by said compression spring following a fall

of the pressure in said supply passage.

3,101,078

LIQUID FUEL PUMPS
Frascr Mackic Evans, Uzbridge, Middlesex, England,

assignor to C.A.V. Limited, London, England

FUed Apr. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 188,616

Claims priority, application Great BriUin Apr. 25, 1961

5 Claims. (CI. 123—139)

3,101,079

LIQUID FUEL PUMPS FOR I^fTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

Eraser Mackie Evans, Uxbridge, Middlesex, England,

assignor to C.A.V. Limited, London, England

Filed Apr. 13, 1962, Ser. No. 188,615

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 17, 1961

7 Claims. (CI. 12^-140)

)' JS 36

1 . For use in supplying liquid fuel to injection nozzles in

communication respectively with the cylinders of a multi-

cylinder internal combustion engine, a liquid fuel pump

comprising in combination a hollow body part which is

provided with a plurality of ports adapted to be connected

respectively to the injection nozzles, a cylindrical distrib-

utor rotatably mounted in said hollow body part, and

adapted to be driven by the engine, a head rigidly united

with one end of said distributor, and provided with a trans-

versely extending bore, at least one plunger slidably mount-

ed in said bore, liquid fuel feed means which is adapted

to be operated by the engine, and from which liquid fuel

is intermittenUy feedable, during rotation of said distrib-

utor, through a part the latter to said bore for causing said

plunger to move outwardly, an annular cam which sur-

rounds said head, and which serves to impart inward

movements to said plunger, during rotation of said head

with said distributor, for delivering fuel through said dis-

tributor to said ports in turn, a stepped cylindrical cham-

ber which is situated parallel with a tangent to said an-

nular cam, and which has two coaxial parts, one of said

coaxial parts being wider than the other, a fluid operable

piston slidably accommodated in the wider part of said

chamber, means interconnecting said annular cam and

said piston so that movement of the latter causes angular

movement of said annular cam to vary the timing of the

delivery of fuel by said plunger to said ports, a cylindrical

valve member slidably accommodated in the narrower

part of said chamber, said narrower part beii>g Provided

with an outwardly extending port which is controllable by

said valve member, a compression spring disposed be-

1. For use with a multi-cylinder internal combustion

engine provided with a plurality of fuel injection nozzles

in communication respectively with the cylinders of the

engine, a liquid fuel injection pun^) comprising in combi-

nation a hollow body part, a cylindrical distributor

mounted in a con*plementary portion of said hollow body

part, and adapted to be rotated by the engine, a head

which is rigidly united with one end of said distributor

so as to be rotatable therewith, and which is provided

with a transverse bore, at least one plunger slidably

mounted in said transverse bore, an annular cam sur-

rounding said head for imparting radially inward move-

ments to said plunger during rotation of said head, a first

series of angularly spaced radial passages formed in said

distributor, an axial passage which is formed in said dis-

tributor, and which establishes communication between

said first series of radial passages and the transverse bore

in said bead, a second series of angularly spaced radial

passages formed in said distributor, a radial discharge

passage formed in said distributor, another passage which

is formed longitudinally in said distributor, and through

which said second series of radial passages are communi-

catable with said radial discharge passage, a plurality of

angularly spaced discharge ports formed in said hollow

body part at positions in which said discharge passage

registers in turn with said discharge ports during rotation

of said distributor, said discharge ports being adapted for

connection respectively to the fuel injecticm nozzles of
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the engine, a cylindrical chamber which at one end com-

municates with said first series of angularly spaced radial

passages, and at the other end communicates with said

second series of angularly spaced radial passages, a pair

of fuel inlet ports in said hollow body part at positions

in which, during rotation of said distributor, one of said

fuel inlet ports registers in turn with said first series of

angularly spaced radial passages, and the other of said

fuel inlet ports registers in turn with said second series

of angularly spaced radial passages, means for feeding

fuel to said pair of fuel inlet ports, spill passage in the

wall of said cylindrical chamber, an axially movable

shuttle in said cylindrical chamber, means for adjusting

said shuttle angularly about its axis, means for limiting

axial movement of said shuttle towards the end of said

cylindrical chamber in communication with said first

series of angularly spaced radial passages, and means for

adjusting said shuttle axially, said shuttle having in at

least one end thereof a slot shaped so that angular adjust-

ment of said shuttle will determine at what axial position

said shuttle will uncover said spill passage, and the ar-

rangement being such that fuel fed to said second series

of angularly spaced radial passages will be delivered

through said discharge passage to said discharge ports

in turn by disjrfacement of said shuttle in response to

fuel fed by inward movements of said plunger to the first

mentioned end of said cylindrical chamber.

element, a pair of brackets each fixed with and depending

from the central portion of a respective one of said side

elements, within said box, a normally horizontal beam se-

cured at its ends to and interconnecting the distal lower

ends of said brackets, a lift rod extending upwardly and

slidably through an opening in the bottom of said box and

engaging said beam centrally thereof to support said

frame, and manually-operable means carried by the

lower surface of the bottom of said box and engaging

said lift rod, to vertically adjust |aid frame in and rela-

tively to said box.

3,101,081

APPARATUS FOR THE CONDITIONING OF THE
AUDITORY LATERALIZATION

Alfred Ange Auguste Tomatis, Paris, France, assignor to

Societe Civile d'Etudes et de Brevets Mota, Paris,

France

Filed Feb. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 89,484

Claims priority, application France Feb. 15, 1960

6 Claims. (CI. 128—1)

3,101,080
OUTDOOR GRILL

Alton G. Lorbacher, 306 E. Peace Place, Raleigh, N.C.

Filed July 29, 1960, Ser. No. 46,142

6 Claims. (CL 126—25)

3. A cooking grill cwnprising, a rectangular box open

at the top, a rectangular open frame fitting said box for

vertical translation therewithin, said frame comprising

side and end channel elements, both said end elements

and a first side element opening downwardly, the second

side element opening upwardly, there being a series of

equally-spaced bores through the inner wall of said first

side element and a series of equally-spaced notches in

the top edge of the inner wall of said second side ele-

ment each said notch being opposite a respective one

of said bores, a plurality of grill rods each having one

end inserted into a respective one of said bores and its

other end resting in a corresponding one of said notches

and with its ends in substantially abutting relation with

the outer walls of said side elements, respectively,

an elongated cover bar connected at its ends to the

corresponding ends of said second side element, for

pivotal movement about an axis parallel with said bar

and second side element, from a first position extending

over and across the contiguous ends of all said rods to

secure each in its respective notch, to a second position

simultaneously freeing all said rods for lifting from said

second side element and removal from said frame, said

cover bar being at least as wide as said second side ele-

ment and, when in its said first position, completely

covering the upwardly-open channel of said second side

II j; M M 3i

1. An apparatus for restoring the correct operation of

a failing directive ear of a subject comprising an input

stage for converting acoustic signals into electric signals.

a first and a second output stage for converting the elec-

tric signals into acoustic signals, each of these output

stages being associated to one of the ears of the subject,

a first and a second channel connected in parallel be-

tween the input stage and the output stages, each of these

channels comprising a filter and a gate controlling the

opening and the closing thereof, the filter of the second

channel determining an attenuation of the signals trans-

mitted relating to the signals transmitted by the filter of

the first channel, the input of the first output stage, as-

sociated with the directive ear of the subject, being con-

nected to the output of the filter of the first channel, be-

fore the gate of said channel, whereas the input of the

second output stage, associated to the ear opposite the

directive ear, is connected to both outputs of the two

channels, the apparatus comprising, in addition, an auxil-

iary channel connected to the output of the input stage,

said auxiliary channel comprising triggering means for

producing two control voltages applied, respectively, to

the gates of the first and of the second channel, these

control voltages being selected in such a manner that, in

the absence of an acoustic signal of an intensity higher

than a predetermined threshold, the first channel is the

only one unblocked, so that both ears of the subject are

subjected to the same auditive excitation transmitted

through the filter of the first channel, and, upon the ap-

plicaUon of an acoustic signal, of an intensity higher than

said threshold, to the input stage, the first channel is

blocked while the second channel is unblocked, so that

the auditive excitation of the opposite ear is attenuated,

since tlw^^tput stage associated therewith is then series

connectc'with the filter in the second channel.
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3,101,082

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING SYSTOLIC AND
DIASTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURES

Stephen N. Steen, New York, N.Y., and Frank L. Griss-

man, Neptune, NJ^ assignors to St Barnabas Hospital

for Chronic Diseases, New York, N.Y., a corporation

of New York
FUed Jan. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 86,097

9 Claims. (CI. 128—2.05)

blood directly through the body, and means carried by the

body for sinvuitaneously supplying blood into said body

from the major vein entering the heart and returning the

blood processed in said body to a selected artery, there-

by obviating the dangers of reusing equipment that has

contained blood.

1. A sphygmomanometer comprising an inflatable cuff

for encircling a portion of the human body, means for

selcctably inflating said cuff for occluding an arterial

vessel, an electromechanical pressure transducer coupled

to the pressure circuit of said cuff for producing an elec-

trical signal as a function of cuff pressure, an electro-

mechanical auscultatory transducer for monitoring the

sounds of arterial flow past the cuff and producing an

electrical signal responsive thereto, electrode means for

detecting the electrical potentials associated with the con-

tractions of the heart muscles, a comparison circuit cou-

pled to both said electrode means and said auscultatory

transducer for producing an output signal only when a

signal from said auscultatory transducer occurs a pre-

determined interval after a signal from said electrode

means, and indicating means coupled to both said pres-

sure transducer and said comparison circuit for indicating

the cuff pressure when a signal is produced by the com-

parison circuit.

3,101,083
HEART-LUNG DEVICE

Edward Sidney Hyman, 2233 St Charics Ave.,

New Orleans, La.

FUed Jan. 11, 1956, Ser. No. 558,506

7 Claims. (CI. 128—214)

3,101,084
SYRINGE

Clark H. Hamilton, 707 Whidcy, Whittier, Calif.

Filed May 8, 1962, Ser. No. 193,093
7 Cbdms. (CI. 128—218)

5. In a measuring and discharge syringe of very small

volumetric capacity:

(A) a needle and volumetric barrel reservoir as-

sembly comprising:

(a) a tubular needle having a sharp point at its

free end;

(B) a plunger precisely fitted in said needle and slid-

able therein;

(C) guide and support mearis for said plunger and

said needle;

(D) and volume indicating means incorporated in the

syringe for indicating the volume displacement in

said needle by said plunger.

5. An economical disposable heart and lung device

adapted to be discarded after once being used, said device

comprising a hollow body provided with downwardly in-

clined upwardly open troughs attached at the inner sur-

face of the body wall and defining a curved descending

path from the upper toward the lower end of the body

theieiby preventing channeling and short circuiting of

3.101,085
ALTERNATING TOURNIQUET SYSTEM

William P. Murphy, Jr., Miami, Fla., assignor to Cordis

Corporation, Miami, Fla., a corporation of Florida

FUed June 8, 1961, Ser. No. 115,629

6 Claims. (CI. 128—325)

1. An alternating tourniquet system comprising: a

source of air pressure; a pair of pneumatic arm tourni-

quets; a first pneumatic leg tourniquet; a second pneumatic

leg tourniquet; valve means having a first state in which

the arm tourniquets and the first of the leg tourniquets

are connected to said source and said second leg tourni-

quet is vented to the atmosphere, a second state in which

both leg tourniquets are connected to said source and

the arm tourniquets are vented, and a third state in which

the arm tourniquets and said second leg tourniquet are

connected to said source and said first leg tourniquet is

vented; and motor means for driving said valve means

successively from one state to another in rotation at a

predetermined rate.
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3,101,086

COMBINED DISPENSER AND COMB
Salratore S. Dl VHo, 2905 S. 19th St, Philadelphia, Pa.

FUed Sept 25, 1961, Ser. No. 140,608

2 Claims. (CL 132—114)

positions for scaling said annular end portions of said body

and movable to open positions for permitting liquid from

the interior of said body to flow past said valves out into

said annular ends of said body to be received by con-

tact lenses in said annular ends of said body, caps re-

movably attached to the opposite ends of said body for

closing said ends, the shape of the interior of each cap

and the shape of the adjacent surface of the respective

adjacent valves being such as to receive a contact lens

therebetween, and means for urging said valves into

closed positions to block liquid from the interior of said

body from passing to the said annular end portions, said

body having means on the interior thereof for cooperat-

ing with said valves to make possible said blocking at

times when said valves are in said closed positions, so

that a contact lens may be placed in that respective end

without fluid leakage from that end, and means operable

from the exterior of said body for causing each valve

to be moved to an open position at such time as the re-

spective cap has been at least partially placed on the re-

spe<^ive end of said body.

1. An adjustable liquid dispenser and comb comprising

an elongated, ftexible container,

an externally threaded neck of reduced diameter m-

tegral with one end of said container and defimng

a mouth therefor,

a comb including a hollow shank having one end there-

of closed and pointed,

teeth integral with said shank,

at least some of said teeth hoUow and open at their

inner and outer ends,

an internally threaded coUar at the other open end of

said shank and engageable with said neck.

a cylindrical flange depending from said other end of

said shank into said neck,

said cylindrical flange being offset outwardly of said

other end of said shank and coacting therewith to

form a seat of a dianoeter greater than the inside

diameter of said shank,

a flexible plug including a cylindrical portion tighUy

insertable in said other end of said shank,

and a disc integral with said cylindrical portion and

tightly insertable in said cylindrical flange into abut-

ment with said seat, there being an orifice of a pre-

determined size in said disc to control the flow of

liquid from said container into said shank and out

through said hollow teeth.

3,101,087

CONTACT LENS CONTAINER
Richard Watson, 522 S. 50th St, Omaha, Nehr.

FUed July 14, 1960, Ser. No. 42,807

4 Claims. (CL 134—143)

1 An contact lens container comprising a hollow body,

said body having opposite annular ends opening upon the

interior of said body, two valves disposed m said body m

3,101,088

MOP WASHING MACHINES
Walter F. Gray, 540 Woodlawn, YpsUanti, Mich.

FUed Apr. 3, 1962, Ser. No. 184,873

8 CUims. (CL 134—151)

1 . In a mop washing machine for stranded cord type

a tank element including water inlet means at tne

upper portion thereof, a drainage sump in the bottom

thereof, a sump valve, and an overflow means es-

tablishing a suitable water level in said tank, a mop

activator platform above said tank, means support-

ing and vertically reciprocating said mop activator

platform, j u
quickly releasable mop holding assemblies earned t)y

said mop activator platform holding said mops in

a vertical position with the strands thereof depend-

ing in said tank for churning in the water therein

responsive to the vertical reciprocation of said mop

activator platform,

each said mop holding assembly including a fixed and

a toggle mop clamp element releasably engaging and

holding a mop at a selected elevation in respect to

said mop activator platform.
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3,101,089
GOLF CLUB CLEANING MACHINE

lames A. Brown and Otto E. Pennell, Jr^ Detroit, Mich.,

and Stanley E. Jacke, Ridgefield, Conn., assignors to

Oakland Metal Fabricators, Inc., Warren, Mich., a cor-

poration of Michigan
Filed Dec. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 160,478

8 Claims. (CI. 134—186)

^ 1 .
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and sealingly extending through said bonnet, the other means, and second connecting means operativcly coonect-

"t oro^nLp spaced from the inlet and ouUet ports ir>g said piston and closure member to move said cloeure
K( oi opcnuiip spaw*

member farther from its seat as said piston is moved to

its passage opening position.

3,101,097

CLOSURE MOUNTING MEANS FOR UNDERFLOOR
WIRING DUCTS

Thomas W. Mnrray, 357 Cortleigh Blvd.,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada
FUcd May 25, 1962, Ser. No. 197,715

3 Clafans. (CI. 138—92)

and valve mechanism sufficiently to receive an uncon-

trolled string of tubing.

3,101,096

FLUID SHUT^FF VALVES
Archibald Goodman Frazer-Nath, 84 Kfaic^on HUl,

lUngiton-upon-Thames, England

FUed Oct 13, 1960, Ser. No. 62,359

Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct 16, 1959

11 Cbdms. (CI. 137—628)

1. A closure mounting means for underfloor wiring

ducts wbich comprises a strip having opposed side faces,

opposed longitudinal edges, and a flange adjoining each

said edge, one of said flanges extending angularly from

and continuous to one of said side faces and the other

of said flanges extending angularly from and contiguous to

the other one of said sdde faces, each said flange being

subsUntially coextensive in length with said strip, ^ch
said flange having a planar edge surface in substantiidly

parallel spaced relation to the adjoining one of said side

faces, one of said flange edge surfaces being spaced from

the adjoining one of said side faces a greater distance than

the other of said flange edge surfaces is spaced from the

adjoining one of said side faces whereby one of said

flanges is of greater height than the other of said flanges,

and means forming a generally horizontal supporting sur-

face for said strip, said strip having a first position on said

supporting surface wherein one of said side surfaces of

said strip is seated thereon and a second position on said

supporting surface wherein the other of said side surfaces

of said strip is seated thereon whereby in said first position

said flange of lesser -height projects above said supporting

surface and in said second position said flange of greater

height projects above said supporting surface.

3,101,098
WEFT REPLENISHING LOOM

Oicar V. PajM, Greenfield, NJI^ anignor to Cromp-

ton A Ka««lM Corporatloa, Worcester, Mass^ a cor-

poration af flaMarhnaetta—
9* Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,237

27 Claims. (CI. 139—232)

1. A fluid shut-oflf valve comprising a housing defining

a fluid inlet passage and a fluid outlet passage, an annular

valve seat between said passages, a valve closure nnem-

bcr, spring means normally holding said closure mem-

ber on said seat and a valve opening mechanism for mov-

ing said dosuir member off said seat against the action

of said spring, said opening mechanism comprising sole-

noid means, first connecting nocans operaUvely connect-

ing said solenoid means to said closure member whereby

operation of said solenoid means partially opens said valve

and a servo-mechanism actuated by Uie pressure of fluid

admitted through said partiaUy opened valve for aug-

menting the movement of said closure member, said servo-

mechanism comprising a cylinder forming a part of said

outiet passage, a piston in said cylinder, said piston being

mounted to normally obstruct and close sa«d ouUet pas-

sage but to move automatically to a passage opcmng posi-

tion in response to the pressure of fluid admitted through

aid valve to said passage upon movement of said closure

cr from said scat by operation of said solenowl

1. In a multicolor weft replenishing loom, a stationary

frame to receive bobbins having different weft character-
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istics, a reserve bobbin holder above said frame and m-

cluding a plurality of magazines, and supported by the

frame, each having provision for holding a group of

wefts distinctive from wefts in the other magazines, a

bobbin ouUct on the frame for each magazine, detachable

locking means to hold the bobbin holder in fixed posi-

tion on the frame to retain the magazine in register with

their respective ouUets, the detachable locking means en-

abling the bobbin holder and its magazines to be re-

moved and be replaced by a similar bobbin holder and

its magazines registered with their respective outlets, and

means movable on the frame having a pocket for each

ouUet to receive bobbins from the ouUets and advance

them toward a position from which they can be ti-ans-

ferred into a shuttle.

lateral wire from said winding mandrel and disposing it

around a forming mandrel having a size less Uian said

given size, compressing said assembly radially inward with

a forming tool contacting only the portions of said lateral

wire which arc between said side rods into contact mth

said forming mandrel so that the inwardly facing sides

of portions of said lateral wire between said side rods arc

contiguous with the cylindrical surface defined by Uie in-

wardly facing sides of said side rods.

3,101,099
WEFT BUNCH REMOVER

Owav V. Payne, Greenfield, NJI., aslgnor to Cromp-

ton A Knowles Corporation, Worcester, Masa., a cor-

poration of Maaaachusettf

OriSud application Feb. 6, l'«l. Ser. No. 87,237.

mvidcd imd this application Dec. 21, 1961, Ser. No.

161,025 jjQjj^ (a. 139—247)

3,101,101

SYSTEM AND MECHANISM FOR DISPENSING
FLUIDS

Walter S. Gearhart Clearfield, and James W. Hammond,
Emporium, Pa., assignors to Curtiss-Wright Corpora-

tion, a corporation df Delaware

Filed July 31, 1961, Ser. No. 127,973

7 Claims. (CI. 141—207)

1 In a weft replenishing loom having a tray movable

to present a bobbin with a weft bunch on the up thereof

to a given position and having a bobbin transferrer arm

to move the bobbin into a shutUe, a rockable transport

lever to grip and move a bobbin downwardly from said

given position into position for transfer by said drum, and

weft bunch remover means operatively connected to and

moving simultaneously with the lever and aligned with the

bobbin being moved by the lever and having provision for

surrounding the bobbin tip and then moving axially away

from the tip to remove the bunch from the tip during

movement of the lever downwardly and before said arm

engages the bobbin.

3,101,100

ELECTRON TUBE GRID AND METHOD
OF MAKING

Harold J. AlbrecM, Livingston, NJ., assignor to Radio

Corporation of America, a corporation of Delaware

FUed Jan. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 362

5 Claims. (CI. 14(K—71.5)

1. A liquid dispensing nozzle unit comprising a body

formed wiUi an inlet passage and an outlet passage, said

passages intercommunicating via a valve chamber, a self

closing valve movable in Uie valve chamber between a

closed position and at least two open positions, a manually

operable control lever pivotally connected to tiie valve,

and two fulcrum members for the lever, one of the ful-

crum members being movable into and out of a posiUon

enabling it to contact with and establish a pivotal supjwrt

for the lever, spring means connected to said one ful-

crum member for biasing it into fulcrum-establishing posi-

tion, means connected to said one fulcrum member and

operating Uiereon as a function of admission of liquid

under a predetermined pressure to the inlet passage to

move it out of said position and render ±e lever inoper-

able to open Uie valve, Uie oUier fulcrum member being

arranged to enable only a predetermined limited maxi-

mum opening movement of the valve.

1 The mcUiod of making a wire wound plural ^dc

rod cylindrical electron tube grid comprismg Uie steps of

laying down a plurality of side rods each extending along

a cylindrical winding mandrel of given size m adniform-

ly spaced parallel array Uierearound, wmdmg a Plurality

of turns of a lateral wire around and upon said side rods,

fixing said lateral wire to said side rods at Uieir contact-

ing points, removing Uie assembly of said side rods and

3,101,102

CLOSED PRESSURE SYSTEM FOR DISPENSING
FLUIDS

Walter S. Geartiart, Clearfield, and '«»"
Jl". I^"^"^'

Emporium, Pa., assignors to Curtiss-Wnght Corpora-

tion, a corporation of Delaware _. ..,
FUed July 6, 1961, Ser. No. 123^85

15 culms. (CI. 141—209)
1 A liquid dispensing system comprising, a nozzle nav-

ing inlet and ouUet passages joined through a valve cham-
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ber a self closing control valve in the chamber, manually the end of said arm opposite said shaft havmg nieans

ope'rablc means connected and arranged for opening the for engaging a piece of matenal a second arm rotatably

control valve, a spring loaded latch mechanism acting to mounted to the upper surface of said first arm and ex-

hold the control valve in an open position, a fluid motor

having a pressure chamber and displacement member IV^C^ ". f^
movable therein and operatingly arranged to trip the latch ^

'S^^'si " - '^ ^
mechanism, means forming a motor-operating liquid pas- ^ . „, »V>^' .". ^j"

sage having an inlet communicating with a space within
'^^^W ' *"

^

the nozzle inlet passage conUining incoming liquid to be ^^^^^*^j^

tending outwardly of said first arm. means for fixing

the maximum amount of upward rotation of said second

arm with respect to said first arm. means for biasing

said arms downwardly.

dispensed and lying upstream from the control valve and

an outlet connected to the motor pressure chamber, a

branch outlet passage connected to enable diversion and

spilling of liquid which would otherwise become effective

in the motor pressure chamber, a normally open valve in

the branch passage, and signal means connected to close

the normally open valve and thereby cause operating

movement of said displacement member to trip the latch

mechanism.

3,101,103

CHAIN SAW SPUR ATTACHMENT
Henry Ricci, 1908 Charles St., Seattle, Wash.

FUed Jan. 29, 1960, Ser. FQc. 5,399

3 Claims. (CI. 143—32)

3,101,105

HUMIDIFICATION OF WOOD FIBER SHEETS
Basil O. Stewart, Kenmorc, N.Y., assignor to National

Gypsum Company, Buffalo, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Mar. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 14,851

6 Claims. (CI. 144—327)

-JL.

MAffOSOAIto
mtss

XT
SuBMf «CCO

0«TC"
nraouCT

1. The method of increasing, under controlled condi-

tions, the moisture content of a substantially dry manu-

factured wood fiber sheet comprising the steps of roll

pressing a substantially dry manufactured wood fiber

sheet while submerged in water and under pressure suffi-

cient to lessen the thickness tliereof not substantially ex-

ceeding the elastic limit thereof, and maintaining the said

sheet submerged in water immediately after removal from

said roll pressing for a period of time sufficient to permit

suction of water into tlie interstices of said sheet.

3,101,106
DEPTH STOP FOR SAW BLADES

Nicholas V. Casson, 175 Murray Ave., Yonkcrs 4, N.Y.
FUed Jan. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 166,093

1 Claim. (CI. 145—35)

1. In combination, a chain saw having an elongated

bar about which a cutting chain travels, and spur means

mounted in said bar and providing a pair of pivoted

spurs spring urged to swing from a retracted position

within the confines of the bar to kerf-wall piercing posi-

tions extending outwardly from opposite sides of said

bar. the swing axis of each of said spurs being longitu-

dinal of said bar.

3,101,104

SAFETY DEVICE FOR SAWS
Robert Leo Sullivan, NuUey, NJ., assignor to Weyer-

haeuser Company, Tacoma, Wash., a corporation of

Washington "

FUed Mar. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 99,109

14 Claims. (CI. 143—159)

1. An anti-kickback device for table saws comprising

upright standards, a shaft rotatably mounted on said

standards, a first arm fixedly mounted on said shaft.

A depth of cut stop for hack saw blades comprising, in

combination.

(a) a channel shaped body having two sides which fit

down on both sides of a hack saw blade, said body hav-

ing one of said sides contain a cut-away portion at one

end,

(A) a blade retaining hook extending downwards from

the end of said side of said body disposed across from

the cut-away portion.

(c) a spring arm fixed to the end portion of said body

opposite said blade retaining hook, said spring arm being

flexed towards said body.

{d) a blade lock fixed to said spring arm and having

a top guide member extending over said body and slidably
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contacting the top of said body, a release button portion

at the end of said top guide member terminating beyond

said body, and a blade retaining member extending be-

neath said body, the depression of said release button por-

tion moving said blade retaining member outward be-

neath said body said body containing an aperture beneath

said blade lock, and

(<?) fastening means extending ttirough said spring arm

and said blade lock entering said aperture in said body.

durometer rubber; said plate having holes therein of a

diameter slightly less than the external diameter of g<^

club receiving tubes; tlie holes in said plate of elastic ma-

terial being so positioned that the golf club separating

members of the golf bag may extend in substantially

strai^t lines between rows of holes therein, a block o€

said h<rfes symmetrically arranged in the center of said

plate and a reduced numrber of holes at each end there-

3,101,107

FRUrr AND VEGETABLE JUICE EXTRACTOR
Armand L. A. Poscncr, La Habra, and Austin E. Elmore,

South Pasadena, CaUf., assignors to Kitchen Master

AppUance, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of

California
Continuation of application Ser. No. 698,455, Nov. 25,

1957. This application Mar. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 183,995

4 Claims. (CI. 146—76)
of; the number of holes ait one end being equal to the

number of holes at the other end; said center block of

holes occupying approximately the center V3 of the plate

and each end group of holes occupying an end Vs of said

pjate on opposite ends of the center block of holes, the

holes at the end extremities of the plate being displaced

inward and ofiEset with respect to the other boles in said

plate.

3,101,109
FROTECnVE CONTAINERS

Edwin Lawrence Hawlcy, Heme Bay, and Desire Gonda,

Sittingboume, England, assignors to E.PJ5. (Research

& Development) Ltd., Sittingboume, England, a British

company
FUed Jane 29, 1961, Ser. No. 120,548

10 Cbdms. (CL 150—52)

I, In a juice extractor, in combination: a base, an

open topped bowl mounted on the base and provided

with a centrally apertured bottom; a removable com-

minuting element roUtably mounted on the base above

the bottom of the bowl and concentric therewith; a

strainer basket rotaUbly mounted on tlie base and pro-

vided with a perforated side wall extending curviUneariy

upwardly and outwardly from a location adjacent the

comminuting element periphery; an annular cover mem-

ber removably supported on the upper part of the bowl

and provided with a downwardly extending sleeve spaced

inwardly of the perforated side wall; a feed tube remov-

ably supported on the upper part of the cover and pro-

vided with a downwardly extending generally cylindncal

side wall spaced inwardly from said sleeve and termi-

nating immediately above said comminuting element and

concentric therewith, the tube having verticaUy disposed

partition means dividing the interior into separated food

supply channels; manuaUy actuable toggle means for re-

movably retaining the cover and. selectively, the feed tube

in fixed assembled relaUon with the base; and means for

rotating the comminuting element and basket.

3,101,lt*
TUBE RETAINER

Robert ClngoWt, Chippewa FaUs, Wis.

(N71, W17127 Antler Drive, Mcnomonec FaUs, Wis.)

FUed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,851

2 Claims. (CI. 15<>—1.5)

1. A tube retainer for use with golf club receiving

tubes and a golf bag having golf club separating mem-

bers extending across its mouth, said golf club tube re-

tainer comprising a piate of elastic material substantially

equivalent in elasticity with a V4 inch thickness of 60

TM O.G.—<8

1 . A protective container for substantially enclosing an

object, said container having the general shape of said

object and comprising a sheet of flexible material, said

sheet material including a layer of flexible plastic-impreg-

nated fibrous material and a barrier layer of moisture-

vapor resistant material laminated to the first said layer,

means defining a container access opening having opposed

edge portions, and a fastener for closing said access open-

ing along its full length, said fastener comprising a pair

of oppositely disposed fastener strips of flexible plastic

material extending respectively along said opposed edge

portions of the access opening, each of said fastener strips

having longitudinally extending male and female elements

adapted for moisture-vapor resistant interlocking engage-

ment connection with said male and female elements of

the other of said strips whereby said fastener is manually

openable and clbsable, flexible and moisture-vapor resist-

ant attachment means attaching said fastener strips to the

respective of said opposed edge portions of the access

opening, and means providing moisture-vapor resistant se-

curement together of said fastener strips at each of the

respectively opposite ends of said fastener.

3,101,110
HEAT-REFLECnVE TIRE

U Roy J. Vandenberg, Akron, Ohio, assizor to The

B. F. Goodrich Company, New York, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of New York
FUed Nov. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 149,932

13 Chiims. (CI. 152—357)

1 A vehicle tire adapted for use in an environment

where it is subject to high temperatures, the said tire
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comprising a carcass and tread the cnUrc outer surface of

which is covered with an integral heat-reflective layer of

an elastomer containing finely-divided flake-like particles
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3,1«1.112

SPRING COILING MACHINE STRIPPER
INTERLiOCK

.«. M. Chunben, OUan TownaUp, AIlcglicBy Co^^.
Pa^ asrignor to Henry Miller Spring ami Manafadnr*

ing Company, PkUlmigh. Pn-, a corponrtfcm of Pf—
" ^

FUed Jan. 23, IWl, Ser. No. M,2W
7 Cteimi. (CL 153—47)

of heat-rcftective material dispersed throughout the layer

in sufficient quanUty that the tire appears to have a con-

tinuous surface of the said material. ,

3,101,111

TIRE PRESSURE CONTROL DEVICE

Armin DrechseU Stottgart, Germany, assizor to
^J^^-

Bcnz AktiengescUschaft, Stuttgart-Unterturkhelm, Ger-

"**°'^
Fflcd Jan. 3, 1961, Ser. No. M,451

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 5, 1960

10 Claims. (CI. 152—416)

•^
•'ii.'^r

-i"

1. A spring winding machine having a rotary chuck

with an open chuck socket, a stripping plate supported

from said machine and spaced from said chuck and having

a mandrel clearance opening aligned with said chuck

socket, a rotaUble mandrel supported on said machine to

slide axially and advance throuj^ the opening in said strip-

ping plate and into said open chuck socket to be rotated

thereby for winding a spring on said mandrel, servomotor

means connected for reciprocating said mandrel to ad-

vance the latter through said stripping plate opening and

into said open chuck socket for winding a spring thereon

and for retracting said mandrel to strip the spring there-

from, a discharge plate below said stripping plate for

receiving the springs stripped from said mandrel, switch

means connected with said discharge plate and actuated

by a discharged spring pasnng along said discharge plate,

and circuit means completed by said switch means to ini-

tiate the operation of said servomeans and thereby control

the advancing movement of said mandrel.

3,101,113
VENETIAN BUND

Alfred M. H. Kim, 1249 W. 6tli St, Log Angeles 17, Calif.

FUed Jnne 12, 1959, Ser. No. S19,917

4 Claims. (0. 160—168)

1 . A tire pressure control installation for vehicles, espe-

cially motor vehicles provided with a relatively stationary

part, comprising routing wheel means provided with tire

means thereon, pressure means at said vehicle effecUvely

providing a source of a pneumatic medium under pre-

determined pressure, connecting means selectively pro-

viding a communicaUon between the inside of said tire

means and said pressure means or the atmosphere includ-

ing control valve means within said connecting means,

means for automaUcally operating said control valv?

means to effectively connect the inside of said tire means

periodically with said pressure means for relatively short

periods of time and with said atmosphere during the re-

maining time including timer-switch means, electrically

operated actuating means for actuating said control

means, means for operating said timer-switch means dur-

ing operation of said vehicle and energizing circuit means

for said actuating means including contact means selec-

tively and periodically operated by said timer means.

1. A Venetian blind structure comprising a housing, a

pair of laterally spaced feeding units secured to and

depending from said housing, each of said units compris-

ing a plurality of hinge members successively pivotally

connected and foldable in accordion fashion, a plurality

of elongated slats extending between said folding units,

each of said slats having an arm projecting from each end

thereof, means on each of said hinge members rotatably

supporting an arm of one of said slats whereby said slats

are rotatable between a vertical closed position and a

horizontal open position, a clamping member mounted

on each of said slats displaced from the longitudinal axis

of said arms, and an actuating cord renaovably clamped

to the clamping member of each slat for actuating the

slats between said vertical and horizontal positions where-
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by one or any desired ntunber of selected slats may be

undamped from said cord and thereby be unaffected by

actuation of said cord.

3,101,114
HEAT SINK

Leonhard Katz, Wobom, Man., assignor to Astro

Dynamics, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., a corporation of

Massachnsetts
FUed Feb. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 86,533

2 ClaioH. (CI. 165—67)

yy
/'J'

1. For dissipating heat from a transistor or the like, a

heat sink comprising a one-piece block of substantially

uniform thickness having a flat horizontal plate bottom

to seat on a heat dissipator for transferring heat thereto

and having a cylindrical opening extending vertically

therethrough from top to bottom to receive a transistor

therein, said block being sj^t vertically along one entire

side of said vertical opening to fwm two arms each ex-

tending about half way around the opening, said arms

being spaced apart at said one side and having ears in-

tegral therewith, said Wock having on the other side of

said (^ning an extension away from said arms, said ex-

tension having a mounting device to attach said block

to said dissipator so that said arms are free throu^out

substantially their entire length to be sprung apart to

permit inscrticm and removal erf the transistor with respect

to said opening while the block is mounted on taid

dissipator.

3,101,115

WELL TREATING METHOD AND APPARATUS
Mnthcw B. Riordan, Jr., La Habra, Calif., assignor to

BJ Service, Inc., Long Beach, Calif., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Oct 16, 1956, Ser. No. 616,223

21 Claims. (Q. 166—42)

1. The method of introducing fluid under pressure into

earth formation into or through which a well has been

drilled comprising: pumping fluid through the wcU mto

said formation from the earth surface; disposing a

rial below said surface and adjacent said formation

capable of gas generation within the well; and inducing

the generation of gas by said material responsive to and

during said surface pumping to increase the pressure

acting on the fluid and force the same into said earth

formation.

3,101,116
BOTTOM HOLE JET HEATER

Samuel Spitz, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Electronic

on WeU Heater, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corpora-

tion of Nevada
Filed Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 100,620

1 Claim. (CI. 166—60)

As an article of manufacture, a heater for an oil well

comprising: a tubular member having a plurality of cir-

cumferentially spaced longitudinally extending rows of

openings in its wall and defining an elongate heating cham-

ber; a closure of insulating material at the uppermost end

of said tubular member; a U-shaped heater extending

through said chamber with its ends supported in said clo-

sure, and its bridging portion positioned adjacent the

lowermost end of said chamber; means of insulating mate-

rial supported by said heatCT bridging portion cooperat-

ing with the adjacent wall of the tubular member at this

end to define a restricted inlet opening to the interior of

said chamber; and lead-in electric conductors at the upper-

most end of said tubular member connected with the

ends of said heater, said wall openings and inlet opening

being so proportioned as to effective total areas as to

cause, upon energization of said heater, relatively cool

oil well fluid to be drawn through said inlet opening and

ejected as hot jet streams through the wall openings.

3,101,117

WELL TREATING METHOD AND APPARATUS
Lyle B. Scott, Sooth Gate, and Matbew B. Riordan, La

Habra, Calif., assignors to BJ Service, Inc., Long Beach,

Calif., a corporation of Delaware
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 616,333,

Oct. 16, 1956. This ap|riication June 19, 1961, Ser.

No. 120,872
30 Oafans. (CI. 166—67)

1. Fluid injection apparatus for a well comprising,

surface pumping means operable to pump fluid into the

well, means for isolating a zone in said well into which

isolated zone fluid is to be pumped, a container adapted

to be lowered in said well, an ignitable material within

said container capable upon ignition of generating gas

within said well, means for releasing gas from said con-
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Uiner to mingle with fluid in the well and fluid actuated

means for effecting ignition of said matenal down in said
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3,101,119

ANCHORING AND SEALING DEVICE
George C. Dkkens, Dallas, Tex^ aasigiior to Otis Eii0-

nccring Corporation, Dallas, Tex^ a corporation of

''"pUed July 22, 1960, Ser. No. 44,739

13 Clainu. (CI. 166—206)

well responsive to operation of said surface pumping

means.

3,101,118

Y-BRANCHED WELLHEAD ASSEMBLY
Frederick H. Culver, McAUen, and John A. Haeber,

Edward B. Laguckl, and Raymond F. Pemer, Houston,

Tex., assignors to Shell OU Company, a corporation of

Delaware ^,^ ^^_
FUed Aug. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 834,095

14 Claims. (CI. 166—75)

1 A wellhead system adapted to be arranged at the top

of a well casing extending into the ground and traversing

at least one producing formation, said assembly mcluding

first conduit means adapted to extend vertically from said

well casing and curved conduit means branching from

said vertically-extending conduit means, second conduit

means in said wellhead system in communication between

the interior of the well and the space outside thereof.said

first and second conduit means being adapted to be in

communication with each other within the well whereby

a circulation path through the wellhead system and to and

from said well may be established, and means for closing

off the vertically-extending conduit means to mamtain a

fuU-opening path through said ctirved conduit naoans.

1. A device for relcasably anchoring well tools at a

selected level within a wdl flow conductor including: a

mandrel; a locator key expansibly mounted upon the

mandrel; resilient means urging said locator key radially

outwardly of the mandrel, said locator key having an

upper surface inclined outwardly and downwardly of the

longitudinal axis of he mandrel and a stop surface dis-

posed below the upper surface and extending substantial-

ly normal to the longitudinal axis of the mandrel; re-

tractor means longitudinally slidably mounted on the

mandrel and engageable with an external surface on

the key when the locator key is in retracted position and

said retractor means is in an upper position on the

mandrel for holding the locator key in retracted posi-

Uon the retractor means being naoved out of such en-

gagement with said locator key to free the key for out-

ward movement when said retractor means is moved

downwardly from said upper posiUon to a lower position

on the mandrel, said retractor means having means en-

gageable with internal surfaces of a well flow conductor

for causing said retractor means to assume said lowec

position upon upward movement of said mandrel in a

well flow conductor; and locking means mounted for

limited longitudinal movement on said mandrel between

an upper inoperative position wherein said locking means

does not engage said locator key and a lower operative

position wherein said locking means is disposed be-

tween said mandrel and said locator key to prevent m-

ward movement of said locator key from expanded po-

sition, said locking means being movable from said upper

position to said lower position when said locator key is in

expanded position relative to the mandrd.

3,101,120

FIRE EXTINGUISHER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Charica K. Hutiising, Jr., 1685 Shermer Road,

Northbrook, Dl.

FUcd Ang. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 47,779

7 Claims. (CI. 169—31)
1. In a fire extinguisher designed for manual carrying

by an operator ^hereof : a tank; a head body coupled to

said tank; a valve stem extending from said head body;

spring means in said head body biasing said stem to its ex-

tended position; an elongated hand gripping member hav-

ing one end rigidly coupled to said head body, said mem-
ber extending laterally away from said bead body to its

other end, and said member being designed to be retained

and gripped by a hand of the operator; and, a lever pivot-

ably connected and protruding above the upper portion

of said member intermediate said one end and said other

end and positioned for actuation of said valve stem by the

thumb of an operator's hand gripping said member.

3,101,121
ROTARY WING DEVICE AND METHOD FOR

OPERATING SAME
Richard H. MacNeal« La Canada, Calif., assignor to Com-

puter Engineering Afiodatea, Inc^ Pasadena, Calif., a

corporation of California
Filed Aug. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 50,632

5 Claims. (CL 170—160.12)

I -

4. In a rotary wing device, a plurality of elongated

wings each having a hub end and a top end at opposite

ends of its elongate extent, hub means connected to the

hub end of each wing for roUUbly mounting the wings

for rotation of the wings and the hub means about an axis

of rotation substantially normal to the elongate extent of

the wings with the wings extending radially outwardly

from such axis of rotation and spaced from each other

about such axis of rotation, flexible gas-impermeable first

and second sheets spaced from each other and defining

the exterior surfaces of each wing and also defining a gas-

impermeable space within the wing between the first and

second sheets extending the length and width of the wing,

a plurality of flexible chord brace members disposed

within each wing and extending between the first and sec-

ond sheets of the wing, means for connecting the chord

brace members to the first sheet and to the second sheet,

the extent of the chord brace members between the first

and second sheets lying in a plane transverse and normal

to the elongate extent of the wing and the chord brace

members being spaced from each other in a direction ex-

tending between the elongate edges of the wing, the chord

brace members being comprised of plural pairs of substan-

tially coplanar oppositely inclined crossed chord brace

members with the ends of each such pair of chord brace

members which are connected to the same sheet of the

wing being spaced from each other a less amount than the

ends of the same pair of chord brace members cormected

one to the first sheet and the other to the second sheet so

that expanding gas pressure in the gas-impermeable space

within the wing results in tensioning both the chord brace

members and the portion of each of the first and second

sheets extending between the ends of each pair of crossed

chord brace members attached to that sheet, the extent of

the pairs of crossed chord brace members between the first

and second sheets of each wing varying as they are spaced

from the elongate edges of the wing to define an airfoil

configuration of the first and second sheets in a plane nor-

mal to the elongate extent of the wing responsive to linear

erection of the chord brace members, and means for sup-

plying gas to the gas-impermeable space within each wing.

3,101,122
CULTIVATOR TOOL HOLDER

Mayes R. Robinson, Gilroy, Calif.

(P.O. Box 45, San Martin, Calif.)

FUed Mar. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 18,077

6 Claims. (CI. 172—556)

1. A ground cultivator tool holding disc, comprising;

a pair of identical semicircular webs adapted to be se-

cured together to form such disc, said webs being adapted

to be joined together in coplanar relationship around a

polygonal shaft whose axis is normal to the plane of such

webs and coaxial of such disc; diametral edges of said

webs being in opposition on a diameter of such disc and

each fiwmed with an axial recess to conform to a sub-

stantially semiperipheral portion of such shaft; each <rf

said webs having a front face and a back face, on the

front of each web a flange which is coextensive of the

diametral edge including such recess, the opposed edges

and flanges of said webs forming a lenticular opening

therebetween which extends across such disc whereby

such webs and flanges are in contact only peripherally

of such disc; each of said flanges being formed with a

bolt hole therethru at about its diametral third points; a

radial rib buttressing each flange medially thereof; a

peripherally extending gusset continuous with each flange

end; and a plurality of rectangular tool sockets formed

in said webs and equally spaced peripherally of such disc.

3,101,123
PLANT THINNING IMPLEMENT

Lewis Wallace Schmidt, Rio Vista, Calif., assignor to

Blackwelder Manufacturing Co., Rio Vista, Calif., a

corporation of California

FUed Ang. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 51,001

6 Claims. (CI. 172—556)
3. A thinning implement, for row-crop plants, com-

prising an above-ground draft structure, a plant thinning

rotor journaled on the draft structure with its axis diagonal

to the crop row and including circumferentially ^aced

thinning blades, and a plant shielding rotor journaled

on the draft structure to one side of the thinning rotor

and including a plurality of circumferentially spaced plant

engaging shoes jwojecting laterally across the crop row
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„a succivcly ^aHn. daw, on ,onp;«din.Hy .P.c^
"J' -'^- ^^ fL-^^^^'tS^ ^H;

plants to be retained as the implement advances; the hot

f^^^

torn blades of the thinning rotor projecUng between ad-

jacent ones of the plant engaging shoes.

wardly directed relatively low pressure annular air jet

along the periphery of said air cushion directed down-

wardly at a relatively large angle to a horizontal plane;

a downwardly and inwardly directed relatively high pres-

sure annular jet around said low pressure air jet at a

relatively small angle to said horizontal plane to aid in

sealing said air cushion under said lifting area; a low

pressure air fan receiving air at atmospheric pressure and

supplying low pressure air to a low pressure plenum

chamber, said low pressure plenum chamber supplymg

said low pressure air to said low pressure air jet; and a

high pressure air fan receiving air from said low pressure

plenum chamber and supplying high pressure air to said

high pressure air jet.

3,101,126

VEHICLE POWER TRANSMISSION UNIT
MOUNTING

Lewb E. Herr, Pontiac, Mkh^ assigiior to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich^ a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 13, 196«, Ser. No. 75,538

4 Claims. (CI. IM—64)

3,101,124

ROTARY EXPANSIBLE DRILL BITS

Archer W. Kammerer, 800 N. Raymond Ave.,

Fullerton, Calif-

FUed Apr. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 23,304

. 6 Claims. (CI. 175—290)

fO
.

•

^

L_>'

*i

'«. *

1 In a rotary well drilling bit: a body; normally re-

tracted cutter means mounted on said body for expansion

laterally outwardly of said body and subsequent retrac-

tion laterally inwardly of said body; means for expanding

said cutter means laterally outwaMly; and a retainer for

resisUng outward expansion of said cutter means from its

;;^ally retracted position on said body said retain^

including an inner flange secured to said body, a web

integral with said flange, and an outer flange integral with

said web and extending transv.>r«ly of said body and

cutter means and overlying only partially in a transverse

direction and being rcleasably cngageable with said cutter

means, said outer flange being displaced by said cutter

means from the path of lateral outward f^^^^""^
°fJ^^^

cutter means when sufficient expandmg force is applied to

said cutter means.

1 . In a motor vehicle having a frame and a power pack-

age unit comprising an engine resiliently mounted at one

end of said vehicle to said vehicle frame and an axle unit

resUienUy mounted at the other end of said vehicle to

said frame and means solidly interconnecting said engine

and said axle unit whereby said engine and said axle unit

constitute a unit power package, said axle unit resdient

mounUng means comprising a support bar extending

laterally of and secured to said axk unit, a pair of sUtic

support tension springs respectively secured to the opposite

ends of said bar and extending to and connected with said

vehicle frame and providing the cnUre static support for

said axle unit, a pair of mounUng brackets secured to said

frame and extending parallel to and adjacent said static

support springs, a pair of rubber mounting asseniblies re-

spectively secured to said mounting brackets and the re-

spective ends of said support bar adjacent the points of

attachment of the static support springs to said support

bar and providing only dynamic force-absorbing means for

resisting only dynamic forces transmitted between said

vehicle frame and said axle unit.

3,101,125

GROUND EFFECT MACHpJE
FriMt I De Riddcr, Henrico Comity, Va., assignor to

TeVi»lS^M«tais Company, Richmond, Va. a corpora-

**~ **'

nlS"uly 27. 1960, Ser. No. 45,647

8 Claims. (O. 180—7)

1. In combination: a ground effect machine having a

lifting area above a cooperating ground surface to define

3,101,127

SUPPORTING DEVICE FOR A WORKING
PLATFORM ^ ^^

Edouard Foogea, Neuilly, France, assignor to Construc-

ttSTEdZbd Coignet, NeuiUy, France, a corporation

**'

'''"V*Ued June 7, 1961. S^o. 115,510

Claims priority, PP«««<r» J5?«7
'"'^ **' *"*

7 Ciainis. (CI. 182—147)

1 A suspended scaffold intended to be moved outside

and against the wall of a buUding. said wall having a

series of orifices therein disposed uniformly over the

whole surface of said wall, said suspended scaffold com-

prising a plurality of horizontal supporting brackeU each

positioned in one of said orifices, a working platform

means for suspending said working platform from said

supporting bracketo. said suspension means comprising

a plurality of guiding masts each of which is attached to

said working platform, said suspension means further

comprising slotted guide means at the outer end portion

of each supporting bracket for receiving therein one of

said masts, each of said masts having a length equal to

at least the interval between two adjacent supporting

brackets so that, in its operative condition, each guiding

mast always engages in the slotted guide means of at least

two supporting brackets to permit vertical sliding move-

ment of said working platform, said platform being moved

base to support the platform with the base inclined at a

substantial angle to a supporting surface, said inclination

of the base being sufficient, and said portions being low

enough to permit entrance and withdrawal of the tines

from the elements when the portion of the base above the

free ends of the tines is raised substantially above the

tines to tilt the base, the platform having a railing about

its periphery and a section of the railing adjacent the

tine-entering side of the base being swingable inwardly

above the platform.

3,101,128

PERSONNEL PLATFORM FOR FORK LIFT

Jack L. Dane, Plymouth, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mich., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed May 31, 1962, Ser. No. 199,194

4 Oafans. (CL 182—222)

3,101,129

OIL CONTROL BAFFLE
Richard E. Hulten, Pontiac, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Aug. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 134.346

2 Claims. (CL 184—106)

in either vertical direction by disengaging those of said

supporting brackets which are located adjacent to the

working platform, at least one winch with a cable having

one of its extremities fixed to said winch and its other ex-

tremity fixed to said working platform, a pulley asso-

ciated with each winch, and means for supporting said

pulley upon at least one of said horizontal supporting

brackets, said pulley returning the cable.

1. A platform for mounting on the lifting forks of a

fork lift, said platform having a flat base, means on the

underside of the base forming a pair of parallel elements

for receiving the tines of the lifting forks, said elements

projecting beyond an edge of the base and each element

having a portion adapted to lie behind the heel of a tine

to prevent fortuitous disengagement of the platform from

the tines, support means projecting downwardly from the

r-V

1. In an internal combustion engine having a frame, a

crankshaft rotatably mounted in the lower portion of said

frame, said crankshaft provided with a plurality of crank-

throws and counterweights, a shallow oil pan having a

relatively shallow sump region in the rear portion thereof

and being sealingly mounted at the periphery to close

the lower portion of said frame and extending beneath

said crankshaft, a metered quantity of oil in said pan

sufficient to satisfy the maximum requirements of said

engine and being of a volume greater than said sump, the

improvement comprising a baffle means mounted between

said crankshaft and pan, said baffle means including a

level longitudinal central portion having upwardly curved

edges, said central portion being configured so as to allow

minimum clearance for said crankthrows and counter-

weights, trough means joined to the longitudinal edges

of said central portion and abutting the sides of said pan,

said trough means being inclined toward the center of

said baffle from the opposite ends thereof, drain holes

located in said trough means at the lowermost point

thereof, and damming means extending across said longi-

tudinal central portion between the upwardly curved edges

and forward of said drain holes, said damming means

being of a height sufficient to prevent the forward flow of

oil in said central portion whereby the static oil level in

said pan is permitted to rise above the lower extremities

of said crankshaft in a region rearward of said damming

means.

3,101,130
ELEVATOR SYSTEM IN WHICH DRIVE MECHA-
NISM IS MOUNTED UPON THE COUNTER-
WEIGHT

Edoardo Ginseppc Bianca, ZoUikon, near Zurich, Switz-

erland, assignor to Silopark S.A., St. Moritz, Switzer-

land, a Swiss firm

Filed Oct 6, 1961, Ser. No. 143,328

Claims priority, application Austria Oct 12. 1960

5 Clafans. (CI. 187—20)
1. A lift arrangement with cable su^)ension and

coimterweight balancing, eharacterised in that the lift
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drive assembly, consisting of motor, gearing, brake, drive

pulley and the associated accessories is united with the

lift counter-weight and forms a part thereof, the drive
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pulley at the same time carrying out the double function

of the cable drive and of a suspension pulley of the

counter-weight.

3,101,131

HYDRAULIC PNEUMATIC SHOCK ABSORBER
Christian Marie Luclen Louis Bourcler de Carbon,

Neuilly-sur^ine, Fnu.ce, and John E. Heckejora,

Dyersburg, Tenn^ said Heciiethorn assignor by mesne

laments, to s^id Bourcier de Carbon, Neuiily-sur-

Seine, France ^ ^^ ^_ __

.

FUed Nov. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 67,784

6 Claims. (CI. 188—88)

cylinder, said ftoating piston serving to separate the damp-

ing liquid from the gas under pressure, and adapted to

be forced outwardly against the pressure of the gas by

the liquid displaced by the entrance into the chamber of

successive portions of tjie working piston rod upon the

con^pression stroke of the shock absorber, the scaling

means for the floating piston comprising an O-rmg of

elastomeric material and of circular section seated within

a peripheral groove in the floating piston and snugly con-

tacting the bottom of the groove and the walls of the

cylinder the width of the groove being of a predetermmed

dimension greater than the width of the 0-ring section,

whereby upon movement of the working piston and the

consequent movement of the ftoating piston in either

direction, the 0-ring will be subject to rolling movement

before it begins to slide along the surface of the cylinder

walls, the length of said rolling movement bearing the

same ratio to the length of movement of the working

piston and that of the said two members, as the ratio of

the cross-sectional area of the piston rod to that of the

working piston.

3,101,132 .

HYDRODYNAMIC RETARDER SAFETY SYSTEM
Edward J. Herbenar, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Thomp-

son Ramo Wooldridge Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, a corpora-

tion of Ohio ^, „ .r*^
Filed Sept. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 57,652

8 Claims. (CI. 188—90)

,: ^

lC

1 A direct acting telescoping cylinder-and-piston shock

absorber, comprising a cylinder enclosing a workmg

Chamber containing a damping liquid; a working piston

disposed for reciprocation in said damping liquid withm

said chamber and having a piston rod fixedly secured

thereto and extending through a packed opening m one

end of said cylinder, valved openings in the piston for the

controlled passage of damping liquid from «"« ^ide ot

the piston to the other upon reciprocation of the piston

in the cylinder; means for attaching the remote ends of

the cylinder and piston rod respectively to the members

the relative movement of which is to be damped a

quantity of gas under pressure disposed within the cyhn-

3er at the end thereof demote from the pack«l end of the

cylinder through which the piston rod extends; a floating

piston disposed within said cylinder and havmg a periph.

^ . ... —„tQ^;no the inner walls of tt>e

1 In combination in a safety braking system for ve-

hicles, a shaft, a hydrodynamic brake associated wi^

said shaft for retarding the rotaUon thereof, a closed

brake fluid circulaUng system including an inlet conduit

for conducting fluid into said brake and an ouUet conduit

providing fluid release from said brake, means connect-

ing said conduits into a closed circuUting system, means

for rapidly introducing brake fluid into said system at a

predetermined adjustable high yielding pressure or with-

drawing the fluid whUe maintaining confinement of tnc

fluid said means including a closed reservoir connected

to one of said conduits and holding a confined displace-

able volume of braking fluid sufficient to energize said

brake upon movement of said fluid into said one conduit,

a source of air under pressure, an air pressure reser^^ou:

connected to said source by a check valve permitting flow

from said source to said air pressure reservou" only, nor-

mally closed manual valve means connecung said air

pressure reservoir to said closed brake fluid reservoir to

apply the air pressure in said air pressure reservoir to said

closed reservoir and manually operable to connect said

air pressure reservoir to said closed reservou" to move said

displaceable volume of fluid into said one conduit to ap-

ply said hydrodynamic brake, and automatic safety means

actuated by loss of pressure at said source for dir«:tly

connecting said air pressure reservoir to said brake fluid

reservoir to thereby apply the pressure in said air pres-

sure reservoir to said volume displacing means to force

the fluid into the circulating system to energize said brake,

said last named means including a bypass valve m the

connection between said manual valve means and said

closed brake fluid reservoir.
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3,101,133
SAFETY BRAKE MECHANISM

Bryan E. Ho«se, Bfamingluun, and James C. Camming,

Detroit, Mich^ assignoiiB to Rockwell-Standard Corpo-

ration, CoraopoUs, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Nov. 21, 1958, Ser. No. 775,617
2 Claims. (CI. 188—170)

outer section, reversible motor means, a lead screw tele-

scopically arranged between two of said movable antenna

sections and drivingly connected with said motor means,

and a driver on each of said movable antenna sections se-

1. In an automatic safety braking system for a vehicle

having an axle supported by ground engaging wheels and

equipped with a source of fluid pressure, a service brake

mechanism at a vehicle wheel adapted to be controlled

by the driver in normal vehicle operation comprising a

brake assembly having a roUtable actuator shaft, support

means mounting a fluid pressure motor, on the axle ad-

jacent said wheel, and means operativcly connecting said

motor with said actuator shaft, means for automatically

operating said service brake mechanism to apply the

service brakes to decrease vehicle speed when said fluid

pressure decreases below a certain value comprising a

casing adapted to be mounted on the vehicle containing

a fluid tight pressure chamber and a spring chamber

containing spring means, said chambers being separated

by member displaceable in response to pressure changes

in said fluid pressure chamber, a conduit connection be-

tween said fluid pressure chamber and said source, a

mechanical linkage connected between said member and

said actuator shaft comprising an actuating lever secured

to said actuator shaft and a flexible cable slida'bly mounted

on a bracket rigid with said motor support, said cable

being operativcly connected at one end to said member

and having a slide connection with said lever at its oppo-

site end. said arrangement being such that when said

source fluid pressure exceeds said certain value said mem-

ber holds said spring means compressed and said me-

chanical linkage inoperable but when said source fluid

pressure falls below said value said compressed spring

means expands to puU said cable to actuate said linkage

to rotate said actuator shaft to apply said service brake

mechanism, said slide connection of said cable to said

lever comprising a fitting on the cable slidable in an

aperture in said lever and an abutment on the cable end
' drawn tight with the lever when the cable is pulled to brake

applied condition, and manual means for displacing said

abutment to slacken the cable and release the automatical-

ly applied brakes for removal of the stopped vehicle to

a place of safety and repair.

lectively engageable with and disengageable from said lead

screw for extending and retracting said movable antenna

sections upon rotation of said lead screw in opposite direc-

tions.

3,101,135

WINDOW STRUCTURE
Harry B. Neal, Adanta, and John C. Klinger, Jr., Decatur,

Ga., assignors to Amariite Corporation, a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Sept 14, 1960, Ser. No. 56,029

5 Claims. (CI. 189—66)

3,101,134

POWER OPERATED ANTENNA
Herbert E. Winkelmann, Sr., Rochester, N.Y., assignor to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
FUed Jnly 27, 1960, Ser. No. 45,566

10 Claims, (a. 189—26)

1. A power operated antenna including, a stationary

outer tubular antenna section, a plurality of electrically

connected movable antenna sections telescopically ar-

ranged within the outer section and restrained against

rotation relative thereto, said plurality of movable antenna

sections being extensible beyond and retractable into the

793 U.Q.—34

1. A window structure comprising a pair of spaced

apart opposed window frame side members, a pair of

spaced apart opposed window sash members, one of said

sash members being located adjacent one of said frame

members, and the other of said sash members being lo-

cated adjacent the other frame member, and a pair of

linkage assemblies, one of said linkage assemblies being

located between one of said window frame members arid

the adjacent window sash member, and the other of said

linkage assemblies being located between the other win-

dow frame member and the adjacent window sash mem-

ber, each linkage assembly including two links located

in substantially parallel crossed relation to each other,

one of said links having one end pivotally connected to

the window frame side member with which it is asso-

ciated and the opposite end pivotally connected to the

adjacent window sash member, and the other of said
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links having one end pivotally connected to the window

frame side member with which it is associated, and the

other end pivotally and slideably connected to the ad-

jacent window sash member, said linkage assemblies sup-

porting said window sash members for movement in-

wardly and outwardly with respect to said window frame

members.

3,101,136

SASH CONSTRUCTION FOR A SLIDING WINDOW
Steve A. Spretnjak, Elkhart, Ind., assignor to Excel Cor-

poration, Elkhart, Ind., a corporation of Indiana

FUed Dec. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 75,255

3 Claims. (CI. 189—76)

lion with said first gear, said elongated flexible cantilever

arm being operative to impart reliable resilient reversing

rebound to said second gear, and n>eans cooperating with

1. The combination comprising a vertically slidable

window sash including spaced apart parallel stiles joined

together at their top and bottom ends by, respectively, a

top rail and a bottom rail; the stiles and top rail being

channel sections having spaced apart walls joined together

by a web; a hollow tongue projecting from each of said

webs and extending longitudinally of its respective stile

and top rail; a pair of comer brackets provided to join the

top rail to the stiles; each of said comer brackets com-

prising an L-shaped member having one leg received in,

and secured to, the portion of the top rail tongue adjacent

to an end thereof and a second leg received in. and se-

cured to, the end portion of the stile tongue adjacent

thereto; each of said legs having a tab at its outer end

and spaced therefrom by a wall portion to a position adja-

cent one wall of, respectively the top rail and stile; each

of the tabs having an opening therethrough; the aforesaid

adjacent walls of the top rail and stile each having an

opening in registry with the respective openings in the

tabs; a pair of locks each having openings in registry with

a pair of the top rail and stile openings; and threaded

fastening means extending through the lock openings and

thrcadingly engaging the tab openings to thereby secure

each lock to the sash.

said stopping means to limit the rotation of said stopping

means when said first gear and said stopping means are

driven in a desired direction.

3,101,138

CABLE CONTROL UNIT
Joseph J. Wochner, Springfield, ni., assignor to Allls-

Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Apr. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 103,456

14 Claims. (CI. 192—4)

>j^^

3,101,137

MEANS FOR EFFECTING UNIDIRECTIONAL
ROTATION

Albert E. De Barba, Wolcott, Conn., assignor to Consoli-

dated Electronics Industries Corp., Waterbury, Coon.,

a corporation of Delaware

FUed Jan. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 82,027

5 Claims. (CI. 192—4)
1. Apparatus for insuring uni-directional rotation of an

electric motor having bi-directional starting and running

characteristics, comprising a first gear mounted for rota-

tion and driven by said motor, a second gear mounted

for rotation and driven by said motor, stopping means

adapted to be rotatably driven by said first gear by slipping

frictional contact therewith, said stopping means including

a driving support portion positioned in frictionally con-

tacting relation with said first gear and an engaging por-

tionl said engaging portion including an elongated flexible

cantilever arm having means at the distal end thereof

adapted to engage at least one tooth of said second gear

to block rotation thereof when said first gear and said

stopping means are driven in an undesired direction

through said frictional contact of said drive support por-

6. A cable control unit comprising: an enclosed hous-

ing having a pair of spaced walls, a cable drum on the

outside of said housing, an output shaft secured to said

drum for rotation therewith and having a portion extend-

ing through one of said walls into the interior of said

housing, bearing means supporting said output shaft and

drum in said one wall for rotation relative thereto on a

first axis, a first gear secured coexially to said portion

of said output shaft for rotation therewith, an input shaft

rotatably supported in said other wall of said housing on

a second axis parallel to said first axis and having an end

disposed within said housing, a second gear rotatably

mounted within said housing on said second axis in con-

stant meshing relation with said first gear, a friction hold-

ing brake within said housing on said second gear, epi-

cyclic gearing rotatably supported within said housing

including a sun gear element, a ring gear clement, a car-

rier element and planet gears, a first of said elements being

connected for rotation with said input shaft, a second of

said elements being connected for rotation with said

second gear, and a friction brake within said housing on

the third of said elements operative upon engagement

thereof to stop rotation of said third element relative to

said housing.
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3,101,139
IMPACT TOOL

Nicholas Architect, 5728 SE. 18di, Portland, Orcg.

Filed Sept. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 57,238

2 Claims. (CL 192—113)

^ -A-

bias from said one position to a second positioa wherein

said stop means in the shifting path of said dispensing

means is moved out of said shifting path, and said pilfer

preventing stop means is moved of the path of an article

to be dispensed; coin receiving means capable of retaining

a coin between said dispensing means and said element in

1. An impact tool comprising an impact clutch mecha-

nism, a motor for driving said mechanism, said motor

comprising a cylindrical housing and a rotor rotatably

mounted within said housing coaxially thereof, said motor

housing having an integral wall at one end thereof, a shaft

connected to said rotor and extending through said wall,

said wall having an opening concentric of said shaft defin-

ing a bearing race, a ball bearing mounted in said race

and supporting said shaft, the outer surface of said wall

having a groove therein defining an annular step about

said opening, a cup shaped bearing cage seated in said

groove, a sealing means positioned between the side wall

of said cage and the side wall of said step providing an

oil tight seal, said cage having a bottom wall extending

at right angles to the axis of said shaft and having an

opening for receiving said shaft, sealing means positioned

between said shaft and said cage jM-oviding an oil tight

seal therebetween, a tubular housing enclosing said clutch

mechanism, said clutch housing including a mounting por-

tion telescopically surrounding said one end of said hous-

ing, means operatively arranged between said clutch hous-

ing and said motor bousing to provide an air and oil tight

seal therebetween, said clutch mechanism having an output

shaft extending outwardly of said clutch housing, and

means to provide an oil tight seal between said output

shaft and said dutch housing, said clutch housing being

oU filled.

3,101,14«
MANUAL DISPENSER

John H. Whitman, GrandvUlc, Mich., assignor to Applied

Ajig CorpontkNi, Grand RapMs, Mkh^ a corporation

of MicUgan
Filed Oct. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 146,756

2 Claims. (CL 194—71)
1. An article dispensing mechanism comprising: a

shifting dispensing means capable of engaging and moving

an article from a storage position to a dispensing posi-

tion; a movable element adjacent said dispensing means

and biased to one position and including a portion form-

ing a stop means in the shifting path of said dispensing

means and thereby normally preventing shifting of said

dispensing means when said element is biased to said one

position; said element also including a second portion

forming a pilfer-preventing stop means in the path of

an article to be dispensed and normally preventing dis-

pensing movement of said article when said element is in

•aid one position; said element being movable against the

such a position that with shifting movement of said shift-

ing dispensing means, the peripheral edge of said coin

acts as a cam between said dispensing means and said

element to cause said element to be cammed from said

one position to said second position to Both allow dis-

pensing movement of said shifting means and move said

article stop' to an inactive position.

3,101,141

REMOVABLE TYPE AND TYPE BAR ASSEMBLY
Floyd H. Canny, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to SCM Cor-

poration, a corporation of New York
FUed Jan. 18, I960. Ser. No. 3,179

5 Claims. (Cl. 197—36)

1. A type bar assembly for typewriting machines hav-

ing detachable type comprising, in combination, a type

bar member having a shank and an outer striking head

shaped to provide a type-aligning edge, a protruding type-

locating abutment fixed on said striking head adjacent the

end of said edge remote from said shank, a type element

mounted on said head abutting said edge and having por-

tions flanking the opposite fac^ of said striking head, the

end of said element remote from said type bar member
shank having a locating portion for detachable engagement

with said abutment and the other end of said element hav-

ing a beveled surface, and spring means secured to said

member and biased to urge said type element toward en-

gagement with said member by cooperative engagement
with said surface.

1. A

3,101,142
LOADING OR DIGGING DEVICE
Cornells Doyer, 6A Wladlmfaiaands,

Bvssum, Netherlands
FUed Dec. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 162,348

3 Claims. (CI. 198—9)
loading and digging device comprising a frame.

a rotatablc member carried in said frame, driving means
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connected to rotate said member, at least one bucket

pivotally connected to said member, spring means tending

to swing said bucket about its pivot in the direction of

rotation of said member and adapted to extend the bucket

radially of said member, a cam follower secured to said

bucket, a cam guide cooperating with said follower and

having a portion arranged to swing said bucket during

3,101,144
TROUGHING ROLLER ASSEMBLY

Roy F. Lo Prestt, Chicago, 01^ assignor to Goodman

Manufacturing Company, Chicago, lU., a corporation

of Illinois ^ ^, ,^„o..
Filed Oct. 27, 1958, Ser. No. 769,944

3 Claims. (CI. 198—192)

to »

part of its travel path about its pivot against the action

of said spring means and then to release said bucket for

acceleration by the spring to drive the bucket into mate-

rial to be loaded, and an abutment on said cam guide

positioned to suddenly retard the movement of said bucket

in another part of its travel whereby to throw out mate-

rial contained in said bucket;

3,101,143

DOUGH PROCESSING APPARATUS
Peter H. Valcntync and Dale H. Hoag, Sagfaiaw, Mich.,

assignors to Baker Perkins Inc^ Saginaw, Mich., a cor-

poration of New York
FUed Apr. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 101,940

7 Claims. (CL 198—24)

1. A flexible connecting assembly for joining the abut-

ting ends of a pair of shafts or the like about a common

pivot point including a first member adapted to be re-

ceived upon the end of a first shaft, said member havmg

a downwardly extending arm, securing means for joining

the member to the first shaft, a second mcnciber adapted

to be received upon the end of a second shaft, said second

member having an upwardly projecting arm, securing

means for joining said second member to the second

shaft, said arms meeting at a common pivot point located

between the central axis of the abutting shafts, and means

for pivotally connecting the intersecting arms at the com-

mon pivot point

3,101,145

CABLE.SUPPORTED BELT CONVEYOR
Eino A. KosU and Howard A. WUmeth, SUver City,

N. Mex., assivoors to Kennecott Copper Corporation,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York
FOcd Mar. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 183,125

4 Claims. (CI. 198—203)

1. Apparatus for processing dough products or the

like comprising a housing; endless conveyor means; means

mounting said conveyor means in said housing for move-

ment in a continuous path having a plurality of spaced

superposed loops from a loading staUon to a discharge

rtation and thence back to said loading station; a plurality

of separate, product supporting trays mounted on said

conveyor means for movement therewith; first product

transfer means at said loading station for loading prod-

ucts on successive trays; second product transfer means

at said discharge station for removing products from

said trays; means for driving said conveyor means; means

for driving each of said transfer means; and means opera-

tively connected at least to one of said transfer means

for shifUng the latter to a position adjacent any one of

the ends of a number of said loops of said path, whereby

to vary the length of said path between said stauons.

1. In a cable-sui^rted. endless, belt conveyor having a

plurality of endless cables arranged to support a single

endless conveyor belt and to drive it by reason of mutual

fricUonal contact, a drive pulley assembly around which

both cables and belt are trained, said assembly compris-

ing a drive shaft; drive sheaves for the respective cables,

said sheaves being rigidly secured to said shaft so as to

rotate therewith; and supporting pulleys for the conveyor

belt, said pulleys being rotatably mounted on said shaft

so as to idle as the belt travels.

ERRATUM
For Class 198—84 see:

Patent No. 3,101,475

3,101,146 ^^
WASHING MECHANISM FOR EGG SEPARATING

APPARATUS
Charics H. WUbey, 1717 E. 37!h St,JoiHfa, Kms.

Origfaial application Oct. 2, 1956, Ser. No. 613,49l^w
pktTnt N^,966,184, dated Dec. 27, ^'^**
and this appUcalion Oct. 6, 1960, S«r. No. 60,871

6 Claims. (CI. 198—229)
1. In an egg separating apparatus wherem a plurality

of egg contenu receiving devices are carried on a traveling

conveyor, said devices comprising a pair of pan members

pivotally naounted for swinging movement between a

generally horizontal contents receiving position extending

outboard of the conveyor and a contents dumping posi-

tion extending downwardly of the! conveyor, means form-

ing a washing compartment below the conveyor in the

path of movement of the pan members which are carried

in downwardly extending relation thereon, a pair of cy-

lindrical brushes roUUbly mounted on horizontal axes in

said compartment, means for routing said brushes, means
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for guiding one of said depending pan members between

said rotating brushes, a plurality of laterally spaced spray

no2zles mounted in said compartment beyond said

brushes, means for guiding said downwardly extending

pan members through the q)ray area of said nozzles.

^f^^psffi
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moTcment longitudinally of said other track and swivcUy

connected with the other end of said carriage supporting

said other end of said carriage for relative movement be-

tween said other end of said carriage and said second

means about a vertical axis during said movement of said

second means longitudinally of said other track whereby

said carriage will be automatically moved from a first

position suspended from and extending longitudinally of

said one end portions to a second position extending

transversely of and suspended from said other end por-

tions of said track upon moving said carriage while sus-

pended on said pair of tracks by said first means and

said second means from said first position to said second

position, rcleasable locking means respectively on said

carriage and on said first means for locking thjm together

upon movement of said carriage to said second position

whereby said first means and said carriage will be held

against said swivelling movement relative to each other

when said carriage is in said secood positioo.

section for rotating said driving wheels of said front sec-

tion about a vertical axis.

3,101,150
TRACTOR SHOVEL MACHINE ADAPTED TO BE
COMBINED WITH A DETACHABLE CRANE OR
PULL SHOVEL UNIT

Karl Arvid Janson, Landskronji, and Gunnar Fredrik

Sandberg, Solna, Sweden, assicnors to Akticbolaset

Laodsverk, Landskrona, Sweden, a corporatioa of

Sweden
FUed Dec. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 74,188

Claims priority, application Sweden Dec. 17, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 212—38)

r:.
,^Av^

3,101,151
UNIVERSAL AUTOMATIC WARE LOADING

MACHINE
Carl W. Schreiber, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-

Illinois Glass Company, a corporation of Ohio
Original application Oct. 8, 1959, Ser. No. 845,262, now

Patent No. 3,100,051, dated Aug. 6, 1963. Divided

and this application Oct. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 63,819
4 Claims. (CI. 214—1)

3. In a load handling vehicle, a rear section, a front

section and an intermediate section between said rear

section and said front section, means for detachably clamp-

ing said section together to form a single unit, load han-

dling means mounted on said intermediate section, said

load handling means comprising a support projecting

from the upper side of said intermediate section, said

support being rotatably mounted about a vertical shaft,

an engine for imparting a rotary movement to said sup-

port, a load handling arm pivoted to the upper end of said

support so as to be swingable about a horizontal axis,

load carrying means connected to the free end of said load

handling arm said load handling means comprising a crane

arm mounted in said load handling arm means for ex-

tcndii>g said crane in the longitudinal direction thereof,

a pulley at the free end of said crane arm, a block with

a crane hook hanging under said pulley and a lifting cable

running from a fix point on said crane arm, through said

block, over said pulley and to a lifting engine mounted

at the pivoted end of said load handling arm, an engine

in said rear section for driving said vehicle, driving wheels

mounted underneath said rear section, clutch means for

connecting said engine to said rear driving wheels, said

clutch means serving for connecting said engine to a for-

wardly projecting shaft, an extension shaft connected at

one end thereof to the free end of said horizontal shaft,

driving wheels mounted underneath said front section,

means connecting the other end of said extension shaft to

said front driving wheels and steering means in said front

3. In combination, a horizontal conveyor adapted to

receive articles of ware in hot condition from a forming

machine and move them in a straight line path at a con-

stant ^eed, a rotary, multiple-chuck bum-off machine

carrying its chucks at a constant ^>eed, the linear speed

of the chucks being less than the speed of the ware on the

conveyor, a rotary ware transfer apparatus having a

plurality of ware pick-up mechanisms adapted to travei

in registry over the straight line path of the ware on the

conveyor at a ware receiving station and in registry with

the path of the chucks at a subsequent ware delivery sta-

tion, drive means for moving the ware pick-up mecha-

nisms in synchronism with the movement of the chucks,

the ware pick-up mechanisms each traveling at the same

linear speed as the chucks, said drive means comprising

a turret on the ware transfer apparatus mounting the

ware pick-up mechanisms, a vertical shaft about which

said turret is mounted for rotation, a driving connection

from the burn-off machine, a clutch means for drivably

connecting said driving connection and said turret and

constructed and arranged to provide position synchron-

ization of the ware pick-up mechanisms and the burn-off

machine chucks whenever the turret is being driven, a

ware retarding means operable in the straight line path of

the ware on the conveyor for intercepting ware thereon

prior to their entering the ware receiving station for re-

ducing the linear speed of the ware, and a synchronized

drive means operated by the last-mentioned drive means

and connected for operating said ware retarding means to

move the latter at the same linear speed and in synchro-

nism with said ware pick-up mechanisms.

3,101,152
MATERIAL HANDLING DEVICE

Milton P. Whitmore, Tampa, and Lucio Maddalena,

Orlando, Fla., assignon to Clark Equipment Company,
Buchanan, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

FUed Jan. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 4,146

9 CUims. (CI. 214—307)
8. For use with a vehicle, a material handling device

comprising a support assembly adapted to be attached to

the vehicle, a container, a bottom for said container piv-
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otal between open and closed positions, means pivotally

connecting said bottom to said container, means for sup-

porting said container from said support assembly, said

connecting means and said pivot means comprising a

common member, intermediate support means cooperable

flange dbuttablc surface, each said cleat having a firit

side extending outward at an angle and away from said

flange and a re-entrant second side attached substantially

normal to said first side so as to define said corner with

said first side and terminating substantially at an edge

of said flange, said cleat abutting, mating with, and secured

with said first support means for maintaining said con-

tainer in a given position during opening movement of

said bottom, and means for actuating said bottom be-

tween its open and closed positions and being disposable

in straddling relation to said maintaining means.

3,101,153
FORK LIFT DEVICE

Holcombc M. Verdery, Jr., P.O. Box 157, Hariem, Ga.

FUed Sept. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,286

11 Clalim. (CL 214—700)

to a similar cleat upon the other of said pair of container

halves, mutually engagcablc detent means upon said

flanges to register the relative positions of said container

halves and a spring wire reUiner disposed around said

mated cleats and over said comers thereof in substantial

conformity with the external contour of said mated cleats.

3,101,155

COMPACT HOUSING
PhUlp N. Lehr, Huntington, and Joseph A. Idank, Rich-

mond Hill, N.Y., assignors to Dictograph Products,

Inc., Jamaica, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Mar. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 95,586

3 Claims. (CI. 220—4)

11 A lift and transport unit having a tmck frame in-

cluding a pair of spaccd-apart, rcarwardly-extendmg

beams a pair of wheels, one each being supported upon

each of the said beams, and a laterally-extendmg beam

located forwardly of said rearwardly-extending beams;

a forklift frame arranged generally vertically between the

rearwardly-extending beams, having load-bearing tines

extending rcawardly and a pair of upwardly extending

guide rods, means slidably receiving said rods and pivoted

on a horizontal axis on said laterally extending beam,

means to raise the fork-lift frame in its slide mounung

and means extending from a forward portion of the truck

frame to an upper portion of the fork-lift frame con-

straining a portion of the fork-Uft frame to movement

forwardly and downwardly as the fork-lift frame is raised.

1. A housing, comprising a first shell containing at least

one key in an inside portion thereof, a second shell con-

taining both a pin in a first inside portion thereof and a

joining plate with a threaded hole therein on a second in-

side portion thereof, an attachment plate for joining said

first and said second shells to form a closed housing, said

attachment plate being notched along its edge in the shape

of said key to be retained by said key against said first

shell, said attachment plate having a spring platfr thereon

with a first drilled portion in said spring plate for place-

ment around said pin. said attachment plate further hav-

ing a second drilled portion therein in substantial align-

ment with said threaded hole of said joining plate thereby

to receive a threaded member to secure said attachment

plate to said joining plate.

3,101,154

MODULAR CONTAINER AND RETAINING
MEANS

John D. Herdering, Van Nnys, Caltf. assignor to

North American Aviation, ioc.

FUed Nov. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 68,238

5 Claims. (CI. 22(^—4)

2 A container assembly comprising a pair of identical

container halves, each said container half 'nc>"ding a

body portion having a marginal flange with an abuttable

surface, a plurality of cleats upon said flange and in-

cluding a corner extending in a direction opposite said

3,101,156

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FEEDING FLAT

SHEETS ONTO A MOVING CONVEYOR
Frank J. Carson and Herbert A. Leflet, Jr., Toledo, OWo,

assignors to LIbbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company,

Toledo, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUed Mar. 11, I960, Ser. No. 14,400

1 Clahn. (CI. 221—93)

An apparatus for dispensing sheets comprising, in com-

bination, a pair of staUonary plates positioned one above
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the other, a plurality of pockets in each of said stationary

plates, each of the pockets in the lower of said stationary

plates being of substantially identical configuration to a

corresponding pocket in the upper of said stationary plates

and offset therefrom, guide blocks on said upper plate for

locating a plurality of sheets in vertical alignment with

each other in individual stacks and directing the sheets

into the pockets of said top stationary plate, said sheets

and said pockets being triangular-shaped, said triangular-

shaped pockets in both said upper and lower stationary

plates being arranged in complementary pairs, a diagonal

rib formed in each stationary plate to space the hypotenuse

edges of the two adjacent pockets of each complementary

pair from each other, a pair of ledges on said bottom

stationary plate along adjacent sides of each pocket, said
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face against which the actuating means is rockably ful-

crumed. said thin divider wall means including two co-

planar divider walls having parallel edges spaced apart to

form therebetween a horizontal slot substantially travers-

ing the length of said thin divider wall means; said means

for yieldably urging cigarettes toward one end of said

case comprising a follower slidably mounted in said hor-

izontal slot for lateral movement relative to said case to

advance said cigarettes toward said one end; and a thin

rod spring positioned within one of said cavities between

said rear wall and divider wall means and having one etid

attached to said follower, the other end attached to said

rear wall, said spring being of such length that it forms

a generally horizonUl block 8-shapc when the follower is

in a fully extended position and involutes upon itself with-

in the said one cavity forming the general shape of a

script 8 when the follower is moved to a cocked position.

ledges being defined by the offset of the pockets m said

bottom stationary plate from the pockets in said top sta-

tionary plate, said ledges supporting the sheets directed

through said pockets in said top stationary plate by said

guide means, and ejection means including a movable

plate interposed between said pair of stationary plates for

periodically carrying the bottom sheet of each said stack

into alignment with a pocket in said bottom plate whereby

said bottom sheets pass through the pocket, said movable

plate including two independently movable sections, one

of said sections ejecting sheets resting on the ledges adja-

cent one pocket of each of said plurality of pairs of

pockets in said bottom stationary plate and the other

movable section ejecting sheets resting on the ledges adja-

cent the other pocket of each of said plurality of pairs of

pockets in said bottom stationary member.

3,101,158

CONVEYOR AND A CASE RELEASE
APPARATUS

John C. Baxter, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to The
Rapids-Standard Company, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.,

a corporation of Michigan
Filed June 6, 1960, Scr. No. 34,109

5 Claims. (CI. 221—295)

3,101,157

CIGARETTE DISPENSER
George F. Russell, 13144 Huston St.,

Sherman Oalu, Calif.

Filed Feb. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 7,437

9 Claims. (CI. 221—227)
1 In a cigarette case adapted to hold a plurality of

cigarettes and having means for yieldably urging said

cigarettes toward one end of said case, a top above said

cigarettes having a cigarette delivery port positioned there-

in at said one end. an ejector movable to eject a cigarette

through said port, and an elongated ejector actuating

means to control movement of said ejector, the provision

of- a rear wall and thin divider wall means placed in close

proximity to said rear wall wherein said rear wall is pro-

vided with raised and recessed areas formed integrally

therein to provide cavities between said rear wall and

divider wall means to contain substantial portions of the

ejector and elongated ejector actuating means, one of said

cavities loosely receiving the elongated ejector actuatmg

means, one of said raised areas providing a bearing sur-

1. A case release adapted to be used with a conveyw

where cases are gravity fed comprising: a conveyor; case

release means adapted to be positioned at the terminus of

said conveyor, said release means including a many sided

release member rotaUbly mounted on a shaft at the end

of the conveyor, each side of said release member having

a portion forming a stop surface and a portion torming a

trip lever engaging surface, trip lever means disposed on

said conveyor and movable into and out of contact with

said trip lever engaging surface; switch means associated

with sdid trip lever means and resilient contact means en-

gaging said trip lever engaging surface and said switch

means, presence of a case on said conveyor engaging said

release member- and actuating said switch by overcoming

said resilient contact member, said resilient contact means

opening said switch if a case is absent from said conveyor,

release of said trip means allowing roUtion of said release

member and passage of a case thereover and presenUng

another stop surface to a following case before the trail-

ing edge of said first released case passes into the arc of
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rotaUon of said release member, said trip means movable

to prevent further rotation of said release member.
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3,101,159

PARTICULATE MATERIAL DISPENSER

Charles F. Fletcher, OkUhoma City, OUa., assignor to

ninco. Inc., OUahoma Chy, Okl|^ a corporation of

Oidahoma ^^„^.
Filed Nor. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 68,764

2 Claims. (CI. 222—70)

3,101,160

AEROSOL ATOMIZER AND ITS REFILL
CONTAINER

Bernard Thomas EmUe PIcot, Paris, France, assignor to

Parfums Christian Dior

FUed Mar. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 98,971

Claims priority, application France Jan. 18, i!»fti

ICUIm. (CI. 222—183)

1 Apparatus for dispensing particulate material com-

prising an open-ended, vertically extending funnel-shaped

h^^^r for retaining a supply of particulate material, said

hopper being circular in horizontal cross section and hav-

ing iU side walls sloping downwardly and inwardly to-

ward its lower end at an angle of from 30 degree to 50

degrees from the vertical; an externally threaded tubulax

diihargc spout having its upper end extendmg into the

lower end of said hopper so that its outer surface is con-

terminous with the inner surface of said hopper whereby

a peripheral ledge is formed by the walls of said tubular

discharge spout adjacent the lower end of said hopper; a

tubular sleeve coaxially threaded on said discharge spout

for adjustable vertical movement thereon, said sleeve hav-

ing a portion extending below the lower end of said dis-

charge spout; a set screw threaded through said sleeve

and fricUonally engaging said discharge spout for lock-

ing said sleeve in its adjusted position on said spout; a

cross member extending across the top of ^aid hopper

from one side, through the vertical axis, to the other side

thereof; a vertical shaft extending through said cro«

member and coaxially through said hopper, said discharge

spout and said sleeve; a compression spring coaxiauy

mounted on said shaft and abutting said cross membar

whereby said spring is placed in compression when said

shaft is moving upwardly with respect to said cross mem-

ber- a conical valve of a size to effect closure of said

sleeve mounted on the lower end of said shaft below said

sleeve and being axially adjustable thereon; a generally

disc-shaped valve of a size to mate with said led^

mounted on said shaft and spaced axially along said shaft

from said conical valve a distance greater than the

distance from the lower end of said sleeve to said ledge,

said disc-shaped valve being axially adjusUble on said

rfiaft; means vertically actuating said shaft against the

bias of said compression spring whereby when said shaft

is vertically actuated said conical valve closes the

opening at the lower end of said tubular sleeve and said

disc-4haped valve is lifted above said ledge to permit the

particulate material in said hopper to flow into said dis-

charge spout and sleeve; and timing means connected to

said actuating means for controlling the duration of the

vertical actuation imparted to said shaft by said actuating

means.

A refill container for an aerosol atomizer comprising

a protective sheathing provided with a substantially fiat

base and an axial orifice at its top, a vessel in said sheath-

ing for the liquid to be atomized and for a gas under

pressure above said liquid, valve means provided on the

top of said vessel emerging through said axial orifice at

the top of said sheathing, a diffuser head connected to

said valve means, and the protective sheathing having a

flange formed internally at its t<^. around said axial ori-

fice, said valve means having a corresponding shape so

as to be fitted from beneath in said flange, vent holes be-

ing provided in said flange for permitting the escape of

gas in case of accidental breakage of said vessel.

3,101,161

BATCHING APPARATUS FOR LIQUID OR
PLASTIC SUBSTANCES

Nemo Sixten Mauritz Ivarson, Johanneshov, Sweden,

assignor to Kooperativa Forbundet Elionomisk Fore-

ning, Stociiholm, Sweden, a Joint-stocli company of

Sweden
Filed June 5, 1961, Ser. No. 114,833

Chdms priority, application Sweden June 8, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 222—235)

1. An apparatus for batching liquid or plastic sub-

stances of the type comprising a cylinder which encloses

an axially disposed piston for portioning out through one

cylinder end a substance which is fed in continuously via

a side inlet at said cylinder end, a sleeve tightly enclosing

the piston but axially displaceable relative the same,

which sleeve upon the beginning of the batching opera-

tion, with the sleeve end adjacent the working end of the

piston being substantially in level with said working end

when the piston is in iu retracted position prior to the
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beginning of the power stroke, and with the cylinder space

between the piston end and a check valve disposed in the

cylinder end being filled with substance, is displaced from

its starting position into a position of sealingly shielding

the inlet, the piston being adapted in connection there-

with to be displaced for pressing out the substance in-

cluded in said space through the check valve and thereafter

to be returned together with the sleeve to the starting

position for carrying out another batching operation, a

helical spring enclosing the piston abuts with one end

against a stop on the piston and with its other end against

a stop on the sleeve, so that when the spring is free from

tension the sleeve projects beyond the piston by a disUnce

sufficient for said shielding, said sleeve being adapted by

compression of the spring to be pressed from its shielding

position back against an intermediate stop on the piston

for preparing another batching operation, said piston then

being separately fixed in its end position wherein the outer

end of the sleeve is substantially in level with the piston

end. and during the continued back-pressing movement

to take the piston then separately released along into its

starting position.

3,101,162
FOLDABLE CLOTHES HANGER

Helen Woods, 217 Main St., Northampton, Mass.

Substituted for abandoned application Ser. No. 453,472,

Sept. 1, 1954. This application May 19, 1960, Ser.

No. 37,014 ^

4 Claims. (CI. 223—94)

a stop for preventing said arms from being swung past

their unfolded position.

3,101,163

BICYCLE SADDLE BAG CARRIER AND
. SPOKE PROTECTOR

Robert D. Hubcr, Lima, Ohio, assifnor t«

Gustave Miller, Washhigton, D.C.

Filed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 109,892

2 CUhns. (CI. 224—32)

-4
>C

1. As a new article of manufacture, a clothes hanger

adapted when not in use to be folded and comprising a

pair of elongated juxtapositioned one-piece arms of U-

shaped cross section, consisting of comparatively wide

bottom walls and side walls of materially less height than

the bottom walls are wide, adapted to assume an un-

folded position wherein they extend outwards in opposite

directions, and constructed and arranged so that one of

them is slightly wider than the other and has the inner

ends of its side walls disposed outwards of. and in lapped

relation with, the inner ends of the side walls of said

other arm. a pivot pin having the ends thereof extending

through registering holes in the lapped inner ends of the

side walls of said arms and serving to connect said arms

so that they are capable of being swung towards and

away from one another into and out of a folded position

wherein the narrower arm is in completely nested rela-

tion with the wider arm. and a normally upsUnding hook

disposed between the arms, consisting of a hook part and

a depending shank part, provided at the lower end of its

shank part with an eye in encircling relation with the cen-

tral portion of the pivot pin in order that it is free to

swing laterally relatively to the arms, and adapted when

the arms are in their folded position to fit between said

arms, said eye being nwaterially greater in diameter than

the pivot pin in order that the hook may be turned back

and forth between an operative position wherein its hook

part is in parallel relation with the side walls of the arms

and an inoperative position wherein its hook part ex-

tends substaiHially at right angles to the side walls and,

hence, permits the hook as a whole to fit substantially

flatly between, and be completely housed by, the arms

when the latter are in their folded position, said wider

arm having on the inner end of its bottom wall an in-

tegral coplanar extension which when the arms arc in

their unfolded position abuts directly against the inner

end of the bottom wall of the narrower arm and forms

1. For use in self-securing readily detachable combina-

tion with a bicycle rear wheel supported on an axle

through the apices of a pair of forwardly extending bicycle

V-frame members and a mudguard secured at its forward

portion to and between both pairs of legs of said pair of

forwardly extending V-frame members, said mudguard

extending in a rearward curve upwardly and then down-

wardly over the wheel from said V-frame members; a

saddle bag carrier and rear bicycle wheel spoke protector

comprising a pair of parallel depending rigid sheet mem-

ber shields and a rigid bridge member rigidly connected

to the upper edges of said shields thereby providing a

rigid unitary device, said bridge being complementary to

the top of the mudguard from the upper leg of each V-

frame member to a point at least adjacent to the rear

end of said mudguard, the upper edges of said rigid paral-

lel shields extending in a curve from substantially the rear

end of said mudguard to adjacent to the forward end of

said mudguard, both ends of said curve being connected

by a substantially straight bottom edge, said bridge being

arranged to be attachably and detachably supported by

said mudguard with the center of gravity of said spoke

protector substantially below the high point of the curva-

ture of said mudguard edge to thereby maintain said

protector on said mudguard free of any securement means,

whereby a saddle bag or the like may be supported on said

bridge and rest against said shields free from spoke con-

tact.

3,101,164

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR CUTTING
AND FEEDING WRAPPERS FOR MAGAZINES

Otho Kile, Homewood, and Bernard J. Golbccli, Crystal

Lake, III., assignors to R. R. Donnelley & Sons Com-
pany, a corporation of Delaware

Filed May 17, 1960, Ser. No. 29,697
14 Claims. (CI. 225—2)

9. The method of cutting and feeding wrappers for

magazines which comprises the steps of: continuously

withdrawing a paper web from a supply roll in a first

linear path; forming transverse scores in the moving web
at regular intervals to defiiw a continuous series of con-

nected wrapper lengths extending lengthwise of the web;

severing the moving web progressively on said scores to

provide individual wrappers; moving said wrappers seri-

atim in a translatory, closed path through an arc of about

90* from said first path into a second path at right angles

to the first path; subjecting each wrapper to suction dur-

ing its travel in said translatory path to maintain its angu-

lar orientation with respect to said paths; moving each

individual wrapper momentarily along said second path at
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a speed greater than that of the succeeding moving wrap-

pers to provide a succession of individual, spaced wrap-

" ,"! (

3,101,166

COLLAPSIBLE PACKAGING STRIP

Lloyd D. Van Antwerpen, Milwauliee, Wis., assignor to

Vanant Company, Inc, MUwaukee, Wis^ a corporation

of Wisconsin
FUed Aug. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 218,623

4 Claims. (CL 229—14)

h * ' >- A. .

pers; and continuously moving said succession of spaced

wrappers serially to a wrapping station.

3,101,165

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
HEAT-TREATING

Charles G. BarUey and John R. Beesiey, Fostoria, Ohio,

aKignors to Atlas Crankshaft Corporation, Columbus,

Ind~ a corporation of Indiana

FUed May 13, 1960, Ser. No. 28,913

4 Claims. (CI. 266—4)

1 . A collapsible wrap-around packaging strip compris-

ing an outer base ply, an inner ply and an intermediate

jrfy, means securing the plies together, said intermediate

and inner plies being provided with equidistantly spaced

transversely extending nested peaks with the peaks nor-

mally extending outwardly from the base strip and said

base strip being normally flat, and said base strip in-

cluding stretches between the peaks with the stretches

weakened transversely to permit the folding thereof upon

itself to bring about the collapsing of the peaks with the

peaks and plies lying in substantial parallelism.

3,101,167

AUTOMATIC BOTTOM HEXAGONAL CARTON
John M. Styier, Mundelein, HI., assignor, by mesne assign*

ments, to Potlatch Forests, Inc., a corporation of Dela-

ware _, __ ^__
Filed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,373

2 Claims. (CL 229—41)

;,^^^::^ij;

1. Apparatus for heat treating a crankshaft having a

plurality of main bearings and at least one connecting

rod bearing, comprising a base, heat treating means

mounted at the rear of the base and including a heating

and quenching head projecting forwardly over the base,

said head including a fixed half and movable half pivot-

ally mounted on said fixed half and adapted to concen-

trically receive a connecting rod bearing therebetween,

means for supporting a crankshaft comprising a lower

carriage mounted on said base for movement parallel to

the front of the base, an upper carriage mounted on said

lower carriage for movement forwardly and rearwardly

of said base, supporting means mounted on said upper

carriage for rotaubly supporting main bearings of the

crankshaft, said upper carriage being movable rearwardly

of the base to move a connecting rod bearing toward

said head, said lower carriage having stop means for lim-

iting the rearward movement of said upper carriage sub-

stantially to a position where a vertical plane through the

axis of the main bearings passes through the cen.er of

said halves, and an insulating stop pin mounted in one of

said halves and the crankshaft being adapted to be ro-

tated in said supporting means to engage the connecting

rod bearing with said stop pin and thereby center the

connecting rod bearing within said halves.

1. An automatic bottom hexagonal carton completely

erectable quickly and solely by a single application of

oppositely directed compressive forces on the fold edges

of said carton when in a collapsed condition, said carton,

in its collapsed condition, including

six side panels joined one to the other along crease

lines between adjacent panels and nieans for securing

the two most remote panels to one another,

a bottom flap flexibly secured to the bottom edge of

a first side panel,

said bottom flap being creased at its mid-portion

whereby it may be folded back upon itself,

said bottom flap having a width at its mid-portion

larger than the length of the flexible connection be-

tween said bottom flap and its associated side panel,

the edges of said bottom flap thereby diverging from

the bottom edge of said first side panel to the

crease at its mid-portion, and then coverging from

the crease at its mid-portion to the free edge,

a pair of notches at the ends of the crease in the

mid-portion of said bottom flap,
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a bottom dust flap flexibly secured to the bottom edge

of another side panel.

the side panels to which the bottom flap and bottom

dust flap are secured, and consequently said flaps,

overlying one another in a collapsed condition,

said bettom dust flap lying against that portion of the

folded bottom flap between the crease and its free

end when in a collapsed condition.

•aid bottom dust flap overlying substantially the entire

bottom area to thereby provide a double layer bot-

tom,
said bottom dust flap further including

a locking tab projecting outward from a side of the

bottom dust flap along a crease line which is co-

extensive with said bottom dust flap side,

the means for securing the two most remote end

panels to one another being a glue flap extending

along the exposed edge of one of said end panels,

said locking tab lying in the plane of the bottom dust

flap in a collapsed condition but perpendicular there-

to in an erected condition,

said locking tab underlying the glue flap in an erected

condition,

and means for securing the bottom flap and bottom

dust flap to one another in the overlapping area

between said flaps whereby the bottom flap, as it

unfolds during the application of opening forces to

the collapsed container, pulls the bottom dust flap

into position.

3,101,168

AERODYNAMIC WAVE MACHINE FORMED
ROTOR BLADES TO MINIMIZE THERMAL
STRESS

Max Berchtold, Kaanacht, Switzerland, aasignor to I-T-E

Circuit Breaker Company, Philadclpliia, Pa., a corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania
FUed June 15, 1961, Scr. No. 117,199

8 Claims. (CI. 230—69)

**#/-' ^/«

^
mtmmmi

being in contiguous array defining a wall of said cham-

ber, and additional walls engaging the outline structures

of said pump inlets at the ends thereof for completing

1. A rotor for a wave machine comprising a circular

shaft, a cylindrical shroud surrounding said shaft, a plu-

rality of blades each positioned substantially in a radial

direction between said shaft and said shroud, opposite

axial edges of each of said blades being secured to the

outer surface and the inner surface of said shaft and said

shroud respectively, a first radial edge of each of said

blades being curved in a direction away from a radial line

extending between said shaft and said shroud, the radial

blade edge opposite said curved edge being substantially

straight, the radius of curvature of said blade gradually

and smoothly increasing between said curved and said

straight radial edges^

4

enclosure of said chamber which is thus surrounded by

said pumps and adapted to be maintained at a vacuum
even during evolution of gas within the chamber.

3,101,170
RADIAL DYNAMIC MACHINES INCLUDING CEN-
TRIPETAL COMPRESSORS AND CENTRIFUGAL
TURBINES

Vladimir H. Pavlecka, Pacific Palisades, Calif., assignor

to American Machine A Foondry Company, a corpora-

tion of New Jersey

FUed June 8, 195S, Ser. No. 513,947
20 Claims. (CL 230—124)

1. A contra^otatable centripetal flow compressor for

compressing an elastic fluid, said compressor comprising

a first rotor having a plurality of centripetal flow com-

pression stages rotatable in one direction, a second rotor

having a plurality of centripetal flow compression stages

rotatable in the direction opposite to the direction of rota-

tion of said first rotor, at least some of the staiges of

the first rotor interleaving some of the stages of the

second rotor, and at least one stationary vector-adjust-

ing stage positioned between the outermost, or the first,

rotatable compression stage of said compressor and

the next succeeding, or the second, rotatable stage of

faid compressor, all of said stages defining a single, radial

centripetal flow channel of said compressor, said channel

lying in a single, transverse plane, perpendicular to the

axis of rotation of said first and second rotors.

3,101,169

HIGH VACUUM CHAMBER
Hugh R. Smith, Jr., Oakland, Calif., assignor to Stauffer

Chemical Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware ^_.
FUed Nov. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 851,878

7 Claims. (CI. 230—101)
1. An improved vacuum chamber comprising a plu-

rality of vacuum pumps disposed about a closed path and

having inlet apertures the outline structures of which

3,101,171

AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR
Grovcr D. Eraser, Painted Post, N.Y., assignor to

IngersoU-Rand Company, New Yorij, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of New Jersey

FUed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,942

5 Claims. (CI. 230—143)
1 . A rotary gas compressor in which gas is compressed

in an axial direction parallel to the rotary axis of the com-
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pressor and discharged in a heated condition from the

compressor, said compressor comprising: a gas compres-

sing rotor, said rotor adapted to receive gas. compress the

gas axially as it rotates and discharge the gas in a heated

condition caused by its compression; a casing surrounding

said rotor; an outlet in said casing adjacent one end of

the rotor for discharging compressed and heated gas from

the rotor; an inlet in said casing for admitting intake gas

to said rotor; said casing including an end wall located

adjacent said outlet where it is heated by the compressed

gas being discharged through said outlet; said rotor hav-

« M

dition n-1 of the said sets of punches so that each set

represents one of the code combinations.

ing a shaft at said one end extending through said end

wall in gas sealing relationship; lubricated bearing means

rotatably supporting said shaft and being spaced from

the outer face of said end wall; and intake gas conduit

means having one end connected to said inlet for conduct-

ing intake gas to said inlet and being partly formed by

said outside face of said casing end wall to cause the in-

take gas to pass in heat exchange relatiwiship with said

end wall whereby said end wall is cooled by said intake

gas and said end wall is separated and insulated from

said bearing means by a current of intake gas to prevent

said bearing means from being overheated.

3,101,172

APPARATUS FOR PUNCHING A PLURALITY OF
CODE COMBINATIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY

Hans Ferdinand Mayer, Munich-Solln, and Fritz Butzke,

BcierbrunnBuchenhain, near Munich, Germany, as-

signors to Siemens & Halske AktiengeseUschaft, Berlfai.

Germany, a German company
FUed Mar. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 13,032

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 16, 1959

17 Claims. (CL 234—42)

3 101 173
FOUNTAIN DEVICE

Richard H. Jennings, 1129 Ferdon, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Filed Mar. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 92,639

11 Claims. (CI. 239—23)

1. In an apparatus for creating a compound fountain

including a base fountain and an upstanding fountain, the

combination comprising impeller means adapted to be

immersed in a liquid and disposed adjacent to the surface

thereof, said impeller means including a plurality of

blades thereon having at least a portion thereof angularly

pitched relative to the plane of rotation of said impeller

means and adapted to deflect the liquid upwardly in a sub-

stantially solid sheet above the surface of the liquid in re-

sponse to rotation of said impeller means, guide means

encircling said impeller means and formed with an open-

ing in the base and tc^ thereof for directing the flow of

liquid upwardly toward the surface of the liquid, nozzle

means projecting above the surface of the liquid in a posi-

tion above said impeller means ior discharging a substan-

tially solid stream of liquid therefrom, submersible motor

means for rotating said impeller means, conduit means

disposed in communication with said nozzle means few-

supplying a pressurized liquid thereto, and supporting

means for mainUining said impeller means and said

nozzle means in appropriate position relative to the sur-

face of the body liquid.

3,101,174

WATER FOUNTAIN UNIT FOR ATTACHMENT
TO A WATER FAUCET

Pratt R. Loveland, 2579 Woodlcy Road,
Columbus 24, Ohio

FUed May 24, 1962, Ser. No. 197,436

2 Claims. (Q. 239—27)

1. Perforating apparatus comprising a storage means, n

sets of punches, means for actuating the n sets of puiiches

simuluneously, switching means and means for applying n

code combinations successively to a common input of the

switching means, wherein the switching means is condi-

tioned to apply n-1 of the code combinations to said stor-

age means and apply the n"» code combination to the n">

one of said sets of punches so that the /i"» set of punches

is conditioned to represent the code combination applied

thereto, and wherein said storage means is adapted to con-

1. A water fountain unit attachable to a water faucet

having a terminal end comprising an elongated tubular

body having first and second open ends and adapted to

axially receive the terminal end of the faucet through said

first end, means carried by said body for cooperatively

engaging the faucet and maintaining the unit in opera-

tive relationship therewith, sealing means attached to

said body at said first end and being engageable with the

faucet forming a water impervious seal therewith, an
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elongated, open ended tubular ^>out attached to said body

and communicating interiority thereof, said spout extend-

ing ou.wardly and upwardly from said body, and a manu-

ally-operated valve member pivotally mounted exteriorly

on said body for substantially closing said second end

and causing a flow of water through said spout including

a plate adapted to sealingly engage said second end, said

plate being pivotally supported on the external wall of

said body for swinging in a vertical plane with .he center

of gravity thereof eccentric to said pivot support where-

by gravity will normally mainUin said plate out of en-

gagement with said second end.

viding an outlet orifice for a flow of water from said

source, an annular abutment surface spaced closely ad-

jacent said outlet orifice and at an angle of substantially

78* to the direction of water flow to provide an impinge-

ment obttode to said flow which is thereby divided into

a fine mist upon striking thereagainst, a generally cylin-

drical stem for supporting said abutment surface and ex-

tending substantially parallel with said water flow, the

surface of said cylindrical stem communicating with said

annular abutment surface through a %4 inch radius, and

the diameter of the abutment surface being in the range of

2.5 to 3 times the diameter of the stem.

3,101,175
ROAD STRIPING MACHINE WITH

ELECTRONIC SIGHT
Carl F, Brown, Jr., Huntingdon, P«., assignor to Wald

Industries, Inc., Huntingdon, Pa., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
FUed Sept 23, 1959, Ser. No. 841,868

7 Claims. (CI. 239—150)

3. A road stripir»g machine comprising a steerable

vehiolc, means on said vehicle for applying a band of

paint on the roadway supporting the vehicle, a television

camera carried by the vehicle and directed towards the

roadway adjacent the vehicle to thereby receive an image

of a band on the roadway, and a television receiver

positioned on said vehicle to be viewed by the driver

thereof, said television camera and television receiver

being parts of a closed television circuit, said television

receiver having guide means on the screen thereof, where-

by said vehicle may be steered to accurately repaint a

band on the roadway.

3,101,176
SPRINKLER DEVICE

Herbert C. Goss, 1932 Woodside Road, Gienshaw, Pa.

Filed Apr. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 186,613

2 Claims. (O. 239—524)

k
-t

3,101,177

TUBULAR LIGHT GRID ASSEMBLY
Robert C. Loomis, Anabclm, and William R. Drumm,

Inglewood, Calif., assignors to Econolite Corporation,

Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of California

FUed Apr. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 104,423

3 Claims. (CL 240—11.4)

1. A tubular grid assembly, comprising: a reflector

housing adapted to be easily installed in a mounting,

said housing including a reflective back wall, enclosing

reflective side walls, and an open face in frcMit of said

back wall; a first tubing bent to form a first grid having

a plurality of parallel lines of tubing in a plane; a sec-

ond tubing bent to form a second grid similar to said

first gird; and support meanse for mounting said first

grid in a plane substantially parallel to said back wall

and at a predetermined distance before said back wall,

and mounting said second grid with respective lines of

tubing directly aligned before and contiguous to corre-

sponding line of tubing of said first grid, within said

housing whereby said housing generally focuses light

from said first and second grids out said open face,

said support means including a relatively thin block

disposed crosswise to said parallel lines of tubing of

said first and second grids, a resilient cushion positioned

on a normally forward surface of said block for sup-

porting said parallel lines of tubing of said first grid

and of said second grid directly aligned before and con-

tiguous to said first grid, a cleat bar, said cushion and

cleat bar having respective cushioning and clamping sur-

faces substantially matching said forward surface of said

block, means for clamping said cleat bar against said

parallel lines of tubing of said second grid firmly in

series with said parallel lines of tubing of said first grid

against said cushion, and means for establishing clamp-

ing force maintained against said parallel lines of tub-

ing of said first and second grids to a predetermined

amount.

3,101,178
ELECTRIC UGHTING FIXTURE
Onral G. Yowig, 3691 Mlsiioii SL,

Sooth Saa FrandKO 10, Calif.

Fitod Jwc 30, 1960, Ser. No. 39,078

3 Claims. (CL 240—51.11)
1. In a support means for an overhead lighting fixture

having an elongated lamp-carrying base element of chan-

nel cross-section arranged for its support above a space

to be illuminated and having transversely spaced and

mutually parallel flange portions thereof depending fix-
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having transversely spaced and mutually parallel flange

portions thereof depending fixedly therefrom, means

for fixedly mounting said hanger member on and below

an overhead support structure and for receiving the

flanges of said base element between the hanger member

flanges in transversely opposed relation thereto, with said

depending and opposed flanges providing mutually regis-

tering and uniform dovetail grooves, extending theremto

and therealong from the opposed flange faces, and a

oomplemenlary flange-connecUng keying member releas-

ably engaging and direcUy cooperative withm and be-

tween the opposed and registered said flange grooves to

directly and positively support the base element from the

hanger member thereat.

clutch means and energizing said brake means for the

duration of said pause periods, and a control circuit con-

nected to said relay means for alternately energizing and

de-energizing said relay means, said control circuit m-

cluding a disc having a plurality of apertures and opaque

sectors between said apertures all located around a circu-

lar axis on said disc, said apertures and said sectors hav-

ing different dimensions along the length of said arcuate

axis, means for rotating said disc at a substantially con-

stant angular velocity,- and a source of light and a photo-

elecuic element on the opposite sides of said disc, said

photoelectric element being connected to and alternately

energizing and de-energizing said relay for variable periods

of time, said variable periods of time corresponding to the

variable duration periods of said pause and wind periods,

whereby said control system produces a substantially ran-

dom distribution of turns of said cord on said spherical

body.

3,101,180

COIL WINDING APPARATUS
John Sadorf, Fox Lake, 111., assignor to George Steveiw

Manufacturing, Inc., Chicago, Dl., a corporation of

Dlhiois

FUed May 29, 1961, Ser. No. 113,337

17 Claims. (CI. 242—9)

3,101,179

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR BALL WINDING
MACHINE

William Harris, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to W. J.

Volt Rubber Corporation, a corporation of Calttomia

FUed Oct 7, 1960, Ser. No. 61,160

1 Claim. (CI. 242—3)

:-: u:'

-9-

2. A water sprinkling device comprising coupling means , .--,_,. , ^ ^

for securing said device to a water source, means pro- edly therefrom, a hanger member of channel cross-section

A control system for an apparatus suiublc for winding

a cord on a spherical body by continuously rotatmg said

body solely around a first axis during variable duration

pause periods and simultaneously rotating said body

around said first axis and a second axis during variable

duration wind periods, said system including first means

including a first motor, for rotiiting said bod^ around said

aecmid axis only during said wind periods, and stopping

the roUition of said body around said second axis during

said pause periods; second means, including a second

motor, for continuously rotating said body around said

first axis during said wind and pause periods; electrically

operated clutch and brake means between said first motor

and said first means for connecting and disconnecting said

first motor to and from said first means with the aid of

said clutch means, relay means for energizing said clutch

means and de-energizing said brake means for the dura-

tion of said wind periods and then dc<nergizmg said

1 . Coil winding apparatus comprising a support, a plu-

rality of groups of bobbin mounting elements on the sup-

port to hold bobbins to be wound thereon, each group of

mounting elements comprising a plurality of elements

arranged side by said in a row, a plurality of winder

heads arranged side by side in a row and registering

respectively with the elements of one of said groups,

each of the winder heads being rotatable about an axis

aligned with the axis of the bobbin with which it registers

and wire guiding means to lay wire on the bobbin as the

head rotates, and means to move the support and the

wander heads bodily relative to each other in a direction

transverse to said rows to bring the winder heads into

registration with a different group of elegients.

3,101,181

TOILET TISSUE STORAGE AND DISPENSER
Charles M. ClelUnd, 1923 Semhiolc St., Kalamazoo

Township, Kalamazoo County, Mich., and Lewis C.

Aldrich, Jr., 121 W. Keby St, Three Rivers, Mich.

FUed Oct. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 143,907

6 CUims. (CI. 242—55J)
1. A toilet tissue storing and dispensing device, com-

prising: a casing; elongated spindle means supported with-

in said casing, the spindle means being sufficientiy long

to hold a plurality of rolls of toilet tissue within said
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casing with the cores of said rolls being longitudinally

aligned, said spindle means including a plurality of

spindles which are movable into telescoping relation, each

spindle being adapted to hold a roll of toilet tissue;

=^ «

selectively controlled means for admitting fluid under

pressure into said transportation tube at points adjacent

opposite sides of each of said gate assemblies, selectively

controlled fluid pressure means for selectively closing and

opening said gates, each gate being so arranged as to inter-

rupt the flow of compressed air through said transporta-

tion tube at that particular point when the gate is in closed

to

means for moving said spindles into telescoping relation;

means for moving a roll from one spindle to another as

they are thus telescoped, and means for moving said

spindles in^o their extended positions with respect to each

other.

3,101,182

AUTOMATIC EJECTOR FOR PNEUMATIC
TUBE SYSTEMS

Gerhard Todt, Cliffside Park, NJ^ and William R. Bern-

hardt, Long Island City, N.Y^ assignors to Airmatlc

Systems Corporation, Rochelle Park, NJ., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
Filed Apr. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 22,053

12 Claims. (CI. 243—1)

position, a plurality of longitudinally spaced braking

blocks carried by said tube and normally assuming inop-

erative positions out of the path of travel of the container

within said tube, and manually controlled fluid pressure

operated means for moving said braking blocks into the

path of travel of said carrier for stopping movement

thereof.

3,101,184
MULTI-STORY MASONS CORNER POLE AND

ACCESSORIES THEREFOR
Malcolm H. Allen, Geneva, Henry A. BalinsU, Roscllc,

and Corbin E. Garton, Geneva, III., S. Eugene Hub-
bard, Niles, Mich., and Irwin D. Olson, Lombard, III.,

assignors to Structural Clay Products Research Founda-
tion

FUed Jan. 8, 1959, Ser. No. 785,997
4 Claims. (CL 24»—222)

1. In a pneumatic tube transport system, the combina-

tion of a pneumatic tube leading to a receiving station,

at least one carrier arranged to be transported through

said tube to said receiving station, said tube having a

carrier stopping abutment to be selectively inserted in

the path of the carrier, said carrier having a member to

be ejected therefrom when the latter reaches the said

receiving station, and means on the carrier adapted to en-

gage said abutment for automatically ejecting said mem-

ber from the carrier without removal of the carrier from

the system.

3,101,183

PNEUMATIC DISPATCH SYSTEM
Walter F. Hunter, 1265 Mary Dale Lane, Rock Hill, S.C.

Continuation of application Ser. No. 70,590, Nov. 21,

1960, which in turn is a conthiuation of application

Ser. No. 844,958, Oct. 7, 1959, which hi turn is a sub-

stitute for abandoned application Ser. No. 274,545,

Mar. 3, 1952. This application Mar. 20, 1962, Ser.

No. 181,517
2 Claims. (CI. 243—3)

1. In an elongated transportation tube, at least one con-

tainer ;idapted to fit in said tube and to move longitu-

dinally thereof, at least one row of rollers positioned in

the lower or upper portion of said tube and on which said

container is adapted to ride during movement thereof

along said tube, a series of spaced gate assemblies inter-

posed in said tube, a movable gate in each gate assembly.

2. For use with a comer pole adapted to be suspended

from one end portion in a vertical position adjacent the

intersecting walls of salient and reentrant corners of

buildings, a base aligning mechanism comprising a

bracket adapted to be secured to the lower end por-

tion of said pole and having generally parallel legs lying

in a horizontal plane, attachment means on said

bracket for securing the same detachably to said pole

with said legs straddling the pole, a pair of feet having

end portions and supported individually on said legs for

adjustment along the axes of the legs and horizonully

relative to said pole and toward and away from the in-

tersecting walls to dispose the end portions at different

distance from said pole, said end portions of said feet

having flat surfaces adapted for abutting engagement with

intersecting walls at salient and reentrant corners and

lying in vertical planes intersecting each other at an angle

of 90 degrees and the longitudinal axes of said legs at

45 degrees.

3,ltl,185
PANTS HANGER

Edwin P. Gustafson, 64 WasUngton St.,

Forcstvillc, Conn.
FUed July 13, 1962, Ser. No. 209,711

2 Claims. (CI. 24»—316)
1. In combination with a vertical flat surface, a pants

hanger formed of a folded sheet of resilient material and
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comprising a base plate secured to said vertical surface

and having its lower portion adapted as a stationary jaw;

a front plate, having its upper end joined to the upper

end of said base plate by means of a resihent connectmg

portion which permits the swinging of said front plate

from its normal, open position toward said base plate

into its closed posiUon as a result of pressure applied on

said front plate, said front plate having its lower portion

adapted as a movable jaw cooperating with the said sta-

tionary jaw in clamping and holding the cuffs of a pair

of trousers when said front plate is in its closed position,

said front plate having at its middle portion a cam sur-

face with a slot; an operating lever pivotally connected
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3»101,187 ^,^
FLUID PRESSURE OPERATED PISTON VALVE

PhilUp B. Campbell, Redlands, Calif., assignor to Wagner

Electric Corporation, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of

Dclflwftrc

FUed Sept. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,245

4 CUims. (CI. 251—63)

to said base plate and extending through said slot of the

cam surface, said lever being free to swing from its open

position, located at one end of said slot, to its closed

position located at the other end of said slot, and back;

a knob secured to the free end of said lever and being

adapted to engage said cam surface when said lever is

in its closed position, forcing said front plate to move

into its closed position and thereby causing clamping of

the cuffs of a pair of trousers between said jaws, said

knob being adapted to release said cam surface when

said lever is moved into its open position, permitting said

front plate to return to its normal open position, thereby

causing the release of said cuffs.

1. A compressor unloading valve comprising a bousing

having a bore therein, axially aligned exhaust and un-

loading ports intersecting said bore near the mid^wrtion

thereof, piston means slidable in said bore, opposed ends

on said piston means having different end areas, ex-

pansible chambers in said bore adjacent said ends, control

ports connected with said chambers, a deformable sleeve

loosely mounted on said piston means, and a reduced

portion on said piston means between said sleeve and

one of said ends, said piston means being movable to posi-

tion said reduced portion in alignment with said exha%st

and unloading ports to open communication therebe-

tween when the pressures in said chambers are subustan-

tially equal, and said piston means being movable to

position said sleeve in sealing engagement between said

exhaust and unloading ports to close communication

therebetween in response only to a predetermined fluid

pressure differential between said chambers.

3,101,186

VEHICLE SEAT CONSTRUCTION
Wolbert De Haan, Farmhigton, Mich., assignor to Gen-

eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation

of Delaware ^ ^, -^, *.,*
FUed Oct 5, 1961, Ser. No. 143,172

4 Claims. (CL 24ft—378)

3,101,188

FIRE EXTINGUISHER HEAD COUPLING ASSEM-
BLY AND ASSOCIATED PLUNGER UNIT

Milford E. NewmUler, Mount Prospect, Arthur Rodgers,

Nortiibrook, and Arnold Selan, Arlington Heights, III.,

assignors to The Fireguard Corporation, a corporation

ofDUnois ^, ,, „,_
FUed May 23, 1960, Ser. No. 31,037

3 Claims. (CL 251—148)

^»-'

M'-SC^

1 In combination with an automobile seat ccMtiprising

spaced support brackets for said seat fixedly secured to

the floor of the automobile, hinge connections between

said supports and the front edge of said seat to permit

pivotal movement of said seat thereabout, a plurality of

cable supports spaced from and located rearwardly of

said hinge connections, an elastic tension cable having

its ends fixed to said seat adjacent the front edge thereof

and spaced from said hinge connections, said cable ex-

tending around said cable supports to resiliently oppose

movement of said seat about said hinge connections in

one direction.

1. In a fire extinguisher head assembly designed for

coupling to a tank and including a discharge passage

adapted to communicate with said tank, the combination

comprising: a plunger assembly designed for sliding

movement in said head assembly; valve means carried by

said plunger assembly; an annular member of given di-

ameter extending from and integrally formed with the

lower end of said head assembly; annular spring retain-

ing means including an inner upper portion thrcadingly

coupled within said annular extension member, said inner

upper portion including spring retaining means having a
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decreased diameter portion; spring means carried by said

decreased diameter portion and positioned to bias said

valve means towards its seated position in said head as-

sembly; said spring retaining means having a lower outer

portion disposed beyond the free end of said annular

member, said lower outer portion having a diameter

greater than said given diameter; an annular scaling mem-
ber carried by said lower outer portion for sealing co-

operation with the free end of said annular member; and,

a nut carried by said lower outer portion, said nut hav-

ing an upper axial portion thereof protruding radially in-

wardly over said lower outer portion of said spring re-

taining means such that said free end and sealing mem-
ber are radially interposed between said upper axial por-

tion of said nut and said inner upper portion of said spring

retaining means.

3,101,189
VALVE

Fritz Alter, Pistaqua Heights, McHenry, III.

FUed Jan. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 166,752

6 Claims. (CI. 251—187)

1 . A valve comprising a valve body defining a passage-

way extending therethrough, said passageway having at

opposite ends an inlet port and an outlet port, a wall of

said valve body defining an opening of generally rectangu-

lar cross-section extending laterally into said passageway,

the wall of said passageway adjacent said opening defin-

ing a guideway extending from said opening inwardly of

the walls of said passageway and generally normal to

the longitudinal axis of said passageway, said guideway

terminating at its inner end in a groove extending partially

around said passageway, a gate including a resilient plug

of generally rectangular cross-sectional configuration and

a plate carried by said plug, said gate being mounted in

said valve body for movement through said opening into

and out of seating engagement with said groove, said plug

being disposed adjacent said inlet port and having a lead-

ing edge seatable within said groove and a trailing edge

opposite said leading edge, said plug being secured to

said plate at a point adjacent the leading edge of said

plug and plate with the trailing portion of said plug being

slidable on said plate, and means for causing sliding

movement of said traihng edge in a direction toward said

leading edge so as to place said plug in compression and

cause deformation thereof within said groove, thereby

providing a fluid-tight engagement between the walls of

said groove and said plug.

3,101,190
MANUALLY OPERABLE CONTROL VALVE

William L. Lindgren, Sycamore, III., assignor to Turner
Corporation, a corporation of Illinois

Filed Nov. 25, 1957, Ser. No. 698,728
3 Claims. (CI. 251—221)

1. A control valve, comprising, a vaJvc body having a

fluid passage therein and a valve seat in the passage, a

valve stem movable in the valve body toward and away
from the valve seat to close and open the passage, a

sleeve axially movable and non-rotatable in the valve

body, said valve stem having an intermediate portion

extending through the sleeve and threaded therein, means
providing a first abutment in the valve body limiting

movement of the sleeve toward the valve seat, means pro-

viding a second abutment in the valve body limiting move-
ment of the sleeve away from the valve seat, a spring

urging the sleeve toward the first abutment, one end of

the stem projecting outwardly from the valve body and

having a manual adjusting knob frictionally held on the

end of the stem for threadably adjusting the stem in the

sleeve, means forming an annular shoulder on the valve

stem outwardly of said second abutment, said valve body

having an apertured lug forming a pivot axis, and a

trigger lever having a midportion apertured to form a

pivot axis and a bifurcated end portion, and a pivot pin

through said lug in said mid-portion of said trigger lever

at said pivot axes, said bifurcated portion of said trigger

lever embracing the stem, said annular shoulder being

integral with said stem and projecting axially with respect

to said knob for engagement with said trigger lever, said

bifurcated end portion engaging the annular shoulder to

quickly shift the valve stem and sleeve in opposition to

the spring without bearing against the knob.

3,101,191
FLUID PRESSURE TIGHT JOINT

Adolph Wolfensperger, Orioda, Calif., aarignor to Rock-
well Manafacturing Company, Pittsbargh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvania
Filed Dec. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 858,499

3 Claims. (CI. 251—309)

2. In a plug valve assembly characterized by a body
having a through passage for line fluid and a plug seating

bore intersecting said passage, a ported plug rotatably

mounted in said bore and adapted to turn to open or close
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said passage, an operating stem for said plug extending

through said body at one end of the bore, a cover remov-

ably secured over the other end of said bore, and a flexible

metal diaphragm extending over said cover within the

bore the improvement which comprises means providmg

a pressure tight joint between the cover and body com-

prising a body shoulder in said bore facing the cover, said

shoulder and cover having axially spaced surfaces in the

assembly, opposed annular recesses in the shoulder and

cover surfaces and disposed radially outwardly of the

opening of said bore at said shoulder, said flexible nieta^

diaphragm extending over said cover recess, a solid hard

metal ring of uniform cross secUon havmg its opposite

sides disposed with radially confined interfit in said shoul-

der recess and upon said diaphragm in said cover recess

and axially disposed between said cover and shoulder

whereby said diaphragm is deflected into said cover recess

and is there clamped between said ring and the cover,

means for drawing said cover tight upon said body to

axially compress said ring with the longitudinally oppo-

site sides of said ring tight against the bottom of the

shoulder recess and against the deflected diaphragmm

the cover recess, and coacting annular faces on the body

and cover distinct from said cover and body shoulder

surfaces abutting to stop movement of the cover toward

the body and prevent application of exqpssive axial pres-

sure on said ring, said ring being axially confined between

said cover and body shoulder with sufficient pressure to

provide an operative fluid tight metal to'metal seal when

said faces abuL

3,101,192

TOOL FOR INSTALLING TROUGHESG ROLLER
ASSEMBLIES ^ ^

M«ry L. SHnson, CWcago, HI., asslgiior to Goodman

Mannfacturing Compwiy. Chicago, lU., a corporation

"^^
""""piled June 24, 1960, Ser. No. 38,522

6 Claims. (CI. 254—77)
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with a second rope sideframe, whereby, upon application

of a turning force to tfw free end of tiie majo-r leg to

put tension on said flexible member, the rope adeframes

are drawn toward one another.

3,101,193

PORTABLE HEATER
Harold E. Varvel, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Master

Vibrator Company, Dayton, Ohio, a corporation of

.

^"**
FUed May 5, 1961, Ser. No. 108,060

5 Claims. (CI. 263—19)

1 A portable space heater comprising, means definmg

an enclosure open at opposite ends, means defimng a

combustion chamber positioned within said enclosure to

provide an air passage tbfereabout, said chamber havmg

limited access and discharge openings at opposite ends^

a burner housing unit covering said access openmg and

in communication with said chamber, igniter means in

said housing adjacent said access openmg, a fuel tank

connected with said enclosure means having a fuel Oe-

livery line connected in said burner housing unit, suction

means connected in said burner housing unit operative to

draw fuel Uiereto from said tank through said fuel de-

livery hne and convert it to an atomized condition for

discharge from said housing unit into said chamber and

past said igniter means, and pressure means in said en-

closure upstream of said burner housing umt and separate

from said suction means accelerating the discharge of

atomized and ignited fuel from said housmg to said

chamber.

6 A tool for drawing the ropes of a rope sideframe

conveyor toward one another to facilitate mstallaUon

and removal of equipment therebetween, said tcK>l ««n-

prising a rigid lever member having nunor and major legs

Sd at L angle to one another, a flexible conncct-

Sg element swingaWe about the free end of the minor leg,

aiKl when the tool is in ise, extending outwardly there-

fr«n in a directiof opposite to the ckrecuon in which

si^ major leg extends from said junction of Uie two

S« ^"ngaging struaure secured to the minor leg said

^^ffi^gsx^ci^nc being located a substanUaJ dis-

^TnwSdry fmm *e free end of the mmor leg and

SSJg outwardly of said minor leg in a direction oppos^

Tthat in which said major leg
<^^'<^^^\'^^\'^^Z

gaging stnicture. when in engagement ^^^J^^
fnmie providing a pivot of rotaaon for the lever mem-

b^whSi enables ^e lever member to rest upon, and

Sfiot ^. a first rope sideframe in a plane transv^

5^ gcii^rally perpendicular thereto^the inner^
3 Sd connecting element being secured to the minor

ki Md the outer end terminating in stnicture engageable

3,101,194

PNEUMATIC SPRLNG
WiUlam E. Hennells, Sr., Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to

W. E. Hennells Co., Inc., BeUevUle, Mich., a corpora-

tion of Michigan . ,« ,«o
FUed ITpt. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 139,328

9 Claims. (CI. 267—1)

9 A self-contained pneumatic spring compnsmg a tu-

bular member having one closed end. a piston slidably

disposed within said tubular member, a piston rod con-

nected to the piston and extending outwardly through the

open end of the tubular member, said tubular member

having a bearing plate in the open end thereof for slid-

ably receiving the piston rod for guiding the movement

thereof and limiting the outward movement of the piston,

said piston rod being in the form of an enlarged hollow

member having a closed end and an open end communi-

cating through the piston with the air chamber defined

between the piston and said closed end of said tubular

member, one of said closed ends being at the bottom

of said pneumatic spring and having an outwardly open-

ing, spring-urged pressure reUef check valve therem com-

municating with said air chamber for relieving preawirc
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in excess of a predetermined value therefrom and also the direction of turning of the balls approaching the
discharging foreign matter therefrom; and a valve mount- roller, for imparting said fast forward spin to the balU

to cause the latter to slip on the track, while at the same
time pushing the balls forward.

*> If torn m

ed on said tubular member adjacent to the closed end
thereof for admitting air under pressure into said air

chamber.

3,101,195
BOWLING BALL IMPELLER

Joseph Szost, % Bowleroo, 2424 Black Rock Turapike,
Fairfield, Conn.

FUed July 14, 1960, Ser. No. 42,790
4 Claims. (CI. 273—49)

1. High speed means for imparting added velocity and
sliding spin to a rolling, returning bowling ball, thereby

to cause it to be more rapidly impelled during its return

to the bowling position, comprising in combination a
hard-surfaced return track section for balls, along which
the balls roll and on which they may readily slip, said re-

turn track section being devoid of bends or angular devia-

tions from a straight path; means disposed above said track

and engageable with balls rolling along the track in a

given direction, causing said balls to rapidly slip on the

track with a forward spin while continuing travel thereon

in said direction, said means imparting said forward spin

to the balls in the same direction as and beyond the rate

oif turning of the balls prior to engagement by said means,

said spin and slippage continuing for an interval after

disengagement of the balls by said means, and said means
comprising a roller and a shaft carrying the roller for

turning about a fixed axis, said roller and shaft being

disposed above said track and the roller being arranged

to engage along an appreciable arc uppermost portions of

the balls passing along the track and under the roller,

said roller having a concave anti-slip surface engageable

with a large surface of the balls and the latter being under

compression between the track and roller during such

engagement; and means comprising a motor, driving said

roller at a fast rotary speed greater than half the motor

speed and in a direction of turning which is opposite to

3,101,196
BOWLER'S POSTURE CORRECTIVE APPARATUS

Thomas J. Ferrara, 2121 S. Redcll^ive.,
Monrovia, Calif.

FUed Sept. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 138.901
8 aaims. (CI. 273—54)

^=t±3r

1. Bowler's posture corrective apparatus comprising a
member engageable over a bowler's shoulder on the non-
delivery side of his body opposite from the delivery side

from which a bowling ball is delivered, an elongated flexi-

ble extension having a predetermined length connected to

the shoulder engageable member, and means engageable
at the waist of the bowler on the said non-delivery side

with which the extension is engageable, whereby the

predetermined length of the extension restrains the non-

delivery shoulder from undesirable upward movement
during delivery of the ball.

3,101,197
BASEBALL GAME DEVICE

George A. Sciiuiz, 881 West Blvd., Hartford 5, Conn.
FUed Aug. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 135,037

25 Claims. (CL 273—89)

1. A game device comprising a panel having a gen-

erally horizontal playing surface; a batting mechanism
operable by one player for striking at balls passing over

a given area of said panel; and a ball pitching device

operable by another player for delivering balls over said

given area, said ball pitching device including a chute fixed

relative to said panel and inclined downwardly toward

said batting mechanism, a pair of transversely spaced

guides positioned at the lower end of said chute so as to

form a continuation thereof, said guides being fixed at

their rear ends relative to said chute, and means operable

by said another player for moving the forward ends of

said guides relative to said chute to control the direction

of a ball passing therefrom and over Aid given area.
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3,101,198

AUTOMATICALLY SCORING DART BOARD
James E. WUliams, 9 Tod Road, NorwaUi, Conn.

FUed Oct. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 142,941

8 Claims. (CI. 273—102J)

through said chamber along said shaft including a sealing

ring carried by said shaft and having a radially disposed

sealing face, a sealing ring carried by said housmg and

having a radially disposed sealing face opposed to the

sealing face of the first-mentioned sealing ring, each of

said sealing rings being divided into ring sectors having

longitudinally extended end faces, and means for loading

said sectors towards one another to effect coengagement

of said end sealing faces, said means for loading said

1. A target and missile game in which the inissilcs do

not pass through the target comprising in combination,

(a) a target having two spaced conductive layers the

first being resiliently mounted and capable of being

bent in momentarily when struck by a missile, and

(fc) missiles provided with conductive tips, the ad-

jacent portion thereto being nonconductive, the en-

tire length of the conductive tip being less than the

normal spacing between the conductive layers of the

target, means to prevent the nonconductive adjacent

portion from passing through the target whereby

contact is made between the layers through the con-

ductive tip when the missile bends in the first layer

on striking and contact is broken when the first layer

returns to its normal position.

3,101,199

FLUID ASSEMBLIES AND SEALING INSERTS
THEREFOR

Robert Haitnagel, Frankcntiial, Pfalz, Germany, a»|Knor

to Klein, SclianzUn St Becker Aktlengeseilschaft Fran-

kcntiial, Pfal*, Germany
FUed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,570

11 Claims. (Ci. 277—9)

sectors toward one another including a circumferentially

extended support, circumferentially disposed means

engageable with the respective ring sectors and cooperat-

ing with the latter to urge said sectors towards one another

upon movement of said circumferentially disposed means

relatively towards said circumferentially extended support,

and means interconnecting said circumferentially extended

support and said circumferentially disposed means for

moving the same relatively one toward the other.

1 A fluid-sealing insert for stuffiing boxes and the like,

particularly for sealing the shafts of centrifugal pumps,

said insert co<nprising, in combination, a rigid ring hav-

ing an end face and comprising retainii>g means project-

ing from said end face; and soft packing means adjacent

to said end face, said retaining means connecung said

packing means with said ring and preventing displace-

ment of said packing means axially away from said ring

w*ien said packing means is subjected to forces tending

to pull said packing naeans away from said ring in a direc-

tion generally parallel to the axis of said nng, and said

packing means extending axially beyond said retaimng

means.

3,101,200

SECTIONAL MECHANICAL SEAL ASSEMBLY
Herbert E. Tracy, Alhambra« Calif., assignor to Borg-

Wamer Corporation, Chicago, DI., a corporatton of

Illinois

FUed May 23, 1961, Ser. No. 112,036

9 Claims. (CI. 277—93)

1. A mechanical seal assembly compnsing: a housing

having a seal chamber therein, a shaft extending through

said chamber, and means for preventing the flow of fluid

3,101,201
SKI BINDING

Raymond L. Hall, Caldwell, NJ., assignor to Ski-Dek

Corporation, CaldweU, NJ., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Nov. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 152,304

3 Claims. (CI. 280—11J5)

€£^

1 . A ski binding for attaching a ski to the boot of a

skier comprising a front abutment on the ski having a

rearward projection for clamping engagement with the

toe of the boot, a ski plate having depending ribs con-

tacting the ski and fastened thereto to provide a central

bridge and side flanges spaced from the ski, a heel clamp

having a base plate mounted to slide on said ski plate

and having grooves at its edges cooperating with the side

flanges of the ski plate, a clamping jaw having one end

pivotally connected to the sliding member and an abut-

ment at its free end shaped to conform to the contour

of the heel of the boot, a pulley mounted to rotate on the

member below the clamping jaw, a spring acting be-

tween the member and pivoted jaw for rocking the jaw

upwardly with respect to the iriate, a cable connected to

the jaw intermediate its ends and extending around the

pulley and forwardly under the plate to a position for-
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wardly of the toe clamp, and manually operable means
for pulling the cable forwardly whereby to move the slide

forwardly until the free end of the clamping jaw engages

the heel of the boot to clamp the boot between the jaw

and toe clamp and between the jaw and ski iriate.

and flatly against a flange of the corresponding end por-

tion of said cross-axle and the other section is adauted to

be adjusted to flatly engage against a sidewall surface of

the boat, and means for its securement thereto for the

functional mounting of the cross-axle.

3,101,202
TRAILER WHEEL SUSPENSION AND LANDING

GEAR REMOVABLE AS A UNIT
Keith W. Tantllnger, Grooc Pointc Shores, and Robert G.

Flagan, Grossc Pointc Park, Mich., aasignors to Fnie-

hauf Trailer Company, Detroit, Mkh., a corporation

of Michigan
FUed Not. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 154,986

5 Clainu. (CI. 280—30)

3,101,203
WHEELING ATTACHMENT FOR BOATS

Jerry W. Raymond, 1102 Crescnt, Wenatchec, Wash.
FUcd Feb. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 175,883

5 ClalnM. (CL 280—35)

3,101,204
CABLE GLAND

George Montague Pratley, % Metm. Praticy Manufac-
tuiiiBg & Engineering Co. (Proprietary) Limited, Jack-

son St., Factoria, Knigcrsdorp, RepabUc of South

Africa
Filed May 9, 1960, Scr. No. 27,616

Clabns priority, application Republic of South Africa

May 22, 1959
3Clahiu. (CI. 285—149)

'S^l

5. In combination with a shipping container, a suspen-

sion system for conditioning the shipping trailer for high-

way travel comprising

a landing gear

having

a pair of legs

depending downwardly for the support

of a pail of ground-engaging wheels,

a pair of struts

pivotally secured to said legs, respec-

tively,

a pair of longitudinally spaced clamps

on each of said legs and struts, respec-

tively, for removably securing the

landing gear to the shipping apparatus

at a desired longitudinal position,

a wheel suspension

having

a plurality of clamps

for removably securing said suspension

to the shipping apparatus, and

a pair of pins

extending between and releasably engageable with

said landing gear and wheel suspension for cou-

pling said landing gear to said wheel suspension,

the strut portions of said landing gear being fold-

able to a laterally extending position to facili-

tate positioning of said landing gear and wheel

suspension in juxtaposed nested relation.

I . A wheeling attachment for a boat, comprising a cross-

axle with wheel mounting spindles extending from its op-

posite ends, wheels mounted on said spindles and axle

attaching plates fixed to opposite end portions of said cross-

axle; each of said attaching plates comprises two hingedly

joined sections, one of which is applied transversely of

1. An electrical cable gland for mounting an armored

cable in a mounting hole on a box, comprising in com-

bination, a gland housing member having a smaller in-

ternal cylindrical surface separated by a shoulder area

from a larger internal cylindrical cavity surface each sur-

face being threaded, a tapered bush and a complementary

substantially cylindrical internally coned nut having

threads mating with those of said cylindrical cavity sur-

face to thereby receive the tapered bush and armored

cable internally in a position for clamping the cable

armoring between the bush and coned nut, a screwed

nipple of substantially cylindrical configuration with outer

threads mating into the smaller cylindrical surface of the

gland housing to extend beyond the shoulder and abut the

tapered bush thereby regulating its position in the housing

to accommodate armoring of various thicknesses, and a

nut positionable upon the nipple to damp the box to the

housing member with the nipple extending through the

mounting hole and thereby holding the nipple in position

abutting the bush.

3,101,205
ANCHOR STRUCTURE FOR BRAKE CABLES

AND THE LIKE
Norman R. Bcnham, 19339 Brcttoa Drive, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 25, 1958, Scr. No. 756,820
6 Cbiims. (CI. 285—162)

AS .»

1. Anchor structure for brake cables and the like

having an external sheathing, said anchor structure com-

prising, means forming a thimble having generally rigid

side walls lying generally on a cylindrical surface, said

thimble being adapted to slidably receive and engage

sheathing on cable inserted thereinto, said thimble hav-

ing at one end an opening through which cable may pass

and having at its other end an outwardly turned flange,

a body of resilieotly distorUble material fixed to the exte-
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rior of said thimble, said body of material having two longi-

tudinally spaced apart enlargements with an intermediate

portion of reduced diameter forming a groove adapted to

fit in an opening of predetermined size, said flange being

imbedded in one (rf said enlargements and the cylindrical

wall of said thimble providing a generally rigid internal

support for the other enlargement, the first mentioned en-

largement having a generally radial shoulder adjacent said

groove, said other enlargement having an alternate cir-

cumferential series of ribs and grooves so that said

other enlargement can be resilienUy compressed generally

to said diameter for passing through an opening, said

other enlargement having one end surface disposed toward

said one end of said thimble angled relatively mildly to

the longitudinal extent of said thimble to facilitate com-

pression of said other enlargement as it is forced through

an opening, the other end surface of the other enlarge-

ment being relatively abrupUy angled to said longitudinal

extent to facilitate anchoring said structure withm the

opening, said shoulder and other end surface being yield-

ably engageable against opposite faces of a member to

which said structure is secured to facilitate securing said

structure to members having different thicknes cs. said first

enlargement having a longitudinal opening therein aligned

with the thimble interior, the latter said opening being

dimensioned so that the walls defining the same friction-

ally engage the sheathing of cable inserted into said struc-

ture for securing the structure and sheathing together.

being greater than said outer diameter of the intermediate

portion of the body member to define an annular space

therebetween, and the longitudinal extent of said deform-

able portion being such that when said deformable por-

tion is deflected inwardly by said cam surface of the port,

it substantially encloses said annular space; while remain-

ing slightly spaced therefrom and a resilient seal in said

space having an uncompressed volume substanUally

greater than the space enclosed by said deforn»able por-

tion of the nut when it is so deflected inwardly and

whereby the seal provides a high pressure seal of the nut

to the body member when the deformable portion is so

deflected, said seal being formed of a seal material hav-

ing extrusion resisting physical characteristics such as

those of nylon precluding substantial extrusion thereof to

between the threaded outer portions of the body and nut.

3,101,207 ^
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF GAS-TIGHT

TUBE CONNECTIONS
Werther Pavel, Hilden, Rhincland, and Rudolf KoiUer,

Dusseldorf, Germany, assignors to Henkel & Cte.

G.m.b.H., Dusseldorf-Holthausen, Germany, a corpo-

ration of Germany „,o„^,
FUed July 23, 1959, Ser. No. 828,963

Claims priority, application Germany July 26, 1958
*^

17 Claims. (CI. 285—291)

(POI'DC »H'«

3,101,206 ^

ROTATIONALLY ADJUSTABLE FTinNG WFTH
EXTRUSION RESISTING SEAL

George E. Franck, RivcnIdc 111., "^o' *J?. '"P*'*"-

Eastman Corporatioa, a corporation of Illinois

Filed Sept. 11, 1959, Scr. No. 839,436

5Clahns. (CI. 285—220)

^»^_.
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formed in its internal and external surfaces, the thickness

of said wall at the bottoms of said recesses remaining

substantially equal to that of those portions of said wall

beyond said thickened portion, the recesses in the two

portions being positioned opposite each other and extend-

ing in a generally circumferential direction, a plurality <rf

pairs of cleats, the cleats of each pair being disposed one

inside and the other outside the vessel, each cleat being

formed with two projections engaging respectively in said

recesses in the two parts of the vessel, a plurality of tie

members which pass with clearance through the vessel

walls and draw the pairs of cleats together, said cleats

and tie members securing the walls of said two parts to-

gether against forces acting in a direction perpendicular

to the plane of the mouths and forming a joint between

the two parts of said vessel, said joint being so fluid

pervious as to be subject to the same pressure on both

inside and out, and a fluid tight sealing shell made of

relatively thin flexible material which extends across and

seals said joint, said sealing shell having its concave face

toward the vessel wall and its opposite edges sealed fluid

tight to said vessel parts along lines lying on opposite

sides of said joint, the maximum transverse dimension

of said sealing shell being substantially smaller than that

of said mouths.

3,101,209

COLLAPSIBLE TUBING WITH INTEGRAL CLAMP
Irving Nels JorgensoD, Grosse Pointe, Mich., assignor to

The Wiremold Company, West Hartford, Conn^ a cor-

poration of Connecticut
FUcd Sept. 30, 1959, Scr. No. 843,446

5 Claims. (Ci. 285—403)

1 . In combination with collapsible tubing comprised of

a helically wound flexible strip and a helically wound

me^aJ strip with the edges of the metal strip reversely

bent to clamp the adjacent edges of the flexible strip there-

by interlocking said strips, clamping means integral with

the tubing and constituted from said metal strip, said

clamping means comprising tabs bent radially outward

from the metal strip adjacent the end and adjacent the

start, respectively, of the end convolution of the metal

strip, at least one of said tabs being formed as a folded-

ovex and out-turned end of said end convolution, and

means maintaining one end of said end convolution in over-

lapping relation to the next convolution of the metal strip.

stem member and other threads having a constant root

diameter such that a second line passing through the bot-

tom of each thread root is parallel to the longitudinal

axis of said valve stem member, said valve member hav-

ing first threads and other threads in said recess, each

having a constant root diameter, said other threads in

said recess having a constant thread diameter, with a line

passing through each thread root on said valve member

3,101,210

VALVE STEM CONNECTION
Cecil M. Johnson, Marshalitown, Iowa, assignor to Fisher

Governor Company, Marshalitown, Iowa, a corpora-

tion of Iowa
FUed Mar. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 98,648

2 Claims. (CI. 287—125)
1. In combination, an externally threaded valve stem

member and a valve member having a threaded recess

adapted to be detachably connected to said valve stem

member, said valve stem member having first threads

thereon having a variable root diameter along a portion

thereof, with a first line passing through the bottom of

each thread root lying at an acute angle of about ten

degrees with respect to the longitudinal axis of said valve

being substantially parallel to said second line, and with

a line passing through the outer edge of each first thread

on said valve member substantially coinciding with said

first line, said first threads of each mentber engaging one
another, said other threads of each member engaging one
another, and said first threads of said valve member being

truncated, whereby the load bearing characteristics of

the connection between the valve stem member and
valve member are materially increased.

3,101,211
LIFTING TOOL

Logan L. Jones, Monte Caucaao 1320-B,
Mexico City 10, Mexico

FUed Apr. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 100^53
6 Claims. (CI. 294—16)

5. A lifting tool for the lifting of a bottle having a bead-

ed neck, comprising a collar adapted to fit over the bead-

ed neck of an upstanding bottle below the bead thereof, a

lifting member rigidly secured to and extending radially

from said collar in substantially the plane thereof, a

hand grip member having hand-conforming contour

mounted thereon to be grasped in lifting the lifting

tool, the axis of said hand grip member being disposed

at an acute angle to the axis of said lifting member to

permit the hand grip member to be held substantially hori-

zontally upon tilting of the lifting member under load

of said bottle, a catch pivotally carried by the lifting mem-
ber adjacent said collar to extend in the plane of the c<rf-

lar radially inwardly thereof fw engaging under the bead

of a said bottle and for maintaining the collar opposite

of said catch under said bead to engage the same, and a re-

leasing member directed toward said handle and readily

engageable by the thumb of a hand of the curator grac-

ing said hand grip member, said releasing member upon

being actuated moving the catch member away from said

collar to permit clearance of the bead by the said catch

and said collar.

3,10U12
DEVICE FOR REMOVING AND INSTALLING

TUBULAR LAMPS
Harold T. Cater, Los Angeles, and Lloyd O. Waibel,

Van Nays, Calif.

FUed Feb. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 175,162
3 Claims. (CI. 294—20)

1. A device for removing and installing tubular lamps,

including: a tubular pole formed in sections, a fixed jaw
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and a movable jaw hinged together, the fixed jaw trans-

versely secured to one end of one tubular section, means

rotatively securing a second tubular section to the first

tubular section, the second tubular section provided with

a cam slot and the first tubular section provided with a

is landed, and a pressure medium conduit corinected be-

tween said container and said chamber and in pressure

actuating communication with said movable member,

said container being responsive to the weight of the cargo

on landing of the cargo to effect pressurization of said

chamber through said conduit and pressure actuation of

said movable member.

3,101,214
INSULATED FLANGED WHEEL

Henry H. Talboys, deceased, late of MUwaukee, Wis., by

Doris Chisholm Talboys, executrix, Milwaukee, Wis.,

assignor to Nordberg Manufacturing Company, MU-
w&okcfi ^ySc

'FUed June 2, 1961, Ser. No. 114,560

2 Claims. (CI. 295—1)

longitudinal slot and linkage means between the movable

jaw and passed through the cam slot and the longitudinal

slot whereby when one tubular section is rotated relative

to the other tubular secuon, the linkage means opens and

closes the movable jaw.

3,101,213
AUTOMATIC RELEASE HOOK

Edwin C. Eisner, Pasadena, CaUf., assignor to Aeroquip

Corporation, Jackson, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

FUed Feb. 29, 1960, Scr. No. 11,845

3 Claims. (CI. 294—«3)

1. An insulated wheel for use on railroad track or

the like including a cylindrical metal rim having a gen-

erally continuous flange around its outer periphery and an

enlarged internal bore, a metal hub positioned within

the bore and having an outer diameter less than the di-

ameter of the bore, the outer surface of the hub and the

inner surface of the rim having generally equally and

axially spaced circumferentially extending lugs, the outer

diameter of the lugs on the hub surface being less than

the inner diameter of the lugs on the rim surface, the

lugs on the hub surface and the lugs on the rim surface

being staggered and spaced, rela'jve to each other, such

that the cavity between the inner surface of the rim and

the outer surface of the hub has a generally constant

radial thickness throughout, generally circumferentially

spaced axially extending grooves in the ouler surface

of the hub and the inner surface of the rim, said axially

extending grooves being in radial alignment, and a gen-

erally rigid plastic annulus filling the cavity between the

rim and hub and providing an interlock therebetween.

1. An automatic release structure adapted to intercon-

nect cargo and cargo suspension means wherein lowering

of said cargo onto a supporting structure effects separa-

tion of said cargo and cargo suspension means; compris-

ing in combination a hook mechanism including a body

porUon, an arm pivoUlly secured to said body portion

and adapted to be connected to said cargo suspension

means, latching means interconnected between said arm

and body portion, means forming a chamber carried by

said body portion, a member carried within said chamber

and movable in response to pressure therein, hnkage

means connecting said movable member and said latching

means whereby pressurizing of said chamber energizes

said latching means to release said arm from said body

portion and allow pivoting thereof away from said body

portion to thereby release said cargo suspension means

connected to said hook mechanism and adapted to carry

said cargo, a container of pressure medium adaptedl to be

disposed on the opposite side of said cargo from said hook

mechanism, wherein said container is disposed between

said cargo and said supporting structure when said cargo

783 O.O.—35

3,101,215

RESILIENT SUPPORTS FOR VEHICLE ROOFS
Georg Fritzmeier, Jun., Grosshelfendorf, near Munich,

Germany, assignor to Georg Fritimeier, Grosshelfen-

dorf, near Munich, Germany
FUed Aug. 20, 1959, Scr. No. 835,056

Claims priority, appUcation Germany Aug. 21, 1958

6 Claims. (CI. 296—102)
1. In a vehicle, in combination, support means; a roof

member spaced from and located over said support means;

a pair of elongated springy rods respectively located at

opposite sides of the vehicle, said rods having lower end

portions respectively fixed to said support means, inter-

mediate portions extending upwardly from said portions,

and upper portions respectively fixed to said roof member

for carrying the latter, said rods being free to viblate at

all parts except said lower end portions thereof; a pair

of struts fixed to support means and extending therefrom

upwardly toward said upper portions of said rods, re-

spectively, said struts having respectively upper end por-

tions located adjacent said upper portions of said rods;

and a pair of sleeves respectively fixed to said upper free
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end portions of said struts, each sleeve having a layer a second motion phase, the pivotal mount of the actuating

of resilient material located in its interior, and said link on the support frame being so located that the pivotal

upper portions of said rods respectively being surrounded connection be<ween the rear guide link and the scat is

by and extending with clearance through said layers of moved rearwardly by the rear guide link into substantial

registry with the pivotal mount of the actuating link at the

intermediate position whereby the seat and the actuaing

_/ .- // ""^ V ''"'' *"•"" ^twut concentric centers of rotation during the

\\y^ \\
second motion phase and the leg-rest is maintained in its

\\ /
"

v(( \\
extended position without further movement relative to

the seat.

3,101^17
RESILIENT CUSHION UNIT

Roy Requa, 5801 Fedcnl Blvd., Denver, Colo.

FUed Nov. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 156,099

4 Claims. (CI. 297—397)

resilient material so that when excessively large forces

act on said rods the upper portions of the latter will en-

gage the layers of resilient material to transfer the forces

through the sleeves to said struts.

3,101,216
MULTIPLE POSITION RECLINING CHAIR

Fridtjof F. Schliephacke, Berlin-Scbmargendorf, Ger-

many, assignor to Anton Lorenz, Boynton Beach, Fla.

FUed Oct. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 66,336
3 Claims. (CI. 297—88)

1. A resilient cushion unit comprising an initially-flat,

substantially-rectangular member of homogeneous, pli-

able and resilient material havmg a thickness approxi-

mately half that of the unit between parallel major sur-

face areas of like width approximating the length of said

unit, said major surface areas being coterminous at one

end of the member and of unequal lengths determined by

an inclined plane through the thickness and at the other

end of the member, a fold at the transverse median line

of the shorter of the major surface areas effective to con-

tactingly register the half portions thereof, and an ad-

hesive bond uniting the confronting surface area half

portions.

3,101,218
MULTIPLE SEATING

Walter P. Baermann, Waynesville, N.C., assignor to

Prestige Furniture Corporation, Newton, N.C., a cor-

poration
FUed Feb. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 91,017

15 Claims. (CI. 297—455)

1. A multiple position reclining chair comprising a

support frame, a body-supporting unit including a seat and

back-rest, front and rear guide means mounting said body-

supi>orting unit on the support frame for movement
through a first motion phase from an upright sitting posi-

tion to an intermediate tilted position and then through

a second motion phase from said intermediate tilted posi-

tion to a fully-tilted position, a leg-rest, means mounting

said leg-rest on the forward portion of said seat for move-

ment between a retracted position beneath said seat and

an extended position forwardiy of said seat, a leg-rest

actuating link pivotally mounted on the support frame and

operatively connected to said leg-rest, said rear guide

means comprising a rear guide link pivotally connected

to the seat and pivotally mounted on said support frame

at a point forwardiy of and beneath the pivotal mount of

the actuating link, said body-supporting unit being moved

rearwardly by both the front and rear guide means during

the first motion phase with the rear guide link turning

rearwardly about its pivotal mount on the support frame,

the actuating link raising the leg-rest to its extended posi-

tion during the first motion phase as the leg-rest is carried

rearwardly with the seat relative to the pivotal mount of

the actuating member, means halting movement of the

rear guide link at the intermediate position whereby the

body-supporting unit turns about the pivotal connection

between the seat and the stationary rear guide link during

1 . The method of making multiple seating vkrhich com-
pwises forming a single seat structure having oi^>osite

sides and a back with a hollow npict in said back, cut-

ting said structure vertically at a point localed substan-

tially equidistant from the sides to form two end sections

each having a side and a back and having opposing open-

ings in said back and connecting said sections together

at said openings by a back section.

3,101,219
SAFETY BRAKE

Dan B. Herreni, % StratOTalre and Engineering Co.,

2544 E. 52nd St^ Codahy, Calif.

FUed Feb. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 90,797
13 Cbdms. (CI. 303—6)

I . A brake mechanism comprising a housing, means
forming an aperture at one end of said housing, a dia-
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phragm mounted in said housing, a reciprocablc member

associated with said diaphragm and mounted for axial

movement in said housing axially of said diaphragm,

said reciprocable member being movable in response to

axial motion of said diaphragm, a fixed hollow guide

member mounted in said housing coaxially of said dia-

phragm, said reciprocable member being moun.ed for

slidable movement on said guide member, means receiv-

ing an end of said reciprocable member in said aperture

for motion of said end of said last named member ex-

teriorly of said housing, means positioned in said hous-

ing on one side of said disphragni and normally biasing

said diaphragm in a direction to urge said reciprocable

member toward said aperture at said one end of said

housing, means for introducing fluid pressure in said

housing against the other side of said diaphragm, a screw

extending into said hollow guide member and mounted

for movement wiih respect to said reciprocable member

along the axis of said diaphragm, an engagement mem-

ber mounted on said screw, means carried on said re-

ciprocable member for engaging said engagement mem-

ber, and means including a manually operable member

to produce axial motion of said screw.

bcr of said spring on said one side of the vehicle com-

municating with the larger piston chamber of said second

spring on said other side of the vehicle; and a braking de-

vice including braking means on each wheel operated by

a fluid under pressure; means to control the braking

action of the system and comprising for each wheel a

member adapted to be actuated by the pressure of the

differential piston spring and a member to be actuated

by the braking pressure of said fluid; a balancing device

comprising a lever the ends of which being in contact with

said spring pressure actuated member and said braking

pressure actuated member, respectively; an actuating

means for adjusting the lever ratio of said balancing lever;

and a braking pressure control member adapted to be

acted upon by said balancing device; said spring pressure

actuated member consisting of a differential piston having

counteracting piston areas the diameter ratio of which

equals the diameter ratio of the differential piston spring

of the appertaining wheel; the larger piston chambers of

the spring pressure-actuated member and of the differen-

tial piston spring communicating with each other; whereas

their smaller piston chambers also communicate with each

other.

3,101,221

MASTER LINK FOR ENDLESS TRACK
John S. WaddeU, Rochester, III., assignor to Allis-

Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwauliee, Wis.

Filed June 27, 1961, Ser. No. 119,890

9 Claims. (CI. 305—54)

3,101,220

AUTOMATIC BRAKING PRESSURE PROPOR-
TIONER FOR VEHICLES

Fritz Alexander WettsteIn, Goteborg, Sweden, assignor to

Aktiebolaget Volvo, Goteborg, Sweden

FUed Dec. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 156,794

Claims priority, application Sweden Dec. 7, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 303—22)

'©1?^

1. A master link for a pin and bushing type endless

track comprising: a pair of transversely spaced side bars

each having a rail surface at its upper side and a shoe

mounting surface at its lower side, walls defining a pin

bore at one end of each of said side bars, a pin having its

opposite ends mounted in said bores, respectively, a ground

engaging shoe releasably secured to said lower side of said

side bars independently of said pin, and cooperating abut-

ment surfaces formed on said shoe and pin, respectively,

preventing endwise and rotational movement of said pin

relative to said shoe and side bars.

3,101,222
BEARLNG ASSEMBLY

John C. McEwen, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Feb. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 170,672

8 Claims. (CI. 308—58)

/^.<^

1. A brake and suspension system of a wheeled ve-

hicle responsive to the load on the ground wheels com-

prising, in combination, a hydro-pneumatic differential

piston spring on each wheel, said piston having two

counteracting piston areas of different sizes and defining a

larger differential piston chamber and a smaller differential

piston chamber, respectively; the larger piston chamber of

a spring on one side of the vehicle communicating with

the smaller piston chamber of a second, similar spring on

the other side of the vehicle and the smaller piston cham-

4. In a bearing assembly, a cylindrical plain bearing

for rotatably supporting a journal, means for rotatably

supporting said bearing, a semi-circumferential groove in

the surface of said bearing adjacent said support, a boss

on said support projecting into said groove, registered

bores in said bearing and said support for receiving a
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locking pin to limit relative movement therebetween, a

recess in the bearing surface contacting said journal, a

bearing rotating element in said recess, resilient means in

said recess for contact with said element, and means for

biasing said element into mutual contact with said journal

and said resilient means so that rotation of said journal

frictionally locks said element between said journal sur-

face and said resilient means to rotate said bearing rela-

tive to said support.

3,101,223

JOURNAL LUBRICATOR
Lamson Carmer Robinson, Manchester, Ga., assignor to

Callaway Mills Company, La Grange, Ga., a corpora-

tion of Georgia
Filed Nov. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 152,313

4 Claims. (CI. 308—87)

2. In a lubricated journal box containing a journal and

having lower wall portions curved upwardly on opposite

sides of a vertical plane containing the axis of the jour-

nal: the improvement which comprises a lubricator hav-

ing a base platform and lubricant reservoir unit of gen-

erally rectangular configuration supported by and extend-

ing upwardly substantial distances along said wall por-

tions of said box. said unit including a lower layer of

abrasion resistant, lubricant absorbing dense woven cot-

ton fabric having its lower surface made up predomi-

nantly of warp threads extending in planes approximately

at right angles to the axis of the journal, an upper layer

of open mesh lubricant absorbing cotton fabric secured

at its edges to said lower layer by overedge stitching, an

intermediate layer of polyurethane foam bftween said

upper and lower layers; a lubricant absorbing fabric cas-

ing secured to and contacting said upper layer of said

base unit, said casing extending upwardly from said

upper layer to define at least one pocket; and a compressi-

ble and expandable core of acrylonitrile synthetic rubber

in said pocket for pressing said casing against the journal.

3,101,224

HIGH LOAD HYDROSTATIC BEARING
Clarence R. Adams, Kirkland, Wash., assignor to Boeing

Airplane Company, Seattle, Wash., a corporation of

Dehiware _. ...
Filed Sept. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,574

16 Claims. (CI. 308—122)

(a) a first body,

(b) a second body rotatably mounted about its princi-

pal axis in said first body and adapted to receive

a heavy load.

(c) said bodies having complementary bearing surfaces,

(d) said complementary bearing surfaces defining a first

annulus, said bearing surfaces of said first annulus

having a constant radial clearance,

(e) means for supplying fluid under pressure to said

first annulus in an axial direction of said second body,

(/) said complementary bearing surfaces defining a

second annulus, said second annulus adapted to re-

ceive fluid under pressure from said first annulus,

(g) one of said annuli comprising two portions,

(h) differential pressure generating means, said differ-

ential pressure generating means comprising a part

of the bearing surface defining one of said portions

for generating a higher pressure in one of said por-

tions relative to the other portion for supporting the

load and for maintaining the bearing surfaces that

define at least one of said annuli concentric while

under load, and
(/) said differential pressure generating means being

primarily responsive to the axial movement of said

fluid from said fluid supply means for generating said

higher pressure.

3,101,225

RADIOTELEPHONE CABINET
Herbert M. Penningroth, Hales Comers, Wis., assignor to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed June 27, 1960, Ser. No. 39,021

3 Claims. (CI. 312—222)

1. A high load hydrostatic bearing comprising the com-

bination of:

1. A cabinet for electronic equipment comprising a

base plate; a separate four-sided box adapted to seat on

s.iid base plate; a separate cover plate for closing the top

of the box; and latch means for securing the box to the

two said plates including a keeper secured to said base

plate, a lever pivoted on the front panel of said box having

a bolt portion for engaging said keeper and a leg portion

extending toward the cover, a cam plate secured to said

cover and positioned to engage the lever arm for moving

said bolt portion into engagement with said keeper when

the cover is placed on the box, a second keeper mounted

on said cam plate, and a key-operated swinging bolt on

said front panel adapted to latchingly engage said second

keeper.

3,101^26
KNOCKDOWN METALLIC RECEPTACLES

Oscar B. Cochran, Jr., Durham, Conn., assignor to Ven-

ture Products, Inc., Middletown, Conn., a corporation

of Connecticut
FUed May 5, 1961, Ser. No. 126,737

9 Claims. (CI. 312—257)
6. A knockdown recepUcle comprising a pair of ver-

tically disposed side panels, a horizontally disposed polyg-

onal bottom panel having two edges thereof tele-

scopically mounted in contracted position respectivdy

upon the lower portions of said side panels, at least one

other vertically disposed side panel, the lower portion

>»
of said other side panel being telescopically mounted in positions relative to said door m its

"^^^JL^^
'

°h t^
SrSStSl^tion upon anoSier edge of said polygonal spacing of said axis inwardly o said door being such that

Su^ pand!^d a S^ond horizonuUy disposed polyg- said shelves project substantially halfway from said cab-

onal panel having its edges telescopically mounted in inet when said door is open,

contracted positions respectively upon the upper portions ^__^^^_^^_
3,101,228

MOUNTING SYSTEM
Edward J. Olowinski, Erie, Pa-, assignor to Lord Manu-

facturing Company, Erie, Pa., a corporation of Penn-

sylvania

FUed Aug. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 130,171

10 Claims. (CI. 312—352)

/ Y

of said side panels, each of said telescopic mounts being

vertically extensible and releasable whereby the receptacle

may be knocked down by successively lifting said polyg-

onal second panel, said other side wall, and said polyg-

onal bottom panel in the order nimed.

3,101,227

REFRIGERATOR CONSTRUCTION
Merlin L. Pugh, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Studebaker Corporation, South Bend,

Ind., a corporation of Michigan

FUed Aug. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 46,793

4 Claims. (CI. 312—300)

9. A mounting system comprising an acoustical en-

closure having sound attenuating walls blocking external

sounds from the interior of the enclosure, means within

the enclosure for supporting equipment to be protected,

vibration isolating means for supporting the enclosure

comprising a soft spring means proportioned to isolate

low frequency vibrations, a base, a load carrying con-

nection from one end of the spring means to the base, a

load carrying connection from the other end of the spring

to the enclosure, said last mentioned connection including

an elastomeric section, and snubbing means including

elastomeric parts respectively connected to the base and

to the enclosure and spaced from each other during the

normal excursion of the enclosure relative to the base

during vibration and coming into contact with each other

to limit the larger excursion of the enclosure relative to

the base during shock.

3,101,229

ELECTRICAL CONNTCTORS
Robert S. Yopp, Riverside, III., assignor to Amphenol-

Borg Electronics Corporation, Broadview, III., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
FUed Oct. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 61,184

6 Claims. (CI. 339—59)

1. In a refrigerator construction, a cabinet having an

opening in one waU thereof, a door centrally pivoted on

a vertical axis in said opening, said axis being spaced in-

wardly from said door, half-circle shelves and article re-

tainers carried by said door and movable therewith, said

door, shelves and article retainers having extremities

formed substantially on a radius from the pivotal axis of

said door, brackets for said arUcIe retainers having upper

and lower perforated cars, said brackets being located ad-

jacent the outer edges of the door, said article retainers

being of quarter-cylinder shape, and having downwardly

extending studs to enter said perforated ears to pivot

said article retainers to said door adjacent the outer edges

thereof, said article retainers being swingable to extended

i^ ftr-rir^TOt.
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scoping slide portion extending forwardly therefrom; each

of said contacts having an indenution between the mount-

ing shank and the telescc^ing slide portion, with the re-

stricted collar of a cavity snugly engaging the indenta-

tion of each of said contacts to firmly secure the individ-

ual contacts against normal axial forces, but with angu-

larly disposed cam surfaces on said contacts to expand

the collars thereof and individually release the contacts

in response to overload axial thrust thereupon.

3,101,230
LOCKING AND EXTRACTING MEANS FOR

CAN-ENCLOSED UNITS
Ewald Bausch, Morristown, and Robert Wighton, Morris

Plains, NJ., assignors, by mesne assignments, to tbe

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Air Force
Filed June 26, 1961, Ser. No. 119,752

7 Claims. (CI. 339—91)

with each contact having a Wade adapted to engage an-

other contact and consisting of an elongated bowed por-

tion of the wire received within a relatively deep, narrow,

tapered channel in the slide surface of the aforesaid body

member, with the coiMact bow having its opposite ends

seated at the bottom of said channel and centered be-

tween divergent walls thereof; with the central portion

of the blade intermediate the ends thereof smoothly

curved in a convex contour with respect to said body and

with its central portion extending at least partially out

of the tapered contact channel and projecting beyond the

slide surface of the aforesaid body.

-TTT^

1. A device for removably mounting a hold-down or

protective cover for electrical elements to a mounting pad

on electrical apparatus and latching same in place com-

prising an open end housing member having at least two

opposing side walls which are substantially flat and paral-

lel, latching means consisting of a U-shaped member

mounted between said mounting pad and a panel mem-
ber of said electrical apparatus, said latching means hay-

ing opF>osing side members extending away from said

panel member for latching and securing said housing

member to said mounting pad, means in the form of a

U-shaped handle attached to opposing flat side walls of

said housing member for inserting and removing said

housing member, said handle having means thereon for

operating said latching n>eans to permit insertion and re-

moval of said housing member.

3,101,231
ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS

Curt W. Klostermann, Chicago, III., assignor to Amphe-
noi-Borg Electronics Corporation, Broadview, ill., a

corporation of Delaware
Filed Nov. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 67,260

4 Claims. (CL 339—176)

4. In an electrical coruiector, in combination, a body

member having at least one slide surface adapted to en-

gage a mating connector; together with a plurality of

connector contacts each consisting of a single, preformed

length of metallic wire of circular cross section through-

out its length and having a mounting shank secured in

said body, with terminal portions on each of said con-

tacts extending from the body of the connector and

3,101,232 "
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING APPARATUS

Thomas J. McLamon, San Rafael, John B. Stark, Lafay-

ette, and Charles O. Sutton, Alameda, Calif., assignors,

by direct and mesne assignments, to Foremost Dairies,

Inc San Francisco, Calif., a corporation of New York
FUed Mar. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 17,183

5 Claims. (CL 346.—107)

I. In a fluid sample inspection system a photographic

recording device comprising a recording camera, a sup-

por.. an illuminating light source carried by said support

and disposed to project light into the camera, guide means

on said support adjacent said light source, tray means

movable in said guide means and formed to hold means

containing a fluid sample, means to advance the tray

means and fluid sample carried by same in stepwise

fashion relative to the support and circuit means respon-

sive to each stepwise advance of the tray means to ener-

gize the camera to record photographically objects il-

luminated by the light source.

3,101,233
BINARY CODE ACTUATED ALPHANUMERIC

SYMBOL PRESENTATION APPARATUS
Joseph T. McNaney, 8548 Boulder Drive,

La Mesa, Calif.

Filed Apr. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 102,709

20 Claims. (CI. 346—107)
1. Apparatus for converting binary code input func-

tions to decimalized output funaions comprising: a lever;

a lever support means in relation to which decimalized

output functions will be imparted to said lever; a refer-

ence bearing means; means intermediate said lever and

said reference bearing means for deriving a decimalized

function substantially proportional to the value of binary

code input functions and adapted to impart a decimalized

output function to said lever; the last stated means includ-

ing a plurality of individual bearings resting one against

the other in a nonconnectivc zig-zag formation and selec-

tively resting against surface members on opposite sides

of said zig-zag formation, and means for applying binary
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code input functions to predetermined surface members

to thereby alter said zig-zag formatifm intermediate said

;^^

reference bearing means and said lever and impart a

decimalized function to said lever.

3,101,234

SHEET CLAMPING AND UNCLAMPING
MECHANISM

Ernest V. Canamero, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of die Army
FUed Apr. 3, 1962, Scr. No. 184,866

3 Claims. (CI. 346—138)

1. In a facsimile machine of the rotary drum kind,

the combination of a drum rotatable about an axial shaft;

means for facilitating the mounting of copy sheet on said

drum and for removing of copy sheet from said drum

comprising; means within said drum and radially spaced

from said axial shaft for supporting a longitudinal shaft

in parallel alignment with said axial drum shaft, paper

clamping means affixed to and spaced along said longi-

tudinal shaft and adapted to protrude through openings

in the periphery of said drum provided therefor, an actu-

ator arm affixed to one end of said longitudinal shaft

and rotatable therewith, a first tension means operatively

associated with said actuator arm for maintaining said

longitudinal shaft in position such that said copy sheet is

clamped to the periphery of said drum when said drum
is rotating, an annulus including a radial slot terminating

said drum and axially spaced from said longitudinal shaft

supporting means and said actuator arm, said slot being

disposed oppoMte said actuator arm, a drum motor switch,

a pawl pivoully mounted within the perimeter of said

annulus but axially spaced therefrom, said pawl having

an elongated end section within said perimeter terminating

in a protruding longitudinal member; a second tension

means operatively associated with said pawl and pro-

truding longitudinal member to lock said pawl and pro-

truding longitudinal member against pivotal rotation while

said drum is rotating; a switch actuating means coaxial

with said drum shaft and including peripheral extending

means for simultaneously actuating the other end of said

pawl and energizing said switch such that said pawl and

protruding longitudinal member is free of said slot and

said motor switch is ON when "-aid switch actuating means

is in one position, said pawl and protruding longitudinal

member then being locked by said second tension means

against pivotal movement while said drum is rotating and

said actuator arm being maintained by said first ten-

sioned means in position such that the paper clamping

means are in a clamped or closed position, and simul-

taneously actuating said elongated end section of said

pawl such that said elongated end section is in contact

with said radial slot and said motor switch is OFF when

said switch actuating means is in a second position, and

said second longitudinal protruding member then actu-

ates said actuator arm through said radial slot whereby

said drum is locked against rotation and said actuator

arm is rotatably displaced from its normal ten ioned posi-

tion to rotate said longitudinal shaft so that said paper

clamping means are in the open or undamped position.

CHEMICAL
3,101,235

PROCESS OF PREPARING SOLUTIONS OF COU-
PLING COMPONENTS OF THE ICE COLOR
SERIES

Ludwig Orthncr, Frankfurt am Main, Kari Horst, Hof-

heim, Taunus, Alfred Scharf, Frankfurt am Main,

Werner Kirst, Offenbach am Main, and Josef Oxe and

Richard Gross, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, assignors

to Farbwerke Hocchst Aktiengesellschaft vormais

Meister Lucius & Briinfng, Frankfurt am Main, Ger-

many, a corporation of GermaBy ,, ,-«
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 12, 1960, Scr. No. 55,110

Claims priority, application Germany Sept. 15, 1959

9 Claims. (CI. 8—44)
2. In the method of preparing solutions of coupling

components of ice colors the step which comprises ad-

mixing to the solution of the couphng component (a) a

condensation product of about 0.1 to about 0.5 part by

weight of halides of high molecular carboxylic acids and

1 part by weight of a partially decomposed protein hav-

ing a degree of decomposition which corresponds to a

formal index of from 7 to 10 and (b) surface active

urethanes of the general formula

R—O—CO—NR'—X—

Y

wherein R stands for an alky] radical containing 6 to 13

carbon atoms, R' stands for an alkyl radical containing

8 to 9 carbon atoms, X represents an alkylene radical

containing 1 to 3 carbon atoms and Y represents a mem-

ber selected from the group consisting of a carboxylic

acid, a sulfonic acid and an alkali metal salt and an

ammonium salt of these two acid groups.

3,101,236
TEXTILE TREATING

Victor S. Salvin, Charlotte, N.C., Basil S. Sprague, Berke-

ley Heights, NJ., and Fred Fortess, Charlotte, N.C.,

assignors to Celanese Corporation of America, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Original application Dec. 2, 1954, Scr.

No. 472,758, now Patent No. 2,982,597, dated May 2,

1961. Divided and this application July 18, 1960, Ser.

No. 43,2«5
14 Claims. (CI. 8—59)

1. Process for the treatment of textile material, which

comprises dyeing a textile material comprising fibers

of cellulose acetate having an actyl value of at least 59%,
calculated as combined acetic acid, with a dispersed eel-
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lulose acetate dye of the "high temperature slow dyeing

type," and heat-treating the resulting dyed textile ma-
terial for improving the wash fastness of the dyed ma-
terial.

3,101,237
PROCESS FOR THE RETANNING OF MINERAL-

TANNED LEATHERS
Woifhard Luck, Cologne<Staminheiin, and Gustav

Mauthe, Opladen, Germany, assignors to Farbenfab-
riken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany,
a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 7, 1961, Scr. No. 93,863
Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 9, 1960

11 Claims. (CI. 8—94.21)
1. A process for the retanning of mineral-tanned

leathers which comprises treating such leathers with

water-soluble to water-dispersible compounds which are

formed by substituting the phenolic hydroxyl groups of a

member selected from the group consisting of a poly-

hydric phenol, a polyphenol, and a novolak by a radical

selected from the group consisting of (a) a radical of

the formula:

C) o

-O-(R-O-).—C-R'-(-C-O-Me),

per se, and (b) a. radical of the formula:

o o

—O—(R—0-) ,—C—R'—(—C—O—Me),

together with one additional radical selected from the

group consisting of:

o

—O—(R—O—).H and —O— (R—O—) .—C—R"

wherein R stands for a member selected from the group

consisting of an aliphatic radical of 2-5 carbon atoms

and a phenyl-substituted derivative of an aliphatic radical

of 2-5 carbon atoms, and R' and R" represent a member
selected from the group consisting of an aliphatic radical

of up to 20 carbon atoms and a phenyl group, x is a whole

number between 1 and 10, y is a number from 1-2, and

Me is a member selected from the group consisting of an
alkali metal and an ammonium group.

3,101,238
FAT LIQUORING WITH REACTION PRODUCT OF
EPOXIDIZED ESTERS AND POLYBASIC INOR-
GANIC ACIDS

Jiirgen Plapper, Dusseldorf, and Gerhard Dieckelmann,
Dusseldorf-Holthausen, Germany, assignors to Bohme
Fettchemie G.m.b.H., Dusseldorf, Germany, a corpo-
ration of Germany
No Drawing. Filed June 7, 1961, Ser. No. 115,332
Claims priority, application Germany June 11, 1960

14 Claims. (CI. 8—94.23)
1. The method of fat liquoring fur skins and leather,

which comprises contacting said skins and leather with

an aqueous fat-liquor composition comprising the re-

action product of epoxidized esters of higher fatty acids

and alcohols with polybasic inorganic acids.

3,101,239
DRY CLEANING

Paul V. Warren, Clarendon Hills, and Martin B. Mathews
and Ernestine Hirschhom, Chicago, III., assignors to

R. R. Street & Co., Inc., Chicago, III., a corporation

of Illinois

Filed Oct. 7, 1953, Ser. No. 384,644
2 Claims. (CI. 8—142)

2. In the dry cleaning of soiled fabrics, the steps which

comprise cleaning successive hatches of said fabrics with

a continuously circulating filtered water-immiscible dry

cleaning liquid organic solvent containing {a) from about

1.5'^'c to about 3% of an oil-soluble dry cleaning water-

emulsifying detergent selected from the group consisting

of sulfate and sulfonate detergents containing an alkyl

group of at least 8 carbon atoms, and (b) from about

0.2% to about 0.4% of water so finely emulsified in said

organic solvent as to form a substantially clear homoge-
neous emulsion, said emulsion having an electrical con-

JC

ductivity between about 50 and about 100x10 '' mhos,
measuring the electrical conductivity of said filtered emul-
sion and, when said electrical conductivity drops below
said lower aforesaid value, measuring the detergent con-
tent of said filtered emulsion, adjusting said detergent con-
tent to restore it to within the aforesaid values, and add-
ing water in the requisite amounts to restore the electri-

cal conductivity of said filtered emulsion to within the

aforesaid values.

3,101,240
DRY CLEANING

Martin B. Mathews, 5718 Drexel Blvd., Chicago, III.

FUed June 29, 1953, Scr. No. 364,844
8 Chihns. (CI. 8—142)

1. In the dry cleaning of fabrics by the "two-bath"

method in a system which includes a washer adapted to

hold fabrics to be dry cleaned, a filter, conduits inter-

connecting the washer and filter and a pump for circulat-

ing through the washer, filter and conduits a water-im-

miscible organic dry cleaning solvent which is activated

by small projxjrtions of an oil-soluble non-volatile dry
cleaning detergent and water so finely dispersed as to

form a substantially clear homogeneous "solution," the

steps which include placing the fabrics to be dry cleaned

in the washer, circulating the said "solution" therethrough

and continuously through said filter whereby to remove
soil from said fabrics and whereby, upon initial contact

of said fabrics with said "solution" a portion of the water
in said "solution" is absorbed by said fabrics, and,

promptly upon said absorption occurring, automatically

admitting water into contact with said "solution" to

effect at least a substantial replenishment of said initially

absorbed water, said automatic admission of water being

effected in response to a change in the electrical con-

ductivity of said "solution" caused by said absorption of
water from said fabrics by reason of the initial contact

thereof by said "solution," the electrical conductivity of

said "solution" during the washing cycle being maintained
within the range of from about 10 to 120x10-^ mhos.
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3,101,241

METHOD OF PREPARING PARTICLES OF
THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITION

Allan W. McKee, Jr., Millersvllle, Pa., assignor to Arm-

Strong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa., a corporation

of Pennsylvania ,^.„
FUed Nov. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 66,910

3 Claims. (CI. 18—47.5)

slab from the mass, rendering said slab flexible and re-

silient solely by applying pressure to the top and bottom

surfaces of the slab in an amount to partially crush the

slab, and neutralizing said slab.

r.
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3,101,243
PRE-HEAT PROCESS FOR MOLDING

CORK BLOCKS
Richard H. Hawkes, Norfolk, Va., assignor to Sheller

Manufacturing Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Indiana ....<>..

Filed Sept 25, 1959, Ser. No. 842,282

5 Claims. (CI. 18—48)

COMftOLO*T>Mb
]

JTt^*** TJ»f L£5S TwftW OD-»j
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1 A method of forming particles of plasUc mix. which

particles are both compressible and cohesive, composing

mixing, in relative proportions, 100 parts by weight of

powdered resin obtained by dispersion polymerization,

from 33'/3%-66%% by weight of said powdered resin

consisting of a member selected from the group consist-

ing of copolymers of vinyl chloride and vinyl acetate con-

taining less than about 5% by weight vinyl acetate, co-

polymers of vinyl chloride and vinylidene chlonde and

mixtures thereof and from 66%%-33'/3% by weight of

said powdered resin consisting of a member selected from

the group consisting of copolymers of vinyl chloride and

vinyl acetate containing more than about 5% by weight

vinyl acetate and mixtures thereof, from 20-50 parts by

weight of liquid vinyl plasticizer, and from 0-150 parts

by weight of inert pigment and filler, said mixing being

done at a temperature less than about 130° F., to form

agglomerates of unfused resin, plasticizer, pigment, and

filler, consolidating said agglomerates without fusing said

resin component at a temperature less than about 130 f.

to form a sheet of consolidated mix and disintegraung

said sheet into particles of a desired degree of fineness

while maintaining said parUcles and sheet at a tempera-

ture less than about 80° F.

3,101,242

PROCESS OF MAKING FLEXIBLE ABSORBENT
MATERIAL

James M. Jackson, Jr., Akron, Ohio, «ss'8"«f
^. J^
V

' t'

Smithers Manufacturing Company, Kent, Ohio, a cor

Doration of Ohio ^, „^ -«,
Filed Feb. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 86,501

12 Claims. (CI. 18—47.5)

9« »>«'•
I

^Jlf

1 The method of molding cork composition blocks

comprising mixing granulated cork with a thermosettable

binder, pre-heating said mixture while agitating the same

to a temperature at which the binder will become pernia-

nentlv infusible when maintained at said temperature for

a predetermined time period, pre-heating a mold to sub-

stantially said temperature, placing said heated mixture

in said heated mold, compressing said mixture m said

mold before said predetermined time period has elapsed

and heating the said mold and mixture so as to maintain

substantially said temperature for said predetermined time

period.

3,101,244

METHOD FOR MOLDING ARTICLES
Bruce Gardner Hood and Ralph S. Hood, Marblehead,

Mass., and Robert A. Gardella, Dover, N.H., "«g«o»'

by du-ect and mesne assignments, to Davidson Rubber

Company, Inc., Dover, N.H., a corporation of New
Hampshire ,, «^,

FUed Oct. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 63,965

4 Claims. (CI. 18—48)

^ rJOA^ MOID wrv filM FO*»MH»G
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the preferred temperature range for the cure of said resin;

selecting a thermoplastic film forming material with a

fusion point substantially within said range; applying a

continuous film of said thermoplastic material to the

surface of a moid, introducmg said resin in the uncured

state mto said moid with the tcmp.'r;iti:: .>t ^-lld mold

being at a first temperature within s;ud ranyc but below

the melting point of said thermoplastic material, main-

taining said mold ^t a temperature below said fusion

point until said resin has partially cured and de-activated

sufficiently not to adhere to said mold; thereafter elevat-

ing the temperature of said mold to a second temperature

within said range but at least as high as the fusion point

of said thermoplastic material; whereby the cure is accel-

erated and said thermoplastic material is melted; main-

taining said mold at said second temperature until said

cure is substantially complete; and withdrawing said

cured resin from said mold while maintaining said second

temperature.

3,101,245

PRODUCTION OF POLYACRYLONITRILE FIBERS
Yoshiraasa Fujita, Takeshi Okazaki, and Keijiro Kuratani,

all of Saidaiji City, Japan, assignors to American

Cyanamid Company, New York,* N.Y., a corporation

of Maine ^ _ _^
FUed Aug. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 50,440

1 Claim. (CI. 18—54)

values with a phosphate salt soluble in said solution,

forming an aqueous slurry of the resultant aqueous in-

soluble lithium phosphate, contacting said slurry with an

organic cation exchange resin in the acid form until said

slurry has been clarified, and thereafter recovering lithium

value-s from said resin.
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3,101,247

PROCESS FOR TREATING CARNALLITE
BEARING MATERIALS

Fritz S«rowy, Berlin-Frledrichshagen, Germany, assignor

to Deutsche Akademie der WIssenschaften ru Berlin,

Beriin-Adiershof, Germany
Filed June II, 1959, Ser. No. 819,630

Claims priority, application Germany June 13, 1958

4 Claims. (CI. 23—39)

The method of improving the quality of filamentary

material which has been previously hot-stretched and

which is comprised essentially of an acrylonitrile poly-

mer, said method consisting in drying the said filamentary

material in gelled state under correlated conditions of

temperature and humidity, the temperature ^( dry bulb)

being within the range of from about 200° F. to 260° F.,

the minimum and maximum f>ercentages of relative

humidity for a particular dry-bulb tempera^re being

those falling between the lines A—A and D—D of the

graph shown in the accompanying drawing, and the said

drying under the said temperature and humidity condi-

tions being continued until substantially all of the water

has been evolved from the said filamentary material and

its structure has collapsed; thereafter immersing said fila-

mentary material in a reducing liquid having a pH below

7.0; and thereafter treating < the resulting filamentary

material in a relaxed state in an atmosphere of steam

at an elevated temperature ranging from 105° C. to

160° C.

3,101,246

RECOVERY AND SEPARATION OF LITHIUM
VALUES FROM SALVAGE SOLUTIONS

David L. Hansford, Houston, Tex., and Edward W.

Raabe, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to the United States

of America as represented by the United States Atomic

Energy C'>mmission
Filed Oct. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 62,824

5 Claims. (CI. 23—25)

5. A method for the recovery of lithium values from

an aqueous basic solution which comprises reacting said

nit,,, ,i-^..
- '

» - i .—

•6-

~i a—

1. A cyclic process for the treatment of a camallite-

bearing material for the recovery of KCl and other min-

eral salts therefrom without formation of a liquor which

must be disposed of, which comprises mixing in a first

zone said carnallite-bearing material with a dilute MgClj-

containing HCl solution of about 1% HCl produced m
a previous step in the cycle and treating it at a tempera-

ture of about 90° C. whereby a solution is produced

containing KCl. NaCl, MgClj. and MgSO*; neutralizing

small amounts of HCl in said last-mentioned solution by

an equivalent amount of alkaline material, removing from

said neutralized solution residual solids and mud; there-

after crystallizing the main amount of KCl by a cooling

operation and removing the crystals in pure form from

said solution, thus leaving behind a mother liquor con-

taining MgClj, MgS04. NaCl and residual KCl; passing

said mother liquor to a second zone wherein said liquor

is stirred with HCl to a concentration of about 1% HCl

in solution at a temperature of about 20-30° C; pre-

cipitating from said mother liquor in a third zone carnal-

lite and NaCl by treatment with approximately 12-15%

HCl solution at a temperature of about 20° C. leaving

MgSO* in solution; removing said carnallite and NaCl

for retreatment together with new carnallite-bearing ma-

terial; cooling in a fourth zone said MgS04-containing

solution to a temperature below 20° C. and increasing

the HCl content to about 20-30%. thereby precipitating

pure MgClj.ftHzO and removing the crystals from the

solution; heating the last-mentioned solution in a fifth

zone to a temperature ot about 95° C. and evaporating

the HCl content to about 16%. whereby MgSOt.HaO is

precipitated, removing the same from the solution for re-

covery and using the solution from the above-defined

step-wise separation of salts for treating in said first zone

fresh carnallite-bearing material thereby closing the cycle,

while recovering KCl, NaCl, MgClj.eHaO and

MgSO^.HjO

from the respective zones in said separate operations.

3,101,248

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF ALKALI
METAL CHLORTTES AND ALKALINE EARTH
METAL CHLORITES

, . „ ^. ^
Rudolf Hirschberg and Helmut Hund, Frankfurt am

Main, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst

Aktiengescllschaft vormals Meister Lucius * Bruning,

Frankfurt am Main, Gcroumy, a corporation of Ger-

'"""'^
FUed Nov. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 71,900

Claims priority, appiicatloB Germany Jan. 10, 1958

6 Claims. (CI. 23—85)

Aoutixe sx." o* .^ iicio

to said bed through said gas inlets in a direction initially

generally downwardly and inwardly with respect to said

bed and adjacent the base thereof, while maintaining said

bed at elevated temperature at which said components

react to evolve said metal chloride in gaseous form, and

while withdrawing product gases from the interior of said

furnace shell through said outlet, and so regula;ing the

feed rate of said admixture as to maintain said bed at

substantially constant depth, and also so regulating the

supply of said chlorine gas as to form individual columns

in said bed of upwardly rising particles of said admixture

suspended in upwardly flowing chlorine and product gases.

;he eruptions of which columns from the upper surface of

said bed are spaced apart from the sidewall of said fur-

nace shell and' from each other.

Cto, *'

tt^C^9 *4JB S

1 In the process for the manufacture of metal chlontcs

by the reduction of aqueous chlorine dioxide solutions by

contacung them with a reducing agent selected from

the group consisung of alkali metal amalgams and alkahnc

earth metal amalgams, the improvement which comprises

adding a dilute inorganic acid selected frohi the group

consisting of nitric, hydrochloric, and sulfuric acids to

the aqueous chlorine dioxide solution at a temperature

between 0° C. and 40° C. in such a quantity that the pH

value is maintained between about 7.0 and about 9^0 said

dilute acid having a normality between 0.1 and 5.0.

3,101,250

PROCESS FOR SORPTION OF BROMIDE ION ON
ANION EXCHANGE RESINS

Lcland Clarence Schoenbeck, Wilmington, Del., assignor

to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilming-

ton, Del., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 151,429

9 Claims. (CI. 23—87)
1. A process for the sorption of bromide ion from an

aqueous solution thereof, said aqueous solution being se-

lected from the group consisting of aqueous hydrobromic

acid, neutral and acid aqueous bromide-containing brine.

by ion exchange, in which process said solution is con-

tacted with an anicMi exchange material having fixed cat-

ionic sites and, in association therewith, polybromochlo-

ride ions of the formula BrXCl- in which polybromochlo-

ride ion X is selected from the group consisting of CI. Br

and mixtures thereof, at least one of said CI groups of

said polybromochloride ions being replaced by Br.

3,101,249

CHLORINATION APPARATUS AND PROCESS

John C. Priscu, Las Vegas, Nev., assignor to Titanium

Metals Corporation of America, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of Delaware „.„ ^,,
FUed Oct. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 848,633

6 CUims. (CI. 23—87)

3,101,251

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING MOLECULAR SIEVES
Peter A. Howell, Grand Island, N.Y., assignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York

No Drawing. FUed Jan. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 2,576

23 Claims. (CL 23—113)
1. An improved method for producing zeolite A which

comprises the steps of: providing a starling compound

consisting of non-kaolinitic alumino-silicate mineral, hav-

ing in the composition thereof SiOj and AljOj in a molar

ratio between 1 and 13. in admixture with an alkali metal

hydroxide, fusing said admixture at a temperature between

330 and 370° C:.. forming with said fused admixture an

aqueous reactant mixture having in the aggregate oxides

of Al. Si and Na, and HjO defined in terms of oxide mole

ratios about as follows:

NaaO/Si02= 1.0-3.0

SiOa/AlaOs=0.5-1.3
HaO/NaaO= 35-200

maintaining said reactant mixture at a temperature within

the range of 20 to 120° C. until crystals of zeolite A
form, thereafter separating the crystals from the mixture

and activating said crystals to remove at least a part of

the water of hydration.

1. The method of chlorinating a metal oxide-beanng

material in an upstanding furnace shell, penetrated by

gas inlets spaced thereabout adjacent its base, a materials

feed inlet disposed above said gas inlets and a gas take-

otl ouUet adjacent the top, which comprises: progressively

feeding a comminuted admixture of said material and i

solid carbonaceous reduc:ant through said materials feed

inlet into said furnace shell to form therein a bed of said

admixture of substanUal depth, supplying chlorine gas

3,101,252

MOLYBDENUM DISULFIDE TREATLNG PROCESS
WUbur J. Tschudi, Burgettstown, and Joseph Madera,

Hickory, Pa., assignors to American Metal Climax,

Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York

No Drawing. FUed Aug. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 47,942

5 Claims. (CI. 23—134)
1. The method of reducing the silica content of a

molybdenum disulfide powder comprising the steps of
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providing a finely particulated oily molybdenum disulfide

powder containing at least 0.5% of an oily substance

which will wet the molybdenum disulfide particles, leach-

ing said oily f>owder with an aqueous solution containing

from about 3% to about 50% hydrofluoric acid, and

extracting said oily powder from said aqueous solution.

3,101,253

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
CHLORINE DIOXIDE

Rudolf Hirschberg, Frankfurt am Main, Germany,
assignor to Farbwerfce Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft,

vormals Meister Lucius & Briining, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany, a corporation of Germany

No Drawing. Filed July 20, 1960, Ser. No. 43,982

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 7, 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 23—152)

1. In a process for the manufacture of chlorine dioxide

by reducing a compound of the group consisting of alkali

metal and alkaline earth metal chlorates with hydrochloric

acid in an aqueous solution, the improvement which con-

sists in carrying out the reaction at a temperature in the

range from to 100° C, and in the presence of a catalyst

of the group consisting of Mn^^ jons in an amount be-

tween about 0.5 and about 1.5 g. per liter of solution. Ag^

ions in an amount between about 0.02 ;ind about 0.3 g.

per liter of solution, and combinations thereof.

3,101,254

PRODUCTION OF SILICA FREE HYDROGEN
FLUORIDE

George L. Cunningham, Allentown, Pa., assignor to W. R.

Grace & Co., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Con-

necticut

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 96,086

2 Claims. (CI. 23—153)

1. In production of substantially pure hydrogen fluoride

the steps of: combining alkali metal fluoride and am-

monium bifluoride in aqueous solution, stirring for two

hours at 25° C, filtering to remove alkali metal bifluoride

as a solid from the solution, evaporating the filtrate to

concentrate it with respect to alkali metal bifluoride, cool-

ing to 25° for the purpose of crystallizing additional alkali

metal bifluoride, stirring for two houp-at 25° C, filtering

to remove alkali metal bifluoride as 4- solid^fropr^ the solu-

tion, evaporating the filtrate to concentrate it with respect

to alkali metal bifluoride, cooling to 25' for the purpose

of crystallizing additional alkali metal bifluoride, stirring

for two hours, filtering to remove alkali metal bifluoride

as a solid, heating said alkali metal bifluoride to 300-450°,

thereby liberating silica-free hydrogen fluoride and recov-

ering said hydrogen fluoride as a gas.

3,101,255

MANUFACTURE OF NITROGEN TETROXIDE
Dugald M. Carr, Mllford, and Theodore D. Striggles,

Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to The Chemical and Indus-

trial Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Feb. 27, 1957, Ser. No. 642,897

11 Claims. (CI. 23—162)

1. A process for the manufacture of nitrogen tetroxide

which comprises catalytically reacting substantially stoi-

chiometric proportions of ammonia and oxygen in the

presence of nitrogen, there being present a slight excess

of ammonia to form gases consisting essentially of nitric

oxide, nitrogen and water vapor, cooling the said gases

and extracting substantially all of the said water vapor

therefrom, thereafter reacting the nitric oxide therein with

substantially stoichiometric proportions of oxygen to

form nitrogen dioxide, and immediately cooling the said

gases to cause said nitrogen dioxide to polymerize to

nitrogen tetroxide and to condense the said nitrogen te-

1

& ^.

troxide to a liquid, and separating the said liquid from
the remainder of said gases.

3,101,256
SEPARATION OF HYDROGEN ISOTOPES

Karl Erik O. Holmberg, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to

Quartz & Silice S.A., Paris, France, a corporation of

France
Filed Aug. 28, 1958, Ser. No. 757,841

5 Claims. (CI. 23—204)

4. The method of producing heavy water comprising

fractionating pyridinium chloride containing both PyHCl
and PyDCl by flowing liquid pyridinium chloride down-

wardly in a fractionating column while passing vapors

of pyridinium chloride upwardly in said column, whereby

the upwardly flowing vapors become increasingly depleted

of PyDCl at the top of said column and said downwardly

flowing liquid becomes increasingly enriched in PyDCl

at the bottom of said column, adding water vapor con-

taining both HjO and HDO to said pyridinium chloride

vapors relatively depleted of PyDCl to effect an exchange

reaction whereby hydrogen in said vapors is exchanged

for deuterium and said water vapor is depleted of HDO,
condensing said pyridinium chloride vapors at the top of

said column to produce additional liquid pyridinium chlo-

ride, separating said liquid pyridinium chloride from said

water vapor depleted of HDO and flowing said liquid pyr-

idinium chloride downwardly in said colunm, contacting

pyridinium chloride relatively enriched with PyDCl with

water containing HjO to effect an exchange reacticm

whereby H2O is converted to HDO to produce water

enriched in HDO, and recovering said wato: enriched

in HDO.

I

3,101,257
PREPARATION OF HIGH PURITY SILICON BY
DECOMPOSITION OF SILICON NITRIDE POW-
DER HAVLNG A GRAPHITE TARGET BURIED
THEREIN

Lawrence M. Hagen, Nashua, N.H., and Walter F. Lever-

ton, Weston, Mass., assignors, by mesne assignments,

to the United States of America as represented by the

Secretary of the Navy
Filed Aug. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 834,361

4 Claims. (CI. 23—223^)

.'•K-jff -7 '^
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1. The method of preparing high purity silicon of

semiconductor grade, which comprises heating by induc-

tion a body of silicon nitride powder having a graphite

target buried in the interior thereof below the surface,

to a temperature between about 1600° C. and about 1700°

C, then crushing the product and subjecting the crushed

product to the same heating, repeatedly until substantially

all of the silicon nitride has been decomposed into silicon.

3,101,258
SPRAY CALCINATION REACTOR

Benjamin M. Johnson, Kennewick, Wash., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the United

States Atomic Energy Commission
Filed June 14, 1961, Ser. No. 117,243

7 Claims. (CI. 23—277)

3,101,259
METHOD OF CONTROLLING DEPOSITION OF
CRYSTALLLNE MATERIAL FROM SOLUTION
ON A SEED BY USE OF A TE.MPERATURE PRO-
FILE CURVE

Charles B. Sawyer, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, assignor to

Sawyer Research Products, Inc., Eastlake, Ohio, a cor-

poration of Ohio
Filed Mar. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 802,479

6 Claims. (CI. 23—301)

-|v«n«« '..«l
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1. in the method of growing a crystal within a seed-

growing chamber by a nutrient solution inter-exchanged

with a communicating supply chamber; the steps of form-

ing an isolated zone simultaneously extending through

both chambers free of contact with the walls thereof, ap-

plying heat to such supply chamber while radiating heat

from such seed-growing chamber to induce independent

circulation of the solution in each chamber, exchanging the

solution from each chamber to the other in an unchannel-

ized flow, simultaneously passing thermal-sensing means
through such zone to determine the temperatures at a plu-

rality of points therein to determine a temperature profile

in said chambers free of thermal influence of such walls

of the chambers, and varying such application of heat to

the sfipply chamber in accordance with the temperature

profile data so obtained to provide conditions in such

chambers conducive to desired crystal growth.

3,101,260
DIAMOND TOOL

James E. Cheney, St. Clair Shores, Mich., assignor to Gen-
eral Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed Aug. 9, 1957, Ser. No. 677,403
2 Claims. (CI. 51—293)

1. A spray calcination reactor comprising an outer

shell, an inner shell in coaxial relation with the outer

shell, the said inner shell defining an inner reaction cham-

ber and the said inner shell and outer shell together de-

fining a single annular outer reaction chamber, heating

means in intimate association with the inner shell through

a substantial portion of its length, means adjacent the top

of the reactor for spraying downwardly and unobstruct-

edly into the inner shell, an impelling gas line and a fluid

carrying line in communication with the means for spray-

ing, the said inner chamber and the said annular outer

chamber being separated from each other along the great-

er portion of their lengths by the inner shell and in com-

munication with each other througfi open regions, an

upper open region adjacent the upper end of the inner

shell and a lower open region adjacent the lower end of

the inner shell, and a solids product recovery outlet

through the outer shell, coaxial with and directly beneath

the inner shell and opposite the said means for spraying.

1. The method of producing diamond tools which com-

prises, placing a quantity of graphite centrally in the bore

of an electrical and thermal insulating high pressure trans-

mitting material cylinder, inserting a catalytic metal plug

in said bore on each side of and adjacent the said cen-

trally located graphite with the side surface thereof con-

tacting the bore of said cylinder, subjecting said plug,

graphite, and cylinder to high pressures in the approxi-

mate range of 50.000-1 10,000 atmospheres and high tem-

peratures in the range of 1200-3000° C. maintaining said

pressures and temperatures for a period of two to three

minutes to cause diamond crystal formation only on the

portion of said plugs adjacent said graphite while main-

taining the remaining portions of said plug free from dia-

mond growth thereon, reducing the temperature and pres-

sure, removing said plugs with the diamond formation
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thereon from said cylinder, shaping said diamond forma-

tion to a cutting configuration, and mounting said plugs

in tool holders by means of portion of said plug main-

tained free of diamond growth.

greater than the volume of feed passed through each of

said beds in said positive flow direction.

I

3,101,261

PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF HYDROGEN
FROM HYDROCARBON GAS STREAMS

Charles W. Skarstrom, Montvale, NJ., assignor to Esso

Research and Engineering Company, a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Apr. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 21,702

15 Claims. (CI. 55—58)

^.ih J^^

1. A process for the separation of a gas comprising

hydrogen from a gaseous mixture stream comprising hy-

drocarbons, utilizing two adsorbent beds each of which

is characterized by having a one end and an other end,

said process comprising the steps of flowing a feed stream

of gaseous mixture including hydrogen and hydrocarbons

from one end to the other end through a first bed of an

adsorbent initially relatively free of said hydrocarbons

at a preselected initial relatively high pressure and in a

positive flow direction in an initial cycle, said adsorbent

being preferentially selective for said hydrocarbons; dis-

charging a gaseous stream comprising hydrogen from

said first bed as a primary effluent; segregating a portion

of said primary effluent as a product stream and with-

drawing the same; passing the remainder of said primary

effluent in reverse flow from the other end to the one end

through a second bed of adsorbent at a relatively low

pressure, which adsorbent is relatively saturated with

said hydrocarbons as compared to said first bed at the

start of said initial cycle, whereby as said initial cycle

continues, said first bed becomes relatively saturated with

hydrocarbons progressively from said one end toward

said other end. and whereby said second bed becomes

relatively freed from said hydrocarbons from said other

end toward said one end; continuing said initial cycle for

a time period less than that required to secure saturation

ot said first bed at said other end and that required to

secure freedom from said hydrocarbons of said second

bed at said one end; thereafter introducing said feed

stream into said one end of said second bed in positive

flow direction at said initial relatively high pressure; dis-

charging a gaseous stream from said other end of said

second bed as a primary effluent; segregating a portion of

said last named primary effluent as a product stream and

withdrawing the same; passing the remainder of said last

named primary effluent in reverse flow from said other

end to said one end through said first bed of adsorbent at

said relatively low pressure, and thereafter cyclically con-

tinuing the operation wherein per each cycle the volume

of said primary effluent passed in reverse flow through

said first and through said second bed of adsorbent is

3,101,262

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AVOIDING
NITRIC OXIDE-CONTAINING DEPOSITS IN GAS
DECOMPOSING PLANTS

Friedrich Rottmayr, Pullach, near Munich, Germany,
assignor to Gesellschaft fur Linde's Eismaschinen
Aktiengesellschaft, Hollriegelskreuth, near Munich,
Germany, a corporation of Germany

Filed Dec. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 73,291

Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 5, 1959
4 Claims. (CI. 62—23)

1. Method for avoiding nitric oxide-containing deposits

in gas decomposing plants, particularly coke oven gas de-

composing plants for the production of hydrogen gas

where from the pre-purified gases containing only low-

boiling constituents mcluding aliphatic hydrocarbons and

carbon monoxide these constituents are separated by con-

densation in at least two series-connected heat-exchangers

arranged at different temperature levels, characterized in

th.it the separated liquids separately collected from each

heat-exchanger are conducted in apparatus units separate

from said heat-exchangers to be evaporated by indirect

heat-exchange with high pressure nitrogen flowing in

countercurrent to them, nitrogen being used in a known
way after e\pansit)n as a liquid washing medium in a

wash column in order to wash out the last traces of un-

desired impurities from the hydrogen gas to be produced.

3,101,263
HERBICIDAL METHOD

Harry Titles, El Cerrito, and Joe Antognini, Mountain
V iew, Calif., assignors to Stauffer Chemical Company.
a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 20, 1959, Ser. No. 807,344

7 Claims. (CI. 71—2.3)
I. The method of combating weeds comprising applying

a phytotoxic amount to the soil of a compound;

I) Ki
ii •'

Ri-S-C-N
\

Ri

wherein Rj is a cycloalkyl radical and wherein Rj and R3

are selected from the same and different lower alkyl

radicals and the unsubstituted allyl radical.

3,101,264
METHOD OF DELAYING BUD-BREAK

IN FRUIT TREES
William I. Boyd, North Brookfield, Mass., Henry J. Eavis,

Winchester, Va., and Panos L. Poulos, Wilmington,
Dei., assignors to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Com-
pany, Wilmington. Del., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 66,401

2 Claims. (CI. 71—2.7)
1. Method for delaying bud-break in fruit trees, said

method comprising coating the dormant buds of said trees.
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after the buds have formed but before the buds have to obtain pellets of a selected size and composition, and

reached the vegetative stage, with tetramethylthiuram di- melting said composite peUets of said selected size and

sulfide in an inert liquid carrier.

3,101,265

METHOD FOR PREVENTING UNDESIRED
PLANT GROWTH

Edgar J. Smntny, San Francisco, and Samuel B. Soloway,

Linda C. Dowding, and Johannes Van Overbeek,

Modesto, Califs assignors to Shell Oil Company, New
Yorit, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,372

9 Claims. (CI. 71—2.7)
1 . A method for preventing undesired growth of a plant,

which comprises bringing that portion of the p'ant whose

further growth, is unwanted into contact with an effective

amount of a sulfonium salt of the formula:

methyl

methyl-

S

i

.(X)-

whercin R represents alkyl of from 1 to 2 carbon atoms

and X represents an anion of the group consisting of the

acid sulfate ion, HSO4-; its esters R0SO4- wherein R" con-

tains up to 10 carbon atoms and is a member of the group

consisting of alkyl, aryl, and aralkyl, and such lydrocar-

bon radicals substituted by from one to a plurality of sub-

stituents of the group consisting of halogen and nitro;

the chlorate ion; the pcrchlorate ion; the thiocyanate ion;

the nitrate ion; the phosphate ion, POi"^; its partial esters,

ROPO*-' and ROROPO*- wherein R" has the aforesaid

meaning; the acid phosphate ions, H2PO4- and HP04~';

the cyanide ion, the borate ions, B02~, BOs" and 8407"';

the carbonate ion; the bicarbonate ion; the chromate ion;

the permanganate ion; the arsenate ions, AsOj-, Asa07~*

H2ASO4-; the arsenite ions; the carbamate ion; alkane

sulfonyl radicals of up to 10 carbon atoms and aryl hydro-

carbon sulfonyl radicals of up to 10 carbon atoms; car-

boxylic acid anions, (R"—C(0)— )" wherein Ro has the

aforesaid meaning.

C

l/n Jw^t tm

composition, in a cold mold arc furnace to obtain the

desired titanium alloy.

3,101,266

DEALLERGENIZATION AND DETOXIFICATION
OF CASTOR BEAN POMACE

Joseph R. Spies, Arlington, Va., Emery J. Coulson,

Takoma Park, Md., and Percy A. Wells, Abington, Pa.,

assignors to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of Agriculture

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 55,809

7 Claims. (CI. 71—23)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

1 . A process comprising combining castor bean pomace,

water, and calcium hydroxide to give a mixture having

a pH in the range of about 9.5 to about 12.5, and heating

the alkaline mixture at about 120" C. to lOO" C. for a

time interval of about eight to sixty minutes to inactivate

the castor bean allergen and destroy the toxic components

in the pomace.

3,101,267
METHOD OF ALLOYING TITANIUM

Edward J. Dunn, 4 Warner Lane, Thomaston, Conn.
FUed Jan. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 789,758

1 Claim. (CI. 75—10)
(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

A method for producing alloys of titanium comprising

the steps of pcUetizing the additives, screening the addi-

tive pellets to obtain pellets of a uniform size and com-

position, heating said pellets to a halide decomposing

temperature in a titanium halide atmosphere to deposit

titanium metal . thereon, screening the composite pellets

3,101,268

CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR REDUCING
IRON ORES

Francois Eschard, Croissy-sur-Seine, France, assignor

to Institut Francais du Petrole des Carburants et

Lubrifiants, Paris, France
Filed June 23, 1960, Ser. No. 38,289

Claims priority, application France June 26, 1959
7 Claims. (CI. 75—40)

1. A continuous process for reducing iron ores in the

liquid state by means of reducing gases, comprising at

least one step of a first stage, of bubbling reducing gases

through molten iron ores having a ratio of the number

of oxygen atoms combined with iron to the number of

iron atoms in the range of from 1.0 to 1.2, fed with

smelted crude iron ore at a substantially constant rate

of the iron contained therein; at least one step of a sec-

ond stage of bubbling oxygen and reducing gases, the

major part of which consists of methane, through fused

iron, fed with said molten iron ores at the same substan-

tially constant rate of the iron contained therein, the

molar ratio of oxygen to methane being at most 1.1; and

withdrawing liquid iron at said constant rate.

3,101,269
MAGNESIUM BASE ALLOYS

Edward Frederick Emiey, Manchester, England, assignor

to Magnesium Elektron Limited, Manchester, England

Filed Oct. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 143,839

Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 18, 1960

16 Claims. (CI. 75—168)
1. A wrought magnesium alloy consisting of the fol-

lowing parts by weight:
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Zr. 0.1-1%.
At least 22 cc. per

100 g. alloy.

Mn 0-0.3%.

RE 0-3.0%.

Th 0-3.0%.

Be 01%.

\\g Remainder.

the rare earth metals and thorium together not exceeding

4 ()''r , the hydrogen content being at least 80 cc. per gram

/Lirt-oniuni content, and the microslruclure of the alloy

being characterised in thai the distribution of the precipi-

tate dix's not change in the neighborhood of the grain

boundaries.

3,101,270
PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION OF UNSATURATED
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS BY MEANS OF RADI-
ATION SENSITIVE IRON COMPOUNDS AS
PHOTOINITIATORS

Helene D. Evans, Endwell, and Fritz W. H. Mueller,

Binghamton, N.Y., assignors to General Aniline & Film

Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 808,882

17 Claims. (CI. 96— 115)

2. A process of producing a polymeric photographic

image which comprises exposing to a pattern of actinic

radiations, a photographic element comprising a support,

carrying a layer comprising a photographic hydrophilic

colloid carrier material having dispersed therein at least

one ethylenically unsaturated monomer containing the

terminal grouping CH2=C< which is activated by

direct attachment to a negative group, and a light sensi-

tive ferric salt of an aliphatic acid, to form imagewise

quantities of activated iron salt in the exposed layer; con-

tacting the exposed layer, with water and a per com-

pound containing an O—O— grouping, to effect jwlymer-

ization of the monomer in proportion to the amount of

activated ferric salt; removing the residual monomer,
thereby leaving a polymeric photographic image, the den-

sity of which corresponds to the intensity of the exposing

radiation pattern.

ERRATUM
For Class 99—78 see:

Patent No. 3,100,909

3,101,271

PROCESS FOR PRESERVING TOMATOES AND
THE LIKE

Clifford V. Croall, 624 Coyote Road, San Jose, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 88,619

4 Claims. (CI. 99—154)
1. The process of preserving the natural red color,

flavor, and other physical characteristics of fresh, ripe

tomatoes and preparing them for use that comprises the

steps of: maintaining said fresh, ripe tomatoes for at least

six weeks time in a brine solution of approximately 1.04%

SOa and 0.52% hydrous lime at atmospheric room tem-

perature, thereafter removing said tomatoes from said

brine solution and then .soaking them for approximately

five consecutive twenty-four hour days in a 0.6% solution

of H2O2 at atmospheric room temperature changing said

solution to a fresh solution of the HjOj each twenty four

hours.

3,101,272
PROCESS FOR IMPROVING STRUCTURAL
MEMBERS AND IMPROVED STRUCTURAL
MEMBERS

Glenn W. Sctzer, Johnson City, Tenn.
(21 3rd St., Bristol, Tenn.)

Filed Aug. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 831,670
3 Claims. (CI. 117—7)

«<»»'

1. A process for improving load-bearing metal struc-

tural members comprising, applying molten metal along a

portion of the member normally acting in tension under
load, and allowing the applied metal to cool and shrink

to draw the portion of the member to which said molten

metal has been applied into compression and hold it

compressed.

3,101,273
BINDING COMPOSITION FOR FLOCK AND PROC-

ESS FOR FLOCKING A TEXTILE FABRIC
Kuno Wagner, Richard Schwaebel, and Wilhelm

Graulich, Leverkusen, Germany, assignors to Farben-
fabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Ger-
many, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. FUed Nov. 6, 1957, Ser. No. 694,751
Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 30, 1956

16 Chiims. (CI. 117—33)
1. As a novel binding agent for adhering a fibrous flock

to a textile surface, a composition consisting essentially

of a major amount of a latex of a water-insoluble film-

forming px>lymer of a monomer containing a terminal

vinyl group, and a minor amount of an N-methylol-poly-

ether prepared by the acid etherification of a poly-N-

methylol compound and a monomeric aliphatic poly-

hydric alcohol.

2. In a process for fluffing a textile surface by coating

the latter with a fibrous flock, the improvement compris-

ing employing as the adhesive for said flock the composi-

tion of claim 1.

3,101,274
PROCESS OF APPLYING WEAR RESISTANT

METAL COATINGS
John M. Beyerstedt, West Allis, and Helmer E. Erickson

and Henry H. Talboys, Milwaukee, Wis., assignors to

Nordberg Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,

a corporation of Wisconsin
Filed June 23, 1958, Ser. No. 743,808

1 Claim. (CI. 117—46)

o
1

^
A process for applying a wear resistant metal layer to

a relatively high carbon content base metal without ex-

cessively increasing the carbon content of the base metal,

including the steps of providing a relatively low carbon
steel tube surrounding a plurality of abrasive resistant par-

ticles, initially carburizing the tube to add a predeter-

mined amount cf carbon thereto consistant with the de-

sired hardness of the wear resistant layer, adjusting a heat
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source to a generally neutral condition so that carbon

will not be added to the base metal in any appreciable

quantity therefrom, setting the temperature of the heat

source to a sufficiently low value, relative to the melting

point of the steel tube and the tube's carbon content, so

that when the tube is melted on the base metal the thus

formed layer, will have a viscosity such that the abrasive

resistant particles will stay in suspension and will not sink

to the bOitom of the metal layer, applying the neutral

heat source and carburized tube to the base metal for a

period of time so that the steel will melt and be sufficiently

liquid to form a matrix layer on the base metal of suffi-

cient viscosity, during i.s liquid condition, to hold the par-

ticles in suspension, and removing the heat source and al-

lowing the matrix to solidify with the particles distributed

therein.

3,101,275
PROCESS OF COATING A SHAPED SWOLLEN
POLYMER SUBSTRATE AND TREATING WITH
IONIZING RADIATION

Theodore Cairns, Greenville, and Boynton Graham and
David Tanner, Wilmington, Del., assignors to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., a

corporation of Delaware
FUed May 15, 1957, Ser. No. 659,227

23 Claims. (CI. 117—47)

and is polymerized in situ as a result of the action of

said ionizing radiation, the improvement which comprises

swelling the regenerated cellulose film by incorporating

therein at least 15% by weight, based on the weight of

film, of a water-soluble non-polymerizable swelling

agent for cellulose, and thereafter subjecting the surface

of the resulting swollen film to said ionizing radiation.
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1. In a process of coating, by means of ionizing radia-

tion, a swollen normally-solid organic polymer substrate

with a chemically-distinct coating material which is not a

swelling agent for said polymer substrate, the improve-

ment which comprises ( 1 ) swelling the polymer substrate

prior to irradiation by incorporating therein about 3-50%

by weight, based on the weight of said substrate, of a non-

polymerizable normally-liquid swelling agent, said swelling

agent being (a) chemically distinguishable from the sub-

strate polymer, the monomeric species of the polymer and

the material of the coating, and (b) compatible with and

capable of causing the substrate polymer to swell at least

10% by volume, and (2) removing at least about 50% of

the swelling agent from the polymer substrate after the

coating is affixed thereto.

3,101,276
PROCESS FOR GRAFTING POLYMERS TO

CELLULOSE SUBSTRATES
Robert William Hendricks, Claymont, Del., assignor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,

Del., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed July 8, 1957, Ser. No. 670,369

9 Claims. (CI. 117—56)
1. In the process of forming polymers on regenerated

cellulose film wherein the surface of cellulose film is

subjected to ionizing radiation and an ethylenically unsat-

urated monomer is applied to the surface of the film

3,101,277

METHOD OF RENDERING METALLIC SURFACES
CORROSION RESISTANT

Heinz Eder, Gauting, near Munich, and Siegfried Bloeck,

Furth, Bavaria, Germany, assignors to Wacker-Chemie
G.m.b.H., .Munich, Bavaria, Germany

Filed Apr. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 808,899
Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 30, 1958

9 CUims. (CI. 117—132)

i
!
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pound and the nitrogen-containing salt is effected, and

there is formed an aldehyde which is prevented from ac-

celerating the polymerization by combmat.on of the alde-

hyde with the sulfite, and, thereafter, drying and curing

the thus-impregnated cellulosic material.

degree of gate opening being such as to permit discharge

of approximately the same quantity of the slate granules

3,101,279

FLAME PROOFING OF CELLULOSIC
MATERIA!^

George M. Wagner, Lewlston, and Paul E. Hoch, Youngs-

town, N.Y., assignors to Hooker Chemical Corporation,

Niaeara Falls, N.Y., a corporation of New York

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 70,389

17 Claims. (CI. 117—137)

1. A process for preparing a flame retardant cellulosic

material which comprises impregnating the cellulosic

material with an aqueous resin solution of tetrakis(a-hy-

dro\>organo)phoNphoniiim chloride compound, a water-

soluble cyclic nitrogen-containing compound selected

from the group consisting of tria/ines and dimcthylol

cyclic alk>lene ureas, a strong acid salt of a material

selected from the group consisting of magnesium, /inc.

and tertiary amines, and a sulfite compound capable of

ci>mbming uith an aldehyde, whereby polymeri/ation of

the phosphonium compound, the cyclic nitrogen contain-

ing compound and the strong acid salt is effected and there

is formed an aldehyde which is prevented from accelerat-

ing the polymerization by combination of the aldehyde

with the sulfite, and, thereafter, drying and curing the

thus-impregnated cellulosic material.

per unit of strip length regardless of the speed of strip

movement.

3,101,282
POSTAGE STAMP DISPENSER

Robert B. Glassco, Arcadia, and Bumie M. Craig, Pasa-

dena, Calif., assignors to Bert M. Morris Co., l.os

Angeles, Calif., a corporation of California

Filed July 6, 1959, Ser. No. 825,053

4 Claims. (CI. 118—40)

lO-y

3,101,280

METHOD OF PREPARING INDIUM
ANTIMONIDE FILMS

Benjamin C. Harrison, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, and

Edwin H. Tompkins, Berwyn, III., assignors, by mesne

assignments, to International Business Machines Cor-

poration. Endicott, N.Y., a corporation

Filed Apr. 5. 1961, Ser. No. 100.969

4 Claims. (CI. 117—201)
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1. The method of forming semiconductive films on a

substrate placed in an evacuated chamber comprising the

steps of. reacting vapors of trimcthylindium and st:bine

over said substrate at room temperature and at a pressure

of about 2 mm. to form a coating on said substrate and

heating said substrate to a temperature in the range of 150°

C". for decomposing said coating to form an indium an-

timomde film on said substrate.

3,101,281

MEANS FOR APPLYING SLATE GRANULES
TO SHINGLES

William M. Bowen III, Paoli, Pa., assignor to Certain-teed

Products Corporation, Ardmore, Pa-, a corporation of

Maryland ^, ,-,
Filed Oct. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 65,371

7 Claims. (CI. 118—7)

5. A machine for applying slate granules to a moving

.strip of shingle material comprising a supply hopper for

the granules, a hopper opening adapted to discharge

granules onto the moving strip, a gate controlling said

opening, an adjustable stop for controlling the degree of

gate opening, means responsive to changes in the speed of

strip movement adapted to adjust the position of the stop

in relation to the speed, and means for opening the gate

to the degree permitted by the position of said stop, the

1. In a device for dispensing stamps from a strip coiled

into a roll and coated with a water soluble adhesive on

one side, the combination of: a housing including two

housing members and provided with a chamber therein

for the roll, one of said housing members being provided

therein with a passageway for the strip which has an inlet

end in communication with said chamber ami an outlet end

extending through said one housing member to the ex-

terior of said housing at one end thereof; pivot means

interconnecting said housing members at the opposite eml

of said housing; spring means engaging said housing mem-

bers and biasing same apart; and moistening means car-

ried by said housing at said one end thereof for moistening

the adhesive coated side of the strip as it is moved from

said outlet end of said passageway, said moistening means

including locking means engageable with said housing

members for limiting movement of said housing members

apart under the influence of said spring means, said one

housing member having a hole therein at said one end

of said housing and the other of said housing members

having a slot therein at said one end of said housing and

registering with said hole, said locking means on said

moistening means being disposed in said hole and said

slot.

3,101,283
INKING DEVICE

Eugene G. Brown, 14906 Prevost, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jan. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 83,528

1 Claim. (CI. 118—268)
An inking device for mounting in a typewriter or the

like machine having a ribbon inking roller comprising: an

ink cartridge, a wick tube on the cartridge opening there-

into at one end and projecting laterally from the cartridge,

a wick in the tube having one end immersed in ink in the

cartridge and the other end projecting beyond the outer

end of the tube, said wick being wedge-shaped at its outer
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end to provide a surface portion for tangentially engaging

the ribbon inking roller, said surface portion being of

wedge shape diverging from a point at the extreme end

of the wick rearward along the wick toward the end of

the tube whereby the band width of ink applied to the

the condensable vap)or delivered to said mixing zone to

maintain the selected temperature in said detention zone.

3,101,285
FUEL CELLS

Anthony Desmond Shand Tantram and Bryan Sidney

Harris, Dorking, England, assignors to National

Research Development Corporation, London, England,

a British corporation
FUed Mar. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 98,441

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 1, 1960

10 Claims. (CL 136—120)

roller may be varied by shifting such surface portion

tangentially relative to the surface of the roller to in-

crease or decrease the area of contact between the wick

and roller, and means for supporting the wick for shiftable

movement tangentially of the roller to vary the band width

of ink applied to the roller.

3,101,284
LMPROVED METHOD FOR CONTINUOUS

HEATING OF LIQUIDS
Oliver R. Etheridge, Decatur, III., assignor to A. E.

Staley Manufacturing Company, Decatur, III., a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed Feb. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 790,487

16 Claims. (CL 127—69)

»• 1 L
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1 . The method for instantaneously heating a liquid and

then heating every portion of it uniformly for a selected

time at a selected temperature that comprises the steps of

( 1 ) establishing in series a mixing zone, a baffle zone and

a detention zone of variable height below the baffle zone;

(2) in said mixing zone, turbulently mixing a condensable

vapor and said liquid under conditions to condense at

least a major proportion of the vapor to form a mixed

stream; (3) in said baffle zone, receiving said mixed

stream and flowing it downwardly to said detention zone

while decreasing the mixed stream flow velocity and dis-

tributing the flow over the cross section of said detention

zone; (4) in said detention zone, receiving the mixed

stream from said baffle zone, temporarily retaining it as a

relatively quiescent volume and establishing a selected li-

quid level thereof; (5) maintaining the selected liquid level

by modulating the rate of withdrawing the liquid frcMn

the bottom of the detention zone in response to the head

of liquid in the detention zone; and (6) in response to

the pressure in said baffle zone regulating the pressure of

r-"t r-- 1 r y-i
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1. An electrode for a fuel cell comprising a support

member in the form of a thin flate plate, at least one face

of the support member being shaped to define two sets

of grooves, one set for supplying fresh gas and the other

set for removal of spent gas, the two sets of grooves being

interleaved, a porous layer of electrode material attached

to the said face and means for supplying fresh gas to

one set of grooves and means for exhausting spent gas

from the other set of grooves.

3,101,286
PHOSPHATE COMPOSITION AND METHOD FOR

COATING METALLIC SURFACES
Eari R. Reinbold, Levittown, Pa., assignor to Amchem

Products, Inc., Ambler, Pa^ a corporation of Pennsyl-

FUed Nov. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 69,737

10 Claims. (CL 148—6.15)

I. An aqueous solution for coating a continuous hot-

dipped, zinc-coated, ferrous surface the coating-producing

ingredients of which consist essentially of about 0.5"^ to

2.5 ''c phosphate ion, a metal ion selected from the group

consisting of the zinc ion and the manganese ion in a

proportion at least sufficient to form dihydrogen phosphate

with said phosphate ion, 0.01 to 0.49c nickel ion, at least

one oxidizing ion selected from the group consisting of

the nitrate ion and the nitrite ion in a concentration of

about 0.2 to ICc nitrate ion and 0.0002% to 0.008%

nitrite ion, and a titanium containing ion in a proportion

sufficient to produce at least 0.009% soluble titanium.
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3,101,287

CONDITIONING TREATMENT FOR METAL
SURFACES

Leo P. Curtin, Cranbury, NJ.; Leo V, Curtin, executor

of said Leo P. Curtin, deceased

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 80,048

1 Claim. (CI. 148—6.16)
A process for the application of bonding coats of the

trivalent chromium type to a metal selected from the

class consisting of magnesium, aluminum, zinc, ferrous

metals and their alloys which comprises the following

sequence of steps: ( 1) cleaning the surface of the metal

with a hot. alkaline solution followed by a water rinse,

( 2 ) wetting the metal surface with an aqueous condition-

ing solution at a temperature of from about 20° C. to

about 95° C. for a time from about one-quarter minute

to about five minutes, said conditioning solution con-

sisting essentially of from' about 0.3 percent to about

10.1) percent of an orthophosphoric acid compound se-

lected from the class consisting of dihydrogen phosphates

of di- and trivalent metals at least as high as iron in the

electromotive series, ammonium d-{h\drogen phosphate

and free phosphoric acid and from about 0.02 percent

to about 0.10 percent of a compound comprising in the

molecule an open-chain hydrocarbon radical of from

about 7 to about 21 carbon atoms and a polyoxyethylene

chain of at least 2 oxyethylene groups, (3) without rin-

sing off the conditioning solution, wetting the metal sur-

face with a hexavalent chromium bonding coat solution

containing a reducing agent for said hexavalent chro-

mium., and (4) heating the metal carrying a film of bond-

ing coat solution on its surface to a temperature above

100° C. to bring about drying and reduction of the hex-

avalent chromium with formation of the trivalent chro-

mium bonding coat.

rubber a sheet of a rubberized weftless fabric whose

threads arc inextensible and parallel to one another and

to the axis of the cylindrical body, spirally winding about

the central zone of said fabric a cord formed of one or

more extensible rubber threads covered with a braid of

inextensible material, subjecting said cord to a tension

stress corresponding to the stress which will be imparted

to it whenever the diaphragm is brought to its maximum
diameter, applying over said cord a second sheet of un-

curcd rubber and then an elastic sheath, bringing the

cylindrical body to its original diameter, and vulcaniz-

ing the assembly.

3,101,290
METHOD OF JOINING THE ENDS OF A

.MULTI-PLY LAMINATED BELT
Francis Victor Frederic Paul, Paris, France, assignor to

Societe Anonyme dite: Pneumatiques & Caoutchous
Manufacture Kleber Colombes, Place Valmy, Colom-
bes, Seine, France

Original application Apr. 1, 1957, Ser. No. 649,665.

Divided and this application Mar. 17, 1958, Ser. No.

725,462
Claims priority, application France May 31, 1956

2 CUims. (CI. 156—137)

3,101,288
EXPLOSIVE COMPOSITION

David L. Coursen, Newark, DeU "od Frank A. Loving,

Wenonab, NJ., assignors to E. I. du Pont de Nemours

and Company, WUmington, Del., a corporation of

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 18, 1957, Ser. No. 653,533

3 Claims. (CI. 149—21)
1. A gelatin dynamite composition comprising about

from 20 to 80% by weight of nitroglycerin, about from

0.5 to 6^c by weight of nitrocellulose, about from 10 to

70'"c by weight of an inorganic oxidizing salt, and about

from 0.25 to A^'c by weight of the entire composition of

a water and nitroglycerin insoluble polymerized thermo-

setting resin selected from the group consisting of urea-

formaldehyde and phenol-formaldehyde resins in the

form of thin-walled, hollow, spherical balloons, said bal-

loons having a bulk density of less than about 0,3

gram/cc. and a diameter between 2 and 360 microns,

said gelatin dynamite composition having a bulk density

of greater than 1.

3,101,289

METHOD OF MAKING EXPANSIBLE TUBULAR
DIAPHRAGMS FOR TIRE BUILDING DRUMS
Dario Ciietta and Antonio Pacciarini, Milan, Italy,

assignors to Pirelli S.p.A., IVIilan, Italy

Filed Apr. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 23,482

Claims priority, application Italy Apr. 24, 1959

6 Claims. (CI. 156—133)

1. A process for building up a tubular diaphragm which

is elastically expansible in the radial direction from a

predetermined minimum diameter to a predetermined

maximum diameter which comprises disposing a first sheet

of uncured rubber about a cylindrical body having a di-

ameter not greater than said minimum diameter, increas-

ing the diameter of the cylindrical body to said maxi-

mum diameter, winding about said first sheet of uncured

?i-t

1. The method of forming an endless belt by joining

the ends of a multi-ply laminated belt formed from a plu-

rality of plies including a reinforced ply defined by a

plurality of '«eparate flexible longitudinal armature units

emhediied in a mass of bonding compound which com-

prises the steps of removing the plies other than said rein-

forced ply from said reinforced ply over substantially

equal longitudinal lengths at each of said ends of the

laminated belt to be joined, cutting the thus uncovered

end portions of "-aid reinforced ply into complementary

internestable sawtooth configurations with each side of a

sawtooth comprising an equal number of equally dis-

placed free end portions of said armature units with at

least two adjacent armature units of equal length at each

sawtooth apex and at least two adjacent armature units

in each valley between adjacent apices, internesting the

sawteeth of the two ends of said belt with an apex of one

end being received in a valley of the other end. replacing

the removed plies upon said internested ends and bonding

and curing the resultant assembly.

3,101,291

ARTIFICIAL CHRISTMAS TREES
Michael J. Ijilick, 3700 W. 97th St., Evergreen Park, III.

Filed Aug. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 49,242

5 Claims. (CI. 161—24)
1. In an artificial tree having a plurality of metallic tree

branches, a metallic tree trunk, and means for mounting

said branches upon said tree trunk comprising, metallic

collars which are selectively affixed in axial spaced rela-

tion upon the tree trunk which axial spacing becomes

progressively less in the direction of the lower end of the
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tree, said collars each having integral lugs which are

adapted to removably receive a metallic tree branch, said

lugs each being manually bendable about a bend line to

vary the angle of the lug relative to the axis of the tree

trimk.

3,101,292

METHODS FOR MAKING BONDED NON-WOVEN
FIBROUS PRODUCTS AND THE PRODUCTS
OBTAINED

Benjamin B. Kine, Elkins Park, and Nathaniel A. Matim,

Levittown, Pa., assignors to Rohm & Haas Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed May 20, 1960, Ser. No. 30,448

9 Claims. (CI. 161—227)
1. As an article of manufacture, a non-woven fibrous

product in which the fibers are distributed in random

array, the fibers of which consist of fibers selected from

the group consisting of cellulosic fibers, polyamide fibers,

vinyl resin fibers, and polyester fibers, fibers in the prod-

uct being bonded together by a binder, substantially uni-

formly distributed through the body of the product,

consisting essentially of a water-insoluble copolymer,

having an apparent second order transition temperature

of not over 30° C, of copolymerizable monoethylenical-

ly unsaturated molecules comprising 3 to 50% by weight

of monomer molecules selected from the group consist-

ing of methacrylyl dicyandiamide and acrylyl dicyandi-

amide in which the acrylyl group has the formula

HiC=CH

3,101,293

CONTROLLED RELEASE COMPOSITIONS AND
THEIR PREPARATION

William E. Gaunt, Shaker Heights, and Robert P. Tanscy,

Hudson, Ohio, assignors to Strong Cobb Amer Inc.,

Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of New York

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 106,152

12 Claims. (CI. 167—82)

1. A process for preparing a controlled release composi-

tion which regulates the rate of release of a therapeutic

agent into alimentary fluids varying in pH from the acidity

of gastric juice to the alkalinity of intestinal fluids which

comprises combining a solution of an acid-resistant alkali-

susceptible material in a non-polar/polar solvent mixture

containing at least about 50% non-polar solvent with a

separate solution of an alkali-resistant acid-susceptible

material in the same solvent mixture, incorporating a

therapeutic agent into one of said solutions prior to com-

bining the solutions, removing solvent from the gel struc-

ture which forms and breaking the dried gel into particles,

whereby each gel particle has the therapeutic agent sub-

stantially imiformly dispersed therethrough in discrete

form.

3,101,294

PROCESS FOR FORMING A WEB OF SYNTHETIC
FIBERS

Anton Fridrich Fridrichsen, Kennett Square, Pa., assignor

to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilming-

ton, Del., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawmg. Filed Dec. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 860,110

5 Claims. (CI. 162—146)

1. In the process for forming a non-woven, fusion

bonded, composite sheet from synthetic polymer staple

fiber and fibrid binding agent, said polymer being se-

lected from the group consisting of poly(hexamethyIene

adipamide), polycaproamide, polyethylene terephthalate,

copolymers containing hexamethylene adipamide and

caproamide units, and copolymers containing ethylene

terephthalate and ethylene isophthalate units, by con-

comitantly depositing an aqueous slurry of a mixture of

said staple fiber and at least 10% by weight of fVbrid

binding agent to form a sheet, drying, and thereafter

heat calendering the sheet to increase the bonding action

of the fibrid binding agent upon the staple fibers, the im-

provement for providing a stronger and more uniform

sheet without destructive coalescense of the fibrous char-

acter of the fibrid binding agent and staple fibers where-

in said calendering is conducted (a) upon said sheet

while containing an initial amount of at least 10% by

weight of water and (b) at a temperature at least 20°

C. below the melting point of the lowest melting poly-

meric component in the sheet, and between about 105°

C. and about 140° C, and at a nip pressure of at least

5 pounds per inch.

and the methacrylyl group has the formula

o

HiC=C(CHi)C-

and at least 50% by weight of at least one monomer

selected from the group consisting of styrene, chloro-

styrene, p-methylstyrene, vinyl chloride, vinyl aceUtc,

acrylamide, methacrylamide, acrylonitrile, methacrylom-

trile. esters of acrylic acid, and esters of methacrylic acid,

said polymer being cured to an infusible condition in

which it is also insoluble in organic solvents, said prod-

uct being substantially resistant to laundering and dry-

cleaning, the amount of binder being from 20 to 200%

of the weight of fibers in the product.

3,101,295

PICKING AND GINNING AID
Frederick T. Lense, Mauldin, S.C, assignor to Esse

Research and Engineering Company, a corporation of

Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 136,170

15 Claims. (CI. 117—139.5)

1. The method in the conditioning of raw cotton fibers,

which comprises subjecting the seed cotton fibers, prior

to ginning, to a uniform application of 0.05 to 10 wt.

percent, based on the weight of the raw cotton fibers,

of a Ci3 to C32, branched chain, monohydric, primary

alcohol, wherein said alcohol is a liquid at all tempera-

tures between 40° and 115° F.
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3,101,296
SYNERGISTIC INSECTICIDAL COMPOSITION

Mortimer T. Harvey, South Orange, NJ., assignor to

Marvel Research Corporation, a corporation of New
Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 851,551

9 Claims. (CI. 167—24)
1. In an insecticidal composition, in combination (a)

insecticidal material selected from the group consisting

of the pyrethrins, rotenones and halogenated hydrocar-

bons and (b) a synergist compx>und comprising a com-

pletely saturated carbon chain having a terminal radical

at each end thereof, one of said terminal radicals being

selected from the group consisting of the three rings:

wherein R is a radical selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, alkyl and. together with R', alkylene and

alkoxyalkylene. and R' is a radical selected from the

group consisting of alkyl and, together with R, alkylene

and alkoxyalkylene, the total number of carbon atoms

contained in both R and R' being from 4 to 5.

^O/
and

\o/" \n/"

and the other terminal radical being selected from the

group consisting of the aforesaid three rings and alkyl,

said carbon chain including as a part thereof intermediate

said terminal radicals a radical selected from the group

consisting of

o

-C- and CHOn
I

which intermediate radical is separated from the terminal

radical when the terminal radical is one of the aforesaid

three rings by the group —CHj-—CHj— forming a part

of said carbon chain and which intermediate radical is

attached directly to the terminal radical when the terminal

radical is the said alkyl group.

3,101,297

DIAPER WASHING COMPOSITION
Joseph Hack, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Sir Properties,

Lac, a corporation of Maryland
No Drawing. Filed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 109,876

3 Claims. (CI. 167—30)
1. Th/ process of making an anti-bacterial washing

composition which comprises mixing a first solution of

approximately 9% of a bleaching component, .7% of

a cationic stabilizing component for neomycin sulphate.

.6% of N.N.N'.N' tetrakis (2-hydroxy propyl) diamino

dioleate mcthosulphate and 89% water, mixing a second

solution of 2% tetra-potassium pyrophosphate and 98%
water, combining the two solutions into a composition of

65.5% by weight of the first and 24.4% by weight of

the second in the final volume, and adding to the com-

bined solutions an n-alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium
chloride in an amount of approximately 10% by weight

of the final volume.

3,101,299
SILICA-GEL POWDER TABLET COMPOSITIONS

Marcel Ferrand, Lyon, France, assignor to Societe

Parisienne d'Expansion Chimique S.P.E.C.I.A., Paris,

France, a French body corporate

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 148,743
Claims priority, application France Nov. 17, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 167—82)
2. A composition for tableting comprising a powdered

composition containing a pharmaceutically active sub-

stance, a diluent therefor and at most 0.1% by weight of

silica gel in the form of microiine powder.

3,101,300
CLEAR MINERAL OIL IN WATER EMULSION

FOR HAIR APPLICATION
Bernard Siegal, Berkeley Heights, Rita M. Petgrave.

Wayne, and Paul Than, Westfield, NJ., assignors to

Bristol-Myers Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed June 30, 1960, Ser. No. 39,769

8 Claims. (CI. 167—87)
1. A clear transparent gel composition consisting

essentially of. by weight: (a) from about 15% to about

30% of mineral oil; (b) from about 40% to about 70%
of water; (c) from about 5% to about 12% of a higher

fatty acid aJkylolamide having the following generic

formula:

R'

Nn-U-"

3,101,298

CHEMOTHERAPELTIC AGENTS AND PROCESSES
FOR THEIR PRODUCTION

Andr^ Gb-ard, Paris, France, assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Roussel-UCLAF, S.A., Paris, France, a cor-

poration of France
Filed May 7, 1959, Ser. No. 811,742

Claims priority, application France June 6, 1958

14 Claims. (CI. 167—65)
1. Amide derivatives of w-(p-carboxy-phenyl)-dithio-

biuret having the structural formula

NII-CS-NH-CS—VHi

.Rn

wherein R is a fatty acid residue containing from about

9 to about 13 carbon atoms, R' is a member selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen and a lower

alkyl monohydric radical having from 1 to 4 carbon

atoms, and R" is a lower alkyl monohydric radical having

from 1 to 4 carbon atoms; (d) from about 6% to about

20% of a non-ionic ether containing surfactant having

the generic formula:

R0(CjH40)nH

wherein R is an aliphatic radical containing from about

8 to about 18 carbon atoms selected from the group

consisting of said non-ionic ether containing surfactant

wherein (n) is an integer having a value ol from about

10 to about 18, and a mixture of said ether surfactant

wherein (n) varies from 2 to about 30 for each member
of the mixture with the average value for (n), based on

the weight of the ether employed, being from about 10

to about 18 and (e) from about 2% to about 4% of

lanolin alcohols.

\^ -

r / .co.N ;

3,101,301
TRANSPARENT WATER AND MINERAL OIL

GELS AS HAIR CONDITIONERS
Bernard Siegal, Berkeley Heights, NJ., and Rita M.

Petgrave, New York, N.Y., assignors to Bristol-Myers

Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware
No Drawing. Filed May 11, 1962, Ser. No. 194,201

13 Claims. (CI. 167—87)
1. A clear transparent gel composition comprising by

weight: (a) from about 10% to about 35% of mineral

oil; {b) from about 50% to about 85% of water; (c)

from about 10% to about 60%, based on the quantity
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of mineral oil. of a higher fatty acid alkylolamide having

the following formula:

o
II

R-C-N
R'

/
\
R"

wherein R is a fatty acid residue containing from about

9 to about 13 carbon atoms. R' is a member selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen and a lower alkyl mono-

hydric radical having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and R"
is a lower alkyl monohydric radical having from 1 to 4

carbon atoms; {d) from about 10% to about 60%, based

on the quantity of mineral oil, of an aliphatic polyoxy-

alkylene glycol phosphate wherein the total quantity of

said amide and said phosphate is about 40% to about

80%. based on the quantity of mineral oil and wherein

the said phosphate has the following formula:

o
!l

IR— (CHiCIIiO).—).r(-OH)i-.

wherein R is an aliphatic radical having from about 8

to about 18 carbon atoms, n' is an integer having a value

of 2 to about 15 and n is an integer having a value of

1 to 3 and (e) from about 15% to about 30% based on

the sum total quantity of said amide and said phosphate,

of lanolin alcohols.

peratures above about 1100° F. to form manganese sul-

fide, followed by oxidizing the manganese sulfide to man-

ganese oxide by reaction with oxygen, wherein undesired

higher oxides of manganese are formed, in said last-

mentioned step the improvement which minimizes forma-

tion of said higher oxides, comprising controllably oxidiz-

ing only about 85 to 98 percent of the sulfide sulfur in

said sulfided acceptors so as to maintain about 2 to 15

percent of the manganese in the form of MnS, whereby a

major portion of the manganese is in the form of MnO
and formation of higher oxides of manganese is mini-

mized, and recovering the thus-treated regenerated ac-

ceptors for reuse under H2S-absorbing conditions.

3,101,303

PROCESS FOR REGENERATING MANGANESE
OXIDE ACCEPTORS FOR HYDROGEN SULFIDE

James D. Batchelor, Springfield, Va., and George P.

Curran and Everett Gorin, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to

Consolidation Coal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor-

poration of Pennsylvanb
Continuation of application Ser. No. 715,136, Feb. 13,

1958. This application Apr. 29, 1960, Ser, No. 26,927

7 Claims. (CI. 202—31)

LtjmomtcMou*
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3,101,304

DISTILLATION PROCESS FOR FLUOROCARBONS
Herbert Albert Wiist, Wilmington, Del., assignor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,

Del., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Apr. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 25,362

17 Claims. (CI. 202—39.5)

i^.

3,101,302 '

PURIFICATION AND RECOVERY OF
FUNGAL AMYLASES

George E. Inglett, Clarendon Hills, III., assignor to Com
Products Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 30, 1960, Ser. No. 75,640

2 Claims. (CI. 195—66)
1. A process for the purification and recovery of fungal

amylase preparations obtained from an organism selected

from the group consisting of members of the Aspergillus

genus and members of the Rhizopus genus which comprises

the following steps: first, mixing such preparations in aque-

ous medium with a clay mineral; second, adding a water

miscible organic solvent selected from the group consisting

of acetone, ethanol and 2-propanol in amount sufficient to

precipitate the starch hydrolyzing enzymes on the clay

mineral in water soluble form; third, separating the re-

sultant clay mineral-enzyme mixture from the liquid; the

ratio of solvent to water being between 1:1 and 2:1.

1. In a process employing solid acceptors containing

manganese oxide for absorbing hydrogen sulfide at tem-

-^
. . ^

1. A process for separating volatile perfluorocarbons

of one to five carbon atoms from close boiling and

azeotrope forming fluorocarbons of one to five carbon

atoms containing, in addition to fluorine, elements selected

from the class consisting of hydrogen, chlorine and

bromine, by extractive distillation in the presence of a

compound, liquid at distillation conditions and selected

from the class consisting of benzene, alkyl benzenes,

chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons, chlorinated benzenes

and chlorinated alkyl benzenes.

3,101,305

ACID COPPER PLATING BATH
Emil Roth and Gregor Michael, Bielefeld, Germany,

assignors to Riedel & Co., Bielefeld, Germany, a Ger-

man firm

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 720,824

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 16, 1957

6 Clahns. (CI. 204—52)
1. An acid copper plating bath for producing smooth

and levelled copper coatings of high brilliancy, said bath

containing, as brightening agent, a basic brightening

agent selected from the group consisting of dithiocar-

bamic acid compounds of the formula

Ri
\

I

/
Ri

N—C- -(CH|).—

X

wherein

Ri and Rj are members selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen, aliphatic, and aromatic residues,

X is a member selected from the group consisting of the

hydroxyl group, the carboxyl group, the sulfonic acid

group, and the carboxylic acid ester group, and

n is an integer between 1 and 10,

and heterocyclic nitrogen-containing compounds, at least



/
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one of the carbon-linked hydrogen atoms of said hetero-

cyclic compounds being substituted by the

—S—(CHa)^—

X

group X and n in said group representing the same mem-

bers and numbers as indicated above, and between about

001 g/1. and about 0.5 g./l. of a levelhng agent con-

sisting of an acid-soluble condensation product of thio-

urea an aliphatic aldehyde component consistmg of

formaldehyde, and a compound having at least two ammo

groups in its molecule.
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3,101,308

PROCESS FOR REDUCTION OF ORES TO METALS,
ALLOYS, INTERSTITIAL AND INTERMETALLIC
COMPOUNDS

Charles Sheer, Teaneck, NJ., Samuel Korman, Hewlett,

N.Y., and James O. Gibson, New Providence, NJ.,

assignors to Sheer-Korman Associates, Inc., New York,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Oct. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 61,870

7 Claims. (CI. 204—164)

3,101,306

RETICULATED POLYVINYL CHLORIDE AND
METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Constant Georges Wippler, Epinay-sur-Orge, France,

assignor to Compagnie de Saint-Gob^n, P«ris, France

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 24, 1958, Ser. No. 723,142

Claims priority, application France Apr. 11, 1V57

17 Claims. (CI. 204—154)
. , ^ ,

1. The method of preparing uncolored reticulated poly-

vinyl chloride, which comprises mixing polyvinyl chloride

with a non-polymerizable organic solvent, which swells

the polyvinyl chloride and which forms peroxide groups

spontaneously upon contact with air, and subjecting such

mixture to the action of high energy ionizing radiation

in the presence of an oxygen-containmg gas untU at least

5% reticulation has occurred.

1 ^/l-^^V*

J i-^.ttc

3,101,307
"

UTILIZATION OF PROTON RECOIL ENERGY IN

NEUTRON IRRADIATED VAPOR PHASE OR-

GANIC REACTIONS r^u„.H„„
Frank T. Barr, Summit, and Thomas A. Reiter, Chatham,

NJ., assignors to Esso Research and Engineering Com-

pany, a corporation of Delaware „, ..,
Filed Nov. 14, 1958, Ser. No. 773,956

'^ 8 Claims. (CI. 204—154J)

Vau'J 5'A'/', »*.-* "M,r.-ri J'

1. A process of reducing an oxide ore which comprises

forming an anode of carbon and a stoichemical quantity

of ore to produce the metal product desired, maintaining

a hierarc between a cathode and said anode, while limit-

ing the temperature of the anode face at the arc crater

to a point between the boiling point and the melting

point of the metal product, whereby the said metal prod-

uct accumulates in molten form upon the face of the

anode untU it drips off. while the other products are

carried into the arc as vapors.

3,101,309

FASTENER FOR AN ASSEMBLY OF PLATES
Edward F. Groh, Naperville, III., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the United States

Atomic Energy Commission
FUed Jan. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 168,854

3 Claims. (CI. 204—193.2)

1 A vapor phase hydrocarbon conversion process

wherein organic materials are converted by absorption

of energy from recoil protons which compnses maintam-

ine in a reacUon zone solid hydrogen bearing fibers hav-

ing a diameter in the range of 0.5-20 microns, a true

density in the range of 0.5 to 2 grams per centimeter ,

and a ratio of hydrogen nuclei to other nuclei greater

than 0.9, said fibers occupying in the range of 1 to 80 /fc

of the free volume of said reaction zone, exposing said

reaction zone to irradiation by fast neutrons havmg an

average energy above 100 e.v.. the average fast neutron

flux in said reaction zone b.-ing in the range of 10» to

10»6 neutrons per centimeter^ per second, passing said

vaporous organic material through said reaction zone so

irradiated wherein the density of said organic matenal

during ct^nversion is less than 0.5 gram per centimeter^

removing irradiated vapors from said reaction zone and

recovering product therefrom.

I. In an assembly comprising parallel plates having a

plurality of registered keyways opening in side edges of

the plates, spacers located between successive plates aiid

provided with keyways in register with the keyways in

the plates, and keys inserted in the keyways, the key-

ways being undercut to keep the keys from moving lat-

erally out of the keyways, the combination with the

outermost plates and the keys, of a plurality of spacing

retainers removably attached one to each end of each of

said keys, each of said spacing retainers having a convex

body portion and a convex terminal portion at right angles

\

thereto, said terminal portion being extended in the plane

of the end of the key into overlapping relationship with

the outermost plate, each of said convex portions being

extended outwardly from the key and being convex in

sections taken longitudinally of the assembly.

3,101,310

MAGNETIC END CLOSURES FOR PLASMA
CONFINING AND HEATING DEVICES

Richard F. Post, Walnut Creek, Calif., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the United

States Atomic Energy Commission .

FUed Feb. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 172,053

9 Claims. (CI. 204—193.2)

ucts of electrolysis, a streamline holder for the anode,

said holder being formed of dielectric, anticorrosive, chem-

ically resistant plastic resin and having a cavity in oat

surface thereof for reception of the anode, means iiuer-

conneoting said anode, said holder and said hull, saki

means comprising means for anchoring the anode disc

within the cavity of the header with one major surface

of the disc exposed to ambient sea water, said anode holder

being provided with a hole extending through the thick-

ness thereof whereby electrical contact can be made be-

tween the under surface of the platinum disc and the cur-

rent source of the cathodic protection system and means

for insulatedly attaching the holder to the hull.

*» *L ISTANlE /

1. In an open-ended device for the magnetic confine-

ment and heating of plasma to high kinetic temperatures

and having at least means for establishing in an evacuated

space a reaction zone defined by a magnetic confinement

field region for nuclear reactions between the constituents

of gaseous plasma therein, the improvement comprising

means including a plurality of solenoids spaced in gen-

erally coaxial parallel alignment and disposed in each

of the opposite end regions of said reaction zone for

generating therein an axially symmetric magnetic field

having a plurality of axially spaced nodal reflector field

regions of increased magnetic intensity terminally bound-

ing said reaction zone and defining a plurality of charged

particle trapping cells of lesser intensity interposed be-

tween said reflector field regions, said solenoids being

spaced so that the nodal fields generated thereby are suc-

cessively spaced to be at least about the mean free path

distance of interparticle collisions in said charged particle

trapping cells whereby the probability that particles escap-

ing axially from the reaction zone through the inner-

most reflector field regions will successively penetrate all

of said reflector field regions is low. and more effective

confinement of the plasma is attained.

3,101,311

ENERGIZED ANODE ASSEMBLY
Herman S. Preiser, Springfield, and Frank E. Cook,

Arlington, Va., and Boris H. Tytell, Mattapan, Mass.,

assignors to Cbemionics Engtaieering Laboratories, Inc.,

a corporation of North Carolina

Original application Dec. 2«, 1956, Ser. No. 631,377, now
Patent No. 2,910,419, dated Oct. 27, 1959. Divided

and this application May 29, 1959, Ser. No. 817,009

8 Claims. (CI. 204—196)
(Granted under Titie 35, U^. Code (1952), sec. 266)

, .zac li ,ti»

3.101,312
DRUM SINK SEPARATORS

Franz Brinkmann, Dortmund, Germany, assignor to

SKB Schuechtermann & Kremer-Baum Aktiengesell-

schaft fuer Aufbereitung, a corporation of Germany
Piled Apr. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 809,520

Clafans priority, application Germany Nov. 23, 1957
10 Claims. (CI. 209—172)

•r ^

'Mv^\vil- ~^-~ .
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said chamber and define an opening therefrom adjacent

said tangential inlet for discharge of accepted fractions,

said nozzle being in spaced relation to the chamber wall,

means defining an opening from said chamber at its op-

posite end for discharge of rejected fractions, said cham-

ber, nozzle and means defining the tangential inlet to

said chamber being so arranged that on tangential admis-

sion of a liquid suspension a swirling flow thereof is pro-

duced adjacent the chamber wall to carry rejected frac-

tions through the opening at said opposite end of said

chamber and accepted fractions to and through said

nozzle and means on said nozzle adjacent theanlet thereto

in said chamber providing an external lateral projection

to inhibit flow of dirt rich fractions through said nozzle

under the influence of eddy currents consequent to de-

livery of the suspension through said tangential inlet.

9,101,314

SCREEN DECK CONSTRUCTION
Louis W. Johnson, 3440 Franklin Blvd., Eugene, Oreg.

Filed Sept. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 139,785

8 Claims. (CI. 209—319)

2. In a vibrating screen apparatus, a screen deck in-

cluding a frame supporting a screening means on which the

material to be screened is deposited, said screening means

including at least two juxtaposed sections of screen each

extending longitudinally of the deck frame substantially

coextensively therewith, said sections having downwardly

projecting portions on the inner margins thereof, an elon-

gate longitudinally extending member disposed below the

level of the screen section and fixedly secured at least at

its ends and several intermediate points to said frame and

providing an upwardly facing longitudinal groove, said

portions projecting downwardly into said groove, clamp-

ing means engaging the top surfaces of said margms and

being connected to said member at a plurality of places

including at least several places intermediate the ends of

said member for clamping said margins against portions

of said member adjacent said groove, and means con-

nected to each of the outer margins of the sections and

applying tension to said sections independently of one

another.

3,101,315
GYRATING SCREEN

Robert A. Denovan, Dallieith, Ontario, Canada, assignor

to Denovan Ltd., Dalkeith, Ontario, Canada, a corpora-

tion of Canada ,^ ,-.
Filed Oct. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,374

2 Claims. (CI. 209—332)

end. and a discharge end. means located wholly below

said body for imparting gyratory movement thereto, com-

prising a driven shaft, a balance wheel fixed to said shaft,

a crank on said balance wheel and a drive bearing con-

necting said crank to said body, said drive bearing consti-

tuting a support for said head end, a supporting frame com-

prising a pair of posts at each end of said body, said move-

ment imparting means being carried by said pair of posts

at said head end. a pair of stabilizing struts for said head

end. each extending substantially perpendicularly down-

ward from said body, each said strut having a lower end

and an upper end. a seat for the lower end of each said

strut, mounted on said base, a seat for the upper end of

each said strut, mounted on said body, a resilient cushion

carried by each said end of each said strut, a cushion

being interposed between one said strut end and one said

seat for each strut, said seat for said lower end of each

said supporting strut being adjustable relatively to said

base to vary the angularity of each said strut relatively to

said base, said supporting frame being wholly located

below said top screening surface whereby said surface is

unobstructed, a main counterweight carried by said bal-

ance wheel, a compensating counterweight mounted for

revolution about the axis of said shaft and having a smaller

circumference of revolution than that of said main counter-

weight, and gear means connected to said shaft for driving

said compensating countcrwcigbt in a direction opposite to

the direction of roUtion of said shaft and main counter-

weight.

3,101,316

PROCESS OF TREATING WATER
Donald Rose, Dayton, Ohio, assignor of one-half to

Ronald D. Baker, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Sept 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,239

6 Claims. (CI. 210—35)

• -W
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1. A gyrating screen machine comprising, a base, an

inclined screen body having a screening surface, a head

1. The process of ion exchange using an ion exchange

high capacity resin mineral bed with a freeboard head of

water thereabovc with an inlet above the freeboard and

an outlet below the mineral bed which comprises the steps

of (a) passing water through said inlet and freeboard

spaced and down through said bed during the service

phase and withdrawing the treated water after treatment

thereof from said outlet to a point of use; reconditioning

said bed by (b) backwashing upwardly by introducing

water at the outlet below the bed and withdrawing same

through said inlet to a point of disposal at a rate so as

to expand the mineral bed about forty percentum with-

out removal of mineral through said inlet, (c) introduc-

ing a regenerate solution above said bed and below said

freeboard space and withdrawing the resultant regeneriite

solution from said outlet below the bed to a point of dis-

posal, (d) slow rinsing said bed by introducing water

above said bed and below said freeboard and (e) fast

rinsing by introducing water at said inlet and withdrawing

from said outlet below the bed to a point of disposal at a

rate about twice the backwash rate of flow whereby to

remove regenerate solution pockets left in the mineral

and freeboard space and to remove any turbidity and iron

deposits and to repack said mineral bed whereupon a sub-

sequent service phase will provide conditioned water with-

out traces of regenerate solution and iron deposit in case

of iron bearing waters being treated.
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3,101,317
COAGULATION PROCESS

James E. Starry, Western Springs, III., assignor to Naico

Chemical Company, Chicago, III., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed July 1, 1959, Ser. No. 824,188

5 Claims. (CI. 210—52)
1. The process of clarifying waters which contain sus-

pended solids which comprises the steps of:

(A) Treating such waters under floe forming condi-

tions with small incremental dosages of an inorganic

coagulant from the group consisting of alum and

water soluble salts of iron until the minimum dosage

is determined for producing a visible fine floe which

does not readily settle, and

(B) Thereafter continuously treating said waters with

the minimum dosage of inorganic coagulant de-

termined in step (A) and with at least 2 parts per

million of an alkali metal aluminate whereby a

dense, rapidly settling floe is formed and.

(C) Subsequently separating the water so treated from

the settled floe.

rinating the waste and converting the iron cyanide into

an intermediate iron cyanide product, and completing the

chlorination of the intermediate iron cyanide into a non-

toxic iron compound by maintaining an excess of free

chlorine of at least about .5 of a gram per liter and a

temperature of at least about 160° F. until the chlorina-

tion is completed.

3,101,318
METHOD AND COMPOSITION FOR REMOVING
DETERGENTS AND OTHER CONTAMINANTS
FROM LAUNDRY WASTES
Herbert M. Watson and Samuel B. Moseman, both of

2311 N. Front St., Harrisburg, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 101,637

15 Claims. (CI. 210—59)
I. A composition for removal of detergent from laun-

dry wastes from water consisting essentially of about

15 to 50% carbon, about 5 to 25% aluminum sulfate,

about 5 to 25% sulfamic acid, and from about 40 to 75%
diatomite.

3,101,319

METHOD FOR CONTROLLING THE GROWTH OF
BIOLOGICAL ORGANISMS IN WATER

Charanjit Rai, Chicago, Edward A. Tehle, Jr., Brookfield,

and Clarence K. Kambara, Chicago, III., assignors to

Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago, III., a corpo-

ration of Illinois

No Drawing. FUed Mar. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 802,662

6 Claims. (CI. 210—62)
1. The method of treating water to inhibit the growth

of algae therein which comprises adding to the water,

in concentration of 0.5 to 25 parts per million, a com-

pound having the formula Me(Z)n wherein Me is a metal

selected for the group consisting of copper, nickel, and

cobalt, n is an integer of at least 2 and not more than 4,

and Z is a substituted benzimidaztrfe'tontaining the fol-

lowing grouping: m

3,101,321
OXYGENATION APPARATUS

Robert J. Austin, Crete, III., and James F. Gmtsch, Hafai-

mond, and Russell C. Mallatt, Crown Point, Ind.,

assignors to Standard Oil Company, Chicago, III., a

corporation of Indiana

Filed Dec. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 862,948
5 Claims. (CI. 210—151)
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wherein R is selected for the group consisting of hydrogen

atoms and alkyl groups containing 1 to 3 carbon atoms,

and X is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen

atoms, halogen atoms, and alkyl groups containing 1 to 3

carbon atoms, and maintaining in said water an amount

of said compound sufficient to reduce the content of bio-

logical organisms therein.

3,101,320
CONDITIONING CYANIDE COMPOUNDS

Usiie E. Lancy, Ellwood City, Pa., assignor to Lancy

Uboratories, Inc., ZcUenople, P«., a corporation of

Pennsylvania
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 81,921

9 Claims. (CI. 210—62)
1. A procedure for conditioning waste containing cy-

anide compounds and at least iron cyanide which com-

prises wrhile maintaining an alkalinity of the waste, chlo-

1 . An apparatus for oxygenating liquid which comprises

an elongated liquid-retaining cell; an inlet for introduc-

ing liquid to be treated into said cell; an outlet for with-

drawing treated liquid from said cell; means for maintain-

ing a liquid level within said cell; a first compartment and

a second compartment in said cell; a vertical partition ex-

tending the length of said cell and separating said com-

partments, said vertical partition having an upper edge

which is above said liquid level for a substantial portion

of its length and which is below said liquid level for an-

other portion of its length; rotatable aeration brush means

positioned horizontally above that portion of the upper

edge of said vertical partition which is below said liquid

level, the radius of said brush means extending partially

below the liquid level of said cell; the rotational axis of

said brush means being substantially in alignment with

said vertical partition whereby the rotation of said brush

means impels air into liquid adjacent said vertical parti-

tion and causes liquid in said cell to move in the direction

of rotation from one of said compartments to the other

of said compartments over said partition; a plurality of

gates mounted in said vertical partition, each of said

gates including a plurality of vertically spaced openings

communicating said first compartment with said second

compartment and a slide member having a plurality of

vertically spaced openings, said slide member being capa-

ble of being raised and lowered with rest>ect to said open-

ings in said partition to provide varying horizontal flow

paths between said first compartment and said second

compartment; means for rotating said brush means to

introduce air into liquid in said cell and to circulate liquid

between said compartments; skimmer means positioned

near the outlet of said cell to collect floating material from

the surface of liquid within said cell and to discharge

therefrom collected material; sump means positioned near

said cell outlet to receive material discharged from said

skimmer means; means for withdrawing said material

from said sump; and means for diverting at least a por-

tion of said material in said sump to liquid in said cell.

« 3,101,322
CENTRIFUGE APPARATUS

RichanI Clifford Stallnum, San Carlos, and Edvard Mar-

tin Pedersen, Palo Alto, Calif., assignors to Beckman

Instruments, Inc., a corporation of California

FUed Aug. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 47,271

2 Claims. (CI. 233—24)

1. A high speed centrifuge apparatus comprising a

rotor, means for driving the rotor, a radially extending
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well formed in the lower portion of said rotor, a pin

housing mounted in said well, said housing including

a bore of first diameter having a shoulder at its outer

end to form an opening of a reduced diameter, a pin

slidably received in said housing, said pin having a first

portion of reduced diameter projecting radially outwardly

through said opening, a body portion slidably received

in the bore and forming a shoulder with said first portion,

the inner end of said housing being spaced from the

bottom of said well, a head portion at the inner end of

said body portion and having a diameter less than the

diameter of the rotor well and greater than the housing

ing essentially of about 5 to 25% by weight of alkali metal

alkyl mononuclear aryl sulfonate detergent having an
alkyl group of 8 to 15 carbon atoms and 10 to 50% by

weight of a potassium polyphosphate selected from the

group consisting of pyrophosphate and tripolyphosphate,

the total content of organic detergent and potassium poly-

phosphate being a maximum of about 55% by weight,

and having a saturated aliphatic monohydric alcohol of

2 to 3 carbon atoms in an amount from about Vi to 15%
by weight of the composition, the balance being substan-

tially water in admixture therewith sufficient to form a

liquid composition pourable in homogeneous form.

bore diameter whereby movement of the pin radially

outwardly within the bore is initially limited by abut-

ment of the head portion against the inner end of the

pin housing, a neck portion formed in the body portion

adjacent the head to provide less resistance to rupture

by tension than the remaining portion of said pin as to

fail under tension created by centrifugal forces so that

the neck portion controls the tension failure, upon rup-

ture of the pin under centrifugal forces the outward

movement of the pin is limited by abutment of the pin

shoulder against the housing shoulder, and means re-

sponsive to rupture of said neck portion for controlling

said driving means.

3,101,323
COMPOSITIONS IMPARTING ANTISTATIC PROP-
ERTIES TO FIBERS AND METHOD OF MAKING
SAME
Luigi Merlo and Giovanni Vitelli, Milan, Italy,

assignors to Montecatini Society Generale per

i'lndustria Mineraria e Chimica, Milan, Italy

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 12, 1960, Scr. No. 55,117

Claims priority, application Italy Mar. 29, 1956

3 Claims. (CI. 252—8.9)
1. A composition capable of preventing the develop-

ment of static electric charges in yarns made from natural

and synthetic textile fibers when applied to said fibers at

a ratio of about 0.5 to 1.0 percent by weight, said com-
position consisting of a homogeneous mixture of 10 to

25 parts of a liquid condensation product of ethylene

oxide and lauryl alcohol, and 60 to 40 parts of a liquid

condensation product of ethylene oxide and of glycerol,

homogeneously mixed with a polyglycol, said polyglycol

being polymerized ethylene oxide having an average mo-
lecular weight of about 200, said condensation products

each being formed with a molar predominance of ethyl-

ene oxide, the molar ratio in said condensation products

being not greater than about 8.36 mols, of ethylene oxide

to one mol of the other ingredient, the said polyglycol

comprising 30 to 35 parts of the mixture.

3,101,324
LIQUID DETERGENT COMPOSITION

Harold Eugene Wixon, Jersey City, NJ., assignor to

Colgate-Palmolive Company, New Yorii, N.Y., a cor-

poration of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 75,114

8 Claims. (CI. 252—138)
1. An improved liquid detergent composition consist-

3,101,325
TRIALKYL 9(10)-PHOSPHONOSTEARATES AS
PLASTICIZERS FOR VINYL CHLORIDE
POLYMERS

Daniel Swem and Richard Sasin, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignors to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of Agriculture

No Drawing. Original application May 19, 1959, Scr.

No. 814,357, now Patent No. 2,988,558, dated June 13,

1961. Divided and this applicaHon Apr. 28, 1960, Scr.

No. 35,858
6 Claims. (CI. 260—30.6)

(Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
1. A flexible composition comprising polymerized vinyl

chloride and, as a plasticizer therefor, about 35% by

weight of a compound selected from the group of formu-

las consisting of
o
n

CUi—(CHi)i-CH-(cni):—C—OR

and

R'O-P—OR'

-OKCU»— (CUi)r—CH— (Cili)r
I

R'O—P—OR'

i

wherein R and R' are alkyl radicals containing 1 to 8 car-

bon atoms.

3,101,326
POLYSULFIDE POLYMER CONTAINING STYRENE
OXIDE AS AN ODOR MASKER, AND MIXTURE
THEREOF WITH AN EPOXY RESIN

Lcwb Montesano, Upper Montclalr, NJ., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Ang. 15, 1961, Scr. No. 131,497

5 Claims. (CI. 260—43)
1. A composition of matter comprising a liquid organic

polysulfide polymer formed by reaction of an inorganic

alkaline polysulfide and an alkaline hydrosulfide mixture

with at least one organic compound having at least two

carbon-attached negative radical substituerfts capable of

4. A composition of matter in accordance with claim 1

wherein there is present a polyepoxide forrped by the re-

action between a diphenol and epichlorohydrin.

5. A composition of matter in accordance with claim 4

wherein said polyepoxide is a polyglycidyl ether of a

phenolformaldehyde condensation product and contains

approximately 1 gram mole of epoxy group per 178 grams.

3,101,327
POLYMERIZATION OF l-OLEFINS IN THE

PRESENCE OF AN ALLYL HALIDE
Harold D. Lyons, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. Filed Oct. 8, 1958, Scr. No. 765,934

8 Claims. (CI. 260—88.2)

1. In a process for polymerizing aliphatic 1 -olefins con-

taining 2 to 8 carbon atoms wherein the 1 -olefin is con-

tacted in a reaction zone with a catalyst which forms on

mixing (1) an alkylaluminum compound containing up

to 15 carbon atoms in each alkyl group and up to 40 car-

bon atoms per molecule and selected from the group con-

sisting o* trialkylaluminum compounds and alkyjalimii-

num halides, and (2) a titanium halide, at a temperature

in the range of 100 to 500* F. and a pressure sufficient

to maintain the reaction mixture in the liquid phase, the

improvement which comprises adding to said reaction

zone 0.01 to 10 mols of allyl halide j>er mol of said

alkylaluminum compound and titanium halide.

organic substance selected from the group consisting of

phosphoryl-containing compounds and sulfur trioxide-

stable ethers for a sufficient time to rearrange the oxime,

hydrolyzing the rearranged oxime and thereafter recover-

ing the lactam product.

3,101,328
POLYMERIZATION OF OLEFINS AND CATALYSTS

THEREFOR
James T. Edmonds, Jr., BartlesvUle, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Mar. 23, 1955, Scr. No. 496,340

6 Claims. (CI. 260—93.7)

1. A method for polymerizing an aliphatic 1 -olefin hav-

ing up to and including 8 carbon atoms per molecule

which comprises con.acting said olefin with a catalyst

which forms on mixing components consisting essentially

of ethyl bromide, magnesium, aluminum and titanium

teirachloridc, the ratio of the amounts of the components

in said catalyst being in the range of from 0.02 to 50 m<ds

of said ethyl bromide per mol of said titanium tetrachlo-

ride and from 0.02 to 50 mols of said magnesium and

aluminum per mol of said titanium tetrachloride.

3,101,329

METHOD OF FORMING FINE POLYETHYLENE
POWDERS

Francis M. Sweeney, East Hempfield, Pa., assignor to

Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa., a corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania ».»«,^
No Drawing. FUed Sept. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 229,254

5 Cbiims. (CI. 260—94.9)
1. A method for converting solid polymers of ethylene

into a powder which comprises mixing a low molecular

weight ethylene polymer in particulate form in a liquid

condensation product of ethylene oxide and propylene gly-

col, heating to a temperature sufficiently high to melt the

resin but below the thermal degradation point of the

condensation product, agitating the melted resin and con-

densation product to form a liquid-liquid dispersion, rapid-

ly cooling the dispersion to solidify the dispersed resin

droplets and recovering the solidified droplets from the

dispersion.

3,101,330

PROCESS FOR PREPARING METHYLOL STARCH
PROPIONAMIDE

Eugene F. Paschall, OrUnd Park, and Frederick D.

Thayer, Jr., Western Springs, HI., and William H.

Minkema, Fanwood, NJ., assignors to Com Products

Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed May 19, 1959, Scr. No. 814,133

7 Claims. (CI. 260—233.3)

1 . A process for preparing methylol starch propionam-

ide, in which the methylol group is attached to the amide

nitrogen, and which contains some free hydroxyl groups

per anhydroglucose residue of starch, which comprises

reacting starch and acrylamide in an aqueous alkaline

medium and treating the resultant product with formalde-

hyde in an aqueous alkaline medium a* a pH of 7 to 11.

3,101,332
9a.HALO-A»-STEROIDS OF THE PREGNANE

SERIES
Josef Fried, New Brunswick, NJ., assignor to Olin

Mathieson Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of Virginia

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 21, 1955, Scr. No. 489,769
16 Claims. (CI. 260—239.55)

6. A steroid of the formula

X\
0=

CHiY

i=0
—

z

wherein Z is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and a-hydroxy; and Y is selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, hydroxy, and lower alkanoyloxy.

3,101,333
STILBYL-ACENAPHTHENOTRIAZOLE

BRIGHTENERS
Dennis Arthur William Adams, Leeds, and Asim Kumar

Sarkar, Add, England, assignors to Hickson & Welch
Limited, Castleford, England, a British company
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 47,399

Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 9, 1956
4 Claims. (CI. 260—240)

1. 2 - (4" - styryl - 3" - sulphophenyl)(acenaphtheno-

6':7'-4:5)-l:2:3-triazole.

2. A compound selected from the group consisting of

( 1 ) a compound of the formula

CHi

-cn=cn CH,

and (2) a water-soluble salt of said compound selected

from the group consisting of alkali metal, ammonium,

lower alkylamine and lower alkanolamine salts.

\

3,101,331
PREPARATION OF LACTAMS

Albin F. Turbak, New Providence, and Herbert K. Wiesc,

Cranford, NJ., assignors to Esso Research and Engi-

neering Company, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed June 14, 1961, Scr. No. 116,935

6 Claims. (CI. 260—239.3)

1. Process for making lactams which comprises con-

tacting an oxime with sulfur trioxide complexcd with an

3,101,334

PROCESS FOR THE POLYMERISATION OF
CYANOGEN CHLORIDE

Adolf von Friedrich, Lcverkusen, Germany, assignor to

Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen,

Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 66,690

Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 12, 1959

6 Claims. (CI. 260—248)
1. In the process for the polymerization of cyanogen

chloride in the liquid phase under pressure and at ele-

vated temperature in the presence of catalyst to thereby

form cyanuric chloride as main product the improvement

of using as catalyst timgstic acid.
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3,101,335
DIUREIDOTRIAZINES AND PROCESS

FOR MAKING
Francis L. Scott, Elkins Park, Pa^ and Herbert Q. Smith,

Trenton, NJ., assignors to Pennsait Chemicals Corpo-

ration, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 11,998

4 Claims. (CI. 260—249.8)
1. 6-hydroxy-2,4-diureido-l,3,5-triazine.

2. The process of heating at a temperature between

about 140° and 250° C. a solid mixture of a polyamino-

1,3,5-triazine containing at least two primary amino

groups attached to carbon atoms in the triazinc ring and

a nitrogen compound taken from the group of urea and

biuret, extracting the reaction product with water, adding

additional nitrogen compound to the water-insoluble

residue and further heating the mixture at 140° to 250' C.

whereby an increased yield of a diureidotriazine product

is formed.

3,101t336
HETEROCYCLIC SUBSTITUTED BIGUANIDES

AND CYANOGUANIDINES
John William James, Langley, and Leslie Frederick

Wiggins, Wargrave, England, assignors to Aspro-

Nicholas Limited, London, England, a British com-

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 789,522

Claims priority, application Great Britain Feb. 3, 1958

11 Claims. (CI. 260—268)
1. A member selected from the group consisting of

compounds having the formula:

n Ri H Ri

X N-C-NH-C-NUR

3,101,338
HYDROXYDIALKYLAMINOALKYLAMINOISO-
QUINOLINES AND RELATED COMPOUNDS

Richard A. Robinson, Evanston, IIU assignor to G. D.

Scarie St Co., Chicago, HI., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 221,896

12 Claims. (CI. 260—268)
1 . A compound of the formula

Q—NH—Alk—NRR'
wherein Q is selected from the group consisting of iso-

quinolyl, 5-methoxy-l-isoquinolyl, and 7-chloro-l-isoquin-

olyl; Alk is lower alkylcne containing 2 to 5 carbon atoms;

and —NRR' is selected from the group consisting of

(lower alkyl)( hydroxy lower alkyl) amino, hydroxy (low-

er alkyUpipcrazinyl,

/I N NH NH
H Ri H R«

wherein R is a phenyl radical substituted by a radical

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, alkyl

radicals having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkoxy radicals

having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, nitro and halogen radi-

cals; X is a radical selected from the group consisting of

oxygen, Rj—N< and

R—NH—c—NH—

c

fJH NH
-NH— (CHi)d- -N

/
J

\

HiC

HiC
(HSlOi)i-xUiO

N

CHi CHi

CHi CHi

"n

where R and R' are alkyl radicals having from 1 to 5

carbon atoms and x is a number from to 4.

H

and

O-i- N-

(6ho.-^

I
\,

hydroxy Oower alkyl)—^

—

N-

wherein n is a positive integer less than 3.

3. 5 - {3 - [N - (2 - hydroxyethyl)ethylamdno]propyl-

amino}isc>quinoline.

10. 5 - {3 - [4 - (2 - hydroxycthyl) - 1 - piperazinyl]

propylamino}isoquinoline.

3,101^39
QUATERNARY SALTS OF NORMORPHINE

AND ITS ACYLATED DERIVATIVES
Karl ZeUe and Kurt Freter, Ingelhelm, Germany, assign-

ors to C. H. Bochrlnger Sohn, Ingelhelm (Rbhie), Ger-

many, a partnership

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 26, 1959, Ser. No. 858,556

Claims priority, application Germany Oct. 30, 1958

5 Claims. (CI. 260—285)
1. N-substituted normorphinium compounds having

the structural formula

RO-

o

.'Z

V
Ri, Ra. Rs and R4 are radicals each selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen and alkyl radicals having

from 1 to 4 carbon atoms; Rs is an alkyl radical havmg

from 1 to 4 carbon atoms; n is an integer of from 2 to 6

and p is an integer selected from the group consisting of

and 1.

3,101,337
l,4-DIALKYL.l,4-DIAZONIABICYCLO [2.2.2]

OCTANE DI (DISILICATE)

George T. Kerr, Cherry Hill Township, Camden County,

NJ., assignor to Socony MobU OU Company, Inc., a

corporation of New York
No Drawfaig. Filed June 29, 1962, Ser. No. 206,187

7 Claims. (CI. 260—268)
2. A composition characterized by the formula:

RO-

Ri

\/
CHV CHi

X©

^Ri

wherein

R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and

lower alkanoyl,

Ri and Rj are selected from the group consisting of

propyl, allyl and propargyl, and

X is selected from the group consisting of chlorine,

bromine and iodine.

3,101,340
4-TERTIARY-BUTYL., 4-DIPHENYLMETHYL-, AND
4.DIPHENYLHYDROXYMETHYL - PIPERIDINO-
PROPIONITRILES ^ ,

Kurt J. Rorig, Glenview, HI., assignor to G. D. Searie &
Co., Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed July 18, 1960, Ser. No. 43,328

4 Claims. (CI. 260—293)
1 . A compound of the formula

CHiCHiCN
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wherein Z represents a member of the group consisting of

radicals of the formulas

I

HiC—C—CHi
CH,

C—

HO-C-

3,101,341
1-BENZHYDRYL SUBSTITUTED 4-(AMINO-
METHYDPIPERIDINES AND 4-(AMIDO-
METHYL)PIPERIDINES

John W. Cusic, Skokic, and Ernest Lc Von, Morton
Grove, III., assignors to G. D. Scarie & Co., Chicago,

III^ a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 5, 1961, Ser. No. 100,827

10 Claims. (CI. 260—293)
1. A compound of the formula

3,101,343
PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF CERTAIN
ARYLATED HYDROXYBENZOAZOLES

Charles A. Clark, Binghamton, N.Y., Norman J. Dooren-
bos. Glen Bomle, Md^ and Lester Horwitz, Kansas
Ci^, Mo., assignors to General Aniline & Film Cor-
poration, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Jan. 9, 1957, Ser. No. 633,198

2 Claims. (CI. 260—304)
1. A process of preparing an azole characterized by

the following formiila:

/

RiCOO
X

\
C-Ri

\.N

wherein X represents the atoms necessary to complete an

aromatic ring system, Y represents a member of the

group consisting of an oxygen atom, a sulfur atom, a

selenium atom and an imino group, Rj represents the

residue of an acid anhydride, which comprises heating at

a temperature ranging from 220° C. to 280° C, an

azole characterized by the following formula:

C3l^-<3

v

(CHi)o—N—

R

L'
/

X

RO'
/
c-z

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen, methyl, and halogen; R is selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen and methyl; R' is selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, and lower

alkanoyl; and n is an integer between and 1 inclusive.

4. l-benzhydryl-3-aminomethylpiperidine.

3,101,342
DIQUATERNARY BIS-(4.ALKYLTHIO-

PYRIDYL-( 1)1-ALKANES
Klaus Thomas and Dietrich Jerchel, Biberach an der

Riss, Germany, assignors to Dr. Karl Thomae
G.m.b.H., Biberach an der Riss, Germany, a corpora-

tion of Germany
No Drawing. FUed May 9, 1961, Ser. No. 108,770

Claims priority, application Germany May 14, 1960

8 Claims. (CI. 260—294.8)
1. Diquaternary compounds of the formula

^
-<

t
N -R—

N

> ] 2A-

wherein X and Y have the values given above, Z is a sub-

stituent other than hydrogen and R is a member selected

from the group consisting of alkyl and aryl group in a

melt of mixture of sodium hydroxide and potassium

hydroxide, said melt containing an alkali metal sulfide as

a reducing agent and reacting the ortho-substituted amino-

phenol thus obtained with an acid anhydride.

2. A process of preparing 2-methyl-6-acetoxybenzothi-

azole which comprises heating 2-amino-6-methoxybenzo-

thiazole in a melt of mixture of equal parts of potassium

hydroxide and sodium hydroxide, said melt containing

sodium sulfide as a reducing agent, dissolving the melt in

water, reacting the solution of 2-amino-5-hydroxythio-

phenol thus obtained with acetic anhydride, separating the

resulting diacetate and refluxing it with acetic anhydride.

wherein

R is alkylene of 1 to 10 carbon atoms,

R' is selected from the group consisting of straight or

branched chain alkyl of 1 to 16 carbon atoms and

alkenyl of 3 carbon atoms,

R" is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and

methyl, and

A is the anion of an acid selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrohalic ackis and p-toluene sulfonic acid.

3 101344
PROCESS FOR PREPARING TETRACYANO-

1,4.DITHIIN
Robert D. Vest, WUmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, WUmington, Del., a

corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 92,140

16 Claims. (CI. 260—327)
1. In the preparation of tetracyano-l,4-dithiin, the steps

which comprise (1) contacting, at a temperature not

greater than about 75° C, a salt of the group consisting of

the alkali metal and tetra (1-2 carbon alkyl) ammonium
salts of cyanodithioformic acid with an oxidizing agent of

the group consisting of chlorine, bromine, thionyl chlo-

ride and sulfuryl chloride in an essentially anhydrous liq-

uid organic solvent in which the salt of cyanodithioformic

acid is stable and (2) subsequently, within about one hour,

separating tetracyano-l,4-dithiin from the solvent.
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3,101,345
2-HYDROXYMETHYL.8-HYDROXY-I,4-

BENZODIOXANE
Guntber Schmidt, Bibcrach an der Riss, Germany,

( assignor to Dr. Karl Thomae G.m.b.H., Bibcrach an der

RIss, Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 103,729

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 29, 1960

7 Claims. (CI. 260—340.3)
1 . 2-hydroxymethyl-8-hydroxy- 1 ,4-benzodioxanc.

and

3,101,346
5.(p-FLUOROPHENYL) - 2 HYDROXYCYCLOPEN-
TANE(ACETIC ACIDS/ETHANOLS), LACTONES
AND ESTERS THEREOF, AND INTERMEDIATES
THERETO

Edward A. Brown, Wilmette, and Leiand J. Chinn, Mor-

ton Grove, III., assignors to G. D. Searle & Co., Chi-

cago, 111., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 160,659

7 Claims. (CI. 260—343.3)
1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

compounds having the formula

and compounds having the formula

r
R

in which formulas Z represents a member of the group

consisting of radicals having the formulas

—GOGH and —COO-Iower alkyl

and R represents a member of the group consisting of hy-

drogen and the methyl radical.

R> Ri Ri

R-

R-

/«\ -R» R*
() O

-o4- -(CUi)7-C-0-

Ri

R U H

-R

wherein R is a member of the group consisting of hydro-

gen and alkyl groups of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms; R' is a

member of the group consisting of hydrogen, —CHO, and

—OR; and R^ is a member of the group consisting of

alkyl groups of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and aikylene

radicals which, together with the carbon atom of the four-

member ring to which they arc attached, form a saturated

carbocyclic ring of 5 to 6 carbon atoms.

3,101,347
2,3-DIHYDROXY-CYCLODODEC-l-ENE-l-CAR-

BOXYLIC ACID-7-LACTONE
Pierre Lafont, Lyon, Rhone, and Yannik Bonnet, Tassin-

la-Demi-Lune, Rhone, France, assignors to Rhone-
Poulenc S.A., Paris, France, a French body corporate

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 167,172

Claims priority, application France Jan. 20, 1961

1 Claim. (CI. 260—343.3)
A member of the class consisting of the 7-lactone of

2,3-dihydroxy-cyclododec-l-ene-l-carboxylic acid and its

alkali metal derivatives.

3,101,348
PRODUCTS OF THE REACTION OF DIALKYL

KETENES WITH DIHYDROPYRANS
James C. Martin, Kingsport, Tenn., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 52,029

9 Claims. (CI. 260—345.2)

9. A compound selected from the group consisting of

compounds of the formulae

:

R>

R«-

0=

/«\
RI

-R

R

R« R*

R>
/"\ -R

"hY"" '°t"lY'''

3,101,349
OPTIONALLY 17.ALKYLATED 17-OXYGENATED.
2-OXAANDROSTANES AND INTERMEDL\TES

Raphael Pappo, Skokie, and Christopher Jung, Morton
Grove, III., ass^ors to G. D. Searle & Co., Chicago,

m., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed May 7, 1962, Scr. No. 193,008

7 Claims. (CI. 260—345.2)
1 . A compound of the structural formula

CHi

/\

r\
CH,

H
\/

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of car-

bonyl, /3-hydroxymcthylcne, and a-(lower alkyl )-^-hy-

droxymethylene radicals.

3,101,350
OPTIONALLY 17-ALKYLATED 2-OXA-5a-ANDRO-
STANE-3^,17^-DIOLS, ETHERS AND ESTERS
THEREOF

Raphael Pappo, Skokie, III., assignor to G. D. Searle &
Co., Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FHcd Sept. 14, 1962, Scr. No. 223,827
12 Claims. (CI. 260—345.2)

1 . A compound of the structural formula

R'O

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen and lower alkanoyl radicals, R' is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, and lower al-

kanoyl radicals, and X is selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl radicals.
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3,101,351

DIALKYL PROGESTERONES AND PROCESS
THEREFOR

Robert P. Graber and Martin B. Meyers, Minneapolis,

Minn., assignors to General Mills, Inc., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 29, 1960, Scr. No. 59,198

5 Claims. (CI. 260—397.4)
1. A process or simultaneously dialkylating a 5a,6a-

oxido-16 pregnen-20-one steroid compound comprising

reacting said steroid compound with an alkyl metal halide

having the formula R'MgX, where R' is an alkyl group

having from 1 to 8 carbon atoms and X is a halogen atom

in the presencee of a cuprous halide.

3,101352
6a-BROMO ANDROSTANE DERIVATIVES

Howard J. Ringold, Octavio Mancera, George Rosen-

kranz, and John Edwards, Mexico City, Mexico,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to Syntex Corporation,

a corporation of Panama
No Drawing. Original application Feb. 13, 1959, Ser.

No. 792,990, now Patent No. 3,019,239, dated Jan. 30,

1962. Divided and this application Mar. 1, 1961, Ser.

No. 99,660
Claims priority, application Mexico Feb. 14, 1958

6 Claims. (CI. 260—397.4)
1 . 17a-methyl-6o-bromo-19-nor-testosterone.

5. 17a-ethinyl-6a-bromo-19-nor-testosterone.

3,101,353
2-FORMYL-A'-ANDROSTENES AND A^ -

ANDROSTADIENES
Albert Bowers and John Edwards, Mexico City, Mexico,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to Syntex Corporation,

a corporation of Panama
No Drawing. Filed July 19, 1961, Scr. No. 125,107

18 Claims. (CI. 260—397.4)

1. A compound of the following formula:

ORi

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and methyl; R' is selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen and a hydrocarbon carboxylic acyl

group of less than 12 carbon atoms; and R^* is selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, an alkyl, an al-

kenyl, and an alkinyl group each containing less than 8

carbon atoms.

3,101,354

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF 19-NOR-

TESTOSTERONE AND COMPOUNDS USED IN

THIS PROCESS
Gerard Nomln^ Noby-le-Scc, Daniel Bertin, Montrouge,

Jean Tessier, Paris, Andri PIcrdet, Noisy-le-Sec, and

Robert Bucoart, ViUiers le Bel, France, assignors, by

mesne assignments, to Rousscl-UCLAF, S.A., Paris,

France, a corporation of France

No Drawhig. Filed Nov. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 152,045

Claims priority, appUcation France Nov. 16, 1960

13 Claims. (0.260—397.4)
1. 3-methyl-7-oxo-8 - (3'-oxobutyl) - 3,4 - [3'-acyIoxy-

cyclopcntano-j(2',r)] - decahydronaphthalene compounds

of the formula:

793 0.0.—37

OAc

wherein Ac represents the acyl radical of an organic hydro-

carbon carboxylic acid having from 1 to 18 carbon atoms

selected from the group consisting of alkanoic acids,

alkenoic acids, cycloalkyl-alkanoic acids, arylalkanoic

acids, cycloalkyl carboxylic acids and phenyl carboxylic

acids.

3. A process for the preparation of a 1 9-nor-testosterone

compound selected from the group consisting of optically

active 1 9-nor-testosterone, racemic 1 9-nor-testosterone,

and their esters with organic hydrocarbon carboxylic acids

having from 1 to 18 carbon atoms selected from the group

consisting of alkanoic acids, alkenoic acids, cycloalkyl-

alkanoic acids, arylalkanoic acids, cycloalkyl carboxylic

acids and phenyl carboxylic acids, which comprise the

steps of hydrogenating a A*'»>-3-methyl-7-oxo-8-(3'-oxo-

butyl)-3,4-[3'-acyloxy-cyolopentano-(2',r)] - octahydro-

naphthalene compound of the formula:

wherein Ac represents the acyl radical of an organic

hydrocarbon carboxylic acid having from 1 to 18 carbon

atoms selected from the group consisting of alkanoic

acids, alkenoic acids, cycloalkyl-alkanoic acids, aryl-

alkanoic acids, cycloalkyl carboxylic acids and phenyl

carboxylic acids, with hydrogen in the presence of a pal-

ladized catalyst in a neutral to basic reaction media, react-

ing the resulting 3-methyl - 7 - 0x0 - 8 - (3'-oxobutyl)-3,4-

[3'-acyloxy-cyclopentano-(2',r)] - decahydronaphthalene

compounds of the formula:

OAc

wherein Ac has the previously assigned meaning with a

dehydrating agent selected from the group consisting of

alkali metal lower alkanolates and hydrochloric acid, and

recovering said 1 9-nor-testosterone compound.

3,101,355
PROCESS FOR 3-KETO-A* « STEROIDS

Albert Bowers, Esteban Volkov, and Hector Martinez,

Mexico City, Mexico, assignors, by mesne assignments,

to Syntex Corporation, a corporation of Panama
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 176,823

Claims priority, application Mexico Aug. 8, 1961

10 Claims. (CI. 260—397.4)
1. A process for the production of 3-keto-A*'-steriods

selected from the group consisting of the androstarie and

pregnane series which comprises treating a 3-cnol cther-

A'*-steroid with a benzoquinone with an oxidation po-

tential of less than —0.75, in a solvent inert to the reagent

and in the presence of a catalytic amount of acid to

form the corresponding 3-keto-A*"-steroid.
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3,101,356
19-HALO ANDROSTENES

Albert Bowers, Mexico CHy, Mexico, assignor to Syntex

Corporation, Panama, Panama, a corporation of

Panama
No Drawing. Filed June 12, 1962, Scr. No. 201,799

Claims priority, application Mexico Mar. 13, 1962

23 Claims. (CI. 260—397.4)
1. A compound of the following formula:

OR'
R<

X /\
Hit

I

z

wherein R' is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen and a hydrocarbon carboxylic acyl group of less than

12 carbon atoms; R' is a member of the group consisting

of hydrogen, lower alkyl. lower alkcnyl and lower alkinyl;

Z is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

a-methyl, ^-methyl, a-chlorinc, ^-chlorine, o-fluorine and

^-fluorine; Y is a member of the group consisting of a

double bond and a saturated linkage between C-1 and

C-2; and X is selected from the group consisting of flu-

orine and chlorine.

3,101,358
1 7/3-ACETAMINO-STEROIDS

Pietro De Ruggicri, Carlo Ferrari, and Carmelo GandoHi,
MHan, Italy, assignors to Onnonotcrapia Richter S4t.A.,

Milan Italy, a corporatioo of Italy

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 17, 1962, Scr. No. 166,953
Claims priority, application Italy Oct. 11, 1960

11 Claims. (CI. 260—397.5)
1. A compound of the formula

CHi

io
INH

3,101,357
19-HALO ANDROSTENES

Albert Bowers, Mexico City, Mexico, assignor to Syntex

Corporation, Panama, Panama, a corporation of

Panama
No Drawing. FUed June 12, 1962, Ser. No. 201,803

Claims priority, application Mexico Mar. 9, 1962

12 Claims. (CI. 260—397.4)
1. A compound of the following formula:

OR'

RO

wherein R and R^ arc selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen and a hydrocarbon carboxylic acyl group

of less than 12 carbon atoms; R' is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alkenyl

and lower alkinyl; and X is a member of the group con-

sisting of fluorine and chlorine.

10. A compound of the following formula:

RO

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and a hydrocarbon carboxylic acyl group of less

than 12 carbon atoms; and X is a member of the group

consisting of fluorine and chlorine.

/^/Vr

R'O

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of single

and double bonds, R is a member selected from the group

consisting of an a-methyl and a ^-methyl group and R^

is a member selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen and an acyl radical derived from a lower alkanoic

acid.

8. A process for the preparation of a compound having

the general formula

CUi

io

in

/\

R'O

6

wherein the bond between the 5- and 6-carbon atoms is

selected from the group consisting of a single bond and a

double bond, R is selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen, an a-methyl group and a /3-methyl group and R'

is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and an

acetyl radical, comprising reacting with anhydrous hydra-

zoic acid a compound having the general formula

CHi

ho

/nA^r

/xi/V

R'O-

wherein the bond between the 5- and 6-carbon atoms is

selected from the group consisting of a single bond and a

double bond, and R and R' have the same meaning as

above. n

3,101,359
PROCESS FOR PREPARING 16a-METHYL-5^.AN-
DROSTANE-3,ll,17-TRIONE AND NOVEL INTER-
MEDIATE THEREIN

Georges Muller, Nogent-snr-Mamc, and Jacques Martel,

Bondy, France, assignors, by mesne asdgnmcnts, to

Rousscl-UCLAF, SJi.^ Parti, France, a corporation of

France
No Drawing. FUed Feb. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 86,320
Claims priority, application France Feb. 9, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 260—397.45)
1. 16a-methyl-5^-androstane-3a,17/3-diol-l 1-one.
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3,101,360
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING BIS(AROMATIC

HYDROCARBON)IRON COMPOUNDS
Leo Parts, Buffalo, N.Y., and Roy L. Pniett, Charleston,

and William R. Myers, Dunbar, W. Va., assignors to

Union Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New
York
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 29, 1958, Scr. No. 770,306

12 Claims. (CI. 260—439)
1. A process for the production of stable bis(aromatic

hydrocarbon) iron complex baloaluminates which com-
prises reacting the following:

( 1 ) at least one aromatic hydrocarbon compound
selected from the group consisting of benzene, lower

alkyl-substituted benzenes, diphenyl, terphenyl, qua-

terphenyl, lower alkylphenyl-substituted benzenes,

phenyl lower alkyl-substituted benzenes and lower

alkylene-substituted benzenes with

(2) an iron tetracarbonyl dihalide wherein said halide

is at least one member selected from the group c<xi-

sisting ot chlorine, bromine and iodine, and with

(3) an aluminum halide wherein said halide is at least

one member selected from the group consisting of

fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine.

3,101362
DIALKYL BETA SULFOETHANEPHOSPHONATE
ALKALI METAL SALTS AND PROCESS FOR
PRODUCTION

Kurt Schlmmelschmidt and Walter Denk, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany, asrignors to Farbwcrkc Hoechst
Aktiengcsellschaft vormals Meisto' Luclns & Briining,

Frankfurt am Main, Germany, a corporation of Ger-
many
No Drawing. Filed July 11, 1958, Scr. No. 747,846
Claims priority, application Germany July 17, 1957

8 Claims. (CI. 260-^461)
1. A process for the manufacture of wetting agents

which are also effective in the alkaline region, which com-
prises reacting vinylphosphonic acid esters of alcohols

selected from the group consisting of saturated and un-
saturated alcohols containing 8-10 carbon atoms by heat-

ing said esters to 70-120° C. with alkali bisulfites in aque-

ous solution in the presence of oxygen yielding compounds
in a quantity of between 0.5 and 5%, referred to the

quantity of ester used, and selected from the group con-

sisting of alkali metal persulfates, alkali metal perborates,

alkali metal percarbonates and ammonium persulfate.

8. A compound of the formula

3,101,361
CATALYTIC PREPARATION OF CHLORO-

SILOXANES IN POLAR SOLVENTS
Paul L. Brown, Saginaw, and James Franklin Hyde, Mid-

land, Mich., assignors to Dow Corning Corporation,
Midland, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

No Drawing. FUed Jan. 5, 1961, Scr. No. 80,749
1 Claim. (CI. 260—448.2)

1. The method which comprises interacting (A) a sili-

con compound containing per molecule at least one sili-

con atom having attached thereto at least one t.&lagtn

atom, and no more than two organic radicals selected

from the group consisting of hydrocarbon radicals, halo-

geno-aromatic monovalent hydrocarbon radicals and

fluorinated aliphatic monovalent hydrocarbon radicals,

any remaining valences of said silicon atom being satisfied

by substituents selected from the group consisting of sili-

con-bonded oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms, any other

silicon atoms in said compound having their valences

satisfied by substituents selected from the group consist-

ing of silicon-bonded oxygen atoms, hydrogen atoms,

monovalent hydrocarbon radicals, halogenoaromatic

monovalent hydrocarbon radicals and fluorinated aliphatic

monovalent hydrocarbon radicals, with (B) an organo-

siloxane containing per silicon atom an average of from
about two or three monovalent substituents selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen atoms, hydrocarbon

radicals, halogenoaromatic hydrocarbon radicals and

fluorinated aliphatic hydrocarbon radicals, any siloxane

(B) which has two of said monovalent substituents at-

tached to each silicon atom containing at least four such

silicon atoms, any remaining silicon valences being satis-

fied by silicon-bonded oxygen atoms, in contact with (C)
a catalyst selected from the group consisting of aliphatic

hydrocarbon amines omtaining per molecule less than

10 carbon atoms, salts of hydrogen halides and said

alii^atic hydrocarbon amines, salts of monocarboxylic

acids and aliphatic hydrocarbon amines, said salts con-

taining less than 10 carbon atoms per molecule, aromatic

amines, salts of monocarboxylic acids and aromatic

amines, salts of hydrogen halides and aromatic amines,

ammonium halides, ammonium carboxylates, amides and

alkali metal halides and (D) an inert organic solvent

other than (C) which has a sUtic dielectric constant

greater than about 4, whereby a halogen atom from a

molecule of A replaces an oxygen atom attached to a

silicon atom in a molecule of B and the remainder of

said A molecule attach-s to the free oxygen bond in the

remainder of the original 2 molecule.

RiO o
\ll
PCHtCHjSOiX

/
BtO

where Ri and Rj are alkyl radicals having 8-10 carbon

atoms and X is an alkali metal ion.

3,101,363
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING TRIS(2-BUT0XY-

ETHYDPHOSPHITE
Charles F. Baranauckas, Niagara Falls, and James J.

Hodan, Tonawanda, N.Y., assignors to Hooker Chemi-
cal Corporation, Niagara Falls, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 47,362

7 Claims. (CI. 260—461)
1. The method of preparing tris(2-butoxyethyl) phos-

phite which comprises transesterifying triaryl phosphite

with 2-butoxyethanol in the presence of catalytic amount
of a basic catalyst.

3,101,364
BETA CARBAMYLVINYL PHOSPHATE

NEUTRAL TRIESTERS
Loyal F. Ward, Jr., and Alan R. Stiles, Modesto, Calif.,

assignors to Shell OU Company, New Yorit, N.Y., a

corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed June 26, 1961, Ser. No. 119,290

5 Claims. (CI. 260—461)
1. As a novel compoimd, a phosphorus ester of the

formula:

(

O R' R' O R» O

R-O^ P-0-C=C—C—N-R«—C-0-R«

wherein R and R* each is a member of the group con-

sisting of non-acetylenic lower hydrocarbon and non-

acetylenic mono-substituted lower hydrocarbon wherein

said substituent is selected from the group consisting of

middle halogen, nitro, cyano and amino, R' and R" each

is a member of the group consisting of hydrogen, middle

halogen and R, R' is a member of the group consisting of

hydrogen and R, R' is lower alkylene, each of said R, R'

R", R' and R* groups containing from 1 to 10 carbon

atoms.
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3,101,365

PREPARATION OF TETRACYANOETHYLENE BY
REACTING CYANOCARBON SULFIDES WITH
METAL CYANIDES, FOLLOWED BY OXIDATION

Robert D. Vest, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du
Pont dc Nemoon and Company, Wilmington, Dcl^ a

corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Oct 4, 1960, Scr. No. 60,297

4 Claims. (CI. 260—465.8)
1. A process of preparing tetracyanoethylcne which

comprises (a) reacting a heterocyclic cyanosulfidc of the

group consisting of tetracyano-l,4-dithiin. p-dithiino-[c]-

isothiazole-3.5,6-tricarbonitrile, 4,5-dicyano-l,3-dithioIe-

A^'-malononitrile and 3-cyano-[ l,3]-dithiolo-[4,5-c]-iso-

thiazole-^' "malononitrile with a compound of the group

consisting of alkali metal cyanides and alkaline earth

metal cyanides and (b) treating the reaction product

from step (o) with an oxidizing agent, steps (a) and

(b) being conducted in a substantially inert liquid medi-

um which is at least a partial solvent for the reactants

and tetracyanoethylcne, said medium being composed of

at least one aliphatically saturated organic compound

which consists of carbon, hydrogen bonded to carbon,

and at least one additional element of the group consist-

ing of oxygen, sulfur and nitrogen.

3,101,366

IMPROVED PROCESS FOR ESTERIFYING TER-
EFHTHALIC ACID WITH ETHYLENE OXIDE

Alexander A. Vaiteltnnas and Harold G. Weinreb, New
Haven, Conn., assignors, by mesne assignments, to

Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc., a corporation of New
York
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,453

7 Claims. (CI. 260—475)
1. In the production of bis-hydroxyethyl tcrcphthalatc

by the direct esterification of tercphthalic acid with ethyl-

ene oxide in the presence of an aqueous medium, the

process comprising providing a suspension of tercphthalic

acid in 1.5 to 4 times its weight of an aqueous solution

of an alkali metal terephthalate at a temperature of 105*

to 120* C, said solution containing 1.5 to 2.5 moles of

alkali metal ion per liter, gradually adding in five to

fifteen minutes to said suspension during agitation 1.35

to 1.85 moles of ethylene oxide per mole of tcrephthalk

acid, continuing the agitation at said temperature for a

total period of not over 60 minutes, and recovering the

bis-ester from said solution.

3,101,367
a-AMINO-^-HYDROXYCARBOXYUC ACID

AMIDES
Gastav Ehrliart, Bad Sodcn, Tannns, Ingcborg Hemiig,

Kclkheim, Tannns, Karl Schmitt and Ernst Lfaidncr,

Frankfurt am Main, and Heinrich Ott, Eppstein,

Tannns, Germany, assignors to Farbwerkc Hoechst

Aktiengescllschaft rormals Meister Lucins A Briining,

Frankfurt am Main, Germany, a corporation of Ger-

many
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 4, 1959, Scr. No. 831,488

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 16, 1958

6 Claims. (CI. 26(K—501)
1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

alpha-amino-beta-hydroxy-carboxylic acid amides of the

formuDt

CHi—CH—CH—CO—NH—

R

3,101,368

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF CYCLIC
DICARBOXYLIC ACIDS

Walter Schenk, Heidelberg, Germany, assignor to

Hcnkel A Cic. Gjn.b.H., DusMldorf-Holtbauscn, Ger-
many, a corporation of Germany

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 28, 1956, Ser. No. 631,058

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 3, 1956

10 Claims. (CI. 260—515)

1 . A process for preparing symmetrical aromatic dicar-

boxylic acids which comprises the steps of forming a
starting salt of a non-symmetrical aromatic carboxylic

acid by reacting a material selected from the group con-

sisting of non-symmetrical aromatic carboxylic acids and
their anhydrides with a material selected from the group

consisting of a mixture of different alkali metal hydrox-

ides, carbonates and oxalates said mixture containing

from about 10 to 70% of a sodium compound, heating

said formed alkali metal salts in the presence of a catalyst

containing a metal selected from the group consisting of

cadmium, zinc and bivalent iron, in an inert atmosphere

and at a temperature between 340* C. and a temperature

at which the starting salts will substantially decompose,

whereby said starting salts are converted into the corre-

sponding salts of the symmetrical aromatic carboxylic

acid to be prepared, and liberating the free symmetrical

aromatic dicarboxylic acid from the product mixture by

acidification.

3,101,369

NEW BORAZOLE COMPOSITIONS
Robert J. Brotherton, Fullerton, and Allen L. McCloskey,

Orange, Calif., assignors to United States Borax &
Chemical Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif., a corpora-

tion of Nevada

No Drawing. Filed Aik. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 134,107

5 Claims. MCI. 260—551)
1 . Boron-boron bonded diborazoles having the formula

R' R R R'

R-N B-B N-R
\ / \ /
B-N N—

B

k'k k k'

where R and R' are selected from the group consisting of

alkyls of from 1 to 6 carbon atoms and phenyl.

iH NHi

wherein R represents an alkyl radical containing from four

to seven carbon atoms and containing a tertiary carbon

atom linked to the nitrogen atom, and addition salts of

such compounds with physiologically compatible acids.

3,10U70
1,1'-METHYLENE-(1-METHYL.3-FHENYL)-UREAS
James B. Buchanan, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I.

dn Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.,

a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, 1960, Scr. No. 51,490

1 Claim. (CI. 26»—553)
A l,r-methylenebis(l-methyl-3-aryIurea) of the for-

mula

(X. o

i-N \

CHi/i

CHi

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen, halogen and alkyl of less than 5 carbon atoms, Y
is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, halogen,

nitro and alkyl of less than 5 carbon atoms, and n is a

whole number less than 3.
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3,101,371
2,3-BIS(p-METHOXYPHENYL)-N-DIALKYL-

AMINOALKYLPENTANAMIDES
Kurt J. Rorig, Glenview, III., assignoir to G. D. Scarle &

Co., Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 2, 1962, Scr. No. 163,893

4 Claims. (CI. 260—559)
1 . A compound of the formula

CiHi—Cn C nCON'IM;jwerulkylene-N (lower alkyDi

A
I I

OCHi OCHj

wherein the lower alkylene radical called for separates the

groups attached thereto by more than 1 carbon atom.

3,101,372
u, - DIALKVLAMINO - N - [2,3 - BIS(p - METHOXY-
FHENYL)PENTYL]ALKANAMIDES AND IN-

TERMEDIATES
Kurt J. Rorig, Glenview, III., assignor to G. D. Searle &

Co., Chicago, III., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 165,225

6 Claims. (CI. 260—562)
1 . A compound of the formula

CHi.NlIC O-lower alkylene- .V (lower alkyl)»

HiCO—<' CIICH—.'/

CiH,

OCHi

3,101,373
AMINOACID AMIDES

Arthur F. McKay, Bcaconsfield, Quebec, and Ctirad

Podesva and Edward James Tarlton, Montreal, Quebec,

Canada, assignors to Monsanto Canada Limited,

LaSalle, Quebec, Canada
FUed Dec. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 159,585

12 Claims. (CI. 260—567)
1, A compound of the formula

ethers of alkanols having up to 6 carbon atoms per mole-

cule, primary alkylamines having up to 6 carbon atoms

per molecule, secondary dialkylamines having up to 6

carbon atoms per molecule, alkylene polyamines having

up to 6 carbon atoms per molecule, piperazine, carbon-

substituted methylpiperazines, alkane amides having up to

6 carbon atoms per molecule, N-alkyl alkane amides hav-

ing up to 6 carbon atoms per molecule, benzenesulfona-

mide, N-ethylbenzenesulfonamide, N-propybthanesulfon-

amide, and mono- and polycarboxylic alkanoic acids hav-

ing up to 6 carbon atoms per molecule, a hydrophobic

polyoxyalkylene chain having an average oxygen/carbon

atom ratio of not more than 0.40 attached at one end

thereof to the nucleus of said organic reactive hydrogen

compound at the site of each of its reactive hydrogen

atoms, said hydrophobic polyoxyalkylene chain consisting

of polymers of oxalkylene groups selected from the group

consisting of oxypropylene, oxybutylene, oxyamylene,

oxystyrene, mixtures of said oxyalkylene groups with each

other and mixtures of said oxyalkylene groups with oxy-

ethylene groups, the molecular weight of said organic reac-

tive hydrogen compound and attached hydrophobic poly-

oxyalkylene chains being in the range of at least about

400-900 and up to about 25,000, and a heteric hydro-

philic polyoxyethylene chain attached to the other end of

each of said hydrophibic polyoxyalkylene chains, said

heteric hydrophilic p<rfyoxyethylene chain consisting es-

sentially of 95-40 weight percent of oxyethylene groups

and 5-60 weight percent of higher molecular weight oxy-

alkylene groups selected from the group consisting of

oxypropylene, oxybutylene, oxystyrene and mixtures there-

of, said heteric hydrophilic polyoxyethylene chain having

an average oxygen/carbon atom ratio of greater than

0.40 and the weight of said heteric hydrophilic polyoxy-

ethylene chain being such as to constitute from 5-90

weight percent of the mixture of compounds.

v
A.

R-

-CNHi

\y
wherein R in each ring is selected from the group consist-

ing of a hydrogen and a lower alkyl group and X is

selected from the group consisting of O and S.

3. Cyclohexylidene 2 - thiocarbamylcyclohex - 1 - enyl-

amme.

3,101374
POLYOXYALKYLENE SURFACE ACTIVE AGENTS
HAVING HETERIC POLYOXYETHYLENE SOLU-
BILIZING CHAINS

John T. Patton, Jr., Wyandotte, Mich^ assignor to Wyan-
dotte Chemicals Corporation, Wyandotte, Mich., a cor-

poration of Michigan
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 19, 1958, Ser. No. 755,852

11 Claims. (CI. 260—584)
1. A surface active mixture of conjugated polyoxy-

alkylene compounds, said compounds consisting of the

nucleus of an organic reactive hydrogen compound having

from 1 to 6 reactive hydrogen atoms and being selected

from the group consisting of mono- and polyhydric al-

kanols having up to 6 carbon atoms per molecule, alkyl

3,101,375

PRODUCTION OF UNSATURATED KETONES
Henry Peter Crocker, Hornsea, England, assignor to The

Distillers Company Limited, Edinburgh, Scotland, a

British company
No Drawing. Filed July 14, 1960, Ser. No. 42,754

Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 21, 1959

2 Claims. (CI. 260—595)
1 . A process of producing an unsaturated ketone having

the formula:

Ri_C=CH CHjCHi C 0R«
'

J..

which comprises heating at an elevated temperature in the

range of about 100° to 250° C. an allyl acetoacetate hav-

ing the formula:

Ri

C—OCOCHiCO R>

R« CH=CHi

in contact with an aluminum compound having the for-

mula

Al -0(
/

R«

CH CO R'J

[-<""],-

wherein R* and R' are each selected from the group con-

sisting of alkyl groups of 1 to 2 carbon atoms and hydro-

gen atoms, R3 is an alkyl group of 1 to 2 carbon atoms,

R< and R' are each selected from the group consisting of

alkyl groups of 1 to 2 carbon atoms and alkoxy groups

of which the alkyl part has 1 to 2 carbon atoms, R" is an

alkyl group of not more than 5 carbon atoms and n is one

of the integers 1 and 2.
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3,101,376

REACTIONS OF ORGANO BORANES
Stanley J. Brois, Westfield, and Alfred J. Rutkowski,

Colonia, NJ., assignors to Esso Research and Engi-

neering Company, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 191,292

7 CUims. (CI. 260—606.5)

1. A process which comprises reacting an organo boron

compound having the following formula

R

B-R
^R

wherein each R represents a hydrocarbyl radical selected

from the group consisting of alkyl, cycloalkyl. alkaryl and

arylalkyl radicals, with a paraffin having from 1 to 30

carbon atoms at a temperature between 200 to 450* C.

and for a time sufficient to displace at least one of said

hydrocarbyl radicals with a hydrocarbyl radical having

the same carbon skeletal structure as said paraffin.

3,101,380
CONTROL OF HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION IN
RECYCLE HYDROGEN STREAMS IN THE HY-
DRODEALKYLATION PROCESS

Oscar H. Hariu, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to The Atlan-

tic Refining Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania
Filed Oct. 31, 1960, Scr. No. 66,120

5 Claims. (CI. 260—672)

»OO0 »•'• tOOO •III

3,101,377

SULFONE DERIVATIVES OF MERCAPTO-
HALOETHYLENE

Henry Bluestone, University Heights, and Russell M.
Bimber, Palnesville, Ohio, assignors to Diamond Alkali

Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Oct. 6, 1958, Ser. No. 765,329

12 Claims. (CI. 260—607)

1. Tetrakis-(2-hydroxyethylthio)ethylene.

3. Tetrakis(2-chloroethyIthio)ethyIene.

5. 1 - (2 - chloroethylsulfinyl) - 1,2,2 - (2 - chloroethyl-

sulfonyl)ethylene.

3,101,378

POLYHYDROXY NITRO COMPOUNDS
Gustave B. Linden, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to Aerojet-

General Corporation, Azusa, Calif., a corporation of

Ohio

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 12, 1956, Ser. Nd. 628,950

12 Claims. (CI. 260—635)

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

5.5,5-trinitro-l,2-pentanediol; 5,5-dinitro-l,2-hexancdiol;

5,5-dinitro-l,2-octanediol; 5-nitro-l,2-pentanediol, and 5-

nitro-5-methyl- 1 ,2-hexaiiediol.

3,101,379

SYNTHESIS OF HEXANITROETHANE
John A. Gallaghan, Ben Lomond, and Wilmer L. Reed,

Palo Alto, Calif., assignors to Lockheed Aircraft Cor-

poration, Burbank, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 4, 1961, Scr. No. 80,693

8 Claims. (CI. 260—644)

1. The process of making hexanitroethane which com-

prises the steps of suspending dipotassium trinitropropion-

aldehyde in a liquid which is a solvent for hexanitro-

ethane, selected from the group consisting of methylene

chloride and chlorform, adding a nitrating mix selected

from the group consisting of nitric acid, fuming nitric

acid, nitric acid in combination with sulphuric acid, fuming

nitric acid in combination with sulphuric acid, nitric acid

in combination with fuming sulphuric acid, and fuming

nitric acid in combination with fuming sulphuric acid

to said suspension, maintaining said mixture substantially

below room temperature during nitration, and after the

nitration reaction is substantially complete, recovering

hexanitroethane from said mixture.

1. In a hydrodcalkylation process wherein alkylated

aromatic hydrocarbons are subjected in a conversion zone

to conditions of elevated temperatures and pressures in

the presence of hydrogen to produce an effluent stream

containing dealkylated aromatics, methane and other nor-

mally gaseous saturated hydrocarbons together with un-

converted hydrocarbons and unconsumed hydrogen and

wherein at least a portion of the unconsumed hydrogen

is separated from the effluent and recycled to the conver-

sion zone, the improvement which comprises carrying out

the separation of the unconsumed hydrogen from the

Liquid effluent hydrocarbons in a separation zone in the

presence of a substantially methane-free liquid hydro-

carbon recycle stream recycled to the separation zone,

controlling the concentration of hydrogen in the recycle

hydrogen stream to said conversion zone without purging

said recycle hydrogen stream, by controlling the amount

of said liquid hydrocarbon recycle stream in accordance

with the amount of total product from the process, the

amount of methane produced by the process and the pres-

sure employed in said separation zone in accordance with

FIGURE 5 of the drawings.

3,101,381

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF
HYDROCARBONS

Warren Nesmith Baxter, Orange, Tex., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.,

a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed June 5, 1961, Scr. No. 114,635

8 Claims. (CI. 260—677)
1. In the separation of olefinic hydrocarbons from fluid

hydocarbon mixtures containing such which also contain

an acetylenic hydrocarbon of the general formula

RC=CH where R is from the class consisting of hydro-

gen and hydrocarbon radicals, comprising passing said

fluid hydrocarbon mixture through an aqueous solution of

silver salt selected from the class consisting of silver fluo-

borate, silver fluosilicatc and mixtures thereof, and there-

after regenerating the silver salt solution and recovering

the olefinic hydrocarbons, the step of removing silver

acetylides of said acetylenes by reacting at least part of

the regenerated solution at a temperature of at least 100"

C. with nitric acid in the presence of a non-oxidizing

mineral acid selected from the class consisting of hydro-

gen fluoride and fluoboric acid, the concentration of said

mineral non-oxidizing acid being from 1 to 10 molar.
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3,101,382

GAS AND LIQUID CONTACT APPARATUS
William T. Lyons, Dewitt, and Bruno P. Morablto, Liver

lip means placed outwardly from the first lip means on

said tube for directing the remainder of the liquid dis-

iiiiam I. Lyons, L»ewiw, ana inuuu r. iTiuiauitw, !.»*.- charged from the slot at an angle to the plane of said first

pool, N.Y., assignors to Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, gheet-like formation whereby discharge of liquid through
N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Jan. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 2,493

2 Claims. (O. 261—24) fy^

1. In a multi-stage cooling tower, the combination of

a casing having an upper air inlet, a lower air inlet, and

an air outlet respectively spaced therein, a packing in

said casing having a first cooling stage comprising a plu-

rality of staggered tiers positioned below said upper inlet

and a second cooling stage vertically spaced from the

first cooling stage comprising a plurality of staggered

tiers positioned above said lower inlet, said first stage

overlying said second stage, the stages forming a gener-

ally V-shaped configuration opening toward the air outlet,

tiers adjacent the air outlet being spaced farther apart

than tiers adjacent the inlets, means for providing move-

ment of air into said inlets, through said tiers and out

of said outlet, said outlet being placed in the casing be-

tween said stages, means for supplying liquid onto said

first cooling stage, the bottom surface of each tier of

the first cooling stage being generally horizontally dis-

posed so that liquid passing through the first cooling stage

is uniformly discharged from the bottom surface of each

tier, and means below said second cooling stage for col-

lecting liquid, said packing having vertical passages there-

in so constructed that liquid flows through the first cool-

ing stage in parallel flow relationship with the air pass-

ing therethrough, drains onto the top of the second cool-

ing stage and flows through the second cooling stage in

counterflow relationship with the air passing therethrough.

said second lip means rotates said tube, and flexible

baffle means substantially coextensive with said second

lip means and affixed to the trailing edge of said tube

for minimizing the splashing of water from said packing

and for adjusting the speed of rotation of said tube.

3,101,384
TUYERE ARRANGEMENT

Paul Metz, Dudelange, Luxembourg, assignor to Acieries

Reunies de Burbach-Eicb-Dudelange, Societe Ano-

nyme, Luxembourg, Luxembourg
Filed May 1, 1961, Ser. No. 106,911

Claims priority, application Luxembourg May 18, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 266—41)

3,101383
GAS AND LIQUID CONTACT APPARATUS

James H. Paris, Kirkvilie, N.Y., assignor to Carrier Cor-

poration, Syracuse, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Jan. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 2,517

4 CUims. (CI. 261—24)
1. In a gas and liquid contact apparatus, the combina-

tion of a casing, a packing in said casing, means for pass-

ing an air stream through said packing, and means for

distributing water over said packing comprising a liquid

distributing tube arranged above the packing and having

an elongated continuous slot In the bottom thereof and

extending substantially the length of the tube, means for

rotatably mounting said tube above said packing, first lip

means for directing a part of the water discharged from

the slot downwardly in a sheet-like formation, and second

1. Metallurgical refining apparatus comprising an outer

member formed from two substantially concentric cyl-

inders joined together at terminal portions thereof, a cool-

ing medium carried between said cylinders, an intermedi-

ate substantially cylindrical member carried concentrically

within said outer member and contacting at an outer ter-

minal portion thereof an inner terminal portion of the

inner one of said two concentric cylinders, and an abrasion

and corrosion-proof tuyere member carried concentrically

within and positioned against and supported by said inter-

mediate cylindrical member.



ELECTRICAL
3,101,385

METHOD AND MEANS FOR ELECTRIC MELTING
Charles G. Robinson, Sterling, III., assignor to North-

western Steel and Wire Company, Sterling, ill., a cor-

poration of Illinob

FUed Apr. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 21,265

2 Claims. (CI. 13—33)

,.'/^'

I 'X

<«)-'

conductor, said shell extending between an end adjacent

a conducting mounting flange and an end adjacent a con-

ducting line terminal, said shell having three axially aligned

circular cross section portions which progressively increase

in axial length from the shortest which is adjacent the line

terminal end to the longest which is adjacent the mounting

flange end, said shortest and longest end portions consist-

ing of opaque insulating material, the intermediate portion

of intermediate length consisting of transparent material

having a smooth outer surface for facilitating visual in-

spection of oil level, the longest portion having a plurality

of axrally spaced integral flanges extending radially out-

wardly therefrom, the shortest portion having at least one

integral flange extending radially outwardly therefrom,

said flanges each having a reverse contour drip-causing

edge on the underside thereof, said composite insulating

shell having wet and dry outside surface insulation

strength which is substantially equal to the corresponding

insulation strength of a conventional shell of the same

dimensions and configuration but consisting entirely of said

opaque insulating material.

1 . The method of operating an electric melting furnace

which includes the steps of

generating an electric arc zone at an elevated tempera-

ture by energizing a circuit including the contents

of the furnace and an electrode,

injecting a stream of monatomic gas at increased pres-

sure into the electric arc zone through the electrode

so that the monatomic gas molecules collide with

the electrons in the arc zone to substantially increase

the temperature of the arc zone,

and gravitationally injecting materials to be melted

through said electrode independently of said stream

of monatomic gas and into said arc zone.

3,10M87
INSULATED SEAL FOR A ROD MOVABLE

IN A WALL
Theodore G. Mihran, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to the United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Navy

Filed Mar. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 797,825

8 Claims. (CI. 174—18)

^iNStOt fMC£ OF H«*it

3,101,386

REDUCED HEIGHT ELECTRICAL INSULATING
BUSHING WITH SIGHT GLASS

Edward F. Cronin, Lenox, Donald L. Johnston, PittsfieW,

and Robert H. Delisle, North Adams, Mass., assignors

to General Electric Company, a corporation of New
York

FUed Oct. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 143,767

6 Claims. (CI. 174—11)

1. An electrically insulated seal between a metallic rod

and a metallic chamber wall where a fluid pressure differ-

ential exists at opposite faces of said wall, and said rod

passes through and moves in said wall, which comprises

said wall having a passage therethrough from face to face,

said rod being movable in said passage and passing through

said wall with a close clearance, said wall at one end of

said passage having therein an endless rabbet that faces

outwardly of and opens into the passage, an endless, aper-

turcd element of resilient, electrically insulating matenal

disposed in said rabbet, encircling said rod, tightly engag-

ing the rod periphery and the peripheral wall of said

rabbet while free of pressure therein in a face to face

direction, fully spacing said rod from direct contact with

said passage periphery, and sealing the passage against

movement of fluid through it along said rod, and elec-

trically insulating means secured to said wall and, extend-

ing over said rabbet, for confining said element in said

5. A reduced height oil-filled electrical bushing having a rabbet, and limiting transverse movement of the shaft to

composite insulating shell for an axially extending central prevent direct contact of said rod with said wall.

546
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3,1«1,388

MINE CASE AND INSTRUMENT MOUNTING
SYSTEM

Charles C. Vogt, Betfaesda, and Howard W. Semon, Silver

Sprfaig, Md., assignors to the United States of America

as represented by the Secretary of the Navy
Original application Feb. 6, 1953, Ser. No. 335,614, now

Patent No. 2,947,249, dated Aug. 2, 1960. Divided

and this application Feb. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 11,933

3 Claims. (CI. 174—59)
(Granted under Tide 35, U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)

posite side portions embracing the first clamping element

and being arranged concentrically and coaxially relative

thereto, a pin arranged transversely of the bolt and extend-

ing thru said hole, and thru aligned openings therefor in

the opposite side portions of the second clamping element

and the longitudinal slots of the first clamping dement

whereby the first and second clamping elements are con-

nected to the bolt for axial adjustment relative to each

other, the second clamping element having a transverse

groove extending between its opposite side portions for

engagement by an electrical conductor and the first clamp-

ing element having a transverse groove in its adjacent end

portion in opposing relation to said first mentioned groove,

and a nut on the threaded end portion of the bolt whereby

the first and second clamping elements are adapted to be

advanced relative to each other upon tightening the nut.

3,101390
APPARATUS FOR AUDIO-VOCAL CONDITIONING
Jean Paul Maille, Paris, France, assignor to Societe Civile

d*Etudes et de Brevets Mota, Paris, France

Filed June 8, 1960, Ser. No. 34,761

Claims priority, application France Feb. 15, 1960

8 Claims. (CL 179—1)

•* WJUfTIKin DCVtCC

1. In combination with a mine casing having means

for rcmoveably securing an instrument housing, said in-

strument housing having an upper compartment and a

lower compartment for housing electrical components,

each of said compartments having top and bottom por-

tions, an end plate secured at each end of the top portion

of said upper compartment, and an end plate secured

at each end to the bottom portion of said lower com-

partment, fastening means renwveably securing said bous-

ing to said mine casing, said top portion of said ui^r
compartment being provided with electrical terminals

therein, and a channel shaped member being rcmoveably

secured to the top of the upper compartment over said

electrical terminals whereby a passage for connections

to the electrical components is provided.

3,101389
DIVIDED ELECTRICAL INSULATOR

Arthur C. Bennett, P.O. Box 86, Rhome, Tex.

FUed June 13, 1962, Ser. No. 202,234
4 Claims. (CL 174—156)

1. An electrical insulator for attachment of a power

line to one side of a pole comprising, in combination with

a bolt having dimensions whereby it is adapted to bs

passed thru an opening therefor extending transversely

thru a pole, said bolt having a threa<lfed end portion and

having a hole extending transversely thru one of its ends,

an elongated first clamping dement having a longitudinal

bore beginning at one of its ends and having lor>gitudinal

slots in opposite sides thereof communicating with said

bore, the first clamping element being received on the

bolt with said one of the ends of the bolt inserted in said

bore, a bifurcated second clamping element received on

an end portion of the first clamping element opposite said

one of its ends, the second clamping element having op-
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1 An apparatus permitting the audio-vocal condiUon-

ing of a subject by subjecting the subject's auditory system

to an exercise which comprises an input stage for con-

verting the acoustic signals into electric signals, an output

stage for converting the electric signals into acoustic sig-

nals applied to the subject's ear. a first channel and an-

other channel connected in parallel between said input

stage and said output stage, said first channel comprising

a compensating network of which the response curve over

the audio frequency spectrum corresponds to a first pre-

determined spectrum defining a first way of hearing, and

a gate controlUng the opening and closing of said first

channel, said other channel comprising a compensating

network of which the response curve over the audio fre-

quency spectrum corresponds to a second predetermined

spectrum which defines a second way of hearing, and

another gate controlling the opening and closing of said

other channel, said apparatus comprising an auxiliary

channel connected to the output of said input stage, said

auxiliary channel comprising a monostable multivibrator

generating a first and a second control voltage applied

to the gates of said first and other channels respectively,

each of said control voltages having either a first value at

which it opens the gate responsive thereto, or another

value at which it closes said gate, said first and second

control voltages having respectively the first and second

values in the inoperative condition of said multivibrator

whereby the first channel is released and the second chan-

nel is blocked, said auxiliary channel also comprising

means for defining a predetermined threshold beyond

which signals appearing at the output of said input sUge
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are applied to the multivibrator, whereby when a signal

having an amplitude greater than said threshold is applied

to said multivibrator the latter becomes operative so that

the first and second control voltages assume respectively

said first and second values, thus blocking the first chan-

nel and releasing said second channel.

3,101,391

APPARATUS FOR THE ACOUSTIC-AMBIENCE
CONDITIONING OF A MEDIUM

Alfred Ange Aaguste Tomatis, Paris, France, assisnor to

Socicte Civile d'Etudes et de Brevets Mota, Paris,

France ^ '

Filed Feb. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 89,512

Clainu priority, application France Feb. 15, 1960

7 Claims. (CI. 179—1)

3,101,392
TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Karl Gannar Brunberg, Scgeltorp, and Bernard Lillsunde,

Hagersten, Sweden, and John Sture Undcnhall, Gallon,

Ohio, ass^ors to Telcfonaktlcbolaget L M Ericsson,

Stockholm, Sweden, a corporation of Sweden
FUed Feb. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 792,801

Claims priority, appiicatioa Sweden Feb. 14, 1958

7 Claims. (CI. 179—22)
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I. An automatic telephone system comprising, in com-

bination, selecting stages including crossbar switches hav-

ing contact bridges being self-locking in contact closing

condition independently of the termination of a speech

connection thereto and restorable into open condition by

changing a potentiah supplied to the bridges, test-wires

associated with each of the bridges and indicating by their

potential condition the busy and idle state respectively of

the respective bridge, a marker, including means for

identifying a calling line, means supplying a potential to

bridges marked idle by the respective test-wires for re-

storing all the idle bridges not restored previously to said

open condition, means for selecting one of the idle bridges

in each stage, and means for setting up a connection to a

called line through said selected bridges.

1 . An apparatus for the acoustic ambience conditioning

of a medium, comprising a first input stage for transform-

ing the acoustic signals present in said medium mto elec-

tric signals, an electric-signal generator corresponding to

the background noise and operating contmuously, two

channels connected in parallel, the outputs of the gen-

erator and of the input stage being connected to one an-

other at the common input of these two channels, the first

channel comprising a filter having a firet response curve

and a gate controlling the opening and closing of said

channel, the second channel including a filter presenting a

second response curve and a gate controlling the opening

and closing of said second channel, a first output stage

comprising means for transforming the electric signals

into acoustic signals, the outputs of said two channels

being connected to one another, at the input of said first

output stage, a second output stage comprising means

for converting the electric signals into acoustic signals,

the output of the filter of said second channel being con-

nected direcUy to the input of the second output stage,

the apparatus being provided, in addition, with an auxil-

iary channel connected at the output of the input stage,

said auxiliary channel comprising triggering means gen-

erating two control voltages applied, respectively to the

gates of said first and said second channels, these control

voltages being selected in such a manner that, in the

absence of an acoustic signal of an intensity higher than

a predetermined threshold, applied to the input stage, the

first channel will be the only one to be unblocked, where-

by the medium is placed in a first state of acoustic ambi-

ence wherein the input signals derived from a generator

and from said input stage are transmitted to said first

and said second output stages, respectively, via the filters

of the first and second channels and that, when an acoustic

signal of an intensity higher than said threshold is applied

to the input stage, said first channel will thus be blocked,

whereas said second channel will be unblocked, in such a

manner that the input signals will then be transmitted to

the two output stages, after having been modified, in the

same way, by the only filler of the second channel.

3,101,393
CORDLESS TYPE SWITCHBOARD

Arnold B. Dcsnocs, Masapcqua, Dick P. Fullcrton, New
York, and Philip D. Shea, Manhasset, N.Y., assignors

to American Telephone and Telegraph (^ompany. New
York, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed May 17, 1961, Ser. No. 110,826

9 Claims. (CI. 179—27)

€ ^mmm

1. A private branch exchange telephone system com-

prising, in combination, a control panel, a plurality of

extension stations, a first bank of manually operable illu-

minatable keys on said control panel each corresponding

to a respective one of a first plurality of groups of said

stations, a second bank of manually operable illuminatable

keys on said control panel each corresponding to a respec-

tive one of a second plurality of groups of said stations,

each of said second groups comprising a single respective

station from each of said first groups, and means respon-

sive to the momentary operation of a key in said first

bank followed by the operation of a key in said second
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bank for completing a connection between said control

panel and a single respective one of said stations.

3,101,394

HIGHWAY INFORMER KEYING SYSTEM
Clark E. Quinn, Rochester, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corpomtion, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
, ^ ^,,

FUcd Feb. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 6,055

4 Cbdms. (CI. 179—82)

3,101,396

PLURAL SWITCH COMBINATION CONTROL TOR
ENTRANCE LIGHT AND BELL HAVING PNEU-
MATIC DELAY MEANS FOR OPENING THE
ENTRANCE UGHT SWITCH
WlUlam P. Kennedy, 304 Freyer Drive, Marietta, Ga.

nied Dec. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 858,802

2 Clafans. (CI. 200—34)

1. In a system for transmitting information to a vehicle

which is moving in a given direction along a predetermined

course, message signal transmitting means positioned adja-

cent one portion of said course for continuously transmit-

Ung a message signal containing the desired information,

trigger signal transmitUng means positioned adjacent a

portion of said course immediately preceding said one por-

tion for transmitting a trigger signal, vehicle-mounted re-

ceiving means for receiving said message signal when the

vehicle is on said one portion of said course and for re-

ceiving said trigger signal when said vehicle is on said pre-

ceding portion of said course, signal utilization means con-

nected to said receiving means for respondmg to said mes-

sage signal, gating means connected between said receiv-

ing means and said utilization means, and control means

connected to said receiving means and being responsive to

said trigger signal to operate said gating means.

3,101395
CORDLESS SWITCHBOARD

Erik IsWor Engqvist, Hagersten, and John Helge WUIy

Adenstedt, Johanneshov, Sweden, asrignors to leie-

phonakticbolaget L M Ericsson, Stockholm, Sweden, a

corporation of Sweden
« , , , ^«

Filed May 14, 1959; Ser. No. 813,178

Claims priority, application Sweden May 23, 1958
^uuu» H 4 'claims. (CI. 179—99)

1. A combination control mechanism having control

means to cause an electrically powered entrance bell cir-

cuit switch to open or close, said switch having flexible

arm contact means normally open, said control means

also causing a separate electrically powered entrance light

circuit switch to open or close, said light circuit switch

having a switch operating arm spring biased toward a

closed switch position, said control means comprising a

pushable, sliding, manually operated plunger normally

held in a first retracted position, said plunger having at-

tached thereto a protuberant, air containing, compressible,

manually exhaustible and self-expanding diaphragm, said

diaphragm when in expanded condition holding said

switch operating arm in the open switch position, said

plunger when manually pushed to a second position being

effective to close said flexible arm contact means of said

bell circuit switch whereby said bell circuit is energized,

and to compress and exhaust said diaphragm, said plunger

allowing said Ikxible arm contact means to open and

withdrawing said compressed diaphragm from contact

with said light circuit switch operating arm as said plunger

returns to the first retracted position when said manual

pressure is discontinued, whereby said bell circuit switch

is opened and said light circuit switch operating arm

moves to a closed switch position and remains in said

closed switch position until said diaphragm has self-ex-

panded to its normally protuberant condition thereby

moving said switch operating arm back to the open

switch position.

3,101,397

THERMAL OVERLOAD RELAY
Alexander R. Norden, New York, N.Y., assizor to

Federal Pacific Elwiric Company, a corporatioD of

Delaware ^, ,„ ._,
FUed Nov. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 68,233

20 ClalnH. (CI. 200—122)

1. A cordless manual switchboard for connecting local

lines to ti^nk lines and local lines in pairs comprising,

calling signal means for each local line, a plurality of

push buttons for each local line, locking means releasably

securing a single one of said push buttons in a depressed

position and simultaneously releasing another depressed

push button in re^wnse to manual actuation thereof, said

one of said push buttons in said depressed position con-

necting said calling signal means to the respective local

line.

1. A thermal overload relay for an electric circuit, com-

prising a companion pair of separable contacts, operating

mechanism therefor including togle linkage and an oper-

ating device comprising a thermal element responsive to a
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predetermined thermal overload to over-toggle said link-

age and open said contacts, and an ambient temperature

compensating thermal clement separate from but cooper-

ating with said operating mechanism to control at least

one over-toggle point of said linkage, said compensating

element being physically separate from and separated from

said operating mechanism at the instant following over-

toggle of said linkage.

having a mounting portion and said casing having means

for pivotally mounting said mounting j>ortion for limited

3,101398
FUSE HOLDERS FOR ELECTRIC CIRCUITS

Angelo Urani, St. Louis, Mo^ assignor to McGniw-Edtoon
Company, Elgin, U., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Nov. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 69,184

4 Claims. (CI. 200—129)

4. In a panel-mounted holder for electric fuses, a

body portion that has one end thereof dimensioned to

telescope through an opening in a panel and that has

the other end thereof adapted to be disposed outwardly

of said opening in said panel, fuse-receiving terminals

carried by said body portion, a groove in the exterior of

said body portion intermediate said one and said other

end of said body portion, and a non-metallic and deform-

able resilient member disposed partially within and held

by said groove, said resilient member extending outwardly

beyond the periphery of said one end of said body portion

to engage the opening-defining portions of said panel,

said resilient member responding to stresses thereon to

deform and form a water-tight seal between said body

portion and said opening-defining portions of said panel,

said resilient member constitu4ing a positioning shoulder

for said body portion and being adapted to serve as the

sole positioning shoulder for said body portion, and a

surface on said body portion intermediate said groove

and said one end of said body portion that is adapted to

receive a stiff fastener and which can hold said fastener

at different distances from said groove, whereby said

holder for electric fuses can be mounted on panels of

different thicknesses, said fastener and said surface coact-

ing with said resilient member to hold said body portion

in assembled relation with said panel, said fastener en-

gaging said surface on said body portion and holding said

resilient member in stressed and deformed condition ad-

jacent said opening in said panel whenever said device is

mounted on a panel.

J*

^-1

swing from one side of said central plane to the other

between said side walls.

3,101,400

HARDENING COIL AND METHOD OF HEAT
TREATMENT OF TOOTHED METAL STRIPS

NkhoUu Gagiiardi, Brooklyn, N.Y., a«ignor to Induction

Heating Corporation, Brooklyn, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
Filed Feb. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 91,143

1 Claims. (CI. 219—10.43)

1. The method of heat treating the teeth alone of a

toothed object such as carding wire, which comprises es-

tablishing a hi^ frequency electro-magnetic field between

a linear work coil and a return conductor, drawing said

object through said coil, and holding the body of the ob-

ject in contact with said return conductor and with the

teeth extending into said electro-magnetic field during

drawing of said wire through said coil.

3,101,399

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
FanI M. Christenscn, West Orange, NJ., assignor to Fed-

eral Pacific Electric Company, a corporation of Deta-

Oi^linal application Ang. 19, 1953, Ser. No. 375,114, now

Patent No. 2,876,308, dated Mar. 3, 1959. Divided

and this application Dec. 5, 1958, Scr. No. 784,013

10 Claims. (CI. 200—168)

1 . In a circuit breaker having a casing having opposing

side walls in which the circuit breaker mechanism is

housed, a terminal member having a contact portion pro-

jecting from said casing, and means mounting said termi-

nal member for disposition of said projecting portion at

opposite sides, respccUvely. of the central plane parallel

to the opposing side walls of said casing, said terminal

J

3,101,401
METHOD FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

HOLLOW BODIES
GusUv Schlotterer, 11 SybclstrasM, Dosscldorf, Germany

FUed July 23, 1958, Scr. No. 750,344
Claims priority, application Switzerland July 25, 1957

2 Claims. (CI. 219—67)

t
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1. A method of producing a closed profile hollow

member from endless band material, comprising the

steps of continuously deforming said band material dur-

ing transport thereof to a profile having at least two op-
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positely arranged substantially flat parallel sides, and two

substantially semi-circular sides connected with each

other by respective ones of said two flat sides, said flat

sides constituting a major portion of said profile, one of

said semi-circular sides being formed by respective longi-

tudinal edge portions of said band material, said edge

portions of said band material when forming said one

semi-circular side closing a gap therebetween, applying

an electrical welding current to said band material at

oppositely situated first locations of said flat sides there-

of adjacent said one semi-circular side, to thereby heat

said respective edge portions by passage of said elec-

trical current therethrough and over said closed gap, sub-

sequently subjecting said one semi-circular side to pres-

sure at a second location spaced from said first locations

in the direction of transport of said band material when

said respective edge portions are heated to rigidly join

said edge portions with each other and form a seam at

said closed gap, and transporting said band material with

a speed from said first locations to said second location

so as to direct said flow of electrical current over said

closed gap at a third location intermediate said first and

second locations respectively and longitudinally spaced

therefrom to concentrate said flow of current at said

closed gap, whereby said band material is completely

closed at said one semi-circular side.

3,101,402
PUSH ROD STRUCTURE AND METHOD

OF MANUFACTURE
Stanley Gondck, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Bundy Tubing

Company, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

Original application Feb. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 8,331, now
Patent No. 3,050,045, dated Ang. 21, 1962. Divided

and this application Feb. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 92,279

3 Claims. (CI. 219—107)

3,101,403
METHOD OF JOINING CARBON

John G. Lewis and Harold A. Ofalgrcn, Ann Arbor, Mich.,

assignors, by mesne assignments, to American Metal

Products Company, Detroit, Mich^ a corporation of

Michigan
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 862,075

13 CUims. (CI. 219—117)
9. The method of bonding carbon surfaces to each

other which comprises placing said surfaces together in a

non-reactive atmosphere; bringing into the proximity of

said surfaces a welding rod made of a metal selected from

the metals of group IV-A, group V-A, and group VI-A
of the periodic table of the elements; and striking an

electric arc between said rod and said carbon for a period

of time suffi;ient to melt said metal and cause said metal

to penetrate a substantial distance into said carbon sur-

faces.

3,101,404
WELDING METHOD EMPLOYING

ULTRASONIC ENERGY
Joseph M. Hill, 8016 Marmion Drive, Pittsburgh 37, Pa.

FUed Jan. 29, 1962, Scr. No. 169,268

7 Claims. (CI. 219—128)

1. The method of forming a push rod having a flange

adjacent one end to provide a seat for a coil spring which

comprises, providing a tube having an end portion form-

ing a seat, providing an element having portions lying

generally on a cylindrical surface and extending between

a bearing surface at one end of the element and a fixed

flange, one face of said flange forming said spring seat

and the opposite face thereof forming a pressure seat,

said clement having a curved surface adjacent the end

opposite said bearing surface, providing a hollow electrode

having an end face, engaging said hollow electrode around

said portions of said element while leaving said bearing

surface free of conUct with said electrode, aligning said

hollow electrode substantially co-axially with the tube

seat, utilizing said hollow electrode as a holder for said

element and thereby aligning said element substantially

co-axially with said tube seat, engaging said curved surface

against said tube seat and while leaving said bearing sur-

face free of contact with said hollow electrode and while

continuing to use said hollow electrode as an aligning

holder for said element, forcibly engaging said end face

of said hollow electrode substantially axially against said

pressure seat on said flange and thereby applying longitu-

dinal force urging said curved surface against said tube

seat, and while continuing to supply said force, heating

the interengaged seat and curved surface to form a fused

metal connection therebetween.

1 . The method of welding comprising the steps of heat-

ing two adjacent metal edges to a welding temperature

while bringing said edges close enough together to permit

the two to weld together, and inducing ultrasonic vibra-

tions in at least one of said edges whereby a weld will be

formed at the edges without the formation of a substan-

tial bead.

3,101,405
OVERLAY ELECTRODE

Wayne L. Wilcox, Havertown, Pa., assignor to Arcos Cor-

poration, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Penn-

sylvania
FUed July 24, 1961, Scr. No. 126,015

2 Claims. (CI. 219—146)

zc'

1. An electric arc welding electrode for overlay deposi-

tion of type 316 or 317 stainless steel containing 0.08%

carbon maximum on plain carbon or low alloy steel,

which consists of an envelope of low carbon plain carbon

steel making up from 24 to 37 percent of the total metallic

content of the electrode and a core of powdered metal

within the envelope making up the following proportions

of the total metallic content of the electrode:

Percent

Ferrochrome, 70% chromium 41 to 43

Nickel 18 to 24

Ferromolybdenum, 60% molybdenum 4 to 8

the electrode having a nitrogen content of 0.10 maximum.
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3,101,406
ELECTRONIC INTEGRATING CIRCUIT

Rudolph H. Engelmann, Castro Valley, Calif., assignor to

tlie United States of America as represented by the

United States Atomic Energy Commission
Filed June 2, 1960, Ser. No. 33,602

4 Claims. (CI. 235—183)

J\. . W- -MW —

to said incident radiation, each of said signals being di-

rected to separate contacts of a switch means, an image

presentation storage tube, said tube comprising an elec-

tron intensity control grid and vertical and horizontal

beam defkction plates controlled by vertical and horizon-

tal sync generators, means for scanning said separate

contacts and feeding said electrical signals to said grid

uf said memory tube, said signals controlling the intensity

of the electron beam of the memory tube, means for si-

multaneously moving the radiation source and detector

means in planes parallel to each other across the space

in which the subject is adapted to be placed and means
for controlling said vertical and horizontal sync gen-

erators as said radiation source and detector means are

moved across said subject.

2. In an electronic integrating circuit the combination

comprising a transistor having a base, a collector and an

emitter, a capacitor connected between said emitter and

said collector, means for selectively applying a voltage

pulse to said capacitor to charge it to an initial voltage,

means for biasing said base with operating voltage, cur-

rent dividing means comprising a diode of the same semi-

conductor crystalline material as said transistor connected

between said base and said emitter and oriented to permit

current to flow from said base to said emitter, signal in-

put terminal means including a first terminal coupled to

said base and a second terminal coupled to the juncture

between said capacitor and emitter for receiving a signal

to be integrated subsequent to termination of said volt-

age pulse, whereby the charge remaining on said capacitor

after a given time interval is indicative of the integral

thereover of said signal.

3,101,407

FLUOROSCOPE SYSTEM UTILIZING AN IMAGE
STORAGE TUBE

John Daniel Shipman, Jr., Alexandria, Va., assignor to

the United States of America as represented by the

Secretary of the Navy
FUed Apr. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 805,351

2 Claims. (CI. 250—71.5)
(Granted under TlUe 35, UJS. Code (1952), sec. 266)

3,101,408
IONIZING RADIATION DETECTOR OF THE SCIN-

TILLATION PHOTOCONDUCnVE TYPE
John W. Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Navy
Filed Jan. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 83,596

6 Claims. (CI. 250—71.5)
(Granted under TiUe 35. U.S. Code (1952), sec. 266)
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beta rays across said restricted passage whereby spores

are irradiated prior to entering said optical path, said

source having a strength depending on the size of said

passage and independent of the size of said optical ek-

ment.

3,101,413
CORROSION TEST PROBE AND METHOD

Edward SchaschI and Robert L. Littler, Crystal Lake, III.,

assignors to The Pure Oil Company, Chicago, III., a

corporation of Ohio
FUed Nov. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 853,050

3 Claims. (CI. 250—106)

nals; and means for obtaining and indicating the differ-

ence between said steady D.C. signals.

>• : - - -

3,101,414

AERODYNAMIC DENSITY METER USING PHOTO-
SENSITIVE SCHLIEREN OPTICAL SYSTEM

Wallis R. Grabowsky, San Pedro, Calif., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy
FUed Sept. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 141,554

7 Claims. (CI. 250—218)
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the acoustic bond between said transducer means and

one of said pieces in the absence of said static compres-

sive stress, said vibrator being dimensioned to vibrate

substantially as a longitudinally resonant vibrator in the

direction of a line through said pieces and said trans-

ducer means.

3,101,420
DISTORTED BEARING PIEZOELECTRIC

VOLTAGE SOURCE
George H. Hofferd, Lyndhurst, Robert H. Josephson,

Clcvelaiid Heights, and Alfred L. W. Williams, Cleve-

land, Ohio, assignors to Clevitc Corporation, a corpo-

ration of Ohio
FUed Nov. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 150,534

19 Cbdnu. (CI. 310—8.7)

scribed direction having a plurality of perforations pass-

ing completely through said body from one side to the

opposite side thereof, each of which is located directly in

the path of vibrations in said body and is directed trans-

versely to the direction of vibration at a plurality of

locations throughout a resonant section of said body,

whereby simultaneously to reduce the mass and increase

the compliance of said body substantially uniformly

throughout.

3,101,422
ELECTROMECHANICAL TRANSDUCER

APPARATUS
Donaid R. Church, Loe Angeles, Calif., and James
Da Roid, Glen Oaks, N.Y., assignors to Aconstica Asso-

ciates, Incn Plainvicw, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

FUed Feb. 9, I960, Ser. No. 7,576

4 Claims. (CI. 310—26)

1. A piezoelectric voltage source comprising, in com-

bination: a radial bearing including a first and a second

bearing race having a common axis and adapted for

relative rotation, said first race being distorted out-of-

round and said second race being distortable out-of-round

relative to said axis; and piezoelectric element means

mounted in load transmitting engagement with said dis-

tortable second race whereby upon relative rotation be-

tween said races a load, established by distorting said

second race, is applied to said piezoelectric element means

to generate a voltage.

3,101,421
ELASTIC WAVE VIBRATOR

Harry W. Kompanek, Santa Barbara, Calif., assignor to

Acoustica Associates, Inc., Mineola, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
Filed July 6, 1959, Ser. No. 825,143

28 Claims. (CI. 310—9.6)

1. Electromechanical transducer apparatus, particular-

ly adapted for (^ration at elevated tcmperatuies and

pressures, comprising a hermetically scalable rigid housing

of magnetically permeable material having only first and

second parts detachably connected together, said first part

including an integral diaphragm portion forming one end

wall of said housing, an elongated magnetostrictive trans-

ducer element made of a material which is operable in

the temperature range of 1000" F. mounted at one end

on the interior side of said diaphragm and having its

other end free and extending therefrom into the space

in said housing, a tubular magnetic shielding element

mounted at one end on the inner surface of a wall of

said second housing part opposite said diaphragm and

having its other end free and extending therefrom toward

said diaphragm a distance sufficient to surround the major

portion of said transducer element, the inner diameter

dimensions of said shielding element being greater than

the outer dimensions of said transducer element, and a

coil of wire having an internal diameter larger than said

outer dimensions supported within said shielding element

and extending along the major portion of the length of

said transducer element in cooperative relation with said

transducer element for the interchange therewith of elec-

trical oscillations and mechanical vibrations, whereby the

mating of said first and second parts provides a complete

housing for said apparatus and locates said transducer

element within but out of contact with said coil and said

shielding element.

6. Electromechanical vibrator comprising a body of

solid material intended for resonant vibration in a pre-

3,101.423
DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE

Albert W. Bmnot, Swampscott, Maas^ assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
FUed Dec. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 779,978

1 Claim. (CI. 310—86)
A motor comprising a stator core enclosed in a frame

and a rotor positioned in the bore of the sutor, coils hav-
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ing end turns protruding outwardly from the stator, a

cylindrical can on the stator and rotor surfaces forming

an air gap therebetween, a clamping ring attached to each

end of the stator for supporting the laminations, a firs,

tubular member having its inner surface fixed in fluid-

tight relationship with the stator can and including one

end in firm engagement with said clamping ring, a cylin-

drical ring having a shoulder coacting with the other end

of said tubular member and positioned between said mem-

ber and the frame and thereby defining a cavity enclosing

the end turns in a dead air space, a groove formed in the

inner surface of said stator frame for receiving the outer

surface of the cylindrical ring, a retaining member fitted

dimension from a point on the periphery of said groo^'e

to a point on the periphery of said lip 180' circunvferen-

tially spaced therefrom is at least substantially the same

as the inner diameter of said housing; a [rfurality of split

ring laminations having an outer diameter substantially

the same as the inner diameter of said housing positioned

within said housing; and means for maintaining said

laminations in rigid assembled relationship with said

bousing.

3,101,425

WINDING FOR AXLAL AIR GAP MACHINES
Georges Moress^, NeuiUy-sur-Seine, and Robert Docket,

Boulogne-sur-Seine, France, assignors to Normacem
S.A., Paris, France, a body corporate of France

FUed Apr. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 24,792

Claims priority, application France May 2, 1959

3 Claims. (CL 310—268)

in the internal wall of the stator frame and arranged for

contact with the exposed pwtion of said cylindrical ring

for holding the latter in a predetermined position, and a

second tubular member having a diameter greater than

said first tubular member having its peripheral surface in

engagement wiih the stator frame and an edge thereof m
contact with the cylindrical ring, and means sealing said

second tubular member with the stator frame, thereby

providing a construction capable of withsUnding the hy-

draulic forces imposed on the inner cylindrical surfaces

of the can on the stator inner surface while simultane-

ously preventing leakage of water into the stator portion

housing the coils.

2. In an axial air gap machine having a rotor and a

stator, said rotor being spaced from said stator by a planar

air gap and consisting of a disk-type armature including an

insulating supporting disk having armature winding coil

sides on both sides thereof, the improvement wherein said

coil sides are relatively thin in the direction normal to

the surface of the disk and have a relatively great width,

each of said coil sides containing at least one longitudinal

slot therein dividing the coil side into two narrower sec-

tions electrically connected in parallel whereby Foucault

currents in the coil sides and the corresponding eddy cur-

rent losses created thereby are reduced.

3,101.424

CONTROL APPARATUS
Stephen L. Burgwin, Clearwater, and Carl Green, l^e""*

County, Fla., assignors to MtaneapoIlsHoneywell Reg-

ulator Company, MinneapoUs, Minn., a corporation of

FUed June 9, 1960, Ser. No. 34,947

16 CUims. (CI. 310—217)

3,101,426

ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE TUBE
Kazuo Takayama and Seijl Ohara, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan, a public corporation of

Japan
FUed June 14, 1961, Ser. No. 117,139

2 Claims. (CL 313—152)

/ 5 I I

-c B-
1. An electrical discharge tube wherein a grid for pre-

venting oscillations is provided in the vicinity of the boun-

dary between the space charge region and the plasma

region, which grid has a floating potential and is movable.

1. In control apparatus: the combination of a hollow

cylindrioally shaped housing member having means at

one end thereof extending radially inwardly a substan-

tial amount so as to prevent the insertion of a circular

object having a diameter substantially the same as the

inner diameter of said housing, said housing being further

characterized by having a circular lip on the other end

thereof extending radially inwardly, the diameter of said

lip being less than the inner diameter of said housing, and

an internal circumferential groove having a diameter

greater than the, inner diameter of said housing subsUin-

tially immediately adjacent to said lip, the diameters ot

said lip and said groove being characterized so that the

3,101,427

GASEOUS COLD CATHODE INDICATOR
GLOW TUBE

John H. McCauley, Elizabeth, and Steven Gavurnik,

Gladstone, NJ., assignors to Bnrroughs Corporation,

Detroit, Mich., a corporation of MidUgan
Continuatk)n of application Ser. No. 765,147, Oct. 3,

1958. This application May 18, 1960, Ser. No. 30,712

10 Claims. (CI. 313—188)
1. A gaseous cold cathode indicator glow tube including

an envelope filled with a gas at a pressure to sustain

cathode glow, a stem at one portion of said envelope

including a plurality of electrically conductive pins ex-

tending therethrough, a pair of spaced-apart support posts

^:
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within said envelope, a viewing window at another por-

tion of said envelope, a stack of cathode glow electrodes

mounted on said pair of spaced-apart support posts and

facing said viewing window, said cathode electrodes being

in the form of indicator characters oriented substantially

parallel to each other and insulated from each other in

said stack, a cup-shaped anode electrode in said envelope

said cup-shaped anode having an apertured side wall, a

lead extending from each cathode through the apertured

said cathode and adapted to receive an electron beam and

produce an output signal therefrom, a first spade elec-

trode associated with said target electrode and adapted

to form and hold an electron beam on said associated

target electrode, the space between said cathode and said

target defining a current flow path, an electrode outside

of said current flow path for modulating the current flow

in said current flow path, and means providing a longi-

wall of said anode along the length of the cup and the

stack of cathode electrodes to one of said conductive

pins, and including a plate portion positioned at the bot-

tom of said stack of cathode electrodes, means securing

said support posts to said plate portion of said anode,

and a support assembly for said electrodes, said support

assembly comprising a plurality of insulating disks se-

cured together by reinforcing members coupled to a plu-

rality of said conductive pins in said stem, said support

assembly supporting said stack of cathodes.

3,101,428

ELECTRON DISCHARGE TUBE AND ITS METHOD
OF FABRICATION

William F. Griffin, Summit, N J., assignor to Radio Cor-

poration of America, a corporation of Delaware

FUed July I, 1960, Scr. No. 40,264

13 Claims. (CI. 313—252)

s

tudinal magnetic field in said tube, said magnetic field

and electric fields within said tube co-acting to control the

flow of an electron beam therein and causing said beam

to tend to move in a charaaeristic direction known as

the leading direction, said last-mentioned electrode being

oriented on the side of said electron beam and said

current flow path representing the lagging direction of

the beam so that the tendency of the beam is to move

away from said elecrode.

3,101,430
COMPENSATING LENS

Otto Schcrzer, Darmstadt-Ebcrstadt, and Karl Heinz

Steigerwald, Heidenhcim an der Brenz, Wnrttemberg,

Germany, assl^piors to Carl Zcin, Heidenhcim an der

Brcnz, Wurttembcrg, Germany
Filed Aug. 16, 1960, Scr. No. 49,981

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 22, 1959

8 Claima. (O.
"~vcrmany h
315—31)

11. An electron tube assembly comprising an electrode

and an annular support member having a centrally dis-

posed opening defined by a portion of said support mem-

ber, an end of said electrode being engaged with said

portion, and an aperture through said annulus allowing

flow of brazing material from one surface of said annu-

lus through said aperture and into contact with said

electrode.

3,101,429

METHOD AND MEANS FOR MODULATING A
MAGNETRON BEAM TUBE

Earl D. Aycrs, Auburn, Mkb., assignor to Burroughs

Corporation, Detroit, Mich^ a corporation of Michigan

Continuation of abandoned application Scr. No. 412^229,

Feb. 24, 1954. This application June 8, 1959, Scr. No.

818 972
25 Claims. (CI. 315—30)

20. A modulation system including an electron beam

tube having a cathode, a target electrode spaced from

1. Apparatus for compensating for the apcrtural de-

fect of an electron optical lens of rotational symmetry

which is free of space charge, comprising a corrective

lens, said corrective lens being positioned near the princi-

pal plane of said electron optical lens, said corrective lens

comprising a first and second ring electrode positioned in

parallel planes perpendicular to the axis of the beam, a

netting clamped between said ring electrodes and insulated

therefrom, and means for biasing each of said ring elec-

trodes to induce a charge distribution on said netting vary-

ing with the distance from the center of the netting, the

total charge so induced on the netting traversed by the

beam being so slight that no disturbing lens effect of the

individual netting meshes occurs.
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3,1*1.431

SPUTTER ION PROTECTIVE APPARATUS
Robert L. Jepicn, Lm Altoa, and Arthur B. Francis,

Sunnyvale, Calif., aadgnon to Varian Associates, Palo

Alto, Calif., a corporation of Callfomb
FUcd May 29, 1961, Ser. No. 113,258

8 Claims. (CL 315—35)

1. A cold cathode vacuum discharge apparatus com-

prising an anode electrode, a cathode electrode electrically

insulated and spaced from said anode electrode, said anode

and cathode electrodes providing a primary electron dis-

charge path, additional electrode means for providing an

auxiliary electron discharge path, said additional elec-

trode means including a hollow cylindrical electrode, a

rod electrode extending within said hollow cylindrical

electrode, and said hollow cylindrical electrode and said

rod electrode form said auxiUary electron discharge path,

a vacuum envelope enclosing said anode, cathode, and

additional electrodes, and conductor terminal means for

connecting said glow discharge device to a plurality of

separate circuits outside of said envelope wherein the cur-

rent drawn by said primary discharge path may be iso-

lated from the current drawn by said auxiliary discharge

path.

tion responsive switch means, said condition responsive

switch means opening upon the presence of an abnormal

condition, electrical means connecting said normally

closed switch and said condition responsive switch means

in series to shunt said energization winding of said first

relay means so that upon the presence of an abnormal

condition said shunt circuit is broken to place said ener-

gization winding of said first relay means in series with

said energization winding of said second relay means,

said energization winding of said first relay means having

a high impedance thereby reducing the current to a pre-

determined low value to cause said second relay means

to de-cnergize said conditioning apparatus, space tempera-

ture responsive switch means, and electrical circuit means

connecting said temperature responsive switch means, said

winding of said time delay means, and said energization

winding of said first relay means in a series circuit to said

source of power to maintain energization of said first re-

lay means, said last mentioned circuit not providing suffi-

cient energization of said time delay means so that said

time delay means subsequently has an open first circuit,

said temperature responsive switch means providing a

means to open said last mentioned series circuit to de-

energize said first relay means to re-establish normal oper-

ation of the control circuit.

3,101,433
CONTROL APPARATUS

Robert L. Miller, Hatboro, and Rudolph J. Wolf, Jr.,

Roslyn, Pa., assignois to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regu-

lator Company, Minneapolis, Minn., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Dec. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 784,143

14 Claims. (CI. 317—149)

3,101,432
CONTROL APPARATUS

Frederick G. Adams, Wayzata, Minn., assignor to Mfamc-

apolis-Honcywell Regulator Company, Mbmeapolis,

Minn., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Aug. 3, 1959, Scr. No. 831,386

4 Claims. (CL 317—13)

su

4^-.

r

1. In a control circuit for controlling the energization

of air conditioning apparatus, first relay means haying

an energization winding and a normally closed switch

controlled by said winding, second relay means having

an energization winding and being adapted to control the

air conditioning apparatus, time delay means having a

first circuit which doses after a predetermined period of

energization of a winding of said time delay means, a

source of power, electrical circuit means connecting said

first and second mentioned energization windings and

said first circuit in series to said source of power, amdi-

£:; ;>«r _^K]-
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6. A time proportioning control apparatus comprising,

in combination, means for generating a linear sawtooth

wave voltage signal, a current control device, means for

applying a control signal to said current control device,

means for applying said sawtooth wave signal as bias to

said current control device for cyclic comparison with

said centred signal whereby to oontrcrf the flow of cur-

rent through said control device on a time cycle deter-

mined by the repetition rate of said sawtooth signal and

for a proportionate time during each cycle determined

by the relative magnitude of said control signal, and out-

put operation control ineans responsive to the current

flow through said current control means.

3,101,434
LATCHING MECHANISM FOR ELECTRO-

RESPONSIVE RELAY
Hector KItscha, MUwankec, Wis., assignor to Cutler-

Hammer, Inc., Mttwaukce, Wis., a corporation of

Delaware
FUcd Dec. 17, 1958, Ser. No. 780,998

9Clafans. (CI. 317—187)

1. A latching device comprising:

(a) a movable member having a normal position and

another position displaced from said normal posi-

tion into which said member may be locked;
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(ft) and latching means for automatically locking said

movable member when moved to said other posi-

tion to prevent return thereof to said normal posi-

tion until it is released comprising:

(c) a member provided with an aperture therethrough

and at least one side of said aperture having a sur-

face at an angle to the direction of movement of

said movable member so that the opposite sides of

said aperture converge in one direction and diverge

in the opposite direction;

(d) a ball carriage partly within said aperture and

having a hole therethrough for accommodating said

movable member for free movement relative to said

ball carriage and being provided with at least one

ball confining opening between said movable mem-

ber and said angular surface and a ball rotaUbly

accommodated in said opening having a diameter

greater than the thickness of the wall adjacent said

opening;

(e) resilient means biasing said ball carnage m said

one directicxi;

for controlling stcp-by-step rotation of said drum, drive

means for rotating said drum and including a continu-

ously running electric motor in said circuit and also in-

cluding an electrically operated brake and clutch in said

circuit and driven by said motor, said brake and clutch

being alternately operable to stop and start rotation of

said drum, a settablc interval timer in said circuit for

(/) a recess in said movable member freely accom-

modating a portion of said ball when said movable

member is in said normal position thereby to pre-

vent wedging of said ball between said angular sur-

face and said movable member and prevent locking

''of said movable member unUl the latter has been

moved a predetermined distance into said other posi-

tion; .

(g) means for moving said movable member to said

other position whereby a side of said recess bears

against said ball to move said ball and said ball car-

riage against the force of said resilient means until

said ball is provided with enough space to be forced

out of said recess and is wedged between said angu-

lar surface and a portion of said movable member

adjacent said recess thereby to lock said movable

member in said other posiuon and to prevent return

thereof to said normal position;

(/i) and electroresponsive means for moving said baU

carriage against the force of said resUient means to

release said movable member for return back to itt

nMtnal position.

\^

determining the length of time during which said stepping

means control element is operative to stop drum rotation,

and a manually setuble selector switch in said circuit

for selecting the other control elements to be placed in

the circuit for actuation by their respective pins when

the latter are in axial alignment with a pin in said one

circumferential row.

3,U1,4M
NUMERICALLY CO^r^ROLLED POSITIONING

SYSTEM
George W. Yoonkin, Food dn Lac, Wis^ assignor to

Giddtngs & Lewis Machine Tool Company, Fond du

Lac, Wis^ a corporation of Wisconsin
Filed Apr. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 25,454

19 Claims. (CI. 318—162)

3,101,435

PROGRAM CONTROLLER
Elmer S. Welch, ThIensYUle, and James S. Roberts, Mll-

wankee. Wis., assignor^ by mesne ,««*«?,""'*^.
J?

MUwaukec Chaplct & Mfg. Company, Inc., Milwaukee,

Wis- a corporation of Wisconsin ^^, ,..
Filed Oct. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 845,480

12 Claims. (Q. 318—162)

8 In a program controller, a rotatable drum carrying

a multiplicity of pins arranged in spaced, paraUel, cir-

cumferential rows, said pins also being alignable in an

axial direction, an electrical control circuit, a control

element mounted adjacent said drum and in *said circuit

for each of said circumferential rows and actuated by

the pins therein, one circumferential row of pins and

its associated control element consUtuUng stepping means

1. In an automatic machine for moving a working

tool in either direction along one axis and for moving a

material support in either direCtion along a second axis,

the combination comprising means for commanding said

tool and said material support to move to a pro-

grammed location, said commands being in the form of

signals indicating distances measured along each of said

axes, means disposed along each of said axes for detect-

ing the differences between the physical locations of said

tool and «aid support and the progranuncd location,
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means responsive to the detection erf a substantial varia-

tion between the differences along each of said axes for

driving said machine along only one of said axes until

there is substantially the same difference along each of

said axes, and means responsive to the detection of sub-

stantially the same difference along each of said axes for

driving said machine along both of said axes simultane-

ously.

3,101^37
SERVO POWER AMPLIFIER

Harry R. PhoHnos, San Diego, Calif., assignor to The

Ryan Aeronautical Co., San Diego, Calif.

Filed July 1, I960, Ser. No. 40,299

1 Claim. (CI. 318—207)

a secondary terminal connected to said transistor base

and a primary terminal connected to said positive D.C.

lead; a cross resistance disposed between said switch

primary terminal and said positive D.C. lead, cross

capacitance disposed between said positive and negative

D.C. leads ahead of said switch, a line resistance in said

positive lead ahead of said line capacitance; said cross

capacitance, and line resistance smoothing out the D.C
current flow to prevent current leakage due to residual

A.C. wave undulations; said switch having multiple ter-

tiary terminals between said primary and secondary

terminals, a rotor on said switch, a primary sector on

said rotor in constant contact with said primary terminal,

a secondary sector on said rotor in constant contact with

said secondary terminal, tertiary lines between said ter-

tiary terminals and said negative D.C. lead, capacitors

disposed in said tertiary lines; said rotor and sectors

being capable of selective connecting said tertiary tcrmi-

A non-feedback servo power amplifier, comprising:

a transistor connected in a constant-current common-

emitter configuration, whereby said transistor has a

relatively high effective resistance;

means for applying an input signal to said transistor;

a transformer having a low inductance primary wind-

ing and a secondary winding;

means for applying the output from said transistor to

said primary winding, whereby the signals across

said transistor and said primary have a stable sub-

stantiaJly 90 degree phase difference as the ratio of

said resistance to the inductive reactance increases,

said stability being inherent and not requiring nega-

tive feedback;

a push-pull amplifier;

means for causing said secondary to drive said push-

pull amplifier;

a servo motor having a first winding and a center-

tapped second winding;

means for applying a first driving signal to said first

winding of said motor, said first driving signal being

in phase with said input signal;

means for applying a second driving signal to said sec-

ond winding of said motor, said second driving sig-

nal being obtained from said push-pull amplifier,

whereby the second driving signal is substantially 90

degrees out of phase with said first driving signal,

and may cause said motor to rotate in cither direc-

tion in accordance with said input signal.

3,101,438

MODEL TRAIN ELECTRICAL MOTOR
CONTROL SYSTEM

WUllam A. McCall, West Bkwmficld Township, Oakland

County, Pontine, Mich. (987 Oakland Ave., Birming-

ham, Mich.)
Piled May 1, 1961, Ser. No. 106,751

3 Claims. (O. 318—400)

1. An electric motor coasting system comprising an

electric motor, a negative DC. lead connected to one

side of said motor, a transistor disposed in said nega-

tive lead with its collector connected to said lead and its

emitter connected to said motor side, a positive DC.

lead connected to the other side of said motor, a multiple

selector switch disposed ahead of said transistor havmg

nals with either said primary terminal or said secondary

terminal so as to charge said capacitors independent of

said motor circuit when connected with said primary

terminal and to add stored capacity to said secondary

terminal and motor circuit when in contact with said

secondary terminal, a shunt circuit between said transistor

base and said negaUve D.C. lead ahead of said transistor,

a potentiometer in said shunt circuit for controUmg base

function for controlling current to said motor to regu-

late motor speed, and a resistance filament pilot light in

said shunt circuit between said potentiometer and said

negaUve D.C. lead to vary transistor current surge via

damping resistance; said switch secondary sector bcmg

capable of transferring stored capacitance past said shunt

circuit potentiometer with said potentiometer at zero to

acUvate said transistor base to effect diminishing current

flow through said transistor to diminishingly supply cur-

rent to said motor to effect gradual slowing down of said

motor speed.

3,101,439

CONTROL CIRCUITS FOR STATIC INVERTERS
Manfred LlllensteIn, RolUng Hflls, and Daniel F.

Schaefer, Long Beach, Cafif., assignors to American

Electronics, Inc., FuUerton, Califs • corporarton of

California ^, ,^^^r.i
Filed Oct. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 146,654

6 Claims. (CI. 321—45)

1 In a system for producing an alternating current

output and which includes: generating means for pro-

ducing a pair of oppositely phased gate signals, and first

and second main switching devices coupled to said gen-

erating means to be sequentially actuated by said op-

positely phased gate signals in a succession of recurrent

operating cycles, the combination of: a transformer in-

cluding a primary vending having first and second sides

respectively connected to said first and second mam

switching devices, said primary winding further having a

center tap and first and second intermediate taps dis-

posed on opposite sides of said center tap, said transformer

further including a secondary winding across which an

alternating current secondary voltage is produced, poten-

tial supplying means connected to said center tap on

said primary winding for introducing an cxciUng poten-

Ual thereto, cinmit nieans coupled to said transformer
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for deriving a regulating signal representative trf the

amplitude of said alternating current secondary voltage,

first and second auxiliary switching devices connected

respectively to said first and second main switching de-

vices and to said first and second intermediate taps on

said primary winding, and a contrcrf circuit coupled to

and a pressure vessel forming a seakd enclosure for said

pair of spaced apart electrodes and said nozzle for en-

abling said voltage regulator to be operated at pressures

above atmospheric pressure.

- »
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3,101,441

TRANSISTOR VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Arnet A. Curry, Elmhurst, III., asigiior to Motorola, Inc.

Chicago, 111., a corporatioD of Illinois

FUed Aug. 4, 1958, Ser. No. 752,899

5 CUOms. (CL 323—22)
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said circuit means and to said first and second auxiliary

switching devices for enabling said first and second aux-

iliary switching devices to be sequentially conducUve at

points in successive half cycles of said alternatmg cur-

rent voltage as determined by said regulating signal ef-

fectively to connect said first and second main switching

devices to said first and second intermediate taps.

3,101,440

VOLTAGE REGULATOR FOR HIGH VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLIES

Harold C. Early, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to Meredith

Publishing Company, Des Moines, Iowa, a corporation

OiilnJrippllcatlon July 1, 1957, Ser. No. 669,187 now

Patent No. 2,981,883, dated Apr. 25, 1961. Divided

and this application June 13, 1960, Ser. No. 35,762

6 Clahns. (CI. 323—16)

1. A direct current voltage regulator including in com-

bination, input supply terminals, output terminals for

connection to a load, a control transistor connected be-

tween said input and said output terminals, a Zener diode

for supplying a reference voltage, said control transistor

being coupled to said Zener diode and operative to apply

current to one of said output terminals substantially to

eliminate changes in voltage across the load in response

to a detected difference between the output voltage and

the reference voltage supplied by the voltage drop across

said Zener diode, a switching transistor having base,

emitter and collector electrodes, said collector electrode

being coupled to one side of said Zener diode, and first

and second resistors connected in series between said base

and emitter electrodes of said switching transistor and pro-

ducing a resulunt voltage to normally bias off said switch-

ing transistor, said first resistor being coupled across said

output terminals and having a first voluge developed there

-

across which varies directly with the output voluge, said

second resistor being coupled to one of said output ter-

minals and having a second volugc developed thereacross

which varies directly with the output current applied to

the load, said second voltage being of opposite polarity

to said first voltage and exceeding said first voltage upon

the occurrence of a simultaneous decrease in output volt-

age and increase in output current to provide a resultant

bias voluge which renders said switching transistor con-

ducting, said switching transistor reducing the volUge

across said Zener diode to cut off said control transistor.

1. In a high voltage power supi^y system of the type

having a DC. output of 1,000 volts or more from a pair

of output terminals connected to the output of the high

voltage power supply and a load connected to said out-

put terminals, the improvement of a voltage regulating

circuit connected to said output terminals comprising a

pair of spaced apart electrodes defining a spark gap

therebetween and adapted to break down at a voltage

less than the unregulated power supply voltage at said

terminals, to provide continuous sampling of said un-

regulated power supply volUge, a fluid source including

a nozzle for supplying a continuous fluid stream to said

gap to extinguish the sparks thereacross at a desired repe-

tition rate to thereby maintain the D.C. power supply

voltage to said load at a closely regulated value, said

nozzle being operatively positioned adjacent said elec-

trodes and connected to said fluid source for causing said

Audi stream to be continuously blown through said gap

3,lfl,442
TRANSISTORIZED DIRECT-VOLTAGE

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY
Arthur M. Darbic, Sooth Plainficld, Charics W. Harrison,

MilUngton, and DomU J. Tighc, Millbum, NJ.,

assignors to Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto,

Calif., a corporation of California

FUed Dec. 15, 1959, Ser. No. 859,633

11 Claims. (CL 323—22)
1. A voluge regulating circuit having improved inter-

nal power dissipation characteristics, said circuit compris-

ing an input direct-volUge terminal, a plurality of volUge

dropping resistors connected in series therewith, an out-

put lead, a main regulating transistor connected between

said resistors and said lead, a feedback amplifier connect-

ed between said output lead and said main transistor and

controlling it to keep the volUge on said lead constant

at a set value, a plurality of auxiliary transistors connected

to variably bypass current around respective ones of said

resistors, and means interconnecting said auxiliary tran-
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sistors and said main transistor to turn a first of said aux- ____.„_ „„i.ce;f21.'*1ipA«iiiBiTSjr MFANS
Uiary transistor, on when the volUge drop across said ^^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^,
main transistor drops below a given value and to tu^ J^nsT^S^R^S^SiSsED SpiSf GAP
a second of said auxiliary transistors on when the voltage

^ESICTANCE CHANGE
Paul De Kuzmik, deceased, late of Miami, Fla^ by John

R. Montgomery, executor. Room 1150, 209 S. La Salle

SJU, Chicago 4, HI.

FUed June 30, 1959, Ser. No. 824,037

3 Clahns. (CI. 324—33)

»-^

drop across said first auxiliary transistor drops below a

certain value, whereby the power dissipated in said main

and auxiliary transistors is subsUntially reduced below

the niaximum power input.

3,101,443

CAPACITANCE VOLTAGE DIVIDER
Morton J. Fried, 3879 Madebu Way, LIvermore, Calif.

FUed Nov. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 150,380

9 Cbdms. (CI. 323—74)

qtz^

1. A device for measuring cylinder pressure in an inter-

nal combustion engine or the like having an ignition sys-

tem which includes a spark plug comprising a primary

power generating means adapted for connection to a con-

ventional A.C. source of supply, an electronic oscillator

capable of generating a signal, means connecting said

primary power source and said electronic oscillator, means

connected to said oscillator for amplifying the voltage of

said signal to a value sufficient to bridge the gap of the

spark plug, rectifying means for converting the signal into

direct current, means for applying the resultant direct cur-

rent to the ignition system such as the spark plug, separate

means connected to said voltage amplifying means for

stepping down the voltage generated thereby, rectifying

means connected to said last mentioned means for convert-

ing the signal to direct current and measuring the signal

voltage direct current produced by the step-down means,

the measuring means being calibrated directly in conven-

tional pressure measuring units.

3 101 445

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT WITH
A CONSTANT SPEED MOTOR INDUCTIVELY
DRIVING A SPRING BIASED ENERGIZED
ARMATURE ,„ _

Irvhi L. Glerum, Canoga Park, Calif., assignor to W. C.

DUlon & Company, Inc., a corporation of California

FUed Jan. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 82,087

7 Claims. (CI. 324—139)

1. In a capacitance voltage divider the combination

comprising a rigid metal cylindrical housing, a high volt-

age vacuum capacitor having a high voltage terminal and

a low voltage terminal axially mounted within said hous-

ing, an input terminal electrically connected to the high

voltage terminal of said capacitor and extending exteriorly

of said housing, insulating material disposed between said

housing and said capacitor, a low inductance capacitor

mounted within said housing electrically connected at one

of its sides to the low voltage terminal of said vacuum

capacitor and having a capacitance value at least an order

of magnitude greater than said vacuum capacitor, an

output terminal extending exteriorly of said housing and

electrically connected to the low voltage terminal of said

vacuum capacitor, a ground terminal affixed to said hous-

ing and in electrical conUct therewith, the other side

of said low inductance capacitor electrically connected to

said ground terminal, and end members secured at either

end of said bousing.

6. An electrical measuring instrument comprising: a

magnetic body; means for rotating said magnetic body;

a casing structure; an armature member mounted for

rotation within said casing structure in a position in flux

coupling relationship to said magnetic body; biasing means

comprising at least two hair springs secured between

said armature member and said casing in opposed rela-

tionship to bias said armature member to an initial po-
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sition; a coil wound about said armature member and

having its ends connected, respectively, to the ends of

said hair springs; a pair of input leads passing into said

casing structure and connecting to the other ends of said

hair springs to pass input electrical energy to said coil

for generating flux in said armature member whereby

a torque is exerted on said armature member by said

rotating magnetic body to swing said armature member
through an angle against said biasing means, said angle

being a function of the value of said input electrical

energy; and means for indicating the degree of rotation

of said armature member.

to said second device to form a second oscillator; and a

coupling between said output means and a base element

of said second device whereby said second oscillator is

modulated by said first oscillator.

3,101,446
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO INDICATOR

Walter L. Glomb, Clifton, mnd Donald R. Campbell,

Nutley, NJ., and John H. Kressman, Easton, Pa.,

assignors to Intemiitional Telephone and Telegraph

Corporation, Nutley, NJ., a corporation of Maryland
FUed Sept. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 53,764

20 Claims. (CI. 325—67)

^' '' H " ^:, "
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1. A circuit to indicate the signal-to-noise ratio of a

signal in the presence of noise, said signal including a

sine wave, comprising means responsive to the composite

sum of said sine wave and said noise to produce a resultant

signal including said sine wave compressed in amplitude

proportional to the amplitude of said noise, and means

coupled to said responsive means to detect the amplitude

of said compressed sine wave.

3 101 447
MODULATED OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

Frank P. Smith, Amber, Pa., assignor to The Magnavox
Company, Fort Wayne, Ind., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Nov. 10, 1960, Scr. No. 68,456

4 Claims. (CI. 325—105)

3,101,448
SYNCHRONOUS DETECTOR SYSTEM

John P. Costas, Fayetteville, N.Y., assigqor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New Yorli

FUed Dec. 23, 1954, Scr. No. 477,169
2 Claims. (CI. 329—50)

1. An electronic circuit comprising: a first semi-oon-

ductor device coupled to a source of electrical energy; a

tuned circuit and output means coupled to said device; a

second semi-conductor device coupled to a source of elec-

trical energy and having emitter and base elements and

coupled to said first device as an emitter follower to pro-

vide a feedback path for said first device to form a first

oscillator; a tuned circuit and feedback means coupled

If

I !
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1. In a system of communication in which the side-

bands of a resultant wave formed by modulating in am-
plitude a carrier wave by a modulating wave are trans-

mitted and in which said modulating wave is recovered

by heterodyning said transmitted wave with a locally

generated wave in phase with said carrier wave and de-

riving from the heterodyned output said modulating wave,

means for maintaining said locally generated wave in

phase with said carrier wave comprising means for de-

riving a wave in phase quadrature to said locally generated

wave, means for mixing said phase quadrature wave with

said resultant wave, means for deriving from the mixed

output a wave repesenting the modulating component of

said resultant wave, the amplitude and phase of said modu-
lating component with respect to the amplitude and phase

of the modulating component derived by heterodyning

said resultant wave with said locally generated wave vary-

ing in accordance with the departure in phase of said

locally generated wave from the phase of said carrier

wave, means for combining said derived modulating com-
ponents to obtain an output whose polarity and magnitude

varies resp>ectively in accordance with the direction and

magnitude of the departure of the phase of said locally

generated wave with respect to the phase of said carrier

wave, means responsive to the polarity of output of said

combining means to vary the phase of said locally gen-

erated wave in inverse direction to the direction of de-

parture of said carrier wave causing said polarity thereby

maintaining said locally generated wave in phase with

said carrier wave.

3,101,449
PARAMETRIC ELECTRON BEAM DEVICES

Arthur AshUn, BcmardsrUlc, NJ., asrifnor to Bell Tele-

pbonc Laboratories, bcorponitcd, New York, N.Y., a

cotporatfcMi of New York
Filed May 20, 1958, Scr. No. 736,639

10 Claims. (CI. 330—4.7)
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I . A high frequency electron discharge device compris-

ing an evacuated envelope, means including an electron

gun for forming and projecting an electron beam along
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an extended path within said envelope, means positioned

along said path for modulating said beam with high level

radio-frequency energy at a predetermined fundamental

frequency and at harmonic frequencies thereof, means dis-

posed along said path for introducing signal energy to be

amplified in coupling relation with said beam, said signal

energy having a frequency higher than said predetermined

frequency, and means disposed along said path for ab-

stracting the amplified signal energy from said beam.

3,101,451

DIRECT CURRENT AMPLIFIER SYSTEM WITH
FEEDBACK CONTROLLED HIGH IMPEDANCE
INPUT CIRCUIT

John P. Burgarella, Sudbury, and Donald S. Oliver, Acton,

Mass,^ assignors to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator

Company, Minneapolis, Minn., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Oct. 17, 1958, Scr. No. 767,987

6 Claims. (CI. 330—10)

3,101,450

AMPLIFIER COMPRISING TIME DEPENDENT
REACTORS

HidetosU Takahadii, Eiichi Goto, and Shintaro Oshima,

all of Tokyo, Japan, assignon to Kokusai Dcnsiiin

Dcnwa Co, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan, a company of Japan

FUed Sept. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 58,010

Claims priority, appUcatkia Japan Mar. 30, 1955

11 Claims. (O. 330—7)
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1. An amplifying device comprising an input circuit,

an output circuit, a first, second, third and fourth non-

linear reactances, an A.C. power supply circuit for sup-

plying an A.C. signal of frequency F, a first resonant cir-

cuit tuned to a frequency substantially equal to / and

coupled to said input circuit, a second resonant circuit

tuned to a frequency substantially equal to F—f. said out-

put circuit being connected to at least one of said resonant

circuits, a DC. bias power supply circuit, each of said

circuits having multiple transformer windings therein, said

first and second resonant circuits and said A.C. power sup-

ply circuit and said D.C. bias power supply circuit being

coupled with said four non-linear reactances through said

transformer windings, the coupling of said circuits to said

first non-linear reactance all being of one polarity, the

couplings of said first and second resonant circuits to said

second non-linear reactance being of said one polarity

and the coupling of said A.C. power supply and said D.C.

bias power supply circuiu to said second non-linear reac-

tance being of a polarity opposite to said one polarity, the

coupling of said first resonant circuit and said A.C. power

supply circuit to said third non-linear reactance being of

said one polarity and the coupling of said second resonant

circuit and said D.C. bias power supply circuit to said

third non-linear reactance being of said opposite polarity,

and the coupling of said first resonant circuit and said D.C.

bias power supply circuit to said fourth non-linear reac-

tance being of one polarity and the coupling of said second

resonant circuit and said A.C. power supply circuit to

said fourth non-linear reactance being of said opposite

polarity, said four non-linear reacunces having substan-

tially the same characteristics and the resonant frequency

of said resonant circuits being determined by the value

of said four non-linear reactonccs, said first and second

resonant circuits being electrically decoupled from each

other and subsUntially no A.C. power being transmitted

therebetween when an A.C. power signal is applied to

the circuit, means for applying an A.C. signal of frequency

F to said A.C. power supply circuit and means for apply-

ing a D.C. signal to said D.C. power supply circuit, and

means for applying a modulated signal input with a car-

rier frequency / to said first resonant circuit, whereby para-

metric oscillations arc generated in said resonant circuiU

for producing an amplified output.

1. A direct current amplifier system comprising, in

combination, an input circuit, a magnetic converter, an

alternating current amplifier, said input circuit being

coupled inductively only through said converter to said

alternating current amplifier, a synchronous demodulator

coupled to demodulate the output of said alternating cur-

rent amplifier to produce a system output signal, a feed-

back circui. responsive to said output signal, said feed-

back circuit including a second-magnetic converter, a

second alternating current amplifier and a second

synchronous demodulator, said second synchronous de-

modulator being coupled inductively only to the output

of said second alternating current amplifier, and means

connecting the output of said second demodulator in feed-

back relation to said input circuit whereby to provide

a feedback controlled high impedance input circuit with-

out conductive coupling between said input circuit and the

output of the direct current amplifier.

3,101,452

VOLTAGE-VARLiBLE CAPACITOR BRIDGE
AMPLIFIER

Don R. Holcomb and David B. Lceson, Los Angeles,

Calif., assignors to Hughes Afrcraft Company, Culver

City, Calif., a corporation of Delaware

Filed June 30, 195S, Ser. No. 823,879

1 Claim. (CI. 330—10)

A dielectric amplifier circuit comprising a pair of

diodes having a capacitance proportional to the potential

applied thcrcacross and being connected in series and

poled in the same direction, a center-tapped first inductor

coupled across said series-connected diodes through

coupling capacitors, a pair of balancing capacitors cou-

pled in series across said diodes, a carrier wave source

coupled to said first inductor, an input signal source, a

parallel resonant circuit tuned to the frequency of said
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carrier wave and connected from one side of said input

signal source to the junction of said diodes, a second in-

ductor connected from the other side of said input signal

source to the tap on said first inductor, a bypass capacitor

connected from the junction of said diodes to the junc-

tion between said second inductor and said input signal

source and resonant with said second inductor at the

frequency of said carrier wave, a source of a bias poten-

tial coupled to said diodes through isolating elements, a

tuning capacitor connected across said first inductor and

resonant therewith at the frequency of said carrier wave,

a load, a first unilaterally conductive device connected

between one end of said first inductor and one end of said

load, a second unilaterally conductive device connected

between the other end of said first inductor and the other

end of said load, first and second resistors individually

shunting said first and second devices respectively, a first

filter capacitor connected from one end of said load to

the junction of said second inductor and said input sig-

nal source, and a second filter capacitor connected from

the other end of said load to the junction of said second

inductor and said input signal source.

drawn thereby exceeds a predetermind value for a pre-

determined period.

3,101,454
TRANSISTOR R-C OSCILLATOR

John K. Gossland, Altadena, CaUf^ assignor to Technkai

Oil Tool Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif^ a corpora-

tion of California

Filed July 11, 1960, Ser. No. 42,055

12 Claims. (CI. 331—111)

3,101,453

TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS WITH PROTECTIVE
CIRCUIT MEANS

Arthur Ian Forbes Simpson and William Alexander

Cawthra, both of London, England, assignors to Mod-

em Telephones (Great Britain) Limited, London, Eng-

land, a British company
Filed Jan. 21, 1958, Ser. No. 710,232

Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 21, 1957

2CUims. (CI. 330—22) .
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1. In a flasher circuit, oscillator means comprising: a

voltage divider; a first transistor connected in an emitter

follower circuit and having an input and an output; means

connecting a point on said voltage divider to the input

of said emitter follower circuit for biasing the same; a

second transistor connected in a common emitter ampli-

fier circuit and having an input and an output; means con-

necting the output of said emitter follower circuit to the

input of said common emitter amplifier circuit; a third

transistor connected in a common collector amplifier cir-

cuit and having an input, a driver output, and a control

output; means connecting the output of said common
emitter amplifier circuit to the input of said common

collector amplifier circuit; and means including a capaci-

tor connecting the control output of said common collec-

tor amplifier circuit to the input of said emitter follower

circuit whereby oscillation occurs and a signal in the

driver output of said common collector amplifier circuit

is varied at a periodic rate.

1. A multi-stage transistor amplifier comprising first

and second transistor amplifier stages with coupling means

for feeding signals amplified by the first stage to the sec-

ond stage for further amplification, said first sUge havmg

such gain that the output signal from the first stage for a

peak input signal is of greater amplitude than the maxi-

mum continuous input signal which can be handled by

said second stage due to the power dissipation limits of

said second stage but within the peak handling capacity

of said second stage for amfplification without appreciable

distortion, a power supply for supplying operating poten-

tial to said first and second stages, a protective circuit

including a resistance element having a positive tempera-

ture coefficient of resistance connected in series between

the output of said second stage and said power supply for

protecting said second stage against any input signal of a

given amplitude having a duration exceeding the permis-

sible duration for such a signal due to the dissipation

limits of said second stage, said protective circuit further

including a capacitor connected in series with said resist-

ance element across said power supply, whereby said ca-

pacitor provides a substantially constant operating poten-

tial to said second sUge during signal peaks of short dura-

tion when said second stage tends to draw a large current,

and said resistance element operates to reduce the oper-

ating potential on said second stage wlien the current

3,101,455
CARRIER-SUPPRESSED MODULATOR

Dale P. Masher, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Army
Filed Nov. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 70,360

5 Claims. (CI. 332—43)

(Granted under Tide 35, VS. Code (1952), sec. 266)
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1. A modulating circuit comprising a pair of semi-con-

ductor devices of opposite conductivity type each having

emitter, collector and base electrodes, said collector elec-

trodes being directly connected in common, an inductor

serially connected between said emitter electrodes and in-

cluding a center-tap. an input circuit connected between

said center-tap and said common collector electrode con-

nection to provide a first input signal in phase between

said collector electrodes, a second input circuit connected

between said center-tap and said base electrodes for pro-

viding a second input signal of the same phase therebe-

tween, and means including a load resistor coupled to

said inductor for deriving an output signal.
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3,101,456

FREQUENCY SELECTIVE GYROMAGNETIC DI-

PLEXER FOR COUPLING TWO LINES, EACH
HAVING INDIVIDUAL FREQUENCY, WITH A
COMMON LINE ^

JnUan Brown, Ir^ and John G. Cburk, Clearwater, Fla.,

assignors to ^rry Rand Corporation, Great Neck,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUcd Dec. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 159^22

3 Claims. (O. 333—1.1)

1. Apparatus for diplexing electromagnetic waves at

first and second different frequencies comprising,

a plurality of electromagnetic wave transmission lines

lying in a common plane and joined in a conunon

junction,

means for coupling electromagnetic waves at said first

and second frequencies to said junction,

a magnetically polarizable material capable of exhibit-

ing gyromagnetic properties at said first and second

frequencies disposed within said common junction,

a source of unidirectional magnetic flux for magnetizing

said gyromagnetic material to a state of magnetiza-

tion so that the gyromagnetic resonance frequency

of the magrwtized material is intermediate said first

and second frequencies,

the field strength of said magnetic flux being propor-

tioned with respect to said first and second fre-

quencies and the characteristics of said gyromagnetic

material to cause said electromagnetic waves at said

two frequencies to couple from first and second ones

of said transmission lines through said junction and

substantially exclusively to a third one of said trans-

mission lines when said magnetic flux is directed in a

first direction and to cause said electromagnetic waves

at said two frequencies to couple from one of said

transmission lines through said junction and substan-

tially exclusively to respective ones of said trans-

mission lines when said magnetic flux is directed in

an opposite direction.

stator member having said waveguide chaimels disposed

therein and having a frusto-conically shaped cavity por-

tion therein, said waveguide channels extending outwardly

from said cavity portion and each having an end opening

thereon, a rotor member rotatably positioned substan-

tially coaxially within said stator cavity and having a

frusto-conical shape similar to that of the cavity portion

of said stator member, a waveguide channel extending

transversely through said rotor member for substantial

registration with different ones of said stator waveguide

channels when said rotor is rotated to different angular

positions, and axially-adjustable rotor supporting means

disposed at opposite ends of said cavity portion for sup-

porting said rotor member in a rotatable, axially non-

yielding manner within said cavity portion, whereby the

axial position of the rotor member within said cavity

portion of said stator member may be varied by adjust-

ment of said supporting means thereby to vary the sep-

aration between the conical surfaces of the rotor and

stator members and to maintain a desired separation in

a non-yielding manner.

3,101,458

FERRTTE PHASE SHIFTER HAVING CASING-
SUPPORTED THIN-FOIL WAVEGUIDE, WTTH
MAGNETISING POLE PIECES PENETRATING
THE CASING

. ,

John Chandler, Jr., Dallas, Lester C. Holly, Irving, and

John Lee Vilbig, Jr., Dalhis, Tex., assignors to Texas

Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Aug. 4, 1958, Ser. No. 752,933

4 Claims. (CI. 333—24J)

3,101,457

ROTARY WAVEGUIDE SWITCH
Inlfais W. Gcbhardt, Fresh Meadows, Joseph Henry

Ettingcr, Finsfaliig, and John H. Rktenhouse, Syosset,

N.Y., assignors to Spcrry Rand Corporation, Great

Neck, N.Y., i corporatkin of Delaware
FUcd Sept. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 59,000

5 Cbdms. (CI. 333—7)

4. Microwave switching apparatus comprising:

(a) a section of waveguide composed of thin conduc-

tive foil means supported on the interior surface of

a hollow casing of nonconductive and nonmagnetic

material,

(b) the casing having transversely-opposed relieved

areas,

(c) flux-responsive phase-shifting material positioned

within the waveguide between the relieved areas,

(</) and selectively-reversible magnet flux producing

means having pole pieces extending into the relieved

areas of the casing and engaging the foil means adja-

cent the phase-shifting material.

5. A rotary waveguide switch for selectively connecting

waveguide channels comprising the combination of a

3,101,459
WAVE GUIDE COAXIAL ADAPTER

John S. Overholser, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to

Tamar Electronics, Inc^ Gardena, Calif., a corporation

of Califomfai
Filed Aug. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 48,378

8 CUdms. (CI. 333—33)
1. A wave guide coaxial adapter comprising a rec-

tangular body having a cavity therein defined by parallel

upper and lower walls and narrower side walls, a wave

reflector element closing an end of said body and having

a concave wave-reflecting face that is disposed iii said

cavity, and a pickup probe extending through said re-
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fleeting element and face between and parallel to the

mentioned upper and lower walls, said probe having a

3,101,461

VACUUM TIGHT WAVEGUmE TRANSMISSION
WINDOW HAVING MEANS GUARDING WIN-
DOW EDGES FROM ELECTRIC STRESS

Georges Henry-Bezy, Genurd Kantorowiez, and Pierre

Palliicl, Paris, France, asdtBors to Compagnic dc Tele-

graphic Sans FO, Paris, France
FUed Dec. 22, 19S9, Scr. No. 861,334

Claims priority, appUcatioa France Jan. 5, 1959

16 Claims. (CI. 333—98)

t
/

bent end directed toward wie of said latter walls, and

means to secure said end of said latter wall.

>.
.

3,101,460

HERMETICALLY SEALED WAVEGUIDE WINDOW
WITH NON^PUTTERING IRIS

Richard M. Walker, Roxbury, and William P. Toorks,

Beverly, Mass., mssignors to Microwave Associates,

Inc Buriingtoo, Mass., a corporation of Massachusetts

FUed Mav 7, 1957, Ser. No. 657,585

4 Claims. (CI. 333—98)

6. In an output wave guide for a high power micro-

wave tube, a window of insulating vacuum-tight ma-

terial located across said guide and brazed in a vacuum-

tight manner along its periphery to the walls thereof,

and a pair of metallic guard rings of essentially cir-

cular cross-section placed within said wave guide in

electrical contact with the walls thereof on either side

of said window and substantially in contact with the re-

spective faces thereof.

3,101,462

LINEAR MOTION, SIGNAL-FRODUCING,
MAGNETIC TRANSDUCER

Edward L. Swainson, NcwtonTlIk, Maon assignor to

Northnm Corporation, BcTcriy Hilb, CaUf., a corpora-

tion of Califomia
Filed Ang. 25, 1961, Scr. No. 133,848

4 Claims. (Q. 336—75)

1. In waveguide apparatus, a sealing window device

comprising, in combination: a metallic waveguide portion

made essentially of metal chosen for its electrical con-

ductivity properties; a metallic iris component located

within said waveguide portion and having a wave con-

trolling iris opening, said iris component being made es-

sentially of a second different meUl which substanUally

wUl not sputter onto dielectric window material in close

proximity thereto in the presence of an electric discharge

across said iris opening; a hermetic sealing component

having dielectric window means framed in a frame metal

chosen for its dielectric-to-metal sealing properties located

adjacent the outer side of said iris component relative to

the interior of said waveguide portion, the frame aper-

ture of said frame metal being everywhere larger than

said iris opening and non-resonant at the intended fre-

quency of operation of said apparatus and located so that

all points on the periphery of said iris openmg confront

substantially only the dielectric material of said window

means, said dielectric window means and said u-is com-

ponent in the vicinity of said iris opening being both sub-

stantially planar and parallel to each other, one of said

components being bent along a line substantially parallel

to its periphery and having its periphery directed from

said line toward the other element, said u-is component

and the frame metal of said sealing component being

peripherally in contact with each other, said frame metal

being hermetically sealed to said waveguide portion by

a totally metallic seal, and said dielectric wmdow means

being located less than one-quarter wavelength in said

waveguide portion of electromagnetic wave energy at

said frequency of operation from said ms dement.

1. A linear motion transducer comprising, in combina-

tion, a cylindrical magnetic core structure defining there-

in a pair of axially-spaced toroidal flux paths closed

with a common annular air gap. said core structure further

defining a pair of annular coil slots each positioned within

one of said closed toroidal flux paths and a sUtionary

return leg interior to said air gap, primary coil means

arranged for energization to establish flows of magnetic

flux within said paths in aiding relation across said air

gap, a pair of secondary coils each lying in one of said

coil slots and connected in series-opposed relation for

generating output voltages, and a non-magnetic conductive

ring armature arranged in said air gap and exterior to

said return leg and extending normally to the major axis
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of said core structure, an armature-positioning shaft posi-

tioned exterior to said flux paths, and dieans for con-

necting said armature-positioning shaft to said ring

armature for movement therewith, said ring armature be-

ing movable with said armature-positioning shaft along

said axis to vary the flux linkages of said secondary coils

with said primary coil means and thus control the rela-

tive values of said output voltages in response to the

axial position of said ring armature.

\hc bottom of the base and the periphery of the disc and

holding the disc spaced from the base bottom, a central

projection on the outer side of the disc to receive a force

3,101,463
SHIELDED ELECTRICAL COIL ASSEMBLY

Herl>crt M. Penningrotfa, Hales Corners, Wis., assignor to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed Dec. 1, 1958, Ser. No. 777,423

4 Claims. (CI. 336—87) to be measuT«d and aR)ly it to the outer surface of the

disc at the central^ portion thereof, and strain measuring

means secured to the inner surface of the disc and lying

in the space between the disc and the base bottom.

3,101,465

INDEFINITELY LONG POTENTIOMETER
Paul Luger, Seattle, Wash., assignor to Seattle University,

Seattle, Wash.
FUed Apr. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 23,816

14 Claims. (CL 338—128)

-4

7

^*,-v
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1. In combination with an electrical chassis having two

sides defining an opening and being adapted to support

electrical conductors on one side thereof; a tubular shield

can disposed on the other side of the chassis over said

opening and being open at both ends, the lower end of

the can including a pair of oppositely disposed integral

Ubs extending through the chassis and bent over to per-

manenUy secure the can to the chassis, a removabk coil

assembly comprising a support base disposed within the

lower end of the can and formed of insulating material

defining a central opening, a plurality of terminal pins

supported by and extending through the base, a tubular

coil form open at both ends, a core movably mounted

within the coil form, the coil form having a lower end

extending into the central opening and secured to the base

whereby the core is accessible tiirough the central can-

ing in the base, a coil disposed on the coil form and elec-

trically connected with the terminal pins, and a shield

cover including a peripheral flange surrounding the upper

end of the can and defining a central opening surrounded

by an annular flange, the upper end of the coil form mat-

ing with and secured to the annular flange whereby the

core is accessible through the central opening in the cover

and the peripheral flange of Uie cover forms a grasping

portion for removal of the coil assembly from the can, and

fastening means operatively connected with the base for

securing k to the chassis.

3,101,464
LOAD CELL

Gerald A. Hebcrt, Chicago, Dl., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Goodman Manufacturing Company,

Chicago, m., a corporation of Illinois

FUed Ang. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 52,717

2 Cbdms. (CI. 338—5)
1. A load cell cooq>rising a cupped base having a flat

bottom and an annular upstanding side wall, a flat metal

disc of uniform thickneas fitting into :he side wall and

sealed thereagainst, annular supporting means engaging

1. In combination, in a resistance circuit network,

two terminal means, a circuit including switch means

comprising a switch member having a pair of electrically

insulated power contacts, a pair of resistance device con-

tacts electrically permanently connected together and a

pair of switch contacts electrically permanently connected

together, said power contacts, resistance device contacts

and switch contacts being electrically insulated from each

other, a resistance elemwrt electrically permanently con-

nected with one end to said resistance device contacts, a

switching means including ganged first and second mov-

able contact means respectively connected to said pair of

power contacts, said first movaWe contact capable of se-

lectively engaging one of said switch contacts and one

of said resistance device contacts, while simultaneously

said second movable contact is capable of selectively en-

gaging the other one of said resistance device contacts

and the other one of said switch contacts, and means in-

cluding the other end of said resistance element and one

of said switch contacts for electrically interconnecting

said two power contacts and said two terminal means,

respectively.

3,101,466
WOUND RESISTOR

John C. Armstrong, Dcnrille, NJ., assignor to Consoli-

dated Electronics Industries Corpt New Yorlt, N.Y.,

a corporation of Delaware
FUed Dec. 6, 1960, Scr. No. 74,063

2 Cbdms. (CI. 338—273)

1. A wire wound resistor comprising a generally cylin-

drical bobbin; a pair of conductive, rod-like end terminals

inserted into opposite ends of said bobbin, each of said

terminals having a pair of integral, radially extending,

axially spaced flanges adjacent to said bobbin; a resistive

element comprising resistance wire wound around said

bobbin with end portions of said wire wound around said
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rod-like terminals in the regions thereof between the re-

spective pairs of flanges; means covering said end por-

tions of said wire to grip the same mechanically and to

hold the same in firm electrical contact wtih said terminals,

said means comprising solder covering said end portions

and adherently affixed to the surface of said terminals in

said regions, said solder being limited to said regions and

not extending away from said bobbin beyond the outer-

most of said flanges, whereby the surfaces of said rod-like

terminals beyond said outermost flanges are substantially

free of solder; and insulating encapsulating material sur-

rounding said wire and the portions of said terminals

adjacent to said bobbin and including both of said flanges

of each of said terminals and a portion of each of said

terminals beyond said outermost flanges.

3,101,4«7
SEISMIC RECORD PICKER

Thomas A. Ganity, Jr., Caracas, Venezuela, and Ronald

R. Proctor, Crystal Lake, 111., assignors to The Pure Oil

Company, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Ohio
FUed Dec. 19, 1958, Ser. No. 781,537

9 Claims. (CI. 340—15.5)

3,101,468
ARRANGEME^^^ FOR THE STORING OF BINARY
INFORMATIONS, ARRIVING IN SERIES OR
SERIES-PARALLEL, IN A STORAGE CHAIN OR A
STORAGE MATRIX

Robert Ptioty, Stnttgart-KaMental, Germany, assignor to

International Standard Electric Corporation, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Sept. 2, 1958, Ser. No. 758,390

Claims priority, application Germany Sept. 21, 1957
4 Claims. (CI. 340—174)

,«»: -^•

1 . In a device for translating seismographic wave data

into formation cross-sectional data, the elements compris-

ing means for moving a strip of paper along a straight

path, a plurality of electrically-actuated elements sup-

ported in spaced relationship opposite said path, means

for supporting said elements including a pair of panto-

graphs the corresponding ends of which are fixed to pre-

vent longitudinal movement thereof and the other corre-

sponding ends of which are fastened to an element mov-

able longitudinally of said path, a series of rigid rods

mounted between opposite pivot points of said panto-

graphs, said electrically-actuated elements being mounted

on said rods.

frr---^^

1. A magnetic storage matrix comprising a plurality

of magnetic storage cores arranged in rows and columns,

a ring counting chain having successive stages thereof

coupled to corresponding columns of said storage cores

each said stage being operative to inductively couple first

and second half-signal currents of an opposite polarity to

said corresponding column of storage cores when a count

condition is stepped respectively into and out of said stage,

a separate line wire threading each said row of cores,

means coupled to said line wires for selectively supplying

half-signal write-in currents thereto in synchronism with

and in the same magnetic sense as said second half-signal

column currents supplied by said counting chain stages

for writing information in parallel into cores in selected

columns of said matrix, a common read wire threading

all of said storage cores in the same magnetic sense, and

means for selectively supplying half-signal read currents to

said common wire in synchronism with and in the same

magnetic sense as said first half-signal column currents

supplied by said counting chain stages for reading infor-

mation in parallel out (A selected colunms of said matrix.

3,101.469

PHASE COHERENT RADAR SYSTEM
Russell H. Varfan, Cnpcrtioo, Calif., aarignor to Varian

Asnociatea, San Carloa, CaUf., a corporation of Cali-

fornia

Filed May 28, 1953, Ser. No. 357,965

10 Claims. (CI. 345—9)
1. A radar system for detecting objects comprising

transmitter means for transmitting a phase coherent pulse

signal at carrier frequency, said signal being coherent over

a multiplicity of transmitted pulses, a local oscillator, a

balanced mixer connected for mixing the carrier sigivaJ

from said transmitter means with the output for said

local oscillator to produce two frequencies which are

each displaced a fixed amount from the original carrier

frequency thereby enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio, re-

ceiver means for receiving reflected signals from targets

and for mixing said return signals with the output of

said balanced mixer, and amplifying said mixed signals,

means for detecting the amplified signals, and a multiple

object indicator connected for receiving such signals and
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indicating range information and a quantitative measure- cal pulses received from said craft at spaced points at

men. of the relative velocity of the objecU viewed with said relatively fixed station, comprising a pair of spaced

receiving antennas, a translator means for deriving from

said received pulses at each anteima, wave energies of a

frequency such that a half wave thereof is at least equal

to said antenna spacing and phased with respect to each

other dependent upon the time of reception of said an-

tennas, combining means comprising means for deriving

^BEmJ I

7

;r^^ I

f

respect to the transmitting station on differing axes re-

sp)eclively.

3,101,470
DOPPLER RADAR

Malcolm C. Votburgh, Montckir, and Joseph Mnrgio,

Clifton, NJ., assignors to International Telephone and

Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, NJ., a corporation of

Maryland
FUed Apr. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 805,459

13 Claims. (CI. 343—9)
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waves equal to a vector sum and a vector difference of

the wave energy from said translator means and a phase

shifter for one of the combined derived waves to produce

a ninety degree phase shift thereof, to derive different

waves therefrom, means for differently modulating said

different waves and means responsive to said different

modulated waves to produce a directive indication of the

location of said craft.

3,101,472

TRANSMISSION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVE BEAMS

Georg Johann Ernst Goubau, Eatontown, NJ., assignor

to Beam Guidance, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation

of New York
FUed Nov. 21, 1958, Ser. No. 775,402

40 Clahns. (CI. 343—100)

PHAU CORNtC

1 . A Doppler radar system for use on board a vehicle

to determine the fhovement of said vehicle relative a re-

radiating clement comprising a source of continuous wave

signals at a given frequency, means to convert the signals

of said source to continuous wave signals of first and

second frequencies sequentially, means to transmit said

sequential first and second frequency signals, means to

receive the reradiated first and second frequency signals

from said element, means for mixing said received re-

radiated first and second signals with the output of said

converting means to obtain a mixture of signals carrying

the velocity and range information of said vehicle relative

said reradiating element.

3,101,471
RADIO DIRECTION INDICATOR

Gus Stavis, Ossining, N.Y., assignor to International

Standard Electric Corporation, New Yorli, N.Y., a cor-

poration of Delaware
FUed Feb. 4, 1950, Ser. No. 142,370

4 Claims. (CI. 343—16)
1. An indicating system for indicating the position of a

craft at a relatively fixed station in response to electri-

793 O.O.—3»

34. In a method of transmitting electromagnetic waves,

the steps of launching substantially planar electromagnetic

wave fronts progressing into one predetermined direc-

tion, and forming a substantially cylmdrical electromag-

netic wave beam by repeatedly enforcing a predetermined

cross-sectional phase distribution at successive cross sec-

tions along the path of said wave fronts at intervals

determined at a given wave length by the areas of said

wave fronts.

3,101,473

PARABOLIC REFLECTOR WITH RIM OF ABSORB-
ING MATERIAL TO ATTENUATE SIDE LOBES

Joseph A. Fenlon, Jr., University City, Mo., assignor to

McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, St. Louis, Mo., a

corporation of Maryland
FUed Apr. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 22,210

2 Claims. (CI. 343—760)
1. For use with an aircraft radar set having a scope,

an antenna comprising a substantially round parabolic

concave reflector having a forwardly extending central

axis and a peripheral edge, a radiator element, means se-

curing said radiator element to said reflector and forward-
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ly of said peripheral edge of said reflector on said axis,

said radiator in combination with said reflector being ca-

pable of producing a forward energy lobe orientated on

the axis of said reflector and side lobe energy orientated

adjacent to the peripheral edge of said reflector and ex-

tending generally radially of said axis, an elongated arcu-

ate strip of radiation absorbing material curved sub-

stantially the same degree as said peripheral edge, said

strip having an axially inner edge portion telescopically

received v^thin the peripheral edge of said reflector, means

fixedly securing said edge portion of said strip to the pe-

ripheral edge of said reflector, said strip being flared in

relation to said axis so that said edge portion fits flush

'against and parallel to the peripheral edge of said reflector

the remainder of said strip flaring radially outwardly and
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to said surface, the linear dimensions and spacings of

said elements increasing in a direction from one end of

the row to the other end, and a coaxial line having an

outer conductor and an inner conductor, said outer con-

ductor being electrically connected to said surface, said

inner conductor having an extension parallel to said first

plane and spaced from and electromagnetically coupled

to said elements, the spacing between said extension of

the inner conductor and said surface increasing in a

direction from said one end of the row to the other.

^ii'>

ax.ally forwrdly from said reflector so as to be in radial

alignment with said radiator whereby the side energy lobe

paLs through said strip and is attenuated thereby ^d
strip attenuating said side lobe energy to a degree whereby

when said forward energy lobe and said side lobe energy

are reflected from an airborne target and earth respec-

tively images of substantially the same brightness are

produced on said scope, universal joint means connected

to said reflector and adapted to be secured to a support,

said universal joim means permitting said reflector, radi-

ator and absorbing strip of material to be moved as a unu

in any direction relative to the base whereby the absorb-

ing strip of material is always in the path of said side

lobe energy and never in the path of said forward energy

lt*e. ^^^^^^__^
3 101 474

I c\r PFRIODIC TYPE AISTENNA MOUNTED ON
•^S^OUnTpLANE AND FED BY TAPE^D FEED

Arthur F. Wlckersham, Jr., Sunnyvale, and R^ss^l-. Bell,

San Jose; Calif., «si^ors to Sylvanla Electric Products

Inc., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Nov. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 71,675

3 Claims. (CI. 343—792.5)

2 A broadband antenna comprising a planar conduct-

ing surface, a plurality of parallel spaced conducting ele-

ments arranged in a row in a first plane extending normal

to said surface, said elements being electrically connected

3,101,475

BREAD HANDLING APPARATUS
Conrad W. Petersen, Wallace W. WIttenberger, and

John M. St. John, Saginaw, Mich., assignors to Baker

Perkins Inc., Saginaw, Mich., a corporation of New
York

Filed Jan. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 790,240

8 Claims. (CI. 198—84)

5. In bread and bun product processing apparatus; a

treating enclosure; first conveyor means within said en-

closure providing a circuit of travel and including a sinu-

ous stack of traveling runs connected one to another by

traveling runs to provide a sinuous conveyor; and second

conveyor means for delivering the product to and remov-

ing it from said circuit of travel; said second conveyor

means including a delivery conveyor extending adjacent

one of said runs, a discharging conveyor extending ad-

jacent another run remote from said one of said runs, and

at least one other product handling conveyor having a run

traveling in substantially a plane extending adjacent a run

between said one ©f said runs and said another run so that

the length of travel of the product in said enclosure can

be varied.

DESIGNS
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196,032
CHEST PROTECTOR

Frederick W. Glahe, La Grange, HI., assignor to Wilson

Athletic Goods Mfg. Co., Inc., River Grove, III., a cor-

poration of Delaware
FUed July 13, 1962, Ser. No. 70,920

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D3—26)

196,035

HOUSING FOR A CARPET SWEEPER
Howard A. Anderson, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Blsseli

Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich., a corporation of Michigan

FUed Sept. 21, 1962, Ser. No. 71,808

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D9—2)

196,033

RECESSED SOAP DISPENSER UNIT
WUliam S. Louchhelm, B*^«rty «"«»•"'*

?°S^Kri!^i;
Gerds, Manhattan Beach, Calif., assignors to Bobrick

Manufacturing Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif., a cor-

poration of Delaware ^, coi
FUed Aug. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 61,591

Term of patcot 14 yean
(a.D4—3)

196,036
DRAWER PULL

Norman D. Louis, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Ajax

Hardware Manufacturing Corp., City of Industry,

Califs a corporation of California

FUed Sept. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 71,547

Term of patent 14 years

(CL DIO—8)

196,034
SHOWER STALL

George Dewey Swan, Stanwick Road, Cos Cob, Conn.

Filed Mar. 29, 1962, Ser. No. 69,494

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D*—3)

196,037

PREFABRICATED BUILDING
Samuel L. De Lisa, 3318 W. Marquette Road,

Chicago, lU.

FUed July 21, 1961, Ser. No. 66,018

Term of patent 7 years

(CL D13—1)

573
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196,038
BUILDING
St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Smalu
Prairie Village, Kans., a corpora-

Robert F. Rodriguez,
IntematioDal, Inc.,

tion of Kansas
FUed Dec. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 68,046

Term of patent 3V^ years

(CI. D13—1)

196,041
AUTOMOBILE DISK WHEEL

Paul D. Fadow, % The Budd Co., 12141 Charievoix Ave.,

Warren, Mich.
Filed June 27, 1962, Ser. No. 70,703

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D14—30)

196,039
BUS STOP SHELTER

Peter R. Hollaender, 2206 Raebum Drive,

Cincfamati, Ohio
Filed Aug. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 71,514

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D13—1)

196,042
AUTOMOBILE DISK WHEEL

Paul D. Fadow, % The Badd Co., 12141 Charievoix Ave.,

Warren, Mkh.
FUed June 27, 1962, Ser. No. 70,704

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D14—30)

196,040
HANDRAIL BRACKET

John R. Morgan, Chicago, III., assignor to Amerock Cor-

poration, Rociiford, ni., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Nov. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 67,359

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D13—7)

196,043
COMBINED STEP AND STOOL

Norvin J. Wehner, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to Cramer
Posture Chair Company, Inc., Kansas City, Kans., a

corporation of Missoori

Filed Jan. 23, 1963, Ser. No. 73,287

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D15—8)
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196,044
FLUOROMETER

David J. Malk, La Mbwla, Calif., assignor to Beciunan

Instruments, Inc., a corporation of California

FUed May 10, 1962, Ser. No. 70,068

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D16—2)

196,047
SOLDER GUN

Alfred W. Madl, MUwauiiec, Wis., assignor to John Oster

Manufacturing Co., MUwaukee, Wis., a corporation of

Wisconsin
Filed June 28, 1961, Ser. No. 65,741

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D26—1)

196,045
FOOTWEAR CLOSURE

Duncan E. Slade, Naugatuck, Conn., assignor to United

States Rubber Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey
FUed Dec. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 67,990

Term of patent 7 years

(CL D17—3)

196,048
COMBINED ELECTRIC SOLDERING AND

BRAZING MACHINE
Edwin C. Kolterman, Boulder, Colo., assignor to Poudre

Products Co., Inc., Fort CoUins, Colo., a corporation

of Colorado
FUed July 3, 1961, Ser. No. 65,800

Term of patent 3Vi years

(CL D26—1)

-t-^

196,046
CEILING TILE

Hobart Woodward, 5512 S. 10th Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn.

FUed Feb. 12, 1963, Ser. No. 73,524

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D18—2)

196,049
PAPER TAPE UNIT

Robert H. Eytel, Blue BeU, Pa., assignor to Sperry Rand
Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Sept. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 71,710

Term of patent 7 years

(CL D26—5)
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196,050
TELEVISION ANTENNA

Edward Finkel and Matthew A. Lafer, Brooklyn, N.Y.,

assisnon to JFD Electronics Corporation, Brooidyn,
N.Y., a corporation of New Yorlt

FUed Aug. 31, 1962, Scr. No. 71,510

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D26—14)

196,053
VANITY

Bertha E. RoweU, 902 W. Santa Barbara Blvd.,

Lot Angeles, Calif.

FUed Aug. 26, 1960, Scr. No. 61,910
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D33—6)

196,051

JUNCTION HEAD FOR THE SPEAKER POSTS OF
OUTDOOR MOTION PICTURE THEATRES
Samuel M. Reed, Rte. 1, Box 561, Golden, Colo.

FUed Jan. 28, 1963, Ser. No. 73,338
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D28—1)

196,054
GAME BOARD

Betty J. Holt, 2450 Woodland Ave., Duluth, Minn.
FUed Jan. 18, 1962, Scr. No. 68,364

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D34—5)
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196,052
FISH LURE

Serge Krivlcky, 920 WHder Ave., Montreal,

Quebec, Canada
Filed Feb. 11, 1963, Ser. No. 73,511

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D31—4)

-.3

196,055
GAME BOARD

Carolyn R. Swacker, Frances C. Swacker, and Ruth L.

Swacker, all of 120 Bluebonnet Drive, Findlay, Ohio
Filed Aug. 14, 1962, Scr. No. 71,281

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D34—5)
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196,056
COIN-OPERATED AMUSEMENT DEVICE

Calvta N. Herzog, 58—15 205th St., Bayside, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 72,430

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D34—5)

196,059
PLATE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Tony Jack Edwards, Petaluma, CaUf., assignor to Tech-

nical Porcelain and Chinaware Co., El Cerrito, Calif.,

a partnership
FUed Mar. 12, 1963, Scr. No. 73,939

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44—15)

196,057
KITE

Harold A. Levine, 165 Dwight St., New Haven, Conn.

FUed Mar. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 69,460

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D34—15)

196,060
HEAD UNIT FOR A PEDESTAL TYPE HOLDER

FOR CULINARY IMPLEMENTS
Robert A. Eckersberg and James L. Hvale, Chicago, 111.,

assignors to Ekco Products Company, Chicago, III., a

corporation of Delaware
FUed Feb. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 68,847

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44—29)

196,058
CANISTER COVER OR THE LIKE

Norman S. Curtis, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Har-

per J. Ransburg Co. Inc., IndianapoUs, Ind., a corpora-

tion of Indiana „ .^^
FUed Feb. 7, 1962, Ser. No. 68,706

Term of patent 14 yean
(a. D44—6)

196,061

COMBINED CAN PUNCH AND BOTTLE OPENER
WUliam Ernest Harwell, 311 Touraine Road,

Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.

FUed Aug. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 71,506

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D44—29)

3 . Ss
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Barton, % Mead Johnson & Co.,

196,062
CAN PUNCH

Raymond W .

Evansvilie, Ind.

FUed Dec. 21, 1962, Scr. No. 72,922

Term of patent 14 yean
(CI. D44—29)

196 065
DRY CLEANING MACHINE

Charies E. Lee, Bellvllle, (Miio, asdgnor to Westinshousc
Electric Corporation, a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Mar. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 69,104

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D49—1)

->•

196,063
UNDERWATER ELECTRIC LANTERN
Harold J. Anderson, 2S E. Dartmouth Road,

Kansas City, Mo.
FUed Oct. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 67,077

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D48—24)

196,066
COMBINATION STORAGE CONTAINER AND
HOLDER FOR SUPPORTING A CLOTHES-
LINE

Walter Hesener, Chalet Lc Pbi, Vescnaz-
Geneva, Switzerland

Filed Apr. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 69,549

Claims priority, application Switzerland Nov. 23, 1961
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D49—1)

a
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196,064
CIGARETTE LIGHTER

Stanley H. Newman, 19 E. 70th St., New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 63,122
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D48—27)

196,067
COMBINED TISSUE DISPENSER AND

ACCESSORY TRAY
Esther Epstein, 5151 Boffalo, Apt. 24,

Los Angeles, CaUf

.

FUed Oct. 8, 1962, Scr. No. 72,028

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D52—2)
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196 068
MODULAR INSTRUMENT PANEL FOR A

BOAT OR THE LIKE
Richard J. McFadyen« Upper Montclafa-, NJ., assignor, by

ipesne assignments, to Aqua Meter Instrument Corpo-

ration, Rosebud, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Sept. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 66,884

Tenn of patent 14 yean
(CL D52--6)

196,071
COMBINED CUTTING AND DRILLING RIGHT
ANGLE DRIVE AND SUPPORT FOR POWER
TOOLS
Bobby L. Terry, 843 Zachry Drive, San Antonio, Tex.

Filed Mar. 7, 1962, Ser. No. 69,117

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D54—4)

196,069
SLIDE RULER

Alex Angustin, Sparrowbosh, N.Y.
(Gardner St., Port Jervls, N.Y.)

FUed Jan. 24, 1963, Ser. No. 73,304

Term of patent 7 yean
(CI. D52—6)

196,072
RIVET SETTING TOOL

Rudolph M. Babel, Pawtucket, R.I., assignor to United

Shoe Machinery Corporation, Boston, Mass., a corpo-

ration of New Jersey
FUed Aug. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 71,276

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D54—10)

fl
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196,075

OPTICAL DENSITY MEASURING INSTRUMENT
Victor Italiano, 213 Lcroy St., Binghamton, N.Y.

Filed May 23, 1962, Ser. No. 70,249

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D57—1),

196,078
EGG CASE SEPARATOR SHEET

Harry E. Lambert, Gary, Ind., assignor to Paciuging
Corporation of America, Dover, Del., a corporation of

Delaware
Continuation of design applications Ser. Nos. 59,881 and

59,882, Mar. 28, 1960. This application June 6, 1962,

Ser. No. 70,556
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—13)

196,076
BOTTLE

Martin Schnur, Shorthills, NJ., assignor to Celanese

Corporation of America, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
Filed Dec. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 72,742

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D58—6)

Q
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196,088
GROUND EFFECT VEHICLE

Paul C. Emmons, Buffalo, and Donald C. Wright, Tona-
wanda, N.Y^ assignors to Bell Aerospace Corporation,

Wheatfield, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 30, 1963, Ser. No. 73,378

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D71—1)

196,091
SYRINGE

Hans Evers, Sodeitalje, and Hermann Westphal, Eskil-

stuna, Sweden, assipiors to SJoco Aktiebolag, Goteborg,
Sweden, a corporation of Sweden

FUed Oct 30, 1962, Ser. No. 72,334
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D83—12)

196,089

COMBINED OXYGEN TENT FRAME AND
GAS CONTROL UNIT

Frederick George Croasdailc, London, England, assignor

to Oxygenaire (London) Limited, London, England, a

company of Great Britain

Filed Dec. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 63,127

Claims priority, application Great Britain June 8, 1960
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D83—1)

196,092
WALL MOUNTED COSMETIC MIRROR

Shirley Tager, 3932 Stevely Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

FUed Oct. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 67,230
Term of patent 14 years

(CL DS6—10)

196,090
DISPOSABLE FORMULA CONTAINER FOR

INFANT FEEDING
Raymond W. Barton, Donald E. Dailey, and Anton F.

Eilers, all of Evansville, Ind., assignors to Mead John-

son ft Company, a corporation of Indiana

FUed Oct. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 67,255
Term of patent 14 years

(a. D83—1)

196,093
CHOPPER FOR NUTS OR THE LIKE

Efrem M. Ostrowsiiy, Higliland Paric, 111., assignor to

Nilrat Corporation, Chicago, lU., a corporation of

nUnois
Filed Jan. 16, 1963, Ser. No. 73,200

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D89— 1)
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« 196,094
LAWN SPRINKLER

Graham Fee and William E. Portz, Geneva, Ohio, assign-

ors to True Temper Corporation, Cleveland, Oliio, a
corporation of Ohio

Filed Nov. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 72,409
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D91—1)

196,095
FAUCET HANDLE

Stephen A. Young, Monticello, Ind.

(Flora, Ind.)

FUed Oct. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 67,075
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D91—3)

^r>^^
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PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 20th DAY OF AUGUST, 1963

Not*. Arranged in accordance with tlie first significant character or word of the name (in accordance with City and
telephone directory practice )

.

19ti,0<i3.

Submarine.

CI. 1)52—«.

AJax Hardware Mfg. Corp. : See—
LoulM. Norman I). 19(5,03(5.

American Submarine Co. : Hee—
Armstrong, Edmond. 190,087.

Amerocic Corp. : tiee-

Morgan, John R. 196.040.
Anderson Harold J. Underwater electric lantern.

8~20-«3. CI. D48—24.

Anderson, Howard A., to Blssell Inc. Housing for a carpet

sweeper. 19«,035, 8-20-4i3, CI. 1>9— 2.

Aqua Meter Instrument Corp. ; iSee—
McFadyen, Kichard J. 19(1.008.

Armstrong, Kdmond, to American Submarine Co.
190,087, 8-20-O3, CI. 1)71— 1.

Augustin, Alex. Slide ruler. 190 009, 8-20-03, _ .

Uabel, Kudolph M., to United Shoe Machinery Corp. Rivet

setting tool. 190.072. 8-20-(>3. CI. u:)4— 10.

Barton, Raymond W. Can punch. 196,002, 8-20-<>3, CI.

1)44—29
Barton, Raymond W.. D. E. Dailey. and A. F. Ellers, to Mead
Johnson k Co. disposable fornula container lor infant

feeding. 190,090, 8-20-03. CI. 1)83 1.

Hateman, Robert I" ., and J. I'. Capezzuto. to The Carters
Ink Co. Combined covered paste jar an<l application brush.

190,081, 8-20-03. CI. 1)58—17.
Beckman Instruments, Inc. : See—

Malk. David J. 190,044.
Bell Aerospace Corp. : See ,

Emmons, Paul C, and Wright. 190,U«8.

Blssell Inc. : See—
Anderson, Howard A. 196,03.').

Bohrick Mfg. Corn. : .Sec -
,,.^,..,„

Louehheim, William S., and (.erds. 190,033.

Capezzuto, John I'. : See—
Bateman, Robert F., and Capezzuto.

Carters Ink Co., The ; See-
Bateman, Robert F., and Capezzuto.

Celanese Corp. of America : .Sec

—

Schnur, Martin. 190,07(i.

Collier Melvln T. Terminal wiring tool

CI. 1)54—13.
Cramer I'osture Chair Co., Inc. See-

Wehner, Norvin J. 190,043.
Croasdaile, ^'rederick G., to Oxygenaire (London) Ltd Com

19<'),081.

19<;,081.

190,074. 8-20-63,

blned oxygen tent frame and gas control unit

8-20-03. CI. D83— 1.
^ ^ ,

Co., Inc. Canister
:i. L)44

196 090.
190,037, 8-20-

Curtis Norman S., to Harper J. Ransbur
cover or the like. 190,058, 8-20-03

Dailey, Donald E. : See—
Barton. Raymond W Dailey, and Lilers

De Lisa Samuel L. Prefabricated building.

63. CI. D13— 1.

Eastman Kodak Co. : See—
Hansen. David E. 19<),083.
Zagara. Frank A. 190 084.
Zagara. Frank A. 196,085. ^, „ . .^

Eckersberg. Robert A., and J. L. Hvale to Ekco Products

Co Head unit for a pedestal type holder for cjlinarj im-

plements. 196.060. 8-20-<J3. CI. D44— 29.

Edwards Tony J. to Technical Porcelain and Chinaware Co.

Pllte ir slillar article. 196.059. 8-20-03, CI. D44— 15.

^"^"laAoli^^Raymond W.. Dailey. and Eilers. 196,090.

Ekco Products Co. : See-~~ i.mnra
Eckersberg Robert A.^and Hvale. 196.0(>0

Emmons Paul C., and U. C. Wright, to Bell Aerospace Corp.

Ground effect vehicle. 196,081. 8-20-03. CI. I)fl-1.

Engineered Plastics Container Co., Inc. :
See—

Marsh. Robert E. 190,079.
Marsh Robert E. 19<>.080.

Epstein Esther Combined tissue dispenser and accessory

e;/4^' Hln's"'?n'ci ^'V^LS.'.l^^Vilco Aktlebo.ag. Syringe.

Ey\^riobe^t' Hflo^'s^rrrRand Corp. Paper tape unit.

196.049, 8-20-43, CI. 1>26—

5

ia«n4l 8-20-63
Fadow Paul U. Automobile disk wheel. 190,041, 8-il>-«J,

Fadow^ Pi^f D. Automobile disk wheel. 190,042, 8-20-63,

Fe^^G^raK^and W. E. Portz. to True Temper Corp. Lawn

Tolevialon antenna. 196,050, 8-20-63, Ci. ^^y ^\ ,

Frink Heinrt?h H. to The .l^idge Tool Co. Pipe bending

tool. 196,073. 8-:^0-63. CT. D54— 13.

^"'Loaelm'wnUam S. and Gerds. 196.033

cinhP Frederick W . to Wilson Athletic Goods Mfg. Co., Inc.

'''Chest'^pfo'tmor. "196.032 8-20j^3 Ci. D3-^26.

Hansen. David E.. to Eastman Kodak Co. !< lasn noiaer.

HaVwer<^'inL^'K.''combl7ed can punch and bottle opener.

Hel^i2^VyerT^;.'to^« Industries. Inc. Decanter.

196^^7. 8-20-03. CI. D58—«.

CI. 1»34

ln>trunieiit.

In 1- Com
190,048,

1(31 4

Kmi cam-

190,070,

Herzog, Calvin N. Coin-operated amusement device. 190,050,
8-20-03, Ci. 1)34— 5.

Hesener. Walter. Combination storage container and holder

for supporting a clothesline. 19(i,000, 8-20-03, Cl.

HoUaender, Peter K. Bus st«4) shelter. 190, ().«». 8-20-03,
(,'1. 1)13—1.

Holt, Betty J. (iame board. 190,Oo4, 8-20-<)3,

Hvale, Jame.s L. : See
Eckersberg, Robert A., and Hvale. 190,000.

Italiano, Victor. (»ptical density measuring
190 075, 8-2O-03, Cl. 1)57— 1.

JFl) Electronics Corp. ; Set —
Finkel Edward, and Lafer. li)t).U5(i.

Kolterinun, Kdwin I"., to I'oudre IT.xUk t.s Co. .

blned electric soldering and brazing machine.
8-20-03, Cl. D2o— 1.

Krivicky, Seige. Fish lure. 190.052. 8-20-<«3, ( 1.

Lafer, Miitthew A. ; .•>:<(

Finkel Edward, and Lafer. IDfp.O.iO.

Lambert, Harry E., to Packaging Corp. of Anierica.

separator sheet. 190,078, 8-20-63, Cl. D.>8 13,

l..iiniivater, John H,, and R. C. Maness, Jr. Scale.

8 20-03. Cl. I>52 -10
,, ,^ , , „

I^e Charles E to Westlnghouse Electric Corp. Dry cleaning

iilachine. 190,065, 8-2O-03, Cl. D49—1.
Levine. Harold A. Kite. 190,0o7, 8-20-03 1. IJ34—

l-J.

Louehheim, William S., and D. A. Gerds. to Bobnck Mfj:^ Corp,

Recessed soap dispenser unit. 190,033, 8-20-03, Cl. D4—3.

Louis Norman 1)., to Ajax Hardware Mfg. Corp. Drawer pull.

190. 0.,0, 8-20-03, Cl. DIO—8.
-...r as-

Madl. Alfred W., to John Oster Mfg. Co. Solder gun. 190,04 1,

Malk' David J., to Beckman Instruments, Inc. Fluorometer.

196.044. 8-20-03, CI. D16— 2.

.Maness. Rlle.v C, Jr. :
.Sec-- ,na n-7n

Landvater, John H., and Maness. 196,070.

Mar^h Kol)ert E., to Engineered Plastics C ontalner_ Co., Inc.

Trash container. 190.079, 8-20-<J3, Cl D..8--1.

Mar«ih Robert E., to Engineered Plastics ( ontainer ( o.. Inc.

Trash receptacle. 190.080. 8-20-63, Cl. Do8— 1
<.

McKadven, Richard J., to Aqua Meter Instroment <-"n> Mod-

ular" instrument panel for a boat or the like. 19b,Oh8,

8 20-ti3, Cl. D52—0.

Mead Johnson & Co. : fc'ec-
• ,^1 lownon

Barton. Raymond W., Dailey, and Lilers 1«^.09^

Morgan, Jolin R., to Amerock Corp. Handrail bracket. 196,-

040, 8-20-«3, Cl. D13— 7. ,qcaa.* ft '^n-fl?
Newman, Stanley H. Cigarette lighter. 196,064, 8-20-O3,

CI. D48—27.

'^""[)s;ro'wskrETrem M. 196,093.

''^''\:.iTk^J^ 'w. ?l%. ^
Ostrowsky, Etrem M., to Nlbot Cort

the like. 190,093, 8-20-63, Cl. D89— 1.

Oxygenaire (Ix)ndon) L»d. : See—
Croasdaile, Frederick G. 196,089.

Packauing Corp. of America : See-
Lamt>ert, Harry E. 196,078.

Portz William E. :
See— ^^anaA

Fee (iraham, and Porti. 196,094.

Poudre Products Co.. Inc. :
«|f--

Kolterman. Eldwin C. 196.048.

Ransburg. Harper J- ^o-,J,°<^a1|^''^

Reed^'"^[i!lr.lie^"°^>r"junct\S"hfad for th^ speaker posts of

outdoor motion picture theatres, 196.0.)1. 8-20 63.

Ridge Tool Co.. The . See—
Vnink Helnr ch H. 196.0(3.

, ,

Ro<lrUue« RotK^rV F.. to Smaks International, Inc

l!.fi,038. 8-20-<i3, n. D13— 1.
s 20-63 Cl

Rowell. Bertha E. \ anlty. 196,053, 8-20-0J, «i

Schenley Industries, Inc. •

«*" n"^,
Heintze, Walter T. 196,0(7.

Schnur Martin, to Celanese Corp, of America

076, 8-20-63, Cl. Dr)8—6.

Sjuco AktleholaK ; '^^*':r^ , . , iqaooi
Evers. Hans, and Westphal l^^-^^;

k ,

Slade Duncan E.. to Cnlted States Rubber

closure. 196,045, 8-20-63 Cl. Dl(- 3.

Smaks International, Inc. See—
Rodriguez, Robert F. 196,038.

Sperrv Rand (^"rp..See—
Evtel, Robert H. 196,049. ,^,«„,

Stolarz Edward M., to Walton Laboratories, Inc. Humidifier.

196,086, 8-20-63, Cl. D62-4.
8_2a-63 Cl

Stull. Morton B. Cap for containers. 196,082, 8-20-O3, ci.

SwSe7,'caroIyn R., F. C., and R. L. Game board. 196,055,

8-20 63. Cl D34—5.

"""IwacLrcrrolyn R.!"f. C. and E. L. 196.055.

Chopper for nuts or

Building.

D33—

6

Bottle 196,-

Co. Footwear
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SwiicktT. Kuth L ; Srr

Sw.irk.T. Cardlyii K., K. ('., and K. L. l»t!,0.">r».

Sw.iii, I, .-OIK.' 1> SliowtT stall. ll>t),();{4, 8 2()-<;:f. t"l

TaK'T. Shirlt-y. Wall muunted cosmetic mirror. 1

M JO (i.i. ( I I>Mti 1(»

rfctinii al roro'laiii and Chlnaware Co. : See

—

Kdwards. Tniiy J. l»rt, ().')».

Tfrry, It.ihhy L. ('iiiiibined cuttlnK and drilllnj; riph
drivf and support for power tools 11X5.071, H 110-

I )."!-» 4.

True Ti'Miper Corp. : See^
Fee. tiruhani. and I'ortz llMi.OSM.

(nlted Shoe Marhlnerv Corp. : See-
r.ahel Rudolph .M l!»t).()7L'.

I'nltt'd States Kuhber Co. : See
Slade. iKincan K 19U.()4.').

VVulton I.ahoratories, Inc. : See
Stolarz. Kdward M. 1»«.08«.

I>4 3
96.092.

t angle
«.'{. CI

UehniT. .Vorvln J., to Cramer PoKture Chair Co., Inc Com
hined step and stool. l!t(i.()4.'<, H-20-«3. Cl. I)l.>- 8

\\ estlin;hoiis<' i;ic(t rlc Corp See
[a-*-. Charles K. 1 '.»•;. (Wi.").

VVesti>liHl, Hermann : See —
K\er>. ManH, and Wentphal. 1»«.091.

Wilson .Vthletlc (;o<k1s MfK Co, Inc. : See -

(ilahe. Frederick W. llM),0.r_>.
Uo(,(l«ar<l. Ilohart Celling tile. 196,046, 8 20-63. n.

I'lH 2
UrlKhf, I'.iul C : See

FmrnonK. Paul C and Wright. 196.088.
VounK. Stephen A. Faucet handle. 196,09.1, H-20-63 Cl.

IH»1 3
/.ai:ara. Frank .\ . to Eastman Kodak Co. Photographic

camera. l!tti.(lN4, H 20-63. CI. D61— 1.

Za>:ara. Frank .\ , to KaHtinan Kodak Co. Photographic
• amera. 196, Oh."). 8-20-63, Cl. I>61

—

1.
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ACF Induitries, Inc. : See-
Ellen, BarneT A., and Uelenberg. 3,101,095.

Aderles BeunleM de liurbacb-Uicta-Doaelange, 8oclete Anony-
me : See—

Metz, Paul. 3,101,384.
Acoustlca Associates, Inc. : See—

Church. Donald &.. and Da Rold. 3,101.422.
Junger, Miguel C. 3.100,994.
Kompanek, Uarrj W- 3.101,421.
Klch, Stanley R. 3,101.419.

Adams, Clarence U., to Boeing Airplane Co. High load hy-
drostatic bearing. 3,101,224, 8-20-63, Cl. 308—122.

Adams, Dennis A. W.. and A. K. Sarker, to Hlckson k Welch
Ltd. Stllbyl-acenapbtbenotriaxole brigbteners. 3,101,333,
8-20-63, Cl. 260—240.

Adami, Frederick G., to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator
Co. Control apparatus. 3.101,432. 8-20-63. CI. 3i7— 13.

Adenstedt, John U. W. : See—
UngaTiat, Urik I., and Adenstedt. 3,101,395.

Aerolet-CJeneral Corp. : See

—

Unden, UusUve B. 3,101.378.
Aeroqulp Corp. : See

—

Eisner, Edwin C. 3,101,213.
Airmatic Syatenu Corp. : See

—

Todt. Uerhard. and Bernbardt 3401,182.
Albrecbt. Harold J., to Radio Corp. of America. Electron

tube grid and method of making. 3,101,100, 8-20-63, Cl.

140—71.5.
Aldricb, Lewis C, Jr. : See

—

Clelland, Charles M.. and Aldricb. 3,101,181.
AUen, Malcolm H., H. A. Balinski. C. E. Oarton, S. E. Hub-

bard, and I. D. Olson, to Structural Clay Products Re-
search Foundation. Multi-story mason's corner pole and
accessories therefor. 3,101.184, 8-20-«3. Cl. 248—222.

Allla-Chalmera Mfg. Co. : See—
WaddeU, John S. 3.101,221.
Wochner. Joseph J. 3.101.138.

Alter, Frit*. Valve. 3,101.189, 8-20-63, Cl. 251—187.
Amariite Corp. : See

—

Neal, Harry B. and Klinger. 3,101,135.
Amchem Producta. Inc. : See

—

Beinhold, Earl B. 3.101.286.
Amend, Donald F. Picnic table and workbench couTerslon.

3,101.061, 8-20-63, Cl. 108—11.
American Bosch Anna Corp. : See

—

Reich. WUliam J.. Jr.. and Ward. 3,101.060.
American Cyanamid Co. : See

—

Fojita. Yoehimasa, Okazaki, and KuraUnl. 3,101,245.
American Electronics, Inc. : See

—

Ulienstein. Manfred, and Scbaefer. 3,101,439.
American Machine k Foundrr Co. : See

—

Pavlecka. VUdimir H. 3,10il,170.
American Metal Climax. Inc. : See

—

Tschadl. WUbur J., and Madera. 3,101,252.
American Metal Products Co. : See

—

Lewis. John G^. and Ohlgren. 3,101,403.
American Optical Co. : See

—

Rlcharda, Owar W. 3,101,411.
American Radiator k Standard Sanitary Corp. : See

—

Neldeo, Richard M. 3,100,966.
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. : See

—

Desnoea, Arnold B.. FuUerton, and Shea. 3,101,393.
Amphenol-Borg Blectronics Corp. : See

—

Klostermann. Curt W. 3.101,231.
Yopp, Robert S. 3,101,229.

Andersen. Alfred F. Claw-lever actuated slidable side Jaw
wt«nch. 8.101,018, 8-20-63. Cl. 81—127.

Andreeen, John H., Jr., to Kolisman Instrument Corp. Rapid
response pressure instrnment. 3,100,999, 8-20-63. Cl.

73—407.
Angelica. Nicholas J., to United States of America, Army.

Eccentric eyepiece for a firearm rear sight. 3.100.936,
8-20-63. Cl. 33—58.

Antocninl. Joe : See

—

TUlea. Harry, and AntognlnL 3.101.263.
Appleton. Norman J., to lieneral Precision, Inc. Digital

force transducer. 3,101.001. 8-20-63. Cl. 73—503.
Applied Arts Corp. : See

—

Whitman, John H. 3.101,140.
Archer, Lee A., to The Pyle-Natiooal Co. Air and light

distributor unit. 3,101,038. 8-20-63. CI. 98—40.
Architect, Nicbolaa. Impact tool. 3,101.139. 8-20-63. CI.
192—.lis.

Arcofl Corp. : See

—

WUcox, Wayne L. 3,101.406.
Armstronc Cork Co. : See

—

McKee. Allan W.. Jr. 3,101.241.
Sweeney, Francis M. 3.101.829.

Armatrong. John C. to Consolidated Electronics Industries
Corp. Wound resistor. 3.101.466. 8-20-63. Cl. 338—273.

Aro Corp.. The : See

—

Hyatt, PhUip L., and Kauts. 3.101.030.
Ashkin, Arthur, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. Para-

metric electron beam derice. 8.101.448, 8-20-68. Cl. 880

—

4.7.

to stand
, 8-20-63,

meanH fur
8-20-63,

3.101,143.

Aspro-Nlcholas Ltd. : See

—

James, John W., and Wiggins. 3.101.336.
Astro Dynamics, Inc. : See—

Kats, Leonhard. 3,101,114.
Atlantic Refining Co., The : See—

Harlu, Oscar H. 3,101,380.
Atlantic Research Corp. : See—

Webster, Roland C, Roberts, and Rice. 3,101.052.
Atlas Crankshaft Corp. : See

—

Barkley. Charles G. and Beesley. 3.101,165.
Austin. Robert J.. J. F. Gnitsch, and R. C. Mallatt,

ard Oil Co. Oxygenation apparatus. 3,101,321
Ci. 210—181.

Auto-Test, Inc. : See—
Mansfield. Ralph. 3,100,988.

Ayers, Earl D., to Burroughs Corp. Method and
modulating a magnetron beam tube. 3,101,429,
Cl. 315—30.

Ayers, John S. : See—
King, William R., and Ayers. 3,100,957.

Ayers. John S.. and A. M. Brown, to Jas. H., Matthews k Co.
Indexing apparatus for marking devices and the like.

3,101.013, 8-20-63. Cl. 74—818.
BJ Service. Inc. : See

—

Rlordan, Mathew B., Jr. 3,101.115.
Scott, Lyie B., and Rlordan. 3,101,117.

Babcock k Wilcox Ltd. : See

—

Blncer, Hans. 3,100,987.
, , ,

Baermann, Walter P., to Prestige Furniture Corp. Multiple
seating. 3,101,218, 8-20-63. CI. 297—455. „ „^ „.,

Balrd. Charles E. Mechanical pencil. 3,101,073. 8-20-63,

Cl. 120—11.
Baker Perkins Inc. : See

—

Petersen, Conrad W., Wlttenberger, and St. John. 3,101,-

47S.
Valentyne, Peter H., and Hoag.

Baker, Ronald D. : See—
Rose, Donald. 3,101,316.

Baldwin- Llma-Hamllton Corp. : See—
Nlhlen, Arvld C. K., and Wallace. 3,100,930.

Ballnskl, Henry A. : See— „ ^u ., .. r.,
Allen, Malcolm H., Ballnskl, Oarton, Hubbard, and Olson.

3,101,184.
Bankers k Merchants. Inc. : S«e

—

Welssman, Samuel M. 3,101,047. „ ^ ^^ . ,

Baranauckas, Charles F., and J. J. Hodan, to Hooker Chemical

Corp. Process for producing tris (2-butoxyethyl) phosphite.

3,101.363, 8-20-63, CI. 260-^61.
Barkley, Charles Q., and J. R. Beesley, to Atlas Crankshaft

Corp. Method and apparatus for heat-treating. 3,10l,lB0,

8-20-63, Cl. 266—4. ^ ^ ,.._.,
Barnes La Mar P. Removal tool-pin and socket electrical

connectors. 3.100,931, 8-20-63. Cl. 29--203.

Barr Frank T., and T. A. Relter, to Esso Research and
Engineering Co. Utlllxatlon of proton recoil energy In

neutron Irradiated.vapor phase organic reactions. 3,101,-

307, 8-20-63, CI. 204—154.2. ^ . , ^ »
Baschet Francois P. M. Compound musical instrument.

3.101,'022, 8-20-63. CI. 84—404.
, „ .» ^ f.,^^,

Bassett Ronald M.. to International Register Co. Clock

operated electric switch and alarm buzzer control device.

3,100,961, 8-20-63. Cl. 88—38.
.. „ „ . „ r>„«

Batchelor. James D.. Q. P. Curran. and E. Oorln. to Con-

solidation Coal Co. ^Process 'of- jje8«'»«"V°^?.^™^lo^
oxide acceptors for hydrogen sulfide. 8.101,303, »-^u-oo,

Cl. 202—31.
Bauer Brothers Co., The : See--

Woodruff. Maurice D. 3,101,813.

Bausch, Ewald, and R. Wlghton. to United States of America,

Air ^orce Locking and extracting means for can-enclosed

units. 3.101^230. 8-20-63. Cl. 339--91

Baxter. John d.. to The R«P«d«;8**°*^?^iS°.V«^°L2<vi3 Cland a case release apparatus. 8,101,158, 8-20-63, Ci.

Baxter, Warren N.. to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Process for the separation of hydrocarbons. 3,101,d»i,

8-20-63. CI. 260—677.

^^^WhiS Jobn^ATlr.. and Vaughan. 3.101,093.

Beam Guidance. Inc : See—
Goubau, Georg J. B. 8.101.472.

Beckman Instruments Inc. : See--
Stallman, Richard C. and Pedersen. 3.101.322.

Beesley. John R. :
See— « iai i«r

Barkley, Charles G.. and Beesley. 8.101.168.

Bell. Ross L : See— ^ „ . . _^„
Wickersham, Arthur F., Jr.. and Bell.

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc. : See

—

Ashkin. Arthur. 8.101 449
Montesano. Lewis. 8,101,826.

Benham. Norman R. Anchor Btructure for brake cables and

the like. 8,101,208. 8-20-68, Cl. 285—162.

Bennett Arthur C. Divided electrical inaulator. 3,101.889.

8-20-68. Cl. 174—156.
iii

8.101.474.



IV LIST OF PATENTEES

IVhsler, I'lerdet, and Bucourt.

Varn severing device for ii

;j. 100.978, S 2a 03. Cl. «6

Bercbtold. Max, to IT-E Circuit Breaker Co. Aerodynamic
Wave machine foruieil rotor blades to lulnlUiUe tberuiai
BtresB. a,lul,lt>«>, }>-::u (}3, Cl. 260 -««.

Berge, Svtni E, to Bull rs, AktiebolaKet. Device for guns on
combat vftiicl.s. a.lnl.UZb. »-:Jl>-«3, Cl. SB— 14.

B.Tuhardt. WUIlaui K. : Utt
Todt. Uerbard, and Beriibardt. 3,101,182.

Ueruotas. Ualph J , to GentTuI .Motors Corp. Hcraper bowl.
3,100,l>4.'>, H 20 «;{. Cl. 37 12«

Berlin. Daniel ; 6'f t

Nomine, Gerard, Berlin,
3,101,354.

Bevers, Kugeue J., and K. J. VVeute, to General Motors Corp.
Water injection .syt-tein for a iimltistatfc coiiipressor. 3,100,-

IM14, h-20 t>3, Cl. tjo ;jit.:;.

Bejerstedt. John M.. 11 K Krick.sou, liud H 11. Talboys, to

.NordberK Mf>{. Co rrotv>.s of applying wear resistant
metal coatliij;^ 3,1»H,274, H 20 «3, Cl. 117 46.

Binina, KUiiurd" G , to Silopark S.A. Elevator system In

wlucb drive iiiecbuiiUni i.s mounted upon the counterweigbt.
3.101.130, H 20 ti3. Cl. 1m7 20.

Billi, Giorgio, and V Lucbi.
circular knitting iiiacbine.

Billi Giorgio, and V Lucbi. Yarn severing device for cir-

cular knitting macbiues. 3,100,977, 8-20-«3. Cl. «0~ 14.').

Blmber, Kusseil .M. : Set
Bluestone, Ueury, and Bimber. 3,101,377.

Blncer. Hans, to Babcock & Wilcox Ltd. Method of and
apparatus for ultrasoiiically testing butt welds. 3,100,987,
Hr 20-«3, Cl. 73 67.7.

Bjorklund, Gustaf K. Variable displacement piston machine.

3,101,060. 8 20 63. Cl. 103 161.
Blackburn, Charles M., to Inited States of America, Navy

Hydraulic power supply. 3,100 »tt.'., 8-20 63, Cl. 60- 51.

Blaiklock, William J., and C. S. Reasby, to Cuited States of

America, Army. Gage for coupling members. 3.100,939,

8 20-63, Cl 33 174.
Blaw Knox Co. ; Sec

Scbuetz, James W. 3,101,015.
Blockwelder Mfg Co. : «Cf

Schmidt, Lewis W. 3,101,123.
Bloeck, Siegfried ; Ncc

Eder. Heinz, and Bloeck. 3,101,27(.
Bluestone. H.nry. and K. M. Bimber, to Diamond Alkali to.

Sulfoue derivatives of mercaptohaloetliylene. 3,101,3(i,

8-20 63, Cl 260 607.

^ (iodcharles, Charles A.. BIyth, Jv^obson, and Qabrlelson.

3,100,942. .,...., t, 1

Bock, Willv, E. Mutscbler, and F. Schrelber to bW F -Sneiiah

fabrlk Fiir Autozubeluir (Justav Kau O.in.b.H. Windshield

washing pump with siitcb for windshield wiper motor for

motor vehicles 3.100,90<J. 8-20-63, Cl. 15—250.02.
Boehriu>;er, C. H.. Sobn ; Hee -

Xeile Karl, and Fn-ter. 3,101.339.

Boeing Airplane Co. : Ste
Adams. Clarence K. 3,101,224.

Bofors, Aktlebolnget : Ste
Berjje, Sveii E. 3,101,028.

BOhme Fettchemle G.m.b.H. :
See

I'lapper, JQrgen, and Dleckelinann.

Bonnet, \annik : See „ , ., o.-
Lafont rierre, luid Bonnet. 3,101,34(.

Bonaor David V., to Interstate Bag Co., Inc.

for making carrier ba«H. 3,101,0:f3, 8-20 63,

BorgVVarner Corp. : Sn-
Tracy, Herbert E. 3.101,200.

Bosch, Robert, G.m b H. : See
Heiwr, Joachim. 3.101,05i.

Bourder de Carbon, Christian M. L. L.,

said Ileckethoru ussor to said

Hydraulic pneumatic shock absorber

*^'' ^^" **

Marine dock. 3,100,968

3,101,238.

Apparatus
Cl. 93 8

and J. E. Heckethorn ;

Bourder de Carbon.
. 3,101,131. 8-20-63,

8-2(> 63.

III. to Certain-Teed Products Corp.

<late granules to slilnnles. 3,101,281,

19 halo androstenes. 3,101.

lU-halo androstenes. 3.101.

19 halo androstenes. 3.101,

2 formyl
8-20 63,

Bourdon, Thomaa E.

Cl. 61—48.
Bowen, William M.
Means lor applying
8^20-63, Cl. 118 7.

Bowers. Albert, to Syntex ( orp.

356, 8 20 63. Cl. 260—397 4,

Bowers, Albert, to Syntex Corp.

357 8 20 63, Cl. 26() 397.4.

Bowers, Albert, to Syntex Corp.

358. 8-20-63. Cl. 260 397.4.
Bowers, Albert, and J. Edwards, to Syntex torn

A'-androsten.s and A'« androstadienes. 3.101,353,

Cl. 260- 397.4. „ ,

Bowers. Alb.'rt, E. Volkov. and II. Martinez to Syntex < or .

Process for 3 keto A' "steroids 3,101,3.56. 8-2« 63, 1

1

260- 397.4.
Bowiies, Kenneth A :

See
,„,. ,.t,,

Engle Loy S , Dunn, and Bownes. 3,100,981

Boyd, \Vllllam I., H. J. Eavis, and P L. I''>ul«;«. t<> \
An I'ont de Nemours and Co Method of delavlnR hud

break In fruit I fees 3.101,264, 8-20^63. Cl, 71 2..

Braithwalte, l8:ia<'. & Son Engineers Ltd. : f!ee

Howlett, Edward J. 3.100,978
., ,,„.o...

Brenneman. Clifford D. .\iiimated figure toy. .<.10(»,949.

8 20 63, Cl. 46—241
Brllts Bruno : See

Wilson, Ravmond W.. anil Brilts. 3.100.974
Brinkmann Fran/., to SKIl Sclniechtermann & Kremer-Baum

AkIlengeHellschaft Filer Aufbereltung. Drum sink sepa

raiors. 3.101.312. 8 20 -63, Cl. 209 172.

Bristol Myers Co : See
Slegal, Bernard, and Petgrave 3 101„101

Slegal. Bernard, Petgrave, and Thau. 3,101.300.

British Iron and Steel Research Associalion, The: See

—

bill. Iledley 3,101.016.

guick
3,101.

conipoxltlou.''

Road .•iini'ini;

S-20 »..;. Cl

Honeycomb op«'ii

device. 3.101.067.

Brogan, John E., to United States of America, Army.
leieaae, Uiik t>pe clanip for multiple Shaft clusters
027, 8-20 63. Cl. 89 12.

Bn.i.-, Sliinley J., and A. J Rutkow>kl, to Es>.o ReM-jitcli
and Enginei'i'iug Co. Ueactioua of orKauo boniiie>
3,101.37ti, h 20-63. Cl. 260 606.5

Brotherlon, Robert J , and A, L. McCloskei, l.. I'liUed State-
Hoi ax Ac ('hemical Coip. .\e>\ borazole
.!,10I,3I11», 8 .'O 63. Cl. 260— 5."il.

Brown. Alvin .M. : Set
Ayers, John S , and Brown. 3,101.013.

llrovMi. <'arl F., Jr., to Wald Industries, Inc.
machine uitii electronic aight. 3.101.170,
239 150.

Broun. Edwaiil A, ami L J. Chlnn. to G D .Searle A Co
"> (p lluoroplienyl ) 2 hyilro\ycyclopent.ine(acetic acids/
ethaiiolsi. lactones and esters Iheitnit. and Inieiniedlates
ther.to. 3.1i>l,;ut,, 8 20 »i3. Cl. 260 343.3.

Blown. Ku^eiie (J Inking de\ he. 3.101,Jh.!, H 20 63. C|
lis 26M.

Broun, Jaiiie- .\ ,
o E i'euuell. Jr., aud S. E Jacke, to

Oakland .Metal i-'abi icators. Inc. (iolf club cleaning
iiia.lune. .'..lUl.ii.Sif. H 20 63, Cl. 134 186.

Broun, Janii's W , to .National Mfg. Co. Collapsible dlspla\
rack .1.101,! 4S. ^ 20 63. Cl. 211 148.

r.rouii, Julian. Jr.. and J. (i. Clark, to Sperry Kaiid Corp
Frei|iiency seleitixe gyiomuguetic diplexer for coupling
two lines, each having individual freijueni-y, uiih a common
hue. .{,lOl.4.'ni. 8-20 63, Cl. 333 1.1.

Blown, Leonard, ami .\. E. Hincklieff, to William Cotton Ltd
Str.iight bar knitting. .!. 100,975. 8-20-63. Cl. ii6 l»6

Brown, Paul L., ainl J. F. Hyde, to Dow Corning Corp
t'ataUtic preparation of ihlorosiloxanes In polar solvent-
:!,liil"3til, H 20 63, Cl. 260 418.2.

Bi iiiilierK, Kail G. B Llllsunde. and J. S. Ltndenhall. to

rilelon.ikiie|ioliii:>t 1, .M Ericsson. Telephone system
3.iui.:;nj, s JO 1.3, Cl. 179 22

Brunnei. Altred. to Societe Auouyme Sulzer Freres. Steam
power jilanl. 3, Km, 967, 8 20-63, Cl. 60— 73.

Briiiiot, Alls-rt W , to (ieneral Electric Co. Dynamoelei trie

machine. 3.101.423. 8-20 63. Cl. 310 86.

Brviiud, Edward T., to Metal Tech Inc.
work 3.10(i.i)_'s. .V _'o 63. Cl. 29 121.

Itiviloii. Edward W .\nchor aecurlug
N 211 6.'.. Cl. I 14 210.

Biichalter, Lloyd A : Set—

-

Malkin. Bruce M . Reisclier, aud Buchalter. 3,101,017
Buihanan, James B.. to E. I. du Pout de Nemours and

Co. 1.1' methylene i 1 methyl 3 phenyl » ureas. 3,101,370.
H 211 6.;. Cl. 2'lo ."i.'i.!

Bill oiirt. Robei t : Sn
.Nomine. (Jeiaiil. Berlin, TesBlei

3.10l,3.-|4
Buffalo .M.Ier Co . Inc. : .S'> c

\Setjen, Russell W. 3.100,993.
r.iindv 1 iiliiug ( 'o. : >cc

Gondek, Stanley 3,lOI,402.

Burch, Archie E. Tape measure.
.33 137,

P.iirgarella. John P . and D. S.

Hoiievwell Regulator Co. Direct current amplilier system
with " feedback lontrolled high impedance input circuit.

3,101,451, 8 20-63, Cl. 330 10.

Biirguin, Stephen L, and C. Green, to Minneapolis Honeywell
Regulator Co. Control apparatus. 3,101.424, 8-20-63,
Cl. 310 217.

Burndv Corp ; See
.Malkin Bruce .M ,

Hurni.stoij, itayiiioiid J

sheet metal tie clip.

r.iu loughs Corp. ; See
Avers. Eail D 3,101.429.
Eimore, William C. 3,101,417.

3,101.427.
ine. 3.101,043,

Cl. 99 407
Bulzke. Fritz : See -

Maver, Hans F.. and Butzke.
C .V.V. Ltd. : See

Evans, Eraser M. 3,101,078.
Evans, Eraser M. 3.101.079.

Cairns, Theodore. B. Graham, and D. Tanner, to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Co. Process of coating a shajied

swollen polymer substrate and treating with Ionizing

radiation. 3.101 .275, 8 20 •iS. Cl. 1 17 47.

Callaway Mills Co. : See—
Robinson, Lamson C. 3.101.223.

Campbell. I>oiiald R. ;
See .,,,»,.,,..

Olonih Walter L., Campbell, and Kressman. J. 101.440.

Campbell, i'hillip B.. to Wagner Elec-tric Corp. Fluid pres-

sure operated piston valve. 3,101,187, 8-20-83, Cl. 261-

«3. ....
Canamero. Ernest V.. to Inited States of America, Army.

Sheet clamping and undamplng mechanism. 3,101,234.

8-20-63, Cl. 346-138.
Canny Floyd H., to SCM Corp. Renwjvable tyj

bar assembly. 3,101,141, 8-20-83, Cl. 197
Carden Eiiiilpment Co., Inc. : See

Canlen, Melvln L. 3,101,090.
Canlen, Melviu L., to Carden Equipment Co.. Inc.

3,101.090, 8-20-83. Cl. 137—99.
stamps. 3,101,048. 8-20-83. Cl.

101 125.

Carlson. John W., to Speed-O-Prlnt Business Machines Corp.
Dlspo.sable cartridge for use In a photocopy machine.
3.101.036, 8 20 63, CI. 95-89.

Carr. Dugald M.. and T. D. Strlggles, to The Chemical and

Industrial Corp. Manufacture of nltrogt^n tetroxlde.

3,101,255, 8-20-63, Cl. 23—162.

Pierdet. and Biiioiirt

3,100,937, 8-20-63, Cl.

(.Hlver, to Minneapolis

Relsi'her. and Buchalter. 3,101,017.
to The Thomas h Betts Co. Cnltary
3,100,922. 8-20-63. Cl. 24 73.

r.,1 iiioi r . t> I II 011II \ . .J, J v/ 4 .-» J •

.

.McCauley. John H , aud Gavurnik.
Bushway. George 11 ( ooklng machlni 8-2n 63.

3.101.172.

T^.

injecting apparatus. 3
('arisen, < ari E. Hand

and typ*'

Chemical

LIST OF PATENTEES

Purr William H Jr and E. R. Dobyns, to United States
%'• America. Atomic Energy Commission Diaphragm

pumping system. 3.101.058, 8-20-63. CI. 102—38.

Carrier Corp. : See

—

q im lo')
Lyons. William T.. and Morablto. 3.101.382.

Car.o''n"FriS?^l"an5'H. T-Leflet. Jr.. to Llbbey-Owens^

ForS' Glass Co.' Method and »PP"f »«« <^»'' ''.fni Cl
beets onto a moving conveyor. 8.101,158, 8-20-«d, ti.

Casson, Nicholas V. Depth stop f«r saw blades. 3.101,106,

Ca?«,^HaroW T-i^Tnd'L O. Walbel. Device
'"f ^^g^^^-Jf

and Installing tubular lamps. 3,101,212, 8--.0-BJ. i i.

294—20.

Caveil. Winston W. : See--
.. t^. u » i mi rvid

Stevenson, Thomas, Cavell, and Dischert. 3,101.054.

Caven, James J. : See— o mi A-tQ
Stevenson. Thomas, and Caven. 3,101,O5iJ.

Cawthra, William A. : See—
Simpson, Arthur I. F.. and Cawthra. 3,101.453.

Oeladese Corp. of America : See— ^ „ ^ ^ im otu.
Salvin. Victor 8.. Sprague. and Fortess. 3,101.236.

Certain-Teed Products Corp. : See

—

Bowen. William M.. 111. 3.101.281.

Ceskoslovenska akademie ved : See-- o,n«Qoa
Waniak, Ludvlk, Kllma, and Vanfk. 3,100,998.

Chambers, Isaac M.. to Henry Miller Spring and Mfg. Co.

Spring coiling machine stripper interlock. 3,101,112,

&-2(M!3, CI. 153—67. ^ , , _.,. , ., .
^

Chandler, John, Jr.. L. C. Holly, and J. L. V Ibig, Jr to

Texas Instruments Inc. Ferrite phase shifter ha^ "K

casing-supported thln-foil ''^avepide, wUh magn^lsing

pole pieces penetrating the casing. 3,101.468, 8-20-«i,

Cl. 833—24 2. ^^ „
Chemical and Industrial Corp. The : Bee—

Carr Dug.ild M., and Strlggles. 3,101.255.

ChemUjnlca Engineering Laboratories, Inc. : See—
Preiser, Herman S., Cook, and Tytell 3,101 311.

Cheney James E., to General Electric Co. Diamond tool.

3,101.260. 8-20-63, Cl. 51—293.
Chlnn Leland J. : See

—

Brown, Edward A., and Chinn. 3 101 348.

Chrlstensen, Paul M.. to Federal Pacific Electric Co. Circuit

breakers. 3,101,399, 8-20-83. CL 200— 168.

Chrlstenson. Howard W.. W. G. Liveiey, and W
.
E Schllke.

to General Motors Corp. Tranimission. 3,101,012, 8-20-
oo pi 'TA 752

Church, Donald R., and J. Da Rold. to Acoustics Associates,

Inc. Electromechanical transducer apparatus. 3,101,422,

8-20-63. Cl. 310—26.
, , „ .. . ,n

Clark Charles A., N. J. Doorenbos, and L. Horwltz, to Gen-

eral Aniline & Film Corp. Process for preparation of

certain arylated hydroxybenioazoles. 3,101,343, 8-20-
83. Cl. 280—304.

Clark Bqulpment Co. : See

—

Whltmore. Milton P., and Maddalena.
Clark. John G. : See—

Brown. Julian, Jr., and Clark. 3,101,458.

Clelland, Charles M., and L. C. Aldrlch. Jr

storage and dispenser.
Clevlte Corp. : See

—

Hufferd. George H.,

420
Clifford. Frank, and C. M. White, to Whessoe Ltd. Coupling

with plural lug In slot holding means and external sealing

shell. 3.101,208, 8-20-63, Cl. 285—383. ,, ^
Cochran, Oscar B.. Jr.. to Venture Products. Inc. Knock
down metallic receptacles. 3,101,228. 8-20-63, Cl. 312—
257.

Colgate-Palmolive Co. : Bee—
Wlxon, Harold E. 3,101,324.

Computer Engineering Associates, Inc. : See—
MacNeal, Richard H. 3,101.121.

Consolidated Electronics Industries Corp. : See—
Armstrong, John C. 3,101,466.
De Barba, Albert E. 3,101.137.

Consolidated Thermoplastics Co. : See—
Martin. Lawrence L. 3.100.910.

Consolidation Coal Co. : See—
Batchelor. James D.. Curran. and Gorlh. 3.101.303.

Conatructiona Edmond Oolgnet : See

—

Fougea, Edouard. 3,101,127.
Cook. Frank E. : See—

Weiser, Herman S.. Cook, and Tytell. 3.101,311.
Cooke * Co. : See

—

Milnes, Alfred H. 3,100,914.
Cooke. Troughton k Simms Ltd. : See

—

Scott-Maxwell, Peter D. 3,101,412.
Cordis Corp. : See—

Murphy, WlUlam P., Jr. 3,101,085.
Cordis, Nat. Poultry feeder having a band type conveyor.

3,101,070. 8-20-68. Cl. 119—52.

Com Products Co. : See

—

I nglett, George E. 3,101,802.
Paschall. Eugene F., Thayer, and Minkema. 3,101,330.

Costas, John P., to General Electric Co. Synchronous detec-

tor system. 3.101,448, 8-20-63, <"1. 329—50.

Cotton, William. Ltd. : See

—

Brown, Leonard and Hincklieff. 3,100,975.
Coulson, Emery J. : See

—

^^

Spies, Joseph R., Coulson. and Wells. 3,101,266.

Coarsen. David L., and F. A. Loving, to E. I. du Pont de

Nemours and Co. Explosive composition. 3,101,288.
8-20-63, Cl. 149—21.

Coverley Harold E., to General Motors Corp. Seal for

lldlng door. 3,106,918, 8-20-68, Cl. 20—19.
Cox, Lewia J. : See

—

^ „,„^„„„
SUrr, Louis. Kaplan, Oreeoberg, and Cox. 8,100.986.

3,101,152.

3,101,181, 8-20-63, Cl

Joaephson,

Toilet tissue
242—55.3.

and Williams. 3,101,

3,101.101.
3,101.102.

D. Searle it «'o.

Craig, Burnle M. : See

—

taassco. Robert B., and Craig. 3.101,282.

Croall Clifford V. Process for preserving tomatoes and the

like. 3,101,271, 8-20-63, <'l. 99—154. v . ^
Crocker Henry P., to The Distillers Oo. Ltd. Production

of unsaturatetl ketones. 3,101.375, 8-20-63, Cl. 280—595.
Cromptou & Knowles Corp. : See

—

Payne, Oscar V. 3,0101,098.
Payne, Oscar V. 3,101,099.

Cronln Edward F., D. L. Johnston, and R. H. Delisle, to

(ieneral Electric Co. Reduced height electrical insulating

bushing with sight glass. 3,101,386. 8-20-63, Cl. 174—11.
Crossley, Harry E., Jr., to Robertshaw -Fulton Controls ( o.

Electro-hydraulic actuator system. 3,101,031, 8-20-63, CI.

Culver, Frederick H., J. A. Haeber, E. B. Lagucki, and R. F.

Perner, to Shell Oil Co. Y-branched wellhead assembly.
3,101,118, 8-20-63, Cl. 166—75.

Cummlng, James C. : See—
House, Bryan E., and Cummlng. 3,101,133.

Cunningham George L., to W. K. Grace & Co. I'ruduction

of silica free hydrogen tluoride. 3,101,254, 8-20-63, Cl.

23—153.
Curran. George P. : See —

Batchelor, James D., Curran, and Gorin. 3,101,303.

Curry Arnet A., to Motorola, Inc. Transistor voltage regu

lator. 3,101,441, 8-20-63. Cl. 323—22.

Curtin Leo P., deceased ; L. V. Curtin, executor. Conditioning

treatment for metal surfaces. 3,101,287, 8-20-63. Cl.

148—6.18.
Curtin, Leo V. : See

—

Curtin. Leo P. 3,101,287.
CurtisB-\\ right Corp.: See—

Gearhart, Walter S., and Hammond,
tiearhart, Walter S., aud Hammond.
Pavlovlch, Paul O., Jr. 3,100,960.

Cusic, John \V., and E. Le Von, to (.. -.

l-benzhydryl substituted 4-(amiuometliyl )
piperidines and

4-(amidomethyl) piperidines. 3,101,341, 8-20-(i3, Cl. 260

293
Cutler Clarence W., to United States of America, Navy. Con

trolled shock or impact testing fixture. 3,100,982, 8-20-63.

Cl. 73—12.
Cutler-Hammer, Inc. : See

—

Kitscha, Hector. 3,101,434.
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft : Sec

—

Dreclisel, Armin. 3,101,111.
Nallinger, Friedrlch K. H. 3,101,007.

. ^ ,

Dane Jack L., to Ford Motor Co. Personnel platform for fork

lilt. 3,101,128, 8-20-63, Ci. 182—222.
Darbie, Arthur M., C. W. Harrison, and D. J. Tlghe. to

Hewlett-Packard Co. Transistorized direct-voltage regu

lated power supply. 3,101,442, 8-20-63. Cl. 323-22.
Da Rold, James : See—

I'hurch, Donald R., and Da Rold. 3,101,422.

Davidson Rubber Co., Inc. : See

—

'

Hood, Bruce G. and R. S., and Gardella. 3,101,244

Davis Perry J Means for preparing mattress profile chart.

3.i6o,9j2, 8-20-63. Cl. 73—172.
Dearborn Chemical Co. : See—

., ,«, o,n
Ral Charanjit, Tehle, and Kambara. 3,101.319.

De Barba Albe.t E., to Consolidated Electronics Industries

Corp Means for effecting undlrectional rotation. 3.101.

137, 8-20-63, Cl. 192—4.

D6chet, Robert : See

—

Moresste, Georges, and D6chet. 3,101.42.). .. ^. ,

De Haan Wolbert, to General Motors Corp. \ ehicle seat

construction. 3,101,186, 8-20-63, Cl. 248- 378.

De Kuzmik Paul, deceased (by J. R. Montgomery). Elec

tronic pressure measuring means for internal combustion

engines responsive to pressure caused spark gap resistance

charge. 3,101,444, 8-20-63, Cl. 324—33. i

Delisle, Robert H. : See— ^ t^ ,. , o mi -juk
Cronin, Edward F.. Johnston and Delisle. 3,101,38b

De Matteo, Adolph J., to Farrel-Blrmingham Co., Inc. Mu -

tlple injection molding apparatus. 3,100.913, 8-20-63, < 1.

18—20.
Denk, W alter . See—

Schlmmelschmldt, Kurt, and Denk.

Denovan Ltd.: See

—

Denovan, Robert A. 3,101,315.

Denovan, Robert A., to Denovan Ltd.

3,101,315, 8-20-63, Cl. 209—332.
De Ridder. Ernst J., to Reynolds Metals Co.

machine. 3,101.125. 8-20-63. Cl. 180 7.

De Ruggieri, Pietro, C. Ferrari, and C. Gandolfi. to Ormoiio

terapia Richter S.p.A. 17P-acetamino-steroids. 3.101,358,

8-2(>-63, Cl. 260—397.5.
Dosnoes, Arnold B., D. P. Fullerton, and P. D. Shea to

American Telephone and Telegraph Co. ( ordless type

switchboard. 3,101 ,393, 8-20-63. Cl. 179— 27

Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften Zu Berlin : see—
Serowy Fritz. 3.101,247. ^ , ^.

De Vost Valmore F., to United States of Anerica, Navy.

3,101,362.

Gyrating screen

(iround effect

Cl. 73 -12.

Anchoring
206.

"Oro'pable shock'test'er. 3,100,983, 8-20-63

Diamond Alkali Co. : See—
Bluestone, Henry, and Bimber. 3,101,3 1

i

Dickens, (ieorge C, to Otis Engineering Corp.

and sealing device. 3,101,119, 8-20-63, Cl. 166

Dictograph Products. Inc. : See
Lehr, Philip N., and Idank

Dieckelmann, (ierhard : Nee—
^ Mn >-iSi

Plapper, JUrgen, and Dieckelmann. 3,101,238.

Dl Leila, Paul. Grinding machine. 3.100,954. 8-20-63, <l

51—165.
Dillon, W. C, k Co., Inc. : See—

Gierum, Irvin L. 3,101,445.

3,101,155.
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3,101,-

Floor

Tiu-
4 It).

Inc.

Uimeff John, to L nited Stales of Auierioi, National Aero-

nautics and .Space Aduiinistration. Two-plane balaiuc
a.lUU.tf'JO, »-i'0-«3, t I. 73 147.

UUcluTt Williaui A. : Hee—
Ste\eUMon, Tlio«ian, (avell, and lUscliert. 3,101,U.»4.

IJistllleru ».o. Ltd., The ; See- -

Crocker, Henry 1' 3,101,370.
Ditto Edwin U. to iienerul Alotorn Corp. ( uttniB tool

adjUBtuient a8seuit>l> 3,101,0J0, H-20-i>S. CI. »-^ 3<i.

Ul \ Ito Salvutore S. Combined diHix-nser and comb.

086, ^•J0-«3, CI. 132—114.
Dobyns, Kdward K. : Hee—

Carr, William H., Jr., and Dobyna. 3,101,0.(8.

UouDelley, K. K., k Song Co. : Hee
Kile, Otho, and Uolbeck. 3,101,1«4.

Duotenbos, Norman J. : nee-
Clark Charlea A.. Uoorenbo«, and Horwlt/. 3,101,34.i.

Uow Corning Corp. : See-
Brown, I'aul L., and Hyde. ;!,101,3tU.

DowliuK, Linda C. : &'«e ,,.,,,,
Smutny, Edgar J., Soloway, Uowdlug. and \an Uverheek.

Doyer, Cornelia. Loading or digKing device. 3,101,14J, H 20-

tt3. CI. 188—9.
Doyle. Dewey 1., 8r., to Doyle \acuum Cleaner ( o.

machines. 3,100,903. 8-20-63, CI. 15 4».

Doyle Vacuum Cleaner Co. : t>ee

LMjyle, Dewey 1.. Sr. 3,100,903.
,, , ,

Drechael, Armin, to Daimler-Henz AktiengeBelUchaft.
presBure control device. 3,101.111, 8-20-03, CI. 152

Druniiii. Wlllium K. : Sec
L<iomls. Itobert t'., and Drumm. 3,101.177.

Du.hene, William K.. and H. C. S»'"o''.,, «« ,^,^f«*'^S?j,>^.V
I'lue cups for chimneys and the like. 3,101,0,59. 8-20-«3,
( "1 HM *)!)

Dunn Edward J Method of alloying titanium. 3,101,2«7.

8-20-63, CI. 75-10.
Ininn, Hugh J. Hee mnoai

Kngle, Loy S., Dunn, and itownes. 3,100,981.

Du I'ont lie Nemourw, E. I., and Co. ^iSee—
Baxter, Warren N. 3,101,381.

Boyd, William I., Eavls, and I'oulos. 3,101,264.

Itutluinan, JaineM B. 3,101,370.
Cairn.s, Tht-odore, (Jraham, and Tanner. 3,101,i!70.

Coiirseu, Duvld L.. and Loving. 3,101,288.

Krldruhsen, Anton K. 3.101,294.
Hendricks, Itobert W. 3,101.270.

Mesalnger, Lester H 3,100.925.
S<hoeiiheck. Leland C. 3,101,250.
Vest, Kobert D. 3,101,344.
Vest. Robert D. 3,101,363.
Wllst, Herbert A. 3,101,304.

K 1' S (Ilesearch & Development) Ltd. : See

—

Huwlcy. Kdwln L., and (louda. 3.101,109.

Early. Harold C. to -Nleredlth I'ublishlnK (-O. ^oltat

lator for hlgli voltage power supplies. 3,101,440.

CI. 323- 16.

Easti-r. Elmer W. Fluid pump or motor.

CI. 103—142.
Eastman Kotlak Co. : See-

Martln, James C. 3.101.348.
Eavls, Henrv J. : See-

Boyd, William I , Eavls, and Toulos.

EcoHollte Corp. : See
o m, 177

Ix)«mlH. Kobert C., and Drumm. 3,101,177.
,, „. . h

Eder Heinz, and S. Bloeck, to W acker-< hemle (..nrb.H.

Method of rendering metallic surfaces corrosion resistant.

3 101 277, H-20-»!3. CI. 117- 132.

Ednionds. James T., to Phillips Petroleum Co Polymerl.atlon

of olefins and catalysts therefor. 3.101,328, 8-20-63, LI.

260—93.7. \

Edwards, John :
See— ' „ , „j c^^.^hu

BlHKold Howard J., Mancera, Rosenkrani, and Edwards.
3.101.3.')2.

Edwards. John : See
Bowers, Albert, and Edwards. 3,101,353

Ehrhart Oustav. I. Hennlg. K. Schmltt. E. Lindner, and IL

()tt to Fnrbwerke Hcn^chst Ak^tlengesellschaft vorma s

Mel'ster Lucius k Brunlng. a amlno^ hydroxy carboxyllc

nc'Ilnmldes. 3.101.367. S-20-63. CI. aOO-.-iOl

Ellers Barney A . and J. HelenherK. to ACF InduBtries Inc.

Tubing sleeve valve. 3,101. Oft.-i. 8-20-63. CI. 137— .'594.

Electric Storage Battery Co., The : See
Richmond. Earl B. 3.100,926.

Electronic Oil Well Heater, Inc. : See—
Spitz. Samuel. 3.101.116.

, ,_ ,. ._.
Flfvlng There M Thermoelectrlcally refrigerated apparatus

'
3.100,790. 8-20-6.3 ri. 62--3.

o mn Oftfl
Flfvlng Thore M. Thermoelectric refrigeration. 3,100,969.

8-20-63, ri. 62—3.
Elmore, Austin E. : ffee—

Posener, Armand L. A., and Elmore.

Elmore. William C, to Burroughs Corp.

vice 3,101.417. 8-20-63. CI .307—88.

Eisner Edwin C.. to Aeroqnlp Corp. Automatic releane hook.

3.101.213. 8-20-63. CI. 294 H3.

Kmlev Edward F.. to Ma«neslum Elektron Ltd. Magnesium.

base allovs. 3.101.269, 8-20-63, CI. 7.%- 168.

Engelmann. Rudolph H., to United States of Ainerlca, Atomic

Energv Commission. Electronic Intesratlng circuit. 3,101,-

406. S-20-63, CI. 23.^-183

Engle John H Roller tappet constraining device. 3,101.077,

8 20-63. Cl. 123-90.
Fngle Loy S. H. J. Dunn, and K. A. Bownes, to Intercheml-

cal Corp. .Method and apparatus for evaluating the relative

abraslvenesg of Inks 3.100,981. 8-20-63, Cl. 73—T.

Engle Paul. Container cover with a roller applicator. 3,100,-

908', 8-20-63, Cl. 15—574.

ge regu-
20-63,

3,101,059. 8-20 63.

3,101,264.

3,101,107.

Magnetic core de-

Eugqvlst, Erik 1., and J. H. W. Adeostedt, to L. M. ErlcaitoQ,
Teleiihoiiaktlebolaget. Cordless switchboard. 3,101.395,
N 20-ua, Cl. 179 -99.

Erickson, Heliner E. : See
Beyerstedt, John M., Ericksun, and Talboys. 3,101,274.

Ericsson, L. .M., Telephonaktlebolaget : See

—

Kngqvlst, Erik I., and Adenstedt. 3,101,395.
Eriiault-BatlguoUeH, II., S.A. : See—

U- Lan, Armand M. 3,101,019.
Eschard. Krau<,<)is. to Instltut Francals du I'etrole des Car-

burants et Lubritiants. Continuous process for reducing
iron ores. 3.101.268. 8-20-63, Cl. 75—40.

Esso Research unil Engineering Co. : See

—

Barr. Frank T . and Relter. 3,101,307.
Brois. Stanley J . and Rutkowskl. 3,101,376.
Ix-iise, Frederick T. 3,101,295.
Roblee. Leland H. S.. Jr. 3,100.996.
Skarstrom. Charles W. 3.101.261.
Tiirbak, Alblu F.. and Wiese. 3,101,331.

EtlierldK'e, Oliver R., to .V. E. Staley Mfg. Co. Improved
metho<l for coutinuoub heating of liquids. 3,101,284, 8-20-
63, Cl. 127 «9.

Kttinger, Joseph H. : See
Gebhardt. Julius W.. Ettlnger, and Rlttenhouse. 3,101,-

4."(7.

luibanks. Joseph H. : See
Valentine, (ieorge E., and Eubanks. 3,101,004.

Evans, Fraser M., to C.A.V. Ltd. Liquid fuel pumps. 3,101.-

078, 8-20-63, Cl. 123 139.
Evans. Eraser M.. to C.V.V. Ltd. Liquid fuel pumps for In-

ternal combustion engines. 3,101,079, 8-20-63. Cl. 123—
140.

Evans, Helene 1)., and F. W. H. Mueller, to General Aniline &
I'"ilm Corp. I'hotopolymerlzatlon of unsaturated organic
ci>iii|>«>un(ls by means of radiation sensitive Iron compounds
as photolnitlators. 3,101,270, 8-20-63, Cl. 96—115.

Excel Corp. : Sec
.Spretnjak, Steve A. 3.101.136.

Excelsior Hardware Co., The : See

—

Humphries. John B. 3,100.980.
Fabbrlca Itallana Macchlne Aziendall : See—

Splaiil. Ivo. 3,101,046.
Fahrner, Ted : See

—

Ruby, Stanley L.. Sun, and Fahrner. 3.101,410.
F^irbenfabrlken Bayer Aktlengesellschaft : See

—

Luck. Wolfhard, and Mauthe. 3,101,237.
Von Frledrlch, Adolf. 3,101,334.
Waraer^ Kuno, Schwaebel, and GrauUeh. 3,101,273.

Farbwerlre Hoechst Aktlengeaellachaft vormala Melster Lucius
& Briinlng : See—

Ehrhart, Gustav. Hennlg. Schmltt, Ijlndner, and Ott.

3,101.367.
Hlrschberg. Rudolf. 3,101,253.
Hlrschberg, Rudolf, and Hund. 3,101,248.
Drthner, LUdwlg, Horst, Scharf, Klrst. Ox«, and Gross.

3,101,235.
Sclilmm«l»ctimldt. Kurt, and Denk. 3,101,362.

Farrel-Blrmlngham Co., Inc. : See

—

De Matteo, Adolph J. 3,100,»13.
Federal Pacific Electric Co. : Bee—

Chrlatensen. Paul M. 3.101,399.
Norden, Alexander R. 3,101,397.

Fenlon. Joseph A., Jr., to McDonnell Aircraft Corp. Para
bollc reflector wHh rim of absorbing material to attenuate

Bide lobes. 3.101,473, 8-20-63, Cl. 343—760.
Ferrand, Marcel, to Soclete Parlslenne d'Expanslon Chlmlque
SPEC I.A. Slllca-gel powder tablet compositions. 3,101.

299. 8-20-63, Cl. 167—82.
Ferrara, Thomas J. Bowler's posture corrective apparatus.

3.101,196. 8-20-63. Cl. 273—54.

DeRuggleri. Pletro, Ferrari, and Gandolfl. 3,101,358.

Fireguard Corp., The : See

—

„ ,„, „^
Newmlller. MUford E., Rodgers, and Selan. 3,101.188.

tlsher Governor Co. : See

—

Johnson, Cecil M. 3,101.210.
Fisher, Mark E. : See— , ,„ ^ o ,«, «,,

Tuck, Robert M.. Mooney, and FUher. 3.101.011.
Flte Uoyd E.. to United States of America. Atomic Energy

Commission. Drift control In an analytical gamma ray
spectrometer. 3,101,409, 8-20-63, Cl. 250—71.5.

tlagan, Robert O. : See

—

Tantllnger, Keith W.. and l-lagan. 3,101.202.

Fletcher, Charks F., to Fllnco. Inc. Particulate material
dispenser. 3,101,159, 8-20-63, C\. 222—70.

1-TInco, Inc. : See

—

.

Fletcher, Charles F. 3,101,159.
Fondeflte Soclete a ResponsablUte Llmltee : flee

—

Vayda, Alexander. 3,100,919.
Ford Motor Co. : See

—

Dane, Jack L. 3.101^128. ^ „,„„„,,
WUson, Raymond VV.. and Brilts. 3.100,974.

Foremost Dairies, Inc. : See

—

McLamon, Thomas J., Stark, and Sutton. 3,101.232.

Fortess, Fred : See

—

Salvln. Victor S., Sprague, and Fortess. 3,101.236,

Fougea, Bdouard, to Constructions Edmond Colgnet. Sui>-

porting device for a working platform. 3.101.127. 8-20-

63, CL 182—147.

tVancis, Arthur B. : See

—

_ „ „.
Jepsen, Robert L., and Francis. 3.101.431.

Frank. George E.. to Imperlal-B^tman Corp. Rotatlonally
adjustable fitting with extrusion resisting seal. 3,101,206,
8-20-63. Cl. 285—220.

Eraser. Grover D.. to IngersoU-Rand Co. Axial flow com-

prMsor. 3.101.171. 8-20-63. Cl. 230—143.

Fraier-Nasb. Archibald O. Fluid shut-off valves. 3.101.-

006. 8-20-63. a. 137—628.
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8-20-63.

to Amerl-

dlspenslng fluids.

to CurtlssWright
dispensing fluids.

Freter. Kurt : See

—

Zeile. Karl, and Freter. 3,101,339.
Fridrlchsen Anton K., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Process for forming a web of synthetic fibers. 3,101,294.
8-20-«3, Cl. 162—146.

Fried. Josef, to Olln Matbieson Chemical Corp. 9a-halo-A>-
steroids of the pregnane series. 3.101,332, 8-20-63, Cl.

260—239 55
Pried, Morton J. Capacitance voltage divider. 3.101,443,

8-20-63, CL 323—74.
Fritzmeler. Georg : See

—

Frltxmeler. Georg. Jr. 3.101,216.
Fritzmeler, Georg, Jr., to G. Fritzmeler. Resilient supports

for vehicle roofs. 3.101,215, 8-20-63, Cl. 296—^102.
Fruehauf Trailer Co. : See—

Tantllnger, Keith W.. and Flagan. 3,101.202.
Fry, William L., and A. F. Uhllg. to Uwens-Illlnols Glass

Co. Glass container inspecting apparatus. 3,101,147,
8-20-63. Cl. 209—72.

Frye. Norman V. Animal waterer. 3,101.071
Cl. 119—78.

Pajlta. Yoshlmasa, T. Okazakt. and K. Kuratanl,
can Cyanamld Co. Production of polyacrylonltrlle fibers.

3,101.246, 8-20-63, Cl. 18—64.
Fullerton. Dick P. : See—

Desnoes, Arnold B tXilIerton, and Shea. 3,101,393.
Gabrlelson, G«orge H. : See

—

Godcharles, Charles A.. BIyth. Jacobson, and Gabriel-

son. 3,100.942.
GagUardl. Nicholas, to Induction Heating Corp. Harden-

ing coll and method of heat treatment of toothed metal
Strips. 3,101,400. 8-20-^3, Cl. 219—10.43.

Gallaghan, John A., and W. L. Reed, to Lockheed Aircraft
Corp. Synthesis of hexanltroethane. 3,101,379. 8-20-63.
Cl. 260—644.

Gandolfl. Camielo : See

—

De Ruggleri, Pletro. l'"terrarl. and Gandolfl. 3,101.358.

Oardella. Robert A. : See-
Hood, Bruce G.. Hood, and Gardella. 3.101,244.

Garrlty, Thomas A.. Jr., and R. R. Proctor, to The Pure Oil

Co. Selimic record picker. 3,101,467, 8-20-63, Cl. 340—
15.5.

Garton. Corbin E. : See

—

Allen, Malcolm H., Ballnskl. Garton, Hubbard and
Olson. 3,101.184.

Gaunt, William E.. and R. P. Tansey. to Strong Cobb Arner
Inc. Controlled release compositions and their prepara-
tion. 3,101.293, 8-20-63, Cl. 167—82.

Gavurnlk. Steven : See

—

McCauley John H., and Gavurnlk. 3.101.427.
Gearhart. Walter S., and J. W. Hammond, to Curtlss-Wrlght

Corp. System and mechanism for
3.101.101, 8-20-63, Cl. 141—207.

Oearbart, Walter S.. and J. W. Hammond,
Corp. Closed pressure system for
3.101.102. 8-20-63. Cl. 141—209.

Gebhardt. Julius W.. J. H. Ettlnger, and J. H. Rlttenhouse.
to Sperry Rand Corp. Rotary waveguide switch. 3,101,-

457, 8-20-63, Cl. 333—7.
Gelssler, llrlch -M. : See—

Rowe. Henry H. G., and Gelssler. 3,101,014.
General Aniline k Film Corp. : See

—

Clark Charles A., Doorenbos, and Horwitz. 3,101,343.
Evans. Helene D.. and Mueller. 3,101,270.

General Atronlcs Corp. : See—
Preston, Glenn W. 3,100,943.

(ieneral Electric Co. : Sec—
Brunot. Albert W. 3.101,423.
Cheney, James E. 3.101,260.
Costas. John P. 3,101,448.
Cronln, Edward F., Johnston, and Dellsle. 3,101.386.
Shipley. Eugene E. 3.100.991.

General Mills. Inc : See
Graber. Robert P., and Meyers. 3,101.351.

General Motors Corp. : .s'ce

—

Bernotas. Ralph J. 3.100,945.
Bevers Eugene J., and Wente. 3,100,964.
Chrlstenson. Howard W.. Llvezey. and Schllke. 3,101,

012.
Coverley, Harold E. 3,100.918.
De Haan. Wolbert. 3.101 186.
Ditto. Edwin D. 3.101.020.
Hancock. James L., and Lakes. 3,100.933.
Herr, Lewis E. 3.101,126.
Hulten, Richard E. 3,101,129.
Kalts. Edward R. 3,101.065.
McEwen. John C. 3,101,222.
Pennlngroth. Herbert M. 3,101 .22.'».

Pennlngrotli. Herbert M. 3,101.463.
Popovlch. George. 3,101,010.
Qulnn, Clark E 3,101,394.
Tuck Robert M.. Mooney, and Fisher. 3.101.011.

Wlnkelmann, Herbert E., Sr. 3,101,134.

General Precision, Inc. : See

—

Appleton. Norman J. 3,101.001.

Gerardln Jean Jacmies. to Compagnie de Pont A-Mousson.
Machine for handling foundry moulds. 3,100.920, 8-20-

63. Cl. 22—10.
Gesellscbaft fur Llnde's Elsmaschlnen Aktlengesellschaft :

See

—

Rottmayr, Frledrlch. 3,101 262.

Glddlngs * Lewis Machine Tool Co. : See—
Younkln. George W. 3,101.436.

Gibson, James O. : See—
Sheer, Charles, Korman. and Gibson. 3,101.308.

Gilbert Bruce, to The Western Co. of North America. Ap-

oaratus for initiating fractures in earth formations.

3,101,051, 8-20-63, CL 102—20.

(Jlletta, Dario. and A. Pacclarlnl, to Pirelli S.p.A. Method
of making expansible tubular diaphragms for tire building
drums. .>.101,2hy, 8-20-()3. Cl. 156-133.

(;ill, Hedley to The British Iron and Steel Research Assn.
Kolling nulls. .i. 101,016, H-20-ti;i. Cl. 80—3.")

Girard. Andre, to Roussel I'CIAF S..\. Chemotherapeutic
agents and processes for their production. ,3,101,298.
8-20-(>3, Cl. 167- (>")

(Jlassco, Robert B., and B. M. Craig, to Bert M. Morris C<>.

Postage stamp dispenser. 3,101,282. 8-20-63. Cl. 118—-iO.
Glerum, Irvin L.. to W. C. Dillon & Co.. Inc. Eleclrleal

measuring instrument with a constant speed motor induc-
tively driving a spring biased energiz«'d armature. 3,101,-
44.'). H-20-<i3, Cl. 324- 13'J.

Glomb, Walter L., D. R. Campbell, and J. H. Kressman. to

International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. S.gnal to

and
Inc.

3,101. 4.'>0

Transmission
8 20-ti3, Cl.

Electric programmer.

noise ratl<i indicator. 3,101 446, 8-20-63, Cl. 32.')- -

Godcharles. Charles A., J. W. Blyth. J. H. Jacobson. Jr.
<; H (iabrielson. to Hamilton Research Associates,
Teaching machine. 3.100,U42. 8-20-<i3, Cl. 35—8.

(Jolbeck. Bernard J.: See—
Kile. Otho. and <;olbeck. 3,101.104.

(ionda, lH*sire : See—
Hawley, Edwin L.. and Gonda. 3,101,109.

(iondek, Stanley, to Muniiy Tubing Co. I'ush rod structure
and method of manufacture. 3.101,402. 8 20-tKJ, Cl.

219—107.
Good Paul F., to Speedco, Inc. Proportioning device. 3.101.

042. 8-20-03, Cl. 99—256.
(ioodman Mfg. Co. : See—

Herbert. Gerald A. 3,101,4ti4.

Lo I'resti. Roy F. 3,101,144.
Stinson. Mary L. 3,101.192.

(Joodrich, B. F., Co., The : See—
Vandenljerg. Le Roy J. 3,101.110

(iorin, Everett : *>ee

—

Batchelor, James D.. Curran, and Gorin. 3,101,303.
Goss Herbert V. Sprinkler device. 3.101.170. 8-20-63, Cl.

23t>- -524.
Gossland John K., to Technical Oil Tool Corp. Transistor

R-O oscillator. 3,101,4r)4. 8-20-(V3. Cl. 331—111.
(ioto Elichi : See—

Takahashi. Ilidetoshl, Goto, and Oshlma.
(Joubau. (ieorg J. E.. to Beam (Guidance Inc.

of electromagnetic wave beams. 3.l0l,472.
343—100.

(Jould, Charles D.. to Richdel. Inc.

3.101.418. 8-20-63. Cl. 307—141.
Gould k Scammon. Inc. : See

—

Scaminon. Henry «;. 3,100.902.
Graljer, Kobert 1'.. and M. B. Meyers, to tieneral Mills. Inc.

Dialkyl progesti-roues and process therefor. 3.101.3.M.

8-20-63, Cl. 2t)0- 3y7.4.
(;rabowskv. Wallia R.. to United States of America. Navy.

Aerodynamic density meter using photosensitive Sibliereii

optical system. ;<.lta.414. h-2U-ti3, Cl. 250—218.
(Jrace. W.,K.. k Co. ; See -

Cunningham, (Jeorge L. 3,101,204.
(Jraham, Boyuton : See

—

Cairns, Theodore, Graham, and Tanner. 3,101,2 < a.

(iraullch, Wllhelm : See

—

\\agner, Kuno, Schwaebel. and (iraullch, 3.101.273.

Gray, \\ alter F. Mop washing machines. 3,10].M}iM, K-J(»-<i3.

Cl. 134—151.
(Jreen, Carl : See

—

Burgwln, Stephen L., and Green. 3,101,424.

Greenberg, -Myron L. : See

—

Starr. Louis Kaplan, Grecnl>erg, and Cox. 3.100 98ti.

(Jrittin William F.. to Radio Corp. of America. Electron

discdarge tul)e and its method of fabrication. 3.101.428.

8-20-63, Cl. 313—252.
GrlBsman, Fiank L. : See--

Steeu, Stephen N., and (;rl8sman. 3,101,082.

Groh, Edwjrd F., to United States of America, Atomic
Energy Commission. Fastener for an assembly of plates.

3,101,309, 8-20-63. Cl. 204 193.2.
(Jross, Richard : See

—

,

Ofthuer, Ludwlg, Horst, Scharf, Kirst, Oxe, and dross.

3,101,235
Grutsch, James F. : See

—

Austin, Robert J., Grutsch, and Mallatt. 3.101.321.

(Justafson, Edwin P. Pants hanger. 3,101.185. 8-20-63,

Cl. 248—316.
Hack Joseph, to Sir Properties, Inc. Diaper washing com-

position. 3,101,297, 8-20-63, Cl. 167-30.

Haeber, John A. : See

—

Culver Frederick H., Haeber, Lagucki, and Perner
3,101.118.

Hagen, Lawrence M., and W. F..Leverton. to United States

of America, -Navy. Preparation of high purity silicon by

decomposition of silicon nitride powder having a graphite

target buried therein. 3.101,257, 8-20-^3, Cl. 23 22.3.5.

Hall Raymond L.. to Skl-Dek Corp. Ski binding. 3.101.201.

8-20-63, Cl. 280—11.35.

Hall. Trevor W., to Panel Engineering Corp. Precast panel

construction. 3,100,952. 8-20-63, Cl. 50 413.

Hallstrom. Bengt H.. to Separator. Aktlebolaget Apparatus
lor heat treatment of ll<iulds, such as milk, fruit juices

and the like. 3,101,041, 8-20-63. Cl. 91>— 251.

Hamilton, Clark H. Syringe. 3,101.084, 8-20-63, Cl. 128—
218.

Hamilton Mfg. Co. : See

—

Kanzelberger, Claude G. 3,101,062.
Kanzelberger, Claude <J., and Kanltz. 3,101.064.

Hamilton Research Associates, Inc. : See

—

Godcharles. Charles A., Blyth, Jacobson, and Gabrlelson.
3,100,942.
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(i-arliurt. Waller ^.. ami JlauiiuuuJ. o.KM.Kil.
(.f.uliarti WuUfi- .>., ttiKl llaiuuniuil. J, 1 i>l

,
ll>_'.

HulirucK,, Jaiiif.-' 1.., .uitl I.. J Uakfs, I" <ii-iifral

Corp Mt'tliml I'l told \Nfltliii« uluiiiiiiuiii iiifiiilicr.s.

»aj, ^ j(>-ti;j, <'i :j« 4Tu.i.
llau^JuriJ, Davul 1-., aiul K. W. Uaabv, l<i I iiitid Mat.-.-, ni

.iliifilcu, AtoliUf l^lifiny ('oliiliusMi)li. l{fCii\<T.\ and M'pa

latioii ol milium \aluf» I nun HulvaK*- solutions, .i. HU ,J4ti.

» ju oa, CI. ja j.'».
, ,.,.,.

llariu. Oscar 11, to Tin- Atlantic I{»'Iiuiiik' < o. t ontrol oi

liydroKfii cuiui-iitrutuMj in re<>rlf n>dioKfn »lifani.> lu tlif

liidrod»-all»ylttiioii pron-ss. ;},I*M,J»o, S JO (i.i. » I J'.i'

Harris, Uilliuui, to W. T. \ oit Kublx-r t'orii. fipiitrol sNstmi

lor ball wiutliuK niarliuu'. ;{,lul,lTU, ^ -'«) t.;;, (1. J4J .1

Harrison. Itenjanilu ('., and K. II. TuiniJkins. to Internal mn.il

Uusiness Maclilui's ^^<>^^>. .\l»-tlHid ol pioparin*; mdiiin.

uuiimouulf Iiluis. J,1U1,^SU, ti -;i)-<i3, n, 117 Jdl.

llarrisou, Charles W. : See
iJarbie, Arthur M.. llairison, ami TiKlif. .i,U>1.44_.

Ilartnat;!-!, KoLtert, to Klein. .Seliauzlin & Mei-kiT Aktit-nKfMll

.Hflialt. l-'luid .is.-<«-nildn-> and .--ealinK ms.rts lli.Tflor

3,li)l,iytf. ^ -•> 'i;i, I'l- -77 U.

Uar\el Ueseurvli Corp. ; *<f
Harvey, .Mortimer T. .{.lOl.-'SXl.

llaiW'i, .Moi timer 1'.. to llar\fl Hrsfiircli t

ins«'ttuide c-oniposition. ;J. lot ,JLtH, f% 2H
lla.>eUun. Fredi-riik K. .Mitimarin.- liydrod> namic rontn.l

.>y>lem a.lOI.OtHi. X Jii <i;!, CI. 114 Hi.

Hav^k.s. Ki.liaid H . to .Slieller .MtK. Corp. Pre heat pro.r>.>

1,,,- nu.ldmK <->'rk bloik.v a.loi.jJii, H 2l)-ti;j. «'l l.s 1">

and l>. (iouda. l-i K.I'.S. (Uesearch A.

I'roteetive eontainers. ;i, 101 ,!(«). H Jo

mp
ti.l

Svner»{istii-
CI ItlT .'4

Set
ChrlHtian .M I.. I..

i.h.H

and Hei-kethiirn.

Injection pump.

;{,ioi.()n."..

a contmnoiiH .<lii-,ini

8.

de Nemours ami < 'o

cellulose suh>trates.

.•();

Inc. I'lievi

1.

and (MI.

I la w If J . lOdwin 1 .

Ufselopnienl ) Ltd
t,6, CI. loU OJ.

lleckelhoru, John I.

Itourcier de <'arbon
a.101,131.

lleisef, Joachim, to Uobert Hosih, ti.u

;i,lOl.O.">7. >S-20-«)3, CI. 103 37.

HeleiiburK, John : Stv
i;UerH, IJaruey A., and HelenberK

llellmaii, Werner K. Toy tor lonninj;

of bubbles. ;i,100,yi7, H .'O-tia, CI. 4»i

Hendricks. Kobert W., to K. I. du I'ont

I'rocess lor jtruHinj; polymers to

;i,lUl.l'7t>. 8 J(^-ti3, CI. 117 .")»).

Heukel At Cie. ti.m.b.H. : Ser
I'avel. Werther. and Kohler. 3.UM,
Sfhenk, Walter. 3,1U1,3(>.h.

HennelU, W . K., Co.. Inc. : Sef
Henuells. William K . Sr. ;i, 1 Ol. I'.t4.

Hennells William i'-.. -Sr., to W. K. Hennells (

inatic sprint,'. 3,1U1,1»4. H ;J0 ii3, CI. 2(il

HenuiK, luKfhorK: Ste
Khrhart, t.u«tav, HennlK, Schmitt, Lindner

a.l"l.a''7 .,.,,,,,.
Henry IJezy, tieornes. C, Kantorowiez, and I I alliiel. ti>

Compagnie de Telegraphie Sans Kil. Vacuum tiKht w.iw

KUide transmission wiu<low having means k'uardinn window

edges trom electric stress. 3.101.4tn, H JO (13. CI. 33.i

»H.
Heraeus. \V. C., (i.m.b.H. : Sve

Lorenz, Albert. 3,lOO,Ui»7. „.,,,. ,

Herbeuar kdwiird J., to Thompson Itamo Uooldrldye Iiic

HytlrotiynHinic retarder safety system. 3,101, 13:i, >i 20 ti3.

CI. 188—90 ,., ^, . , ,1

Herbert «;erald A., to (Jooduian Mfg. Co. Load tvll.

4ti4, H-2(M13. CI. 338- 5.
.

Herderlui;. John H.. to North Ameriran Aviation, nic

ular container and retainiiiK means. 3,101.ir)4. 8

CI. 220 4. •,.,.,
Herr, Lewis K.. to Ceueral .Motors ( orp. \ ehlcle

transmission uuit mouiitlnt;.

«4.
Herrera. Dan K. Safety brake

303 «.

Hewlett Packard Co.: «<«
iMrbie, Arthur M, Harrison, and linhe. .J.KH.U-

Heuer Hans H. A. Portable plant protector. .{.lOO.KoO.

8-2^3. CI. 5O~01.
, , ,

Hickman William I*. Combination wafer dam and Kiavel

stop ii.lOO.Uol, 8-20-ti3, CI. 50 tl<>.

llickson & Welch Ltd. ; Sec
Adams, Hennls A W., an<l Sarkar

UUl, Joseph M. WeldiuK method
energy. 3,101,404. H 20-fi3, CI. 211)

Hlncklleff. Alan K. : See
Hrown. Leonard, and HlncklietV 3,10().l) i ...

HIrschberK Rudolf, to Karbwerke Hwxhst Aktiengesellschaft

vormals .Meister Ludus k BrUning. „I'roc^«« '"»,»»'•;, """"
facture of chlorine dioxide. 3.101.253, 8-20-6.1, CI. 23-

1.12.

Ulrschberg. Kudolf. and H. Hund, to P'art.werke Hoechst
Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Brunlng. I roc-

ess for the manufacture of alkali metal chlorltes and alka-

^llne earth metal chlorltes. 3,101,248, 8-20-63, CI. 23-
XS5.
IHIrschhorn. Ernestine: Ser—

i ^n^ o^a^ Warren, Paul V.. Math.ws. and Hlrschhorn. .•<.101.239.

Hoag. Dale 11. : Sfp
Valentyne. I'eter H.. and Hoag.

Hoch, Paul K : See
Wagner. George M , and Hoch.
Wagner. George M.. and Hoch.

Hodan. James J. : See

—

^ „ ^
BaranauckAH, Charles F., and llodan

Holcomb, Don K., and l». B. Leesou, to Hughes Aircraft Co.
voltage-variable capacitor bridge aiupliher. 3,101,452,
8 20-03, CI. 330 10.

Holly, lA-sfer C. : .Sff -

Chandler, John, Jr., Holly, and VUblg. 3.101,458.
Holinberg, Karl K. O., to <Juartz & SiUce 8.A. separation uf

hydrogen Isotopes. :{. 101.256, » 20-63, CI. 23— 204.
Hoiid, Hruce G. and K S., and K. A. Uardella, tu Uavldson

ICubher Co.. Inc. .Method for muldiug articles. 3,101,244,
8 20 »i3, CI. 18 4^

Hood. Ralph S. . Hve
Mood. Bruce (i. and U. S.. and Uardella. 3,101,244.

Hooker Chemical Corp.; ate
Barauauckas. Charles F., aud Hudau. 3,101,363.
Wagner, George .M-, and Hoch. 3.101,278.
Wagner, George M , aud Hoch. 3,10l,27«.

liorst. Karl : See
Drthner. LUdwlg. liorst, Scharf, KIrst, Ox6, and Gross.

3,101,230.
Horwitz, Lester : Hee

Clark, Charles A.
ILiuse. Bryau K., aud

Corp. Safety brakt
188 170.

Howell. I'eter A., to I nlon Carbide Corp. Process for pro-

ducing molecular sieves 3.101,251, 8-20-63, CI. 23—113.
Howlett. Kdward J., to Isaac Bralthwalte k Son Engineers

Ltd. Washing machines. 3, 100,978, 8 20 63, CI. 68— 140.
Hubbard S. Kugeue ; See

Allen, Malcolm H . Batlnski, Gartuu, Hubbard, and Ulsuu.

3.101.184.
Iluher. Uobert U-, to G. .Miller. Bicycle saddle bag carrier

and spoke prote. tor. a.litl.l«3. 8-20-63, CI. 224—32.

Huebner, William C. to Uinstou Industries, Inc. All-purpose
photographic mechanical reproduction camera. 3,101,024.

8 21^ 63. CI. 88 2 4.

Hufferd George H.. K. H Josephson. and A. L. W. William

3,101.-

Mod-
20 tl3.

.
power

"3.'loi.l2t), 8 20 63. CI. ISO

3.101.2IU. 8 20(13. CI.

. 3.101.333.

employi">: ultrasonicempl
I2A.

3.101.143.

3,101,278.
3.101.279.

Doorenbos, and llorwltz. 3,101,343.
J C. Cumming, to Kockwell-Standard
uiechuulsui. 3,101,133, 8-20 63, CI

to Clevlte Corp. Distorted' beartng pleioelectrlc voltage
source. '3,101, 4'20, 8-20-63, CI. 310^8.7.

Hughes Aircraft Co. ; See ~
Holcomb. Don K.. and Leeson. 3,101.452.

Ilulten KIchard K . to General Motors Corp. Oil control

bailie. 3.101,121*. .s 20 63. CI 184 106.
Humjihrles John B.. to The Kxcelsolr Hardware Co. Luggage

latch. 3.100.980. 8 20 63, CI. 70—71.
Hund. Helmut : See

Hirschberg. Rudolf, and Hund- 3.101,248.
Hunter. Walter F. Pneumatic dispatch system. 3,101,183.

H 20 63. CI. 243 .J.
. .

lluppert Charles B Printing device for printing stickers on

n continuous roll. 3.101,049, 8-20-63, CI. 101--292

Hurst. George P. Boat launching apparatus. 3,101,149, 8-20-

iV.i. Cl. 212 20.
. ,. ^ .,

Huthslng, Charles K., Jr. Fire extinguisher head assembly.

3,101.120, 8-20 63, CI. 169-31.
Hutton, rirlc O. : See o,/v(^qio

Lloyd Edward C. Johnson, and Hutton. 3,100,912.

Hyatt. Philip L.. and W. G. Kautz, to The Aro Corp Valve

for pneumatic motors. 3,101.030, 8-20-63, Cl. 121 -104

Hyde, James F. : *!ff

Brown, Paul L.. and Hyde. 3,101.361. o > ao
Hyman. Edward S. Heart lung device. 3,101,083, 8-2U-63.

Cl. 128—214
I T-E Circuit Breaker Co. : See—

Berchtold. Max. 3.101,168.

Idank. Joseph A : See
Lehr. PhiUp N.. and Idank. 3,101,155.

Imperial Eastman Corp. : See—
Frank. George E. 3.101.206.

Induction Heating Corp. : See

—

OagUardl. Nicholas. 3.101.400.
Ingersoll Rand Co. : See -

Eraser. Grover D 3.101.171.

Kurt Ewald H. 3.101.006. „ .„ ., j
Inglett. George E, to Corn I'^?d"^|« C«„ ^"^«fi<'\t «%|^^

recovery of fungal amylases. 3.101,302, 8-20-63. Cl. 1M»-

Ingoidt. Robert C. Tube retainer. 3.101,108,

15(K 1.5. , ^ V. . .

Instltut Francals du Petrole des Carburants et

Eschard. Francois. 3.101,268.

Integral Ltd. :
See

., ,^. r>Ka
Peaster. Bertram A. 3,101.006.

Intercheinlcal Corp. :
See- o,fMiQai

Engle Uiv S . Dunn, and Bownes. 3,100,981.

International business Machines Corp. J^fe—
Harrison, Benjamin C, and Tompkins. 3.101,280.

International Register Co. : See—
Bassett, Ronald M. 3.100.961.

International Standard Electric Corp. : .see

—

Plloty. Robert 3.101.468.

Stavls. Gus. 3.101.471.

International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.; See^
'

("!omb. Walter L.. Campbell an£ Kressman^ 3,101.44b.

Vosburgh. Malcolm C. and Murglo. 3.101.470.

Interstate Bag Co . Inc. : See—

_

B.msor. Dnvld V. 3.101.033.

Ivarson Nemo S. M., to Ko<)l)eratlva Forbundet Lkonomlsk

Foenltig Batching apparatus for liquid or plastic sub-

stances. 3.101. Irtl. 8 20^63. Cl 222—23.1.

JackP. Stanley K :
See ,„„•,„ q 101 nS»

James A., Pennell, and Jacke. 3.101,08».

to The V. L. Smlthers Mfg. Co. Proc

absorbent material. 3.101.242. 8-20-

8-20-63, Cl.

Lubrlflants :

Brown, James .\.

Jackson. James M.. Jr.

ess of making: flexibl

63. CI 18 47 .1

Jacobson, John H.. Jr. See

3,101,363.

Sharles. CharlesT. Blyth. Jacobson, and Gabrlelson.

3,100,942.
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Low gas pressure

Varian
.loi.4;il

Associates.
H 20 (!3.

Jacobson, Melvln O., B. J Matson, and. P. G Wermager. to

United States of America, Navy. Retractable spanning rail

and blast door arrangement. 3,101,026. 8-20-63, Cl. 89

—

James, John W., and L. F. Wiggins, to Aspro-Nicholas Ltd.

Hetei ©cyclic substituted biguanides and cyanoguanidlnes

3,101,336, 8-20 03. Cl. 2(i0 2(18
, . . , . , ,

Jansou, Karl A., and G. F. Sundberg, to Aktlebolaget l-;»n<l'^

verk. Tractor shovel machine adapted to be (ombined

with a detachable crane or pull shovel uuit. 3,101,150.

H-20-68, Cl. 212—38. „ ., ^ .„, ,..,

Jennings, Richard 11. Fountain device. 3.101.1..i, 8— u <>J.

Cl. 239- 23.
, w ^ ,

Jensen. Nathan K., to Medic-Mude, Inc.

ahirm. .'^,101,068, 8-:;0^-<i3, Cl. 116 .0

Jepseu, Robert L., and A. H Francis, to

Sputter ion protective apparatus. 3
Cl. 315—35.

Jercliel Dietrich : See
Thomas. Klaus, ami Jercliel. 3,101,342.

Johmann, Frank T. Clip for writing instruments and the

like. :llOl.O70. 8-20 G3, Cl. 120 42.3. .
. ,. .

Johnson, benjamin M.. to tnite.l Stalea .if America. ->t..inic

Energy Commission. Spray calcination reactor. 3.101,-

258, 8-20-63, Cl. 23 -277. „ ,. ,

Johnson, Cecil M., to Fisher Governor Co Naive stem

connection. 3.101.210. 8-2(Vfi3. Cl. 28<— 125.

Johnson, Daniel P, : See--
, ,, .. o i.w. t.i.>

Lloyd, Edward C, Johnson, and Hutton. 3,100,91-.

Johnson belbert II. Piei-ast block and wall <onstructlon

3,100.953, 8-20-63, Cl r)0--424.
», , q ,01

Johnson, Kirby R.. to Miller. Doughnut (-utters 3.101.

021 8 20 <i.3. Cl. 83 99.
,

_ ,,., „, .

Johnson. l»iils W Screen deck construction. 3,101,314.

8 20-03. Cl. 209 31i>.

Johnston. Donald L. :
Nee

^ ,v ,, 1 1 mi iRa
Cronin. Edward F. Johnston, and Delisle. 3 101,38().

Johnston. Joseph L. and A. G. Pettersnn to t nlted States

of America Army. Feeding mechanism f..r drum tyi)e fire

arm. 3.101,029. 8-20-63 Cl. 89—33.
-. ,oo»'?4

Jonasson. Axel V., to Reed Mfg. Co. Pipe cutter. 3.100,934,

8 20-(i3, Cl. 30- 102.

Jones 4 Laughlin Ste.-I Corp. : See--
Llbenschek, Rud.dnh S. 3.101.415

Jones. Logan L Lifting tool. 3.101,211, 8-2(V-63, Cl.

Jon?8 W-i*lilam A , to Northrop Corp. Bearing preload tester.

Jo?kr.r • fr^^^^'^N.^'/o^^-Svire^^^^^
tubing with integral clamp. 3.101.209. 8-20-63. li.

285-403.
Josephson. Robert H. : See

—

n .m ...,„ q ifii 49(1
llufTerd. George H.. Josephson. and Williams. 3.101.420.

Jung, Christopher: See
_ qioi^jq

PaoDO Raphael, and Jung. 3.101,349.

Junger ^Iigue7c, to Acoustlca Associates Inc. I'''!-- «H-ho

Xg'lng system 3,100.994, 8-20-63, Cl. 73-2 »0.

Ka^ls Edvi^ird R o ( eneral Motors Corp. Reinforced

plastic d^e 3,101.005, 8-20-63, Cl. 113-49.

Kambara, Clarence K. :
See—

i kh Tiu
Ral, Charanjlt, Telile, and Kambara^

Vu}-hl«'
Kammeier, Archer W Rotary expansible drill bits.

124, 8-20-63, Cl. 17.V—290.

*^'°
Kin^eYbergerl'cia^ide G., and Kanltz. 3.101.064

•"'"So-'Be^^'^^GeS-T Kantorowiez, and

Kanzelber2cr'"c'a>ide C to Hamilton Mfg.
^•"2o_^«'^""

table and bench constructions. 3,101,002, 8-20 6d,

Kan%bSer. Claude G., and RE. KaniU
j^'

H«^\||;:-3^'^.^

Co Folding table construction. 3,101,064, 8-i:o o^, v^ 1.

108—113.

•^'^'Sfar^,"?".';,- laplan Greenberg, and Cox

Katz, Leonhard, to Astro Dynamics, Inc. Heat

114, 8-20-63. Cl. 257—263.
Kautz, Wllbert G : See

Hyatt, Philip L., and Kautz. 3,101,030.

Kenne^ott Copper Corp : See—
Knakl Elno A and Wllmeth. 3,iOl,i40.

Kennedv UMlllanTp Plural switch combination control
^

entrance light and bell having pneumatic de ay means

opening the entrance light switch. 3,101.39... 8 20

Ke^r 0^o7ge*T to Soconv Mobil Oil Co Inc l.-tdialkyl

^r4-dltronrablcyclo[ 2.2.2 foctane dl(distillcate). 3,101..}.l7,

Kh^^b^.'«n,^iii^S~N''to united States of America. Army,

the products obtained. 3,101.292. 8-20 h.i, 11.

Kitscha, Hector, to Cutler-Hammer. Inc Liitching inecha

ni>ni for electroresponsive relay. 3.101.434. 8-2(>-(>3, t I.

.SI 7— 187.
, , ,

Klein, Sclianzlin & Becker Aktiengesellschaft : .Sef-

Hartnagel. Robert. 3,101.199.
Kllma. Karel : See-- ^,r^..nno

Wanlak. Ludvlk. Kllma. and \ anfk. 3.100.998.

Klinger. John C.. Jr.; Sie
Neal. Harry B.. and Klinger. 3,101,13.>.

Klostermann, Curt W., to Amphenol B'.rg Lleitronics Corp.

Electrical connectors. 3,101,231, 8-20-<.3, tl. 3.19—176.

Kniiler, Rudolf : Set
P.ivel, Werther. and Kohler. .S. 101,20..

K<.kii^ai Denshin Denwa Co., Ltd. : Se( -
Tiikahashi, Hidetoshl. Goto, and Oshimii. 3,101.450.

Kollsman Instrument Corp. ; See
Andresen. John H.. Jr. 3.100.990.

Kompanek. Harry W.. to Acoustica .\ss..nates Inc. t.-lasiic

wave vibrator. 3.101.421. 8-20-03. Cl. 31(1 !).«.

Koopenitivii Forbundet Ekonoiiiisk Foieiiing :
See

Ivarson, Nemo S. M. 3,101,ltJl.

Korin.in, Samuel: See -
oni'joii

.Sheer Charles. Korman, and Gibson. ,CH>1..50S.

Ko^ki. Eino A. and H. A. Wllmeth. to Kerinecutt ( opp»-r

Corp. Cable supported belt <onveyor. 3,10l.l4o. 8--.0-o.<.

KiVit.^Hen^r'v Y. to The Plastic Contact L»;n^<'"
.,-)Pj:»'"*V-r

for producing contact lenses. 3,10(i.y5.>, s--0-().i, i 1.

51 217.
gPP

—

L.. Campbell, aud Kressman. 3.101.440

and G. E. Souviner. to United States of

Disposable bomb arming device 3.101.

102- 70.2.

Kressman. John II.

Glomb. W.ilter

Kunlz. William K .

Ameiica. Navy.
055. 8-20 (>3. Cl

Kuratani.
Co. Drill

3.101.24.1.
mounting.

S.A. 2.3-
lactone.

Perner.

3.101.-

Palluel.

Kuratani. Keljiro : See-
Fujita, Yoslilmasa, Okazaki, and

Kurt. Kwald H.. to Ingersoll Rand
3.101.000. 8-20-03, Cl. 175— 131.

Lafont Pierre, and Y. Bonnet, to Rhone-Pouleuc t'

dihydroxy cvclododec-1-ene-l-carboxylic acid - o -

3,101.347, 8 20-63, Cl. 2()0—343.3.
Lagucki, Edward B. : See

—

(^Iver Frederick H., Haeber, Lagucki, and
3.101,118.

Lakes, Lee J. : See—
^ , . omnu^-j

Hancock, James L., and Lakes. 3,100.933.

Lallck, Michael J. Artificial Christmas trees. 3,101,291.

8-20-63, Cl. 161—24.
Lancy Laboratories. Inc. : See

—

Lancy. l^slie E. 3,101,320.

Lancy Leslie I'., to Lancy Laboratories, Inc.

cyanide compounds. 3.101.320, 8-20-63. Cl

Umdsverk. Aktlebolaget: .s'ee

—

Janson. Karl A., and Sundberg. 3.101,loO.

Langer. Sol. <\.verall. 3,100,897. 8-20-63. (

Lanston Industries. Inc. : See—
Huebner. William C. 3,101,024.

Lanz George T.. to Ralston Purina Co. Apparatus for

manufacturing stable pelleted foods. 3,101.040. 8-20-63.

(_'! g9 235.

Leafe Percy S. H.. to -Needle Industries Ltd. Tool for the

ripping <!f seams and like purposes. 3,100,03.'), 8-20-(i3,

(^j 3Q 294
Integrating linear accelerometer. 3.101.000,

Polar accelerometer. 3,101.003, 8-20-63, Cl.

Conditioning
210—62.

M. -80.

'l^f.
3.101.452.

3.100.980.
sink. 3.101.-

for
for
(i3.

Lees. Sidney.
8-20-63, Cl

Lees, Sidney.
73—517.

l^eeson, David B. : See

—

Holcomb. Don H-, and Leeson
Leflet. Herbert A., Jr. : See—

Carson. Frank J., and Leflet. 3,101,l.>b,

Lehr, Philip N.. and J. A. Idank, to Dictograph
Inc. Compact housing. 3,101,155. 8-20-(>3. (

Ije Liin. Arniand M.. to 11. Ernault Batignolles. S

tailst(K-k device. 3.101.019. 8-20-63. i"l.

Len.se. Frederick T., to Esso Research and

Products.
1. 220—4.

A. Lathe
82—2..-).

Engineering Co.

and Leverton. 3,101.257.

Klng-Seeley Thermoa C... : See
Woodward, Gary F. 3,100,99S.

..v.„„... & c..
them

3,100,957,

Horat, Scharf, Klrst. Ox*, and Gross
on containers

Klrst, Werner : See —
Orthner Ludwig

3,101,235.

Kitchen Master Appliance Incj See-

Posener, Armand L. A., and Elmore. 3,101,107.

Picking and ginning aid. 3,101,295. 8-20-63. Cl. 117—
139.5.

I.#verton, Walter F. : See-
Hageu, Lawrence M.

I^ Von. Ernest: See

—

Chjsic. John W.. and Le Von. 3.101,341.

Lewis, John G., and H. A. Ohlgren. to American Metal Prod

ucts Co .Method of joining carbon. 3,101.403, S-20-63.

Cl. 219 117.
Libbey-Owens Ford Glass Co.: See-

Carson. Frank J., and Leflet. 3.101,150.

Libenschek. Rudolph S., to Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.

Radiant energy sensitive non-contacting dimensional gage.

3.101.41.1. 8-20-03. CI. 250—219.
Lieberman. Kdward. Rack for displaying samples of carpet

and the colors in which carpets represented by the sample
are available. 3.100.944, 8-20-63, Cl. 35-49.

Lillenstein Manfred, and D. F. Schaefer. to American Elec-

tronics. Inc. v'ontrol circuits for static in\'»'rters. 3.101,-

439. 8-20-03. Cl. 321 45.

Llndemann. Waldemar : See— .

Van Kndert. Fritz. 3.101,04.1.

Linden, Gustave B.. to Aerojet-General Corp. Polyhydroxy
nitro compounds. 3.1G1.378, 8-20-63, Cl. 260—635.

Lindner. Ernst : See—
. , ^

Ehrhart Gustav, Hennig. Schmitt, Lindner, and int.

3,101,307.

Lillsunde, Bernird : See—
Brunberg Karl (i., Lillsunde, and Lindenhall. 3.101,

392.
Lindenhall, John S. : See— „ ,„,

Brunberg, Karl G., Lillsunde, and Lindenhall. 3,101,-

392.



LIST OF PATENTEES
LlinlKrfH, WllUain L., to Turntr <'orp. Manually up<>rable

control valvf. 3,101.1»0, 8-l'(>-03, CI. 251—221.
LirtltT, Kob«'rt L. : Nee

.Scha«rhi. Kdward. and Littler. 3,101,413.
Livezey, William <i. : Hee—

CnristeuHon, Howard \V.. lAvt'ze^y, and Hchilke. 3,101,-
012

Lloyd. Edward C, D. 1'. Johnson, and U. O. Hutton, to
I nitiM Stated of America, Commerce. Dual-weiiKe high-
preasure apparatus. 3,100,912, 8^20-68, CI. 18—16.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. : ^>»^—
(iBllaglian. John A., and Reed. 3,101,379.

Loomlti, Robert C., and VV. R. Drumm, to Kconollte Corp.
Tubuliir lUht xrld asnembly. 3,101,177. 8-2^ «3, C\.

240 11.4.
Lo I*re»tl. Roy P., to Ooodman Mfg. Co. Troughlng roller

asttembly. 3,101,144, 8-2t)-«i3, I'l. 198—192.
Lorbacher, Alton G. Outdoor grill. 3,101,080 .8-20-63, <*l.

126-25.
Lord .Mfg. Co. : Hee—

Olowlnskl. Edward J. 3.101,228.
L.oreni, Albert, to \V. <" Heraeus, <;.m.b.H. Diaphragm vacu-
um gauge. 3,100.997. 8-20-63. CI. 73—388.

Lorenz. Anton . Kee--
Schliephacke. Kridtjof K. 3,101,216.

Loughman, Stephen R. Cuff link. 3,100,923. 8-20-63, CI.

24-100.5.
Ivoveland, Fratt R. Water fountain unit for attachment to

a water faucet. 3.101.174. 8-20-63. CI. 239—27.
Loving, Krank A : Hee-

Coursen, David L. and Loving. 3.101,288.
Luchl, Vlulclo : See—

BUM, Giorgio, and Luchi. 3,100,976.
Billi, Giorgio, and Luchl. 3,100,977.

Luck, Wolfhar\l and ('•. Mauthe, to Farbenfabrlken Bayer
Aktlenge8elUcnaft. Process for the retannlng of mineral
tannetl leathers. 3,101.237, 8-20-63, CI. 8—94.21.

Luger, I'aul. to S<?attle L'niversity. Indefinitely long poten-
tiometer. 3.101,165, ^20-63, CI. 338—128.

Lumopriut Zlndler KG ; Hie—
Salger. Werner. 3,101,034.

Ly<in8, Harold D., to I'hillipa I'etroleum Co. Polymerization
of 1 olefins in the preHem-e of an allyl hallde. 3,101.327.
8-20-63, CI, 260--8H.2.

Lyons, William T., and B. P. Morabl'o, to Carrier Corp. Gas
and liquid contact apparatus. 3,101,382, 8-20-63, cn. 261—
24.

MacNeal Richard H., to Computer Engineering Associates,
Inc. Rotary wing device and method for operating same.
3 101,121, 8-20-63, C. 170—160.12.

Maddalena. Lucio : Hee—
Whltnrore, Milton P.. and Maddalena. 3.101,152.

Madera. Joseph ; Sre—
Tschudl. Wilbur J., and Madera. 3,101,252.

Magnavnx Co., The : Hee
Smith. Krank P. 3,101,447.

.Magnesium Klektron Ltd. : Hee—
Emley, Edward F. 3,101,269.

Maine, Jean P., to Soclete Civile d'Etudes et de Brevets Mota.
Aoparatus for audio vocal conditioning. 3,101,390, 8-20-
63, CI. 179—1.

Malkin, Bruce M., W. Reischer. and L. A. Buchalter to Burndy
Corp. Multiple stroke tool. 3.101.017 8- 20-63. CI. 81-
15.

Mallatt. Russell C. : See-
Austin. Robert J.. Grutsch. and Mallatt. 3.101.321.

Mancera. Dctavlo . See
Ringuld, Howard J., Muncera. Rosenkranz. and Edwards.

3,101,352.
Mansfield, Ralph, to Auto-Test, Inc. Apparatus for measur-

ing compression of Internal combustion engines. 3,100,-
988. 8-20-(>3, CI. 7.4 -116.

.Marie. Claude, and R. Thierry, to Soctete a Respoiisabillte
Limltee Dolttau Proilults Metallurgie. Hot tops for Ingot
molds. 3.100,921. 8-20-63. CI. 22—147.

Martel. Jacques : See--
Muller. Georges, and Martel 3.101,359.

Martin. James t , to Eastman Kodak Co. I'rixlucts of the
reaction of dlalkyl ketenes with dihydropyrans. 3,101.-
348, 8-20-t53. CI. 260—345.2.

Martin, Lawrence L., to Consolidated Thermoplastics Co.
Apparatus for the explosion treatment of a plastic con
talner. 3.100.910. 8-20-63. CI. 18-1,

Mai^ln. Sterling T., to Union Carbide Corp. Vapor fraction
analyzer. 3 100,984, 8-20-63. CI. 73- -23.

Martinez. Hector: Ser
Bowers. Albert, Volkov, and Martinez. 3,101.355.

Masher. Dale P., to United States of America. Army. Carrier-
8uppre88e<l modulator 3,101 4r)5. 8-20-4)3, CI. 332—43.

Maason. Claude M. E.. to Si»clete d'Electronlque et d'Auto
matlsme. Magnetic core switching systems. 3.101.410,
8-20-63. CI. 307—88.

Master Vibrator Co, : See
Varvel. Harold E, 3.101,193,

Mathews, Martin B. Dry cleaning. 3,101,240, 8-20-63, CI
8— 142.

Mathews. Martin B. : See—
Warren, Paul V., Mathews, and Hlrschhorn. .•1.101,239

Matson. Bertram J. : See
Jacat>8on. Melvin O.. Matson. and Wermager. 3,101.026,

Mathey, Charle§ J. : Bee—
Trfer. Raymond T.. and Mathey, ,1,100.924,

MatlLn. Nathaniel A. : See
Kine. Benjumlif B.. and Matlin. 3.101.292,

Matthews. Jas H,, A. Co, : See-
Ayers, John S,, and Brown 3.101.013.
King, William R., and Ayers. 3,100,957.

Mautbe, Gustav : See -
Luck, Wolfhard, and Mautbe, 3,101.237.

Mayer Hans K,. and K, Butzke. to Siemens ft Ilalske Aktien
gesellschaft Apparatus for punching a ulurallty of co<le
combinations simultaneou.sly, 3.101.172, 8-20-63 CI
234—12,

McCall. William A. Model train electrical motor control sys-
3.101,438, H-20-63. CI, 318—400,

s. (iavurnlk. to Burroughs Corp.
Indicator glow tube ,1,101.427,

tem. „ ,
.

.Mc<"auley. John H , and
(iaseouH cold cathode
8-20-63. CI .U.i- 1H8

McCloskey. .\llen L. : See
Brotherton, RoIkti J

McDonnell Aircraft Corp.
Kenlon. Jo.seph A.. Jr

.McEwen
sembly

and McCloskey, 3,101.369
.s>^

—

3.101 473.
John C , to (Jeneral Slotora Corp. Bearing as
3 101,222. 8-20-63. CI. 308—58.

Tarlton. to Mon-
3.101.373. 8-20-

.Mc(i raw-Edison Co. : See
Urani. Angelo, 3.101.398.

McKay. Arthur F.. C. Podesva. and E. J.
santo Canada Ltd, Aminoacid amides.
63. CI, 2t'»0- r»67.

McKee. Allan W.. Jr., to Armstrong Cork Co. Method of
preparing particles of thermoplastic composition. 3.101,
241. 8-20-63. CI. 18 -47.0,

McKenzle. Robert D,, to United Aircraft Corp, High tem
peratiire valve. ;i.l01.0JM, 8-20-«i3. CI. 137—340

.McKinney, Michael J. Combination wall storage sliding
doors and frame. 3.100.916. 8-20-63. CI. 20— 19.

.McLarnon. Thomas J.. J. B. Stark and C. O. Sutton, to
Foremost Dairies. Inc. Photographic recording apparatus.
3,101,232 8-20-63, CI. 346—107.

McNaney, Joseph T. Binary code actuated
apparatus. 3,101,233,

alphanumeric
8-20-«3, CI.symbol presentation

346—101.
Medic-Made. Inc. : See

Jensen, Nathan K. 3.101,0<58.
Meredith Publishing Co : See -

Early. Harold C. 3,101,440.
.Merlo. Luigi. and (i, Vltelll. to Montecatini Societa (ieneral

per rinuiistria Minerarla e Ctaimica. Compositions Im
parting antistatic properties to filters and method of mak
Ing same. 3 101.323. »-20-(i3. CI. 252—8.9.

.Messenger. Charles B. : See—
Swanberg, Harry W. and E. W. 3.100,946.

MessLnger, Lester H., to E. 1. du Pont de Nemours and Co.

Apparatus for compressional finishing of fabrics. .'(.KK).

925. 8-20-63 CI. 2ti 18.r,,

Metal-Tech. Inc. : Bee—
Uryand. Edward T. 3.100,928.

Metz. Paul, to Acierles Reunles de Burbach-Eich-l>udeIange,
Soclete Anonyme. Tuyere arrangement. 3,101.384. 8-20-
63. CI. 206- -11.

Meyer, William. Calculating divider. 3,100.938. 8-20-tW.
CI. 33—149.

.Meyers. Martin B, : See
Graber, Robert P,. and Meyers. 3.101.351.

Michael. (Jregor : See—
Roth, Emil, and Michael. 3.101.305.

Michel Raymond E,. to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator
Co. Control apparatus. 3.100,963. 8-20-63. CI. 6U— 36.6

Microwave .\s8ociates. Inc. ; See—
Walker. Richard M.. and Toorks. 3,101.460.

.Midland-Ross Corp. : See—
Schultz, Forrest O. E. 3,101.091.

Mlhran, Theodore G , to United States of America, Navy.
Insulated seal for a rod movable In a wall. 3,101,387,
8-20-63. CI, 174—18,

Miller, Gustave : See—
l^uber, Robert D. 3,101,163.
Johnson, Klrby R. 3.101.021.

Miller, Henry. Spring and Mfg. Co. : See- -

Chambers, Isaac M. 3,101.112.
Miller. Robert L., and R. J. Wolf. Jr., to Minneapolis-
Honeywell Regulator Co. Control apparatus. 3.101.433.

H 20-63. CI. 317-149, _
MUnes, Alfred H.. to Cooke * Co. Pneumatic stripping of

carding engines, 3 100.914. 8-20-63. CI. 19—109.
Milwaukee Chiiplet A Mfg Co.. Inc. : See—

Welch. Elmer S and Roberts. 3.101.435.
Minkema, William H. : See

Pasctiall Eugene F.. Thayer, and Minkema. 3.101,330.

Mlnneapolis^Ioneywell Regulator Co. : See—
Adams Frederick (J. 3,101.432.
Burgarella. John P. and Oliver. 3.101.451.
Burgwin, Stephen L.. and Green. 3,101.424.

Michel. Raymond E. 3.100.963.
Miller Robert L., and Wolf. 3.101.433.
Mobarry. John W. 3.100.972.

Minnesota Rubber Co. : Bee—
Stocking. Hobart L. 3.100.904.-

Mlttag. Walter, to J. M. Volth. Gesellschaft mlt beschrankter

llii.tung. Uelt-alignlng structure. 3.101.005. 8-20-63. CI,

74—— '41
Mobarrv. John W.. to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co,

Control apparatus, 3.100.972. 8-20-63. CI. 62—161,
Modern Telephones ((Jreat Britain) Ltd. : See—

Simpson. Arthur I, F,, and Cawthra. 3,101.453.

Monsanto Canada Ltd.: Bee—
^ ^ ,. , ,„! a-r^

.McKay. Arthur F.. Podesva. and Tarlton. 3.101.d73.

.Montecatini Societa General per I'lndustrla Minerarla e

ChimUa : See
Merlo, Lulgl, and Vltelll. 3.101.323.

Montesano. Lewis, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc. Poly-

sulfltle polymer containing styrene oxide as an odor masker,
and iiilxtiire thereof with an epoxy resin. 3,101,326, 8-20-

63, CI 260 43.

Montgomery, John R. : Bee—
De Kuzmlk. Paul. 3,101.444.

Mooney. James J., Jr. : See—
Tuck, Robert U , Mooney, and FUner. 3.101,011.

LIST OF PATENTEES

>i. 8 ju-«a. II. i-i— 0.1.5,

taklan. Zavan, to United States of America. Navy.
itlng apparatus. :1.101.008. 8-20-63. CI. 74—600.

Com-

Corp.

Moore. James K. Infant s shoe tree. 3.100.901, 8-20-63, CI.

12-114.2. ;
Morablto, Bruno 1'. : See—

Lvon>H. William T., and -Morablto, 3.101.382,
Moresrt^e. tieorges, and R, D6cliet. to Normacem S.A. Wind

Ing lor axial ulr gap machines. 3.101.425, 8-20-63. CI.

310—208.
Morris. Bert M., Co. : See—

Glassco, Itobert B.. and Craig. 3,101.282.
Morrison. Willard L., to Reli^ueUer Corp. Method and appa-

ratus tor storing anil shipping perishable material. 3.100,-

971. H-l'0-«3. CI. 62-64.
.Mosemun. Samuel B. : See

Watson, Herbert M.. and Mosemau. 3,101.318.
Motorola. Inc. : See—

Curry. Arnet A. 3.101.441.
Mueller. Kritz W. H. : See—

Evans, lielene D.. and Mueller. 3.101,270.
Muller. (;eorKes, and J .Martel, to Roussel-UCL^F S..V. I'roc-

ess tor preparing Uiomethyl o^-androstane 3,11,17-trlone

and novel Intermediate therein. 3,101,359. 8-20-63. CI.

260 397.4.'i.

.Murglo. Josei)h : See
Vosburgh. Malcolm C. and Murglo. 3.101,470.

Murphy, William P., Jr., to Cordis Corp. Alternating tourni-

quet system. 3,101, OSrt, 8-20-63, CI. 128—32J.
.Murray Thomas W. Closure mounting means for underfloor

wiring ducts. 3,101,097. 8-20-63. CI. 1.18—92.
Muskegon Piston Ring Co. : Sep—

NisiM-r, Kenneth J. 3.100.929.
.Musser. C. Walton, to United Shoe Machinery Corp. Differen-

tial control. 3,101.OOy. 8-20-63. CI. 74—640.

Mutscliler, Erich: See „ „„ , ,^

.

Bock, Willy. Mutschler. and Schrelber. 3.100,906.

Myers, Willlaiu R. : See
Parts, Leo, Pruett, and Myers. 3,101,360.

Naico Chemical Co. : See—
Starrj. James E. 3.101.317.

,, . ,.
NalllUKer. Frle<lrlch K. H.. to Dalmler-Beni Aktiengesellschaft.

Knob arrangement, particularly for motor vehicles. 3,101,-

007, 8 20-(l3. II. 74- 5.'.3.

.Varzai
put

.National (iypsum Co. ; See
Stewart. Basil t). 3,101.10.'>.

National Mfg. Co. : See ~

Brown, James W. 3.101,148.
National Research Development Corp.: See—

Tantram. .\nthony D. S.. and Harris. 3.101.285.

Neal. Harry B,, and J. C. Klinger. Jr to Amarllte

Window structure. 3.101,135, 8-20-63. CI. 189—66.
Needle Industries Ltd. : See—

Leafe. Percy S. H. 3.100.935 ^ s^, ^ ^ a„„,
Nelden Richard M.. to American Radiator A Standard Sani-

tarv'<"or|.. Fluid drive. 3,100.966. 8-20 63. Cl 60-54.
Newnilller. Mllford E.. A. Rodgers. and A. Selan. to The Flre-

iruard CorD lire extinguisher head coupling assembly and
associated plunger unit. 3.101.188, 8-20-63 (M.2.'51— 148.

NIhlen Arvld C. K.. and R. M. Wallace, to Baldwin-Lima
Hamilton Corp. Heat exchanger tubing manufacture.

3.100.9.10. 8-20-63. CI 29—157.3.
Nippon Teletcraph and Telephone Public Corp. : Bee—

Takayama. Kazuo, and Ohara. 3.101.426 ,^„^- ^ „.
Nlt|uet. Samuel. Drill grinding apparatus. 3.100.9.)6. 8-20-

63. Cl. .'il - 219. „ „ , , 4 ! .

Nlsper. Kenneth J., to Muskegon Piston Ring Co. Lock Joint

sealInK ring. 3.100.929, S-20-63. Cl. 29—156.6.
Noeggerath, Wolfgang C. Turbo-alr-rocket engine. 3.100,962.

8-2(Mi3. Cl 60 .35 fl.
. o. .. . - ^ b

Nomine <;erard, D. Bertln, J. Tessler. A. Plerdet. and K.

Bucourt. to Roussel-UCLAF. S.A. Process for the prepara-

tion of 19-nor-teBtosterone and compounds used in this proc-

ess. 3,101.3.14, 8-20-63. Cl. 260—397.4.
Nordt)erR Mfg Co. :

See— „ . ^ ™, ,i, o mi ot^
Beyerwtedt John M., Erlckson. and Talboys. 3.101.274.

Talboyx. Henry H. 3.101.214.

Norden. Alexander R., to Federal Pacific Electric Co Ther-

mal overload relay. 3.101.397. 8-20-63. Cl. 200—122.

Normncem S..A. : See—
Moresrfe, Georges, and D«chet. 3,101.425.

North American Aviation. Inc. : See—
Herderlng. John D. 3.101.154.

Northrop Corp. : Bee—
Jones. William A. 3.100.089.
Swalnson. Edward L. 3.101.462.

Northwestern Steel and Wire Co. : Bee—
Robinson. Charles G. 3.101.385.

Oakland Metal Fabricators, Inc. : Bee— „,„,„<«,
Brown. James A.. Pennell. and Jacke. 3.101.089.

Ohara. Seljl : See—
Takayama, Kaauo. and Ohara. 3,101,426.

Ohigren. Harold A. : See-
Lewis. John G , and Ohigren. 3,101,403.

Okazakl. Takevhl : See— „ , „ _
Pujlta. Toshlmasa. Okaxakl. and Kuratanl. 3.101.245.

Olln Mathleson Chemical Corp. : See

—

Pried, Josef. 3,101.332.

Oliver, Donald S. : Bee—
Burgarella. John P , and Oliver. 3.101.451.

Olowlnskl, Edward J., to Lord Mfg. Co. Mounting system.
3,101.228, 8-20-63. Cl. 312—382.

Olson. Irwin I) : Bee-
Allen, Malcolm H.. Ballnski. Garton. Hubbard, and Olson.

3.101.184.

Ormonoterapla Rlchter S^.A. : Bee—
De BuKglerl. Pletro, Ferrari, and Oandolfi. 3,101,358.

Orthner Lildwig,
and U. Gross,

K. Horst, A. Scharf. W. Klrst, J. Ox^,
to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktlengeisellschaft

Process for preparing
of the ice color series.

Lindner, and Ott,

Kantorowiez. and Palluel, 3.101.

Optionally 17-alkyl
ethers and eHtei>

Up-
and

vurmals .Meister Lucius A Briiuing.
solutioos of coupling components
3.101,235, 8-20-63. Cl. 8—44.

Oshinia, Shintaro: See—
Takabasbi. Uldetoabl, Goto, and Oshlma. 3.101.450.

Otis Engineering Corp. : See—
Dickens. George C. 3.101,119.

Ott, Heinrlch : See—
Ehrbart, Gustav, Hennig, Schmitt,

3,101.307.
Overholser, John S.. to Tamar Electronics. Inc. Wave guide

coaxial adapter. 3.101,459, 8-20-63. Cl. 333—33.
Owens-llllnols Glass Co. : See—

Fry, William L., and Uhlig. 3.101.147.
Schrelber, Carl W. 3.101.151.

Ox«. Josef : See

—

Orthner, Ludwig. Horst, Scharf. Klrst. Ox6, and Gross.
3.101.235.

Pacclarlni. Antonio : Bee—
Giletta, Darlo, and Pacclarlni. 3.101.289.

Packaging and Converting Co., Inc. : See—
Wharton, Thomas P. 3,101.063.

Palluel. Pierre : See—
Henry-Bezy, Georges.

461.
Panel Engineering Corp, : See—

Hall, TrevorV. 3,100,952.
Pappo, Raphael, to G. D, Searle A Co.

ated 2-oxa-5a-androstane-30,ll/}-diol8,
tbereof. 3,101,350, 8-20-63, Cl. 260—345.2.

Pappo, Raphael, and C. Jung, to G. D. Searle A Co.
tlonally 17-alkylated 17-oxygenated-2-oxaandrostane8
Intermediates. 3,101,349. 8-20-63, Cl. 2t>0- 345.2.

Parfums Christian Dior : See

—

Plcot, Bernard T. E. 3.101.160.
Paris. James U.. to Carrier Corp. (ias and liquid contact

apparatus. 3.101.383, 8-20-63, Cl. 261—24.
Parts, Leo, R. L. Pruett, and W. R. Myers, to Union Car-

bide Corp. Preparation of organo-lron compounds. 3.101,
360, 8-20-63. Cl. 260—439.

Paschall. Eugene F., F. D. Thayer, Jr., and W. H. Minkema.
to Corn Products Co. Process for preparing methylol
starch proplonamide. 3 101.330. 8-20-63. Cl. 200 -233.3.

Patton, John T., Jr., to Wyandotte Chemicals Corp. Poly
oxyalkylene surface active agents having heterlc polyoxy
ethylene solubillzlng chains. 3.101.374. S-20-63. Cl. 260-
584.

Paul. Francis V. F., to Soclete anonyme dite : Pneumatlques
ft Caoutcbous Manufacture Kieber Colombes. Method of
Joining the ends of a multi-ply laminated belt. 3.101,-
290. 8-20-63, CL 156—137.

Paull, Fritz K. : See—
Schlidt, Rudolf H., and Paull. 3,101,044.

Pavel. WerUier, and R. Kohler, to Henkel A Cie. G.m.b.H.
Process for the production of gas-tight tube connections.
3.101.207. 8-20-63, Cn. 285—291.

Pavlecka, Vladimir H., to American Machine A Foundry Co.
Radial dynamic machines including centripetal compres-
sors and centrifugal turbines. 3,101,170, 8-20-63. Cl.
230—124.

Pavlovlch, Paul G., Jr., to Curtlss-Wrlght Corp. Textile
spindles. 3.100.960. 8-20-63, Cl. 57—130.

Payne, Oscar V., to Crompton A Knowles Corp. Weft re-

plenishing loom. 3,101,(fe8, 8-20-63. Cl. 139—232.
Payne. Oscar V.. to Crompton A Knowles Corp. Weft bunch

remover. 3.101,099. 8-20-63, Cl. 139—247.
Peaster, Bertram A., to Integral Ltd. Reciprocating pump«.

3,101,056, 8-20-63, Cl. 103—37.
Peder«en, Edvard M. : See

—

Stallman, Richard C, to Pedersen. 3,101.322.
Pennell. Otto E., Jr. : Bee—

Brown. James A., Pennell and Jacke. 3,101.089.
Pennlngrotn, Herbert M., to General Motors Corp. Radio-

telephone cabinet 3,101,225, 8-20-63, Cl. 312—222.
Pennlngroth, Herbert M., to General Motors Corp. Shielded

electrical coil assembly. 3J01,463. 8-20-63, Cl. 336—87.
Pennington, Kermlt M., and R. D. Swanson. Walk-in stair-

well closet. 3.100,915, 8-20-63, CT. 20— .5.

Pennsalt Chemicals Corp. : See

—

Scott. Francla L.. and Smith. 3.101.335.
Pemer, Raymond F. : See

—

Culver. Frederick H., Haeber. Laguckl, and Perner.
3,101418.

Petersen, Conrad W., W. W. Wlttenberger, and J. M. St. John,
to Baker Perkins Inc. Bread handling apparatus. 3,101.-
475, 8-20-63, Q. 198—84.

Petgrave, Rita M. : See

—

Slegal, Bernard, and Petgrave. 3.101.301.
Siegal, Bernard, Petgrave, and Thau. 3.101.300.

Petterson. Andres G. : See

—

Johnston. Joseph L., and Petterson. 3,101,029.
Pbelpc, Morton E. Tree shaker. 3.100,959. 8-20-63. Cl
56—328.

Phillips Petroleum Co. : See

—

Edmonds, Jamea T. 3.101,328.
Lyons, Harold D. 3.101.327.

Photlnos, Harry R., to The Ryan Aeronautical Co. Servo
power amplifier. 3,101,437. 8-20-63, Cl. 318—207.

Plcot. Bernard T. E., to ParfumB Christian Dior. Aerosol
atomizer and Its refill container. 3,101.160, 8-20-63, Cl
222—183.

Plerdet, Andrft : See

—

Nomine, Gerard, Bertln, Teasler, Plerdet, and Bucourt.
3,101,354.

Plloty, Robert, to International Sundard Electric Corp
Arrangement for the storing of binary informations, ar-
riving In aerlea or aeries-parallel. In a storage chain or
a storage matrix. 3,101.468, 8-20-63. Cl. 340— 174.



Xll LIST OF PATENTEES
Pipkin, BoTtce U. Paper clip dUpenier. 3,100,»32. 8-20-

tt3, CI. /»—^12.
Pirelli S.p.A. : tiee—

OUetta, Darlo. and PacclCrlnl. 3,101,289.
PUpper, JUiKeu, and O. Dieckelmaun, to B0bme Kettcbemle

(i.ui.b.U. t'at liquoring with reaction product of epoxl-
dlxed Mtera and polyoaslc Inorganic acidit. 3,101,238,
8-20-«3. CI. 8—94.23.

Piaatlc Conuct Lieni Co., The : /See

—

Kratt, Uenry J. 3,100,956.
Pneumatiquea A Caoutciious Manufacture Kieber Colombe«,

Jdodete anonyme dite : iiee—
Paul, t'ranclii V. F. 3,101,28|»^

Podeava, Ctirad : Hee— ^
McKay. Arthur F., Podeava. and Tarlton. 3,101,373.

Pont-A-Mouiison, Compagnie de : tiee—
Uerardin, Jeau-Jacquett. 3,100,920. k

Popovlch, George, to General Motors Corp. Drive aasembly.
3,101,010, 8-20-«3, CI. 74—70O.

PoHener, Aruiand L. A., and A. U. Elmore, to Kitchen Master
Appliaace, inc. Fruit and vegetable Juice extractor.
3,101,107, 8-20-63, CI. 14«—7ft.

Port, Klcbard F.. to United HfUkteit ot America, Atomic Energy
Couuniaalon. Magnetic end cloiiurea for plasma confin-

ing and heating devlcea. 3,101,310, 8-20-83, CI. 204—
193.2.

Potlatch Foreata, Inc. : Bee—
Styler, John M. 3.101,167.

Pouloa, Panos L. . See

—

Boyd, W'UUam I., EavU, and Pouloa. 3,101,264.
Pratley. George M. Cable gland. 3.101,204, 8-20-63, CI.

286——149
PreUer, Herman 8.. F. E. Cook, and B. H. Tytell. to Chem-

ionlca EngineerlBg Laboratories, Inc. Energized ano<le
aaaembly. 3,101,311, 8-20-63. CI. 204—196.

I'reatige Furniture Corp. : Ute—
Baermann. Walter P. 3.101.218.

I'reaton, Ulenn W., to General Atronlcs Corp. Computing
device. 3,100,943, 8-20-«3, CI. 30—30.

PrlBcu, John C, to Titanium Metala Corp. of America.
Chlorluatlon apparatus and proceiia. 3,101,249, 8-20-63,

Cl. 23—87.
Proctor, Uonald R. : See

—

Garrlty, Thomas A.. Jr.. and Proctor. 3.101,467.
Pruett. Roy L. : See

—

Parts. Leo, Pruett, and Myers. 3,101,360.
Pugh, Merlin L., to Studebaker Corp. itt'frigerator comitruc-

tlon. 3,101,227, 8-20-63. Cl. 312—300.
Pure OH Co.. The : See—

Garrlty. Thomas A.. Jr., and Proctor. 3,101,467.
Scbaschl. Edward, and Littler. 3.101.413.

Pyle-National Co., The : See-
Archer. Lee A. 3.101.038.

Quartz k SUlce S.A. : See—
Holmberg. Karl E. O. 3,101,256.

Qulnn. Clark E., to General Motors Corp. Highway Informer
keying system. 3.101,394, 8-20-63. Cl. 179 -82.

Raabe, Edward W. : See

—

Uanaford, David L., and Raabe. 3,101,246.
Radio Corp. of America : See

—

Albrecht. Harold J. 3.101.100.
Oriffln, VVlUlam F. 3,101,428.

Hal, Charanjlt. E. A. Tehle, Jr., and C. K. Kambara. to

Dearborn Chemical Co. .Method for controlling the growth
of biological organisms In water. 3.101.319. 8-20-63. Cl.

210—62.
Ralaton Purina Co. : See

—

Lanz. George T. 3.101.040.
Randol. Glenn T. Booster-type servomotor for brake systeina.

3,101,032. 8-20-63. Cl. 121—41.
Rapids-Standard Co., Inc., The : See-

Baxter, John C. 3.101,158.
Raymond, Jerry \V. Wheeling attachment for boats. 3,101,-

203, 8-20-63. Cl. 280—35.
Reasby. Charles S. : See

—

Blalklock. William J., and Reasby. 3,100,939.
Reed Mfg. Co. : See—

Jonasson, Axel V. 3,100.934.
Reed, W'llmer L. : See

—

ballaghan, John A., and Reed. 3,101.379.
Reich, William J., Jr.. and C. Ward, to American Bosch Arma

Corp. Shock sensor. 3,101,069, 8-20-63. Cl. 116—114.
Relnhold. Earl R.. to Amchem Products, Inc. Phosphate com-

position and method for coating metallic surfaces. 3,101.-

286, 8-20-63, Cl. 148—6.15.
Relacher, Walter: See— „ ,^ ^,,

Malkln, Bruce M., Keischer, and Buchalter. 3.101.017.

Better. Thomas A. : See

—

Barr, Frank T., and Relter. 3,101.307.

Rellouefler Corp. : See—
Morrison. Wlllard L. 3.100.971.

Requa. Roy. Resilient cushion unit. 3.101,217. 8-20-63.

Cl. M7—397.

Research. Inc. : See

—

Ducbene. William R.. and Shook. 3,101,039.

Reynolds MeUls Co. : See

—

De Rldder,^ Ernst J. 3,101,128.
Scbaefer, John J., and Patrick. 3,101,090.

Rbone-Poulenc S.A. : See

—

Lafont. Pierre, and Bonnet. 3,101,347.

Rlccl, Henry. Chain saw spur atuchment. 3,101,103, 8-20-
83, Cl. 143—32.

Bice, Millard L. : See- „ ,„
Webster, Roland C, Roberts, and Rice. 3,101.052.

Ulch, Stanley R., to Acouatica Aaeociatea, Inc. Electro-

mechanical transducer system. 3,101,419, 8-20-63, Cl.

810—8.3.

Richards, Oscar W., to American Optical Co. Light con-
ducting device to transmit ultra-violet radiation tor speci-
men tluoreacence under a microscope. 3,101,411 8-20-U3,
Cl. 250—83.3.

Rlchdel, Inc. : See

—

Gould, Charles D. 3.101,418.
Uichmoud. Karl B. to The Electric Storage Battery Co.

.Method of producing expanded fabric-like material. 3,100.-
y-^ti, 8-20-63, Cl. 28—75.

Rledel ft Co. : See

—

Roth, Emll, and Michael. 3,101.305.
Ulngold, Howard J., O. Mancera, G. Rosenkrauz, and J.
Edwards, to Syntex Corp. 6a-bromo androxtaue deri\u-
tlves. 3.101,352. 8-20-63, Cl. 260-397.4.

Rlordan, Mathew B. : Hee—
Scott. Lyie B., and Rlordan. 3,101,117.

Kiordan, Mathew B., Jr., to BJ Service, inc. Well treating
methud and apparatus. 3.101,115. 8-20-63. Cl. 16tf— 42.

Kltteuhouse, John 11. : Hee—
Gebbardt, Julius W.. Ettinger. and Rlttenhouse. 3.101.-

457.
Koberts, James S. : Sfv -

Welch, Elmer S., and Roberts. 3,101,435.
Roberts Walter C, Jr. : See

—

Webster, Roland C. Roberts, and Rice. 3,101,0.')2.

Robertahaw-Fulton Controls Co. : See

—

Cros»ley. Harry E., Jr. 3.101.031.
Robinson, Charles G., to Northwestern Steel and U'Ire Co.
Method and means for electric melting. 3,101,385, M-20-
63. Cl. 13—33.

Robinson. Lamson C, to Callaway Mills Co. Journal lubri-
cator. 3.101,223. 8-20-63. Cl. 308—87.

Robinson. Mayes K. Cultivator tool holder. 3,101,122, 8-20-
63, Cl. 172—556.

Robinson, Richard A., to (;. D. Searle k Co. Ilydroxydialkyl-
aminoalkylamlnolsoquinolines and related compounds.
3.101.338. 8-20-63. Cl. 260—268.

Roblee, Leland H. S.. Jr., to Esso Research and Kugineeriug
Co. Temperature measuring Instrument. 3.100,U96, H-20-
83, Cl. 73—362.

Rockwell Mfg. Co. : See—
Wolfensperger, Adolpb. 3,101.191.

Rockwell-Standard Corp. : aee—
House, Bryan E., and Cummlng. 3,101,133.

Rodgers. Arthur : See

—

Xewmiller Mllford E.. Rodgers. and Selan. 3,1()1.18«.
Ruhm & Haas Co. : See—

•

KIne, Benlamin B., and Matlin. 3,101.292.
Rorlg, Kurt J., to G. 1). Searle k Co. 4 tertiary-butyl-.

4-aiphenylmethyl, and 4-dlphenylhydroxymethyl-. piperldl-
nopropionltrlles. 3.101.340. 8-20-63, Cl. 260—293.

Rorlg, Kurt J., to G. D. Searle k Co. 2.3-bl8(p-methoxyplien-
yl-N-dlalkylamlnoalkylpenUnamldee. 3.101.371, 8-20-63,
Cl 260—559.

Rorlg, Kurt J., to G. D. Searle k Co. a-dlalkylamlno-N-f 2,3-

bls(p-methoxyphenyl)pentyll alkanamldes and Intermedi-
ates. 3.101.372. 8-20-63. Cl. 260—562.

Rose, Donald, '•.. to R. D. Baker. Process of treating water.
3.101.316. 8-20-63. Cl. 210—35.

Rosenfeld, Alexander. Combined optical reproducer and
prolector. 3,101,025. 8-20-63. Cl. 88—24.

Kosenkranz. George : See

—

Rlngold. Howard J.. Mancera. Rosenkranz, and Edwardw.
3.101.352.

Roth. Emll. and O. Michael, to Rledel k Co. Acid copper
plating bath. 3.101.305. 8-20-63. Cl. 204—52.

Roto-Dry Corp. : See

—

Schapiro. Abraham. 3.100,909.
Rottmayr, Frledrlch. to Gesellschaft fur Llnde's Eismnschinen

Aktiengesellschaft. Method and apparatus for avoiding
nitric oxide-containing deposits In gas decompoKlng plants.

3.101.262. 8-20-63. Cl. 62—23.
: See

—

3.101.298.
and Martei. 3.101.359.
Bertin. Tesaler. Plerdet. and Bucourt.

RousselUCLAF S.A.
Olrard. Andre.
Muller. Georges.
Nomine. Gerard,

3,101,354.
Rowe, Henry H. O. and U. M.

3,101,

3,101,157, 8-20-63,

Aktiengesellschaft

Gelssler. Ultra-high-speed
pneumatically driven machine tools, such as drills and
the like. 3.101.014, 8-20-63. Cl. 77—83.5.

Ruby. Stanley L^ K. H. Sun. and T. Fahrner. to Westing-
house Electric Corp. Thermionic radiation counter.

410, 8-20-63. Cl. 250—83.1.
Russell. George F. Cigarette dispenser.

Cl. 221—227.
Rutkowskl. Alfred J. : See—

Brols. Stanley J., and Rutkowskl. 3,101,376.

Ryan Aeronautical Co„ The : See

—

Photlnos, Harry R. 3,101,437.
SCM Corp. : See-

Canny. Floyd H. 3.101 141.

SKB Schuechtermann k Kremer-Baum
Fuer Aufbereltung : See

—

Brinkmann. Franz. 3.101,312. ^ „ ,, u «
SWF-Spezlalfabrlk fttr Autosubehflr Oustav Rau G.m.b.H. :

See

—

Bock. Willy. Mutschler. and Schrelber. 3.100.906.

Sadorf. John, to George Stevens Mfg.. Inc. Coil winding
apparatus. 3,101.180. 8-20-63. Cl. 242—9.

St. Barnabas Hospital For Chronic
Steen. Stephen N.. and Grissman.

SalntOobaIn, Compagnle de : See—
Wlppler, Constant O. 3,101,806.

St. John. John M. : See

—

Petersen, Conrad W., Wlttenberger,
3,101,475.

Salger, Werner, to Lumoprlnt Zlndler K.G. Apparatus for

printing an original onto a copying paper. 3,101,084,

b-2(^-ii, Cl. 9&—7T.5.

Diseases : See-
3,101,082.

and St. John.
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Polishing disc and method of making same.
15—235.

galick, Ralph A.
3,100,905, 8-20-63. Cl. i^—*o«. „ ^ , ^

Salvln. Victor 8.. B. 8. Sprague. and F. Fortess to £elane^
Corp. of America. Textile treating. 3.101.236, 8-20-63,

Cl. 8—69.
Sarkar. Aslm K. : See— , ,«, o,,

Adams. Dennis A. W.. and Sarkar. 3.101.333.

Sasln. Richard : See

—

Swern, Daniel, and Sasln. 3,101,325. ^ „ ^ . ,„„
Sawyer, dharles B., to Sawyer Research Products. Inc

Method of controlling deposition of crystalline material

from solution on a seed by use of a temperature profile

curve. 8.101.259. 8-20-68, Cl. 23—301.
Sawyer Research Products, Inc. : See

—

Sawyer, Charles B. 8,101.269.
Scammon. faenry 0. to Gould * Scammon, Inc^ Manu

facturlng preformed counters. 3.100.902, 8-20-6.i. i i.

12—146.
Scbaefer, Daniel P. : See— o ^r^^ Ata

Llliensteln, Manfred, and Scbaefer. 3.101,439.

Schaefer John J., and H. B. Patrick, to Reynolds Metals

Co I^lat plate printing apparatus having accurate reg

later. 3.101,050, 8-20-63, Cl. 101—252.
Schapiro. Abraham, to Roto-Dry Corp. Agglomerated food

product and method for making the same. 3,100.909,

8-20-63. Cl. 99—78.

^'"'"'orthnVr^Lu^d^. Horst. Scharf, Klrst. Oxe. and Orosn.

Schaschi^'Edward. and R. L. Littler, to The Pure Oil Co.

Corrosion test probe and method. 3,101,413. 8-20-B.J,

Schenk*VaUe®r. to Henkel * Cie G.m.b.H. .Pr«<"*" /"Z
'«'

preparation of cyclic dlcarboxyllc acids. .S.101,368,

Sch;?z^r®^6tS. anVK.^ H. Stelgerwald. toVarl Zeiss. Com-

pensating lens. 3.101.430, 8-20-68. Cl. 315-31.

'**^^'\'hVl'Htens*o", How/rVw.. Livezev. and Schllke 3.101.002^

Schlidt Rudolf H., and F. K. Paull. Method of converting

automobile bodies to a compact form for transport as

scrao 3 101 044. 8-20-63. Cl. 100—42.

Sch"eDhacke Frldti<,f F.. to A. Lorenz. Multiple position

recXing chair. 5.101.216. 8-20-63. Cl. 297-88.

Schlotterer Gustav. Method for the manufacture of holloa*

bodies 3 101 401. 8-20-63, Cl. 219—67.
Schmidt' Ounther,"to pr Kar Thomas GmbH 2-hydroxv-

methyl-8-hydroxy-1.4-benzodloxane. 3,101.345. H-2U m.

Schmid?^ Lewies W., to Blockwelder Mfg. Co. Plant thinning

iiSlement 3.101,123. 8-20-63. Cl. 172-656.

^'^"Ehrh^t' 'oust;;. Hennig. Schmltt. Lindner, and Ott.

«^?.roSo^rjt?on^^

Sc?i«r. ?^l?l^-^?St^0^w^BS-Tli.n«ass Co L^lver.al

automatic ware loading machine. 3.101.151. 8-20-63,

Cl. 214—1.

^'^^'^R^k wmy Mutii^hler. and Schrelber. 3.100,906.

Schuetz" iar^i^^.^o Blaw-Knox Co. Mandrel bar steadier.

Schuui'" Fir'r^st"^^' e' '^MldlandRoss Corp. Moisture

^'e&IVlv.'l 3.101'.091. 8-20-63. Cl 137-204_

Schulz George A. Baseball game device. 3.101,197. 8-20-6J.

Cl. 273—89.

^'"'^V.-^Lf'T^no: l^waebel. and GrauHch. 3.101.273.

Schwertl Otto. Scraping and polishing apparatus. 3.100.-

907. 8-^20-63. Cl. 16—377.

Scott Francis L.. and H. Q. Smith, to Pennsalt Chem cals

Corn Dlureidotrlazines and process for making. 3.101.-

835. "8-20-63, Cl. 260—249.8.

Scott. Lyle B.. and M. B. Rlordan, toBJ Service Inc^ We 1

treating method and apparatus. 3.101.117. 8-20-63. ci.

Scott-Maxwell Peter D.. to Cooke. Troughton k Simms Ltd.

Spore growth nrevention In optical instruments. 3,101.-

4l2, 8-I0-68. Cl. 260-106.

^•"''^rS'w? k*dw^ara A.'V'^^^*^'-^ ,1^1'^
Cuslc. John W.. and Le Von 3.101.841.

Pappo. Raphael. 3 101.350.

Pappo Ranhael. and June 3 101.349.

Robfnson. Richard A. 8.101.388.

Borlg. KiirtJ. 8.101.840.

Borlg. Kurt J. 3,101.371.

Borir Kurt J. 3.101.872.

BeatUe UnlTerslty : See—
Luger. Paul. 3.101.465.

^'"lietSuier. MlWd B.. Bodr^rs. and Selan. 3.101.188.

^*'°"vii?.°Ch"?le7c:. Snrsemon. 8,101,388.

Separator, Aktlebolaget : See—
Hallstrom. Bengt H. 3.101,041.

Serowv Fritz to Deutsche Akademie der Wlssenschaften Zu

KTSn Process for treatlnjs carnalllte bearing materials.

8.101.247. 8-20-63. Cl. 23—39.

Setter. Glenn W. Process 'orlSP'"^*"*'! 272^^2^^ C?
and improved structural members. 8,101,^7^, »-zi>-o<j, v,i.

117—7.

SchlmmelBchmldt. Kurt, and W. Denk, to Farbwerke Hoechst
Aktiengesellschaft vormals Melster Lucius k Brflnlng. Dl-

alkyl beta sulfoethanephosphonate alkali metal salts and
process for production. 3,101,362, 8-20-63, Cl. 260—
461.

Shea, Philip D. : See— „^ „ ,n, ooo
Desnoes. Arnold B.. Fullerton. and Shea. 8.101,393.

Sheer. Charles. 8. Korman. and J. O. Gibson, to Sheer-Korman
Associates. Inc. Process for reduction of ores to metals,

alloys. Interstitial and intermetalllc compounds. 3.101.-

308. 8-20-63. Cl. 204—164.
Sheer-Korman Associates. Inc. : See

—

Sheer, Charles. Korman, and Gibson. 3.101,308.
Shell Oil Co. : See

—

.

,

^ „
Culver. Frederick H., Haeber. Laguckl. and Perner.

3.101.118. ^ „ ^ ^ .

Smutny. Edgar J., Soloway. Dowdlng. and Van Overbeek.

3,101.265.
Ward, Loyal F.. Jr.. and Stiles. 3.101.364.

Sheller Mfg. Corp. : See—
Hawkes. Richard H. 3,101,243. ^ .^, ^

ShlDley Eugene E.. to General Electric Co. Reversible hy-

draulic torque appUer. 3.100,991, 8-20-63. Cl. 73—162.
Shlpman. John D., Jr., to United States of America, Navy.

Fluoroscope system utilizing an image storage tube. 3.101.-

407. 8-20-63. Cl. 250—71.5.

Shook. Hal C. : See

—

Ducbene, William B.. and Shook. 3,101,039.

Sldebotham. Ernest W. Beds. 3.100.900. 8-20-63. Cl. 5—
284

Slegal. Bernard, and R. M. Petgrave. to Bristol-Myers Co.

Transparent water and mineral oil gels as hair conditioners.

3.101.301, 8-20-63. Cl. 167—87.
^ ^ ^^ ^ „ , . ,

Slegal. Bernard, R. M. Petgrave. and P. Thau, to Bristol-

Myers Co Clear mineral oil In water emulsion for hair

application. 3,101,300, 8-20^63. Cl. 167—87.
Siemens & Halske Aktiengesellschaft : See

—

Mayer. Hans F.. and Butzke. 3.101.172.

Silopark S.A. : See

—

^ _ „^
Blanca. Edoardo G. 3,101.130.

Simpson. Arthur I. F.. and W. A. Cawthra. to Modern Tele-

phones (Great Britain) Ltd. Transistor ampliflers with

protective circuit means. 3.101.453. 8-20-63. Cl. 330—22.
Sir Properties. Inc. : See—

Hack. Joseph. 3J01.297. ^ ^ ,

Skarstrom. Charles W.. to Esso Research and Engineering

Co. Process for the recovery of hydrogen from hvdrocar-

bon gas streams 3.101.261, 8-20-63. Cl. 55—58.

Ski-Dek Corp. : See-
Hall. Raymond L. 3.101.201. « ., , » ^ „,„

Smith Frank P., to The Magnavox Co. Modulated oscilla-

tor circuit. 3.101.447, 8-20-63, Cl. 325—105.
Smith, Herbert Q. : See—

Scott. Francis L.. and Smith. 3,101.335.

Smith. Hugh R., Jr.. to Stauffer Chemical Co. High vacu-

um chamber 3,101,169. 8-20-63, Cl. 230—101.
Smi?h, L^^s A. Sog oiler. 3,101.072. 8-20-63. Cl. 119-

157.
Smlthers, V. L.. Mfg. Co. The : See-

Jackson. James M, Jr. 3.101,242 .

Smutny, Edgar J.. S. B. Soloway L. C. Dowdlng, and J. ^ an

Overbeek to Shell Oil Co. Method for preventing undeslred

plant growth. 3.101,265. 8-20-63, Cf. 71—2 7.

So«lete a Responsabllite Llmltee Dolttau Prodults Metal-

^"^iSarie Cllude, and Thierry. 3.100.921.

Soclete Civile d'Etudes et de Brevets MoU : See—
Maine, Jean P. 3.101.390
Tomatls, Alfred A. A. 3.101.081.
Tomatls, Alfred A. A. 3,101,391.

Soclete d'Electronlque et d'Automatisme : See

—

Masson, Claude M. E 3,101 416. „ „ ^ ^ , . o^_
Soclete Parlsienne d'Expanslon Chlmlque S.P.E.C.l.A. :

see—
Ferrand. Marcel. 3,101.299.

Socony Mobil Oil Co.. Inc. : See—
Kerr. George T. 3,101.337. o mi 'iRfi
Valtekunas. Alexander A., and Welnreb. 3,101,366.

^°^°
Sm^utnyTdga^ il.^sJToway. Dowdlng, and Van Overbeek.

3.101.265.
Souvlner. George E. : See

—

Kuntz, William K.. and Souvlner.
Spatz. Walter B. Marking pencil.

120—20.
Speedco. Inc. : See—-

Good. Paul F. 3.101.042.

Soeed-O-Prlnt Business Machines Corp.
Carlson, John W. 3.101,036.

^***'"^ro''wn''juHyn.J?."'^d Clark. 3,101,456. ^

Oebhardt Julius W.. Ettinger. and bittenhouee. 3.101.-

Solaizl Ivo to Fabbrica Itallana Macchlne Azlendall Ma-

^**chlne for prfntlnK addresses including
"J^^^, 'ej/^'''^'?^

the lines to be stamped off different printing plates. 3.101,-

8p?e\'- tJ^W'i-cJ.^.on. and P. A. Wells, to United

^%«tes o? America^ Agriculture. I>^»H"foV|«e^*'V2S
detoxification of castor bean pomace. 3.101,266, »-.io

SD?t^z ^8kml"^^^to Electronic Oil Well Heater. Inc. Bottom

hol'e let hekter 3 101.116. 8-20-63. Cl. 166—60.

SpSeJl Hans W System fo. cooling air by subterranean

means. 3.100.973. 8-20-83. Cl. 62—260.

^^"lalvl^^'victor^l^rsprague^ and Fortess. 3.101 236

Soretnlak Steve A. to fixcel e:orD. Sash c'-nstrnction for

'^I sruilng_window.' 3.101.136. 8-20^3, Cl. 189- .6.

Staley, A. E.. Mfg. Co. : See—
Etherldge. Oliver R. 3.101.284.

3,101,055.
3,i01.d74. 8-20-63, Cl.

See

—
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Stallman. Richard C. and K. M. Pedersen to Beclunan In-

utruments. Inc. Centrltuge apparatus. 3,101,322. 8-20-

03. CI. 23.i 24.
Staudard Oil Co. (Indiana) .See - „.,. _ , .^i aii

Austin. Hubert J . OrutHch, »ndMaHatt. 3.101.321.

.Stanway i.dward. Beam dyeing macblnea. 3.100,a7tf. »-^U-

63. Cl.'6»— 150.

Stark. John B. ; .See—
, u .. „ -j mi •>io

McLarnon. Thomas J., Stark, and Sulton. 3.101.232.

Starr-Kap Engineering Co. : Hee—
Starr. Louis, Kaplan. (Jreeuberg. and Cox. 3.100.98«.

Starr Louis, A. L. Kaplan. M. L. Oreen»)erg. and L. J Cox.

to SUrr-kajj Kngineerlng Co. Leakage iudiiator. 3.100,

Starry **Jame« k.. to Naico Chemical Co. Coagulation pro<-

ess 3,101,317, 8-20-«i3, CI. 210-32.
Stauffer Chemical Co. : Wee-

Smith Hugh It.. Jr. 3.101,ltt9.

Tilles' Harry, and Antogninl.3,101,263.

Stavls, (;us, to fnternationai -^tandard Electric Corp. Radio

direction indicator. 3,101.471. «-^0-V>J. ,P-
3-»3--l«.

Steen Steohen N and K L. Grisaman. to St. Barnabas Hos

pltil For Chronic Diseases. Apparatus for meaHuringsv-s

toUc and diastolic blood pres es. 3.101.082. H-20-<>.l.

Cl. 128—2.05.

Stelgerwald. Karl H. : Her -

Scherzer. Otto, and Stelgerwtt4d. •U01,430
Stelmak, John I'., to VS>8tnighous». Electric Corp Semi

conductor device. 3.1()0,U2T. 8-20 t.3 Cl. 29-—2o.S.

Stephens cistaneda, Rodolf. RoUrv vane-type Internal com-

bustion motor. 3,101.076. 8-20-63. Cl. 123—16.

Stevens George, Mtg.. Inc. ; Hee

Steve'n±'".S("oma.^v'';l'"cavell. and^W. A^,I>'-f"^ to

United State, o^ America Army ..Electrical y Initiated

spotter tracer bullet. 3.101 05*.
*^-**-?^,.,'-/;J%T^^„ „,

Stevenson Tliomas, and J. J. Caven. to Lnlted States oi

"'Ame'rUa. Lmy. Combination fragmentation structuraMn-

cendlary damage projectile. 3,101,053, 8-20-63, CI. nn

Stewart. Ba.ll O.. to Nat ional Gypsum Co Hunjldlflcatlon

of wood fiber sheets. 3,101,105, 8-20-63, CI. 144 -i^i-

Stiles. Alan R. : iSee^ „ ,„, o..

i

* Ward Loyal P., Jr ,
and Stiles. 3.121.304 .

Stilling. Nlel8_M. Model making device. 3.100.U11. B -:u

Stfnson.\M^"V.. to Goodman Nlfg Co Tool for Installing

troughlng roller assemblies. 3,101,192, 8-20-63, CL ^ai-

stoJlclnz Hobart L., to Minnesota Rubber Co.
.
tiu^ b* '''•''

^cLideX. 3,100.904. 8-20-G3. O. 15-104.19.

""''^'J^rrt *a?rv.%iat1fews. and Hirschhorn. 3.101.239.

Strlggles. Theodore D. : tfee—
, mi v^^

Carr. Dugaid M.. and Strlggles. 3,101,255.

Strong Cobb Arner Inc. : See—
G*aunt. William E.. and Tansey. 3.101,293.

StnicturalClay Products Research Foundation J^ee

Allen Malcolm H.. Ballnskl. Garton. Hubbard, and Olson.

3,lbl,184.
Studer, Philip A. : See—

^ ^, . , „ ,„- ,,„..

Van Zyl. Bernard, and Studer. S.lOl.OO^i.

Studebaker Corp. : See—
Pugh, Merlin L. 3,101.227.

yler. John M., to Potlatch ForStyler. John M.. to i'otiatcn rorests Ipf.,
Autoniatir bottom

hexaaonal carton. 3.101.107. 8-20-63, Cl. 229—41.

SulllvX Rol^rt L.. to- Weverhaeuser Co Safety device for

saws. 3.101.104. 8-20-03. Cl. 143—159.

Sulier Kreres. Societe Anonyme: See—
Brunner, Alfred. 3.100.967.

Sun. Kuan Han ;
See

—

i .„ .. 4irti4iO
Ruby. Stanley L.. Sun. and Fahrner. 3,101.41o.

^""""TrLuT." I: ^anSVundberg. 3.101,150.

**""
McLk'^rnor Thom*'as"7.. Stark, and Sutton 3.101.232

Swataso^ t>"Ward L.. to Northrop Corp. linear motion

signal producing, magnetic transducer. 3,101,462. 8-.0-

63. Cl. 336—75
Swanberg. Edward W.:.See

_ q hk) B4fl

8-20-63, Cl. 40—1.
Swanson, Robert D. :

See- o mnai'^
PenAlngtoh. Kermlt M and ^wan?""/

r.; Method of
Sweeney. Francis M.. to Armstrong Cork ^Co MeU.od or

fbrmliig fine polyethylene powders. 3.101,329. 8-20-flJ.

Sw?rn^'^Dli?e\.'*and R. Sasln to United States of Anaerlca,

Agriculture. Trlalkyl 9 (10)-pho.phonostearate8 as plas-

tlflieis for vinyl chloride polymers. 3.101,325. 8-20-63.

Cl. 260—30.0.
Sylvanla Electric Products Inc

Wlckersham. Arthur F.. Jr

Syntex Corp. : See

—

^Bowers. Albert. 3.101.3WJ.

Bowers. Albert. 3,101.357.
Bowers, Albert. 3.101.358.
Bowers, Albert, and Edwards. -"-.-•-",, .(.. o..
Bowers, Albert. Volkov. and Martinez. 3.101^55^

Rlnfol(i, Howard J.. Mancera. Rosenkrani. and l-dwardi.

Ssost. J-owph" Bowling ball Impeller. 3.101.195. 8-20-63.

TakLhMhTilidetoshl. E. Goto, and 8. O.hlma to Kokusal

"^•SSshf;- Snwa CO;. Ltd Amplifier comprising ttae de-

rv*nd»nt reactors. 3,101.450. 8-20-OJ. Cl. oMf- i-

TaKyii^i. Ka«uo and S. "ohara, to Nippon Telegraph and

TerephoJie Public Corp. Electrical dlscfiarge tube. 3,101,-

426, 8-20-63, Cl. 313—152.

: See-
and Bell. 3,101.474.

3,101,353.

Talboys, Doris C. : See

—

Talboys, Henry H. 3,101.214.
Talboys, lleury H. : See

—

Beyerstedt. John M.. Erickaon, and Talboys. 3.101.274.
Talboys, Ilt-nry H.. ileceas^d |1». C Talboys. executrix) to

Nordberg Mfg. Co. Insulated tlunged wheel. 3.101.214,

8 20-63, Cl. 295-^ 1.

Tamar Electronics, Inc. : See-
Overholser, John S. 3,101,439.

Tanner, David: See

—

Cairua, Theodore, Urabaoi, and Tanner. 3,101,275.

Tansey, Robert P. : See

—

Gaunt, William E., and Tansey. 3,101.293.
Tantlingfr, Keith W.. and R. O. Flagan. to Fruehauf Trailer

Co. TralU-r whet-l suspension and landing gear removablt-

aa a unit. 3.101.202. 8-20-63. Cl. 28O-^0.
Tantram. Anthony D. S.. and B. S. Harris, to National Re-

search Dtvelopmeut Corp. Fuel cells. 3.101,285, 8-20-63,
Cl. 136—120.

Tarlton, Edward J. : See -

McKay, Arthur F., Podesva, and Tarlton. 3,101,3 1 3.

Tax, Edward J. Wild fowl call. 3,100.948, 8-20-63. Cl. 46—
189.

Taylor, Don A. Measuring tape tension holder. 3.100.941,
8-20-63, CL 33-189.

Taylor, Don A. Detachable ventilating seat cover for auto
mobile seats. 3.101.037. 8-21>-63. Cl. 98—2.

Taylor. John W.. to United States of America. Navy. Ionizing
radiation detector of the sclntillatk>n photoconductive ty|>«..

3.101.408. 8-20-63, CL 250— 71.5.
Technical Oil Tool Corp. : See

—

Gossland. John K. 3.101.454.
Tehle, Edward A.. Jr. : See-

Raj, Charanjlt. Tehle, and Kambara. 3,101.319.
Telefonaktlebolaget L. M. Ericsson : tiee—

Urunberg. Karl G., Llllsuude. and Llndeuhall. 3.101,392.
Telegraphie Saus Fil. Compagnie de : See—

Ilenry-Bezy Georges. KaDtorowiet, and Palluel. 3.101.-

461.
Tessler. Jean : S«

—

Nomine, Gerard. Bertln, Teaaler. Pierdet. and Bucourt.
3.101,354.

Texas Instruments Inc. : See

—

Chandler, John, Jr., Holly, and Vilblg. 3,101,458.
Thau, I'aul : See

—

Slegal. Bernard. Petgrave. and Thau. 3.101.300.
Thayer. Frederick D.. Jr.: See

—

Paschall. Eugene F.. Thayer, and Minkema. 8,101,330.
Thermo Dynamics Corp. : See

—

Valentine, George E., and EiU>anks. 3,101,004.
Thi«'rry. Rene : See-

Marie. Claude, and Thierry. 3.100.921.
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. : See

—

llerbenar. Edward J. 3.101.132.
Thomas k Betts Co.. The : See

—

Burniston. Raymond J. 3.100,922.
Thomas. Dr. Karl, O.m.b.H. : See

—

Schmidt. Uunther. 3.101.840.
Thomas. Klaua, and JercbeL 3,101,842.

Thomas, Klaus, and D. Jerchel. to Dr. Karl Thomas. G.m.b.H.
Dlquaternary bl8-l4-alkylthlo-pyrldyl-(l)]-alkanes. 3,101,-

342, 8-20-63. CL 260--294.8.
Ttghe, Donald J. : See

—

Darbie, Arthur M., Harrison, and Tlghe. 3.101.442.
TiUes Harry and J. Antogniui. to Stauffer Chemical Co.

Ilerbicldal method. 3,101.263. 8-20-63. Cl. 71—2.3.

Titanium Metals Corp. of America : See

—

Prlscu. John C. 3,101.249.
Todt, Gerhard, and W. R. Bernhardt, to Alrmatlc Systems

Corp. Automatic ejector for pneumatic tube systems.
3.101.182. 8-20-63, CL 243—1.

Tomatls. Alfred A. A., to itoclete Clylle d'Btudes et de Brevets
Mota. Apparatus for the conditioning of the auditory
Uterallxatlon. 3.101.081, 8-20-63, Ol. 128—1.

Tomatls. Alfred A. A., to Societe Civile d'Etudes et de Brevets
Mota. Apparatus for the acoustic-ambience conditioning of

a medium. 3.101,391. 8-20-68, Cl. 179—1.

Tompkins, Edwin H. : See

—

Harrison, Benjamin C, and Tompkins. 3.101,280.
Toorks, WlUUm P. : See

—

Walker. Richard M.. and Toorfcs. 8.101,460.

Tracy Herbert E. to Borg-Wamer Corp. Sectional mechani-
cal seal assembly. 8,101.200, 8-20-63. Cl. 277—»8.

^

Trier Raymond T.. and C. J. Matbey, to The Union MeUl
Mfg. Co. Wire rope fittings. 3.100,924, 8-20-68, CL 24

—

12£6.

Tsctaudi, Wilbur J., and J. Madera, to American Metal Climax.
Inc. Molybdenum disulfide treating proceaa. 3.101.252,
8-20-63. Cl. 23—134.

Tuck. Robert M.. J. J. Mooney, Jr., and Bi. E. Flaher, to Gen-
eral Motors Corp. Tranamlaalon. 3,101,011, 8-20-63, Cl.

74—782.
Turbak. Albln F.. and H. K. Wlese. to Esso Research and

Engineering Co. PreparatK>n of lactams. 8,101,831,8-20-
68. CI. 260—239.3.

Turner Corp. : See

—

Llndgren. William L. 3.101,190.

Tytell, Borla H : See

—

Preiser, Herman S., Cook, and Tytell. 8,101,311.

Uhllg. Albert F. : See-
Fry, WUIUm L., and Uhllg. 3,101,147.

Union Carbide Corp. : See

—

Howell, Peter A. 3,101,2B1.
Martin. Sterling T. 3.100,984.
Parts, Leo, Pruett, and Myera. 3,101,360.

Union Metal Mfg. Co., The : See-
Trier. Raymond X., and Mathey. 3.100,924.
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United Aircraft Corp. : See—
McKeniie. Robert D. 3.101,094.

United Shoe Machinery Corp. : See—
Musser. C. Walton. 3,101,000.

United States Borax k Chemical Corp

Voith, J. M., (iesellschaft mlt beschrankter Haftung :
Bee—

.Mlttag, Walter. .•^,101,005.

See
and McCloskey. 8,101,869.

3,101,266.

3,100,939.

3,101.029.

3,101.054.

Brotberton. Robert J
United States of America,

Agriculture : See

—

Spies, Joseph R., Coulson, and Wells.

Swern, Daniel, and Sasln. 3,101,326.

Air Force: See

—

Bausch, Ewald. and Wlgbton. 8,101,230
VynearRudolph. 3,100,940.

Army : See-
Angelica.. Nicholas J. 3,10a936.
Blalklock. William J., and Reasby
Brogan, John E. 3,l(Jl,027.
Canamero, Erneat V. 3,101.284.
Johnston, Joseph L., and Petterson.
Khaubeglan, Harrv N. 3,100,8»6.
Masher, Dale P. 3.101,455.
Stevenson. Thomas, Cavell. and Dlschert.

Steyenson, Thomas, and Caren. 8,101.053.
.Vtomlc Energy Comuilssion : See

—

Carr, Wlhlam H., Jr., and Dobyns. 8,101.068.

Engelmaun, Rodolpb U. 3,101,406.
Kite, Lloyd E. 3,101,409.
Groh, Edward F. 3,101,309.
Hansford, David L., and Raabe. 3,101,246.
Johnson, Benjamin M. 3.101,258.
Post, Richard F. 3,101,310.

Commerce : See

—

,, n,/vr.r.,.i
Lloyd, Edward C, Johnson, and Hutton. 3,100,912.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration : See

—

Dlmeft, John. 3,100,990.
Navy ; See

—

Blackburn. Charles M. 3.100,965.
Cutler, Clarence W. 3,100,982.
De Vost, Valmore F. 3.100.988.
Grabowsky. WalUs R. 3,101,414.
Hagen, Lawrence M., and Leverton
Jacobeon, Melvln O., Matson, and

Kunta, William K., and Souvlner.
Mlhran, Theodore G. 3,101,387.
Narxaklan, Zavan. 3,101,008.
Shlpman, John D., Jr. 3,101,407.
Taylor. John W. 3.101,408.
Van Zyl, Bernard, and Studer. 3,101,002.

Vogt, Charles C. and Semon. 3,101,388.

Uranl, Angelo, to McGraw-Edlaon Co. Fuse holders for elec-

tric circuits. 3,101,398,8-20-63.0.200—129.
Valtekunas, Alexander A., and H. G. Welnreb. to Socony Mo-

bil on Co.. Inc. Improved process for esterlfylng tereph-

thallc acid with ethylene oxide, 3,101.366. 8-20-63. CL

Valentine, George E., and J. H. Eubanks, to Thermo Dynamics
Corp. Unidirectional drive mechanism. 3,101.004. 8-20-
4>o j^i 74 1 ^fi

Valentyne. Peter H.. and D. H. Hoag. to Baker Perkins Inc.

DoUKh processing apparatus. 3,101,143, 8-20-63, Cl. 198—
24.

Vanant Co., Inc. : See -

Van Antwerpen, Lloyd D.
Van .Vntwerpen, Lloyd D., to

packaging strip. 3,101.166^.
Vandenberg, Le Roy J., to The B

reflective tire. 3,101,110, 8-20-63

w'anlak, Ludvlk, Kliina. and Vanek. 3,100.998.

Van Endert, Frits, to W. Llndemann. Charging box for a

machine for operating on metal or similar scrap. 3,101,040,

8-20-63, Cl. 100—233
Van Overbeek, Johannes : See— _ ^ .. ,. <-v k v

Sniutny, Edgar J., Soloway, Dowding, and \ an Overbeek.
3,101,265.

- and P. A. Studer, to United States

Volkov, Esteban : S
Bowers, .\lbert,

Volvo, Aktlebolaget :

WettKtein, Frits

. 3,101.257.
Wermager.

3.101.055.

3.101.-

3.101.166.
Vanant Co., Inc. Collapsible
8-20-63, Cl. 229— 14.~ F. Goodrich Co. Heat-

, Cl. 132—357.

Van Zyl, Bernard,
America, Navy.
73—514.

Varlnn .\Bsoclate8 :

Jepsen. Rol)ert

Decelerometer. 3,101.002, 8-20-63,
of
Cl.

See
L.. and Francis. 3,101,431.

Va'rlan. Russell H. 3.101,469. „w k
Vnrian Russell H., to Varlan Associates. Phase coherent

radar system. 3,101,469, 8-20-63, C\. 343—9. ^ ^ ^
Varvel Harold E., to Master Vibrator Co. Portable heater.

3.101,193. 8-20-63, Cl. 263— 19.

Vnughan, Rex W. : See- „ ,^, ^„
White, John A.. Jr., and Vaughan. 3,101,093.

Varda. Alexander, to Fonderlte Societe a ResponsablUte
Lln.itee. Permanent moulds. 3.100.919, 8-20-63. Cl. 22—9.

Venture Products. Inc. : See—
Cochran. Oscar B.. Jr. 3.101.226.

Verdery. Holcombe M.. Jr. Fork lift device. 3.101.153. 8-20-

63. CI. 214—700. ^, ., ^, r.

Vest Robert D., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co. ^Process

for preparing tetracyano-1.4-dlthlln. 3.101.344. 8-20-63.

Cl. 260—327. ^ ^ _
Vest Robert D.. to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co. Prepa-

ration of tetracyanoethylene by reacting cyanocarbon sul-

fides with metal cyanides, followed by oxidation. 3,101,366,

8-20-63, CT. 260—465.8.
Vllble John L., Jr. : See

—

Chandler. John. Jr., Holly, and Vilblg. 3.10l.4.'>8.

Vltelll. Giovanni : See—
Merlo. Lulgl, and Vltelll. 3.101.323.

Vogt Charles C.. and H. W. Semon. to United States of Amer-

ica Navy Mine case and Instrument mounting system.

3 101.381 8-20-63. Cl. 174—59.

Volt. W. T.. Rubber Corp. : See

—

Harris. William. 3.101.179.

and Martinez. 3,101,355.Volkov,
Sec

—

„. A. 3,101.220.
Von Frledrlch, Adolf, to Farbenfabrlken Bayer Aktlengeaell-

Hchaft. Process for the poljrmerlsatlon of cyanogen chloride.

3,101,334, 8-20-63, Cl. 200—248.
Vosbursh, Malcolm C., and J. Murglo, to International Tele-
phone and Telegraph Corp. Doppler radar. 3,101,470,
.H-20-H3, Cl. 343—9.

Vynes. Rudolph, to United States of America, Air Force.
<;enr tooth gauging apparatus. 3,100.940. 8-20-63, CL
.•{.{— 179.5.

Wacker Chemie G.m.b.H. : See—
Kder. Helm, and Bloeck. 3,101.277.

Waddell, John S., to .\lll8-Chalmer» Mfg. Co. Master link
for .udless track. 3,101.221. 8-20-63. Cl. 30.'5—54.

WiKle. Kdsel F. Shampoo apparatus. 3.100,898, 8-20-63, Cl.

4—159.
Wiijrner Electric Corp. : See

—

Campbell, Phillip B. 3,101,187.
Wanner, (Jeorge M., and P. E. Hoch, to Hooker Chemical Corn.
Flame proofing of celluloslc materials. 3.101,278. 8-20-63,
Cl. 117—137.

Wa'-'ner. (George M., and P. E. Hoch. to Hooker Chemical Corn.
Flame proofing of celluloslc materials. 3,101,279, 8-20-63,
Cl. 117—137.

Wagner. Kuno. R. SchwaebeL and W. GrauUcb. to Farben-
fabrlken Bayer Aktlengesellschaft. Binding for flock and
process for flocking a textile fabric. 3,101.273. 8-20-63.
Cl. 117—33.

Wagner, Robert C. Plastic frame construction. 3,100,917,
8-20-63, Cl. 20—16.

Walbel, Lloyd O. : See

—

Cater, Harold T., and Walbel. 3,101,212.
Wald Industries, Inc. : See

—

Brown. Carl F., Jr. 3,101J75.
Walker, Rldiard M.. and W. P. Toorks. to Microwave Asso-

ciates. Inc. Hermetically sealed waveguide window with
non-sputtering iris. 3.101,460. 8-20-63. Cl. 333—98.

Wallace. Roberi M. : See—
Nlhlen, Arrid C. K^ and Wallace. 3,100,930.

Waniak, Ludvlk, K. Kllma, J. VanCk, to Ceskoslovenska
akademle ved. Indicator for pressure wave amplitudes.
3,100^8. 8-20-63, Cl. 73—388.

Ward, Charles : See

—

lielch, William J., Jr.. and Ward. 3,101,069.
Ward, Loyal F., Jr., and A. R. Stiles, to Shell Oil Co Beta

caroonyvlnyl phosphate neutral triesters. 3.101.364, 8-20-
63, a. 260—461.

Warren, Paul V., M. B. Mathews, and E. Hirschhorn. to

B. R. Street k Co., Inc. Dry cleaning. 3.101.239. 8-20-
63. Cl. 8—142.

Watson. Herbert M.. and S. B. Moseman. Method and com-
position for removing detergents and other contaminants
from laundry wastes. 3.101.318, 8-20-63, Cl. 210—59.

Watson, Richard. Contact lens container. 3,101,087, 8-20-

Roberts, Jr., and M, L. Rice, to

Rocket. 3,101,052, 8-20-63. Cl.

63, Cl. 134—143.
Webster, Roland C. W. C.

Atlantic Research Corp.
102—40.

Welnreb, Harold G. : See—
Valtekunas. Alexander A., and Welnreb. 3,101,366.

Weis. Andrew J. Music chord finder. 3.101.023. 8-20-63.
Cl 84—482

Welmman, Samuel M., to Bankers k Merchants, Inc. Stamp-
ing device. 3,101.047. 8-20-63. a. 101— 103.

Welch. Elmer S., and J. S. Roberta, to Milwaukee Chaplet
k Mfg. Co.. Inc Program controller. 3,101.433. 8-20-
63. Cl. 318—162.

WelLs, Arthur N. Apparatus for determining fluid char-

acteristics. 3,100,985, 8-20-63, Cl. 73—27.
Wells, Percy A. : See-

Spies, Joseph R.. Coulson, and Wells. 3.101.206.
Wente, Robert J. : See

—

Bevers, Eugene J., and Wente. 3,100.964.
Wermager. Palmar G. : See

—

Jacobeon. Melvln O.. Matson. and Wermager. 3.101.026.
Western Co. of North America, The : See

—

Gilbert. Bruce. 3,101,051.
Westinghouae EUectric Corp. : See

—

Ruby, Stanley L., Sun, and l-'ahmer 3,101,410.
Strimak. Js!is P. 3.100,927.

Wetjen, Rusaell W., to Buffalo Meter Co., Inc. Water meter.
3.100,e»3. 8-20-68. Cl. 73—268.

Wettateln, Friti A,, to Volvo, Aktlebolaget. Automatic brak-
ing pressure proportloner for vehicles. 3.101.220. 8-20-
63. Cl. 303—22.

Weyerhaeuser Co. : See

—

Sullivan, Robert L. 3.101.104.
Wbarton, Tbomas P., to Packaging and Converting

Cusbioned skid. 3.101.063. 8-20-63. Cl. 108
Wheseoe Ltd. : See

—

Clifford, Frank, and Wblte.
White. Charles M. : See—

Clifford. Frank, and Wblte.
White. John A.. Jr., and R. W.

Pressure limiting valve. 3.

316.
Whitman. John H., to Applied Arts Corp.

3,101.140. 8-20-63. Cl. 194—71.
Whitmore. Milton P.. and L. Maddalena. to Clark
ment Co. Material handling device. 3.101,152. 8-20-63
Cl. 214—307.

Wlckersham, Arthur F., Jr., and R. L. Bell, to Sylvania
Electric Products Inc. Log periodic type antenna mounted
on ground plane and fed by tapered feed. 3.101.474,
8-20^, Cl. 343—792.6.

^r^
Co., In<

3,101,208.

3,101,208.
. Vaugfaan, to BeGe Mfg. Co.
,101,093, 8-20-63. Cl. 137—

Manual dispenser.

E'lulp-
~"

53,
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Wlese, Herb«rt K. : See—
furbak. Albln F., and Wlpse. 3.101,331.

WlarglnH, Leslie t'. : See—
James. John W.. and Wiggins. 3.101. 33rt.

Wlghton, Robert : See

—

Biusch. Ewald, and Wlghton. 3,101 230.
Wllst, Herbert A., to E. I. du Pont de Nemourg

See

—

Wlttenberger. and St. John.

and Co.

for fluorocarbons. 3.101,304, H-20Distillation process
63. (. 1. 202— 39 5.

WUcoi. Wayne L., to Arcos Corp.
405. 8-20-«3, Cl. 219—146.

WUllams. Alfred L. W. : See-
Hufferd Ueorge H., Josephson, and Wllllainn. 3,101

420.
Williams. Chester. I>awn mower. 3,100,9S8, 8-20-63.
66—7.

Williams, James E. Automatlcallv scoring dart boiinl

3.101.198. 8-20-63, Cl. 273—102.2,
" ~ Camera attachment. 3,101.035. 8-2<»

Ovjrlay electrod»>. 3.101,-

Cl

Williams, iohn B.
63. Cl. 95—86.

Wlllsey. Charles H
rating apparatus.

WUmeth Howard A
Koskl, Elno A.,

Wilson, Raymond W
Clutch. 3.100.974.

Wlnkelmann, Hert>ert
operated antenna.

Wlppler, Constant G.
tlculated polyvinyl
3,101,306. 8-20-63.

Wiremold Co.. The : See-
Jorgenson, Irving N

for egg sepa-
19S—229.

Washing mechanism
3.101,146. 8-20-63, Cl.

. : See

—

and WUmeth. 3,101,145.
, and B. Brllts, to Ford Motor <^"o.

8-20-63, Cl. 64- 30.
E.. to (Jeneral Motors Corp. Power
3.101.134. 8-20-63 Cl. 189—26.
to (ompagnle de Salnt-Oob:iln. R*-

chloride and method of making same.
Cl. 204— 154.

3,101.209.

Wlttenberger, Wallace W. :

Petersen. Conrad W.
3,101.475.

Wlxon. Harold E.. to Colgate-Palmolive Co. Liquid deter

gent composition. 3,101.324. 8-20-63, Cl. 252—138.
Wochner, Joseph J., to Allls-Chalmers Mfg. Co. Cable con-

trol unit. 3.101,138. 8-20-63, Cl. 192—4.
Wolf Rudolph J.. Jr. : See—

Miller. Robert L.. and Wolf. 3.101 433.
Wolfensperger, Adolph, to Rockwell Mfg. Co. Fluid prcn-

Hure tight Joint. 3,101.191. R-20-63. Cl. 251—309.
Woodruff, Maurice D.. to The Bauer Bros. Co. Hydro oy

clone. 3,101.313, 8-20-63, Cl. 209—211.
Woods. Helen. Foldable clothes hanger. 3.101.162. 8-20-

63. Cl. 223—94.
Woodward, Gary F., to Klng-Seeley Thermos Co. Tempera

ture senser assembly. 3.100.995. 8-20-63. Cl. 73—343
Wright, Frederick D. Hospital bedrall counterbalance unit.

3.100.899. 8-20-63, Cl. 5—92.
Wyandotte Chemicals Corp. : See

—

Patton, John T.. Jr. 3.101,374.
Yopp. Robert S., to Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corp. Elec-

trical connectors. 3,101,229. 8-20-63. Cl. 339—59.
Young. Orval G. Electric lighting fixture. 3.101.178. 8-20-

63. Cl. 240—51.11.
Younkln, George W., to Glddlnes k Lewis Machine Tool Co.

Numerically controlled positioning system. 3.l01,43tl.

8-20-63, Cl. 318— 162.
Zelle, Karl, and K. l-reter, to C. H. Boehrlnger. Sohn. Qua-

ternary salts of normorpbine and Us acylated derivatives.

3,101,339. H-20-63. Cl. 260—285.
Zeiss, Carl : See—

Scberzer, Utto, and Stelgerwald. 3.101,430.

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED AUGUST 20, 1963

NoTl. First number =jcla88, tecond number= subclass, third number=patent number

12-

6:

80:
- 159:
- 92:

2M:
- 44:

SO:

94.21:

94 23:

142:

-114.2:

14«:

13- 33:

16— 49:

104 19:

235:

250.02:
377:

574:

1:

5.7:

16:

20:

47.5:

48:

54:

19— 109:

18-

20-

22-

23—

.5:

16:

19:

9:

10:

147:

25:

39:

85:

87:

113:

134:

152:

153:

162:

204:

223.5:

277:

301:

24— 73:

100.5:

122.6:
26- 18.6:

28— 75:

29— 25.3:

121:

156.6:

157. 3:

203:

212:

470.1:

102:

294:

58:

137:

149:

174:

179.5:

189:

8:

30:

49:

129:

1:

8:

189:

241:

51:

66:

413:

424:

165:

217:

219:

293:

67:

58:

7:

328
130
38

30-

33—

35—

37—
46—

SC-

SI

53—
55—
56—

57—

60— 36.6

39.3
51

3. 100, S9«
8, 100, 807

3. 100, 896
3. 100. 899
3,100,900
3, 101, 286
3. 101. 236
3. 101. 237
3,101.238
3. 101. 239
3, 101, 240
3. 100, 901

3. 100, 902
3.101.385
3, 100, 903
3. 100. 904

3. 100. 905
3. 100. 906
3. 100. 907

3. 100. 908

3. 100. 910
3.100.911
3. 100. 912
3. 100. 913
3. 101, 241

3. 101, 242

3.101.243
3. 101. 244
3. 101. 245
3. 100. 914
3. 100. 915
3. 100. 917

3.100,916
3. 100. 918
3. 100. 919
3. 100. 920
3. 100. 921

3. 101, 246
3, 101. 247

3,101.248
8.101.249
8. 101. 260
3,101.261
3. 101, 252

3,101,253
3, 101. 254

3. 101. 256
3,101.266
3.101.257

3. 101. 268
3,101.259
3. 100, 922
3. 100, 923
3, 100, 924

3. 100. 926

3. 100. 926
3. 100, 927
3.100.928
3. 100. 929
3. 100. 930

3. 100. 931

3. 100. 932
3.100.933
3. 100. 934

3, 100. 935
3. 100, 936
3, 100, 937

3, 100, 938
3 100,939
3, 100, 940
3.100.941
3. 100. 942

3. 100. 943
3.100,944
3,100.945
3, 100. 946
1,100.947
3, 100, 948
3. 100. 949

3. 100, 960

3. 100. 951

3. 100. 952
3. 100. 963
3. 100. 954

3. 100. 956

3. 100. 956

3,101.260
3. 100. 957
3.101.281
3. 100. 968

3. 100. 959

3. 100. 960

3. 100. 961

3. 100. 962
3,100.963
3. 100. 964

3, 100, 966

60— 64:

73:

61— 48:

63— 3:

23:

64:

161:

260:

30:

96:

145:

64—
66—

68—

70-
71—

73-

75—

140:

150:

71:

2.3:

2.7:

28
7

13

23:

27:

40:

67.7:

116:

140:

147:

162:

172:

258:

290:

343:

362:

407:

803:

614:

617:

148:

241:

424.8:
663:

600:

640:

700:

732:

752:

818:

10:

40:

168:

33.5:

11

35
15

127

2.6
36
99

80-

81—

82-

83—
84— 404

482:
88— 24:

89- 1.7:

12

14

33
287:

364
378:

8

!
91

93—
95— 77.5:

86:

89:

96- 115:

98— 2:

40:

59:

78:

164:

235:

251:

256:

407:

42:

233:

67:

103:

125:

252:

292:

20:

99—

100—

101—

102—

3. 100. 966
3. 100. 967

3. 100. 968
3. 100. 969
3. 100. 970
3, 101, 262
3. 100. 971

3. 100. 972
3.100.973
3. 100. 974

3. 100. 975

3. 100. 976

3. 100. 977

3. 100. 978

3. 100. 979
3. 100. 960
3.101.263
3.101.264
3. 101. 265
3. 101. 266
3. 100. 961

3.100.962
3. 100. 963
3. 100. 9m
3. 100. 966

3, 100. 966

3. 100. 967

8. 100, 968
3, 100. 969
3.100.990
3, 100. 991

8,100.992
8.100,993
3.100.994
3. 100, 996
8. 100. 996
3. 100. 997

3,100.996
3, 100. 999
3,101.000
8.101.001
3.101.002
3. 101. 003
3. 101. 004

3. 101. 005

3,101,006
3, 101. 007
3.101.008
3. 101, 009

3,101.010
3.101.011
3.101,012
3.101.013
3, 101, 267
3,101,268
3. 101. 269
3.101,014
3,101,015
3.101,016
3,101.017
3. 101. 018
3. 101, 019
3. 101. 020
3.101.021
3.101.022
3. 101. 023
3,101,024
3.101.025
3,101.026
3.101,027

: 3,101,028
: 3,101,029
: 3,101,030
3,101,031
3,101,032
3.101,033
3,101.034
3,101,035
3.101.036
3.101.270

3,101,037
3. 101. 038
3.101,039
3, 100. 909
3. 101, 271

3.101.040
3.101.041
3.101.042
3. 101. 043
3. 101. 044
3.101.045
3.101,046

3. 101. 047

3. 101, 048
3. 101. 050
3.101.049
3. 101. 051

102— 49:

57:

60:

70 2:

103- 37:

38:

142;

161:

11:

37:

55:

113:

49:

16:

210:

70:

114:

108-

113

114

116-

117

118

119-

120—

123

126-
127—
128—

132
134-

136—
137-

138-
139-

140-
141-

143-

33:

46:

47:

5«:

132:

137:

139.5:

201:
7:

40:

268:

52:

78:

157:

11:

20:

42.03:

16:

90:

139:

140:

25:

69:

1:

2.05:

214:

218:

325:

114:

143:

151:

186;

120:

99:

204:

270:

316:

340:

594:

628;

92:

232:

247:

71.5;

207;

209;

32
159:

327
35
76

144-
145-
146-
148- 6. 15

6.16
149-
150-

152-

153-
156-

160-
161—

162

165

166

167-

21:

1.5:

52:

357:

4T6:

67:

133:

137:

168:

24:

227:

146:

67:

42;

fiO:

67:

75:

•206:

24:

30:

66:

82:

H7:

3. 101. 052
3. 101. 053

3. 101. 054

3. 101. 055
3. 101. 056
3.101,057
3,101,058

101.059
101.060
101.061
101,062
101,063
101.064

3.101,065
3,101.066
3.101,067
3.101.068
3,101.069
3.101,272
3,101.273
3.101,274
3,101.275
3.101,276
3.101.277
3. 101.27S
3.101,279
3,101,295
3.101.280
3.101.281
3.101.282
3.101.283
3.101.070
3.101.071
3.101,072
3.101,073
3,101,074
3.101.075
3.101.076
3.101.077
3.101.078
3.101,079
3.101.080
3.101,284
3.101.081
3.101,082
3.101,083
3,101.084
3.101.085
3.101.086
3.101.087
3.101.088
3.101,089
3,101,285
3.101.090
3.101,091
3.101.092
3.101.093
3,101.094
3,101.096
3,101,096
3.101.097
3.101,098
3. 101 099
3.101.100
3.101,101
3,101.102
3.101.103
3. 101. 104

3. 101. 105
3,101,106
3. 101. 107

3,101,286
3,101.287
3.101.288
3. 101. 108

3. 101. 109
3,101.110
3,101.111
3.101.112
3.101.289
3.101.290
3.101.113
3.101,291
3,101,292
3.101.294
3.101,114
3.101.115
3,101.116
3,101.117
3.101.118
3.101.119
3.101.296
3.101.297
3.101.298
3.101,293
3,101.299
3,101,300

167— 87:

169- 31:

170-160. 12:

172- 556:

174- 11:

18:

59:

156:

175— 290:

179- 1;

22:

27:

82:

99:

180- 7:

64:

182- 147:

222:

184— 106:

187- 20:

188- 88:

90:

170:

26:

66:

76:

4;

189-

192-

113:

71:

66:

36:

9:

24:

84:

192:

203
229:

34
122
129
168
31

39.5
204- 52

154

154.2
164

193.2

194—
195-
197-
196-

200-

202-

209—

210—

196
72
172

211
319
332
35
52
59

62

211-
212-

214-

151

148:

20;

38:

1:

307:

700:

219- 10.43:

67:

107

117

128
146

220— 4

221-

222

223-
224-
225-
229-

230-

233
234
235-
239-

93:

227:

295:

70;

183;

235;

94
32
2

14:

41

69
101

124

143

24
42
183

23

3.101,301
3,101.120
3, 101, 121

3,101,122
3.101.123
3,101,386
3,101,387
3,101,388
3.101.389
3.101,124
3.101,390
3.101,391
3,101,392
3.101,393
3,101.394
3,101.395
3. 101. 125

3. 101. 126
3. 101. 127

3. 101. 128

3,101,129
3,101,130
3.101,131
3.101,132
3. 101. 133

3. 101. 134

3. 101. 135
3,101,136
3. 101. 137
3. 101. 138
3. 101. 139

3. 101. 140

3,101,302
3.101.141
3,101.142
3.101.143
3,101,475
3,101,144
3.101.145
3. 101, 146

3,101,396
3,101.397
3,101.398
3. 101. 309
3.101.303
3.101,304
3,101,305
3.101.306

: 3.101.307
3.101,308
3.101.309
3,101.310

; 3.101.311
; 3.101,147
: 3.101.312
: 3.101,313
; 3.101.314
: 3,101.315
: 3.101.316
: 3.101,317
: 3.101.318
: 3,101,319
3,101,320
3.101.321

: 3.101,148
; 3,101,149
3,101.150
3. 101. 151

3,101,152
3,101.153
3,101,400
3,101.401
3,101.402
3.101.403
3.101,404
3.101.405
3.101.154
3. 101. 155
3. 101.156

3, 101. 157

3.101,158
3.101.159
3, 101.100
3. 101. 161

3. 101. 162

3. 101. 163

3,101,164
3.101.166
3.101.107
3.101. 168
3.101,169
3. 101. 170

3.101.171
3.101,322
3.101,172
3.101.406
3.101,173

239— 27:

150:

524:

240— 11.4:

51.11;
242— 3:

9:

55.3:

243- 1:

3
222:

316
378;

2fO— 71.5

248-

251—

252-

83.1:

83.3;
106:

218:

219:

63:

148:

187:

221:

309:
8.9-

138:

254— 77:

260- 30.6:

43:

88.2:
93.7
94.9
233.3
239.3:

239.56:
240:

248:

249.8:
268:

285:

293:

294.8
304
327

340.3
343.3

345.2

397.4

261

397.45
397.5

439
44«.2

461

465.8:

475:

501:

515;

551:

553:

559;

562:

567

595
606.5

607

635
644

672
677
24

263-
266-

267-
273-

19

4

41

1

49
54

89

3,101.174
3.101.175
3,101,176

3.101,177
3.101,178
3.101.179
3.101,180
3. 101. 181

3. 101. 182
3.101,183
3,101.184
3,101.185
3,101,186

3,101.407
3,101.408
3. 101.409
3,101,410
3,101,411
3,101,412
3,101.413
3.101.414
3,101.415

3. 101. 187
3,101.188
3.101.189
3,101.190

3. 101. 191

3.101,323
3.101.324

3. 101, 192

3,101.325
3,101,326
3,101,327
3.101.328
3.101.329
3.101,330
3,101,331
3.101,332
3,101,333
3.101.334
3,101.335
3.101,336
3,101.337
3,101.338
3,101,339
3.101.340
3,101,341
3,101,342
3.101.343
3.101.344
3,101.345
3.101,346
3.101.347
3.101.348
3.101.340
3.101,350
3.101.351
3.101.352
3.101,353
3.101.354
3,101.355
3,101.356
3.101.3,17

3,101,359
3, 101,.H58

3.101,360
3, 101 361

3.101.362
3,101,363
3.101.364
3,101,365

: 3,101.366
; 3.101,367
; 3,101,368
: 3,101.369
; 3,101.370
; 3.101,371
; 3,101,372
: 3,101.373

: 3.101,374
3,101,375
3. 101.376
3.101,377
3.101,378
3,101,379
3,101 380

3,101,381
3.101.382
3.101,383

3,101,193
3,101.165
3.101.384

3. 101. 194

3. 101. 195

3. 101.19(5

3.101,197

273—102.2;
277— 9:

93:

280—11.35:
30
35:

149:

162:

220;

291;

363:

403:

125:

16:

20:

83;

1;

102:

88:

397:

455:

6:

22:

54
88:

286—

287-
294-

295—
296-
297-

303-

305—
307—

308

310-

312

313—

315—

317-

318—

321-
323-

324

325-

329-
330

331

33?
333-

141:

58:

87:

122:

8.3:

8,7:

9,6:
26-

86;

217:

268;

222:

257;
300;

352;

152:

188;

252
30-

31

35
13

149

187

162

207
400
45
16

22

74;

33;

139;

67:

106:

50:

4.7;

10:

22

111

43
1.1

24.2
33
98

336-

338

339

340

343

346

87,

5

128;

273;

.W
91:

176

15.5

174

9

16

100

760
792.5

- 107

138

3. 101.196
3.101.199
3.101,200
3.101.201
3,101,202
3.101,203
3,101 204
3.101,205
3,101.206
3.101,207
3,101,208
3.101,209
3.101,210
3,101.211
3,101,212
3.101,213
3,101.214
3.101,215
3. 101,216
3,101,217
3.101,218
3,101,219
3,101,220
3,101.221
3,101.416
3,101,417

3,101,418
3,101.222
3.101,223
3.101,224
3.101.419
3,101,420
3,101,421
3,101,422
3,101,423
3. 101. 424
3, 101. 425
3,101,225
3.101,226
3.101.227
3.101.228
3.101.426
3,101.427
3.101.428
3.101.429
3.101.430
3.101,431
3.101.432
3,101,433
3.101,434
3.101.435
3. 101,436
3.101.437
3.101,438
3,101,439
3,101,440
3,101,441
3.101.442
3.101,443

3.101,444
3.101.445
3,101,446
3,101.447
3,101.448
3, 101,449
3,101.450
3.101,451
3.101.452
3,101.453

3.101,454
3. 101.4,"'5

3,101.456
3,101,457
3,101,458
3,101,459
3.101,460
3,101,461

3, 101,462
3.101.463
3.101,464

3.101,465
3. 10l.46fi

3. 101.22t»

101.230
101,231

101,467
101. 46S

101,469
101.470

3.101.471
3,101.472

101.473
101.474
101.232
101.233
101.234

xvii
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R«f. No. 51C.S19 (HOOVER), The Hoorer Company. Elec-

trical domestic and commercial Buctlon deanen and parts

therefor ; B«ff. No. •M.S76, tame, EMrt collecting bagi ; Mf.
No. MX,M8 (HOOVER AND DESIGN), Mune. Suction cleaners

and parts therefor, etc. : R«ff. No. MS,!?*, same. Dirt collect-

ing and fllterlnr bags, flled Majr 8, 1»6S, D.C., S.D. Calif. (Los

Angeles), Doc. 68-818-TC, Hoover Company . Bon MaHno
Vacuum Co.

Beg. No. 511.Mt (BRISTOL AND DESIGN), Bristol Seam-

less Ring Company, Plnger rings ; Beg. No. Sll.MS. same

;

Beg. No. 511.M4 (BRISTOL RING), same, flled Apr. 80, 1908,

D.C. 8.D.N.T., Doc. 68/1244, BrUtol Beomlett Ring Corp. t.

BrUto Jetoelry Mfg. Co.

Beg. No. S11.M8. (See Reg. No. Sll,922.)

Beg. No. S11.9X4. (See Reg. No. 611,922.)

(See Reg. No. 2W,88B.)

(See Reg. No. 290,88».)

(See Reg. No. 289,880.)

(See Reg. No. 299.889.)

(See Reg. No. 299.889.)

(See Reg. No. 299.889.)

(See Reg. No. 299,889.)

(See Reg. No. 510,519)

No. SlT.lSl (VOLKSWAGEN),
O.m.b.H., Vehicles—namely, automobiles

Bog. No. Ml.«4» (VW AND DESIGN).
•SS.«M (VW). same, flled Dec. 27. 19<(2. D.C, B.D. Va.

(Alexandria), Doc. 2885, VoUuwigtnverk Aktienge$elUehaft

r. Vee 4 Orant. Inc. et al. Stipulation and order enjoining

defendants Apr. 5, 1908.

Ber.

Beg.

Beg.

Beg.

Beg.

Beg.

Beg.

Beg

No. Sie.885.

No. S1X3M-

No. M.M*.
No. US.M9.

No. Kn,9—.

No. S9MM.

No. SSMM.

No. M«.«76.

August 20, 1968

Beg. No. «flMW (HITCHCOCK. ALTORD A CO. HITCH-
COCK-VILLB, CONN), The Hlteheoek Chair Company, Din-

ing, lounge, and occasional chairs and mirrors ; Beg. No.
•tS,MI (8URBTT), The May Department Stores Company,
PlUows; Beg. Me. 97M71 (HITCHCOCK. ALTOED * CO.
HITCHCOCK-VILLE, CONN.), The Hltchco<A Chair Com-
pany, Dining, lounge, and occasional dialrs, tables, etc., flled

Oct. 18, 1962, DC. Mass. (Boston), Doc. 63-798-<:. The
Hitchoook Chair Companif r. Albert M. Look A Bon, Inc.

Decree refusing cancellation of abore trademarks (notice

May 8, 1968).

Bog. No. M1,M9. (See Reg. No. 617,181.)

Beg. No. •SS.asX. (See Reg. No. 92»,9K.)

Beg. No. 65t,l»« (LULD-A-BABB), Lall-A-Babe, Inc., Nurs-

ing bottles and nipples ; Beg. No. Itl^Mt (DESIGN OF NURS-
ING BOTTLE), The Pyramid Rubber Company, Nursing bot-

tles, flled Apr. 10, 1968, D.C. S.D.N.T., Doc. 68/1021, Dunhill

International, Inc. . LuU-A-Babe, Inc.

Beg. No. «SX^S. (See Reg. No. 510,519.)

(S«e Reg. No. 617.181.)

(See Reg. No. 510,519.)

(Sm Reg. No. 6a6,9».)

Volkswagenwerk
and trucks, etc.

;

same ; Beg. No.

Beg. No. •5S,«M.

Beg. Ne. •«,17i.

Beg. No. 676.977.

No. 67S,666.

No. grs.cit.

Beg. No. 678.606.

Beg. No. 666,666.

Beg. No. 66MK-
Beg. No. 66t,t»6.

No. 661.6M.

No. 7674*6.

(See Reg. No. 806.068.)

(See Reg. No. 806.068.)

(See Reg. No. 408,264.)

(See Reg. No. 402,264.)

(See Reg. No. 402,264.)

(See Reg. No. 402.264.)

(See Reg. No. 402,264.)

(See Reg. No. 662,128.)

PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL NON-PROPRIETARY NAMES

'

selection of Recommended Intematioiial Non-Proprietary
^^ ^^ ^^^^^ Hta\th Organisation within four months of the

Names for Pharmaceutical PreparatloBa,* notice U hereby ^^ ^^ ^j^^j^, po^jjc^tion in WHO Chronicle.

glTcn that the following names are andwr consideration by the ,^^ Inclusion of a name in the lists of proposed intema-

World Health Organisation as Proposed International Non- tlonal non-proprietary names does not imply any recommen-

Proprietary Names.

PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON-PROPRIETARY NAME

(Latin, Englieh)

aceclldlnum
acedindine
acetiamlnum
acetlamlne

acetryptlnum
acetryptlne

scetylcystelnum
ace^lcystelne

addum clofenamicum
clofenamic add
addum flufenamlcum
flufenamic add
addum fusidicum
fusidic add
addum frtlcum
fytic add
addum iotalamicum
lotalamic add
acidum kainicum
kalnlc add
addum mefenamicum
mefenamlc add
acidum nalidlxicum
nalidixic acid

acrlsordnum
acrlsordn

alaiani triclofenas
alasanlne trlclofenate

albutolnum
albutoln
aloxlprlnum
aloxlprln

altlsldum
altlside

ambomydnum
ambomydn
amfepramonum
amfepramone
amplcillinum
amplclllln

ampyrlmlnum
ampyrimlne
anaiolenum natrlcum
odium anatolene
anllamatnm
anllamate

arglpresslnnm
argipreastn

arglprestodnum
aiilprestodn
asotomydnum

^asotomydn
batllolum
batllol

benfotiaminum
benfotlamln«
bentlaminum
bentiamlne

beniaronum
beniarone
bensbromaronum
bensbromarone
benillonll bromidum
bentilonlum bromide

bensodepum
bensodepa
bensqninamldum
bensqalnamide
betahlstinum
betahlstlne

datlon for the use of the substance in medicine or pharmacy.

CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

8-<|nlnucildlnol acetate

.V-[ (4.«mlno-2-methyl-6-pynmidlnyl) methyl ]-X-(4-hydroxy-2-mercapto
- 1 - methyl-1-

bntenyl) formamlde 0,£^-dlacetate

3-(2-amlnoethyl)lndol-6-yl methyl ketone

y-acetylcystelne

-V- (2.3-dldjlorophenyl ) anthranlllc acid

y-(«.«,a-trlfluoro-o»-tolyl)anthranllic acid ;>

an antibiotic subsUnce obtained from cultures of fueidium, or the same substance

produced by any other means
phytic add

5-acetamldo-2,4,6-trllodo-JV-methyllBophthalamlc acid

2-carboxy-4-lsopropenyl-8-pyrrolidlneacetic add

y-2.8-xylylanthranlUc add

l-ethyl-l,4-dihydro-7-methyl-4-oxo-l,8-naphthyrldlDe-3-carboxyltc acid

9-amlnoacrldlne compound with 4-hexylreBordnol

8-ethyl-2-l8-(8-ethyl-2-ben«)thia«o linylldene)propenynbentothlazollum 2,4,6-trlchlo-

rophenoxlde compound with 2,4,5-trichlorophenol

8-allyl-5-i8obutyl-2-thlohydantoin

basic aluminium acetylsallcylate complex

8- [(aUylthio) methyl ]-6-chloro-8.4-dlhydro-2.ff-l,2.4-ben«othladUilne - 7 - sulfonamide,

1,1-dloxide . . ^ *K
an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of etreptomycet ambofaoiene. or the

same substance produced by any other means

2- ( dietbylamlno) pr(H>iophenone

(_).ft.(2 - amino - 2 - phenylacetamldo)-8,8-dlmethyl-7-oxo-4-thla-l-a«ablcyclo[3.2.0]

heptane-2-carbozylie add
2,4,7-trlamino-6-phenylpyrimldo [ 4,5-d ] pyrlmldlne

4-1 (4-aniUno-6-«alfo-l-naphthyl)aio]-5-hydroxy-2,7-naphthalenedisuIfonlc add, trlso-

dlum salt

methylcarbamate of salicylaniUde

S-arglninerasopressln

8-arglnlneozytodn

an antibiotic subatance obtained from cultures of atreptomycea ambofaciena, or the

same substance produced by any other means

3- ( octadecyloxy ) -1 ,2-propanedlol

JV.[(r-amino-2-inethTl-8-pyrlmidinyl)meth7l]-y-(4-hydroxy-2-mercapto - 1 - methyl-1-

butenyl) formamlde S-«en«oate 0-phospnate

.V-l(4-amlno-2-methTl - 6 - pyrlmldlnyDmethyl] JV-(4-hydroxy 2 mercaptol-methyl-l

butenyl) formamlde 0,S-dtbensoate

2-ethyl-8-benioforanyl p-hydroxyphenyl ketone

3,5-dlbromo-4-hydroxyphenyl-2-ethyl-8-ben*ofuranyl ketone

l,l-diethyl-8-hydroxypyrrolldlnium bromide benillate

beniy1 [ bis ( 1-asiridinyl ) phosphlnyl ] carbama te

iV,JV-dlethyl-l,8,4.6.7.11b - hexahydro-2-hydroxy - 9,10 - dimethoxy 2H-ben»o[o]<julno

lislne-8-carboxamide acetate

2- [( 2-niethylamino) ethyl ] pyridine

> Other lists of proposed International non-proprietary names can bejtound in Chron VFM BlthOrg 1»^8, 7 2M
;

1954.

8, 216; 818 ; 1956. 10, 2S; 1967, tl, 281 : 1968, It, 102 ; 1969, IS, 105, 162 ; 1960, H. 168, 244 ; 1961. li. 314, 320
,

IWJZ, If,

***
Lists of recommended international non-proprietary names were published in Chron. W14 HXth Org. 1966. 9, 188 :

1969,

' • 09. Ree. w\i Hith Org. tO, 8 and 65 (resolution EBIB.B?). j^ jqj
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON-PROPRIBTARY NAME

{Latin, Eniflith)

beUinldlnum
betanldine

betoxycalnum
betoxycalne

blutcodylum
blsaeodyl

blsbentlamlnum
blib«Dtlamlne

bolasteroDum
bolaaterone
bromacryltdum
bromacryllde

bufenadrlnum
)

bufenadrine
butaperazlnum
butaperasln«

butaverlnum
butaverlne
butisldum
butlilde

butoplprlnum
butoplprlne
carbaiocronii natiicum Mulfonaa
carbaiocrome sodium sulfonate

carsalamum
rarMlam
clefamidum
clefamide
clobenxtropinum
clobenztropine

clodacalnum
rlodacaine

clodantoinum
clodantoin

clofenamtdum
clofenamtde
cloflbratum
cloflbrate

clopamldum
clopamide
cloralum betalnum
cloral betalne

clonltratum
clonltrate

cloramfenlcoU pantotenas
cloramfenlcol pantotenate

clorlndlonum
clorindlone

cloxaclllinuni
cloxaclIUn

colecalclferolum
colecalclferol

coumetarolum
coumetarol
oyamemazlnum
cyamemazine
cyclarbamatum
cyclarbamate
oycloguanlU embonaa
cyclo^anll embonate
cyclomenolum
cyclomenol
cyclovalonum
ryclovalone

desipramlnum
deslpramine

dexoxadrolum
dexoxadrol
dlclofenamlduni
dlclofenamide

dletroxlnum
dlrtroxlne

difenldolam
dlfenidol

dlmefadanum
dimefadane
dimetindenum
dlmetlndene
dioxadrolum
dloxadrol

dlpyridamolum
dipyridamole
doxapramum
doxapram
drostanolunum
drostanolone

duazomyclnum
duaxoniycin
efloxatum
efloxate

epitlzidum
<*pltlild«

OFFICIAL GAZETTE August 20, 1963

CHEMICAL NAME OR DBJBCRIPTION

l-beni7l-2,8-dlinetbyIfaaiildln«

2- [ 2- ( dletbylamlDo) etboxy ] ethyl 3-amino-4-butoxybenioate

4,4'- ( 2-p7rldylm*tbylM>e) dlptaenol dlac«tate

jy^'-[dltblobU[2-(2-hTdroxyethTl) - 1 - metliylTlii7lene]]bia[^[(4-amliio-2-mettayl-S-

pyrimldlnyl ) methyl ] formamlde ]

7a,17-dlmeth7lteatotteron«

y [ ( S-bromoproplonamido ) methyl ] acrylamide

2- (o-tert-batyl-tt-phenylbeniyloxy ) -AT^-dlmethylethylamlne

1- [ 10- (
8- ( 4-methy1-1 -plperaliny 1 ) propyl ] phenothlaaln-2-yl ] -l-botanone

butyl-8- ( 3-phenyl-l-plperldyl ) propionate

3-laobatyl-6-chloro-8,4-dlhydpo-2fl^-l,2,4-ben«othladla«lne-7-iulfonamlde, l.l-dloxlde

2-batoxyethyl-a-phenyl-2-plpeiidlneacetate

odium 8,6-dlhydro-l-methyl-5,6-dloxoIndollne-8-Bulfonat«-5-aemlcarb*«one

2Af-l,8-benioxailne-2,4(8H)-dlone

2.2-dlchloro-JV-2-hydroxyethyl-y- [ p- ( p-nltropbenoxy ) benzyl ] aceUmlde

8-(p-chloro-a-phenylbeniyloxy)-tropane

2'-chloro-2-I (2-dlethylamlnoethyl)ethylamino]acetanllld

B-(l-ethylpentyl)-3-(trlchloromethyltblo)hydantoln

4-cbloro-m-benienedl8ulfonamide

ethyl 2-
( p-chlorophenoxy ) -2-methylproplonate

4-chloro-W- ( oi«-2,6-dlmethylplperldlno ) -8-sulfamoylbeniamJde

chloral hydrate compound with betalne

8-€hloro-1.2-prop«nedlol dinitrate

chloramphenicol complex with caldnm pantothenate

2-(p-chlorophenyI) 1,8-lndandlone

8-[8-(o-chlorophenyl)-5-methyl-4-laoxatolecarboxamldo]-3,3-dlmethyl - 7 - oxo-4-thla-

l-aiablcyclol3.2.0]hepUne-2-carboxyllc acid

cbolecaldferol

4,4'-dlhydroxy-3.3'-(2-methoxyethylldene) dlcoumarln

10-18- (dlmethylamlno)-2-methylpropyl]phenothlazlne-2-carbonltrlle

l,l-cyclop«»tanedlmethanol dicarbanllate

4 «-dlamlno-l (p-chlorophenTl)-l,2-dlhydro 2.2 dimethyl-* trlatlne compound (2 :1)

with 4,4'-methylenebli[8-hydroxy-2-naphtholc add]

2-cycloheiyl-8,5-xylenol

2,6-dlvanllIylldenecyclohexanone •

10,ll-dlhydro-5- ( 8-methylamlnopropyl ) -5fr-dlbenx [ bJ] axeplne

( + )-2-(2.2-dlphenyl-l,3-dloxolan-4-yl)plperidlne

4,5-dlchloro-m-bensenedlaulfonamide

8,B-dlethyldlhydro-2H-l ,3-oxailne-2,4 (8H ) -dlone

a,a-dlphenyl-l-piperidinebutanol

JV,y-dlmethyl-3-phenyl-l-lndanamlne

2-{l - [
2-

( 2-dlmethylamlnoethyl ) lnden-3 yl ] ethyl}pyrtdlne

2- ( 2,2-dlphenyl-l ,8-dloxolan-4-yl ) plperldlne

2,2',2",2" -((4.8 - dlplperldlnopyrlmldoI6,4-d]pyrlmldlne - 2,6 - dlyDdlnltrlloJtetra-

ethanol
1 -ethyl-4- ( 2-morphollnoethyl ) -8,8-dlphenyl-2 pyrroUdlnone

17/J-hydroxy-2a-m«thyl-Ba-androatan-3-one

an antibiotic substance obUined from cultures of ttreptomifcea ambofaeien; or the

same substance produced by any other means

ethyl [ ( 4-oxo-2-phenyl-4J/-l -ben«opyran-7-yl ) oxy ] acetate

6-cbloro-8,4-dlhydro-3-r [ (2.2,2 - trifluoroethyDthlo] methyl l-2£r-l,2,4-beniothUdUilne-

7-sulfonamlde, 1,1-dioxlde

August 20, 1968

PBOPOSSD nrrmiNATIOMAL
NON-PSOPRIBTABT NAMS

(Latin, JnffMsfc)

ethylestrenolum
ethylestrenol

erltrityll tetranltras
erltrltyl tetranltrate

•toxasenam
etoxasene
etymemadnum
etymemaslne
etynodloll acetas
etynodlol acetate
felypresslnnm
felypressln

fenbenlelUlnum
fenbenldllln
fencarbamldnm
fenearbamlds
fenyrlpolum
fenyrlpcl
fluanlsonum
flnanlsone

flumetasonum
flumetasone

flnoronradium
flnorouradl
fluperolonnm
fluperolone

fluprednlsolonum
fluprednlsolone

flurotylnm
flarotyl

fnralailnam
furalaslns

farasoUdonum
furasolldon*

galantamlnum
galantamine
glucaloxnm
(lucalox

glyplnamidum
flyplnamlde
hexadillnnm
bexadlllne

hexamldlnum
hexamldine
hezopyrrooU bromidum
bexopyrronlum bromide
indometadnum
indometadn
Iproclosldum
iprodotlde
isoetarlnam
isoetarlne

Itraminl tosylas *

itramln tosylate

lelopyrrolum
lelopyrrole

levoglutamldum
leroglutamide

leToxadrolum
leToxadrol

lincomydnum
lincomycin
ludmydnum
ludmydn
lynestrenolum
lynestrsnol

lypresslnum
lypressln

medoxamlnum
medoxamina
mecystalnom
mecysteine

megestrolum
mefestrol
melengestrolum
melenvastrol
menotrophinum
menotropbln
meraleinnm natrlcum
sodium meraleln

metacycllnum
metacydlne
meturedepum
meturedeiMi
metyraponum
metyrapone
mollnasonnm
mollnaione

U. S. PATENT OFFICE TM 107

CHBMICAL NAME OB DBSCBIPTION

17«-ethyl-10-Dor;prefn-4-en-17-ol

erfUirltol tetranltrate

4- ( (p-«thoxypbenyI ) aso ] -«»-phenylenedlamine

lO-CS-dlmethylamino-S-methylpropyl ) -2-ethylphenothlaslne

19 nor-17a-precn-4-eB-20-ya*-8/!,17-dlol, dlaeetate

2- (phenylalanine) -S-lysineTasopreasln

8,8-dlmethyl-7-oxo-4)-( 2-phenoxy-2-phenylacetamldo ) -4-thla-l-asabicydo [ 8.2.0 ] heptane-
2-earboxyIic add

£r-2-dletbyUunlBoethyl dlphenylthlocarbamate

a-(2-pyrlmldiBjrlAmlnoiBeth7l)beni7l alcohol

4'-flaoro-4-(4-(o-methoxypbenyl)-l-piperaslnyl]bntyropheDone

9a,9-tfUluoro-119,17,Sl-trlh7droxy-ld«-methylpregiia-l,4-dlene-S,20-dione

S-flaorooracll

»-fluoro-110,17,21-trlhydroxy-21-methylpregna-l,4-diene-3,2O-dlone 21 acetate

6«-flaoro-ll^,17,21-trUiydroxn>recn>-l<4-<Uene-8,20-dlone

bis(2,2,2-trlfluoroMh7l) ether

8-«mliio-6- [ 2 ( 5-nltro-2-fur7l ) Tln7l ] -M-trUilne

3 ( ( B-nitrofnrfnrylldene ) amino ] -2-oxasolldinone

l,2.8,4,«,7.7a,llc-ocUh7dro-»-methox7-2-meth7lben«)furo(4,8,2-«/aH2]bM»ta»odn-«-ol

Cl7cerol complex with aluminium hydroxide

l-(p-chloropbeB7lsulfon7l)-8-(bexah7dro-lfi-asepin-l-yl)urea

2-(2,2-dlC7dobex7l rinyl) plperldlne

4,4 '• ( hexameth7leBediox7 ) dlbenxamldlne

l,l-dlmethylp7rrolldlnlnm bromide-«-pbenylcyclohexane glyc(^te

1-
( p-chlorobenioyl ) -6-metbox7-2-methylindole-8-acetlc add

p-chloropfaenoxyaoetle add S-lsoiH'opylhydraslde

a- ( 1 -isopropylamlnopropyl ) protocatechuyl alcohol

2-amlnoethanol nitrate ( ester ) p-tolneneaulfonate

1 - [ o- [ 2- ( diethylamlno )ethoxy ] phenyl } -2-methyl-B-phenylpyrrole

glutamlne

( - ) -2- ( 2,2-diphen7l-l,3-dloxolan-4-yl ) plperldlne

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of »treptomyce$ Unoolnentia, or the
same substance produced by any other means

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of ttreptomj/ce* lucentit, or the same
ubatanee produced by any other means

19-nor-l7a-pregn-4-en-20-yn-1 7-oI

S-lysiiMTaaopressin

2-[ (p-chloro-a-iiMthyl-«-pbenylbensyl) oxy] -3rj^-dimethylpropylamine

cysteine, methyl ester

17-hydroxy-d-methylpiegna-4,6-dlene-3,20-dione

17-hydroxy-9-methyl-16-methylenepregna-4,6-dlene-3,20-dione

human menopausal gooadotrophln *

o-[(^hydroxy-5-(hydroxymercurl)-2,7-diiodo-3-oxo-8tf-xanthen - 9 - yl]t>enzeDe»ulfoniic
saltacid, sodium

4-dimethylamlno-l,4,4a,8Ba,6,ll,12a-octahydro-8,B,10,12,12a
ene-1,11-dloxo-2-naphtnacenecarboxamide

[bls(2,2-dlmethyl-l-axlrldlnyl)phosphlnyl]carbamlc add ethyl ester

2-methyl-l,2-di-8-pyrldyl-l-propanone

S-morphollno-l,2,8-bensotriaxin-4 (SIT) -one

pentahydroiy-6-methy 1
-

* Itramln is the proposed International Non-proprietary Name for the substance having the chemical name "aminoethyl
nitrate" (prop. LN.N. lUt 1).
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PR0PO8BD INTBRNATIONAL
NON-PBOPBIBTABT NAMB

{Latin. anffUth)

morlnamldum
morlnamide
nafdlllnum
nafdlUn
naloxonum
naloxone

natrlt bltionohia
Modlum bltionolate

natrii estaaulfaa
sodium etaaulfate

uatrll metrlioas
sodium metiixoate

natm radlo-lodidum O^l)
sodium radio-iodide ("*!)

natrii timerfonaa
odium timerfonate

nicloaamidum
nlcloaamlde

nonapyrlminum
nonapyrimlne
noretynodrelum
noretynodrel

octotlaminum
octotlamlne
ortetaminam
ortetamlne

oxazepamum
oxasepam
oxetacalnum
oxetacaine
oxomemaslnum
oxomemaiine
oxonazlnnm
oxonasine
oxybutyninum
oxybutynin
oxycllplnum
oxycllptne

oxyfenamatum
oxyfenamate
oxymetasoUnum
oxymetaioline

oxypendylum
oxypendyl
oxypyrronli bromldum
oxypyrronium bromide

oxytocinum
oxytocin

parKylinum
pargyline

paxamatum
paxamate
pentabamaturn
pentabamate
pentalamidum
pentalamide
perldailnum
perlclasine

picloxydlnum
picloxydlne
plmetlnam
plmetine

poldlni methylaulfaa
poldine methylsulfate

predniaolamatum
prednisolamate
prednylldenum
prednylidene

pr<H>^androlum
propetandrol

propidlUnnm
propidllin
prosultiamlnum
proBultlamine

pyrrocainum
pyrrocalne

qulnseatronum
qulngeatrone

radio-aunim (>»Au ) -colloldale

radlo-ffold (^Au) colloidal

radlocyanocobalamlnum (**Co

)

radlocyanocobalamln CHjo)
radlotolpovidonum
radiotolpovidone

renytolinum
renytoline

rlfamydnum
rlfamycln

partomyclnum
panomydn
IMirtelnum
sparteine

CHEMICAL NAME OE DESCRIPTION

N- ( morphollnomethyl ) pyraalnecarboxamlde

«-(2-ethoxT-l-naphth«mldo)-8.8-dimethyl-7-oxo-4-thla 1 - aiablcyclo[S.2.01heptan«-2-

carboxyflc add ,^ . v ^i
ia-allyl-7 7a 9,9 • t*trahydro-»,7a-dlhydroxy-4aH-8,»c-lmlnoethanophenanthro[4,5-»««j

furan-j{(««*)-on«

dlaodlam 2.2'-tblobla(4,e-dlebloropb«noxlde)

2-etliylbezyl aodlam aalfate

sodiam 8-ac«t«mldo.2,4.e-trllodo-6-X-inethylacetamldobenioate

ethyl ((prolfoph«nyl)thio J mercury, sodium salt

2 ' ,0-dietaloro-4' -nltroMillcylanllldc

4-noii7Umino-7ir-pyrrolo [ t.S-d ] pyrlmidlne

lT-hydroxy-17«-pre«B-« ( 10) -eB-20-yn-8-one

8-[[2-[V-[(4-amino-2-methyI - - pyrtmldlnyl)methyl)formamido]-l-(2-hydroxyethyl)

propenyl]dlthlol-«-merc*ptooctanolc acid, methyl eater acetate

o.a-dlmethylphenethylamine

7-chloro-l,3-dlhydro-S-hydroxy-6-phenyl-2H-l,4-ben«odlaaepin-2-one

2,2' •
( 2-hydroxyethyllmlno) bta [ N- ( «,o-dlmethylphenethyl ) -A?-methylaceUmlde)

10- [ 8- ( dlmettaylamino ) -2-methylpropyl ) phenothlasine.B.B-dloxlde

\*,^Mlallylmelamine A^^xlde

4-dlethylamlno-2-butynyl a-phenylcyclohexaneglycolate

l-methyl-8-pipertdyl a-phenylcyclohexaneglycolate

0-ethyl-^-hydroxypbeiMtbyl carbamate

8 ter«-butyl-8- ( 2-lmldatolln-2-ylmethyl ) 2,4-dlmethylphenol

4- [8(10»-pyrldoI8,2-bl[1.41bentothiailn-10-yl) propyl l-l-plperailneethanol

2-(2-hydroxyethyl)-l.l-dlmethylpyrrolldlnium bromide a-phenylcyclohexaneglycolate

oxytocin

^-methyl-y-2-propynylbenfylamlne

4-blphenylyl methylcarbamate

3-metbyl-2,4-penUnedlol dlcarbamate

o- ( pentyloxy ) beniamide

10-[8-(4-hydroxyplperldlno) propyl) phenothlatlne-2-carbonltrlle

1 .

1
'- 1 1,4-plperailnedlylblB (Imldocarbonyl ) ) bis [ 8- ( p-chloropbenyl ) fuanidlne]

4-beniyl-l- ( 2-dlmethylaminoethyl ) plperidlne

1 -methyl-2-pyrr(^idlnemethanol benillate

ll^,17.21-trlhydroxypregna-l,4-dlene-3.20Hllone 21-2»^^-dlethylglyclne eater

11P,1 7,21 -trlhydroxy-l«-methyl«nepregna-l ,4-dlene-3,20-dlone

l»-nor-17a-pregn-4-ene-ap,17-dlol 8-proplonate

8,8-dlmetbyl-7-oxo - 8 - (2 - phenoxybutyramido)-4-thla-l-a»abicydo[8.2.0]bepUne-2-
' earboxyllc add

.. , „ , i^i^wi.v
N- [ ( 4-*mlno-2-m*tbyl-ft-pyrlmldlnyl ) methyl ]-y-[ 4-hydroxy-l-methyl-2- ( propyldlthlo )

-

l-butenyl]formamlde
1 -pyrrolidlneacetanillde

3- ( cyclopentyloxy ) pregna-3,8-dien-20-one

«-
(
p-iodoJ«I-bentyl ) -2- ( 2-oxo-l -pyrrolidlnyl ) ethamer

a-fluoren-9-ylldene-fi-toluamldlne

antibiotic aubaUne obtained from cultures of §treptomifeea mtditerranM or the mbm
substance produced by any other means

an antibiotic aubeUnce obUlned from cultures of ttreptomyeea tpartoffenet, or tne

aame aubatance produced by any other meana

sparteine
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PROPOBBD INTSRNATIOVAL
NON-PROPBIETART NAMB

(LmtiH, gnffiUh)

spectlnomydnum
spectlnomydn
stllbasU lodldum
stllbaslum Iodide

itreptonlaaldum
atreptonlaiid

ucralozum
Bucralox
sultlamom
suldmme
tedosanum
tecloaan

tlabendasolnm
tlabendasole

tlemondli lodldum
tlemonlum Iodide

tlfenamllnm
tlfenamll

tolpropamlnom
tolpropamlne
tolpyrramldum
tolpyrramlde
trlclofoeum
trldofoa

trlmetamidum
trlmetamlde
trlmlpramlnum
trlmlpramlne
trometamolnm
trometamol
troxonll toaylaa
troxonlnm toaylate

troxypyrroUl toaylaa
troxTpyrroUnm toaylate

tyloxapolnm
tyloxapol
uramnatlnnm
uramuatlne
uredepum
uredepa
Tlncriatlnum
incrlatlne

rlnleuroalnum
Tlnleoroalne

rlnrosidlnnm
Tlnrooldlne

Irglmydnnm
rirglmydn

Notb:
amlnopbenaaonum
amlnophenasone

ergocaldferolnm
ergocaldferol

COMICAL NAMB OR DB8CRIFTI0N

an antlbfbtlc aubatance obtained from cultures of atreptomyoes apeotebOia, or the aame
aubatance produced by any other meana

1-etbyl-a.e-bla (p-l-pyrrolldlnylatyryl ) pyrldlnlum Iodide

laonlcotlnlc add bydraiide, hydraione with atreptomydn

aueroee complex with alnmlnlnm hydroxide

benaeneanlfonamlde.p- ( tetrahydro-2£r-l,2-thUsin-2yl ) -£r^-dioxlde

yjf'-{ p-phenylwiedlmethylene ) bis [ 2,2-dlchloro-y- ( 2-ethoxyethyl ) acetamlde ]

2- ( 4-thUaolyl ) benxlmldasole

4- 1 8-hydroxy-8-phenyl-3- (2-thlenyl ) propyl ] -4-methylmorphollnlum iodide

£r-(2-dlethyIamlno)ethyl dlphenylthloacetate

^J^-dlmethyl-8-phenyl-8- ( p-tolyl ) propylamine

y-j»-tolylaulfonyl-l-pyrroUdlnecar1>oxamlde

2.2,2-trlchloroethyl dlhydrogen phoapbate

N- ( 2-amlno-6-methyl-3-pyrldylmethyl ) -8,4,5-trimethoxybeniamlde

10,1 1-dlhydro-B- ( 8-dlmethylamlno-2-methylpropyl ) -SH-dlbens [ b^Jaaeplne

2-amlno-2-(hydroxymethyl)-l,3-propanedlol

trlethyl(2-hydroxyethyl) ammonium p-tolueneaulfonate 3,4,5-trlmethoxybenaoate

1 -ethyl-1 -
( 2-hydroxyethyl ) pyrrolldlnlum p-tolueneeuifonate 8,4,6-trlmethDxybenaoate

polymer of p-(l,l,8,8-tetramethylbutyl) phenol with ethylene glycol and formaldehyde

B- [ bis ( 2-chloroethyI ) amino ] uracil

ethy1 [ bis ( 1-aslridlnyl ) pboaphlny1 ] carbamate

an alkaloid obtained from vinca rotea

an alkaloid obtained from vinoa roiea

an alkaloid obtained from viMoa roaao

an antibiotic aubatance obtained frcHn cultures of atreptomyoea virginiat, or the aame
aubatance produced by any other meana

amidopyrlnum
replacea amldopyrine

(Ohron. WU Hith Org. 1988, 10. 28)
ealdferolum

replaoea calciferol «_»«»,
iOhron. W14 UUk Org. 1W56, iO, 28)

7»8 O.O.
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MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION
The following mark, are publLhed in compliance with .ection 12(a) oi^^J^^'^J^^^^f^^

^"^'^ "' "^^'

Mtlon under «»ctlon 13 nuiy be filed within thirty days of this publication. See Role. 2.101 to 2 106

.

_
AS proTlded by section 31 of said act. a fee of twenty-flve dollars mcst accompany each notice of opposition.

Qass 1-Raw or Partly Prepared Materials Qass 2- Receptacles

8N 137 890. A/8 FlUa. Copenhagen. Denmark. Filed Feb. SN 129.106. Bill Hirers Trailers. Inc.. Jacksonville. Fla.

Owner of Danish Reg. No. a028/1961. dated Jan. 27, 1962.

For Artists' Modeling Wax.
First use Aug. 1. 1951 : in commerce April 1959.

AppUeant disclaims any excluslye rights In the word "Box"

apart from the markkas shown In the drawing. Owner of

Reg. No. 741.977.

For Insulated Containers Constructed of Either Aluminum,

Steel or Fibre Glass or a Combination of All Three, for the

Storage of All Typea ot Food and Drink, Slie and Capacity

Ranging Between 2 and 2000 Cubic Feet.

First use July 1, 1961.

SN 188,217. Mltsoblshl Rayon Co.. Ltd.. Chuo-ku. Tokyo.

Japan. Filed Feb. 19, 1962.

SHINKOLITE
Owner of Japanese Reg. No. S85.466. dated Apr. 11. 1959 ;

and U.S. Reg. No. 594,048.

For Synthetic Resin Sheets. Tubes, and Rods.

SN 154.481. Ouren Seed Company. Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Filed Oct. 3, 1962.

SN 135,245. American Can Company, New York. N.Y. Filed

Jan. 2, 1962.

MIRAGUARD SAFETY RIM
Applicant disclaims the words "Safety Rim" apart from

the mark as shown.

For Metal Cans.

First use on or about Dec. 2, 1961.

osco
Owner of Reg. Noe. 742.512. 742,513. and 743.932.

For Seeds, Including Lawn Seed, Alfalfa Seed, Clover Seed.

Grass Seed, and Sunflower Seed.

First use during 1915.

SN 139.871. Loma Industries, Fort Worth, Tex. Filed Mar.

14, 1962.

LOMAWARE

8N 164.878. Bextic Inc.. Natlck. Mass. Filed Oct. 10. 1962.

BEXTIC
For Plastic Sheet.

First use Sept. 26, 1962.

For Plastic Molded Goods, Speclflcally Waste Baskets,

Trash Cans, Bushel Baskets. Clothes Hampers, Picnic Baskets,

Garbage Cans, Baby Bathtubs. Dtillty Pails, Ice Buckets,

Storage Bins, Bread Baskets. Bread Boxes. Bowl Sets. Colan-

ders, Tissue Dispensers, and Magaxlne Racks.

First use July 1955.

SN 186,107. 8. B. Foot Tanning Company. Red Wing. Minn.

Filed Oct. 29. 1962.

MUSTANO
For Tanned Leather Material.

First use Sept. 18, 1962.

SN 142.160. Western Auto Supply Company, Kansas City,

Mo. Filed Apr. 12, 1962.

REVELATION
Owner of Reg. Nos. 576,184 and 706,188.

For Vacuum Bottles. Jugs and ChesU. Jug and Chest Cool-

ers. Vacuum Bottle Flllera. Ice Boxes. Lunch Boxes, Lunch

Kits, and Insulated Camp Jugs.

First use Jan. 15, 1958. on Uckle boxes.

SN 161 549 North American Nutria Associates. AtlanU, Tex.

Filed Jan. 28, 1968. COLLECTIVE MARK.

SN 142 351. Frank Warner CorporaUon, Minneapolis, Minn.,

assignee of Plastison Corporation. Minneapolis, Minn.

Piled Apr. 16, 1962.

NANA POLY-BOY

For Raw Nutria Pelts and Nutria Dressed Pelts.

First use May 1. 1969.

TM 793 O.G.—10

For Plastic Drums for Confining Uquids.

First use July 1, 1»«1
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8N 142.860. RDbbermald Incorporated. Wooater. Ohio. Filed 8N 16«,081. Jerome Y. RasMll, d.b.a. Multl-Purpoee FixtureApr. 18. 1(MJ2. Company. Terre Haute. Ind. FUed Oct. 2«, 1»«2.

QUITON
For Cartons for Use Primarily In Packing Books.
First use Auf. 6, 1962.

8N 158,015. EHamond National Corporation, New York. N.Y.
Filed Dec. 0. 1902.

Owner of Reg. Noa. 726,892 and 780.088.
For Kitchen and Household Articles Made ot Rubber Com-

position, Rubber-Uke Compoaltlon, Plastic Composition or
Such Compositions Combined With MeUl—Namely, VegeUble
Bins, Waste Baskets, Buckets, Palls. Refuse Containers.
LAundry Baskets, Juice Decanters, and Battery Box Cases.

First use Oct. 26, I960.

For Bgf Cartons.
First use Aug. 12, 1961.

HI-V

8N 148.810. Donray Prodncts Co., ClCTeland, Ohio. Filed
May 4. 1962.

FOAMVELOPES
For Pre-Formed Cushion Packa^lnf Containers Made of

Expanded Plastic Material for Packaflnf Delicate Objects.

First use on or about Nov. 1. 1961.

8N 158,650. Romar Tissue Mills. Incorporated. Hardwick.
Mass.. assignee of Rutland Plastlca, Inc., Ratland, Vt.
FUed Dm. 6, 1962.

HANDY-HANK
For Paper Tissue ConUlner and Dtspenaer Sold With Paper

Tlssaea Therein.

First use Aag. 21, 1951.

SN 109,416. National Tub* 4 Reel Corporation, Pateraon.
N.J. Filed Dec. 19, 1962.

8N 146,286. Foater Grant Co., Ine., Leonlnater, Mass.
Filed June 6, 1962.

FIBERLITE
For Textile Reels, That Is, R«eU on Which TextUe Mate-

rial Is Wound.
Flrat use June 26. 1962.

8N 109,416. National Tube * Reel Corporation. Paterson,
N.J. Filed Dec. 19, 1962.

For Plastic Drinking Cups and Plastic Jn»s.
First use on or about Apr. 18, 1962.

RIGILITE

SN 100.941. Hamllton-Skot(A^ Corporation, Hamilton, Ohio.
Filed Aug. 10, 1962.

For Textile Reels, That Is, Reels on Whldi TextUe Mate-
rial Is Wound.

First use Nov. 28, 1961.

SPRITE
SN 109,487. Gordon Cartons, Inc., Baltimore. Md. Filed

Dec. 20. 1962.

For Insulated Containers In the Form of Jugs and Chests.
First use Mar. 20. 1962.

GARDRAN
For Collapsible Tray Cartons.

First use Dec. 10, 19«2.

8N 154,080. Inland ConUlner Corporation, Indianapolis,
Ind. Piled Sept. 27, 1962.

ECONO-GAL
SN 159,671. Action Bag k BnTelope Co., Inc., Brooklyn,
NY. Filed Dec. 26, 1962.

For Liquid Dispensing Containers Consisting of a Fibre-

board Outer Container and a Flexible Llquld-Tlght Inner Con-
tainer.

First use Apr. 10, 1962.

STA-TRIM
For Plastic Bags.

First use Feb. 25, 1969.

SN 104.198. Don Baxter, Inc., Olendale, Calif. Filed Oct 1, ^^ 109,672. Action Bag k Knrelope Co., Inc., Brooklyn,

1902. N.Y. Filed Dec. 26, 1962.

VACOJET STA-BAND
For Vials for Pharmaceuticals.
First use Jan. 81, 1962.

For Plastic Bags.

First use Feb. 25, 1909.

SN 104,878. Bextlc Inc., Natlck, Mass. FUed Oct. 10, 1962.

BEXTIC
For Molded Plastic Packages and Packages Formed From

Sheet Plastic Material.

First use Sept. 26, 1962.

SN 159,862. American Can Company, New York, N.Y. FUed
Dec. 28, 1962.

MIRATAB
For Metal Cans and Components Tl^ereof.

First use on or about Apr. 9, 1962.
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SN 159,928 Union Bag-Camp Paper Corporation, New York, SN 163.599. Bay State AbraslTe Product. Company, Weat-

N.Y. FUed Dec. 28. 1962. boro, Mass. Filed Feb. 28. 1963.

SENDRITE
For BnTelope Type Bags.

First use Dec. 12. 196<2.

MINUTE-MAN
SERIES

SN 109,981. Acme Lite Products Co., Inc.. Congers, N.Y.

FUed Dec 31, 1962.

GRO-LITE
For Planters for OmamenUl Plants, Fruits, and Vege-

Ubles.
First use Jan. 18, 1962.

SnbJ. to Intf. with SN 142,406.

The word "Series" Is hereby expressly disclaimed as a

part of applicant's mark.

For Diamond and Other Abrasive Blades, Wheels and Discs,

and Back-Up Pads for Same.

First use Feb. 25, 1968.

SN 160,883. OUn Matbleson Chemical Corporation, Bast SubJ. to Intf. with SN 168,626

Alton, 111. Filed Jan. 17, 1968. ^____.

HUSKI PAK
SN 160,623. Revere Copper and Brass Incorporated, New

York, NY. Filed Mar. 28, 1963.

For Paper Sadis.

First use on or about Oct. 80, 1962.

SN 162,812. Vision Wrap. Inc., Bkokle, in. Filed Feb. 7,

1963.

REDI-RAK
For Transparent Plastic Bags.

First use during January 19«8.

SN 162,888. United SUtes Rubber Company, New York,

N.Y. Filed Feb. 8, 1968.

UNIROYAL

The word "Ware" Is disclaimed apart from the mark. The

portrait is fanciful. Owner of Reg. Nob. 266,371, 726,644,

and others.

For Preparation for Cleaning and Polishing Metal, Porce-

lain, Ceramic Tile, and Baked Enamel Surfaces.

First use Jan. 14, 1963.

For Industrial Containers of Rubber Coated Fabric In

Various Sises.

First use Aug. 29, 1962.
'

Class 4 -Abrasives and Polishing Materials

SN 169,158. General Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 14, 1962.

SN 166,698. National Grinding Wheel Company, Inc.. North

Tonawanda, N.Y. Filed Mar. 29, 1963.

FRONTIER
For Grinding Wheels, Abrasive Rubbing Bricks, Abrasive

Segmental Wheels, Abrasive Cut-Off Wheels, and Abrasive

Diamond Wheels.

First use on or about May 27, 1958, on grinding wheels.

SN 166,779. J. I. Holcomb Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Apr. 1, 19»3.

ELITE
For Floor Wax.
First use Mar. 26, 1968.

SN 168,626. Norton Company, Worcester, Mass. Filed May

10. 1968.

For Soap-Impregnated Steel Wool Scouring Pad.

First use Oct. 16, 1962.

SN 160,819. Purex Corporation, Ltd., d.b.a. Turco ProducU,

Inc., Wilmington, Calif. FUed Jan. 7, 1968.

X-OL
Owner of Reg. No. 402,001.

For Wax Polish for Linoleum, Wood Floors, Rubber Tile,

Furniture, and the Like.

First use on or about Nov. 1, 1984.

MINUTE MAN
For Grinding Wheels.

First use Feb. 21, 1968.

SnbJ. to Intf. with SN 168,599.
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Class S-Adhesives
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SN 156.789. R. O. Hull * Company, Inc.. Oereland. Ohio.
Filed Nov. «, 1962.

8N 158.636. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany, St Paul, Minn. Filed Nov. 8, 1962. PREPALLOY

SUNWELD
For Polymerizing Adhesive.
First use Dec. 13, 1951.

For Granular Acid Fluoride Salt Useable as a Replacement
for Liquid Hydrofluoric Add In the Preparation of Acidic
Metal Treating Solutions.

First use June 29, 1962.

Qass 6 -Chemicals and CheniKal Com-
positions

SN 133,152. Humble Oil & Refining Company, Houston, Tex
Filed L)»c 1, 1961

ISOPAR
For Fluid Hydrocarbon Solvents of Petroleum Origin for

General I'sf In the Industrial Arts.
First use on Sept. 12, 1961.

SN 157,184. The American Agricultural Chemical Company
New York. N.Y. Filed Nov. 14, 1962.

SN 142,328. Madison Chemical Corporation, .Maywood, III.

Filed Apr. 16, 1962.

For Chemical Composition for Destroying Crabgrass
First use Apr 23, 1962.

SN l.')8,470 Patek k Co., San Francisco, Calif. Filed Dec.
4, 1962.

LUBRA-SOFT
For Softener In Powdered Form for Providing Softness in

Fabrics and Kllmlnating Static on the Flatwork Ironer.
First use Feb Ifl, I960

For Disinfectant I)e<Klor«nt-Absorbent Preparation for Hos
pltal and Industrial I'se

First use Nov 9. 19.">9

S.\ 158.503. .American Fluoride CorjMiratlon. New York, N Y
Filed I>e<- .'>, 1962

SN 147, IHl .Associated Brands, Inc., Brooklyn, NY. Filed

FLUO PYRE
June 19, 1962

OZON
For Roach Powder.
First use Jan. 2. 1927

Owner (if Reg. Nos. 42r),9fl7 and 743.570.
For Kooni Deodorant and Air Sanitizing Preparation.
First use 19.'>1.

SN 163,126. Consolidated Testing Laboratories. Inc., New
Hyde Park. NY Filed Feb. 20, 1963.

S.\ 149, 0H7. Myland I.^borntorles, I»s Angeles. Calif. Filed

RAYDENE
July If), 1<>»>2.

HCG-TEST
For X Ray and Photographic Fixers and Developers
First use in at least November 1959.

Owner of Ke^ Nos. 691,47ti, 713,350. and others.
For Diagnostic KeaRent for I se in the Laboratory To De

terinlne Pre>;iiaiicy.

Flrsr use .Mar 21, 1961.

f

SN 163,179. Special C<femlcal8 Corporation, Osslnlng, NY.
Filed Feb 20. 1963

TARNISHEX

SN 152,174. rtlllty Chemical Company, Paterson. N.J. Filed
Aug. 29, 1962

ALGEATE
For AlKaeclde for Controlling Algae in Water Pools.
First use on or about June 9, 19.")0.

For Chemical Compositions That Impart Tarnish Resist-

ance to Metals.

First use Sept 19, 1956.

SN 163.3.->9 The C. P. Hall Company of Illinois, Chicago.
III. Filed Feb 25. 1963.

HALLCOMID

SN 152,89.") Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Sept. 11, 1962

For Substituted Fatty Acid Amides.
First use on or about Mar 1, 1961.

HERTOXIN
For Insecticide P'ormulations Containing To.xaphene and

Toxaphene Concentrate for the Manufacture of Such InsectI

cide Formulations.
First u.se Aug. 16, 1962.

SN 163,448 Badlsche Anllln- k Soda Fab rlk Aktlengesell
scliaft. Ludwlgsbafen (Rhine). Germany Filed Feb 25,

1!M)3.

PRIMAZIN
For Dyestuffs.

First use July 15. 1907; in commerce Dec. 10, 1962.
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Class 8 -Smokers' Articles, Not Including ^'^ "^"« «'"^'"" ''"^'^' ^''"^"^ '*'"^* ''"'

Tobacco Products

SN 163,544. HMH Publishing Co.. Inc.. Chicago. 111. Filed

Feb. 27, 1963.

Piled June 20, 1962.

SPACEMAKER
For Structural Compartmentlng Units—Namely, Movable

Partitions.

First use Apr. 30, 1962.

^5^(13 5
D

For Ash Trays.

First use on or about Nov. 30. 1962.

SN 148,004. Byerlyte Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed

June 29, 1962.

PAVICRAX
Owner of Reg. No. 747,478.

SN 165,600. Dan Kasoff Inc.. New York, N.Y. Filed Mar. For Elastic Compound for Filling Small Cracks in Asphal-

2g 1963 *'c and Concrete Pavements.

First use Apr. 17, 1962.

SN 148,005. Byerlyte Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed

June 29. 1962.

For Ash Traya. Cicarette LIctaten, Cigarette Containers.

Match Boxes Made Oat of Non-Predous Metal.

First use Feb. 20, 1956.

Qass 11 - Inks and Inking Materials

SN 128,814. Franklin Ribbon k Carbon Co.. Inc., Brooklyn,

N.Y Filed Sept. 28. 1961.

KLEENERTYPP

PAVIPATCH
Owner of Reg. No. 747.478.

For Composition for Repairing Asphalt and Concrete Pave-

ments.

First use Apr. 17, 1962.
*

SN 149,324. Renrock, Incorporated, West Point, Miss., by

change of name from Renlcker Sales and Service, Inc.,

West Point, Miss. Filed July 18, 1962.

RENROCK

BRAND
For Paving Material for Highways 'and Roads Comprising

a Mixture of Aggregate, Mineral Filler, and Binding Agent.

First use May 22, 1962.

For Carbon Paper, Carbon Ribbons, Correction Paper for

Typing Errors and Inked Typewriter Ribbons.

First use Sept. 1. 1930.

SN 150.912. Architectural Glass Products, Inc ,
Miami, Fla.

Filed Aug. 10, 1962.

SN 150.784. Interchemlcal Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 8, 1962.

MULTIPLEX
For Printing Inks.

First use on or about July 23, 1962.

Qass 12— Construction Materials

SN 189.365. J. C. Whitlam Manufacturing Co., Inc., Wads-

worth, Ohio. Filed Mar. 7. 1962.

For Entrance Doors and Frames.

First use Dec. 15. 1961.

SN 152.863. Yxhults Stenhuggeri AB, Hallabrottet, Sweden

Filed Sept. 10, 1962.

TAPE-UNYTE
For Plpa Joint Compound.
First use on or about Feb. 9, 1962.

SN 145,468. Metropolitan Roofing Supplies Company, Inc..

New York, N.Y. Filed May 25. 1962.

BESKOTE
Owner of Reg. No. 256,464.

For Coal Tar and Asphalt, Flashings. Slate, Tarred and

Asphalt Roofing. Waterproofing Cement, Protective Coatings

for Sealing or Hardening Walls and Floors and Pavements,

Construction Sealants and Patching Materials, and Floor and

Pavement Resurfacers.

First use Jan. 1, 1924.

Owner of Swedish Reg. No. 103,368, dated July 20, 1962

For Building Materials—Namely, Natural Quarried Stone,

Porous Cast Artificial Stone, PorUand Cement. Construction

Lime for Use in Mortar and Plaster. Mortar and Plaster In

Either Wet or Dry State, Gypsum, Gravel Aggregate for

Concrete, Ceramic or Cement Pipe, Prefabricated Buildings

for Mounting on a Building Site, Bricks, Flberboard. and

Plates of Asbestos Cement for Wall Covering
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SN 153 781 International Pipe and Ceramic* Corporation. 8N 158.626. Harbison-Walker Refractorie. Company. Pitta-

East Orange N J., by merger from Lock Joint Pipe Com burgh. Pa. Filed Dec 6. 1962.

H-W HARMIX FE
The letters "FE" are disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 310,762, 707,»78. and others.

For Unconsolidated Refractory Mixes.

First use May 3, 1962.

SN 158.687. Dantanl Plywood Co. Ltd.. Kokura. Japan.

Filed Dec. 7. 1962.

For Reinforced Concrete Pipes and Plastic Pipes.

First use Jan. 2«. 1962, on reinforced concrete pipes. DANUTE
For Plywood.""^"^"^^
First use Apr. 7, I960: In commerce May 1. 1960.

SN 155,097. Owens-Cornlng Flberglas Corporation, Toiedo, s .^.^i^^.^
Ohio. Filed Oct. 12. 1962.

FRICTION FIT
For Thermal and Acoustical Insulation for Buildings In

the Form of Mats* or Blankets of Fibrous Material.

First use April 1961.

SN 158.841. Modular Components Corporation. Chula VlsU.

Calif. Filed Dec. 10, 1962.

SN 156, .^23. The Ruberold Co , New York, N.Y. Filed Nov.

2, 1962.

T/NA 200

For PlaHtlc-Asbestos Roofing Membrane.

First use Mar. 7, 1962.

SN 156.524 The Ruberold Co., New York, N.Y. Filed Nov.

2. 1962.

T/NA 100

For Heat, Weather and Chemical Insulating Materials

—

Namely, Multl-Purpose Insulation Jacketing, and Finishing

Tape.

First use Oct. 26, 1961.

ac .

The words "Bathroom" and "Modular ComponenU" are

disclaimed apart from the mark as shown.

For Fully Factory Fabricated Dnltlied Bathrooms. Molded

of Fiberglass With Wood Studded Bxtertor.

First use on or about Apr. 16. 1962.

SN 156.912. Supradur Manufacturing Corporation, WIndgap.

Pa. Filed Nov. 8, 1962.

ii,Mmm
The mark Is lined for red but no claim Is made to a par-

ticular color as a part of the mark.

For Siding Shingles.

First use January 1949. '

SN 161,121. Unlstrut Corporation. Wayne. Mich. Filed

Jan. 21, 1963.

ATSPAR
For Metallic Construction Members. Telescoping and Per-

forated Tubing, and Fittings and Connections Therefor.

Adapted To Serve as Framing and Supporting Means for

Temporary and Permanent Construction of Buildings and

Other Structures—Namely. Ceiling. Wall and Roofing Panels,

Racks, Scaffolding, Ladders. Ralls. Shelving. Benches. Signs

and Billboards, Awnings, Fences and the Uke.

First use Jan. 8, 1963.

SN 158,602. The Cleveland Fabricating Company, Inc..

Cleveland, Ohio Filed Dec. 6, 1962.

SKY-VUE

SN 163,460. Armstrong Cork Company. Lancaater. Pa. Filed

Feb. 26, 1963.

F/A
For Liquid Synthetic Resin ConUlnlng Composition Used

as Roofing.

First use July 12, 1960.

Qass 13 -Hardware and Plumbing and

Sleam-ritting Supplies

SN 155,193. Punch-Lok Company. Chicago. 111. Filed Oct.

15. 1962.

PUNCH-LOK
The letters "CU" are disclaimed apart from «>• m*'"; »"

, ^^^ ^^^ Conduits and the Like, and

shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 310,762. 707.973. and others,
^.^"^.^i''^^*^ "'ng. ^r Ise With Bald aamps.

For unconsolidated Refractory Mixes. Nipple.
--\^^\''2\^ ^ct. 14. 1940.

First use May 8. 1962.

For Fibrous Wall and Roof Insulation. In the Form of

Vapor Barrier Backed Rolls or Batts.

First use Nov. 27, 1962.

SN 158.625. Harbison-Walker Refractories Company. Pitts-

burgh. Pa. Filed Dec. 6. 1962.

H-W HARMIX CU

I

•*>.
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SN 157.692. General Mills. Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. Piled SN 159,627. Textile Marking Machine Co., Inc.. Syracuse,

Nov. 21. 1962. N.Y. Piled Dec. 21, 1962.

TWIN STAR TAG-0-LECTRIC
Owner of Reg. No. 676.960.

For Cookware.
First use at least as early as Nov. 24, 1960.

Owner of Reg. Noe. 603,614 and 715,420.

For Staples Used In Stapling Machines.

First use Oct. 29, 1951.

SN 158.266. Leetronlcs, Inc.. Brooklyn. N.Y. Filed Nov. 80.

1962.

For Springs.

First use Jan. 21, 1917.

LEE Qass 15 — Oils and Greases

SN 162,161. Humble Oil A Refining Company, Honston, Tex.

Filed Feb. 6, 1963.

SN 158.431. Arthur Cox * Sons. Incorporated, Pasadena.

Calif. Filed Dec. 4. 1962.

PARVAN
For Petroleum Waxes.
First use at least as early as Sept. 21. 1962.

For Sliding Door and Folding Door Hardware.

First use Oct. 10. 1962.

SN 162.481. The Pure Oil Company, Palatine, 111. Filed

Feb. 11, 1963.

CITATION
For Lubricating Oil.

First use on or about Jan. 23, 1963.

Qass 16—Protective and Decorative CoatingsSN 158,949. Amoe Notion Corp., New York. N.Y. Filed

Dec. 12. 1962.

g A p/LINE ^^ 137.690. A/8 FlUa. C<^>enhagen. Denmark. Filed Feb.

12, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 540,546.

For Zippers.

Plrat uae Feb. 6, 1950.

SN 159.164. Burton Klemp Corporation, Kenosha, Wis.

Filed Dec. 14. 1962.

y

For Dairy Equipment Fittings.

First use on or about Nov. 5, 1969.

Owner of Danish Reg. No. 2028/1961, dated Jan. 27, 1962.

^ For Water and Oil Colors and Other Artists' Colors.

First use Aug. 1, 1951 ; In commerce April 1959.

SN 159,804. Textron, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. Filed Dec. QaSS 17—ToImCCO ProduCtS
17. 1962.

METROPOLITAN SN 137.960. Tur Suceaores, 8.A., Zaragoia, Spain. Filed

Feb. 14, 1962.

C & TFor Bathroom Fixtures Such as Soap Holders, Tumbler and

Brush Holders, Paper Holders, Hooks, Towel Bara and the

Uke.
First use Feb. 1, 1996. Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 622,406.

For Ucorlce Extract To Be Used as an Ingredient of Chew

Ing Tobacco, Smoking Tobacco, Cigars, Cigarettes and Snuff

SN 159,488. Ora-Mar Products Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. Snuff

Filed Dec. 20, 1962.

For Supports for Bar Soap and the Like.

Flrtt ate Mar. 6, 1962.

First use on or about Jan. 1, 1897 ; In commerce on or

about Jan. 1, 1897.

SN 189,997. Philip Morris Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 31, 1962.

CHARCRONIZED
For Filters for Cigarettes Sold Incorporated as Part of

the Cigarettes.

Flrtt oae Dec. 21, 1962.
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SN 164.698. Cavalla Limited, Salt Rlrer, Cape. Soatb Africa. SN 16&.484. RAM LaboratoriM, Inc. of Oa., ATondale
Filed Mar. 15, 1963. Estatefl, Oa. Filed Mar. 26, 1963.

THROTO-CEPTIC
For Mouth and Throat Antiseptic, Aatrlncent, and Prophy-

lactic.

First use July 1. 1926.

COURTLEIGH
Owner of South African Ref. No. R61/2086, dated Nov.

28. 1961.

For Tobacco, Manufactured or Unmanufactured.

Qass 18 — Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

SN 151,890. Beecbam Research Laboratories Limited. Brent-
ford. Middlesex. EnKland. Filed Auff. 17, 1962.

METHOVET
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on British Reg. No.

831,929. dated Mar 13. 1962.

For Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances for Vet-

erinary Use.

SN 16fi.7«5 Oelgy Chemical Corporation, Ardalcy, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 1, 1963.

MELAMPOL
For Antidepressant Preparation.

First use Mar. 19,.1963.

Qass 19- Vehicles

SN 128.110. Societe Anonyme dea Automobiles Peugeot,

Parts. France. Filed Sept. 18, IMl.

SN 158,907. First Texaa Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Dec. 11, 1962.
403

EYE-SED
For Astringent Used in Some Common Types of Blepha-

ritis, Especially ronjunctlvitls or Commonly Known as Pink

Eye.

First use Nov. 15, 1962.

Owner of French Reg. No. 490.880, dated Sept. 2. 1960

(Seine) ; Natl. Inst. No. 150,218.

For Motor Vehicles of All Tjrpw—Namely, Automobiles.

Trucks, Buses, Motor Coaches, Truck Tractors and Trailers,

Spare Parts Therefor and Parts Thereof.

First use May 9, 1955 ; In commerce December 1957.

SN 159.258, Frederick 8. Mayer, d.b.a. Mayer Laboratories.

San Rafael. Calif Filed Dec. 14. 1962.

MENTROL
For Tablet for Relief of Menstrual Pain. Cramps. .Mild

Tension, and Headache.

First use Oct. 19. 1962.

SN 142.128. Outboard Marine Corporation. Waukegan, 111

Filed Apr. 12. 1962.

TRUCKSTER
Owner of Reg. Nos. 571,449, 716.391, and others.

For Light-Weight Wheeled Motor Vehicles.

First use on or about Nov. 12, 1951.

SN 161,199. Pharmacosmetlcs, Inc., Great Neck, N.Y Filed SN 142,268 British Trailer Company Limited. Manchester.

Jan. 22. 1963. England. Filed Apr. 16, 1962.

MIRADERM
For Preparation for the Topical Treatment of Acne.

First use June 28, 1962.

FOUR-IN-LINE
Owner of British Reg. No. B814,B41. dated Dec. 12. I960.

For Semi-Trailers. Being Vehicles for Paaaenger or Goods

Carrying.

a.\ 164.860. Lucky Tiger Manufacturing Company. Kansas

City. Mo. Filed Mar. 18. 1963. SN 144.218. Aerol Co., Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. Filed May

MEDI-EASE
Owner of Reg. Xos. 356.346, 733.680. and 731.065.

For Pile Ointment.

First use Feb 27. 1963.

AER-ROLL
Owner of Reg. Nos. 550.016. 638.338. and 710.905.

For Tlre-Mountlng Wheels for Vehicles.

First use Sept. 13. 1960.

SN 145.866. Margarete Steiff OMBH, Olenfen (Breni),

Wurttemberg. Oermany. Filed May 81, 1962.

S.\ 164,978. Key Pharmaceuticals. Inc.. Miami. Fla. Filed

Mar. 19. 1963.

FORMULA NO. 515
No claim Is made to the exclusive rUht to nse of the nota-

tions "Formula" and "No." apart from the mark as shown. por Baby Carriages Indudinc Perambulators. Coaches and

For Multi-Vitamin and Mineral Dietary Supplement. Strollers, and Mechanical Scooters.

STEIFF

First use Feb. 8. 1963. First use 1892 ; in commerce 1808.

S.N 16.">,082. Provident Pharmaceuticals, Incorporated. Chat- gx 148.729. Hartford ManufaeturtBg Co. Inc., Hartford,

tanooga. Tenn. Filed Mar. 20, 1968. wis. Filed Jnly 10, 19CS.

ESTROTAB
For Ethical Pharmaceutical Preparation in Tablet Form

for Estrogen Replacement Therapy for Use in Menopausal

Syndrome. Senile Vaginitis, Kraurosis Vulvae, and Pruritls For Automotive Wbectod L«ii4 Vehicle—Namely. Llght-

Vulvae. Duty Trucks and Small Pasaenter Cars.

First use Feb. 12. 1963. First use June 11, 1»62.

y
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SN 162 632 The Safe-T-Llgn Corporation, Bethany, Okla. SN 165,047. The Firestone Tire k Robber Company, Akron,

Filed Sept. 6, 1962. Ohio. Filed Mar. 20. 1963.

SAFE-T-LIGN
For Idler Arm Assemblies, Idler Arm Repair Kits, Combi-

nation Idler Arm Sleeve Bearings, Idler Arm Brackets As-

semblies, Ball Joint Assemblies, Ball Joint Repair Kits, and

Ball Joint Adaptor Plate Kits for Automotive Vehicles.

First use Apr. 15. 19S7.

DUPLEX
Owner of Reg. No. 720.682.

For Steel Disk Wheels and Rims for Vehicles.

First use Feb. 22. 1963.

~~^^^^'~~
SN 165.496. Century Boat Company, Manistee, Mich. Piled

SN 153,826. Steed-PoUak Manufacturing Company, Inc., Mar. 27, 1963.

Fitsgerald, Oa. Filed Sept. 24, 1962.

LFL BEAVER
For Travel, Camping, and VacatioiT Trailers.

First use Jan. 29. 1962.

CENTURY
For Skiffs. Runaboats, and Cruisers.

First use Oct. 20, 1949.

4_.

SN 168,795. CoolUiner Corporation, Dover, Del. Filed Dec. OaSS 20— LlllOleiim aM Oiled QOUI
10, 1962.

COOLTAINER
For Truck Trailers.

First use Oct. 18, 1962.

SN 156.029. The Ruberold Co., New York. N.Y. Filed Oct.

26, 1962.

STONEGLOW

SN 161.941. Baldwin-Montrose Chemical Company. Incor-

porated. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 4. 1963.

For Vinyl-Asbestos Floor Tile.

First use Oct. 5, 1962.

STARBRITE
For Floor Mats for Automobiles.

First use Nov. 9. 1962.

SN 156.929. American Biltrlte Robber Co. Inc.. Trenton.

N.J. Filed Nov. 9. 1962.

SN 161.942. Baldwin-Montrose Chemical Company. Incor-

porated. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Feb. 4, 1963.
O^rriticc

STARFOAM
TIXTURITTI

For Floor Mats for Automobiles.

First use Nov. 9. 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 385.013 and 731.771.

For Vinyl Flooring.

First use Mar. 17, 1961.

SN 161,943. Baldwin-Montrose Chemical Company, Incorpo-

porated. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 4, 1963.

FYRON-22
S.V 159.760. Multicolor Gravnre Corporation, Florence, Mass.

Filed Dec. 26, 1962.

For Floor Mats for Automobiles.

Fnrst use Nov. 9, 1962.

STYLE-TEX

SN 164,670. United SUtes MobUe Homes. Inc.. Henderson,

N.C. Filed Mar. 14, 1963.

PARKWAY
For House Trailers.

First use July 10, 1962.

For Decorative Vinyl Wall Covering Comprising Paper or

Cloth Laminated or Coated With Plastic.

First use Dec. 4, 1962.

Qass 21 - Dectrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

SN 144.234. Compagnle Oenerale d'Electro-Ceramlque. Paris.

France. Filed May 10, 1962.

SPIRELEC
SN 164.798. Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita, Kans.

Piled Mar. 18, 1968.

BEECHCRAFT
Owner of Reg. No. 418.379. Owner of French Reg. No. 479,586. dated Apr 3, 1959

For Airplanes and Parts Therefor. (Seine) ; Natl. Inst. No. 128,821.

First use Jan 18 1968 : January 1933 as to "Beechcraft" For Insulators and Insnlatlng Pieces for Unes and Elec-

In lower ease letteri^. tr»c as Weil as Electronic Apparatus.

SN 165 020 Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita, Kans. SN 144,235. Compagnle Oenerale d'Electro-Ceramlque, Paris.

Filed Mar. 20. 1968. France. Filed May 10. 1962.

Vccchcraft
MUSKETEER

DURELCER

Owner of Reg. No. 418,879.

For Airplanes and Parta Therefor.

First use July 18, 1962.

Owner of Fren<* Beg. No. 444.799, dated July 16. 1954

(Seine) . Natl. Inst. No. 39,965.

For Ceramic Materials Having High Mechanical Resist-

ance and Possessing Good Electrical Characteristics Such as

Utilised In the Art of Une and Equipment Insulators.
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SN 144.728. Ideal Industries, Inc., Sycamore, 111. Piled SN 148,3S1. Avnet Electronics Corp., Westbury, N.Y. Filed

May 16. 1962. July 5, 1962.

THERMO-STRIP
For Electrical Thermal Wire Strippers.

FirHt UHe Mar. 10, 1061.

SN 14S.595. Perfect Automatic Egg-Timer and Manufactur-
ing Company, Chicago, 111. Filed May 28, 1962.

The word "Automatic" Is disclaimed apart from the mark
as shown. Owner of Reg. No. 397.383.

For Automatic Time-Controlled Egg Boilers.

First use on or about Jan. 1 , 1917.

AVNET
For Electrical and Electronic Parts and Components Com-

prising Electrical Connectors, Semiconductors, Capacitors,

Transformers, Switches, Relays, Tubes, and Circuit Breakers.

Plr«t use Aug. 1, 1958.

SN 148.426. Sanborn Company, Waltham, Mass. Filed July

5. 1962.

SN 146,015. Cerametal Industries Umlted, Streetsrllle,

Ontario. Canada. Filed June 4, 1962.

ELECTRAMIC
Owner of Canadian Reg. No. 116,471. dated Dec. 31, 1959.

For Radiant GlasH Spaceheaters, Radiant Ceramic Space-

heaters, Electric Heating Elements—Namely, Electrical Re-

sistant Circuits Embedded In Porcelain Cement Secured to

Heat Emissive Surfaces.

fifo

SN 146,336. United Co-Operatlves, Inc., Alliance, Ohio.

Filed June 6, 1962.

IMPERIAL
For Electric Fence Controllers.

First use on or about Apr. 3, 1958.

SN 146.486. Infrared Industries, Inc.. Waltham. Mas».

Filed June 8. 1962.

INFRA-EYE
For Electromagnetic Detector Apparatus—Namely. Electro-

magnetic Radiation Detectors and Cells ; Amplifiers. Includ-

ing Solld-State Relay Devices ; Switches ; and Housings for

the Same.
First use In or about April 1961.

For Electronic Amplifiers.

First use May 10, 1961.

SN 160,142. Stephens Industries, Inc., Kansas City. Mo.

Filed Jan. 3. 1963.

TICKET MINDER
For Ticket Collecting Devices for Use With Electrical Cash

Registers.

First use Nov. 9. 1962.

Qass 22 — Cames, Toys, and Sporting Goods

SN 141.572. James H. Brldglns, d.b.a. Uncle Jim's Sales

Company, Springfield. Pa. Filed Apr. 6, 1962.

UNCLE JIM'S
For Disposable Polyethylene Gloves for Use In Cleaning

Big Game CarcaxHeH and Game Fish.

First use Mar. 17, 1962.

SN 146.487. Infrared Industries, Inc.. Waltham. Mass.

Filed June 8. 1962.

INFRASCAN
For Electromagnetic-Radiation Detection and Control

Apparatus. Including Detectors. Amplifiers and Associated

Optical Equipment and Housings for the Same.

First use In or about January 1961.

SN 142,514. Ideal Toy Corporation, Hollls, N.Y. Filed Apr.

18, 1962.

ROBOT COMMANDO
No claim of exclusive right Is made to the word "Robot"

for the goods recited except as appears In connection with

the mark.
For Motorized Remote Control Mechanical Toy on Wheels

Having Movable Arms, Eyes, and a Missile Firing Apparatus.

First use July 6, 1961.

SN 145,866. Margarete Stelff GMBH, Giengen (Brenx),

Wurttemberg, Germany. Filed May 31, 1962.

SN 146,953. Zenith Radio Corporation, Chicago, 111.

June 14, 1962.

Filed

STEIFF
ZENITH

For Electron Beam Parametric Amplifiers.

First use at least as early as Apr. 8, 1962.

For Toys—Namely, Stuffed Animals, Riding Animals, Cari-

catures, Character Dolls, Kites, Rockers, Saddles, Skittles.

Puppets, Rattles, Balls, Scooters, Balloons, Model Aircraft.

First use 1802 ; In commerce 1898.
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SN 1B1,4B2. Wilson Sporting Goods Co., River Grore, 111. SN 147,086. Brltt Tech Corporation, Brltt. Iowa. Filed

Filed Aug. 17, 1962. June 18, 1962.

X-31
For Golf Clubs.

First use Oct. 5, 1961.

LIQUID BRUSH
For High Pressure Spray Tyi)e Liquid Cleaning Machines.

First use September 1960.

SN 155,410. Giant Plastics Corp., New York, N.Y. Filed

Oct. 18, 1962.

GIAN%)
SN 147,087. Brltt Tech Corporation, Brttt, Iowa. Filed

June 18, 1962.

KLEEN KING

For Plastic Toys.

First use Sept. 1, 1962.

For High Pressure Spray Type Liquid Cleaning Machines.

First use September 1960.

SN 155,653. Rotokl Corporation, Livonia, Mich. Filed Oct.

22, 1962.

ROTOKI
For Kites and Parts Thereof.

First use Apr. 2. 1959.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 151,083.

SN 149,131. Stefan Relchsthaler, d.b.a. Audlon Elektro,

Amsterdam, Netherlands. Filed July 16, 1962.

SEALBOY
Owner of Dutch Reg. No. 131,466, dated July 19, 1958.

For Machines for Sealing Plastic Bags.

First use May 3, 1948 ; in commerce Aug. 4, 1958.

SN 155,976. Donald F. Duncan, Incorporated. Evanston. 111. SN 149,132. Stefan Relchsthaler, d.b.a. Audlon Elektro,

Filed Oct. 26, 1962. Amsterdam, Netherlands. Filed July 16, 1962.

IMPERIAL
Owner of Reg. No. 609,514.

For Toy of the Paddle Ball Type.

First use Sept. 24, 1962.

SEALMASTER
Owner of Dutch Reg. No. 136,080, dated Jan. 4, 1960.

For Machines for Sealing Plastic Bags.

First use Nov. 27. 1959 ; In commerce Dec. 11, 1959.

SN 156,908. 8ekur-All Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif, sn 149,766. Powered Pipe, Incorporated, Chicago, 111. Filed

Filed Nov. 8, 1962. July 25, 1962.

SUPER JUNIOR
Owner of Reg. No. 737,381.

For Plastic Roller Skates.

First use on or about Feb. 1, 1962.

Qass 23 - Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

8N 142,856. Predslon Flexopress Corporation, Cincinnati.

Ohio. Filed Apr. 23, 1962.

Precibidn
For Forming, Shaving. Blanking, Stamping, Punching,

and Cutting Presses.

First use on or about Jan. 2, 1952.

POWERED PIPE
The word "Pipe" is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown without, however, disclaiming any common law rights.

For Equipment for Loading and Unloading Fluids From

Ships or the Like.

First use Sept. 18. 1957.

SN 150,376. Walker Manufacturing Company, Racine. Wis.

Filed Aug. 1, 1962.

WALKER
For Parts and Accessories for Use on or in Connection

With Road Vehicles and Internal Combustion Engines Includ-

ing Jacks, Lifting Devices, Wheel Dollies, Axle SUnds, Axle

Supports and Parts Thereof, and Exhaust System Parts

Including Mufflers, Tall Pipes. Exhaust Pipes, Tall Pipe

Spouts, Exhaust Elbows, Extensions, Deflectors, Clamps.

Brackets, Hangers, Bushings. Orommets. and Insulators ;
and

Cold Chisels. Wrenches, and Sump Pumps.

First use 1908 on Jacks, lifting devices, wheel dollies, axle

stands, axle supports, and parts thereof.

SN 147,085. Brltt Tech Corporation, Brltt, Iowa. Filed

June 18. 1962.

KLEEN KING
LIQUID BRUSH

SN 151.254. Ballex Corporation. Ozone Park, N.Y. Filed

Aug. 15, 1962.

DISPATCHER-MATIC
For Conveyors for Delivering Articles, EspecUUy Articles

For High Pressure Spray Type Liquid Cleaning Machines, of Wearing Apparel.

First use September 1960. ^»rst use Mar. 15. 1962.
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8N 152,302. The Harriman Manufacturing Company, Chat-

tanooga, Tenn. Filed Aug. 31, 1962.

SN 157,556. Rlccar Sewing Machine Co.

Chlyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan. Filed Nov. 19,

Ltd.,

1962.

Kanda,

For Sewing Macfatnes, Bewlng Machine Component Parts,

Sewing Machine Cablneta and Tablet, 8«wlng Machine Port-

able Carrying Caaes.

First use at least as early as July 26, 1949 ; in commerce

at least as early as October 1960.

Owner of Reg. No. 135,411 and others. ,^, .«,,.„ ^ c . c , r, ^ixtvwxtv
For Agricultural Implement^Namely, Ground Engaging SN 15T,5T8. Top Sewing Supply Corporation. New York, N.T.

Cultivator Sweeps.
First use July 26. 1962.

Filed Nov. 19, 1962.

TOP

SN 152,862. Yxhults Stenhuggerl AB. Hallabrottet, Sweden.

Filed Sept. 10, 1962.

For Bobbins, Hooks, and Caaes for Sewing Machines.

First use Oct. 15, 1962.

SN 157.579. Unity Machine and Tool Corp ,
Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Nov. 19, 1962.

UNITY

Owner of Swedish Reg. No. 103,368, dated July 20, 1962.

For Hand Tools for Treating Wood, Concrete, Lightweight

Concrete, and Brick—Namely, Saws, Planers, Axes, Drills,

and Scrapers and Groovers for Use In Masonry Work and

Wood Working.

SN 154,641. Siemens Electrogerate Aktlenjtesellschaft,

Munich, Germany. Filed Oct. 5, 1962.

For Industrial and Family Sewing Machine Parts Includ-

ing Presser Feet, Bobbin Cases, Special Attachments, and

Accessories.

First use on or about Mar. 1, 1947.

SN 157,638 Outboard Marine Corporation, Waukegan, III.

Filed Nov. 20, 1962

For Marine Propulsion Units and Parts and Accessories

Therefor.

First use Apr. 25, 1961.

SN 157,722. Oneida Ltd., Oneida, N.Y. Filed Nov. 21, 1962

SUTTON PLACE
For Stainless Steel Flat Tableware.

First use Oct. 25. 1802.

The mark consists of an "SE" monogram. Owner of Ger-

man Reg. Nos. 269,209, dated Aug. 8, 1921, and 715,739,

dated July 11. 1958.

For Juice and -Milk Centrifuges, Juice Extractors, Dough
Kneaders, Orating and Slicing Devices, Electric Grinders for

Coffee. Spice and Food. Electric Meal and Vegetable Cutters,

Electric Cleaning and Sanding Machines, Electric Dry

Shavers and Electric Heated Calender Rollers.

SN 157,740. The Union Fork and Hoe Company, Columbus,

Ohio. Filed Nov 21, 1962.

RIDGEBACK

SN 155.192. Punch-Lok Company, Chicago, 111 Filed Oct.

Owner of Reg. No. 354,050.

For Hand-Operated Lawn and Garden Tools—Namely,

Shovels, Rakes, Forks. Hoes, Hooks, and Cultivators.

First use Oct. 26. 1962.

15. 1962.

PUNCH-LOK SN 157.753. The American Well Worka. Aurora, 111. Filed

For .Manually-Operated Tools for Applying Clamps to Hoses

and Conduits and the Like. Tool Kits and Parts Therefor,

Mallets, Clamp Cutters, and Power-Operated Machines for

Applying Said Clamps.

First use on or about Oct. 14, 1940.

Nov. 23, 1962.

AMWELL
For Tank Mixers for Mixing Dry Materials With Liquid.

First use June 1957.
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SN 158,210. Albln Manufacturing Co., Seattle, Wash. Filed SN 159,180. Tester Cori>oration, Iron River, Wis. Piled
Nov. 80, 1962. Dec. 13. 1962.

RITZ
For Log Handling Machinery. Including Log Grapples and

Tag Lines.

First use Apr. 24, 1957.

SN 158,285. The Tait Manufacturing Company, Dayton.
Ohio. Filed Nov. 80, 1962.

FALCON
For Deep and Shallow Well Pumps and Parts Therefor.
First use Oct. 31, 1962.

SN 158,317. Brown Machine Company, Beaverton, Mich.
Filed Dec. 3, 1962.

For Rotary Vacuum Forming Machines, Forming and
Trimming Machines, Temperature Coptrol Units, Polishing

Roll Units, Continuous Vacuum Forming Machines, and
Accessory Equipment In the Plastics Field. '^

First use February 1956.

SN 158,389. Sonic Engineering Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.
Filed Dec. 3, 1962.

ECONOSONIC

For Portable Band Saw.
First use Nov. 2, 1962.

SN 159,177. Trico Fuse Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. FUed
Dec. 14, 19«2.

Owner of Reg. No. 399,308.
For Lubricating Devices in the Nature of Oil Cups for

Machine Bearings.

First use Jan. 14, 1933.

SN 159,382. Cherry-Burrell Corporation, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Filed Dec. 19, 1962. »

ARO-VAC
For Processing Equipment for Vacuum Treatment of Fluid

Products.

First use Oct. 26, 1956.

SN 159.780. Sanford Industries, Inc., Pompano Beach, Fla.

Filed Dec. 26, 1962

ROLL-A-MASTER
For Truss Fabricating Machines.
First use Nov. 2, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 678,852.

For Machines for Homogenizing, Emulsifying, Disf>erslng,

.Mixing and the Like Utilizing Hydraullcally Actuated Vibrat-

ing Element.

First use In about May 1959. fc^^

S.\ 158,962. Daffln Corporation. Minneapolis, Minn. Filed

Dec. 12, 1962.

SN 160,012. Schmleg Industries, Inc., Detroit, Mich. Filed

Dec. 31, 1962.

CENTRI-SWIRL
Owner of Reg. No. 367,948.

For Sewage Treatment Plants.

First use at least as early as December 1962.

For Storage and Conveying Apparatus
First use August 1962.

SN 158,964. Ex-Cell-O Corporation, Detroit, Mich. Filed

Dec. 12, 1962.

FLAME SEAL
For Packaging Equipment Machinery.

First use Sept. 25, 1962.

SN 160,130. H. K. Porter Company, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 3, 1963.

DIAL-A-POWER
For Electric Drills, Saws, and Sanders.

First use Sept. 24, 1962.

SN 160,655. P It H Tube Corporation, Bossier City, La.

Filed Jan. 14, 1963.

ZIPPY
Owner of Reg. No. 654,413.

For Muffler Repair and Replacement Kits, Resonator Pipes,

Tail Pipes, Tail Pipe Hangers. Strap Clamps, Pipe Reducers

and Connectors, Slip Joints, Elbows. Scavenger Pipes and

Parts and Accessories Therefor

First use January 1959.
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8N 160 831 Bolton Em.-rson. Inc., Lawrence. Maw. Filed SN 161,009, Crescent Dental Manufacturtng Conapany. Chl-

*

Jan. 17. 1963. "80.111. Filed Jan. 21. 1963.

AERO-SWEEP ^hCMMid
For Paper Mill Showers.

¥^Tf^i use Nov. 28. 1962. Owner of Reg. Nos 379.462 and 739.983.

For Electrically Operated Devices of Varying Sizes Adapt-
'~~~^^~~'

pd for rue In Mixing. Pulverlilng, Grinding. Crushing, Dllut-

8\ 160 832 Bolton-En.erHon, Inc., Lawrence, Mass, Filed Ing, Blending, Emulsifying and Amalgamating Dry, Liquid

Jun 17 1963 Granular, Comminuted. Solid or 8*ml-8olld Materials, Dental

Alloys and Emulsions and Used In Industrial Research, Edu-

cational, Metallurgical, Chemical, DenUl, Medical and Phar

maceutlcal Applications, Adapters Used on Said Devices and

For Truncated Conical Refiner PlugH. Comprising Closable Mixing Containers Having Clamping

First use Jan. 29, 1962. Means Thereon.

First use Dec. 20, 1949.

EMERTUF

SN 160,833. Bolton-Emerson, Inc., Lawrence, Mass. Filed

Jan. 17, 1963.

HYDRO-TRUSS

SN 161,290. Supreme Products Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 23, 1963

VERSATAPPER
VoT Shell Fillings for Jordan Engines.

First use Oct. 14, 1936.
For Drill Press Attachments.

First use July 16, 1960.

SN 160,895. Sallna Manufacturing Company, Inc., Sallna,
j,j^. 161,.')63 Saco-Lowell Shops, Chicago, III. Filed Jan. 28,

Kans. Filed Jan. 17, 1963. 1963.

SPINOMATIC
For Textile .Machinery—Namely, Spinning Frames

First use Nov. 30, 1962.

SN 161,764. Oilson Bros. Co., Plymouth, Wis. Filed Jan.

31, 1963.

CORPORAL
For Rotary Tillers.

First use Feb 6, 1959.

For Flour Mill Equipment. Such as Feeders, ConveylnK

Systems and Other Material Handling Accessories.

First use .\pril 1958

SN 160.M9« Sallna Manufacturing Company, Inc., Sallna,

Kans Filed Jan. 17, 1963

AEROLOCK
For Feeders for F'npuniatic Conveyor Systems

First use .\ugust 19fi2.

SN 161,914 Syrall Manufacturing Company, Inc.. Syracuse.

N V. Filed Feb 1, 1963.

For Machinery Namely. Bottle and Glass Crushers and

Metiil Can Squeezers and Crushers.

First use Apr. 28, 1961.

S.N' 163,409. Royal McBee Corporation, New York. .NY

Filed Feb. 25, 1963.

EMPEROR
SN 160,898. Swlslier Mower k Machine Co.. Inc., Warrens-

burg, Mo. Filed Jan 17. 19t):{.

For Typewriting Machines and Parts Thereof.

First use Feb 14. 1963

^di^^
For Gasoline Powered Lawn Mowers.

First use in May 1956.

Class 25 - Locks and Safes

SN 155,702. Continental Instruments Corporation, Lyn-

brook, N.Y. Filed Oct. 23, 1962.

CYPHER
For Electric and Electronic Locks and Latching Devices

With and Without Associated AUnns.

First use Sept. 22, 1961.
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Class 26 -Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

SN 143,155. Mohr Lino-Saw Company, Skokie, III

Apr. 26, 1962.
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FUmI

SN 77.359. Coors Porcelain Company, Golden, Colo. Filed
July 9. 1959.

COORS SILLIMANITE
(MULLITE)

Applicant disclaims the words "Sllllmanlte" and "Mulllte"
apart from the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 870,009
and 526.054.

For Laboratory Porcelain Ware Consisting of Refractory
Tubes and Vessels, Sampling Tubes, Pyrometer Tubes, Com-
bustion Tubes, Crucibles, Combustion Boats. Evaporating
Dishes, Casseroles, and Chemical Porcelain Ware.

First use June 10, 1938.

AUTOPOSITOR
For Automatic Positioning Mechanisms for Slug Llnecast-

Ing Machines.

First use Feb. 19, 1962.

SN 146,866. Margarete Stelff GMBH, Glengen (Breni),
Wurttemberg, Germany. Filed May 31, 1962.

STEIFF
For Model Aircraft for Technical Purposes.
First use 1892 ; in commerce 1898.

SN 180,404. American Bosch Arma Corporation, Garden
City, NY. Filed Oct. 23, 1961.

DigiTracer
For Electrostatic Tape Recorder and Reader.
First use Apr. 26. 1961.

SN 132,577. Omega Dynamics Corporation, Pasadena, Calif.

Filed Nov. 22, 1961.

SN 149,233. Westlnghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh,
Pa. Filed July 17. 1962.

STUDIO ONE
For Camera Lights.

First use on or about Oct. 1, 1961.

SN 164.126. The A. Lletz Company, San Francisco. Calif.

Filed Sept. 28. 1962.

c^&^/^/^em For Ellipse Templates Used In Technical Illustrating To
Show Round Objects in Perspective.

First use Sept. 13, 1962.

SN 154,642. Siemens Electrogeiilte Aktlengesellscbaft,

Munich, Germany. Filed Oct. 5, 1962.

The mark consists of the Greek letter Omega, and the
English letter "D."

For Measuring and Scientific Appliances, Including, but
not Limited to. Sensors and Gauges for Measuring and/or
Detecting Physical Phenomena Such as Pressure, Force,
Acceleration, Vibration, and Displacement ; Indicators for

Converting Responses of Sensors and/or Gauges to Signals

Which Are Useful In Reading Out the Magnitude of the

Phenomena Measured and/or Detected ; Shock Wave Gen-
erators ; Dead Weight Testers ; and Photometers

First use Mar. 2. 1961, on sensors for measuring pressure.

The mark consists of an "SE" monogram. Owner of Ger-

man Reg. Nos. 269,209. dated Aug. 8. 1921. and 715,739,

dated July 11, 1958.

For Thermally Operating Switches and Regulators.

SN 136.421. Business Research and Engineering Corpora-
tion. Ardmore. Pa . assignee of American Research Com- ^N 155,049. Crosfleld Electronics Limited, London. England

pany. Princeton, N.J. Filed Jan. 24, 1962. ^'*** O*^* ^2, 1962

SOURCE PUNCH INKATRON
Applicant disclaims the word "Punch." •^'"»«'- »' »''•«•'»> «*«• N"- 793,490, dated July 20, 1959.

For Data Processing Device To Punch Holes in Tabulating ^^^ Apparatus for Use in Measuring the Ink Density

Cards and Card Sets. °' Printed Material and for Automatically Controlling the

First use Apr 21 1961. Supply of Ink in Printing Presses and Parts of the Aforesaid

Goods.

S.N 142,851. Picker X-Ray Corporation Waite Manufactur SN 158,570. Skasol Incorporated. San Francisco, Calif.

Ing Division. Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Apr, 23, 1962. Filed Dec. 5, 1962.

FERROSCOPE CHEMPORTIONER
For Magnetic Inspection Apparatus for Detecting Defects For Apparatus for Feeding and Measuring Chemicals Used

In Articles. in Water Cooling Systems.
First use July 15. 1940. First use May 9. 1962.
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Qass 27-Horological Instruments

August 20, 1963

8N 14«,B85. College Seal and Great Company, Cambridge.

Masa. Piled June 11, 1962.

SN 149,869. People's Jewelry Company, Inc., Toledo, Ohio.

Filed July 26, 1962.

HENRI DARREAUX
The name "Henri Darreaux" U fictitious.

For Watches.

First use June 10, 1958.

Class 28 - Jewelry and Predous-Metal Ware

SN 141,534. Lossau k Kramer, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed

Apr. 4, 1962.

For Jewelry and Novelty Itwna Made Wholly or In Part of.

or Plated With, Gold or Silver or Alloys of Gold or Sliver

—

Namely, Rings. Fobs, Charms, Pins, Keys, Badgea, Quarda.

Brooches, Lapel Buttons, Medals and Trophies, Lockets,

Bracelets, Compacts, Pendants, Earrings. Neck Chains, Watch

Bracelets, Jewel and Pill Boxes, and Letter Openers; Cuff

Links, Tie Olps. Tie Tacks. Key Rlnga and Chalna. Buckles

;

Sterling Sliver Flatware and Hollowware, Each With or

Without College and School Seals and Crests, Fraternal and

Civic Emblems, Fraternity and Sorority Emblems, Military

Insignia and Devices, Organliatlonal and Commercial In-

signia or Greek Letter Insignia.

First use 1910 on rings, fobs, and charms.

For Rings, Charm Bracelets, Charms. Pendants, Neck

Chalna, and Crosses.

First use 1934.

SN 146,857. laaac Zahler, d.b.a. Ortslnal Creations Co.

New York, N.Y. Filed June 13, 1962.

SN 141,659. Joseph Telg, New York, NY. Filed Apr. B,

1962.

Jo
For Gold Rings.

First use Mar. 29, 1962.

SS 142,025. Gordon Erlckson Co., Minneapolis, Minn. Filed

Apr. 11, 1962.

The term "14K" is hereby disclaimed.

For Ladles" and Gents' Fine Jewelry. Consisting of Ladles-

Charm Bracelets. Watch Bracelets, Chokers; Gents' Watch

Attachments With and Withont Casea, Key Chains.

First use June 11, 1962.

SN 148,050. Luti k Weiaa 0.m.b.H., Pforxbeim, Germany.

Filed June 29, 1962

<9<f
For Jewelry and Precious-Metal Ware Including Rings.

Bracelets, Brooches, and Charms.

First use June 1, 1945.

SN 145.106. .Miller and Velt, Inc., Ne^ York, NY. Filed

May 21, 1962.

Owner of German Reg. No. 152,686, Hied Dec. 18, 1911.

For Bangles, Key Chains, Necklets, Prayer Beads. Bracelets,

Jewelry Clips, Jewelry Mountings, Finger Rings. Rosaries.

Wrlstwatch Straps, Novelties. Coasters. Flatware and Hollow-

ware. All Made of Sliver.

SN 148,209 Manhattan Platinum Products, Inc., New Tork,

NY. Filed July 2, 1962.

($B
For Diamond Rings.

First use January 1962.

For Jewelry—Namely, PendanU. Plna. Braceleta, and

Watch Bands.

First uae June 27. 1962.
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SN 148.884 Speldel CorporatiOB, Providence, R.I. Filed SN 186.460. Wefferllng Berry * Company. Incorporated,

July 3, 1962. Newark, N.J. Filed Oct. 18. 1962.

DIAMOND LIL
No claim is made to the word "Diamond" apart from the

remainder of the mark.

For Watch Braceleta.

First uae May 18, 1962. W
SN 148,400 Luti * Weias G.m.b.H., Pforxbeim, Germany. For Jewelry—Namely, Finger Rings, Pins, Lapel Buttons,

Filed July 5, 1962. Charms, Cuff Links, Crosses, Neck Chains, Tie Slides, Tie

Tacks, Brooches, and Bracelets.

First use 1925 on finger rings, pins, lapel buttons, charms,

and cuff links.

Qass 30— Crockery, Earthenware, and

Porcelain

SN 114.798. Shenango China, Inc., New Castle, Pa. Filed

S.R. Mar. 2, 1961 ; Am. PR. Dec. 6, 1961.

Owner of German Reg. No. 609,664, dated July 26, 1951.

For Candy and Cereal Dishes, Coasters, Flatware, and

Hollowware, All Made of Silver.

SN 148,576. Friedrich Bis<±off, Pforiheim, Germany. Piled

July 9, 1962.

APOLLO
For China Dlnnerware.

First use Jan. 16, 1958.

SN 134,568. Shenango China, Inc., New Castle, Pa. Filed

Dec. 22, 1961.

COUNTRY KITCHEN
Owner of German Reg. No. 607,178, dated May 12, 1951. p^^ china Dlnnerware.

For Bangles, Brooches, Necklaces, Bracelets, and Clasps pj^^ ^^^ jj^^ 2, 1961.

for Jewelry.
"""^"^

SN 149,564 Golden Jewels, Ltd., New York, NY Filed
Q^^j 2\ — RlterS and RefrigOratOrS

July 23, 1962.

SN 149,689. Norton Company, Worcester, Mass. Filed July

28, 1962.

ZEOLON

For Jewelry for Personal Adornment.

First aae June IS, 1962.

For Crystalline Zeolite* Being Molecular Sieves for CaU-

lytic. Ion Exchange and Gas Separation Uses.

First use on or about Mar. 13. 1962.

SN 155.788 Display Fixtures, Inc., St. Paul, Minn. Filed

SN 149,699. Royal of Pittsburgh, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa. ^^ ^^ jg^j.
Filed July 23, 1962.

"Therma
For Refrigerator EHsplay Doora.

First use Sept. 17, 1962.

The term "Originals" is diadaimed. The name "Andr«

Pierre" does not identify a particular living individual, and

Is wholly fictitious.

For Jewelry.

Flrat use June 1962.

SN 157,170. Turbomatic, Inc.. Minneapolis. Minn. Fil^

Nov. 13, 1962.

For Water Conditioning. Purifying, and Softening Appa-

ratus.

First uae Oct. 12, 1962.
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Class 32 - Furniture and Upholstery
SN 106,342. Alreloom Beddlnc Company, AUtambra, Calif.

Filed Apr. 8, 1968.

8N 149,400. W. H. Mead, d.b.a. Preasteel Company, El Monte,

Calif. Filed July 19, 1962.

For Work Benches and Laboratory Tables.

First use June 22, 1962.

BRIDAL SUITE
For Mattresses and Box Springs.

First use Feb. 1, 1968.

SN 166,880. Olobe Feather k Down Co., Chicago, HI. Piled

Apr. 9, 1963.

ALLER-DOWN
For Pillows.

First use Oct. 24, 1962.

SN 182,061. The Hill Corporation, Trenton, N.J., assignee

of C. V. Hill k Company, Inc., Trenton, N.J. Filed Aug.

28, 1962.
SN 166,688. Eclipse Sleep Products, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 11, 1968.

I-4IE^I^
UNIQUILT

For Mattresses.

First use Apr. 21, 1960.

Owner of Reg. No. 349.479.

For Non-Refrigerated Store Fixtures, Including Shelving,

Display Racks, Dump Tables, and Dry Vegetable Stands.

First use June 26, 1962

Qass 34- Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

SN 103,638. Calumet k Heela, Inc., Allen Park, Mich. Filed

SN 152,062. The Hill Corporation, Trenton, N.J.. assignee Aug. 29, 1960.

of C. V. Hill k Company, Inc.. Trenton, N.J. Filed Aug.

28. 1962.

For Finned Tubing.

First use July 29. I960

LOKTFIN

SN 103,589. Calumet k Hecla, Inc., AUen Park. Mich. Filed

Aug. 29, 1960.

LOKFIN
For Finned Tubing.

First use July 29, 1960.

The drawing Is shaded to Indicate contrast of appearance

between the background and the design and is not Intended

to Indicate any specific color.

For Non-Refrigerated Store Fixtures, Including Shelving,

Display Racks. Dump Tables, and Dry Vegetable Stands.

First use June 26, 1962.

SN 15T,858. O. K. Smith, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Not.

23. 1962.

SN 156,233. Kenlln Enterprises, Inc., Highland Park, 111

Filed Oct. 30, 1962.

ADJUSTO-RAIL
For Bed Rail Equipped With Posltlonable Hooks.

First use Sept. 21, 1962.

DYNA- I :h

For Exothermic Hot Tops, Exothermic Mold Boards, Exo-

thermic Powders, and Hot Topping Compounds.

First use February 1962.

SN 166,112. The Mead Corporation, Dayton, Ohio. Filed

Apr. 4, 1963.

SPRING-ROLL

SN 158,788. Radiant Baseboard Panels, Incorporated, New-

Ington, Conn. Filed Dec. 7, 1962.

RADIANT-RAY
Owner of Reg. Nos. 608,274, 728.864, and 725,294.

For Residential and Commercial Boilers and Accessories

iind Parts Therefor.

First use May 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 719,987. SN 158,864. Spedalloy, Inc., Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 10,

For Flexible Plastic Shelving for Display Purposes, Display 19^2.

Stands, and Merchandisers—Namely, Display Devices In

Which the Displayed Items Are Automatically Repositioned

or the Supply Thereof Renewed and for Component Parts

Thereof.

First use May 18, 1959, on shelving.

ALU-VERLAY
For Flux Protective Cover for Molten MeUlUc Bath.

First use Nov. 20, 1962.
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SN 159 077 The McKay Company, Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed SN 161.061. The B. F. Goodrich Company. Akron, Ohio.

Dec. 13. 1962. F"*<» J" 21. 1968.m PERMAFLEX
For Tread Compound In New Pneumatic Tires.

First use Jan. 2, 1968.

SN 161,052. The B. F. Ooodrich Company, Akron, Ohio.

Filed Jan. 21, 1968.

For Welding Electrodes.

First use May 28, 1962. DURA-MILE
For Tread Compound In New Pneumatic Tires.

SN 169,157. Framo Electronics, Inc., Red Bank, N.J. Filed pirst use Jan. 2, 1963. ^^
Dec. 14, 1962. ______^-^-^——^-^——^—

^

Class 36- Musical Instruments and Supplies

SN 186,150. The Omega Electronics Corporation, Phoenix,

Ariz. Filed Jan. 8, 1962.

For Steam and Vapor Oenerators Operated by Electricity.

First use Feb. 18, 1962. @
SN 159,440. Union Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 19, 1962.

For Stereophonic Audio Amplifiers.

First use Sept. 16, 1961.

MULTIMET
Owner of Reg. No. 428,980.

For Electrodes for Electric Welding.

First use on or about Not. 27, 1962.

SN 185,491. Coral Records, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Jan. 10, 1962.

SN 169.575. General Dynamics Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 21, 1962.

HflKllD-SDNlCl

STARFIRE
For Mechanically Grooved Phonograph Records.

First use Nov. 27, 1961.

For Oxygen and Acetylene Welding, Cutting, and Bracing

Equipment.

First use Dec. 8, 1962.
SN 147,909. The Ferrodynamlcs Corporation, Lodl, N.J.

Filed June 28, 1962.

Class 35 - Belting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

SN 160,484. The B. F. Ooodridi Company, Akron, Ohio.

Filed Jan. 10, 1968.

TWINLINE
For Automobile Tires.

First use Dec. 15, 1962.

SN 161,049. The B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio.

Filed Jan. 21, 1963.

FLEXSYN
For Tread Compound In New Pneumatic Tires.

First use Jan. 2. 1968.

'^ fi'll
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8N 151,341. Lesmann Corporation, West AlUa, Wis. Filed SN 108,4B5. Kenart Sales Co., New Tork, N.T. Filed Dec. 4,

Aug. 16. 1962 1962.

LESMANN
For Electronic Musical Instruments Such as Electric

Organs, Combination Accordions and Electric Organs and
Reverberation Amplifiers.

First use June 22, 19S9.

SN 169.679. Aeolian Corporation, East Rochester, NY.
Filed May 27. 1963.

AMPICO

AGIC

RITER

For Ball Point Pens.

First use Oct. 1, 1959.

Owner of Reg. No. 700,535. '

For Perforated Music Sheets, Commonly Known as Piano
Rolls for Mechanical Player Pianos.

First use on or about Apr. 2, 1963.

Qass 37 — Paper and Stationery

SN 99,787. Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed June 27, 1960

SN l«5,e01. Dan Kasoff Inc., New York, NY. Filed Mar.

28, 1963.

DESIGNS FOR GIVING For Pens and Pencils. Metal Paper Weights, Combined
Pencil and Telephone Dialer, Pencil and Magnifier Made of

Non-Precious Metals.

For Decorative Wrapping Material Comprising a Laminate First use Feb. 20, 1956.

of Paper and Aluminum Foil.
"^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^~"~^^"^^~"^'~""~

First use on or about Oct. 23. 1958.

SN 119.449. The Executive Desk Diary, Ltd., New York,

NY. Filed May 4, 1961.

Qass 38 — Prints and Publications

SN 156,488. David Cole Gordon, New York. N.Y. Filed

Nov. 2, 1962.

For Desk Diary, Appointment Book, Identification and
Place Marker for Books, and the Like.

First use Oct. 15, 1959.

jthe\

occasional

CRUSADER

SN 137,690. A/8 FlUa, Copenhagen, Denmark. Filed Feb.

12. 1962.

For Periodic Publication—Namely, a Pamphlet.

First use Aug. 27, 1962.

SN 150,059. Warner Press, Inc., Anderson, Ind., by change

of name from Oospel Trumpet Company, Anderson, Ind.

Filed Dec. 13, 1963.

FAITHFUL GREETINGS
For Orcetlnc Cards.

Flrat uae Jan. 1, 1957.

Owner of Danish Reg. No. 2028/1961, dated Jan. 27, 1062.

For Crayons and Pastels, Pencils, Pens, Cardboard and
Drawing Paper, Painting and Sketch Books.

Flrat use Aug. 1, 1951 ; In commerce April 19S9.

SN 159,000. Warner Press, Inc., Anderson, Ind., by change

of name from Ooapel Trumpet Company, Anderson, Ind.

Filed Dec. 18, 1962.

GLAD TIDINGS
For Greeting Cards.

BMrst use Sept. 1, 1957
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SN 159,336. The Committee on Christian Education of the SN 130,715. Richard B. Mlndlln, d.b.a. Coach House, Kansas

Orthodox Presbyterian Church, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. City, Mo. Filed Oct. 26. 1961.

Filed Dec. 18, 1962.

THE MARK
For Magazine Published Monthly.

First use Oct. 16, 1962.

m ÔACH HOUSE

SN 159,369. Whitney Communications Corporation, New
York, NY. Filed Dec. 18, 1962.

ENVIRONMENT
For Magaxlne.

First use Sept. 21. 1962.

Qass 39- Clothing

SN 123,846. Sport Specialty Shoemakers Company, St. Louis,

Mo., by assignment and change of name from Sport

Specialty Shoemakers, Inc., St. Louis, Mo. Filed July 12,

1961.

For Women's and Misses' Clothing—Namely, Skirts,

Sweaters, Blouses, Shirts, Dresses, Swim Wear, Shorts,

Slacks, Coats, Suits, Rain Wear, Scarves, Collars, So<As,

Hosiery, and Belts.

First use Mar. 3, 1955.

SN 182,918. Hat Corporation of America, Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Nov. 28, 1961.

HYDROSET
For Men's Hats.

First use Oct. 18, 1961.

SN 133,092. Schiller Bros., Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed

Nov. 30, 1961.

;3^«w
PETTI-TWIST

Owner of Reg. No. 686,888.

For Petticoats.

First use Nov. 24, 1961.

For Women's Shoes.

First use June 8, 1961.

SN 138,337. Torch Rubber Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 20, 1962.

GOLF-O-SHU

SN 128,865. O'Brien Manufacturing Co., Temple, Tex. Filed

Sept. 21, 1961.

SADDLE CHAMP

T
TORCH

Owner of Reg. No. 722,«16.

For Men's Golf Over-Shoes and Bobbers.

First use Feb. 16, 1962.

For Western Styled Trousers for Men and Boys of the Jean

Type To Be Made of Cotton Duck, Denim and Other Material g^ 139,167. The Villager, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Commonly Used In This Type of Trousers. Mar. 5, 1962.
First use June 29, 1961.

PHILADELPHIAN COLLAR
SN 129,886. Silver Knit Hoalery Mills, Inc., High Point,

N.C. Filed Oct. 13, 1961. The word "Collar" is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.

DTHJ' A DD1?DCTI1?1> For Collars for Blouses.

X IJW.A r IvI!jX O 1 CjMX First use Dec. 1, 1960.

No daim is made to the word "Pima" apart from the mark
shown in the drawing.

For Hosiery for Men, Boys, and Women.
First use Aug. 1, 1961.

SN 140,189. Soeiete i Reaponaablllte Llmltee Dite : Chris-

tian Dior, Paris, France. Filed Mar. 19, 1962.

BOHAN
SN 129,886. Silver Knit Hosiery Mills, Inc., High Point,

N.C. Filed Oct. 18, 1961.

PIMA PRO
No claim is made to the word "Pima" apart fr(Hn the mark

shown In the drawing.

For Hosiery for Men and Boys.

First use Oct. 9, 1961.

"Bohan" is the name of a designer whose consent to reg-

ister the mark is of record. Owner of French Reg. No.

497,761, dated July 18, 1961 (Seine) ; Katl. Inst. No. 168.191.

For Junior BClsses', Misses', and Ladies' Coats, Dresses,

Qowns for Outerwear, Suits, Jackets, Boleros, Evening Capes,

Sport Ensembles Made Up of Blouses, Vests, and Skirts;

Shawls and Scarfs; and Sweaters; Coats, Jackets, Capes,

Stoles, Scarfs, Muffs and Collars All Made of Fur; Under

wear; Stockings; Gloves, Shoes, and HaU for Ladles.
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8N 140.814. Arkwrlght, Incorporated, New York, NT. 8N 148,250. Maxon 8hlrt Corporatton, OPeenTllle, B.C. Filed

riled Mar. 27. 1962. Apr. 2T, 1962.

WARWICK
For Men'i and Boys' Sweaters, Underwear, Dress Shirts,

Pajamas, and Bathing Trunks, and Sport Shirts.

First use Feb. 10. 1954.

8N 141,063. Olamorlse Foundations. Inc.. New York. N.Y.

Filed Mar. 29, 1962.

SINCERELY YOURS
For Olrdles, Brassieres, Corsets, and Corselets.

First use June 23. 1961.

No registration rights are claimed for the words "Young
Men's Fashions" apart from the mark shown in the drawing.

For Young Men's Shirts.

First use Apr. 2, 1962.

SN 141,960. Mabs, Inc.. d.b.a. Lancer of California, Los

Angeles, Calif. Filed Apr. 10. 1962. SN 144,823. The Euro Shirt Company. Inc.. Louisville. Ky.

Filed May 17, 1962.

CA L I FO R N I A N

The drawing is lined for gold. No claim is made to the

designation "Callfornlan" apart from the mark shown In

the drawing. Owner of Reg. No. 583.618.

For Men's and Boys' Dress and Sport Shirts.

First use Apr. 3, 1962.

For Men's Shirts, Pajamas, Ladles' Blouses.

First use Feb. IB, 1962.

SN 145.410. A Sagner's Son. Frederick. Md. Filed May 24,

1962.

LADY NORTH

SN 142,490. Ace Manufacturing Company, Inc., San An-

tonio. Tex. Filed Apr. 18, 1962.

"Lady North" Is not known to be the name of any par-

ticular living individual. Owner of Reg. Nos. 560.918 and

709.093.

For Ladies' Jackets. Coats, Suits, Slacks.

First use Sept. 30, 19«0.

SN 150,015. J. Capps ft Sons, Ltd., Jacksonville, 111. Filed

July 30. 1962.

BEECHER HALL
For Men's Suits.

First use July 9. 1962.

No registration rights are claimed for the word "Cap "

gjj 151,853. United States Rubber Company. New York. N.Y.

apart from the mark as shown ; however, the applicant waives
Filed Aug. 24. 1962.

none of Its common law rights In the mark as shown or any

feature thereof.

For Caps for Men and Women.
First use Mar. 29. 1962.

RAYNSTER

?N 142.491. Ace Manufacturing Company. Inc., San An- Wearing Apparel

tonio. Tex. Filed Apr. 18. 1962. First use July 13, 1916

Owner of Reg. No«^14,8»8.

For Outer Rainwear and Outer Waterproof Industrial

ACEtronaut

For Caps for Men and Women.
First use Mar. 29, 1902.

SN 151,929. Thomas La Maida, Inc.. Cleveland, Ohio. Filed

Aug. 27. 1962.

"CAP OF REMEMBRANCE"
The word "Cap" la dlaclalmed apart from the mark as

shown. Owner of Reg. No. 566.649.

For Graduation Cap.

First use Mar. 3. 1952.
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8N 155,664. Rudln ft Roth, Inc.. New York, N.Y. Piled 8N 167,«06. Davldaon-Blgelow, Incorporated, New York. NY.
Oct. 22, 1962. Filed Nov. 20, 1962.

x-SHIRTn^ SNEAKER PALS

^ 7^

For Hosiery for Children.

First use Sept. 26. 1962.

For Socks.

First use Oct. 10, 1962.
SN 157.657. Washington Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

I Nashville, Tenn. Filed Nov. 20, 1962.

SN 155,916. Orey-Wood Knitwear Industries, Inc., New York,
NY. Filed Oct. 25, 1962.

GOLD STAR
Owner of Reg. No. 236.986.

For Men's and Boys' Shirts. Shorts. Pants, Slacks, Pa-
Jamas, Overalls, Dungarees, Coats and Jackets ; Ladles' and
Olrls' Skirts, Blouses, Jackets, Dungarees, Shorts, Pants and
Slacks.

First use September 1926.

For Women's Sweaters.

First use Sept. IS. 1961. SN 157,874. Alleen, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed Nov. 26,

1962.

SN 156,040. Wembley, Inc., New Orleans. La. Filed Oct. 26,

1962.

SUAVAIR
For Sets Consisting of a Necktie, Handkerchief, and Tie

Tack.

First use July 15, 1962.

SN 156,260. Avon Shoe Co., Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed

Oct. 81. 1962.

HAY-LOWS
Owner of Reg. Nos. 556.671 and 571.010.

For Women's Shoes.

First use Aug. 10. 1962.

The drawing is lined for red and gray. Owner of Reg. No.

651,225.

For Misses', Junior Misses'. Girls', and Infants' Sports

Wear—Namely, Shorts, Pants, Shirts, Dresses, Blouse Tops,
Jackets, Sweaters, Slacks, Blouses, and Beach Wear.

First use Aug. 27, 1962.

SN 158,849. Onelta Knitting Mills, New York, N.Y. Filed

Dec. 10, 1962. „

SN 166,808. Iiod, Ltd., New York. NY. Filed Oct. 31. 1962.

CONSCIENCE CORNER
For Men's Clothing Covering Sports Shirts, Slacks, Shorts,

Swim Trunks, Socks, Jackets, and Sweaters.
First use Oct. 22, 1962.

ROYAL KLAD
For Underwear.

First use Dec. 5, 1960.

SN 159,123. Fred Segal, d.b.a. Fred Segal Men's Store, Los

Angeles, Calif. Filed Dec. 13, 1962.

SN 167.198. Beebe Rubber Company, Naabua, N.H. Filed

Nov. 14, 1962.

BEE CORE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 875,908, 598.286. and others.

For Shoe Heels of Rubber and Rnbberous Compositions
and Having Embedded Attaching Elements.

First use on or about May 11. 1962.

SN 157,597. Joe Brand. Inc.. Laredo, Tex. Filed Nov. 20,

1962.

BRANTONo
c/Aao

For Men's and Boys' Wearing Apparel—Namely, Suits,

Sport Coats, Slacks. Top Coats, Vests. Jackets. Dress Shirts.

Sport Shirts, and Neckties.

First use Aug. 8, 1962.

For Men's Trousers.

First use September 1962.
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8N 161,888. Kroywen Coats, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed SN 182,781. Freeman Shoe Corporation, d.b.a. Freeman Shoe

Feb. 1, 1963. Corp., Belolt, Wis. Filed Feb. 14, 1968.

FREEMAN

Owner of Reg. No. 396.682.
For Ladles' and Misses' Coats, Suits, and Jackets.

First use Dec. 19, 1941.

Owner of Rec Nos. 296,687, 728,148, and others.

For Men's Shoes Constructed of Leather, Rubber, Fabric

or Combinations Thereof.

First use on or about Sept. 8, 1962.

SN 162,989. Southland ManufactuHng Co., Inc., Wilming-

ton. N.C. Filed Feb. 18, 1968.

SN 161,907. Samuel Solomon, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed

Feb. 1. 1963.

FLY-ETT
For Wearing Apparel—Namely, Coats.

First use Jan. 3, 1963.

^^dStn^xl^^

SN 162,533. Carlyle Shirt Co., Inc., New York, NY Filed

Feb. 12, 1963.

CARNELLA
For Men's and Boys' Shirts-

First use Feb. 1, 1963.

Owner of Reg. No, 401,666.

For Men's and Boys' Outer Shirts, Pajamas, Underwear,

and Shorts.

First use 1931.

SN 163.172. R.F.R Associates, Inc., New York. NY. Filed

SN 162,534. Chtlders Hosiery Mill, Inc., Hlldebran, N.C. Feb. 20, 1963.

Filed Feb. 12, 1963.

CRAZY HORSE
'^ v/1jIV l-ri\i>l V>l!i

pj^p Ladles' Outerwear—Namely, Sweaters, Shirts, Blouses,

Jackets, Two Piece Suits, Dresses, Pants, Shorts, Skirts, and

Culottes.

First use Feb. 8. 1963.

For Hosiery.

First use Feb. 11, 1963.

SN 162,665. Sodete Rhodlaceta, Paris. France. Filed Feb. gj^ 163,208. Amway Sales Corporation, Ada, Mich. Filed

13. 1963. p^b. 21, 1963.

DOLCETA TABLEAU
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

508,296, dated Oct. 11, 1962 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No 192,862.

For Clothing for Men, Women, and Children—Namely,

Robes, Two-IMece Suits*. Coats, Underwear. Cardigans, Vests,

and Waist Coats. Includlnt; Boots, Shoes, nnd Slippers.

For Clothing—^Namely, Hosiery.

First use on or about Feb. 13, 1963.

SN 162,66H. Soclete Rhodluceta, Paris, France. Filed Feb.

1.3, 1963.

SN 163,236. Joseph W. Henschel, d.b.a. Henschel Manufac-

turing Company, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Feb. 21, 1968.

GAME HUNTER
For Men's and Boys' Hats and Cape.

First use Jan. 29, 1963.

SN 163,272. Frank Plastlno, d.b.a. Frank's Hat Co.. New
York, NY. Filed Feb. 21, 1968.

SPORT GUARD
For Head I'rotectlng Head Gear, Including a Removable

Head Protecting Shell and for tbe Shell.

First use on or about Mar. 19, 1962.

SN 163,590. Thomson Company, Thomson, Oa. Filed Feb.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No. 27 1963.
508,297, dated Oct. 11, 1962 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 192,863.

For Clothing for Men, Women, and Children—Namely,
Kobea, Two-Plece Suits, Coats, Underwear, Cardlguii, Vests,

and Waist Coats, Including Boota, Sboea, and Slippers.

SLATS
For Men'a Slacks.

First uae Feb. 19, 1968.
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8N 168,618. Bdiaoo Brotbera BtorM Inc., St. Louis, Mo. SN 157,048. Beannlt Corporation, New York, N.T. Ill«d

Filed Feb. 28. 1968. Not. 18, 1962.

FOOTWISERS
For Women's Shoes.

First use Feb. 18, 1968.

Beau®
®suRe

fciiiMTHnifiT (c,\TSiV[MESSM

SN 168,658. Penobscot Shoe Company, Boston, Maaa. Filed No claim Is made to the words "Nylon Tricot" apart from

Feb. 28 1963. ^* \a9,T\. as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 407,099, 706,878,

UNIMOC' For Tricot FabHcs ConUlning SubsUntial Amounts of

For Moccasins. Nylon.

First use Feb. 22, 1968. First use on or about Sept. 26, 1962.

SN 163,940. Qaran, IneorporatMl, New York, N.Y. Filed

Mar. 5, 1968.

HILLSDALE
For Men's and Boys' Sportahlrts.

First use Feb. 1, 1968.

SN 163,945. Hygrade Mfg. Corp., New York, N.Y. Filed

Mar. 5, 1968.

SN 158,467. M. Lowenstein & Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 4, 1962.

PLUIE DE PARIS
"Plule de Paris" in English means "Paris rain."

For Textile Piece Goods of Cotton and Synthetic Fibres

and Mixtures Thereof for Making Articles of Wearing Ap-

parel, Including Blouses, Dresses, Shirts, Skirts, and the Like.

First use Oct. 3. 1962,

OVERBROOK SN 162,386. Wall Trends, Inc.. Brooklyn, NY. Filed Feb. 8,

1968.

For Raincoats, Topcoats, Suburban Coats, Jackets, Parkas,

and Pants and Trousers.

First use Jan. 10, 1968.

SCENE-0-RAMA

SN 163.946. Hygrade Mfg. Corp.. New York. NY. Filed

Mar. S. 1963.

CHANNEL CROSSING
For Raincoats, Topcoats, Suburban Coats, Jackets, Parkas,

and Pants and Trousers.

First use Jan. 10, 1968.

Class 42 -Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabria, and Substitiites Therefor

8N 148.486. Deerlng MUliken. Inc., New York. N.Y. Filed

July 6. 1962.

TORERO
For Textile Fabrics Made of Wool, Cotton, and Synthetic

Fiber* and Combinations Thereof.

Pint uae June 9, 19«2.

For Decorative Wall Coverings Consisting of Strips or

Panels of Printed Canvas Cloth.

First use July 1956.

SN 162,526. Bayside Net & Twine Co., Inc., Port Isabel, Tex.

Filed Feb. 12, 1963.

NYTEX
For Fish Netting Made From Cotton and Other Natural

and Synthetic Yarns.

First use May 7. 1962.

SN 162,543. Ellas Wllf Coriwration, Baltimore, Md. Filed

Feb. 12. 1963.

ROOM-MATES
For Draperies. Bedspreads, and Slipcovers.

First use Oct. 5. 1962.

SN 162.624. Samuel Bauer k Sons. Inc., New York, NY.

Filed Feb. 13, 1963.

SN 162,696. William Heller, Inc., New York, •N.Y. Filed

Sept. 7, 1»«2.

SEW-BEST

COTTONELLA
For Cotton Knit Piece Goods or Fabric.

First use Aug. 29, 1962.

For Fabrics in the Piece Made of Cotton, Silk, Wool, and

Synthetic Fibers and Blends Thereof.

First use June 1986.

SN 162,686. Fieldcreat Mllla. Inc., Spray, N.C. FUed Feb.

18, 1968.

SN 165,446. Sodete Rhodlaceta, Paris, France. Filed Oct.

18, 1962.

DROPGAL
Owner of French Beg. No. 488,886, dated May 25, 1960

(Parts) : Natl. Inst No. 145,168.

For Textile Fabrics Used for Making Dresses, Robes. Suits,

Coata, Underwear, Shirts, and the Uke. and Bed and Table

CoTtn.

TM 798 O.G.—11

ai/ia
For Textile Rugs and Carpeting.

First use Jan. 24, 1963.
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SN 162,852 J. J. Newberry Co., New York. N.Y. Filed Feb.

13, 1»63.

LADY SUZAN
For Towels and Wash Clotha, Sheets and Pillow Cases,

IMllow Ticks, Pillow Covers, Mattress Covers, and Pads and

Blankets.

First use Nov. 16, 1962.

SN 162,673. Sodete RhodiaceU, Parlt, France. Filed Feb.

13, 1963.

RHONELLA
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

509, 322, dated Nov 22, 1962 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 195,124.

For Threads and Yarns of Synthetic Fibers.

SN 162,676. Soclete Rhodlaceta. Parts, France. Filed Feb.

SN 162,672. Soclete Rhodlaceta, Paris, France. Filed Feb.

13, 1963.

13, 1963.
RHONELLO

RHONELLA
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

.509.322. dated Nov. 22, 1962 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 195,124.

For Textile Fabrics of Synthetic Fibers In the Piece.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

509,323, dated Nov. 22, 1962 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 195.128.

For Threads and Yarns of Synthetic Fibers.

SN 162,679. Soclete Rhodlaceta. Paris, France. Filed Feb.

13, 1963.

SN 162,675. Soclete Rhodlaceta. Paris, France. Filed Feb. RHONELLY
13, 1963.

RHONELLO
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

.509.323, dated Nov. 22. 1962 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 195,125.

For Textile Fabrics of Synthetic Fibers In the Piece.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

509,324. dated Nov 22. 1962 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 195.126.

VoT Threads and Yarns of Synthetic Fibers.

Qass 44 -Dental, Medical, and Surgical

SN 162,678. Soclete Rhodlaceta, Paris. France. Filed Feb.

Appliances

13, 1963.

RHONELLY
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

.')09,324, dated Nov. 22, 1962 (Paris) ;
Natl. Inst. No. 19.5,126.

For Textile Fabrics of Synthetic Fibers In the Piece.

SN 134,662. Nedmac, Inc., Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Dec.

26. 1961.

AMPLATZ
For Injectors for Use With X-Ray and Other Radiological

Equipment.
First use Nov. 1, I960.

Class 43 - Thread and Yarn

SN 162,430. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, -NY.

Filed Feb. 11, 1963.

SN 136,094. Weleda A.G. (Weleda Co. Ltd.), Arieshelm.

Switzerland. Filed Jan. 18. 1962.

WELEDA
SLR

P'or Synthetic Yarn.

First use Dec. 13, 1962.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Swiss Reg. No.

188,337, dated Oct. 16, 1961. Owner of U.S. Reg. No.

205,563. , „.
For Instruments and Apparatus for Physical Therapy—

Namely, Magneto-Therapy and Colour-Therapy.

SN 162,667. Soclete Rhodlaceta, Paris, France. Filed Feb.

13, 1963.

DOLCETA
Priority claimed under Sec 44(d) on French Reg. No.

.-)0H,296. dated Oct 11. 1962 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 192,862.

For Threads and Yarns of Synthetic Fibers.

SN 162,670. Soclete Rhodlaceta, Paris. France. Filed Feb.

13, 1963.

SN 149.031. A.T.I. Industrlea. hot Anfeles, Calif. Filed

July 16, 1962.

ADVANCE TRENDS
For Medical and Dental Instrument Cleaners of the Type

Kmploying ritrasonlcally Agitated Fluid Baths and Medical

Therapy Apparatus of the Type Employing Ultrasonic and

Electrical Stimulation.

First use June 28. 1961.

SN 157,590. The Blrtcher Corporation. Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Oct. 17, 1962.

Priority claimed under S«h'. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

508,297, dated Oct. 11, 1962 (Paris) ; Natl. Inst. No. 192,863.

For Threads and Yarns of Synthetic Fibers.

For Medical Equipment—Namely. Electro Surgical De^l«».

Ultrasonic Therapy Units. Short Wave Diathermy Units,

and Electrocardiographs.

First use Nov. 21, 1957. on ultrasonic therapy unlU.
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SN 165.903. CreatlTe Craft Co., Inc.. Danla. Fla. Filed SN 167.521. C. R. Bard. Inc.. Murray Hill. N.J. Filed Apr.

Apr. 2, 1963. 25. 1963.

BOT-L-STA BARDEXPAK
For Baby Bottle Holder.

First use July 20, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 643,922 and 74«.727.

For Set of Items Required for Catheteriwttlon, Comprising

a Catheter, a Drainage Tube and a Drainage Bag, Preassem-

bled and Ready for Use, Together With an Underpad, Towel.

Gloves, Rayon Balls, Cleansing Solution, Syringe, Water
SN 166,205. Magnetic Medical & Dental Products, Inc.,

p^^ket. and a Tube of Lubricating Aseptic Jelly.
Boston, Mass. Filed Apr. 5, 1963. First use Nov 7 1962.

TEXT BOOK
For Hypodermic Needles.

First use Mar. 27. 1963.

SN 167,550. Interstate Prosthetics Corp.. New York. N.Y.

Filed Apr. 25. 1963.

TUFLON
SN 186.206. Magnetic Medical k DenUl Products. Inc.,

Boaton, Mass. Filed Apr. 5. 106S.

For Denture Resin and Dentures.

First use Mar. 28, 1963.

RAPID SORB
For Hypodermic Needles.

First use Mar. 27, 1963.

SN 166.611. Henry P. Boos Dental Laboratories, Inc., Min-

neapolis, Minn. Filed Apr. 12, 1963.

Class 45— Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters

SN 159.267. National Nugrape Company, Atlanta, Ga. Filed

Dec. 17, 1962.

LIMIT-CAL

DUPLI-DENT For Soft Drinks and Extracts, Concentrates, and Syrups

for Making the Same.
First use Nov. 28, 1962.

For Dentures.

First use Mar. 27. 1963.

SN 166,632. Florida Manufacturing Corporation, Daytona

Beach, Fla. Filed Apr. 12. 1963.

DISKARDS

SN 159,268. National Nugrape Company, Atlanta, Ga. Filed

Dec. 17, 1962.

SLIM'R
For Soft Drinks and Extracts, Concentrates, and Syrupe

for Making the Same.
First use Nov. 28, 1962.

For Disposable Cervical Traction Halters.

First use Sept. 13, 1961.

SN 159,269. National Nugrape Company, Atlanta, Ga. Filed

Dec. 17, 1962.

SN 166,678. The Wooster Brush Company, Wooster, Ohio.

Filed Apr. 12, 1963.

MAGIKOMFORT
For Bed Pads.

First use Mar. 22, 1968.

TRACE-CAL

SN 167,085. Barnes-Hind Barium Products Co., Sunnyvale,

Calif Filed Apr. 15, 1963.

For Soft Drinks and Extracts. Concentrates, and Synips

for Making the Same.

First use Nov. 28, 1962.

Qass 46— Foods and Ingredients of Foods

SN 130,913. Kentucky Fried Chicken, Inc., Shelbyvllle, Ky
Filed Oct. 30. 1961.

JKeumocobri 'dsfuyerh[Jmgod
For Bottle Syringe Asaembly for Rectal Administration of

^^^ Freshly Prepared Chicken and Gravy Packaged and

Barium or Air Enema. g^^j^ j^ Retail Trade.
First use December 1953. Y\n\. use April 1952.

SN 167,248. Ethlcon, Inc., Somerrllle, N.J. Filed Apr. 22,

1963.

MERSILENE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 676,812, 679.695, and 679,696.

For Sutures and Ligatures.

First use Mar. 11, 1963.

SN 146,305. National Dairy Products Corporation. Chicago.

111. Filed June 6. 1962.

CALORIE WISE
For Jelly, Cheeae, and Salad Dressing. —
First use Mar. 26, 1962.
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8N 150,028. Diamond Crystal Salt Company, St. Clair,

Mich. Filed July 30, 1962.

8N 168,442. William Underwood Company, Watertown,
Mass. Filed Feb. 26, 1903.

HI-SIX
For Salt for Mixing With Animal Feeds.

First use Aug. 21, 1961.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 154,875. UNDE

SN 155,298. Carnation Company, Los Angeles, Calif. Filed

Oct. 17, 1962.

CAUCO COW
For Non-Carbonated Flavored Milk Drink.

First use Sept. 21, 1962.

SN 155,523. The Procter & Gamble Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio. Filed Oct. 19, 1962.

PG-7N

Owner of Reg. Nos. 44,765, 691,019, and otbera.

For Canned Foods—Namely, Denied Ham, Clams, Bar-

dines, Clam Chowder, and Meat Spread and Canned and Bot-

tled Clam Juice.

First use Apr. 2, 1959, on derlled ham ; at least the year
1867 as to a "representation of a derll," pictured In Tarloas
forms ; June 1, 1937, as to the word "Underwood" and rep-

resentation of a devil. In a different form, on deviled ham.

For Vegetable-Derived Shortening.

First use Sept. 5, 1962. SN 168,548. Hygrade Food Products Corporation, Detroit,

Mich. Filed Feb. 27, 1963.

SN 166,218. Calvert, Vavasseur and Company, Inc., New
York, N.Y. Filed Oct. 80, 1962.

FLAVOR PRIDE
The term "Flavor" Is disclaimed apart from the mark.

For Canned Mushrooms.
First use Oct. 17, 1962.

GRIDIRON
For Frankfurters.

First use July 1962.

SN 168,562. Hygrade Food Products Corporation, Detroit,

Mich. Filed Feb. 27, 1968.

SN 169,824. Just Born Incorporated, Bethlehem, Pa. Filed

Dec. 27, 1962.

HOT TAMALES
For Cinnamon Flavor Candles In Boxes.

First use February 1950.

BASEBALL
For Frankfurters.

First use July 1962.

SN 160,091. J. L. k Paul Bnmett, Spartanburg, S.C. Filed

Jan. 8, 1963.

SN 168,558. Hygrade Food Products Corporation, Detroit,

Mich. Filed Feb. 27, l»68.

FOOTBALL

^mjki£
For Frankfurters.

First use July 1962.

For Fresh and Canned Peaches.

First use June 18, 1962. SN 168,641. Mars. Incorporated. Chicago, 111. Filed Feb.

28, 1968.

TCI

SN 168,808. The Arkansas Rice Growers Cooperative Asso-

ciation, Stuttgart. Ark. Filed Feb. 25, 1968.

KID STUFF
For Candy.
First use Feb. 4, 1968.

SN 168,677. Universal Foods Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Feb. 28, 1968.

For Rice.

First use June 1. 1960.

SN 168,856. Golden Grain Macaroni Co., San Leandro, Calif.

Filed Feb. 25, 1968.

SAFF-A-RONI
Owner of Reg. Nos. 684,182, 789,479, and others.

For Mushroom Sauce and Spaghetti Bance.

First use Jan. 22, 1968.

For Soup Bases.

First use Feb. 15, 1968.
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SN 168,678. Universal Foods Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis. SN 149,845. The Viking Distillery, Inc., Albany, Ga. Filed
Filed Feb. 28, 1963. July 18, 1962.

PETER MOSKA
The name "Peter Moska" Is a fictitious one.

For Vodka.
First use June 22, 1962.

For Soup Base*.

First use Feb. 15, 1968.

SN 157,161. S<Aenley Distillers, Inc., d.b.a. Scottish Imports
Company, New York, N.Y. Filed Nov. 13, 1962.

SQUARE RIGGER
For Scotch Whisky.
First nse Aug. 81, 1962.

SN 168,724. Garden Farms, Inc., Las Vegas, Nev. Filed

Mar. 1, 1968.

vaDfln

SN 157,512. E. Isolabella * Figllo S.p.A., Milan, lUly.
Filed Nov. 19, 1962.

ISOLABELLA

For Fresh Vegetables.

First use Jan. 21, 1963.

SN 168,727. Garden Farms, Inc., Las Vegas. Nev. Filed

Mar. 1, 1963.

VEGAN
For Fresh Vegetables.

First use Jan. 21, 1963

Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 318,346, 412,316, and 667,184.

For Dessert Liqueurs.

First use in the year 1870 ; In commerce in the year 1937.

Class 50 -Merchandise Not Otherwise

Classified

SN 145,866. Margarete Stelff GMBH, Glengen (Brens),
Wurttemberg, Germany. Filed May 31, 1962.

STEIFF

SN 163,729. Industrial Abastos. 8.A. de C.V. y P.E., Mexico
City. Mexico Filed Mar. 1, 1963.

IDA
For Canned Meats.

First use May 10. 1961 ; in commerce May 10. 1961.

QassdT— Wiaes

SN 180.904. Great Lakes Wine Company. Chicago. 111. Filed

Oct. 30. 1961.

DOMINA
The Latin word "Domlna" Is properly translated to be

"mistress," "wife," and figuratively speaking, "lady."

For Wine.

First use Jan. 26, 1961.

For Balloons for Advertising and Decorative Purposes.

Firstdise 1892 : in commerce 1898.

Qass 51 — Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations

SN 127,966. Helena Rubinstein, Inc., New York, N.Y. FUed
Sept. 15, 1961.

STIMULOTION
For Facial Mask.
First use Apr. 18, 1961.

SN 146,486. The Westminster Corporation, Long Island

City. N.Y. Filed June 7, 1962.

SN 152,286. The Noxsema Chemical Company, Baltimore,

Md. Filed Aug. 80, 1962.

SOMETHING SPECIAL
For InddenUlly Medicated Baby Skin Lotion.

First use Aug. 20, 1962.

MINT-HAGG
The Dutch word "Haag" signifies "hedge."

For Frultwlne Specialty.

First use Apr. 28, 1962.

Qass 49- DUtiNed AlcokoRc Liquors

SN 187,975. The British Columbia Dlatlllery Company Lim-

ited, New Westminster, Britlih Columbia, Canada. Filed

SN 152,286. The Noxsema Chemical Company, Baltimore,

Md. Filed Aug. 80, 1962.

TIME FOR A CHANGE
For InddenUlly Medicated Baby Skin Lotion.

Flnt nse Aug. 20, 1962.

Feb. 16, 1962.

FIVE SCOTS
Owner of Canadian Reg. No. 177, dated Feb. 11, 1936.

For Scotch Whisky.

SN 162,480. The Noxsema Chemical Company, Baltimore,

Md. Filed Sept 4, 1962.

COVER-MATIC
Owner of Reg. Nos. 404,788, 782,664, and others.

For Pigmented Cream Make-Up.

First use Aug. 17, 1962.
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SN 152,431. The Noxzema Chemical Company, Baltimore,

Md Filed Sept 4, 1962

COVER-MAGIC
Owner of Keg, Nos. 404,783, 732,564, and others.

For rittiiiented Cream Make-l'p.

First use Aug. 17, 1962

SN 155,339. The Procter & Gamble Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio. Filed Oct. 17, 1962.

THRILL
Owner of Reg. No. 364.104.

For Sudsing Cleaner, Cleanser, and Detergent, Intended

Primarily for Dishwashing.

First use 1934.

SN 152,432. The Noxzema Chemical Company, Baltimore,

Md. Filed Sept 4. 1962.

COVER-MEDIC
Owner of Reg. Nos. 404,783, 732,564. and others.

For riKiiiented Cream Make-Up.

First use Aug. 17, 1962.

SN 155,542. The A. L. Wilson Chemical Company, Kearny,

N J. Filed Oct. 19, 1962.

SN 157, 500. The House for Men, Inc., d.b.a. Treasure Island

Sales Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Nov. 19, 1962 BonuoG
HIS KUDOS

A translation of "Kudos" Is "reputation" or "popularity

Owner of Reg. Nos. 374,854, 672,292, and others.

For Bay Rum
First use Sept. 1, 1962.

Owner of Reg Nos. 585,488, 590.427, and 592,035.

For Cleaning Preparation—Namely, a Stain Remover.

First use Sept. 13, 1962.

SN 157,788. Robert Alan Franklyn, d.b.a. Robaire Alain,

Los Angeles, Calif. Filed Nov 23, 1962
SN l.')6,784. Renard A. Pellonl, d.b a. 3-R Products Co

Valley Stream, N.Y Filed Oct. 24, 1962.

JAGUAR Si 3-R
For Perfume and Toilet Water.

First use Nov 1, 1962. For Jewelry and Cultured Pearl Cleaner.

First use Sept. 10, 1962.

SN 161,187. Maradel Products, Inc.. New York, N.Y. Filed

Jan. 22, 1963.

SECOND CHANCE
For Face Creams, Perfume, and Toilet Water.

First use Jan. 7, 1963.

SN 161,143. Beau Peep Products, Inc., Danvers, Mass. Filed

Jan. 22, 1963

BEAU PEEP
Owner of Reg. No. 335,303.

For Shoe Cleaner.

First use Dec. 6, 1934.

SN 161,891 Lever Brothers Company, New York, NY.
Filed Feb 1, 1963.

CARESS
SN 162,210. Von Schrader Manufacturing Company. Racine.

Wis. Filed Feb. 6, 1963.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 299,190, 738,793, and others.

For Hand Cream.

First use Oct. 4, 1962.

MAIN-TEEN

Qass 52 - Detergents and Soaps

SN 132,127. Colgate-Palmolive Company, New York, NY.

Filed Nov. 16, 1961.

SOAKY
For Children's Fun Bath Having Cleaning Action.

First use Oct 6, 1961.

Owner of Reg. No. 399,488.

For Dry Cleaning Powder for Rugs.

First use Jan. 28, 1942.

SN 162,498. Simonlz Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Feb. 4.

1963

ONE SHOT
For Drain Cleaner.

First use Dec. 18, 1962.

SN 143,082. Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation, Wyandotte,

Mich. Filed Apr. 25, 1962.

SN 162,865. Purex Corporation, Ltd., Wllmln»ton, Calif.

Filed Feb. 15, 1963.

COMMAND
BORZIN

For Liquid Food Grade Acid Cleaner for Dairies, Dairy

Farms, Food Plants, Restaurants, Institutions and the Like.

First use Oct 6, 1961.

Owner of Reg. No. 408,247.
'

For Cleaning Compound for the Industrial Cleaning of

Metals.

First use in or about August 1939.

SERVICE MARKS
Qass 100— Miscellaneous

SN 156,717. Central American Life Insurance Company.

Lubbocic, Tex. Filed Nov. 6, 1962.

SN 120,100. J & J Oven Company, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed May 16, 1961.

The drawing la lined for orange.

For Retail Pretiel Stand and/or Shop Services.

First use Nov. 20, 1960.

Qass 101 -Advertising and Business

For Underwriting Insurance.

First use Sept. 6, 1962.

SN 147 921 Irwin Oreen, Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed June 28, SN 167,547. The W. J. Ferryman & Company. Incorporated,

jgg2
'

Birmingham, Ala. Filed Nov. 19, 1962.

WALKAD
For Advertising the Goods of Others by Means of Outdoor

Advertising Signs.

First use on or about May 17, 1962.

Class 102 -Insurance and Financial
For Computing the Instirance Needs of Other«, Such Com-

putations Being Based on Confidential Financial Information

Being Submitted by the Client.

SN 118,260. Pearle Johnson Trentman, Fort Worth, Tex., First use June 6, 1962.

assignee of Harry C. Trentman, Fort Worth, Tex. Filed ——^————^^-^-^—^^-^^—^"^"^""^
Feb. 7, 1961.

For Real Estate Brokerage Servlcea.

First use Jan. 1, 1912.

SN 113,755. National College Program. Inc.. New York. N.Y.

Filed Feb. 15, 1961.

Class 103 - Constniction and Repair

SN 142,162. Watson-Rooter Corporation of America, Van

Nuys. Calif. Filed Apr. 12, 1962.

WATSON roote;

Y.E.S.

First use Sept. 19. I960. First use Mar. 24, 1962.
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Qass 1 - Raw or Partly Prepared Materials Class 5 - Adheslves

754.814. COLORADO CARNATIONS AND DESION. Colo-

rado Flower Orowera AsBodatlon, Inc. 8N 140,646. COL-
LECTIVE MARK. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-26-62.

754.815. PORON. Rogers CorporaUon. 8N 141.7S3. Pub.
6-4-63. Filed 4-6-62.

754.816. FIELD AND DESIGN. Henry Field Seed and
Nursery Company. SN 148,868. Fab. 6-4-68. Filed

4-80-62.

754.817. POSY LANB. Henry Field Seed and -Nursery Com-
pany. SN 143.860. Pob. 6-4-68. Filed 4-30-62.

754.818. BALANCED REVITO. International Minerals ft

Cbemlcal Corporation. SN 148,888. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

5-4-62.

754.819. VAC-U-TRON. Hamllton-Skotcb Corporation SN
164.118. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-28-62.

754.820. DELTA. Sterneo Industries, Inc. SN 164,165.

Pub. 6-4-6.3 Filed 9-28-62.

754.821. FLO PAR. Safe-P Padflc Company. SN 156.017.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10- M-e2.

754.822. STONY CREEK. Stony Creek Granite Corpora-

tion. SN 165,020. lob. 6-4-68. Filed 10-11-62.

764.823. HARTZ MOtJNTAIN. Harts MonnUln Products
Corp. SN 165,151, Pub. 6-4-«3. Filed 10-15-62.

764.824. FLO-RITK. Harry T. Campbell Sons' Corporation.
SN 155,232. Pull, ft-4-63. Filed 10-16-62.

754,826. V. Olln Matbleson Cbemlcal Corporation. SN
155,325. Pub. 6-^4-63. Filed 10-17-62.

764,826. STAINGLO. Plastic Stained Glass Corp. SN
165.435. Pub. 6-4-«3. Filed 10-18-62.

Qass 2 — Receptacles

754.827. TRIAD. Gates Corporation. SN 189.402. Pub.
6-4-63. Filed 8-8-fl2.

754.828. POCKET PITCHER AND DESIGN. Mary L.

Washburn. SN 139,909. Pub. »-4-^. Filed 3-14-62.

764.829. KENNEL CASKETS. Kennel Caskets, Inc. SN
140,726. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-26-62.

754.880. LUMA CRATE. Aluma Corporation. SN 141,027.

Pub. 8-4-63. Filed 3-29-62.

754.881. VERICON BY BURT AND DESIGN. F. N. Burt
Company. Inc. SN 149,166. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 7-17-62.

754,832. DELTA. Sterneo Induitries. Inc. SN 154,166.
Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 9-28-62.

764,883. COLD-WAY. Pulp Reproduction Company. SN
164,511. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-4-62.

Qass 4- Abrasives and Polishing Materials

754.834. PUTT-N-POLISH. Armour and Company. SN
140,618. Pub. 6-4-fl8. Filed 8-26-62.

754.836. RL'BB-R-MAGIC. Dura Commodities Corporation.
SN 147,718. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-26-62.

754.836. PANGBORNITE. Pangborn Corporation. SN
169,520. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 12-20-62.

754.837. TUFF-E-NUF. Walter O. Legg« Company. Inc.

SN 159,993. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 12-81-62.
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764.838. MA DESIGN. Miracle AdtaealTes Corporation. SN
140.852. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-27-62.

754.839. REVIVO. International Minerals ft Cbemlcal Cor-

poration. SN 148,882. Pnb. 6-4-68. Filed 6-4-62.

754.840. DON-KOTB. Brnmlcir-Donaldson Company. SN
145,032. Pub. 6-4-68. FUed 6-21-62.

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

764.841. THERM-OIL. Mllwblte Mnd Sales Company. SN
187,645. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 2-9-62.

764.842. HEXO-MER. Merck ft Co., Inc. SN 188,729. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 2-27-62.

764.843. "AMMO-MIST." UnlTersal Blue Print ft Supply

Co. Inc. SN 142,666. Pnb. 6-4-68. Filed 4-19-62.

754.844. CYANACRYL. American Cyanamld Company. SN
142.914. Pub. 6-1-68. Filed 4-24-62.

754.845. BUGABOO. Bug-A-Boo Products Inc. SN 142,922.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-24-62.

754.846. BULL'S EYE. Le Ferre Cbemlcal Company. SN
142,965. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 4-24-62.

754.847. DIVIDEND. Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation.

SN 143,079. Pub. 6-4-88. Filed 4-26-62.

754.848. LANO-CO. Royal Bond, Inc. SN 148,168. Pub.

6-4-68. Filed 4-26-62.

754.849. POSY LANE. Henry Field Seed and Nursery Com-
pany. SN 143,861. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 4-80-62.

754.850. AQUADENE. Stllet-Kem Sales Corporation. SN
143,464. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 4-80-62.

784.851. TBNORAN. Cib« Limited. BN 144,458. Pub.

6-4-68. Filed 6-14-63.

754,862. LANACRON. Clba Limited. SN 144,459. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 5-14-62.

754.853. KLEER-KLOR. Tesco Chemicals, Inc. SN 144,659.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-14-62.

754.854. U8ALEC. Rota ft Eowe, Inc. SN 145,611. Pub.

6-4-68. Filed 5-28-63.

764.855. PRAMEX. S. B. Penlck ft Company. SN 146,962.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-1-62.

754.856. M-601. International Minerals ft Chemical Cori>o-

ration. SN 146,058. Pnb. 6-4-68. Filed 6-4-62.

754.857. FUME-STOP. Orkln Exterminating Company,

Inc. SN 149,668. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 7-24-62.

754,888. LEUCOPHOR. Sandoi, Inc. 8N 149,876. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 7-26-62.

754.859. LANAFAST. Crompton ft Knowles Cori>oratlon.

SN 150,926. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 8-10-62.

764.860. CAL-SIZE. Caled Products Company, Inc. SN
161,003. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 8-18-62.

754.861. DELTA. Sterneo Induttriee, Inc. SN 154,167.

Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 9-28-62.

754.862. BAYLBTON. Farbenfabrtken Bayer Aktiengesell-

tchaft. SN 164,226. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 10-1-62.

754,868. YORKTOWN. Marsh Supermarkets, Inc. SN
166,816. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 10-24-63.

754,864. PROLUCO. Brandhurit Company Ldmlted. SN

156,798. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 11-7-62.

764,866. TRILUCO. Brandhnrst Company Limited. SN

166,794. Pub. 6-4-68. FUed 11-7-63.
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Qass 7— Cordage
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764,866. ANCHOR DESIGN. St. Bgydyer Elsen- und Stahl-

Industrle-Oesellschaft. MULTIPLE CLASS (Classes 7, 14,

and 38). SN 189,787. Pnb. 6-4-68. Filed 8-18-62.

Class 9 -Explosives, Rrearais, Equipments,

and Projectiles

754.867. REVELATION. Western Auto Supply Company.

SN 142,149. Pub. 6-4-68. FUed 4-12-62.

754.868. PRIMALINE. The Bnslfn-Biekford Company. SN
156,789. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 10-24-62.

Class 10 -Fertilizers

754.869. UMPH! UNDILUTED MANURE PRODUCTS
FROM HENS. Ralph E. Cannack. d.b.a. Rexroyal Farms.

SN 143,210. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 4-27-62.

754.870. EMERALD GREEN AND DESIGN. Stadler Fer-

tiliser Company. SN 148,666. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

7-9-62.

Qass 12— Construction Materials

764.871. BLECTROCOTB. Season-All Industries, Inc. SN
182,751. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 11-24-61.

754.872. GBMSTONB. General Minerals Corporation. SN
186,460. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 1-24-62.

764,878. COSIANCHB. Comanche Steel Products, Inc. SN
186,681. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 1-26-62.

764.874. TERRA-LOSA. Terra-Losa, Inc. SN 189,854.

Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 8-7-62.

754.875. FOIL-TITB. Republic Foil, Inc. SN 189,682.

Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 8-13-62.

754.876. WILSONITE. Fred A. Wilson Company. SN

140,803. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 8-26-62.

764.877. MA DESIGN. Miracle AdheslTes Corporation.

SN 140,858. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-27-62.

764.878. H-BRACE AND DESIGN. H-Brace. Inc. SN
168,588. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 13-6-62.

754.879. BXKASE. Harblaon-Walker Refractories Com-

pany. SN 158.628. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 12-6-62.

754.888. DtjPAGE. Du Page Manufacturing Company. SN
148,715. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 7-10-62.

754.889. FOGMATIC. Abko Corporation. SN 148,886.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 7-10-62.

764.890. BITE-TIPE. The Aircraft Fitting Company. SN
148,869. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 7-12-62.

764.891. RITE-FLO. The Colonial Plasties Manufacturing

Company. SN 149,060. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 7-16-62.

754.892. NEUVOGUE. Crane Co. SN 149,068. Pnb.

6-4-68. Filed 7-16-62.

764,898. JORDAN. Richards Industries, Inc. SN 149,137.

Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 7-16-62.

764,894. LADY NEAT. Lady Neat Corporation, assignee of

Frank V. Peres. SN 149,817. Pub. 6-4-68. Piled

7-18-62.

764,896. HUBBBLL IT PAYS TO HAVE GOOD CONNEC-
TIONS AND DESIGN. Harrey Hnbbell, Incorporated. SN
160,171. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 7-81-62.

754.896. FLO-STOP. J. WiUard Beasley, d.b.a. Middlesex

Plumbing Service. SN 160,820. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed

8-2-62.

764.897. HV AND DESIGN. Homestead Valve Manufac-

turing Company. SN 150,416. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

8-8-62.

754.898. BALLCENTRIC. Homestead Valve Manufacturing

Company. SN 150.417. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-'8-62.

754.899. DELTA. Sterneo Industries, Inc. SN 154,168.

Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 9-28-62.

Qass 14- Metals and Metal Castings and

Forgings

754.866. (See Class 7 for this trademark.)

764.900. AIC. Howe Sound Company. SN 186,878. Pnb.

6-4-68. Filed 1-28-62.

764.901. SHELL 400. Precision Metalsmlths, Inc. SN

189,966. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-18-62.

764.902. ANASEAL. Anaconda Aluminum Company. SN

154,193. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 10-1-62.

754,908. PINNACLE. C. Tennant, Sons ft Co., of New York.

SN 164,867. Pub. 6-4-83. Filed 10-9-62.

754,904. TENN-CHROME. Tennessee Products ft Chemical

Corporation. SN 164,868. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-9-62.

Qass 13— Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Pitting Supplies

754.880. CHIEFTAIN. Chieftain Automotive Products

Corp. SN 188,088. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 3-16-62.

764.881. OEM. Crane Co. SN 188,471. Pub. 6-4-68.

Filed 2-38-62.

764.882. SPOT GATE. Benjamin Baxter. 8N 189,267.

Pnb. 6-4-68. Filed 8-7-62.

754,888. NEVERLEAK. Nicholas M. Reaves, d.b.a. Never-

leak Roof Flange and Metal Co. SN 1S9.680. Pub.

6-4-68. Filed 8-12-62.

754.884. PLUMBING FIXTURES FASHIONED BY RHEEM
AND DESIGN. Rheem Manufacturing Company. SN
140.884. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 8-21-62.

754.885. RAPIDRIL. Central Screw Company. SN 140,686.

Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 8-26-62.

754.886. STARLET. Shepherd Casters, Inc. SN 142,462.

Pub. 6-4-63. riled 4-17-62.

764.887. 8WINGFU8ER. FMC Corporation. SN 148.612.

Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 7-9-62.
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Qass 15 -Oils and Greases

754.905. PLA8TAL. Monroe Cbemlcal Co., Inc. SN

185,376. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-8-62.

754.906. R MIX PRODUCTS AND DESIGN. Armstrong

Chemical Products Company. SN 144,489. Pub. 6-4-68.

Filed 5-14-62.

754.907. SPRAYTEX. Texaco Inc. SN 147,969 Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 6-28-62.

754.908. 8UNAPLEX. Sun Oil Company. SN 164,524.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-4-62.

764.909. MIR-O-ROL. The Standard Oil Company. SN

154,643. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-6-62.

764.910. OCTRON. The SUndard Oil Company. SN

154.861. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 10-9-62.

764.911. CETRON. The SUndard Oil Company. 8X

154.862. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 10-9-62.

754.912. SPROCTOR. Beltraction Co. SN 155,043. Pub

6^-68. Filed 10-12-62.

764,918. LAMPLIGHTER. Muench-Kreuier Candle Co.,

Inc. SN 156.010. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 10-26-62.

Qass 16-Protective and Decorative Coatings

754.914. BEE-KRETE. Bee Chemical Company. SN 184,088.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 13-15-61.
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7r)4,91.". FISIONTRED. Iowa I'alnt Manufacturing Com-
pHuy. Inc. SN 136,770. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-29-62.

7,j4.91t). KINSHED-MASOX. RlnshedMason Company.
SN 142,;.<9. Pub. 0-4 6.1. tilled 4-20-62.

7r)4,917 DKLTA. Sternco InduHtrles. Inc. SN 154.169.

Pub. f, 4 «H. Filed 9 28-62.

Class 17— Tobacco Products

r54,918 LA FLOR DE GARCIA Y VEGA AND DESIGN.
Garcia y \ena. Inc. SN 144,066. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

5-8-62.

Qass 18 — Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

754,919. ILTRAVITES. lltravlte Ijiboratorlps Limited.

SN 142,064. Pub. 6-4 6,1. Filed 4 11 62

7.')4.920. KA-MIN. Vltnmlneral ProductN Co. SN 146,764

Pub. 6-4 «:< Filed 12 62

754.921. SPEROTAB. Testn^er & Co., Inc. SN 147,053

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-15-62.

754.922. COLDRIN. Vltamlx Pharmaceuticals, Incorpo-

rated. SN 150,132. Pub. 6-4-03. Filed 7-30-62.

754.923. BRE-BIT8. Eastern States Farmers' Exchange,

Incorporated. SN l.')4.705. Pub. 6 4-63. Filed 10-8-62.

754,924 ARTICL'LO.NE Luly Phannaceutlcal Company.
SN l.')6,996. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-9-62.

754,92.">. MOTIVAN. American Home Products Corpora-

tion SN 157.041. Pub fi 4 03. Filed 11 13-62.

7."i4,920. VASOCIDI.N. Smith. Miller * Patch, Inc SN
157,101. Pub 6-4-03. Filed 11-13-62

7.'>4,927. NOVASTAT . Dr. Salsbury's Laboratories. SN
15«,()20. Pub. 0-4-03 Filed 1 1-27-62.

754,92S, STANAFLIOR PLCS The Procter k Gamble
Company. SN 158,178 Pub 6-4-63. Filed 11-29-62

754.929. CETAPHIL. Tt'xan Pharmacal Company SN
1,">8,400 Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 12-3-62.

754,930 AQIARI'B The Wander Company. SN 158,411.

Pub. 0-4 O.H. Filed 12 .1 02.

754,931. NIOSITOL. The Dletene Company. SN 158,610.

Pub. 6-4 6.1. Filed 12-6-62

754.932 CARBATE. The Ipjohn Company SN 159,306.

Pub 6-4 03 Filed 12-17 02.

754,933. CATTLE-PLIS. Ralston Purina Company. 8N
159,011. Pub. 0-4 03. Filed 12-21-02.

7.54,934. LEDERMIX. American Cyanamld Contpany. SN
159,077 Pub. 4 03. Filed 12-2«V-62.

754.93.'). ONYCIIO PIIYTEX. Inlmed, Inc. SN 160,020.

Pub. 4-03 Filed 12.11 02.

754.930. ZVMAFU)R The I pjohn Company. SN 160.024.

Pub. ii-4-03. Filed 12 31 02.

Class 19- Vehicles

754,937. TF:K BIO Lecter J Von», asnifcnee of Tee Bug,

Inc. SN 111,H21 Pub 6-4 03. Filed 1-1.1-61

754. 93H. VELOVAP. ABG. SN 123,251. Pub. 6-4-63.

Filed 7 .1-01.

754,939 DESIGN OF FOIR DOUBLE CIRCLES. Auto
Union Gml) M. MULTIPLE CLASS (Classes 19 and 23)

SN 125.275. Pub. 0-4-03, Filed 8-3-61.

7.54,940. B DESIGN. Boles-Aero, Inc. SN 1.10,877. Pub.

4 03. Fil.-d 10-.10-01.

754.941. ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR HE BOUGHT FROM US.

Columbia .Motor Sales Co. SN 134,945. Pub. 0-4 63.

Filed 1-2-62

754.942. RIVERSIDE .Montgomery Ward k Co., Incorpo-

rated. SN 135,037. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 1-2-62.

754,943. HAULSTER. Outboard Marine Corporation. SN
135,381. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-8-62.

754.944 MARKO MICRO GROUND. Damm-Rocli, Inc.

SN 141.263. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-2-62.

7.54,945. APC AND DESIGN. American Plastics Corpora-

tion. SN 141,691. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-«-62.

754.946. V-FIN. Braincon Corporation. SN 143.341. Pub.
6-4-68. Filed 4-30-62.

7.'S4,947. RANGER. Standard Cycle Company, Inc. SN
150,113. Pub. (^-4-63. Filed 7-30-62.

754.948. TRAILBREAKER. Netbercutt Industrial Corp.

SN 150,590. Pub. ft-4-«3. Hied 8-6-62.

754.949. FROSHIELD. Allied Plastlca, Inc. SN 160.681.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-14-63.

754.950. PACEMATE AND DESIGN. Pitman Manufactur-

ing Company. SN 160,688. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-14-63.

754.951. DOWTY. Dowty Rotol, Inc. SN 160,759. Pub.

e-4-63. Filed 1-16-63

754,952 AQUA-LIFT. Olastron Boat Company. SN
161.177. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-22-63.

754,953. DESIGN OF CUP. Michigan Wheel Company.

SN 161,267 Pub. 6-4-63. Filed l-23-«3.

754,954 SUPER CUP X-100. Michigan Wheel Company.
SN 161.353. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-24-63.

Qass 21 — Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

754.955. DECA8WITCH. The Slegler Corporation. SN
114,974. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-6-61.

754.956. PAECO HP IN A CIRCLE AND DESIGN. Hewlett-
Packard Company, assignee of Palo Alto Engineering Com-
pany. SN 122,712. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-23-61.

754.957. ERIE AND DESIGN. Erie Reslator Corporation.

SN 137,729. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 2-12-62.

754.958. PJ. Ettco Wire k Cable Corp. SN 137,730. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 2-12-62.

754.959. CHEM-CARE. Chem-Care Products, Inc. SN
138,160. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 2-19-«2.

754.960. CAVALCADE. Bradley Manufacturing Company.
S.N 138,764. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 2-28-62.

754.961. NUVOX. Nuvox Electronics Corp. SN 188,976.

Pfib. 6-4-63. Filed 3-2-62.

754.962. 8YNCHR0P0T. Daystrom, Incorporated. SN
139,832. Pub. 0--4-63. Filed 3-14-62.

754.963. FILMATIC. Illinois Tool Works Inc. SN 189,940.

I>ub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-15-62.

754.964. MONACOR. Monarch Electronics International,

Inc. SN 140,473. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-22-62

754.965. PROGRESS AND DESIGN. Mans k Pfelfler. SN
142.722. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-20-62.

754.966. TECA AND DESIGN. Teca Corporation. SN
143,689. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-2-62.

764.967. UNIWAVE. Unlware, Inc. SN 144,206. Pub.

6-4-03 Filed 5-9-62.

754.968. I-T-E AND DESIGN. The I-T-E Circuit Breaker

Company. SN 144,388. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-11-62.

754.969. D DAMON AND DESIGN. Damon EnglneerlnR.

inc. SN 144,471. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-14-62.

754.970. DOT. H. K. Porter Company, Inc. SN 144,586.

Pub. 0-4-63. Fll.Hl 5-14-82.

754.971. CALLMITE. Codamlte Corporation. SN 160,862.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-9-62.

754.972. VAPOR AND DESIGN. Vapor Con>oratlon.

MULTIPLE CLASS (Clasaea 21 and 23). SN 154,818.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-1-62.

754.973. GOLDEN BREW. Cecllware-Commodore Products

Corporation. SN 154,660. Pnb. 6-4-63. Filed 10-6-62.

754.974. CADILLAC. Clements Mff. Co. SN 155,046. Pub.

6-4-68. Filed 10-12-62.
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754,976. OPEN HEARTH. S. W. Farber, Inc. SN 156,104.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-29-62.

754.976. POLYKENTHERM. The Okonlte Company. SN
159,519. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 12-20-62.

754.977. STAR ROAMER. Allied Radio Corporation. SN
160,524. Pub. 6-4 63. Filed 1-11-63.

754.978. INSUL 8 Insul-S Corp. SN 160,946. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 1-18-63.

754.979. IN8ULIFE. The Emerson Electric Manufacturing

Company. SN 161,029. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-21-63.

754.980. ASTROGUIDE. King Radio Corporation, Inc. SN
161,066. Pub. 6-4-03. Filed 1-21-63.

7.54,981. LECTRO-TENNA. Spirling Products Co., Inc. SN
101,749. Pub. 0-4-63. Filed 1-30-63.

754.982. CUSTOM KRAFT AND DESIGN. St. Louis Music

Supply Company. SN 165,535. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

3-27-63.

Qass 22 — Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

754.983. HUGA-BYE BABY. Valentine Dolls Inc. SN
130,526. Pub. 6-4-6;i. Filed 10-23-61.

7.54.984. BASKET BOWL. J. Cheln k Company. SN
139,469. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-9-62.

754.985. WEIGHTLESS MISSILE. Joe Dimatteo, d.b.a.

Weightless Missile Co. 8N 139.606. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

3-12-62.

754.986. TINKER ZOO. A. 0. Spalding & Bros. Inc. SN
140.398. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-21-62.

754.987. PAUL BUNYAN AND DESIGN. Joseph P. Hen-

nlck, d.b.a. Joe Hennlck Enterprises. SN 141,300. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 4-2-62.

754.988. REVELATION. Western Auto Supply Company.
SN 142,148. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-12-62.

754.989. HUMPTY DUMPTY. Eureka Specialty Printing

Company. SN 142.297. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-16-62.

754.990. U.S. TEENS. U.S. Teens, Inc. SN 143,183. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 4-26-62.

754.991. MARBLEHEAD AND DESIGN. Marblehead Golf

Corp. SN 144,288. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-10-62.

754.992. PALrO-MINE. Thomas Black k Sons (Greenock)

Limited. SN 146.454. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-8-62.

754.993. THE ICELANDIC SLEEPING BAG AND DESIGN.
Thomas Black k Sons (Greenock) Limited. SN 146,455.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-S-62.

754.994. ORBIE AND DESIGN. Paradise Manufacturing

Company. SN 147,393. Pub. 0-4-03. Filed 6-21-62.

754.995. SURF SHOP AND DESIGN. Jack E. ONeill.

d.b.a. Surf Shop. SN 147,748. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

6-26-62.

754.996. SPORTS ARENA. Milton Bradley Company. SN

148,364. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 7-5-62.

764.997. PRO BOWLING. Milton Bradley Company. SN
148,355. Pub. 6-4-03. Filed 7-5-62.

754.998. BIG TOWN. Milton Bradley Company. S.\ 148,356.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 7-5-62.

756.003. DURACUT. Outboard Marine Corporation. SN
140,740. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-26-62.

755.004. STAR LITE AND DESIGN. Borg Warner Corpo-

ration. SN 140,912. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-28-62.

765,006. CYRIL CIRCLIP AND DESIGN. Anderton Springs

Limited. SN 141,150. Pub. 6-4-63 Filed 3-30-62.

755.006. DYNACORD. Torpedo Buromaschlnen Werke A.G.

MULTIPLE CLASS (Classes 23 and 26). SN 143.581.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-1-62.

755.007. UNIFORMER. Albert E. Harold Fair. SN 160,373

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-8-63.

755.008. RELTOOL AND DESIGN. Reltool Corporation.

SN 160,392. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-8-63.

755.009. STUART. Fraser's, Inc. SN 161.039. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 1-21-63.

755.010. FLEXICONE. General Rubber Corporation. SN
161,495. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-28-63.

755.011. HYDYN ANT) DESIGN. Hydyn Company. SN
161,660. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-28-63.

Qass 23 -Cutlery, Machinery, and Tools,

and Parts Thereof

754,866. ( See Class 7 for this trademark.

)

754,939. (See Class 19 for this trademark.)

754,972. (See Class 21 for this trademark )

754,999. TRUE TURN. Van Oorp Manufacturing, Inc. SN
117,066. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-3-61.

755.000. TORNADO. Willys Motors, Inc. SN 123,614.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 7-6-61.

766.001. GIANT AND DESIGN. Giant Industries. SN
126,222. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-18-61.

755.002. ELUOTT VIBRATUB FINISHER AND DESIGN.
Vibraslide, Inc. SN 130,257. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-18-61.

Class 24 — Laundry Appliances and Machines

755.012. ALUMICOTE. Textile Mills Company. SN
136,407. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-23-62.

755.013. REPRESENTATION OF A DIAMOND. Blackstone

Corporation. SN 141,801. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-9-62.

Class 25— Locks and Safes

755,014. TYDEN. The Tyden Corporation. SN 146,84.5.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-13-62.

Qass 26— Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

755,(K)6. (See Class 23 for this trademark.)

755.015. ROYAL BLUE. EastHfi" Kodak Company. SN
112,890. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 2-1-61.

755.016. CONN. C. G. Conn. Ltd SN 127,322. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 9-6-61.

756.017. PI8TOLASER. Kollsman Instrument Corporation

SN 135,207. Pub. 6-4-63 Filed 1-4-62.

755.018. DAYMARC. Daymarc Corporation. SN 136,962.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-31-62.

755.019. STERLING. Sterling Automotive Manufacturing

Co. SN 138,062. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 2-15-62.

755.020. DIAMOND POWER. Diamond Power Specialty

Corporation. SN 139,605. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-12-62.

755.021. F AND DESIGN. Impulsphysik Dr. Ing. Frank

FrUngel G.m.b.H. SN 143,029. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

4-25-62.

755.022. TECA AND DESIGN. TECA Corporation. SN
143,690. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-2-62.

755.023. KIFIS. Kollsman Instrument Corporation. SN

143.638. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-2-62.

765.024. THE ASTROLAB. Astrosonics, Inc. SN 145,655.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-29-62.

755.025. DESIGN OF GROTESQUE MAN WITH BEAN
HEAD. FMC Corporation. SN 145,819. Pub. 0-4-63.

Filed 6-31-62.

755.026. BIOCRAFT. The Lionel Corporation. SN 153.495.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 9-19-62.

755.027. DELTA. Sternco Industries, Inc. 8N 154,170,

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 9-28-62.

755.028. LIONEL. The Lionel Toy Corporation, assignee

of The Lionel Corporation. SN 154,736. Pub. 6-4-63

Filed 10-8-62.
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75o,029 ARRATAR. HollyCam Inc.. d.b.a. Hollywood Cam-
era Co. S.\ l.-)6,411. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-1-62.

755, ().'{() CKLION. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Com-
pany SN 156,425, I'ub. «-4-63. Filed 11-1-62.

755,031. LAN TIRN. Levi C. ChaplewHky. 8N 186,561.

Pub. 6-4 «.'V Filed 11-5-62.

7.">5.032. A AND DESIGN. American Nuclear Corporation.

SN 156,849 Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-8-62.

755.033 RAY-D-TEC. American Nuclear Corporation SN
l.'>6,H.-)(). Pub. 6-4-63. Filed ll-8r-62.

755.034 PENOPAC. The Leneta Company SN 156,890.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-8-62.

755,035. COSA/TRON. CR8 Industries Inc. SN 156,939.

Pub 6-4-63. Filed 11-9-62.

75,"5,036. KELVIN-WHITE. The Eastern Company. SN
157,201. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-14-62.

755,037 "AXCELO," Sidney C. Smith, d.b.a. Smythe Engl

neerlni?. SN 157.573. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-19-62.

Class 27 — Horological Instruments

755.038. METRICTIME. Noble H. Stlbolt. SN 126,129.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-16-61.

755.039. CHIEF. Sunbeam Corporation. SN 141,994. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 4-10-62.

755.040. ULTRADEEP. Benrus Watch Company, Inc. SN
143,789. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-4-62.

7.')5,041. AMERICAN FASHION FIRST. Gruen Industries.

Inc., (lb. a. The Gruen Watch Company. SN 154.243.

Pub. 6-4-63 Filed 10-1-62.

Class 28- Jewelry and Predous-Metal Ware

755,042. Ll'STIGEM. Florence Lustlg Crossman. d.b.a.

Florence Lu8tl(f. SN 127,758, Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 9-13-61.

755,043 LHO. L. Harris Ogden, Limited. 8N 138.399

Pub. 6-4 63. Filed 12-5-fll.

755.044. EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK. Morton Marks,

d.b.a. Division Sales. SN 139,767. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

3-13-62.

755.045. O AND DESIGN Harry Guise, Inc. SN 140.446.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-22-62

755.046. MR. EXECUTIVE. Ray Curran k Co. SN 141.262.

Pub 6 4-63 Filed 4-2-62.

755.047. 14K IN CROWN DESIGN. Coronet Jewelry Manu-

facturluK Co SN 144,049. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-8-62.

755.048. MWD AND DESIGN. MAD Wakshlag Corp. SN
144,399. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-11-62.

755.049. RD AND DESIGN. Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen Com
pany. SN 144.645. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-15-62.

755.050. R. Lawrence Reich, d.b.a. Reich Jewelry. BN
145,609. Pub 6-4-63. Filed 5-28-62.

755,0.')1, CM/J. Cordova Inc., by change of name from

Cordova Watch Corporation. BN 146.588. Pub. 6-4-63.

Filed 6-11-62.

755,052. KI. Julius Katz, d.b.a. Julius Katz k Son. SN
150,950. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-10-62.

785,063. RY AND DESIGN. Rodman k Yaruss Reflnlng Co.

Inc. SN 152,828. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 9-10-62.

755.054. ENDEARMENT. Morris Rosenbloom k Co.. Inc.

SN 154,438. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-3-62.

Class 29— Brooms, Brushes, and Dusters

755.055. MARTI AND'^EBIGN. Marwln Products. SN
150,087. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 7-30-62.

755.056. RUBON AND DESIGN. Rubon. Incorporated. BN
154.771 Pub. 6-4-63 Filed 10-8-62.

Class 30— Crockery, Earthenware, and

Porcelain

755.087. 8.C.I. LAVENO ITALY AND DESIGN. 8oclet«

Ceramlca Itallana SocletA per Azlonl. SN 108,514. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 11-15-60.

755.058. PEACOCK. Marion E. Lang, d.b.a. Peacock

Enamels. 8N 144,076. Pnb. 6-4-63. Filed 5-8-62.

755.059. MACALOID, The Inerto Company. SN 144,846.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed ^-17-62.

Class 31 — Filters and Refrigerators

755.060. CRYSTAL PRINCE. A/8 Atlas. SN 143.493.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-1-62.

755.061. DELTA. Sternco Industries. Inc. SN 154,171.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 9-28-62.

788.062. CHD. CHD Pool Equipment. Inc. SN 154,657.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-5-62.

Class 32- Furniture and Upholstery

758.063. CHEMFOAM. The Englander Company. Inc. SN
103,124. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 8-22-60.

755.064. KEMFOAM. The Englander Company. Inc. SN
103,125 Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-22-60.

755,066. FOAM RUBBER CITY AND DESIGN. Forclte,

Inc. SN 126.328. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-21-61.

755.066. EXECUTIVE FURNITURE GUILD OF AMERICA.
Executive Furniture Guild of America. 8N 183,553. COL-
LECTIVE MARK. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 12-7-61.

785.067. GUILD HOUSE. ExecutUe Furniture Guild of

America. SN 133.664. COLLECTIVE MARK. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 12-7-61.

756.068. INSTANT RACK AND DESIGN. Hatfield Indus-

tries. Inc.. d.b a. Warehouse Storage Systems Co. SN
138,826. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 2-28-62.

755.069. MATH-MASTER. Oamco Products, Inc. SN

141,941. Pub. 6-*-63. Filed 4-10-«2.

788.070. A SILVER CROSS ETC. AND DESIGN Dandy
Mattress Corporation. BN 15B.060. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

10-12-62.

785.071. GARDEN OF EDEN. Dlaa Corporation. SN
158,787. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-24-62.

786.072. ALAMBRAX. Oacar M. SUnley Inc. 8N 187,414.

Pub. 6-4-63 Filed 11-16-62.

755,078. RISE-O-MATIC. Gleltsman's, Inc. SN 168,151.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-29-62.

755,074. GF. The General Plreprooflng Company. SN

158,246. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-30-62.

788,076. POSTURE-POISE. 8««ly, Incorporated. SN

188,276. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-30-62.

765.076. EPIC. Mulllns Manufacturing CorporaUon. SN

168.862. Pub. 6-4-«3. Filed 12-8-62.

768.077. DIANA. Mulllns Manufacturing Corporation. SN

158.863. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 12-8-62.

788.078. REDONDO. Charlton Company, Inc. SN 168,429.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 12-4-62.

758.079. TWEEN, Oak Hill Company. SN 188,855. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 12-5-62.

756.080. T DESIGN WITHIN OVAL. ThomasTllle Furni-

ture Industries, Inc. SN 168,666. Pub. 6-4-68. Piled

12-6-62.

785.081. . IRON-A-WAT. Iron-A-Way. Inc. 8N 169,408.

Pub. 6-4-63, Filed 12-20-62.

758.082. SWEETHEART CHEST. The Lane Company, Inc.

SN 189,502. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 12-20-62.

756,088. STARDUST. Bedding Manufacturer! Aaaodatea,

Inc. 8N 169.681. Pub. 6-*-«8. FUed 12-26-62.

786,084. V.I.C. Multipurpose Bed Co., Inc. BN 15»,761.

Pub. e-*-«8. Filed 12-26-62.

/
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755.085. BOHEMIA GLASS AND DESIGN. Skloexport,

Podnik Zahranlcnlho Obchodu pro Vyvoz Skla. SN 147,764.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-26-62.

755.086, KOSTA. Aktlebolauet Kosta Olasbruk. S.N 149,902.

Pub, 6-4-63. Filed 7-27-62,

75.-).087. KOSTA AND DESIGN. Aktlebolaget Kosta Olas-

bruk. SN 149,903. Pub, 6-4-63. Filed 7-27-62.

75,-),088. LIFE OF THE PARTY. Crlchton K. Leong, d.b.a.

C K. Leonjr Co, SN 165,604. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

3-28-63.

Qass 34- Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

755.089, PAV.NE. Carrier Corporation. SN 118.956. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 5-1-61,

75.^,090. "TRU EDGE." Brighton Corporation. SX 132,023.

I'ub. 6-4-63 Filed 11-15-61.

755.091. COZY CA.NDLE AND DESIGN. J. Ch. Herrmann.

SN 147,115. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-18-62.

755.092. DELTA. Sternco Industries, Inc. SN 154,172.

Pub. 6-1-63 Filed 9-28-62.

Qass 35 -Belting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

766,108. THE CRAYOLA MAKERS. Blnney * Smith Inc.

SN 153,858. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 9-25-82.

Qass 38- PrinU and Publications

755.109. BIOGRAPHY. Official Films, Inc, SN 130,940.

Pub. 6-4-63, Filed 9-27-61.

755.110. HYDRO-GRAF. Bell k GoRsett Company. SN
138.075. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 2-16-62.

755.111. ABINGDON PRESS. The Board of Publication

of the Methodist Church. Inc., d.b.a. Abingdon Press. SN
138.384. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 2-21-62.

755.112. PIG TALES ETC. AND DESIGN. Thompson

Farms Company SN 139,900. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

3-14-62.

755.113. THE CONSERVATIVE. Wm. Waddington. Jr.,

d.b.a. Naconle, assignee of National Conservative League.

Inc. SN 140,376. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-21-62.

755.114. CP CONGREGATIONAL PRESS AND DESIGN.
Corporation for the National Association of ConRrefcational

Christian Churches of the United States. SN 140.611.

Pub. 6-4-63 Filed 2-21-62.

755.115. TIME SAVER AND DESIGN, Barnet Bookspan,

d.b.a. Educrafts. SN 154.203. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-1-62.

755.116. MEDICAMENTA VERA. Parke. Davis ft Company.

SN 154,432. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-3-62.

755.117. THE CATHOLIC MARKET. The Catholic Digest

Publications, Inc. SN 164,859. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

10-5-62.

755.118. DELTA. Dell Publishing Co., Inc. SN 154,699.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-8-62.

755.093. PREMIUM DAVIS SENTRY. Western Auto Sup-

ply Company. SN 135.412. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-8-62. Qj^j 39~ Clothlug
755.094. ACTIVATED TRACTION. Tresco Industries, Inc.

SN 160,728. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-1.5-63 .

756.095. MOLI-CURE. The Firestone Tire ft Rubber Com-

pany. SN 160.764. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-16-63.

755.096. Ml'LTI-CURE. The Firestone Tire A Rubber

Company. SN 160,765. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-16-63.

Qass 36- Musical Instruments and Supplies

755,097. ASY.MMETRICAL STAR DESIGN. Sesac, Inc

SN 114,796. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-2-61.

7.55,098, ZERO-START. Sanders Associates. Incorporated.

SN 121,322. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-2-61.

756.099. VQP AND DESIGN. Verne Q. Powell Flutes, Inc.

SN 135,459. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-9-62.

755.100. NARRATOR. Dorsett Electronics, Inc. SN

136.639. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-26-62.

755.101. AUDIO NOTEBOOK. Elertronlc Futures Inc. SN

140,934. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-28-62.

755.102. H. H. SCOTT AND DESIGN. H. H. Scott. Inc.

SN 146.752. Pub. 6-4-68. Filed 6-12-62.

756.103. SCOTT. H. H. Scott. Inc. SN 146,753. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 6-12-62.

755.104. CUSTOM KRAFT AND DESIGN. St. Louis Music

Supply Company. SN 165.534. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

3-27-63.

Qass 37 — Paper and Stationery

7.55.106. LAUREL. Laurel Cards. Inc. BN 131,081. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 10-31-61.

755.106. WOODY WOODPECKER. Walter Lantz Produc-

tions. Inc, SN 135,013. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-2-62.

758.107. A APPLETON AND DEBION. The Appleton

Coated Paper Company. BN 147,180. Pub. 6-4-«3. Filed

6-1U-62.

7.55,119. BETTEE AND DESIGN. Bettee Hosiery Mills.

Inc. SN 111,851. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 1-16-61.

755.120. ROYALIST. Bodner Neckwear Company. 8N

121,351. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-^-61.

755.121. WHIRLYBIRD AND DESIGN, Butlers Shoe

Corporation. SN 127,901. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 9-15-61.

755.122. KEY SIGNATURES. Maldenform, Inc. 8N

128,064. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 9-18-61.

755.123. PETERMAN. D, 8. Peterman ft Company. SN

137,158. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 2-2-62.

755.124. POMPADORE. I. B. Klelnert Rubber Company.

SN 140.953. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-28-62.

755.125. HI-LOW WITCHERY. Exquisite Form Industries,

Inc. SN 141,591. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-5-62.

755.126. LADY LYNNE. Lady Lynne Lingerie, Inc. SN

141.850. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-9-62.

785.127. PEERS OF THE REALM. Weinberg Corporation.

SN 141.909. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-9-62.

766.128. TRAMPEZE JUNIORS. Penobscot Shoe Company,

BN 142.214. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-13-62.

756.129. 8PEEDFIT. Specialty Importers. Inc. SN 149.012.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 7-13-62.

755.130. ULTRA-TWIST. Kayser-Both Corporation, BN

149.394. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 7-19-62.

765.131. CRAMFORD. County Clothes, Inc. SN 149.716.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 7-25-62.

755.132. THINKING CAPS. Ruth Originals Corp. SN

154,294. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-1-62.

765.133. M'SIEUR SLACKS. Fredrick and Stanley Gold

man, assignee of Eagle Clothes, Inc. SN 154.808. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 10-9-62.

758.134. STATUS AND DESIGN. Lamet International, In-

corporated. SN 155,160. Pub. 6-4-«3. Filed 10-18-62.

788 138. BOLFELT AND DESIGN. Geo. W. Bollman ft Co.,

Inc. SN 186.367. Pnb. 6-4-68. Filed 10-18-62.

756,186. FRE08TAT. Angelica Uniform Company. BN

165.658. Pub. 6-4-««. FUed 10-22-62.
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755,137. CHIPFWORTH. Chlpp Inc. of New York. SN

15:>,573. I'lib. 6-4-63. Filed 10-22-62.

75.'), 138 PKRSt'ASION. Chappell Allen k Co. Limited.

SN 155.690 Pub 6-4-63. Filed 10-23-62.

755,139 CHARLES KNOX. Hat Corpor«tlon of AineHca.

SN 15.->,717 Pub. 6 4-63. Filed l(>-23-fi2.

755,140. ILTIMO Shelburne Shirt Co. Inc. SN 155,750.

Pub, 6 4 n:\. Filed 10-23 62.

7.").'., 141. SAIL(>RS KNOT. Camp and Mclnnes. Inc. SN

ir..-..9f,8. Pub. 6 4 63. Filed 10-2«V-62.

75.'), 142. KXCKKl'T. Maldenfonn, Inc. SN 156,005. Pub.

6 4 63. FMled 10-26-62.

755,143. S.\IL-TRED. Gold Seal Rubber Company. S.\

156,115. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-29-62.

75.'). 144. 1290 COLLECTION. Palm Beach Company. SN

156.155. Pub. l^ 4-63. Filed 10-29-62.

755,145 LIK A DOL. Perfe<t Bloomer Co. SN 156.162.

Pub. tV 4-63. Filed 10 29-t)2.

755.146. SI'.MMER SHARK. The Joseph A FeUs Company.

SN 156,231. Pub. 6-4 63. Filed 10 30-62.

755.147. SHARK FROST, The Joseph A. Felss Company.

SN 156.232. I'ub. 6-4-63 Filed 10-30-62.

755, 14S. FAVOR-FORM. Exquisite Form Industries, Inc.

SN 156,734. Pub. 6-4-63 Filed 11-6-62.

755,149. PI.u\IDEES. Van Raalte Company, Inc. SN

1.56,916. Pub. 6-4-63 Filed 11-8-62.

Class 41 - Canes, Parasols, and Umbrellas

755,150 HA.VDI MATIC. Giant liiibrella Company, Inc.

SN 124.186. Pub. 6-4-63 Filed S.R. 7-18-61 ; Am. P.R.

8 8 62.
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Class 45 — Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters

Qass 42- Knitted, Netted, and Textile

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor

755.151. YANKEE CLIPPER. Crompton Company. SN

144,693. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-16-62.

755.152. 21 JEWEL. Kroywen Coats, Inc. SN 145,376.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-24-62.

755.153. VEL-KNIT AND DESIGN. Beaunlt Corporation.

SN 157.047. Pub. 6-4-fi3. Filed ll-13-«2.

755,154 BLACK HAWK. Chlcopee Mills. Inc. SN 157.070.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-1.3-62.

755.155. RIVERSTAR. Dan River Mills. Incorporated. SN

157,081. Pub (^-4-63. Filed 11-13-62.

Qass 44— Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

755.156. ULTRA THIN. Samuel Bonat A. Bro., Inc. SN

140.625. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-26-62.

755.157. BALLERINA. Technl Electronics, Inc. SN

143.294. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-27-62.

755.158. CONTESSA. Technl Electronics, Inc. SN 143.295.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-27-62.

755.159. TECA AND DESIGN. TECA Corporation. SN

143,688. Pub. 6-4-t)3. Filed 5-2-62.

755.160. ROEHR. Roehr Products Company, Inc. SN

158.383. Pub. 6--I-63. Filed 12-3-62.

755.181. VAGAERATOR. Unlmed. Inc. SN 158,582. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 12-5-62.

755 162. CURLER-QUEEN AND DESIGN. Shane Engl

nUrlng Co. SN 158,741. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 12-7-62.

755.163. ORANJOLA. Herschl N.V. SN 141.948. Pub

V 4-63. Filed 4-10-62.

755.164. DOUBLE COLA AND DESIGN. Seminole Flavor

Company. SN 141.987 Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-10-62.

755.165. COUNTRY'S DELIGHT. Certified Grocers of Illl

nols. Inc. SN 155.970. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-26-62.

Qass 46— Foods and Ingredients of Foods

755.166. LIVE Kathy Godfrey McCann, d.b.a American

United Co SN 126,367 Pub. 6^-63. Filed 8^ 21-61.

755.167. NODAWAY VALLEY. Nodaway Valley Foods, Inc

SN 132,705. Pub. 6-4 63. Filed 11-24-61

755.168 GOLDEN MAID. Jack Sisler. Inc. SN 136.597.

Piib. 6-4 -63 Filed 1-2.5-62.

755.169 SEMINOLE BEE. Cal T, Albritton. Inc. SN

137.483, Pub 6 4 63 Filed 2-8-62.

755.170. EVE'S CHOICE. The Duradean Co., Inc. SN

1.39.837. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-14-62.

755.171. BORDEN'S The Borden Company. SN 140,226

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-20-62.

755.172. AMERICAN FARE. Armour and Company SN

140.319. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-21-62.

755.173. SOLEA. Francisco Nunei Fernandez SN 141,283.

Pub. 6-4 63. Filed 4-2-«2.

755.174. AROMAT. Corn Products Company, SN 143,600

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-2-62.

755.175. SUN PAT. H. S. Whiteside & Co. Limited. SN

147.877. Pub. 6 4-63 Filed 6-27-62.

755 176. ADAM k ANNS AND DESIGN. Adam k Ann

AmlBtadl. SN 150.494. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-6-62.

755.177. COCONUT TEASE Continental Baking Company

SN 150.527. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-6-«2.

755.178. THIN-FLO. Joe Lowe Corporation. SN 150.572.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 8-6-62.

755 179. CAF'N JOHN'S AND DESIGN. The Great At-

lantic k Padflc Tea Company. Inc. SN 150.842, Pub.

6-4-63. nied 8-9-62.

755.180. DELTA. Sternco Industries, Inc. SN 154,174.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 9-2862.

755.181. FULMEAL. Plus Poultry. Inc. SN 155,740. Pub.

6^-63. Filed 10-23-62.

755.182. PEPPY, Plus Poultry, Inc. 8N 155.741. Pub.

6^4-63. Filed 10-2.3-62.

755.183. VITA PRO. Pure Milk Association. SN 155.743.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-23-62.

755.184. COUNT OFF. General Foods Corporation. SN

1.55.982. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-26-62.

755 185 OAK BROOK FARM. Fruit Cake Bakers of Amer-

ica. Inc. SN 156.393. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-1-62.

755 186 HUNTINGTON FARMS. Fruit Cake Bakers of

America. Inc. SN 156.394. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-1-62.

755.187. SPAM. Geo. A. Hormel k Company. SN 158.538

Pub. 6 4-63. Filed 12-5-62.

Qass 47 - Wines

7.55.188. MAITRE D'. Reglna Grape Products Co. SN

156.661. Pub. 6 4-63. Filed 11-5-62.

Qass 48- Malt Beverages and Liquors

755 189 EL TORO. Metropolis Brewery of N.J., Inc., d.b.a.

Banner Brewing Co. SN 142.623. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

4-18-62.
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755.190. OLD DOMINION Metropolis Brewery of N J..

Inc.. d.b.a. Old Dominion Beverage Co. SN 142,532. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 4-18--62,

755.191. HORTON. Metropolis Brewery of N.J . Inc. SN
142.534 Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-18-62.

755.192. SPEARMAN, The Spearman Brewing Company,

d.b.a. Sewanee Brewing Co. SN 143.059. Pub 6-4-63.

Filed 4-25-62.

755.193. EHRET'S EXTRA. Metropolis Brewery of N.J.,

Inc. SN 143.651. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-2-62

Class 49— Distilled Alcoholic Liquors

756,194 GLEN MIST. Savermo Limited. SN 155.844.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-24-62.

755.196. GEORGIA CRACKER. The Viking Distillery. Inc.

SN 155,851. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-24-62.

765.196. GEORGIA PEACH. The Viking Distillery. Inc.

SN 165,853. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-24-62.

755.197. GEORGIA BOY. The Viking Distillery, Inc. SN
155.854. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-24-62.

755.198. TWO NATURALS AND DESIGN. Glenmore Dis-

tilleries Company, d.b.a. Two Naturals Distilling Company.

SN 166.874. Pub. 6-4-63 Filed 11-8-62.

Qass 50— Merchandise Not Otherwise

Classified

755.199. THE WORLD OF SENSATION. Superior Plastics

Inc. SN 132,881. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 11-27-61.

756.200. PRAIRIE ART. Clyde Hood, d b.a. Prairie Art Co.

SN 138.863. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-1-62.

765.201. DEKA-STIX. Safe-T Pacific Company, by change

of name from Safe-T Pacific Baking Company. SN 139,241.

Pub 6-4-63. Filed 3-6-62.

755.202. VUNATOMY. Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical

Company SN 154,076. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 9-27-62.

755.203. IHKOTE, Polychrome Corporation. SN 154,624.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-5-62.

755.204. SOWTEL. Jasper Devore. SN 154.701. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 10-8-62.

Qass 51 — Cosmetics and Toilet Preparations

755.205. DE-O-DEAR. Edward M. Spitz, d.b.a. Glamour
Puss Cat Products. SN 140.771. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

3-26-62.

755.206. MACALOID. The Inerto Company. SN 144.847.

Pub. 6 4-63. Filed 5-17-62.

755.207. YAR. Russell L. Bastress, d.b.a. The Clarion Den-

tal Products Co. SN 164,685. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed

10-8-62.

755.208. PRETTY PAT. Merle Norman Cosmetics, Inc.

SN 154,754. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-8-62.

755.209. CANIBELLE. Robert Alan Franklyn, d b.a. Rob-

alre Alain. SN 154,815. Pub. 6-4-63. Piled 10-9-62.

755.210. CANIBAL. Robert Alan Franklyn, d.b.a. Robalre

Alain. SN 154.816. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-9-62.

755.211. FP AND DESIGN. Foods Plus. Inc. SN 155.058.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-12-62.

755.212. ALTIGA, Sea Trading Associates, Inc. SN 165,108.

Pub, 6-4-63, Filed 10-12-62.

755.213. FIRST CHOICE. Associated Brands, Inc. SN
155.228. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-16-62.

755.214. BETWEEN. Lever Brothers Company. SN
155.265. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-16-62.

755.215. DIALOGUE, Bourjols, Inc. SN 155,683. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 10-2.3-62.

755.216. REGENCY. Helene Curtis Industries. Inc. SN
156.278. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-31-62.

Qass 52— Detergents and Soaps

755.217. KIRBY, The Scott 4 Fetzer Company. SN
138.543. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 2-23-62

755.218. CYCLO. Estes Corporation. SN 142,294 Pub
6-4-63. Filed 4-16-62.

755.219. CAMKLEEN. The Cambridge Tile Manufacturing

Company. SN 143.209, Pub, 6-4-63. Filed 4-27-62

755.220. GOODRICH 745. E, R. Goodrich, d.b.a. Goodrich

Maintenance Supply Company. SN 156,487. Pub. 6-4-63.

Filed 11-2-62.

766.221. AEROWAX. American Home Products Corpora-

tlon. SN 1!?6,543. Pub. 6-^-63. Filed 11-5-62.

Service Marks

Qass 100— Miscellaneous

755.222. ACTON AND DESIGN. Acton Laboratories, Inc.

SN 144.585. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-15-62.

755.223. MW MUNCH WAGON. Munch Wagons Inc. SN
144,634 Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-1.5-62.

755.224. M AND DESIGN. F. W. Moulthrop k Associates.

SN 148,214. Pub. 6 4-63. Filed 7-2-62.

755.225. VALLES WITH A CROWNED V. Valle's Steak

House. SN 154,539. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-4-62.

755.226. SHERATON MOTOR INN ETC. AND DESIGN.
Sheraton Corporation of America. SN 155,846. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 10-24-62.

Qass 101 — Advertising and Business

755.227. GAMA SEAL, Gas Appliance Manufacturers Asso-

ciation, SN 141.522. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 4-4-62.

755.228. OE. Consultants k Designers, Inc. SN 144.808.

Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-17-62.

755.229. SCIENTECH. Ernst J. Neugroschl. SN 148,746.

Pub. 6-4-6 3. Filed 7-10-62.

Class 102 — Insurance and nnandal

755.230. MR. HAPPY EL PASO AND FANCIFUL MALE
FIGURE. El Paso National Bank. SN 133,141. Pub.

6-4-63. Filed 12-1-61.

755.231. QUAKER CITY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
AND DESIGN. Quaker City Life Insurance Company SN
140,289. Pub. 6-t-63. Filed 3-20-62.

7.55.232. VAL-U-VAC. Continental Assurance Company.

SN 144.462, Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-14-62.

755.233. VAL.U-VAC AND DESIGN, Continental Assur-

ance Company. SN 144,601. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 5-16-62.

755.234. KEMPER CARE. Lumbermens Mutual Casualty

Company. SN 155.422. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-18-62.

755.235. NATIONAL OLD LLVE INSURANCE COMPANY
AND DESIGN. National Old Line Insurance Company.

SN 156,143. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-29-62.

755.236. NATIONAL OLD LINE INSURANCE COMPANY
IHOP AND DESIGN. National Old Line Insurance Com-

pany. SN 156,144. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 10-29-62.

Class 103 - Construction and Repair

755.237. MR. WIREWELL AND DESIGN. Electrical Con-

tractors Association, SN 139,608. COLLECTIVE MARK.
Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 3-12-62.

755.238. FEC/D.A. Foster Equipment Corporation. SN

147,726. Pub. 6-4-63. Filed 6-26-62.

Class 105 - Transportation and Storage

765.239. WORLD GLOBE DESIGN. International Customs

Service. Inc. SN 149,662. Pub 6-4-63. Filed 7-24-62.



TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED
167,847 DESIGN OF DIAMOND FIGURE. CI. 9. 5-1-28.

167,848. DIAMOND. CI. 9. B-1-23.

167,803. BULLDOG TUBE ETC. AND DESIGN. CI. 13.

8-8-28.

167.8B2. 8EALITE. CI. 50. 5-a-23.

169.486. KON8ET. CI. 12. 6-19-23.

169,451. ENTERPRISE. CI. 16. 6-19-23.

169,577. 8IXINALL AND DESIGN. CI. 4. 6-26-28.

169,762. PLANTATION CIRCLES ETC. AND DESIGN. CI.

46. 7-3-23.

169,867. STACOMB. CI. 81. 7-8-23.

169,991. GOLDENOATE. CI. 42. 7-10-28.

170,731. JIFFY-ON. CI. 89. 7-24-28.

171,080. AMERICAN COPPER PRODUCTS CORP. AND
DESIGN. CT. 21. 7-81-28.

171,241. GOLD-MAID. CI. 39. 7-31-23.

171,801. WF AND DESIGN. CI. 13. 8-7-23.

171,885. DOR ELEGANTE. CI. 46. 8-7-23.

171,801. DIXISTEEL. CI. 13. 8-14-23.

172,246. DESIGN OF BOY HOLDING A SLATE. CI. 18.

8-28-23.

172.561. MELLO-QLO. CI. 51. 9-11-23.

172,650. DIAZYME. CI. 6. 9-11-23.

178.102. QUINI8AL. CI. 18. 9-18-23.

178,181. CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS AND DESIGN. CI

17. 9-18-23.

178,741. PIEDIGROTTA. CI 46. 10-2-23

178,922. BLUE WHIRL AND DESIGN. CI. 23. 10-2-23.

174,214. VAN ESS. CI. 18. 10-9-23.

174,278. CAMEO CI. 39. 10-9-23.

176,189. DESIGN OF A TRAIN. CI. 17. 11-20-28.

176,618. VELVEETA. CI. 46. 11-27-23.

176.970. BUSTER BROWN SHOES AND DESIGN. CI. 89.

12-11-23

177,158. POPLAR. CI. 46. ia-11-28.

177,868. BUSTER BROWN'S HOSIERY AND DESIGN
CI. 89. 12-18-28.

399,812. N-01-A. CI. 88. 2-3-48.

899,818. NC. CI. 88. 2-2-^8.

400,864. GRAND. CI. 28. 4-6-48.

400.967. HYDRITE. CI. 16. 4-18-48.

401.042. AL8ITB. CI. 19. 4-20-48.

401,243. LINA. CI. 46. 5-4-48.

401,812. ACBTYL-VE8S. CI. 18. 6-11-48.

401,418. DERMAMENT. CI. 18. 6-18-48.

401.467. RAPAX. CI. 26. 8-18-48.

401.788. SNOW BRITE BOND. CI. 87. 6-8-48.

401,904. ANOZINC. CI. 6. 6-15-48.

401.960. GUARD. CI. 12. 6-33-48.

401,998. GOLD MAID PRODUCTS AND DESIGN. CI. 39.

6-23-48.

403.009. SAVANT. CI. 47. 6-33-48.

403.013. STREETEX. CI. 53. 6-33-48.

402.118. MINULK8. CI. 18. 6-29-48.

402,439. DUCHESS. CI. 29. 7-20-48.

403.636. MIMOSA. CI. 47. 7-37-48.

403.886. SAMSON. CT. 19. 8-8-48.

403.587. DUPLANE. CI. 19. 8-8-48.

402.842. TERRA TOX. CI. 6. 8-17-48.

408,207. RED BHUMBA. CI. 61. 9-14-48.

403.698. BAUER DOWN AND DESIGN. CI. 89. 10-12-48.

403,768. PICCOVAR. CI. 1. 10-19-68.

403,892 ZENITH. CI. 86. 10-19-48.

408,946. UNITED AND DESIGN. CI. 28. 10-26-43.

404,180. 8PINNERIN. CI. 48. 11-2-48.

404.146. CARITOL. CI. 18. 11-3-48.

404.803. LUCKY 8TRIKB AND DESIGN. CI. 17. 11-16-43

404.738. TUHTLBNBCK. CI. 89. 13-31-48.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED
Section 8

60.978. KLINOERIT. CI. 35. 4-3-06.

388.705. "RK" KLINGER AND DESIGN. CI. 35. 11-8-81.

806,897. "KLINGERIT-1000." CI. 38. 9-19-88.

843,448. MAY JOIB. CI. 39. 1-19-37.

643.014. URONAMIDE. CI. 18. 2-26-57.
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647,637. BETA. CI. 1.

647.639. ULV. CI. 1.

647.640. CO-RO-TEX. CI. 1.

647.648. TILT N TOTE. CI. 2.

647.647. LIQUID KITTEN AND DESIGN. CT. 4.

647.662. ALI»ON. CI. 6.

647.667. METROCOLOR. CI. 6.

647.658. METROPBRM. CI. 6.

647.659. METROSOL. CI. 6.

647.660. MBTROCHROME. CI. 6.

647.661. METRACET. CI. 6.

647.662. MBTRACID. CI. 8.

647.663. MBTROLITE. CI. 6.

647.664. METROLAR. CI. 6.

647,669. LETTER T AND DESIGN. CI. 6.

847.676. 8PIRITTINB. CI. 6.

647.679. TWINKLE TYB. CI. 7.

647,681. IVY LEAGUE. CI. 8.

647.684. C8P. CI. 9.

647.685. FIELD-KING. CI. 9.

647,688. DIXIE MAID. O. 10.

647,690. DBZELFIL. a. 18.

647.696. C0PPERMA8TER. CI. 18

847.697. JETALLOY. CI. 14.

647.700. ALL-KLBBR. 01. 16.

647.701. BORON AND DESIGN. CI. 18.

647,708. ART-O-RAMA. CI. 18.

647.711. DYTHOL. CI. 16.

847,717. PINK VELVET. CI. 18.
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647.718.

647.719.
847,728.

647,737.

647,739.

647,780.

647,788.

647,784.

647.786.

647.787.

647.788.

847.740.

647,748.

647,760.

647,761.

647,763.

647,768.

647.759.

647,778.

847,776.

847.798.

647.794.

647.798.

647.800.

847,801.

647,806.

647,807.

647,810.

647.816.

647.830.

647.838.

847.836.

647.880.

647.887.

647.888.

647.889.

647.849.

647.962.

18.

18.

CI. 19.

WESTERN TOUCH. CI. 18.

NITB CAPS AND DESIGN. CI. 18.

THBRA-PED. CI. 18.

L-P. CI. 18.

DIPLOCYTOL. CI.

DIPLOCYTIN. CI.

RANGER, a. 19.

ZIP. CI. 19.

440 AND DESIGN.
NOOALES. CI. 19.

ADAPTO. CI. 19.

FLOOR PRIDE. CI. 19.

TRAN8VOX. CI. 21.

HYRAD. CI. 21.

EXCELL-AIR. CI. 21.

GUEST TELEVISION. CI. 21.

SEA PHONE AND DESIGN, a. 21.

SURB-N-EA8Y. CI. 21.

K AND DESIGN OF MAN. CI. 28.

DIALAMATIC. CI. 38.

INTEGRA. CI. 36.

BIO ALERT. CI. 26.

MAO/NU/MATIC. CI. 26.

8PBCTRAC0RD. CI. 36.

CUB. CI. 26.

DMC. CI. 28.

DATS TIMER. CI. 28.

MASCOT. C\. 29.

8UPERLITE. CI. 81.

MERIDIAN GROUP. CI. 32.

FLOAT-INEZ ETC. AND DESIGN. CI. 82.

TRE8BAT. CI. 82.

TRANSLATION. CI. 82.

REDDI-COOL. CI. 84.

FLAME SELECTRO. CI. 84.

K AND DESIGN OF MAN. CI. 84.

CEL-U-DEX ETC. AND DESIGN. CI. 87.

KALA KVP KOTE AND DESIGN. CI. 87.
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847.887. OZALID. CI. 88. 647.937.

647,860. PACIFIC BUSINESS AND DESIGN. CI. 38. 647,939.

647.868. SHOW-OFF. CI. 89. 647,951.

647.869. GUN SMOKE AND PISTOL DESIGN. CI. 39. 647,954.

647,871. SPORTERNITIE8. CI. 89. 647.965.

647.873. MARC 5TH AVENUE. CI. 89. 647.966.

647.880. FLO-RAYE. C\. 39. 647,968.

647.881. BELOIT MAGIC CREST AND DESIGN. CI. 39. 647.974.

647,896. MOCAJAMAS. CI. 89. 647,978.

647,808. DOLL-UPS. CI. 89. 647,979.

847,899. WIZARD WIRE. CI. 89. 847,986.

647,907. CIRCLE-FLEX. CI. 40. 647.987.

647,909. RENCRB8T AND DESIGN. CI. 40. 647,988.

647.911. TYROLEAN FESTIVAL PRINTS. CI. 42. 647.997.

647.912. BELLAFINO. CI. 42. 647.999.

647,914. MORE ROPE AND DESIGN. CI. 42. 648,004.

647.922. RB8I8TA-SKID. CI. 44. 648,008.

647.927. MANGA CI8BR AND DESIGN. CI. 44. 648,012.
647.928. TOPTA8TB. CI. 45. ^g qjj
647,980. THE CROW BAR AND DESIGN. CI. 46. aAOMA
647.988. MICHAUD'8 "INSTA-FRBEi." CI. 46. 648,014.

647,985. TEST-FED. CI. 46. 648,019.

PARTY DIP. CI. 46.

PURPLE SAGE. CI 48.

FIRMIT. a. 48.

BREW-ETTE. CI. 46.

PARK ROW. CI. 46.

NYLONIZED. CI. 50.

HAT AWAY AND DESIGN. CI. 50.

HOUSE OF CHARM AND DESIGN. CI. 51.

PINPERM. CI. 81.

SHAVAN AND SHIELD DESIGN. CI. 61.

PRETTY PALETTE. CI. 51.

CONFIDENCE. CI. 51.

FORMULA KP. CI. 52.

LACQ-A-TAK. CI. 52.

IREX. CI. 100.

MIGHTY CUBIC. CI. 101.

TWINKLE. CI. 106.

SOFT-LITE AND DESIGN. CI. 12.

CENTRIFUGALLY CAST AND DESIGN. CI. 14.

BIG RIG. CI. 19.

MORB FUN IN THE SUN WITH FUN TAN. CI. 51.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS^NEW CERTIFICATES
New CertiflcatM lnued under Bectlons 7(c), 7(f), 7(g) of the Trademark Act of 1946 for the unexpired term

of the original regiatratlona.

58,870. MOHAWK MILLS AND DESIGN. CI. 39. J. H.

Seme! * Co. 6-12-06. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to Rockower

Brothers, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

151,229. MOHAWK MILLS AND DESIGN. CI. 39. J. H.

Semel k Co. 1-24-22. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to Rockower

Brothers, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

821,778. WELLS-GARDNER. CI. 21. Wells-Gardner k

Company. 2-12-86. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to Wells-Gardner

Electronics Corporation, Chicago, III.

807,419. FOREMOST. CI. 52. Delta Chemical Company.
6-14-55. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to "Delta Chemical Corpora-

tion, Memphis, Tenn.

832,087. THERMOPRUF. Cl. 13. The Carroll Chain Com-
pany. 8-7-86. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to S. O. Taylor Chain

Company, Inc., Hammond, Ind.

685,126. FOREMOST. Cl. 4. DelU Chemical Company.

12-3-67. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to DelU Chemical Corpora-

tion, Memphis, Tenn.

655,667. FOREMOST. Cl. 6. Delta Chemical Company.

12-17-57. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to Delta Chemical Corpo-

ration, Memphis, Tenn.

688,993. SPIRA-LOOP. Cl. 13. The Carroll Chain Com-

pany. 12-1-69. New Cert. Sec. 7(c) to S. G. Taylor Chain

Company, Inc., Hammond, Ind.
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ABO, Parla, France. 754^88, pub.
ACF Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Denmark.

6-4-63. CI. 19.
647,788, cane. CI. 19.
756,0«0, pub. 6-4-63.A/S Atlas, Copenhagen,

CI. 31.
Abingdon Press : See

—

Board of Publication of The Methodist Church. Inc., The.
Abko Corp., Hempatead, N.Y. 754,889. pub. 6-^1-63. CI. 18.

Acton Laboratories, Inc., Acton, Mass. 755,222, pub.
6-4-63. CI. 100.

Aircraft Fitting Co.. The, Dania, Fla. 764,890, pub. 6-4-63.
CI. 13.

Aktiebolaget Ko«ta Glasbruk. Kosta, Sweden. 755,086-7,
pub. 6-4-63. CI. 83.

Alain. Robalre : Bee—
Franklyn, Robert A.

Albrltton, Cal T., Inc
6-4-63. a. 46.

Alcor Industries, Inc..

CI. 12.
Allen. Chappell, ft Co

758.138, pub. 6-4-63.
Allied Aspbalt &

cane. CI. 16.
Allied Plastics, Inc.. Gastonla

CI. 19.
Allied Radio Corp., Chicago,

CT. 21.
Aluma Corp., Columbus. Ind.
American Brake Shoe Co. : fifee-

American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co., The.
American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co., The, to American

Brake Shoe Co., New York. NY. 402.586-7. ren. 8-20-63.
a. 19.

American Colloid Co.. Chicago. 111.

American Colloid Co., Chicago^ 111.

American Copper Products Corp..
Phelps Dodge Copper Products
171,030. ren. 8-20-63. CI. 21.

American Cyanamid Co.. Wayne. N.J

Tallahasaee. Fla. 755.169. pub.

Cincinnati. Ohio. 648.012. cane.

Ltd.. Redneld. Bristol. England.
CI. 39.

Mineral Corp.. New York. NY. 647.700.

7S4.949. pub. 6-4-63.

754.977, pub. 6-4-63.

754,830. pub. 6-4-63. CI. 2

N.C.

111.

647.637, cane. CI. 1.

647.639-40. cane. CI. 1.

Elltabeth Port, X.J., to
York, NY.Corp., New

754.844, pub. 6-4-63.

754,934, pub. 6^-63.
CI. 6.

American Cyanamid Co.
CI. 18.

American Dryer Corp.
CI. 34.

American Home Products Corp. : See—
Bovinine Co., The.
S.M.A. Corp.
Van Ebb Laboratories, Inc.

American Home Products Corp., New
pub. 6-4-63. CI. 18.

American Home Products Corp.. New York, NY. 7.'>5.221.

pub. 6-4-63. CT. 52.
American HospHal Equipment Service,

647.922. cane. Q. 44.
.\merican Nuclear Corp.. Oak Ridge. Tenn.

6-4-63. CI. 26.
Optical Co., Southbrtdge, Mass.

Wayne, N.J

Philadelphia, Pa. 647,837, cane.

yorl(. NY 754,925,

Detroit. Mich.

.Vmerican
CI. 26.

American
6-4-63.

755.032-3, pub

647,801, cane.

754.945, pub.

404,302, ren.

755,176. pub. 6-1-63.

Ky. 754,902, pub.

755.005, pub.

Plastics Corp.. Bainbridfce. NY.
CI. 19.

Vmerican Tobacco Co.. The. New York. N.Y.
8-20-68. CI. 17.

American United Co. : See

—

McCann. Kathy O.
Ames Co.. Inc. : See

—

Bffenrescent Products. Inc.

Amlitadl. Adam & Ann. Dover. Ohio.

Cl. 46.
Anaconda Aluminum Co.. Louisville.

6—4—63 Cl 14
Andorton Springs Ltd.. Blngley. England

Angelica Uniform Co.. St. Louis. Mo. 755.136, pub. 6-4-63.

Cl 89
Appletoii Coated Paoer Co., The, Appleton, Wis. 755,107,

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 37. « . „„ ^, .

Armour and Co.. Chicago. 111. 754.834. pub. 6-4-63. Cl- 4.

Armour and Co.. Chicago. 111. 755.172, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 46.

Armstrong Chemical Products Co.. Chicago. 111. 754,906,

Art"o Rama.'l'nc. NewRochelle. NY. 647.708. cnnr. Cl. 16

Ashland Oil k Refining Co. : See-
National Reflnlng Co.. The. „,,„,„ .. « .. on

Associated Brands. Inc.. Brooklyn. N.Y. 755,213. pub. 6-4-63.

Cl 51
Astrosonlcs. Inc.. Syosset, NY. 758.024. pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 26.

Atlantic Steel Co.. Atlanta. Ga. 171.801. ren 8-20-63.

Cl 18
Auto Union O.m.b.H.. IngolsUdt. Germany, 754.939. pub.

6-4-63. Classes 19 and 28. ^ „^ ^^, ^.„
Baboock Radio Engineering. Inc.. Van Nuys. Calif. 647.758.

cane. Cl. 21.
Banner Brewing Co. : See

—

Metropolis Brewery of N.J.. Inc.

Banner-Whltehlll Corp., Indianapolis. Ind. 647,820, cane.

a. 82.

Barrett Chemical Co. : See—
Garson, Henry G.

Bastresa. Russell L.. d.b.a. The Clarion Dental Products Co.,

Clarion, Pa. 755,207, pub. 6-4-63. O. 51.
Bauer, Eddie, Seattle. Wash. 403,693, ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 39.

Baxter, Benjamin, Fowler, Calif. 754,882, pub. 6-4-63.

Cl. 18.
Beau Brummel Co.. Omaha, Nebr. 647,869, cane. Cl. 39.
Beaunlt Corp.. New York, N.Y. 756,153. pub. 6--1-63. Cl. 42.
Beazley. J Wilhird, d.b.a. Middlesex Plumbing Service,

Saluda. Va. 754,896, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 13.

Bedding Mfrs. Associates. Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 755,083,

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 32.
Bee Chemical Co., Lansing, 111. 754.914, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 16.

Bell & Gossett Co., Morton Grove, 111. 755,110, pub. 6—4-63.
Cl 38

Beltraction Co., Chicago, 111. 754,912, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 15.

Benrus Watch Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 755,040, pub. 6-4-

63. Cl 27.
Better Products Laboratories, Inc., Miami, Fla. 647,979,

cane. Cl. 51. , „ , ,

Big Alert, Inc., Los Angelea, Calif., to Interstate Precision

Products Corp.^ Anaheim. Calif. 647,794, cane. Cl. 26.

Binney ft Smith Inc., New York, NY. 755,108, pub. 6-4-63.

Cl 87
Black, Thomas, ft Sons (Greenock) Ltd.. Port Glasgow. Scot-

land. 754.992-3, pub. 6-4-68. Cl 22.
. « ^ «,

Blackstone Corp., Jamestown, NY. 755,013, pub. 6-4-63.

Cl 24
Board of Publication of The Methodist Church. Inc.. The,

d.b.a. Abingdon Press, Nashville, Tenn. 755,111, pub. 6-4-

63 Cl 38
Bodner Neckwear Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 765,120, pub. 6-4-

Boles-Aero, Inc., Burbank, Calif. 754,940, pub. 6-4-68.

Cl 19
Bollman! Geo W., ft Co., Inc., Adamstown. Pa. 755.135, pub.

ft—4—fl^ pi QQ
Bolta Products Sales. Inc., to The General Tire ft Rubber Co.,

Lawrence, Mass. 647,966, cane Cl. 50
Bonat, Samuel, A Bro., Inc., Paterson, N.J. 647,997. cane.

Cl o2
Bonat, Samuel, ft Bro.. Inc., West Paterson, N.J. 755.166,

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 44. _ . ,.. ^ -^kkiik
Bookspan, Barnet. d.b.a. Educrafts, Detroit, Mich. 755,115,

Bo?den^o:,*\he,' nIw York, NY. 755,171. pub. 6-4-63.

Borg-Warner Corp., Chicago, 111. 755,004, pub. 6-4-63.

Bourjols, Inc., New York, N.Y. 755 215, pub. fr-k-63. Cl .
5

1

Bovlnlne Co.. The. Jersey
F"£- ^^ •'V^o*^ i w TJ^T^O^M

Products Corp.. New York. NY. 402,118, ren. 8-20-68.

BradleV^Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111. 754,960, pub. 6-4-63. Cl.

Bradley, Milton, Co., Springfield, Mass. 754,996-8, pub.

Brti^^n Corp.^^Marion, Mass. 754,946, pub. 6-4-63. Cl.

Brindhurst Co. Ltd., London, England. 754,864-5, pub. 6-4-

Brennan-McNally Mfg. Corp., Rochester. NY. 647.838. cane.

Br^Khto^n Corp.. Cincinnati. Ohio. 755.090. pub. fr-4-63.

Br?Lh*American Metals Co Inc ^%X^i ^"'gS^^S
Products Corp., New York, N.Y. 167,803, ren. »-^u-oa.

Brooks^Rotameter Co., Lansdale, Pa. 647,798, ^ane. C1^26

Brown Shoe Co., Inc., St. Louis, Mo. 176,970. ren. 8-20-6d.

Br?mley-Donaldson Co.. Huntington Park. Calif. 754.840.

Brpt^hlmlcaf Co%.. North Qulncy, Mass. 647,988. cane.

Bug-A^Boo Products Inc., Wichita, Kans. 754.845, pub. 6-4-

63. Cl. 6.

Burkhardt, F. T.. Inc. : See—

BurkSa^'drF^Vd^Hen;^Jo F T Burkhardt, Inc. Holyoke,

Mass. 401,753, ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 37.

Burlington Industries. Inc. : See

—

Sarfert Hosiery Mills, Inc.

Burt^ f"^ Co'''te, Buffalo, N.Y. 754,831, pub. 6-4^3

Cl 2
Buster Brown Textiles. Inc. :

See—
United Hosiery Mills Corp.

,./,„, ^ -a-a,
Butler's Shoe Corp, Atlanta, Ga. 7.'^5,121, pub. <V-4-«3.

Cl 89

C ft A Products Co., Oklahoma City, Okla. 647,968, cane

CHD Pool Equipment. Inc., South El Monte, Calif. 755,062.

pub 6-4-63. Cl 31
.TM 1
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CRS InduBtrle* Inc., Philadelphia. Pa. 755.038. pub. 6-4-«3.
CI. 26.

Caled Products Co., Inc., Brentwood, Md. 764.860. pub. 6-4-
63. CI. 6.

California Citrus Processors : See—
Wurgaft, R. B.

Cambridge Tile Mfg. Co., The, Clnelnaatl, Ohio. 755.219,
pub. 6-4-63. CI. 52.

Camp and Mclnnes, Inc.. Reading, Pa. 75S.141, pub. 6-4-63.
CI. 39.

Campbell, Harry T., Sons' Corp., Towson. Md. 754.824, pub.
6-4-63. CI. 1.

Carmack. Ralph K., d.b.a. Rexroyal Farms Uhrlchsvtlle. Ohio.
754,868. pub. 6-4-63. CI. 10.

Carney Products Corp., Los Angeles. Calif. 647,937. cane.

Cl 46.
Carrier Corp., Syracuse, N.Y. 755,089, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 34.

Carroll Chain Co.. The, to S. O. Taylor Chala Co., Inc..

Hammond, Ind. 632,087, new cert. Cl. 13.
Carroll Chain Co.. The. to S. O. Taylor Chain Co.. Inc.,

Hammond. Ind. 688,993, new cert. Cl. 18.

Catholic Digest Publications. Inc.. The, St. Paul, Minn. 755,-

117. pub. 8-4-«3. Cl. 38. , ^^ - „
Cecllware-Commodore Products Corp.. Long Island City. N.Y.

754,978, pub. 6-4-63 Cl. 21. ^. ^,
Cel-U Dei Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 647,849, cane. Cl. 87.

Central Screw Co.. Chicago. 111. 754.886, pub. 6-4-83. Cl.

18.
Centrifugal Casting Co.. Long Beach. Calif. 648.013. cane.

Cl 14
Certain Teed Products Corp., Ardmore. Pa. 401,960. Cl. 12.

Certified Grocers of Illinois, Inc., Chicago, 111. 755,165, pub.
6-4-68. Cl 45.

Certified Paper Converting Co., Bell, Calif. 647.679. cmnc.

Cl 7
Cbaplewflky. Levi C. Bangor. Wis. 765.031. pub. 6-4-63.

f*i 26
Charlton Co., Inc.. Fitchburg, Mass. 755,078. pub. 6-4-63.

Cl 82
Chel'n, J., & Co.. Burlington, .N.J. 754,984. pub. 6-4-63.

Cl 22
Cheiii-Care Products. Inc. Olendale, Calif. 754,959. pub.

6-4-63. Cl. 21. . .^ „ ^ „
ChemlscheH Laboratorlum am Helll(jengelntfeld G.m.b.H.,

Hamburg, Geniiany. 647.729-.30. cane. Cl. 18. ^ „ ^ „„
Chlcopee Mills. Inc. NVw York. NY. 755.154, pub. 6-4-63.

Cl 42
Chieftain Automotive Products Corp.. New York. N.Y.

754,880. pub. 6 4-63. (1. 13.

Chipp Inc. of .New York, New York. N.Y.
6-4-63. Cl. 39.

Clba Ltd., Hasel. Switzerland. 754,851-2.
Cl 6

Clarion Dental Products Co., The . See-
BastretiH. Hussell L.

Clark, MarKO, Houston, Tex. 647,974, cane

755,137, pub

pub. 6-4-63.

Cl. 51.

elements MFg.' Co., Chicago, III. 754,974, pub. 6-4-63. CT. 21.

Codamlte Corp., Anaheim, Calif. 764,971, pub. 6-4-63.

Cl 21
Colonial Plastics Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio. 764,891.

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 13. ^ ^, fl.,00..
Colorado Builders' Supply Co., The, Denver, Colo. 647,684.

Colorado Flower Growers Association, Inc., Denver, Colo.

754,814, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 1 _ ^^, ,^^ ^^, ^
Columbia BJotor Salea Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 754,941, pub.

6-4 63. Cl. 19.
, ^ __. „_-

Comanchp Steel Products. Inc.. San Antonio, Tex. 764,87.1,

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 12. ^, ^-
Comet Rice Mills. Hounton. Tex. 647,955. /anc Cl. 46.

Conn, (\ G., Ltd., Elkhart, Ind 755,01 6^ub. fl-4-63. Cl 26.

ConaultantH k Designers, Inc , New York, NY. 755, .i28,

Conmen'taT Assurance Co . Chicago, 111 755,232-3. pub.

Continental Baking Co., Rye, NY. 755,177, pub. 6-4-63.
pi ta

Cordova Inc., from Cordova Watch Corp., New York. N.Y.

755.051. pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 28.

Cordova Watch Corp. : See-
Cordova Inc. . _ , -«

Corn Products Co.. New York, N.Y. 755,174, pub. 6-4-63.
|~«1 Aft

Coront-t Jewelry Mfg. Co., New York, NY. 755,047, pub.

6-4-63. Cl. 28.
. . r, .. ,

Corp for the National Association of Congregational
Christian Churches of the United States. Milwaukee. Wis.

756.114, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 38. „ . „ ,

Coulaon. Chas. H.. d.b.a. Coulson Heel Co., to Coulson Heel
Co. Inc., Hanover, Pa. 170,731, ren. 8-20-68. O. 89.

Coulson Heel Co. : See

—

Coulnon. Chas. H.
Coulson Heel Co. Inc. : See

—

Coulson, Chas. H.
County Clothes, Inc., Levlttown, NY. 756,181, pub. 6-4-63.

01. 39.
Craddock Furniture Corp., EyansTlUe, Ind. 647,830, cane.

Cl 32
Crane Co., Chicago, III. 764,881. pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 18.

Crane Co., Johnatown, Pa. 764,892, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 18.

Crompton Co., New York, NY. 755,181, pub. 6-4-68. CT. 42.

Crompton k Knowles Corp., Worcester, MaH. 764,859, pub.
6-4-63. CI. 6.

Croasman, Florence L., d.b.a. Florence Lustig Bay Harbor
Islands, Miami Beach, Fla. 758,042, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 28.

Curran, Ray, * Co., Providence, R.I. 768,046. pub. 6-4-68.

Cl. 28.

Cartli, Helene. Induatrlea. Inc.. Chicago. 111. 706,216. pab.
6-4-68. Cl. 81.

Damm-Rock. Inc.. Kansas City. Mo. 754,944, pub. 6—4-63.
Cl. 19.

Damon Engineering. Inc.. Needham Heights. Mass. 764.969,
pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 21.

Dandy Mattress Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 766,070, pub. 6-4-63.
Cl. 82.

Danmal Creations : 8e9—
Malachuk. Daniel.

Dan River Mills. Inc., IMnvllle. Va. 755.166. pub. 6-4-63.
Cl. 42.

Daymarc Corp.. Waltham. Maia. 755,018, pub. 6-4-63.
Cl. 26.

Dayatrom. Inc.. Murray Hill. N.J. 764,962. pub. 6-4-68.
Cl. 21.

Dell Publishing Co.. Inc., New York, N.Y. 766,118, pub.
8-1-63. Cl. 88.

Delta Chemical Co., to DelU Chemical Corp., Memphis, Tenn.
607,419, new cert. Cl. 62.

IVlta Chemical Co., to Delta Chemical Corp., Memphis, Tenn.
655,126. new cert. CI. 4.

Delta Chemical Co., to Delta Chemical Corp., Mempbia, Tenn.
655.667. new cert. Cl. 6.

Delta Chemical Corp. : Bee—
Delta Chemical Co.

Detrex Chemical Industries. Inc.. Detroit. Mich. 647.773.
cane. Cl. 23.

DeVane. Harvey M.. Oxnard. Calif. 648,014. cane. Cl. 19.

Devore. Jasper. Arkansas City. Kans. 756,204. pub. 6-4-68.
Cl. 50.

Diamond Match Co.. The, Chicago. lU., to Diamond National
Corp.. New York. N.Y. 167.347-8. ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 9.

Diamond National Corp. : See

—

Diamond Match Co., The.
Diamond Power Specialty Corp., Lancaster. Ohio. 756.020.

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 26.
DIetene Co.. The. Minneapolis. Minn. 764,931, pub. 6-4-63.

Cl. 18.
Dimatteo, Joe. d.b.a. Weightieas Missile Co.. Downey. Calif.

754^985, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 22.
Dlsa Corp.. New York. NY. 766.071. pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 32.
Division Sales : See—

Marks. Morton.
Doan Mfg^ Corp . Cleveland. Ohio. 647.740, cane. CI. 19.
Dorsett Electronics. Inc.. Norman, Okla. 755.100. pub.

6-4-63. Cl. 36.
Etowty Rotol. Inc.. Arlington. Ya. 764.961. pub. 6-4-63.

CT. 19.
Dupage Mfg. Co., Downers Grove, III. 754.888. pub. 6-4-

63 Cl 13
Dutra, John F.. d.b.a. Galtra Mfg. Co.. to Francisco 8.

Seringa, d.b.a. Galtra Mfg. Co., Fall River. Mass. 169.577.
ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 4.

Dura Commodities Corp.. New York, NY. 754,880, pub. 6-4-
63. Cl. 4.

Duradean Co.. Inc.. The. Beverly Hills. Calif. 756.170. pub.
6-4-63. CT. 46.

Eagle Clothes. Inc. : See—
Goldman. Fredrick and Stanley.

Eastern Co.. The, Naugatuck. Conn. 756,088, pub. 6-4-68.
Cl 26.

Eastern States Farmers' Exchange. Inc.. West Springfield.

Mass 7.^4,923, pub. 6-4-63. CI. 18.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y. 765,016, pub. 6-4-«3.

Cl. 28.
Educrafts : See—

Bookspan, Barnet. , ^
Effervescent Products, Inc., to Ames Co., Inc., Elkhart. Ind.

401,312, ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 18.

Ekco Products Co., Chicago. III. 647.696. cane. Cl. 18.

Electrical Contractors Association. Milwaukee. Wis. 756.237.
pub 6-4-63 Cl. 103.

Electronic Futures Inc.. New Haven. Conn. 755.101. pub.

6-4-83. Cl. 36.
El Paso National Bank. El Paso. Tex. 766.230. pub. 8-4-68.

Cl 102
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.. The. St. Louis. Mo. 754.979. pub.

6-4-83. Cl. 21 ...
Englander Co . Inc.. The. Chicago. 111. 756,083-4, pub. 6-4-

D^ Cl 32
Ensl^n-Bickford Co.. Tbe, Blmsbury, Conn. 754,868, pub.

ft A flO pi Q

Enterprise Paint Mfg. Co.. Chicago. HI. 189.451. ren. 8-20-

Erie Resistor Corp.. Erie, Pa. 754.967. pub. «-iT«8. Cl 21.

Estes Corp.. Oakland. Calif. 755.218. pub. 8-4-88. Cl. 52.

Ettco Wire k Cable Corp.. Brooklyn. NY. 754.908. pub. 8-4-
do PI 01

Eureka Specialty Printing Co.. Bcranton. Pa. 754.989. pub.
8-4-63. CL 22. „ . „ .^ w. w

Executive Furniture Guild of America, Grand Rapids, Mich.

756,088-7, pub. 8-4-88. Cl. 82. „ ^ ^, „ ,..,«.
Exquisite Form Industries. Inc., New York, NY. 706,126,

ntiK n A MO PI QQ
Exquisite Form Industries. Inc., New York, N.Y. 766,148,

pub. 8-4-88. Cl 89.
FMC Corp., Chicago. 111. 764.8S7. pab. ^-^^Cl.lS.
FMC Corp., San Jose, Calif. 705,026, pab. 8-4-88. Cl. 28.

Faberge. inc. : See

—

Rubin, Samuel.
Fair, Albert B. H.. Brookllne. Mass. 788,007, pub. *-4-88.

CT 28.
Falrlane, Inc.. Atlanta. Oa. 847,954, cane. Cl. 48.

Farbcnfabriken Bayer AktlenfescUschaft, Leverkuaen-Bayer-
werk, Germany. 764.882. pub. 6-4-68.__Cl. 8. ..

.. ^ .,
Farber, 8. W., Inc.. New York, N.Y. 704.976, pub. 8-4-88.

Cl 21
Fernandes. Francisco N.. Seville. Spain. 786,178, pub. *-4-

88. Cl 48. , __-
Field, Henry, Seed and Naraerj Co.. Bbenandoah, Iowa. 704.-

814-17, pub, 8-4-88. Cl. 1.
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Field, Henry, Seed and Nartery Co., Bbenandoab, Iowa
849. pub. 8-4-68. 0.8.

Field. Marshall, ft Co., Cbicafo, 111., to Flelderest Mills, Inc.,

Spray. N.C. 189.99i. ren77-20-^. CL 42.
Flelderest Mills, Inc. : See—

Field, Marshall, ft Co.
Firestone Tire ft Rubber Co.. Tbe, Akron, Ohio. 705,090-8,

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 85.
Flint. Eaton, and Co., Decatur. IlL 842.014, cane. Cl. 18.

Float-ln-Bs Co., Los Anaelea, Calif. 847,828, cane. Cl. 82.

Floeker. John, and Co.TPittabargb. Pa. 847,914, eanc. Cl.

42.
Food Maebinerv and Chemical Corp., New York, N.Y. 847,-

662. cane. Cl. 6. ^ , . ^
Foods Plus, Inc. New York. N.Y. 700,211, pab. 8-4-88. CT.

51.
Fordte, Inc., CoUeg* Point. N.Y. 750.086, pub. 8-4-88. CT.

82.
Ford Motor Co.. Dearborn. Midi. 647,788. eanc. CT. 19.
Foster Equipment Corp., Mcrrtfleld. Ta. 766.288, pub. 6—4-

68. Cl 108.
Franklyn, Robert A., d.b.a. Robalr* Alain, Los Anfclea. Calif.

785,J0i^-10. pub. 6-4-68. Cl, 81. _ ......
Frascr's. Inc.. New York. N.f . 700,000, pnb. 6-4-88. CT.

28.
Fralt Cake Bakers of America. Inc. Cblcaffo, HI. 700,180-8,

pab. 8-4-«8. CT. 48.

Galtra Mfg. Co. : 8«€—
Dutra. John F.

Oamco Products, Inc., Big Spring. Tei. 700,089, pab. 8-4-
88 CT 82

Oarda j Vega. Inc.. New York. N.T. 784.918, pab. 8-4-88.

Cl 17
Oarsoa. Henry O., d.b.a. Barrett Chemical Co.. PbUadelpbla,

847,719. cane. Cl. 18.

784,- Hatfield Industries, Inc.. d.b.a. Warehouse Storage Systems
Co., Hatfield. Pa. 785,088. pub. 8-4-83. CT. 82.

H-Brace. Inc.. Miami. Fla. 764.878. pub. 6-4-83. Cl. 12.
Hennick. Joe. Enterprises : See—

Hennick. Joseph P.
Hennick, Joseph P., d.b.a. Joe Hennick Enterprises, Ashland.

Oreg. 784.887^ub. 8-4-68. CT. 22.
Herrmann, J. Cb., Nurnberg, Germany. 760,091, pub.

8-4-88. CT. 34.
Herschi N.V., Hoensbroek, Netherlands. 766,163, pub.

8-4-83. CT. 45.
Hewlett-Packard Co., from Palo Alto Engineering Co.. Palo

Alto, Calif. 764,966, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 21.
High Standard Mfg. Corp.. The. Hamden, Conn. 647.886,

cane. CT. 9.

Hlllfe Emblems : Bee—
Malickson, David L.

Holbrcam Inc., d.b.a. Hollywood Camera Co., Hollywood, Calif.
768,029. pub. 6-4-68. CT. 26.

Hollywood Camera Co. : See—
Hollycam Inc.

Hollywood-Maxwell Co.. Los Angeles. Calif. 847,899, cane.
CT. 39.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Coraopolis. Pa. 754.897-8, pnb.
8-4-88. Cl. 18.

Hood, Clyde, d.b.a. Prairie Art Co.. Decatur. III. 700,200,
pub. 8-4-88. CT. 60.

Hormel, Geo. A., ft Co., Austin, Minn. 755.187, pub. 6-4-88.
CT. 48.

Howe Sound Co., New York. N.Y. 764.900. pub. 6-4-63.
CT. 14.

Hubbell. Harvey. Inc., Bridgeport, Conn. 764,895, pab.
8-4-68. CT. 18.

Hudnut. Richard : See

—

<

Standard Laboratories. Inc.Pa .^. ... ,._^. ^.. . -.

Gas Appliance' Mannfaeturers Association, New York, N.Y. Humble Oil ft Refining Co. : S»
7B8,2l7, pab. 8-4-63. Cl. 101. _ .-.— «« Standard Oil Co. (Inc. In New Jersey).

Gates Corp., CosU Mesa, Calif. 704,827. pab. 8-4-88. CT. 2. Hydyn Co.. CTeveland, Ohio. 755,011, pub. 8-4-63. CT. 23.

General Aniline ft Film Corp., New York. N.Y. 847,887, cane. Hyilenol Co., Inc., New Rochelle. N.Y. 402.439. ren. ft-20-63.
CT 88 CT 29

General Dynamics Corp. (Convalr Dlvlalon). San Diego. Calif. i-t-B CTrcult Breaker Co.. Tbe. Pblladelphla. Pa

700,074,
847,786. cane. CL 19. _^ „

General Flreoroofin| Co., The, Toangstown, Ohio.

General Fooda Corp., White Plains. N.T. 766,184. pub

General Minerals Corp.. Denver. Colo. 704,872, pub. 6-4-88.

CT 12
General' Rubber Corp., Tenafly, N.J. 788,010. pub. 6-4-88.

CI- 28. « .^ „
General Tire ft Rubber Co., The : Bee—

Bolts Products Sales. Inc. , .^ „., „ „« --
Georgia Kaolin Co.. Elisabeth. NJ. 400.987. ren. 8-20-88.

Ge5gili*Koalin Co.. Elisabeth. N.J. 401,042, ren. 8-20-68.

Gettee Hosiery Mills, Inc., San Mateo, Calif. 786,119. pub.

ft 4 -flfl Cl 39
Giant Industries. Pico Rivers. Calif. 766.001. pub. 8-4-68

CT 23
Giant UmbrelU Co.. Inc.. New York, N.Y. 756.180. pub.

ft—4—88 Cl 4

1

Glbbs Underwear Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. 847.808. cane,

Cl. 89.
Glamour Puss Cat Products : flee

—

Spitl. EdWSrd M. _ ..„„- ,. a A aa
Glastron Boat Co.. Austin. Tex. 784.902. pub. 6-4-88

CT. 19

764.988,

647.727. cane.

Gleltaman's. Inc.. Long Island City, N.Y
6—4—83 Cl 32

Glenmore Distilleries Co.. d.b.a. Two Naturals Distilling Co..

Owensboro. Ky. 755.198. pub. 6-4-88 CT. 49 ,_,..,
Goldberg. Samuel A., to A. J. Leff Co.. Chicago. 111. 171.241.

ffwfi n 30 '88 Cl 80
Goldberg, Samuel A., to A. J. Leff Co.. Chicago, 111. 401,998,

GoUlman, Fredrick and Stanley, from Eagle Clothes, Inc..

New York. NT. 765.138. pub. ^-^-^-^Cip.
Gold Seal Rubber Co.. Boston. Mass. 780.143, pub. 6-4-68.

CT 89
Goodrich. B. R.. d.b.a. Goodrich Maintenance 8upoly Co..

Oklahoma City. OkU. 700.220. pub. *-4-88. Cl. 02.

Goodrich Maintenance Supply Co. : Bee—
Goodrich, B. R. _ „, .,_-.•«. s on a«

Grand Spedaitles Co.. Chicago. HI. 400.884. ren. 8-20-88.

CT 23
Great Atlantic ft Pacific Tea Co.. Inc.. Tbe. New York. N.T.

756.179. pab. 8-4-83. CT. 48._ _ „ ^ ,. r,

Oruen Industries. Inc.. d.b.s. The Oruen Watch Co.. New
Tork. NT. 768.041. pnb. 6-4-88. CT. 27. .

Oruen Watch Co.. Tbe : Bee—
Omen Industries, Inc. _

Gubelln International Corp.. Mount Klsco. N.T. 647.761,

Ga«S' Television ft Radio. Inc.. New Tork. N.T. 847.752.

GoU?.'' Ha?^?^nc.. New Tork. NT. 755,048. pub. 6-4-63.

pub. 6-4-68. CT. 21.
Ideal Pbarmacal Co.. Waterbury. Conn.

Cl. 18.
nilnots Tool Works Inc., Chicago. 111. 764.963. pub. 6-4-68.

CT. 21.
Impulsphystk Dr. Ing. Frank Fmngel G.m.b.H.. Hamburg-

Rlssen, Germanv. 755,021. pub. 6-4-68. Cl. 26.
Inerto Co.. The. San Francisco. Calif. 700.069. pnb. 8-4-88.

CT. 30.
Inerto Co.. The. San Francisco. Calif. 765.208. pub. 8-4-88.

CT. 61.
, ^.

In8ul-8 Corp.. San Carlos, Calif. 754.978. pub. 8-4-88.
Cl. 21.

Integra A.G. Zurich Industrtetechnlscfae Gesellschaft, Zurich.
Swltserland. 647.793. cane. CT. 26.

International Customs Service. Inc.. Los Angeles. Calif.

765.239. pub. 6-4-63. CT. 108.
International Latex Corp., Dover, Del. 847,898, cane. Cl.

39
International Minerals ft Chemical Corp., Skokle, 111. 784.818,

pub. 8-4-83. Cl. 1.

International Minerals ft Cbemlcal Corp., Skokle, 111. 754,-

889. pab. 8H1-88. Cl. 5. „_„,...
International Minerals ft Cbemlcal Corp., Skokle, 111. 754,-

858, pub. 8-4-88. Cl. 8. „ . . ^
International Resources Engineering and Exirioratlon Group.

Washington. DC. 847^999. eanc. CT. 100.
768,073. pub. intersUte Precision Products Corp. : See

Big Alert, Inc.
Iowa Paint Mfg. Co.. Inc.. Dee Moines. Iowa.

8-4-88. Cl. 18.

Iron-A-Way, Inc.,^ Peoria. Ill

764.918. pnb.

,, » „-i_, .-^., - -.. 788.081, pub. 6-4-83.

Johnson, Clyde L. Wisconsin Rapids, wis.

766.148-7. pnb.

CT. 82.
647,826. cane.

Cl 32
Joseph ft Felss Co., Tbe, Cleveland. Ohio.

ft 4 83 Cl 80
Kahn's. B., Sons Co., The, Cincinnati, Ohio. 177,188, ren.

8-20-88. Cl. 46. « «. . „. w -..,
Kalamasoo Vegetable Parchment Co., Kalamasoo. Mich. 647.-

862. cane Cl. 37. ^ . „ ^, - ,. », ^ .tick
Katx. Julius, d.b.a. Julius Katt ft Son. New Tork, N.Y. 700.-

052, pub. 6-4-63. CT. 28.

Kats, Julius, ft Son : See

—

Kavser-Rotb° clirp.. New York, N.Y. 755.180. pab. 8-4-88.

Cl 89
Kennel Caskets, Inc.. Massapequa Park, N.Y. 704,829, pub.

8—4—88 Cl 2
Kimble Glass Co.', Vineland, N.J.. to Owens-Illinois Glass Co.,

Toledo. Ohio. 399.812-18. ren. »-20-68. Cl. 88
Kinc Radio Corp.. Inc.. Olathe. Kans. 754.980. pub. 6-4-88.

Klelnert! I. B.. Rubber Co.. New York. N.T. 766,124. pnb.

8-4-68. CT. 89.

Klinger, Richard, Gumpoldsklrchin, Austria-Hungary. 60.-

978. cane. CT. 85.

758,017, pnb.

Hamlltln-Skoteh Corp.. Hamilton. Ohio. 764.819. pnb. Knickert)<)cker Products Co.
:
Se^

6—4—88 CT 1 Master viorator co.

HarWson-Walker' Refractories Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa. 754.879. Kollsman Instrument Corp.. Elmhuret. N.T
pub. 6-4-83. CT. 12. 8-4-88. CT. 28.

Harrison Candy Co. : See

—

Kollsman Instrument Corp.. Elmhurst. N.T. 758.028. pnb.

"V4S^nr'S « ""'**"* ^"**'' ^'^ ^*'^'"'^''"' ^'^ K.^* H.^an?Co., New York. NY. 647.810. cane. CT. 29.

Hart. Mountain Products Corp.. New York. NY. 784.828. Krovwen Coats. Inc., New York, NY. 785,152. pub. 8-4-«8.

Dub 6—4—68 CT 1

Hat Corp. of America. Norwalk. Conn. 750.180. pub. 8-4-«8. La^^J^^ci^T'*''
^""^

'

^*^ ^°'*' ^'^' ""'"'' ^*'
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Corp., from Frank
6-t-63. CI. 13.

Inc., New

V. Perei, Miami. Fla. 7B4,-

York, N.Y. 700,134, pnb.

AlUvlsta. Va. 756,082, pub. &-4-«3.

Bnameli, Necdbam, Mass.

647,717-18. cane. CI.

pub. 6-4-68.

704,846, pub.

704.837, pub.

pub. 6-4-63.

Lady Neat
804, pub.

Lamet International,
6-4-63. CI. 89.

Lane Co., Inc., Tbe,
CI. 32.

Lang, Marion E., d.b.a. Peacock
755.058 pub. 6-4-63. CI. 30.

Larson, Sherwood L., Ogmllala, Nebr.
18.

Laurel Cards, Inc., Waukegan, 111. 755,10&-6,
CI. 37.

Le Fevre Chemical Co.. Oklahoma City, Okla.
6-4-63. CI. 6.

Leff, A. J., Co. : 8te—
Ooldberg, Samuel A.

Legge, Walter Q., Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

Leneta Co., The, Ho-Ho-Kus, N.J. 700,084,
CI. 26.

Leong. C. K. Co. : Bee—
Leong, Crlchton K.

Leong, CrTcbton K., d.b.a. C. K. Leong Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

755,088. pub. 6-4-63. CI. 33.
Lever Brothers Co., New York. N.Y. 705,214, pub. 6-4-63.

CI. 01.
Llndsey-Roblnson * Co., Inc.. Roanoke, Va. 647,985, cane.

CI. 46.
Lionel Corp., The. Hillside, N.J. 700,026. pub. 6-4-68. CI.

26.
Lionel Corp^ The : Bee—

Lionel Toy Corp., The.
Lionel Toy Corp., The, Wilmington, Del., from The Lionel

Corp., New York, N.Y. 755^028, pub. 6-4-63. CI. 26.

Lowe, Joe, Corp., New York. N.Y. 755,178. pub. 6-4-63.
CI. 46.

Lowrance, John W., to Mello-OIo Co., of Boston, Mass., Boston,
Mass., to Marguerite Corblere, Weston, Mass. 172,561, ren.
8-20-63. CI. 51.

Luly Pharmaceutical Co., St. Louis, Mo. 704,924, pub. 6-4-
63. CI. 18.

Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Co.. Chicago. III. 760,284, pub.
6-4-63. CI. 102.

Lustlg, Florence : See—
Crossman. Florence L.

M.D. Maternities. Inc.. New York, NY
39.

New York. N.Y.

. 647,871. cane. CI

700.048, pub. 6-4-68.MAD Wakshlag Corp
CI. 28.

M. k T. Chemicals Inc. : Bee—
United Chromium Inc.

Maldenform, Inc. New York. NY. 700,122. pub. 6-4-68.
CI. 39.

Maldenform. Inc., New York, N.Y. 700,142. pnb. 6-4-63.
CI 39

Mald-Rlte Wire Products Corp., New York, N.Y. 647,907,

cane. CI. 40.
Malachuk, Daniel, d.b.a. Danmal Creations, Plalnfleld. N.J.

647.806. cane. CI. 28. „ ^ „
Malickson, I>avld L., d.b.a. Hlllfe Emblems, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.

647.681, cane. CI. 8. ^, ^^
Manjcas, James E., Manltou. Colo. 647.927, cane. CI. 44.

Marblehead Oolf Corp.. Sarasota, Fla. 754,991, pub. 6-4-63.

CI. 22.
Marguerite Corblere : Sea

—

Lowrance, John W. _ ,„ ___„^.
Marks, Morton, d.b.a. Division Sales, Chicago. 111. 756,044,

pub. 6-2-63. CI. 28. , ^ „. o„«
MarHh Supermarkets, Inc., Yorktown, Ind. 754.868. pub.

Martin Senour Co., The, Chicago, 111. 647 711. cane. CI. 16.

Marvella Pearls. Inc., .New York NY. 64T.807. cane. CI. 28.

.Miirwln Products, JefferRon, Tex. 755,055. pub. 6—4—63.
CI 29

MaKtJT Vibrator Co., d.b.a. Knickerbocker Products Co.,

Dayton. Ohio. 647,773. cane. CI. 23.

Master Vibrator Co.. d.b.a. Knickerbocker Products ( o..

Dayton. Ohio. 647.8.19. cnnc. CI. 34. „..„^.
Muuz & Pfelffer. Stuttgart Botnang, Germany. 754.966. pub.

6-4-63. CI. 21. ^, „ .. „ ^
Co.. The. New York, N.Y..

Colo., St. Louis, Mo.. Akron
Baltimore, Md.

Los
and

American United
CT. 46.
Chicago

See

—

in.

342^,446. cane.

Co., Hartford,

647,951, eanc

May Department Stores
Angeles. Calif., I>enver.
Cleveland. Ohio, and
CI 39

McCann, Kathy O.. d.b.a

Conn. 755,166, pub. ft-4-63.

Meat Industry Suppliers. Inc.,

CI. 46.
Mello-Olo Co., of Boston, Mass.

Lowrance, John W. „ . „ ._

Merck k Co., New York, NY., to Merck k Co., Inc., Rahway,
N.J. 173,102. ren. 8-20-63. CI. 18.

.Merck k Co.. Inc. : See

—

Merck k Co.
Merck k Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J. 754,842, pub. 6-t-63. CI. 6.

Mlchaud^ Abner^ d.b.a. A. MIebaud Co., to A. Mlcbaud

764,963-4,
Phlla(felphla, ta.' 647,933. cane. CI. 46.

Michigan Wheel ~

R.I.

Metalglas Laboratories, Inc.. Madison, Wis
CI. 4.

.Metro Dyestuff Corp., West Warwick
CI. 6.

Metropolis Brewery of N.J., Inc.. d.b.a.

Trenton. N.J. 755,189, pub. 6-4-63.

Metropolis Brewery of N.J., Inc.. d.b.a.

age Co.. Trenton, N.J.

Metropolis Brewery of N.J.
6-4-63. CT. 48.

Metropolis Brewery of N.J.,
6-4-63. CI. 48.

Mlcbaud, A., Co. : See

—

Mlchaud, Abner.

Co.,

pub.

755,190

, Inc., Trenton

Inc.. Trenton. N.J. 755,193, pub.

Minneapolis, Minn.

704,838,

704,877,

pub.

pub.

Chicago, lU.

704,900, pub.

704,942, pub.

Inc., New York,

X.J. 755,191, pub.

Oakland, Calif.

Syracuse, N.Y.

756.076-7. pub.

Angeles, Calif. 755,084,

766,228, pub.

766.224.

764,913,

6-4-63.

6-4-fl8.

647,647, cane.

647,657-64, cane.

Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
6-4-63. Cl. 19.

Middlesex Plumbing Service : See

—

Beaxley. J. Wlllard.
Miles Laboratories, Inc. : See

—

Takamine Laboratory Inc.
M^Uunald Inc. New York, N.Y. 047,986, cane. Cl. 51.
Mllwhlte Mud Sales Co., Houaton, Tex. 754,841, pub. 6-4-63

Cl. 6.
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.,

700,030, pub. 6-4-68. CI. 26.
Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co. : See

—

WoUensak Optical Co.
Miracle Adhesivea Corp., Bellmore. N.Y.

6-4-63. Cl. 5.
Miracle Adbesives Corp., Bellmore, N.Y.

6-4-68. Cl. 12.
Mitchell, Robert L., Norman, Okla. 648,004, cane. Cl. 101.
Monarch Electroniei International, Inc., North Hollywood,

Calif. 764,964, pub. 6-4-68. Cl. 21.
•Monroe Chemical Co., Inc., Hilton, N.Y.
6-4-03. a. 16.

Montgomery Ward k Co., Inc.
6-4-68. Cl. 19.

Morris, Philip, 4 Co. Ltd.. to Philip Morris
N.Y. 173,131, ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 17.

Morris, Philip, Inc. : See

—

Morris, Philip, k Co. Ltd.
Moultbrop, F. W., k Associates,

pub. 6-4-68. Cl. 100.
Muench-Kreuzer Candle Co., Inc.,

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 15.
Mulllns Mfg. Corp., Warren, Oblo

Cl. 32.
Multipurpose Bed Co., Inc.. Los

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 82.
Munch Wagons Inc., Philadelphia, Pa

Cl. 100.
Mutascio, Joseph. d.b.a. Prosperity California Wines, to

Prosperity California Wines, Inc., New York, N.Y. 402,009,
ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 47.

Naeonle : See

—

Waddlngton, Wm., Jr.
National Conservative League, Inc. : See

—

Waddlngton, Wm., Jr.
National Dairy Products Corp. : See

—

Schaefer, Max O.
.National Old Line Insurance Co., Little Rock, Ark. 756,286-6.

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 102.
National Reflnlng Co.. The. Cleveland, Ohio, to Ashland Oil
k Reflnlng Co.. Ashland. Ky. 172.246, ren. 8-20-63.
Cl. 15.

Nethercutt Industrial Corp., Sylmar, Calif.
6—4—63. Cl. 19.

NeugroschI, Ernst J. 755,229, pub. 6-4-63
.Neverleak Roof Flaiige and Metal Co. : See

—

Reaves Nicholas M.
.Nodaway Valley Foods, Inc., Coming, Iowa.

6-4-63. Cl. 46.
Norman, Merle, Cosmetics, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. 755,208,

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 51.
Novo Industrial Corp. : See

—

United Specialties Co., Tbe.
Nue-Line Sales Mfg. Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.

cane. Cl. 2.

.Nuvox Electronics Corp., New York, N.Y. 764,961,
6-4-63. Cl. 21.

Oak Hill Co., Fitchburg, Mass. 765.079, pnb. 6-4-68.
Official Films, Inc., New York. N.Y. 756,109, pub.

Cl. 38.
Ogden, L. Harris. Ltd., Atlanta, Oa. 706,043, pub.

Cl. 28.
Okonlte Co., The, Passaic^ N.J. 754,976, pub. 6-4-63
Old Dominion Beverage Co. : flee

—

Metropolis Brewery of N.J. Inc.
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp., New York, N.Y.

cane. Cl. 51.
Olln Mathieson Chemical Corp., New York, N.Y.

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 1.

O'Neill, Jack E., d.b.a. Surf Shop,
754.99.'i. pub. e-4-68. Cl. 22.

Orkln Exterminating Co., Inc., Atlanta
6-4-63. Cl. 6.

Outboard Marine Corp., Waukegan,
6-4-63. Cl. 19.

Outboard Marine Corp.. Waukegan,
6-4-63. Cl. 28.

Owens-Illlnols Glass Co. : See

—

Kimble Glass Co. ^ ^ „,
Palm Beach Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio. 756,144, pub. 6-4-68

Cl. 39.
Palo Alto Engineering Co. : See

—

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Pangborn Corp., Hagerstown, Md.

CT. 4.

Co., Los Angeles, Calif

764,948. pub.

Cl. 101.

766,167, pub.

647,643,

pub.

Cl. 32.
6-4-63.

6-4-68.

Cl. 21.

647,987,

754,826,

Santa Crus,

764,867

754,943,

Oa.

III.

IlL 768.003,

Calif.

I
pub.

pub.

pub.

«-4-«8.

Banner Brewing Co.,
Cl. 48.

Old Dominion Bever-
pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 48.

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, Mich.

Paradise Mfg
Cl. 22.

Parke, Davis k Co.
Cl. 18.

Parke, Davis k Co.
Cl. 38.

Pastene * Co., Inc. : See—
Pastene, P., k Co. Inc.

Pastene, P., k Co. Inc^ Boston, Mass
New Wit. N.Y.

Peacock Enamels : See

—

Lang, Marlon E.

6-4-68.

754,836, pub.

754,994, pnb.

401,418, Tcn. 8-20-68.

755,116. pub. 6-4-68.

173,741, ren.
..... to Pastene k Co., Inc.
»-20-68. Cl. 46.
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Penick SB * Co . New York. N.Y. 764,856. pub. 6-4-68. Safe-T Pacific Co.. from Safe-T Pacific Baking Co., Redwood
Cl 6

•'•"••" ^ •• '^

city. Calif. 755,201, pub. 6-4-68. Cl. 60.

Pennsylvania Industrial Chemical Corp., Clalrton, Pa. 408,- St. Egydyer Elsen- and Stahl-Industrie-Oesellschaft, Vienna.

763 ren. ^20-63. Cl. 1. Austria. 754,866. pub. 6-4-63. (Consolidated certificate.

Ponnhaonf Shn» Co Boston. Mass. 756.128. Dub. 6-4-68. Classes 7, 14, and 23.)
St. Louis Music Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo. 754,982, pub.

6-4-63. Cl. 21.
St. Loui8 Music Supply Co., St. Louis. Mo. 755,104, pub.

6-4-63. Cl. 36.
Sales Affiliates, Inc., New York, NY. 647,978, cane. O. 61.

Salsbury's, Dr., Laboratories, Charles City, Iowa. 754,927,
pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 18.

Sanders AsHociates, Inc., Nashua, X.H. 755,098, pub. 6-4-63.
Cl. 36.

Sandoi, Inc., New York, NY. 754,858, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 6.

Sarfert Hosiery Mills, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., to Burling-
ton Industries, Inc.. Greensboro, N.C. 404,723, ren.
8—20—63 Cl 39

Savermo Ltd.,' London, England. 755.194. pub. 6-4-63.
Cl. 49.

Schaefer, Max O., d.b.a. Velveeta Cheese Co^ to Velveeta
Cheese Co., Inc., of Monroe, N.Y Monroe, N.Y., to National
Dairy Products Corp., Chicago, 111. 176.615, ren. 8-20-63.
Cl. 46.

Schenley Import Corp., to Sehenley Industries Inc.. New York,
N.Y. 402.526, ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 47.

Schenley Industries Inc. : See

—

Schenley Import Corp.
Sclafanl, Gus, to Gus Sclafanl Corp., Stamford, Conn.

401,243. ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 46.

Sclafanl. Gus, Corp. : Bee—
Sclafani, Gus.

too, ren. o—^v—vn. v-i. *.
• « « ..«

Penobscot Shoe Co., Boston, Mass. 756,128, pub. 6-4-68.

Cl. 39.
Peres, Frank V. ; See

—

Lady Neat Corp- ^, „ ».-.... w a .. »
Perfect Bloomer Co., Brooklyn, N.Y. 766,145, pub. 6-4-63.

Cl 89
Perkin-Elmer Corp., The, Norwalk, Conn. 647,800, cane.

Pe^erman D. 8., k Co.. York, Pa. 756,123. pub. 6-4-63.

Cl. 89.
Pbelps Dodge Copper Products Corp. : flee

—

British American Metals Co^ Inc.

American Copper Products Corp. „.»„.„ y^
Pierce, 8. 8. Co!/6oston, Mass. rt6.189. ren. 8-20-63. Cl.

17
Pitman Mfg. Co.. Qrandvlew, Mo. 764.950, pub. 6-4-63.

Plaitli^Sulned Glass Corp., New York, NY. 754,826, pub.

Plus Poultry, Inc., SUoam Springs, Ark. 755,181-2, pub.
ft A HO 1^1 Aft

Polychrome Corp., Yonkers. N.Y. 756,208, pub. fr-4-63.

Porter* H. K., Co., Inc., Pittsburgh. Pa. 754.970. pub.

A3 Cl 21
Pow«n. Verne Q., Flutes, Inc., Boston, Mass. 765,099, pub

6-4-63. Cl. 86
Prairie Art Co. : See

—

sciarani, uus.
Hood. Clyde. -.. «./v, v Scott & Fetzer Co., The. Cleveland, Ohio. 755,217, pub.

Precision Metalsmlths, Inc., aeveland, Ohio. 764,901, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 52. „ „„ „ . . . „„
6-4-«3. Cl. 14. „ . „^ n^TQto --„, Scott, H. H., Inc., Maynard. Mass. 755,102-3, pub. 6-4-63.

Princ*/H M., Textiles Inc., New York, N.Y. 647,912, cane. ^1. 36.

Cl. 42

JuUscIo, Joseph.
Prosperity California Wines, Inc. : Be

6-4-63. Cl. 51.
Sealy. Inc., Chicago. III. 755,075, pub. 6-^4-63. Cl. 32.

Season-All Industries, Inc., Indiana, Pa. 754.871, pub.
6-4-63. Cl. 12.

d 42 ^ »...«„o w Scully Signal Co., Melrose, Mass. 647,690. cane. Cl. 13
Procter k Gamble Co., The, Cincinnati, Ohio. 754,928, pub. j^^^ Trading Associates, Inc., New York, NY. 755,212, pub.

6-4-68. Cl. 18. 6-4-6.S Cl. 51
Prosperity California Wines : See

—

Mutasdo, Joseph. „. ,_^ „„. . . , ^ Seaway Publishing Co.. San Francisco, Calif. 647,860. cane.

Pulp Reproduction Co., Milwaukee. Wis. 764.883. pub. 6-t-
f^ Jg

63. Cl. 2. „. „. ,oo K •_.«_«« Semel. J. H, & Co., to Roekower Brothers. Inc., Philadelphia,

Pure Milk Association, Chicago, 111. 756.188, pub. 6-4-08. p^ 53.870, new cert. Cl. 39.

Cl 46. „,... ... V. n. T>ix9ai Seroel, J. H., k Co., to Roekower Brothers, Inc., Philadelphia,

Quaker City Life Insurance Co.. Philadelphia. Pa. 700,^«i. p^ 151.229. new cert. Cl. 39.

pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 102. n»*.«. n„t«ri« Seminole Flavor Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn 755,164, pub.

Quebec MeUllurglcal Industries Ltd., OtUwa, Ontario.
fl_4_^3 ci. 46. ' ' „ ,,„

Canada. 647.697. cane. Cl 14. ,„ ,-, ^„ R_20_«a Sequoia Process Corp., Redwood City, Calif. 647,760, eanc.

Raffetto. 0. B.. Inc.. New York, N.Y. 169.762. ren. »-^u-oa. ^ gi.
Cl. 46. „ „. T 1 u- TK.A o«a nnh A-4-«3 Seringa, Francisco S. : Bee-

Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Mo. 764,933, pnb. fV-t-«». ^tra, John F.
Cl- 18. . ^ -, , . D^^* in.n.r^ mnA M*t«l Sessc, Inc., New York, N.

Reaves. Nicholas M.. d-ba. Neverleak RoofFlange and Metal
g^^,„^ Brewing Co. : See

Co Memphis, Tenn. 754,888. pab. 6-t-«8. Cl 13.

Kt^ni^pt Products Co.. Btlwanda, Calif. 756,188, pub.

Reich Jewelry': Bee
Reich. Lawrence.

„__., — - Y. 755,097, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 36
Sewanee Brewing Co. : See

—

Spearman Brewing Co., The.
Shahmoon Industries, Inc. : Bee—

Warren Foundry and Machine Co.
Shane Engineering Co., Los Angeles. Calif

Relch!*Sw«n«"rb-a. lUlch Jewelry, Detroit, Mich. 755,- ^^^g ^^^ «
G., Co., New York, NY

050, pub. 6-4-«3. a. 28. ^^3 ^j^ 8-20-63. Cl. 46, . _. „ . ., „BeaTorTMnWauke^'wi.. 755.008. pnb. 6-4-63. O.

Republic Foil. Inc.. Danbnry. Conn. 754.876. pub. 6-4-63.

New York, NY.

Rexroyal Farms : fle«—
(fs

- • "
.,_Jl™f?iu^s?I?es,^nc.. SanU Monica. Calif. 647.909.

R ~h"prSi.rts- Co., Inc., DeLand. Fla. 766.160. pub. (^-4-68.

Rich *Kllnger Aktlengesellschaft. Onmpoldsklrchen, near

R<SfJSa Textile Mills. Inc., McMlnnTllle. Tenn. 647.881.

eanc. Cl. 39.
Roekower Brothers, Inc. : See

—

Eoc^ MiuJia^' Co.^.. The, D«Ter. Colo. M8.019. cane.

R,Sk.an * Yamss Reflnlng Co. Inc.. New York, N.Y. 766.058,

R<5S^r.'^&5: Conn.„m.815. C„M^5W^PuJ:

755,162. pub.

171,336, ren.

755,140, pub.

754.886, pub.

755,226, pub.

8-20-63. Cl. 46.

Shelburne Shirt Co. Inc.
6-4-63. Cl. 39. , ^

Shepherd Casters, Inc., Benton Harbor, Mich.
6-4-63. a. 13.

Sheraton Corp. of America, Boston, Mass.

Slegler Corp.,' The, New York, N.Y. 754,955, pub. 6-4-63.

Cl 21
Simpson,' Wm., Sons k Co.. Inc., New York, NY. 647,911.

eanc Cl 42
Sisler, ' Jack, Inc.. Exeter, Calif. 755.168, pub. 6-4-63.

Skloexport, Podnlk Zabranicnlbo Obehodu pro Vyvox Skla.

Prague, Ciechoslovakla. 755,085. pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 33.

Smart Stvle Hat Co., New York. NY. 647,880. ««<• Cl 39.
~

tilth Miller k Patch. Inc., New York, NY. 754,926, pub
6-4-63. Cl. 18. „ . , r^ ^t 1 A

Smith Sidney C, d.b.a. Smythe Engineering, Chandler, Ind.

755,037. pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 26.

Smythe Engineering: See

—

Smith, Sidney C.
. , ».

Soeleta Ceramica Italians Socleta per Azlonl, Laveno, Varese,

Italy. 755,057, pub. 6-4-63 <^'- ^S ^ «,i7«fi««nr
Southern Nitrogen Co., Inc., Savannah, Ga. 647,688. eanc.

So^thlVid Industries, Inc., Vlcksburg. Miss. 647,737. eanc.

Cl. 19.

IK5:''iR^I.".F5rtL.od.rt.l..Fl.. 764,8M, p«b IV-^ sp^JUg I"f«J>'"-
- So""-"". ^ ". 768,12». p.b.

±.s.^'ie.: -o. ,„,o... p.b. ^. c --rc-r- '- '';,:-':°':; ^,,.:'-

R„?b OH...... en... h™..™.^.... n.t. ™..,.. p.b. «PCT,-,^»'?;.<^-
-"• «"'""" '•" '"" 7"

6-4-63. Cl. 89. „ T, .1 *- Bnit< vdward M dba Glamour Puss Cat Products, Los

S.M.A. Corp., Chlea^ "VnaS%6X'n'T2^r o'^is'*' ^""Angef^TaHf 7^8^0», pub. 6-4^8. Cl- 61.

Corp., New York, N.t. 404,146, ren. 8-20-68. CI. 18. K*
Fertilizer Co.. Cleveland. Ohio. 764.870, pub.

8afe-T Pacific Baking Co. :
See— 6-4-88. Cl. 10. , . .

«afe-T Pacific Co. o*.m~., v Kaiser New York N.Y.. to Burlington Industries,

Safe-T Pacific Co., Redwood City. Calif. 754.821. pub. Stamper fc^^l^rNew^Tork.^^^^,
^^ ^^^^ ^,, 3^

6-4-63. Cl. 1.
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standard Cycle Co., Inc., Chicago, 111. 754.947, pub. ft-4-63.

CI. 19.
Standard Development Co. of Wilmington, Del. : See

—

Standard Oil Co. (Inc. In New Jersey).
Standard Laboratories, Inc., Lob Angelea, Calif., to Richard

Hudnut, MorrU Plalna, N.J. 169,867, ren. »-20-63. CI.
51.

Standard UU Co. (Inc. In New Jersey), to Standard Develop
meut lo., of Wilmington, Del^ Bayonne, N.J., to Humble
Oil it Kefiuiug Co.. HouMton, Tex. 167,852, ren. 8-20-63.
CI. 50.

Standard Oil Co., The. Cleveland. Ohio. 647,701, cane. CI. 15.
Sundard Oil Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio. 754.909-11, pub.

6-*-63. CI. 15
Stanley, Oscar M., Inc., New York, N.Y. 765,072. pub. 6-4-

63. CI. 32.
Sterling Automotive Mfg. Co., Elk Grove Village, 111. 765,019.

pub. 6-4-63 CI. 26.
Sternco Industries, Inc., Allendale, N.J. 754,820, pub. 6-4-

63. CI. 1.

Sternco Industries, Inc., Allendale. N.J. 754.832, pub. 6-4-
63. CI. 2.

Sternco Industries, Inc.. Allendale, N.J. 754,861, pub. 6-4-
63. CI. 6.

Sternco Industries, Inc., Allendale, N.J. 754,899. pub. 6-4-
63. CI. 13.

Sternco Industries, Inc., Allendale. N.J. 764,917, pub. 6-4-
63. CI. 16.

Sternco Industries. Inc.. Allendale. N.J. 755,027, pub. 6-4-
•8. CI. 26.

Sternco Industries, Inc., Allendale, N.J. 755,061, pub
63. CI. 31.

Sternco Industries, Inc., Allendale, N.J. 756,092, pub. 6-4-
«3. 01. 34.

Sternco Industries, Inc.. Allendale, N.J. 765.180, pub. 6-4-
68. CI. 46.

Stlbolt, Noble H., Matteson. III. 755.038, pub. 6-t-6S.
CI. 27.

8tile»-Kem Sales Corp.. Waukegan, 111. 754,850, pub. 6-4-63.
CI. «.

Stony Creek Granite Corp.. Providence. R.I. 754.822. pub.
«-t-6«. CI. 1.

Street, R. R., 4 Co., Inc.. Chicago, III. 402,012, ren. 8-20-
68. CL 82.

Sulllran Co., The, to The Sullivan Co., Memphis. Tenn. 169.-

486, ren. 8-20-«3. CT. 12.
Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia. Pa. 764,908, pub. 6-4-63. CI. 15.

Sunbeam Corp., Chicago, III. 755,089. pub. 6-4-68. Cl. 27.
Superb Glove Co., The. Johnstown. N.Y. 647,868, cane.

Cl. 89.
Superior Industries. Inc., Dallas, Tex. 647,815, cane. Cl. 31.

Superior Plastics Inc., Chicago, 111. 756,199. pub. 6-4-63.
Cl. 50.

Surf Shop : Bee—
O'Neill, Jack E.

Takamine Laboratory, Inc., Clifton, N.J., to Miles Labora-
tories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind. 172,600. ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 8.

Tanlmex Corp^ New York, N.Y. 647,669, cane. Cl. 6.

Taylor, S. O., CTiain Co., Inc. : See

—

Carroll Chain Co., The.
Teca Corp., White Plains. NY. 754,966, pub. 6-4-63. CT. 21.

Teca Corp., White Plains. N.Y. 755,022. pub. 6-4-«3. CT. 26.
Teca Corp.. White Plains, N.Y. 766,159. pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 44.
Technl Electronics. Inc., Orange, N.J. 755,157-8, pub. 6 4

68. Cl. 44.
Tee Bug, Inc. : See

—

Voss, Lester J.

Tennant, C, Sons * Co. of New York, N.Y., New York, N.Y.
764,903, pub. 6-4-«3. Cl. 14.

Tennessee Products h Chemical Corp., NashTllle. Tenn. 764.-

904. pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 14.

Terra-Losa, Inc., Miami. Pla. 754,874, pub. 6-4-«3. Cl. 12.

Tesco Chemicals, Inc.. AtlanU, Oa. 764,858. pub. 6-4-68.
Cl. 6.

Testager ft Co.. Inc.. Detroit, Mich. 754.921. pub. 6-4-68.
Cl 18.

Texaco Inc., New York. N.Y. 764.907, pub. 8-4-68. Cl. 18.

Texas Pharmacal Co.. San Antonio, Tex. 754,929, pub. 8-4-
68 Cl 18

Textile Mills Co., Chicago. 111. 766,012, pub. 6-4-68. Cl. 24.

Thera-Ped Products. Inc., New York. N.Y. 647.728. cane.

Cl. 18.
ThomasTlUe Pumlture Industries, Inc., TtaomasTllle, N.C.

758,080, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 32.
Thompson Farms Co., Chicago, 111. 755,112, pub. 6-4-68.

Cl 88.
Torpedo Buromaschinen Werke A.O., Frankfurt am Maln-

Rodelheim, Germany. 768,006. pub. 6-4-«8. (Consolidated
certificate. Classes 28 and 26.

)

Townle LIncerte, New York, N.Y. 647.878, cane. Cl. 80.

TransTox Corp.. The, New York. N.Y. 647,748. cane. Cl. 21.
Treseo Industrlea, Inc.. Tuckahoe. N.Y. 756.004, pub. 6-4-

68. Cl. 86.
Turner k Seymour Mfg. Co., The, Torriagton, Conn. 178,-

922. ren. 8-20-68. CT. 28.
Tyden Corp., The, Hastings, Midi. 766,014, pub. 6-4-68.

Cl. 25.
Two Naturals Distilling Co. : See

—

Olenmore Distilleries Co.

Ultravite Laboratories Ltd., Downsview, Ontario, Canada.
764.919, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 18.

Unimed, Inc.. Morristown. N.J. 754,936, pub. 6-4-63. Cl.
18.

Unimed, Inc.. Morristown, N.J. 756,161, pub. 6-4-68. Cl.
44.

Universal Blue Print k Supply Co. Inc.. Houston, Tex. 754.-
843. pub. 6-4-63 Cl. 6.

United Chromium. Inc.. to M ft T Chemicals Inc.. New York.
N.Y. 401,904. ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 6.

United Hosiery Mills Corp.. ChatUnooga, Tenn., to Buster
Brown Textf ' ~"

"" "

63. Cl. 39.
Brown Textiles, Inc.

Corp
Willmlngton. Del. 177,563, ren. 8-20-

Unlted Specialties Co.. The, to Novo Industrial Corp.. Chicago.
III. 4(J3,945, ren. 8-20-«3. Cl. 28.

U.S. Teens, Inc.. New York, NY. 754,990, pub. 6-4-«3.
Cl. 22.

Unlwave, Inc., Farmingdale, N.Y. 754,967, pub. 6-4-63.
Cl. 21.

Upjohn Co., The. Kalamasoo. Mich. 764,982, pub. 6-4-63.
Cl. 18.

Upjohn Co., The, Kalamasoo, Mich. 764,986, pub. 6-4-63.
Cl. 18.

Valentine Dolls Inc.. New York, N.Y. 764,988, pub. 6-4-63.
Cl. 22.

Valle's Steak House, Portland, Maine. 755,226. pub. 6-4-68.
Cl. 100.

Van Corp. Mfg. Inc.. Pella, Iowa. 754,090, pub. 6-4-68.
Cl. 23.

Van Ess Laboratories, Inc., Chicago, III., to Ameriean Home
Produ«
a. 18.

6-4- Products Corp., New York
;bicaga
, N.Y. 174,214, ren. 8-20-63.

Van Raalte Co., Inc., New York. N.Y. 755,140, pub. 6-4-68.
CI. 89.

Vapor Corp., Chicago. III. 764.972, pub. 6-4-48. (Consoli-
dated certineate. Classes 21 and 28.

)

Velveeta Cheeee Co. : See

—

Schaefer. Max O.
Velveeta Cheese Co.. Inc. : Bee—

Schaefer. Max O.
Velveray Corp., New York, N.Y. 648.008, cane. CT. 106.
Vibraslide, Inc., Binghamton, N.Y. 755.002, pub. ft-4-68.

CT. 28.
Viking Distillery, Inc., The, Albany. Oa. 766,195-7, pub.

6-4-68. Cl. 49.
Vitaminerel Products Co., Peoria, 111. 754,020, pub. 6-4-

63. CI. 18.
Vltamix Pharmaceuticala, Inc., Philadelphia. Pa. 784.022.

pub. 6-4-68. CT. 18.
Voss, Lester J., from Tee Bug, Inc.. Houston, Tex. 764.-

937, pub. 6-4-63. CT. 19.
Waddlngton, Wm., Jr. d.b.a. Naconie, from National Con-

servatlTe League, Inc., Chicmgo. HI- 758,118, pnb. 6-4-
68 Cl 38

Wander Co., The, Chicago, HI. 754,980, pnb. 6-4-68. CT-

18.
Warehouse Storage Systems Co. : See

—

Hatfleld Industries. Inc.
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., Morris Plains, N.J.

756.202, pub. 6-4-68. CI. 50.
Warren Foundry and Machine Co., PtailllMburg, N.J., to

Shahmoon Industries. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 171,801. ren.

8-20-63. Cl. 13.
Washburn, Mary L., Orlando, Fla. 754,828, pub. 6-4-68.

CT. 2.

Weightless Missile Co. : See—
Dimatteo, Joe. ^ ^ _„

Weinberg Corp., Chicago. 111. 756,127, pnb. 6-4-«8. CT. 89.

Wells-Gardner ft Co.. to Wells-Gardner Electronics Corp..

Chicago, III. 821,775, new cert. Cl. 21.

Wells-Gardner Electronics Corp. : See

—

Wells-Gardner ft Co.
Western Auto Supply Co., Kansas City, Mo. 754.867, pub.

•-*-«3. CT. 9
Western Auto Supply Co., Kansas CTty, Mo. 764.988, pub.

6-4-63. CT. 22. _,_ ^.
Western Auto Supply Co., Kansas CTty, Mo. 756,008, pub.

6-4-63. CT. 85. . „ . ..

Whiteside. H. 8.. ft Co. Ltd.. Camberwell. London. England.
755,176. pub. 6-4-«3. CT. 46. _ ^^

Williams, iTTing, Co.. Dayton, NeT. 647,080, cane. CT. 46.

Willys Motors. Inc.. Toledo, Ohio. 755.000. pub. «-4-68.

CT 23
Wilson. Fred A.. Co., Lathrup VlUage. Mich. 754,876, pub.

6-4-68. CT. 12.

Wollensak Optical Co., Rochester, N.Y., to MInnesoU Mining
and Mfg. Co., St. Paul, Minn. 401,467. ren. 8-20-««.
CT. 26.

WooA Treating Chemicals Co., to Wood Treating Chemicals
Co., St Louis. Mo. 402.842, ren. 8-20-68. CT. «.

Wurgaft, E. B., d.b.a. California CTtrus Proeesson, Anaheim,
Calif. 647.028, cane. Cl. 46.

Wyandotte Chemicals Corp., Wyandotte, Midi. 764,847, pub.
6-4-08. Cl. 6.

Zenith Radio Corp., to Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, 111. 408,-

802, ren. »-20-^. CT. 86.

Zip 81oo|te Inc.. Clinton. Conn. 647,784. cane. CT. 10.
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Board of Appcali Decistons Rendered in the Month of
July 1963

Examiner affirmed 344
Examiner affirmed In part 73
Examiner reversed 93

ToUl 510

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE—PATENT OFTICE

Rules of Practice In Patent Caaee

[87 CFR Part 1]

Fumiahing by Applicant of Information Pertinent to Claimed
Invention

Notice is hereby given that the United States Patent Office

proposes to amend one of Its rules relating to patents. The
amendment is proposed pursuant to the authority contained
In TiUe 35 use. section 6.

All persons who desire to present their views, objections,

recommendations or suggestions in connection with the pro-

posed amendment are Invited to do so on or l>efore October 1,

1068, on which day a hearing will be held at 10 : 00 a.m., in

Boom 3886B of the Department of Commerce Building. All

persons wishing to be heard orally are requested to notify

the Commissioner of Patents of their intended appearance.
The proposed amendment will permit the Office to require

of applicants for patent the furnishing of information con-

cerning the published art, known to them and believed by
them to be significantly pertinent to their inventions. The
purpose is to make available to examiners In the Patent

Office the results of a search made by applicant or his repre-

sentative, if such search was made. It is believed that the

examiner's Job of making an investigation of the available

prior art can be more thorough if such Information is avail-

able. It is also believed that the presumption of validity

attaching to patents will be more meaningful and stronger.

The text of the proposed amendment is as follows

—

Section 1.104 (Patent Rule 104) Is proposed to be amended
by adding the paragraph (c) to read as follows:

I 1.104 Sature of examination; examiner'* action.

• •••••*
(e) The applicant must list in a separate statement accom-

panying the application, the published art (including patents,

foreign and domestic) known to blm at the time of the appli-

cation, and believed by the applicant to be significantly

pertinent to the claimed Invention. If no such art Is known

to the applicant, this should be expressly asserted. This

statement shall not be considered to be a representation that

a search has been made, or that no better art than that listed

exlsta. The applicant may at his option, state whether or

not a search has been made. If such statement does not
accompany the application, the examiner may require the
filing of such statement before action is made.
The time and manner of taking effect Is as follows : The

amendment shall take effect thirty days after publication in
the Federal Register, and shall apply only to applications
filed after that date. In all other applications pending on
the effective date, a similar statement may be placed in the
record, at the applicant's option.

Dated : July 11, 1968.

[«AL] DAVID L. LADD,
Oommiaaioner of Patenta.

Approved

:

J. HERBERT HOLLOMON,
Aaaiatant Secretary of Commerce

for Beience and Technoloffy.

[F.R. DBc. 63-7778 ; Filed, July 23, 1963 ; 8 : 52 a.m.l

Publiahed in es F.R. 7513, July tk, 1963

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE—PATENT OFFICE

Rules of Practice in Patent Cases

[37 CFR Part 1]

Fumiahinff by Applicant of Information as to Aaaiatance
Received in Preparation and/or Prosecution of Application,

When no Attorney or Agent it of Record

Notice is hereby given that the United States Patent Office

proposes to amend one of Its rules relating to patents. The
amendments are proposed pursuant to the authority con-

tained in Title 35 U.S.C. section 6.

All persons who desire to submit written data, views, argu-

ments or suggestions for consideration In connection with the

proposed amendment, are invited to forward the same to

the Commissioner of Patents, Washington 25, D.C. on or

before October 15, 1963. An oral hearing will not be

scheduled.

The purpose of the amendment to | 1.33 (Rule 33) is to

aid the Commissioner in performing the duty. Inherent in

the authority granted by 35 U.S.C. 31, of ensuring that appli-

cants have proper assistance in the preparation and prose-

cution of their applications. Experience has shown that

applicants often seek assistance from persons who are not

registered to practice before the Patent Office, without

knowing that such person cannot slg^ amendments or other

papers to be presented to the Office during the prosecution

of the application. Frequently abandonment of the applica-

tion has resulted because of the time lag Involved in having

papers prepared by such persons for the applicant's signa-

ture, both because the applicant does not always understand

the absolute necessity for prompt action, and because he may
be unavailable at that time. Hence, it seems desirable for

New Applications Rccelred During June 1963

Patenta 6,771

DMlgns 423

Plant Patenti 10

Eelasnea 80

Total 7,284

Patents 794—No. 3,101,476 to No. 8,102,269, incL

Designs 70—No. 196,096 to Nb. 196,166, ind.

Plant Patents- _- 2—No. 2,276 to No. 2,276, incl.

Reissues 8—No. 26,436 to No. 25,488, Inel.

Total 869

585
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the protection of those appllcant» who may have bee& In-

duced to employ non registered persons to require disclosure

of that Information, so that they may be advised of the

rliks inrolved and of the possible loss of valuable rights.

The text of the proposed amendment is as follows :

Section 1 33 of Title 37 CFK (Patent Rule 33) Is amended

by designating the present paragraph as paragraph (a) and

by adding thereto the following new paragraph (b) :

I 1.33 Corretpondence when no attorney or agent.

• ••••••
(b) An applicant who Is not represented by a registered

attorney or agent may be required to state whether he

received assistance In the preparation or prosecution of his

application, for which any compensation or consideration

was given, and If fo, to disclose the name or names of the

person or persons providing assistance.

I,1AL] DAVID L. LADD,
CommiMBioner of Patent*.

Approved : July 25. 1963.

J. H HOLLOMON,
Attittant Secretary of Commerce

for Science and Technology.

[F.R. Doc. 63-8041 ; Filed, July 30, 1963 ; 8 : 88 a.m.)

PublUhed at 88 F.R. 7788, July SI, 19tS

Patent Office Academy

The Patent Office Academy Is now ready to accept applica-

tions from non-government employees for training at the next

session, which will begin on or about January 1, 1964. The

curriculum comprises about 100 hours of lecture time and

about 250 hours of seminar-type classroom work. The lec-

tures and classroom work together provide comprehensive

coverage of examining practice and procedure. Applications

should be submitted not later than 60 days prior to January 1,

1064.

The following schedule of fees for the training course has

been established.

(1) Lectures only

(2) Lectures plus classroom in-

struction

Non-Patent
Office Govern-

ment Employees

$100.00

$350.00

Non-Govern-
ment Employees

$125. 00

$426.00

EDWIN L. REYNOLDS,
Firtt AtHatant Commistioner.

Dedication

2,T4^.968.—Ellivjorth A. Hoamer, Kenwood. Calif. Cahrier

Telkphoni SvsTKii. Patent dated May 8, 1956. Dedi-

cation filed July 8. 1963, by the assignee, Lenkurt Elec-

tric Co.. Inc.

Hereby dedicates to the public the full term of said patent.

Patenti Available for Licensing or Sale

3 071 214 Composite Tubular Support. Particularly Tubu-

lar Pole Joaef Steinblchler, Wlen II. Austria. Correspond-

ence to Michael 8. Striker. 360 Lexington Ave.. New York 17,

N.Y.

3,095,129. Car Top Trunk Luggage Carrier. Ralph W.
Kerr, Bowman, N. Dak.

8 096 042. Jet Sustained and Propelled Aircraft. P. O.

Prieto. San Salvador, El Salvador 9<»'''"««POS*'*"f* ^'J.'

Eugene E. Stevens, 8010 Edgemoor Lane, Washington.

D.C. 20014.

3.096.536. Retractable Ball Caster. Nicholas A. Rabelos,

Atlanta, Oa Correspondence to : Mr. Stewart Robinson. Roll-

Lok Corporation, 225 Fulton Federal Bldg., Atlanta 3, Ga.

Dei 195,075. Motcr Scooter. Jim May, 12110 BE. Pine

8t, Portland, Oreg.

Adverse Decisions in Interferences

In the designated interferences involving the indicated

claims of the following patents final decisions have been ren-

dered that the respt'ctlve patentees were not the first inventors
with respect to the claims listed.

Patent No. 2,837,517, M. E. Herr, 9,liP-epoxy-17-alkyl

testosterones, decided Dec. 14, 1962, Interference No. 90,523,

claims 1 and 2.

Patent No. 2,843,555. C. A. Berridge. Room temperature
curing organopolysiloxane, decided June 21, 1963, Interference

No. 90.944, claims 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Patent No. 2,928,840, S. L. Shapiro and L. Freedman, 3-

(o-substltuted phenyl) oxazolldlnedlones and process therefor,

decided July 2, 1963. Interference No. 92.042, claim 12.

Patent No. 2.929.180, F. Abrams and J. C. Walters, Method
of forming a sales package, decided Jan. 28, 1963, Interfer-

ence No. 91,314, claims 1 and 2.

Patent No. 2,932,178, A. Armstrong and M. D. Ulicb, Air

conditioning apparatus, decided Jan. 30, 1963, Interference

No. 91,359, claims 1, 4 and 6.

Patent No. 2.936,047, G. F. Quayle, Lift truck, decided

June 4, 1963, Interference No. 92,408, claims 1 and 2.

Patent No. 2,943.248, O. W. Ritcbey, Digital to analogue

ervoiystem, decided June 21, 1963, Interference No. 92,122,

claims 1, 2 and 3.

Patent No. 2,961,877, J. B. Thomas, H. T. Williams and

J. W. Drennlng, Electrostatic precipitators, decided Mar. 4,

1963, Interference No. 92,466, claim 4.

Patent No. 2.961.577, J. B. Thomas, H. T. Williams and

J. W. Drennlng, Electrostatic precipitators, decided Mar. 4.

1963, Interference No. 92,467, claim 18.

Patent No. 2.965.702, W. J. Shanahan, B. F. Vetter and

E. I. Sacks, Television, decided Mar. 18, 1963, Interference

No. 92,085, claim 1.

Patent No. 2,972,895, A. Wilson, Vibrating means for

screens and the like, decided Apr. 2, 1968, Interference No.

92,798, claims 1, 2 and 3.

Patent No. 8,011,033, M. E. Belicka and A. P. Cawl. Cord-

winders, decided June 18, 1968, Interference No. 93,170,

claims 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Patent No. 8,025,167, J. P. Butler, Food package, decided

Apr. 2, 1968, Interference No. 98,146, claim 4.

Patent No. 3.034,223. D. W. Lynch, Clothes drying machine,

decided Mar. 22, 1963, Interference No. 93,185, claims 1, 2, 3,

4, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

ClaMiflcation Order No. 353

The following transfer is hereby ordered to teke effect on

Monday, July 8, 1963 :

From Division 93 to Group 820

Class 140, WIRCWORKINO

H. B. WHITMORE,
Superintendent, Eaomining Corpt.

Trademark Rules of Practice of the Patent Office

The Trademark Rules of Practice of the Patent Office

(edition of March 1963, which also conUins forms and the

Trademark Act of 1946). is now available and may be ob-

tained from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-

ment Printing Office, Washington 25, DC, at a cost of

4S cents.

Disclainicr

2.900,877.—A/bert E. Feinberg, Chicago, III. Ballast and

LioHTiNO Stbtem roR Flcoriscsnt Lamps. Patent

dated Aug. 18, 1959. Disclaimer filed May 24, 1963, by

the assignee. Advance Transformer Co.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1, 2 and 3 of aaid

patent.

PROPOSED INTERXATIOXAL NON-PROPRIETARY NAMES '

In accordance with paragraph 8 of the Procedure for the

Selection of Recommended International Non-Proprietary

Names for Pharmaceutical Preparations,' notice ii hereby

given that the following names are under consideration by the

World Health Organization as Proposed International Non-

Proprietary Names.

PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

(Latin, FngliBh)

aceclldlnum
acecllndlne

acetlamlnuni
acetlamlne

acetryptinum
acetryptlne

ncetylcystelnum
acetylcysteine

acldum clofenamlciim
clofenamlc acid

acldum flufenamlciim
flufenamic acid

acldum fusldlcum
fusidic acid

acldum fytlcum
fytic aria

acldum lotalflmlcdm
lotalamlc acid

acldum kalnlcum
kalnic acid

acldum mefenamlruin
niefenamlc acid

acldum nalldlxlcuni
nalidixic acid

acrlsorclnum
acrisorrin

alazanl trlclofenaw
alazanine triclofcnnte

albutoinum
albutoln

aloxlprlnum
aloxlprln

altlzldum
altizlde

ambomycinuin
ambomycln
amfepramonum
amfepramone
ampicilllnum
amplclllln

ampyrlmlnum
ampyrlmlne
anazolenum natrlcmn
sodium anazolene

anllamatum
anilamate
arglpresslnuni
argipressln

arglprestoclnuin
arglprestorln

nzotomyclnuin
Hzotomycin
batllolum
batilol

benfntlamlnuin
benfotlamlne
bentlamlnuni
bentlamtne

benzaronum
ben za rone
benzbromaronuiii
benzbromarone
benzllonll bromldiiiii
benzllonlum bromide
>>«nzodepum
bensodepa
benzqulnainlduiii
benzqulnamide
betahlstlnum
betahlstlne

Comments on, or formal objections to the proposed names

may be forwarded by any person to the Pharmaceuticals Unit

of the World Health Organization within four months of the

date of their publication in WHO Chronicle.

The inclusion of a name In the lists of proposed interna-

tional non-proprietary names does not imply any recommen-

dation for the use of the substance In medicine or pharmacy.

CHEMICAL NAME OR DEISCRIPTION

3-qulnuclldinol acetate

.V-[(4-amlno-2 methyl-8-pyrimidinyl) methyl] -A"- (4-hydroxy-2-mercapto - 1 - methyl-1-

butenyl) formamlde 0,/8-diacetate

3-{2-amlnoethyl)lndol-5-yl methyl ketone

^-acetylcysteine

.V-(2,3-dichlorophenyl)anthranlllc acid

V- (a.a.o-trlfluoro-m-tolyl ) anthranllic acid

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of fuiidium, or the same substance

produced by any other means
phytic acid

.") acetamido-2.4.6 triiodo-A'-methyll8ophthalamlc acid

2-carboxy-4-lsopropenyl-3-pyrrolldlneacetlc add

2V-2.3-xylylanthranillc acid

l-ethyl-l,4-dlhydro-7-methyl-4-oxo-l,8-naphthyrldlne-3-carboxyllc acid

9 anilnoarrldlne compound with 4-hexylre8orclnol

3-ethyl-2- [3- ( 3-ethyl-2-benzothlazo llnylldene ) propenyl ] benzothlazolium 2,4.6-trlchlo-

rophenoxlde compound with 2,4,5-trichlorophenol

3-allyl-5 l8obutyl-2-thiohydantoln

basic aluminium acetylsallcylate complex

3-[(allyIthio)methyl]-6-chloro-3,4'dihydro-2fl'-l,2,4-benzothiadiazlne - 7 - sulfonamide,

1,1-dioxlde

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of ttreptompcee amhofacieng, or the

same substance produced by any other means
2- ( dlethylamlno) proplophenone

(-)-6-(2 amino - 2 - phenylacetamldo)-3,3-dlmethyl-7-oxo-4-thla-l-«zabicyclo[3.2.01

heptane-2-carboxyllc acid

2.4.7-trlamlno-5-phenylpyrimido[4,5-d]pyrlmldlne

4-[ (4-anlllno-5-sulfo-l-naphthyl)azo) 5 hydroxy-2.7naphthalenedl8Ulfonlc acid, trtso-

dium salt

methylcarbamate of sallcylanillde

8-arglninevasopres8in

8-arglnlneoxytocin

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of atreptomycen ambofaHmt, or the

same substance produced by any other means
3-(octadecyloxy)-1.2-propanedlol

.V [(r-amlno-2-methyl-5-pyrimldlnyl)methyn->' (4-hydroxy-2-mercapto - 1 - methyl-1-

butenyUformamide S-benzoate O-phosphate

.V-((4-amlno-2-methyl - 5 - pyrlmldinyl)methyl]-A'-(4-hydroxy-2 mercapto-l-methyl-1

butenyl) formamlde O.S-dlbensoate

2-ethyl-8-benzofuranyl p-hydroxyphenyl ketone

3,5-dlbromo-4-hydroxyphenyl-2-ethyl-3-ben«ofuranyl ketone

l,l-dlethyl-3-hydroxypyrrolldlnlum bromide benzllate

benzyl [ bis ( l-azlridinyl ' ohosphinyl ] carbamate

.V,.V-diethyl-l,8.4.6,7,llb - hexahydro-2-hydroxy - 9.10 dlmethoxy-2H-benzo[o]qulno-

lisine-3-carboxamlde acetate

2- [ ( 2-methylamlno ) ethyl ] pyridine

» Other lists of proposed international non-proprietary names can be '"u "<>»«»
'"'"'"JV ^'^ "^ia^^''F. \^^^A^^r^l^n^^^6^{l^'ts'

X. 216. 313 ; 19.56, tO. 28; 1957. 11. 231 ; 1988. It. 102 ; 1959, IS, 105. 182 ; 1960. U. 168. 244 ; 1961. 15, 314, 320
.
1962, IB.

OAK

Lists of recommended International non proprietary names were published In Chron. Wld Hlth Org. 1955. 9, 185; 1969

13. 106; 1962, 19. 101, 111.
* Off. Rer. WU Hlth Org. 90, 8 and 85 (resolution EB16.B7). ^gy
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

(Latin, English)

b^tanlrllnum
b<>tBnidlnp

betoxycalnuni
b^toxycatne
blnacodylum
biMCodyl
bislx'ntlamlDum
bUb<>ntlainine

bolaBtpronum
bolaaterone

bromacrylidum
bromacrylldn
bufenadrinum
bufenadrlne
butaperazlnum
butaperazlne

butaverlnuni
butaverlne

butlzldum
butlzlde

butoplprlnum
butoplprlne

carbaiooronll natrlcum sulfonas
carbazoorome sodium aulfonate

caraalamum
carHalam
clefamidum
defamlde
clobenztroplnum
clobenztroplnn

clodacalnum
clodacalne

clodantoinuni
clodantoln

clofenamlduiu
clofenan)ld(>

cloflbratum
cloflbratp

clopamldum
clopamlde

cloralum betainuni -^

cloral betalne

clonltratuni
elonltrate

cloramfenlcoU paiitotenax
cloramfenlcol pantotenate

clorlndlonum
clorlndlone

rloxacilllnuiii
rioxacillln

colecalclferolum
colecalclferol

coumetaroluni
roumetarol
cyamemazlnum
ryampinazlne

cyclarbamatum
cyclarbamate
rycloguanlU einbonas
cycloguanll embonate
cjrclomenblum
cyclomenol

cyclovalonum
cyclovalone
dealpramlnuni
deslpramlne
dexoxadroluni
dexoxadrol
diclofenamldum
dlclofenamlde

dietroxlnum
dletroxlne

dlfenldolutn
dlfenidol

dlmefadanum
dlmefadane
dlmetindenum
dimetlndene
dioxadrolum
dloxadrol

dlpyridamolum
dipyridamole
doxapramum
doxapram
droRtanolunum
drostanolone
duazomydnum
duazomycln
pfloxatum
efloxate

epltlzldum
epltUlde

CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

l-b«Dzyl-2,3-dimethylguanldlne

2-[2-(dlethylamlno)ethoxyJ*thyl 3-amlno-4-butoxybeDzoate

4,4'-(2-pyrldylmethylene)dlphenol dlawtate

^,Ar'-[dlthlobli[2-(2-hTdroxyethvl) - 1 methylvlnylene] ]bls(iV[(4 amlno-2 methyl 5-

pyrlmldlnyl ) methyl ] formamla« ]

7a,17-dimethylteBto8terone

.V[ (3-bromopropionamldo) methyl] aerylamlde

2-(o-tert-butyl-a-phenylbenzyloxy)-iV,>r-dlmethylethylamlne

l-[10-[3(4-methyl-l-plperazlnyl)propyl]phenothlazln-2-yl]-l-butanone

butyl-8-(3-phenyl-l-plp«rldyl) propionate

3-l8obutyl-6-chloro-3,4-dlhydro-2F-l,2,4-beDzothladlazlne-7-sulfonamlde, 1,1-dloxlde

2-butoxyethyl a-phenyl-2-plperldlneacetate

Bodliim 5,6-dlhydro-l-methyl-S,6-dloxoindollne-3-Bulfonate-5-aemlcarbazone

2//-! ,3-b«nzoxazine 2,4 ( SH ) -dlone

2,2-dlchloro-.V-2-hydroxyethyl-.V-[p-(p-nltrophenoxy) benzyl] acetamlde

3-(p-chloro-a-phenylbenzyIoxy)-tropane

2 ' -chloro-2- [ ( 2-dlethylaminoethyl ) ethylamlno ] acetanlUd

6-(l-«thylpentyl)-3-(trlchloromethylthlo)hydantoln

4-chloro-m-benzenedi8ulfonamid€

ethyl 2-(p-chlorophenoxy)-2-methylproplonate

4chloro-.V-(ci«-2,6 dlmethylplperldlno)-3-sulfamoylbenzamld<'

chloral hydrate compound with betalne

8-chloro-1.2-propanedlol dlnltrate

chloramphenicol complex with calcium pantothenate

2-(p-chlorophenyl) 1,3-lndandloDe

6-[3-(o-chlorophenyI)-S-methyl-4-iaoxazolecarboxamldo]-3,3-dlmethyl - 7 - oxo-4-thia-

l-azabicyclo[3.2.0]heptaDe-2-carboxyllc acid

cholecalclferol

4,4' -dlhydroxy-3,3' - ( 2-methoxyethylldene ) dlcoumarln

10- [ 3- ( dlmethylamino) -2-metbylpropyI ] phenotblazlne-2-carbonitrll«

1,1-cyclopentanedimethanol dicarbanilate

4,6-dlamino-l-(p-chlorophenyl)-l,2-dlhydro - 2,2 - dimethyl-t-triazine compound (2 :1)

with 4,4'-methyleDeblB[S-hydroxy-2-naphtholc add]
2-cyclohexyl-8,5-xylenol

2,6-dlvanlllylldenecydohexanonp

10,ll-dlhydro-5-(8-methylamlnopropyl)-BH-dibenzt6JJazeplne

( -f )-2-(2,2-dlphenyl-l,3-dioxolan-4-yl)plperidlne

4,6-dichloro-m-benzenedlaulfonamide

S,6-diethyldUiydro-2ff-l,3-oxailne-2.4(8i?) -dlone

a.a-diphenyl-l -pipcridinebutanol

A^,^-dlmethyl-3-pheiiyl-l-iDdanamine

2-{l [ 2- ( 2-dlmeth7laminoethyl ) lnden-8 yl ) ethyl)pyrldlne

2- ( 2,2-dipbenyl-l,8-dloxolan-4-yl ) plperidlne

2.2',2",2" -[(4.8 - dlpiperidlnopyrimido[B,4-d)pyrlmidlne - 2,fl - dlyl)dlnltnio]tetra-

ethanol
1 -ethyl-4- ( 2-morpboIlnoeth7l ) -8,8-dtphenyl-2-pyrrolldlnone

17^-bydroxy-2a-methyl-Sa-androatan-3-one

an antibiotic subatance obtained from cultures of atreptomtfces ambofaeiena, or the

same substance produced by any other means

ethyl [ ( 4-ozo-2-pheii7l-4//-l -bensopyran-7-7l ) oxy ] acetate

6-chloro-8,4-dlh7dro-3-[ [ (2 2,2 - trifluoroethyDthlo J methyl J-2H-1,2.4-ben«othladlailii*-
7-sulfonAmlde, 1,1-dloxlde
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

(Latin, Enffli»h)

ethy lestrendum
ethylestrenol

eritrltyll tetranltras
erltrltyl tetranltrate

etoxazenum
etoxazt'ne

etymemazlnuin
etymemazlnc
etynodloll aretas
etynodlol acetate

felyprpHKlnum
felypresBln

fenbenlrlllinurn
fenbonlclllin

fencarbaniidun\
fencarbamide
fenyrlpolum
fenyrlpol

fluanlaonum
fluanUone
flumetaHonum
flumetatnone

fluorouracllum
fluorouracU

fluperolonuin
flu|>erolonp

fluprodnisolonum
fluprednisolone

flurotylum
flurotyl

furalazlnum
furalazlne

furazolldonum
furazolidone

Rnlantaniiniiiii
tcalantamlne

Klucaloxuni
Clucalox

Klypinainiduin
fclyplnamide

hexadlllnuni
hexadlline

hexamldlnum
hexamidlne
hexopyrronll bromlduin
hexopyrronlum bromide
indometaclnum
Indometacln
Iproclozidum
Iproclozlde

iHoetarlnum
Isoetarine

Itramlnl tosylas'
Itramln tosylate

lelopyrrolum
lelopyrrole

levoglutamldum
levoglutamlde

levoxadrolum
levoxadrol

llncomyclnum
llncomycln

luclniyclnum
luclmycln
lynestrenoluiii
lyneatrenol

lypressinuni
lypressin

mecloxaminuni
mecloxanilnt*

mecyatelnum
mecystelne

meKentrohim ' -

megestrol

nielengeHtroluiii
nielenf?eHtrol

menotrophinuni
menotrophln
meralpinum natrU-uiii
•odium nieraleln

metacycllnuni
metacycllne

lufturedepuia
meturedepa
metyraponum
metyrapone
molinaconum
moll na zone

CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

17a-ethyl-lfl-nor-pregn-4-en-17-ol ,

erythrltol tetranltrate

4-[ (p-ethoxyphenyl)azoj-fn-phenylenedlamine

10-(3-dlmethylamlno-2-methylpropyl)-2-ethylphenothlazlne

19 nor-17o-pre|fn-4-«n-20-yne-3P,17-dlol, dlacetate

2- ( phenylalanine) -S-lyslnevasopresRln

3,3-dlmethy 1-7-0X0-6- (2-phenoxy-2-phenylacetamldo) -4 thla-l-azabicyclo[ 8.2.0 Jheptane-
2-carboxyllc acid

S-2-dlethylamlnoethyl diphenyltblocarbamate

a- (2-pyrlmldlnylamlnomethyl) benzyl alcohol

4'-fluoro-4-[4-(o-methoxyphenyl)-l-plperazlnyl]butyrophenone

6a,9-difluoro-n/J,17,2l-trlhydroxy-16a-methylpregna-l,4-diene-3.20-dlone

5-fIuorouracil

9-fluoro 110, 17,21 -trlhydroxy-21-methylprefrna-l,4-dlene-3,20-dione 21 acetate

6a-fluoro-liP,17,21-trlhydroxypregna-1.4 dlene-3,20-dlone

bl8(2,2,2-trlfluoroethyl) ether

3-amlno-6-[2(5-nltro-2-furyl)vlnyl]-a«-trlazlne

3 [ ( 5-nltrofurfurylldene ) amino] -2-oiazolldlnonp

l,2,3,4,6,7,7a,llc-octahydro-9-methoxy-2-methylbenzofuro[4,3,2-«'^{7] [2]benzazocln-6-ol

glycerol complex with aluminium hydroxide

1 -
( p-chlorophenylsulfonyl ) -3- ( hexahydro-1/f-azepln-1-yl ) urea

2-(2,2-dlcyclohexyl vinyl) plperidlne

4,4'-(hexamethylenedloxy)dlbenzamidlne

1 ,1 -dlmethylpyrrolldlnium bromlde-a-phenylcyclohexane glycolate

1-
( p-chlorol)enzoyl ) -5-methoxy-2-methylindole-3-acetlc acid

p-chlorophenoxyacetlc add 2-l8opropylhydrazlde

a- ( 1 -isopropylamlnopropyl ) protocatecbuyl alcohol

2-amlnoethanol nltrate( eater )p-toluene8ulfonatp

1- [ o- [ 2- ( dlethylamino ) ethoxy ] phenyl ] -2-methyl-5-phenyIpyrrole

glutamlne

( - )-2-(2,2-diphenyl-l,3-dloxolan-4-yl)piperidine

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of Btreptomyces linoolnentis. or the
same substance produced by any other meanx

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of ttreptomyces lucentit, or the same
substance produced by any other nieanw

19-nor-17o-pregn-4-en-20-yn-17-ol

8-lyBlneva sopressin

2-[ (p-chloro-o-methyl-o-phenylbenzyl)oxy]-A',.V-dimethylpropylamine

cysteine, methyl ester

17-hydroxy-6-methylppegna-4,6-dlene-3,20-dione

17-hydroxy-6-methyl-16-methylenepregna-4,6-(iiene-3,20 dlone

human menopausal gonadotrophin

o-[6-hydroxy-5-(hydroxymercuri)-2,7-diiodo-3-oxo-3//-xanthen - 9 - yl]benzenesulfonic
acid, sodium salt

4-dimethylamino-l, 4.4a,5 5a,6,l 1,12a -octahydro-3, 5, 10,12, 12a - pentahydroxy-6-methyl-
ene-l,ll-dloxo-2-naphtnacenecarboxamide

[bi8(2,2-dlmethyl-l-azlridinyl)pho8phinyl]carbamic acid ethyl ester

2-methyl-1.2-dl-3-pyridyl-l-propanone

3-morpholino-l .2.3-bencotrlazin-4 ( 3H ) -one

' Itramin is the proposed International Non-proprietary Name for the substance having the chemical name "aminoethyl
nitrate" (prop. I.N.N, list 1).
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

(Latin. EnglUh)

inorlnanildiiin
inorlnaniid*'

nHfc'illlnuiu
nafclHIn

naloxoniiiu
naloxone

natril bitionolaH
Modliim bitlonnlat)'

natril PHfasulfas
sodium »»taHvilfatf

natril nierrlzoa«
Hodltim nu'trlzoatp

natril radio lodldum ('"I I

sodium radio Iodide C^I)
natril tlinerfonHS
Hodlum timprfiiiiatf

nlrlosanildum
nlciosanildo

nonapyrlmlninn
nonapyrlmlne
noretynodrelnm
noretynodr»'l

r>ctotiMminuni
oototinmlne
ortetaniinuni
ortetaniint-

oxazcpaniuni
oxazf'pnm
oxptacalnuni
oxctacainf

oxompmazininii
oxomemazliK'

oxonazlnum
oxonaztne
oxybutyninuin
oxybutynin
oxycllpinum
oxyrlli)ln»'

oxyfenamatmii
oxyfenamatf
oxymetazolinuni
oxymefazoline

oxypendyluin
oxypendyl
oxypyrronii biomidum
oxypyrroniuni bromide
oxytoclnuni
oxytocin

par(fyllnum
parjfyllne

paxamatum
pa xa mate
[H>ntabamatum
pentabamate
pentalamlduni
pentalami<le

perlciazlnum
Iierl( lazine

plcloxydiiuim
plcloxydine

plmetlnuni
plmetlne

poldlnl inethylsulfa.s
poldlne methylsulfate

prednisolamatiim
predniHolaniate

prednylidenum
prednylidene

propptandrolurn
proi>etandrol

I>roplclIllnum
I)roplclllin

prOMultiamiiiiim
proNultlamine

pyrrocalnum
pyrrocalne

quln(;e8tronum
qulnKeBtrone
radlo-aurum ("*Au ) -colloldale
radlo-Kold (""Au) colloidal

radtocyunocobalamlnuui (""Co)
radlocyanocobalamin ("Co)
radiotolpovldonum
ladlotolpovidone

renytollnum
renytollne

rlfamyclnuni
rlfamydn
sparsomyclniini
xparHoniycin

xpartelnum
sparteine
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CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

N ( morphollnomethyl ) pyrailnecarboxamlde

6(2 efhoxy 1 naphthamldo)-8,3-dlmethyl-7 oxo 4 thla 1 azablcyclo[3.2.0]heptane 2
rarboxyllc acid

12-aUyl-7,7a,8,9 - tetrahydro-8,7a-dlhydroxy 4a// 8.9c lmlni>ethanophpnanthro[4.5-{>r<l]
furan 5(6ff)-one

dlRodlum 2,2'-thlobli(4.6-dlchlorophenoxlde»

2-etbylhexyl aodtum sulfate

sodium 3-acetamldo-2,4,rt-trllodo-5-.V-methylac<'taml(li)b»'nz<iate

ethyl( (p-sulfophenyl) thlolraercury, Kodiuin salt

2',5-dlchloro-4 -nltroaalicylanilide

4nonylamlno 7W-pyrrolo[2,3d]pyrlmldlne

17-hydroxy 17o-pregn-5(10» en-20 yn 3 one

8 [ [2 (V I (4 amino 2-methyl 5 pyrlmldlnyl )mpthyl)formamldo) l-(2-hydroxyethyl)
pro;)«Miyl Idithlo) ft niercaptooctanoic add, methyl ester acetate

o.a-dlmethylphenethylamine

7-chU)ro l,3-dlhydro-3 hydroxy ."i-phenyl 2// 1,4 benzodlazepin 2 one

2.2' (2 hydroxyethyllmlno)bl8[A' (a.a dlmethylphenethyl ) V methylacetamlde]

10-l3-(dlmethylamlno)-2 methylpropyl)phenothlazlne.5,5 dioxide

.V*,.V'-dIallylmelamlne \'-oxlde

4-dlethylamlno 2 butynyl o phenylcycloliexaneKlycolate

1 niethyl-3-plperldyl o phenylcydohexaneKlycolate

3 ethyl^-hydroxyphenethyl carbamate

i> fcrrbutyl-3-(2 Imldaiolin 2 ylmethyl) 2,4 dimetliylp'>«*nol

4 (3 (lOtf pyrldo[3,2-b) [ 1,4 Jbeniothiazlv 10 yl ) propyl 1 1 pipernzlnt>ethanol

2 (2 hydroxyethyl) 1,1-dlinethylpyrrolidiniuni bromide a-phenylcyclohexaneglycolate

oxytocin

.V-methyl-AF-2-propynylben«ylamlne

4-blphenylyl methylcarbamate

3-methyl-2,4-pentanedlol dlcarbamate
t

o-(pentyloxy ) benzamlde

10 [3(4 hydroxyplperldlnot propyl) phenothiazlne 2 carbon It rile

1,1' [1,4 plperaiinediylblsdmldocarbonyl) ]blK[3 (p chlorophenyDKuanidlne)

4 benzyl 1- (2-dlmethylamlno«thyl )
piperidlne

1 methyl 2 pyrrolldlnemethanol beniUate

1 10,1 7,21 trlhydroxypregnal,4-diene-3.20 dione 21-\,A-diethylKlyclne eKter

1 10,1 7.21 -trlhydroxy-16methylenepregna-l,4dlene 3,20 dione

19-nor-17tt-pregn-4 ene-30,17-diol 3 propionate

3,3-dlmethyl-7-oxo 6 - (2 - phenoxybutyramidor 4 thla l-azabicydo[3 2.0]heptane 2

carboxyllc add
.V [ (4-amlno-2-methyl 5-pyrimldlnyl)methyl) .V [4 hydroxy-1 methyl 2 (propyldlthlo)

1 -butenyl ] forniamlde

l-pyrrolidlneacetanlllde

3 (cyclopentyloxy)pregna-3,5 dien-20 one

<i> (p-lodo-"'I-beniyl)-2-(2-oxo l-pyrrolldlnyDethamer

o fluoren 9-yUdene-p toluaraldlne

antibiotic tubstane obtained from cultures of atreptomycet mediteiianei or the aame
substance produced by any other means

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of atrtptomycet iparaoffenea, or the

same substance produced by any other means
sparteine
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

(Latin, EnfflUh)

Rpectlnomycinum
spectinomydn

stilbazil iodidnm
stilbazlum Iodide

Btreptonlazlduni
streptoniazld

sucraloiuni
sucralox

sultiaiiinm
sultlaine

teclozanuiii
teclozan

tlahendazolum
tlabendazole

tiemondil iodidnm
tiemonium Iodide

tlfennmllum
tlfenamll

tolpropamlnum
tolpropamlne
tolpyrramldum
tolpyrramlde

trlclofosum
trlclofos

trlmetamldum
trlmetamlde
trlmlpranilnum
trlmlpramine
trometamoluni
trometamol
troxonll tosylas
troxonlum toaylate

troxypyrroUl tosylaa
troxypyrrollum tosylate

tyloxapolum
tyloxapol

iiramustinum
uramustlne
uredepum
uredepa
vlncrlRtinum
vincristine

vlnleuroslnum
vlnleuroslne

vlnrosldlnum
vlnroflidine

virglmyclnum
vlrglmycln

NoTB :

nmlnophenazonuni
aminophenazone

erRocalclferolum
ergocalclferol

CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of gtreptomycet spectabilin, or the same
substance produced by any other means

1 -ethyl 2.6-bl8(p-l-pyrrolldlnylBtyryl)pyrldinlum iodide

Isonlcotlnlc acid bydrazlde, hydrazone with streptomycin

sucrose complex with aluminium hydroxide

beniene8Ulfonamlde,p-(tetrahydro 2//-l,2-thiazln-2yl ) S.iSf-dioxIde

.V,.\"- ( p phenylenedlmethylene ) bis [ 2,2 dichloro-.V ( 2-ethoxyet hyl ) acetamlde ]

2-(4-thlazoIyl )benzimldazole

4[3-hydroxy-3phenyl-3-(2thlenyl)propyl]-4-methylmorphollnlum Iodide

S (2-diethylamlno)ethyl diphenylthloacetate

A',.V-dlmethyl-3-phenyl-3-(p-tolyl) propylamine

A'-p-tolylsulfonyl-l-pyrrolldlnecarboxamlde

2,2,2-trlchloroethyl dlhydrogen phosphate

.V-(2-amino-6 methyl-3-pyrldylmethyl) -3,4.5 -trimethoxybenzamlde

10,ll-dihydro-5-(3-dlmpthylamlno-2 methylpropyl) SH-dlbenz[b.nazepine

2amlno-2- ( hydroxymethyl ) -1 ,3-propanediol

triethyl(2-hydroxyethyl) ammonium p-toluenesulfonate 3,4,5-trimethoxybenzoate

l-ethyl-l-(2-hydroxyethyl)pyrrolldlnlum p-toluenesulfonate 3,4.5-trlmethoxybenzoate

polymer of p-( 1,1.3.3-tetramethylbutyl Iplienol with ethylene glycol and formaldehyde

5- [ bis ( 2 chloroethyl) amino] uracil

ethy I [ bis (lazlrldlnyUphosphlnyl] carbamate

an alkaloid obtained from tinea ronea

an alkaloid obtained from rinca ro»ea

an alkaloid obtained from vinca rosea

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of Ktreptomycea rirginiae, or the same
substance produced by any other means

amidopyrinuin
replaces amldopyrlne

(ChroH. Wld Hlth Org. 1956, 10, 28)
calclferolum

replaces calciferol
(Chron. Wld Illth Org. 1956. 10, 28)
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6-14-62
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6-1-62
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4-3-62

2-5-63

3-13-62

l-2»-62

3-16-62

2-7-62

2-7-62

4->-62

4-13-62

1-17-62

7-1S-62

l-«-62

3-0-62

4-23-62

4-11-62

(V-M-62

4-4-62

4-17-62

2-1-63

(CLASSIFICATION) GORECKI, (). A.-ARTS UNDERGOING RECLASSIFICATION AS LISTED UNDER
CLASSIFICATION DIVISIONS

91. KENT. A. P. (acting) _ -

92. GAUSS, H... - - -

93. PURDY, W. F. (acting). _..

94. BERLOWITZ, W., Motors, Fluid

98. ANGEL, C. D. (REZNEK, J., acting) ..._

7-2-62

8-8-62

6-1-62

10-15-62

DECISIONS IN PATENT AND TRADEMARK CASES
U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

In ke Milleb International Co.

No. 6860. Decided February IS, 196S

[50 CCPA — ; 312 F.2d 819; 136 USPQ 445)

1. TBADEHARK—REOIBTRABrLITY—PICTORIAL SYMBOLS AND DEVICES.
"It is noted that the only statutory test of what constitutes a trademark is

whether the word, name, symbol, or device or any combination thereof which
makes up the trademark identifies the goods to which it is applied and dis-

tinguishea such goods from those manufactured and sold by others. Pictorial

symbo's and devices • • • can and do function as trademarks and are entitled

to be registered If they otherwise meet the terms and coDditions of the
Lanham Act"

2. Same—Same—Composite Mabk—Consideration of Mark as a Whole.
In considering the registrability, for phonograph records, of appellant's mark

consisting of the disclaimed words. "STEREO-FIDELITY," two stylized speak-
ers with a line representing a stylized sound wave between them, and an

*

arbitrary hyperbola which gives vertical dimension to the design, Held that
"Inspection of the composite mark • • • shows that the words 'STEREO- S
FIDELITY' are an Integral part of it" ; that "Thus, except by close inspection ,
and careful dissection, it is not possible to separate the words from the whole
mark as a separately identifiable entity" ; that "We do not agree with the
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board that such a composite mark 'is dominated
by the mere'y descriptive word feature thereof "

; and that "We think the
mark as a whole is. In fact, capable of identifying and distinguishing appellant's

goods from those manufactured or sold by others."

Appeal from the Patent Office. Serial No. 56,565.

REVERSED.
Caesar <& Revise, A. D. Caesar {Alan H. Bernstein of counsel) for

appellant.

Clarence W. Moore for the Commissioner of Patents.

Before Worlet, Chief Jvdge, and Rich, Martin, Smith, and
Almond, Jr., Associate Judges

Smith, 7., delivered the opinion of the court.

Appellant seeks registration of its trademark for phonograph rec-

ords. Use since April 1958 is alleged. This mark as shown in the

drawing of the application ^ is as follows:

594

Applicant has disclaimed any right to the words "STEREO-
FIDELITY" apart, from the mark as shown. As can be seen, the

remaining portions consist of two stylized speakers with a line

> Ser. No. 56,566, filed Aug. 4, 1958.

595
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representing a stylized sound wave between them and an arbitrary

hyperbola which gives vertical dimension to the design.

In affirming the decision of the Examiner refusing registration,

the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (130 USPQ 369), stated:

Registration has been refused on the ground that the mark is dominated by

the merely descriptive word feature thereof, and that the mark Is therefore

incapable of distinguishing the applicant's goods in commerce.

On the record presented, it is concluded that the design feature of applicant's

composite mark serves only as background material for the dominant descriptive

wording "STEREO-FIDELITY," and that the disclaimer of such wording cannot,

therefore, overcome the provision of section 2(e) of the statute which prohibits

the registration of a merely descriptive mark. See Radiator Specialty Company
v. Bure-Rite Productt Company, 89 USPQ 430 (Comr., 1951) and cases cited

therein.

Registration was denied under section 2(e) of the Lanham Act

( 15 U.S.C. 1052 (e) ) which reads

:

Sec. 2. Trademarks registrable on the Principal Register; • • •

No trademark by which the goods of the applicant may be distinguished from

the goods of others shall be refused registration on the principal register on

account of Its nature unleM It

—

• ••••••
(e) consists of a mark which (1) when applied to the goods of the applicant

is merely descriptive or deceptively misdescriptive of them, • • •.

Section 45 of the Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. 1127), states in part:

The term "Trademark" includes any word, name, symbol, or device or any

combination thereof adopted and used by a manufacturer or merchant to Identify

his goods and distinguish them from those manufactured or sold by others.

The only question here is whether the composite mark as a whole

is a trademark capable of identifying applicant's goods and dis-

tinguishing them from the goods of others.

[1] It is noted that the only statutory test of what constitutes a

trademark is whether the word, name, symbol, or device or any com-

bination thereof which makes up the trademark identifies the goods

to which it is applied and distinguishes such goods from those manu-
factured and sold by others. Pictorial symbols and devices, such as

those present in the mark in issue, can and do function as trademarks

and are entitled to be registered if they otherwise meet the terms

and conditions of the Lanham A(^. See In re Kotzin, 47 CCPA 852,

276 F.2d 411, 125 USPQ 347.

[2] Inspection of the composite mark here in issue shows that the

words "STEREO-FIDELITY" are an integral part of it. Thus,

except by close inspection and careful dissection, it is not possible to

separate the words from the whole mark as a separately identifiable

entity. We do not agree with the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board

that such a composite mark "is dominated by the merely descriptive

word feature thereof." We think the mark as a whole is, in fact,

capable of identifying and distinguishing appellant's goods from

those manufactured or sold by others.

Our attention has been directed to numerous prior decisions which

are urged upon us as supporting the decision of the Trademark Trial

and Appeal Board. We have carefully considered these cases but as

we have had occasion to observe many times in the past, prior decisions

in trademark cases are of little help in deciding cases involving differ-
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ent marks and different facts. Each case must be decided on its own
facts and issues. Jerry Finn v. Cooper's Incorporated, 48 CCPA
1132, 292 F.2d 555, 130 USPQ 269.

The decision of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board is there-

fore reversed.

REVERSED.
WoRiJiY, Chief Judge (dissenting) :

I am unable to find any reversible error in the Board's reasoning
or conclusion.^ I would, therefore, affirm.

130 USPQ 860.

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

IVAB Jepbon V. Robert E. C!oleman, Jr., ax^d Calvin D. MacCrackxn

No. 6919. Decided March IS, 196S

[50 CCPA — ; 314 F.2d 533; 136 USPQ 647]

1. Intebfesence—Patent and Application—Right to Make—Application
Must Cleably Support Counts.

"When one copies claims from a patent for the purpose of Instituting Inter-

ference proceedings, In order to be successful, that person's application must
clearly support those counts. • • • There must be no doubt that an applicant

discloses each and every limitation of the claims and all doubts must be
resolved against the copier. • • • It is not a question whether one skilled in

the art might be able to construct the patentee's device from the teachings of

the disclosure of the application. Rather, It Is a question whether the appli-

cation necessarily discloses that particular device. • • *."

Appeal from the Patent Office. Interference No. 88,406.

REVERSED.
George R. Clark, Mason, Kolehmainen, Rathhum & Wyss, Walther

E. Wyss for appellant.

G. Kendall Parmelee, Curtis, Morris & Safford for appellee.

Before Worley, Chief Judge, and Martin, Smith, and Almond, Jr.,

Associate Judges

Martin, J., delivered the opinion of the court.

This appeal is from the decision of the Patent Office Board of

Patent Interferences which awarded priority of invention to senior

party Coleman ©t al. in Interference No. 88,406. That interference

involves an application Serial No. 309,416, filed September 13, 1952

by the senior party, Coleman et al. and a Patent 2,753,435, granted
July 3, 1956, upon an application Serial No. 425,192, filed April 23,

1954 by the junior party, Jepson.

The interference involves five counts which correspyond to claims

1 through 5 of Jepson's patent. Counts 1 and 2 read

:

1. A thermal blanket comprising two fabric members united by a plurality of

si>aced parallel stitchings thereby to define a plurality of parallel passageways
between said fabric members, a pair of flexible headers extending along one end
of said blanket and generally perpendicular to said passageways, a plurality of

flexible tul)e8 of U-shape, having the legs of the U disposed in said passageways
and one leg of each U being connected to one of said headers, while the other

leg of each U is connected to the other header, whereby all of said tubes are

connected In parallel, and means for circulating a fluid medium through said

headers and tubes.

2. A thermal blanket comprising a fabric having a plurality of parallel pas-

sageways defined therein, a pair of flexible headers extending along one end of

said blanket and generally peri>endicular to said passageways, a plurality of

flexible tubes of U-shape, having the legs of each U disposed in said passageways
and one leg of each U being connected to one of said headers, while the other
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leg of each U Is connected to the other header, whereby all of said tubes are
connected in parallel, means for circulating a fluid medium through said headers

and tubes, and control means for controlling the temperature of said blanket

Counts 3 and 5 correspond generally to count 1. However, count 3

further specifies that the means for circulating the fluid is connected

to the headers at a point midway between the ends thereof and recites

"control means for controlling the temperature of said blanket."

Count 5 specifies that the means for controlling the temperature of

the blanket is responsive to the temperature of the fluid in one of

the headers. Count 4 corresponds to count 2 but also has the addi-

tional limitation that the means for controlling the temperature of

the blanket is responsive to the temperature of the fluid in one of

the headers.

The five counts are specific to a thermal blanket containing a plu-

rality of small flexible U-shaped fluid carrying tubes in a plurality

of parallel passageways located in the blanket. A pair of flexible

headers extend along one end of said blanket and are generally per-

pendicular to said passageways. One leg of each U-shape tube is con-

nected to one of said headers while the other leg is connected to the

other header. In operation, warm liquid is circulated through the

U-shaped tubes by means of the headers, one header acting as an inlet

header and the other header serving as an outlet header for the cir-

culating liquid.

The Coleman et al. application describes a thermal blanket one em-
bodiment of which is shown in FIGURE 1 of the Coleman et al.

application, set forth below

:

/" -f

This figure shows a thermal blanket 8 including a pair of fabric layers

10 and 11 sewed together along the outside edges and along spaced

lines 13 to provide channels for holding flexible tubing. The paral-

lel rows of stitchings 13 continue out closely adjacent to one end of

the blanket for holding the bight of each U-shaped tube in position

between the fabric layers. To provide a uniform temperature

throughout the area of the blanket, tubes 12 are connected in parallel

between inlet and outlet headers 16 and 18. The header units 16 and

18 are located midway of the blanket's end and are connected to the

inlet and outlet tubes 26 and 28 for heat exchange fluid.

The Jepson patent shows and describee a thermal blanket as speci-
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fied in the counts before us and as shown in Jepson's FIGURE 2 set

forth below

:
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tn.

Appellees, Coleman et al., do not contend that the construction

shown in their FIGURE 1 supports the counts. However, they con-

tend that, when their FIGURE 1 is considered with other relevant

portions of the specification, the application of Coleman et al. as

filed clearly discloses an alternative way of constructing the blanket
to provide uniform temperature across the blanket, which alternative

way supports the counts. They take the position that, in this alter-

nate construction, a pair of flexible header tubes of large diameter
are substituted for the small headers 16 and 18 and for the connecting

portions of the various U-shaped tubing circuits which extend along
the edge of the blanket to the compact headers or junction units

16 and 18.

The Board found that appellees did have the right to make counts
1-5. It held that appellees' FIGURE 1, when considered with the

paragraph beginning at page 5, lines 9 et seq. of appellees' applica-

tion establishes that appellees disclose two ways of making the blanket.

That paragraph is as follows

:

It has been found preferable to use small diameter tubing throughout the entire

blanket and to connect this tubing to small compact headers or junction units

16, 18 rather than having large diameter header tubes extend along the edge of

the blanket. The reason for this is that if long header tubes are used, they must
be large enough in diameter to carry the liquid for substantially all of the circuit*

12 without appreciable pressure drop. On the other hand, tubing of the required

diameter is very likely to kink and materially reduce or even completely cut off

the flow of liquid if made flexible enough to conform to folds and the like in

the blanket. The header units 16, 18 can be very compact assemblies, fully rigid

to obviate kinking and yet extending over no more than one or two square inches

of blanket surface area.

Priority of invention was accordingly awarded to appellees.

Appellant, in urging reversal of the Board's decision, contends that

the above paragraph in the Coleman et al. application, which appel-

lant alleges as the "critical paragraph," is only a criticism of prior

art structures. He further contends that the five counts involved in

the. interference are limited to features not mentioned in the "critical

paragraph."
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We are faced with one issue here. Appellees stated it very con-

cisely in their brief wherein they said

:

The only question raised In this forum is the correctness of the Board of Patent

Interferences decision that senior party Coleman and MacTracken Is entitled to

make the claims which are the Counts of the Interference.

[1] When one copies claims from a patent for the purpose of in-

stituting interference proceedings, in order to be successful, that per-

son's application must cleariy support those counts. See Brand v.

Thomas, 25 CCPA 1053, 96 F.2d 301, 37 USPQ 505; Crome v. Mor-

rogh, 44 CCPA 704, 239 F.2d 390, 112 USPQ 49. There must be no

doubt that an applicant discloses each and every limitation of the

claims and all doubts must be resolved against the copier. See Louis

H. Segall v. Marion W. Sims et al., 47 CCPA 886, 276 F.2d 661, 125

USPQ 394. It is not a question whether one skilled in the art might

be able to construct the patentee's device from the teachings of the

disclosure of the application. Rather, it is a question whether the

application necessarily discloses that particular device. See Croms

V. Morrogh, supra.

Here appellant's device as claimed has certain limitations which

must be found in the disclosure of appellees' application if appellees

are to prevail. That disclosure must teach that the blanket, among

other features, has (1) a plurality of passageways; (2) a pair of

flexible headers; (3) the headers in (2) extending along one end of

the blanket and being generally perpendicular to the passageways in

(1); (4) a plurality of flexible tubes of U-shape; (5) legs of the

U disposed in the plurality of passageways; (6) one leg of the U

connected to one of said flexible headers; (7) the other leg of the U

connected to the other flexible header; (8) all tubes connected in

parallel.

Unquestionably appellees in their specification accurately and con-

cisely disclose each and every feature of their preferred embodiment

and in the so-called "critical paragraph" herein quoted, they nega-

tively disclose a different blanket than described as their preferred

^ embodiment. That different blanket may ar may not have all the

features of appellant's device. Certainly it could, but is that sufficient

to satisfy the law on this subject ? We think not.

Appellees bring our attention to many other parts of their specifi-

cation as being significant but they fail to point to any specific lan-

guage which directly supports the counts in issue other than the

"critical paragraph." It is true that immediately prior to that para-

graph they describe in great detail the embodiment represented by

their FIGURE 1 but in the "critical paragraph" they affirmatively

teach nothing. Even if we were to agree, merely arguendo, that that

paragraph in its negative way teaches an embodiment like appellant's

device, that would not come within the principles that we have hereto-

fore set forth governing a situation such as this one. Appellees want

us to assume that one skilled in this art with the teachings of their

other embodiment and the language of the "critical paragraph" be-

fore him would necessarily construct appellant's blanket. We can-

not agree with their position.

Let us analyze this "critical paragraph" a bit more closely. Ap-

pellees say "It has been found preferable to use small diameter tubing

* * and to connect this tubing to small compact headers or junction

units 16, 18 rather than having large diameter header tubes extend

along the edge of the blanket. * * *" What edge? Appellees say it
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must be the same edge where 16 and 18 are positioned. If so, why
did not appellees tie it down to that edge rather than use language

which does not preclude the headers being disposed along an edge

parallel to the tubes 26 and 28 from their puipp ? Where is the clear

language teaching that the headers are perpendicular to the passage-

ways; that one leg of the U is connected to one of said headers and

the other leg to the other header in the same manner as described and

shown in appellant's FIGURE 2 ; and that all tubes are connected in

parallel. Where is the clear language in appellees' application that

teaches those features ? We cannot find it.

Certainly appellees would not say that they teach the blanket of

the counts in the same clear language that they teach their preferred

embodiment. None of the figures of appellees' application nor any of

the claims ever presented in their application teach an embodiment

that even distantly resembles appellant's embodiment.

We believe that the Board erred in concluding that appellees taught

the structure recited in the counts on the basis of appellees' FIGURE
1 when considered with the negatively couched "critical paragraph."

In our opinion the Board reached its conclusion on the basis of spec-

ulation rather than by applying the proper rule that, in order for

appellees to prevail, their teachings of appellant's device as claimed

in the counts in issue must clearly cover each limitation of the counts.

Appellees argue strenuously that since their application emphasizes

the necessity for uniform heating across the entire blanket, this fac-

tor indicates that their application teaches appellant's embodiment.

Appellees refer in particular to the portion of their specification which

reads:

Furthermore, instead of the six tubing circuits shown In the drawing, twenty

or more such circuits may be used to distribute the heat more uniformly.

The lo<:^ of tubing 12 are connected between a pair of header units 16, 18, one

of which (16) constitutes an Input header and the other of which (18) con-

stitutes a return header. The arrangement Is such that heated liquid will enter

the blanket through the Input header 16, flow through the various loops of tubing

12 In parallel, and flow out through the header 18. This parallel flow arrange-

ment has the advantage that it equalizes the heating effect across the blanket,

and also reduces the pressure drop or resistance to liquid flow in the tubing 12,

as compared with a series path through a single tube looped back and forth

across the entire blanket.

That portion refers to appellees' FIGURE 1. Since appellees thus

obtain the uniform temperature discussed in their FIGURE 1 con-

struction which is their admittedly preferred embodiment and which

does not fall within the terms of the counts, we are unable to see how

appellees' teaching with respect to uniform temperature constitutes

an indication that their preferred construction should be modified to

provide the particular construction of the counts.

Appellant has argued before us that appellees further fail to dis-

close the limitation in count 3 of "means connected to said headers

at a point midway between the ends thereof for circulating a fluid

medium between the headers and tubes." That argument wfes denied

consideration on the merits by the Board because it was not raised in

the motion to dissolve which appellant filed. This action by the

Board requires no review by us in view of our finding with respect

to other limitations in the counts.

We do not believe that appellees have fulfilled the requirements of

the law in the premises ; therefore we reverse the decision of the Board.

REVERSED.
Rich, /., did not sit or participate in decision.
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U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

In be Russell H. McCullouqh

No. 6918. Decided March H, 196S

[50 CCPA — ; 314 F.2d 570; 136 USPQ 657]

1. Patentability—Pabticulab Subject Matter—"Motion Pictube Pbojection
Apparatus."

The refusal by the Boani of Appfflls of the claims In an application en-

titled "Motion Picture F'rojectlon Apparatus," as unpatentable over the prior

art, is reversed.

Appeal from the Patent Office. Serial No. 452,323.

REVERSED.
Kenyan c^ Kenyan^ Ralph L. Chappell for appellant.

Clarence W. Moore {Raymond E. Martin of counsel) for the

Commissioner of Patents.

Before Worley, Chief Judge^ and Rich, Martin, Smith, and
Almond, Jr., Associate Judges

Martin, ,/., delivered the opinion of the court.

This appeal is from a decision of the Patent Office Board of Appeals
affirming the Examiner's rejection of claims 20-23, the only remain-
ing claims of appellant's application Serial No. 452,323, filed August
26, 1954 for MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION APPARATUS.
Claims 20 and 21, representative of the appealed claims, read:
20. In a theatre installation provided with a projection booth adjacent the rear

of the theatre and a panoramic screen adjacent the front of the theatre and
having a central portion and curved end portions, apparatus for projecting a
composite Image onto said screen derived from three separate films each contain-

ing one component of the composite image, said apparatus comprising a group
of three projectors disposed in said booth, said projectors carrying the respective

films and being symmetrically arranged with respect to said screen, the center
projector casting an image component directly onto the central portion of said

screen, and reflectors disposed cooperatively with respect to the side projectors

to cast the image components therefrom along intersecting paths onto the re-

spective end portions of said screen, whereby the optical distance between each
of said end portions and the related side projector exceeds that between the

central portion of the screen and the center projector, said side projectors hav-

ing long focus lens systems producing a relatively great depth of focus, thereby
avoiding image distortion on said curved side portions of said screen.

21. In a theatre installation provided with a projection booth adjacent the

rear of the theatre and a panoramic screen adjacent the front of the theatre

and having a center portion and curved end portions, apparatus for projecting

a composite image on said screen derlve<l from three separate films each con-

taining one component of the compt>8ite image comprising a first projector

oriented to east an image in a central path directly onto the center portion of

said screen, second and third projec-tors disposed on either side of said first

projector, the projectors all being (lis{>osed in .said booth, anti reflectors disposed

in cooperative relation to said 8e<-ond and third projectors with respect to said

curved end portions of the .screen to ca.st image components thereon in intersect-

ing paths, whereby the optic-al distance between each of said end portions and
the associate*! projei-tor excee^is that between said center portion and said first

projector, said second and third projectors Including long focus optical systems
providing a relatively great depth of focus.

Claim 22 is specific to the "reflectors disposed adjacent the oppos-

ing sides of the theatre coopei^atively with respect to said side pro-

jectors." Claim 23 is specific to the "reflectors mounted adjacent the

opposing sides of the booth cooperatively witii respect to said side

projectors."

The references relied on by the Examiner and the Board are:

Proctor, 1,666,304, April 17, 1928.

Waller et al., 2,280,206, April 21, 1942.
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Societe (France), 385,423, March 16, 1908.

Rousseau (France), 657,324, Januarj- 15, 1929.

Appellant's application relates to a projector-screen arrangement

which employs three motion picture projectors. Tliese projectors

simultaneously project an image onto a horizontally-elongated screen

which is spaced from the projectors so as to define a spectator area

between the projectors and the screen. The screen has a central por-

tion which is substantially at a right angle to the spectator area, and

end portions that are usually concave. The three projectors are pro-

vided with films taken simultaneously. Thus when the images pro-

jected on the screen are placed side by side, a panoramic view results.

Appellant's three motion picture projectors are grouped together in a

projection booth at the rear of the theatre. The central projector is

focused on the center of the screen while the two side projectors are

directed at two reflecting mirrors which are placed either at the sides

of the projection booth or at the sides of the theatre. The two reflect-

ing mirrors cast the image components from the two side projectors

along intersecting paths onto the respective end portions of the screen.

Appellant also employs a long focus lens system ^ in each of the two

side projectors. Appellant in his brief points out that "The long

focus lens systems used in connection with the increased optical dis-

tance [made possible by the reflectors] provided a relatively great

depth of focus * for the concave ends or wings of the screen. This

eliminated distortion since, with the greater depth of focus, everything '

projected on the concave screen could be kept in focus."

The Waller et al. patent discloses a motion picture theatre compris-

ing in combination a projection screen having a substantially spheri-

cal surface covering substantially the entire vision of a spectator

and four projectors arranged to project images against contiguous

areas covering substantially the entire surface of the screen. This

arrangement provides three dimensional visual eflFect.

The Proctor patent discloses an apparatus for projecting a rela-

tively long section of ticker tape quotations, panoramic views, sport

results etc., on a flat screen. The projecting apparatus consists of a

central projector and two side projectors. The projectors are so ar-

ranged to produce an effect similar to one large projector. The

central projector casts an image directly on the central portion of

the screen while each of the side projectors direct an image upon a

first mirror angularly disposed so as to further direct the image on a

second movable mirror angularly disposed to the first mirror. The

images from the side projectors are thereupon directed along inter-

secting paths so as to be cast on opposite end portions of the screen.

This results in a projection of a continuous progression when a single

tape is drawn through the three projectors. For example, stock quota-

tions are simultaneously cast on a screen in such a way as to allow

for relative comparison in respect to the quotations immediately pre-

ceding or following the quotation projected by the central projector.

The Rousseau patent describes a motion picture apparatus which

projects a picture on a preferably cu^^'ed screen. The patentee uses

1 As we understand from the application, a long focus lens eystem Is one that employs

a lens of long focal length, focal length Is defined In Funk & Wagnall's New Standard

Dictionary (1931) as "the distance from the optical center of a lens or mirror to the

point where the rays converge." ,...,.,
».\ppellant in his application has defined "depth of focus" of the lens as the amount

by wtilcli the distance between the exit pupil of a lens and the plane occupied by the

screen can be changed without causing the diameter of the circle of confusion to excwd
an acceptable value, "circle of confusion" being the term applied to the circular blurr«>d

image of a point-object formed by a lena at a poisition displaced from the focal point of the

lens.
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a multiple lens system in taking the picture on a single film and in

projecting it. The picture is projected simultaneously by a plurality

of projector systems, each projector system projecting a different por-
tion of the film. The central portion of the picture can be projected

by a central projector system using an appropriate lens with the two
side portions of the picture being projected by two side projector

systems which employ reflecting prisms, lenses and mirrors. The
patentee teaches that the lens in each of the three projector systems
have the same focal length. The patentee's motion picture apparatus
permits close spacing between the projector systems and the screen.

The Society patent discloses a system of a central and two side pro-

jectors for projecting a composite image on a curved screen. The
three projectors can be so oriented that the center projector projects

directly on the center of the screen and the two side projectors, by
means of reflectors, project images on the curved end portions of
the screen.

In rejecting the appealed claims the Examiner took the position

that the utilization of a reflector system in the Waller et al. theatre

arrangement in such a way that the projectors could be located close

together and still obtain the same angularly crossed projection beams
was obvious in view of the Rousseau or Proctor patents, both of
which teach the use of projecting beams outwardly near the projec-

tors and reflecting the beams in angularly crossed relation to oppo-

site sides of the screen. The Examiner additionally rejected the ap-

pealed claims over Rousseau in view of either Waller et al. or Society.

His position is that the arrangement of the projector lenses of Rous-
seau with the axes of the side lenses pointed outwardly and the re-

flectors to direct the beams in crossed relationship is the equivalent

of the arrangement of projectors recited in the appealed claims ex-

cept for the use of separate films for separate projectors. The Ex-
aminer however considered the use of separate film for the several

parts of the picture to be projected as obvious in view of Waller et al.

or Society both of which show that it is conventional to project a

composite image from separate strips of film.

The Board afl^med the Examiner's rejections of claims 20-23 over

the prior art, particularly when using Waller et al. as the basic ref-

erence in view of Proctor. The Board stated

:

* * * Proctor would provide an obvious suggestion to one skilled In the art, of

modifying Waller et al. by providing reflectors, disposed adjacent the opposing
sides of the theatre or of the projection booth, which may be substantially as

wide as the screen or theatre, and cooperative with the side projectors, thereby
increasing the optical distance between the side panels and related projector.

It is evident that the principles of optics involved in appellant's

invention are well known to those skilled in this art as stated in

appellant's specification

:

It is known in the science of optics that the amount by which the distance

b€twe«i the exit pupil of a lens and the plane occupied by the screen can be
changed without causing the diameter of the "circle of confusion" to exceed
an acceptable value characterizes the d^>th of focus of the lens. The "circle of

confusion" is the term applied to the circular blurred image of a point-object

formed by a lens at a position displaced from the focal point of the lens.

Thus, the fact that every point on the curved end portion of the screen does

not lie precisely in the focal plane of the Iras system is not material where the

displaced points fall within the depth of focus of the system. In the event a

lens of long focal length is utilixed in a projector at an extended distance from
the screen, the relatively great depth of focus of the optical system is such that

the image on the curved screen surface will appear uniformly in focus vrlthout

the need for special lens-correction expedients.
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The question then arises whether appellant has invented a projection-

screen arrangement wherein these principles of optics are applied in

a useful, novel and unobvious manner. We believe insofar as the

record shows appellant has achieved fhis goal.

We find nothing in the references per se or in a combination of

them which teaches or suggests the basic concept of appellant's in-

vention which is to use mirrors to lengthen the optical distance for

the two side projectors together with the use of long focus lens sys-

tems for the purpose of increasing the depth of focus. None of the

references per se or in combination teach so using mirrors to lengthen

the optical distance so as to permit the use of a long focus lens system

which will provide a greater depth of focus. The use of this con-

cept i)ermits an arrangement which is both economical and expedient

insofar as the projection booth and the seating arrangements are

concerned, while at the same time, allowing satisfactory focusing to

be obtained under almost all theatre conditions. It is obvious from

the record that some theatres are so constructed that a combination

such as disclosed by appellant would be a very economical solution

of the problems involved in adjusting a theatre to the innovation of

panoramic viewing. Waller et al, show three projectors ' each di-

rected to a different portion of the semi-circular screen but there is

no teaching of the use of mirrors to secure long optical distance when

that is found necessary to properly adapt the theatre for pano^mic

viewing. In fact, it appears that the Waller et al. plan might be

limited in use to a theatre constructed particularly for that

arrangement.

Proctor teaches the use of three projectors together with the use

of mirrors but does not teach that the mirrors are used for the ulti-

mate purpoee of permitting the use of long focus lens systems with

increased depth of focus.

Rousseau says that

:

Standard motiMi picture projectors require for a wide screen a considerable

distance between projector and screen since the lens permits projection only at

a small angle. A possibility to increase this ang'e for producing a projection of

largM- surface in spite of the small distance from the projector may frequently

be advantageous; this applies particularly to playhouses when a background of

animated scenery is to be produced by motion picture projection ; the scene is

actually wide, and the distance between the backdrop and a projector, necesr

sarily placed behind the curtain, so as to be hidden from the spectator, is much

smaller than that which in customary movie theaters separates the projector

from the screen.

Appellant's concept and arrangement implementing it is nowhere

found or suggested in this patent. We place the Society reference in

this same category.

The solicitor calls our attention to three statements of the Examiner

which he says demonstrate the correctness of the Examiner's rejec-

tions and the Board's decision. We will examine these statements.

Firet the solicitor states

:

the Examiner has correctly stated that "the claims make no reference to the

reUtlTe focal length between center projector and side projectors." This is

indicated by the dalm language its^, as well as by appellant's failure to chal-

lenge that statement. Hence, a pricw art teaching of three projectors, each

iat>Jector having a lens of identical "long focal Imgth" would' satisfy the "long

focus" limitation of the claims.

This observation does not contravene the fact that appellant has

taught the art to use mirrors in order to permit use of long focus lens

•The foarth projector ihown for rartleal viewing li not lignlflcant to this dltcuaalon.
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system. It sliould l>e ix»inen»l)ere(l that appollsint's invention involves

a combination of elements and we find the patentability resides in

this combination, not in any one element of the invention.

Second, the solicitor states

:

The Examiner considered the matter of focal length of the projector lenses to

be a matter of choice • • • and stated that "any skilled worker in the art

would select a lens of sufflcient focal length to give proper focus on the
screen" • • •.

We are sure this is true but then comes the question which appellant

has answered with this combination—if one wants to use a lens of
"long focal length,'' how is this acx^omplish^d where space is a

problem ?

The third statement reads

:

The Examiner further noted that "It is customary in theater projection to use
comparatively long focal length lenses on the projector, so the use of long focal

length lenses by applicant is considered only a conventional and customary
expedient in theater projection" • • •.

Again we find no fault with the Examiner's statement but it does not

meet the issue which has been presented to us, i.e. is the teaching of
an arrangement which includes the use of "comparatively long focal

length lenses" under certain restricted circumstances patentable?

We must, admit that claim 23, which places each reflector in the

projection booth in close proximity to its related outside projector

as in a modified form of the invention shown on one of the application
drawings, rather minimizes the significance of appellant's concept of

the necessity of securing longer optical distance by the use of mirrors.

We assume appellant achieved the desired depth of focus in the em-
bodiment recited in claim 23 and yet he does it without extending the

optical distance by any appreciable amount beyond that which
would have occurred by directing the rays of the outside projectors

directly to the screen without the use of mirrors. Nevertheless, ap-
pellant has taught the art the use of mirrors when needed in com-
bination with the other elements. [1] We therefore reverse the

decision of the Board.

REVERSED.

RicH,y. (concurring) :

I am afflicted with a gnawing distrust of the application of the

optical theories in this case by appellant and by the majority. I

concur in the result because I believe an adequate practical disclosure

has been made of an operative projection system having the advan-

tages claimed for it.

It is not customary in patent cases to require an applicant either

to know and disclose the underlying theory of his invention or to

hold him to an expressed erroneous theory^ Earnen v. Andreios^ 122

U.S. 40; Robinson on Patents, §485; /n re Modine, 19 CCPA 1058,

57 F.2d 355, 13 USPQ 88. In principle the same would generally

be true of an erroneous application of theory, I think.

This case involves a sort of chicken-and-egg situation. The ac-

knowledged prior art set-up utilizing a wi^e screen with curved ends
entailed, appellant says in his specification, putting the side projec-

tors at the sides of the theater so they could shoot axially at the curved
screen end sections. This put them closer to the screen than the center

projector in the booth and if the end section pictures were to be the

same size as the center section picture the focal length of the side

projection lenses would obviously have to be shorter than that of the
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center projector lens.' The shorter throw of the side projectors gave

their projected images a shorter depth of focus (relative to that of the

center projector). But due to the screen curvature, a greater depth

of focus was desirable. (Whether necessary would depend on theater

size and screen curvature.) This could be achieved only by moving

the projectors further from the screen and, of necessity, using longer

focal length lenses, so as to retain the same picture size while doing so.

Appellant increased the distance by projecting along a dog-leg,

using a mirror at the bend. While some references show the use of

mirrors and dog-leg projection, the purposes were dilSferent. The
main reason why appellant did this seems to have been to get all of

the projectors in the projection booth at the back of the theater and

simultaneously to eliminate projectors at the side so as not to cut down
the size of the audience, without losing a^dal projection to the ends of

the screen. The application says

:

Attainment of this object automatically permits the use of long-focus lenses

providing a relatively deep field of focus at the screen, whereby to provide sharp-

ness on the concave screen portions. [My emphasis.]

As to using "long focus" lenses, all claims state that the side pro-

jectors use long focus lens systems. This does not impress me as

anything remarkable. In picture projection the focal length of the

lens used is determined by two factors: (1) the size of the picture

desired on the screen and (2) the distance of the projector from the

screen. Appellant's specification states, with respect to the center

.projector, which shoots straight at the center of the screen in a con-

ventional manner, "The longest possible focus projection lens may
be used by this projector." A little thought will show the statement

to be meaningless. Once the picture size is determined, the focal

length of this lens will be fixed by the size of the theater and the dis-

tance from its screen to the projection booth, so there is only one

possible focal length. Whatever it is, if the side projectors are shoot-

ing along dog-legs of greater total length than the throw of the center

projector, the focal lengths of their lenses will necessarily be longer

than that of the center projector. As the application says, "so the

focal length of the projection lens for the [side] projector 6 is even

greater than in the case of the [center] projector 7."

"Long," with respect to the focal length of lenses, is, in any event,

a relative term. The specification gives us no focal length of any

lens. About all we know in this case is that the applicant says his

center projector will have the "longest possible" focal length and

that the focal length of the side projector lenses will be longer. And
all of the focal lengths will be determined by theater size.

The novelty here, it seems to me, is the dog-leg-with-mirror projec-

tion from the booth into curved screen ends, preferably axially thereof,

for the purpose of getting clear end pictures, or at least clearer pic-

tures than when the side projectors shoot straight from the theater

side walls axially of the curved screen ends.

Claim 23 defines an arrangement where there is not likely to be

much of an advantage, a sort of de minimis application of the appel-

lant's scheme. How much longer the throw of the side projectors

will be through the use of the mirrors will depend entirely on how
big the projection booth is. (The booth is in the claim and the mir-

^ At a given distance from a acreen, the shorter tSie focal length of the lens the larger
the picture will be. Also, with a lens of given focal length, the closer to the screen the

projector is the smaller the picture will be. A pietnre gets larger as the porjector Is moved
away from the screen and if the picture Is to be kept the same size the lens must be of

longer foc«I length as the projector is moved awav and sJorter focal length as the projec-

tor Is moved closer. These are some of the simple optical facts involved In this case.
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rors are in the booth.) As shown in the drawing, the optical distance

for the side projectors is about 7% greater than that for the center

projector, as compared with an increase of about 50% in the other

embodiment where the mirrors are on the theater walls. Slight

though the advantage may be, I do not see any reason to deny appel-

lant this claim.

I agree to the reversal of the rejection.

WoKLEY, Chief Judge (dissenting) :

I am unable to see where appellant has done anything to earn a

patent.

In effect, the majority concludes that the principles of optics relied

on by appellant are not expressly taught by the references. It seems

to me, however, that those principles, so clearly illustrated in the

concurring opinion, would necessarily be basic knowledge to one of

ordinary skill in this particular art.

It seems to me that the problem cannot be approached on the theory

that those skilled in the art would know ordj/ what they read in the

references; they are presumed to know at least the elementary prin-

ciples of optics as they relate to motion picture projection. I would

affirm.

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

MoBTON F00D8, INC. V. Thk FBrro Company

No. 6936. Decided March 20, 196S

[50 CCPA — ; 814 F.2d 822 ; 137 USPQ 58]

Tbademabk—Opposition—Damage to Opposes—Lanham Act, Section 13.

[1] The procedural advantages which accrue to the owner of a registered

mark Held not to constitute, as a matter of law, such damage to the defendant

in an infringement action as to support an opposition brought under section 13

of the Lanham Act.

Appeal from the Patent Office. Opposition ko. 41,186.

AFFIRMED.
Melvin R. Jerniey^ James P. Bums, Bums, Doane, Benedict,

Swecker <& Mathis, Kenway, Jenney & Hildreth for appellant.

Gerrit P. Groen, Byron, Hume, Groen & Clement for appellee.

Before Rich, Acting Chief Judge, and Martin, Smith, and

Almond, Jr., Associate Judges

Smith, /., delivered the opinion of the court

:

Appellant's opposition to appellee's application for registration

of its trademark "CHEE-TOS" ^ was dismissed by the Trademark

Trial and Appeal Board on appellee's motion which raises the sole

issue in this case : Does appellant's Notice of Opposition, as a matter

of law, state a claim upon which the requested relief can be granted ?

» Application Ser. No. 107.432, filed Oct. 81. 1960 for a "cheese flavored com product

In puffed form." The mark la shown in the •peclmen filed with the application aa

:

CHee^
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The specific allegation in the Notice of Opposition which is pertinent

to this issue is

:

5. In view of the infringement action against opjwser, based in part on the

unregistered trademark "CHEE-TOS," [sic] opposer believes It would be dam-
aged by the registration of such mark by reason of the advantages that would
accrue to applicant as plalntiflT in the infringement suit by having a Federal
trademark registration for "CHEB-TOS," [sic] such advantages, among others,

being get forth in the Trademark Act of July 6, 1946, Sections 33(a) and 39:

15 use 1115(a) and 1121.

The pending infringement action referred to in the above-quot«d

allegation is Civil Action 9292, The Frito Company v. Morton Foods,

Inc., U.S.D.C., W.D. Oklahoma, now^ pending on appeal to the Court

of Appeals, 10th Circuit.

Thus, the issue here stated more precisely is : Whether the specified

procedural advantages which accrue to the owner of a registered

mark, constitute, as a matter of law, such "damage" to the defendant

in an infringement action as to support an opposition brought under
Sec. 13 of the Lanham Act ( 15 U.S.C. 1063 ) ?

^

While we may agree with appellant that granting of a registration

of the trademark in issue may give applicant some tactical advan-

tage in the other litigation between the parties, we do not agree that

this constitutes "damage" to appellant in the sense contemplated by

Sec. 13 of the Lanham Act (15 U.S.C. 1063).

[1] The precise question to be determined in the pending civil

litigation between the parties here appears to be whether opposer

has the. right to use "chip-O's" in the manner it is now being used.

Thus, opposer is in effect here arguing that its right to use its mark
in commerce would be impaired by giving applicant an alleged tactical

advantage in pending litigation which seeks to determine whether
opposer has such a right to use. Merely because applicant in the

pending infringement action seeks an adjudication as to the legal

rights of the parties in connection with the marks there involved,

it cannot be said that such advantages as may be gained by applicant

from the granting of a registration here will constitute "damage" to

the opposer in the sense of Sec. 13 of the Lanham Act, supra.

The decision of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board lists a

number of its own prior decisions and prior decisions of the Commis-
sioner of Patents ' as support for its holding that such facts as are

alleged here by opposer do not constitute a showing of damage within

the meaning of Sec. 13 of the Lanham Act, supra. We have reviewed

these decisions and agree with this result.

The decision of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board is there-

fore affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

* In BO atatlng the isaue we have not overlooked the averment in the Notice of
Oppoaition In whu^i oppoaer baa alleged that

:

8. The Frito Company, applicant here, haa filed an opposition against Morton
Foods, Inc., Oppoaition No. 40,887, to oppose the registration to Morton Foods of
the trademark "cblp-O's." In aald opposition The FrHo Company has alleged
ownership of a family of trademarks ending in OS and TOS, including among
others the trademark "CHEE-TOS." [sic]

We do not think that this allegation states any cause of action of which cognizance
can properlv be taken in the present proceeding. Registration of its mark gives appellee
no rights in any other mark. Appellee's filing of a trademark oppoaition involving
appellant's aiVpllcatlon to register Its mark does not constitute "damage" to opposer
aa will be seen from our opinion.

•E.g., Bnven d Bigelovi v. The International Silver Company, 86 USPQ 460 (Commr.,
1900) and Con4« Natt PubUeati»nt. Jne. v. Swatm. 127 USPQ 85 (TTAA Bd., 1960).
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U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

In be The Pollak Steel Company

No. 6957. Decided March 15, 196S

[50 CCPA — ; 314 F.2d 566 ; 136 USPQ 6511

1. Trademark—Reoistrabiijty—Si'pplemental Regihter.

Held that the principles stated in In re The Deister Concentrator Company,

Inc., 48 CCPA J)52, are applicable to an application for reKistration on the

Supplemental Register.

2. Same—Same—Same—Lanham Act, Section 23.

With respect to appellant's arRument that its mark, consisting of a reflective

coatinp covering the top few inchee of the post, is capable of distinguishinK

its goods, metal fence posts. Held that the "evidence, if accepted, certainly

shows that to be the fact as of this time and the reflective tops may be con-

sidered to have a de facto 'secondary meaning' "
; that "If and when others

exercise the right, which we hold they possess, to put reflective tops on steel

fence posts by coating them uniformly with reflective material In the form

of glass beads in a clear binder (a very common material nowadays), the

'mark' will no longer be capable of distinguishing appellant's goods from

those of others"; and that "Capability of distingiiishing. within the mean-

ing of section 23 of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. 1091, is a matter which must

be viewed in the light of future possibility."

3. Same—Same—Same—Functional Feature ok Goodh.

"• • •, it is argued that appellant's motivation or Intent in adopting the

mark as shown by the facts of record was to select an indication of origin

in accordance with the common practice of the trade. We would give weight

to the argument If that were all it had done, as by applying another distinctive

color with no functional significance. But here we must agree with the

Board that function is the 'immediate aim'."

Appeal from the Patent Office. Serial No. 91,837.

AFFIRMED.
Burton Perlman, Paxton & Seasongood for appellant.

Clarence V/ , Moore {George C. Roeming of counsel) for the Com-

missioner of Patents.

Before Rich, Acting Chief Judge,, and Martin, Smith and

Almond, Jr., Associate Judges

Rich, /., delivered the opinion of the court

:

This appeal is from the decision of the Patent Office Trademark

Trial and Appeal Board, 131 USPQ 482, affirming the Examiner's

ex parte refusal of appellant's application to register its mark on the

Supplemental Register, Ser. N,o. 91,837, filed February 29, 1960.

The Board, in its opinion initially deciding this case on October

19, 1961, relied on our decision in In re The Deister Concentrator

Company, Inc.. 48 CCPxV 952, 289 F.2d 496, 129 USPQ 314. Our

opinion in that case, handed down February 21, 1961, was first pub-

lished, due to a petition for rehearing which delayed publication, on

June 2, 1961, which was after appellant here had filed its brief in

the appeal to the Board. Appellant requested the Board to recon-

sider and fully argued the relevancy of what we said in the Deistcr

case. The Board did reconsider and reaffirmed its original decision

on December 8, 1961.

In our Deister opinion we pointed out that, in line with consistent

decisions of the United States Supreme Court and other courts,

nothing which the public has or would have a right to copy, in the

absence of valid patent or copyright protection, can be the subject

of a valid trademark registration and that this is so irrespective of

public acceptance of the subject matter sought to be registered as an

indication of source. We pointed out that this is a fundamental
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principle of the law of trademark ownership which is outside the

provisions of the trademark statute (the I^anham Act), to which

the provisions of that statute are subservient. We also pointed out

that the principle applies without regard to the eflFort or money
expended in an attempt to create trademark rights in something which

the public has or will have the right to copy.

[1] While the application herein is one for registration on the

Supplemental Register, the principles stated in the Deuter case are

as applicable thereto as they were to the application here involved

to register on the Principal Register. Section 23 of the Lanham Act,

15 U.S.C. 1091, which governs registration on the Supplemental Reg-

ister, permits registration only of marks "capable of distinguishing

applicant's goods or services." How such capability must be judged

is dealt with hereinafter.

Since the nature of the goods is of vital importance to the decision

in this case we will describe them first, before describing the "mark."

The Goods

Appellant seeks to register a mark for "metal fence posts." Tlie

record contains descriptive literature in which this merchandise is

referred to as CREST LITE "STUDTEE STEEL DRIVE RE-
FLECTORIZED FENCE POST. "CREST LITE ' is featured as

a trademark and the remainder of the phrase appears to be descrip-

tive. The posts are of steel and have a T-shaped cross section with

studs down the flat top of the T to keep fence wire in place. The
posts are dasigned to be driven into the ground. The advertisements

feature the "Exclusive Reflectorized top" or "the exclusive Reflec-

torized Crest." This is further explained in one advertising piece

as follows : "AT NIGHT 60,000 minute glass beads f>er square inch,

embedded in clear weather resistant alkyd resin, pick up and reflect

tractor, truck or automobile headlights. Each CREST LITE lives

up to its name along driveway, field or highway. * * * Every post

a night guide and distinctive mark for your prop>erty." Pictures

showing road and driveway boundaries marked by shining fence post

tops illustrate the text. So much for the goods.

The Mark

The drawing of the mark sought to be registered shows the top

portion of a "studtee" fence post, the uppermost few inches of which

is denoted, by brackets and wording, as having "Reflective Coating.''

(The drawing is reproduced in the published Board opinion, 131

USPQ at page 483.)

The application states, "The trademark is used by applying it

directly to the goods and five drawing reproductions showing the

mark as actually used are presented herewith."' The Patent Office

brief says that the "drawing reproductions" are colored and show
"the reflective top of the post as gray and the rest of the post as green.''

The application contains this descriptive paragraph

:

The mark consists of a coating, which can reflect a directed beam of artificial

light, applied to a metal [sic] fence post, the coating being in the form of a

design extending t>etween a substantially straight boundary line normal to the

axial length of the post a short distance below the top of the post, and the

top of the post, as indicated in the accompanying drawing.

Appellant's arguments have made much of this "design.'' To geX^

it into realistic persf>ective at the outset, we state that all the "design"'

amounts to is a solid coating of reflective coating material, without
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i-egard to color, covering a few inches of the top of the post. The

application is rather vague as to how much of the top is thus coated,

specifying only "a short distance." Evidence, together with the appli-

cation drawing, indicates that, in practice, about 31/2 inches of the

top is coated.

There are references in the Examiner's final rejection and Exam-

iner's Statement, in the Board opinion, and in appellant's brief to a

disclaimer, apparently a part of the application as amended, shown

in the record, however, only as "Insert B^" which insert has not been

included though appellant relies on it. The Solicitor's brief has

helpfully stated that the disclaimer, consistently with the statements

about it which are of record, is shown by the Patent Office records to

read as follows:

Applicant disclaims the reflective coating applied to the metal fence post

except In the design shown in the accompanying drawing.

At first blush it would appear to be somewhat enigmatic that the

mark consists of a reflective coating covering the top few inches of

the post, which reflective coating is disclaimed "except in the design

shown," which design resides in the solid coating of the top few

inches of the post. It looks as though the mark sought to be reg-

istered is disclaimed. But since appellant's counsel obviously could

not so intend, we will turn to the arguments which attempt to make

a case for registration out of the above and other facts, with a view

to developing what is left of the mark after giving effect to the

disclaimer.

Appellant has introduced the affidavit of an officer and 12 affidavits

from dealers and users. Several advertisements are identified by the

officer. The main burden of the other affidavits, which have a certain

family resemblance indicative of common origin, is that in the fence

post business it had become customary to identify the producers by

color on the tops of the posts. The most specific illustrative state-

ment on this point is the following

:

It is well known to those acquainted with fence posts that a post having a band

at the top red In color is a product of the Inland Steel Company. A post with

a silver band at the top is the product of the Colorado Fuel A Iron Corp. Those

with a gold band are produced by Calument [sic] Steel.

The background picture, therefore, is that the origin of fence posts

of this type is indicated to those who deal in and use them by the

color of the tops. Appellant decided to identify the source of its

posts, we are told, by putting a reflective coating at the top. As its

vice president states:

We felt by the same token, that the trade and the public would recognize our

posts as the product of a particular source because we use the same design,

though in a manner speclflcally different from the usage by our competitors.

Moreover, we have taken pains to teach the public that when a reflective

coating is applied in the design consisting of a band at the top of the post. It

identifles a post of our manufacture.

The last paragraph is borne out by the advertisements, each of

which concludes w*th this anijouncement

:

CREST LITE and the reflective band at the top of a fence poat are the trade-

marka of The PoUak Steel Company.

The users' affidavits, as might be expected, all conclude with state-

ments typified by the following

:

Thus, when I now see a post with a reflective "top" I assume that it i« a Pollak

Steel product
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We accept this evidence at face value. The question in this case,

however, is whether such consumer assumptions are of any legal

significance.

The Rejection

The Examiner said in his Statement that registration was refused

on the ground that the band of reflective material "is inherently

functional in character and use and therefore lacks capacity to dis-

tinguish the applicant's goods." With some perspicacity he observed

:

Counsel's argument, however carefully presented, appears to be an attempt

to "weave" the case to registration by first claiming an analogy between a

functional coated band applied to fence posts, and specific colored bands of no

utility used on the same goods, in order to show precedent in the trade, but to

disassociate the functional coating from the design to avoid a rejection based

on its utilitarian purpose. As far as the Examiner is concerned, color marks

are not analogous to and form no precedent for allowance here.'

The Board, in affirming, said

:

It is obvious from the facta adduced herein that the reflective coating utilized

by applicant is inherently functional and that its placement at the uppermost

portion of the post conforms to the commonly accepted practice of applying

reflecting indicia to road signs and boundary markers for safety and protection

purposes. Any device, the Immediate aim of which is to serve a functional

mission, cannot be granted the legal protection a registration achieves. • • •

[citing the Deiater case].

This Appeal

[2] In this court appellant appears to be pursuing the same argu-

ments it made below. First, it says the mark is capable of dis-

tinguishing its goods. The evidence, if accepted, certainly shows that

to be the fact as of this time and the reflective tops may be considered

to have a de facto "secondary meaning." However, we disposed of

that fact as of no legal significance under circumstances similar to

those here in the Deister case. If and when others exercise the right,

which we hold they possess, to put reflective tops on steel fence posts

by coating them uniformly with reflective material in the form of

glass beads in a clear binder (a very common material nowadays),

the "mark" will no longer be capable of distinguishing appellant's

goods from those of others. Capability of distinguishing, within the

meaning of section 23 of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. 1091, is a matter

which must be viewed in the light of future possibility.

[3] Secondly, it is argued that appellant's motivation or int«nt in

adopting the mark as shown by the facts of record was to select an

indication of origin in accordance with the common practice of the

trade. We would give weight to the argument if that were all it

had done, as by applying another distinctive color with no functional

significance. But here we must agree with the Board that function

is the "immediate aim." Accepting appellant's intent, there was

clearly an additional motive. One might almost say that appellant's

officers had a "flash of genius," but they did not reckon with legal

consequences.

On the matter of making advertising expenditures under a wrong

theory of the legal situation, see our recent opinion in Weiss Noodle

Company v. Golden Cracknel and Specialty Company^ 48 CCPA
1004, 290 F.2d 845, 129 USPQ 411. This will dispose of the third

I We do not know the aense In which the Examiner used the term "weave," but It

appears appropriate to thla caae. Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 2d ed., gives

two relevant meanings

:

2. To fabricate by or as by Interlacing ; as, to toeave a plot. • • • v.i. • • • 3. To
move from aide to side repeatedly ; to move in a devious and intricate course ; as, to

weave through a crowd.
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argument, that appellant's advertising exj)enditures have created a

public consciousness that the reflective top indicates origin as shown
by the affidavits.

Finally, appellant comes back to the argument that its mark is a

distinctive design to which it has exclusive rights. We quote the

argument

:

Appellant's design is non-functional, even though applied at the top of the post.

Reflective coating can readily be appi'.?d in other designs at the top of the post.

It can be applied in a series of horizontal stripes. It can be applied In a series

of vertical stripes. It can be applied in Inclined stripes. It can be applied

in a plurality of broken lines. Circles and curves may be employed as well

as straight lines. Appellant is not attempting to eliminate freedom to copy
the functional feature, the reflective coating, nor is appellant attempting to

eliminate the freedom to place the functional reflective coating at the top of

the post. Appellant seeks registration only for the reflective coating in the

non-functional design shown.

Here we have an explanation of what appellant intends the mean-
ing of its disclaimer to be, namely, we alone may coat the top solidly

while others are free to use special designs.

Here we have appellant's admission that reflective coating on the

top of a fence post is functional.

Here we have the ultimate contention that all appellant relies on
for registrability in this case is the distinct ivene.ss of its ''design^

The short answer is that there is no design. '\Miile the argument
recites a number of possible arbitrary designs, appellant's own design

is chimerical. The Solicitor's brief contains a ver\' practical answer
to this argument, of which we approve, and which occurred to us

independently, as follows:

In this case, a simple method of applying the functional reflective coating

to the functionally designed metal post Is to suspend the post top-downwards
and dip it into the coating supply. This method of coating will inevitably

produce the coating design shown in appellant's drawing. To permit appellant

to assert trademark rights in Its alleged mark would clearly have the effect

of unjustifiably giving appellant a perpetual monopoly on the simplest and
cheapest use of a simple process of applying a functional reflective coating to

a functionally designed metal fence post.

If there is anything further to be said on the legal aspects of the

case, we feel it has been said in the cases above cited and in the

authorities therein relied on.

The decision of the Board is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

In be Lovel R. Simmons and James T. Mono, Jr.

Ho. 6949. Decided March IS, J96S

[50 CCPA — ; 314 F.2d 555 : 136 USPQ 655]

1. Patentability—Obviousness—RErsBENCES

—

Lack of Refebence Showing
Knowledge ok Abt.

"Appellants' counsel was rather insistent in argument that there must be

a reference of record to support the assertion that common control of several

hydraulic devices simultaneously is known in the art and says in his brief

that in the absence of such a reference 'the Court has no authority to assume
that It would have been obvious, and consequently must hold It to be unobvlous.'

In the Instant case we hardly think a reference Is required to support the

Patent Oflice position on what one of ordinary skill in the art would know
on this subject, bearing in mind that most of us ride daily in automobiles
wherein four brakes are hydrauiically actuated simultaneously by the pres-

sure of one foot. While the public generally may not t>e familiar with the
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mechanism by which this is accomplished, certainly all automotive mechanics

are."

2. Same—Paeticllab Subject MArrEB

—

"Tbactob With Selectively Appuabu:
Weight Teanskeb fob Tbaction Wheels Thereof and a Tbaction-

Wheel-Driving Differential With Lock-Up Selectively .\ppuable
CoNCimRENTLY WiTH APPLICATION OF WEIGHT TRANSFER."

The decision of the Board of Appeals, refusing certain claims in an appli-

cation entitled "Tractor With Selectively Appliable Weight Transfer for

Traction Wheels Thereof and a Traction-Wheel-Driviug Differential With
Lock-Up Selectively Appliable Concurrently With Application of Weight

Transfer" as unpatentable over the prior art, is affirmed.

Appeal from the Patent Office. Serial No. 673,835.

AFFIRMED.
Olson^ Trexler, Walters <& Bushnelh Robert M. Walters., Charlex

L. Sturtevant for appellants.

Clarence W. Moore {George C. Roeming of counsel) for the Com-
missioner of Patents.

Before Rich, Acting Chief Judge, and Martix. Smith, and

Almond, Jr., Associate Judges

Rich, /., delivered the opinion of the court

:

This appeal is from the decision of the Patent Office Board of

Appeals affirming the Examiners rejection of claims 1-9 in appli-

cation Ser. No. 673,835, filed July 24, 1957, for "Tractor With selec-

tively Appliable Weight Transfer for Traction Wheels Thereof

and a Traction-Wheel-Driving Differential With Ix)ck-Up Selec-

tively Appliable Concurrently With Application of Weight
Transfer."

The sole issue is obviousness in view of prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103.

Appellants' invention is the combination of a tractor, an earth-

hauling vehicle towed thereby, and cooperative mechanisms for limit-

ing the tendency of one or the other of the tractor's rear driving wheels

to spin due to insufficient traction. One such mechanism is an hudrau-

lically-operated, inclined, extensible hydraulic strut, attached at its

lower end to the rear of the tractor frame, the upper end being attached

to the front of the earth-hauling vehicle's frame at a point consider-

ably higher than the point of attachment of the strut to the tractor.

The introduction of pressurized fluid into the cylinder of the strut

drives a piston-like plunger rearward and upward, thereby tending

to release some of the weight from the front wheals of the earth-

hauling vehicle. The weight released from the front wheels of the

towed vehicle is transferred in part to its rear wheels and in part to

the rear wheels of the tractor, thereby increasing the traction of the

latter wheels. This mechanism and associated structures, which we
need not further describe, are designated as "weight transferring

hitch means" in claim 1, infra. An hydraulic hose line connects the

cylinder of the strut to a tractor-engine-activated pump and hydrau-

lic fluid source. Fluid flow to the cylinder is controlled by a valve

operated through mechanical linkages by the operator of the tractor.

Appellant's second tractor-wheel-spin-limiting mechanism amounts
to a known differential lock-up,^ two forms of which are disclosed,

1 A differential Is a mechanismi uaed In the rear axles of most automobiles, tractorK.
etc., for transferriof; torque from a drive shaft to the driven vehicle wheels. Tht-
searing in a differential Is such that Independent motion of t.ie driven vehicle wheels
is possible. One diaadvantage of such a device is that If one driven wheel encounters
a slippery surface and begins to ^in, negligible torque will be delivered to the uthtr
driven wheel, thereby rendering ineffective for driving purposes the application of torqu*-
to the other wheel. A differential lock-up overcomes this disadvantage by proIiibitinK
independent motion of the driven wheels. In effect, it disables the differential, joining
the two wheels rigidly as though ttiey were fixed on a rigid axle.
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one manually operable and the other hydraulically operable by means

of a hydraulic ram. The latter form of differential lock-up is shown

as connected, through a secondary hydraulic hose line and a manually

operable differential lock-up control valve, to the first mentioned

hydraulic hose line. The position of the control valve (i.e., whether

open or closed) determines whether or not the differential lock-up

will be activated simultaneously with the "weight transferring hitch

means." *

Claim 1, which, for the purposes of this appeal, is admitted to be

indistinguishable from claim 9, reads as follows:

1. In a tractor vehicle adapted for propelling a second vehicle articulately

coupled thereto and adapted to receive traction-Improving weight from the second

vehicle, tractor-supporting traction type propelling elements engaged with the

ground at spaced-apart positions thereon, weight transferring hitch means

connectable with the second vehicle to establish the articulate coupling of the

tractor vehicle thereto and energlzable to transfer weight from the second

vehicle onto the propelling elements In different relative amounts depending

upon the attitude of the tractor vehicle such as relative to the vertlcle [sic] or

to the hitch means, a selective lock-up type differential through which propelling

force is differentially transmlttable to the propelling elements during non-lock-up

and Independently transmlttable to such elements during lock-up, control means

for selectively energizing or deenerglzlng the weight transferring means, and

means for selectively effecting lock-up or non-lock-up of the differential con-

currently with energization' of the weight-transferring means.

Claims 2-8 are more specific than claims 1 and 9 in that they are

directed to a device wherein differential lock-up occurs under the

control of the means for controlling the activation of the weight

transfer mechanism. The patentability of claim 5 and dep>endent

claims 6 and 7 is urged bn the basis of the recitations therein that

the "differential control means" is '"''settahle for operation under con-

trol of the weight transferring control means" (our emphasis) thereby

more explicitly including the differential lock-up control valve in the

claims. Inasmuch as claim 4 includes a similar recitation, we have

grouped this claim with claims 5-7.

The references relied on are

:

Simmons, 2,459,098, Jan. 11, 1949.

Mayer et al., 1,212,795, Jan. 16, 1917.

Miller, 1,142,831, June 15, 1915.

A discussion of the content of these references is unnecessary in

view of the following statements in appellants' brief:

The Simmons Patent No. 2,4r>9,098, discloses a weight-transferring hitch struc-

ture 12 identical with that of the present application, and the hydraulic circuit

and controls for the hitch structure of the patent and of this application are

identical excepting for the tap into the hose line 75 shown in FIG. 3 of this

application to enable the differential lock-up mechanism of such FIG. 3 to (^)erate

In response to and under control of the operation of the weight-transferring hitch.

The Mayer Patent No. 1,212,795 and the Miller Patent No. 1,142,831 disclose

differentials capable of being locked up, and it can be assumed for the purpose

of the ensuing argument that these two lock-up differentials are identical with

the present applicants' lock-up differential.

The Patent Office position is that all of the claims are unpatentable

because it would be obvious to substitute a lock-up differential of the

type shown by either Miller or Mayer et al, for the differential dis-

* Appellant consldera such Bimultaneoua activation dealrable becaoM If oondltions

under which the tractor Is operated are so adverse that a tranifer of welgrht to the
rear wheels of the tractor would not prohlbU one or the other of the tractor wheeU
from apinning, a momentary healtatlon in the activation of the differential lock-up would
reault in the tractor loalng some of its forward mom*Dtum.
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closed by Simmons and to actuate both the lock-up and hydraulic

strut together by a common hydraulic control.

With respect to broad claims 1 and 9, all that appellants have

recited in these claims is the mere addition of a differential lock-up

to the weight shifting device disclosed in the Simmons patent. In

view of the well known nature and attributes of a differential lock-up,

such an addition to the Simmons structure would be obvious if wheel-

spinning were encountered therein or if, for any other reason, use

of a differential lock-up appeared to be desirable.

Claims 2-^, as previously noted, recite a specific cooperative rela-

tionship between the differential lock-up and the weight transferring

mechanism, wherein the latter is controlled by the former so that both

mechanisms may be of>erated together through actuation, by the oper-

ator, of a single manual control.

The lioard stated on request for reconsideration

:

The idea of using a single control to actuate two branches or two stages of

an apparatus is quite common in various arts. We found no patentability

in the substitution of a lock-up type of differential for the differential disclosed

by Simmons. In such a substitution, we find no further patentability in the

concept of actuating the differential lock-up and the weight transfer mechanism

through a common control.

We find a similar statement concerning the common use of a single

hydraulic pump to actuate different fluid operated parts of a vehicle

in the first action on the case by the Examiner. Xeither in the record,

nor in appellants' brief here, do we find any statements by appellants

controverting this allegation by the Patent Office concerning the

state of the art. We feel the Board was entirely justified in holding

that one skilled in the art, desiring to add a differential lock-up to

the device of the Simmons patent, would know of the prior practice

of simultaneously operating various mechanisms through a common

control and that it would be obvious for hijn to connect a fluid oper-

ated differential lock-up to the hydraulic hose line of Simmons already

used therein to drive the weight transferring mechanism.

[1] Appellants' counsel was rather insistent in argument that

there must be a reference of record to support the assertion that

common control of several hydraulic devices simultaneously is known

in the art and says in his brief that in the absence of such a reference

"the Court has no authority to assume that it would have been obvi-

ous, and consequently must hold it to be unobvious." In the instant

case we hardly think a reference is required to support the Patent

Office position on what one of ordinary skill in the art would know

on this subject, bearing in mind that most of us ride daily in auto-

mobiles wherein four brakes are hydraulically actuated simultaneously

by the pressure of one foot. While the public generally may not be

familiar with the mechanism by which this is accomplished, certainly

all automotive mechanics are.

The sole remaining question is the patentable significance of the

inclusion in claims 4—7 of the recitations directed to the differential

lock-up control valve. We cannot see wherein the use of a control

or cut-off valve in one branch of a multiple branch hydraulic fluid

control line produces any unexpected results or would be an unobvious

expedient.

[2] Tlie decision of the Board is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

ru 0.0.
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Notice! under 85 U.S.C. 290 ; Patent Act of 1W»

2,422,774, G (). Conner. Die set, filed May 3, 1963. DC.
Conn. (New Haven), Doc. 9801, Lempco Products, Inc. et al.

V. The Producto Uachine Co.

2,466,043. S. H. Maglo. Apparatus for heat Healing thermo-

plaHtlc MtrlpH about elastic elements ; 2,490,451, same, Method
of making a thermoplastic cover ; 2,766,107. same, Thermo-

plastic sheet material provided with tubular edging and

method of applying said edging ; 2.944.SM, same, Thermo-

plastic garments ; 2,»S7,792, same, Method of heat sealing edge

bindings around openings in hollow thermoplastic bodies;

2,985,221, same. Apparatus for forming and heat sealing tubu-

lar edgings to thermoplastic sheet material, filed May 7. 1963,

D.C., S.DN.Y.. Doc. 63/1312. Sidney H. Uagid v. Dunlee

Corporation.

2,490.451. (See 2,466,643.)

2,566,794. Rlckes and Wood. Vitamin B-12 ; 2,70S.SOt, same.

Vitamin B-12—active composition and process of preparing

same, filed Apr. 16. 1963. DC, E.D.N.Y. (Brooltiyn), Doc.

63-C-416, Merck d Co.. Inc. v. Darby Drug Co., Inc. et al.

Same, filed Apr. 2, 1963. D.C.N, J. (Newark). Doc. 270-62,

Merck <f Co , Inc. v. Chate Chemical Company, Inc.

2,651,423. Rose and Osojnak. Apparatus for loading bulk

material into a ship's hold. CCA.. 4th Clr, Doc. 8654, Heyl

d Patteiion. Incorporated, Appellant and Croat-Appellee v.

McDowell Company, Incorporated et al., Appelleea and Croit-

Appellantg. Decree affirming in part and reversing in part

decree of District Court May 14. 1963.

2,655,480, J. O. Spltzer et al., Lather producing composition,

filed May 7, 1963, DC Del. (Wilmington), Doc. 2668, Corter

Products, Inc. et al. v. The Uillette Company et al.

2,674,068. Eves and Lundstrom, Bevel edging machines, filed

Aug. 16, 1962, D.C., E.D. Okia. (Muskogee), Doc. 5211,

American Optical Company v. Coburn Precision Manufactur-

ing Co et al. Stipulation of dismissal (notice May 9. 1963).

2.678.318. R C. Ballard. Color television interlacing system,

filed Sept. 8, 1961, D.C. Del. (Wilmington). Doc. 2369, Philco

Corporation v. Radio Corporation of .America.

2,696,295. J. C. Berry, Sock package. CCA. 4th Clr., Doc.

8816. Berry Brothers Corporation v. Bigmon Hosiery Manu-

facturing Company. Decree of District Court affirmed May 3,

1963.

2.70S.802. (See 2,563,794.)

2.743.319. L. Thompson et al., Scanning mechanism for

magnetic tape recorders ; 2,750.449, same. Long playing mag-

netic tape recorder ; 2,826,642. Lyon and Thompson. Eraser

for magnetically recorded bulk tape in roll form ;
2,845.495,

W. H. Lyon. Long playing tai)e recording apparatus ;

2.856,463. same. Rotary magnetic transducer means having

yieldable heads, filed June 6. 1960, D.C.N. J. (Newark), Doc.

806/60. The Soundscriber Corp. v. Ampex Corporation et al.

Stipulation and order of dismissal entered May 5, 1963.

t.760.449. (See 2,743,319.)

t.768.107. (See 2,466,643.)

2,768,994, R. N. MacDonald. Polyoxymethylenes, filed Apr.

12, 1963. DC. Del. (Wilmington), Doc. 2323, E. I du Pont

de Nemours d Co. v. Celanese Corporation of .America. Stipu-

lation of dismissal May 3. 1963.

2,801,613. G. Olgll, Lead gripping means for lead holders.

filed Sept. 24, 1962, D.C.N.J. (Newark), Doc. 760/62, L. d C.

Hardtmuth, Inc. v. Charvoz-Roos Corporation. Consent judg-

ment ;
patent held infringed (notice Sept. 24, 1963).

2.803.105. Stoddard and Seem, Apparatus for prowssing tex-

tile yarns; 2,868.108, same, Methods of processing textile

yarns: 2.803,109. Yarns, CCA. 4th Clr., Doc. 8684, Leesona

Corporation v Cotxcool Manufacturing Corporation et al.

Decree of District Court affirmed Mar. 19, 1963.

2.803.106. (See 2,803,106.)

2308.109. (See 2,803,106.)

2,810,277 a Bllll, Circular machinery for manufacture of

smooth mesh and net mesh stockings ; 2.872.796, R. Peel, Jack

•election mechanism for circular knitting machines, filed Apr.

618

25, 1961, DC, E.D. Pa. (Philadelphia). Doc 29536. Singer-

Fidelity, Inc. V. Roy I). Faige.nbaum. Cause dismissed (notice

May 3, 1963).

2.826.6*2. (See 2,743.319.)

2,828,194, Hopkins and Easley. Etching, filed May 2, 1963,

DC. 8.D. Tex. (Houston), Doc. 63-H-304. The Doir Chemi-

cal Co. T. Kogera-.Art Engraving Co. et al.

2,845,495. (See 2,743,319.)

2.856,468. (See 2,743,319.)

2,867,825. 0. Hires. Filter apparatus ; 2,867,326. same, filed

May 7. 1963, DC. ED. Mich. (Detroit), Doc. 23H4»!, Gene
Hires et dl. v. American Laundry Machinery Industrien Divi-

sion of McOraw-Edison Company (Inc.).

t,M7,SM. (See 2,867,325.)

2,872,796. (See 2,810,277.)

2,919,608, H. M. Ross, Mouthpiece, filed May 2, 1962, DC .

W.D. Wis. (Madison), Doc. 3554, Harold M. Ross v. Madison

Dental Co. Stipulation of dismissal Apr. 25. 1963.

2,919,900, H. G. Podlesak et al., Method of continuously pro-

ducing packaged units, filed May 15, 1963. DC. ED. Wis.

(Milwaukee). Doc. 63-C-113, National Dairy Products Cor-

poration V. Safevcay Stores, Inc. SMOse, Doc. 63- C- 11 4.

National Dairy Products Corporation v. Frigo Brothers

Cheese Corporation, game. Doc. 63-C-115, National Dairy

Products Corporation v. Frank Rystr Wisconsin Company.

game. Doc. 63-C-116, National Dairy Products Corporation

V. L. D. Schreiher d Co., Inc. Same, Doc. 63-C-117. National

Dairy Products Corporation v. Concord Cheese Corporation.

2.920.6S4. L. Malin, Tmbrella ferrule, filed Oct. 11. 1961,

DC. E.D.N.Y. (Brooklyn), Doc. 61/3578, Louis MaUn v.

Finkel Umbrella Frame Company. Stipulation and order of

discontinuance May 23, 1963.

2.944,550. (See 2,466,643.)

2,950,798, W. G. Axtell, Luggage case; Dee. 185,511, J, M.

Powell et al., same, filed Apr. 30, 1963, DC. S.D, Calif.

(Los Angeles), Doc. 63-497-JWC, Shvayder Brothers, Inc.

V. Reliable Luggage, Inc. et al.

2,957.792. (See 2,466,643.)

2,965,221. (See 2.466,643.)

2,968.848, J. H. Lemelson, Nolsemaklng toys, filed May 3,

1963, D.C. E.D.N.Y. (Brooklyn), Doc. 63o-509, Jerome H.

Lemelson v. A. J. Remi Plastics Corp.

2,990,417, B. A. Wilson, Luminous celling panel. 2,996,609.

same, Sheet panel, filed Aug. 6, 1962, D.C. Mass. (Boston).

Doc. 62-586-S. Wilson Research Corporation v. Piohte Plas-

tics Corporation.

2.996.600. (See 2.096,417.)

S.0O4.81S, H. L. Shlvek, Dispensing apparatus, filed .May 14,

1963, DC Mass. (Boston), Doc. 63-429-J, Serv-0 Lift Cor-

poration V. Pinsley, Bellinger and Trilling, Inc.

8,017,848. R. M. Loomls et al.. Lading separating means,

filed Aug. 29. 1962, DC. N.D. Hi. (Chicago), Doc, 62cl6-.9,

Union Asbestos d Rubber Co. v. Evans Products Co. Motion

to dismiss sustained , complaint dismissed Mar. 3, 1963,

3,049,853. H. T. Horner, Rotary power mower, filed May H.

1963, DC, ED. Wis. (Milwaukee), Doc. 63-C-109, 7 ore

Manufacturing Corporation v. Jacobson Manufacturing Com-

pany.

3,062,167, C H. Bennett, Trim attachment for power boats.

filed Jan. 14. 1963. DC, ED. Mich. (Detroit), Doc. 23408,

Charles H. Bennett v. Olass Pool, Inc. Stipulatloa and con

sent judgment and injunction filed and entered May 2, 1963.

S.074.14S. B. R. Smith, Method of making metalized ceramic

bodlea, filed May 15. 1963, D.C.K.L (Providence), Doc. 3125.

Mitronic; Inc. v. Metalized Ceramics Corporation et al.

Dee. 180,511. (See 2,900,793.)

Dee. 190,780. I. I. Levis, Hand mirror, filed Dec. 17, 1962,

D.C, E.D. Mo. (St. Louis). Doc. 62c420(3), Irene I. Levis v.

Scruggs Vandervoort Bai^uy. Inc. Patent held valid ;
defend-

ant enjoined May 6, 1963.

REISSUES
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Matter enclOMd Is bMry braekota [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue apedflcatlon : matter
printed In Italics indicates additions made by reissue.

25,4M
FREQUENCY MODULATED BALANCED

DISCRIMINATOR
Nomum E. Chaaek, Stamford, Coiin^ assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratorleg, Incorporated, New York,
N.Y,, a corponrtfcM of New York

Orlgiaal No. 2,984,791. dated May 16, 1961, Ser. No.
786,949, Jan. 15, 1959. AppUcation for rdane May 2,

1963, Ser. No. 278,526
2 Claims. (CL 329—141)

in both said low and high frequency bands, at least one
parasitic antenna element comprising two oppositely ex-

tending elongated electrically interconnected arms dis-

posed horizontally on respective sides of the axis of said

antenna and spaced along said axis from one of said

active dipole antenna elements, each said arm having a

substantially straight conductive branch section joined

conductively with it at a portion of said arm intermedi-

ate the ends thereof corresponding to a minimum voltage

Q».4'''o

a,.', "c

1. In a receiver for frequency modulated waves, a
discriminator comprising first and second amplif^ng
means, each having an output circuit and at least a cen-
tred element, means interconnecting said contrtri elements
to form a common input path, a first resonant input cir-

cuit having a quality Qi and tuned to the carrier fre-

quency fo of the incoming frequency modulated waves
in said common input circuit, individual resonant circuits

connected in the output circuits of said first and second
amplifying means, respectively, and tuned to frequencies

other than fo, said other frequencies differing from fo by
a quantity Afo and having equal qualities Qa equal to

A
the quality of said input resonant circuit Qi being of the

order of one-half the quality of Qj.

25,437
TELEVISION ANTENNA HAVING MULTI-BAND

ELEMENTS
Warner H. Andcrsoo, McCleansboro, 111., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Ctuuinel Master Corporation,
ElIcnTillc, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Original No. 2,980,912, dated Apr. 18, 1961, Ser. No.
583,275, Apr. 22, 1955. AppUcation for rciasue

Sept. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 224^86
8 Claims, (d. 343—802)

7. A very-high-frequency television antenna for the

low frequency band and the high frequency band com-
prising a plurality of horizontal active dipole antenna ele-

ments, means for connecting each said element to a sig-

nal transmission line, each said element being effective

point in the high frequency band and extending in a gen-

erally vertical plane at an angle of approximately 160'

from the outer portion of said arm, said branch sections

being shorter than said arms and terminating short of

the vertical projection of the inner end of said arms, said

arms cooperating with said branch sections to form a low
frequency parasitic antenna element, and said branch sec-

tions forming high band parasitic elements in conjunc-
tion with the outer portion of the respective arms to which
they are joined.

25,438
PROCESS FOR THE GROWING AND ROOTING OF

PLANTS IN A SYNTHETIC SOIL
Florian N. Nelson, P.O. Box 124, Vicksburg, Miss.

No Drawing. Original No. 2,891,35j5, dated June 23,
1959, Ser. No. 679,759, Aug. 22, 1957. AppUcation
for reissue June 13, 1961, Ser. No. 120,122

7 Claims. (CI. 47—58)
1. The method of growing plants by chemical agri-

cultural process which consists in preparing shredded
cellular expanded polystyrene by adding to a bushel of
said polystyrene one-half gallon of a solution containing

plant nutrients and several drops of a surface tension

lowering detergent, in drying the shredded cellular ex-
panded polystyrene during approximately 24 hours, in

placing the roots of the plant to tie grown into a quantity
of shredded cellular polystyrene, adding the said pre-
pared shredded cellular expanded polystyrene in the pro-
portion of 7 : 1 and in adding water approximately to the
extent of % of the volume occupied by the shredded
cellular polystyrene.
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lUostratlona for plant patent! are aaually In color and

2,275

CLIMBING ROSE PLANT
Wilfred F. Kittle, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Lincoln

Nnrwry Company, Penn Hill, Pa., a partnership

FUed Jan. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 168,292

1 Claim. (CI. PH.—5)

A new and distinct variety of climbing rose plant of

the hybrid tea class, substantially as herein shown and

described, characterized particularly as to novelty by the

unique combination of large double flowers having im-

bricated petals and a pronounced June shrub rose fra-

grance and a distinctive rich pink general color tonality

and heavy canes; main stems, branches and rachis com-

pletely free of pointed prickles.

620

therefore It la not practicable to reproduce the drawlna.

2»276
ALMOND TREE

Edna L. Paxman, Rte. 1, Box 32, Rlpon, Calif.

FUed July 21, 1961, Ser. No. 125,883
1 CUIm. (CI. PIt^-30)

A new and distinct variety of almood tree, as illus-

trated and described, characterized as to iravelty by nuti

whose kernels are relatively small, averaging 35 to an

ounce; nuts borne on short spun, hang well on the tree,

and are well distributed thereon; 9oit shell nuts which

are easy to harvest, hull, and crack; and nuts with a

better seal than the Nonpareil but in harvest substan-

tially with or slightly later than the same.

PATENTS
GRANTED AUGUST 27, 1963

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,101,476

FASTENER DRIVING APPARATUS
Oscar A. Wandel, Mundelein, HI., assignor to Fastener

Corporation, Chicago, HI., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Sept. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 137,313
1 Cbiim. (CI. 1—44.4)

A fastener driving aj^aratus ccmiprising a cylinder,

nosepiece structure closing the lower end of said cylinder

and including a guiding portion, a piston assembly slid-

ably mounted in said cylinder to provide a driving strc^e

and a return strolce, said piston assembly including a

piston sleeve provided with an upwardly extending shoul-

der, a retaining plate slidably mounted on said shoulder,

and a cap member threadedly mounted in the upper end
of said piston sleeve spaced from said retaining plate to

f<x^m a recess intermediate said retaining plate and said

cap member, said retaining plate having an opening com-
municating with said recess; a driver blade mounted for

sliding movement relative to said guiding portion and

provided with a T-shaped head positioned in said recess,

said blade extending through said opening, a first resilient

washer positioned between said T-shaped head and said

retaining plate; and a second resilient washer positioned

between said T-shaped head and said cap member where-

by said piston is cushioned by the engagement of said

blade with a fastener and by the engagement of said

piston assembly with stop means when said piston assem-

bly is moved toward a workpiece.

3,101,477
DISPENSER AND APPLICATOR FOR

THUMB TACKS
Joe A. Leniz, % Leniz Tool Mfg. Co., Inc.,

P.O. Box 2445, Reno, Nev.
FUed Nov. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 153,157

7 Claims. (CL 1—46)
1. A dispenser and applicator for thumb tacks com-

prising a housing having a storage compartment includ-

ing chaimels for slidably receiving the stems of thumb

taclcs, at least one of said channels terminating at its

forward end in a delivery channel, said housing includ-

ing a dispensing slot communicating with the delivery

channel and having a discharge end remote from the de-

livery channel, at least one of said channels in the housing

terminating at its forward end in a return channel, said

return channel having a forward end portion inclined

towards the dispensing slot, the forward end portion of

said return channel being communicated with the dis-

pensing slot longitudinally outwardly of the point of

communication between the forward end portion of the

delivery channel and the dispensing slot, said housing

including a top slot overlying the dispensing slot, a slide

slidably mounted in the slot overlying the dispensing

slot whereby the slide may engage tacks and move them
forwardly in the dispensing slot, and resilient tongtie

means mounted in said dispensing slot intermediate the

point of communication of the delivery channel there-

with and the point of communication of the return chan-

nel therewith thereby restricting flow of tacks from the

delivery channel into the dispensing slot and providing

free return of tacks from the dispensing slot into the re-

turn channel.

3,101,478
MULTIPLE FASTENER DEVICE

James J. Onssani, 777 50i Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 128,826

4 Claims. (CI. 1—120)

'^^y ^^mlhm^li9u,f^l i/i gj

.

1. A powerized stapler and punch device comprising

a housing having a base portion, a plurality of stabler

members mounted side by side on said base portion, at

least one said stapler member being laterally adjusUbly

mounted relative to the other said menvber, an electrical

impeller member mounted on said housing having a de-

pending, vertically ^iftable plunger, a laterally extend-

ing cross bar carried by said plunger operably connected

to said stapler members, a laterally diq>osed suj^wrt rod

having its ends fixed to the side walls of said bousing, to

be in parallel spaced relation to said cross bar, a driver

lever pivotally secured at one end to said plunger and

having at its other end a longitudinal slot portion within

which said supp<Ml rod is slidably and pivotally received,

and an independent punch device longitudinally and later-

ally adjustably secured to said base, said punch including

a driver head portion disposed beneath and in contact
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this time the other member against movement, and means
for securing the last supporting member which has a pas-

3,101,479
APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR THE CONTINU-
OLS PRODUCTION OF HOGSHEADS AND THE
LIKE

Harry Guthrie Bell, Jacob Douglas Gay, Jr., and Keith

Gilmore Shaffer, Paris, Ky., a»ignors to Gay-Bcli Cor-
poration, Paris, Ky., a corporation of Kentucky

Filed June 1, 1956, Ser. No. 588,726
2 Claims. (CI. 1—125)

1. A system for assembling hogsheads which com-
prises: a first feeding station, a first stapling section for

stapling the hoops and hoops-and-liners to the hogshead

panels, first conveyor means to move panels from said

first feeding station through said first stapling section,

first saw means to form staves in said panels, and first

additional means to receive panels from said conveyor

means and convey them through said first saw means; a

second feeding station, a second stapling section for

stapling hoops and hoops-and-liners to other hogshead

panels, second conveyor means to move said other panels

from said second feeding station through said second

stapling section, second saw means to form staves in

said other panels, and second additional means to receive

said other panels from said second conveyor means and

convey them through said second saw means; upper sup-

port means to receive panels from said first saw means,

lower support means to receive said other panels from

said second saw means, said supp(Nt means being posi-

tioned one above the other, a receiving station common to

both support means, and means to push the panels from

said support means one by one onto said receiving sta-

tion; said push means comprising a pair of elongated cylin-

ders, a piston rod reciprocable in each said cylinder, valve

means for each said cylinder whereby to direct fluid

pressure to either end thereof, a shoe on each said rod,

said up>per and lower support means having depressed

areas to permit said shoes to pass over whereby to engage

panels sui>ported on the undepressed portions of said

support means; and a control circuit including each of

said valve means and so arranged that the valve means

cannot be manipulated to cause simultaneous pushing

movement of said shoes.

3,101,480

HEEL ATTACHING MACHINES
Chester E. Rogers, Jr., Beverly, Mass., assignor to United

Shoe Machinery Corporation, Boston, Mass., a corpo-

ration of New Jersey

FUcd Oct. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 142,170

19 Clahns. (CI. 1—335)

1. In a heel attaching machine, a jack into cooperation

with which a last bearing a shoe is moved and compris-

ing two last supporting members which are moved by the

last and one of which has a passage, a driver movable in

the passage of said one member, means for retaining one

of the members against movement relative to the other

during movement of the other, means for freeing the

retained member for movement and for retaining during

sage in either of two different angular operating positions

with relation to the other supporting member.

3,101,481
BELT-FASTENING MACHINES

Leslie A. Neale, Sheffield, England, assignor to Hayden-
Nilos Limited, Sheffield, England, a British company

Filed Jan. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 168,737
Claims priority, application Great Britahi Feb. 8, 1961

6 Claims. (CI. 1—342)

1. A belt-fastening machine for the application of fast-

eners to the end of a continuous belt, comprising U-shaped
members with at least two registering pairs of holes in

their limbs and at letist one U-shaped hook with pointed

lengths to pass through the pairs of holes in turn and the

interposed thickness of the belt, the machine comprising

a jaw unit, a jaw lever, a transverse pivot for the lever,

a pressing cheek mounted on one end of the lever located

on one side of said U-shaped member for pressing said

U-shaped hook through said pairs of holes and belt, means
for rocking said jaw lever, a block located in the jaw
unit and longitudinally slidable towards and away from
a position on the opposite side of said U-shaped member,
said block having at least one pair of recesses in the side

of the blocking facing the cheek to receive the two points

of said U-shaped hook pressed by the cheek through the

pairs of holes and the belt upon pivoting the jaw lever

in one direction and means for sliding said recessed block

parallel to said belt, after said jaw lever has been pivoted

to press said U-shaped hook through said pairs of holes

and belt, to bend the points of the hook in a direction

parallel with said belt.
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3,101,482
LINER FOR POCKETS

Frances O. Rahjes, Agra, Kans.
FUed July 14, 1961, Ser. No. 124,167

2 Claims. (CI. 2—247)

ly on opposite sides of said stiffeoer element, said resin

strips having peripheral marginal portions projecting be-

yond the peripheral edges of said stiffener element, a pair

of thermoplastic resilient foam cushioning strips over

and enclosing said resin strips, the opposed marginal

edges of said resin and foam strips being heat sealed

together continuously about the perimeter of said stiffener

element, to enclose said stiffener element

1, In a "patch pocket" of a garment, the "patch pocket"

having a top portion, a long side, a bottom and a shorter

side attached to the garment, the top being attached from

the long side for a short distance leaving a slanted

opening from the termination of the top to the termina-

tion of the shorter side, a passageway formed in the

"patch pocket" adjacent the top and near the long side,

a first attaching snap attached to the garment adjacent the

opening, a liner arranged and constructed to fit inside

said "patch pocket" and comprising; a grease and acid-

resistant pliable material cut and formed to present a

front and a back portion, the front and back being folded

and forming a first long side, the front and back being

joined and forming a second shorter side opposite the

first side, a bottom formed by joining the front and back

portions, said front portion having an extended front

flap portion so arranged and constructed as to be folded

outwardly thence back upon itself, the fold thus formed

being at an angle corresponding to the angle of the open-

ing in the "patch pocket," said back portion being sub-

sUntially rectangularly shaped whence the front flap is

folded a triangularly shaped upper comer of the back

portion is exposed, a second attaching snap being affixed to

the outer side of the triangularly exposed upper corner,

a third snap means attached to the outer face to coincide

with the passageway in the "patch pocket" and a fourth

snap means attached to the outer front face on the front

flap whereby when the liner is inserted into the "patch

pocket" the liner will lie flat therein and the triangular

shaped upper comer is attached to the garment by engag-

ing first and second snap means and the front flap is

placed outside the "patch pocket" and folded there on

the third and fourth snap means are engaged through the

formed passageway the "patch pocket" with liner in place

thence i^-esenting f<M- use a grease and acid-resistant

pocket

3,101,483
GARMENT STIFFENER

Ronald Boscr, Huntlbaigton, and William L. Chalfin,

Brooklyn, N.Y., assii^ors to Regina Enterprises, Inc.,

New Yoit, N.Y., a corporatloa of New Yort
Filed Dec. 5, I960, Ser. No. 73,870

3 Claims. (CL 2—260)

3,101,484
BALL-AND-SEAT VALVES

George W. Oakes, Itf.D. 1, Byron, Ga.
Filed Apr. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 19,627

3 Claims. (CI. 4^57)

'*' T
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linear sections defined by a short arcuate section that

spans the intersecting area between said front wall and

said second side wall and a second linear section secured

to said second side wall, the sec<MKl linear section of each

trackway being disposed in a plane that is perpendicular

to a plane in which the first linear section is disposed,

and a flexible curtain mounted for slidable movement

in said trackways, said flexible curtain including a plu-

rality of flexible panels interconnected in edge-to-edge

snug fitting relaticMi, said flexible curtain being movable

from a first position on said front wall wherein said en-

tranceway is covered to a second position adjacent said

second side wall wherein access through said entrance-

way is provided, the width of said curtain being substan-

tially as wide as said entranceway.

clamped between said vertical leg and said clamp

member.

LAVATORY FECTURE
iMMS A. TUler, LoolsrUIc, Ky^ usigiior to AjDCiican

Radiator A Standard Sanitary Corporation, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Mar. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 181,906

13 Clainu. (CI. 4—170)

1. A wall mounted counter, comprising a plurality of

structural members having interlocking configurations on

either side, said members each having a generally hori-

zontal surface suitable as a counter top, said structural

members being arranged adjacent to one another »o that

the said generally horizontal surfaces define a continuous

counter top, means for interlocking adjacent structural

members against relative vertical movement and means

formed integral with each of said structural members for

supporting the weight thereof on the side of a substantially

vertical wall.

3,101,487

MOUNTING BRACKET FOR FURNITURE
SPRINGS

Robert O. Isaacs, JopUn, Mo., asslsnor to Flcx-O-Lators,

Inc., Carthage, Mo., a corporation of Missouri

FUed July 26, 1961, Scr. No. 126,957

8 Claims. (Cl. 5—254)

'i 'ji

3,101,488
AIR PURIFYING AND VENTILATING MEANS

FOR BEDS
David Meade Peebles, 2912 Cortland Place NW.,

Washington, D.C.
FUed July 10, 1961, Scr. No. 123,046

2 culms, (a. 5—347)

1. An air purifying and ventilating device for invalid

beds and the like comprising an outer casing for disposi-

tion upon the bed mattress beneath the bedclothing and

having a perforated wall, an inner casing disposed within

the outer casing and spaced from said perforated wall

and having a perforated portion, at least one air purifying

cartridge removably mounted in the inner casing, and a

fan disposed within the inner casing to draw air through

the outer and inner casings and said cartridge.

3,101,489
PLAOTIC BOAT CONSTRUCTION

Walter R. Chance, Falls Church, Va., assignor to Con-
tinental Copper ft Steel Industries, Inc. (Welin Daiit

and Boat Division), New York, N.Y^ a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Feb. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 793,721

16 Claims. (CI. 9—3)

1. In combination, a furniture frame having a pair of

generally parallel rails, a ^ring unit extending across

said frame and constituting resilient elongated members

and having downwardly extending terminal portions re-

^)ectivdy adjacent the confronting faces of said rails,

and a bracket attaching each of said terminal portions to

the adjacent frame rail, said bracket comprising a body

member attached to said rail and having a vertical leg

overiying the inner face of said rail, and a damp member

disposed adjacent and parallel to said vertical leg and

attached thereto, said terminal spring portion being

1 . An all plastic lifeboat construction, said construction

consisting of integrally joined laminated resin covered

multiple sheets, and said construction having side hull

sections independently molded of a plurality of independ-

ent glass fiber woven resin impregnated sheets and joined

together at the boat keel said side sections being provided

with elongated multiple ply plastic impregnated benches

and thwarts extending transversely across and between

upper parts of the side hull sections of the hull integrally

joined to the upper parts and said multip'e sheets forming

the hull having substantially integral and transversely ex-

tending portions forming the walls of interior tank con-

structions and said benches.
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3,101,490
LIFEBOAT CONSTRUCTION

Henry C. Jacobi, Manaaquan, NJ., assignor to Continen-

tal Copper ft Steel Indusfarics, Inc., Welin Davit and
Boat Division, New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed July 13, 1959, Ser. No. 826,668

8 Claims. (Cl. 9—3)

with said chain having a generally vertical pOTtiwi ex-

tending downwardly from said 'floating memtwr, a gen-

erally horizontal portion extending from said anchor

along the bottom of said body of water, and a now-

rigid dip section consisting of chain links connecting

said generally vertical and horizontal portions, the im-

provement comprising resilient means embracing said

chfiin at locations adjacent said generally vertical and

horizontal portions thereof and extending substantially

along the full length of said dip section for maintaining

said dip section chain links against endwise compaction.

1. A lifeboat construction comprising a hull having an

inside, an outside, a bow, a stern, sides and a bottom,

mountings inside of said hull -at said bow and said stem

for lifeboat release gear, a gunwale structure with an

inwardly extending horizontal flange portion, a plurality

of spaced, inwardly extending hull bracket members fixed

to the sides of said hull adjacent to, and below, said gun-

wale structure, a plurality of spaced, transversely extend-

ing, vertical reinforcement angles fixed to the bottom of

said hull, and a removable and replaceable interior includ-

ing a lower subassembly and an upper subassembly, said

lower subassembly including a plurality of longitudinally

extending floor boards restable on said reinforcement

angles and a plurality of upwardly extending side column

members having bottoms fixed to said floor boards, and

said upper subassembly including side benches, each hav-

ing a bottom and a top, a plurality of transverse thwarts,

each having two ends, the ends of said thwarts being fixed

to4he bottom of said side benches, a thwart bracket mem-

ber fixed to, and extending outwardly from, each end of

said thwarts, and a plurality of spaced, oblique bracket

members, each having an outwardly extending lower

flange, an outwardly extending upper flange and an oblique

center portion connecting said lower and upper flanges,

said lower flanges being fixed to the top of said side

benches, bolt means to detachably connect the upper

flanges of said oblique bracket members to said inwardly

extending horizontal flange portion of said gunwale struc-

ture and bolt means to detachably connect said thwart

bracket members to said hull bracket members.

3,101,491
MOORING DEVICE

Eric A. Salo, 15898 Via Pinalc, San Lorenzo, Calif.

FUed Sept. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 141,439

7 Claimf. (Cl. 9—8)

3,101,492
SWIMMING AID

Arthur E. Martin, 17 Atlantic Ave., Cohasset, Mass.
FUed Apr. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 106,267

2 Claims. (Cl. 9—339)

.t^^e.

1 . A swimming aid, comprising a buoyant plastic body,

a pair of shoulder straps secured to the body, said shoul-

der straps each comprising an attaching portion which

extends through the foam body near the bottom and

encircles and snugly grips the upper portion of the body,

and a chest strap extending transversely of the body

and being secured to each shoulder strap at the foam

body.

3,101,493
BOOK COVER-APPLYING MACHINE
J#rgen Valdemar Carstens, 22 Anettevej,

Brabrand, Denmark
FUed May 23, 1961, Ser. No. 112,012

Claims priority, application Denmark May 24, I960
12 Claims. (Cl. 11—4)

1. A machine for applying covers to books, compris-

1. In a device moored in a body of water comprising

a floatii^ member on the surface of said body of water, an

anchor at the bottom of said body of water, and a moor-

ing chain connecting said floating member to said anchor,

7»8 O.Q.-

mg a

continuously working book feeding device for iminter-

rupted feeding of books with any interspacing and

with the books positioned in the vertical plane with

their spines facing downwards,

a cover feeding device for feeding horizontally dis-

posed covers one by one to a pressiue station located

under the lxx>k feeding device,

a presser device having an at least vertically movable

siuface for pressing the cover fed against the over-

head-disposed book, when said book is located in a

pre-determiiied position,

and controlling means being independent of the book
feeding device, for controlling the cover feeding de-

vice and the presser device, respectively, which con-

trolling means are arranged for being actuated by

the books advanced by the book feeding device.
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3,101,494
INSEAM TRIMMING MACHINES

Milton H. Roske, Boxford, Mass., assignor to United Shoe

Machinery Corporation, Boston, Mass., a corporation

of New Jersey
Filed Apr. 25, 1962, Ser. No. 190,155

12 Claims. (CI. 12—4.4)

^:
^ - «^

>-^-i^*

M

^

Mi^

1. In an inseam trimming machine, a trimming cutter

having a trimming edge, means for reciprocating said cut-

ter transversely of the inseam, and means on the cutter

for imparting a reciprocating rubbing and beating action

to a workpiece being trimmed by the edge of said cutter.

3,101,495

TOE LASTING OF SHOES
Evald O. Peterson, Lynniield Center, Mass., assignor to

Compo Shoe Machinery Corporation, Waltham, Mass.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed Dec. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 161,662

21 Claims. (CI. 12—12.4)

for the liquid, normally-open valve means communicating
the liquid in said stopping means with said reservoir, and
means responsive to heightwise orientations of predeter-

mined portions of lasts supported on said frame dosing

said valve means and thereby stopping upward movement
of the wiper assembly when said wiper assembly is in

predetermined relationship to the toe ends of the lasts

for the lasting of the uppers about the toes.

3,101,496
METHOD OF MAKING FOOTWEAR HAVING

WATER-IMPERVIOUS OUTER SOLES
George H. Bingham, Jr., Westminster, and Otto Y.

Ol^on, Taneytown, Md., assignors to Cambridge Rub-
ber Company, Taneytown, Md^ a corporation of

Maryland
FUed May 12, 1961, Ser. No. 109,656

4 Claims. (CI. 12—142)

1. That method of making shoes which comprises as

steps: providing an upper, so attaching a lasting cord to

the marginal portion of the upper by means of thread

loops that the lasting cord contacts the outer surface of

the lower margin of the upper above the extreme lower

edge of the latter; assembhng the upper with a last; pull-

ing the lasting cord thereby drawing the lasting margin

of the upper in over and into close contact with the bot-

tom of the last while leaving the entire thickness of the

lasting cord exposed at the undersurface of the lasted-in

margin; and so attaching an outer sole to said lasted mar-

gin that the lasting cord is completely embedded in the

substance of the outer sole.

3,101,497
GOLF HALL SCRUBBER

Peter P. Dcrkocz, 706 Hazard Road, Palmerton, Pa.

FUed Feb. 20, 1962, Ser. No. 174,532
3 Claims. (CI. 15—21)

<•«« *

1. Apparatus for lasting the toes of shoe uppers each

mounted upon a graded last, comprising a machine

frame carrying means for supporting a last, a wiper

assenvbly carrying wiping means for drawing upper mate-

rials smoothly about the toes of lasts and movable on

said frame heightwise in relation to the toe ends of lasts

supported on said frame, motive means operated by

fluid pressure and connected to power movement of said

wiper assembly in relation to said frame, means for

admitting pressurized gaseous fluid to said motive means

to power upward movement of said wiper assembly in

relation to said frame by said motive means, hydraulic

stopping means including a cylinder and piston assembly

filled with a substantially incompressible liquid, a reservoir

3. A golf ball scrubber comprising a cleanser container

having a ball receiving opening therein, a cap means

selectively sealing said opening, means for releasably re-

taining a golf ball in a manner so as to enable a vertical

and rotational movement of the golf ball within the con-

tainer upon a movement of the cap means, said golf ball

retaining means consisting of a resilient open ring adapted

to resiliently retain a golf ball therein, said open ring

being affixed to the cap means by elongated rod-like means
projecting centrally through the container, said rod-like

means extending from the open ring to the inner face of

the cap means, and an inwardly projecting scrubbing

means within the container engaged by the golf ball upon
tbe au>vement thereof for effecting the desired cleaning.
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3,101,498
SWEEPER

Nick G. DaTlantcs, 7844 Gazette Ave.
Canoga Park, Calif.

FUed Oct. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 142,831

6 Claims. (CL 15—79)

1. A sweeper, comprising: a frame; ground engaging

support wheels operatively supporting said frame; a cylin-

drical rotatoble brush supported by said frame; means

at one end of said brush for engaging one of said support

wheels for rotating said brush; a yieldingly mounted hood

including a curved portion normally positioned in close

proximity to the brush periphery and movable away from

the periphery of said brush when excess material gets

between said brush and said hood; and a debris collector

pivotally supported by said frame.

3,101,499
PIPE CLEANER

Bill E. Greenfield, Odessa, Tex., aarignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
FUed May 27, 1959, Ser. No. 816,129

4 Claims. (CL 15—104.07)

1. A pipe cleaner comprising a body, a hammer carried

by said body, pneumatic power means carried by said

body to operate said hammer, means to position said

cleaner in a pipe comprising means for supporting said

body and supplying pressure fluid thereto to actuate said

power means comprising a supporting tube attached to

said body, packer means atUcbed to said body actuated

by pneumatic pressure to close the annular space be-

tween said body and the pipe surrounding said hammer,

first conduit means for supplying pressure fluid to said

packer means, second conduit means for supplying pres-

sure fluid to said power means, means in said body to dis-

charge exhaust fluid from said power means to the space

surrounding said hammer closed by said packer means,

and means in said body to discharge fluid from said space.

3,101,500
MOPPING DEVICE HAVING GRAPPLE MEANS

FOR DISPOSAL OF SWAB
Nicholas Paolantonio, P.O. Box 391, Shelter Island

Heights, Long Island, N.Y.
FUed July 2, 1962, Ser. No. 206,802

14 Claims. (CL 15—118)

-^

14. A mop for utilizing disposable swabs of paper or

the like, comprising a working head having a slot,

with an enlarged inner portion, opening through an edge

of the bead, a hollow tube mounted on the upper side

of said head, a handle extending transversely of said tube,

a leaf spring secured in said slot, and having terminal,

inwardly directed ends, spaced apart in their normal posi-

tion of rest, flexible tie means connecting said ends for

moving said ends toward each other against the bias

of said leaf spring, a cable attached to said tie means and

passing through said tube, and a finger grasp on said

cable, adjacent said handle.

3,101,501
ROTARY BROOM FOR STREET SWEEPER

John P. Horton, 79 Old Fort Road, Bcmardsiille, NJ.;
George E. Berry, Spring Run Lane, Mariinsrille, NJ.;

and John E. Stirling, 1041 Wychwood Road, West-

field, NJ.
FUed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,558

7 Clafans. (CL 15—180)

1. A rotary broom for street sweepers, cocnprising a

brush back having a downwardly extending flange, clamp-

ing means underlying said back, means releasably hold-

ing said clamping means to said back, an easily removable

annular section of brush material having an inner por-

tion of continuous brush material clamped between said

back and said clamping means and having other portions

thereof passing through the space between said flange and

said clamping means and extending downwardly from

the periphery of said flange, and means associated with

said flange and said clamping means and extending into

said other portions of the brtiah material vertically sup-

porting it in the perii^ieral region of said flange.

3,101.502
FEATHEREDGE

Akx A. Levy, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to Goldblatt

Tool Company, Kansas City, Mo., a corporation of

Miasonrl
Filed July 10, 1961, Ser. No. 122,867

1 Oahn. (O. 15—235.4)
A featheredge comprising an elongate substuitially flat

first plate member liaving a pair of substasttially paralld
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arxl straight line opposed longitudinal edges, one of sai^

fint plate member edges comprising the working edge

tbereof, a second plate rnombcr having a pair of sub-

stantially parallel and straight line longitudinal edges

connected by one of said edges to said first plate member

intermediate the longitudinal edges of said first plate

member and along a line extending substantially parallel

thereto, the connection between the first and second mem-

bers positioned closer to the nonwocking edge of the

former than the working edge tbereof, the oonnectioo

between the first and second memben faired oa the

acute angle side thereof, said second plate member in

transverse cross section inclined from the normal to said

first plate member in a direction toward the working

edge of said first plate metnber, the inclination of the

second plate member relative to the firs* plate member

forming an acute angle between 75* and 35* toward the

working edge of said first plate member, an elongate,

substantially flat third plate member having a pair of

substantially paraMcl and straight line longitudinal edges

connected at one longitudinal edge thereof to said second

plate member in such manner as to extend substantially

72:

lelogrammatic shape with one of their edges forming

an acute angle with the lower parallel edges thereof, said

edges meeting along one comer of said supporting mem-

ber of square section, said sheets extending in planes

on a compound angle with respect to one another and

beyond said adjacent faces of said support to which they

are secured.

3,101,504
CLEANING DEVICE FOR YARN CARRYING
ROTARY CYLINDERS OF TEXTILE MACHINES

Hemumn Gsskt, Zurich, Switzcrlaiid, asrignor to Luwa
AG^ Zurich, Switzerland, a corporatioo of SwUzcrland

Filed Sept. 12, I960, Scr. No. 55,392

Claims priority, application Switzerland Sept 12, 1959

15 Claima. (CI. 15—256.51)

parallel to said first plate member, the connection between

the second and third members faired both exteriorly and

interiorly thereof, the direction of extension of said third

I^ate member carrying it over the obtuse angle formed

between the first and second plate members, the wid±

of said third i^ate member less than half the width of

the first plate member and the adjacent longitudinal edges

of the first and third plate n>embers substantially op-

posed to one another, the substantially opposed longi-

tudinal edges of the first and third plate members rounded

off with re^)ect to one another, the entire zone enclosed

within the first, second and third members, in the grip-

ping portion of the tool, not greater than the gripping

area of an average worker's hand, said zone enclosed

within said members sufficiently small that it may fit

withu. the grasp of the average worker's hand in such

manner that the worker's thumb may abut against the

nonworking edge of the first member and his fingers

simultaneously manipulate the working edge thereof by

directly contacting the face of the said first member be-

tween the second member and the working edge of the

first member at a position substantially equidistant be-

tween the second member and said working edge.

3,101,503

DEVICE FOR CLEANING BAKING TINS
Herbert Wlcchmann, 19 Licthwisch, Hamlnirg-

Lokstedt 1, Gcnnany
FUed July 25, 1961, Ser. No. 126^76

Claims priority, application Germany July 25, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 15—236) ^ ^ ...

1. A scraper for cleaning baking tins and the UKe,

comprising a support of square secUon adapted to be

presented to the baking tin at an acute angle, a pair of

scraper sheets secured to two adjacent faces of said sup-

port so that an angle is formed between said sheets, a

clamping member of angle section covering the major

length of the adjacent edges of said scraper sheets, and

threaded fasteners for securing said sheeU and member

of angle section to said support, said sheeU being of paral-

1. A device for cleaning banks of rollers, particularly

drafting rolls of textile machines comprising, in combina-

tion; at least a pair of cooperating rotatable roller means

adapted to pass web in a predetermined direction of

travel, cleaner means disposed adjacent each of said

roller means and cooperable therewith, each of said

cleaner means including a blade portion provided with a

pair of converging blade surfaces defining a blade edge

normally contactir»g the periphery of its associated roller

means to define a line of contact, one of said converging

blade surfaces being oriented at a predetermined inclina-

tion on the downstream side of said line of contact rela-

tive to said predetermined direction of web travel and

with respect to a plane tangent to said associated roller

means and taken through said line of contact to define an

acute angle, said cleaner means thereby permitting unde-

sirable materials and fibers which are to be removed to

initially move between said predetermined inclined down-

stream side blade surface and its associated roller means,

past said blade edge for substantial removal thereof ad-

jacent the other converging blade surface of said blade

portion disposed on the upstream side ci said line of con-

tact and with respect to said predetermined direction of

web travel, whereby said undesirable materials and fiber*

are removed substantially at only said upstream side of

said blade portion.
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3,101,505

SURFACE TREATING MACHINE
Midiael E. Belicka, Greenwich, Roi>ert J. Kemiy, Tnun-

bull, and Loii«in Rodney, Stamford, Conn., assignors

to Electrolux Corporation, Old Greenwich, Conn., a

corporation of Dchware
FUed July 18, 1961, Scr. No. 124,993

16 Claims. (CL 15—320)

1. In a floor care machine, a frame, an electric motor

supported on said frame, rotary surface treating means

below said frame and driven by said motor, a manipulat-

ing handle pivotally connected to said frame, a cleaning

liquid tank removably mounted on said handle, means

for conveying liquid from said tank to the floor adjacent

to said rotary means, a liquid pick-up suction nozzle de-

pending from said frame, a fan driven by said motor,

conduit means for connecting the inlet of said fan to said

nozzle, a waste liquid tank interposed in said conduit

means and removably mounted on said handle, and means

in the last-mentioned tank for separating liquid from the

air passing therethrough.

3,101,506
SQUEEZABLE-HANDLE CLEANING DEVICE

HAVING BRUSH-SPONGE HEAD
John M. Himes, Hartford, and Ralph F. Ganns, Brook-

field, Wis., assignors to E. R. Wagner Manufacturing

Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin

Filed June 2, 1960, Scr. No. 33,457

3 Claims. (O. 15—532)

1 . A scrubbing unit comprising, a circular head having

a bottom provided with an annular peripheral recess, a

circular brush having a bristle retainer seated in said re-

cess, said bottom inwardly of said recess having radially

extending downwardly opening passageways, a disc-like

sponge cemented to said bottom within the confines of

said brush and overlying said passageways, a handle at-

tached to said head, and depressible bladder means within

said handle to eject a cleaning fluid into said passageways

and onto said sponge, said bottom having at least one

straight recess disposed within the confines of said annu-

lar peripheral recess, and a straight brush having a bristle

retainer seated within said straight recess, there being an

opening in said sponge accommodating said straight

brush.

3,101,507

DOOR OPERATING ARM AND RAIL
Michael L. Cecala, Franklin Park, nU assignor to The

Oscar C. Rixson Co., Franklin Pufc, 111., a corporation

of nijaois

FUed Dec. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 161,212

7 Claims. (H. 16—129)
1 . A door-operating device for center-hung doors, com-

' prising

a pair of telescopically positionable parts, having con-

tacting pivotal shoulders permitting relative angular

adjusmient of the parts in their telescopically as-

sembled relationship,

one means for attaching one part to a door,

another means for attaching the other part to a pivot

spindle,

the pair of parts being shiftable into operative telescopic

relationship after attachment to the door and spindle,

respectively, by the setting of the door on an opposed

pivotal mounting,

latch means on one of the parts shiftable into and out

of position to engage the other part for locking the

parts in operative telescopic relationship, and

screw means interposed between the parts in their

telescopically assembled relationship for effecting the

angular adjustment of the parts relative to each other.

3,101,508

METHOD OF FACILITATING IMMOBILIZATION
AND/OR SLAUGHTER OF CATTLE AND OTHER
LARGE DOMESTIC ANIMALS

Laurence W. Murphy and Christian D. Macy, Austin,

Minn., assignors to Geo. A. Hormel & Company,
Austin, Minn., a corporation of Delaware

FUed July 24, 1961, Ser. No. 126,275

8 Claims. (CI. 17—45)

1. The method of positioning, restraining and support-

ing large large quadruped animals for slaughter as by

kosher slaughter requirements, which consists in position-

ing the slaughter animal within a stall in predetermined

standing position, lifting the body of the animal by ap-

plication of upward pressure against the belly to an ex-

tent to support the torso substantially horizontally and in-

dependently of support from the animal's legs surround-

ing the neck of the animal with an anchored encircling

medium, engaging the lower jaw of the animal and forci-

bly tilting the head of the animal upwardly to expose

the throat portion, retaining the head in such tilted posi-

tion and slaughtering the animal by transversely slashing

the carotid artery and jugular vein.

3,101,509

PRODUCTION OF CAMELBACK RIBBON
Theodore C. Melhn, Jr., Honolulu, Hawaii, assignor to

Melim, Ltd., Honolulu. HawaU
FUed Oct. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 146,811

5 Claims. (CI. 18—2)
5. An adjustable attachment for a rubber mixing mill

for cutting wing die shaped camelback ribbon therefrom

comprising, in combination, a rubber mixing mill having
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a pl^urality of rolls, an arbor mounted on said mill par-

allel to and relatively closely spaced from the terminal

roll thereto, a pair of cutting flxtures mounted on said

arbor for positioning along said arbor at preselected

points, means for holding said fixtures at preselected

points, a knife associated with each of said fixtures, each

of said fixtures including a knife holder supporting the

knives on their associated fixtures oriented toward the

surface of said terminal roll, each of said knife holders

being operable to position its supported knife toward

and away from said terminal roll and at a preselected in-

clination to the longitudinal axis thereof.

3,101,510
MACHINE FOR FORMING PELLETS

AND THE LIKE
Lester M. Packham, Sherman Oaks, Calif., assignor to

Nattonal Frost Protectkw Co., Inc^ a corporation of

Califoraia
Filed June 17, 1960, Ser. No. 36,795

2 Clainu. (CI. 18—12)

1 . In a device of the character described, a pair of co-

(H>erating hollow die cylinders mounted for rotation to

compress a moldablc material between them into [>ellets,

each die cylinder having a series of teeth arranged in

herringbone configuration and having a plurality of lateral-

ly spaced passageways leading from the valleys between

successive teeth to the interior of the hollow die cylinder

to effect a plunger action by the teeth of the opposite

meshing cylinder, ^aid herringbone configuration of the

teeth and of the passageways forcing the material from

both sides <rf a tooth toward the center of the die cylinder

as the outer portions of a tooth engage the opposite die

cylinder before the mid-portion of that tooth engages

and each tooth exerts maximum compression as the next

successive tooth is exerting partial compression whereby

to seal the mcrfdable material within the compression area,

thus providing full load on successive teeth at all times,

neutralizing end thrust, eliminating extrusion out of the

sides of the teeth, and reducing die cylinder vibration.

3,101,511
EXTRUDER

Eugene E. Heston, Akron, Ohio, assignor to National
Rubber Machinery Company, Aluron, Ohio, a corpora-
tion of Ohio

Filed Aug. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 130,518
6 Chdms. (CI. 18—12)

1. An extruder comprising a cylinder having a feed

passage for introduction of plastic and like material; and
a feed screw rotatable in said cylinder having a single

flight prcHxlling section and a double flight turning sec-

tion respectively effective, upon rotation of said feed

screw, to axially advance material through said cylinder

and to turn material in contact therewith; said cylinder

having an internal helical channel around said turning

section for conducting material turned by said turning

section from said feed passage to said propelling section.

3,101,512
SCREW INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

Herbert Golfer, Numberg, Germany, assignor to Anker-
werk Gebruder GoUer, Numberg, Germany

Filed Dec. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 73,364
Claims priority, application Germany Dec. 12, 1959

10 Claims. (CI. 18—30)

3. A screw injection molding machine comprising a

barrel adapted to receive casting material, a hollow screw

within said barrel for performing operations on said mate-

rial comprising plasticizing said material and extruding it

from said barrel, means for rotating said screw, means for

moving said screw longitudinally, means within said hol-

low screw for influencing said operations, said screw com-
prising a hollow shaft having a rear end portion thereof

projecting rearwardly beyond said means for moving said

screw longitudinally, said end portion being freely acces-

sible in the axial direction thereof, and control means at

said accessible rear end portion opcratively connected to

said means within said hollow screw for controlling said

latter mean^.

3,101,513
BALE RASP

Rudolf Wildbolz, Winterthur, Switxerland, assignor to

Rletcr Machhie Works Ltd., Whiterthnr, SwitzcrUnd,
a corporation of Switzerland

FUed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,724
Claims priority, application Switzerland Apr. 29, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 19—80)
1. A bale rasp for mechanically opening compressed

fibre bales, comprising a grate having parallel spaced bars,

a rotatable shaft disposed below said grate bars, and a
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plurality of saw-tooth discs mounted in slanted position

on said shaft for rotation therewith, the peripheral por-

about said axis with lines of force converging into the

open top of said container, a source of electrons disposed

above said container, means for accelerating electrons in-

dependently of the container and toward same whereby

the accelerated electrons are guided into the container by

the converging magnetic field, means feeding a metal melt

stock laterally toward said container immediately above

same and below the source of electrons, an electron gun

disposed laterally of the container, means for accelerating

tion of said discs extending between and beyond said

bars during an en.ire revolution of said shaft.

3,101,514
SINTERED POWDER METAL MOLD

Ralph W. Callcndcr, Hfaiadalc, and Harold R. Biehl, Lake
Villa, ni., aarignors to International Harvester Com-
pany, Chicago, 111., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Dec. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 157,871

3 Claims. (CL 22—10)

I. A pressure molding assembly comprising a pair of

separable mold members having opposed parting faces,

at least one of said mold members including a cavity in its

parting face and defining in an assembled position with

the faces in adjacent relation a molding chamber, a source

of mold material under pressure, said chamber being

adapted to be placed into communication with said source

of mold material under pressure, each of said mold mem-
bers being constructed of a sintered powdered metal hav-

ing a generally porous structure to provide permeability,

said powdered metal mold members also having copper

metal dispersed throughout said porous structure, said

mold members having a high electrical resistivity, and an

electrical connector connected to each mold member and

being adapted during connection with an electrical source

to direct current through said mold members thereby heat-

ing the same whereby mold material within said cavity

is heated and cured, and gases incident to said curing

are released through said porous mold members.

3,101,515
ELECTRON BEAM FURNACE WITH MAGNETI-
CALLY GUIDED AXLiL AND TRANSVERSE
BEAMS

Charles W. Hanks, Orinda, Calif^ assignor to Stauffer

Chemical Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed June 3, 1960, Ser. No. 33,678

9 Claims. (CI. 22—57.2)

1. An electron beam furnace comprising a container

for molten metal and having an open top with a vertical

ajiis, means establishing a magnetic field symmetrically

an electron beam from the gim independently of the melt

stock transversely into said magnetic field whereby the

beam from the gun is magnetically deflected to traverse

a curved path in a substantially horizontal plano«^into im-

pingement with said melt stock above the container and

to melt same, means defining a single chamber* encom-

passing at least the top of said container and said elec-

tron source and electron gun, and means continuously

evacuating said chamber.

3,101,516
CASTING MOLD AND METHOD OF

MAKING THE SAME
Pieter Hokkeling, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to

North American Philips Company Inc., New York,
N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed June 9, 1959, Ser. No. 819,172
Cbiims priority, application Netherlands July 25, 1958

2 Claims. (CI. 22—193)

^ r 1
m.-;. ..:„,,>-

1. A method of manufacturing casting molds having

parallel planar surfaces adapted for stacking from sand

and synthetic material which comprises filling a model

plate with the sand and a heat hardenable synthetic mate-

rial, heating the model plate containing said material to

form the casting mold, and flattening the casting mold

after heating and while still in the model plate by scour-

ing.

3,101,517
FASTENER

Marvin Fox, 78 Patton Drive, Yonkers, N.Y., and Neil

Foi, 90 Park Terrace E., New York, N.Y.
FUed Nov. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 72,040

8 Claims. (CI. 24—204)
1. A fastener comprising a pair- of interlocking surface

segments each having a multiplicity of yieldaible upstand-

ing bosses at least about Vie of an inch in width uniformly

spaced from each other along the length and width of the

surface to be equidistant from each other, all of said bosses
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being of substantially the same height, each said boss

being essentially symmetrical with respect to a center axis

extending essentially [>erpendicular to said surface seg-

ments, the distance between the center axes of the bosses

on one of said segments being substantially equal to the

distance between the center axes of the bosses on the other

of said segments, the spacing between the heads of the

individual bosses on each one of said segments being

slightly less than the space occupied by the head of each

boss on the other one of said segmei>ts, the individual

L"" y Ji[
bosses of each segment having substantially rectilinearly

tapered lateral engaging portions with the taper thereof

extending substantially uniformly and continuously from
the head to the segment thereof with the heads of the

individual bosses being enlarged slightly with respect

to the shanks of the bosses whereby the boss heads of one
segment squeeze past the boss heads of the other segment

when the two segments are pressed toward each other to

thereby tightly interlock the segments, and the taper of

the individual bosses for said segments being substantially

identical.

3,101,518
FASTENING DEVICES FOR WEARING APPAREL
Herbert Howard Wood, Birmingham, England, assignor

to Thomas Walker Limited, Birmingliam, England, a
British company

FUcd Nov. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 69,468
5 Claims. (CI. 24—227)

1. A fastening device for a garment, comprising a

backing plate disposed on one side of the material of

said garment and having integral attachment prongs ex-

tending through to the other side thereof; and a longitu-

dinal plate member disposed on said garment over the

underlying backing plate, said plate member having a

tongue-shap)ed hook portion at one end and an integral

hollow, transversely directed, prong enclosing portion at

the other er>d. the attachment prongs of said backing

plate extending into said hollow portion through longi-

tudinally directed side openings therein, the tongue-

shaped hook portion of said plate member being spaced

a distance away from the garment.

3,101,519
DUCT FORMING CORE

Robert E. Smith, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The Flcxicore

Co., Inc., Dayton, Ohio, a corporation of New York
Filed Nov. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 155,644

5 Ciaims. (Ci. 25—128)
1. A core assembly for defining a duct throughout the

length of a concrete slab during casting, said core assembly

having a length great in comparison to any transverse

dimensions thereof, said core assembly including an elon-

gated slotted tubular metal member, said member being

straight and long and having a transverse shape which

remains uniform throughout the active length thereof and

in transverse section defines an area which is almost but

not completely surrounded by a section of said member

so that said member has a generally tubular shape with
a slot extending the full length thereof, a moulding cover-
ing said slot and tending to keep said slot closed even
though the slot width is increased by deforming said mem-
ber, an airtight, flexible tube within said member and
having the property of lateral expansion in response to

fluid pressure, and laterally expandable means disposed
over said flexible tube and coupled to said slotted tubular
member only at regions adjacent the slot, said air-tight

tube exerting its expansive force directly against the later-

ally expandable means which in turn exerts force upon slot

bordering regions of said tubular slotted member to widen
the slot and spread the slotted member, said tubular mem-
ber having suiTicient elasticity to contract and restore the

slot to normal width in the absence of any expansive
force in said air-tight tube whereby said air-tight tube can
have substantially smaller lateral dimensions than said

slotted tubular member.

3,101,520
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING

BRUSHED NONWOVEN FABRIC
Wiliiam L. George, New Brunswick, and Gerald A.
Romanck, Eait Bninswick, NJ., anigiiors, by mesne
aasignmcnts, to Johnaon A Johnson, New Brunswick,
NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Apr. 6, 1960, Scr. No. 20369
4Claliiu. (Ci. 28—1)

k^ ^^--^vM^

1. A method of continuously making a bonded, brushed

iKMiwoven fabric wherein the surface fibers have been
brushed and extend outwardly from the main body of tbe

nonwoven fabric to provide a high degree of softness

thereto, which comprrises: bonding a layer of overiapping

intersecting fibers with a non-migratory binder in a pre-

determined pattern of from about 120 to about 1100
binder areas per square inch, the average size ol said

binder areas being at least about 0.(X)012 square inch and
not more than about 0.0028 square inch; continuously

passing the bonded nonwoven fabric through a brushing

zone; and during said passage continuously brushing said

bonded nonwoven fabric across the entire width thereof

substantially uniformly in selected predetermined areas to

cause the fibers to extend outwardly from the main body
oi the nonwoven fabric a relatively short distance due to

the large number and snoall size of said binder areas,

whereby fabric softness is increased, fiber rupture is mini-

mized, and the strength of the nonwoven fabric is not

materially reduced.

4. Apparatus for making a bonded, brushed nonwoven
fabric wherein the surface fibers have been brushed and
extend outwardly from the main body of the nonwoven
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fabric to provide a high degree of softness thereto, which

comprises: means for bonding a layer of overlapping

intersecting fibers with a non-migratory binder in a pre-

determined pattern of from about 120 to about 1 100 binder

areas per square inch, the average size of said binder

areas being at least about 0.0(X)12 square inch and not

more than about 0.0028 square inch; means for continu-

ously passing the bonded nonwoven fabric through a

bnishing zone; and means for brushing said bonded non-

woven fabric across the entire width thereof substantially

uniformly in selected predetermined areas to cause the

fibers to extend outwardly from the main body of the

nonwoven fabric a relatively short distance due to the

large number and small size of said binder areas, where-

by fabric softness is increased, fiber rupture is minimized,

and the strength of the nonwoven fabric is not materially

reduced.

3,101321
METHOD OF PRODUCING CRIMPED
CONTINUOUS FILAMENT YARN

Abraham J. Roacnstcin, New Marli>oro, Mass., Nathan
Roflcnstefai, West Hartford, Conn., and Thomas F.

Suggs, Gaatonia, N.C., aaritnors to Spunizc Co. of

America, Inc., UnionTillc, Conn., a corporation of

Connecticut
FUed June 25, 1959, Scr. No. 822,837

10 Claims. (CL28—72)

pile fabric; and dyeing said fabric in the piece thereby

producing a variegated colored pile fabric.

3,101,522
THREE-PLY TWEED YARN

Gilman S. Hooper, Bay Village, and Theron G. Finzcl,

Westlake, Ohio, and Gerald A. McFarren, Wilmhigton,

Del., assignors, by mesne assignments, to Hercules Pow-
der Company, Wilmington, Del., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Filed Dec. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 72,997

12 Claims. (CI. 28—74)

1. A three-ply strand of yarns consisting essentially of

a color-pigmented artificial yam, a naturally colored yarn

of a fiber-forming poly-a-olefin and a dycable artificial

yam; said yams twisted together thereby forming a three-

ply strand capable of subsequent dyeing in the piece to a

variegated colored textile article.

7. A method of making a variegated colored pile fabric

comprising twisting three yams into a three-ply strand

consisting essentially of a color-pigmented artificial yam,

a naturally colored yam of a fiber-forming poly-a-olefin

and a dycable artificial yam; forming said strand into a

3,101,523
METHOD FOR ATTACHING LEADS TO SMALL

SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACES
Harry L. Henneke, Garland, Tex., assignor to Texas

Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Mar. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 13,501

10 Claims. (CI. 29—25J)

1. In a method of forming crimped continuous fila-

ment yarn, the steps which comprise crimping at least

one filament of said yarn without heat-setting at an angle

of approximately 180* to the longitudinal axis of said

filament, and thereafter subjecting the crimped yam to

a controlled degree of tension, thereby partially drawing

out the crimp initially produced while retaining a prede-

termined crimp in the yam of substantially uniform value.

L
T

I. A method for producing a mesa semiconductor com-
prising coating an end of a wire with a composition which

protects semiconductor material from being etched, plac-

ing the coated end of said wire on a semiconductor ele-

ment, allowing some of said composition to adhere to a

portion of said semiconductor element, and etching said

semiconductor element around the area where said wire

resides on said semiconductor element, the said area cov-

ered by said composition being protected against etching.

3,101,524
CUTTER BUNDLE

John J. Falls, Mack, Ohio, assignor to Anrand Mfg. &
Equip. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUcd Dec. 15, 1961, Scr. No. 159,554
4 Claims. (CL 29—81)

*«y^,y6«Q.

x^

1. A cutter bundle for surface cleaning tools, compris-

ing in combination, a first and a second end plate and a

series of intermediate discs, said end plates and discs

each having a circular row of transverse apertures sub-

stantially equally spaced from the centers of said plates

and discs, said end plates each having an outer face, a

series of elongate pins each having a head oa one end

and a locking recess in and across the opposite end there-

of, the pins passing through corresponding apertures of

the plates and discs, with the heads of the pins abutting

the outer face of the first end plate, and the opposite

ends of the pins projecting throu^ the second end

plate apertures to dispose the locking recesses thereof

adjacent to the outer face of said second end plate, cut-

ter elements mounted upon the pins between successive

discs and plates, with portions of the cutter elements

projecting beyond the discs, a disc-like lock plate adapted

to be disposed substantially flatwise upon the outer face ot

the second end plate, said lock plate being provided

with key-hole apertures in number corresponding to the

number of pins aforesaid, each key-hole aperture having

an enlarged end receptive of the pin diameter when the
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lock plate is placed against said face of the second end
plate and a reduced end receptive of the locking recess

of a pin when the lock plate is rotated relative to the

second end plate to bundle lock-up position wherein

the pins have locking engagement in the reduced end por-

tions of the key-hole apertures, said end plates and discs

having central aligned shaft receiving openings of polyg-

onal contour and said lock plate having a correspond-

ingly contoured central shaft receiving opening so orient-

ed with respect to said key-hole apertures as to assume op-

erative relationship to the plate and disc openings only

upon rotation to said lock-up position.

3,101,525
METHOD OF NUKING POLYPHASE

TRANSFORMERS
John L. Anderson and James G. Everhart, ZanesviUc,

Ohio, assignors to McGraw-Edison Company, a corpo-
ration of Delaware

Original application Apr. 12, 1954, Ser. No. 422,374, now
Patent No. 2,946,028, dated July 19, 1960. Divided

and tliis application Mar. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 21,848
5 Claims. (CI. 29—155.57)

1. The method of constructing a wound strip, three

legged, magnetic core comprising the steps of spirally

winding magnetic ribbon flatwise to form a first con-

voluted loop and ^rally winding magnetic ribbon flat-

wise to form a second convoluted loop and retaining a

free length of magnetic ribbon extending from at least

one of said loops and continuous with the outer convolu-

tion of magnetic ribbon of said one of said loops, nwurit-

ing said loops on a common rotatable member with ad-

jacent sides abutting, and rotating said member to spirally

wind said free length of magnetic ribbon into a con-

voluted loop surrounding said abutting loops in emtxikc^

ing relation thereto.

3,101,526

PROCESS FOR FABRICATING SCREENS
Clarence L. Paallus, Coiambas, Ohio, and Willard M.

BoUcnbach, St. Paul, MinoM assignors, by direct and
mesne assignments, to Edward E. Johnson, Incorpo-

rated, St Pant, Minn., a corporatioa of Mhinesota
FUed Feb. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 8,431

3 Claims. (CI. 29—163.5)
1. A continuous process for making a tubular unit of

the class described which comprises, rotating a substan-

tially cylindrical group of longitudinally extending rods

about its axis; simultaneously feeding a thin continuous

strip of material adapted to be joined by heat fusion

to said rods; simultaneously bending longitudinally ex-

tending side portions of said strip by a continuous opera-

tion to form an open-sided channel having continuous,

spaced longitudinally extending side portions; continuously

feeding said channel substantially tangentially to said

group of rods with both of the open side edges of said

side portions in contact with the rods; and continuously,

without interrupting the feeding arxl bending of said strip,

securing said side portions of said channel shaped strip

at the open side thereof to the exterior surface of said

group of rods by electric welding, while rotating said

group of rods as a unit about its axis and advancing it

longitudinally to spac^ the convolutions of said chaiuiel

shaped member along said unit.

3,101,527
FRICTION MATERIAL

Eric W. Weinman, Birmingham, and Adolph M. Ryniali,

Hazel ParlL, Mich., assignors to General Motors Cor-
poration, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 53,605

7 Claims. (CL 29—182.5)
1. A lining comprising a compacted and sintered fric-

tion material wherein the basic ingredients consist essen-

tially of iron in quantities ol at least 50% by weight and
graphite in quantities of 10% and above by weight of

the friction material, together with an addition agent in

quantities sufficient to supply from 2.2% to 22.5% of

aluminum by weight of the friction material and consist-

ing of an iron-aluminum alloy wherein aluminum varies

from 30% to 70% by weight of the alloy with iron mak-
ing up the remainder.

3,101,528
DISPENSER FOR RETAINING RINGS

Hans Erdmann, Maplewood, NJ., assignor to Waldes
Kohinoor, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., a corporation
of New Yorit

Filed Nov. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 69,475
5 Claims. (CI. 29—211)

1. A power-operated combination dispenser and appli-

cator for split external spring retaining rings comprising,

in combination, an upright frame member, a table mem-
ber mounted thereon, an generally upright stack rod

affixed to the frame member above the table member, a

ring-slideway provided on and extending aero s the top

surface of the table member beneath the stack rod, the
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lower end of the stack rod being spaced above the bottom

of said slideway a distance approximating the axial thick-

ness of one ring of a column of such rings mounted on the

stack rod, a slide mounted for redprocatory movement in

said slideway and operative oo its working stroke to push

the lowermost ring of the column thereof disposed on the

stack rod in sideward direction along the slideway, power

means operativcly mounted oo the frame member above

the Uble member and in generally parallel relation to the

stack rod, a tubular plunger coaxial with and reciprocable

by said power means in a^ path traversing that of ring

movement, a ring-spreading mandrel -disposed below and

in coaxial alignment with said plunger and thereby in

position to receive the ring moved sidewardly as afore-

said and to be telescoped by said plunger when the latter

moves on its downward stroke, and means responsive to

plunger travel in upward direction for actuating the slide

throughout its working stroke thereby to effect transfer of

said lowermost ring to and its positioning on the upper

end of the spreading mandrel, whereby said plunger on its

return stroke will actuate said ring axially downwardly

along said spreading mandrel to effect spreading thereof,

said spreading mandrel being positioned with its upper

end in line with said slideway whereby the slide is adapted

to push said lowermost ring directly onto the mandrel.

3,101,529

METHOD OF REPAIRING A VALVE STEM OR
TUBE WITH AN ADAPTER COUPLING

Herbert R. Burrough, 601 W. Main, Antlers, Okla.

FUed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,686

2 Cbdms. (CL 29—401)

1. A method of repairing a tire valve including a

tubular stem having a damaged threaded free end por-

tion, a core mounted therein and a cap mounted thereon,

said method comprising removing the core and the cap

from the stem, then severing the damaged threaded end

portion of the stem at a location spaced from said dam-

aged threaded end portion, then mounting an adapter

tube having an internal annular rib in its lower end por-

tion, on the stem by telescoping said lower end portion

of said adapter tube over the severed end of the stem

until said annular rib is in abutment with said severed

end, thereby stopping the telescoping operation, then in-

serting the core in the adapter tube, and then mounting

the cap on said adapter tube.

3,101,53«
METHOD OF FABRICATING ELONGATED

UNDERGROUND CONDUITS
Gcoi«c A. CoKia, Eg^rtiviUc, N.Y.
FUed Aog. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 52,540

4 Claims. (CL 29—469)
1. A method of economically fabricating an elongated

steel conduit of a size in the range of at least 36 inches

in diameter comprising, in combination, the step of: pro-

viding a pluralily of relatively short conduit segments of

a length adapted to be transported by rail; delivering the

short conduit segments by rail to an off-site location; au-

tomatically welding together a plurality of said conduit

segments, while maitUainIng said segments substantially

horizontally, at an off-site location into unitary, non-

separable, intermediate conduit segments whose lengths

are integer multiples of the length of said short conduit

segments, and which intermediate conduit segments are

adapted to be transported by motor vehicle; delivering

ihe intermediate conduit segments by motor vehicle to the

site where the conduit is to be assembled; placing said

intermediate conduit segments in end-to-end axially

aligned relationship at their position of use; and then

manually welding together the intermediate conduit seg-

ments, at the site, to define the elongated conduit.

3,101,531

METHOD OF APPLYING INTERNAL METALLIC
LININGS TO TUBES AND THE LIKE

Thomas J. Roseberry, Anaheim, Calif., assignor to West-

em Gear Corporation, Lynwood, Calif., a corporation

of California
FUed Jan. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 81,485

3 CUims. (CI. 29—474.4)
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1. The method of lining a tube, which comprises the

steps of:

preparing a cylindrical mandrel having an external

diameter less than the internal diameter of the tube,

coating said mandrel with a layer of a metallic lining

material having an external diameter slightly less

than the internal diameter of the tube,

coating said layer of lining material with a layer of

fusion bonding material having an external diam-

eter slightly greater than the internal diameter of the

tube,

healing the coated mandrel to a temperature sufficient

to fuse said layer of fusion bonding material to said

layer of metallic lining material,

machining the coated mandrel to afford the latter with

a friction fit in said tube,

press fitting the machined, coated mandrel into the tube,

heating the tube and coated mandrel therein to fuse

said layer of fusion bonding material to the inner

wall of the tube, and

removing said mandrel from the tube by passing a

rotary, metal cutting tool having a diameter less

than the external diameter of said layer of lining

material axially through the tube.

3,101,532

SELF-LEVELING WELDING RING OF
TRIANGULAR CROSS-SECTION

Magnus Chrlstensen, Alliance, Ohio, assignor to The Bab-

cock & Wilcox Company, New York, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of New Jersey

Filed Aug. 1, 1957, Ser. No. 675,597

7 Claims. (CI. 29—483)
2. A method of butt welding a pair of tubular members

in end-to-end relationship comprising the steps of form-
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ing a bevel on the ends of the respective tubular members
so that when said beveled ends of said tubular members
are arranged in substantially end-to-end relationship an
outwardly opening V-shaped welding groove is formed
therebetween, centering a backing and filler ring of tri-

angular cross section and having an inner diameter sub-

stantially equal to the inner diameter of said tubular mem-
bers and an outer diameter less than the outer diameter
of said tubular members to the beveled end of one tube so

that the apex of the triangular ring substantially coincides
with the inner diameter of the tube with the side of said

ring being disposed in abutting relationship to the beveled
end of said one tube, centering the beveled end of the other
tube onto the other side of said ring, and depositing a
molten weld materia] into said welding groove so as to

fuse together the tubular members and said ring positioned
therebetween.

If

I*'

3. In combination, a pair of tubular elements and a
preformed weld backing and filler ring providing a solid

backing for and inclusion in the root pass in fusion butt

welding in end-to-end relation said tubular elements, said

tubular elements having beveled ends forming, when ar-

ranged in substantially abutting relation, a welding groove
having an outwardly opening V-shaped cross section, said

ring comprising a bare metal of substantially the same
character of the metal of said tubular elements and adapt-

ed to fuse with the metal of said tubular elements upon
the application of welding heat, said ring comprising an
annulus having connecting sides defining a triangle in

cross section with the apex of the triangle at the inner

periphery of said annulus, the inner diameter of said

annulus being substantially equal to the inner diameter
of said tubular elements and its outer diameter substan-

tially less than the outer diameter of said tubular elements,
said ring engaging said tubular elements with its sides

adjacent said apex in substantially abutting relationship

with said beveled ends, and means for maintaining said

ring in engagement with said tubular elements.

3,101,533
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING BRAKE SHOES

Paul F. Rossbach, Clevefand, Ohio, assignor to Eaton
Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a corpora-
tion of Ohio

Filed Sept. 19, 1958, Scr. No. 762,002
4 Claims. (CI. 29—552)

H *| *,J» K

«f

thus defining a plurality of areas separated by said grooves
throughout substantially the full extent of the arcuate
surface and thereafter permanently deforming the areas by
displacing a portion of the metal thereof into the grooves
adjacent thereto to provide an arcuate bearing surface for

the brake shoe.

3,101,534
METHOD OF PRODUCING WRIST PENS OR

SIMILAR ARTICLES
Harry R. Langc, Waterbury, Conn., anignor, by mesne

assignments, to Teitron Inc., Providence, R.I., a cor-
poration of Rhode Island

FUed June 30, 1958, Ser. No. 745,549
6 Claims. (CI. 29—553)

,-t"i

I
. The method of making a hollow cylindrical metal

article which comprises cutting a workpiece from a length
of metal stock, forming a peripheral chamfer at one end
of the workpiece and ag indentation in said end within

the chamfer, then, by the action of a cooperating fixed

die and movable punch, applying pressure to both ends
of the workpiece while the latter is wholly confined with-

in a die to form a relatively deep cylindrical opening in

said indented face by extruding the metal of the work-
piece around the punch in a direction toward the open
end of the die and opposite that of the movement of the

punch, and then turning the workpiece end for end and,

by the action of a second die and movable punch, again
extruding the metal of the workpiece around a moving
punch in a direction toward the die opening and opposite

that of the movement of the punch to form a deep open-
ing in the other face of the workpiece, leaving a rela-

tively thin web of material between the bottoms of said

openings, and simultaneously indenting the central por-

tion of the face of the web at the bottom of the first

formed opening.

3,101,535
BLADE ASSEMBLY WITH LATERAL

EXTENSIONS
Matthew G. Andis, Racine, Wb., assignor to Andis Clip-

per Co., Racine, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsin
FUed Mar. 14, 1962, Ser. No. 179,627

3 Claimi. (CI. 30—29.5)

1. The method of manufacturing a metallic brake shoe

comprising, first forming a brake shoe blank with an 1 . A hair clipper blade set comprising a shear plate, a
arcuate surface having a plurality of intersecting grooves movable blade, means guiding the movable blade for
some of which extend in substantially a first direction and reciprocation transversely of the shear plate, mutually
others of which extend in substantially a second direction, aligned bars projecting laterally from opposite sides of the
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shear plate immediately adjacent its forward end, said

bars being of limited narrow extent in a direction for-

wardly and rearwardly of the shear plate, bars projecting

oppositely from the forward end of the movable blade

and overlying the bars of the shear plate and of corre-

q>ondingly limited extent in a direction forwardly and rear-

wardly of the movable blade, said shear plate and mov-

able blade having at their respective forward edges com-

plementary teeth substantially uniformly spaced across

the respective forward margins of the shear plate and

movable blade and the respective bar extensions thereof,

the shear plate and movable blade having complementary

bearing surfaces along the bases of said teeth extending

rectilinearly from the end of one bar to the end of the

other bar, said plate and blade also having complementary

bearing surfaces spaced rearwardly from the surfaces

first mentioned.

3,101,536

COMBINATION SAFETY RAZOR AND HONING
DEVICE

Aognst R. Bringewald, 7 Ingold Drive, Huntington, N.Y.
FUed Dec. 5, 1961, Scr. No. 157,186

9 Claims. (CI. 30—36)

sections, said shaving unit movable transversely relative

to the said base section, holding means on the said spring,

said resilient end sections engageable with spaced parts of

the said bottom portion of said outer cutter member and

the said center portion of said spring member held in posi-

tion to the said base section by the said holding means
for preventing movements of such outer cutter member,
longitudinally of such base section, said resilient end sec-

\'^

1. In a safety razor the combination of: a head; a

Uade carrier supported for rotation on a shaft positioned

and secured in fixed position within said head; a blade,

concavely shaped in its transverse view, mounted and

secured on said blade carrier and adapted to be honed

in the razor; a stationary honing device, consisting of a

lower honing pad and an upper honing pad, both pads

pads arranged within said head circular about the axis

of rotation of said blade carrier, the lower said honing

pad encircled by the upper said honing pad, said honing

pads touching each other at their common parting-line,

the radius of said parting-line coinciding with the mean
radius on which said concave blade is mounted on said

blade carrier; and means to rotate said blade, mounted

on said blftde carrier, between said honing pads.

tions exerting qxing pressure against the said bottom por-

tion for urging said outer cutter member into the said

transverse movements during shaving operation, the said

base section and said sjMing member and said shaving

unit adapted to be assembled into a unitary structure posi-

tionable upon the said seat as such assembled unitary

structure and be removed from the said seat as an assem-

bled unitary structure, and means fcH* operating said cutter

members for the said shaving purposes.

3,101,538
TAPE DISPENSER

Peter J. Dewyer, 315 W. Rockland Road,
LibertyvHIe, III.

FUed July 20, 1960, Ser. No. 44,051
11 Claims. (CI. 30—131)

1. In a dispenser structure for pliable tape and the like,

the combination of a hollow container for the tape to

be dispensed, said container having a discharge open-

ing therein, a relatively stationary cutter carried by said

container and arranged to reoeive tape therefrom, a mov-
able cutter cooperable with said stationary cutter, said

movable cutter being movable relative to the stationary

cutter about a pair of spaced substantially parallel axes,

and an extension on said movable cutter constructed to

engage the stationary cutter prior to operative cutting

engagement of the movabie cutter therewith for guiding

the nsovaUe cutter into cutting position.

3,101,539 ^

BRANCH TRIMMING TOOL
Moriey P. Walters, 85 Front St., HnU, Quebec, Canada

FUed Nov. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 72,505
2 Claims. (CI. 30—165)

3,101,537

SHAVER HAVING A REMOVABLE ASSEMBLED
SHAVING UNIT

Jacob L. iOeiuBUi^ Hotel Kimbcrly, 74th St. at

Broiidway, New York« N.Y.
FUed Feb. 27, IMl, Scr. No. 115^75

5 ClafaBs. (a. 30—43)
1. A shaver oomiM-ising a handle casing having a seat

portion, said seat pration carrying thereon a removable

base section, said base section carrying a removable spnng

member and a removable shaving unit, said shaving unit

comprising an outer cutter member having a shear face ^ -
s^

and a bottom portion located opposite said shear face and

a movable cooperating cutter member, said spring member 1. A branch trinmiing tool comprising an elongated

having « center portioo and a pair of spaced resilient end rigid flat metal blade of reduced width at one end to
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form a tang extending in alinement with the longitudinal

axis of the blade, the opposed longitudinal edges of said

blade being disposed in parallel relation and formed with

a series of relatively long arcuate projections in the same

plane as the blade, the adjoining ends of said projections

being joined together at an angle of approximately 60°

to form a continuous undulating edge which is tapered

transversely to form a cutting edge.

3,101,540
APPARATUS FOR PREPARING CHEESE

AND THE LIKE
Visvaldis N. Dzcnis, 100 Hawtfaornc Atc^

Bloomficld, NJ.
Filed Nov. 28, 1961, S«r. No. 155,399

5 Claims. (CI. 31—42)

1. An apparatus for preparing cheese comprising a

frame, an auger housing supported on said frame, a pair of

opposing turning spiral augers having flights rotatably

mounted in said housing, means for driving said augers

connected thereto, hopper means mounted on said housing

communicating with said housing at one end thereof for

feeding mix to said housing, said housing having an out-

let at the other end thereof, a compression chamber at

said other end of said housing and communicating with

said outlet, said spiral augers continuously conveying

the mix into the compression chamber for the compres-

sion thereof and the subsequent discharge through said

outlet, the conveying and compressing action of the augers

constituting the sole means for effecting a discharge of

the mix through the outlet, a molding die above said

housing receiving mix from said outlet, means for mov-
ing said molding die, connecting means operatively con-

necting the last recited means to the molding die, said die

comprising a member rotatably mounted on a vertical

axis, a plurality of die chambers in said member, said

die chambers being successively alignable with the housing

outlet for reception of the mix as the die rotates, a base

plate mounted on the housing between the compression

chamber portion thereof and the die member, said base

plate having an aperture therethrough of the same size

as and in alignment with said outlet, and an elongated

discharge opening spaced from said housing outlet, said

die chambers being successively alignable with said dis-

charge opening for the gravitational discharge of the

molded cheese therethrough.

3,101,541
HIGH SPEED DENTAL DRILL

Erich Hoffmeister, Bibcrach (Wm\ Germany, assignor to

Alob Kaltcnbach and Erich Hoffmeister, responsible

partners of Kaltcnbach and Voight, a lionunanditgcscll-

schaft, Bibcrach (Riss), Germany
Filed Aug. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 51,187

Claims priority, application Germany Sept. 7, 1959
8 Claims. (O. 32—27)

1. In high speed contra-angle dental handpieces, the

oombinatioo including, handle means, cylindrical hous-

ing means having front and rear end walls secured to

one end of the handle means, gaseous fluid-driven turbine

means having hollow shaft means to renwvably receive

a to^l therein, gaseous fluid-lubricated anti-friction bear-

ing means to position the turbine means within the hous-
ing means, said handle means being provided with means
to supply gaseous fluid to the interior of the housing
means, said rear wall being provided with annular cbam-

t>er means, said rear wall being provided with an open-
ing in communication with said annular chamber means
and the interior of the bousing and also provided with

an annular opening in communication with the chamber
means and the atmosphere, said front wall being pro-

vided with an opening in communication with the interior

of the housing means and the atmos{Aere, and, means to

supply coolant fluid to a tool positioned in said shaft

means.

3,101,542
NON-VIBRATIONAL DENTAL TOOL
Fcrenz H. Fodor, 7463 Melrose Ave.,

Los Angeles 46, Calif.

FUed Nov. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 67,811
14 Claims. (CI. 32—27)

11. In a non-vibrational, virtually gearless drilling tool

having a body portion provided with a high speed elec-

trical motor drive means contained adjacent one end of

said body portion, a drilling tool chuck carried by the

other end of said body portion; a shaft joumalled in said

body portion and extending between said chuck and motor
means: and selectively operable clutch means for engaging
and disengaging said motor means with said shaft, the

provision of: a permanent magnet driving member on a

forward end of said shaft and a friction disk axially dis-

aligned with said shaft and associated with said drilling

tool chuck to provide common rotation of said disk and
chuck, said disk being adapted to be rotatably driven by

said permanent magnet driving member.

3,101,543
DENTAL SALIVA EJECTORS

Hcrbctt A. Baivhan, 106 E. Main SL, Avon Park, Fla.

Filed May 15, 1961, Ser. No. 109,927
4 Claims. (CL 32—33)

1. A dental saliva ejector comprising a main suction

tube having a hook-like upper portion adapted for en-

gagement over the lower jaw and adapted for extension

within the mouth, a suction relief tube paralleling and
secured to the main suction tube and substantially co-

extensive witli the hook-like portion thereof and adapted
to extend into the mouth and exteriorly of the mouth, a
mouth engaging extension on the main suction tube di»>

posed substaxuially horizontally for location near the floor
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of the mouth during use and projecting laterally of the

inner side of the hook-like portion and beyond the imier

end of the suction relief tube and having a plurality of

spaced suction orifices which are circumferentially stag-

gered, a plurality of discs secured to and surrounding

said extension and arranged on opposite sides of said

orifices and having notched peripheries spaced radially

of said extension and orifices, and a perforated sleeve

surrounding and enclosing said extension and discs and

communicating with the inner end of the suction relief

tube.

3,101,544
DENTAL SALIVA EJECTORS

Herbert A. Baughan, 106 E. Main St., Avon Park, FU.
Filed June 1, 1961, Ser. No. 114,182

2 Claims. (CI. 32—^33)

1. A dental saliva ejector comprising a suction tube

portion engageable within the mouth and having a lower

open end. an enlarged hollow rigid ball element surround-

ing and enclosing the lower terminal part of the suction

tube portion and secured thereto and having its bottom

spaced somewhat below said lower open end and having

a circumferential row of spaced suction orifices formed

through its side wall near the center thereof, a suction

reUef tube associated with the suction tube portion and

having an open end terminating above the top of the

ball element and substantially above the lower open

end of the suction tube portion, and a perforated up-

wardly conically tapering rigid sleeve surrounding the

suction tube portion and suction relief tube and ball

element and having fluid tight engagement therewith and

defining a chamber in direct communication with the

suction relief tube and said suction orifices of the ball

element.

3,101,545
DENTAL SALIVA EJECTORS

Herbert A. Baughan, 106 E. Mafai St, Avon Park, Fla.

Filed June 1, 1961, Ser. No. 114,183

1 Claim. (CL 32—33)

suction pressure and having a hook-like extension engage-

able over the lower incisor teeth, a depending integral

tube extension on the hook-like extension of the main

suction tube disposed within the mouth during use in-

wardly of the lower incisor teeth and terminating near and

above the floor of the mouth and having its lower end

open, a suction relief tube paralleling the hook-like ex-

tension and said depending extension of the main suction

tube and fixedly secured to the hook-like extension and

having a first open end disposed entirely outside of the

mouth during use and a second open end disposed inside

of the mouth and directed downwardly and spaced con-

siderably above the lower end of said depending tube

extension, a covering of resilient material substantially

enclosing said hook-like extension and suction relief tube

to prevent direct contact of the hook-like extension with

the lower incisor teeth, an upright cylinder of consider-

ably larger diameter than the depending tube extension

and surrounding the latter eccentrically and having a

closed top wall and an open lower end provided with a

plurality of circimiferentially spaced transverse slots, the

lower end of said cylinder projecting somewhat below the

lower end of said depending tube extension, said cylinder

top wall having an opening receiving said depending tube

extension and fixedly secured thereto in a fluid tight man-

ner, said second open end of the suction relief tube dis-

posed exteriorly of the side wall of said cylinder inter-

mediate the top and bottom thereof, a perforated upstand-

ing sleeve surrounding said cylinder and suction relief tube

and having an upper end secured in fluid tight engagement

to the cylinder and suction relief tube near and above the

second open end of the suction relief tube and below the

top wall of the cylinder, the lower end of said sleeve ter-

minating substantially flush with the lower end of said

cylinder, said sleeve flaring downwardly to provide a gen-

erally annular suction chamber around said cylinder and

below said second open end of the suction relief tube, a

weighted substantially flat disc element having a top face

abutting the lower end of said cylinder and secured near

its periphery in a fluid tight manner to the lower end of

said sleeve and having a bottom face engageable with the

floor of the mouth to depress the mouth tissue underly-

ing the saliva ejector, the top face of said disc element

spaced from the lower open end of said depending tube

extension.

3,101,546
ROTARY BONE FILE

A G. Thomas, Longvlew, Tex., assignor of one-half to

Tommy Thomas, Longview, Tex.

Filed Sept 21, 1961, Ser. No. 139,669
7 Claims. (Q. 32—48)

A dental saliva ejector comprising a main suction tube

for connection with a suction hose leading to a source of

1. A rotary bone file comprising, a mandrel; a disc-like

head mounted on one end of the mandrel; a cutting sur-

face on one face of the head comprised of a plurality of

sections of blades, the blades in each section being par-

allel and equally spaced and extending angularly out-

wardly and terminated at their outer ends with a beveled

non-cutting surface; a smooth surface on the other face

of the disc, the said beveled surface being spaced from

the edge of the head to provide a safety edge whereby

the beveled edge and the safety edge are non-cutting so

that only the cutting surface of the blades perform the

cutting action when the disc is rotated.
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3,10U47
APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING THE COORDL

NATES OF A POINT
James A. Westphal, Owasso, OUji^ asdgnor, by mesne

assifpmients, to Sinclair Research, Inc., New Yorii,
N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed May 31, 1961, Scr. No. 113,919
4 Claims. (Ci. 33—1)

1. An apparatus for determining the coordinates of a

point on a two dimensional graph which comprises a first

sheet composed of an electrically conductive material, a
second sheet composed of an electrically conductive mate-
rial, and an insulating sheet of greater dimension than said

first sheet and said second sheet composed of an electrical-

ly non-conductive material, said insulating sheet disposed
between said first sheet and said second sheet thereby in-

sulating said first sheet from said second sheet, said first

sheet, said second sheet and said insulating sheet disposed
parallel to each other, said first sheet having two elec-

trode means positioned in spaced-apart relationship and
in contact with said first sheet, said second sheet having
two electrode means positioned in spaced-apart relation-

ship and in contact with said second sheet, means for im-
pressing a voltage across the electrode means in contact
with said first sheet, means for impressing a voltage

across the electrode means in contact with said second
sheet, said first sheet and said second sheet having sub-
stantially greater electrical resistance than the electrode
means in contact therewith, said first sheet and said sec-

ond sheet positioned in relation to each other such that

said electrode means in contact with said first sheet are
transverse to said electrode means in contact with said
second sheet.

3,101,548
DRAWING INSTRUMENT FOR CODING AND

DECODING DRAWINGS
Gilles Morin, 405 Robcrge St, Thctford Mines,

Quebec, Canada
FUcd May 8, 1961, Ser. No. 108,475

7 Claims. (CI. 33—13)

I. A drawing instrument for coding and decoding draw-
ings, comprising a guide plate having a sinous groove made
therein, a scriber bar having a downwardly projecting

fulcrum pin in engagement with said groove, and movable
therein to laterally displace said bar while allowing pivotal

movement of said bar with respect to said guide plate, a

marking stylus at one end and a tracing stylus at the other

end of said scriber bar, and lateral arms secured to said

scriber bar in the plane of said fulcrum pin, arkl down-
wardly projecting blocks at the outer end of said lateral

arms adapted to abut against the side faces of said guide

plate to limit the relative pivotal movement of said scriber

bar with respect to said guide plate.

3,101,549
GUN TELESCOPE MOUNTING

Leonard N. PUsli, Hilton, N.Y., au^nor to Bansch A
Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of
New Yorli

FUed Dec. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 161,583
4 Claims. (CI. 33—50)

s>.

lv)t'*^i;J&T

1 . A mounting mechanism for a gun sitting telescope,

said mechanism including a front and a rear mount fixed
to a gun, the front mount comprising a support member
which is laterally movably mounted and having a pair

of conical surfaces facing each other to form a V shaped
seat on which the telescope rests, a cylindrical neck
on said member extending between said conical surfaces,
means on said rear mount for supporting said telescope,

an anchor lug integrally formed on the rear mount so as

to extend forwardly thereof along and adjacent to said

telescope, a clamp ring base fixedly secured to the tele-

scope between said mounts, a vertical abutment surface
formed on the front part of said base in abutting relation

to said cylindrical neck, a flat single leaf type of clamp-
ing spring seated at the forward end under said cylin-

drical neck and at the rear end under said lug so as
to be initially spaced from said base, and means operative-

ly connected to said base for deflecting the center portion
of said spring under spring stress toward said base to
clamp the telescope on the mounts.

3,101350
SLIDE GAUGE

Fritz Hclferich, Schaan, Licchtcnstefai, Msignor to
Priizisions-Apparateban Aktiengescllschaft, Vadoz,
Ucchtenstein, a company orfanizcd under the
Swin laws

FUed Dec. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 860,257
Claims priority, application Switzerland Oct. 31, 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 33—143)

r--

» d t —
IlIMllM'I'll' IiT-ir

y"l^-i-fyt-i-~igFfT

1. A slide gauge comprising; a body having a central
planar portion and parallel upstanding edge portions, a
guide member extending along the body immediately
inside each said edge portion, means extending through
the body for adjustably clamping the guide members to
the said body, each said guide member having prismatic
guide surface means thereon on the side toward the other
guide member, a slide member fitting between said guide
members and having siufaces along its opposite edges
which are complementary to and which engage the said
guide surface means, said slide member being slidable
in the direction of its length on said guide members, the
guide members and slide member being coplanar with re-
spect to the surfaces thereof facing outwardly away from
said body, and cooperating scales on said slide
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and guide members, the inner surface of said slide mem-

ber facing the body being q>aced from said central por-

tion of the body for at least the larger part of the width

of said slide member.

3,101,551

INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING LINEAR
DIMENSIONS

Irvta E. Bryant, Hawthorne, Calif., assignor to Tlie

LnfUn Rule Company, Saginaw, Mich., a corporation

of Michigan
FUcd Apr. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 101,780

8 Clafans. (O. 33—164)

1 . A device for measuring linear dimensions comprising

a housing, said housing having a bore therethrough and

an outwardly projecting feeler element at one end there-

of; a spindle extending into said bore, said spindle hav-

ing an outwardly projecting feeler clement at the outer

end thereof; and a thimble assembly for axially moving

said spindle, said thimble assembly including an axially

arranged exteriorly threaded tubular element one end of

which is threadably received in said bore in said housing,

the inner end portion of said ^indle being received in

said tubular element, the other end of said tubular ele-

ment having a frustoconical end surface, and nut means

threadably engaging the inner end of said spindle, said

nut means having a frustoconical surface complementarily

engaging said frustoconical surface of said tubular mem-

ber for thereby aligning said spindle with respect to said

tubular member.

3,101,552

TWIST MEASURING APPARATUS
Wimam S. Tandler, New Yoit, and Morris Gnwsman,

Brooklyn, N.Y. asrig^ to TTk Wm^er
f

Swasey

Company, Oeveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUed Aug. 7, 1958, Ser. No. 753,739

4 Clahns. (d. 33—174)

to said solenoid disconnect mechanisms, said linkages

including a clutch and a gear box whidi magnifies the

movement of the probe supporting means, a first and a

second pair of movable racks, each rack coupled to a

different one of said solenoid disconnect mechanisms,

two floating pinion gears, each of said pinion gears en-

meshed with one of said pairs of racks, one of said

pinion gears supporting a twist tolerance bar and the

other one of said pinion gears supporting a twist stylus,

electrical indicating means connected between said twist

stylus and an electrically conductive portion of said

twist ttrferance bar to indicate when the twist stylus

is resting on said electrically conductive portion cl

said twist tolerance bar, electrical means connecting each

of said probes to a different one of four amplifiers, and

each amplifier electrically connected to one of said four

solenoid disconnect means, the connecUons being such

that the two solenoid disconnect mechanisms electricaUy

connected to said first pair of probes are mechanically

coupled to said first pair of racks, and the two remaining

solenoid disconnect mechanisms are electrically coupled

to said second pair of probes and are mechanically cou-

pled to said second pair of racks.

3,101,553
PARALLEL GAUGE

Ervfai R. Rish, Valdosta, Ga.

(1815 8th St, Cayce, S.C.)

FUed May 18, 1961, Ser. No. 111,105

5 Chdms. (CI. 33—203.18)

1. A parallel gauge for determining the degree of toe

in and toe out of a wheel in relation to the frame upon

which it is mounted comprising a support, securing means

for attaching the support to the frame, an arm con-

nected to the support, an alignment bar generally normal

to said arm, connecting means movably connecting the

aUgnment bar to said arm, indicating means connected to

said alignment bar for indicating the degree of toe in and

toe out when said bar is aligned with the wheel, said arm

being connected to said support by a pivot pin perpendic-

ular to the arm.

3,101,554
ALL-DIRECTION LEVEL

Gerard W. Gottuhi, Stebiauer, Nebr.

Filed Mar. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 94,519

1 Claim. (CI. 33—212)
«> •

1 Twist measuring apparatus for automatically meas-

uring the twist of a test piece comprising a first pair and

a second pair of probes, the probes of each pair bemg

longitudinally aligned with each other and directed in

oprwsite directions, means holdmg the test piece between

Se probes of each pair, movable means supportmg said

pairs of probes laterally of each other, drive means for

moving the probe-supporting means to bring *c probe

into contact with the test piece, four solenoid disconnect

mechanisms, each of said solenoid disconnect mechanisms

being electrically connected to a different one of said

probes. Unkages coupling said probe supportmg means

A level comprising: a container the bottom-most parts

of which lie in a single plane for holding the container

in a level and upright position on a level horizontal sur-

face, said container having an annular sidewall, said con-

tainer having a bottom, outer edges of which are attached

to said sidewall to form a liquid-tight closure, the center

portion of said bottom being substantially convex on its
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upptT side as seen in side elevation, a cover forming a

part of said container attached to said sidewall and seal-

ing the upper side of said container, said cover being trans-

parent, marking means on the convex portion of the bot-

tom of said container and in fixed relationship thereto,

said marking means marking an annular line visible from
the top of said cover, said annular line lying in a plane

disposed parallel to and spaced above said first mentioned
plane, liquid partially filling said container, the upper

surface of said center portion of said bottom in a critical

area adjacent said marked line being inclined acutely with

respect to the horizontal as seen in side elevation and
further being symmetrical about an axis disposed perpen-

dicularly through the center of said center portion of said

bottom at times when said level is disposed on an exactly

horizontal surface and still further being of a horizontal

cross-section substantially of the same shape as said an-

nular marked line, said liquid being disposed at a height

normally substantially below the uppermost part of the

upper side of said bottom whereby the iimer edge of said

liquid defines an annular edge visible from the top of said

level, said liquid edge being normally sufficiently close to

said marked annular line as to facilitate discernment by
the operator's eye of the relationship of the marked line

and of the liquid edge to determine if the level is on a

level surface.

3,101,555
CURVE PLOTTER

Harold A. Annand, 11426 MuUiiu Drive, WUlbun E.
Gilchri&t, 6927 Carvel Lane, Edwin G. MUlis, 5027
Creckbend, and Perry E. Westmoreland, 6231 Grove-
wood, all of Houston, Tex.

FUed Sept. 27, 1960, Scr. No. 58,755
2 Claims. (CI. 35—24)

-i^ I.

1. Apparatus for forming and displaying a statistioal

curve hum measurement dau to snow tne reiative number
of readings faUmg within respective brackets of the

mea;surement range, said apparatus comprising a plurality

of threaded lead screws, each being associated jvith a

particular bracket of the measurement range, a threaded

nut mounted on each lead screw for movement along

said screw when said screw is rotated, the position of

each movable nut on its lead screw representing the

number of readings in its associated bracket and the posi-

tions ot the nuts when taken together defining points

bearing a coordinate relationship and being representative

of the statistical curve, a drive wheel attached to each

lead screw, a movable beJt for rotating the drive wheels

to cause movement of the respective nuts along their

respective lead screws, means for normally maintaining

said belt out of contact with said drive wheels, and means
for causing said belt to contact the appropriate one of

said drive wheels for a predetermined time to cause the

nut mounted on the lead screw driven by the said one
of said drive wheels to move a predetermined unit dis-

tance along the said driven lead screw in response to

said apparatus receiving an input signal falling within

the bracket associated with said driven lead screw.

3,101^56
ALPHABET SET FOR THE PRACTICAL TEACHING

OF READING AND WRITING
Sabato Antonio Di Poatc, Via G. Marconi 10,

Casalciprano, Italy

FUed Mar. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 17,530
Claims priority, application Italy Mar. 28, 1959

1 Claim. (CI. 35—35)

An alphabet set for the practical teaching of reading
and writing, comprising a stand having a plurality of steps,

each of said steps having vertical and horizontal surfaces,

a number of sets of cubes removably supported on the

horizontal surfaces of some of said stcfK, said cubes
carrying indicia designating letters, digits, punctuation
marks and numerals, said cubes being oi lesser height
than the vertical surfaces of the steps wherein they are
supported, the vertical surfaces of the steps carrying said

cubes having strips arranged above the cubes on said steps

and which carry indicia corresponding to that on said

cubes and other indicia designating preselected words
and phrases, whereby said cubes ofiay be arranged on
others of said steps in a sequence corresponding to said

other indicia, for composing words and leases, further

comprising a spacer strip firmly connected to each of
said steps at the intersection of said vertical and said

horizontal, surfaces for supporting said cubes on said

steps in spaced relation with said vertical surfaces, said

spacer strips being of lesser heights than said cubes.

3,101,557
MODEL FOR USE IN THE ART OF

HAIR STYLING
Lee S. Watlington, 1204 N. Unden, Bloomington, HI.,

and Panl S. Campanclla, 4925 W. Pincbot, Pbocnfai 3,
Ariz.

Filed Aug. 31, 1962, Ser. No. 220,602
5 Claims. (CI. 3^—59)

1
. A model for use in the art of hair styling comprising

(a) a simulated head having an area of magnetic at-

tractable material simulating the area of a head
covered by hair,

(b) a plurality of members each adapted to be placed
within said area in various positions with respect to

each other to simulate a hair style,

(c) and magnetic means carried by each of said mem-
bers and cooperating with said magnetic attractable

material for releasably attaching said members to

said simulated head within said area.
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3,10135S
APPARATUS FOR DISPLAYING SELECTIVELY

CHANGEABLE COLORS
Ronald G. Young, Rockford, 111^ assignor, by mesne

assignmenti, to The Valspar Corporation, Rockford,

ni., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Apr. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 106,330

32 Claims. (O. 35—74)

1. A color simulating apparatus comprising a selec-

tively changeable color display screen, said screen in-

cluding a stack of overlaying color panels having CMie side

of the stack exposed to provide a display area, each color

panel having a different color on the face thereof and

having a plurality of similar size segments, means con-

necting the several segments of each panel together in

fixed relative relation and with relatively opposite edges

of each segment respectively overlapping and underlap-

ping the edges of adjacent segments to form a continuous

surface, the segments of the several color panels being

interleaved with each other to eiuble movement of the

segments of any selected one of the panels wholly or par-

tially to said one side of the stack when the color panels

are moved relative to each other, means for selectively

moving the several ccrior panels relative to each other to

expose selectively variable portions of the different color

panels, and means for turning the several color panels

in imison to optically mix the exposed portions of the

color panels.

3,101^59
SAFETY SHOE WITH INSTEP GUARD

Roy A. Smith, Red Wfam, Minn., asrignor to Red Wing
Shoe Company, Inc., Red Wing, Minn., a corporation

of Minnesota
Filed Oct. 12, 1962, Scr. No. 230,112

3 Claims. (CL 36—72)

scmbly and defining a toe portion and a metatarsal-

instep portion,

(c) a rigid forwardly converging cap closely over-

lying said toe portion and supported along its lower

edge by said base assembly,

(d) a relatively narrow flexible band extending trans-

versely across the rear end only of said toe portion

and having its opposite ends secured to said base

assembly,

(e) the rear edge of said band being stitched to said

toe portion in closely spaced relation to the rear

edge of said cap,

(/) the forward portion of said band being stretched

taut over the rear portion only of said forwardly

converging cap and restricting movements of said

cap with respect to said toe portion and base as-

sembly,

(g) a flexible cover element overlying said cap and

toe portion and secured along its lower edge to said

base assembly,

(A) the rear edge of said cover element loosely over-

lying said band,

(i) and a rigid metatarsal-instep shield overlying the

metatarsal-instep portion of said upper and conform-

ing substantially to the contour thereof.

(/) the forward end portion of said shield being inter-

posed between said band and the rear end portion

of said cover element and secured to said rear end
portion of said cover element, said forward end por-

tion of said shield overlying and being supported by

the intermediate portion of said cap.

3,101,560
PLEAT HOLDING DEVICE FOR USE IN PRESSING

Thomas A. Little, P.O. Box 241, Yanceyville, N.C.
Filed May 2, 1961, Scr. No. 107,106

2 Claims. (CI. 38—12)

1. A pleating device for use with a garment press hav-

ing a normally stationary ironing surface for receiving a

garment having a pleat to be pressed and a table below

said ironing surface; said pleating device comprising, a

base frame adapted to be positioned on said table, and a

plurality of resilient straps attached at each end thereof

to said frame, said straps being longitudiiudly elastic

throughout their entire lengths and being adapted to ex-

tend upwardly from said frame, over said ironing sur-

face and said garment to be ironed thereon and thence

downwardly to said frame, to exert downward pressure

on said garment and hold said pleat in said garment.

3,101,561
HEAT-RESISTANT FLASH CHAMBER COATINGS

AND METHOD FOR APPLYING SAME
Hans John Albrccbt, West ^ringficld, Mass., and Fred-

crick E. Allen, Short Beach, Conn., assignors to Casco
Products Corporation, Bridgeport, Conn., a corporation
of Connecticut

FUed Nov. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 153,137
9 Clahns. (CI. 38—77)

1. A safety shoe comiJHsing, 1- The method of coating at least a portion of the flash

(a) a base or sole assembly, chamber of a steam iron with a heat-resisting composition

(b) a relatively flexible upper carried by said base as- which comprises heating a tnetal oxide composition to
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render it molten and spraying onto the surface of said flash

ohamber &aid molten metal oxide coniposition in the form

of a thin heat-resisting surface layer, said metal oxide com-

prising at least one material sdected from the group con-

sisting of aluminum oxide and titanium dioxide.

9,101,562
ATTACHMENT FOR FLAT IRONS

Paul D. Crawford, 9 Bay View Ave., New RocheUe, N.Y.
Filed May 9, 1962, Scr. No. 193,527

4 Claims. (CL 38—78)

1 . An attachment for flat irons including a handle com-
prising

two laterally open members telescopically moving into

each other,

one of said members having a front base,

the other of said members having a rear ba le,

a spring connecting said members and urgin,; the latter

into their collapsed position,

said members being adapted to clamp exch ngeably a

can having a spraying nozzle inserted therern between

said respective bases, and ^

means for rcleasably securing said members to said

handle.

3,101,563
SQUEEZE-ROLL ASSEMBLY

William R. Osban, Gulf Breeze, Fb., assignor to Ameri-
can Cyanamid Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Maine
Filed July 28, 1961, Scr. No. 127,692

10 Claims. (CI. 68—258)

2. A self-aligning squeeze-roll assembly comprising a

primary roil; a squeeze roll yieldably restable against ma-

terial being squeezed between said squeeze roll and said
primary roll; a rigid frame for supporting said squeeze
roll with its axis in fixed relation thereto; and an align-

ment roll mounted on said rigid frame with its axis in

fixed relation thereto and parallel to the axis of said

squeeze roll, said alignment roll being continuously
pressed against an alignment surface; said frame being
supported by an arm joined to said rigid frame by a self-

aligning bearing to permit alignment of said squeeze roll

by said alignment roll reladve to said alignment surface.

3,101,564
t)lSPLAY DEVICE

Henry Kurt Stoessel, 21 W. 45tfa St., New York 36, N.Y.
Filed Not. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 69,590

2CUiiiia. (CL40—106J2)

1. A display device comprising a tank having a rear

wall, side walls, and a transparent front wall, a fluid con-

tained in said tank, a source of illumination positioned

to direct light within the tank in the path between the

bottom and top of said tank, a conduit adjacent the bot-

tom of said tank, said conduit being inclined whereby
one end thereof is higher than the other end, a plurality

of widthwisely spaced apertures of uniform size formed
in said conduit, a source of gas under pressure connected
with said other end of said conduit to define a substan-

tially even bubble pattern adjacent the bottom of said

tank, baffles in said tank in the form of somewhat inclined

transparent strips of substantial length and having edges

abutting the front and rear walls of said tank, each said

baffle being disposed to collect bubbles impinged against

the lower surface thereof and to discharge said collected

bubbles at the end portions thereof in concentrated

streams, at least one said baffle being positioned in said

tank vertically above an end portion of another said

baffle so that said upper baffle will collect said concen-

trated stream discharged from said end portion, and dis-

play indicia on said tank being positioned substantially

immediately above at least some of said baffles whereby
said indicia is framed by said baffles and streams.

3,101,565
FISH HOOK AND GUARD COMBINATION
WiUiam Hoder, 2440 Lear Road, Avon, Ohio

FUed July 1, 1960, Scr. No. 40,430
1 Claim. (CI. 43—43.16)

t-s
-£"

/"
— «

A fish hook having a shank with a hook portion oo

one end of the shank, attaching means on the other end

of the shank for securing the hook to a line, a guard

comprising a single length of wire fixedly secured inter-

mediate its ends to the shank and q>aced endwise of

the shank between, and in spaced relation endwise ot

the shank to, the point and attaching means, said guard
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extending at substantially right angles to the plane oi

the hook and equidistantly at opposite sides of said

plane, said guard beinp a minimum length of three times

die distance from the point of the book to the axis of

the shank of the hook, and said guard being spaced axially

of the shank from the base of the hook portion toward the

other end of the shank a distance approximately equal

to its own length.

3 101.5M
VACUUM CUP h6lding device

Benjamin Sdllcr, Akron, Ohio, aarignor to Qnlkey Manu-
facturing Co. Inc., Akron, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Nov. 30, 1961. Ser. No. 156,049
7 Claims. <CL 45—28)

3,101368
PAINTING OR DRAWING IMPLEMENT
PhU Tratt, 3450 Van Home Ave; Apt. 1,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada
FUcd May 31, 1961, Scr. No. 113,746

3 Claims. (O. 45—131)

1. A soap holding device of the character described,

comprising;

(A) a thin pliable sheet member having opposite sub-

stantially parallel faces;

(B) first vacuum cup means including a plurality of

separate flared vacuum cups carried by the projecting

ends of resilient shank members that project out-

wardly from one said face whereby said cups are

flexibly spaced from one said face;

(C) second vacuum cup means including at least one

flared vacuum cup carried by and facing outwardly

from said remaining face;

(1) said second vacuum cup means supporting

said soap holding device with respect to a sur-

face while said first vacuum cup means supports

an object such as soap with respect to said hold-

ing device;

(2) said shank members being relatively short in

length whereby minimal deflection thereof is

present during support of said soap by said vac-

uum cup means.

3,101,567
VACUUM CUP HOLDING DEVICE HAVING

IMPROVED HOLDING MEANS
Benjamin Stiller, Akron, Ohio, assignor to Qnlkey Manu-
facturing Co. IncM Akron, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

Filed Not. 30, 1961, Scr. No. 156,108

9Cbdnu. (CL 45—28)

1. A soap holder of the character described, compris-

ing;

(A) a resilient base of generally flat configuration and

having opposed faces;

(B) a first series of suction cups projecting from one

said face of said resilient base and adapted to sup-

port a bar of soap thereon;

(C) at least one surface adhering suction cup project-

ing from said remaining face of said resilient base

in on>osed relationship to said first series of suction

cups and adapted to engage a smooth surface and

support said holder with respect thereto;

(D) and mechanically actuated means carried by said

base between said opposed cups, and being operaWe

to increase the holding power of said surface en-

gaging cup beyond a normal holding power thereof.

1 . In combination with an easel for supporting a work-

ing surface during execution of artwork thereon by a

human operator, an implement comprising: a bridging

member spanning said easel; said bridging member being

slidable relative to said easel in a direction transverse to

the spanwise dimension of said bridging member; a slider

supported on said bridging member for travel therealong

in said spanwise dimension thereof, and an armrest piv-

otally mounted on said slider whereon the human arm of

said operatcH* is rested yet freely maneuverable over said

easel in any combination of linear and angular motions

necessitated in executing said artwcx-k by said human arm.

3,101,569

REMOTE ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED
WHEELED TOY

Andrew N. Glardina, Lectsdale, Pa.

Filed May 17, 1960, Ser. No. 29,725

2 Claims. (CI. 46—244)

1. A remotely controlled toy airplane comprising, in

combination, a toy airplane, mounted on wheels, a re-

versible electric motor mounted on said airplane for selec-

tively driving said airplane forwardly or rearwardly, a

remote control element electrically cormected to said

motor by a flexible cable and being in the form of a

substantially semi-circular steering wheel having a fub-

stantially cylindrical casing extending diametrically there-

of, stationary dry cell means snugly enclosed in said

casing, said airplane including a pair of solenoids and front

wheel braking elements operated thereby to obtain steer-

ing movements of said airplane, a cylindrical contact ele-

ment mounted for rolling movement in a confined por-

tion of said casing, electrical contact strips mounted in a

wall portion of said casing and cooperable with said

rolling contact element in response to rotational move-

ments of said steering wheel in its own plane for selec-

tively energizing said solenoids to effect right and left

steering movements of said airplane.
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3,101,570 f

DEVICE FOR HUMIDIFYING AND FERTILIZING
THE GROUND

L^oDce Licnard, Pepinlcres Sainte-Theresc,
BazainvUle, France

Filed June 29, 1961, Scr. No. 120,661
Claims priority, application France May 4, 1961

2 Claims. (CI. 47—48.5)

•
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body in the direction of its longitudinal axis and in

engagement with an abrasive member while rotating said

body on its said axis; moving each part of said abrasive

member in momentary contact with said rotational body

at a speed which is considerably superior to that by

which said body is advanced, and in a direction which

is substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of said

=rcp

rotational body but which has a component which, as to

magnitude and direction, is in substantial agreement with

the circumferential ^>eed of said body caused by its

rotation; and maintaining the momentary engagement
between each part of said rotational body and said abra-

sive member along a path which is longer than the dis-

tance that said body is advanced during each revolution

about its longitudinal axis.

3,101,578
HAY CONDITIONING ROLLER MOUNTING

Edward J. Johnston, La Grange Park, 111^ assignor to

International Harvester Company, Chicago, III., a cor-

poration of New Jersey

FUed Nov. 28, 1960, Scr. No. 71,990
9 Claims. (CI. 56—1)

1. In an ambulatory field operatnig crop treating ap-

paratus, a support, the combination of a plurality of

cooperatively arranged upper and lower parallel rollers

having generally horizontal axis, means fixedly rotatably

mounting the upper of said rdlers from the support, and

means swingably mounting the lower of said rollers in

trailing relation to the upper of said rollers for move-

ment about an axis generally parallel to said upper

of said rollers forwardly to an operative position of the

rollers and rearwardly and upwardly to an inoperative

position the axis of said means being disposed above and

forwardly (A the axis of said lower roll.

3,101479
CORN PICKER

Elof K. Karbaon, MoUnc, and Edwin L. Stevens, Rocli
Island* III., aflB^on to International Harvester Com-
pany, Chicago, m., a corporation of New Jcncy

Filed May 27, 1960, Scr. No. 32,313
7 Claims. (CL 56—18)

1 . A corn picker for movement along the axis of a rcw
of corn stalks comprising a frame-supporting structure,

means on said frame-supporting structure for guiding and
feeding standing corn stalks into said picker, a pair of
cooperative stalk feeding rolls arranged and constructed

to pull said stalks downwardly, a pair of spaced-apart
stripper plates disposed above said stalk feeding rolls,

and means on said frame-supporting structure coupled to

each of said stripper plates for effecting a concomitant
and symmetrical displacement of each of said stripper

plates with respect to said row axis to adjust the spacing

between said stripper plates.

3,101,580
MOWER SAFETY GUARD

Ermen C. SchcflMr. 2701 Gregory St., Madison, Wis.
Original application June 4, 1957, Scr. No. 663,497, now

Patent No. 2,982,079, dated May 2, 1961. DivUcd
and this application July 1, 1960, Scr. No. 40,225

13 Claims. (CI. 56—25.4)

1. A guard on the front of a mowing machine for use
during mowing, said machine having a housing mounted
on ground engaging wheels, and a motor on the housing

driving a cutter blade operating in a horizontal plane under
the housing, the housing having a lateral discharge open-
ing on one side thereof, said guard comprising a generally

U-shaped frame disposed in front of and rigid with said

housing in a horizontal plane having a short arm and a
relatively long arm extending rearwardly and secured to

said housing, and a longer transverse portion disposed at

an acute angle with respect to the front of said housing
inclined toward that side thereof with the discharge open-
ing, a pair of vertical bolts mounted in parallel spaced
relationship on opposite sides of the U-frame and extend-
ing upwardly therefrom, a horizontal bar disposed over
said U-frame in parallel relationship to the transverse
portion thereof having holes provided in the opposite ends
thereof through which said bolts extend, nuts threading
on the bolts above and below the bar for adjusting the
same vertically relative to said frame, and rake teeth
carried on said bar and adjustable vertically therewith
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and extending downwardly approximately to ground level

and spaced apart substantially equal distances laterally

of the transverse portion of said frame, the rake teeth

by virtue of the acute angle disposition of the bar with

respect to the front of the housing serving to discharge

material raked thereby toward that side of said housing
with the discharge opening.

3,101,581
MACHINE FOR HARVESTING WASTE COTTON

FROM THE GROUND
Hoytte W. Kelso, 840 Wildwood Drive, and Gcoige E.

Swim, 3608 Rojo Court, iwth of Corpus Christi, Tex.
Filed May 25, 1962, Scr. No. 197,645

3 Claims. (CL 56—28)

1. A "down" cotton harvesting machine comprising a

wheeled frame adapted to be drawn along rows of cotton

stalks, a hopper on said frame to receive cotton harvested

from the ground, a rotary drum joumaled upon said

frame near the forward end of the hopper, a rotary brush

arranged near the top of said drum, means to rotate said

drum oppositely to the direction of movement of the

wheeled frame and to rotate said brush oppositely to the

direction of rotation of the drum, and a continuous spiral

row of cotton impaling elements on said drum in uni-

formly spaced relation and including parts projecting

radially of the drum and anchored thereto, transverse

parts spaced from the periphery of the drum and substan-

tially parallel therewith and extending in the direction of

rotation of the drum and inwardly radially extending cot-

ton impaling points on said transverse parts facing the

periphery of the drum and spaced therefrom, said impal-

ing points being in spaced substantially parallel relation

to the radially projecting parts of the cott(»i impaling ele-

ments, whereby only relatively clean cotton free of debris

is picked up by the drum and conveyed to said brush,

said brush removing the cotton from the impaling ele-

ments and casting it into said hopper, said hopper having
an opening adjacent said brush.

3,101,582
OPEN END AUGER FEED OVER INCLINED ROLLS
Benjamin M. Hyman, Elast Molinc, III., assignor to Inter-

national Harvester Company, Chicago, III., a corpora-
tion of New Jersey

Continuation of application Scr. No. 781,320, Dec. 18,
1958. This application Jnne 13, 1960, Scr. No. 35,843

4 Claims. (CI. 56—104)

1. A conveyor for corn pickers of the type having up-

wardly and rearwardly inclined sni4)ping rolls and up-

798 O.G.—4B

wardly and rearwardly inclined husking rolls constituting

continuations of said snapping rolls, and said busking
rolls having ears of com delivered thereto from said

snapping rolls comprising an auger conveyor positioned

above and generally upwardly and rearwardly over said

husking rolls and arranged and constructed to feed ears

of corn thereover, said auger conveyor being joumally
mounted at its lower forward end thereof adjacent the
lower forward end of said husking rolls, said auger con-
veyor being non-supported at its upper rearward dis-

charge end, drive means coupled to said auger conveyor
through the journal mounting, and said drive means and
said journal mounting comprising a hinge mounting about
which the auger conveyor may arcuately swing.

3,101,583
LIMB SHAKER

Joseph M. Ferguson, P.O. Box 36, Gonzales, La.
FUed Aug. 31, 1961, Scr. No. 135,187

1 Claim. (CI. 56—328)

A shaker for shaking fruit and nuts from the limbs of
trees comprising a casing having forward and rear end
walls, a shaft secured to said forward end wall and pro-
jecting forwardly therefrom, a plunger within said casing
mounted for movement therealong into engagement with
said forward end wall, a spring interposed between said

rear end wall "and said plunger, means for moving said
plunger against said spring and storing up energy therein
and releasing said plunger to effect engagement of said
plunger with said forward end wall with an impact ac-

tion, comprising a rack on said plunger guided for move-
ment along said casing and extending outwardly there-
from and retaining said plunger from turning movement
with respect to said casing by guiding engagement of said
casing, a pinion rotatably joumalled on the outside of
said casing and meshing with said rack, said pinion hav-
ing a gap in the teeth thereof for releasing said rack to
accommodate the stored-up energy of said spring to en-
gage said plunger with said forward end wall with an
impact action, and a saddle extending across the forward
end of said shaft and fixed thereto and engageable with
the limb of a tree to shake the limb by the impact force
of engagement of said plunger with said forward end wall.

3,101,584
IMPLEMENTS FOR LATERALLY DISPLACING

CROP LYING ON THE GROUND
Comclis van dcr Lcly and Ary van der Lcly, both of
Maasland, Netherlands, assignors to C. van dcr Lcly
N.V., Maasland, Nethcrlamls, a Dutch Umitcd-liabiUty
company of the Netherbmds

Filed June 3, 1959, Scr. No. 817,803
Claims priority, application Netherlands June 20, 1958

21 Clahns. (CL 56—377)
1. An implement adapted for movement in a direction

of travel for laterally disi^acing crop lying oa the ground,
the implement comprising: a frame beam, a row of rake
wheels fastened to said frame beam rearwardly thereof,
the frame beam having opposite ends, a supporting
ground wheel coupled to said frame beam at one of said
ends and forwardly of the row of rake wheels, a second
ground wheel coupled to said frame beam for supporting
the same and positioned rearwardly of the row of rake
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wheels, said ground wheels being supported from said

rake beam for rotation about substantially aligned axes.

being mounted for movement into or out of mesh with

said first gear, one of the teeth of said second gear being

shorter than the tooth adjacent thereto, said shorter tooth

being spaced with respect to its adjacent tooth on said

second gear to that the distance from the tip of said

shorter tooth to the tip of its adjacent tooth is less than

the distance between the tips of two adjacent gear teeth

of said first gear so that when said second gear is moved
and means coupled to at least one of the ground wheels jnto contact with said first gear the teeth of said second

for fixedly adjusting the position thereof relative to the gear are readily moved into meshing engagement with

corresponding axis. the teeth of said first gear.

3,101,585
TIP BUNCH APPLYING MEANS FOR

SPINNING FRAMES
Charles J. Ander§en and Coy V. Jones, St., Greer, S.C^

assignors to Southern Machinery Company, Greer,

S.C., a corporation of South Carolina

Filed Feb. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 170,904

4 Claims. (CI. 57--54)

"M.J ^ ..^ «W :-»/ "^ ) -^ -' / / / '/ 1

3,101,587
HOURGLASS TIMING DEVICE
Malcolm W. Patrick, Bedford, Ohio

(4040 Lander Road, Chagrin Fails, Ohio)
Filed Feb. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 170,670

1 Claim. (CL 58—144)

4. In a spinning frame of the movable ring rail type,

a builder motion including escapement mechanism opera-

ble to allow gradual elevation of the ring rail to a full

bobbin position during the normal oscillation of the ring

rail for building the bobbins, a time delay limit switch

on the spinning frame engaged by the ring rail when the

latter reaches said full bobbin position and then actuated

by the ring rail and electrical motor means geared directly

to the builder motion and driving the same directly for

a predetermined time to effect additional elevation of the

ring rail to a tip bunch applying position when said

motor means is energized by the actuation of said time

delay switch by said ring rail.

A timing device comprising:

(a) an hourglass,

{b) means for rotatably supporting said hourglass com-

prising a vertical member and a pivot pin received

therein, said hourglass being seciu'ed to said pin;

(c) lever means pivotally mounted on said supporting

means, and
ill) means comprising a band wrajjped around said

pivot pin and having opposite ends secured to op-

posite ends of said lever means whereby rotation of

said lever effects rotation of said pin and hourglass.

3,101,588
STEAM GENERATING APPARATUS

WUfavd P. Perry, Trcntoo, NJ.; The PUljMielphia Na-
tional Banli, Phihidclphia, Pa., executor of said Willard

P. Perry, deceased
Filed July 16, 1962, Ser. No. 209,917

3 Chdms. (CL 60—31)

3,101,586

TIMER MECHANISM WITH IMPROVED
GEAR MESHING MEANS

Samuel Polonsky, Fmmingham, and Bartlcy E.

Norwood, MasK.. asrignon to General Electric Com-
Muiy, a corporatloD of New York

Filed Ian. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 168,967

8 Claims. (CI. 58—16)
1. A timer mechanism comprising a first gear mounted

for rotation, said gear having a plurality of teeth, a sec-

ond gear having a plurality of teeth, said second gear

1. In combination with an internal combustion en-

gine having an exhaust numifold for receiving exhaust
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gases from said engine and an exhaust pipe in communica-
tion therewith, steam generating apparatus comprising a
Y branch connection in communication at the juncture

of its two branches with aaid exhaust pipe, one of said

branches being extended rearwardly and having therein

a control valve, the second of said branches also extend-
ing rearwardly and having therein a check valve to pre-

vent backilow therethrough of exhaust gases, a multiple

coil in communication at its inlet end with said second
branch and having an outlet pipe provided therein with a

control valve, a liquid supply pipe having means for creat-

ing and maintaining a liquid pressure therein greater than

the fluid pressure in said coil, and said liquid supply

pipe also having a plurality of longitudinaly spaced
small radial pipes in communication with said coil, said

small pipcis having therein control valves for admitting

limited small quantities of liquid into said coil.

3.101,589
METHOD OF IGNITING ROCKET FUELS

Joseph T. Hamriclc, Roanolie, and Leslie C. Rose, Rocky
Mount, Va., assignors to Thompson Ramo Wooldridge
Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUed ^;ov. 10, 1958, Ser. No. 772,787
3 Claims. (CL 60—35.4)

1. A method of initiating decomposition of fuel which

comprises:

locating in a reaction chamber an oxidizing agent se-

lected from the group consisting of lead dioxide,

potassium permanganate, calcium hypochlorite, mo-

lybdic acid, tungstic acid, iodine pentoxide, and so-

dium chlorite, and
directing into said reaction chamber and in impinging

contact with said oxidizing agent a fuel hyp>ergoIic

with said oxidizing agent, said fuel being selected

from the group consisting of hydrazine and unsym-

metrical dimethyl hydrazine.

3,101,590
IGNITION SYSTEM FOR SOLID FUEL CHARGES

John P. Hagerty, Box 470, Rtc. 8, Tucson, Ariz.

Filed Oct. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,354
4 Claims. (CL 60—35.6)

'//////.
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4. A rocket engine comprising a generally cylindrical,

elongate body of solid fuel, an ignition charge chamber

located axially of said body and nearer one end thereof

than the other, an igniting charge in said chamber, an end

recess in said body adjacent said ignition charge chamber,
an insert of solid fuel held in said recess, and means held

by said insert for initiating combustion of said igniting

charge, wall means forming a combustion chamber in

which said body is located adjacent the inner surface
thereof, a plurality of grooves extending longitudinally

of the body, over a substantial portion of the length

thereof, and spaced uniformly around the periphery
thereof, said grooves being formed in one of said wall

means and said body, and a plurality of connecting pas-

sages connecting the ignition chamber with said longi-

tudinal grooves.

3,101,591
VAPOR-GAS INJECTION THRUST VECTOR

CONTROL SYSTEM
James C. Wise, Pepper Pike Village, Ohio, assignor to

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, a
corporation of Oliio

FUed Mar. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 98,902
5 Clahns. (CI. 60—35.54)

1. A system adapted to control the attitude of air and
space borne vehicles propelled by the thrust produced by
exhaust gases generating in a reaction motor and dis-

charging through a gas discharge nozzle having a nozzle

throat comprising: an outlet port formed in the nozzle
entrance portion for receiving a portion of the hot ex-
haust gases from the reaction motor, an inlet passage
formed in the nozzle wall downstream of the outlet port
and downstream of the nozzle throat, first conduit means
communicating the outlet port and the inlet passage for
delivering exhaust gases to the inlet passage, first valve
means for modulating flow through said inlet passage, a
housing containing a vaporizable cooling fluid, second
conduit means for bypassing a portion of the exhaust gases
from the first conduit means for pressurizing the cooling
fluid, passage means communicating the first conduit
means and the cooling fluid housing, and second valve
means normally closing said first conduit means and op-
eratively responsive for opening to the pressure of the
bypassed exhaust gases to thereby deliver the cooling fluid

for mixture with the exhaust gases to form a cooled mix-
ture of exhaust gases and vaporized fluid that is delivered
through the inlet passage into the interior of the gas dis-
charge nozzle in an oblique impinging stream on the pri-
mary body of exhaust gases flowing through the nozzle to
thereby control the attitude of the vehicle.

3,101,592
CLOSED POWER GENERATING SYSTEM

Anthony E. Robertson, WUloughby, Ohio, and Joseph T.
Hamrick, Roanoke, Va., ass^ors to Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of
Ohio

Filed Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 83,000
3 Claims. (CI. 60—39.46)

1. A closed power generating system comprising
a gaseous oxygen supply means.
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a hydrogen generator containing a water reactive

chemical capable of evolving hydrogen gas,

a combustion chamber means having a combustion
zone and a cooling zone to cool said combustion
chamber means,

means to deliver gaseous oxygen and gaseous hydro-

gen from said oxygen supply means and said hydro-

gen generator to said combustion chamber combus-
tion zone,

means to react said gaseous hydrogen and oxygen in

said combustion zone to produce superheated steam,

a heat engine connected to said combustion chamber
to receive the superheated steam and expand the

same to perforrti useful work,

condensing means receiving and condensing the steam

from the heat engine,
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means directing one portion of the condensed steam

from said condensing means to said combustion

chamber cooling zone to cool said combustion cham-

ber means,

means interconnecting said cooling zone and said com-

bustion zone to deliver condensed steam to said

combustion zone to provide additional superheated

steam,

means directing another portion of the condensed

steam from the condensing means to said hydrogen

generator and into contact with the water reactive

chemical to evolve hydrogen gas, and

'means connecting the combustion zone to the con-

denser to deliver any non-condensibles to said com-

bustion zone to react said non-condensibles and

produce superheated steam therefrom.

3,101,593
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING
IMPROVED COMBUSTION IN JET ENGINES

Sylvester C. Britton, McGregor, Tcx^ and Robert M.
Schinner, Bartlesvillc, Okla., anigiiors to Phillips Petro-

leum Company, a corporatioii of Delaware
Original application May 31, 1955, Scr. No. 511,978, now

Patent No. 2,958,189, dated Nov. 1, 1960. Divided

and tills application July 27, 1960, S«r. No. 45,622
5 Claims. (CI. 60—39.71)

2. A jet engine which comprites, in combination, a

combustion chamber having an air inlet in one end there-

of and an exhaust gas outlet in the other end thereof,

a flow shield axially positioned within said combustion

chamber, said flow shield having a generally frusto-conical

shape and being open at the large end thereof to form

a flow shield exhaust gas outlet and being open at the

small end to form a flow shield air inlet, said flow shield

having a plurality of perforations disposed around the

surface of said shield, said flow shield exhaust gas outlet

being attached to the inner wall of said combustion cham-

ber at a point generally intermediate the air inlet and

exhaust gas outlet of said combustion chamber, a first

fuel nozzle axially-positioned within said combustion

chamber adjacent to said combustion chamber air inlet

and positioned so as to direct fuel towards said ex-

haust gas outlet and so as to be within said air inlet

to the combustion chamber and to extend partially

through the flow shield air inlet, a second fuel nozzle
axially-positioned within said flow shield, said second
fuel nozzle being positioned so as to direct fuel towards
said flow shield air inlet and positioned generally in-

termediate the air inlet and exhaust gas outlet of said

flow shield, an elongated, tubular fuel cracking means
having an inlet and an outlet positioned within said com-

bustion chamber, said craclung means being positioned
between said flow ihieid exhaust gas outlet and said com-
bustion chamber exhaust gas outlet, a liquid-gas separator,

a first conduit means for supplying liquid fuel to said

cracking means inlet, a second conduit connecting said

cracking means outlet to said separator, a third conduit
means for supplying liquid fuel from said separator to

said second fuel nozzle, and a fourth conduit means for

supplying gaseous fuel from said separator to said first

fuel nozzle.

3,101,594
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM INCORPORATING FLOW

DIVIDER VALVES
Oscar H. Banker, Bay Village, Ohio, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Fawick Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio,
a corporation of Michigan

Original application May 16, 1957, Scr. No. 659,587, now
Patent No. 3,024,798, dated Mar. 13, 1962. Divided
and this application Dec. 26, 1961, Scr. No. 161,947

8 Claims. (CI. 60—52)
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1. In combination in a pressure fluid system, a drive
shaft, first and second control valves, a first pump con-
nected to be driven by the drive shaft, a flow divider
interposed between the first pump and the first control
valve and having an inlet opening receiving the output
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from the said first pump, a controlled flow outlet con-

nected to the first valve, and an excess flow outlet; a sec-

ond pump having an outlet connected to the second valve,

a conduit connecting the excess flow to the outlet of the

second pump, and means for connecting the second pump
to the drive shaft.

other duct connecting said beat exchanger with

warmer compression chamber of the refrigerator.

said

and

3,101495
FEED WATER HEATERS

Walter Ernest Peters and Leonard Mills, Rugby, Eng-
land, assignors to The English Electric Company Lim-
ited, London, Eng^nd, a British company

Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 92,035
Clainu priority, application Great Britain Apr. 14, 1960

1 Cbdm. (CL 60—67)

In a bled steam turbine plant having a boiler and a

condenser, a multi-stage feed water system comprising in

combination: at least two feed water heaters each com-

prising a casing and a bundle of U -tubes arranged in

aid casing, wherein said boiler, tixrbine, condenser and

bundles of U -tubes of said feed water heaters are ar-

ranged in series with one another in a closed circuit, tap-

ping points at different intermediate pressure zones of

said turbine being connected to the upper portions of said

casings of said feed water heaters, respectively, the lower

portions of said casings being connected in series with one

another and with said condenser, a flash box arranged

in the connection between the lower portions of succes-

sive feed water heater casings, a sealed portion having a

bottom arranged in at least one of said casings, a steam

pipe connected with each flash box with said sealed por-

timi of its associated feed water heater casing, each of

said sealed portion being in restricted communication

with the interior of its associated casing, said bundles

of tubes passing with their downstream ends through said

sealed portion of the associated casing.

3,101,596
COLD-GAS REFRIGERATOR

Herrc Rinia and Roelf Jan Meijer, Eindhoven, Nether-

lands, assignors to North American Philips Company,
Inc., New York, N.Y^ a corporation of Defaiware

Filed June 8, 1961, Scr. No. 115,706

Claims priority, application Netheriands June 27, 1960
7 Chilms. (CI. 62—6)

1. A cold-gas refrigerator having a gaseous working

medium therein performing a closed thermodynamic cy-

cle comprising a cold expansion chamber of variable vol-

ume and a warmer compression chamber of variable

volume, a regenerator communicating with said cham-

bers wherein said gaseous working medium flows cyclical-

ly through said chambers and regenerator, a duct leading

through the wall of said cold chamber to the exterior

thereof, a heat exchanger for extracted cold located a pre-

determined distance from said cold chamber, said duct

connecting to said heat exchanger whereby cold from said

cold chamber is supplied to said heat exchanger, and an-

means for preventing the gas flow from said cold com-

pression chamber to said warmer expansion chamber
through said heat exchanger.

3,101,597
GAS REFRIGERATOR

Albert August Dros, Emmasingel, Netherlands, assignor

to North American Philips Company, Inc., New York,
N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUed May 1, 1961, Scr. No. 126,733
Claims priority, application Netherlands May 9, 1960

2 Chihns. (CI. 62—6)

3S V.

1. A cold gas refrigerator having two cycles compris-

ing two cylinders each having a pair of piston-shaped

members mounted for reciprocation therein, one of which

is double-acting, the piston-shaped members in one of

said cylinders having a predetermined phase difference

with the movements of said piston-shaped members in

the other of said cylinders, a main working space between
the piston-shai>ed members in each cylinder, an auxiliary

working space on the side of said double-acting member
remote from said main working space, conduit means
connecting the main working space in one of said cylin-

ders to the auxiliary working space in the other of said

cylinders, the side of said double-acting piston associated

with each of said two cycles remote from said main work-
ing spaces in each cylinder functions to vary the volume
of said auxiliary working space containing working me-
dium and to force working medium through one of said

conduit means to a main working space in another cylin-

der, said piston operating its compression and expansion

stroke in said auxiliary working space substantially in

phase with the expansion and compression which takes

place in the main working space with which said auxiliary

working space is connected through said conduit means.
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3,101,598
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

FREEZING LIQUIDS
Anthony J. Ross, 116 Myrtle Ave., Elmhurst, III.

Filed June 24, 1959, Ser. No. 822,516
36 Claims. (CI. 62—71)

27. A method of freezing a liquid comprising, supply-

ing the hquid to be frozen to an annular refrigerated

surface to freeze a layer of progressively ^increasing thick-

ness on the surface, rotating an ice removing device hav-

ing a blunt helical ice engaging surface relative to the

freezing surface about an axis substantially coaxial with

the freezing surface, supp'^rting the ice engagiDg surface

for limited axial movement relative to the freezing sur-

face to allow the ice engaging surface to screw along

the frozen layer when the layer contacts the ice remov-

ing surface, and yieldably opposing axial movement of

the ice engaging surface to progressively increase the

pressure on the ice layer in a direction along the freezing

surface to break the bond between the layer and the

surface.

3,101,599
AIR CONDITIONER

Elvin B. Pippert, Sr., and Harry Miller, Houston, Tex.;

said Miller assignor to said Pippert

FUed June 15, 1961, Ser. No. 117,227
1 Claim. (CI. 62—238)

An air conditioner for use in conjunction with the ex-

haust gas of an internal combustion engine, comprising

an evaporator coil adapted to receive gaseous refrigerant

therein, a generator adapted to convert liquid refrigerant

into gaseous refrigerant, a heat exchanger for liquefying

the gaseous refrigerant, means for conveying the refrig-

erant to the heat exchanger and then to the evaporator

coil, means for expanding the refrigerant into p gaseous

form as it enters said evaporator coil, separator means

for separating liquid from said gaseous reirigerank' dis-

charged from said generator to provide an absoVt>ing

liquid, an absorber unit adapted to have the absorbing

liquid circulated therethrough for absorbing the gaseous

refrigerant from said evaporator, means for returning the

refrigerant to said absorber unit from said evaporator

coil for absorption by the absorbing liquid, means to

direct the absorbing liquid and refrigerant therewith to

said generator, and means attaching said generator to an
exhaust line of an internal combustion engine for trans-

mitting heat from the exhaust line to said generator, said

generator having a pressure chamber therein for receiving

successive portions of liquid refrigerant for foroiing a

liquid and vapor mixture, valve means for closing off such
mixture in said pressure chamber from the rest of the

generator, and outlet tube means connected to said pres-

sure chamber and said separator for the flow of said liquid

and vapor mixture from said pressure chamber to said

separator when said valve means is closed.

3,101,600
VIBRATION DAMPENERS

Clinton V. Strombcrg, Allen Park, Mich., assignor to
Borg'Wamer Corporation, Chicago, 111., a corporation
of lUinob

FUed Feb. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 172,547
7 Claims. (CI. 64—27)

1^

1. A vibration damper assembly comprising a hub hav-
ing a radially extending annular flange, a first annular
member, a plurality of apertures formed in said annular
flange and in said annular member coeligned with respect
to each other forming a first set of apertures, spring means
positioned within said first set of apertures adapted to

transmit torque from said first annular member to said

flange, a second annular member, a plurality of apertures
formed in said second annular member and in said first

annular member coaligned with respect to each other

forming a second set of apertures and a second spring

means positicHied within said second set oi apertures ada^-
ed to transmit torque from said second annular member
to said first annular member.

3,101,601
OPERATING MECHANISM FOR THE YARN CAR-
RIERS OF CIRCULAR KNITTING MACHINES

Riccardo Tenconi, Varesc, Italy, assignor to Marcella
Sessa Moretta, Varesc, Italy

Filed Nov. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 69,318
4 Claims. (CI. 66—138)

1. In a circular knitting machine having a needle cylin-

der and a plurality of yarn supply stations spaced apart
equally around the needle cylinder and each including
an equal number of yarn carriers movable between opera-
tive and inoperative positions in relation to the needle

'

f
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cylinder; the combination of a set of cam rings mounted
for turning coaxially with respect to the needle cylinder,

the number of said rings being equal to said number of

yarn carriers at each yarn supply station, each of said

cam rings being intended to control a corresponding one

of the yarn carriers at each of the yarn supply stations,

means operatively associated with each of the yarn carriers

at each of the yam supplying stations and being actuated

by the outer peripheries of the corresponding cam rings

to control the selective disposition of the associated yam
carriers at said operative and inoperative positions of the

latter, said outer periphery of each of said cam rings being

divided into identically shaped profiled zones of equal

length each occupying an angular extent of the related

ring equal to the angular spacing between said equally

spaced apart yarn supplying stations so that the corre-

r

''^^'

spending yarn carriers at all of said stations are simul-

taneously and selectively disposed at said operative and

inoperative positions, said profiled zones of the cam rings

being angularly disposed relative to tach other to effect

the selective disposition of the yarn carriers at each yarn

supplying station in the operative and inoperative posi-

tions thereof in accordance with a predetermined control

sequence during turning of said set ot cam rings through

an angular extent equal to said angular spacing between

the equally spaced apart stations, so that said control

sequence is repeated during successive turnings of said

set of cam rings through said angular extent, and means
for intermittently turning said set of cam rings to repeti-

tiously effect the movements of the yarn carriers at the

yarn supplying stations between their operative and in-

operative positions in accordance with said control se-

quence.

3,101,602
PROCESS FOR FORMING THE FOLDED-BACK
BORDER OF PIECES WORKED OF A HIDE OR
SKIN AND THE LIKE
Roberto Tosi, Via Gacrrazzi 5, Bosto Arsizio, Italy

Filed Mar. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 99,092
Claims priority, application Italy Apr. 2, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 69—21)

3)

1. A method of forming a reinforced marginal border

on a leather piece and the like which comprises beveling

one side of a leather piece for a distance inwardly of

its marginal edge, placing a reinforcing thread composed
of a core of flexible inorganic fibers and a plastic shell

encasing said fibers on the beveled surface, heating the

thread fo render said plastic shell thermoplastic, folding

over the beveled portion of the leather strip whereby it

constitutes an enclosure having inner surfaces enclosing

said reinforcing thread, and applying pressure to the

folded-over beveled portion to deform the thermoplastic

shell and cause it to adhere to the inner surfaces of said

enclosure.

3,101,603
CHAIN DOOR GUARD

Edwin W. North and Carroll V. Spon, Rockford, IIL, •-
signors to National Lock Co., Rocliford, lU., a corpo-
ration of Delaware

Filed June 30, 1961, Ser. No. 121,094
6 Claims. ' (CI. 70—93)

6. A chain door guard for attachment to the interior

of a pair of relatively movable members such as a door
and a door frame to which the door is hingedly mounted
with the chain guard adapted to be released by means of

a key inserted by an operator at the exterior of the door

when the door is opened to an extent permitted by the

chain, comprising a slotted slide bracket affixed to the

interior of one member and a key-operated locking

bracket affixed to the interior of the other member, a

chain of a length sufficient to open the door to but a

limited extent, said chain having similar and interchange-

able locking knobs one secured to each of the opposite

ends of the chain with one knob received and slidably

but detachably engaged in the slotted slide bracket and
the other knob received and detachably engaged in an

opening in the locking bracket, a key-operated lock in

said locking bracket having a projecting eccentric pin,

and a spring-loaded locking bolt in said locking bracket

having means for automatically locking and retaining

one of said knobs when the latter is inserted into the

opening in the locking bracket, means on said locking

bolt adapted to receive said eccentric pin so that opera-

tion of said lock actuates the locking bolt, said last men-
tioned knob being released for withdrawal upon insertion

and turning of the proper key in the lock to release the

locking bolt by said eccentric pin.

3,101,604
PANIC-PROOF DOOR LOCK

Edwin W. North and Carroll V. Spon, Rockford, III., as-

signors to National Lock Co., Rocliford, III., a corpo-
ration of Delaware

Filed Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 84,002
15 Claims. (CI. 70—107)

1. In a lock construction, a housing adapted to be

mounted in a transverse opening of a door or other clo-

sure, a pair of telescoping cam tubes and a sleeve mem
bcr telescoping over .he end of and secured to the inner

cam tube and the cam tubes being rotatable relative to
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each other, means in said housing and adapted to be

rocked by either of said cam tubes, an inner knob secured
to said sleeve member, an outer knob secured to the

outer cam lube, a latch bolt adapted to be retracted by

turning of either knob and rocking of said means, and a

lock bolt mechanism on the ii>ner surface of the door in-

cluding a reciprocable lock bolt, a turn button adapted

to only advance said lock bolt to its locked position, and
means actuated solely by ro.ation of the inner knob and
said sleeve member to retract both said lock bolt and
said latch bolt.

3,101,605
GAS METER PROVER

John D. Adair, Oakland, Calif., assignor to American
Meter Company, incorporated, Philadelphia, Pa., a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed Aug. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 129,463

3 Claims. (CI. 73—3)

3. Apparatus for obtaining a digital presentation of

meter proof in a proving bell test comprising scanning

means having a starting position, a scale, means for posi-

tioning said scale relative to said starting position in ac-

cordance with the position of the proving bell at the end

of a test, means for driving the scanning means at the end

of a test relative to the proving wheel from said starting

position to one end of the scale, means for concurrently

driving a pulse generator, and a counter for counting the

pulses generated by said generator while the scanning

means is moving to said one end of the scale.

3,101,606
PROGRAMMER FOR CHROMATOGRAPHY

Lewis B. Roof, Bartlesvllle, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
Filed June 20, 1958, Ser. No. 743,330

11 Claims. (CI. 73—23)

11. The combination comprising a chromatographic

column; a sample cell connected to said column; a Wheat-

stone bridge having one branch disposed in said sample
cell; a pair of output terminals on said bridge; means for
indicating and recording in bar graph form selected sig-

nals appearing at said output terminals; means for con-
necting said output terminals to said means for indicat-

ing including a plurality of parallel-connected attenuators,

each said attenuator having an individual switch in series

therewith; and a programmer for actuating said individual
switches in a predetermined sequence comprising a switch-

actuating member for each said switch; a pair of actuating

devices for each said member, one device of each of said

pairs actuating said member of a corresponding switch

to cause said switch to close, a second device of each of

said pairs actuating said member to cause said corresfwnd-
ing switch to open independently of said first device,

actuating device adjusting means for adjusting the angular

position of each of said devices independently to vary

the angular relationship between said devices and between
said devices and driving means therefor; a chart motor
connected to said means for indicating and recording;

and a delay relay means actuated in response to said one
device of each of said pairs to deenergize said chart motor
and to energize said chart motor for a predetermined pe-

riod of time when each of said switches is opened.

3,101,607
APPARATUS FOR AND METHOD OF TESTING

WIND INSTRUMENTS FOR LEAKAGE
Robert B. Taylor and Rol>crt G. Walker, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

assignors to H. & A. Sclmer, Inc., Elkhart, Ind., a cor-
poration of Indiana

Filed June 21, 1961, Ser. No. 118,592
13 Claims. (CL 73-^40)

-/-

3. In apparatus for testing wind instruments and sec-

tions thereof for leakage, a pair of concentric tubes over

the outer of which the test piece is telescoped, a sealing

seat on said outer tube to receive one end of the test piece,

a pair of separate air lines one leading to each of said

tubes, means to seal off a portion of the test piece to air

from the outer tube, the inner tiibe extending beyond said

means, a plug in the end of the test piece whereby the

other portion thereof receives air from the inner tube,

and control means to selectively govern air flow through

sai^ air lines.

3,101,608
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STRESS

ANALYSIS
Robert W. Benson, Oak Park, HI., and Vemcr I. Raclson,

Valparaiso, Ind., assignors to Armour Research Foun-
dation of nifaiois Institnte of Technology, Chicago, HI.,

m corporatioa of Illinois

Filed Feb. 18, 1959, Ser. No. 794,153
TChdms. (CI. 73—67.5)

1. In a method for determining the streas in a solid,

including residual stress, wherein the extent of change

in wave polarization for differently applied stresses is

known for such solid, comprising the steps of: orienting

a first shear wave transducer to one face of said solid;

orienting a second shear wave transducer to the opposite

face of said solid in a manner whereby the preferred di-

rections of vibration of said first and second transducers

are the same; energizing said first transducer to transmit
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ultrasonic shear waves through said solid; connecting slidably guided in said sleeves, and means for supplying

said second transducer to a voltage indicator; rotating said pressure fluid to or exhausting fluid from said chambers

r"
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3,101,612
FISHING LINE LENGTH AND BOAT SPEED GAGE
John G. Warhol, 14041 Vernon, Oak Park 37, Mich.

Filed May 25, 1959, Ser. No. 815,456
10 Claims. (CI. 73—187)

1. A measuring device comprising a drive shaft, a drive

wheel operatively associated with said drive shaft and
a propeller attached to said drive wheel for producing
rotation of said drive shaft of a predetermined amount
representative of the magnitude of a quantity to be meas-

ured, a pair of other coaxial rotatable means, resilient

means directly connecting said other rotatable means and
said drive shaft for transferring rotation of said drive

shaft into relative angular movement between said other

rotatable means, and means attached to said other rotat-

able means for indicating the quantity to be measured as

a function of said relative angular movement therebe-

tween.

3,101,613
TEMPERATURE CORRECTED VOLUME

MEASUREMENT
Louis E. Kuntz, Bartlesville, Oida., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Mar. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 93,268

14 Claims. (CI. 73—223)

1. A method for metering liquid which comprises trans-

ferring a fixed volume of said liquid, recording a nominal
value representative of said fixed volume corrected to a

reference temperature from a fixed temperature, measur-

ing a temperature representative of the temperature of said

volume, automatically producing and recording, respon-

sive to said temperature, a number of electrical pulses

representative of the difference between said nominal

value and the amount of said voluooe corrected to said

reference temperature.

/

3,101,614
PNEUMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM

Lanrence M. Hubby, Bcllairc, Tex., asslgiior to Texaco
Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporatloD of Delaware

Filed Not. 4, 1959, Ser. No. 850,827
6 Claims. (CL 73—224)

1. A pneumatic control system fot automatic custody

transfer of fluids comprising in combination a known
vo4utne measuring tank, a fill valve for controlling the in-

troduction of fluid to said measuring tank, a drain valve

for controlling the removal of fluid from said measuring

tank, pneumatic control means for actuating each ol said

fill and drain valves, a first pneumatic valve, first fluid

level responsive means at the full level of said measuring

tank, a second pneumatic valve, second fluid level respon-

sive means ait the empty level of said measuring tank,

means for actuating said first pneumatic valve in re^wnse

to said first fluid level responsive means, means for ac-

tuating said second pneumatic valve in response to said

second tluid level responsive means, a third pneumatic
valve actuated by said fill valve when in the closed posi-

tion, a fourth pneumatic valve actuated by said drain

valve w4ien in the closed position, a pneumatic coiUrol

valve having two positions, pneumatic circuit means for

cormecting a source of pneumatic pressure to said con-

trol valve, a fifth pneumatic valve having a pneumatic
aotuator therefor, a sixth pneumatic valve having a
pneumatic actuator therefor, additional pneumatic circuit

means for connecting said control valve to each of said

fifth and said sixth pneunutic valves for actuation there-

sr^esA-^';

of alternatively, said additional pneumatic circuits in-

cluding a connection to each of said pneumatic actuators

via said first and secorul pneumatic valves respectively,

pneumatic circuit connections from said control valve

via said fifth and sixth pneumatic valves and via said

third aiKl fourth pneumatic valves in series with each re-

spectively for cartying pressure to said fill and drain valve

pneumatic control meahs in the alternative, with interlock

created by said third and fourth valves, aiKl counting

means connected to said control valve far indicating the

number of times it is in the position for coimecting pneu-

matic pressure to open said drain valve and deliver a

tank of fluid.

3,101,615
FI.OWMETER

Carlo Paronc, North Hollywood, Calif., aiBtgnor to

Dresser Industries, Inc., Dallaa, Tcx^ a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Feb. 2. I960, Ser. No. 6^22

7 Claims. (CI. 73—231)

1 . Apparatus for producing an output signal representa-

tive of a rotational movement, said apparatus comprising;

a frame;

a member having at least one radially extending onetal

projection:

means mounting said member on said framework in a

manner to permit rotation of said member indefinitely

in one direction about an axis other than that of said

projection;

said member being arranged to receive a force that pro-

duces rotational movement of said member;
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a radio frequency oscillator having a tuned circuit that

controls the oscillator frequency including an induc-

tor disposed substantially free of magnetic coupling

to any other coil;

a dielectric member extending through said inductor;

and
means supporting said inductor in a fixed position rela-

tive to said framework to be contiguous to the metal

of said projection only upon rotation of said projec-

tion-bearing member to one 'predetermined position,

whereby the reactance of said inductor is altered when
said projection moves into .said one predetermined

position, thereby altering the output signal from said

oscillator and so indicating rotation of said projec-

tion-bearing member.

3,101,616
VOLUMETRIC POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT

FLOW METER
Murray J. Klein, 6 Bay Ave., Patcbogue,

Long Island, N.Y.
Filed May 8, 1959, Ser. No. 812,003

14 Claims. (CI. 73—263)

m " "

3,101,617
EXHAUST TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIAL

CIRCUIT
Leo T. Brinson, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Nordbcrg

Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a corpo-
ration of Wisconsin

Filed Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 96,737
5 Chims. (CI. 73—341)

2. A means for temperature testing any one of a plu-

rality of heat sensitive operating points, including a plu-

rality of temperature sensing means, one at each of said

operating points for simultaneously sensing the tempera-

ture at each point, means for selecting any one of said

temperature sensing means, means for averaging the thus

sensed temperatures, as they are sensed, from at least all

of the non-selected points, and means for comparing the

average temperature with the temfierature sensed at the

selected one point, simultaneously as said temperatures

are sensed and averaged.

3,101,618
ROTARY KILN SHELL TEMPERATURE

SCANNING SYSTEM
Richard J. Hance, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Leeds

and Northrup Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania

FUed Nov. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 69,488
5 Claims. (CL 73—351)

1. A flow meter construction for accurately metering

liquid flow comprising a housing having a pair of op-

posed end walls, a rolling seal diaphragm retained proxi-

mate each of said end walls and spaced therefrom, cham-

bers defined between each of said end walls and the dia-

phragm spaced proximately therefrom, a single acting

piston fixed to each of said diaphragms, an unsupported

connecting rod connecting said pistons, a single port as-

sociated with each chamber, inlet and discharge tubes

communicating vbith each port and separate pressure

biased valve means for controlling flow to and from said-

inlet and discharge tubes, an inlet pipe, each of said inlet

tubes being positioned adjacent said inlet pipe, said valve

means including an inlet valve seat interposed between

each inlet tube and said inlet pipe, an inlet valve mem-
ber movable between said inlet valve seats, an armature

attached to said inlet valve member, a pair of electro-

magnetic coils, said electromagnetic coils positioned ad-

jacent said armature for positively drawing said armature

between two distinct positions, each of said distinct posi-

tions causing the inlet valve member carried by the arma-

ture to properly rest in an inlet valve seat, a source of

electrical energy, switch means electrically interposed be-

tween said source and said electromagnetic coils for alter-

natively connecting said coils to said source, and snap-

action control means for operating said switch means in

response to reciprocation of said connecting rod, said

snap-action control means including adjustable elements

carried by said connecting rod, said connecting rod being

subjected to reciprocal movement dependent on the flow

required from said discharge pipe.

5. In a rotary kiln shell temperature scanning system

of the type including a radiant energy detector, measur-

ing and recording means, and alarm means actuated when
a hot spot is detected the improvement of means to pro-

duce a scanning action between said detector and a por-

tion of the kiln shell comprising a reversible motor drive

unit, a pair of limit switches for said drive unit contrcrf-

ling actuation of said unit through an angle of about

ninety degrees, a control switch for said drive unit op-

erated by rotation of the kiln to initiate operation erf

said drive unit during each revolution of the kiln, a sec-

ond control switch operated by said drive unit for pro-

ducing an increment of rotation of said drive unit to

cause rotation of the detector to view an adjacent area

of the kiln, one of said limit switches in said drive unit

producing a continuous reverse rotation thereof until

stopped by said other limit switch to restOTe the detector

to a starting position, and switch means disconnecting

the output of the radiant energy detector from the meas-

uring means during the continuous reverse rotation.
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3,101,619
SAMPLING APPARATUS

Wcdey L. Hunter, Arlington Heights, 111., assignor to

The Pure Oil Company, Chicago, ni., a corporation of

Ohio
Filed Oct. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,373

8 Claims. (CI. 73—422)

1. A device for sampling fluids in a receptacle com-

prising a piston housing in:luding a closed-ended tubular

portion projecting therefrom, said housing being adapted

to mate with an opening in said receptacle so that said

tubular portion projects thereinto, a piston slidably sup-

ported within said housing having advanced and retracted

positions and cooperating with the interior of said tubular

portion to form a first cylinder-like enclosure, said piston

and piston housing being shaped to form a second, en-

closure extending therebetween for an axial distance stib-

stantially equal to the distance between said advanced and

retracted positions of said piston, a port communicating

said first enclosure and the exterior of said tubular por-

tion at a point intermediate said advanced and retracted

positions of the head of said piston, a passage in said pis-

ton communicating said enclosures, a check-valve in said

passage for preventing flow toward said first enclosure, a

second passage communicating said second enclosure and

the exterior of said housing, and means for reciprocating

said piston.

3,ltl,62t
BALANCING EQUIPMENT

Richard W. French, JohnsvOle, Pa., assignor to TInius

Olsen Testing Machine Company, Willow Grove, Pa.,

a corporation of Pennsylvania
FUed Mar. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 801,313

2 Claims. (CI. 73—471)

2. In a balancing machine:

an upright frame;

a cradle having means to rotatably mount a workpiece

to be balanced, to cradle nK>unting the workpiece

with its axis of rotation extending vertically and the

unbalance of the workpiece producing a force for

causing the cradle to vibrate;

vertically extending strain rod means connected be-

tween said frame and said cradle and suspending the

cradle from the frame, the strain rod means permit-

ting said cradle vibration;

first horizontally extending elastic rod means connected
between said frame and said cradle adjacent the

top thereof respectively on opposite sides of the ro-

tational axis of the workpiece; and
a second horizontally extending elastic rod means con-

nected between said frame and said cradle adjacent

the bottom thereof respectively on opposite sides of

said rotational axis, said first and second elastic rod

means cooperating to confine said cradle vibration

to a vertical plane.

3,101,621
RECIPROCATING ENGINES

Thomas Walter Bunyan, 7 Eversley Road, Upper
Norwood, London SE. 19, England
Filed Nov. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 71,626

6 Claims. (CI. 74—60)

1. An engine comprising: a crankshaft having a crank-

pin disposed with its axis inclined to the axis of the crank-

shaft; a plurality of axially opposed cylinder-piston-units

disposed in angular distribution about the axis of the

crankshaft and each including a reciprocating element

movable in the direction generally parallel to the axis of

the crankshaft; a plurality of stiff transmission structures

in angularly spaced planes extending outwards from and

containing the axis of said crankpin; bearings at each end

of said crankpin; coupling means connecting the outer

ends of the transmission structures with the reciprocating

elements of said cylinder-piston-units; means providing

articulated connection between at least one of said trans-

mission structures and said bearings with relative move-

ment about an axis generally parallel with the axis of

the crankpin; and shear plates flexible in the direction

circumferentially of the crankpin, connecting at least

said one of said transmission structures with at least one

other of said transmission structures permitting rdative

transverse angular movement between transmission struc-

tures.

3 101 622
BALANCED CONTROL CAM FOR A DRIVEN

VACUUM VARIABLE CAPACITOR
Vincent J. GrondaU, Hiawatha, and Fredcrlcic W. John-

SOD, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignors to Collins Radio

Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a corporation of Iowa
Filed Jan. 15, 1962, Ser. No. 166,110

4 Claims. (CI. 74—89)
4. In a drive system for setting a device having input

linkage working against unidirectional nonlinear biasing

force characteristics imposed throughout the range of op-

erational settings by the device; a cylindrical cam mem-
ber having a first cam contour and a second cam con-

tour, a first cam rider and a second cam rider for fol-

lowing said first and second cam contours, respectively;

a guide member rigidly mounted relative to said device

and having means for guiding the motion of said first

and second cam riders as they are driven by said cam

member, said first cam rider being connected to the in-

{xit linkage of said device for movement of said cam

member to change the setting of said device and with

the biasing force of said device being exerted through

said first cam rider against said first cam contour; resilient

means for continually biasing said second cam rider into

one member and having thread-engaging portions, said

.hread-engaging portions being contoured for contacting

said one member over substantially all of said predeter-

mined section.

COKTHOl M^T

riding contact with said second cam contour for provid-

ing a force resultant in said cam member in opposition

to a force resultant imposed on said cam member by

the biasing force of said device acting through said first

cam rider, and wherein, said first and second cam con-

tours are opposite sides of a slot provided in said cylin-

drical cam member, means is provided for moving said

cylindrical cam member, said cylindrical cam member

has duplicate slots with a pair of matched upper con-

tours and a pair of matched lower contours; and said first

cam rider being a cam yoke for balanced riding along

one of said pair of matched contours and said second

cam rider also being a cam yoke for balanced riding

along the other pair of matched contours as said cylin-

drical cam member is driven in rotation.

3,101,623

CARRIAGE TRANSLATING DEVICE
Vernon H. Hayes, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Sperry

Rand Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Sept. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 139,202

6 Claims. (CI. 74—424.8)

3,101,624
MULTIPLE CONTROL MECHANISM

Marcus W. Hagen, Kenosha, Wis., and Don S. Strader,

Mount Prospect, 111., assignors to The Frank G. Hough
Co., a corporation of IHino^s

Filed Dec. 8, 1961, Ser. No. 158,091

10 Claims. (CI. 74—471)

1. In a device of the class described, driving and

driven members disposed for relative rotational and longi-

tudinal movement, one of said members having a pe-

Tiphery forming a helical thread, the other of said mem-

bers comprising a carrier encompassing a predetermined

section of said thread, and a plurali.y of thread-engaging

elements rotatably mourvted in said carrier about separate

axes respectively at an angle to the axis of said one mem-

ber, said elements being grouped peripherally about said

1 . In a multiple control mechanism comprising a fixed

support including a pair of spaced-apart outwardly ex-

tending members, a shaft having a first longitudinal axis

fixedly mounted between said members, a hub having a

first control arm at one end mounted for relative roUtion

about said first axis on said shaft, a first pair of aligned

and spaced-apart members extending outwardly from said

hub and lying on a second axis transverse and intersecting

said first axis at a point, a first annular member having

an outer peripheral surface and including a control lever

connected to said hub by said first pair of aligned mem-

bers, said control lever having a pivotal movement pro-

viding independent or simultaneous rotation of said first

annular member about said first and second axes, said

peripheral surface comprising an annular recess portion

and an annular shoulder portion, said portions being

spaced apart from each other, a second pair of spaced-

apart and aligned members lying on a third axis transverse

and intersecting said first axis at said point, a second

annular member including a first pair of opposite aligned

transverse apertures, said second annular member being

concentrically and rotatably mounted on said peripheral

surface substantially against said shoulder portion, a bail

member including a U-shaped and an L-shaped portitMi,

a pair of attached spacers at opposite ends of said U-

shaped portion, said spacers including a second pair of

opposite aligned transverse apertures, said second pair of

aligned members extending through said aligned aper-

tures and projecting into said recessed portion to con-

nect said bail member and said second annular member

to said first annular member for relative rotation there-

between, said L-shaped portion including a second con-

trol arm extending outwardly and having an aperture,

means projecting from said support into said latter aper-

ture providing a fourth longitudinal axis which intersects

and is transverse to said first axis at said point whereby

said bail member is rotatably mounted on said support,

said first and second control arms being simultaneously

or independently rotatable about said first and fourth axis

during pivotal movement of said contrcrf lever about said

first and second axis.

I
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3,101,625
AUTOMATIC WASHING MACHINE

John F. Horvath, Milwaukee, Wis^ assignor to Inter-

natioiul Duplex Corporation, San Francisco, Calif^ a
corporation of Delaware

FUed July 6, 1960, Scr. No. 41,180
2 Claims. (O. 74-^72)

1 . A two-speed transmission for a rotatable clothes re-

ceiving drum having a drive shaft therefor, in turn driven

by a two-speed drive motor having a drive shaft extending

therefrom, said transmisison including:

(a) a speed responsive clutch mounted coaxially about
the drive shaft of said motor;

(b) a high-speed drive sheave rotatably mounted about
the said motor drive shaft adjacent said speed re-

sponsive clutch, said clutch having a driven section

secured to said high-speed drive sheave and a drive

section secured to said motor drive shaft whereby
said high-speed drive sheave may be engaged by said

drive section and rotated when said drive section

attains a predetermined speed;

(c) a low-sped drive sheave fixedly secured to the

said motor drive shaft;

(d) a high-speed driven sheave fixedly secured to said

drum drive shaft;

(e) a low-speed driven sheave mounted coaxially about
said drum drive shaft;

(/) power transmission means connecting said two
high-speed sheaves and said two low-speed sheaves;

ig) and means associated with said low-speed driven

sheave permitting the said sheave to engage and turn

the said drum drive shaft when the said sheave is

rotated by the said low-speed drive sheave and to

become disengaged from the said drum shaft when
the high-speed driven sheave ob the said drum drive

shaft is rotated by the high-spfliU drive sheave on the

said motor shaft.

3,101,626
OVERHEAD-CAMSHAFT ROCKER-ARM

Lncien Piras, Billanconrt, France, assignor to Regie
Nationale des Usines Renault, BUIancourt, France

Filed Nov. 7, 1960, Ser. No. 67,774
Claims priority, application France Nov. 13, 1959

8 Claims. (CI. 74—559)
1. A device for the control of valves by an overhead

camshaft comprising an intermediate rocker arm having

one end that engages the valve and having at its other end
a swivel joint constituted of two elements, element one
being carried by the rocker arm and the other element

forming a support therefor, said device further compris-

ing a spring moun.ed for engagement with said support

forming element and in engagement with said rocker arm
at a point intermediate of the length thereof to urge it

in valve-engaging poistion and ensure the guiding of said

rocker arm in operation.

3,101,627
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS

THEREFOR
Douglas F. Linsley, Westport, Conn., and Harry J.

Miller, Jr., Jericho, N.Y., assi^Bors to Morgan Develop-
ment Laboratories, Inc^ Westport, Conn., a corpora-
tion of Delaware

FUed Aug. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 834,269
26 Chdms. (CI. 74—645)

1. A variable speed transmission having an accelerat-

able and deceleratable prime mover, said transmission

including a differential mechanism operably connected

to an output shaft and having one side thereof driven by
said prime mover and the other side by a hydraulic speed

drive unit infinitely variable between limits, said variable

speed unit including a hydraulic pump operated by said

prime mover and a hydraulic motor operated by said

pump and having control means for infinitely varying

the output speed of the unit between said limits: the im-

provement comprising accelerator means for varying the

speed of the prime mover; and resiliently yielding means
responsive to movement of the accelerator means tending

to coordinately and directly advance said control means
from its non-driving limit toward its maximum driving

linWt depending on the extent of movement of the ac-

celerator means.

3,101,628
POTENTIOMETER POSITION CONTROL

APPARATUS
Edwin F. Shelley, New Rochelle, N.Y., and George A.

Jonas, Bethesda, and Sidney Weiser, Silver Spring,
Md., assignors to U.S. Industries, Inc., New Yorii,
N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Original application Jnly 2, 1959, Scr. No. 824,611, now
Patent No. 3,007,097, dated Oct 31, 1961. Divided
and this application June 6, I960, Scr. No. 34,133

, 2 Claims. (CI. 74—665)
1. Apparatus for angularly positioning any one of a

plurality of rotatable control shafts provided to operate

a plurality of control devices, comprising a single cen-
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trally located drive shaft for positioning the shafts of

said control devices, said drive shaft being movable only

in rotation, a first set of control devices comprising a

plurality of control devices circumferentially located

about said drive shaft, a second set of control devices

comprising a plurality of control devices circumferentially

located about said drive shaft and spaced along said drive

shaft from said first set, each of said devices having a

rotatable control shaft operatively associated therewith.

a plurality of electro-magnetically actuated clutches, one

for each of said control devices, each of said clutches

having a pair of members and each of said clutches being

adapted to be individually energized, a member of each

of said clutches being securely coupled to the shaft of

a control device, and meai^s drivingly connecting a second

member of each of said clutches to the said drive shaft,

whereby the shaft of any individual control device may

be rotatably positioned by individually energizing the

clutch associated with that control device.

3,101,629

LAWN MOWER SHARPENING DEVICE
Frederick J. Koelndorfer, 56270 Harman Drive,

Mishawaka, Ind.

FUed Feb. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 174,339

3 Claims. (CL 76—82.1)

3. A device for sharpening the blades of rotary lawn

mowers, comprising a base, a pair of spaced lugs on said

base having slots therein for receiving the back edge of

the moww blade, screws for securing the blade in said

slou, a means secured to said base and extending out-

wardly therefrom transverse to the blade, an arm pivoted

oo said last mentioned me^ns and extending transverse of

the cutting edge of said blade, and a metal cutting means

secured to said ann for engaging and sharpening the

cutting edge of said mower blade.

3,101,630

TAPPING OR DRILLING MACHINE POWER
TRANSMISSION

Anthony F. Heimerl, Santa Monica, CaUf., assignor to

Statham Instruments, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a cor-

poration of Califombi ,«,,,,
FUed Feb. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 174,131

5 Claims. (CI. 77—34.4)

1 . A machine tool comprising

(1) a shaft and a power transmission spool mounted

on said shaft,

(fl) said spool including a pair of spaced cones;

(2) a power transmission cone rotatably mounted be-

tween said cones referred to in (a) above, on an axis

perpendicular to the said shaft, and means to rotate

said power transmission cone from a power source;

(3) means to rotatably mount said shaft and means to

axially displace said shaft;

(4) a second shaft rotatably mounted adjacent to and

along said first-named shaft;

(fl) a power transmission means from said first

named shaft to said second shaft;

(5) a lead screw connected to said second shaft, to

axially move said shaft during rotation;

(6) a stop disc mounted on said second shaft and ex-

tending between said spaced cones on said spool;

(7) and means to mount a rotating cutting tool at one

end of said second shaft.

3,101,631

PRECISION ADJUSTING HEAD FOR
MACHINE TOOLS

Joseph F. Huff, Hyde Park, Mass., assignor to Northrop

Corporation, Beverly Hills, Calif., a corporation of

CaUforaia
FUed June 19, 1961, Ser. No. 118,059

3 CUims. (CI. 77—58)

1. For use in a machine tool, means for adjusting the

position of a part, comprising, in combination: a body

adapted to be mounted on a machine tool, a cam member
comprising a ring circumferentially spaced about said

body and a pair of cam portions extending inwardly with-

in said ring, a slide adap.ed to be drivingly connected

with a part of the machine tool to be adjusted, an ad-

justment barrel circumferentially spaced about said body

and mounted for rotation thereon, said barrel being

threadedly engaged with said ring for adjusting move-
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ment of said cam portions parallel to a rectilinear axis

lying in a plane, said body including a pair of spaced

parallel walls forming a slideway slidably receiving said

cam portions in diametrically-opposed relation with re-

spect to said axis, said slide being confined in said slide-

way between said walls and said cam portions for sliding

motion parallel to said plane, said head having means con-

fining said slide to rectilinear motion normal to said axis,

said cam portion and said slide being formed with con-

fronting cam surfaces, and a plurality of ball bearings in-

terpxjsed between said confronting cam surfaces with a

press-fit to drivingly connect said cam member with said

slide for adjustment of the position of said slide in re-

sponse to rotary movement of said barrel.

3,101,632
MACHINE FOR FORMING METAL ARTICLES

Herbert L. Hoyt, Waterbnry, Conn., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Textron Industries, Inc., a corporation
of Delaware

Filed Dec. 9, 1957, Ser. No. 701,490
9 CUims. (CI. 78—17)

1 . Means for reciprocating the gate of a header or like

apparatus having a frame upon which the gate is recip-

rocably mounted and a die on the frame with which coop-

erates a punch carried by the gate, said means comprising

a crank shaft having a pair of spaced crank portions

thereon, a double-armed pitman pivoted at its forward

end to the gate and having spaced rearwardly extending

arms, each of which is engaged with one of said crank

portions, and a plunger carrying said punch and slidably

mounted on the frame in a position disposed between

the arms of the pitman.

3,101,633
APPARATUS FOR KNURLING ARTICLES

Franlc A. Klasek, La Grange Park, Hi., assignor to

Western Electric Company, Incorporated, a corpora-

tion of New York
FUed July 11, 1961, Ser. No. 123,210

10 Claims. (CI. 78—45)
4. An apparatus for forming knurls on articles of dif-

ferent thicknesses comprising a support, a pair of jaws

mounted on said support for movement toward each other

along a predetermined path for clamping the article there-

between, a pair of knurling dies mounted on said support

for movement toward each other for knurling the article

therebetween, a first member having a pair of cams

fixedly secured thereto for actuating said jaws, a second

member having a pair of cams fixedly secured thereto for

actuating said knurlmg dies, and means for mounting

said first and said second members for movement toward

said support along. an axis transversely of said path for

actuation of said first member and said jaws to clamp
the article and for actuation of said second member and
said dies to knurl the article, the movement of said first

member toward said support being arrested by said jaws

in various positions in accordance with the thickness of
the article and said first member serving to limit the

movement of said second member to control the height
of the knurls being formed on the article.

3,101,634
SONIC WELDER

Jack B. Cooper, Somerville, NJ., assignor to Gaiton
Industries, Inc^ Metuchcn, NJ., a corporation of New
Jersey

FUed Sept. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,597
19 Claims. (CI. 78—82)

1 . A sonic welder comprising a sonic generator; at

least one sonic transducer; a first tapered mechanical
transformer; said sonic transducer being affixed to said

first tapered mechanical transformer at the larger end
thereof; said sonic generator being connected to said sonic

transducer such that said sonic transducer is vibrated at a
sonic rate in compressional mode and propagates a sonic

wave; the length of said first tapered mechanical trans-

former being equal to an integral multiple of a half wave
length of said sonic wave; said first tapered mechanical
transformer being vibrated in compressional mode at

said sonic rate; a reflecting element having a reflecting sur-

face affixed to said first tapered mechanical transformer at

the smaller end of said first tapered mechanical trans-

former; said reflecting surface intersected by and inclined

with respect to the longitudinal axis of said first tapered

mechanical transformer; a second tapered mechanical
transformer affixed at the larger end thereof to said re-

flecting element to receive the reflected waves therefrom

and having a straight longitudinal axis extending between

the opposite ends thereof and making an angle of the

order of 45° to 120° with the longitudinal axis of said first

tapered mechanical transformer where the reflected trans-

verse wave is propagated along the longitudinal axis of

said second tapered mechanical transformer; said second

tapered mechanical transformer being such that the sonic

wave reflected from said reflecting surface is propagated

therein is in transverse mode along said longitudinal axis

thereof; the length of said second tapered mechanical
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transformer being an integral multiple of a half wave

length of said transverse sonic wave propagated therein.

3,101,635
FINE WIRE BONDING TOOL

Frederick W. Kulicke, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

Kulicke and SoflTa Manufacturing Company, Fort

Washington, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

Filed Nov. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 68,121
6 Claims. (CI. 78—82)

3,101,636
BREAKER-BLOCK SYSTEM FOR MILL ROLLS

Robert A. Schultz, Penn Hills Township, Allegheny

County, Pa., assignor to United States Steel Corpora-

tion, a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Sept. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 57,943
5 Claims. (CI. 80—57)

1. A bonding tool for thermocompressively securing

fine wire to semiconductor components comprising a

frame, a lever arm of rectangular cross-section horizon-

tally extending from said frame and pivotally supported

about a horizontal axis therein so that at least one ver-

tical surface of said lever arm will define a reference

plane parallel to the plane of pivotal rotation, a block

having a rectangular groove therein complementary with

said rectangular lever arm and slidably supported thereon

so that a vertical face of said block will be a reference

parallel to the vertical reference surface of said lever arm,

means to clamp said block on said lever arm, a rectan-

gular slot in the vertical reference face of said block

disposed at an angle of 45° with the horizontal axis of

said lever arm and having an internal wall parallel to the

vertical reference face, a bonding needle having longi-

tudinally-extending plane sides rectangularly disposed

with respect to each other and complementary with said

slot, a flat highly-polished plane facet at one end of said

needle intersecting the longitudinal axis and one pair of

opposed sides thereof at substantially a 45° angle and

disposed jxrpendicular to the planes of the second pair of

opposed sides to form a cuneiform point having an apical

edge coextensive with one of the first mentioned pair of

sides, a convex cylindrical surface generated on said edge

from a radial axis parallel thereto, a second highly pol-

ished plane facet at the end of said needle perpendicular

to the planes of the first mentioned pair of sides, inter-

secting one of the second pair of sides at substantially

a 45° angle, and cutting across said cylindrical surface,

said needle being detachably mounted in said slot with

said cuneiform point projecting below the bottom of said

block so that a plane bisecting the angle of said cuneiform

point is perpendicular to the longitudinaly axis of said

lever arm, and a screw in threaded engagement with said

block adjacent said slot and having a head abutting against

the outwardly facing side of said needle whereby said

needle may be easily and rapidly secured within said

block in accurately referenced position so that said cy-

lindrical surface will make line contact with wire to be

bonded to the semiconductor component, the cuneiform

point of said needle defining an arrow for precisely posi-

tioning said needle at the point at which the bond is to

be made, and the line contact being adapted to be oriented

perpendicular to the axis of the wire in two planes with-

out directly touching the semiconductor component.

rMi
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cutter shank for limiting movement of the shank in one

direction relative to and laterally of said tubular guide

means toward said face plate chuck.

3,101,638
SHEET STACKING MACHINES

Gerald S. Rhicard and Joseph J. Wilson, Staunton, Va.,

assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, East

Pittsburgh, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania
Filed June 29, 1959, Ser. No. 823,703

4 Claims. (CI. 83—95)

I. In combination with a punch press having means

for working on sheet metal slock, and having power
driven rolls lor passing said stock substantiaJly horiion-

laily through and beyond said press, a suction box hav-

ing a substantially horizontally extending bottom above

the path of tne worked-on sheet as it emeiges from said

press, said bottom having a plurality of spaced-apart per-

forations extending therethrough, means for applying

suction to the interior of said box for causing suction

through said perforations to hold a worked-on sheet

against said bottom, means between said press and bot-

tom for severing a worked-on sheet from said stock, means

for operating said severing means after said sheet is held

against said bottom and means for concurrently disabUng

said suction applying means to permit the severed sheet

to fall from said bottom.

3,101,639
AUTOMATIC DIE CLAMPING MECHANISM

FOR POWER PRESSES
Robert H. Cederleaf, Tonawanda, N.Y., assignor to

Niagara Machine & Tool Works, Buffalo, N.Y.
Filed Sept. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 842,736

6 Claims. (CI. 83—698)

rsv«

1. Die clamping means comprising a casing, an operat-

ing shaft journaled therein, and a clamp member asso-

ciated with said operating shaft, a rack member guided

for reciprocating movement in said casing and a meshing

pinion fixed to said operating shaft, said rack member
comprising a pair of coaxial, radially spaced sleeve por-

tions, the inner sleeve portion being open at one end and

closed at the other to form fluid chambers at opposite

sides of said closed end, the outer sleeve portion being

fixed to the inner sleeve at the open end of the latter and

radially spaced therefrom at the other end to form an

annular space, a piston fixed to one end of the casing and

projecting into the open end of the inner sleeve jwrtion

and an annular piston fixed to the other end of the casing

and projecting into said annular space, said pistons having
fluid passages therethrough for selectively supplying op-
erating fluid pressure to said fluid chambers to reciprocate

said rack member in opposite directions.

3,101,640
STRING DAMPER ASSEMBLY FOR MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
Lyie M. Hartman, Ohaton, Alberta, Canada

Filed Sept. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 54,31

1

1 Claim. (CI. 84—255)

In a musical instrument, the combination of a frame,
a depressihle note bar pivoted at one end thereof to said
frame, a string underlying said note bar, a hammer oper-
atively connected to said note bar and adapted to strike

said string when the note bar is depressed, and a string

damper assembly comprising a support member having an
upper portion secured to said frame and a lower portion.

a vertically swingable lever pivoted at one end thereof
to the lower portion of said support member above said

siring, an angle bracket having a vertical arm pivotally

connected to the other end of said lever and a horizontal

arm. a damper pad carried by the horizontal arm of

said angle bracket, said damper pad being respectively

engageable with and disengageable from said siring when
said bracket is lowered and raised by said lever, an up-

wardly extending bar secured at its lower end to the

vertical arm of said angle bracket, a vertically apertured

guide carried by the upper portion of said support mem-
ber and having the upper end portion of said bar slid-

able therein whereby to guide the raising and lowering

movement of said angle bracket and damper pad, a rod-

shaped actuator secured to the intermediate portion of said

lever and extending upwardly therefrom, a rotatable rol-

ler mounted at the upper end of said actuator, a limb se-

cured to the pivoted end portion of said note bar and pro-

jecting downwardly therefrom, and a cam provided at the

lower end of said limb, said cam being engaged by said

roller whereby said actuator may raise said damper pad
from said string when said note bar is depressed and
whereby the damper pad may return by gravity to its

string engaging position when the note bar is released.

3,101,641

ADJUSTABLE BALL PIN
Eari E. Walker, Kirkwood, and OrvUle C. Miller, Maple-
wood, Mo., assignors to Carr Lane Manufacturing Co.,

St. Louis County, Mo., a corporation
Filed Nov. 4, 1960, S«r. No. 67^15

2 Claims. (CI. 85—5)

" '* f!^-j t y
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1. An adjustable-length ball pin comprising a tubular

stem having a ball aperture at an inner end thereof and

I
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a threaded portion at an outer end opposite said inner

end and a smooth outer cylindrical surface between the

ball aperture and the threaded portion, a ball within the

aperture and of such diameter as to project therethrough,

a plunger received within the tubular stem having a ball-

accommodating cam notch adjacent to its tip, the cam
notch including a shallow portion of such depth as to

project the ball beyond the outer cylindrical surface and

a portion thereadjacent of such depth as to permit the

ball to recede inwardly of the cylindrical surface, the

plunger further having an annularly enlarged portion ad-

jacent its outer end, said portion having an inward-facing

abutment and an outward-facing annular shoulder, fur-

ther comprising a helical spring compressed between the

inward-facing abutment and the outer end of the tubular

stem, an externally-threaded sleeve of greater outer

diameter than the pin and of greater inner diameter

than the annular enlargement of the plunger, the sleeve

having at its inner end internal threads engaging the

threaded outer end of the pin, and having at its outer

end an inward-extending flange terminating in a central

bore in which the plunger is accommodated for reciproca-

tion and forming an inwardly-presented annular seat sur-

face against which the annular shoulder is pressed by the

spring, further comprising a handle having an axial bore

internally threaded to mate with the threads on the ex-

ternal surface of the sleeve, the handle having a boss

terminating in an inward-facing annular abutment sur-

face, and means to restrain said handle from inadvertent

rotation.

3,101,642

STOP MECHANISM FOR BRAIDING MACHINES
Walter Learned Beckwith, Jr., Warwick, R.I., assignor to

Plastic Mold & Engineering Co., East Providence, R.L,

a corporation of Rhode Island

Filed Dec. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 245,244

6 Claims. (CL 87—18)

3,101,643

MOSAIC MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
APPARATUS

Russell H. McCullough, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Cinemirade Intemation Picture

Inc., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Aug. 26, 1954, Ser. No. 452,323

4 Claims. (CI. 88—16.6)

^—c
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1. In a theatre installation provided with a projec-

tion booth adjacent the rear of the theatre and a pan-

oramic screen adjacent the front of the theatre and hav-

ing a cen;ral portion and curved end portions, apparatus

for projecting a composite image onto said screen derived

from three separate films each containing one compo-

nent of the composite image, said apparatus comprising

a group of three projectors disposed in said booth, said

projectors carrying the respective films and being sym-

metrically arranged with respect to said screen, the center

projector casting an image component directly onto the

central portion of said screen, and reflectors disposed

cooperatively with respect to the side projectors to cast

the image components therefrom along intersecting paths

onto the respective end pyortions of said screen, whereby

the optical distance beiween each of said end portions

and the related side projector exceeds that between the

central portion of the screen and the center projector,

said side projectors having long focus lens systems pro-

ducing a relatively great dep.h of focus, thereby avoiding

image distortion on said curved side portions of said

screen.

1. A braiding machine having a clutch mechanism con-

sisting of a pulley shaft provided with a drive pulley, a

clutch collar, provided with a drive tooth, fastened to

said pulley shaft, a drive connecting spiral gear, provided

with a plurality of spiral teeth and a driven clutch tooth,

freely mounted on said pulley shaft, a main drive shaft, a

driven spiral gear provided with a plurality of spiral teeth,

means securing said driven spiral gear to said main drive

shaft, means attaching a torque work load to said main

drive shaft, a clutch rod, means forcing said clutch rod

into engagement with said drive connecting spiral gear,

whereby said driven clutch tooth engages said drive tooth

and the plurality of spiral teeth on said drive connecting

spiral gear engage the plurality of spiral teeth on said

driven spiral gear, and means releasing said means forcing

said clutch rod into engagement with said drive connecting

spiral gear, whereby said torque work load through the

angle of the "helices" of said plurality of spiral teeth

allows relative sliding movement of said drive connecting

spiral gear on said pulley shaft with said driven spiral gear

and disengagement of said drive clutch tooth from en-

gagement with said driven clutch tooth.

3,101,644
MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR SYSTEM WITH

3-DlMENSIONAL EFFECT
.Miguel Lopez-Henriquez, Caracas, Venezuela

(240 W. 73rd St., New York 23, N.Y.)
Filed Apr. 28, 1958, Ser. No. 732,772

4 Claims. (CI. 88—16.6)

i

1. A projection system for projecting motion pictures,

comprising a projector, a screen and a stationary grid

disposed near said screen and between said projector

and screen, said grid comprising a multiplicity of parallel

vertically extending narrow strips of light absorbing ma-

terial, said strips lying substantially in a plane and beir»g

separated by spaces of substantially the same width as

said strips, said projector comprising film handling means

for presenting successive frames of film to be projected,

means for illuminating said frames successively and pro-
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jccting means for simultaneously projecting through said

grid and onto said screen a first image of a single picture

in an individual frame of said film as viewed from a se-

lected first angle and a second image of the same single

picture in said individual frame as viewed from selected

second angle different from said first angle, said projecting

means comprising two horizontally spaced lens portions

receiving light simultaneously from said frame and di-

recting light toward said screen along separate horizontal-

ly spaced and angularly converging paths, one of said lens

portions being substantially in front of one side portion of

said single picture in said individual frame and at a sub-

stantial angle to and spaced further from the opposite side

portion of said picture and the other of said Jens portions

being substantially in front of said opposite side portion

of said single picture in said individual frame and at a

substantial angle to and spaced further from said one

side portion of said picture, and reflecting means closely

in front of said lens portions for receiving light from said

lens portions and directing it horizontally outwardly and

then forwardly toward the screen to increase the hori-

zontal distance between said paths as the light leaves the

projector, said paths converging substantially at said grid,

the light projected by said one lens portion passing through

said grid at an angle to produce said first image on a first

series of spaced parallel vertical bands of said screen and

the light projected by said other lens portion passing

through said grid at a different angle to produce said sec-

ond image on a second series of spaced parallel vertical

bands of said screen, said second series of spaced bands

substantially filling the spaces on said screen between the

bands of said second series, said grid permitting one eye

of a viewer to sec said first series of bands only and

permitting the other eye of said viewer to see said second

series of bands only, whereby one eye sees said first image

only and the other eye sees said second image only to give

an illusion of depth to the picture being viewed.

3,101,645

SIMULATED VIEWPOINT DISPLACEMENT
APPARATUS

Harold S. Hemstreet, Binghamton, N.Y., assignor to Gen-

eral Precision Inc., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Apr. II, 1955, S«r. No. 500,325

12 Claims. (CI. 88—24)

t

1. Apparatus for producing a visible display simulating

the appearance of an area as viewed from a selected view-

point using an object having the appearance of said area

as viewed from a reference viewpoint comprising in com-

bination, means for projecting images of said object onto

a viewing surface, perpendicularly operating coopera-

tive distorting means, and control means for controlling

the operation of said distorting means so that the points
of said area as shown in said display are displaced relative
to the points of said area as shown in an undistorted dis-

play of said area in accordance with their respective dis-

tances from the horizon thereof, whereby to alter the ap-
parent perspective of said image in accordance with the
displacement of said selected viewpoint from said refer-
ence viewpoint.

3,101,646
APPARATUS FOR PHOTOGRAPHICALLY FORM-
ING CIRCULAR SCALES FROM LINEAR STRIPS
Edwin Reginald Dymott, Surbiton, and Ronald Graham

Chalmers, East Molesey, England, assignors to National
Research Corporation, London, England

Filed Oct. 7, 1958, Ser. No. 765,763
Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 10, 1957

6 Claims. (CL 88—24)

1. Apparatus for forming circular scales from a linear
strip by photography comprising: an apertured strip guide;
digital means continuously transporting a linear strip

over the guide, which strip includes spaced markings
representing at least part of the scale to be produced;
a rotatable plate carrier having means for supporting a
circular photographic plate; toothed gearing and final

drive means coupling the digital means and the plate

carrier and continuously rotating the plate carrier at a

predetermined speed in relation to the linear speed of
the strip; means illuminating the guide aperture and the

part of the strip over the guide; an optical system posi-

tioned to cast an image of the aperture and strip part on
the photographic plate at a reduction ratio of at least

20:1, a circular scale being thereby formed, the optical

system including a movable projection lens and means
for moving the projection lens radially relative to the plate

carrier and the axis of rotation of the carrier to enable

formation of at least one other circular scale, the width
of the illuminated aperture being limited such that any
point on the illuminated part of the strip has substan-

tially no motion relative to the motion of the plate carrier.

3,101,647
AMMUNITION HANDLING APPARATUS

Chester W. Greene, Lynn, Mass., assignor to United Shoe
Machinery Corporation, Flemington, NJ., a corpora-
tion of New Jersey

FUed Apr. 4, 1952, Ser. No. 280,524
14 CUims. (CI 89—46)

2. Ammunition handling apparatus comprising a hoist
conveyor having a scries of shell holders thereon, means
for operating said hoist conveyor to bring said holders
successively to a loading station, a magazine conveyor
movable intermittently to advance shells thereon one at
a time to said station, mechanism operable simultaneously
with said magazine conveyor for transferring the shell
at said station from said magazine conveyor to said hoist
conveyor, and controlling means operated by said first-

mentioned means at the end of each movement of said
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hoist conveyor for actuating said magazine conveyor,

said controlling means being mounted for movement into

P>- r

the shell receiving space of the holder at the loading

station.

3,101,648
AUTOMATIC FIREARM WITH MEANS FOR MAIN-

TAINING SLOW RATE OF FIRING
Fritz Walthcr, Wcttentcfaiweg 4,

Ulm (Danube), Germany
Filed Jan. 11, I960, Ser. No. 1,797

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 14, 1959
5 Claims. (CI. 89—183)

its kinetic energy is expended and it is returned thereby

placing the recess in receiving relationship with the lock-

ing member, whereupon both the inner and outer mem-
bers are again locked together and moved forward to

their original position.

3,101,649
SPIRAL MILLING MACHINE ^

Robert W. Nashold, New Richmond, and Herman J. Bald-

win and Vincent L. Mitchell, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors

^o The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., Cincinnati,

Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Dec. 19, 1958, Ser. No. 781,747

9CUiims. (CL 90—11.5)

1. In an automatic firearm having a housing defining

a bore, bolt means mounted for reciprocal movement in

the bore comprising an outer tubular member slidably

engaged in the bore, an inner member having a wall slid-

ably engaged in the outer member, a locking member
for alternately locking the inner member to the outer

member on one hand and the outer member to the hous-

ing on the other, a bore hole in the outer member for

receiving the locking member and a corresponding re-

cess in the outer surface of said wall of the inner mem-
ber, an indentation on the inside of the housing, said in-

dentation being located in the central part of the length

of the housing, a stop on the inner member and a coun-

terstop on the outer member, said counterstop being lo-

cated in front of the stop, the front parts of the walls of

said recess and said indentation forming tapered cam

surfaces for controlling the locking member, a spring

which acts from behind on the outer member, a second

spring which acts from behind on the inner member,

whereby when the inner and outer members are locked

together by the loclung memb«- said tapered cam surface

on the wall of said recess is located substantially in front

of the indentation in the wall of the housing, so that when

first the locked inner and outer members move back to-

gether from their locked positions the locking member
reaches a position underneath the indentation in the

housing and thus locks the outer member with the hous-

ing while the inner member is freed from the outer mem-
ber thus allowing the inner member to move back in the

housing against the oj^Kxition of the second spring until

t
-

1. In a machine for producing longitudinally extending

spiral flutes in a piece of woi'k, said machine having a

cutting tool, a spindle for supporting said tool, a work
supporting spindle, and means for effecting axial move-

ment of said work supporting spindle relative to said tool

supporting spindle, the combination of a first servomecha-

nism including a tracer and a servomotor controlled there-

by for rotating said work supporting spindle, a second

servomechanism including a tracer and a servomotor con-

trolled thereby for moving said tool supporting spindle

toward and from the axis of said work supporting spindle,

a cam associated with each of said tracers for controlling

the operation of its associated servomotor, and means for

moving each cam relative to its associated tracer and in

synchronism with the axial movement of said work sup-

porting spindle effected by said moving means to thereby

correlate the depth of cut effected by said cutting tool with

the rotational position of the work as the latter is moved
in the direction of its longitudinal axis by said moving

means.

3,101,650
HYDROMECHANICAL RATE DAMPED

SERVO SYSTEM
John W. Blanton, Sunland, Calif., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Bell Aerospace Corporation, Buffalo,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Feb. 24, 1959, Ser. No. 795,177

10 Clahns. (CI. 91—433)

1. In a hydraulic control mechanism: a fluid pressure

actuator mechanism adapted to be connected to a device

to be actuated, said actuator having a part movable in

opposite directions by fluid pressure; power valve means
including a movable valve member; yielding means nor-

mally balancing said valve member at a neutral position

whereat the mechanism is inc^rative; feedback means
including a feedback cylinder; a feedback piston slidatrie

therein and having a passage therethrough with a re-

stricted orifice therein; oppositely acting yielding means
normally positioning said piston in a neutral position; a

main pressure supply conduit connected with the power

valve means; a conduit connecting said power valve means

with one side of said actuator; a conduit connecting the

other side of said actuator with one end of the feedback

cylinder; a conduit connecting said power valve means
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with the other end of said feedback cylinder; a pair of
opposed nozzles spaced apart; a conduit connecting said
supply conduit with one of said nozzles and having a
restricted orifice therein, said conduit also having a con-
nection with one side of said movable valve member
downstream of said orifice; a conduit connecting said
supply conduit with the other nozzle and having a re-

stricted orifice therein and a connection, downstream of
said orifice, with the other side of said movable valve

3,101,652
METHOD OF MAKING PARTITIONED BOXES

Alan S. Imielinski, Chicago, III., assignor fo Ivan Lippitz.
doing business as Able Container Co., Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 72,042
2 Claims. (CI. 93—37)

member; a flapper valve having a resilient part opcrably
mounted between the discharge ends of said nozzles and
having an operable connection with the feedback piston;

and a torque motor for actuating said flapper valve, said

flapper valve, when moved toward one of said nozzles
causing an unbalancing of the fluid pressure on the power
valve member which effects a fluid connection between
the pressure supply conduit and power valve, between
said power valve and pressure actuator and between said

power valve and feedback cylinder.

3,101,651
RECIPROCATING HYDRAULIC MOTOR

Don S. Strader, Mount Prospect, III., assignor to The
Frank G. Hough Co., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Sept. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 138,463
13 Claims. (CI. 92—252)

1. A piston assembly for a hydraulic reciprocating

motor comprising, a piston rod having a certain diameter,
one end portion of said piston rod being formed of a
reduced diameter, a piston head formed of a relatively

soft bearing metal, said piston head having a hole axially

therethrough of a diameter substantially equal to said

reduced diameter, a boss formed on each side of said

piston bead about said hole, each of said bosses having
an outer diameter substantially equal to said certain di-

ameter, said piston head carried on said reduced end por-
tion with the boss on one side thereof abutting the side

wall of said piston rod which extends radially from re-

duced end portion to said certain diameter, a load ring
having an outer diameter substantially equal to said cer-

tain diameter, said load ring carried on said reduced end
portion and abutting the boss on the other side of said

piston head, and means for maintaining said load ring in

tight engagement with said piston head.

1. A method of making collapsed expandable parti-

tioned box from a flat unflolded blank having a series of
parallel fold lines forming at least two alternate rectangu-
lar panels forming opposite sides of a rectangular box and
additional non-contiguous panels which, when the ends
of the blank are connected together and the contiguous
panels are folded into transverse planes along said fold
lines, form the remaining sides of the box, said method
comprising the steps of: forming a flat, self-sustaining
unexpanded partition-forming member which has a width
at least in the neighborhood of the width of one of the
additional panels and when once expanded stretches into

a condition which requires a compresisve force to main-
tain the same in a flat condition, said partition-forming
member providing" longitudinally extending open ended
cells in its expanded state, anchoring one of the flat sides

of said partition-forming member upon said one addi-
tional panel with the cells thereof running longitudinally
of the panel, folding the panels of said alternate pair of
panels in half toward the center of the blank and over
the partition-forming member, bringing another addi-
tional panel over the opposite flat side of said partition-

forming member and anchoring the same thereto and se-

curing any loose unconnected panels of the blank immov-
ably with respect to the contiguous ends thereof to form
a folded box structure which can be unfolded into a com-
pleted partitioned box by unfolding said folded in half
panels to bring the same into spaced parallel relation.

3,101,653
MACHINE FOR FOLDING PAPER BOXES
Edward R. Burden, Rte. 1, Box 56, Wylie, Tex.

FUed Sept. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 54,191
5 Claims. (CI. 93—49)

1. In an automatic machine for folding paper boxes
operable on a blank therefor, the combination of a frame
including a hollow enclosure having sides and ends and
being open at the top, movable means disposed vertically

within the enclosure, centrally thereof, and having an up-
wardly extending piston rod movable reciprocally relative
to the enclosure, a horizontally disposed rectangular bot-
tom plate conforming to the bottom of the box supported
on the piston rod for movement therewith, a pair of side
plates, and a pair of end plates, conforming to the sides

I
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and the ends of the box, connected by spring biased hinges

to the corresponding edges of the bottom plate, whereby

the side plates and the end plates are normally supported

in horizontally outwardly extending positions relative to

the bottom plate, and are movable upwardly about the

hinges, and means carried by the sides and ends of the

enclosure, engageable with the side plates and the end

plates, whereby the side plates and the end plates are

adapted to be folded upwardly, one after the other, rela-

tive to the bottom plate upon downward movement of the

bottom plate relative to the enclosure in response to the

action of the movable means, means for applying a vac-

uum to the space between the bottom plate and the bot-

tom of the box, and separate means for applying a vac-

uum to the spaces between the side plates and the sides of

the box, whereby the bottom and sides of the box are

positively secured to the bottom plate and the side plates,

respectively, a pair of side plate extensions and a pair of

end plate extensions, corresponding to inner thicknesses

of the sides and ends of the box, connected by spring

biased hinges to the longitudinal edges of the side plates

and the end plates, respectively, opposite the bottom plate,

whereby the side plate extensions and the end plate ex-

tensions are normally supported in horizontally*>utwardly

extending positions relative to the side plates and the end

plates, and arc movable upwardly about their hinges, and

driven rotary elements acting on the side plate extensions

and the end plate extensions to fold them upon the side

plates and the end plates.

3,101,654
CASE FORMER

John E. UUnian, Drexel Hill, Pa., assignor to Huntingdon
Industries Incorporated, Bctliayrcs, Pa., a corporation

of Pennsylvania
Filed Jan. 17, 1962, Ser. No. 166,798

6 Claims. (CL 93—49)

J V>^^-^k^

1. A case former which forms the bottom portion of

end-opening cases to adapt them for top loading, com-

prising a loading station having hopper means for holding

a stack of flat end-opening case blanks, a glue sUtion

having means for applying an adhesive to the bottom

flaps of said blanks, a forming station having means for

turning the side panels, side flaps, and bottom flaps into

aet-up position, said forming station including a recipro-

cable mandrel having a bottom adapted to contact the

bottom panel of a flat end-opening case Wank when said

bJank is positioned in the forming station, first turner

means mounted on a turner rod for turning the flaps of

the inner side panel into set-up position against the man-

drel, second turner means mounted on said first turner

nieans and extending at right angles therefrom for turn-

ing the inner side panel into set-up position, third turner

means mounted on a turner rod for turning the outei

side panel and flaps into set-up position, means mounted

on said mandrel for moving said second turner means out

of the way to provide for passage of the top panel there-

by, and fourth turner means for turning the bottom flaps

into set-up position, all of said turner means being posi-

tioned adjacent the path of mandrel travel, and feed means
for feeding the blanks one at a time from loading station

to glue station to forming station.

3,101,655
BOX MAKING MACHINES

Albert Henry Williams, Nottingham, England, assignor

to Caledex Machine Company Limited
Filed Dec. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 77,550

Claims priority, application Great Britain Dec. 28, 1959
11 Claims. (CI. 93—54)

1. Apparatus for feeding box and wrapper assemblies,

as to a form block wrapping machine, comprising in com-
bination,

a suction conveyor belt carrying spaced box assemblies

thereon,

each box assembly including a wrapper having a

gummed upper surface and an open stayed box of

less area than the wrapper disposed on the wrapper

to leave wrapper flaps extending out from the sides

of the box,

means for moving said belt with spaced box assemblies

thereon in a forward direction in spaced steps of

moving and halting, each forward movement being

through a distance equal to the spacing of box assem-

blies on the belt,

reciprocatory transfer means for box assemblies mov-

able over and along said belt from a transfer position

where a box assembly is entrained to a forward posi-

tion beyond the front end of the belt where the box
assembly is discharged,

said transfer means including entraining elements en-

gageable with the box and other means for raising

and holding up the leading edge flap of the wrapper,

and means for moving said transfer means with an en-

trained box assembly forward from the transfer posi-

tion on the belt during at least a part of the transfer

movement while the belt is moving forward, and for

returning the transfer means to the transfer position

to entrain a box assembly while the belt is halted.

3,101,656
PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND PRODUCT

Edwin H. Land, Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Polaroid

Corporatimi, Cambridge, Mass., a corporation of Dcla-
wara

Fffled May 23, 1961, Ser. No. 112,073
20 Claims. (CI. 95—13)

1 . Photographic apparatus for exposing and processing

successive frames of a photosensive sheet, said apparatus

comprising, in combination, a housing; means within said

housing for holding supplies of said photosensitive sheet

and a second sheet which is sui>erposed with said photo-

sensitive sheet during processing of the latter; means toi
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photoexj)osing said photosensitive sheet; means defining
an opening in said housing through which said photo-
sensitive and second sheets are movable in superposition;
means within said housing for holding a container of
fluid, said container including a section through which
said photosensitive and second sheets are threaded and
having a passage through which said sheets extend in

superposition; means for guiding said photosensitive sheet
from its supply into exposure position and thence into

said section of said container; means for guiding said

second sheet from its supply into said section of said con-
tainer; means within said housing adjacent said opening
fo; mounting said section of said container across said

opening with said passage in alignment with said open-
ing; means for engaging portions of said section of said

container defining opposite sides of said passage and mov-

v^=^-^ -:-j^/^

ing said portions toward one another to close said pas-

sage to prevent the movement of air and said fluid

therethrough and away from one another to open said

passage to permit the movement therethrough of a sand-
wich comprising said superposed sheets and a layer of
said fluid therebetween; and means mounted on the ex-

terior of said housing for movement across said opening
between first and second positions, said means being oper-
ative in said first position for aiding in the severance
of portions of said sandwich projecting from said housing
through said opening and being coupled with said means
for engaging said portions of said section of said con-
tainer for urging said portions toward one another during
movement of the last-mentioned means into said first

position, and relieving said portions for movement apart
from one another during movement of said last-mentioned
means into said second position thereof.

3,101,657
PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS FITTED WITH

FOCAL PLANE SHUTTER
Siegfried Bohm, Friedrich WinUer, and Horst Fischer,

Dresden, Germany, assignors to VEB Kamera- und
Kinowerke Dresden

FUed Sept. 19, 1957, Ser. No. 684,874
15 Claims. (CI. 95—42)

* « ^ m MX

1. In a photographic camera having a housing, an
objective lens in said housing, a film supply spool on one

side of the optical axis of said objective lens and a film
takeup spool on the other side of said optical axis, said
spools being adapted to support a film in the path of the
light passing through said objective lens, a focal-plane
shutter including a pair of curtains movable across the
face of said film, the first of said curtains being an open-
ing curtain and the second of said curtains being a clos-
ing curtain, reflex means in said housing movable into
and out of said optical axis, the improvement compris-
ing drive gear means positioned adjacent one of said film

spools and connected to said shutter, said reflex means,
and said film takeup spool for operatively driving said
shutter, moving said reflex means and advancing said film,

a settable, self-contained timing device in said housing
adjacent said other film spool, and connecting means ex-

tending between and engageable with said drive gear
means and said timing device for engaging said drive
gear means in response to the setting of said timing device
and preventing the operation of said second curtain after

said first curtain has exposed said film, and for releasing

said second curtain after a predetermined time in re-

sponse to the action of said timing device so as to
complete the exposure of said film.

3,101,658
FOCUS INDICATING MECHANISM FOR FOCUS-

ABLE PHOTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES
John D. Hayes, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Bausch &
Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of
New Yoric

FUed June 23, 1961, Ser. No. 119,211
7 Claims. (CI. 95—44)

1. A focus indicating mechanism for a photographic
objective or the like having in combination a spiral seg-
mental focus indicating mark formed on a cylindrical
surface of a focusing member, the segments of said mark
being formed so as to be individually identifiable from
each other and each segment designating a given sub-
sidiary range of focal distances within a given total range,
a window, and means for mounting said window in a
viewing position athwart of and over said mark, a seg-
ment identification chart whereon the terminal focal dis-

tances related to each said segment are given, an angular
scale formed on an annular member which is operably
connected to rotate with said focusing member, and an
index mark carried contiguously to said scale on a sta-

tionary part of said objective whereby the identifying seg-

ments when referred to said chart reveal the particular

subsidiary range of focal distances at which the focusing
member is set and the angular scale gives the specific dis-

tance within said subsidiary range.
'

3,101,659
FILM WASHING TANK NOZZLE ASSEMBLY

George Hollands, Franidin Square, N.Y., assignor to
Bar-ray Products, Inc., Brooidyn, N.Y., a corporation
of New York

FUed June 24, I960, Ser. No. 38,49«
6 Claims. (CI. 95—97)

2. An algae control unit for a water circulating photo-
graphic tank comprising an electrically insulated fitting
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mounted through a wall portion of said tank, means on

said fitting outside said tank for connecting a source of

running water, and distributor nozzle means connected

to said fitting in said tank, said last named means in-

the channel opening for deflecting air striking said for-

ward face into the channel opening, and obstructing means
at the other end o'f the channel opposite from the opening

for obstructing the escape of air through said other end

endwise of the channel at least to an extent to cause

most of the air deflected into the channel to pass direct-

ly through said passage means for entry into the top edge

of the cushion.

eluding a jet orifice and a deflector portion interposed in

the flow path of said jet, said deflector portion of said

nozzle consisting essentially of substantially pure metallic

copper.

3,101,660
VENTILATING HOOD FOR SEAT CUSHIONS
Don A. Taylor, 216 Mill St., Box 4, Wadsworth, Ohio

FUed Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,317

20 Claims. (CI. 98—2)

3,101,661
T-RUNNER

John T. Bibb, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Lok-
Products Co., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of

California

Filed July 18, 1961, Ser. No. 124,985
7 Claims. (CI. 98—31)

1. A ventilator for a ventilating back cushion for ve-

hicle seat backs and comprising a body having a portion

in the form of an elongated inverted channel of sheet

material, said channel having a top wall and front and

rear walls depending from the top wall and spaced apart

from each other and forming between their lower mar-

gins passage means for discharging air from the channel

into the upper margin of a ventilating back cushion of

a vehicle seat along the major portion of the width of

the cushion, connecting means depending from the front

and rear walls of the channel, respectively, for detachably

connecting the channel in the inverted position in an

operative relation to the ventilating back cushion where-

in the top wall is spaced above the level of the upper

edge of the back cushion and the passage means

opens downwardly and extends along and in alignment

with the major portion of the top margin of the back

cushion for discharging air from the passage means of

the channel into the cushion through the top edge there-

of, said channel having an opening at one end, an air

deflector connected to, and supported by, the body at

said end of the channel in a position wherein it projects,

endwise of the channel, a short distance relative to the

length of the channel outwardly from said end of the

channel generally endwise of the channel, said deflector

having a forward face spaced rearwardly from the front

wall of the channel and having its inner end aligned with

.' " "

1. For use in a ceiling or the like, a T-runner having a

central web and oppositely projecting lateral flanges pro-

vided with ports between which said web is disposed at

one side of said flanges, the runner having means at the

other side of the flanges for providing a slide valve way,

and slide valve means reciprocable along said way in en-

gagement with said flanges and having ports movable to

and from registry with the ports of the flanges.

3,101,662
ROOF VENTILATOR

Lawrence L. Alldritt, 59 NW. 14th St., Miami 32, Fla.

FUed Sept 3, 1959, Ser. No. 837,906

8 Claims. (CI. 98—43)

1. In a power driven roof ventilator including a round

casing open at its top and bottom and adapted to be

mounted with its axis vertical on a roof over an opening

therein and terminating upwardly in an upper edge, a

rounded, downwardly concavely curved hood fixedly

mounted coaxially above the casing and extending lateral-

ly outward beyond said upper edge of the casing on all

sides of the casing, a fan wheel mounted for rotation

beneath the hood coaxially of the casing and including a

plurality of outwardly extending propeller fan blades, and

power means for rotating the fan wheel about said axis;

the improvement comprising the fan blades having an

upper portion having an upwardly concave upper surface

made up of an infinite number of parallel straight lines

one of which passes through the axis of rotation of the

fan wheel and is inclined downwardly outwardly at an

acute angle to the horizontal and is disposed above said

upper edge, at least a portion of the blade extending be-

low said upper edge.
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3,101,663
AUTOMATIC BOX STRAPPING MACHINE

Marchand B. Hall, Olympia Fields, Edward Staron,

Evergreen Park, and Robert E. Hager, Park Forest,

111., assignors to Acme Steel Company, Chicago, III.,

a corporation of Illinois

Filed Feb. 14, 1957, Scr. No. 640,263
II Claims. (CI. 100—30)

39

8. The combination in an article strapping machine
for binding an article with a binding strap portion, of an

anvil mounted at a forming position adjacent to a scaling

position, means for feeding seal stock to said anvil when
said anvil is in the forming position, means for cutting

off a length of the seal stock and furmmg a ch..nnel

shaped seal about said anvil, means for moving said an-

vil between the forming position and the sealing position

thereof, means to press and hold the seal against said

anvil as the anvil is moved from the forming position to

the sealing position, seal deforming means at the sealing

position to move the free outer ends of the side walls of

the seal inwardly toward each other so that the outer ends

are spaced apart a distance less than the width of the

binding strap portion whereby to provide a guide sub-

sequently for looping the strap portion about an article

with overlapping strap portions extending through the

seal, and abutment means positioned at the sealing sta-

tion to engage the seal after deformation thereof and in

cooperation with said seal deforming means to hold and

retain the seal at the sealing station when said anvil is

returned to the /orming position.

3,101,664
PRINTER

Chris A. Christoff, San Gabriel, and John D. Gearheart,

Baldwin Park, Calif., assignors to Clary Corporation,

San Gabriel, Calif., a corporation of California

Filed Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,334
5 Claims. (CI. 101—93),
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winding to said second lead wire, said further solder ex-

tending across the second hole to form a seal.

3,101,670
FLUID-ACTUATED APPARATUS TO CONTROL

MOTOR SPEED
Harold J. Olson, Broadway, Raynham, Mass.

Filed June 8, 1961, Scr. No. 115,810
5 Claims. (CL 103—17)

1. Fluid-actuated apparatjs to control motor speed
comprising a motor, fluid pumping means connected to

said motor, fluid flow responsive valve means communi-
cating with said pumping means, vacuum-creating means,
a first conduit communicating with said valve means and
said vacuum-creating means, a vacuum-operated control

member, a second conduit communicating with the latter

and with said valve means, governing means for said

vacuum-creating means, throttle-control mechanism oper-

ably connected to said motor and to said governing
means and operably connected to said vacuum-operated

member whereby said rnechanism is adapted to be actu-

ated by said latter member, a restricting valve connected

to said first conduit adapted to regulate the degree of

vacuum in said first conduit, and a vacuum breaker com-
municating with said second conduit and adapted to in-

troduce air into said second conduit, said valve means
being responsive to the flow of fluid from said pumping
means whereby the degree of vacuum in said first con-

duit can be controlled by said restricting valve.

3,101,671
ADJUSTABLE SEAL FOR PUMPS

Earie E. Schroeder, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-

Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
FUcd Feb. 5, 1962, Scr. No. 170,877

2 Claims. (CI. 103—103)

1. A pump comprising a casing defining a pumping
chamber having an inlet and an outlet, a shaft adapted to

be connected to a source of power and extending through

said casing into the said chamber, an impeller positioned

in said chamber; said impeller having a hub connected to

taid shaft; a stuffing box surrounding said shaft and engag-

ing said casing, the inboard end of said stuffing box being

potitionable adjacent the hub of said impeller to form a

clearance therebetween; adjusting means for moving said
stuffing box axially relative said hub to vary the size of
said clearance; packing means positioned within said
stuffing box and spaced from said hub, a recess area
formed in said stuffing box between said inboard end and
said packing means and a bypass conduit connecting said

recess area to an area of lower pressure.

3,101,672
METHODS OF MANUFACTURING HYDRO-

DYNAMIC TORQUE TRANSMITTERS
Lucien P^ras, Billancourt, France, assignor to Regie

Nationale des Usines Renault, Billancourt, France
Filed Apr. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 105,147

Claims priority, application France Apr. 27, 1960
1 Claim. (CI. 103—115)

An imj>elieT structure for an hydrodynamic device

comprising a shell with an inner annular edge portion and
an outer axially extending cylindrical edge portion and
a toroidal portion extending between said edge portions,

pairs of radially spaced outwardly projecting bowed por-

tions in said shell disposed between said toroidal portion

and said inner and outer edge portions, respectively, in-

ner and outer casings disposed within said shell with

blades extending between said casings, said casings hav-

ing slots therein, outwardly extending integral lugs

on opposite sides of said blades extending through said

slots and bonded thereto, said slots being substantially

larger in dimension than the dimension of said lugs ex-

tending therein, said outer casing having a cylindrical

axially extending outer edge portion and an annular in-

ner edge portion corresponding to the edge portions of

said shell and mounted in face to face sealed contact

therewith and secured thereto, said lugs on said outer

side of said blades extending through said outer casing

and into said bowed portions, and said toroidal portions

of said outer casing and shell being disposed closely con-

tiguous to each other without contacting each other.

3,101,673
IMPLEMENT AND POWER STEERING PUMP

Hubert M. Clark, Bloomfleid Township, and Gilbert H.
Drutchas, Detroit, Mich., aMignon to Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
FUcd June 16, 1961, Scr. No. 117,562

4 Clahns.^ (CL 103—126)
1. A pump comprising a casing having a recess in one

wall forming a pumping chamber, a cover enga'ging said

one wall and having recess means formed therein for

receiving a seal pack axially opposite said pumping cham-
ber, fastening means interconnecting said casing and said

cover outwardly of said pumping chamber and said recess

means, and a seal pack in said recess means comprising a

pressure plate having outer marginal portions overlapping

the edges of said pumping chamb& and engaging against

said one wall of said casing, said pressure plate including

inner sealing portions for engaging and sealing against

the adjoining 5ide face of rotary fluid displacement means
in the pumping chamber, said recess means including an
irregularly shaped recess having a generally ovaloidal con-
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tinuous outer channel, a pair of substantially circular inner

channels, a first and a second cross channel extending

between each said inner and outer channels and di- posed

at an angle with respect to each inner channel on the inlet

side of the pump, a third cross channel between said inner

channels and a fourth cross channel between said third

channel and said outer channel, a similarly irregularly

shaped backing means in said channels, and a similarly

irregularly shaped sealing web of generally J-shaped

cross-section in said channels behind said backing means,

said sealing web having an outer long leg and an inner

short leg, each of said legs having portions engaging and

sealing against the wall portions of said cover member

and together therewith forming a pressure pocket, said

pressure plate having a back face forming a motion sur-

face, said motive surface being divided by said backing

means into a major motive area on the outlet side of the

pump and a minor motive area on the inlet side of the

pump, said pressure plate having openings extending there-

through communicating inlet pressure into said minor area

and discharge pressure into said major area to provide

balanced loading of said pressure plate, and means in said

cover conducting fluid at pump-generated pressure into

the pressure pocket, thereby hydraulically sealing the

pressure plate without requiring any mechanical seal

pressure on the pack.

3,101,674
MULTIPLE-TUBE PUMP

Edwin C. Weiskopf, Brewster, and Jack Isreeli, Tuckahoe,

N.Y., assignors to Technicon Instruments Corporation,

Chauncey, N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUcd Dec. 20, 1960, Scr. No. 77,137

21 Claims. (CL 10^—149)

lengths, respectively, for simultaneously closing the tubes

of one series along a common transverse line and for

simultaneously closing the tubes of the other series along

another common transverse line, said tube engageable

means being movable progressively along the lengths of

said tubes for progressively closing said tubes and thereby

propelling the fluids through their respective tubes for

the pumping operation.

1. A pump, comprising a scries of flexible resilient

tubes disposed laterally of each other for the delivery of a

plurality of fluids, another series of flexible resilient tubes

disposed laterally of each other for the delivery of a

plurality of fluids, means supporting said two series of

tubes in spaced relation, and means disposed in the space

between said two series of tubes engageable simultaneous-

ly with each of said tubes at points intermediate their

3,101,675
PUMP

Jack Isreeli, Tuciuiboe, N.Y« assignor to Technicon
Instruments Corporation, Chauncey, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New York
FUcd Apr. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 104,918

6 Claims. (CI. 103—149)

6. A pump, comprising a stationary tube carrying mem-
ber having a circular outer surface provided with means
for supporting a resiliently flexible and compressible

pump tube on said outer surface, a resiliently flexible and

compressible pump tube supported on said surface, a

rotary carrier member provided with a series of pressure

applying rollers arranged in a circular row in concentric

relation to said circular outer surface and externally of

said tube carrying member, said rollers being movable

from an inoperative position wherein said rollers are dis-

engaged from said tube to an operative position wherein

said rollers engage said tube, and means operatively con-

nected to said rollers and operable for moving said roll-

ers from their disengaged position to tlieir engaged posi-

tion, said roller moving means having roller engaging

parts movable from a position wherein said parts engage

said rollers and prevent the latter from engaging said tube

to a position wherein said parts are disengaged from said

tube to permit engagement of said tube by said rollers,

means for moving said roller moving means to and from

said positions, an electric motor for rotating said carrier

member, and switch means for controlling the operation

of said motor under the control of said means for mov-
ing said roller moving means, so that the motor is ener-

gized when said tube is engaged by said rollers and is de-

energized wh^n said rollers are disengaged from said tube.

3,101,676
TRACK LIFTING APPARATUS

Franz Plaster and Josef Thcorcr, both of
Johannesgasse 3, Vienna I, Austria

FUcd May 26, 1959, Scr. No. 815,982
Claims priority, application Austria May 28, 1958

2 Chiims. (CI. 104—7)
1. A track lifting apparatus mounted on a car frame

and comprising, in combination: a jacking means and

pivot means supporting the jacking means on the car

frame adjacent a rail of the track for laterally pivotal

movement of the jacking means from an operative into

a rest position removed from the track, the jacking means
including a pressure fluid operated cylinder, a laterally

extending rail lifting member carried by said cylinder.

the rail lifting member being spaced from the pivot means

to subtend and support the adjacent rail in the operative
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position of the jacking means, a piston with a piston rod ly to said track, at least one check wheel joumaled to said

slidably guided in said cylinder and a foot piece fixedly second wheel support, and means for connecting said

linkage means to a load whereby said check wheel is

Z ^0
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attached to the end of the piston rod extending outwardly

from the cylinder.

3,101,677
AUTOMOBILE HANDLING APPARATUS
Eldon E. Ehinger, P.O. Box 43, Centrevillc, Va.

FUed Dec. 17, 1959, Scr. No. 860,136
20 CUims. (Ci. 104—91)

!ii^'

1. An apparatus for transporting an automobile in

elevated relationship to a supporting surface comprising

an overhead track assembly, a trolley car longitudinally

movably mounted on said track assembly, power means

on the trolley car for driving the trolley car along the

track assembly at predetermined speed, said trolley car

including a longitudinally extenuing arm thereon, a longi-

tudinally extending tube adapted to be mounted on an

automobile or like conveyance for slidably receiving the

arm of the trolley car thereby supporting the automobile

from the track assembly, and latch means carried by

said arm and engageable with the tube for releasably

locking the arm within the tube for conveying the auto-

mobile on the track assembly with the trolley car pro-

viding a propelled unit operable completely independ-

ently of the persons in the automobile.

3,101,678
SUSPENSION RAILWAY

Wilhelm Grubc, RingstrasM 44, Wolfenbuttel, Gennany
Original application Mar. 19, 1957, Ser. No. 647,060, now

Patent No. 2,974,608, dated Mar. 14, 1961. Divided

and thU application Jan. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 81,792

1 Claim. (Ci. 104—95)
A suspension-railway truck displaceable along an ele-

vated track having an upper and a lower surface, com-

prising a first wheel support, a plurality of load-bearing

wheels journaled to said first wheel support and roUingly

engaging said upper surface, parallelogrammatic linkage

means pivotally secured to said first wheel support for

articulation about a substantially horizontal axis extending

transversely to said track, a second wheel support pivot-

ally connected to said linkage means for angular motion

about a substantially horizontal axis extending transverse-

urged against said lower surface upon deviation of said

track from a substantially horizontal position and conse-

quent swinging movement of said second wheel support.

3,101,679
RAILWAY VEHICLE SUSPENSION AND

SHOCK ABSORBING MEANS
Michael J. Principe and James C. Rkhardson, London,

Ontario, Canada, aMignors to General Motors Corpo-
ratioa, Detroit, Mlch^ a corporation of Delaware

FUed Jan. 11, 1961, Scr. No. 82,059
8 Claims. (CL 105—368)

M»^
1. In a railway vehicle including an underframe, a

secondary suspension thereon for supporting the kingpin

end of a highway semi-trailer comprising a frame hori-

zontally disposed above said underframe, a pivotal con-

nection between said frame and underframe supporting

one end of said frame on said underframe for movement
of said frame about an axis extending transversely of said

underframe, spring means mounted on said underframe
horizontally and longitudinally spaced from said pivotal

connection resiliently supporting said frame on said un-

derframe, and means on said frame adapted to receive

the kingpin of a highway semi-trailer and resiliently sup-

port the kingpin end thereof.

3,101,680
DOUBLE-DECKER AUTOMOBILE TRANSPORTER

RAILROAD CAR END UNIT
Karl Raab, Mlnden, and Fricdrich Burchard, Eize,

Hannover, Germany, assignors to Niedersachsischc
Waggonfabrik Joseph Graaff G.m.b.H., EIze, Han-
nover, Germany

FUed Feb. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 88,940
6 Claims. (CI. 105—368)

1. An automobile transporter railroad car unit com-
prising in combination: a car frame structure, single axle

trucks resiliently supporting said car frame structure, said

single axle trucks each including flanged rail-engaging

wheels supporting said car frame structure, a plurality of
fixed decks mounted in super-imposed, spaced, parallel

relation on said car frame structure, fixed track means
mounted on each of said decks and extending the full

length longitudinally thereof, said track means roUably
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receiving and supporting automobiles thereon, the lower

deck and track means thereon being di^wsed at a level

appreciably below the tops of said flanged rail-€ngaging

wheds, openings in said lower deck track means disposed

over the wheels of one of said trucks providing clearance

for projection of a portion of said flanged wheels there-

through, a pair of track extension links pivotally mounted

at opposite sides of each of said openings and at their

^i^!iiij^^€^ii^

free ends overlappingly engaging directly above each of

said flanged truck wheels, resilient means normally bias-

ing said overlapped track extension links upward and

clear of each of said flanged wheels and into a humped

position, said resilient means yielding under the weight of

an automobile passing over said hinged track extension

links whereby each pair of said overlapped engaged ends

thereof are depressed into engagement with and sup-

ported by the rim of each of the flanged truck wheels.

3,101,681

SHELVING ASSEMBLY
Edward C. Streater, Spring Park, Minn., assignor to

Streater Industries, Inc., Spring Park, Minn., a corpo-

ration of Minnesota
Filed Feb. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 102,908

15 Claims. (CI. 108—28)

3,101,682

PORTABLE TABLE OR BENCH
Lawrence E. Pugsley, Box 656, R.R. 1, Escondido, Calif.

Filed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 163,493

5 Claims. (CI. 108—41)

2 A shelf-supporting assembly, comprising a pair of

spaced and upright standards to be supported upon a

floor and having a plurality of vertically aligned upright

slot apertures, a pair of elongate and substantially par-

allel base arms each adjacent the lower end of a respec-

tive standard and extending forwardly therefrom to be

supported upon the floor, the rear end of each of said

base arms having a plurality of standard-hooking inserts

extending through corresponding slot apertures in the

adjacent standard and having downwardly opening stand-

ard-receiving notches therein to restrain relative move-

ment between the standard and base arm, detachable

means rigidly securing said standards and base arms to-

gether and including an elongate rigid cross tie extending

between said base arms and having at each end thereof

a rearwardly extending tab fitting snugly into a slot of

the adjacent standard to prevent relative vertical move-

ment between the standard and cross tie. means ngidly

and deUchably securing said cross tie to each of said

base arms and preventing relative movement therebe-

tween, a shelf spaced above said base arms adjacent the

standards, and bracket means supporting said shelf and

being detacbably secured to said standards.

1. In a collapsible, portable table, the combination of:

(a) a top;

(b) legs positionable adjacent the lower side of said

top when said table is in a collapsed condition, and

connectible to the lower side of said top in upright

positions to support said top when said table is in

an erected condition:

(c) means for securing said legs to the lower side of

said top when said table is in said erected condition;

(d) combined carrying and bracing means engageable

with and embracing said top and said legs in carry-

ing relation when said table is in said collapsed

condition for carrying said top and said legs, and

engageable with said top and said legs in bracing re-

lation when said table is in said erected condition

for bracing said legs relative to said top;

(e) said combined carrying and bracing means includ-

ing a handle having a surface engageable with an

edge of said top in said collapsed condition of said

table and engageable with the lower side of said top

in said erected condition of said table;

(/) said combined carrying and bracing means includ-

ing two links respectively having ends respectively

pivotally connected to opposite ends of said handle,

the other ends of said links comprising oppositely

oriented hooks engageable in hooked relation with

the opposite edge of said top and with said legs

in said collapsed condition of said table, and respec-

tively engageable with said legs in said erected con-

dition of said table; and

(g) means for connecting said hooks to said legs, re-

spectively, in said erected condition of said table.

3,101,683

GARBAGE INCINERATORS
Andri Yonner, ZoUikon, Zurich, Switzerland, assignor

to L. de Roll S.A., Zurich, Switzerland, a company of

Switzerland
Filed Aug. 19, 1958, Ser. No. 756,031

Claims priority, application Switzerland Aug. 23, 1957

1 Claim. (CL 110—8)

\/ \/-

A garbage incinerator comprising wall means defining a

closed incinerator chamber with refuse inlet means at

one end and gas discharge means at an opposite end, a

predrying grate disposed at an inclination in said in-

cinerator chamber adjacent said refuse inlet means for

supporting refuse for drying thereon, the spaced adjacent
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said inlet and above said predrying grate having tendency

to collect combustible gases, an incinerator grate disposed

on the side of said predrying grate remote from said re-

fuse inlet and slightly below said predrying grate a sub-

stantially the same downward inclination to permit gravity

advance of refuse from said predrying grate to said in-

cinerator grate, means for directing incinerating gases

through said grate, and gas nozzle means above said pre-

drying grate arranged to direct gases into said incinerator

chamber in a direction and at a rate to prevent the

formation of combustible gases above said predrying

grate and to sweep the area above said grate free of such

gases.

3,101,684
WELT GUIDE FOR SHOE SEWING MACHINES

Guide J. Barbati, Beverly, Mass., assignor to United Shoe
Machinery Corporation, Boston, Mass., a corporation

of New Jersey

FUed June 12, 1962, Scr. No. 201,886
5 Claims. (CI. 112—52)

1. A welt guide for an inscam sewing machine pro-

vided with an I-shaped channel mounting block, said guide

being in the form of a doubled over strip of sheet ma-

terial, both double over portions being bent in the same

direction between their ends into parallel relationship with

each other and secured in opposite channels of the

I-shaped block and a clamp outside the space between the

doubled over portions of the strip and formed in part by

a gripping surface on the block extending transversely to

the doubled over portions of the strip and in part by a

clamp plate acting against the gripping surface of the

block, in combination with an edge gage comprising a

straight shank secured in the clamp for adjustment to-

ward and from the base of the doubled over strip portions,

an abutment having a welt guiding fin along its upper welt

engaging edge, and a pivot mounting for the abutment on

the shank to enable the abutment to hinge on its pivot

mounting when the fin is lifted by a welt passing through

the space between the doubled over strip portions.

3,101,685

AUTOMATIC ORNAMENTAL SEWING MACHINE
Fritz Gegauf, Jr., Steckborn, Thurgau, Switzerland,

assignor to Fritz Gegauf Aiitiengesellschaft Bemina-
Nahmaschinenfabrik, Steckborn, Thurgau, Switzerland

F.led Jan. 8, 1962, Ser. No. 164,922

Claims priority, application Switzeriand Jan. 12, 1961

5 Claims. (CI. 112—158)

the action of the sewing machine to sew ornamental
patterns, a device for indicating the progress of the ac-

tion of the sewing machine in sewing ornamental patterns

comprising a driven shaft on which the control cams are

adapted to be mounted, an indicator scale movable rela-

tive to said housing and having at least one indicator

means thereon corresponding to the pattern to be sewn,

a mark fixed with respect to said housing and past which
said indicator scale and indicator means thereon is mov-
able, and reduction gear means coupled between said

driven shaft and said indicator scale for driving said

indicator scale so that one complete indicator means
moves past said mark for each complete revolution of

said driven shaft, and said reduction gear means reduces

the rotation of said indicator shaft to 1/nth the number
of revolutions of said driven shaft, where n is a whole
number, whereby when the end of said indicator means
on said indicator scale reaches said mark, the control

cam has completed one revolution and a complete pattern

has been sewn.

3,101,686
MACHINE FOR PRODUCING SAFETY STITCH

Robert A. Hayes, Franklin Park, HI., assignor to Union
Special Machine Company, Chicago, HI., a corporation
of Illinois

FUed Jan. 19, 1959, Scr. No. 787,424
12 Claims. (CI. 112—162)

1. In an ornamental sewing machine having a housing

and a plurality of rotary control cams for controlling

1. In a sewing machine adapted to produce a safety

stitch and having a frame with a low lubricant retaining

main housing, a work supporting extension projecting

from said housing at one end thereof and providing a

work supporting surface at its top, a main rotary drive

shaft extending longitudinally of said housing and having
one end within said extension beneath said work support-

ing surface, the opposite end of said shaft extending out-

wardly of said housing and carrying a handwhcel and
pulley for turning the same, stitch forming devices includ-

ing a rockable member extending through a wall of said

housing and having an arm carrying a plurality of curved
needles, complementary stitch forming devices cooperat-
ing with one of said needles to form a line of overedge

stitches, a looper rod parallel with said drive shaft dis-

posed mainly within said housing but extending outward-
ly therefrom beneath said work supporting surface and
having rigidly connected therewith a four motion looper

arranged to cooperate with another of said needles to

form a line of through and through two-thread chain

stitches spaced from said overedge line of stitches, oscil-

latable means within said housing cooperating with said

looper rod to oscillate the latter about its axis, said rod

being reciprocable longitudinally relative to said oscillata-

ble means to impart loop seizing and shedding movements
to said looper and being oscillatable about its axis by said

oscillatable means to impart needle avoid movements to

said looper, and connections from said drive shaft within

said housing for rocking said rockable member, for oper-

ating said complementary stitch forming devices, for im-

parting said longitudinal movements to said looper rod
and for oscillating said oscillatable means and said rod,

all in coordinated relation to form said lines of stitches.
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34«1,M7
MECHANISM OPERABLE TO DEENERGIZE THE
MOTOR OF AN AUTOMATIC EMBROIDERY
MACHINE UPON BREAKAGE OF THE UNDER-
THREAD
Karl F. Z«ltwaii|cr, Colofnc-Lindcndial, Germany,

aa&iliior to Marco SdckaBtomaten-G«ellschaift
Marfcschcffel A Co^ Hambvi-Wandsbek, Gcl^
many

FUed Inly 24, 1961, Scr. No. 126,150
Claima prfcirtty, application Gcimany Ang. 5, 1960

3 Claim*. (CL 112—219)

tool of frusto-conical configuration axially displaceable

along said body between said marginal portion and said

flange and adapted to enter said lock seam to progres-

1 . Circuit closing mechanism for use with an automatic

embroidery machine having stitch forming elements, said

mechanism being adapted to de-energize the motor of the

machine upon breakage of the undertbread, including a

rotatable shaft extending horizontally beneath the ma-
chine frame, an electrical circuit, a make-and-break switch

in said circuit, a cam on said shaft arranged to operate

said switch and synchronized with the stitch forming de-

ments of the machine to cause said switch to close said

circuit for a brief period during each stitching operation,

a rotary hook mounted on said shaft, a pivotally mounted
ring adjacent said hook, a bobbin carrier supported f<M-

rotative movement in said ring, a bobbin adapted to carry

an undeithread in said bobbin carrier, said ring having an

elongated opening therein adjacent said book, the under-

tbread being adapted to extend through said opening, said

opening being so located with respect to the axis of said

shaft as to be adapted to cause the underthread during

withdrawal when the stitch is ti^tened to apidy a torque

to the bobbin case contrary to the direction of rotation

of said hook, a retaining finger comprising a first contact

member fixed to said bobbin carrier extending through

said opening, an insulated stationary contact carried by

said ring extending through said opening at one end

thereof, said underthread being adapted normally to bias

said first contact member away from said fixed contact in

a direction opposite the direction of rotation of said hook,

said bobbin carrier frictionally engaging said book
whereby upon breakage of the thread the frictional en-

gagement of said rotary hook with said bobbin carrier

moves said bobbin carrier and hence moves said first

contact into engagement with said stationary contact to

close a circuit adapted to de-energize the motor ot the

machine.

3,1«1^8
APPARATUS FOR RECONDITIONING DRUMS

Carmine Ralph Negola, 202 Center St., Garwood, NJ^
and PhiUp J. Abnum, 1250 Ocean Parkway, Brook-
lyn, N.Y.

FUed Sept. 19, 1960, Scr. No. 56,907
3 Claims. (CI. 113—1)

1. Apparatus for removing a cover from a closed-top

drum with a cylindrical body, said cover having a mar-

ginal portion turned under a circumferential outer flange

of said body and forming a lock seam therewith, com-
prising pressure means for applying to said cover an

axial force tending to urge said cover into said body and

inchiding a pressure disk overlying said cover and form-

ing a cylindrical die for radially supporting said flange

while bearing radially thereagainst upon upward bend-

ing thereof, supporting means for said body, a separating

T»8 O.O.—47
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sively bend said flange outwardly and thence upwardly
along said die to open said lock seam, and means for

relatively rotating said tool and said body.

3,101,689
WIRE SOLDER DISPENSING DEVICE

Wayne S. Hanunond, Delbert H. Defries, and Ronald E.
Kenyon, all of Heron Lake, Minn.

FUed Oct. 17, 1961, Scr. No. 145,570

8 Claims. (O. 113—94)

1 . In a wire dispensing device,

an enlongated bousing having two side walls, a bottom

wall and a top wall,

a body portion integral with said housing positioned at

one end and extending transversely thereof beyond

the sides of said housing,

said body portion having a compartment formed there-

in extending between opposite ends thereof,

said housing having a longitudinal opening formed

therein extending from the other end thereof into

said compartment,
a xoAX of wire adapted to be held in said compartment,

said compartment having a depth such that the top

side of said compartment is in substantially the same
plane as the top side of said housing,

a handle integral with said housing and said body por-

tion; said handle having a top side also forming the

bottom of said compartment, said handle and said

housing being in a common plane, said handle ex-

tending downwardly from said body portion inter-

mediate its ends,

said (H>ening in said bousing being enlarged at its end
adjacent said body portion,

a slide element movably positioned in said enlarged

opening and having a longitudinal opening formed
therein in alignment with said opening in the end of

said housing opposite said body portion, said wire

adapted to be unrolled through said opening in said

slide element and through said opening in said hous-

ing.

said slide element comprising top, bottom, front and
rear sides, wire engaging means positioned in said

opening in said slide element,

said housing having an access apemng formed in the

bottom side wall adjacent said handle and said body
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portion and extending into said enlarged opening,

an elongated trigger element positioned in said access

opening and pivotally connected to said housing

side walls, a lower end portion of said trigger ele-

ment extending below said housing,

a spring means in said enlarged opening having one

end in yieldable engagement with said front side

of said slide element and the other end in engage-

ment with the forward wall of said enlarged opening

remote from said body portion, the rear side of

said slide element held in yieldable engagement with

the rearward wall of said enlarged opening adjacent

said body portion,

said bottom side of said slide element in slidable con-

tact with the bottom side of said enlarged opening,

said top side of said slide element in slidable con-

tact with the top side of said enlarged opening,

said rear side of said slide element having formed there-

in a shoulder parallel and adjacent to the bottom

side of said slide element, said shoulder merging

into a rounded shoulder terminating at the bottom

side of said slide element, and

said trigger element having a rounded upper end portion

adapted to engage said rounded shoulder on said slide

element, said lower end portion of said trigger ele-

ment adapted to be moved toward said handle caus-

ing said slide element to move forwardly whereby

said wire will be advanced.

a pair of frames each secured to an end of said tnu»-

verse member and extending a:^t liierefrom; a pair of ele-

vators each pivotally mounted on a frame and extending

aft of the trailing edge ot said transverse menaber. Mid

elevators being spaced to allow the operator to lie be-

tween them; control bars pivotally mounted on said frames

and secured to said elevators at the pivotal axes of said

elevators for oommon rotation therewith, said control

bars having handle portions disposed generally normal

to the pivotal axes of the control bars and extending above

and below such pivotal axes; and means for attaching a

tow rope to said sled.

3,101,690

AIR DIFFUSERS AND METHODS OF MAKING
THE SAME

Cortland N. O'Day, Port Washington, and George J.

Sweeney, Manhassct, N.Y. (both of 185 Madison

Ave., New York, N.Y.)

FUed Dec. 15, 1959, Ser. No. 859,722

3 Claims. (CI. 113—116)

^^^

1. A method of making elongated air diffuser elements

which comprises providing a strip of metal, punch central

bolt holes and edge half holes to be folded inwardly to

match the central holes, folding the side edges at nght

angles to central portion of the strip, die-cutting rectan-

gular openings in the center of the strip and folding up

the die-cut portions to form oblique vanes at right angles

to the central portion of the strip but extending obliquely

across the strip and then finally folding in the side edges

to meet at the center of the strip and cover the openmgs.

3,101,691
UNDERWATER SLED

Peter M. Wendt, MUwankec, Wis., assigiior to Drake

Corporation, MUwankec, Wis^ corporation of

Wisconsin „ », ^ ^^ ^«a
Filed Oct. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 146,470

5 Claims. (CI. 114—16)

3,101,692
BOAT AND PROPULSION MEANS THEREFOR

Hal J. Snow, 2610 S. HUUdc, Wichita, Kans.

FUed Not. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 69,166
4 Claims. (CL 114—61)

2. A boat comprising, in combination, two elongate

hulls, a deck carried by said hulls and extending the

length thereof and extending therebetween to space the

hulls in mirror image relation, said deck having a bottom

surface with said surface between the hulls being planar

for the length thereof, said hulls being generally parallel

and having opposite outer planar sides parallel to the

longitudinal center line of the boat, said hulls having

inner adjacent sides contoured to cooperate with said

bottom surface of the deck to form an unobstructed

venturi passage between said hulls, said inner adjacent

hull sides having substantially straight parallel planar

portions forming a venturi throat and end portions on

the respective hulls in diverging relation extending from

the venturi throat to respective ends of the hulls and

forming enlarged entry and outlet portions of the venturi

passage, and propelling means of cycloidal type having

a plurality of depending paddles bodily routable about

a vertical axis, said propelling means being supported on

said deck on the center line of the boat at one of said

enlarged portions of said venturi passage adjacent said

venturi throat with only the paddles extending below

the bottom surface of the deck into said passage for

propelling water through said venturi passage and thus

propel the boat in operation.

3,101^93
RUDDER CONTROL ARRANGEMENT

Kjvl SchllUns, SchoikcndorfslnHBc 34, MkidcB,
Westphalia, Germany

FUed Jnly 20, I960, Ser. No. 44,213

Clafans priority, appUcatlon Germanj Jnly 27, 1959

9 Claims. (CL 114—163)

1 Tn an ooerator controlled towed underwater sled 1. A rudder control arrangement, comprising in com-

the coLTna^n cS:^pXg a 'rigid transvei-e member; binaUon at least two rudders, each rudder bemg turn-
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able about an axis, said axes being parallel; and control

means connected to each of said rudders for turning
said rudders about the respective axes of said rudders
from a neutral position through intermediate transverse

positions to a terminal transverse position, the angles of

attack of said rudders in said transverse positions being
substantially different, said ruddn-s defining a gap in a
plane passing through the inwardly located edges of said

rudders, said gap in said terminal transverse position of
said rudders having a width in said plane between said
inwardly located edges of said rudders that is substan-

tially less than half the distance between said axes.

3,101,694
ANCHORS

John M. Wood, Jr., Box 394, Island Heights, NJ.
FUed June 5, 1962, Ser. No. 200,179

7 Claims. (CL 114—20S)

1. In an anchor of the twin fluke type, a stock, a pair

of flukes seciired along their rear marginal edges to the

stock with their inner edges in spaced relation, a crown
having a pair of forwardly inclined wall portions and
cheek inserts between said flukes, a shank pivotally car-

ried on the stock, said cheek inserts having spaced plates

providing a space therebetween for said shank, the front

edges of said forwardly inclined wall portions providing
stops for said shank, said spaced plates having forwardly
diqxMed flanges extending from said forwardly inclined

wall portions io meeting relation on each side of said

spaced plates and providing a substantially closed front

for said crown, said flanges of said plates having opposite

outer side margins, said flukes having their inner edges in

meeting relation to said side margins on each side and said

flukes extending outwardly therefrom.

3,101,695
DEVICE FOR LOCKING A BOAT AGAINST

UNAUTHORIZED USE
Henry W. Honcyman, Jr., 2S WcndcU St.,

Rhrcrsidc R.L
Filed Jnly 18, 1961, Ser. No. 124,860

2 Clafans. (Q. 114—230)

1 . A device for securing a boat against unauthorized use

comprising a wire, sleeves clamped on the wire at spaced

locations, a block having a base providing an under-

surface for engagement with a deck or the like, spaced

walls extending at generally right angles to said surface

forming a slot with a bottom generally parallel to the

undersurface for the reception of the wire between said

sleeves, holes in said walls transverse of said slot at a
location above said bottom greater than the diameter of
said wire between said sleeves for the reception of a pad-

lock, said wire additionally having a sleeve adjacent one

end and a second block having a hole smaller than said

sleeve through which said wire passes, said second block
also having a slot in the Uock of a width for receiving

a stretch of said wire adjacent said end whereby the wire

may be looped about a pile with the end portion in the

slot of said second block, said second Mock having holes
at right angles to its slot for the reception of a second
padlock.

3,101,696
POULTRY BREAST COVER DEVICE

Frank J. Lipman, Augusta, Maine, assignor to Samuel
Lipman Sons, Augusta, Maine, a corporation off

Maine
FUed Mar. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 96,152

5 Claims. (CI. 119—143)

1. A breast cover device for chickens comprising a

covering formed of flexiUe material and being adapted
to fit over the breast area of the chicken and underlying
the entire sternum area of the chicken, said covering in-

cluding a front end portion disposed across the front

portion of the chicken, an intermediate portion disposed
beneath an under portion of the chicken and extending
between the legs of the chicken, and a rear portion dis-

posed beneath an under portion of the chicken rearwardly
of the legs of the chicken, a first securing member con-
nected with said front portion of the covering and extend-

ing about the neck portion of the chicken, a second
securing member connected with an intermediate por-
tion of the covering and extending over a top portion of
the chicken, and a third securing member connected with

said rear portion of the covering and extending about the

tail portion of the chicken, whereby the covering is re-

tained in underlying relation to the breast area of the

chicken to provide continuous protection for said breast

area each of said securing members, comprising a band
of elastic material such that the device may be secured

to different size chickens and further such that the device

accommodates growth of a chicken upon which it is

mounted.

3,101,697
STEAM GENERATION

Arthur T. Hunter, New York, N.Y., assignor to Combus-
tion Engineering, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation
of Delaware

FUed May 7, 1956, Ser. No. 583,192
6 Claims. (CI. 122—4)

1. The method o( utilizing the B.t.u. content in the

regenerator gases coming from a regenerator of a cata-

lytic cracker and having foreign matter entrained therein

comprising passing effluent from the regenerator and at

substantially the temperature at which it is discharged
from the regenerator upwardly through a bed of particu-

late material that is at least in part an active catalyst such
that the activity of the bed is sufficient to oxidize the oxi-

dizable constituents of the effluent with the particles of
this material being substantially heavier than that of the

foreign matter entrained in said effluent, maintaining the

velocity of flow of the effluent passing through said bed
of material within the fluidization range of the bed of
material but not below the entrainment velocity of the

foreign material so that the foreign material passes
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through said bed. oxidizing the oxidizable cx>nstituents of and sootblowers positioned downstream and upstream of

the effluent in said bed and passing the hot gases leaving the rectilinear panel.

said bed over steam generation surface imparting heat

thereto for the generation of steam.

3,101,698
VAPOR HEATER ARRANGEMENT WHICH PRO-
TECTS THE TUBES FROM OVERHEATING AND
SOOTBLOWER EROSION

Edward L. Kochcy, Jr., Colebrook, Conn., assignor to

Combustion Eoq^eering, Inc^ Windsor, Conn., a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed Nov. 29, 1961, Scr. No. 155,783

2 Claims. (CI. 122—392)

1. In a steam generator the combination of a furnace

which acts as a source of hot combustion gases, wall

means forming a passage through which the hot com-

bustion gases flow, steam heating means comprising a

plurality of independent tubes formed into a rectilinear

panel whidi is parallel to the flow of the hot combustion

gases, each of the tubes having a plurality of vertical

portions, each of the vertical portions being parallel with

one another, and substantially equally spaced from the

next adjacent vertical portion, some of the vertical por-

tions being inlets and some being outlets, by means of

which steam enters and leaves the steam heating means,

respectively, said panel having a first edge closest to the

source of hot combustion gases, and a second edge

farthest from the source of hot combustion gases, the tubes

being positioned in the rectilinear panel such that the ver-

tical portion closest to the source of hot combustion

gases and the vertical portion farthest from the source of

hot combustion gases are both inlets, and extend along

the entire first and second edges of the panel, respectively,

3,101,699
HOT WATER BOILER FOR CENTRAL

HEATING SYSTEMS
Hcinrkh Vorkanf, Davoaer Strassc 2b, Bcriin-

Sdmiargcndorf, Germany
FUcd Mar. 14, 1961, Scr. No. 95,708

5 Claims. (0.122—407)

1. In a hot water boiler for a central heating system, a

radiation heating surface including first distributing

means, first collecting means, and radiation heated water-

carrying tubes, said first distributing means being located

at the bottom, said first collecting means being located

on top of said radiation heating surface and said water-

carrying tubes extending from said distributing means
through at least part of their lengths in the vertical di-

rection and opening into said collecting means, non-

heated by-pass tubes connecting said first collecting

means to said first distributing means, a convection heat-

ing surface including second distributing means, second

collecting means and serpentine tubes connected between

said second distributing means and second collecting

means, said first distributing means having an inlet end
for receiving return water from said heating system, a

oonnecticMi between said first collecting means and said

second distributing means, and a discharge means for sup-

plying heated water from said second collecting means to

said heating system, said second collecting means being

connected solely to said serpentine tubes and said dis-

charge means, and said first distributing means being

connected to said discbarge means solely through said

radiation heating surface and said convection heating

surface.

3,101,700
ROTARY COMPRESSOR OR ENGINE

Meredith E. Bowdish, P.O. Box 2011, Anchorage, Alasln
Filed June 14, 1960, Scr. No. 36,079

15 Claims. (H. 123—12)

1 . In a rotary device of the character described, a pair

of rotors mounted in end-to-end relationship for con-

joint rotation, their axes of rotation being inclined to

one another at an acute angle and their ends having co-

operating central portions forming a sliding seal therebe-

tween, the end of one rotor having a series of recesses

therein spaced angularly about the central portion thereof

and the end of the- other rotor having a corresponding
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series of vanes spaced in similar angular relation about
the central portion thereof and each extending operatively

into one of the recesses to form a series of chambers
between pairs of corresponding vanes and recesses, each
of the corresponding vanes and recesses having mutually
opposing concavely-shaped walls terminating, in the case
of the vane, at the tip portion thereof and in the case

of the recess, at the mouth portion thereof, said acute

angle being so chosen that the locus generated by the

vane tip portion as the rotors are rotated conforms with
the contour of the concavely-shaped recess wall, thereby

forming a sliding seal between chambers.

3,101,701
FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM

Vaclav Fnka, 31306 Campbell, Madison Heights, Mich.
FUcd Sept. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 138,800

3 Claims. (CI. 123—136)

1. A charge forming device for an internal combus-
tion engine comprising a plurality of vertically spaced

cylinders, a fuel tank vertically spaced above the upper-

most of said cylinders, an individual fuel injector device

associated with and adapted to supply fuel to each of said

cylinders, and fuel pasage means adapted to supply fue.

from said fuel tank to said individual injectors, said fuel

conduit means comprising a generally U-shaped conduit

having first and second interconnected generally extend-

ing downwardly from said fuel tank below the fuel level

thereof and communicating below the vertically lower-

most cylinder with the second leg portion, said second

leg portion being interconnected with said individual cyl-

inder fuel injectors to supply fuel thereto, the upper end
of said second leg portion terminating within said fuel

tank above the fuel level thereof.

3,101,702
EMERGENCY SHUT-DOWN GEAR FOR MULTI-
CYLINDER COMPRESSION IGNITION ENGINES

CyrU Albert Coshing and John Henry William Speaight,

Rngby, England, assignors to The English Electric

Company Limited, London, England, a Britisfa com-
pany

FUcd Sept 5, 1961, Scr. No. 135,995
Cfaihns priority, application Great Britain Oct. 27, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 123—198)
1. Emergency ^ut-down gear for a multi-cylinder

compression-ignition engine, comprising a source of hy-

draulic pressure; a single speed-responsive tripping device

driven by the engine; at least two fuel-injection pumps
driven by said engine and delivering fuel to the cylinders

thereof; at least two hydraulic control valves each com-
prising a valve body having an inlet pent, an outlet port,

and a drain port, said inlet port being connected to said

source of hydraulic pressure, a piston mounted to slide

in said body between a first position, in which the inlet

port is connected to the outlet port and the drain port is

blocked, and a second position, in which the drain port

is connected to the outlet port and the inlet port is

blocked, and resilient means to bias said piston towards

said second position; tension means connecting the piston

of each said hydraulic control valve to said tripping de-

vice to oppose movement of said piston due to said re-

silient means; each said fuel-injection pump comprising
a spragging pin housing having a bore, a spragging pin

slidable in said bore, spring means to bias the spragging

pin to lock the fuel pump, and the spragging pin having
a surface acted on by the pressure in said bore in the

sense to over-ride said spring means; and duct means con-
necting said bcM-e to the outlet port of a hydraulic control

valve, whereby on operation of said tripping device the

pistons of said hydraulic control valves move substan-
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tially simultaneously under the influence of the resilient

means to their second positions, so that said bore of each
fuel-injection pump is connected through the outlet port

of a hydraulic control vaJve to the drain port thereof and
the spragging pins of said fuel-injection pumps move
substantially simultaneously, under the influence of the

corresponding spring means, to lock the corresponding

fuel-injection pumps, and thus to cause the delivery of

fuel to the cylinders of the engine to be terminate sub-

stantially simultaneously.

3,101,703
LEVER ACTION TOY GUN WITH SELECTIVE

TRIGGER ACTUATOR
John W. Ryan, 11027 Cashmere Drive, Bel Ah%, Calif.

FUed Dec. 11, 1959, Ser. No. 858,969
17 ChOms. (CI. 124—2)

12. A lever action toy gun, comprising: a housing

simulating a rifle; cap-firing means in said housing and
positionable into cocked and cap firing positions, manually
operable lever means pivotally nK)unted on said housing

for pivotal movement relative to said housing; means
responsive to pivotal movement of said lever means in

one direction for positioning said cap-firing means into

a cocked position; and means responsive to pivotal move-
ment of said lever means in an opposite direction for
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automatically actuating said cap-firing means into a cap

firing position for firing a percussive cap.

13. A toy gun, as defined in claim 12, wherein said

bousing includes a hollow barrel portion extending there-

from; cartridge means slidingly inscrtable into said barrd

portion; releasable cartridge-holding means for retaining

said cartridge means longitudinally in said barrel portions;

releasing means connected to said lever means and respon-

sive to pivotal movement of said lever means in said one

direction for releasing said cartridge holding means; and

ejector means in said housing and responsive to actuation

of said releasing means for ejecting said cartridge means

from said barrel portion and outwardly of »aid housing.

mounted on said shaft in axially spaced relationship to

extend away therefrom, and means for moving said shaft

3,101,704
SLINGSHOT

James Richard McCormkk, RJ<- 1, AUcsan, Mich.

FUed Feb. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 173,917

11 Claims. (CL 124—20)

1. A slingshot comprising a forked handle, the arms

of which have cylindrical bores therethrough adjacent but

spaced downwardly from their upper ends the forward

ends of said bores being beveled, a pair of elongated tubu-

lar elastic members disposed through said bores with their

ends projecting forwardly from said arms, conical clutch

members disposed in the forwardly projecting ends of

said tubular elastic members and having inner portions

of less diameter than the bores of said arms and outer

portions of substantial length of a diameter substantially

exceeding the diameter of the bores, the Uper angle of

said clutch members being subsuntially that of said

bevels, said clutch members also having inwardly bev-

eled outer ends, the outer ends of said tubular elastic

members being in overlapping clutching engagement with

said beveled portions of said clutch members and being

adhesively secured thereto, a combined fingerpiece and

projectile holder of flexible material having openings

adjacent the ends thereof, the inner ends of said tubular

elastic members being collapsed and looped through said

openings with collapsed portions thereof in overlapping

relation at the ends of said fingerpiece and projectile

holder, the collapsed overlapping portions of said ttibular

members being clampingly secured together by strips of

substantial width wrapped therearound.

longitudinally relative to the mounting successively to

bring said first and second cutters into fin cutting and

dressing positions relative to the grinding wheel.

3,101,7M
METHOD FOR STONE SPLITTiNG

Odcn Fletcher Pyle, Tyngiboro, Ma«., and Wesley E.

Nichols, Nashua, N.H., aailgiion to H. E. Fletcher

Co., West Chelmsford, Mas., a corporation of Mi
cfanactts

FUed Ang. 15, I960, Ser. No. 49,483
2 Claims. (CI. 125—23)

3,101,705

METHOD OF CUTTING AND DRESSING A GRIND-
ING WHEEL AND APPARATUS THEREFOR

John Airlie, Gbisgow, Scotland, assignor to Carrick Pre-

cision Tools Limited, a company of Great Britain

Filed July 12, 1960, Ser. No. 42,431

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 15, 1959

6 Claims. (CL 125—11)
2. Apparatus for cutting on a routing grinding wheel

a series of discrete parallel circumferential fins and

dressing same comprising a shaft disposed on a mount-

ing to be located adjacent the wheel, a first cutter mounted

on said shaft and positioned to cut a fin on the grinding

wheel, a pair of second cutters spaced apart the width

of a dressed fin mounted on said shaft and positioned

to dress »id fin, said first and second cutters being

1. In a method of splitting stone, the steps which

include forming in a surface of stone a series of spaced-

apart cylindrical holes whose centers lie along a desired

line of splitting, dropping into each (rf the holes, with

random orientation, a unitary tubular feather body of

annular cross sectional shape to provide a plurality of

pressure transmitting linings each of which extends sub-

stantially continuously around the inner peripheral sur-

face of a respective cylindrical hole in loosely engage-

able relationship therewith and each of which linings are

of an axial length less than the depth ot a respective

cylindrical hole into which k is dropped, introducing

into the holes a plurality of wedge elements having op-

posed tapering curved wedge surfaces and relieved sur-

faces extending between the tapering curved surfaces,

said tapering curved wedge surfaces being oriented and

arranged to exert wedging forces in directions substan-

tially at right angles to the said desired line of splitting,

and inserting the opposed tapered wedge surfaces erf re-

spective wedge elements into engagement with the an-

nular feather bodies at points below the said surface of

the stone, and then subjecting the wedges to successive

hammering blows to flow portions of the tubular feathers

and to simultaneously drive the wedges downwardly

into the tubular feathers and exert forces of cleavage

whereby the stone is separated along the said desired

line of splitting.
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3,101,707
FOOD HEATING DEVICES

Edward C. Ryan, 531 Wcllii«tOii, Apt 3, Chicago, m.,
and Rajmoad E. Rccd, Barrington, m.
Filed Fch. 18, 19M, Ser. No. 9,595

10 aaims. (CL 124—263)

spirat(M7 control valve when said electrically-operated de-
vice is not energised, means for operating said respirator
manually when the timing circuit is inoperative and means
for rendering the inspiratory bellows ineffective during
manual operation.

3,101,709
FACE MASKS

Lon A. Groenewaelder, 6917 Pershing Ave.
University C;ty, Mo.

FUed Apr. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 804,459
9 Clatans. (Cl. 128—146)

1
.
For use in the heating of food, the combination of a

receptacle for containing the food, a dry djemical compo-
sition adapted in the presence of water to react exothermi-
cally and to emit steam, said chemical composition being
so ccMistituted thaft said steam is free of adulterants in suffi-

cient quantity to contaminate the food, means for sup-
porting and confining said omnposition beneath the bot-
tom of the receptacle and for forming a passage for di-
recting steam generated by said composition into said
receptacle to heat the food therein by direct exposure to
a surface of the food, said passage comprising as a wall
thereof a substantial part of the wall area of said recep-
tacle that is in contact with the food so that said wall area
is heated by steam flowing through said passage.

3,101,708
ELECTRONIC TIME CYCLED RESPIRATOR

Kenneth R. Perry and Mkhacl C. W. Andrews, Cam-
bridge, England, a«ignort to Pyc Limited, Cambridge,
England, a company of Great Britain

FUed Feb. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 5,893
Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain Feb. 6, 1959

16 Clahns. (Cl. 128—29)

<

'
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1. An electronic time cycled respirator comprising an
inspiratory control valve, an inspiratory bellows, means
for feeding gas to the inspiratory bellows and from
said inspiratory bellows to the inspiratory control valve,
means for feeding gas from the inspiratory control valve
to be inhaled by a patient, an expiratory control valve, an
expiratory bellows, means for feeding gas exhaled by a
patient through the expiratory control valve to the expira-
tory bellows, means for feeding gas from the expiratory
bellows to a gas outlet, an electrically-operated device
connected to operate said inspiratory control valve and
said expiratory contrcrf valve, an electronic timing circuit

for controlling the energisation of said electrically-op-
erated device so that energisation of said electrically-op-

erated device acts to close said inspiratory control valve
and open said expiratory control valve, means operative
to close said expiratory control valve and open said in-

1
.
A face mask comprising a flexiUe sheet-like pwrlion

consisting of two substantially rectangular plies, each of
which is provided with a layer of thermoplastic synthetic
resin on its inner face, said sheet-like portion being pro-
vided with a plurality of perforations, and a porous filter-

ing element containing less than 1 % by wei^t of phenyl
mercuric acetate and being secured to said body portion
and covering said perforations, said body portion being
substantially air impervious except at said perforations so
that air passing through said body portion will travel
through said perforations and filtering element.

3,101,710
INJECTION SET AND FLOW METER FOR

PARENTERAL FLUIDS
WUbw R. Koehn, 20 Shorewood Drive, Sands Point,

Long Island, N.Y.
Filed June 8, 1960, Ser. No. 34,725

6 Claims. J[CL 128—214)

1. An injection set for parenteral liquids comprising
in combination, a container for parenteral liquids, a float

type flow meter, an injection needle, tubes connecting the

container to the flow meter and the flow meter to the

needle, means for controlling the flow to the needle to

maintain the flow meter filled with liquid, said flow meter
comprising a continuous wall of transparent material
forming an annular chamber diverging downwardly
from the container toward the needle, said tube for con-
necting the container to the flow meter being directly

connected to the upper small end of the downwardly di-

verging chamber so that parenteral liquid flows down-
wardly therethrough a float in said chamber having a
specific gravity less than the specific gravity of the Liquid,
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said float being buoyed up by a force equal to the differ-

ence in the weight of the float and liquid displaced and

opposed by the drag force of the solution flowing down-

wardly through the chamber and acting to position the

float in equilibrium at a position corresponding to a par-

ticular rate of flow, and a calibrated scale in»1ixed rela-

tion to the wall of said chamber to accurately indicate

the rate of flow of solution therethrough.

3,101,711
AUTOMATIC HYPODERMIC UNIT

Jack Reitknecht, 475 Fnmkliii D. RooMvelt Drive,

New York 2, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76,346

12 Claims. (Ci. 128—218)

1. A hypodermic comprising a cylinder haying one end

sealed and the other end containing an apcrtured plug

adapted to be connected to a needle, a piston reciprocal

within the cylinder having a threaded aperture therein, a

threaded piston rod radially offset from the axis of the

cylinder received in said aperture and rotatable in a

sealed bore in said one end, means connected to said

one end of said rod for rotating same, said pi»ton rod

being axially slidably mounted within said cylinder where-

by axial movement of said rod and piston toward said

plug will force fluid therethrough, and abutment means

cooperating with each end of the threads on said rod

limiting axial movenient thereof to a predetermined fixed

distance.

3,101,712
FOUNTAIN SYRINGE

Ads Stnudins, 128 Lakeview Panuie, Primbee via Port

Kembia, New Soutii Wales, Australia, and Stanley

Chris Stylls, Wlndan« Road, WIndang, New South

Wales, Aostralfai .«. .„
FUed June 8, 1962, Ser. No. 201,025

Claims priority, applicatioa Australb June 13, 1961

7 Claims. (CI. 128—218)

3,101,713
TAMPON APPLICATOR

David O. Sargent, Wcstflcid, NJ^ assigiior, by mene
assignments, to Johnson Jk Johnson, New Brunswick,

NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Feb. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 91,050

11 Claims. (CI. 128—263)

1. A tampon applicator comprising an outer tube and

an inner tube telescopically positioned substantially

within said outer tube and longitudinally movable therein,

said inner tube being slightly longer than said outer tube,

an end of said inner tube extending beyond said outer

tube to provide a finger-gripping portion, the opposite end

of said inner tube being open to receive a tampon, said

inner tube having a longitudinally extending slot in its

wall for a portion of its length terminating inwardly of

the end of said tube opposite the end providing said finger-

gripping portion, and means on said outer tube co-

operating with the terminal portion of said slot to check

withdrawal of said inner tube from said outer tube >^en

said opposite end of said inner tube has cleared the inner

end of a tampon positioned within said applicator.

3,101,714
TAMPON DEVICES

Stanley Penksa, Worcester, N.Y.
Filed July 3, 1962, Ser. No. 207,324

2 Chdms. (CI. 128—285)

1. A tampon device comprising a substantially cylindri-

cal elongated t>ody of absorbent material adapted to be

inserted into the vaginal cavity of the user, a cord of ab-

sorbent material secured to one end of said body adapted

to extend through the sphincter of the user, and a second

substantially cylindrical body of absorbent material of

substantially the same diameter as said elongated body

having a substantially shorter length than said first-named

body slidably mounted on said cord and adapted to be

positioned wholly within the sphincter and spaced from

the elongated body to provide a space for the accumula-

tion of fluid leaked past the elongated body.

1. A fountain syringe comprising a vessel made of

elastoplastic material, said vessel including first and sec-

ond half shells joined together along their mating edges,

a tubular member projecting from the second half shell

at a point of even distance from its edge and havmg a

central bore in communication with said vessel, means

to close the outlet of the tubular member from the bore,

the first half sbeU having a V-shaped circumferential

groove adjacent the joined edges of said half shells and

opening inwardly toward the second half shell, the outer

wall of the groove extending into a flange-like lip, said

groove permitting the first half shell to be doformed by

the application of pressure thereon into the second half

sheU and into close colftct with the inner surface of the

second half shell in its deformed position.

3,101,715
NON-CRUSHING CLAMP

Jacob A. Gbusman, Miami Beach, Fla., assignor to V.

Mueller ft Company, Chicago, U., a corporation of

lUfaiols

FUed July 12, 1961, Ser. No. 123,479

5 Claims. (CI. 128—322)
1. A surgical clamp comprising a pair of elongated jaws

hingedly connected for pivotal movement towards and

away from each other, each of said jaws being longitudi-

nally flexible and providing two parallel rows of teeth

defining a single longitudinal groove therebetween, said

rows of teeth of the opposing jaws being disposed in

opposing relation and the teeth of opposing rows being

disposed in staggered relation, said jaws being of increas-

ing thickness and stiffness towards the hinge connection
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therefor and being relatively inflexible adjacent said con-
nection, said teeth of said opposing jaws adjacent the hinge

connectio.n therefor being spaced apart when said jaws

are fully closed, said teeth of said opposing jaws at the

opposite ends thereof being interdigitated when said jaws

are closed.

3,101,716
CABINET FOR TREATING LIMBS WITH

RADLiTION
Edward Shclton Coniell, Jr., 9 Wtaidtaig Lane,

Westport, Conn.
Filed Jan. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 82,434

1 Claim, (a. 128—375)

An apparatus for treating limbs with radiation com-
prising a longitudinal cabinet having confining longitudinal

and end walls and being formed of two partible com-
plemental sections with parting edges of which two con-

tinuous edges extend in one longitudinal wall and one

end wall, respectively; said two continuous edges lying

substantially in a plane passing longitudinally through said

cabinet when said sections are together; said sections be-

ing provided in said parting edges in one longitudinal wall

and one end wall reqxctively with complemental recesses

which together define apertures of outlines and sizes con-

forming to an ankle and wrist, of a foot and hand respec-

tively, when reposing in said cabinet; and radiation means

in at least one of said sections.

3,101,717
ORNAMENTAL BREAST CUP AND METHOD

OF MAKING
Bcmanl Korman, 34—35 76th St, Jackson Heights, N.Y.

FUed Jane 24, 1960, Ser. No. 38,552
8 Claims. (CL 128—463)

1. The method of fabricating from two oomi^ementary

flat blanks of fabric, a breast cup for a bust covering gar-

ment, which comprises bonding to the outer face of each

the breast cup is to be assembled, ornamental pieces

of light fabric contrasting with the outer face c^ the

fabric blanks and then affixing appliqu6 along the rims
of said ornamental pieces by thread stitching gimp along
the rims of said ornamental pieces which securely stitches

the ornamental fneces to the respective Manks and then

stitching tbe component flat pieces to form the breast

cup.

3,101,718
COMBINATION GARTER SUPPORTER AND BACK

AND ABDOMEN SUPPORTING MEANS
Pania Blatt Rocker, Cleveland Heights, Ohio (% Nu
Vogue Creations, 1426 W. 3rd St., Clevebwd, Ohio)

FUed May 5, 1961, Ser. No. 108,123
4 Claims. (CI. 128—520)

1. A combination garter suspender, back support and
abdomen-supporting means, comprising a substantially

rectangular back-engaging member adapted to occupy a

position in engagement with the lower part of the wearer's

spinal column and having longitudinally elastic portions

extending downwardly aiKl forwardly from only the lower

opposite comer portions of said back-engaging member
for engagement about the sides of the thighs of the wearer's

body, said portions having free forward ends with garters

attached thereto so as to firmly maintain said back-en-

gaging member in effective position, a pair of elastic

shoulder-engaging supporting straps each extending up-

wardly from and having its ends attached to the corre-

sponding upper and lower corners, respectively, of said

back-engaging member so as to co-operate in maintaining

said back-engaging member in effective position, and an
abdomen-supporting band having two ends provided with

means of attachment to only the lower part of said back-

engaging member and adapted to extend about the hip

region and beneath the abdomen of the wearer's body.

3,101,719
LOOSE LEAF BINDER

Murray Vernon, New York, N.Y., assignor to S. E. A M.
Vernon, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of New
York

FUed June 21, 1960, Ser. No. 37,775
1 Claim. (CI. 129—24)

A binder comprising an elongated hood having a con-

vexly curved top wall including depending, resilient side

walls and transverse depending end walls, said end walls

including a tongue formed from said top wall and ter-

minating at an aperture in said top wall, said tc^ and
side walls including intermediate apertures for receiving

ring halves therein; a pair of parallel elongated plates

extending longitudinally within said hood and including

ring halves projecting through said intermediate apertures.

of the complementary flat blanks of fabric from which said plates including abutting inner edges and outer edges

798 O.a.^48
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engaged by and subject to the pressure of said resilient

side walls of said hood and normally urging said ring

halves apart, said plates including angular flanges at the

tmninal ends there<rf forming grooves diverging from
the abutting inner edges and notches opening into the

ends (A said plates and flanking said grooves; and nor-

mally vertical levers pivotally disposed in the aperture

in said top wall adjacent the terminal end of said tongue,

aid levers including an angular lug flanked by spaced
lateral side lugs, said angular lug being normally dis-

posed in the lowermost portion ol said diverging grooves
for preventing angular movement of said plates due to

pressure of said resilient side walls, movement of said

levers in a horizontal position about the terminal ends
of said tongues causing the angular lugs to move into a
shallow portion of said diverging grooves and permitting
said resilient side walls to open said ring halves.

3,101,720
HUSKING ROLL CONSTRUCTION

Elof K. Kaiiason, MoUnc, 111., assignor to Intematioiial
Harvester Company, Chicago, U,, a corporation of
New Jersey

FUcd Oct 25, 1961, Ser. No. 147,516
3 Claims. (CI. 130—5)

lMOi/MTlM(V
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1 . For use with a com picker, a husking r<^ compris-
ing: a central shaft; a pair of inner members each hav-

ing outer leg portions of non-aggressive material, and
each having a central portion formed to abut said shaft,

said inner members being disposed on either side of said

shaft; a pair of generally semi-circular outer members,
comprised of aggressive material, formed to fit adjacent
said inner members; and fastening means for securing

said shaft, said inner members and said outer members
in an integral husking roll assembly having a generally

circular periphery with a pair of V-du^)ed segments de-

fined by the leg portions of said inner members, the V-
shaped segments of noo-aggressive material effecting the

release of any ears of com which would otherwiae be
trapped adjacent said husking roll.

3,101,721
TRAP DOOR FOR CONCAVE CLEANING

OF COMBINES
Arnold K. Fuller, R.R. 1, Moscow, Kans.

Filed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,496
4 Claims. (CL 13(^—27)

2. In a combine harvester having a mobile frame in-

cluding side walls and a bottom wall and a threshing

cylinder rotatably supported between said side walls and
above said bottom wall and a plurality of circumferen-

tially spaced concave bars secured to the upper side of

said bottom wall facing said cylinder and normally po-

sitioned adjacent to and longitudinally of said cylinder,

the improvement comprising, a safety door and a clean-

ing door forming portions of said bottom wall, said safety
door having a front edge and a rear edge, said safety
door front edge being hingedly secured to said frame,
said safety door rear edge having a latch member se-

cured thereon, said cleaning door being of concave shape,
said cleaning door forming a container for retaining

grain therein, said cleaning door supporting a plurality
of said concave bars and being flexibly secured to said
frame for movement away from said cylinder, said clean-
ing door having a latch member thereon adapted for en-

gagement with said safety door latdi member, securing
members secured to said cleaning door, securing members
secured to said frame and adapted for mating with said

cleaning door securing members when said cleaning door
is in closed position, and releasable retaining menrt>ers

for clamping said cleaning door securing members and
frame securing members together for retaining said clean-

ing door in close position whereby said cleaning door
may be easily opened for exposing concave bars icx

cleaning.

3,101,723
DRUM DRYER

Htmrj B. Menrltt, Rldunoad, Va^ and Robert C. GeHz,
Duicn, and WilUam J. Ncllcn, Greenwich, Conn.,
aoltnors to American Macfaiac A Fooadry Company,
a corpoivtioa of New Jersey

Filed Jnly 29, 1960, Ser. No. 46^3
6 Claims. (CL 131—136)

1. An apparatus for fonnii>g and drying a self-sup-

porting tobacco sheet from a tobacco slurry comprising
a revolvable cylindrical drum having a substantially im-
permeable film forming surface, means for applying a
cooling fluid to successive portions of said surface im-
mediately before applying tobacco slurry and means for
depositing tobacco slurry in a continuous layer to the
preoooled moving surface, directed air means for cooling
the deposited slurry, internal heating means within said
dnmi for heating said drum surface to evaporate liquid
from the deposited slurry to form a continuous self-

supporting tobacco sheet and means to remove the sheet
from said surface.
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3,101,723
FIBROUS CIGARETTE FILTER

Robert B. SeUpnan and Carroll Tocpffer, Ridmioad,
Va., assignoiB to Philip Morris Incorporated, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Vksinia

FUcd Not. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 69,411
5 Claims. (CL 131—208)

1. A filter adapted to be used in conjunction with a

smoking article which comprises a fibrous filtering me-
dium, from about 15 to about 50% by weight of said

filtering medium of activated carbon superficially dis-

persed in said filtering medium and a mixture causing

adherence between said activated carbon and said filtering

medium, said mixture comprising from about 5% to

about 20% by weight of said filter and consisting of poly-

vinyl pyrrolidone having a degree of polymerization be-

tween about K15 and K90 and a polyhydric alcohol, the

ratio between said polyvinyl pyrrolidone and said poly-

hydric alcohol in said mixture being between about 1 :

1

and about 4:1.

3,101,724
HAIR COLORING APPARATUS

Andrew A. Nizctici^ SllV^ Oro Terrace,

San Pedro, Calif.

Filed Apr. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 101,865
1 Claim, (a. 132—9)

Apparatus for use in streaking a strand of human hair

in situ on the scalp with streaking chemicals, comprising:

a closure member having a generally flat end wall of

resilient material formed with a slit that extends inwardly

from one of its sides whereby the underside of said end

wall may be positioned closely adjacent the scalp and

that portion of the strand of hair closely adjacent the

scalp may be urged into said slit from said one side of

said end wall, said closure member also being formed

with a generally vertical portion that extends away from

said end wall when said end wall is positioned closely

adjacent said scalp; and a tubular body member that is

open at both ends, the lower end of said body member re-

movably, teiescopically engaging the vertical portion of

said closure member in a liquid-tight manner whereafter

the sides of said slit are biased into sealing engagement

with said strand and said closure member and body mem-
ber cooperate to prevent streaking chemicals applied to

said strand from contact with the remaining portion of

hair on said scalp, the upper end of said body member
affording means to visually inspect the progress of the

strand streaking operation, and the engagement of said

strand by said closure member maintaining said tubular

member with its longitudinal axis substantially normal to

said scalp at the point of attachment of said closure

member to said strand.

3,101,725
HAIR CURL CLIP

Kconclh Reiner, Pico RlTcra, Calif., SHignor to Reiner
Indnstrics, Inc., a corporation of California

FUcd Dec. 18, 1959, Ser. No. 860,425
8 Claims. (O. 132—41)

1. A clamp comprising a pair of superposed elongated

members having clamping portions, diverging handle por-

tions and correlated pivot means; one of said members
having a resilient integral extension struck from its mate-
rial and projecting toward said clamping portions into en-

gagement with the other member to exert a force urging

the clamping portions toward their closed position and
urging the members towards one another in the area of

said correlated pivot means, said pivot means including

spring means on one of said members extending upward-
ly therefrom and bearing against the adjacent surface of

the other member and resiliently urging said members
i4)art in the said area against the (^positely directed force

exerted by said resilient integral extension.

3,101,726
HAIR CURLER

Salvatore J. Catania, 2531 S. 90th St., Omaha, Nebr.
FUcd Jnne 30, 1961, Ser. No. 121,161

2 Claims. (CL 132—42)

1. A hair curler comprising an elongated comb-like

body member formed from resiliently deformaWe mate-

rial and of a convexo-concave cross-section adapted to

assume a substantially flat condition when flexed, a set of

longitudinally extending spaced tooth elements cut in said

body member and opening at one end thereof adapted to

have strands of hair passed through the spaces therebe-

tween, an elongated plate-like clamp member of trans-

verse convexo-concave shape formed from a resiliently

deformable material adapted to assume a substantially flat'

condition when flexed juxtaposed with its convex surface

complemental to the concave surface of said body menv
ber for clampingly engaging strands of hair passing

through the spaces of the latter, means between said body
member and said clamp member at one of the juxtaposed

ends thereof pivotally connecting said menvbers for move-
ment toward and away from each other, and means for

releasably locking said body and clamp member together

comprising an elastic band of a lesser longitudinal extent

than said tooth elements anchored at one end to said

clamping member adjacent its c<mcave surface and said

pivot means, a hole formed in the other end of said band,
said hole being releasably engaged on a tooth element of
the comb-like body member by stretching said band to

span the concavity of the clamping member after the
comb-like body and clamping member have been rotated
about their longitudinal axes to wind the clamped hair
Strands thereabout.

3,101,727
TOOTH CLEANING DEVICE

Adolph D. Wiseman, 1075 Baker St.,

San Francisco, Calif.
FUcd Jan. 18, 1961, Ser. No. 83,573

2 Claims. (CL 132—93)
1. A tooth cleaning device comprising:
(a) a central, disc-like body having flattened opposite
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sides adapted to be gripped twtween the digital pulps

of the thumb and forefinger of one hand of a user;

(b) a pair of tooth picks integral with said body at

one of their ends wholly disposed within the plane of

said body and projecting oppositely outwardly (tf

said body from two opposite edges thereof;

(c) one pick, of said pair having an inner end portion

at said disc extending straight outwardly therefrom,

an elongated, straight, outer end portion and an

intermediate angular gooseneck portion between said

inner end portion and said outer end portion inte-

grally joining them and supporting said outer end

portion with its longitudinal axis extending at an

obtuse angle of approximately 30 to 45 degrees rela-

tive to said inner end portion and with the end of

said outer end portion that is adjacent to said inner

end portion offset to one side of said inner end por-

tion;

(d) the outer sides of said outer end portion tapering

to a point from the end that is connected with said

goose-neck portion;

(e) said one pick being of cylindrical cross sectional

contour from the end thereof adjacent to said body
to the outer pointed end of said outer end portion;

(/) the other pick of said pair being elongated and

of generally blade-like form having flattened op-

posite sides, a pointed outer end remote from said

body, a relatively sharpened edge and a blunt back

edge with said sides extending divergently from said

sharpened edge to said back edge;

(g) the cross contour of said other pick generally con-

forming to the outline of the interdental spaces at the

gums whereby said other pick will generally fit said

spaces with said back edge against the gums to mas-

sage the latter upon longitudiDal reciprocation of

said other pick when it is in one of said spaces;

(h) said pair of picks and said body being of plastic

material having the characteristics of being readily

bendable to any side without breakage thereof and of

retaining substantially the bent shape thereof for a

substantial length of time whereby said picks may be

bent to any side at any point theiealong relative to

said body and generally toward the latter to enable

the user to reach any point along and between the

upper and lower teeth and at either side of either

row thereof.

3,101,728

APPARATUS FOR THE CLEANING AND STERHJ-
ZATION OF INSTRUMENTS, IN PARTICULAR
MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS

Kurt Brogc, Bcriln, Germany, sMigiior to Rad. A. Hart-

maiia GroM-Appanite ud SpcgealmaKlilncB GjmJbJL,
A Co., BcrUo-Rndow, Gcnnany

Filed Jnac 10, 1960, Ser. No. 35,196
6 Claims. (CI. 134—99)

1 . Apparatus for cleaning medical instruments and the

like, comprising a housing forming a cleaning chamber,

support means in said chamber for holding articles to be

cleaned, mounting means in said chamber carrying said

support means for reciprocable displacement thereof with-

in said chamber, angularly disjrfaceafble iMJZzle means with-

in said chamber for directing a stream of cleaning fluid

under pressure against the articles held by said support

means, apd drive means for reciprocating said support

means relatively to said nozzle means and for angularly

displacing said nozzle means in a plane generally trans-

verse to the direction of reciixocatioa of said support

m-^

means whereby said stream of fluid sweeps the articles

carried by said support means.

3,101,729
INSTRUMENT WASHERS

IHrid Goldman, 4M Pwk Atc, New York 22, N.Y.
FIImI Mar. 7, 1962, Scr. No. 178,529

7Clalma. (CL 134—145)

5. An instrument washer comprising a casing having a

bottom wall, a top wall, side walls and a rear wall, and
being provided with a transverse partition parallel and
in spaced relation to the rear wall and formed with per-

forations, said bottom wall having openings therein be-

tween said rear wall and said partition, and a pipe cou-

pling fixed to the casing, a chamber fixed to the under side

of the bottom wall of said casing adjacent said rear wall

and communicating with said coupling and said openings

to allow water received by said coupling to pass to the

space between the rear wall and said partition, and a

basket having wire mesh walls slidably received in and
substantially filling said casing.

3,101,730
ROTATING FLUID SPRAY APPARATUS FOR
WASHING PAPER MACHINE HEAD BOXES

WUliam E. Harris, 1805 NE. FrankUn, Camas, Wash.,
and Rolicrt M. Soden, Rte. 2, Box 691, Washoe«al,
Wash.

FUed Jane 12, 1961, Ser. No. 116,508
2 Claims. (CL 134—167)

1. Fluid spray apparatus for washing paper machine
head boxes, comprising a conduit, a plurality of apray
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nozzles arranged at spaced intervals along the length of

the conduit and communicating therewith, bearing means

for mounting the conduit rotatably in a head box above the

pond therein, means connecting the conduit to a supply

of washing fluid under pressure for ejection through the

nozzles onto the interior surfaces of the head box above

the pond therein, drive means connected to the conduit

for driving it at a predetermined rotational speed, and

conduit means communicating with the bearing means

for supplying washing and lubricating water to the bearing

surfaces.

3,101,731
CANOPY

Vincent Stiglin, 532 51st St., West New Yori^ NJ.

FUed Nov. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 68,049

3 Claims. (CI. 135—5)

ible material overlying the port with the edges of the fl^

on the outside of the port, and an exhaust diverter tube

having an intermediate aperture adapted freely to circum-

scribe said flap and to be attached to said casing about

said exhaust port, the combination therewith of a cup

having its flange edges attached to said casing and cir-

cumscribing said flap to receive the exhausted gases from

said casing, the base of the cup being attached to said

diverler tube at its said aperture; said cup having an ex-

haust port communicating with said diverter tube; and a

flap mounted by said cup forming at the exhaust port of

said cup a non-return valve normally to prevent return

flow into said cup.

3,101,733
EXPLOSIVE VALVE

Thomas J. Lord, Middletown, Ohio, assignor to United

Aircraft Products, Inc., Dayton, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
FUed July 14, 1961, Ser. No. 124,033

3 Clahns. (CL 137—68)

1. A canopy, comprising two vertical posts, a separate

flange carried by each post, said flanges extending toward

eacu other and being in alinment, rollers-actuating

means carried by one of said flanges, roller-supporting

means carried by the other one of said flanges, two angle

irons having vertically extending paraUel portions and

alined horizontal portions, two rollers located on op-

posite sides of said angle irons, a hood tarried by said

alined horizontol portions of the angle irons and having

bent edges extending over said roUers, said rollers havmg

adjacent ends supported by said roller-actuating means

and other adjacent ends carried by said roller-supporting

means, two canvases, each canvas having an inner end

connected to a separate roller and adapted to be wound

thereon and unwound by the roller-actuating means, and

four sets of foldable arms, two of said sets havmg ends

pivotaUy supported upon opposite surfaces of one of said

flanges, the other two seU having ends pivotaUy sup-

ported upon opposite surfaces of the other one of said

flanges, means connecting other ends of the first men-

tioned two sets with the outer ends of said canvases at

one side, and means connecting other ends of said other

two sets with the outer ends of the canvases at the other

side. ^^^^^^^_^
3,101,732

MOUTHPIECE REGULATOR
Gnstev Dalla VaUe, Loe Anfeles, CaUf.. assizor to

Healthways, Los Angeles, CaUf., a corporation of

FUed Dec. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 161,799

2 Claims. (Q. 137—63)

1. A valve adapted for mounting on a pressure vessel

or the like and selectively operable for pressure release,

including a body formed with a through fluid flow passage

having an inlet end adapted to communicate with the

pressure source, a mount installed in said body in said

passage and having a through opening therein, a side waU

of said opening tapering from one diameter on one side of

said mount to a larger diameter on the other side there-

of, a rupturable disc having a peripheral portion seated

on said one side of the mount and a concavo-convex cen-

tral portion received in said opening, a projectile slidable

in said body in aligned relation to said mount on the

said other side thereof, said projectile being tubular and

having longitudinally spaced apart radial openings and

a tip facing the convex surface of said disc, means for

driving said projectile into and through said opening in

said mount to rupture said disc in the process, and means

on the exterior of said projectile complementing the taper

in said opening engageable therewith to limit thrust of said

projectile into and through said opening and to position

said projectile with said longitudinally spaced apart open-

ings therein on respectively opposite sides of said mount.

1 In a mouthpiece regulator of the type having a cas-

ing provided with an exhaust port, a circular flap of flcx-

3 101 734

SOURCE SELECTING PRESSURE REGULATOR
Edward H. Replogle, Buffalo, and MUo «•**»»»«»««:

WUliamsvUle, N.Y., assignors of one-half to Scott

Aviation Corporation, Lancaster, N.Y., and one-half

to said Replogle
FUed July 25, 1960, Ser. No. 45,020

2 Clafans. (CL 137—114)
1. A pressure operated automatic selector valve com-

prising a casing having an elongated passage therein, one

end of said passage being enlarged and comprising a bal-

ancing chamber, a movable partition mounted within said

balancing chamber and dividing it into inner and outer

portions sealed from one another by said movable parU-

tion, first spring means within said outer portion am-

nected to said movable partition and urging it axially in-

wardly, the other end of said passage being separated
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from said one end by a transverse wall having a central

passage therethrough comprising a primary valve seat, a

valve stem secured to said movable partition and project-

ing axially through the central passage in said primary

valve seat in spaced relation thereto, a hollow secondary

valve casing extending into the other end of said first

mentioned passage and adjustably connected thereto for

axial adjustment relative to said first mentioned casing,

the inner end of said hollow secondary valve casing com-

prising a secondary valve seat having a port therethrough

and receiving therethrough the free end of said valve stem

in spaced relation, a secondary valve member axially

movable within said secondary casing, secondary valve

spring means within said secondary valve casing urging

said secondary valve member toward said secondary valve

seat so as to close the port therethrough, the space be-

tween the inner end of said secondary valve casing and

said primary seat comprising a primary valve control

chamber and the space between the secondary valve mem-
ber and the end of said secondary valve casing compris-

ing a secondary control chamber connected to said pri-

mary control chamber by means of said port, a prim^
valve member secured on said stem within said primary

chamber, separate primary and secondary conduits ex-

tending generally radially through said first menticMed

-^^.

A
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in said checked position, said bias force yicldaWe when

the fluid pressure in said one primary fluid passage is less

than the fluid pressure in the other of said primary pas-

sages by a predetermined amount whereby said check

plunger is shifted to the open position thereof.

3,101,739
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

John F. Pribonic, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
FUcd Sept. 26, 1960, Scr. No. 58,302

12 Clainu. (CI. 137—529)

1. A valve, comprising, a body member having a wall

surface forming a valve receiving chamber therein and

having a fluid flow port extending from the chamber,

said chamber having said chamber wall surface adjacent

the juncture thereof with the said port formed arcuately

and concavely with said port at the axis of the concavity

of the said chamber wall surface, a valve member having

a first convexly formed wall surface portion conforming

with said arcuate concavity of said chamber wall surface

disposed in coaxial juxtaposition thereto, an annulus of

resilient material positioned between said valve member

and said chamber wall surface and seating on each to

prevent fluid flow through said port, said valve member

having a second wall surface portion spaced from said

first wall surface portion and formed with an arcuate con-

cavity therein coaxial with said convexly formed first wall

surface portion, a resilient self-supporting body positioned

in said concavity in said second wall surface portion, and

yieldable means for applying uniformly a force against

said self-supporting body for causing said body to bear

resiliently against said valve member and to distribute

uniformly the scaling pressure applied against said an-

nulus by said valve member.

said body also having a lateral opening between its ends;

a ball closure in the body and having a through passage

registrable with said end body openings; metal seals for

closing both the inlet and the outlet when the closure

is in closed position; said seals defining a cavity in said

body iscdated from the inlet and the outlet when the valve

is in closed position; a bracket affixed at said lateral open-

ing and having a flat valve seat exposed in the body;

there being a port surrounded by the seat; said bracket

having passage means placing the port in communication
with a vent; a valve plate having a surface engaging the

seat; said valve plate and said ball closure having non-

circular parts located at the axis of the ball and provid-

ing an axially movable coupling therebetween; means
confining the valve plate and the ball closure for move-
ment about an axis transverse to the ball closure pas-

sage; the valve plate uncovering said pcMl when the ball

closure is in closed position and covering said port when
said ball closure is moved away from closed position;

said valve plate having a non-circular projection of uni-

form cross-section fitting within a corresponding non-

circular recess of said ball closure to establish said cou-

pling; said valve plate having a recess extending inward-

ly from the end oi said projection and provided with an

aperture in the bottom thertot; said bracket having a

post extending upwardly from said seat and into said pro-

jection recess via said aperture; said post having an en-

larged head guidingly accommodated in the projection

recess; and a compression spring in said projection recess

engaging said head and the bottom of said recess for

maintaining the valve plate in engagement with the seat

independently of the adjusted position of said ball valve

along said axis.

3,101,741
PILOT AIR OPERATED VALVE

Walter D. Ludwig, 3865 W. Lincoln Drive,
Birmingham, Mich.

FUed Apr. 12, 1961, Ser. No. 120,811
7 Claims. (CI. 137—625.6)

3,101,740
BALL VALVE STRUCTURE

WlUlam A. Ray, North HoUywood, Calif., assignor to

General Controls Co., a corporation of California

FUed July 19, 1960, Ser. No. 43,962

1 Claim. (CI. 137—596)

In a ball va|ve combination: a hollow body having

openings at both ends forming an inlet and an outlet;

1. In a valve construction having a valve body de-

tachably mounted on a base, the combination of, an

annular end chamber in each etid of said valve body; an

elongated master spool slidably mounted in said valve

body for controlling the flow of fluid through the valve;

said master spool having enlarged ends which axe slid-

ably mounted in the inner ends of the annular end

chambers so as to slidably engage the interior surface

thereof; a ctjshion retainer mounted in the outer end of

each of the annular end chambers to enclose the outer

ends thereof; a cushion member carried on the inner

side of each of said cushion relainers; a cushion transfer

element carried on each of said cushions for stopping

impact with the master sfxx>l when it is shifted from one

end of the valve body to the other, for transferring the

stopping impact of the master spool to the cushion; and,

means for selectively conducting pressure fluid into each

of said end chambers for shifting said master spool.
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3,101,742
BRAKE BOOSTER CONTROL VALVE

MECHANISM
George E. Kellogg, Miamishnrg, Ohio, assignor to Gen-

eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation

of Delaware
FUcd Aug. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 133,402

2 Claims. (CI. 137—625.25)

''

x'i^-^

with each section having an end flange, meeting end

flanges of adjacent sections having aligned bolt holes and

1. In a pressure operated power unit, a valve control

mechanism, comprising, a housing having a chamber

therein, a first wall member dividing said chamber into

first and second compartments and having an opening

therein for interconnection of the two compartments,

said first compartment having a fluid pressure inlet port,

a valve carrier slidable in said housing and having a first

and second valve element spaced axially thereon arid

positioned at opposite sides of said first wall member in

said first and second compartments respectively, said

valve carrier having a passage therein connecting said

second compartment with a fkiid pressure exhaust port,

resilient means biasing said carrier to engage said first

valve element on said first wall member to close said

opening therein against outflow of pressure fluid from said

first compartment with said second valve element being

spaced thereby from said first wall member, said housing

having a second wall member movable therein axially

of said valve carrier, means biasing said second wall

member toward said first wall member, diaphragm means

in said second compartment between said housing and

said second wall member and exposed to fluid pressure

in said second compartment to move thereby said second

wall member away from said first wall member against

the force of said biasing means, and actuated plunger

means slidable in said second wall member engageable

with said second valve element to close said passage m
said valve carrier and move the same thereby to disen-

gage said first valve element from said first wall member

and open thereby said opening therein for fluid pressure

flow from said first compartment to said second compart-

ment, and resilient means normally biasing said plunger

away from said second valve element for interconnection

of said second compartment with said exhaust port

through said passage in said valve carrier.

bolt and nut assemblies passing through said aligned bolt-

holes for securing said follower sections together.

3,101,744

WAVE GUIDE DAMPED AGAINST MECHANICAL
VIBRATION BY EXTERIOR VISCOELASTIC AND
RIGID LAMINATION

Glenn E. Wamalui, Erie, Pa., assignor to Lord Manu-

facturing Company, Erie, Pa., a corporation of Penn-

sylvania
FUed Feb. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 175,435

2 Claims. (CL 138—139)

1 . A wave guide for conducting radio frequency power

comprising a hollow corrugated metal tube, a layer of

viscoelastic material having high internal friction and low

modulus of elasticity compared to the metal and bonded

to the outer surface of the tube, and plates having a high

modulus of elasticity compared to the viscoelastic layer

and bonded to the outer surface of the viscoelastic layer,

said plates being arranged in at least two rows with the

plates in each row spaced along the length of the tube and

laterally spaced from the plates of an adjacent row and

with the plates in one row overlapping the joints between

plates of an adjacent row.

3,101,743

INSIDE REPAIR CLAMP
Howard L. Hoite, Bradford, Pil, aarignor to prM«r

Industries, Inc., Dallas, Tex., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed May 9, 1962, Stt. No. 193,470

15Clafaiu. (a. 138—97)
7. In an inside repair clamp for a pipe jomt. the com-

bination of: a middle ring consisting of two complc-

mcntal sectional halves, a unitary gasket having thick-

ened end portions, a pair of followers with each follower

engaging a thickened end of said gasket and bolt and nut

assemblies for drawing said followers together, each of

said foUowcrs comprising a pluraUty of arcuate sections

3,101,745

DOBBY FOR A WEAVING MACHINE
Erwin PfarrwaUer, Winterthur, Switzerland, assignor to

Sulzer Freres, S.A., Winterthur, Switieriand, a corpo-

ration of Switzerland
FUed Feb. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 86,491

Claims priority, appUcatioD Switzerland Feb. 12, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 139—66)
1. A dobby for a weaving machine comprising:

a drive shaft,

cams mounted on said drive shaft,

a lever engageable with said cams for actuation thereby

and having a substantially horizontal arm.

lifter rails operatively connected to said arm for recip-

rocating movement thereby,
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lifting blades adapted to be engaged by said lifter rails,

rockable cam elements placed below said lifter rails and

movably connected to said lifting blades to be rocked

according to the movements of said lifting blades

engaged and actuated by said lifter rails,

levers engageable by said cam element^, and

a casing horizontally split into an upper part and into

a lower part,

said upper part containing and supporting said lifter

rails and said lever which is engageable with said

cams mounted on said drive shaft,

said lower part containing and supporting said drive

upon movement of said member from one end position to

a position half-way between the end positions and to apply

the accumulated force to said member when the latter has

pasMd the halfway position for snappingly moving said

memt>er towards the second end poj^ion, and damping
means connected to said member for ^^mping the move-

ment thereof towards the second end position.

shaft, said rockable cam elements, and said levers

engageable by said cam elements,

said lifting blades protruding from said lower casing

part into said upper casing part,

said lifter rails and said lever contained in and sup-

ported by said upper casing part abuttingly engaging

and being readily separable from said lifting blades

and from said cams contained in and supported by

said lower casing part, and said upper casing part and

elements contained therein forming a unit vertically

separable as a unit from the lower easing part and

elements contained therein.

3,101,746
DOBBY

Erwin Pfarrwaller, Winterthur, Switzeriand, assignor to

Sulzer Freres, S.A^ Winterthur, Switzerland, a corpo-

ration of Switzeriand
FUed Feb. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 86,492

Claims priority, application Switzerland Feb. 12, 1960
7 Claims. (CI. 139—68)

1 . In a dobby for selectively actuating the hcddle frames

of a weaving machine reciprocatingly movable lifter rails,

movable lifting blades individually engageable with said

rails, and a control mechanism operatively cormected to

said lifting blades for moving said lifting blades into posi-

tions where the blades are engaged or disengaged by said

rails, said mechanism including a member rockable be-

tween two end positions, movable snap means engaged

and adapted to be moved by said member, said snap means

including force-accumulating means adapted to be loaded

3,101,747
WARP TENSIONING DEVICES FOR LOOMS
Thomas Hindle, '^Thomlea," Beardwood Brow,

Blaciibum, Lancashire, England
Filed Feb. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 90,800

Claims priority application Great Britain Feb. 25, 1960
10 Claims. (CL 139—109)

1. In combination, in a weaving loom of the kind which

comprises a warp beam, warp "let-off" devices, a whip roll

whose axis is parallel to that of the warp beam and which

is bodily movable in a front-to-rear direction in response

to variations in warp tension, and thereby controls the

operation of the "let-off," and means for applying tension

to the warps extending from the whip roll to the healds

of the loom, characterized in having a fixed yarn guide

which the yarns contact on their way from the warp beam

to the whip roll, said fixed yarn guide being so located

relatively to the warp beam and whip roll that the angle

between the runs of yarn in approaching and leaving the

yam guide is always less than 180° regardless of the diam-

eter of the yam mass on the warp beam.

3,101,748
MULTICOLOR WEFT REPLENISHING MEANS

Hans Zollinger, Roti, Zurich, Switzerland, assignor to

Rati Machinery Works Ltd., formcriy Caspar Honeg-
ger, Rnti, Zurich, Switzeriand

Filed Sept 9, 1960, Scr. No. 55,091

Claims priority, application Switzerland Sept 11, 1959

4 Claims. (CI. 139—232)

i", H^"

V. «M

1. A preselector for controlling tlie bobbin-change

mechanism in a multicolor automatic loom, said loom
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having a mulUple shuttle box for receiving a plurality of

shuttles and movable to a shutUc working position for

each of said shutUcs, a bobbin magazine with separated

compartments for holding bobbins filled with various

colored yams, flap means for each of the magazine com-

partments for selectively releasing the lowermost bobbm

therein and a shutUe bobbin feeler which initiates a

bobbin-change, said preselector comprising, a movable

casing coupled to said shuttie box; a plurality of control

devices arranged in said casing which correspond m
number to that of said plurality of shutUes, said devices

being operably connected to said bobbin feeler and to

said flap means for releasing a bobbin, each of said con-

trol devices comprising a pusher mounted shdably m said

casing to extend and retract an end for activaung said

flap means, a first spring mounted to bias said pusher

longitudinally outward to extend said end, a second coU

spring mounted to extend Uncarly in compression with

adjacent coils in conuct and with oppositely disposed

ends pivotally fastened respectively to said pusher and

said casing for biasing said pusher oppositely to said first

spring and holding said end retracted against the acUon

of said first spring when extending linearly, a pm mounted

in said casing and movable normal to the longitudmal

axis of said second spring for deflecting said second spring

normal to said longitudinal axis for reducing its opposite

bias from more to substantially less than the bias of said

first spring, a stationary impulse transmitter means

mounted adjacent to said casing and operably connected

to said bobbin feeler for individually activaung said pms,

whereby in any position of said casing associated with a

shutUe working position of said shutUe box, a pusher as-

sociated with the shuttle in the shuttle work position is ac-

tuated by the bobbin feeler and an empty shuttle bobbm to

activate the flap means for releasing a full bobbin from

the associated magazine compartment.
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and compensating n»eans operatively connected to said

arm and to said card cylinder for routing the latter m
opposite direction to the swing direction of said support

arm and through the same angle.

3,101,750

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING HELICAL COOS
Enist PfalBe, Nenffen, Wafttembeig, Germany, assignor

to Hans SicUngcr, Bloomficld Hills, Mich.

Filed July 5, 1960, Scr. No. 40.656

Claims priority, application Gennany July 8, 1959

4Claliiii. (a. 140—92J)

3,101,749

PATTERN CARD MECHANISM FOR A DOBBY
Erwin PfamraUer, Whitcithor, Swtecriand. •»»«»«'*»

Snlzcr Freres, S.A., Wfaitcrthur, Switzeriand, a corpo-

ration of Switzerland

FUcd Feb. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 86,487

Claims priority, appUcation Switzeriand Feb. 12, 1960

6 Claims. (CL 139—329)

r
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4 An apparatus for forming a helical wire coil of

metal or other suitable material and feeding the coil into

a series of punches on the border of a pack of sheets a

mandrel having a circular cross section and a rear and a

front end. means for connecting said rear end to dnvmg

means for routing said mandrel so as to wind a wire

thereon from a feeding point near said rear end. means

for preventing longitudinal shifting of said mandrel and

a stationary tubular jacket enclosing said mandrel and

having a helical groove therein for guiding the wire coil

whUe being wound on said mandrel from said feeding

point toward said front end. said mandrel having an un-

interrupted surface for longitudinal sliding movement of

the wire coil thereon and being formed slighUy conically,

widening from said feeding point to said front end to an

extent which exceeds the resiliency of said wire coil, a

longitudinal slot being provided in said mandrel for feed-

ing the front end of said wire from said feeding point into

said helical groove and guiding it to said front end of

said mandrel during the roUtion of the latter, and said

jacket having a recess for introducing the wire mto said

helical groove.

3,101,751

LIQUID DROPPER ASSEMBLY "

Gene BalUn, Frecport, N.Y., asrignor to Dosamatic

Dropper Corporation, Frccport, N.Y., a corporation

Oi^MnalTppUcatlon Sept 8, 1959, Ser. No. 838,678, now

"?SSSt No. 3,020,938, dated Feb. 13, I'"- ™^«>
and this application Mar. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 96,854

lOClafans. (CL141—24)

1 A pattern card mechanism for a dobby for selec-

tively actuating the heddle frames in a weaving machine,

said mechanism comprising a support arm swmgablc on

a Stationary fulcrum, a card cylinder roUtably mounted

on the free end of said support arm, a perforated pattern

card laid around said cylinder. verticaUy movable feeler

needles having a lower end adapted to rest on an unperfo-

ratcd portion of said pattern card or to penetrate a perfo-

ration thereof, drive means operatively connected to said

card cylinder for stepwise roUtioo of said cylinder and

advancing said pattern card, means operatively con-

nected to said drive means for periodically swinging said

support arm to move said card cylinder out of the >vay of

said feeler needles for permitting rotation of the card

cylinder and for swinging said support arm to move said

card cylinder toward said needles for permittmg scanning

of the perforations of said pattern card by said needles.

1 A liquid drc^per assembly comprising a cap for

bottles and the like having an outer end with ai l«»st

a partial central opening and a peripheral waU which has

an axis, a resilient compression member mounted on said

end over and completely enclosing said opening and hav-

ing an axially movable portion biased to normal outer

portion said cap and said compression member forming

an air-tight compression chamber, an axially extending

tube means mounting said tube for air-tight commumca-

uon with said compression chamber, a compression limit-
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ing member mounted on said axially movable portion of

said compression member without said compression cham-
ber and axially movable in unison therewith, a guide

member fixed to said cap and positioned and shaped to

receive said compression limiting member axially slidably,

said guide member being a sleeve located radially outward-

ly of an extending around said cap peripheral wall, said

sleeve having a series of axially extending grooves of

different depths wkh an end wall for selectively engaging

said compression limiting member, said compression limit-

ing member having a longitudinally extending finger

shaped to extend slidably in a respective groove of said

sleeve, said compression member being tumable about

said axis, said finger and said groove end walls being co-

operatively shaped to vary the distance therebetween

depending upon the turned position of said compression

member.

3,101,752
ASEPTIC FILLING MACHINE

William McK. Martin, 457 Virginia Ave.,

San Mateo, Calif.

Filed Aug. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 46,537
12 Claims. (CI. 141—92)

1. A filling machine for an aseptic canning system,

including in combination: a stationary housing; a rotat-

ing assembly cooperating with said housing to provide an

annular can-filling chamber; means for mtaintaining said

can-filling chamber in a sterile condition; a can track in

said can-filling chamber having a can inlet and a can

outlet; an inlet manifold on said assembly; a plurality of

radially extending measuring cylinders on said assembly,

each with a radially reciprocating piston and an outer

end toward and away from which said piston moves,

and an inner end; a control valve for each cylinder with

a first conduit connected to said cylinder, a second con-

duit connected to said manifold, a vertical outlet open-

ing; a central chamber enclosing the inner ends of said

cylinders; means for filling said central chamber with

sterile fluid; means on said rotating assembly for pick-

ing up at said can inlet one can and retaining it im-

mediately beneath said vertical outlet opening while

impelling said can around said track to said can outlet;

and two val^e-actuating means for operating said con-

trol valve cyclically, comprising ( 1 ) means for closing

off said second conduit from said first conduit when its

associated piston reaches the inner limit of its stroke

and immediately thereafter connecting said first conduit

to said outlet opening to dispense said mixture, and (2)

means for closing off said first conduit from said outlet

opening at the radially outer limit of the stroke of its

associated piston and immediately thereafter connect-

ing said first conduit to said second conduit.

3,101,753 y>
ASHTRAY

Robert S. Taob, 6145 N. Talman, Chicago, HI.

FUed Jane 6, 1961, Ser. No. 115,248
11 Claims. (O. 141—248)

1. In combination, a base, an ash tray mounted for

rotation in a horizontal plane above said base, said ash
tray including a body portion and a closure plate movable
relative to said body portion, means for rotating said

ash tray in a closed path of travel in said horizontal

I^ane, a weighted arm projecting from said closure plate

and secured thereto in such a manner as to normally hold

said closure plate in closed position, and a cam project-

ing upwardly from said base, said cam being engageaMe
with said weighted arm to automatically move said closure

I^ate into open position at a predetermined point along

the closed path of travel of said ash tray.

3,101,754
SAWMILL LUMBER SORTING APPARATUS

Clifford L. Stupfel, Seattle, Wash., assignor to Crown
ZcUerbach Corporation, San Francisco, Calif., a cor-

poration of Nevada
Filed Mar. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 98,850

6 Cblms. (CI. 145—157)

I. Sawmill lumber sorting apparatus comprising off-

bearing conveyor means adapted to be stationed imme-
diately behind a saw for receiving longitudinally arranged

lumber pieces, one of which may be a slabwood piece,

elongated divider means arranged in operative position

overlying the conveyor means and aligned with the saw
and placed with its infeed ened adjacent the saw for enter-

ing the saw kerf between the pieces, thereby separating

them as they travel along the conveyor means, guide

means on the outfeed end of the divider means spaced

from the saw a distance greater than the length of lum-

ber to be cut and extending angularly from the divider

means to a location beyond one side edge of the con-

veyor means for guiding the piece on one side of the

divider means laterally away from the piece on the other

side of the conveyor means, and divider and guide shift-

ing means supporting the divider and guide means for

shifting them between said operative position and an in-

operative position displaced laterally from the conveyor
means.

ii'

3,181.755

LUMBER EDGING AND SEPARATING
APPARATUS

Clifford L. Stnpfcl and Efancr H. McClane, Seattle,

Wash., assignors to Crown ZcUerbach Corporation,

San Francisco, Calif., a corporation of Nevada

Filed July 3, 1961, Scr. No. 121,399

4 Claims. (CL 143—157)

having forward portions arranged to interleave so that

the holddown head is movable toward the base to an in-

ward position wherein the distance between the holddown

head and the base is less than the corresponding thickness

of the ram head, and means for moving the holddown

head toward the base.

- ^ ^T ^ ^.

(
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3 101 757
APPARATUS AND METHOD OF DEBARKING
PULP WOOD UTILIZING UQUIFIED GASSES

ThouMU P. Hanaon, 39 Park St^ Lennoxrrille,

Qaebcc, Canada
FUed Apr. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 105,079

ISOaimi. (CL 144—311)

1. The combination of a lumber edgcr having a plural-

ity of laterally adjustable saws, infeed means for feeding

to the edger a rough board having wane along at least one

side margin, means secured in a fixed position above the

infeed means for establishing a reference line along the

said side margin defining an edging to be cut by one of

the saws, edge stop means on the infeed means mounted

for adjustment laterally with respect to the reference line

means for engagement by a longitudinal edge of lumber

and defining with the reference line the lateral dimension

of wane to be cut from the lumber, a sUtionary separator

secured in a fixed position on the outfeed side of the saws,

the stationary separator being aligned with the reference

line means, and a laterally movable separator stationed

on the outfeed side of the saws and alignable with one of

the saws for separating the edging cut thereby from the

other side of the lumber piece.

3,101,756

DISC-TYPE WOOD REDUCER WITH
MULTIPLE FEED

Dale L. Schabcrt, Tacoma, Waih., assignor of oM-half

to Industrial DcTclopment Co., Inc., Tacoma, Wash.,

a corporation of Wadiington
Ffled Apr. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 19,920

7 Claims. (CL 144—176)

,w
,
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C. a removable molded plastic seed and pulp strainer

insertable in said receptacle comprising an annular

trough having:

1. an upwardly extending outer wall,

2. a central aperture,

3. an upwardly extending flange around said

aperture, and

4. a foraminous bottom,

wherein said strainer is supported in said re-

ceptacle on said ledge of said wall of said

receptacle with said reamer projecting through

and above said aperture with said flange around

said aperture in said strainer cooperating with

said reamer.

cutting blade journaled in said depending support means

for rotation on an axis parallel to the arm, an electric

motor mounted on the arm outwardly of its pivotal con-

nection to the trough member and being drivingly con-

nected to the blade, said depending support means being

3,101,759

BALE SHREDDER
Leandcr I. Sterner and Gerald J. Sterner, Winsted, Minn.,

sMignors to Sterner indostries. Inc., Winsted, Minn.,

corporation of Minnesota
FUed Not. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 68,098

4 Claims. (CI. 146—70.1)

formed and arranged to support said blade for movement
in a vertical plane closely adjacent to that of said one

transverse edge and for movement downwardly past said

one transverse edge responsive to downward rotation of

said arm, and a weight member adjustably mounted on

said ann and acting to bias said arm downwardly.

3,101,761
APPARATUS FOR FORMING FOOD PORTIONS
OF UNIFORM WEIGHT BY VOLUMETRIC
MEASUREMENT

Karl Boehler, Limn, and Mniray L. Rollins, Albion,

N.Y., assignors to General Foods Corporation, White

Plains, N.Y., a corporatioo of Delaware
FUed Feb. 17, 1959, Ser. No. 793,928

9 Claims. (CL 146—158)

1. A bale shredder comprising a frame, a spool com-

posed of circular end flanges with a cylinder between

them, said spool being joumalled for roution on the

frame, a housing enclosing said spool, said housing hav-

ing an inlet chute terminating adjacent the cylinder and

below its axis of roUtion and an outlet below the spool

and polygonal plates mounted on the cylinder at spaced

intervals between the end flanges of the cylinder and

normal to the axis of the cylinder for rotation therewith,

said plates presenting projecting comers forming cutting

edges, and cutter teeth mounted at spaced intervals on

those surfaces of the end flanges which face the polygonal

plates and on the faces of the polygonal plates and on the

cylinder.

3,101,760

FOOD SUCING MACHINE
Laurence L. Landaner, Hollywood, Fla. (% American

Sllcers, 6322 N. Cicero Ave., Chicago 46, fll.)

FUed Apr. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 24,139

3 Claims. (O. 146—138)
1 . In a food cutting machine of the character described,

an upwardly and laterally inclined trough member having

an upper side edge and a lower side edge and front and

rear transverse edges, an upwardly extending supporting

flange on the lower side edge of said trough member

adapted to slidably support a food article on said trough

member for horizontal movement thereon, an arm pivoted

to said upper side edge of the trough member adjacent one

of said transverse edges for rotation in a vertical plane

parallel to said transverse edges, depending support means

at the opposite ends of said arm, a slender, rod-like rotary

r-1

1. Apparatus for forming food portions of unifonn

weight by volumetric measurement including a vertically

disposed hopper receiving pieces of food and a horizon-

tally disposed extrusion cylinder receiving food from the

hopper through a discharge opening therein, an extru-

sion piston in said cylinder, a hollow sleeve receiving said

piston for closing the discharge opening from said hopper

after pieces of food are deposited in said extrusion cylin-

der, means for moving said piston intermittently in ex-

trusion direction in said cylinder to collect said food

pieces together axially thereof and cause them to move as

a unit mass therein of greater volume than the food por-

tion to be formed, a stc^ plate opposite and spaced from

the extrusion end of said cylinder, means connected to

said means for moving said piston actuated by move-

ment of said stop plate apertLtivc to terminate extrusion

movement of said piston moving means and cut-off means

controlled by said stop plate for severing the extruded

food mass when extrusion movement is intermittently

I
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terminated whereby a plurality of food portions are

formed from the unit mass thereof in said cylinder.

3,101,762
KEY CASE

Peter D. Bcrmiogham, Suffield, and Michael Stiller,

Akron, Ohio, assignors to Qniluy Manufacturing Co.

Inc~ Akron, Ohio, a corporation of Oliio

FUed Sept 7, 1961, Ser. No. 136,488

11 Claims. (CL 15<^—40)

shoulder projecting from the other side thereof in approxi-

mate axial register with said first series of formations, and

an annular series of radial serrations projecting from said

other side in the aK>roxunate circumferential zone of said

further formations.

3,101,764

TIRE PATCH
WUhelm Graber, Munich, Germany, assignor to Stohl-

gruber Otto Gruber A Co., Munich, Germany, a firm

of Germany , .^«„,.r
FUed Dec. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 162,856

Claims priority, appUcation Germany Jan. 4, 1961

10 Claims. (CL 152—367)

f

1. A key case of the character described, comprising:

a hollow resilient body of thin generally flat configura-

tion; said body including owwsed elongate top and bot-

tom walls and opposed elongate side walls; said top and

bottom walls being integrally connected to said side walls

along the longitudinal edges thereof and defining an elon-

gated shallow cavity within which a key may be received;

said body having at least one key receiving opening dis-

posed in longitudinal alignment with one longitudinal end

of said elongate cavity; said opening having a height di-

mension approximating the thickness dimension of said

key and further having a width dimension that is slightly

smaller than the width dimension of the head portion of

said key with said opening being yieldable to permit the

head of said key to pass therethrough; and retaining

means mechanically interconnecting said key with said

body said retaining means permitting slidable passage

of a substantial portion of said head portion through

said opening towards projecting position while normally

preventing complete removal of said key through said

opening.

3,101,763

CLEAT MOUNTING WASHER
Alton Brooks McGehee, Hudson, Mich., assignor to

M. & S. Mfg. Co., Hudson, Mich., a corporation of

^*'"**FU«I June 1, 1959, Ser. No. 817,404

1 Cbim. (CI. 151—35)

1. A tire patch comprising a reinforcing core consist-

ing of a plurality of layers of rubberized cord threads

embedded in rubber and superimposed upon each other

so that the cord threads of the individual layers extend

at an angle to each other, and at least one rubberized

reinforcing layer of fabric having warp and weft threads

intimately secured to said reinforcing core and extending

beyond the entire area defined by said core.

3,101,765

MACHINE FOR CRIMPING TERMINALS
ON WIRES

Hugh W. BatcheUer, Newton Highlands, Mass., assignor

to Kent Mfg. Corp^ Newton, Mass., a corporation of

Massachusetts ^, «^«
FUed Aug. 9, 1956, Ser. No. 603,067

2 Claims. (CI. 153—1)

^74

A flexible plastic washer for mounting cleat members

to a shoe sole, comprising an annulus of generally flat

ca-oss section adapted to surround a projectmg sole pwt

at the opening of the annulus, said annulus having sole

eanbcdding means on one side thereof in the fomi of a

series of sharpened projecting formations immediately

surrounding said opening, said formations tapenng from

said first named side in the direction toward the axis of

said opening and in the direction of its circumfcrenccto

provide points cmbeddingly engageablc in the so^e about

Ae sole post, said annulus having on the same side there-

of a series of further circumferentially spaced shaipened

formations located subsuntially radially .^.^wardly o

said first formaUons but still substantially withm the outer

periphery of the annulus. said annulus havmg an annular

1. In a machine for crimping the wire-gripping portion

of a connector member about a stranded wire which is

transverse to the axis of the connector member, a vertical-

ly reciprocable plunger carrying crimping and cutting

tools in mutual face4o-face contact for operating simul-

taneously on said wire-gripping portion of a connector

member and the wire laid thereon, said cutting tool in-

cluding means operating to gather and center the strands

of said wire immediately before said wire-gripping portion

is crimped.

3,101,766
CRIMPING APPARATUS

Edwin Floyd, Jr., Lower Paxton Township, Harrisburg,

Pa., assignor to AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 504,029,

Apr. 26, 1955. This appUcation Feb. 23, 1962, Ser.

No. 175,236
2 Claims. (CI. 153—1)

1. A series of dies of different sizes, each die of said

series adapted to cooperate with a larger die to form a
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dieset to make a crimped connection between a metal

ferrule and a conductor, wherein the ferrule is entirely

supported by the dieset after completion of the crimping

operation, each of said dies having crimping faces termi-

nating in a vertex to form a first angle, said crimping

X/r <yC
"p

faces forming a V in cross section, each die of said

series having identical angles, but successively shorter

crimping faces forming the sides of the angle, each of

said dies of the series adapted to nest within said larger

die constituted by a longer crimping face.

3,101,767
MANUFACTURE OF TIN PLATE

Robert R. Shedd, Fairless HJls, Pa., assignor to United

States Steel Corporation, a corporation of New Jersey

Filed June 4, 1959, Ser. No. 818,196

2 Claims. (CI. 153—92)

1. Apparatus for making metal strip comprising, in

combination, a unit effective to apply a surface treatment

continuously to strip passing therethrough, traction means

spaced from the delivery end thereof for pulling strip

continuously through said unit under constant tension, a

roller leveller located between said end and said means,

effective to flatten the strip while under said tension,

means mounting said leveller for movement transversely

of the path of the strip, and means responsive to sidewise

shifting of an edge of said strip for moving the leveller

whereby to maintain it approximately centered relative

to the strip despite lateral weaving thereof.

3,101,768
RESONANT fNTERMIlTENT COMBUSTION

DEVICES
Russell R. Curtis, Westfield, Ind., assignor to Curtis Auto-

motive Devices, Inc., WestficM, Ind., a corporation of

Ohio
Filed Sept 15, 1960, Scr. No. 56,229

8 Claims. (CI. 158—4)

1. In combination with a resonant intermittent com-

bustion device having a combustion chamber opening at

one end into an exhaust pipe and having an inlet end

including inlet port means and a flow control valve means

controlling the inflow of air through said port means pro-

viding for air flow therethrough only into said chamber,

means forming a carburetion vaporizing member in di-

rect heat exchange relation with said combustion cham-

ber providing for heating of said member as a result of

combustion in said chamber, said member including a

closed carburetion chamber therein, means forming a

passage from said carburetion chamber to said combus-
tion chamber providing for reversing exchange flow of

gases therebetween in response to resonant iDtcrmittent

(§

combustion in said combustion chamber, and means sup-

plying liquid fuel into said pasage means for aspiration

of the liquid fuel into gas flow moving in either direction

through said passage means.

3,101,769
BURNER FOR GASEOUS AND LIQUID FUELS

John Smith ZAnk, Robert D. Reed, and Hershei Good-
night, Tulsa, Okla., assignors to John Zhik Company,
Tulsa, Olda., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Sept. 25, 1961, Scr. No. 140,411

3 Claims. (CL 158—11)

1. A burner ami furnace wall assembly comprising, a

barrier, said barrier having an elongated opening there-

through, a furnace wall adjacent said opening for absorb-

ing heat radiating from burning fuel, an elongated

refractory shroud member filling said opening, end walls

on said shroud member, a first longitudinally extending

side wall joining said end walls, a second longitudinally

extending side wall joining said end walls and having a

face confronting the first side wall, said second side wall

having a second face spaced a greater distance from the

first side wall than said first face, an angularly disposed

surface on said second side wall joining the first face

with the second face, a partition extending lengthwise

within said shroud member joining said end walls and

spaced from said second face, said partition having a

surface confronting the first side wall, a free edge on

said partition spaced from said angular surface, said

first face and said surface on said partition and the first

side wall forming an elongated cavity within said shroud

member, a burner head for discharging liquid fuel in a

fan shaped pattern downstream within said cavity and

substantially parallel to said furnace wall, an elongated

burner head for gaseous fuel mounted between said par-

tition and said second face, said angular surface and the

edge on said partition providing a passage extending

generally transversely of said shroud member through

which burning gaseous fuel is deflected by said angular

surface, means controlling the volume of air admitted to

the presence of the first burner bead, and means con-

trolling the volume of air admitted to the presence of

said elongated burner head.
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3,101,770

SELF PRESSURIZING UQUID FUEL BURNING
APPARATUS

Iiadore N. Vant, 654 Hudson Drive, Santa Clara, Calif.

FUed June 22, 1959, Scr. No. 821,824

16 Cbifans. (CI. 158—32)

1 4. Self-pressurizing liquid fuel burning apparatus com-

prising a plurality of substantially duplicate tanks for

liquid fuel rigidly fixed in predetermined relatively closely

spaced relation and intercommunicating respectively ad-

jacent the iH>permost and lowermost regions thereof to

equalize the level of the liquid fuel in said tanks and

the pressure of the vapor in the uppermost regions of

said tanks above the level of the liquid fuel therein, a

generator rigidly fixed in predetermined relation to said

tanks and having an inlet, a burner supported in heat con-

ducting relation to said generator and in heat radiating

relation to both said generator and said tanks, means for

establishing communication between the inlet side of said

generator and the liquid fuel containing lowermost region

of said tanks a valve in said communication means to

cut off the flow of liquid fuel to said generator when the

pressure in said tanks exceeds a predetermined value,

pressure-responsive means operaUvely associated with a

said tank and exposed to the pressure therein, said pres-

sure-responsive means being operatively associated with

said valve for operating said valve in response to pres-

sure variations in said tank, and means for maintaining

uninterrupted communication between said generator and

the space in said tanks above the level of the liquid fuel

therein when said burner is operating.

3,101,771

LIQUID FUEL SYSTEM FOR VEHICLES
Donald H. McCuen, Bo» 354, White Pigeon, Mich.

FUed May 31, I960, Ser. No. 33,612

1 Claim. (CI. 15ft—36.3)

In a fuel system suitable for use with an engine-driven

vehicle wherein liquid fuel is carried in a plurahty of

supply tanks mounted on the vehicle and is pumped

under positive pressure to the intake of the charge-form-

ing device of the engine, the combination including!

a plurality of main fuel supply tanks;

a charge-forming device;

a closed auxiliary fuel container;

first pump means of the type permitting the flow of

liquid therethrough in either direction when inoper-

ative mounted within said fuel container adapted

to deliver fuel under pressure from said container

to the intake of said charge-forming device, said

first pump means adapted to be submerged in liquid

fuel contained in said container;

a first conduit connected between the discharge of said

first pump means and the intake of said charge-

forming device for conducting fuel from said first

pump means to said charge-forming device;

second pump means of the type permitting the flow

of liquid therethrough in either direction when in-

operative adapted to withdraw fuel from said sup-

ply tanks and to deliver the fuel to said fuel con-

tainer; . • 1, f

second conduit means connected between the intake ot

said second pump means and each of said tanks for

conducting fluid from said tanks to said second pump

a third conduit connected between the discharge ot

said second pump means and said fuel container for

conducting fuel from said second pump means to

said container, said second conduit means including

valve means controlling the flow of fluid between

said second pump means and each of said supply

tanks whereby fuel may be withdrawn selectively

from said plurality of supply tanks and delivered to

said fuel container through said second conduit

means and said third conduit when said first and

second pump means are actuated and through said

overflow conduit means and said second conduit

means and said third conduit when said first pump

means is actuated and said second pump means is

nonactuated;

overflow conduit means for liquid fuel communicat-

ing at one end with the interior of said fuel con-

tainer intermediate the top and the bottom walls

thereof and at the other end with each of said sup-

ply tanks, said point of communication with the in-

terior of said container being disposed horizontally

above said supply tanks, said other end of said over-

flow conduit means terminating at substantially the

lowest point in said supply tanks, said overflow con-

duit means including a flow-restricting means adapt-

ed to regulate the rate at which liquid fuel is con-

veyed between said supply tanks and said fuel con-

tainer to a value less than the difference between

the rate at which said second pump means is cap-

able of delivering liquid fuel to said fuel container

and the rate at which fuel is delivered from said

container to said charge-forming device;

valve means disposed in said overflow conduit means

between said container and each of said supply tanks

controlling the flow of fuel between said container

and each of said supply tanks, overflow of fuel from

said fuel container to said plurality of supply tanks

being selectably controlled by said valve means; and

power means, separate from the engine to which said

charge-forming device furnishes fuel, for actuating

said first and second pump means, said first and sec-

ond pump means adapted to be actuated at the same

time to deliver fuel from said supply tanks to said

charge-forming device, each of said first and second

pump means being of sufficient capacity when actu-

ated alone, with the other of said pump means being

inoperative, for delivering fuel from said supply

tanks to said charge-forming device.
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3,101,772

GAS BURNER AND HIGH TEMPERATURE
ROTARY JOINT

John Roger Williams, Ambler, Pa., assignor to Scias

Corporation of America, Dresbcr, Pa., a corporation

of Pennsylvania
Filed Nov. 2, 1960, Ser. No. 66,840

6 Claims. (CI. 158—99)

cates with the center of said member; means to supply

air to said annular passage to flow through the center of
said member, means forming a passage for fuel gas ex-

tending through said structure coaxial with said member,
said means forming said fuel gas passage being spaced
from said annular passage, said last mentioned means in-

cluding means to direct fuel gas axially as a jet into the

center of said member, and means to direct hot gases

around the exterior of said body.

6. Apparatus for movably supporting a burner in a

furnace chamber including a tubular support adapted

to extend into the chamber, a hollow cylindrical casing

on said support with the interior of the casing com-
municating with the interior of said support, an annular

member extending axially from one end of said casing,

cooperating surfaces on said casing and member serving

to prevent said member from being removed from said

casing, a burner carried by said member in a fixed po-

sition relative thereto, fuel being adapted to flow through

said support, casing and member to said burner, a spring,

means to mount said spring in said casing to force said

surfaces together and thereby prevent leakage of fuel

between them, a radiation shield substantially the length

of said spring located in said casing between and spaced

from both said casing and spring, means to direct fuel

as it flows to said burner between said shield and casing,

and means to rotate said member and burner relative to

said casing, said last mentioned means being adapted

to extend beyond the chamber.

3,101,773
AIR PREHEATING BURNER

Emil Blaha, Cheltenham, Pa., assignor to Selas Corpo-
ration of America, Dresher, Pa., a corporation of Penn-
sylvania

FUed Mar. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 16,771

9 Claims. (CI. 15»—109)

3,101,774
RADIANT ATMOSPHERIC GAS BURNER

Procter BreTard, EransvUle, Ind., assignor, by mesne
aasigiunents, to Freeman Burdett Gas Burner Com-
pany, Chicago, m., a co-partnership

Continuation of application Ser. No. 328,076, Dec. 26,

1952. This application Jnnc 2, 1958, Ser. No. 739,433
7 Claims. (CL 158—113)

1. In a burner, a hollow cylindrical body, a cylindrical

structure in and extending almost all the way through said

body and spaced therefrom to form an annular passage,

a hollow cylindrical member attached to one end of said

body and having an axially extending central passage-

way therethrough, said structure, body and member being

so shaped that one end of said annular passage communi-

1. An atmospheric gas burner in which the combustion
chamber is a narrow, upwardly extending chamber de-

fined by the confronting surfaces of two refractories said

surfaces being spaced not substantially more than one
inch from each other at any point, the outer face of the

inner refractory being slightly concave and the outer re-

fractory being of a heat resistant mesh, said combusticHi

chamber having at its lower extremity means including

a gas-air inlet for directing a gas-air mixture adjacent the

lower surface of the inner refractory and a secondary

air aperture positioned between said gas-air inlet and the

outer refractory.

3,101,775
PAINT MASKING SHADE

Paul J. Antich, 32412 Vandover St.,

St. Clair Shores, Mich.
Filed Apr. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 186,989

6 Cbdnis. (CI. 160—23)

'r^-

7
1

1. A paint masking shade for a building wall having
an ofwning comprising an elongated upright mounting
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plate bearing against said wall spanning the upper por-

Uon of the opening, a pair of longitudinaUy spaced mount-

ing blocks within said opening adjustaWy secured to rear

portions of said plate, fricUon holders projectmg out-

wardly from said blocks operatively engagcable with said

wall, a horizonuUy elongated open ended housing

mounted upon and along the front portion of said plate

and opening downwardly, there being a series of longi-

tudinally spaced apertures formed through said housing

aperturcd support plates within end portions of said

housing, screw means selectively registenng with said

apertures securing the support plates within said housmg

providing longitudinal adjustments for said support plates,

a roller within said housing including longitudinaUy

aligned journals projected through said support plates, and

a flexible shade mounted on said roller normally stored

within said housing and projecting downwardly therefrom

to register with said building opening, the adjustable

securing of said mounting blocks including a forwardly

extending elongated channel on said mounting plate

there being a pair of aligned slots formed through said

channel, said mounting blocks being guidaWy and mov-

ably mounted within said channel, a stud on each block

projected through a corresponding skH, and a hand fas-

tener on each stud frictionally engageable with said

channel for securing said blocks in longitudinaUy adjusted

spaced relation.

3,101,776

AIRTlGirr COOLER DOOR
Donald R. Voris, 333 Way Ave., ^7,^^^^' ^***

FUed July 3, 1961, Ser. No. 121,513

1 Claim. (CI. 160—40)
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position between the upper and lower door elements, a

latching lever mounted upon said track bracket and

forcibly engageable against the lower portion of said

upper door element to provide sealed engagement of both

door Clements at said hingeline, a pair of top brackets,

one on each side of said door, upon which the upper door

element is mounted, a pair of pivot arms upon which said

top brackets are suspended, one of said pivot arms being

bolted to its cooperative top bracket by a vernier arrange-

ment to provide vertical adjustability of one side of the

door in hanging said door to secure a closed sealing ar-

rangement along the sides and bottom of said door, said

track having an adjustable section at the bottom thereof,

sloping inward to force the door into airtight engagement

at the floor.

3,101,777

FOLDING DOOR FOR TELEPHONE BOOTH
Perclval H. Sherron, Jamaica, N.Y. (% Sherron Metal-

lic Corp., 1201 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn 37, N >.)

FUed Feb. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 88,119

3 Claims. (CI. 160—206)

>o «

>

1

.-4-2'- -d.

1 A telephone booth including a doorway and a fold-

ing door for closing said doorway, means mountmg said

door for normally folding up and simultaneously swing-

ing into said booth to afford access to the interior of said

booth, means guiding said door during opening and clos-

ing movements thereof, said guiding means including a

horizontally extending stationary guideway and an ele-

ment normally positioned within said guideway so as to

be guided thereby, means mounting said element on said

door for movement into and out of said guideway. lock-

ing means engaging and positively locking said element

in said normal position within said guideway, means

operable from the outside of said booth for disengaging

said locking means from said element, and resilient means

biasing said element for movement out of said guideway

upon disengagement of said locking means from said

element.

In a counterbalanced vertically folding door for a

cooler having two side walls, a floor, and a head, com-

prising an upper and a lower rectiingular door element

said two door elements having confronting edge porUons

hinged together therealong, and suspended from a pair

of bearings one of which is mounted on each side waU.

a vertically disposed track adjacent each side of the door

and attached to the side walls and projccUng outwardly

beyond the door, a pair of roUers secured to the bottom

outside edges of the lower door element and disposed

to tmvelin the track, a rubber seal member secured to

the bottom edge of the lower door element cooperative

with the floor, a rubber seal member »«c"f«*./°,J^* ."?;

side edges of the door elements cooperative witii the s dc

walls, a rubber seal secured to the top ««« «l«e of the

uppTr door element cooperative with tiie head of the

cooler, a rubber seal member secured to the upper ^ge

of the lower door element and a cooperative rubber seal

member secured to the lower edge of the upper door cle-

ment to seal the door elements at the hinge line a track

S^ket mounted upon the tr«k at the dosed hingelme

3,101,778

CERAMIC ROTOR FABRICATION
Noel D. Hazzard and John A. Cunningham, Wellsvllle,

N.Y., assignors, by mesne assignments, to Combustion

Engineering, Inc., a stock corporation of Delaware

FUed May 13, 1960, Ser. No. 28,980

2 Claims. (CI. 165—10)

1 A heat absorbent element mass for a rotary re-

generative heat exchanger having a rotor carrying the

element mass alternately between a heating fluid and a

fluid to be heated; said heat absorbent element mass in-

cluding a plurality of sector shaped blocks of porous

ceramic clement axially aligned about a central rotor post
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to provide a composite annular element; ceramic spacer

elements carried by radially adjacent element blocks

adapted to simultaneously provide a predetermined lateral

spacing between adjacent blocks of element and a prede-

termined axial spacing between superposed annular banks

of element; and resilient fibrous ceramic packing strips

carried by the spacer elements adapted to provide a re-

silient support for the annular banks of element.

3,101,779
TEMPERATURE CONTROL APPARATUS AND

INSTALLATIONS
Yat Chuen Yaen, 214A Des Vocuz Road,

Central, Ground Floor, Hong Kong
Filed July 12, 1960, Ser. No. 42,282

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 7, 1960

2 Claims. (CI. 165—50)

1. A temperature control apparatus comprising a

closed fluid circuit having a temperature control fluid

therein adapted to be circulated therethrough, the circuit

including a heat and cold accumulator having means for

selectively heating or cooling said fluid therein, at least

one radiator operatively connected with the accumulator

in the circuit, means for circulating the fluid through the

circuit comprising a rotatably mounted cylindrical con-

tainer having a diametrical partition dividing the con-

tainer into two chambers of substantially equal capacity,

the axis of rotation of the container being horizontal and

lying substantially in the plane of said partition so that

the container may be rotated to alternately bring each

of the chambers temporarily into a position in which it

is located wholly above the level of the other of said

chambers, the container being positioned with respect to

the remainder of said closed circuit so that when either

of said chambers is in uppermost position it is positioned

above the level of said remainder of the closed circuit

whereby the fluid flows by gravity from the upper cham-

ber through the remainder of the closed circuit and back

into the lower chamber, means for rotating the container,

air escape means comprising two pipes extending respec-

tively one into the temporarily upper chamber and the

other into the temporarily lower chamber, each such pipe

having one end open and the other end closed, said closed

end being provided with an apertured side wall project-

ing into the other chamber whereby when the temporarily

lower chamber is being filled with fluid air can escape

from the lower chamber through the pipe into the tem-

porarily upper chamber, the apertured side wall in the

pipe in the temporarily upper chamber being positioned

above the highest level of fluid in the temporarily lovver

chamber, and valve means in each of said pipes for clos-

ing the open end of the pipe in the temporarily upper

chamber to prevent fluid therein from passing directly

through the pipe into the temporarily lower chamber and

for opening the open end of the pipe when the temporarily

upper chamber has been rotated into lowermost position.

3,101,780
PLATE TYPE BOILER

Clarence C. Smith, Okemos, Mich., assignor to Tranter
Manufacturing, Inc., Lansing, Mich., a corporation of

Michigan
FUed Feb. 9, 1960, Scr. No. 7,581

7 CUims. (CI. 165—166)

ERRATUM
For Class 165—143 see:

Patent No. 3,101,930

"'::J'^

I. An upright plate' type boiler comprising a pair of

opposed upright, generally parallel, front and rear fluid

circulating panel units spaced transversely from one an-

other, a pair of opposed upright, generally parallel side

panel units of a construction generally similar to said

front and rear units, said front, rear and side units being

arranged about the four sides of a boiler heating space,

said p>anel units each comprising a pair of plates secured

together in face-to-face sealed relation and providing

therebetween a plurality of upright fluid flow passages

and transversely extending, vertically spaced headers in

communication with said passages adjacent vertically

spaced points of the latter, the respective upper and lower

headers of the respective units being in communication

with one another, and at least one upright cross-over

circulatory unit disposed between the opposed panel units

of one of said pairs, said cross-over circulatory unit hav-

ing a construction similar to said pjanel units, including

vertically spaced headers in communication with one

another through upright fluid flow passages, said headers

of the cross-over unit being respectively in communica-

tion with at least one of said last named opposed panel

units at the respective vertically spaced headers of the

latter.

3,101,781

MISCIBLE TYPE SLUG METHOD OF RECOVERING
CRUDE OIL FROM RESERVOIRS

Carl Connaliy, Jr., Dallas, Tex., assignor to Socony

Mobil Oil Company, Inc., a corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 8,495

24 Claims. (CI. 166—9)
1. In a method of producing oil from a subterranean

reservoir provided with at least one injection well and one

production well the steps which comprise introducing a

liquefied, normally gaseous fluid comprising ammonia into

said reservoir through said injection well at a pressure

above the vapor pressure of said ammonia at reservoir

temperature, thereafter introducing into said reservoir

through said injection well a driving fluid at a pressure

sufficient to maintain said ammonia above the vapor

pressure of ammonia at reservoir temperature and dis-

place said ammonia through said reservoir in the direc-

tion of said production well, and withdrawing fluids in-

cluding said oil from said production well until the

effluent flowing therefrom substantially comprises said

driving fluid.

3,101,782
REVERSE-FLOW SOLVENT FLOODING METHOD
Lc Roy W. Holm, Crystal Lake, 111., asdgnor to The Pure

Oil Company, Chicago, U., a corporation of Ohio
No Drawing. FUed June 13, 1960, Ser. No. 35^99

12 Claims. (CI. 166—9)
8. In the recovery of oil from an oil-containing under-

ground reservoir by the injection of aqueous liquid into
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said reservoir through an input well and the concomitant

recovery of oil from said reservoif through an output well.

the ratio of water-to-oil produced at said output well hav-

ing reached a value in excess of 2 to 1. the improvement

cwnprising terminating the injecuon of sa.d aqueous liqu.d

toSgh said input well, injecting into said reservo.

toulh an injection well a slug of fluid soluble m sa.d o.l

but substantially insoluble in the aqueous liquids m sa.d

reservoir, said fluid being additionally characterized as

having a viscosity substanUally less than that of the oil

in said reservoir, thereafter injecUng aqueous fluid through

said injection well and into said reervoir to drive said

slug of fluid toward a producing wel the path of fluid

travel through said reservoir from sa.d injection well to

said producing well being substantially the same as the

path of fluid travel from said input well to ^aid output

^c\\ the direction of flow from said injection well to said

producing well being substantially oppo ite ^ the d.rec-

Uon of flow from said input well to said output well, and

producing oU from said producmg well.
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and sealingly engaging one end of said wash pipe to re-

ceive washing fluid therefrom, and arranged to permit

flow from said wash pipe through said check valve and

prevent flow in the opposite direction, and a rotary wash-

ing tool comprising a rotary bit and means rotaubly con-

f^f^

3,101,783

WELL PACKER „ ^
Hiram H. Fisher, Jr. «>d Jnitan D. KeHhahn, H^on.
Tm., assignors to Baker OU Tools, Inc., Los Angeles,

Calif., a corporation of Caltf<wn»a

FUed Oct. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 65,680

14 Claims. (CL 166—130) necting said bit to the check valve to receive fluid there-

from, said bit having fluid passageways longitudinally

therethrough with a tangential component whereby flow

of fluid therethrough will urge said bit to rotate in one

direction with respect to said screen and check valve.

3,101,785

BLADE FOLDING DEVICE
,, ,^ ^ .

,

Ray D. Leoni, Hamden, Conn., assignor to United Air-

craft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn., a corporation

of Delaware , ..^ ,_^
FUed June 28, 1961, Ser. No. 120,376

1 Ctaim. (CI. 170—160.12)

1. In well packer apparatus to be set .n ^ well bore

^

a body; longitudinally spaced first and «^<^°"d abtU"?^nts

surrounding said body; a support sleeve
-;,^""/;f'^ ^^^

and secured to said first abutment and sl.dable along sa.d

^oond abutment; normally retracted packmg means on

said sleeve between said abutments; means on sa.d body

cnga^able with one of said abutments for effectmg move^

ment of said abutments toward each other to expand sa.d

pacing means outwardly; and means operafvelyasscK:.

ated w.th said sleeve and body and movable by sa.d

^y fir shifting said sleeve in a direction to ma.n am

Sd first abutment away from said second abutment to

retain said packing means in its retracted pos.t.on.

3 101 784

DOTARV WASH SCREEN SETTING COMBINATION
^D^ITrY WASHING TOOL THEREFOR

EdJiJi E SavkC^n, Houston, Tex., -«»8nc«;to How-rf

Smitti Company, Houston, Tex., a corporation of

^*""
FUed Oct. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 145,273

5 Claims. (CI. 166-158) .

1. In combination, a well screen, a wash pipe extend-

ing through said screen for conducing washing fluid

Sfough said screen from one end to the other thereof aS valve closing one end of said screen and releaaably

In a helicopter, a rotor head, a blade, a blade attach-

ing sleeve, means projecting from said rotor head, said

blade attaching sleeve being mounted for rotation on

said projecting means, said blade being connected to

said sleeve, an annular member mounted on sa.d blade

attaching sleeve for rotation, an annular flange hxed

to said blade attaching sleeve adjacent sa.d annular mem-

ber said annular flange having a first and second radia

projection extending outwardly therefrom, each radiaJ

projection having a hole located therethrough, first pm

means fixed to said annular member, said first p.n means

havine a first pin movable to engage the hole m sa.d

first radial projection of said annular flange of the blade

attaching sleeve, means for controlling the rotat.on of

said blade attaching sleeve, said control means .nclud-

ine a first lever arm extending from said annular mem-

ber a second lever arm extending from sa.d means

projectiivg from said rotor head, said second lever aiin

having its free end adjacent said annular flange, ar^

second pin means fixed to said second lever arm, saKl
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second pin means having a second pin movable to en-
gage the hole in said second radial projection of said an-
nular flange of the sleeve to position it against rotation

with relation to said second lever arm at a predetermined
ari'gle for folding.

3,101,786
CENTER ENCLOSED DRIVE FOR ROD WEEDER

George Dwight Hunter, Des Moines, and William W.
Jackson, Ankeny, Iowa, assignors to Deere & Com-
pany, Moline, III., a corporation of Delaware

FUed June 7, 1961, Scr. No. 115,439
1 Claim. (CI. 172—44)

-t-

.%
<^..-^

M ^

A rod weeder comprising: ground-engaging wheel sup-
ported frame means; a plurality of gooseneck pendants
fixed to said frame means, each p)endant including a
downwardly extending rear section and a lower forwardly
extending section; a bearing shoe fixed to the forward
end of each lower forwardly extending section, a weeder
rod extending through all of said bearing shoes; at least

one of said pendants being a drive pendant having a gen-
erally vertical hollow section, an upper pendant portion,

and a lower forwardly extending hollow section; the

upper pendant portion comprising a pair of laterally

spaced apart plates fixed to the upper portion of said

vertical pendant portion, one of said plates having an
opening, the other plate supporting a first bearing means
in alignment with said opening in said one plate, a sleeve

fixed at its inner end to the outer side of said one plate

concentric with said opening, a second bearing means car-

ried at the outer end of said sleeve, a shaft joumaled in

said first and second bearing means and extending out-
wardly of the outer end of said sleeve, a first sprocket fixed

to the outwardly extending end of said shaft, a second
sprocket fixed to said shaft between said plates, and a

pair of idlers journaled between said plates; said lower
forwardly extending hollow section being jointed in its

rear portion with the lower portion of said vertical hollow
section, the associated shoe receiving spaced apart bear-
ing portions, a rod-driving sprocket fixed nonrotatably
to said weeder rod between said spaced apart bearing por-
tions; a drive chain disposed within said drive pendant
and having a tension flight and a slack flight, one end
of said chain being disposed about said rod-driving

sprocket and the other end of said chain being trained
over said second sprocket and said idlers; chain guide
means disposed at the juncture of said vertical and lower
hollow sections, iaid guide means comprising a first guide
engageable by said tension flight, a second guide disposed
between said -slack flight and said tension flight, said sec-

ond guide having a stationary narrowed curved guide
surface engageable only by the central portion of said

slack flight, said guide surface having a radius of curva-
ture in excess of one-half the distance between said first

guide and said stationary guide surface; and drive means
interconnecting said first sprocket with said ground-en-
gaging wheel means.

3,101,787
MARKER SHIFTING DEVICE FOR AN

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT
Carl There Marino Hallgren, Norrkoplng, and Anders
Gustav Lars Alden, Vaderbmnn, Nykoping, Sweden,
assignors to International Harvester Company, Chi-
cago, III., a corporation of New Jersey

Filed Nov. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 150,520
Claims priority, application Sweden Nov. 17, 1960

9 Cbims. (CI. 172—127)

1. A tractor drawn agricultural implement comprising
frame means; a pair of markers swingably connected there-
with; one of said markers being in a lowered or operative
position and the other marker being in a raised or inop-
erative position when the tractor is driven in a straight line;

a flexible member connected to each of said markers;
means for swinging said markers into and out of operative
position including, a generally fore and aft extending actu-
ating arm pivotally mounted at one end to said frame
means and having its other end secured to the generally
central portion of said flexible member, a lever pivoted on
the frame, means operatively connecting the lever to the
tractor for pivoting the lever responsive to turning move-
ment of said tractor, said lever having a part thereon en-
gageable with said actuating arm for movement of said
arm between two end positions as the tractor is turned,

each end position corresponding to the lowered position
of one marker and a raised position of the other marker,
and spring means mounted on the frame and operatively

connected to said actuating arm so as to continuously
urge it into one of its end positions when said tractor is

traveling in a straight line.

3,101,788
TWO-WAY DISK PLOW

Marvin D. Jennings, Naperville, U., assignor to Inter-
national Harvester Company, Chicago, III., a corpora-
tion of New Jersey

Filed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 163,746
6 Cfaiinis. (CI. 172—219)

1* M

1. In a reversible disk plow, a supporting frame, an
elongated disk carrier extending diagonally of the direc-
tion of travel and substantially parallel to the ground in
the operating position of the carrier, a pivot member af-
fixed to and projecting upwardly from the disk carrier
medially of its ends, said pivot member being tilted for-
wardly in the plane of the carrier and at an angle with
respect thereto, and means connecting said pivot member
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to the supporting frame for lateral swinging of the carrier

about the axis of said pivot member between opposite

diagonals for right and left-hand plowing.

3 101 789
DISK PLOW ATTACHMENT

Maryin D. Jennings, NapervUle, UU assignor to Inter-

national Harvester Company, Chicago, HI., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey

FUed Jan. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 163,747

5 Claims. (CL 172—219)

j< IS -» M n li a

tool bar for transmitting the' motion of said lever to the

tool bar to swing the latter from said non-operating to

said operating position, the pivotal connection of the hnk

to the arm being on a center line between said fulcrum

and the pivoted connection of the link to the tool bar in

said non-operating position, said link being movable to

a position with the pivotal connection thereof to the tool

bar disposed between said fulcrum and the pivotal con-

nection of said arm to said link and overcenter with

respect thereto to lock the tool-carrying bar in its operat-

ing position.

' 3,101,791 _,
DRIVE INTERRUPTING APPARATUS FOR GRAIN

DRILLS AND THE LIKE
Jean Van Londersele, Montataire, France, assignor to

International Harvester Company, Chicago, III., a cor-

poration of New Jersey ,^, ,to
FUed Oct. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 142,319

Claims priority, application France Oct. 5, 1960

SCliims. (CI. 172-^45)

1. In a reversible disk plow having a supporting frame,

a disk carrier mounted on the frame on a generally ver-

tical pivot axis for alternate swinging laterally about said

axis relative to the supporting frame, an earth-engaging

disk rotatably mounted on the carrier for lateral swing-

ing therewith to face opposite diagonals in positions for

right and left-hand plowing, and an auxiliary allochu-al

earth-engaging tool mounted on the carrier having an

earth-engaging face disposed below said disk and form-

ing generally a continuation of the lower surface there-

of, said auxiliary XocA having a relatively short upper

edge and a relatively long lower edge disposed diagonally

of the direction of travel and terminating in forward and

rearward right and left-hand earth penetrating points, said

points being alternately disposable forwardly, upon lat-

eral swinging of the carrier and disk for right and left-

hand plowing to open a path in the soU below the disk.

3,101,790

SCARIFIER BAR LOCK MECHANISM
RusscU E. Rice, Stockton, Calif., assignor to Interna-

tional Harvester Company, Chicago, lU., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey

FUed May 25, 1961, Ser. No. 112,720

9 Clahns. (CI. 172—317)

1. In an implement having a driven part and adapted

to be mounted on a tractor and transported thereby,

hitch means carried by the tractor comprising lower draft

links connected to the implement and an upper Imk verti-

cally spaced above said draft links, an articulated lever

pivotally connected at one end to said upper link and

pivotally connected to the implement at a location spaced

from the connection of the lever to said upper link and

vertically spaced above said draft link implement con-

nections, said lever being swingable upon vertical move-

ment of said links and the implement therewith to a

raised position, said lever having a part thereon engage-

able with said driven part to interrupt the operation there-

of, said engageable part of the lever being movable out

of operative engagement with said driven part upon low-

ering of said links and the implement therewith to its

initial lowered position.

1 An earthworking machine having a transverse sup-

porting frame, comprising a tool-carrying bar pivotaUy

mounted on the frame for swinging about a transverse

axis and having a plurality of laterally spaced scarifier

teeth secured thereto for swinging therewith between an

open non-operating position with the teeth extending

generally horizontally below the frame and a closed or

operating position with the teeth extending generiUly

vertically, a lever having a fulcrum on the frame for

forward and rearward swinging and having a generally

horizontal arm secured thereto, a link having a pivotal

connection at one end to said arm and at the other to the

3,101,792

OFFSET DISK HARROW
WUliam R. Frank, BeU, Calif., assignor to Deere & Com-

pany, MoUne, Dl., a corporation of Delaware

ContinuaHon of appUcation Ser. No 796,363, Mar 2,

1959. This appUcation Feb. 16, 1962, Ser. No.

*^''*^^
9 Claims. (0.172-596)

1 In a disk harrow, a pair of generally axially aligned

disk gangs arranged in substantially end-to-end relation

and each constructed and arranged to work substantially

the same width of ground, each disk gang including a

gange frame, hinge means interconnecting adjacent cn(te

of said gang frames and including a pair of fore-and-aft

spaced apertured members on each gang frame, the lower

ends of the forward members being disposed above the

lower ends of the rear members, said ends being apertured,

and hinge pin means extending through the apertures m
the associated members to provide a hinge axis that lies

in a line extending in a forward and upward direction,
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and hitch means connected to the generally central por-

tions of said gang frames and including means accom-

modating movement of said gang frames about said

hinge axis.

3,101,793
WRAP GUARD FOR HARROWS AND THE LIKE

Daniel M. Brown, Villa Park, and Robert D. Woodworth,
Clarendon Hills, III., assignors to International Har-
vester Company, Chicago, Ul., a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed Dec. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 159,934
8 Claims. (CI. 172—609)

1. In combination with a disk harrow or the like

having frame means and at least one disk gang mounted

for rotation with respect to said frame means, said disk

gang comprising a plurality of spaced-apart ground-

working tools, spacer means abutting adjacent pairs of

said ground-working tools to maintain said tools in their

spaced-apart relation, bracket members depending from

said frame means and supporting said gang, and bearing

means on the spacer means adjacent said bracket mem-
bers joumalling said gang for rotation with respect to

said frame means, a wrap guard comprising at least one

knife secured to each of said bracket members, said

knives having a blade portion positioned adjacent to said

bearing means and disposed in cutting relation with re-

spect to the spacer means adjacent said bracket members
to protect said bearing means from trash wrapping

around said spacer means.

3,101,794
ANGULAR ADJUSTING MEANS FOR A LAND

CLEARING IMPLEMENT
William Otto Bechman, Arlington Heights, III., assignor

to International Harvester Company, Chicago, 111., a
corporation of New Jersey

Origfaial application Sept. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 843,433, now
Patent No. 3,022,836, dated Feb. 27, 1962. Divided
and this application Oct 25, 1961, Scr. No. 147,537

3 Claims. (CI. 172—«98)

1. An implement including a frame comprising a trans-

verse supporting beam, a pair of draft arms, means adjust-

ably connecting said draft arms to said beam whereby said

arms may be moved inwardly and outwardly relative to

said beam, a pair of laterally spaced supporting structures

connected to said beam, each said structure including

spaced plate members connected together and providing a

vertical slot, with stops at horizontally spaced ends of
said slot, a plow blade disposed below said beam, a pair

of laterally spaced upright legs connected to said blade,

means pivotally connecting said legs to said supporting
structures between said plate members and within said slot

whereby said blade may be tilted relative to the ground,
means for pivoting said legs including a pair of fluid ex-

tensible members, means pivotaly connecting each exten-

sible member to each draft arm. each extensible member
including a cylinder, a piston and ram reciprocable within

each cylinder, means for directing fluid under pressure to

said cylinder on opposite sides of said piston for moving
the same, and means pivotally connecting said rams above
said slot to the said legs, saii stops limiting the pivotal

movement of said legs.

3,101,795
HILLSIDE DRILLING EQUIPMENT
Donald W. Raby, 2022 Preston Ave.,

Los Angeles 26, Calif.

FUed Sept 8, 1959, Scr. No. 838,549
6 Claims. (CI. 173—23)

1. In a drilliivg rig, a generally L-shaped rigid frame
structure including a derrick forming the long leg of the L
and a base forming the short leg thereof, a pair of wheels

mounted on said frame structure in the region of inter-

section of the derrick and base, said wheels being mount-
ed for rotation on a common axis extending transversely

of the derrick and base in a direction normal to each,

said frame structure being swingable as a unit about the

axis of the wheels so position said derrick horizontally

for movement in such position as by towing or pushing, a

longitudinally adjustable leg mounted on the base at a

point remote from said wheels and intermediate the planes

containing the wheels, said leg extending from the base

in a direction oppositely to that of the derrick, a boring
tool, said base having an open area intermediate said leg

and the rotational axis of the wheels adapted to pass the

boring tool, tool-rotating means carried by said base for

engaging and rotating the boring tool, a motor carried

by said base, means operably connecting said motor and
said rotatable means, a windlass mounted on said base,
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a sheave mounted on the outer end portion of said der-

rick, and a cable passing over said sheave attached at

3,101,797

CORE TAKER DEVICES
Emmet F. Brieger, Houston, Tex., assignor to Schlum-

bcrger Well Surveymg Corporation, Houston, Tex., a

corporation of Texas
FUcd Apr. 5, 1960, Scr. No. 20,158

8 Claims. (CI. 175—4)

C3

one end to said windlass and adapted to be attached at

its other end to the boring tool.

3,101,796
FLUID-DRIVEN PERCUSSION MOTOR

Joe C. StaU and Rcnic P. Vincent, Tulsa, OUa., assignors

to Pan American Petroleum Corporation, Tulsa, Okla.,

a corporation of Delaware
FUed Nov. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 69,046

11 Claims. (CL 173—73)

1. A formation core taking device adapted to be fired

from a gun body into earth formations about a well bore

and comprising: a tubular body member having a for-

ward, formation cutting end formed between an internal

bore and an outer surface, said body member having an

external, forwardly facing, annular shoulder spaced rear-

wardly of said forward cutting end; a ring member slid-

ably received by the forward cutting end of said body

member to abut said shoulder and be spaced rearwardly

of said forward cutting end, said ring member having an

outer diameter greater than the diameter of said body

member; and means releasably coupling said ring member

to said tubular body member, said coupling means being

responsive to forces developed within the well bore after

the firing of said tubular body member to uncouple said

ring member from said tubular body member thereby

permitting said body member to be retrieved from the

formations independently of said ring member.

3,101,798
MARINE DRILLING APPARATUS

Wilmer G. Wilson and Charles J. OTlear, Shreveport,

La., assignors to Cities Service Oil Company, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUed July 15, 1958, Ser. No. 748,759

4 Claims. (CI. 175—8)

1. A cylindrical sleeve valve comprising a hollow cy-

lindrical member conuining a constriction, a housing

defining a cylindrical opening in which said valve is axi-

ally slidably disposed, said housing containing a conduit

for flow of fluid therethrough and through said member,

hydraulic means including a piston connected to said

member for axially sliding said member, and closure

means disposed in the path of fluid flow through said

member and shaped to contain a part of said member

whereby said valve may be slid to a position where said

part is disposed in said closure means and said flow is

shut oil.

793 O.Q.—49

1. Marine drilling apparatus comprising a vessel of

controllable buoyancy, means associated with said vessel

to control its buoyancy, a plurality of tubular members

affixed to said vessel, said members being maintained

in vertical and equally distant relationship to each other,

said members being of sufficient length to extend above
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the surface of the water upon the placing of the vessel

at the desired position under the water, said members

being closed at their lower ends and open at their upper

ends to receive a piston, a plurality of pistons each adapted

to be received within the upper end of one of said

tubular members in telescopic relationship thereto, said

pistons being of sufficient length to permit the attachmeni

or removal of drill string sections when in an extended

position, a crosshead rigidly connected to the pistons and

adapted to maintain the pistons in vertical fixed relation-

ship to each other and having means attached thereto

for supporting a drilling string, pneumatic means associ-

ated with the lower section of the tubular members where-

by gas may be introduced into or released from said

members to raise or lower tbe pistons, a plurality of an-

chorage cables being of sufficient length to extend from

the marine floor to the uRwr end of the tubular members,

guide means positioned in the lower portion of the sub-

mersible vessel, said anchorge cables passing through said

guide means; clamping means for securing said anchorage

cables to the upper end of the tubular members, said

cables being spaced equally distant from each other, a

second plurality of anchorage cables extending from the

marine floor to the upper end of the tubular members;

guide means positioned on the tubular members, said

second plurality of anchorage cables passing through said

guide means, clamping means for securing said second

plurality of anchorage cables to the upper end of the

tubular members, said cables being spaced equally dis-

tant from each other; a plurality of vibration dampening

cables anchored to the marine floor and extending to

the upper end of the tubular members, guide means se-

cured to the well conductor below the submersible vessel,

said vibration dampening cables passing through said

guide means, clamping means for securing said vibration

dampening cables to the upper end of the tubular mem-

bers, at least one vertically poskioncd well conductor

extending from the marine floor through the vessel to

above the surface of the water, means to maintain the

conductor in parallel fixed relationship to the tubular

members and submersible vessel, said conductor terminat-

ing at its upper end in means to support drilling equip-

ment, a down the hole shoulder positioned within the

well conductor near the marine formation, said shoulder

consisting of a body section joining the well casing above

and below such shoulder, supporting means integral with

the interior of said body section to receive a tubing

hanger, said means having at its upper end a flat surface

of sufficient width to support a tubing hanger, said means

having at its upper end a flat surface of sufficient width

to support a tubing hanger, and a tubing hanger posi-

tioned on said supporting means.

sleeve, said inner sleeve being of sufficient length to

enable its lower end to be selectively retracted into the

3,101,799

STEAM NOZZLE BORING DEVICE
Paul W. Grabow, Twin Brooks, S. Dak.

FUed Nov. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 72,430

6 Claims. (CI. 175—422)
1. A drilling device for post holes comprismg a ver-

tically elongated hollow cylindrical body for receiving

steam under pressure in its upper end and a nozzle as-

sembly at its lower end for discharging steam from

said body, said nozzle assembly including an outer sleeve

fixed secured to. projecting downwardly from and com-

municating with said body and an inner sleeve contin-

uously communicating with said body and slidably

received in said outer sleeve and in spaced relation there-

to for providing an annular steam discharge passage

therebetween, cooperating generally horizontally extend-

ing surfaces on said outer and inner sleeves movable

into engagement with each other for closing flow through

said annular passage while limiting downward move-

ment of and retaining said inner sleeve within said outer

outer sleeve and to be projected below the outer sleeve

in the lowered position of the inner sleeve.

3,101,800
WEIGHING OF MOVING OBJECTS

Seymour H. Raskin, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Railroad Machinery Development Cor-

poration, Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed Aug. 4, 1958, Ser. No. 752,731

23 Claims. (CI. 177—1)

r -^
J
-

.sri""' X^.

1. In a scale including a displaceable force-receiving

member and means mounting said force-receiving member
so that it is capable of displacement; the improvement
comprising means for generating an electric signal pro-

portional to the displacement of the force-receiving mem-
ber means electrically connected to said means for gen-

erating an electric signal for suppressing high frequency

components of said generated electric signal due to sudden

changes in the displacement of the force-receiving mem-
ber, means responsive to the displacement of the force- ,

receiving member for indicating a digitized value of the

displacement of the force-receiving member, recorder

means for recording said indicated digitized value, means

for actuating said recorder means, and means electrically

connected to said means for generating an electric signal

and said means for suppressing high frequency com-

ponents of said generated electric signal restraining opera-

tion of said recorder-actuating means until the generated
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electric signal and the electric signal with the high fre-

quency components suppressed are within a predetermined

tolerance from equality.

3,101,801
MATERIALS PROPORTIONING DEVICE

Paul C. MUIer, 10300 Sparta Ave., Sparta, Mich.

Filed Jan. 11, 1960, Ser. No. 1,742

13 Claims. (CI. 177—70)

U
.

-'• -i Li- r,Ti

vided with a base portion and a weighing platform, said

weighing jriatfcwm provided with depending vertical arms,

said weighing mechanism including a plurality of balanc-

ing sections located beneath said platform, said depending

arms and said balancing sections cooperating to retain said

platform in a normally suspended position above said

base, said balancing sections movable transversely to said

base portion for urging said platform to move transversely

toward said base until equilibrium position is attained

when laundry is placed upon said platform.

3,101,803

ADJUSTABLE ILLUMINATED SCALE STRUCTURE
Jacob L. Kleinman, Hotel Kimbcrly, 74th St. at

Broadway, New York, N.Y.
FUed Jan. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 707,027

2 Claims. (CL 177—177)

\^lfr

1. In an automatic dosing machine, a source of ma-

terial; weighing means; valve means for controlling the

flow of material from said ma.erial source to said weigh-

ing means; said weighing means comprising: a material

rec^tacle; a movable member connected to said material

receptacle so as to move in accordance with the weight

of said material in said receptacle; signal-producing

means located adjacent said movable member, said sig-

nal-producing means being arranged to become ener-

gized when said movable member reaches a predetermined

position; means fcM- moving said signal-producing means

from a first to a second altitude in response to itis first

energization, said mo«km'ent of said signal-producing

means being such that $aid. movable member again causes

energization of said signal-producing means when the

lead weight of said material is added to the weight at

which said first energization takes place; means actuated

by said signal-producing means for closing said valve

means immediately upon occurrence of said first energiza-

tion; and means operated at a time at which said signal-

producing means should be re-energized for checkmg

whether or not said signal-producing means is then ener-

gized. ^^^^^^^^^
3 101 802

SCALE-WASHING MACHINE COMBINATION
Jacob L. Kleinman, Hotel Klmberly, 74th St. at

Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Origfaial application Jan. 3, 1958, Ser. No. 707,027.

Dlridcd and this application Jan. 23, 1961, Ser. No.

*^*^
5 Claims. (0.177-144)

5. In an apparatus for cleaning laundry or the like,

the combination <rf a body portion comprising a wash tub

having a wall provided with an access opening for placing

laundry therein and a scale structure for weighing said

laundry, means for covering said access opening, said

teaIf structure comprising a weighing mechanism pro-

2. A weiring scale comprising a frame and a weigji-

ing mechanism including a platform said frame having a

bottom portion and side walls and an open top forming

a casing, said platform supported by the said mechanism

and being substantially coextensive in size with the said

opening, counter balancing means, said counter balanc-

ing means supported by the said frame and connected to

the said platform to balance said platform in a vertically

depressed position corresponding to the weight of an ob-

ject placed upon the said platform, an illuminated weight

indicating means, said indicating means operable by the

said platform, said indicating means comprising a hori-

zontally extending tubular shaft having a non-circular

external periphery rotatably supported by a side wall of

said casing, a tubular indicator element, said indicator

element having a non-circular internal periphery con-

forming in shape to the said tubular shaft and mounted

upon the said shaft for rotation therewith and for axial

adjustment relative thereto and having weight indicia

peripherally disposed about the distal end thereof, a cylin-

drical shield, said shield located about the said indicator

element and being slidably non-rotatably supported co-

axially of said shaft by an aperture in an opposite wall

of said casing and adapted to be moved axially from a

retracted position within said casing to an extended par-

tially exposed position exteriorly of said casing, said

shield having a window opening and an index and an

internal illuminating means located adjacent the said

indicia on said indicator element, means for concurrently

moving the indicator element axially upon movements of

said shield thereby to expose said window opening and

said weight indicia exteriorly of said casing when said

shield is in extended position, energizing means for said

illuminating means including means on said shield for

enabling said energizing means when said shield is ex-

tended, and drive transmission means connecting said

shaft to said platform to rotate said shaft when said plat-

form is depressed.

3,101,804

PORTABLE STANDUP TYPE BATHROOM SCALE
Vytaat Aleki, Rockford, Dl., assignor to Tbe Brearley

Company, Rockford, DL, a corporatioa of DUooli

FHed May 23, 1960, Ser. No. 31,082

3 Clafans. (CL 177—239)
1. A portable bathroom scale comprising a support-

ing base of generally rectangular form, a generally rec-

tangular platform connected in assembled relation to the
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base but supported on and movable downwardly with re-

spect thereto in a weighing operation when the base and

platform are horizontally disposed for use in weighing

with the base resting on a floor, said scale being con-

structed to be adapted for use only in a horizontal posi-

tion resting on a floor and to permit its being stood on

end on the floor, one end of said scale being its for-

ward end and the other its rearward end in the weighing

operation, and a generally U-shaped member of approxi-

mately the same width as one end of said base and dis-

posed in a plane at less than a right angle to the plane of

the scale and in spaced transverse relationship to one end

thereof and having the ends of the arms thereof directed

toward and rigidly secured to the end of the base, the

cross-portion of the U-shaped member being spaced out-

wardly from and substantially parallel to the platform

and adapted to serve as a lifting and carrying handle, said

U-shaped member being adapted to serve as an auxiliary

base on which to support the scale when it is stood on

end when not in use.

3,101,805
TRACTION BELT CYCLE VEHICLE

Paul E. TrCtle, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to Mudd-
Kat Corporation, a corporation of Utah
Filed Oct. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 147,823

6 CUims. (CI. 180^9J4)

3,101,806
ARTICULATED MOTOR VEHICLE

Karl Salna, Mundelein, III., assignor to The Frank G.
Hough Co., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Feb. 9, 1961, Scr. No. 88,114
12 Claims. (CI. 180—52)

1. In an articulated motor vehicle construction, a first

body and frame section carried on a pair of wheels, a sec-

ond body and frame section carried on a second pair of

wheels, a tunnel formed through said first body and frame

section, means pivotally interconnecting said first and

second body and frame sections for relative pivotal move-
ment about a first axis disposed between said first and sec-

ond body and frame sections and positioned substantially

vertically at the transverse center of said vehicle and

about a second axis positioned longitudinally of the vehi-

cle and at the transverse center thereof, said means com-
prising a L -shaped yoke having a vertical leg and a hori-

zontal leg, said horizontal leg being positioned to extend

through said tunnel of said first body and frame section,

said horizontal leg having a pair of longitudinally spaced

apart outwardly extending members, said first body and

frame section having a pair of upwardly extending mem-
bers carried in said tunnel and positioned one on each

side of the axis of rotation of said first pair of wheels, pin

means connecting each of said extending members of said

horizontal leg to one of said upwardly extending members
in said tunnel for pivotal movement of said first body and

frame section about said second axis, said vertical leg of

said yoke being positioned to depend from said horizontal

leg and connected to said second body and frame section

for pivoting of said first body and frame section relative

to said second body and frame section about said first

axis.

3,101,807
TRACTOR HOOD LATCH

Robert H. Witt, Hinsdale, III., assignor to International

Harvester Company, Chicago, 111., a corporation of

New Jersey
Filed Aug. 21, 1961, Scr. No. 132,718

3 Claims. (CI. 180—69)

1. A cycle vehicle including a frame, a U-hangcr

pivotally mounted in said frame, a traction belt, a pair of

wheels, means joumaling said wheels in tandem relation

in said U -hanger, said traction belt extending about said

tandem wheels, pivot means pivoting said U-banger to

said frame, said pivot means being located in said U-

hanger intermediate said wheel journal means therein, a

power wheel journaled in said frame forward of said tan-

dem traction wheels, a power receiving wheel fixed on the

forward tandem traction wheel, a cable connecting said

power wheel and power receiving wheel, said pivot means

being located in said U -hanger relatively dose to said

journaling means for said rear tandem traction wheel

and relatively remote from said journaling means for said

forward tandem traction wheel, said cable limiting the

pivoting movement of said U -hanger in said frame.

3. In a tractor having a longitudinally extending frame.

J vertically extending front support supported* on said

frame, and a vertically extending rear support on said

frame, a hood structure for said tractor comprising an

inverted generally U-shaped hood, said hood having de-
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pending vertical laterally spaced side walls and an upper

wall connected thereto, said hood being open at its rear-

ward end, said side walls being positioned in overlapping

relation relative to said supports, means pivotally con-

necting a forward portion of said hood to said front sup-

port for pivotal movement about a horizontal axis where-

by said hood may be swung upwardly and downwardly

relative to said rear support, latching n.eans for said hood

comprising a generally V-shaped bead provided on each

of said side walls along their lower edges thereof, said

beads being substantially coextensive with said side walls

and each bead providing at a rearward portion of the

same a V-shaped engageable part, said engageable parts

having openings facing inwardly, a pair of latch elements

connected to said rearward support and projecting later-

ally outwardly therefrom, each latch element having a

generally V-shaped end portion engaging each engageable

part to retain said hood in a closed position, said side

walls having a resiliency whereby the lower portions of

said side walls may be forced apart by the application

of hand pressure by the operator whereby the engageable

parts may be disengaged from the latch elements and

the hood may be swung to an open position, and where-

upon release of said pressure said side walls return to their

normal position and said hood may be returned to a

closed position whereupon pressure in a downward direc-

tion provides for engagement of lower portions of said

side walls with said V-shaped latch elements and said

side walls are again resiliently spread apart to permit en-

gagement of said latch elements with said engageable

parts.

3,101,809
VEHICLE CAB MOUNTING MEANS

Gerald W. Hostetier and Vergil W. Kelley, Fort Wayne,

Ind., assignors to International Harvester Company,
Chicago, III., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Oct. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 143,380

15 Claims. (CI. 180—89)

,, ^,—

#-^

1. In a motor vehicle having a longitudinal frame and

a body, the combination including said frame and body

comprising, means for connecting the rearward end of

said body to said frame, said means being releasable to

disconnect said rearward end of said body from said

frame mounting structure operatively interconnecting the

forward end of said body to said frame for universal piv-

otal movement about a single point contained in a verti-

cal plane passing through the longitudinal median line of

said frame, and latch means cooperable with said mount-

ing structure for only permitting pivotal movement of

said body with respect to said frame about a single, trans-

versely extending, horizontal axis whereby said body is

capable of pivoting about said axis when said means con-

necting the rearward end of said body to said frame are

released.

3,101,808
POWER TRANSMISSION 3,101,810

Richard O. Gordon, YpsUanH, Mich., assignor to LOUDSPEAKER RESONATOR
Vickers Incorporated, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Antony Z. Doschek, Crafton, Pa., assignor to Allied

Michigan Instructional Developments, Inc., Crafton, Pa., a cor-

Filed Mar. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 801,042 poration of Pennsylvania

8 Claims. (CI. 180—79.2) FUed July 8, 1959, Ser. No. 825,737

7 CUhns. (CI. 181—31)

1. A hydraulic power transmission comprising: a pow-

er circuit including a reservoir, a hydraulic power source,

a fluid motor and a control valve for regulating flow from

said power source to said fluid motor; a control circuit

including a pump for supplying control fluid to move

said wMitrol valve thereby du-ecting fluid flow from

the power source to the fluid motor; a return line in said

power circuit for conducting displacement from said

motor to said reservoir; means forming a hydraulic con-

nection between said return line and said centred circuit;

and means in said return line for maintaining a pressure

head on said control circuit through said hydraulic con-

nection for replenishing the control circuit from the re-

turn line.

1. A speaker cabinet supported by vibratory isolators

and consisting of a polyhedron enclosure formed by not

less than six sides joined together, each cabinet side is

disposed at an angle other than ninety and one hundred

eighty degrees to every other cabinet side, at least two

of said sides having openings, a vibratory panel secured

to each side having an opening, each of said panels being

larger than and covering its opening, one of said vibra-

tory panels being supported in spaced relation from the

side to which it is secured to provide an exterior opening

fOT said cabinet around the perimeter of its panel, the

other of said panels being perimetrally secured to its

side to close the opening therein, at least one of the

other of said panels having a speaker opening, and a

speaker covering and closing said speaker opening.

3,101,811

MARINE TYPE MUFFLER
Thomas N. Kelly, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Aircraft

Precision Products, Inc., Oak ParlK, Mich., a corpora*

tion of Michigan
Origfaial appUcatlon Oct 19, 1960, Ser. No. 63,638, now

Patent No. 3,080,939, dated Mar. 12, 1963. Divided

and this application Dec. 11, 1961, Scr. No. 158,265

4 Claims. (CI. 181—52)
1. A marine type muffler comprising an elongated tu-

bular housing, separate inner and outer end headers re-
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spectively closing the opposite ends of said housing, a pair

of transversely extending partitions secured within said

housing in longitudinally spaced relation to said end

headers and to each other dividing said housing into first

and second resonant chambers respectively adjacent said

inner and outer end headers and a third resonant chamber

between said first and second chambers, an inlet tube

extending through said inner end header into said first

chamber, said inlet tube being disposed adjacent to the

side wall of said tubular housing in laterally offset par-

allel relation to the longitudinal center line of said hous-

ing, an acoustical coupling duct extending through and

secured to one of said partitions, a second acoustical cou-

pling duct in spaced axial alignment with said first men-

tioned duct and extending through and secured to

the other of said partitions, said ducts placing

said chambers in communication with one another and

being disposed in laterally offset parallel relation to the

longitudinal center line of said tubular housing at the di-

arms at one end of the appliance, each jaw structure

having a recess with a wall sealingly engageable with the

conduit end of the motion-transmitting device and also

with the nnK)tion-transmitting member thereof, one of

said jaw stnictures having a pressure-lubricating fitting

thereon adapted to receive a lubricant coupling of the

pressure lubricating apparatus, said one jaw structure hav-

ing a lubricant passageway connecting said fitting to said

recess.

1. A clamp-on lubricating appliance for detachably

connecting a pressure lubricating apparatus to one end of

the conduit of a wire-in-conduit motion-transmitting de-

vice, said appliance comprising a pair of relatively mov-

able jaw carrying arms pivotally connected to one another

intermediate their opposite ends for motion of said ends

toward and away from one another, a pair of conduit-

gripping jaw structures attached to said jaw carrying

3,101,813
DISC TYPE BRAKE STRUCTURE

Dent Parrett, St Joseph, Mkh., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Lambert Brake Corporation, St. Joseph,

Mich., a corporation of Michigan
FUed Apr. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 21,020

6 Claims. (CI. 188—73)

ametrically opposite side of said center line from said

inlet tube, the end of said inlet tube within said first

chamber lying in a plane inclined radially and axially

inwardly relative to said housing at an acute angle to

the longitudinal center line of said housing to provide for

a uniform flow and expansion of exhaust gases and water

into said first chamber, and an outlet tube extending

through said outer end header into said second chamber,

said outlet tube being in spaced axial alignment with

said inlet tube, the end of said outlet tube within said sec-

ond chamber lying in a plane inclined radially inwardly

and axially outwardly relative to said housing at an acute^

angle to the longitudinal center line of said housing to

provide for a smooth flow of exhaust gases and water

from said second chamber, the arrangement of said tubes

and ducts serving to reduce back pressure in the muffler,

the ends of said ducts and the inclined ends of said tubes

being open and unobstructed to further reduce back

pressure.

3,101,812
CLAMP-ON LUBRICATING APPLIANCE
Roy C. Mercer, Sr., 276 Emmons Blvd.,

Wyandotte, Mich.
FUed Aug. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 136,140

7 Claims. (CI. 184—105)

2. A brake structure for association with a shaft com-

prising a pair of friction discs nonrotatably and axially

shiftably mounted on said shaft, housing means around

said friction discs presenting radially extending braking

surface means for cooperative engagement with said fric-

tion discs, first and second axially shiftable actuating discs

surrounding said shaft between said friction discs, cam

means between said actuating discs for spreading said

actuating discs upon relative rotation of said actuating

discs in predetermined opposite directions for initiating

the braking operation, a first link having a first end por-

tion pivotally connected to said first actuating disc at a

predetermined first pivot point, said first link normally

extending from said pivot point in one direction generally

toward and close to and beyond peripheries of said ac-

tuating discs, said first link having a second end portion

opposite from said first end portion radially spaced from

the peripheries of said actuating discs, a second link hav-

ing a first end portion pivotally connected to said second

actuating disc at a second pivot point offset from said first

pivot point generally in said one direction circumfcrcn-

tially of said actuating discs, said second link also being

pivotally connected to said first link at a point between

the opposite end portions of said first link, said outwardly

disposed second end portion of said first link being dis-

posed between said first and second pivot points and being

connectable to an element adapted to be operated for

shifting said second end portion outwardly for rotating

and spreading said actuating discs, said actuating discs

having a predetermined thickness and outwardly project-

ing apertured ears of about the same thickness, first and

second pivot pins respectively connected to said cars of

said first and second actuating discs and pivotally con-

necting said first and second links to said ears of said first

and second actuating discs, said links having a combined

thickness greater than a normal space between said ac-

tuating discs when the actuating discs are in retracted

positions, said pivot pins extending from their associated
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ears in opposite directions and over the adjacent actuating

discs, said links initially extending diagonally between

said pivot pins when said actuating discs are in retracted

positions and then moving toward positions substantially

perpendicular to said pins when said actuating discs are

spread apart during a braking operation.

3,101,814

SLACK ADJUSTING MECHANISM FOR RAILWAY
CAR BRAKE APPARATUS

George K. Newell, Penn Township, Westmoreland

County, Pa., assignor to Westingbouse Air Bralic Com-
puiT, Wilmeniiiig, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed Dec. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 160,736

10 Claims. (CI. 18»—203)

thickness thereby enabling said set of ratchet teeth

to at one time fully engage said set of internally

extending ratchet teeth on the interior of said actua-

tor sleeve and at another time to be moved out of

engagement therewith by movement of said trigger

sleeve by said one member of said piston rod in re-

sponse to excessive travel thereof and its correspond-

ing piston as a result of excessive brake shoe wear, said

pawl sleeve being rotatable by said trigger sleeve

subsequent to disengagement from said set of intern-

ally extending ratchet teeth on the interior of said

actuator sleeve, and

(e) ratchet means connecting the second set of ratchet

teeth on said pawl sleeve to said one member of

said one piston rod whereby rotation of said pawl

sleeve effects rotation of said member with respect

to the other member of said one piston rod through

said screw-threaded connection therebetween to

lengthen said piston rod as brake shoe wear occurs.

3,101,815
VEfflCLE BRAKE COOLING SYSTEM

James W. Thompson, Peldn, and Robert E. Gerber,

Peoria, HI., ass^ors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria,

m., a corporation of California

FUed June 29, 1961, Ser. No. 120,681

2 Claims. (CI. 188—264)

1. Slack adjusting mechanism for railway truck brake

rigging of the type in which two subsuntially parallel

brake shoe carrying brake beams are operatively con-

nected by means of brake cylinders carried on the brake

beams and by the respective pistons and piston rods of

said brake cylinders connected to the brake beam opposite

to that carrying the brake cylinder, said slack adjusting

mechanism for each brake cylinder comprising the com-

bination of:

(a) a piston rod having two coaxially related members

screw-threadedly connected together, one of said

members being coaxially connected to its brake cyl-

inder piston by means of a connection enabling limited

universal angular movement of said member with

respect to the piston, and the other of said members

being connected to a corresponding brake beam by

means enabling limited universal angular movement

of the other of said members with respect to such

brake beam,

(b) an actuator sleeve through which said piston rod

extends and being resilicntly anchored at one end

in coaxial relation to the corresponding brake cylin-

der so as to have limited universal angular move-

ment with respea thereto, said actuator sleeve having

a bore and a coaxial counter bore cooperating to

constitute a shoulder therebetween on which a set of

ratchet teeth of a chosen radial thickness is formed,

(c) a trigger sleeve slidably mounted on said one mem-

ber of said piston rod for longitudinal movement

thereby through said bore and splined to said hollow

actuator sleeve for roUtion together therewith, said

trigger sleeve having adjacent one end thereof a set

of ratchet teeth of said chosen radial thickness the

apices thereof being accurately offset from the apices

of said set of internally extending ratchet teeth,

(d) a pawl sleeve slidably mounted on said one mem-

ber of said piston rod and within said actuator sleeve,

said pawl sleeve having on each side thereof a set

of ratchet teeth, the set of ratchet teeth on the side

thereof adjacent said trigger sleeve havjpg a radial

thickness at least twice that of said chosen radial

1 . A system for cooling the brakes of a vehicle which

has a plurality of hydraulically controlled components

including a reservoir for hydraulic fluid and individual

pumps, fluid motors and controls for said components, a

common return line for more than one of said compo-

nents, means directing fluid from said return line to said

brakes, means directing fluid from said brakes to said res-

ervoir, and an ejector operating on pressure in the return

line to draw fluid from the reservoir to supplement the

return fluid used for cooling the brakes.

3,101,816
DRILLING AND SERVICING MAST

Charles L. Fox, Fort Worth, Tex., assignor of one-fourth

to James A. Wood, Mission, Tex.

FUed May 20, 1960, Ser. No. 30,606
11 CUims. (CI. 189—15)

5. A mobile, self-conUined well drilling and servicing

apparatus comprising a trailer, a drilling rig having all

of its components including the winch and draw works

fixedly mounted on said trailer, a drilling and servicing

nwst carried by said trailer in a horizontal position above

said drilling rig components, means mounting said mast

for shifting longitudinally of said trailer while in a hori-

zontal position between a retracted position in which the

over-all length of the trailer is a minimum and an ad-

vanced position projecting beyond an end of the trailer

and in which the over-all length of the trailer is a maxi-
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mum, erecting means operable when the mast is in said

advanced position for moving said mast between a hori-

zontal position and a vertically extending erected posi-

tion, said mast having at one side thereof and projecting

beyond its lower end a pair of slotted lugs, said trailer

having a pair of apertured supports cooperating with said

lugs when said mast is in its advanced position, rcmov-

h

\rpr
T-

able pivot means engaged in said slots and apertures and

pivoting said mast to said trailer for tilting when moved
by said erecting means between said horizontal and

erected positions, a second pair of lugs on said mast and

projecting beyond the lower end thereof, a second pair

of supports on said trailer having recesses therein for

receiving and supporting said second pair of lugs when

said mast is in said erected position.

3,101,817
WALL PANEL STRUCTURE

John Radek, % Ready Metal Mfg. Co.,

4320 S. Knox Ave., Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 130,836
10 Claims. (CI. 189—34)

<> f >' ,. a "

7. In a panel wall structure, in combination: a base

channel extending along a floor, said channel having paral-

lel, upright walls defining the sides of a post support;

a top channel supported on a ceiling and vertically aligned

with said base channel, said top channel having parallel,

depending walls; a plurality of upright posts spaced from

one another, each post having parallel legs, the lower

and upper ends of said posts being seated, respectively,

in said base channel and in said top channel with their

parallel legs between and abutting said parallel upright

and said depending channel walls; opposed integral tabs

on the parallel walls of the base channel and associated

with each post, each tab having an edge substantially

abutting an upright portion of a post, said tabs effectively

locking the posts against lateral movement; means secur-

ing the upper end of each post in the top channel; a base

panel receiving flange on the outside of one of the base

channel walls, said flange having a transverse base web
and an upright web which extend from a median line

between adjacent posts toward both said posts; a top panel

receiving flange on the outside of a top channel wall, said

top flange being identical with, and opposed to said base

flange; a plurality of panels, each panel having upright

margins against two adjacent posts and its lower and
upper marginal portions seated, respectively, in the panel

receiving flanges of the base and top channels, each said

panel being supported on the web of the base flange and
having its extremities confined between the upright webs
and the upright walls; and clip means secured to all of

said posts and engaging the upright margins of each panel

to secure the panels to the posts.

3,101,818
DEVICES FOR SECURING SPRINGS TO FURNI-

TURE AND OTHER FRAMEWORK
Royston Percival Barley, Soutiiend-on-Sca, England,

ssigiior to No-Sag Spring Company, Detroit, Mich., a
corporation of Michigan

FUed Sept 21, 1960, Ser. No. 57,438
1 Claim. (CI. 189—35)

fcliZ.

A clip for supporting the end of a sinuous spring strip,

said clip being made from metal stock bent into U-shape,

and an inner facing of another strip of material having
low friction properties to minimize squeaking mechan-
ically secured to the inner face of the U portion of the

clip by having the ends overlap the side edges and the

outer face of the clip at the U portion with the over-

lapped ends also of U-shape following the U-shape of the

outer face of the clip for retaining the inner facing strip

fixed to the U portion against lateral and longitudinal

movement relative thereto.

3,101,819
FABRICATED BEAM CONSTRUCTION
Gay C. Shinn, Box 308, Hamilton, Tex.
FUcd Mar. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 12,091

8 CUdma. (CL 189—37)

1. A fabricated beam construction comprising hori-

zontally disposed, vertically spaced planar and substantial-

ly parallel top and bottom plates, a pair of planar side

plates secured between and to corresponding side edge
portions of said top and bottom plates forming a box-like
beam, a longitudinally extending planar center web plate
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substantially parallel to said side plates and spaced there-

between secured between and to said top and bottom

plates forming a double section box beam, and a plu-

rality of upstanding substantially transversely extending

and longitudinally spaced baffle plates secured between

and to the top and bottom plates and between the center

web and the adjacent side plates of each of said beam
sections.

3,101,820
WINDOW STRUCTURE FOR PANEL TYPE

BUILDINGS
Marvin K. Snyder, Overland Park, and Jon B. Dunning-

ton, Leawood, Kans., assignors to Butler Manufactur-

ing Company, a corporation of Missouri

Filed Mar. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 14,887

2 Claims. (CI. 189—«5)

control elements, means in said space between said com-

partments to disengage said clutch control elements from

said lever to permit control of said throttle control ele-

ments independently of said clutch control elements, and

means for limiting the actuation of said throttle control

elements when said clutch control elements are in a pre-

determined position.

1. In a window-wall assembly, the combination of a

window structure, a panel disposed substaniially in the

same plane as the window structure and having a straight

edge, said window structure including a frame having a

portion forming an edge on the window structure ad-

joining said edge of said panel, said portion provided with

a pair of parallel outwardly open grooves running length-

wise of said portion and spaced from one another in

the direction of thickness of said window structure where-

by lo cause the open sides of said grooves to confront

the adjoining edge of said panel, an adapter member dis-

posed between said panel edge and said frame portion

having a pair of spaced parallel ribs disposed within said

grooves, means on said adapter engaging said panel, said

ribs including recesses therein, and resilient sealing means

disposed partially in said recesses but extending outwardly

therefrom to engage an inside wall of said groove to

provide a seal between each rib and its groove.

3,101,821
MOTOR CONTROL

Nelson R. Henry, Decatur, Ga., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to McCuIloch Corporation, Los Angeles,

Calif., a corporation of Wisconsin
nied Apr. 9, 1958, Ser. No. 727,410

13 Claims. (CI. 192—.096)

3,101,822

COMBLNED ACCELERATOR AND BRAKE
ASSEMBLY FOR VEHICLES

Glen H. Clemens, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to Glen H.
Clemens, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind., a corporation of

Indiana
FUed Feb. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 89,838

6 Claims. (CI. 192—1)

1. In combination: a prime mover having speed control

means movable between high and low speed positions and

a rotatable power shaft extending therefrom; clutch means

having driving means secured to said shaft and a driven

drum coaxially surrounding said driving means: means for

transmitting power from said drum; and unitary accel-

erator and brake means comprising a brake band embrac-

ing said drum, said brake band having one end movable

between first and second positions thereby respectively to

cause said band to disengage and engage said drum, and

actuator means movable between first and econd posi-

tions, said actuator means being coupled to said speed

control means for moving the same between said high and

low speed position responsive to movement of said actua-

tor means from said first position toward said second

position, said actuator means having means thereon which

engages said end of said brake band and moves the same

to said second position thereof thereby causing the same

to engage said drum responsive to movement of said actua-

tor means to said second position thereof.

3,101,823
VEHICLE BRAKE OPERATING MEANS

Harry L. Flanagan, Coral Gables, Fla.

(7939 Reseda Blvd., Reseda, Calif.)

Filed Oct. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 149,077

12 Claims. (CI. 192—3)

1. A motor control including a housing, separate clutch

and throttle control compartments in spaced side by side

relationship formed by said housing, clutch control ele-

ments and throttle control elements in said clutch and

throttle compartments, respectively, a single control lever

pivotally mounted in the space between said compart-

ments and means extending from said lever into each of

said compartments for the actuation of clutch and throttle

control elements therein, said means acting successively

to move said clutch control elements and said throttle

793 0.0.-50

1. A service brake control means for a motor vehicle

having an engine controlled by a throttle valve and having
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a service brake system including a master cylinder; said

control means including a vacuum responsive cylinder

having a vacuum responsive reciprocable element opera-

tively connected to the brake system master cylinder,

conduit means connecting said vacuum cylinder with a

source of vacuum associated with the vehicle engine, and

manually operable control means for varying the extent

of vacuum imposed on said vacuum responsive cylinder

comprising an oscillatable foot pedal operatively connected

to the engine throttle valve and a vacuum controlling

valve means interposed in said conduit means and opera-

tively associated with said foot pedal; said valve means in-

cluding port means comprising a pair of cooperating ports

which during traverse of said foot pedal through a pre-

determined portion of its path of movement, are brought

into registry with each other to connect the interior of

said conduit means with atmosphere with resultant dis-

abling of said conduit means and said vacuum responsive

cylinder to actuate the service brake system while said

feet pedal is moving within said portion of its path of

movement and in which said pair of ports are moved out

of registry with each other during traverse of said foot

pedal through another portion of its path of movement

with resultant actuation of the service brake system by

the imposition of vacuum on said vacuum responsive cyl-

inder.

paired recesses and sides adapted to clear said generally

radially extending edges of said recesses when said element

is in a tilted position in said recesses, whereby a torque

limit magnitude is established such that when said driving

and torque actuated members are disposed with their

paired recesses in the position of maximum overlap and

the torque sensing elements are disposed therein with

their flat ends bearing against the flat bottoms of said

recesses, a torque exceeding such predetermiaed magni-

tude exerted by said driving member will cause said

torque sensing elements to tilt in said recesses, said driv-

ing and torque actuated members to rotate relatively to

each other to the position of minimimi overlap of the

recesses of each pair, and said torque actuated member
and driving member to move axially relatively away
from each other by forces exerted by said tilted torque

sensing elements on said members, said forces exceeding

the force exerted by said resilient pressure means.

3,101,824
FORCE SENSING DEVICE

Stewart E. Gall, Northfidd, Ohio,
Lear Slcglcr, Inc.

FUcd May 12, 1960, Scr. No. 28,660
11 Claims. (CI. 192—8)

a,Tj

to

1. In a torque responsive coupling device, a rotatably

mounted driving member adapted to develop a torque and

having a plurality of circumferentially spaced axially ex-

tending recesses therein, a rotatably coaxially mounted

torque actuated member having a plurality of circum-

ferentially spaced axially extending recesses therein, said

recesses in both said memhers having open ends and flat

bottoms disposed in planes normal to the axis of rotation

and having identical lengths terminating in generally

radially extending edges and being so located that they

form related pairs in which the open ends of said recesses

face and overlap each other, means rotatably supporting

said driving and torque actuated members and pennitting

therebetween limited relative axial movement and limit-

ed relative rotational movement from a position of maxi-

mum overlap of said recesses to a position of minimimi

overlap of said recesses, means yieldable exerting a pre-

determined force urging said driving and torque actuated

members axially toward each other, and a torque sensing

element disposed in each pair of recesses, said element be-

ing of a height greater than the total of the depths of

said paired recesses and having flat end surfaces adapted

to bear against and closely fit the flat bottoms of said

3,101,825
HYDRAULIC CLUTCH

Gerhard CaroU, 8 ManserstrasM, Stnttgart-Fcocrbach,
Germany, and Otto Latz, 53 Btenrodcr Wcf, Braun-
schweig, Germany

Filed Sept 9, 1960, Scr. No. 55,006
Clahns priority, appUeatioa Germany Sept 10, 1959

6 CUms. (CL 192—18)

JWVW ^

1. A hydraulic clutch device for the transmission of

power comprising, in combination: a first rotatable mem-
ber and a second rotatable member, each rotatable mem-
ber mounted substantially coaxially with respect to the

other and said second member having walls forming a

cavity about said first member, said rotatable members
having a plurality of mutually exposed interleaved an-

nular protrusions concentric with respect to the axes of

said rotatable members, the annular protrusions of said

first rotatable member and said second rotatable member
being provided with complementary tapered surfaces for

frictional engagement of the first rotatable member with

the second rotatable member along substantially the entire

surfaces of said protrusions, the tapered annular surfaces

having a gradient steeper than 1:4; driving means Ux
rotating said first rotatable member; a liquid of high

viscosity disposed within said cavity of said second rotat-

able member and between said rotatable members for^

actuating rotation of said second rotatable member upon
rotation of said first rotatable member; means for axially

moving said second rotatable member with its annular

protrusions into engagement with the annular protrusions

of said first rotatable member; brake means for halting

the rotation of said second rotatable member when its

annular protrusions are out of engagement with the an-

nular protrusions of said first rotatable member, said

brake means comprising a stationary first annular brake

member mounted concentrically with respect to the axes

of said rotatable members and a second annular brake
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member integrally connected to said second routable

member; and spring means for moving said second annu-

lar brake member into frictional cwitact with the said first

stationary annular member and for moving said second

rotauble member with its annular protrusions out of en-

gagement with the annular protrusions of said first rotat-

able member.

3,101326
INTERMnTENT CLUTCH

Marvin D. leulngB, Napcrrillc, DL, aaslgDor to Inter-

natkMial Harvester Company, Chicago, IlL, a corpora-

tion <rf New Jersey

FUed Dec. 18, 1961, Scr. No. 159,931

8 Claims. (CI. 192—23)

1 . In clutch apparatus for planters and the like, a sup-

porting frame, a drive shaft mounted for constant rota-

uon on the frame and having a driving sprocket secured

thereto, a housing mounted on and joumaling the drive

shaft, an intermittenUy driven sprocket secured to the

housing coaxially with said shaft and rotaUble with the

housing, an idler sprocket mounted for free rotation on

the housing, an endless chain operatively connecting said

drive sprocket and said idler sprocket, and locking means

mounted in said housing and optionally cngageable with

said endless chain for locking the latter and the housing

together as a unit to cause the housing and the inter-

mittently driven sprocket to revolve about the ajtis of

said drive shaft

(4) said second arm having a pinion rotatably

mounted thereon engaging said first arm pinion

and adapted to engage said ring gear to transmit

the rotary mdtion of said ring gear to said shaft,

(5) means for engaging said second arm pinion

and said ring gear, and

(6) stop means intermittently engageable with said

second arm to disengage said second arm pinion

from said ring gear and thereby limit the rota-

tion of said shaft to periods of non-engagement

of said stop means with said second arm.

3,101,828

SAFETY STOP FOR THE TRAVELING BLOCK
OF DRILLING RIGS

John Hart Wilson, % Wilson Manofactortng Co.,

P.O. Box 1031, Wichita Falls, Tex.

FUed May 9, 1960, Ser. No. 27,655

5 Claims. (CL 192—139)

3,101,827

HIGH SPEED PLANTER CLUTCH
Cart N. Sbowalter, Westmoat, lU., assignor to Inter-

national Hanrcster Compaay, Chicago, 111., a corpo-

ration of New Jersey

FUcd Mar. 29, 1962, Scr. No. 183,544

6 Claims. (CI. 192—23)

it K

1. A drive mechanism for transmitting intermittent

power comprising:

(a) a power transmittal shaft,

(fr) a ring gear rotatably mounted on said shaft,

(c) means for rotating said ring gear,

(rf) clutch means mouAted on said shaft adjacent said

ring gear including, *

(1) a first arm seciu-ed to and extendmg substan-

tially radially of said shaft,

(2) a pinion rotatably mounted on said arm and

engaging said ring gear,

(3) a second arm associated with said first arm and

extending substantially radially of said shaft.

1. A safety stop mechanism for selectively stopping

the rotation of a power driven winding drum which is

mounted on a shaft, a frame mounting the shaft of said

winding drum for rotation in either direaion, a fluid

actuated clutch mounted on the shaft of said winding

drum, a fluid actuated brake mounted on said frame and

being connected in braking relation with said winding

drum, said safety stop mechanism comprising a gear re-

duction unit mounted on said frame, means operatively

ccmnecting said gear reduction unit in driven relation to

the shaft of said winding drum, a shaft extending out-

wardly from a side of said gear reduction unit, a cam

disc mounted on said shaft extending outwardly from

said gear reduction unit, a cam of effective, adjustable

length of at least 30 degrees of arcuate length operably

mounted on said cam disc and being rotatable therewith

about the axis of said shaft and in unison therewith, a

first valve actuator pivotally mounted on said gear re-

duction unit, a cam follower mounted on said first valve

actuator and being actuated by said cam on said cam disc

when said shaft is rotated, a first fluid supply conduit to

suK>ly fkiid under pressure, a first valve mounted on

said gear reduction unit and connected in fluid com-

munication with said first fluid supply conduit, said first

valve being operable by said first valve actuator upon

movement of said cam, a second valve actuator, said

second valve actuator being operable by fluid pressure

from said fluid supply conduit, a fluid conduit connecting

the outlet of said first valve and said second valve actua-

tor in fluid communication, a second valve, said second

valve being connected in actuating relation with said

second valve actuator, a second fluid si^Jply conduit con-
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nected to said second valve, branch conduits leading from

said second valve, one of said branch conduits being

connected with the fluid actuated clutch, the other of said

branch conduits being connected with the fluid actuated

brake, so the fluid actuated clutch and the fluid actuated

brake respectively will be actuated simultaneously, but

inversely, upon movement of said second valve by said

second valve actuator in synchronous relation to the cam

actuated first valve to direct fluid from said fluid actuated

clutch and to direct fluid under pressure to said fluid

actuated brake respectively to stop the rotation of said

winding drum.

3,101,829

CONVEYORS, PARTICULARLY FOR USE IN
VENDING MACHINES

Dennis Stanley Silver, London, England, assignor to

Farrow and Jackson Limited, London, England

FUed Sept. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 140,714

2 Claims. (CI. 193—12)

to said mechanism, a second conveyor for receiving said

infed bottles and conveying them to ^)accd transfer posi-

tions, said second conveyor being inclined to the hori-

zontal in a transverse direction, means for tilting bottles

from a substantially vertical attitude on said first con-

veyor to an inclined attitude as the bottles pass from said

first conveyor to said second conveyor, means for sup-

porting said bottles in inclined attitudes during their ad-

vance on said second conveyor, worm means adjacent

to said second conveyor adapted to control the movement

and spacing of said bottlis on said second conveyor

throughout the time the said bottles are being conveyed to,

and become located at, said respective transfer positions

by said second conveyor, and means for effecting simul-

taneous transfer from one side of said second conveyor,

of all the spaced bottles lined on said second conveyor

when they respectively reach the said transfer positions

thereon.

3,101,831
PEAR ORIENTING DEVICE

Norman E. Gaddlnl, Winters, Calif., assignor to Atlas

Pacific Engineering Company, a corporation of Cali-

fornia
FUed Feb. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 91,991

6 Claims. (CI. 198—33)

1. A helical rail for use in a conveyor device in which

the helical rail is mounted with its axis vertical, said rail

comprising, in combination, a helical flange on which the

objects to be conveyed rest, and a depending, helical flange

extending downwards substantially vertically from the

outer periphery of said first-mentioned flange for limiting

radially outward movement of the objects by engaging

the upper ends of objects resting on the next lower con-

volution of the helical rail, said two helical flanges include

an angle, as viewed in cross-section, which is less than a

right angle.

3,101,830
BOTTLE-TRANSFER MECHANISMS

Alexander Hyde Webster, Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire,

England, assignor to R. W. Webster & Company Lim-

ited, Waltham Cross, England, a British company
Filed Mar. 24, 1961, Ser. No. 98,194

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 7, 1960

10 Claims. (CI. 198—31)

1. A pear orienting device comprising a chute which

includes an elongated sling of flexible material and of

rounded bottom form in section, and rigid bars extending

along and secured to the upper edges of the sling; rigid

supporting rails above the bars, pivoted links extending

between the rails and bars supporting the chute for longi-

tudinal shaking movement and at a downward slope from

one end to the other, and means to impart such shaking

movement to the chute; the pears to be oriented being

deposited in single-file order into the sling at its upper end.

and the bars being disposed in converging relation to

each other from the upper to the lower end of the sling

whereby the latter is of correspondingly decreased width

from its upper to its lower end.

1. Bottle-transfer mechanism comprising a first sub-

stantially horizontal conveyor for feeding a line of bottles

3,101,832
UNSCRAMBLER AND ERECTOR FOR ARTICLES

SUCH AS PLASTIC BOTTLES
Charles Wyle, Bloomfield, and Forrest W. Hyde, Avon,

Conn., assignors to Embart Manafacturing Company,
Hartford, Conn., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 101,451

4 Claims. (CI. 198—33)
1. A mechanism for orienting intermingled articles,

such as bottles, in end to end relationship, said mech-

anism comprising a bowl having a spiral track therein

leading from its bottom to its top for the articles to climb

as a result of bowl vibration, means arranged along the

track for engagement with the articles to assure their

advance in single file end to end relationship, means

capable of directing a force against an article on the track

to turn it end for end, a light beam projector, and light

beam sensitive actuating means operatively associated
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with said force directing means to actuate the same for

aK>lication of force against an article only as a result of

spaced from said top sheet member, a plurality of tie

strip members rigidly secured to said top and bottom

sheet members to fixedly secure said top and bottom

sheet members to each other, said top and bottom sheet

members each having two parallel rows of bottle carry-

ing apertures adapted to receive and support two parallel

rows of bottles therein, said two rows of apertures in

said top sheet member being spaced from each other with

the article advancing along the track in undesired end-

wise orientation.

3,101,833

ORIENTING APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
ORIENTING WHOLE FRUIT HAVING DEPRES-
SIONS AT THEIR STEM AND BLOSSOM ENDS

Anthony F. Rodrigues, Los Gatos, and Earl R. Anderson,

Campbell, Calif., assignors, by mesne assignments, to

Filpcr Corporation, San Ramon, Calif.

FUed May 3, 1961, Scr. No. 107,451

13 Claims. (CL 198—33)

^^x^

A 4

1. The method of orienting a generally spherical buoy-

ant fruit unit having a pair of depressions in its outer

surface respectively at its stem and blossom ends, so

that the stem-blossom axis on which said depressions are

located is vertical, comprising the steps of ejecting a solid

stream of liquid vertically downwardly into a body of

liquid from a point spaced above the upper level of said

body thereby inducing the surface layer of said liquid

to flow to said stream at its point of engagement with

said body; floating such unit in said body within the

influence of the liquid flowing to said point to carry

said unit to below and within said stream and to a posi-

tion in which one depression of said pair thereof is upper-

most and substantially coaxial with the vertical axis of

said stream, then yicldably holding said one depression

substantially on said vertical axis and at the same time

moving the lower portion of said unit in which the other

depression of said pair is positioned to a position in which

said other depression is coaxial with said axis, and then

holding said unit stationary for subsequeri removal with

its stem-blossom axis vertical.

the apertures of one row being offset and nested with

respect to the apertures of the other row, said two rows

of apertures in said top sheet member being provided

with flanged portions extending at right angles to said

top sheet, said flanged portions at the apertures of one

of said two parallel rows extending in a direction opposite

to that of the flange portions at the apertures of the other

of said two parallel rows.

3,101,835

APPARATUS FOR TRANSPORTLNG SLIVERS
Rudolf WUdbolz, Winterthur, Switzerland, assignor to

Rieter Machine Worlu Ltd., Winterthur, Switzerland,

a corporation of Switzerland

Filed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 104,674

Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland Apr. 29, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 198—160)

1. In an apparatus for transporting slivers in spinning

mills, having reversing rollers, and an endless, hoselike,

longitudinally slit conveyor belt forming a loop around

said reversing roller: a guide roller placed on one side

of said belt, a sliver feeding roller placed opposite said

guide roller and forming a nip therewith for receiving

and temporarily holding said belt in flattened condition,

said feed roller deviating a sliver arriving at an angle to

said belt into the travel direction of the belt and pressing

the sliver onto said belt.

3,101,834

BOTTLE CARRIER CONSTRUCTION FOR
BOTTLE WASHER

George L. N. Meyer, Milwauliec, Wis., assignor to Geo. J.

Meyer Manufacturing Co., Cudahy, Wis., a corporation

of Wisconsin ,..,,,
Filed June 16, 1961, Scr. No. 117,656

1 Claim. (CI. 198—131)
A bottle carrier for a bottle washing machme com-

prising, a top sheet member, a bottom sheet member

3,101,836
CONVEYOR

Clarence O. Rountree, Jr., Oakland, Calif., assignor to

United States Steel Corporation, a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed Nov. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 151,290

19 Claims. (CI. 198—162)
1 . A conveyor for moving articles with a rotary motion

through a processing apparatus comprising, a pair of lat-
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crally spaced endless conveyors having upper runs that
are parallel, drive means for operating said conveyors at

identical speeds, a plurality of article supporting members
at spaced intervals along the length of each of said con-
veyors, means mounting said members on said conveyors
for movement therewith and for rotational movement
relative thereto, said supporting members being arranged
on said conveyors in successive groups respectively

ber. a secondary vent formed from said second chamber,
and a slide valve disposed in said first chamber and a

adapted during movement over said conveyor upper runs
to have supporting engagement at circumfercntially

spaced points with the base of an article to support it in

a vertical position over the space between said conveyors,
and means for rotating at least one of the supporting

members in each of said groups during movement over
the said conveyor upper runs to rotate an article sup-
ported thereby about a vertical axis extending centrally

thereof.

3,101,837
WIPER MECHANISM FOR CONVEYOR BELTS
Robert H. Martin, 302 9th St S., Virgiiiia, Minn.

FUed Mav 11, 1961, Scr. No. 109,288
6 Claini*. (CI. 198—230)

1. In a conveyor installation which includes a frame,
a conveyor belt, and means movably mounting said belt

on said frame, said belt having an upper carrying flight

and a lower return flight, the combination therewith of

a wiper mechanism comprising a lever pivoted to said

frame intermediate said carrying flight and said return

flight, a wiper supported by said lever and engaging said

belt on its return flight, means supported by said lever

and engaging said belt on its carrying flight and a bias

operativeiy connected with said lever to maintain said

last-named means in engagement with said belt, whereby
the position of said lever is adjusted automatically with
varying loads on the belt to maintain substantially uni-

form pressure of said wiper against said belt.

3,101,838
VENT CONTROL

Edward Alphonse Boulay, CoDcord, N.H.
Filed Dec. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 162,852

8 Claims. (CI. 199—32)
7. In a slug casting machine, the combination of a

composed line delivery slide, power means for moving the

slide, and means connected to said power means for arrest-

ing the movement of said slide, said arresting means com-
prising a dashpot and a vent control for said dashpot;

said vent control comprising a casing defining a first

chamber, a primary vent formed from said first chamber,

a second chamber in communication with said first cham-

depending piston from said slide valve and integral there-

with disposed in said second chamber.

3,101,839
CONTAINER STRUCTURE

Emmctte R. Holman, Paloi Vcrdcs Estates, Calif.,
anignor to Pom Corponitioa, Ltd., South Gate,
Calif., a corporatioa of Callfomia

Filed July 17, 1961, Scr. No. 124,696
5 Claims. (CI. 206—2)

5. A package comprising a drum having an outer sub-
stantially rigid wall formed of a material normally sub-
ject to corrosion by acidic vapors, an outer liner posi-
tioned in said drum contiguous to said outer wall, an
inner liner telescoped within said outer liner but spaced
therefrom to form a confined barrier zone between said
inner and outer liners, said inner and outer liners being
formed of a flexible chemically resistant synthetic resin

permeable to vapors, a solid powdered chemical mate-
rial contained in said inner liner and normally emitting
acidic vapors corrosive to said outer wall, and which pass
through said inner liner and into said barrier zone, and a
small amount of a substance distributed in said barrier
zone, said substance being in powdered solid form and
normally emitting alkaline vapors of a type to react with
and inactivate said corrosive acidic vapors passing through
said inner liner into said zone, and forming a solid reac-
tion product in said zone, said substance being present in

amount of about 4 to about 8 ounces per 125 lbs. of said
material.

3,101 840
PACKAGE FOR SMALL*ARMS AMMUNITION

Gordon Canning, Jr., Westpoit, Conn., and Robert E.
Clough, Ncwarii, Del., assignors to Remington Arms
Company, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., a corporation of
Delaware

Filed May 22, 1961, Scr. No. 111,543
4 Claims. (CI. 206—3)

1. A package of small arms ammunition of the type
having a cartridge case with a rimmed head at one end
and a projectile at the opposite end thereof, said package
comprising a support member of tablelike form defined
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by a top and by a plurality of legs depending therefrom,

a plurality of spaced perforations in said top of suflficient

size receiving a cartridge case and supporting said case

in suspended fashion with the rimmed head in engagement

with the upper face of said top, said legs extending down-

wardly from said top a greater distance than said sus-

pended cartridges, and means depending from the lower

face of said top and cooperating with each of said per-

f<M'ations to limit lateral movement of said suspended

cartridges and to prevent physical contact of one cartridge

3,101,842
SOCK DISPLAY PACKAGE

Frank Sydnor, Mount Airy, N.C., assignor to Renfro

Hosiery Mills Company, Mount Airy, N.C., a corpo-

ration of North Carolina
Filed Dec. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 74,052

6 Claims. (CI. 206—45J3)

with the other cartridges, and an enclosing tube within

which said support member is received, said tube having

at least one imperforate planar wall in substantial en-

gagement with the rinuned cartridge heads to limit axial

movement of the cartridges in one direction while the

rimmed cartridge heads engage the upper face of said

top to limit axial movement of the cartridges in the op-

posite direction, thus providing an ammunition carrying

package which substantially eliminates contact of the

projectiles with each other or with the walls of the tube.

3,101,841
NEEDLE'PACKAGE

Brian E. Baldwin, Evanston, Ilk, assignor to Manufac-

turing Process Laboratories, Inc., Chicago, III., a cor-

poration of Illinois

Filed May 24, 1961, Scr. No. 112,255

6 Claims. (CI. 206—43)

5. A container for hypodermic needles comprising a

hollow body open at one end thereof, said body having

a sleeve portion of reduced diameter adjacent said open

end and having an enlarged intermediate portion adja-

cent said sleeve portion, said intermediate portion having

a plurality of external recesses in the wall thereof, each

of said recesses defining a shoulder between the same

and said sleeve portion, said intermediate portion between

said recess having substantially the same diameter as the

outer limits of said shoulder, and a flexible and resilient

plastic cap rotatably receiving the sleeve portion of said

body and having a skirt extending over and beyond said

shoulder, said skirt having edge portions thereof crimped

inwardly into said depressions for locking said body and

cap together, said skirt in its normal crimped condition

defining a non-circular opening smaller than the outer

cross sectional dimensions of said shoulder, said crimped

edge portions of said skirt being resilient and being cap-

able of flexing outwardly to increase said opening to a

size substantially the same size as said shoulder when

said body and cap are rotated to cam the crimped edge

portions out of said depressions, thereby permitting axial

separation of said cap and body, said crimped edge por-

tions also being capable of springing back into their orig-

inal state after said cap has been separated from said

body to prevent replacement of said cap over said shoul-

der and upon said body.

6. A sock supporting member adapted to display in

unwrinkled condition the upper portion of a pair of flat-

tened juxtapositioned socks having turned down cuffs,

and leg, heel and foot portions, which portions have been

folded along an angularly disposed fold line extending

through the heel portions so that the leg and foot por-

tions are in juxtaposed alined relation, said supporting

member being formed of relatively stiff paperboard mate-

rial and comprising a rectangular rear panel, a first front

panel hingedly connected at one end to one end of said

rear panel and disposed in overlying relation to said rear

panel, said first front panel being of sufficient 'dimensions

to overlie more than one-half of said rear panel, said- first

front panel terminating in a free edge at the other end

which extends transversely across said rear panel at an

obtuse angle to one side edge of said rear panel, said first

front panel being adapted to receive the foot portions of

the pair of folded socks on the side thereof adjacent said

rear panel and the leg portions of the pair of folded socks

on the other side thereof with the folded heel portions

against said angled free edge throughout their width, a

second front panel hingedly connected at one end to the

other end of said rear panel and disposed in overlying

relation to the remaining portion of said rear panel and a

portion including said angled free edge of said first front

panel, and a support tab carried by the central portion of

said first front panel and extending in a direction away

from said angled free edge, said support tab being adapted

to support the cuff and leg portion of the lowermost sock

in said pair.

3,101,843
SPECTACLE SHIPPING CARTON INSERT

Edward J. Thompson, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to

Bausch & Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, N.Y., a cor-

poration of New York
Filed Aug. 22, 1960, Ser. No. 50,942

2 Claims. (CI. 206—46)

•3c^^
1 ""

1. An insert for a spectacle shipping carton comprising

a single blank of sheet material including parallel folds

for providing a rectangular box-like structure comprising

a top, bottom, opposed sides and an integral spectacle sup-

port member, said spectacle support member extending

from an edge of one of said sides and comprising a center

support, a base portion and projecting flange means, adja-

cent said base portion, said base portion disposed adja-
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cent one side of the insert, said base cooperating with said

flange means spacing said center support between said

top and bottom of the insert, and said center support de-

fining two arc shaped slots extending from said base por-

tion and diverging outwardly relative to each other and

terminating at a point intermediate of said center support

relatively close to the outer edges thereof and adapted to

receive the peripheral edge of the spectacle frames.

3,101,844

FILM STRIP PACKAGE
Charles Stowe Myers, Evanston, III., assignor to Ency-

clopaedia Britannlca Films Inc., Wilmette, III., a cor-

poration of New York
Filed Oct. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 142,063

5 Claims. (CI. 206—52)

1. Container for an elongated film strip wound spiral-

ly upon itself into a coiled tensioned roll, said container

comprising a receptacle having a receptacle cylindrical

peripheral wall open at the top, a receptacle bottom

wall closing the bottom of said receptacle peripheral wall,

a receptacle annular flange extending outwardly from

the bottom of said receptacle peripheral wall, and a re-

ceptacle cylindrical flange connecting with the outer edge

of said receptacle annular flange and extending upward-

ly therefrom concentrically with and to a lesser height

than said receptacle peripheral wall, said receptacle

peripheral wall being of diameter and height to receive

said film strip releasably in end abutment with said re-

ceptacle bottom wall with the outer peripheral surf«:e

of said roll bearing frictionally against the inner surface

of said receptacle peripheral wall and with said roll ex-

tending above the top of said receptacle peripheral wall

sufficiently to permit the extension portion of the roll to

be grasped for removal of the roll from the receptacle,

and a cover having a cover peripheral wall open at the

bottom, a cover top wall closing the top of said cover

peripheral wall, and an annular cover flange extending

outwardly from said cover peripheral wall intermediate

its ends, said cover being releasably mountable upon said

receptacle with said cover peripheral wall extending fric-

tionally slidably into said receptaele cylindrical flange and

said cover flange resting upon the top of said receptacle

peripheral flange, the bottom edge of sa[d cover peripheral

wall being then spaced from said receptacle bottom wall

and said cover peripheral wall being radially spaced from

said receptacle peripheral wall and said cover top wall

being spaced from the top of said cover peripheral wall

so as to clear the top of said roll and thereby accommo-

date said roll.

3,101,845

STRETCHABLE MICA-CONTAINING INSULATING
SHEET MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS INSU-
LATED THEREWITH

Charles K. Heasiey, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Minne-

sota Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul,

Minn., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Sept. 26, 1960, Ser. No. 58,276

S' Claims. (CI. 206—59)
1. A flexible stretchable mica-containing insulaUng

iheet material suitable for hand wrapping around electri-

cal conductors under firm hand pulling, thereby being

elongated and conformed intimately to the configuration

of the surface being wrapped, to provide a compact void-

free insulating covering of very high dielectric strength

upon heating while unconfined, said sheet material com-
prising a thin porous papjr-like sheet of finely divided

extremely thin mica flakes, a differentially uniformly

stretchable reinforcing web superposed upon said paper-

/J

like sheet, and a stable heat-curable stretchable and pli-

able resin composition essentially completely filling said

paper-like sheet and uniting it to said web by firmly ad-

hering to the latter the mica flakes of said paper-like sheet,

said sheet material being stretchable under hand pulling

to an extent of at least ten percent without rupture of said

paper-like sheet.

3,101,846
REEL ASSEMBLY

Stephen L. EifrM, 641 61st Place, La Grange, IlL

FUed June 2, 1961, Ser. No. 114,491
10 Claims. (CI. 206—59)

1. A reel having, in combination, two generally flat

heads spanned by a hollow tubular core member and each

having first and second pairs of parallel elongated slots

angularly spaced around a central axis of the heads and

extending circumfcrentially with respect to -uch axis, the

slots of each pair being disposed on diametrically opposite

sides of the axis, a third pair of elongated slots extending

parallel to and spaced inwardly from the slots of said first

pair on each head, means on each head defining a hole

centered on said axis and adapted to receive a shaft to

support the reel for rotation about the axis, and two flat

elongated fastening members each having a flat central

portion extending between said second pair of slots on

one of said heads and across said axis and lying against

the outer side of the head and end portions extending first

through said core member and said first pair of slots in the

other head, then laterally along the outer side of the other

head, and finally reversely and inwardly through said third

pair of slots on the other head to secure the heads and

core in assembled relation and to reinforce each head

around said hole therein, means on said central portion of

each fastening member defining a hole registering with the

center hole of the adjacent head, and a cover having angu-

larly spaced connector strips extending radially and in-

wardly from the peripheries of said heads at angularly

spaced points and terminating in tabs bent laterally and
inwardly and extending into said slots of said first and

second pairs between the outer edges of the slots and

the parts of said fastening members in the slots.

3,101,847
PROTECTIVE CUSHION FOR PACKAGING CANS
John Adams Bruce, Tampa, Fla., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Forspads Inc., a corporation
FUed Aug. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 129,031

3 Claims. (CI. 20^—65)
1. A package comprising a plurality of cans, at least

two of said cans being disposed in side by side relation.
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at least two of said cans being stacked on said first two

cans in end to end relation therewith, a cushioning device

inserted between the contacting ends of said stacked cans,

said cushioning device having a contour conforming to

permitting said sleeve means and bracket means to ro-

tate relative said column.

the end faces of the cans, said cushioning device abutting

the rims of the cans and adapted to maintaining the

covered end faces of the cans free from contamination,

and a heat shrunk film encasing the cans and drawing the

cans into contact with the cushioning device.

3,101,848

CONTAINER HANDLING APPARATUS
Albert F. Uhlig, Oakland, Calif., assignor to Owens-

Illinois Glass Company, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Mar. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 95,975

19 Claims. (CI. 209—72)

1. Article handling apparatus comprising a generally

arcuate horizontal floor extending between inlet and exit

ends of the apparatus, there being a testing station be-

tween said ends, means for rotatively holding articles

upright one at a time at said station, and a single means

for both advancing articles in succession along said floor

to the station and rotating them while being held at said

station.

3,101.849
DISPLAY RACK

Scott G. Osbom, Seattle, Wash.
(3453 74th Place SE., Mercer Island, Wash.)

FUed Mar. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 177,950

3 Claims. (CI. 211—166)

3,101,850
TELESCOPING OF FLEXIBLE TUBULAR ELE-
MENTS ON TO MANDREL LIKE SUPPORTING
MEMBERS

Albert Quinche, St-Sulpice, Switzerland, assignor, by
mesne assignments, to American Can Company, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of New Jersey

Original application Feb. 7, 1957, Ser. No. 638,792.

Divided and this application May 2, 1961, Ser. No.
108,706

13 Claims. (CI. 214—1)

4MUi^'
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1 . An apparatus comprising a support member, a hous-

ing defining a cavity supporting a tubular element and

means for transferring said element from said housing on

to said support member, said transfer means comprising

a transfer mandrel of substantially the same diameter as

that of said support member, means for axially displacing

said transfer mandrel into concentric alignment with said

element while the latter is in said cavity and for further

axially displacing said mandrel to cause its leading end

to coaxiaily abut an axial extremity of said support

member, and means operative while said mandrel and said

support member are in coaxial alignment, for sliding said

element axially from said mandrel on to said support

member.

3,101,851
PAN STACKING AND UNSTACKING SYSTEM

Henry A. Heide, Addison, and Wallace W. Wittenberger,

Chicago, III., assignors, by mesne assignments, to Baker
Perkins, Inc., Saginaw, Mich., a corporation of New
York

FUed Apr. 22, 1958, Ser. No. 730,177
8 Claims. (CI. 214—6)

1. For an all purpose display rack: an upright column;

sleeve means on said column; bracket means to be re-

ceived against said sleeve means, said bracket means sup-

porting display arms; and locking collar means for hold-

ing said bracket means against said sleeve means and for

•t.-OM*'"' .oKOCa
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1. In a pan conveying system for stackable baking

pans, a continuously moving main conveyor operative

to carry forwardly a consecutive series of stackable pans

to and beyond a pan control station, first automatic means

at the rearward end of said control station positioned in

cooperating partially-overlying relation to said main con-

veyor and operative to sense pans as they are delivered

thereto in consecutive series and effect their successive

lateral removal from said main conveyor and onto an ele-

vator lift platform, said platform being responsive to lat-

eral pan delivery thereto to move downward one pan

height thereby to enable stacking of a pan stack of pre-
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determined height thereon, said first means including a dis-

charge conveyor disposed at least one full stack height be-

low said main conveyor and operative to transfer full pan

stacks from said elevator lift platform as formed for

removal and storage preparatory to re-u;e. second auto-

matic means positioned forwardly of said first means at the

forward end of said control station in cooperating par-

tially-overlying relation to said main conveyor and opera-

tive to unstack pans from full stacks and effect their suc-

cesive lateral delivery onto said main conveyor forwardly

of said first means from an elevator lift platform, said

platform being responsive to lateral pan removal there-

from to move upward one pan height thereby to enable

unstacking of a pan stack supported thereon, said second

means including an inlet conveyor disposed at least one

full stack height below said main conveyor and operative

to transfer full pan stacks thereto, and sequence control

means forwardly of said second means operative to sense

the pan supply on said main conveyor forwardly of said

pan control station and effect selected initiation and in-

terruption of the operations of said first and second means

to maintain a desired rate of delivery of pans of a pre-

determined type by said main conveyor forwardly of said

pan control station.

an outlet, a valve rotor provided with a tapered valve

surface mounted for rotation about an axis within said

chamber, and having at least one pocket thereon ior

receiving material from said inlet and discharging mate-

rial to said outlet, a liner in said chamber intermediate

said rotor and said chamber and having outside dimen-

sions less than said chamber, said liner provided with a

conical opening therein encircling and closely fitting the

3,101,852

RACK UNLOADER
Frank S. Peartie, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Pearae

and Lacy Machine Company, inc., Los Angeles, Calif.,

a corporation of California _ «,^
FUed June 14, 1960, Ser. No. 35,956

9 Claims. (CI. 214—7)

3,101,853
ROTARY VALVE

George Long, Taknzo Tsuchlya, and Allen Hum, Minne-

apolis, Minn., assignors to General Mills, Inc., a cor-

Deration of Delaware
Filed Jan. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 82,069

10 Claims. (CI. 214—17)

1 A rotary pressure-lock valve comprising a valve hous-

ing provided with a valve chamber having an inlet and

tapered surface of said rotor, and a yieldable sealing

means surrounding each said inlet and said outlet between

said liner and said chamber, said sealing means allowing

limited radial displacement of said liner relative to the

axis of rotation of said rotor to insure close seating en-

gagement between the conical surface of said liner and

the tapered surface of said valve and said sealing means

also preventing pressure leakage at each of said inlet and

said outlet during such displacement.

3,101,854

TRACTOR TOW BAR CONSTRUCTION
Keith W. Kamitcrt, LibcrtyviUe, III., assignor to The

Frank G. Hough Co^ a corporation of Illinois

FUcd Aug. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 130,885

21 Claims. (CI. 214—131)

1. Pipe handling apparatus comprising a vertical frame,

an elevator vertically reciprocable on said frame, pipe-

carrying means on said elevator, said pipe carrying means

including internal pipe holding fingers for entering and

holding a plurality of parallel, laterally spaced, hori-

zontally aligned pipe, said pipe-carrying means being

mounted on said elevator for reciprocating movement

in a direction transverse to the vertical path of movement

of said elevator, and said pipe-holding fingers being

mounted on said pipe-carrying means for rotation about

a horizontal axis transverse to said direction of reciprocat-

ing movement of the pipe-carrying means, and means

for actuating said elevator and said pipe-carrying means

to position said pipe-holding fingers in substan.ial axial

alignment with said plurality of pipe and to enter and

hold said plurality of pipe, and means for rotating said

pipe-holding fingers to rota'.e the axes of said plurality

of pipe through an angle of 90° to vertical positions for

deposit on a receiving surface.

5. A tow bar arrangement for a front end type tractor

loader having an operable boom means and a rigid front

axle connected to the frame of said tractor for oscillation

of said axle about a longitudinal center line of said tractor

loader; and said tow bar arrangement comprising, link

means secured to the underside of said axle intermediate

the ends thereof, means secured to the upper side of said

link means at a position spaced longitudinally rearwardly

of the connection of said link means to said axle for

pivotally connecting said link means to the underside of

said tractor for pivotal movement about the axis of oscil-

lation of said axle, said link means further being posi-

tioned to extend forwardly of said tractor, a tow bar.

means for pivotally connecting said tow bar at a position

spaced from the rearward end thereof to the forward end

of said link means, a flexible link connectable between

the rearward end of said tow bar and said boom of said

tractor loader for raising the rearward end of said tow

bar above said link means contemporaneously with the

raising of the forward end of said tractor above the

ground by raising said boom means when the forward

end of said tow bar is connected to a towing vehicle, and
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means on the rearward end of said tow bar cooperating

with said link means to prevent the rearward end of said

tow bar from moving below said link means when said

boom means is lowered to lower said flexible link.

3,101,855

DRINKING STRAW AND CONTAINER
Yat Chuen Yuen, % Ta-Kec Motor Car Co., 214A Des

Voeux Road, Central, Ground Floor, Hong Kong
Filed Oct. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 147,598

Claims priority, application Great Britain Dec. 7, 1960

1 Claim. (CL 215—1)

In combination, a beverage bottle filled with liquid, a

closure cap for the bottle, and drinking straw means con-

sisting of a length of helically wound plastic strip having

successive convolutions normally in closed slidable con-

tact with each other, said straw means having a normal

length sufficiently in excess of the distance between the

bottom and the top of the bottle so that when the straw

means is positioned in the uncapped bottle the lower end

of the straw means rests on the bottom of the bottle

and a portion of the upper end of the straw means pro-

trudes through the top of the bottle, said straw means upon

applying the cap to the bottle being longitudinally com-

pressed to shorten the straw means and cause the convolu-

tions to expand radially into lesser close-fitting engagement

with each other and thus provide a leakage space between

overlapping edges of the convolutions into which space the

liquid seeps to wet said edges so that when the cap is

removed the straw means elongates to its normal length

and the overlapping edges have a liquid seal between

them.

3,101,856
BOTTLE CLOSURE

Daniel S. Whiteman, Jr., Box 25, Prospcctvillc, Fa.

FUed Apr. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 188,450

15 Claims. (CI. 215—9)

1. A container closure having releasable locking means

for preventing a screw-on cap from becoming loosened,

said container closure comprising a flexible walled con-

tainer having an externally threaded neck and a relatively

flat-surfaced shoulder portion annularly disposed around

the neck; an internally threaded cap to fit over the con-

tainer neck and engage the threads of the neck, said cap

having a bottom annular surface which contacts the sur-

face of the shoulder portion when the cap is fully threaded

on the neck; and locking means comprising a protrusion

extending from the surface of the shoulder portion and
an indentation positioned in the bottom annular surface

of the cap whereby said protrusion fits within the indenta-

tion when the cap is fully threaded on the neck preventing

the loosening of the cap. said locking means being re-

leased by an inward flexing of the walls of the container

whereby the shoulder portion moves away from the cap
dislodging the protrusion from the indentation.

3,101,857
ATTACHMENTS FOR COMMODITY JARS

AND GLASSES
Melvin H. Freedman, Stamford, Conn., assignor of fifty

percent to Jayme Products, Inc., Jersey City, NJ., a
corporation of New Jersey

FUed Jan. 18. 1962, Ser. No. 167,039
4 Claims. (CI. 215—100)

3~^
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1. In combination, a container having a normally open

top mouth portion, and- a readily applicabl? and re-

movable attachment therefor, said attachment having an

open-bottom endless groove defining a channel and interior

and exterior walls, the upper lip portion of the mouth of

said container telescoping into said channel and said walls

encompassing upper interior and exterior wall portions

of the container, said container comprising a drinking

glass having a normally open top constituting a mouth
portion, the exterior surface thereof being screw-threaded,

the interior of the outer wall of the channel in said attach-

ment being screw-threaded and removably screwed on

the aforementioned external screw-threads and separably

interconnected but providing a positive connection be-

tween the drinking glass and said attachment, the interior

surface of the inner wall of said channel being precision-

made and having substantially fluid-tight contact with the

surface portions of the drinking glass contacted thereby,

and the overall exterior surfaces of said attachment being

smooth-finished and adapting themselves to feasible use by

the user.

3,101,858
RTVET FEEDING APPARATUS

ClUford Edmund Brewer, Parkstone, Dorset, England

(19 Upton Road, Fleets Bridge, Poole, Dorset, Eng-
land)

FUed Jan. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 83,282

Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 20, 1960

11 Claims. (CI. 218—1)
1. Apparatus for setting rivets of the type having a

mandrel, said apparatus comprising a plurality of chucks

each including a pair of jaws normally spaced apart, a

rotor supporting said chucks in angularly spaced relation-

ship, each of said chucks being adapted for receiving the

mandrel of one of said rivets between the jaws thereof,

means for imparting a step by step motion to said rotor

whereby said cbuclu are moved successively from a feed

position at which one of said rivets is fed thereinto, to an

operative position and thereafter to a mandrel discharge

position, and means synchronized with the means for im-

parting the step by step motion for clamping the jaws of
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said chucks together in the operative position to grip the

mandrel of a rivet in the respective jaws while applying

a tension force to said mandrel to remove the mandrel

from the rivet to provide a setting of the rivet.

3,101,859
RIVETING BY ELECTRIC DISCHARGE

Robert L. Stoecker, Florham Park, NJ., assignor to Air

Reduction Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
FUed Aug. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 131,610

14 Claims. (CI. 218—29)

1. The method of riveting with a generally cup-like

electrically conductive rivet whose cavity is elongated to

extend through a receiving aperture in, to substantially be-

yond the inner face of, the work and contains matter inert

as to chemical explosion but susceptible of electric disrup-

tion, which comprises seating the rivet within the aperture

and against the work; and creating in the wall of the

seated rivet at least principally beyond the work a bulge

exerting both transverse and longitudinal continuing force

components on the inner rim of the aperture by effect-

ing between a point within and the side surface of the

cavity the abrupt discharge of a previously stored quan-

tity of electricity through and disruptive of said matter.

3,101,860
MULTIPLE TIE ROD PISTON AND

CYLINDER DEVICE
Francis S. Flick, Oak Park, 111., assignor to Flick-Reedy

Corporation, a corporation of Illinois

Filed Feb. 2, 1961, Ser. No. 86,646

9 Claims. (CI. 220—3)
1. A piston and cylinder device of relatively large bore,

comprising: a circular cylindrical cylinder barrel and a

head at each end closing the barrel, said heads having a

generally square shape; and a cluster of tie rods in each
corner of the heads extending beside the cylinder barrel

and holding the heads in assembled relation to the cylin-

der barrel, each cluster having a plurality of tie rods ar-

ranged with their centers each lying on a circle having its

/JT /4f

center coincident with the center of the cylinder barrel,

individual tie rods in each cluster being spaced apart

whereby the distance across the head between adjacent tie

rods in adjacent clusters is appreciably less than in a piston

and cylinder device employing a single tie rod in place of

said cluster.

3,101,861
VESSEL FOR TRANSPORTING LOW

TEMPERATURE LIQUIDS
William Meams III, Maplewood, John R. Peet, West-

. field, Fred H. Stracke, Convent Station, and Ingar T.

Tobye, Mount Tabor, NJ., assignors to Esso Research
and Engineering Company, a corporation of Delaware

Original application Aug. 17, 1960, Ser. No. 50,107.

Divided and this application Feb. 2, 1962, Ser. No.
170,554

11 Claims. (CL 220—10)

1. A thermally insulated tank structure for containing

low temperature liquids, said tank structure being adapted

for installation in marine vessels and comprising ( 1 ) a

first shell member of a material which is subject to at

least some reduction in its impact resistance property at

the normal low temperature of said liquid, (2) a relatively

thin layer of a first thermal insulation material in sub-

stantially continuous contact with the inner surface of said

first shell member, said first thermal insulation material

being at least semi-rigid and applied to said inner surface

of said first shell member in block form, (3) a layer of

substantial thickness of a second thermal insulation ma-

terial in substantially continuous contact with the inner

surface of said first thermal insulation material, said sec-

ond thermal insulation material consisting essentially of

polyurethane applied to said inner surface of said first in-

sulation material in sprayed form and expanded to a

foamed condition by the vapor of a halogcnated hydro-

carbon, and (4) a second shell member of a plastic, non-

metallic material in substantially continuous contact with

the inner surface of said second insulation material, said
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second shell member defining a low temperature liquid

storage volume within its c'>\rn inner surface.

3,101,862
CONTAINER CONSTRUCTION USING LOAD

CARRYING INSULATION
Ladislas C. Matsch, Kenmore, N.Y., assignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, a corporation of New York
Filed Jan. 15, 1958, Ser. No. 709,114

8 Claims. (CI. 220—14)

1. A container for storing and thermally insulating

material including a pressure-tight casing, a vessel sup-

ported vertically within and from said casing, said vessel

being spaced inwardly from the casing to dehne therewith

an intervening space surrounding the vessel, said space

being gas-tight and under an absolute pressure of ten (10)

microns or less of mercury, heat-insulating, elastically

yieldable means in said space, at least between the side

wall of the vessel and the side wall of the casing, such

means comprising a multiple layer insulation of alternat-

ing layers of heat-reflecting foils and sheets of fibrous

material and providing the principal lateral support for

said vessel within said casing.

3,101,863
HERMETIC SEAL VALVE ASSEMBLIES

Curtiss E. Jackson, Sr., 27 Park Lane, Essex Fells, NJ.

FUed Sept. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 140,057

15 Claims. (CI. 220—44)

1. A hermetic seal valve assembly comprising a hous-

ing having a circular body, an integral flange projecting

at right angles to the axis of the body at one end, a closure

with an aperture therethrough at the other end, a resilient

plug, part within the interior of said housing and part

projecting through and beyond said aperture; a thermal

barrier overlying said plug within said housing; a cover

having a circular body, an integral ftenge projecting at

right angles from an open end thereof and a closure

with an aperture therethrough at the other end; said cover

resting within said housing and means for heat-sealing

said flanges together to form said cover and housing as a

unit, said thermal barrier comprising a thin membrane of

insulating material having an uninterrupted form and a

separate thick washer of thermal insulating material, form-

ing a permanent heat sealing of said valve assembly.

3,101,864
TRANSPARENT SNAP-ON LID FOR MEAT

DISPLAY TRAY
Louis S. GUckman, 7611 Lexington Ave., Apt. 8,

Los Angelas 46, Calif.

Filed Mar. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 94,479
8 Claims. (CI. 220—60)

1. A lid for a meat tray having outwardly diverging

sidewalls and an outwardly extending lip at the upper

edge of the sidewalls made of relatively thin, transparent

material, said lid having a peripheral part conformed to

have a snap fit with the tray in substantially air-tight rela-

tionship, said lid having a first downwardly skirt part nor-

mally spaced inwardly from the upper edges of the side-

walls of the tray, an integral flange having a second skirt

part extending outwardly and downwardly to fit flush over

the lip of the tray with a snap fit and an inner portion

integrally connected to the extremity of the first skirt part

and having a slant conforming to the inner walls of the

tray, the said inner portion forming a trough like fold in

the lid inwardly of the said lip.

3,101,865
BOTTLE CARRIER

David LevkofF, 36 Barstow Road, and Henry Samuel
LevkofF, 1 Carlton Road, both of Great Neck, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 62,123
2 Claims. (CI. 220—113)
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1. In a bottle carrier blank having two side wall

panels joined along their bottom edges by a bottom wall

panel, each of the side wall panels being provided along

each side edge with an end wall panel terminating in an

adjacent outboard glue panel, the improvement which

comprises a reinforcing partition panel extending between

each side edge of the bottom panel and the adjoining

bottom edges of the adjacent end wall panels and glue

panels, each of the reinforcing partition panels being con-

nected substantially only to the bottom edge of one of

the glue panels adjacent thereto and along a line normal

to the longitudinal direction of said one of the glue

panels, said reinforcing partition panel having an outer

portion extending the major portion of the width thereof

and aligned with said one of the glue panels, the bottom

edge of each glue panel and the bottom edge of the

adjoining end wall panel being aligned with one another

and with the bottom edge of the adjoining side wall

panel.
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3,101,866

ENDLESS MECHANISM FOR ARTICLE-BY-
ARTICLE DISCHARGE

Earl R. Anderson, 1900 Pollard Road, Campbell, Calif.

Filed Aug. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 130,421

14 Claims. (CI. 221—93)

14. An endless article-by-article discharge means for

articles such as fruit, comprising a pair of adjacent disks

mounted for simultaneous rotation and having opposed

surfaces providing an article receiving means therebe-

tween, means for suppling a single file of abutting articles

with the discharge end thereof adjacent said article receiv-

ing means at a feed zone, means for mounting a plurality

of article separating blades between said disks for rotation

therewith, said article separating blades being mounted

for pivotal movement on each of said disks respectively

in alternating fashion, and cam means for controlling

movement of said blades including means for causing ret-

rograde or retarded movement of said blades with re-

spect to said disks at said feed zone and for simultaneously

projecting the blade while it is being retarded to cause the

blade to enter the V opening between the endmost article

of said file and the next following article of said file and

to retard said following ariicle.

bar, each groove being a circular groove surrounding the

associated bar, said number being one less than the num-

ber of selector bars in the mechanism, as many detent

rods as there are selector bars, said detent rods being

mounted parallel to one another at right angles to said

selector bars for sliding movement between a normal

position and an actuated position and each detent bar

being furnished with as many laterally projecting pins

as there arc selector members, one pin being engaged by

the cam surface on the associated selector bar for move-

ment of the rod by the bar to the actuated position while

the remaining pins on the rod enter grooves on the other

bars to prevent them from being moved to their actuated

positions, a single token-freed means, and means con-

trolled by said token-freed means and by the members

constituted by said bars and rods for rendering available

the goods in the one of the sources that corresponds to

whichever selector member is moved to its selected

position.

3,101,868

APPARATUS FOR INSERTING A SUCCESSION OF
ARTICLES IN ORIENTED RELATIONSHIP INTO
ARTICLE-RECEIVING SEATS IN A CARRIER

Allen F. Glaubke, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Western

Electric Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
FUcd Dec. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 159,335

7 Claims. (CI. 221—225)

3,101,867 .^

LOCKOUT MECHANISM FOR VENDING
MACHINE

Dennis Stanley Silver, London, England, assignor to

Farrow and Jackson Limited, London, England

FUed Sent. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 140,713

1 Claim. (CI. 221—125)

20 - 11
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Vending mechanism arranged to control more than one

source of supply of goods and including, in combination,

as many selector bars as there are sources of supply of

goods, said bars being mounted parallel to one another

for sliding movement between a normal position and an

actuated position and each bar being formed with a cam

surface and with a number of grooves, each cam surface

having a circular cross section surrounding the associated

1. Apparatus for inserting a succession of articles in

oriented relationship into article-receiving seats in a car-

rier, which comprises:

a horizontally movable shelf for receiving and support-

ing successive articles one at a time, each article in turn

being received on an upper surface of said shelf in a

properly oriented position relative to an associated

article-receiving seat;

a pair of opposed gripping jaws mounted above said

shelf for horizontal movement relatively toward and

away from each other, said jaws having opposed paral-

lel gripping surfaces initially spaced apart sufficiently

to permit reception of each successive article on said

shelf between said jaws;

means for effecting relative movement of the said jaws

toward each other to grip the article in the properly

oriented position, yieldably between the opposed

parallel gripping surfaces of said jaws;

means for advancing said shelf with one of said jaws

during such relative movement, so that the article

remains on said shelf and is gripped between said

jaws in vertical alignment above the associated article-

receiving seat;

means for retracting said shelf from beneath the gripped

article after the article has been properly positioned

by said jaws, so that the article is no longer supported

by said shelf and is held solely by said jaws a short

distance above the associated article-receiving seat

in the properly oriented position relative thereto;

means for pushing the gripped article downward from

between said jaws, which yield so that the article is

inserted by said pushing means into the receiving
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seat, the opposed parallel gripping surfaces of said

jaws mainuining the oriented position of the article

until the article has been received in the seat to a

depth such that misoricntation does not thereafter

occur; and

means for returning said shelf and said jaws to their

initial positions after each successive article has been

inserted into the associated seat in the carrier in

preparation for the next inserting operation.

3,101,871
METERING DISPENSER FOR AUTOMATIC

WASHERS
Malcolm B. Lucas and Thomas G. Dcwccs, Cincinnati,

Ohio, assignors to The Procter A Gamble Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUed Sept 29, 1960, Ser. No. 59,382

9 Claims. (CI. 222—185)

3,101369
COLLAPSIBLE TUBE HOLDER

Albert S. Baker, 422 S. Oak St, Ingkwood 1, Calif.

FUcd May 24, 1961, Ser. No. 112,411

4 Claims. (CL 222—105)

1 . Adjustable means to support a collapsible tube of a

size within a given range of sizes comprising

a support having at least one section spaced from said

support and an end, said end constituted to support

one end of said collapsible tube, said section and

said end on one side of said support,

an adhesive upon the opposite side of said support for

attaching said support to another object;

a slidablc part substantially coplanarly engaging said

section and having an end inclined away from said

support,

the inclined end of said part having a slot to accept the

other end of said collapsible tube and to position it

in contact with said support to allow the contents of

said collapsible tube to be dispensed upon the appli-

cation of pressure upon said collapsible tube.

3,101370
FILM SEALED CONTAINER WITH

POURING SPOUT
Thomas E. Bctner, Bryn Mawr, Pa., asignor to Plasto-

matk Corporation, Mahrcm, Pa., a corporation of

Penmylvania
FUcd Oct 12, 1960, Ser. No. 62,154

4 Claims. (CI. 222—107)

2. A detergent dispenser for an automatic clothes wash-

ing machine comprising a storage hopper having an orifice

in its lower portion, a valve guide spaced from and ex-

tending upwardly from said orifice, said valve guide being

rigidly mounted within said storage hopper, a plug-type

metering valve mounted for vertical movement within

said valve guide and normally closing said orifice, said

valve being capable of metering a predetermined quan-

tity of detergent material through said orifice when raised,

a resilient tube extending from said orifice and into said

washing machine, means for normally clamping shut said

resilient tube, means for raising said valve in order to

meter a fixed quantity of detergent material, means there-

after to release the clamping force on said resilient tube

whereby the fixed quantity of detergent material is dis-

pensed into said clothes washing machine and said valve

falls by gravity to close said orifice.

3,101,872

ICE STORING AND DISPENSING MECHANISM
FOR BEVERAGE DISPENSING MACHINES AND
THE 1 .IKF.

Donald L. Dickinson, North Miami, Fla., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Continental Vending Machine
CorpM a corporation of Indiana

FUed June 24, 1960, Ser. No. 38,558

2 Claims. (CL 222—197)

1. A sealed container comprising a plastic body formed

at its open end with an integral pouring spout bounded

by an integral tear-off flange localized at the spout, and

a plastic film overiying the open end of the body and

peripherally heat-sealed to said open end thereof exc^ at

the spout where it is sealed to the tear-off flange of the

spout to provide a sealed closure for the container, the

tearing of the flange from the contoiner body opening the

^XHit for pouring out at least part of the container con-

tents, the film remaining intact and peripherally sealed to

the tear-off flange of the spout and to the container body

for redosure of the container.

1. A dispenser for crushed and chipped ice and the

like, comprising an ice container, a horizontally disposed

dispensing wiieel mounted therein for both rotary and
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axial movement on a vertical axis, spring means acting

upon said dispensing wheel to urge it axially downward-
ly, a plurality of vertically extending ice measuring

cavities formed in said dispensing wheel, said cavities

being conically shaped, their upper ends being relatively

small and open to receive ice from the ice container,

their lower ends being relatively large and op)en to dis-

charge said ice. web elements formed between said cav-

ities, a discharge opening formed in said ice container

below said dispensing wheel, a cam element mounted

in said container immediately below said dispensing

wheel, means for intermittently rotating the dispensing

wheel to register said cavities sequentially with said dis-

charge opening and causing intermittent engagement of

said cam means with said web elements, whereby the

web elements are caused to ride up upon said cam means
to axially raise the dispensing wheel against the spring

means and against the ice contents of said container in

order to fill the cavity with ice, said dispensing wheel

being thrust downwardly by said spring means when the

web elements clear the cam means, said cam means, cav-

ities and discharge opening being so oriented that one of

said cavities registers with said discharge opening at the

time one of said web elements clears the cam means,

and stop means being provided below said dispensing

wheel to abruptly arrest its downward movement under

the influence of said spring means in order to jar the dis-

pensing wheel and dislodge the ice contents of said reg-

istering cavity arxi thereby to drop said contents through

said discharge opening.

3,101,873
DISPENSING PUMP WITH HIGH PRESSURE AND

LOW PRESSURE PISTONS IN SERIES
Harold L. Hunt, 35 Gienleigh Ave.,

Bcxhill-on-Sea, England
FUed Mar. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 14,751

7 Claims. (CI. 222—252)

1. A piston-operated pump comprising structure pro-

viding a first cylinder of a given diameter and having

inner and outer ends, and providing a second cylinder

of a materially larger diameter and having inner and

outer ends, the cylinders being axially aligned, with the

outer end of the first cylinder ending at. and in open

communication with, the mner end of the larger second

cylinder, said structure providing a fluid inlet into an

intermediate portion of the first cylinder, and providing

a fluid outlet from the outer end of the second cylinder,

first and second pistons effectively disposed in the first

and second cylinders, respectively, for forward pumping

movement therein, spring means normally maintaining

the second piston at the inner end of the second cyl-

inder, the second piston having a central channel there-

through of a diameter smaller than that of the first piston,

the first piston having a fully retracted position, within

the first cylinder, wherein its front end is at a first loca-

tion to the rear of the fluid inlet, and having a fully

advanced position wherein its front end is at a second

location in contact with the second piston when the

latter has been moved into its most fully advanced posi-

tion within the second cylinder, the first piston being of

such length that, when it is in its said fully retracted

position, an unobstructed portion thereof lies outside of

the first cylinder of a length at least equal to the distance

between said locations, and a manually operable plunger

axially aligned with the first piston to cause movement
thereon from its said fully retracted position to its said

fully advanced position, the first portion of said move-

ment causing the first piston to pump fluid, of a given

quantity per unit travel of the first piston, from the first

cylinder into the second cylinder, through said central

channel, and thence through the second cylinder and

through the outlet, without moving the second cylinder,

the remainder of said movement causing the first piston

to engage the second piston to seal the inner end of

said central channel and to move the second piston to

its said most fully advanced position, such movement of

the second piston acting to pump fluid through the outlet

of a substantially greater quantity per unit of travel of

the second piston.

3,101,874
FLOATING SUCTION FOR SUBMERSIBLE PUMP
Edwin E. Reed, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Oct. 7, 1960, Scr. No. 61,308

6 Claims. (CI. 222—385)

1. Apparatus for recovering liquid from a container

comprising, in combination, a funnel-shaped guide sup-

ported by an inner surface of the wall of said container,

said guide having an opening throughout its length with

its axis vertically oriented, the larger diameter end of

said guide being open upwardly, a hollow cylindrical

sleeve attached to the smaller diameter end of said guide

and extending downwardly therefrom, a flange extend-

ing around the lower end of said sleeve and having a

smaller inner diameter than the inner diameter of said

sleeve, a collar within said sleeve and companionable

with said flange, a conduit having one end positioned

fluid-tight with respect to the lower portion of said

flange, the other end of said conduit being a floatable

suction end, a swivel operatively connecting the float-

able suction end with said one end of said conduit, a

pump having its discharge end uppermost and a bottom

suction end seated fluid-tight with respect to said collar,

a vertically^positioned discharge tube leading from the

discharge end of said pump to a level above the tank

and means for actuating said pump.
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3,101,875
VALVE AND DISPENSING APPARATUS FOR
PRESSURE CONTAINERS AND THE LIKE

David Daniel Michel, 39 S. U Salle St., Chicago, III.

Filed June 4, 1954, Scr. No. 434,470
4 Claims. (CI. 222—394)

1 . A dispensing valve for gas-pressure containers, com-
prising a manually operable tubular dispensing spout hav-

ing at its outer end a dispensing opening, having at its

inner end a valve head, and having a smoothly cylin(lrical

wall portion intermediate the dispensing opening and

head, in combination with a resilient tubular sealing

member adapted to mount the dispensing spout within

a wall of such container and having a bore of suflficient

diameter to encompass and accommodate the cylindrical

wall portion, the bore having a protruding integral con-

maintain surface contact around some f>art of the cylin-

drical wall portion for part of its depth, and adapted to

maintain surface contact around some part of the cylin-

drical wall portion regardless of degree of operation of

the spout

3,101,876
LEVER-ACTUATED DISPENSER FOR

PRESSURIZED PACKAGE
John E. Ayres, Mountainside, NJ., assignor to Oil Equip-

ment Laboratories, Inc., Elizabeth, NJ., a corporation

of New Jersey

FUed Apr. 14, 1960, Scr. No. 22,157

7 Claims. (CI. 222—394)

1. In a lever-actuated dispenser cap for a pressurized

container having a discharge passageway formed in the

tc^ thereof with an annular recess defined by spaced up-

standing side walls surrounding said discharge passage-

way and a valve normally closing said discharge passage-

way, the improvement which comprises a split, one-piece

molded body, said body containing an elongated slot ex-

tending diametrically across the top thereof, said slot

having an open end extending through one side of the

body and being closed at the other end thereof, a lever

flexibly hinged to the body at the closed end of the slot

and extending rearwardly across the body through said

slot, said lever having a discharge passageway formed

therein and having a free end extending at least to the

open end of the slot, said free end being movaMe verti-

cally with respect to the body, a valve-actuating plunger

carried by the lever in alignment with the discharge pas-

sageway in the container, said plunger being hollow and
forming a discharge passageway communicating with the

discharge passageway in the lever, and means for attach-

ing the body to the container, said means including an
arcuately-shaped rib carried by the body and extending

downwardly therefrom on opposite sides of the slot and
projections formed on said rib, said rib and projections

being shaped to fit into the annular recess in the top

of the container and to engage with the side walls thereof.

of

3,101,877
CLOSURE FOR SEALING CONTAINER

OUTLET
Anthony F. Driscoll, Middle Village, N.Y., assignor

one-half to Jean E. Masbach, New York, N.Y.
Continuation of application Scr. No. 518,318, June 27,

1955. This application Feb. 9, 1959, Scr. No. 791,903
11 Clahns. (CI. 222—520)

1

.

In a closure structure of the class wherein a cylin-

drical hub is attached to a container and the cylindrical

hub has a side wall and a top wall with an opening

therein, and a cap fits over the hub and has a side wall

and a top wall adjacent to the corresponding walls of

the hub. and the cap oscillataes on the hub to bring an

opening through the cap into register with the opening

through the top wall of the hub. and there are cam
means on the confronting side walls of the hub and cap

including a cam track on one of the walls and a cam
follower on the other of said walls with the cam track

shai>ed to pull the top walls together when the open-

ings through the top walls are in register and when
they are shifted out of overlapping relation with one

another, the intermediate portion of the cam track ris-

ing progressively and then running down again between

the portions of the track that pull the top walls together,

the improvement which comprises a resilient top wall on

the hub having an original domed contour across the

center portion of the top wall when said top wall of the

hub is not distorted by pressure of the cap, the top wall

of the cap being flatter than said contour, and the cam
track and follower being correlated with the heights

of the hub and cap to hold the cap down on the hub

with pressure on the portion having the dome-shaped

contour and to hold the top wall of the hub distorted to

a flatter contour for all positions of the follower along

the cam track.
''

3,101,878
CLOSURE ASSEMBLY FOR CONTAINERS AND

PARTS THEREOF
Carl R. Bee, Warren, Ohio, assignor to American

Flange & Manufacturing Co. Inc., New York, N.Y., a

corporation of Delaware
Filed Feb. 28, 1961, Scr. No. 92,266

2 Claims. (CI. 222—542)
2. In container construction in combination, a con-

tainer wall formed with an opening therethrough and an

integral one-piece closure and dispensing member formed

out of yieldable resilient synthetic platic material axially

received within said opening, said container wall being

formed out of metal and having the metal immediately

surrounding said opening formed into a downwardly ex-

tending bordering formation, said closing and dispensing

member having an annular body part formed with a sub-

stantially flat undersurface engaging the outer surface of

laid container wall and a downwardly extending tubular

seating part extending integrally from said under-urface
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of said body part and through said container wail open-

ing, said body part and said seating part being formed

with a pouring passage extending substantially there-

through, said seating part commencing at said undersur-

face of said body part as a cylindrical neck of substantial

extent extending at right angles to said undersurface, said

neck prior to insertion within said opening having a

straight uninterrupted exterior surface and the external

diameter of said cylindrical neck being constant through-

out its extent and being substantially greater than the

minimum internal diameter of said bordering formation,

said seating part at the immediate lower end of said

cylindrical neck having an exterior surface in the form of

a downwardly and inwardly inclined frusto-conical portion

extending directly from said cylindrical neck, a relatively

n n

short cylindrical pilot portion extending from the lower

smaller end of said frusto-conical portion and terminat-

ing in a free end, said pilot f>ortion having a straight un-

interrupted exterior surface of constant diameter through-

out its extent and said diameter being substantially equal

to the minimum internal diameter of said bordering for-

mation, said bordering formation on insertion of said

cylindrical neck within said opening being resiliently

seated in said cylindrical neck with the material of said

neck at the lower end of said bordering formation ex-

panding radially outwardly and acting with said under-

surface of said body to axially grip said bordering forma-

tion thereby permanently securing said closure and dis-

pensing member within said container wall opening in

leakproof engagement therewith.

3,101,879
'

CONTAINER OF PAPER, CARDBOARD OR LIKE
CARTON-FORMING MATERIAL

Giinther Meyer-Jagenbcrg, Dusseldorf-Grafenberg, Ger-
many, assignor to Jagenberg-Werke A.G., Dusscldorf,

Germany
Filed Dec. 15, 1961, Ser. No. 159,670

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 26, 1961

4 Claims. (CI. 229—7)

1. A closure for liquid-tight container of paper, card-

board, and like carton-forming material, of the type em-
bodying a container wall having an outlet opening therein

and inner and outer foil blanks closing said outlet open-

ing, said inner and outer blanks having dimensions

greater than the dimensions of the outlet opening, means

adhesively securing said blanks to each other in the region

of the outlet opening and to the inner and outer surfaces

of the wall around said outlet opening for closing said

outlet opening, and said inner foil blank being provided
with a weakened line located inwardly of the outlet open-
ing for defining an opening flap of lesser dimensions than
the dimensions of the outlet opening.

3,101,880
DIVISIBLE CASE

Dale S. Peterson, San Lorenzo, Calif., assignor to Long-
view Fibre Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed July 18, I960 Ser. No. 43,4177
4 Claims. (Q. 229—15) '

1 . A divisible rectangular case comprising a ' single

blank of fibreboard cut and folded to provide t>vo pairs

of opposed side walls forming the four lateral sides of said

case and top and bottom closure flaps extending from the

upper and lower edges of each of said side walls, the clos-

ure flaps on each pair of opopsed side walls being foldable

toward each other to close the upper and lower sides of

said case with the flaps on one pair of opposed side walls

overlapping the flaps on the other pair of said side walls,

a pair of partition blanks in face to face relation extending

between the side walls of one pair thereof and intermediate

the side walls of the other pair thereof, means securing

said pair of blanks to said one pair of side walls, the

closure flaps on said one pair of opposed side walls being

outermost relative to the inside of the case, the side walls

of said one pair each being formed with a slot substan-

tially in register with the plane of division between said

pair of partition blanks to enable inserting a knife through

the slot in one side wall of said one pair and between

said partition blanks for cutting across the closure flaps

to the slot formed in the side wall at the other side of

said case for thereby dividing said case in a plane dis-

posed between said partition blanks, said means securing

said pairs of partition blanks to said one pair of opposed

side walls being a pair of coplanar flaps integral with

said blanks, respectively, and against the opposedly facing

surfaces of said one pair of opposed side walls at opposite

sides of said slots formed therein, said coplanar flaps hav-

ing extensions at their upper ends extending over and se-

cured against the top closure flaps on said one pair of

side walls for folding with said last mentioned closure

flaps to positions extending angularly outwardly of said

case to enable filling said case past said last mentioned

flaps free from obstruction by the upper ends of said

coplanar flaps.

3,101,881

FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CONTAINER
Wattoo B. Crane, 1734 Grcvciia St,

Sooth PasMlciia, CaUf

.

FUed Sept 20, 1957, Ser. No. 685,118
3 Claima. (C\. 229—34)

1. A shipping container of one piece of paperboard

comprising a dpuble face to face contact bottom, a

double front wall g)ued together in face to face contact,

a double face to face contact back wall, triple face to

face contact side avails at least partially glued together and

an integral lid, the said double bottom comprising an
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outer panel and an inner liner with a rigid wooden bar be-
tween, said rigid bar substantially bisecting the bottom of

-IT ' *^ '

• inM-j^

te

the box, the area of the bottom liner adjacent said bar con-
taining vents, said vents connecting with the atmosphere
through apertures in the side walls.

3,101,882
CONTAINER AND CARDBOARD BLANK

FOR FORMING SAME
Clarence B. Parker, Long Beach, Calif., assignor to Long-

view Fibre Company, San Francisco, Calif.

FUed Jnne 23, 1960, Ser. No. 38,296
3 Claims, (d, 229—39)

1. A substantially oblong blank of cardboard formed
with a plurality of spaced folding creases extending there-

across at right angles to the longitudinal axis thereof

defining four side walls of a rectangular container when
said blank is folded along said creases and when the

ends of the blank are connected, separate folding flaps

integral with said blank along one of the longitudinally

extending edges of the latter providing four bottom closure

flaps adapted to be folded to form the bottom wall of said

container when the said ends of said blank are connected,

a folding crease formed in said blank parallel with said one

of the longitudinally extending edges of said blank about

which said flaps are so foldable, said flaps being rectangu-

lar in outline and having straight, substantially continu-

ous, aligned outer free edges parallel with said last men-
tioned folding crease when said blank is flat, one flap of

said four thereof being formed with a pair of spaced

slots disposed normal to and opening outwardly of the

outer free edge thereof, said slots being spaced apart

a distance substantially greater than their lengths and ex-

tending into said one flap a relatively small distance across

said one flap thereby providing an elongated tab between

said pair of slots extending longitudinally of said outer

edge, said one flap, excepting said tab, being adapted to

overlap portions of all of the other three flaps and to

be outermost relative to the inside of such container when
the blank is folded to form a container, two of said other

three flaps being adjacent to said one flap at opposite ends

of the latter and foldable along said folding crease toward

each other to coplanar relation with their outer free
edges adjacent to each other when said flaps are folded
to form said bottom wall, said two of said other three

flaps being formed with aligned slots opening toward each
other outwardly of their said free outer edges when said
flaps are folded to form said bottom wall, and said tab

being adapted to extend through said slots in said two of

said other three flaps when said one flap is in said lapping
relation to said last mentioned two of said other flaps to

hold said one flap and said two of said other three

flaps together.

3,101,883
RECLOSABLE CARTON

John L. Gimple, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Dairypak
Butler, Inc., Olmsted Falls, Ohio, a corporation of
Ohio

Filed Apr. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 117,249
2 Claims. (CI. 229—51)
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spine portion in a downwardly spaced but parallel rela-

tion with the uppermo.st side edge of the first mentioned

carton side wail and in contact with the inside surface

thereof to support the tongue extending upward toward

the mentioned uppermost side edge of the first mentioned

carton side wall, adhesive securing means between and

in engagement with the inner surface of the first men-

tioned carton side wall and the thereto facing surface of

the mentioned flap body spine portion to thereby support

the body spine portion against movement and the tongue

for limited movement relative to the first mentioned car-

ton side wall when the closure flap is inserted between

the tongue and the first mentioned side wall of the carton,

in which the first mentioned carton side wall has an

uppermost re-entrant edge providing a shallow elongated

notch extending nearly the entire length of the first men-

tioned carton side wall and, in addition, has two slits ex-

tending inwardly from points on the notch forming re-

entrant edge spaced from each other forming therebe-

tween a lip flap on the notch forming re-entrant edge of

the first mentioned carton side wall in engagement with

the tongue and in an area over which the tongue extends.

also extending over the initially connected tear line edge

more remote from said one end wall.

3,101.884
CIGARETTE PACK DISPENSING CARTON

Alfred G. Price, Sturgis, S. Dak.
(Fingal, N. Dak.)

FUed Aug. 15, 1961, Scr. No. 131,534

6 Claims. (CI. 229—51)

i

TS

B
2. A cigarette pack dispensing carton ^mprising an

elongate parallelepiped carton in combmation with a

multiplicity of parallelepiped cigarette packs, the inside

transverse width of said carton between two opposite par-

allel side walls being slightly greater than one dimension

of said cigarette packs whereby said cigarette packs may

snugly yet slidably fit therein, a cigarette pack dispensing

means in said carton, said dispensing means comprising

a rectangular dispensing opening in one of said carton

side walls, said opening having its two dimensions slight-

ly greater than the other two dimensions of said ciga-

rette packs to permit one cigarette pack at a time to pass

therethrough, and reclosable closure means for said dis-

pensing opening comprising a rectangular closure flap

integrally formed from said one side wall, said flap being

permanently hinged at one edge to said side wall sepa-

rable from said side wall all along its other three edges,

a flange secured on the outer side of said flap cover, se-

curement means holding said flange and closure flap to-

gether, said securement means stopping short of said

closure flap edge and the extending edge of said flange

providing unsecured areas adjacent said closure flap edge

and said flange edge, said unsecured areas adjacent said

closure flap edge and said flange edge providing a mouth

having jaws frictionally holding said side wall edge in

said unsecured areas therebetween when said closure flap

is moved to reclosed position, said flange extending over

the edge parallel to said hinge edge, a pull tab secured to

said flange extending beyond the extending edge thereof,

the two opposite edges adjacent said hinged edge being

initially secured to said side wall by tear line connec-

tions, the edge parallel to said hinge edge being slit away

from said side wall, said dispensing opening being located

closely adjacent one end wall of said carton, said flange

3,101,885
BURST OPEN CONTAINERS

John E. Walsh, Beverly, Mass., assignor to Safe-Pack
Container Co., Minneapolis, Minn., a corporation of

Minnesota
Filed Feb. 19, 1962, Scr. No. 173,985

11 Claims. (CI. 229—51)

1. A blank for the formation of a container for pres-

surized contents, said blank having in its surface sub-

stantially from edge to edge a line of cleavage weakened

f6c,_breaku^g, the breaking resistance of said line varying

progressively from end to end, and a reinforcing tape

removably secured to the surface of the blank and over-

lying said breaking line.

3,101,886

CARTON WITH CARRIER HANDLE
Jack A. Ring, San Leandro, Calif., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to The Flintkote Company, a corporation

of Massachusetts
Filed Sept. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 54,771

1 Claim. (CI. 229—52)

/'

/J J6 /f jg^
ii

I:

A paperboard carton, comprising a bottom wall, a pair

of opposed side walls hinged at opposite sides of said bot-

tom wall, inwardly folded end flaps hinged to opposite

ends of said bottom wall and to opposite ends of said side

walls, an end panel hinged to each of said side walls at

the end thereof opposite said bottom wall, said end panels

being partially overlapped and forming the top wall of

the carton, inwardly folded flaps hinged at opposite ends

of each of said end panels, the overlapping one of said

end panels having a relatively narrow elongated slot ex-

tending lengthwise of said panel, said overlapping end

panel and its folded flaps being glued to the overlapped

end panel and its folded flaps throughout their mutually

confronting surfaces except along the areas thereof

bounded substantially by ( 1 ) the end edges of said slot,

(2) the outermost edge of said overlapping end panel and

(3) the outer elongated edge of said slot, said unglued

areas of the overlapping end panel being free to be lifted

upwardly from the confronting surface of the overlapped

panel to provide a carrying handle for the carton extend-

ing from said slot toward the hinged end of said over-

lapped end panel.

>*
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3,101,887
MERCHANDISE PACKAGE AND CONTAINER

THEREFOR
Emanuel Kugler, 296 Hungry Harbor Road,

Valley Stream, N.Y.
FUed Apr. 18, 1960, Scr. No. 22,880

4 Claims. (CI. 229—62)

I*

^tl

means directly linearly connected with said piston and

movable thereby to compress the fluid in said compression

chamber, valve means operable in response to a predeter-

mined fluid pressure to permit the exhaust thereof from

said compression chamber, and shunt valve means con-

nected with said compression means for coordinated opera-

tion therewith to exhaust fluid from said compression

chamber prior to said valve means.

1 . A merchandise container comprising a body portion

having a gusset closed upper end, an open lower end

and a multi-ply hang flap extending upwardly beyond said

closed end, said container being constructed from a single

strip of material extending upwardly to provide a rear

wall of the container body and therebeyond to provide a

rear ply of the hang flap, then folded over to define the

top of the flap and downwardly to provide a front ply

of said flap and therebeyond in front of the rear wall to

form a rear fold of the gusset, then folded to provide the

lower edge of the gusset, thence upwardly to provide a

front fold of the gusset, then folded over to define the

upper front edge of the container and then downwardly

throughout the length of the front wall of the container

body, said gusset extending the width of said container and

being positioned between said front and rear walls within

said container, the folded strip being secured together along

its opposite side edges throughout the length of the con-

tainer body to provide side seams which include the side

edges of the gusset.

3,101,888

COMBINED POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT ENGINE
AND POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT ROTARY COM-
PRESSOR APPARATUS

John Abramopaulos, 24—29 42nd St., Astoria 3, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 16, 1960, Scr. No. 76,193

12 Claims. (CI. 230—22)

1. In a combined positive displacement engine and

compressor, a combustion chamber having a piston mov-

able therein in response to combustion in said chamber, a

compression chamber, fluid inlet and outlet means com-

mimicating with said c(Mnprcs8ion chamber, compression

3,101,889
RESILIENT MOUNTING FOR MOTOR

AND FAN UNIT
Robert B. Tatgc, Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
FUed June 27, 1961, Ser. No, 119,972

2 Claims. (CL 230—117)

,-^ ) i

1. A vacuum cleaner comprising an outer casing

adapted to be supported on a horizontal surface; a parti-

tion within said casing including a laterally extending

flange; said casing having an upper suction chamber and

an exhaust chamber below said suction chamber sep-

arated by said partition; an air inlet communicating with

said suction chamber; an air outlet communicating with

said exhaust chamber; a motor and fan unit positioned

within said casing and extending through an opening de-

fined by said partition flange so as to withdraw air from
said suction chamber and discharge it into said exhaust

chamber; means for mounting said motor and fan unit in

said opening including a flexible resilient generally annu-

lar relatively thin supporting wall member; said motor
and fan unit including a laterally extending portion posi-

tioned above said resilient wall member and overlapping

said partition flange so that said flange positively supports

said unit in a lowermost position when said unit is de-

energized; the sizes of said air inlet and said air outlet and
the air moving capacity of said motor and fan unit being

so proportioned that during operation said unit is sup-

ported above said lowermost position by air pressure; said

laterally extending portion of said motor and fan unit

having a diameter slightly greater than the diameter of

said opening so that a small annular portion of said wall

member is under a compressive force perpendicular to

the plane of said partition flange when said unit is deener-

gized; first fastening means securing the radial inner por-

tion of said resilient wall member to said laterally extend-

ing portion of said motor and fan unit in air tight rela-

tion; and second fastening means securing the radial outer

portion of said wall member to said partition flange in air

tight relation; said first and second fastening means being

radially spaced from one another a distance greater than

the thickness of said wall member so that the portion of

said resilient wall member located radially inwardly from
said second fastening means flexes and moves upwardly
above the surface of said partition flange to place said wall

member in tension and to position said wall member at

an acute angle with respect to said partition flange when
said unit is energized.
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3,101,890
FANS HAVING RADIAL FLOW ROTORS IN

AXIAL FLOW CASINGS
Raymond L. Carlson, Canton, Mass., assignor to West-

inghouse Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a

corporation of Pennsylvania
Filed May 29, 1961, Scr. No. 126,377

3 Claims. (CI. 230—127)

crankshaft means remote from said motor, said stator

tiaving end turns projecting axially with respect to said

crankshaft means beyond said rotor in a direction away
from said compressor thereby defining a cavity between
said end turns adjacent the end of said rotor remote from
said compressor, cover means disposed between said cas-

ing and said end turns and between said rotor and said

casing for encapsulating said motor in a motor chamber

1. In a fan having an outer casing, circular in section,

a smaller inner casing, circular in section, within said

outer casing and concentric therewith, said inner casing

having a closed downstream end wall, and having an up-

stream end wall having a central opening around the axis

of said casings, a radial flow fan rotor having a back plate

adjacent to and extending substantially parallel to said

upstream wall, said rotor having a front plate spaced

from said back plate and having fan blades supported

between said plates, a hub attached to said back plate, a

shaft attached to said hub and extending through said cen-

tral opening into said inner casing, bearings in said inner

casing around said shaft, and having air supply means

extending through said outer casing into said inner cas-

ing, the combination therewith of auxiliary fan means for

drawing air through said supply means into the interior of

said inner casing and said central opening and discharging

such air into said fan blades, said auxiliary fan means

comprising passages in said hub having air inlets adjacent

to said shaft and having air outlets spaced from said shaft

larger distances than said inlets are spaced from said

shaft, and sealing means for preventing the escape of gas

from said rotor through said central opening, said sealing

means comprising an annular ring attached to said up-

stream end wall around said central opening, and having

a first portion converging towards said hub and a second

annular ring attached to said rotor around said air inlets

and having a portion around and spaced from said first

portion.

3,101,891

HERMETIC RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR
UNIT

Ame Frank, La Crease, Wb^ asslfnor to Tbe Tnme Com-
pany, La Croasc, Wis., a corporation of Wiaconsin

FUcd Not. 28, 1960, Scr. No. 72,152

4 aains. (CI. 236—232)
1. A hermetic compressor unit comprising: a casing, a

suction gas inlet in said casing, a support body means

mounted within said casing for supporting a motor and a

compressor, crankshaft means rotaUbly mounted on said

support body means, a motor supported on said support

body means for roUtably driving said crankshaft means,

said motor including a stator and a rotor disposed with-

in said stator. said rotor being mounted on one end of

said crankshaft means for rotation therewith, a recipro-

cating compressor supported by said support means ad-

jacent to and operativcly connected to the end of said

within said casing defined by said cover means and said

support body means, a suction gas muffler supported by

said cover means and projecting into said cavity between

said end turns, means affording fluid communication be-

tween said compressor and said motor chamber, and

means for seahng the suction side of said compressor

from said suction gas inlet except through said suction

gas muffler.

3,101,892
BILL-RECEIVING CASH BOXES

Lawrence B. Reese, Jr., Town and Coantry, Mo., assignor

to National Rejectors, Inc., St Louis, Mo., a corpora-

tion of Missouri
FUcd Dec. 1, 1960, Scr. No. 73,015

5 Claims. (CL 232—1)

• 1 »-'•

2. In a device that can receive and stack bills, a pair

of rollers that discharge bills, and a ca'^h box that re-

ceives said bills, one of said rollers having a cylindrical

central portion and a pair of radially-extending frusto-

conical end portions, the other of said rollers being cylin-

drical and extending into the space between said frusto-

conical end portions of said one roller, said other roller

having a portion that is coextensive with said cylindrical

central portion of said one roller and that can engage

one face of a bill while said cylindrical central portion

engages the opposite face of said bill and having the ends

thereof immediately adjacent said frusto-conical end por-

tions of said one roller to bend the elongated edges of
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bills passing between said rollers upwardly at abrupt

angles.

3,101,893
KEYPUNCH JAM DETECTOR

Robot Stecncclt, New York, N.Y., assignor to The West-
cm Union Telegraph Company, New York, N.Y., a
corporation of New Yorli

FUed May 8, 1961, Ser. No. 122,047
10 Claims. (CI. 234—32)

I ~t^"\\

f::-

1 . Card jam detecting means for a card punch machine

comprising card order signal sensing means, card stack-

ing motion sensing means located adjacent the path of

card travel at a card stacking position and responsive to

card motion into a stacked position, first control means
connected and responsive to said order signal sensing

means to establish a first circuit condition upon sensing

of a card order signal, and connected and responsive to

said stacking sensing means to establish a second and

alternative circuit condition upon sensing of card motion

into a stacked position and second control means con-

nected to and responsive to the circuit condition estab-

lished by said first control means to sound an alarm upon

undue persistence of said first circuit condition.

3,101,894
DATA RECORDING SYSTEM WITH ZERO

SUPPRESSION
Frederick L. Smith, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The

National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio, a

corporation of Maryland
FUed Dec. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 75,986

2 Claims. (CL 235—6038)
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1. In a system for recording data including a plurality

of readout switches having contacts representing numeri-

cal data, said contacts corresponding to the digits zero to

nine inclusive, and a recording mechanism for reading

the data set up on the switches in a sequence starting

with the highest order readout switch to the lowest order
switch, said recording mechanism being operable to punch
the data read by the recording mechanism, a circuit for

controlling the recording mechanism to suppress the

punching of all insignificant zeros read by the recording
mechanism comprising a first reading circuit, which in-

cludes a normally closed switch and all of the zero con-

tacts of the readout switches, said reading circuit being

connected to the recording mechanism for controlling the

operation of the recording mechanism to skip the punch-
ing of the zero digit read over the circuit and to initiate a

reading operation of the next readout swjtch; a second
reading circuit, which includes a normally open switch

and all of the zero contacts of the readout switches, said

second reading circuit being connected to the rfcording
mechanism for controlling said mechanism to punch a

zero digit; a switch-operating member adapted to be ener-

gized for opening said normally closed switch in said first

reading circuit and closing said normally open switch in

said second reading circuit; and a plurality of third read-

ing circuits controlled by the recording mechanism, each
circuit comprising a first circuit portion connected be-

tween like contacts on said readout switches representing

a digit other than zero and the recording mechanism to

punch the digit read over said circuit, said first circuit por-

tion having a normally open switch which is closed upon
the energization of said switch-operating member, a sec-

ond circuit portion connected between said like contacts

and the switch-operating member for energizing said

member upon the reading of a digit other than zero, said

second circuit portion including a unilateral conducting

device so orientated as to isolate the circuit being read

from those circuits not being read, whereby, upon the

energization of said switch-operating member, the record-

ing mechanism will punch the digit being read and all

zeros subsequently read by the recording mechanism.

3,101,895
DECIMAL POINT MECHANISM

Heinrich Wagemann, West Orange, NJ., assignor to

Monroe Calculating Machine Company, Orange,
NJ., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Feb. 27, 1958, Ser. No. 717,864
19 Claims. (CI. 235—63)
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1. In a calculating machine having a fixed frame in-

cluding a keyboard, a denominationally shiftable car-

riage carrying an accumulator register, means for shift-

ing said carriage, and denominationally settable tabular
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stop means for controlling termination of shifting of said

carriage upon movement thereof into the denominational

position corresponding to the setting of said stop means;

ordinally adjustable decimal point indicating means for

said keyboard, adjusting means settable to control selec-

tive ordinal adjustment of said indicating means to indi

cate a decimal point position for said keyboard, setting

means for effecting a selective denominational setting of

said tabular stop means controlled by the selected ordi-

nal adjustment of said indicating means, and a manually

operable control key effective to initiate operation of said

carriage shifting means, said settable adjusting means

being ineffective to initiate operation of said carriage

shifting means.

3,101,896
CALCULATING MACHINE

Milton V. Scozzafava, Arcadia, and Richard E. Buscb,

La Puente, Calif., assignors to Clary Corporation, San

Gabriel, Calif., a corporation of California

FUed Oct. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 148,625

5 Claims. (CI. 235—136)

1. In a calculating machine having differential actu-

ators and yieldable means for driving said actuators; an

accumlator comprising denominationally arranged reg-

ister elements, digitizing gears driven by ^aid actuators,

crawl tens transfer mechanism entrained with said gears

and said register elements, spring means urging each of

said register elements into a predetermined relation with

a part of ?aid transfer mechanism, said spring means being

weaker than said yieldable means, and totaling stops ef-

fective to arrest said register elements in zero registering

positions.

3,101,897

CONTROL FOR BURNERS
Charles O. Vaughn, Dayton, Tenn., assignor to Suburban

Appliance Company, Dayton, Tenn., a corporation of

Tennessee
Filed Dec. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 79,266

5 Claims. (CI. 236—1)

bers of the housing, the outermost flexible walls being in

direct fluid communication with said one valve port and

subject directly to fluid pressure in said one valve port,

said outermost flexible walls being equally distensible

when subject to equal pressure differentials, a variable

speed blower having an inlet and an outlet, means for

varying the speed of the blower and thereby varying the

pressure at the inlet and outlet, means for transmitting

the negative pressure at the inlet to one of the inner

chambers, and means for transmitting the positive pres-

sure at the outlet to the other of the inner chambers,

whereby pressure within the inner chambers may be op-

positely varied to deform the impervious and flexible walls

thereof.

3 101 898
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL
George E. Mader, Jr., Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company, a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Feb. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 88,518

4 CUims. (CI. 236—15)

1 . A regulating control for a fluid medium which com-

prises a valve having an inlet port and an outlet port for

a fluid medium, a housing, four axially aligned chambers

in the housing separated at least in part by pressure-

deformable, impervious, flexible walls, means attached to

the impervious and flexible^^walls to maintain a predeter-

mined relative position of the walls with respect to one

another, means to equalize fluid pressure in one of the

valve ports with the fluid pressure in the two outer cham-

«, »^ ..^ Ir- ; . ^

<<

4. Apparatus for heat sealing thermoplastic material

comprising means for passing a plurality of spaced

thermoplastic units through a scaling zone, means for

simultaneously passing through said zone a plurality of

separate heat transferring sealing elements in substan-

tially non-heat transferring relation to each other to

supply sealing heat to said units, means for controlling

the temperature of said sealing elements comprising a

temperature averaging unit comprising a body having

substantial heat storage capacity and means to measure

the temperature of said scaling elements comprising a

elements serially with said unit whereby an exchange of

heat proportionate with the difference of temperature

between said elements and said unit takes place, means

for supplying heat to each of said elements and means

for controlling said means for supplying heat responsive

to said temperature measuring means.

3,101,899
RAILROAD TIE AND RAIL MOUNTING

COMBINATION THEREOF
George K. Kocher, 604 Elmira St., White Haven, Pa.

FUed Aug. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 133,190

8 Claims. (CI. 238—109)

1. In a railroad tie, an elongated hollow box having a

cross sectional shape comparable to a conventional tie,

said box being made from resin-impregnated fiber glass

and having a closed outer end and an open inner end,

the upper surface of the boJt having a recess for the

reception of a rail tie plate, longitudinally extending

corrugations on the sides of the box, transversely ex-

tending corrugations on the bottom of the box, the box

having a length equal to about one-third of the length

of a conventional tie, a vertically directed strengthening

wall made from resin-impregnated flber glass and molded
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integrally with the box, said wall extending through the

box so as to bisect the box, said wall extending from

the closed end of the box through the open end out-

wardly a distance about half the length of the box,

a rib formed integral to the box so as to extend vertically

below the box to form a central longitudinal flange

thereon, the top of the box and the wall being per-

pendicular to each other, a second box and strengthening

walls of identical construction, and means removably

securing the ends of the plate of each box together to

form the complete tie.

c^jenings between said surfaces, said head including a

pair of spaced flanges constructed and arranged to pro-

vide an annular chamber within said body inward of

and in fluid flow communication with said openings, said

head having passageway means extending therethrough

and in fluid flow communication with said chamber, and

means for supplying air under pressure to said passage-

way means, whereby the air enters said chamber and

flows through said openings to blow the charge.

3,101,900
DRINKING ATTACHMENTS FOR FAUCETS

Thomas Slater, Jr^ 14057 32Dd Ave. NE.,

Seattle, Wash.
FUed Feb. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 171,115

2 Claims. (CL 239—25)

1. A drinking attachment for a water faucet of the

character described; said attachment comprising a hori-

zontally disposed housing, formed medially of its ends

with a pressure chamber having a side wall inlet adapted

for direct connection of the housing chamber with the

faucet spout and having a downwardly directed discharge

opening, a fitting applied to one end of said horizontally

disposed housing formed with a water discharge channel

leading from said pressure chamber and directed up-

wardly at its discharge end, a manually operable valve

in said chamber for controlling outflow of water through

said channel, a rotatable handle member for controlling

said valve, located at the end of said housing opposite

its fitting mounting end, a jet protecting sleeve mounted

on said fitting in position for the upward discharge of

water from said channel therethrough and a protective

cap hingedly mounted on said fitting for closing over

the upper end of said sleeve and having a handle ex-

tended therefrom to a position for its actuation by the

hand in grasping the handle of said manually operable

valve for its opening.

3,101,901

BLOW-PIPE FOR FABRICATING PLASTIC
RESIN ARTICLES

George C. Britten, 311 Bay Drive, Massapequa, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 106,263

8 Claims. (CI. 239—132)

J»}rSW-4

3,101,902
SPRAYING APPARATUS

Cyril John Chamberlain, Godstone, and John Thomas
Anning, Horsham, England, assignors to Chipman

Chemical Company, Limited, Horsham, England, a

British company
FUed July 30, 1962, Ser. No. 213,336

2 Claims. (CI. 239—173)
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1. A blow-pipe for fabricating hollow articles formed

of plastic resin, which blow-pipe comprises a tubular

body formed with an open end adapted to carry a charge

of plastic resin thereon, a head fitted within the open end

of said body, the inner peripheral surface of said body

and the outer peripheral surface of said head at said open

end being cylindrical and constructed and arranged to

provide a plurality of circumfercntially spaced restricted

793 O.O.—81

1. A railway vehicle adapted for spraying railway

tracks with chemical weedkiller, said vehicle essentially

ccHnprising in combination:

(a) three groups of outlet elements, one group being

arranged to spray chemical weedkiller over the

width of the track and the other two groups each be-

ing arranged to spray chemical weedkiller respec-

tively over the strip on one side of the track;

{b) each group of outlet elements being connected

through a mixing device to an axle-driven metering

pump and

(c) each of said metering pumps connected to a me-

chanically agitated storage tank;

id) means for producing a chemical weedkiller com-

position in fluid form;

{e) said means having a supply line to at least one

tank wagon carrying water and

(/) a supply line to at least one tank wagon carrying

chemical weedkiller concentrate;

{g) means for feeding said fluid weedkiller composi-

tion to each of said storage tanks;

(/i) an engine-driven centrifugal pump having a sensi-

tive long stroke relief valve;

(/) a supply line from said engine-driven pump to at

least one tank wagon carrying water; and

(/) a supply line from said engine-driven pump to each

of said mixing devices, the arrangement being such

that said fluid chemical weedkiller composition drawn

from each of said storage tanks by each of said

metering pumps is fed respectively into the water

supply to each group of outlet elements on the

pressure side of said engine-driven pump, hence en-

abling the quantity and kind of chemical weedkiller

dispensed from each group of outlet elements to be

varied.

3,101,903
SELF-PROPELLED IRRIGATION TRAILER

Fred F. Hall, Chaseley, N. Dak.

FUed July 10, 1962, Ser. No. 208,890

5 Claims. (CI. 239—183)
1. An elongated self propelled irrigation vehicle com-

prising a support frame including ground engaging sup-

port wheels, liquid dispensing means on said vehicle
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including liquid outlets for dispensing liquid over an

area of a predetermined pattern and liquid inlet means,

said liquid inlet means comprising a plurality of rigid

extendable and retractible telescopingly engaged conduit

valve means connected in said air cylinder means to

selectively close the communicating fluid passage, a spray

orifice provided in the wall of said air cylinder means

adjacent said one end, resilient means having passages

thsrein connected in said one end of said air cylinder

means adjacent said spray orifice, valve means and com-

municating fluid passage, piston means disposed for move-
ment in the opposite end to said air cylinder means, sec-

ond resilient means connecting said piston means and said

resilient means, absorbent means connected in the pas-

^1

sections, at least one of said conduit sections including

a pair of elongated side-by-side conduit halves communi-

cated with each other at one pair of remote end portions

and telescopingly engaged with the adjacent conduit sec-

tions at the other pair of remote end portions.

3,101,904
SPRAY APPARATUS

Samuel B. Prussin, Westport, and Herman R. Shepherd,

Fairfield, Conn., and Jacob Surks, Elmont, N.Y.,

assignors to Aerosol Techniques, Inc^ a corporation

of New York
FUed July 13, 1961, Scr. No. 123,762

11 Claims. (CI. 239—337)

sages of said resilient means and adapted to absorb fluid

from said chamber means, and said resilient means having

a portion adapted to be downwardly urged by said piston

and second resilient means to move said movable valve

means to close said communicating fluid passage as said

piston means is moved downwardly in said air cylinder

means to provide an atomized spray of fluid from said

spray orifice by causing air flow through the passages

of said resilient means and release of fluid from said

absorbent means.

3,101,9M
SPRAY NOZZLE

Cari R. Webber, 370 Kimberiy Road, Akron, Ohio
FUcd Jan. 11, 1962. Scr. No. 165,486

6 Claims. (CI. 239—592)

1. A unitary aerosol dispenser comprising a hollow

casing, an aerosol container enclosed within the hollow

casing and having a valve means located at one end

thereof, means for actuating the valve means actuatablc

through an opening in the hollow casing, a hollow, col-

lapsible dispensing nozzle communicating at one end

thereof with the valve means when the valve means is

actuated and extendable at the other end thereof through

an opening in the hollow casing, the dispensing nozzle

having a first collapsed position in which the end of the

dispensing nozzle remote from the valve means is sub-

stantially flush with the hollow casing and in which first

collapsed position the dispensing nozzle engages the valve

actuating means preventing actuation of the valve, and a

second extended position in which the end of the dis-

pensing nozzle remote from said valve means extends

substantially beyond the hollow casing.

3,101,905
SPRAY DEVICE

Iso Hocnig, Maximilianstr. 6, Schwabach, Germany
FUed May 14, 1962, Ser. No. 194,539

Claims priority, application Germany June 6, 1961

10 Claims. (CI. 239—357)
1 . A spray device comprising air cylinder means, cham-

ber means adapted to carry fluid connected to one end

of said air cylinder means and in communication there-

with through a communicating fluid passage, movaWe

6. A spray nozzle having a body portion with a tapered

bore, a one-piece disc, means for securing the disc to the

body portion at the small end of the bore, the disc having

an opening therethrough in alignment with the bore, the

opening being circular adjacent the small end of the bore

and of substantially the same diameter, the other end of

the opening being in the form of a substantially recUngu-

lar slot, the circular and slot portions of the opening

being connected by substantially flat portions extending

from the sides of the slot to the edges of the circular

portion, the substantially flat portions being joined by

substantially quarter round fillets of gradually decreasing

radius from the circular portion to the slot.

3,101,907
ORNAMENTAL ILLUMINATING DEVICE

Gabriel A. OUcUly, 3204 NW. 24th St,

Oklahoma City, Okla.

FUed June 12, 1961, Scr. No. 116,384

1 Claim. (O. 240—10)
An ornamental illuminating device comprising a com-

posite ornamental effigy including:
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(a) a first plate constructed of a translucent, light-

reflective material;

(b) a second plate of larger area than said first plate

and having a centrally located aperture of smaller

areal size than said first plate extending there-

through;

(c) spacer means between said first and second plates

for retaining said plates in spaced, parallel relation;

(d) an elongated sui^wrting member having first and

second ends and attached to said second plate at

CMie of said ends and sharpened to a point at its

other end to facilitate supporting the effigy vertically

over the ground;

(e) a resilient bracket attached to one end of said

elongated member;
(/) an electric light bulb detachably engaged by said

resilient bracket and positioned opposite said aper-

end wall, side walls with reduced outer portions and a

short bottom wall connecting the inner portions of the

side wails, said end and bottom walls and the reduced

portions of said side walls providing said arm with a

downwardly facing opening, a lamp-carrying section clos-

ing said opening, the last mentioned section comprising a

top wall and a depending annular rim of a size to receive

the neck of a globe or shade, the last mentioned top wall

abutting the lower edges of the reduced portions ol said

side walls and the bottom of said end wall of the arm,

the lower edge of said rim being disposed substantially

in the plane of said bottom waU, a lamp socket disposed

centrally in said top wall, interengaged parts on said bot-

tom wall of th: arm and the inner portion of said rim to

support the inner portion of said lamp-carrying section,

and means fastening the outer portion of said lamp-

carrying section to the outer pcHtion of said arm to sup-

port the outer portion of said lamp-carrying section.

tufe on the opposite side of said second plate from

said first plate; and

(g) a generally U-shaped light shield having open

first and second ends and secured to said second

{riate around said centrally located aperture with the

<^n first end of said shield aligned with said cen-

trally located aperture in said second plate and the

open second end of said Hght shield aligned with

said open first end and said centrally located aper-

ture, said light shield partially surrounding said light

bulb and directing li^t from said bulb through said

aperture in said second plate for preventing direct

illumination of said second plate and further di-

recting light through the open second end of said

shield to directly illumina.e the vicinity adjacent said

device on the opposite side of said second plate from

said first plate.

3,101,908
ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURE AND

GLOBE SUPPORT
Kenneth M. Moore, Parkenbvi, W. Va^ asignor to

Union Inilating Company, Parkcrsburg, W. Va., a

corporation of West Virginia

FUed Ang. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 128,786

8 Claims. (O. 240—73)

1. An electric lighting fixture comprising a base sec-

tion having an atUching portion and an integral arm

projecting outwardly from said attaching portion, said

arm being hollow and having a top wall, a closed outer

3,101,909
PRESSURE CONTROL IN CYCUC PNEUMATIC

CONVEYOR SYSTEMS
WUliam R. King, Borgcr, Tex., assignor to PhUUps

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Oct. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 145,281

6 Claims. (CL 241—25)

®m .

1. In the production of furnace carbon black a meth-

od for preparing the carbon black for pelleting, compris-

ing, cyclonically separating a gaseous effluent from a car-

bon black reactor and containing carbon black in suspen-

sion, from this treating step separately withdrawing car-

bon black and a gaseous effluent containing less carbon

black in suspension than the first-mentioned gaseous ef-

fluent, separating in a bag filtering step the carbon black

from the last-mentioned gaseous effluent and venting from

the bag filtering step at least a portion of this effluent,

pneumatically conveying the bag filtered carbon black

to a second cyclonic separating step and therein separat-

ing carbon black containing entrained gases from the con-

veying gases, passing at least a portion of the latter sep-

arated conveying gases into said bag filtering step, micro-

pulverizing this last mentioned carbon black containing

said entrained gases whereby gases are liberated from the

carbon black undergoing pulverizing and whereby the

pressure of the Uberated gases and micropulverized car-

bon black increases to a pressure higher than the pressure

of the material entering the micropulverizing step, pneu-

matically conveying micropulverized carbon black and

liberated gases to a third cylonic separating step and

therein separating this carbon black from the conveying

gases, this latter separated carbon black being the product

of the operation, returning the separated conveying gases

from the third separating step in closed cycle to the micro-

pulverized carbon black and liberated gases pneumatic

conveying step whereby pressure in the closed cycle con-

veying step increases to an undesirably high pressure,

withdrawing a portion of the gases carrying carbon black
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in suspension immediately downstream of the point of

juncture of the returned separated conveying gases with

the micropulverized carbon black and liberated gases and

introducing the withdrawn gases and suspended carbon

black into the first mentioned pneumatic conveying step.

3,101.910
WIRE GUIDING HEADS FOR COIL WINDING

MACHINES
James R. Turk, EocUd, Ohio, anignor to

Vincent K. Smith, Gates Mills, Ohio
FUed Jane 7, 1961, Scr. No. 115,482

14 Claims. (CI. 242—13)

6. In combination, a wire guiding head adapted to guide

wire to form coils of wire in an externally slotted body,

and a pair of clamping heads adapted to hold such body

in position to be wound by said head, said head compris-

ing a plurality of guide surfaces adapted to be selectively

positioned adjacent such body for winding coils of wire

therein, and stop means mounted for movement with the

respective guide surfaces adapted to engage said clamp-

ing heads thus to locate said guide surfaces with respect

to such slotted body to facihtate the winding of coils

therein.

3,101,911
SPINDLE ADAPTER

Robert L. Carroll, Greenville, S.C., and Clarence 1. Stein-

back, Minneapolis, Minn., assignors to Acrometal
Products, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., a corporation

FUed Feb. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 90,295

8 Cblms. (CI. 242—46.6)

3,101,912
TENSIONER

Thomas S. Bartlett, Boone, N.C., assignor to International

Resistance Company, PhiladclpUa, Pa.
FUed Aug. 24, 1961, Scr. No. 133,682

13 CUlms. (CI. 242—54)

1. A filament tensioner comprising a support, a fila-

ment supply spool shaft rotatably mounted on said sup-

port, brake means for controlling the speed of rotation

of said shaft, means controlled by the filament for oi>erat-

ing said brake means, an impulse wheel mounted on said

shaft, said impulse wheel having a plurality of blades

extending radially therefrom, and means for providing a

continuous blast of air against said impulse wheel blades

said blast of air impinging on said impulse wheel blades

in a direction so as to rotate the impulse wheel and

filament supply spool shaft in the direction to unwind

the filament from the supply spool.

3,101,913
APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING ROLLED PAPER
Calvin D. Davis, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor of

one-fifth to Gary Mohi, Los Angeles, Calif.

FUed Apr. 11, 1961, Scr. No. 102,301

4 Claims. (CI. 242—55.53)

1. A spindle adapter for a bobbin, tube and the like

including, a plurality of spaced ribs disposed vertically

with respect to the spindle, said .ribs bearing on the

spindle at a point adjacent one end thereof, a movable

cam having an annular bearing surface carried by the

spindle upon which the ribs have bearing support adja-

cent the other end thereof and each of said ribs having

a raised outer portion for engaging a bobbin, tube or the

like when initially placed upon the ribs, intermediate the

point of bearing on the spindle and the bearing surface

adjacent the other end thereof, whereby contact of the

ribs on the spindle on one end thereof and upon the

bearing surface on the other end thereof is maintained

when the bobbin, tube or the like is operably positioned

upon the spindle.

3. Paper dispensing apparatus, comprising, in combi-

nation:

a drum having a cylindrical surface with longitudinally

extending rigid serrations formed thereon;

a guide roller having a cylindrical surface with cir-

cumferentially extending resilient serrations formed

thereon;

support means for rotatably supporting said guide roller

and said drum with their axes of rotation parallel to

each other, and including spring means operable for

biasing said guide roller toward said drum in a di-

rection radial to the drum axis;

paper guide means for presenting a strip of paper in

a direction perpendicular to the axes of said drum
and said guide roller and parallel to the engaging

surfaces thereof so as to be grasped therebetween,

including a paper roll rotatably supported upon an
axis precisely parallel to said drum axis in a posi-

tion such that the angular separation between said

guide roller and said paper roll is somewhat more
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than 95° measured relative to said drum axis, a

fixed paper guide extending adjacent said drum from

a point near said guide roller to a point nearly in

longitudinal alignment between the axes of said paper

roll and said drum so that paper drawn from said

paper roll is held tightly against said drum surface

prior to the point where it is grasped between said

drum and guide roller surfaces;

and drive means for drivingly rotating said drum in a

predetermined direction so as to draw the paper from

said paper roll.

actuating it, a guide member in engagement with the web

and movable in response to tension variations therein, and

a fluid-pressure system operatively arranged between said

guide member and brake for operating the latter; said sys-

tem comprising a tension-sensing element connected to and

constrained to move with said guide member and partially

defining a hydraulic chamber in a sUtionary hydraulic cyl-

inder, a tension-sensing valve, a closed column of liquid

interconnecting said chamber and said valve, causing the

latter to operate in response to variations in the pressure of

liquid in said column to establish proportionally similar

variations in the output pressure of said valve, and a ratio

valve coacting with said brake to control the latter's opera-

3,101,914
EXPANDING CORE SHAFT

Clermont H. Lorenz, Baldwinsville, and William R.

Penrod, Oswego, N.Y., assignors to The Black-Clawson

Company, Hamilton, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed Apr. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 21,528

1 Claim. (CI. 242—72)

A self-centering expanding core shaft for removably

gripping a hollow core, comprising an elongated gen-

erally cylindrical body having a diameter less than that

of said core to be received thereon and having means

defining a hydraulic liquid chamber therein extending

through one end thereof and terminating adjacent the

opposite end of said body, means in said one end defining

a driving cylinder, an operator including a driving {MSton

formed on the inner end thereof received in said cylinder

closing one end of said chamber and having an outer

driving end threadedly received in said body for liquid

displacing movement in said body, a plurality of spaced

apart driven piston assemblies arranged in a single row

on said body including means defining a radially extend-

ing cylinder bore communicating with said fluid chamber,

a driven piston for each of said assemblies having a por-

tion forming a seal with said bore and movable outward-

ly and inwardly in direct proportion to fluid displacing

movement of said driving piston, the outer ends of each of

said driven pistons being proportioned for direct engage-

ment with the inside surface of said core at longitudinally

spaced apart positions upon extending movement thereof,

means on said body defining a pair of longitudinally ex-

tending grooves spaced substantially at 120" intervals

from each other and from said row of piston assemblies

and a separate rib fixedly received and supported along

the length of each of said grooves having an outer core

gripping surface proportioned to engage the-irtSIde surface

of said core upon said outward movement of said driven

pistons providing three point support for said core on

said shaft.

3,101,915
APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING TENSION

IN A RUNNING WEB
Charles Aaron, West Caldwell, and Thomas J. Crowe,
Mount Fern, NJ., assignors to Cameron Machine Com-
pany, Dover, NJ., a corporation of New York

Filed May 23, 1962, Scr. No. 196,957

13 Claims. (CI. 242—75.43)
1. In apparatus for controlling tension in a running web.

a combination comprising a fluid-pressure operated brake

coacting with the web in opposition to a force lengthwisely

tion and coacting with said tension-sensing valve for deriv-

ing control of operation of the ratio valve from variations

in the output pressure of the tension-sensing valve; said

ratio valve comprising diaphragm means, for operating

said valve, biased oppositely, on the one hand by the ratio

valve's output pressure and on the other hand by a por-

tion of the latter output pressure; and said diaphragm

means also being partially under the control of the output

pressure of said tension-sensing valve, whereby to operate

said ratio valve in proix>rtion to the differential of forces

applied to said diaphragm means by said output pressure

of the ratio valve and said portion of the latter output

pressure.

3,101,916

SYSTEM FOR REELING OUT WIRE AND THE
LIKE FROM COILS

Otto Haugwitz, La Celle Saint Cloud, France, assignor

to Societe Anonyme Geoffroy-Delore, Paris, France,

a company of France
Filed June 2, 1958, Ser. No. 739,356

Claims priority, application France May 31, 1957

2 CUims. (CI. 242—128) .

1. In a system for reeling a wire-like element off a coil,

means connected to the element applying a pulling force

thereto to draw off loops from the coil generally axially

of the coil, recessed guide means for the element beyond

the coil, a first rotatable pulley engaged by said element

at a point beyond and spaced from said guide means,

brake means cooperating with said first pulley for control-

lably retarding rotation thereof, a second rotatable pulley

between the guide means and the first pulley and having
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at least one turn of said element trained therearound.

a tubular shaft surrounding said element, means attached

to said tubular shaft for supporting said second pulley

for bodily rotation about an axis generally coinciding

with the axis of the element, and gearing means coupled

to said first pulley for rotating said supporting means
bodily about said element at a predetermined angular rate.

3,101,917
DUCTED ROTOR WITH PRESSURE BALANCING

AND LIFT AUGMENTING MEANS
Lyic K. V. Sudrow, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to

Heiipod, Inc., Oceanside, Calif.

FUed Nov. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 155,096

3 Claims. (CI. 244—23)

1. A ducted rotor assembly, comprising:

a generally circular duct;

a pair of counter-rotating driven rotors axially rotatably

mounted in said duct;

a wide airflow slot through said duct and extending

circumferentially around at least, a portion of the

duct;

said slot having perforate flow controlling panels se-

cured therein; and

the portion of said duct above said slot having a radial

cross section of substantially airfoil shape with the

leading edge thereof at the outer periphery.

3,101,918
EMERGENCY RAM AIR CABIN PRESSURIZATION

SYSTEM
George B. Evelyn and George C. Newell, Seattle, and

Marvin D. Peterson, Bcllevue, Wash., assignors to The
Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash., a corporation of
Delaware

FUed May 31, 1961, Ser. No. 113,705
6 Claims. (CI. 244—76)

1. An emergency ram air pressurization system for

pressurized aircraft operating at high speeds and high

altitude comprising a variable area air scoop for ram air,

actuator means for said air scoop, means responsive to

internal aircraft pressure for controlling said actuator

means, variable capacity cooling means for said ram air,

and means responsive to ram air pressure for controlling

said cooling means, whereby life sustaining air pressure

may be maintained in an aircraft undergoing excessive

decompression.

3,101,919
STABILIZED CAPTIVE FLYING PLATFORM UNIT
Pierre Jean Madon, Antony, France, assignor to Nord-

Aviation Societe Nationale de Constructions Aeronau-
tiques, Paris, France, a Joint-stock company of France

F.ied Sept. 19, 1962, Scr. No. 224,796
Claims priority, application France Feb. 1, 1962

5 CUims. (CI. 244—77)
1. A stabilized flying platform unit of the kind having

aerodynamic lifting means and being coupled to a base

on the ground by a system of at least three parallel metal
cables of equal length and not located in the same pl&ne,
said platform unit comprising: a rigid base fixed with
respect to the ground, the fixing points of said three metal
cables on said base and on said platform being req>ective-

ly in a horizontal plane, thus eliminating three degrees
of freedom of said platform, namely an upward trans-

lation and a rotation about each of two axes perpendicu-
lar to each other in said horizontal plane of the platform;
means for detecting displacements corresponding to the

remaining three degrees of freedom of said platform,

namely a rotation about an axis perpendicular to said

horizontal plane and a translation along two axes per-

pendicular to each other in said horizontal plane; con-
trol surfaces adapted to act respectively in opposition to

said three possible displacements; servo-controls acting
between each of said control surfaces in dependence on
said means for detecting the corresponding displacements,

said control surfaces thus acting in opposition to the

possible remaining displacements.

3,101,920
BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL

Evan A. Fradenburgh, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to
United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn., a
corporation of Delaware

Filed Jan. 27, 1960, Scr. No. 4,919
13 Clafans. (CI. 244—130)

1. In combination in an aircraft, a fuselage, a pylon
positioned over and mounted on said fuselage, a rotor

head mounted over said pylon for rotation, an enclosure
member extendirrg upwardly from the pylon to a point
adjacent said rotor head, means directing a flow of air

outwardly along each side of the enclosure member be-

tween the rotor head and said pylon, and pump means
connected to said directing means for pumping a flow of
fluid thereto.

3,101,921
INFLATABLE AND DEFLATABLE EXTERNAL

AIRCRAFT FUEL TANK
Martin A. Price, 514 N. Helberta Ave.,

Redondo Beach, Calif.
Filed Mar. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 183,816

17 Claims. (Ci. 244—135)
I. An aircraft fuel tank which comprises: a supporting

structure having means thereon for releasably attaching
said fuel tank to an external surface portion of an air-

craft;- an expandable and contractible fuel cell on said

supporting structure, said fuel cell being expandable when
fuel is introduced therein and contractible when fuel is

withdrawn therefrom; and a motorized sling assembly
on said supporting structure which comprises a motor;

a shaft interconnected to said motor which is rotatable

in one direction when fuel is introduced into said fuel
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cell and ro'.atable in the opposite direction when said 3,101,923

motor is periodically energized; and slings which are _ . _ „
SHELF ^^OUNTTNG

connected to said shaft and which support said fuel cell, ^d^, C. Streater, SP^iWJf"!^
Mfan., ass^orto

Streater Industries, Inc., Spring Park, Minn., a corpo-

ration of Minnesota
« FUed Feb. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 102,909

6 Claims. (CI. 248—242)

said slings being rolled upon said shaft when said motor

is energized to contract said cell to reduce the volume

thereof producing a fuel cell which consistently funaions

as full.

3,101,922
SNAP FASTENER

Floyd O. Moody and Charies W. Eyman, Jr., Dayton,

Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detrott, Mich., a coiporation of Delaware
FUed Mar. 7, 1962, Scr. No. 178,015

10 Claims. (CL 24»—27)

1. In combination:

(a) a support provided with an aperture therein,

{b) an electrical device and a plate separate there-

from adapted to be supported on said support,

(c) a single means for mounting both said device and

said plate in assembled relationship on said wall

with the i>late paralleling same and covering the

aperiure in the wall,

(d) said single means comprising a ^>ring clip having

a base and opposed walls forming a substantially

U-shaped pocket, arms formed integral with ends

of the legs of said opposed walls bent in the direc-

tion of the base of said pocket and a finger formed

integral with each opposed pocket wall extending

outwardly of said base beyond said pocket,

(e) said opposed pocket walls, said arms and said

fingers having a normal biasing action,

(/) said electrical device being wedged between the

opposed walls of said clip and clamped thereby with-

in said pocket,

(^) the wedging of said device into said pocket shift-

ing opposed walls thereof away from one another

to increase the biasing action of said arms in op-

posite directions and to increase the biasing action

of said fingers in a direction toward each other,

(/i) said arms being sprung into the aperture in said

support with their ends interlocked to cypposcd edges

of the aperture for securing said device to the sup-

pori, and
(i) opposed portions on said plate spreading said fin-

gers apart as the plate is brought into engagement

therewith for snapping the fingers thereover to se-

cure said plate against said support.

2. A shelf support, comprising an apertured upright

standard, an elongate and stiff shelf-supporting member
extending transversely outwardly from the standard and

having a rear end portion of plate-like shape oriented in

an upright position, said member also having a front end,

and a body portion between said front end and said rear

end portion, the rear end portion having a terminal end

shaped for insertion through an aperture of the standard

and also having an intermediate portion between the ter-

minal and said body portion, said intermediate portion

having a height in excess of the size of the aperture and

also having a first notch of substantial width in the upper

edge thereof continuously receiving therein a portion of

the standard adjacent the aperture and to permit tilting

of said member and notch to various oblique positions

while the aperture-defining portions of the standard is in

the notch, and means adjacent the lower edge of said

rear portion and below the notch and defining first and

second rearwardly facing abutments spaced from each

other in a fore-and-aft direction and selectively engage-

able with the standard to limit movement of said rear end

into the aperture.

3,101,924
SHUT-OFF VALVE FOR METERED FLOWS

WUliam F. Bcrck, Hayward, CaUf., assignor to Ralph N.
Brodie Company, San Leandro, Calif., a corporation

of California
FUed Dec. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 161,859

18 Claims. (CI. 251—25)

1 . A shut-off valve device for metered flow lines having

|x>sitions of full-open, closed and an intermediate position

of registrable low flow, said valve comprising:

a valve housing having a fluid passage there-

through,

a main valve element disposed in said housing and

movable between a closed position and a full-c^xn

position, said valve element being closed by move-
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ment in a direction opposed to normal fluid flow

through said passage,

means defining first and second fluid passageways,

said first passageway fluidly communicating with said

housing passage on the upstream side of said valve

element for applying a closing force to said main

valve element, said second fluid passageway com-

municating with said housing passage on the down-

stream side of said main valve element for relieving

said closing force,

means applying a closing bias force to said main

valve element,

means including a control valve selectively oper-

able for allowing fluid to pass either through said

first passageway or said second passageway, and

means associated with movement of said control

valve for securing said main valve element at a fixed,

predetermined position intermediate full-open and

closed.

3401,925
DRILLING TURBINE

Richard Dziallas and Karl Kaufmann, Heidenheim, and

Carl Biedendleck, Bcntheim, Reg. Bcz. Osnabruck,

Germany, assignors to J. M. Voitli G.m.b.H., Heiden-

heim, Germany
Filed Jan. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 2,404

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 17, 1959

6 Claims. (CI. 253—3)

inlet plenum to the point of use; a plurality of adjustable

nozzle vanes rotatably mounted in said passageway for

controlling flow therethrough and each having a leading

edge and a trailing edge with respect to the direction of

fluid flow thereover, each of said vanes also having op-

posite side edges disposed in adjacent, confronting rela-

tion to said walls of said passageway; there being longi-

tudinally extending slots with end walls in each nozzle

vane disposed in a plane substantially normal to and

»-. i •
•

'

1. A drilling turbine especially adapted for driving

drilling tools for deep drilling operations, said drilling

turbine comprising at least two sections, each section

having a housing, said housings being connected by inter-

engaging threaded portions thereon, ring means between

said housings operable to hold the housings against rela-

tive rotation, said ring means comprising a first ring non-

rotatably abutting one housing and a second ring axially

slidable in the other housing but held against rotation

thereon, said rings having interengageable cam surfaces

on their adjacent faces, and means carried by the other

housing and adjustable for moving said rings toward and

away from each other to lock the housings together or to

release the housings.

opening through said side edges of the respective vane;

blades slidably disposed in and confined in the endwise

direction between the end walls of said slots in each nozzle

vane; and there being fluid passage means communicating

said slots in each nozzle vane inwardly of its respective

blades to said passageway at the leading edges of the

vanes, whereby said blades in each nozzle vane are urged

outwardly by fluid pressure into fluid sealing contact with

said walls of said passageway.

34tl,927
LOAD BINDING WINCH

Robert H. Gray, 4420 NE. Maywood Place,

Portland, Orcg.
FUed Not. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 70,744

1 Claim. (CI. 254—161)

3,101,926
VARIABLE AREA NOZZLE DEVICE

Fritz Weber, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to The Gar-

rett Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation

of California
Filed Sept. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 53,546

4 CUims. (CI. 253—78)
1. A variable area nozzle for controlling the flow of

a fluid from an inlet plenum to a point of use. comprising:

means defining a passageway having a pair of spaced,

substantially parallel walls for directing the fluid from the

A load binding winch adapted for mounting on a

vehicle bed comprising a base adapted to be attached to

the vehicle bed, a pair of spaced arms integrally project-

ing from said base, a winding shaft journaled in said

arms, means on said shaft for rotating the same, a

ratchet wheel secured to said shaft, a housing on said

base having a portion aligned with said ratchet wheel,

said housing having a pair of spaced shoulders thereon

separated by an opening in the portion aligned with said

ratchet wheel, a leaf spring spanning said opening and

supported at its ends on said shoulders, a pawl on said

base between said leaf spring and said ratchet wheel and

having a tooth portion opcrativcly engageablc with said

ratchet wheel, said pawl being pivotally mounted for

movement between a ratchet engaging position and a

ratchet release position, a first projection on said pawl

extending laterally therefrom and comprising a finger en-

gaging portion for manually pivoting the pawl, a second

projection on said pawl extending toward said leaf spring

in a direction opposite from said tooth portion, said sec-

ond projection terminating in an edge portion, said leaf

spring being engaged by the edge portion of said pawl,

said pawl being positioned operably by said spring either

in said ratchet engaging position or said ratchet release

position.

f

3,101,928
TRAVELING BLOCK ASSEMBLY

Norman D. Dyer and Robert L. Franks, Beaumont,
Tex., assignors to Dresser Industries Inc., a corpora*
tion of Delaware

FUed July 24, 1961, Ser. No. 126,287
10 Claims. (CI. 254—194)

1. An improved traveling block assembly comprising in

combination a traveling block, including a housing having

a central unobstructed vertical passageway therethrough

open at a side of the bousing, adapted to receive a sub-

stantially vertical pipe by relative sideways movement of

the pipe and housing, and at least one sheave disposed

in the housing on each of two opposite sides of the open-

ing; a ring carried by a lower end of the housing in fixed

relationship therewith, having a lateral opening therein

registering with the open side of the housing; and an

annular adapter, rotatably supported by the ring, having

a vertical opening through a side thereof registerable with

the lateral opening in the ring and with the open side

of the housing.

3,101,929
FENCE OR CLOSURE STRUCTURE
Cliristian Dvore, Box 104, McHenry, III.

Filed Oct. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 66,196

7 Claims. (CI. 256—24)

series of openings being vertically aligned, a glass fiber

panel member extending through each series of openings,

and upper and lower horizontally disposed elongated

wedge members associated with said upper and lower rail

members, respectively, and engageable with the same sides

of the upper ends and the lower ends of said panel mem-
bers, respectively for laterally wedging same against por-

tions of said upper and lower rail members to prevent

rattling of said panel members.

1. A unitary fence or closure section comprising, a pair

of spaced apart, vertically extending U-shaped aluminum

channel members opening toward each other, a lower

aluminum rail member extending horizontally between

said channel members adjacent the lower ends thereof

and having its ends secured between the spaced flanges

of said channel members, an upper aluminum rail mem-

ber extending horizontally between said vertically extend-

ing channel members adjacent the upper ends thereof and

having its ends secured between the spaced flanges there-

of, an intermediate aluminum rail member extending hori-

zontally between said vertically extending channel mem-

bers intermediate said upper and lower rail members and

having its ends secured between the spaced flanges of

said vertically extending channel members, a plurality of

longitudinally spaced and vertically extending elongated

openings formed in said three rail members, with each
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3,101,930
TUBULAR HEAT EXCHANGER

Andri Huet, 48 Ave. dn President Wilson, Paris, France
FUed Sept. 8, 1959, Ser. No. 838,485

Claims priority, appUcation France Sept. 10, 1958
1 Claim. (CL 165—143)

2^

A heat exchanger in which two fluids flow at cross cur-

rents and embodying a casing containing a bank of gen-

erally horizontal rows of rectilinear tubular elements with

the elements in adjacent rows arranged in staggered rela-

tion, all the tubular elements of said bank being made up

of a pair of concentric tubes joined at their two ends to

form an annular space for one fluid, called inner fluid,

and a central space through which the other fluid, called

outer fluid, flows from the interior of said casing as well

as around the exterior of each tube, inlet and outlet headers

for the inner fluid arranged vertically at the opposite ends

of the bank of tubes and each being bifurcated to provide

two parallel branches disposed perpendicularly to the axis

of the tube rows and situated in the same vertical plane;

vertically spaced pairs of subheaders fixed perpendicularly

on the branches of each bifurcate with the subheaders of

each pair disposed in horizontally spaced relation at the

same height on the one and the other branch, the distance

between vertically spaced pairs of subheaders being sub-

stantially equal to double the distance between two hori-

zontal tube rows to leave clear the ends of one tube row

out of two and the inlet and outlet headers being relatively

arranged so as to leave clear the ends of each tube row at

opposite ends; bent connections between the subheaders

and the tubes of the rows they supply, said tube rows being

situated below the related subheaders at the inlet end and

above the related sub-headers at the opposite end, said

connections being shifted in a vertical direction when pass-

ing from a sub-header mounted on one of the braophes

of the bifurcate to the similar sub-header mounted on the

same level on the other branch of the same bifurcate so

as to be clear of the odd numbered rows of tubes at one

end of the exchanger and of the even numbered rows of

tubes at the other end of the exchanger.

3,101,931

PORTABLE BATCH CONCRETE PLANT
Ralph E. Setter, Wichita, Kans., assignor to Universal

Pulleys Co., Inc., Wichita, Kans., a corporation of

FUed Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,042

6 Claims. (CI. 259—154)

1. A portable batch concrete plant comprising, in com-

bination, elongated and generally rectangular frame

means mounted for movement on wheel means, four feet
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tclescopically and adjustably mounted at the corners of

said frame means, hitching means secured to an end

portion of said frame means for connecting said plant

to a pulling vehicle, four upright frame members secured

in spaced relation to said one end portion of said frame

means, a first hopper secured to and positioned between

said upright frame members, said hopper being open

at the top and tapered to a narrow neck portion at the

bottom thereof, a removable plate extending from said

top to said neck portion and separating said hopper into

two compartments of different sizes, separate gate means

in said neck portion of said hopper for each of said

compartments to permit passage of material therethrough,

a vertically disposed conveyor housing secured to one

side of said hopper and to said frame means, said hous-

ing having a lower boot portion positioned to receive

material from said hopper and an upper chute portion, the

bottom of said boot portion being hingedly mounted

to permit emptying of said housing, conveyor means in

said housing including two conveyor shafts mounted for

rotation in the sides of said conveyor housing, one of

said shafts being mounted in the lower end portion of

said housing with one end thereof extending through

said housing and the other of said shafts being mounted

in the upper end portion of said housing, sprockets se-

cured to said shafts to turn therewith, endless chain means

received by said sprockets to turn therewith, a plurality

of buckets carried by said chain means, another sprocket

secured to said one end of said shafts, an engine secured

to the other side of the pivotal mounting of said V-shaped

member on said supports, a flexible wire connecting the

other end portion of said cylinder to said frame means,

a weight indicating gauge with said cylinder to indicate

the weight of materials in said second hopper, cooperating

lock out means with said supports and said V-shaped

member to relieve said cylinder of the weight of said

second hopper during road movement of said plant, a

water tank carried by said frame means and mounted

with the bottom of said tank above the lower end of said

outlet chute, a water conduit connected in one end to

an outlet in said bottom of said tank and secured to the

bottom surface of said chute of said second conveyor

with the other end of said conduit at the end of said

chute, said plant being constructed and adapted so that

in operation sand and gravel can be placed in said com-

partments of said first hopper and discharged therefrom

in controlled quantities through said gate means in said

neck portion thereof and lifted by said conveyor means

and delivered through said chute portion of said con-

veyor housing into said second hopper with said cylinder

and gauge indicating the weight of material delivered,

and cement can be placed in jaid second hopper by a

worker on said platform until the desired amount of

materials are in said second hopper whereupon said gate

in said chute of said second hopper can be opened to

deliver said sand, gravel and cement to a concrete mixer

and water from said tank can be suK>lied through said

conduit to said mixer.

3,101,932

GRADING MACHINE HAVING ROTARY
CUTTING DRUMS

Donald E. Wright, Manhattan Beach, Caltf^ assignor to

Western Gear Corporation, Lynwood, CaUf^ a corpo-

ration of California
FUed Jan. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 166,533

6 CUdms. (a. 262—19)

- wnm.--
to said frame means, a jack shaft rotatably mounted on

said frame means, a sprocket mounted on said jack shaft,

chain means connecting said sprocket on said jack shaft

with said last-named sprocket on said one of said shafts,

a pulley on said jack shaft, belt means connecting said

pulley with the drive shaft of said motor so that upon

operation of said engine said jack shaft wUl be rotated

to turn said one of said shafts to drive said conveyor

means, spaced, upwardly extending supports carried by

said other end portion of said frame means between the

sides thereof, a generally V-shaped member pivotally

mounted in an intermediate portion on said supports and

positioned therebetween, the end portions of the arms

of said V-shaped member being generally parallel, a sec-

ond hopper positioned between and pivotally secured to

said end portions of said arms of said V-shaped member

on one side of the pivotal mounting of said V-shaped

member on said supports, said second hopper being

shaped in the lower portion thereof to form an outlet

chute, a pivotally mounted gate mounted and operable

to close said chute of said second hopper, a gate locking

pin carried by said second conveyor and positionable m
said chute to maintain said gate in the closed position,

two leg members secured to said other end portion of

said frame means, a platform pivotally mounted in one

side portion on said leg membirs, two pivotally mounted

legs secured to the other side portion of said platform

and engageable with the ground in operation, a weight

responsive cylinder having one end thereof connected

to the other end portion of said V-shaped member and

1. A grading machine comprising:

a vehicle,

a normally horizontal, rotary, cylindrical cutting drum

at the front end of said vehicle having its central

axis in a plane approximately normal to a longi-

tudinal axis of the vehicle,

a supporting frame on said vehicle including a pair of

supporting members straddling the ends of said drum

and means supporting the ends of said drum on said

supporting members for rotation of the drum on its

central axis,

a pair of rotary, conical cutting drums at the ends of

said cylindrical drum, respectively, outboard of said

supporting members, the large ends of said conical

drums being located proximate to said supporting

members and the central axes of said conical drums
sloping downwardly as the axes approach the small,

outer ends of said conical drums,

means rotatably supporting said conical drums on
said supporting members for rotation of said conical

drums on their central axes, the cutting radii of

said drums being approximately tangent along sub-

stantially the entire length of each drum to a plane

passing below the drums normal to said first plane

and the point of tangency of the cutting radius of

the large end of each conical drum with said latter

plane being proximate to the point of tangency of the

cutting radius of the adjacent end of said cylindrical

drum with said latter plane, and

I

means including a rotary power transmission mecha-

nism extending between the large end of each conical

drum and the adjacent end of the cylindrical drum
for driving said drums in rotation.

3 101 933
CUTTER BIT AND SOCKET CONSTRUCTION

Claude B. Krelteler, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The
Chichinati Mine MachfaMry Co^ Chichinati, Ohio, a

corporation of Ohio
FUed Oct. 14, 1957, Ser. No. 690,112

ISCbini. (CL262—33)

1. In com-bination a double-ended cutter bit which is

substantially rhomboidal in elevation and is character-

ized by center, gauge-determining ribs and body portions

extending beyond said ribs of sufficient length to be en-

gaged in a socket member to prevent tilting of the bit,

and a socket member having a perforation therein to re-

ceive a body portion of said cutter bit, one wall of said

perforation providing an elongated surface for contacting

the rear edge of said cutter bit to sustain the thrust of

cutting, said socket member having upper abutments for

engaging said ribs to establish gauge and ears adapted to

lie above said ribs to prevent endwise withdrawal of said

bit when said bit is positioned with its rear edge against

said abutment face, the perforation in said socket member

being configured to permit forward tilting of said bit to

the extent of disengaging said ribs from said ears, and

means for retaining said bit with its back edge against

said abutment surface.

14. In combination, a cutter bit adapted to be engaged

directly in a socket member, said cutter bit being sub-

stantially rhomboidal in side elevation, characterized by

substantially parallel front and rear faces and by side

faces, said bit having an elongated body with portions

extending both above and below the bit midsection for a

sufficient distance that when subsuntially half of the length

of said bit is engaged in a perforation in a socket member

conforming at least in part to the side faces thereof, said

bit will be held against lateral tilting, said bit having pro-

jecting ribs at substantially its midsection of a shape to

serve as gauge-determining abutments, and a socket mem-

ber comprising a body with a perforation therethrough,

said perforation having fixed front, rear, and side walls,

said rear wall forming an abutment against which the

back edge of said bit may rest to sustain the rearward

thrusts of cutting, said socket member having abutments

adjacent said perforation on which said ribs may rest to

determine the projection of said bit from said socket mem-

ber, and cars overlying the rear ends of said ribs when

said bit is positioned with iU rear edge against said rear

wall to prevent endwise withdrawal of said bit from said

perforation, and resilient means permitting disengagement

of said ears and said ribs to allow endwise withdrawal of

said bit from said perforation.

3 101 934

RESILIENTLY MOUNTED CUTTING TOOL_^.

WiUiam N. Poandstonc, Morgantown, W. Va, a^gnor

to Consolidation Coal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a

corporation of Pennsylvania .,- ^.a
FUed Aug. 31, 1959, Ser. No. 837,008

3CUhns. (CI. 262—33)
1. In combination a tool holder and a cutting tort,

(a) said tool holder having a body portion,

(b) a recessed opening in said body portion with a

bottom wall,

(c) deformable clamping material disposed within

said recessed opening,

(</) said cutting tool having a shank portion and a

cutting portion,

(e) a tool shank receiving passage formed in said de-

formable clamping material.

(/) said cutting tool shank portion positioned in said

passage in spaced relation to said body portion bot-

tom wall,

ig) means to retain said deformable clamping mate-

rial within said recess and to bias said material

against said bottom wall whereby said material de-

forms to abut said cutting tool shank portion and

secure said cutting tool within said passage and in

spaced relation to said bottom wall in a manner that

said tool is insulated from said holder body portion

when said tool is secured within said holder.

3,101,935

METHOD AND KILN FOR BURNING CEMENT,
LIME, DOLOMITE AND THE LIKE

Erich Zeltner, Zurich, Switzeriand, assignor to L. von

Roll A.G., Zurich, Switzerland, a corporation of Switz-

erland
FUed Nov. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 72,092

Clahns priority, application Switzerland Dec. 3, 1959

21 Claims. (CI. 263—29)

»-

1. A method of heat treating a charge such as cement,

lime, dolomite and the like, comprising the steps of mixing

a quantity of air with a fuel and burning the same to

complete combustion to produce hot gases, directing said

hot gases with substantially symmetrical infeed into con-

tact with a charge to be heat treated in a heating section

of a kiln, distributing said hot gases into substantially at

least two hot gas streams, each of which is operable

throughout approximately one-half of the cross-section

of said kiln to thus uniformly penetrate and heat treat

the charge located therein, bypassing a first portion of

said hot gases into a duct which does not contain said

charge while the remaining major portion of said hot gases

freely circulates through said charge for heat treating
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thereof, feeding a supfdy of cooling air through a cooling

section of said kiln to contact said charge for heat transfer

therewith and toward said hot gases circulating through
said charge, then bypassing said cooling air into said duct
which does not contain said charge adjacent the upper

region of said cooling section at least prior to intimate

contact of said cooling air with said hot gases to prevent

heat transfer between said cooling air and said hot gases

to thereby prevent undesired reduction of the temperature

of said hot gases in contact with said charge, said by-

passed cooling air and said first portion of said hot gases

freely mixing within said duct, then commingling said

bypassed cooling air and said first and remaining hot gas

portions to produce a fluid mixture of hot gases and air,

then causing said fluid mixture to circulate through another

portion of a charge in a preheating section of said kiln to

raise the temperature of the same in preparedness for a

similar heat treating operation.

3,101,936
ROTARY DRYER OPERATION UNDER

EMERGENCY CONDITIONS
Bruno F. Locwen, Borger, Tex., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Aug. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 47,976

5 Claims. (CI. 263-^4)

4. In an apparatus for drying moist, granular material

having a rotatable, horizontally disposed, tubular shell,

and heat resistant walls partially enclosing said tubular

shell, means for supplying heat to said tubular shell,

means for introducing moist granular material into the

inlet end thereof, the improvement comprising a revers-

ible motor operatively connected with said shell for rotat-

ing same, means for conveying dried material from the

outlet end of said shell, discharge means extending from
within said shell through the outlet end thereof to said

means for conveying, the end of said discharge means
in said shell having a dried material inlet opening only

facing the normal direction of rotation of said shell for

inlet of dried material into said discharge means, means
connected with said conveying means and said reversible

motor for reversing said motor in response to failure of

said conveying means thereby reversing rotation of said

tubular shell and terminating entry of dried material

into said opening of said discharge means.

3,101,937
COMBINATION SPRING-PISTON VIBRATION

ISOLATOR
WUIiam M. Steams, La Mirada, CaUf., assignor to

North American Aviation, Inc.

Filed Oct. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 64,882
11 Claims. (CL 267—1)

3. A vibration isolator for absorbing vibration between

two relatively moving elements comprising load means for

mounting a load; a base member encompassing said load

means; first, second, third, and fourth resiliently dcforma-

ble supports, each support being positioned between and

intercoupling with said load means and said base member,

said first and third supports being oppositely disposed rela-

tive to each other and mutually spaced along a first line,

said second and fourth supports being adjacent both said

first and third supports and being similarly oppositely dis-

posed relative to each other along a second line normal to

said first line, each of said supports having a cavity; said
load means having first and second mutually independent
orificed passages, said first passage interconnecting be-

tween and communicating with the cavities of said first

and third flexible supports, and said second passage sim-
ilarly interconnecting between and communicating with the

cavities of said second and fourth supports, all said cavities

and passages being filled with a relatively incompressible
fluid, whereby six degree freedom of motion of the load
means along and about three mutually orthogonal axes

relative to the base member means is spring-restrained and
allowable translational motion of said load means along a

first and second axis of said three axes is further subject to

fluid damping.

3,101,938
VEHICLE SUSPENSIONS

Archie John Hirst, Leicester, England, assignor to
Mctalastik Ltanited, Leicester, England, a British com-
pany

FUed Mar. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 14,418
Clalnu priority, application Great Britahi Mar. 17, 1959

6 Claims. (CI. 267—25)

1. A vehicle axle suspension having a maximum stiff-

ness under a designed full bump load condition and a

minimum stiffness under a designed tare load "Condition,

the suspension comprising, in combination, a main leaf

spring system and an auxiliary spring system, the main
leaf spring system having a substantially constant stiflF-

ness throughout the deflection range of the axle which
substantially constant stiffness is greater than said mini-

mum stiffness, the main leaf spring system supporting

the axle casing from a frame of the vehicle, and the

auxiliary spring system likewise supporting the axle casing

from said frame but having a variable stiffness throughout

the deflection range of the axle which, under said tare load

condition, is negative so as to reduce the overall stiff-

ness of the suspension to said minimum value, the

auxiliary spring system comprising a pair of links ex-

tending one on each side of the axle casing generally fore-

and-aft of the vehicle, a pivot member at the inner end
of each link connecting the link to the axle casing, and
a pivot member at the outer end of each link connecting

the link, to said frame, one at least of said pivot members
associated with each link being of rubber and providing,

up to a predetermined loading condition greater than tare

load, a torsional reaction acting to load the main leaf

spring system, said links being disposed horizontally in

line under said tare load condition and each being of

u length such that, under said tare load condition, when
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they are horizontally in line, each link is held in length-

wise compression between the axle casing and said frame,

whereby the rubber pivot members are compressed length-

wise of the links, and at said full bump load condition

the links are in tension, vertical loads on the axle casing

above said predetermined load being resisted by the

rubber pivot members acting in torsion and by compres-

sion thereof lengthwise of the links.

3,101,939
MULTIPLE HARNESS RACK

Alfred G. Richter, Pacoima, Calif., assignor to Locliheed

Aircraft Corporation, Burbanl^ Calif.

FUed May 26, 1960, Scr. No. 31,927

2 Claims. (CI. 269—40)

lies in the same plane as and forms an extension of said

primary top element, said secondary top element being

shaped generally to define a right angle triangle, the base

forming side edge of said triangular secondary top cle-

ment being in substantial engagement with the rear edge

of said primary top element, the altitude forming edge

portion of said triangular secondary top element being

in alignment with the corresponding side of said primary

top element, and means for locking said top sections to

a bed with the hypotenuse forming edge portion of the

triangular secondary top element in abutting relationship

with the mattress of said bed, said primary top element

being formed at one rear comer to provide an angular

side portion which forms an extension of the hypotenuse

forming side of said secondary top section.

1. An apparatus for fabrication of electrical harness

comprising a plurality of quadrilateral frames arranged

one above the other, means for adjusting the spacing be-

tween said frames, cross members mounted on each frame

and attached to opposite sides of said frame, means for

adjusting the position of said members relative to said

frame and to each other, harness retaining means adjust-

ably positioned along each of said cross members for re-

siliently holding the main trunk and branches of said

harness during the fabrication of said harness, whereby

harnesses of various configurations may be readily fabri-

cated on said frames.

3,101,940
PATIENT EXAMINING TABLE

Franklin C. Anderson, 557 Ridge Road,
Owatonna, Minn.

Filed Aug. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 129,025

3 Claims. (CI. 269—322)

1. In a patient examining table, a readily mobile frame

structure, a generally recUngular primary table top ele-

ment mounted on said frame structure for limited raismg

and lowering movements with respect thereto, a pair of

laterally spaced cooperating foot-engaging stirrups car-

ried by said primary top element and projecting for-

wardly therefrom, a secondary table top element hingedly

secured to the rear end portion of said primary top ele-

ment for swinging movements from a vertically disposed

inoperative position at one side of said frame structure

to a horizontally disposed operative position wherein it

3,101,941
SHEET MATERIAL SEPARATOR AND

HANDLING DEVICE
Adolf C. Reincke, 23335 Clairwood,

St. Clair Shores, Mich.
FUed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,669

13 CUims. (CI. 271—27)

1. A sheet material separating and handling apparatus

of the class described, comprising: a supporting means;

attaching means for securing said supporting means to a

lifting means; a pair of laterally spaced apart arms car-

ried by said supporting means and adapted for movement
relative to said supporting means; a gripping means freely

pivotally mounted on each of said arms for releasably

gripping an opposite pair of edges on the top surface of

a flexible sheet of material on a stack of sheet material,

whereby when the lifting means lifts said supporting

means, said gripping means will pivot relative to said sup-

porting means and said opposite pair of edges will be

peeled upwardly to break the adhesion effect between

said sheet and the next adjacent sheet; one of said arms

being pivotally mounted on said supporting means in-

wardly from one end thereof, and the other of said arms

being pivotally mounted on said supporting means in-

wardly from the other end thereof; means for limiting the

pivotal movements of said arms relative to said support-

ing means; and, a weight suspended from the medial point

of said supporting means for engaging the sheet of ma-

terial.

3,101,942

PRESSURE VACUUM STACKER
Kenneth F. Zybcr, Plymoutii, Mich., assizor to Bur-

roughs Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Michigan
FUed Sept 29, 1961, Scr. No. 141,839

3 Claims. (CI. 271—68)
1. In a sheet transporting apparatus in which sheets are

fed singly and edgewise along a path of travel, a sheet

stacking device comprising an upright wall to form an

extension of the path of sheet travel and in part one side

of a sheet stacking bin, a second upright wall forming

the end of the bin, a movable back-up plate forming the

other side of the bin, a hollow head having a side wall

member projecting broadside within an opening in said

first-mentioned wall and elongated in the direction of

sheet travel, said head side wall member having a plu-

rality of air ports, an endless belt member arranged to
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travel broadside within said opening over said ports in a

direction to move a sheet toward said end wall and hav-

ing a plurality of ports to establish communication be-

tween said head and a sheet, the ports in one of said

members being elongated in the direction of sheet travel

to overlap adjacent ones of the ports in the other of said

members, a valve element in communication with said

said reservoir only under a predetermined differential

pressure of the order of several atmospheres.

head member, said valve element normally in a position

connecting said head member to a source of pressurized

iir and movable to another position to disconnect said

head from said source of pressurized air and connect the

head to a vacuum source, and a control element opera-

tively connected to effect movement of said valve element

to said another position during the travel of the sheet past

a point anterior to the bin.

3,101,943

AMUSEMENT RTOE
Norman Bartlett, North Miami Beach, Fla., assignor of

one-half to Marjorle Bartlett, North Miami Beach,

Fla.
Filed Nov. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 66,644

9 CUims. (CI. 272—36)

h

3,101,944
EXERCISE APPARATUS

John Ccnclg, 706 S. Claremont Ave., Chicago, 111.

FUed Mar. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 92,888
8 Claims. (CI. 272—79)

8. Exercise apparatus comprising: means providing a

substantially horizontal first slide surface; and a slide

member having a second slide surface for frictional mov-

able engagement with said first slide surface, said slide

surfaces having preselected coefficients of friction permit-

ting movement therebetween by a person grasping said

member while Icneeling on said first surface and moving

said member selectively toward and away from himself,

said movement requiring a substantial force whereby the

person substantially exercises a large number of muscles

including baclL, chest, stomach, shoulder and arm muscles.

3,101,945

BALL WHEEL WITH REINFORCED RESILIENT
INSERT

Stephen C. Pcplln, Lakcwood, Ohio, assignor to Lake-

wood Manufactarinf Co., Westlakc, Ohio, a corpora-

tion of Ohio
Filed Mar. 25, 1959, Scr. No. 801,920

2 Claims. (CI. 273--49)

2. In a ball wheel forming an operative part of a

bowling iMfll elevating and return mechanism, a chan-

neled annulus opening inwardly of the annulus and a

pneumatic tube secured in the channel opening to pro-

vide a continuous annular exposed traction surface for

engagement with a bowling ball.

1. In an amusement ride, a support and a passenger

carrier adapted to raise and lower relaUve to said sup-

port, means for raising said passenger carrier, and hy-

draulic force means for controlling lowering movement

of said carrier, said hydraulic force means comprising a

cylinder and a piston connected for movement toward one

end of said cylinder upon raising movement of said car-

rier and toward the other end upon lowering movement

of said carrier, a liquid reservoir, a first conduit there-

from leading to said one end of said cylinder, and a sec-

ond conduit therefrom leading to said other end of said

cylinder, said first conduit having a pair of connections

with the interior of said reservoir, one of said connections

having a check valve providing free communication into

said conduit from said reservoir but preventing retro-

grade flow, said other connection having a pressure re-

sponsive check valve preventing flow from said reservoir

to said conduit and permitting flow from said conduit to

3,101,946
MOVING SURFACE BALL GAME
George H. Ebcrt, R.R. 2, Lcmont, III.

Filed Mar. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 178,907

4 Claims. (CI. 273—113)

I. An amusement device comprising an open-topped

funnel-shaped holder having a bowl-shaped upper portion

and a tubular lower portion, said lower potrion compris-
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ing a handle for said holder and having a cylindrical

passage extending axially therethrough and communicat-

ing at its upper end with the interior of said bowl-shapped

upper portion, said handle being open at its lower end,

and a plurality of balls disposed within said holder, at

least one of said balls having a diameter smaller than the

diameter of said passage and being capable of passing

completely therethrough.

3,ltl,947

GAME APPARATUS WITH ELECTRICALLY
OPERATED PLAY SELECTING MEANS

William H. Dnris, 16 Linda St.,

Sooth Hadlcy Falls, Mass.

FUed Oct 31, 1960, Scr. No. 66,090
1 Claim. (CI. 273—134)

W"" -
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A game apparatus comprising, a transparent playing

surface carrying rows of spaced and aligned playing-piece

receiving loci therethrough disposed in evenly spaced rela-

tionship throughout the length and width thereof, a plural-

ity of inserts bearing indicia representing various dis-

unccs and bearing delineations of different playing areas,

said inserts being selectively disposed in seriatim beneath

and in registry with the playing piece receiving loci in said

playing surface, a plurality of playing pieces being mov-

able over said playing surface and disposable in the play-

ing-piece receiving loci according to a determination of

plays to indicate movements of the respective players, said

determination of plays being controlled by an electrically

operable control panel containing data delineated thereon

pertaining to various irfays and penalties and distances,

primary and secondary electrically controlled means for

effecting a selection of the data on said control panel for

indicating particular plays and penalties and distances for

the players along said playing surface, said control panel

overiying primary and secondary electrical circuits having

contacts and indicating means bearing a relationship to the

data delineated on said control panel, and said control

panel being operable in conjunction with a mechanical

system comprising a motor and a plurality of meshed

gears driven by said motor, each of said gears carrying

contact means adaptable to contact portions of said elec-

trical circuits to complete said circuits wherefore a signal

is emiued at said control panel.

relative to a reference position by the impact of a

golf club upon said ball, said mass being initially

disposed by said guide means diametrically remote

from an intended point of impact, thence displaced

towards the actual point of impact; and

(c) means adapted to indicate said axial and transverse

displacement relative to said reference position, said

axial displacement being a fimction of the force of

the impact, said transverse displacement being a

function of the angular displacement of the golf

club at the time of impact relative to the intended

point of impact.

3,101,949
GOLF SWING ANALYZER

Thomas F. WUIiams, Dayton, OUo, assignor to

William Mullins, Dayton, Ohio

FUed Sept. 8, 1959, Ser. No. 838,637

2 Claims. (CI. 273—186)
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1. A golf swing analyzer for causing recognizable

marks to be made on the face of a golf club to assist in

determining the characteristics of a golf swing, compris-

ing an elongated base, a plurality of markers arranged in

a single inside row longitudinally on said base, additional

said markers arranged in another single longitudinal out-

side row on said base in spaced relation to said inside

row defining a swing path therebetween, at least one addi-

tional said marker on said base positioned between said

inside and outside rows in said path, each of said markers

consisting of a short section of elastomeric tubing ex-

tending upwardly from said base with a length there-

above proportioned to contact the face of a golf club

swrung into contact therewith, the markers constituting

said inside row each being provided with a removable

coated outer surface of a first characteristic color for

causing a recognizable mark of said first color to be

made on the face of a club swung into contact therewith,

the markers constituting said second row each being pro-

vided with a removable coated outer surface of a second

characteristic color for causing said second color to be

made on the face of a club upon contact therewith, and

said center marker being provided with a removable coat-

ing of a third characteristic color for causing a still differ-

ent recognizable mark to be made on the face of a club.

3,101,948

GOLF SHOT INDICATING DEVICE FOR GOLF
SHOT PRACTICE BALL

James W. Campbell, 151 Lincoln Ave^
RockviUc Centre, N.Y.

FDcd May 19, 1961, Scr. No. 111,205

8 Claims. (C\. 273—183)

1. In combination with a golf ball, an indicating device

disposed within said ball, said device including:

(d) a displaceable mass;

\b) guide means frictionally retaining said mass, said

mass adapted to be axiaUy and transversely diq?laced

3,101,950

FRICTION DRIVE RELEASE FOR PHONOGRAPH
TURNTABLES

Emmor V. Schneider, Alliance, Ohio, assignor to The

AUIance Manufactnilng Company, Division of Con-

solidated Electronics Industries Corporation, a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed Nov. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 67^16

14 Claims. (CI. 274—9)
1. A friction drive mechanism, comprising, in com-

bination, a frame, a routable drive shaft, a driven wheel
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adapted to b: driven from said drive shaft, means carry-

ing said drive shaft and said driven wheel on said frame,

a drive engagement member acting between said drive

shaft and driven wheel to effect drive therebetween,

means providing a movable connection between said drive

engagement member and said frame in a first path, said

first path having a drive portion and a latching portion

generally at different angles with an off position of the

drive engagement member at one end of the drive por-

tion and an on position at one end of the latching por-

tion, latch means acting between said drive engagement

member and said frame at said latching portion, move-
ment of said drive engagement member from said off

to said on position first causing movement on said path

drive portion to establish drive engagement from said

drive shaft to said idler wheel and second moving on

said path latching portion to latch said latch means to

hold said drive engaged, and movement of said drive en-

gagement a)einber from said on to said of! position first

moving on said path latching portion to unlatch said

latch means and second moving on said path drive por-

tion to release the drive from said drive shaft to said

driven wheel.

3,101,951
PHONOGRAPH ARMS FOR RECORDING

APPARATUS
Marcel Jules Hiline Staar, 4 Ave. Sylvianc,

Rhode-Saint-Genese, Belgium
FUed Aug. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 134,439

Claims priority, application Belgium Aug. 29, 1960
3 Claims. (CI. 274—23)

1. Fn a gramophone, a device for the vertical pivoting

of a phonograph arm, the said device comprising a piv-

oting axle for the arm, a torsion spring wound round the

said axle and a sleeve made of material having a low

coefficient of fraction and interposed between the torsion

spring and the pivoting axle.

3,101,952
TONE-ARM FOR A PLAY-BACK SOUND

REPRODUCER
James E. Godfrey, 150 Lincoln Ave., New Rochelle,

N.Y., and Eugene Lcsscrson, 7 Femwood St., Wethers-

field, Conn.
Filed Feb. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 170,762

3 Claims. (CI. 274—23)
1. In a tone-arm for a play-back sound reproducer,

a pick-up tone-arm having a pick-up stylus adapted to

be supported above a record carried by a turn-table,

said tone-arm comprising a reservoir supported by car-

rier means,

said reservoir receiving a liquid,

at least one float disposed in said reservoir and sus-

pended in said liquid for substantially radial move-
ment towards the center of said tum-taUe,

a carriage supported by said float for free movement
with said float,

said stylus being carried by said carriage, end
means for selectively moving said stylus between a

lowered operative position and a raised inoperative

position.

3,101,953
DOUBLE SEAL INCLUDING MEANS FOR

INDICATING LEAKS
Ernst Bosshard, Winterthur, Switzerland, assignor to

Sulzer Freres, S.A., Winterthur, Switzerland
Filed Jan. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 85,867

Claims priority, application Switzerland Feb. 4, 1960
3 Claims. (CI. 277—2)

1. In a sealing device for sealing a joint of two tele-

scoped elements movable relatively to each other and
separating spaces containing fluids under different pres-

sures, two spaced sealing means defining a chamber be-

tween the two elements, one of said sealing means being

interposed between the space containing fluid under a

relatively high pressure and said chamber, the second of

said sealing means being interposed between said cham-
ber and the space containing fluid under a relatively low
pressure, said first sealing means being mounted in one
element and opposed to a surface of the other element
whereby the seal may be made tight upon relative move-
ment of the two elements in one direction and may be

opened upon relative movement of the two elements in

the opposite direction, said second sealing means being
connected to one of said elements and in sliding engage-
ment with the other element thereby affording relative

movement of the two elements in opposite directions for

opening and closing the first sealing means, and a con-
duit connecting said chamber to the outside of the device

for checking the presence of fluid of the relatively high
pressure space in said chamber.
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3,101,954
SELF ADJUSTING SEAL

Edwin F. Huddle, Elmwood Park, Ul., assignor to Inter

national Harvester Company, Chicago, 111., a corpora

tion of New Jersey
Filed June 15, 1960, Ser. No. 36,366

9 Claims. (CI. 277—39)

said clamping device comprising a support frame," a pair

of clamping jaws supported on the frame, one of said

jaws being fixedly secured and the other being movable

toward and away from said fixed clamping jaw. pressure

means coacting with said movable jaw for clamping a

pile body between said two jaws and releasing it therefrom,

and coupling means supported on said frame, said cou-

1. A seal for mounting between relatively rotatable

members, comprising inner and outer annular sealing

elements, each element comprising a radial wall portion

and an annular axially directed flange on the wall por-

tion in radial overiapping relation with the flange of the

other element and developing a space therebetween, a

disc-like sealing ring of flexible material having center

and outer peripheral edges and fixedly mounted at one

edge xonly on the flange of one element and extending

radially across said space between the flanges as a barrier

against the entry of dirt and the like through said space

and developing a dirt pocket, and having its other pe-

ripheral axial edge in sliding engagement with the flange

of the other element in an area axially displaced from

said mounting at said one edge.

3,101,955
SEAL

Albert M. Olson, Sherman Oaks, Calif., assignor to

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

FUed Sept. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 141,342

13 Claims. (0.277—64)

pling means including two members movable in opposite

directions in a plane transverse of the direction of move-

ment of said movable jaw, one of said members being

movable into pressure engagement with the movable jaw

for locking the same in clamping position and the other

being arranged to coact with a vibratory device for cou-

pling the clamping device to the vibratory device in vibra-

tion transmitting engagement.

3,101,957

SKATE GUARD
Gerald M. Snyder, 5870 McLynn Ave.,

Montreal, Queiiec, Canada
FUed Mar. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,669

1 Claim. (CI. 280—11.12)

,^-/S

1. A dynamic seal for a high temperature, high pres-

sure cylinder having a movable tubular piston rod and an

annular space therebetween adapted to receive a fluid or

gas under pressure, comprising: an annular seal ring of

metallic material in said annular space and having a radial

annular flange adapted to be fixed to said cylinder and a

relatively thin annular lip having a close fit with the ex-

terior of the piston rod; a split ring around said lip; a pair

of opposed load translating rings, one fore and one aft of

said split ring and having conical faces engageable there-

with for translating opposed axial loads placed there-

against into a radial load against said split ring; a spring

member juxtaposed to each of said translating rings for

placing opposed axial loads thereto; and means for com-

pressing said spring members so as to place opposed axial

loads on said load translating means.

3,101,956

CLAMPING DEVICE FOR CLAMPING A PILE
BODY TO A VIBRATORY DEVICE
Ludwig MiiUer, Heinricii-Heine-Str. 41,

Marburg (Lahn), Germany
FUed Jan. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 83,736

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 26, 1960
7 Claims. (CI. 279—4)

1. A clamping device for clamping a vibratory device

to a pile body to be driven and extracted respectively,

In a tubular ice skate construction comprising an elon-

gated blade disposed on its edge and having fixedly se-

cured thereto and extending substantially the length

thereof a tubular support at the upper edge thereof, ver-

tical support means secured to an intermediate portion

of said tubular support means, heel-plate means secured

to the upper end of said vertical support means and in-

cluding a rear edge disposed inwardly of the rear termi-

nal end of said blade and tubular support, in combina-

tion, a rear blade guard comprising a metal stay over-

lying the rear terminal end of said blade and including

a pair of spaced attaching flanges substantially embracing

opposite sides of said tubular support above said blade

and fixedly secured thereto, said metal stay curving in-

wardly from the rear terminal end of said blade beneath

said heel-plate means and terminating in a substantially

flat plate portion juxtaposed beneath and secured to said

heel-plate means and extending rearwardly from the

upper end of said vertical support means to which said

heel-plate means is secured, said metal stay flaring up-

wardly and outwardly from said blade and having a sub-

stantially U-shaped, horizontal cross-section increased

from said blade to said heel-plate means and opening

inwardly toward said vertical support means.
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3,101,958
CARGO CARRIER

Kenneth J. Gerou, P.O. Box 222, Newberry, Mich.
Filed Nov. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 851,763

6 Claims. (CI. 280—423)

Q^

2. A cargo carrier for use with a wheeled tractor com-
prising a unitary load carrying platform, a first, forward,

wheeled undercarriage, a second, rearward, wheeled un-

dercarriage, fifth wheel structure providing a connection

between said platform and said first undercarriage includ-

ing a pivot means for accommodating pivotal motion of

said first undercarriage about a transverse axis relative to

said platform, said fifth wheel structure accommodating

relative angular motion between the longitudinal center

lines of said platform and said first undercarriage, a piv-

otal connection between said second undercarriage and

said platform, said last named pivotal connection accom-
modating angular movement of said second undercarriage

about a transverse axis relative to said platform, said first

undercarriage including frame structure comprising lon-

gitudinally extending side rails, road engaging wheels sus-

pended at the rearward portion of said side rails, second

fifth wheel structure for providing a pivotal connection be-

tween the forward portion of said first undercarriage side

rail members and a wheeled tractor, said second under-

carriage comprising an inner frame structure fixedly se-

cured to said platform, an outer frame structure includ-

ing side rails disposed on either transverse side of said

inner frame structure, the road engaging wheels of said

second undercarriage being suspended on said outer

frame structure, a pivotal connection between said inner

and outer frame structures at a location intermediate the

road engaging wheels thereof, and guide means defined

in part by said inner frame structure for permtting rela-

tive angular motion between said inner and outer frame

structures without interference therebetween.

3,101,959

BRAKING ARRANGEMENT FOR A
TRAILER DOLLY

Charles Ralph Adams, Ukiah, Calif., assignor to Pierce

Trailer & Equipment Company, Portland, Oreg., a cor-

poration of Oregon
FUed May 26, 1961, Ser. No. 112,888

9 Claims. (CI. 280—432)

1. Deactivating means for a trailer ddly brake, said

brake being at the rotatable connection between a dolly

and trailer and being adapted to prevent relative rotation

between said trailer dolly and said trailer, said trailer dolly

including a drawbar and a coupler for pivotally connect-

ing said drawbar to a leading vehicle, said leading vehicle

including a first manual control means for applying and re-

leasing said brake and connecting means opcratively con-

necting said first control means and said brake;

said deactivating means including a second control

means effectively interposed between said first con-

trol means and said brake for deenergizing said first

control means and thereby releasing said brake upon
actauting thereof; and

sensing means, including cooperative elements mounted
on said drawbar and said vehicle adjacent said cou-

pler, responsive to movement of said drawbar beyond
predetermined angular limits relative to said leading

vehicle for effecting actuation of said second control

means.

3,101,960
CLOSET RING

Ryan R. Danescu, 9645 Brammell, Detroit, Mich.
Filed Dec. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 75,707

1 Claim. (CI. 285—58)

A seal for securing a commode to a vertical soil pipe

having its upper end substantially flush with a floor and

having a substantially smooth inner wall, comprising a

one-piece closet ring telescoped within the upper end
uf the soil pipe, the outer surface of said ring being

smooth and axially slidable in said pipe with close toler-

ance, socket head screw members threaded through the

lower wall of the closet ring and frictionally gripping

the inner wall of the soil pipe, the over-all length of

said screw members being no greater than the thickness

of that portion of the wall through which they are

threaded, said closet ring having an integral radially

outwardly extending upper flange peripherally thereabout

and a bead on the outer periphery thereof supported on

the floor, an annular groove in the lowei surface of said

flange extending radially inwardly from the bead to said

outer surface, a flexible sealing material filling said groove

and sealingly engaging said floor, and apertures at periph-

erally spaced points about the flange for the reception

of fastening members utilized to secure the commode to

the seal with the commode engaged directly against the

flange and the exhaust flange of the commode received

within the upper end of the closet ring.

3,101,961
MOLDED BEARINGS HAVING LOW FRICTION

MATING SURFACES
Cbaries S. White, Rte. 3, Box 454-H, Palmdale, Calif.

Original application June 16, 1955, Ser. No. 516,003, now
Patent No. 2,885,248, dated May 5, 1959. Divided
and this application May 4, 1959, Ser. No. 810,911

7 Claims. (CI. 287—52)

^5

1. A spline assembly comprising a member having

a cylindrical aperture containing lands and grooves form-

ing a spline, a cylindrical member having lands and
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grooves on its outer surface with the lands of one mem-
ber disposed in the grooves of the other member, the

grooves and lands being so proportioned as to have

a substantial space therebetween and with the lands so

related as to prevent relative rotation between the mem-

bers, and a hard low friction material disposed between

said lands within said grooves filling the space there-

between and preventing relative rotary movement be-

tween the members.

in the heel portion of said hook to swing down over the

top of the toe portion of said hook, said jaw having a

chisel edge on its underside adapted to coop)erate with the

chamfered slot in said hook to prevent unwarranted strip-

ping or pulling out of the twine ends when the knot is

stripped from the hook.

3 101 962
APPARATUS FOR COUPLING SHAFTS

Erwin J. Nnnlist, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Pfandler

Permutit, Inc., Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of New
YoriK

FUed Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 83,081

6 CUims. (CI. 287—114)

1. A shaft coupling device comprising, in combination,

a driven shaft, a driving shaft telescopically fitting into

said driven shaft, one of said shafts having a non-circular

portion and the other of said shafts having a non-circular

opening adapted to receive said non-circular portion,

wedge means intermediate said driven and driving shafts

adapted for transmitting torque between said shafts, draw

bar means engaging substantially opposite ends of said

shafts for compressing said wedge means to transmit

torque and for maintaining said non-circular portion in

said non-circular oi>ening.

3,101,963
KNOTTER HOOK FOR BALERS

Herbert D. Sullivan and Bobby Lynn Bledsoe, Memphis,

Tenn., and Charles G. Barficid, West Memphis, Arli.,

assignors to International Harvester Company, Chi-

cago, III., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Apr. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 103,543

7 Claims. (CI. 289—11)

3,101,964
FISHHOOK HOLDER

MarshaU Reaser, 18739 E. MUton Drive,

Glendora, Calif.

FUed Mar. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 93,788
4 CUims. (CI. 289—17)

1. in a fishhook holder, the combination of: an elon-

gated hollow housing having a large opening at one end

thereof and a smaller orifice at the other end; a longi-

tudinal fishhook receiving means extending through said

housing including a longitudinal rod terminating at one

end thereof in a hook located adjacent the small orifice

end of said housing, said hook being smaller than said

small orifice and movable therethrough from a retracted

position within said housing to an extended position ex-

terior of said small orifice end of said housing, and said

rod having a lateral bend therein in the plane of said

hook and away from the opening of said hook to position

said hook to one side of the axis of said housing when said

hook is extended therefrom; an actuating means extend-

ing into said housing adjacent the large opening therein

and engageable with said longitudinal rod for longitudi-

nally moving said rod between positions wherein said

hook is located within said housing and wherein said

hook is located exterior of said housing; and a biasing

means for urging said actuating means in a direction so

as to retract said hook into said hollow housing.

3,101,965
LOCK ASSEMBLY

Vincent Muttart, Downey, Calif., assignor to Independent

Lock Company, Fitchburg, Mass., a corporation of

Massachusetts
Original application July 23, 1957, Ser. No. 673,591, now

Patent No. 2,976,072, dated Mar. 21, 1961. Divided

and this application Nov. 3, 1960, Ser. No. 70,870

2 Claims. (CI. 292—357)

1 . A knottcr hook for tying a knot in a pair of twine

ends comprising a shank, a hook projecting laterally from

one end of said shank, said hook having a top surface, a

heel portion and a toe portion, a slot formed in said

hook, opening in its top surface, and extending laterally

of said shank from a position adjacent the outer end of

the toe portion to and through said heel portion, said slot

being chamfered along its lateral intersection with said

top surface, and a jaw mounted within said slot and hinged

2. In a cylindrical lock assembly adapted to be mount-

ed in a hole bored transversely through a door, said as-
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sembly including a base having an escutcheon seat and an
escutcheon plate resiliently retained by said seat in align-

ment over said hole by a snap-on ftt of said plate over said

seat, quick demounting means for said escutcheon plate

comprising a cutoui formed in said escutcheon plate pro-
viding a keeper shoulder on said escutcheon plate, said

shoulder b>eing directed toward said base, an abutment
lug on said base, said keeper shoulder lying, in the mount-
ed position of said plate on said seat, in proximate, axially

aligned, outwardly spaced relation to said lug whereby a

prying tool inserted between said shoulder and lug and
operated to shift said shoulder away from said lug, will

shift said escutcheon plate outwardly away from said base
to demount said plate from said base.

3,101,966
LAMP TUBE HANDLING DEVICE

John H. Thomas and Frank Laurence Gillespie,

both of P.O. Box 595, Fremont, Calif.
FUed May 24, 1961, Scr. No. 112,332

3 Claims. (CI. 294—20)

1. A lamp tube handling device comprising, a pair of
pivotally attached jaws and resilient lining means carried

thereby arranged for pivotal closed movement upon a
lamp tube and pivotal opening movement therefrom, an
elongated handle secured to one of said jaws, an elon-

gated actuating rod carried by said handle for longitu-

dinal reciprocation, a leverage assembly connecting said

rod to the other jaw for pivotal opening and closing of
said jaws upon respective reciprocation of said rod to

and from said jaws and composed of a bell crank having
a mid portion offset from said actuating rod axis and
pivotally supported by said handle and a pair of arms,
one of said arms being pivotally attached to said rod,

and a link pivotally connecting the other arm to said other

jaw, said bell crank and link being constructed to move
to an over center stopped position upon movement of
said jaws to closed position and being irreversible from
closed position by opening force applied to the jaws but
being reversible upon longitudinal displacement of said

rod.

3,101,967
GUIDES FOR CARGO HOISTING EQUIPMENT

David J. Wyrough, Maple Heights, Ohio, assignor to

National Castings Company, a corporation of Ohio
FUed June 16, 1960, Scr. No. 36,535

18 Claims. (CI. 294—67)

implement; a vertically elongate guide member for engag-
ing said article; and spaced collateral upper and lower link

means supporting said member swingably with respect to

the support means, spaced portions of each link means
pivotally connected with the support means and the mem-
ber along separate pivot axes; said member being swing-
able on said link means from a lateral position to an over-

head position in relation to the support means.

3,101,968
GRAPPLES

Kenneth L. Cianchette and John S. RusscU, Pitts6eld,
Maine, assignors to Cianbro Mfg. Corp., Pittsfield,

Maine, a corporation of Maine
FUed Sept 12, 1962, Ser. No. 223,140

8 Claims. (CI. 294—104)

1. A pipe grab of the character described comprising

pivotally connected hook and claw members, said hook
member having a substantially straightway extending

body portion merging at its lower end into a laterally

curved portion terminating in a gripping point, the claw

member being substantially sickle-shaped and arranged

with its opening downwardly disposed and being pivoted

at its one end to the hook member at approximately the

junction of its body and curved lower end portion and

terminating at its other end in a gripping point and being

biased by gravity to a normal position in which its said

gripping point is spaced from the gripping point of the

hook member a distance less than the diameter of the

pipe to be grappled, a hoist-line operatively connected

to the upper end of the hook member, a vertically ex-

tensible and contractible linkage system interposed be-

tween said hoist-line and said hook member, and means

responsive to extension of said linkage system for im-

parting downward stabilizing pressure on a pipe engaged

between the hook and claw members at points which are

spaced to opposite sides of the operating plane of said

members.

3,101,969
TRUCK TRAILER DECKING MOUNTING MEANS
James E. Fleming, Rusicllvillc, Tex., assignor of one-half

to Thomas Boyce, Nashiillc, Tenn.
FUed Dec. 26, 1961, Scr. No. 162,113

5 Claims. (CI. 29^—24)

Q..Q

1. A guide device for facilitating the coupling of a 1. Means for mounting and dismounting decking on
cargo-hoisting implement with a load article comprising: the inside faces of the vertical side walls of a truck trailer,

support means adapted for attachment of the device to the comprising, in combination, trough-shaped first members

mounted on the inside surface of each side wall of the

trailer and running substantially parallel to the trailer

floor, a rectangular decking of slightly lesser width than

the inside width of the trailer for mounting therein hav-

ing parallel longitudinal edges and parallel end edges,

and trough engaging members fixed to the under side of

said decking along each longitudinal edge thereof and

extending outwardly thereof and parallel thereto adapted

to engage and disengage said first trough members where-

by to suspend said decking above the level of said trailer

floor, at least one of said trough engaging members piv-

otally mounted on the underside of said decking, and

means on the underside of said decking operative to pivot

the pivotable trough engaging member from a nonen-

gaging position at substantial right angles to said decking

underside to an engaging position substantially parallel

to said decking undbrside and extending laterally beyond

the edge thereof.

3,101,970

CHAIR UNIT FOR CHILDREN
Israel Karmel, 3945 Puget Drive, Vancouver,

British Columbia, Canada
FUed Mar. 27, 1961, Scr. No. 98,582

10 Claims. (CL 297—119)

means including a vertical metal side bracket not only

having spaced upper and lower portions which are adapted

to engage and to be secured to said side panel frames,

but also having an intermediate portion bent to provide

an outwardly displaced seat which extends adjacent to

n i«

said stationary frame bracket and which is secured there-

to at a predetermined point, said side bracket being opera-

tive, when secured to said side panel frame, to engage a

horizontal surface of said chair frame at said plane of

reference and to hold said predetermined point at a pre-

determined elevation above said plane of reference.

3,101,972
SUPPORT STANDS

Clayton A. Langhlin, Minneapolis, Mhn., assignor to

Infanseat Company, EMora, Iowa, a corporation of

Iowa
Continuation of appUcation Ser. No. 43,493, July 18,

1960. This application June 7, 1962, Scr. No. 200,685
12 Claims. (CI. 297—377)

1. A chair unit for children comprising a seat section,

legs connected to and supporting said section, wheels car-

ried by the legs upon which the unit rides, a support carry-

ing a tray and swingably mounted on the seat section

movable from a horizontal position with the tray near and

in front of the seat section to an inclined upright position

relative to Said seat section to become a handle by means

of which the unit may be moved about on said wheels

thereby convening the unit into a stroller, means for

retaining the tray support in the horizontal position, and

locking means for releasably and rigidly locking the sup-

port in the inclined upright position relative to the seat

section to prevent said support from swinging to the hori-

zontal position when the stroller is being moved by means

of the support.

3,101,971

SWIVELED ROCKING CHAIR
Edward L. Hampton, LouisvUlc, Ky., assignor to Mid-

dlctown Manafactnring Company, Middlctown, Ky., a

corporation of Kentuclcy .,..*,
FUed Aug. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 134,405

3 Claims. (CI. 297—259)
1. Hardware means for movaWy mounting a seat mem-

ber (w a chair having a pair of horizonully-spaced ver-

tically-arranged side panel frame and a lower cross brace

frame interconnecting the side panel frames and pro-

viding a horizontally level plane of reference, comprismg:

a forwardly-rearwardly extending stationary metal frame

bracket; a similarly extending relatively elevated metal

seat bracket; means mounting the scat bracket on the

frame bracket for limited relative rearward-forward move-

ment; and side bracket means for mounting the stationary

frame bracket on the side panel frames of the chair, said

1. A baby carrier comprising:

a back with lower and upper connector means on the

rear thereof providing at the lower part of the back

means for pivotal connection to a support and pro-

viding at the pyortion of the back thereabove a plural-

ity of transversely aligned pairs of lateral sockets

spaced apart along the length of the back for selec-

tive adjustable connection to a support, and

a bottom connected to the back extending forwardly

therefrom a substantial distance compared to the

length of the back of the carrier,

said baby carrier further comprising a support includ-

ing:

a base member having means thereon for making ten-

sion-taking pivotal connection with the lower con-

nector means on the back of the carrier,

a brace member comprising a U-shaped frame of re-

silient rod-like material having side arms and a

cross piece connecting one end thereof,

means pivotally connecting the cross piece of the U-

shaped frame with the base member in tension taking

relationship, and
said frame having laterally extending pins formed at

the other end of the arms thereof adapted selectively

to engage the lateral sockets of the upper connector

means on the back of the carrier,
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the length of the back of the carrier being as great as

the combined lengths of the base and brace.

3,101,973
HEADREST

John S. Toth, 309 Mariellen Ave., Mishawaka, Ind.

Filed Dec. 4, 1961, Scr. No. 156,656
6 Claims. (CI. 297—391)

1. A headrest comprising an elongated rigid support

including a lower portion adapted to be disposed against

the forward side of a back rest of a scat and an upper

portion forwardly offset relative to said lower portion

and adapted to be disposed above the back rest, said up-

per portion including transversely spaced elements extend-

ing longitudinally of the frame, an elongated piece of

flexible material, and means connecting the ends of said

material piece to said transversely spaced elements to

support the piece loosely therebetween to provide a sling

extending from the plane of said upper portion toward

the plane of said lower portion and adapted to be en-

gaged by the back of the head of the user.

located substantially below the top of said end walls, a

gate hinged to said bucket adjacent said lip and extend-

ing the full length of said lip and projecting upward
therefrom in the load-carrying position of said bucket,

means forming an upward extension from the other of

said sides to at least the top of said end walls, said sides

and said end walls together with said gate and said

extension forming means definmg a load-carrying en-

closure which has a depth along its said central plane

of more than one-half the width of said bucket at its

greatest width dimension adjacent its top, mounting

means for said bucket positioning it on said bed with its

said central plane centered with respect to said bed in

load-carrying position, pivot means included in said

mounting means and attached to said bucket defining a

pivot axis extending parallel to and spaced above said

lip and located substantially closer to said lip than to

said central plane of said bucket, said pivot axis being

above the center of gravity of said bucket when said

bucket is in its load-carrying position with a load there-

in, power dumping means acting on said bucket for caus-

ing pivotal movement thereof about said pivot axis to

cause said lip to move downwardly and inwardly and

to cause the center of gravity of the loaded bucket to

remain near to said central plane until after the material

begins to discharge over said lip, and means for opening

said gate during dumping motion of said bucket to carry

material discharged over said lip outwardly over said

gate beyond the side of said bed.

3,101,974
DUMP TRUCK

Haney M. Robertson and James E. Ingle, Tell City, Ind.,

assignors to Maxon Construction Company, Inc., Day-

ton, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
Filed Jan. 9, 1961, Scr. No. 81,563

4 Claims. (CL 29»—17.6)

1. A dumping body comprising a rectangular bed

adapted for mounting on a chassis with its longer di-

mension extending front to back of said chassis and its

shorter dimension centered on said chassis, a load-carry-

ing dump bucket of generally symmetrical configuration

about a vertical plane extending longitudinally through

its center and along the longer dimension of said bed.

opposed upwardly and divergently extending sides on said

bucket extending angularly with respect to said central

plane of said bucket, front and rear end walls on said

bucket connected to said sides and projecting upwardly

above said sides, at least one of said sides terminating

in a lip extending essentially the full length thereof and

3,101,975
WHEEL AND HUB CAP

Virgil H. Peoples, Marysvillc, Ohio, assignor to The
O. M. Scott & Sons Company, Marysville, Ohio, a cor-

poration of Ohio
Filed Mar. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 802,948

8 Claims. (CI. 301—37)

5. For use as a hub closure, a cap of non-metallic re-

silient material including an annular rim; at least three

snap fasteners of composite construction, each compris-

ing a split tubular shell of resilient metal with a core of

non-metallic resilient material, disposed in circumferen-

tially equally spaced relationship on the inner side of

said cap radially inward of said rim; a reinforcing means

of resilient non-metallic material connecting between each

pin fastener, the main body of the cap and a portion of

said rim immediately adjacent the pin fastener; the tu-

bular shell of each said composite pin fastener compris-

ing a hollow protuberance terminating at one end in an

enlargement to provide an external annular shoulder, a

base portion integral with said protuberance at its other

end and anchored securely in said reinforcing means; said

protuberance being longitudinally split into a plurality of

portions from said one end to adjacent the joinder of

said protuberance with said base portion; and said rein-
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forcing means is an integral part of said non-metallic re-

silient material and covers said base portion and provides

the center core which fills, and engages the interior sur-

face of said protuberance.

the first and third conduits and a second operating posi-

tion in which the passages connect the second and third

conduits; means biasing said element against fluid pres-

3,101,976
HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEMS

John G. Knowles, 992 Huntingdon Pike,

Huntingdon Valley, Pa.

FUcd Sept. 19, 1960, Scr. No. 56,775

7 Claims. (CL 303—49)

sure into one of said positions and resisting movement
from that position to the remaining one of said positions;

and means to vary the resistance of said biasing means.

1 . Hydraulic brake apparatus for vehicles having wheel

brakes and a driving shaft connected to the wheels com-

prising fluid pressure responsive brake operating members

for the wheels, a storage reservoir for brake fluid under

pressure, a pump having a driving portion actuated by

said shaft, a control valve having a housing, a first fluid

connection between said reservoir and said control valve

housing, a second fluid connection for the passage of

fluid therethrough in cither direction between said con-

trol valve housing and said brake operating members, a

supply fluid connection from said control valve housing

to said pump having a non-return valve therein, a deliv-

ery fluid connection from said pump to said control

valve housing having a non-return valve therein, and a

valve member in said housing and forming part of said

control valve having portions establishing communica-

tion at one position between said second fluid connection

and said supply fluid connection and establishing com-

munication between said delivery fluid connection and

said first fluid connection for the return of fluid to said

reservoir through said first fluid connection, and at another

position establishing communication between said first

fluid connection and said supply fluid connection and

between said delivery fluid connection and said second

fluid connection for brake application.

3,101,978
RECIRCULATING ROLLER BEARINGS
Ralph F. Stallman, 4800 Reinhardt Drive,

Oaldand 19, Calif.

Filed June 27, 1960, Ser. No. 38,870

11 Claims. (CL 308—6)

3,101,977

HYDRAULIC TRACK TENSIONING MEANS
John H. Hylcr, Peoria, III., and Ernst W. Spannhalie,

Butler, NJ., assignors to LcToumcau-Westinghouse

Company, Peoria, HI., a corporation of niinois

Origtaial applicaHon Mar. 7, 1958, Ser. No. 719,838, now

Patent No. 2,998,998, dated Sept 5, 1961. Divided

and this application Oct. 25, 1960, Scr. No. 64,926

7 CUims. (CL 305—10)

1. A track laying vehicle comprising: wheels; resilient

tires on the wheels; at least one flexible band track tightly

engaging at least two wheels; fluid pressure operated

means to maintain tension in the track; a source of fluid

under pressure; a conduit having a connection with the

source; a second conduit for the discharge of spent fluid;

a third conduit connected with the fluid pressure operated

means; a fluid pressure responsive fluid conducting ele-

ment having passages and an operating position in which

the passages connect the first and third conduits and a

second operating position in which the passages connect

1. In a recirculating roller bearing, the combination

with a central race body and an end piece fixedly secured

to each end of said body, said race body having a load

bearing face between said end pieces, and having a free

zone face on the side opposite said load bearing face,

each end piece having a guide channel therein connect-

ing the respective ends of the load bearing face with

the adjacent end of said free zone face, a series of indi-

vidual free rollers extended all around said faces and

said guide channel, and freely floating retaining means

to prevent the dropping of said rollers off said faces;

means positioned in each guide channel for straightening

each roller moving through said channel to a transverse

attitude at right angles to the path of movement of the

roller.

3,101,979

VISCOUS DAMPED BEARING SUPPORT
Kenneth C. Mard, Stratford, Conn., assignor to United

Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn., a corpo-

ration of Debiware
Filed June 19, 1961, Ser. No. 117,938

7 Cbiims. (CI. 308—26)
1. In combination,

(a) a housing,

(b) said housing having a surface defining an opening

therein,

(c) annular bearing means,

(d) vibration absorbing means connecting said bear-

ing means to said surface,

(e) said vibration absorbing means including,

( 1 ) a first annular resilient member of substan-

tially U-shaped cross section,

(2) second annular means for forming an annular

chamber with said first annular resilient mem-
ber.
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(3) means connecting said second annular means

to the open end of the U-shaped first annular

resilient member.

of, a removable closure for said opening, locking mem-
bers that are disposed adjacent the opposite sides of said

removable closure, latches that are disposed adjacent the

opposite sides of said removable closure and are mount-

ed on elongated rods, each of said latches having a gen-

erally V-shaped portion which accommodates one of said

elongated rods and having an offset portion that pro-

jects outwardly from said elongated rod and having a

wide portion that projects inwardly from said elongated

rod, and brackets which are secured to said removable

(4) said last named connecting means providing a

detachable connection between the second an-

nular means and first annular resilient member,

(f) said annular chamber containing fluid,

(6) said annular chamber being continuous so

that the fluid can flow around the chamber.

3,101,980

HYDRODYNAMIC BEARING ASSEMBLY
Phil Prince Love, Wembley, England, assignor to The

Glacier Metal Company Limited, Wembley, England,

a company of Great Britain

Filed Sept. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 141,168

Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 6, 1960

11 Claims. (CI. 308—122)

closure and that rotatably support threaded rods and that

slidably supfwrt blocks with recesses therein, said thread-

ed rods being rotatable relative to said blocks to cause

said blocks to slide relative to said brackets, said recesses

in said blocks receiving said wide portions of said latches

and responding to sliding movement of said blocks rela-

tive to said brackets to move said wide portions of said

latches and thereby rotate said elongated rods and said

latches to move said offset portions of said latches into

or out of horizontal registry with said locking members.

3,101,982
CABINET WITH SHIFTABLE SHELVES

Kml J. Dosmar, 230 W. 79th St., New York 24, N.Y.
FUed Nov. 14, 1958, Ser. No. 773,869

3 Claims. (CL 312—223)

•hi

*
f-t -

1

h.

1. A hydrodynamic bearing assembly compnsmg a

journal subject to a main load and supported in a sleeve

bearing such that when rotating under load the journal

is eccentric in the bearing and the induced hydrodynamic

oil wedge supports the load, and controllable means ca-

pable of applying to the journal an auxiliary load m a

direction having a substantial radial component actmg

at right angles to the direction of action of the main load.

V"

3,101,981
MONEY-HANDLING DEVICES

William J. McCally, St. Louis County, Mo., assipor, by

mesne assignments, to National Rejectors, Inc., St.

Louis, Mo., a corporation of Missouri

FUed Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,297

5 Claims. (CL 312—222)

5. An enclosure for a money-handling device which

comprises a housing that has an opening in one side there-

1. A cabinet or the like comprising a top wall, a bot-

tom wall, two oppositely disposed side walls and at least

one front door hingedly secured to the front end of one of

said side walls, at least one first siiclf disposed in and

secured to the lower portion of said cabinet, and at least

one second shelf non-disengageably secured to the inner

face of said door for vertical sliding movement and re-

ceived in the upper portion of said cabinet in the closed

position of said door and movable to its lower position

only upon opening said door for at least 180°, means as-

sociated with the inner face of and disposed within said

door and accessible from the inside of said door, causing

the movement of said second shelf from its upper posi-

tion to a lower position substantially to the level of said

(
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first shelf, and means retaining said second shelf in its

lower position, thereby disposing both shelves at a height

within reach of a normal person, said door having at least

two panels spaced apart from each other, the inner panel

of said door haviiig at least one vertically disposed

groove, a guide member vertically slidable between said

panels and within said door, and a connecting member

connecting said guide member with said second shelf,

and said guide member disposed between the panels of

said door having forwardly projecting members sliding in

additional grooves of the inner panel of said door, in

order to provide a safe guidance for moving said second

ahelf to the level of said first shelf.

ing an unthreaded cylindrical surface for telescopic assem-

bly with said threaded member, spaced apart supporting

surfaces circumferentially carried on said cylindrical sur-

face and substantially at right angles thereto, one of said

supporting surfaces being of a greater height than the

other, and flexible sealing means carried on said cylin-

drical surface between said supporting surfaces and pro-

truding therefrom for sealingly clamping the threaded

surface of said threaded member when said threaded

3,101,983
MOUNTED CONNECTOR COMPONENT

Arden D. Van Horsscn, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to

No-Line Industries, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., a corpo-

ration of Minnesota
FUed Jan. 4, 1962, Ser. No. 164,285

5 Claims. (CL 339—59)

-^

J^ 30

1. A removable electrical connector component to be

assembled with an apertured insert,

comprising a conductive contact part having a front end

with contact means thereon and also having a rear

end with an elongate rearwardly extending shank to

extend through the aperture of the insert, said shank

being transversely grooved at opposite sides thereof,

said contact part also having a rearwardly facing

shoulder engageable with the insert adjacent the aper-

ture therein,

a conductive retainer part having a rear end with wire

terminal means thereon and also having a front end

with a peripheral wall defining a shank-receiving

socket slidably receiving the grooved shank in tight-

fitting relation,

the front end of the retainer part having slots through

the wall at opposite sides of the socket in alignment

with the grooved sides of the shank, the front end of

the retainer part also having a front face engaging the

insert adjacent the aperture,

and a generally U-shaped spring wire having generally

parallel ends lying in said slots and in the grooved

sides of the shank and preventing relative forward

and rearward movement between the contact and re-

tainer parts, said wire also having an intermediate

portion lying against a peripheral portion of the

retainer part,

and said retainer part having a probe-receiving groove

extending in a fore-and-aft direction beneath the in-

termediate portion of said wire to permit a probe to

be inserted beneath the wire for removing the wire

and thereby permitting separation of the retainer and

contact parts from each other and from the insert.

member is operatively tclescopically assembled relative to

said connector, said supporting surfaces limiting longi-

tudinal deformation of said flexible means in the longi-

tudinal direction toward said larger surface more than in

the opposite direction so that in response to longitudinal

movement in the opposite direction said flexible means

deforms and securely clamps the thread of said threaded

member whereby said threaded member can be readily

removed in the opposite direction only by a conventional

unthreading operation.

3,101,985
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

Sigmnnd J. Skony, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Van
Products, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
Filed Feb. 23, 1961, Ser. No. 91,182

6 Claims. (CL 339—192)

4. An electrical connector device comprising, an

integral connector block having exposed top and bottom

walls and forward and rearward ends, said block having

at least one longitudinal passageway extending there-

through from said forward end to said rearward end and

a transverse hole in said top wall communicating with

said passageway, a shoulder in said passageway located

rearwardly of said transverse hole, a connector clip dis-

posed in said passageway, said connector clip comprising

a conductive socket abutting said shoulder and having an

axis aligned with the center of each said transverse hole,

said socket being adapted to receive a terminal pin pro-

jecting through said hole, and a projection on one edge

of said socket projecting into said hole to secure said

clip in said passageway.

3,101,984

PUSH TOGETHER, SCREW APART CONNECTOR
Gertuird Wieckmann, Long Island City, N.Y., assignor to

Gilbert Manufacturinf Company, Inc., Long Island

City, N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUed Apr. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 804,630

11 Claims. (CL 339—69)
10. A connector for detachably joining a co-actmg

mating threaded member comprising a body portion hav-

3 101 986
SELF-LOCKING PLUG AND JACK TYPE

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Frank Lyman, Jr., Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Cam-

bridge Thermionic Corporation, Cambridge, Mass., a

corporation of Massachusetts
FUed June 10, 1960, Ser. No. 35,170

3 Claims. (CL 339—255)
1. A self-locking plug and jack assembly comprising:

a jack unit having a sleeve at an end, said sleeve having a
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portion of smaller outer diameter spaced from the open

end thereof, and said sleeve having a chordal segmental

notch in said smaller diameter portion which extends

within the hollow inner space of the sleeve; a pair of keys

of chordal segmental configuration disposed in said sleeve

notch in side-by-side relation, said keys being adapted

to extend within the hollow inner space of said sleeve;

a cylindrical plug adapted to fit within the sleeve, said

plug having a chordally segmental notch which is spaced

from the end of the plug and which is adapted to receive

one of said keys, said notch extending transversely of the

plug axis and smoothly intersecting the peripheral sur-

face of the plug at either side of the notch; and a pair

DRTVE-YOURSELF MOTOR VEHICLE CONTRACT
AND KEY RECOVERY DEVICE

Walter C. SMidcn, 3924 La Hadcnda Drlrc,

San Bcrnardliio, Calif.

FUed Feb. 23, 1961, Scr. No. 91,257
2 ClaioM. (CI. 346—20)

of split-rings fitted around the smaller diameter portion

of the sleeve and around respective keys for biasing said

keys normally to extend within the hollow inner space

of said sleeve; whereby, when the plug is inserted within

the sleeve with the notches aligned, said one key will

be biased into the plug notch for locking the plug and

jack unit together and the other key will be biased

against the plug for holding the plug and sleeve in elec-

trical contact and whereby, when the plug is rotated in

the sleeve, the peripheral surface of the plug at the side

of said notch will wedge said one key from within the

hollow inner space of the sleeve for permitting sepa-

ration of the plug and jack unit.

1. A device of the class described, comprising: a cabi-

net; a container secured against one wall of said cabinet;

a time clock in said cabinet; tray supporting guides in

said container; a tray movable on said guides into and

out of operative position with said time clock; means

for preventing complete withdrawal of said tray; a time

card adapted to contain a vehicle lease and key detach-

ably associated with said tray; said time card having

laterally extending ears; a card seat formed in said tray

conforming to and supporting the outer end of said card

for insuring inward movement of said card to said clock;

a card storing container below said tray and guides; and

mechanism initially permitting inward movement of said

card on said tray but automatically resisting rearward

movement of said card on said tray and forcing same

into said container, said mechanism including ramps,

over which said time-card ears pass upon said inward

movement o^ said card, said ears preventing outward

movement of said card when said tray is moved back-

wardly.

CHEMICAL
3,101,988

PROCESS FOR THE DYEING OF POLYMERIC SYN-
THETIC MATERIAL AND MATERIAL DYED
THEREWITH

Werner Bossard, Rlchcn, near Basel, and Jacques Voltz

and Francois Favre, Basel, Switzerland, assignors to

J. R. GeiS" A.G., Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 1, 1955, Ser. No. 550,477

Claims priority, application Switzerland Dec. 15, 1954
16 Claims. (CI. 8—41)

8. Polyacrylonitrile containing at least 50% of acrylo-

nitrile. colored by compounds which have the structure:

r R-N^ Za -N=N-B-( Y) .Jx-

in which A is the remainder of an aromatic ring system,

in which aromatic ring system the quaternary nitrogen is

an integral part of a heterocyclic ring to which not more

than one other ring is fused in the case where the said

heterocyclic ring is fused to any other ring of said aro-

matic ring system, in which all rings between the quater-

nised nitrogen and the azo bridge which are not fused to

the heterocyclic ring are linked in a continuous chain of

conjugation, and through which aromatic ring system the

said quaternary nitrogen is conjugated with the azo group,

R is a non-aromatic organic radical, B is a carbocyclic

aromatic radical of less than three rings, V is an union-

ized substituent whose bond to an aromatic ring has a di-

polc moment greater than 1 .00 Debye unit with the nega-

tive end of said dipole at the ring, said substituents being

conjugated with the azo bridge, n is a positive integer less

than 3 and X~ is an anion.

3,101,989
PROCESS FOR IMPROVING THE AFFINITY FOR

DYES OF SHAPED POLYOLEFINE ARTICLES
Daniel Cesar Toureillc, Lyon, France, assignor to Societe

Rhodiaceta, Paris, France, a body corporate of France
No Drawing. FUed July 6, 1960, Scr. No. 41,026
Claims priority, application France July 9, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 8—55)
1 . A process for the treatment of shaped aliphatic poly-

olefine articles to increase their affinity for dyes which

comprises contacting the said shaped articles first with

a bath containing, per litre, 25 to 55 grams of alkali metal

bichromate and 100-250 cc. of concentrated sulphuric

acid, for 5 to 120 minutes, and then with an acid bath con-

taining a reducing agent, the temperature of each bath

being at least 80° C.

3,101,990
PROCESS OF DRAWING FILAMENTARY

STRUCTURES
Harold H. Heighton, KloftoB, N.C^ assignor to E. I. du

Pont dc Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Dcl^ a

corporation of Delaware
FUed Oct. 13, 1960, Scr. No. 64,678

5 Claims. (CI. 18—48)
5. A rapid hot draw process for a multi-filament yam

of synthetic fiber-forming polyester which comprises pass-

ing a previously undrawn yarn of the polyester over feed

and draw rolls, heating the yam under low tension and

without significant drawing as it passes between the said

rolls by slip contacting it with a curved convex surface

maintained at a temperature substantially equal in effect

to the second-order transition temperature of the poly-

ester, and then drawing the yam at a temperature be-
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tween the second-order transition temperature and 45'

C. above by passing the yam over a snubbing pin and

draw roll.

3,101,991

PRODUCTION OF POLYVINYL FORMAL
SHAPED ARTICLES

Osama Fnknshima, HirotosU KnuAlgc, and Kigen

Kawai, Korashiki Cky, Japn, assignors to KnraAiU

Rayon Co., Ltd., KTa*lkUhl, Japan, a corporation

of Japan
FUed Jan. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 83,136

Claims priority, application Japan Jan. 21, 1960

8 Claims. (CL 18—54)
1. A process for producing shaped articles of im-

proved characteristics from polyvinyl formal which com-

prises extruding a solution of at least one polymer se-

lected from the group consisting of polyvinyl formal

and derivatives thereof containing basic nitrogen, said

solution being a solution of said polymer in a mixture of

water and at least one member of the group consisting

of a water-soluble cyclic ether and a water-soluble mono-

hydric alcohol, and subjecting said polymer to oxidation

in a single step with an oxidizing agent effective to ox-

idize the 1 .2 glycol bonds in said polymer, said oxidizing

agent being selected from the group consisting of periodic

acid, periodic acid salts, tetraacetic acid, tetraacctic acid

salts, hydrogen peroxide and pervanadic acid.

a pair of members slidably and removably mounted on

said front mold section, and having heads at their rear

ends, formed with front convex surfaces meeting the

inner surface of said front mold section along outlines

defining doll's eye openings, and also having opposed,

horizontally aligned means on the head of each of said

members projecting outwardly therefrom to form doll's

eye axle receiving openings, said members also having

3,101,992

METHOD FOR MAKING CAPS
Giles B. Cooke and WiUiaa C. Rainer, Baltimore, Md.,

assignors to Crown Cork & Seal Company, Inc., Balti-

more, Md., a corporation of New York
FUed Dec. 28, 1953, S«. No. 400,747

1 Claim. (CL 18-^9)

shanks slidably passing through passages in said front

mold section, and means to blow mold heated thermo-

plastic material against the inner surfaces of said mold

sections and around said beads of said members and

horizontally aligned means, to form a doll's head with

doll's eye openings and sockets around said members,

surrounding the eye openings, with openmgs in said

sockets to receive axles of dolls' eyes inserted into said

sockets.

3,101,994

METHOD OF MOLDING SYNTHETIC
RESIN PRODUCTS

Ladwig Haitmann, Weinlieim an der Bergsto^we, Ger-

many, assignor to Pellon Corporation, New York, N.Y.,

a corporation of New York
FUed June 20, 1958, Ser. No. 743310

Claims priority, application Germany Oct 12, 1957

lOalm. (CI. 18—61)

The method which comprises stamping out discs of a

solid plastic composition comprising a thermoplastic

vinyl chloride resin and dicyclohexyl phthalate as a

plasticizer therefor and simultaneously freely positioning

the same consecutively in heated closure shells, super-

posing a second layer of a solid plastic composition

comprising a thermoplastic vinyl chloride resin and di-

cyclohexyl phthalate as a plasticizer therefor on the base

layer, said second layer being of less area than the

base layer, and thereafter subjecting said plurality of

superposed layers in the form of discs while the shells

containing the same are still heated by means of a

stepped molding die to form a plastic liner having a

central recess and a surrounding thickened dcformable

sealing area having a coating on the walls of the recess

in said plastic liner, said coating extending into over-

lying relation with the marginal surface of the thickened

portion of the liner surrounding said recess.

3,101393
METHODS OF AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING
DOlS^ADS WITH ROTATING DOLLS' EYES

David Colm, Pound Ridge, N.Y., asdCMr to Model

Plastic Corporation, White Plains, N.Y., a corporation

of New York ^, ,^,
Filed Jan. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 397

10 Claimi. (a. 18—59)
1 Apparatus for making a doll's head compnsmg

complementary rear and front doll's head mold sections,

In the method for molding articles by injection mold-

ing, in which an injection moldable resin is injected into

a mold cavity in flowable condition, the improvement

which comprises positioning a non-woven design-carry-

ing textile fiber fleece in the mold at least adjacent the

surface thereof prior to the injection, and thereafter in-

jecting the resin, to thereby form an integral one-piece

molded article having said fleece embedded adjacent the

surface thereof, said fleece having a thickness of between

about 0.01-6 mm., possessing about 20-60% thermo-

bonding fibers, self-cemetitiously thermo-bonded at their

compression induced contact points, 10-80% non-thermo-

booding fibers, in which at least 40% by weight of the

total fibers in said fleece substantially consist of syntheUc

fibers, in which at least 85% by weight of the total fibers

have a fiber length of about 10-70 mm., in which said

interstitial absorption capacity is at least 40% per dry

weight of said imprcgnant resin, said thermo-bondmg

fibers in said fleece having a temperature of destructive

flowability above the highest temperature reached m said

molding at the highest molding pressure, and in which

said fleece has been compressed while thermo-bondmg at

a ratio di fleece thickness to applied compression thick-

ness of about 30: 1 to 80: 1.
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3,101,995
CONTINUOUS TREATMENT OF FOOD

CONTAINERS
Max Bcanvais, Moulin de Montreuil,

St. Gcorses Motel, Eure, France
Filed Jan. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 99,329

Claims priority, application France Sept. 28, 1960

19 Claims. (CL 21—78)

ponent as volatilized off-gas and thereby regenerate said

absorbent solution, and recycling said regenerated ab-

sorbent solution to said gas scrubbing, the improvement

which comprises partially cooling said hot gas stream

prior to said scrubbing step by heat exchange with liquid

water in a first steam generation means, whereby a first

stream of process steam is generated, further cooling

said hot gas stream prior to said scrubbing step by heat

exchange with liquid water in a second Steam generation

means, whereby a second stream of process steam is

generated, condensing said first stream of process steam

by indirect heat exchange with said absorbent solution in

said heating and stripping step, and injecting said second

stream of process steam into said absorbent solution in

said heating and stripping step.

1. A system for continuously treating articles in a treat-

ing enclosure, said articles being similarly shaped rigid

bodies which are displaceable in-line one by another over

supporting surfaces, which system comprises a plurality

of vertically-spaced surfaces extending across the enclo-

sure in overlapping relationship, each of said surfaces

having opposite ends adapted respectively for the input

of »aid articles thereto and the output of said articles there-

from and the output end of each overlying surface being

disfnsed above but spaced horizontally from the input end

of the immediately underlying surface such that said arti-

cles are able to drop one by one off an output end of one

surface on to the adjacent input end of an immediately

underlying surface whereby said surfaces define a zigzag

path for the in-line flow of said articles down and through

the enclosure along the path; means for serially introduc-

ing untreated articles and withdrawing treated articles into

and out of the enclosure at upper and lower ends re^>ec-

tivcly of the path; and reciprocable feed control means

positioned adjacent opposite ends of the surfaces and selec-

tively displaceable for respectively preventing and permit-

ting the fall of an article off one surface on to the under-

lying surface thereby to control the flow of articles along

the path.

3,101,996
PROCESS FOR REMOVAL OF ACID GAS

FROM GAS STREAMS
Sidney A. Brcslcr, New York, and Arthur W. Francis,

Yonkers, N.Y., asaignors to Chemical Construction

Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Mar. 29, 1961, Ser. No. 99,293

6 Claims. (Ci. 23—2)

3,101,997
CHLORODIFLUOROAMINE AND A PROCESS FOR

ITS PREPARATION
Jeremiah P. Freeman and Robert C. Petry, HuntsvUIe,

Ala., asfignon to Rohm & Haaf Company, Philadel-

phia, Pa^ a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Oct 14, 1960, Ser. No. 62,561

3 Claims. (CI. 23—14)
1. Chlorodifluoroamine, QNF].
2. A process for the preparation of chlorodifluoroamine

which comprises reacting difluoroamine with boron tri-

chloride at a temperature of from about —35* C. to about
25* C. and recovering the chlorodifluoroamine so formed.

^^—<3^=(^

1. In a process for removing a weakly acidic gas

component from a hot gas stream which comprises scrub-

bing said gas stream with a liquid alkaline absorbent for

acidic gas component selected from the group consisting

of aqueous solutions of alkanol amines and alkali car-

bonates, heating and steam stripping the resulting laden

absorbent solution to separate dissolved acidic gas com-

3,101,998
METHOD OF TREATING RADIOACTIVE WASTES
Thomas H. Milllken, Jr., Moylan, Jack H. Krause, Media,

and Joseph J. Donovan, Swarthmore, Pa., assignors to

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawfaig. Filed Sept. 19, 1958, Ser. No. 761,924

5 Claims. (CI. 2S—25)
1. The process for the separation of adsorbable radio-

active cesium and strontium from fission reaction nitrate

waste liquors containing the same and substantially greater

bulk amounts of normally adsorbable non-radioactive

ions, such process comprising treating such a liquor with

an additive comprising at least one of the compounds
selected from the group consisting of the alkali-free iso-

propylates of aluminum and zirconium, and the alkali-frce

oxycarbonate of zirconium, thereby forming with said

additive a sol including said normally adsorbable non-

radioactive ions, whereby said non-radioactive ions in said

sol have no appreciable affinity for adsorption sites on hy-

drogen ion exchange material; contacting said treated

liquor with hydrogen ion exchange material and adsorbing

by said contact substantially all of said radioactive cesium

and strontium; and separating said contacted ion exchange

material containing adsorbed radioactive cesium and

strontium.

3,101,999

LOW TEMPERATURE DEFLUORINATION OF
PHOSPHATE MATERIAL

Thomas J. Mallcy and Harry F. Cosway, Stamford, and
Sydney A. GIddings, Darlcn, Conn., assignors to

American Cyanamid Company, New Yorit, N.Y., a

corporation of Maine
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 82,383

3 Claims. (CL 23—108)

1. In an improved process for preparing phosphatic

animal feed supplement erf high nutritional availability

the improvement which comprises: heat treating triple

superphosphate containing more than 1% fluorine at a

temperature between about 1050" F. and 1300* F. for a

time sufficient to effect the reduction of the "fluorine con-

tent of said triple superphosphate to less than about

0.26%, calcining the latter defluorinated triple superphoa-
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phate product at a temperature of from about 1800' F.

to about 2000" F. in the presence of an alkaline material

selected from the group consisting of alkali metal carbon-

ates, alkaline earth carbonates, alkaline earth oxides and

mixtures thereof, for from about five to sixty minutes,

and thereafter recovering nutritionally available animal

feed phosphates of low fluorine content.

3,102,000
PRODUCTION OF ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENT

OF LOW FLUORINE CONTENT
Thomas J. Mallcy, Stamford, Darwin F. Dc Lapp, New

Canaan, Sydney A. GIddtags, Darlcn, and Harry F.

Cosway, Stamford, Conn., anignon to American Cyan-

amid Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

Maine
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 13, 1961, Ser. No. 82,384

6 Claims. (CL 23—108)
1. In an improved process for preparing phosphatic

animal feed supplement of low fluorine content and of

high nutritional availability the improvement which con-

sists essentially in: heat treating triple superphosphate

containing more than one percent fluorine at a tempera-

ture between 1050' F. and 1350' P. for a time sufficient

to effect the reduction of the fluorine content of said triple

superphosphate to less than about 0.26 percent; hydrolyz-

ing the so-calcined mixture in the presence of a hydrolyz-

ing agent selected from the group consisting of steam

under superatmospheric pressure and hot water at a tem-

perature between about 60* C. and 95* C; and recovering

a phosphatic animal feed consisting essentially of mixed

soluble calcium orthophosphates of low fluorine content

and of high nutritional availability.

3,102,001

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
HYDROCYANIC ACID

Thomas David Parkhlll, BUlingham, and John Peter

Hodson Shaw, WMncs, England, assignors to Imperial

Chemical Industries Limited, London, England, a cor-

poration of Great Britain

Filed Inn. 29, I960, Ser. No. 5,557

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britahi Feb. 18, 1959

5 Claims. (CI. 23—151)

3,102,002
FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS PREPARED FROM

LANTHANONS AND TRANSITION METALS
William E. Walbce, Pittsburgh, Pa., Kurt Nassau, Spring-

field, NJ., and Leonard V. Cherry, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

assignors to University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 17,571

2Clafans. (CL 23—204)
1. As compositions of nratter, inorganic compounds

with magnetic properties having the general formula

AMns wherein A is an element selected from the group

consisting of holmium, dysprosium, neodymium, gadolin-

ium and yttrium.

2. As compositions of matter, inorganic compounds

with magnetic properties having the general formula

AMna wherein A is an element selected from the group

consisting of dysprosium, holmium, neodymium, gado-

linium and yttrium.

3,102,003

SEPARATION OF GASES OF DISSOCIATED
AMMONIA

Joseph T. Kummer, Midland, Midi., assignor to The

Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., a corpora-

tion of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 15, 1960, Ser. No. 49,420

3 Claims. (CL 23—210)
2. A process for separating hydrogen gas from dissoci-

ated ammonia comprising the steps of dissociating am-

monia, cooling the dissociated ammonia gases to less than

100° F., compressing the cool gases, charging the com-

pressed gases into a pressure zone containing an acti-

vated charcoal bed maintained at a pressure of about

100 p.s.i.g., and after a time interval of at least 10 sec-

onds releasing gas from said pressure zone at a point

distant from the charging inlet until the pressure in said

pressure zone is reduced to a range between 2 to 20

p.s.i.g. at the bed, collecting the gas released during the

pressure reduction, and vacuumizing the charcoal bed to

thereby reactivate it.

3,102,004

MIXING AND DISPENSING APPARATUS
Joseph John Grintz, Bristol Road, Churcfaville, Pa.

FUed Ang. 5, 1959, Ser. No. 831,905

8 ClaluM. (CL 23—252)

1 I
I

(t^ T r ^ I *

1. In a process for the manufacture of hydrocyanic

acid by reaction of a mixture consistii^ essentially of

anxnonia. a hydrooffbon and oxygen by passing the mix-

ture in the vapour phase over a catalyst for the formation

<rf hydrocyanic acid sdected from the group consisting

of platinum metal and platinum metal alloys at a high

temperature, the improvement which comprises adding

to the reacunts a volatile sulphur-containing material in

such amount that the said reactants contain 1-500 mg.

of sulphur per m» and adjusting the oxygen content of

the said reactants for maximum conversion of ammonia

and hydrocarbons to hydrocyanic acid, whereby an in-

creased conversion of ammonia and hydrocarbon to hy-

drocyanic acid is obtained.

1 . Apparatus for mixing and dispensing urethane prod-

ucts comprising a dispensing head having a bore therein,

a hollow rotary valve element mounted in said bore,

a discharge nozzle at one end of said hollow valve con-

nected to the bore thereof, passages in said head, aper-

tures in said htrflow rotary valve operable in one posi-

tion to register with said passages and in another position

to pass out of registry with said passages, metering de-

vices connected to at least two of said passages, said

metering devices consisting of gate valves having a

straight-line bore and a gate (^srable to intercept the bore

of the valve and throttle the flow of material there-
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through, shutoff valves controlling the flow of material to

said passages, containers containing pressurized ingredi-

ents for said urethane product connected to said shut-off

valve whereby upon opening of the latter valves and upon

registry of said apertures^with said passages, said ingredi-

ents flow into the interior of said rotary valve element,

and an agitator rotatable coaxially within said valve and

having a head mounted in said valve operable upon rota-

tion of said agitator to effect a mixture of ingredients in

the bore of said hollow rotary valve.

3,102,M5
METHOD A^a> APPARATUS FOR WET

PELLETING CARBON BLACK
Robert F. Dye, Bartlesrille, Okla^ assignor to Phillips

Petroieuin Conspany, a corporatloii of Delaware

FUcd Jnnc 19, 1961, Scr. No. 118,014

6 Claims. (O. 23—314)

^'^^

4. A prx)cess for making carbon black and wet pelleting

»ame comprising subjecting a hydrocarbon feed to partial

combustion and pyrolysis to form a gaseous stream con-

taining carbon black, passing said stream thru a carbon

black recovery system including a bag filter to separately

recover loo^e black and off-gas; passing the loose black to

a wet pelietizer to form wet pellets; passing the wet pellets

thru a gas fired rotary drum dryer to dry said p>ellets;

passing off-gas from said bag filter to said dryer and burn-

ing same therein with about 5 to 10 volume percent of

excess air, whereby the resulting combustion gas contains

less Oj than required to form an explosive mixture when

admixed with aforesaid stream; passing resulting combus-

tion gas thru the drum of said dryer in contact with carbon

black therein whereby carbon black dust is entrained in

said combustion gas; and passing the effluent gas from said

drum, containing entrained carbon black, into said bag

filter in admixture with said stream to recover the carbon

black therefrom.

3,102,006

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TREATING
WEB MATERIALS

Samuel Cohn, New Yorli, Eugene Cohn, Great Necl^

and Frank Catalio, Elmont, N.Y., assignon to Samcoc
Holding Corporation, Woodsidc, N.Y., a corporation

off New York
FUed Nov. 14, 1958, S«r. No. 773,864

4 Claims. (CI. 34—23)
3. The method of drying and treating flexible web ma-

terials, which comprises

(a) feeding the material toward a pressurized treating

zone at a first predetermined speed,

(ft) forcibly advancing the material into the pressur-

ized zone by directing high velocity air streams, to-

ward the web material and in the direction of its

advancement, across the width of the material,

(c) mechanicaUy engaging and effecUvely fully sup-

porting one surface of the thus advanced web mate-

rial across its width, while maintaining the materia)

within the zone relaxed and free of lengthwise ten-

sion, and conveying the material through said zone

at a second predeteimined aiid slower speed along

a predetermined path,

id) directing a large plurality of closely spaced, hi^
velocity discrete air streams toward the other surface

only of the web material during the conveying there-

of through said zone, said air streams being directed

generally perpendicular to said other surface of the

supported web material and emanating from sources

close to said path.

(«) said web material being advanced past successive

high velocity air streams in said zone, whereby the

material is repetitively, continually, and forcibly

fluttered and rearranged, and

(/) conveying the dried and treated web material away
from said pressurized treating zone,

(g) the pressiu-e within said zone, created by die com-

bined effects of the velocity, spacing, and disposition

of said air streams and the size and configuration of

said zone, being such relative to ambient as to im-

part substantial resistance to the entry of the web
material into said zone.

3,102,007
DRYING APPARATUS EMPLOYING

RADIANT PANEL HEATERS
David Goldman, 73 E. 130th SC New York, N.Y.

FUcd May 25, 1960, Scr. No. 31,602
7 Clatans. (Ci. 34 48)

1. In a drier, in combination, a cabinet having a front

wall and side walls, and upper, lower and rear ends, a

front door on said front wall, a heating chamber in the

cabinet having walls spaced parallel to and inwardly from

said walls and ends of the cabinet, and including a bot-

tom wall formed with a drainage opening, and a front

wall having a door opening closed by the front door of

the cabinet, radiant heating elements in at least two walls

of said heating chamber, said elements each including a

frame and a cushioned, tempered glass panel having an

electro-conductive film serving as a heating element on

its rear surface in said frame, an electro-magnetic switch

mounted within said cabinet, a circuit for each heating

element through the electro-magnetic switch to one phase

of the electrical power supply line, an "On" and "Off"

switch mounted within the cabinet, and an energizing cir-

cuit for the electro-magnetic switch from the electrical
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power supply line through the operating coil of the electro-

magnetic switch and the "On" and "OfT' switch.

3,102,008
DOMESTIC APPLIANCE

Ncbon J. Pansfav, BrooinrUlc, and George B. Long and

lames L. MiUcr, Dayton, Ohio, assignors to General

Motors Corporatioa, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Jan. 23, 1958, Ser. No. 710,772

16 Ciafans. (CL 34—79)

^£^^^

path of movement of strip material, a motor driven high

pressure rise fan supported on said housing and having an

inlet and an outlet, the housing being provided with a

plenum chamber connected in flow communication with

the fan outlet, said plenum chamber having a generally

flat face adapted to be disposed substantially parallel to

the path of strip movement, orifice means for the high

velocity discharge of atmosphere from the plenum cham-

ber subsUntially at right angles toward a next adjacent

strip path, said orifice means including an elongated

narrow slot extending laterally of the strip path and a

plurality of orifices disponed on opposite sides of the slot

with the orifices on each side of the slot being arranged

substantially in a row extending parallel to the slot, the

housing further being provided with enclosed suction

chambers spaced apart on opposite sides of the orifice

means and longitudinally thereof in the direction of strip

movement past the unit, said suction chambers being ccm-

nected in flow communication with the fan inlet to pull

spent atmosphere from the surface of the strip for recir-

culation, and heat exchanger means disposed within the

hou»ng and in the path of movement of atmosphere

throu^ the housing.

1. In combination; a clothes dryer including an outer

cabinet; a tumbling drum rotatable in said outer cabinet;

said tumbling drum having air inlet means and outlet

means; a blower for circulating heated air through said

drum from said inlet means to said outlet means; an air

discharge duct communicating with said outlet means and

including means forming a lint burning zone and an air

control zone downstream from said lint burning zone; said

lint burning zone including a lint ctrflecting means and a

lint burning means, a damper in said duct in said air con-

trol zone for permitting air flow through said duct; means

for effecting operation of said damper; a catalyst housing

associated with said air control zone and having a greater

resistance to air flow than said duct; said housing having

an inlet aperture connected to said duct between said

damper and said lint collecting means and an outlet aper-

ture connected to said duct on the opposite side of said

damper from said inlet aperture; and means for concur-

rently actuating said damper to direct air to said housing

and energizing said lint burning means to bum said lint.

3,102,009

APPARATUS FOR THERMAL TREATMENT
OF METAL

WUllam A. Blonn, WhMchmd, Ind., avignor to Gencnl

Electric Company, a corporation of New Yorli

FUcd Mar. 28, 1960, Scr. No. 17.960

lOCbdms. (CL34—159)

3,102,010

DURABLE ROTATIVE ABRASIVE STRUCTURE
AND METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME

Arthur Haswell Lang, Egan Townsliip, Dakota County,
Minn., assignor to Minnesota Mining and Manufactur-
ing Company, St Paul, Minn., a corporation of Dela-

ware

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 10, 1958, Ser. No. 727,520

4Chiims. (CI. 51—297)
1 . A heavy duty rotative abrasive wheel structure com-

prising an annulus of radially disposed uniformly posi-

tioned flap sections of abrasive sheet material retained

together at the radially irmer ends thereof, said flap sec-

tions being ensheathed in and penetrated by a thin -flex-

ible highly-adherent centrifugally-stable polymerized

binder film or coating, said film or coating imparting

durability, improved wear resistance and increased abrad-

ing life to said structure, the composition of said film

or coating being further charaaerized by presenting a

tenacious surface slip-resistant and at least slightly tacky

to the sliding touch when formed per se in a continuous

smooth-surfaced film or body.

3,102,011

TUMBLING CHIPS
Kenneth P. Bellinger, Ellington, Conn., assignor to Con-

version Chemical Corporation, RockvUlc, Conn., a cor-

poration of Connecticut

FUcd Dec 21, 1959, Scr. No. 860,967

TChdms. (CL 51—298)

1. A jet cooling unit of the type described comprising a

housing adapted to be removably supported alongside a

1. A solid molded lightweight tumbling chip consisting

essentially of 40-70 percent by weight of abrasive ma-

terial, 1.5-15.0 percent by weight of glass fibers and 20-55

percent by weight of thermosetting resin, said fibers^ and

abrasive material being substantially uniformly dispersed

throughout said tumbling chip and bonded by said ther-

mosetting resin, and said chip being of elongated con-

figuration with a tapered end portion adapted to enter

into apertures in a workpiece and being characterized

by presenting uniform, substantially smooth ohrasive sur-

faces during the working life thereof.
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3,102,012
PROCESS FOR PURIFICATION OF HYDROGEN

Edward J. Dowd, New Providence, NJ., assignor to Eno
Researcli and Engineering Company, a corporation of

Delaware
Filed July 27, 1959, Scr. No. 829,621

8 Claims. (CL 55—23)

1. A method for separating hydrogen and methane in a

gaseous mixture containing mainly hydrogen and methane

which comprises feeding the gaseous mixture into an

absorption zone, passing the mixture upwardly counter-

current to a liquid C4 to Cs hydrocarbon absorbent at an

absorbent to feed ratio of between about 0.5 to 2.0 moles

of absorbent per mole of feed, said absorption zone being

at a temperature of —110° to —200° F. and under a

pressure of 50 to 1000 p.s.i.a., correlating the tempera-

ture, pressure and absorbent/feed ratio within the ranges

specified so that the gaseous stream withdrawn from the

upper part of said absorption zone contains at least 99

mole percent hydrogen, withdrawing said absorbent con-

taining methane from the bottom of said absorption zone,

reducing the pressure on said withdrawn absorbent, flash-

ing a minor part of the methane from said withdrawn

absorbent, at substantially the temperature of the absorp-

tion zone, separating a fuel gas containing mostly methane

from the partially dcpressured absorbent, further reducing

the pressure on the partially depressured absorbent liquid,

discharging the depressured absorbent liquid into a flash-

ing zone, withdrawing a gaseous stream containing at

least 99 mole percent methane overhead from said flash-

ing zone, withdrawing absorbent liquid containing residual

methane from said flashing zone, compressing and cooling

and recycling a portion of the last mentioned liquid to

the middle of the absorption zone, striiH>>ng the residual

methane from the remainder of the said absorbent liquid

at a temperature which is higher than that of said ab-

sorption zone, cooling the stripped absorbent to —110°

to —200° F. and recycling the cooled, stripped absorbent

to the upper part of the absorption zone.

quired for said bed to come to equilibrium with said first

component, discharging the unadsorbed portion of said

feed stream as a first primary effluent stream, flowing

said first primary effluent at said preselected initial rela-

tively high pressure and in initial positive flow direction

through a second fixed bed of a second adsorbent, selec-

tive for at least a second com]X)nent of said mixture, for

a first cycle time period less than that required for said

second bed to come to equilibrium with said second com-
ponent, discharging the unadsorbed portion of said feed

stream as a second primary effluent, interrupting flow of

said feed stream at the end of said first cycle, and reducing

said initial pressure on said first bed at the inlet end, de-

sorbing said first component from said first bed at a re-

duced pressure and discharging said desorbed first compo-
nent from said first bed in a flow direction opposite to that

of said feed stream of gaseous material for a second cycle

time period, during said second time period flowing at

least a portion of said second primary effluent through

said first bed in a flow direction of said desorbed first

component and discharging said portion of second pri-

mary effluent from said first bed together with said de-

3,102,013

MEATLESS FRACTIONATION UTILIZING ZONES
IN SERIES AND PARALLEL

Charles W. ^Larstrom, Montvale, NJ., assignor to Esso

Research and Engineering Company, a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Aog. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 47,035

4 ChUms. (CI. 55—31)
1. A method of fractionating a gaseous mixture of at

least two components consisting essentially of the steps

of flowing a feed stream of said gaseous mixture at a

preselected initial relatively high pressure and in an initial

positive flow direction through a first fixed bed of a first

adsorbent, selective for at least one component of said

mixture, for a first cycle time period less than that re-

sorbed component as a secondary effluent stream, desorb-

ing said second component from said second bed at a

reduced pressure, and discharging said desorbed second

component from said second bed in a flow direction

opposite to that of said feed stream of gaseous material,

for a second cycle time period during said second time

period, flowing at least another portion of said second

primary effluent stream through said second bed in the

flow direction of said desorbed second component, and

discharging said portion of said second primary effluent

portion from said second bed together with said desorbed

component as a second secondary effluent stream, said

time periods being each of such short duration that the

heats of adsorption and desorption are substantially bal-

anced within said beds, and that substantially the sole

transfer of heat to and from the gas occurs in said beds,

thereby eliminating the need for the transfer of heat

externally with respect to said beds, adjusting said cycle

periods for a duration adapted to develop an oscillating

concentration gradient of said components in said beds

which remains in the beds during both the adsorption and

desorption cycle and imparting oscillatory movement to

said front substantially within the limits of said beds.

3.102.014
AIR FILTER CURTAIN

Paul W. Aitkcnhcad, Rots Township, AUeghcny County,

Pa., as^or to Electro-Air CIcaDcr Company, Inc.,

McKecs Rocks, Pa., a corporatloa of Pennsylvania

Filed May 3, 1961, Scr. No. 113,588

3 Clafans. (CL 55—271)
1. A filter curtain of fine glass fibers to be drawn across

a passage through which the air to be cleaned travels in
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one direction which curtain consists of a mat made of a

plurality of layers of glass fibers extending generally lon-

gitudinal, each layer being defined by the relatively straight

glass fibers lying in a criss cross pattern forming an acute

angle with each other, the major portion of the glass fibers

being arcuate and dispersed in all directions to intercon-

nect the criss cross pattern defining the adjacent layers

of the mat, the defined layers of glass fibers becoming pro-

gressively closer together from the air entry side of the

mat to the air discharge side of the mat to provide a

progressive increase in the density of the glass fibers

through the mat, a frame encircling the passage, guide

means supported by said frame to channel the curtain as

it passes across the passage, a transversely disposed sta-

tionary cornering tube mounted on said frame at each end

of said guide means to maintain the alignment of the cur-

tain as it passes over the tiibes upon entering and leaving

said guide means, a supply and take-up adjacent said tubes,

and motor means for actuating said take-up, control means

to energize said motor, a rotatably supported toothed

wheel mounted on a shaft carried by bearings on a sup-

port secured in one cornering tube, said tube having a slot

and the teeth of said wheel extending through said slot to

engage the curtain moving over said cornering tube, a

cam on said wheel shaft, a cam switch on said support

operated by said cam to function in a circuit of said

control means as a measure of the movement of said

curtain.

3,102,015
PRODUCTION OF SO2 AND O2 CONTAINING
GASES SUITABLE FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF ELEMENTAL SULFUR

WUhclm Thunim, Frankfurt am Main, and Rudolf Becker,

Munich-SoUn, Germany, assignors to Gesellscbaft fur

Linde's Eismaschhicn A.G., Holblegclskrenth, near

Munich, Germany
Filed Feb. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 9,737

Chiims priority, appUcatloD Germany Mar. 6, 1957

3 Claims. (CL 62—12)

mental sulfur by reduction of the SO, CiJtttained therein

from dilute SO2 containing gases containing less than 30%
of SOj, the steps which comprise compressing the dilute

SOj containing gas mixture; leading said gas mixture in a

first switching period of operation in one direction through

a first regenerator to cool the gas mixture and to condense

out the SOj therefrom, leading the resulting cold SOj-free

gas through a second regenerator to cool this regenerator,

cooling an Oj containing gas in counter-current heat ex-

change with said cold SOj-free gas, expanding the cold Oa
containing gas and leading it through a third regenerates

to evaporate the SO2 condensed in a foregoing switching

period of operation; leading the dilute SOj containing gas

mixture in a second switdiing period of operation in one

direction through the second regenerator to cool the gas

mixture and to condense out the SOj therefrom, leading

the cold SOa-free gas through the third regenerator to cool

this regenerator, cooling an Oj containing gas in coimter-

current heat exchange with said cold S02-free gas, ex-

panding the cold O3 containing gas and leading it through

the first regenerator to evaporate the SOj condensed in

the foregoing switching period of operation; leading the

dilute SO3 containing gas mixture in a third switching

period of operation in one direction through the third

regenerator to cool the gas mixture and to condense out

the SO2 therefrom, leading the cold SOj-free gas through

the first regenerator to cool this regenerator, cooling an

O2 containing gas in counter-current heat exchange with

said cold SOa-free gas, expanding the cold O2 containing

gas and leading it through the second regenerator to

evaporate the SO2 condensed in the foregoing switching

period of operation; the cold SO2 free gas and the ex-

panded cold O2 containing gas in each switching period

being passed through the respective regenerators indicated

in a direction opposite to that in which the dilute SO2

containing gas had been led through such respective regen-

erators in the foregoing switching periods and the quantity

of O2 containing gas employed in each switching period

of operation to evaporate the SO2 condensed in the fore-

going switching period of operation being such to produce

directly a gas containing about 30-80% of SO2 and about

8 to 15% ofOa.

3,102,016

GLASS BENDING METHOD
Arthur F. Donovan, Sandwich East, Ontario, Henri T.

Jacquot, Windsor, Ontario, and Ronald E. Richardson,

Oshawa, Ontario, Canada, assignors to Pittsburgh

Phite Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Original application Dec. 7, 1956, Ser. No. 626,946, now
Patent No. 2,961,801, dated Nov. 29, 1960. Divided

and this application Apr. 4, 1960, Ser. No. 19,868

4 CUims. (CI. 65—107)

te-

fe

—

^
-i^^^a^r-

J''^±,J^Ai^A--

1. In a process for the production of an SOj and O2

containing gas mixture suitable for the production of ele-

7»8 0.0.-58

1. In a method of bending glass sheets comprising sub-

jecting a glass sheet to be bent to glass softening tem-

perature to heat-soften the sheet and applying a b^^ding

force to a portion of the heat-softened sheet to bend'-sattf-

portion into a curved orientation, the steps of initially

employing a maximum net force biasing said sheet portion

towards said curved orientation, and, when said sheet

portion attains a position part way towards said curved

orientation, suddenly reducing the net force applied there-

to to a smaller net force biasing said sheet portion toward

said curved orientation.
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3,102,017

PROCESS FOR ADDITIONAL CORN-EAR GROWTH
Robert A. Shurter, Jr., and David O. Howe, Terre Haote,

Ind., assignors to Commercial Solvents Corporation,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of Maryland
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 31, I960, Scr. No. 53,073

4 Claims. (CI. 71—2.1)
1 . A process for the inducement of the development of

additional cars of com per stalk, which comprises apply-

ing gibberellic acid compounds to the uppermost several

female reproductive organs of the com stalk during the

period commencing with the emergence of identifiable

ear-shoots to the time of pollination, and at a rate suflS-

cient to induce the development of additional ears of com.

3,102,018
HERBICIDAL METHOD

John P. Chupp, Kirkwood, and Angelo John Spezialc,

Creve Coeur, Mo., assignors to Monsanto Chemical
Company, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Nov. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 70,116

5 Claims. (CI. 71—2J)
1. The method of inhibiting the germination of pre-

emcrgent growth of plants which comprises treating the

plant growing medium with a herbicidal amount of an

S-(N-cycloalkylcarbamoylmethyl) phosphorothioate of

the structure

R'O X o R'"

\11 ~ -:hJ-n^

3,102,020
METHOD FOR INHIBmNG GRASS SEED GERMI-
NATION WITH CARBAMOYLMETHYL PHOS-
PHOROTHIOATES

Angelo John Spezialc and John P. Chnpp, Kirkwood, Mo.,
assigDon to Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis,

Mo., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Nov. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 67,885

9 Claims. (CI. 71—2.7)
I. The method of inhibiting the germination and pre-

emergent growth of plants in contact with soil which

comprises treating said soil with from 0.5 to 50 pounds

per acre of a carbamoyl phosphorothioate of the structure

RO X R"

/ \
R'O R'"

wherein R and R' are straight chain alkyl radicals con-

taining 2 to 3 carbon atoms, wherein X is a chalkogen

of atomic weight less than 40, and wherein R" and R'"

are alk-2-enyl hydrocarbon radicals containing 3 to 5

carbon atoms.

R"0
/

-3—CJ
\
CH R

wherein R' and R" are selected from the group consist-

ing of alkyl and alkoxyalkyl radicals containing from 1

to 4 carbon atoms, wherein X is a chalkogen of atomic

weight less than 40, wherein R'" is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen and aliphatic hydrocarbon

radicals containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and where-

in R is a divalent alkylene radical containing from 4 to

10 carbon atoms and having from 4 to 6 carbon atoms

in a continuous chain between the valence bonds.

3,102,019

METHOD FOR INHIBITING GERMINATION AND
PREEMERGENT GROWTH OF PLANTS USING
S(N-ARYL, N-ALIPHATIC CARBAMOYLMETH-
YL) PHOSPHOROTHIATE TRIESTERS

Angelo John Spezialc, Creve Coeur, and John P. Chupp,
Kirkwood, Mo., asdgnors to Monsanto Chemical Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 131,724

7 Claims. (CI. 71—2.6)

1. The method of inhibiting the germination and pre-

emergent growth of plants which comprises treating the

plant growing medium with at least one phosphorothioate

of the formula

RO X
p—

i

R'O

S-CHi-C-N
/
\
aryl

wherein R and R' contain from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and

are selected from the group consisting of alkyl and alkoxy-

alkyl radicals, wherein X is a chalkogen of atomic weight

less than 40. wherein R" is an aliphatic hydrocarbon rad-

ical containing 1 to 3 carbon atoms, and wherein "aryl"

means an aromatic hydrocarbon radical containing from

6 to 12 carbon atoms.

3,102,021
HERBICIDAL METHOD

Angelo John Spezialc and John P. Chupp, Kirkwood,
Mo., assignors to Monsanto Chemical Company, St.

Louis, Mo., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawhig. Filed Nov. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 67,908

6 Claims. (CI. 71—2.7)
1. The method of inhibiting the germination of and

preemergent growth of plants which comprises treating the

plant growing medium with a plant growth inhibiting

amount of phosphorothioate of the structure

RO X
Ml

p-
/

R'O

O
!!

-8—CUt—C—NHR"

wherein R and R' are selected from the group consisting

of alkyl and alkoxyalkyl radicals containing from 1 to 4

carbon atoms, wherein X is a chalkogen of atomic weight

less than 40, and wherein R" is a higher alkyl radical con-

taining 7 to 14 carbon atoms and having a carbon atom

chain length of at least 6 carbon atoms.

3,102,022
HERBICIDAL METHOD

John P. Chnpp and Angelo John Spezialc, Khiiwood, Mo.,
assignors to Monsanto Chcmiail Company, St. Louis,

Mo., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Nov. 8, 1960, Scr. No. 67,932

4 Cbdms. (CI. 71—2.7)
1. The method of selectively inhibiting the germination

and preemergent growth of plants in contact with soil

which comprises treating said soil with an N-alkenyl-

carbamoylmethyl pho&{^orothioate of the structure

RO X o
\ll II

P-S-CHi-C-NH-R'
/

R'O

wherein R and R' are selected from the group consisting

of alky! and alkoxyalkyl radicals containing from 1 to

4 carbon atoms, wherein X is a chalkogen of atomic
weight less than 40, wherein R" contains from 3 to 5

carbon atoms and is selected from the group consisting

of alkenyl, chlorine substituted alkenyl and bromine sub-

stituted alkenyl, the primary carbon atom of said R"
containing two hydrogen substituents.
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3,102,023 Carbon 0.04 maximum.
HERBICIDAL METHOD Manganese 1.5 to 2.4.

Angelo John Spezialc and John P. Chupp, Kirkwood, Mo., Silicon 1 00 maximum.
assignors to Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, sulphur 0.025 maximum.
Mo., a corporation of Delaware Phosohorus Do.
No Drawing FUed Nov. 9, 1960,^r. No. 68,160 c^LZ:":::::::::::.:. 30 to 32

7 Claims. (Ci. 71—z.7) vr- i, i i ^ n tn 1 7 n
1. The method of inhibiting the germination and pre-

^l'^^^}- ! n, < n
emergent growth of plants in contact with soil which com- Molybdenum 4.0 to 5.U.

prises treating said soil with a herbicidal amoum of a Nitrogen 0.10 maximum.

phosphorothioate of the structure ^""on - Balance.

RO X

"^P-S-CHi-C-N

O R'
/

R'O
/ \.

R'

wherein R, R', R" and R'" are selected from the group

consisting of alkyl and alkoxyalkyl radicals containing

from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and wherein X is a chalkogen

of atomic weight less than 40.

3,102,024
METALLIC POWDER COMPOSITION

Alfred P. Knapp, Jackson Heights, N.Y., assignor to

Knapp MUls Incorporated, Long Island City, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 30, 1958, Ser. No. 731,896

3 Cbiims. (Ci. 75—5)

1. A putty-like structured metallic sealing material

having a hand pressure responsive pliancy adapting it to

be hand pressure-shaped into place to intercept injurious

radiation and consisting only of fine, protective ray-

absorbing metal powder particles worked and reshaped

and reformed together under pressure, said particles being

largely compacted and agglomerated together and joined

at metal-to-metal contact areas into a plastic entirely

metallic structure of aggregates of various groupings of

particles of shapes determined by said worldng with a

spreading and flattening of individual metal-to-metal con-

tacts between portions of the surfaces of the said particles

developing metal-to-metal adherence at said contacts and

a corresponding pliancy and a uniform composition with

an overall density of the plastic metal structure of 70%
to 95% of the density of the metal of the particles and

forming a continuous barrier seal against radiation

blocked by the metal of said particles.

3,102,025

OVERLAY WELDING ELECTRODE
Wayne L. Wilcox, Havertown, Pa., assignor to Arcos

Corporation, PhUadclphia, Pa., a corporation of Penn-

sylvania
Filed Dec. 23, 1960, Scr. No. 78,054

IClafans. (CL75—128)

3,102,026
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC REFLEX AND

CONTACT PRINTING
Kenneth Archibald Metcalfe, Graymorc, South AustraUa,

Robert John Wright, HectorvUle, South AustraUa, John
Frederick McNeil, Unlcy Park, South Australia, and
Donald JoUy, Linden Park, South Australia. Australia,

assignors to The Commonwealth of Australia as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Department of Supply,
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

FUed Dec. 22, 1958, Scr. No. 781,999
Claims priority, appUcation Australia Dec. 24, 1957

1 Claim. (CI. 96—1)
A method of making a xerographic reflex copy from

a master which comprises applying a film of cadmium
oxide to a light transmitting substrate to form a conduc-

tive backing, applying a uniform layer of selenium thin

enough to be translucent and about 1.5 microns to said

conductive backing, electrostatically charging the surface

of the said layer, exposing the said master to light

through the said selenium and backing with the latter in

contact with the said master to render areas which are

light-struck more conductive than the other areas where-

by to bleed away the charge selctively to form an image,

developing the image with a liquid developer comprising

a pigment which has been precoated with a control and

fixing agent and suspended in a carrier liquid having an

electrical resistivity of at least about lO'" ohm-centimeter
and a dielectric constant less than 3, and transferring the

image so developed while wet to a transfer-receiving base.

1 . An electric arc welding electrode for overlay deposi-

tion of type 316 and type 317 stainless steel, which con-

sists of a wire having the following analysis in percentage

by weight:

3,102,027
DIRECT POSITIVE DYE BLEACH PROCESS AND

MEROCYANINE COMPOSITION THE^IEFOR
Robert H. Sprague, Cleveland, Harry L. Fichter, Jr., Lake-

wood, and J. George Fidelman, Cleveland, Ohio, as-

signors to Horizons Incorporated, Cleveland, Ohio, a
corporation of New Jersey

Filed Aug. 19, 1960. Ser. No. 50,696
27 Claims. (CI. 96—47)

Ll-'E i iGHTCiRCCMA LIGHT Rt-D * LIOKT

kLD fi04SlTfvr
{CrAN DVE) C -tTK HIWUT, te

cwaioiscNsiTivc .
(MACCMTA DVE) °
BLUE ac»«5iTivr

.

(YEi-LOW OVE ) A '

SU»3THATi; r

(rU-M .» FAPEB )
'.

ErrccT or LIGHT orTHE primary colors

14. A direct positive photographic process which com-
prises preparing a composition consisting of a mixture of

merocyanine dyes and at least one sensitizing agent for

said dyes selected from the group consisting of organic

halogen compounds in which at least three halogen atoms
are attached to a single carbon atom, said sensitizing agent

being present in at least a sensitizing amount, dispersing

said composition in a photochemically inert carrier; coat-

ing said dispersion on a solid substrate; and exposing the

supported coating to light of a suitable color, matched to

the merocyanine dyes in the mixture, thereby obtaining a
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direct positive image by bleaching out of said mero-

cyanine dyes.

15. The process of claim 14 wherein the exposure is

effected by light falling on the back of the sensitive layer,

the face of which is in contact with a subject to be copied.

3,102,028 ^^^^
PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENT HAVING A ST^-
pSgOR ANTIHALATION LAYER COMPRISING
A RESINOUS CARBOXY ESTER-LACTOIVE

Louis M. Minsk, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastmmn

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of

New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 16, 1961, Set. No. 145,436

2 Claims. (CI. 96—83)
1. A photographic element comprising a transparent,

flexible support having at least one light-sensitive layer

on one side and a non-sensitive backing layer on the other

side comprising a resinous mixed ester-lactone containing

—COOCnHjnCOOH groups. —COOC„H3„COOR groups,

^CObH groups and —COOR groups attached direcUy to

the carbon chain of the said lactone, wherein n and R

of said groups are as defined below and v/herein the total

free carboxyl groups present are equivalent to from 4.0-

6.0 mis. of N NaOH/gram of the said lactone, which is

the product obtained by heating to at least 60" C. in the

presence of a mineral acid, a mixture comprising (1)

from 15-30% by weight of an interpolymer of a vinyl

organic acid ester and an unsaturated a,^-dicarboxylic

acid compound from the group consisting of maleic acid,

citraconic acid, dimethylmaleic acid and anhydrides and

alkyl esters of 1-4 carbon atoms thereof, fumaric acid,

mesaconic acid, dimethylfumaric acid and alkyl esters of

1-4 carbon atoms thereof. (2) from 35-65% by weight

of a monohydric hydroxy acid of the formula

C„H2n(OH)(COOH),

wherein n is an integer of from 1-5 and x is an integer

of from 1-2 and (3) from 10-45% by weight of an

alkanol of the formula R—OH wherein R represents a

member from the group consisting of an alkyl group of

from 1-12 carbon atoms, a phenylalkyl group wherein

the said alkyl group contains from 1-4 carbon atoms

and a tolylalkyl group wherein the said alkyl group con-

tains from 1-4 carbon atoms.

sisting of alkyl, aryl, aralkyl, halogen and hydrogen

the improvement which comprises including therein

to enhance the sensitivity of the composition,

(c) at least one carbinol base of a dye selected from

the group consisting of diphenylmetharie dyes and

triphenylmetbane dyes represented by the general

formula

K
/
N

R yi<- >
/

i

\

wherein each R is selected from the group consist-

ing of H. alkyl, aralkyl and aryl and R' represents a

member selected from the group consisting of H,

phenyl and
R

^3- /
I

\

wherein R has the same meaning as above, and
- there being between 0.5 and 5 parU by weight of

arylamine for each part by weight of organic halogen

compound present in the composition and between

0.001 and 10 parts by weight of carbinol base for

each part by weight of organic halogen compound

present in the composition.

9. A process for producing a direct print-out image

which comprises exposing a photosensitive mixture as

defined in claim 1 to radiant energy.

3,102,030

LIGHT SENSITIZED POLYAMIDE BODY AND
METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME

Hans Hoemer, Munich-Unteriuichli«, Germany
(Augusta Anlaga 63, Mannheim, Germany)

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 9, 1960, Ser. No. 13,729

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 23, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 96—93)
1. A light sensitized synthetic polyamide body having

chromic acid diffused into surface portions thereof.

3,102,029

PRINT-OUT PROCESS WITH ARYL AMINE AND
POLYPHENYLMETHANE CARBINOLS

Harry L. FIchter, Jr., Lakewood, and William P. Hamil-

ton, Cleveland, Ohio, assignors to Horizons Incorpo-

rated, a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed June 23, 1961, Ser. No. 119,037

9 Claims. (CI. 96—90)
1. In a non-silver, direct print-out photosensitive com-

position comprising a mixture of

(a) at least one photolytically active organic halogen-

containing hydrocarbon compound selected from the

group consisting of organic halogen containing com-

pounds which release halogen free radicals when ex-

posed to a proper dose of radiant energy and which

are represented by the general formula

ACX,

wherein A is selected from the group consisting of

H, CI, Br, I, alkyl, aryl; and each X is selected from

the group consisting of CI, Br and I and

{b) at least one aryl amine represented by the formula

R-N-Y
i

wherein R is an aromatic nudeus selected from the

group consisting of phenyl, naphthyl and anthracyl;

and Y and Z are each selected from the group con-

3,102,031
HIGH PROTEIN FOOD GRANULES

Robert V. MacAlllster, Clinton, Iowa, and Thomas P.

Finucanc, Hartsdale, N.Y., asdgnon to General Foods

Corporation, White Plains, N-V^ a corporation of Del-

No Drawbig. FUed Mar. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 177,252

7 Claims. (CI. 99—14)

1. A high protein food product which when cooked

has a flavor and chewy texture simulating the eating

quality of meat, said product comprising irregularly

shaped, substantially dry, discrete granules capable of

adsorbing water, said granules comprising essentially

vitalized gluten and defatted soybean flour, and also in-

corporating a meat-like flavoring material, said gluten

serving not only as a source of protein but also as a

binder and providing the quality of chewiness in the

cooked granules, said granules when cooked in the pres-

ence of water developing a flavor and chewy texture char-

acteristic of cooked meat; and said granules being stor-

able at room temperatures in conventional containers.

3,102,032

METHOD OF MIXING CORN AND SALT IN
POPCORN MACHINES

Willbm G. Lippcrt, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to Man-
ley, Inc., Kansas City, Mo., a corporation of Missouri

Original application Sept. 29, 1958, Ser. No. 763,935, now

Patent No. 2,948,438, dated Aug. 9, 1960. Divided

and this application June 16, 1960, Ser. No. 36,589

5 Claims. (O. 99—80)
1. The method of charging the ingredients com and

salt into a cooking area which is at an elevated tempera-
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ture from separate sources of supply of said ingredients

positioned above said area and communicable therewith

through a holding region of predetermined volume dis-

posed between said sources and said area, said method

comprising the steps of filling a zone of predetermined

volume and position above said region with one of said

ingredients from the respective source of supply thereof;

tainer will be vacuumized and the normal pressure of the

atmospheric air surrounding the container will cause the

inner surfaces of the container immediately adjacent to

said product to collapse about the product to thereby

compartmentalize said product in the package and to

substantially prevent movement of the product within said

container, the remainder of the inner surfaces of the film

^ ID

introducing the remaining ingredient from the respective

source into said region, permitting the ingredient in said

zone to gravitate into said region so that the admixture

of ingredients therein substantially fills the holding region;

and subsequently permitting the admixture to gravitate

into said cooking area from said region while closing off

said region from said zone and the source of said remain-

ing ingredient and cooking said ingredients.

being brought into pressure contact and forming substan-

tially flattened areas surrounding the product to thereby

facilitate handling and packing of the package and to

substantially prevent the migration in the package of any

residual processing fluids that may be released by the en-

cased processed product, said product in said package

remaining crisp and fresh and said package retaining a

clear and wholesome appearance for a prolonged period.

3,102,033

FLAVORING COMPOSITION AND METHOD OF
PREPARING THE SAME

Simon S. Jacltel, Highland Parii, lU., assignor to Vico

Prodncts Company, Chicago, 111., a corporation of

Illinois

No Drawing. FUed Aof. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 134,861

8 Claims. (CI. 99—90)
1. A method of preparing a dry, stable flavoring ma-

terial useful for imparting desirable flavoring and aromatic

oharaaeristics to chemically leavened bakery products

and to yeast leavened bakery products which have been

subjected to shortened or modified fermentation pro-

cedures, comprising fermenting an aqueous nutrient

medium containing, by weight, from 15% to 25% active

bakers' yeast solids, from 4% to 8% of a yeast-fer-

mentable saccharide, and a source of lactose sufficient

in amount to provide an amount of lactose in the medium

substantially equivalent to that which would be con-

tained in from about 4% to about 6%, by wei^t, of non-

fat milk s<rfids, said fermentation being carried out at

a temperature of from 80* F. to ICK)' F. for from 4

to 16 hours, inactivating the microorganisms in the me-

dium to halt fermentation of the mass, and drying the

inactivated fermented mass to obtain a dry flavoring ma-

terial which is stable for a prolonged period over a wide

range of teniperatures when packaged in an air-tight OMi-

tainer.

3 102 034
METHOD OF PACKAGING PROCESSED

PICKLES AND TOMATOES
Herman Weinberg, Evanston, HI., assignor to The Man-

hattan Pickle Co., Inc., Chicago, HI., a corporation of

niinois

FUed Aof . 22, 1961, Ser. No. 133,154

2 Claims. (CL 99—171)

1. A method of preparing a package ccmtaining a prod-

uct selected from the group consisting of processed pickles

and tomatoes comprising the steps of placing the proc-

essed product substantially free from adhering processing

fluids into a container formed of a transparent, flexible

packaging film substantially impervious to gas and mois-

ture, exhausting air and other gase.«« from the container

and sealing the container whereby the contents of the coo-

3,102,035

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING INSTANTLY
SOLUBLE NONFAT DRY MILK

Charles A. Sanna, Menomonie, Wis., assignor to Sanna

Dairies, Inc., Madison, Wis., a corporation of Wis-

consin
Filed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 92,039

3 Ctaims. (CI. 99—203)

tXV^AUST Al«
i PART lAc. 1

'^WtMrpWATior.f-

.M-.TAMTL" 50LU0i-t DW >«.-'^

I. A continuous process for directly producing an in-

stantly soluble, nonfat dry milk in powdered form from

skim milk, said process comprising the steps of:

drying a spray of skim milk droplets having a mois-

ture content between about 50% to 75% with heated

air having a temperature ranging between about 280"

F. and 450° F. so as to produce a mixture of milk

particles dispersed in moisture-containing air, the

said milk particles having a moisture content be-

tween about 1V6% to 3Vi%;
partially rehydrating and agglomerating the milk parti-

cles by partially cooling the mixture of dry milk parti-

cles dispersed in moisture-containing air so as to

cause the re-transfer of some of the moisture from

the moisture-containing air to the milk particles such

that the milk particles so treated exhibit a moisture

content between about 2Vi% to AVi\ and

separating the partially rehydrated particles from the

air containing the remaining moisture.

3,102,036

FREEZE CONCENTRATION PROCESS
Paul L. Smith, Orlando, Fla., assignor to Union Carbide

Corporation, a corporation of New Yorli

FUed July 20, 1960, Ser. No. 44,091

4 Claims. (CI. 99—205)
1. A process for the concentration of a solution of

heat-sensitive material in a solvent comprising: subject-

ing said solution to a stripping operation wherein a sub-

stantially inert gas is passed through said solution so

as to preferentially displace substantially all the oxygen

present in said solution; decreasing the temperature of

said solution to at least the freezing point of the solvent
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of said solution; and removing frozen solvent from the

resulting concentrated solution, while contmuously mam-
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taining said solution in a nonoxidizing atmosphere after

said stripping operation.

3,102,037

REFRACTORY CEMENT COMPOSITION
Robert F. Kimpel, Azusm C«lif.. .sdgnor »<> AeroJeUjen-

eral Corporation, Azus«, CaM. • «»rpor«tk>n of OUo
FUed Dec. 16, 1957, S«r. No. 703^15

6 Claims. (CI. 106—57)

1 A cement composition consistmg essentially oi a

mixture of from about 25 to about 35 percent finely di-

vided zirconium oxide; from about 25 to about 38 per-

cent aluminum oxide bubble aggregate; from about 3 to

about 4 percent sodium silicofluoride; with the balance

being sodium silicate and water.

and an effective fraction thereof having a particle size of

at least 3 mm., said concrete body including as an essential

constituent thereof and finely distributed therethrough

tiUnium dioxide in an amount equal to between 2.4% and

6% of the combined aggregate and cement dry solids of

said concrete body, whereby upon exposure of said con-

crete body to moist atmospheric conditions, a titanium

dioxide suspension will be formed covering the free sur-

face of said concrete body including any foreign matter

adhering thereto, and whereby due to said titanium di-

oxide covering, the white color of said concrete body wUl

be preserved.

3,102,040

PARAFFIN WAX COMPOSITIONS

Malcolm S. WUllams, El Cerrito, and Richard C, Fox,

Smn Rafael, Califs JwrifBora to California Research

Corporatiom Sui Fnmctoco, Calif., a corporation of

Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 18,803

7 Claims. (CI. 10^—270)

1. A paraffin wax composition consisting essentially

of from 0.03% to 0.1% by weight of a Fischer-Tropsch

wax having an average molecular weight in the range

of about 750 to 1000, and the balance of said paraffin

wax composition consisUng essentially of a petroleum

refined paraffin wax having an average melting point in

the range of 125" to 155* F. AMP.

3,102,038
PROTECTIVE COATING

, , ^ ,

John R. Fisher, Jr., Dayton, Ohio, a»^or to Indus™
Metal ProtecUves, Inc., Dayton, Ohio, a corporation

No°d™X. Filed Oct. 22, 1959, Ser. No. 847,910

4 Claims. (CI. 106—84)

1 A temporary water-removable and water-soluble,

protective and stop-off coating for application to the sur-

face of a metal member to protect such surface from

scratching and other marring in handling, shipment, subse-

quent fabrication and assembly, consisting essentially of a

liquid admixture for liquid application to said surface of an

aqueous soluble alkali metal sihcatc in water solution,

said silicate having an alkali metal oxide to silicon dioxide

rauo of between 1:2 to 1:3 and a specific gravity in the

range of 1.3 to 1.4. an inorganic metal salt pigment select-

ed from the group consisting of chromates and dichro-

mates of zinc. lead, sodium, and potassium, and mixtures

thereof, present in said admixture m an
a'"«>""J^,'^i^^"

45% and about 1.9% based on the total weight of ^id

achnixture. and an inert and insoluble filler material dis-

persed in said admixture.

3,102,041

PROCESS OF PRODUCING CARBON ELECTRODES

Ove Hclgcsson Sandbcrg, Oddemei pr., Kristlansand,

Norway, assignor to Elcktrokemisk A/S, Oslo, Norway,

a corporation of Norway

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 6,837

Claims priority, application Norway Feb. 23, 1959

3 ClalBM. (CI. 106—284)

1. A paste for use in self-baking electrodes consisting

essentially of coarse calcined coke, such coarse coke rang-

ing in size from about 0.2 mm. to 15 mm. and having a

major proportion by weight of a diameter in excess of 2.5

mm., coal tar pitch as a liquid binder, between 2% and

20% of fine uncalcined coke comprising at least 2% vola-

tile matter and having a major proportion by weight of a

diameter of less than 1 mm. and sufficient fine calcined

coke having major proportion by weight of a diameter of

less than 1 mm. to bring the aggregate of the fine coke

up to between 25% and 40% of the whole.

3,102,039 _^^
COLOR RESTORING CONCRETE BODY

Hermann Manecke, Bremen, Germany, -wlgnor to

Klockner-Werke AktiengeselUctaft

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 3, 1958, S«r. No. 771,354

CUilms priority, aPPHc-tion Gemany Nov. 6. 1957

10 Claims. (CI. 106—97)

1 As part of a road covering, a solid concrete body

consisting essentially of a minor proportion of a '"bstan-

tSuy ihite hydraulic cement and oi ^ rn^^^or^ro^^^^

of substantially white aggregate more than ha />/
««"

aggregate having a particle size of at least about 1 mm.

3,102,042

TEXTILE FINISHING

Alexander F. Gortyal, Utka, N.Y., and Emile J. Monfils,

New Bedford, Mass^ assignors to United Merchants

and Manufacturers, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of Delaware

No Drawing. F^Ued Sept 2, 1958, Ser. No. 758,587

3 Claims. (CL 117—7)

3. Method of applying a permanent finish comprising

a glass-like appearance to bright viscose rayon woven

and knitted fabrics having a denier of at least 300, which

comprises the steps of running such fabrics through a

treating solution comprising about 21% by weight con-

centration of urea formaldehyde, and from about 3% to

about 5% by weight concentration of zinc nitrate, squeez-

ing the goods thus treated to remove excess treating solu-

tion, and subsequently drying the treated goods at a tem-

perature of about 160* F. and passing the dried goods

through a tenter frame heated to temperatures within

about 305 • F. to 325' F. at a speed of about 45 yards

I
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per minute and finally washing the treated, dried, and tures thereof, and sintering by heating, at a temperature

tentercd goods at about 160* F. for about 10 minutes. of 1800' to 3500° P., the improvement which comprises

3,lt2,§43

EPOXY RESINOUS COATING COMPOSITION AND
FLUIDIZED BED COATING METHOD

Arthv S. WlBthrop, Lot Angeles, Calif., and Thaddcns J.

SkolaicU, White Ban- Lakit, Minn., assignon to Minne-

sota Miali^ and Mannfactnrfaig Conqiany, St Paul,

Minn, a corporation of Delaware
FiM Ang. 10, 1959, Ser. No. 833,125

5 Claims. (CL 117—21)

OMIT or awTMS nuMi

. acwfT 040
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conducting the sintering operation at an absolute pressure

of less than 1 micron of mercury.

L/j

1. As a new article of manufacture: bulk quantities of

small, discrete, normally-solid and brittle, storable and yet

rapidly thermosetting, modified epoxy resin particles hav-

ing a size within the range of about 40 to 325 mesh, said

particles being suitable for application by suspension coat-

ing techniques to heated workpieces to provide a fused

well bonded smooth coating thereon, and being sUble at

room temperature and non-fusible at temperatures as high

as about 140" F. sustained for up to about three weeks

but being temporarily fusible to form a smooth mass at

temperatures on the order of 300» F. with a flowout factor

of at least about 1V4 inches and no more than 5 inches,

and further being capable of gelling to a non-flowable

state at least within about 7 minutes after being heated at

300" F., and capable of advancing to a cured infusible

state within about 10 minutes after being heated at 3(K)*

p., each of said particles comprising a fusible interreactive

blend of a 1,2-epoxy resin averaging more than one 1,2-

epoxy group per molecule with a melting point above 140"

F. and a latent room-temperature-solid heat-actiyatable

epoxy-reactive acid anhydride hardening agent, and includ-

ing sufficient latent amine-type heat-activatable catalyUc

accelerator to substantially effect interreaction between

said epoxy resin and said latent hardening agent within 10

minutes at 300" P., and sufficient flow-inhibiting filler, up

to 60% by weight of the total composition of said par-

ticles to limit the flowout factor of said composition

within the range of at least about W* inches up to no

more than 5 inches.

3,102,045

PRODUCTION OF PATTERNS ON CLOTH OR
SIMILAR SUBSTANCES

Kenneth Archibald Metcalfe, Graymore, South Anstralia,

and Robert John Wright, HcctonriUe, South Australia,

Australia, assignors to The Commonwealth of Anstra-

lia, care of the Secretary, Department of Supply, Mel-

bourne, Australia

Filed June 25, 1958, Ser. No. 744,588

3 Claims. (CI. 117—37)

3 102 044

APPLYING PROTECTIVE 'coating FROM POW-
DERED MATERIAL UTILIZING HIGH TEMPER-
ATURE AND LOW PRESSURE

A. David Joseph, South Windsor, Conn, assjpior to

United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn., a

corporation of Dehiware
FUed Sept 12, 1960, Ser. No. 55,358

17 Clafans. (Q. 117—22)
1 In a method of protecting meUl and alloy pieces

against decomposition by contacUng the pieces with finely

divided particles of a member selected from the group

consisting of refractory metals, alloys, oxides, and mix-

1. The method of producing printed patterns on cloth

comprising aR>lying an electrostatic pattern to a photo

conductor surface on a control member, placing one side

of the cloth on to the control member so that the electro-

static pattern extends through the cloth, applying liquid

developer directly to the other side of the cloth as it is

subjected to the electrostatic pattern of the control mem-

ber, and subsequently removing the cloth from the con-

trol member.

3,102,046
MANLTACTURE OF PRESSURE-SEALING ENVE-

LOPES, BAGS, AND THE LIKE
Donald H. Bushey, Shrewsbury, Mass., assignor to United

States Envelope Company, Springfield, Mass., a cor-

poration of Maine
FUed May 11, 1959, Ser. No. 812,340

10 Claims. (CI. 117—38)
1. In the manufacture of pressure scaling envelopes,

bags or other containers, wherein uniform continuous

film-forming coatings of rubber latex are produced on

selected areas of advancing container material by air

pressure spraying of a liquid latex-containing mixture in-

cluding a volatile anti-coagulant for the latex through

wide open mask apertures corresponding substantially in

size and shape to the material areas destined to be latex

coated, the improvement which consists in moving the so-

apertured mask, synchronously with the material's ad-

vance, such that it intercepts all of the so-sprayed liquid

mixture except the portions which pass through said aper-

tures onto said selected areas, and using said mask's move-

ment to recurrently pass said mask and its intercepted

spray through a body of wetting liquid which is misciWe
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with said spray and devoid of any coagulative effect upon

latex, whereby to maintain said mask and the spray therc-

3,102,049
PROCESS OF COATING THE EXTERIOR SURFACE
OF A FLUORESCENT LAMP ENVELOPE WITH
SILICONE RESINS

Robert F. Quirk, DanTcn, Maai^ aaignor to Sylrania

Electric ProdDcts Inc., a corporation oi Massmdinfetti

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 16, 1960, Scr. No. 15,268
3 Claims. (O. 117—94)

1. A process for coating the external surface of an
electric discharge lamp, the steps comprising: forming a

composition consisting of a solvent, dimethyip<riysiloxane

and a partially alkoxylated silicone resin, said dimethyl-

polysiloxane and said silicone resin each o<Mnprising be-

tween .05% and .4% by volume of said composition and
coating the external surface of the lamps by rolling at

least one complete revoluti<xi in said con^wsition.

on in a condition of such wemess as to prevent any ap-

preciable coagulation on said mask of the rubber latex

content of said intercepted spray.

3,102,047
PROCESSES FOR PRODUCTION OF LOW

PERMEABILITY CARBON
Herbert Lawrence Rivington, London, England, assignor

to The General Electric Company Limited, London,

England
No Drawing. Filed Jnne 16, 1959, Scr. No. 820,572

Claims priority, application Great Britain June 23, 1958

5 Claims. (CL 117—46)
1. A process for the production of low permeability

carbon from carbon of substantially higher permeability,

comprising impregnating the carbon whose permeability

is to be reduced with a liquid consisting essentially of up

to five percent of furfuryl alcohol, up to ten percent of

a cellulose plastic and the remainder furfural and the

whole of which is carbonizable, polymerizing the furfural

by heating the impregnated carbon to a temperature in the

range of 275* C. to 310" C. over a period of four hours,

under a pressure of at least 800 pounds per square inch

and in the absence of a catalyst, and heating the thus im-

pregnated carbon to a sufficiently high temperature to

effect carbonization of the impregnant.

3,102,048
MAGNETIC FILMS

Burton E. Gran and James O. Holmen, St. Louis Parii,

and Richard J. Proscn, Edina, Minn., assignors to

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Minne-

apolis, Minn., a corporation of Delaware

FUed Nov. 14, 1960, Ser. No. 68,847

6 Claims. (CL 117—61)

3,102,t5«
METHOD OF COATING PARTICULATED RESIN-
OUS MATEIUAL BY POLYMERIZATION TECH-
NIQUE

Peter J. Canterino, BarticsTille, OUa., and Lon T. Smith,

Lake Jackson, Tex., asrignors to Phillips Petroleum
Company, a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Apr. 21, I960, Scr. No. 23,629

8 Claims. (CL 117—100)
1. The method for producing a free-flowing composition

which comprises:

producing a fine granular polyethylene having a density

of 0.94 to 1.00 gm. per cc. and a particle size of up
to 40 mesh;

applying to saJkl graimlar polyethylene directly without

intermediate chemical treatment, a liquid monomer
and a polymerization catalyst therefor, the amount
of said monomer used being in the range between

about 1 and about 100 weight percent based on said

polyethylene;

subjecting the resulting monomer wet high surface area

form of polyethylene to polymerization conditions

for such monomer, in the absence of a diluent, with-

out stirring; and
recovering said free-flowing composition directly as the

result of said method.

1. A method for producing a thin magnetic film possess-

ing the property of rotatable anisotropy, said method com-

prising thoroughly outgassing a non magnetic substrate,

producing an absorbed layer of oxygen on said substrate,

maintaining said substrate at a temperature below 350* C.

and in a vacuum of about 10-b mm. of mercury pressure,

evaporating a nickel-iron alloy having a composition such

that a deposit will be produced consisting of from about

77% up to about 83% nickel, balance iron onto said sub-

strate to form a film greater than 2700 A. thickness, said

film being predomincntly metal and having on the surface

thereof an oxide layer.

3,102,051

PROCESS FOR MAKING A MOISTURE SENSING
ELEMENT FOR DRY CLEANING AND ARTICLE

Edwin B. Michaels, Stamford, Conn., and
Morris U. Cohen, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Original application May 28, 1956, Scr. No. 587,620.

Divided and this application June 23, 1960, Scr. No.
38,251

7 Claims. (CI. 117—213)

iiaoiutLt,
oirsJiMic
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6. A process for the preparation of an integral, ionic

surface-modified dielectric water insoluble organic nu-
terial which comprise the steps of: subjecting said organic

dielectric to surface chemical modification with sufiScient

acid selected from the group consisting of chlorosulfonic

acid, sulfuric acid, monochloracetic acid and phosphoric

&cid for a time sufficient to insure a resistance of not matt.

than about 100 megohms per square and not less than

about 0.02 megohm per square, removing all excess acid

by washing with ether and then with water, thereafter

washing with dilute alkali, then washing the so-washed

element with water, and subjecting the element to the
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action of a petroleum sulfonate detergent in a hydro-

phobic solvent.

3,102,052
TUMBLING MACHINE

Virgil E. AcUcs, 841 E. 4th St, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 94,843

10 Claims. (CL 118—19)

said motor means extending therefrom, a connecting rod

connected to said axle means and oscillatable thereby

about an axis, a mask, means supporting said mask on

said machine, said mask having a curved surface for re-

ceiving an article to be painted, adjusting means on said

machine to slidably move said motor means on said

frame to bring said connecting rod into a line passing

through the center of curvature of said curved surface,

a swinging arm, said swinging arm being connected to

said connecting rod and disposed at an angle thereto and

swingable about the axis of said connecting rod, said

swinging arm having a slot therein, a bolt in said slot, a

bracket supported on said bolt, said mask being remov-

able and said motor means being slidable to bring said

connecting rod to the center of said curvature, a hinge

member extending from said bracket parallel to said

connecting rod, and means on said hinge member to

support a paint gun, said bolt being supported in said

slot and adjusted therein to adjust the distance of said

hinge member from said mask.

!!?.̂
SM-

6. In a machine for applying granular edible substances

to the surfaces of doughnuts and similar products, a plu-

rality of open ended cylindrical drums, a normally sta-

tionary support for said drums embodying end plates

having opposed circular openings to which the open ends

of said drums are presented and having an axis around

which the support is tumable, means revolubly support-

ing the ends of said drums on said end plates, a frame-

work on which said support is turnably mounted around

its axis, said drums extending in parallel relation to each

other around the axis of said support, means for manually

turning said support around its axis to selectively dispose

either of said drums at a determined station, power

driven means releasably engageable with the drum lo-

cated at the station for rotating the drum to tumble

products therein in the presence of a granular substance

to be adhered thereto, a spiral track in each of said

drums for advancing the products therein toward an open

end thereof constituting a discharge end, an endless con-

veyor having a portion thereof bodily moveable in and

out of the discharge end of the stationed drum, deflectors

in said dnuns adjacent the discharge ends thereof for

directing products advanced therein by said spiral track

onto said conveyor when extended into the stationed

dnmi, means mounted on said frame-work for vertically

swinging said conveyor into or out of said drum when said

support is at rest, powered means for driving said con-

veyor engageable therewith when in its uppermost posi-

tion and disengagcablc therefrom when out of its upper-

most position.

3,102,053
AUTOMATIC PAINTING MACHINE

Robert B. Way, 1503 Chelsea Ave., and Cari D. Hersey,

3107 Marvin Ave., both of Eric, Pa.

FUed Aug. 16, 1960. Scr. No. 50,003

15 Claims. (CI. 118—301)

3,102,054
CEREAL STARCHES AND PROCESS

George C. Harris, Wilmington, DeU assignor to Hercules

Powder Company, Wilmington, Del., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,270

11 Claims. (CI. 127—69)
1. Process of removing the undersirable taste from

cereal starches so that it does not reappear which com-

prises contacting the starch with an alcohol and aqueous

ammonia, and separating the starch from the alcohol and

aqueous ammonia.

3,102,055
METHOD OF CLEANLNG ROTARY KILNS

Mark R. Faigen, Verona, and Thomas L. Myron, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., assignors to United States Steel Corpora-

tion, a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 91,872

4 Claims. (CI. 134—5)

2. A painting machine comprising a frame, a motor

means slidably supported on said frame, axle means on

793 0.0.-64

1. A method of cleaning a deposit of hematite crystals

and silicate from a rotary kiln used to agglomerate fluxed

iron ore fines comprising feeding to the kiln coarse stone

selected from the group consisting of limestone, dolomite

and silicious stone and being of a size range of 1 inch to

V^ inch, said stone having a chemical and mineralogical

make-up to which the material of the deposit adheres

preferentially over adhering to the kiln wall, and healing

the kiln to a temperature of 2300 to 2650° F.

3,102,056
SURFACE FINISHING AND CLEANING

APPARATUS AND METHOD
Rnbcn O. Peterson, University Heights, Ohio, assignor io

The Osbora Manufacturing Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, a corporation of Ohio
FUed Oct. 6, 1958, Scr. No. 765,454

30 Claims. (CI. 134—9)
1. Surface treating a plurality of adjacent substan-

tially parallel elongated articles while traveling longi-
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tudinally in a generally straight horizontal path by ver-

tically displacing such articles relative to each other at

longitudinally spaced regions while traveling in such

generally straight path as aforesaid to expose different

, '-S .v-", .;•-' ,\' \ .

V > , , , , r • • C * » * »
I

portions of article peripheries unobstructed by other of

the articles, and simultaneously subjecting such exposed

portions to surface conditioning means in each such

region.

3,102,057

METHOD OF POWER WASHING ARTICLES
Emll Umbricht, Jackson, and Dewey Evans, Belleville,

Mkhn anignors to Ajcm Laboratories, Detroit, Mich.

Orisliial application Dec. 20, 1954, Scr. No. 476,138, now
Patent No. 2,918,071, dated Dec. 22, 1959. Divided

and this application Oct. 16, 1958, Scr. No. 773,128

8 Claims. (CL 134—23)

and liquid, a plurality of elements within each cell con-

tainer which when salt water is added to the container,

constitute therein a voltaic cell and also generate gas. a

porous membrane across said vent which when dry permits

the passage of gas but when wet prevents the passage of

gas, a water repellent barrier to permit the passage of gas

located outside said membrane to prevent access of water

to the membrane from outside the battery container when
the battery is immersed, said membrane thus becoming
wet after the battery is immersed only when the battery

container fills sufficiently for water to reach the mem-
brane from the inside of the battery container and there-

after preventing the escape of gas through the vent and

the pressure of the gas generated by the access of the water

t3
vr
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1. The method of power washing articles having open-

ings comprising the steps of transferring the articles along

a path uniformly spaced one behind another through a

series of uniformly spaced stations with intermittent mo-

tion occurring during alternate first and second time

periods, in a first period of which every article along said

path is simultaneously transferred ahead from one station

to the next and during a second period of which every

article along said path remains in a station, directing high

pressure streams of cleaning fluid at predetermined re-

spective areas of an article as the article remains sta-

tionary in a predetermined station along said path, and

simultaneously during said second time periods revolving

a plurality of the articles in a plurality of adjacent sta-

tions while retaining them in their respective sUtions, and

directing at them as they revolve high-pressure streams

of cleaning fluid.

3.102,058
INERT VOLTAIC BATTERIES

Kenneth Jones, Dundee, Scotland, assignor to Bnmdcpt
Limttcd, London, England, a British company

Filed Feb. 2, 1960, Scr. No. 6,324

Claiou priority, appUotfloa Great Britafai Feb. 10, 1959

2 Clahns. (CL 136—90)
2, An inert dry battery for activation by immersion m

salt water in a substantially upright position comprising

a generally closed battery container including a top having

a vent therein and a bottom, a plurality of cell containers

within said battery container each having a wide opening

at its upper end spaced below the top of said battery con-

tainer and having an overflow opening a little below its

upper end, a duct extending from above the top of the

battery container down to a point within the battery

container outside said cell containers and below the level

of the overflow openings in said cell containers, said duct

serving as an inlet for water when the battery is first

immersed and subsequently as an outlet for excess gas

to said elements then causing liquid and gas to be dis-

charged through said duct until the level of liquid in the

cell containers falls to the level of the overflow opening

and the level of the liquid in the battery container falls to

the level of the point down to which said duct extends, a

plurality of thimbles oi porous material with one for each

cell container and traversing the top of the battery con-

tainer to come into contact with the water outside the

battery when immersed, the lower end of each thimble

being sloped at an angle and having its lower end located

above the wide opening in the upper end of the respective

cell container, connections electrically interconnecting the

several cells without permitting the passage of liquid from
one cell container to another, and end connections from
the battery leading to the outside of the battery.

3,102.059
CATALYTIC DEVICE FOR ELECTRIC

ACCUMULATORS
Harold Martin Hanner, Brentwood, Essex, England,

assignor to Miranda Corporation, New York, N.Y., a
corporation of New Mexico

Filed Feb. 20, 1961, Scr. No. 90,275
9 Claims. (CI. 136—181)

1. A catalytic device for use with an electrolytic cell

having therein plates immersed in an electrolyte with an

air space above the plates and electrolyte, a capsule in

the air space, a catalyst within the capsule, the capsule

being composed of a ceramic material having a pore size

such that the passage of liquid is resisted but the passage

of oxygen and hydrogen and of steam and water vapor

is permitted, the ceramic material being treated with a

water repellent substance.
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3,102,060

METHOD FOR THE MECHANICAL TWISTING OF
COLD-FORMED PROFILE STEELS

Hans Scboch, Zurich, and Engen Wyss, Adiiswil, near

Zurich, Switzerland, asiifDon to Ernst Scboch Actien-

gesellschaft, Basel, Switzerland
Filed Dec. 14, 1959, Scr. No. 859,530

Claims priority, application Austria Dec. 15, 1958
6 Clahns. (CL 148—12)

vessel defining a zone of reduced pressure, a reduced

orifice spray device in said vessel zone of reduced pres-

sure connected to said flow line operable to disperse

said liquid in finely divided particles therein, a liquid

level control on said vessel, a vacuum line from said

vessel above said spray device therein, a liquid with-

drawal line from the lower portion of said vessel, a rc-

M, ("SlW""
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1. In a method of mechanically twisting workpieces

consisting of cold-drawn profile steel having a carbon con-

tent below 0.25%, such as concrete reinforcement wires

of less than 5 millimeters diameter, the steps of first uni-

formly heating the cold-drawn workpiece to a temperature

of between 360* C. and 450* C. while moving it length-

wise through said high temperature zone, cooling said

workpiece to room temperature while continuing its

lengthwise movement, and twisting said workpiece to a

helical permanent pitch a plurality of times while at said

room temperature.

3,102,061
METHOD FOR THERMALLY ETCHING

SILICON SURFACES
Jay W. Thomhill, Attlcboro, Mass., assignor to Texas

Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex., a corporation

of Delaware
FUcd Jan. 5, 1960, Scr. No. 653

2 Claims. (CL 156—17)

mc^M^m i>vw^

cycle line passing from said withdrawal line to said flow

line communicating to said spray device, a back pressure

valve on said flow line comunicating to said spray de-

vice down stream of the recycle line connection there-

with, a control valve on said withdrawal line past said

recycle line connection actuated by said liquid level

control, and pump means on said withdrawal line be-

tween the recycle line connection and the vessel.

1. A method of etching solid silicon which comprises

locating the silicon to be etched in a gaseous mixture

containing less than about 20% oxygen and the remainder

gases which are unreactive with silicon, reducing the

pressure of said gaseous mixture to less than 10-» mm.

of mercury, heating the silicon to a temperature of about

1150' C, maintaining said pressure and temperature for

approximately ten hours, and then introducing an inert

gas to the gaseous mixture to thereby raise the pressure

of the gaseous mixture to atmospheric pressure.

3 102 062
APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUS EDIBLE

OIL FINISHING
Ward A. Graham, Kansas City, Mo^ and Orlando Webb,

Jr., Prairie VUfa«c, Kans^ asrigmnrs to Stratford Engi-

neering Corporation, KanoM City, Mo., a corporation

of Debiwarc ,. „.^
Filed Mar. 28, 1960, Scr. No. 17,846

2 Clahns. (CI. 159—3)

1. Apparatus for stripping liquids comprising, in com-

bination, a flow line, said flow line communicating to a

3,102,063

ASBESTOS FIBER BEATER SATURATION USING
VERY SMALL INORGANIC PARTICLES

Leonard N. Ray, Jr., East Hempfield Township, Lanouter

County, Pa., ass^or to Armstrong Cork Company,
Lancaster, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvanbi

No Drawhig. FUed Feb. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 88,002

5 Claims. (O. 162—155)
1. In the method of making a beater saturated sheet

wherein the rubber content of a synthetic rubber latex is

smoothly and evenly deposi.ed on the surface of chrysotile

asbestos fibers, and forming a sheet from the resulting

rubber coated fibers, the improved step of pre-treating

said asbestos fibers to prevent coagulation of said synthetic

rubber latex and to cause said smoo:h and even deposi-

tion of said rubber on said fibers consisting of adding to

the slurry of asbestos fibers prior to the addition of the

synthetic rubber latex an additive comprising a treating

mass consisting of from about 4 to 150% by weight based

on the dry weight of the fibers of water-insoluble, inor-

ganic particles, at least 72% by weight of said particles

having a maximum size of 1 micron, while maintaining

gentle agitation in ;he slurry, said particles being selected

from the group consis.ing of silica, clay, titanium dioxide,

diatomaceous earth, silicates and mixtures thereof.

3,102,064
NOVEL PAPER SIZING PROCESS

Otto B. Wurzburg, Whitehousc Station, and Emil D.
Mazzarelhi, Plainfield, NJ., assignors to National

Starch and Chemical Corporation, New Yorii, N.Y.,

a corporation of Delaware
No Drawfaig. Filed Sept 8, 1961, Scr. No. 136,741

7 Claims. (CI. 162—158)
1. The method of sizing paper which comprises the

step of intimately dispersing within the wet pulp, prior

to the ultimate conversion of said pulp into a dry web, a
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sizing agent which comprises a cyclic dicarboxylic acid attack which comprises applying to the plant an insecti-

anhydride corresponding to the structural fornuila cidal amount of at least one compound of claim 1.

i
/ \

O R-K'
\ /
C

- ii

•

wherein R is selected from the class consisting of di-

methylene and trimethylene radicals and wherein R' is

a hydrophobic group containing more than five carbon

3,102,068
METHOD OF CONTROLLING BACTERIAL

DISEASES OF FRUIT TREES
Nathan E. Tolbert, Okemos, Mich^ assignor to Michigan

State University of Agriculture and Applied Science,
a Michigan nonprofit corporation
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 144,073

7 Claims. (CI. 167—22)
3. A method of controlling bacterial diseases of fruit

atoms and is selected from the class consisting of alkyl, trees which comprises applying to said trees a compound
alkenyl, aralkyl, and aralkenyl groups. selected from the group consisting of compounds of the

following generic formulae:

3,102,065
METHOD AND COMPOSITION FOR

DISPERSING OF PITCH
John F. Thurlow, Gorham, Maine, assignor to Virginia

Chemicals & Smelting Company, a corporation of

Maine
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 97,468

11 Claims. (CI. 162—175)
1. A method for dispersing pitch within pulp compris-

ing dissolving in water a solution consisting of cationic

starch 25 to 75%, glycerol monostearate 5 to 15% and

kerosene 20 to 50% and adding said solution to said

pulp at the rate of 2 ounces to 10 pounds of said starch,

glycerol monostearate and kerosene per ton of pulp.

3,102,066

WEB FORMING METHOD AND APPARATUS
Edgar J. Justus, Beloit, Wis., assignor to Beloit Iron

Worlu, Beloit, Wis., a corporation of Wisconsbi
Filed Mar. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 94,586

14 Claims. (CI. 162—209)

3. In a Fourdrinier type papermaking machine having

a forming wire providing an active forming run, the

improvement which comprises a support for the active

run of said forming wire having an undulating contour

effective to create a series of upright impulses to the

wire as it advances along said active run.

3,102,067
VINYL PHOSPHATES

Joseph W. Baker, Kirkwood, Mo., and George A. Saul,

Nitro, W. Va., assignors to Monsanto Chemical Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed June 20, 1960, Ser. No. 37,067

18 Claims. (CI. 167—22)
1. Vinyl phosphates of the structure

I R'O O X OR'"
Ml 11/
P—O—C—X'—

P

/ i \
R"0 ACB OR""

wherein R', R", R'", and R"" are aliphatic radicals con-

taining 1 to 5 carbon atoms selected from the group

consisting of alkyl, alkoxyalk>l, and chloroalkyl, wherein

X and X' are chalkogens of atomic weight less than 40,

and wherein A and B are selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, and halogen of atomic

number from 9 to 35.

9. The method for protection of plants against insect

(«

m

(3)

(4)

(8)

(6)

m

R« R«
II I 1XCHt—C— .N—C—CONHi

O R« R«
II I I

XCHi—C—N—C—CN

O R« R«
II I iXCHt—C—N—C—coon

is

O R«

XCHf—C—O—C—COMIi

O R«

XCHi-C-O—C—CN
I
B«

1 iXCHi-C-O-C-COOH
1.

B

O CH

XCHr-C-N R'

^0^

where X is selected from the group consisting of bromine
and iodine; R^ and R^ individually are selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen and akyl of from 1 to 4

carbon atoms; R<> is selected from the group consisting

of alkyl of from 1 to about 8 carbon atoms, alkylthio-

alkyl of from 2 to about 5 carbon atoms; aryi; and aralkyl

of from 7 to about 13 carbon atoms; R'' is selected from
the group consisting of a single bond and an alkylene

radical of from 2 to about 6 carbon atoms; B is selected

from the group consisting of carboxamido, cyano, and
carboxy, and B' is selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen, carboxamido, cyano, and carboxy.

3,102,069
METHOD OF DESTROYING PLANT HARMFUL

MICROORGANISMS
Henderikus Obias Huisman, Jan Hendrik Uhlenbroek,

and Martinus Johannes Koopmans, all of Van Houten-
laan, Weesp, Netherlands, assignors to North Ameri-
can Philips Company, Inc^ New York, N.Y., a corpo-
ration of Delaware

No Drawing. Original application June 11, 1956, Ser.
No. 590,404, now Patent No. 3,014,837, dated Dec. 26,
1961. Divided and this application Mar. 6, 1961, Ser.
No. 93,299

19 Cbims. (CI. 167—30)
I. A method of destroying bacteria and fungi harm-

ful to plants comprising contac;ing the plants with a non-
phytotoxic fungicidally and bactericidally active com-
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pound selected from the group consisting of compounds
having the following structural formula:

Acyl-N

H

-COOSCCli

Acyl-N S-S-C CI.

a compound represented by the following general formula:

H R
I I

H-C 6-R
I I

Ri—

N

NV
A,

wherein R is a member selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen and lower alkyl radicals and Ri is alkyl.

Acyl-N -OR.

V^
wherein Ri represents a substituent selected from the

group consisting of H and acyl,

HO NOi

Acyl-N NOi

Acyl-N -|-C—Ni

k I

wherein Y represents a member of the class consisting

of H and the nitro radical,

Acyl-N

H

-SOt—Ni

and
\/

/0<
OH

Acyl-N-

H v<CH:NOH

wherein acyl in all of said formula represents the acyl

residue of a monocarboxylic acid selected from the group

consisting of saturated alipha.ic hydrocarbon, olefinically

unsaturated hydrocarbon, phenylalkyi and naphthoic

acids containing from 1 to 18 carbon atoms.

3,102,070
MITICIDAL COMPOSITIONS

Gerard C. Riley, ChurchvlUe, and Edward A. Nolan,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Rohm & Haas Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed May 12, 1961, Ser. No. 109,505

15 Claims. (CL 167—30)
1. A miticidal composition comprising as an active

miticidal agent a l,l-bis(halophenyl)-2.2,2-trichloroeth-

anol dissolved in an alkyl olcate in which the alkyl group

contains one to two carbon atoms together with emulsify-

ing agents consisting of a surface active ethylene oxide

adduct having 15 to 100 ether units and a surface active

oil-soluble alkylarenesulfonale, the ratio of the ethylene

oxide adduct to the alkylarenesulfonate varying from

about 3 : 1 to about 1 : 1 by weight.

3,102,072
HYPNOTIC COMPOSITION COMPRISING BARBI-
TURIC ACID DERIVATIVES AND N,N-DISUB-
STITUTED - /3 - AMINOISOPROPYL-(P-CHLORO-a-
METHYL-BENZHYDRYL).ETHERS

Herbert Arnold, Bielefeld, Engelbert Kiihas, Gadder-
baum, and Norbert Brock, Verentrup, uber Bielefeld,

Germany, assignors to Asta-Werke Aktiengesellschaft,

Brackwede, Westphalia, Germany, a corporation of

Germany
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 181,808

Claims priority, application Germany May 30, 1959

8 Chiims. (CI. 167—52)
1. A novel hypnotic composition comprising, a 5,5-di-

substituted barbituric acid derivative and a compound
selected from the group consisting of a N,N-disubstituted

^-amino-isopropyl-(p-chloro-a-methyl-benzhydryl) - ether

of the general formula

3,102,071

NEMATOCIDAL COMPOSITIONS
Edward B. Hodge, Terre Haute, Ind., assignor to Com-

mercial Solvents Corporation, New York, N.Y., a cor-

poration of Maryland
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 7,109

6 Claims. (CI. 167—33)

1. A process for destroying plant-mfestmg nematodes

in the soil which comprises applying directly on the soil

ci CHi

C-O-CH—CHi—

R

I

CHi/

wherein R is a member selected from the group con-

sisting of dimethylamino, diethylamino, piperidino, and

morpholino,

and non-toxic acid addition salts thereof, and a pharma-

ceutically acceptable carrier.

3,102,073

IMIDAZOLINE ANTHELMINTIC COMPOSITIONS
AND METHOD OF USING SAME

Edward B. Hodge, Terre Haute, Ind., assignor to Com-
mercial Solvents Corporation, New Yorit, N.Y., a cor-

poration of Maryland
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 86,849

24 CUiims. (CI. 167—53)
1. An anthelmintic feed composition comprising animal

feed and containing as an essential active ingredient small

but eflfective amounts of a nematocidal imidazoline hav-

ing the formula

H R

H-C-
I

R,-X
\^

-C

N

I

wherein R is a member selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen and lower alkyl radicals and Ri is alkyl.

3,102,074
ANTHELMINTIC COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD

OF EMPLOYING SAME
Horace D. Brown, Plainfield, NJ., assignor to Merck &

Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 92,451
11 Claims. (CI. 167—53)

1. A composition useful in the treatment of helmin-

thiasis that comprises a solid orally ignestible nutrient
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carrier having uniformly distributed therein as an anthel- /. characteristic ultraviolet absori>tion spectrums and
mintic agent a compound of the formula nK>lecular extinction coefficients, respectively of

Ri

Ri

-N

^V^

wherein A is selected from the class consisting of oxygen

and sulfur, Ri and Rj are each selected from the class

consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, lower

alkylthio, phenoxy and phenylthio groups, and wherein

Ri and Rj taken together represent the 1 ,4.butadienyl

radical, and R is selected from the class consisting of

thienyl, pyrryl and furyl radicals.

3,102,075

TABLETING PROCESS
Roth Millard, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Warner-Lam'

bcrt Pharauceutical Company, Morris Plains, NJ^ a

corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 1, 1961, Scr. No. 86,314

4 Claims. (CI. 167—57)
1. Process for the production of granular effervescent

compositions ha- ing improved tablcting properties, which

comprises forming a mixture of a member of the group
consisting of a granular alkali metal carbonate and granu-

lar alkali metal bicarbonate with a granular non-toxic or-

ganic acid, wetting said mixture with from 0.05 to 0.15

percent by weight of water based on the total batch

weight, and then combining said wetted mixture with a

lubricated dry mixture of a non-toxic organic acid con-

taining an amino acid and a member of the group con-

sisting of the granular alkali metal carbonate and the

granular alkali metal bicarbonate, said mixture which is

wetted comprising from 5 to 1 5 percent by weight of the

total combined effervescent composition.

3,102,076

THERMYCETIN AND METHOD FOR
PREPARATION

Brinton M. Miller, Middletown, and Irving Putter, Mar-
tinsville, NJ., assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rataway,
NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

FUed Apr. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 188,611

11 Claims. (CI. 167—65)
1. A member of the group consisting of thermycetin

and its salts, said thermycetin being characterized by the

f<^owing properties:

a. crystallizing in the form of white platelets melting

at about 152-154° C. uncorrected with decomposi-

tion on the hot stage,

b. soluble in- aqueous alkaline solutions, organic bases,

dioxane, glacial acetic acid, and formamide; partly

soluble in methanol, acetone, ethyl acetate, butanol,

amyl acetate, and methyl isobutyl ketone; and insolu-

ble in water, petroleum ether, and benzene,

c. gives a positive color test with Tollen's reagent and
with dinitrophenylhydrazine,

d. infrared absorption spectrum having characteristic

peaks at the following wave lengths expressed in

microns: 2.9-4.0 (broad), 6.01. 6.12, 6.28, 6.46
' (shoulder). 6.52, 6.82, 7.02. 7.57, 7.75. 7.97, 8.16,

8.30 (shoulder). 8.55, 8.79, 9.06 (shoulder). 9.66,

10.07. 10.37, 10.92, 11.14. 11.75, 12.80, 13.44,

(broad), and 4.3,

e. containing the elements carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,

and oxygen and having the molecular formula

CiiHuN40^ and

3030„... A., El*,=1178, 2790,nf. A., El*.=999,

2330a.... A., El^= 574

in 0.1 N hydrochloric acid;

3020 A., El*..= 944, 2730 A., El»,. = 890, 2240

A., El*..= 697

in 0.1 M pH 7.0 phosphate buffer; and

2570 A., E}»..= 1420

after 1 hour in 0.1 N sodium hydroxide.

8. The process which comprises growing Streptomyces

NRRL 2824 under aerobic conditions in a nutrient

medium containing soybean meal, dextrose and distillers'

solubles, and recovering thermycetin from the resulting

fermentation broth.

3,102,077
PREPARATION OF INSULIN CONTAINING

2.75 TO 8 PERCENT ZINC CONTENT
Henry Marinus Christenscn, Frederiksborgvej 107,

Roskilde, Denmark
Filed Oct. 27, 1960, Scr. No. 65,408

Claims priority, application Denmark Aug. 19, 1953
11 Claims. (CI. 167—75)

1. A process for the production of crystalline zinc-

insulin compounds having a content of monovalent anion

selected from the group consisting of chloride, bromide
and acetate corresponding stoichiometrically to two gram
atoms of heavy metal less than the total amount of gram
atoms of said heavy metal present in said metal-insulin

compound per mole thereof, which process comprises re-

acting insulin with the salt of said monovalent anion and

a heavy metal selected from the group consisting of zinc,

calcium, manganese, cobalt, magnesium, iron, nickel and
cadmium in a solvent for said salt, said solvent being

chemically inert to insulin and to the formed metal-insu-

lin compound and being selected from the group consist-

ing of anhydrous lower alkyl alcohols, aqueous mixtures

of lower alkyl alcohols, anhydrous lower aralkyl alcohols,

unsubstituted and lower alkyl-substituted phenols, an-

hydrous pyridines, aqueous pyridine mixtures alone 'and

in mixture with ammonia-ammonium chloride, lower
mono- and di-basic fatty acids and mixtures of said fatty

acids with water alone and together with an adhiixture of
ammonia-ammonium chloride, the content of water in

said mixtures with lower alkyl alcohols, with pyridines

and with said fatty acids, respectively, being less than

85% by volume.

3,102,078
WATER-DISPERSIBLE VITAMIN PREPARATIONS
Charles D. Robeson, Rochester, N.Y., asdgnor to Eaitman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of
New Jersey
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 82,378

11 CUims. (CI. 167—81)
1. A water-soluble preparation comprising a water-in-

soluble, fat-soluble vitamin composition at a concentra-
tion in a range from about one to about three parts by
weight and a vitamin E-active, polyoxyethyiene glycol
ester of a tocopheryl e«ter of succinic acid wherein the
polyoxyethyiene glycol moiety of the ester has a molecular
weight in a range from about 600 to about 6000, the con-
centration of said ester being in a range from about seven
to about nine parts by weight.
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3^t2,r79
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING XANTH08INE

BY FERMENTATION
Shnkno Kfaioahita, Tokyo, KlyoflU Nakayama, Sagami-

hara-shi, and Takco Snzaki and Zcnroku Sato, Tokyo,
Japan, assignors to Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd^
Tokyo, Japan, a corporation of Japan
No Drawing. FUed Ang. 2, 1961, Scr. No. 128,696

Claims priority, application Japan Nov. 21, 1960
4 Cbimi. (O. 195—42)

1. A method of producing xanthosine which com-
prises (a) culturing at a temperature of from 20* to

40° C. a guanine requiring strain of Aerobacter aerogenes

in a culture medium comprising carbon source, nitrogen

source, inorganic salt and from about 30 to about 100

milligrams per liter of guanine, (6) maintaining the i^
of the medium within the range of from 5 to 8 and (c)

accumulating xanthosine in said medium.

pores in communication with the culture media in both

compartments of a size and arrangement so that the

microorganisms to be cultured will slowly grow and dif-

fuse therethrough but so as to prevent the free flow of. die

culture mectia therethrough.

3,182,9M
METHOD OF PRODUCING 1,4-DIENE.3-

KETOSTEROID6
Gerhard Raspc and Klau Kicarilch, Bcrihi-Charlotten-

burg, Erich Ollvar, BcrUn-Fricdcnan, Rndolf Mullcr,

Bcrlhi-Lankwltz, and Briglttc Wagner, Bcilin-Halen-

see, Germany, aMignon to Schcring A.G., Berlin, Gcr-

No^rawing. Filed May 2, 1961, Scr. No. 107,029
Cbihns priority, application Germany May 20, 1960

27 Clalnu. (CI. 195—51)
1. The method of producing 1,4-pregnadiene- 11 /5,17a.

21-triol-3,20-dione, which comprises treating 4-pregnene-

ll^,17a-21-triol-3,20-dione with a material selected from

the group consisting of a Bacillus lentus MB 284 culture

and the enzymes isolated therefrom.

3,102,081
ENZYME PRECIPITATION PROCESS

James W. Faucctt, Wyckoff, Walter W. Wfaidish, Pater-

lon, and Richard A. De Senna, Ridgewood, NJ.,
asrignon to Miles Lalwratorlcs, Inc., Elkhart, Ind., a

corporation of Indiana

No Drawing. FiM Apr. 18, 1960, Ser. No. 22,664
6 Oahns. (CI. 195—68)

1. A process for the recovery of an enzyme system from

a water extract of same which comprises the steps of

contacting said water extract with a slurry of a finely

divided salt of an acid selected from the group consisting

of monobasic and polybasic monomeric aliphatic carbox-

ylic acids of from 2 to 6 carbon atoms in a water miscible

low molecular weight aliphatic oxygen containing com-

pound in which both said enzyme system and said salt

are substantially insoluble and recovering a water soluble

coprecipitated enzyme system therefrom.

3,102,082
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CULTURING

MICRO-ORGANISMS >^^
John H. Brewer, 425 Oak Lane, TowsonM, Md.

FUed July 17, 1961, Scr. No. 124,575
12 Clahns. (CI. 195—139)

-» ,'<

3,102,083
PUMPING MEANS FOR DISTILLATION UNIT

Harold E. Adams, South Norwall^ Conn., assignor to

Nash Engineering Company, South Norwalk, Conn., a

corporation of Connecticut
FUed Apr. 20, 1960, Ser. No. 23,552

8 Claims. (CI. 202—52)

1 . Apparatus for use in culturing microorganisms com-

prising means providing a casing impermeable to culture

media and the microorganisms to be cultured, partition

means separating the interior of said casing into separate

culturing compartments, and culture media disposed in-

side said casing in said separate compartments, said par-

tition means including a portion having interstices and

4>

g^s^0m»rmt

n^ '
"

6. A method of operating an evaporator for the distil-

lation of water from brine and in which the distillate is

collected in a condenser and the brine is exposed to high

temperatures and vacuum comprising, continuously with-

drawing distillate from said condenser, simultaneously

continuously withdrawing vapors and gases from said

condenser, combining said distillate and said vapors and

gases, and subjecting said vapors and gases to compres-

sion to condense said vapors, and compress said gases, and

thereafter raising the pressure of said combined distillate,

compressed gases and condensed vapors and discharging

them at such increased pressure.

3,102,084

JET PLATING METHOD OF MANUFACTURE OF
MICRO-ALLOY SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Tliomas J. Manns, Glenside, Pa., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Phllco Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.,

a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed July 8, 1960, Ser. No, 41,497

4 Claims. (CI. 204—15)

1. In the manufacture of micro-alloy semiconductor

devices involving jet plating of at least one cadmium ele-

ment onto a semiconductor blank and also involving ap-

plication of heat to form at least cme diode junction which

tends to be degraded by later baking or operation at high

temperatures, the improvement which consists in conduct-

ing said jet plating with a cadmium plating solution con-

taining in solution a predetermined small quantity of cop-

per effective substantially to prevent degradation of the

diode junction.

3,102,085
TREATMENT OF BRINE SOLUTIONS

George Ernest Edwards and Norman James LcPagc,
Widnes, England, assignors to Imperial Chemical
Industries Limited, London, England, a corporation of

Great Britain

Filed June 18, 1959, Ser. No. 821,279
Clahns priority, application Great Britahi June 27, 1958

35 Oahns. (O. 204—128)
1. A process for the purification of brine containing

free and available chlorine and for the recovery of said

chlorine which comprises the steps of flowing said brine

through a cathode compartment of an electrolytic dia-

phragm cell having an anode which is substantially un-

attacked by chlorine and chlorinated brine and a cathode

which is substantially unattacked by chlorinated brine.
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applying to said electrodes an electromotive force suf- fluoroethylene containing about 0.1% benzoyl peroxide

ficient to cause current to pass between the anode and catalyst into, through, and out of a zone irradiated by

the cathode, thereby clectrolytically converting free and gamma rays of polymerizing intensity at a temperature

available chlorine in said brine to the ionic state at the

mtifi srr/i i^finie -^v

ihc sriit ^rn.t • *c

^ ,#«#*'«< **^t»

- - - :- - .
,

3.

cathode, said electromotive force being sufficient to cause

evolution of free chlorine at the anode but insufficient to

cause any substantial hydrogen discharge at the cathode

and collecting free chlorine gas evolved at the anode.

3,102,086

METHOD OF LMPROVING THE CORROSION
RESISTANCE OF TITANIUM METALS

Joseph Bernard Cotton, Sutton CoIdfieW, England,

assignor to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, Lon-

don, England, a corporation of Great Britain

No Drawing. Filed July 17, 1958, Ser. No. 749,052

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 26, 1957

4 Claims. (CI. 204—147)

1. A method of reducing the rate of corrosion of a

structure of a metal selected from the group consisting

of titanium and titanium base alloys having anodic

polarization properties comparable to those of titanium,

said structure being in contact with a liquid medium

corrosive thereto and comprising a member of the group

consisting of sulphuric, phosphoric, hydrochloric, oxalic

and formic acids, said method comprising immersing

a conductive material selected from the group consisting

of carbon and metals of the platinum group in said

liquid at a point remote from said metal structure, and

electrically-connecting said structure and said material

so that direct current passes between the structure and

said material and through the liquid medium to increase

the potential of the structure to a value at which a pro-

tective film is maintained on the surface of said struc-

ture by anodic polarization, said potential being not

substantially in excess of the minimum value required

to maintain said film on the surface of said structure.

not substantially over 62° C. and at a rate providing a

residence in the zone of about 4 hours, separating mono-
mer from polymer outside the zone, and again irradiat-

ing the separated monomer under similar conditions.

3,102,088
APPARATUS FOR HEATING GASEOUS

MATERIALS
Milton U. Clauscr, Rolling Hills, Rudolf X. Meyer,

Pacific Palisades, jmd Richard H. Huddlestone and
Burton D. Fried, Los Angeles, Calif., assignors, by
mesne assignments, to Space Technology Laboratories,

Inc., El Seiundo, Calif., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Dec. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 780,156

11 CUims. (CI. 204—193^)

1. Gas heating apparatus comprising: a pair of elec-

trically charged cylindrical capacitor plates coaxially ar-

ranged one inside the other, said plates having aligned

orifices therethrough located substantially equidistantly

from their ends; a current discharge tube including an

open-ended cylindrically-shaped body member enclosed

by a first electrode at one end and having an annular

second electrode mounted on the other end, said discharge

tube being disposed between said capacitor plates and

mounted to said outer plate in such a manner that the

open annular electrode end of said tube is in alignment

with the orifice of said outer plate; means for injecting

an ionized gas of known characteristics through said outer

plate orifice and into said discharge tube; and triggered

switch means coupled to said means and to said capaci-

tor plates, said switch means being operable to discharge

said capacitor plates through said discharge tube, where-

by a pinch effect is produced by which high kinetic ener-

gies are imparted to the ionized gas particles.

3,102,087

POLYMERIZATION BY GAMMA RAYS AND
NOVEL PRODUCTS PRODUCED THEREBY
Michel Andre Jobard, Paris, France, assignor to

Compagnie de Saint-Gobain, Paris, France

Filed Jan. 31, 1956, Ser. No. 562,547

Claims priority, application France Feb. 3, 1955

7 Claims. (CL 204—163)

1. The continuous method of making polyvinyl chlo-

ride that comprises flowing liquid vinyl chloride in bulk,

at a rate of about 4 liters per hour, into, through, and out

of a zone irradiated by gamma rays of about 32 curies

at a temperature of about 62° C, separating monomer

from polyme'r outside the zone, and returning the mono-

mer to the said zone.

5. The continuous method of making polychlorofluoro-

ethylene that comprises flowing monomeric polychloro-

3,102,089
ASSEMBLY OF SOLID MODERATOR ELEMENTS
FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REAC-
TORS SUBJECTED TO ACCELERATIONS

Gilbert Mission, Bagneux, and Henri Meulien, Courbe-
voie, France, assignors to Socicte Natiodale d'Etude
et de Construction de Motenrs d'Aviation, Paris,

France
Filed Nov. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 72,049

Claims priority, application France Dec. 4, 1959
2 Claims. (CI. 204—193.2)

1. An assembly of solid moderator elements for high

temperature nuclear reactors subjected to accelerations

and to substantial inclinations to the vertical which com-
prises a reactor casing, a plurality of parallel independent

ceramic moderator columns in said casing, each of said

columns comprising a stack of blocks and including an
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axial channel for receiving fuel elements and for circu-

lation of a cooling fluid therein, each of said columns

being spaced from adjacent ones of said columns for free

lateral and radial extension and means for axial expan-

sion for each of said columns including resilient guide

means, comprising terminal members disposed at one

end of each of said columns, support members for said

3,102,091

AUTOMATIC ARRANGEMENT FOR MAINTALN-
ING COMBUSTION LN GAS BURNERS FOR USE
WITH ALUMLNUM FURNACES

Birger L. Ydstie, Blommenholm, Norway, assignor to

Elektroliemisk A/S, Oslo, Norway, a corporation of

Norway ,_„
FUed Mar. 9, 1961, Ser. No. 94,470

Claims priority, application Norway Apr. 6, 1960

4 Claims. (CI. 204—247)

terminal members connected to said casing, tubular ter-

minal members disposed at the other end of each of said

columns, a sleeve in each of said tubular terminal mem-

bers connected to said casing, said tubular members being

longitudinally movable with respect to said sleeves, spaced

shoulders on each of said tubular members and the asso-

ciated one of said sleeves and a helical spring seated be-

tween said shoulders.

3,102,090

SYSTEM AND UNIVERSAL APPARATUS FOR
THE COMPLETE PREPARING OF METALLO-
GRAPHIC SAMPLES

Alberto Basri, Carlo Corsetti, Franco Mantega, and

Giovanni Perona, all of Scgrate, Italy, assignors to

Centro Informazioni Studi Esperienze Sj-.I., Segrate,

Milan, Italy

Filed Dec. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 75,498

Claims priority, application Italy Aug. 11, 1960

5 Claims. (CI. 204—217)

1. An aluminum smeking furnace comprising a fur-

nace pot, an electrode entering such pot, a gas collecting

duct around the lower portion of the electrode for col-

lecting gases evolved during smelting, a tar fume burner

positioned at a point remote from said electrode to pre-

vent overheating and baking of the electrode by the heat

generated in such burner while burning tar fumes and

combustible gases evolved during smelting, a pipe be-

tween the gas colleoting duct and the tar fume burner

for conducting the gases evolved during smelting away

from the gas collecting duct to the tar fume burner, a

plurality of holes of substantially smaller diameter than

the pipe and spaced apart from each other along the en-

tire length thereof, said holes permitting entry of limited

amounts of air into the pipe for causing spontaneous

combustion of a limited porti<m of the gases passing in

;he vicinity of each hole accompanied by propagation

of a flame, the spacing of said holes being sufficiently

close to cause successive spontaneous combustions and

flame propagations along the entire length of the pipe

from the end adjacent the gas collecting duct to the end

adjacent the tar fume burner whereby ignition of the tar

fume burner is maintained automatically during opera-

tion of the furnace.

3,102,092

FLUIDIZED BED CLASSIFIER
Thomas D. Heath and Leonard Aconsky, Wertport,

Conn., assignors to Dorr-Oliver Incorporated, Stam-

ford, Conn., a corporation of Delaware

Filed June 1, 1961, Ser. No. 114,234

9 Claims. (CI. 209—140)

1. Apparatus for Carrying out electrolytic cleaning and

anodic etching of metallographic samples comprising a

horizontal circular plate mounted for rotation around

a vertical axis, means for routing the plate; a fabric

covering on said plate, means for rotatably holding the

sample in contact with said fabric adjacent the periphery

of said plate, means for rotating said last named means,

means for supplying liquid on to said plate and means

for supplying electric current to said plate and said

means for holding a sample.

1 A process for separating a mass of particulate solids

of mixed sizes into a first fraction consisting essentially

of particles smaller than a preselected size of separation

and a second fraction consisting essenUally of particles

larger than said preselected size of separation, which
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comprises establishing a fluidized bed of particles from

s.iid mass of particulate solids with a fluidizing gas rising

through the bed maintained at a shallow depth relative to

a substantial height of a freeboard zone above it, con-

trolling the rate of gas flow through the bed so that the

gas vckKity is great enough to project from said bed into

the trcchiiard /.one particles of an intermediate size sig-

nificantly larger than said preselected size of separation,

maintaining m the freeboard zone a relatively lower up-

ward gas vcltKily suflficient only for sustaining and carry-

ing awa\ particles substantially not greater than said size

(>r separation while siiid projected larger intermediate

M/c particles losing their momentum in the upper portion

of said freeboard zone fall back into the fluidized bed

through an mtermediate zone constituting the transition

between the freeboard zone and the relatively constricted

tluidi/ed bed. with said intermediate size particles return-

mg to the bed: continuously supplying said particulate

solids to said fluidized bed. continuously removing from

said lieeboard /one the particles comprising the first frac-

tu)n suspended in the fluidizing gas, continuously remov-

ing from said fluidi/ed bed the particles comprising said

second fraction including said projected and returned

intermediate particle si/e, and controlling the effective

top lovel of said bed in the fluidized state so as to main-

tain said level at an elevation substantially constant at

the interface between said bed and said intermediate

zone.

nal portions, means for fastening said spacer bracket to

said terminal portions at each of said notches in a manner

to hold said terminal portions in fixed relationship to

each other, said spacer bracket including a peripheral side-

wall portion outboard of said notches snugly engaging

said metallic sheet to prevent by-passing of solvent at this

point, said peripheral sidewall jxwtion of said bracket

having a reentry portion at one end thereof partially en-

veloping said rib in a manner to locate said clothes guard

relative to said spin basket, and means including a tab

fastened to said clothes guard at one end thereof and en-

gaging said container sidewall at the other end thereof to

space the upper edge of said clothes guard from said con-

tainer sidewall in the vicinity of said outflow ports and a

bolt extending through one of said outflow ports into en-

gagement with said tab to secure said clothes guard in said

spin basket.

3,102,094
APPARATUS FOR REMOVING SETTLED SOLIDS

FROM LIQUID TREATING BASINS
Christian O. Schmid and Artur J. Fischer, Frankfurt am

Main, Germany, assignors to Infiico Incorporated,

Tucson, Ariz., a corporation of Delaware
Filed June 5, 1961, Scr. No. 114,860

4 Claims. (CI. 210—528)

3,102,093
DRY CLEANING APPLIANCE

Marvin O. Ross, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General
.Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of

Delaware
Filed Apr. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 190,386

1 Claim. (CI. 21(K—382)

In combination, a spin basket having a container por-

tion and means forming an access opening smaller than

said container portion, said container portion being de-

fined by a bottom wall means and a radially outwardly

bowed generally vertical container sidewall having an in-

wardly directed rib. said container sidewall having a plu-

rality of outflow ports circumferentially arranged around

an upper portion thereof, means for rotating said spin

basket in a centrifuging operation, and a clothes guard

spaced from said container sidewall and coextensive there-

with to form an annular chamber communicating with said

outflow ports, said clothes guard comprising a generally

cylindrical, perforated metallic sheet having juxtaposed co-

extensive terminal portions on opposite sides of said rib

and having upper and lower edges, said upper edge engag-

ing said container sidewall above said outflow ports and
said lower edge engaging said container sidewall below

said outflow ports, said terminal portions including juxta-

posed radially inwardly depressed notches, an elongated,

plastic spacer bracket fitting completely over said termi-

1. In an apparatus for the treatment of liquids contain-

ing solids, including a basin having a bottom and an up-

standing wall, and means in said basin causing a liquid

motion having a circumferential component in horizontal

planes about the basin axis in the lower portion of said

basin, an improved device for removing from the bot-

tom of said basin deposited solids which are not removed

by the kinetic energy of said liquid motion, said device

comprising support means supported from said bottom

in said lower portion and rotatable about the axis of

said basin, a baffle plate mounted on said support means

and extending upwardly therefrom in the path of. and

subjected to. the kinetic energy of said liquid motion to

rotate said support means about said axis, and means

suspended from said support means for removing solids

from said bottom to a point of disposal, said means for

removing solids extending partly across and in prox-

imitv to said basin bottom.

3,102,095

METAL WORKING COMPOSITIONS
Alfred R. Lange, Brielle, NJ., assignor to Sulfio, Inc.,

EiizalMth, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 11, I960, Ser. No. 61,833

1 Claim. (CI. 252—31)
A cutting oil comprising 1-30% by weight of finely

divided particles of sulfur and 0.2-10% by weight of

finely divided particles of a completely halogenated poly-

ethylene resin selected from the group consisting of poly-

tetrafluoroethylene resin and polytrifluorochlorocthylene

resin dispersed in a mineral oil base of 100-1200 SUS

viscosity, said mineral oil being present in a major pro-

portion and said resin being present in a quantity equal-

ing about 5-30% of the weight of the sulfur.
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3,102,096
LUBRICATING OIL CONTAINING ZINC CARBOX-
YLATE-COORDINATED ZINC DITHIOPHOS-
PHATES

Edwin M. Nygaard and Edward A. Oberrlght, Woodbury.
NJ., assizors to Socony MoMl Oil Company, Inc., a

corporation of New York
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 20, 1960, Scr. No. 76,998

8 Claims. (CL 252—32.7)

1. As a new composition of matter, a zinc carboxylate-

coordinated zinc dithiophosphate salt composed of ap-

proximately one mol proportion of zinc carboxylate per

mol proportion of zinc dithiophosphate, said coordinated

salt being prepared by the method which comprises (1)

forming a reaction mixture of one mol proportion of

(A) a zinc dithiophosphate salt of the formula

s

consisting of arylcne, alkyl arylene, substitifced arylene,

and substituted alkyl arylene radicals, anJM small amount,

effective to decrease the ASTM penetration, of trimethylol

propane phosphite.

[(RO)iP-SlfZn

where R is a hydrocarbon radical selected from the group

consisting of (a) aryl radicals, (b) alkyl-substituted aryl

radicals having from one to 5 alkyl radicals substituted

on the aryl nucleus thereof, each of said alkyl radicals

having from one up to about 20 carbon atoms an^ (c)

alkyl radicals containing from 5 to abcnit 20 carbon

atoms in which the carbon atom adjacent to the carbon

atom attached to the oxygen atom in said formula is

completely substituted with alkyl groups, (B) at least

one mol proportion of a zinc salt of a carboxylic acid

selected from the group consisting of (a) aliphatic car-

boxylic acids having from one to about 20 aliphatic car-

bon atoms and (b) aryl carboxylic acids and (c) alkyl-

substituted aryl carboxylic acids having from one up to

5 alkyl groups substituted on the aryl nucleus thereof,

each of said alkyl groups containing from one to about

20 carbon atoms, (C) water and (D) a hydrocarbon sol-

vent; (2) heating the reaction mixture to remove the

water therefrom by distillation; and (3) filtering the re-

action mixture to obtain a solvent solution of the zinc

carboxylate-coordinated zinc dithiophosphate salt.

3,102,098

LUBRICATING COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING
ESTERS OF TRICARBOXY ACIDS

Stephen J. Metro, Scotch Plains, and Alfred H. Matuszak,

Westfield, NJ., assignors to Esao Research and Engi-

neering Company, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawhig. FUed May 1, 1959, Ser. No. 810,249

9 CUims. (CI. 252—56)

1. A lubricating oil composition comprising a major

amount of a synthetic ester lubricating oil prepared by

complete esterificadon of a dicarboxylic add and a minor

load-carrying amount of a C, to €« al^^yl partial ester

of a C, to d tiicarboxy aliphatic acad.

3,102,097
LUBRICANT GREASE

Arthur C. Borg, Chiotgo, 111., assignor to Standard Oil

Company, Chicago, 111., a corporation of Indiana

No Drawing. FUed Jan. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 84,748

7 Oalms. (CI. 252—49.9)

1 . A lubricant grease comprising an oleaginous lubri-

cant vehicle thickened to grease consistency with an aryl-

carbamyl compound melting above about 250* F., which

compound is selected from the group consisting of

o
II

RCNHR'
O

RCNHR"NHCR'
O
I! II

RNHCR"CNHR'
O

and

RNHCNIIR'

O O

.NHC:NHR".NHCNHR'

3,102,099

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING MONO-
CRYSTALLINE BODIES

Andreas Leopoldus Stuijts, Eindhoven, Netherlands, as-

sgnor to North American Philips Company, Inc., New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Jnne 4, 1958, Ser. No. 739,694

Claims priority, application Netherlands June 22, 1957

4 Claims. (CI. 252—62.5)
1 . A method of making a single crystal from a homo-

geneous melt comprising the steps, directing a narrow flow

of a cool gas at a portion of the surface of a homoge-

neous melt of a ferromagnetic oxidic compound from

which a single crystal is to be formed and a flux while

slowly cooling the melt to lower the temperature of said

surface portion slightly below that of the remainder of

the surface of the melt and thereby form a crystal solely

in and from the melt, and removing the thus-formed crys-

tal from the melt.

3,102,100

PROCESS FOR EMULSIFICATION AND DEMULSI-
FICATION BY SURFACTANTS AND THE RE-
COVERY THEREOF

Harold L. Greenwald, Levittown, Pa., assignor to Rohm
& Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of

Debware
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 15, 1958, Ser. No. 760,935

2 Claims. (CI. 252—303)

1 . A cyclic process for emulsifying an oil-water system

and reusing the emulsifying agent in the process, which

comprises the steps of emulsifying an oil under alkaline

conditions by the addition of a pH-sensitive surfactant and

water thereto, said surfactant being selected from the class

consisting of:

(a) the ethylene oxide adducts of a range of amines

represented by the formula Cii_a4H23_4BNH3 where

the number of ethylene oxide units is from 5 to 50

per amine;

ib) C„_2«H25_49NH(C2H40)nS04Na where n= 3 to 50;

and
(c)

R—

N

\

(CiH<o).n

(CtH,o),n

R.\

wherein R and R' represent radicals containing no more

than 12 cyclic carbon atoms, which radicals are selected

from the group consisting of aryl, alkyl aryl, substituted

ai7l, and substituted alkyl aryl radicals, and R" repre-

sents a divalent radical containing no more than 12 cyclic

carbon atoms, which radical is selected from the group

in which R is a dehydroabietyl group and x+y=l5

to 50,
• • r

and subsequently breaking the emulsion by addition of

an acidic substance so as to make the oil-water system

acidic to thereby concentrate the surfactant in a bulk phase,

and recycling said bulk phase in said process so as to

emulsify more oil as aforesaid.
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3,102,101
DEODORANT COMPOSITIONS AND THE

METHODS OF USE
Harold Kenneth Hawley, Woodlawn, and Thomas Bently

1.aycock, Jr., Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to The Procter

& Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation

of Ohio
No Drawing. Filed June 6, 1961, Ser. No. 115,074

8 Claims. (CI. 252—305)
1. A pressurized deodorant composition comprising

from about 0.3% to about 15% by weight of the com-

position of a deodorant hydrocarbon containing from 12

to 18 carbon atoms, said hydrocarbon containing not

more than about four branched chains having from about

one to about two carbon atoms, and said hydrocarbon

being selected from the group consisting of aliphatic un-

saturated hydrocarbons containing from one to three

multi-bond carbon to carbon linkages, aliphatic saturated

hydrocarbons, and mixtures thereof, the balance being an

aerosol propellant capable of providing a pressure from

about 30 pounds per square inch absolute to about 115

pounds per square inch absolute in the aerosol container

under conditions of normal use.

3,102,102

PRESSURE-SENSmVE COMPOSITION COMPRIS-
ING A RUBBER, -IV TACKIFYING RESIN, A
POLYAMINE, AND A PEROXIDE

Charles L. Weidner, Cranbury, and Winifred C. Collins,

New Brunswick, N J., assignors, by mesne assignments,

to Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N J., a corpo-

ration of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 22, 1954, Ser. No. 477,132

18 Claims. (CI. 260—4)

1. A normally tacky and pressure-sensitive adhesive

composition, having improved hold characteristics which

comprises a rubber selected from the group consisting of

natural rubber and the rubber copolymers of butadiene

and styrene, a compatible tackifying resin, and a minor

amount of hold improving compounds, one of which is

present in amount approximately one-hundredth of one

percent to five percent by weight of the composition and

is a compound selected from the group consisting of

compounds of the formula:

NHjRNHa
wherein R is a radical having from one to eighteen car-

bon atoms selected from the group of straight satu-

rated unsubstituted hydrocarbon chains, straight satu-

rated substituted hydrocarbon chains, unsubstituted

imino-hydrocarbon chains, and acid salts of said com-

pounds,

and the other of which is present in amount approximately

0.5 to 6% by weight of the composition, and is a com-

pound selected from the group consisting of organic and

inorganic peroxides.

wherein R is a member of the group consisting of hydro-

gen and the methyl radical, Rf is a perfluoroalkyl radical

having from 3 to 12 carbon atoms and m is an integer

from 3 to 12.

3,102,104

VI I.CANTZATION OF BUTYL RUBBER WITH A
METHYLENE-BRIDGED TRIPHENOLDIMETH-
ANOL

George H. Brice, Glen Rock, NJ., assignor to United
States Rubber Company, New York, N.Y., a corpora-
tion of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 9, 1959, Ser. No. 797,881

4 Claims. (CI. 260-^3)
1. A method of vulcanizing which comprises reacting

100 parts by weight of an elastomeric copolymer of a

major proportion of isoolefin containing from 4 to 7 car-

bon atoms and a minor proportion of conjugated diolefin

containing from 4 to 8 carbon atoms copolymerizable

therewith, with from about 3 to about 16 parts by weight

of a curing agent consisting essentially of 2,6 - bis - (2-

hydroxy - 3 - hydroxymethyl - 5 - tert - butylbenzyl) - 4-

tert - butylphenol at a temperature in the range from

about 125° to about 200° C. for a period of from 2 min-

utes to 8 hours.

3,102,103
PERFLUOROALKYL ACRYLATE POLYMERS AND
PROCESS OF PRODUCING A LATEX THEREOF

Arthur H. Ahlbrecht, Dellwood, and Samuel Smith, Rose-
ville, Minn., assignors to Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Company, St. Paul, Minn., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.

677,229, Aug. 9, 1957. This application Apr. 23, 1963,

Ser. No. 274,920
8 Claims. (CI. 260—29.6)

1. Polymers having a skeletal chain containing recur-

ring perfluoroalkyl acrylate ester units represented by the

formula:

(111 n

KC (— n-(CIIj)„,H(

3,102,105

POLYESTER OF (a) A DI-ALCOHOL CONTAINING
A POLYCHLORINATED DIPHENYL RADICAL
AND (b) A DICARBOXYLIC ACID

Georges Coilardeau, Maurice Jean Reymermier, and Jean

Robin, Lyon, France, assignors to Societe des Usines

Chimiques Rhone-Poulenc, Paris, France, a French

body corporate

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 5, 1958, Ser. No. 771,968

Claims priority, application France Nov. 12, 1957

6 Claims. (CI. 260—45.4)

1. As a new substance, a polyester of (a) a di-alcohol

having the formula HO—R—O—R—O—R'—OH, where

R represents a divalent radical of a polychlorinated di-

phenyl containing at least 6 and up to 8 chlorine atoms

and R' is a divalent saturated aliphatic hydrocarbon

radical having from 2 to 3 carbon atoms, and (b) a di-

carboxylic acid selected from the group consisting of

saturated aliphatic dicarboxylic acids, mono-olcfinic ali-

phatic dicarboxylic acids and aromatic dicarboxylic acids.

3,102,106

STABILIZED POLYOXYMETHYLENES
John Francis Regan, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.,

a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1960, Ser. No. 74,484

6 Claims. (CI. 260—45.9)

I. A composition having an outstanding odor subility

comprising polyoxymethylene having a number average

molecular weight of at least 15,000 and 0.01 to 10%
weight of said polyoxymethylene of a sulfone having the

formula:

IIjN- NMI,

wherein each of the carbon atoms on the 2, 3, 5, and 6

position on each ring structure is bonded to a member

of the group selected from the class consisting of hydro-

gen, alkyl groups of from 1-10 carbon atoms, aryl groups

of from 6-10 carbon atoms, alkoxy groups of 1-10 car-

bon atoms, phenoxy. alkancoyl groups of from 1-6 car-

bon atoms, halogen, amino, nitrile, and combinations

thereof.
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3,102,107

STABILIZATION OF POLYPROPYLENE WITH
NICKEL SALTS OF AMINO ACIDS

Mary Lou Soeder, Newark, Del., assignor to Hercules

Powder Company, Wilmington, Del., a corporation of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 61,368

5 Claims. (CI. 260—45.75)
I. A stereoregular polymer of an o-olefin having from

3 to 6 carbon atoms containing as a light stabilizer there-

for a small amount of a nickel salt of an a-aminocar-

boxylic acid having the formula

R, K,

X-C-cnoH
Ri R«

wherein Ri and Rj are radicals selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, hydrocarbon and carboxyalkyl

radicals, R3 and R4 are radicals selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen and hydrocarbon radicals, and

Ri and R3 can together comprise a hydrocarbon radical

cyclically connecting the nitrogen atom and the a-carbon

atom of the formula.

3,102,108

UREA-FORMALDEHYDE PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPOSITIONS

Albert Aebl, Lucerne, and Paul Giger, Wolhusen,
Lucerne, Switzerland, assignors to Ed. Geistlich Sohne

A.G. fur Chemische Industrie, Wolhusen, Lucerne,

Switzerland, a body corporate of Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 19, 1959, Ser. No. 847,095

Claims priority, application Switzerland Oct. 20, 1958

3 Claims. (CI. 260—69)
1. A process for the production of a bactericidal urea-

formaldehyde condensation product comprising condens-

ing urea with formaldehyde in the proportion of 2-3 mols

of formaldehyde for each mol of urea in aqueous solu-

tion at a pH between 3 and 4 to form a solution of a

water-soluble prc-condensate, adjusting the pH of such

solution to a pH greater than 7, adding a further quantity

of urea sufficient to bring the overall ratio of formalde-

hyde to urea to between 1.25 and 2.0 and spray-drying

the resultant mixture in an atmosphere maintained at a

temperature of 18O°-20O'' C. to form said product hav-

ing a solubility in water at 20* C. of 0.05-0.5% weight/

volume.

3,102,109
AZO DYES

Willy Steinemann, Basel, Switzerland, assignor to

Sandoz Ltd^ Basel, Switzeriand

No Drawing. Filed July 12, 1960, Ser. No. 42,244

Claims priority, application Switzeriand July 17, 1959

6 Claims. (CI. 260—146)
1. Metallized azo complex dyes selected from the

group consisting of copper, nickel and cobalt complex

dyes which in metal-free form are of the formula

Y

wherein

X is a member selected from the group consisting of

hydroxy and carboxy,

Y is a member selected from the group consisting of

hydro, chloro. nitro, sulfonic acid, tertiary butyl,

carbethoxyamino, sulfonic acid amide, sulfonic

acid methylamide, sulfonic acid isopropylamide, sul-

fonic acid amylamide, sulfonic acid phenylamide,

sulfonic acid cyclohexylamide, sulfonic acid hydroxy-

ethylamide, sulfonic acid hydroxy butylamide, sul-

fonic acid methoxy ethylamide, sulfonic acid meth-

oxy propylamide, sulfonic acid sulfamido phenyl-

amide, sulfonic acid carboxy phenylamide, sulfonic

acid dimethylamide, sulfonic acid dimethylamino-

propylamide, and sulfonic acid morpholide,

R is a member selected from the group consisting of

phenyl, methylbenzenesulfaminophenyl, dimethyl-

aminosulfaminophenyl, methylsulfaminophenyl, acet-

aminophenyl, methoxyphenyl, ethoxyphenyl, meth-

ylphenyl, chlorophenyl, benzoylaminophenyl, oxazo-

lidonylphenyl, pyrrolidonylphenyl, carboxyphenyl,

carbethoxyaminonaphthalene, acetaminonaphthalene,

dimethylaminosulfaminonaphthalene. naphthalene

sulfonic acid, methylsulfaminonaphthalene, methyl,

n-butyl, and cyclohexyl,

and Z is a member selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen and the radical

OH SO3H

Z being said aforementioned radical only where R is

1 -acetaminonaphthalene.

3,102,110
CHROMIUM-CONTAINING AZO DYESTUFFS

Guido Schetty, Basel, Switzerland, assignor to

J. R. Geigy A.G., Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed July 14, 1961, Ser. No. 124,024

Claims priority, application Switzeriand July 15, 1960

6 Claims. (CI. 260—151)
1. A complex chromium compound containing one

atom of chromium bound in complex union with two

monoazo dyestuff molecules of the formula

OH on
I

N=N-

NH-

C0-<^ \-NOi

wherein

X is a member selected from the group consisting of

—SO2CH3, —SO2C2H5, —SO2NH2, —SO2NHCH3,
S02N(CH3)2, —COCH3, —COC2H5,

-CO-

:H0, —CONHCH3, and

-CONH

and
Y is a member selected from the group consisting of

—H, —CH3 and —CI.

3,102,111

AZO SULFONAMIDE DERIVATIVES
Gvorgv Csermely, Budapest, Gyorgy Lugosi, Felsogod.

"and Endre Jeney and Tibor Zsolnai, Debrecen, Hungarj

,

assignors to Chinoin Gyogyszer- es Vegyeszeti Terme-

kek Gyara RT., Budapest, Hungary
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 9. 1960, Ser. No. 48.349

Claims priority,.application Hungary Aug. 17, 1959

6 Claims. (CI. 260—154)
1 . Compounds of the formula

Ri_NII_-^ \\

)—SOr-NH-K-N=N-A
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wherein R* is selected from a member of the group con-
sisting of hydrogen atom and acetyl group, R is a mem-
ber of the group consisting of the following residues

N-
II

-C

s

-C-CIIi N-

\^

-CH N- -C-.
\

\ /
s

/V
^N^^

or

N-C-CHi

N=C-CHi

and A is a member of the group oonatsting of a phenyl,

p-methylphenyl, p-ethoxyphenyl, p-chlorophenyl and a-

napthyl.

3,102,112
MODIFICATION OF CELLULOSE WITH EPOXY-

PROPYL AMINE COMPOUNDS
Mary E. Carter, Philadelphia, and Lchmd B. Ticknor,

Media, Pa., assignors to American Viscose Corporation,
Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawfaig. Filed Feh. 29, 1960, Scr. No. 11,433

8 Cblms. (CI. 26<V—212)
1. An improved cellulosic product formed by the re-

action of a cellulose material with a compound selected

from the group consisting of di-(epoxypropyl) amine and
tri-(epoxypropyl) amine.

3. A method for preparing an improved cellulosic

product which comprises saturating a cellulosic material

with an aqueous solution of a compound selected from
the group consisting of di-(epoxypropyl) amine and tri-

(epoxypropyl ) amine, said solution having a pH of at

least 6, and allowing the resulting reaction to proceed to

completion.

3.102,113
UNORIENTED PARTICULATE DEAE-CELLULOSE

ION EXCHANGE MATERIAL
AUin Humphrey Rapcr, Gerrards Cross, and Arthur Ron-

ald Lockwood, Darlington, Enghwd, assignors to Glaxo
Group Limited, Greenford, England, a British company
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 25, 1960, Ser. No. 64,712

Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 26, 1959
4 Claims. (CI. 260—231)

1. An ion-exchange material consisting of discrete

particles not larger than 10 British Standard mesh of un-
oriented diethylaminoethylated cellulose having an ion-
exchange capacity of from 0.1 to 2.0 meq./g., dry weight,
said unoriented cellulose being a monofilament of 1,000
to 60,000 denier prepared by slow extrusion of sodium
xanthate cellulose without tension into an acid bath.

3,102,114
POLYOXYETHYLENE DERIVATIVES OF ESTERS
OF SUCROSE WITH LONG-CHAIN FATTY
ACIDS

Saburo Komori, 56 Aza-Ogaito, Hh-akata, and Mitsuo
Okahara, 753-62 Hata, Neyagawa, both of Osaka,
Japan
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 100,001

15 Claims. (CI. 260—234)
1. Polyoxyalkylene-adduct of a sucrose fatty acid

ester, of which the fatty acid acyl group contains between
8 and 22 carbon atoms, and of which the polyoxyalkylene
moiety is a member selected from the class consisting of

polyoxyethylene and polyoxypropylene.

3,102,115

SULFONYLUREA COMPOUNDS
Hermann Brener and Hans Hochn, Rcgensbarg, Ger-
many, assignors to Olhi Mathlcson Chemical Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y., a corporation of yirgfaiia

No Drawing. FUed Aug. 20, 1962, Scr. No. 218,155

CUims priority, application Germany Apr. 11, 1962

11 Claims. (CI. 260—239)
1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

sulfonylureas of the formula

HiC-

HiC

-/\
-SOr-NH—C O—NH—

N

'^x^^y

/
R.

Ri

and

HC-

HC

-.As
-SOt-NH—C O—NH—

N

H

\
Ri

wherein X is a member of the group consisting of

CHj, NCOdower alkyl). NH. O, and S; Rj and Rj
each represents a member of the group consisting

of lower alkyl. hydroxy-lower alkyl and phenyl-
lower alkyl; and Ri and Rj together represent a

member of the group consisting of tetramethylene,

pentamethylene, hexamethylene, oxatetramethylene,

oxapentamethylene, oxahexamethylene, azatetra-

methylene, azapentamethylene, azahexamethylene,

thiatetramethylene, thiapentamethylene and thiahexa-

methylene,

and physiologically acceptable acid addition salts of said

sulfonylureas.

6. l-(5-indansulfonyI)-3-( l-hexahydroazepinyl)urea.

3,102,116

PROCESS FOR THE PURIFICATION OF 7-CHLORO.
1 - METHYL-5-PHENYL.l,4-3H.BENZODIAZEPIN-
2(lH)-ONE

George Chase, Hawthorne, NJ., assignor to Hoffmann-La
Roche Inc., Nutley, NJ., a corporation of New Jersey

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 12, 1962, Ser. No. 179,189

7 Cbiims. (CI. 260—239.3)

1 . A process which comprises

treating crude 7-chloro-l-methyl-5-phenyl-1.4-3H-ben-

zodiazepin-2(lH)-one with dilute hydrochloric acid:

separating the resulting insoluble material;

treating the resulting liquor with a mineral acid selected

from the group consisting of nitric acid and sulfuric

acid;

isolating the resulting insoluble material and mixing

same in the presence of a lower alkanol with a base:

heating the resulting mixture to a temperature sufficient

to effect complete conversion;

permitting the resulting solution to coo\\jxr^

separating the purified 7-chloro-l-methyl-5-phenyl-l.4-

3H-benzodiazepin-2 ( 1 H ) -one.

3,102,117

STEROIDAL LACTONES
Otto Halpem, Mexico City, Mcxko, aasicnor, by mesne

assignments, to Syntex CorporatkHi, a corporation of

Panama
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 10, 1961, Scr. No. 88,258

14 Claims. (CI. 260—239J7)
1. A compound of the following formula:
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/Xl

°^\y
wherein Z is selected from the group consisting of a

double bond and a saturated linkage.

4. A compound of the ft^owing formula:

3,102,119

2 AND/OR 16 - AMINOMETHYLENE - 13,17 - SECO-
ANDROSTAN-13a-OL17-OIC(13-17)LACTONES

Lawrence H. Knox and Fred A. Kind, Mexico City,

Mexico, assignors, by mesne assignments, to Syntex

Corporation, a corporation of Panama
No Drawhig. FUed May 31, 1961, Ser. No. 113,641

14 Clafans. (CI. 260—294.3)

1. A compound of the following formula:

0=^\/\/

3,l«2,lll

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING EMETINE AND
ANALOGUES THEREOF

Dennis Edwaid Clark, Chalfont St Peter, and Alexander

Crawford Ritchie, Harrow, England, and Thomas
Walker, Worii, Bombay, India, assignors to Glaxo

Group Limited, Greenford, Middlesex, England, a

British company „« ,.^
No Drawfaig. Filed Mar. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 180,346

Cbfans priority, application Great Britain Mar. 17, 1961

8 Clafans. (CL 260—288)
1. A process for the preparation of a compound of

the formula

CHiO

CHiO- N

H
\

H

in which a compound of the formula

CHiCHi

CHiO=X^^\
H

-CHiCHi

CHiO—

CH.O-

N-CHiCHiCH-R

OH

R-i

wherein A is selected from the group consisting o< >C=0
and

OR«
\ /
c

H

wherein R" is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and hydrocarbon carboxylic acyl of less than 12

carbon atoms; R and R' are each selected from the group

consisting of two hydrogen atoms and the grouping

=CII—

N

/
R'

R«

wherein R^ and R* are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, lower alkyl, aryl, and aralkyl of up to 8

carbon atoms and R' and R* together with the nitrogen

form a heterocyclic ring selected from the group con-

sisting of piperidine, morpholine, piperazine and pyrroli-

dine and at least one of R and R' is

=CH—

N

I

\
B<

and R* is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen

and methyl.

2. 2,16 - bis - piperidinomethylene - 13,17 - secoan-

drostan-13a-<rf-3-one-17-oio(13-17)lactone.

3,102,120

METHOD FOR PRODUCTION OF INDOLINE-6-
SULFONYLUREAS

Hermann Breuer and Hans Hohn, RegcnriMirg* Germany,

assignors to Olfai Mathieson Chemical Corporation,

New York, N.Y., a corporation of Vlrgfaiia

No Drawfaig. Filed May 29, 1962, Ser. No. 198,461

CfaOms priority, application Germany June 29, 1961

7 Clafans. (CI. 260—319)
1 . A process for the production of indoline-6-sulf<Hiyl-

ureas of the formula

n,r- J
Hjf-

\ /-
N
II

l!_SOi-NII-CO- NII-R

where R is alkyl of 1-3 carbon atoms, is subjected to

oxidation with an alkali metal alkoxide in the presence of

a ketone stable in the presence of alkali.

wherein R represents a member of the group consisting of

lower alkyl, lower alkenyl, naphthyl, phenyl, halophenyl,

lower alkoxyphenyl, lower alkyphenyl. phenyl-lower alkyl.

halophenyl-lower alkyl. lower alkoxyphenyl-lower alkyl.

lower alkylphenyl-lower alkyl, cycloalkyl of 4 to 6 cjcr-

bon atoms, cycloalkyl-lower alkyl wherein said cycloalkyl

has 4 to 6 carbon atoms, lower alkoxy-lower alkyl and

lower alkylthio-lower alkyl, which comprises reducing at
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a temperature below about room temperature the nitro

group of a compound of the formula

X-CHt—CH

NO

.y^
-SO»-NH—CO—NH—

R

wherdn X represents halogen and R has the same mean-

ing as above, and cyclizing the resulting 4-anuno deriva-

tive by heating at a temperature of about 100° C. in the

presence of an acid binding agent.

3,102,121

NOVEL eUMARANSULFONYLUREAS AND 2,3-

DIHYDROTHIONAPHTHENESULFONYLUREAS
Hermann Breuer and Hans Hohn, Regensburg, Germany,

assignors to Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Virginia

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 238,767

Claims priority, application Germany June 29, 1961

1 1 Claims. (CI. 260—330.5)

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

sulfonylureas having the formula

S0»- N'H--CO—NJI—

R

wherein X is a member of the group consisting of oxygen

and sulfur and R is a member of the group consisting of

lower alkyl, lower alkenyl, cycloalkyl of 4 to 6 carbon

atoms. cycloalkyl-Iower alkyl. said cycloalkyl having 4 to

6 carbon atoms, lower alkoxy-lower alkyl, lower alkyl-

thio-lower alkyl. R'-phenyl, Ri-phenyl-lower alkyl, where-

in R' is a member of the group consisting of hydrogen,

halo, lower alky! and lower alkoxy, and alkali metal and

alkaline earth metal salts thereof.

7. A compound of the formula

HiC- \

HiC
,

-USOf—NII-CO—Nn-cyclo alkyl

the cycloalkyl having 4 to 6 carbon atoms.

3,102,122
PROCESS OF PREPARING GRISEOFULVIC ACID
Thomas Walker, Wembley, England, assignor to Glaxo
Group Limited, Greenford, England, a British com-
pany
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 6, 1960, Ser. No. 73,972

Claims priority, application Great Britain Dec. 9, 1959

7 Claims. (CI. 260—346.2)
1. A process for the production of griseofulvic acid

which comprises the step of hydrolysing griseofulvin by

reaction with an aqueous strong acid in the presence of

an aikanoic acid having from 1 to 5 carbon atoms.

3,102,123
ANALOGUES OF GRISEOFULVIN AND PROCESS

BY WHICH THEY ARE PREPARED
Victor Malcolm Clark, Cambridge, Thomas Walker,

Wembley, and Godfrey Basil Webb, Greenford, Eng-

land, assignors to Glaxo Group Limited, Greenford,

England, a British company
No Drawing. Filed May 1, 1961, Ser. No. 106,544

Claims priority, application Great Britain May 4, 1960
15 Claims. (CI. 260—346.2)

=0

and

Ri-

-R«

wherein R' is lower alkoxy, R' is halo, R' is selected

from the group consisting of chloro and bromo and R*

is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower

alkyl, lower alkenyl. benzyl, chloro and bromo.

3,102,124

PREPARATION OF 2,3-DICYANO-5,6-DICHLORO-
BENZOQUDVONE

Peter W. D. Mitchell, Mount Royal, Qaebec, Canada,

anignor to American Home Prodncts Corporation,

New York, N.Y., a corporatkm of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 105,864

1 Claim. (Ci. 26»—396)

A method of preparing 2,3-dicyano-5,6-dichlorobcnzo-

quinone which comprises the steps of dispersing 2,3-di-

cyano-5,6-dichlorohydroquinone in a two phase mixture

comprising a lower alkanol, aqueous hydrochloric acid,

and an aromatic hydrocarbon solvent, agitating the result-

ing mixture with an excess of lead dioxide, separating

the liquid phases from the solids, and recovering 2,3-

dicyano-5,6-dichlorobenzoquinone from the non-aqueous

phase.

3,102,125

A»("»-PREGNENE COMPOUNDS
Fred A. Kind and Mercedes Velasco, Mexico City, Mex-

ico, assignors, by mesne assignments, to Syntex Corpo-

ration, a corporation of Panama

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 21, 1962, Ser. No. 174,681

Claims priority, application Mexico Sept. 26, 1961

11 Claims. (CI. 260—397.4)

6. A compound of the following formula:

CH,

o=i

wherein R is a hydrocarbon carboxylic acyl group con-

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of taining up to 12 carbon atoms.
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3,102,126
17.AMINOMETHYL ANDROSTANES

Pierre Crabb^ Mexico City, Mexico, anigBor, by

anignmeiits, to Syntex CorporatkNi, a corporation of

Panama
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 1, 1962, Ser. No. 176,771

Oaims priority, application Mexico Nov. 17, 1961

21 CUhns. (CI. 260—397.4)
1. A compound of the following formula:

OH
-CHiNHi

wherein Y is selected from the group consisting of keto,

^-hydroxy and /3-hydrocarbon carboxylic acyloxy of less

than 12 carbon atoms.

3,102,127
19-METHYLENE-ANDROSTANE DERTVATTVES

Albert Bowers, Mexico City, Mexico, aaslgnor to Syntex

Corporation, Panama, Panama, a corporation of

Panama _,,
No Drawing. Filed June 12, 1962, Ser. No. 201,763

20 CUIms. (CI. 260—397.4)

1. A compound of the following formula:

3,102,129

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING MONOGLYCERIDES
OF FATTY ACIDS

Hermann Bimbaum and Joseph Lederer, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

assignors to Hachmcister-Incorponited, Pittsboigh, Pa^

a corporation of Penusylrania

No Drawtaig. Filed May 19, 1961, Ser. No. 111,183

5 CfaOnis. {CI. 260—410.7)

1. In a recycling process for preparing monoglyceride

esters of fatty acids, the steps comprising (a) reacting

one part of substantially anhydrous glycerol with from

one to three parts of a polyglyceride of a fatty acid in the

presence of from 0.1% to 2%, based on the weight

of the glycerol, of anhydrous alkali, the mixture being

heated rapidly to a temperature of from 475° F. to

525° P., (b) holding the mixture at this temperature

for at least 15 minutes to obtain a high proportion of

monoglyceride, (c) acidifying the reaction product to a

pH of below 7 by adding an excess of concentrated

phosphoric acid to convert the alkali to the alkali metal

acid phosphate, (d) cooling the reaction mixture rapidly

to a temperature of from 200" F. to 350° F. to mini-

mize reversion of the monoglyceride, (e) stripping free

glycerol from the mixture, (/) vacuum distilling the re-

action product while acidified to recover a high propor-

tion of the monoglyceride therefrom, without appre-

ciable reversion during distillation, (g) removing by

mechanical separations substantially all of the alkali metal

acid phosphate salt from the residue of the vacuum

distillation, (h) recycling the treated residue to the reac-

tion step (a) to be combined with added fatty acid poly-

glyceride and the whole to be reacted with additional

glycerol and alkali metal catalyst with substantially equal

efficiency of conversion tp monoglyceride.

Ri
I

CH
II

CH

/\

RO-

A

v^

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen and a hydrocarbon carboxylic acyl group of less than

12 carbon atoms and R^ is a member of the group con-

sisting of hydrogen and a lower alkyl group.

3,102,128

MIXED ESTERS AND PROCESS FOR
THEIR PREPARATION

Kari Hennig and Gustav Lictz, Doascldorf-Holtlianscn,

and Giinter Mehihard, DosKldorf, Germany, assignors

to Dehydag, Dcotachc Hydiierwerke G.m.b.H^ Dnascl-

dorf , Germany, a corporation of Germany
No Drawing. FUed July 31, 1961, Ser. No. 127,894

Claims priority, appiicatioo Germany Aug. 8, 1960

5 Claims, (a. 167—63)
1. A process for the preparation of mixed esters of a

pentaerythrite di-fatty acid ester wherein the fatty acids

have 12 to 30 carbon atoms and a citric acid di-fatty

alcohol ester wherein the fatty alcohols have 12 to 30

carbon atoms which comprises reacting a fatty alcohol

having 1 2 to 30 carbon atoms with aqueous citric add to

form a citric acid di-fatty alcohol estw, reacting the latter

with a pentaerythrite di-fatty acid ester wherein the fatty

acids have 12 to 30 carbon atoms in a molar ratio o€

about 1:1 to form a mixed ester of citric add di-fatty

alcohol ester and pwitaerythrite di-fatty add ester and

recovering the latter.

3,102,130

PREPARATION OF PHOSPHOROTHIOATE ESTERS
FROM BENZYL ALCOHOL AND PHOSPHORUS
PENTASULFIDE

Allen F. MUlikan, Crystal Lake, and GUford W. Crosby,

River Forest, III., assignors to The Pure Oil Company,

Chicago, ni., a corporation of Oiiio

No Drawfaig. FUed Sept. 23, 1957, Ser. No. 685,390

4 Claima. (CL 260-^461)

1 . A method of preparing phosphwothioate ester con-

positions having a high sulfur-to-phosphorus ratio which

comprises mixing benzyl alcohol and phosphorus penta-

sulfide in a mol ratio not less than about 4/1 at a tem-

perature of 20-130° C. sufficient to induce reaction, said

reacUon being exothermic and being allowed to proceed

until substantially complete, as evidenced by cessation of

evolution of heat, then heating the reaction product to

about 80° C. for at least 72 hours before settling, allow-

ing the reaction products to settle into two liquid phases,

and recovering the upper phase consisting of phosphoro-

thioate esters, soluble in oil, having a sulfur-to-phosphorus

atomic ralio in excess of 9/1 and an acid equivalent per

atom of* phosphorus of less than 0.5.

3,102,131

AMINE SALTS OF TETRA^OVALENT BORON
COMPOUNDS

Edwin C. Knowles, Pooghkeepsic, N.Y., and Edward L.

Kay, Akron, Ohio, aaaignors to Texaco Inc., New York,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawfaig. Filed Jan. 17, 1961, Ser. No. 83,175

16 Claims. (CI. 260—462)

1. Amine salts of tetra-covalent boron compounds:

R"'R"B'NHB(YR)«
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and

(riY),n!IN-X -NIIIKYR),

R' k" R' R"

wherein Y is selected from the group consisting of oxygen

and sulfur. X is an aliphatic hydrocarbyiene radical con-

taining 2 to 10 carbon atoms, R is a hydrocarbyl radical

containing 1 to 24 carbon atoms, R' is selected from the

group consisting of aliphatic hydrocarbyl and halogen

substituted aliphatic hydrocarbyl radical containing one

to about 30 carbon atoms and R" and R'" are selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen and aliphatic

hydrocarbyl radical containing 1 to 24 carbon atoms.

3,102,135
PRODUCTION OF BENZOIC ACIDS AND 1-(CAR-
BOXYPHENYLVINDANE CARBOXYLIC ACmS

John C. Petropoulos, Soath Norwalk, Conn., and Rkhard
K. Madison, Morray Hill, NJ^ asrignocs to American
Cyanamid Company, New YotIk, N.Y^ a corporation

of Maine
No Drawing. FDed Oct. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 144,048

6 Claims. (CI. 260—515)
1. A method of producing a l-(carboxyphenyl)-inda-

noic acid which comprises passing an oxygen containing

gas at a temperature of about 40° C. to 180° C. through

a mixture containing a polyvalent metal oxidation catalyst

and a compound of the formula:

3 102,132

ESTERS OF BENZYLOXYCARBONYLAMINO-
CYANOACETIC ACID AND PROCESS

Noel F. Aibertson, East GreenlNisli, N.Y., assignor to

Sterling Drug Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporatkn of

Delaware
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,067

1 Claim. (CI. 260—465)
Ethyl benzyloxycarbonylaminocyanoacctatc.

3,102,133
l-[5-(6-METHOXY-2-NAPHTHYL).2-OXYCYCLO-

PENTYL1-2.PROPANONE DERIVATIVES
Leiand J. Chinn, Morton Grove, III., assignor to G. D.

Searle & Co., Chicago, 111., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 158,527

8 Claims. (CI. 260—488)
1 . A compound of the fonnula

rnjcociiix
oz

R

u.co-^^^ '

wherein X represents a member of the group consisting

of hydrogen, hydroxy!, halogen, and radicals having the

formula

C.Hi.*iC-0—

Z represents a member of the group consisting of hydrogen

and radicals having the formula

o
II

CnHln^lC—

and R represents a member of the group consisting of

hydrogen and radicals having the formula

n being a positive integer less than 8.

3,102,134
PREPARATION OF MENTHENYL ESTERS

AND ETHERS
Joseph P. Bain and Robert L. Webb, Jacksonville, Fla.,

assignors to The Glidden Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

a corporation of Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 137,999

5 Claims. (CI. 260—489)

1. The process for producing esters and ethers of 3-p-

menthene-5-ol which comprises chlorinating 3-p-men-

thene by treating the same with not more than about an

equimolecular quantity of elemental chlorine and sub-

jecting resulting chlorinated material to a replacement

reaction by heating the same with an alkali metal com-

pound selected from the class consisting of alkali metal

salts of carboxylic acids and alkali metal alcoholates un-

der substantially anhydrous conditions.

/\
-CH,

n
I

H
R.C—C—C.R'
H

I
H

X

in which R and R' arc members of the group consisting

of hydrogen and alkyl radicals of 1 to 5 carbon atoms and

R and R' together contain not more than 5 carbon atoms

and X is a member of the group consisting of hydrogen

and the hydroxyl radical until a substantial portion of said

compound has been oxidized to a corresponding alpfaa-

hydroxyalkyl benzoic acid, dissolving the latter benzoic

acid in dilute aqueous mineral acid, and reiluxing the ie>

suiting solution and recovering a l-(carboxyphenyl)-in-

danoic acid so obtained.

3,102,136
PROCESS OF PREPARING DDODINATED

ANALOGS OF THYRONINE
Robert I. Meltzer, Rockaway, NJ., assignor to Warner-

Lambert Pharmaceutical Company, Morris Plains,

NJ., a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. Filed June 24, 1959, Ser. No. 822,430

7 Claims. (CI. 260—519)
1. A method of preparing diiodinated analog of thy-

ronine of the fornwla:

no

wherein R is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of carboxyl and radicals of the formula —A—COOH
where A is a member selected from the group consisting

of alkylenc and mOno-amino substituted alkylene con-

taining 1 to 3 carbon atoms in the alkylene chain, which

cx>m prises reacting tetraiodinated analogs of thyronine

of the formula:

I I

wherein R' is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of carboxyl and radicals of the formula —A^—COOH
where A' is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of alkylene, mono-amino substituted alkylene and

mono-carboxylic-acylamii» substituted alkylene contain-

ing 1 to 3 carbon atoms in the alkylenc chain with a mix-

ture of a hydrohalic acid selected from the group con-

sisting of hydriodic and hydrobromic acid with an acid

selected from the group consistir>g of hypophospborous

acid and phosphorous acid in an amount in excess of one

reductive equivalent in the reduction of iodine to iodide

ion per mol of said tetraiodinated analog of thyronine

while employing a reaction temperature of 90* to about

150° C. from about 3 to about 20 hours.
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3,102,137

PURIFICATION OF TEREPHTHALIC ACID
Robert H. Wise and Dclbcrt H. Meyer, Highland, Ind.,

assignors to Standard Oil Company, Chicago, III., a

corporation of Indiana

No Drawing. FUed Jane 1, 1959, Ser. No. 817,072

8 Claims. (CI. 260—525)
1. The process for the purification of crude tereph-

thalic acid obtained from the oxidation ai xykac con-

taining p-xylene by catalytic liquid phase oxidation em-

ploying air as ti>e oxidant ai»d acetic add as the reaction

medium which coo^)rises dissolving said crude add in

an aqueous solution containing alkali metal ions selected

from Ae class consisting of sodium and potassium ions

to form an aqueous st^ution of alkali metal terephtfaalate

coDtainmg from 90 to 100% of its saturation at a tem-

perature of fi«n 25 to 100* C, treating said soiirtion

of crude terephthalic acid with an alkali metal hypohalite

selected from the dass consisting of aodiimi and potas-

sium hypohalites at a temperature above 60* C. in an

amount corresponding to 1 to 40 parts of active halogen

per 100 parts of terephthalic add equivalent by weight

in solution, adding to the resulting solutioii a higWy

ionizable wator-solubic alkali metal salt sdected from

the dass consisting of sodium and potassium chlorides

wdacrdn the alkali metal thereof corr^xxxis to the alkali

metal of the dkali metal terephtfaalate in an amount to

saturate said soiution at a temperature in the range of

from 20 to 30" C, thereafter cooling this strfution to 20

to 30" C. to crystallize the alkali terephtfaalate, separating

said alkali terephtfaalate from the mother liquor, washing

the recovered sc^ds with a saturated aqueous solution of

said highly ionizable stdt, redissolving the washed alkali

terephtfaalate in water in an amoimt to obtain a solution

containing 90 to 100% of its saturation at 20 to 80* C,

thereafter acidifying the solution to a pH of from about

1.0 to 2.0 at 25 to 100" C, cooling the acidified solution

to 20 to 30* C, and recovering the regenerated purified

and decolorized terqihtfaalic add.

carbon atoms and wherein R" and R'" are each selected

from the class consisting of hydrogen, an alkyl radical, a

monoalkenyl hydrocarbon radical, —COX and —RiCOX
wherein Rj is a bivalent saturated hydrocarbon radical

containing 1 to 7 carbon atoms and X is halogen, the

total number of carbon atoms in R" and R'", taken to-

gether, not exceeding eight, and the organoboron dicar-

boxylic acid halides being of the class RR'BioH8R*R**

wherein R and R' have their previous significance and

wherein R* and R** are each selected from the group

consisting of —COX and —RjCOX wherein Rj is a bi-

valent saturated hydrocarbon radical, the total number

of carbon atoms in R* and R**, taken together, being at

least 4 and not more than 8.

3,102,138

ORGANOBORON CARBOXYUC ACID HALIDES
AND THEIR PREPARATION

John W. Ager, Jr., Buffalo, and Joyce A. Reld, Tona-

wanda, N.Y^ assignon to OUn Matlileson Chemical

Corporation, a corporation of Virginia

Filed Nov. 6, 1959, Ser. No. 851,470

14 Claims. (O. 260—544)

o

„ J ai»oM«

3,102,139
OXIDATION PROCESS FOR PREPARING
CARBOXYLIC ACID ANHYDRIDES

Francis E. Lawlor, Wyndmoor, and Milton Braid, Phila-

delphia, Pa., assignors to Pennsalt Chemicals Corpo-

ration, Philadelphia, Pa^ a corporation of Pennsylvania

No Drawing. FUed May 8, 1958, Ser. No. 733,821

11 Claims. (CI. 260—546)
1. A method which comprises contacting a fluorine

compound of the formula

RCXYZ

where R represents a perhalogenated alkyl radical of

from one to four carbon atoms wherein each carbon

atom is substituted by halogen atoms selected from the

class consisting of CI and F, provided that no more

than one CI atom is attached to any single carbon atom;

X is selected from the class consisting of H, Br, CI and

F; anl Y and Z are selected from the class consisting of

Br, CI and 1; with from about 2 to about 6 moles of

sulphur trioxide per mole of said fluorine compound in

the substantial absence of mineral acid; hydrolizing the

resulting reaction product with up to about one-half

mole of water per mole of suli^ur trioxide; and isolat-

ing from the resulting hydrolyzed reaction product an

anhydride of the fonnula

(RCO)aO

where R is as defined hereinabove.

3,102,140

QUATERNARY AMMONIUM SUPEROXIDE COM-
POUNDS AND THEIR PREPARATION

Joseph S. Hashman, Evans City, and Jackie C. Renfortfa,

Valencia, Pa., asdgnors to Callery Chemical Company,

Ptttsborgh, Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

No Drawfaig. FUed Feb. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 92,090

6 Claims. (CI. 260—567.6)
1. A tetraalkylammonium superoxide of the formula

R4NO3 where R is a lower alkyl group.

1 . Organoboron carboxylic add halides having a struc-

tural formula of the type shown in the accompanying

drawing selected from the class consisting of organoboron

mtonocarboxylic acid halides and organoboron dicar-

boxylic acid halides, the organoboron monocarboxylic

acid halides being of the class RR'BioH,(CR"CR"')

wherein R and R' are each selected from the dass con-

sisting of hydrogen and an alkyl radical containing 1 to 5

3,102,141

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
SUBSTITUTED AMINOPHENOLS

Charles A. Clark, Binghamton, N.Y., Norman J. Dooren-

bo«. Glen Bnmie, Md., and Lester Horwitz, Bronx,

N.Y., assignors to General Aniline & Film Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y., a corporation of p«»«fwe

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, 19J9, Ser. No. 835,453

6 Claims. (CI. 260—575)
1. A process of preparing a substituted aminophcnol ot

the following general formula:

\
X

(HO). \

YH

NHi
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wherein X represents the carbon and hydrogen atoms nec-

essary to complete an aromatic nucleus selected from the

group consisting of the benzene and naphthalene nuclei;

Rj is a member of the group consisting of a hydrogen
atom, a lower alkyl group and a phenyl group; n is a posi-

tive integer ranging from 1 to 2; and Y represents a

member selected from the group consisting of a sulfur

atom and a selenium atom, which comprises heating at a

temperature ranging from 220° C. to 280° C. in a melted
fusion mixture of sodium hydroxide and potassium hy-
droxide, a heterocyclic compound of the following gen-
eral formula:

\
X

>-.
(RO).

C-Z

wherein X, Y, Ra and n have the values given above, Z is

a member of the group consisting of bromine and chlorine

atoms and alkyl, aryl, amino, hydroxy, mercapto, thio-

alkyl and thioaryl groups and R is an alkyl group, said

fusion mixture containing an alkali metal sulfide as a re-

ducing agent.

3,102,142
PREPARATION OF AMINOTHIOLS AND AMINO-
SELENOLS BY IMPROVED ALKALI FUSION
AND THEIR DERIVATIVES

Lester Horwitz, Bronx, and Charies A. Clark, Blngham-
ton, N.Y., anignors to General Aniline & Film Corpo-
ration, New York, N.Y^ a corporation of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed May 1, 1959, Ser. No. 810,210

7 Claims. (CI. 260—578)
1 . A process of preparing a compound of the following

general formula:

X
-sn

-XHi

wherein X represents the carbon and hydrogen atoms
necessary to complete an aromatic ring system selected

from the group consisting of a benzene nucleus, methyl-
substituted benzene nucleus, a dimethyl-substituted ben-
zene nucleus, a phenyl-substituted benzene nucleus and
a naphthalene nucleus; which comprises fusing at atmos-
pheric pressure in an open vessel and for a period rang-

ing from 3 to 30 minutes, a heterocyclic compound of the

following general formula:

X
/\

c-z

\

wherein X has the values given above and Z represents a
substituent selected from the group consisting of halide

atoms and hydroxy, amino, alkylamino, arylamino, mer-
capto, thioaryl and thioalkyl; in a melted fusion mixture
consistir>g essentially of sodium hydroxide, potassium hy-

droxide and an alkali metal sulfide, said mixture having
a fusion temperature ranging from 220° C. to 280° C,
the amount of potassium hydroxide ranging from 20 to 60
mol percent, the amount of sodium hydroxide ranging
from 40 to 80 mol percent, the amount of alkali metal
sulfide ranging from 2% to 20% of anhydrous alkali

metal sulfide based on the total weight of the alkali fusion

mixture.

3,102,143
INSECnCIDAL COMPOSITIONS OF MATTER AND

METHOD OF PREPARATION THEREFOR
lolin P. Lovisi, Park Ridge, III., assignor to Universal

Oil Products Company, Dcs Plaines, III., a corporation
of Delaware
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 27, 1960, Ser. No. 78,218

8 Claims. (CI. 260—578)
1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

chloro substituted conjugated alkadienic and chloro sub-

stituted conjugated cycloalkadienic derivatives of an alkyl

aromatic compound having a nuclear substituent selected

from the group consisting of nitro, amino, alkoxy and
hydroxy radicals, the cycloalkadiene derivative having a
methylene bridge between the cycloalkadiene ring and the
aromatic ring.

3,102,144
METHYLATED DERIVATIVES OF HYDRAZINE

David Honitz, Hyattsrilic, Md., asaigiior, by mesne
assignments, to FMC Corporation, New Yorii, N.Y.,
a corpoivtion of Delaware

FUed Sept 15, 1954, Ser. No. 456,317
1 Claim. (CI. 26<^—583)

The method of producing methylated compounds of
hydrazine which comprises reacting hydrazinium acid sul-

phate with an equivalent amount of a hydrazine in which
there are not mortf than two substituent groups, each
being methyl in the presence of water to form the neutral
salt, reacting this solution with a methylating sulphate at

a temperature of 60 to 85° C, filtering the solution, con-
tacting the filtrate with a slurry of caustic alkali in water
and distilling therefrom a product containing methylated
hydrazines.

3,102,145
INTERMEDIATE IN THE PREPARATION OF

19-NOR-PROGESTERONE
Gerard Nomin^, Noisy-le-Scc, Robert Baconrt, Clichy-

sous-Bois, and Jean Tesdcr, Paris, France, assignors to
RoiumI-UCLAF, S.An Paris, France, a corporation of
France
No Drawing. FUed June 21, 1962, Ser. No. 204,036
Claims priority, application France Inne 28, 1961

1 Claim, (a. 260—586)
4,5-seco- 1 9-nor-pregnan-3.5,2fr4rione.

3,102,146
a,a-BIS(p-AMINOPHENYL)-LOWER-ALKANONES

Jerome Korman, Portage Townsiiip, Kalamazoo County,
Mich., assignor to The Upjoiu Company, Kalamazoo,
Mich., a corporation of Michigan
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 21, 1956, Ser. No. 629,781

5 Claims. (CI. 260—590)
1. A compound having the following general structural

formula:
R o

o,x—<Z>^-^- Ri

V
XOi

wherein R and Ri are lower-alkyl radicals, the sum of

the carbon atoms in said radicals being from two to six,

inclusive.

3,102,147
OXIDATION OF OLEFINS TO UNSATURATED

ALDEHYDES AND KETONES
Ava J. Johnson, Piedmont, Calif., aadgnor to SheU OU

Company, a corporatioa of Delaware
FUed Nov. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 850,477

5 Claims. (CL 260—604)
1. In the process for the production of alpha.beta-

unsaturated aldehydes and ketones wherein a preferred
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suspension of a heavy metal-containing oxidation catalyst

selected from the group consisting of oxygen containing

compounds of molybdenum, tellurium oxide in combina-

tion with an oxide of a group VI metal, copper oxide in

combination with a metal of the palladium-platinum

group and copper in combination with silica gel, in a

molecular oxygen-conuining gas and an olefinic hydro-

carbon having from three to four carbon atoms are

passed concurrently and upwardly through an elongated

externally cooled reaction zone of restricted cross-sec-

tional area at unsaturated aldehyde and ketone forming

conditions of temperature in the range of from about 250

to about 750° C, and at a space velocity sufficiently high

to maintain said catalyst in suspended state throughout

its passage through said reaction zone, and alpha.beta-

unsaturatcd aldehydes and ketones and catalyst are sepa-

rated from the effluence from said reaction zone, the

droxides of sodium and potassium at a concentration of

0.025 to 0.25 pound moles per thousand pounds of phenol

for a period of sixteen to forty-eight hours at a tempera-

ture of 95' to 170° C, distilling the phenol from the re-

sultant mixture, heating the phenol distillate with 0.1 to

1.0% ferric chloride by weight for fourteen days to eight

hours at temperatures between the melting point of the

steps of passing said catalyst separated from said reac-

tion zone effluence while still at an elevated temperature

into a caUlyst cooling zone of eidarged cross-sectional

area which is in open communication with said reaction

zone, bringing liquid water and a continuous stream of

molecular oxygen-containing gas into direct contact with

said catalyst in said catalyst cooling zone, thereby gen-

erating steam in said catalyst cooling zone while form-

ing a catalyst-containing gaseous effluence from said cat-

alyst cooling zone consisting essentially of molecular oxy-

gen-containing gas, steam and entrained suspended cat-

alyst, passing said suspended catalyst-containing gaseous

effluence from said catalyst cooling zone into and through

said reaction zone, and introducing said olefinic hydro-

carbon into said suspended catalyst-containing gaseous

effluence emanating from said catalyst cooling zone sub-

stantially at the inlet of said reaction zone.

[llaO«,KOW |-

ptsnuMi

r<ci.

INoOM.KOH —^«MS*l«auM

SKTIIUH*

rvm pacMOL

phenol and 80* C, adding about three moles of an alkali

selected from the group consisting of the hydroxides of

sodium and potassium per mole of chloride, removing the

solids thus precipitated, and distilling substantially an-

hydrous purified phenol from the mixture of phencri and

ferric chloride, the water content of said mixture being

less than 1.0% by weight.

3 102 150

PROCESS FOR HYDROGENATING CARBONYL
COMPOUNDS

Edward AUen Hunter and Clyde Lee Aldridge, Baton

Rouge, Lan assignors to Esso Researdi and Engineer-

ing Company, a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 19, 1960, Ser. No. 9,682

7 Claims. (CI. 260—632)

1. The process for hydrogenating an aWehydic com-

pound selected from the group consisting of aldehydes

of the formula R—CHO, R being a member of the group

consisting of alkyl and alkenyl radicals of 1 to 20 carbon

atoms and acetals of the formula

OR'

3,102,148
ALKYL XYLYL SULFONES

John Robert CampbeU, SI. Louis, and Roger E. Hatton,

Kirlcwood, Mo., aasignorB to Monsanto Chemical Com-
pany, St Louis, Mo., a corporation of Delaware

No Drawing. FUed July 8, 1960, Ser. No. 41,485

7 Claims. (CL 260—607)
1. An alkyl xyl>i sulfone wherein the alkyl group has

from 8 to 14 carbon atoms.

3,102,149
PURIFICATION OF PHENOL

Sydney E. Barry, St. Laurent, Quebec, Canada, asripior,

by mesne assignments, to Sbawfailgan Chemicals Lim-

ited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, a corporation of

Canada
Filed Dec. 7, 1959, Ser. No. 857,561

7 Claims. (CL 260—621)
3. A process for the purification of phenol derived

from cumcne by oxidation followed by cleavage of the re-

sultant hydroperoxide, and containing colour-forming im-

purities, consisting of heating the jmpure phenol with a

substance selected from the group consisting of the hy-

R-CH
OR"

wherein R is a member of the group consisting of alkyl

and alkenyl radicals of 1 to 20 carbon atoms and R'

and R" are alkyl radicals of at least one carbon atom

to the corresponding saturated alcohols which comprises

contacting said aldehydic compounds witii hydrogen m
the presence of a hydrogenation catalyst and in the fur-

ther presence of a cation exchange resin in its hydrogen

form in amounts of about 0.01 to 20 parts of said resin

per part of hydrogenation catalyst.

3,102,151

PROCESS FOR THE DEALKYLATION OF ALKYL
NAPHTHALENE

Robert G. Haideman, South Norwall^ and George Ca»-

telUon, Stamford, Conn., asrignon to American Cyan-

amid Company, New York, N.Y., a corporation of

N(^rawing. FUed June 13, 1958, Ser. No. 741,732

4 Claims. (0.260-^72)

1 A process for preparing a substantially sulfur-free

naphtiialene suitable for ready conversion to phthalic
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anhydride, which comprises hydrogcnating and hydro-

desulfurizing an alkyl naphthalene containing fraction

containing at least 0.10% sulfur, in the presence of a

hydrogen containing gas and in the presence of a hydro-

desulfurization catalyst capaWc of functioning both to

catalyze the hydrogenation and desulfurization and to

form an intermediate sulfur-free partially hydrogenated

alkyl naphthalene containing fraction and thereafter dc-

hydrogenating and dealkylating said fraction in the pres-

ence of a dehydrogenation-dealkylation catalyst whereby

a substantially sulfur-free naphthalene is obtained.

3,102,152
FUEL-HANDLING DEVICES

Edgar R. Schneider, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Fuel

Controls Corporation, Manchester, Mo., a corporation

of Missouri
Filed Nov. 1, 1961, Ser. No. 149,444

17 Claims. (CI. 261—41)

1 . A fuel-handling device that can introduce fuel under

pressure into an air stream and that comprises a housing,

an inlet for said housing that is adapted to receive pres-

surized fuel, an outlet for said housing that is oonnectoble

to the passaige through which said air stream passes, a

recess in said housing that is intermediate said inlet and

said outlet of said housing, a flexible diaphragm that is

exposed to the pressure on fuel in said recess and that is

adapted to be flexed by said pressure, said flexiWe dia-

phragm constituting a flexible closure for said recess, a seat

intermediate said inlet for said housing and said recess, a

valve member that is movable into engagement witii said

seat to prevent flow of fuel from said inle< fw said hous-

ing to said recess and that is movable out of engagement

with said seat to permit flow of fuel from said inlet for said

housing to said recess, a second seat intermediate said

recess and said outlet for said housing, a second valve

member that is movable into engagement with said second

scat to prevent flow of fuel from said recess to said outlet

for said housing and that is movable out of engagement

with said second seat to permit flow of fuel from said

recess to said outlet for said housing, a second recess in

said housing that is conneotable to said passage, a second

flexible diaphragm that has one surface thereof exposed

to the pressure in said second recess and that has the op-

posite surface thereof exposed to the pressure in said

passage, said second flexible diaphragm constituting a

flexible closure for said second recess, a member that is

movable by said second flexible diaphragm and that can

cause movement of the first said valve member relative to

the first said seat, a spring biasing said second flexible

diaphragm to move said movable member to cause the

first said valve member to engage the first said seat and

thereby prevent the flow of fuel from said inlet for said

housing to the first said recess, said pressure in said pas-

sage being adapted to cause said second flexible diaphragm

to overcome the bias of said spring and to move in a pre-

determined direction to move said movable member and

thereby permit the first said valve member to move away

from the first said seat and thereby permit fuel to flow

from said inlet for said housing to the first said recess, a

lever that is movable in one direction to move said second

flexible diaphragm in said predetermined direction to

move said movable member and therdjy permit the first

said valve member to move away from the first said seat

and thereby permit fuel to flow from said inlet for said

housing to the first said recess and that is movable in the

opposite direction to permit said second flexible diaphragm

to move oppositely to said predetermined direction, a lost-

motion connection between said second flexible diaphragm

and said lever that enables said pressure in said passage

to cause movement of said second flexible diaphragm

in said predetermined direction even (hough said lever

has not moved, said second valve member and the first

said flexible diaphragm being connected together for con-

joint movement, a second lever that is movable in a cer-

tain direction to move said second valve member away

from said second seat and to nwve the flrat said flexiWe

diaphragm and thereby force a quantity of fuel to move

past said second valve member and past said second seat

to said outlet for said housing, a connection between taid

levers whereby the first said lever will move in said one

direction whenever said second lever is moved in said

certMn direction, said second valve member being a frusto-

conical metering rod, an idling passage that by-passes the

first said recess and the first said seat, and an adjustable

idUng screw in said idling passage, the flexing of the first

said flexible diaphragm by said pressure on said fuel in

the first said recess tending to minimize pulsations of the

fuel issuing from said outlet for said housing.

3,102,1S3
SINTERING APPARATUS

Jiin Sdclcr and Dietrich Miinch, Frankfnrt am Main,

Germany, aaignon to MetallgctcUachaft Aktlcngescll-

chaft, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
FUcd Sept. 24, 1962, Scr. No. 225,708

Claims priority, appiicatioa Germany May 2, 1958

4 Claims. (0.266—21)

7 / r

1 . In a sintering apparatus having tracks forming upper

and lower reaches between spaced sprockets, pans mov-

able on said tracks in pushing and abutting relationship,

and teeth on said sprockets for engaging at least two

spaced thrust members on each pan for moving said pans

between the upper and lower reaches of the tracks, the

improvement comprising a straight horizontal extension

of each track reach outwardly beyond the vertical center

line of each sprocket for a distance equal to the distance

between the thrust members on one pan, a first curved

guide rail portion joined to each horizontal extension and

having a radius less than that of its respeaive sprocket,

and a second guide rail portion connected to said first

guide rail portion at a point offset from the horizontal

plane through the sprocket.

ELECTRICAL
3,1»2,1S4

ELECTRIC ARC FURNACES
Robert Charles Renton, Sydenham, London, England,

assignor to Shaw Prpcsss DcTclopnient Corp., Port

Washington, N.Y^ a corporation of New YoriK

Filed Dec. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 859,429

Claims priority, application Great Britain Dec. 16, 1958

10 Cbdms. (CI. 13—10)

through which a beam of heterogeneous light resulting

from the excitation of the sample is directed to a dis-

persing device which provides a display of spectral fre-

quencies in a focal curve, the combination of an isolator

located with respect to said display to isolate a character-

istic frequency of a selected one of the chemical elements

present in the sample but including background radiations

and establishing a first source of light energy, an isolator

located with respect to said display in a zone exclusive

of frequencies characteristic of any element in the sample

and establishing a second source of light energy, receiving

means for the light energy from said sources and operable

to convert separately the light energy from each source

to electrical energy as a measure of radiations present,

and indicating means employing said electrical energies

to effect an instantaneous and continuous reading repre-

senting the isolated frequency of the selected element less

the background radiations actually present.

1. An electric arc furnace installation comprising a

furnace including a pouring orifice defining a lip, a car-

riage supporting said furnace rotatable about a horizontal

axis, guide rails guiding said carriage along a horizontal

path transverse of said turning axis, and carriage control

means displacing said carriage on said guide rails so that

the lip of the pouring orifice during tilting of the furnace

for pouring moves along a path perpendicular in refer-

ence to said guide rails.

3,102,155
BACKGROUND COMPENSATION FOR SPECTROM-
ETERS USED IN QUANTiTATTVE SPECTRO-
CHEMICAL STUDIES

Bert L. Vallcc, BrooUfaic, Mass., assignor to Tecfankon

Instruments Corporation, Cliaunccy, N.Y^ a corpora-

tion of New Yorii

Filed Feb. 16, 1955, Scr. No. 488,584
4 Claims. (CI. 88—14)

3,102,156

COMBINATION TEMPLE **NO.DROP" BRAKE
AND SCREW GUARD

Martin J. ODea, Rochester, N.Y., aorisnor to Baosch A
Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, N.Y., a coiporatioB of

New York
Filed Jan. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 80,420

2 CUhns. (CL 8»*-53)

1. An ophthalmic frame comprising a lens mounting

rim wherein an ophthalmic lens is secured, a plate ex-

tending sidewardly from and fixed to the temporal por-

tion of said rim, a demountable browpiece secured upon

said plate by a screw extending through the plate and

having a head thereon seated against said plate, a temple

hinge having a stationary part anchored to said plate

adjacent to said screw and having a pivoted part fixed

to a temple, the pivoted part being positioned externally

of the outer faces of the stationary part and having a

circular periphery on the ends of the pivoted part, a fric-

tional brake member formed from fiat spring material

and seated at one end against said plate and at the other

end a^nst the head of said screw, the midportion of the

bnkjt member having an opening fitted around the sta-

tionary hinge part, whereby said member is held in

operative position, the sides of the brake ntjember adja-

cent to said opening being in contact with said circular

periphery under spring pressure to act as a firictional brake

against the circularly peripheral part of the temple hinge

whereby said member primarily acts as a brake against

motion of said temple and secondarily acts as a guard

to prevent loosening of said screw member.

1. In a multi-channel flame spectrometer for use in

quantitative, spectro-chemical studies of a sample con-

taining a plurality of chemical elements and having a slit

3,102,157

CORNEAL CONTACT LENS HAVING STOP
FLANGE ENGAGED BY EYELIDS

Elmer L. Gambcr, 2339 N. 51st, Seattle, Wash.

FUed Jan. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 784,541

3 Claims. (O. 88—543)
1 A corneal contact lens comprising a concavo-

convex lens formed of light transmitting material having

807
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a marginal size smaller than the limbus portion of the

eye and larger than the maximum iris opening thereof,

said lens having an elongated downwardly facing stop

flange with rounded ends and rounded outer edges pro-

jecting substantially normal to the convex side of the

lens along the lower edge thereof, said stop flange being

downwardly arched to conform to the upper surface

of the lower eyelid and projecting forwardly approxi-

mately the width of said upper surface to thereby pre-

vent rotation of the lens by engagement of the stop

flange with the lower eyelid when urged thereagainst by

the upper eyelid.

3,102,158
MICROSCOPE OBJECTIVE

Paul L. Ruben, Rochester, N.Y^ asiignor to Bansch &
Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of

New York
Filed Aug. 25, 1961, Scr. No. 133,819

4 Claims. (O. 88—57)

T"

/*•

"^.

.53/</,<.65/

.34/</a<-42/

.38/</,<-45/

.20/</«<.25/

.52/</,<Xi3/

.78/<r,<.94/

.85/</7<1.03/

.39/</,<.49/

the range of numerical values of the lens spacings which

are designated Si to S7, being given in the table here-

below,

.074/<5,<.091/

.018/<5i<.021/

.018/<S,<.021/
.018/<54<.021/

.053/<5b<.064/
1.13/<5',<l-39/

1.19/<J7<1.45/

the range of numerical vialues of the refractive index of

the lens materials of the successive elemwits A to H being

given in the table herebelow,

1.615</id{/<)< 1-625

1.615</id(B)<1-625
1.612<nD(C)<1.622
1.740<nD(Z»<l-760
1.615</id(^)<1<>^
1.612</id(F)<1.622
1.616<nD(C)<1.626
1.612</ii>(//)<1.622

the range of numerical values of the Abbe number for

the lens materials of the successive elements A to H being

given in the table herebelow,

58.0<i;(^)<62.0
58.0<ir(B)<62.0
52.0<u(C)<57.0
25.0<»(D)<30.0
58.0<i;(£)<62.0
52.0<v(F)<57.0
34.0<»'(C?)<38.0
52.0<if(»)<57.0

1. An optical system for a microscope or the like hav-

ing a substantially zero total Petzval sum and zero

astigmatism, a numerical aperture of substantially 0.65

and a magnification factor of substantially 40X, said ob-

jective comprising a series of successive <^>tically aligned

lens elements which are designated by the letters A to H,

the A lens being nearest to the object under observation,

lens elements A, B and C being positive meniscus singlets,

lens elements D and E together forming a negative menis-

cus doublet, elements F and G being positive meniscus

singlets, and lens element H being of negative power, all

singlets except the rearmost being concave toward said

object, the focal lengths of said elements being designated

successively Fa' to Fh', / designating the equivalent focus

of said system, the numerical values thereof being given

in the table herebelow,

15.0/<Fa'<18.0/
2.8/<Fb'<3.4/
2.4/<Fc'<2.9/
1.07/<-Fd'<1.26/
1.40/<F,'<1.7/
1.0/<Fp'<1.2/

.88/<Fo'<1.06/
1.5/<-Fh'<1.8/

the range of numerical values of the lens thicknesses which

are designated h to /b. being given in the table herebelow,

3,102,159

TREATED CELLULOSIC MATERIAL AND ELEC-
TRICAL APPARATUS EMBODYING THE SAME

James G. Ford, Hkkory TowiuUp, Mercer County, Pa.,

asiigiior to Wcstii«lio«M Electric Corpocatioii, East

Pittsbvrah, Pa^ a corporatioa of Pcmyhraaia
FUed Mar. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 182,029

5 Claims. (CI. 174—17)

RCCNTiTALLIZCD HCl AHIIlC .CXTAMOlAMiOC
• POLTACRTLAHIDC A^^KD AT ftCTC

MELAMlNC.OlCVAHOlAMlOC •
POCTACKTLAMIDC «^^LiEO A^ WC

1. An improved sheet cellulosic product having in-

creased stability and resistance to thermal deterioration,

and particularly adapted for use as electrical insulation

in electrical apparatus, the sheet cellulosic product com-

prising cellulosic fibers in sheet form, the sheet having

uniformly distributed throughout its interstices from

about 0.5% to about 5% by weight based on the weight

of the cellulosic fibers of a mixture of melamine and

dicyandiamide. the proportions being 5 to 1 parts of
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dicyandiamide and 1 to 4 parts of melamine, and from on said sheet; means for causing light to convert said

about 0.1% to about 1% by weight based on the weight uniform electrical charge to a charge pattern; means for

of the cellulosic fibers of polyacrylamide. converting said charge pattern on said photoconductive

3,102,160
TELEPHONE CABLE CONSTRUCTION

John B. Cook, Hamden, and WUliam T. Fraser, Wood-
bridge, Conn., assignors to The Whitney Blake Com-
pany, New Haven, Conn.

Filed Dec. 22, 1961, Ser. No. 161,595
7 Claims. (CI. 174—105)

TWBTtO ^**« <y

< «

A

A

1. A communication cable comprising in combination

an outer moisture-impervious jacket, an intermediate

shield, and an inner plurality of electrical conductors

conjointly insulated in pairs so that longitudinal stresses

will be shared equally by the conductors of each pair,

said paired conductors being twisted with lengths of lay

different from integral multiples of the lengths of lay of

other paired conductors within the caWe to minimize

electrical coupling between paired conductors, the twist

lay utilizing identical lengths of wire in each pair to

minimize resistance unbalance and pair-to-pair capaci-

tance unbalance, the insulation on said paired conductors

comprising flexible dielectric material having two or more

identifying colors on each pair of conductors so that

both a conductor pair and each conductor of the pair

are identifiable relative to the other conductor pairs in

said cable by stripping a relatively short length of said

jacket from said cable.

3,102,161
PREVENTION OF CORONA DISCHARGE

Gordon Raisbeck, Bernards Township, Somerset County,

NJ., assignor to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorpo-

rated, New York, N.Y., a corporatfon of New York
FUed Apr. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 21,402

2 Clahns. (CL 174—127)

i
^ \

1. An extended conductor, for carrying electric power

at high voltage, having a cross section composed of two

plane parallel longer sides and two similar outwardly

convex curved shorter sides, each of said shorter sides

conforming to a single arch of a cycloid curve between

adjacent cusps, said curve being tangent at said cusps to

said plane longer sides, respectively.

3,102,162

IMAGE PROJECnON SYSTEM
Joseph T. McNaney, La Mesa, Calif., assignor to Gen-

eral Dynamics Corporation, Rochester, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Filed Feb. 14, 1958, Scr. No. 715,323

8 Claims. (O. 178—6.6)
1. The combination comprising: a photoconductive

sheet; means for producing a uniform electrical charge

793 O.O.—55

sheet to a pattern of light and dark areas; and means

for projecting said light and dark areas on said photo-

conductive sheet onto a viewing screen.

3,102,163
CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR PRODUCING A
CONTROL VOLTAGE FOR AUTOMATIC CON-
TROL OF ELECTRIC SIGNALS

Emll Sennhenn, Darmstadt-Arheilgen, Germany, assignor

to Femseh Gan.b.H., Darmstadt, Germany
Filed Jan. 28, 1960, Scr. No. 5,278

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 28, 1959

14 Claims. (CI. 178—7J)

if-
f7t ^«

i i

1. An arrangement for producing a control voltage

suitable for regulating the automatic control of the ampli-

fication of periodically recurrent electrical signals of vary-

ing amplitudes, comprising, in combination, peak recti-

fier means adapted to receive the periodically recurrent

electrical signals of varying amplitudes and furnishing in-

termediate voltage pulses at the frequency of the recur-

rent periods during which said electrical signals occur

and corresponding in amplitude to the peak amplitude

values of said electrical signals during said periods; sam-

pler circuit means for periodically sampling the ampli-

tudes of said intermediate ventage pulses during predeter-

mined brief sampling periods close to the ends of consec-

utive ones of said recurrent periods, respectively; key-

ing means for keying the amplitudes of said intermediate

voltage pulses to a predetermined value immediately after

each sampling period; and circuit means for deriving from

the sampled amplitude values of said intermediate voltage

pulses a contrcrf voltage and including voltage level control

means for keeping the amplitude of the control voltage

thus obtained during one of said recurrent time periods

substantially constant through the next following one of

said recurrent time periods, respectively.
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, ,„- ,^. said lime duration bits, itwans responsive to said last

SYNCHRONIZING PULSE CONTROL CIRCUIT named decoding means for generating a gate of the

Radio CompMy, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a corporation of

Iowa
Filed Dec. 23, 1960, Ser. No. 78,103

7 Ctelms. (CI. 178—69.5)

•gSftfl" -.

I—
-1 ssjs |—1

-M rp_::i

ami' ••4 1 I

i Wll ig'l

1 A system for synchronizing a local wave to mput

pulses which can be unstable comprising, a loca oscilla-

tor source having first and second interleaved puls^ out-

put means, a subtract "and" gate connected *o the first

output means of said source, and an add ;^nd gate con-

nected to the second output means of said source a fre-

quency divider, a phase detector receiving said input

pulses and an output of said freq^iency divider sa»d phas«:

detector having first and second low-pass output means

the first low-pass output means of the phase detector

connected to the subtract gate to enable it ""d" ^V"^

chronized and a first condition, means for connectmg

said second low-pass output means of the phase detector

to said "add" gate to enable it only under second condi-

dons a second pulse source providing pulses havmg a

ow ;ate compared to said oscillator source and havmg

a duration of the order of a period of said oscillator

^urce, and connected to said "and" gate to enable .t sa d

^cond pulse source connected to said subtract gate o

Jis^ble it and means for coupling the outputs of said

add and subtract gates to said frequency d'vider. and

?he frequency divider producing a synchronized local

specified time duration, said last named gate being con-

nTctcd to the second gating input of all of said oscillators.

3,102,166

TOLL TICKETING TELEPHONE SYSTEM
WlUiam H. Berch, Penlleld. «i.d Hilton A. Clement,

Rochester, N.Y., Robert K. Kay«'
**«J'»"* ^^t^'

NJ., and John WUllam Newltt, Rochester, N.Y.,

assignors to General Dynamics Coiporation, Roch-

ester, N.Y., a corporation of
P«>«^"« ^ ,-,

Filed Aug. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 836,752

33 Claims. (CI. 179—7.1)

wave.

3,102,165

SPEECH SYNTHESIS SYSTEM
Gennng L. Clapper, Vestal, N.Y., as^or to

J"**™*

tionS Business Machines Corporation, New York,

6 Claims. (O. 179—1)

1 A speech synthesizer for reproducmg a sound from

a digital^. said digital code including bit, spec, y.ng

the frequencies present in said sound and bits specifying

U^ t[^ duration of said sound, said system comprising

a^lSity of gated oscillators, each of said gated osc la-

fo? pJoiudng an output of a different one of the fre-

q'encS^presInt in said sound, an -"^-^
'""'^""J' ^J^^

outDuts of said oscillators being connected to drive said

^mH^o tran^ucer each of said oscillators producmg an

to the oscillator, a readout matrix specifying the fre

q°uencies present in said sound and t^J>-/';^;^J

'^'neTn'necTed rlVTaiouVma';^
Sr^ scXor t cabled when

^^^^^r^l^n's
t!uns a bit specifying that frequency, means for decoding

1 In a toll ticketing telephone system, a source of

first pulses, a source of second pulses, a pulse-operated

steering circuit having a plurality of steps including a

predetermined step and adapted to respond to pulses from

said first and second pulse sources, means for controlling

said steering circuit to advance from one step to the next

successive step in response to the receipt of each pulse

from said first pulse source only if at least one pulse is

received from said second pulse source between succes-

sive pulses from said first pulse source, and means rejiwn-

sive to the receipt of two successive pulses from said hrst

pulse source without an intervening pulse from said sec-

ond pulse source for controlling said steering circuit to

advance directly to said predetermined step, irrespective

of the number of steps that would otherwise be required

to advance to said predetermined step.
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3,102,167
PHASE^HIFTED DOUBLE-SIDEBAND TWO-CHAN-

NEL A.M. COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
Loy E. Barton, Princeton, NJ., assignor to Radio Cor-

poration of America, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Apr. 27, 1959, Ser. No. 809,025

19ClaiaBS. (CI. 179^15)

3,102,169
LOUDSPEAKING TELEPHONES

Edgar Ivens and Arthur Ian Forbes Simpson, London,
England, assignors to Modem Telephones (Great
Britain) Limited, London, England, a British company

FUed Dec. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 859,405
5 Claims. (CL 179—100)

'^J,

2. A signal communications system for two-channel

stereophonic amplitude-modulated signal transmission

and reception and compatible for monophonic signal re-

ception comprising, means for generating and transmit-

ting a composite two-channel amplitude-modulated car-

rier signal with a first set of upper and lower sidebands

shifted plus 25* to 30' therefrom for one modulation

channel and with a second set of upper and lower side-

bands shifted therefrom minus 25* to 30* for the other

modulation channel, the total angle between channel

sidebands being substantially 50° to 60*, and means for

receiving and decoding from said signal two separate

modulation components including a signal-frequency

phase-locked exalted-carrier oscillator and an automatic-

frequency-control circuit therefor responsive to the phase

differential of the received-carrier and the exalted-carrier

signals.

3,102,168
SUPERVISORY CIRCUITS FOR TELEPHONE

SUBSCRIBER'S LINE
Frank P. CIroBe, Dover, and Terrell N. Lowry, Boonton,

NJ., assignors to Bell Tekpho— Labontories, Incor.

porated. New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed Dec 24, 1959, Ser. No. 861,911

22 Claims. (0.179—18)

1. A circuit for supervising changes-in-condition in a

subscriber subset loop of a telephone system comprising

in combination a subset loop including a telephone subset,

a source of direct current for energizing said subset,

and first and second equal impedances on opposite sides

of said loop connecting said source to said subset; a serial

arrangement including a Zener diode and a capacitor;

means connecting said serial arrangement to said first and

said second impedances; means for interrogating said

serial arrangement connected thereto to determine the

conduction state of said serial arrangement; and output

means connected to said serial arrangement and responsive

to the determination of the conduction state thereof.

^^^
66bb666J?

I'l'ri'i'i'i'i'^^
oo oooooo
iVi

'iViV

1 . A loudspeaking telephoiK comprising a cabinet hav-

ing front and rear walls and end walls with an opening
in the front wall near one end thereof and an opening in

the rear wall of substantially the same size as the open-

ing in the front wall, a single loudspeaker mounted in the

cabinet behind said opening in the front wall, a handset
with a transmitter and a receiver, a microphone on the

outside of an end wall of the cabinet at the opposite end
to the loudspeaker, a housing at said end wall for said

microphone, and a cradle-rest for said handset mounted
on a support associated with said microphone housing,

said support being adapted for movement in conjunction

with the use of said cradle-rest.

3,102,170
DEVICE FOR SELECTIVELY ERASING TWO OR
MORE ADJACENT MAGNETIC TRACKS OF A
MAGNETIC TAPE

Cornells dc Koning, EindhoTen, Netherlands, assignor to

Nortii Ansciican Pldlips Company Inc., New York,
N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Feb. 10, 1960, Ser. No. 7,891
CbUms priority, application Netherlands Feb. 12, 1959

2 Claims. (CL 179—100.2)

1 . A device for selectively erasing a plurality of signal

tracks arranged adjacent to each other on a magnetic tape

by means of a plurality of erasing heads, the gaps of the

heads being aligned in a direction transverse to the tape,

each head being coupled to a separate associated track,

each bead having three magnetic legs including two outer

legs and one inner leg and windings coupled to selected

legs, the windings on one head being wound on the two

outer legs only and the windings on an adjacent bead

being wound on the inner leg only, the magnetic flux in

the two outer legs of said one bead being in the opposite

directions while the magnetic flux in the two outer legs

of the adjacent head is in the same direction.

3,102,171
MONOPHONIC-STEREOPHONIC PHONOGRAPH

CARTRIDGE
David E. Laux, OaUyn, NJ., assignor to Radio Cor-

poration of America, a Delaware corporation
Filed Oct. 31, 1958, Ser. No. 770,958

5 Oaims. (CI. 179—100.41)
2. In a phonograph pickup, means providing a pair of

lar cross-section, means for supporting each of said trans-

ducing elements to permit slippage between the support-

ing means and the transducing elements in the direction

of the greater of the cross-sectional dimensions on a cross

section taken perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of
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said transducing elements, said transducing elements being

supported so that the longitudinal axes thereof are parallel

and the major surfaces thereof lie in vertical planes when

the pickup is in the record playing position, a first yoke

member having a pair of divergent legs the ends of which

are connected to respective ones of said transducing ele-

ments to transmit vibrations thereo, said first yoke mem-

ber adapted to flex to increase and decrease the angle of

divergence between said legs, a first stylus for playing

a first type of phonograph records coupled to said first

yoke member, a second yoke member having a pair of

iblc conductors extending through said block between the

first and second casings.

3,102,173
ELECTRICAL CONTROLS
Neil Damon, Sodlmry, Man.

(Tingley Drive, Cambcrland, R.I.)

Filed Dec. 12, 1958, Ser. No. 779,934

2 Claims. (CI. 200—11)

divergent legs the ends of which are connected to respec-

tive ones of said transducing elements to transmit vibra-

tions thereto, said second yoke member being substantially

more resistant to flexure of a typ: tending tO change the

angle of divergence between the legs thereof than said

first yoke member, means providing decoupling elements

for the legs of said second yoke member to permit said

transducing elements to move independently of said sec-

ond yoke member, and a second stylus for playing a sec-

ond type of phonograph record coupled to said second

yoke member.

3,102,172
HEARING AID

Michael Cohen, Middlesex, England, assignor to Ardente

Acoustic Laboratories Limtted, London, England, a

company of Great Britain

FUed Nov. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 852,441

CUims priority, application Great Britain Nov. 12, 1958

19 Claims. (Ci. 179—107)

2. A rotary switch comprising a hollow cylindrical

housing, said housing at its upper end having a collar

secured thereto, said collar having a central aperture there-

in, a control shaft, a knob united to one end of said con-

trol shaft, said knob including a depending skirt enclosing

a substantial portion of said housing, said shaft extending

through said central aperture into said housing, a contact

assembly in said housing, said assembly being keyed to

the free end of said control shaft, an insulative disc closing

the lower end of said housing, an electrically conductive

ring secured on the interior surface of said disc, a plurality

of electrical contacts in said housing concentric with said

ring, said electrical contacts being embedded in said disc,

each of said contacts having a recess therein, said contact

assembly including a first arm riding upon said ring and

a second arm adapted to bear upon said electrical contacts,

said second arm being provided with means adapted to

cooperate with the recesses in said contacts whereby said

second ann and said contacts function 3ks detents, means

on said disc providing exterior electrical connection lo

said ring and said contacts, said housing fH-oviding an

external abutment extending beyond the portion of the

housing below the abutment to provide an external face

immediately below the depending skirt, and means on

the lower end of said housing for clamping an interposed

member against the external face of said abutment.

1 . A hearing aid of the air-conduction type, comprising

at least two casings, a microphone in a first of the casings,

a receiver in a second of the casings, a sound-conducting

tube connected at one end to the receiver, an earplug

adapted to fit into the ear of the user connected to the

other end of the tube to receive sound from the receiver,

means coupling the casings together to form an assembly

of casings shaped to be disposed wholly on one side of

the head and at least partly in the rearward part of the

space between the pinna and the side of the head of the

user, said coupling means including a first rigid coupling

member rigidly secured to the first casing, a second rigid

coupling member rigidly secured to the second casing and

a compliable block disposed between the first and second

members to preclude contact between them and said

coupling means holding the first and second casings apart

but preventing them from being accidentally pulled fur-

ther apart whilst at the same Ume preventmg them from

being pushed into contact with one another, said block

serving to resist mechanical feedback from one casing to

the other, an amplifier in the assembly of casings and

electrical connections between the amplifier and the

microphone and receiver, said connections including flex-

3,102,174
SWITCH OF THE SCREW SELECTOR TYPE

Jacques Baudet, Surcsncs, Sefaic, France, assignor to La
Telemecanique Electrique, Nanterre, France, a joint-

stools company of France
Filed Dec. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 160,471

Claims priority, application France Dec. 23, 1960

9 Claims. (CI. 200—33)

1. A screw type selector for the operation and control

of a moving device having a to-and-fro movement com-

prising
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a frame,

a fixed screw fast with said frame,

a transmission coupled to the moving device,

a rotating shaft in said transmission,

a sleeve screwing on said fixed screw and sliding on said

rotating shaft.

arms mounted on said sleeve and adapted to follow a

helical path which is a function of the length of

travel of the moving device.

a double action rocker device in the path of said arms

adapted to be actuated by said arms,

two pivoted levers of unequal lengths in said rocker

device.

a micro-switch in operative relationship with said piv-

oted levers positioned to be actuated by one of said

levers and having a snap-action blade,

and a U -spring in said rocker device adapted when
actuated to cause, by its own action, the abrupt dis-

placement of said micro-switch.

3,102,175
WATER SOFTENER SALT LEVEL INDICATOR

SWITCH
Edward Eichenbcrfer, Jr., 756 E. John St.,

Nappaocc, Ind.

FUed Oct. 24, 1960, Ser. No. 64,561

8 Claims. (CL 200—61.05)

3. A salt level indicator switch for a salt dissolving

tank, comprising a base of non-conducting material, a

leaf spring, means holding one end of said spring ad-

jacent said base, contacts mounted on said base for con-

tacting said spring, means mounted on one end of said

spring for actuating said switch, and a cover on said

switch, said cover having an opening to permit brine

to reach the spring and the contacts and connect them

electrically.

3,102,176
SAFETY DOOR SWITCH

Michael H. Pelosi, Jr., Broomall, and George J. Maleno,
Jr., PhUadelphIa, Pa^ assignon to CRS Industries Inc.,

Philadelphia, Pa., a corporatkw of Pennsylvania

FUed Jan. 25, 1961, Ser. No. 84,947

9 Claims. (CI. 2H—61.62)

1. A safety door switch for use with a wall and an

access member mounted in said wall for access through

said wall comprising an electric switch fixedly mounted

with respect to said wall and having a movable actuating

portion with its outer terminus at an outer location for

one condition and at an inner location for another con-

dition, a lever member having a mounting portion mount-

ed on said access member, said lever member having a

main arm portion connected to said mounting portion,

said main arm portion extending in front of said actuat-

ing portion, said mounting portion retaining said main
arm portion in spaced relation to said outer terminus

for said one condition, the spacing between said main
arm portion and said terminus providing a safety cleax-

ance for said one condition, said main arm portion being

resiliently movable to a position to engage said terminus

and being further movable in the same direction for

movement of said movable actuating portion to said inner

location for said other condition, and a locking device

carried by said wall for retaining said main arm portion

deflected and engaged with said movable actuating por-

tion and with said actuating portion at said inner location.

3,102,177
ELECTRICAL SWITCHES

Willfaim Riddell, Whitley Bay, Northumberland, Eng-
land, assignor to BuigCM Ftodacts Company Limited,
Hinckley, England

Filed Aug. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 46,705
Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 28, 1959

13 Claims. (CI. 200—67)

5"
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nccted to said ends of said fuse link, closure means for

one end of said tubular means, whereby gas expelled

from the open other end of said tubular means incident

to rupture of said fuse link results in a recoil force on

said tubular means, elearically conductive sleeve means

having an internal diameter no greater than that of said

tubular means disposed within said tubular means and sur-

rounding said fuse link and being spaced axially of said

tubular means from said rupturablc portion, said clcc-
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positioned in suspended sUte and serving as a bridge for

the conucts, gas pressure of the second chamber serving

as a cushion for the mercury and serving rapidly to re-

turn the mercury to its normal position after the beating

device is de-energized.

3,102,180

APPARATUS FOR MAKING ELECTRON TUBES
Jack A. McCullough, Los Ahos, and WUItam R. Stuart,

San Carlos, CaUf^ assignors to Eitel-McCullough, Inc.,

San Carlos, Calif., a corporatioa of CaUfomia

Orlcinal application Dec. 5,1>57, Ser. No. 700,853, now

Patent No. 2,996,347, dated Aug. 15, 1961. Divided

and thb appUcatioa Sept 29, 1960, Ser. No. 59,265

6 Claims. (CL 219—9.5)

trically conductive sleeve means being normally elec-

trically isolated from said spaced apart terminal means,

said electrically conductive sleeve means decreasmg the

area of said tubular means available to evolve gases and

shortening the arc created upon rupture of said fuse Imk

and a substantial portion of the voluge of said arc oc-

curring between said conductive means and a severed

portion of said fuse link adjacent said rupturable poruon.

thereby facilitating arc intcrrupUon and decreasmg said

recoil force.

3,102,179

LIQUID CONTACT SWITCH
Robert Hemieyer, Hammerstr. 56, Berlin-

Zchlendorf , Germany
Filed July 11, 1958, Ser. No. 748,061

Claims priority, application Germany Aug. 9, 1957

4 Claims. (CL 200—122)

1 . Apparatus for making pressure seals, said apparatus

comprising a base member having an exhaust aperture

therethrough, said member having a circular recess on one

side thereof into which said aperture opens, sealing ring

means in the side wall of said recess, a cylinder coaxial

with said recess, said cylinder having one end receivable

in said recess in sliding contact with said sealing ring

means, a closure member for the other end of said cylin-

der, said closure member having a recess in which said

other end of the cylinder is received, sealing ring means

in the side wall of said recess in the closure member, the

last mcnUoned sealing ring means being in conuct with

said cylinder over a greater area than the area of contact

between the cylinder and the first mentioned sealing ring

means, means for moving said closure member toward

and away from said base member, and a ceramic ram

projecting from said closure member toward said base

member inside said cylinder.

3at2.isi
fflGH-FREQUENCY HEATING FURNACES OPER-

ATTNGWITH VERY IflGH FREQUENCIES
Jan Ventraten, EiMlhorem Nc<hci1aiids, Msignor to

North Amcrlcaa PhOiiM Compuqr, be, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUed May 2, 1960, Ser. No. 26,235

Claims priority, application Netherlands May 1, 1959

12 Claims. (CL 219—10.55)

1 A remote control switch comprising a housing of

insulating material, a first and a second chamber m said

housing, said first chamber having a greater volume than

said second chamber, a quantity of gas m each of said

chambers, said gas being filled at a pressure preater than

atmospheric pressure, a substantially straight narrow

capillary bore communicating with said chambers, an

electric heating device in said first chamber, at least two

electrical contacts extending into said bore, a "witchmg

mercury column for the contacts in said bore normaUy

t-

6. A high frequency furnace comprising a high fre-

quency generator and a wave guide system, said wave
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guide system comprising first, second and third wall por-

tions defining an enclosure having an open end, said first

wall portion having a parabolic shape and said second and

third wall portions forming two parallel boundary sur-

faces at right angles to said wall of parabolic shape, wave

energy radiating means arranged at the focal line of said

parabolic wall, means for coupling said generator to said

radiating means, means for supporting objects to be heated

at said open end of said enclosure, and shield means en-

closing said support means adjacent the open end of said

waveguide system.

an evacuated envelope enclosing said element, a heating

wire in said envelope, a four-sided balanced bridge, one

branch of said bridge comprising said heating wire, a

source of heating power, and an amplifier device with a

continuously and smoothly variable impedance coupled

3,102,182
HEAT-CONTACT PLASTIC WELDING DEVICE

Heinz Oelzc and Franz Hartielb, Wiesbadcn-Blebrkh,

Germany, assignors to Farbwerkc Hoechst Akticnge-

scUschaft vormals Melitcr Ladas A Briining, Frank-

furt am Mahi, Germany, a corporation of Germany
FUed Apr. 4, 1961, Ser. No. 100,688

Clalnu priority, anpUcation Germany Apr. 8, 1960

3 Claims. (CL 219—19)

1. A heat<ontact welding apparatus for welding layers

of thermoplastic materials comprising, in combination,

mounting means, {H^essing and cooling means secured to

said mounting means, a piston slidably received through

said mounting means and said pressing and cooling means,

said piston being adapted for limited linear reciprocal

movement and biased in a downward direction, a holding

element secured to one end <rf said piston, adjustable sup-

porting means transversely arranged and slidably received

with respect to said mounting means and said pressing and

cooling means, said supporting means being adapted for

limited linear movement and biased in a downward direc-

tion, a heat-conductive welding element secured to one

end of said adjustable supporting means, heating means

in contact with said heat-conductive welding element,

and a heat insulating base receivably arjranged with respect

to said heat-conductive welding element

3,102,183
ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE CONTROL

John E. R. Harrison, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Gen-

eral Dynamics Corpontioa, Rochester, N.Y., a cor-

poratioa of Delaware
Filed Dec. 16, 1960, Ser. No. 76,363

3 Claims. (CL 219—20)
1. In combination, an oscillator, said oscillator having

a frequency determining element the natural frequency of

which is a function of temperature, means for niainuin-

ing constant the temperature of said element consisting of

in circuit between said source and one diagonal of said

bridge, said amplifier having a control circuit coupled

across the other diagonal of said bridge and res(X)nsive to

continuous voltage changes to smoothly regulate the fiow

of heating current through said amplifier to said bridge.

3,102,184
TELEPHONE BOOTH HEATING MEANS

Percival H. Sherron, Jamaica, N.Y. (% Sberron Metal-
lic Corp., 1201 Flushing Are., Brooklyn 37, N.Y.)

FUed Jan. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 546
4 Claims. (0.219—34)

1. An outdoor telei^one booth comprising a plurality

of comer posts, upright wall panels extending between

said comer posts, and a plurality of electrical resistance

heating means, each at said beating means being boused

by said panels between the outer and inner surfaces there-

of and operable for heating the interior of said outdoor

telephone booth, said heating means being located at

various elevations throughout the height of said telei^one

booth, one of said wall panels including laterally spaced

inner and outer plate members, one of said beating means
extending between said plate members, first passageway
means in said outer i^ate member providing communica-
tion between the exterior of the telephone booth and the

space between said pfate members, and second passage-

way means in said inner plate member providing com-
munication between the space between said plate mem-
bers and the interior of the booth.
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3,102,185

DUCT HEATER ASSEMBLY
Robert L. Boyd and John F. Volker, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

assignors to Edwin L. Wiegand Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa.
FUed Mar. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 18,979

4 Claims. (CI. 219—34)

means and held thereby against the pipe, power means on

the carriage to move it around the pipe in registration with

the joint, a welding gun carried by the carriage includ-

ing a nozzle aligned with the joint between the pipe

sections, means to feed a welding rod through the nozzle.

1 An electric heating assembly for use m a duct work

system, comprising a housing adapted to be mounted

within the dact work system whereby air flowing through

the system enters said housing at one place and ex-

hausts from said housing at a spaced place, a P»"'-a|;»y

of hair-pin type electric heating elements mounted with-

in said housing, each having a pair of legs extending

transversely to the line of air flow therethrough, and

thermal cut-out means for interrupting flow of electrical

energy to said heating elements when a predetermined

temirature is reached in said housing, said cut-out means

including a heat sensing element located between opposed

sides of the legs of at least certain of said hair-pin heat-

ing elements.

3,102,186

ELECTRIC BLANKETS
Leonard Charles Owers, Colbury, "•"Jotton, England,

assignor to Dreamland Electrical Appliances Limited, a

Brit.sh company .^,^ ^ «j n-riaa
Filed June 15, 1961, Ser. No. 117,388

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 8, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 219—46)

an electrical connection to the gun to supply welding

curreAt to the welding rod. a guide roller on the carriage

cngageable with the joint between the pipe sections, and

an electrical connection to the guide roller to connect the

pipe to the source of welding current through the guide

roller.

3,102,188
WELDING METHOD

Kenneth L. Wills, Portland, Oreg., assignor to Kaiser

Aluminum & Chemical Corporation, Oakland, Calif.,

a corporation of Delaware
Filed Aug. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 833,331

5 Claims. (CL 219—74)

r--* \

1 An electrically heated blanket comprising two inner

resilient, readily compressible pads of synthetic plastics

matenal, a heating element consisting of conductor wire

laid in reversing lines spaced in substantially parallel re-

lationship and interposed between and «='".*^'*<l'=d^ '" "*'j

two pads of material so as to be held agamst substantial

shifting relative thereto, and two outer layers of fabric

covering respectively the outer surfaces of said inner p*^.

said inner pads being bonded together arid to he fibres

of the outer fabric covering layers by welding along lines

disposed between the lines of the conducting wire.

1 . In the method of gas shielded arc welding of alu-

minum and aluminum alloys wherein an arc is established

between an electrode and the workpiece. filler metal is fed

into said arc and an inert gaseous shielding medium is

simultaneously fed to shield the arc and weld pool, the

improvement comprising providing a gas shield by pass-

ing a stream of inert gas selected from the group con-

sisting of argon, helium and mixtures thereof longitu-

dinally of said filler metal electrode in the direction of said

arc and closely surrounding said electrode, said inert gas

containing from about 0.05 to 3% chlorine by volume and

wherein the rate of flow of said gas stream ranges from

about 0.035 to 12 cubic feet per hour, and simultane-

ously therewith passing a gas stream comprising a mix-

tuic ot argon gas and helium gas in the same direction as

said first mentioned stream and surrounding said first

mentioned stream.

3,102,187

APPARATUS FOR WELDING PIPES

George A. Coscia, 48 P«^ Circle, Eggertjvllie, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 14, 1960. Ser. No. 69,025

14 Claims. (CI. 219—60)
1 Apparatus for welding pipe comprising annular sup-

porting means to extend around a pipe at a joint between

fwo pipe sections, a carriage carried by the supporting

3,102,189

STRIP WELDING APPARATUS
Raymond C. Jones, Lyndhurst Village, and Foster R.

Woodward, Warren, Ohio, assignors to The Taylor-

Winficld Corporation, Warren, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio
FUed May 21, 1959, Ser. No. 814,767

2 CUims. (CI. 219—82)
1. Apparatus for joining strip in general end-to-end

relation comprising a unitary assembly of a base having

a strip passage therethrough, welding means mounted on

said base intermediate the strip entry and exit ends there-

of and movable transversely across said passage whereby

!
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strip end portions may be welded together, a shear

mounted on the entry end of said base and operative to

trim the taU end of a strip length lying in said passage,

and a movable strip clamp mounted on the exit end of

said base and operative to advance said strip length

through a predetermined oontroUed distance to move the

ing said first number to a verification number in decimal

form which differs from said first number by a predeter-

mined number, second converter means responsive to said

first converter means for converting said verification num-

ber to binary coded decimal form, and comparison means

coupled with said second sensing means and said second

converter means for manifesting quantiutive coincidence

of said second and verificaticm numbers.

3,102,192

MFraOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING
ORGANIC VAPORS AND GASES

George F. Skaia, Scotia, N.Y., aMignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
Filed Sept 30, 1960, Ser. No. 59,719

4 Claims. (CL 250—43.5)

I'^feriff-

t -->

trimmed taU end thereof from the shear to the welding

means, said movable strip clamp comprising an upstand-

ing frame pivotaUy mounted at its bottom end oil the

bottom end portion of said base and carrying a stnp clamp

at its upper free end, and a fluid-pressure actuator for

swinging said frame through a predetermined arc of

movement.

3,102,190 ^,^„,
METHOD OF WELDING GALVANIZED STOEL

Andr* Chapieor and Bernard Sciioeps, both of S^
bonig, Bas-Rhin, France, assignors to Forges de Stras-

bourg, Paris, France, a comp«»y ot Vrwact

STSawinf. FU«i May 22, 1961, S«. No. 111^1
Claims priority, •PPU«««» ll?*?,??^ "' ^'^

7 Claims. (0.219—117)
. ^ , ,

1 In a process of electrically welding galvanized steel

the step of first bonding to the work surface an adherent

layer of pulverulent high-conductivity metal and then

passing an electric welding electrode in contact with said

layer to weld the work.

'^.
' i *

riLTi

- - 1/^. 1 'V

r= ^-^^
C N

I. The method of detecting the presence of a hydro-

carbon gas or vapor in a gas stream which comprises

filtering the gas stream to remove ambient airborne par-

ticles, converting the hydrocarbon gas or vapor to air-

borne particles by the combined reaction of ultraviolet

radiation in the presence of mercury, and measuring the

concentration of the particles.

3,102,191

SEQUENCE VERIFICATION APPARATUS
Anton CWapurio, Jr., Downey, "g Glenn H.aaw,Eas^

Whitticr, Calif., assignors to Nortli American Avia-

*****
"^FOed Feb. 26, 1958, Ser. No. 717,713

8 Claims. (CI. 235—61.7)

3,102,193

APPARATUS FOR TREATING ALL SUTIFACES OF
A THERMOPLASTIC TUBE WITH CORONA DIS-

CHARGE «., ,w f *^
William Leonard Dobens, Nashua, N.H. assignor to

American Can Company, New York, N.Y, a corpo-

ration of New Jersey ., ^ «,^
FUed May 21, 1959, Ser. No. 814,916

5 Claims. (CL 250—49.5)

1 Sequence verification apparatus comprismg first and

second sensing means for respectively reading first and

.econd binary coded decimal numbers, first converter

means responsive to said first sensing means for convert-

793 O.O.

1. An apparatus for treating the surfaces of thermo-

plastic tubes to render the same receptive to and reten-

tive of surface coatings, which comprises a conductive

mandrel for receiving individual tubes and dimensioned to

have a snug sliding fit in the tubes to be treated, an

axially immovable elongate smooth surfaced electrode bar

extending parallel to and longitudinally of the mandrel

and an adjacent surface element of the mandrel, and

spaced a sli^t distance frwn the mandrel surface and

from the surface of a tube placed thereon, means for

indexing said conductive mandrel and tube thereon to

said electrode bar, means few impressing a voluge drop

between said bar and said mandrel sufficient to generate a

corona discharge therebetween simultaneously along the

full length of the bar, and means to rotate said mandrel

together with said tube while the corona discharge is being

generated.
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3,102,194

SHUTTER FOR ELECTRON MICROSCOPES
Simon Lourens van den Brock and Hendricus Cornclus

Johanna Marien, Emmasingel, Eindlioveii« Netherlands,

assignors to North American Philips Company, Inc^

New Yorli, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Sept 3, 1959, Ser. No. 837,800

Claims priority, appUntlon Netheriands Sept. 13, 1958

5 Cbdms. (CI. 250—49.5)

3,102,196
X-RAY SPECTROGRAPH

Joshua Ladeli, nusfafaig, and Nathan Spielberg, Harts-

dale, N.Y., assignors to North American Piiilips Com-
pany, Inc., New Yorit, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Not. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 854,674

6 Cbdms. (Ci. 250—51.5)

It <k»».

1. An electron microscope comprising an evacuated

chamber in which a beam of charged particles travels

toward a receiving area, and a shutter for intercepting at

least a portion of the beam of charged particles before

reaching the receiving area, said shutter comprising two

blades each of which intercepts a portion of the beam of

charged particles travelling toward the receiving area,

each of said blades being rotatablc about an axis remote

from the beam of charged particles, and means for ro-

tating said blades in the path of said beam to open and

close the shutter including a tension spring connected

to one blade and a separate tension spring connected to

the other blade, a movable member coupled to the ends

of the springs remote from each shutter blade, means to

move the movable member from outside the chamber

whereby the blades can be selectively rotated into a closed

and open position, and lock means operable from outside

the chamber for preventing rotation of one of the blades

while the other blade is rotated.

3,102,195
PICKUP MEANS FOR PUNCHED DATA

Karl F. Frank, Garden City, N.Y., assignor to Micro

Balancing, Incorporated, a subsidiary of Giannini

Scientific Corporation, Garden City Park, N.Y.
FUed Jan. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 82,930

2 CbOms. (CI. 250—49.5)

»"^
V mA^\m

LiTlLIZATION
AM»A*ATU*

y>

1. Pickup means for punched cards comprising a pair

of conductive members having sharp points, said points

being spaced sufficiently to pass a punched card between

said points without mechanical contact, and a source of

high voltage connected to said points, means to insulate

said points from ground sufficiently to prevent any elec-

trode discharge except directly between said points, said

voltage being adjusted to cause a corona discbarge solely

between said points in the absence of said card material.

1. An X-ray spectrograph for determining the constitu-

ent element of a material comprising means to excite a

specimen of the nuterial to produce characteristic X-rays,

a plurality of detectors, and a stationary focussing dif-

fracting crystal positioned to intercept and diffract tbc

characteristic X-rays emanating from said specimen,

said crystal being deformed to diffract and focus radiation

of each of a plurality of wave-lengths to one of a plu-

rality of reciprocal lattice points of the crystal, and a

plurality of detectors each of which is located at a re-

ciprocal lattice point on the focussing circle of said

crystal.

3,102,197
RADIATION DOSIMETRY AND PLASTICS

COMPOSITIONS THEREFOR
Mario A. Acttelli, Oakfield, and Gmdd E. Blab, Pitts-

ford, N.Y., assignors to Bauscfa A Lomb Incorporated,

Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUed Dec. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 75,142

5 Claims. (Ci. 250—83)

1. Method of radiation dosimetry comprising the step

of subjecting a body of a transparent organic plastic con-

taining an organic dye throughout its mass to radiation,

and the step of measuring the change in optical density

produced by exposure to high energy radiation of the

body of a transparent organic plastic containng an or-

ganic dye distributed throughoiu its mass, said plastic

being a copolymer of allyl methacrylate and dietbylene

glycol bis allyl carbonate, and said dye being cobalt

naphthenate.

3,102,198
SENSITIVE LOW VOLTAGE PROPORTIONAL
COUNTER FOR NEUTRON DETECTION CON-
TAINING He^ AT SUPERATMOSPHERIC PRES-
SURE

Ton W. Bonner, Houston, Tex., assignor to Socony

MobU OU Company, Inc., a corporatioB of New York
FUed Nov. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 155,881

11 Claims. (CI. 250—83.1)
1. A radiation detector of the proportional counter type

comprising a pressure-tight closed container pervious to

transmission therethrough of neutrons in the thermal and
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epithermal energy regions, an electrode extending through

said container in spaced relation with the enclosing walls

and insulated therefrom, a detector gas within said con-

tainer of composition and pressure characterized by its

high sensitivity to neutrons in the thermal and epithermal

regions and its insensitivity to gamma rays, said gas con-

sisting substantially exclusively of high purity helium-3

i .. S^oTinTTTT^ \777777777777

-T ?r

one of said counters for inverting the pulses therefrom,

integrating means connected to the other of said counters

and to said inverter for providing a DC. potential cor-

responding to the pulse difference from said counters,

current control means operatively associated with said

integrating means and controlled by said DC. potential,

means for measuring electric current, an indicator means

operated by said current measuring means, means op-

eratively connecting said control means to said current

measuring means for causing operation of the current

measuring means and thereby the indicator means as a

function of the density of the air in said enclosure.

^
at a superatnnospheric pressure of the order of from about

two atmospheres absolute to about twenty atmospheres

absolute, providing a cross section of about 5000 bams
for the (n, p) type of reaction at thermal energy, and cir-

cuit connections extending to said electrode and to said

container for application thereto of a direct current poten-

tial of the order of about 800 to about 3000 volts.

3,102,199
MEANS FOR MEASURING AIR DENSITY AND
ALTITUDE AT PREVAILING LEVEL OF FLIGHT
OF AN AIRCRAFT

George V. Zito, Nortfavale, NJ., assignor to The Bendix
CorporatioB, a corporation of Delaware
FUed Jan. 14, 1959, Ser. No. 786,867

4 Claims. (Ci. 250—83.3)

3,102,200
PENETRATING RADIATION MEASUREMENT BY
IONIZATION OF A PARTICLE BEARING AERO-
SOL
Theodore A. Rich, Scotia, N.Y., aolgnor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New York
FUed May 29, 1959, Ser. No. 816,947

9 Cbhns. (CI. 250—83J)

'LVID9Ur 1

1. In a radiation measuring instrument, the combina-

tion comprising means to provide a gaseous sample con-

taining uncharged aerosol particles only, means to sub-

ject the uncharged aerosol particle bearing gaseous sam-

ple to ionizing radiation to charge a fraction of the aero-

sol particles therein, and means responsive to both charged

and uncharged aerosol particles to determine the fraction

of aerosol particles thus charged as an index of the radia-

tion intensity.

3,102,201

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE FOR GENERATING
MODULATED RADIATION

Rubin Braunstein and Egon E. Locbner, Princeton, NJ^
a^ignors to Radio Corporation of America, a corpora-

tion of Delaware ^,
FUed Dec. 15, 1958, Ser. No. 780,523

2 Claims. (CI. 250—199)

1. The combination comprising an enclosure, means

for supplying sampled ambient atmospheric air to within

the enclosure, a radium impregnated member positioned

within said enclosure, said radium impregnated member
• to emit alpha, beta and gamma particles in a fixed ratio

for passage through sampled atmospheric air within the

enclosure, first and second counters adapted to provide

electrical pulses in response to the particles emitted from

said member and passing through the air within the en-

closure, said particles being partially absorbed by the

air in proportion to the density thereof, the first of said

counters being responsive to alpha, beta and gamma
particles, said first counter being positioned in said en-

closure in spaced relation to said radium impregnated

member and at one side thereof, the second of said

counters being responsive to gamma particles, said second

counter being positioned in said enclosure in spaced re-

lation to said radium impregnated member and at another

side thereof, means between said member and said second

counter to prevent the passage of alpha and beta particles

to said second counter, means to scatter radiated particles

from said member through the air in said enclosure and

toward said first counter, a pulse inverter connected to

. , /
C'tCV'T

^' 1 1^

1. In combination, a semiconductor device including

a body of semiconductor material with a dot of mate-

rial alloyed into one surface to form a P-N junction, said

device being of the type in which charge carriers rccom-

bine in two competing ways at least one of which is

radiative, an electrode in ohmic contact with said body

on said one surface, a conductive mesh electrode insu-

lated from a second surface of said body, means connected

between said first electrode and said dot for continuously

injecting charge carriers into said device to thereby cause

emission therefrom through said mesh electrode at a

frequency characteristic of the radiative recombination

of the charge carriers, and means separate from said

injecting means for applying a modulating signal between
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said first electrode and said mesh electrode for modulat-

ing the recombination process competing with said radi-

ative recombination to thereby modulate the emitted

radiation.

3,102,202
PHOTOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS

Monroe H. Sweet, Bingbamton, N.Y.; Russell P. Easton

and First-City National Bank of Bingbamton, N.Y.,

administrators of said Monroe H. Sweet, deceased,

assignors to General Aniline & Film Corporation, New
York, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Apr. 12, 1960, Scr. No. 21,827

4 Claims. (CI. 250—207)

^rSMMM^
U

[}<>. ««
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_!1L T'-tr^

1. A control system for automatically varying the

sensitivity of a photomultiplier tube by means of varia-

tion of dynode voltage, including an amplifier responsive

to variations of the anode current of said multiplier tube,

a first control tube associated with said amplifier, the

current conductivity of said tube determining the effec-

tive dynode potential, impedance means in the anode cir-

cuit of said multiplier tube and a circuit including said

impedance and a second control tube for varying cur-

rent flow in said impedance in inverse relation to said

dynode potential whereby the effective anode current

of said multiplier tube is caused to vary in inverse rela-

tion to variation in said dynode voltage.

3,102,203

PHOTOSENSITIVE DATA PROVIDING SYSTEM
Joscpb T. McNaney, La Mesa, Calif., assignor to Gen-

eral Dynamics Corporation, Rocbestcr, N.Y., a cor-

poration of Delaware
Filed Apr. 15, 1960, Scr. No. 22,635

2 Claims. (CI. 250—209)

a photoconductivc material, said output terminal being

connected to spaced points upon said photoconductivc

material, a plurality of N character masks each of which

is individually associated with a particular one of said

pickup means and each of which has a distinctive pattern

of areas representative of particular information, each of

said areas being transparent to incident radiation, each

of said distinctive patterns corresponding with a par-

ticular portion of said given pattern; means for project-

ing radiation through transparent areas of each of said

character masks towards the associated pickup means; a

plurality of N means, each of which is individually as-

sociated with a particular character mask and its as-

sociated matrix, for positioning the mask and associated

matrix in a first or second position relative to each other,

said first position being such that the radiation pattern

emerging from the mask does not impinge upon the pick-

up devices of the associated pickup means, said second

position being such that the radiation pattern emerging

from the mask impinges upon correspondingly positioned

pickup devices of the associated pickup means, each of

said positioning means being in said first position when

unenergized, said positioning means assuming said second

position on energization; and means for selectively en-

ergizing individual ones of said N positioning means.

2. The combination comprising: a plurality of N
radiation-responsive pickup means each of which com-

prises a plurality of pickup devices arranged in the form

of a matrix of a given pattern, said pickup devices each

having output terminals and responsive to incident radia-

tion to generate signals on said output terminals, means

for connecting in common output terminals of corre-

spondingly positioned devices of each pickup means, said

pickup devices each comprising optical fibers clad with

3,102,204
PHOTOSENSmVE APPARATUS FOR MEASURING
THE TRANSVERSE DIMENSIONS OF WIRES
AND CABLES
OKar Henri Ingbcr, 15 Blvd. dn General Kocnig,

Neuilly-sur-Scinc, France
FUed May 31, 1960, Scr. No. 32,982

Claims priority, application France May 29, 1959

14 Claims. (CI. 250—219)

• t

ii6

.'73

1. An apparatus for measuring the transverse dimen-

sion of an object of elongated shape such as a cable,

tube wire, tape, comprising in combination an emitter

of a radiant beam and a photoelectric receiver for said

beam, said object being placed between said emitter and

receiver, means for forming from said beam issuing from

said emitter at least one narrow luminous zone, said

narrow luminous zone and the object to be measured con-

stituting two elements, an optical system for forming

the image of one of said elements on the other element,

means for producing a periodic relative displacement of

the image of one of said elements with respect to the

other so as to periodically block the image of one of

said elements by means of the other element and there-

fore periodically break the current delivered by said pho-

toelectric receiver, means for producing an auxiliary ref-

erence signal varying in proportion to the relative dis-

placement, in the direction of the measurement, of the

image of one of the elements with respect to the other,

the means producing said auxiliary signal being driven

in synchonism with the means producing the relative

displacement of the image of one element in relation

to the other, and means for producing from the variation

of said auxiliary reference signal during the time period

in which said photoelectric current is discontinued, an

output voltage giving an indication proportional to the

transverse dimension of the measured object.

f
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3,102,205

ENGINE DRIVEN ELECTRICAL GENERATOR
Van P. Combs, 1617 Scribncr Road, Pcnfield, N.Y.

Filed May 11, 1960, Scr. No. 28,482

2 Claims. (CI. 290—1)

3,102,207
TRANSISTOR MEMORY CIRCUIT

Albert E. Ellis, Jr., New York, N.Y., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York,

N.Y., a corporation of New York
FUed Mar. 11, 1959, Scr. No. 798,745

14 Claims. (CI. 307—88.5)

r^

1. In an engine driven electrical generator, an elon-

gated housing, an internal combustion engine including

aligned cylinders mounted in opposite ends of the housing,

pistons reciprocable in the respective cylinders, an outer

unit stationarily mounted adjacent the walls of the hous-

ing, a central structure extending longitudinally of the

housing, end walls for the housing supporting said cen-

tral structure, a sleeve-like reciprocable unit within said

housing and about said central structure and supported

between said pistons for reciprocation therewith, one of

said units comprising an armature coil and the other coni-

prising a field unit having a plurality of field magnets radi-

ally related with respect to said inner structure and hav-

ing corresponding magnetic poles correspondingly related

to the axis of said housing, and means including said

inner structure, said end walls and said housing providing

a return path for the flux of said field magnets.

3,102,206

SATURABLE CURRENT TRANSFORMER-
TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT

Raymond E. Morgan, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company, a corporation of New York

Filed June 11, 1958, Scr. No. 741,365

10 Claims. (CI. 307—88)

1. A memory circuit comprising a plurality of bistable

memory cells connected in parallel each including an

input terminal, an output terminal, an access means for

selecting predetermined ones of said cells; common set,

reset, and interrogating means connected to said input

terminals of said cells for providing pulses to selected

ones of said cells; common output means including ampli-

fying means connected to said output terminals of all of

said cells; and common hold-current-supply means includ-

ing a first source of potential, unidirectional current means

connecting said first source of potential and said output

terminals to maintain said output terminals aj^a^jojemial

greater than the potential supplied by said firtf source, and

a transistor amplifier comprising a transistot having base,

emitter, and collector electrodes, a second tource of po-

tential greater than the potential supplied by said first

source, an inductor connecting said collector electrode to

said second source, a resistor connecting said base elec-

trode to said second source, and means connecting said

emitter electrode to said output terminals whereby the

potential at said output terminals is maintained at a value

less than the value of the potential supplied by said second

source.

3,102,208

RACE-PREVENTING FLIP-FLOP SWITCHES BY
TRAILING EDGE OF CLOCK PULSE APPLIED
THROUGH CHARGED SERIES CAPACITOR

Roy W. Reach, Jr., Sudbury, Mass., assignor to Mfanc-

apolis-Honcywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis,

Minn., a corporation of Delaware
FUed Feb. 17, 1960, Scr. No. 9,268

12 Claims. (CL 307—88.5)

1. A proportional control amplifier for power and con-

verter purposes comprising a switching semiconductor

having an input circuit and an output circuit, a saturable

core transformer having a first winding and a second wind-

ing inductively and regenerativcly coupled to the first wind-

ing, the first winding being connected in the input circuit

of the swiching semiconductor and the second winding

being connfccted in the output circuit of the switching

semiconductor, a power source and load connected in the

output circuit of the switching semiconductor and a single

continuous linearly variable control and resetting signal

input circuit means connected to the input circuit of the

switching semiconductor through the first winding of the

saturable core transformer for control' ing the rate of

resetting of the saturable core transformer in accordance 1

with the control and resetting signal. »ng

^

In combination with a bistable transistor circuit hav-

a pair of symmetrical input circuits each of which
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comprises a junction point and means for gating a plural-

ity of input signals thereto, means for applying a bias po-

tential to said junction point with respect to a reference

point, means for receiving spaced pulses of finite dura-

tion, capacitive storage means having first and second ter-

minals, means unilaterally conductive in mutually op-

posite directions for coupling said first terminal to said

junction point and to said pulse receiving means respec-

tively, and means unilaterally conductive in mutually op-

posite directions for coupling said second terminal to said

transistor circuit and to said reference point respectively,

said means for coupling said first and second terminals

to said transistor circuit and to said junction point respec-

tively being oppositely poled, said storage means being

adapted to initiate charging thereof upon the arrival of

the leading edges of said pulses and to transfer its charge

to said transistor circuit upon the arrival of the trailing

pulse edges.

3,102,209
TRANSISTOR-NEGATIVE RESISTANCE DIODE

SHIFTING AND COUNTING CIRCUITS
Abraham I. Pressman, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

Radio Corporation of America, a corporation of Dela-

ware
FUed Mar. 29, 1960, Ser. No. 18,426

11 Claims. (CI. 307^88.5)

2. A shifting circuit comprising a plurality of stages

each including a transistor and a tunnel diode connected

to apply a base input signal to said transistor, said stages

being connected in an ordered arrangement by coupling

the transistor of any one stage to the tunnel diode of the

succeeding stage in order, means for applying a bias po-

tential to each said tunnel diode sufficient to provide each

said tunnel diode with two stable operating states, in one

of said states a tunnel diode maintaining its connected

transistor in the conducting condition, and in the other

of said states a tunnel diode maintaining its connected

transistor in the non-conducting condition, means for set-

ting certain of said tunnel diodes in an initial state and

at least one of *aid tunnel diodes in the opposite state, and

means for applying successive signals to said circuit, suc-

cessive ones of said signals operating to shift a -tored sig-

nal from said one to another of said diodes in succeed-

ing stages.

3,102,210

LMPROVEMENTS IN THE MOUNTING OF ELEC-
TROMAGNETIC TRANSDUCER ELEMENTS

Jacques Dory and Jean-Jacques Renaut, Meaux, France,

assignors to Realisations Ultrasoniqaes, Meaux,

France, a corporation of France
Filed Sept. 28, 1959, Ser. No. 842,943

Claims priority, application France Sept. 27, 1958

5 Claims. (CI. 31(^—26)

1. A transducer for transducing electrical energy into

compression wave energy comprising a block of mate-

rial adapted for transmitting compression wave energy

to a medium in contact therewith and having a plu-

rality of cavities, a plurality of members threaded into

said cavities and having respective external recesses and

a plurality of laminated magnetostrictive bars having

ends respectively inserted into said recesses.

3,102,211
ADIABATIC BEAM CONDENSER METHOD

AND APPARATUS
Peter A. Sturrock, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to Varian

Associates, Palo Alto, Calif., a corporatioa of Cali-

fornia
FUcd Aug. 19, 1959, Scr. No. 834,724

7 Claims. (CL 313—84)

?^f>

B-^

3. A charged particle beam condenser apparatus in-

cluding, means for decreasing the cross sectional area of

a stream of charged particles by at least a factor of 10

over a length of beam travel in excess of one focusing

wavelength, said means for decreasing the beam cross

sectional area including means for directing an increasing

beam focusing force onto the particles of the beam, and

the focusing force being progressively increased as the

cross section of the beam is decreased whereby the beam
may be condensed to a relatively high current density

without introducing excessive perturbations therein.

3,102,212
CATHODE RAY TUBE WITH LOW VELOCITY DE-
FLECTION AND POST DEFLECTION BEAM
ACCELERATION

Knit Schlesinger, Fayettevillc, N.Y., assignor to Moto-
rola, Inc., Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

Continuation of applkatton Scr. No. 601,204, July 31,

1956. This application Apr. 24, 1959, Scr. No. 808,846
6 Claims. (CL 315—12)

1. A cathode ray tube including in combination a

viewing screen adapted to be maintained at a relatively

high potential, an anode adapted to be maintained at a

relatively low fixed potential, an electron beam source

constructed to direct a beam through said anode so that

the beam impinges upon said viewing screen, deflecting

means for scanning said beam across said viewing screen,

a composite apertured electrode separating the high and

low potential spaces through which the beam passes, said
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electrode comprising a conductive portion facing said

viewing screen and an insulating coating on said con-

ductor portion facing the low potential space and having

a layer with high secondary electron emissive properties,

a conducting grid maintained at said fixed low potential

of said anode in said low potential space adjacent said

insulating coating, said emissive layer of said electrode

being adapted to emit electrons to said conducting grid

as the beam passes through said apertured electrode so

with said contact when said reed is deflected during vibra-

tion to thereby complete said D.C. current path, said con-

tact supporting means being positioned with relation to

that said layer assumes said fixed low potential, means for

maintaining said conductive portion of said electrode at

a potential slightly below that of said conducting grid, so

that the potential on said conductive portion of said aper-

tured electrode is below that assumed by said emissive

layer to provide a negative potential gradient from said

layer to said conductive portion which forms a barrier

to the flow of secondarily emitted electrons from said

apertured electrode to said viewing screen.

3,102^13
MULTIPLANAR PRINTED CIRCUITS AND
METHODS FOR THEIR MANUFACTURE

Donald E. Bcdson, FhuhlBg, SalTatore A. Di Numo,
Mincola, and Anthony C. Sidcsid, Bronx, N.Y^

asaignon to HazcMiic Rcaearch, Inc., a corporation of

Dlinota
Filed May 13, 1960, Scr. No. 28,892

12 Claims. (CL 317—101)

said reed such that the DC. current path formed within

said reed upon said contact malting with said reed will

link the lines of flux of said magnetic field in such a

maimer as to exert no net force upon said reed.

3,102,215

VARIABLE INPUT-IMPEDANCE CIRCUIT
ARRANGEMENT

Johannes Ensink, Hilversum, Netherlands, assignor, by

mesne assignments, to North American Philips Com-
pany, Inc., New York, N.Y., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Original application July 20, 1956, S«r. No. 599,163, now

Patent No. 2,952,783, dated Sept 13, 1960. Divided

and this application Apr. 12, 1960, Ser. No. 48,795

2 Claims. (CL 317—148.5)

«^|

10. A multiplanar printed circuit board consisting of a

stack of insulative sheets having desired conductor con-

figurations adhered thereto and having continuously plated-

through holes which electrically interconnect the con-

ductor configurations existing at the various planes of

the composite board.

3,102,214
RESONANT REED RELAY

Koho Ozone, Webster, N.Y., assignor to General

Dynamics Corporation, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware ^^ ^^ „^
FUed Feb. 2, 1959, Ser. No. 790,750

4 Claims. (CL 317—147)

1. A resonant reed relay comprismg a metallic reed

having a natural resonant frequency, said reed having a

slot in one end thereof; means for providing a magnetic

field; means for applying signals across said slotted end to

thereby cause signal currents to flow through said reed;

means for su^orting said reed in said magnetic field so

that signal currents in said reed are substantially perpen-

dicular to said field to thereby cause said rccd to vibrate

when said signal currents are of a frequency equal to said

resonant frequency; a D.C. current path including a con-

tact and said reed and means for supporting said contact

a distance from said reed such that said reed wUl make

1. A circuit arrangement comprising first and second

transistors each having emitter, collector and base elec-

trodes and an emitter-collector current amplification factor

substantially equal to unity, a source of electrical oscilla-

tions, a resonant selective network having an internal in-

put resistance viewed from the emitter and base electrodes

of said first and second transistors of a value between the

values of the input impedance of said first and second

transistors when the collector impedance of said first and

second transistors is zero and when said collector imped-

ance is substantially infinity, said selective network being

interposed between said source of oscillations and the

base electrodes of said first and second transistors, said

selective network comprising two portions each tuned to

a different frequency, one portion being coupled to the

base of said first transistor, the second portion being

coupled to the base of said second transistor, said source

of oscillations containing frequencies to which said selec-

tive network is tuned, and an impedance coupled in com-

mon in the collector electrode circuits of said first and

second transistors, said first and second oscillations having

an amplitude producing a substantially zero collector-

emitter voltage simultaneously in said first and second

transistors when the amplitude of said first and second

oscillations is a maximum whereby said input impedance

of said first and second transistors varies to provide selec-

tive variable damping of both portions of said selective

network, said damping being a maximum when said oscil-

lation amplitude is a maximum and the initial magnitude

ratio of said first and second oscillations is maintained.
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3,102,216
METALLIZED CAPACITOR

George P. McGraw, Jr., Downers Grove, III., assignor to

Western Electric Company, Incorporated, New York,
N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Dec. 23, 1959, Ser. No. 861,664

1 Claim. (CI. 317—242)

/«*. tU'"*

A metallized capacitor comprising, a concentric cylin-

drical dielectric core member, a metal cap secured to each

end of said core member, a first coating of dielectric ma-

terial encircling the peripheral surface of said core mem-
ber and portions of said metal caps and having a pair of

spaced peripheral edges, a first coating of metal electrode

encircling said first coating of dielectric material, said

first coating of metal electrode terminating axiaily inward

from one of 'aid peripheral edges of said first coating of

dielectric material and extending axiaily beyond the other

of said peripheral edges into encircling engagement with

one of said metal caps, said first coating of dielectric

material insulating a substantial portion of said first coat-

ing of metal electrode from said dielectric core member
to reduce current leakage through said core member be-

tween said first coating of metal electrode and the other

of said metal caps a second coating of dielectric material

encircling said first coating of metal electrode and ex-

tending axiaily toward the ends of said core member in

encircling relationship with respect to portions of said

metal caps, and a second coating of metal electrode en-

circling said second coating of dielectric material, said

second coating of metal electrode extending axi.illy into

encircling engagement with the other of said metal cap^

and being insulated from said one of said metal caps and

said first coating of metal electrode by said LO.itings of di-

electric material, said coatings of dielectric material, and

metal electrode each forming a continuous closed band.

3,102,217
MECHANICALLY REBALANCED CONDITION

CONTROL SERYOSYSTEM
Clark Y. Bullen, Rockford, III., assignor to Barber-Cole-

man Company, Rockford, III., a corporation of Illinois

Filed Feb. 1, 1960, Ser. No. 5,889
6 Claims. (CI. 318—28)

4. A force-to-current transducer comprising, in combi-

nation, a fulcrumed lever balanced by application thereto

of a condition-responsive input force and an electromag-

netic counterforce, an electromagnetic means coupled

with said lever and energized by a D.-C. excitation current

for producing said counterforce. means for producing said

excitation current including, a transistor oscillator operat-

ing at a relatively high frequency, inductive and capacitive

elements connected in parallel and energized by said os-

cillator, means for varying the inductance of said induc-

tive element in response to movement of said lever so that

the impedance of said parallel-connected elements is de-

pendent upon the position of said lever, rectifier means
coupled to said elements for producing a signal varying in

magnitude as the amplitude of the A.-C. signal appearing
across said parallel-connected elements, and transistor

means responsive to said rectifier signal for producing said

D.-C. excitation current varying in magnitude as a func-

tion of said rectifier signal.

• 3,102,218
PLURAL MOTOR REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

Paul A. Dicke, New Bremen, Ohio, assignor to Crown
Controls Corporation, a corporation of Ohio

Filed June 30, 1960, Ser. No. 39,840
10 Claims. (CI. 318—41)

1. A control mechanism for a remotely mounted
motor, comprising in combination: a housing; a proximal

electric motor in the housing, said proximal motbr being

connected in parallel with the remotely mounted motor;

a source of electrical energy; a switch mechanism driven

by the proximal motor, said switch mechanism having

three positions; namely a forward position, a reverse posi-

tion and an open position; and means for actuating the

switch mechanism into any one of the three positions;

said means including a cam follower actuating the switch

mechanism into the various positions and a cam mem-
ber having two concentric cam surfaces, one of which
has a larger radius than the other, and a diagonal cam
surface for connecting adjacent ends of the concentric

cam surfaces, the cam follower when contacting one of

the concentric cam surfaces connecting the motors to the

source of electrical energy to drive the cam follower to-

ward the diagonal cam surface to thereby actuate the

switch mechanism into the open position to stop rotation

of both motors.

3,102,219
MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM FOR ELECTRICALLY

POWERED VEHICLES
Robert G. LeToumeau, P.O. Box 2307, Longview, Tex.

FUed Jan. 22, 1962, Ser. No. 167,782
8 Claims. (CI. 318—145)

.:^^'.r"-- Mi'l
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5. A control system for an electrically powered self-

propelled vehicle comprising in combination: an internal

combustion engine; a differential compound direct cur-

rent generator having a series field, a shunt field and out-

put terminals; a generator exciter having a field winding;
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a motor exciter having a field winding; means mechani-

cally coupling said generator and exciters to said engine;

a plurality of electric wheel motors of the direct current

cumulative compound type, each having a shunt field, a

series field, and input terminals; a pair of main conduc-

tor terminals; means connecting said generator output

terminals and the respective input terminals of said motors

in parallel to said main conductor terminals; relay ac-

tuated contact means for reversing the polarity of the

series fields of said motors; polarity sensing means for

actuating said contact means to reverse said motor series

fields responsive to a change of voltage polarity at said

main conductor terminals; means for supplying direct cur-

rent voltage of selectable polarity and magnitude to said

generator exciter field winding; means for supplymg a

direct current voltage of predetermined magnitude m
series with said motor exciter field winding; means for

supplying the voltage at said main conductor terminals

through a relay actuated reversing switch in series with

said voltage of predetermined magnitude and in bucking

relation thereto; means associated with said polarity sens-

ing means for actuating said reversing switch responsive to

a change of polarity at said main conductor terminals; a

dynamic braking controller including a variable resist-

ance connected in series with said motor exciter field wind-

ing and having an off position; a dynamic braking relay

having first and second normally closed contacts, and

first and second normally open contacts; conductors con-

necting said first normally closed contact in shunt with

said variable resistance; conductors connecting said sec-

ond normally closed contact in series with said generator

exciter field exciution supply; a series field reducing relay

associated with each said motor and having a normally

open contact and energizing means; conductor means con-

necting said last mentioned normally open contact in

shunt with the major portion of the turns of the respective

motor series field; conductor means connecting said hrst

normally open contact in series with said series field reduc-

ing relay energizing means; a dynamic braking resistance

grid- conductor means connecting said second normally

open contact in series with said resistance grid across said

main conductor terminals; energizing means for said dy-

namic braking relay; and switch means operative respon-

sive to movement of said dynamic braking controller from

its off position for closing the circuit of said dynamic brak-

ing relay energizing means.

of gaseous hydrogen and oxygen formed by substantial

electrolysis of the aqueous electrolyte during the charg-

ing cycle of the cell, said catalytic device being respon-

sive to a rise in temperature in response to an increase

in the rate of hydrogen and oxygen recombination, and

means adjacent to and in heat exchange relation with

said catalytic device for detecting a change in the tem-

perature of the catalytic device and responding to said

temperature change to control the charging current in

the charging circuit.

3,102,221

REGULATION OF THE CHARGING OF SEC-

ONDARY CELLS USING A TEMPERATURE
SENSITIVE ELEMENT IN HEAT EXCHANGE
RELATIONSHIP WITH A CATALYTIC DE-

VICE ...
Harold Martin Harmer, Brentwood, England, assignor to

Miranda Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corporation

of New Mexico
Filed Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 96,751

Claims prioritj, application Great Britain Mar. 24, 1960

3 Claims. (CI. 320—36)

^m^
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SECONDARY BATTERY CATALYST DEVICE WITH
^TEMPERATURE RESPONSIVE MEANS
Harold Martin Harmer, Brentwood, Finland. «s«gnor

to Miranda Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New Mexico
Filed Nov. 16, 1960, Ser. N*, 69^36

Claims priority, application Great Bntain Nov. 18, 1959

10 Claims. (CI. 320—36)

1. An apparatus for regulating the charging rate of a

storage cell unit, and attachable to at least one cell there-

of to complete a charging circuit, comprising a charging

circuit, including an alternating current source and gated

diode rectifiers therein for supplying a direct charging

current to the storage cell unit, and a control circuit com-

prising a circuit in inductive relationship to said alternat-

ing current source disposed through resistors between the

gates of said diodes, a center-tapped inductance across

said resistors, and a resistance-capacitance circuit con-

taining a temperature-sensitive resistor disposed across

said center-tapped inductance, whereby a difference in

phase angle exists between the signal in the resistance-

capacitance portion of the circuit and the signal in the

diode rectifier portion of the circuit, and wherein less

current flows in the charging circuit during a greater

difference of the two said phase angles, and wherein a

higher temperature in said resistor causes a relatively

greater difference in said phase angles, and wherein the

said temperature-sensitive resistor is placed in a heat-

exchange relationship with a catalytic device adapted to

facilitate the exothermic recombination reaction of hy-

drogen and oxygen into water.

1 In an apparatus for controlling the charging current

supplied to wet electrical storage cell means and respon-

sive to substantial gassing incident to overcharging there-

of when said apparatus is placed in control'ing relation-

ship to a charging circuit supplying said charging current

to the cell means, a catalytic device disposed in use adja-

cent the cell to facilitate the recombination into water

3,102,222

REGULATION OF THE CHARGING OF SECOND-
ARY BATTERIES USING A MEANS RESPONSIVE
TO THE TEMPERATURE OF A CATALYTIC DE-

VICE ...
Harold Martin Harmer, Brentwood, England, assignor to

Miranda Corporation, New York, N.Y., a corportaion

of New Mexico
Filed June 1, 1961, Ser. No. 114,203

Claims priority, application Great Britain June 9, 1960

3 Claims- (CI. 320—36)
1. An apparatus for supplying a controlled electrical

charging current to an aqueous electrolyte electrical stor-
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age unit and for preventing the charging rate of the elec-

trical current from substantially exceeding a charging

rate which could cause substantial electrolysis of the

electrolyte at various temperatures at which the said

electrical storage unit is operable comprising, in com-

bination, a charging circuit for the said electrical storage

unit thereof, a catalytic device for catalyzing the exo-

thermic recombination into water of the hydrogen and

oxygen produced by the electrolysis of the electrolyte in

W~^
1^ I

the said electrical storage unit, said catalytic device in use

being disposed in an <^)erative gas-detecting relationship

with the said electrical storage unit and being thermally

responsive to the rate of recombination of the hydrogen

and oxygen produced by the electrolysis of the electrolyte,

and temperature-responsive switdi means in the said

charging circuit for detecting the temperature of the said

catalytic device and for interrupting current flow through

the said charging circuit when said catalytic device reaches

a predetermined temperature.

3,102,223

HALF FREQUENCY POWER SUPPLY FOR
VIBRATING MACmNES

James H. Burnett, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to Electrons,

Incorporated, Newark, NJ.

FUed July 5, 1960, Scr. No. 40,929

13 Claims. (CL 321^38)

live elements for providing a voltage thercacross to gate

said pair of discharge devices at any point during every

successive half cycle when said respective discharge de-

vices have positive-going pulses applied to their anodes;

a second pair of magnetic amplifiers each having an input

electrically connected to the source of alternating current

and each comprising a feedback, means electrically con-

nected to its respective inputs and having an output each

of which is electrically connected across a respective one

of said second pair of resistive elements for providing

a voltage thereacross in opposition to said voltage pro-

vided by said first pair of magnetic amplifiers to cancel

said voltages on every alteniate cycle of said source as

governed by said feedback means, thereby providing an

output across said load impedance having a frequency

equal to one-half the frequency of said alternating cur-

rent source.

11. A frequency dividing circuit comprising; a single

phase source of alternating current; a pair of gatable dis-

charge devices each having an anode, a cathode, and a

gating electrode, said cathodes being electrically con-

nected commonly, an input transformer having a primary

winding electrically connected across said alternating cur-

rent source and having a center-tapped secondary wind-

ing, each of the extreme opposite terminals of which are

electrically connected to each of said anodes of said dis-

charge devices; a load impedance electrically connected

from the center-tap of sid secondary winding to the

common acthoJe connection of said discharge devices;

a first pair of resistive elements one end of each being

electrically connected to the gating electrodes of said

respective discharge devices; a second pair of resistive

elements one end of each being electrically connected to

the other end of each of said respective first pair of re-

sistive elements and the other end of each of said second

pairs being electrically connected commonly; a source of

DC. potential, the positive pole of which is electrically

connected to said common cathode terminal, and the neg-

ative pole of which is electrically connected to said other

end of said commonly connected second pair of resistive

elements; a first pair of magnetic amplifiers each having

an input electrically connected to the source of alternat-

ing current and each having an output electrically con-

nected across a respective one of said first pair of resis-

3,102,224
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC A.C. GENERATOR
Paul F. Maedcr, Rumford, RJ., assignor of one-half to

Paul Levinger, Providence, R.I.

Filed Feb. 17, 1960, Scr. No. 9,325
5 Claims. (CL 322-^7)

1. Apparatus for generating electricity, comprising a

stator assembly having concentric inner and outer core

members of magnetic material spaced to form a substan-

tially annular and linearly extending fluid flow passageway

therebetween and including distributed polyphase-con-

nected electrical winding means for developing a poly-

phase magnetic field having flux lines extending substan-

tially radially across said passageway and having a sub-

stantially sinusoidal fleld intensity distribution travelling

substantially linearly in one axial directon along said

passageway at a predetermined velocity, means forcing

high-temperature ionized conductive gaseous fluid through

said passageway in said one direction at a velocity higher

than said predetermined velocity, refractory insulating

material lining said passageway and fully separating the

high-temperature ionized fluid in said passageway from

said stator assembly, said annular passageway providing

substantially circular paths transverse to the axis of said

passageway for electrical currents induced in said ionized

gaseous fluid to circulate angularly about said axis in

substantially normal relation to the radial flux lines, said

electrical winding means being disposed to have polyphase

electrical currents induced therein by the magnetic fields

produced by said currents induced in said ionized gaseous

fluid, means having electrical reactance characteristics

connected in circuit with said winding means and con-

trolling power output characteristics of said winding

means, said stator assembly further having coolant pas-

sages therethrough independently of said annular passage-

way for conducting coolant fluid therethrough and preserv-

ing the temperatures of said core members, windings and

refractory material at less than the high temperatures of

said ionized gaseous fluid, and means delivering fluid at
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less than said high temperatures to said coolant passages,

whereby polyphase alternating current electrical signals

produced by said winding means provides self-excitation

for developing said field and overcomes the power losses

in said stator assembly and the reactance means and

provide net electrical output for supply to a load.

3 102*225

TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT
Cluu-les R. Kenny, Pnrdys Station, and Joseph Reed, New

Rochelle, N.Y., assignors to General Precision, Inc., a

corporation of Delaware
FUed Oct. 3, IHO, Ser. No. 59,997

2 Claims. (CL 323—22)

electrode, connections to the current conductive electrodes

to impress a pulsating voltage thereacross, the valve be-

coming conductive when a predetermined voltage is ap-

plied to the control electrode and a voltage of a prede-

termined value is impressed across th# current conducting

electrodes and becoming non-conducting when the volt-

age across the current conducting electrodes is less than

the predetermined value, a voltage limiting device con-

nected across the current conducting electrodes and be-

coming conductive when the voltage thereacross exceeds

2. A regulated power supply comprising, supply means

generating a direct current and having two terminals, a

load having two terminals, one terminal of said load being

directly connected to one terminal of said supply means,

a series control transistor having an emitter-collector path

connected at one end to the other terminal of said supply

means, said series control transistor having a base ter-

minal, a current-sensing resistor having one terminal con-

nected to the other end^f said emitter-collector path and

having a second terminal, a transistor having its base

connected to sense the potential of said second terminal

relative to said one terminal of the supply means and

having a collector terminal, emitter follower transistor

means connecting said collector terminal to said series

control transistor base for increasing the resistance of

said emitter-collector path in proportion to said potential,

a current-limiting transistor having its emitter and base

connected across said current-sensing resistor to sense

the potential drop thereacross and thereby to sense said

emitter-collector path current, said current-limiting tran-

sistor having its collector connected to said collector ter-

minal whereby connection is made through said emitter

follower transistor means to said series control transistor

base for increasing the resistance of said emitter-collector

path in proportion to said emitter-collector path current

above a selected current value, an electromagnetic relay

having a coil and normally open contacts, said coil being

connected to a capacitor and to said one terminal of the

load, the other end of said capacitor being connected

through a unilaterally conductive diode to said second

terminal, a high resistance resistor shunting said diode,

said contacts being connected to said second terminal and

to a rectifying diode, the other terminal of said rectifying

diode being connected to the junction of said coil and

said capacitor, and a connection from the other terminal

of said load to the junction between said contacts and

said rectifying diode.
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a higher predetermined value, an impedaiKe in series with

the voltage limiting device, and a connection from one

side of the impedance to the control electrode, a trans-

former having a primary winding and a secondary wind-

ing connected to the control electrode to apply a firing

voluge thereto, a capacitor and a second electrical valve

in series with the primary winding, means to supply a

direct voltage to the primary winding circuit to charge

the capacitor and supply anode voltage to the second

valve, and means to supply a signal voltage to the

second valve to cause it to conduct.

3,102,227

ARRANGEMENT FOR DERIVING AN ADJUST-
ABLE PARTIAL VOLTAGE FROM AN ELECTRIC
SIGNAL VOLTAGE ... *

Nico Arte de Gler, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to

North American Philips Company, Inc., New York,

N.Y., a corporation of Delaware „, „ ,^,
Filed Feb. 28, 1958, Ser. No. 718,322

Cbims priority, application Netheriands Mar. 9, 1957

15 Claims. (CL 323—64)

3,102,226
POWER CONTROL CIRCUIT

Henry S. Borliovitz, Chicago, 111., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Foitoria Corporation, Fortoria, Ohio,

a corporation of Ohio
FUed Sept 18, 1961, Scr. No. 138,885

2 Claims. (CL 323—22)
2. A power control circuit comprising an electrical

valve having current conductive electrodes and a control

1. A circuit arrangement comprising a source of time

varying intelligence signal voltage, first and second im-

pedance elements connected in series circuit arrangement,

at least one of said impedance elements comprising a

photosensitive impedance, means for impinging radiations

upon said photosensitive impedance, means for varymg

the intensity of radiations impinging on said pholosen-
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sitive impedance independently of said source of intelli-

gence signal thereby varying the impedance value of the

said photosensitive impedance, means for aplying said

time varying intelligence signal voltage across said series

circuit arrangement, and means for deriving an output

voltage from one of said impedances, said output voltage

having a magnitude relatively less than that of said signal

voltage and varying in a predetermined relationship with

the impedance value of said photosensitive impedance.

3,102,228
ALTERNATING CURRENT VOLTAGE

REFERENCE
John J. Werth, Paramus, NJ., assignor to ACF Indus-

tries, Incorporated, New York, N.Y^ a corporation of

New Jersey

FUed May 12, 1958, Ser. No. 734,578
1 Claim. (CI. 323—66)

ZlT
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An alternating current voltage reference device com-
prising a source of unregulated alternating current volt-

age, a clipping circuit network connected to said voltage

source and comprising a parallel circuit having two

branches, one of said two parallel circuit branches in-

cluding a pair of double anode zener diodes to provide

a modified square wave voltage output, the other of said

two parallel circuit branches including a double anode

zener diode to convert said modified square wave voltage

output into a square wave voltage output, and a filter

circuit connected across the last mentioned diode to at-

tenuate the harmonic frequencies of said square wave

voltage output, said filter circuit including a series circuit

tuned to the fundamental frequency of the square wave

and having a first inductance and a capacitor connected

in series with a first blocking circuit comprising a second

inductance and a first variable capacitor connected in

parallel and tuned to the third harmonic of said square

wave voltage output, a pair of output terminals in said

filter circuit, and a second blocking circuit connected

electrically between said output terminals and compris-

ing a third inductance and a second variable capacitor

connected in parallel and tuned to the fundamental fre-

quency of said square wave voltage output.

3,102,229
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL APPARATUS

EMPLOYING MAGNETIC AMPLIFICATION
Horace E. Darling, North Attleboro, Mass., assignor to

The Foxboro Company, Foxboro, Mass.
Filed Mar. 26, 1958, Ser. No. 724,056

10 Claims. (CI. 323—89)
1. Magnetic amplification apparatus for use in indus-

trial process control systems and the like, comprising,

in combination, first and second magnetic amplifiers con-

nected together in a cascaded arrangement, each of said

amplifiers comprising saturable core means defining a

pair of flux paths, input winding means for each of said

magnetic amplifiers and coupled to the corresponding pair

of flux paths, output winding means for each of said

magnetic amplifiers and coupled to the corresponding pair

of flux paths, means coupling the output winding means

of one of said magnetic amplifiers to the input winding

means of the other of said magnetic amplifiers, and sta-

bilizing means comprising A.-C. coupling means arranged

to link together the respective core means of said first

J-*
—

#-J
-i.> Ifitl^

and second magnetic amplifiers so as to tend to delay the

passage of a signal therethrough.

3,102,230
ELECTRIC FIELD CONTROLLED SEMI-

CONDUCTOR DEVICE
Dawon Kahng, Plainfield, NJ., assignor to Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a
corporation off New York

FUed May 31, 1960, Ser. No. 32,801
6 Claims. (CI. 323—94)

1. In combination, a semiconductor wafer including at

least a first and third region of one conductivity type sepa-

rated by a second region of the opposite conductivity type

and defining respectively a first and second p-n junction,

said first and second p-n junctions intersecting a major

surface of the wafer, a dielectric coating over at least

said major surface, means for impressing a voltage across

said first and second p-n junctions, means for impressing

an electric field across said dielectric in a direction to

encompass both said dielectric and said semiconductor

wafer, said electric field being particularly characterized

in that it is responsive to variations in the voltage across

said first and second p-n junctions.

3,102,231
WHITE NOISE FAULT DETECTION SYSTEM

Alfred A. Wolf, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to General
Dynamics Corporation, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation
of Delaware

Filed Apr. 19, 1961, Ser. No. 104,097
4 Claims. (CI. 324—57)
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I. Apparatus comprising a white noise source, correlat-

ing means for producing a voltage output therefrom hav-
ing a magnitude and polarity manifesting the correlation
which exists over a given period of time between first and

second inputs apjrfied thereto, transmission means includ-

ing a system under test coupled between said white noise

source and said correlating means for applying white

noise from said source modified in accordance with the

transmission characteristics of said system under test as a

first input to said correlating means, an orthogonal poly-

nomial filter coupled to said white noise source for pro-

ducing a given plurality of separate statistically inde-

pendent outputs, and means for successively applying each

of said filter outputs as a second input to said correlating

means for a given period of time.

movement of the coil when said coil is electrically ener-

gized.

3,102,234

PLATE MODULATED HYBRID TRANSMITTER
WITH TUBE POTENTIALS DERIVED FROM
TRANSISTOR STAGES

Robert M. Eisenberg, Rockville, Md., assignor to ACF
Industries, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a corpora-

tion of New Jersey
Filed Aug. 5, 1960, Ser. No. 47,643

1 Claim. (CI. 325—104)

3,102»232

MICROWAVE ELECTRICAL THICKNESS COM-
PARATOR UTILIZING A WAVEGUIDE PROBE

James D. Leonard, Columbus, and George T. Stropki,

Gahanna, Ohio, assigiiors to North American Avia-

tion, Inc.

FUed June 17, 1960, Ser. No. 36,790

7 Claims. (CL 324—58.5)

7. A microwave electrical thickness comparator con-

sisting of: oscilloscope presentation means, backward

wave oscillator means developing a frequency-swept out-

put signal, cavity frequency meter means absorbing a

I>ortion of said backward wave oscillator means output

signal, and waveguide probe means operatively connected

to said cavity means to receive and radiate the unab-

sorbed portion of said backward wave oscillator means

output signal, said waveguide probe means containing

a microwave-sensitive crystal means which is operatively

connected to said oscilloscope presentation means and

which detects a condition caused by microwave energy

radiated from and reflected into said probe means.

3,102,233

GALVANOMETER WITH DISCRETE LIQUID
GLOBULE DAMPING MEANS

Wilson A. Charbonneaux, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to

WacLlne, Inc., Dayton, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio

FUed July 14, 1961, Ser. No. 124,048

14 Claims. (CL 324—125)

-f)
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A transmitter comprising a modulator, a first oscillator

connected to the modulator for producing a sub-carrier,

a first amplifier connected to the modulator and arranged

to modulate the sub-carrier with an audio signal, a sec-

ond amplifier connected to the output of the modulator,

means to demodulate the output of the second amplifier,

said modulator, first oscillator, first ampUfier and second

amplifier comprising electron discharge devices, all said

electron discharge devices being transistors, a low voltage

source connected to supply the transistors of the modula-

tor the first oscillator, the first amplifier and the second

amplifier, a third amplifier including an electron tube hav-

ing an anode which is connected to the output of said de-

modulator means, and a second oscillator for producing a

carrier connected to the third amplifier, said second oscil-

lator including an electron tube having a plate, and a

rectifier and a filter connected from said demodulator

means to supply the plate voltage of the tube in the sec-

ond oscUlator, whereby said demodulator means pro-

vides the modulating and supply voltages for the elec-

tron tubes and said low voltage source constitutes the sole

source of electrical supply.

1. A galvanometer of the type described, said galvanom-

eter comprising a magnet creating a magnetic field, a

movable electrical coil rotatably mounted in said magncUc

field for rotation when energized and having a central aper-

ture a core mounted within the aperture of said coil, and

a di^rete liquid globule located along the axis of rotation

of the movable coil and being operatively interposed be-

tween the movable coil and said core for damping the

3,102,235

AUTOMATIC RADIO WARNING SYSTEM
Wilbur Jackson, P.O. Box 286, Chatsworth, Ga.

FUed Oct 2, 1961, Ser. No. 142,119

8 Claims. (CL 325—163)

1 In a condition-responsive signalling system, a radio

transmitter link and a normally open power supply cir-

cuit therefor, a condition sensor including a pau- of con-

tacts, and tone signal generator means for mwiulatmg

the transmitter, said generator means mcludmg first and

second alternatively closable tone control circuits and an

identifiable tone producing device in at least the first of

said tone conti-ol circuits, a tone control relay actuatable

between first and second sutcs for alternatively closing

said first and second tone control circuits upon energiza-

tion and de-energiaztion of a winding thereof, a master

relay including a winding, relay power supply circuit

means, a cycle-initiating circuit connecting said sensor and
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the master relay for closing the relay power supply circuit

means through the master relay winding upon closure of

the sensor contacts whereby to energize the winding of the

master relay and close the same, contact means on said

nal to an alternating-current signal with respect to a fixed

reference potential, peak voltage detecting means receiv-

ing said alternating-current signal and developing there-

from a direct-current reference potential with amjrfitude

proportional to the amplitude of those peaks of said

alternating current signal having a polarity opposite that

of said predetermined polarity means for combining like

predetermined portions of the magnitudes of each of

said direct-current reference and alternating-current volt-

"rmm^^" ^.

master relay for closing the transmitter power supply

circuit upon closure of the master relay, and slave relay

means for cyclically closing and opening the relay power

supply circuit means through the winding of the tone con-

trol relay in response to closure of the master relay.

3,102,236

SQUELCH CIRCUIT CONTROLLED BY
DEMODULATED VOICE SIGNAL

Donald L. Eichenbcrger and Edgar O. Schoenike, Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, assignors to Collins Radio Company,

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a corporation of Iowa
Filed May 5, i960, Ser. No. 27,069

6 Claims. (CI. 325—478)

1. In a radio receiving system having a demodulator,

a switching control circuit having first and second syllabic

rate detectors, first and second fiher circuits coupling

said denjodulator to the inputs of said first and second

syllabic rate detectors respectively, said first filter cir-

cuit having a frequency band-pass characteristic for pass-

ing signal and noise normally having a greater sigrial-to-

noise ratio than that passed by said second filter circuit,

a switching circuit, means for applying the difference in

the voltages derived from the outputs of said first and

second syllabic rate detectors to said switching circuit,

and said switching circuit operating in response to the

ratio of the output voltage of said first syllabic rate filter

to the output voltage of said second syllabic rate filter

exceeding a predetermined value.

ages, voltage clipping means associated with said voltage

combining means and being adapted to block passage

therethrough of those portions of said combined voltage

with magnitudes in exces of and with polarity opposite

that of said fixed reference potential, and an output ter-

minal connected to said voltage clipping means whereby

the voltage developed at said output terminal is propor-

tional to the output from said amplitude detector with pre-

determined portions of said noise amplitude perturbations

removed therefrom.

3,102^39
ENCODER WITH ONE FREQUENCY INDICATING
ONE BINARY LOGIC STATE AND ANOTHER
FREQUENCY INDICATING OTHER STATE

Lynn R. Boten« Coata Mcsa« Calif., awignor to Collins

Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a corporation

of Iowa
Filed Nov. 13, 1961, Scr. No. 151,700

9 Claims. (CL 32»—27)

oSrLhJR-I i
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3,102,237
PROPORTIONAL NOISE LIMITER

William S. Elltott, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignor to Collins

Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a corporatton of

FUed Feb. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 88,512

5 Claims. (CI. 325—482)
1. In combination with an amplitude modulation de-

tector of the type providing a direct-current voltage out-

put of predetermined polarity, means for improving the

signal plus noise-to-noise ratio of said detector output in

the presence of noise amplitude perturbations thereon;

comprising means for converting said detector output sig-

1. Means for generating an encoded bit synchronized

signal comprising first signal generating means for pro-

ducing a first square wave signal having a frequency /i,

second signal generating means for producing a second

signal having a frequency

k
2

and also a pulsating output signal having a repetition

rate of

h
2

and being phase locked with said second signal, means

for generating a two-level data signal wherein a first

level represents a space and the second level represents a

mark, means for bit synchronizing said two-level data

signal with said second signal, first gating means, respon-

sive to said pulsating output signal and the two-level data
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signal to reproduce those pulses of said pulsating signals

which occur coincidentally only with a given level of said

two-level data signal, other circuit means including second

gating means responsive to the said first square wave signal

and said two-level data input signal to produce a square

wave output signal, having a frequency /i. coincidentally

only with the occurrence of the other level of said two-

level data signal, third gating means constructed to re-

spond to the output signals of said first and second gating

means to produce a resultant signal comprised of the com-

bined output signals of said first and second gating means,

said first and second signal generating means and the two-

level data generating means being constructed to produce

output signals having phase relationships resulting m the

voltage level at the end of each bit interval of said re-

sulunt signal being of the same value as the voltage level

occurring at the beginning of the next succeeding bit.

phantastron operation, said circuit means including an

impedance connected in the cathode circuit of said elec-

tron tube and feedback means including an integrating

capacitor coupled between said plate and said control

grid; said amplitude-sensitive controllable means com-

prising at least one transistor, first circuit means coupling

the input of said transistor to said phantastron so as to be

responsive to the sweep generated thereby, second circuit

H?

3,102,239

COUNTER EMPLOYING QUAjmZING CORE TO
SATURATE COUNTING CORE IN DISCRETE
STEPS TO EFFECT COUNTDOWN

Tung Chang Chen, VUtanora, and Robert A. Tracy,

West Cbi^r, Pa^ assignors to Bmronghs Corporation,

Detroit, Mich., a corporatloii of Michigan

Conthioation of appUcatfon Ser. No. 498^57, Mar. 31,

1955. This appUcatioa Ang. 28, 1962, Ser. No.

121 399
27Clahns. (CI. 328—40)

<M^4

means coupling the output of said transistor to one of

the control and suppressor grids of said electron tube,

and third circuit means coupled to said transistor to cause

said transistor to remain non-conducting until the sweep

of said phantastron arrives at a predetermined potential,

whereupon said transistor will conduct to cause a signal

to be applied to one of the control and suppressor grids

so as to reset said phantastron without "bottoming."

3,102,241

OVERLOAD CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

Norman J. lohnstone, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Gen-

eral Dynamics Corporation, Rochester, N.Y., a corpo-

ration of Delaware
Contfamation of application Ser. No. 661,777, May 27,

1957. This application Jan. 21, 1960, Ser. No. 4,166

11 Chdms. (CI. 330—22)

1 A binary magnetic core and a multi-stable magnetic

core having n stable states of remanence whercm its first

and nth states are its retentivity states, an output wind-

ing on said binary core and an input windmg on said

multi-stable core, a unidirectional transfer loop couplmg

such windings of said cores to effectuate the stepping of

said multi-stable core into discrete reproducible states of

magnetic storage upon the switching of said binary core

from one remanent sUte to its other remanent state, a

capacitor coupled in scries circuit in said transfer loop, n

resistor in parallel with said capacitor, and means respon-

sive to a high potential at said resistor for resetting said

multi-stable core whereby it is automatically reset upon

reaching that retenUvity point opposite to its inKial re-

tentivity point. ^^^^^^^^^
3,102,240

CATHODE-COUPLED PHANTASTRON SWEEP CIR-

''^™I? H^^G TRANSISTOR JffiANS FOR ra^^

VIDING CONTROLLABLE ™M^VS^2
TERMINATION WITHOUTJWITCM^

James R. ComeD, Alondra, Calif., asriipior to The

National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio, a

corooration of Marylandcorpora
^^^

/
^^^^ ^ ^^ ,y,j j^,

3Cbiims. (CI. 328—184)

1 A cathode-coupled phantastron sweep circuit com-

prising a cathode-coupled phantastron for generating a

sweep in response to an applied input signal, and con-

trollable amplitude-sensitive means for prematurely ter-

minating the sweep of said phantastron at an adjustable

predetermined Umc without "bottoming"; said phantiw-

tron comprising an electron tube having elements includ-

ing a plate, a cathode, a control grid, a screen grid, and

a suppressor grid, and circuit nncans coupled to the ele-

ments of said electron tube for providing cathode^oupled

3. In combination, a transistor amplifier connected be-

tween a load circuit and a driver circuit, said driver cir-

cuit having a biasing circuit, means for respectively sam-

pling the signal current through and the signal voltage

across said transistor, means for comparing the instan-

taneous values of said two signals, and a feedback circuit

between the comparing means and the bias circuit of said

driver for applying the instantaneous values of combined

signal voltages to said biasing circuit.

3,102,242

OSCILLATOR WITH ELECTROLUMINESCENT
AND PHOTOCONDUCnVE ELEMENTS

John Mataresc, Bronx, N.Y., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Wilmington,

Dei^ a corporation of Dehiware

Orighul application May 1, 1957, Ser. No. 656,338, now

Patent No. 2,898,556, dated Aug. 4, 1959. ^Divided

and this application Apr. 16, 1959, Ser. No. 810,205

2 Claims. (CI. 331—107)
1. An electroluminescent device comprising

(a) a hollow opaque enclosure containing
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(h) an electroluminescent layer provided with first and

second opposite faces respectively coated with first

and second electrically conductive films,

(c) a photoconductive layer provided with first and

second faces respectively coated with third and fourth

electrically conductive films positioned adjacent said

electroluminescent layer, said electroluminescent

layer being isolated from incident radiation by said

opaque enclosure and said photoconductive layer

receiving radiation only from said electroluminescent

layer,

(d) means electrically coupling said first and third

films to a first terminal, and

(e) means electrically coupling said second and fourth

films to a second terminal, said electroluminescent

layer emitting light in response to a voltage applied

across said first and second terminals when said

photoconductive layer has a high impedance and not

emitting light when said photoconductive layer has

a low impedance, the impedance of said photocon-

ductive layer being determined by the light emitted

by said electroluminescent layer.

3,102^43
MICROWAVE MODULATOR

John F. Zaieski, PleasantvUlc, N.Y., assignor to General

Precision, Inc., a corporation of Delaware
FUed July 15, 1960, Scr. No. 43,106

11 Claims. (CI. 332—51)

,^£
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ot=r(2n4-l)ir— ^, n being an integer, an element of mag-

netically polarizable material exhibiting gyromagnetic

effects over the operating frequency range of said com-

1. A microwave modulator comprising a resonant ring

structure including a metal ring member and an adjoining

microwave ferrite ring member, said resonant ring struc-

ture being electrically resonant at a selected microwave

frequency, means for generating an alternating magnetic

space field having a selected lower frequency less than

said selected microwave frequency, said resonant ring

structure being immersed in said alternating magnetic

space field, means generating and propagating electro-

magnetic field energy at approximately said selected

microwave frequency, said resonant ring structure being

immersed in said electromagnetic field energy, the plane

of said resonant ring structure being normal to the direc-

tion of propagation of said electromagnetic field energy,

whereby the electromagnetic field energy propagated past

the resonant ring structure is modulated at a rate which

is a function of said selected lower frequency.

ponent located between opposite ends of said loop at said

crossover point, and means for biasing said element in a

direction substantially normal to the plane of said loop.

3,102,245
ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMER

Harry W. Lawson, Jr., Avon, N.Y., assignor to Caledonia

Electronics and Transformer Corporation, Caledonia,

N.Y., a corporation of New Yorit

Filed Aug. 3, 1959, Ser. No. 831,340
1 Claim. (CI. 336 84)

An electrical transformer comprising an iron core, a

single ribbon of flexible electrically insulating plastic

wound upon itself in a spiral of a plurality of convolutions

about said core to form the coil of the transformer, said

ribbon having embedded therein in electrically-insulated

relation a plurality of flat electrical conductors that are

disposed lengthwise of said ribbon and that are laterally

spaced from each other, at least one of said conductors

constituting the primary of the transformer, at least an-

other of said conductors constituting the secondary of the

transformer, and at least one conductor intervening be-

tween the primary and secondary conductors being ground-

ed to form a shield between the primary and the sec-

ondary.

3,102,246
NOISE REDUCING MEANS FOR TRANSFORMER

Charles C. Honey, BridgcvUle, Lawrence R. Tootfaman,

Houston, and Kenneth C. Stewart, BridgevUle, Pa.,

assignors to McGraw-Edison Company, Milwaokee,
Wis., a corporation of Delaware

Filed Dec. 17, 1958, Scr. No. 781,163
17 Claims. (CI. 336—100)

3,102,244

NONRECIPROCAL WAVE TRANSMISSION
COMPONENTS

Harold Seidel, Fanwood, NJ., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, New York, N.Y., a cor-

poration of New York
FUed Jan. 11, 1961, Ser. No. 82,090

20 CUims. (CI. 333—24.2)

1 . A nonreciprocal wave transmission component com-

prising a two-conductor transmission line, at least one

of said conductors forming a loop of electrical length p,

said one conductor crossing itself at an angle a, such that

1. In an electrical transformer having a tank, liquid

dielectric within said tank, a gas cushion within said

tank above said liquid dielectric, a magnetic core im-

f

'
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mersed in said dielectric, an electrical winding immersed

in said dielectric and linked with said core, means

for resiliently supporting said core and for mechanical-

ly decoupling said core from said tank, and means in-

cluding at least one hollow compliant element open at

least on one end and immersed in said dielectric between

said core and the walls erf said tank for incrcasmg the

effective compressibility of said liquid dielectric, said

hollow compliant element containing gas and bemg sur-

rounded by said liquid dielectric and having said open

end and the interior of said hollow element in commum-

cation with said gas cushion, the mechanical resistance

and the stiffness constant of said compliant element being

such as to tune said compUant element for resonance

at the frequency of the vibratory forces ongmating in

said core and to result in said compliant element shunt-

ing a portion of the vibratory forces originating in said

core and transmitted by said liquid dielectric tending to

drive the bottom and side walls of said tank.

the rubber covering said plug one end surface is com-

pressed between the latter and the adjoining end of said

sheath to seal such sheath end. a metal socket electrically

connected to said power conductor having an axial open-

ing frictionally receiving the uncovered portion of said

jc

3,102,247
RESISTOR

Clarence F. MItlelstadt, Sewkkky, '^vJI^S^. *Z
Mosehach Manufacturiiig Compuy. Pittsboigh, Fa., a

corporation of Pennsylvaijia ,-. .^c
FUed July 3, 1961, Ser. No. 121,465

9 Claims. (CI. 338—97)

plug, a receptacle of rubber molded around said socket

with the opening into the latter uncovered and passing

said plug to and from connected relation with said socket,

said sleeve having a shoulder which abuts and seals against

an end surface of said receptacle when said plug is elec-

trically received within said socket.

1 A resistor comprising supporting means includmg

spaced apart members of non-oonducting material, said

members having openings therein, an elongated resistance

element having a body of coil form, the end portions of

the resisunce element entering said openmgs, and means

mounting the resistance element to the supporting means,

the end portions of the resisUnce element and the means

mounting the resistance element to the supporting means

having openings extending completely therethrough gen-

erally in the direcUon of the length of the resisUnce ele-

ment to permit air circulation therethrough.

3,102,249

HEATING UNIT MOUNTING MEANS
Albert E. Schnlz, Fafarfield, and George J. Reisch, Shelton,

Conn., assignors to General Electric Company, a cor-

poration of New York
Filed Mar. 31, 1961, Ser. No. 99,900

10 Claims. (CI. 338—316)

3,102,248

ELECTRIC HEATER ASSEMBLY
Sidney J. Temple, Pittalwifc, «ir««|g«^ *» ^"^^ ^'

Wiegand Company, W***™!' "•
FUed Feb. 7, 1961, Ser. No. 87,673

1 Claim. (CL 338—274)

In an electrical heating element havmg a metallic

sheath with an electrical resistance clement within and

electrically insulated from said sheath and a terminal pm

electrically connected to said resistance element and hav-

ing a threaded end projecting outwardly of an end of

said sheath, the improvement comprising a waterproot

separable electrical connection between said terminal and

a power conductor, including a metal plug, a rubber sleeve

molded to and about one end surface and the adjacent end

portion of said plug, the other end surface and adjacen

end portion being uncovered, said sleeve having an axial

opening in that portion covering said one end surface of

said plug and aligned with an axial threaded opening ex-

tending from said one end surface inwardly of said plug,

said plug opening threadedly receiving the threaded end

of said terminal pin and being longer than such end so

that when said plug is screwed home on said terminal pin,

1. In an electric heater having first and second spaced

substantially fixed support members with apertures there-

in, a resistance support core, means to mount said core be-

tween said first and second support members comprising

a first end cap received on one end of said core and a

second end cap received on the other end of said core,

said first end cap having a portion extending through

the aperture of said first support member and having a

flange abutting the surface of said first support member

surrounding the aperture, said second end cap having a

portion extending through the aperture of said second

support member, said portion of said second end cap

being smaller than the aperture formed in said second

support member so that said portion of said end cap

may be freely inserted into the aperture formed in said

second member, said portion being large enough to pre-

vent substantial transverse movement of said second end

cap with respect to said second support member, and

means cooperating with said second cap for urging said

core and said first end cap longitudinally toward said

first support so that the flange of said first end cap is

resiliently held against the surface of said first support

member.
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3,102^50
VIBRATION PICKUP

Gerald K. Recn, Oranfc, and Thomas C. Warner, Jr.,

West Haven, Conn., assignors to Textron Electronics,

Inc., Providence, R.I., a corporation of Delaware
Filed July 29, 1959, Scr. No. 830,223

5 Claims. (Ci. 340—17)

1. A vibration pickup of the seismic velocity type

having a seismic suspension comprising a moving arm
assembly, support means on which the assembly is

pivoted, and two permanent magnets, each having a free

end which faces the free end of the other magnet, which
magnets are carried on opposite sides of the support

means in combination with two pole pieces, each being

arranged in direct juxtaposition to the free ends of the

magnets without the intervention of the other pole piece

thereby forming two air gaps, one being between the

two ix)le pieces and the free end of one magnet, and
the other between the two pole pieces and the free end
of the other magnet, these parts forming a magnetic
circuit with each pole piece providing a separate mag-
netic flux path in that circuit, an electrical signal cuil

un said moving arm assembly surrounding one of the

pole pieces and a damping coil also on the suid moving
arm assembly but surrounding the other pole piece.

3,102,251
ACOUSTIC LOGGING APPARATUS

Robert B. Blizard, Houston, Tex., assignor to Schlum-
berger Well Surveying Corporation, Houston, Tex., a
corporation of Texas

Filed Oct. 30, 1959, Ser. No. 849,890
12 Claims. (CI. 340—18)
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1. A method of well logging which comprises probing

with acoustic pulses segments of constant length along a

bore by periodically causing an emission of an acoustic

signal at first locations along the bore and sensing the

arrival of the accoustic pulse at second and third loca-

tions along the bore at a fixed distance from one another

and from said first locations, developing signals represent-

ative of acoustic pulses arriving at said second and third

locations, developing decay functions of peai^ amplitude

values of said developed signals at said second and third

locations, and deriving indications of the time interval

between the time at which a peak amplitude occurs at the
second location and the time at which the value of the
decay functions are equal.

3,102,252
ULTRASONIC VEHICLE DETECTOR

Nonnan A. Bolton, Scottsrlllc, N.V., aadiBor to General
Signal Corporation, a corporation of New York

FUcd Jnly 28, 19M, Scr. No. 45,980
11 ClaioM. (CI. 34«—38)

I. In a system for detecting the pretence of a vehicle

as it moves along a selected path and passes through a

detection zone the convbination comprising, transmitting

means including a transducer for directing a zone-defin-

ing beam of energy across a path which impinges upon
each vehicle as it moves through said zone but impinges
instead when no vehicle is present upon a fixed reflecting

surface more distant than said vehicle, receiving means
including transducer means being positioned and directed

to receive reflections of said beam alternatively from each
vehicle and from said fixed surface, said receiving means
producing an output having at least one distinctive char-

acteristic thereof varying in accordance with the ampli-

tude of the reflected energy received by said receiving

means, and detection means being governed according
to said distinctive characteristic of said output of said

receiving means and being controlled to a distinctive

condition indicative of the presence of a vehicle in said

zone only when said distinctive characteristic has the

value it assumes when said amplitude of said reflected

energy is in excess of that normally received from said

fixed reflecting surface when no vehicle is present.

3,102,253
CODED-INFORMATION TRANSLATING

SYSTEM
Edwin O. Blodgett, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Com-

mercial Controls Corporatioii, Rochester, N.Y., a cor-
poration of Delaware

FUcd Jnly 2, 1958, Scr. No. 746^54
21 Cbinu. (CL 34»—144.1)
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1. A coded-information translating system comprising,
means for utilizing binary-coded representations of in-

dividual ones of plural information items, means for sup-
plying to said utilizing means for use thereby information
items each individually represented in binary-coded form
and of maximum number which may require the use
of substantially all of the possible permutations and com-
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binations of the total number of binary code bits avail-

able in the code preselected for translation of all infor-

mation, first means for counting the number of supplied

information items having a preselected type of code parity,

second means for counting the number of utilized infor-

mation items having said preselected type of parity, and

means for providing a continuing comparison of the

counts of said first and second counting means to indicate

lack of identity of code-form parity of the information

items supplied by said supply means with those utilized

by said utilizing means.

produced therein, first input coupling means comprising

N input devices located at a first given point, each of said

devices being capable of producing an impulse of a

given magnitude in response to the application of an

electrical pulse of a given magnitude, second input cou-

pling means comprising an input device located at a sec-

ond given point, said input device being capable of pro-

3 102,254

APPARATUS FOR MINIMIZING CODING ERRORS
Maurice M. Uvy, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Her Majesty the Queen fai the Right of Canada as rep-

resented hy the Postmaster General, Ottawa, Ontario,

Canada
FUcd Mar. 17, 1960, Scr. No. 15,721

9Claliiis. (0.340—146.1)

vi,'/H ^ ^ "'Z

u

ducing an impulse N times said given impulse magnitude

in response to the applicaUon of an electrical pulse of said

given magnitude, an output device located equidistant

from said first and second fixed points for producing an

electrical pulse in response to the passage of an impulse

and means for applying electrical pulses to said mput

device and said N input devices.

1. Apparatus comprising means for generating binary

signals mduding a pluraiity of individually operab.e mem-

bers, a matrix having two series of elements, first switch-

ing means operated by said binary members for con-

necting an energization source to each one of the first

series of said elemenu exclusively, the element so con-

nected corresponding uniquely to the combination of op-

erated binary members, second switching means <H>erable

by said binary members for connecting an energization

source to each one of the second series of said elements

exclusively, the element so connected corresponding

uniquely to the combination of operated binary members,

each matrix element of said first series being associated

with each matrix element of said second series in a se-

lected one of two different manners, and indicating means

connected to said matrix elements for distinguishing be-

tween energization by said first and second switching

means of a combination of said elements associated with

each other in the first of said manners and energization

by said first and second switching means of a combina-

tion of each elements associated with each other in the

second of said manners, the combinations of matrix ele-

ments being so chosen that for each combination in which

said elements are associated with each other in said first

manner, there is an associated group of combinations of

matrix elements in which said elements are associated with

each other in said second manner, said associated group

including every combination of matrix elements that cor-

responds to a combination of operated binary members

difTerinu only in resoect of a single said member from the

combination of operated binary members corresponding

to the last-mentioned matrix element combination the

elements of which are associated with each other in the

said first manner.

3,102,255
INHIBITOR CIRCUIT

Robert C. Curry awl Cari B. Shook, Rochester, N.Y.,

assignors to General Dynamics Corporation, Roch-

ester, N.Y., a corporation of Delaware

FUcd July 12, 1960, Ser. No. 42,317

8 Claims. (CI. 340—146.2)

1. A comparator comprising an elongated body of

material capable of transmitting therealong an impulse

3,102,256

TOLL TICKETING READ-OUT PRINTING
SYSTEM

Gerald R. Paul, Webster, N.Y., assignor to General

Dynamics Corporation, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware ^ ^, ^^^ ,^_
FUed Aug. 27, 1957, Ser. No. 680,565

9 Chdnis. (CI. 340—172.5)

9. In a data handling system, a plurality of registers

each adapted to store data, a data utilizing means for

receiving the entered data, means connecting said data

utilizing means to said registers, a counting chain includ-

ing a plurality of controlled conduction devices, means

for rendering said controlled conducUon devices conduc-

tive in sequence, a plurality of first means each connected

to a selected one of said conUoUed conduction devices and

responsive to the conductive condition of the related con-

trolled conduction device for supplying a read signal,

means connecting each of said first means to one of said

registers so that the read signal operates the related reg-

ister to transfer the data stored therein to the data utiliz-

ing means, and second means connected to at least some

of said selected ones of said controlled conduction devices

and responsive to the conductive condition of the related

controlled conduction device for operating said data uti-

lizing means to perform a control operation.
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3,102^57
GAS WARNING DEVICE

John M. MUlcr, BIythcvUle, Ark.

FUcd July 21, 1958, Scr. No. 749,816

6 Clafant. (CI. 340—237)

pulse generating means for simultaneously applying

equal valued pulses to the primary windings of the trans-

formers corresponding to "1" bits in response to a pulse

from said pulse generating means.

3,102459
CODE CONVERSION ARRANGEMENT

Robert C. Totz, BclTldcre, Dl., aniiiior, by mesne
assignnicnts, to Aatoniatic Elcctik Laboratories, Inc^

Northlake, 111., a corporation of Delaware
Filed Aug. 24, 1960, Scr. No. 51,635

12 Claims. (CI. 340—347)

) « J '

B B B B B

2. A gas detection and warning device comprising a gas

analysis chamber device having a source of visible light

radiations of a predetermined wave length and a lens

system including a collimating element, a slit and a light

dispersing clement producing a light spectrum; an optical

filter operatively connected with the chamber device to

restrictively pass only that part of the light spectrum at

said predetermined wave length which is absorbed by a

single predetermined gas in the presence of the gas cham-

ber device; a light sensitive element having output termi-

nals and operative to produce an electrical current only

in response to said part of the light passed by the filter;

means including a switch for controlling a signal; and

amplifying means connected with said light sensitive ele-

ment output terminals and said signal controlling means to

actuate said switch when current flows from said light

sensitive element.

3,102,258

BINARY CODE TO ANALOG CONVERTER
Robert C. Curry, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to General

Dynamics Corporation, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation

of Delaware
FUed Oct. 12, 1959, Ser. No. 845,672

3 Clahns. (CI. 340—347)

_J

.ri^"l>^

1 . A code converting arrangement for converting coded

digital signals received from a source over a signal con-

ductor, the source comprising an arrangement for selec-

tively applying one of at least three signal conditions to

the signal conductor; said code converting arrangement

comprising a matrix of diode-connected conductors hav-

ing input terminals receptive only to a given one of said

conditions and output terminals, each of said conditions

which may be applied to the si^ial conductor being in-

dividually associated with one of the input terminals, cir-

cuit means coupling the signal conductor to said input

terminals to respond to the signal condition on the signal

conductor and supply said given condition signal to the

corresponding individual input terminal, to thereby apply

a given condition through the matrix to predetermined

ones of the output terminals.

3,102^60
APPARATUS FOR COMPARING MAPS

Joflcph B. MihcUch, Ingicwood, Calif., assignor to

North American Aviation, Inc.

FUcd Nov. 3, 1951, Scr. No. 254,764

10 Clahns. (CL 343—5)
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3. In a converter for converting a N bit binary code

in which each bit of the code is either a "0" or a "1" to

an analog representation, N transformers individually

corresponding to the bits of said code, each of said trans-

formers having a primary winding and a secondary wind-

ing with the number of turns on the secondary winding

being related to the number of turns on the primary wind-

ing in the ratio of the decimal value of the corresponding

bit of said code to one, means for permanently connect-

ing all said secondary winding in series aiding relation-

ship, pulse generating means, and means coupled to said

1. In combination with a radar device, means connected

with said radar for storing in terms of electric charge

signals produced by said radar; a reference map; means
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operatively connected with said reference map for produc-

ing an electric charge proportional to information in-

scribed on said map; and means operatively connected

with said lastly mentioned means and said storing means

for comparing said electric charges and producing a volt-

age proportional to the difference therebetween.

3,102,261
SONIC ALTIMETER

James A. WIppert, Bnrbanii, CaMf., assignor to The

Bcndix Corporation, a corporation of Delaware

Filed Jan. 27, 1958, Scr. No. 711,514

12 Claimi. (CL 343—5)

aircraft and the target bearing, means for deriving the

lead collision angle of said aircraft relative to said

target as a function of target range, and means for pre-

senting said angle for comparison with said bearing at

varying ranges.

3,102,263
DOPPLER RADAR SYSTEM

Maurice A. Meyer, Natick, Mass., assignor to Laboratory

for Electronics, Inc., Boston, Mass., a corporation of

Delaware
FUed Sept. 10, 1956, Ser. No. 610,444

26CUinis. (CL 343—8)

WUU^<~(<teiit

1. An echo distance-measuring device comprising:

means for successively transmitting bursts of traveling

wave energy;

detecting means for detecting an echo of each said

burst;

indicating means for manifesting distance;

time-measuring means responsive to each transmitted

burst and its echo for setting said indicating means

in accordance with the duration of the echo interval

between the transmission of each burst and detection

of the echo thereof;

and means for controlling the duration of each said

burst in accordance with the duration of the preced-

ing echo interval as indicated on said indicating

means;
said detecting means including: a transducer for con-

verting said echo into an electrical echo signal, am-

plifier means for amplifying said electrical echo sig-

nal, automatic gain control means for regulating the

gain of said amplifier means in accordance with the

signal strength received by said amplifier means, and

means for reducing the gain of said amplifier means

during the transmission of a burst of traveling wave

energy.

3,102^2
LEAD COLLISION TRACK AND SCAN SYSTEM

Rnlon G. ShcUcy, Downey, CaUf., assignor to

North Amoican Avfaition, Inc.

FUcd Feb. 1, 1957, Scr. No. 637,729

12 Claims. (CL 343—7)

^^3-^

1. In a Doppler radar system apparatus comprising,

a source of coherently generated high frequency trans-

mitted and local oscillator signals, means for pulsing said

transmitted signal to provide high frequency energy pulses

separated by intervals substantially equal to the duration

of said pulses, means for radiating a plurality of pencil

beams of high frequency in response to and of the same

frequency as said pulses, means for receiving the en-

ergy from each beam returned from a scattering surface,

and means for mixing the returned energy from each

beam with said local oscillator signal.

3 102,264

HYBRID PULSE-CONTINUOUS WAVE DOPPLER
RADIO NAVIGATION SYSTEM

Robert A. Flower, Whhe Plahis, N.Y., assignor to Gen-

eral Precision, Inc.* a corporation of Delaware

FUed Dec. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 161,509

12 Clainw. (CL 343—9)

1, Tracking apparatus comprising means for deriving

the range of a moving Urget relative to an attacking

8. A Doppler radio navigator comprising, a microwave

oscillator, control means for periodically varying the fre-

quency of the oscillator output from a first to a second

value, means responsive to said varying oscillator output

for alternately driving the microwave oscillator output to

a first and a second predetermined frequency, duplexing

means for connecting the microwave oscillator output to

an antenna and for connecting the received reflected

energy from said anteima to a mixing means, means for
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connecting the microwave oscillator output to said mix-

ing means, and a Doppler receiver responsive to the out-

put from said mixing means for providing the velocity of

the antenna along its ground track and drift angle thereof.

3,102,265

NEW AERIAL SYSTEM RADIATING
SEVERAL BEAMS

Jean R. Moreaa and Roger S. Alfandari, Paris, France,

assi^iors to Compagnk Francaiae Thomson-Hoaaton,

Paris, France ^, ^„^
FUed Jan. 4, 1960, Scr. No. 181

Claims priority, application France Jan. 14, 1959

3 Claims. (CI. 343—100)

3,102,266
RADIO LOCATION SYSTEM

Robert C. Wilson, Iowa City, Iowa, and Robert J.

Pndiaty, Tulsa, OUa., assigiion to SciBniocraph Serr-

ice Corporation, Tnlsa, Oida., a corporation of Dela-

ware
Original applications Dec. 10, 1956, Ser. No. 627,398,

now Patent No. 3,019,435, dated Jan. 30, 1962, and

Ser. No. 800,845, fUed Mar. 20, 1959. Divided and

this application Apr. 21, 1960, Scr. No. 23,676

7 Claims. (CI. 343—105)

fMUXK MDKSrail-MO

1. An arrangement for communicating electromagnetic

waves with a first and second polarization separated 90°

from one another comprising a first and second electro-

magneuc wave reflector, each of said reflectors havmg a

major and a minor axis, means for mounting said reflectors

in a cro^s position such that their major axes make a

given angle with respect to one another, each of said

reflectors having a plurality of parallel electromagnetic

wave reflecting elements at least where the reflectors over-

lap one ano.her, the elements of one reflector bemg per-

pendicular to the elements of the other reflector, a first

waveguide horn associated with said first reflector, a second

waveguide horn associated with said second reflector, each

of said horns having major and minor horn axes, said

major axis of each horn being positioned parallel to the

minor axis of the associated reflector, said given angle

being different from 90° such that electromagnetic waves

communicated between one horn and its associated reflec-

tor are not perpendicular to the electromagnetic waves

communicated between the other horn and its associated

reflector, means for rotating the polarizaUon of electro-

magnetic waves associated with said first horn such that

the resulting electromagnetic waves arc polarized parallel

to the elements of said first reflector, means for rotating

the polarization of electromagneUc waves associated with

said second horn such that the resulting electromagneUc

waves are parallel to the elements of said second reflector

a third electromagneUc wave reflector having a major and

minor axis, a third horn associated with said third reflec-

tor and having a major and minor horn axis, said major

axis of said third horn being parallel to the minor axis of

said third reflector, said major axis of said third reflector

positioned to be paraUel to the line bisecting the major

axes of said first and second electromagneUc wave reflec-

tors, and means for angularly rotaUng said feeds and

associated reflectors about a common axis.

5. In a transmission system of the hyperbolic type, at

least three spaced apart transmitting staUons radiating

signals of different frequency, means for receiving all

of said signals at a common point, means responsive to

the received signals for controlling the operation of a

plurality of relays, a plurality of indicating devices and

a system failure indicator, said relays being connected in

a relay matrix circuit fw controHing the actuation of said

devices and said indicator in such manner that opera-

tional failure of any of said stati<Mis renders said indi-

cator effective and also renders effective one of said de-

vices to identify the station at which the failure occurred,

time delay means for preventing said indicator and said

one indicating device from being rendered effective un-

less said failure exists for a predetermined period, means

for maintaining said indicator and said one device effec-

tive following said predetermined period even though

the station which failed resumes operation, and manually

operated reset means in said circuit for rendering the

indicator and said one device ineffective and for resetting

the circuit to permit indications concerning subsequent

failures.

3 102,267

PIVOTED SNAP LOCK TO SPACE ANTENNA
FROM REFLECTOR

Irvine H. Boochard, 1212 High St., Sooth Bend, Ind.

FOcd July 13, 1961, Ser. No. 123,732

6 Clafans. (CI. 343—Ml)

^ r

1, An antenna comprising a front element having a pair

of spaced cross members, a reflector assembly, a pair erf

(I

I

fixtures connected at one end to said cross members and

at the other end to said assembly, each fixture including

a relatively flat base, ears adjacent the end of said base

for securing said base to the reflector assembly, two for-

wardly extending arcuately shaped projections spaced lat-

erally on said base near the ends thereof, each having a

slot in the forward end and a holt spaced inwardly from

said slot and edges tapered toward said slot, a generally

V-shaped resilient member having an outwardly extending

projection at each end iMvotally seated in the hole of tlie

respective extension, a means pivotally connecting said

V-shaped member to said cross member of said front ele-

ment, and a U-shaped bracket facing the same direction

as said V-shaped member having a slot in the end and

edges tapered toward said slot

in said range to a smaller value for the largest pitch angle

in said range, whereby said predetermined characteristic

3 lf2(2M
SPIRAL WOUND ANTTENNA Wmi CONTROLLED

FACING FOR IMPEDANCE MATCHING
William H. Foley, New Boatoa, Mms., asrignor, bj

mcaac amlpuncati, to BraMnrkk-Unkm Inc., a cnpo-
ration of Delaware

Filed Apr. 11, 1960, Scr. No. 21,371

ICUms. (CL 343—895)
1. A radio frequency antenna wiiich is adapted to be

connected to a radio frequency transmission line having

a predetermined characteristic impedance, said antenna

comprising: a core of dielectric material having first and

second bare wire strands encircling said core in helical

fashion to form an antenna having a length-diameter

ratio which is chosen to achieve said predetermined char-

acteristic impedance apjM'oximatdy, said first and second

strands being wound about said core in opposite direc-

tions to cross each other and make contact at the crossing

points to form finite spaces between said strands, said

antenna being improved by selecJng for each of the

wound strands a particular jMtch angle within a range of

pitch angles that effect the resistance c(»nponent of the

impedance of said antenna, said resistance component

changing from a larger value for the smallest pitch angle

impedance is achieved precisely by the selection of said

particular pitch angle.

3,102469
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

HYDROCYANIC ACID
John Benjamin Warren, Wldaes, England, assignor to

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London, Eng-
land, a corporation of Great Britain

No Drawing. Filed July 17, 1961, Ser. No. 124432
7 Claims. (CI. 23—151)

1. A process for the manufacture of hydrocyanic acid

comprising: pretreating a catalyst in massive form and of

a foraminate structure containing at least about 50% by

weight platinum metal by passing through it at a higji

temperature for at lea^t one hour a mixture of ammonia,

hydrocarbon, oxygen and volatile sulfur-containing mate-

rial in an amount equivalent to about 2-200 mg. S/m.' of

the nuxture and thereafter passing through said catalyst at

high temperature a mixture consisting essentially of am-

monia, hydrocarbon and oxygen.

/
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196,096
RAIN CAPE

Vernon D. Griffith and John Bnins, Wichita, Kans.,
assignors of one-half to Fred E. Bonner and Ben
Bonner, Jointly, both of Wichita, Kans.

FUed Oct. 16, 1961, Scr. No. 67,078
Term of patent 3Vi years

(CI. D>—3)

196,099
RING BINDER OR THE LIKE

William J. Sibley, Sooth Hadky, Mass., assignor to
National BUmk Book Company, Holyoke, Mass., a
corporation of Massachusetts

FUed Feb. 3, 1961, Scr. No. 63^15
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D6—1)

J"

196,097
BLOUSE

John Barile, HoUiswood, N.Y., assignor to Andrea
Blouse & Sportswear Company, New York, N.Y., a

corporation of New York
FUed Jan. 30, 1963, Scr. No. 73,373

Term of patent 3V6 years
(CI. D3—25)

196,100
SEWER CLEANER

Charles J. O'NeUI, Mendota, Dl., assiffDor to Conco Engi-
neering Works, Inc., Mendota, III., a corporation of
lUlnols

FUed Aug. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 66,454
Term oif patent 14 yean -

(CI. D9—2)

196,098
HANGING HOLDER FOR BATH AND

TOILET ARTICLES
Ann Faust, 643 E. 83rd St., Chicago, Dl.

FUed Dec. 22, 1961, Scr. No. 68,037
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D4—3)

196,101
BUILDDVG

John P. BIttner, 9 Linden St^ Brattleboro, Vt.
FUed July 19, 1961, Scr. No. 65,980

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D13—1)
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196,102
DRIVE-IN RESTAI^RANT OR THE LIKE
Bernard W. Bowman, 2928 S. MacArthur,

^rlngfleM,!!!.
Filed May 23, 1962, Scr. No. 70^50

Term of patent 14 years
(CL D13—1)

196,105
BUMPER

Locien Peras, Blllancoort, France, assignor to Regie
Nationale des Usincs Renault, BUlancourt, France

FUed July 6, 1961, Scr. No. 65,825
Claims priority, application France Jan. 16, 1961

Term of patent 14 years
(CLD14—6)

196,103
VEHICLE

Cyril B. Rogers, Battie Creek, Mkh., assignor to Clark
Equipment Company, a corporation of Michigan

FUed Feb. 26, 1962, Scr. No. 68,981
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D14-^)

..-'"*

196,106
CHAIR

Robert L. Bnscher, 2249 Roth St., Madison, Wis.
FUed May 1, 1961, Scr. No. 64,977

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D15—1)

196,104
GOLF BAG CART

WUIIam J. Babcock, Lafayette, Calif., and Jack R. Good-
rich, Mhioa, N.Y., assignon to Babcock Mfg. Co.,

Oakland, Calif., a corporatioa of California

FUed July 3, 1962, Scr. No. 70,783
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D14—3)

196,107
CABINET, AQUARIUM AND ANIMAL CAGE UNIT

FOR BIOLOGY CLASSROOMS OR THE LIKE
Maurice M. Schnr, SkoUe, Nefl S. Schnr, Highland Pait,

and Robert C. Le Sueur, River Forest, III., assignon to
Jewel Aquarium Co., Inc., a corporation of Dllnob

FUed June 6, 1962, Scr. No. 70,436
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D16—2)

7»8 O.O.—67
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196,108
HOUSEHOLD STILL FOR DRINKING WATER

AND THE LIKE
Gary A. Gerber, Bridgeport, Conn., assigiior to American

Machine & Foundry Company, a corporation of New
Jersey

Filed Jan. 28, 1963, Ser. No. 73,335

Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D16—2)

196,111
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR HOUSING

John H. Krehblei, Downers Grore, III., assignor to Mokx
Products Company, Brookficld, 111., a corporation of

IlUnois
Filed July 14, 1961, Ser. No. 65,922

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D26—1)

196,112
SCREW-ON CAP CONNECTOR

Harold H. Esscr, Chicago, IlL, aaiigBOr to ideal Industries,

Inc., Sycamore, 111, a corporation of Delaware
Filed July 11, 1962, Ser. No 70,882

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D26—1)

196,109
SHOE BUCKLE

Charles E. Weller, 77 Puritan Drive, Warwick, R.I.

FUed Apr. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 69,776

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D17—1)

196,113
DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE

Charies W. Otto and John E. Hennessy, Dc Kalb, 111^ as-

signors to General Electric Company, a corporation of

New York
FUed Sept. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 66,868

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D26—5)

196,110
TABLE KNIFE

Gert Holbek, Lyngby, Copenhagen, and J#rgcn Dahlenip,

Copenhagen, Denmark, assignors to Georg Jensens

Sohrsmedie A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark
FUed Aug. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 71,447

Claims priority, applicatioa Denmark Feb. 26, I9b2

Term of patent 14 years

(a. D22—3)

196,114
DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE

Charies W. Otto and John E. Hennessy, De Kalb, Dl., as-

signors to General Electric Company, a corporation of

New York
FUed Sept. 26, 1961, Ser. No. 66,869

Term off patent 14 years

(CLD26—

^

.T

11
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196,115
CABINET FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

AND THE LIKE
Bemle B. Bcnry, Jr., IndlwiapoBi, lad^ asslgnni to Vent-
Rak, Inc., IndianapoHs, Ind., a eonporatloa of Indiana

FUed Apr. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 69,830
Term of patent 14 yi

(CLD26—5)

196,118
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALER

Ernst A. Eriksson, Lexington, Mass., assignor to Perini
Electronic Corporation, San Mateo, CaW., a corpora-
tion of California

Filed Not. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 72,589
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D26—14)

/ I

196,119
INDOOR TELEVISION ANTENNA

Marvin P. Middlemark, 99—05 63rd Drlre,
Rego Park, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 14, 1963, Ser. No. 73,975
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D26—14)

196,116
REEL ADAPTER FOR A MAGNETIC

TAPE RECORDER
Fred Burhom Kirk, Denver, Colo., assignor to Roberts

Electronics, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a corporation of

CaUfomia
Filed Apr. 6, 1962, Ser. No. 69,611

Term of patent 14 yean
(CLD26—14)

196,117
PHONOGRAPH TONE ARM

Melvfai H. BoMt, Gleniiew, HL, assignor to Zenith Radio
Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Aug. 27, 1962, Ser. No. 71,471

Term of patent 14 yean
(a. D26—14)

196,120
FLOWER VASE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Nathan W. Roop, Columbus, Oiiio, assignor to Cohmibns
Plastic Products Inc., Coinmbas, Oido, a corporation
of Ohio

FUed Apr. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 69,819
Term off patent 14 yean

(CL D29—28)
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196,121
COMBINED TABLE AND SEATING UNIT
Henry Soszynskl, 274 King St., Hanson, Mass.

FUed Feb. 19, 1963, Ser. No. 73,630
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D33—14)

196,124
TOY FIGURE

Nicholas T. Argiro, 780 Rhrerridc Drirc,
New York, N.Y.

FUed May 3, 1961, Sw. No. 65,011
Term of patent 7 yaan

(CI. D34—15)

«-=^^^

196,122
GAME SPINNER

Herbert R. Wells and Mary M. Wells, both of
14509 Hayward, Whitticr, Calif.

FUed Mar. 13, 1963, Ser. No. 73,962
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D34—5)

- >,._

196,123
MAH JONG COIN HOLDER TRAY

Sally F. Raphael, 128 N. Craig St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 12, 1963, Ser. No. 73,929
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D34—13)

196,125
PEDAL DRIVEN TOY VEHICLE

Robert L. Hanna, 1326 N. Manhattan Ave.
Manhattan, Kant.

FUed May 14, 1962, Ser. No. 70,106
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D34—15)

'i:y
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196,126 196,129

BELT ABRADER STOWAGE RACK
Phillip J. Roblschung, Kalamazoo, Mkh., assignor to John L. Torresen, Grimes HIII, N.Y., assignor to Bell

Hammond Machinery Buflders, Inc., Kalamazoo, Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New York,

Mich., a corporation of Michigan N.Y., a corporation of New York
Filed Feb. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 68,957 Filed Nov. 16, 1962, Ser. No. 72,521

Term of patent 14 yean Term of patent 14 years —
(a. D37—1) (CI. D41—1)

196,127
KITE REEL

Henry Allen Wilson, 1000 Eldorado Ave.
Clearwater Beach, Fla.

FUed Oct. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 72,234

Term of patent 14 yean
(CL D41~l)

196,130
COMBINED FRY PAN AND LID THEREFOR

Frederick W. Becker, Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to West-
inghouse Electric Corporation, a corporation of Penn-
sylvania

FUed Jan. 21, 1963, Ser. No. 73,239

Term of patent 14 yean
(CI. D44—1)

196,131
COOKING VESSEL OR THE LIKE

Frederick W. Becker, Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to West-

inghouse Electric Corporation, a corporation of Penn-

sylvania
FUed Jan. 21, 1963, Ser. No. 73,240

Term of patent 14 years

(a. D44—1)

196,128
KITE REEL

Henry AUen WUson, 1000 Eldorado Ave.,

Clearwater Beach, Fla.

FUed Oct 23, 1962, Ser. No. 72^35
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D41—1)
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196,132
CARVING BOARD

EmU S. Polk, Eastchester, N.Y.
(6 North St, Mount Vcmoii, N.Y.)
Filed Apr. 15, 1963, Scr. No. 74,449

Term of patCDt 14 year*
(CI. D44—1)

196,136
FLOODLIGHT

Byron R. Thoman, Liverpool, RiduHrd H. Chapman,
CUM, and Arthnr J. Polos, Fajrctttrttlt, N.Y., a«l
to Croiue-Hinds Company, Syracnsc, N.Y.,
ration of New York

Filed Jan. 23, 1962, Scr. No. 68,490
Term of pntmt 14 yean

(CLD48—20)

Sym-

a Carpo-

no

196,133
LEG UNIT FOR KITCHEN UTENSILS
John Clark Brown, 372 Highhmd Ave.,

Upper Montclalr, NJ.
Filed July 6, 1962, Scr. No. 70,821

Term of patent 14 years

(CLD44—29)

196,139
OPHTHALMIC LENS HARDENING APPARATUS

Stanley Urfc, LcTittown, N.Y., a«itnor to Kkk Optical

Lens Co., Inc., Brou, N.Y., corporation of New York
Filed May 15, 1962, Scr. No. 70,141

Term of potent 14 years
(CLD54—8)

196,142
CLAMP FOR AN OPERATING TABLE SIDE RAIL

ANDTHEUKE
Fred K. Storm, Allen St., Glcndalc, Calif., and EkMdce

H. Smiley, 9529 Marshall St, Rosemead, Calif.

FUcd May 24, 1962, Ser. No. 70,272
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D54—13)

,^^'

U

.^' 3^
^<:

196,137
ULTRA-VIOLET LAMP OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Frederick Gordon Mackay, Tarzana, Calif., anifnor to

Ultra-violet Products, Inc., San GahricI, CaUf., a cor-

poration of California
Filed Sept 17, 1962, Ser. No. 71,729

Term of patent 14 yean
(a.D48—20)

196,140
RIVET SETTING TOOL

George Pickford, Beverly, Man., assignor to United Shoe

Machinery Corporation, Flemington, NJ., a coipora-

tioo of New Jersey
Filed Aug. 2, 1962, Ser. No. 71,150

Term of patent 14 years

(CL D54—10)

196,134
BUTTER SPREADER OR THE LIKE

Erwhi C. Faber, Long Beach, Calif., assignor of one-half

to Alfred I. Stnbbs, Long Beach, Calif.

Filed Aug. 13, 1962, Scr. No. 71,239
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D44—29)

196,135
FINGER RING

John L. Hazelquist Garden City, Mich., assignor to Tranb
Manufacturing Company, Detroit Mich., a corporation

of Michigan
Filed Feb. 4, 1963, Ser. No. 73,413

Term of patent 14 years

(CLD45—10)

William

196,138
MATCHBOX

I. Kreisner, 145 Concord Ave., Oceanside, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 26, 1961, Scr. No. 64,912

Term of patent 14 years
CLD48—

3

196,143
FLEXIBLE PACKAGE FOR CONDIMENTS

OR THE LIKE
Eugene J. Kane, Nutley, and Ethel R. McEwan, Teaneck,

NJ., assignors to Thomas J. Upton, Inc., Hoboken,
NJ., a corporation of Dehiware

Filed June 25, 1962, Scr. No. 70,670
Term of patent 14 years

(CL D58—2)

196,141
TABLESPOON

Gert Holbek, Lyng^y, Copenhagen, and J#rgen Dahlemp,

Copenhagen, Denmark, assignors to Georg Jensens

Solvsmcdic A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark
Filed Ang. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 71,448

CbUms priority, application Denmark Feb. 26, 1962

Term of patent 14 years

(CLD54—12)

196,144
JUG

Eugene H. Endress, 631 E. Walnut St, EvansvUle, Ind.

FUed May 23, 1962, Ser. No. 70^42
Term oJF patent 14 years

(CL D58—5)

(CL -29)

s^*
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196.145 19«,14g
**^^ CAfiiAFE

John Patrick Kinsley, NewarlL, Del., assignor to Celanese Alfred D. Sterges, Los Angelcc, CaBf- asafanor to Purex
Corporation of America, New York, N.Y^ a corpora- Corporatioa, Ltd., South Gate, CalifJVcorporatioD ofdon of Delaware California - •»

i~ t~

Filed Jan. 2, 1963, Ser. No. 73,037 Continuation of design appUcatloB Scr. No 60 607Term of patent 14 years May 16, 1960. This appUcatioa Oct 16, 1961,' Ser!
(CI. U58—5) No. 67,074

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D58—8)

t? \

~ 1^ 'I '
^^

|L- '1
I

• _

196,146
JUG

Caiios Alberto Gnimaraes Lello, Vila Nova de Gala,
Portugal, assignor to Sociedade dos Vinhos Borges &
Irmao S.A.R.L., Vila Nova dc Gala, Portugal

Filed Feb. 25, 1963, Ser. No. 73,712
Claims priority, application Portugal Aug. 24, 1962

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D58—5)

196,149
BOTTLE

Robert H. Knies, Manheim Township, Lancaster County,
Pa., assignor to Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster,
Pa., a corporation of Pennsylvania

FUed July 9, 1962, Ser. No. 70,836
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58—8)

196,147
BOTTLE

Gary Arthur Gerbcr, Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to
American Machine & Foundry Company, a corpora-
tion of New Jersey

FUed Jan. 28, 1963, Ser. No. 73,336
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D58--6)

196,150
PACKAGING TRAY FOR COOKIES OR THE LIKE
Hugh R. Weiss, Montclafa-, NJ., aMignor to The

Pantasote Company, Faanic, NJ., a corporation of
New Jersey

Filed Nov. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 72,539
Term of patent 14 years

(a. D5S—11)

*-C3
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196,151
COMBINED BASKET AND PACKAGING

CONTAINER THEREFOR
Julian Hyman, The Bungalow, 1 Park Road,

Brovgfaton Park, Manchester, England
FUed May 29, 1962, Ser. No. 70,338

Term of patent 14 years
(CI. D5»—17)

196,154
TAPE SPLICER OR THE LIKE

Herman D. Post, Great Neck, and Edward Perpcr,
Brooklyn, N.Y., assignors to Robins Industries Corp.,
Flushfaig, N.Y.

FOed May 2, 1962, Ser. No. 69,949
Term of patent 14 years

(CI. D61—1)

196,155
SLIDE PROJECTOR

Paul A. Hoogesteger, Brighton, and Jacob W. Patia,
Rochester, N.Y., asignors to Bausch & Lomb Incor-
porated, Rochester, N.Y., a corporation of New York

Filed Nov. 28, 1962, Ser. No. 72,635
Term of patent 14 years

(a. D61—1)

196,152
WALLPAPER PANEL

Fred R. Kazenwadd, Saddle River, NJ., and George K.
Bhge, New York, N.Y., assignors to George K. Birgc

Co., Iucm New York, N.Y.
Filed May 8, 1962, Ser. No. 76,029

Term of patent 3Vi yean
(CI. D59—10)

196,156
FILM VIEWER

Clarence S. McClellan, Los Angelct, Calif.

(1237 5th St, Santa Monka, Calif.)

FUed Apr. 9, 1963, Ser. No. 74,358
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D61—1)

196,153
COLOR PHOTOGRAPH PROCESSING UNIT

Harold G. Bergstrom, New RocheUe, N.Y., assignor to

Charles Beseler Company, Orange, NJ., a partnership

FUed Jan. 10, 1962, Ser. No. 68,255
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D61—1)

196,157
AIRCRAFT

Frank A. Petry, 1615 Armacost Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 5, 1962, Ser. No. 69,086
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D71—1)

788 O.O.—

M
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196,15S
TRAFFIC MARKER

Anthony Romano, 3974 Jackdaw, San Dkso. Calif.
Filed Feb. 25, 1963. Ser. No. 73,707

Term of patent 14 yean
(CI. D72—1)

196,U1

^. . .
COUNTER PRESSURE COOKER

Edward J. NelMu, Omaha, Nebr^ aM%nor to BalhmtyneInsjiimwb and Electronics, Inc^ Omaha. Ndw^
poration of Delaware

Filed Sept. 14, 1H2, Ser. No. 71,«7
Term of natcat 14 yaar*

(CI.D81~10)

196,159
FILING SHELF

Preston Nagelldri^ Zeeland, Mich., aaslgnor to Herman
Miller, Inc., Zeeiand, Mich., a corporatioD of Michigan

Filed Nov. 16, 1961, Ser. No. 67,560
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D74—9)

196,162
HEMORRHOIDAL UGATOR

Clifford L. Randolph, 840 Hareowt,
Groflse Pointc Park, Mick.

Filed July 19, 1962, Ser. No. 70,9«7
Term of patent 14 yean

(CL D8^-12)

196,160
COMBINED MERCHANDISING AND

DISPLAY STAND
Lawrence Willard Patterson, 1415 W. 5th St.

Santa Ana, CaHf.
FUed Aug. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 66,296

Term of patent 14 yean
(CI. D80—9)

196,163
CARRYING CASE

Sidney Piatt, HlghlaBd Pait, DL, tml^or to Plitt m.

"^^..^^f?***' ™^ • corporadoB of mteoli
Filed Sept 19 1961. S«. No. 66,760

Tcnn or patHM 14 y
(CLDt7.-5)
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196,164
CARRYING CASE

Sidney Piatt, Highbuid Park, Dl., anignor to PfaUt

Inc., Chicago, III., a corporation of Illinois

Orighial des'gn application Sept 19, 1961, Ser. No.
66,760. Divided and this application Oct. 24, 1962,
Ser. No. 72,243

Term of patent 14 yean
(CI. D87—5)

196,165
TEXTILE FABRIC OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Charles M. Sachs, 1 Horizon House, Horizon Road,
Fort Lee, NJ.

FUed Mar. 20, 1963, Ser. No. 74,062
Term of patent 14 yean

(CI. D92—1)

f^
^

\
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LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 27th DAY OF AUGUST, 1963

NoT«.—Arranged in accordance with the first ilrniflcant character or word of the name (In accordance with city and
telephone directory practice )

.

Anderson, Warner H., to Channel Master Corp. Television
antenna bavins multi-band elements. Re. 25,437, 8-27-63,
CI. 343—802.

Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc. : Bee—
Chaseli, Norman E. Re. 25,436.

Channel Master Corp. : See

—

Andenon. Warner H. Re. 25,4S7.

Chaseic, Norman E.. to Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc. Fre-
quency moiulated balanced discriminator. Re. 25,436,
8-27-63, CI. 329—141.

Nelson, Florlan N. Process for the growing and rooting of

plant* in a synthetic soil. Re. 25,488, 8-27-63, €1. 47—58.

UST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Kittle, Wilfred F., to Lincoln Nursery Co.
pUnt 2.275. 8-27-63, CI. 5.

Climbing rose Lincoln Nursery Co. : See

—

KltUe. Wilfr«l F. 2,276.
Paxman, Edna L. Almond tree. 2.276, 8-27-68. CI. 80.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
American Machine k Foundry Co. : See

—

Oerber. Gary A. 196,108.
Oerber. Gary A. 196.147.

Andrea Blouse k Sportswear Co. : See

—

Barile, John. 196.097.
Arglro, Nicholas T. Toy figure. 196,124, 8-27-63, CI. D34

—

Armstrong Cork Co. : See

—

Knles, Robert H. 196.149.
Babcocic Mfg. Co. : See—

Babcock, William J., and Goodrich. 196.104.
Babcock. William J., and J. R. Goodrich, to Babcock Mfg. Co.

Golf bag cart. 196,104, 8-27-63, CI. D14—3.

Ballantyne Instruments and Electronics, Inc. : See

—

Nelson, Edward J. 196,161.
Barile, John, to Andrea Blouse k Sportswear Co. Blouse.

196.097. 8-27 -63. CI. D3—26.
BauKb k Lomb Inc. : See

—

Ho<^iiteger. Paul A., and Ptatla. 196.155.
Becker, Frederick W., to Westingbouse EHectric Corp. Com-

bined fry pan and lid ther^or. 196,130. 8-27-63, CI.
D44—1.

Becker. Frederick W.. to Westingbouse Electric Corp. Cook-
ing vessel or fhe like. 196,131, 8-27-68, CI. D44— 1.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. : See

—

Torresen. John L. 196J29.
Berry, Bernie B.. Jr., to vent-Rak. Inc. Cabinet for elec-

tronic equipment and the like. 196,115, 8-27-63. CI.

D26—5.

Bergstrom, Harold G.. to Charles BeselPr Co. Color photo-
graph orocesslng unit. 196,153. 8-27-63, CI. D61— 1.

Beseler, Charles, Co. : See

—

Bergstrom. Harold G. 196,158.
Birge, George K. : See—

Kazenwadel, Fred R.. and Birge. 196.152.
Birge, George K., Co.. Inc. : See

—

Kazenwadel, Fred R.. and Birge. 196.152.
Bittner. John P. Building. 196.101. 8-27-63. CI. D13—1.
Boldt, Melvin H., to Zenith Radio Corp. Phonograph tone

arm. 196,117. 8-27-68, CI. D26—14.
Bonner. Ben : See

—

Griffith. Vernon D.. and Bruna. 196,096.
Bonner, Fred E. : See

—

Grifllth. Vernon D., and Bruns. 196.096.
Bowman, Bernard W. Drive-in restaurant or the like. 196.-

102, 8-27-63^ CI. D13— 1.

Brown. John C. Leg unit for kitchen utensils. 196,133,
8-27-63, CT. D44—29.

Bruns. John : See

—

Griffith. Vernon D., and Bruns. 196.096.
Buscher, Robert L. Chair. 196,106, 8-27-63, CI. D15— 1.

Celanese Corp. of America : See

—

Klnaley. John P. 196.145.
Clark Bqulpment Co. : See

—

Rogera. Cyril B. 196.103.
Columbus Plastic Products Inc. : See—

Roop, Nathan W. 196.120.
Conco Engineering Works, Inc. : See

—

O'NeUl. Charles J. 196.100.
Crouse-Hlnds Co. : See

—

Thoman. Byron R., Chapman, and Puios. 196.136.
Dahlerup. Jorgen : See

—

Holbek, Gert, and Dahlerup. 196.110.
Hotbek. Gert, and Dahlerup. 196,141.

EndreM. Eugene H. Jug. 196.144, 8-27-63, Q. D58—5.

Eriksson, Ernst A., to Perinl Electronic Corp. Automatic
telephone dUler. 196.118. 8-27-63, CI. D26—14.

Esser, Harold H.. to Ideal Industries. Inc. Screw-on cap con-
nector. 196.112. 8-27-63, CI. D26—1.

Faber. Erwin C. ^ to A. I. Stubbs. Butter spreader or the
like. 196.134, 8-27-63. €1. D44—29.

Faust. Ann. Hanging holder for bath and toilet articles.

196,098, 8-27-63, CI. D4—3.

General Electric Co. : See

—

Otto. Charles W., and Hennessy. 196,113.
Otto, Charles W., and Hennessy. 196,114.

Gerber. Gary A., to American Machine k Foundry Co. House-
hold still for drinking water and the like. 196,108, 8-27-63.
CI. D16—2.

Gerber, Gary A., to American Machine k Foundry Co. Bottle.
196,147. 8-27-63. CL D58—6.

Goodrich, Jack R. : See

—

Babcock, William J., and Goodrich. 196,104.
Griffith. Vernon D., and J. Bruns, Vi to F. E. and B. Bonner.

Rain cape. 196,096, 8-27-63, CI. D3—3.

Hammond Machinery Builders, Inc. : See

—

Robischnng. Phillip J. 196,126.
Hanna, Robert L. Pedal driven toy vehicle. 196,125. 8-27-

63, CI. D34— 15.
Hazelquist. John L.. to Traub Mfg. Co. Finger ring. 198.185.

8-27-63. CI. D45—10.
Hennessy, John E. : Bee—

Otto, Charles W., and Hennessy. 196,113.
Otto. Charles W.. and Hennessy. 196.114.

Holbek, Gert. and J. Dahlerup. to Georg Jensens Solvsmedie
A/S. Table knife. 196,110, 8-27-63, CI. D22—3.

Holbek, Gert. and J. Dahlerup, to Georg Jensens, Solvsmedie
A/S. Tablespoon. 196.141. 8-27-63. CI. D54— 12.

Hoogesteger. Paul A., and J. W. Patla. to Bausch 4 Lomb
Inc. Slide projector. 196,155, 8-27-63. CI. D61— 1.

Hyman, Julian. Combined basket and packaging container
therefor. 196,151, 8-27-63, CI. D58—17.

Ideal Industries, Inc. : See

—

Esser, Harold H. 196,112.
Jensens, Georg. Solvsmedie A/S: See

—

Holbek. Gert, and Dahlerup. 196,110.
Holbek, Gert and Dahlerup. 196,141.

Jewel Aquarium Co.. Inc. : See

—

Schur, Maurice M. Schur, and Le Sueur. 196 107.
Kane, Eugene J., and E. R. McEwan. to Thomas J. Lipton

Inc. Flexible package for condiments or the like. 196,143,
8-27-63. CI. D58—2.

Kazenwadel, Fred R., and G. K. Birge, to George K. Birge Co.,
Inc. Wallpaper panel. 196,152, 8-27-63, CI. D59— 10.

Kinsley, John P., to Celanese Corp. of America. Jug. 196,145,
8-27-63, CI. D58—5.

Kirk, Fred B., to Roberts Electronics, Inc. Reel adapter
for a magnetic Upe recorder. 196,116, 8-27-68, CI. D26

—

14.
Kirk Optical Lens Co., Inc. : See—

Kirk, Stanley. 196,139.
Kirk. Stanley, to Kirk Optical Lens Co., Inc. Ophthalmic lens

hardening apparatus. 196,139, 8-27-63, CI. D54—8.

Knles, Robert H., io Armstrong Cork Co. Bottle. 196,149,
8-27-63, CI. D58—8.

Krehbiel, John H., to Molex Products Co. Electrical con-

nector housing. 196,111, 8-27-63, CI. D26— 1.

Kreisner, William I. Match box. 196,188. 8-27-63, CI. D48

—

29.
Lello. Carlos A. G., to Sociedade dos Vinhos Borges k Irmao

S.A R.L. Jug. 196,146, 8-27-63, CI. D58—5.

Le Sueur, Robert C. : Bee—
Schur, Maurice M. and N. S., and Le Sueur. 196,107.

Lipton, Thomas J., Inc. : See

—

Kane, Eugene J., and McBwan. 196,148.

1



u LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES

8. Film Tlewer. 1M.156, 8-27-«S. CI.

1»«.11».

Maekay, Frederick O.. to Ultra-Vlolet Prodaets. Inc. Ultn-
Tlolet lamp or ilmilar article. 196,187, 8-27-«8. CI. IHS—

MeCiellan, Clarence
D«l—1. ^

Mciewan, Bthel R. : fifee=-
.„^^Kane. Kufene J., and McEwan. l»ft,148.

'^'^^iS^J*'' •'^'In P- Indoor telcTlilon antenna.
8-27-63, CI. D2«—14.

Miller, Herman. Inc. : See—
, NaceUdik. Preiton. 1»«,1S9.
Kolez Frodacts Co. : Bee—

Krehblel, John H. 1»6,111.
Namlklrk, Preston, to Herman Miller, Inc. Flllns abelf.

l»«.16»,»-27-68, CI. D74—».
^

National Blank Book Co. : Bee—
Sibley. WUUam J. 1»6,0»9.

Nelaon, Edward J., to Ballantme Instrument! and Electronics,
Inc. Counter pressure cooker. 190,161, »-27-e8, CI. D61

—

O'Neill, Cbarles J., to Coneo Enclneertna Works, Inc. Sewer
cleaner. 196,10<), 8-27-68. CI. D9—2.

Otto, Cbarles W.. and J. E. Hennessy, to General Electric Co.
Dynamoelectric macbine. 196,113, 8-27-68, CI. D26—8.

Otto, Cbarles W., and J. B. Hennesay, to Oeneral Electric Co.
Dynamoelectric machine. 196.114, 8-27-68, CI. D26—6.

Pantasote Co., Tbe : 8le«

—

Weiss, Hufb R. 196.160.
Patla Jacob W. : Bee—

Hoogesteger, Paul A., and Patla. 196.155.
Patterson, Lawrence W. Combined mercbandlxlnc and dis-

play sUnd. 196,160. 8-27-68, CI. D80—9.
Peras, Laden, tb Recie Natlonale des Uslnes Renault. Bump-

er. 196,106. 8-27-63, CI. D14—6.
Perlnl Electronic Corp. : Bee—

Eriksson. Ernst L 196.118.
Perper, Edward : Bee—

Post, Herman D., and Perper. 196,154.
Petrr, Frank A. Aircraft 196,167, 8-27-63, Cl. D71—1.
Plckford, George, to United Sboe Maeblnery Corp. Rivet

setting tool. 196,140, 8-47-63, Cl. D04—10.
Piatt Loggaga, Inc. : Bee—

PlattT Sidney. 196.168.
putt. Sidney. 196.164.

Piatt, Sidney, to PUtt Luggage. Inc. Carrying case. 196,-
163, 8-27-63. Cl. D87—6.

PUtt, Sidney, to Piatt Luggage, Inc. Carrying case. 196,-
164. 8-27-63. Cl. D87—B.

Polk. Emll S. CarTlng board. 196,132, 8-27-63, CI. D44—1.

Post. Herman D., andE. Perper, to Robins Industries Corp.
Tape splicer or tbe like. 1«6,154. 8-27-68. CI. D61—1.

Purex Corp.. Ltd. : Bee—
Sterges, Alfred D. 196,148.

Eandolph, Clifford L. Hemorrhoidal llgator.
68, Cl. D8»—12.

Raphael, Sally F. Mah Jong coin holder tray
63. a. D34—18.

Regie Natlonale dea Uslnes Renault
Peras. Luden. 196,106.

Roberts Electronics, Inc. : Bee—
Kirk. Fred B. 196.116.

196,162, 8-27-

196,128, 8-27-

196.121,

196,148,

operating
D64—18.

Robins Indnstrtes Corp. : Bee—
o K. **??*• "*JS'.^'*v"*P«n?ar. 196,164.

*"SiS?*'l"»'.,^*'"l'£-\«i<'„"*""•"* Machinery Builders, Inc.

^Sr'-M "cL 1)14^^'*'*' Eqoipment Co. Vehicle. 196,106,

*®JK^', Anthony. Traffle marker. 196,168. 8-27-68, Cl.
MJtti 1.

Rood, Nathan W.. to Columbus Plastic Products Inc. Flower
H.!* rl "^P^'i *^«'*:.. I»«.ia0. 8-27-63. CI. D29—28.

^165: fSV-Ss. ci. iS& '"•'** *" *°^'*' *'«'=*•• "•-
Schur. Maurice M and N. 8., and R. C. Le Snenr. to Jewel
Aauarium Co.. Inc. Cabinet, aqnartnm and animal cage^«t 'or biology classrooms or the Ilka. 196,107. 8-27-43,

Schur. NeU S. : Bee—
Schur Maurice M. and N. S., and Le Sueur. 196,107.

Sibley, William J., to NaUonal Blank Book Co. Ring binder
or tie like. 196,099. 8-27-63, Cl. D6—1.

Smller, Eldridge li. : 0a»—
Storm, Fred K., and Smiley. 196,142.

Sodedade dos Vlnhos Borges * Irmao S.A.R.L.

:

Lello, Carlos A. G. 196.146.
Sosaynskl, Hanrr. Combined table and seating unit.

^—2T—w3, Cl. D33——14.

Storm, Fred i... and JSL H. Smiley. Clamp for an
table side rail and the like. 196.142. 8-27-63. Cl.

Stubbs. Alfred I. : Bee—
Faber, Brwln C. 196484.

Thoman, Byron R.. R. H. Chapman, and A. J. Pnlos^to Cronse-
Hinds Co. Floodlight. 196^86, 8-27-63. Cl. t)48—20.

Torresen, John U, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc.
Stowage rack. 196,129. 8-27-63, Cl. D41—1.

Tranb Mfg. Co. : Bee—
Haselqulst, John L. 196.186.

Ultra-violet Products, Inc. : See—
Maekay, Frederick O. 196.187.

United Shoe Maeblnery Corp. : Bee—
Plekford. Oeorga. 196;i40.

Vent-Rak, Inc. : 8fe»—
Berry. Bemle B.. Jr. 196,116.

Weiss, Hugh R., to The Pantasote Co. Packaging tray for
cookies or the like. 196,160, 8-47-68, CT. MS—II.

WeUer, Charles E. Shoe bnckU. 196.109, 8-27-63, Cl.
D17—1.

Wells, Herbert R. and M. M. Game spinner. 196,122, 8-27-
68, Cl. D34—6.

Wells, MaryM. : «ee—
Wells, Herbert R. and M. M. 196.12S.

Westingbouse Electric Corp. : Bee—
Becker. Frederick W. 196,180.
Becker, Frederick W. 196.181.

Wilson. Henry A. Kite reel. 196,127, 8-27-68, Cl. D41—1.

WUson. Henry A. Kite reel. 196.128. 8-27-63, Cl. D41—1.

Zenith Radio Corp. : Bee—
Boldt, MelTln H. 196,117.

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 27th DAY OF AUGUST, 1963

MOTB.—Arranged In accordance with tbe tlrst slgnlUcant character or word of the name (In accordance with dty
teieplione directory practice).

ACF Industries, Inc. : See

—

Elaenberg, Robert M. 3,102,234.
Wertii. John J. 3,102,2;:8.

AMP Inc. : See

—

Floyd, Edwin, Jr. 3.101 766.
Aaron, Cbarles, and T. J. Crowe, to Cameron Biachlne Co.

Apparatus for controlling tension in a running web. 8,101,-
9xo, 8-27-«a. Cl. 2A:£—75.43.

Abigail. Walter L. : See—
Ga-Uey, Derkek R. and Abigail. 3,101,668.

Able ConUlner Co., The : See

—

Imielinski, Alan S. 3.101.662.
Abramopaulos, Jphn. Combined positire displacement engine
and iKMHiT« dlspUcement rotary compressor apfwratux.
3,101,s«8, H-27-6J, a. 230—22.

Abrams, PtaUip J. : See—
Negola, Carmine R., and Abrams. 3,101,688.

Acltelll, Mario A., and G. E. BUir, to Bausch * Lomb Inc.
Radiation dosimetry and plastic compositions therefor.
3,102,197, ft-27-63, Cl. 260—83.

Ackles, VlrgU B. Tumbling machine. 2,102,062, 8-27-63, Cl.

118—19.
Acme Steel Co. : See

—

Hall. Marchand B., Staron, and Hager. 3,101,663.
Aconsky, Leonard : See

—

Heath Thomas D., and Aconsky. 3.102,092.
Acrometal Products, Inc. : See

—

Carroll. Robert L., and Stelnback. 3,101,811.
Adair, John D.. to American Meter Co., Inc. Gas meter

prover. 3,101,605. 8-27-63, Cl. 73—3.

Adams. Charles R., to Pierce Trailer h Equipment Co. Brak-
ing arrangement for a trailer dolly. 3,101.858, 8-27-63.
CI. 280—432.

Adams, Harold E.. to Nash Engineering Co. Pumping means
for distillation unit. 3.102.083. 8-27-63. Cl. 202—52.

Aebi. Albert, and P. Giger, to Gelstlich, Ed.. Sobne A.G. fur
ChemlBche Industrie. Urea-formaldebyde pharmaceutical
compositions. 8.102,108, 8-27-63. Cl. 260—68.

Aerojet Genersl Corp. : See

—

Klmpel. Robert F. 3,102,037.
Aerosol TecnniQues, Inc. : See

—

Prussln, Samuel B.. Sbepherd. and Surks. 3.101,804.
.Vg*r, John W., Jr.. and J. A. Reid. to OUn Matbleson Chemi-

cal Corp. Organoboron carboxjlic acid taalldes and their

preparstlon. 3.102,138. »-27-63. Cl. 260—544.
Ahlbrecht. Arthur H.. and S. Smith, to Minnesota Mining and

Mffr. Co. Perfluoroalkyl acryUte polymers and process of
producing a latex thereof. 3.102,103. 8-27-63. Cl. 260

—

29 6.

Airile. John, to Carrtck Predslon Tools. Ltd. Method of cut-

ting and dressinK a Krlnding wheel and apparatus therefor.
3,101,705. 8-27-63. Cl. 128—11.

Air Pro'»ucts and Chemicals. Inc. : See

—

Mllliken, Thomas H.. Jr.. Krause, and Donovan. 3,101.-

988
Air Reduction Co . Inc. : Bee—

Stoecker. Robert L. 3.101.859.
Aircraft Precision Products. Inc. : See

—

Kelly. Thomas N. 3.101 811.
Altkenhead. Paul W.. to Electro-Air Cleaner Co.. Inc. Air

filter curtain. 3.102.014. 8-27-63, Cl. 55—271.

A)em I^flboratorleB : See

—

Umbrlcht, Emll. and Evans. 3,102,057.

Albertson. Noel P.. to Sterling Dnig Inc. Espters of ben^vIoTv-
carbonvUmlnocyanoacetic acid and process. 3.102.132.
8-27-63. Cl. 260—465.

Albrecht, Hans J., and P. E. Allen, to Casco Products Corp.
Hf'at-reslstant flash chamber coatlnrs «nd method for ap-
plying same. 3.101.661, 8-27-63, Cl. 38—77.

Aldea. Anders G. L. : See

—

Hallgren. Cari T. M., and Alden. 3,101,787.

Aldridse. Clyde L. : See

—

Hunter. Edward A., and Aldrtdge. 3.102.150.

Aleks. Vytant. to The Rrearlev Co. Portable standup type
bathroom scale. 3.101.804. 8-27-63, Cl. 177—239.

Alfandarl. Roger 8. : See

—

Moreau, Jean R.. and Alfandari. 3.102.265.

Alldritt. Lawrence L. Roof rentlUtor. 3,101,662. 8-27-63.
Cl. 88—43.

Allen. Frederick E. : See

—

Albrecht. Hans J., and Allen. 3.101,661.

AllUnce Mfg. Co., Tlie. Division of Consolidated Electronics
Industries Corp. : See

—

Schneider. Emmor V. 3,101,850.

Allied Instructional Developments. Inc. : See

—

Doscbek, Antony Z. 3,101,810.

Allls-Chalmers Mfg. Co. : See

—

Schroeder, Earte K. S.101.671.

American Can Co. : See

—

Dobens. William L. 3,102,193.
Qnlnche, Albert. 3,101,860.

.American Cyanamid Co. : See

—

Haldeiiian. Kobert G., and Casteliion. 3,102,151.
Maliey, 'rtiomas J., Cosway, and Giddings. 3,101,888.
Malley, Thomas J., I>e Lapp, Giddings, and Cosway.

3,102,000.
Osban, William R. 3,101,563.
PetropouluH, John C, and Madison. 3,102,135.

.Vnierican flange A Mfg. Co. Inc. : See

—

Bee, Carl K. 3,101.878.
American tiome I'roducts Corp. : See

—

Mitchell. Peter W. D. 3,102,124.
American Machine Jb Foundry Co. : See

—

Merrltt, Henry U., Geita, and Nellen. 3,101,722.
American Meter Co., Inc. : See

—

Adair. John D. 3,101,605.
American Radiator A Standard Sanitary Corp. : See

—

Tiller, James A. 3,101,486.
American Viscose Corp. : See

—

Carter. Mary E.. and Ticknor. 3,102,112.
Andersen, Charles J., and C. V. Jones, sr., to Southern Ma-

chinery Co. Tip bunch applying means for spinning frames.
3.101,585. 8-27-63 CT. 57—54.

Anderson. Earl R. : See—
Rodrlgues, Anthony F.. and Anderson. 3.101,833.

Anderson, Earl R. Endless mechanism for article-by-article
dlscharse. 3,101.868, 8-27-63, Cl. 221—83.

.\nderMon, Franklin C. Patient examining table. 3,101,840,
8-27-63, Cl. 269—322.

Anderson, John L., and J. G. Everhart, to McGraw-Edlson
Co. Method of making polyphase transformers. 3,101,525,
8-27-6;i, Cl. 28—155.51.

Andis Clipper Co. : See

—

Andls, Matibew (i. 3,101,535.
Andis, Matthew G., to Andis Clipper Co. Blade astiembly

with lateral extensions. 3,101,535. 8-27-63, Cl. 30—29.5.

Andrews, Michael C. W. : See

—

Perry, Kenneth R.. and Andrews. 3.101.708.
Ankerwerk Gebruder GoUer : Sec

—

GoUer, Herbert. 3,101,512.
Annlng, John T. : See—

Chamberlain, Cyril J., and Anning. 3,101.902.
Antlch. Paul J. Paint masking shade. 3,101,775, 8-27-C3,

Cl. 160—23.
Arcos Corp. : See— *

Wilcox. Wayne L. 3,102,025.
Ardente Acoustic Laboratories Ltd. : See—

Cohen, Michael. 3,102.172.
Armand, Harold A., W. E. Gilchrist, E. G. .Millis, and P. E.

Westmoreland. Curve plotter. 3,101.555, 8-27-63. Cl.

35—24.
Armour Research Foundation of IllinoU Institute of Tech-

nology : See—
Benson Robert W., and Raelson. 3,101,608.

Armstrong Cork Co. : See

—

Ray. Leonard N.. Jr. 3.102,063.
Arnold. Herbert. E. Kuhas, and X. Brock, to Asta-Werke

AktiengesellBcnaft. Hypnotic composition comprising bar
bituric acid derivatives, and N.N-dlsubstltuted-^ amlnoino-
propyl-(P-chloro-o-methyl-benzhydryl) -ethers. 3.102,072, 8-
27-63. Cl. 1G7—52.

Asta-Werke Aktiengesellschaft : See-
Arnold, Herbert. Kuhas, and Brock. 3,102,072.

Atlas Pacific Engineering Co. : See—
Gaddini, Norman E. 3,101331.

Aurand Mfg. A Equip. Co. : See

—

Falls, John J. 3 101,524.
Automatic Electric Laboratories, Inc. : See—

Totz, Robert C. 3,102,259.
Ayres. John E., to Oil Equipment Laboratories, Inc. Lever-

actuated dispenser for pressurized package. 3,101,876.
8-27-63, Cl. 222—394.

Babcock k Wilcox Co.. The : See

—

Christensen. Magnus. 3,101.532.
Bain. Joseph P., and R. L. Webb, to The GUdden Co. Prepa-

ration of menthenyl esters and ethers. 3,102.134. 8-27-63.
Cl. 260—*89.

Baker. Albert S. Collapsible tube holder. 3.101,869. 8-27-
63. Cl. 222—105.

Baker. Joseph W.. and G. A. Saul, to Monsanto Chemical Co.
Vinyl phosphates. 3,102,067. 8-27-63. Cl. 167—22.

Baker Oil Tools. Inc. : See

—

Fisher. Hiram H.. Jr.. and Keithahn. 3,101,783.

Baker Perkins, Inc. : See—
Heide. Henry A., and Wlttenberger. 3,101.851.

Baldwin, Brian E., to Mfg. Process Laboratories. Inc. Needle
package. 3,101,841.8-27-63,0.206—43.

Baldwin, Herman J. : See

—

Nashold, Robert W., Baldwin, and Mitchell. 3.101,648.

Ballin, Gene, to Dosamatic Dropper Corp. Liquid dropper
assembly. 3,101,751, 8-27-63, Cl. 141—24.

Banker, Oscar H., to Fawick Corp. Hydraulic system incor-
Dorating flow divider valves. 3,101,584. 8-27-63. a.



IV LIST OF PATENTEES
Macbtnery
3,ioi,««-r,

Corp.
K-27-

Welt
}.«. n.

;{,ioi.9«:{.

for «•

Barfoatl, Guldo J., to United Shoe
fuldf for shoe (wwini; uiactiliifH
12—52.

Bartier Coleman Co. : See
Bullen, I lark V. 8.102,217

Barfleld CbarleH (;. : See
Sullivan, Herbert I).. Bledsoe, and Barfleld

Barley. Koyston I'., to No-Sag Spring ('o. KevloeM
curing gpringg to furniture and other fr.ira.work
81«. »-27-«3. CI. 1X9 -.io.

Bar-Ray Froducta. Inc. : See—
Hollanda, George. 3,101,()5».

Barry. Sydney E.. to Shawinigan ChemU-al.s Ltd Purifica-
tion of phenol. 3,102.140. 8- 27-«3. CI. 2ttO—«21

Bartlett. Marjorle : See—
Bartlett. Norman. 3.101,943.

®*£"S'^- Norman. Vj to M. Bartlett. Amuwmeot ride
3,101,943. 8-27-63, CI. 272—3n.

Bartlett, Thomas S.. to International Realatance Co Ten-
•loner. 3.101.912. 8-27-63, CI. 242—54.

Barton, Loy E., to Radio Corp. of America. Phaae-ablfted
double-sideband two-channel A.M. communicationa sys-
tem. 3 102,167, 8-27-<l3, CI. 17»—15.

Baasl. Alberto. C. Coraettl. K. Mantega. and G. Perona. to
Centro Informazionl Studl Esperlenze S.r.l. System and
universal apparatus for the complete preparing of metal-
lographlc samples. 3.102,090. 8-27-03. cT 204—217

Baater Earl K. : See—
Whltcomb. Charlea D.. Carroll, Measinger, Whltcomb and

Baater. 3,101.758.
Batcheller. Hugh W.. to Kent Mfg. Corp. Machine for crlmp-

Ing termlnaU on wlrea. 3.101,765. ^27-G3. CI. 153—1.
Baudet. Jacques, to La Telemecanlque Electrlque. Switch of

the screw aelector type. 3,102.174. ^27-63, CI 200—33
Baugban. Herbert A. ~

8-27-63. CI. 32—33.
Baugban, Herbert A.

8-27-63, a. 32—33.
Baughan Herbert A.

8-27-63, CI. 32—33.
Bauach k Lomb Inc. : See—

AcitelU, Mario A., and Blair.
Hayei, John D. 3.101,668.
O'Dea. Martin J. 3.102 156.
PUsk. Leonard N. 3.101,549.
Ruben, Paul L. 3,102,158.
Thompaon. Edward J. 3,101,843.

Beauvala. Max. Continuous treatment of food containers
3 101.995^ 8-27-^53. CI. 21—78.

Bechman. William O.. to International Harvester Co.

Hachmelster-lno.
of fatty acids.

DenUl saliva ejectors. 3,101,543,

Dental saliva ejectors. 3,101,544,

Dental saliva ejectors. 3.101,545,

3,102.197.

lar adjusting means for a land clearing Implement.
794, 8-27-63, CI. 172—698.

Co.
63.

Angi

CI
'•'^'

Becker. Rudolf : S
Thumm. Wilbelm, and Becker. 3,102,016.

Beckwlth. Walter L.. Jr.. to Plastic Mold & Engineering
Stop mechanism for braiding machines. 3,101, (>42, 8-27
CI. 87—18.

Bedson Donald E.. 8. A. Di Nuzzo. and A. C. Suleskl. to
Hazeltlne Research. Inc. Multiplanar printed circuits and
methods for their manufacture. 3.102,213 8-27-63, CI
317—101.

Bee, Carl R., to American Flange k Mfg. Co. Inc. Closure
assembly for containers and parts thereof. 3,101,878,
8-27-63, CI. 222—542.

Belicka Michael E., R. J. Kenny, and L. Rodney to Elec-
trolux Corp. Surface treating machine. 3,101.505. 8-27-
03. CI. 15—320.

Bell Aerospace Corp. : See

—

Blanton. John W. 3.101,650.
Bell, Harrv O.. J. D. Gay. Jr.. and K. O. ShaflTer, to Gay Bell

Corp. Apparatus and wystem for the continuous production
of hoKsht-ads and the like. 3,101,479. 8-27-63, CI. 1—125.

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc. : See

—

rirone. Frank P., and Lowry. 3,102,168.
Ellis. Albert E., Jr. 3.102.207.
Kahng. Dawon. 3.102.230.
Rai8beck. Gordon. 3.102.161.
Seld.-l. Harold. 3.102.244.

Bellinger. Kenneth P.. to Conversion Chemical Corp.
TurablinK china. 3.102,011, 8-27-63. CI. 61—298.

Belolt Iron Works : See

—

Justus, Edgar J. 3,102.066.
Bendix Corp., The : See

—

WIppert, Jamea A. 3.102,261.
Zlto. George V. 3 102.199.

Benson. Robert W.. and V. J. Raelson,
Foundation of Illinois Institute of
and apparatus for stress analysis.
CI. 73-67 5.

Berch. William H., M. A. Clement, R. K. Kaye. and J. W.
Newltt. to General Dynamics Corp. Toll ticketing tele-
phone system. 3,102.166, 8-27-63, CI. 179—7.1.

Berck, William F., to Ralph N. Brodle Co. Shut-ofT valve
for metered flows. 3,101,924. 8-27-63, CI. 251—25.

Bermingham, Peter D., and M. Stiller, to Quikey Mfg
Inc. Key case. 3.101.762. 8-27-63. CI. 150—10.

Berry, George E. : See

—

Horton, John P., Berry, and Stirling. 3,101,501.
B«tner, Thomas B., to Plastomatic Corp. Film sealed

talner with pouring spout. 3,101,870, 8-27-63,
222—107.

Bibb John T., to Lok-Products Co. Tee-runner.
8-27-83, CI. 98—31.

Bledendleck, Carl : See—
Dzlallas, Richard, Kaufmann, and Bledendleck.

Blehl Harold R. : See—
Cnllender. Ralph W.. and Blehl. 3,101.514.

Bingham, George If, Jr.. and O. Y, Olsson, to Cambridge
Rubber Co. Method of making footwear having water-
impervioua outer aoles. 3,101,496, 8-27-63, CI. 12—142.

and Penrod. 3.101,
Corp. of America.

CI. 158 109.

Corp.
27-63.

914.
Air preheating

to Armour Research
Technology. Method
3,101,608, 8-27-63,

Co.

con-
Cl.

3.101,661,

3.101,926.

Btrnbaum. Hermann, and J. Lederer toProcess for producing monoglycerides
3.102 129. 8-2f-63. CI. 260^-410.7.

Itlack-ClawHon Co., The : See
Lorenz Clermont H

Blaha, Emil. to Selas
burner. 3,101.773 8

Blair, (lerald E. : See—

•

Acitelli. Mario A., and Blair. 3.102 197
Blanton. John \V., to Bell Aeroapace Corp. Hydromechanlcal

oi *
.ioo

°'*'*"*^ *'*'* ayatem. 3,101,660, 8-27-63, CI.

Bleilsoe. Bobby L. : See

it^, ^H"'«'u- "^r,'>*'"t I)., Bledaoe, and Barfleld. 3.101,963
Bllzard. Robfrt B.. to Schlumberger Well Surveying doro

^coustlc logging apparatus. 3,102,261, 8-27-63, C).3^0— 18,
Blodgett, Edwin O.. to Commercial Controls Corp. Coded-

Information translating system. 3,102,263. 8-27-63. CI.
340-^146.1.

Blonn. William A., to General Electric Co. Apparatus for
thermal treatment of metal. 3.102,009, 8-27-63 CI34— 159.

Boeing Co., The : Nee

—

EveUn. George B., Newell, and
B0hm, Siegfried, F. Winkler, and
Kamera- und Klnowerke Dresden,
fitted with focal plane shutter.
98—42.

Bollenbach. Wlllard M. : See

—

Paulius. Clarence L.. and Bollenbach. 3,101,626.
Bolton, Norman A., to General Signal Corp. Ultrasonic

vehicle detector. 3.102.252, 8-27-63. Cl 340—38
Bonner, Tom W., to Socony Mobil Oil Co.. Inc. Sensitive low

voltage proportional counter for neutron detection con-
taining He* at superatmospheric pressure. 3,102.198,
»-27-68, Cl. 250—83.1.

Borg, Arthur C. to Standard Oil Co.
3.102.097. 8-27-63. Cl. 252—49.9.

Borg-Warner Corp. : See

—

Stromberg. Clinton V, 8,101,600.
BorkoTitz, Henry 8.. to Fostoria Corp.

cult. 3,102,226, 8-27-63. CI. 323—22.
Bosen. Lynn R., to Collins Radio Co.

frequency Indicating one binary logic

Peterson. 3.101.918.
H. Fischer, to VEB
Photographic cameras

3.101.667, 8-27-63. Cl.

Lubricant grease.

Power control dr-

Encoder with one
state and another

frequency indicating other state. 002.288. 8-27-63 "cf
328—27.

Boser. Ronald, and W. L. Chalfln. to Regina Enterprises. Inc.
Garment stlffener. 3.101.483, 8-27-63, Cl. 2—260

Bossnrd, Werner, J. Volti. and F. Favre, to J. R. Oelgy, A.G.
Process for the dyeing of polymeric synthetic material and
material dyed therewith. 3,101,988, 8-27-63. Cl. 8—41.

Bosahand. Ernst, to Sulzer Freres, S.A. Double seal includ-
ing means for indicating leaks. 8,101,963, 8-27-63, Cl
277—2.

Bouchard, Irvine H. Pivoted snap lock to space antenna
from reflector. 3,102.287, 8-27-63, CI 843—881

Boulay, Edward A. Vent control. 8,101,838, 8-27-63, Cl.
199—82.

Bowdish, Meredith E. Rotary compressor or engine. 3.101.-
700, 8-27-63, Cl. 123—12.

Bowers, Albert, to Syntex Corp. 19-methylene-androBtane
derivatives. 3,102,127, 8-27-63, Cl. 260—397.4.

Boyce. Thomas : See

—

Fleming. James E. 3.101.969.
Boyd. Robert L.. and J. F. Volker. to Edwin L. WIegand Co.

Duct heater assembly. 3,102.186. 8-27-63. Cl. 219—34.
Braid. Milton : See—

Lawlor. Francis E.. and Braid. 3.102.139.
Braunsteln. Rubin, and E. E Loebner. to Radio Corp. of

America. Semiconductor device for generating modulated
Infrared radiation. 3,102,201, 8-27-63, Cl. 250— 199.

Brenrley Co.. The : See

—

Aleks. Vytant. 3.101,804.
Breau. Wilfred. Gasket cutting device. 3,101,637, 8-27-63,

Ol. 82—24.
Bresler, Sidney A., and A. W. Francis, to Chemical Con-

struction Corp. Proceps for removal of acid gas from gas
streams. 3.101,996. 8-27-63, Cl. 23—2.

Breuer, Hermann, and H. Hoehn, to Clin Mathieson Chemical
Corp. Sulfonylurea compounds. 3,102.115, 8-27-63, CI.
260—239.

Breuer, Hermann, and H. HShn, to Clin Mathieson Chemical
Corp. Method for production of indoline-6-8ulfonyl ureas.
3.102.120. 8-27-63. Cl. 260—319.

Breuer. Hermann, and H. H6hn, to Clin Mathieson Chemical
Corp. Novel cumaransulfonylureas and 2,3-dlhydrothlo-
miphthenesulfonylureas. 3.102,121, 8-27-63. CI. 260—330..">.

Brevard. Procter, to Freeman Burdett Gas Burner Co.
Radiant atmospheric gas burner, 3,101,774. 8-27-63, Cl.
158—113.

Brewer, Clifford E. Rivet feeding apparatus. 3,101.858.
8-27-63. Cl. 218 1.

Brewer, John H. Apparatus and method for culturtng micro-
organisms. 3,102.082. 8-27-63, Cl. 195— 139.

Brlce, George H.. to United States Rabber Co. Vulcanization
of butyl rubber with a methylene-brldged triphenol-
dimethanol. 3.102.104. 8-27-63. Cl. 260—IS.

Brieger, Emmet F., to Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp.
Core taker devices. 3,101,797, 8-27-63. Cl. 176—4.

Bringewald, August R. Comblaation safety rozor and hon-
ing device. 3,101,536, 8-27-63, Cl. 30—36.

Brinson, Leo T.. to Nordberg Mfg. Co. Exhaust temperature
diflferential circuit. 3,101,617. 8-27-63, CT. 73—341.

Britten, George C. Blow-pipe for fabricating plastic resin
articles. 3,101.901, 8-27-63, CT. 239—132.
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and R. M. Schinner, to Phillips Petro-
and apparatus for providing Improved
engines. 3.101,693, 8-27-63, Cl. 60

—

3.102,072.

Britton, Sylvester C.
lenm Co. Method
combustion in jet
89.71.

Brock, Xorbert : See

—

Arnold, Herbert, KUhas, and Brock
Brodie, Ralph N., Co. : See

—

Berck, William F. 3,101.924.
Br6ge, Kurt, to Rud. A. Hartmann (iruMs-Apparate und
Specealmaachinen * Co., G.m.b.H. Apparatus for ttie
cleaning and sterilisation of instruments. In particular
medical instruments. 3,101,728, 8-27-63, Cl. 134—99.

Bronikowaki, Raymond J., to McGraw-Edison Co. Fuse tube
constmctlon. 8.102, 178, 8-27-63, CL 200—120,

Brown * Brown, Inc. : See

—

Brown, Chalmers S. 3.101,737.
Brown, Chalmers 8., to Brown 4 Brown, Inc. Sewer regu-

lator operating apparatua 3,101,737, 8-27-63, Cl. 137

—

416.
Brown, Daniel M., and R. D. Woodworth, to Intematioaal

Harvester Co. Wrap guard for harrows and the like.
3,101,793, 8-27-63, CI. 172—609.

Brown, Horace D.. to Merck k Co., Inc. Anthelmintic com-
positions and method of employing same. 3,102,074, 8-27-
83, CT. 167-^3.

Brown, Norman F., to U.S. Industries, Inc. Side pocket
mandrel with an automatic valve. 3,101,735, 8-27-63,
Cl. 137—166.

Bruce, John A., to Forapads Inc. Protective cushion for pack-
aging cans. 3,101,847. 8-27-«8, CT. 206—66.

Brunswick Union Inc. : See

—

Foley, William H. 3.102,268.
Bryant, Irvin E., to The Lufkin Rule Co. Instrument for
measuring linear dimensions. 3,101,551, 8-27-63, Cl. 33

—

164.
Bucourt. Robert : See

—

Nomine, Gerard, Bucourt, and Tessier. 3,102,146.
Budd Co., The : See

—

Redner, Salomon. 3,101,600.
Rosander, Russell B. 3,101,610.

Buehler, Karl, and M. L. Rollins, to General Foods Corp.
Apparatus for forming food portions of uniform weight by
volumetric measurement, 3,101,761. 8-27-63, Cl. 146

—

158.
Bullen, Clark V., to Barber-Coleman Co. Mechanically re-

balanced condition control servosystem. 3,102,217, 8-27-
63, Cl. 318—28.

Bunyan, Thomas W. Reciprocating engines. 3,101,621,
8-27-63. CT. 74—80.

Burchard. Friedrich : See—
Raab, Karl, and Burchard. 3,101.680.

Borden, Edward R. Machine for folding paper boxes. 3,101,-
863, 8-27-63. CT. 93—49,

Burgess Products Co. Ltd. : See

—

Riddell. William. 3,102,177.
Burndept Ltd. : See

—

Jones. Kenneth. 3,102,058.
Burnett, James H., to Electronics, Inc. Half frequency
power supply for vibrating machines. 3,102,223, 8-27-63,
CI. 321—38.

Burrough, Herbert R. Method of repairing a valve stem or
tube with an adapter coupling. 3,101,529. 8-27-63, CI.
29—401.

Burroughs Corp. : See

—

Chen, Tung C. and Tracy. 3.102,239.
Slegel. Martin. 3.101.667.
Zyber. Kenneth F. 3,101,942.

Buscb, Richard E. : See

—

Scoszafave. Milton V.. and Bosch. 3,101,896.
Bnshey, Donald H., to United States Envelope Co. Manu-

facture of p'-espure sealing envelopes, bags, and tlie like.

3,102.046. 8-27-63. Cl. 117—38.
Butler Mfg. Co. : See

—

Snyder. Marvin K.. and Dunnlngton.
CBS Industries Inc. : See

—

Peloai, Michael H., Jr., and Maleno.
Caledex Machine Co. Ltd. : See

—

Williams. Albert H. 3,101.665.
Caledonia Electronics and Transformer Corp.

LawBon, Harvey W., Jr. 3,102.245.
California Research Corp. : See

—

Williams. Malcolm S., and Fox. 3.102,040.

Callender, Ralph W., and H. R. Blehl, to International Har-
vester Co. Sintered powder metal mold. 3,101,514," 8-27-

83. Cl. 22—10.
Gallery Chemical Co. : See— _ ^ ^

Hashman, Joseph 8., and Renforth.

Cambridge Rubber Co. : See—
Blnpiam, George H., Jr., and Olsson.

Cambridge Thermionic Corp. : See

—

Lyman, Frank, Jr. 3,101,986.

Cameron Machine Co. : See

—

Aaron, Charles, and Crowe. 3,101,916.

Campanella. Paul S. : See

—

Watlington, Lee 8., and Campanella. 3,101,667.

Campbell, James W. Golf shot indicating device for golf

shot practice ball. 3.101,948, 8-27-63, CT. 273—183.

Campbell, John R., and R. E. Hatton, to Monsanto Chemical
Co Alkyl xylyl solfones. 8,102,148. 8-27-63. Cl. 260—
•or.

Canada. Her Majesty The Queen In the right of. as repre-

•ented by the Postmaster General : See

—

Lev7, Maurice M. 8,102,2&4.

3,101,820.

3,102,176.

See-

3,102,140.

3.101.496.

Canning, Gordon. Jr.. and B. E. Clough, to Remington Arms
Co., Inc. Package for small arms ammunition. 3,101,840.
8-27-63, Cl. 206—3.

Canterlno, Peter J., and L. T. Smith, to Phillips Petroleum
Co. Method of coating particulated resinous material by
polymerization technique. 3,102,050, 8-27^3, Cl 117—
100.

Carlson, Raymond L., to Westinghouse Electric Corp Fans
having radial flow rotors in axial flow casings 3,101 890
8-27-63, Cl. 230—127.

Caroll, Gerhard, and O. Lutz. Hydraulic clutch 3.101 825
8-27-63, CI. 192—18.

...
Carrick Precision Tools, Ltd. : See

—

Airlie, John. 3,101,706.
Carr Lane Mfg. Co. : See

—

Walker, Earl E and Miller. 3,101,641.

^f, „• ^'«'«*nce K., J. H. Mesainger, C. D. Whltcomb, and
TPio o ?5'**/o'"'A''i^."i'K^

*°'^ CTtrus fruit juicer. 3,101.-
loo, o—Z7—oj, Cl. 146—3.

Carroll. Robert L., and C. I. Steinback, to Acrometal Prod-
ucts, Inc. Spindle adapter. 3401,911, 8-27-63. CT 242—
46.6.

^*493*°^27^3*Cl^il-^''
cover-applying machine. 3,101,-

^p«ri; ^t'L^- Jt"*^ h- ^ Ticfcnor, to American Viscose
Corp. Modification of cellulose with epoiypropyl aminecompounda. 3,102,112, 8-27-63 Cl. 260—212

Casco Products Corp. : See

—

Albrecht, Hans J., and AUen. 3,101,561.
Casteliion, George : See

—

n » n *'*i?"*?-
Robert G., and Casteliion. 3 102,151

catallo, Frank : See—
Cphn Samuel and E., and Catallo. 3,102 006

132—42 ***""* "" ***''" *^'"'*'" 3,101,726. 8-^27-68, Cl.

Caterpillar Tractor Co. : See

—

Thompson. James W., and Gerber. 3.101,815
Cecala. Michael L to The Oscar C. Riison Co. rk>or operating arm and rail. 3,101.507. 8-27-63, Cl. 10—129

"»*"•

4n''f^^'i»."°^'"^ ? • ^? ''^»'i«a'-a Maciilne k Tool Works.

Exercise apparatus. 3,101,944. 8-27-63. Cl

3.102.

Cencig, John.
272—79.

Centro Informazionl Studl Esperienze S.r 1 See-^

^*oon
^"'^'^°> Corsetti, Mantega, and Perona.

Chalfln, willlam L. : See—
Boser. Ronald, and Chalfln. 3,101,483

Chalmers. Ronald G. : See

—

/^w
^y™o". Edwin R.. and Chalmers. 3,101.646.

Chamberlain Cyril J., and J. T. Anning, to Chipnian Cheml

CT 239—173 ^P'"*y*'»K apparatus. 3,101.902. 8-27-Ca,

^Vn°i*Vw5/.*"T.^ •.f'*
Continental Copper k Steel Industries.

Inc. (Welln Davit and Boat Division). Plastic b<.at con
struction. 3,101.480. 8-27-63. Cl. 9— .3

Chaoleur Andre and B. Schoeps, to Forges de Strasbourg

Ai 91^ welding galvanized ateel. 3,102.190. »-27-63.
K^l. ^llT 111,

Charbonneaux. Wilson A., to WacLine. Inc. Galvanometer
with discrete liquid globule damping means 3.102 233
8-27-63, CT. 324—125.

Chase. George, to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. Process for the
purification of 7-chloro-l-methyl-5-phenyl-l.4-3H-benzodi
azepln2(lH)-one. 3,102,110, 8-27-63. C\. 260—239 3Chemical Construction Corp. : See

—

Bresler. Sidney A., and Francis. 3.101.996
Chen, Tung C. and R. A. Tracy, to Burroughs Corp. Counter
employing quantizing core to saturate counting core in
discrete steps to effect countdown. 3,102,239, 8-27-63 Cl328—40.

Cherry. I..eonard V. : See

—

Wallace. William E., Nassau, and Cherry. 3,102 002
Chlapuzlo. Anton. Jr.. and G. H. Shaw, to North American

Aviation. Inc. Sequence verification apparatus. 3.102 -

191, 8-27-63 Cl. 235—61.7.
Chlnn Leland J., to G. D. Searle k Co. l-I.'>-(6-methoxy-2

?*,?5.^?X!.> "„^„ oxycyclophentyl] - 2 - propanone derivatives.
3,102,133. 8-27-63. Cl. 200—488.

Chlnoin Gyogyszer- es Vegyeszetl Termekek Gyara RT :

See

—

Csermely, Gyorgy, Lugosi. Jeney, and Zsolnai. 3.102.-

Chlpman Chemical Co.. Ltd. : See

—

Chamberlain. Cyril J., and Anning. 3.101.902
Chrlstensen, Henry M. Preparation of in.sulin containing

2.75 to 8% zinc content. 3.102 077, 8-27-63. Cl 107—7.">

Chrlstensen. Magnus, to The Babcock k Wilcox Co Self-
leveling welding ring of triangular cross-section 3.101,-
532. 8-27-63. Cl. 29—483.

Chrlstoff. Chris A,, and J. D. Qearheart, to Clary Corp
Printer. 3 101,664, 8-27-63, Cl. 101—93.

Chupp, John P. : See

—

Speziale. Angelo J., and Chupp. 3.102.019.
Speziale. Angelo J., and Chupp. 3.102,020
Speziale, Angelo J., and Chupp. 3.102.021.
Speziale. Angelo J., and Chupp. 3.102.023.

Chnpp, John P.. and A. J. Speziale. to Monsai-., ^. .„ „anto Chemical
3.102.018, 8-27-63. CI. 71— 2.3.
Speziale. to Monsanto Chemical
3.102.022. 8-27-63. Cl. 71—2.7.

. and Russell. 3,101.968.
Clancfaette, Kenneth L,. and J. S. Russell, to Clanbro Mfg.

Corp. Grapples. 3,101,968. 8-27-63, Cl. 294—104
Cincinnati Milling \Uchlne Co.. The : See

—

Horlacher, Herman. 3,101,738.
Nashold. Robert W.. Baldwin, and Mitchell. 3,101,649.

Co. Herblcidal method
Chupp, John P, and A. J

Co. Herblcidal method.
Clanbro Mfg. Corp- : See

—

Cianchette. Kenneth L
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Cincinnati Mine Machinery Co.. The : See

—

Krekeler. Claude B. 3.101.933.
Cinemlracle Internatlon Picture Inc. : See

—

McCullough, Kusnell H. ,{,101.04.1.

Clrone, Frank P.. and T. .\. Lowry, to Dell Telephone Labora-
torlea Inc. SupervUory circuit* for telephone Rubscrlber's
line. 3.102.168. »-27-<!3. CI. 179— 18.

CUle« .Service OU Co. : See

—

WlUon WUmer G.. and O'Rear. 3.101.708.
Clapper. Genung L.. to luternatlonal Huitinesa Machines Corp.

Speech aynthesiH Byotem. 3,102,165, 8-27-«3, CI. 179—1.
Clark. Charles A. : See

—

Horwltz. Lewter, and Clark. 3,102,142.
Clark, CharleH A., .N. J. l)ooreb«)H, and L. Horwits. to U«neral

Aniline it Film Corp. I'rocetm for the preparation of nub
stituted amlnophenoU. 3,102,141, 8-27-63. CI. 260—57.-..

Clark, L>ennl8 K.. A. C. Ritchie, and T. Walker, to (Jlaxo
Group Ltd. I'roceaa fur prud icing eme'lne and analoguea
thereof. 3,102.118. 8-27-<>3. CI. 260—288.

Clark. Hubert M., and (i. H. Drutcbaa, to Thompson Ramo
Wooldrldge Inc. Implement and power steering pump.
3,101,673. 8-_'7-<53, CI. 103—126.

(nark, Victor. M.. T. Walker, and G. B. Webb, to Glaxo
(iruup Ltd. Analogues of grlseofulvln and process by
which they are prepared. 3,102,123. 8-27-63, CI. 260—
346.2.

Clary Corp. : See

—

Christotr, Chris A., and Gearheart. 3,101.604.
Scozzafava, Milton V.. and Busch. 3,101.896.

Clauaer, Milton L'.. R. X. Meyer, R. H. Huddleatone. and
B. I). Fried, to Space Technology Laboratories, Inc. Ap-
paratus for heating gaseous materials. 3,102,088, 8-27-
«3. CI. 204—193.2.

Clemens. Glen H.. to (Jten H. Clemens. Inc. Combined ac-

celerator and brake assembly for vehicles. 3,101,822,
8-27-63, CI. 192—1.

Clemens. Glen H., Inc. : See

—

Clemen8. <;ien H. 3.1U1.822.
Clement. Milton A. : See

—

Berch. William H., Clement. Kaye, and Newltt. 3,102,-

166.
Clough. Robert E. : See

—

Canning. Gordon. Jr., and Clough. 3,101,840.
Cohen, Michael, to Ardente Acoustic Laboratories Ltd. Hear-

ing aid. 3,102,172, 8-27-<J3. CI. 179—107.
Cohen, Morris U. : See

—

MichaeU. Edwin B., and Cohen. 3,102 051.
Cohn, David, to Model FlastLc Corp. Methods of and appa-

ratus for making dollM' heads with rotating dolls' eyes.

3,101,993, 8-27-03, CI. 18—59.

Cohn, Eugene : See

—

Cohn, Samuel and E., and Catallo. 3,102.000.
Cohu. Samuel and E.. and F. Catallo. to Samcoe Holding

Corp. Method aad apparatus for treating web materials.

3.102,006. 8-27-03. CI. 34—23.
Collardeau. Georges, M. J. Reymermler and J. Robin, to

Soclete des L'sines Chlmlqnes Rhone-Poulenc. Polyester
of (a) a dl-alcohol containing a polychlorlnated dlphenyl
radical and (b) a dlcarboxyllc acid. 3.102.105, 8-27-63.
CI. 260—45.4.

Collins Radio Co. : See—
Bosen. Lynn R. 3.102,238.
Elchenberger. Donald L. and Schoenike. 3,102,236.
Elliott. William S. 3.102.237.
(Jrondahl, Vincent J., and Johnson. 3.101,622.
Roll. Ernest F. 3.102,164.

Collins. Winifred C. : See—
Weldner, Charlex L., and Collins. 3,102,102.

CoinbK, Van P. Engine driven electrical generator. 3,102,
5«>05. 8-27-63, CI. 290— 1.

CombuHtlon Engineering. Inc. : See-
Haaard. Noel D.. and Ci 3,101.778.

Depart-

3,10'J

^unnlngham.
Hunter. Arthur T. 3,101,697.
Kochey. Edward L.. Jr. 3.101.698.

Commercial Controls (^orp. : See

—

Blof'gett. Edwin O. 3,102.253.
Commercial Solvents Corp. : See-

—

Hodire, Edward B. 3.102,071.
Hodse. Edward B. 3,102.073.
Shorter, Robert A.. Jr.. and Howe. 3.102.017.

Commonwealth of Australia Care of The Secretary,
ment of Supply. The : See—

Metcalfe Kenneth A., and WrUht. 3,102,045.
Commonwealth of Australia, The, as represented by the Sec-

retary of the Department of Supply : See

—

Metcnlfe, Kenneth A., Wright. aicNell. and Jolly.
026.

Comiio Shoe Machinery Corp. : See

—

Peterson. Evald O. 3.101.495.
Connally. Carl. Jr.. to Socony Mobil Oil Co.. Inc. Mlscible

type slug method of recovering crude oil from reservoirs.

3.101.781, 8-27-63 CI. 166—9.
Consolidation Coal Co. : See

—

Poundstone. Winiam N. 3.101 934.
Contlnentnl Copner A Steel Industries. Inc., (Welln Davit and

Boflt Division) : See

—

Chance. Walter R. 3.101.489.
Jacohl. Henrv C. 3.101.490.

Continental Vending Machine Corn. : See

—

Dickinson. Donald L. 3.101.872.
Conversion Chemical Corp. : See

—

Bellinger. Kenneth P. 3.102,011.
Cook. John B , and W. T. Fraser to The Whitney Blake Co.

Telephone cable conatructlon. 3.102,160. 8-27-63, CI. 174

—

105.
Cooke. Giles B., and W. C. Ralner, to Crown Cork k Seal Co..

Inc. Method for making caps. 3.101,992. 8-27-63. Cl.

1 8—59.
Cooper, Jack B., to Gulton Industrlea. Inc. Sonic welder.

3,101,634, 8-27-63, Cl. 78—82.

Cornell, Edward S.. Jr. Cabinet for treating llmbe with radia-
tion. 3,101,716, 8-27-63. CL 128—875.

Cornell. James R., to The National Cash Register Co. Catb-
ode-coapled phantastron sweep clrcalt having transistor
means tor providing controllable premature sweep termina-
tion without "bottoming." 3,102,240, 8-27-68, CL 328—
184.

Corsettl. Carlo : See

—

Uassi. .Vlberto. Corsettl. Mantega. and Pcrona. 3,102.090.
CoHcia, (ieorge .V. Method of fabricating elongated under-

ground conduits. 3.101.530. 8-27-43, Cl. 20—MS.
Coaela. Georae A. Apparatus for welding pipes. 3,102,187,

8-27-63. Cl. 219—60™ —
«

•- — -.

Cosway, Harry F. : See

—

MalleT, Thomas J., De Lapp, Oiddinga, and Coaway.
3,102,000.

Malley, Thomas J., Cosway, and GIddings. 3.101,909.
Cotton, Joseph B., to Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd.
Method of Improving the corroaion resistance of titanium
metals. 3,102,086. 8-27-63, Cl. 204—147.

Crabby, Pierre, to Syntex Corp. 17-amlnomethTl androatanes.
3.102.126, 8-27-63. Cl. 260—307.4.

Crane Packing Co. : See

—

Schula. EuKene A. 3.101.575.
Crane, Walton B. Fresh fruit aad vegetable container.

3,101,881, 8-27-63, Cl. 220—34.
Crawford, Paul D. Attachment for flat Irons. 3,101.062,

8-27-63. Cl. 38—78.
Croaby. Gtfford W. : See—

Mllllkan, Allen F.. and Crosby. 3.102,130.
Crowe. Tbomaa J. : See

—

Aaron, Charles, and Crowe. 3,101,01S.
Crown Controls Corp. : See

—

Dlcke. Paul A. 3,102,218.
Crown Cork k Seal Co., Inc. : See

—

Cooke. Giles B^ and Rainer. 3.101.002.
Crown Zellerbach Corp. : See

—

Stupfel. ClUTord L. 3.101.754.
Stupfel. Clifford L. and McClane. 3.101,758.

Csermely, Oyorgy, G. Lugosl, E. Jeney, and T. Zaolnai, to
Chlnoln Gyonrsser- es Vegyeeieti Termekek Gyara RT. Aio
sulfonamide derivatives. 8.102.111, a-2T-63. Cl. 260—154.

Cunningham, John A. : See

—

Haiaard, Noel D., and Cunningham. 3.101,778.
Curry, Robert C. to General Dyaamlca Corp. Binary code to

analog converter. 3,102.258. 8-2T-63, Cl. 340—S47.
Curry, Robert C, and C. B. Shook, to General Dynamics Corp.

Inhibitor circuit. 3.102.255, 8-27-63. Cl. 340—146.2.
Curtis .Vutomotive Devices, Inc. : See

—

Curtis. Russell R. 3.101,768
Curtis, Ruasell R., to Curtis AotomotlTe Device*. Inc. Bea-

onant Intermittent combustion devieea. 8.101,768, 8-27-63,
Cl. l.'»8—I.

Cushlng. Cyril A., and J. H. W. Speaigtat. to The English
Electric Co. Ltd. Emergency shut-down sear for multl-
<yllnder compression ignition eni^nea. 3.101,702, 8-27-63,
n. 123—198.

Dairypak Butler, Inc. : See

—

(Timple. John L. :<,101,883.
Dalla Valle, Gustav, to Healtbways. Mouthpiece regulator.

3.101.732. 8-27-63. Cl. 137—63.
Damon. Nell. Electrical controls. 3,102,178. 8-27-63, Cl.
200—11.

Danescu. Ryan R. Closet ring. 3,101,060, 8-27-63, Cl.
2«.'S—5H

Darling, Horace B., to The Foxboro Co. Industrial process
control apparatus employing magnetic amplification. 8,102.-
229. 8-27-63. Cl. 323—80.

Davidson, Edward E.. to Howard Smith Co. Rotary wash
screen setting combination and rotary waatalng tool there-
for. 3,101,784. 8-27-68, Cl. 166—1S8.

Davis. Calvin D., % to Q. Mohi. Apparatus for dispenaftag
rolled paper. 3,101,013, 8-27-68. Cl. 242—55.S8.

Davlantea, Nick G. Sweeper. 3,101,408, 6-27-68, CL IS—
70,

Deere It Co. : See

—

Frank, William R. 3.101,702.
Hunter, George D„ and Jackson, 8,101,786.

Defrles, Deloert H. : 8f*—
Hammond. Wayne S., Defrles. and Kenyon. 8,101,680.

De Gler, Nlco A., to North American PhUlps Co., Inc. Ar-
rangement for deriving an adjustable partial voltaae from
an electric signal voltage. 8,102,227, 8-27-68, Cl. 823-
64.

Dehydag. Deutsche Hydrlerwerke O.m.b.H. : 6«e

—

Hennig. Karl. Lletx. and Meinhard. 8,102,128.
De Koning, Cornells, to North American Pbillps Co., Inc.

Device for selectively erasing two or more adjacent magnetic
tracks of a magnetic tape. 8,102.170, 8-27-68, €1/170--
100.2.

De Lapp, Darwin F. : See

—

Malley. Thomas J., De Lapp. Olddlng*. and Coaway.
8,102.000.

Derkoex, Peter P. Golf ball scrubber. 3,101,407, 8-27-63,
Cl. 15—21.

De Roll. L.. 8.A. : See

—

Yonner. Andrt. 3.101.688.
De Senna. Richard A. : See

—

Faucett, James W.. Wlndiah, and De Senna. 3,102,081.

Dewees, Thomas G. : See

—

Lucaa, Malcolm. B., and Dewees. 8,101,871,

Dewyer, Peter J, Tape dispenser. 8.101.538. 6-47-68, Cl.
30—181.

Dlcke. Paul A., to Crown Controls Corp. Plural motor re-
mote control system. 8,102,218, 8-27-63. Cl. 818—41.

Dickinson, Donald L., to Continental Vending Blacblne Corp.
. Ice storing and dispensing mechanism for beverage dltpens-
Ing macbTnes and the like. 8,101,872, 8-27-68, Cl. 222—

LIST OF PATENTEES 11
Dl Nnito, Salvatore A.

Bedson Donald E., Dl Nntso, and Suleski. 3,102,213.
Di Ponte, Sabato A. Alphabet set for the practical teach-

inp of reading and writing. 3,101.SB6. 8-27-63, Cl. 35

—

Dobens, William L., to American Can Co. Apparatus for
treating ail anrfaces of a thermoplastic tube with corona
discharge. 3,102,193, 8-27-68. Cl. 250—40.S.

Donovan, Arthur F., H. 1. Jacguot. and R. B. Richardson,
to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. Glass bending method.
8,102,018, 8-27-63. Cl. 65—107.

Donovan, Joseph J. : See

—

Milliken, Thomas H., Jr.. Krause, and Donovan. 3,101,-
008.

DoorenboB. Norman J. : See

—

Clark, Charles A., Doorenbos, and Horwltz. 3,102,141.
Door-Oliver Inc. : See

—

Heath, TLomas D^ and Aconsky. 3.102,002.
Dory, Jac<]ues. and J.-J. Renaut, to Realisations Ultrasoniques.

Improvements In the mounting of electromagnetic trans-
ducer elements. 3,102,210, 8-27-63, Cl. 310—26.

Dosamatic Dropper Corp. : See

—

Ballin, Gene. 3.101.751.
Doschek, Antony Z., to Allied Instructional Developments,

Inc. Loudspeaker resonator. 3,101,810, 8-27-63, Cl. 181

—

81.
Doamar, Kurt J. Cabinet with shiftable shelves. 8.101,082,

8-27-63, Cl. 812—223.
Dow Chemical Co., The : See

—

Kummer, Joseph T. 8,102,008.
Dowd, Edward J., to Baso Reaearcb and Bnglneering Co.

Process for purification of hydrogen. 8,102,012, 8-27-63,
Cl. 65—28

Drake Corp. : See

—

Wendt Peter M. 8,101,601.
Dreamland Electrical Appliances Ltd. : See

—

Owers, Leonard C. 3,102.186.
Dreaaer Induatrlea. Inc. : See

—

Dyer, Norman D., and Franks. 8,101,028.
Hoke, Howard L. 3,101,748.
Pavone. Carlo. 8,101,610.

Drlscoll, Anthony F., >^ to J. B. Bfasbodi. Closure for seal-

ing conUiner outlet. 3,101,877, 8-27-68. Cl. 222—520.
Dros, Albert A., to' North American Philips Co., Inc. Gas

r^igerator. 3,101.507, 8-27-68. Cl. 62—6,
Drutchas, Gilbert H. : See

—

Clark, Hubert M., and Drutchas. 8,101,678.
Dunnington. Jon B. : See

—

Snyder, Marvin K.. and Dnnnlngton. 8.101,820.
Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Co. : See

—

Heighton. Harold H. 8,101,000.
Regan. John F. 8,102,106. ^

Dvore, Christian. Fence or dorare structure. 8,101,020,
8-27-63. Cl. 266—24.

Dye, Robert F.. to Phillips Petroleum Co. Method and ap-

paratus for wet pelleting carbon black. 8,102,000, 8-27-63,
Cl. 28—814. , ^ _

Dyer, Norman D., and R. L. Franka. to Dreaaer Industries,

Inc. Traveling block asaembly. 8.101.028, 8-27-63, Cl.

2JJ41 194
Dymott, Edwin R.. and R. O. Chalmera, to National Research

Corp. Apparatus for photocrapbically forming circular

scales fromlinear strips. 8.101.646, 8-27-63. Cl. 88—24.
Dienls, Vlsvaldls N. Apparatus for preparing ctaeeae and

the like. 8.101.540, 8-27-68. Cl. 81—42.
EMallaa, Richard, K. Kaufmaaa, and C. Bledendleek, to

J. M. Voitb O.m.b.H. Drillinff tnrbine. 3,101.026, 8-27-
68, Cl. 208—8. _. ^ , , „

Dsnrts. William H. Game apparatas with electrically operated
play aelectlng means. 3.101,047, 8-27-63, Cl. 27S—134.

Baatman Kodak Co. : See

—

Minsk, Louis M. 8.102.028,
Robeaon. Charles D. 8,102.078.

Baston, RusmII : See

—

Sweet. Monroe H. 8,102,202.
Baton Mfg. Co. : See—

Boasbach. Paul F. 3.101,588.
Bbert George H. Moving anrface ball game. 3,101,046,

6-27-63. Cl. 273—118.
^ ^ , . , „v . i

Bdwards, George E., and N. J. Le Page, to ImperUl Chemical
Industries Ltd. Treatment of brine solutions. 3,102,085,

8—27—68 Cl 204 128
Bner, Bmlle, to Emlle Erger * Co., A.O. Diaphragm regulat-

ing slider. 8.101,786, 8-27-68. CI. 187—242.
Bgger, Bmlle k Co., A.O, : See

—

Bgger, Emlle. 3,101.736. ^ ^„ , , ,-,,
Bbinaer, Eldon B. AutomobUe handling apparatna. 8,101,-

BI?hIn&?ii^'bSinld*L?*ind B. O. Schoenike. to Collins

Radio Co. Squelch circuit controlled bj demodulated voice

signal. 3.102,236. 6-27-68, Cl. 826—478.
. . ^. »

BlcSnberger. Edward. Jr. Water softener salt level indicator

«wltCh.JS.l02.170,6-27-M. 0^200-61.06
rafrid. Stephen L. Reel assembly. 8,101,846. 6-27-63, C 1.

Bisenberg.' Robert M.. to ACF Industrica. Inc. P>»te modu-
lated hybrid transmitter with tube potentials derived from

translatcr atagea. 3.102.284, 6-27-^ Cl. 326—104.

Eltel-McCulIough. Inc. : See— . ,„„ ,on
McCuUough. Jack A., aad »taai<t 8.102,180.

Electro-Air Cleaner Conine. ._„
Altkenhead. Panl w. 3,102,014.

Blectrolux Corn. : See—
.. „ -

Bellcka, Mldiael B., Kenny, and Bodney.

Elaetronlca. Inc. : See—
Burnett, James H. 8,108,228.

Blefctrokemiak A/S: See--
Sandberx Ove H. 8.102^1.
Tdvtle. Blrger L. 3,102.001.

8,101.605.

BUiott, W^llllam S., to Collina Radio Co. Proportional noiae
llmiter. 3,102.237. 8-27-63, Cl. 325—482.

Ellis. Albert E., Jr.. to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
Transistor memory circuit. 3,102,207, 8-27-03. Cl. 307—
88.6.

Emhart Mfg. Co.: See

—

Wyle, Charles, and Hyde. 3,101,832.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc. : See

—

Myers. Charles S. 3.101.844.
English Electric Co., Ltd.. The : See—

Cushlng. Cyril A., and Spealgbt. 3.101,702.
Peters. Walter E.. and Mills. 3.101.695.

Rnsink. Johannes, to North American Philips Co.. Inc. Vari-
able input impedance circuit arrangement. 3,102.216. 8-27-
63. Cl. 317—148.5.

Erdmann. Hans, to Waldes Kohinoor. Inc. Dispenser for r»'-

taining rings. 3.101.528. 8-27-63. Cl. 29—^211.
Esso Research and Engineering Co. : See

—

Dowd, Edward J. 3.102,012.
Hunter. Edward A., and Aldridge. 3.102.150.
Mearns, William, II, Peet. Stracke, and Tobye. 3.101,861.
Metro. Stephen J., and Matuszak. 3,102,008
Skarstrom, Charles W. 3,102,013.

Brans. Dewey : gee

—

Umbrlcht. Emil. and Evans. 3,102,057.
Evelyn. George B., O. C. Newell, and M. D. Peterson, to The

Boeing Co. Emergency ram air cabin pressurlsation sys-
tem. 3.101.918, 8-27-63, Cl. 244—76.

Everhart, James O. : See-

—

Anderson. John L., and Everbart. 3,101,625.
Eyman, Charles W.. Jr. : See

—

Moody, Floyd O., and Eyman. 3.101,922.FMC Corp. : See—
Horvitz. David. 3,102,144.

Faigen, Mark R , and T. L. Myron, to United SUtes Steel
Corp. Method of cleaning rotary kilns. 3,102,055, 8-27-
63, Cl. 134—5.

''t!oft24,V27-i3""'20^ll.*
^"''•- ''"• ^**" ''"°*'"

Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius
k Brunlng : See^

—

Oelie. Heinz, and Hartlelb. 3.102.182
Farrow and Jackson Ltd. : See

—

Silver. Dennis S. 3.101.829.
Sliver. Dennis S. 3.101.867.

Fastener Corp. : See

—

Wandel. Oscar A. 3.101.476.
Faucett. James W., W. W. Windish, and R. A. De Senna, to

sliolost.'sIintcLToS-is""'"*'
P"^'"'^*'-" P-x^"

Favre. Francois : See

—

Bossard. Werner, Voltz. and Favre. 3,101.988.
Fawick Corp. : Bee—

Banker. Oscar H. 3.101,504.
Ferguson. Joseph M. Limb shaker. 3. 101. .588. 8-27-63 Cl

56—328.
Femsteh G.m.b.H. : See

—

Sennhenn. Emll. 3,102,163.
Fichter, Harry L.. Jr. : «ee

—

Sprague. Robert H., Fichter, and Fidelman. 3.102 027
Fichter, Harry L., Jr.. and W. P. Hamilton, to Horizons Inc.

Printout process with aryl amine and polyphenylmethant'
carblnols. 3.102,029, 8-27-63, Cl. 96—90.

Fidelman. J. George : See—
Sprague. Robert H., Fichter, and Fidelman. 3,102.027.

Fllper Corp. : See—
Rodriguea. Anthony F.. and Anderson. 3,101.833.

Finucane. Thomas P. : See

—

.MacAllister. Robert V.. and Finucane. 3.102,031.
Finzel. Theron G. : See

—

Hooper, Oilman S., Finzel, and McFarren. 3,101.622.
First-City National Bank : See

—

Sweet, Monroe H., and Easton. 3.102,202.
Fischer. Artur J. : See

—

Schmla. Christian O.. and Fischer. 3,102,004.
Fischer, Horst : See

—

BOhm, Siegfried, Winkler, and Fischer. 3,101.657.
Fisher, Hiram H., Jr., and J. D. Keithahn, to Baker Oil Tools.

Inc. Well packer. 3,101,783. 8-27-63, Cl. 166—130.
Fiaher, John R.. Jr., to Industrial Metal Protect Ives. Inc. Pro-

tective coating. 3,102.088, 8-27-63, Cl. 106—84.
Flanagan, Harry L. Vehicle brake operating means. 3,101,-

823, 8-27-63. CT. 192—8.
Fleming, James E., >A to T. Boyce. Truck trailer decking

mounting means. 3,101,969. 8-27-63, Cl. 296—24.
Fletcher, H. K., Co. : See

—

Pyle. Oden F.. and Nicbola. 3,101,706.
Flexlcore Co., Inc., The : See

—

Smith. Robert B. 3,101,610.
Flex-O-Lators, Inc. : See

—

Isaacs, Robert O. 3.101,487.

Flick, Francis S., to Flick-Reedy Corp. Multiple tie rod pis-
ton and cyUnder device. 3.101.860. 8-27-63, Cl. 220—3.

Flick-Reedy Corp. : See

—

Flick. Francis S. 3,101,860.

Flintkote Co.. The : See

—

Ring, Jack A. 8,101,886.

Flower, Robert A., to General Precision, Inc. Hybrid pulae-
continuoua wave doppler radio navigation system. 8,102,-
264. 8-27-63. Cl. 843—0.

Floyd, Edwin, Jr., to AMP Inc. Crimping apparatna. 8,101,-
766. 8-27-63, Cl. 163—1.

Fodor, Ferent H. Noo-Tibrational dental tooL 3,101,642.
8-27-68. Cl. 32—27.

Foley, William H., to Brunswick Unioo Inc. Spiral wound
antenna with controlled spacing for impedance matcbink
3,102,268, 8-27-68. CI. 848—800.



Vlll LIST OF PATENTEES
Ford, James G.. to Westlnghouse Electric- Corp. Treated cel-

luloMic material and electrical apparatus embodying tli*-

same. 3,102,159. 8-27-63, CI. 174—17.
Forges de Strasbourg: Hee—

ChapU'ur, Andre, ami Schoeps.
Forspads Inc. : See-

Bruce John A. 3.101,847.
Foatorla Corp. : Hee-

Borkovltz, Henry S. 3,102,226.
For Charles L., Vi to J. A. Wood. Drilling and servicing

mast. 3,101,818, 8-27-63, CI. 189-

3.102.190.

Fox. Marvin and >J. Fastener. 3.101,517. 8-27-«3. CI. 24
2tM.

Fox, Neil : Hee—
Fox, Marvin and N. 3.101.517.

Fox. Richard C. : See—
Williams, Malcolm 8.. and Fox. 3,102,040.

Foxboro Co.. The : See—
Uarliug, Horace E. 3,102.229.

Fradenburgh, Evan A., to United Aircraft Corp.
layer control. 3.101,920, 8-27-«3,Cl. 244— ISO.

Franclx, Arthur W. ; See—
Bresler Sidney A., and Francis. 3.101,996.

Frank. Arne. to The Trane Co. Hermetic reciprocating com-
pressor unit. 3,101.891. 8-27-«3. CI. 230—232.

Frank Karl F., to Micro Balancing, Inc.. subsidiary of (nan-

nlnl' !*cientlflc Corp. Pickup means for punched
3.102,195, 8-27-63, CI. 250-049.5.

Frank, William R., to Deere & Co. Offset disk harrow.

792 8-27-63. C\. 172—596.
Franks, Robert L. : Sec-

Dyer, Norman D., and P'ranks. 3,101.928.
Fraser. William T. : See-

Cook. John B.. and Fraser. 3,102,160.
Freediuan, Melvln H., 50% to Jayme Products. Inc.

Jars
I Javnie
and gl

Boundary

diita.

3.101,

Attach-
asses 3,101,857, 8-27

to Rohm k Haas Co.
for its preparation.

Machine Co.
73 471.

ments ilor commodity
63, CI. 215—100.

Freeman Burdett Gas Burner Co. :
See—

Brevard, ProUer. 3,101,774.
Freeman. Jeremiah P.. and R. C. Petry

Chlorodliluoroamine and a process

3.101,997. 8-27-63, CI. 23 -14.
French Rkhard W., to Tlnlus Olseii Testing
Balancing euulpment. 3.101,620, 8-27-63. CI.

Fried, Burton D. : See—
Clauoer. Milton U., Meyer. Huddleirtone.

3,102.088.
t'nel Controls Corp. : See

—

Schneider, Edgar It. 3,102.152.
, ,», ,n, a >- «•.

Fuka. Vaclav. Fuel Injection system. 3.101.701. »-^(-o.*,

Fukiishima. Osamu, H. Kurashlge. and K. Kawal. to Kurashiki

Rayon t'o.. Ltd. Production of polyvinyl formal shaped" CI. 18—54.

and Fried

cleaning "f coin-

Pear

3,101,506.

Cleaning device for yurn
3,101.004.

'9.

irtlcles. 3.101,991,8-27-63
Fuller Arnold K. Trap door for concave

bines. 3,101,721. 8-27-63. CI. 130—27.
Gadliii, Norman K., to Atlas Pacific Engineering to.

orienting device. 3,101,831, 8-27-63, (1. 198-33.
Gall. Stewart E.. to Lear Siegler, Inc. Force sensing device.

3,101,824. 8-27-63, CI. 192—8.
Gamber Elmer L. Corneal contact lens having stop Hange

engaged by eyelids. 3.102.157, 8-27-63. CI. 88 r.4..>.

Garms, Ralph F. : See

—

Hlmes, John M., and Garms.
Garrett Corp.. The : See

—

Weber. Friti. 3,101.920.
Gataer, Hermann, to Luwa AC

carrying rotary cylinders of textile machines.
8-27-63. CI. 15—256.51.

. , , ^,,
Gatley, Derkek R.. and W. L. Abigail. '/>. to (Jravlner Mfg.

Co Ltd and >/>i to Wilkinson Sword Ltd. Hermetically

sealed detonator. 3.101.669. 8-27-63. CI. 102 -28.

Gay-Bell Corp. : tiee— ^ „^ - o ,nw
Bell, Harry G., Gay. and Shaffer. 3.101,4

Gay. Jacob D.. Jr.: See—
Bell. Harry G.. Gay, and Shaffer. 3,101,479.

Gearbeart, John D. : See— o ,«, a«4
Chrlstoff, Chris A., and Gearheart. 3,101,664

Gegauf Fritz. Jr. to Fritx Gegauf, Aktlengesellscliaft Ber-

nlna-S'ahmaschlnenfabrlk. Automatic ornamental sewinc

machine. 3,101,685, 8-27-63, CI. 112 158- ,
.

Oegauf, Fritz, AkUengeselUchaft Bernina-Nahmaschliieii

fabrlk: See—
Gegauf. Fritz. Jr. 3.101,685.

Gelgy, J. R., AG. : See

—

Bossard, Werner, Voltz, and Favre.
Schetty, Guido. 3,102.110. ^ , . , ^ . ^,

Gelitllch. Ed.. Sohne AG. fur Chemlsclie Industrie :
t,ei

Aebi, Albert, and (;iger. 3,102,108.

Gelt«, Robert C. :
See— ^ ». „ o ,«, -,>•>

ilerrltt, Henry B., Geltz, and Nellen. 3.101,722.

General Aniline * Film Corp, : See— o .^o i.ii
Clark Charles A., Doorenbos, and Horwltz. 3,102,14l.

Horwltx, Lester, and Clark. 3.102.142.

Sweet, Monroe H. 3.102,202.

General Controls Co. : See

—

Ray. William A. 3.101.740.

General Dynamics Corp. : See

—

Bercli, William H.. Clement. Kaye. and Newltt.

166.
Curry. Robert C. 3.102,258.
Curry. Robert C, and Shook. ^,.

Harrlaon. John E. R. 3.102 183.
Johnstone. Norman J. 3.102.241.
McNaney. Joseph T. 3 102,162.
McN'aney, Joseph T. 3.102,203,
Ozone, Kobe. 3,102,214.
Paul. Gerald R. 3.102,256.
Wolf. Alfred A. 3.102,231.

3.101,988.

3.102,

3,102,255.

General Electric Co. : See

—

Blonn, William A. 3.102,009.
Morgan, luiymond E. 8 102,206.
Polonsky. Samuel, and King. 3.101.586.
Rich. Theodore A. 3.102.200.
Scbulz. Albert E.. and Relsch. 8.102.249.
i^ala. George F, 8.102.192.
Tatse. Robert B. 3,101.889.

General Klectrlc Co. Ltd.. The : Bee—
Rlvlngton, Herbert L. 3.102.047.

General Fov^di Corp. : See

—

Buehler. KarL and Rotllni. 3,101,761.
MacAlllster, Robert V.. and Flnucane. 3,102,031.

General Mills. Inc. : See

—

Long. Oeorge, Tsuchiya, and Hum. 3.101.853.
(ieneral Motors Corp. : See

—

Kellogg. George E. 3,101,742.
Moody. Floyd O., and Eyman. 3.101,922.
Panslng, Nelson J., Long, and Miller. 8.102.008.
Prlbonic, John F. 3.101,739.
Principe, Michael J., and Richardson. 3.101,679.
Rou. Marvin O. 3.102.093.
Weinman. Eric W.. and RynUk. 3.101,527.

Oeneral Precision. Inc. : See-

—

Flower, Robert A. 3,102,264.
Uemstreet. Harold S. 3,101,645.
Kenny, Charles R., and Reed. S.102,225.
Zaleski, John F. 3,102,243.

General Signal Corp. : See

—

Bolton, Norman A. 3,102.252.
Geoftroy-Delore. Soclete Anonyme : Bee—

Haugwlti, Otto. 3,101,616.
George. William L., and O. A. Romanek, to Johnson k John-

son. Method and apparatus for making brushed nonwoven
fabric. 3,101,820, 8-27-63. CI. 28—1.

Gerber. Robert E. : See

—

Thompson, James W.. and Gerber. 3,101,815.
Gerou. Kenneth J. Cargo carrier. 3.101,958. 8-27-63, CI.

280—423.
Gesellscbaft fur Llnde's Elsmaschlnen A.O. : See

—

Thumm, Wilbelm.,and Becker. 3,102.015.
Olannlnl Scientific Corp. : See

—

Frank, Karl F. 3,102.196. ^ . .

(ilardlna. Andrew N. Remote electrically controlled wheeled
toy. 3.101,569, 8-27-63. CI. 46—244.

GIddings. Sydney A. : See

—

_ „ ^
Malley, Thomas J., Cosway. and Glddlng*. 3.101,999.
Malley, Thomas J.. De Lapp. GIddings. and Coaway.

3.102,000.
Oiger, Paul : See—

Aebi. Albert, and Giger. 3,102.108.
Gilbert Mfg. Co.. Inc. : See—

Wleckmann, Gerhard. 3,101,984.

(MlchiUt. William E. : See— .. , ,

Armand. Harold A.. Gilchrist. Mlllls, and Westmon-lnnd.
3,101,555.

Gillespie, Frank L. : See

—

Tliomas. John H., and Gillespie. 3,101.966.

Glmple John L., to Dalrypak Butler. Inc. Reclosuble cartt)ii.

3.101.888. 8-27-63, CI. 229—51.
Glacier Metal Co. Ltd.. Tbe : See-

Love, Phil P. 3.101.980
Glassman, Jacob A., to V. Mueller * Co. Non-crushing damp.

3,101,715, 8-27-63. CI. 128—322.
Olaubke. Allen F.. to Western Electric Co.. Inc. Apparatus

for Inserting a succession of articles In oriented relation-

ship Into article-receiving seats in a carrier. 3.101.868.

8-27-63, CI. 221—225.
Glaxo Group Ltd. : Sec

—

_ » ,^„ ,,„
Clark, Dennis E., Ritchie, and Walker. 8,102,118.
Clark, Victor M., Walker, and Webb. 3.102.123.

Raper, Alan H., and Lockwood. 8.102,113.
Walker. Thomas. 3,102.122. _ _.. ,

Gllckman Louis S. Transpaient snap-on Ud for meat display

tray. 3.101.864. 8-27-65, CI. 220—60.
Glldden Co., The: See „,„„,„.,

Bain. Joseph P., and Webb. 3.102.184.
Godfrey. James E.. and E. Lesserson. Tone-arm for a play-

back sound reproducer. ;J.101.952.
8-27-63. CI. 274—23.

Godnlght, Hershell : See— ^ „,..,,„„
zTnk. John S.. Reed, and Godnlgbt. 3.101.769.

GoldbUtt Tool Co. : See

—

(Joldman.' David. Instrument washers. 3,101,729. 8-27-63.

CI. 134—145.
, . ... ,

Goldman, David. Drying apparatus employing radiant panel

heaters. 3.102,007, 8-27-63. CI. 84—48.

(Soller, Herbert, to Ankerwerk Gebruder OoIIer. Screw Injec-

tion molding machine. 3,101.512, 8-27-63, Cl. 18—30.
Gordon, Richard O., to Vlckers Inc. Power transmission.

3,101,808, 8-27-63, Cl. 180—79.2.

Gortval. Alexander F.. and E. J. Monfils. to Untted Merchants
and Manufacturers, Inc. Textile flnlablng. 3.102,042.
8-27-63. Cl. 117-7.

Gottula, Gerard W. All-dlrectlon level. 3.101.554. »-27-63.
Cl. 83—212.

Graaff, Joseph, Nledersaehslche Waggonfabrlk, G.m.b.H. :

Bee—
Raab, Karl, and Burcbard. 3.101.680.

Grabow. Paul W. Steam nozzle boring device. 3.101,799.
8-27-63. Cl. 175—422.

Grahain, Ward A., and O. Webb, Jr., to Stratford Engineer-
ing Cforp. Apparatus for continuous edible oU flnlshlng.

3,102,062. 8-27-63. Cl. 159—8.
Gran, Burton E.. J. O. Holmen. and B. J. Prosen, to Minne-

apolis-Honeywell Regulator Co. Magnetic films. 3.102.048.
»-27-63. Cl. 117—61.

GraTlner Mfg. Co. Ltd. : See

—

Gatley, Dcrkek R.. and AblgaU. 8.101,669.

LIST OF PATENTEES IX

Gray, Robert H. Load binding winch. 3.101.927. a-27-63.
Cl. 254—181.

Greene. Chester W.. to United Shoe Machinery Corp. Am-
munition handling apparatus. 3.101.647. 8-27-63, Cl. 89—
46.

Greenfield. Bill E., to Phillips Petroleum Co. Pipe cieaner.

3.101.499. 8-27-63. Cl. 1.^—104.7.
Greenwald. Harold L., to Rohm It Haas Co. Process for emul

slflcation and ('emulslflcation bj surfactants and the recov-
ery thereof. 3.102.100. 8-27-63. Cl. 252—303.

Grlntz. Joseph J. Mixing and dispensing apparatus. 3.102,
004. 8-27-63, Cl. 23—252.

Grondahl. Vincent J., and F. W. Johnson, to Collins Radio
Co. Balanced control cam for a driven vacuum variable
capacitor. 3,101,622. 8-27-63. Cl. 74—89.

Grossman. Morris : See

—

Tandler. William S.. and Grossman. 3.101.552.
Orube. Wllhelm. Suspension railway. 8,101,678. 8-27-63.

Cl. 104—95.
Gruber. Wllhelm, to Stahlgruber Otto Gruber k Co. Tire

patch. 3.101.764, 8-27-63, Cl. 152—367.
Gruenewaelder, Lon A. Face masks. 3.101,709, 8-27-63.

Cl. 128—146.
Guhon Industries. Inc. : See

—

Cooper. Jack B. 3.101.634.
Hachmeister-Inc. : See

—

Blrnbaum. Hermann, and Lederer. 3.102.129.
Hagen. Marcos W.. and D. S. Strarter. to The Frank G. Hough

Co. Multjple control mechanUm. 3,101,624. 8-27-63. Cl.

74—-171.
Hager. Robert E. : See-

Hall, Marchand B.. Staron. and Hager. 3.101.663.
Hagerty. John P. Ignition system for solid fuel charges.

3.101.590, 8-27-68, Cl. 60—35.8.
Haldeman, Robert G., and G. Castelllon. to American Cyana-

mld Co. Process for the dealkylatlon of alkyl naphthalene.
3.102.151. 8-27-63. Cl. 260—672.

Hall, Fred F. Self-propelled Irrigation trailer. 3.101.903.
8—27—03 Cl 239 1 83

Hall, Gardner V Silk screen printing press. 3,101.665,
8-27-63. CL 101—128.

Hall. Marchand B., E. Staron. and R. E. Hager. to Acme Steel
Co. Automatic box strapping machine. 3,101.663. 8-27-63,
Cl. 100—30.

Hallgren, Carl T. M., and A. G. L. Alden, to International
Harvester Co. Marker shifting device for an agricultural
implement. 3.101.787, 8-27-63, Cl. 172—127.

Halpern Otto, to Syntex Corp. Steroidal lactones. 3.102,117.
8-27-63, Cl 260—239.57.

Hamilton. William P. : See

—

Flchter, Harry L.. Jr.. and Hamilton. 3,102.029.
Hammond, Wayne S.. D. H. Defries. and R. E. Kenyon. Wire

solder dispensing device. 3,101,689, 8-27-63, Cl. 113—94.
Hampton, Edward L.. to Mlddletown Mfg. Co. Swlveled

rocking chair. 8.101.971. 8-27-63. Cl. 297—259.
Hamrlck. Joseph T. : See

—

Robertson. Anthony E.. and Hamrlck. 3.101,692.
Hamrlck, Joseph T., and L. C. Rose, to Thompson Ramo Wool-

drldge Inc. Method of Igniting rocket fuels. 3,101,580,
8-27-63. Cl. 60—35.4.

Hance. Richard J., to I.rf>ed8 and Northrop Co. Rotarv kiln
shell temperature scanning system. 3.101.618. 8-27-63,
Cl. 73—381

Hanks, Charles W.. to Stauffer Chemical Co. Electron beam
furnace with magnetically guided axial and transverse
beams. 3,101.515, 8-27-63, Cl. 22—57.2.

Hanson, Thomas P. Apparatus and method of debarking pulp
wowl utilizing liquified gasses. 3.101,757, 8-27-63, Cl.

144—311.
Harmer Harold M.. to Miranda Corp. Catalytic devices for

electric accumulators. 3.102,059, 8-27-63, Cl. 136—181.
Harmer, Harold M., to Miranda Corp. Secondary battery

catalyst device with temoerature responsive means. 3,102.-

220. 8-27-63, Cl. 320—88.

Harmer. Harold M.. to Miranda Corp. Regulation of the

charging of secondary cells using a temjierature sensitive

element In 'eat exchange reletlonshln with a catalytic

device. 3.102.221. 8-27-63. Cl. 320—36.

Harmer Harold M., to Miranda Corp. Regulation of the

charging of secondary batteries using a «;*•"" '^JP^^'J**"
the temperature of a catalytic device. 3.102,222, »-2<-63.

Harris George C. to Hercules Powder Co. Cereal starches

and process. 3.i02.054. ft-27-^3. Cl. 127-^9.

Harris, William E.. and R. M. Soden Rotating fluid spray

apparatus for washing paper machine head boxes. 3.101.-

73078-27-68. Cl. 134— 167\

Harrison John E. R.. to General Dynamics Corp. Absolute

temperature control. 3.102.183, a-27-63, Cl. il9—20.

Hartleib, Franz : See— « ,„„ ,oo
Oelze. Heinz, and Hartleib. 8.102,182.

Hartman. Lyle M. String damper assembly for musical In-

struments. 3.101.640. ^27-63. CL 8-1—255.

Hartmann. Ludwlg. to Pellon Corp. Method of molding
synthetic resin products. 3.101.994, 8-27-63. Cl. 18—61.

Hartmann Rud. A.. Gross-Apparate und Spegeal-maschlnen
G.m.b.H., k Co. : See

—

BrOge. Kurt. 3.101.728.

Hashman. Joseph S.. and J. C. Renforth. to Callery Chemical

Co Quaternary ammonium superoxide compounds and
their preparation. 3,102,140. 8-27-63. Cl. 260—567.6.

Hatton. Roger E. : See

—

Campbell, John R.. and Hatton. 3.102,148.

Hangwltz, Otto, to Geoflfroy-Delore, Soclete Anonyme. System
for reeling out wire and the like from colls. 3.101,916.

8-27-63. CL 242—128.

Hawley. Harold K., and T. B. Laycock, Jr., to The Procter k
Gamble Co. Deodorant compositions and the methods of
use. 8,102,101. 8-27-63. Cl. 252—305.

Hayden-Nilos Ltd. : See

—

Neale Leslie A. 8.101,481.
Hayes, John D., to Bausch k Lomb Inc. Focus indicating

mechanism for focu.sable plxotographic objectives. 3,101.-
658, 8-27-63. Cl. 95—44.

Hayes, Robert A., to Union Special Machine Co. Machine for
prodndng safety stitch. 3,101,688, 8-27-63, Cl. 112—162.

Hayes. Vernon H., to Sperry Rand Corp. Carriage translating
device. 3.101,623, 8-27-63, C\. 74—424.8.

HazeUlne Research, Inc. : See

—

Bedson. Donald E.. Dl Nuzzo, and Suleskl. 3.102.213.
Hazzard, Noel D.. and J. A. Cnnningham. to Combustion En-

gineering. Inc. Ceramic rotor fabrication. 3.101.778.
8-27-63. Cl. 185—10.

Healtbways : See

—

Dalla Valle. Gustav. 3.101,732.
Heasley, Charles K., to Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co.

Stretchable mica-containing insulating sheet materials and
products Insulated therewith. 3,101,845, 8-27-83, Ol. 206

—

59.
Heath, Thomas D.. and L. Aconsky. to Dorr-Oliver Inc. Fluld-

Ized bed classifier. 3.102.092. 8-27-63. CI. 209— 140.
Helde, Henry A., and W. W. Wittenberger, to Baker Perkins,

Inc. Pan stacking and unstacking system. 3,101,851,
8-27-63. Cl. 214—6.

Heighton, Harold H., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co.
Process of drawing filamentary structures. 3,101,990,
8-27-63, Cl. 18—48.

Heimerl. Anthony F., to Statham Instruments, Inc. Tapping
or drilling machine power tranamission. 3,101,630. 8-27-
63. Cl. 77—34.4.

Helferich, Fritz, to Prazlslons-Apparatebau Aktlengesellschaft.
Slide gauge. 3.101,550, 8-27-63, Cl. 33—143.

Hellpod, Inc. : See

—

Sudrow Lyle K. V. 3.101,917.
Hemstreet. Harold S.. to General Precision Inc. Simulated

viewpoint displacement apparatus. 3.101.643, 8-27-63. Cl.
88—24.

Henneke. Harry L.. to Texas Instruments Inc. Method for
attaching leads to small semiconductor surfaces. 3,101.523,
8-27-63. Cl 29—25.3.

Hennig, Karl. G. Lletz, and G. Melnbard. to Dehydag, Deutsche
Hydrlerwerke G.m.b.H. Mixed esters and process for their
preparation. 3.102.128. 8-27-63 Cl. 260—410.6.

Henry, Nelson R., to McCuUoch Corp. Motor control
3,101,821, 8-27-63, Cl. 192—096.

Hercules Powder Co. : See

—

Harris, George C. 3,102,054.
Hooper, Gllman S., Flnzel, and McFarren. 3,101,522. .

Soeder, Mary L. 3,102.107.
Hermeyer. Robert. Liquid contact switch. 3,102,179,

8-27-63. Cl. 200—122.
Hersey. Carl D. : See

—

Way. Robert B.. and Hersey. 3.102.053.
Heston, Eugene E.. to National Rubber Machinery Co.

Extruder. 3.101,511, 8-27-63, Cl. 18—12.
Hlmes, John M., and R. F. Garms, to E. R. Wagner Mfg. Co.

Squeezable-handle cleaning device having brush-sponge
head. 3.101.506 8-27-63, Cl. 15—532.

HIndle, Thttmas. Warp tensioning devices for looms. 3,101,-
747. 8-27-63, Cl. 139—109.

Hirst, Archie J., to Metalastlk Ltd. Vehicle suspensions.
3.101,938, 8-27-63. Cl. 267—25.

Hoder, William. Fish hook and guard combination. 3,101,-

565, 8-27-63. Cl. 43-^3.16.
Hodge, Edward B., to Commercial Solvents Corp. Imidazo-

line anthelmintic compositions and method of using same.
3.102.073. 8-27-63. Cl. 167—53.

Hodge, Edward B . to Commercial Solvents Corp. Nemato
cldal compositions. 3,102,071, 8-27-63, Cl. 167—33.

Hoehn, Hans : See

—

Breuer, Hermann, and Hoehn. 3,102,115.

Hoenig, Igo. Spray device. 3,101,905, 8-27-63. Cl. 239—367.

Hoerner, Hans. Light sensitized polyamlde body and method
of making the same. 3,102,030, 8-27-63, CI. 96—93.

HoflTmann-La Roche Inc. : See—
Chase, George. 3,102.116.

Hoffmelster, Erich, to A. Kaltenbach and E. Hoffmelster.
responsible pertnen* of Kaltenbach and Volght a Kom-
mandltgesellschaft. High speed dental drill. 3,101,541,
8-27-63, Cl. 32—27.

H5hn. Hans : See

—

Breuer. Hermann, and Hdhn. 3.102.120.
Breuer, Hermann, and HSbn. 3,102,121.

Hoke, Howard L.. to Dresser Industries. Inc. Inside repair
clamp. 3,101,743, 8-27-63, CL 138—97.

Hokkellng, Pleter, to North American Philips Co., Inc.

Casting mold and method of making tbe same. 3.101.516,
8-27-63, Cl. 22—193.

Hollands, George, to Bar-ray Products, Inc. Film washing
tank nozzle assembly. 3.101.659. 8-27-83, Cl. 95—97.

Holm. Le Roy W.. to The Pure Oil Co. Reverse-flow solvent
flooding method. 3.101.782, 8-27-63, Cl. 166—9.

Holman, Emmette R.. to Purex Corp.. Ltd. Conuiner struc-
ture. 3.101.839. 8-27-63. CL 206—2.

Holmen. James O. : Bee—
Gran. Burton E., Holmen, &nd Prosen. 3,102,048.

Honegger, Caspar : See

—

Zollinger, Hans. 3.101.748.

Honey, Charles C, L. R. Toothman. and K. C. Stewart, to
McGraw-Edlson Co. Noise reducing means for transformer.
3.102,246. 8-27-63. Cl. 336—100.
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A. McFarrea, to
yarn. 3,101,522,

3,102.029.

M. J. Koop-
Mcthod of
3.102,069,

HoDeyman. Henry W., Jr. Device for locking a boat against
unauthorized use. 3,101.695, 8-27-63, CI. 114— 2;i0.

Hooper, (lilniun 8., T. O. FInzel, and O.
H»»rcul»'s Powder Co. Three-ply tweed
8-27-63, CI. 28—74.

Horizons Inc. : See

—

Fichter, Harry L., Jr. and Hamilton.
Sprague, Rot>ert H., Flchter, and Kidelman. 3 102,027.

Horlacher, HerniaQ, to The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.
Combined i(equenc« and checic valve. 3,101,738, 8-27-63,
Cl. 137—489.

Hormel, Geo. A., k Co. : See—
Murpliy, Laurence \V., and Macy. 3,101,508.

Horton, John P., G. E. Berry, and J. E. Stirling. Rotary
broom for street Bweei)er. 3.101.501, 8-27-63, CI. 15—180.

Horvatb, John F., to International Duplex Corp. Automatic
washing machine. 3,101.625. 8-27-63. Cl. 74—472.

Horvltz. David, to FMC Corp. Methylated derivatives of
hydrazine. 3.102.144, 8-27-63. Cl. 260—583.

Horwlti. Lester : Hee—
Claris Charles A., Doorenbos. and Horwlti. 3.102^41.

Horwltz, Lester, and C. A. Clark, to General Anilioe A Film
Corp. Preparation of umlnothiolH and aminoselenolH by
Improved alkali fusion and their derivatives. 3,102,142,
8-27-63. Cl. 260—578.

Hostetler, Gerald W.. and V. W. Kelley. to International
Harvester Co. Vehicle cab mounting means. 3.101.809.
8-27-63, Cl. 180—89.

Hough. Frank G., Co.. The : Sec—
Hagen, Marcus \V., and Strader. 3.101,624.
Knmpert, Keith \V. 3,101,854.
Salna. Karl. 3.101.806.
Strader. Don S. 3.101.651.

Howe. David O. : See—
Shurter. Robert A.. Jr.. and Howe. 3.102,017.

Hoyt. Herbert L.. to Textron Industries. Inc. Machine for

forming metal articles. 3.101.632. 8-27-63. Cl. 78—17.
Hubby. Laurence M.. to Texaco Inc. Pneumatic control

svstem. 3.101.614. 8-27-63, Cl. 73—224.
Huidle. Edwin F.. to International Harvester Co. , Self

adjusting seal. 3.101.954, 8-27-63. Cl. 277-39.
Huddlestone, Richard H. : See

—

Clauser. Milton I'.. Meyer. Huddlestone. and Fried.
3,102.088.

Huet. Andre. Tubular heat exchanger. 3.101.930. 8-27-63.
Cl. 165-143.

Huff. Joseph F.. to Northrop Corp. Precision adjusting head
for machine tools. 3,101,631. 8-27-63, Cl. 77—56

Iluisman, Henderikus O., J. H. Uhlenbroek. and
mans, to North American Philips Co.. Inc.

destroying plant harmful microorganisms.
8 27-83, Cl. 167-30.

Hum, Allen : See

—

Long, George, Tsuchlya. and Hum. 3.101.853.

Hunt. Harold L. Disj>ensing pump with high pressure and
low pressure pistons in series. 3.101.873, 8-27-63, Cl.

222—252.
Hunter, Arthur T., to Combustion Engineering, Inc. Steam

generation. 3,101.697. 8-27-63. Cl. 122—4.

Hunter, Edward A., and C. L. Aldrldge. to Esso Research
and Engineering Co. Process for hydrogenaling carbonyl
compounds. 3.102.150, 8-27-63. Cl. 260—632.

Hunter. George D.. and \V, W. Jackson, to Deere k Co.

Center enclosed drive for rod weeder.
Cl. 172—44.

Hunter. Wesley L.. to The Pure Oil Co.
3,101,619, 8-27-63. Cl. 73—422.

Huntingdon Industries Inc. : See

—

Uilman, John E. 3.101.654.

Hyde. Forrest W. : Se*—
Wyle. Charles, and Hyde. 3,101,832.

Hyler, John H., and E. W. Spannhake. to Le Tourneau-West-
ingbouse Co. Hydraulic track tensioning means. 3,101,-

977, 8-27-63. Cl. 305—10.

Hyman, Benjamin M.. to International Harvester Co. Open
end auger feed over Inclined rolls. 3.101,582, 8—27-63,
Cl. 56—104

Imlelinskl, Alan S^ to I. Lippltz. an individual, d.b.a. The
Able Container Co. Method of making partitioned boxes.

3,101,652, 8-27-63, Cl. 93—37.

Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. : See

—

Cotton. Joseph B. 3,102,086.
Edwards. George E.. and Le Page. 3.102.085.
Parkhill. Thomas D.. and Shaw. 3,102,001.
Warren. John B. 3.102,269.

Independent Look Co. : See

—

Muttart. Vincent. 3.101,966.

Industrial Development Co., Inc. :

Schubert. Dale L. 3,101,786.

Industrial Metal Protectives, Inc
Fisher, John R., Jr.

Infanseat Co. See

—

Laugblin, Clayton A
Infllco Inc.: See

—

_.„„,^.
Sehmld, Christian O., and Fischer. 3,102,094.

Ingber, Oscar H. Photosensitive app&ratus for measuring the

transverse dimensions of wires and cables. 3,102,204, 8-27-
63, Cl. 250—219.

Ingle. James E. : See

—

Robertson. Haney M.. and Ingle. 3.101.974.

International Business Machines Corp. : See

—

Clapper. Genung L. 3,102,165.

International Duplex Corp. : See

—

Horvatb, John F. 3,101,625.

3,101,786. 8-27-63.

Sampling apparatus.

See-

3,102,038.

3,101.972.

Bee—

International Harrevter Co. : Bet—
Bechman, WlllUm O. 8,101,794.
Browo, Daniel IT, and Woodworth. 8,101,798.
Callender, Ralph W., and Blehl. 3,101,514.
Hallfren, Carl T. M., and Alden. 3,101,787.
Hostetler, G«rald W., and KelleT. 8.101.809.
Huddle, Edwin F. 3,101,954.
Hyman. Benjamin M. 8, 101.582.~ 3,101,788.

8,101,789.
8,101.829.

-. 3.101.B78.
8,101.720.
and Stevens.

Jennings. Marvin D.
Jennings, Marrln D.
Jennings, Manrln D.
Johnston, Edward J.
KarlBSon, Elof K.
Karlsson, Elof K. 8,101,579.

8.101,968.

Inc. Mounting bracket
8-27-«3. Cl. 5—254.

8,101,674.
Pump. 3,101.-

3,102.016.

8,102J11.
Co. Two-

Rice, Russell E. 3.101,790.
Showalter, Carl N. 3,101.827.
Sullivan, Herbert D., Bledsoe, and Barfleld.
Van Londersele, Jean. 8,101,791.
Witt, Robert H. 8,101,807.

International Resistance Co : See

—

Bartlett, Thomas 8. 3,101,912.
Isaacs, Robert C, to Flex-O-Laton,

for furniture springs. 3,101,487,
Isreell, Jack : See

—

Weiskopf. Edwin C. and Isreell.
Isreell. Jack, to Technicon Instruments Corp.

675, 8-27-83, Cl. 103—149.
Ivens, Edgar, and A. I. F. Simpson, to Modern Telephones

(Great Britain) Ltd. Loudspeaking telephone*. 8,102,-
189, 8-27-63, Cl. 179—100.

Jackel, Simon 8., to Vico Products Co. Flavoring composi-
tion and method of preparing the same. 3,102,083, 8-27-
88 Cl 99 —90

Jackson, Curtiss E., Sr. Hermetic seal valve asaemblles.
3,101,863, 8-27-68, Cl. 220—44.

Jackson. Wilbur. Automatic radio warning system. 8,102,-

235. 8-27-83. Cl. 326—163.
Jackson. William W. : See

—

Hunter. George D., and Jackson. 3,101,786.
Jacobl, Henry C, to Continental Copper k Steel Industries,

Inc., (Welln Davit and Boat Dfvislon). Lifeboat con-

struction. 3,101.490, 8-27-88, Cl. 9—8.
Jacquot. Henrt T. : See

—

Donovan, Arthur F., Jacquot, and Richardson.
Jagenl>erg-Werke AG. : See

—

Mejer-Jagenberg, Gunther. 3,101,879.
Jayme Products, Inc. : See

—

Freedman, Melvin H. 3,101,867.
Jeney, Endre : See

—

Csermely, Gyorgy. LukosI, Jeney, and Zaolnal.

Jennings, Marvin D.. lo International Harvester
way disk plow. 3,101.788, 8-27-63, Cl. 172—219.

Jennings, Marvin D.. to International Harvester Co. Disk
plow attachment. 3,101,789, 8-27-83, Cl. 172—219.

Jennings, Marvin D.. to International Harvester Co. Inter-

mittent clutch. 3.101.826. 8-27-68, Cl. 192—23.

Jobard, Michel A., to Comi>agnle de Saint Gobain. Polymerlca-
tion by gamma rays and novel products produced thereby.

3.102.087. 8-27-63. a. 204— 188.
Johnson. Ava J., to Shell Oil Co. Oxidation of oleflne to

unsaturated aldehydes and ketones. 3,102.147. 8-27-4»,
Cl. 280—804.

Johnson. Edward E.. Inc. : See

—

Paullus, Clarence L.. and BoUenbach. 3.101,528.
Johnson. Frederick W. : See

—

Grondahl. Vincent J., and Johnson.
Johnson k Johnson : See

—

George. William L.. and Romanek.
Sargent. David O. 3.101.713.
Weldner, Charles L., and CoUlna. 8.102,102.

Johnson, 8. C., * Son, Inc. : See

—

Leeds, Harry R. 3,101,888.
, „ I « „

Johnston, Edward J., to International Harvester Co. Hav
conditioning roller mounting. 3.101,578. 8-27-63, Cl.
ij(j

."I

Johnstone. Norman J., to (Jeneral Dynamics Coro. Overload

control system for transistor amplifiers. 3,102.241. 8-2(-

63, Cl. 330—22.

^ket<»*fe,' Kenneth A.. Wright, and McNeil. 3,102,026.

Jonas, George A. : See

—

.Shelley, Edwin F., Jonas, and Welser. 3.101,828.

Jones, Coy V., Sr. : See

—

Andersen, Charles J., and Jones. 3.101.585.
Jones. Kenneth, to Burndept Ltd. Inert voltaic batteries.

3,102X)58. 8-27-63, Cl. 135--90. „^ ,^ ,

Jones, kaymond C. and F. R. Woodward, to The Taylor
Winfleld Corp. Strip welding apparatus. 3.102.189. 8-27-

63. a. 219—82.
^ ^ ^, ...

Joseph. A. David, to United Aircraft Corp. Applying pro-

tective coating from powdered material utilizing high tetn-

perature and low pressure. 3,102,044. 8-27-63, Cl. 117 -

22.

Justus. Edgar J., to Beloit Iron Works. Web forming method
and apparatus. 3.102.066. 8-27-63. Cl. 162—209.

Kahng, Dawon, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. Electric

field controlled semiconductor device. 3.102.230, 8-27-83.
Cl. 323—94.

Kaiser Aluminum k Chemical Corp. : S*e

—

WilU, Kenneth L. 3,102,188.

Kaltent>ach, Alois : See

—

Hoffmelster, Erich. 3.101.541.

Kultenbarh and Volght. a KonrnianditgeeellsctiaCt : See

—

Hoffmelster, Erich. 3,101,541.

Kampert, Keith W.. to The Frank G. Hough Co. Tractor
tow bar construction. 3,101,854, ft-27-83. Cl. 214-86.

Karlsson. Klof K., to International Harvester Co. Husking
roll coutrucUon. 3,101,720, 8-27-63, Cl. 130—5.

3,101.622.

3,101.620.
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Karlsaon, Blof K., and B. L. Btevena, to International Har-
vester Co. Corn picker. 3.101,579. 8-27-83, Cl. 56—18.

Karmel, Israel. Chair unit for children. 3.101.970. 8-27-83,
a. 267—119.

Kaufmann, Karl : See

—

Dxiallas, Richard, Kaufmann, and Biedendieck. 3,101,-
925,

Kawal. Klgen : See

—

FukujBfalma, Osama. Karashige, and Kawal. 3,101,991.
Kay, Edward L. : See

—

Knowles, Edwin C, and Kay. 3,102,131.
Kaye, Robert K. : See—

Bercta, William H., Clement, Kaye, and Newitt. 3,102,-
188.

Keithabn, Julian D. : See

—

Fisher, Hiram H., Jr., and Keithabn. 3,101,783.
Kelley, Vergil W. : See—

Hostetler, Gerald W.. and Kelley. 3,101,809.
Kellogg. George E., to General Motors Corp. Brake booster

control valve mechanism. 3.101.742. 8-27-63, Cl. 137—
625.25.

Ktily, Thomas N to Aircraft Precision Products. Inc.
Marine type muffler. 3,101,811, 8-27-83, Cl. 181—52.

KelBo, Hoytte W., and G. E. Swim. Machine for harvesting
waste cotton from the ground. 3,101,581, 8-27-83, Cl.
68—28.

Kenny, Charles R., and J. Reed, to General Precision, Inc.
Transistor power supply circuit. 3.102.225, 8-27-63. Cl.
323—22.

Kenny, Robert J. : See

—

Belicka, Michael E., Kenny, and Rodney. 3.101.506.
Kent Mfg. Corp. : See

—

Batcheller, Hugh W. 3.101,785.
Kenyon, Ronald E. : See

—

Hammond, Wayne S., Defries, and Kenyon. 3.101,889.
Kleaellch, Klaus: See

—

Rospe. Gerhard, Kiesslich, Olivar, Muller, and Wagner.
3.102,080.

Kimpel. Robert F., to Aerojet-General Corp. Refractory ce-
ment composition. 3,102.037, 8-27-83. Cl. 106—57. •

Kind. Fred A.: See

—

Knox. Lawrence H., and Kind. 3,102,119.
Kind, Fred A., and M. VeUaco. to Syntex Corp. A»<>»>-

pregnene compounds. 3,102.125, 8-27-63. Cl. 260—397.4.
Klng,^Bartley E. : See -

Polonsky, Samuel, and King. 3,101,586.
King, William R., to Phillipa Petroleum Co. Pressure con-

trol in cyclic pneumatic conveyor systems. 3.101,909,
8-27-63, Cl. 241—23

KlnoshiU, Shukuo. K. Nakayama, T. Susukl, and Z. Sato, to
Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd. Method for manufacturing
xanthosine by fermentation. 3,102,079. 8-27-63, Cl. 19.1—
42.

KirshentMium. David. Shower curtain and installation there-
for. 3.101.486. 8-27-63. Cl. 4—148.

Klasek, Frank A., to Western Electric Co., Inc. Apparatus
for knurling article*. 3,101,833. 8-27-83, Cl. 78—45.

Klein, Murray J. Volumetric positive displacement flow
meter. 3,101.616, 8-27-83, Cl. 73—283.

Kleinman, Jacob L. Shaver having a removable assembled
shaving unit. 3,101,537, 8-27-63, Cl. 30—13.

Kleinman, Jacob L. Scale-washing machine combination.
3.101.802, 8-27-83. C\. 177—144.

Kleinman, Jacob L. Adjustable illuminated scale structure.
3.101.803, 8-27-83, Cl. 177—177.

Klockner-Werke Aktlengesellscbaft : See

—

Manecke, Hermann. 3,102.089.
Knapp, Alfred P., to Knapp Mills Inc. Metallic powder com-

poeition. 3,102,024, 8-2t-63, Cl. 75—.5.

Knapp Mills Inc. : See

—

Knapp, Alfred P. 3,102,024.
Knowlefl, Kdwin C. and E. L. Kay, to Texaco Inc. Amine
alts of tetra-covalent boron compounds. 3.102.131. 8-27-
83, Cl. 280—462.

Knowles, John G. Hydraulic brake systems. 3.101.976.
8-27-83, Cl. 303—49.

Knox, Lawrence H., and F. A. Kind, to Syntex Corp. 2
and/or 18-amlnomethylene-13, 17-*ecoandrostan-a-ol-17 oic

(13-17) lactones. 3,102.119. 8-27-fl3. Cl. 260—294.3.
Kocher. George K. Railroad tie and rail mounting combina-

tion thereof. 3.101.899. 8-27-413. Cl. 238—109.
Kocbey, Edward L., Jr., to Combustion Engineering, Inc.

Vapor beater arrangement which protects the tubes from
overheating and sootMower erosion. 8,101.998. 8-27-63.
Cl. 122—392.

Koehn. Wilbur R. Injection set and flow meter for paren-
teral fluids. 3,101.710, 8-27-83. CT. 128—214.

Koelndorfer. Frederick J. Lawn mower sharpening device.

3,101,629, 8-27-83, Cl. 76—82.1.

Koraorl, Sabnro, and M. Okabara.
tive* of eater* of sacroae with
3,102.114 8-27-83, CI. 280—2M.

Koopmans. Martlnus J. : See

—

Hulsman, Henderikus O., Uhlenbroek,
3,102,069.

Korman. Bernard. Ornamental breast cup and method of

making. 3.101,717.8-27-83,01.128—463.

Korman, Jerome, to The Upjohn Co a.a-bls(p-aminophenyl)-
lower alkaaone*. 8,102,148. 8-27-68, Cl. 280—690.

Krauae, Jack H : See—
Miniken, Thomas H., Jr.. Krause. and Donovan. 3.101,-

998.

Krekeler, Claude B., to The Cincinnati Mine Machinery Co.
Cutter bit and socket construction. 3,101,933. 8-27-83.
Cl. 262—33.

Kugler. Emanuel. Mechandlse package and container there-

ftr. 3.101,887, 8-27-63. Cl. 229--02.

Polyoxyethylene derlva-
long-chain fatty acids.

and Koopmans.

Kulicke. Frederick W., Jr., to Kulicke and Soffa Mfg. Co.
Fine wire bonding tool. 3,101.635, 8-27-03, Cl. 78—82.

Kulicke and Soffa Mfg. Co. : SdJ—
KuUcke, Frederick W., Jr. 3.101.635.

Kummer, Joseph T., to The Dow Chemical Co. Separation
of gases of dissociated ammonia. 3,102,003. 8-2<--63. Cl.
23—210.

Kuntz, Louis E.. to Phillips Petroleum Co. Temperature
corrected volume measurement. 3,101.613 8-27-63 Cl.
73—223.

Kuraahige. Hirotoshi : See

—

Fukushlma, Osamu, Kurashige, and Kawal.
Kurashiki Rayon Co., Ltd. : See

—

Fukushlma, Osamu. Kurashige, and Kawal.
Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd. : See

—

Klnoshita, Shukuo, Nakayama, Suzuki, and Sato.
079.

Laboratory For Electronics, Inc. : See

—

Meyer, Maurice A. 3,102,263.
Ladell, Joshua, and N. Spielberg to Nort_h American Philips

Co., Inc. X-ray spectrograpn.
260—61.5.

.- e w

Lakewood Mfg. Co. : See

—

Peplin. Stephen C. 3,101,945.
Lambert Brake Corp. : See

—

Parrett, Dent. 3,101,813.
Land, Edwin H., to Polaroid Corp.
and product. 3,101,056, 8-27-63,

3,101,991.

3,101,991.

3.102.-

3.102,196. ^27-03. Cl.

Photographic apparatus
Cl. 95—13.

Food slicing machine. 3,101,700,

Kuhaa, Engelbert : See

—

Arnola, Herbert, Kuhas, and Brock. 3.102,072.

Landauer, Laurence L.
8-27-83, Cl. 146—138

Lang. Arthur H., to Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co. Durable
rotative abrasive structure and method of making the
same. 3,102 010, 8-27-63. Cl. 51—207.

Lange, Alfred R., to Sulflo, Inc. Metal working compositions.
3402,095. 8-27-63 Cl. 252—31.

Lange, Harry R., to Textron Inc. Method of producing wrist
pins or similar articles. 3.101.534. 8-27-63. Cl. 29—553.

Laughlln, Clayton A., to Infanseat Co. Support stands.
3 101,972, 8-27-63. Cl. 297—377.

Laux, David £., to Radio Corp. of America. Monophonic-
stereopbonlc phonograph cartridge. 3,102,171, 8-27-63,
Cl. 179—100.41.

Lawlor, Francis E.. and M. Braid, to Pennsalt Chemicals
Corp. Oxidation process for preparing carboxyllc acid an-
hydrides. 3.102.139. 8-27-63. Cl. 200

—

o4t;.
Lawson, Harry W., Jr., to Caledonia Electronics and Trans-

former Corp. Electrical transformer. 3,102.245. 8-27-
63, Cl. 336—84.

Laycock, Thomas B.. Jr. : See

—

Hawley. Harold K., and Laycock. 3.102.101.
Lear Slegler, Inc. : See

—

Gail, Stewart E. 3,101,824.
Lederer, Joseph : See

—

Birnbaum, Hermann, and Lederer. 3,102.129.
Leeds. Harry K.. to S. C. Johnson k Son, Inc. Printing mem-

bers and method of making same. 3,101,068. 8-27-63, Cl.
101—401.1.

Leeds and Northrup Co. : See

—

Hance, Richard J. 3,101,618.
Lenlz. Joe A. Dispenser and applicator for thumb tacks.

3,101 477, 8-27-G3, Cl. 1—46.
Leonard, James D., and G. T. Stropki, to North American

Aviation. Inc. Microwave electrical thickness comparator
utilizing a waveguide probe. 3,102,232. 8-27-63, Cl. 324—
58.5.

Leonl, Ray D.. to United Aircraft Corp. Blad» folding de-
vice. 3,101,785, 8-27-63, Cl. 170—160.12.

Le Page, Norman J. : See

—

Edwards, George E., and Le Page. 3.102,085.
Lesserson Eugene : See

—

Godfrey, James E. and Lesserson. 3,101,952.
Le Tourneau, Robert G. Motor control system for electri-

cally powered vehicles. 3,102,219, 8-27-63, Cl. 318—145.
Le Tourneau-Westinghouse Co. : See

—

Hyler, John H.. and Spannhake. 3,101,977.
Levlnger, Paul : See

—

Maeder, Paul F. 3,102,224,
Levkoff, David and H. S. Bottle carrier. 3,101,86.'., 8-27-

63, Cl. 220—113.
I.#vkoff, Henry S. : See

—

Levkoff, David and H. S. 3,101.86.").

Levy, Alex A., to Goldblatt Tortl Co. Featheredge. 3,101,-

502. 8-27-63, Cl. 15—235.4.
Levy, Maurice M., to Her Majesty The Queen in the right

or Canada, as represented by the Postmaster (ieneral.

Apparatus for minimizinK coding errors. 3,102.254, 8-27-
63. a 340—146.1.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. : See

—

Makovlc, Stephen R. 3, 101, .576.

Llenard, L*once. Device for humidifyin,
ground. 3 101,570. 8-27-63, Cl. 47—4

Lletz, Gustav : See

—

Hennig, Karl Lietz. and Melnbard.
Linsley, Douglas F., and H. J. Miller. Jr.. to Morgan Develop-

ment Laboratories Inc. Transmission systems and con-
trols therefor. 3.101,627. 8-27-63. Cl. 74—645.

Lipman. Frank J., to Samuel Lipman Sons. Poultry breast
cover device. 3.101,696. 8-27-63, Cl. 119—143.

Lipman. Samuel, Sons : See

—

Lipman, Frank J. 3.101.696.
Lippert. William G.. to Manley, Inc

and salt in popcorn machines.
99—80.

Lippltz Ivan : See

—

Imiellnski. Alan H. 3.101,652.

Little. Thomas A. Pleat holding device for use in pressing.
3,101,560, 8-27-63, Cl. 38—12.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. : See

—

Olson. Albert M. 3.101 966.
Bichter, Alfred G. 3,101,939,

r and fertilizing the
}.5.

3.102,128.

Method of mixing com
3.102,032. 8-27-63. CT.
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3,102.113.

3,102,()»8.
to (ieneral Mills.
CI. 214—17.

Lockwood. Arthur K. : IS*

Kaper, Alan H., and Lockwood.
Loebaer. tL,gon K. : tiee—

Brauniiteln, Kubln. and Loebner. 3,102,201.
l,o«wen, Bruno F., and I'hlUlps I'etroleum Co. Rotary dryer

operation under emergency conditions. 3,101,930, 8-27-<53,

CI. 2«3—34.
Lok-I'rodjcts Co. : See—

Bibb, John T. 3,101,661.
Long, (ieorge B. : Hee—

i'ansLng, Nelson J., Long, and Miller.
Long, George, T. Tsucliiya, and A. Hum,

Inc. Rotary valve. 3,101,853, 8-27-U3,
Longvlew Fibre Co. : See—

I'arker, Clarence B. 3,101.882.
Peieruon, Dale S. 3,101,880.

Lopez-Henriqaez, Miguel. Motion picture projector syateni

with a-dlmenslonal effect. 3,101.644, 8-27-63, C\. 88—
16.6.

Lord MfR. Co. : Hee—
Warnaka, CJlenn E. 3,101,744.

. „ , .

Lord. ThomaH J., to United Aircraft Products. Inc. Explosive

valve. 3,101, 73:5, 8-27-63, CI. 137-68.
Loren*, Clermont H., and W. R. I'enrod. to The Black-Clawson

Co. Kxpanding core shaft. 3,101,914, 8-27-63. 01. 242—
72

Love, IMiil I'., to The Glacier Metal Co. Ltd. Hydrodynamlc
bearing assembly. 3,101,980, 8-27-63, CI. 308—122.

U)wry, Terrell N. ; See
Cirone, I'rank 1'., and Lowry. 3.102.168.

Lucas. Malcolm B., and T. (i. Dewees, to The Procter ft Gam-
ble Co. Metering dispenser for automatic washeri. 3.101,-

871. 8 27-«3, CI. 222— 185.
Lulkln Rule Co., The : See—

Bryant, Irvln K. 3,101,551. „ ,^, ,.,
Lufwlg, \\ alter U. Pilot air operated valve. 3,101.741.

S-27 63, CI. 1:57 -625.0.
LuKosl. CJyiirgy ; See- ,,„,,,

Cseniiely, GyOrgy, Lugosl. Jeney. and Zsolnal. 3.102,111.
Lutz, Otto :

*«"«"

Caroli. Gerhard, and Lutz. 3,101,825.

Luvlsl, John P.. to I'nlversnl Oil Products Co. Insectlcldal

compositions of matter and method of preparation therefor.

.{,102,143, 8-27-0:{. CI. 2tM>—578.
LuwM AG : See-

Gasser, Uerniann. 3,101.504.
Lyman, Frank, Jr., to Cambridge Thermionic Corp. Self-

loeklng plus and Jack type electrical connector. 3,101.986,
K-27-03. CI. 339 25.->.

.M. & S. .MfK. Co. : See
M<(;ehee, Alton B. 3.101,763. „ ^

.Mac.VUister, Robert V., and T. I'. Ftnucane, to General Foods
Corp. HiKli protein food granules. 3,102.031, 8-27-63, CI.

99—14.
Macy. Christian D. : .See— , „

Murphy, Laurence \V., aud Macy. 3,101,508.
Maihr Geori^e E., Jr.. to Phillips Petroleum Co. Temperature

meuHureiii.-nt and control. :{,101,8l>8, 8-27-03. CI. 236— 15.

.Madison. Richard K. : See
Petropoulos, John C., and Madlaon. 3,102.135.

Miidon. I'lerre J . to Nord-Avlatlon Soclete Natlonale des

Constructions Aeronautlques. Stabilised captive flying plat

form unit. 3,101,919, 8-27-03. CI. 244—77.

Miie<ler, Paul F., V. to P. I/evlnger. Magnetohydrodynamlc
A.C Kenerator. 3,102.224. 8-27-63, CI. 322—47.

.Makovlc, Stephen R.. to Llbbey-Owens Ford (Jlass Co. ('rind-

ing and polishing glass plates. 3.101,576. 8-27-63, CI.

C>1 283.
Maleno. (Jeorue J., Jr. : See

—

Pelosl, Michael H., .Tr., and Maleno. 3,102,176.
Malley. Thomas J.. H. F. Cosway. and S. A. Olddings, to

.Vmer'can Cyanamid Co. Low temperat'ire defluorination

of phosphate material. 3,101,999 8 27-63. CI. 23—108.
Mallfy, Thomas J.. D. F. De Lapp, S. A. Glddlngs, and H. F.

Cosway. to .\merlcan Cyanandd Co. Production of animal
fetnl supplement of low fluorine content. 3.102.000, 8-27-
03. CI. 23 108.

Manecke. Hermann, to Klockner-Werke AktlengeMlschaft.
Color restoring concrete body. 3,102,0.39, 8-27-63, CI.

10«—97
Manhattan Pickle Co.. Inc.. The : .See

—

Weinberg. Herman. 3,102.034.
Manlev. Inc. : .See—

Llp'>ert, William (}. 3,102.032.
Manns. Thomas J., to Phllco Corp. Jet platln? method of

mnnufacture of micro-alloy semiconductor devices. 3,102,-

084. 8-27-63, CI. 204—15.
Mantega Franco : .Sec „,„„«„„

Bnssl. Alberto. Corsettl, Mantega. and Perona. 3,102,090
Mfg. Process Inborn torles, Inc : See—

Baldwin. Brian E. 3.101.841.
Marco Stlcknutom«ten-Cie«ellschflft Markacheffel ft Co. : See

—

Zeltwan-er. Karl F. 3.101.687.
Mard. Kenneth C.. to Pnlted Alrcmft Corp. Viscous damped

bearin" sunport. 3.101.979. 8-27-63. H. .308—26.
Marlen. Hendrlcus C. J. : See

—

Vin den Broek. Simon L., and Marlen. 3,102,194.
Markem Machine Co. : See

—

Sawtelle. Frank W. 3,101,666. „ „ ^
Martin. Arthur K. Swimming aid. 3,101.492. 8-27-63, CI.

g .339.

Martin, Robert H. Wiper mechanism for conveyor belts

3,101.837. H-27-03. Cf 198—230.
Martin, William McK. Aseptic filling machine.

8-27-03. Cl. 141—92.
Masboch, Jean E. : See

—

Driscoll, Anthony P. 3,101,877.

Matarese, John, to Sylvanta Electric Products Inc.

with electroluminescent and photoconductlve
3,102,242, 8-27-03. C\. 331—107.

3.101.752.

Oscillator
elements.

Matsch, LadUlas C. to Union Carbide Corp Container con-
struction using load carrying insulation. 3.101.862 8-27-
03. Cl. 220—14.

Matussak. Alfred H. : See-

—

Metro. Stephen J., and Matussak. 3.102.098.
Maxon Construction Co., Inc. : See—

Robertson. Haney M.. and Ingle. 3.101,974.
.Mazzareila, Kmll D. : See

—

Wuzburg, Otto B.. and Mazsarella 3.102.064.
•McCally. William J., to National Rejectors. Inc. Money-

handling devices. 3.101.981, 8-27-63. Cl. 312—222.
McClane, Klmer H. : See—

Stupfel. Clifford L., and McClane. 3.101.755.
.McCormlck. James R. Slingshot. 3.101.704. 8-27-63. Cl.

124—20.
•McCuen. Uonald H. Liquid fuel system for vehicles 3.101.-

771, 8-27-63, Cl. 158—.36.3.
.MfCulloch Corp. ; See

—

Henry, Nelson R. 3,101.821.
.McCullougb. Jack A., and W. R. Stuart, to Eltel-McCuIlouKh.

Inc. .Apparatus for making electron tubes. 3,102.180,
S-27-03. Cl. 219—9.5.

.McCullough. Russell H.. to Clnemlracle Internatlon Picture
Inc. .Mosaic motion picture projection apparatus. 3.101,-
643. 8-27-63. Cl. 88—10.6.

McFarren, Gerald .\. : See

—

Hooper, (illman S., Flnzel. and McFarren. 3,101,522.
.McGehee, Alton B., to .M. ft S. .Mfg. Co. Cleat mounting

washer. 3,101,763. 8-27-63. Cl. 101—85.
.Mi^Jraw-Kdlson Co. : See—

.\nderHon. John L.. and Everhart. 3,101,525.
Bronikowskl. Raymond J. 3,102,178.
Honey, Charles C. Toothman. and Stewart. 3.102,246.

-MciJraw. (ieorge P.. Jr., to Western Electric Co., Inc. Metal-
llze«l capacitor. 3,102,210, 8-27-63. Cl. 317—242.

Mc.N'aney. Joseph T.. to General Dynamics Corp. Image pro-
jection system. 3.102,102, 8-27-63. Cl. 178—6.6

.McNaney, Joseph T., to General Dynamics Corp. Photo-
sensitive data providing system. 3,102,203, 8-27-63. Cl.
250—209.

McNeil. John F. : See—
Metcalfe, Kenneth A., Wright, and McNeil. 3,102,026.

Mearns, William, II, J.' R Peet F. H. Stracke. and I. T.
Tobye. to Esso Research and Engineering Co. Vessel for
transporting low temperature liquids. 8.101,861, a-27-63,
Cl. 220—10.

Meljer, Roelf J. : See—
Rinia. Herre. and Meijer. 3,101.006.

Meinbard, Qunter : See

—

Hennlg. Karl. Lletz. and Melnhard. 3.102.128.
Mellm. Ltd.: See—

Mellm. Theodore C. Jr. 3.101.509.
.Mellm. Theodore C, Jr.. to Mellm, Ltd. Production of camel-

back ribbon. 3.101.509. 8-27-63. Cl. 18—2.

.Meltzer, Robert I., to Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.
Process of preparing dllodlnated analogs of thyronine.
3,102,136. 8-27-63, CT. 260—519.

Mercer. Roy C. Sr. Clamp-on lubricating appliance. 3.101.-
812. 8-27-63, Cl. 184—105.

Merck ft Co., Inc : See-
Brown, Horace D. 3,102,074.
Miller, Brlnton M., and Putter. 3.102.076.

Merrltt. Henry B., R. C. Geltx, and W. J. .Nellen, to American
Machine ft Foundry Co. Drum dryer. S.101.722, 8-27-63.
Cl. 131—136.

Messlnger, Joseph H. : See

—

Carroll. Lawrence K.. Messlnger, Wbltcomb, and Baxter.
3.101,768.

Metalastlk Ltd. : Bee^-
Hlrst, Archie J. 3.101,938.

Metallgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft : See

—

Stleler. Jurg, and Munch. 3.102.153.
.Metcalfe. Kenneth A., and R. J. Wright, to The Common-

wealth of Australia, Care of The Secretary. Department of
Supply. Pioductlon of patterns on cloth or similar sub-
stances. 3,102.045. 8-27-63, Cl. 117—37.

Metcalfe. Kenneth A.. R. J Wright. J. F. McNeil, and D. Jolly,
to The Commonwealth of Australia, as represented by The
Secretary of the Department of Supply^ Electrophoto-
graphic n

" "

Cl. 96—1.
[raphlc reflex and contact printing.

supply.
. 3,102.026, 8-27-63,

Metro. Stephen J., and A H. Matuszak. to Esso Research and
Engineering Co. Lubricating compositions comprising esters
of trlcarboxv acids. 3.102.098. S-27-63, Cl. 252—56.

MeuUen, Henri: See

—

Mission. Gilbert, and Meullen. 3.102.089.
Meyer, Delbert H. : See

—

wise. Robert H.. and Meyer. 3.102,137.
Meyer, Geo. J., Mfg. Co. : See

—

Meyer. George L. N. 3.101,834.
Meyer, George L. N.. to Geo. J. Meyer Mfg. Co. Bottle carrier

construction for bottle washer. 3.101.834, 8-27-63. Cl.
198—131.

Meyer, Rudolf X. : See

—

Clauser, Milton U.. Meyer, Huddlestone, and Pried.
3,102.088.

Meyer-Jagenberg. Gur.ther, to Jagenberg-Werke A.G. Con-
tainer of paper, cardboard or like carton-forming material.
3,101.879, 8-27-63, Cl. 229—7.

Meyer, Maurice A . to Laboratory For Electronics, Inc. Dop-
pler radar system. 3.102.263. 8-27-83. Cl. 343—8.

Michaels, Edwin B.. and M. U. Cohen, to Stamford Chemical
Co. Process for making a moisture sensing element for
dry cleaning an article. 3.102.051, 8-27-63, Cl. 117—218.

Michel, David D. Valve and dlapenslng apparatus for pres-
sure containers and the like. 3,101.875. S-27-68. Cl. 222

—

394.

Michigan State University of Agriculture and Applied Science :

See

—

Tolbert. Nathan E. 3,102,068.
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Micro Balancing, Inc., a subsidiary of Olannlni Bcientlflc
Corp. : S«e

—

Frank, Karl F. 8,102,190.
Midwest Supply and Mfg. Co. : See

—

Thlel, Otto. 8,101 578.
Mlhellcb, Joseph B., to North American Aviation, Inc.

paratus for comparing maps. 8,102,260, 8-27-68,
848—5.

Miles Laboratories, Inc. : See

—

Faucett, James W.. Windish, and De Senna. 3.102,081.
Millard, Ruth, to Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.

Tableting process. 8,102,075, 8-27-68, Cl. 167—67.
MlUer, Brlnton M., and I. Putter, to Merck ft Co., Inc.
Thermycetin and method for preparation. 8,102,076, 8-27-
68. Cl. 187—65.

Miller. Harry : See

—

Plppert. Elvln B.. Sr., and Miller. 8.101.099.
Miller, Harry J.. Jr. : See

—

Llnsley. Douglas F.. and Miller. 8,101,627.
Biiller, James L. : See—

Pausing, Nelson J.. Long, and Miller. 8,102,008.
Miller, John M. Gas warning device. 8,102,207, 8-27-68.

Cl. &40—237.
Miller. Orville C. : See-

Walker, Earl E., and Miller. 8.101,641.
Miller, Paul C. Materials proportioning device. 8.101,801,

8-27-63. Cl. 177—70.
MllUkan. Allen F.. and O. W. Crosby, to The Pure Oil Co.

Preparation of phosphorothioate esters from benzyl alco-

hol and phosphorus pentasulflde. 8.102,130, 8-27-63, Cl.

260—461.
Mllliken, Thomas H., Jr., J. H. Kranse, and J. J. Donovan, to

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Method of treating radio-
active wastes. 3.101,998, 8-27-88, Cl. 23—25.

Minis. Edwin G. : See

—

Armand. Harold A.. Gilchrist, MiUls. and Westmoreland.
8.101.555.

Mills. Leonard : See

—

Peters. Walter E. and Mills. 3.101.695.
Minneapolis-Honevwell Regulator Co. : See

—

Gran Burton E.. Holmen, and Prosen. 3.102.048.
Reach. Roy W., Jr. 3,102,208.

Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co : See

—

Ahlbrecht. Arthur H , and Smith. 3,102.103.
Heaslev. Charles K. 3.101.840.
Lang. Arthur H. 3.102,010.
Wlnthrop, Arthur 8., and Skotnicki. 3.102 043.

Minsk. Louis M., to Eastman Kodak Co. Photographic ele-

ment having a stripping or antihalatlon layer comprising a

resinous carboxy ester-lactone. 3.102.028, 8-27-63, Cl.

96—83.
Miranda Corp. : See

—

Harmer, Harold M.
Harmer. Harold M.
Harmer. Harold M.
Harmer. Harold M.

8.102.009.
3 102 220.
8,102 221.
8.102.222.

Mission, Gilbert, and H. Meullen, to Sodete Natlonale d'Etude
et de Construction de Moteurs d'Aviation. Assembly of

solid moderator elements for high temnerature nuc'ear reac-

tors sublected to accelerations. 3,102.089. 8-27-63. Cl.

204—193 2.

Mitchell, Peter W. D . to American Home Products Corp.
Prenaration of 2,3 - dicyano - 5,6 - dlchlorobenzoqulnone.
3.102.124. 8-27-63. Cl. 260—398.

Mitchell. Vinceit L. : See- ^ ^
Nashold, Robert W.. Baldwin, and Mitchell. 3,101.649.

MIttelstadt. Clarence F.. t« Mosebach Mfg. Co. Resistor.

3 102 247 8-27-63, Cl. 338—^97.

Model Pla(»*ic Corp. : See

—

Oohn. Divid. 3. 1 01,993.
Modern Telenhones (Great Britain) Ltd. : See

—

Ivens. Edgar, and Simpson. 8.102,169.
Mohl. Gary : See—

Davis. Calvin D. 3,101,913.
Monflls. Emlle J. : See

—

Oortval. Alexander F.. and Monflls. 3,102.042.
Monroe Calculating Machine Co. : See—

Wagemann Helnrlch. 3.101,895.

Monsanto Chemical Co. : Bee—
Baker. Joseph W., and Saul. 8.102,067.

Campbell, John R.. and Hatton. 3.102,148.

Chupp, John P., and Snezlale. 3.102 01 8.

Chupp. JohnP. and Speilale. 3.102.022.

Speilale. Angelo J., and Chupp. 3 102 019.

Speziale. Angelo J., and Chupp. 3,102,020.

Speiiale, Angelo J., and Chupp. $.102,021.
Spexiale. Anrelo J., and Chupp. 3.102.028.

Moody, Floyd O.. and C. W. Eyman. Jr.. to General Motors
Corp. Snap fastener. 8.101.922. 8-27-63 Cl. 248—27

Moore. Kenneth M., to Union Insulating Co. Electric lighting

fixture and globe support. 3.101:908, 8-27-68, Cl. 24&—73!

Moreau, Jean R., and R. S. Alfandari, to Thomson-Houston,
Comnagnle Francalse. New aerial system radiating several

bearnlr^ 3.102.265, 8-27-68, Cl. 343—100.
Moretta, Marcella 8. : See--

Tenconl. Rlccardo. 3.101,601.
Morgan Development Laboratories Inc. : See—

Xlnsley. Douglas F.. and Miller. 3.101.827.

Morgan, Raymond B.. to General Electric Co.

rent transfonner-translstor circuit.

Morln Oilies. Drawing instrument for coding and decoding

drawings. 3.101.548. 8-27-63, CT. 33—28.

Morris, Phillo Inc. : See—
Sellgman. Robert B., and ToepfTer.

Mosebach Mfg. Co.: See— „,.„„._
Mlttelstadt. CTarence F. 8,102.247.

Motorola. Inc. : See— „_.„,„
Schlesinger, Kurt. 3,102,212.

Saturable cur-

8,102,206, 8-27-63, Cl.

3.101,723.

Mndd-Kat Corp. : See

—

Tritle, Paul E. 8,101,805.
Mueller. V.. ft Co. : See—

Glassman. Jacob A. 3.101,715.
Mflller, Ludwlg. Clamping device for clamping a pile body to

a vibratory device. 3.101,956. 8-27-63. Cl. 279—4.
Muller. Rudolf: See

—

Raspe, Gerhard, Klessllch, Ollvar, Muller, and Wagner.
8.102.380.

Mulllns. William : See—
Williams, Thomas F. 3.101.949.

Munch, Dietrich : See

—

Stleler. Jurg, and Munch. 3,102.153.
Murphy. Laurence W.. and C. D. Macy. to Geo. A. Hormel ft

Co. Method of facilitating immobilization and/or slaueh
ter of cattle and other large domestic animals. 3,101,508,
8-27-63. Cl. 17—45.

Muttart, Vincent to Independent Lock Co. Lock assembly.
3,101,965, 8-27-63. Cl. 292—357.

Myers. Charles S.. to Encyclopaedia BrUannlca Films Inc.
Film strip package. 3.101.844, 8-27-63, Cl. 206—52.

Myron, Thomas L. : See

—

Falgen, Mark R.. and Myron. 3,102,056.
.Nakayama. Klyoshl : See

—

Klnoshlta, Shukuo, Nakayama. Susukl, and Sato. 3,102.-
079.

Nash Engineering Co. : See—
Adams. Harold E. 3.102,083.

Nashold, Robert W., H. J. Baldwin, and V. L. Mitchell, to
The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co. Spiral milling machine.
3,101.649, 8-27-63, CI. 90—11.5.

Nassau, Kurt : See

—

Wallace, William E., Nassau, and Cherrv. 3,102,002.
National Cash Register Co.. The : See

—

Cornell. James R. 3,102.240.
Smith, Frederick L. 3.101.894.

National Castings Co. : See

—

Wyrough. David J. 3,101.967.
National Frost Protection Co.. Inc. : See—

Packham. Lester M. 3.101.510.
National Lock Co. : See—

North. Edwin W.. and Spon. 3.101.603.
North. Edwin W., and Spon. 3.101,604.

.Vatlonal Rejectors, Inc. : See

—

McCally William J. 3,101,981.
Reese Lawrence B., Jr. 3,101,892

National Research Corp. : See

—

Dymott, Edwin R.. and Chalmers. 3,101,646.
National Rubber Machinery Co. : See

—

Heston, Eugene E. 8,101,511.
National Starch and Chemical Corp. : See

—

Wuzburg, Otto B.. and Mazzareila. 3.102.064.
Neale, Leslie A., to Hayden-Nllos Ltd. Belt-fastening ma-

chines. 3,101,481. 8-27-63. Cl. 1—342.
Negola. Carmine R., and P. J. Abrams. Apparatus for recon-

ditioning drums. 3,101.688, 8-27-68. Cl. 113—

1

Nellen. William J. : See—
Merrltt. Henry B., Geitz, and Nellen. 3,101,722

Newell, George C. : See

—

Evelyn. George B.. Newell, and Peterson. 3,101 918.
Newell, George K.. to Westlnghouse Air Brake Co. Slack ad

lusting mechanism for railway car brake apparatus. 3 101 -

814, 8-27-63, Cl. 188—208.
.Newitt. John W. : See

—

Berch, William H.. Clement. Kaye. and Newitt. 3.102,-
166.

Niagara Machine ft Tool Works : See

—

Cederleaf, Robert H. 3.101.639.
Nichols, Wesley E. : See

—

Pyle, Oden F., and NIcbols. 8.101,706.
Nizeticb, Andrew A. Hair coloring apparatus. 3.101,724.

8-27-63, Cl. 182—9.
Nolan, Edward A. : See

—

Riley Gerard C, and Nolan. 3,102,070.
Nomine. Gerard, R. Bucourt, and J. Tessler. to Rousael-
CCLAF. S.A. Intermediate in the preparation of 19-nor-
progesterone. 3,102,145, 8-27-63, Cl. 260—586

Nord-Avlatlon Soclete Natlonale de* Constructions Aeronau-
tlques : See

—

Madon Pierre J. 3,101.919.
Nordberg Mfg. Co. : See

—

Brinson, Leo T. 3,101 617.
North American Aviation, Inc. : See

—

Chlapuzlo, Anton, Jr., and Shaw. 3,102,191.
Leonard, James D^ and Stropki. 3,102,232.
Mihelich, Joseph B. 3,102,260.
Shelley, Rulon G. 3,102,262.
Stearns, William M. 3,101,937.

North .American Philips Co., Inc. : See—
De Gler, Nlco A. 3.102.227.
De Konlng. Cornells. 3.102,170.
Dros. Albert A. 3.101.597.
Enslnk. Johannes. 3,102,215.
Hokkellng, Pleter, 3,101,516.
Huisman, Henderikus O., Uhlenbroek, and Koopmans.

3,102.039.
Ladell, Joshua, and Spielberg. 3,102,196.
Rlnla, Herre, and Meljer. 3,101,596.
StuIJts, Andreas L. 3,102.099.
Van den Broek, Simon L., and Marten. 3,102,194.
Verstraten. Jan. 3.102.181.

North. Edwin W.. and C. V. Spon. to National Lock Co.
Panlr-nroof door lock. 3.101.604. 8-27-63. Cl. 70—107.

North. Edwin W.. and C. V. Spon. to National Lock Co. Chain
door guard. 3,101,603, 8-27-63. Cl. 70—93.

Northron Corp. : See

—

Huff. Joseph F. 3.101.681.

No-Sag Spring Co. : See

—

Barley, Royston P. 3,101,818.
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Nu-LiDe Induitrles. Inc. : tfee

—

Van Horaten. Arden D. 3,101,983.
NunliHt, Krwin J., to Ptaudler Permutlt. Inc. Appantai for

coupling shaftg. 3 i01,»tt2, ii-27-63. CI. 287—114.
NydalH (>Juterl ocb Mekanlaha Verkatad, Aktlebolag«t : Bet—

SkuKghall. Oscar A. W. 3.101.577.
.Nygaard, li^lwin M., and E. A. Oberright, to Socony Mobil Oil

Co., Inc. Lubricating oil containlns line carboxylate-coor-
dlnated rlnc dithlophosphatea. 3,102,0«6. 8-27-63, CI.
2.">2—32.7.

Oakea. George W. Ball-and-«e*t valyea. 3,101,484. 8-27-63.
CI. 4—57.

Oberrlglit, Edward A. : See—
Nygaard. Edwin M., and Obenigbt. 3,102.096.

O'Day, Cortland N., and (i. J. Sweeney. Air dlffuiers and
raethoUB of making the aame. 3.101,690, 8-27-63. CI. 113

—

116.
O'Dea, Martin J., to Bauttcb & Lomb Inc. Combination tem-

ple "no-drop" brake and acrew guard. 3.102,156, 8-27-63,
Cl 88—53

Oelae. Helni,' and F. Hartleib. to Parbwerke Hoechat Aktlen-
KeselUcbait vormala Melater Ludua k Bmnlng. Heat-con-
tact plastic welding device. 3.102,182, 8-27-63, Cl. 219

—

19.
Oil Equipment Laboratories. Inc. : Bee—

Ayrea, John E. 3,101,876.
Okahara, Mitttuo : Bee—

Komorl. Saburo. and Okahara. 3.102,114.
Olln Matbleson Chemical Corp. : fe'ee

—

Ager. John \V., Jr.. and Reld. 3.102.138.
Kreuer, Hermann, and Hoebn. 3,102,115.
Hreuer. Hermann, and HShn. 3.102,120.
Hreuer. Hermann, and Hdhn. 3,102.121.

Ollvar. Erich : 8e»—
Raape. (;erhard. Kleaallcb. Ollvar. MuUer. and Wagner.

3,102.380.
Olaen, Tinlu», Testing Machine Co. : Bee—

French. Richard \V. 3,101,620
Olson. Albert M., to Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Seal. 3,101.-

955. 8-27-O.i, Cl. 277—64.
Olson. Harold J. Fluid-actuated apparatua to control motor

speed. .{, 101.670. H-27-63, Cl. 103—17.

OlsHon. Otto Y. ; «ee-i-
Bln;ham, George H., Jr., and Olason. 3,101,496.

O'Rear, Charles J. : See--
Wilson. Wilmer (J., and O'Rear. 3.101,798.

O'KelUy, Gabriel A. Ornamental Illuminating device. 3,101,-

907. 8-27-63. n. 240—10, ^ „
Osbun William R., to American Cyanamld Co. 8que««e-roll

iHsembly 3.101.563. 8-27-63. Cl. 68—258.
Osborn Mfg. Co.. The : Bee—

IVterson. Ruben O. 3,102,056.
Oaborn. Scott G. Display rack. 3,101,849, 8-27-63, Cl. 211—

1 AA
Oussani. James J. Multiple faatener device. 3,101,478. 8-27-

63. Cl. 1—120.
Owens-Illinois Glass Co. : See—

UhlU. Albert F. 3,101.848.
^ ,,

Owers Leonard C. to Dreamland Electrical Appliances Ltd.

Electric blankets. 3.102.186. 8-27-68. Cl. 210—46.

Oxone. Koho, to General Dynamics Corp. Resonant reed relay.

3.102.214, 8-27-63, Cl. 317—147
.. ^ i „

Packham, Lester M., to National Froat Protection Co., Inc.

Machine for forming pellets and tlie like. 3,101,510. 8-27-
63. Cl. 18—12.

Pan American Petroleum Corp. : Bee—
Stall Joe C, and Vincent. 3.101,796.

Pansing. .Nelson J.. G. B. Long, and J. L. Miller to General

Motors Corp. Domestic appliance. 3,102,008. 8-27-63, Cl.

34 Y9
Paolantonlo, N'lcholas. Mopping device having grapple means

for disposal of swab. ."^.fOl.SOO. 8-27-63. Cl. 15—118.
Parker. Clarence B., to Longvlew Fibre Co. Container aiM
cardboard blank for forming same. 3,101,882, 8-27-63,
Cl *'29 39

ParkhuT. Thomas D.. and J. P. H. Shaw, to Imperial Chemical
Industries Ltd. Process for the production of hydrocyanic

acid. .3.102.001. 8-27-63. Cl. 23—151,
Parrett, Dent, to Lambert Brake Corp. Disc type brake struc-

ture. 3.101.S13. 8-27-r>3. Cl. 188—73.
„ ,„, ,.o,

Patrick. Malcolm W. Hourglass timing device. 3.101.587,
8-27-63. Cl, .-iS—144. ^ .„ ,. , ^ .,

Paul, Gerald R.. to General Dynamics Corp. Toll ticketing

readout printing system. 3,102.256, 8-27-83. Cl.

Paullus, Clarence L.. and W. M. Bollenbach. to Edward E.

Johnson Inc. Proceas for fabricating acreens. 3.101,526,

8-27-63, Cl, 29—163 5,
, , . , ™

Pavone. Carlo, to Dresser Industries, Inc. Flowmeter.
3.101.615. 8-27-63. Cl. 73—231.

Pearne and Lacy Machine Co . Inc. : Bee—
Pearne. Frank S. 8,101,852.

Pearne Frank S., to Pearne and Lacy Machine Co., Inc.

Rack unloader, 3.101.852. 8-27-63. Cl. 214—7.
Peebles. David M. Air purifying and ventilating means for

beds. 3.101.488. 8-27-63. Cl. 5—347.
Peet, John R. : Bee— ^ _ ^ „,„,„„,

Mearna, William, II, Peet, Stracke, and Tobye. 3,101,861.

Pellon Corp. : Bee—
Hartmann. Ludwlg. 8,101,994.

Pelosi. Michael H.. Jr.. and O. J. Maleno. Jr., to CRS
Industries Inc. Safety door switch. 3.102,176. 8-27-63.

Cl. 200—61.82.
Penksa, Stanley. Tampon devlcea. 3,101.714, 8-27-63, Cl.

128—285.
Pennsalt Chemicals Corp. : Bee—

Lawlor, Francis B., and Braid. 3,102,139.

Penrod. William R. : Bee— ^ ..„,„,..
Lorens, Clermont H., and Penrod. 8,101,914.

Peoples, Virgil H., to The O. M. Scott A Soos. Wbe«l and
hub cap. 8,101,976. 8-27-68. Cl. 801—87.

Peplln, Stephen C , to Lakewood Mfg. Co. Ball wheel with
reinforced reallient Insert. 8,101,945, 8-27-68. Cl. 273—49

Peras. Luclen. to Regie Nationale dea Usinea Renault.
Methoda of manufacturing bydrodynamlc torque trana
mlttera. 3,101,672, 8-27-«3. CT. 108—IIB

Peras, Luclen, to Regie Nationale des Usinea Renault.
Overhead-camshaft rocker-arm. 3.102,626, 8-27-63, Cl.
74—SS9.

Perona, Giovanni : Bee—
Basal, Alberto^ Coraettl. Mantega, and Perona. 3,102,090.

Perry, Kenneth R., and M. C. W. Andrvwa. to Pye Ltd.
Electronic time cycled respirator. 3,101,708. 8-27-63, Cl.

Perry, Wlllard P.. deceaaed ; The Philadelphia National Bank,
executor. Steam generating apparatua. 3.101.588,8-27-68,
Cl. 60—31.

Peterson, Dale S.. to Longvlew Filwe Co. Divisible caae.
3,101,88a 8-27-63, Cl. 229—18.

Peterson, Kvald O., to Compo Shoe Machinery Corp. Toe
lasting of shoes. 8.101.4W, 8-27-63. CI. 12—12.4.

Peterson Marvin D. : See

—

Evelyn. George B., Newell, and Peteraon. 3,101,918.
Peterson. Ruben O.. to The Oaborn Mfg. Co. Surface flnlah-

Ina and cleaning apparatus and method. 8.102,056,
8-27-63. Cl. 134—9.

l>etera, Walter E., and L. Mllla, to The Engliah Electric
Co. Ltd. Feed water beaters. 3,101,590, 8-27-63, Cl.
60—67.

Petropoulos, John C, and R. K. Madiaon, to American
Cyanamld Co. Production of bensoic aclda and l-(carboxy-
phenyl) indane carbozyllc acids. 3,102,130, 8-27-63. Cl.
260—515.

Petry^ Robert C. : Bee—
Freeman, Jeremiah P., and Petry. 3,101,997.

Pfiffle, Ernat, to H. Sicklnger. Apparatua for producing
helical colhi. 3,101,750 8-27-63, Cl. 140—92.3.

Pfarrwaller. Erwln, to Sulser Freres, S.A. Dobby for a
weaving machine. 3.101,745. 8-27-68. Cl. 139—68.

Pfarrwaller. Erwln, to Sulxer Freres, S.A. Dobby. 3,101,
746, 8-27-63. Cl. 139—68.

Pfarrwaller, Erwln, to Sulser Freres. S.A. Pattern card
mechanism for a dobby. 3.101,749. 8-27-63. Cl. 139—329.

Pfaudler Permutlt, Inc. : See

—

Nunllst, Erwln J, 3.101,962.
Philadelphia National Bank, The : See-

Perry, Wlllard P. 8,lOl,688.
Phllco Corp. : Bee—

Manns. Thomaa J. 3.102.084.
Phillips Petroleum Co. : Bee—

Britton. Sylvester C, and Schlrmer. 3,101.593.
Canterino. Peter J., and Smith. 3.102.050.
Dye. Robert F. 3,102,005.
Greenheld, Bill E. 3,101,499.
King, William R. 8,101,909.
Kunta, Louis B. 8.101,813.
Loewen, Bruno F. 3,101,986.
Mader, George E., Jr. 8,101.898.
Reed. Edwin E. 3.101,874.
Roof. Lewis B. 3.101.606.

Pierce Trailer k Equipment Co. : See—
Adams, Charles R. 3,101,909.

Plppert, Eivln B.. Sr., and H. Miller : said Miller assor. to
said Plppert. Air conditioner. 3,101,599,' 8-27-63, Cl.

62—238.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co, : Bee—

Donovan, Arthur F., Jacquot, and Richardson. 3.102,016.
Plasser. Franz, and J. Tbearer. Track lifting apparatus

3.101.876. 8-27-63. CI. 104—7.

Plastic Mold k Engineering Co. : Bee—
Beckwith, Walter L.. Jr. 3,101,642.

Plastouiatlc Corp. : Bee—
Betner, Thomas E. 3.101,870.

Plisk. Leonard N., to Bausch k Lomb Inc. Gun telescope
mounting. 3.101.549. S-27-63. Cl. 33—60.

Polaroid Corp. : Bee—
Land, Edwin H. 8.101^06.

Polonaky, Samuel, and B. E. King, to General Electric Co.
Timer mechaniam with improved gear meshing means.
3,101.586. 8-27-63. Cl. 58—18,

Poundstone, William N., to Consolidation Coal Co. Reail-
iently mounted cutting tool. 8.101,934, 8-27-63, Cl.

262—33.
Prasisions-Apparatebau Aktiengesellschaft : See

—

Helferich. Frtti. 3.101,580.
Presaman. Abraham I., to Radio Corp. of America. Tran-

atator-negatlve resistance diode shifting and counting
circuit. 3,102.209, 8-27-63, Cl. 307—88.5.

Pribonic, John F., to General Motors Corp. Pressure relief

valve. 3,101,739, 8-27-63, Cl. 187—529.
Price, Alfred G. Cigarette pack dispensing carton. 8,101,-

884. 8-27-63, Cl. 229—51.
Price, Martin A. Inflatable and deflatable external aircraft

fuel tank. 3.101,921. 8-27-63, Cl. 244—138.
Principe. Michael J., and J. C. Richardson, to General Motors

Corp. Railway vehicle suspension and shock absorbing
means. 3.101.879. 8-27-68. Cl. 105—368.

Procter 4 Gamble Co.. The : Bee—
Hawley. Harold K.. and l^ayoock. 8,102,101.
Lucaa, Malcolm B.. and Deweea. 3,101,871.

Prosen, Richard J. : Bee—
Gran, Burton E.. Holmen, and Proaen. 8,102,048.

Prussin, Samael B., H. R, Shepherd, and J. Surks, to Aerosol
Technlquea, Inc. Spray apparatni. 3,101,904, 8-27-63,
Cl. 239—337.

Puchatr. Robert J. : Bee—
WUaon, Robert C, and Pachaty. 3,102,266.

Pugsley. Lawrence E. Portable Uble or bench. 3,101.682.
ff-27-63. a. 108—41.
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3.101.795.

3,101,817, 8-27-63, Cl.

Pure Oil Co., The : Bee—
Holm. Le Roy W. 3,101,782.
Hunter, Wedey L. 3,101,619.
Milllkan. Allen F.. and Crosby. 3,102,130.

Parex Corp., Ltd. : Bee—
' Holman, Emmette R. 3,101,839.

Putter, Inring : See

—

MlUer, Brinton M., and Putter. 3,102,076.
Pje Ltd. : Bee—

Perry. Kenneth R.^ and Andrews. 3,101.708.
Pyle. Oden F., and W. E. Nichola. to H. E. Fletcher Co.
Method for stone splitting. 3,101,706, 8-27-63, Cl. 125

—

23.
Qulkey Mfg. Co., Inc. : Bee—

Bermingham. Peter D., and Stiller. 3,101,762.
Stiller. Benjamin. 3.101.566.
Stiller. Benjamin. 3.101.567.

Quikut, Inc. : Bee—
Carroll, Lawrence K., Messlnger, Wbitcomb. and Baxter,

8,101,758.
Quinche, Albert, to American Can Co. Telescoping of flexible

rnbular elements on to mandrel like supporting nipmbers.
8,101 880, 8-27-63. Cl. 214—1.

Qnlrk. Robert F., to Sylvanla Electric Products, Inc, Process
of coating the exterior surface of a fluorescent lamp en-
velope with silicone resins, 3,102,049, 8-27-63. Cl. 117-
94.

Raab, Karl, and F. Burchard, to Joseph Graaff Nledersach-
alche Waggonfabrik. G.m.b.H. Double-decker automobile
tranaporter railroad car end unit. 3.101.680. 8-27-63,
Cl. 105—368.

Baby. Donald W. Hillside drilling equipment.
8-27-63. Cl. 173—23.

Radek, John. Wall panel structure.
189—34.

Radio Corp. of America : Bee—
Barton. Loy E. 3.102,167.
Braunsteln, Rubin, and Loebner. 3.102.201.
Laux. David E. 3.102.171.
Pressman. Abraham I. 3,102,209.

Raelaon, Verner J. : See

—

Benson, Robert W., and Raelaon. 3.101.608,
Rahjes. Frances O. Liner for pockets. 3,101,482. 8-27-83.
a. 2—247.

Railroad Machinery £>evelopment Corp. : Bee—
Raakln. Seymour H. 3.101.800.

Ralner, William C. : Bee—
Cooke, Giles B.. and Rainer. 3.101,992.

Raisbeck. Gordon, to Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc. Pre-
vention of corona discharge. 3,102,161, 8-27-63, Cl, 174—
127.

Raper, Alan H., and A. R. Lockwood, to Glaxo 'iroup Ltd.
Unoriented particulate DEAE-celluloae Ion exchange mate-
rial. 3,102,113. 8-27-63, Cl. 260—231,

Raakln. Seymour H., to Railroad Machinery Develonment
Corp. Weighing of moving objects. 3,101.800, 8-27-83.
a, 177—1.

Rasoe. Gerhard. K. Kiessllcb. E. Ollvar. R. Miller, and B.
Wagnpr. to Schertng A.G. Method of producing 1.4-diene-3-
ketf*»teroid8 3.102.080. 8-27-63. Cl. 195—51.

Ray, Leonard N , Jr., to Armstrong Cork Co. Asbestos fiber
beater saturation a^ing very small inorganic particleH.

3.102.068. 8-27-63, Cl. 162—155.
Ray, William A., to General Controls Co. Ball valve struts

tnre. 3.101,740. 8-27-63. C\. 137—596.
Reach, Roy W.. Jr. to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.

Race-preventing flip-flop switches by trailing edge of clock
gnlse anplied tnrough charged series capacitor. 3.102.208.
-27-63. CT. 307—88.5.

Realisations Ultraaonlques : Bee—
Dory, Jacques, and Renaut. 3.102,210.

Reaaer. Marshall. Fishhook bolder. 3,101.964. 8-27-63. H.
289—17.

Red Wing Shoe Co.. Inc. : Bee—
Smith. Roy A. 3.101,559.

Redner. Salomon, to The Budd Co. Photoelastic strain
gauges 3,101,609. 8-27-63, Cl. 73—88.

Reed, Edwin E.. to Phllllpa Petroleum Co. Floating suctUm
for submersible pump. 3.101,874, 8-27-63. CT. 222—385.

Reed, Joseph : Bee—
Kenny, Charles R.. and Reed. 3.102.223.

Reed Raymond E. : See

—

Ryan. Edward C. and Reed. 3,101,707.
Reed, Robert D. : See

—

Zlnk, John S., Reed, and Godnlght. 3.101,769.
Reen, Gerald K.. and T. C. Warner. Jr.. to Textron Elec-

tronics. Inc. Vibration pickup. 3,102.250, 8-27-63. n.
840—17.

Reeae. Lawrence B., Jr., to National Rejectors. Inc. Bill-

receiving caah boxes. 3.101.892, 8-27-63 Cl. 232—1.4.

Began. John F., to E. I. da Pont de Nemours and Co.

Stabilized poiyoxymethylenea. 3,102,106. 8-27-63, Cl.

280—45 9
Regie Nationale des Dslnes Renault : See—

Peras. Luclen. 3.102.626.
Peraa. Lucien. 3.101,672.

Reglna Enterprlsee, Inc. : See

—

Boser. Ronald, and Chalfln. 3.101.483.

Beid, Joyce A. : See

—

Agcr. John W.. Jr.. and Reld. S.102.1S8.

Reincke. Adolf C. Sheet material separator and handling
device. 3.101.941. 8-27-63, Cl. 271—27.

Reiner Industries, Inc. : Bee—
Reiner, Kenneth. 3,101,725.

Reiner, Kenneth, to Reiner Indnstrlee. Inc. Hair enrl clip.

3.101,725. 8-27-63, Cl. 182—41.

Beisch. George J. : See

—

Sehula, Albert B., and Belach. 3,102,249.

Multiple

Electrical

to Rohm
8-27-83.

k
Cl.

Haas Co.
167—30.

Carton with carrier

Reitknecht, Jack. Automatic hypodermic unit. 3,101,711,
8-27-63, C\. 128—218.

Remington Arms Co., Inc. : Bee—
Canning, Gordon, Jr., and Clough. 3,101.840.

Renaut. Jean-Jacques : See—
Dory, Jacques, and Renaut 3.102,210.

Renforth. Jackie C. : See

—

Hasbman, Joseph S., and Renforth. 3.102.140
Renfro Hosiery Mills Co, : See—

Sydnor. Frank. 3 101.842.
Renton, Robert C. to Shaw Process Development Corp. Elec-

tric arc furnaces. 3.102.154, 8-27-63. Cl. 13—10
Replogle. Edward H., and M. R. Simmonda. Vj to Scott Avia-

tion Corp.. and >A to said Replogle. Source selecting pres-
sure regulator. 5,101.734. 8-27-63. Cl. 137—114

Reymermier, Maurice J. : Bee—
Collardeau Georges. Reymermier, and Robin. 3,102,10.'>.

Rhlcard Gerald S.. and J. J. Wilson, to Westinghouse Elec-
tric Corp. Sheet stacking machines. 3,101,038. 8-27-63,
Cl. 83—95.

Rice. Russell E.. to International Harvester Co. Scarifler
bar lock mechanism. 3.101.790, 8-27-63, Cl. 172^—317

Rich Theodore A., to General Electric Co. Penetrating radi-
ation measurement by ionization of a particle bearing aero-
sol. 3.102 200, 8-27-63. Cl. 250—83.3!

Richardson, James C. : See—
Principe, Michael J., and Richardson. 3,101,679.

Richardson. Ronald E. : See—
Donovan. Arthur F., Jacquot, and Richardson. 3.102,-

016.
Richter, Alfred G.. to Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

harness rack. 3,101.939, 8-27-63. Cl. 209—40
Rlddell, William, to Burgess Products Co Ltd

switches. 3.102.177. 8-27-63. Cl 200—67
Rleter Machine Works Ltd. : Nee

—

Wlldbolx. Rudolf. 3.101,513.
Wildbolz. Rudolf. 3,101.835.

RUey, Gerard C, and E. A, Nolan,
Miticidal compositions. 3,102.070,

Ring. Jack A., to The Fllntkote Co. ^^,
handle. 3.l6l.888 8-27-83. Cl. 229

—

n2.
Rlnla. Herre, and R. J. Meljer, to North American Philips

Co., Inc. Cold-gas refrigerator. 3,101,598. 8-27-63. Cl.
62—6.

Rlsh. Ervin R. Parallel gauge. 3,101,.')53, 8-27-83 Cl.
33—203.18.

Ritchie, Alexander C. : See—
Clark, Dennis E Ritchie, and Walker. 3,102.118.

Rivlngton. Herbert L., to The General Electric Co. Ltd
Processes for prodictlon of low permeability carbon
3.102,047. 8-27-63, Cl. 117—18.

Rixson. Oscar C. Co.. The : See—
Cecala, Michael L. 3,101,507.

Robertson. Anthony E.. and J. T. Hamrick. to Thompson
Ramo Wooldridge Inc. Closed power generating system.
3,101,592. 8-27-83. Cl. 80—39.46.

Robertson, Haney M., and J. E. Ingle, to Maxon Construc-
tion Co., Inc. Dump truck. 3.101.974, 8-27-63. Cl. 298

—

17.6.
Robeson, Charles D., to Eastman Kodak Co. Water-dispersible

vitamin preparations. 3,102,078. 8-27-83, Cl. 167—81.
Robin. Jean : See

—

Collardeau, Georges Reymerier, and Robin. 3.102,105.
Rocker, Paula B. Cfomblnatlon garter sunporter and back
and abdomen supporting means. 3,101,718. 8-27-83, Cl.
128—520.

Rodney. Longin : Bee—
Belicka, Michael E., Kenny and Rodney. 3 lO^nO.*).

Rodrlgues, Anthony F., and E. R. Anderson, to Fllner Corp.
Orienting apparatus and method for orienting whole fruit
having depressions at their stem and blossom ends. 3,101,-
833. ^27-63. Cl. 198—33.

Rogers. Chester E., Jr.. to United Shoe Machinery Corp.
Heel attaching machines. 3,101,480. 8-27-C3. Cl. 1—^335.

Rohm * Haas Co. : Bee—
Freeman, Jeremiah P.. and Petry. 3.101,997.
Greenwald. Harold L. 3,102.100.
Riley, Gerald C. and Nolan. 3.102,070.

Rois. Ernest F.. to Collins Radio Co. Synchronizing pulse
control circuit. 3.102.164, 8-27-63. Cl. 178—69.5.

Rollins. Murray L. : See—
Buehler, Karl, and Rollins. 3,101,761.

Romanek. Gerald A. : See

—

George. William L., and Romanek. 3,101.520.
Roof. Lewis B., to PhilllDS Petroleum Co. Programmer for

chromatography. 3.101,608. 8-27-63. Cl. 7.3—23.
Rosander, Russell B.. to The Budd Co. High speed universal

setting testing machine. 3,101.610. 8-27-4)3, CT. 73—93.
Rose. Leslie C. : See—

Hamrick. Joseph T.. and Rose. 3,101.589.
Roseberry. Thomas J., to Western Gear Corp. Method of

applying internal metallic linings to tubes and the like.

3.101 531, 8-27-63, Cl. 29—174.4.

Rosenstein, Abraham J. and N., and T. F. Suggs, to Spunlxe
Co of America Inc. Method of producing crimped contin-
uous filament yarn. 3,101,521, 8-27-63. Cl. 28—72.

Rosenstein, Nathan : See—
Rosenstein Abraham J., and N. and Sugjjs. 3,101,521.

Itoske Milton H. to United Shoe Machinery Corp. Inseam
trimming machines. 3.101 494, 8-27-63. Cl. 12—4.4.

Ross. Anthony J. Method and apparatus for freezing liquids.

3.101.598 8-27-63. Cl. 62—71.

Ross, Marvin O.. to General Motors Corp. Dry cleaning ap-

pliance. 3,102 093, 8-27-63. Cl. 210—882.
Rossbach Paul F.. to Eaton Mfg. Co. Method of manufac-

turing brake shoes. 3,101.533. 8-27-63. Cl. 29—552.
Rountree. Clarence O.. Jr.. to United States Steel Corp. Con-

veyor. 3.101 836. 8-27-63. Cl. 198—162.
Roussel-UCLAF. S.A. : See—

Nomine, Gerard, Bucourt, and Tessier. 3,102,145.
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ProcesB for pro-
3,102,035, 8-27-

Tatnpon applica-

3,102.079.

Ruben. Paul L.. to BauHch k Lomb Inc. Microscope objective.
3.102.158, 8-27-63, CI. 88—57.

Russell. John S. : See—
Clanchette, Kenneth L., and Russell. 3,101,968.

Rati Machinery Works Ltd. : See—
ZollLager. Hans. 3,101,748.

Ryan, Edward C, and R. K. Reed. Food heating devices.
3,101 707, 8-27-03, CI. 126- 263.

Ryan, John \V. Lever action toy gun with selective trigger
actuator. 3.101,703. 8-27-63, CI. 124—2.

Rynlak. Adolph M. : See—
Weinman, Eric W.. and Rynlak. 3,101,.'i27.

Safe-Pack Container Co. : See—
Walsh. John E. 3.101,885.

Saint Gobaln, Compagnle de : See—
Jobard. Michel A. 3,102,087.

Salna Karl, to The Frank (J. Hough Co. Articulated motor
vehicle. 3.101.806. 8-27-63. CI. 180—52.

Salo. Eric A. Mooring device. 3,101,491. 8-27-63. CI. 9—8.
Hamcoe Holding Corp. : Sa.f—

Cohn. Samuel and E.. and Catallo. 3.102,000.
Sandberg. Ove H.. to Elektrokemlsk A/S. Process of pro-

ducing carbon electrodes. 3,102,041. 8-27-63. CI. 100-^

284.
Sanders Walter C. Drlve-yourself motor vehicle contract and

kev recovery device. 3.101.987, 8-27-63, CI. 346—20.
Sandoi Ltd. : See—

Stelnemann, Willy. 3,102,109.
Sanna. Charles A., to Sarna Dairies, Inc.

ducing instantly soluble nonfat dry milk.
68, C" 99—203.

Sanna Dairies, Inc. : Bee—
Sanna. Cbajles A. 3,102.035.

Sargent David O., to Johnson & Johnson.
tor. ^,101,713, 8-27-63, CI. 128—263.

Sato, Zenroku : See—
Klnoahita. Shukuo. Xakayama, and Suzuki

Saul, George A. : See—
Baker Joseph W., and Saul. 3.102.067.

Sawtelle, Frank W., to Markem Machine Co. Rotary printing
apparatus employing straight line type. 3,101,666. 8-27-63,
Cl. 101—212.

Scherlng A.O. : See—
Raspe. Oernard. Klesalich, Ollvar, MuUer, and Wagner.

3.102,080.
Scheaser, Ermen C. Mower safety guard. 3.101.580. 8-27-63.

Cl. 56—28.4.
Schetty. Guide, to J. R. Gelgy, A.O. Chromlum-c<intalnlng azo

dyeBtuffs. B.lO'i.llO. 8-27-63, Cl. 280—151.
.Schilling. Karl. Rudder control arrangement. 3.101.693.

8-27-63, €1. 114—163.
Schlrmer, Robert M. : See—

Brltton. Sylvester C, and Schlrmer. 3,101.593.
Scblealnger, Kurt, to Motorola. Inc Cathode ray tube with

low velocity deflection and post deflection beam accelera-
tion. 3,102.212. 8-27-«3, Cl. 315—12.

Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp. : See—
BlUard. Robert B. 3,102,261.
Brieger, Emmet F. 3,101.797.

Schmld. Christian O., and A. J. Fischer, to Infllco Inc. Ap-
paratus for removing settled solids from liquid treating
basins. 3,102.094, 8-27-fl3, C\. 210—528.

Schneider. Edsar R., to Fuel Controls Corp. Fuel-handling
devices. 3,l<)2,lo2, 8-27-63. Cl. 261—41.

Schneider, Emmor V., to The Alliance Mfg. Co., Division of
Consolidated Electronics Industries Corp. Friction drive
release for phonograph turntables. 3.101,950, 8-27-63, Cl.

274—9.
Schoch, Ernst, Aktiengesellschaft : See

—

Schoch. Hans, and Wyas. 3.102.060.

Schoch Hans, and E. Wyss, to Ernst Schoch, Aktiengesell-

BChah. Method for the mechanical twisting of cold-formed

profile Bteels. 3,102,060. 8-27-63, Cl .148—12.
Senoenlke. Edgar O. : See

—

„ .„„ „«„
Elchenberger, Donald L., and Schoenlke. 3,102.236.

Scboeps. Bernard : See

—

Chapleur, Andr«, and Schoeps. 3,102,190.
Schroeder, Earle E., to Allls-Chalmers Mfg. Co. Adjustable

seal for pumps. 3,101,671, 8-27-63, Cl. 103—103.
Schubert Dale L.. Mi to Industrial Development Co., Inc.

Disc-type wood reducer with multiple feed. 3,101,756,

8-27-68, a. 144—176.

ScbultJ, Robert A., to United States Steel Corp. Breaker-

block system for mill rolls. 3,101,636. 8-27-63. Cl. 80—57.

Schulz Albert E., and G. J. Relsch. to General Electric Co.

Heahng unit mounting means. 3.102.249, 8-27-63. CT.

338—316.

Schultz, Eugene A., to Crane Packing Co. Automatic lap

sensing and correcting device. 3,101.576, 8-27-63, Cl. 51—
129.

Scott Aviation Corp. : See—
Replogle. Edward H., and Slmmonds. 3.101,784.

Scott, 0. M.. k Sons, The : See

—

Peoples, Virgil H. 3,101.975.

Scozzafava. Milton V.. and R. E. Busch. to Clary Corp. Cal-

culating machine. 3.101,896, 8-27-63, Cl. 235—136.

Searle, O. D., k Co. : See—
Chlnn, Leland J. 3,102.138.

Setdel, Harold, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. Non-
reciprocal wave transmission components. 3,102.244.
8-27-63. CT. 333—24.2.

Seismograph Service Corp. : See

—

wnion. Robert C, and Puchaty. 8.102.266.

Selas Corp. of America : See—
Blaha. Bmll. 8,101.773.
WlUiama. John R. 3,101.772.

Sellgman, Robert B.. and C. Toepffer. to Philip Morris, Inc.
Fibrous cigarette filter. 3.101.728. 8-27-63, Cl. 131—208.

Selmer. H. k A., Inc. : See—
Taylor. Robert B., and Walker. 8,101.607.

Sennhenn, Emil. to Fernseh G.m.b.H. Circuit arrangement
for producing a control voltage for automatic control of
electric siKnals. 3,102.163, 8-27-63. Cl. 178—7.2.

Setter. Ralpn E., to Universal Pulleys Co., Inc. Portable
batch concrete plant. 3,101,931, 8-27-63, Cl. 259— 164.

Shaffer. Keith G. : See

—

Bell, Harry G., Gay. and Shaffer. 3,101.479.
Shaw. Glenn H. : See

—

Chlapuzlo, Anton. Jr., and Shaw. 3.102,161.
Shaw, John P. H. : See—

ParkhlU. Thomas D.. and Shaw. 3,102,001.
Shaw Process Development Corp. : See—

Renton. Robert C. 3.102.154.
Sbawlnlgan Chemicals Ltd. : See

—

Barry. Sydney E. 3,102,149.
Shedd, Robert R.. to United States Steel Corp. Manufacture

of tin plate. 3.101,767. 8-27-63. Cl. 158—52.
Shelley. Edwin F.. G. A. Jonas, and S. Welser. to U.S. Indus

tries Inc. Potentiometer position control apparatus.
3,101.628. 8-27-63. Cl. 74—665.

Shelley. Rulon 0., to North American Aviation, Inc. Lead
collision track and scan system. 3,102.262 8-27-68 Cl
348—7.

Shell Oil Co. : See-
Johnson. Ava J. 3.102.147.

Shepherd. Herman R. : See—
Prussln. i>».muel B.. Shepherd, and Surks. 8.101,904.

Sherron. Perclval H. Folding door for telephone booth.
3,101,777, 6-27-63, Cl. 160—206.

Sherron. Perclval H. Telephone booth heating means. 3,102
184, 8-27-«8, Cl. 219—34.

Shlnn, Guy C. Fabricated beam construction. 3.101.819.
8-27-63. CL 189—37.

Shook. Carl B. : See-
Curry. Robert C. and Shook. 3.102.265.

Showalter, Carl N., to International Harvester Co. High
speed planter clutch. 3,101,827, 8-27-63, Cl. 192—28

Shurter, Robert A. Jr., and D. O. Howe, to Commercial Sol-
vents Corp. Process for additional corn-ear growth.
3.102,017, fl^-27-63. Cl. 71—2.1.

Slcklnger, Hans : See—
Pflffle, Ernst. 8.101,750.

Slegel Martin, to Burroughs Corp. Roll-on endorse ink well.
3.101 667. 8-27-68 Cl. 101—364.

Silver, Dennis S., to Farrow and Jackson Ltd. Conveyors, par-
ticularly for use In vending machines. 3.101,829, 8-27-68
Cl. 193— 12.

Silver, Dennis 8., to Farrow and Jackson Ltd. Lockout
mechanism for vending machine. 3,101,867. 8-27-68. Cl.

Slmmonds. Milo R. : Se<i

—

Replogle, Edward H., and Slmmonds. 3,101,784.
Simpson. Arthur I. F. : See

—

Ivens, Bdfsr, and Simpson. 8,102,169.
Sinclair Research, Inc. : See—

Westphal, James A. 3.101JM7.
Skala, George F., to General Electric Co. Method and ap-

paratus for detecting organic vapors and gases. 3,102.-
192. 8-27-63. Cl. 250—43.6.

Skarstrom, Charles W., to Esse Research and Engineering
Co. Heatless fractionation utilizing zones in series and
parallel. 3.102.018, 8-27-68, Cl. 68—31.

Skony, Slgmund J., to Van Products, Inc. Electrical con-
nector. 8,101,985. 8-27-68, Cl. 389—192.

Skotnicki. Thaddeus J. : See

—

Wlnthrop, Arthur S., and Skotnicki. 8.102.043.
Skuggball. Oscar A. W., to Nvdals GJuteri och MekanUha

Verkstad, Aktlebolaget. Methods of grinding or polishing
elongated rotational bodies. 8,101,677, 8-27-68, CI. 01—
289.

Slater, Thomas, Jr. Drinking attachments for faucets. 8,101,-
900. 8-27-63. Cl. 23^—28.

Smith. Clarence C, to Tranter Mfg.. Inc. Plate type boiler.

3.101,780. 8-27-i43. Cl. 165—166.
Smith, Frederick L., to The National Cash Rejrlster Co. Data

recording system with zero suppression. 8,101,894, 8-27-
63. Cl. 235—60.88.

Smith. Howard, Co. : See

—

Darldson, Edward E. 3,101,784.

Smith, Lon T. : Bee—
Cantertno, Peter J., and Smith. 8.102.060.

Smith. Paul L., to Union Carbide Corp. Freeze concentra-
tion process. 8,102,086, 8-27-68. Cl. 09—206.

Smith. Robert E., to The Flexlcore Co., Inc. Duct forming
core. 8.101,619. 8-27-68, Cl. 28—128.

Smith, Roy A., to Red Wing Shoe Co., Inc. Safety shoe with
Instep guard. 8,101,559. 8-27-88. Cl. 86—72.

Smith. Samuel : Bee—
Ablbrecht, Arthur H.. and Smith. 8.102,108.

Smith. Vincent K. : See

—

Turk. James R. 8,101,910.

Snow. Hal J. Boat and propulsion means therefor. 3,101,692.
8-27-68, Cl. 11*—61.

Snvder, Gerald M. Skate guard. 8,101.967. 8-27-«8, Cl.
280—11.12.

Snyder, Marvin K., and J. B. Dunnlngton, to Butler Mfg. Co.
window structure (or panel type buildings. 8.101.820,
8-27-68, Cl. 189—65.

Societe Natlonale d'Etude et de
d'Avlatlon : See

—

Mission, QUbert, and Meulien.

Constrnctlon de Moteurs

8,102,080.
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3,102,096.

Sodete Rhodiaceta : See

—

Toureille, Daniel C. 3,101,989.
Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc. : See

—

Bonner, Tom W. 3.102,198.
Connally. Carl. Jr. 3.l6l.781.
Nygaard. Eklwln M , and Oberrlght.
Traver. Alfred E. 3.101,611.

Soden^ Robert M. : See

—

Harris, William E . and Soden. 8,101,730.
Boeder, Mary L.. to Hercules Powder Co. Stabilization of

polypropylene with nickel salts of amino acids. 3.102.107,
8-27-63. Cl. 260—45.76.

Southern Machinery Co. : See

—

Andersen. Charles J., and Jones. 3,101,685.

Space Technology Laboratories, Inc. : See

—

Clauser, Milton U, Meyer, Huddlestone,
8.102,088.

Spannhake, Ernst W. : See—
Hyler, John H.. and Spannhake. 8,101,977.

Spealght. John H. W. : See

—

^ ^_ _^„
Cushln*. Cyril A. and Spealght. 8.101,702.

Sperry Rana Corp. : See—
Hayes, Vernon H. 8,101,628.

Spezlale. Angelo J. : Bee— « ^ao nm
Chupp, John P.. and SpeilaU. 8.102,018.

Chupp John P., and Spezlale. 8,102,022.

and Fried.

Spezlale, Angel J., and J.

Co. Herblddal method.

Spezlale, Angelo J., and J.

Co. HerbTcldal method.

Spezlale, Angel o J., and J.

P Chupp, to Monsanto Chemical
8,102,021. 8-27-68. Cl. 71—2.7.

P. Chupp, to Monsanto Chemical
8,102,028. 8-27-63, Cl. 71—2.7.

to Monsanto Chemical
e. AUKriu J.. »..u ». P. Chupp, .

"Co idethod for inhibiting germination and preemergent

growth of plants using 8(?faryl, N-»llphatic carb*moy

-

methyl )pho8phorothlate trlesters. 8,102,019, 8-27-68, Cl.

71—2.6.
Spezlale, Angelo J., and J. P. Chupp, to Monsanto Chemical

'co. Kiethod for Inhibiting grass •<*«1 ie™in'"^97^\
carbamoylmethyl phosphorotjiloates. 8,102,020, 8-27-63,

Cl. 71—2.7.
Spielberg, Nathan: See

—

«.^...„.
Ladell. Joshua, and Spielberg. 3.102,196.

Spon, Carroll V. : See—
S'orth. Edwin W.. and Spon. 8.101,608.

North, Edwin W., and Spon. 8,101,604.

Sprague, Robert H.. H. L. Flchter. Jr.. and J. G. Fidelman.

to Horizons Inc. Direct positive dye bleach process and

merocyanlne composition therefor. 8,102,027, 8-27-63, ci.

96—47.

Spunlze Co of America. Inc. : Bee— „,„,.»,
Rosenstein, Abraham J. and N., and Suggs. 8,101.521.

Staar Marcel J. H. Phonograph arms for recording appara-

tus. 3,101.961. 8-27-63. Cl. 274—28.

Stahlgruber Otto Oruber ft Co. : See

—

Gruber. Wllhelm. 3.101,764.

Stall, Joe C, "nd R. P. Vincent, to Pan American Petroleum

Corp. Fluid-driven percussion motor. 3,101,796, 8-27-

63, Cl. 173—73.
Stallman, Ralph F. Recirculating roller bearings. 3,101.978.

8-27-63, Cl. 308—6
Stamford Chemical Co : Bee— «,„„„.,

Michaels. Edwin B., and Cohen. 3.102.051.

Standard Oil Co. (Indiana) : See

—

Borg, Arthur C 3.102.097. „,„„,„,
Wise. Robert H., and Meyer. 8.102,187.

Staron Edward: See—- » mi a««
Hall, Marchand B., Staron, and Hager. 8,101,668.

Statham Instruments, Inc. : See

—

Helmerl. Anthony F. 8,101,680.

Stauffer Chemical Co. : See

—

Hanks. Charles W. 3,101.615.

Stearns, William M.. to North American Aviation Inc. Com-
bination sprlng-plston vibration isolator. 3,101,937. 8-27-

68. Cl. 267--1.

Steeneck. Robert, to The Western Union Telegraph Co.

punch Jam detector. 3,101,893. 8-27-63. Cl. 234-

Stelnback. Clarence I. : Bee— -,a, o,,
Carroll, Robert L., and Stelnback. 8,101,911.

Stelnemann, Willy, to Sandoz Ltd. Azo dyes. 3,102,109.

8-27-63, Cl. 260—146.
Stenger. Gert. Construction with building elements made

of glass. 3.101.572. 8-27-63, Cl. 60—267.

Sterling Drag Inc. : See

—

Albertson, Noel F. 3.102.132.

Sterner Industries. Inc. : See—
Sterner. Leander J. and O. J. 3,101,759.

Sterner Leander J. and G. J., to Sterner Industries. Inc.

Bale shrtdder. 3,101,759, 8-27-63. Cl. 146-70.1.

Stevens, Edwin L. : See

—

„ ,«, --„
Karlsson, Blof K., and Stevens. 3.101.579.

Stewart, Kenneth C. :
See—

.„ o mo oj«
Honey, Charies C, Toothman, and Stewart. 3,102,24b.

Stleler. Jurg, and D. Munch, to Metallgesellschaft Aktlenge

sellschaft Sintering apparatus. 3,102,153, 8-27-63. tl.

266—21.
Canopy. 3,101,731. 8-27-63. Cl. 135—5.

to Quikey Mfg Co. Inc. Vacuum cup
3.101.566, 8-27-63. Cl. 45—28.

iu«.. -c.. to Quikey Mfg. Co. Inc Vacuum cup

holding device having Improved holding means. 3,101,567,

8-27-68, a. 45—28.

Key-
-82.

Stlglln, Vincent.

Stiller Benjamin.
holding device.

Stiller, Benjamin.

Stiller, Michael : See—
Bermingham, Peter D.. and Stiller. 3,101,762.

Stirling. John E. : See—
Horton. John P., Berry, and Stirling. 3,101,501.

Stoecker, Robert L., to A\t Reduction Co., Inc. Rlvetlnj;
by electric discharge. 3.101,859. 8-27-63. Cl. 218—29.

Stoessel. Henry K. Display device. 3,101,564, 8-27-63, Cl.

40—106.22.
Stracke. Fred H. : See—

Me'jms, WUllaim, II, Pee^, Stracke, and Tobye. 3.101,-
861.

Strader, Don S. : See

—

Hagen, Marcus W., and Strader. 3,101,624.
Strader. Don S.. to The Frank G. Hough Co. Redprocatlnc

hydraulic motor. 3,101.651, 8-27-63, Cl. 92—252.
Stratford Engineering Corp. : See

—

Graham, Ward A^ and Webb. 3,102,062.
Strazdlns. Alls, and S. C. Stylis. Fountain syringe. 3,101.-

712. 8-27-63. Cl. 128—218.
Streater. Edward C . to Streater Industries, Inc. Shelf
mounting. 3.101,923. 8-27-63. Cl. 248—242.

Streater Edward C.. to Streater Industries, Inc. Shelving
assembly. 3,101.681, 8-27-63, Cl. 108—28.

Streater Industries, Inc. : See—
Streater. Edward C. 3,101,681.
Streater, Edward C. 3,101,923.

Stromberg, Clinton V., to Borg-Warner Corp. Vibration
dampeners. 3 101,600. 8-27-63. Cl. 64—27.

Stropki, George T. : See

—

Leonard, James D., and Stropki. 3,102.232.
Stuart, William R. : See—

McCuUough, Jack A. and Stuart. 8,102,180.
Stnljts. .\ndrea8 L.. to North American Philips Co., Inc.
Method of manufacturing monocrystalline bodies. 3.102,-
099, 8-27-63. Cl. 252—62.5.

Stupfel, Clifford L., to Crown Zellerbach Corp. Sawmill
lumber sorting apparatus. 3.101.754, 8-27-63. Cl. 143—
157.

Stupfel. Clifford L., and E. H. McClane, to Crown Zellerbach
Corp Lumber edging and separating apparatus. 3.101,-

755, 8-27-63, Cl. 143—157.
Sturrock Peter A., to Varian Associates. Adiabatic beam

condenser method and apparatus. 3.102,211, 8-27-63, Cl.

313—84.
Stylis, Stanley C. : See

—

Strazdlns, Atis, and Stylis. 3.101,712.

Suburban Appliance Co. : See

—

Vaughn. Charles O. 3,101,897.

Sudrow, Lyle K. V.. to Hellpod, Inc. Ducted
pressure balancing and lift augmenting means.
8-27-63, Cl. 244—23.

Suggs, Thomas F. : See

—

ttosensteln, Abraham J. and R. N.. and Suggs. 3,101,
521.

Suleskl. Anthony C. : See

—

Bedson, Donald E.. Dl Nuzzo, and

Sulflo. Inc. : See

—

Lange, Alfred R. 3,102,096.

Sullivan. Herbert D. .B. L. Bledsoe, and C. O.
International Harvester Co. Knotter hook
3,101.963. 8-27-63, Cl. 289—11.

Sulzer Freres, S.A. : See—
Bosshard. Ernst. 3.101.953.
Pfarrwaller. Erwln. 3,101,745.
Ffarrwaller. Erwln. 3,101,746.
Pfarrwaller, Erwln. 3,101.749.

Surks, Jacob : See

—

Prussln, Samuel B.. Shepherd, and Surks. 3.101,904.

Suzuki. Takeo : See

—

Klnoshlta, Shukuo. Nakayama. and Suzuki. 3.102.079.

Sweeney. George J. : See

—

O'Day. Cortland N.. and Sweeney. 3.101,690.

Sweet. Monroe H., deceased : R. Easton and First-City Na-
tional Bank, Blnghamton, S'.Y.. administrators, to General
Aniline ft Film Corp. Photometric Instruments. 3,102,-

202. 8-27-63, Cl. 250—207.

Swim, George E. : See

—

Keleo, Boytte W., and Swim. 3,101.581.

Sydnor, Frank, to Renfro Hosiery Mills Co. Sock display
package. 3,101,842, 8-27-63, Cl. 206—45.33.

Sylvanla Electric Products, Inc. : See

—

Matarese, John. 3,102,242.
Quirk, Robert F. 3,102.049.

Sjrntex Corp. : See

—

Bowers, Albert. 3,102,127.
Crabb«, Pierre. 3,102.126.
Halpcrn. Otto. 3.102.117.
Kind, Fred A., and Velasco. 3.102.125.
Knox, Lawrence H.. and Kind. 3,102.119.

Tandler. William S.. and M. Grossman, to The Warner ft

Swasey Co. Twist measuring apparatus. 3,101,552,8-27-
63. Cl. 33—174.

Tatge. Robert B., to General Electric Co. Resilient mounting
for motor and fan unit. 3,101,889. 8-27-63. Cl. 230—117.

Taub, Robert S. Ash tray. 3,101.753. 8-27-63, Cl. 141—
248.

Taylor, Don A. Ventilating hood for seat cushions. 3,101,-

660. 8-27-63. Cl. 98—2.
Taylor. Robert B.. and R G. Walker, to H ft A. Selmer, Inc.

Apparatus for and method of tcHting wind Instruments for

leakage. 3,101,607. 8-27-63, Cl. 73—40.

Taylor-Winfleld Corp., The: See

—

Jones, Raymond C., and Woodward. 3,102,189.

rotor with
3.101,917,

Suleskl. 3,102,213.

Barfleld, to
for balers.



XVIU LIST OF PATENTEES
Techaicon Inatrum^nts Corp. : Bee—

l8re«U. Jack. 3,101.6t5.
Vallee, Bert L. 3,102,155.
WeUkopf, Edwin C.. and lareell. 3,101,674.

Teleinecanlque Electrlque, La : See—
Baudet, Jacques. 3,102,174.

Temple, Sidney J., to Edwin L. Wlegand Co. Electric heater
asaenibly. 3.102.248, 8-27-63, CI. 338—274.

Tenconi, Kiccardo, to M. S. Moretta. Operatinfc mechaniam
for the yarn carriers of circular Knitting machineM.
3.101,601. 8-27-63, CI. 66—138.

Teaiier, Jean : See

—

Nomine, Gerard, Bucourt, and Tessler. 3,102,145.
Texaco Inc. : See—

Hubby, Laurence M. 3,101,614.
Knowlea, Edwin C, and Kay. 3,102.131.

Texas Instrumenta Inc. : See—
Henneke, Harry L. 3,101.523.
Thornhlll, Jay \V. 3,102,061.

Textron E.ectronics, Inc. : See—
Been, Oerald K., and Warner. 8,102,250.

Textron Inc. : See—
Lanm. Harry R. 3,101.534.

Textron Industrlef, Inc. : See

—

Hoyt, Herbert L. 3,101,632.
Theurer, Josef : See

—

Plasser, Frani, and Theurer. 3.101,676.
Thlel, Otto, to Midwest Supply and Mfg. Co. Reciprocatorv

buffing spindle structure. 3,101,573, 8-27-68, CI. 51—84.

Thomas, A. 0., Vj to T. Thomas. Rotary bone file. 3,101,-

546.8-27-63,01.32—18.

Thomas, John H., and P. L. Olllesple. Lamp tube handling
device. 3,101,966, 8-27-63, CI. 2»4— 20.

Thomas. Tommy : See

—

Thomas, A. G. 3,101.546.
Thompson, Edward J., to Bausch k Lomb Inc. Spectacle

shipping carton Insert. 3,101.843, 8-27-63, CI. 206—46.
Thompson, James W., and R. E. Gerber, to Caterpillar Tractor

Co. Vehicle brake cooling system. 3,101,815, 8-27-68,
CI. 188—264.

Thompson Ramo Wooldrldge Inc. : See

—

Clark, Hubert M.. and Drutchas. 3 101 673.
Hamrlck. Joseph T.. and Rose. 3.101.589.
Robertson. Anthony B.. and Hamrlck. 3,101,592.
Wise. James C. 3.101,591.

Thomson Houhtjn. Compagnle Francalse : See

—

Moreau, Jean R., and Alfandarl. 3,102,266.
Thornhlll, Jay W.. to Texas Instruments Inc. Method for

thermally etching silicon surfaces. 3,102,061, 8-27-63.

Thumm Wllhelm, and R. Becker, to Gesellschaft fur Linde's

Elsmaschinen A.G. Production of SO» and Oi containing

fases suitable for the production of elemental sulfur.

.102,015. 8-27-63. CI. 62-12.
Thurlow. John F., to Virginia Chemicals & Smelting Co.

Method and composition for dispersing of pitch. 3,102.065,
8-27-63. CI. 162—175.

Ticknor, Leland B. : See—
Carter, Mary E.. and Ticknor. 3,102.112.

Tiller. James A., to American Radiator ft Standard Sanitary
Corp. Lavatory fixture. 3.101,486. 8-27-63, CI. 4—170.

Tobye, Ingar T. : See—
Mearns. William. II. Feet, Stracke, and Tobye. 3.101.861.

Toepffer. Carroll : See—
Seligman. Robert B.. and Toepffer. 3.101.723.

Tolbert, Nathan E.. to Michigan State University of Agri-

culture and Applied Science. Method of controlling bac
terlal diseases of fruit trees. 3,102.068. 8-27-63. CI.

167—22.
Toothman. Lawrence R. : See— „-.,»„„.»

Honey. Charles C, Toothman, and Stewart. 3,102,246.

Roberto. Process for forming the folded-back border

of pieces worked of a hide or skin and the like. 3,101,602,
8-27-63, CI. «»—21.

Toth. John 8. Headrest. 3.101.973, 8-27-63, CI. 297—391.

Toti, Robert C, to Automatic Electric Laboratories. Inc.

Code conversion arrangement. 3,102,259, 8-27-63, CI.

340—347.
TourelUe Daniel C, to Sooiete Rhodlaceta. Process for

improving the affinity for dyes of shaped polyoleflne articles.

3.101.989. 8-27-63. CI. 8—65.

Tracy, Robert A. : See

—

Chen. Tung C, and Tracy 3.102,239.

Trane Co., The : See

—

Frank, Arne. 3.101.891.

Tranter Mfg^. Inc. : See—
Smith, dlarence C. 3,101.780.

Tratt Phil. Painting or drawing implement. 8.101.568.

8-27-63. CI. 45— 131.

Traver, Alfred B., to Socony Mobil
for Internal combustion engines.

73—116.
Trltle Paul E.. to Mudd-Kat Corp. Traction

vehicle. 3,101,805, 8-27-«8, CI. 180—9.24.

Tsochlya, Takuso : See

—

Long, George, Tsuchlya, and Hum. 3,101.853

Turk. James R.. to V. K. Smith. Wire gujdlna

coll winding machines. 3,101,910, 8-27-63, C
Uhlenbroek. Jan H. : See

—

. ^ „
Hulsman Henderikus O., Uhlenbroek, and Koopmans.

8,102.069.

UhllB Albert F., to Owens-nUnols Glass Co. Container

handllnr apparatus. 8.101,848. 8-27-68. CI. 209-72.

Ullman John B., to Huntlafdon Industries Inc. Case former.

8,101,654. 8-27-68, CI. 93—49.

AJem Laboratories.
8,102,057. 8-27-63,

Tosi.

Oil Co.. Inc. Analyzer
3,101.611, 8-27-63. CI.

belt cycle

heads
. 242-

for
IS.

: flee

—

3. 102.042.

3.102.105.

Umbricht, Emll, and D. Evans, to
Method of power washing articles.
CI. 134—23.

Union Carbide Corp. : See

—

Matsch, Ladlslas C. 3,101,862.
Smith, Paul L. 3,102.036.

Union Insulating Co. : See

—

Moore, Kenneth M. 3.101,908.
Union Special Machine Co. : See

—

Hayes, Robert A. 3,101.686.
United Aircraft Corp. : See

—

Fradenburgh. Evan A. 3,101,920.
Joseph, A. David. 3,102,644.
Leont, Ray D. 3,101.786.
Lord, Thomas J. 3,101,783.

United Aircraft Corp. : See

—

Mard. Kenneth C. 3.101,979.
United Merchants and Manufacturers, Inc

Gortval. Alexander F., and Monflls.
United Shoe Machinery Corp. : See

—

BarbaU, Guldo J. 3,101,684.
(ireene. Chester W. 3.101,647.
Rogers, Chester E., Jr. 3.101,480.
Roske, Milton H. 3,101,494.

United States Envelope Co. : S««

—

Bushey. Donald H. 3,102,046.
U.S. Industries. Inc. : See

—

lirown, Norman F. 3,101.736.
Shelley, Kdwln F., Jonas, and Welser. 3,101,628.

United States Rubber Co. : See—
Brice, George H. 3,102,104.

United States Steel Corp. : See

—

Faigen. Mark R.. and Myron. 3,102,055.
Rountree, Oarence O., Jr. 3.101,836.
Srhults. Robert A. 3,101,686.
Shedd, Robert R. 3,101,767.

Universal OH Products Co. : See

—

Luvlsi, John P. 3,102,148.
Universal Pulleys Co., Inc. : See

—

Setter. Ralph E. 3,101,931.
Inivers ty of Pittsburgh: See

—

Wallace, William E.. Nassau, and Cherry. 3,102.002
Upjohn Co.. The : See—

Korman, Jerome. 3,102.146.
I'MiiieH Chimlques Rhone-Poulenc. Soclete des : Sei

(.'ollardeau, (ieorges, Reymermler, and Robin.
VKB Kamera- und Klnowerke Dresden : See—

Udhni, Siegfried, Winkler, and Fischer. 3,101.657.
Vullee. Bert L.. to Tecbnicon instruments Corp. Background
compenHatlon for spectrometers used In quantitative spec-
tro-chenilcal studies. 3.102,165, 8-27-63, CI. »8— 14.

Valspar Corp., The : See

—

Young^ Ronald G. 3 101,558.
Van (ten Broek, Simon L., and H. C. J. Marten, to
American Philips Co., Inc. Shutter for electron
ncoues. 3,102.194, 8-27-63, CI. 260—49.5.

\ an der Lely, Ary : See

—

Van der Lcly. Cornells and A. 3,101.584.
Van der Lely, C. N.V. : See

—

Van der Lely, Cornells and A. 3,101.584.
Van der Lely, Cornells and A., to C. van der Lely N.V
ments for laterally displacing crop lying on the ground.
.1.101.584. 8-27-63. CI. 56—377.

Vun Horssen. Arden D.. to No-Line Industries, Inc. Mounted
connector component. 3,101,983, 8-27-63. CI. 339—69.

Nan Londersele, Jean, to International Harvester Co. Drive
Interrupting apparatus for grain drills and tlie like. 3,101,-
791. 8-27-d3 ('l. 172—445.

Van Products. Inc. : See

—

Skony. SIffmund J. 3.101,985.
Vnnt, Isadore N. Self pressurising liquid fuel burning appa-

ratus. 3.101.770. 8-27-63, CI. 158—32.
Vaughn. Charles O., to Suburban Appliance Co. Control for

burners. 3.101.897. 8-27-63, CI. 236—1.
Vurlan .Vssociates : See

—

Sturrock, Peter A. 3.102,211.
\elasco, Mercedes : See

—

Kind. Fred A., and Yelasco. 3,102,126.

Vernon. Murray, to S. E. k M. Vernon,
hinder. 8.101.719. 8-27-68, O. 12J^—24.

Vernon. S. E., k M.. Inc. : See—
Vernon. Murray. 3,101.719.

Verstratcn, Jan. to North American Philips Co., Inc. Htgfa-

frequency heating furnaces operating with very high fre-

quencies. 3.102.181, 8-27-«3. CI. 21^—10.68.

VIckers Inc. : See—
Gordon. Richard O. 3.101.808.

Vlco Products Co. : See

—

Jackel. Simon S. 3,102,033.

Vincent. Renic P. : See

—

Stall. Joe C, and Vincent. 3.101.796.

Virginia Chemicals * Smelting Co. : See

—

Thurlow, John F. 3,102.065.

Volth. J. M., G.m.b.H. : See -
Dtiallas, RI«<Mird. Kaufmann, and Bledendleek. 3.101.-

925.

\ olker. John P. : See

—

Boyd, Robert L., and Volker. 3,102,186.

Volti, Jacques : See

—

Bossard, Werner, Volts, and Favre. 3,101,988.

Von Roll, L., A.G. : See—
Zeltner, Erlcfa. 3.101.936.

Vorls, Donald R. Airtight cooler door. 3,101,778, 8-27-63.
CT. 160—40.

Vorkauf. Helnrlch. Hot water boUcr for central beatlnc /•-
terns. 3,101,699, 8-27-«3, a. 122—407.

North
mlcro-

Imple-

Inc. Loose leaf

LIST OF PATENTEES XIX

WacLine, Inc. : flee

—

Charbonneaux Wilson A. 3,102,233.
Wagemann, Helnrich, to Monroe Calculating Machine Co.

Decimal point mechanism. 3.101,895, 8-27-«3, CI. 236—63.
Wagner, Brlg.tte : See—

Raspe, Gerhard, KieMlich, Ollvar, Muller, and Wagner.
3.102.380.

Wagner. E. R.. Mff. Co. : See—
Hlmes. John M.. and Garma. 3,101,606.

Waldes Konlnoor. Inc. : See

—

Brdmann, Hans. 3 101,528.
Walker, Earl E., and 0. C. Miller, to Carr Lane Mfg Co.
Adjustable ball pin. 3,101,941, 8-27-63, CI 86—6.

Walker. Robert G. : See-
Taylor. Robert B., and Walker. 8,101,607.

Walker. Thomas : See

—

aark, Dennis E Ritchie, and Walker. 3,102,118.
Walker, Thomas, to Glaxo Group Ltd. Process of preparing

griseofulvlc add. 3,102.122, 8-27-63. CT 260—346.2; -

Walker. Thomas : See-

—

Clark. Victor M.. Walker, and Webb. 3, 102^123
Walker Thomas, Ltd. : See—

Wood, Herbert H. 3,101.518.
Wallace, William E.. K. Nassau, and L. V. Cherry, to Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh. Ferromagnetic materials prepared
from lanthanons and transition metals. 3,102,002, 8-27-
63. CI. 23—204.

Walsh. John E . to Safe-Pack Container Co. Burst open con-
tiiners 3.101.885. 8-27-63. CI. 229—51.

Walters. Morley P. Branch trimming tool. 3,101.539, 8-27-
6?» 01. 30—185.

Walther, Frits. Automatic firearm with means for maintain-
ing slow rate of flrlnjf 3.101.648. 8-27-6."?. CI. 89—183.

Wandel. Oscar A., to Fastener Corp. Fastener driving ap-
paratus. 3 101.476. S-27-63. CI. 1—44.4.

Warhol. John G. Flsh<ng line length and boat speed gage.
3 101.612. 8-27-63. CI 73—187.

Warnaka. Glenn E.. to Lord Mfg. Co. Wave guide damped
against mechanical vibration bv exterior viscoelastlc and
rigid lamination. 3 101.744. 8-27-63. CI. 138—139.

"Warner-Lambert Pharmace-'tlol Co. : See

—

Meltser. Robert I 3 102,136.
Millard. Ruth. 3.102.075.

Warner k Swswev Co. The : See

—

Tandler. Wl'llam S, and Grossman. 3.101..^52.
Warren, Joton B.. to Imperial C*emlcal Industries L»d.

Process for the m<<nMfacture of hydrocyanic acid. 3,102,-
269. 8-27-63 Cl. 2.1—151.

Warner. Thomas C. Jr. : See

—

Reen. Gerald K . and Warner. 3 102.250.
Waske George P. Unlvers-tl na'l tab for lock Joint shingles.

3.101.571. 8-27-63. Cl 50—2^9.
Watllngton I^ee S.. and P. S. Camnanella. Model for use In

the art of hair styling 3 101.557, 8-27-63. Cl. 35

—

r>9.

Way. Robert B.. and C. D Hersev A'Uomatlc painting ma-
chine. 3.102 053. 8-27-63. Cl. 118—301.

Webb. Godfrey B. : See

—

Clark, Victor M.. Walker, and Webb. 3 102.123.
Webb Orlando. Jr. : See

—

Omham Ward A., and Webb. 3.102,062.
Webb, Robert L. : See

—

Tiain Jo«enh P.. and Webb. 3.102.134.
Wehher. C'\rl R. Spray noKle. 3,101,906. 8-27-«3. Cl.

230—692.

Weher. Frits, to The Garrett Com. Variable area noxsle
device. 3,101.926 8-27-63 Cl. 263—78.

Webster Alexander H.. to R W. Webe^er k C.o Ltd. Bottle-
transfer mechanisms. 3.101.830, 8-27-«3. Cl. 198—31.

Webster. R. W. k Co. Ltd : See—
Webster. Alexander H. 3,101,830.

Weldner, Charles L.. and W. C. Collins, to Johnson k John-
son. Press'ire-sensltlve comnosition comnrlslng a rnbher,
a tacklfving reeln. a polyamine, and a peroxide. 3.102.102.
8-27-63. Cl. 260—4.

Weinberg. Herman, to The Manhattan Pickle Co.. Inc. Meth-
od of rtackaglng processed pickles and tomatoes. 3.102,-

034, 8-27-63. Cl. 99—171.
Weinman Eric W.. and A. M. Rynlak. to General Motors

CorD. Friction material. 3.101.627. 8-27-r»3. Cl. 29

—

182.5.

Welser. Sidney : See

—

Shelley. Edwin P.. Jonas, and Welser. 3.101,628.

Welskopf Edwin C. and J. Isreell. to Technlcon Instruments
Corp. Multiple tube pump. 3.101.674, 8-27-fl3. Cl. 103—
149.

Wendt. Peter M., to Drake Corp. Underwater sled. 3,101,-
691, 8-27-63. Cl. 114—16.

Werth John J., to ACP Industries, Inc. Alternating cur-
rent voltage reference. 3,102,228. 8-27-63. Cl. 323—66.

West. Arthur C. Cotton picker spindle sharpener. 3.101.-
574. 8-27-63. Cl. 51—92.

Western Electric Co . Inc. See

—

Glanbke, Allen P. 8,101,868.
Klasek. Prank A. 3.101.633.
McGraw. George P.. Jr. 3,102.216.

Western Gear Corp. : See

—

Roseberrr, Thom<»s J 3 101.631.
Wright Donald E. 3.101,932.

Western Union Telegraph Co.. The : flee

—

Steeneck. Robert. 3.101.893.

Westlnghoase Air Brake Co. : See

—

Newell. George K. 3.101,814.

Westinghouse Electric Corp. : See

—

Carlson. Raymond L. 3 101,890.
Pord James G. 3,102,169.
Bhieard, Gerald S., and WUson. 3,101,638.

Westmoreland. Perry E. : flee

—

Armand. Harold A.. Gilchrist, MiUia, and Westmoreland.
3.101 666.

Westphai, James A., to Sinclair Research, Inc. Apparatus
for determining the coordinates of a point. 3.101.547, 8-
27-63, Cl 33—1.

Whltcomb. Charles D. : See

—

Carroll, Lawrence K., Mee«ln«er. Whltcomb. and Raster.
8.101.758.

White. Charles S. Molded bearings having low friction mat-
ing surfaces. 3.101.961. 8-27-63, Cl. 287—52.

Whiteman Daniel S.. Jr. Bottle closure. 3.101,856, 8-27-
63, Cl. 216—e.

Whitney Blake Co.. The : See

—

Cook, John B.. and Fraser. 3,102.160.
Mlddletown Mfg. Co. : See

—

Hampton, Edward L. 3,101.971.
Wlecbmann, Herbert. Device for cleaning baking tins.

3,101,503, 8-27-63 Cl. 16—236.
WIeckmann. Gerhard, to Gilbert Mfg. Co., Inc. Push to-

?ether screw apart connector. 3,101.984. 8-27-63 Cl.
30 QQ

WIegand. Edwin L.. Co. : See—
Boyd. Robert L., and Volker. 3,102,185.
Temole Sidney J. 3,102,248.

Wilcox. Wayne L , to Aroos Com. Overlay welding electrode.
3.IOI025, 8-27-63. Cl. 75—128.

Bale rasp.

Apparatus
1§8—160.

Box mak-

WUdbolz Rudolf, to Rleter Machine Works Ltd
3.101 513. 8-27-63. Cl. 19—80.

Wildboli. Rudolf, to Rleter Machine Works Ltd.
for transporting silvers. 3,101,835,8-27-63 Cl

Wilkinson Sword Ltd. : See

—

Gatley. Derkek R.. and Abigail. 3 101.669.
Williams. Albert H.. to Caledex Machine Co. Ltd.

Ing machine. 3.101 .6.")5. 8-27-83. O. 9.3—.54.

Williams. John R.. to Selas Corp. of America. Gas burner
and high temperature rotary Joint. 3.101,772, 8-27-63,
Cl. 168—99.

Williams, Malcolm S., and R. C. Fox, to California Research
Corp. Paraffin wax compositions. 3,102 040, 8-27-63.
Cl. 106—270.

Williams. Thomas F., to W. Mulllns. Golf swing analyser.
3,101.949. 8-27-63. Cl. 273—186.

Wills. Kenneth L., to Kaiser Aluminum k Chemical Corp.
Welding method. 3 102.188, 8-27-63. Cl. 219-74.

Wilson. John H. Safetv stoD for the traveling block of
drilling rigs. 3,101.828. 8-27-63. Cl. 192—139.

Wilson, Joseph J. : See—
Rhicard. Gerald S . and Wilson. 3.101 638.

Wilson. Robert C, and R. J. Puchaty, to Seismograph Service
Corp. Radio location system. 8,102,266, 8-27-68, Cl.

343—106
Wilson. Wllmer O.. and C. J. O'Rear, to Cities Service Oil Co.

Marine drilling apparatus. 3,101,798, 8-27-63, Cl. 175—8.

Wlndlsh. Walter W. : See—
Faucett. James W.. Wlndlsh, and De Senna. 3,102,081.

Wlnk'er. Friedrich : flee

—

BShm, Siegfried. Winkler, and Fischer. 3.101.657.

Wlnthron. Arthur 8 , and T. J. Skotnlckl. to Minnesota Mining
and Mfg Co. Eooxy resinous coating composition and

fluldised bed coating method. 3,102,043, 8-27-63, Cl. 117—
21.

Wlppert, James A., to The Bendlx Corp. Sonic altimeter.

3.102.261. 8-27-63, Cl. 343—6.

Wise, James C. to Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. Vapor-

gas Injection thrust vector control system. 3,101,691, 8-27-

68. Cl 60—35.54.
Wiseman. Adoloh D. Tooth cleaning device. 3,101,727,

8-27-63. Cl. 132—93.

Wise, Robert H., and D H. Meyer, to Standard Oil Co. Pnrl-

flcatlpn of terephthallc add. 3,102,187, 8-27-68, Cl. 260—
525.

Witt Robert H., to Interratlonal Harvester Co. Tractor
hood latch. 3.101.807. 8-27-63, Cl. 180—69.

Wlttenberger. Wallace W. : See

—

Helde, Henry A., and Wlttenberger. 3,101,851.

Wolf. Alfred A., to General Dynamics Corp. White noise
fault detection system. 3,102.231. »-27-63, Cl. 324—57.

Wood. Herbert H., to Thomas Walker Ltd. Fastening de-

vices for wearing apparel. 3.101,618. 8-27-68. Cl. 24

—

227.

Wood. James A. : See

—

Pox. Charles L. 8.101,816.

Wood, John M., Jr. Anchors. 8.101.694, 8-27-68, Cl. 114

—

208. c

Woodward, Poster R. : See

—

Jones, Raymond C, and Woodward. 3,102,189.

Woodworth. Robert D. : See

—

Brown, Daniel M.. and Woodworth. 3,101.793.

Wright. Donald E.. to Western Gear Corn. Grading madiine
having roUry cutting drums. 3.101.932, 8-27-63, Cl. 262—
19.

Wright, Robert J. : See—
Metcalfe, Kenneth A., and Wright. 3.102.045.
Metcalfe, Kenneth A., Wright. McNeil, and Jolly.

8,102 026.

Wusburg. Otto B.. and E. D. Maizarella. to National BUreh
and Chemical Corp. Novel paper sising process. 3,102,064.
8-27-63. Cl. 162—158

Wyle. Charles, and P. W. Hyde, to Bmhart Mfg. Co. Dn-
scrambler and erector for articles such as plastic bottles.

3.101.832. 8-27-63. Cl. 198—33.

Wyrough. David J , to National Castings Co. Guides for
cargo hoisting equipment. 3,101,967, 8-27-68, Cl. 294

—

«7.



XX LIST OF PATENTEES
Wys» Eugen : See

—

Scboch, Hans, and Wyas. 3,102,060.
Ydstie, Birger L.. to ElektrokemUk A/S. Automatic arrange-
ment for maintaining combustion In gas burners for use
with aluminum furnaces. 3,102,091, »-27-«8, CI. 204

—

247.
Yonner, AndrC. to L. de Roll 8.A. Oarbage Incinerators.

3,101,683. 8-27-63, Cl. 110—8.
Young. Ronald Q , to The Valspar Corp. Apparatus for dis-

playing selectively changeable colors. 3,101,S58, 8-27-63,
Cl. 35—74.

Yuen, Yat C. Temperature control apparatus and Installa-
tions. 3,101,779, 8-27-63, Cl. 166—50.

Yuen. Yat C. Drinking straw and container. 3,101,855, 8-27-
63. Cl. 215—1.

ZaIeskI, John F., to Oeneral Precision, Inc. Microwave modu-
lator. 3 102,243, 8-27-63, Cl. 332—51.

Zeltner Erich, to L. von Roll A.Q. Method and kiln for
burning cement, lime, dolomite and the like. 3,101,930,
8-27-68. a 263—29.

Zeltwanger, Karl F., to Marco Stlckaatomaten-Oesellichaft
Markacheffel k Co. Mechanism operable to de-energlte tbe
motor of an automatic embroidery machine upon breakage
of the underthread. 8,101,887. 8-27-63, Cl. 112—219,

ZInk. John, Co. : Bee—
Zlnk, John 8., Reed, and Oodnlght. 8,101,769.

ZInk, John 8.. R. D Reed, and H. Oodnlght. to John Zlnk Co.
Burner for gaseous and liquid fuels. 3,101,769. a-27-63.
Cl. 158—11.

Zito. Q«orge V., to The Bendix Corp. Means for measuring
air density and altitude at prevailing level of flight of an
aircraft. 3,102,199, 8-27-63. Cl. 250—83.8.

Zollinger. Hans, to Ruti Machinery Works Ltd. (formerly
Honegger. Caspar). Multicolor weft replenishing means.
3,101,748. 8-27-68. Cl. 139—232.

Zsolnai. Tlbor : See—
Csermely. Oyorgy. L.ugoBl. Jeney. and Zsolnai. 3,102,111.

Zyber, Kenneth P., to Burroughs Corp. Pressure vacuum
sucker. 3,101,942, 8-27-68. Cl. 271—68.

''V'ti

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED AUGUST 27, 1963

NoTK.—First number= olaB6, second number= subclass, third number= patent number
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XXll CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS

'235-

23&-

238—
23»-

-fifl. 38:

61.7:

63:

136:

1;

15;

109:

25:

132:

173:

183:

337:

357;

5«;
10:

73;
- 25:
- 13;

46.6:

54;

55.53:
72:

75 43;

128:

23:

76:

77;

130:

135:

27:

242:

250— 43 5:

49.5;

240-

241-
242-

24+-

248—

51.5

83
83.1
83.3

3.101.894
3. 1U2. 191

3.101.895
3.101.896
3.101.807

3.101.898
3.101.899
3.101.900
3.101.901

3.101,902
3.101.903
3.101.904
3.101,905
3,101,906
3.101,907
3,101,908
3,101,909
3.101,910
3.101,911

3,101,912
3,101,913
3,101,914
3.101,915
3,101,916
3,101,917
3,101,018
3.101,919
3,101,920
3.101,921
3,101.922
3,101.923
3. 102. 192

3. 102. 193
3. 102. 194

3. 102. 195

3. 102. 196

3. 102. 197

3. 102. 198

3. 102. 199

2.M

252

250—83.3:
199:

207:

209:

219;

25:

31:

32 7:

49 9:

56:

62 5:

303:
305:

3;

78:

161;

194:

24:

154;

4;

29.6;
43:

45. 4:

45. 75;

45. 9;

ao;

146;

151:

154:

212;

231;

234:
239;

239 3:

239. 57;

288;

294 3:

319;

330.5;

253—

254-

236-
259-
260-

3.102.200
3.102.201
3. 102. 202
3.102.203
3,102.204
3.101.924
3. 102. 095
3. 102. 096
3.102.097
3,102,098
3,102.099
3. 102. 100
3. 102. 101

3.101.925
3.101.926
3.101,927
3,101.928
3.101,929
3.101.931
3. 102. 102

3. 102. 103
3. 102. 104
3. 102. 105
3. 102. 107

3. 102. 106

3. 102. 108

3. 102. 109
3.102,110
3.102.111
3.102,112
3,102.113
3.102,114
3,102,115
3, 102,116
3,102,117
3,102,118
3,102,119
3. 102. 120
3. 102. 121

260—346 2:

396;

397 4:

410 7

461
462
465
488
489
515
519
525
544
546

567.6
575
578

583;

586:

500:

604;

607;

621;
632;

672:

41;

19;

33;

261-
262-

263-

266-
267-

29
34

21

1

25

3. 102. 122

3. 102. 123
3. 102. 124
3. 102. 125

3. 102. 126

3. 102. 127

3. 102. 129
3. 102. 130
3. 102. 131

3. 102. 132

3. 102. 133
3. 102. 134

3. 102. 135
3. 102. 136

3. 102. 137

3. 102. 138

3. 102. 139

3. 102. 140

3. 102. 141

3. 102. 142

3. 102. 143
3. 102. 144

3. 102. 145

3. 102. 146

3. 102. 147

3. 102. 148

3. 102. 149
3. 102. 150

3. 102. 151

3. 102. 152

3.101.932
3.101.933
3.101.934

3.101.035
3.101.936

3. 102. 153

3.101.937
3,101.938

2ft9-

271-

272-

273-

274—

277-

279—
280-11

285-
287—

280-

290-
292-
294-

296-
297—

29ft-
301—
308-

40
322
27
6K
36
79
49
113
134

183

186
9
23

2;

39:

64:

4:

12:

423:

432:

56:

62:

114:

11;

17:

1;

357;

20:

67;

104;

24;
119;

259;

377:

301:

17.6;

87;

40;

941
942

3,101.939
3,101,940
3.101
3.101
3.101.943
3,101,944
3,101.945
3,101.946
3,101.947
3.101.948
3.101.949
3.101.950
3.101.951
3,101,952
3,101.953
3.101.954
3.101.955
3.101.956
3.101.957
3.101.958
3.101.950
3.101.060
8.101.961
8,101.962
3.101.963
3.101.064
3. 102, 205
3.101.965
3.101.966
3.101.967
3.101.968
3,101,960
3,101,070
3.101,971
3,101,972
3,101,973
3,101,974
3,101,975
3, 101, 976

305— 10

307- 88
88.5

308 6:

26:

122:

310-



PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL NON-PROPRIETARY NAMES '

In accordance with paragraph 8 of the Procedure for the

Selection of Recommended International Non-Proprietary

Namea for Pharmaceutical Preparatlona,* notice It hereby

given that the following names are under consideration by the

World Health Organization as Proposed International Non-

Proprietary Names.

Comments on, or formal objections to the proposed name*
may be forwarded by any person to the Pharmaceuticals Unit
of the World Health Organization within four months of the

date of their publication In WHO Chronicle.

The inclusion of a name in the lists of proposed interna-
tional non-proprietary names does not Imply any recommen-
dation for the use of the substance In medicine or pharmacy.

PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

{Lattn, EtiQlith)

aceclldlnum
acecllndlne

acetiaminum
acetlamlne

acetryptlnum
acetryptine

acetylcystelnum
acetylcysteine

acldum clofenamloim
clofenamlc acid

acldum flufenamicuni
flufenamlc acid

acldum fusldlcum
fusldic acid

acldum fytlcum
fytlc add
acldum lotalamlcum
lotalamlc acid

acldum kalnicum
kalnle acid
acldum mefenamlcum
niefenamlc acid

acldum nalldlxicum
nalidixic acid
acrlsordnum
acrlsorcin

alaxanl trirlofenaH
alaianine trlrlofenate

albutolnum
albutoln

aloxlprinum
alozlprin

altisldum
altltide

ambomyclnum
ambomycln
amfepramonum
amfepramone
amplcllllnum
amplclllln
ampyrlmlnum
ampyrimine
anasolenum natrlcum
•odium anazolene
anllamatum
anllamate
argipressinum
argipressln

argiprestocinum
arglprestocln

azotomyclnuin
azotomycln
batUolum
batllol

benfotlamtnuni
benfotlamlne

bentlamlnuni
bentlamlne

benzaronum
benza rone
bencbroma ron u III

benzbroma rone
benzllonll broraidiun
benzUonlum bromide
benzodepum
bensodepa
benzqulnamlduin
benzqulnamide
betahlstlnum
betahlatlne

CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

S-qulnuclidtnol acetate

.V-[ (4-aniino-2-methyl-5-pyrimldlnyl) methyl] -A'- (4-hydroxy-2-mercapto - 1 - methyl-1-
butenyl) formamlde 0,S-dlacetate

3-(2-aminoetbyl)lndol-6-yl methyl ketone

A^-Acetylcysteine

.V-(2,3-dicblorophenyl)anthranlllc acid

N- ( a,a,a-trifluoro-m-tolyl ) anthraniUc acid

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of futidium, or the same substance
produced by any other means

phytic add

5-acetamldo-2,4,6-triiodo-A'-methyll8ophthalamic acid

2-carboxy-4-lsopropenyl-8-pyrrolldineacetic acid

iV^-2,8-xylylanthranillc add

l-ethyl-l,4-dlhydro-7-methyl-4-oxo-l,8-naphthyrldlne-3-carboxyllc acid

9-aniinoacrldine compound with 4-hexylre8ordnol

3-etbyl-2-[3-(3-ethyl-2-beaxothiazo llnylldene)propenyl]benzothlazollum 2,4,6-trlchlo
rophenoxide compound with 2,4,5-trlchlorophenol

3-allyl-5-l»obutyl-2-thlohydantoin

basic aluminium acetylsalicylate complex

8-[(ailylthlo)iDethyl]-6-cbIoro-8,4-dihydro-2J7-l,2,4benzothladlazine - 7 - sulfonamide,
1,1-dioxlde

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of ttreptomycet ambofadena, or the
same substance produced by any other meano

2- ( dlethylamlno) pr(H>iophenone

( — )-ft-(2 - amino - 2 - phenylacet*mldo)-8,3-dlmethyl-7-oxo-4-thla-l-azablcyclo[3.2.0]
heptane-2-carboxylic acid

2,4,7-triamlno-S-pbenylpyrimldo[4,6-d]pyrlmidlne

4-[ (4-anlUno-5-tulfo-l-naphttayl)azo]-5-hydroxy-2,7-Dapbthalenedl8uIfonic acid, trlso-
dlum salt

methylcarbamate of salicylanillde

S-arginineTasopressin

8-arglnineoxytocin

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of »treptomyce» ambofacient, or the
same substance produced by any other means

3- ( octadecyloxy ) -1 ,2-propanediol

A'-[(r-amlno-2-methrl-5-pyrimldlnyl)methyl]-A'-(4-hydroxy-2-mercapto - 1 methyl-1-
butenyDformamide ^-benzoate O-pbosphate

A'-[ (4-amlno-2-methyl - 5 - pyrimldlnyDmethyl] A'-(4 hydroxy-2 mercapto-l-methyl-1
butenyl) formamlde O.S-dlbenzoate

2-ethyl-3-bensofuranyl p-bydroxyphenyl ketone

3,5-dlbromo-4-hydroxypheDyl-2-etbyl-8-benzofuranyl ketone

l,l-diethyl-8-bydroxypyrrolidlnium bromide benzllate

benzyl [ bis ( 1 -aslridlnyl ) pbospbinyl ] carbama te

A'.X-dietbyl-l,8,4,«,7,llb - hexahydro-2 -hydroxy - 9.10 - dimethoxy-2H-benzo[o]qulno
lizlne-3-carboxamide acetate

2-[(2-mettayIamino)ethyl]pyridine

385

» Other llntK of proposed international non-proprietary names can be found In Chiron. H'M Hlth Org. 1953, 7. 299; 1954.
218. 313

; 1956. 10, 28 ; 1957, 11, 231 ; 1958, It, 102 ; 1969, IS. 105, 152 ; 1960. 14, 168. 244 ; 1961. 15, 314. 320 ; 1962, It,

Lists of recommended international non-proprietary names were published in Chron. Wld Hlth Org. 1955. 9, 185 ; 1959,
iJ, 106; 1962. /«, 101, 111.

*Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. to, 8 and 55 (resolution EB15.R7)
TM 155
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

{Latin, Enplish)

betanldlnum
Ix'tanldlnp

hPtoxyralmini
betoxycalne
blHaortdylum
blKHCodyl

blsbentlnnilnuin
bisbf-ntlniiilnf

bolantfronmn
bolasterone

bromacryllduin
brornaorylldt'

biifenadriniiin
buft'n;idrint»

biitaiMTiizliiiiin
bntap«»razln»»

butavt'riniiin
butavcrlnp

butlztduin
biitlzlde

butoplpriniim
biitoplprln*'

carbazocronii natrlcum siilfdnan
carbazocroinc wodluin sulfonat*-

carsalamum
rarsalatn

clefamldiiin
elpfanilde

olobenztroplnniii
clobenztroplno

clodaoalnum
rlodacalnp

riodantolnum
rlodantoin

riofpnaniidtiiii
clofpnamtflo

cloflbratum
cloflbrate

clopanilduin
clopainldp

cloraluni betalniiiii

cloral betalne

clonltratum
clonltrate

cloramfenlcoli pantotcnan
cloranifenlcol i)antotpnat<»

clorlndloniim
clorlndlone

rloxacllllnnni
cloxaclllln

colecalclferolum
colpcalciferol

coiimptaroluru
roumetarol
cyampinazlniim
cyamptnazlnp

oyclarbainatutn
oyclarbaiiirttp

rycloKiianlll pmbonas
cyclojfiianil pinbonatp

cyoloiiipnoluiii
cyclompnol
cyclovalonum
cyclovalorip

dPHipraminum
dpxlpraminp
dexoxadroliiin
dpxoxadrol
dlclorpiianildiiiii
dlclofenamldp

diptroxlnum
dlptroxlnp

dlfpnldolnni
dlfenldol

dlmefadanurn
diniefadane

diniPtindpniiMi
dlmptiiidpnp

dloxHdri)luiii
dioxadrol

dlpyridaiiioluiii
dlpyriiluinolp

dnxapraniiim
doxaprain
droHtanolnnuin
droMtanolone

duazoiiiyflnum
duazoniycin

pfloxatniii
efloxatp

ppitlztduiii
cpitizidp
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CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

l-benzyl-2.3-dlmethylguanldlne

2-[2 (dlethylamlno)Pthoxy]ethyl 3-amlno-4 butoxybenzoatp

4,4'-(2-pyridylmethylene)dlphenol dlacetatp

2V,iV'-[dlthloblR[2 (2-hvdroxyethvl) - 1 - methylvlnylene] ]bls[A'[(4-amlno-2 methyl-S-

pyrlmldlnyl ) methyl j formamlde]
7o,17-dlmethyltP8to8terone

.V [ ( 3-bromoproplonanildo) methyl ] aerylamlde

2-(o-tert butyl-a-phenylbenzyloxy)-.V,A'-dlmPthylethylamlne

l-[10-[3-(4-methyl-l-plperazlnyl)propyl]phenothlazln-2-yl]-l-butanone

butyl-3- ( 3-phenyl-l plperldyl ) propionate

3 tsobutyl-6-chloro 3,4-dlhydro-2H-1.2,4-benzothladlazinp 7-sulfonamlde. l,l-<lioxld«

2-butoxyethyl-a-phenyl-2-plpprldlnpaoetatP

sodium 5,6-dlhydro 1 -methyl 5.6-dloxolndollnp 3-811 Ifonate-.'i-Bemlcarbazone

2//-l,3-benzoxazlne-2.4(3//)-dlonp

2,2-dlchloro-]V-2-hydroxyethyl-.V-[p-(p nltrophenoxy) benzyl lacptamlde

8-(p-chloro-a-phenylbenzyloxy)-tropanp

2'-chloro 2 [
(2-dlethylamlnoethyl)ethylamlno)acptanilld

B-(l-ethylpentyl)-3-(trlchloromethylthlo)hydant()ln

4-chloro-m-b«nzenedlsiilfonamlde

ethyl 2-(p-chlorophenoxy)-2-methylpropionatp

4-chloro-X-(ci«-2,6-dlmethylplperldlno) 3-Bulfamoylbenzamlde

chloral hydrate compound with betalne

8-chloro-l .2-propanedlol dlnltrate

chloramphenicol complex with calcium pantothenatp

2-(p-chlorophenyl)l,3-lndandlone

6-[3-(o-chIorophenyl)-S-methyl-4-l80xazolecarboxamldo]-3.3 dimethyl • 7 - oxo-4-thla-

l-azablcyclo[3.2.0]heptane 2 carboxyllc acid

cholecaldferol

4,4'-dlhydroxy-3,3'- (2-methoxyethylldene) dlcoumarln

10-[3-(dlmethylamlno) 2-methylpropyl]phenothlazlne-2 carbonltrlle

1,1-cyclopentanedlmethanol dlcarbanllate

[nlno-l-(p-cnioropnenyl)-l,2-< .

with 4,4'-methyleneblB[3-hydroxy-2 naphthoic acid)
4,8-dlamlno-l-(p-chlorophenyl)-1.2-dlhydro 2.2 dlmpthyl* trlazlne compound (2:1)

with 4,4'-methylenebl

2 cyclohexyl-8,5-xylenol

2,6-dlvanlllylldenecyclohexanone

10,ll-dlhydro-5-(3-methylamlnopropyl)-5ff-dlbenz[ft./]azeplne

( -f
)-2-(2,2-dlphenyl-l,3-dloxolan-4-yl)plperldlne

4,5 dlchloro m-benzenedlBulfonamlde

5,5-dlethyldlhydro-2H-l,3 oxazlne-2,4(8H) dlone

a, a-dlphenyl! -plperldlnebutanol

.V,.V-dlmethyl-3-phenyl-l-lndanamlne

2-{l- [ 2- ( 2-dlmethylamlnoethyl ) lnden-3-yl ] ethyljpyrldlnp

2-
( 2,2-dlphcnyl-l,8-dloxolan-4-yl ) plperldlnp

2. 2',2",2" -[(4,8 - dlplperldlnopyrlmldoI6,4-d)pyrlmldlne 2.6 - dlyDdlnltrtloJtetra-

ethanol
l-ethyl-4-(2-morphollnoethyl)-3,3-dlphenyl-2 pyrrolldlnone

17^-hydroxy-2a-methyl-Ba-androitan-3-one

an antibiotic Bubstance obtained from cultures of $lreptomyce» ambofacient, or the

same substance produced by any other means

ethyl [ ( 4-oxo-2-phenyl-4Z/-l -benzopy ran-7-yl ) oxy ] acetate

)1 chloro-3,4-dlhydro-3-[I(2 2,2 trlfluoroethyl)thlo]methyl]-2£r-l,2,4-bentothladlaxlne-

7-aulfonamide, 1,1-dloxlae
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

(Latin, Enffliah)

ethylestrenolum
ethylestrenol

erltrltyll tetranltras
erltrltyl tetranltrate

etoxazenum
etoxazpne

etymemazlnum
etymemazlnp
etynodloll acptas
etynodlol acetate

felypresslnum
felypressln

fenbenlclHlnuni
fenbonlclllln

fencarbamldum
fencarbamlde
fenyrlpolum
fenyripol

fluanlsonum
fluanlsone

flumetasonuni
flumetasonp

fluorou radium
fluorouracll

fluperolonum
fluperolone

fluprodnlsolonum
fluprednlBolone

flurotylum
flurotyl

furalazinum
furalazlne

furazolidonum
furazolidone

Kalantamlnuin
f^alantamlne

Klucaloxum
ftlucalox

glyplnamidnni
K'yplnamidp
hexadlllnuin
hexadlline

hexamldlnum
hexamidlne
hexopyrronll bromldum
hexopyrronlum bromide
Indometaclnuni
Indometacin

iproclozldum
Iproclozide

Isoetarlnum
Isoetarine

Itramlnl tosylas •

Itramln tosylate

lelopyrrolum
lelopyrrole

levoplutamidum
levoghitamlde

levoxadrolum
levoxadrol

Uncomyclnum
llncomycin

luclmyclninn
luclmycln

lynestrenoluin
lynPBtrennl

lypressinuin
lypressin

mecloxaminum
mecloxamlnp
mpcystelnum
mecystelne
mejrestrolum
megestrol

meleDKestroluni
melengeatrol

menotrophinum
nienotrophin
meralelnum natrlcuui
sodium meralein

metacycUnuni
metacycllne
ineturedepuni
meturedepa
metyraponum
metyrapone
moUnazonuui
moUnazonp

CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

17o-ethyl-19-nor-pre^-4-€n-17-ol

erythrltol tetranltrate

4-[ (p-ethoxyphenyl)azo]-m-phenylenpdiamlne

10-(3-dlmethylamlno-2-methylpropyl ) -2-ethylphenothlazlne

19 nor-17o-pre(rn-4-en-20-yne-S/J,17-dlol. dlacetate

2- ( phenylalanine )-8-ly8lnevasopressln

3,3-dlmethyl-7-oxo-6-(2-phenoxy-2 phenylacetamldo) -4 thla-l-azablcyclo[ 3.2.0] heptane
2-carboxyllc acid

g-2-dlethylamlnoethyl dlphenylthlocarbamate

a- ( 2-pyrlmldlnylamlnomethyl ) benzyl alcohol

4'-fluoro-4-[4-(o methoxyphenyl)-l-plperazlnyl]butyrophennnp

6a,9-dlfluoro-lip,17,21-trlhydroxy-16a-methylpregna 1,4-dipne 3,20-dlone

5-fluorouracll

9-fluoro ll/J,17,21-trlhydroxy 21-methylpreRna-1.4-dlene-3.20-dlone 21 acetate

60 fluoro-ll/J,17,21-trlhydroxypregna-l,4 dipne-3,20-dlonp

bl8(2.2.2 trlfluoroethyl) ether

3-amlno-6- ( 2 ( 5-nJtro-2-furyl ) vinyl ] -a«-t rlazine

31 (5-nltrofurfurylldene)amlno]-2-oxazoHdinonp

i.2,3.4,e.7.7a.llc-octahydro 9-methoxy-2 methylbenzofurof4.3,2-<'^^] [2]benzazocln-6-ol

glycerol complex with aluminium hydroxide

1 (p-chlorophenylsulfonyl ) -3- ( hexahydro-1 H-azepin-1 yl ) urea

2-(2,2-dlcyclohexyl vinyl )piperldlne

4,4'-(hexamethylenedloxy)dlbenzamldlnp

1,1-dlmpthylpyrrolldlnlum bromide-o-phenylcyclohexane glycolate

l-(p-chlorobenzoyl)-5-methoxy-2-methyllndolp-3-acptic arid

p-chlorophenoxyacetlc add 2-l8opropylhydrazlde

o-(l-l8opropylamlnopropyl)protocatechuyl alcohol

2-aminoethanol nitrate ( ester )ptolueneBulfonatp

l-[o-[2-(dlethylamlno)ethoxy] phenyl ]-2-mPtliyl-5-phenylpyrrole

glutamlne

( — )-2-(2.2-dlphenyl-l,3-dloxolan-4 yDplperidlne

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of $treptomycet linoolnentis, or the

8ame substance produced by any other means
an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of streptomycea lucentit, or the same

Bubstance produced by any other means
19-nor-17o-pregn-4-en-20-yn-17-ol

S-lysineTasopresBln

2- [ ( p-chloro-a-methyl-a-phenylbenzy 1 ) oxy ] -3r,A'-dimethyIpropylamine

cyBtelne, methyl ester

17-hydroxy-6-methylpregna-4,6-dlene-3,20-dione

17-hydroxy-6 methyl-16-methylenepregna-4.6-dlene-3,20-dlone

human menopausal gonadotrophln

o-[tt-hydroxy-5-(hydroxymercurl)-2.7 diiodo-3 oxo-3//-xanthen - 9 - yl]t)eazene8ulfonU'

acid, sodium salt

4-dlmethylamino-l,4.4a.5 5a,6,ll,12a octahydro-3,5.10.12,12a - pentahydroiy-6-methyl-
ene-l,ll-dloxo-2-naphtnacenecarboxamlde

(blB(2,2-dlmethyl-l-azlrldinyl)pho8phlnyl]carbaniic acid ethyl ester

2-methyl-l,2-dl-3-pyrldyl-l-propanone

3-morphollno-l,2,3-benzotrlazin-4(3H)-one

• Itramln Is the proposed International Non-proprietary Name for the subBtance having the chemical name "aminoethyl
nitrate" (prop. I.N.N, list 1).
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

(Latin, EnglUh)

riiorlnamldum
niiirlnnnildf

naf(-nilntini
nafclllln

naloxoniiiii
iinloxone

natril bitinnolan
sodium bitlonolatt'

natril estanulfas
sodium Ptasulfatp

natril metrlzons
Kodiuni motrlzoatp

natril radio lo<lldum (*"I)
sodium radio Iodide (''"I)

natril tiinerfonas
nodlum tiinprfonatc

nlclosnmlduiii
niclosamido

nonapyrlmlnum
nonapyrlmlnp
noretynodrelum
noretynodrel

ocfotiaminum
i>ctotiaminp

ortetamlnuni
ortetamin*'

i>\a7.i>pamuMi
oxazepam
oxptacalniim
oxftacalne
oxoinemazinuiii
oxomemazlne
oxonazlnum
oxonazlne
oxybutynlnuiii
iixybutynin

oxycllpininii
(ixycilplnc

oxyfenamatum
oxyfenamatp
oxymptazolinuin
oxymetazollnp

oxyppndylum
oxypendyl
oxypyrronii broiiiiduni
oxypyrronium bnmilde
oxytoclnum
oxytocin

par(;yllniim
partcyllnp

paxamatuiii
paxamate
p<'ntabamatum
ppntabamatp
ppntalamldum
pentalamldp
p«rlciazlnum
pprlclazinp

picloxydinum
picloxydine

plmetlnum
plmetlnp
poldinl methylsulfas
poldtne methylsulfate

prpdniHolamatiim
prednisolamntp
prednylidpnuiii
prednylldpnp

propetandrolum
propetandrol

propicilllnuni
propicillin

prosultiainlnum
prosultlamln**

pyrrocalnum
pyrrocalne
quInKPBtronuui
.quingestrone

radio aurum ('"'Au)-colloidal*'
radio gold ('""Au) colloidal

radlocyanocobalaminum («Co)
radlocyanocobalamin ("Co)
radlotolpovldonum
radiotolpovidone

renytolinum
renytollnp

rifainycluuni
rlfamycln
sparnomyclniini
Hparsomycin

Hparteinum
Hparteine

OFFiaAL GAZETTE August 27, 1968

CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

N- ( morpholinomethyl ) pyrailnecarboxamlde

6-(2-Pthoxy-l-naphthamldo)-8.3-dlinethyl-7 oxo-4 thla - 1 - azablcyclo[3.2.0]heptane-2-
carboxyllc acid

12-allyl-7,7a J,9 - tetrahydro-SJa-dlhydroxy 4a// 8,»c lmlno«tbanophenanthro[4 6-bcd]
furan-5(8«)-one

dlftodlum 2.2'-thiobls(4,0-dlchlorophenoxlde)

2 ethylhexyl •odium sulfate

Hodium 3-acetamldo-2,4,6-trHodo-S-A-inethylacPtamldobenzoate

pthyl[ (p sulfophenyDthloJmercury, sodium t«alt

2',5-dichloro-4'-nltro8allcylaDlllde

4-Don7lamino-7i/-pyrroIo[2,3-d]pyrimldine

17-hydroxy-17a-pregn-5(10)-pn-20-yn 3 onp

8-[ [2-[.V-( (4-amlno-2-methyl - 5 - pyrlmldinyl)methylIformainldo]-l-(2-hydroxyethyl)
propenyl]dithio]-6 mercaptooctanoic acid, mpthyl pster acetate

o.a-dlmethylphenetbylamine

7-chloro l,3-dlhydro-3-hydroxy-5-phenyl-2H-l,4-benzodla»ptn-2-one

2.2'-(2-hydroxyethyllmino)bi8[A-(a,o-dimethylphpnethyl)-.V-methylacetamldeJ

10-[3-(dlmethylamlno)-2methylpropylJphenothlazlne,5,5-dloxidp

A'*,A'»-dlallylmplamlne A'»-oxlde

4-dlethylamlno-2-butyDyl o-phenylcyclohexaneglycolatp

l-methyl-3-plperldyl o-phenylcyclohexaneglycolatP

^-ethyl-^-hydroxyphenethyl carbamate

5-ferrbutyl-3-(2-imldaxolln-2 ylmethyl)-2.4 dlmethylphenol

4- [3 ( 10W-pyrldo[3,2-b] [ 1,4 ] beniothiazln 10 yl ) propyl ] l-piperazlneethanol

2(2 hydroxyethyD-l.l-dlmethylpyrroiidinlum bromide a-plienylcyclobexaneglycolate

oxytocin

.V-metbyI-jy-2-propynylbeQxylamtne

4-blphenylyl methylcarbamate

3-methyl-2,4-pentanediol dicarbamate

o- (pentyloxy ) benzamide

10-[3-(4-hydroxyplperldlno) propyl] phenothlazlne 2 carbonitrile

1,1 - [ l,4-piperazlnedlylbl8(imldocarboDyl ) ] big [ 3 (p-chlorophenyl
) guanldlne]

4-benzyl-l-(2-dlmethylamiDoetbyl)piperldlne

l-methyl-2-pyrrolidlneniethanol benzllate

1 1^.17,21 -trlhydroxypregna-1 ,4-dlene-3,20-dlone 21 A'.A'-dlethylglyclne ester

ll^,17,21-trlhydroxy-16-methylenepregna-1.4 dlene 3,20-dione

19-nor-17o-pregn-4-ene-3^,17-diol 3-propionate

3,3-dlmetbyl-7-oxo - 6 - (2 - phenoxybutyramido) 4 tblal-azabicyclo[3.2.0]heptane-2
carboxyllc acid

A- [ ( 4-amlno-2-methy I 5-pyriiiiidlnyl ) metbyl J A' [ 4 hydroxy! niethy 1-2 ( propyldlt bio ) -

1-butenyl ] formamlde
l-pyrrolidineacetanllide

3-(cyclopentyloxy)pregna-3,5-dien-20-one

«-(p-iodo-^l-benxyl)-2-(2-oxo-l-pyrrolldlnyl)ethamer

a-fluoren-9-ylldene-p-toluamldlne

antibiotic aubstane obtained from cultureit of §treptomyce* mediterranei or the aame
substance produced by any other means

an antibiotic Bubstance obtained from cultures of $treptomyce» $par»ogenes, or the
name substance produced by any other means

sparteine
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
NON PROPRIETARY NAME

{Latin, Enfflish)

spectlnomycinum
spectinomycln
stilbazil lodiduni
stilbazium iodide

streptonlaildum
streptoniazld

sucraloxum
sucralox

sultlanium
sultlame

teclozanum
teclozan

tlat>endazolum
tlabendazole
tlemondil iodidum
tiemonlum iodide

tlfenamllum
tlfenamil

tolpropamlnum
tolpropamlne
tolpyrramldum
tolpyrramlde

trlclofosum
triclofoH

trlmetamldum
trlmetamide
trimipraminuin
trimlpramine
trometamolum
trometamol
troxonll tosylas
troxonlum tosylate

troxypyrrolli tosylas
troxypyrrollumjtosylate

tyloxapolum
tyloxapol
uramustinum
uramuBtine

uredepum
uredepa
vincristinum
vincristine

vlnleuroslnum
vlnleuroslne

vlnrosidinum
vlnrosidine

vlrglmyclnum
vlrglmycln

Note :

amlnophenazonum
aminophenazone

ergocalciferolum
ergocaldferol

CHEMICAL NAME OR DESCRIPTION

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of $treptomycei gpectabilit, or the same
substance produced by any other means

l-ethyl-2,6-bl8(p-l-pyrrolldinylBtyryl)pyrldlnlum iodide

Isonlcotlnic acid hydrazlde, bydrazone with streptomycin .

•ucrose complex with aluminium hydroxide

benzenesulfonamlde,p-(tetrahydro-2fr-l,2-tbiazln-2yl)-S,5-dioxlde

y,X'-( p-phenylenedlmethylene ) bis [ 2,2-dlcbloro-,V- ( 2-ethoxyethyl ) acetamlde ]

2- (4-tblazoIy] ) benzimidazole

4- [ 3-hydroxy-3-phenyl-3- (2-thienyl ) propyl ] -4-methylmorphollnlum iodide

8- ( 2-dletbylamino ) ethyl dlphenyltbioacetate

JV,A^-dlmethyl-3-phenyl-3-(p-tolyl) propylamine

AT-p-tolylsulfonyl-l-pyrrolldlnecarboxamlde

2,2^2-trichloi'oethyl dihydrogen phosphate
i

A'-(2-amlno-6-methyl-3-pyrldylmethyl)-3,4,5-trlmethoxybenzamlde

10,1 1 -dlhydro-5- ( 3-dimethylamlno-2-mPthylpropyl ) -SH-dlbenz [ b./]azeplne

2-amino-2- ( hydroxymethyl ) -1,3-propanediol

triethyl(2-hydroxyethyl) ammonium p-toluenesulfonate 3,4,5-trlmethoxybenioate

1-ethyl-l - ( 2-hydroxyethyl ) pyrroUdlnium p-toluenesulfonate 3,4,5-trimethoxybenzoate

polymer of p-(l,l,3,3-tetramethylbutyl)phenol with ethylene glycol and formaldehyde

5- [ bis (2-chloroethyl) amino] uracil

ethyl [bi8(l-azlridinyl)pho8phlnyl] carbamate

an alkaloid obtained from vincd rosea

an alkaloid obtained from vinca rosea

an alkaloid obtained from vinca rosea

an antibiotic substance obtained from cultures of streptomyces virginiae, or the same
substance produced by any other means

amidopyrinum
replaces amldopyrine

(Chron. Wld Hlth Org. 1956, JO, 28)
calclferolum

replaces calciferol
(Chron. Wld Ulth Org. 1956, 10, 28)
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MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION
The following marks are pablUhed In compliance with section 12(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946. Notice of oppo

Bitlon under section 13 may be nied within thirty days of this publlcatlou. See Rules 2.101 to 2.105
As provided by section 31 of gald act, a fee of twenty-five dollars nvust accompany each notice bf opposition.

Qass 1 — Raw or Pardv Prenared Materials
^•''' 1^2.397. oonaid b. Alexander, d.b.a. Aubum piastic«•., iwipiaii,*. iwrabviMi^

Engineering, Chicago, 111. Filed Feb. 11, 1983.

SN 119,691. Fiber Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y. Filed
May 10, 1961.

THE FIBER THAT KEEPS
ITS PROMISE

For Synthetic Fibers.

First use Dec. 15, I960.

DURELENE
For Plastic Tubing.

First use Jan. 22, 1963.

SN 162,429. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY.
Filed Feb. 11, 1963.

SN 144,490. Qulf States Paper Corporation, Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Filed May 14, 1962.

KODAK
Owner of Reg. Nos. 396,976 and 580,760.
For Sheeting of Polypropylene and Celluloslc Composition

In Roll or Sheet Form.
First use March 1950.

^$^:^l
S.\ 162,761. The Masland Duraleather Company, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed Feb. 14, 1963.

GULF STATES PAPER

je/^emtj

For Flexible Plastic Coated Sheet Material Used as a

Substitute for Leather.

First use Jan. 11, 1963.

Applicant disclaims the words "Paper" and "Demopolls,
Alabama" apart from the mark as shown. The drawing Is

lined to Indicate the color green. Owner of Reg. Nos. 598,348,

781,334, and others.

For Paper Pulp.

First use Apr. 2, 1962.

SN 166,877. Madison Research & Development Corporation,
Madison, N.J. Filed Apr. 17, 1963.

8N 144,742. Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed

May 16, 1962.

FLEXIPHEN
For Synthetic Resins—Namely, Wax Phenols.

First use July 27, 1961.

FJBak
For Random Fiber Reinforcing Backing or Facing Layers

for Carpeting and the Like.

First use Sept. 15, 1960.

Qass 2 — Receptacles

SN 161,958. William H. Cobum, Hampton Falls, N.H. Filed

Feb. 4, 1963.

BLUE CHIP FARM
For Sheep and Horses.

First use in or about May 1953 on sheep.

SN 146,073. The Lau Blower Company, Dayton, Ohio. Filed

June 4, 1962.

SN 162,089. S. B. Foot Tanning Company, Red Wing, Minn.

Filed Feb. 5, 1963.

ORONOCO
For Leather.

First use December 1938.

TM 798 O.G.—14

The drawing Is lined for red, but color Is not clalme<l as

part of the mark.
For Drums and Tanks, and Covers Therefor, Made of Plas-

tic Material.

First use May 10, 1962.

TM 161
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SN 152,908. Northwest Paper Corporation, Burllngame, SN 148,200. A. Kimball Ltd.. Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Calif. Filed Sept. 11, 1962. Filed July 2. 1962.

KIP
I'rlorlty claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Canadian application

filed May 8. 1962; Reg No. 130.787. dated Apr. 26, 1963.

For Shoe PoUablng Preparations.^ SN 1S8,572. Kugelflacber Oeorg Schafer A Compaoy,
Schwelnfurt, 0«nnany. Filed Sept. 20, 1962.

FABFor Kraft Paper BaRH. Polyethylene Bags, Polystyrene

Cups, Paper Cartons and Other Packaging Containers.

First use on or about Apr. 1, 1962.

I Owner of German Reg. No. 757,967. dated Feb. 6, 1962

;

- „ and US. Keg. Nos. .')96.690 and 789,324.
SN 153,696. Sonoco Products Company, Hartsville, 8.C.

^^^ Grinding Wheels and Materials for Making QrludlnK
Filed Sept. 21, 1962. Wheels.

DUROLENE
Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-Owner of Ren. Nos. 590,969, 704,812, and others.

For Wound Paper Tubes Adapted To Receive and Carry

Windings of Sheet Material. POSitiOIIS
First use Mar. 20, 1956. ^

^^-^^~^^ SN 60,2S7. Ferndale Surgical, Inc.. Ferndale. Mich., by

^..^ _, iM7-»„,„iii„ nf.ino niort change of name from The J. F. Hartz Company, Ferndale,
SN 162,957. Keyes Fibre Company, Watervllle, Maine. Filed

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^_^
Feb. 18, 1963.

......
FUL-VUE DETACHOL

Owner of Reg. No. 369,878.

For Packaging Trays of Molded Pulp.
j.-,,^ Preparation for the Removal of Adhesive Plaster From

^^^___^_^,^_^_^^^,^^,^^,^_ Human Skin.

First use Feb. 1. 1937.

First use June 1961.

Qass 3 — Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketbooks

SN 161,745. Sears, Roebuck and Co.. Chicago, 111. Filed

Jan. 30, 1963.

PROFILE
For Luggage.

First use on or about Sept. 27, 1962.

S.V 127,904. Chemical Enterprises, Inc., Shreveport. La.

Filed Sept. 15, 1961.

SN 161,932. Petco, Toledo, Ohio. Filed Feb. 1, 1963.

PETCO
For Pet Supplies—Namely, Pet Collars and Pet Toys.

First use November 1961.

Qass 4- Abrasives and Polishing Materials

SN 122,432. The Drackett Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed

June 20, 1961.

WHEN THE GLOW STARTS
TO GO

For Preparation for Cleaning and Polishing Copper and

Silver.

First use June 1961.

The drawing is lined to Indicate red.

For Ethylene Glycol and Permanent Antl-Freeie.

First use Oct. 1, 1957.

SN 129,289. Pacific Petrochemicals, Inc., Santa Fe Springs,

Calif. Filed Oct. 5, 1961.

SN 133,083. Plastlcon Chemicals. Inc., New York. N.Y.

Filed Nov. 30, 1961.

PLASTICON
For Preparation for Cleaning and Polishing Surfaces and

Applying a Protective Film Thereto.

First use during August 1960.

For Rust and Corrosion Inhibitor* for Metals, Welding
Spatter Inhibitors.

First use October 1959 ; In July 19S9 in a different form.
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SN 131,998. W. A. Scholten's Chemlsche Fabrleken N.V.
Foxhol. Netherlands. Filed Nov. 14, 1961.

GLUCITOL

SN 155,343. Lakeland Grocery Co., Hopkins. Minn., asaignee
of Red Owl Stores, Inc. d.b.a. H. A. Marr Grocery Co ,

Hopkins, Minn. Piled Oct. 17, 1962.

Owner of Dutch Reg. No. 77,776, dated May 27. 1942.
For Polyhydric Alcohols Obtained by Hydration of Mono

and Polysaccharides, for Use as Solvent, Hygroscopic Agent,
Softening Agent, Plasticlxer, as Starting Product for the
Preparation of Vitamin C as Raw Material for the Synthetic
Realn, Splrlu, and Foodstuffs Industry.

LAUNDREX
For Bleach.

First use Oct. 15. 1937.

SN 155,716. Formulabs, Incorporated, Escondldo, Calif.
FUed Oct 23, 1962.

SN 132,562. Ralph L. Leaderbrand, d.b.a. Electrified Water
Company, Shreveport, La. Filed Nov. 22, 1961.

For DlBtllled Water.
Flrat use March 1956.

FORMULABS
Owner of Reg. No. ((06,582.

For Dyes, Stains, and Compositions Including Dyes and
SUlna. Used for liarklng. Coloring and Striping IndustHal
Products Including but not Limited to Coated Wlrea.
Flnt nae lilay 7, 1952.

SN 156,006. Martens Chemical Corp., College Point, N.Y.
Piled Oct. 2«, 1962.

JENR8
For Chemical Compound Which Is Added to Laundry Rinses

In Order To Expel the Resldttal Chlorine Prom the FabricsSN 146.236. Universal Oil Products Company, Des Plalnes, "/;,
t^ „ 7 '"" "7"—-/-"'"'""= /'"•" 7 ' ..

Til ipii^ !.,«« K loao "** ^*o ^^ Render Soluble the Inaoluble Soaps and MeUllic
111. Filed June o, 1962. „ i* »iti., •. t> .>>...•« ...Salts Which Remain In the Water.

UOP 688
First use May 17, 1962.

For Rubber Antlozonant.

First use May 25, 1962. SN 156,396. The Puller Brush Company, EUist Hartford,
Conn. Filed Nov. 1, 1962.

SN 149,268. Crane Indnitrlet, Inc., St. Loula, Mo. Filed

July 18, 1962.

(gyMAttl
For Chemical Compoaltion Uwd aa a Sewage Liquidizer

and a Chemical Preparation for Use in Liquefying Solids in

Grease Traps.

First use June 1, 19S6.

SN 150,309. Aluminum ComjMiny of America, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Filed Aug. 2, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Noa. 704,384, 722,687, and 726,591.

For Air Deodorant.

First use at least as early as Mardi 1962.

HYDRAL
For Alumina Hydrate.

Flrat nae Sept 27, 1961.

SN 167,277. B. T. Babbitt Inc., New York, NY. Piled

Not. 15, 1962.

SN 150,710. Minerals k Chemicals Philipp Corporation,

Menlo Park, N.J. Filed Aug. 7, 1M2.

CHEM CARB
For Calcium Carbonate.
First use July 24, 1962.

SN 154,664. CoIgate-PalmoUre Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct 4, 1962.

BARRIER
For Insect Repellent

First use July 28, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 892,176. 726,681. and others.

For Household Compositions—Namely, Laundry Starch in

Liquid and Spray Forms, Fabric Finishes, and Ironing Aids.

Pint nae on or about July 1, 1961.
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SN 158 104 Solutek Corporation, d.b.a. A.A. X-Ray Solu- SN 146.720. Goldthwalte's Texas Toro Company. Fort Worth.

"tlouB Co.; Roxbury. Mass. Filed Nov. 28. 1962. Tex. Filed June 12. 1»62.

SOLUMAT TOPCO
For X-Ray Developer-Eeplenlsher Solutions.

First use on or before Feb. 9, 1962.
For Plant Food and FertlUier.

Flrat UM Apr. 20, 1962.

SN 158.802. Dumas Mllner Corporation. Jackson, Miss.
^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ Nitrogen Chemicals, Inc.. Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed Dec. 10. 1962.
Filed' June 27. 1962.

SEA AIR
For Laundry Disinfectant.

First use Nov. 19. 1962.

SN 159,430. Sandoi. Inc.. New Yorlt. N.Y. Filed Dec. 19.

1962.

RESOLIN
Owner of Reg. No. 289.137.

_, , tt

For Chemical Surface Active Agents for Industrial Use

Dyes. DyestufTs, and Lakes Suitable for Dyeing Purposes.

First use June 20, 1931. on dyeatuffa.

SN 159,921. The Sherwin-WlUUma Company. Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Dec. 28. 1962.

LINOPOL
For Linseed Oil Emulsion.

Flrat use Dec. 14, 1962.

The drawing Is lined for green but no claim is made for

color.

For Nitrogen Solutions for Uae as FertlUier.

Flrat use about Apr. 26, 1962.

SN 160,194. Luckle Magic Corporation, Miami, Fla. Filed

Jan. 4, 1963.

lUCm-MACK
Owner of Reg. 738,878.

^ ^ ,

F^r ?nl;tlclde for Killing Roaches, Water Bugs. Ants, and

Mice.

First use on Aug. 30, 1962.

SN 163,627. Oelgy Chemical Corporation, Ardsley. N.Y.

Filed Feb. 28, 1963.

IRGANOX
Owner of Reg. No. 617,871.

For Antioxidant.

First use Feb. 18, 1963.

SN 164,073. J. P. Stevens & Company, Inc.. New York. N.Y.

Filed Mar. 6, 1963.

PDC
For Chemical Assistant in Dyeing Textile Fibers.

First use Sept. 24. 1962.

Class 10- Fertilizers

SN 95.061. The Cotton Producers Association. Inc.. AtlanU.

Oa. Filed Apr. 14, I960.

THRIFTY WILLY
For Plant Food. « iqm
First use at least as early aa Jan. 3, 19W.

8N 161.473. Clover Chemical Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Jan. 28. 1968.

FERTI-SPRAY
For FertlUier in Dehydrated. Concentrated Water Soluble

Powder Form, and In Liquid Form.

First uae Oct. 23. 1962.

Qass 11 - Inlu and Inkiiig Materials

SN 149.244. Andera Chemical Company. East Rutherford.

N.J. Filed July 18, 1962.

ANDOFLEX
Owner of Reg. Noa. 435,089 and 681,120.

For Emulsion Printing Compositions.

First use Jan. 1, 1960; Feb. 1, 1946, as to the prefix

"Ando."

SN 149.245. Anders Chemical Company. East Rutherford.

N.J. Filed July 18. 1962.

ANDOKOTE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 435.089 and 681.120.

For Emulsion Printing Compositions.

First use Jan. 1. 1969; Feb. 1, 194«, as to the prefix

"Ando."

Qass 12- Construction Materials

SN 135.161. Agallte Bronaon Co.. Oakland, Calif. Filed

Jan. 4. 1962.

AIR-UTE
For Glass Sliding Doora and Olaaa Shower 8U11 Unita and

Components Thereof.

First aae about November 1956 on fflaia Blidin* doora.
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8N 141,026. Alton Box Board Company. Alton, lU. Filed SN 161,957. William H. Cobum, Hampton Falls. N.H. Filed

Mar. 29, 1962. Feb. 4, 1963,

VISTA/PANEL
The word "Panel" is disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown.
For Structural Panels for Use in Interior and Exterior

WaUs of Buildings.

First use Mar. 6, 1962.

BLUE CHIP FARM
For Lumber.
First use in or about November 1962.

SN 146.687. The Trenton Corporation, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Filed June 11, 1962.

MONO-PLY
For Wrapper Adapted To Form a Protective Covering for

Underground Pipe Linea.

First use Apr. 6. 1961.

SN 147,320. Simpson Timber Company. Seattle. Wash.

Filed June 20. 1962.

TRELLIS
For Reconstituted Wood Boards.

First use Feb. 21, 1961.

Qass 13 — Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Fitting Supplies

SN 137,893. Henry E. Cannon, d.b.a. Cannon k Company,
San Francisco, Calif. Filed Feb. 14. 1962.

For Hose Units Featuring Multi-Branch Liquid Discharge

Heads Having Branches in Flexible Tube Form.

First use Nov. 14, 1958.

SN 151,500. Martin-Marietta Corporation. Baltimore, Md.

Filed Aug. 20, 1962.

GUN STASET
Owner of Reg. Nos. 518.506 and 746,434.

For Furnace Lining Compound, Predominantly of Refrac-

tory Magneslte.

First use on or about Aug. 10, 1961.

SN 146,438. Alfred Zaffinl, d.b.a. Scaf-Jak Manufacturing

Co., Needham, Mass. Filed June 7, 1962.

SCAF-JAK
For Low Level ScaflTolding Jack.

First use on or about Nov. 24, 1961.

SN 153,484. Des Molnea Concrete Products Co., West Des

Moines, Iowa. FUed Sept. 19, 1902.

DEMCO

KWIKRETE

SN 146,610. Flo-Lok, Inc., Houston, Tex. Filed June 11,

1962.

FLo-LoK
For Valves, Particularly Flow Control Valves for Instru-

mentation and Laboratory Uae.

First use July 8, 1961.

SN 146,827. Jordan Industries. Inc., Miami, Fla. Filed

June 13. 1962.

For Pre-Mlxed Concrete.

First use Aug. 28, 1962.

SN 158,475. Benjamin Foster Company. Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Sept. 19, 1962.

LAG-FAB
lordan

«# tttousriues. inc.

For Open Weave Glass Cloth Used as a Reinforcing Mem- For Wood Screw Anchors, Aluminum Expansion Anchors,

brane With Coatings or Adhesives for Thermal Insulation. Expansion Shields, and Toggle Bolts.

First use Aug. 10, 1962. ^"t ««* May 28, 1956.

SN 157 863 Terox Corporation of America, Franklin Park, SN 148,009. Champlain Metals Ltd.. Montreal. Canada.
'

lU. Filed NOT. 28, 1962. ^^^ J«°e 29. 19«2.

TEROXIUM VARIVANE
Owner of Reg Nos. 826,761 and 655,417. Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Canadian application

For Plastic Joint Filler for Use With Molded Resin Mem- filed Dec. 29. 1961 : Reg. No. 127,796, dated Aug. 31. 1962.

bers Simulating Stone. ^^^ ^"y Automatic Shutters Designed To Control the

Flrat use Dec 18, 1956. Temperature of Internal Combustion Engines.
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SN 150,037. Elkay Maaufacturlng Company, Broadview, III. 8N 160,064. Mlsslon-Weat Manufacturing Company, Lo*
Filed July 30. 1962. Angelea, Calif. Filed Jan. 2, 1968.

SANIWARE

For Slnka.

Flrit use Jan. 11, 1962.

For ToUeta, Valvea, ConpUnga, Waate Tanka, Water Sup-
ply Tanka, Pnmpa and Preaaure Capa, aa Uaed In Sanitary
Waste Diapoaal Syatema.

Flrat uae Oct. 1, 1959.

Oiss 14 -Metals and Metal Castings and

Forgings

SN 188,641. Pennayltanla Steel Corporation, Detroit. Mich.
Filed Feb. 26, 1962.

SN 100,111. Soutbweatem Plaattc Pipe Company, Mineral

Wella, Tex. FUed Jaly 80, 1962.

JET ROD DZ
For Pipe.

First use Jane 25, 1962. For Tool Steel, Bar Steel, Metal Castings, and Forglngs.

First use Oct. 22, 1948.

SN 161.637. Hell-Coll Corporation, Danbury, Conn. Filed

Aug. 2, 1962.

HEU-COIL
Owner of Reg. Nos. 399,390, 707,897, and otbers.

For Screw Thread Inserts Loaded In Plaatle Strips for

Magazine Feeding.

First use Jan. 24, 1962.

SN 148,746. Latrobe Steel Company, Latrobe, Pa. Filed

May 8, 1962.

DYNACUT
For High Speed Steel Billets.

First use Mar. 19, 1962.

SN 158,214. Rain Jet Corporation, Burbank, Calif. Filed

Sept. 14, 1962.

SHOWER OF DIAMONDS
For Devices for Prodndng Ornamental Water Fountains.

First use May 25, 1961.

SN 151,275. Union Carbide Corporation, New Tork, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1962.

UNION
CARBIDE

SN 153,862. Carson Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Filed Sept. 25, 1962.

Carson GlasGards
For Removable Metal Protector for the Bowl of a Glass

Decanter or Vessel Used for Brewing Coffee.

First use July 24, 1962.

Owner of. Reg. Nos. 676,178, 700,302, and 704,122.

For Intermetalllc Composites In the Form of Bars, Rods,

Bllleta and the Like for Industrial Use.

First use July 24, 1962.

SN 162.627. The Polymer Corporation, Reading. Pa. Filed

Sept. 6, 1962.

SN 154,863. Metallschlauchfabrlk AG. (Fabrlque de Tuyaux

MeUlllques Flexlbles S.A,), Lucerne, Switzerland. Filed

Oct. 2, 1962.

POLYMET

BOA-DUO

For Plastic Filled Sintered Metal, Particularly for High
Temperature Bearing UseH.

First use May 18, 1962.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Swlas Reg. No.

192,077, dated May .25, 1962. Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 870,112.

For Metallic Pipes.

SN 153,573. Kugelflscber Georg Scbafer ft Company,
Schwelnfurt, Germany. Filed Sept. 20, 1962.

SN 154,472. Robert J. Clark, Dolton, ni. Filed Oct. 4, 1962.

FANCI-FRI
For Food Shapers for Retaining Liquid Foodstuffs for

Cooking.

First use Aug. 10, 1962.

FAB
Owner of German Reg. No. 707,967, dated Feb. 6, 1962;

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 096,690 and 789,834.

For Caat Iron and Cast Metal Blementa Produced by Die

Casting, Press Casting, and Gravity Die Casting.
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SN 153.620. Cerro Corporation, New Tork, N.Y. Filed SN 154,464. Sol H. Berlin, d.b.a. Lewseal Company. San
Sept. 21, 1962. Fernando, Calif. Filed Oct. 4, 1962.

,m^ ^ —, .,•.•< „-i ._-i Ki.,-. K..» «/x ..i.i.n I. wnmAa AppUcaDt dlsclalms the representation of an automobile
The drawing is lined for red and blue but no claim la maoe *^*^

. ... ^ .., ..... ..u » j w* automatic transmission In association with the trademark.
to color.

p^^ Uquld Substance for Sealing and Stopping Leaks In
or opper u •• Automobile Automatic Transmissions.

First use October 1949. ™ ^ t , inonFirst use June 1. 1962.

SN 159.508. Lukens Steel Company, Coatesville, Pa. Filed

Dec. 20, 1962.

LUKENS LT-75

SN 156,123. Jet-Aer Corporation, Paterson, N.J. Filed

Oct. 29, 1962.

BUST RUST
For Penetrating Oil in Aerosol Spray Can.

Owner of Reg. No.. 605,018 and 688.185.
First use May 20. 1956.

For Various Steel Products—Namely, Clad Steel, Stainless

Clad Steel, Carbon and Alloy Plate, and Steel Plate Shapes.

First use May 14, 1962. Qj^ 16—Protective and Decorative Coatings

„, ^ . .^ „ „ ,„ _.,^ SN 133,885. The Martln-Senour Company, Chicago, 111.

SN 159,651. American Nickeloid Company, Peru, 111. Filed
^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^

Dec. 14, 1962.

KOTE-ALUME

For Colored Aluminum Sheeta.

First use on or about Nov. 21, 1962.

SN 160,958. P. R. Mallory ft Co. Inc., Indianapolia, Ind.

Filed Jan. 18, 1968.

MALLORY
For Nonfterrous Metals, Nonferrous Alloys, and Nonferrous

Sintered Metal Compositions.

First use during the year 1917.

Cass 15-Oils and Greases

SN 158,674. Kugelflscber Georg Schafer ft Company,

Schwelnfurt, Germany. Filed Sept. 30, 1962.

The drawing is lined for the respective colors blue, green

and magenta (red) but no claim is made to color as a feature

of the mark.
For Automotive Finishes in the Nature of Enamels, Lac-

quers, Acrylic Enamels, and Specialty Finishes.

First use Aug. 10, 1961.

SN 187,881. The Sherwin-Williams Company, Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Feb. 6, 1962.

SHER-LITE

FAG
For Stain for Finishing Wood Furniture and Wall Paneling.

First use Jan. 25, 1962.

SN 146.639. Magnolia Paper Co., Houston. Tex. Filed

June 11, 1962.

BEAM
Owner of German Reg. No. 767.967, dated Feb. 6, 1962

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 596,690 and 789,824.

For Industrial OIU and Greases.

For Acrylic Type Polymer Gloss Finish for Floors.

First ase Apr. 9, 1962.
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8N ieo.121. Magrna Corporation. Anaheim. Calif. Filed SN 144,863. Merck & Co. Inc.. Rahway, N J. Filed May 17,

Jan. 8, 1963. 1962.A
Por Protective and Decorative Coatings—Namely, Palnt8.

Flrat use Mar. 0, 1962.

8N 160,530. Barker Chemical Company, Chicago, 111. Filed

Jan. 11, 1963.

ProDecadron
Owner of Reg. Noa. 678,426 and 718,844.
For Medicinal Preparation for U»e In the Treatment of

Dlseaaea Affecting the Respiratory Tract.
First use Feb. 23. 1962.

SN 182,873. Advance Brands, Inc., Chicago, 111. Plied Sept.

11, 1902.

DINERS AID
For Ensyme Tablets.

First use July 11, 1962.

10-06
For lacquer Thinner.

First use 1933.

SN 1S8,999. The Upjohn Company, Kalamasoo, Mich. Piled

Sept. 26, 1962.

MEDRATE
For Steroid Preparation for Hormone Deficiencies.

SN 161,193. The O'Brien Corporation, South Bend, Ind ^"* ""* ^"^^ ^^' *®®*

Piled Jan. 22, 1963.

POISE SN 1S4,4B3. Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Company,
Morris Plains, N.J. Piled Oct. 8, 1962.

Por Paint, Varnish, and Enamel.

First use Sept. 14, 1961. UTILIN

SN 161,195. The O'Brien Corporation, South Bend, Ind.

PUed Jan. 22, 1963.

"MIRA-PLATE"
Por Paint.

First use Sept. 6, 1961.

Qass 17— Tobacco Products

Owner of Reg. No. 409,088.

Por DlgesUnt Aid.

First use Sept. 20, 1962.

SN 160,885 Organon Inc., West Orange, N.J. Filed Jan. 17,

1968.

OXYPART
For Oxytoxic Preparation.

First use Dec. 21, 1962.

SN 164,040. Liggett k Myers Tobacco Company, New York, sN 160,918. Chicago Pharmacal Company, Chicago, 111.

N.Y. Filed Sept. 27, 1962. Filed Jan. 18, 1963.

CHE^ffKlNG

DIGESTAUN
For Medicinal Preparation Used for Aiding Digestion and

Assimilation of Food.
First use Apr. 26, 1961.

SN 161,014. The Dow Chemical Company, Midland. Mich.

Filed Jan. 21, 1963.

JEFRON
Applicant disclaimH the term "King" apart from the mark For Hematlnlc Iron Preparation,

as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 128,430, 695,189, and others. pirst use Sept. 8. 1959.

For Cigarettes.

First use Sept. 14, 1962.

Qass 18 -Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

SN 161,015. The Dow Chemical Company. Midland. Mich.

Filed Jan. 21, 1968

TOLDEX
For Anti-Inflammatory. Antihlstaminic-Sedatlve Agents

for the Treatment of Inflammatory and Allergic DlHordern.

8N 134,390. Hobart Laboratories, Inc., Chicago, 111 Filed First use May 15, 1981.

Dec. 20, 1961. __^^_^

TRANDOLOR SN 161,016. The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Jan. 21, 1963.

Por Medical Preparation Principally for the Relief of Head-

ache, Muscular Aches, Arthritis and Rheumatism, Menstrual

Cramps, Colds, and Non-Organic Nervousness.

First use Sept. 6, 1961.

BACTROVET
For Antibacterial for Animal Use.

First use Dec. 29, 1959.
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8N 161,017. The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich SN 162,254. Qelgy Chemical Corporation, Ardsley, NY.
Piled Jan. 21, 1963. Filed Feb. 4, 1963

ROPAD
Por Analgesic and Anti-Inflammatory Agent.

First use Nov. 7, 1960.

TELFRION
For Anti-Inflammatory Preparation.

First use Aug. 27, 1962. '

SN 161,019. The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Jan. 21, 1963.
SN 162,294. G. D. Searle & Co., Skokle, 111. Filed Feb. 7,

1963.

PHENOXENE EDULEN
For Product for Treatment of All Types of Parkinson's p^^^ Pharmaceutical Preparations Containing Steroid Hor-

Dlsease. mones.
First use May 14, 1959. pjrst „ge jan. 18, 1963.

SN 161,023. The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Jan. 21, 1963.
SN 162.314. The Wander Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Feb.

7, 1963.

STERICON SULFUNO
For BlologlcalB for the Prevention and Treatment of Hog

Cholera.

First use Apr. 12, 1962.

For Antibacterial Sulfonamide.

First use Feb. 1. 1968.

SN 161.417. Norden Laboratories, Inc ,
Lincoln, Nebr Filed Feb 13, 1963.

SN 162,621. Nelson Baker k Company, Elizabeth, N.J, Filed

Jan. 25, 1963.

LEPTOVAC-P
DENT-AID

For Vaccine for Immunization of Healthy Cattle and Swine

Against Leptospira Pomona Infection, Used In Veterinary

Medicine.

First use March 1962.

For Anti-Thumb Sucking and Nail Biting Preparation.

First use Feb. 6, 1963.

SN 162,635. Erwln-James Co., Inc., Brick Town, N.J. Filed

Feb. 13, 1963.

SN 161,454. Arco Pharmaceuticals, Inc.. South Ozone Park.

N.Y. Filed Jan. 28, 1963.

ERGKATAL

SPANTUSS
For Calmative Sedative Preparation.

First use Jan. 21, 1963.

For Cold and Cough Liquid Medication.

First use Oct. 31, 1962. SN 162,894. American Home Products Corporation, New
York, NY. Filed Feb. 18, 1968.

SN 161.557. The Purdue Frederick Company, Yonkers, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 28, 1963.

SENNAQUINONE
For Laxative Preparation.

First use Jan. 21, 1968.

ELZOTA
For Steroid Enzyme Preparation.

First use Jan. 31, 1968.

SN 162,900. Bell-Mack Laboratories, Inc., Morristown, N.J.

Filed Feb. 18, 1963.

SN 161,804. Merck k Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J. Filed Jan. 31,

1963.
MENSARETS

TURBINAIRE
For Medicinal Aerosol Preparation for Intranasal Use.

First use Jan. 7, 1963.

For Medicinal Preparation in Tablet and Capsule Form

Used for the Relief of Common Premenstrual Symptoms,

Such as Backaches, Headaches, Nervousness, Etc.

First use July 8, 1956.

SN 162,001. Marlon Laboratories, Inc.. Kansas City, Mo. ^^
^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^

Filed Feb. 4. 1963.
^^^ ^^ ^^^g

PAVABID
For Vascular Relaxant and Antispasmodic.

First use Dec. 20, 1962.

SN 162,010. Norden Laboratories, Inc., Lincoln, Nebr

Filed Feb. 4, 1968.

CYTOBIN For Preparation for the Treatment of Essential Hyper-

For Pharmaceutical Product for the Treatment of Thyroid tension. Cystitis, Pyelitis, and Pyelonephritis (Nephrons).

Deficiency and Weight Control Used in Veterinary Medicine. First -
1«;«^^^^ ^^, ^^^^^^

First use June 196z.
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8N 166,248. Barnes-Hind Laboratories, Inc., Sunnyvale,
Calif. Filed Apr. 8, 1963.

PIPERONE
For Tablets Containing Piperasine Hexahydrate Used bh

a Plnworm Remedy.
FlfHt use December 1953.

SN 169,959. Meyer Laboratories. Inc., Detroit, Mich, Filed

May 29. 1963.

RENALGIN
For Fharmaceutlcal Preparation for L'se as a Urinary

Antiseptic and Analgesic.

First use Aug. 8, 1962.

SubJ. to Intf. with SN 163,598.

Class 19- Vehicles

SN 135.059. SudiAvlation Sodete Nationale de Conitruc-

tiona Aeronautiques. Paris. France. Filed Jan. 2, 1962.

JUNIOR
Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

497,609, dated July 5, 1961 (Seine) ; Natl. Inst. No, 167,853.

For Aircraft, Especially Jet-Propelled Aircraft ; Airplanes

;

Rotarywing Aircraft ; Helicopters ; Autogiros ; Seaplanes ;

Missiles ; Hydroplanes ; Flying Boats ; and the Structural

Parts of the Foregoing.

SN 143,338. Wallace K. Bench, d.b.a. W. K. Bench Co.,

El Monte, Calif. Flied Apr. 30, 1962.

DOLLY PARK-ER
Applicant disclaims any exclusire right to the word

"Dolly" apart from the mark as shown.

For Motorized Wheels for Oft-the-Road Powering of

Trailer!.

First use April 1961.

SN 148.204. The Lake Auto Radiator Mfg. Co.. Cleveland.

Ohio. Filed July 2. 1962.

LAKE
For Radiator Cores for Vehicles, Enginea, and Industrial

Equipment.
First use September 1925.

SN 165,545. Thermel Incorporated, Franklin Park, 111.

Filed Mar. 27, 1963.

THERMAWIPER
For Vehicular Windshield Wipers and Parts Thereof.

First use Mar. 17, 1960.

Qass 21 — Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

SN 122,466. H. H. Scott, Inc., Maynard.

20, 1961.

ICaaa. Filed Jane

Owner of Beg. Noa. 780.718, 785.284. and otbera.

For AmpUaers, Including Direct-Current. Differential,

Multichannel, Audio, Video, Andio-Hifh-rid«lity, Stereo-

phonic, Radio-Frequency and Broad-Band Ampllfiera, Pre-
amplifiers and Power Amplifiers, and Parts Thereof, and
Consoles and Housings Therefor ; Radio-Wave Receiving
Apparatus Including Amplitude-Modulation, Phase- and Fre-
quency-Modulation Tuners and Parts Thereof. Single and
Multi-Channel and Multiplex Circnlta. Radio-Amplifying Cir-
cuits Adapted for Receiving Radio Broadcast and Teleylslon-
Band Transmissions, Converters, Antennas and Transmission
Lines ; Radio-Wave Broadcasting, Rebroadcasting and Relay
Equipment, Including Radio-Frequency (Generating Apparatus
and Oscillators and Parts Thereof ; Recording and Reproduc-
ing Amplifier Equipment and Parta Thereof Including Phono-
graph Record and Magnetic Tape Recording and Reproducing
Equipment ; Phonograph Diac Records ; Loudspeakers and
Cabinets Therefor; Turntable Apparatus Including Phono-
graph Record Players, Pickups and Arms ; Noise Suppressors :

Electric Filters, Networks, Attenuators, Equalisers : and
Electromechanical and Electroacoustlcal Transducers.

First use in or about 1951.

SN 180,438. Electronic Controls Incorporated, Stamford,
Conn. Filed Oct. 28. 1961.

T-BAR
For Data Processing and Control Switches and Relays.

First use December 1960.

SN 134,849. Standard Radio Corporation, Shlbuya-ku.

Tokyo. Japan. Filed Dec. 28. 1»61.

Owner of Japanese Reg. No. 458,647, dated Jan. 20, 1955.

For Radios and Transceivers.

First use Feb. 18, 1954. on radios ; in commerce May 28,

1956.

SN 147,409. Southwestern Drug Corporation, Dallas, Tex.

Filed June 21, 1962.

LYNDA LYNN
"Lynda Lynn" is the name of a fictitious person.

For Electric Blankets.

Pint nae May 15. 1962.

SN 149,782. Superior Cable Corporation, Hickory, N.C.

PUed July 25. 1962.

CELL-0-AIR DIELECTRIC
The deacriptlve word "Dielectric" is disclaimed apart from

the mark as a whole.

For Cellular Plastic Insulating Material.

First use Apr. 16, 1961.

8N 1BS,S76. Kogelfladier Oeorg Bchafer k Company.
Behweinfart, Oermaay. Filed Sept. 20, 1962.

FAB
Owner of German Reg. No. 767.967. dated Feb. 6. 1962

:

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 696,690 and 789,824.

For Electrical Batteries and Aeeamulatora.
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Qass 22- Games, Teys, md Sperting Ceods '^^t^'^.n^ ?JTr:i2''

'

' ^'•'^^' "^"^

OBERG
SWEDEN

SN 135,931. Wilson Sporting Goods Co., River Grove, 111.

Filed Jan. 16, 1962.

WILSON MULTI-POWERED
For Golf aubs.
First use on or about Feb. 14, 1961.^"""""^^^~"^"^~^^""^"^'"~'"""~^"^~~~

Owner of Swedish Reg. No. 102,707, dated May 11, 1962

:

and U.S. Beg. Nos. 169,287, 299.277, and others.

g ^^ ^ Ctat^ant JA^f^mmrv mA Tools ^°^ ^"^^ ^°*^ Rasps of All Types. Including Rotary Files

and Parts Tliereof

and Rasps. Handles and Holders for Files and Rasps.

SN 149,094. Rose G. Kruger, d.b.a. Kruger Products, Detroit,
SN 114,695. Oilman Engineering and Mfg. Co., Janesvllle, ^^^ ^^^ j^^^ ^^ ^^^^

Wis. FUed Mar. 1, 1961.

TRANSFERLINE MIRA-TWIRL
For Assembly Machines, and Index Tables and Parts p^r Palnt Brush and Roller Cover Cleaning Tools.

Therefor. First use on or about May 4. 1962.

First use May IS, 1958.

SN 150,495. Ateliers de Poclaln Societe de Constructions

SN 135,032. The Charles W. Meldram Company, Inc., New industrielles Battaille A Fils, Le Plessis-Belleville, France.

York, N.Y. FUed Jan. 2. 1962. Filed Aug. 6, 1962.

LO UFT POCLAIN
Applicant disclaims any exclusive rights to the term "Lift"

except as shown in the drawing.

For Hydraulic Pallet Hand Trucks.

First use May 29, 1961.

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No. 621,

dated Mar. 2, 1962 (Senlls) ; Natl. Inat. No. 181,296.

For Earth Moving and Construction Equipment—Namely,
Power Shovels, Cranes, Hoppers, Drills, Levelers, Scrapers.

Loaders, Diggers, and Parts Thereof.

SN 148.746. Latrobe Steel Company. Latrobe, Pa. Filed

May 3, 1962.

DYNACUT
For Cutting Tools.

First use Mar. 19, 1962.

Company,

SN 146,019. Clipper Itonufactnring Company, Kansas City,

Mo. Filed June 4. 1962.

m^^mv
Rao.

For Cutting Blades for Masonry Saws.

First use May 17. 1962.

SN 146,416. The Producto Machine Company, Bridgeport,

Conn. Filed June 7, 1962.

VERSA BLOW
The word "Blow" is dlaclAimed apart from the mark as

shown.

For Blow Molding Apparatua.

First use Jan. 19, 1962.

SN 153,576. Kugelflscher Oeorg Schafer A
Schwelnfurt, Germany. Filed Sept. 20, 1962.

FAB
Owner of German Reg. No. 757,967, dated Feb. 6, 1962 ;

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 596,690 and 739.324.

For Machine Parts—Namely, Bearing Assemblies and Com-
ponents Thereof, Couplings. Axle Boxes. Wheel Sets. Axles,

Hubs, and Hand-Made or Machined Metal Machine Elements ;

Injection Pumps, Gas and Liquid Feed Pumps ; Feeding De-

vices for Use With Rivets, Pins, Bolts and Nuts ;
Braking

and Steering Devices for Vehicles and Components Thereof ;

Sleeves and Nuts ; Machines for Manufacturing Bearings and

Component Parts Thereof; Grinding Machines, Polishing

Trommels, Sprtlng Machines, Lathes, Pressing Machines,

Polishing Frames, Grinding Spindles. Honing Machinea, Lap-

ping Machines, Riveting Machines, Assembly Pressing Devices

and Rivet Insertion Devices ; Printing Machines for Card-

board ; Textile Machines and Components—Namely, Spinning

and Twisting Spindles, Bearing Assemblies Therefor, Top
Rolls With Pivot and Saddle Guidings, Stretching Devices for

Spinning Machines, Pivots for Top Rolls, Tightener Rollers,

Roller Pivots, Eccentric Rollers, False Twist Spindles, and

Overdamping Spindles ; Machines for Casting MeUI ; Ma-

chines for Cleaning Metal Parts and Bearings.

SN 147.411. Stewart-Warner Corporation. Chicago,

Filed June 21. 1962.

111.

SN 154,4«6.

4. 1962.

B. H. Bunn Company. Chicago, 111. Filed Oct.

TRANSORT
For Apparatus and CompoiMBt Parts Therefor To Selec-

tively Sort Items To Be DellTsrwl to Varying Destination

Pointa in Response to Destination Codea AaaocUted With

Each Item.

First use at least as early as Apr. a7,'196a.

!
For Package Tying Machines.

First ose Sept. 24, 1962.
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SN 154,781. Swlngllne Inc Long l8land City, N.Y. Filed

Oct. 8. 1962.

_S::> VLtz/rta£i/n^e. ^ «3 ^
Owner of Reg. No. 965,088 and otben.

For Stapling Machines.

First use Sept. 24. 1962 : Jan. 2, 1937. as to "Swlngllne."

SN 169,932. Acra-Plant, Inc., Newton, Kans. Filed Dec. 81.

1962.

ACRA-PLANT
For Furrow-Opening Shoes for Seed Planting Implements.
First ase May 2, 1962.

SN 166.059. DBA Products Co.. Inc., Deerfleld. 111. Filed

Oct. 12. 1962.

BALLMASTER
For Automatic Bowling Ball Cleaning and Polishing Ma-

chines.

First use July 27. 1962.

SN 160.013. Schmieg Industries, Inc., Detroit, Mlcfa. FUed
Dec. 81, 1962.

CENTRI-PUMP PAK
Owner of Reg. No. 867.948.

For Underground Sewage Pumping Stations.

First use at least as early as October 1962.

SN 166,997. Inrington Machine Works. Inc.. Portland, Oreg.

Filed Oct. 26, 1962.

MINI-WINCH
For Gasoline-Englne-Propelled Portable Winch.

First use March 1962.

SN 160.161. American Optical Company. Southbridge, Mass.

Filed Jan. 4, 1908.

PIXIE
For Ophthalmic Frame Processing Machinery.

First use May 6, 1962.

SN 160,821. Ram Tool Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed Jan.

SN 167.913. Lambert Incorporated. Dayton, Ohio. Filed
7, 1968.

Not. 26, 1962.
LEEWOOD

KLONDIKE For Garden Tools.

First use Sept. 23, 1962.

For Rotary Snow Plows.

First use Oct. 16, 1962.

SN 168,126. Amertcan Saw & Mfg. Company, Springfield,

Mass. Filed Nov. 29. 1962.

For Saw Blades for Hack Saws, Band Saws and the Like.

First use Not. 19, 1962.

SN 160.890. The Murray Company of Texas. Inc., d.b.a. Bos-

ton Oeir Works, North Quincy, Mass. Filed Jan. 8, 1963.

BOS-TOP
For Conveyor Chains.

First use Dec. 18. 1962.

SN 160,604. Commonwealth Plastics Corp., Leominster, Mass.

Filed Jan. 14, 1963.

SN 168,260. Milo Harding Company, Monterey Park, Calif.

Filed Nov. 30, 1962.

GLIDE-A-PRINT
For Duplicating Machines.

First use in February 1962,

PENCILMATE
For Pencil Sharpeners and Erasers.

First use Dec. 12, 1962.

SN 161,358. Mixermoblle Manufacturers, Inc., Portland,

Oreg. Filed Jan. 24. 1963.

SN 158.321. Cullman Wheel Co.. Chicago. 111. Filed Dec. 8,

1962.

CULL-FLEX
For Shaft Couplings.

First use June 19. 1962.

SN 158.605. American Research & Development Company.

San Angelo, Tex. Filed Dec. 6, 1962.

ARADCO
For Shoe Making Machinery.

First use Apr. 1, 1960.

For Vehicle Mounted Bulk Material Handling and Loading

Apparatus.

First aae March 1948.

SN 161,615. Lee Hunter, d.b.a. Hunter Engineering Com-

SN 159,835. Mercury International Insurance Underwriters. ^^ g^ ^o^j^ ^^^ p,,^ j^ jg ^^^
Los Angeles, Calif. Filed Dec. 27, 1962. ^

LIFT-A-LINETRAVLSERVICE
For Insurance Policy Dispensing Machines.

First use Jan. 8, 1962.

For Service Lift Racks for Vehicles.

First use Nov. ». 1962.
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8N 161.662. Parker-Hannifln Corporation. Cleveland, Ohio. Devices for Measuring Concentricity, Tolerance Measuring De-

Filed Jan. 28, 1963. vices. Linear Measuring Devices, Face Measuring Devices,

Angle Measuring Devices, Ball Measuring Devices, Optical

Testing and Measuring Devices, Parallel Measuring Devices,

Circle Tolerance Gauges, Thread Gauges, Micrometer Gauges,

Pneumatic Measuring Devices, Leveling Gauges, Dividing

For Tube Coupling Ferrule Presetting Tool. Devices for Circle Graduations, Machines for Testing Indus-

First use Aug. 14, 1961. trial Oils and Greases, and Test Stands.

HY-FER-SET

SN 161,586. American Can Company, New York, N.Y. Filed

Jan. 29. 1963.

U-SEAL
For Carton Making Machinery.

First use Feb. 6. 1962.

SN 154,420. Kugler Fonderie et Roblnetterle S.A., Geneva,

Switzerland. Filed Oct. 3, 1962.

KUGLOSTAT

SN 161,702. Gilson Bros. Co., Plymouth, Wis. Filed Jan.

80. 1963.

SENATOR
For Rotary Tillers.

First use Jan. 3, 1961.

Class 25 - Lodes and Safes

SN 143.616. Eagle Lock Corporation. Terryvllle. Conn.

Filed May 1. 1962.

Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 124,330, dated Mar. 19, 1948;

and U.S. Reg. No. 722,181.

For Cock Faucet Articles, Especially Thermostatic Mixers,

Mixers, Apparatuses or Systems for Regulating Water, Gas

and Steam.

Qass 27" Horological Instraments

SN 147,709. Di Vincenzo k Arientl Watch Case Corporation,

Brooklyn, N.Y. Filed June 26, 1962.

D&A
SUPR-SECURTY

For Watch Cases.

First use December 1944.

For Tumbler Locks for Meters, Drawers, Cash Receptacles

and the Like.

First use Feb. 20, 1961.

SN 159,903. Parechoc 8.A., Le Sentier, Vaud, Switzerland.

Filed Dec. 28,. 1962. v

SN 162,518. Metallurglca Marcante, Thiene, Vlcenza, Italy.

Filed Sept. 5, 1962.

EURAMATIC
Owner of Italian Reg. No. 159,187, dated May 15, 1962.

For Locks With Automatic Spring Latch Operation.

MINIFIX
Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 178,472. dated May 19, 1959.

For Timepieces and Separate Parts Thereof.

SN 159,904, Parechoc 8.A., Le Sentier. Vaud, Switzerland,

Filed Dec. 28, 1962.

Qass 26 -Measuring and Scientific

Appliances

SN 146,283. F A M Scientific Corporation, near Avondale,

Pa, Filed June 6, 1962.

F & M
For Analytical Instruments and Accessories—Namely, Gas

Chromatographs, Gas Chromatograph Sample Injectors, Gas

Chromatograph Sampling Valves. Gas Chromatograph Col-

umns, Septums and Detectors for Gas Chromatographs, Ana-

lytical Combustion Chambers, Temperature Controllers, and

Parts Thereof.

First use in May 1959 on gas chromatographs.

ELASTOR
Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 172,952, dated Nov, 13, 1958,

For Shock Absorbing Bearings for Timepieces.

SN 159,905, Parechoc S.A., Le Sentier, Vaud, Switzerland.

Filed Dec. 28. 1962.

SYNTAFLEX
Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 172,953, dated Nov. 13, 1958.

For Shock-Absorbing Bearings for Timepieces.

SN 159,906. Parechoc S.A., Le Sentier, Vaud, Switzerland.

Filed Dec. 28, 1962.

SATELLOR
SN 153,677. Kugelflscher Oeorg Schafer & Company,

Schwelnfurt, Germany. Filed Sept. 20. 1962.

Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 188.769, dated Dec. 2, 1960.

For Timepieces and Separate Parts Thereof.

FAG SN 159,908. Pare<*oc 8.A., Le Sentier, Vaud, Switzerland.

Filed Dec. 28, 1962.

Owner of German Reg. No. 757,967, dated Feb. 6, 1962 ;

and U.S. Reg. Nos. 596,691 and 739.324.

For Measuring Devices for Measuring Internal and Exter-

nal Dimensions, Pairing Measuring Devices, Measuring

SPIROTOR
Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 181,666, dated May 28, 1960.

For Timepieces and Separate ParU Thereof.
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8N 159.90©. Parechoc 8.A.. Le 8«ntler. V*ud. SwltwrUnd. 8N 159.828. AaMttcn Home Prodncti Corporation N«w
Piled Dec. 28. 1962. York. N.Y. PlM Dec. 18. 1982

KIF TRIOR
Owner of Swlas Reg. No. 171,186. dated June 27. 1988.
For Shock-AbsorMng Bearings for Timepieces.

SfflNING WEDGE
For Applicator for Shoe Polish.

First use Dec. 8. 1982.

SN 189,910. Parechoc 8. A.. Le Sentler. Vaud, Switxerland.
Filed Dec. 28, 1962.

ULTRAFLEX
Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 172,954. dated Not. 13, 1958.
For Shock Absorbing Bearings for Timepieces.

SN 160,249. Sears. Roebuck and Co.. Chicago. Ill Filed
Dec. 10. 1962.

MAGNA-MAjGIC
For Dust Ifopt.

First use July 11, 1962.

SN 159,911. Parechoc S.A., Le Sentler, Vaud, Swltserland.
Filed Dec. 28. 1962.

FIXMOBIL
Class 31 - RIters md Refrigerators

Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 171,165. dated June 27. 1968. ^^ 154.202. Bemt O Matlc Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

For Combined In-Settlngs (Hole-Jewel and Cap-Jewel) for Vi^ed Oct. 1. 1962.

T,™p,e«. BERNZ O MATIC
SN 159,912. Parechoc S.A., Le Sentler, Vaud. Swltserland. Owner of Reg. Nos. 687.281 and 693.884.

Filed Dec. 28, 1962. For Refrigerators.

First use Mar. 1. 1961.

SN 157,665. Compagnle Blectro-Mecanique, Paris. France.
Filed Sept. 18, 1962.

Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 166,338, dated July 13. 1987. ^^
For Shock-Absorbing Bearings for Timepieces. ^5

Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on French Reg. No.

^, ^^ . . sa* . aa laaa 505.119. dated May 18, 1962 (Seine) ; Natl. Inst. No. 185,064.

Class 28— Jewelry and PreaOUS-Metal Ware ^or FUters for Any industrial Applications.

SN 134.119. The International Association of Lions (Hubs.

Chicago, 111. FUed Dm. 15. 1961

Owner of Reg. Nos. 884.746, 642,444. and others.

For Jewelry—Namely, Rings, Cnif Links, Watch Bands.
Tic Clasps. Belt Buckles.

First use Oct. 7, 1961. For Pillows.—^^^^^^^^-^^—^——^^-^—^^^——^— First use Nov. 27. 1962.

SN 157.701. Hussmann Refrigerator Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Nov. 21, 1962.

HUSSMETIC
For Condensing Units for Rafrtgeration and Air Condition-

ing Systems.

First use Sept. 18. 1962.

Class 32- Furniture and Upholstery

SN 160,995. Beaunetics. Incori>orated, d.b.a. Beannetles,
Kansas City. Mo. Filed Jan. 21. 196S.

BEAUNETIC

Class 29— Brooms, Brushes, and Dusters

SN 166.397. The Fuller Brush Company. East Hartford.
Conn. Filed Nov. 1. 1962.

SN 166.985. Eclipse Sleep Products, Inc., Brooklyn. N.Y.
Filed Apr. 18, 1968.

SANI-GARD
For Mattresses, Box Springs, and Upholstered Goods.
First use Apr. 11, 1968.

SN 187.121. Creative Products Company of America. Pltts-
bargh. Pa. FUed Apr. 19. 1968.

H

r* mm
Owner of Reg. Nos. 704.384. 722.687. and 726,691.

For Hair Brush and Clothes Brush.

First use at least as early of May 1961.

For Cabinets and Counters.
First nae Jan. 4, 1963.
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8N 167,234. Drezel Enterprises, Inc., Drexel, N.C. Filed 8N 155,026. Teadiers Partner, Inc., Boston, Maaa. Filed

Apr. 22. 1963.

ESPERANTO
Oct. 11, 1962.

For Living Room. Dining Room, and Bedroom Furniture,

Including Dressers. Chests. Beds. Mirrors, Tables, CThairs,

Screens, BufFets, and Commodea.
First use Apr. 9. 1963.

^twclfitB purtttrr
For Audio and Visual Teaching Aids, More Particularly

Phonograph Records and Sheet Music Sold as a Set.

First use Apr. 10. 1962.

Qmc 3d^ HeatiMI Liohtina andVentilatinO ^^ I8I.592. The command company, Clayton, Mo. FUed

Apparatus CHORD-COMMANDER
SN 153,095. Felix J. Matt«>n. Anaheim. Calif. Filed Sept. ^^^ Keyboard Fingering Indicator,

l^' ^®®2. pi„t yge Dec. 17. 1962.

SN 169.057. Playskool Manufacturing Company, Chicago,

III. Filed May 16, 1963.

PLAYSKOOL

For Toilet-Bowl Ventilator.

First use June 10, 1962.

SN 153,578. Kugelflsdier Oeorg Schafer A Company,

Schwelnfurt, Germany. Filed Sept. 20, 1962.

FAC
Owner of German Beg. No. 767,»«7, dated Feb. 6, 1962 ;

and U.S. Reg, Nos. .^96,690 and 789,824.

For Fuel Oil Burners and Components Therefor; and Fur-

naces for Iron and Metal Castings.

Class 35 -Belting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and NonmetaHic Fires

SN 139.208. The Goodyear Tire k Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

Filed Mar. 6, 1962.

Tufsyn
For Synthetic Rubber for Use In the Manufacture of Tire

Treads, Tires, Belting.

First use Feb. 6. 1962.

Class 36- Musical InstnunenU and Supplies

SN 134,849. Standard Radio Corporation, Shibuya-ku,

Tokyo, Japan. Filed Dec. 28, 1961.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 241,844, 296,101, and 513.311.

For Phonograph Records.

First use on or about May 31. 1962.

Qass 37— Paper and Stationery

SN 146,765. Wespak. Incori>orated, Teaneck. N.J. Filed

June 12, 1962.

WESPAK
For Article Display Cards.
First use Jan. 25. 1960.

SN 152,861. Yxhults Stenhuggeri AB, Hallabrottet, Sweden.
Filed Sept. 10. 1962.

Owner of Swedish Reg. No. 108,368. dated Jnly 20, 1962.

For Wall Coverings, Si>eclflcally Wallpaper of All Tyi>e«.

SN 166.498. Robert F. Haynea, Jr., Wheaton City, Md.
Filed Nov. 2, 1962.

Ussembulator
For Derloe for Holding Paper Sheets and Including a

Vertical Series of E<)naUy Spaced Pegs Which Receive Strips

of Paper Having Corresponding Punched Holea.

First uM Maj IS, 1961.

SN 157.244. Ronkonkoma Wall Paper Corporation. Ronkon-
koma, N.Y. FUed Nov. 14, 1962.

Owner of Japanese Beg. No. 458,647, dated Jan. 20, 1965.

For Tape Recorders and Phonographs.

First use In commerce May 16, 1961, on Upe recorders.

For Wall Paper.

First use December 1919.
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SN 158,180. Rising Paper Company, Houaatonlc.
Filed Nov. 29, 1902.
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Oass 38- Prints and Publications

TANGLEWOOD
For Bond, Writing, Text, Cover, Wedding, Bristol, and

Index Paper.
First use Apr. 30, 1962.

SN 104,254. Warner Press, Inc., Anderson, Ind., by change
of name from Gospel Trumpet Company, Anderson, Ind.
Filed Sept. 12, 1960.

SN 158,925. The Northwest Paper Company, Cloquet, Minn.

Filed Dec 11, 1962.

NORTHWEST VELOPAQUE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 608.000 and 614,846.

For Paper—Namely, Text and Cover Paper.

First use December 1963.

SN 159,214 Robert I. Deland, d.b.a. Dt^Iand Check Co.

Vlsalla, Calif. Filed Dec. 17, 1962.

The word "Line" is disclaimed apart from the mark as
shown.
For Church Bulletins ; Attendance and Promotion Certifi-

cates ; Choir Certificates ; Greeting Card and Letter Enclo-
sure ; Award Cards : Calling Cards and Pictures ; Postcards ;

Printed Bookmarks ; and SouTenir Tags.
First use Jan. 18, 1946.

DUCOPY
For Checkbooks.

First use July 11, 1962.

SN 184,128. The International AsMdation of Lions Clubs,

Chicago, 111. Piled Dec. 15, 1961.

SN 159.552. Albert G. Barnes, Mountrllle, Pa. Filed Dec
21, 1962.

ECON-O-BAND
Owner of Reg. No. 676,993.

For Ready Pasted Paper Borders for Decorative Uses,

Including Use With Wall Paper, Painted Walls, and Paneling.

First use Feb. 8, 1962.

SN 159,961. The Carter's Ink Company, Cambridge,
Filed Dec. 31, 1962.

Mass.

CARTERFAX

Owner of Reg. Nos. 884,746, 642,444, and others.

For Club Publications of Various Kinds Issued Periodically.

First use Oct. 7^ 1961.

For Thermal Copy Paper.

First use Sept. 5, 1962.

SN 139,044. The Crowell-Collier Pabliahlng Company, New
York. N.Y. Filed Mar. 5, 1962.

SN 160,055. David Kabn. Inc.. North Bergen, N.J. Filed

Jan. 2, 1963.

TRI-VALUE
For Writing Instruments—Namely, Pens.

First use Dec. 6, 1962.

COLLIER BOOKS

Applicant does not claim any exclusive right to use the

word "Books." Owner of Reg. No. 65,056.

For Books.

First use Nov. 1. 1961.

SN 160,305. Lakeside Central Company, Chicago, Ilh

Jan. 7, 1963.

PflDfTlflSUR

Filed

SN 145,957. National Boating Association, Inc., Chatta-
nooga, Tenn. Filed June 1, 1962.

fflONMOmNG
Magazine

The right to the words ".National Boating Magazine" Is

disclaimed apart from the mark rh uhown. .

For Magazine.
First use May 25, 1962.

For Writing Tablets, Notebooks, Composition Books, Blank

Spelling Books, Music Books, Drawing Books, Stenographic SN' 148,523. Patterson Publishing Company. Chicago, 111.

Notebooks, Memorandum Books, Fillers, Filler Pads for Use Filed July 6, 1962.

With Loose Leaf Books, Typewriter Paper and Second

Sheets, Both Padded and Not Padded, Scratch Pada, Pads,

Index Cards, Index Guides, Art Paper, Packages of Note

Sheets and/or Envelopes and Boxed Stationery Containing

Writing Paper and Envelopes.

First use Oct. 29, 1962.

HOSPITALITY
For Magazines in the Nature of Trade Publications for the

Food and Lodging Industries.

Flrat use on or about June 16, 1962.
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SN 148,710. C-E-I-R, Inc., Washington, DC. Filed July 10, SN 157,771 Cllssold Publishing Co., Chicago. III. Filed
1»62. Nov. 23, 1962.

tk

HOTEL /MOTOR HOTEL

Owner of Reg. No. 699,448.

For Magazine.
First use Oct. 1, 1962 ; In August 1893 as to the words

"The Hotel Monthly."

For Television Audience Measurement Reports.

First use May 1958. SN 158,215. Atlas Supply Company, Newark, N.J. Filed
Nov. 30, 1962.

ATLAS
BULLETIN

For House Organ Published Monthly, Devoted to the Pro-
motion of Tires, Batteries and Automobile Accessories and

Owner of Reg. No. 666,901. the Servicing Thereof, and Distributed to Oil Company Serv-
For Greeting Cards, Christmas Cards, and Greeting and ^^e Stations Throughout the United SUtes.

Christmas Card Box Assortments. First use Mar 1 1933
First use Mar. 1, 1960.

SN 148,781. American Aitlata Group, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed July 11, 1962.

SN 149,771. O, Reis k Bro. Inc., New York, NY. Filed

July 25, 1962.

SN 158,241. Electrographlc Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Nov. 30, 1962.

HELIOTEXTIL
For Woven Labels.

First use May 10, 1962.

SN 152,735. American Artists Group, Inc., New York, NY.
Filed Sept. 10, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 643,278 and 731,158.

For Greeting Cards, Christmas Cards, and Greeting and

Christmas Card Box Assortments.

First use Mar. 26, 1935.

COL_OR MEWSUETTER

The mark is lined for red, yellow, and blue. Owner of Reg.

No. 678,131.

For Periodical Bulletin for Disseminating News Relating

to Color Printing in Newspapers.
First use at least as early as October 1962.

SN 169,057. Playskool Manufacturing Company, Chicago,

111. Filed May 16, 1963.

PLAYSKOOL

SN 153,944. Educational Developmental Laboratories, Inc.,

Huntington, N.Y. Filed Sept. 26, 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 241,344, 296,101, and 513,311

For Printed and Pictorial Material Used In Association

With Phonograph Records.

First use on or about May 31, 1962.

EDL Oats 39- Clothing

For Educational Printed Material Including Books and

Teachers' Guides.

First use in or about 1953.

SN 99,240. Red Raven Rubber Company, Newark, N.J. Filed

June 17, 1960

ROYTEX

SN 156,627, The Lighthouse Tabernacle, Inc., Indianapolis,

Ind. Filed Nov. 5, 1962.

For Waterproof Pants for Babies.
First use .\ug. 16, 1959.

SN 115,257. Rosecrest, Inc., Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 9,

1961.

RONDU

For Publication of Monthly Church Newsletter.

First use 1966.

For Synthetic Fabric Made Into Women's Wearing Apparel
Such as Skirts, Shirts, Blouses, Coats, and Jackets.

First use Dec. 27, 1960.
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8N 141.694. Arl8 Gloves. Inc.. New York, N.Y Filed Apr. 6, 8N 147.408. SouthweBtern Drug Corporation, Dallas, Tex.

1962. Piled June 21, 1962.

NYLO-FIT LYNDA LYNN
For Ladles' Fabric Gloves.

First use Jan. 7, 1962.

8N 143,207. Bond Stores, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 27, 1962.

"Lynda Lynn" is the name of a fictitious person.

For Ladles' Hosiery.

First use Mar. 1, 1962.

SN 149,671. Peters Sportswear Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed July 24, 1962.

PETEItS
For Men's Salts.

First use June 15, 1961.

8N 143,208. Bond Stores, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 27, 1962. ^^
For Men's, Women's, and Children's Ja<±ets.

First use on or about Jnly 18, 1982; Oct. 9, 1961, as to

the mark "Whaler" in another display.

SN 1S1.324. Ideal Shoe Company, PhiUdelphia, Pa. Filed

Aug. 16, 1962.

For Men's Suits.

First use June 15, 1961. ^hor
8N 144,423. John Smedley, Limited, Cromiford, near Matlock,

England. Filed May 11, 1962.

For Shoes.

First use Jan. 15, 1962.

Owner of British Reg. No. 532.948, dated June 28, 1932 ;

and U.S. Reg. No. 20.906.

For Knitted and Woven Articles of Clothing—Namely,

Men's Vests, Pants. Drawers, Union Suits, Body Belts and

Shirts ; and Women's Vestees. Panties, Pantalettes. Combina-

tions and Shirts

SN 153,802. Novis Denne Co-Ordlnates. Incorporated, Scotts-

dale. Aril. Filed Sept. 24, 1962.

For Women's and Misses' Ready-to-Wear and Sports Wear

—

Namely, Shirts, Shorts. Capri Pants, Skirts, Jackets. Dresses,^~~^~'^^^^
and Coats.

SN 144.995. Horace Small Manufacturing Company, Nash- First use In October 1958.

vlUe. Tenn. Filed B4ay 18, 1962. ^_^^^__

CAPITOL
For Policemen's and Industrial Uniforms'

First use 1944.

SN 153,803. Novls Denne Co-Ordlnates, Incorporated. Scotts-

dale, Aril. Filed Sept. 24, 1962.

OKITIA CLOTH
SN 146.721. Hairnet Corporation of America, New York.

,^^^ ^^^ "Cloth "
is disclaimed apart from the mark as

N.Y. Filed June 12. 1962. shown.

_,._. _-, For Cotton Cloth Made Up Into Women's and Misses'

MIRAC'LL Ready-to-Wear and Sports Wear—Namely. Shirts, Shorts,

F r Hairnets
Capri Pants, Skirts, Jackets, I>re«ae8, and Coats.

FlKt use May 12, 1962. »^"t "•• 0<^to»>«'- 1»58.
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8N 108,980. Camp and liclnnea, Inc., Reading, Pa. Piled 8N 162,427. DunhlU Tailored CTothes, Inc. New York N Y.
Sept. 26, 1962. Filed Feb. 11, 1963.

CAMP CROCHET KNIT
Applicant disclaims the exclusive right to the use of the

words "Crochet Knit" apart from the mark as shown. Owner
of Reg. Nos. 407.497. 416.586. and 546.019.

For Men's Hosiery.

First use Apr. 30. 1962.

SN 165.063. Garland Knitting Mill*, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Piled Oct. 12, 1962.

DOWNYSPUN
Owner of Reg. No. 659,082.

For Women's Skirts, Sweaters, and Slacks.

Pint use May 1, 1948.

DUNHILL TAILORS
Applicant claims use of the mark provided, however, that

when applicant makes any use of "Dunhlll Tailors" on the
goods, the word "Tailors" shall always be horlxonUlly Juxta-
posed to "Dunhlll" and shall always be In the same form,
font, style, size and color and as prominent as "Dunhlll,"
and provided further that applicant shall not use "Dunhlll
Tailors" In lowercase type.

For Men's Suits, Overcoats, and Haberdashery—Namely,
Shirts, Ties, Socks, and Underwear.

First use Sept. 3, 1923, on men's suits.

SubJ. to concurrent use proceeding with Alfred Dunhlll
of London Inc.

SN 106.407. Albert Ren« Blotteau-Guery, Salnt-Pierre-

MontUmart, Malne-et-Lolre, France. Filed Nov. 1, 1962.

ERAM
Owner of French Reg. No. 2,948, dated Oct. 2, 1961

(Angers) ; Natl. loat. No. 172,195.

For Shoes.

SN 156.767. Rose Brothera, lac, New York, N.Y.

Nov. 6, 1962.

MELFORD
For Men's Suits, Slacks, and Sport Coats.

First nse Aug. 18, 1962.

Filed

SN 162.692. Bay Trail Shoe Co., Inc., South Weymouth,
Mass. Filed Feb. 14, 1963.

v^d^'^ocs

For Men's Shoes.

First use Jan. 14, 1963.

8N 167.594. A. S. Beck Shoe Corporation, New York, NY.
PUed Nov. 20, 1962.

SHOES410M INTERNATIONALE

SN 162,740. Genesco Inc., NashvUle, Tenn. Filed Feb. 14,

1963.

MERELY MARVELOUS
For Brassieres and Girdle*.

First use Jan. 2, 1968.

The expression "Shoe Salon Internationale" is disclaimed

apart from the mark as ahoWn. Owner of Reg. Nos. 865,306

and 693,556, and others.

For Shoes for Men and Women. For Brassieres and Girdles
First use Sept. 11, 1962 ; December 1920 as to the word ^

"Beck."

SN 162.741. Genesco Inc., Nashville, Tenn. Filed Feb. 14,

1963.

TENDRESSE

SN 158,978. Jane Holly, Inc., New York, N.Y. Piled Dec. gx 162,742. Genesco Inc., NashvUle, Tenn. Filed Feb. 14.

12, 1962. 1963.

JANE HOLLY FIGURE FAIR
The name "Jane Holly" la fandfol. Owner of Reg. No.

406,609.

For Women's and Misses' Blouses.

First use January 1940.

For Brassieres and Girdles.

Plrst use Jan. 18, 1968.

—^^—

^

SN 162,746. Genesco Inc., Nashville, Tenn. Filed Feb. 14.

SN 160.288. Hagemelster-Lert, Inc., San Frandsco. Calif.
^963.

FUed Jan. 7. 1968. VOLA

^^
For Brassieres and Girdles.

First use Jan. 2, 1968.

SN 162,903. Bossong Hosiery Mills, Inc., Asheboro. N.C.

Filed Feb. 18. 1968.

TEEN DOLLS
For Ski Clothes—Namely, Sweaters, Caps, Ski Gloves, Ski

Boots, and After-Ski Boots.

Plrst aae Aug. 17, 1962.

For Nylon Seamless Hosiery.

Plrst nse Feb. 1, 1968.
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8N 163,406. Reliance Manufacturing Company, New York,

N.Y. Filed Feb. 25, 1963.

WIND N' WEATHER
Owner of Reg. No. 888,711.

For Men's, Women's, and Children's Wearing Apparel

—

Namely, Shirts, Skirts, Jackets, Coats, Raincoats, Macklnaws,

Slacks, Slack Suits, Shorts, Overalls. Dungarees, Scarfs, Hats,

Caps, Neckties, Apparel Belts, Gloves, Socks, Stocklnga.

Shoes, Bathing Suits, Robes, Pajamas, Undershirts and

Undershorts,

First use Mar. 27, U>53.

8N 158,219. Beacon Manufacturing Company, Swannanoa,
N.C. Filed Nov. 30, 1962.

PERMANAP
Per Blankets Having a Special Nap PiniBb.

First use Nov. 9, 1962.

SN 162,848. Malnzer Mlnton Co., Inc.. New York, NY. Filed

Feb. 15, 1963.

BAMCO

SN 164,440. Hill Bros. Co., d.b.a. Hill Brothers Company,

Hudson, Mhhs. Filed Mar. 12, 1963.

HILL
For Men's Shoes.

First use Nov. 17, 1962; 1919 as to the mark "Hill" In a

different display.

Class 40 - Fancy Goods, Furnishings, and

Notions

SN 160,404. Borland Industrial Corporation. New York,

NY. Filed Jan. 9. 1963.

For Fabrics for Pockets, Waist Bands, and Pants Linings.

First use Dec. 15, 1962.

Qass 44 — Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

SN 140,498. Technical Associates and Distributors, Inc.,

Washington, D.C. Piled liar. 22, 1962.

17<D
For Dental Mirrors and Holders, Oxygen Dispensers, Elec-

tronic Vaporizers, and Nasal Vaporliers.

First use Mar. 1, 1962.

SN 144,899. Theratron Corporation, St. Paul, Minn. Filed

May 17. 1962.

THERABATH
For Zipper Tapes.

First use Oct. 1, 1962.

For Portable Metal Tank Electric Tub in Plastic Grid and

Cover for Therapeutic Heat Immersion Treatment of Hand.

Wrist, Elbow, Foot, and Ankle.

First use Jan. 26, 1962.

SN 160,925. Derell, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. Filed Jan. 18,

1963.
SN 157,912. Laboratories for Applied Biology Limited. Lon-

don, England. Filed June 6, 1968.

TEMPHLEX
Owner of British Kef. No. 825.518. dated Sept. 21. 1961.

For Arch Supports for Use With Footwear.

^ „ V. * 1 u - „ u»i, anH «j»nthBtiP SN 164,907. Simmons Company, New York, NY. Filed Mar.
For Wigs Made From Natural Human Hair and Synthetic ,„ inao18, 1863.

Filaments.

First use Nov. 23, 1962. CONTOUR-FLEX
, _ ,, For Operating Tables and Parts Therefor.

Qass 42 -Knitted, Netted, and Textile Fir.tu.eAug 17, 1962.

Fabrics, and Substitutes Therefor
SN 165,444. Master-Touch Dental SerTloe Corp., New York,

SN 149,529. Charles Bloom. Inc.. New York. N.Y. Filed NY. Filed Mar. 26. 1963.

July 23. 1962.

YOUNG IN HEART
MASTRON

For Drapery Fabrics.

First use Apr. 18, 1962.

For Synthetic Resin Materials for Use in the Manufacture

of Artificial Dentures.

Pint use Jan. S. I960.
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SN 165.650. Wilmot Castle Company, Rochester, N.Y. Filed SN 167.792. Astra Pharmaceutical Products, Inc.. Worcester.
Mar. 28. 1963. Mass. Filed Apr. 30, 1963

ORTHOMATIC
For Surgical Sterilizers and Parts Thereof. Sold as a Unit.

First use on or about June 30, 1960.

SN 166.171. J. A. Deknatel * Son, Inc., Queens Village, N.Y.

Piled Apr. 5, 1963.

TEVCOTTON

ASTRA

Owner of Reg. Nos. 851.065, 680,064. and others.
For Aspirating Type Cartridge Syringes.

First use Mar. 14, 1963.

For Surgical Sutures.

First use Mar. 11, 1968.
Oass 46 -Foods and Ingredients of Foods

SN 166.172. J. A. Deknatel k Son, Inc.. Queens Village, N.Y. SN 121,219. Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., OnUrio. Oreg. Filed June
Piled Apr. 6, 1968. 1. 1»61.

TEVSILK TATER CRUNCHIES
For Surgical Sutures.

First use Mar. 11, 1968.

No claim is made to the word "Tater."
For Frozen Prepared Potatoes.
First use May 19. 1961.

SN 166,178. J. A. Deknatel h Son, Inc., Queens Village, N.Y.

Piled Apr. 5, 1968.

TEVPOLY
For Surgical Sutures.

First use Mar. 11. 1968.

SN 133.289. Manhattan Coffee Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Dec. 4, 1961.

Manhattan
Owner of Beg. Not. 837,620 and 088,886.
For Spioea.

Pint uw Oct. 9, IMl.

SN 166,174. J. A. Deknatel h Bon, Inc., Qneens Village, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 6, 1968.

TEVNYL
For Sufgical Sutures.

First use Mar. 11. 1968.

SN 166,176. J. A. Deknatel k Son. Inc., Queens VUlage. N.Y.

Piled Apr. 5, 1968.

SN 184.427. Bud Antle, Incorporated, Salinas, Calif. PUed
Dec. 21, 1961.

ANCO OF CALIFORNIA
The term "of California" is disclaimed apart from the

mark as shown. Owner of Reg. No. 613.266.

For Fresh Vegetables and Fruits.

First use as early as March 1969.

TEVPOLYPRO
SN 134.646. Henry Kermln. d.b.a. Kermin Food Products
Company, and Kermin Food Products Co.. Los Angeles.
Calif. Filed Dec. 26. 1961.

For Surgical Sutures.

First use Mar. 11, 1968.
KERMIN'S

SN 167,518. American Home Products Corporation. New
York, NY. Filed Apr. 26. 1963.

SPRAY-0-MIZER

For Prosen Food Products—Namely, Beef Pie ; Chicken
Pie ; Turkey Pie ; Tuna Pie ; Chicken Tacos ; Beef Enchiladas
With Fried Beans; Chill Con Came With Beans; Spaghetti
With Meat Balls and Sauce ; Macaroni and Cheese ; Chicken
and Rice ; Lima Beans and Ham in Sauce ; Chicken and
Noodle* ; Beef Stew ; Beef Tacoe : and Frozen Dessert Pies.

First use March 1943.

Owner of Beg. No. 642,060.

For Flexible Spray and Dropper Bottle for Uae With Medi-

cines.

First uae Jan. 17, I960.

SN 139,411. The Isaly Dairy Company. Youngstown, Ohio.

Piled Mar. 8. 1962.

SN 167,646. Medical Electronics and Research Coriwratlon,

Camden, N.J. FUed Apr. 26, 1»«8.

MERCOR
For DenUl 4^tlculator and AtUchments Therefor.

Vint use Oct. 36, 1962.

No claim is made to the words "2% butterfat" apart from
the mark as shown. Owner of Reg. Nos. 552.655. 681,488,

and 654,277.

For Fluid Low-Fat Milk Product.

First uae Apr. 16, 1960.
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8N 140.538. The Chun King Corporation, Duluth. Minn. 8N 160.102. Red Owl Stores, Inc HoiAinB Minn Piled
PUed Mar. 23. 1962. July 80, 1962.

MIXO
For Shortening, Both of a VeffeUble Nature and of an

nlmal-Vegetable Nature.
First use Sept. 25, 1940.

SN 160,162. 8. Bolivar Coffee Co. Inc., Coral Qablea, Fla.
Piled July 81, 1962.

CAFE LA TACITA
No claim of exclusive right Is made to the Spanish word

"Cafe" meaning "coffe«." The English translation of "Cafe
La TadU" Is "a small cup of coffee."

Por Ground Coffee.

First use Apr. 24, 1961.

The English translation of the Chinese characters shown
in the drawing is "Chun King." The drawing Is lined for

red, but no claim is made as to color. Owner of Reg. Noa.

422.687. 716,566, and others.

Por Tea.

First use on or about Jan. 2, 1902.

SN 160,160. Centro Distributing Company, Peoria. 111. Filed
July 81. 1962.

8N 140.757. Ramo, Inc., d.b.a. Peanut Products Company.
Omaha. Nebr. Filed Mar. 26, 1962.

«^ NTRO

The words "Del Centro" are translated from the Spanish
to mean "of the middle."
For Bakery Products—Nam^, Cookies, Crackers, Wafers.

Fig Bars, and Sandwich Cremes.
First use June 26, 1962.

The representation of the peanut, the words "Brand" and
"Sweet 'n' Salty" are disclaimed apart from the mark as

shown. Owner of Reg. No. 363,278.

For Shelled Peanuts.
First use Dec. 16, 1961 ; Jan. 2, 1988, as to the name

"Buster" and feature of the peanut.

SN 151,499. William B. Markey k Associates. Inc.. San Fran-
cisco, Calif. Filed Aug. 20, 1962.

SN 145,688. Oldenburger Brotfabrlk M. n. C. Brokat, Olden-
burg, Germany. Filed May 28. 1962.

For Food Products—Namely, Fresh and Frosen Crab Meat
and Sour Dough French Bread.

First use Mar. 1, 1961.

hi'okal
~'W*«?oi»"VtfVi'^<?»j'v3

midmte.
lO OUT WIC HAUtCCMACHT^

The wording "Elersandtorte So Gut Wle Hansgemacbt" Is

hereby disclaimed apart from the mark as shown. Such
wording may be translated into English as "eggcake as good
as homemade." Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on Ger-

man application filed Jan. 9, 1962 ; Reg. No. 768,426, dated

Feb. 17. 1962.

Por Bakery Goods—Namely. Bread and Cake.

SN 154,787. Whitfield Pickle Company, Inc.. Montgomery,
Ala. Filed Oct. 8, 1962.

"THE PICKLE WITH THE
PERFECT PUCKER"

For Pickles.

First use March 1962.

SN 156,186. Consolidated Foods Corporation. Glendale, Calif.

Filed Oct. 15, 1962.

SN 146,996. American Eteiry Queen Corporation. Moline. 111.

PUed June 4. 1962.
LO-BAC

Owner of Reg. No. 649.608.

For Dehydrated Condiment Vegetables.

First use on or about Aug. 81, 1962.

Owner of Reg. No. 728.894.

Por Ice Cream and Frozen Confections in Cone, Cup, Bar.

and Package Form.

Pint use Jan. 2, 1962.

SN 155,809. Foremost Dairies, Inc.. San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Oct. 17, 1962.

HAWAIIAN HARVEST
SALAD

Applicant disclaims any exdaslve right to the word "Salad"
apart from the mark shown In the drawing. Owner of
Reg. No. 741,701.

For Creamed Cottage Cheese.

Plrat use July 26, 1962.
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RIGHT TIME

8N 161,176. General Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.T. SN 164,274. Southern Packing Co., Inc., Baltimore, Md.
Filed Jan. 22, 1963. Filed Mar. 8, 1963.

ORCHARD PRIZE
Owner of Reg. No. 689.992.

For Apple Butter. Frosen Fruit—Namely. Peaches, Fruit
and Berry Sauces. Apple Juice. Pie Fillings, Cake Fillings.

Doughnut Fillings, and Vinegar.

First use Sept. 22. 1952.

Owner of Reg. No. 736,132.

For Tea.

First use Jan. 8, 1963.

SN 162.847. Lucky Stores, Inc., San Leandro. Calif. Filed

Feb. 15. 1963.^ SN 164,308. Balanced Foods, Inc.. New York. N.Y. Filed
Mar. 11, 1963.

t
BALANCED

For Pood Products—Namely, Chewing Gum and Candles
Including Mints.

First use Dec. 19. 1962.

For Fresh Meats. Smoked Meats, Luncheon Meats, Fresh
Dressed Poultry. Freeh Dressed Rabbits, and Cheese ^^ 164.484. General Baking Company, New York, N.Y.

First use 1947 ^*«<1 ^ar. 12, 1963.

BOND
SN 163,971. The Southwest Flour h Feed Company. Glen-

dale, Arts. Piled Mar. 5, 1968.

HORSETALK

Owner of Reg. Nos. 159,878, 696,630, and others.

For Bread. Rolls. Cake. Pastry, Cookies, Doughnuts, Potato
Chips. Pretzels. Bread Crumbs. Stuffing Mix. Cake Mixes, and
Pies.

First use on or about June 1, 1916.

For Horse Feed.

First use Sept. 1, 1961.

8N 168,972. The Southwest Flour 4 Feed Company, Glen-

dale, Aril. Filed Mar. 6, 1963.

The drawing is lined for red.

Por Livestock and Poultry Feeds, Particularly Bacteria

Nutrient Ration, Colt Pellets, Calf Builder Ration, Range
Ration, Horse Feed, Dog Food, Dairy Feed and Poultry Con-
ditioning Ration.

First use Jan. 15, 1924.

SN 164,490. Safeway Stores, Incorporated, Oakland, Calif.

Filed Mar. 11, 1963.

STONEHEDGE FARM
For Bread.
First use Mar. 7, 1963.

SN 164,627. International Refining and Packaging Corp.,

Bayonne. N.J. Filed Mar. 13. 1963.

JADE
For Shortening Comprising a Fully Hydrogenated Blend

of Pure Vegetable Oils.

First use May 5, 1960.

SN 164.628. International Refining and Packaging Corp.

Bayonne. N.J. Filed Mar. 13, 1963.

SN 163.978. The SonthwMt Flour k Feed Company. Glen-

dale. Aril. Piled Mar. 6, 1968.
GARNET

RUM-BAC
For Hydrogenated All Vegetable Shortening Containing

Mono- and Dl-Olycerldes.

First use May 6. 1960.

For Cattle Feed Ration for Rnmlnant Livestock Nutrition.

First use Oct. 7. 1962. SN 164.529. Intemattbnal Refining. and Packaging Corp.

Bayonne. N.J. Filed Mar. 13, 1963.

8N 168,974. The Southwest Flour k Feed Company, Glen-

dale, Aril. Piled Mar. 6, 1968.

"CALF BLOSSOM"
For Starter and Creep Peed for Cattle.

First use Sept. 1, 1954.

RUBY
For Shortening Comprising Vegetable Oils and Meat Fats,

Refined, Hydrogenated. Deodorised, and Homogenized With
Added Oxygen Interceptor.

First use June 17. 1960.

8N 164.167. Pace Plah Co., BrownsvlUe, Tex. Filed Mar. 7,

SN 164,631. International Refining and Packaging Corp..

Bayonne. N.J. Filed Mar. 13. 1968.

1968.

PACER
ONYX

Por Frosen Red Snapper Plsb.

Plrat ate Dec. 28, 1962.

For Shortening Comprising Hydrogenated. Deodorised, and

Homogenised Pure Lards With Oxygen Interceptors Added.

First use May 81, 1960.
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8N 164,636. Lubbock Packing Company, Lubbock, Tex. 8N 151,685. Mr. Boston DiBtlller Inc., Boston, Mass. Filed
Filed Mar. 14, 1963. Aug. 22, 1962

For Corned Meats, Fresh Meats, Luncheon Meats, Smoked
Meats, Frankfurters, Pork Brains, Fresh Pork Sausage, and

GLEN GUARD
For Scotch Whisky.
First use June 27, 1962.

Lard.
Flrwt use at least as early as 1947.

SN 152,614. Mr. Boston Distiller Inc.. d b.a. Essex Importers
and Distillers Ltd , Boston, Mass. Filed Sept 6, 1962.

COUNTRY TIME
SN 170,672 Tte Quaker Oats Company, Chicago, 111. Filed For Whiskey.

June 10, 1963 f''"* "»« J"'y 26, 1962

PUSS'N BOOTS PAMPER
Owner of Reg Nos. 322,305 and 377,344.

For Pet Food-Namely, Cat Food.

First use June 21, 1962; Sept. 23, 1934, as to "Pussn

Boots" ; at least as early as 1949 as to "Pampa."

Class 47 -Wines

SN 154,745. Mulr, Mackenile * Comp«ny Limited. QIasgow,
Scotland. Filed Oct. 8, 1962.

MK.Ii

•^OMMISSIONEI^
For Whisky.
First use 1934 ; In commerce Sept. 3, 1962.

SN 134,571. Sodete Anonyme Plat & Cle, Macon, S.one-t- Q^^ 50- Merchindise Not OthefWise
Loire, France. Filed Dec. 22, 1961.

^^x^ Classified

SN 129,491. William C. House, d.b.a. House's House Prod-

ucts, White Plains. N. Y Filed Oct. 9, 1961.

SAFETY-GRIP
For Pot Holders.

Applicant claims no exclusive rights In "Wine" and the First use Mar. 10, 1956.

numeral "1959." Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 739,131.

For Wines.
~^^^^'^~"

First use 1959; 1894 as to "Wine of the Monks" g^, 186,902. High Temperature Materials, Inc., Boston

^__^^^__ (Brighton), Mass. Filed Jan. 80, 1962.

SN 153,182. Mackenzie and Company. Los Angeles, Calif BORALLOY
Filed Sept. 14, 1962.

i«iiaNi
In the Hawaiian language "Kalanl" means "the heaven.

For Fruit Flavored Wine.

First use Mar. 28, 1962.

For Pyrolytic Boron Nitride. ^

First use on or about Oct. 4, 1961.

SN 148,750. Paragon Art and Linen Co. Incorporated, New
York, NY. Filed July 10, 1962.

Qass 48 -Malt Beverages and Liquors
The black rectangular background upon which the word

.,„„„„ », , tr I n7i.,„<. 1 tA n..«<»iricn V Y "Paragon" is displayed forma do part of the mark.
SN 159,838 Monsieur Henri Wines, Ltd., Brooklyn, Pii.i. • »" ' ^

•"•

WatZ, 97 iofl9
For Christmas Ornamental Decoratlona.

Filed Dec. il, !»«,:. ^^^ ^^ j^^ 24, 1958; Jan. 19, 1929, as to "Paragon."

OKARU
For Sake.

First use Nov. 30, 1962. SN 158,474. James H. Petter, New York, N.Y. Filed Dec. 4,

1962.

Qass 49 -Distilled Alcoholic Liquors

SN 160,043. Federal Liquora Ltd., Cambridge, Mase. Filed

July 30, 1962.

SANDY SCOT
The name "Sandy Scot" la a flctltloua one.

For Scotch Whisky.

Plrat use durlns January IW* ; JolJ 1»68

Seott."

u to "Sandy For Metal Scarecrow for Frightening Birds.

First use Feb. 0, 1064.
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8N 159,865. Bemis Bro. Bag Company, Minneapolis, Minn. SN 152,701. Jean de Jean Products, Inc Miami Fla Filed
Filed Dec. 28. 1962. Sept. 7, 1962.

SANA-ROLL
For Polyethylene Liners.

First use Oct. 4, 1961. JeanaeJiean

Qass 51 — Cosmetio and Toilet Preparations

SN 119,451. Qulllemette Rocfaald, Paris, France. Filed May
4, 1961.

The term "Jean de Jean" la not the name of any known
living individual.

For Perfumes, Cologne*. Personal Deodorant, Facial Creams,
After Shaving Lotion, Hair Oils and Creams, Baby OU.

First use 1950.

MADAME X
Owner of French Reg. Noa. 489,198 and 478,480.

For Creams, Lipsticks, Rouges. Perfumes, Colognes, Toilet

Waters, Lotions, Powdert, Bath Oil, Mineral and Milk Baths,

and Reducing Jelly.

SN 164,092. Magdelelne Benoia, Lausanne. Swltserland.
Filed Sept. 28, 1962.

SN 132,187. Rich Products Co., Inc., Boston, Mass. Filed

Nor. 16, 1961. inalon
SUN 'N TAN

For Cosmetic Composition Impregnated on a Paper Tiaaue

Designed for Use in Suntannlng.

First use July 16, 1958.

Owner of Swiss Reg. No. 188,815, dated Oct. IT, 1961.
For Nail Hardener.

SN 184,449. Murray Frank and AaaocUtea, Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 21, 1961.

SN 168,087. Philip Morria Incorporated, New YoA, NY.
Filed Nov. 28, 1962.

%t'^
PERSONNA

For Hair-Conditioning Liquid—Namely, a Protein Treat-

ment.

First use Mar. 10, 1961.

SN 138,796. McRay's Company, Inc., d.b.a. Lester Sandahl

Co., Des Moines, Iowa. FUed Fab. 28, 1962.

TSojidMA
rainee

For Hair Tonic.

First use Aug. 28, 1961.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 837,664 and 486.840.
For Shave Lather and After Share Lotion.

First use Oct. 30, 1962.

SN 160,574. Alberto-Cnlver Company, Melrose Park, lU.

FUed Jan. 14, 1968.

K-FLUOR
For Fluoride Tootlu>a8te.

First use Dec. 18, 1962.

SN 160,878. The Mennen Company, Morristown, N.J. Filed

Jan. 17, 1963.

T.H.L

For Personal Deodorant.
First ase Jan. 7, 1968.

SN 145,893. Ter-Mor, Inc., New York, N.Y. FUed May 31.

1962.

PINK PASSION
For Perfume, Toilet Water, Cologne, Sachet, Cream Sachet,

and Dusting Powder.

First use May 10, 1962.

SN 161,148. Clalrol Incorporated, New York, N.Y. Filed

Jan. 22, 1963.

WHITE LIGHTENING
Owner of Reg. No. 683,018.

For Powder Hair Bleach.

First use Jan. 24, 1962.

SN 146,347. Avon Products, Inc, New York, N.Y. Filed SN 161,149. Clalrol Incorporated, New York, NY. Filed

June 7. 1962. J" 22. 1963.

AVONOL SPEED FROSTING
Owner of Reg. No. 641.688.

For Tooth Paste.

First use May 24. 1962.

TM 798 O.O.—IB

For Powder Hair Bleach.

First use Jan. 24, 1962.
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SN 161.219. Elizabeth Walters Cosmetic Company, Modesto,

Calif. Filed Jan. 22, 1963.

SN 161,935. Alberto-Culver Company, Melrose Park, III.

Filed Feb. 4, 1963.

ANONYMOUS
For Deodorant and Antlpersplrant.

First use Jan. 17, 1963.

The name "Ellzal>eth Walters" does not refer to a particu-

lar living individual.

For Cosmetics—Namely, Cleansing Creams, Night Creams,

Facial Oils, Facial Toning Liquids, Fadal Masks, Powder.

Rouge. Eye Shadow, Lipstick. Mascara, Eyebrow Pencil,

Hand Cream, Deodorant, Cologne ; and Men's After Shave

Lotion, Powder, and Cologne.

First use in 1943.

SN 162,222. American Home Products Corporation, New
York. N.T. Filed Feb. 7. 1968.

PRINCESS EVE
Owner of Reg. Nos. 570,645 and 573.273.

For Personal Deodorants and Depilatories.

First use Dec. 7, 1961.

SN 162,485. Ray Drug Company, Inc., Oakland, Calif. Filed

Feb. 11, 1968.

CHAPERONE
SN 161.264. Lehn k Fink Products Corporation, Bloomfleld,

N.J. Filed Jan. 23, 1963.

For Antl-Perspirant.

First use Jan. 30, 1963.

ON-THE-SPOT
For Blemish Cream.

First use Jan. 8, 1963.

Oats 52— Detergents and Soaps

SN 185,889. Drew Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 8, 1962.

SN 161.548. Nee-Lon Products Company, Inc., Waltham.

Mass. Filed Jan. 28, 1968.

EGGLOW
For Detergent-Sanitlier for Washing Eggs. Poultry Houses,

and Poultry House Equlpmant.
First use Aug. 17, 1960.

SN 144,606. The Drackett Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed

May 15, 1962.

OK-100-15
For Disinfectant-Deodorant Incorporated as an Ingredient

In Acid Type Cleaning Compounds.
First OM Jan. 19, 1962.

For Breath Spray.

First use Dec. 8, 1962.

SN 151,096. W. W. Stewart Company, Bast St. Louis, 111.

Piled Aug. 13, 1962.

mSKAlMAY
For Rust Remover, Silver Cleaner, Oven Spray Cleaner,

and Oven and Barbecue QriU Cleaner.

First use Nov. 16, 1954, on rust remover.

SN 181.769. Cetylite Industries, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 31. 1963.

PROTEXIN
For Oral Spray Breath Freshener.

First use Jan. 7, 1963.

SN 155,985. Oraymllla Corporation, Chlea«o, 111. Filed

Oct. 26, 1962.

TRANS-CLENE
For Solvent for Cleaning Metal, Particularly Automobile

Transmissions.

First use July 1960.

SN 161.919. Trylon Products Corporation. Chicago. 111.

Filed Feb. 1. 1963.

TRYSIL
SN 156,102. Ethicon, Inc., d.b.a. Arforook, Division of Ethi-

con. Inc., Bridgewater Township, N.J. Filed Oct. 28, 1962.

ARBROOK
For Hair Control Spray.

First use April 1960.
For Skin Cleanser.

First use Oct. 5, 1962.

SN 161.934. Alberto-Culver Company, Melrose Park, 111. g^ 158,327. The Dlversey Corporation, Chicago, 111. Filed

Filed Feb. 4, 1963. Dec. 3, 1962.

DRI-RITE DIVERJET
For Deodorant and Antlpersplrant.

First use Jan. 17, 1963.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 224,577, 706,069, and others.

For Liquid Aircraft Cleaner.

First UM Nov. 14, 1902.
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SN 158,668. T. B. Wilson, Chicago, 111. FUed Dec. 6, 1962. SN 162,228. Colgate-Palmolive Company, New York, NY.
Filed Feb. 7, 1968.

BIKE CRY BABY
For All Purpose Waterless Cleaner.

First use Nov. 8, 1962.

For Hair Shami>oo.

First use Nov. 5, 1962.

SN 162.191. Purex Corporation, Ltd., d.b.a. Turco Products, SN 163,436. ViUmlx Pharmaceuticals Incorporated. Phila-

Inc, Wilmington, Calif. Filed Feb. «. 1963. . delphia. Pa. Filed Feb. 25, 1968.

SMUT-GO OPTAC
For Cleaning Solution for Contact Lenses and Artificial

For Aluminum Deoxidizing and Smut Removing Compound. Eyes.

First use Feb. 22, 1958. First use Feb. 7, 1968.

Class 100— Miscellaneous

SERVICE MARKS
Qass 101 — Advertising and Business

SN 135,433. Consultanta k Deaigners, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 9, 1962.

«b
For Technical Services to Industry—Namely, Consultation

and Advice in the Fields of Product Design, Installation and

Operation of Office and Material Handling Systems, Research

and Analysis of Marketing Systems.

First use Mar. 20, 1950.

SN 153.614. Applied Polytechnic Research Corporation Inc.,

Annapolis, Md. Filed Sept. 21, 1962.

For Applied and Pure Research, Scientific Investigations,

DevelopmentB, ExpertinentationB. Laboratory Work. Design.

Manufacture, Assembly of Prototypes, of Products, Their

Parts and Accessories In Various Branches of Science Engi-

neering and Other Polytechnic Undertaking, and Also for

Research. Development. Production and Consulting Services

in the Fields of Electronics, Chemistry, Biochemistry, Thermo-

dynamics, Fluid Dynamics, Heat Transfer, Physics, Acoustics,

Optics. Kinematics. Nuclear Engineering and Physics, Engi-

neering Materials. Oceanographlc Instrumentation and

Equipment. Medical InstrumenUUon. Outer Space Explora-

tion, Vehicles and Human Factors.

First use Mar. 1, 1962.

3N 166,079. Comress, Inc., Waahlngton. D.C. Filed Oct. 29,

1962.

SCERT
For Evaluation of Electronic DaU Processing Machines,

Programs and Systems.

First use Aug. 1, 1962.

SN 89,174. Cash Card International Club, Inc., Falls

Church, Va., assignee, by mesne assignments, of Cashcard,

Ramona, Calif. Filed Jan. 18, 1900.

CASHCARD
For Promoting the Sale of the Goods and Services of

Others Through an Advertising Program, Encouraging Cash

Purchases.

First use Nov. 16, 1959.

SN 96.559. Banco Corporation, Ltd., San Francisco, Calif.

Filed May 6, 1960.

BANCO
Owner of Reg. No. 260,944.

For Printing Business Documents and Forms for Others.

First use in or about July 1928.

SN 128,946. Automotive Warehouse Distributor, Inc., Den-

ver, Colo. Filed Oct. 2, 1961.

Owner of Reg. No. 731,426.

For Automotive Parts Distribution Services.

First use Jan. 20, 1961.

SN 145,380. Liberty Distributors, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

May 24, 1962. COLLECTIVE MARK.

TRUSTWORTHY
Owner of Reg. Nos. 702,790 and 702.845.

For ReUll Hardware and Household Appliance Store

Services.

First use in October 1959.
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8N 147,»54. PefTT Parker Placement Service, Inc., St. Paal, Q^gg |03 — GMftniCtiM Mid Rspsir
Hlnn. Filed June 28, 1982.

PEGGY PARKER
The mark "Peggy Parker" la a fletltlona name, and U not

Intended as the name of any llTlng IndlTldnal.

For Employment Placement Serrlcea.

Flnt oae September 19S8.

SN 18S,84e. Trackalde OasoUne BUtlons, Inc.. Oulfport,

Mlaa., aaslgnee of Trackalde Oasollne BUtloni, Qul^rt,
MlM. Filed Jan. IS, 1962.

8N 153,129. Super Valu Storea, Inc., Hopkins, Minn. Filed

Sept. 18, 1962.

SUPER VALU
Owner of Reg. Nos. 625,587, 646,916, and otbera.

For Grocery Store Serrlcea.

Flrat use 1942.

SN 168,180. Super Valu Stores, Inc., Hopkins, Minn. Filed ^^^ Minor Repairing

Sept. 18. 1962. First use January 1958

The drawing Is lined for red and blue.

For Motor Vebicle Service SUtion Services—Namely,

Lubrication, Oil Testing and Changing, Battery Testing and

Charging, Water TesUng and Replenishing, OUss Cleaning,

SUPER VALU
SN 146.418. Rock Island Lumber Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Jane 7. 1962.

Owner of Reg. Nos. 625,587, 646,916, and others.

For Grocery Store Services.

First use 1942.

SN 155.668. Statistical Tabulating Corporation, Chicago.

lU. Filed Oct. 22, 1962.

For Services in the Construction and Repair of Houses.

Oarages, and Other Such Buildings.

First use Apr. 16, 1961.

SN 146,419. Rock Island Lumber Company, St. Paul, Minn.

FUed June 7, 1962.

For Preparing Punched Dato Cards, Analysing DaU on

Such Cards, Bookkeeping and Accounting Services, Typing

and Stenographic Services. Operation of Business Madiines,

Including Key Punch Machines. Calculating Machines and

Comptometers, and Supplying Temporary Help for Oerical

Work.
First use May 10. 1962^ _____«_—

Oats 102- Insurance and Rnandal

SN 145.471. National Union Agency, Poplar Bluff, Mo.

FUed May 25, 1962.

SENIOR POLICY
For Insurance Agency Services—Namely, Planning and

Belling Life Insurance Policies and Placing Same With

Insurers.

Flnt use November 1958.

For Services in the Construction and Repair of Houses,

Oarages, and Other Such Bulldlngt.

First use Apr. 16, 1961.

Class 104— ConNHunifation

SN 127,161. WTSP Inc., St. Petersburg, Fla. Filed Sept. 1,

1961.

SWINGIN' GENTLEMEN
For Title of a Radio Program—Namely, Entertainment in

the Form of a Disc Jockey Show.
First use Apr. 20, 1960.

Oats 106-Matory TroateMt

SN 186,42S. Arde-Portland. Inc.. South Portland, Maine.

Filed Jan. 24. 1962.

ARDEFORM
For Strengthening MeUlllc Preaaure Veasels by Stretching.

First use on or about Dec 1. 1959.
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DYTRONIC

For Photography Retouching Service.

First use Mar. 2, 1962.

SN 145,472. David L. Nichols, Waahington, D.C. Piled

May 25, 1962.

A NICHOLS WORTH OF
NEWS WITH

DAVE NICHOLS
For Title of a Television News Program.
First use 1952.

COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARKS
aass200 SN 145.109. Mu Phi Epsllon. Uncoln. Nebr. Filed May 21,

1962.

8N 184.128. The International Association of Lions Clubs.

Chicago. 111. FUed Dec. 15, 1961.

Owner ot Reg. Nos. 884.746, 642,444. and others.

For Indicating Membership In the Applicant Association.

First use Oct. 5. 1961.

For Indicating Membership in Applicant's Sorority.

First use in 1903.

CERTIFICATION MARKS
dassA-Goods

SN 188,058. Arnold. Schwlnn * Co., Chicago, m. Filed

Feb. 15, 1962.

The mark indicates that the goods have been made in

accordance with spedflcations approved by the applicant and
that the materials and workmanship embodied therein have

been inspected by applicant and approved as meeting specific

standards established by the applicant The drawing is lined

for red and blue.

For Bicycle Parts and Accessories and Products Useable

In the Maintenance and Repair of Bicycles.

First use Apr. 1, 1961.



TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED
PRINCIPAL REGISTER

Qass 1 — Raw or Partly Prepared Materials

758,240. TKRITAL. Socleti RhodUtoce S.p.A. CONSOLI-
DATED CERTIFICATE. 8N 140.873, pub. 6-4-63. filed

8-27-62. CI. 1 ; 8N 140.874. pub. 12-4-62, filed 3-27-62.

CI. 39; SN 140.87B. pub. 6-4-63. filed 3-27-62, CI. 42.

7BS,241. PENNINGTON ETC. AND DESIGN. Pennington
Grain ft Seed, Inc. SN 141.357. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

4-2-62.

765.242. REC-STONB. Rec-Stone Corporation. SN 141,882.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 4-&-62. ^^
706,248. TRAK-LESS. Olaakyd Inco^orated. SN 148,807.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-11-62.

705.244. KOPOX. Koppera Company, Inc. SN 149.093.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-16-62.

705.245. TICOR. Tlconderoga Chemical Corp. SN 149,139.

Pub. 6-11-63. Piled 7-16-62.

705.246. JAPANESE CHARACTER FOR "MITSUI." Mitsui

* Co. Ltd. SN 149,860. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-26-62.

705.247. CORFAM. B. L du Pont de Nemours and Com-

pany. SN 152.117. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-29-62.

705.248. DORZAN. E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Com-

pany. SN 152.120. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-29-62.

700.249. PROCEL. Celanese Corporation of America. SN
150.779. Pub. 8-11-63. Filed 10-24-62.

700.200. PORKY. Irrlng Tanning Company. SN 105,998.

Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 10-26-62.

700.201. TIQERTAN. Albert Trostel k Sons Company. SN
106.191. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-29-62.

755.252. PENDEX. Celanese Corporation of America. SN
156,372. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 11-1-62.

750.253. GRONDEX. Celaneae Corporation of America.

8N 106.373. Pub. 8-11-63. Filed 11-1-62.

700.254. ORONDAR. Celanese Corporation of America.

SN 156,374. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-1-62.

700.255. PENDAR. Celanese Corporation of America. SN
156,870. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 11-1-62.

750.256. GARD-N-OLASS. Velslcol Chemical Corporation.

SN 156,535. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-2-62.

Qass 2— Receptacles

750,257. DOWPAC AND DESIGN. The Dow Chemical

Company. SN 142,024. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 4-11-62.

700.208. TUFFY AND DESIGN. American Can Company.

8N 140,751. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 0-31-62.

700.209. RAY LUCENT. Dundlck Tool Works, Inc. SN
147,810. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-27-62.

700.260. KIDDY-PROOF. Abraham H. Kantrow. SN
149,745. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-25-62.

755.261. UTILITRAY. Antone M. Christensen. d.b.a. Lor-

tone. 8N 149.919. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-27-62.

750.262. TI AND DESIGN. Thompson Industries, Inc. SN
153,606. Pub. 6-ll-tr3. Filed 9-20-62.

755.263. DELPAK. Etelaware Barrel and Drum Company.

Inc. SN 103.628. Pub. 0-14-63. Filed 9-21-62.

750.264. BUN HUT. Rainbow Wood Products. Inc. SN

108.680. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-21-62.

750.260. RUBBERMAID MEANS BETTER MADE. Rub

bermald Incorporated. SN 153.896. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

9-20-62.
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Qass 3 — Baggage, Animal Equipments, Port-

folios, and Pocketbooks

755.266. FLEETWOOD. General Sewing Corp. SN 158.485.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-2-62.

750.267. CARDINAL. C. F. Rumpp k Sons Incorporated.

SN 156,828. Pub. 6-ll-«S. Filed 11-7-62.

Qass 4- Abrasives and Polishing Materials

755.268. SUPER CEROXYLON. F. A. Putnam Mfg. Co.,

Inc. SN 129.038. Pub. 0-11-68. Filed 10-2-61.

700.269. SAIT. SAIT—SodeU AbraTlsi Industrlall. S.p.A.

SN 102,030. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 9-fr-62.

700.270. ALCHBM. Alpbonao U Shackelford, d.b.a. The
Alchem Company. SN 107,986. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

11-26-62.

755.271. LORA. Arol Cbemioil Products Company. SN
160.993. Pub. 6-11-68. Piled 1-21-63.

755.272. FANCIFUL GEOMKTRIC DESIGN. Chicago Wheel
A Manufacturing Co. SN 161,000. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

1-21-68.

755.273. TYCRO. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company. SN 181,080. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 1-21-63

Qiss 5— Adkesives

750.274. ETERCEL. Sekisui Chemical Company. Ltd. of

Japaa SN 119.239. Pub. 6-12-62. Filed 5-3-61.

755.275. ARNAVBOND. Amav Shoe Corporation, by
change of name from Intercontinental Development Corpo-
ration. SN 143.829. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 5-4-62.

756.276. SCOTCH-MOUNT. Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Company. SN 144,178. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

0-9-62.

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positions

706.277. STERLING BRINE CRYSTALS. International

Salt Company. SN 122.932. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-27-61.

700.278. REPEL^-FILM. Baum's Castorine Co., Inc. SN
189.192. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 3-6-82.

700.279. ALOAM. Stilea-Kem Sales Corporation. SN
148,400. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 4-30-62.

756.280. ALKIL. Stilea-Kem Sales Corporation. SN 143,468.

Pub. 6-11-68. Piled 4-30-62.

765.281. DRIONB. PMC Corporation. SN 144,706. Pub.

6-11-68. Filed 5-16-62.

755.282. 8ENEGALIN. Adolf Radeck, Chemlsche Fabrik.

SN 144,881. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 5-17-62.

755,288. IDEALIN. Adolf Radeck. Chemlsche Fabrik. SN
144,882. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 0-17-62.

750.284. TRAGANTINE. Adolf Radeck. Chemlsche Fabrik.

SN 144,883. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 0-17-62.

705.285. HYDROTHOL. Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation
SN 147,146. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-18-62.

750,286. CADMATE. R. T. Vanderbllt Company, Inc.

147,872. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-27-62.

SN
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7M,287. NARAMTCIN AND JAPANESE CHARACTERS.
Tanabe Seiyaka Co. Ltd. SN 149,226. Pub. 6-11-68.
PUed 7-17-62.

700.288. RUTBX WITHIN R DESIGN. A. E. Staley Manu-
facturing Company. SN 101,870. Pnb. 6-11-68. PUed
8-16-62.

755.289. BILLUPS. Billups Western Petroleum Company.
SN 152,199. Pub. 6-11-68. Piled 8-30-62.

760.290. LAMBAST. Monaanto Chemical Company. SN
102,140. Pub. 6-11-68. Piled 8-29-62.

700.291. PRBPUERIN. The Wellcome Foundation, Ltd.

SN 102,048. Pub. 6-11-68. Piled 9-0-62.

700.292. RBPELIT. Loumac Chemical Company. SN
108,800. Pub. 6-11-68. Piled 9-17-62.

706,298. UNIGAS AND FLAMB DESIGN. Union Oil Com-
pany of California. SN 108,888. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

9-24-63.

700,294. HERITAOB HOUSE AND DESIGN. Heritage

Houae Products, Inc., asaignee of Seaboard Seed Co., Inc.

SN 104,108. Pnb. 4-16-68. Piled 9-28-62.

700,290. U.S. BORAX. United States Borax * Chemical

Corporation. SN 106,196. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 10-29-62.

700.296. NSEW NORTHWESTERN AND DESIGN. The
Northwestern Chemical Company. SN 106,898. Pub.

6-11-68. Piled ll-S-62.

706.297. POMADE. R. T. Vanderbllt Company, Inc. SN
107,742. Pub. 6-11-68. Piled 11-21-62.

Qass 7" Cordage

700.298. POT O'OOLD. International Minerals t Chemical

Corporation. SN 167,878. Pub. 6-11-6?. Piled 11-16-62.

700.299. MEGACON. The Hi-Plier Manufacturing Co. SN
108,074. Pub. 6-11-68. PUed 11-28-62.

Qass 8 -Smokers' Articles, Not Induding

Tobacco Products

700.800. SUNDAY COB. Boescber'a Industriea, Inc. SN
108,688. Pnb. 6-11-68. Piled 12-7-62.

700.801. PLAYBOY, HMH Publishing Co., Inc. SN 160,480.

Pub. 6-11-68. PUed 1-10-68.

Qass 9 -Explosives, Rrearms, Equipments,

and Projectiles

700,802. THE PRONTIEB AND DESIGN. Colts Patent

Pire Arms Manufacturing Company, Inc. SN 152,206.

Pub. 6-11-68. PUed 8-80-62.

706,808. EZXS W AND DBSIGN. Olln Mathleson Chemi-

cal Corporation. SN 152,287. Pub. 6-11-63. Piled

8-80-62.

766,804. LEADER W AND DESIGN. OUn Mathieson Chemi-

cal Corporation. SN 102,288. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

8-80-62.

700,800. WINCHESTER W AND DESIGN. OUn Mathieson

Chemical Corporation. SN 162,289. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

8-80-62.

766,806. SPATTBRPRUP W AND DBSIGN. Olln Mathie-

otf Chemical Corporation. SN 168,204. Pub. 6-11-68.

PUed 9-14-62.

Qass 10 -Fertilizers

760,807. GREENFIELD. Bll LUly and Company.

128,111. Pub. 8-27-62. Fllad 6-29-61.

SN

765.308. HORTCO. Hortco, Inc. SN 147,469. Pub. 6-11-68.

PUed 6-21-62.

700.309. GENTLE TIGER AND DESIGN. SUdler Fertil-

izer Company. SN 148,667. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-9-62

765.310. HUMI-CITE. South Texas Soil Conditioner Serv-

ice, Inc. SN 154,066. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 9-27-62.

705,811. SIX-PLUS. Green ft Reedy Fertllicer. Inc. SN
164,116. Pub. 8-11-63. Filed 9-28-62.

Qass 12— Construction Materials

766.312. DUREEN. West VlrginU Palp and Paper Com-
pany. SN 107,893. Pub. 10-24-61. PUed 11-4-60.

755.313. DUREL. Caradco Incorporated, assignee of Durel
Incorporated, d.b.a. Durel, Inc. SN 108,297. Pub. 10-24-61.

FUed 11-14-60.

756.814. APEC BRILLIANTS AND DESIGN. American
Porcelain Enamel Company. SN 112,100. Pub. 6-11-68.

Filed 1-19-61.

755.815. STYROPLOAT. The Dow Chemical Company. SN
128,978. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 10-2-61.

756.816. NUKEM ELASTIK. Nukem Products Coriwration.
SN 180,231. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 10-18-61.

765.817. WIND-TAB. Globe Roofing Products Co. Inc. SN
142,813. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 4-16-62.

765.818. DURA-NU. Security Renovating, Inc. SN 142,974.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 4-24-62.

766.819. W WHEELING TILE CO. AND DESIGN Wheel-

ing Tile Company. SN 148,897. Pub. 6-11-68. Piled

6-4-62.

766.820. LAB. Alvin Products, Inc. MULTIPLE CLASS
(Classes 12, 14, and 60). SN 149,516. Pub. 6-11-68.

Piled 7-23-82.

766,321. FIBBRLIC. MacAndrews and Forbes Comi>any.

SN 150,428. Pub. 8-12-68. PUed 8-3-62.

765,822. UNARCO. Unarco Industries, Inc., by change of

name from Union Asbestos ft Rubber Company. SN
168,842. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 9-17-62.

756,828. PERMA-THRUST. Austin Flooring Company. SN
168,648. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-20-62.

756,324. SPIN-QLA8. Johns-ManvUle Corporation. SN
168,830. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 12-10-62.

755,326. M.C. Modular Components Corporation. ' SN
168,842. Pub. 6-11-68. Piled 12-10-62.

766,826. SOUNDIKE. Johns-Manrille Corporation. SN
168,918. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 12-11-62.

Qass 13 — Hardware and Plumbing and

Steam-Fitting Supplies

755.827. RONSON. Ronson Corporation. SN 146,105. Pnb.

6-11-68. PUed 6-4-62.

756.828. "CHEF'S PRIDE" AND DESIGN. Allied Metal

Spinning Corp. SN 162,963. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-12-62.

765,329. QUISINE AND DESIGN. Qulsine, Inc. SN 153,813.

Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 9-24-62.

766.880. YORK. Hoover Ball and Bearing Company. SN
153,957. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-26-62.

766.881. NEWPORT. Hoover Ball and Bearing Company.
SN 168,958. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-26-62.

Qass 14 -Metals and Metal Castings and

Forgings

766,320. (See Class 12 for this trademark.)

756,882. TIMALLOY. Harsco Corporation. SN 128,786.

Pub. 8-7-62. FUed 9-27-61.
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756.860. PERELAX PhlUdelphia Laboratorlea, Inc.

160.812. Pub. «-ll-«8. Filed 1-7-63.
SN

705,888. VITASUL. The yigxol Oil Company Limited. SN
141,895. Pnb. 6-11-68. Filed 8-8-68.

755,834. TWIN TRACTION. Studebaker Corporation. SN
150,288. Pnb. 6-11-63. Tiled 8-1-62.

Qass 16—Protective and Decorative Coatings

755,335. CATAPONIC DEVELOPMENT. Marahall L. Magee,
d.b.a. Magee Cbemlcal Company. SN 114,496. Pub.
»-ll-6a. Filed a-27-«l.

755,386. FLECTO AND DESIGN. Tbe Flecto Company,
Inc. SN 184.110. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 12-15-61.

706.887. FUSIONKOTB. Iowa Paint Manufacturing Com-
pany, Inc. SN 186.769. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 1-29-62.

750.888. DESOGUARD. De Soto Cbemlcal Coatlngi, Inc.

SN 189,047. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 8-5-62.

755.339. VARMOR AND DESIGN. Pratt A Lambert-Inc.

SN 189.676. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 3-12-62.

755.340. RIL-SNO. Tbe Cbarles, Inc., d.b.a. Tbe Rll-8no

Products Co. SN 154,951. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 10-11-62

Qass 17— Tobacco Products

760.841. CARLTON. Tbe American Tobacco Company. SN
144.300. Pub. 6-ll-«8. FUed 5-11-62.

700.842. SLENDORITA. United Wbelan Corporation. SN
101,804. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 8-24-63.

700,848. CANADA HOUSE. Lane Umitwl. SN 109,008.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-20-62.

700,844. 'concord. Pblllp Morris Incorporated. SN
109.998. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-81-62.

Qass 18— Medicines and Pharmaceutical

Preparations

700,840. 8.U.R. Collins Cbemlcal Corp. SN 116,977. Pub.

«-ll-e8. Filed 4-3-61.

700.846. BABT-BIO. Natri-Blo Corporation. SN 120,886.

Pub. 6-11-68. Filed S-ll-«l.

700.847. PERMA-COCKTAIL. Commercial Solvents Corpo-

ration. SN 127.886. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 9-7-«l.

700.348. FR-80. Textron Inc. SN 130.519. Pub. 6-11-63.

Filed 10-23-61.

700.349. CHOCOLATE SOLDIERS. Drug Development

Corporation. SN 140,041. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 8-28-62.

700.350. THERAFFIN. Theratron Corporation. SN 142,992.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 4-23-62.

766,801. S2. R. W. MacDlcken, d.b.a. Nepbron Company.

SN 145,384. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 5-24-62.

750,852. ADD-A-ZYMB BRAND. Add-A-Zyme, Inc. SN
146,442. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-8-62.

700.803. FEBRO-OE8IC. First Texas Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

SN 102,210. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-80-62.

700.804. ALCO-WIPB. Will Rom, Inc. SN 108,894. Pub.

6-11-63. Filed 9-20-62.

700,800. PRB8ANTIN. Dr. Karl Tbomae, GmbH., as-

signee of Gelgy Chemical Corporation. SN 154.418. Pub.

6-11-68. Filed 10-8-62.

700,856. BIENTHO-FOAM. Tbe Wander Company SN

109.790. Pub. 6-ll-«3. Fll^ 12-26-62.

700.357. HEXASIL CREAM. Balmm Pharmacal Corp. SN

159.944. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-31-62.

700.808. CH0LICAP8. Bufflngton's Incorporated. SN

109.902. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 13-31-62.

700.809. B-FIVE-C. Winn Bllchaels Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

8N 160,241. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 1-4-68.

Qass 19-VeMdes

755.861. BMH AND DESIGN. Bonded Mobile Homes. SN
186,532. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 1-25-62.

755,362. ZIP R LUFF. Manchester Yacht SaUs. Inc. SN
139.416. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-8-62.

755,368. KLIPPAN AND DESIGN. Kllppan Oegellscbaft
mlt beschrankter Haftung. SN 149,574. Pub. 6-11-63.
Filed 7-23-62.

755.364. PIASECKI AND DESIGN. Plasecki Aircraft Cor-
poration. SN 152.917. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-11-62.

755.365. ANDREWS. Aluminum Truck Bodies. Inc. S.\
153,710. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 9-24-62.

755.366. PAPOOSE. Scotsman Manufacturing Co.. Inc. SN
159,362. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-18-62.

755,867. DESIGN OF SPLIT CIRCLE. General Motors
Corporation. SN 159,718. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-26-62.

755.368. TRIDENT. Merriman Bros., Inc. SN 159,897.
Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 12-28-62.

750.369. STABILAIRE. Western Unit CorporaHon. SN
160.027. Pub 6-11-63. Filed 12-31-62.

700.870. LITE CLOUD AND DESIGN. Bo-Dar. Inc. SN
160.088. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 1-8-68.

700.871. VEE-BALLOON. Goodyear Aircraft Corporation.
SN 160,112. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 1-3-63.

750,372. FLOMATIC. Jeffrey-Allan Industries. Incorpo-
rated. SN 160.186. Pub. 6-11-43. Filed 1-4-63.

700,878. TOUCH-N-FLO. Jeffrey-AlUn Industries, Incorpo
rated. 8N 160,187. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 1-4-68.

700,874. STING RAT. General Motors Corporation. SN
161,880. Pnb. 6-ll-«8. FUed 3-1-68.

Qass 21 - Electrical Apparatus, Machines,

and Supplies

750,870. DECATROL. Lear Siegler, Inc., by change of

name from Tbe Siegler Corporation. SN 114,975. Pub.
6-11-68. Filed 3-6-61.

750.376. TI. Texas Instruments Incorporated. SN 117,568.
Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 4-10-61.

755.377. ZETA-MICA. The Macallen Company, Inc. SN
125.931. Pub 4-23-63. Filed 8-14-61.

700.878. TAPE-SLIDE. Kentron Hawaii. Limited. SN
126.403. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-23^1.

705.879. LINE COMMANDER AND DESIGN. WUlUm D.

Tarrant, d.b.a. Tarrant Electric Machinery Company. SN
132.301. Pub. 4-30-63. FUed 11-16-61.

700.880. SPECTRA VOX. Stanley S. Cramer. d.b.a. S.8.C.

Laboratory. SN 145.678. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 0-39-62.

760.881. TOHWALITB. Tohwa Electric Co., Ltd. MUL-
TIPLE CLASS (Classes 21 and 26) SN 146,125. Pub.
6-11-68. Filed 6-4-62.

705.382. UNIVERSAL HI-HAT. Litecraft Manufacturing
Corp. SN 146,632. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-11-62.

755.383. TOSARI. Federal Employees' Distributing Com-
pany. SN 148,882. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-12-62.

750.384. HYTEK. Electro-Optical Systems, Inc. SN 149,725.
Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-25-62.

755.385. MH AND DE8IO.N. Magic Hostess Corporation.
SN 149.758. Pub. 6-ll-«8. Filed 7-2fr-63.

705.386. WIRE NUT AND DESIGN. Ideal Industries. Inc.

SN 150.346. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-3-62.

756.387. LITHONIA. Llthonla Lighting. Inc. SN 150.423.
Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-3-62.

755.388. BD BUSTRIBUTION. Hia I-T-E Circuit Breaker
Company. SN 161.323. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 8-16-62.

750.389. ANSA FONE AND DESIGN. Ansa Fone Corp. SN
101,462. Pub. »-ll-«8. FUed 8-30-63.
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700.890. LONDALE. Zephyr Radio Company, Ltd., assignee
Of Eastern Assodatea, Ltd. 8N 101,808. Pub. 6-11-68.
Filed 8-24-62.

700.891. BILLUPS. Billups Western Petroleum Company.
SN 152.200. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-30-62.

700.892. I-LINE. Square D Company. SN 109,539. Pub.
6-11-63. Filed 12-20-62.

755,393. ISO-MATCH. Telesystem
SN 159,623. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

750,894. VERSA-GRIP. Anderson
CONSOLIDATED CERTIFICATE.
6-4-63, filed 1-14-63, CI. 21; SN
filed 1-14-63, CI. 23.

755.395. TRU-BREW. Esgey Surplus Sales, Inc., d.b.a.

Melward Industries. SN 161,871. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed
3-1-63.

755.396. IMPAC. New Haven Wire k Cable, Inc. SN
161,898. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 2-1-68.

755.397. EPCO. Exchange Parts Company of Fort Worth.
SN 161.981. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 2-4-63.

755.398. GEOMETRIC DESIGN. Radio Shack Corpora-
tion. SN 162,355. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 2-8-63.

Services Corporation.
12-21-62.

Electric Corporation.

SN 160,592, pub.

160,598, pub. 6-4-63,

Qass 22 — Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

755.399. DESIGN-A-PLANE. Pyro Plastics Corporation.
SN 106,345. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 10-13-60.

755.400. RAPALA. Rapala. SN 111.550. Pub. 6-11-63.

Filed 1-9-61.

750.401. SCOTTS 'KEEPDRYE' AND DESIGN. Scotts

"Keepdrye" Dartboard Co. Ltd. SN 181.080. Pub. 6-11-63.

Filed 10-31-61.

705.402. FORGE PRESS. Rainbow Crafts. Inc. SN 140.181.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 3-19-62.

755.403. BRIDGE CORPORATION OF AMERICA AND
DESIGN. Bridge Corporation of America. SN 140,229.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 3-20-62.

755.404. SPACESHIP. Mag-Powr Games, Inc. SN 140,274.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 3-20-62.

700,406. MONOLOOP M AND DESIGN. Monoloop Prod-

ucts, Inc. SN 140,714. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 3-26-62.

750.406. BILGO AND DESIGN. Dr. Med. Dent. Hugo Batt.

SN 141,272. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 4-2-62.

700.407. DAR-TAC-TOE. Ralph K. Daugherty. SN 148,367.

Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 7-6-62.

700.408. BABY K. S. S. Kresge Company. SN 148,397.

Pnb. 6-11-68. FUed 7-6-62.

750.409. DIAMOND RAY. Lester M. Davis, d.b.a. Les Davis

Fishing Tackle Co. SN 148,600. Pub. «-ll-«3. Filed

7-9-62.

706.410. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. Milton Bradley Com-
pany. SN 148,874. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 7-12-62.

^00,411. TOSARI. Federal Employees' Distributing Com-
pany. SN 148,883. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 7-12-62.

700.412. WEBER W AND FISH DESIGN. Weber Tackle

Company. SN 154,002. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-2ft-62.

756.413. PENNSY PINKIE. The General Tire & Rubber

Company. SN 154,022. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-27-62.

750.414. TAG AND DESIGN. Tranaco Adult Games, Inc.

BN 154,179. Pnb. 6-11-63. Filed 9-28-62.

700,410. RITA. Writing Toys Corporation. SN 104,187.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-28-62.

705.416. FLY-WAY. Pulp Reproduction Company. SN
104,012. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-4-62.

700.417. PAR PUTT. Cartex Corporation. SN 154,900.

Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 10-11-63.

755.418. HIVOPAK. General Dynamics Corporation. SN
137,620. Pub. 6-ll-«3. Filed 2-9-62.

750.419. FILASOL. Roberto Escursell-Prat. SN 146,410.
Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-7-02.

755.420. URAFCO. Universal Roll-A-Form Corporation.
SN 147,054. Pub. ft-11-63. Filed 6-15-62.

755.421. CAR DESIGN. Marion Lee Thompeon, d.b.a.
Mickey Thompson Enterprises. SN 149,611. Pub. 6-11-63.
Filed 7-23-62.

755.422. 8HUR-LUBE. The Diversey Corporation. SN
149,721. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-25^2.

755.423. FABCEL LEV-L. Fabreeka Products Company.
SN 149,831. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-26-62.

755.424. HERITAGE HOUSE. Heritage House Products,
Inc., assignee of Seaboard Seed Co., Inc. SN 151,788.
Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-23-62.

755.425. HERITAGE HOUSE AND DESIGN. Heritage
House Products. Inc.. assignee of Seaboard Seed Co.. Inc.

SN 151.785. Pub. 6-ll-fi3. Filed 8-28-62.

755.426. EMBLEM DESIGN. Crown Controls Corporation.
SN 152,049. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-28-«2.

765.427. JO-LO. Joe Lowe Corporation. SN 162,318. Pub.
6-11-63. Filed 8-31-62.

765.428. MILBAND AND DESIGN, "^he Henry O. Thomp-
son k Son Company. SN 152,464. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed
9-4-62.

705.429. WHIRLIMET. Buehler Ltd. SN 152,562. Pub.
6-11-63. Filed 9-ft-62.

755.430. HAG WITHIN REPRESENTATION OF A TREE.
HAG Tool Company. SN 152,790. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed
9-10-62.

755.431. PUTURA. Tuthlll Pump Company. SN 152,935.
Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-11-62.

755.432. RIGID-REFLEX. Tbe Cincinnati Shaper Co. SN
152,979. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 9-12-62.

755.433. FRONTIER. Oneida Ltd. SN 153,207. Pub.
6-11-63. Filed 9-14-62.

755.434. TI DESIGN. Thompson Industries, Inc. SN
163,337. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-17-62.

755.435. CUSTOM. Bissell Inc. SN 153,450. Pnb. 6-11-63.

Filed 9-19-62.

765.436. 400. Bissell Inc. SN 103,451. Pub. 6-11-68.

Filed 9-19-62.

755.437. AMERICAN. Bissell Inc. SN 153,452. Pub.
6-11-63. Filed 9-19-62.

755.438. MOTIVAIR. Modemalr Corporation. SN 153,969.

Pub. 4-30-63. Filed 9-26-62.

755.439. FREIGHTRITE. Addressograph-Multigraph Cor-

poration. SN 155,039. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-12-62.

755.440. NOMAD. The Tait Manufacturing Company. SN
158,873. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-10-62.

755.441. FASTGUN. H. D. Hudson Manufacturing Com-
pany. SN 158,910. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-11-62.

755.442. NAMCO. North American Manufacturing Com-
pany. SN 159,109. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-13-62.

755.443. ITW. lUinols Tool Works Inc. SN 159,893. Pub.
6-11-63. Filed 12-28-62.

755.444. CARVALLOY. Charles D. Briddell, Incorporated,

d.b.a. Chas. D. Briddell, Inc. SN 161,848. Pub. 6-11-63.

Piled 2-1-63.

755.445. GREAT LAKES AND DESIGN. Great Lakes

Sump k Mfg. Co., Inc. SN 162,944. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed
2-18-68.

Qass 23- Cutlery, MacMnery, and Toob,

and ParU Thereof

700,894. CONSOLIDATED CXBTIFICATB. See Class 31.

TM 798 O.G.—16

Qass 26— Measuring

Appliances

Scientific

755,881. (See Class 21 for this trademark.)

705,446. FUJISTAT. Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. SN
87,421. Pub. 7-11-61. Filed 12-16-59.
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7BS.447. ACTOMATIC. Laboratory Furniture Company.

Inc. 8N 140,956. Pub. 4-9-63. Filed 3-28-62.

7S6,448. DUROBROM. DeTollte Corporation. SN 146.797.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-13-62.

7BS,449. PRECIBOR. Shandon Sclentlflc Company Lim-

ited. SN 148.769. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-10-62.

7B8.450. BKARMATIC. Bear Manufacturing Company.

SN 181,119. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-14-62.

7SB,4S1. SHBLL. Shell Oil Company. SN 152,008. Pub.

6-11-63. Filed 8-27-62.

7BB.462. CHEMIQUIP AND DESIGN. Julian A. Lipman.

d!b.a. Chemlqulp Company. SN 152.590. Pub. 6-11-63.

Filed 9-6-62.

755 458 WEAVER. William B. Weaver, d.b a. W. R. Weaver

Co. SN 153,036. Pub. 6-11-88. Filed 9-12-82.

7BB4B4 WEAVER MOUNTS AND DE8TON. William R.

Weaver, d.b.a. W. R. Weaver Co. SN 158.040. Pub.

6-11-68. Filed 9-12-62.

755,450. WEBBER. The L. 8. Starrett Company. 8N

l'58,698. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 9-21-62.

765.456. TWINPROBEB. Picker X-Ray Corporation. SN

167,887. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 11-28-62.

765 457 FRONTIER AND DESIGN. Frontier Develop-

ment. Inc. SN 157.894. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-26-62.

75B458. NUCLEAR DATA DESIGN. Nuclear Data. Inc.

SN 158.169. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-29-62.

765.469. NIKE. lili In«orporated. 8N 158.204. Pub.

6^11-63. Filed 11-29-62. ^^^^^^^^^^^^

Class 30— Crockery, Earthenware, and

Porcelain

755,473. CARILLON AND DESIGN. VIU Craft Corpora-

tion. SN 152.480 Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 9-4-82.

Class 31 - Filters and Refrigerators

765.474. FILTERITE. Industrial Producta Company, Inc.

SN 151,829. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-16-62.

765.475. DRICO. Drlco Industrial Corporation. SN 151,401.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-17-62.

755.476. HAWS. Haws Drinking Faucet Company. SN
160,289. Pub 6-11-83. Filed 1-7-68.

Qass 32- Furniture and Upholstery

755.477. KINBT AND DESIGN. Joan B. Zlndell. SN
158,491. Pub. 6-11-88. Filed 12-4-62.

755.478. H AND DESIGN. Haydock Caster Company. 8N
159,727. Pub. 6^-11-63. Filed 12-26-62.

Class 33 -Glassware

Class 27-Horological InstrumenU

766,460. HAWTHORNE. Hawthorne Watch Co., Inc. SN

162,408. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-4-62.

Qass 28- Jewelry and Predous-Metal Ware

755 461. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. Stanley J. Prokop.

8r.. d.b.a. Stanley Prokop. Jeweler. SN 147,897. Pub.

6-4-68. Filed 6-21-62.

756.462. MJ. Monterey Jewelers Inc. 8N 160.888. Pub.

6^11-83. Filed 8-9-62.

765 463 D 14K DESIGN. Phil S. Khalaf, d.b.a. De-Cor

Jewelry Co. SN 150.953. Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 8-10-62.

756.464. ATTACHE. Ray Curran & Co. SN 163,258. Pub.

6^11-63. Filed 9-17-62.

755 465 DOUBLE C DESIGN. Allan L. Seltzer, d.b a.

Chatham Creations. SN 153.987. Pub. 8-11-88. Filed

9-26-62.

765.468. AS. Albert Sher. SN 158,988. Pub. 6-11-63.

Filed 9-26-62. •

766 467. MIDNIGHT STAB. J. R. Wood & Sons, Inc. SN

164,318. Pub. 6-11-88. Filed 10-1-62.

766 468 TRESURA. National Bellas Hess. Inc. SN

l'64.864. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 10-2-82.

786.469. 8TR0NGITB. The Stronglte Co. SN 164,883.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-2-62.

765 470 K WITHIN A CIRCLE DESIGN. Klwanls Inter-

Ltional SN 164,806. Pub. 6-11-88. Filed 10-5-82.

Qass 29-Broo«s, Brushes, and Dusters

765 471 TUSH. International Process and Product Derel-

opment Corporation. SN 188,814. Pub. 4-9-63. Filed

2-26-82.

768.472. SURPRIZE. Michael R. McDanal. d^bji. S^Prtw

Soapy Sponge. SN 149.766. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-2JMJ2.

755.479. IMPERIAL AMERICAN HANDCRAFTED AND
MAP DESIGN. Imperial Glass Corporation. SN 151.758.

Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 8-23-62.

756.480. LUMINABC AND DESIGN. Verrerle Crlstallerle

d'Arques, G. Duran<^ * Cle. SN 161,682. Pub. 6-11-88.

Filed 1-24-88.

756.481. GOLDEN SHELL. Anchor Hocking Glass Corpo-

ration . SN 164.300. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 3-11-63.

Qass 34- Heating, Lighting, and Ventilating

Apparatus

756.482. AIRMASTER AND DESIGN. Arthur E. Mapes,

d.b.a. E. Mapea Co. 8N 161,418. Pub. 8-11-88. FUed

8-17-82.

755.483. SHELL. Shell OU Company. SN 152.009. Pub.

6-11-88. Filed 8-27-82.

766.484. ALASKA. Wasbtngton Stove Works. SN 162,986.

Pub. 6-11-88. Filed 9-11-62.

765.485. PROGRAMMER. Sears, Roebuck and Co. SN

153,688. Pub. 6-11-88. Filed 9-21-82.

755,488. PROTEC-U-LITB. Joseph Chrtstophlll. SN 168,864.

Pub. 8-11-88. Filed 9-26-62.

766.487. MICRO-WIRB AND DESIGN. Hobart Brothers

Company. SN 165,ipi. Pub. 8-11-83. Filed 8-14-88.

Qass 35 -Belting, Hose, Machinery Pack-

ing, and Nonmetallic Tires

755.488. TRIANGULAR DESIGNS. The Dayton Tire ft

Rubber Company. SN 122,480. Pub. 4-28-63. FUed

6-20-81.

756.489. TRACTION WEDGE AND DESIGN. The Good-

year Tire ft Rubber Company. SN 186,181. Pub. 6-1 1-88.

Filed 1-3-82.

766.490. BILLUP8. Blllupa Western Petroleum Company.

SN 152,201. Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 8-80-82.

755.491. UNARCO. Unarco Industrie*. Inc.. by cbang» of

name from Union Asbestos ft Rubber Company. 8N

168,848. Pub. 6-11-88. Flftd ^17-81
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760,492. PLA8BB8T08. Croton Compound Corporation.

SN 153,386. Pub. 6-11-88. FUed 9-18-62.

766,498. CORDOVAN. Cordovan Associates, Incorporated.

SN 159,045. Pub. 6-11-83. FUed 12-18-62.

766.494. STATION MASTER. The Gates Rubber Company.
SN 159.646. Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 12-24-82.

755.495. WAGON MASTER. The Gates Rubber Company.
SN 159.847. Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 12-24-82.

766,498. JET MASTER. The Gates Rubber Company. SN
169.848. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-24-82.

766.497. PUMP MASTER. The Gates Rubber Company.
SN 169,849. Pub. 8-11-88. Filed 12-24-62.

766.498. MICRO-V. The Gates Rubber Company. SN
169,888. Pub. 8-11-83. Filed 12-28-82.

766.499. WHITE MAGIC 80. White Stores, Inc. SN
160,084. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 1-2-68.

760.600. DURATUBB. The Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Com-
pany. SN 160.113. Pub. 6-11-88. Filed 1-8-63.

756.601. MILEATHON. The Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Com-

pany. 8N 180.114. Pub. 8-11-88. Filed 1-3-63.

765.602. RED STREAK. The GoodyeaV Tire ft Rubber

Company. SN 160.420. Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 1-9-63.

766.608. RONTHANE. Ronthor Reiss Corporation. SN
160,805. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 1-16-68.

788,604. POWER-WEDGE. Dayco Corporation. SN 181,477.

Pub. 8-11-63. Filed 1-28-88.

766.606. SOF-T. The Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company.

8N 161.601. Pub. 6-11-88. Filed 1-29-83.

768,608. NYROD. The Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company.

SN 181.602. Pub. 6-11-88. Filed 1-29-63.

755.507. FLEXTRA. The Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Com-

pany. SN 161.608. Pub. 8-11-88. Filed 1-29-63.

765.608. SPORT SPECIAL. United States Rubber Com-

pany. SN 161,924. Pub. 8-11-88. Filed 2-1-63.

765.609. MOLTTHAKB. Sealcraft Corporation. SN 162.293.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 2-7-68.

756.610. GREEN STRIPE. The Gates Rubber Company.

SN 162.487. Pub. 8-11-88. Filed 2-11-88.

766.611. NYLATUF. The Polymer Corporation. SN
162,669. Pub. 6-11-788. Filed 2-18-88.

Qass 36— Musical Instruments and Supplies

785,612. MICRO TOtJCH. Zenith Radio Corporation. SN
146.868. Pub. 8-11-83. Filed 6-13-82.

755.513. STATESIDE. The Gramophone Company Limited.

8N 149,842. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 7-28-62.

755.514. ERNST RIEDL. Worldwide Musical InRtrument

Co. Inc. SN 151.282. Pub. 8-11-83. Filed 8-15-62.

785.615. SONATA. Emenee Industries, Inc. SN 164,228.

Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 3-8-88.

766,516. RIVOLI. Sonola Accordion Company, Inc. SN
184.667. Pub. 8-11-88. Filed 8-18-88.

765,617. LEHOFF AND DESIGN. Levi H. Zerr, Jr., d.b.a.

Lehoff AssocUtes. SN 186,978. Pub. 8-11-63. FUed

4-2-88.

Qass 37- Paper and Statfonery

766,618. ROL-IT-ON. Diagraph-Bradley Industries, Inc.

BN 116,887. Pub, 6-11-88. FUed 8-24-81.

766,819. FTC FINGER TIP CONTROL AND DESIGN.

Visible File Corp. 8N 127.290. Pub. ft-ll-«8. FUed

9-6-81.

760.620. POLLT-COAt. The PoUy Coet Book Cover Co.

8N 128,848. Pub. 8-11-68. FUed »-M-81.

766.621. THE WORLD'S MOST WANTED PENS. The

Farter Fen Company. 8N 188.226. Pub. 6-11-83. Filed

2-19-82.

700,022. DUPLIFACTOR. Bridge Coriwration of America.

BN 140,086. Pub. 8-11-88. Filed 8-19-82.

765,623. MANNITHERM. John A. Manning Paper Co. Inc.

SN 143,847. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 5-4-62.

755.524. UNISCRIPT AND DESIGN. Unlscript. Inc. SN
148,249. Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 7-2-82.

755.525. LINWEAVE MILANO. United SUtes Envelope
Company. SN 151,700. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-22-62.

755.528. SOPHISTIGIFT. Harry and David. SN 153,586.

Pub. 8-11-63. Filed 9-20-82.

765.627. EXPLORER. MlnnesoU and Ontario Paper Com-
pany. SN 154,616. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-5-62.

765.528. BIPLEX. A. W. Faber-Castell PencU Co. Inc. 8N
154.812. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-9-82.

755.529. DURA-FLUTE. Brown Products, Inc. SN 154,882.

Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 10-10--8Z

755.530. FREIGHTRITE. Addressograph-Multlgraph Cor-

poration. SN 166.040. Pub. 8-11-88. FUed 10-12-82.

755.631. KANGAROO. Duro Pen Company, Inc. 8N
155,139. Pub. 8-11-88. Filed 10-16-62.

765,532. STEELKRAFT. Tension Envelope Corporation of

Kansas City. BN 165,208. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 10-16-82.

755,538. TWIS-SNAP T AND DESIGN. Albert L. Jamison,

d.b.a. A.J. Art ft Design. SN 166,269. Pub. 6-11-68.

Filed 10-16-82.

756.534. GRAND WAY. The Grand Union Company. SN
165.411. Pub. 8-11-83. Filed 10-18-82.

Qass 38-PrinU and Publications

755.535. HELPFUL HINTS BY HARRIET. John F. Mur-
ray Advertising Agency. Incorporated. SN 128,913. Pub.

6-11-83. Filed 9-29-61.

756.536. INSTANT LETTERING AND DESIGN. Arthur

Brown ft Bro.. Inc. SN 133,444. Pub. 6-11-83. Filed

12-*-61.

756.537. THE NEW WONDER WORLD CULTURAL LI-

BRARY. The Parents' Magazine's Education Press, Inc.

SN 133,983. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-13-61.

755.538. LRI AND DESIGN. Leadership Resources, Inc.

SN 136,669. Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 1-25-82.

755.639. BNA SERVICES LABOR REPORT. The Bureau

of National Affairs. Inc. SN 138,876. Pub. 6-11-88.

Filed 1-30-82.

755.540. BNA'S CONSTRUCTION LABOR REPORT. The

Bureau of National Affairs. Inc. SN 136,877. Pub.

6-11-63. Filed 1-30-62.

755.541. FRONTIERS OF AMERICA. Chlldrens Press, Inc.

SN 138,163. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 2-19-62.

755.542. COUNTDOWN. E. James Ball, d.b.a. LIfetronlcs

Research. SN 138,378. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 2-21-62.

755,548. HI-MINE. Youth Associates Company. SN 139,716.

Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 8-12-62.

765,644. THE INTERSTATE I. Interstate Vending Com-

pany. SN 140,457. Pub. 8-11-83. Filed 3-22-62.

766,545. HOBBY BOOKS AND DESIGN Fernand ft

Spertus Publishers, Inc. SN 142,420. Pub. 6-11-88.

Filed 4-17-82.

756.548. BIO AND LITTLE JOURNEYS AND DESIGN.

Colpitta Tourist Company, Inc. SN 142,928. Pub. 6-11-63.

Filed 4-24-82.

766.547. DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION. ADDI-

TIONS, NOTES AND DECISIONS. Forest Press, Inc. SN

144,161. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 5-9-62.

765.548. DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION. Forest

Press. Inc. SN 144.162. Pub. 8-11-63. Filed 6-9-62.

765.549. THE TROPICAL GARDENER Alex D. Hawkes,

d.b.a. The Tropical Gardener. SN 148,378. Pub. 8-11-88.

Filed 6-7-62.

766,660. COLOR-STIK. Charles Beseler Company. SN
148.876. Pub. 6-11-88. Filed 8-14-82.

766.561. SALLIB HAYDEN'S. Hayden Flour Mills. SN
149,482. Pub. 8-11-88. Filed 7-20-62.

756,662. WESTERN GUEST. Western Hotels Company, by

change of name and assignment from Western Hotels, Inc.

SN 100,660. Pub. 8-11-88. FUed &-»-82.
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755.553. INTERNATIONAL RESCUER. International Ren-

cue and First Aid AnHOClatlon. Inc. SN 154.321. Pub.

ft-11-63. Filed 9-12-62.

755.554. PERSPECTIVE ON IDEAS AND THE ARTS
Oale BroadcaHtlng Co., Inc. SN 155,119 Pub. 6-11-63

Filed 10-11-62.

755.555. FERTILE ACRES. South Dakota Fertlllier Asso-

ciation. SN 155,659 Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-22-62.

755.556. FULL CIRCLE. AUatate Insurance Comoany.
SN 155,872. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-25-62.

785.557. CAROLYN CLARKE. American Home Products

Corporation. SN 155,878. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-25-62

755.558. AP WIREPHOTO The Associated Presa. SN
155,883 Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-25-62.

755.559. DOCUFORM. Documentation, Incorporated. 8N
156.096 Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-29-62.

755.660. DESIGN OF BLACK CAT. Elite Stamp Serrlc*.

SN 156.282 Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-31-62.

755.561. WATSON'S WIZARD OF ODDS. William A. Wat-

son. SN 156.698. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 11-5-62.

755.562. QUICK RELEASE. Avdel. Inc. SN 156.712. Pub.

6-11-63. Filed 11-6-62.

755.563. AMERYKA-ECHO. Ameryka Echo. Incorporated

SN 156,931 Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-9-62.

765.564. AP. The Associated Press. SN 163,922. Pub.

6-11-63. Filed 3-5-63.

Qass 39- aothing

756.240. CONSOLIDATED CERTIFICATE. See Class 1.

755,565. ROBBIE BEE. Bender Gllck Sportswear Mfg. Co .

d'b.a. BenderGllck. SN 105.852. Pnb. 12-5-61. Filed

10^6-60.

765,666. LADY BREWSTER LB AND DESIGN. Brewster

Shirt Corporation. SN 138.151. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

2-19-62.

755.567. BREEZE-BREAKER. P. H. Hanes Knitting Com-

pany. SN 146,188. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-6-62.

755.568. POLO TROPHY. Finger, Rablner k Jontow Inc.

SN 149,177. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-17-62.

765.569. JET ZIP. Perfect Knit Togs, Inc.. assignee of

Perfect Knit k Woven Togs. SN 149.958. Pub. 6-11-63.

Filed 7-27-62.

756.570. GREEN THUMB Edmont Inc. SN 160,032. Pub.

fr-11-63. Filed 7-30-62.

765.571. AT HOME. Dellghtform Fonndatlons, Inc. SN

160,328. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-2-62.

765.572. RIB ORAMA. Plymouth Hosiery MllU, Inc. SN

150,968. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed H-10-62

766.573. DIMONELLI. Sam Diamond Knitting Mills, Inc.

SN 151,025. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-13-62.

765.574. LEONARDO STRAS8I. Colfax Industries. SN

151.128. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-14-62.

756.575. CLOUD BURST. Wales Manufacturing Company

SN 151.378 Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-16-62.

768 576. MISTER WALES. Wales Manufacturing Corn-

piny. SN 151.880. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-16-62.

755,577. MAGIC QUARTER. Dorson Flelsher Inc. SN

152.771. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-10-62.

765 578 MURTAG AND TAG DESIGN. G. C. Murphy

Company. SN 152.818. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-10-62.

755.579. LOCKER LOOP. Rob Roy Comp*ny, Inc. SN

153,118. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 9-18-62.

755.580. VEST-RAINT. Melroee HosplUl Uniform Co., Inc.

SN 163,188. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed J^-14-62.

755 681. BRENDON HALL. Ben Wiener k HofTman, Inc.

SN 153.358. Pub. 6-11-^3. Filed J^-17-62.

755.682. MAN8LACK. Fit Rite Pants Company. Inc. 8N

153,395. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed ^18-62.

766,888. FEATHBRIB. DOntij Mllla, Inc. SN 158,866.

Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 9-20-62.

756.584. THE MINNIE BY LILLY. Lilly Pulltier. Inc

SN 157.552. Pub. 6-11-63 Filed 11-19-62.

755.588. THE SNEAKY PETE BY LILLY. Lilly Pulitzer.

Inc. SN 157,553. Pub 6-11-63. Filed 11-19-62.

755.686. SPAN "C " Tru Balance Corsets, Inc. SN 167,691.

Pub. 6-11-63 Filed 11-20-62.

755.587. GLAMAZON8. Leon's Fashions. Inc. 8N 157,628

Pub (5-11-63 Filed 11-20-62.

755.588. PETTI TARD8. Modern Globe, Inc. SN 167.920

Pub. 6 11-63 Filed 11-26-62.

755.589. SERENADE. International Latex Corporation.

SN 158.162. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-29-62.

756.590. INTIMO Maldenform. Inc. SN 168.261. Pnb.

6-11-63. Filed 11-30-62.

Class 40— Fanqr Goods, himishiiigs, and

NotMNIS

755.591. SECOR BAC. Secor Manufacturing Co.. Inc. SN
144.891. Pub. 6-11 63. Filed 5-17-62.

755.592. 8PESCO Specialty Sales Company. SN 162,802.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 2-7-63.

Qass 42- Knitted, Nttted, and Textile

(, and Substitutes Therefor

756,240. CONSOLIDATED CERTIFICATE. See Class 1.

755,593. PERMA-FLUFF. Whiting Manufacturing Com
pany. Inc. SN 158,034. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-27-82.

Qass 43-Tliread and Yarn

765.594. BUCARONI. Glen Raven Cotton MUls, Inc. SN
157,791. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-23-62.

755.595. SPANDELLE. The Firestone Tire k Rubber Com-
pany. SN 158,061. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-28-62.

Qass 44 -Dental, Medical, and Surgical

Appliances

765,696. CERVISCOPE. Axel E. Straucb. assignee of Clauss

B. Strauch. d.b.a. Cervlscope Company. SN 125,627. Pub.

10-23-62. Filed 8-8-61.

755.597. VENUS. Technl Electronics, Inc. SN 146,003.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-18-62.

765.598. FAIRLON. Falrtaope Fabrics, Inc. SN 150,164.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-31-62.

756.699. INTRA-VBL HOLDER. Beverley C. HoIIlngahead.

d.b.a. B. C Holllngshead Company. 8N 150.280. Pub.

6-11-63. Filed 8-1-62.

765.600. A8EPTEX. Mlnneaota Mining and Manufacturing

Company. SN 150,886. Pub. 2-l»-63. Filed 8-6-62.

758.601. BEAUTY WAND. Younger Each Day. Inc. SN
155,982. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-28-62.

755.602. LU-TBX. C. De Witt Lakena Co. 8N 158,798.

Pnb. 6-11-68. riled 12-10-62.

768.603. DORCATB AND DB8ION. Tlie L. D. Caolk Com
pany. SN 189,589. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-21-62.

766.604. JBLCONB AND DESIGN. The L. D. Caulk Com-

pany. SN 169,561. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 13-21-62.

768,608. COL08TOCAP. John F. Greer CompAny. 8N
189,724. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 12-36-62.

786,606. LA SUE-E AND DESIGN. Snsana A. Flgueroa.

8N 160,104. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 1-8-68.
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Qass 45 -Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters

788.607. BELFRUT. "Belfrut" Geeellachaft mlt beschrank-

ter Haftnng, by change of name from Flrma Belfrut Allglu-

Oberland-Oetrinke G.m.b.H. SN 142,309. Pub. 6-11-63.

Filed 4-16-62.

785.608. ABC AND REPRB8ENTATI0N OF A DANCING
USHER CLICKING HIS HEELS. ABC Vending Corpora-

tion, d.b.a. ABC Vending Corp. SN 156,926. Pnb. 6-11-63.

FUed 11-9-62.

Qass 46- Foods and ingredients of Foods

766.609. REPRESENTATION OF A CUP OF COFFEE.
Franck Industrla Naxlonale del SoccedAuel al Cafle S.p.A.

SN 106.084. Pub. 6-11-68. FUed 10-10-60.

788.610. TOMA-RICO. Llbby, McNeill * Llbby. SN 118,888.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 2-13-61.

785.611. CAPTAIN BLIGH'S GALLEY BREAD. Christian

k Snyder Bakery Service. SN 114,684. Pub. 6-11-63.

Filed 3-1-61.

786.612. KEV0-ETT8. Golden Valley Brands, Inc., assignee,

by mesne assignments, of M. Elisabeth Bartlett and Charles

Martin, co-executrlx and co-executor for the estate of

George Maurice Bartlett, deceased, d.b.a. G. M. Bartlett

Kevo Company. SN 118,042. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 4-18-61.

788.613. SILO GUARD AND DESIGN. International Stock

Food Corporation. 8N 118,694. Pnb. 6-11-63. Filed

4-26-61.

785.614. TAKEDA AND DESIGN. Takeda Chemical Indus-

tries, Ltd. SN 123.780. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 7-11-61.

758.615. SENECA AND DESIGN. Seneca Grape Juice Cor-

poration. SN 126.614. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 8-24-61.

765.616. OLD MILL AND DESIGN. Crowley's Milk Com-

pany, Inc. 8N 127,205. Pnb. 6-11-68. Filed 9-8-61.

756.617. T * C AND DESIGN. Town and Country Food

Company, Inc. SN 180,898. Pub. 6-11-68. FUed 10-20-61.

788.618. EL REY. Carlbe Food Prodncta, Inc. SN 132,214.

Pub. 6-11-68. FUed 11-18-61.

755.619. NOW k LATER. Phoenix Candy Co.. Inc. SN
138,809. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 2-28-62.

788.620. CRISPINS. Snack Prodncts, Inc., d.b.a. House of

Snacks Co. SN 189,429. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 3-8-62.

766,631. CHAMPION WHIP. General Foods Corporation.

SN 142,069. Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 4-9-62.

788.622. SALA-TONB. Marjorie W, CbUatrom, d.b.a. VlUl

Food Company of California. SN 148,348. Pub. 6-11-63.

Filed 4-30-62.

785.623. SALA-DIET. Marjorie W. Chllstrom, d.b.a. VlUl

Food Company of California. SN 148,346. Pnb. 6-11-68.

Filed 4-30-62.

768.624. AFRICAN QUESN. Ootaaa Export Corporation.

SN 143,734. Pub. 6-11-68. PUed B-*-62.

766.628. BARGRBBN'S. BargTMB Coifee k ResUurant

Bquipment Co., Inc., d.b.a. Bargreea Coffee Co. SN 145,512.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-28-63.

755.626. FL AND DESIGN. Frito-Lay, Inc. SN 145,840.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-28-62.

785.627. THOMPSON HONOR DAIBY. Thompton's Dairy,

Inc. SN 146,939. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-14-62.

788.638. THOMPSON HONOR DAIBY AND DESIGN.

Thompton's Dairy. Int SN 14e,M0. Pub. 6-11-68. FUed

6-14-63.

786.629. T AND DB8IQN. TbompM>n'B Dairy, Inc. SN

146.941. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-14-63.

766.680. MB. AND MBS. DIET. Mr. ft Mrs. Diet, Inc.

SN 147.186. Pub. 6-11-68. FUed 6-18-62.

788 681 COFFBB DELIGHT. Bod's Pood Products, Inc.,

d.'b.a. Bods Food Prodneta. SN 147.400. Pnb. 6-11-68.

ruad 6-21-63.

785.632. HENRI'S AND DESIGN. Henri's Food Products
Company, Inc. SN 148.307. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-3-62.

755.633. YE OLDE OAK AND DESIGN. Robt. R. k R. W.
Smith Umlted. SN 148,430. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-6-62.

755.634. MORSE'S. Ferry-Morse Seed Co. SN 148.804.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-11-62.

755,638. CAPTAIN COMET AND DESIGN. Comet Rice

mils, Inc SN 149,363. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-19-62.

755.636. CHEESE WHISPERS. Reese Finer Foods, Inc.

SN 149.598. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-23-62.

768.687. AUNT JANE'S. Aunt Jane's Foods, Incorporated.

SN 150,314. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-2-62.

788.638. SOUPEEN WITH VITAMINS. "Sanopharm"
Chem. Pharm. Prlparate GeseUscfaaft m.b.H. SN 180,628.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-6-62.

786.639. REPRESENTATION OF A DOG AND DESIGN.
Allied Mills, Inc. SN 180,909. Pub. 6-11-68. FUed
8-10-62.

755.640. RIB DELIGHT. Chicken Delight, Inc. SN 151,297.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-16-62.

756.641. REPRESENTATION OF EDELWEISS FLOWER.
Esset Kakao- und Schokoladefabrlk Staengel k Zlller. SN
152,389. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-4-62.

755.642. VEGE-MATZO. The B. Manlschewltz Company.
SN 163.786. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 9-24-62.

755.643. TONILLONE. Parke, Davis ft Company. SN
183,808. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-24-62.

785.644. PIZZA-RONI. Capitol Food Corporation. SN
155.889. Pub. 8-14-63. Filed 10-25-62.

755.645. VALLEY FORGE. Community Shops, Inc.. d.b.a.

Community Bakeries. SN 156.379. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

11-1-62.

756.646. SORBAGRAN. Meat Industry Suppliers. Inc. SN
186.422. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 11-1-62.

755.647. YORK. Becharas Brothers Coffee Company. SN
156.554. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 11-5-62.

755.648. GOLDEN BOY. Suburban Foods. Inc SN 166.772.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-6-62.

756.649. GREEN STAR. Weis Markets, Inc. SN 166,918.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-8-62.

786,680. SUNSET RIDGE. E. J. Brach ft Sons. SN 187,279.

Pnb. 6-11-63. FUed 11-15-62.

785.651. HONG KONG. The Chun King Corporation. SN
157.464. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-19-62.

755.652. DIXIE LIVING. Besco Products Company, Inc.

SN 158,596. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-4-62.

765.653. MAESTRO. House of Herbs. Inc. SN 168,710.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 12-7-62.

Qass 47-Wi
786,684. REMY DUPONT. Monsieur Henri Wines, Ltd.

SN 127,028. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 8-81-61.

Qass 49- Distilled Alcoliolic Liquors

755.686. MAD WORLD. Barton DlstUllng Company. SN
153,925. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 9-26-62.

765,656. MAGNA CARTA. Joeeph B. Seagram k Sons. Inc.

SN 157,163. Pub. 6-11-63. FUed 11-13-62.

Qass 50— Merchandise Not Otherwise

Classified

756,830. (See Class 12 for this trademark.)

788.687. SQUAEMOUNT. J ft S Graphics. Inc. SN 188,187.

Pub. 4-23-63. Filed 1-8-62.

786.688. FUN-DIAL Magellan Sounds Corporation. SN
140.868. Pnb. 6-11-68. FUed 3-21-62.
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SN 152,760. Pub.

152,976. Pub.

755.659. PS. Carry-Pack Corporation.

6-11-63. Filed 9-10-62.

755.660. CAS-COT. Cas-Craft, Inc. SN

6-11-63. Filed 9-12-62.

755.661. ROTOTAO. Dalton Supplies Umited. SN 154.570.

Pub 6-11-63. Filed lO-B-62.

756 662. CELL-0-8IPS. Harry K. Davis, d.b.a. Cell-O-Core

Co. SN 155,239. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-16-62.

755 663. SOS. Visual CommunlcatlonB. Inc. SN 155.456.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed lO-lS-^2.
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Pub.755.687. ADL. Arthur D. Little, Inc. SN 148.645.

6-11-63. Filed 5-2-62.

755.688. AVITROL. Phillips Petroleum Company

144,879. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 5-17-62.

755.689. LUCE PRESS CLIPPING AND DESIGN.
Press Clipping Bureau. SN 147,478. Pub. 6-11-68.

6-22-62.

755.690. DUNKIB DDNKIN* DONUTS AND DESIGN.

Dunktn' Donuts of America. Inc. SN 148,609. Pub.

6-11-68. FUed 7-9-62.

SN

Luce
Filed

Osfs 51- Cosmetics and ToOrt Prspwatioiis Oa** 101 - Advertisiiig asd

755.664. FRIVOLE. Robert Rlchemond. SN 62,240. Pub.

6^^11-63. Filed 5-23-68.

755 685 POLA Suiukl-Shlnobu Sohonsha Company, Lim-

ited. SN 98.167. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 5-81-60.

7'55 666 POLA DESIGN. Suiukl-Shlnobu Sohonsha Com-

pany Limited. SN 98.168. Pub.6-ll-«3. Filed 6^1-60.

755 667 SANTA'S SECRET SHOP. Rich's, Inc. SN

118,813. Pub. 6-ll-«3. Filed 4-27-61.

755 668. GROOM AND CLEAN. Chesebrouib-Pond's Inc.

SN 128.655. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-26-61.

755 669 KRISTOL AND DESIGN. Kristol Products, Inc.

SN 129,214. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-^-61.

755 670 SWEET MYSTERY. Marguerite St. Pierre. Inc.

SN 130.508. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-23-61.

755 671 WALTER SCOTTS' AND DESIGN. Walter Scott,

Inc. SN 139,340. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 3^7-62.

766 672. OXYMINT. Gee Sales Company. Inc. SN 141.942.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 4-10-62.

765.673. PRINTIL. Soclete L'Or«al. SN 147,510. Pub.

6^11-63. Filed 6-22-62.

755 674. MAGIC COLOR. Lehn A Fink Products Corpora-

tion SN 151,415. Pub. (^-ll-«3. Filed 8-17-^2.

755 675. POLISHED LOOK. Scandla Cosmetics Corp. SN

155 280 Pub 6-11-63. Filed lO-lft-62.

766 676 CITATION AND DESIGN. The Mennen Company.

SN 156,894. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-8-62.

Qass 52- DetergenU and Soaps

755 677 SPARK. Piatt and SmlUle Chemicals, Inc. SN

136 394 Pub. 6-11-63. Filed l-23-«2.

755 878 TANKAIRE. The Drackett Company. SN 145,066.

Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 5-21-82.

756.679. WALTER SCOTTS' AND
^^^^^J^^^^^'^'

««'"'

Inc. SN 152,922. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-11-62.

766.680. ^QUIRTY. ^Imerlcan Home Products Corporation.

SN 167.042. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-18^2.

755 881 SO FAST. Southland Paint Co.. Inc. SN 167.162.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-13-62.

755 682 CLEAN TOUCH. Roui Laboratories, Inc. SN

lis7,331. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 11-16-62.

Service Marks

Qass 100- Miscellaneous

755 683 OT DESIGN. Optics Technology. Inc. SN 126.877.

Plib. 6-11-63. Filed 8-21-61.

765 684 LA ZARAOOZANA. De.de 1830 Restaurant y Bar.

sTsN 127.976. Pub. 6-11-^. Filed 9-8-61.

755 686 CONTINENTAL SECURITY GUARDS AND DE-

SIGN Arizona State Guard and Detective Agency. SN

136 326. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 1-8-62.

756.686. COSMIC. Co«nlc. Inc. SN 140.242. Pub. 6-11-63.

Filed »-20-6a.

766.691. COCK-A-DOODLB-DOO. Cock-A-Doodle-Doo, Inc.

SN 141,253. Pub 6-11-63. Filed 4-2-62.

765.692. G-E-X AND DESIGN. Nationar Bellas Hess. Inc.

SN 144.265. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 5-10-62.

766.693. HELPING HANDS IN YOUR HOME AND DE-

SIGN. The Suburban Homemaklng k Maternity Agency.

Inc. SN 146.427. Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 6-7-62.

Qass 102- Insurance and Rnandal

766.694. BANKERS TITLE GUARANTY COMPANY AND
DESIGN. Bankers Title Guaranty Company. SN 136,337.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 1-28-62.

765 695. FINANCIAL HOUSE AND DESIGN. IntersUte

Securities Company. SN 189.103. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed

3-5-62.

755.696. EPOCH. Harris Trust and Savings Bank. SN

148,955. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-7-62.

766.697. TAG-A-BAO. Tag-A-Bag Company. SN 146,232.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 6-5-62.

755.698. FIDELITY LIFE ASSOCLATION. Fidelity Life

Association, a Mutual Legal Reserve Company. SN 147,461.

Pub. 6-11-83. Filed 6-22-82.

766.699. KEY MAN IN YOUR FUTURE ETC. AND DE-

SIGN. North Carolina Mutual Ufe Insurance Company.

SN 149.666. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 7-24-62.

Qass 103 - Construction and

756.700. BLUE HAVEN. Blue Haven Pools. SN 186,106.

Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 1-19-62.

7S5 701 UNITED DELCO AND DESIGN. General Motors

Corporation. SN 154,021. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 9-27-62.

Qass 104— ConmMinication

756 702. G DESIGN. Gilmore Broadcasting Corporation.

SN 152,676. Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 9-6-62.

755 708 ABC AND DESIGN. American Broadcasting-Para-

mount Theatres. Inc. SN 166,854. Pub. 6-11-68. FUed

11-1-62. _^^^^__^^^^_^

Oats 105- Transportation and Storage

786,704. MATFDOWKR TOUB8. Richard Joyce Smith,

William J. Kirk, and Harry W. Dortgan. trustee of The

New York. New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company.

8N 140,688. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed S.R. 8-28-62; Am.

PR. 11-5-62.

756.706. PILGRIM TOURS. Richard Joyce Smith. William

j' Kirk, and Harry W. Dorigan. trustee of The New York.

New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company. 8N 140,689.

Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 8.E. 8-28-62 ; Am. P.B. 11-5-62.

756.706. PMI AND DESIGN. Parking Mnnagement. Inc.

SN 158,608. Pub. 6-11-68. FUed 9-19-62. •
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Qass 106— Material Treatment Collective Membership Mark

766.707. COBOND. Oranlterllle Company. SN 128,999. C\>%% 200
Pub. 6-11-68. Filed 10-2-61.

765.708. PERMA-NEW. Permafllm. Inc. SN 134,898. 755,711. LAMBDA CHI ALPHA ORDER OF MERIT A.\D
Pub. 6-11-63. Piled 12-29-61. CROSS DESIGN. Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity Incorpo-

766.709. RCS AND DESIGN. Rapid Copy Service, Inc. rated. SN 106,727. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 10-19-60.

SN 143,868. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 5-4-62. —^^^^^^^——^^^_^^^——.^—

—

Qass 107— Education and Entertainment

Certification Mark

Class A— Goods
765,710. THE FELLOWSHIP HOUR. The Moody Bible

Institute of Chicago. SN 148,664. Pub. 6-11-63. Filed 755,712. DALMATIAN, Sage Export. SN 152,093. Pub.
5-2-62. 6-11-63. Filed 8-28-62.

SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER
Theae registrations are not subject to opposition.

Qass 1 — Raw or Partly Prepared Materials Qass 11 — Inks and Inking Materials

756,718. Surpass Leather Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

186,303. Filed PR. 1-22-62; Am. S.R. 6-17-63.

AJMAL
The Arabic word "AJmal" means "beautiful."

For Leather.

First use Sept. 27, 1961.

765,714. Druid Hill Park Seed Corp., Baltimore. Md.
161,789. Filed P.B. 8-28-62; Am. S.R. 8-18-68.

LAWN PATCH
For Combination Grass Seed and Soil Conditioner.

First use Feb. 28, 1968.

SN 755,717. Mason Marking Systems Corporation, Norfolk, Va.

SN 150,797. Filed PR. 8-8-62 ; Am. S.R. 8-25-63.

BLACKMARK
For Ink.

First use on or about June 7, 1962.

Qass 22 — Games, Toys, and Sporting Goods

SN 755,718. Louis Mant k Company, Inc.. New York, X.Y. SN
181,877. Filed P.R. 11-6-81 ; Am. S.R. 6-18-68.

TRAIN 'N TURNPIKE
For Toys Simulating a Railroad and a Highway With

Traffic.

First use Oct. 6, 1961.

Qass 6— Chemicals and Chemical Com-

positHMis

755,715. Trade Paper Co., Inc., New York, NY. SN 141.004.

Filed PR. 3-28-62 ; Am. S.R. 6-15-63.

For Preparation To Be Applied as an Aerosol Spray to the

Edges of Cut-to-Pattern Pile* of Fabrics To Prevent Un-

raveling.

First use Apr. 27., 1961.

Qass 38— Prints and Publications

755,719. Putman Publishing Company. Chicago, 111. SN
125,163. Filed P.R. 8-1-61 ; Am. S.R. 6-17-83.

INDUSTRIAL CRYOGENICS
For Magazine Which Is Also Bound Separately for Dis-

tribution Apart From the Magazine as a Separate Magazine.

First use June 8, 1961.

755.720. International Trade Club of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

SN 135,381. Filed P.R. 1-8-62 ; Am. S.R. 6-14-63.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
NEWS

For Monthly Newsletter. ^
First use Sept. 29, 1961.

756.718. West Chemical Products. Inc., Long Island City, 755,721. Hitchcock Publishing Company, Wheaton, 111. SN
N.Y. SN 147,876. Filed P.B. 6-27-62; Am. S.R. 6-28-63. 147,737. Filed P.R. 6-26-62; Am. S.R. 6-17-63.

KLEEN-KIT
For Package ConUinlng Dtalnfectanta, Deodorants, Clean-

ing Preparations, Plastic Pump, and a Cotton Swab.

First use June 6, 1962.

QUALITY CONTROL AND
RELIABILITY

For Trade Magazine.

First use June 12, 1962.
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755.722. Joseph R. Sleyin, WaahlngtoD, DC. SN 150,723. 755,726. Prlr. Fabbrka Maraachino Bzcclaior Olrolamo
Filed P.R. 8-7-62 ; Am. 8.R. 6-19-63. Luxardo S.p.A., Torreglla, PadoTa, lUly. 8N 169,858.

WASHINGTON BOND
REPORT

For Newsletter Published at Regular Interrals.

First use June 16, 1962.

Qass45 — Soft Drinks and Carbonated

Waters

766.723. Hanover Club Beverage Co., West Hanover, Mass.

SN 08,062. Filed PR. 5-31-60 ; Am. S.R. 3-4-63.

Filed P.R. 12-18-«2 : Am. S.R. «-26-«8.
The mark consists of a conformation of a bottle of special

conflgnratlon used as the container for the goods.

For Wines.
First use 1950 ; In commerce 1956.

I
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Qats 51 - Cosmetia and Toflat Preparatioiif

766,727. Wolts-Prodottl dl Belletsa 8.R.L., Milan, IUI7.
SN 129.072. FUed P.R. 10-2-«l ; Am. S.R. 10-81-62.

The lining of the drawing represents the color red.

For Carbonated Soft Drinks.

First use July 1948.

Qass 46— Foods and Ingredients of Foods

760.724. The CaplUl City Products Company, Columbus,

Ohio. SN 140,384. Filed P.R. 8-21-62 ; Am. S.R. 5-9-63.

WMz..
PRODOTTI DI BELLEZZA

The translation of "Prodottl dl Bellesia" Is "beauty prod-

ucts." Owner of lUUan Reg. No. 69,5S1, dated June 26,

1946.

For Nail Enamels and Lacquers and Lipsticks.

STA-BLAND
For Pure Vegetable OH.

First use Mar. 13, 1962.

Qass 47 -Wines

766,725. E. * J. Gallo Winery. Modesto, Calif. SN 159,342.

Filed P.R. 12-18-4J2 ; Am. S.R. 6-24-68.

765,728. Roux Laboratories, Inc., New Tork, N.T. SN
161,266. Filed P.R. 8-15-62; Am. 8.R. 6-21-M.

PAMPERED PEARL
For Hair Coloring Preparations in the Nature of a Rlnae.

First use June 12, 1962.

Qass 52— Detergents and Soaps

755.729. The Procter ft Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

SN 162.786. FUed 2-14-«8.

PULSO
For Sudsing Cleaner, Cleanser, and Detergent.
First use Dec. 31, 19«2.

Service Bfarks

Qass 100- MiscellaMoiu

755,730. Joseph Shaw Chalfant, LoulsTUle, Ky. SN 188,761.

Filed PR. 12-11-61 ; Am. S.R. «-14-eS.

The mark consists of the conformation of a decanter used

as the container for the goods.

For Wines.

First use October 1961.

Malmtht
Vdkmma

For Restaurant Serrlces.

First use Aug. 11, 1961.

766.731 Joseph Shaw Chalfant. Loulsrllle, Ky SN 188,762 QJ^^ |Q5 _ JranSDOrtatlOn and StOraOe
Filed PR. 12-11-61 ; Am. S.R. 6-18-68. ^swaa sw«* siaii9|rwi»a«flwsi ^iis ii#»wi«|f«

Blf^G£R BROIL

For Restaurant Serrlces.

First use Aug. 11, 1961.

756,783. Maritz, Inc., St. Louis, Mo. SN 128,020. Filed

P.R. 6-28-61 ; Am. S.R. 11-14-62.

PLEASURE HOLIDAYS
For Travel Agency Services.

First use Mar. 15, 1961.

Qass 103 — Construction and Repair
765,784. Dampskibsselskabet af 1912 A/S and A/S Damp-

skibsselskabet Svendborg (Joint owners), Copenhagen,

Denmark. SN 189,186. Filed P.R. 2-21-«2 ; Am. S.R.

766,782. Arlen. Inc., Portland, Oreg. SN 146,001. Filed ft-7-68.

P.R. 6-4-62 ; Am. S.R. 8-l-«8.

Arl(!;ni

For Repairing, Serrldnf, and Maintaining Electric Shavers

and Electric Current Converters Therefor, Hair Clippers,

Cigarette Lighters, and Cutlery, All Manufactured by Others.

First use Oct. 1, 1960.

The drawing is lined for blue and red.

For Transportation of Passengers and Freight by Surface

Ships.

First use May 22, 1956; in commerce May 22, 1966.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED
166,949.

166,286.

166.466.

167,126.

167,612.

187,748.

168,676.

169,666.

170,097.

170,622.

170,656.

170,800.

170,801.

170,988.

172.847.

172,679.

172.712.

172,878.

178,697.

178,938.

174,160.

174,880.

174.889.

176,024.

175,025.

176,109.

176.290.

176,848.

176,424.

OUMMITB. CT. 1. 8-27-28. 175,664.

EMPEROR. CI. 28. 8-27-28. 176.688.

MEADOW BLEACH. CI. 42. 4-3-23. 176.309.

UNCLE WILLIAM. CT. 46. 4-24-28. 176,654.

MOLDITE. CI. 1. 6-1-28. 177,019.

KENTUCKY ACE AND DESIGN. CI. 12. 5-8-23. 177,170

DESIGN OF HORSESHOE AND DIAMOND FIG- 177,582.

URB. CI. 8. 6-29-28.

E R. SQUIBB ft SONS AND DESIGN. Ci. 18. 400.069.

6-26-28. 401,070.

NOX-I-DENB. CI. 51. 7-10-28. 401,456.

AGRINITE. CI. 10. 7-17-28. 401,467.

WORTHMORB. CT. 46. 7-17-28. 401,661.

SUPER. CI. 46. 7-24-28. 402.113.

SUPER -LOAF-. CI. 46. 7-24-28. 402,325.

SUPERBRED. CI. 46. 7-24-28. 402,326.

FREBZE-EM PICKLE AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 402,354.

8-28-28. 402.398.

FREEZB-EM. CI. 6. 9-11-28. 402.580.

STANOLIND. CI. 6. 9-11-28. 402.666.

DESIGN OF A LEAF. CI. 61. 9-11-23. 402,779.

"KING-0'WINTER." CI. 89. 10-2-28.

ANACONDA. CI. 18. lO-i-28. 402,934.

PREMIX. CI. 28. 10-9-28. 403,580.

POLAR, a 80. 10-28-28. 403,647.

CLASPBT. CI. 28. 10-28-23. 403,800.

ANACONDA AND DESIGN. CI. 13. 10-30-23. 404,272.

ANACONDA AND DESIGN. CI. 21. 10-30-23. 404,300.

ANACONDA. CI. 21. 10-80-28. 404,308.

EAOLB AND DESIGN. CI. 23. ll-fr-23. 404,560.

INLAND COPPER ALLOY AND DESIGN. CI. 14.
^q^ 574

1 1 II- 23

DESIGN PORTRAIT OF JOHN DAVEY. CI. 6. 404,668.

11-6-28. 404,747.

CI. 89.

D-ZBRTA. CI. 46. ll-«-28.

RE-NU-LAC. CI. 16. 11-6-28.

CRIMSON HEAT. CI. 6. 11-20-28.

PUSSYFBKT. CI. 18. 11-27-28.

COUNTESS. CI. 46. 12-11-28.

BABY. CI. 46. 12-11-28.

POINTER BRAND AND DESIGN.
12-18-23.

PASTA DI LUSSO. CI. 46. 2-16-48.

WHITE LIGHTNING. Q. 39. 4-20-43.

DIAMALLOY AND DESIGN. CI. 28. 5-18-43.

DIAMOND AND DESIGN. CI. 28. 6-18-48.

HYMARK. CI. 87. 5-25-48.

XL AND DESIGN. CI. 86. 6-29-48.

HELM'S ROB-A-SAN. CI. 18. 7-18-48.

GAMESTER. CI. 42. 7-18-48.

FA8TAX. CI. 26. 7-18-48.

B AND DESIGN. CI. 18. 7-20-43.

FIREYE. CI. 21. 8-8-48.

BLUE BOY. CI. 46. 8-10-43.

HIGALON HIGALON AND DESIGN. Q. 18.

8-10-43.

O SOLE MIO. CI. 46. 8-24-43.

UTIL-A-TOOL. CI. 23. 9-28-43.

FLYING COLORS AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 10-6-43.

TRICHOTINE. CI. 6. 10-19-43.

ZUGRA. CI. 42. 11-16-43.

ST. MARK. 01. 47. 11-16-43.

O'LITE. tl. 16. 11-16-43.

KEY BRAND. CI. 6. 12-7-43.

FOOT HIGH AND DESIGN. CI. 46. 12-7-43

SURE WINNER. CI. 46. 12-14-43.

ADDRBS80L0Y. CI. 14. 12-21-43.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED
Scctloa 8

629,053. WINDOW-MATIC. CI. 28. 6-19-66.

681.826. NIP-MOCA INJUNS ETC. AND DESIGN. CI. 89.

7-31-66.

Tht folloicing regittrationt Uaued July 9, 19S7

648,020. DESIGN OF GROTESQUE MAN. CI. 1.

•48.024. WA-XTRA. CI. 2.

648.025. TRI-TEX. CI. 2.

648.026. GARB-A-MATIC. CI. 2.

648.027. PRESTO-PURSE. CI. 8.

648.028. PIGGY BACK. CI. 3.

648.031. MIRRETTE. CI. 4.

648,035. TEKSTRIP. CI. 6.

648,042. SKOTCH KOOLER. CI. 6.

648,048. FLY BYE. CI. 6.

648,053. BLAUTOL. CI. 6.

648,060. SANDCHEM. CI. 6.

648,070. AIR-SPARE. CT. 13.

648,076. SANITIFIC. CL 18.
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648,096.

648,099.

648,108.

648,105.

648,108.

648,116.

648,121.

648,128.

648,184.

648,180.

648,188.

648,140.

648,142.

648,144.

648,146.

648,148.

648,160.

648,168.

648,166.

648,168.

648,178.

648,180.

648,182.

648,186.

648,187.

648,188.

648,191.

648,192.

648,196.

648.199.

648,200.

648,208.

648,200.

648,208.

648,215.

648,248.

648,244.

648,248.

648,261.

648,204.

648,205.

648,206.

648,208.

648,262.

648,260.

648,268.

648,270.

648,270.

648,278.

648,284.

648,289.

648,291.

648,297.

16.

21.

21.

BARKIABTIC. CI. 16.

MAGIC MINKBAL. CI

INVINCINITB. CI. 16.

QKN. 710. a. 16.

MAR-CA8-ITB. 01. 16w

800TH-BTT8. CI. 18.

PRB8CRIPTI0N 1600. CT. 18.

SMART AND DESIGN. CI. 18.

VI-FUNK VITASPHERB8. CI. 18.

VI-FLAN. CI. 18.

EAGLE BRAND AND DESIGN. CI. 19.

BERMUDA. CI. 19.

EMPIRE, a. 19.

SCAT CRAFT. CI. 19.

PANTOBASB. CI. 19.

CONTOUR TWIN. CI. 19.

THE TIME LIGHTER. CI.

REMTRON. CI. 21.

PERBiASHUNT. CI. 21.

PINON AND DESIGN. CI

UF-X AND DESIGN. CI. 21.

GRIP-8AVBR TUBES. CL 22.

THB ADVBNTUBBS OF RIN-TIN-TIN. CI. 22.

NODDY. CI. 22.

MINNB80TAN. CI. 23.

"BAR-FLY." CI. 22.

VARICOMP. CI. 22.

CROWN JEWEL AND DESIGN. CT. 22.

"RIB-KING." CI. 28.

CHARLBSCRAFT. CI. 28.

"AMERB." CI. 28.

SM 8HOPMA8TBR AND DESIGN. CI. 28.

WINDO-ZIPPER. CI. 28.

MIBHLB LITHOPRINT. CI. 28.

BRIGHT STAR. CI. 28.

V-LINE. CI. 26.

PROJECT O SPOT AND DESIGN. CI. 26.

NORTHWESTER. CI. 27.

MIAML' CT. 27.

B-Z. CI. 28.

PEB-WBE. CI. 28.

RITB-FIT. CI. 28.

LEADING BAND. CI. 28.

COLDMAKBR. CI. 81.

FIN FARE. a. 81.

ZBDBED. CI. 82.

SHARPB. CI. 82.

LONGFELLOW CI. 88.

"JET-FLO" AND DESIGN. CI. 84.

FIVE STAR. CI. 80.

RURAL RHYTHM. O. 88.

MOHAWK. CI. 86.

TV SCOPB AND DESIGN. CI. 88.

648,298w

648,800.

648,808.

648,809.

648,811.

648,812.

648.818.

648,818.

648,820.

648,822.

648,826.

648,882.

648,886.

648,844.

648,847.

648,849.

648,800.

648,801.

648.862.

648,808.

648.804.

648.809.

648.S71.

648,874.

648.S7T.

648,882.

648,889.

648,881.

648,402.

648.408.

648,409.

648,410.

648,411.

648,412.

648.414.

648i410.
648,416.

648.417.

648.419.

648.422.

648.420.

648,480.

648,481.

648,488.

648.484.

648.488.

648,440.

648.442.
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Cl. 88.

39.

DESIGN.

LAUGHING WORLD AND DESIGN
SUPBR-PAC. CI. 88.

CHRISTMAS FANTASIA. Cl. 88.

MONITOR. Cl. 88.

MTRA LBB. Cl. 89.

"ANOBLKI88." a. 89.

POSTURB GUIDE AND DB8I0N. Cl.

CRAFTSHIRB. Cl. 89.

SUMMIT 8PORTWBAR ETC. AND
Cl. 89.

POODLE HUO-MB-TIOHT. Cl. 89.

TOWNE DEB. Cl. 89.

MR. WONDERFUL AND DESIGN. Cl. 89.

MAOICL08B. a. 89.

AMERICAN DEB. a. 89.

BGYPTIBNNB DRB88 LINE. Cl. 42.

BEAUTY SHEER. Cl. 42.

MARIANNE MILLS. Cl. 42.

SHBBR-GLO. Cl 42.

BLBNDWBLL BTC. AND DB8IQN. Cl. 42

TRIPLB-TWI8T WBVB. CL 42.

CUDDLIB. CL 41.

NEWLON. CL 48.

F0RBM08T F AND DESIGN. Cl. 40.

DOLLY KAT'8. CL 4«.

8AMCAL. CL 46.

CABANA STICKS, a. 46.

8PBBDMA8TBB AND DESIGN. Cl. 00.

8TBBLITB. Cl. 00.

WINGED CAMERA SBBVICB AND
a. 100.

DURATONE. CL 106.

PICTO AND DESIGN. Cl. 107.

8 AND DESIGN. CL 107.

WILL'S RANGERS AND DB8IGN. Cl.

LIBERTY SEAL OF APPROVAL AND
CL A.

REPRESENTATION OF HAND AND PLUG
TURF. CL 1.

JUTY WRAP COIN SCOOP AND DESIGN. Cl.

MBS. STEWART'S AND DB8I0N. Cl. 2.

NBSDHAM AND DESIGN. CL S.

DOLL-B-MBALTIMB. Cl. 22.

DOILrEASB. a. 87.

BNGRAVA-PBINT. CL 88.

PRO PHYLACTIC PANT. CL 89.

SMARTCAPS. CL 88.

FOAM CUSHON. Cl. 42.

CR08BY'8. Cl. 40.

TOOTHTAB8 AND DB8IGN. CL 01.

KITCHEN KIT. Cl. 02.

MR8. STEWART'S AND DB8I0N. Cl. 02.

I

DESIGN.

200.

DESIGN.

OF

2.

TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS AMENDED,
DISCLAIMED, CORRECTED, ETC.

167 194. EVEROREBN 3RAND. Cl. 46. 4-24-28. Carl

Marty and Company. The Borden Company, New York,

NY Amended: In the itatement. column 2, linei 7

through 9 are deleted, and the drawing U amended to

appear

:

EVERGREEN BRAND
226,687. BOSTITCH. Cl. 18. 4-12-27. Boiton Wire

Stitcher Company. Boitltch, Inc., Eaat Greenwich, R.I.

Amended to appear

:

BOSTITCH
650 070. REPRESENTATION OF SOLDIER. Cl. 39.

&I2O-57. J. P. 8mlth Shoe Company. B. B. Taylor Cor-

Doration, Augusta and Freeport, Maine. Amended
:
In the

J^tement, cSumn 2, line 1, before ".hoe." ««.'. U lo-

Mrted. ^ ^
724,066. KIWL CL 4. 11-21-«1. '^^ ^'"^

^°'''}J^Z'
p^ny Proprietary Limited. Richmond, near Melbourne.

?lctorU, Au.tralla. Amend^l : In the .Utement. column 2,

line 1, "•hoe.hlne preparation" U deleted and a »pr»i/ ahine

for poUahing •><>«• •»* •**«^ leather gooda U InKrted.

747 722 REDEEMA. C\. 61. 4-2-68. Maradel Product.

Inc., New York. N.Y. Corrected: In the .Utement. col

umn 2. line. 1 and 2. "to reduce wrlnklea" ahould be de-

leted.

748.079. 600. CL 21. 4-16-68. Georg* Cohen Son. and

Company Umlted. London, England. Corrected: In the

.Utamaat. column 2. line. 1 through 4. the deecrlptlon of

good, .hould be deleted and iwitehgear, twitehboarde, die-

trl^tien beorde; eleetrie motwre; eUetric atarter$ for

internal atmbuetion eng*nee; eleetrie traHle eignaU; elee-

trie weldinff macMnory; trantformer; otrcuit breaker$,

rMHtler$. converter; condmuer; alternator; frequency

changing apparatue and inenlated eabU wir; aU being elec-

tric; electric welding apparatne, electroplating apparatus;

apparatue for generating electric eturrentj and bearingt

{being part$ of electrical tnaehinee) .hould be Ineerted.

749 176. TUFFLEX. Cl. 42. 0-7-68. Wood CouTcralon

Company, St. Paul, Minn. Amended: In the .utement.

column 2, line 4 1. deleted and Owner •/ Reg. No; S00.t8S,

SOk.595, iOl^$S and 110.039. I. inaerted.
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6-11-63.

755,439,

758,530.

404,747.

A.J. Art A Design : Bee—
Jamison, Albert L.

ABC Vending Corp., d.b.a. ABC Vending Corp., Long Island
City, N.¥. 755.608, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 45.

Add-A-Zyme, Inc., Wheaton, Minn. 765.352. pub
CL 18.

Addressograph-Multlgraph Corp., Cleveland. Uhio.
Dub. 6-11-63. C1.23.

Addressograph-Multlgraph Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.
pub. 6-11-63. CL 87.

AddreBBOgrapb-Multigrapb Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.
ren. 8-27-63. Cl. 14.

Adler, Matthew M., Inc. San Francisco. Calif. 648,326, cane.
Cl. 39.

A^a Aktlengesellschaft fur Photofabrlkatlon, Leverkusen-
TBayerwerk, Oermanv. 648,053, cane. Cl. 6.

Alchem Co., The : See

—

Shackelford, Alphonno L.
Allied MeUl Spinning Corp., New York, N.Y. 755,328, pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 18.
Allied Mills. Inc., Chicago, 111. 755,839, pub. 6-11-68. Cl.

Allstate Insurance Co.. Skokle. 111. 755,556, pub. 6-11-63.
01 38

Aloen Co.. The, St. Louis. Mo., to American Home Products
Corp., liew York, NY. 176,309, ren. 8-27-63. Cl. 6.

Aluminum Truck Bodies, Inc., St. Loul., Mo. 755,360. pub.

6-11-68. Cl. 19.
Alvln Product., Inc., Worceeter, Mau. 755 820, pub. 6-11-63.

(ConMlldated certificate. Clame. 12, 14. and 00.)

Amerex Trading Corp., New lork, N.Y. 648,200, cane Cl.

28
American Agricultural Chemical Co.. The, to The American

Agricultural Chemical Co., New York, N.Y. 170,622, ren.
a OT- Aft C\ 10

American Binder Co., Inc., The, Brooklyn, N.Y. 648,160,
cane. Cl. 21. , „ ,, u

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Inc., New York.

N.Y 755.703, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 104.

American Can ^0.. New York, N.Y. 755.258, pub. 6-11-63.

Cl 2
American Cellulose A Chemical Mfg. Co., Ltd., The, to

CelaneK Corp. of America, New York. NY. 167.512. ren.

8-27-63. Cl. 1. ^ „ .„ w w
American Home Products Corp.. New York, N.Y

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 88. ^ ^^ .„. ,. « *^

American Home Prod.ct. Corp., New York, N.Y
pub 6-11-68. Cl. 52.

American Home Products Corp. : See

—

Alpen Co., The. „ ^
American Metal Spedaltle. Corp., Hatboro, Pa.

American Porcelain Enamel Co., Muskegon. Mich

American Tobacco Co.,' The, New York. NY. 755,841. pub.

6—11—68 Cl 17
Ameryka-Echo,' Inc.. Chicago, 111. 755,663, pub. 6-11-63

Cl. 88.
Anaconda Co., The : See

—

Anaconda Copper Mining Co. ..,,«_,
Anaconda Copper Mining Co. to The Anaconda Co.. New

York. N.Y. 173.938. ren. 8-27-63. CL 13.
, ^ „

Anaconda Copper Mining Co. to The Anaconda Co., New
York. NY. 175.024-5. ren 8-27-63 Cl 13.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co. fo The Anaconda Co., New
York. NY. 175.109, ren. 8-20-63. Cl. 21.

Anchor Hocking Glass Corp.. Lancaster, Ohio. 755,481, pun.

Anchor Rubber Products. Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. 648,148,

An*de°™onf'"Albert F. Minneapolis, Minn. 648.070, cane.

An*de™ln Electric Corp., Leed.. Ala. 756.894. pub. 6-4-63.

(Consolidated certincate.ClaMe. 21 and 23.) -,, «o
Aiua Fone Corp., Inglewood, Calif. 765.389. pub. 6-11-63.

Artilona Sute Guard and Detective Agency. Phoenix. Arix.

766,685. pub 6-11-68. Cl. 100. __ _^^
Arlwilnc Portland. Ore.. 700.782. Cl. 108.

Arnav Shoe Corp.. from tntercontlnental Development Corp.,

Little Ferry. N.J. 780.270. pub. 6-11-63. Cl 5

Arol Chemical Product* Co., Jerwy City, N.J. 755.271, pub.

Art^aVt^Milff Inc. Dart.y, P»- , •« S"- *"°'«4 nU^Vll
Aasodated Press, The, New York, NY. 765.564, pub. 6-11-

A.t!dated¥re.., The. New York, N.Y. 765,068. pub. 6-11-

Annt J*;ne> Food., Inc., Dwtrborn. Mich. 750,637, pub

Aurtfn"noo&*Co.. Chicago, 111. 765.323, pub. 6-11-63.

&&?"?n'c"^NS'W.'"^^^^^ ffl44VU?. a I
KSi'Bteanor Hollywood. Calif. 648.322, cane Cl. 39

Baimm Pharmacal Corp., New York. NY. 755,357, pub.

6-11-68. Cl. 18.

Rancho Santa

755.557,

755,680,

648.419.

755.314.

755.694. pub.

Inc.
.b.a. Bar
6-11-63.

Ball, E. James, d.b.a. Llfetronics Research.
Fe. Calif. 755.542. pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 38.

Bankers Title Guaranty Co.. Sacramento. Calif
6-11-63. Cl. 102.

Barbera. Edward, to Barbera Packing Corp.. Lodl. Calif
402,934, ren. 8-27-63. Cl. 46.

Barbera Packing Corp. : See—
Barbera. Edward

Bargreen Coffee Co. : See—
Bargreen Coffee & Restaurant Equipment Co..

Bargieen Coffee & Restaurant Equipment Co, Inc.. d
green Coffee Co.. Everett. Wash. 755.625, pub
CI. 46.

Barker. Moore & Meln Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 648,048, cane
f 1 fl

Bartlet't, G. M.. Kevo Co. : See—
(Golden Vallev Brands. Inc.

Bartlett, George M. : See—
Golden Valley Brands. Inc.

Bartlett. M. Elizabeth : See

—

Golden Valley Brands, Inc.
Barton Distilling Co., Chicago. IlL 755.655, pub. 6-11-63

Cl. 49.
Hugo Bern. Switzerland. 755.406.

cane.
Inc..

Cl. 27.
Rome. X.Y. 755.278. pub

NY.
111.

648,351, cane. Cl.

755.450, pub. 6-11-
42.
6.S

Detroit, Mlcli. 7.")5,647, pub

Batt. Dr. Med. Dent.
pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 22.

Bauiiian, Walter 0., d.b.a. U.S. Watch Repair Co., West
Orange. X.J. 648,251

Baum's Castorlne Co..
6-11-63. Cl. 6.

Beacon Looms Inc.. NfW York
Bear Mfg. Co.. Rock Island.

Cl. 26.
Becharas Brothers Coffee Co.,

6-11-63. a. 46.
Beck, A. C, Mfr. : See-

Beck, Albin C.
Beck, Albin C, d.b.a. A. C. Beck, Mfr., Mlnneapolia, Minn

648.187, cane. Cl. 22. ^ „^
Bedford Shirt Corp., New York, N.Y. 648,332, cane. a. 39.

"Belfruf • GeselLchaft mlt beschrankter Haftung, from Firma
Belfrut Allgau-Oberland-Getranke O.m.b.H., Wangen,
Allgau. Germany. 755,607. pub. 6-11-63. Cn. 45.

BemlB Bro. Bag Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 648,035, cane. Cl. 6.

Bender GHck Sportswear Mfg. Co., d.b.a. Bender-GUck,
Chicago. 111. 755.565. Cl. 39.

Bender-Gllck : See-
Bender Gllck Sportswear Mfg. Co.

Berch Silk Co. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 648 352, cane. Cl. 42.

Berkshire Hathaway, Inc., Providence, R.I. 648,349. cane.

Cl 42
Bernhardt. Adolph C, Jr.. d.b.a. Coin Scoop Co.. to The

Coin Scoop Co.. a partnership composed of G. E. Green and
C W Lehardy, Baltimore, Md. 648.415, cane. Cl. 2.

Besco Products Co., Inc.. Zebnlon, Ga. 755,652. pub.

6-11-63 Cl. 46. ^. ^ ,^, ,.„
Beseler Charles, Co.. East Orange, N.J. 755,550. pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 38. ^ . ^ .

BlUlnga & Spencer Co., The Hartford. Conn., to Crescent
Niagara Corp., Buffalo, NY. 402,398, ren. 8-27-63. Cl.

13
Bllluns Western Petroleum Co.. Hammond. La. 755.490, pub.

Blllups Western Petroleum Co., Hammond, La. 755,289, pub.

6-11-63. Cl. «. -,
Blllups Western Petroleum Co., Hammond, La.

6-11-63. CI. 21. , ^„. ,
Blssell Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich. 755,435-7.

Cl. 23.
Blue Haven

6-11-63.

755,391, pub.

pub. 6-11-63.

755.700. pub.

Blum A Bergeron, Hounia,
46.

755,.H70, pub. 6-22-6.^

Ind. 755,361. pub.

Pool.. North Hollywood. Calif

Cl. 103.
Blum A Bergeron, to L. Blum, d.b.a.

La. 177.170. ren. 8-27-03. Cl.

Blrnn. Leopold : See—
Blum 4 Bergeron.

Bo-Dar, Inc., Des Moines, Iowa.
Cl. 19.

Bonded Mobile Homes, -New Alban.v
6-11-63. Cl. 19. ^ ^, , ,^.

Bonner. Howard T.. d.b.a. Bonner Specialties

Culif. 648,191. ciinc. CT. 22,

Bonner Specialties : See

—

Bonner. Howard T.
Borden Co., The : See—

Martv. Carl, and Co.
Boston Wire Stitcher Co. B..stltch,

R.I. 226,587, Am. 7(d). Cl. 13.

Brach, E. J., & Sons, Chicago. 111.

Bradley. Milton, Co.. Springfield.

6-11-6.1. Cl 22. ^. . ^. .^
Brewster Shirt Corp., New \ork. NY.

CT. 39.

Brldrtell, Chns, D., Inc, : See -
Briddell. Charles D.. Inc.

Brlddell, Charles D . Inc.. d.b.a. Chas. D. Briddell.

Crlsfleld, Md. 755.444. pub. 6-11-63. Cl, 23.

TM i

Los .\ngeles.

Inc.. East Greenwich.

75.'>.650. pub. 6-ll-«3,

Mass. 755.410. pub.

756.566. pub. 6-11-63.

Inc.
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Bridge Cory, of America, Lob Angeles. Calif. 755,403, pub.

«-ll-63. CI. 22. „ ,., ,.. «.,o K
Bridge Corp. or America, Los Angeles, Calif. 755,522. pub.

ii 1 1 — flil Ol ST
Brooks, A. N..' Ltd.. Chicago. 111. 848 192 cane CI. 22.

Brother Sewlna Machine Coru. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Br^^n aT'rB^ro.S'nc'^New York. N.Y. 755.536, pub.

6-11-63. CI. 38.
Brown, Herbert K., Jr. : See-

Fin Fare Producta Co. . « , i wrj
Brown Producta. Inc.. Naahua, N.H. 755..>29. pub. 6-11-03.

Brukef-RUter. Inc.. Ne* York N.Y ^^S-^^. cane. CI 28.

Buehler Lid., Evanaton LI. J63.429 P"»>. »-ll-e3. CI. 2J.

Bueacher'8 Induatrlea, Inc.. \Va»hlugton, Mo. (55.300, pun.

Buffliltona liJb.,®\Vorceater, Maan. 755.358, pub. 6-11-63.

BuSeau^of National Affalra. Inc., The, WaHhlngton, DC.
755,039-40. pub. 6-11-63. CI. 38.

Burlington InduHtriea, Inc. : 8ee—
Kiy & Walker Dry Goods Co.

Stirn. L. * K.. Inc.

Burns. Jabea. k Bona. Inc. : Bee—
Burns. Jabei, * Sona. v -t v v A.tH nsH pane

Cahn, lie.nard. Co.. mc. New York. N.Y. 648.0^8. cane.

CaUfofnla Wine Sales. Inc.. to Guild Wine Co.. Lodl. Calif.

404.300, ren. 8-27-63. CI. 47.
^

Cauex Co., Inc., Evanaton, Iil. 64»,d»l, cane. *-!; "xa.
Capital City Prodae.s Co.. The, Columbus. Ohio. 756.724.

Capltof Food Corp.. San Fernando, Calif. 755.644. pub.

Catidt^inc.^'Vrim Durel Inc., d.b... Durel, Inc.. Dubuque,

Iowa 755,313, pub. 10-24-61. Cl. 12.
^. „ , 7r^«i«

Car^Sr'Food irodue.B. Inc., Albuquerque, N. Mex. 765,618.

Ca?iV'ptek'co%..'^chmer Park. 111. 756.659. pub. 6-11-63.

Ca?tex Corp , Morrlsvl'le, Pa. 755.417 pub 6-11-63 Cl. 22.

cSs-C>aJtt inc., Knlghtstown. Ini +55.660. pub. 6-11-83.

Caulk,*^!:. D., Co.. The. MUford. Del. 765.608-4. pub. 6-11-

CelfneiS'corp. of America. New York. NY. 756.262-5, pub

CeKse^ Corp'- of America, New York. N.Y. 768,249. pub.

8-11-68. c; 1.

^•'"ATerS^iS cilfur^" >b^"I Mfg. CO. Ltd
J*,..

Certlfled Metal Producta. Inc., Chlcafo. 111. 848.da». cant

Cl SO. ^
Cervlscope Co. : oee—

Strauch. Axel K. „ _.. 7qo_i Cl 100.

Cl 8»
Chatham Creations : Bee—

Beltzer, Allan L. /

Chemlqulp Co. : See—-

Chesibi^oTgh'-Pond" Inc., New York. N.Y. 755.668. pub.

Chl?ken^'be*liKht. Inc.. Rock Island. 111. 756.640. pub. 6-11-

ChlfdreSi ?.'ress. Inc., Chicago, III. 756.641, pub. (^-n-63.

Ch'rfsVla^n'AnVd-^r'BaSi'er'y Service. Oakland. Calif. 766.611.

Ch'J?.'torhilV'lose?h,"chlcago. 111. T66.486. pub. 6-ll-«3.

Chun King Corp.. The. Duluth. Minn. 766,«51. Rfb.
(^-11

Cl2^nnTti*8haper Co., The. Cincinnati. Ohio. 756.432. pub.

Cl^e"-s'e%i«' Re'^arch and Development Co.. New York.

Co?k^A.D'o*o'd?e'K'^fnc.!^'ce'dar Rapid.. Iowa. 765,691. pub.

Co^ei! Oe'org^.'s'o'iV and Co. Ltd.. London. England. 748.079.

Coin Scoop do The : Se«^-
Bernhardt. Adolph C., Jr.

Coldmaker Products Co. :
««»—

Co,fa'x'™lSr.tr^e^i'"ci.«on. N.J. 765.6T4, pub. (V-ll-W- Cl.

CofUns * Aikman Corp.. New York. N.Y. 648,433. cane.

CoUlnfChemical Corp.. North Miami. Fla. 765.845. pub.

Co?;^; Touri';t S.. inc., Beaton. Ma... 766.54e. pub. ^11-

«5. Cl. 88.

Colt's Patent Fire Arma Mfg. Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn. 766,-

302, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 9. ^ ....
Combustion Control Corp., to Electronics Corp. of America,

Cambridge. Maa^. 402,580, ren. 8-27-68. Cl 21.

Comet Rice Mllla, Inc., Houston, Tex. 765,635, pub. 6-11-

63. Cl. 46.
Community Bakeries : See

—

Community Shops Inc. „ , , ^. ,

Community Shops Inc.. d.b.a. Community Bakeries, Chicago,

111 756 645. pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 46. „, „.,
Commercial Solvents Corp.. New York. N.Y. 755,347, pub.

ft—11—A3 Cl 18
Compagnle General DEleetridte, Paris. France. 165.949.

ren. 8-27-63. Cl. 1.

Consolidated Foods Corp. : See-
Marshall Canning Co. --- .00 .K «_11

Cordovan Assodatea, Inc., Dayton, Olilo. 756.498. pub. 8-11-

CotSilc.^Inl*.' Waahlngton. D.C. 756.886. pub. 6-11-68. Cl.

100
Cotrinc. New York. NY. 172,878^ ren. 8-27-68^ Cl. 61

Craftshire Sports, Inc., New \ork. N.Y. 848.818. cane. ci.

oa

Cramer. SUnley 8.. d.b.a. 8.8.C. Laboratory. Ikeechobee. Fla.

766.880. pub. 8-11-88. Cl. 21.

Creed, Charlea D., Jr. : See-
Helm. Bay P.

Creacent Niagara Corp. : Bee—
Billings ft Spencer Co., The. ^ ._ -^o ..o.* —»»

Crosby FTLlt PrSucta Co., La Habra. Calif. 848.484. cane.

Croton Comw>und Corp.. New York. N.Y. 766.4M, pub. 8-11-

Croile^s Milk Co.. Inc., Blnghamton. N.Y. 756.818, pub.

Cr^""contr^oU*Corp.. *Vew Bremen. Ohio. 756.428. pub.

Cu'^ii:*Ray.^A"o., Providence. R.I. 756.484. pub. 8-11-

6S. Cl. 28. ,

Curtice-Burns, Inc. :
Be*—:

Dalto'^n^Su^pMeYLtf.S?ettlebed. Henley-On-Thames. England.

Da',Spsl1b;^UkaU' A^ 19l2'^A/8. and A/8 Damosklbaael.

kabet Svendborg, Copenhagen K. Denmark. 755.734. Cl

Dart^ Irene. Greeting Card Co.. Inc.. New York. NY. 848.-

I)a'ufhe~rRa'i!'h''K.. San Jose. Calif. 766.407. pub. 6-11-63.

Da^-ve/Tree Expert Qo.. The. Kent. Ohio. 176.424. ren.

DaVl. ifarry E.. d b.a. Cell-O-Core Co.. Akron. Ohio. 765.662.

pub'. 6-11-68. Cl. 60.

Davis. Les. Fishing Tackle Co. : See—

,.avl?^list'fr"^'li.%.b^a Lea Davl. _FUh.n^ Tackle Co

.

Tatoma, Wash 755,409. RHb- 8-^l-*3. Cl 22.

Dayeo Corp.. Dayton. Ohio. 755 804 pub 6-11-63. Cl. 35.

Dayton Tire ft Rubber Co.. The. Dayton. Ohio. 755,488. puo.

8-28-62. Cl. 86.

De-Cor Jewelry Co. : See -

I)elawa^r^''barrel "and Drum Co.. Inc.. Wilmington. Del.

De^{Si?S-m""Fo.'[;;^lTfo^s. ?nc'. Easton, Pa. 766.571. pub.

I)et^l*r836 R^'stfSrant y Bar. .H.A.. Havana, Cuba. 755.684.

De^so^o ChVm?^l cilatC Inc.. Chicago. III. 766.388. pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 16.

Devoe ft Raynolda Co., Inc. : Bee

Devorire"'troSr.,"'^.-w*'vork. N.Y. 766.448. pub. 6-11-63.

Dlairap^h Bradley Industrie.. Inc.. Herrtn. 111. 755,518, pub.

DlLVn'J'caU JJd Ilor^shoe Co.. to Diamond T«>J
a^d

Horseshoe Co.. Duluth. Minn. 168,676, ren. »--:< t».

Diamond (Mlk Hor.esh<^ Co to Diamond To^ and Ilorae-hoe

Co.. Duluth. Minn. 401.456-7 r'^- *-*7-«d. Cl. ^a

Diamond. 8am. Knitting Mill.. Inc.. Chicago. 111. 755,573.

pub. 8-11-63. Cl. 89.

Diamond Tool and Hors^hoe Co. : See—
Diamond Calk and Horseshoe Co.

Diamond Calk Horseshoe Co. »-- ^90 mih 6-11-63
Dlveraev Corp., The, Chicago. 111. 766.422. pub. »-ii ".v

Dixin. Joseph, Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J. 648,099, cane.

Do^umVntatlon. Inc.. Bethe«la, Md. 756.559. pub. 6-11-63.

Cl. 88.

^''^Imith "m^chari Jo^e. William J. Kirk, and Harry W.

I)Orsay°Mms. Inc., Reading. Pa. 755.583. pub. 6-11-63.

Cl 39
Dorson Flelsher Inc., Manchester. N.H. 786.677, pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 39. .

Dow Chemical Co.. The. Midland. Mich. 756.267, pub.

Dow Chemical Co.. The. Midland. Mich. 768.815. pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 12. „_..,, ao
Drackett Co., The. Cincinnati. Ohio. 788.878. pub. 6-11-63.

Dr?co Induatrlal Corp.. Pa.«lc. N.J. 766,476. pub. 6-11-88.

a. 81.
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Drug Development Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 785,349. pub.
8-11-68. Cl. 18.o—li—00. V-I. lO.

Druid Hill Park Seed Corp.. Baltimore, Md. 755,714. Cl. 1

"lunkick Tool Works, Inc.. ^'-' '" ""' '"'" "•*"

6-11-63. a. 2
Dunkln' Donuts of America, Inc., Qulncy, Mass. 756,690,

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 100. ^ . ,.. „^_ „
Du Pont de Nemours and Co.. Wilmington. Del. 765,247-8,

pub. 6-11-68. Cl. 1.

Durel, Inc. : See

—

Duro Pen ^o..'lnc.. New York. NY. 755,531. pub. 6-11-63.

a. 87.
Eastern Associates, Ltd. : See

—

Zephyr Radio Co., Ltd. ... „^ ^ ^ ,, ao r-i
Edmont Inc.. Coehocton. Ohio. 758.870, pub. 6-11-63. Cl.

39
ElsensUdt Mfg. Co.. St. Louis. Mo. 174,889, ren. 8-27-63.

Cl. 28.
Electronics Corp. of America : See

—

Combustion Control Corp
Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., Pasadena. Calif. 755,384, pub.

ft— 11—fin CI 21
Elite Stamp Service, Vlctorta. Britlah Columbia. Canada.

Ely^ft Walk'er Dry Goods Co., d.b.a. Lincoln Knit Goods Mills.

St Louis, Mo., to Burlington Industries, Inc., Greensboro,

N.C. 173,897, ren. 8-27-88. Cl. 89. „ „. .,. w
Emenee Indastrle.. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 755,516, pub.

gt_i 1 MA 1^1 Sft

Empire Boats, Inc;. Frankfort, NY. 648,142, cane. Cl. 19.

BsJey Surplus Sales. Inc., d.b.a. Melward Industries. Chicago.

fll. 755,395, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 21.

Bsset Kakao- und Schokoladefabrlk SUengel ft ZlUer.

Stuttgart-Unterturkhelm, Germany. 755,641. pub. 6-ll-«<J.

Bv?r Keidy Label Corp.. Belleville. N.J. 648.300, cane. Cl.

Exceislor Leather Washer Mfg. Co., Bockford. 111. 402.113.

ExXn^^Paffs Co^'of^Fort Worth. Fort Worth. Tex. 765.897.

Ex^^alalt F;:^s.lne.\ nVw York. N.Y. 6*\344^eanc Cl 39.

FMC Corp.. New York, N.Y. 765.281. pub. fr-1 1-63 Cl. 6.

Faber-Castell. A. W., Pencil Co.. Inc.. Newark, N.J. 755,528.
K J % * Aft ft RT

Fa^ireeka ProUucU Co.. Boston. Mass. 755,423, pub. 6-11-63.

Fa?rb«?i Fabrics. Inc.. Fall River. Mass. 756,598. pub.

Fat^^ll^wn Finlahlng Co., Fair Lawn, N.J. 648.408, cane.

Federa^'^^EmpIoyees' Distributing Co., Los Angeles. Calif.

Feder;f'i.SpU>yS'~D?-trlbIiti"g Co., Los Angeles. Calif.

FeUoV"<.e^m"i'«rCo?'lnc? B^r'ooklyn. N.Y. 404,560. ren.

FeSd** sStJa Publishers. Inc.. New York. NY. 756.545,

Fe?i^:!fc~'?eed*Co.^*Mouirtaln View. Calif. 755.634. pub.

FeSrer!"MarySB:.,*Mont«;omery, Ala to The Fesler Co.. Inc.,

Kenllworth. N.J. 405.800. ren. 8-27-83. Cl. 6.

Fesler Co.. Inc.. The : See—

FldelTty' Llfe*A.Xci^tion, A MutualJ>gal Reserve Co.. Fulton.

Flii^er<iX-'nS"i:.Veli?ork^'N^Y°."- 758.808. pub. ^11-68.

F^VlJi Producta Co., San Bernardino, Calif., to Herbert B.

IB&J'^^^^^^^^ N-Y- 7f8',6S;pub.

FlS;.Vont'Tl2 r-Rubber Co.. The, Akron, Ohio. 765.695,

Vi^i BJlf^St A?^J^berland-Oetrank Q.m.b.H.
:
Bee-

*B-??rut" GMen^haft mlt bewbrankter Haftung.

Flrat T^as PhwrSIc^tTaUsrinc. Dallas, Tex. 765,3b3. pub.

mtmtfknuclllnc. New York, NY. 755,582. pub. 6-11-

Pifilmmon? Store.. Ltd.. d.b.a. Smart ft Final Iri.. Lo.

Fl^?o••a?ni^!•Th•i«ee•S^Ca?^.^^56,886. pub. *^U-<»3.

Fo?d, Luther, Products Co., d.b.a Luther Ford ft Co.. Mlnne-

•polla. Minn. 848.442. cane. Cl. 82.

Ford. Luther, ft Co. : Bee—
Ford. Luther, Products Co. _ ,^ ci 19.

ll^.l^Trl^Zit^r^^ ^c'o^ity%^l^' •=?SS;84?

W

FoU'ci^'baSieflnc. San Prandaco. Calif. 848.871. cane

FSck*i««ustrta Narional. *^\ "^^f 48^ ^'''* ^'''^"

Frt'S'li/^ffc J?a1li~T^e"x* W.*!!. p^ui,.*tn-88. a. 46.

l1i:^i^^o^m.nt:inc.. De. Mol.... Iowa. 788.487. pub.

F^T^P^to Film Ca, .^Wut^^"^^'""^'''
^"'»'''*"

^^D. B'lrbri:;""- Y^k^'N.Y. 848,884, cane.

OiSB^oadcaatlng Co., Inc., Chle.«o. lU. 788,654. pub. 6-11-

O "o, E.' f J., Winery. Mode.to. Calif. 765.7M. CL 47.

Oarreau ft Co.. Inc., Newport, B.L 848,266. Cane. Cl. 28.

Gates Rubber Co., The, Denver, Colo. 755.494-8, pub. 6-11-

„ _ _____ 63. Cl. 36.

Chicago III 755,259, pub. Gates Rubber Co., The. Denver, Colo. 755,610. pub. 6-11
* '

83. Cl. 35.DO. Cl. OO.
Gee Salea Co.. Inc., Chicago, III. 755.672. pub. 8-11-63.

Cl. 51.
Oeigy Chemical Corp. : See

—

Thomae. Dr. Karl. G.m.b.H.
General American Transportation Corp., Chicago, III. 848,-

105. cane. Cl. 16.
General Dynamics Corp., San Diego, Calif. 756,418, pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 23.
General Foods Corp. : See

—

Genesee Pure Food Co., The.
General Foods Corp.. White Plains. NY. 756.621, pub.

4-23-63. Cl. 46.
General Motors Corp., Detroit. Mich. 758,367. pub. 8-11-

General Motors Corp. Detroit. Mich. 766.874. pub. 8-ll-«8,
Cl 19

General Motors Corp., Detroit. Mich. 766,701. pub. 6-11-68.

Cl 103
General Paint Corp. of Canada Ltd., Vancouver. British

Columbia. Canada. 648.108, cane. Cl. 18. „, „„
General Tire ft Rubber Co.. The. Akron, Ohio. 755,413. pub.

6—11—63 Cl 22
General Sewing Corp.. New York. N.Y. 765,286. pub. 6-11-

ao PI Q

Genesee Pure Food Co., The, Le Roy, N.Y.. to General Foods
Corp., White Plains. NY. 175,564, ren. 8-27-63. Cl, 48.

Gilmore Broadcasting Corp., Joplln, Mo. 766.702. pub. 8-11-

63 Cl 104
Glaser ft" Glaser, Inc.. Los Angeles, Calif. 648,254. cane

Cl 28
Qlaskvdlnc. Perryburg, Ohio. 765.243. pub. «-lJ,-63. Cl. 1.

Glen Raven Cotton Mills. Inc.. Glen Raven. N.C. 755.594,

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 48. . , _„ „.,
Globe Roofing Products Co.. Inc., Whiting, Ind. 755.817, pub.

ft—11—A3 C?l 12
Golden Valley Brand?, Inc., Beveriy Hills, Calif., from iL

Elisabeth Bartlett and Charles Martin, co-executrix and
co-executor for the estate of George M. BarUett, deceased,

d.b.a. G. M. Bartlett Kevo Co.. Axusa. Calif. 755.612. pub.

Goodyear Aircraft Corp.. Akron. Ohio. 766,371. pub. 8-11-

88 Cl 19
Goodyear' Tire ft Rubber Co.. The. A^ron, Ohio. 755,489.

Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Co., The, Akron, Ohio. 755,800-2.

pub. 8-11-88. Cl. 88. ^ ^^ ^^ „, tm .iaii_t
Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Co., The, Akron. Ohio. 785.508-7,

OouJs^ii^f? Co^.^'^New Y*k. N.Y. 765.624. pub. 8-11-

Ort^op^honV^Co. Ltd.. The. Hayes. Middlesex, England. 768.-

613, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 88. .

Grand IJnlon Co.. The, Bast Paterson, N.J. 766.634, pub.

A .1 1 AJt Cl 3

1

Granltevuie Co., Oranitevllle, S.C. 755,707, pub. 8-ll-«8.

GraphlS!' J ft S, Inc.. Chicago, 111. 755,857, pub. 4-28^83.

Great '^Lakes Stamp ft Mfg. Co., Inc., Chicago. HI. 788.445.

pub. 6-11-83. Cl. 28.

Green. G. Edward : See

—

Bernhardt. Adolph C. Jr.
wii»*-._ t. T<tKRii

Green ft Reedy Fertlllwr, Inc.. Frankllnton, La. 788.811,

Orwr. J^hi'F . Co'; Oakland, Calif. 755,808, pub. 8-11^8.

Groli.*Wm. H.. Chemical Co.. San Antonio, to Wm H. Oroaa

Chemical Co.. Austin, Tex. 170,097. ren. 8-27-63. Cl. 51.

Guild Wine Co, : See

—

California Wine Sales, Inc _,. ^on „,.h -n ««
H ft G Tool Co., Warren, Mich. 755,430, pub. 6-11-88.

HMH ^PublUhlng Co., Inc., Chicago. 111. 755.301. pub.

HaV S^mmltV'Turf Farm. Inc., Oalthersburg. Md. 648.414,

Hamn^ton Metal Products Co., The, to Hamilton-Skotch Corp..

Hamilton, Ohio. 648,042, cane. Cl. 6.

Hamilton-Skotch Corp. : See

—

Hamilton Metal Products Co.

Hanes P. H.. Knittlns: Co., Winston Salem, N.C. 758.5W.

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 39. trk tm
Hanover Club Beverage Co., West Hanover. Mass. 785,723.

Ha^rrl8*Trust and Savings Bank. Chicago. 111. 758.696. pub.

6-11-68. Cl. 102.
Harper. I. W.. Distilling Co. : See—

Sehenley Distillers. Inc. _,, ,„^ . . Mitt
Harry And David. Medford. Oreg. 755,528. pub. 8-11-63.

Ha?ieJ Corp.. Harrisburg. Pa. 755.332. pub. 8-7-62. Cl. 14.

Hawkes Alex D.. d.b.a. The Tropical Gardener. Miami, Fla.

755,649, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 38.

Hawkins. Luty, Mount Vernon, 111. 848,024. caac. Cl. 2.

Haws Drinking Faucet Co.. Berkeley. Calif. 765.476. pub.

6-11-68. Cl. 31.

Hawthorne Watch Co^ Inc.. Loa Angelea, Calif. 766.480,

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 27.

Haxton Canning Co.. Inc., Oakfleld to Curtlce-Buma. Inc.,

Rochester, N.Y. 402,666, ren. 8-27-83. Cl. 46.

Haxton. James L.. Port Chester. NY. 648.297. cane. Cl. 88.

Harden Flour Mills. Tempe. Arii. 755.851, pub. 6-ll-«.

CL 38.
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Haydock Caiter Co.. Morton Grove. 111. 755.478. pub.

6-11-63. CI. 32. „. ,„
Heilei. B.. A Co.. Chicago. 111. 172,847, ren. 8-27-63. CI. 46.

Heller. B.. ft Co.. Chicago. 111. 172,579. ren. 8-27-63. CI. 6.

Helm Co., The : 8ee—
Helm, Kay P.

Helm, R. P., Co. : See-
Helm, Ray P. ^ ^ .. , .. w

Helm Kay P.. d.b.a. The Helm Co.. to C. D. Creed. Jr., d.b.a.

R. P. Helm Co., Benton Harbor, Mich. 402,328. ren.

Henri's Food Products Co.. Inc.. Milwaukee, Wis. 755,832,

pub. 6-11-63. CI. 46. „ . . o .. ^ ,
Heritage House Products, Inc., from Seaboard Seed Co.. Inc.,

Pittsburgh. Pa. 755,294. pub. 4-16-63. CI. 6- ^ ,
Heritage House Products. Inc., from Seaboard Seed Co., inc.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. 755,424-5. pub fr-11-63. CI 28.

Hl-Filer Mig. Co., The, Uecatur, 111. 755,299, pub. 6-11-63.

CI 7
Hitchcock Publishing Co., Wheaton, 111. J85.721. ^1- 38.

Hobart Brothers Co.. Troy. Ohio. 755.487, pub. 6-11-63.

CI. 84.
Hogue, F. H. : See

—

Hogue,*'fr*b.
,'

Co!. d.b.a. F. H. Hogue and Kent WashlnKton,

to F H iiogue, Jr.. Yuma, Arli. 404,674. ren. 8-27-63.

CI. 46.
Hogue. F. H., Jr. : See—

Hogue. F. H., Co.
Holllngshead, B. C, Co. : See

—

HolUngshead, Beverley C. „ ^ „ ,,. t. a n^
HolUngshead. Beveiley C, d.b.a. B. C Holl ngshead Co

Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 755,599, pub. o-ll-od. LI. 44.

Hoover Ball and Bearing Co., Saline. Mich. 755,330-1, pub.

Ho^tcor^nc., Westbury. N.Y. 755.308. Bub.„epll-63. CI. 10.

House of Herbs, Inc.. Salisbury, Conn. 755.653. pub. 6-11-63.

CI. 46.
House of Snacks Co. : See

—

Snack Products. Inc. •«. ^.n „„k
Hudson. H. D., Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 755,441, pub.

6-11-83. CI. 23.
Hyman, L., & Sons Corp. : See—
Hyman°L.°*4 feons.**to*L. Hyman k Sons Corp., New York.

NY ' 401,5«1, reu. 8-27-63. CI
3

J

7R^ «««
I-T-E Circuit Breaker Co., The, Philadelphia, Pa. 755,888,

IdSiyuim?-.. fnc.^Sycamore. 111. 755.386, pub. 8-11-63.

CI 21
Idea's Inc.. Baltimore, Md. 648,188. cane. CI 22.

Illinois Tool Works Inc.. Chicago. 111. 755.448. pub. 6-11-63.

Im?erUl" Glass Corp., BellAlre, Ohio. 755.479. pub. 6-11-63.

Industrial Products Co., Inc.. Tlmonlum. Baltimore County,

InSSd sl'eVJo':
&.%%'' llUi ren. ^27-83. CI. 14.

Intercontinental Development Corp. : hee

—

Arnav Shoe Corn. . ii_p'i
international Latex Corp.. Dover. Del. 756.589. pub. 6-11-63.

In?irni?ional Minerals * Chemical Corp., Skokle, 111.

In?e"na?iou^a?'pLVs;*lndSV,oduct Develooment Corp.. New
York NY 756 471, PUb. 4-9-63. CI. 29.

International Rescue anS First Aid Association Inc.. Alex-

andria, Va. 7.^5.553, pu*. «J-n-83n 38.

International Salt Co.. Clarks .Summit, Pa. 755,277, pub.

In^rVa'ttonal^Stcfck Food Corp., Waverly. N.Y. 7«,813, pub.

InUr^na'tlonal^^Trlde Club of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 766,720.

InSrsflte Securities Co.. Kansas City, Mo. 755.695, pub.

IntUtatI VenliinS^Co.. Chicago. 111. 755.544. pub. 6-11-63.

Iowa pSint Mfg. Co.. Inc.. Des Moines. Iowa. 756,887. pub.

755.533, pub. 6-11-63. CI. 87^ .

Jeffrey-Alian Industries. Inc.. Chicago. 111. 755,872-8, pub.

Joh^l-MlnvlUe, Corp.. New York, N.Y. 756,824. pub. «^-ll-

Johns-Manvuie. Corp. New York. N.Y. 765.826. pnb. ft-ll-

Ka^trow!' Abraham H.. Flushing. NY. 755,260. pub. 6-ll-«8.

Kay-Kav Ltd. : See

—

Kent?on ifawJif Lft.. Honolulu. Hawaii. 756.878. pub. 6-11-

KhSaf^Ph"'8.. d.b.a. De-Cor Jewelry Co.. New York. N.T.

TBS^C pub Vll-88. CI. 28.

Klnrl.. d, Mjr Co. : fl««-
TxKkwood. King. Co.

^''SSS^iJbard'^y^e. William J. Kirk, and Harry W.

Klw.nlflte.tlon.1. Chicago. III. 766.470. pub. <^-ll-68.

Kiwi Polish Co Proprletarr Ltd. The Richmond, near Mel-

(farstedt. Germany. 755,363. pub^
»-"-«.J-

."• "" -.»

Knit King Corp.. from Kay-Kay Ltd.. New York, K.Y. MS.

196, cane. Cl. 28.

Knox Co., The. to The Knox Co.. Los Angeles, Calif. 402,779.
ren. 8-27-68. Cl. 18.

KnoxTllle Glove Co., KnoxvUle. Tenn. 401.070. ren. 8-27-68.
Cl 89.

Koppera Co.. Inc., Plttaburgh, Pa. 756,244, pub. 6-11-68.

Kresge,' 8. 8.. Co., Detroit, Mich. 756,408, pub. 6-11-68. Cl.

22.
Krlstol Products. Inc.. Brooklyn. N.Y. 766,669, pub. 6-11-

63. Cl. 61.
Laboratory Furniture Co.. Inc.. Mlneola. N.Y. • 756,447, pub.

4-9-68. Cl. 26.
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. 766,-

711, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 200. ^ _ ^_ ^, ,,
Lane Ltd., New York, N.Y. 755,848. pub. 6-11-68. Cl. 17.

Laughing World Publishing Co., Montreal, Quebec. Canada.
648.298. cane. Cl. 38. _ ^ ,„ _„. ^^

Leadership Resources. Inc.. Washington. D.C. 766,688, pub.

Lean. Irving, k Co., Washington, D.C. 648,426. ren. 8-27-

68. Cl. 88.
Lehardy, Charles W. : See—

Bernhardt. Adolph C. Jr. ^ ^ ^, , ,.- -,.. k
Lehn * Fink Products Corp.. Bloomfleld, N.J. 786,674. pub.

6-11-68. Cl. 61. ^ „. .o, K - ,i^«
Leon's Fashions, Inc., Waco. Tex. 766,687, pub. 6-11-68.

Cl 89
Levin. Charlee. k Co., d.b.a. Charleecraft Products, Chicago,

111. 648,199, cane. a. 28.
, ....,« ». « ,i «

Llbby, Mclielll 4 Llbby, Chicago, 111. 755.610. pub. 6-11-68.

Liberty Distributors Group, Philadelphia, Pa. 648,412, cane.

Cl. A. ^ „
Lifetronlcs Research : See

—

Lilly El\, and*™*'". Indianapolis, Ind. 766,807, pub. 8-27-
62.' Cl. 10.

Lincoln Knit Goods Mills : See

—

Ely * Walker Dry Goods Co. « « v •. vv
Llpman, Julian A., d b.a. Chemlqulp Co., New York. «.x.

765.452. pub. 6-11-68. Cl. 26. ,„ „„« k « ii_«fl
Lltecraft Mfg. Corp.. Passaic. N.J. 765.882. pub. 8-11-68.

LiSbnla Ughtlng. Inc.. Conyers. Ga. 766,887. pub. 6-11-63.

Cl 21
Little. Arthur D., Inc . Cambridge. Mass. 755,687. pub. 6-11-

Lockwo^d. ^KU>g. Co.. to The L C. K,„, Mfg. Co.. Brtstol.

LoI:S"MoVJm^?t TfW-£ O^Jshfn. Ind. 648.026. cane.

Cl. 2.

Lortone : See

—

LourS^e^^Cheml^l^Co" Chattanooga. Tenn. 756.292. pub.

Lowe.^jtl: Corp*: New York. NY. 765.427. pub. 6-11-68.

Lu» Press Clipping Bureau. Topeka. Kans. 765.689. pub.

Luki^sT^C: I^WU?Co.. 8t. Louis. Mo. 765.602. pub. 6-11-

Mactllle?" Co^ Inc.. The. Newmarket. N.H. 766.877. pub.

Ma^SsSws and^Forbes Co.. Camden. N.J. 765.821. pub.

Ma^Dlrten. S^ ^l' d.b a. Nephron Co.. Tacoma. Wash. 766.-

361. pub. 6-11-63. Cl. W.
Magee Chemical Co. : See

—

MagJJ.'filVs'hSir'L.!' d^.a. Magee Chemical Co.. Bensenville.

M.illlaWoS^nd5"c^r^."Nt^ YSi-k.^l.^Y. 766.668. pub. ,^11-

mSc Hos?ms Corp.. Kansas City. Mo. 756,888, pnb. 6-11-

Ma*}-Powr Games, Inc., Sausallto, Calif. 765,404, pub. 6-11-

MaldenS™.*Ine.. l4ew York, NY. 756.890, pub. 6-11^8.

MwchMter Yacht Balls. Inc., Dartmouth. Mass. 756.862.

Ma^n?.cfc^St'*B..*Co.! The. Newark, N.J. 765,642. pub. 6-11-

Ma'niinS-jSn A„ Paper Co. Inc.. Troy, N.Y. 766.528. pub.

6-11-68. Cl. 87.
Mape^ H.. Co. • *«»^

Mape'TTrthlfr IT. d b.a. B.^Mapes Co.. Norcatur. Kans.

Mafer?SSctVUc«V'4^-^-^le V^^'^I^Tho 'IA\
Marianne Mills. Inc., The. Lansdale. Pa. 648.860. cane.

MSjt«!*ine., St. Louis. Mo. 765,733. Cl. 106

Marshall Cinnlng Co., Marshalltown. Iowa to Consolldatwl

F^a Corp" Chicago. 111. 167.126. ren. b-27-68. Cl. 46.

Martin. Charles : See—
Golden Valley Brands^Inc.

Martin Senour Co.. The. ^Ica^. 111. ^t^-^^S ^anc Cl 16.

Marty Carl, and Co. The Borden Co., New York, N.Y.

167,'l94. Am. 7(d). Cl. 46.
,rktii» n 22

Marx, Louis. Co.. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 766.718. Cl. 22.

Maw>n Marking Systems Corp.. Norfolk. Va. 765.717. Cl.

11. ^
McDanal. Michael R . d.b.a. Surprise Soapy Sponge. Denver.

Colo. 765.472. pub. 6-11-68. Cl. 29.

Meat Industry Suppliers. Inc., Northfleld. 111. 765.646. pub

6-11-68. Cl. 46.

Melrose Hospital Uniform Co.. Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. 785,680,

pub. 6-11-68. Cl. 80.
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Melwai'd Industries : See—
Esgey Surplus Sales, Inc.

Mennen Co., 'The, Morristown. N.J. 755,676, pub. 6-11-63.
Cl. 51.

Merriman Bros.. Inc.. Boston, Masn. 755,368, pub. 6-11-63.
Cl. 19.

Metbuen International Mills, Methuen, Mass. ()48,353, cane.
Cl. 42.

Mlehle Printing Press k Mfg. Co., to Mlehlp-GosH-Dexter, Inc.,
Chicago, 111. 648,208, cane. Cl. 23.

Mlehle-Ooss-Dexter. Inc. : See—
Miehle Printing Press k Mfg. Co.

Millers Falls Co., Gieeuheld. Mass. 648,243, cane. Cl. 26.
Milwaukee Lace Paper Co.. Milwaukee, \\ is. 648,422, cane.

Cl. 37.
Minnesota and Ontario Paper Co.. Minneapolis. Minn. 755.527.

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 37.

Peerless Pipe k Foundry Co.. Inc.. Annlston, Ala. 648.076,
cane. Cl. 13.

Pennington Grain k Seed, Inc., Madison, Ga. 755,241, pub.
6-11-63. Cl. 1.

Pennsalt Chemicals Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. 755,285, pub.
6-11-63. CI. 6,

Perfect Knit Togs, Inc., from Perfect Knit k Woven Togs,
New York, N.Y. 755,669, pub. 8-11-63. Cl. 39.

Perfect Knit k Woven Togs : See—
Perfict Knit Togs, Inc.

Permafllm, Inc. New York, N.Y. 755,708. pub. 6-11-68.
Cl. 106.

Philadelphia Laboratories, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 755,360,
pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 18.

Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville. Okla. 648,020, cane.
Cl. 1.

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 37. Phillips Petroleum Co.. Bartlesville. Okla. 786.688. pub
Minnesota Mlulng and Mfg. Co., St. Paul. Minn. 755.273. 6-11-63. Cl. 100.
pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 4.

Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co.. St. Paul. Minn. 755,600.
pub. 2-19-63. Cl. 44.

Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co. : See

—

Western Electric Co., Inc.
Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co., St. Paul, Minn. 755.276.

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 5.

Mr. k Mrs. Diet, Inc.. Cincinnati. Ohio. 755,630. pub.
6-11-63. Cl. 46.

Mitsui k Co. Ltd.. Mlnato-ku, Tokyo. Japan. 755.246. pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 1.

Modern Globe. Inc., Pawtucket. R.I. 765,588, pub. 6-11-63.
Cl 39

Modernair Corp., San Leandro, Calif. 755.438, pub. 4-30-63.

Cl 23
Modular' Components Corp.. Chula Vista, Calif. 755,325,

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 12. ^. „„
Monitor Publishing Co., Dallas. Tex. 648.309, cane. Cl. 38.

Monoloop Prodaets, Inc., Detroit. Mich. 755,405, pub.
6-11-63. Cl. 22.

Monsanto Chemical Co.. St. Louis. Mo. 755,290. pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 6.

Monsieur Henri Wines. Ltd., Brooklyn. NY. 755,654. pub,

6-11-63. Cl. 47.
Monterey Jewelers Inc., New York. N.Y. 755,482, pub.

Moody Bible Institute of Chicago, 111.. The, Chicago, 111.

755.710. pub. 6-11-83. Cl. 107. ^,^ ^^^ ^^„
Mount Vernon Mills, Inc., Baltimore. Md. 648,359, cane.

Morris! Philip. Inc.. New York. N.Y. 755.344. pub. 6-11-63.

Cl 17
Murphy.G. C, Co., McKeesport, Pa. 766,578. pub. 6-11-63.

Cl 39
Murray. John F.. Advertising Agency, Inc., New York, N.Y.

755,335, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 38.

National Bellas Hess. Inc., North Kansas City. Mo. 756.468.
a A 11 AQ f^\ Ofi

National Bellas Hess. Inc., North Kansas City. Mo. 765.692,

pub 6-11-63. Cl. 101. „. „„
National Shoes, Inc.. New York, N.Y 848,313^ cane. Cl- 39.

Needham Mfg. Co. Inc.. Needham Heights. Maaa. 648.417,

cane. Cl. 2.

Nephron Co. : See

—

MacDlcken, R. W. », „ » .. tkk qoa
New Haven \>lre k Cable. Inc., New Haven, Ind. 766.396.

Nicholson File Co.. Providence, R.I. 175.290. ren. 8-27-63.

Cl 23
North American Mfg. Co.. Sioux City, Iowa. 755,442. pub.

North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Co.. Durham. N.C.

755,699. pub. 6-11-63. C1.102 ,«« ooa
Northwestern Chemical Co., The, West Chicago, 111. 755,296,

Nu'clear Data. Inc.. Madison. Wis. 765,468. pub. 6-11-63.

Nu^em^ Products Corp.. Buffalo, N.Y. 755,316, pub. 6-11-63.

NuTone.^Inc. Cincinnati. Ohio. 648,278 cane. Cl. 34
Nutri Bio Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif. 755.346, pub. 6-11-63.

Cl. 18.
O'Brien Corp., The : See

—

O'Brien Varnish Co. ^ « ... t» j i-a
O'Brien Varnish Co., to The O'Brien Corp., South Bend, Ind.

404,308, ren. 8-27-63. Cl. 16.

Olln Mathieson Chemical Corp. : See

—

Olln 1aaih^es^on"(^h*m?c''ai Corp.. East Alton. 111. 755.303-6.

O'Seai.VmmlS P.'^'AJeadia. Calir «48.289^ cane. Cl 86.

Oneida Ltd.. Onel(ia. NY. 755 433 pub ft-1 1-63^ Cl_ 23

Optics Technology, In:., Belmont. CaUf. 756,688, pnb. 6-11-

63. Cl. 100.
Orlando Ma fine Co. : See

—

White. Bennle O. «^o «ii mho
Palmyra hosiery Mills, Inc.. Albany, Ga. 648.311. cane.

Parenu' Magaslne's Education Press. Inc.. The. New York,

N.Y. 700,037. pUD. O-n-oo. »-' oo. ,,_«o
Parke Davis * Co., Detroit. Mich. 768,643, pnb. 6-11-68.

Cl. '46.
^, „-

Parker Brothers, Inc., Salem. Mass. 648.185. cane. Cl. 22.

Parker Pen Co., The, Janesvllle, Wis. 768,621. pub. 6-11-

68. Cl. 87.

Parking Management, Inc., Waahlngton, D.C. 786.706, pnb.

6-11-63. Cl. 106.

Peaslw-Gaulbert Co.. Louisville Ky !» °S!°*Ja^W**!*-'Co Inc. New York. N.Y. 175.688, ren. 8-27-63. Cl. lo.

Fweor'a Paint Co., Inc., PhiladelphU. Pa. 648.096, cane.

O. 16.

Phoenix Candy Co., Inc., Brooklyn. N.Y. 755.619, pub. 6-11-
63. Cl. 46.

Phoenix Pie Co.. Phoenix, Ariz. 648.374, cane. Cl. 46.
Plaseckl Aircraft Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. 755,364. pub. 6-11-

68. Cl. 19.
Piatt and Smlllle Chemicals, Inc.. St. Louis. Mo. 785.677.

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 52,
Picker X-Ray Corp.. White Plains. N.Y. 756.456. pub. 6-11-

63. Cl. 26.
Plymouth Hosiery Mills, Inc., Thomasvllle, N.C. 755,572.

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 39.
Polly Coat Book Cover Co., The. Baltimore, Md. 768.820.

pub. 6-11-63. Ci. 37.
Polymer Corp.. The, Reading. Pa. 755,611. pub. 6-11-68.

Cl. 36.
Pratt k Lambert Inc.. Buffalo. N.Y. 765.339. pub. 6-11-68.

Cl. 16.
Prlv. Fabbrica Maraschino Excelsior Glrolamo Luxardo S.p.A..

Torreglla (Padova). Italy. 755.726. CI. 47.
Procter k Gamble Co.. The, Cincinnati, Ohio. 756.729. Cl.

52.
Projection Optics Co, Inc.. Rochester, N.Y. 648.244, cane.

Cl. 26.
Prokop, Stanley J., Sr.. d.b.a. Stanley Prokop Jeweler,

Alliance, Nebr. 755.461, pub. 6-4-63. Cl. 28.

Prokop. Stanley. Jeweler : See
Prokop, Stanley J., Sr.

Pulitzer, Lilly, Inc., Palm Beadi. Fla. 755.584-6. pub. 6-11-
63 Cl 39

Pulp Reproduction Co.. Milwaukee. Wis. 768.416, pub. 6-11-
flo Cl 22

Putman Publishing Co^ Chicago, III. 755J19. Cl. 38.

Putnam, F. A.. Mfg. Co.. Inc., Keene. N.H. 755,268. pub.

Pyro Plastics Corp.. Union, N.J. 765,399, pub. 6-ll-«8.
Cl 22.

Quls'ine. Inc.. Torrlngton. Conn. 756.329. pub. 6-11-68.
CI 13

Radeck, ' Adolf. Chemlsche Fabrlk, TreuchtUngen, Bavaria.
Germany. 758,282-4, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 6. ^ ^^ ^„

Radio Shack Corp.. Boston. Mass. 755.898. pub. 6-11-68.
Cl 21

Rainbow Crafts, Inc., Cincinnati. Ohio. 766,402. pub. 6-11-
68 CI 22

Rainbow Wood Products, Inc.. New York, NY. 756.264. pub.

H « < aq /^l o

Rapala. Minneapolis. Minn. 765.400 Dub.fr-11-88. Cl. 22
Rapid Copy Service. Inc., Chicago, lU. 765,709, pub. 6-11-

JTo pi 1QA
Ree-Stone Corp., Montreal. Quebec, Canada. 786,242. pub.

6-11-68. Cl 1. „ .,„ ,.„ „.
Reed Development Corp.. McLean. Va. 648.402. cane. Cl.

100
Reese' Finer Foods. Inc., Chicago. 111. 755,636. pub. 6-11-63.

Reiss Ronthor, Corp.. New York. N.Y. 755,603, pub. 6-11-

63. CI. 35.

Rene-Craft Products : See—
W&ff6n6r Ow6n F.

Rlchemond, Robert, New York, N.Y. 765,664. pub. 6-11-

Rich's. Inc.. Atlanta. Ga. 755,667. pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 61.

Rll-Sno Products Co.. The : See

—

Charles. Inc., The. „ , „...,« w « ii
Roberto Eseursell-Prat. Barcelona. Spain. 765.419. pub. 6-11-

63. Cl. 23.

Rod's Food Products : See

—

Rod's Food Products, Inc, ^ „ j, » t^-
Rod's Food Products. Inc., d.b.a. Rod's Food Products. Los

Angeles. Calif. 755.631. pub. 6-11-63 Cl. 46
Ronson Corp.. Woodbridge, N.J. 755,327. pub. 6-11-63. Cl.

IS
Ross! Will, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. 755.354. pub. 6-11-68.

Roux Laboratories, Inc.. New York. NY. 755.682. pub. 6-11-

Ronx laboratories. Inc.. N>w York NY 755,728 CT 6L
Roy. Rob. Co.. Inc.. New York, N.Y. 765,679, pub. 6-11-68.

Cl .19

Rubbermaid Inc., Wooster, Ohio. 755,265, pub. 6-11-63,

Cl 2
Rumpp, C. F., k Sons Inc., Philadelphia, Pa, 786.267. pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 3.

SAIT Socleta Abravisl Industrlall, S.p.A., Turin, Italy.

765,269. pub. 6-11-68. O. 4.

S.S.C. Laboratory : See

—

Cramer, Stanley 8.

S & S Associates. Inc.. New York. NY, 648.291, cane.

Cl. 36.

S and W Fine Foods, Inc. : See-
United States Products Corp.
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Sage Export, Belgrade, Yugoslavia. 755,712, pub. 6-11-63.

CI A
St. Pierre MarKuerlte, Inc., Watertown, Maita. 755,670, pub.

6—11-63. CI. 51. „ ., ,, ,r.« /~rt on
Salk Murray Inc.. Brighton. MasH. 648,430. cane. CI. 38.

Sam'ul Co Inc., Man.aronerk. N.Y. 648.377 cane CI 46.

"SanopliariH" (hem. Pharni. I'rapaiate GesellHehaft in.b.H.,

Vienna, Austria. 7^5.638. pub. «-ll-«3- V^V «Sw .k
Seaudla Csnietlix Corp.. New York, N.Y. 7.)5,675, pub.

Schenley blfitillers. Inc. d.b.a. I. W. Harper Distilling Co.,

New York. NY. 648.275. cane. CI. 33

755,450. pub. 6-11-

Schuman "Co. The, Beverly HUl".' Calif. 403,647, ren.

Schun^^ Co*:,' The, Beverly Hills, Calif. 404,688, ren.

ScoUman^' Utg *Co., Inc., Oardena, Calif. 765.366. pub.

Scatt,^"w^alte?,' Inc.. Miami, Fla. 755,671, pub. 6-11-63.

Scott, '^Walter, Inc., Miami, Fla. 755.679, pub. ft-11^3.

Scot ts'^-Keepd rye" Dartboard Co. Ltd., Lalndon, England.

755.401, pub 6-11-63. CI 22. «,„ ,02 e-nc CI 22
Screen Gems. Inc.. New York, NY. 648,182, cane. «.i. <^.

Seaboard Seed Co., Inc. : See—
Heritage House Products. Inc.

7^^ rvj
Seagram, Joseph K., & Sons, Inc.. New iork, N.Y. 755,656,

SeSrc'J-afVorJ^Salt'Jke City. Utah. 7r,5,509. pub. 6-11-63.

Sea«, ^Roebuck and Co.. Chicago. 111. 755.485. pub. ft- 11-63.

Secdr Mfg. Co., Inc.. New York, N.Y. 755,591. pub. 6-11-63.

SeeirU? Renovating, Inc., Uleksvllle. N.Y. 756.318, pub.

SelVaku.'rana^. Co. Ltd.. Hlgashl ku. Osaka. Japan. 756,287.

SeSuul'chimlcal Co' Ltd. of Japan. Osaka. Japan. 755.274.

Seftxer ''illln^L.. d.b.a. Chatham Creations. Providence, R.I.

755.465, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 28.
7.^.4*11% nub

Seneca Grape Juice Corp.. Dundee, N.Y. 755,615, puD.

Sht'ekim.'^rd, Jlphonso L., d.b a. The Alchem Co., San Antonio.

Sb?n^don's^^;n^*ihrc^o.*tt^d."lin/ol.. ''England. 755.449, pub.

Sht'riir^W. R.^lne.. Minneapolis. Minn. 648.270. cane.

Sh?li on Co.. New York, NY. 7.55,4.21, pub. ft-H-W- Cl 26.

She Oil Co. New York, NY. 755,483, pub. «-llJ3. Cl. 34.

Shir Albert Boston. Mas. 755 466. PUb.„6-11.^3 Cl 28.

Shopmaster. Inc.. Minneapolis. Minn. 648.203. cane. ci. ^o.

Slegler Corp. The : See--

81«W •li'ir iVJ. .'f?om The 8Mter Corp., New To* N.Y.

Si2?.'o".""«^... Si^?\?.°'.nc"S^'w York. .N.Y. «4S,347.

Cl 3. , . u
Smart k Final Iris : i^ee

Smar^eapr^n'" ^'e^'YoV;!' to B. Wood. Forest HUU. N.Y.

SmTh* j'- ^.''Shoe'^'cf E E, Taylor Coru. August, and

Sm?th^Robt. R. k R. VV., Ltd., London, England. 766.633,

Sn^lekTroduets, I- .' d t.a Hou^ of Snacks Co.. Downer.

Grove, Iir, "'^g'^^AP^SilUn ftely 755 240 pub. 6-4-63.
Socleta Rhodlatoc 8 p.A .

Milan. Italy. 'P°--V'X".
(Consolidated certificate, Claaaes 1. 8». and 42 )

Soclete L'Oreal. Paris. France. 756.678. pub. 0-11 oa.

Sonola Accordion Co., Inc., Hoboken, N.J. 755.616. pub.

Ki"€oHit,,.?"i..x;r s, &^%. D...

SoSthind Paint Co.. Inc., Galneavlil*. Tex. 766.681. pub.

S^lVul' SaPes 'co., Atlanta. Ga. 755,592. pub. 6-11-68.

Sparry* Rand Corp., New York, NY. 648,153 c"<- ^1. 21.

Squar; D Co., Park Rid,., 111. T65.392. pub. «-ll-«a. Cl.

Squibb. B. R.. * Son. to OUn Mathle.oB ^emical Corp.. N«w

York N.Y. 169.655, ren. 8-27-63. Cl. 1».
....,,

Stadler' Fertlll«r Co.. Cleveland. Ohio. 755.80». pub. 6-11-

8t!fey ^A. K. Mfg. Cc. Dectur, III. 768.288, pub. »-n-«3.

St^dLd on Co.. Chicago. III. 172.712. ren. &-27-«8. CI. «.

Starrett, L. S.. Co.. The. Athol. Maaa.
63. Cl. 26.

Steel. W., k Co. Ltd.. London. England. 648,268, cane. CL
32

StUe's-Kem Sales Corp., Waukegan. 111. 756.279-80. pub.
6-11-63. Cl. 6. .....

Stirn L k E.. Inc. New York. N.Y., to Burlington Induatries,

Inc Greensboro, N.C. 404,272, ren. 8-27-63. Cl. 42.

Strauch, Axel E.. from Clauaa B. Strauch, d.b.a. Cervlacope
Co.. Haxel Green, WU. 755,596. pub. 10-23-62. Cl 44.

Stronglte Co., The. Ntw York. N.Y. 765,469. pub. 6-11-68.

Cl 28
Stroukoff Aircraft Corp.. Wett Trenton. N.J. 648,146. cane.

Cl 19
Stud'ebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind. 765,834, pub. 6-11-63.

Suburban Foods. Inc., Newark, N.J. 765,648, pub. 6-11-68.

Suburban Homemaklng k Maternity Agency. The, Hempatead'.

NY. 75o,693, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 101. „.„„„„ _,
Summit Sportwear Co., Boston, Masa. 648.320. cane. Cl.

39
Surpaw Leather Co., Philadelphia. Pa. 765.713. CL 1.

Surprize Soapy Sponge : Bee—
McDanai. Michael R.

. ^ ,.,.„, ^ ,««
Sutcliffe, Speakman ard Co.. Ltd.. Leigh, England. 166.-

236. ren. 8-27-63. Cl. 23. ^ r,, -.n-,

Sutherland. John, Productions, Inc. 648.410. cane. Cl. 107.

Suiukl Shlnobu Sohonsha Co., Ltd., Shliuoka-ahl, Shlxuoka-

ken. Japan. 758,668-6, pub. 6-11-63. Cl 61. „ ,- --
Tag-A-Bag Co., Washington, D.C. 755,697, pub. 6-11-68.

Cl 102
Talt' Mfg. Co., The, Dayton, Ohio. 756.440. pub. 6-11-63.

Cl 28
Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltdr. Hlgaahl-ku. Osaka. Japan.

756,614. pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 46.
,,.,. -k/i k «_ii_««

Tanning, Irving, Co.. Boston. Masa. 755,260, pub. 6-11-6S.

Cl. 1. ^ „
Tarrant Electric Machinery Co. : See

—

Tarrant!'^ William D., d.b.a. Tarrant Electric Machinery Co.,

Wlchita,''Kans. 755,379, pub. 4-30-63. Cl. 21.

Taylor, E. E., Corp. : See—
Smith, J. P., Shoe Co.

Techni Blectronlca, Inc., Orange. N.J. 755.897, pub. 6-11-

Te?e«ysSm*lervlces Corp.. Glen.lde, Pa. 785.398, pub. 6-11-

TempleSn.^kenly k Co.. Broadview. 111. 403.830, ren. 8-27-

Tenaion^ EnveloDe Corp. of Kanaaa City, Kanaas City. Mo.

TeI2''fn;t?Smem.'l5c:. SaSa, Tex. 785.876. pub. (^11-

Textron^'ln" Providence. R.L 765,848. pub. 6-11-68. Cl.

Theratron Corp.. St Paul, Minn. 785.880, pub. 6-11-63.

Tb^mae Dr. Karl. Q.m.b.H., Blberach and der Ei««, Oj™"/.
fr?mOeliy Chemical Corp.. Ardsley. N.Y. 7BS.888. pub.

Th^mi^** Co^'lnf Seattle. Wash. 648.248, cane. Cl. 27.

?hoSp-on, Hin^ O , k Son Co.. The. New Haven, Conn.

Thl'm'i;lfn CusU'sTlnc.SJhL'nlx, Art.. 758,262, pub. (^11-

ThompMi industries. Inc., Phoenix. Art.. 786,484. pub.

ThtmJ;;^: Manon L., d.b^*- Mickey Thompwn B»tergrl.es.

Long Beach. Calif. 755.421. pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 28.

Thompson. Mlckev. Enterprises : Bee

—

Thomp.onrDil^';'ffc.'' Waahlngton. D.C. 756.627-9. pub.

Tl^nd;*o^|^ Chemical Corp.. Leominster. Maaa. 785.248. pub.

T»«rant*^6e<^r'iieiiL Slough, England. 648.081. cane. C1.4.

TLlwi^felSrtc'corLtd.. ihinaglwa-ku Tokyo^^^^

881, pub. 6-11-63. (Conaolldated certlflcate. ciaaae. ai

Tc;j,"h'tab CO.. The. Blue Springs, ^o. 648^38 cane Cl M.

Town and Country Food Co.. Inc.. Fort Wayne, ina. 100,

617, pub. 6-11-63. Cl 46. . „„ t«iii71r Cl 6

Trana^^Adult Game.. Inc., New York. NY. 788.414. pub.

TrtiiliJpCo^ri..^ Chicago, lU. "8.156. canc^ CI 21.

Trl-8Ute Plaatlc Molding Co., Inc., Henderaon, Ky. 648.028.

cane. Cl. 2.

Tropical Gardener, The : See

—

Troat^rAlbirt'" Sons Co., Milwaukee. Wis. 788.281. pub.

TrS"B;n?nce"corMU. Inc., New York, NY. 788.686, pub.

6-11-68. Cl. 89.

Turner A Seymour Mf|. Co., The. Torrtngton. Conn. 176.684.

TuuTiil^pS^Co^Chlcago, 111. 755.481. pub. 6-11-68. Cl.

28.

U.A.8. Corp. : fie»— „ , _
United Aircraft Supply Corp.

Unarco Industries. Inc., from Union Asbestoa k Rubber Co..

Chicago, III. 755,322. pub. 6-11-68. Cl. 12.

Unarco Industries. Inc., from Union Asbettoa * Rubber Co..

Chicago. III. 755,491, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 85.

Union Aabestoa k Rubber Co. : See

—

Unarco Industrtea, Inc.
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Union on Co. of California, Los Angeles. Calif. 755.293,

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 6. „ „,
Unlscrlpt, Inc., WlchlU, Kana. 755,524, pub. 6-11-63. Cl.

37
United Aircraft Supply Corp., d.b.a. U.A.8. Corp.. Chicago,

111. 648,180, cane. Cl. 22.

United Merchants and Mfrs., Inc. : Bee—
Cohn Hall Marx Co. ^ . . , ^ ,.,

United States Borax k Chemical Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.

755,295, pub. 6-11-83. Cl. 6.

United States Envelope Co., Springfield, Masa. 755,525. pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 37.
United States Products Corp., Ltd. : Bee—

United States Products Corp. „ ^ ... e.i

United States Prodacts Corp.. San Joae. to S and >\ Fine

Foods. Inc., San Francisco, Calif. 170,655, ren. 8-27-63.

United States Products Corp., San Franclscc) to United
States Produeta Corp., Ltd., San Jose, Calif. 177,019.

UnUeil^Stat'^a^Rubber Co., New York. NY. 648,284, cane.

Cl 35
United States Rubber Co., New York, NY. 755,508, pub.

U.S. Tool k Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111. 848,138 cane. Cl. 19.

U S Vitamin Corp., New York, N.Y. 648,134-6, cane. Cl.

18.
U.S. Watch Repair Co. : See—

Bauman, Walter O. ,.-0^0 », a h^q
United Whelan Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y. 755.342, pub. 6-11-63.

Universal Roll-A-Form Corp.. Royal Oak. Mich. 755,420.

Vande,biIt"lt.^T.,^Cof Inc., New York, NY. 755,286, pub.

Van"derbm, R^'t* Co., Inc., New York, NY. 755,297, pub.

ft— 11—tiS Cl 6
Velslcol Chemical Corp., Chicago. 111. 755,256, pub. 6-11-63.

VeVrerle Crlstalleria dAroues G. D"'-«°<J *
f**-^,^'.?"*^'

Pas de Calais. France. ^55.480. pub. 6-11-63 Cl 33
VIgzol Oil Co. Ltd.. The. London, England. 755,333, puD.

Vl^We~F?le Corp.* New York, N.Y. 755,519, pub. 6-11-63.

VUual^ComraunicHtlons, Inc., New York. N.Y. 755.663, pub.

Vlfa"rS Corp.,'^ Kansas City. Mo. 755.473, pub. 6-11-63.

Cl 30
Vital Food Co. of California : See—

Chllstrom. Marjorie W. „„
W k H. Jewelry Co.. Providence R.I. 648,258. eane. Cl. 28.

Wagener. Owen F.. d.b.a. Rene-<!^raft Products. \Mlmette. 111.

Waufs'Mfg*''co.. Bost^o^n. Mass. 755.575-6. pub. 6-11-63.

Wallace^'sUversmlths. Inc.. Walllngford. Conn. 648.215, cane.

Wandii-^Co.. The. Chicago, III. 755.356, pub. 6-11-63. Cl.

Wafd Baking Co.. New York. N.Y. 170.800-1, ren. 8-27-63.

wSd *Baklng Co.. New York. N.Y. 170.938, ren. 8-27-63.

Watsot^ William A.. Tampa. Fla. 756.561. pub. 6-ll-«3.

Cl. 36.

Weaver, W. R., Co. : See ~

WeavTr:"NCillla.l!'*r d\ a. W. R^ Weaver Co., El Paso, Tex.

We"r"Tl^lcir'c^''s?even^' Point. WU. 755,412. pub.

WeV MJ?kets.' fnc. Sunbury, Pa. 755,649. pub. fr-11-63.

Cl. 46.

Well-Bullt Shoe Co.. Inc.. Mllford. Mass. 631,825. cane.

Cl 39
Wellcome Foundation. Ltd.. The. London. England. 756,291.

pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 6.

West Chemical Products. Inc.. Long Island City, N.Y.
755,716. Cl. 6.

West Coast Macaroni Mfg. Co., Inc., Oakland, Calif. 400,069.
ren. 8-27-63. Cl. 46.

Weetern Electric Co.. Inc., New York, .N.Y., to MlnnesoU
Mining and Mfg. Co.. St. Paul. Minn. 402,354. ren.

8-27-63. Cl. 28. „ , ... ^
Western Hotels Co.. from Western Hotels, Inc., Seattle, Wash.

755,552^ pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 38.

Western Hotels, Inc. : See

—

"Western Hotela Co. „.. ,.

Western Unit Corp., City of Industry, Calif. 755,369. pub.

West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co., .New York, N.Y. 766.312,
pub. 10-24-61. Cl. 12.

Wheeling Tile Co., Wheeling, W. Va. 755.319. pub. 6-11-83.

Cl 12
White Bennie O.. d.b.a. Orlando Marine Co.. Orlando, Fla.

648,'l44. cane. Cl. 19.
Whiting Mfg. Co., Inc., Clnelnnatl. Ohio. 755,593. pub.

Whitman, Stephen F., k Son, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. 648,382,

cane Cl 46
Wiener, Ben, A Hoffman, Inc., New York, NY. 755,581, pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 39.
Wlllbanks, Harold A., Fairbanks, Alaska. 648,411, cane.

Cl 200
Williams Davis Co.. Inc.. Washington. Ind. 648.121. cane.

Cl 18
Wlnn-Mlchaels Pharmaceuticals, Inc., EvansvlUe, Ind.

755.359. pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 18.

W^oVti-Prodottl Di Bellezza 8.R.L.. Milan. Italy. 755.72i.

Cl. 51.
Wood, Barnet : See

—

Smartcaps. Inc. __„.„„ . -,j.
Wood Conversion Co.. St. Paul. Minn. 749,176. Am. 7(d).

Wood* J R., A Sons, Inc., New York, NY. 785,467, pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 28. ^ ^ XT V .w Tc V
Worldwide Musical Instrument Co. Inc., New York, w.x.

756.614, pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 36. „i, ^„„ k
White Stores, Inc., Wichita Falls, Tex. 756,499, pub.

6-11-63. a. 36. „ „. ^ ___ ... „„.
Washington Stove Works, Everett, Wash. 766.484. pub.

Wrttlng Toys Corp., St. Paul, Minn. 755,415, pub. 6-11-63.

Cl 22
Wyman. Partridge A Co.. Minneapolis. Minn to Burlington

Industries. Inc., Greensboro, N.C. 174,880, ren. 8-27-63.

Cl 39
York Street Flax Spinning Co.. Inc. : See—

York Street Flax Spinning Co., Ltd. „,,_,,. .^
York Street Flax Spinning Co., Ltd Belfawt. Ireland »«

York Street Flax Spinning Co. Inc., New \ork, NT.
166,466, ren. 8-27-63. C\. 42.

Youth Associates Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 755,543. pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 38.

Younger Each Day. Inc.. New York. NY. 755.601. pub.

6-11-63. Cl. 44.

Zenith Radio Corp.. Chicago, 111. 756,512. pub. 6-11-63.

Cl. 36.

Zephyr Radio Co., Ltd., San Anaelmo from Ka8t«^,^"«-
elates Ltd., San Francisco, Calif. 755,390, pub. 6-11-63.

Cl. 21.

Zerr Levi H Jr. d.b.a LehoflT Associates. Parkesburg, Pa.

755,517. pub. 6-11-63. Cl. 36.

Zlndell Joan B.. Ann Arbor, Mich. 755,477, pub. 6-11-63.

Cl. 32.
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